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NEW

A

ANTENNA

FAR

BEHER

MAKES

BUY

WHO

THAN
NEW

WHO^s

Potential

Audience
WHO

92.7%!

will be operating soon with two new 50 kw transmitters

(AM and FM), two new antennas, and a new 780-foot tower.
Representing a $400,000 investment, this new equipment
not only improves WHO's transmission, hut also brings
two hundred thousand new people within WHO^s .5 millivolt contour — nearly three million new people within
WHO's

nighttime fading zone!

Here are the figures:

BEFORE
Area Inside .5 Millivolt
Contour (Square Miles)
Population Inside .5
Millivolt Contour

84,500

Population Inside Nightlime Fading Zone

89,000
4,100,000
'$ -..

73,000
3,162,400

71.6%

92.7%

125,300 =
6,096,300
'■ s.

This model test made it possible
for WHO's engineers to perfect
the design and to determine
exactly what the new equipment
would do in terms of more effective transmission. The new

ten

energy to horizon levels.

frequency.

WHO's major investment in new
AM and FM equipment makes
this station the most modern 50

Get all the facts about WHO, including a complimentary copy of
the 1950 Survey. Write direct or
ask Free & Peters.

NEW AM EQUIPMENT
WHO'S new 780-foot tower, a
300-degree vertical- directionalized antenna, is the result of
years of research and experimentation by WHO'S Technical Research Laboratory. Before the
equipment was actually built, a
small model tower and antenna
were erected and operated at
WHO's

top of the 780-foot tower. This
antenna radiates 400 kw effective
radiated power and is driven by a
new 50 kw FM transmitter. Space
has also been provided on the
tower for possible future installation of a super-gain TV antenna.

Survey gives further evidence of
who's leadership . . . reveals
that WHO is "listened to most"
by 37.5% of Iowa's radio families,
daytime — 43.9%, nighttime.

*Area of Iowa is 52,680 sq. mi.
Population figures based on 1940 Census.

times

EQUIPMENT

kw operation in the U.S. — is
proof of who's determination to
provide its listeners with topnotch
radio service ... its advertisers
with outstanding radio values.
Tlie 1950 Iowa Radio Audience

5.3%
INCREASE
5.4%

3,890,000

Area Inside Nighttime
Fading Zone (Sq. Miles)

NOW

FM

A new 12-bay super-gain FM antenna has been installed near the

Nighttime

Increased

EVER!

antenna's design almost completely eliminates unusable radiation above 40 degrees from
the earth and returns this

+

far

IOWA

PLUS!

DES MOINES . . . 50,000 WATTS
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

oi iviarcn 3 ir7Q

FREE & PETERS. INC.

+

'
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TELEVISION

IN

TRADITION

THE

twice

the

program

time

With the arrival of the coaxial cable in Louisville, WHAS-TV
doubles its operating time.

now

Starting in the early afternoon, 7 days a week, WHAS-TV offers an
outstanding lineup of local shows with a real Kentuckiana flavor . . .
plus the all-star array of CBS-TV programs.

Bask

CBS

interconnected

WHA$T¥

Affiliate
Serving a market
50,000 television

of more
homes

f

than

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY AND CO. *

VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director

NEIL D. CLINE, Sa/es Directoi
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Tulsa
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Tulsa.
;
of
Railway
Express
Agency,
New
York,
names
^
q
TALK
OF revival of Cooperative Analysis of
Oct. 4: AAAA Board of Directors meeting, ChiRobert W. Orr Assoc., New York, to handle its
Broadcasting, or an enlarged version of it,
cago.
advertising effective Jan. 1, 1951.
Oct. 5: AAAA Central Council, Hotel Drake,
was heard around convention of Assn. of
Chicago.
'RED PURGE' PROBLEM
National Advertisers last week in Chicago.
Oct. 6-7: NAB District 3, Bedford Springs Hotel,
Such an organization, supported by broadcastBedford, Pa.
DISCUSSED AT CONFERENCE
ers, agencies and advertisers, it was argued,
(Other Upcomings on page 73)
ALL-INDUSTRY conference held in New York
could result in important savings for all, since
Friday under auspices of AFRA to discuss
more than dozen different radio and TV refuture policy of radio-TV and advertisers
search and measurement services now are in
Bulletins
operation for which advertisers contend they
relating tosonalitiesdismissal
"controversial"
perfrom network ofshows
[Broadcasting,
pay in final analysis.
MRS. ELEANOR ROOSEVELT signed by
Sept. 25, 18]. Sessions attended by representaWNBC New York' late Friday to five-year contives of ANA, AAAA and networks.
WHETHER FCC will adopt CBS color standtract
to
replace
Mary
Margaret
McBride,
ards forthwith (meaning this week) consistent
General Foods Corp., which dismissed Jean
12:30-1:15 p.m., Mon-Fri., starting Oct. 11.
with its Sept. 1 report, or postpone action on
Muir on grounds her listing in Red Channels
Elliott Roosevelt to appear as announcer.
its own motion in light of general plaint that
made
her "controversial," Thursday temProgram available for participating sponsor30-day timetable for bracket standards is imship. Deal through Roosevelt & Jones, and
porarily suspended . policy pending "construcpossible of accomplishment, was big question
tive solution" from discussions.
William Morris, N. Y. Miss McBride moving
at filing deadline Friday. FCC was reprefrom WNBC to ABC [Broadcasting, Sept. 25].
FCC ACTION COMPARED
sented as having "open mind" with meeting
TO
ORDER FROM KREMLIN
likely at midweek. General view was that
INDUSTRY group to meet tonight (Monday)
RCA would litigate if final decision favors
at Waldorf-Astoria, New York, to discuss
AMERICAN public will lose 95% of present
CBS.
plans for broadcasting defense council. Invited
$3 billion invested in home TV sets under
to attend by NAB President Justin Miller were
terms of FCC proposed bracket color ruling.
TAKE-IT-or-leave-it report: If FCC forthJoseph H. McConnell, NBC; Frank Stanton,
Ross D. Siragusa told National Assn. of
with approves CBS color standards, there will
CBS; Robert E. Kintner, ABC; Frank White,
Furniture Manufacturers Friday at Edgewater t|
follow order requiring TV stations to devote
MBS; Allen B. DuMont, DuMont Network;
Hotel, Chicago. FCC demand on set makers^]
at least 20% of time on air to color transmisJack R. Poppele, Television Broadcasters Assn.;
sions, some of it in prime hours. Since FCC
to
modify sets was issued "with all sublety
Robert C. Sprague, RTMA.
has no licensee control over manufacturers,
of an order from the Kremlin," he said.
Mr. Siragusa said not 5% of 10 million sets
presumably they would engage in color set
LBS NETWORK STARTS
in service by end of 1950 will ever be made
production only if there's "public demand."
LIBERTY BROADCASTING SYSTEM withcompatible with CBS.
Telecasters thereby would be faced with new
out fanfare today (Oct. 2) starts interconeconomic problem of substantial proportions,
CBS COLOR CONTINUES
nected network service to approximately 240
say those despondent respondents.
CBS announced Friday it would continue daily 1
stations throughout the country [BROADCASTAT CLOSING of FCC color polls Friday, sevING, Sept. 4]. Approximately IOV2 hours of
color telecasts from WCBS-TV
New York |
eral Big Ten manufacturers still were among
programming per day will be fed to affiliates
"until further notice" as service to any
missing although it was anticipated responses
by LBS, headed by Barton R. and Gordon B.
manufacturers
testing color TV receiving ■
McLendon, multi-millionaire Texans.
were in mails. It's expected Motorola will
equipment.
not protest FCC tentative approval of CBS
color but will insist it can't do better than 6%
months on simple brackets, using CBS alone,
Bracket
Deadline
Stumps
TV
Set Makers
or 10% months for overall bracket standards.
(See Earlier Story, Page 57)
standards,
excessive
costs could nevertheless
It was presumed Zenith would be in similar
AVALANCHE of last-minute replies of TV
vein, although timing might be different.
preclude
their
utilization." S. Salant, of RosenFiled
Attorney
set makers to FCC's "bracket standards" proBiggest question mark was Philco, which veman,
Goldmark,
Colin Richard
& Kaye, CBS comments said
posal
late
Friday
made
it
almost
unanimous
hemently opposed FCC stance all down line.
apparently many manufacturers feel unable to meet
that, however hard manufacturers may try,
FCC's brackets deadline — in which case, FCC was
DON'T be surprised if CBS does not make bid
told,CBScolorsystem.
report Approval
"requires of
the CBS
immediate
adoption"
they can't meet FCC's apparent early-Novemof
standards,
brief
for Thomas S. Lee (Don Lee) Enterprises
ber deadline to start manufacture.
statement
continued,
would
give
manufacturers
instock. That does not mean, however, that CBS
centive to incorporate adaptation into sets and thus
Following pattern established by earlier
prevent
aggravation
of
compatibility
problem,
givf,
will not wind up with TV station of its own in
answers to bracket-sets proposal which FCC
ing FCC additional time to explore brackets ques-«^
Los Angeles market (it now owns 49% of
offered as alternative to immediate adoption
tion
KTTV, controlled by Los Angeles Times).
CBS"fully."
feared wording of FCC's brackets proposal
of CBS system, some manufacturers indicated
might be interpreted "by some manufacturers" to
Bids will be opened Oct. 6.
willingness — but inability — to comply, while
preclude
use of reduce
additional
"which,received
when ,
desired, would
the adjustment
size of pictures
others took more stinging approach which
PROGRESSIVE Broadcasting System, headed
from CBS color signals in order that the receiver
signified likelihood that court test will follow
couldasked
be converted
with point.
a disc converter." FCC
by Westcoaster Larry Finley, has set Nov. 12
was
to clarify this
if CBS system is approved.
target date for beginning of network operaWestinghouse said it has adapted some sets
tions [Broadcasting, Sept. 4]. Affiliates beSubmitting replies at Friday's deadline were
to
receive CBS color in black-and-white and,
ing contacted by train entourage which trekked
CBS; Westinghouse, General Electric, National
Television
Systems
Committee,
Crosley,
through South last week winding up in Memthough it cannot meet FCC's 30-day deadline
for starting production, purposes to inaugurate
phis. Former major network executive soon
Belmont, Stromberg-Carlson, Pilot, Arvin,
three-phase production program based on asGai'od,
and
John
Meek
Industries
in
addition
will join high command, it's reported.
sumptions stemming from FCC's TV Report:
to
supplementary
brief
by
DuMont.
MEL DRAKE, former WDGY Minneapolis
final FCC decision, WestingCBS supported bracket standards concept,
(1) Assuming
build insets equipped with plug rehouse plans to delay
manager named NAB station relations direcbased on assumption that costs will not be
Posi- .
At Switch
switch.
two-position
and
ceptacle
standards,
on present
tion No. 1, sets would operate
tor in mid-August, may not assume post after
substantially greater than earlier estimates
readjustdriver' on other
simple 'screw
but by "relatively
all. NAB hasn't yet announced what's to be
to operate
ments" could be changed
for internal "two point" adaptation. But it
done finally about vacancy created in July
monochrome standards "within a reasonable range '
was
made
clear
that
CBS
cannot
confirm
acupon promulgation
the present
of
when B. Walter Huffington suffered fatal heart
would buildof standards, (2)company
color standards";
specific
and that "whatof this assumption,
(Continued on page 9i)
(Continued on page 9i.)
ever thecuracydesirability
of the concept of bracket
October 2, 1950
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the

one

and

only

.

.

the only tv station that can sell your
product

to this prosperous

TV

audience

In fact, WGAL-TV is the only station located in
this section. It reaches a large, thriving market in
Pennsylvania — including Lancaster. York. Lebanon,
Reading, Harrisburg and adjacent areas. In addition
to its ability to do a profitable selling job for you,
WGAL-TV is an ideal test market . . . compact,
economy is stabilized, industry diversified and rates
are reasonable. WGAL-TV

assures you a consistently

high and growing audience . . . top shows from 4
networks, NBC. ABC. CBS and DuMont and good
local programming. If you're on TV. WGAL-TV
important in your selling plans.

is

Represented by
ROBERT
Chicago

BROADCASTING

•

MEEKER
San Francisco

ASSOCIATES
New York

Telecasting

Los Angeles
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Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications. Inc
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices:
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1029
IN THIS BROADCASTING
ANA Muffles Rote Cut Cry
McElroy Sees Medio Changes Ahead
Benny-Allen Review
Stiff Terms Set in 'Lorain Journal' Case
NRDGA Gets Radio-TV Selling Tips
Coy's Predictions Voiced at ANA Meet
Radio Set Production May Hit 14 Million ...
July
of '49
WeissNetwork
Resigns Gross
from Tops
Don That
Lee
Watch Firms Open Seasonal Drive
Strotz Resigns NBC Post
Radio Made the Difference for Lapp & Royce
Radio Bills Pend as Cona ress Recesses
U. S. Clears Focal Point in NARBA Jockeying
Richards' Witnesses Pass 100 Mark
Action on Manpower Urged by Dist. 11
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WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
SOI TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; J. Frank
Beatty, Rufus Crater, Associate Editors; Fred FitzTyler Nourse,
Halley, Berlyn,
Assistants gerald,
to theNews Editor;
News Editor.
STAFF:Jo David
Lawrence Christopher, Mary Cross, Tom Hynes, John
Osbon, ANTS:
ArdineUe
WUliamson.Kathryn
EDITORLAX,
ASSISTEstelle Dobschultz,
Ann Jones,
Pat
Kowalczyk, Doris Lord, Wilson D. McCarthy, Jean
D. Statz; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to the Publisher.
BUSINESS: MAURY LONG, Business Manager; Winfield R. Levi, Assistant Advertising Manager; George
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stevens,
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi.
Doris Orme, Judy Martin; B. T. Taishoff, Treasurer;
Irving Weston.
C. Miller, Auditor and Office Manager;
Eunice

•This medium-sized Southern baicery (name on request) tested
"Cisco Kid" for 90 days ... in a market where distribution
was thin . . . during the summer, when bread sales are lower.
Now In 7th Renewa!! Results were so sensational — 14%
sales increase — that this bakery decided to sponsor "Cisco
Kid" in six additional markets! "Cisco's" performance, as a
record-breaking salesman for many product
s and services, is
ready for your inspection. Write, wire or phone for details. See
the proof — before you commit yourself on any Western?
Sensational "Cisco Kid" Promotion Campaign —
From buttons to guns — is breaking traffic records.
LOW PRICED!
Vi-Hour Western Adventure
Program . . . Available 1-2-3
times per week. Transcribed
for local ond regional
sponsorship.
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NEW YORK BUREAU
488 Madison Ave., Zone 22.
PLaza 5-8355; EDITORIAL: Edwin H. James. New
York Editor; Florence Small, Agency Editor; Pete
Dickerson, Assistant to New York Editor; Gretchen
Groff, Martha Koppel.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING:
S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director;
Eleanor R. Manning.
CHICAGO BUREAU 360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1.
CEntrat 6-4115; William L. Thompson, Manager; Jane
Pinkerton.
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building, Hollywood
and
HEmpstead
man. Vine,
West Zone
Coast 28,
Manager;
Ann 8181;
August.David GlickTORONTO: 417 Harbour Commission, ELgin 0775,
James Montagnes.
Broadcasting * Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title :
BROADCASTrNG * — The News Magazine of the Fifth
Estate.
BroadcastReporter
Advertising
• was acquired in 1932
and Broadcast
in 1933.
*Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1950 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
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CIRCULATION AND READERS' SERVICE: JOHN P.
COSGROVE, Manager: Elaine Haskell, Grace Motta,
Lillian Oliver, Allen Riley, Warren Sheets.
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Subscription Price: $7.00 Per Year, 25c Per Copy
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Less

than

the

meets

eye...

r

There's less eatin meat on a steer (or lamb or

lard. Only a little more than half of a steer is

pig) than meets the eye.

beef, and only 8%

That's one of the reasons the Missus may

Remember,

of it is sirloin steak.

too, when the retailer buys his

when

sides of meat, he is buying stew meat, shanks

he quotes her a price on a pound of steak, or

and shoulder roasts as well as fancy steaks and

chops or roast.

roasts. And there's always some trimming to
do before he puts the cuts in the counter.

look with jaundiced eye at the meat-man

She's thinking of what the packer is paying
for a pound of cattle on the hoof; what she's
really buying is pretty near all eatin meat!
Fact is, only half of a lamb is meat, and only
about 10%

of that meat is loin lamb chops.

Only about two-thirds of a porker is meat and

Next time you eye a meat animal, look for
the eatin parts and we believe you'll agree that
the meat industry is doing a job when it moves
meat from farm to table at a lower service cost
than almost any other food.

AMERICAN MEAT INSTITUTE
Headquarters, Chicago • Members throughout the U. S.
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NO

CORN
FOR

PONE
MRS.

CABOT!

Say "Johnnie Cake" to the lady from Massachusetts, and she'll know what on earth you're
talking about. But down in the deep South
they call it something else again.
Point is, you'll sell a lot more goods when you
talk the same language as your customers —
no matter where you live.
That's hard to arrange with impersonal
national ad schedules. It's easy as pie, though,
when you use Spot radio to give your advertising the local touch.
Spot's ability to deliver a home-town message
— in one market or a hundred — is just one
of the features that makes Spot advertising
greof advertising when measured in dollars
and cents.
These great stations are Spot's
ideal proving ground

WSB
WBAL

Atlanta
Baltimore

WNAC
WICC

Boston
Bridgeport

WBEN
WGAR

Buffalo
Cleveland
(Dallas )

WFAA

(Ft. Worth/
Des Moines
Detroit
Fresno

KSO
WJR
KARM
KPRC
WDAF
KFOR
KARK
KFI

MADISON

NEW

YORK
MU

ROADCASTING

CITY

8-0200

• Telecasting

AVE.
22

KSTP
WSM
WSMB
WTAR
KOIL

WMAS
WAGE
KVOO

ABC
NBC
NBC
CBS

Wichita

NBC
MBS
ABC
NBC
NBC
NBC

NETWORK

• LOS

ANGELES

• ST. LOUIS

FRANCISCO

ABC
MBS
ABC

NETWORK

QUALITY

CHICAGO

NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC

ABC
CBS
ABC
NBC
CBS
CBS

Spokane
Springfield
Syracuse
Wheeling
Tulsa

WWVA
KFH

SAN

CBS
CBS
ABC
NBC
NBC

Mpls.-St. Paul
Nashville
Nev/ Orleans
Norfolk
Omaha
Philadelphia
Phoenix, Ariz.
Portland, Ore.
Providence
Richmond
San Antonio
Seattle
Shreveport

WIP
KPHO
KGW
WEAN
WRNL
WOAI
KOMO
KTBS
KGA

DETROIT

CBS
NBC
ABC

Lincoln
Little Rock
Los Angeles
Louisville
Milwaukee

WHAS
WTMJ

TEXAS

MBS
MBS
NBC

Houston City
Kansas

THE YANKEE

488

NBC
NBC

• DALLAS

• ATLANTA

October 2, 1950
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H

ERBERT CLAASSEN, Compton Agency, N. Y., to Ruthrauff &
Ryan, N. Y., as radio-TV timebuyer.

ALVIN BAKER, in charge of Hollywood office Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, with firm since Aug. 8, 1937, and GILBERT NUNNS, with Toronto
office since May 1945, named vice presidents.
GERRY MARTIN to Duane Jones Co., N. Y., as director of TV. Was
with Wm. Esty Co. and NBC, both N. Y.
ROBERT J. ROSS to Kaufman & Assoc., Chicago, as account executive
and member of planning group. Was merchandising manager Evans
Fur Co., Chicago.
ARMAND S. WEILL Co. Inc., Buffalo, opens office at 225 Mutual St.,
Toronto, with ALLAN F. WATERS as manager.
Outlet for The Columbia Broadcasting System

CHARLES F. LOWE, radio-TV producer and director, Erwin, Wasey &
Co. Ltd., named TV supervisor for all agency West Coast-originating
shows. Will handle new Burns & Allen TV show for Carnation Co. starting Oct. 12 on CBS. W. G. BRANGHAM, Botsford, Constantine &

on all accounts

■■■
UP
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o
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sourcefulnes is found in
A CLUE to Mildred Dudley's rethat chapter of her life's
story entitled "Girlhood Days on
Farm."a Villa Grove,
Midwesternfather,
a Mildred's
111., agriculturist, would have preferred that his only child be a
boy, but he was not one to wrestle
with destiny. He would raise his
daughter
lady-like.
Yet there
are times on a farm
when even a very feminine young

is required
princess
to
wear the
jeans of
a hired hand, so the
future timebuyer at
Inc., ChiLe Vally
cago, milked cows,
repaired fences and
hoed potatoes with
the best of the men.
This was good
training
for years
Mildred. In later
she survived several
periods ment
of which
readjustmight
have unnerved a
woman of less resilience.
The play was the
thing with Mildred
L 0 r a i n e Dudley
from the time she

talent career for all time, but her
decision marked a gain for business.
First, she patriotically offered
her services to Douglas Aircraft
Co., in Chicago where she served
in an administrative capacity during the latter years of the war.
Then she moved to Henri, Hurst &
McDonald advertising agency, Chicago, where she worked for the late
Louis Paul in the media department for a year before beginning
a two-year hitch in
the headquarters
office of John Blair,
station representative.
Mildred moved
into radio proper as
traffic manager of
K T R H Houston,
Jesse
50 but
kw
CBS Jones'
affiliate,
two years ago when
John W. Shaw
Agency, Chicago,
needed someone with
a g e n cexperience
y-representa-to
tive
properly
placeshow
its
Fifth Army
across the country,
Mildred got the job.
She moved to Le

MILDRED
Vally Inc. one of the Midwest's
most vigorous
younger agencies,
"Mother
grade
second
a
in
starred
Goose" production back in Villa in February 1949 to take charge
of all radio time and space placeGrove until a few years ago, dur- ments.
ing the recent World War, when
she lost in a photo-finish for the
One of her biggest responsibilipart of "Rose" in the soap opera.
ties is buying time for Household 4
win
Guiding Light. Her failure to
Finance Corp., a large user of
this starring role in radio caused
(Continued on page 18)
Mildred to turn her back on a
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

5

^

J

beat

Gardner, L. A., until recent closing of that office, to Erwin, Wasey copy
staff.
COURTNEY BAXTER, WSCR Scranton, Pa., announcer, to HoffmanBaxter Adv., same city, as partner and radio director.
JOSEPH W. FULGHUM, account executive Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.,
to Biow Co., N. Y., as account executive for Pepsi-Cola.
RAY E. SCOTT, WCAE Pittsburgh announcer, to
Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, same city, as assistant to
Lansing Lindquist, director of radio-TV. CHARLES
A. WRIGHT, Tri-County Publishing Co., to firm as account executive in public relations department.

Mr. Fulghum

ELIS FOLKE, Sigfrid Fjellander Reklam, Huss Reklam
& W-Reklam, Stockholm, Sweden agencies, to copy and
planning staff O'Brien & Dorrance Inc., N. Y
MARY LOUISE CAMPBELL to account executive Ruse
& Urban Inc., Detroit.

T

N'
CA
T
NE

THOMAS W. RICKEY elected vice president Ruthrauff & Ryan, N.Y.
Was with Young & Rubicam where he was in charge of Borden advertising.
JERE BAYARD, partner and account executive, Ted H. Factor, L. A., to
Walter McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills, as merchandising director.
Formerly operated his own L. A. advertising agency, Jere Bayard &
Assoc.

fU

ter

bot

FRANK B. McELMOYL to media director Morey, Humm & Johnstone
Inc., N.Y. Mrs. R. HILLMER named assistant media director.
BENJAMIN SHATTUCK, supervisor of advertising Metropolitan Life
Insurance Co., N. Y., to James Thomas Chirurg Co., N. Y., as account
executive for consumer goods and merchandising specialist on plans
board.
BILL MUIR and DIANA SPRINGER
Miss Springer is account executive.

to Ad Fried Adv., Oakland, Calif.

ROBERT G. WILDER, formerly conductor Robert G. Wilder & Co.,
public relations firm, to public relations staff Lewis & Gilman Inc., Phila.

«ev.«e just can tq
^ ^„„e of the catches
'
apparatus
^^^ ng
.)
le
n
y
r.
Area.
Tradi
.iUe
K
^»m'-Yo» ""g^'
(
''"'tXw Uere i« the Lo--^

THOMAS P. CROLIUS, Sindlinger & Co., Phila. (radio researchers), to
Calkins & Holden, Carlock, McClinton & Smith, N.Y., to direct radio-TV
research.
RICHARD R. PATTERSON
ington.

to copy staff Kal, Erhlich & Merrick. Wash-

BENJAMIN FAIRCHILD, Tropical Oil Co., Bogota, Colombia, to international department J. Walter Thompson, Rio de Janeiro.

'

year, v,e captu
daTof every

<.„t«d« WAVE',

area.

,e«er «et

JERRY LIDDIARD, operator of his own Glendale, Calif., advertising
agency, to Phil D. McHugh Co., L. A., as account executive. MURIEL
HELGESON also to McHugh staff.
DON BLAUHUT appointed assistant radio-TV director Peck Adv., N.Y.
Miss CLAIRE FISCHER, Marshall Feld & Co., Chicago, to copy department Tatham-Laird, same city.

LARRY FIELDS, Blaine-Thompson Co., N. Y., publicity department,
to David 0. Alber Assoc. Inc., N. Y.

r gr
d local p
(work an
swinging'

ROBERT

LIGHT to Abbott Kimball Co., L. A., as radio-TV director.
JAMES TATE, vice president Dumore Co., Racine, Wis., to account executive Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap Assoc., Milwaukee.
CLARENCE B. GOSHORN, chairman of board Benton & Bowles, N. Y.,
appointed chairman of advertising division of 1950 fund appeal for
Travelers Aid Society of N. Y.

McQUIRE ADV. Ltd., Windsor, opens office at London, Ont., with
EUGENE A. WESTENDORP as manager.
WM. WILBUR Adv. Inc., N. Y., to move to 135 E. 54th St. upon completion of new building there,
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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Broadcasters ordered it ... so Capitol delivers
the answer to low-cost, high-quality programming for AM-FM-TV stations,
large and small. Capitol brings you its Custom Library
— a transcription service that costs you only $75.00 a month
the first year — drops down to S50.00 a month thereafter. And that goes!
— regardless of station size or market. Study all the features of this new
service by Capitol. No other service can match the Capitol Custom Library for low-cost, highquality and up-to-the-minute variety of transcribed library programming.
FREE BONUS OFFERS First 200 Subscribers to the Capitol
Custom Library will receive a big bonus. Contracts in by November 1 will
receive another extra "Christmas Package" bonus, free!
Have you received Custom Library details by mail? If not — Write or Wire . . .
CAPITOL RECORDS INC., BROADCAST DIVISION
Sunset and Vine • Hollywood 28, California
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PAY LESS — PLAY MORE
with the new CAPITOL CUSTOM

LIBRARY

Costs little to start.. less to continue • Only $75 per month the
first year — and just $50 per month thereafter, regardless of station
or market • Start with 2000 selections (approx.) of your choice •
Look over the complete catalog and select the 220 discs that you
want. (Approximately 2000 tunes) • Your Custom Library
grows and grows • Each year you may choose 30 additional
discs (approximately 300 selections) to add to your library...
either from new releases or from Capitol Library Catalog • Your
library stays fresh with free exchange allowance • 30 exchange
transcriptions per year — approximately 300 different selections,
in exchange, or you may have replacements. (Discs over allowance $2.50 each) • And here's more great news • No long-term
contract necessary • You use your library on a month-to-month
basis, after the first contract year . . . allowing you complete
flexibility of operation.
if you want PROGRAMS Choose complete repertoire of
individual artists with their voice tracks, themes, segues and
bridges ... for production programming.
if you want SELECTED MUSIC Choose complete sections by
musical category : Pop Concert, Salon, Standard, etc all listed
for easy selection in the Capitol catalog.
if you want MUSIC BY TITLE You'U find them all listed for
you alphabetically in the Capitol catalog.
if you want PROGRAM

AIDS Mood music, theme music,

sound eflFects, general use voice tracks, etc. — all available for
your
if youuse.want INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC You 11 find the finest,
all listed for you in Section 3 of the Capitol catalog.
TECHNICAL FEATURES OF CAPITOL TRANSCRIPTIONS
High Fidelity 16" vinylite discs • Lateral cut —Outside in —
Recorded to NAB Standards • Unique, 3 turn cue-in device
on every track • Capitol's live, brilliant recording • Proven
performance.
WITH EVERY LIBRARY YOU RECEIVE Complete Capitol
Transcription catalog— revised every three months, plus monthly
release sheets • Title file cards for every selection in your library
• Roller bearing action pull drawer type, steel transcription
cabinet • Heavy weight, numbered jackets for each transcription
• Artists promotion pictures, ad mats, and biography cards.
You Can Count on Capitol
FIRST with Showmanship in Transcribed Libraries.
FIRST with Brilliant "Live" Recordings.
FIRST with Simplified Cataloging.
FIRST with Standard cue-ins.
AND

NOW

the Capitol

Custom Library — the library
you want at the price you want to pay!

October 2, 1950
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business

KILE-JACOBS Inc. (appliance distributor), Wilkes-Barre, Pa., extends campaign into nine stations in mid-Atlantic market. News
and packaged music used. Agency: HoiTman-Baxter, Scranton, Pa.
JOHN F. TROMMER Inc., N. Y. (beer), names Lennen & Mitchell,
N. Y., to direct its advertising.
CALIFORNIA LIMA BEAN GROWERS Assn., Oxnard, Calif., planning radio-TV spot and participation campaign in about 10-12 East and Mid-Westem markets to start about Oct. 21. Agency: Mogge-Privett
Inc., L. A.
MERIT GREETING CARD Co., Newark, N. J., adds 12 TV stations to
those already being used, and 10 more radio stations. Agency: Louis F.
Herman, same city.
EVANGER KENNEL FOODS, Chicago, names Kaufman & Assoc., same
city, to direct its advertising. Most of budget will be used for local TV
spots and programming.
STROH BREWING Co., Detroit, sponsoring hockey broadcasts of Detroit
Red Wings from WJBK Detroit to 10 stations. in Michigan. Home games
will be telecast additionally over WWJ-TV Detroit. Agency: ZimmerKeller, same city.
IMPERIAL TOBACCO SALES Co. of Canada Ltd., Montreal (Caporal
cigarettes), broadcasting 60 football games in eastern and western
Canada over number of Canadian stations. Agency: Harry E. Foster
Adv. Ltd., Toronto.

A/etwotk

-Occounti • • •

PROCTER & GAMBLE, Cincinnati, buys daytime television strip on
CBS-TV, 2:30-2:45 p.m., Mon.-Fri., and will sponsor serial drama. The ^
First
Bowles,Hundred
N. Y. Years, in period beginning Dec. 1. Agency: Benton & ',

This is still another highly effective "extra-promotion" service for WISH advertisers ... a brand

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co., Winston-Salem, N. C, purchases
U. of Wisconsin nine-game football schedule on network of 17 Wisconsin stations, including: WRJN Racine, WGEZ Beloit, WCLO Janesville, WIBU Madison-Poynette, WHBY Appleton, WJPG Green Bay,
WOMT Manitowoc, KFIZ Fond du Lac, WFHR Wisconsin Rapids, WKBH
La Crosse, WEAU Eau Claire, WISN Milwaukee, WJMC Rice Lake,
WEBC Superior-Duluth, WOBT Rhinelander, WATK Antigo, WWCF
Baraboo. Agency: Wm. Esty Co., N. Y.

;
r
J
|
'
'
,
j

NEW addition to WISH's hard-hitting program to
blanket our entire sales area with the WISH story

OLDSMOBILE DEALERS present Douglas Edwards With the News,
Mon.-Fri., 7:30-7:45 p.m., CBS-TV. Agency: D. P. Brother & Co., Detroit, i

-and the WISH Advertisers' story. The reaction
and the response v\fere instantaneous. All available

FORD DEALERS Advertising Assn. starts five-minute Ford Five Star
Final on 45 Don Lee Pacific Coast stations, Mon.-Fri., 9:55-10 p.m., PDT.,
for 52 weeks. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., L. A.
'■

reels are booked-up solid. It just proves over a^ain
that Indianapolis likes WISH.

GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co. will sponsor telecast of Army-Navy
football game Dec. 2 on NBC-TV. Agency: Maxon Inc., N. Y.
NATIONAL BISCUIT Co. renews Straight Arrow on over 400 MBS stations, Tues., Thurs., 5:15-5:30 p.m. Agency: McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
CAMPANA SALES Co., Batavia, 111. (cosmetics, Ayds, Italian Balm),
will sponsor First Nighter on ABC-TV Wed., 7-8 p.m. CST, starting
Oct. 18. Series patterned after radio's First Nighter, sponsored by
firm many years. Agency: H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago.

ish
FREE & PETERS— Na/(ona/ Represenfafives
GEORGE J. HIGGINS— Genera/ Manager
ABC — Indianapolis Affiliate
Page 14
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PHILIP MORRIS & Co. (Bond Street tobacco) began sponsorship of
Greatest Moments in Sports, films of high points in sports history, on
CBS-TV following Louis-Charles heavyweight fight last Wednesday.
Series, quarter-hour program, will continue for 26 weeks following
CBS-TV fights each Wednesday. Agency: Blow Co., N. Y.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

[Husiness is great,
thank

you,

RADIO

at . • •

WOW

wow is embarking on
one of the heaviest
commercial schedules
in its 28 years in
business — BUT —
WOW is like a great
hotel — room can always be found for a
good client who has
a selling job to be
done in WOW-Land.
WOW

can always add a

cot (with a fine innerspring mattress, too!) in
the bridal suite.
Why the great rush of
clients to WOW, when
other stations are
scrapping for business?
Because WOW has 100,000
more listening families
every day and every night
than its nearest competitor. Because WOW delivers
this audience at a lower
cost per thousand.

RADIO

STATION

Insurance Bidg., Omaha, Telephone WEbster 3400

WOW

FRANK P. FOGARTY, Oeifral Manager

BROADCASTING
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LYLE DeMOSS, Ass't. General Manager

Any John Blair Office
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I^lew Markets
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
... I am getting inquiries, too,
on this ["Radio Fills Theatres,"
Broadcasting, Sept. 11] from fellows in the industry and I guess
we sort of woke them up to new
markets. There was one slight
mistake. . . . The Arcadia Theatre
Co., of which I am the managerowner, operates the theatres at
Wellsboro, Pa., not Corning, N. Y.
You see, the radio station is in
Corning, N. Y., and my theatres
are in Pennsylvania, 38 miles from
the station. The station covers this
area like a tent, as good as a local
station. . . .
I only wish now the networks
could get the distributors to really
go on the air and put on some real
programs sponsored by the motion
picture industry to sell the industry
and its product. I think we have
many of the theatres awakened, but
we still have to wake up the distributors. Itseems to me that is

Col. Hoilingbery

a job of network selling. It certainly could provide them with
some great entertainment because
producer-sponsored programs from
Hollywood would certainly saturate
the air with some of the greatest
stars in the business. It certainly
wouldn't hurt the motion picture
industry either. . . .
Larry Woo din
Manager
Arcadia Theatre Co.
Wellsboro, Pa.
* * *
Good 'Insurance'
EDITOR,
Broadcasting:
The mail just brought your "National Radio Insurance" mailing

"^Mihandy

5HEE1{EST

wants
YOU'VE

piece. ... It is typical of your advance thinking, and you are to be
congratulated on this high-type
advertising. . . .
Murry Brophy
221U North Central Ave.
Phoenix, Ariz.
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
My compliments to your promotion department for the unusual
and effective sales idea in the mailing piece "National Radio InsurJ. Leonard Reinsch
Managing Director
James M. Cox Radio Stations
ance." Atlanta, Ga.

the
GOTf

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
... It is certainly grand to have
received as many nice messages
from my friends concerning this
article [Respects, Broadcasting,
Aug.
I have. . a. .letter from
. . .28]
Justas received
J. Strom Thurmond, governor of
the State of South Carolina, advising me that because of your
story, he's appointed me a colonel
on his staff and enclosed the commis ion. .. .
George P. Hoilingbery
George P. Hoilingbery Co.
Chicago
* « *
List News Directors
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
... You may remember ... I
wrote you about the often expressed
question ciationbythat members
of our
assothe category
of News
Director might be reinstated in
your Yearbook. . . .
. . . Do we have a chance of getting in this time? We certainly
would appreciate
Jack Shelleyit. . . .
President
National Assn. of Radio
News Directors
Des Moines, Iowa
[EDITOR'StheNOTE:
to an expanded
format
1951DueBROADCASTING
YEARBOOK will include not only the
names of news editors, but of eight
other executives* of*each* station.]
The 'Muzak' Problem
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
The decision of a concern "dispensing" wired music under the
name "Muzak" to petition the FCC
for a number of FM channels may
pose some interesting problems . . .
In filing the petition, Muzak
stated that FM has failed to evolve
as a distinct new service. One ;

IF you think folks in the East live fancy, you oughta
see our Red River Valley farmers indulge themselves!
The sky's the limit because they're one of the nation's
top income groups!
Hoopers and independent rural surveys prove that
WDAY is also one of the nation's top stations.
For Dec. '49-Apr. '50, for example, WDAY got a
66.5% Share of Audience Weekday Afternoons,
against 15.1% for Station B!
A new 22-county survey by students of North
Dakota Agricultural College shows that 78.6%
of the farmers in these 22 counties prefer WDAY,
as against 4.4% for Station B!
Get all the facts today
"Colonel".
Page 16
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from us or any Free & Peters

FARGO. N. D.
NBC - 970 KILOCYCLES
5000 WATTS

might take
attorney issue
concerningwith
thatMuzak's
statement.
FM has not developed nationwide
network facilities such as exist under AM broadcasting, but it has
developed regional and local networks which serve the public with
programming not available elsewhere. Perhaps, Muzak does not
consider this a new service . . .
The intentions of Muzak are,
without a doubt,' directed toward
selfish gains . . . Transit Radio and
Storecast are not, in the strict
sense, commercialized services . . .
FM, with the finest variety of programming available will stand a
great chance in dissolving completely as a broadcast service when
its static-free frequencies are used
to transmit low-fidelity subscribed
programs covered by obnoxious
howls and squeals.
FM as a medium is undergoing
enough difficulty today both in the
number of receiver sales and the
number of listeners, without having to undertake the selling of an
adapter along with every receiver
in order that the customer may receive the Muzak stations . . . FM
should remain free . . .
George W. Hamilton
FM Promotion
Syracuse 10, N. Y.
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stabilizing amplifier — is a "standout" feature of the
TA-5C. It is absolutely stable under all operating conditions. It operates with the same stability with or
without signal input. It provides complete isolation
between monitors— makes it possible to perform onair monitor switching operations without creating
transients or cross-talk on the program line.

standard RMA values through just one simple adjustment of the sync control. Total tube complementonly 19!
Today more than 400 RCA Stabilizing Amplifiers
are helping TV stations deliver the cleanest, most
stable pictures in the history of commercial television.
Need we say more?
*
*
*

The TA-5C stabilizing amplifier handles sync inputs
up to 8 volts— and delivers signal voltage output at

Call your RCA representative for price and information on delivery. Or mail the coupon — today.

• Stability— the most necessary requirement of any

Dept. 19JA
RCA Engineering Products
Camden, N. J.
TELBVISIOM BROADCAST CQUIPMEMT
RADIO
CORPORATION
of AMERICA
eNOIMEBRIMO PRODUCTS DERARTMBMT. CAMDEM.M.J.
In Conoda: RCA VICTOR Company Limiled, Montreal

Send me price and complete information on the RCA
Type TA-5C Stabilizing Amplifier.
Name
Address
City
State
Station

. . . SJn

the

PuUic

Sets for Soldiers
PLEDGES of over $850 were received by WISR Butler, Pa., for
television sets for three National
Guard units which were about to
leave for training. The entire station staff and some local musicians
put on a two-hour variety show
along with Art Ross' Yawn Patrol,
a morning show, in a fund raising
drive. Guardsmen took the sets to
camp with them.

IJntete5t

confessed armed robberies in
Wichita and surrounding cities.
After the robbery of a Wichita
drug store, Mr. Gavitt broadcast a
description of the bandits and getaway car. Bandits were caught in
Dodge City, 160 miles away. Story
of the capture four days later and
confessions were carried over the
station.
Votes Praise for WSAZ-TV
PRAISE for WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va., was received from a
local election official for the outlet's program showing how to
operate a voting machine. The
official reported that people who
had seen the show had no trouble
in casting their votes on the new
machines, adding that non-viewers
took a great deal of time in voting
and this caused the poll to stay
open longer then usual.

Radios for the Sick
DURING

the city's centennial celebration, the WFAH (FM) Alliance, Ohio, staff decided the sick
and shut-in residents should have
some way of participating in the
events. A fast check of local radio dealers made it clear that there
were enough FM radios available
to supply Alliance City Hospital
with a radio in each room. WFAH
arranged for the radios to be distributed and the sick and shut-ins
heard the festivities of the gala
celebration.
* * *
A Radio Capture
KANS Wichita Newsman Dick
Gavitt relayed a tip to Sedwick
County's sheriff that led to the
quick arrest of two men who have

A Plea— With a Point
URGENT plea for blood donors
for the Tulsa Red Cross Blood
Bank, made by Ken Miller on his
KVOO Tulsa program, brought
140 people to the center for donations. On his News and Views
broadcast, Mr. Miller explained
that the bank had less than a

Stratford-on-Avon Theatre, was
one of several famous directors
who have joined the faculty from
time to time on a temporary basis.
She starred in Tolstoy's "Redemption" and Congreve's "Love for
Love," and scored several hits in
plays on KDKA Pittsburgh with
the kindly assistance of Program
Director Jock McGregor. After
taking a B.A. degree in acting, she
invaded Chicago radio and got a
lead in the Rube Appleberry series
on WGN, the Chicago Tribune
station. She played Rube's girl
friend, Mary, in the plays sponby Malt a O'Meal.
Later,
Mildred soredbecame
commentator
on

dozen pints of blood on hand and
a minor accident would exhaust
this. He also mentioned that a
serious accident, such as one involving a bus, would bring the
need of blood that the bank did not
have. His plea was pointed up
the next afternoon, when a bus did
have an accident, although not serious. During that day 80 people
donated blood and 60 more the
following day, filling the bank.
On All Accounts
(Continued from page 10)
radio and television. She also
places
advertising
for Fehr's Corp.
Beer,
Louisville,
and Marathon
(Waxtex, etc.).
Mildred Dudley needn't have
given up acting. Before embarking on a business career she had
scored many a dramatic hit. She
was close to the top in the Illinois
state dramatic contests while at
Villa Grove high school, and continued in plays at McMurray College for Women, Jacksonville, 111.,
and at the U. of Illinois. Just before the beginning of her junior
year at Champaign, she felt an
urge ican
to attend
New her
York's
Academy, but
fatherAmerfelt

WDWS Champaign, 111., where she
had
own. three commercial shows of her
Mildred lives in an apartment
overlooking Chicago's Lincoln
Park, where she dishes up "farm
style" meals for her closer friends.
(She doesn't want the fact that
she generally.)
was a "hayseed" to get around
too
A First Nighter
Mildred is an avid theatregoer. She never passes up a Chicago "first night," and, of course,
attends most of the city's radio
and television premieres. Her only
other diversion from her busy job
at Le Vally Inc. is reading "whoOnly woman board member of
the Chicago Television Council, she
is secretary of that organization.
dun-its."
She also belongs to the Order of
the Eastern Star.

the big city was "too far from
"Why not go just half as far,"
he suggested. So Mildred chose
home." in Tech's
Carnegie
Schoolwhere
of the
Drama
Pittsburgh,
B.
Iden Payne, on leave from the

5000
WATTS
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Yes, and easy listening, too
— heard nightly Monday
through Friday at 7:00 on
WRC. In just a few short
weeks, "BATTERS' PLATTERS" has grown to the
listening stature of an early
evening stand-by.
Charlie Batters' casual style
has a long-lasting way
with habit audience, based
on good music and offhand comment— spiced but
balanced.
This regular half-hour, in
peak time has a few participations open, certainly
worth your planning for
STRONG coverage in the
ever-growing Washington
market. Batters' style isn't
studied . . . it's designed
for hard selling. His growlist of sponsors is our best
recommendation.

ON THE theory that experience
lends itself best as a fertile source
of background, WRBL Columbus,
Ga., last month called on three
staffmen — World War II Marine
veterans — to give its listeners a
panel-eye view of the U. S. Marine
Inchon landing Sept. 15, less than
12 hours after announcement of the
invasion.
The session, reported by the
station as an "unqualified success,"
was headed by WRBL News Director George Theeringer, a former
Marine combat radio correspondent. He discussed the landings
with Staff Announcer Bill Mitchell
and WRBL News Editor Jim
Arnall.
The idea for such a program was
conceived by the station shortly
before airtime and after WRBL
had
to the
cancel
Wendy arranged
Warren and
News.CBS'
To
air the special program at that
time, WRBL had to relieve the
three former leathernecks from
their regular duties — -Mr. Theeringer, who was writing his daily
newscast, Mr. Mitchell, who was
selecting records for his show, and
Mr. Arnall, who had to be located
on his daily news beat.
Once they had gathered in the
studio, the trio began feverish
preparation for the discussion.
Each jotted down several notes
and a map was obtained from the
WRBL newsroom to enable the
vets to follow the course of action.
Announcer Mitchell told listen-

October 2, 1950

WRBL Staffmen (I to r) Arnall,
Theeringer and Mitchell — vets of
World War II Marine campaigns.
ers what preparation was needed
to launch the invasion, calling on
his first-hand knowledge of a similar event with the 6th Marine Division at Okinawa. Newsman
Arnall, who served with the 5th
Division through the entire Iwo
Jima tion
campaign,
actaken once speculated
the Marineson had
landed. Discussion then turned to
battlefront possibilities, with Mr.
Theeringer offering his viewpoint
and directing questions to others.
Recalling their past experience
and capitalizing on the freshness
of the new invasion, the three veterans succeeded in telling WRBL
listeners what takes place behind
the scenes of a Marine invasion on
enemy soil.

ern Wisconsin Always Lis'n to WISN
for the Best and
Most Complete
Coverage.

1he

News

Reason?
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business
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Business with WISN.

"Current war news already has
increased the level of radio listening and caused major gains for
news
programs,"
Lier observes.
He notes
that Mr.
a current
NBC
study shows its average ratings
for early evening news progi'ams
are up about 76% over 1949 and
the level of all radio listening is up
some 24% over a year ago.

EDWARD

•

p
I eople in Milwaukee and Southeast-

should result in the continuing upswing of AM listening. That's the
speculation of Edward W. Lier,
radio representative for Shell Oil
Co., sponsor of newscasts on 57
stations.

^FIRST in WASHINGTON
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IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS

c ntod by NBC SPOT AKS

TERESTED
IN
IF YOU'RE

FINEST
EQUIPMENT for Remote

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
7:00 PM

5 OOQ Watts - 9B0 KC

of the uieeli

W. LIER

lment ingof
curtairesult
BLE tion,
THE
TV POSSI
set produc
from diversion of vital electronic materials to defense needs,

It's part of Mr. Lier's job to
keep a sensitive finger on the pulse
of the throbbing broadcast advertising medium. He keeps in
close contact with radio sales
representatives and station managers, assists in the production of
advertising copy, maintains liaison
between station personnel and men
(Continued on page 5i)
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1948

HOOPERS

for TEN

Periods

Through

PROVE

APRIL,

IT!

REPORTS

I950

50%

KWKH
STATION

UO%
B
30%

STATION

C

STATION

D

20%

10%

5%
H

OOPERS and BMB both prove that KWKH is
the overwhelming favorite in and around Shreveport!
The graph at the top of the page illustrates the findings
of Hooper reports covering a period of 16 consecutive
months. It not only proves that KWKH gets top
Shreveport ratings; it also shows that KWKH is consistently increasing its leadership over other Shreveport
stations!

BMB
FIGURES
PROVE

IT

TOO!

The pie-chart at the right shows the kind of loyalty accorded KWKH by its large rural audience. Well over
half the 303,230 families in KWKH's Daytime BMB
Audience listen to KWKH 6 or 7 days weekly!
That's the proof of KWKH's superiority in this rich
Southern market.
What other facts would you like?

KWKH

F
SHREVEPORT
The Branham Company
50,000

Watts

•

LOUISIANA,

iI
Arkansas

CBS
Henry Clay, General Manager
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CRY
CUT
RATE
MUFFLES
ANA
THE NATION'S top advertising- spenders, responsible
for perhaps 75% of the five
billion dollar annual outlay
for time, space and talent, last
week gave short shrift to the
pre-Korea project of demanding downward adjustment of
radio rates because of the purported incursions of television,
disposing of the erstwhile burning
question in a one-hour session at
the 41st annual convention of the
HUDDLE at ANA meeting includes (I to r): Ward Maurer, vice chairman; Bill Stedman, American Home Products;
Assn. of National Advertisers in Wildroot Co.; Robert Brown, Bristol-Myers; Wesley Nunn, Frederick Bowes Jr., Pitney-Bowes and ANA director, and
Chicago.
advertising manager. Standard Oil of Indiana and ANA
Peter Allport, public relations, ANA.
^:
^
^
' There was no formal action following presentation of the highly
controversial report of the ANA
diana, was elected vice chairman,
Inc., and J. Ward Maurer, director
10% to 15f^c ahead of 1949. BroadRadio & TV Steering Committee
and Paul B. West was elected paid of advertising, Wildroot Co. Inc.,
casting-wise, greatest interest was
by its chairman, William Brooks
president and chief executive officer were re-elected to the ANA board
manifested in TV, among the conof directors.
Smith, advertising director of
for the 18th successive year.
sumer groups, with 32 companies
Thomas J. Lipton Inc. The report
indicating increases during the next
New directors of the association
ANA, with a membership of 475
was discussed at an executive ses15 months, and with no TV cuts
elected at this meeting are Guy national advertisers, had a gross
sion of 500 members at the opening
whatever. The identical 32 comBerghoff, director of public rela- registration, including advertising
meeting last Monday. The associapanies said they planned to curtail
tions, Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.;
agencies and media guests of more
tion, it was learned, disposed of the
car-cards and network radio, but
Albert N. Halverstadt, manager,
than 700 at the three-day convenissue with instructions to the Smith
would increase spot radio, magaradio and media division, Procter
tion. Principal guest speakers were
committee to continue its studies,
zines, newspaper and out-door (see
& Gamble; Frederick Bowes Jr., Secretary of Commerce Charles W.
but with each member to handle
story below and charts page 26). director of public relations and adSawyer, at the Wednesday lunchrate negotiations as he may see fit.
eon session, and FCC Chairman
vertising, Pitney-Bowes Inc. ; David
Brown Elected
It was evident that there would
W. Tibbott, director of advertising,
Wayne Coy, the latter directing
be no move in concert toward AM
At the business session Monday,
his remarks primarily to the TV
Mutual Life Insurrate reduction at this time. UnAlbert Brown, vice president of New England
ance Co., and George E. Mosley,
outlook (see stories pages 40 and
certainties, stemming from the warBest Foods Inc., was elected chair27, respectively) .
vice president in charge of advertime economy, and prospect that
man of the association's board, suctising, Seagram Distillers Corp.
Radio and TV research and audiceeding W. B. Potter, advertising
TV will not expand into new marTwo ANA memebrs, Robert J.
director of Eastman Kodak Co.
ence surveys took a pasting in sevkets as rapidly as had been exeral talks, with a project advanced
Keith, director, advertising and
pected, were believed to be the Wesley I. Nunn, advertising man(Continued on page 26)
salient factors in the decision to
public relations, Pillsbury Mills
ager of Standard Oil Co. of Intread-water now and for the foreseeable future.
War Tops Problems
While radio and TV topics were
MEDIA
CHANGES
AHEAD
generously sprinkled through the
score for network being two inthree-day agenda, primary attenTELEVISION'S "impact and firms which replied.
creases and six decreases; for spot,
Seven out of 10 plan no marked
growth"
is
the
most
influential
tion was directed to the "imponderfactor in decisions of members of changes in their proportionate use
ables" of the new war-time econ10 increases and three decreases."
the Assn. of National Advertisers
omy. Key national advertisers,
of media next year. Those who
Few Ad Cuts Seen
notably in the consumer fields, it to make media changes next year.
plan a shift cited "an increase or
Of companies most swayed by TV,
was revealed in a "confidential surdecrease in appropriation" as the
Four out of 10 respondents ex70% are in the consumer package
vey" made by the ANA Research
second reason, after TV's growth.
pect product shortages during the
Dept., plan to maintain 1951 overgoods field.
Video expenditures will be in- last .quarter of 1950, but less than
all budgets at least as high as those
These facts were revealed by M.
creased in 1951 by 32 concerns, but
1 in 10 will reduce the advertising
for the current year, and those were
L. McElroy, ANA vice president in none plans to trim TV budgets.
appropriation for that period.
charge of media and research, on
Because of the swing to television
About twice as many advertisers
Other ANA Convention Stories
opening day of the annual ANA
schedule increases in this last
in
these
32
companies,
network
raThis Issue
convention in Chicago Monday.
dio
and
car
card
funds
will
be
cut,
quarter
as those slating reductions.
Page
In the ANA's annual "analysis
and money will be added for spot
Eighty percent will make no change
for the rest of the year.
of today's conditions," Mr. McElroy
Coy's
radio, magazines, outdoor and
MancheePredictions
Scores Research .... 27
27 questioned ANA members by mail
newspapers.
More than half the ANA memSecretary Sawyer's Address . 40 to determine their media plans, adbers reporting allocated larger
vertising appropriations and stock
Mr. McElroy noted that "the conCunningham Urges TV Czar . 58
trast between network and spot advertising expenditures this year
Gale Outlines Defense Role . . 91 conditions for the coming year.
(Continued on page 26)
radio is especially marked, with the
His summary was based on 159
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Program Facts
Program: JACK BENNY
SHOW, on CBS, 175 stations.
Sponsor: American Tobacco Co.
(Lucky Strike cigarettes).
Agency:ecutive:BBDO;
account
exThayer (Tax)
Cumings.

NY, possibly the
CKt BENabl
JAmos
dur e institution in
radio, is back at the old
stand aftei- a summer in Europe,
an adventure that apparently left
him unmarked. The jokes on his
Sept. 24 program were within his
familiar orbit, bounded on one side
by the Los Angeles smog and on
the other Itby Phil
Harris' intemperance. would be impossible to
tell from his radio script that Mr.
Benny had ever left home.
The remai'kable fact is that Mr.
Benny does not have to stray as
much as an inch from his enduring
format in order to keep a big audience. His special talent is the
invention of slight but numerous
variations on a few standard
themes and the ability to use his
unusual gifts for timing and inflection to make a slight joke sound
like a big one.
Mr. Benny can get more mileage
out of the single utterance, "Oh,"
than most other comedians can get
from a week's work of their gag
writers.
The character of the aerial
Benny is so well established that
mere reference to his idiosyncrasies
is enough to provoke laughter. His
baldnesss, his advancing age and
his parsimony have themselves acquired the stature of jokes, a happy
evolution that must have relieved
his writers of some measure of
creative burden.
Rochester Calls Again
The telephone rang on his program the other night, as it has on
possibly a thousand other occasions, and the caller turned out,
not unexpectedly, to be Rochester.
"Hey, Boss, the man is here
from Sears & Roebuck wearing
your new suit," said Rochester.
"He said for the price you paid
they couldn't afford to put it in a
box."
(Convulsive laughter by the
studio audience.)
"Wait a minute," Rochester
added. "Here comes Roebuck with
the extra pair of pants."
(Helpless hysteria in the studio.)
About the only topic that Mr.
Benny has added to his staples in
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Production Cost: Approximately ?22,000 a week.
Cast: Jack Benny, Mary Livingstone, Phil Harris, Eddie
(Rochester) Anderson, Dennis
Day, Don Wilson.
Producer: Hilliard Marks.
Musical Director: Mahlon Merrick.
Writers: Sam Perrin, Milt
Josefsberg,
Tackaberry. George Balzer, John
recent years is William S. Paley,
chairman of the CBS board, who
paid the comedian an immoderate
amount of money to transfer his
activities to CBS.
On his Sept. 24 show Mr. Benny,
playing a prospector in the California gold rush, fell afoul of one
of the least menacing Indians of
fact or fiction, timorously played
by Dennis Day.
"Who you, Paley face?" challenged the Indian.
"That's pale face," snapped Mr.
Benny. "Paley's the statue in the
This is not the stuff of which
lobby."
imperishable humor is made, but
it serves Mr. Benny handsomely.
One of the comedian's greatest
assets is his absolute familiarity
with the characteristics of radio.
He plays entirely to the ear. A
Benny script makes less than laugh(Continued on page 92)

Program Facts
Program: COLGATE COMEDY
HOUR, on NBC-TV, 38 interconconnected.nected stations, 16 non-interSponsor:
Colgate PalmolivePeet
Co.
Agencies:
Ted
Bates Inc.
(account executive: Robert
Parman)
and Sherman
&
Marquette
(acBreen). count executive: William J.
Production Cost: Approxi$35,000 a week.
Cast:matelyFred
Allen, Monty
Wooley, Rise Stevens, Sono
Osato, David Burns, Parker
Fenley, Peter Donald, Kenny
Delmar,
Minerva
Producer:
CharlesPious.
Friedman.
Director: Kingman Moore.
NBC-TV
supervisor
tion: Samuel Fuller. of producMusical Director: Al Goodman.
Choreographer: Dick Barstowe.

cursion into television, it
FRED ALLEN'S first exis this reviewer's mournful duty to report, added little to
his reputation as a literate wit and
less as a showman. The principal trouble with Mr. Allen's first
performance was that he was obviously nervous, a disorder that
exerted a contagious effect on other
members of his cast. For a production rehearsed as assidiously
as Mr. Allen's program, an astonishing number of lines was forgotten or fumbled. Such mishaps are
meat for Mr. Allen's nimble humor
when he is at his ease. They
were only embarrassing on his television appearance.
One of the most endearing characteristics of Mr.
performances in radio
was Allen's
his unrehearsed
chuckle at jokes that particularly
amused him. The chuckle was
missing from his television show.
Mr. Allen conveyed the impression

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix

that he was concerned more with
remembering his next line than
with extracting maximum emphasis from the one he was de-j
avoid
the conclusion
Mr. Allento'
livering.
It was that
impossible
himself was not having any fun.
There is cheerful reason to be-t
lieve
that Mr.of Allen
may overcome'
the jitters
his maiden
experience in a new and difficult medium
and come to occupy the place in*
television he deserves. Few if any'
other comedians possess his keenness of mind and tongue, and it
would be a pity if his talents were
not put to use at their best in TV.
Sparkles of the real Allen
brightened his show from time to
time.NBC
Belaboring
a favorite
tar- '
get,
executives,
Mr. Allen
spoke
of
one
who
was
"so
big
he
had a wastebasket to throw people
in." During a period of instruc-j
tion in pie-throwing, which a "television consultant" advised him
was an indispensable facility of
any TV comedian, Mr. Allen was|
given a particularly gooey meringue. He looked at it admiringly
and remarked : "Give this pie two
writers and it could have a show
'Alley' Disappoints
of its own."
Much of the program, however,
was not up to these standards. Mr.
Allen attempted to transport his
famous "Allen's Alley" from the
invisibility of radio to the pitiless
stare of television by the use of
puppets to portray the characters
of Senator Claghorn, Ajax Cassidy, Mrs. Nussbaum and Titus ,
Moody, while their lines were read
off-screen by the performers who
created them in radio.
The actions of the puppets, which must,
have been manipulated by some-;
one suffering alternately of paral-j
ysis and St. Vitus' Dance, were so|
distracting that much of the dialogue between Mr. Allen and the
inhabitants of his bizarre by-way
was utterly wasted.
Mr. Allen with Monty Wooley
participated in a sketch that found
the two of them attempting,
against
appalling
non-cooperation
from
officials
of a department
store,

to exchange a cuckoo clock that
(Continued on page 92)
'She'll have to wear a different dress — he's lost his place again!"
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SWEEPING TERMS to govern the and the individual defendants to would appeal the decision, is deemed
its officials
did not reject
adver^
JOUR
'LORA
STIFF
tising^^^
because they considered the
competitive practices TERM
of the Lorain S
certain to fight
the proposedNAL'
decree.
cancel, ON
refuse to renew,
or other- IN
advertising copy to be offensive,
(Ohio) Journal, first newspaper
In event of appeal, the Supreme
wise
tract"impair"
because any
the advertising
advertiser conhas
"or even because the prospective
found guilty of anti-trust law vioCourt
may
uphold
both
the
decilations in competing with a radio
advertisers were not the sort of perused, is using, or plans to use
sion and the judgment which
sons with whom they wished to
station [Broadcasting, Sept. 4], other newspapers or other media.
Judge Freed finally enters, or it
Burden
of
proof
would
be
upon
the
deal."
Instead, he said, the rejecmay
reverse
the
decision
and
call
were proposed by the Justice Dept.'s
Anti-Trust Division last week.
defendants if proceedings arise for a new trial, or it may uphold
tion "was based solely on a desire
to force these advertisers not to
involving this requirement.
Expected to have prompt rethe decision but modify the judgcontinue or to enter relations with
percussions throughout the news0 Require publication of the ment.
Authorities asserted that the
substance of the judgment once
another available mode of commupaper field, probably accompanied
by protests from radio interests as
a week for 25 weeks "in a newsJustice Dept.'s proposal to require
the Lorain and Mansfield papers
paper of general daily circulation
"The Journal," he said, "admitwell, the department's proposal
was submitted Thursday to Judge
published in each community where
nications."
tedly has a right to select its adverto
accept
paid
program
logs
—
Emerich B. Freed of U. S. District
the defendants or any of them own
tisers for good reason or without
implicit in the terms of the proCourt in Cleveland, who conducted
reason, but it has no right in purposed
decree
—
should
not
be
conor
control
a
newspaper"
—
prethe trial in which the Jomnial and
suit of a monopoly to require them
strued to mean the department will
sumably in the Horvitz's own
its owners and two principal ex- Lorain and Mansfield papers.
take action against any other newsnot
to
deal with a competitor."
ecutives were found guilty of
paper which refuses to carry logs.
The Justice Dept.'s proposed
# Make provisions of the judgfindings
and decree was filed by
illegal practices in competition with
ment which are applicable to the
Protests on Logs
Lorain Journal also applicable to
WEOL Elyria-Lorain. Appeal was
Herbert A. Bergson, assistant atdeemed certain.
torney general in charge of the
The department reportedly has
"its officers, directors, agents, emThe proposed decree would:
ployes, subsidiaries, successors, as- had complaints from upwards of anti-trust division, whose resigna% Forbid the Journal and the
tion from the department was
signs, and all other persons acting
100 stations protesting that their
individual defendants — Owners
or claiming to act through, under
slated to become eff'ective Oct. 1;
logs have been refused by newsRobert B. Hummel, trial attorney;
I Samuel A. and Isadore Horvitz,
papers. Observers felt, however,
or for such defendant."
who also own the Mansfield. (Ohio)
% Require the Journal and the that the requirement proposed by and other departmental attorneys
Journal, and Business Manager
individual defendants, insofar as the department in the Lorain case
including Victor H. Kramer, who
D. P. Self and Editor Frank Maloy
any advertising medium owned or must be considered as one of many
argued the department's case durcontrolled by them is concerned, to
of the Lorain paper — to acquire
ing the trial, and Victor A. Altfactors — tothatcarry
is, that
the Journal's
any radio station or newspaper
maintain for five years all books
refusal
WEOL
logs was
man, Baddia J. Rashid, and Norwhich competes with the Lorain
man H. Seidler, who assisted.
and records — including correspondonly a part of the overall case.
Both the Mansfield and Lorain
In his decision, handed down in
ence, memoranda, reports, etc. —
Journal "or with any other newspaper owned or controlled by the relating to "the subject matter of late August with a request to the Journals have sought radio stations but were denied by FCC on
defendants or any of them";
Government to file a proposed dethis judgment," and to notify their
% Forbid the Lorain Journal
officers, agents and employes within
grounds that the owners sought in
cree,
Judge
Freed
held
that
it
had
and the individual defendants to 10 days "that each and every such
been "clearly established" that the Mansfield to "suppress competition
refuse the advertising, without
person is subject to the provisions
Lorain Journal tried to eliminate
. . . and to achieve an advertising
discrimination, of any person bethe competitive threat posed by monopoly" [Broadcasting, July
of
this
judgment."
cause that person also buys time
Judge Freed may accept or
1948].
WEOL by "refusing
to publish
ad- 19,Meanwhile,
on a radio station or uses any
in New Orleans, the
vertisements for local
merchants
modify
the
Justice
Dept.'s
proother advertising medium.
posed judgment, or reject it and
jointly
owned
and
who
used
the
radio
station."
9 Forbid them to refuse any
States last weekTimes-Picayune
answered another
write his own. The Journal, whose
He
rejected
the
newspaper's
"free
(Continued
on
page
92)
advertising — which would include
officials already have said they
speech" arguments, asserting that
paid program logs — which is offered by any radio station competing with the Mansfield or Lorain
Journal, unless such advertising
violates a policy which is "bona fide,
lawful, and uniformly adhered to
Tips
without discrimination by the newsstores Get Radio-TV
S with broadcasters
ER
RETAILERS
and G
broadcasters
IL
TA
used
by
stores,
RE
economic
community
is
deeply
afIN
LL
SE
paper." Burden of Proof
joined last week to pull radio out
getting a good share of the blame.
fected by his responses to adverAs for television, the future was
of its wall-flower role in the store
# Put the burden of proof upon
tising," Dr. Ayers urged the use of
described as promising and many
the defendants involved if legal advertising field as the National
commercials
designed "to be welRetail Dry Goods Assn. held Its speakers forecast tremendous
comed." She said the announceproceedings develop in connection
growth
in
use
of
the
new
medium
first
Radio-TV
Workshop.
ment should "slip into the listenwith these requirements banning
er's mood," particularize as to the
Stung by charges they had failed
rejection of advertising oifered by
by retailers.
manner
in which the product suits
James M. Gaines, NBC vice presa competing station or by users of to understand retail selling, broadhis needs and income level.
cast spokesmen conceded they
ident and director of owned-andcompetitive media.
should work closely with store
operated stations, said tliere had
9 Forbid the Lorain Journal
Rules for Success
and the individual defendants to operators in making the electronic
been "a shocking lack of cooperamedia
useful
and
necessary
tools
"Ten
rules
for successful retail
tion with retailers" on the part of
accept advertising under any agreefor NRDGA members.
networks in the past, which would
ment which forbids the adverradio use" were given by Howard
Probe Whole Field
certainly not continue.
P. Abrahams, manager of the
tiser to use another newspaper or
Over a score of executives from
NRDGA sales promotion division
requires him to use only the Journal
The consumer's view of radio
and television was presented by and visual merchandising group.
media, agencies, chain-store, con"or any designated newspaper."
Dr. Ruth W. Ayers, managing di- They are: Promote your strongest
sumer and store operations spent
% Foi'bid them to fix a disdepartment, best items or services;
rector of the National Consumercriminatorily lower price or allow
Thursday and Friday at the Hotel
Retailer Council Inc., New York,
use beamed-program techniques;
discriminatory discounts, rebates,
Statler, New York, probing the
who warned that a series of comor options on condition that the whole radio and television adverrepeat; reflect the store's character
mercial announcements individually
advertiser purchase from the
in the program; use proper contising field.
acceptable are capable, in their
tinuity; write copy for ear; use
Out of their merged observations
I Lorain Journal, "or any designated
and suggestions came a series of combined eifect, of disgusting and
other sales promotion devices to
\ newspaper," a "specified volume,
repelling the listener. The first
value, quota or percentage of his ideas that brought favorable compromote radio, and radio to proments
from
many
of
the
NRDGA
commercial
"in a high tensioned
required advertising." Observers
mote other sales devices; merinterpreted this to be designed to members. These store executives
voice" may be impressive, but a
chandize; tie a public relations proseries
of
them
have
a
cumulative
control
a
substantial
share
of
all
insure that an advertiser, in order
gram in with radio; and accent
to place advertising, would not be the retail advertising placed in the efi'ect, causing the listener to "fight radio where
other media are weak.
back," she said.
United States.
required to place a specified amount
Allied
Store
Corp. radio and
or percentage.
It was agreed that aural broadPointing out that "the attitude
(Continued on page 93)
of the average listener to the whole
# Forbid the Lorain Journal
casting has not been adequately
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Expected Profits
Percentage of Companies Expecting
Higher, Same or Lower Profit Rate,
Compared to Previous Period
{Profit Before Taxes as Percentage
of Sales)
HIGHER

*1950 figure is for last quarter.
Based on replies from 141 companies
answering for both years. Source: ANA
member survey, Sept. 1950
Media Changes
(Continued from page 23)
than last; 40% are spending the
same, and only 6%, less (see
Advertising Appropriations chart).
Forecast for 1951 is that a third of
the members will increase their
budget over 1950, more than half
expect no change, and less than 10%
will lower appropriations.
Three out of four advertisers
making automotive products — including accessories and tires — are
spending more in 1950 than they
did in 1949. Forty-eight percent
of firms in the large consumer
package goods group are spending
more, and 56% of businesses dealing with industrial products, household equipment and appliances,
textiles and apparel, services and
miscellaneous, are spending more
in 1950 than in 1949.
For each industry group this
year, advertising increases average
from 10% to 15%, Mr. McElroy
said.
Expenditures in the agricultural
equipment industry have dropped
"lightly" from 1949 to 1950, but
gains were recorded in office equipment, food, automotive and building material classifications, as
shown in the following table:
Advertising Expenditures as Percentage of Sales —No.Median
1950 24%
1949
Industry
Cos. 24%
Drugs & Cosmetics 9
16
2
16
Soft Drinks
5
10
5
Home Furnishings
6
5
5
Miscellaneous
2
3
OfBce Equipment
3.2
9
3
3.2
Food & Groceries
14
3
3
Textile & Apparel
2.5
5
3
Automotive
3
3
Electrical Appliances 5
1.5
9
2
Building Materials
2
2
Alcoholic Beverages 5
2.3
Agricultural Equip. 2
^6
er 2, 1950
Page 26 • Octob

Industrial 17 1
1
Paper Mfrs.
6
11
Chemical Mfrs. 3
11
Petroleum
4
11
Half of the members responding
said the Korean war as yet has had
no effect on advertising and selling
plans (see War Effect chart). More
than a third have shifted their
promotional emphasis without any
curtailment, and 6% reported reducing such efforts because of the
war. Only a quarter of the members, however, believe the war will
have no effect on their 1951 plans.
Almost half the companies, contrasted with one third now, believe
there will need to be a change in
emphasis next year. Curtailment
of plans in 1951 is expected by 26%.
Shortages Seen
Forty-three percent look for
product shortages during the next
quarter (see Product Shortages
chart). The replies, however, "vary
markedly by industry group," Mr.
McElroy said. Three of four in the
industrial field, as an example, expect such shortages in the last quarter, while only one in eight in the
consumer package goods classification anticipates shortages.
One out of three companies in
all industry groupings said they
do not know what to expect regarding product availability next year.
One third said they believe their
product materials will be short, but
28% look for no shortages in 1951.
The industrial group, in general,
anticipates shortages, while manufacturers of consumer nondurables
do not.
Expected Profits chart indicates
about a third of the ANA members
expect the percentage of profits to
be higher in the last quarter of
1950 than in the preceding period.
More than half expect no change
in the rate of profit, and some
see a decline. The group expecting
higher profits drops 8% for 1951,
and that expecting no change increases correspondingly.
Mr. McElroy concluded that advertisers are continuing to make

"their operating decisions on the
basis of the 'job to be done,' which
in many cases is the maintenance or
improvement of their current marHeket positions."
believes most changes expected "areand
dictated
by competitive
conditions
increased
consumer
demand, rather than by large
government pui'chases." Pointing
this up, he said more than twothirds of the respondents expect
less than 5% of their 1951 total
production to be consigned to the
government.
Because of the uncertainty about

III

48%

36% =
26%

ill

S

26%

6%
Now

'51

Now

'51

=

Now '51

Based on replies from 123 companies answering for both periods. Source: ANA
member survey, Sept. 1950.

Appropriations
Percentage
of Companies Expecting
to Increase, Maintain Or Decrease
Their Advertising Appropriations
7950 vs. 7949 and 795 7 vs. 7950
Increase
No Change Decrease
54%
56%
40% =

basic raw materials, "members are
faced with increased difficulty in
several areas: (1) making reasonable sales estimates on which to
base advertising budgets, (2) maintaining good dealer relations, and
(3 ) maintaining the brand standing

ill 35%

in E

of their products."
ANA Muffles Rate Cut
(Continued from page 23)
for unification and simplification.
Fred B. Manchee, executive vice
president of BBDO, and a member
of the committee appointed to arbitrate the Hooper-Pulse contest in
the San Francisco Bay area initiated by KJBS San Francisco,
proposed that advertisers, agencies
and broadcasters come to an agreement on what is needed by way of
radio and TV measurement, with
the broadcasters taking the lead.
He lamented the existence of 15
different research services to
"guide, or should I say, to confuse
you." The total yearly tab runs in
six figures — eventually paid for by
the advertiser (see story page 27).
John P. Cunningham, of Cunningham & Walsh Inc., New York,
in a discussion of the "Effects of
the Video Virus on the Human
Being," based on his agency's
"Videotown" surveys, called for a
voluntary code to govern the orderly development of TV in all its
phases, but with emphasis upon

'50 '51

'SO '51

Product
War Effect
Effect of Korean War on Members'
Advertising and Selling Plans
No Effect Shift Curtailin Emphasis ment
58%

Advertising

Shortages

Percentage of Companies Expecting
Shortages of Their Products During
the Last Quarter of 7950
Heavy
(By Industry Groups)
76%
Industrial
Goods (41)
63%
56%
(8)
motive
AutoHousehold
Equip. (16)
&
Appl.
Services
& (7)
Misc.
Textile
& (12)
Apparel
Consumer
able Goods)
(Non-Dura(52)
TOTAL
ALL
GROUPS
(136)
Based on 136 companies answering this
question. Source: ANA member survey, Sept.
1950

'50 '51

Based onsweringreplies
from 104 companies
anfor both
member survey,
Sept. years.
1950. Source: ANA
program standards. He called for
"commercial self-control" and advocated a committee of the AAAA, i
ANA and of the broadcasters (presumably NAB) to look toward a
permanent board — "respected and
vigorous
— like
the come
baseball
czar."
Oat of this
could
a creed
or
code, he said (see story page 58).
In deciding to forego concrete
action on the radio rate cut proposals, the closed membership meeting, however, instructed its committee to keep a watchful eye on
the raido-TV media. This, it was
pointed out, is in keeping with
ANA procedures, since committees
function on a continuing survey
basis
in all spheres of association
activity.
NAB Proposal
The NAB proposal for a "continuing study" of the over-all radio-TV rate picture, which would
embrace an appraisal of the inroads of TV on other media, such
as newspapers, magazines and motion picture, was coldly received
by the convention, it was reported.
Participating most actively in
the radio-rate session, in addition
to Chairman Smith, whose outstanding success with the Arthur
Godfrey
program
on CBS-TV
has
made him a TV zealot,
were Robert
Brown of Bristol-Myers, William
Connelly of S. C. Johnson Co.,
Stuart Peabody of the Borden Co.,
and I. W. Digges, ANA counsel.
Mr. Digges reportedly lamented the
manner in which the whole rate
matter was approached. The "bad
press" resulting from publication
of the substance of the report also
drew comment.
What bearing the war-emergency maynot
haveraised
had on
the rate
issue was
openly,
but
it was evident that this fortuitous
development, reflected in the first
phases oflooked.
inflation,
was notinoverRecent increases
the

space rates of magazines and
(Continued on page S2)
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By JANE PINKERTON EDIC
N
Osix-to-nineI
tions"T
(because
the
PR
COY'S
month estimate was predicted in
FCC CHAIRMAN Wayne Coy ex1948), Mr. Coy expects the FCC to
pects the TV freeze to thaw in grant applications for stations in
from six to nine months, he said in non-TV
areas "somewhere between
Chicago last week, reiterating his April and the first of July next
forecast of two years ago. In Sep- year." Where there is competition
tember 1948 he used the same fig- for channels, however, grants will
ures, "and the prediction is still follow lengthy hearings, with final
a good one, except that it's changed
grants
being atdelayed
"until with
the
end of 1951,
the earliest,
its
said.locale by just two years!" he many of the cases running over
Chairman Coy, in response to
the keen interest in television evi- into 1952," he said.
TV Work Load
denced by members of the Assn.
of National Advertisers, opened
Of 354 applications now at FCC
the group's annual convention in offices, 124 involve cities without
any television outlets. Forty-nine
Chicago's Drake Hotel Monday
concern cities with operating TV
morning. Backgrounding TV stumstations. Consideration will be
bling-blocks confronting FCC during the past two years, Mr. Coy given to additional applications,
explained the Commission is now
the chairman said, as "there is no
ready to begin allocation hearings,
vested right in any of the appli"the last phase of the process of
cations now before us."
Chairman Coy confined his
lifting the freeze."
speech to subjects about which he
"Now qualified in my predic-

y Manchee

Cites Duty

Of Broadcasters

SS
'ME
RESEARCH
BROADCASTERS
must accept
responsibility for leading a movement
toward basic agreement on what kind of radio and television research
is needed, and how to get it, although they need not foot the entire
bill. This was the charge of Fred B. Manchee, executive vice president
of BBDO, during the radio-TV ses- *
sion at the Assn. of National Ad- "are not called upon to defend
vertisers convention Monday afternoon (see separate stories). In an themselves," Mr. Manchee said
there is, for example, no valid comeffort to explain radio and teleparison of radio and printed media
vision research — "how confusing
circulation figures.
can it get?" — Mr. Manchee made
"In radio and television, every
what he termed "the all-time un- time
period on every station is, in
der-statement."
a sense, an individual publication
"Radio-television research is in with a different audience. It is incumbent on the broadcaster to take
one hell of a mess!"
a
more
active
interest in documentIn going through the ABC's of
research (see adjacent story) to
ing what he is selling. If there
give ANA members an idea "of were no research services, don't you
the competition for your research
think buyers would insist that the
dollars," Mr. Manchee enumerated
seller supply the evidence?"
14 AM-TV research services.
Mr. Manchee admitted he expects
broadcasters to consider his proTwo Needs Cited
posal "drastic," especially as "the
Two things are needed: (1) broadcasting industry has not altogether distinguished itself in the
agreement on what advertisers and
past for assuming leadership in
agencies want and need in the way
of research, which would result in the field of measurement. The very
less confusion and cheaper costs, competitive nature of the industry
and (2) the machinery to carry out has militated against such leadership. This is the very reason why
this necessary research, supervised
the industry should recognize its
and operated by broadcasters.
responsibility to assume leader"Many of us have been appalled
at times the way the broadcaster
sits on the sidelines and lets his
Mr. Manchee realizes "there is
noship."
one technique which fills all
product — a time period — be bounced
around like a ping pong ball by needs, but if the strengths and
conflicting data from different re- weaknesses of different techniques
search services. Shouldn't he be the can be determined, we are much
one to call the turn in seeing that closer to solving our problem." He
suggested that broadcasters set up
his product is properly representa committee, as have the ANA and
ed? Shouldn't it be his responsibility to supply documented evi- the Assn. of American Advertising
dence on the dimensions of what he Agencies, to take inventory of the
is selling?"
advertiser's needs. After that, a
joint agreement could be reached
Referring to future objections
from broadcasters, who might re- on basic measurement requirements.
mind advertisers that other media
BROADCASTING
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tionby
con
*
had °
been queried
inven
advance
ANA members. The question most
frequently
asked
"What will
be
the effect
on was:
the broadcasting
industry of the present Korean
situation in light of possibilities of
more
widespread
Pointing
out a war?"
lag in industry

between appropriations and expenditures, Mr. Coy sees a corollary
lag between the war and its effect
on broadcasting and business in
general.
be someeffect,
time and,
before there"Itis will
a serious
when it comes, it will be a sort of
creeping paralysis upon the industries which contribute to the broadcast business," he said.
Electronic Contracts
Commenting on governmental
appropriation of a billion and a
half dollars for electronic equipment contracts, Mr. Coy said some
orders can be absorbed "in our
present manufacturing capacity
without any serious effect on radio
and television set producers. There
will be an effect when contracts
authorized by the present appropriation bills are completed," he
added.
The percentage of reduction to
be effected in AM-FM-TV manufacture "I don't know," he said.
In addition to production cuts, he
anticipates a "critical shortage of
certain parts, including tubes, electrolytic condensers and resistors."
Mr. Coy envisions 3,200 video
stations in this country ultimately,
with 90% of the population being
served by TV in five years — about
the number which now has access
to radio. Using the 12 channels
now available, it is "engineeringly
possible" to have 645 stations operating on a basis of co-channel
stations separated by 200 miles
and adjacent stations 110 miles,
he said. This would be trimmed
to "a very high number of 500,"
however, because of many areas
which cannot offer economic support to a video station.
Future Coverage
"Because we've known for two
years or more that the 12 channels would not enable us to have
a nationwide, competitive system
of television," Mr. Coy said, the
FCC in 1948 set aside 42 channels
from 500 to 900 mc on the spectrum for 1,600 metropolitan stations and 1,000 low-powered community stations. The total, 3,200,
"is more, by 1,000, than we now
have standard broadcast stations."
Full geographic coverage by TV
will not be possible, though, "unless there is some new technique
discovered," Mr. Coy said. He
used Stratovision, developed by
Westinghouse, as an example.
Cable allocations, involving the
telephone company and TV networks, will be "a problem for at
least two or three years, unless
a basis for easement is found,"
Chairman Coy said. Because the

CAUGHT at a lighter moment in
ana's sessions are Brig. Gen. Frank
L. Howley (I), U. S. commandant of
Berlin and former Philadelphia agency executive,
talked evening
at the annual banquetv/ho
Tuesdoy
on
Russian Communism, and Albert
Brown, vice president of Best Foods
and new ANA board chairman.
burden is on the FCC to "see that
there is competition in radio and
television, our concern regarding
allocations is going to be that programs of the various networks
have an opportunity to be seen
and heard in all cities in this counhe said. the AT&T schedule
He try,"
reviewed
(Continued on page 7U)

MANCHEE'S ABCS
Competition for Research $
"HERE'S a bit of alphabetical nonsense which will give you an idea
of the competition for your research dollars," declared BBDO
Vice President Fi-ed Manchee at
the ANA sessions last week:
A stands for Advertest and ARB
B for tempestuous BMB
C for the Conlons in cities huge
D for the di-arEE deluge
E's for the drain on the Exchequer
F for the Frown on the treasurer
G don't
for thematch
Grief when the figures
H stands for ratings by Hooper,
natch
I,
J, K, toL come
we'll skip
over
Plenty
as weright
go do>vn
lower
M's for the
selves in Muddle we find ourN for the ubiquitous Art Nielsen
O are
for many
all Others of which there
P is for Pulse — isn't this zany?
Q comer
seems to be open for a newR is for Radox, recall and roster
S is for Starch, yes he's here, too
T is for the newest, Trendex to
for Utopia
VU for
Videodexwe'din love
TV to achieve
Ashaltfor X, Y, Z, time to call a
Boy, bring on that bottle of
smelling
salt!
you
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SET

PRODUCTION

Radio

May

Hit

14 Million

except for the first half of July
when most of the industry shut
down. TV production also rose
abnormally during the period.
With these increases, manufacturers sold over .$700 million in TV
sets at factory prices during eight
months of 1950 and another $210
million in radios, also at factory
prices. These exceed total sales for
the year 1949.
In line with this production
boom, RTMA member companies
are sharply increasing their advertising in the last half of the year,
according to L. E. Pettit, General
Electric Co., chairman of the
RTMA Advertising Committee.
Committee Poll

RTMA's Estimated 1950 Pro duction
Auto Sets
Portables Total Radio
Television
A4z4,00U
A AAA
Cr01
AAA
January
329,000
581,000
979,000
69,000
February
120,000
379,000
505,000
536,000
114,000
1,004,000
May
March
643,000
389,000
587,000
1,090,000
OTO AAA
942,000
Z7o,U00
432,000
143,000
526,000
April
557,000
796,000
291,000
351,000
July
1,438,000
June
262,000
522,000
567,000
710,000
1,539,000
722,518
330,315
391,170
234,025
97,323
128,255
320,960
702,287
August
754,232
1,203,447
♦
* *
dustry estimate by Radio-Televiindustry had turned out 8,750,965
sion Mfrs. Assn.
radio sets, according to an all-inIn the same eight-month period
An informal poll of committee
it produced 4,146,602 television
With Don Lee
members showed that the late 1950
sets, RTMA estimated, 1,100,000
Since 1930
above the entire 1949 TV total. In advertising expansion will be carWEISS
RESIGNS
ried over into 1951 by most big
August alone 702,287 TV sets were
LEWIS ALLEN WEISS, board chairman of Don Lee Broadcasting
turned out. With 4,000,000 TV manufacturers despite possibility of
System, Hollywood. Since May 1949, and prior to that president, has
sets having been turned out by the curtailed set production due to
announced his retirement after 20 years with the regional network.
shortage of supplies and demands
end of 1949, the 1950 production
of the military.
Action on his request, filed July 19, to be relieved of duties awaits only figures confirm the Telecasting
the formality of approval by Los
estimate of roughly 7% million sets
All but one of the firms polled
rebuild the regional network to its in use.
Angeles County Public Administrawill boost advertising budgets over
tor Ben H. Brown and attorneys
present position of 45 owned-andthe last half of 1950, the increases
The August aural radio producaffiliated stations in the Pacific
for the Thomas S. Lee estate. They
ranging from 20% to 200%, or an
tion totaled 1,203,447 sets. While
Coast area. He is reputed to be
are expected to act by Oct. 6, closon aural and video sets with
average of 104%. Total 1951 ading date also for bids for capital
one of highest paid executives in figures
FM tuners are not available, the
vertising is expected to run 9%
radio.
stock in Thomas S. Lee Enterprises
percentage of sets with FM has
above that for 1950. Three comInc. which includes Don Lee radio
Mr. Weiss has served on Mubeen increasing in recent weeks
panies will have increases of 50%
and TV facilities.
tual's board of directors for 10
[Broadcasting, Sept. 25].
or more and only three companies
years and was chairman from 1947
Although details were not rewill run below their 1950 budgets.
The August radio sets included
vealed, Mr. Weiss said he will de- to 1949.
No breakdowns on media to be used
754,232
home
receivers,
128,255
vote time to other business interWith the late Don Lee, he also
ests and hobbies. He will first take
portables and 320,960 auto re- were obtained.
started the first TV station, now
ceivers.
an extended vacation.
identified as KTSL Hollywood,
RTMA's estimated 1950 all-inSummer radio production ran
which began operating Dec. 23,
Mr. Weiss originally joined Don
dustry set production figures are
1931.
shown above.
counter to normal seasonal decline.
Lee network in 1930 as vice president and general manager, building it to a regional chain of 16
stations. He resigned two and
one-half years later to become general manager of WJR Detroit,
owned and operated by G. A.
That of -49
'SO top
(Dick) Richards.
first y Safety
Razors ranked first, having
SUMMERTvacation
period
for ra- GRFood
OSSproducts ranked J"l
Kbrought
R
O
W
i
N
invested
$350,157.
among
the
network
categories,
dio
network
advertisers
With weakening of original Don
Lee network due to shift of most
the July 1950 gross radio network
spending $2,911,654 gross to adDrugs & Remedies appropriated
time sales to a total of $12,303,409,
vertise over the networks. Genstations to CBS in 1936, Mr. Weiss
$1,576,614
to stand third, with
but
resulted
in
an
increase
over
eral
Mills
led
this
group
with
its
was invited to return as vice presiMiles Labs the chief investor,
dent and general manager by the July figures of last year, $12,- total of $886,848 in purchases.
The Toiletries & Toilet Goods
090,579, according to Publishers
Thomas S. Lee, now deceased son
$615,654. Fourth and fifth, reof the late Don Lee.
Information Bureau statistics re- group ran second with purchases
spectively, were Smoking Materileased to Broadcasting.
als and Soaps & Cleansers.
of $1,671,359, within which Gillette
Affiliating Don Lee with the
The
1950
cumulative
totals
of
newly organized Mutual, Mr. Weiss
then began a vigorous campaign to $109,293,958 were still behind the
$112,862,890 spent last year during the same months.
Top Network Advertisers fof Each Product Group in July 1950
Procter & Gamble continued to
Allis-Chalmers
lead all other radio advertisers in Agriculture & Farming
Adam
HatsCorp.
Co.
Apparel,
Footwear
&
Access.
Firestone
AM time bought, with expendiAutomotive, Auto. Equip. & Supplies
$ 41,599
41,498
tures of $997,752. General Mills Aviation, Aviation Equip. & Supplies
76,125
Wine & Liquor
SchenleyManville
industries
Inc.
spent $886,848, placing second in Beer,
63,540
Johns
Corp.
BIdg. Mat., Equip.
440,220
Wm. H. Wrigley
Co.
Confectionary
& Soft& Fixtures
Drinks
99,624
gross time purchase on radio
American
Tel. & Jr.Telegraph
Consumer Services
networks, while Miles Labs ranked
Miles Labs
Drugs
&
Remedies
81,855
Entertainment & Amusements
third spending $615,654. Fourth
615,654
Food & Food Products
General Mills
and fifth, respectively, were Ster105,686
Indii
Standard
Oil
of
886,848
Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels
ling Drug, $491,964, and Wm. H. Horticulture
Phiico Corp.
130,841
Household Equip. & Supplies
Wrigley Jr. Co., $440,220.
Armstrong Cork Co.
Household Furnishings
43,855
U.
S.
Steel
Corp.
Industrial
Materials
135,263
Insurance
TOP TEN NETWORK ADVERTISERS
Prudential insurance Co. of Am.
111,615
IN JULY 1950
Speidei Corp.
Jewelry,
OpticalWriting
GoodsSupplies,
& Cameras
Office Equip.,
51,255
Eversharp Inc.
1. Procter & Gamble
Stationery
&
Access.
886,848 Political
$997,752
2. General Mills
83,235
First
Church
of
Christ
Scientist
3.5. Miles Labs
615,654 Publishing & Media
(Christian Science Monitor)
491,964 Radios, TV Sets, Phonographs,
4. Sterling Drug
440,220
Musical Instru. & Access.
Wm. H. Wrigley Co.
9,184
Dr. Hiss Shoe Stores
Stores & Direct Mail
402,489 Retail
Liggett & Myers
402,489
Smoking
Materials
Liggett
&
Myers
Procter
&
Gamble
7. Philip Morris
Soaps, Polishes && Toys
Cleansers
394,644 Sporting
1,350
6.8. General Foods
628,222
394,158 Toiletries Goods
350,157
&
Toilet
Goods
Gilletteof Safety
RazorRailroads
Co.
American
Home
Products
9.
Assn.
American
373,007
Transportation,
Travel
&
Resorts
Mr. WEISS
110,070
American Fed. of Labor
10. Gillette Safety Razor Co.
350,157 Miscellaneous
82,785
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PERSISTENT public demand for
radio receivers, a development of
the 1949 autumn season, has continued through the late summer
weeks and promises to carry total
1950 set production close to the 14
million mark.
This would far surpass the 10
million-plus industry production
for the 12 months of 1949, when
the autumn spurt caught manufacturers immersed in TV with their
production lines down.
As of Sept. 1 the manufacturing

FCC Actions

Drive

TEN STATION sales apLaunch Seasonal
BUY
flRHnS
proved by FCC last week,
WATCH
on the same theme.
inc'uding purchase by Max
ular taste. It has been in existBy FLORENCE SMALL
I
I WITH three watch manufacturers
ence for the past 10 years.
They were so successful that the
M. Leon of WDAS Philadelsame films promise to become a
The firm also sponsors another
phia for Goldman
$495,000-plus
from
already embarked on their preWilliam
Theatres
yearly institution similar to the quarter hour series on WNBK New
Christmas promotion and three
other national firms about to begin
magazine forebearers. The NoInc., sale of KFWB HollyYork, 7-7:30 p.m., five times
vember campaign calls for the use weekly. Victor A. Bennett Co., New
their seasonal exploitation, the
woodturesby Inc.
Warner
Bros. Picfor $350,000
to
York, is the agency.
I watch industry has returned to of the films, three times weekly,
KFWB
Broadcasting
Corp.
radio and television in a drive that for four weeks on each station.
Longines-Wittnauer spent a
Bruner-Ritter, New York (Bret- gross of $935,248 for network radio
(51% and
owned49%
by Harry
Maizpromises to match any previous
lish
by Lansing
ton watches) which sponsored a in 1949. In 1948 the total was
' year in history.
Foundation),
merger
of
KIOA
network show. Chance of a Life- $163,670. The firm spent a gross
Benrus Watch Co. will spend
Des Moines and WLOL Mintime on ABC last year, is currently
approximately §20,000 on a spot
of $6,925 for its one-time Thanksneapolis under WLOL o^vnannouncement campaign using both contemplating radio and television.
giving Day Festival on CBS-TV
ership for $100,000. Two
a one-hour show that was telecast
radio and television for spots placed Raymond Spector & Co., New York,
new AM stations and one
before and after the World Series.
is the agency, and will reveal spe- over 22 stations.
new FM outlet also granted.
cific plans sometime next week.
In television, about 30 stations
Bulova Watch Co. continues its
Details of these and other
will be used with 20-second films
Bruner-Ritter in 1949
FCC actions may be found
$4 million dollar spot announcecarrying the sales message. Agency
ment campaign in both radio and
in Actions of the FCC startThe
Bruner-Ritter
company
spent
handling the television budget is a gross of $266,760 for the radio
television through the Blow Co.,
ing on page 84 and FCC
J. D. Tarcher & Co., New York.
New York. Gross expenditures in
Roundup on page 91.
show
in
1949
which
was
heard
on
The World Series schedule is in
1949 were about $3.5 million.
202 ABC stations for one-half hour
addition to the firm's regular one
Gruen Watch Co., through its amounted to $1,201,942 according
per
week
from
September
through
minute spot on the Saturday Night
December.
agency, Stockton, West, Burkhart,
to Broadcasting estimates. In
Revue, 39 weeks, on NBC-TV.
Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co., Cincinnati, started sponsorship of 1949 spot expenditures were about
Its radio schedule, which will run
a television network show Blind
(Oct. 2) launches its heavy
$4,592,000 net while in 1948 they
about $7,500, is being placed by today
network radio campaign by adding Date on ABC-TV, last week.
were
$2,530,000 net.
Simons-Michaelson, Detx'oit.
In television 1949 total network
its Longines Symphonette to the
Helbros
Decision
Due
Million Budget
ABC network, four nights weekly,
gross expenditures were $105,057
Helbros Watch Co., New York, while spot amounted to $1,315,800
Monday through Thursday, 10:35
Benrus has used other spot shows
which sponsored Richard Diamond
net.
p.m., in addition to its two other
thi-oughout the year and expects
on NBC, last season, also is conits total expenditure for radio in Sunday network shows on CBS —
sidering both a spot and network
the aforementioned Symphonette
1950 to total around $1,000,000
Names Bennett Co.
and The Choraliers. The Sym- campaign. Plans through its new
slightly less than it spent in 1949.
JOSEPH PARMET Co., Catasqua,
phonette, incidentally, is one of the agency, Murray Hirsch, New York,
Its budget for television is exare expected to be completed
Pa., has named Victor A. Bennett
pected to exceed $500,000 in 1950. few famous musical organizations
within ten days.
which owes its inception to radio
Hamilton Watch Co., through
Co., New York, to handle adverTotal radio network expendiBBDO New York, which used 16 and which has always functioned
tising merchandising and promotion for a new product to be sold
tures for jewelry advertising in
cities for its five-minute film last as a radio feature. It off'ers the
1949, all but a very small perin food, hardware notion and deyear, is planning to increase the use of the works of major comcentage of which was for watches,
partment stores. Radio and teleposers presented in a manner debudget considerably so that the
vision will be used.
signed to find acceptance with popgrossed $2,789,721.
In 1948 it
new campaign starting in November will cover approximately 53
markets. The films are television
variants of the famous "To Peggy"
and "To Jim" ads which were originally used in magazines and repeated every year since 1940. Last
Replacement
S
G
I
year the agency gave life to the JOHN RO
K. WEST,
vice president
RE
all S
NBC sales
before
theN
reorganTZ
ST
ads and made the five minute films
ization). The fourth went vsdth
and director of public relations of
Mr. Strotz.
1
the RCA-Victor Division of RCA,
last week was reportedly selected
Joining NBC as program manto be NBC vice president in charge
ager in Chicago in 1932, Mr. Sti-otz
later succeeded Niles Trammell,
of the network's Western Division,
to succeed Sidney N. Strotz, NBC
now chairman of the board, as vice
veteran, who resigned.
president in charge of the Centrr.l
Official appointment of Mr. West
Division. He became vice president in charge of programs, with
was said only to await the formalMr. West
Mr, Strotz
headquarters in New York, in 1940
ity of an NBC board meeting.
and two years later was assigned
Mr. Strotz's
resignation
was
announced in New York last week
to Hollywood as vice president in vision industry as a whole."
with the explanation that he quit charge of the Western Divisioin.
Mr. West, who joined RCAto devote his time to other busiVictor in 1930, served as the comTemporarily in New York
ness interests. He has been with
pany's district
managerPhiladelphia,
at various
For a few months in 1948 Mr.
locations
including
NBC 18 years, for the last eight
Strotz was brought to New York
as chief of the Western Division.
Pittsburgh, New York, Cleveland
Mr. Strotz, at the time of his ations
to organize
television
opei-to and San Francisco until 1933 when
but heNBC's
elected
to return
resignation, held the position of
he managed the RCA exhibit at
administrative vice president, one his West Coast post rather than
remain
at
headquarters.
the Chicago World's Fair.
of four such titles created at NBC
After the fair he managed the
LOOKING over materials to be used
The resignation was given dur- Victor visual sound products deseveral years ago. One adminising a recent 10 day visit of
trative vice presidency was vacated
by The Advertising Council in the curpartment and in 1942 became manrent Community Chest Drives are:
by Ken R. Dyke, program chief, Joseph H. McConnell, NBC presager of field sales. During the
ident, to Hollywood. In accepting
Mrs. Eloise Walton Paterson, of the who resigned two years ago. Anwar he served in the RCA-Victor
I Community Chest of America; standother was eliminated by the reas- it, Mr. McConnell said: "My re- war contract service department,
gret at seeing Sid Strotz leave
ing (I to r) William Ramsey, Procter
signment of John H. MacDonald to
and in June 1945 became director
be vice president in charge of NBC is not only on behalf of the
j &andGamble,
the Chest's
volunteer
radio
of public relations.
television
committee
chairman;
finance, in the recent reorganiza- network but personal as well. We
He was elected vice president in
tion of the network. The third is have been good friends for many
Lee H. Bristol, Bristol-Meyers, The
years,
and
I
know
how
much
he
charge
of public relations in 1947
held by Harry C. Kopf, adminisAdvertising Council's vice chairman,
and Niles Trammell, NBC board
trative vice president in charge of has contributed not only to this and vice president and director of
chairman.
radio network sales (in charge of company but to the radio and tele- public relations a few months ago.
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services for building homes, doors,,
for news homes, and a complete
line of handsome brass and chrome ■
door hardware. Its public service
messages encourage the employment of physically handicapped
veterans.
"On the special ads," Mr. Royce
points
out, "people
often come
in
weeks after
the broadcast
and ask

.

for the item."

,

.

.

.

And

LATE in the spring of 1948 two
. carpenters in Lansing, Mich.,
momentarily eased their physical labors as they surveyed the
house they had built, wiped the
perspiration from their brows and
jointly arrived at a decision.
Although the spike and spokeshave were honorable enough tools,
Claude Lapp and Rudy Royce
decided that selling lumber might
prove easier than driving nails
through it. So they traded oif
their newly-constructed house for a
broken down lumber yard and
hoisted sign. They were in business.
For six months they had reason
to question the wisdom of their
decision, and the hammer and saw
still loomed as symbols of security.
But then their gross figure began
to spiral as customers jammed their
parking lot and orders clogged the
spindle.
What caused the change?— During the seventh or "crucial" month,
Dick Creamer, account executive
at WILS Lansing, walked into the
Lapp & Royce lumber shed with an

J.ca6tin^
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idea. "A 12:30 noon newscast — 15
minutes daily six days a week over
our 1 kw station — would spark
your lumber trading area into
activity," Mr. Creamer told the
two ex-carpenters. It did just that.
Within 23 months, Lapp & Royce
has grown from a dilapidated shed
to a sprawling acre of five buildings with an expansive lot of lumber, six trucks, 15 employes, and
a plump $60,000 monthly gross,
representing a six-fold increase
over the
firm's ledger
after
six figure
monthson inthebusiness.
Actually the lumber firm spends
only about $7,000 annually for advertising, but Messrs. Lapp and
Royce prudently siphon off upwards
of $5,000 on radio alone. The remainder is spent on newspapers,
novelties (calendars, matchbooks,
etc.), and general promotion.
Cite Business

tkii

the

grew automatically as
result. We found out
larity with the man
screen door to fix or

Mr. Creamer

Pay
Off in
Sales
Prestige
Spots'
The two lumbermen, who still do
business in their carpenters' work
clothes to preserve the "informal
touch," concede that they tried the
public service motif as an experiment. But they feel that the
prestige they build pays off in the
long run, and they single out high
sales figures the past six months
to prove their point.
"We believe that the community
consciousness a place of business
reflects by sponsoring public service announcements builds a certain
desirable opinion in the minds of
the public toward the business,".
Mr. Lapp
show
up tooexplains.
much on"Itthedoesn't
sales

Difference

an indirect
that popuwho has a
a dog coop

Mr. Dillingham

to build is the most important thing
in our business.
"During our first broadcast, a
lady called up. She placed an order
for insulation before the first commercial had even been read. Naturally we developed a great immeenthusiasm forWILS
radio."
As 'Radio-Built'
Alexdiate
Dillingham,
program
The two lumbermen are enthudirector, has handled the Lapp &
siastic in their references to a Royce noontime news program since
house
that
handedly. radio built almost single- it went on the air Dec. 20, 1948.
Copy is written by Landon Young,
"We knew we had to do somestation's news director, and is a
thing to get the leanness out of our general world news summary built
lumber business," Mr. Royce states, around a "local standpoint" forrecalling the lean months. "The
mat. Copy is kept fresh, new comclassified sections of the newsmercials are substituted every two
papers weren't bringing in enough
weeks, and public service announcements are altered as new ideas
general public business. When Dick
Creamer offered us a potential of arise.
450,000 people with WILS we were
Lapp & Royce commercial copy
impressed but skeptical. Radio
utilizes
four difi'erent types of meswas new to us. But when we tried
sages— special, seasonal, "appeal,"
it, we were amazed.
and public service.
"Our consumer business built
The lumber company has adverup fast. The contractor business
tised ping pong tables, consultant
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

ledger at first but eventually it
becomes one of the biggest subconscious reasons people trade with
The partners like to hold up their
prosperous lumber business as an
example
a small
cess withofradio.
Thebusiness'
companysuc-is
located on a busy highway at the
south city limits of Lansing. Four]
competitors maintain lumber yards]
nearby and, in all, 22 yards compete for the Lansing lumber trade.
Yet, Lapp & Royce, the youngest
of theyou."
lot, holds its own with the
established leaders. It draws orders
from the extreme perimeter fringe
of the WILS 1 kw coverage area —
as far as 70 miles away.
Messrs. Lapp and Royce have a
theory on the successful use of
radio.
"Let the radio bring customers
into the place," they say. "After
that 'it's up to us."
SMILES of Mr. Royce (I) and Mr.
Lapp reflect their sales success.

As Congress Recesses
RADIO
BILLS
PEND
BULK of major radio proposals
not as all-encompassing as the at the end of the year. As it is
doubtful whether anything will be
Justice Dept. proposal and which
pending in the 81st Congress was
concentrated on the transmission
done in the radio field on Capitol
put aside for another day when
war-weary legislators closed shop of information on bets, odds, or Hill this November-December when
prices paid in betting on sports the second session will sit as a
Sept. 23 for a two-month vacation
events.
ending Nov. 27.
"lame duck" Congress, these proposals and other recommendations
Sen. Johnson's interest continBlessed as a peace-time lawued around such thorny issues as will have to be reintroduced formaking body at its birth, the 81st
Congress soon fitted its legislating the clear channel case, color TV, venes. mally when the 82d Congress conrole to needs of a U. S. economy
realignment of FCC's procedural
methods and liquor advertising on
gearing for war and defense. With
Langer Bill Killed
radio
and television. Since 1949,
most of its time thus consumed,
The
first
attempt in the Senate
Sen. Johnson has taken the position
domestic issues, such as the Fair
Commerce Committee to clear the
of
urging
FCC
to
lift
the
TV
freeze,
Deal program, were neglected and
open up UHF channels to prevent Langer liquor bill (S 1847) which
allowed to gather dust.
monopoly,
and explore color televi- would have prohibited the adverSome deadline actions by the
tising in interstate commerce of
sion as an economic reality.
Congress before its recess touched
The Coloradan also has fought for alcoholic beverages fell short of
upon radio and TV. It passed an the break down of clear channels
its mark [Broadcasting, March
interim tax bill containing a 10%
17] ; a second attempt was killed for
and
maintenance
of
the
power
ceilfederal excise levy on TV sets at
ing
at
50
kw
for
stations
in
the
the remainder of the 81st Congress'
the manufacturing level and promAM band from 540 kc to 1600 kc. life.
ising an excess profits tax in the Sen. Johnson still has pending a
An overwhelming objection voiced
near future; hammered through a
by
radio industry spokesmen and
bill
(S
491)
to
break
down
clears.
Communist-control law restricting A companion measure (HR 4004)
by some Senators, including Sen.
Communist "hidden" radio-TV
still is in the House.
Johnson, called the death knell for
sponsorship, and okayed funds to
All
of
these
bills—
the
FCC
proPresident Truman's proposal to
operate Voice of America at a
cedural bill, the clear channel reorganize the FCC. Among the
record budget level (see separate
highpoints of this plan was to have
measure, licensing of networks
stories this issue).
been
the centralization of the ad(Sheppard
Bill
and
Sadowski
proA dramatic moment came in the
ministrative power in the hands
posal), etc. — will die automatically
dead heat of summer when the
hotly - disputed McFarland Bill
(S 1973), which would realign
FCC procedural-wise and impose
deadlines on work schedules, was
reclothed as an amendment to a
^
JOCKEYING^
House-passed bill. It was reported
NARBA
to list both 660 and 880 kc among
out of the Senate Commerce ComRIGHTS on U. S. 1-A clear chanthe frequencies they wanted to be
mittee and passed by the Senate
nels— two in particular — appeared
considered. Both frequencies were
which asked for a conference with
to be the focal points of attention
the House.
last week as NARBA nations jock- presumed to be among those the
Mexican delegation had in mind in
eyed for position before the beginMcFarland Bill
ning of detailed negotiations for a asking for two additional channels
below 1000 kc aside from 540 kc,
But history was good at repeat- new North American AM agreeing itself in the McFarland Bill ment.
the new broadcast frequency, which
Mexico already is using.
escapade. Possible quick passage
The two U. S. clears which comagain was blocked by House inmanded most speculation were 660
Mexico's statement of general reaction on the measure. Refusing
kc (on which WNBC New York is
quirements, transmitted by Chairdominant) and 880 kc (WCBS New
conference on the newly-approved
man Miguel Espejel of the Mexican
York).
measure, the House instead andelegation, mentioned specific frenounced the opening of hearings
If a new NARBA is to be evolved
quencies only in a few instances.
by the Commerce Committee on which will meet the expressed and
The statement, however, reduced
S 1973. These have been held, but implied demands of at least three
Mexico's original request from four
the Commerce radio subcommittee
additional channels below 1000 kc
of the seven NARBA signatories —
has been notoriously slow in getting
other than the U. S. — some ob- to three channels, including 540 kc.
around to clearing the bill.
servers felt it would involve conMexico offered to give up rights
cessions on one or both of these
On Capitol Hill, Sen. Ed C. Johnon 1220 kc upon acceptance of her
son (D-Col.), self-appointed ConU. S. 1-A's.
gressional guardian over the fate
The week's developments deep- proposal.Mexican Statement
of the radio and television industry,
ened the pessimism of U. S. authorThe Mexican statement asked
again was pace setter in the comities already pessimistic for the
, munications field.
outcome of the conference, which
that an agreement be reached
which will permit her to operate
j- It was his committee which in- has been in progress in Washington
a 1-B station on 1550 kc at Nuevo
1 troduced a horse racing bill; under
since Sept. 6 but thus far has hardly
his leadership the President's re- passed the perimeter stages of Laredo — where she operated XENT
on that frequency for some time
organization plan for FCC, based
negotiations.
on the Hoover recommendation, was
It was insisted, however, that if before taking it off the air a few
■ killed in the Senate; under his U. S. concessions are necessary to weeks ago following repeated Conprodding the color TV question
gressional and State Dept. proreach an agreement, then there
was boosted a few rungs on the must be reciprocal concessions in
tests. The Nuevo Laredo assignment is for 1140 kc, which Mexico
which the other nations will accept
FCC's calendar.
strict engineering standards and proposes to operate south of the
The horse race bill (S 3358)
was introduced in the Senate at the
assure firm protection to other 22d parallel.
Mexico also indicated an unwillrequest of the Justice Dept. It basic U. S. interests.
would have banned interstate
ingness to participate in the North
Cuba's formal list of proposed
Cuban allocations included rights American Regional Broadcastingtransmission of gambling information and was directed against the to use 660 kc at Havana with 5 Engineering Committee, NARBA's
technical information agency, under
flow of horse racing results over kw directionalized [Broadcasting,
radio and television.
the formula provided for it in the
Sept. 25]. The Bahamas-Jamaica
An FCC substitute bill was
NARBA which expired March 29,
increased their joint request from
1949. A juridical subcommittee was
drawn up and submitted which was
two channels to three, continuing
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of the Chairman. Following an unfavorable report by the Senate
Commerce Committee, the Senate
22].
turned thumbs down on the recommendation [Broadcasting, May
Significant communications actions by the 81st Congress included
the following:
Tacking on
a radio-TV
label
for %Communist
sponsored
programs
to the Communist control law.
# Introduction of bills (S 4162,
HR 9689) to implement President
Truman's U. S. Civil Defense plan
which designates communications,
particularly radio and TV, as the
"nerve
system Sept.
of civil
[Broadcasting,
25]. defense"
# Passage of a satisfactory
operating budget for FCC.
# Record increase of funds,
nearly $60 million, for Voice of
America alone.
The question of applying a 10%
federal excise tax to TV sets at
the manufacturing level was
opened by the Administration early
in the year but failed to weather
a storm of protest stirred in House
committee rooms. Industry spokesmen, such as the RTMA, virulently
opposed the proposed tax. Later,
as the need for new revenue became
(Continued on page 92)

"
assigned to study the question in
search for an acceptable solution.
Mexican "requirements" also included "greater facilities for night
service for several stations in
Class 1-B and 2 which operate in
channels intended for those classes
of stations and in which Mexico
has a recognized
priority";
and for
revision of radiation
standards
"certain stations" in other countries
which "excessively restrict" Mexican stations or limit the assignment of new stations.
In addition to 1540 kc, used by
ZNS Nassau with 5 kw, the Bahamas-Jamaica asked for three
frequencies to accommodate 5 kw
stations at Kingston, Mantego Bay,
and North Coast in Jamaica, which
now has no stations. Frequencies
mentioned "as a basis for discussion" were the following U. S. 1-A's:
660 kc (WNBC); 700 kc (WLW
Cincinnati); 720 kc (WGN Chicago); 880 kc (WCBS); 890 kc
(WENR-WLS Chicago); 1020 kc
(KDKA Pittsburgh), and 1040 kc
(WHO Des Moines), plus the 940
kc Mexican-Canadian 1-A channel.
The Cuban list, submitted Sept.
22, hewed close to the line of her
final offer at the unsuccessful U. S.Cuban sessions in Havana early this
year, but added requests for rights
on three U. S. 1-A's not mentioned
at Havana though currently in use
bv Cuba: 660 kc; 770 kc (WJZ New
York), and 780 kc (WBBM Chicago), in addition to 640 kc (KFI
Los Angeles), 670 kc (WMAQ Chicago), and 830 kc (WCCO Minneapolis), which were included in the
Havana list.
October 2, 1950,
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ANA Muffles Rate Cut
(Continued from page 26)
newspapers, premised upon increased operating costs, rather
than the traditional circulation increase factor, were taken into account. Several speakers noted that
TV has hit the printed media too,
and that it is having an effect on
all advertising fronts.
One ANA member, a substantial
radio and TV user, said that rate
cuts in any medium seldom occur
until a year or two after the "agitation" has started. He thought
nothing would come of the original
ANA project, which sought to
justify 14.9% rate cuts for Class
A time on NBC and CBS, and
which cited cuts as deep as 55%
in evening rates in certain markets
where TV competition is most
rigorous.
Increased tune-in on radio resulting from the war emergency,
as well as increased operating
overhead and the force of statistical facts developed since the ANA
committee onslaught last July,
have converged to bring about virtual abandonment of the campaign
at this time, it was indicated.
Backs Ad Council'
Stuart Peabody of the Borden
Co., and a prime mover in the Advertising Council, urged advertisers to refer to the Council all
requests for space and time from
public service organizations. He
said duplicate requests thereby
are screened and unworthy causes
eliminated. He praised the Ad
Council's work on all fronts.
Bernard C. (Ben) Duffy, president of BBDO, noted while speaking at the opening session Monday
morning that the problem of media
costs is "most important" because
85% of advertising is concerned
with media, 15% with production.
"Media problems are infinitely
more complex because of the advent of radio and television," Mr.
Duffy claimed.
Indirectly, video has made the
media picture more costly and complex, he charged, explaining that

the cost of each medium influences
all the others. Referring to the
television freeze, Mr. Duffy said the
FCC "has done the publications
business and advertising in general
a great disservice, creating a
monopoly in one-station markets
and keeping shows from the pubPointing out that 39% of the
TV stations now in operation are
in single-station areas, Mr. Duffy
said
lic." the result is that stations
cannot fill demands for time and
TV costs are "out of line."
'Artificial Time Costs'
Such creation of "artifical time
costs" has an ultimate effect of
"loss" to other groups — station
owners, manufacturers, dealers,
advertising and the public. Advertising will "have to decide if the
results justify paying out-of-line
costs." BBDO's president noted
that the present sales impact effected by video is also "out of
line," because the medium hasn't
settled down to a normal level, as
have other media. "After the new
toy stage, television will enter a
competitive period, and will then
have to be re-evaluated."
Mr. Duffy advocated adoption of
a single standard of acceptable
measurement for circulation, concluding that there is a "limited
amount of information available"
on which to base opinions. "Even
though it is hard to get the facts,
we can't speculate^" he said.
His solution — cooperative research, combining efforts of
agency, advertiser and media
owners. "Advertisers should adopt
a 'show-me' attitude, in their need
for more factual justification for
advertising procedure," he said.
Dr. Claude Robinson, president
of Opinion Research Corp., reviewed four primary conclusions
he has reached in impact studies.
Explaining "How people are reactingfined
to your
advertising,"
deimpact as
a measure he
of the
depth of impression which an advertisement makes on the mind of
a person. Dr. Robinson said his
study was devised to show: (1)

AGENCY-sponsor get together at the ANA meeting includes (I to r): Jeff
Wade and Walter Wade, radio director and executive vice president, respectively. Wade Advertising, Chicago; James Witherell, research director,
Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago; William S. Cutchins, advertising manager.
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co., and Les Waddington, radio and television
director. Miles Labs.
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other
The sells
same goods."
responsibility by communications isseen by C. D. Jackson, publisher of Fortune magazine, who outlined its major challenge. Giving a progress report to
the ANA on the September feature
in Fortune, "Is Anybody Listening," Mr. Jackson termed the challenge one of presenting "our kind
of a world so visibly and unquestionably better than any other
world at all levels, that we create
cracks in the Communist empire."
He said, "We must show and explain, as well as produce and sell."
Citing
a need for
an "atmosphere
of
knowledge,
understanding,
and,
most of all, respect," Mr. Jackson
said, "We stand a chance of losing
our nation unless we do a better
ALBERT BROWN, vice president,
Besf Foods Inc., and new ANA chairman, presided at the Wednesday
morning forum which had as its theme
"Making Our Advertising and Public
Relations Work at Maximum Effecregistration tiveness;"
of the advertiser's
name, (2) of his message, and (3)
acceptance of the advertiser's sales
points or arguments.
His conclusions as to audience
behavior: (1) people are mentally
lazy, and will not work to get an
advertising message; (2) people
are literal-minded, and will not
take "flights of fancy" frequently
required by advertisers; (3) advertisers must "never assume that
people have very much knowledge
about their particular product or
institution;" (4) "people are more
interested in their problems than
those of others, and the 'you' principle is violated times without
number in advertising."
Dr. Robinson expects the precedent of heavy institutional advertising campaigns to be followed
again "in the current period of
military
on impactemergency."
were designedHisto points
apply
to product as well as to institutional advertising, "because both
obey the general principles, although one sells ideas and the

jobHisof suggestions:
getting this atmosphere."
(1) create this
atmosphere and eliminate the usual
"I want to be loved" theme; (2)
have business admit its failures
("I have yet to see business convey
any impression that what it has
done up to now is anything less
than 100% perfect"), and (3) convey the right kind of information
in advertisements, thereby taking
the curse off the phrase, "free enterprise advertising."
Jackson
Cites Voice
Referring to government, as well
as private, communications, Mr.
Jackson said the Voice of America
"has a better chance of doing a job
than ever before."
Bennett S. Chappie Jr., assistant
vice president in charge of sales
for U. S. Steel Corp. of Delaware,
was another Monday speaker, asking delegates:
current
situation
changed"Has
your the
advertising
plans and how?" A Tuesday morning panel on establishment of an
effective client-agency relationship
featured Fairfax M. Cone, board
chairman of Foote, Cone and Belding, outlining "How I would go
about soliciting an account if I
were an agency," and Harry J.
Deines, general advertising manager, Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
"How I would solicit an account if
(Continued on page 3 A)

AT the ANA board reception Tuesday are (I to r): Andy Quale and Hugh
Conklin, General Foods; D. H. O'Dell, assistant advertising director. General
Motors; Hank Voile, advertising manager, A. E. Staley Mfg. Co.; Gerhard
Exo, General Foods; William Brooks Smith, advertising director, Thomas J.
Lipton, and chairman of the ANA Radio and Television Steering Committee.
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Witnesses

Pass

100

Mark

which "seems to me more like
Russia than America, and that colors everything I say. It seems to
me like an inquisition." He insisted
that there was no indication "that
free speech was ever curtailed over

THE PARADE of witnesses for 30 who would deal with the public
cluded Rev. James W. Fifield Jr.,
RICHARDS' SUPPORT
minister of the First CongregaG. A. (Dick) Richards in FCC's re- service activities of Mr. Richards
Mr. Cottone asked to see scripts
tional Church in Los Angeles and
and his KMPC Los Angeles; 10 to
newal hearing involving the station
of Freedom Story broadcasts and
owner's news policies and the li- 15 former employes, and five to ten national director of the Spiritual
others given by Rev. Mr. Fifield
Mobilization Movement, plus two
censes of his stations passed the present employes.
KMPC."
100 mark last week, the 15th week
rabbis, a priest, and a number of and
guests on KFAC, in the meanExaminer James D. Cunningham,
time reserving the right to crosssince hearings started and the conducting the hearing, made clear ministers and laymen representing
examine the minister further.
fourth since presentation of Mr. that the list of "reputation" witseveral faiths in addition to professional men.
Rabbi Joseph Jasin, chaplin of
nesses would have to be trimmed
Richards' case was commenced.
the Jewish Committee for PerDefense Counsel Joseph Burns
Rev.
Mr.
Fifield
said
he
had
sonal Service, said he participated
indicated early in the week that unless they are "very representaknown Mr. Richards for 13 years
in some
civicBenedict
capacity."P. and
in the Prayer for Peace series on
FCC people
General
Counsel
characterized their friendship
approximately 75 witnesses re- 'tive
KMPC and testified that he did not
mained to be heard, including 25 Cottone, in charge of the Commisas akin to "love at first sight."
recall hearing any criticism of the
additional "reputation" witnesses,
sion staff's presentation against ■
Mr. Richards, he said, "is enstation's attitude toward Jewish
Mr. Richards, charged at one point
tirely, unequivocally, insistently
ANA Muffles Rate Cut
that KMPC was presenting "manufair" — a "sterling character at persons or organizations. Dr. Warfactured" testimony.
nertian
Muir,Church
pastor
of Wilshire
heart" although "sometimes his
(Continued from page 32)
in Los
Angeles,Chrissaid
Mr. Richards, chief owner of mouth doesn't gear in with his
he
had
never
heard
of
KMPC
disI were an agency." Effectiveness
KMPC, WGAR Cleveland, and WJR
heart." He said he had heard Mr.
of copy was described by H. H. Detroit, has been accused of ordercriminating against any racial or
Richards
say
he
wished
the
whole
religious
group.
Haupt, vice president of BBDO,
ing newsmen to slant news accordJewish group would go to perdition,
Others presenting testimony:
talking on "What the advei'tiser
ing to his personal political and but that the station owner also
can do to help the agency produce
social beliefs. The hearing thus
Sidney Brechner, sound eflFects enspoke
affectionately
about
his
Jewgineer of WJR; Rabbi William
ish employes.
the best copy," and John B. Mc- far has been held in Los Angeles,
Laughlin, advertising and sales
Kramer of Temple Israel, Fontana,
but may continue in Detroit and
Calif., formerly of Cleveland; George
Program History
promotion manager, Kraft Foods
Cleveland as well as Washington —
J. Meyer, executive director of the
Co., "What the agency can do to where, it was decided, testimony by
Dr. Fifield said the Spiritual
Southern California Region, United
get the most help from the adverE. Z. Dimitman on his analysis of Mobilization Movement's Freedom
Synagogues of America; Norman J.
KMPC newscasts will be received.
tiser."
Story program, now released to Rivkin, public relations director for
The advertising follow-through
530 stations via transcription, orig- the National Conference of Christians
Mr. Cottone said that if counsel
was outlined by Clarence Goshorn,
inated on KMPC three years ago
and Jews; Ira L. Cook, now a disc
for Mr. Richards should present
president of Benton & Bowles,
after discussions with Mr. Richards,
jockey, who broadcast news for a
Mr.
Dimitman's
testimony
at
DeKMPC sponsor in 1940; Benny La
"What should the advertiser expect
"who
had
considerable
experience
rector;
troit—
where
the
hearing
on
Mr.
from the agency in merchandising
in Detroit in developing programs
Grasse, former KMPC musical diRichards' proposal to set up a
his advertising," and Robert J. trusteeship
for
his
stations
is
tentaRhines, program manager
Piggott, advertising manager,
that kind."
if he himself had not at- of Howard
tively slated to start Oct. 15 of Asked
KFAC, formerly with KMPC for
Grove Labs., "After the advertistacked
FCC
in
a
broadcast
on
KFAC
[Broadcasting, Sept. 25] — then
nine years; Kenneth Carey and Art
ing and promotional campaign
Los Angeles because of the FCC
alone would conBallinger,
former KMPC newscastersstarts, what more should the cross-examination
sume a month.
investigation of Mr. Richards and
announcers; Howard Flynn, chief anagency do?" The agency and adnouncer
since October 1946; Mrs.
KMPC,
Dr.
Fifield
said
he
was
The week's witnesses in behalf
vertiser viewpoints regarding "How
of
Mr.
Richards
and
KMPC
inAlice
Taylor,
manager of the Los An"very
critical
of
this
proceeding,"
far does agency responsibility go
geles Philharmonic Orchestra and
Southern California Symphony Assn.;
in terms of building and maintainL. A. Fitzgerald, information service
ing company brands and reputaBack Legislative Plans Locally,
representative. West Coast Division
tion," were subjects of Leo Nejelof Veterans Administration; C. T.
ski, president of the company of the NAB
WORK
Quartan
Tells
Dist.
12
Pereira,
interior decorator associated
same name, and John V. Sandberg,
with various civic and fraternal orvice president of the Pepsodent
BROADCASTERS should work "at the local level" on behalf of the
ganizations; Frank P. Doherty, owner
Division of Lever Bros.
of KRKD Los Angeles and widely
NAB's legislative policies, NAB District 12 delegates were told Thursknown attorney ; George Irwin, agency
day at the opening of their two-day meeting by William E. Quarton,
Agency Responsibility
head, who presented material under
WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa, district director.
Leo Burnett, president of the
subpena issued following his earlier
Mr. Quarton presided at the * —
appearance on the stand.
was introduced by Chet L. Thomas,
Chicago agency of that name, de- sessions, held at the Chase Hotel,
Vincent R. (Dick) Smith, partner
KXOK St. Louis, member of the
scribed "The responsibilities and
St. Louis. He commended NAB's
in the firm of Smith & Bull Adv.;
opportunities of the advertising
former
NAB
Employe-Employer
"perfect record" in the legislative
Rev. John Henry Engle of Crescent
agency for effective merchandising
field, observing that no adverse leg- Relations Committee. Mr. Doherty
Heights Methodist Church in Los
advised members and non-members
islation has been passed in recent
at the retail level." A panel on
Angeles; Dr. James W. Bell of First
"What happens when you go allto begin studying jobs in organizaPresbyterian Church; Francis L. Mcyears.
tions for proper integration.
out advertising-wise" included Dr.
Donough, representing the Knights
While NAB covers the WashingHenry C. Link, vice president, The
of Columbus; Father John Sheridan,
ton front effectively and can alert
"You can't possibly do this overwho participated in a Knights of
Psychological Corp., asking questhe field, he said, members can give
night," Mr. Doherty warned. He
Columbus series on KMPC this year;
tions of Herbert L. Baldwin, vice effective support by contacting
urged fusion of sales and program
Aid Kushner, trainer for the Detroit
president and director of research
efforts and commented that some
locally their legislative representof Fletcher D. Richards Inc., and
Lions professional football team duratives. Individuals and groups
salesmen don't even know what is
ing the period of its ownership by
Miss Virginia Fairfield and Thomas
should make personal calls and in their transcription library.
Mr. Richards; David Silverman,
H. Young, advertising director, write letters at appropriate times,
music librarian of WJR since 1936;
U. S. Rubber.
In referring
to the NAB Bureau
board's
he said.
Broadcast
Advertising
Hal Berger, sports director of
The concluding address of the
Committee, which is working out Armed Forces Radio Service, who has
Defense Activities Outlined
three-day session was delivered by
been
re-creating baseball games and
for a super-BAB, Mr. Quarton
NAB President Justin Miller de- plans
Secretary of Commerce Charles
handling other programs on KMPC
called for industry unity. He said
scribed NAB's activities in the desince 1937; Norman Nesbitt, freeSawyer, speaking on "Mobilizing
Assn. of National Advertisers "has
fense emergency. He said the new
lance announcer-newscaster; Grace
Industry for Defense," Wednesday
singled
us
out
as
the
easy
mark
defense bulletin, published for the
afternoon. That morning, Samuel
Glasser, president of Glasserfirst time last Monday, had been among advertising media."
C. Gale, vice president of General
Gailey Inc., Los Angeles adverLee Hart, BAB assistant direcwell received at the White House.
agency; Paul
H. Helms,
presMills and Advertising Council
identtising
of Helms
Bakeries
Inc.; Lloyd
chairman, forecast responsibilities
Ralph W. Hardy, NAB government
tor, presented the BAB film, "How
to Pick a Winner." She was to Doctor, Salvation Army p u b li c
and opportunities for business and relations director, made the NAB
relations director; Mrs. Paul B. Hanconduct a retailing clinic Friday.
membership
film
presentation
del, radio and television director for
advertising in "Guns and Butter."
William
E.
Ware,
KSTL
St.
The annual ANA dinner Tuesday
Los Angeles Girls Scouts; Robert J.
Thursday and reported on department activities.
Louis, was named chairman of the
evening was headlined by Brig.
Kelly, KMPC sports director since
Gen. Frank L. Howley, speaking on
1946; Paul Masterson, writer-actor on
Richard P. Doherty, NAB em- resolutions committee, which was
(Continued on page 72)
Russian Communism.
ploye-employer relations director, to submit recommendations Friday.
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A

WGN

Advertiser's
One

Story.

advertiser

week

on WGN

reaches

than any Chicago

in their entire broadcast
This

advertiser,

week,

reaches

homes

.

.
more

independent
week

each

station reaches

. . . except one.*

sponsoring

an average

homes

several

of 1,533,000

broadcasts

a

different radio

per week.**

This is another

illustration of WGN's

the middlewest.

It shows

to sell the middlewestern
on WGN

why

than any other Chicago

advertisers

market

. . . still reaching

great power
who

in

want

place their business

more

homes

each

week

station.

*Nielsen Annual Report — February-March, 1950
** Nielsen Special Report — February-March, 1950

A

Clear Channel
Serving

Station . . .

the Middle
MBS

Chicago 11
Illinois
50,000720Watts

West

OnYourDial
Eastern Sales Office: 220 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
West Coast Representatives: Keenan and Eickelberg
235 Montgomery St., San Francisco 4 • 2978 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 5
710 Lewis Bldg., 333 SW Oak St., Portland 4
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AT

THE

SOURCB

While on a reporting tour of the Waegwan front, HUGH BAILLIE, left,
president of the United Press, chats with Gen. Carl Spaatz, formerly Air
Force chief of staff and now a Newsweek correspondent. Baiilie is the
first news service head to go to Korea, and was the only one in the field
during World War II. He covered campaigns in North Africa, Sicily,
France and Germany.

JACK JAMES, in cap, who scored a worldbeat for United Press on the start of the
Korean war, learns from M/Sgt. Clyde
Shoot, of the U. S. 25th Division, how a
75 mm. recoilless rifle works. As an antisubmarine patrol pilot for the Naval Air
Corps during the last world war, James was
on duty over the Atlantic.

United Press correspondent ROBERT C. MILLER
waits to hitch a ride to the front lines guarding the
U. N. beachhead in Korea. From Guadalcanal to
Verdun, Miller reported the wars against Japan
and Germany, later covered fighting in Palestine,
Greece and India.
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One of U. P.'s specialists in news for the Far
East, GENE SYMONDS, right, hears the report of two U. S. Army fliers, just returned
from a raid on the North Koreans' supply
lines, on the results of their missions and the
experiences they met.

UNITED
PRESS
THE

WORLD'S

BEST

COVERAGE

BROADCASTING

OF

THE
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)F

THE

NEWS

U. P.'s H. D. QUIGG, atop an American tank, gets a human-interest story from its crew, following fighting to protect Pusan. Quigg covered three years of the war against
the Japanese. He was with MacArthur's forces all the way
from New Guinea to Japan.

U. p. Manager for Japan EARNEST HOBERECHT, center, before taking off from Tokyo to the
Korean front with Gen. MacArthur,
listens to
U. S. war
instructions
to the
his aide,
Col. chief's
Larry
Bunker. In the background is Maj.
Anthony Storey, pilot. Hoberecht
was a reporter in the Pacific from
Pearl Harbor to the occupation of
Japan.

iVORLD'S

BIGGEST

BROADCASTING

NEWS
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At an advanced air base in Korea,
RUTHERFORD POATS, of U. P.,
sends o carrier pigeon on its way
to Japan with a dispatch already
filed for field-radio transmission,
which at times is uncertain. As a
U. S. infantry officer, Poats served
for two years in the Pacific
theatre during World War II.
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District 1 1 Registration
Batson, Charles, NAB, Washington;
Bloomquist, Carl, WEVE Eveleth,
Minn.; Boler, John W.. KCJB Minot,
N. D.: Brataas, Jerry, KROC Rochester;
Brooks, George, KDIX Dickinson, N. D.;
Bruzek, Walter, KLER Rochester;
Burda, Orville, KDIX Dickinson, N. D.;
Burton. Robert J., BMI, New York;
Caley. Charles C, WMBD Peoria, 111.;
Clark. George W., KYSM Mankato,
Minn.; Clark, Paul, RCA, Chicago;
Clayton, Donn, KSJB Jamestown, N. D.;
Dell, Harold, KGDE Fergus Falls,
Minn.; Doherty, Richard P., NAB,
Washington; Dragston, Palmer, KDHL
Faribault, Minn.; Dunn, Jack, WDAY
Fargo, N. D.; Fantle, S., KELO Sioux
Falls; Fick, Robert, KLER Rochester;
Fitzsimonds, F. E., KFYR Bismarck;
Gentling, G. David, KROC Rochester;
Gill, Jerry. Associated Press, Omaha;
Gravel.tem,Hugh,
World Gussner,
Broadcasting
New York;
Paul SysC,
KGCU Mandan, N. D.
Hagenah,
Radio, York;
Chicago; Hart,Gus,
Lee,Standard
BAB, New
Henkin. Morton KSOO Sioux Falls;
Hance, K. M.. KSTP Minneapolis-St.
Paul; Hyett. Harry, WEAU Eau Claire;
Kennedy. Robert D., KBZY Grand
Rapids; King, J. R., WREX Duluth;
Konynenburg, F. Van, WTCN Minneapolis-St.Assoc.,
Paul; Lawson,
Orville, Lee,
Orville Lawson
Minneapolis;
Herbert H., KDHL Faribault, Minn.;
Le Masurier, Dalton, KDAL Duluth;
Linder, Harry, KWLM Willmar, Minn.;
Marget, Manny, KVOX Moorhead,
Minn.; Marsh, Ken, KWNO Winona,
Minn.; head,McKnight,
J. T.,John
KVOX
MoorMinn.; Meagher,
F., KYSM
Mankato, Minn.; Miller, Justin, NAB,
Washington; Murphy, Harold, Blackburn-Hamilton Co., Chicago; Nickels,
J. L.. RCA, Chicago; Parker, Kenneth,
SESAC, New York; Peck. Harry,
WDGY Minneapolis; Peterson, Oscar,
WMFG Hibbing, Minn.
Ramsland, Odin S., KDAL Duluth;
Reilly. Bill, RCA Thesaurus, Chicago;
Richards,
Washington; Ridder,Robert
R, B., K.,
WTCNNAB,
Minneapolis;
Robertson, Miller C, KSTP MinnePaul; Rogers,
RCA
Thesaurus;apolis-St.
Russell.
W. Dave,
B.. KGCU
Mandan, N. D.; Schilplin, F. C, KFAM
St. Cloud, Minn.; Shields, A. T.,
WLDY Ladysmith, Wis.; Smith, Cal,
KROC Rochester, Minn.; Sorensen.
Loran, Music Corp. of America, Minneapolis; Spear, E. A., KDIX Dickinson,
N. D.; Staley, M. F., KIJV Huron,
S. D.; Steeves, Ed, United Press, Minneapolis; Stone, Wallace E., KILO Grand
Forks, N. D.; Sullivan, D. D., WNAX
Yankton, S. D.; Squire, Burt, BMI,
Chicago.
Tincher, Robert. WNAX Yankton,
S. D.; Thompson, Bill, BROADCASTING, Chicago; Vann, Anson, KATE
Albert Lea, Minn.; Whiting, Lee, and
Winther, Harold, KEYD Minneapolis;
Wickels, J. L., RCA, Chicago; Whitman, Stan, Gates Radio Co., Quincy,
lU.; Wolf, George, KATE Albert Lea,
Minn.; Wood, Patricia, KVOX Moorhead, Minn.; Young, William, LangWorth Transcriptions, New York.

FTC POST
Spingarn Appointment Seen
A RECESS appointment for Stephen J. Spingarn, who serves as
special assistant to the President,
to the Federal Trade Commission
for an unexpired seven-year term
ending Sept. 25, 1953, was strongly
indicated last week in White House
circles. He would succeed the late
Ewen L. Davis.
FTCMr.wasSpingarn's
submitted nomination
to the Senateto
by President Truman Sept. 22, before Congress recessed. Inasmuch
as the recess will exceed the customary 30-day lapse, the President
would be required to resubmit the
nomination when the Senate again
reconvenes. In the interim, Mr.
Truman probably will give Mr.
Spingarn a temporary appointment. The Senate then would have
to act on the nomination within a
40-day period.
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Dist

ON
ACTION
AROUSED OVER an "acute manpower situation,"
NAB's adopted
Districta
11 Tuesday
unanimously
resolution calling on the NAB
board to explore the possibility of
reinstatement of World War II
provisions allowing use of transmitter operators holding restricted
licenses.
The resolution came at the end
of two days of meetings at Hotel
St. Paul, St. Paul, attended by
more than 70 association members
from all sections of Minnesota and
North and South Dakota. Presiding at the sessions was John F.
Meagher, KYSM Mankate, district
director.
On Monday the district unanimously endorsed an enlarged
Broadcast Advertising Bureau on
motion of Lee Whiting, KEYD
Minneapolis, seconded by Robert
Tincher, WNAX Yankton, S. D.
Previously, Charles C. Caley,
WMBD Peoria, District 9 NAB
director and member of the NAB
board's BAB committee, had termed
the broadcasting industry "slightly
neurotic."
"Let's stop worrying and go out
and sell," he urged. "Let's come
outMr.fighting."
Caley asserted broadcasters
are giving far too much for the
money. He suggested they look at
their costs of five years ago and
compare them with those of today.
"Are your rates commensurate
with your increased operating expenses?" he asked.
Super-BAB Advocates
Strong advocates of the superBAB resolution were Odin S. Ramsland, KDAL Duluth; Wallace E.
Stone, KILO Grand Forks, N. D.,
and Miller C. Robertson, KSTP
Minneapolis-St. Paul. Mr. Ramsland commended the five-man BAB
committee for a "well thought out
plan," and Mr. Stone observed
"there is no alternative but to go
Mr. Robertson, who had introahead."
duced the District 9 director,
charged that broadcasters are
"string-savers."
"We've been cutting off the dog's
tail an inch at a time so it won't
hurt," he quipped. "Let's go all
outBefore
this time."
the resolution was put to
a vote, however, Mr. Ramsland received assurances from Mr. Caley
that the plan for an improved BAB
did not embrace television stations.
BAB may go into television sales
at a future date when it is equipped
to promote the medium, he said.
Other speakers on the two-day
program included NAB President
Justin Miller, who alerted broadcasters as to implications of current NARBA developments and
forecast that the present international state of alfairs will continue
for an indefinite period. He spoke
of "deterioration of free broadcasting" in Latin America at a
(Continued on page 7h)

MANPOWER

11

»

DELEGATES at NAB District 11 meeting (I to r): Seated, Harry Linder,
KWLM Willmar, Minn.; John F. Meagher, KYSM Mankato, Minn., district
director; Kenneth M. Hance, KSTP Minneapolis-St. Paul; standing, Orville
Lawson, Orville Lawson Assoc., Minneapolis; Lee Whiting, KEYD Minneapolis;
F. Van Konynenburg, WTCN Minneapolis; William Young, Lang-Worth
Transcriptions, New York.

NAB GROUP at St. Paul (I to r): Seated, Ed Steeves, United Press, Minneapolis; Robert Tincher, WNAX Yankton, S. D.; Carl Bloomquist, WEVE
Eveleth, Minn.; standing, Wallace E. Stone, KILO Grand Forks, N. D.; Robert
B. Ridder, WTCN Minneapolis; Harry Peck, WDGY Minneapolis; Harry
Hyett, WEAU Eau Claire, Wis.; Walter Bruzek, KLER Rochester, Minn.
SEXTET at St. Paul NAB session (I to r): L. L. McCurnin,
Minn.; Harold Murphy, Blackburn-Hamilton Co., Chicago;
Masurier, KDAL Duluth; M. M. Marget, KVOX Moorhead,
Fitzsimonds, KFYR Bismarck, N. D.; Odin S. Ramsland,

KAUS Austin,
Dalton A. Le
Minn.; F. E.
KDAL.

Almost two million people now dwell in a
49-county Midwestern market that just can't
be reached effectively by any single medium
other than WOWO!
With this big population, drug sales are
naturally in a high bracket. And in food
sales, WOWOland

is now

nation's 6th market. In sales of furniture,
general merchandise, and household goods,
WOWOland
8th market!

is now

equal to America's

Any way you look at it, the area you can
reach via WOWO

WOWO

ABC

WAYNE

AFFILIATE

WESTINGHOUSE
RADIO STATIONS Inc
KYW • KDKA • KEX • WBZ • WB2A • WOWO
• WBZ-TV
National Representatives,
Free
&
Peters,
except
for
WBZ-TV;
for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
, ,

is one of the country's

top ten markets. If WOWO isn't already
on your schedule, better call in the man from
Free & Peters now!
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Among the 200 leading cities of the U.S.A.
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PERIOD of complacency and socalled normalcy is a thing of the
past for the American businessman, Secretary of Commerce
Charles Sawyer told national advertisers last Wednesday.
The cabinet member spoke at
the 41st annual meeting of the
Assn. of National Advertisers held
in Chicago [see separate story]. It
was Secietary Sawyer's second appearance as a keynote speaker this
year before the advertisers, having
been featured at the joint meeting
of the ANA and the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies at
the Greenbrier Hotel, White Sulphur Springs, W. Va., last spring
[Broadcasting, April 3].
Warns of Strain
As a businessman whose long
experience
includes
' of
two
stations,
WING ownership
Dayton and
WIZE Springfield, Ohio, Secretary
Sawyer warned that the U. S. is
embarked upon a program "which
will put critical strains upon our
domestic economy."
He predicted serious shortages,
heavy taxes, and problems of inflation which "will tax our ingenuity and self-control and strength
to the utmost; and this will go on
for years."
The "unrealistic" approach. Secretary Sawyer said, is to assume
that when the problems faced in
Korea are at an end "we can then
go back to business as usual."
In mobilizing for defense, the
Secretary noted that the U. S. has
at hand a number of encouraging
factors such as the size of the
"gross national product," diversity
VOSCE MAIL
Barrett Cites Audience Pull
MAIL

CBS
Plus
TOP

LOCAL

PROGRAMMING
Avery-Knodel, Inc.,
Nat'l Representatives
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PULL from listeners behind the iron curtain and other
world audiences nets Voice of
America as many as 29,000 letters
a month, according to Edward W.
Barrett, Assistant Secretary of
State for Public Affairs.
This estimate and other pertinent data were revealed in correspondence between Mr. Barrett and
Reps. Thomas S. Gordon (D-Ill.)
and Jacob K. Javits (D-N. Y.).
The exchange of letters was made
public in the past fortnight.
Mr. Barrett's comments involved
Rep. Gordon's participation in a
special Voice broadcast to Poland
Aug. 15. It commemorated the
Miracle on the Vistula — recognized
as a national holiday in Poland
prior to the Communist coup. Rep.
Gordon had reported a substantial
mail response.
This, Mr. Barrett said, "typifies
the reaction of people behind the
iron curtain to the Voice of America broadcasts (who) look to us
for the truth and, despite the
risks usually involved, often try to
express their thanks for our
broadcasts."

of employment, plant location and
sources of supply, expanding synthetic rubber production, oil reserves, superior transportation
system, expanded plant capacity,
etc.
But, he warned, there are "grim
problems" facing mobilization
planners, such as shortages of critical materials with no relief in
sight and reason to believe that
many of them will grow.
Primary Purpose Cited
Pointing out that the Commerce
Dept. has been delegated allocation, priority and requisitioning
powers over many key materials
and commodities by President Truman under authority of the Defense Production Act, Secretary
Sawyer noted that a fundamental
objective- is to increase the supply
of needed materials.
"We are not satisfied with present supplies, and are acquainting
industry with that fact. We want
a continually greater supply of every strategic material, so that we
will have not only enough, but
more than enough, of what we
Imposition of controls on prices
and wages will come, the Secretary
said, if other means to combat inneed."
flationary pressures on the economy fail.
World

Sound

Series

WORLD Sound Co. Inc., Philadelphia, has announced a new series
of tape-recorded programs. These
include 12-minute open-end recordings of Quentin Reynolds reviewing world news. Red Smith with
sport news and Maj. Gen. Pat
Casey discussing military developments. In announcing the series.
World Sound said it was decided
to use tape instead of disc due to
the speed of duplication and the
feeling that a sufficient number of
radio stations now have tape equipment to justify
into this
field. the firm's entrance
HALF-hour documentary, The Big Lie,
presented by WCCO Minneapolis in
behalf of Crusade for Freedom drive
in Northwest.

Mr. SAWYER
MOBILE STATION
RCA Sends Unit to Korea
RCA COMMUNICATIONS Inc.
has assembled and sent to the
Korean fighting front a complete
mobile radio communications station, according to Harry C. Ingles,
president.
Mr. Ingles said operation of the
Korean RCA station will ease the
burden of Army communications
and also enable men with front
line forces to communicate with
their families by direct radio-telegraph service.
Housed
in Army-type trucks and
trailers, the unit was assembled at
the request of the U. S. armed
services. It includes facilities for
raidio-telegraph, radio-photo and
voice program service, as well as
regular telegraph service.
British Radio Meet
A BROADCASTING conference
of nations of the British Commonwealth is to be held sometime in
1952, ment
according
to an announcemade at London.
Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., as government-owned operator, and Radio
Branch, Dept. of Transport, Ottawa, are expected to attend.

I aAUpo^. yajio\\ex aoiAjds
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See that giant hunk
very, very important

of glowing
to you

steel? It is

and

to those

you love. In the modern

world, steel is the

stuff that helps protect

your liberty and

your
life. have only 1 /3 as much steel as Americans
The Reds
only 1 /5 as much as the countries supporting the
. . . . But the Communists are trying to build their
steel into v^^orld domination. Do you think they can

WE CAN POUR THIS MUCH
STEEL EVERY YEAR
100,000,000 tons

OTHER COUNTRIES
SUPPORTING U. N.
56,000,000 tons

have,
U. N.
pot of
do it ?

RUSSIA
AND
SATELLITES!

TOTAL, OURSELVES
AND FRIENDS
156,000,000 tons

33,000,000 tons!

Do you think Russia can catch up ? It stands to reason
that the Reds are straining to do it, but they can't. Do you
know
M^hyrelies
.'' on government planning to catch up with
Russia
us. America relies on the individual hustle of its people.
To outsiders, Americans seem disorganized, but they get
things done. Hustling for production made the American
steel industry grow. It is still growing and will continue
to grow as long as freedom to compete remains a basic
principle of American life.
An ingot conies from a soaking pit at about 2200 degrees.
AMERICAN
1940

STEEL CAPACITY
AMERICA'S

81,619,496 net tons

1945
95,505,280 net tons
1950

100,563,500 net tons
BUILDING OR PLANNED, MORE THAN 6,000,000 TONS NEW CAPACITY

BROADCASTING

INDUSTRY
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More than 200 comparfes make up the free
and independent steel'l |ndustryof America.
AMERICAN IRON AND STEEL INSTITUtE • 350 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YQRK tTlTf^
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SPRING 1950

CITY ZONE

SHARE

OF

GREENSBORO, N. C.

RADIO

AUDIENCE

WBIG
8:00 A.M.— 12:00 N.
Monday thru Friday

_
4g./

12:00 N. — 6:00 P.M.
n
Monday thru Friday
OiliZ
6:00 P.M.-10:00 P.M.
Sunday thru Saturday

vL.'r

STATION
"B"
32.

STATION
"C"
8.1

28.3

16.1

18.3

13.2

WBIG
"
jPt'edti^e Station

o^ tke (^aro

Una6

Gilbert M. Hutchison, President

CBS Affiliate

5000 watts

EST. 1926
represented by Hollingbery
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AIR RESERVE
Seeks Communication Men

KREMLIN CONCERTS
Voice Plans New Series

APPOINTMENT of over 1,000
communications and electronics
officers in the U. S. Air Force
Reserve, most of them slated for
active duty immediately, was
sought in a special call issued Sept.
22 by Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenberg,
USAF Chief of Staff.
Gen. Vandenberg said the appointments would serve to form an
"available source" in this field of
critical skills. Upon recall the reserve officers will be sent to Keesler
Air Force Base in Biloxi, Miss., or
Scott Air Force Base in Belleville,
111., for 10 weeks of training to
align their civilian experience with
"immediate" needs of the service.
Outlining the requirements, the
Air Force chief explained that to
receive such a reserve appointment,
an applicant must hold a (1) college
degree in electrical, communications, radio, electronics or mechanical engineering, or (2) a
bachelor of science degree with a
major in electronics, radio, electricity or physics.
Additionally, applicants must
have a minimum of one year of
"responsible and appropriate experience" inradio, communications,
electronics or other related fields,
or must possess a masters degree
or higher. College graduates without experience may enroll in the
Air Force Officer Candidate School
as staff sergeant and earn commis ions insix months.
The announcement noted, however, that a doctors and masters
degree in any fields will be considered equivalent to three years
and one year of professional experience, respectively. Application
forms, available at all USAF installations, may be submitted to the
numbered area Air Force headquarters in the applicant's area.
Commissioned appointments will
be made in grades commensurate
with education and experience, with
minimums of three years in the
specialty for first lieutenant; seven
for captain; 14 for major; 19 for
lieutenant colonel ; and 25 for
colonel.

MUSIC frowned upon by the Kremlin is to be available to countries
behind the iron curtain by Voice of
America and broadcast in the U. S.
by MBS, it has been disclosed.
The concert series will begin
Oct. 22 and will be heard in Eastern cities 10-11 p:m. EST. The
Rus sian-disapproved music, made
up of works from various countries
abroad, will be played by the Oklahoma Symphony Orchestra. Conductor Victor Allesandro worked
with the State Dept. to obtain those
works believed to be most representative ofthe particular country.
Meanwhile, Gen. Lucius D. Clay,
national chairman of Crusade for
Freedom, which operates Radio
Free Europe, said that its broadcasts are proving successful.
Reason for his conclusion. Gen.
Clay said, was the fact that Radio
Moscow has given battle to Cinisade's broadcasts beamed to
Czechoslovakia. The new Moscow
radio campaign, he said, was "designed to discredit such outstanding leaders of the Crusade as Gen.
Dwight D. Eisenhower, Cardinal
Spellman, William Green (AFL
president) and Philip Murray (CIO

Human Rights Discs
OVER 1,000 radio stations have
received without charge a series of
dramatic radio programs on human
rights problems in the United
States, the National Commission
for UNESCO reported in its weekly
review released Saturday. Outstanding stars of radio, stage and
screen took part in the production
of 13 transcriptions. Titled The
New Frontier, the series was produced by the Institute for Democratic Education, a non-profit
foundation.
EQUIPTO, division Aurora Equipment
Co., Aurora, III., produces new type
divider for parts bins and drawers.
Dividers being supplied in all firm's
units.

president)."
WJW
Cleveland's Laugh Clinic show
offering breakfast to studio
audience.
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July 1950 Baltimore

Index

Figures at a Glance

(Corresponding Month of Preceding Year =100)
CBS
Industrial Employment fMary/anc/j

101.0

Building Permits, Baltimore City fDo/Zorsj

176.3

....

Building Permits, Baltimore County ('Do//arsJ . .
Department Store Sales (Dollars)

CBS

BROADCASTING

BASIC

• 5000
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. 197.8
121.3

New Passenger Car Sales, Baltimore City and County

138.7

Freight Car Loadings

113.4

WATTS

• 600

KC

• REPRESENTED

BY

RAYMER
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ASHEVILLE.N.C.

Rating
NATIONAL NIELSEN-RATINGS* TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
HOMES—
and
including
TELEPHONE
and
NON-TELEPHONE
HOMES)
(TOTAL U. S. AREA, INCLUDING SMALL-TOWN, FARM
AND
URBAN
REGULAR Rating
WEEK AUG. 20-26, 1950
Current
Homes
Current
Rank Previous
Current Previous
Homes
Current
Rank
Rank
Rank
Program
%
%
Program
4
163
EVENING ONCE-A-WEEK (Average For All Programs)
Our Gal, Sunday (CBS)
(5.7)
1
5
5
Guiding
Light
(CBS)
4
Big Story (NBC)
10.8
5.9
2
6
6
Aunt Jenny (CBS>
.Mr. District Attorney (NBC)
10.6
6.3
5.9
3
7
9
6.2
Wendy Warren (CBS)
3
Mystery
Theatre
(CBS)
9.4
4
6.9
8
Backstage Wife (NBC)
Life with Luigi (CBS)
9.0
6.2
6.4
5
9
8
Right to Happiness (NBC)
11
Hollywood Star Playhouse (CBS)
8.9
10
6
Arthur
Gocffrey
(Ligg.
&
Myers)
(CBS)
.
.
14
Horace
Heidt
Show
(CBS)
8.4
DAY, SUNDAY (Average For All Programs)
7
DAY,
13
Satan's
Waitin' (CBS)
(CBS)
8.3
1
8
1
True Detective Mysteries (MBS)
6.5
9
Dr.
Christian
8.2
9
2
8
Richard Diamond (NBC)
8.1
2
Shadow (MBS)
5.8
103
10
3
Martin Kane, Privote Eye (MBS) .
4.5
2
Crime Photographer (CBS)
8.1
EVENING MULTI-WEEKLY (Average For All Programs)
SATURDAY (Average For All Programs)
(4.7)
(2.7)
1
1
1
Long Ranger (NBC)
5.4
1
Slars Over Hollywood (CBS)
8.6
2
2
2
Armstrong Theatre
7.7
2
One
Family(CBS)
(NBC)
4.6
1950 (CBS)
3
8
Larry Man's
Le Sueur
4.0
NOTE; Number of homes is obtained by estimate
applying of theTotal
"NIELSENUnited
WEEKDAY (Average For All Programs)
(4.1) S'ates
except
RATING"
(%)
to
40,700,000—
the
Radio Hc>mes.
1
1
Mo Perkins (CBS)
8.4
2
2
Romance of Helen Trent (CBS)
7.2
(*) homes
Homes listening
reached only
during1 toall5 orminutes.
any part of the program
for
3
4
Big Sister (CBS)
6.9
:.
NIELSEN
COMPANY
Copyright 1950 by A.
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In

the

No.

Souths
1 State

No. 1— Among major North
Carolina cities in Per Capita
Retail Sales.
No. I— Among major North
Carolina cities in Per Capita
Food Sales.
No. 1— Among major North
Carolina cities in Per Capita
Drug Sales.
No.

1 Among
major North
Carolina cities in Per Capita
General Merchandise Sales.

SELL

this cosmopolitan-metropolitan market with AshevHle's
longest established, most-listened-to radio station WWNC.
It's the sure, sales-tested way
to reach this prosperous mountain empire.

S
AFFILIATE
"W£5IERNN0RlHCfi»UNA'5
ONLY 5000 WATT
: DAYANDNlSHTSmilON
NATIONAL
HEADLEY-REED REPRE...ENTATIVE
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RADIO-TV SCENE
Textbook Analyzes Media
RADIO AND TELEVISION: AN INTRODUCTION. By Giraud Chester and
Garnet R. Garrison. New York:
Appleton-Century-Crofts Inc. 550 pp.
$4.75.
SOCIAL aspects as well as the
practical operation of radio and
television are described in this
volume, which integrates studio
knowledge with the media's sociological import.
The authors, themselves, have
wide background and experience
from which to draw in compiling
the book. Dr. Giraud Chester is an
assistant professor of speech at
Queens College. Garnet R. Garrison, formerly production director
at NBC, is a professor of speech
in charge of radio broadcasting and
TV instruction at the U. of Michis theactivities
university's
director igan.ofHe also
television
and
coordinator of the joint Michigan
U.-WWJ-TV Detroit adult education telecasts [TELECASTING, Sept.
18, Aug. 7].
Textbook Use
Designed for use as a textbook
for colleges and universities which
offer basic broadcasting courses in
their curricula, the Garrison-Chester book attempts to explain the
position of radio as a permanent
fixture of the American social scene
and television's advent.
Part I steps out from its initial
study of broadcasting and society
to such phases as growth of radio,
recent development in radio-TV,
entertainment and public serviceinformation programming, function of FCC, stations and networks,
advertisers and agencies, the listeners, public interest, self-regulation
of broadcasting, comparative broadcasting systems and international
broadcasting and propaganda.
In Part II, Radio and Television
takes the student into the operational region of broadcasting. The
authors discuss these "studio"
phases : Inside the station, technical aspects of radio-television
fundamentals, talking on the air,
the announcer, announcements, different types of programs including
news and sports, TV applications,
the dramatic script, sound effects,

acting, direction.
Part III takes in educational radio and TV, broadcasting as a
career, standards of criticism.
Scripts are reproduced, charts and
tables, as well as illustrations also
are presented.
NAEB

SESSIONS

Hennock, Heslep to Attend
REPRESENTATIVES of at least
50 non-commercial U. S. and Canadian stations will attend the annual convention of the National
Assn. of Educational Broadcasters
at Lexington, Ky., Oct. 29-3L Ehner
G. Sulzer, U. of Kentucky radio
director and convention secretary,
has announced.
Theme of the convention program
will be the means of utilizing radio
and television in education and
other public services. Except for
the opening session, slated for a
Lexington hotel, all programs will
be held on the university campus.
FCC Comr. Frieda Hennock will
be a special guest during the sessions, over which Richard B. Hull
of Iowa State College, NAEB president, will preside. Charter Heslep,
chairman of the radio-TV section
of the Atomic Energy Commission,
is scheduled to serve as one of the
convention speakers.

yo(/

Cm
C/9U
ON THE

McDERMOTT MOVES
Dunning Heads INP Post
APPOINTMENTS of Jack C. McDermott £s information officer of
the U. S. embassy in London and
of John L. Dunning as chief of the
State Dept.'s International Press
and Publications Division, succeeding Mr.nouncedMcDermott,
were last
anMonday.
by the State Dept.
Mr. McDermott, who will leave
for his new post sometime this
month, has headed INP for the past
two years. He joined the State
Dept. in 1946 after wartime service with the Marine Corps in intelligence, photographic and public
relations work. In 1933 Mr. McDermott entered the newspaper
publishing field.
Mr. Dunning, associate chief of
INP since 1948, came to the division in January 1946 as assistant
chief after previous experience as
radio news writer and editor for
UP and wartime service with OWL
INP supplies press features to
radio stations, newspapers and libraries through 125 overseas information centers.
EXCLUSIVE broadcast rights to Jr.
Rose Bowl Game sponsored by Pasadena Jr. Chamber of Commerce obtained by Columbia Pacific Network.

YO(/R

SHOTS

To cover the rich dairyland
markets of Wisconsin; the industrial centers of Northern Minnesota .. . use the Arrowhead Network. You're interested in sales — and
that's what we deliver!
W 'M

LAI^ROWHEAb|jNETW^RK

MAP150M.
Represented nationally by RA-TEL Reps., Inc. and WEAU
regionally by
BUIMFR-JOHMSON
Inr Mols EAUClAIRe WI5C
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Super-Sensitive

with

Performance

Superiority

Again Zenith lengthens its lead over the FMAM field — with new and better versions of the
Zeniths that were already the industry's two
best sellers. With Zenith's unrivaled SuperSensitive FM, they bring in a wealth of entertainment, static-free and real as only genuine

New
Super-Medallion
Genxiine Super-Sensitive Zenith- Armstrong FM pltis Zenith Long
Distance AM — automatic volume control — built-in Wavemagnet* and Light-Line Antenna — cabinet of beautiful maroon
plastic with Roman Gold mesh grille and timing indicator.

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION, CHICAGO 39, ILLINOIS
Over 30 Years of "Know-How" in Radionics Exclusively
ALSO MAKERS OF AMERICA'S FINEST HEARING AIDS

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

FM-AIVI

that

Radios

makes

Sales!

FM can be. Tnily . . . radio at its finest!
Their newly designed cabinets are the style
highhghts of the radio year. Of course, both
have Zenith's famous Long Distance AM, big
Zenith-built Alnico speakers and other Zenith
advantages.

New
Super-Triumph
The same Super-Sensitive FM and Long Distance AM as the
Super-MedaUion, plus new broad-range tone control — jewel-Uke
on/off indicator — maroon plastic cabinet with "Flexo-Grip"
carrying handle — Roman Gold embossed dial.

•LONG DjSTAIKE* RADIO
and TELEVISION
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ne-station

net?

OOKS
^Hl$ L
LIKE

K

NETWOR

A

...BUT
Take

another

look. This map

repre-

sents some of the 577 counties from

which

11,300

postcard

in answer

responses

were

received

to just four announcements

single WWVA

Jamboree

on a

broadcast!

tainment is it? Well,
songs, the work

That, mister, is network-type

performs

is aired to the more

of the

railroader, the miner, the homesteader,
worker

the

in the mills and in the fields. It is

comedy: simple, earthy, spontaneous.

response!

It is

sincere, sensible.

It represents, in fact, the basic philosophy

like a one-station

net on Saturday nights when

it's music: the love

songs, the laments

philosophy: home-spun,

In fact, WWVA

MAP

ISN'T!

IT

good

GE

COVERA

the Jamboree

than six million people

of programming

that is typical of all seven

Fort Industry stations in each of the seven

in this industrial heart of our nation, and

markets where they are located. Their's
is always a large receptive audience, and it

the thousands

is the response

shaded

more

who

live within

the

case which

portion of the map.

of these listeners in each

makes

Fort Industry

leaders in everything
You

see, WWVA

is the kind

people enjoy listening to. Take
Jamboree,

for example. What

THE

that counts. Each

of a station

the stations listed below

this WWVA

audience

kind of enter-

FORT

whose

your message

INDUSTRY

stations
of

has an established

attention and action makes

sure-fire for sales.

CO

M

PANY

WSPD, Toledo, O.
•
WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va.
•
WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.
WLOK, Lima, O. • WAGA, Atlanta, Ga. • WGBS, Miami, Fla. • WJBK, Detroit, Mich.
WSPD-TY, Toledo, O.
•
WJBK-TV, Detroit, Mich. •
WAGA-TV, Atlanta, Ga.
National Sales Headquarters: 488 Madison Ave., New York 22, Eldorado 5-2455
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FCC's Must Job
IN THE CURRENT turmoil over Communist
and pro-Communist candidates' rights to time
on the air, the first blow for sanity can and
should be struck by the FCC.
Without ruling specifically on the question,
the Commission has clearly indicated its view
that the equal-time provisions of the Communications Act apply to Communist candidates and their political kin as well as to
Democrats and Republicans. We challenge
any such contention, and for support we cite
prior Commission rulings. It is the Commission's present definition of the law, not the
law itself, which entitles Communists and
fellow travelers to equal time.
Let's go back to 1938 and take a look at
the history of FCC's definition of a "legally
qualified candidate." The law itself has always
been the same — if a broadcaster grants time
to one "legally qualified candidate," he must
provide "equal opportunities to all other such
candidates for that office."
On July 1, 1938, in belated compliance with
the law's direction to make rules and regulations on the subject, FCC ofi'ered its first
definition of a "legally qualified candidate."
He was, according to Rule 36a 2, "any person
who has met all the requirements prescribed
by local, state or federal authority, as a candidate for the office which he seeks, whether
it be municipal, county, state, or national,
to be determined according to the applicable
local laws."
In other words, the Commission clearly
considered a "legally qualified candidate" to
be one who met the local requirements for
candidacy.
Then came the 1940 election campaign.
Russia had made her peace with Finland, and
pro-Communist sympathies were ascendant.
Earl Browder was running again on the Communist ticket for President. But many states
did not recognize the Communist party, and
in these states many stations, following FCC's
clear rule, refused time to Mr. Browder and
other Communist candidates.
The Communists protested to FCC, of
course, and more than one station found itself
called on the carpet by FCC staff lawyers who,
when reminded of the rule, brushed it aside
as a bad one which would be changed. By
"legally qualified candidate," they said, the
law actually meant any candidate who is
legally qualified to hold the office for which
he is running. Whether he was able to meet
state and local requirements for a candidate
was beside the point.
How many stations were thus sandbagged
into carrying Communist candidates whom
their state laws did not recognize, we do not
know. We know of some who defied the FCC
staff lawyers and heard no more about it. But
in November 1941 — by that time Russia was
at war with Germany — the definition was
changed.
The new version was and is a hodgepodge.
In essence it is the definition which FCC
lawyers were giving in 1940 — that is, that the
office a man seeks determines whether he is
qualified to seek it. Otherwise, its minimum
specification is that he make "a substantial
showing that he is a bova fide candidate"
and be eligible under "applicable law" to be
voted for — "by sticker, by writing in his name
on the ballot, or other method."
This would seem to support the argument
that a Communist or anybody else of the
Page 48
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requisite age and citizenship can stand on a
street corner, proclaim himself a candidate,
and automatically become one — in the eyes of
FCC and its rules governing political broadcasts.
Times have changed. National security is
in jeopardy. The New York Circuit Court
has found in communism an element of "clear
and present danger." The states have the
Constitutional duty to pass upon the qualifications of candidates. The FCC should reexamine its definitions forthwith and act
accordingly. Even the minimum requirements
of the administration-supported Kilgore antiCommunist bill, which gave way to the more
extreme McCarran-Mundt bill (see story this
issue), augur prompt FCC action.

jf - our respects to:

r
ANA

Treads

Water

IN CHICAGO last week radio overcame another crisis. But the cause was won fortuitously, rather than by affirmative action. And
the victory may be only temporary.
The annual convention of the ANA, after
less than an hour's discussion, called off its
crusade for sharply reduced AM station rates
notably in TV markets — reductions that would
have caused an economic upheaval. The intrusion of the Korean conflict, the effects of
inflationary costs upon the printed media (as
well as radio) and some modicum of logic on
radio's
were time.
responsible for the informal
decision part
to mark
Broadcasters would be deluding themselves
if they concluded that the rate crusade is over.
It is not even dormant. The ANA Radio-TV
Steering Committee, headed by young, able
William Brooks Smith, advertising director of
Lipton Tea, which sponsors Arthur Godfrey,
will continue its studies. It must be presumed
that the rate campaign will be pursued, not
necessarily in concert by ANA. because of
possible anplicabilitv of the anti-trust laws,
but by individual advertisers. And it must be
expected that they will use the grist supplied
by the Smith Committee and bv the competitors of radio at the propitious time.
Radio kncnvs it delivers today the greatest
return per advertising dollar of any existing
media. Radio must document its story. The
Broadcasting Advertising Bureau necessarily
has set its sights in that direction. The continuing study plan of the NAB is in step with
that effort. The time to launch these projects
full tilt is now — not after the opposition again
gets the opportunity to open its offensive.
The very fact that the three-day ANA sessions devoted so much time to the discussion
of radio and TV underscores their importance
and indicates the avid interest of consumer
advertisers. TV was on the lips of virtually all
delegates. Hardly a speaker missed mention
of TV. Two skits were built around radio-TV
themes. The proposal for return to a tripartite
control of radio and TV research, and another
for the creation of a code or creed authority
to govern good taste in TV programming, are
indicative of the stress given the radio media.
The imponderables of our present national
economv make uncertain anv timing of renewed
efforts to readjust rates. The scope and magnitude of the problems are such that months —
possiblv
— canThe
elapse
before
there'srates.
any
conclusiveyears
action.
media
set their
The advertiser buvs or not as he sees fit.
Radio rates have always been too low in contrast to what radio delivers as against other
media.
The task now is for radio to keep its powder
dry. It must give no ground. It should build
its
arsenal
logic chance.
and fact. It can't afford
to miss
this ofsecond

SAM

FANTLE

Jr.

consistedE of Jr.'s
perience
cutting
indoor
exearlytheradio
FANTL
(BUD)wires
SAMantenna
on a super heterodyne set.
He has progressed from that first venture to
his present position as president of KELO
Sioux Falls, S. D.
Mr. Fantle was born June 25, 1913. An
only child, he readily admits to being "spoiled
rotten" as a youngster. His family travelled
a great deal so his early schooling was acquired in California and Florida. His college
education included two years at the U. of
Nebraska and two years at the U. of Michigan.
He majored in advertising and newspaper
work at both schools.
While a senior at Ann Arbor in 1935, Bud
Fantle met and married Evelyn Nachlas of
Houston, Tex. After marriage he spent one
year with Paramount Pictures Distributing
Corp., Hollywood; he had previously tried his
(Continued on page 50)

Static and SnowBy AWFREY QUINCY
THE best thing we've yet heard about color
TV is the proposal by Michael L. Kaplan, president of Television Mfrs. Assn., to deliver
with each receiver "a TV engineer, a lawyer,
etc." There wouldn't be quite enough to go
around,
for
it. but as far as the supply lasts, we're
Hollywood is all steamed up because Dean
Martin and Jerry Lewis poked fun at film business. Coming from an industry which more
than any other has capitalized the art of poking fun at everyone and everything, especially
broadcasting, that strikes us as the height of
ludicrousness.
We hear that WNEW

New York has become

a do-gooder about
and isdiscouraging
promoting athe"cause."
something
use of It's
the
name "Smith" in a hypothetical sense. We wonder if WNEW is prepared to establish that
Trade and Mark were real?
The captains and the kings depart. Shed
a tear, men, the famous 8-H at NBC is no
more. Once
of silence, a it's
now from
converted to TVa haven
and resembles
scene
Dante's "Inferno."
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(Continued from page ^8)
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• Gentlemen, relax a moment and refuel.
As XYZ Company's Account Executive, you, sir, are
concerned about a sales slump. Perhaps it's only
seasonal. In Iowa, seasons do not slump, because the
state's $4 billion income is produced by agriculture
and industry. While one business slackens, another
speeds up; or rich harvests swell the farmers' income.
• You, Mr. Research Director, may utilize
unemployment figures to analyze markets. More than
350 new industries have located in Iowa since World
War II, creating 23,000 neiv jobs. Iowa ranks among
the lowest trio of states in insured unemployment —
2% against 5 to 7% for the nation — a statistic where
it's a pleasure to come in last.
• And what about radio, Mr. Radio
Director? You've been saying all along that you don't
have to spend a million dollars. Especially in Iowa,
where t-l-v-s-n is just a poltergeist on the horizon, and
radio starts its information-and-entertainment job at
sunrise.
• Which brings us to you, Mr. Timebuyer. When you study coverage maps, please notice
WMTland — the heart of the richest agricultural-andindustrial region in the nation. It's a market worth
reaching — 19,100 square miles (within the WMT 2.5
mv line) and over 1.1 million people. A one-minute
Class A commercial (52-time rate) budgets at $27.00,
which should be mighty interesting to both you and
the fifth in the background — the sponsor.
• The Katz Agency man will provide full
data upon request.

RASIC
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hand at the family department
store business, but it held him only
two months.
Sensing an upswing in radio in
the field of advertising, Mr. Fantle
in 1937 applied for a job as salesman with Sioux Falls Broadcast
Association Inc., then operating
both KSOO and KELO Sioux Falls.
After several months of sales
work, he decided this was "it" and
made arrangements to purchase an
interest in the company.
Events in 1941 changed Mr.
Fantle's plans somewhat. In May
of 1942 he enlisted as a private in
the infantry and was commissioned
in September of that year at Fort
Benning, Ga. He was honorably
discharged in 1943 and returned
to Sioux Falls and radio.
Under FCC's duopoly rules, forbidding common ownership of stations in the same community, Mr.
Fantle gave up his interests in
KSOO and bought KELO, effective
in September 1946. The licensee
company is Midcontinent Broadcasting Co., of which he is president.
Mr. Fantle's next act was to
apply for an increase in power for
the then 250 w fulltime operation.
In May 1948 the station started
operating with 5 kw fulltime, directional night on 1320 kc. The
station has been an NBC affiliate
since 1937.
Video Provision
During the construction period
for the improved facilities, modern
studios and transmitter plant were
erected, taking into consideration
the possible advent of television.
Studio and transmitter quarters
are equipped to handle this new
service without additional construction when such an operation begins.
KELO has an application pending
before the FCC for a television
station at Sioux Falls.
Under Mr. Fantle's direction
KELO has achieved prominence as
one of the most progressive stations in the country. It has been
the recipient of six national awards
in the field of public service. Recently for the third consecutive
year it won one of the top awards
in the field of public service presented by the Board of Fire Underwriters.
Bud Fantle is rabid on the subject of public responsibility being
a "two-way street" on which the
broadcaster not only must discharge his position in the public
interest, but that the public should
not overly criticize radio for its infrequent lapses, in comparison to
the overwhelming good that the
industry has accomplished in the
field of education, service, culture,
and entertainment.

Dakota, Mr. Fantle has made several trips to Texas during the
past few years, and his friends,
noting the smell of oil about his
clothes, are suspicious that all of
the trips are not social. As for
Houston, Mr. Fantle says — "It's
Mr. Fantle holds memberships in
several clubs and civic organizations and was a member of the
terrific."
Zeta Beta Tau fraternity at Michigan. His principal hobbies are
sports — in school he aspired to
play football, but his 130 pounds
took such a terrific beating during
scrimmages he had to turn to golf
and swimming, at which he excelled. He indulges in fishing,
hunting and golf as a participant,
and as a spectator at football and
baseball games.
The Fantle's have four children,
Stephanie, 12; Sam III, 10, Steven,
6 and Susan, 2 — this precludes the
danger of "spoiling."
MINSTREL
KELA

SHOW
Stages Benefit

THAT never-say-die perennial —
the old time minstrel show — again
had its day when KELA CentraliaChehalis, Wash., staged a burnt
cork benefit for the Chehalis Junior
Chamber of Commerce and the
Chehalis High School scoreboard
building fund.
The show satisfied three desires:
The
Junior
for the
a public
service
eventChamber's
to promote
city;
Chehalis High's for an electric
football scoreboard, and that of
KELA for promotion.
Heralding the minstrel show,
Coburn's Appliance store donated
a Kelvinator home freezer for door
giveaway
and Cagley's
home home
furishings donated
a Deepfreeze
freezer. High school students selling the most tickets were awarded
watches and pens. Merchants
donated newspaper space and
KELA backed the promotion with
spot announcements. The show,
staged in the Chehalis Junior High
auditorium, featured a 40-voice
chorus and 12-piece minstrel band.
WSVS-AM-FM Crewe, Va., airing
daily traffic safety announcements
supplemented by weekly discussion of
problem by state patrolman.

DOG
TALES
26 Transcribed
Public Service Programs
on
DOG CARE AND TRAINING
Now Available on
an exclusive basis to one
station in each city
THIRD SUCCESSFUL SEASON
write

Recently
as an ofalternate on the appointed
AM Committee
the
NAB, Mr. Fantle presently is servDOG
TALES
ing also on the Public Relations
551
Fifth
Avenue,
N. Y. 17
Committee of that same group.
NEW YORK
Even
with
roots
in South
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"The

United
need

States

not

inflation
suffer
Signed by 71 of the country's foremost economists, this
statement tells us what course of action must be taken in

'

order to halt this threat to our nation's security and welfare.

"Communist aggression requires
that free men and women expand
military forces and supplies to a much
higher level for a long time ahead.
Enlarged outlays for defense superimposed on a boom, unless offset,
will cause inflation.
"Inflation is a grave wrong and
danger. It hurts most the most helpless members of society — the widows,
the orphans, the aged, the pensioners,
the annuitants, the disabled. It caxises
dissension, diminishes the incentive
to work, weakens the productive system and so impairs both economic
and mihtary power. It imperils economic stability and progress in the
struggle for peace. It is an unmitigated tragedy.
"The United States need not suffer
this abomination of inflation. This
economy can provide a very high
standard of living and a very large
increase in military outlay without

degradation of the dollar. Failure to
take action to prevent inflation would
be inexcusable.
"The necessary action is clear and
lanmistakable. There may be differences over details, but there can be
none over the major requirements.
Taxes must be increased, at once, to
cover the rise in expenditiure fully and
to balance the budget. Adequate control powers over consumer finance
and construction finance should be
added to existing monetary authority.
"Pajmaent of government expenses
out of income instead of the printing
press, and monetary restraint on
civilian consiomption can protect the
coimtry from the woes of inflation
and thus conserve its strength for use
against the evils of aggressive tyranny.
"We, the undersigned economists,
urge prompt, persistent, and adequate
action by Congress and the executive

agencies."
The life insurance companies bring you this message because of
its importance to all Americans.
Institute
488 MADISON
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of Life Insurance
AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, N. Y.
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MAKING picns for the Oct. 7 anniversary dinner celebrating the Bsso
Reporter's 15th year on WGY Schenectady ere (I to r) Williom T. Meenam, WGY-WRGB (TV) nsws chief
and the original Esso Reporter; Rogsr
M. Kelso, local sales representative
for Esso Standard Oil Co.; R. B.
Hanna (seated), manager of WGYWRGB (TV)-WGFM (FM), and Harry
J. Green, district manager for Esso
Standard.

ABC AFFILIATES
Boston Meet Opens Series
ROBERT E. KINTNER, president
of ABC, with Ernest Lee Jahncke
Jr., vice president in charge of
stations; James Connolly, AM stations department manager, and Alfred Beckman, of the stations department, attended a Boston
meeting last week of 25 New England affiliates. From Boston the
group went to Rochester, N. Y.,
for a similar meeting with mideastern affiliated stations.
The two meetings were the first
of a series scheduled for the next
two months which will take the
network executives from coast to
coast, following their recent mt-eting with the ABC Stations Advisory Committee at Alexandria
Bav,
18]. N.Y. [Broadcasting, Sept.
WSAM Saginaw, Mich., aired 42 programs from County Fairgrounds this

front office

K

EN PALMER, general manager KPDN Pampa, Tex., to general
manager KVER Albuquerque, N. M. Keith Tye continues as station manager KVER.

CHARLES E. SEITMAN to director of sales WLIB New York. Was
with WAAT Jersey City, N. J., and WMGM New York.
JOSEPH E. QUINN, chief of continuity WJMA Orange, Va., to assistant
manager, replacing CHARLES R. McGINLEY, called to active duty as
ensign in U. S. Navy.
JOHN C. WARDER,
eral manager.

chief engineer CHLO St. Thomas, Ont., named gen-

PETER M. ROBECK, KTTV(TV) Los Angeles account executive, named
assistant sales manager. Was CBS Hollywood merchandising manager.
KEITH NIGHBERT, program director KUSD Vermillion, S. D., named
general manager succeeding I. R. MERRILL, on one-year leave of

year.
JONBS ELECTED
Heads La.-Miss. AP Unit
HUGH

0. JONES, general manager of WGCM Gulfport, Miss.,
has been elected president of the
Louisiana-Mississippi Associated
Press Broadcasters Assn. at a recent meeting in New Orleans. Bob
Shipley, news director of KWKH
Shreveport, La., was elected vice
COMPANY

CHICAGO
NEW

YORK

DETROIT
DALLAS
ATLANTA
CHARLOTTE
ST. LOUIS
MEMPHIS
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
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Oliver Gramling, AP assistant
president.
general manager, speaking at the
meeting, told broadcasters that the
Korean war, which had increased
listening, gave stations a chance
to improve their newscasts, and he
suggested broadcasters should present news professionally, schedule
it properly and use showmanship in
selling it to sponsors.
Attending the meeting were:
Louisiana: Harry Arthur, WSMB
New Orleans; George Bonnell, WIHL
Hammond; Louise C. Carlson, WJBW
Xew Orleans; Lee Coney, WLCS
Baton Rouge; Frank Conwell, KCIL
Houma; Forrest Curnett, WIHL Hammond; Ted Fontelieu, WSMB New
Orleans; Tom Gibbens, WAFB Baton
Rouge; Paul Goldman, KSYL Alexandria; Evan H. Hughes, KVOL Lafayette; S. Rosenblum, WIHL Hammond; Bob Shipley, KWKH Shreveport; Earl Smith, WLCS Baton Rouge;
Bob Thompson, KPLC Lake Charles;
Harold Wheelahan, WSMB New Orleans; H. F. Whermann, WTPS New
Orleans.
Mississippi: Cy Bahakel, WABG
Greenwood; Frank Benson, WKOZ
Kosciusko; Charles Holt and Connie
Holt, WHSY Hattiesburg; Hugh 0.
Jones. WGCM Gulfport; Loren Miller, WQBC Vicksburg.
The Associated Press was represented by Mr. Gramling; Chief of Bureau Harry Leadingham of New Orleans; Field Representative H. R.
Mason of Montgomery, and New Orleans Bureau staff members.
MOST promising high school game of
week tape recorded by WAVZ New
Haven, Conn., for broadcast Sat.
mornings.
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

absence for graduate study. Station is non-commercial outlet, licensed
to U. of South Dakota.
TOM ALFORD, manager Lane Shoe Stores, regional chain, to sales
manager KTFS Texarkana, Tex.
JIM LOWMAN, WOW-TV
as account executive.

Omaha sales staff, to KTTV(TV) Los Angeles

RADIO REPRESENTATIVES Inc. moves today (Monday) to new Chicago offices at 75 E. Wacker Dr., Suite 212-16, from 737 N. Michigan
Ave. Telephone: Financial 6-0982.
FRANK E. MARTINO to sales staff WMTR Morristown, N. J. Was
account executive ABC-TV New York, and has produced TV commercials there.
WHOD Homestead, Pa., appoints Interstate United Newspapers Inc. as
national representative.
TOM BOISE Jr., office and traffic manager KLZ Denver, to KSL Salt
Lake City sales staff as account executive. Will handle both AM and
TV accounts.

KECK Odessa. Tex., appoints Forjoe & Co. as national representative.
O. H. OBERT, chief accountant Crosley Broadcasting Corp. (WLW
cin ati), to assistant controller.

Cin-

BERT ARNOLD, commercial manager WFLA Tampa, Fla., resigns for
temporary rest during which he will devote his time to citrus industry.

eidona
ROGER W. CLIPP, general manager WFIL-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia,
appointed chairman 1951 March of Dimes campaign. . . . SID TEAR,
commercial manager and disc jockey WYVE Wytheville, Va., father of
girl, Laura Anne, Sept. 18. Mrs. Tear is former women's program
director WLOG Logan, W. Va. . . . KEVIN B. SWEENEY, general
sales manager KFI-AM-TV Los Angeles, on two week business trip
to N. Y., Chicago, Detroit and S. F.
RALPH J. SHADE, account executive WTMA Charleston, S. C, named
chairman of arrangements for Community Chest fund-raising drive
for Charleston County. . . . WILLIAM FAY, vice president and general
manager Broadcasting Div., Stromberg Carlson Co. (WHAM WHFM
(FM) WHAM-TV Rochester, N. Y.), spokesman for city's nine broadcasting stations in city's new War Defense organization. . . . JOHN
HANSSEN, manager WCRO Johnstown, Pa., named toastmaster at dinner heralding start of city's Community Chest drive today (Monday).
JOHN D. SCHEf ER Jr., operations assistant to general manager WFILAM-FM-TV Philadelphia, appointed vice-chairman in charge of radio-TV
for local public information committee of Disaster Preparedness and
Relief Division, American Red Cross. . . . HAL WALLACE, KNUZ
Houston, Tex., time salesman, father of boy, Hal Deward Jr., Sept. 15.

A vigorous and emphatic proponent of positive opinions,
Fulton LeAvis, Jr. thrives on controversy. His first-class
reporting is responsible for some first-class battles: his
scrapbooks (being scanned here with his daughter) are
full of evidence of victorious results.

RAI Director Tours
Pa.,

It's
ROY F. THOMPSON
and

A prize radio combination in
the rich industrial market of
Central Pennsylvania.
Reprasanted by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
BROADCASTING

for a good scrap

As Mr. K. E. Myers of the Wilcox Buick agency Avrote to
Radio Station WHAI, both of Greenfield. Massachusetts:

In
Altoona,

He's always ready

TOUR of various U. S. radio and
television stations is being made
by Dr. Sergio Pugliese, assistant
director general of programs for
Italian Radio (RAI). He left
Washington, D. C, last Tuesday
to visit stations in New York,
Syracuse, Chicago, Los Angelas,
San Francisco and Cincinnati. Dr.
Pugliese, recipent of a grant-inaid under the State Dept.'s exchange-of -persons program, also
serves as administrative counsellor of the Italian Society of
Authors and Publishers, and has
been associated periodically with
RAI since 1938. He plans to return to Rome in November.

• Telecasting

"We feel that the great service Fulton Lewis. Jr. is rendering his country in fearlessly exposing subversive and
un-American activities must command the respect of even
those who differ with him.
"We, therefore, consider the Fulton Lewis program a
great asset to our country and to our business."
The Fulton Lewis, Jr. program, currently sponsored on
more than 300 stations, offers local advertisers a readymade audience at local time cost. Since there are more
than 500 MBS stations, there may be an opening in your
locality. Check your Mutual outlet — or the Co-operative
Program Department, Mutual Broadcasting System,
1440 Broadway, NYC 18 ( or Tribune Tower, Chicago 11) .
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Serving Albany, Troy, Schenectady, and the Great Northeast

FIRST

IN LISTENERSHIP— WGY

has 37%

daytime audience and 45%

more nighttime

more

audience than a combination of the ten top-rated
radio stations in its area.^
IN COVERAGE— WGY and only WGY can
cover 16 metropolitan markets with one radio
station. WGY reaches 1,247,000'^ potential
listeners with over one billion dollars in retail
sales.
FIRST

IN LISTENER

IMPACT— W RGB

received

103,577^ contest entries during eleven programs
for one sponsor establishing this contest as one
of the greatest ever held.
IN COVERAGE — WRGB
is now offering
television service to more than 300,000 viewers
in three states — New York, Vermont and Massachuset s— with an established 86%^ set tunein nightly.

Strictly Business
(Continued from page 20)
in Shell's marketing divisions, and
is responsible for research involving audience measurement in Shell
market areas.
To make sure all Shell programs
adhere to a tested format governing the spacing of commercials and
news styles, Mr. Lier and a representative of J. Walter Thompson Co., the Shell agency, make
regular off-the-air recordings as
spot check of Shell advertising
effectiveness. He also was instrumental in setting up cost analysis
methods for measuring program
costs per listener in any section of
the country. This enables Shell
to select the most effective outlets
for its message.
Mr. Lier is keenly interested in
strengthening bonds between Shell
dealers and the company's radio
advertising program. In one test
city recently he had the Shell
newscaster send personal, hand"written letters to local dealers
which informally invited them to
offer program suggestions and
news tips. Each letter was accompanied by tickets to local
theatres or ball parks.
Dealer Interviews
Frequently Mr. Lier arranges interviews on the air between the
Shell newscaster and local dealers.
These informal chats are built
around the dealer's personality, his
hobbies and experiences, and
usually take the place of the regular commercial copy. Product
advertising is generally omitted in
the interviews.
A graduate of Jamaica (Long
Island) High School, Mr. Lier
joined Shell in 1934 as a messenger
in
company's
roomThrough
at its
Newthe York
head mail
office.
the years he progressed up the
ladder to his present position,
rounding out his knowledge of advertising and marketing by taking
night courses at New York U.
Mr. Lier was shot before World
War II even began. It was while
training at Camp Davis, Wilmington, N. C, during the summer of
1941.
However, after
months'to
hospitalization,
he wasseven
assigned
officer's candidate school at Gainesville, Fla. Upon graduation he

I— BMB, 1950
J — Fall, Winter Hooper Survey, 1950
3— Ruben H. Donnelly Corp,
< — General Electric Opinion Study
Division, 1950

F.Y.I

married Audrey Gilmore of New
York.
He was ordered overseas in 1943
and served in ETC as an aerial
photo interpreter. Upon discharge
in 1945 as captain, he returned to
Shell's advertising department and
m.oved into radio in 1946 when the
company began to expand its radio
advertising.
Mr. Lier is a member of the
Radio Executives Club and the
American Legion Ad Post of New
York. His hobby is Kodachrome
photography. The Liers have just
acquired a new home in Creskill,
N. .J.
V/AKR VS. FREED
Contract Case Aired in Court
LITIGATION brought earlier this
year by WAKR Akron, Ohio,
against Alan Freed, former disc
jockey at the station, for alleged
violation of personal contract provisions was aired before the Ninth
District Court of Appeals Sept. 21.
WAKR received an injunction
from a pleas court last February
on grounds it had a "restrictive
covenant" which prohibited Mr.
Freed from accepting station employment in Akron or within a 75mile radius for a period of one
year after termination of the contract. Station contended that it
had trained the disc jockey and
helped him originate a "unique
style" which assured his popularity.
Mr. Freed, who had been employed by WAKR for five years,
left the station when his contract
expired, and joined WADC Akron,
CBS outlet, where he began a similar record program. Subsequently
Mr. Freed's lawyer, John A. Russell, filed motion for hearing in the
higher court. Decision is expected
sometime this month.
KDKA

Service Awards

AWARDS representing 120 years
of service have been presented to
11 staffers at KDKA Pittsburgh by
Walter E. Benoit, vice president of
Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.
Among those honored were Edith
Hingley, Joseph Honzo and Walter
Horn, each for 20 years service.
Others were honored for 10 years

• (for your infonnation)...

Hepresenled Nationally by NBC Spot Sales
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Cities grow 'out' not 'up.' . . . Not reflected in population figures are the
hundreds upon hundreds of new dwellings and miles of longstanding factory andover
residential
by the
Cityarea,
of Terre
Haute, solisteners
It's a
city of
100,000 areas
people,unannexed
with 298,700
in the
all potential
to WTHI, CBS plus top-flight local programming.
TERRE
eWTHI
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■^o 'Bracket' Answer Now
Set Makers Tell FCC
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sales

West

Virginia's

delivers

only

EXCLUSIVE

HUNTINGTON

television

coverage

station

of the

rich*

-CHARLESTON
market

Now

interconnected

*THE 27th MARKET — $601,425,750 in 1 949 retail sales
makes this the equivalent of the 27th ranking U. S. Market.
Figures direct from Sales Management "Survey of Buying
Power" May 1 0, 1 950.
ABC-CBS-DTN-NBC
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The problems of designing sets
TELEVISION set makers covering
signed by Dr. C. B. JollifFe, execuLabs., Hallicrafters Co., PackardCAN
GIV
'BR
ACK
Admiral
andER
Andrea. Their
AN
SW
tive vice president
in ET'
charge of Bell,
a dominant'T
share of total
produc-E
operating
NO
W under continuously variable standards frankly baffled
tion told the FCC last week they RCA Labs.
replies had been filed by close of
business Thursday.
many engineers. One large manucouldn't possibly give a valid anIn its reply RCA re-argued some
facturer noted the plant makes
of the color case. It cited the ConOther set makers, however, were
swer to the Commission's request
for a Sept. 29 promise to make reradar
equipment
with variable
still struggling to meet the Friday
don Committee's report and analstandards but added that each unit
ceivers withi bracket standards.
deadline.
yzed ti-aits of RCA vs. CBS color
costs over $100,000.
Moreover, practically all of them
in light of the findings. No docuMany manufacturers, with obDr. Allen B. DuMont signed the
ment
within
the
recollection
of
said they couldn't start making
vious chagrin at the FCC's Sept. 1
many Washington observers has so
bracket standard sets by the FCC's
order and its implications, went out DuMont Labs, statement as president and as a manufacturer, claimproposed November deadline,
thoroughly and so plainly chalof their way to explain they were
ing it is impossible to meet the
sincerely trying to supply a sane
lenged
the
Commission's
good
faith
jl These views culminated a month
FCC deadline. Dr. DuMont noted
and competency.
\ of frantic engineering and producanswer by Sept. 29 but found it that no testimony on bracket standtion research in which the induscompletely
impossible.
Some
of
the
RCA early in its reply emphaards was given during the hearings
sized it will continue research in replies politely tried to teach the and it
try's best brains managed to make
no experimental
Commission a few lessons in the sets withhasthemade
only scant progress toward the de- its compatible all-electronic system.
feature.
sign of TV sets having continupractical
side
of
mass
production
It challenged many of the FCC's
Wondering if it is practical, he
ously variable standards.
and low-cost design.
findings in regard to charactersaid
his company would need six
istics of the system and said recent
( Whether FCC would be persuadProduction Question
months to a year, at least, before
progress
had
been
ignored
in
the
'1 ed to delay further action was, of
One of the big questions at the reaching engineering conclusions.
course, uncertain at the weekend.
Sept. 1 report.
He said the FCC cost data apply
weekend
was this: Would set maChance of appeal was discussed,
Joining RCA in questioning the
kers
turn
out
CBS-standard
sets
if
only to 525-line and 405-line standshould FCC finally approve the FCC's Sept. 1 pro-CBS report, with
ards and not to bracket.
the FCC caiTies out its threat to
CBS system.
its demand for a Sept. 29 promise
Costs
would be "substantially
give
CBS
the
go-ahead
on
color?
of conversion to bracket standards
|j Late Thursday factory officials
higher" than those previously subQuestioned
on
this
point,
most
' were still conferring in effort to in order to avoid a final and flat manufacturers indicated they will
mitted by the company. Dr. Dumeet the Friday deadline (for late ruling in favor of the CBS system,
Mont said. On the basis of current
buy.
make
anything
the
public
wants
to
developments, see At Deadline).
were such companies as DuMont
(Continued on -page 70)
Since each company was acting
separately in view of the RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn. decision not
to take joint action because of antitrust laws, the confusion in factory
sources surpassed anj^thing seen
FCC'S on Sta
capable of operating
the nd
new
sored by CO
the Chicago
since early postwar days.
(Text of ChairmanRE
Coy's summary,
LORTelevision Repeats
coy page 62) VIEWS
Council. (For third speech, see
Plea from Industry
Chairman Coy reviewed the
ON THE EVE of the deadline for
standards."
page
27.)
From all sides came the plea that
Commission's
thinking in reaching
The
FCC
chief
pointed
out
that
TV set makers' replies (see story
the color decision:
nothing of the type had ever been
above; also late developments,
bracket standards, aside from makThe UHF, last remaining part
designed; that engineering studies
At Deadline), FCC Chairman
ing such sets compatible with the
would take weeks and months; that
of the spectrum where TV can now
Wayne Coy last
CBS color system, will also permit
production problems were staggerweek reiterated
future changes in black-and-white
operate, is "television's last fronthat FCC will
ing, especially in view of present
tier." Color therefore must be au(or color) standards to accommothorized now or be foreclosed for
shortages in parts; that many engidate improvements. He referred
approve the CBS
the foreseeable future. FCC
neers wonder if bracket receivers
to horizontal interlace and the use
color TV system
would work satisfactorily even if now if manufacunanimously agreed compatibility
of long-persistence phosphors —
inherent in new sets; that the FCC
is "desirable," but unanimously
two
developments
which
FCC
plans
turers don't
was completely unrealistic, acted
to study further, if bracket sets found that the compatible systems
promise to build
in bad faith or didn't know what
are built, before a final color deci"bracket sets."
— RCA's and CTI's— are' "not
sion is reached.
it was talking about; that bracket
Observers
suitable for adoption," while CBS's
sets would add as much as $400
is ready if a decision must be made
Promise for Improvement
Mr.
Coy
noted,
however
—
million a year to cost of sets; that though they
These two developments, he said, now. Five of the seven Commissioners were willing to postpone a
it's silly to talk about any color wouldn't venture
"hold real promise for improving
system that isn't compatible.
to guess whether it was significant
resolution in black-and-white pic- decision, in order to study new
developments in compatible sysRCA teed off against the Com— that he did not mention any
tures," but need further study.
tems as well as in CBS possibilities,
mission's pro-CBS report and its deadline for starting production
"If they are successful," he con67-page reply explained in forceful
"bracket sets" are built
of such sets. FCC's Color TV Retinued, "a change in line or field provided
and technical language that the
scanning rate, or both, might be so that the number of sets unable
port set an early November date
to
receive
CBS color in monochrome
FCC had made a terrible mistake,
desirable in order to take advan[Broadcasting, Sept. 4], but many
will not keep growing.
disregarding the interest of Amermanufacturers have indicated they
tage of the improvements. By
ican business and 40,0000,000 peobuilding receivers with bracket
FCC, Mr. Coy said, recognizes
cannot be ready by that time.
ple now enjoying television. These
Chairman Coy reviewed the Col- standards at the present time we
that "transition problems" will
people, it noted, should have a
will not be confronted at a later follow adoption of an incompatible
or TV Report in virtually identical
chance to be heard.
date with the vexation of not being
language in two speeches — one
The RCA report, with demand
Monday at the National Electronics
system
: owners of the present reable to improve resolution in blackFor the
ceivers it means
that if they
Conference in Chicago, the other
and-white pictures because so many
that the FCC "stay its hand" and
(Continued on page 67)
let the public act as color jury, was
on Tuesday at a luncheon sponsets would be outstanding and in-
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ANA
Cunningham Advises
CZAR'
TV
TE
EA
said, spends 27 hours weekly, four
CR
TELEVISION
needs a permanent
degree the motor hum of the Amerhours daily, in front of a TV set —
"czar" to give weighted direction
ican family's automobile and reto its future, John P. Cunningham,
duced nighttime radio listening in only one hour less than he spends
in school.
executive vice president, Cunningham & Walsh Inc., New York, told TVBut,
homes.'
By regarding this child listenerhe warned,
radiocheaper
"still has
the Assn. of National Advertisers
the coverage,
is much
per
ship only as a sales opportunity
at its Chicago meeting last week.
listener by far, and is still moth(living by ratings and philosophizering and suckling TV (which) is
Pointing out that TV must avoid
ing with "giving the public what it
neither strong enough nor big wants"), any advertiser could lead
the pitfalls which
the "pack of us and advertising itenough to commit matricide."
iny
o
self into trouble," he declared.
dest st of icreadi
Half as many TV owners as nona
at le toartmyw,
in he set owners attend movie houses in
Signposts that need watching,
t
Mr. Cunningham said, include the
its nihnigsh
Merd.
"Videotown," Mr. Cunningham retensug-ported,
noting
that
a
Washington
a
significance
of United Nations teleCun
e
survey has found a 72% drop in
thgestred a cmoemdmit
casts
—
"promising
an informed
e
r
b
y movie buying, a Chicago look at world citizenry." Telecasting
ee o
the
,t fAAAastersnbd
A
N
box
office
receipts
has
found
a
loss
A e Aoadc
a
h
r
of $41.40 per family per year.
E
t
b
am
Cost of TV sets is not an importo stry to forre-ngh
"
i
WBTY ON CABLE
n
tant economic factor, Mr. CunningMr. Cun
sileie,tie to and unde
Makes Formal Debut
b
d
n
i
ham said. In "Videotown" and
sta to de
ur s." ons
other cities in TV's area, large
fuinneiotieresp
and our
WBTV(TV) Charlotte, owned and
screens, console models and comort
operated by the Jefferson Standard
oppFrom
bination
sets
make
their
way
into
this endeavor, Mr. CunBroadcasting Co., last Saturday
every income level, he observed.
ningham said, a permanent board
formally commemorated the ex"respected and vigorous — like the
Sports Reviewed
tension of the coaxial to that city.
baseball czar" could be formed.
Sports
attendance
seems
to
deGuests
at the ceremony, which
"Out of it could come a creed and
cline the first two years of set
preceded
the
North Carolina U.a code — for us to believe in and
ownership but increases interest in
Notre Dame football game, were
to follow."
sports and culminates in a greater
Governors Kerr Scott of North
degree of attendance at the ball Carolina and J. Strom Thurmond
Calling for "that rare commodity
. . . foresight," Mr. Cunningham
of South Carolina, Mayor Victor
park' or stadium than ever before,
Mr. Cunningham said. A wider
Shaw of Charlotte and the Rev.
summarized findings on TV's effect
on family habits as gathered by national interest in all sports, with
James A. Jones, pastor of the
class
distinctions
falling
by
the
his agency's two-year-old survey of
wayside, was traced to TV by the Myers Presbyterian Church.
"Videotown," a real city of 40,000
Also participating in the cereagency executive.
population located near New York
monies were the following oflftcers
While keeping the family in a
and selected as a "laboratory" for
of
Jefferson
Standard Broadcastclose
knit
circle
with
the
man-ofherd
a
"from
reports
and
study,
TV
ing Co.: Joseph Bryan, president;
of surveys, some sketchy, most of the-house becoming a permanent
Charles Crutchfield, vice president
nightly fixture in his living room
them inconclusive."
Primarily, the TV set has bit chair, TV also creates a big prob- and general manager; and Larry
lem with children. Average child Walker, secretary-treasurer and
into movie attendance, quieted to a
assistant general manager.
in a TV home, Mr. Cunningham

WSM-TV
DEBUT
Opened With Gridcast
OPENING of WSM-TV Nashville
was scheduled Saturday, Sept. 30,
with airing ofa the Notre DameNorth Carolin U. football game,
relayed from South Bend, Ind., to
Louisville via regular TV network
facilities and from Louisville to
WSM-TV's own priNashvil
link. via
vatele
Official opening and formal dedication of WSM-TV is planned for
Oct. 8 with Niles Trammell, chairman of the board of NBC, and
Mrs. Trammell attending. Originating in WSM-TV's new studios,
the dedicatory program 8-9 p.m.
CST will be simulcast and also carried on WSM-AM. Edwin W.
Craig, president of the National
Life and Accident Insurance Co.
and chairman of the board of WSM
Inc., and other officials will take
part in the ceremonies.
WSM-TV plans to operate 60 to
70 hours weekly at first, including
network programs. Local set dealers and distributors estimated
about 8,500 TV receivers were to
have been installed in the area by
Sept. 30. WSM-TV is assigned
Channel 4 (66-72 mc) with 7.2 kw
aural and 14.4 kw visual power.
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NETWORK

TIME

ANCHOR-HOCKING Glass Corp.
became the July leader in TV gross
network time bought, with purchases of $111,884, according to
Publishers Information Bureau figures released to Telecasting. The
summer hiatus was responsible for
the jump, since many of the leading TV advertisers left the air in
June.
The gross TV figures for July
1950 totaled $1,454,493, with the
Jan. -July cumulative billings $15,432,288.
The Smoking Materials category.

two houses of Congress would
"mean the end of filibustering and
empty seats — promising an alert
electorate and a far better grade
of politics and statesmanship here
in America . . ." Possibilities "for
spreading art and culture into the
average
are tremendous,"
vast
video home
congregations
may arise,
changing the whole physical concept of organized religion in America, he said.
Question for Users
Question to "us broadcasters and
wordsmiths and cereal-sellers,"
asked Mr. Cunningham, is are "we
going to have the breadth and the
vision and the commercial selfcontrol? to use this great force
wisely
"Or are we going to push an
actress' neckline down two points
to raise our Hooperating one
In order to take a firm grip upon
"an amazing instrument . . . thrust
into our somewhat clumsy hands
by the
precisesolution
fingers toof Mr.
science,"
the
obvious
Cunningham
is
the
creation
of
a
perpoint?"manent board to give the purveyors
of this hew medium enlightened
direction.

Benny on CBS-TV
CONFIRMATION that Jack Benny
will make four hour-long television
appearances this season on CBSTV, under sponsorship of American
Tobacco Co., came from the network last week.
first
performance
willMr.be Benny's
on Sunday,
Oct. 29, at an hour not yet settled.
Succeeding appearances will be at
eight week intervals. They will
originate in New York.

Anchor-Hocking

however, continued its leading position, having invested $319,654
during July. Second place fell to
Food & Food Products who spent
$276,127 for gross time on the
TV networks, while the makers of
Toiletries & Toilet Goods ranked
third by appropriating $208,974 for
radio time. Fourth and fifth were
Automotive & Automotive Equipment and Industrial Materials.
Following Anchor - Hocking in
individual purchases was R. J. Reynolds' network buy of $102,720.
Gillette Safety Razor Co. jumped

Tops

in July

into third place, P. Lorillard & Co.
fourth and Liggett & Myers fifth,
making three cigarette manufactisers. turers in the top five TV adverTABLE II
TOP TEN LEADING TV NETWORK
ADVERTISERS IN JULY 1950
1. Anchor-Hocking Glass Corp. $111,884
2. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. 102,720
3. GilleHe Safety Razor Corp. 90,721
4. P. Lorillard & Co.
85,856
5.
& Myers
Tobacco Co. 66,360
70,100
6. Liggett
Ford Motor
Co.
7. National Dairy Products 56,550
8. Mars Inc.
54,886
9. Bristol-Myers 44,935
10. General Mills
44,016
* * *

TABLE I
GROSS TV NETWORK BILLINGS* BY PRODUCT GROUPS FOR JULY AND JAN.-JULY 1950
J AN. -JULY 1950 PRODUCT GROUP
JAN.-JULY 1950
PRODUCT GROUP
.
JULY
JULY
Apparel, Footwear & Access. $ 7,260
144,947
Jewelry,
Optical
Goods
19,650
43,296
Publishing & Media
Automotive, Automotive Equip. 146,855
$2,304,413
354,143
Ractios, TV Sets, Phonographs
& Supplies
Musical Instruments & Access.
Beer, Wine & Liquor
36,672
685,183
1,554,182
Retail & Mail Order
84,120
Confectionery & Soft Drinl<s 109,174
614,281
Consumer Services
10,890
349,654
Smoking
Materials
199,290
110,655
2,902,031
Drugs & Remedies
12,600
1,631
Soaps, Cleansers
Polishes
122,400
Toiletries
& Toilet& Goods
Food & Food Products
276,127
208,974
1,352,013
Miscellaneous
2,224,200
5,775
Gasoline, Oil & Other Fuels
31,560
99,724
604,230
Horticulture
4,628
Household Equip.
5,775
Total
1,140
909,518
$15,432,288
Household Furnishings 25,500
991,519
$1,454,493
Industrial Materials
119,279
*DuMont
figures
not
available
213,492
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ONE
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FEATURING
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MEN

WHO

MAKE

FREE

&

PETERS

TELEVISION

SERVICE

r

Four years, Dartmouth College
Three years, CKLW, Detroit
Three years, Edward Petry Co.
Company
Five years, American Broadcasting
OneGuardyear. United States Coast
Free & Peters, (New York Office)
since October, 1948

JWB
TV

=

=
OK!TELEVISION
EXCLUSIVE
NATIONAL

\I

REPRESENTATIVES

John
W. Brooke!
(Another F&P TELEVISION Specialist)
Yessir! — ^when it comes to TV, Jack
Brooke is the man to focus on! As

Whatever they are, we'd like to show
you how well we know the medium
of television — how completely we

ABC's Coordinator of Network Television Sales, before he joined F&P,
he really learned the how, when and
where of TV. And as a television
man with us since 1948, Jack has
been a tremendous asset to everyone
concerned — to you TV advertisers
and your agencies, as well as to our
own rapidly-expanding staff who devote full time to television.

realize our responsibility of "selling" TV in such a way as to contribute to its effectiveness and

What are your TV hopes and plans?

Free

&

Pioneer Radio and

NEW

YORK

CHICAGO

ATLANTA

\
e
DAVENPORT
WOC-TV*]
(Central WHO-WOC)
Broadcasting Co. — |
(STAR-TELEGRAM) |
FORT WORTH-DALLAS WBAP-TV*
LOUISVILLE

WAVE-TV*

MIAMI
WTVJ '
(WAVE, Inc.)
(Wometco -Theatres) 5

growth, rather than merely to ride
the bandwagon.

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL WTCN-TV
(DISPATCH-PIONEER PRESS) i
WPIX
NEW YORK
(THE NEWS)

Whatever your plans, talk them over
with us. We have some ideas and

ST. LOUIS
(POST-DISPATCH) KSD-TV*

some information for you, here in

SAN FRANCISCO
(THE CHRONICLE)KRON-TV*

this pioneer group of radio and television station representatives.

"Primary NBC Affiliates

Peters,

inc

Television Station Representatives Since 1932

DETROIT

FT. WORTH

HOLLYWOOD

SAN FRANCISCO

^'^^ "'q'^'
ATIONS
OC
LLthe
basis of which it formulated the
FORMAL
complaintA
against
AT&T
Monday by F. R. MacFarland,
network coaxial cable allocation
AT&T program service manager,
aforesaid unlawful allocation" and
made by American Telephone and
to require AT&T to assign DuMont
was
the
telephone
company's
own
answer to weeks of unsuccessful
Telegraph Co. was filed with FCC
"an equitable allocation" of cable
facilities.
last week by Allen B. DuMont
efforts to secure voluntary agreeLabs., which earlier had sought
ment among the television netMeanwhile, last week, Cmdr.
works. Since the fourth quarter
and was denied Commission interMortimer W. Loewi, director of the
vention in the division of scarce
allocation was to become effective DuMont Television Network, said
Oct. 1, yesterday, the AT&T letter he believed the AT&T allocations
relay facilities among the TV networks [Telecasting, Sept. 25]. sought confirming orders by 5 p.m. "violated a basic right of American
last Thursday.
Formal protest also was expected
business to ship merchandise on a
to be filed by ABC.
Because of the continued concommon
carrier."
The AT&T allocation, reported
flict, however, it was expected the
He
said
would "go
to the networks in a letter dated
Commission might take some ac- through withDuMont
this thing to the
tion on the new DuMont complaint
indicating that the network
before the weekend, probably on limit,"
intended, if necessary, to seek every
Friday.
legal path it could find to achieve
Under the allocation submitted
CBS-TV POSTS
its objective of equal allocations of
Underhill, Ommerle Named
by AT&T for the fourth quarter of AT&T facilities among the networks.
1950, a total of 399 hours were
CHARLES M. UNDERHILL last
available for allocation weekly on
week was appointed general manThe grave financial hazard to
12 circuits. Of this total, 379 hours
ager of CBS television, New York,
DuMont under the proposed allocawere
allocated
between
the
hours
a newly created post.
tions, he said, could be summed up
of 8 and 11 p.m., Sunday through
Harry C. Ommerle, former manby the fact the production costs of
Saturday,
with
NBC
receiving
167
ager of program sales for the CBS
hours weekly, CBS 121% hours, a program are the same whether
radio network, succeeded to Mr.
the program goes to 3 or 30 staABC 531/2 hours and DuMont 37 tions.
Underhill's former job as program
hours,
all
on
12
circuits.
director of CBS television, New
Right of Decision
York.
The DuMont petition charged this
As
to
suggestions that stations
The post of general manager was
allocation is "unlawful," "unjust," themselves
had a right to say
made necessary by "rapidly ex- and "unduly and unreasonably pref- whether they wanted to take one
erential and advantageous" to NBC
network or another, Cmdr. Loewi
and CBS "who are persons and customers in the same class as the said it was "not the province of
freight lines to ask the recipient
complainant." DuMont contended
whether he wants a shipment that
the application "incorrectly states
the requirements of the customers
some manufacturer has ordered."
Practically speaking, he said,
and erroneously indicates the absence of conflict in many periods."
many TV stations are "not free"
to make wide selection among netDuMont requested FCC to "imwork offerings since many are sismediately commence an investigater stations of radio outlets affilition on its own motion of the tariff
Mr. Underhill Mr. Ommerle
ated with the radio networks operregulations governing the allocaated by CBS and NBC. To protect
tion of video transmission facilipanding CBS television program
their AM network affiliations, he
ties" and the rates involved. Duschedule and the enormously larger
said, some stations had been obliged
Mont also asked FCC to require
CBS television plant," according to
to enter into TV affiliation conHubbell Robinson Jr., CBS vice AT&T to reveal the "agreements,
tracts with those networks that
president in charge of network pro- representations and policies on the
grams, who announced the appointments.
Mr. Underhill will "have the key
responsibility of adjusting the conOutlined
stantly growing CBS television
mUSTRIAL
TV
schedule to our expanding faciliTHE NUMEROUS uses of television today and future plans were outties," Mr. Hubbell said.
lined at two sessions of the National Electronics Conference, held Sept.
Mr. Underhill joined CBS in
June 1948 as CB-TV director of 25-27 at Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.
heard J. A. Good, manager of the electronics department
programs, after serving as pro- of Conferees
the Diamond Power Specialty
duction manager of the commercial
Corp., Lancaster, Ohio, discuss
department of RKO Pathe Inc. He
"Television in Industrial Applica- were full. In an effort to transmit
had been with RKO since separation from the Navy where he served
tions," and C. A. Hermanson, staff readings of this kind and informaas a lieutenant. Before the war he researcher at Argonne National
tion to a control source, Mr. Good's
concern needed to develop a sysLab, Lemont, 111., read a paper
was with BBDO, New York, varitem with five fundamental fea"Stereo Television in Remote Conously as copywriter, radio director,
tures.
head of motion picture production
trol," on developments at the plant.
They are: (1) Record of a correct
and associate director of the radio
Main speech of the conference
reading or none at all; (2) viewing
department.
was delivered at the opening day's through a wide angle of vision;
Mr. Ommerle joined CBS in 1935
luncheon meeting by FCC Chairman Wayne Coy (see story page
(3) operation 24 hours daily, seven
as a producer and left the network
57).
days a week; (4) cost, original and
in 1937 to work with the William
maintenance, in line with its value,
Morris Agency. From 1943 to 1945
Mr. Good reported that his comand (5) absence of mechanical or
pany has developed, in cooperation
he was vice president and account
moving parts.
executive at RuthraufF & Ryan,
with Capehart-Farnsworth Corp.,
For short distances, it was found
and from 1945 to 1948 in charge of the Utiliscope, or wired TV unit
for industry. Explaining that the a simple mirror system sufficed.
radio for A. S. Lyons Agency. He
need for such a device was sparked
Television, however, was the anran his own talent agency and packswer for longer distances (100 feet
by the power plant field, Mr. Good
age production office from 1948 until last March, when he rejoined
traced the history of huge six-story
or more) and when the mirror system was too complex.
water boilers going empty when
CBS as manager of program sales
for the radio network.
mechanical indicators read they
The video system, or industry
Page 60
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oblige them to take the first 30
hours of network commercial programs each month v/ithout reimbursement.
"They want to get those 30 hours
out of the way as fast as they can
so they can start getting some
money back," he said.
DuMont told FCC in its petition
that the delay in publication of the
allocation "has gravely and seriously impaired its ability to organize, plan and develop its program
service in the interests of its advertising clients, the public and its
broadcasting affiliates and potential broadcasting station users of
its service, and that it is unable at
the time of filing of this complaint,
to more particularly specify the
ejttent of the said loss presently
accrued and now accruing by reason of such inadequate, unjust and
unreasonable
allocation."
DuMont further
stated:
In many instances the Telephone
Company has allocated either time
periods for which DuMont had expressed no preference whatsoever or
failed to allocate a time period which
had been indicated in its letters to be
of prime importance to it. This despite
the fact
that the
disparity
between
the
total
amount
of time
allocated
to the
NBC and that allocated to Du Mont
would
thatconsideration.
DuMont's choice
had beensuggest
given full
It is interesting to note that three
circuits are available interconnecting
Washington with Richmond and two
circuits south of Richmond interconnecting Charlotte and Greensboro with
Washington. In each city served by
this circuit there is but one station.
An examination
of theontime
periods
allocated to DuMont
these
circuits
in the light of the time periods allocated
to DuMont on the single circuit south
of Greensboro and Charlotte to Jacksonville, Atlanta and Birmingham
would suggest that these allocations
of usage are mere gestures.
In light of the fact that Class A time
is sold by the stations serving the cominterconnected atbya the
ties undermunities
consideration
rate facilitwice
that of B time, i.e. prior to 6 p.m., it
is manifest that an allocation of only 37
hours on these twelve circuits is an
inducement only to make a donation
to AT&T. It would be impossible for
any
network
with available
a total ofon37 twelve
hours
of Class
A time
circuits to gain reimbursement for its
AT&T facilities alone without regard
to its expenses for programming and
station payments.

at

Electronics

Meet

"watch-dog," can be used for observing flame, smoke control,
watching smoke stacks and the flow
of granular materials, and transmitting detailed information (as
used by the Bank of England for
relay of statements of account and
signatures). In addition, Mr. Good
said, police departments gain efficiency with use of TV, which can
transmit fingerprints hurriedly.
"Education, without a doubt, offers
a great future for television, in the
ordinary school system and in conwith medicine."
Other nection
industry
uses he foresaw:
"Images and reproduction of charts
at a distance, to such places as
airports and railway stations, as
the military
now has";
installa-in
tions in dark-rooms,
especially
photography, military and psychopathic institutions, where the object is illuminated by infra red or
non-visible light.
Diamond Power Specialty has
(Continued on page 72)
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Pretty Darn ^uic/e — demonstrating, impelling, selling.
Television does it PDQ. That's why advertisers rush to KTTV in America's second TV market,
for the brightest in network (CBS-TV) and local programming. Viewers think so too
— every month PULSE ratings show KTTV loaded in the top ten.
r—

^^<^

And more coming this fall — a big bonus audience for all KTTV
advertisers, when football-daffy Southern California dials
KTTV for all home USC and UCLA football games.
Better move fast! Ask us direct or Radio Sales — PDQ!
Los Angeles Times-CBS

Television

COLOR

REPORT

CAPSULE
Coy Gives Summary in Chicago Speeches

FCC CHAIRMAN WAYNE COY
summed up the Commission's Sept.
1 color TV report as follows, in his
speeches in Chicago last week
(story page 57) :
First, we have decided that color is
an important improvement in broadcasting that should be made available
to the American people.
Second, we have decided that of the
three color systems demonstrated to

JAEGER NAMED
Heads Film Council

KSL-TV's neu' Studio One, measuring 60x75 ft.
KSL-TV STUDIOS
Holds Dedication Program
KSL-TV Salt Lake City, owned
and operated by Radio Service
Corp. of Utah, officially opened its
new studios Sept. 15.
Dedicatory program included an
informal reception for civic officials, business leaders and agency
executives, a plant tour in the
afternoon and public inspection of
the studios in the evening with an
estimated 3,000 Salt Lake City residents taking advantage of the

station's invitation.
In addition, all local KSL-TV
programs were showcased and
brief synopses of their format were
given. KSL-TV staffers and visitors were interviewed by several
announcers. The new studios, located on two floors at 145 Motor
Ave., include the main studio on
the second floor, auxiliary studios,
dressing rooms, rehearsal and audition studios, space and film servicing laboratories and a large auditorium seating over 200 persons.
KSL-TV started operations in
June 1949.

TBA

Sets Proposals

For FCC

Hearing

VHF-UHF
BANDS
TELEVISION Broadcasters Assn., hewing to a line adopted some time
ago, will participate in upcoming FCC hearings on proposed allocations
in the VHF and UHF bands and will ask that a minimum of four channels
be assigned to each major city. *
The association will also suggest
would permit owners of more than
that inter-mixture of UHF and
one station to apply for as many
VHF assignments within cities be TBA memberships as they have
kept to a minimum. TBA will prostations on the air. Present bypose that the UHF 475-890 mc
laws limit TBA memberships to
three for any single operator.
band, now assigned for experimental television, be assigned to
The TBA board also adopted a
commercial service.
resolution endorsing the industry
Decision to take these steps was
television committee in its negomade by the TBA board at a meettiations with ASCAP for per-program music contracts and urging
ing last Monday in New York.
individual television stations to
John Preston, ABC chief allocations engineer, was appointed to help pay the committee's expenses
serve as engineering witness for by contributions equaling two-fifths
TBA at the forthcoming FCC hearof their highest one-hour time
rates.
ings.
Attending the meeting were J. R.
Three New Members
Poppele,
WOR-TV New York, presThree stations were approved for
ident; Lawrence W. Lowman, CBS;
TBA membership by the boai-d,
George B. Storer, Fort Industry
KEYL (TY) San Antonio, WKYCo.;
Allen B. DuMont. DuMont
TV Oklahoma City, and WBENNetwork; Joseph A. McDonald,
TV Buffalo.
ABC; Ernest B. Loveman, WPTZ
Two amendments to TBA by-laws
(TV) Philadelphia; Richard A.
were approved by the board and
Borel, WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio;
will be submitted to membership
Paul Raibourn, KTLA (TV) Los
at
association's
meeting,
and Thomas Ervin, repreto the
be held
Dec. 8. annual
One would
set Angeles, senting
Frank M. Russell, NBC.
up a scale for payment of memWill Baltin, TBA secretary-treasbership dues based on rate cards
urer, and Thad H. Brown, Washof the member station. The other
ington counsel, also were present.
Page 62
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ELECTION of Andy Jaeger,
WABD (TV) New York film director, as president of the National
Television Film Council was announced at the organization's fifth
quarterly
forum in New York last
week.
Other new officers included Paul
White, of Paul White Productions,
vice president; Connie Lazar, TV
director for Film Equities Corp.,
secretary, and Ed Evans, RKO
Pathe TV consultant, treasurer.
Elected to the board of directors
were Robert Paskow, film director
of WATV Newark; Melvin L.
Gold, advertising and publicity director for National Screen Service;
Waldo Mayo, president of Waldo
Mayo Products; William Holland,
president of Hyperion Films Inc.;
Sally Perle, of the Mesal Organization; Ed Carroll, teletranscription director of the DuMont Network; Joe Seiden, president of
Cinema Service Corp.; Elaine Phillips, film director of WSPD (TV)
Toledo; Helen Buck, film director
of WCAU (TV) Philadelphia, and
Eugene Scharin, president of Ambassador Films Inc.
The quarterly forum, which
lasted two days, featured addresses
by Robert H. Reid, manager of the
INS television department; Grant
Thies, CBS film director; Harold
Friedman of the Deluxe Labs Inc.,
engineering staff; Ted Eshbaugh
of the Ted Eshbaugh Studios; Paul
White of Paul White Productions,
and Robert MacDougall, WATV
Newark, N. J., director of educational activities.
Among the guests were Syd
Cassyd, editor and associate publisher of the news magazine, TV,
and Donald Woods, screen star.
Outgoing President Melvin L.
Gold expressed the belief that "film
hasn't begun to scratch the surface
of the television industry" and
would ultimately become the biggest factor in it. He called upon
every member of the council to
contribute at least a half-hour a
week to its activities. Citing the
educative value of the council's
forums to its members, and the acceptance by 759'^ of the industry of
the council's standard TV film contract as beginning achievements,
Mr. Gold said it could expect to
become
industry.a great organization in the

us, the two compatible systems — CI
and RCA — cannot be adopted because
they do not produce a satisfactory
color picture and because they do not
meet the other minimum requirements
for a color system prescribed by the
Commission.
Third, the CBS color system, although incompatible, does meet the
requirements for a color system prescribed by the Commission and could
be adopted as standard.
Fourth, the Commission is willing
to postpone adopting a final color decision now, and, among other matters,
give the proponents of a compatible
system another opportunity to show
that they have a system that can
satisfy the Commission's requirements, provided that the manufacturers will prevent the compatibility
problem from increasing, by giving
assurances that they will build their
television receivers with brackets.
Fifth and finally, if manufacturers,
do not give assurances that they will
build television receivers with brackets, the Commission will adopt the
CBS color system now, for without the
assurance of bracket receivers, the
Commission would be inviting the risk
that if the compatible systems failed
again, it might no longer be possible
to adopt a color system we know is
satisfactory because the number of
receivers in the hands of the public
could have increased to a point where
as a practical matter it would be extremely difficult to adopt an incompatible system.

IRONRITE

INC.

Starts New TV Show
REGARDING television as the
ideal medium to promote sales of
its product, Ironrite Inc., manufacturer of electric ironers, has announced it Avill
concentrate on
the medium to
acquaint
the sales
public with its
message.
According to
W. Richard Dabney, vice president,newthepolicy
company's
Mr. Dabney
takes effect today (Oct. 2)Screen
with
the premiere of Hollywood
Test. Ironite is sponsoring the
half-hour weekly program over
ABC-TV, Monday, 7:30-8 p.m.
Commenting on Ironrite's sponsorship, Mr. Dabney said: "It has
been proved conclusively that nothing can approach
actual demonstration in sellingan Ironrites.
The
printed page can suggest what the
ironer
can dobutto it
lighten
a woman's
housework,
remains
for an
actual demonstration to prove the
point. ... It is obvious that television enables us to dramatize our
sales message with an actual
demonstration right in the homes

of millions of people."
Telecasting
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TBLBCAS^TIN

Programs
in italics are sustaining.
Time is EST.
. „
c ReL is live; F, Film; K, Kmescopi
Network: M, Midcording; E. Eastern
western Network; NI, Norunterconnccted stations.
CBS Daytime
day, 4-4:30 p.m.,
rough-Fri
Monday-th
Hom<-makers Exchange. L (E-M); 4:30-5
p.m.. Vonity Fair, L (E)

Sunday — p.m.
. ,..
Hanson Baldwin Werklv U.ir
2:45
Room Report— Was I
3
Battle
3:30
Todav vk >t), Mrs. Ru.- . • i
4
Meet
. Revere CopO.il'; (o
wii.Tkri
I'.n,..i.
Zoo p.m.
4:30 Friday—
MondaySi
4-5 Kate Smith

CBS -TV NEWS

A STfice of BROADCASTING

General Electric Co.
Fred Waring Show

Goodrich
Celebrity Time

Youth on The March
Church of The Air
Young People's
Jules Montenier Inc.
Stoppette
What's My Line

Arthur Party
Murray's
Time Studios
L (E-M)(NI)
Start! 10/15
Philco Corp.
Philco Television
Playhouse

Congoleum-Nairn
Garroway At LargeInc.

Nestle Co.
(Nescafe)
Take A Chance

The Ruggles
F (E-M)

Pharma-Craft
Am. Razor Blade Corp.
The College Bowl
L (E-M)
Philip
Horace Morris
Heidt

Admiral
LightsL Out

Marshall Plan in Action
F (E-M)

Soap Box Theatre
F (E-M)

L (E-M)
Double Feature
F (E-M)

AmericanL (E-M)
Tobacco Co.
Roller Derby

Electric Auto-Lite
Suspense
Drug
Store
TV
Prod.
Cavalcade of Bands
L fE-M) (NI)
Procter & Gamble
Armstrong Cork Co,
Fireside Theater
Circle Theatre
L (E-M)
F

Block Drug
Danger
L (E-M) ■

TBA

Food Store
Programs
Corp.
L Star-Time
(E-M) (NI)
P. Lorillard
Original Amateur Hour
L
Co-op
Wrestling
L (E-M)
(To Midnight)
Pabst Sales Co.
Blue Ribbon Bouts

I'hilco Corp.
Don McNeill TV Club
L (E-M)
P. Lorillard
Bvmart
Embassy
(Start: 10 18^
The Cigarettes
Web
Co-op
Tidewater Assoc. Oil
Consolidated Cigar Corp.
Plainclothesman
Famous Jury Trials
Broadway to Hollywood
L (E) (NI) I
L (E-M) (NI)
L (E-M)
Bristol-Myers
Kraft Foods Co. TV Theatre
Break the Bank
L (E-M)
L

Armour
F
Stars Over Hollywood

Kroger Co.
Alan Young Show
Kaiser-Frazer
Ellerv Queen
(Starts 10 19)
L (C-M) (NI)Kay
Ford Dealer s of America
Syser

Hocking
Anchor
Open House

Hocking

Best Foods Inc.
Diane Doxee Show
Penthouse Party
Exquisite
L (E-M)
L (U-M)
Ii(F-M)
Form
Bra's
Sylvania
Nash
iSeat the Electric
Clock
MortonKelvinator
Downey
Drug St ore TV
Produ ctions
Cavalcad
L (E-.\ e of Stars
Chesebrough Hocking
Boxing
Gillette
Greatest
.\nchor
le
I.
Fights
Open House
Sun Oil Co.
Nal't Football toLeague
Professional Game
completion
■
^
L (E-M)
stnrt
Ludens Co-op Sterling Drug
Carter
Frank Sinatra
Allen B. Duraoni Labs
Wrestling
Saturday Night at
Madison Square Garden
T, tE-M)
L (E-M)
American Tobacco Co. Hoiha Wine
ampbell
Soup.
Whitman's,
lohnson's
Wax.
Your Hil Parade
AtRoma
Club
Idroot, Snow
Crop.
Minn.
Mining
&
Mfg.,
1Parly
Time
SOS. Benrus. Crosley
1,

>tbaU
M)
-Is
rime
;i,h
-ra
, iM)

Jos. E. Schlitz Brewing Corp.
Pulitzer Prize Playhouse
T. (F-Ml
Ford Motor — Ford Theatre
Magna vox
— MagnaWVeliej
vox Theatre
Mterjifile
/?o.vcof Karns,
Bond Clothing Stores
IrLside Detective
Hands of Mystery
1.
(F_M^ (NI)
I. iF-M) (\-H
American Cig. & Cig.
Bonatide Mills
Big
(alternates
Versatile T.N'arieties
with Story
Emerson
Radio

13:00
12:30 I

Hearff

■ tier
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CBS

Produce

Rand

Will
Color

Equipment

Color television for industry,

House
IOpen
Anchor
Blatz
Brewing
Co.,
Roller
Derby
Seeman Bros.
I Cover TizT^es Square
Florsheim Shoe Co.
iicu vjiaugc i ieuicis ttt
r. .ifr'.i)
Nash Motors
Philip Morris
Truth or Consequences Nash Airflyte Theatre
Boxing
L (E-M) (NI)
Hocking
U.Martin
S. Tobacco
Anchor
Kane,
TBA
Private Eye
Open House

Gruen Watch Co.
Blind Date
L (E-M)
Lever
Rinse
Riff Town

And

TV

Westinghouse
General
Foods-Sanka
The Goldbergs
Studio One
Co-op
Wrestling
(From Columbia
L (E-M) Park,
(NI) N. J.)
L I
Hocking
Anchor
American Tobacco Co.
Local Sponsors (Co-op)
R. Montgomery, Lucky Strike Theatre
Who
Said
That
Alternates with Colgate-Palmolive-Peet,
Open House
L (E-M)
Roller Derbv

Packard Motors
Holiday Hotel
L (E-M)

ArnoldQ.
Robt.
Lewis

Party
Masland
At Home

Mogan
Wine
Can YouDavid
Top This?
L (E-M)

Hudson Motor Car Co.
Billy Rose
L (E-M)
R. J. Reynolds
Vaughn Monroe Show

Remington

hospital, government and military use will be a reality in a
few months, through an unusual cooperative agreement
between Remington Rand,
world's largest manufacturer
of office machines and business equipment, and CBS,
developer of color television.
Under this agreement, CBS
will design and test equipment, 'while Remington Rand
will manufacture and distribute. The new equipment, called
"Vericolor," includes a simple,
compact, lightweight color
camera, only one-fifth the size
of the cameras normally used
in black and white television.
The Remington Rand-CBS
plan is to develop new fields
for the broader use of tele'vision. At first, the major uses
will undoubtedly be for the
teaching of medical and surgical ijrocedures, and for use
in industrial processes where
there is danger in direct personal contact with materials,
as in atomic production and
research. The new plan came
about largely as a result of
the highly successful demonsti'ations of the teaching of
medical and surgical piocedures performed by CBS for
Smith, Kline & French Laboratories, at a series of medical conventions held in a
number of cities during the
past year. Medical leaders who
have watched delicate ojjerations on color television receivers have hailed the CBS
process as a remarkable
advance in teaching techniques, and predict that color
television will ultimately
replace the old-fashioned hospital amphitheatre, from
which relatively few students
can gain a satisfactory view
of operations. Vericolor pictures can be transmitted over
inter-city relay facilities of
the telephone comjjany as circuits become available. By this
fall, it will be possible to originate a color picture in New
York, for example, and have
it appear in full color in all
major cities of the East,
Southeast and West as far as
Kansas City. By the end of
1951, transmission should be
possible to the Pacific Coast.

Coy Reviews Color
(Continued from page 57)
do not buy an adapter, they will not
be able to receive programs transmitted in color. As the number and
quality of color programs grow, the
owners of present receivers will
either buy an adapter or turn their
old set in for a new model which is
a color receiver or at least has
adaptability built into it.
For the broadcaster, the initial
months of color broadcasting can be
difficult. There will be comparatively few receivers that can tune in
on his color programs. Of course,
the adoption of bracket standards by
manufacturers would make the broadcaster's task much simpler. For, if
the Commission postpones a color
decision upon receiving assurances
from manufacturers that they will
manufacture receivers with bracket
standards, there will be no broadcasting of color programs except on an
experimental basis.
If, as a result of such postponement, a successful compatible system
should be developed, the broadcaster
would have an audience that could
receive his color programs in blackand-white. However, if no compatible system succeeds and the Commission adopts the incompatible CBS
system, a portion — and a continuously growing portion — of the television
audience will have receivers capable
of receiving a black-and-white picture from the color broadcasts.
The extent of this audience will
depend on the rate of production that
is achieved by manufacturers for
bracket receivers. And each month
that passes will increase the size of
the audience that is available for
color programs.
'Supported by Evidence'
Chairman Coy emphasized that
the Commission was unanimous in
its findings with respect to the three
color systems. Though the result
of the report was naturally "disap ointing to some of the parties,"
he said, "there has been no intimation by anyone that the Commission's findings are not supported
by the evidence in the record."
Reviewing the decision, he said
two "fundamental defects" of the
RCA and CTI systems involved
picture quality and color reproduction, and system complexity. He
noted that in the demonstrations
RCA and CTI were unable to keep
accurate registration and color
control even though trained operators "hovered over the equipment."
"You can imagine what the
situation would be like in the
ordinary home where children or
untrained adults had to operate
such
receivers," he asserted. He
continued:
The conclusion appears to be inescapable that CTI and RCA devoted
so much of their efforts to t-he compatibility part of their systems that
they never succeeded in producing
satisfactory color. The net effect
I from the adoption of either system
by the Commission would be that the
public would continue to receive
black-and-white pictures. We did not
believe that the public would buy
receivers that would get the type of
color pictures that RCA and CTI
showed to the Commission.
CBS color pictures, he reported,
were "of high order" in quality
and color rendition, and equipment
Telecasting

was easy to operate. He conceded
the picture has fewer lines, but
said this is more than offset by the
addition of color. He also conceded
that CBS black-and-white reception does not match present blackand-white in quality, but said the
same was also true in the case of
RCA and CTI. "However," he said,
"I regarded such pictures as
satisfactory in the case of CBS and
RCA and unsatisfactory in the
case of CTI."
As to the need for bracket standards, he said:
(1) No successful compatible system has been demonstrated; (2) "it
is entirely too easy to invent a new
compatible system every time the
Commission appears to be ready to
adoptnumber
an incompatible
system,"
with
the
of receivers
meanwhile
growing until, "as a practical matter," an incompatible system could
not be adopted; (3) changes could be
made in black-and-white standards to
take advantage of benefits of horizontal interlace and long-persistence
phosphors, if further study proves
them feasible.
Mr. Coy acknowledged that
bracket sets would cost more than
present receivers. The extra cost,
he thought, would be approximately
the same as the estimated cost
of adapting present sets to receive
CBS color in monochrome.
Convertibility Question
On the question of convertibility,
he said CBS demonstrated "the
only practical converter." CTI
demonstrated none, and RCA's
"was demonstrated only once and.
was apparently withdrawn, although the record is not absolutely
clear on this point." But, he continued, "the question as to the convertibility of the RCA and CTI
systems did not prevent the consideration of all the systems on
their merits."
Mr. Coy emphasized that the
color question is only one phase of
the overall television proceedings
— which, he said, exemplify "the
nation's dependence" upon electronics engineers.
"We are in great debt to you
for the long way you have brought
us in the past quarter of a century,"
he told his listeners at the National Electronics Conference.
To the Chicago Television Council he said: "The Commission believes that television is destined to
become the dominant form of
broadcasting and is destined to be
of inestimable service in promoting
the welfare of the American people.
We are anxious to see the service
extended the length and breadth of
the nation at the earliest possible
moment. In that effort, we solicit
your cooperation."
After Mr. Coy's resume of color
television history for the Television Council, the speaker answered
questions from the floor. Commenting on "Why are obscenities
permitted on television and not
on radio?"
Mr. Coy
most
unfortunate
that said
there"itis isa

tendency toward bad taste and
even obscenity in television. This
is a very important matter." Explaining that obscenity in radio is
• BROADCASTING

in violation of the criminal code,
the FCC Chairman said much of
the "bad taste" in TV is in movements and actions, "and in some
cases in exposures," rather than
in the spoken word.
"The problem is one for the industry to handle, to avoid government intervention and a possible
puritanical complex," he said. He
suggested that management and
programming officials assume responsibility, but "if the trend gets
worse, perhaps the government's
action will get worse."
Military Needs
Mr. Coy said possible production
setbacks in the future, because of
war production and demands of
the military, would not affect the
color decision, "but might affect
implementation
of it" if military
demands were great.
Commenting on four questions,
all concerning the FCC's approach
to Phonevision, Mr. Coy reiterated
his stand in favor of "any form
of box-office television which will
help bring to viewers the best entertainment in the country."
Another question : "If a satisfactory
compatible
demonstrated
within sixsystem
monthsis after
the (possible) adoption of the CBS
system, would it be too late for
adoption?" Chairman Coy answered :"I hope with all my heart
we can have a compatible system,
which is why we are giving the
manufacturers an opportunity now
to adopt bracket standards. Compatibility could not be adopted
with the same ease after acceptance of the CBS system as now,
and then we would have the same
problem of decision as before.
Compatibility would have an additional hurdle after adoption of
the CBS system."
'Many Problems New'
The final questioner asked Chairman Coy if owners of the various
color television systems knew in
advance of the FCC hearings what
the Commission's
judgment were. Mr.criteria
Coy, of
replying

by all four
major networks

that
the for
hearings
education
us as to"were
what ato good
look
for in color television," said "we
didn't anticipate all of the problems." Because many of the problems were new, "we are now giving
the benefit of our hindsight judgment to the TV concerns, giving
them a chance to meet FCC standThe Chicago Television Council
met jointly with Radio Management Club. Guests at the opening
fall session numbered about 250,
ards."
including industry leaders at the
speaker's table. They were I. E.
Showerman, NBC Chicago vice
president and Television Council
president who was toastmaster;
John H. Norton Jr., vice president in charge of ABC's Central
Division; Art Harre, general manager of WJJD Chicago and president of Radio Management Club;
Frank Schreiber, general manager
of WGN-AM-TV Chicago; Ralph
Brent, sales manager, CBS Chicage, and Bishop Bernard J. Shell,
director of WFJL (FM) Chicago.
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Take a CLOSE
at the
"SET

STORY"

in INDIANAPOLIS!

Everybody

is Looking

WFBM-TV

Look
On May 30, 1949 there
were 2500 Sets in WFBMTV's coverage area.

Look again ....
TODAY

there are

80,000
Sets in use
in WFBM-TV's
coverage area
In planning your TV coverage remember to TAKE
A CLOSE LOOK at the
Central Indiana Market —
COMPLETELY
COVERED by WFBM-TV.
Represented nationally by
The Katz Agency Inc.

WFBM-TV

Channel
6
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telestdtus
(Report 131)
RCA WILL produce more TV receivers this year than any of the
100 manufacturers in the industry;
the entire group will make more
than 6.5 million sets in 1950 if the
supply of "critical" parts is maintained, and TV set makers are too
busy with black-and-white equipment to concern themselves with
color for "a considerable time."
These are predictions made by
Television Shares Management
Corp., Chicago investment adviser
and sponsor of Television-Electronics Fund Inc., in its annual industry
forecast last week.
RCA, expected to be the top producer with 950,000 units, will be
followed by Philco with 900,000,
and Admiral with 850,000. Others
among the top 10 are Motorola,
650,000; Zenith, 475,000; Emerson,
450,000; General Electric, 425,000;
DuMont, 275,000; John Meek Industries, 200,000, and Hallicrafters,
190,000.
War Influence
TV Shares has scaled down its
former production estimates on individual companies because of the
"very tight situation in some components" since the outbreak of the
Korean war. "The industry has
been unable to take care of the increased demand for component
parts," and short items include receiving tubes, resistors, condensers
and silicon steel for transformer
laminations.
Because in 1929 consumers spent
a little more than 1% of dispos-

able income on radios, and in 1949
a little less than 1% on radio and
television. Television Shares expects this constant to be in effect
this year, with a demand perhaps
"exceeding easily" seven million
units. Most of this would be for
TV sets.
Regarding color, the investment
firm sees "little chance that it will
play an important role in the consumer end of television until a more
normal situation is achieved nationally and internationally. Manufacturers are so busy with blackand-white television equipment, as
well as preparing for a 'guns and
butter' economy, that considerable
time could elapse before color is a
large-scale commercial reality."
Nielsen Reports
New York Ratings
NIELSEN RATINGS for the New
York area covering the four weeks
ended Sept. 9 show Toast of the
Town as the top ranking television
program. New York, evening,
once-a-week programs reported as
follows:
TV-rating
Nielsen
Homes
Homes
41.4
3.
% (000)
Rank Programs
1. Toast of Town
615
363
2. Talent
29.7
Scouts
441
Studio One
25.0
372
337
4. Premiere Playhouse (WCBS) 24.4
Fireside Kane
Theatre
5. Martin
302
6.
22.7
20.3
23.5
7. Suspense
321
21.6
349
lights Out
17.9 CO. 291
9. AAama
This is Show Business NIELSEN
266
19.6
C.
10.8. Copyright 1950 by A.City

Eating Out Drops
After TV Set Purchase
WITH the restaurant business falling off slightly from last year,
television has been found to be
partly responsible. One-fifth of
the TV set owners go out to dinner
less often now than they did before
getting a set. This is among the
findings of a nationwide survey
conducted by Opinion Research
Corp., Chicago, for General Foods
Corp. and the National Restaurant
Assn.
^
^-Use
Limited Color
Seen by Meek
COLOR — when it comes — ^will be
used only on special telecasts or
extravaganzas for many years,
John S. Meek, president of John
Meek Industries and Scott Radio
Labs., told dealers at a meeting
Monday in Chicago.
To back his viewpoint, Mr. Meek
cited the case of color movies.
"Even after years of having them,
we see only an occasional color film
today.
feel
cheated The
when public
it sees doesn't
a black-andwhite movie; it just likes the color
picture a little more. The economics
of movie-making dictate how many
color films are produced. The same
thing will be true of color television, when it comes some time in
the future," Mr. Meek said.

City

Weekly Television Sinnniary — October 2, 1950, telecasting survey
Outlets On Air
Number Sets
Outlets On Air
Number Sets
Albuquerque
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
Louisville
WTVJ
WMCT
Ames
Memphis
KOB-TV
16,295
WOl-TV
Atlanta
4,550 Miami
57,600
36,400
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
Baltimore
49,278
207,729 Milwaukee
WTMJ-TV
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
Binghamton
Minn.-St.
Paul
WNBF-TV
145,557
Birmingham
121,400
20,400 Nashville
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
WTTV
Bloomington
21,200
10,600
New
Haven
WNHC-TV
Boston
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
489,942
Buffalo
WDSU-TVWCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
120,464 New
95,500
WBEN-TV
WABD,
New Orleans
York
Charlotte
WOR-TV, WPIX
WBTV
1,535,0100
Chicago
568,063
WATV
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
8,500
157,000
28,783
Inc. in N. Y. estimate
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
Newark
34,348
WSM-TV**
WTAR-TV
Norfolk
Cleveland
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
Oklahoma
City
WKY-TV
29,365
Columbus
287,498
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
Dallas,
KMTV,
WOW-TV
42,254
86,000 Omaha
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Philadelphio
595,000
35,334
Ft. Worth
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
133,000
Phoenix
KPHO-TV
Pittsburgh
Davenport
WDTV
WOC-TV
70,958
16,150
978
Quad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Island, East Moline
Ore.
18,373 Portland,
106,000
WHIO-TV,
WLWD
Providence
Dayton
WJAR-TV
Detroit
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WTVR
Erie
WICU
Richmond
306,420
38,700 Rochester
WHAM-TV
78,980
39,926
48,631
Ft. Worth18,373
RockQuad
IslandCities Include
WHBF-TVDavenport, Moline, Rock Island,
WBAP-TV, KRLD, WFAA-TV
Dallas
70,958
Salt Lake City KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
Grand Rapids WLAV-TV
47,846
East
Moline
Greensboro
WFMY-TV
19,500 San Antonio
KEYl-TV, WOAI-TV
Diego
Houston
KPRC-TV
56,800
39,607 San Francisco KGO-TV,
KFMB-TV KPIX, KRON-TV
25,300
HuntingtonSchenectady
WSAZ-TV
Charleston
WRGB
Albany-Troy
Indianapolis
WFBM-TV
20,100
80,000
27,745
85,345
WMBR-TV
Jacksonville
Seattle
99,500
Johnstown
KING-TV
WJAC-TV
19,000 St. Louis
165,500
37,800
KSD-TV
KalamazooWHEN,
WSYR-TV
Baltla City
Creek WKZO-TV
WSPD-TV
30,175 Tulsa
Toledo
53,000
Kansas
WDAF-TV
KOTV
Syracuse
63,372
40,570 Utica-Rome
40,160
58,884
WKTV
Lansing
WGAL-TV
50,542
WJIM-TV
Lancaster*
WMAL-TV,
WNBW,
WTOP-TV,
WHG
693,369
Washington
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KIAC-TV, KNBH,
Los Angeles
28,500 Wilmington
22,100
160,575
42,777
KTLA, KTSl, KTTV
WDEl-TV
Sets
ir
Stations
on
Air
107
and incontiguous
Use 7,715,951
*** Lancaster
New station
this report.areas. Total Markets on Air 62
Editor's Note: Source of set estimates are based on data available from dealers, distributors, TV Circulation committees, electric companies
and
manufacturers.
Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas is
necessarily
approximate.
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The Maryland State Fair at
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This is only one more reason why

WMAH-TV
is
1st in speciai events
1st in remotes

Represented

by the Katz Agency

Inc.

NEW YORK
★
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DETROIT -k
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ATLANTA *
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★
★

SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES

Can't Give Answer
(Continued from page 57)
CBS color transmissions DuMont
said it did not believe "people would
be interested in purchasing color
receivers."
The company was not allowed to
demonstrate its best receivers
against color sets during the hearings, Dr. DuMont reminded, a privilege granted in the 1947 hearing,
adding, "We believe that the Commission's decision to a large extent
was affected by this comparison."
Such a test, he believed, would have
prevented a pro-CBS proposal. In
any case, he concluded, the decision
should be postponed so research
can continue but allocation hearings should proceed to permit lifting of the freeze.
Admiral Corp., Chicago, one of
the top industry set makers, could
not make the FCC's deadline
though its engineering staff "has
been working diligently," according to Ross D. Siragusa, president.
Admiral hasn't been able to complete necessary engineering to arrive at a valid conclusion, he said.
Attachments outlining work still
to be done by its engineering department were included in the Admiral letter, which concluded, "Our
thinking in the matter is that we
shall continue to work aggressively
until such time as an adequate solution can be reached. At that time
we should like to present our findings and conclusions to the Commission."
Another large manufacturer,
Hallicrafters Co., employing 2,200
workers, has made "every effort"
to cooperate with the FCC proposals, according to President W. J.
Halligan, but needs another three
to six months of engineering development to design and field test
a bracket switch capable of quality
performance and justifying commercial manufacture.
Depends on Tests
Calling this schedule "indefinite
and optimistic," Mr. Halligan said
it depends on development of test
equipment, structures, coils,
switches and possibly tubes.
Actually, he said, the company
doesn't know what will come of its
research at the present state of the
electronic art. The company is a
leading maker of precision equipment used in industry and the
armed forces.
After engineering release, two to
four months would be required for
the materials procurement cycle,
according to Mr. Halligan, who
added, "In view of complications
and obscurities" the firm is "willing but unfortunately not able to
give an unconditionally affirmative
statement."
Concluding, he said, "Meanwhile
we have faith that the continuous
and strenuous study of the problems" by Hallicrafters and the industry will develop a solution to
the color, TV problem in the best
public interest.
As chief victim of the FCC's
Sept. 1 order RCA explained its
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grievances in detail, pointing to
what it described as errors in the
FCC's appraisal of color systems
and inconsistencies in its reasoning and conclusions.
The 67-page document opens
with the charge that FCC's "major reason" for the proposed change
is an "attempt to make possible the
adoption of the incompatible lowdefinition CBS color system."
RCA explains at the start that it
will continue its color research of
a "compatible, all-electronic, high
definition color system" and not
adopt the CBS attitude of 1946
when that network said it would
quit color research if its system
were not adopted.
FCC's proposed decision on "difficult scientific questions" is in face
of "professional judgment of practically the entire industry," RCA
charges, and would deny the public, broadcasters and manufacturers
their rights under the law. RCA
cites in detail findings of "the
learned scientists comprising the
Condon Committee and the members of the commission," urging the
American people have a chance to
give a verdict after viewing RCA
and CBS systems for a reasonable
time.
RCA Stand
The FCC admitted it is not
satisfied with CBS color, RCA
claims, and adds it "admittedly
does not understand the RCA allelectronic, high-definition, compatible color systems." FCC is obligated to inform itself as to basic
principles of this system and the
superior performance it makes possible, RCA contends.Facing adoption of standards
which should last for decades, FCC
is charged with adopting bracket
standards, "obviously a make-shift
compromise proposal, serving perhaps to obtain unanimity within
the Commission, but failing to
serve the public interest."
The FCC's attention is directed
to its recognition that compatibility, high resolution, large directview picture size and other RCA
advantages are essential to any
system,
yet when
RCA's CBS
method
would
be outlawed
has shown
"none of these attributes," it is
charged.
Noting RCA is "completely compatible," the brief says FCC itself
recognized CBS has "degraded resolution" by asking more data on
effect of horizontal interlace on
the CBS system. RCA adds this is
integral in its system. FCC is
charged with judging the "tenyear-old"
system than
"by
far more incompatible
lenient standards
those applied to RCA.
In FCC's comments on the RCA
method, RCA finds what it terms
"ingeniously phrased statements"
conveying impressions of inferiority without literally saying so.
FCC's doubts about RCA's ability to
develop more than 7 footlamberts
brightness, as shown April 6, were
answered by actual showings of
pictures many times that bright, it
is stated.

without color, according to RCA.
It's impossible to get into production of sets before second quarter of 1951, RCA contends, since
its models would have to be "comredesigned."
allow forpletely
design
testing.That
Withdoesn't
components scarce, critical materials
would be used unnecessarily and an
inflationary eifect would develop,
it is claimed.

DRINKING a toast- to the new Faye
Emerson Pepsi-Cola television show
which made its debut last Tuesday
(Sept. 26) on CBS, are Faye Emerson
ond Alfred N. Steele, president of the
Pepsi-Cola Co. The new TuesdayThursday-Saturday series is telecast in
approximately 36 cities.
FCC's "error" in judging RCA
by what it saw on laboratory sets
was compared to appraisal of the
airplane's values on basis of the
Wright brothers Kitty Hawk tests.
The FCC reference to tolerance
of 1/11,000,000 of a second in
RCA's system was answered with
the observation that present blackand-white sets provide accuracy of
the same order, and higher. These
tolerances are present in many
types of electronic equipment, RCA
added.
RCA recalled that in the 1947
color decision FCC said it must be
satisfied the system will work and
that it "is as good as can be expected within any reasonable time
in
the
RCA
observedforeseeable
the FCC future."
has demanded
525-line definition since 1940 but
now "is willing to settle for 405
lines" because it sees greater "apparent definition" because of color.
'Major Changes Required'
Major changes are required in
present sets if they are to receive
CBS color in monochrome, RCA
said, charging the proposed bracket
standards are unnecessary, costly
and contrary to the public interest.
RCA charges the bracket idea is
designed "to obtain the time believed necessary to improve the
Present
standards for black-andsystem."
CBS
white
should not be abolished without a hearing, RCA contends.
Bracket standards will be expensive, it is claimed, and RCA has
not even had time to complete design of sets. This major redesign
will require expensive switching
arrangements and cut the retrace
time in half.
Listed are specific design changes
in horizontal synchronization and
deflection system, vertical system,
power supply — all adding up to an
estimated $61 for automatic or $50
for manual switching. These figures apply to new sets and RCA
figures they would cost the public
$400 million a year for new sets
based on current output of 6,500,000 sets a year. If viewers get anything for the money it will be only
a degraded black-and-white picture.

Concluding, RCA says, "The
Commission's action is unique.
Never before has an administrative
body of the United States undertaken to coerce the freedom of
choice of American manufacturers
in what they may build and sell
under threat that if they do not
obey, drastic consequences to the
public
will follow."
Appendices
include detailed analysis
of
conflicts
FCC's
findings and those between
of the Condon
Committee.
A California manufacturer making sets of types not used in homes,
Conrac Inc., said it will not undertake to modify its receivers to operate within bracket standards. The
firm cited "considerable technical
difficulties" and observed that with
nearly all components in tight
supplytainitnewwould
take months
components
once toitob-is
determined what they should be.
W. J. Moreland, Conrac president, said he personally felt FCC
will make a "grievous error" if it
sets up standards for a noncompatible color system.
Andrea Corp. Stand
Andrea Radio Corp., Long Island
City, stating it has made quality
radio and TV sets for 30 years,
claimed introduction of variable
line and fielS frequency controls to
convert TV sets does not fully meet
the solution of a standardized color
system. "We cannot therefore honestly share the Commission's view
on this proposal," it is stated.
To meet long-range commercial
aspects and avoid public ill-will the
color method must be compatible
and fully electronic, it is agreed.
FCC adoption of the Sept. 1 report,
according to Andrea, would bring
plantwide layoff of 335 persons,
an unsafe inventory buildup and
financial burden. New engineering
designs and material procurement
would be necessary, along with new
factory synchronizing equipment
and pilot
testing.
Commercial
release would
not come
before April
1951, it was felt.
Andrea urged
standardization one
instead overall
of individual
steps or dual standards, avoiding
burden on the ultimate consumer
such as exists in the phonograph
field.
First reply received by the FCC
last week was that of Packard Bell
Co., Los Angeles, filed Sept. 22.
Robert S. Bell, executive vice president, said the company regretted
it is not possible to start making
bracket decisions by the November
deadline.
\
Since it had not anticipated the
FCC's Sept. 1 report, Packard-Bell
had not done any substantial engi(Continued on page 72)
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One year ago WDAF-TV beamed its first picture to a waiting city
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Industrial TV
(Continued from page 60)
completed the following applications:
(1) A TV unit, lowered into a well,
revealed that the sides of the casing
were clear but a joint was broken;
(2) equipment has been used with
"much success" in atomic power and
nuclear physics; (3) underwater
work, with gravitation of a ship's
propeller; (4) direct observation of
steel and feeding furnaces in a sheet
mill in the steel industry, and (5)
shovels and coal washers at tipples in
coal plants.
Mr. Good reported reliability of
equipment, which has operated 24
hours daily, seven days a week, for
six months "without any attention
whatsoever." Standard equipment
will transmit industrial information
1,000 feet, and to greater distance
with addition of boosters and a carrier system. Several sets can be
fed from one camera.
Remote Control
Mr. Hermanson explained that
stereo television is controlled reinotely at Argonne National Lab so
that radioactive materials can be
handled safely. Men on the remote
control engineering division staff
developed the experimental threedimensional video system. They
used standard TV equipment (all
DuMont), modified somewhat by
principles of stereoscopy.
The system now used — and several were developed and tested —
utilizes two TV picture tubes, arranged at right angles to each

nothing
under

but

our

other. A semi-transparent mirror
is placed at 45 degrees to both
tubes. Crossed polarizing filters
are placed in front of each picture
tube, and the observer wears
crossed polarizing spectacles. Both
images of the stereo pair appear
on the tubes, but positioning controls and masks enable the right
eye picture to appear in the center
of one tube and the left eye picture
in the other.
The observer gets a three-dimensional image by watching one by
transmission (through the semitransparent mirror) and the other
by reflection. "The observer should
have the illusion of looking through
a window on the face of the viewing tube," said Mr. Hermanson.
Sufficient brilliance on the surface of the 12 1/2 -inch tubes is
achieved with use of 12,000 volts,
higher than normal, he said. Additional brightness is needed because
85% of the light is lost in transmission and filtering. Although the
present system uses only one camera pickup tube, "a more desirable"
system would employ two, arranged
side by side horizontally. The left
pickup tube would supply a left
eye view to the left TV receiver,
and the right pickup tube to the
right, Mr. Hermanson concluded.
Data for Mr. Hermanson's paper
were compiled by him, H. R. Johnston, now a graduate student at
the U. of California, and Dr. H. L.
Hull, director of the remote control engineering division at the
atomic energy plant near Chicago.

smiles

umbreBlo!

NBC YHF OUTLET
FCC Give Temporary Grant
SPECIAL temporary authority was
granted by FCC to NBC last week
for operation of a VHF transmitter
on Channel 4 at the site of the
RCA-NBC experimental UHF station in Stratford, Conn., KC2XAK.
Purpose is to compare VHF and
UHF signal strengths, picture
quality and other factors.
The authorization is for 90 days.
The VHF composite transmitter
will use 50 w. KC2XAK, duplicating programs of NBC's WNBT
(TV) New York, is continuing regular UHF broadcasts Tuesday
through Saturday from about 9
a.m. until WNBT's signofF. By
mid-1950 KC2XAK had operated
more than 2,000 hours. Details
were related to FCC in RCA's progress report on color television and
UHF 7].
in late July [Telecasting,
Aug.
Meanwhile, FCC announced it
earlier had incorrectly reported extending to Oct. 13 authority of
NBC's WNBW (TV) Washington to
air RCA color programs on a test
basis. FCC said it corrected the
extension date to Oct. 20.
ROLFS CAMPAIGN
TV Spot Drive Planned
KEYED for late fall and Christmas
selling, a schedule of spot announcements over 48 TV stations
will be launched by Rolfs (billfolds and personal leather goods).
West Bend, Wis., beginning Nov.
20 and continuing through Dec. 22.
Cramer-Krasselt Co., is agency.
For the campaign, Sarra Inc.,
TV film producer, has completed
four dramatic spot announcements.
The announcements are scheduled
a total of 15 times on each of the
48 stations.
Can't Give Answer
(Continued from page 70)
neering work on a bracket switch.
The work is incomplete and the
company in addition would want to
field test the switch to produce a
good product and accomplish the
FCC's basic purpose, it was stated.
Difficulty of finding test equipment was cited, along with shortage of components. Packard-Bell
added that needed components
might require custom design and
tooling.
the chassis
firm can't
yet tell if Moreover
the present
and
cabinets would accommodate the
switch with chance of re-designing
and re-tooling.
While Packard-Bell said it intended to go ahead with engineering and will provide definite
information if the Commission requests, it suggested the answer
"might be of purely academic interest by the time we have done a
thorough and workmanlike job of
engineering and scheduling." The
company said it awaited word from
FCC on its desire for such information.
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SNADER

Telscriptions Corp., Hollywood, exhibited samples of threeminute musical TV films at series
of showings in De monico Hotel,
New York. Louis 0. Snader, president, said 80 of proposed 960 productions already completed.
Churchill - Wexler Productions,
Los Angeles, has completed 20 oneminute and 20-second spots for
Sears, Los Angeles appliance store.
Agency, Mayers Co., same city. . . .
Harlow Wilcox, announcer, signed
by Jerry Fairbanks Productions,
Hollywood, to narrate new TV film
commercial series for Oldsmobile.
H. T. Tsing, actor, also signed by
firm for leading role in new series
of TV film spots for Guild Wine.
Richards
(Continued from page SU)
the
"International
Disc Jockey"
showdaily
on KNX
Los Angeles;
Robert A. Mays, owner of Mays &
Co., Los Angeles agency; Clinton Anderson, Beverly Hills chief of police;
David E. Janison, information division director, Los Angeles City Health
Dept.; Freeman Lusk, TV program
moderator and former supervisor of
information for the Los Angeles City
Board of Education.
Rabbi Kramer, shown an allegedly anti-Semitic document attributed to Mr. Richards, was asked by
Mr. Cottone whether this would
influence his testimony.
"Most certainly it would," he
replied. "I was not aware of this
letter. I would say he was gravely
suspect. I would say these letters
were conclusive, but I would seek
further information about him."
Under questioning by Mr. Richards' counsel he said: "My opinion
is that a man, to be anti-Semitic,
. . . need not be a complete scoundrel. On the basis of what I've
heard here, I have grave suspicion
of Mr.
this Rivkin
man." testified under questioning that it was his personal
belief that KMPC seemed to be
partial and, at times, anti-Semitic
and anti-Negro.
Mr. Berger testified he had been
present many times when Mr. Richards telephoned Clete Roberts, former KMPC director of news and
public
aflfairs
of FCC's key
witnesses,
to and
giveoneinstructions
on
"what he wanted played up or
played down" in the news. He said
there were "many times when both
Clete and myself and probably
many of the other boys went on our
own if we thought our judgment
was better in that particular field
in Mr.
which
we were
specialists."
Nesbitt
said he
attended staff
meetings at which Mr. Richards
"left no doubt in your mind that
the
a Communist
hater."of
He man
also was
testified
that at none
these meetings did Mr. Richards
"instruct us as to how to treat
news," but this testimony was ordered stricken upon motion of Mr.
Cottone.
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MOTOROLA SIGNS
Tells NJBA of Radio's Permanence
MITCHELL
For NBC Wednesday Series
In The American Community
MOTOROLA
Inc., Chicago, will
THE FUTURE of radio depends on individual stations, Maurice B.
sponsor the first three programs
Mitchell said in a dinner speech before the New Jersey Broadcasters
of NBC's Wednesday night teleAssn. in its third annual Radio Institute held in Asbury Park last week.
vision comedy show Four Star
Mr. Mitchell asserted that the most intimate means of communication
Revue and thereafter will join
in a community 10 years from *
NAB District Meetings
with other advertisers, sponsoring
now will still be radio, if the in- television will have an educational
Oct.
2-3:
Dist. 12, Tulsa Hotel, Tulsa.
third week. Program starts
dividual broadcasters act upon the as well as an emergency role in every
Oct. 6-7: Dist. 3, Bedford Springs Hotel,
Oct.
4
and
features
the
following
challenge.
Bedford, Pa.
the state defense set-up.
stars on a rotating basis:
Oct.Boston.
9-10: Dist. 1, Somerset Hotel.
All stations will be at the dis- comedy
He emphasized the value of local
Ed Wynn, Danny Thomas, Jimmy
news and entertainment since raposal of the civil defense organizaDurante
and
Jack
Carson.
Oct.
12-13:
Dist. 2, Ten Eyclc Hotel,
tion. Commercial radio and TV
Albany, N. Y.
Show will originate in the Center
dio's future depends on the in- stations will be used to educate
Oct. 26-27; Dist. 6, Roosevelt Hotel,
dividual station owner, not the
New Orleans.
Theatre, New York. Ruthrauff
New Jerseyites to prepare for posnetworks and agencies anymore.
Nov.
2-3: Dist. 4, Williamsburg Inn and
&
Ryan,
New
York,
is
the
agency.
sible enemy atomic attack.
Lodge, Williamsburg, Va.
He added that the day when a
Election of officers for the coming
Nov.
broadcaster could obtain a license
lanta.9-10: Dist. 5; Ansley Hotel, Atyear also was held at the two day
and make money merely by imitat68.4 Hooper for Bout
the present slate unaniing the networks is over, with the session, with
THE CBS-TV telecast of the
Oct. 5: ingSecond
International
Advertismously reelected: President, Carl
Convention,
Hotel Plaza,
New
Joe Louis - Ezzard Charles
approaching era demanding in- Mark, WTTM
Trenton; vice president,
York.
dividual imagination in programOct. 6-7: Ohio State U. Advertising and
championship fight last WedRanulf
Compton,
president
of
WKDN
ming and sales.
Sales Promotion Conference, Coluninesday received a special TV
Camden; secretary-treasurer, Thomas
bus.
Hooperating of 68.4 in the 12
B. Tighe, general manager, WJLK
Oct.
8-11: AAAA Pacific Council meet"The independents who have
New York and Ohio cities
ing, Hotel del Coronado, Coronado,
Asbury
Park.
Harry
Goodwin,
WNKR
had to rely on themselves all along
Calif.
surveyed
by
C.
E.
Hooper
Inc.
are better prepared to meet the Newark, and Fred Weber, WFPG AtOct. 9-March 19: Advertising & Selling
in its TV popularity ratings.
lantic City were elected to the advisCourse, Advertising Club of New
challenge than many network affilory committee.
York, New York.
iate stations," Mr. Mitchell said.
"With a sharp decline in network AM billings and agency purchases of coast-to-coast network
The ^
TELOP makes PROFITS GROW
for TV Stations
shows, radio has come back to the
people who've been taking the risks
from the beginning; the individual
DUAL PROJECTION
broadcasters making the investments and paying the bills."
SUPERIMPOSITION, LAP DISSOLVE or FADE-OUT
"The broadcaster is the only man
whose faith in radio has remained
with NO KEYSTONING
constant. He has to assume leadership, stop imitating the networks
and step out with new techniques.
The primary requirement in radio
from now on is — know-how. It
THE
TELOP
hasn't always been that way."
In an afternoon meeting, J. R.
GIVES YOU
Poppele, chairman of communica, LOW
COST
SY
EA
LS
tions committee, N. J. State Civil
TV COMMERCIA
Defense and vice president of WOR
New York, revealed that radio and
The Gray TELOP projects from
FOUR optical openings: photos, art work, transparencies,
strip material or small objects. SOLVED is the problem
of low budget yet visually exciting TV commercials !
News flashes, news photos, temperature and time
announcements, slides for lecture illustration, for station and
sponsor identification . . . are efficiently composed for
direct televising or with accompanying sound and
commentary. Packs interest and profit into

SERIES VIEWERS
To Top 35 Million — Poppele
FROM 35 million to 42 million
people will see telecasts of the
World Series, J. R. Poppele, president of Television Broadcasters
Assn., predicted last week.
Mr. Poppele, who also is vice
president of WOR-AM-TV New
York, a stockholder station in MBS
Avhich holds a basic contract with
baseball for radio rights to the
World Series, based his estimate
on the fact that 85% of the 8,500,000 TV sets in the country will be
reached by stations carrying the
game. He thought an average of
five to six persons would watch
each set.
Cable to WFMY-TV
WFMY-TV
Greensboro, N. C.
owned and operated by the Greens
boro Nev/s Co., was scheduled to
begin network telecasting last Sat
urday (Sept. 30) upon extension
of the coaxial cable. The Greensboro Record noted WFMY-TV's
first anniversary Sept. 22 in a special TV supplement.
Telecasting

every minute of your TV schedule!
JHEGRAY TELOP AND ACCESSORIES ARE WIDELY USED BY NETWORKS AND INDEPENDENT TV STATIONS )
MULTIPLEXER

TV CAMERA

TURRETS

Enables operation of pairs of
Enable projectors.
a single camera
to serve
several
Depending
on
projectors simultaneously into a
single TV camera or individually
size and optical throw, as
into two TECTS
separate
cameras.
PROmany as eight projectors
AGAINST
CAMERA
can be used. Rotate 360°
CHAIN FAILURE BY QUICK
on heavy
precision
bearTHROW- OVER TO STANDBY
ings with exact
2 models:
#556positioning.
and #430
CHAIN.
Ask for Gray TV Catalog describing above equipment.
R AY

RESEARCH

and Development Co., Inc.
24 Arbor St., Hartford 1, Conn.
OMsion of The GRAY MANUFACTURING COMPANY ' Originalors of the Gray Te/ep/ione Pay Station and the Gray Audograph
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Coy's Prediction
(Continued from page 27)
for extension of the cable: Chicago
to Omaha, Oct. 1, 1950; Omaha to
Denver, about the middle of 1951;
Denver to San Francisco, late
1951 or early 1952. By early '52,
however, there will still be some
cities not on the cable, Mr. Coy
said. He suggested that the individual broadcaster, or groups of
broadcasters, would make up the
deficiency by constructing their
own radio relay facilities, which
has been done. "It will be two or
three years beyond late 1952 before there will be a complete network of cable or radio relay facilities."
Asked how the FCC views the
Phonevision experiment. Chairman
Coy answered: "I, as chairman of
with no more influence
the" FCC,
with the Commission than any
, am interested in
member
other
Phonevision or any other box office
approach to television, because I
of importhink every happening
tance in America ought to be
available to people in their homes
through TV."
Mr. Coy favors box-office TV
because "I now see even more
clearly the risk that advertisers'
pocketbooks are not deep enough
to pay the cost which promoters
of some of these events are going
to demand." Referring to the recent purchase of the World Series
for $800,000 by Gillette Safety
Razor Co., Mr. Coy pointed out the
high cost of the event and the eight
million sets in use. He projected
this into the future, when there
will be "40 or 50 million" sets.
"How in the world are they
going to get enough dollars out of
selling razor blades to pay what
Happy Chandler is going to ask
for television rights, under the
pressure of the management of
the Big Leagues, the management
of the individual teams, the players
who want their part of it, and,
particularly, who want to see their
security in the form of their pension fund protected by it?"
Sports Telecasts
In addition to the possibility of
belosing major events onCoyTVthinks
cause of high costs, Mr.
video will become "less glamorous,
spectacular, appealing and less in
demand" by advertisers if such
events are eliminated from telecasting.
"I would give just as much encouragement to a union of advertisers— and by that I don't mean
a collective bargaining unit — an
association of advertisers, paying
the cost of those events through
the present entrepreneural arrangement." Mr. Coy wants television
to have outstanding sports events,
the Metropolitan Opera, Broadway
"the
playsthatandwe motion
entertainment
have in pictures,
best
and culture."
"Whether it is paid by national
advertisers, it seems to me if it is
there, it is to the benefit of the
American public and the adverPage 74 • October 2, 1950

QUARTET at the ANA meeting (I to r): Les Moyer, General Electric; John R.
Rasmussen and Paul W. Sawyer, sales promotion, S. C. Johnson & Sons, and
E. J. K. Bannvart, vice president, Cecil & Presbrey, New York.
tisers who are supporting other
programs on television," he said.
Pointing out that the "Jack
Bennys and Arthur Godfreys" are
no better promoters than the sponsors of the World Series, heavyweight fights and movies "when it
comes to getting their dollar out
of participation in television," Mr.
Coy concluded that "as long as I
am a member of the FCC, I am
going to support any experiment
which looks toward the development of a method of keeping everything that is good in America on
television."

Color Question

The "implication" of the FCC's
recent ruling on color television is
that "color in television is imminent," Chairman Coy said, reiterating that the Commission has determined that color will add realism and increase TV's value to
the people. "We did not see how,
in good faith, we could deny the
development of color television
when we had seen good color TV
demonstrated."
Asserting that the cable should
be expanded from 2.7 to 4 mc,
Chairman Coy explained it was
built to accommodate that width,
but equipment has not been available for expansion. "Your blackand-white television would be better if 4 mc cable and relay facilities
were in use. The cable, at 4 mc,
would carry any of the color telehe said. vision systems proposed to us,"
A final question from the ANA
membership queried the Commission Chairman about the circumstances under which it might be
necessary to discontinue or restrict
telecasting. There was also a reference to possible interference to
the protective radar screen.
Mr. Coy, I'eplying it was "obvious
I am not going to talk about the
protective
screen," with
sees the
no
reason for radar
interference
continuation of broadcasting and
telecasting "in its current pattern"
because of "any" war. He is "sure"
there would be no change of authority, with removal from private
groups.
has no
intention "The
and government
never has had
of

taking over," he said.
His only comment about possible
interference: "If at any time it
becomes necessary for radio or
television frequencies to be used
by the military, it will be when
the invaders are so close to our
shores that no one will give a damn
about who operates those faciliIn his closing remarks. Chairman
Coy sanctioned purposes and efforts of the Advertising Council,
and
saluted
members
"as
ties." of the
creators
oneANA
of the
greatest
weapons in our arsenal for peace
and for war — the guided message."
Action on Manpower
(Continued from page 38)
time when more freedom of expression is to be desired. Judge Miller
detailed NAB's part in the national
emergency.
Earlier, Robert K. Richards,
NAB director of public affairs,
presented his department's new
slide film which illustrates NAB's
basic services, and Robert J. Burton, vice president of BMI, traced
the history of the musical licensing
group.
BAB Outlined
Tuesday morning was given over
to an explanation of present BAB
services and activities by Lee Hart,
assistant director of the bureau.
Miss Hart disclosed that retailers
already are buying more radio in
anticipation of newsprint shortages. She noted a trend toward
"coordinated advertising" and
urged salesmen to sell "impressions" rather than advertising as
such. At the end of her talk, broadcasters asked if BAB could provide
arguments to be used against competing media, as well as sources of
such material.
After Miss Hai't had shown
BAB's strip film presentation,
"How to Pick a Winner," delegates
suggested that for the sake of
realism, stations in smaller communities should substitute smalltown views for those showing a
skyline of skyscrapers. The BAB
assistant director applauded the

idea and suggested that stations
also could have individual slides
depicting local information tailored
to the needs of a community.
Final speeches were delivered by
Charles A. Batson, NAB director
of television, who explained the
development
TV
departmentofandthetoldassociation's
of present
services and future plans, and
Richard P. Doherty, NAB director
of employe-employer relations.
Among other things, Mr. Doherty
prescribed developing salesmen as
"public relations agents for sponsors," and fostering personality
development on program staffs.
He expressed the opinion that continuity writing involves more than
just putting a few words together
in plain English.
"Stations have a serious obligation to sell merchandise through a
well-written
sales message," he
said.
Mr. Doherty criticized commercial managers who hire poor
quality salesmen on the principle
that they don't cost much because
they are on straight commission.
To get quality personnel requires
adequate compensation, he advised.
Personnel Being Recalled
Adoption of the resolution toward
alleviating the manpower shortage
followed an expression by station
managers that increasing numbers
of their personnel are being recalled into military service. K. M.
Hance, executive vice president of
KSTP Minneapolis-St. Paul, reported that some stations already
are hiring women to replace male
workers.
Other resolutions unanimously
adopted by the delegation provided
for endorsement and active support
in station service areas of the
Crusade for Freedom movement;
enlistment of new NAB members
so that the industry may present
a "united front"; an expression of
appreciation to NAB President
Miller and
his staff in
andthe"an
assurance of confidence
future
of the association"; commendation
of BMI "which has achieved success beyond our most enthusiastic
expectations"; and an expression
of gratitude, appreciation, and
thanks to Mr. Meagher for a job
well done.

INCOME FIGURES
704 Firms Net $57,569,000
TOTAL income of $353,109,000 for
1947 has been reported to the
U. S. Treasury Dept. by 704 radio
broadcasting and television firms,
it was announced Sept. 22. The
total represents a net income of
$57,569,000.
The Treasury Dept. also revealed the companies paid income
taxes amounting to $20,399,000 and
paid out $12,552,000 dividends in
cash and assets other than their
own stock. No net income was
reported
by 443 radio
television broadcasters
whoseand receipts
amounted to $35,230,000 with an
overall deficit of $5,248,000 and
dividend payments of $161,000.
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FRANK DELFINO, staff announcer
WSTC Stamford, Conn., appointed acting program director, succeeding ERNEST HARTMAN, who
joins production staff WNEW New
York. Mr. Delfino has been with station for three and one-half years; Mr.
Hartman had been there seven years.
LEW LOWRY, sports director KOOL
Phoenix, Ariz., appointed production
manager.
RICHARD THOMPSON to program
director KUSD Vermillion, S. D.,
succeeding KEITH NIGHBERT (see
Front Office). Mr. Thompson was
jwith WASL Annapolis and WBAL
[Baltimore. KUSD is non-commercial,
|licensed to U. of South Dakota.
|rOLLO HUNTER, KECA Hollywood
"■program and production manager,
jnamed assistant program manager,
'ABC Western Division. JACK
MEYERS, assistant operations manlager ABC Western Division, appointed
jprogram operations manager for netiwork, and HARRY WALSTRUM, aninouncer, named KECA operations
manager.
JACK LESCOULIE, actor and disc
^jockey, to assistant TV program dijrector WCBS-TV New York. BILL
lALLYN, associate director; NED
iCRAMER, radio director; FRANK
'HARMS, producer-director WMARTV Baltimore, and RICK LEIGHTON,
jCBS-TV
cameraman,
<iirectors for
WCBS-TV. to producerMARK SHEELER, m.c. Blues Chaser
flub, WPIK Alexandria, Va., takes
jjshow
to WEBC Duluth on one-year
Contract.
JANE LYNN, instructor at SchusterMartin School of Drama, Cincinnati,
rto WLWT (TV) Cincinnati as m.c.
ishow for Shillito's department store,
same city. Program aired Thurs., 11
^.m.-12 n.
PAUL HALLETT, news editor WLOF
■Orlando, Fla., to announcing staff
WWDC-AM-FM Washington.
JOSEPH L. TULLY, WBUR (FM)
iBoston U., Boston, to chief announcer
WJMA Orange, Va.
i*HIL BONDELLI named assistant diector WBKB (TV) Chicago. GENE
IcCLURE to music librarian.
QUENTIN WOODWARD, graduate
Broadcasters Network Studios, Hollywood, to KSWS Roswell, N. M., as
j;taff announcer.
[bill
Chicago
rel;earch HOMAN,
staff, to from
Army ABC
service
at Fort
Ivnox, Tenn.

CALL DON COOKE
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BOB GLENN, staff announcer WSTV
Steubenville, Ohio, and Betty DePhillipi announce their marriage,
Sept. 16.
BETH LEE,
director ofWPTR
women's
programs and continuity
Albany,
N. Y., appointed chairman N. Y.
State
Broadcasters, NAB
District Women
2.

air-casters
TOM HANLON to commercial announcer on new Columbia Pacific Network CBS News Room, Sunday Desk.
BERNARD C. BARTH, program coordinator WLWT (TV) Cincinnati,
W L W C (TV)
Columbus and
WLWD (TV) Dayton, Crosley outlets,
appointed assistant
to JOHN T. MURPHY, director of
TV
operations for
Crosley.
DOLORES
GOUDSWARD, assistant supervisor
MBS network proMr. Barth
gram traffic, promoted to supervisor, succeeding ADA LUSARDI, resigned to be married. EILEEN
SHEEKEY replaces Miss Goudsward
as assistant supervisor.
TONY MARTIN to star singing role
on CBS Carnation Contented Hour
Oct. 8. Replaces DICK HAYMES. JO
STAFFORD continues as featured
singer on program.
NORMAN HOPPS, NBC Hollywood
guest relations staff, to KNBH(TV)
Hollywood, as assistant manager advertising and promotion department.
JACK MOORE to KICA Clovis, N. M.,
announcing staff.
MARY McCLEAN, graduate Broadcasters Network Studios, Hollywood,
to WFEB Sylacauga, Ala., for special
women's and children's programs and
disc jockeying.
HOWARD DAVIS, manager RCA
Exhibition Hall, N. Y., to WNBT (TV)
New York, as director.
BOB TYLER, KELA Centralia-Chehalis. Wash., auditing department,
moves to production staff and disc
jockey on Wakeup Roundup.
BILL MITCHELL, KCIJ Shreveport,
La., to announcing staff KTFS Texarkana, Tex., replacing NORMAN BALE,
who moves to KALT Atlanta, Tex.
JIM CITTY returns to KTFS announcing staff after leave of absence.
BEN BRADY, Hollywood motion picture and TV producer-writer, to associate producer-writer Ken Murray
Show CBS-TV, beginning Oct. 7.
IRWIN LEWIS named continuity director WINS New York.
BILL HARPELL to announcing staff
KTSL(TV) Hollywood as announcer
on Buckskin Theatre.
JAY BYRON, graduate Radio Operational Engineering School, Burbank,
Calif., to KPOW Powell, Wyo., as
combination man.
FRANCIS BERNARR HARRINGTON
to head CBS Hollywood mail room.
FABIEN SEVITSKY, conductor Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra, acting
as disc jockey on Symphony Echoes,
Sun., 3:30 p.m., WIRE Indianapolis,
through Oct. 8.
SAM PIERCE, producer This Is Paris
show for Raymond R. Morgan Co. and
head of Paris office for agency, signed
to produce three shows for KLAC-TV
Hollywood, Betty White Show, Johnny
Bradford Show, Don Otis Show.
B. GEORGE BARBER Jr., commercial
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manager WFTC Kinston, N. C, to
sales promotion manager WCOG
Greensboro, N. C.
FRANCES CLARK HANDLER, credit
manager and publicity director WMBM
Miami Beach, Fla., resigns to return
to freelanca publicity and executive
management,
centering in New England area.
JAMES T. VANDIVEER, KECA-TV
Hollywood executive producer of
sports and special events, named manager daytime programs for station, in
addition to present duties.
CLINTON STANLEY to producer of
daytime serials for Progressive Broadcasting System, Hollywood.
ALLEN BUCKLEY, KFI-TV Los Angeles director and casting director, to
KECA-TV same city as director of
daytime programs.
GRANT JOHANNESEN, concert pianist, begins series of 13 recitals.
Sun., 3 p.m., KSL Salt Lake City.
Show sponsored by ZCMI, department
store.
JOHN D. FOLEY, NBC New York, and
Virginia Reid Merriam announce their
marriage, Sept. 24.
WALLIE PETERS, musical director
CJOR Vancouver, appeared with Horace Heidt as winner of recent talent
contest.
Currently in Hollywood making.
ing kinescope recording of banjo playWILLIAM YEAGERMAN, NBC Hollywood producer, and ELINOR BARNEY, script girl on NBC Dragnet,
married Sept. 23.

A/avri, • • •
JACK LAFLIN, sports director WSSV
Petersburg, Va., to WONE Dayton,
Ohio, in similar capacity. Is father
of boy, Lance Brooks.
HENRY DABECCO succeeds BOB
CLAYTON, resigned, as 6:lp p.m.
newscaster WJAS Pittsburgh.
BERT KNAPP, WMCA New York
newscaster, sportscaster and disc
jockey, resigns to concentrate on
sports broadcasting on freelance
basis in radio-TV.
JOHN BOWDIDGE, news and staff announcer WTMA Charleston, S. C,
returns to senior year at U. of
Georgia.
ALFRED E. HARRISON, veteran
United Press radio news reporter,
establishes headquarters in National
Press Bldg., Washington, as UP special representative. He will cover
radio, TV and newspaper fields.
GENE KIRBY,
on Mutual's
baseball
Game ofannouncer
the Day, joins
WINS
New York today (Oct. 2) as sports
director.
MERRILL MUELLER, NBC news
director in London, assigned to S. F.
to coordinate Pacific news for network
Oct. 15. It will be his first domestic
assignment in 12 years.

The stars of
today and
tomorrow

with the new era in
Johnny Desmond

stars on

with Hugo Winterhalter's Orchestra
The new Thesaurus brings you bigger

and better programming packages with
top sponsor-appeal , . . top name artists!
You get comprehensive programming,
promotion, publicity, tie-ins, crossplugs, sound effects ... a steady flow
of current tunes and material ... network-quality production. Wire or write
today for fuU details!
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trating its new Soundmirror magnetic
recorder.

"Tecknical • • •
allied

WSJS

A 15-COUNTY MARKET
With Over
$440,000,000* RETAIL SALES
* Sales Management 1950
Survey of Buying Power

arts

personof America,
Corp. tive
ARTISTalSrepresenta
rs,
for performe
with division representing talent
in radio-TV, formed. Headquarters
are at 1 Court St., Boston. N. Y. office,
headed by ROBERT L. MOORE Jr.,
former independent TV show packager, will be opened soon. Address to
be announced.
EDDISON von OTTENFELD, president Vona Records Inc., Hollywood,
and recording consultant Allied Record
Mfg. Co., L. A., to music director for
Brown Radio Productions, Nashville.
He will produce series of transcribed
musical and dramatic shows for release
this fall and next spring.
PATRICIA BURNS, partner Burns &
Blair, sales and promotion counselor,
to direct advertising and promotion
for Standard Radio Transcription
Services Inc., Chicago.
CHARLES MICHELSON Inc., N. Y.,
announces sale of Your Problem,
Please to WSGN Birmingham, Ala.;
WCCM Lawrence, Mass., and KGU
Honolulu, T. H. Life of Mary Sothern
sold to KGMB Honolulu, and Lou
Holtz Laugh Club to WE SB Bradford,
Pa.
HERBERT ROSEN, president Broadcasting Program Service, N. Y., on
business trip to Europe to establish
branch office. Firm moves to 341
Madison Ave., N. Y. 17. Phone Murray
Hill 3-3881.
BOB JOHLIE, merchandising manager
Radio Features, Chicago, resigns.
Joins Nesco Inc., Milwaukee (enamel).
ALBERT ZUGSMITH, radio and newspaper broker, opens offices at 7078
Hollywood Blvd., and 9441 Wilshire
Blvd., Beverly Hills.
HARRY P. O'BRIEN, assistant manager RCA Exhibition Hall, N. Y.,
named manager, succeeding HOWARD
DAVIS (see Aircasters). HOWARD
SHARPELL, public relations representative for hall, replaces Mr.
O'Brien.
DONALD D. AXT appointed northrepresentative
RCA's
Thesauruseastern&sales Syndicated
Programs,
replacing ADDISON AMOR, who joins
executive staff WCMB Lemoyne, Pa.
Mr. Axt has been sales service supervisor of RCA recorded program services since 1949.
ELSEY V. HORNER, A. & S. Lyons
Inc., to Helen Edwards & Staff, L. A.
(advertising personnel consultants),
as vice president and general manager.
RICHARD H. ROFFMAN, N. Y. radioTV productions and public relations,
moves to Holtel Sulgrave, 67th St. and
Park Ave., N. Y. 19. Phone: Trafalgar
9-5640 and 9-5641.

WINSTON-SALEM
AM-FM
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^(^ul^ment • • «
MARIO A. GARDNER, director of
purchases Air King Products Inc.,
Brooklyn, N. Y. (TV receivers), promoted to vice president in charge of
purchases.
ARTHUR BAXTER, in charge of
purchasing, Hoffman Radio Corp.,

L. A., appointed to newly created post
of director of purchasing. M. W.
HORNER named head of production
for special apparatus division.
HARRY E. SMITH, senior development engineer in television broadcasting
mitter
divisionequipment,
Allen television
B. DuMont transLabs.
Inc., named head of television transmitter development department of
Standard Electronics Corp., subsidiary of Claude Neon Inc.
E. ARTHUR HUNGERFORD Jr. to
sales staff General Precision Lab.
(electronic TV equipment), Pleasantville, N. Y. Was business manager TV
department NBC in 1935.
HENRY C. ROEMER, vice president
and comptroller and member of board
of directors International Telephone
& Telegraph Corp., elected executive
vice president Federal Telephone &
Radio Corp., Clifton, N. J.
L. R. WANNER, manufacturing superintendent Sylvania Electric Products
Inc., Warren, Pa., appointed plant
manager in charge of plastic operations for parts division.
EARL W. (Madman) MUNTZ, Chicago
TV manufacturer, and JOAN BARTON, radio-TV singer, were married
Sept. 24.
CORNELL-DUB ILIER ELECTRIC
Corp., South Plainfield, N. J., purchases assets of U. S. Devices Corp.,
same city, manufacturer of "TeleAMPEX ELECTRIC Corp., San Carlos,
Calif., produces new magnetic tape
recorder, model 400, having range of
Rotor."
15,000 cycles on half-track tape recorded at seven and one-half inch per
second.
POLARAD
ELECTRONICS Corp.,
Brooklyn, N. Y., issuing new catalog
on "Television Equipment." Describes
TV cameras, synchronizing generators, monitors, TV amplifiers and
power supplies.
RCA
Engineering
Products Dept.
announces new transmission measuring set, suitable for rack mounting.
Type BI-llA.
BRUSH
DEVELOPMENT Co., Cleveland, Ohio, publishes brochure illus-

J O P L I N , MO.
WM
KS
KSWM ^yff

Cityt _^t. Louisa
Kansas
JoplinlL^^

Bn.L RULE, WEEI Boston control
engineer, father of girl, Sept. 19.
RAY SIMPSON, KECA-TV Los Angeles electrician, father of twin boys,
Stanley Donald and Richard Otis,
Sept. 24.
BASEBALL PULL
WWHG Sportscaster Cited
NEW YORK'S Hornell Baseball
Assn. has been so pleased by results in increased attendance since
radio coverage was instituted two
years ago that it honored Chuck
Richard, WWHG Hornell sportscaster, with a "Chuck Richard
Night" at the local ball park.
The occasion also took the nature of a farewell as Mr. Richard
was leaving for Army service.
Speakers at the farewell included

Looking on as Mr. Richard (with
mike) says farewell to the fans are
Mr. Buisch (1) and Mr. Brown.
Louis G. Buisch, WWHG-AM-FM
general manager; Robert W.
Brown, president of the Hornell
Baseball Assn., and Manager Doc
Alexson of the Hornell Dodgers,
farm team of the Brooklyn organization and 1950 Pony League
champions.
Mr. Richard has been broadcasting the games for the past two
years. The broadcasts were aired
only on WWHG-FM.

PERSONS WHO446,600
SPEND...'
REACHES
$285.55QOOO ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES.'
* This map shows airline
miles to nearest melropoliton centers, asuring nnduplicated CBS service to the
KSWM audience.
Now in its fifth year of service,
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.

KSWM

Austin A. Harrison, President

C BS
in JO
PLI
LNationally Represented by WILLIAM
BROADCASTING

N,
MO,
G. RAMBEAU CO.
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i^FN Reunion
TENTATIVE plans are being made for a reunion of all
present and former radio
people who served in military
or civilian capacities with
the American Forces Network in Europe. Persons interested in such a reunion,
to be held sometime in November in New York, should
write Walter R. Cleary,
World Sound Co. Inc., 201
N. Broad St., Philadelphia.
SENATE PRAISE
for WDEL-AM-TV and WSM
kvDEL-AM-TV Wilmington, Del.,
md WSM Nashville have been acorded plaudits in the U. S. Senate
:or services rendered in their cov;rage areas.
Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.)
:old the Senate on Sept. 18 that
WSM, observing its silver anniversary— "a quarter century of publicbonscious service through radio" —
.s now embarking on television,
the station was scheduled to begin
;elecasting on Sept. 30. He emjjhasized that the 50-kw station
pas assumed a "tremendous financial burden" because of TV. Sen.
[Sefauver said it typified the opera|:ion of WSM "and its efforts to
keep the Nashville region in the
jrront line with other major radio
centers . . ."
: A few days earlier, on Sept. 15,
$en. J. A. Frear Jr. (D-Del.)
lauded WDEL-AM-TV for its "outlj;tanding record of public service
j . ." Sen. Frear pointed out he
[Was particularly grateful for the
l^ourtesy
him his
by the
station in extended
broadcasting
weekly
l^eport on Congressional affairs for
bhe past two years. The "extensive coverage" of the station, he
boted, has brought him a resounding response from listeners. He
also cited other public services
provided by the station to traffic
safety, schools, farms and churchss. In addition, Sen. Frear noted
public services by Delaware's other
'our stations, WILM WAMS
iA^TUX Wilmington and WDOV
i)over.
language Scripts
iPAN AMERICAN Broadcasting
^0., world-wide station representative, last week announced the
ijivailability of a complete foreign
ianguage radio production service
, cultural and poli'or commercial
ical advertisers. A pamphlet,
'Foreign Language Broadcasting,"
|s obtainable by writing to the
'.ompany at 17 E. 42nd St., New
^ork 17, N. Y.
Why
on

buy 2 or more...

do 1 big sales job
'RADIO BALTIMORE"

.f;^py CO

IVBAL
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WTNB
CASE
Johnston, FCC File Briefs
BRIEFS supporting and opposing
Johnston Broadcasting Co.'s second
court appeal against FCC action
in the highly contested WTNB
Birmingham, Ala., case have been
filed with the U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
[Broadcasting, Jan. 30, March 6].
Johnston Broadcasting, licensee
of WJLD Bessemer, Ala., and losing applicant for a new station at
Birmingham on 850 kc, told the
court FCC had erred as a matter
of law in permitting Thomas N.
Beach, original WTNB licensee,
to correct by amendment the defective verification of his application
to switch WTNB from 250 w on
1490 kc to 1 kw night, 5 kw day on
850 kc. It was the grant of this
change which Johnston appealed
last year and which the court reversed and remanded to the Commission for further consideration
on grounds FCC had acted on an
unverified application [Broadcasting, May 9, 1949].
Johnston further attacked as
illegal
rulingwhen
to accept
Beach FCC's
amendment
he is the
no
longer party to the proceeding.
The appeal criticised FCC's conclusion that Pilot Broadcasting
Corp., new licensee of WTNB,
could file a substitute amendment
to show it is applicant for the
change in dispute. Johnston
charged that Pilot, owned 51% by
Mr. Beach and 49% by Roy Hofheinz, Texas broadcaster, is a
complete "stranger" to the case.
The brief for Johnston was prepared by Franklin K. Lane and
Orville H. Walburn, its Washington counsel.
Appeal 'Out of Order'
FCC told the court the new
Johnston appeal is out of order
since no final decision has been rendered by the Commission. Assuming the court does have jurisdiction for argument, FCC contended
its action respecting the Beach
amendment was in conformity vsdth
the intent of the court's mandate
in returning the case to FCC for
further proceeding. FCC held the
court indicated the defective application could be cured and it was
so accomplished within Commission rules.
As to the introduction of Pilot
Broadcasting, FCC asserted it is
the legally authorized successor to
Mr. Beach and hence its substitution as licensee of the amended application was pi'oper. The FCC
brief was signed by Max Goldman,
acting general counsel, and Richard A. Solomon and Robert D.
Greenburg, FCC attorneys.
Joint brief supporting FCC's
position in the proceeding was filed
by Mr. Beach and Pilot Broadcasting, interveners in the appeal.
It was prepared by Mr. Hofheinz
and John Earle Stephen of Houston and John P. Southmayd, Washington radio attorney.
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WATL
DISPUTE
NLRB Unif Re-studies Case
NLRB's Enforcement Division is
re-studjnng the controversial labor
dispute involving WATL Atlanta,
Ga., licensed to Atlanta Broadcasting Co., and two unions, AFRA and
IBEW, it was learned last week.
Spokesmen at the National Labor Relations Board said that the
case was placed under the division's jurisdiction on grounds the
station had failed to comply with
the board's previous order that it
bargain collectively with the two
unions. The ruling had set an
Aug. 18, 1950, deadline.
The division is expected to make
memorandum recommendations
within the next 30 days to the full
board, which may then carry enforcement proceedings to the District Circuit Court of Appeals in
New Orleans, if it feels such action
is necessary.
FCC Petition
Meanwhile, AFRA New York
headquarters has indicated that it
will push its earlier petition with
FCC for revocation of WATL's
AM-FM licenses, though the Commission reported no developments
at week's end. The union claims
that WATL violated labor laws
and FCC regulations.
Interrogation of WATL announcers "as to whether they were a
member of (AFRA) or not" tended "to interfere with the free exercise of employes' rights," the
board ruled last summer [Broadcasting, July 24]. The order in
question, which reversed a previous

SALES

DELEGATE GROUP at- NAB District 7 meeting in Cincinnati [Broadcasting,
Sept. 25] includes (I to r): Front row, Lloyd A. Pixley, Robert O. Runnerstrom,
WCOL Columbus; Pierre Weis, Lang-Worth; John Ballard, Nunn Stations;
Helen Fruth, NAB; standing, Charles C. Warren, WCMI Ashland, Ky.; W. I.
Orr, WBNS Columbus; Lin Pattee, BMI; Gilmore N. Nunn, Nunn Stations,
District 7 director.
finding of NLRB Trial Examiner
Hamilton Gardner favorable to
WATL, charged that the station
violated Sec. 8 (a) (1) of the TaftHartley Act. Announcers were involved in the dispute.
NLRB authorities stressed last
week that re-study of the case by
the Enforcement Division was
based on an NLRB regional director's report that WATL had failed
to comply by the Aug. 18 deadline.
Should the station take the recommended action, they pointed out,
board action looking toward enforcement proceedings would be
abandoned.

FIRST
the

QUAD

in
CITIES

In Davenport, Rock Island, Moline and East Moline
is the richest concentration of diversified industry between Chicago, Minneapolis, St. Louis and Omaha. The Quad
Cities are the trading center for a prosperous two-state agricultural
area. Retail sales, total buying and per capita income rate higher
than the national average, according to Sales Management.
47 Kw.
5,000 W.
103.7 Mc.
WOC-AM 1420 Kc.
WOC-FM
woe delivers this rich market to NBC Network, national spot
and local advertisers . . . with 70 to 100% BMB penetration in the
two-county Quad City area ... 10 to 100% in adjacent counties.
WW wVi ■ I V 22.9 Kw. Video • 12.5 Kw. Audio
On the Quad Cities" first TV station NBC Network (non-interconnected), local and film programs reach over 18,000 Quad
Cities' sets . . . hundreds more in a 75 air-mile radius.
Basic N BC Affiliate
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest Sanders, General Manager
DAVENPORT, IOWA
FREE & PETERS, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives
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NEW
CBC OUTLET
CBE Windsor On the Air
CBE Windsor, 10 kw on 1550 kc,
new station of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. and TransCanada Network, was scheduled to
go on the air Sunday (Oct. 1)
with a special one-hour inaugural
program. Station will serve southwestern Ontario, and also will
reach into the United States. The
only other Canadian station in
Windsor is CKLW, with 50 kw on
800 kc.
Equipment was designed by
CBC's engineering division, and
the two 300-ft. towers formerly
were used by CJBC Toronto, another CBC outlet. Station is the
45th in CBC ownership, and has
offices in the Security Bldg., Windsor, with studios on the 10th floor,
and a modern transmitter building
located on Highway 3, 10 miles
southeast of Windsor.
Manager of CBE is M. L. (Cy)
Poole, formerly with CKLW Windsor as transmitter operator. Since
1939 he has been with the CBC
engineering division. Others on the
staff" of CBE include: John Leigh
Moore, program director, formerly
of CJIC Sault Ste. Marie, CKEY
and CHUM Toronto and a number
of other Ontario stations; Gerald
F. Papineau, studio operator, formerly of CKLW Windsor; John
R. Pearson, transmitter operator,
formerly of CKLW; Philip S. McKellar, announcer, from CKPC
Brantford and CBI Sidney; and
Rodney A. Clark, operator, formerly of CJCS Stratford and
CKOX Woodstock.

SESAC

Enlarges

ENLARGEMENT of the SESAC
transcribed library service was announced last week. The company
is offering nearly 4,000 selections,
including a new group of collegiate
band selections released to coincide
with the football season.

DEVICES
NAB Unveils Series

NAB last Thursday unveiled a series of sales devices for use in
its membership campaign, including a nationwide
"One ofCalltheClub,"
before
representatives
New
York trade press. The showing was
held at the Broadcast Advertising
Bureau board room.
General Manager
William B,
Ryan was introduced to press representatives. Announcement of the
membership campaign was made
by Robert K. Richards, NAB public
affairs director. He said that between Oct. 1 and mid-November
every NAB member will be asked
by his district director to call on
at least one non-member to encourage him to join the association.
Sales material was mailed last
week to district directors as regional focal points for the One
Call Club. This material was on
display Thursday, along with a
color slide presentation showing
basic NAB services.
NAB district directors will be
supplied desktop membership presentations for use by members in
making calls. Titled "NAB and
You," the presentation sums up in

<
i
i

28
illustrated
operational
detailspages
of the
everybasicdepartment in the association. It was
drawn up by Mr. Richards and
Jack Hardesty, assistant public affairs director, and was shown in
ings. slide form at district meetcolor

''
!
:
I
^

j

i
.
i

Complete card files on non-member
their areas will be '
sent stations
district in
directors.
Commenting on the membership
campaign, Mr. Ryan said : "A basic
value in any trade association is
the product of the activity of the
members themselves. This is an
opportunity for NAB members to
contribute to the association in
which they believe — to help it grow

i

i
]
]
:

and expand its influence for the "
good of broadcasting." :
WKRC Rate Increase
WKRC Cincinnati last week announced a rate increase which was
to become effective Sunday (Oct.
1). The change was made public
by Herman E. Fast, general manager of the CBS affiliate, who said
the station also was altering its
rate card to expand the Class A
and B time periods, automatically
bringing approximately two hours
daily into higher rate categories.
• NAME MERCHANDISE
«
to$100
VALUE
• $3
Wide
ChoiceRETAIL
from Catalog
•
Prompt Delivery from Stock
SELECTIVE
* FORIZ
YOUR ES
SHOWS
PR
Richard

j

S. Robbins

551 SthAvc, N. Y. 17 • MU 7-0384
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Law Requires
Labeling
lED SHOWS
OMMUNISTS and Communist front organizations are required to
Label their sponsored programs on radio or television with the source
pf sponsorship. Failure to comply is to invite, upon conviction, a five
j^ear prison term or a $10,000 fine. This provision is contained in the new
internal Security Act of 1950 which
became law on Sept. 23 when the
Double Duty
Blst Congress, before winding up
its business prior to recessing until
JAMES PORTER CLARK
Nov. 27, overrode a Presidential
of Fayetteville, Tenn., can
ffeto.
well be termed a "double
LThe Communist-control law was
threat" communications man.
ven final approval after a twoMr. Clark is a rural letter
pay hectic voting in both houses
carrier and part owner of
ijf Congress. The bill hung fire in
WKSR Pulaski and WEKR
the Senate for some 24 hours as a
Fayetteville. After he rises
self-styled liberal bloc filibustered
early and performs his chores
Against the measure in continuous
for the U. S. postal service,
debate through Friday night and
Mr. Clark turns radio man
Into Saturday afternoon.
and generally supervises the
I Despite the overwhelming apactivities of WEKR. He anjroval received by the bill (HR
nounces high school athletic
>490), Capital observers predicted
events and if the station needs
;he catch-all anti-subversive activsome unrecorded music in a
ties act may be modified when the
hurry,
he can fill in with a
51st Congress returns for a "lamefew piano selections.
iuck" session Nov. 27 (see Conjressional roundup, this issue),
i President Truman, and other
■2ritics, had attacked the bill as each Communist organization registers (within 30 days after the
jmconstitutional and a threat to
American liberties. They contend
act is in force), the Attorney GenIt will hamper Communist-control
eral "shall publish in the Federal
^nd more likely hurt innocent peo- Register the fact that such organible. Some officials of Communist
zation has registered as a Communist-action organization, or as a
'groups already have served notice
'phey will refuse to comply with the Communist - front organization."
This publication will serve notice
-egistration provision.
to all menlbers of the organization
that the group has registered. It
t
Inten
re's
Measu
IThe sweeping measure is in- also will be the list which will api;ended to force Communists and
ply to radio and TV sponsorship.
Sympathizers into the open; to preThe labeling provision is dii/ent spying and sabotage; keep
rected specifically against CommuDommunists and sympathizers out
nist and Communist-front organii)f government jobs and defense
zations in the use of broadcasting
plants; give the government power
facilities. It is not intended to add
|to intern Communists by evoking further obligations to those already
k roundup during war or emerimposed on broadcasters under fedgency; deport Communist aliens
eral regulations.
|ind keep such aliens out of the
FCC
regulations (Sec. 3.189)
Country.
already
require stations to an; The exact wording of the provinounce, on sponsored programs,
jtion under Section 10 of the law the "true identity" of the sponsor.
which bars Communist or Comfiunist fronts from sponsoring a Authorities cite Sec. 3.189(d) in
radio or television program with- particular :
In the case of any program, other
|iut expressly labeling it as such
Ifeads as follows:
than a program advertising commercial products or services, which is
' It shall be unlawful for any organisponsored, paid for or furnished,
'lation
[Communis
t
or orCommunis
in whole or in part, or for
tront] ... to broadcast
cause tto either
which material or services referred
•e broadcast any matter over any to
in subsection (b) hereof are furjadio or television station in the
nished [transcriptions, talent, scripts,
"j jnited States, unless such matter is etc.], by a corporation, committee,
• .receded by the following statement,
association or other unincorporated
rith the name of the organization
group, the announcement required by
ij leing stated in place of the blank:
this section shall disclose the name
IS /TThe following program is sponsored
of such corporation, committee, asso|y
, a Communist organizaciation or other unincorporated group.
In each such case the station shall
The act further provides that as require
that a list of the chief executive officers or members of the executive committee or of the board of
directors of the corporation, commitRCA INSTITUTES, INC.
tee, association or other unincorporated group shall be made available
One of the leading and
oldest schools of Radio
for public inspection at one of the
Technology in America, offers Its
radio stations carrying the program.
trained Radio and Television technicians
to
the
BroadcastingIndustry.
Authorities point out that FCC's
Address inquiries to
rules detail obligations imposed on
Placement Director
stations, whereas the Internal SeRCA INSTITUTES, INC.
curity Act applies to the duties and
A Service of Radio Corporation
of America
obligations of Communist and Com350 W. 4th St., New York 14, N. Y.
munist front organizations.
jROADCASTING
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Advertisement

From

Ay

New
For

Old

where

Joe

I sit

Marsh

Use
Windmills

I drove past Curly Larson's farm
last week and saw him perched up
on top of his 75-year-old windmill.
"Still planning on tearing it down?"
I shouted to him.
"Not on your life," says Curly as
he climbs down. "I'm getting myself
a television set from Buzz Ellis' and
he says this windmill is going to come
in mighty handy."
"You see,'' Curly went on, "Tm
going to put my TV antenna right
on top of it. Since the windmill is
higher than the house, Pll get about
the best reception around

here — but

if it wasn't for Buzz and his advice,
I'd have scrapped it."
From where I sit, Curly's success
as a farmer and his popularity in
town is due, in a large part, to his
open-mindedness and his willingness
to listen to people and their opinions.
He'll listen to Buzz Ellis over a malted
milk or he and I can talk politics —
each with a glass of beer. Yes, Curly's
as modern as television itself!

Copyright, 1950. United States Brewers Foundation
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TERRACE QUINTET at NAB District 9 meeting at Three Lakes, Wis. (I to r):
Howard Lane, WJJD Chicago, ond Merrill Lindsay, WSOY Decatur, III., exNAB board members; Carl O. Marty Jr., owner of Northernaire Hotel, with
pet porcupine draped around neck; Harold A. Safford, WLS Chicago; Robert
J. Burton, BMI, New York.

Caley Urges Support
NAB

DISTRICT

9

For Super-BAB
on radio because it is
"picking
ASSN. of National Advertisers is
vulnerable," Charles C. Caley, NAB District 9 director, declared Sept. 22
in an address before Illinois and Wisconsin broadcasters [Broadcasting,
Sept. 25].
without guns lined up against an
Filling in for William B. Quarton, WMT Cedar Rapids, a member
fully uparmed."
enemy
of the NAB board's BAB committee
that broadthe fact
Pointing
casters never have
had an effective
who was scheduled to outline plans
for a super-BAB, Mr. Caley told selling organization, Mr. Caley
observed that it took the newsdelegates to NAB's District 9 meeting at Three Lakes Wis.:
papers 20 years to develop their
"The recent ANA report singled bureau.
"But we can't take that long,"
out radio only — instead of magazines, which are lower and lower in he warned.
Before the district delegates
readership — because we are not
organized; we are like an army
adopted a resolution favoring an

I
BAFFLED GAZERS at plaque, caught during NAB District 9 meeting are
(I to r): Charles J. Lanphier, WFOX Milwaukee, Hugh Boice, WEMP Milwaukee; Raymond G. Ulbrich, WDMJ Marquette, Mich.; Neal Weed, Weed
& Co.; Gerald Swisher, AP; John Walter, WJPG Green Bay, Wis.; Harl
Carlson, AT&T.
enlarged BAB, it was necessary for
Mr. Caley to resolve doubts of
various members on two points.
Hugh Boice of WEMP Milwaukee
wanted assurance that future BAB
committees would have independent
station representation.
"The present BAB committee is
only doing spade-work," Mr. Caley
said. "You may be assured that the
new BAB committee, to be appointed after our organization work
has been completed, will not get
entangled with different segments
of the industry, because the basic
concept of selling radio is the same
whether an independent or network
station
is involved."
A suggestion
from Howard Dahl,
WKBH La Crosse, Wis., that BAB
have a lower rate structure so that
NAB members would be assessed
less than non-NAB members, drew
from the district director an opinDistrict 9

Don't
crow

shoot

that

.

Please

■

If you didn't want a pet crow shot down in cold blood,
what would you do about it?
Mrs. Fletcher, in Delaware County, was in that predicament. She had a pet crow that would take off on unscheduled flights. Fearing that this pet crow might meet
up with some enemy ack-acit, she frantically called WPWA
and pleaded that we announce that the Fletcher crow is
really a good bird and merely a mischievous pet ... so
SPARE THAT CROW
P.S.: You'll never have to eat crow when you select WPWA for
your radio spoti. Get full information TODAY.

DELAWARE COUNTY'S FIRST STATION
1590 on the dial. FIRST in the hearts of listeners
CHESTER. PENNA.
Represented By
PAN-AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.. 330 Madison Ave.. Nev* York City
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Registration
Charles A. Batson, NAB, Washington;
Bruce G. Beichl, WFHR Wisconsin
WCIO
H. Bliss,
Sidney
Rapids, Wis.:Wis.;
Janesville,
Robert
J. Bodden,
WRCO Richland, Wis.; Hugh Boice,
WEMP Milwaukee; Joe Bonansinga,
WGEM-WQDI (FM) Quincy, lU.; Robert
J Burow, WDAN Danville, 111.; Robert
J. Burton, BMI, New York; Charles C.
Caley, WMBD Peoria, 111.; Charles R.
Cook, WJPF Herrin, 111..
Howard Dahl, WKBH La Crosse, Wis.;
R P Doherty, NAB, Washington; Geo.
T Frechette, WFHR Wisconsin Rapids,
Wis.; Jerry Gill, AP, Omaha; Gus
Hagenah, Standard Radio, Chicago;
Ralph W. Hardy. NAB, Washington;
Lee Hart, BAB, New York; William
111.; Glen
Salle,
Holm, WLPO
Holznecht,
WJPG LaGreen
Bay, Wis.; Bill
Marquette, Mich.;
Johnson, WDMJ
Thomas R. Kelley, WRCO Richland
Capitol
Wis.; Alvin M. _ King,
Center, kegan,
„
WauB. Kirby, WKRS
Records; Joseph 111.
Ben A. Laird, WDUZ Green Bay,
Wis.; C. Howard Lane, WJJD Chicago;
WLBH Mattoon, 111.;
Ray Livesay,
J. Luke, WDMS Marquette,
Robert
WDUZ Green
Mich ; Robert C. Nelson, RCA,
Chicago;
J. L. Nickels,
Bay Wis.; Parker,
SESAC, New York;
Kenneth
Robert
Thesaurus;
RCA
ReiUy,
Bill
Richards, NAB, Washington; Dave
Rogers,
Stafford, WLS Chicago;
A. Thesaurus.
HaroldRCA
Ed Steeves,
Chicago;Swisher,
BMI,
Squire,
Bert
AP,
UP Minneapolis; Gerald
Columbus, Ohio; Bill Thompson,
Raymond
BROADCASTING, Chicago;
G Ulbrich, WDMJ Marquette, Mich.;
John Walter and Mary M. Walter,
Weed,
WJPG Green Bay, Wis.; Neal
Stan Whitman,
Chicago;
& Co., Co.,
Weed Radio
Thomas
111.:
Quincy,
Gates
, D. C.;
W. Wilson, attorney, Washingtonh,
New
E. Young, Lang-Wort
William
York.

ion that NAB and BAB should be
completely to do "two
separated
separate jobs." Mr. Caley recalled,
however, that it was the opinon
of the present BAB committee that
NAB members in good standing
should have the benefit of the new
bureau's expanded services during
its first year, without additional
costs.
In a brief "assist" to Mr. Caley,
Howard Lane, WJJD Chicago,
NAB director-at-large, noted that
the current BAB proposal is basically what NAB has had in mind
since the original conception of the
bureau in the spring of 1949.
Motion to adopt the plan was
made by Joseph B. Kirby, WKRS
Waukegan, 111., and seconded by Mr.
Lane. The vote was unanimous.
HAROLD HAISELL

Erwin, Wasey Official Dies
HAROLD HALSELL, 58, vice
president and manager of the
Oklahoma City office of Erwin,
Wasey & Co., died Sept. 17 in a
a cereBoston hospital following stricken
bral hemorrhage. He was
while in Boston to attend the
Financial Public Relations Assn.
convention.
A native of Oklahoma, Mr. Halsell was a Harvard graduate. Except for service in the Navy in
World War I, his entire business
career had been spent in advertising work. In 1926 he formed his
own agency, the Harold Halsell
Co., in Oklahoma City. The agency
was incorporated as Halselland beInc. in 1937 office
Humphrey
of
came the Southwestern
Halsell
Mr.
Co.
&
Erwin, Wasey
was past president of the Oklahoma
City Advertising Club, past president of the Southwestern Assn. of
Advertising Agencies and a contributing writer for Advertising
Agency magazine.
JOE
ADAMS
REACHES ALL
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NEGROES
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AIR

GETTING together during a pause
Colorado, Glenwood Springs, Col.
Hugh B. Terry, KLZ Denver; Judge
Grove, KFBC Cheyenne;

in the NAB District 14 meeting at Hotel
[Broadcasting, Sept. 18], are (I to r):
Justin Miller, NAB president; William C.
Lloyd E. Yoder, KOA Denver.

No Politics
TO MAINTAIN his station's
policy of almost uninterrupted classical music, Calvin J.
Smith, general manager,
KFAC Los Angeles, has announced that station will accept no political announcements during coming campaign. Although the move
means possible loss of money,
Mr. Smith feels that anil nouncements would cut into
'II broadcasting
sic on which of
theclassical
station muauI

dlence has been built.

^AMES D. FULTON
I Rites Held for Agency Head
ItFUNERAL services were conducted
i'Sept. 21 in Chicago for James D.
: Fulton, 64, president of Fulton,
,iMorrissey Co., advertising agency.
iMr. Fulton spent more than 40
.years in advertising, starting as
isdvertising manager of the Record
•^Herald in Chicago. Before World
jWar I he was western manager of
fAmerican Magazine. He joined Carl
[M. Green Agency, Detroit, in 1915
land two years later was transferred
ito Chicago. He then became a vice
(president of Green, Fulton, Cuniningham, where he remained until
itiis retirement in 1930.
\ In 1934 Mr. Fulton came out of
Retirement to become a partner
jin Fulton, Home, Morrissey, which
'ipreceded Fulton, Morrissey Co. Mr.
ilFulton had been president of the
[firm since 1949, when Edward M.
Morrissey died. Surviving are Mr.
Fulton's wife, mother and daughter.

iLoc»l Retail Salu, 1949, 18% abov*
Sh« Nation's Avarage — 1950 — higher.

"WW I I Pi

VOICE STATIONS
Added Funds Assured
ADDITIONAL funds paving the
way for construction of six new
high-power radio stations and for
other broadcasting expenses for
the State Dept.'s Voice of America
were assured last Wednesday as
President Truman signed into law
the huge $17 billion supplemental
defense bill.
While conferees earlier had
voted to pare requested sums for
the government's overall overseas
information and propaganda program, they preserved allotments of
$41,288,000 for construction of new
Voice stations and $7,602,000 for
radio broadcasting expenses
[Broadcasting, Sept. 18, 4].
Cut in Request
Congress cut the information
program from $97 million requested by the Administration to
$79 million, but Voice funds were
not affected. Chief activities which
felt the pinch were library facilities overseas and the exchange-ofpersons program.
Also included in the supplemental outlay for the Voice was
a sum of $2,860,257 for purchase
and distribution of radio receiving
sets to Communist and "critical"
areas of the world as advocated by
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA
board chairman, and an extra $3
million to enable the General Services Administration to purchase a
building in New York for State
Dept. information personnel
[Broadcasting, Aug. 28].
Hersholt Award
CERTIFICATE honoring Jean Hersholt for meritorious service to
medicine with his Doctor Christian
series (CBS, Wed. 8:30-9 p.m.)
will be presented by the District of
Columbia Medical Society at its
annual banquet Oct. 4 in Hotel
Statler, Washington. [Closed Circuit, Sept. 18]. The Doctor Christian show broadcast on that date
will be transcribed and presentation of the certificate will be aired.

w.sc]^:^
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FORCE

RADIO-PRESS
GROUP
Enroute to Far East
Public Relations Posts

COMPRISING the first group recalled to active duty from radio
stations, newspapers, and photo
assignments to augment Far East
Air Force public relations, 28 reservists left last week for Tokyo,
Japan, and Korea, via FairfieldSuisun Air Force Base, California.
Volunteering from their civilian
status on a one year recall, the
men will report to Col. William P.
Nuckels on ari-ival at Far East Air
Force headquarters. Col. Nuckels
has been FEAF public relations
officer since the Korean outbreak.
The group includes 1st. Lt. Henry
H. Harlan, manager, KDLK Del
Rio, Tex.; 1st. Lt. John L. Hartig,
announcer - production staffer,
KREL Baytown, Tex., and 1st. Lt.
James F. Black, news and special
events man from KCBD Lubbock,
Tex.
The group was gathered on a survey of FEAF needs by Lt. Col.
Barney Oldfield, member of the
staff of the Directorate of Public
Relations in Washington. When the
Korean War broke out. Col. Oldfield rounded up a public relations
flying squad of 15 men who were
sent overseas during July. This
crew is still on duty.
Air Force officials said the "extremely wide geographic spread of

Air Force activities" has made it
difficult to cover the entire operational story and the latest crew
was sent as an aid to war correspondents in the area.
CBC GOVERNORS
Issue License Proposals
SPARTON of Canada Ltd., London,
Ont., has been recommended for an
experimental TV transmitting license by the board of governors of
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
meeting at Vancouver Sept. 19-20.
License allows the company to
adjust receivers it manufactures
on Channels 2, 6, 7 and 11, with
maximum transmitting output
power of 5 w and using standard
monoscope patterns.
CBC board also recommended application of a pick-up transmitting
license for CJSH-FM Hamilton, and
for an emergency transmitter for
CKLW Windsor. Application for a
new 1 kw AM station at Kingston,
Ont., was deferred for six months.
AM license for 250 w on 1230 was
recommended for Dauphin Broadcasting Co. Ltd., Dauphin, Man.
CJNB North Battleford, Sask., was
recommended power increase from
250 w on 1240 to 1 kw on 1460 kc.

for

growing

pains

A New York firm of decorators and upholsterers has had to add to
its sales force to handle increased leads. Its advertising agency says:
"This summer we decided to test radio with the Art Scanlon Show.
The results have far exceeded our expectations. Although the months
of June, July and August are traditionally the slow months for
reupholstery, Art Scanlon kept our client's sales at peak month levels.
So satisfied has this client been with WINS results that we plan to
Buy
increase our time
on the Art Scanlon Show, to the exclusion of other media.'
Call your WINS representative ... see him when he calls.
I
WINS
.it Sells!

WINS
50KW

New York

CROSLEY BROADCASTING CORPORATION
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TUBE OUTPUT
RTMA Reports Record High
RAPID expansion of TV receiver
production and anticipation of
military needs led to an all-time
record in factory sales of radio
receiving tubes in August, according to Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
RTMA member companies produced 36,269,435 tubes in August.
Previous all-time record, 33,663,494, was set last March.
Of August tube sales, 28,202,620
went into new sets, 7,017,115 into
replacement, 906,450 to foreign nations and 143,250 to government
agencies. Total tube sales in the
first eight months of 1950 were
227,773,373 units.
Estimated production of TV sets
for the entire industry during the
week Sept. 4-8 dropped to 124,348,
with 197,485 radios turned out in
the same period. The sharp decline from high August production
was ascribed to the Labor Day
holiday.
Sales of radio transmitting and
communications equipment, including radar, to the government by
RTMA members rose substantially
in the second quarter of this year.
Second quarter sales totaled $33,393,093, compared to $30,640,943
in the first quarter.
Government orders in the second
quarter totaled $61,701,467 compared to $41,305,390 in the first
quarter. Of the second quarter
sales to the government, $27,676,595 consisted of radar apparatus.
I

Time Buyers, NOTE!
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'
;
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'COFFEE WITH KAY'
KFAB Stresses Women's News
WITH stress on local programming
and also catering to the trend of
women ceasing to be "stay-athomes," KFAB Omaha has tailored
aWith
women's
Kay. program, titled, Coffee
In preparing her program, Kay
Wilkins, KFAB women's director,
makes a careful study of established demands from the women in
the station's coverage area. Completely sold across the board, the
program
has cookery,
the shoppers'
Needlework,
fashionsangle.
and
child psychology are an integral
part of the format. General theme
of the show is "News for the
Women's World and a Key to BetIN CHICAGO to help celebrate General Mills' second anniversary as sponsor of ABC's Breakfast Club are (I to r): Ed Smith, radio and television director. General Mills; Robert Spaeth (stonding), product advertising manager
for GM's Kix; Ken Laird, Tatham-Laird agency; John H. Norton Jr., ABC
vice president, and Don McNeill, star of the show.

GENTLING
ELECTED
Heads Minn. Broadcasters
MINNESOTA BROADCASTERS
Assn. elected G. David Gentling,
KROC Rochester, president at a
meeting last week during the NAB
District 11 convention in St. Paul.
Mr. Gentling succeeds Melvin
Drake, formerly general manager
of WDGY Minneapolis.
Harry W. Linder, KWLM Willmar, was named vice president, replacing Carl Bloomquist, WEVE
Eveleth. Kenneth M. Hance,
KSTP Minneapolis-St. Paul, was
re-elected secretary-treasurer.
Seven directors were named as follows: Robert D. Kennedy, KBZY
Grand Rapids; Herbert H. Lee,
I
KDHL Faribault; John F. MeagJ
her, KYSM Mankato; Lee Whiting,
KEYD Minneapolis; F. Van Koi nynenburg,
WTCN Minneapolis;
M. M. Marget, KVOX Moorhead,
and Mr. Bloomquist.
J. K. Wallace
i
WALLACE, 71, presi J. K. (Spike)
ident of the American Federation
of Musicians, Local 47, Los Angeles, since 1940, died Sept. 25 at his
home as a result of a heart ailment from which he had suffered
for years. The body lay in state
Sept. 28 at Malloy Mortuary. Los
Angeles, and Sept. 29 at Musicians
I
Union Bldg. from where funeral
services were held. Cremation followed. Before becoming president
of the AFM local, Mr. Wallace was
j for two years a contract musician
with motion picture studios and
previous to that trombone player
with the original Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra. He is survived by his widow, Edith.
NATIONAL Academy of Broadcasting,
Washington, offering special evening
production and control board operation course to teachers, loolting to day
when educational stations will be in
many schools.

ATAE COMPETITION
Canadian Admen

Cited

CITED for "distinguished service
to Canadian business and to the
Canadian public," the Assn. of
Canadian Advertisers, Toronto, received the top award last week in
the annual competition conducted
by the American Trade Assn. Executives. The award was presented
at
the
ATAE's
annual meeting in
Boston.
The second Canadian organization in 15 years to receive the
award, ACA also was cited for "its
steadily expanded program of
activities in the past 10 years which
has resulted in its being recognized
as the efficient voice of the national
advertising industry in Canada."
The program included formation
and administration of several subsidiary operations, including the
Bureau of Broadcast Measurement,
Canadian Circulations Audit Board
and Canadian Advertising Research Foundation.
MORE than two dozen vote summaries
presented
LaCrosse, Wis.,
Bldg. radio byroomWKTY
from
in LaCrosse Tribune

IF YOUR

Typical
ter Living."of recent Coffee with
Kay research and presentation was
the entire week Mrs. Wilkins spent
at the Nebraska State Fair interviewing hundreds of farm and city
homemakers. She also was the
only broadcaster aboard the Army
Engineer
Corps'
the
Missouri
Riverconducted
for the tour
Omahaof
Inter-Club Council. On this tour,
Mrs. Wilkins obtained the viewpoint of 80 women who represented
a membership of 45,000.
* * *

Council members Mrs. E. H. Tuerk
Clubs;
Mrs. Rassmussen
(2nd I),
(I), president
of Omaha Women's
Inter-Club Council president, and
Kay Wilkins listen as Gen. Samuel
Sturgis takes the mike. Gen.
Sturgis served as narrator of the
Missouri River tour.

AM-TV-FM

STATION

NEEDS

promotional ideas sold to produce cash
revenue of from $200 to $1,000 per week.
Wire, Coll or Write
Edgar L. Bill
—
Merle V. Watson
Julian Mantell, Sales Manager
NATIONAL
RADIO
PERSONALITIES
Peoria, Illinois
Phone 6-4607
We originated sponsored Radio Personalities Picture Albums in
^ 1938, many new program features, and hove more sales records
and years of experience in selling for over 300 Radio and Television
Stations from Coast to Coast than any similar organization in America.
BROADCASTING
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I ABSORBING MIKE
• • •
ilKYW Philadelphia, sends trade let.jter in simulated handwriting of
' Bob Titer, sales manager. Letter
j{explains dominance of John Franjklin, station's newscaster. Last
i|paragraph says, "Better hurry to
buy this one. Here's a blotter to
save ink-drying time." Blotter in
shape of microphone, bearing station's call letters, is enclosed.
THOUGHTFUL SIGNOFF • •
IjKELA Centralia-Chehalis, Wash.,
Idaily signotf. Following customary
iinformation, announcer reads, "Beicause of a constitution, a bill of
Irights and a bunch of fighting GI's,
■KELA has the privilege of return;ing again tomorrow with another
Iday of broadcasting free speech in
la free nation." Recitation of
'["America" against musical backjground completes day.
ijSCHEDULE CARDS
# • •
i.iWMLS Sylacauga, Ala., d-istribut' jing football
schedule
throughout listening
area. cards
Included
on
|each card are schedules of local
Ihigh schools, and two largest state
[(colleges. Scores are listed for
iteams schools played last year.
1 jPromoted by bus cards, store post•ers, auto bumper strips and air
jtspots, cards call attention to staijtion's football programming.
[lbs joiners
• • •
iWOL Washington and WWPB
iMiami, Fla., join Liberty Broadxasting System. Besides carrying
features from system, WOL will
feed news broadcasts to network
[seven times daily, 7:45 a.m., 12 n.,
||ll:45, 3:30, 6, 6:30, 7:45 and 10
ip.m. All newscasts, with excep'Jtion of 6:30 p.m., read by George
Campbell and Arthur McArthur.
jiNationally known commentator
ikvill use 6:30 period.
OUTSIDE promotion
• •
iWGBG Greensboro, N. C. Station's
:S:31 Club was honored at half',itime of night football game by
Greensboro Senior High School.
iShow was selected as most popu'lar disc program in town, and music, dancing, pageantry and special
lighting effects were used in ceremonies. M.C. was Program DirecJ;or Curt Welborne, Club's "Swingjmaster," and demonstration was

seen and heard by reported 7,000
fans. Events was recorded for airing on next day's Club broadcast.
ELECTION ADVENTURE # #
WTTN Watertown, Wis., daytime
only station, was denied evening
hours for election coverage by
FCC. Accordingly, station worked
out agreement with local Automatic
Hostess Music System, which pipes
music to 20 machines in taverns
and cocktail lounges, and took over
operations from 8 p.m. WTTN fed
music and sponsored election returns, with commercials spotted between music selections, to "captive"
audience during evening.
★ *****★★
CAMPAIGN BUTTON
WTIC Hartford, Conn. Current political campaign with
inevitable campaign buttons
was inspiration for WTIC's
latest promotion. Celebrating
its silver anniversary, station has distributed silver
button bearing call letters
and statement, "The people's
choice
for 25 years."
Point
of distribution
is Eastern
States Exposition where station maintains remote studio.
★ ★*★***★
MAIL SERIES
O 9 #
WGAR Cleveland, sends trade and
public series of small folders headed, "Meet Me at 1220." Pieces are
colored differently for each day in
week. Inside shows caricatures of
stars of programs heard on particular evening, with no titles given.
Top of piece says, "Know who they
are?" Bottom asks, "Are you right?
Listen . . . night!" Theme of presentation is,"Stars aplenty at 1220."
FAIR BABY
• • •
WSGW Saginaw, Mich. Four-weekold station put in full schedule of
coverage of Saginaw County Fair.
Studio in Manufacturers Bldg.,
complete with organ, was setting

HOWARD J. McCOLLISTER COMPANY
PAUL W. McCOLLISTER, GENERAL MANAGER
Regional Representative
ii^^'^ P"^'^^' ATHERTON, CALIF. > DAVENPORT 3-3061
Shows with a Hollywood Keritage ★ Member N-A*BBROADCASTING
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of 42 pickups in six days. Shows
included both special events and
regular programming.
HAPPY HOMEMAKERS
© ®
KALL Salt Lake City, sends trade
folder in fuchsia, blue and white
telling of prominence of Homemaker Program, conducted by Gordon Owen. Pictures of Mr. Owen
behind microphone and with various merchandising displays adorn
edges of inside. Bottom of folder
carries ^endorsements of show by
pleased sponsors.
DUTCH INTERVIEW
• • •
WOOD

Grand Rapids, Mich. Interview with Jacques Hoek, Netherlands journalist and former underground leader, was one of few foreign language interviews ever aired
by station. Carried on Announcer
Bob Runyon's news show, translating was done by Jake Buiten of
Christian Reform Publishing Co.
Station's coverage area includes
many persons of Dutch origin.
YES MEN
® @ ®
WAVZ New Haven, Conn., distributes four-page, letter-size brochure
entitled, "Yes, Mr. Crosby." Facsimile reproductions of column appearing July 24, 25 in New York
Herald-Tribune under John Crosby's
byline are featured. Articles were
entitled, "A Radio Station With a
Mind of Its Own," and "A Radio
Station Operated Like a Newspaper." Both stress station's edinews. torial policies and emphasis on
INGENIOUS REMOTE ® ®
WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla., Sept. 16.
Dedication ceremonies of new City
Hall in El Portal offered no building high enough for microwave
transmitter line-of-sight clearance.
Crew engaged services of 100 ft.
crane, to which transmitter was
attached. Platform was anchored
by guy wires and technical crew
achieved perfect alignment with
downtown receiving antenna allowing ceremonies to be telecast as
scheduled.
DOUBLE BILLING ® ® •
WNOX Knoxville, Tenn. At busy
intersection in city, station sports
two billboards. One on left reads,
"WNOX," with arrow pointing to
board beside it which claims station's leadership in airing of popular programs.
BROTHERHOOD SERIES ® ®
WEEI Boston, National Conference
of Christians and Jews, Sat., 7:15
p.m. When Conference was holding workshop in human relations
last summer, station sent engineering crew, under direction of Fred
Garrigus, public affairs director,
to transcribe highlights for later
broadcast. Series now being carried in nine 15-minute segments.

LANG-WORTH
FEATURE PROGRAMS. Inc.
113 W. 57tli ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
^dwotk Calibre Program at Zocal Station Cost

The Happy Kitchen, one of the
Midwest's oldest and best liked
women's programs, is conducted
byThis
Nancy 9:15
Goode.
a. m. week-day
feature has
been almost
on the air
for
15
handled
by
gram is deftly
years.
The
proNancy
Goode,
homemaker,

Nancy Goode
mother and
active clubwoman. Her recipes,
food and household hints are of
great
interest
KMBCconducts
-KFRM a
listeners.
Nancyto also
weekly demonstration before an
audience.
Fleischmann's Yeast and K. C.
Power & Light are current sponsors.but additional participations
are now available!
Promotion and merchandising
aids are also a part of the participation. Contact us, or any Free &
Peters "Colonel" for details! ^
KMBC
of Kansas City
KFRM
for Rural Kansas
October 2, 1950
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MANAGEMENT
Foley & Brockway Opens
GEORGE F. FOLEY Jr., director
of television for Cecil & Presbrey
Inc., has resigned to form Foley
& Brockway Co.,
radio and television management
firm.
Robert E.
Brockway, motion
picture producer
who is currently
president of Pathe
Corp. and Director Products
Mr. Foley
Corp., manufacturer and distributor of Pathe motion picture cameras and other photographic products, will join Mr. Foley in the new
talent and package organization.
James N. Lister, also of Cecil &
Presbrey, is resigning to head the
production staif of Foley & Brockway. Company's offices will be
located at 521 Fifth Ave., New
York. A Hollywood office will be
opened in December.
Mr. Foley, lawyer and radio and
television director, formerly was
director of Newell-Emmett and has
supervised such shows as Suspense,
Danger and Beat The Clock.
Frank Gilday, business manager
of Cecil & Presbrey, will take over
Mr. Foley's duties at the agency, it
was also announced last week.

W

E

R

D

Atlanta
S60 Kcs

1,000 Watts

TH£ shortest route to the
hearts and ears of 200,000
Negroes in the Greater Atlanta Trading Area
According t» the Hooper Radio
Audience Index for June, 8 A.M.
to 12 Noon . . .
Network Station A
INDEPENDENT WERD

26.0%
17.5%

Network Station 6
Network Station C

16.0r<>
U.H

WERD, America's first and only
Negro owned radio station, offers
YOU the lowest "cost per thousand" in the ATLANTA AREA . . .
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE:
Interstate United Newspapers, Inc.
NCW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT
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0
FCC

actions
SEPTEMBER

WLAN-FM Lancaster, Pa.— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.
TENDERED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1350

0

mm

22 TO SEPTEMBER

28
cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
anl.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
September 22 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Change in Antenna
KFQD Anchorage,
Alaskaas —it requests
Granted
application
for CP insofar
reduction in height of ant. from 325 ft.
to 170 mentft.,
on Denied
present request
assign790 kcoperating
5 kw unl.
change to 730 kc 10 kw unl.
Sept. 22 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
License to cover CP new AM station
requested
following:
WBNL Calif.;
Boonville, Ind.;by KAVL
Lancaster,
KJAN
Iowa;cover
WJONCP St.newCloud.
Minn. Atlantic,
License to
FM
station
requested
by:
WEOL-FM
Elyria,
Ohio; KFMX (FM) Council Bluffs,
Iowa; KXYZ-FM Houston, Tex.
KBOBCP Brownsville,
— License
cover
change hoursTex.and
DA. to
License Renewal
Request for license renewal filed by
following AM stations: KSBW Near
Salinas, Calif.; KUBA Yuba City, Calif.;
WBIS Bristol, Conn.; WRDW Augusta,
Ga.; WVOT Wilson, N. C; WJEL
Springfield, Ohio; KOTA Rapid City,
S. D.; WRGA Rome, Ga.; WWXL
Peoria,
Monroe, 111.;
La.;-WXLV!
WTVB Indianapolis;
Coldwater, KMBL
Mich.;
WBIG Greensboro, N. C; KFJM Grand
Forks. N. D.; WHBC Canton, Ohio;
KCFH Cuero, Tex.; KCBD Lubbock,
Tex.; KERN Bakersfield, Calif.; WBAT
'LITTLE LYNNE'
Graces KTLN Broadcasts
EVERY

Saturday afternoon between 3:45 and 4 p.m. KTLN
Denver's studio is graced by the
little figure of blonde and blue-eyed
Lynne Irene Brown, 9 years old.
The pint-sized program hostess is
the discovery of R. John Hugh, station's production manager, who
came upon "Little Lynne," as she
is affectionately called, in the lobby
of the Park Lane Hotel in Denver.
Her personality has carried her
over the airwaves and into radio
homes in Denver where children and
parents alike have acclaimed the
program as different and refreshing. At home before the microphone, Lynne selects a subject as
the theme for each week's program
and her discussion is elaborated by
Mr. Hugh. Topics range from
being "afraid," "pretending," to
"why boys and girls have nightKTLN reports Lynne is evoking
mares."
much enthusiasm from the station's
listeners and as far as Mr. Hugh
is concerned every Saturday afternoon is the time when he can relax
before the microphone for a chat
ynth "Little Lynne."

Marion, Ind.; KTRI Sioux City, Iowa;
KARE Atchison, Kan.; KLFY Lafayette,
La.; KGCX Sidney, Mont.; WWHG
Hornell, N. Y.; WEGO Concord, N. C;
KTJS Hobart, Okla.; WHP Harrisburg,
Pa.;
P. R.; KBUD
Tex.;WPAB
KPBXPonce,
Beaumont,
Tex.;Athens,
KSIJ
Gladewater,
Tex.;
KBRC
Mt.
Vernon,
Wash.
Modification of CP
KMPC Los Angeles — Mod. CP change
power etc. for extension of completion
date from
Oct. 19402.
until after final decision in Docket
WHP Harrisburg, Pa. — Mod. CP
change power etc. for extension of
completion date.
WFMD Frederick, Md. — Same.
WPRA
— Same.
KFI-FM Mayaguez,
Los AngelesP. — R.Mod.
CP new
FM station for extension of completion
date.
KTLA (TV) TVHollywood—
Mod.extension
CP new
commercial
station for
of
completion
date
to
2-1-51.
4-15-51.
KSL-TV Salt Lake City— Same to
4-1-51.
WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky.— Same to
KFMB-TV San Diego, Calif. — Same
to 5-1-51.
License for CP
WOKY Milwaukee — License to cover
CP change frequency
AM— 1320etc.kc
KCRA Sacramento, Calif. — CP change
power from 1 kw to 5 kw and change
DA AMENDED to request change from
1 kw to 5 kw-D,
AM—1 kw-N,
1590 kc change DA-2.
WTVB Coldwater, Mich. — CP change
from 1 kw D DA to 1 kw-D, 500 w-N,
install DA-N. AM— 1430 kc
H. Meyer,
CP new
AMCarlstation
1430 kcStreator,
250 w D HI.—
AMENDED
to request 500 w.
SSA— 770 kc
KOB Albuquerque, N. M. — Extension
of SSA 770 kc 25 kw-N 50 kw-D unl.
for period beginning Dec. 1.
Modification of CP
WHMA-FM Anniston, Ala.— Mod. CP
new FM station to change ERP to 3.65
kw, ant. height to 135 ft., change trans,
site.

WHIP Mooresville, N. C— CP change
from 1 kw D AM—
to 5 kw
1550D.kc
WHBS1490 Huntsville,
Ala.—to CP1550change
from
kc 250 w unl.
kc 10
kw-D 500 w-N unl. DA-DN.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
WGLS Decatur, Ga.— RETURNED application for transfer of control from
H. W. Pittsman et al to Guy W. Rutland.
KEYD Minneapolis— RETURNED application for license renewal.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED
KSFE Needles, Calif.— DISMISSED
application for mod. license to change
hours from unl. to specified 7 a.m. to
7 p.m.
WGAI Elizabeth City, N. C— DISMISSEDWGAI
applicationRadio
for assignment
Inc.
license from
Co. to WCNCof
September 25 Decisions . . .
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Jones
FCC General Counsel — Granted extension to Oct. 2 to file exceptions to
initial decision issued re application
for
renewal
tello, Ida. of license of KEYY PocaFCC General
Granted ex-to
tension to Oct. 19Counsel
to file— exceptions
initial decision issued re applications
of Crescent Bay Bcstg. Co., Santa
Monica,
Calif. Bcstg. System Inc.,
Frequency
Shreveport,
La. — ofGranted
dismissal
without prejudice
its application;
dismissed as moot petition for leave
to amend filed Jan. 6.
FCC General Counsel — Granted extension to Oct. 2 to file reply to exinitial decision
issued in
matter orceptions torevocation
of license
of
KWIK Burbank, Calif.
FCC General Counsel — Granted extension to Oct. 11 to file exceptions to
initial decision issued re applications
of Surety Bcstg. Co., Charlotte, N. C.
WTNJ Trenton, N. J. — Granted dismissal of application.
KTKR Tuft, Calif. — Granted dismissal without prejudice of application.
KEPO El Paso, Tex.— Granted leave
to amend application to change name
of applicant to KWFT Inc.
WCEN leave
Mountto Pleasant,
Mich. —
Granted
amend application
to reduce power to 500 w in lieu of 1
kw, and for removal of application, as
amended, from hearing docket.
RadiotoSumter,
S. C- to
— Granted
leave
amend Sumter,
application
submit
field pose
intensity
measurements
purof showing conductivity for
between
Sumter and Newberry, S. C.
Hamtramck Radio Corp., Hamtramck,
Mich. — Granted extension to Oct. 6 to
file reply brief to exceptions to initial
decision.
Parishearing
Bcstg. Corp.,
Paris, 111.— ofOrdered
that
re application
Paris
Bcstg.
Corp.
shall
commence
Oct. 25
at Washington, D. C.
WISE AsheviUe, N. C— Ordered that
hearingviUe, on
of WISE
N. C.application
is scheduled
Dec. Ashe18 at
Washington.
By Fanney
N. —Litvin
FCC General
Counsel
Ordered that
transcript
in
proceeding
re applica-in
tions of WJBK Detroit be corrected
several minor respects.
FCC General Counsel — Granted extension to Nov. 28 to file proposed findTHE ONLY STATION
THAT ACTUALLY DELIVERS

COUERHGE

wing
Gro
FasIntes
on's
thetNati

PORTLAND
WMWSfU
OREGON
JPlVWV
ON THE EFFICIENT 620 FREQUENCY
AFFILIATED
WITH
NBC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY & CO.
BROADCASTING
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jjigs re applications -of. WJBK Detroit.
KSVC Richfield, Utah— GT^ited- continuance of hearing from Oct. 9 to Nov.
i in Richfield.
By Leo Resnick
KSD St. Louis — Granted leave to
^mend its application by submitting
^et
of field intensity
measurements into
and
lanslation
of these measurements
jraphical form, consisting of horizontal
jlane patterns for both day and night;
Remaining portion of petition requesting
reconsideration and grant is referred
fo Com^mission.
By Elizabeth Smith
Easton Puh. Co., Easton, Pa. — Granted
aetitionhearing
requesting
that the toconsolilated
now scheduled
begin
Dct. 11 on its application, be postponed
ijntil appropriate date, at least 60 days
subsequent to date of decision of U. S.
rourt of Appeals for D. C. in proceedngs now pending before such Court involving subject matter of hearing before this Commission.
Sunland Bcstg. Co., El Paso, Tex., Rio
Srande Bcstg. Co. — Granted extension
Sept. 25 to file memorandum brief
n proceeding re applications.
By Commissioner Jones
Civil Defense OfiBce — Granted extension of time of 30 days from Sept. 15
[or filing comments on proposed new
''art 20 "Rules Governing the Disaster
Communications
Tended
to Oct. 15. Service"; time ex^eptember 25 Applications . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License Renewal
i Applications for license renewal
lied by following AM stations: WSPC
iLnniston, Ala.; KALI Pasadena, Calif.;
tTTJR Turlock, Calif.; WNIWP Evansibn.
KPRS Lincoln,
Olathe, Kan.;
St.
Louis;111.;KLMS
Neb.;WIL
WJOC
amestown, N. Y.; KQV Pittsburgh;
VATS Sayre, Pa.; WXRF Guayama,
R.; WHLL Wheeling, W. Va.; WABB
Diobile, Ala.; KCBC Des Moines; WOOK
Silver Spring, Md.; WQBC Vicksburg,
■^liss.;
WAWZ KNED
Zarephath,
N. J.; KCRC
Inid, Okla.;
McAlester,
Okla.;
rOBt, Springfield, Tenn.; KXIT Dalkart, Tex.; KLVL Pasadena, Tex.;
CFDA-FM
Amarillo, Tex.; WCOP-FM
Boston.
License for CP
KNEACP Joneshoro,
Ark. — License to
over
new AM station.
KCJB Minot, N. D. — Same.
KFDR Grand Coulee, Wash. — Same.
KHBL (FM) Plainview, Tex.— License
3ational
cover FM
CP station.
new noncommercial eduKWED Seguin, Tex. — License to cover
'PKREM
increaseSpokane,
power etc.
Wash.— License to
r ver CP change frequency etc.
AM— 730 kc
KFQD Anchorage, Alaska — CP change
rom
nl. 790 kc 5 kw unl. to 730 kc 10 kw
AM— 970 kc
WVOP Vidalia, Ga.— CP change from
|t}50 kc 250 w unl. to 970 kc 1 kw D.
AM— 1570 kc
Myron 1400
Jones,
Erie,w Pa.unl.
— CPAMENDED
new AM
Itation
kc 250
0 request 1570 kc 250 w D.
AM— 800 kc
Great West Co., Cheyenne, Wyo.—
^P new AM station 800 kc 1 kw D
-MENDED to request 500 w.
(Continued on page 86)
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To the Rescue
A TWO-year-old's appetite
for ice cream gave an urthe appeal sent
to
WMTR gency toMorristown,
N. J.,
by local police last week.
Would WMTR please find
the parents before the kid
worked his way through all
the pocket money on the
force? WMTR did— in exactly eight minutes!

CONNIE RUSSELL, vocalist on the Dave Garroway morning broadcasts via
NBC under sponsorship of Armour & Co., lends glamour to a business conference in Chicago. L to r: J. W. Cameron, account executive, Foote, Cone
& Belding; Dave Garroway; Miss Russell; J. R. Herd, sales manager, household soap division. Armour; R. E. Whiting, Armour, household soap advertising manager, and Jack Haskell, baritone vocalist on the five-a-week show.

BARKLEY

TOUR

Heavy Radio Use
Indicated

AN EXTENSIVE speaking tour by Vice President Alben Barkley on
behalf of Democratic Senatorial and Congressional candidates, indicating considerable use of local radio and some network facilities, was
announced last week by the Democratic National Committee.
At the same time, it was learned ★
not to utilize the media on any
that the party's radio advisors
have been pressing President Tru- large scale, it was thought likely
man to reach a decision on how
that arrangements would be commany radio addresses, if any, he
pleted to permit the Vice President
will schedule during the forthcomto speak for Democratic candidates on one or two occasions over
ing Congressional elections.
Kenneth Fry, radio-TV director network facilities. Mr. Barkley's
of the Democratic National Comprojected tour was seen in some
mittee, said last week he had ad- quarters as evidence that the
vised the White House of the fact President will remain in Washingthat time was growing short, and
ton rather than stump the country
that with the campaign now of- for the Democratic cause.
Possibility also was held out that
ficially underway, paid radio commitments should be evolved as Mr. Truman may limit his radio
appearances to an address on the
quickly as possible.
Whether the President will eve of the Congressional elections.
speak on radio or television has
Mr. Barkley is slated to make
been a matter of speculation, but approximately 30 speeches in 15
authoritative sources feel he will states during October and the first
make at least one major address.
week of November, beginning with
The Chief Executive's radio advis- an address in Wisconsin this Thursors, it was learned, have urged
day. Other states listed (cities
him to schedule more than one
had not been set), most of them in
speech on the airlanes.
"critical" election areas, include
In the event Mr. Truman chooses
Iowa, Missouri, California, Washington, Idaho, Utah, Colorado, Indiana, New York, Connecticut,
Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Kentucky and
Illinois.
Paid Basis
According to Mr. Fry, local
Democratic committee organizations will arrange Mr. Barkley's
schedule of radio addresses, all of
which presumably will be carried
locally by stations in each city on
a paid basis. A few of the Vice
President's speeches are expected
to be tabbed for network pickup.
President Truman last Wednesday spoke by transcription on ABC,
3:25-3:30 p.m. in connection with
celebration of Democratic Women's Day commemorating the 31st
anniversary of women's suffrage.
The five-minute recording also was
made available to other networks

• Telecasting

for presentation at a later hour.
NBC and CBS reportedly turned
down the scheduled afternoon address for broadcast at that time
because of network commitments.
The Democratic Women's Day
recording by the Chief Executive
was aired as a public service or
"non-partisan speech, though not
without some questioning by newsmen.
According to original plans, it
was learned, Mr. Truman was to
have directed his address to "Democratic women" throughout the
country. This plan was scrapped
on advice of Democratic advisors
who felt such a reference would
plainly
litical. stamp the broadcast as poIn his remarks, the President
alluded to Democratic Women's
Day but directed his message to
all women. He spoke on suffrage
rights they have enjoyed the past
31 years, as well as their responsibility for taking a more active
part in public affairs.
Mr.
Ted Cjuriland
Bates
and P.Co.Dixon
New
York City
Dear Courty:
be
gladYouterandknowWillie
thet th'yuhPenguin
made when
awill
smart
move
yuh
bought time on
W h Ca rleston.
H S in
CWest
Virginny !
In ton tis ah'mighty
first
sirree
Why
place,! Charlesgood town, yeS'
erage fambly
income
Courty,towninth' isthis
avhere
third highera
thentry asth'a whole,
counan' thet ain't
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An'
then,
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lisseners,
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thet
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 85)
Applications Cont.:
Modification of CP
KVOL Lafayette, La. — Mod. CP
change frequency etc. for extension
of completion date.
WARM-FM Scranton, Pa.— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 1370 kc
KBUC Corona, Calif.— CP change D
power from 500 w to 1 kw.
AM— 1010 kc
KSMN Mason City, Iowa — CP increase
power from 1 kw to 10 kw.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
WLBG Laurens, S. C— RETURNED
application
for involuntary
of control from
John Wellstransfer
Todd.
deceased, to J. W. Todd III and Richard
Todd, executors.
WLOS Asheville, N. C.~RETURNED
application for license renewal.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
WAYB MISSED
Waynesboro,
Va.— DIS-of
application for transfer
control from Earl M. Key to N. Wilbur
Kidd and John A. Brown.
September 26 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
WJXN Andalusia Besctg. Co., Jackson,ment ofMiss.license
— Granted
voluntary
to Jackson
Bcstg.assignCo.
KWORcense install
Worland,
Wyo.—
Granted linew trans.
KHUB license
Near Watsonville,
Calif. —
Granted
install new trans.
WPOR
Portland,
Me.—
Granted
to use old main trans, as aux. onlicense
1450
kc, 250 w, and covering installation new
trans.
WORstallNew
York — ant.
Granted
licenseto innew vertical
for aux.
be
used with presently licensed 5 kw aux.
trans.
WOKY Milwaukee — Granted license

change freq. etc. 920 kc, 1 kw DA-1 unl.
WPFB Middletown, Ohio — Granted license install alternate automatic frecontrol. Bowl Bcstrs. Inc., Yuba
KUBA quency
Peach
City, tionCalif.
—
Granted
voluntary
of control
through
sale ofacquisi12,000
sh. common
stock
from
Beverly
B. Ballard to Chester V. Ullom for $12,000.
Coast Ventura
Calif.—
Granted
license forCo.,newVentura,
remote pickup,
KA-4269.
Nueces Bcstg. Co., Corpus Christi,
Tex. — Granted license new remote pickKA-6974.
Theup, Elk
County Bcstg. Co., St. Marys,
Pa. — Granted license for new remote
pickups. KA-7019, 6988.
WTRT
Granted
license
new
FM Toledo,
station; Ohio
99.9 — mc,
Ch. 260,
8.8
kw, 160 ft.
Antietam Bcstg. Corp., Hagerstown,
Md. — Granted request to cancel licenses
and delete remote pickup stations.
WSPE Board of Education of Central School District No. 1 of Towns of
Concord,
et al., educational
N. Y. — Granted
new
noncommercial
FM CP
station;
ch. 219, 91.7 mc, 10 w.
Chippewa Valley Radio and Television
Corp., Eau Claire, Wis.— Granted CP
and
7670. license new remote pickup, KAScrantonCPBcstrs.
Inc., Scranton,
Pa. —
Granted
and license
new remote
pickup,
EasternKA-7669.
Corp.,forReading,
Pa. —
Granted
CPRadio
licenses
new remote
pickup
stations,
KGB-437,
KA-7667,
KA-7668.
KTOK Inc., Oklahoma City, Okla.—
GrantedFM mod.
change
from
STL CPto KKA-79
standard tobroadcast
STL
changing
frequency
from
45.0
mc to 931.5 mc.
KBLI Blackfort, Ida.— Granted mod.
CP for
approval of ant. trans, and studio location.
KDLA DeRidder, La. — Granted mod,
CP for approval of ant. and trans, location and specify studio location.
WFMD Frederick, Md. — Granted mod.
CP
for
11-15-50. extension of completion date to
WFMKCP La
m. completion
— Granted
mod.
for Salle-Peru,
extension of
date to 3-6-51 on cond. that construction
be completed or interim operation provided by that date.
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DIRECTORY

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ava., Wath. 5, 0. C.
STarling 3626

CLARENCE R. JACOBS
Studio Consultants
Planning - Design - Acoustics

A

WASHINGTON, D.
TEL. METROPOLITAN 0522

QUINCY, ILLINOIS
TELEPHONE • 522

SERVICE

it-

COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring Company
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer On Duty AM Night Every Night
PHONE JACKSO^I 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.

AM— 1550 kc
KNEA

'Plush' Studios

THE hotel apartment originally decorated for the late
Crawford Noble, world renowned musician, is now serving as studios of KNEA
Jonesboro, Ark. Located in
Jonesboro's Hotel Noble, the
studios are on the three floors
formerly occupied by the
apartment. One studio boasts
a pipe organ, another a 30-ft.
natural rock chimney — plus
elaborate interior decorations.
WIS-AM-FM Columbia, S. C; WSPAAM-FM Spartanburg, S. C, and WIST
(FM) Charlotte, N. C— Granted voluntary assignment of licenses to The
Bcstg. Co. of the South, newly formed
corporation.
WNOR aux.
Norfolk,
Granted
install,
trans, Va.on— 1230
kc, license
250 w.
KCRC
Enid,
Okla.
—
Granted
license
install new trans.
KTUL-AM-FM Tulsa, Okla.— Granted
voluntarycenseeacquisition
of control
lifrom John Toole
Griffinof and
Marjory Griffin Leake, executors of
Estate of J. T. Griffin, deceased, to John
Toole
Griffin and Marjory Griffin Leake,
individually.
American Bcstg. Co., New York —
Granted extension of authority to transmit recorded programs from 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, and other points
throughout
where
licenseestations
maintains studiosU. toS. all
broadcast
under control of Canadian authorities
that may be heard consistently in U. S.,
for period beginning 3 a.m. (EST) Nov.
9 and ending in no event later than
Nov. 9, 1951, provided program has
been, is being, or will be broadcast in
U. S. by licensee.
KDTH-FM
Iowa mc,
— Granted
license
new FMDubuque,
station, 100.5
45 kw,
650 ft.
WIBB Macon, Ga. — Granted acquisitionmonof control
sale ofS.10%Carrcom-to
stock fromthruThomas
Thomas H. Maxwell for $4,500.
WWNC Asheville,
Granted
acquisition of control N.byC—Don
S. Elias
thru purchase of 125 sh. common stock
from tionBrandon
of $31,250. P. Hodges for consideraWFLN Philadelphia — Granted volunassignment
license toBcstg.
Lawrence
M. C. tary
Smith
tr/as ofFranklin
Corp.
KEEN San Jose, Calif.— Granted mod.
license to change main studio location
to north of San Jose, Calif.
Caribbean Bcstg. Corp., Arecibo, P. R.
— Granted CP new remote pickup.
WSAP
Portsmouth, Va.— Granted CP
install
1 kw. nevf trans, as aux. on 1350 kc,
WAER Syracuse U., Syracuse, N. Y. —
Granted CP
changes
noncom-to
mercialmake
educational
FM instation
change
operating
power
from
2.6 w to
1 kw.
WERS Emerson College, Boston —
Granted CP
changes
noncom-to
mercialmake
educational
FM instation
change frequency to 88.9 mc; power
from 10 w to 250 w.
Following were granted mod. CPs for
extension of completion dates as shown:
WHO Des Moines, to 1-1-51 (cond.);
WGAF Valdosta, Ga., to 4-10-51; WHASTV Louisville, Ky., to 4-1-51; WCBS-TV
New York, to 4-10-51; WIBA-FM Madison, Wis., to 4-11-51; WAFM Birmingham, Ala., to 1-1-51; WBIB-FM New
Haven, Conn., to 12-30-50; WGNR-FM
New Rochelle, N. Y., to 3-15-51; WARDFM Johnstown, Pa., to 12-30-50; WDSUFM New Orleans, to 3-28-51; WWOL-FM
Buffalo, N. Y., to 4-1-51.

WHBS1490 Huntsville,
Ala.—to CP1550change
from
kc 250 w unl.
kc 10
kw-D 500 w-N unl. DA-DN.
AM— 1350 kc
WHIP power
Near Mooresville,
increase
from 1 kw toN. 5 C—
kw. CP
License Renewal
WSIC-FM Statesville, N. C— License
renewal FM station.
Modification of CP
KTOK-FM Oklahoma City— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.
September 27 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Hearing Designated
Charles H. Chamberlain, Bellefontaine, Ohio — Designated for hearing at
Washington on Dec. 18, application for
CP new station 1390 kc, 500 w D; made
WKJG Ft. Wayne, Ind., and WING
Dayton,
Blanfox Ohio,
Radioparties.
Co. Inc., Cumberland,
Ky. — Designated
for hearingfor atCPWashington Dec. 19, application
new
station 1490 kc, 250 w unl; made WOPI
Bristol,
Tenn.,
party.
William M. Bunker and Tribune Pub. i
Co., ton,
Tacoma,
Wash.; KBRO
BremerWash. — Designated
for consolidated hearing at Washington Dec. 19, applications of Bunker and Tribune, each
requesting
1400 kc,
250
w and of CP
KBROnewto station,
change frequency
from 1490 kc to 1400 kc (250 w unl.).
SSA— 1380 kc
WAMS pWilmington,
Del. — Denied
apfor SSA DAto for
operate
kc
with 1 kwlicationunl.
6 mo.on or1380until
final disposition has been made of its
application for fulltime operation.
Rule Waived
WSAZ Inc. Huntington, W. Va.— On
request waived Sec. 4.166 of rules to
permit operation of TV relay stations
KQB-77, 78, 81 and 82 without licensed
radio 'subject
operator tobeing
on duty
at trans,
site,
express
engineering
cond.. such authorization to terminate
Feb. 1, 1951.
SSA-Exp. TV
National
Bcstg.
Stratford,
— Granted SSA for Co.,
90-day
period toConn.
operate 50 w composite TV trans, as exp.
TV station on VHF Channel 4 at trans,
site
of its UHF forexp.purpose
TV station
KC2XAK ^
at Stratford,
of comparing
VHF and UHF signal strength and picture quality; cond.
License Extension
WNDR-FM Syracuse, N. Y.— Granted
temp, extension of license to Nov. 1.
ReplaceBeach,
CP Fla.— GrantWKAT-FM Miami
ed new CP, expiration date six mo.
hence,
to replace
expired
B FM station
on Ch.
226 CP
(93.1formc),Class50
kw; cond.
Request Denied
WCBM-FM Baltimore, Md. — Denied
request to remain silent pending filing
of andtion forCommission
applicamod. CP to action
change ontrans,
site
to sitetionrecently
authorized
for
AM
staWCBM.
KLON Long Beach, Calif.— Placed in
pending
file application
for 91)
CP non- ,
(Continiied
on page

September 26 Applications . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
WEIR Weirton, W. Va. — License to
cover CP new AM station.
KUGN Eugene, Ore. — License to cover
CP change frequency etc.
WKBZ-FM Muskegon, Mich. — License
to cover CP changes in FM station.
WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va. — License to
cover CP new commercial TV station.

* VACANCY
YOUR FIRM'S NAME in this "vacancy"
will be seen by 15,500 readersstation owners and managers, chief
engineers and technicians— applicants
for AM, FM, Television and facsimile
facilities.
BROADCASTING
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CONSULTING

RADIO

ENGINEERS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press BIdg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

A J^S-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BIDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PORTER BLDG.
LO. 8821
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN

J.

KEEL

Warner BIdg., Wash., D. C.
National 6513

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublic 7236

KEAR

& KENNEDY

1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY

it RAY

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

RUSSELL
P. MAY
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg BIdg.
Washington, D. C.
REpublic 3984

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1728 Wood St. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG.
EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colten & Fes*, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.

REPUBLIC 2151

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST.

AR 4-8721

ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Of. Vt. 3iHcr
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 13, OHIO
Telephone — Kingswood 7631

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
2915 Red River 2-5055
Austin, Texas

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
18 Grand St., New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

Philip Merryman & Associates
* 114 State Street
* Bridgeport 3, Conn.
* Bridgeport 5-4144
RADIO CONSULTANTS

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

Member
AFCCE*

Broadcasting
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•Classified Advertisements:
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wanted 20e per word — $2
minimum. All other classificotions 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Sales manager wanted, 5000 watt,
southern independent, experienced, live
wire, hustler under 35 who can build
strong salesportunity,
organization,
opconfidential, writeunusual
fully, send
photo. Box 467G, BROADCASTING.
Manager wanted for 250 watt AM and
FM network station, newspaper owned,
in very prosperous midwest city and
market; only station in city: newspaper gives fullest support and selling
is on clean competitive basis; applicant
must either have proven record of
selling or be able to convince us that
he can sell radio and also assume complete management; salary plus percentage of profits; will consider selling
interest to right man; tell all about
yourself in first letter including age,
experience, salary requirements, habits,
family and send photo and references;
you need not hesitate to answer this
ad and your reply will be held in
strictest confidence. Box 530G, BROADCASTING.
Manager-salesman fulltime local fast
growing Carolinas city. Owner will
consider selling 25% or more to proven
producer. Present manager acquainted
this ad. Replies strictly confidential.
Box 551G, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Manager not interested in
titles and glory, but good pay for sober,
business approach with well rounded
radio experience, capable of selling.
Box 575G, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Wanted, experienced time salesman
who can sell in competitive market for
ABC 250 watter, northeast Texas. Salary
plus incentive arrangement. Please send
details of experience, business and
character references and photo. Box
776F, BROADCASTING.
Texas ABC station desires aggressive,
experienced salesman. Permanent.
Equitable compensation. Box 476G,
BROADCASTING .
Wanted: Experienced time salesman for
an eastern non-competitive market.
Salary plus incentive arrangement.
Please furnish details of experience.
Box 511G. BROADCASTING.
24-hour-a-day, independent station, in
market of 600.000. with second highest
Hooper rating
in area, hard
desires working,
experienced, conscientious,
radio time salesman. Will pay good
drawingsion.account
againstRush
15% complete
commisCar necessary.
resume and late snapshot, if available,
to Box 513G. BROADCASTING.
If you have always wanted to live in
California, here is your chance! San
Francisco independent needs aggressive
young salesman.
Salaryconditions
and commission. Ideal working
and
good potential. This is the ooportunity
for a manqualified,
experienced
time
salesto live in California. Write Box
547G, BROADCASTING
giving background, references and photo.
Salesman, experienced. Starting salary
S125.00 per week plus commission. Do
not apply
unless
can produce
billing records
at you
present
or previous
emnloyment. Box 573G. BROADCASTING^
WRAC,
Racineone— good
Wisconsin's
market needs
salesman.second
This
is a pleasant community with only two
stations. We want a man who wants a
permanent job in a small hard-hitting
oneration. Some guarantee against
liberal commissions. Write Herschell
Lewis.
Announcers
Network afiSliate Rocky Mountain area
has opening for announcer-copywriter.
Send transcription and full details with
first letter. Box 909F, BROADCASTING^
WaJited: Combination announcer -first
class license man, S75.00 for forty hours.
Southeastern network station. Box
501G. BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer, team or couple for one
day a week in N.Y.C. Must be good
at direct selling particularly foods.
Give details. Box 526G, BROADCASTING.
Combination engineer - announcer
wantedtion.byMust progressive
Minnesota stabe good announcer.
Car
necessary. Send disc and letter Box
532G, BROADCASTING.
Wanted,
three
engineer-announcers
with
emphasis
on announcing
for North
Carolina Mutual affiliate 1000 watt AM
stationtions 10,000
watt
FM
station.
will be open for these men onPosi-or
about December First 1950. Ideal working conditions, base salary plus time and
one half overtime and talent fees. .Send
all information and disc to Box 582G.
BROADCASTING.
Annoimcer with ticket. Must be experienced and good. Modern, furnished
apartment plus above average pay for
right man. No floaters. Tell all in
air mail letter and send disc to Carl
Dunbar, KSIL, Silver City, New
Mexico.
Need combination engineer-announcer.
Emphasis placed on announcer. Also
some sports. Must have experience.
Contact C. R. Horne, KXRJ, Russellville, Arkansas.
First rate
capable
boardto
work
who announcer,
can sit down
and oftalk
people for his sponsor. Good future
for right man. send full information but
no disc until requested. Inexperienced
neoDle or students please do not reply.
KXXX. Colby, Kansas.
Immediate
opening
annoimcer-engineer. emphasis
on announcing.
Some
experience preferred. Send disc, background,
draft
status,
salary
requirements. WDEC, Americus. Georgia.
Announcer-engineer.
ing at 250 watt station.Immediate
Future foropenmen
willing to work. Salary depends on
ability. Station growing. WFTR. Front
Royal, Virginia.
Immediate opening announcer-copywriter, $200 month start, WGVM,
Greenville. Mississippi.
Announcer-engineer. 1st class ticket.
Network affiliate, ideal working conditions and advancement opportunity.
Must be good announcer. Air mail disc,
salarv requirements, full details.
WHIT. New Bern. N. C.
Announcer-operator wanted. State details, salary requirements etc. first
letter. Personal interview necessary.
WKTY, La Crosse, Wisconsin.
Announcer-engineer, name your salary
if you have good selling voice, first
phone and want job in too rural market
in South, efficient but congenial operation, excellent living, county 98% white.
Rush disc, background details: WKUL,
Cullman. Alabama.
Combination announcer-engineer, first
class ticket, Virginia daytimer independent. Living accommodations availSend disc
and letter
reserveable.
or draft
status.
WNNT, giving
Warsaw.
Virginia.
Personality disc jockey. Morning or
afternoon show. Air mail disc immediately, WORL, 199 Washington St..
Boston. Mass.
Wanted for Washington, D. C. market,
combination announcer. Control board
operation essential with emphasis on
good selling
experience.delivery.
Phone or writeMustfor have
audition
Carl Lindbergh, WPIK. Alexandria.
Virginia.
Technical
Wanted: Engineer, ten years experience,
capable of maintaining and operating
5 kw directional AM system, 10 kw
FM system. Including studio audio
pouipment. Possibilities of entering
TV field. Station located New York
state. Box 572G, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Need first phone operator for 1000 watt
independent Texas station. Excellent
opportunity for right now. Box 571G,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Operator with a first class
ticket for WFNC, Fayetteville, North
Carolina. Please wire or call.
Chief engineer with abiUty to announce.
Present chief called to Army. Good
salary and working conditions. Must
be in by November first. WHLF, South
Boston, Virginia,
Wanted-First phone engineer, combination desired, not necessary. Experience
unnecessary. Phone E. B. Evans. 760
collect, Wooster, Ohio. Future for the
right man.
Production-Programming, others
Sales promotion director, experienced.
Starting
Give all
and statesalary
when $100.00.
available.
5000details
watt
ABC affiliate in market of one-half
million. Box 574G, BROADCASTING.
Woman continuity director. Some air
work. ples.
RushLarryphoto,
discKSCB,
and copyLiberal,
samFilkins,
Kansas.
Wanted, male or female stenographer.
Secretary
owner salary
group S50
- of orMutual
affiliates. to
Starting
more
weekly, depending
on
ability
experience. Write or wire Wm. T.and
Kemp.
KVER.
Box
1388,
Albuquerque,
New
Mexico.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager-commercial manager, 13 years
radio and newspaper management and
sales. Solid radio man completely exp<?riencedrelations
in business
emnloyee
and management,
public relations.
Strong on sales and programming. Good
record, excellent references. Family
m?n. two children. Draft exempt. Box
37G. BROADCASTING.
Managing director, long experience,
available
tions not for
now revitalizing
profitable. station
Knows operaevery
phase of station management from A
to Z. Good judge of personnel. WiU
accept remuneration on percentage of
increased profits, a straight fee. or a
combination of both. Only interested in
1 kw. or more, fulltime. Box 132G,
BROADCASTING.
Former commercial manager of 50 kw
station going back into radio. Out of
radio for two years to be executive in
large manufacturing concern. Exoerience includes
four daily
yearsanddisplay
tising with large
three adveryears
in farm ager.magazine
aswith
advertising
manSolid
citizen
small
familv
and ton level references. Can chanse
October
1. Box 354G, BROADCASTING.
Manager,
program
director,
salesmanager.
Highest
industry
references
and
requisites. Can cover all phases station operations and produce going concern. Collegecontrol
degrees;
average
30.
Can assume
of new
CP age
or turn
loosing station into profitable operation.
Sound, long range nolicy. Large and
small market experience. Expert low
cost operation. Desire to relinquish
control
of presentneed
station.
night investors
apply.No Wefiy-byare
reliable, sound radio businessmen.
Box 497G, BROADCASTING.
Production - programming-management.
experienced all chases. Cost conscious,
good staff handler. Can do and have
done everything from sales to mike
work, no failures. No draft worries.
Young,
trained under
able men.vigorous,
Availablewell
immediately.
Box
535G, BROADCASTING,
Married man with family desires position
salesman asandcommercial
newscaster, manager
fine salesorrecord,
very strong on news. Eight years radio
experience.
Box 536G, BROADCASTING.
Attention Florida, managers; open your
eyes to hot DJ and inspired copywriter
in central Florida. Must make more
money. Box 539G. BROADCASTING.
Manager over 18 years experience net
and independent stations. Box 560G,
BROADCASTING.
Manager, commercial manager, solid
background in business management,
sales, tion
promotion,
and staorganization.programming
Excellent character
and business references. Familv man.
Veteran. Box 576G, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Salesmen
Go no further! Got to keep the local
merchants
so long,
I firmly
in service. happy,
In sales
longbelieve
time.
They
can't
stump
me
on
questions.
hurry-presently employed. Strong No
on
name credit. Just plain old fashioned
merchandising.
Central
states.
ComBROADCASTI
NG follows.
.
plete resume
Box 529G,
Salesman. Experienced independent and
network. Can sell competitive markets.
Good program
ideas as well as sales
BRO
ADC
ING
ability.
Prefer AST
southeast.
Box
. 531G,
Salesman — Young, single, experienced
college graduate,
prefers
middle on
or
southwest.
Photo and
references
request. Box 543G. BROADCASTING.
Sales-sales manager, outstanding sales
record in major metropolitan market
selling national and local accounts.
Knowledge of sales promotion and
ability to plan sales campaigns. SeekCASTING^
ing good sized market where successful
sales will be recognized. Age 28. veteran, married. Box 555G. BROADExperienced salesman, married, hard
working. Preferably south. Excellent
refe^rences. Box 559G, BROADCASTAmwuneers
iMajor league baseball announcer. All
sports. Staff. CoUege graduate. Marned. Box 910F. BROADCASTING.
Announcer, former staff 5,000 watt NBC
affiliate. Produced, sang, emceed amateur shows in Chicago nite clubs. Two
years college. Graduate oldest broadcasting school in country. CBS instructors taught ail phases of broadcasting. Consider all offers on this
earth. Box 356G. BROADCASTING.
Experienced versatile announcer, continuity writer. Complete details upon
request. Box 440G, BROADCASTING.
Mature, versatile ideas and voice.
Strong as air salesman and newscaster.
Presently
employed as program direcCASTING.
tor-an ouncer but wish larger market
area. $75 minimum. Box 500G, BROADAnnouncer, ten year man, experience
at two 50 kw kilowatt stations, also
year and a half television, desires good
staff job or news or sports director
position. Available October 15th. John
Egan. Box 518G, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, deejay, married, child,
presently employed. 2 years experience,
degree. Seeking opportunity, security.
FriendlyADC
voice. Disc, tape available.
BRO
East, midwest AST
preferred.
Box. 527G,
ING
Thoroughly experienced sportscaster
desires baseball, basketball and football play-by-play.
Mountain
area or farPreferably
west. Have Rocky
done
college basketball for regional network.
Draft
exempt.
Highest
recommendations. Box 537G, BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer. Ten years play-byplay. 550G.
Outstanding,
different sporlscasts. Box
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, single, 25. veteran. CoUege
trained in radio. Wants fulltime job
announcing. Salarv secondary. East
only. Box 552G. BROADCAS'f ING.
I'm not offering fantasy. I'm offering
experience since 1935; announcing, programming, dramatics. Network quality
voice.
Steady. 35. family, draft exempt.
CASTING^
If you give security and pav Uving
wage, make offer to Box 557G. BROADAvailable
9. Young
ooerator. October
writer, with
accentannounceron news,
music and commercial copy. Com^pleting
one-yoar
course
at
topflight
radio
CASTING^
school.
Will travel anvwhere and will
cons'der all offers. Box 561G, BROADSoortscaster.
working Three
baseball and footballcurrently
in the southeast.
years experience in calling college basketball and hockey. Looking for basketball and/or hockey work. Preferably in
ING.
the
northeast. College graduate and
draft exempt. Box 563G, BROADCASTAnnouncer, control board operator.
Competent,
conscientious.
reUable,Details
willCASTING^
ing settle smaU
community.
and disc available. Box 567G. BROADAnnouncer. Excellent background. Five
years experience.
Now Specialty,
working news
metropolitan 5kw station.
and
sports.
The
best
references.
570G. BROADCASTING. Box
Newscaster,
disc jockey.
years exDerience. Young
vet. Top 3 references.
Desire position without board work in
metroDolitan area. Box 578G. BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Recent graduate leading announcing
Lchool Kew York. Thoroughly tramea
\n staff announcing. Pleasing voice,
efconscientious,
personality.
ficient Wilhng,
worker. Looking
for first
[•break." Box 579G, BROaDCASTLNG.
Experienced announcer. Four years
taff and special events including sports,
Preexempt.
married, draft
kge 24, employed,
progressive
desires
sentlv
BROADCASTING.
583G.
Itation. Box
con28. reliable,leading
jVnnouncers., veteran,
Recent graduate
tcientiou
'adio school. Box 586G, BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
specialize Deferred
in news, veteran,
music,
•eneral
announcing.
tend for disc, data, photo or personal
Ludition. Ray Maurice, 30 W. Chicago
\ve.. Chicago.
Staff,
announcer.
3 years cominericalsports
experience.
Can broadcast
and
K-rite sports. College grad. Contact
Mike W^-nn. 370 Columbus Avenue, N.
f. C. Phone TR 7-2617.
Technical
Thief engineer, twenty years broad
ischnical
including
con'traction ofexperience
two stations.
Presently
•hief ensineer of one kw. Family. Box
181G, BROADCASTING.
bhief engineer, veteran, married, exoerienced
phases broadcasting,
contruction. allPermanent
position, stable
tation, available immediately, best relerences. Write Box 434G. BROAD:asting^
engineer,tape32 recordings.
months transmitter,
renotes,
Army radar
xperience. Graduate RCA Institute,
? Y C. Presently employed. Box 473G,
BROADCASTING.
Capable, experienced chief engineer
ooking for permanent position at well
.stablished station. Family man. 35
rears, good worker and character. Will
onsider
straightAvailable
engineering
with suit.ble
station.
at once.
Box
I68G. BROADCASTING.
engineer,
license,
12 years ex■erience. Box
528G,degree.
BROADCASTING.
roung man with 1st phone, seeking
■ngineering position, no experience but
'.mbitious,
willing
learn. Northeast
>referred. Box
533G,toBROADCASTING.
Experienced
combination
1st class
engineer, announcer.
Experience
in indies
nd network station. Desires permanent
►osition with progressive station in
northeastern U. S. Disc, photo on request. Box 534G, BROADCASTING.
outhwest: Satisfactorily employed
ombination man wants job with chance
if advancement. Eager and willing to
earn more. Have 3\2 years experience
nd wants work near home area of
cuthern California. No hurry. If future
'pening available wUl wait. Age 23,
jraft exempt. S250.00 minimum. Box
i'37G. BROADCASTING.
ombination man — Experienced, relible. Desires permanent position as
ombination man or control room and
ransmitter engineer. Box 538G,
BROADCASTING.
bhief engineer invites correspondence
u'ith established broadcaster. Long
reditable experience in all phases
Logineering includes multi element
irectionals. Draft proof. Ready for
Top references. Box 545G,
BROADCASTING.
engineer,
experience.
Preently chief 3 ofyears
250 watt
station. Doing
<3mbo work, 29 years, married, one
hUd, have car. Box 546G, BROAD:asting.
Experienced operator-engineer, 250 to
irilowatt, first phone, all phases, net,
■emotes, tape and disc and transmitter.
8ox 548G. BROADCASTING.
"hief
engineer. with
17 years
experience
«eks opportunity
progressive
staion.
Preferably
south.
Best
referinces. Box 566G, BROADCASTING.
tecent graduate leading school. 1st
ihone, no experience, veteran, married,
lesires permanent position. Will travel.
8ox 568G, BROADCASTING.
■engineer,
24, married.
md studio ageexperience
in 250Transmitter
watt and
kw
stations.
Experience
construcion of 1 kw directional and ininstallation
tnd maintenance of 2-way systems. No
'nnouncing. Box 584G, BROADCASTengineer, experienced, first phone. FM
fans and control remotes, recording,
V.T1 car. Box 585G, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
First class ticket, 2V2 years experience,
network and independent, control and
transmitter, married, have car. Box
549G, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, one year experience, yotmg,
single,siresdraft
exempt, California.
no drinker, Box
dejob in southern
466, Glendale, California.
Broadcast position wanted: Young man,
26, ex Navy radio operator. Hold first
phone and telegraph license. Active
ham. Travel anywhere U. S. Charles
Glock.field137-35
Gardens,Springfield
New York. Blvd.. SpringEngineer-announcer. Vet, first class
ticket, schooled in announcing. Ability,
wilUngness to learn. Disc, photo.
Travel anj^vhere. John Norton, 1431
W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago.
Production-Programming , others
Continuity
Capable
intelligent, crispwriter.
commercial
copy,of desires
position with small progressive organization.Preferably
Young, conscientious,
dependable.
no announcing.
Box
479G, BROADCASTING.
Program director, sportscaster, expeof station
operation, rienced
salesin all
andphases
promotion.
Available,
no
draft
status.
Box
517G,
BROADCASTING.
Draft exempt famUy man. 10 years in
radio. Program, news, sports director.
Photogenic. Desires association with
TV-AM organization. Presently employed. Prefers middle Atlantic area.
Box 540G, BROADCASTING.
Educational-vocational counselor (M.
A., Columbia University) experienced
writer, young woman, has novel idea
for vocational guidance series, script
furnished
request; programs;
could also radio
conduct your on
educational
or TV. Box 554G, BROADCASTING.
Program cellent
director,
10 years
radio. Exreferences.
WUl answer
all
repUes
ING. fuUy. Box 556G, BROADCASTProgram director. Successfully programmed two eastern fulltime independents.wiU
Productive
ingenuity-,operation,
steadying influence
stimulate
CASTING^
create profits. Box 564G, BROADProgram director looking for permanent
berth! Experienced in DJ stints,
straight announcing, traffic, continuity,
promotion, production, programming.
College grad. Steady, sober and
ambitious! Non-draf table. Single. Tape
available.
Offers? Box 565G, BROADCASTING^
Finally! Good small station program
director. East, midwest only. Qualified.
Box 569G. BROADCASTING.
Program director and/or assistant manager. Excellent
background
in promotion,
programming,
sales and
station
relations. Excellent references. Above
draft age. Box 577G, BROADCASTING.
Program director-announcer, 15 years
experience with a proven audience
builder record, plus sales. References.
Box 581G, BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Stations
S25,000 buj^s
35% or high
majority
holding in a fulltime
powerstockAM
plus FM independent station. Currently
in black on expanding gross. Give
financial qualifications in first letter.
Possibility Box
for 387G.
activeBROADCASTING.
or inactive investment.
1000 watt AM daj'timer and 14 kilowatt FTVI fulltime. Controlling interest
for sale. Located in Virginia. Identify
yourself fuUy in
confidenceBox
and 503G,
state
information
wanted.
BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
Rek-O-Kut transcription cutting table,
16 inch, largest size, complete, like
new, S800.00 value for only $600.00. Box
315G, BROADCASTING.
For sale — GE BT-3-A 3 kw FM transmitter. GE BM-l-A modulation monitor.
GE BA-5-A limiting amplifier, GE
BY4-A four bay FM antenna, 400 foot
CP 1^8 tions
inch Products
coax, dry
model air46 Communicapump. Box
541G, BROADCASTING.
General Electric BT-9-A studio to transmitter link complete with receiver and
two parabolic antennas frequency 940.5
mc. Box 542G, BROADCASTING.

For Sale (Cont'd)
RCA BTF-3 B FM transmitter with
original tubes and spares, S4500.00.
Also H.P. frequency and modulation
for FM. 2 Presto 6 N recorders. 800
ft. of communications products. 52
ohm flanged
''s transmission line. Box
562G,
BROADCASTING.
Make offer FM WE 506B-2 complete,
spares,
kw Edwin
transmitter.
New, WILM,
never
uncrated.10 H.
Kennedy,
Wilmington, Delaware.
CompletewithGates
250 D monitor,
"Customaire"
xmeter
modulation
frequency monitor and limiter amplifier,
all Gates. Wincharger type 101, 150 foot
guyed tower equipped with A3 lighting. Equipment two years old. Contact
Webster Taylor, WMIK, Middlesboro,
Kentucky.
Have several used guyed Wincharger
towers willstructionsell
erected.
ConCo.. 107
Fourth Tower
St., Sioux
City, Iowa. Phone 5-6761.
Wanted to Buy
Equipment, etc.
Wanted: 250 w AM transmitter, cash or
exchange
250 above
w FM also
RCAfor transmitter
and monitor;
sale. Box
441G, BROADCASTING.
Complete equipment for 250 watt AM
and 250 watt FM installation. Must be
in excellent condition, priced right and
presently located in North Carohna or
Virginia. Tell all first letter. Box
504G, BROADCASTING.
Used 10 kw transmitter. State condition
and
lowest cash S.price
Bennettsville.
C. first letter. WBSC,

Situations Wanted
Announcers
Available soon .
■ Proven successful morning personality. Six
years v/ith
5000 wattsalary.
station. present
Making excellent
Desire change. Personal interview only. Vet, thirty nine, marING. BOX 525S, BROADCASTried.
For Sale
Equipment, etc.
ENGINEERING INSTRUMENTS :
Hewlett Packard
330B1947.distortion
analyzer purReplacement
cost
$423.00. chased
LikeSeptember
new
. . $350.00
RCA
I'HF
field
meter
WTl-IA
purchased
Februar.v 1949. Replacement cost $1,895.00.
Like new
. . $1,700.00
RCA
bioadcast
meter WX-2Acost purchased
November
1948.fieldReplacement
S650.00.
Used, but perfect working order . . $400.00
ANDREW CORPORATIOX
363 East 75 Street — Chicago 19
Wanted to Buy
Equipment, etc.
Wanted:
Used one kilowatt transmitter
and 205 foot tower.
Box 475G,

Wanted, studio to transmitter link
equipment on 940-952 mc or 150-175 mc
band. Please state price, type equipment, frequency range and condition.
Box 553G, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Gates BC-IE-KW transmitter.
Will
pav Box
good558G.
reasonable
price. Write
or wire
BROADCASTING.

BROADCASTING
School

Five used 150 foot vertical antennas in
good condition. State lowest cash price
first letter. WBSC, BennettsviUe, S. C.
Help Wanted
GOOD MEN WANTED
We will pay you what you
are worth
Engineer-announcer

$60 to
S80 week
Announcer-copj'writer S60 to
S80 week
How good are you?
If interested wire Jim Reese, TriW-Network, Jasper, Alabama and
air mail special disc and complete
information
FLOATERS NEED NOT APPLY ^
Announcers
NEWSWRITER-ANNOUNCER
Experienced
nouncer neededcombination
by 50,000 newswriter-anwatt midwest
radio station. Excellent opportunity.
Send background, picture and disc to
BOX 544G, BROADCASTING
Announcer from midwest or southwest
who knows rural-farm programming and
who MCcan ofeffectivehtj^pe accounts
as
western sell
unit.mailNetwork
affiliate
—10 kilowatts — large market. Nominal
starting salarj' with excellent opportunity.
Writeing salarj'.
fully, Ifgij'ing
and
wedisc.
areexperience
interested
will startwrite
vou
for audition
Box
580G. BROADCASTING.

Need Trained Personnel?
BROADCASTERS!
Want a Refresher Course?
BEGINNERS!
Want to be a broadcaster?
THE NATIONAL ACADEMY
OF BROADCASTING, INC.
3338 16th Street, N. W,
Washington 10, D. C.
NEW TERM OPENS OCT. 2
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF
BROADCASTING. Dept. Ill
3338— 16th St., N.W.
Washington 10, D. C.
Pleate send information concerning
□ Correspondence □ Residence Courses.
Name
Address
City

Stote

WGNR
TOWER

BLAST

Rep. Elston Blames Reds
THE BLAST which wrecked the
Voice of America transmitter tower
of Crosley Broadcasting Corp. in
Bethany, Ohio, is "clearly the work
of agents of Moscow," and is "but
a sample of what can be expected
in the event of an all-out war with
Russia," Rep. Charles H. Elston
(R-Ohio) charged in a statement
issued Sept. 22.
"It is striking evidence that
sabotage is part of the plan of the
Reds to block all efforts to bring
about world peace . . . and points
up the urgent necessity of legislation to regulate the activities not
only of the Communists but also of
the pinkos and fellow travelers who
belong to Communist-front organizations," Rep. Elston told House
colleagues.
The FBI already has begun a
probe of the explosion [Broadcasting, Sept. 25] which destroyed a
165-ft. tower supporting one of the
government's
antennas
the
CincinnatiVoice
area.
Plant in
is
used to beam Voice broadcasts to
Europe and Latin America. James
D. Shouse, chairman of the board of
Crosley, which leases the plant to
the government under contract,
characterized the blast as a "professional job."
Editorials Cited
Rep. Elston described the explosion as one of "international
significance," and included in the
Congressional Record editorials
from three Cincinnati newspapers
to support his sabotage charge.
Excerpts from the editorials:
Cincinnati Enquirer — . . . For some
unexplained reason . . . the State Dept.
has not felt it necessary to place
guards around the group of big antennae. The surrounding cyclone fence
had been cut, apparently to allow entrance for the supposed saboteur . . .
It is new evidence of the need for putting every Communist in this country
"under wraps". . . . Guards should be
placed at Bethany immediately. . .
Times-Star [WKRC WCTS (FM)
WKRC-TV]— . . . This was the second
explosion at Bethany this summer.
Radio towers don't just blow up. Nor

LOOKING pleased on the occasion of the first anniversary of Desert Bonk,
Cathedral City, Calif., are (I to r): Harry Davis, account executive, KCMJ
Palm Springs; O. A. Torgerson, president. Desert Bonk; Alta Weede, bank
cashier; Roland Voile, general manager, KCMJ. A purchaser of time on
KCMJ during the year, the bank marked the celebration by buying time for
the entire anniversary day (July 11) running spots, interviews with bank
directors, tape-recorded comments on the bank's progress, and a repeat of
the original taped broadcast done by the station when the bank opened.
do they get struck by lightning on a
perfectly clear night . . . What more
obvious target for sabotage than a
radio tower which is beaming programs
to the countries behind the Iron Curtain?. . . An attempt to cripple the
Voice of America is proof that this program is having an effect . . .
Post [WCPO-AM-FM-TVl— . . . It
seems surprising to the average man
that no steps were taken after the
previous explosion last May . . . Now,
according to the official in charge of
telling America's story to the world,
steps will be taken ... All that one
can add to that is — it's about time.

Allen, Hodges Cited
MEL ALLEN, who announced this
season's Yankee games, and Russ
Hodges, for the Giants, have received The Sporting News awards
as the outstanding play-by-play
broadcasters for 1950 in the American and National leagues, respectively. Winner of the award for
the fifth successive time, Mr. Allen
joined CBS in 1937. Mr. Hodges,
first-time winner, broadcasts the
Giants games on WMCA and a
network of several stations.
NBC Cass Daley Shoiv moves to Sat.,
5-5:30 p.m., PST, time slot. Formerly
heard Thurs., 7-7:30 p.m., PST.

WW MM
MB 9 Gardner, Massachusetts
(Identified
at
request
of owner)
$47,500.00
Due to owner's
interest
on the250 west
Company
authorized
to sell this
fulltime,
watt coast,
station Blackburn-Hamilton
on 1490 kc at the very
realisticis
price of $47,500.00.
Gardner has retail sales in excess of $27,000,000.00 and is one of the east's most
desirable single-station markets. WHOB is operating profitably, but has never
had
the benefit
of owner-management.
Here is an outstanding opportunity for
one operator
or two
partners.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
Harold R.
Ray V. Hamilton
Washington Bldg. 360 N. Mich.Murphy
Ave. 235 Montgomery St.
Sterling 4341-2 Randolph 6-4550 Exbrook 2-5672
•
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AIR
Affiliate

A NEW independent station,
WGNR New Rochelle, N. Y., made
its inaugural broadcast fortnight
ago with Frank Moore, New York
state comptroller and Republican
candidate for governor, as featured

For Sale
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TAKES
Joins FM

'SHOP'

CLINIC

Agency Holds Ad Sessions
WHEN an advertising agency
closes its doors for an entire day,
it could mean a holiday, but 59
members of VanSant, Dugdale &
Co. of Baltimore did just that, conat theshop.
Sheraton-Belvedere
Hotel to veningtalk
Occasion was the agency's third
annual one-day convention-clinic
Sept. 15 on the subject of "Successful Advertising in 1951." Concentrating major emphasis on
creative aspects of advertising,
organization members reviewed and
analyzed various ways of approaching the agency's objective.
A presentation on television,
covering specific aspects of the
medium, markets, potentials and
production techniques was given by
Bob Walsh, VanSant radio and TV
director, during the one-day session. Panels were held on research planning, copy techniques,
layouts and art, and consumer advertising. Keynote address was
delivered by President Wilbur VanSant, who reviewed current activities and appraised the outlook for
the future.
ANTENNA CONTROL
RCA Announces New System
RCA ENGINEERING Products
Dept. has announced a new system
for remote control of microwave
parabolic antennas in the field at
distances up to 1,500 ft. The company pointed out that control of
the saucer-shaped reflectors from
greater distances, if required, may
be achieved with the use of additional equipment.
RCA further stated that the new
system permits rigid, accurate
positioning of the microwave parabola from a remote location and
consists essentially of a rotatable
field mount and a remote control
unit equipped with switches and indicating devices. The design of
the field mount provides for both
azimuth and tilt positioning of the
parabola, the company added.

speaker.
WGNR broadcasts simultaneously with WGNR-FM, which has
been on the air since September
1948. Both stations are owned and
operated by the New Rochelle
Broadcasting Service Inc., with
main offices and studios at 524
North Ave., New Rochelle, telephone (dial in N. Y.) NE 6-8220.
Julian Gins is president and general manager; Kenneth Joseph is
vice president and station manager, and Arthur Simon is sales
manager of the organization.
WGNR is on 1460 kc with 500 w.
WGNR-FM is assigned to 93.5 mc
with power of 1 kw.
The WGNR staff includes Announcers Dean Howard, Art
Elmonn, Jack Jordan, and Steve
Fisher; News Editor Ray La Polla,
Continuity Director Alan Glass and
Chief Engineer Edward Voss. The
sales staff, in addition to Mr.
Simon, includes Irwin Bibro and
Robert Mazur.
FARM RADIO
Improved Service Urged
A PLEA for improved radio service in farm areas was inserted in
the Congressional Record Sept. 15
by Sen. Allen J. Ellender (D-La.).
The Senator had reprinted an
article from the Farm and Ranch
which called upon rural residents
"to fight for the continuance of
clear-channel stations which reach
intoIt many
ruralto regions."
referred
the bill (S 491)
introduced in the first session of
the 81st Congress in January 1949
by Sen. Ed C. Johnson, chairman
of the Senate Commerce Committee, which would break down clear
channels. The measure has been
pigeon-holed in committee ever
since.

NORTHWEST
BROADCASTING
S3I S. W. SCHOOL
12th • PORTLAND, OREGON

BROADCASTING
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FCC Actions
i! (Continued from page 86)
iHecisions Cont.:
:bmmercial educational station to
iiange studio location (within Long
ieach). change trans, location and ant.
j/stem, and to operate trans, by remote
ipntrol from studio site, until CommisIton's
final and
action3.553
on proposal
amend
tecs. 3.565
of rules toto premit
fich stations with trans, power of 10 w
|b less to operate by remote control.

fCC

SARNOFF
CITED
Receives Honorary Degree

roundup

New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications
SUMMARY

TO SEPTEMBER

28

DAVID SARNOFF, chairman of
the board of RCA, last week received an honorary degree of
Doctor of Humane Letters from
the U. of Louisville for his leadership in the fields of radio and
television. Dr. John W. Taylor,
president of the university, cited
Gen. Sarnoff for his part in building
publicof alfairs
tiontheactivities
NBC. and educaCitation accompanying degree:
Brigadier
General and
Sarnoff
ates this century
our illuminculture.
An immigrant from overseas, he rose
from messenger boy to the chairmanship of one of the
largest Ameri-of
can corporations;
a technologist
vision, he predicted the development
of radiovisionbroadcasting
1915,public
of tele-in
as a service toin the
1923. For his vision of television as
a social
and forin the
steadfastness of hisforce,
leadership
bringing
this
science vision
and Broadcasters
art to perfection,
the called
TeleAssn. in 1944
him "The Father of American TeleviBut his achievements do not stop
here. dent
In Roosevelt
1938. hethepresented
Presioriginal toconcept
of The Voice of America.
A man with a sense of obligation to
the culture of the nation and of the
world, he organized the NBC Symphony
Orchestra
and persuaded
Maestro Sarnoff
Toscanini
to conduct
it. General
sion."
made it possible for people everywhere
to hear the great music produced by
the Metropolitan Opera Assn. He has
sponsored
and Affairs
supported
the National
department of Public
at the
Broadcasting Co., which has led in
the dissemination of informed and enopinion inhas,
all fields
knowledge, andlightened
which
most ofrecently,
introduced a national plan for college
education by radio. Of this, the NBC
Theatre is an integral part. The U.
of Louisville recognizes and commends
his services to the culture of the world
by conferring
upon Letters.
him the degree of
Doctor
of Humane
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cations
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Hearing
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FM Stations
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Cond'l
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Ijiale Cifes Ad Council Plans
* On the air.
*58
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51
ARLY indications charting the
tion of control by Thomas H. Maxwell
jjurse advertisers and broadcastNon-Docket Actions . . .
through purchase of 10% interest of
ps alike may be expected to
Thomas S. Carr for $4,500. WIBB is
AM GRANTS
assigned 1 kw day on 1280 kc. Granted
(•averse in the coming months
Sturgeon Bay, Wis. — Door County
ere unfolded to members of the Radio
Co., granted new station 1050 kc, Sept. 19.
WJXN Jackson,
— Granted
asssn. of National Advertisers at 250 w daytime. Estimated cost $4,050.
signment of licenseMiss.from
Andalusia
Principals include: Sumner J. Harris,
Bcstg.
Co.
for
$38,500
to
Jackson
Bcstg.
le closing sessions of its annual
editor dent;Door
presiCo., new firm headed by James T.
Grace S.County
Harris; Advocate,
Werner A. Witte,
)nvention in Chicago last WedOwnby, WJXN general and commercial
vice principal Sturgeon Bay senior high manager.
Andalusia Bcstg. is licensee
esday (see other stories this is- school, treasurer; Wallace D. Tingley,
WCTA
Andalusia, Ala. WJXN is asattorney,
secretary;
Gerald
A.
Bartell,
le).
signed
250 w fulltime on 1450 kc.
vice president. Granted Sept. 27.
Granted Sept. 22.
Outlining the advertising motif
1*
Conroe, Tex. — Montgomery County
KUBA Yuba
City, Calif
.—Granted
as Samuel C. Gale, chairman of Bcstg. Co. granted new station 900 kc, acquisition
of control
by Chester
V.
500
w
daytime,
directional.
Estimated
be Advertising Council, which ex- cost $37,450. Principals include: Regan
UUom, 42% owner, through purchase of
25%
interest
from
Beverly
B.
Ballard
Smith, contractor; W. B. Weisinger,
3cts to initiate a far-sweeping
for $12,000. KUBA is assigned 1 kw day,
auto dealer; F. B. Petty Sr., owner
500 w night on 1600 kc. Granted Sept. 22.
limpaign soon on the theme that
Fred Petty Beer Co.; D. C. Norton,
lireater American production will owner Conroe Courier; James C. DorDeletions . . .
rell, appliance salesman Goodyear Rubpur the military and civil defense
ber
Co.;
John
W.
Neathery,
engineerTHREE FM deletions reported by FCC
Torts on to the national objective
announcer
last week. Total deletions to date since
ed Sept. 27. KIVY Crockett, Tex. GrantJan.
1: AM 32; FM 94; TV 3. Newly
j' preparedness.
deleted:
TRANSFER GRANTS
Ibroadcasters anticipate serving deWDAS
Philadelphia
— GrantedGoldman
transWFAA-FM Dallas, Tex. — License,
pnse needs on the advertising front
fer of control
from William
Sept. 19. A. H. Belo Corp. Loss of
Theatres Inc. to Max M. Leon for $495,- property lease; few FM sets in area;
I two ways — through the coun000-plus [BROADCASTING June 12, desire to concentrate on TV.
1, in whose activities they have
Aug.
28]. Mr. Co.,
Leon candy
is owner
WholeWBNU19. (FM)
Aurora,Press
111.— License,
Sum Products
maker.
Mr.
Sept.
The Copley
Inc. No
j|>operated for years, and through
Goldman wishes to retire from radio
public
response
to
FM.
jAB, which is informing radioto devote more time to theatre interWFBR-FM
Baltimore
—
License,
Sept.
ests.
WDAS
is
assigned
250
w
fulltime
jen how to bring the governm_ent's
19. The Baltimore Radio Show Inc.
on 1400 kc. Granted Sept. 27.
|essage to millions of Americans
Lack
of
public
interest
in
FM.
KIOA Des Moines and WLOL Minneik part of its new defense program
apolis— Granted three transfer appliKWWC (FM) Columbia,
Noneducational CP Mo.—
forfeited
cations effecting merger of two sta- by FCC Sept.commercial,
.'Broadcasting, Sept. 18].
26. Stephens College.
tions.
KIOA
stockholders
retire,
sell,The Advertising Council caming interest for $100,000 to WLOL group
Johnson To Europe
which forms new firm. Independent
^ign, which will encompass facilNew Applications . . .
Bcstg. tions.
Co., [BROADCASTING,
new licensee July
of both
states of all media, will focus atten31, Aug.
AM APPLICATIONS
SEN. ED C. JOHNSON (D-CoL),
14]. WLOL group headed by Ralph L.
Ipn on conversion of peacetime
chairman of the Senate Interstate
Flint,
Mich.
—
Adelaide
Lillian
CarAtlass.
KIOA
assigned
940
kc,
10
kw
Iroduction, needs relating to civil
rell, 1470 kc, 1 kw fulltime, directional.
day, 5 kw night, directional fulltime;
Requests facilities relinquished by & Foreign Commerce Committee,
fense which may arise from time
WLOL 5 kw fulltime on 1330 kc, direcWWOK there. Estimated cost $29,800, last Wednesday left New York for
tional.
time, recruiting and enlistment
including $27,500 purchase of WWOK
KFWB
Los
Angeles
—
Granted
transEurope on a special Trans World
plant. Mrs. Carrell is former owner
ives, restraint among consumers
fer of control from Warner Bros. PicWBBZ Ponca City, Okla. Filed Sept. 28. Airlines flight which opened the
tures Inc. to KFWB Bcstg. Co. See
hen buying goods, purchase of story page
93. Granted Sept. 27.
Highland Park, Mich. — Sanford A. company's new service to London
L S. Savings Bonds, training of
Schafitz,mated cost
1570$15,750.
kc, 1 Applicant
kw daytime.
Esti- and Frankfurt.
WSAR ofFall
River,
Mass.River
— Granted
is former
imericans in Red Cross first aid transfer
control
of Fall
Bcstg.
engineer
with
WBAA
and
WASK
LaCo.,
licensee,
from
(1)
Elizabeth
R.
Ethods and other topics with a Kelly, Frank W. Miller Sr. and City
fayette, Ind. Filed Sept. 28.
antenna 611 ft. above average terrain.
iitriotic aspect.
Bank Farmers Trust Co. as trustees to
Spartanburg, S. C. — James Cozby
Estimated cost $319,450. Applicant is
Byrd
Jr., 25.
1400 kc, 250 w fulltime.
Margaret K. Kelly and her live sisters,
Mr. Gale, describing the ulti- and
Filed
Sept.
operator WFJL (FM) there. Filed
(2) from the latter to Elizabeth R.
Kelly, Frank W. Miller Sr. and Frank
Sept. 28.
TV APPLICATIONS
|ate goal as one of "guns and butW. Miller Jr., trustees. Purpose is to
Las Vegas, Nev. — Southwestern Pub.
i," urged advertisers to support
Chicago — Lewis College of Science
vest
legal
title
to
Fall
River
Herald
Co., visual,
Channel1.278 kw
(180-186
ERP 2.47
e council campaign. He cautioned
kw
aural,mc),antenna
421
Technology, Channel 13 (210-216
News Pub. Co. (of which WSAR is sub- and
ft. above average terrain. Filed Sept. 28.
mc), ERP 32.6 kw visual, 16.3 kw aural.
rainst inflation, and said the
s
i
d
i
a
r
y
)
i
n
six
Kelly
daughters,
establish new publishing corporation and
uncil would seek to re-emphasize
set up trust
operate firmis for
daugh-to
ters. Sincetotransaction
subject
; program calling attention to the court approval,
FCC
gives
applicant
nefits derived under the Ameriuntil Dec. 1 to consummate transfers.
PROTECT YOURSELF, your STAFF, your CLIENTS
WSAR is assigned 5 kw fulltime on
n economic system.
1480 kc, directional. Granted Sept. 27.
from the daily hazard of
KELK Elko, Nev. — Granted transfer
of control from R. C. Ellis to 14 present
stockholders. Granted Sept. 27. Mr.
LIBEL, SLANDER, INFRINGEMENT OF
Ellis, who subscribed for 53.5% interest,
was issued only 14% holding.
COPYRIGHT, INVASION OF PRIVACY
DNC
WIS-AM-FM Columbia, S. C; WSPAAM-FM Spartanburg, S. C, and WIST
Arising from Editorializing, Speeches, Newscasts, Ad libs, FiniimiMi
s opening for staff announcer,
(FM) Charlotte,
N. and
C. — permits
Granted from
asComment,
Interviews. Mystery Plots, Gossipy Announcements, Man-on-the-.siippi
signment of licenses
ust have at least two years exSurety Life Insurance Co. to The Bcstg.
Hundreds of Broadcasters and Newspapers guard this continurience in this capacity. A sellCo. of the South. Corporate reorganious hazai'd with our si-ecial. tailored -to- Llie-r-iak Insuraiu-e
zation; no ownership change [BROAD|g voice, plus good knowledge
CASTING,
Sept.
18].
Granted
Sept.
21.
programming. Smooth ad-lib
USE CAUTION-LADY LUCK IS A DESERTER !
WWNC Asheville, N. C— Gianted
d ability to operate controls
IT COSTS SO LITTLE TO BE SURE WITH INSURANCi;.
transfer of control of Asheville Citizen«ential. Only those having these
Times Co., licensee, by Don S. Elias
Salifications and wish to settle
through purchase of 125 sh (3.12%)
For details, write to the Pioneer in this line.
from Brandon P. Hodges for $31,250.
wn need apply. Send disc, letMr.
Elias
holdings
are
increased
to
EMPLOYERS REIIVSURAIVCE CORPORilTIO:%
r and recent photo to E. R.
51%. WWNC is assigned 5 kw fulltime
rggins. Program Director, WDNC,
on 570 kc, directional night. Granted
Insurance Exchange Bldg.
—
Kansas Cily, iMo.
Sept. 19.
Urham, N. C. immediately.
WIBB Macon, Ga. — Granted acquisiTelecasting
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tion in the afternoon field in New

Allen

FCC

(Continued from page 2i)
was functioning irregularly. The
cuckoo, a shy bird, backed out of
the clock instead of facing the
world on the hour. Based as it
was on a funny theme, the sketch
might have succeeded had it not
been drawn out beyond the possibility of climax and had Mr.
Wooley not misplaced some lines in
his impenetrable beard.
The big production number featured Mr. Allen and Rise Stevens,
the Metropolitan Opera star, in a
musical version of the traveling
salesman-farmer's daughter story,
scrubbed up for the family living
room and sung to melodies from
"Carmen." Although the lyrics
were bright, the performance suffered from an interminable bit of
business concerning Mr. Allen's
nose being tickled repeatedly by
Miss Steven's pigtails.
Miss Stevens, in a more characteristic moment, also sang "Falling in Love," commendably if not
memorably, and Sono Osato was
featured in a ballet number that
need not cause the Sadler Wells
company any sleepless nights.
Whatever lapses occurred
throughout the performances of
Mr. Allen and his supporting
players can probably be attributed
to the agitations of preparing a
premiere production of an hourlong comedy show.
Commercials on the program
were for Colgate dental cream.
Halo shampoo, Palmolive soap and
Ajax cleaner. Of the four, Ajax's
"foaming cleanser" jingle was most
effective.
RIGGIO JOINS HILTON
Agency Name Changes
LOUIS J. RIGGIO, formerly assistant to the president in charge of
advertising and sales for the American Tobacco Co., has become a
partner in the Peter Hilton Inc.,
agency, N. Y. Effective Oct. 1,
the agency will change its name
to Hilton & Riggio Inc., with Mr.
Hilton remaining as president and
Mr. Riggio as vice president and
treasurer.

STATION
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on Film

MICROFILMING of FCC's
official minutes through 1947
has been completed and sent
to the National Archives, the
Commission reported last
week. Including the period
March 15, 1927, to Dec. 31,
1947, the microfilm project
reduced to 46 small reels of
less than single filing-cabinet
size the minutes contained in
78,000 pages and 99 volumes
— 21 from the former Federal
Radio Commission and 78 for
FCC. Project was begun in
1948.
Lorain Journal
(Continued from page 25)
Government anti-trust suit which
is being closely watched by radio
as well as newspaper interests
[Broadcasting, June 19].
Though the New
Times Orleans
- Picayune's
WTPS-AM-FM
are
not involved, the suit is reminiscent
of FCC's duopoly rule in broadcasting in that it is aimed in part
at alleged practices involving
"combination rates," charging that
the publishing company used its
two local papers in an attempt to
attain monopoly.
In their answer, filed Wednesday
in federal court in New Orleans,
the Times-Picayuyie and States
denied charges of anti-trust violations and monopolistic practices
injurious to the rival New Orleans
Item.
Claim Practice Is General
They admitted selling advertising in morning and evening combination, but asserted such procedures are generally employed in the
newspaper field and are not in violation of law. The Item, they contended, used the same practices in
former years when the owners of
the paper at that time also published the morning Tribune.
The answer flatly denied a government contention that the TimesPicayune acquired the States in
1933 "under restrictive covenants
in order to prevent competition."
It also claimed the Item was negotiating for the States at that time
with the intent to merge the two
papers "so as to eliminate competi-

for
SALES GETTING
REPRESENTATION
Contact our nearest office
Chicago 185 N. Wabash Avenue
/
Atlanta Rhodes-Haverty Building
Baltimore 2104 N. Charles Street
San Francisco 68 Post Street
Los Angeles 684 S. Lafayette Park PI.
New York 366 Madison Avenue
Executive Office
TV
AM
REPRESENTATIVES
FM
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To the suit's charge that the
Times-Picayune
and States proOrleans."
hibited their vendors from selling
the Item, the answer said there
have been no such restrictions since
June, and that, prior to that time,
certain requirements on a few vendors were established as protective
measures because requirements im.posed by erential
thesaleItem
in prefof theresulted
Item over
the
States.
The answer concluded:
If the Sherman Act is to be construed as permitting the courts of
the U. S. to regulate the advertising
or circulation rates of newspapers, or
the size or content of newspapers,
or to prohibit an irfdividual or corporation publishing newspapers from
charging one rate for advertising in
all of its editions, morning and afternoon, whether published under the
same or different names, then such
Sherman Act is unconstitutional, null
and void, because it violates the provisions of the First Amendment to
the Constitution of the U. S. that
Congress shall make no law abridging
the freedom of speech or of the press.

RURAL OUTLET
KRVN Nears Opening
A POWERFUL new rural AM station— KRVN Lexington, Neb., the
"Radio Voice of Nebraska" — is
shooting for Nov. 15 or earlier as
its target date for beginning operations, it was disclosed last week.
The station, which repoi'tedly
will throw a 25 kw signal over most
of the rural area of Nebraska on
1010 kc daytime only, is licensed
to the Nebraska Rural Radio Assn.
of Lincoln, Neb., a state-wide farm
cooperative organization which has
been planning the new outlet for
more than a year [Broadcasting,
June 27, 1949].
In June 1949, the cooperative
firm began soliciting funds from
farmers, stockmen, ministers, farm
oi-ganizations and similar groups
throughout the state. Cost of the
station is estimated at $190,000.
RCA Equipment
RCA has announced that it is
completing construction of a 50 kw
transmitter and other equipment
making up a full complement of
studio and transmitter needs for
KRVN. Delivery date is scheduled
for this month.
The transmitter equipment, including two 275-ft. towers, will be
installed seven miles east of Lexington, according to RCA.
Jay A. Person, of Wauneta, Neb.,
is president of the firm. Max
Brown, of Lincoln, new to radio and
acting secretary of the organization, will be the general manager
of the station. Dan Bellus, formerly commercial manager of
KXXX Colby, Kan., will be commercial manager; Tom Copeland,
formerly with the WOWO Fort
Wayne engineering staff, will be
chief engineer; Garry Schroeder,
formerly with WRFD Worthington, Ohio, will be program director,
and Patricia Doyle, formerly with
WWDC Washington, will be traffic
manager.

(Continued from page 2U)
able reading, but a Benny show,
adorned with his performance and
production skill, makes listening
that is about as satisfactory, week
after week, as you will find on the
air.
Nowhere else has the sound effect been elevated to such an instrument of comedy as it has on
the Benny program. In the gold
rush sketch Sept. 24 Mr. Benuy
and
his confederate,
"Tex"played
Harris,
encountered
a desperado
by
Don Wilson. "Be careful," warned
Tex, "that's Windy Wilson, the
toughest
in and
thesethen
parts."
There wasman
a shot
the
sound of pressurized air escaping
through a puncture. "I shot him
in the stomach," Mr. Benny said.
The whole essence of Benny
comedy was contained in this
single incident. The sound effects
were meticulously timed and tuned
to a situation involving another
standard Benny
joke,hisMr.basic
Wilson's
paunch.
Utilizing
store
of topics for humor, which have
been tested thoroughly for so myny
years, . Mr. Benny is assured of a
future limited only by the destiny
of radio itself.
A round of applause is due the
Lucky Strike commercials which
are of a piece with the current
Luckies' theme, "Be Happy, Go
Lucky." The jingle which is being used on the Benny show as well
as on the American Tobacco Co.'s
other radio and television schedules
is among the most melodic in contemporary broadcast advertising.
It ought to sell cigarettes too.
Radio Bills Pend
(Continued from page 31)
acute with the sudden change in|
the Far East and a resulting!

stepped up war
economy,
the Administration
reissued its call
for
the TV set tax which was written,
into the tax bill by the Senate and :
finally passed by Congress. !
The so-called Condon Committeereport finally was made public last;
July [Telecasting, July 17]. This^jii
was the group commissioned by!
Sen. Johnson's Commerce Commit^;
tee to accurately survey the colorp
television question. The group,
formally known as the Senate Ad-1
Color Televisory Committee onFCC
with its
vision, supplied the
scientific findings but arrived at
no conclusion except to suggest!|5
that only one system of the three
proposed before the Commission be
accepted.
Midway in the session proposals
that Congress impose fees for special services rendered private in-,
ment agencies
terests by govern
were forwarded. Among them
were suggestions that FCC charge
it gives broadfor certain services the
granting oi
casters, including
licenses. [Broadcasting, July 31].
Studies were underway both in the
Senate and the House with possible
consideration of the revenue proposal next year.
• Telecasting
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Selling Retailers
KFWB
SALE
(Continued from page 25)
Maizlish Group Buy Okayed
television director, Walter L. DenTWO DAYS after an amended
nis, told the -workshop that "beapplication
was filed to substitute
mil$2
jtween 1935 and 1944 some
new minority (49%) stockholders
lion of store radio advertising exin the purchasing company, FCC
pense vanished over the airwaves
last Wednesday approved Warner
and no one quite knew why or for
Bros. $350,000 sale of KFWB Los
Ifthat."
Angeles to a new firm headed and
: He said management was indifcontrolled by KFWB General ManIferent, programs Avere not planned,
promoted, and merchandized, and
agercasting,
Harry
Maizlish [BroadJuly 24].
were unfapersonnelproblems.
jradio station
kniliar
with retailing
The Lansing Foundation, a nonI However, he said the past five
profit organization, was substituted
for Schine Chain Theatres Inc. as
jj-ears have seen the creation of
499c owner of the new company,
radio-and-TV staffs by large conKFWB Broadcasting Corp., after
cerns, and the solution of problems
FCC made clear that Schine
Jiardly recognized earlier.
Mr. Dennis suggested steps in the
Chain, having been found guilty
formulation of a store radio plan:
in the 1948 motion picture antiDISCUSSING Florida grapefruit promotion preceding the Sept. 22 meeting
trust case, would make a transfer
[Analysis of the market, the store,
of J. Walter Thompson Co. executives with members of the Florida Citrus hearing necessary.
and media cost relationship; study
.pf the media available, the atti- Commission [Broadcasting, Sept. 25], are (I to r): John H. (Jack) Forshew,
Since Warner Bros, also was one
tude of management toward radio, JWT Lakeland representative; David Cory, JWT; Dawson L. Newton, adverof the companies found guilty in
and the strong departments of the
tising manager, Florida Citrus Commission; Don Francisco, JWT vice presithe anti-trust case, FCC's approval
dent, and Julian L. Watkins, JWT.
jfetore, to decide where radio would
of the transfer was taken as an
fit into over-all promotion; and the
indication
that the Commission —
them.
drawing of a detailed plan in light
which is still studying the overall
ing
tosaid
lifetelevision
in front ofisthe
viewers."in
Color
television,
he
predicted,
He
bringing
question of broadcast qualifications
,pfI' radio-time availabilities.
Stresses G<>od Copy copy, dollars that consumers had not in- will cause TV's "value as a sales
of licensees involved in anti-trust
tended to spend. Telecasts reach
tool to soar tremendously." With
The basis of good radio
proceedings
— will
permit
suchevenlidevelopment
of
lower-cost
equipthe
viewer
when
he
is
relaxed,
recensees to sell
their
stations
Shirley Silvers, freelance radio
ment for intra-store television, not
ceptive, and undividedly attentive,
if the ultimate decision on their
copyw-riter, told the meeting, is and as a medium permits liberties
only merchandising within the qualifications to acquire or hold
'cruth. "The public isn't nearly so enjoyed by no other, he pointed out.
store but the direct transmission
stations is adverse.
gullible as some advertisers are
of daily mail-order specials to the
Shopping
by
television
combines
Lansing Foundation, the new
'reign to believe," she said.
TV station will put a new face on
appeal of window shopping with
49% owner of KFWB (980 kc, 5
Good copy, she continued, is pre- the
the convenience of hearing the store operation.
ceded by an analysis of the merkw), is a charitable organization
price, and being able to make the
owned by David G. Baird, senior
chandise for sale to determine "the purchase without leaving your
strong department." That is what
partner of the New York Stock ExWROL-FM
TO LBS
home, Charles L. Kelly, program
change firm of Baird & Co., and
5hould be advertised and not "the director of the Evening Star
Earl S. Baird. Mr. Maizlish, genAM-FM Operation Divorced
jiogs." A consultation with buyers Broadcasting Co. (WMAL-AMand department heads should bring
eral manager of KFWB for 13
WROL-FM Knoxville, Tenn., start3ut the salient virtues of the item. TV), Washington, said.
years, owns the remaining 51% of
the new licensee company.
Detailing the operation of the
In the light of such virtues, she
ing today (Oct. 2) joins the Liberty Broadcasting System and goes
S/iop by Television show on
Prior to the substitution of Lansing
said, choose an appropriate market to direct your message to, and WMAL-TV Washington, Mr. Kelly on a commercial basis independent
Foundation for Schine Chain, J. Myer
brepare continuity suitable for that emphasized the importance of radio
of its AM affiliate's operation, acSchine, controlling stockholder of the
cording to W. H. Linebaugh, vice
iiarket.
personalities who conduct shopping
theatre
company, testified before the
Public confidence in president and general manager.
Saying that "the spoken word programs.
Senate Special Committee to Investithem as individuals, he said, has
;s cheaper than the printed
Mr. Linebaugh said LBS will be
gate Organized Crime. Sen. Estes
heard on FM sets in some 80,000
word," Miss Silvers pointed out proved to be a large factor.
Kefauver (D-Tenn.), chairman of the
homes
in
the
Knoxville
area.
He
dr-hat, unlike the white space wasted
committee, wrote FCC, however, that
"Eemember," he said, "the cenSn printed advertising, the entire
also stated that WROL-FM will
ter of the retailer's TV universe
Mr.
Schine's testimony "did not reveal
adio selling period is usable. Also, is not on Madison Ave. It is in maintain separate sales departany
facts which would reflect adverseAshe said, the spoken word is alment, programming, announcing
ly on his character as a substantial
your
home
town."
staff
and
other
departments.
Owned
George T. Shupert, vice presistockholder of a broadcast licensee,"
j- Is'ays alone; there is no competing
dent and director of commercial
ai'.iiessage side-by-side with it. In
and operated by Mountcastle
and that the committee "had no testimony ... to indicate that Mr. Schine
liji addition to the commercial, the operations, Paramount Television
Broadcasting Co. Inc., WROL-FM
is of the racket group or that he does
broadcasts on Ch. 247 (97.3 mc)
it -iadvertiser receives credit and iden- Production Inc., New York, warned
not possess good moral or character
o^infication with the program itself. that "television is more than radio with 76 kw.
Most people, she continued, re- with pictures added. It is primar.diinember longer what they hear than
qualifications."
ily a visual medium," in which motion picture techniques are prov!f i^-hat they read. And while printed
;|;-iiedia are silent, the voice can por- radio.ing more successful than those of
:ray "excitement . . . warmth
ff]t|lepth . . . whatever the miter has
TV's Expansion Potential
,n mind."
Arthur E. Durham, TV market
Observing that "those who have
shd by BMI
research counsel for CBS, told his dabbled in the medium commerAnother BMI "Pi„ Vp" BU-PMi
cially have really only gotten their
alllisteners that television is "the
toes wet," Will Baltin, of the Telepfiinnest printed advertisement comOn Re.or.ls: 'BE ^J
vision Broadcasters Assn., preD ^^"^
^^
ij 'ii
COUL
^
dicted 400 additional TV stations
FOR SALE
within five years, and 1,200 within
Old established fuUtime inde^a*
a decade — if the "freeze" ends next
rg<»,l
Dick Haynies — Dec. 2i2Lt, Uuss
pendent station, in large eastern
10792.
spring
and
the
national
emergency
market, metropolitan coverage,
permits.
excellent money-making opporHe said reduction of the present
tunity. Fine equipment and
Brito - Associated;
studios with favorable audience
On Transcription: Phil
high TV operating costs may be
Vaughn Monroe l;
ito
ratings. Present owners moving
Bob Gantsau - Cap
accomplished by establishment of
World.
—
mes
Hay
from market to care for other
k
Dic
;
rus
sau
The
"primary stations" in principal
interests. No brokers. Box
cities, and "satellite stations" in
587G, BROADCASTING.
areas immediately
adjacent to
Hi!
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U)
attack just after starting trip soliciting station memberships.

BRACKET DEADLINE
(Contbiued from page 4)
adaptervided onunits
which,would
plugged
receptacles
proreceivers,
permitinto
operation
at Switch
Position No. 2 to receive color in black-and-white;
(3) if future color developments lead to standards
other than those on which plug-in units are based,
new
plug-in units will be built to accomodate new
standards.
Research thus far, company said, indicates this
program will "make the new standards available to
the
public at aAttorney
minimum John
cost."W. Statement
filed by
Westinghouse
Steen.
General Electric, developer of new frequency
interlace color system, asked FCC to "take
definite action" to show industry that — whether
CBS is approved now or decision is postponed
"there still remains an opportunity for new
and improved systems to qualify for acceptance
by the Commission." Otherwise, GE said,
further developments in color field will be
"arrested" at time when rapid strides are being
made to produce systems at least potentially
free from "some of the inherent limitations"
of CBS system.
As manufacturer, GE said it would give FCC
"fullest cooperation" though it considered course
laid out by TV Report "is technically and econoopen to serious
question,"
view of mically
military
requirements.
Juneparticularly
1, 1951, wasin
"earliest possible date" it could offer "with any assurance" respecting readiness to start production of
bracket sets.
questions,
company
said: "We
doRaising
not feelanti-trust
in a position
to agree
to abandon
the
manufacture of all types of television receivers other
than the type proposed by the Commission. We
must, for the time being at least, reserve for the
record our right to use our independent judgement
on the type and number of television receivers that
we would design and manufacture at any particular
pointW. ofR. time
in the GEfuture."
Statement submitted
by
G. Baker,
vice president.
Crosley Division of Avco Mfg. Corp. said
of course would try to m;?et public demand
for sets emnloi7=r-e; "any standards w'-'ich may
be prescribed," but cannot agree it would be
able to build bracket standards — or even twoposition dual standards — within time limits.
In letter from Vice President and General
Manager J. W. Craig, company asked FCC to
"reconsider" and defer any new standards
for "indefinite period" because:
(1) "No satisfactory system of color television
has yet been fully developed"; (2) even if CBS system could be "Derfected," its use at present time is
"impracticable";
(3) delayaffect
in adopting
standards would not adversely
existing new
or prospective owners of present-type sets and would not
aggravate
compatibility
"adoption andof
dual
or bracket
standardsproblem;
before (4)
a perfected
feasible color system is available would, in our
opinion,
extremely
to the public."
Adoptionbe of
dual or detrimental
bracket standards.
Crosley
said, would reduce production and increase list
prices
at time labor
when and
they're
already
due
to
increased
material
costsgoing
and upexcise
tax.
"Such
a
drastic
increase
in
price
coupled
with
governmental restrictions on installment buying
could, in our opinion, be so serious as to practically
eliminate a market, except in the higher income
brackets," company asserted.
Stromberg-Carlson, through Robert C. Tait,
president, said engineering staff working overtime since FCC notice to appraise proposal.
Number of problems remain on dual synchronization and "very many" on bracket synchronization, company said.
Preliminary tests have been made on dual standards but field testing needed. Firm could complete
engineering work for dual standards in another
month or two but brackets would take "considerably
longer
month toneeded
fielij
tests aridperiod."
then fourAnother
to six months
get new fordesigns
into production, it was estimated.
Allen B. DuMont Labs, following up earlier
letter with brief which observers felt laid
groundwork for possible later appeal to courts,
asked FCC to reconsider and cancel its "improvident" proposal Attorney
on bracket
standards.
Filed by Washington
William
A. Roberts,
brief attacked FCC's color report, charged hearing
was not "impartial as to the basic question of the
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WAVE RE-JOINS NAB
WAVE LOUISVILLE returned to NAB fold
last week after absence of about year, NAB
General Manager William B. Ryan announced
Friday. AM, FM and TV stations included.
Arrangements made in correspondence between
Mr. Ryan and Nathan Lord, WAVE general
manager.
ABC PROTESTS AT&T PLAN
ABC has petitioned FCC to review allocation
of TV circuits recently announced by AT&T
under its tariff for last quarter of 1950. In
petition filed Friday by Paul Porter, of Arnold,
Fortas & Porter, under FCC Tariff 216 requiring facilities be "equitably allocated,"
ABC said its allocation was less than one-third
that allotted another network, and approximately two-fifths time allocated to still another. Advertisers and stations will prefer
"more favored" networks, it charged. FCC
slated to consider ABC protest today (Monday)
along with similar complaint filed by DuMont
(early story page 60).
sufficiency of any of the proposed color systems,"
and accused Comr. Robert F. Jones of being "for
color,
. . during
. againstcolor
television."
At nobuttime
proceedings was there
"any suggestion" that flexible standards — such as
FCC
permitted
proposal
194045 — were
again under
being DuMont
considered
brieffrom
declared.
FCC's Color Report makes it obvious FCC has approvedanCBSadequate
system, legal
but nevertheless
"cannot constitute
notice of proposed
rule
making," brief said. "Without properly adopted
standards
color system
b.'comedetail
commercial
and withoutno adequate
notice c=in
in precise
on this
highly technical matter, a final rule-making would
charged that Comr. Jones conducted himself
be Brief
invalid."
"asW. a R.prosecutor
the engineering
G. Baker,of General
Electric profession."
Co., chairman
of National Television System Committee, submitted
reports of meetings by Panels 5 (Receivers) and
8 (Terminal
ship of David equipment).
B. Smith, of Panel
Philco,5, onunder
Sept. chairman13 agreed
Nov.
15
deadline
couldn't
be
met,
did
not indicated
consider
whether brackets sets are practical and
adapters generally complicated since must duplicate
some chassissentatives
parts.
manufacturer
estimatedSeventeen
internal adapting
cost repreat $30
to $40,ternal
production
commencing
next
spring.
Exadapter costs estimated at $50 to $130, plus
installation in some cases.
Pilot Radio Corp., Long Island City, said it is
"physically impossible" to build by November
deadline; attacked FCC's "indirect" method of
regulating
making contended
industry andFCC"illusory"
if industrysetagrees;
action award
would
cause
"incalculable
harm"
to
industry
and regards
public;
presented detailed criticism of FCC findings
CBSJohnsystem.
Meek Industries and Scott Radio Lab. wired
they Angeles,
are not filing
comments.
Hoff'man
Radio
Corp.,
Los
filed but
statement
was not
available.
Indications were Hoffman took position similar to
Westinghouse.
Arvin Industries, Columbus, Ind., said solution
not apparent yet. Test equipment is lacking and
will take two months to convert existing test units.
Development of new receiver design alone will take
another three months, followed by field testing and
production tooling. With procurement cycle
lengthening. Arvin estimated delivery of purchased
components would take three to four months.
Belmont Radio Corp., Chicago, said enough time
hasn't been allowed for "thorough study" of problem. Feasibility is termed still "engineering conmajor
effort toof study.
its engineering
departmentjecture"hasalthoughbeen
devoted
Cost of
incorporating "continuous standards" declared unknown; dual standards for CBS cost $30, "too high
aobsolescence
premium" to
chargeadvent
publicof for
during
color.insurance against
Garod Radio Corp., Brooklyn, said preliminary
engineering
done were
to determine
modifica-of
tions but nohadtestbeen
models
ready because
component delays. Space provided in laying out
chassis and
"forthcoming
provide
for panels
added for
components
and production"
controls. Fieldto
testing isductionnecessary,
bracket after
procan commenceGarod
in foursaid,
to but
five months
final decision, with added list price estimated at
$35. Louis
Silver,external
vice president
generalcostmanager, estimated
adaptersandwould
$50
to $75 plus installation by "highly technical personnel."

PERISH THOUGHT of Arthur Godfrey,
CBS' one-man gang, returning to active naval
service any time soon. Although he's proud
possessor of naval aviation wings, and holds
commander's rating, his flying would be noncombat and limited. Besides, Navy isn't yet
calling up officers of his rank unless they're
specialized in spheres in which manpower
shortages have developed.
BRISTOL-MYERS, New York (Resistab),
through Kenyon & Eckhart, New York, planning radio spot announcement campaign, starting in mid-October in number of markets.
NON-NEWSPAPER owned independent AM
station organization being urged to represent
group in matters before FCC and to act for
members in seeking better deals with unions,
transcription firms and equipment manufacturers. Group would also make drive for new
business for this type station. Letter urging
formation and exchange of views sent to prospective members by manager of 5 kw independent in large eastern market.
HELEN HARTWIG, formerly with Ruthrauff
& Ryan, New Yoi-k, as timebuyer, scheduled
to join Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, in
similar capacity.
RADIO BRASS attending Assn. of National
Advertisers convention in Chicago last week
included: Niles Trammell, NBC board chairman, flanked by I. E. (Chick) Showerman,
Chicago vice president; Frank Stanton, CBS
president, and J. L. Van Volkenburg, CBS TV
vice president; John J. Karol, CBS sales manager; Ad Hult, MBS sales vice president;
Edgar Kobak, consultant and owner of WTWA
Thomson, Ga., and C. E. Hooper Inc., of
Hooperatings.
PROCTER & GAMBLE, Cincinnati, through
Benton & Bowles, New York, planning spot
campaign for its Ivory Snow starting early in
October on 30 stations in 18 markets.
EXCESS PROFITS RELIEF
URGED BY DISTRICT 12
WITH record attendance of 121, NAB District
12 wound up two-day session in St. Louis Friday by urging industry to point out need for
relief from excess profits taxes proposed for
next session of Congress (early story page 34).
Other resolutions urged board to study industry rate structures in view of increased
listening to radio, rising set sales, soaring material costs and higher operating costs ; favored
super-BAB project as explained by Charles C.
board's
NABcommittee
member
WMBD Peoria,
Caley, Committee;
BAB
endorsed
workof of
for memorial to late John J. Gillin, WOW
Omaha; endorsed BMI; favored drive to get
new members and plan to ask return of World
War II rules on operators with restricted licenses; paid tribute to District Director William B. Quarton, WMT Cedar Rapids; voiced
confidence in NAB and staff.
NON-TV MARKETS GET
BONUS, SAYS HOOPER
WITHDRAWAL of important radio shows is
creating "bonus" radio audience in non-television markets, C. E. Hooper, president of
C. E. Hooper Inc., told Radio-TV Clinic of
National Retail Dry Goods Assn. Friday (early
story page 25). Radio tune-in in non-TV
reand "bonus"
level, fewer
high with
remains
cities sults
from factat that
big radio
shows on air "the audience-pie is being cut
into fewer but bigger pieces," he said.
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compact television camera is getting a
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TIME PERIODS

BELLS

RINQ

John W. Holland, staff
pastor at WLS, Chet
' ^
Randolph, assistant
farm program director,
A nd on thousands of Midwest farms, the men come
and WLS National Barn Dance stars who appear
in from the fields and the barns to a hearty meal
each day as part of Dinner Bell. They hear their
with the family. Even on the most modern farms,
neighbors, too . . . for no day passes on Dinner Bell
the dinner bell continues as more than a tradition,
without guest interviews, ranging from top agriculfor at certain seasons of the year, especially during
tural officials to visiting farm families. Brides come
from all over the Midwest to ring the traditional
harvest and plowing times, the men of the house
bells that start the program each day. And so the
are often beyond the sound of a voice . . . and so
dinner bell symbolizes this WLS kinship between
the big, powerful old bell calls them together to
listener and broadcaster. .. a kinship we believe to be
eat at noon each day.
unique in all radio, both as a channel of service and
they
as
Dinner Bells ring in the WLS studios ...
^ means of achieving unusual advertising results,
have at noon for more than 26 years ... and with
the same regularity with which they sit down
around the family table, farm and small town
families make sure their radios are set at 890, to
listen to the friendly, familiar voices of Arthur C.
The
Page, America's best known farm personality, Dr.
PRAIRIE
FARMER
STATION

890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK- REPRESENTED BY \v JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
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Circuit
aosed
SHORTLY to be announced will be appointment of William F. Brooks, veteran NBC vice
president in charge of news, special events and
international relations, as vice president in
charge of public relations. Post, originally
recommended in Booz, Allen & Hamilton report,
will have news, press and advertising departments within its purview. No indication on
successor to Mr. Brooks, former crack AP
newsman and ex-head of its European operations.
FINISH-FIGHT against federal court's antitrust ruling in Lorain (Ohio) Journal case,
particularly that far-reaching decree proposed
by Justice Dept. [Broadcasting, Oct. 2], due
to start late this month with American Newspaper Publishers Assn. probably aligning with
Journal. Judge Freed, who found newspaper
guilty of anti-trust violations against WEOL
Elyria-Lorain, has given Journal until Oct. 28
to file reply to Justice Dept.'s proposed judgment. He made clear he expects paper in
meantime to eliminate practices his ruling
condemned.
ERWIN H. SHOMO, general manager of
CBS-owned KMOX St. Louis, slated to move
to Chicago as executive assistant to H. Leslie
Atlass, CBS vice president in charge of
Central Division. John Akerman, now Mr.
Atlass'
top assistant, will replace Mr. Shomo
at KMOX.
AFTER SEVERAL DAYS of stalemate, during which outlook appeared bleak, NARBA
sessions have taken turn which indicates better possibility of agreement among North
American nations. Impasse had centered
about Mexican demand for assignments (clear)
on several U. S. clear channels. It's understood U. S. delegation wanted to talk not in
terms of duplication but mutual protection.
WHEN FCC SHORTLY takes up FM problem, including propriety of such services as
transitcasting, storecasting and "beep" operations, it will likely find itself confronted with
issues going far beyond original contemplated
scope. Study has been undertaken by certain
FCC members, as well as staff, on network
participation in FM development with possibility that it will inquire into applicability of
so-called chain-monopoly regulations to FM.
Testimony on this point was elicited largely
by Comr. Robert F. Jones during FCC colorTV proceedings from witnesses representing
both NBC and CBS.
WHAT'S described as potent sales argument
for FM, showing high-buying and loyal audience not heavily influenced by AM and TV,
to be made available soon in form of extensive analysis of FM-only station's audience.
AS IF to anticipate NBC's up-coming annual
affiliates convention at White Sulphur Springs,
Oct. 18-20, FCC last Friday unloaded proposal for temporary regulations to bring equitable sharing of TV-network programs in one,
two, and three-station TV markets. (See story
this page). Already slated for convention,
(Continued on page 90)
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Uficomina
Oct. 9-10: NAB District 1, Somerset Hotel, Boston.
Oct. 12-13: NAB District 2, Ten Eyck Hotel,
Albany, N. Y.
Oct. 16: NAB Economic Conference, WaldorfAstoria Hotel, New York.
(Other Upcomings on page 33)
Bulletins
PROPOSED rules forfeiting construction permits if new stations are sold prior to commencing progTam tests [Broadcasting, June 26, Jan.
16] dismissed by FCC Friday upon consideration they would not be in public interest "at
this time." Proposal on "trafficking" had been
vigorously opposed.
TWO

BIDDERS

FOR

DON

LEE:

YANKEE, PAULEY-WOR GROUP
TWO BIDS entered at Friday's deadline for
bidding on Thomas S. Lee estate: (1) by
General Tire & Rubber Co., which owns
Yankee Network, and which reportedly would
retain Don Lee Network and deal with CBS
on parlay sale of KTSL (TV) Los Angeles,
and (2) by combined group composed of Hoffman Radio Corp., Industrialist Edwin W.
Pauley and syndicate of West Coast businessmen, Blythe & Co. representing group of
Pacific Coast bankers, and WOR New York.
Terms of bids not revealed.
President H. Leslie Hoffman of Hoffman
Radio Corp., who submitted combined group's
bid, said offer was for all stock of estate and
that, if successful, all present employes of Don
Lee Network would be retained. WOR's interest
presumably includes desire to acquire Don
Lee's owns
199c 19%.
interest in Mutual, of which WOR
also
Public Administrator Ben H. Brown and
counsel for heir and relatives of late Thomas S.
Lee have 10 days to choose between two bids,
with way then open for higher offers.
FCC

Plan

Blasts

deadline

Brietlv
Business
SPONSORING
SMITH • American Horn
Products Corp. (for Boyle-Midway Inc. an
American Home Foods Inc.) sponsoring Thurf
day, 4:15-4:30 p.m. portion of Kate Smit
Hour, 4-5 p.m., NBC. Agencies, Bothwell Ad'^
(Boyle-Midway)
can
Home Foods). and Ted Bates Inc. (Amer:
ELDER NAMED BY NAB
APPOINTMENT of Oscar Elder, Washingtc
public relations consultant and former news
paperman, as assistant public affairs direct©
of NAB announced Friday by General Mar
ager William B. Ryan. He assumes dutie
immediately, succeeding John F. Hardest;
newly-named NAB station relations directc
(see story page 29).
ADVERTISING SURVEYED
AT OHIO STATE MEET
BROADCASTING will again be called upon
play key role in molding American opinion ar
support in present world conflict, which will
a "10 to 15 year war — hot, tepid or cold." Fr€
Lazarus Jr., Cincinnati, president of Federate
Department Stores, made statement as or
of principal speakers at Seventh Annual A(
vertising and Sales Promotion Conferences
Ohio State U. (see story page 56). Nearly 3C
advertising leaders were present for two-da
session on general theme, "Current Trends
Advertising." Mr. Lazarus said views wei
result of serving with 125 businessmen
Committee for Economic Development.
David Arons, publicity director, Gimbel Bro!
Philadelphia, declared small independent
tailers will "swarm in and take over televisic
— just as they took over radio — unless
department stores use television in a way cor
mensurate with size of their business."
added: "I mean use television in a big way ai
continue to do so over a long period of time."
H. H. Dobberteen, director of Media Record
said national advertising expenditures ha'
increased 2% times in last 10 years.

Uneven
TV
Networkin(
more than four hours from any one netwo:
PROSPECT of major unheaval in TV network
program alignments seen Friday as FCC iniwithin each time segment. "Network pr
tiated rule-making proposal to equalize comgrams" would mean delayed as well as simi:
taneous broadcasts.
petition among four television networks — strikFCC also suggested problem might be a
ing at "dominance" of NBC-TV — and secondarily of CBS-TV — by governing amount of
preached
"an affirmative
specifyii
a minimum bynumber
of hours torule
be taken
fro
time stations in one-, two-, and three-station
TV markets may take from any one network.
FCC called for industry views on need for
FCC said:
each
The network."
dominant position occupied by one netwo
such rules, which it said would be temporary,
in all three types of communities, coupled with t
high incidence of exclusivity of acceptance of t
"to remain effective while the scarcity of
program.s of one network by the stations in t
broadcast stations persists."
two and three-station cities, tends to prevent coi
No specific rule proposed, but FCC asked
petition and to deprive the public of diversity of pi
gram choice. . . .
that "particular consideration" be given to
Spokesman for NBC-TV, which would
one which — except for single five-hour segment
weekly, which would be designated by each stahardest hit, said NBC would "oppose tli
tion— would forbid only TV station in comproposal." CBS also deemed certain to fig'
it. DuMont and ABC-TV were consider,
munity to carry any one network's progi-ams
equally sure to support its principle. Dea
for more than two hours in 1-6 p.m. period
line for comments is Nov. 13, with replies
and two hours in 6-11 p.m. segment; stations
in two-station markets, no more than three
days later, after which FCC will determi
whether to call hearing.
hours from any one network within each time
(Continued on page 90)
period; stations in three-station markets, no
BROADCASTING
• Tclecastir

Fame, both regional and national, keeps seeking out KEX talent. . and
local sponsors, who know a good thing when they see it, keep seeking
out KEX programs. More than 70 quarter-hour periods are now sponsored locally each week. To put your story across in the great Pacific
Northwest market-area, use the pulling power of KEX! For availabilities, check KEX or Free & Peters.
PORTLAND,
50,000
ABC

ORE.

WATTS

A F F I L I AT E

WESTINGHOUSE
RADIO
STATIONS
Inc
KYW • KDKA
• WBZ • WBZA
• WOWO
. KEX • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
TING
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HERE'S

THE
THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weckij/ by ^roadcastinq Publications. Inc
Executive, Editorial, Advartiting and Circulation Oflicat
870 National Pratt BIdg.
Wathington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1023

SENSATIONAL

LOW-PRICED

IN THIS BROADCASTING

WESTERN
THAT
ON

SHOULD

YOUR

FM Pulse Beat Reported Very Lively
23
AMA Campaigns With 30,000 Spots
23
Party Candidates Get Radio-TV Aid
25
LBS Begins Full Service as Fifth Network
25
Sachs 'Amateur Hour' Is Listening Habit
26
PBS Opening Slated Nov. 26
28
Non-Newspaper AM Independents Group Urged . . 29
NAB Names Hardesty to Stations Post
29
Radio Defense Role Outlined to State Directors . . 30
Deadline Set in KMPC Case
34
NAB Dist. 12 Hears Radio Praised
40
NPA Structure Shaping Up
82
TELECASTING starts on Page 55

BE

STATION!

DEPARTMENTS
Business
161
Agency
Beat
10 New
On All Accounts 10 j
Aircasters
52
Allied Arts
54 Open
Mike
18 <
Our Respects To 48|
Editorial 48 Programs,
Promotions |
FCC Actions
80
FCC
Roundup
8712 Radlorama
28
Feature
of Week
Premiums
75'
Front Office 50 Strictly Business
. . 12
Upcoming
33

moved
up to

(Third place .
December, 1949) \

WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
SOL TAISHOFF,
Editor and Publishi-r
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; J. Frank
Beatty, Rufus Crater. Associate Editors; Fred FitzTyler Nourse,
Halley, Berlyn,
Assistants gerald,
to theNews Editor;
News Editor.
STAFF:Jo David
Lawrence Christopher, Mary Cross, Tom Hynes, John
Osbon, ANTS:
ArdineUe
WiUiamson.Kathryn
EDITORIAL,
ASSISTEstelle Dobschultz,
Ann Jones.
Pat
Kowalczyk, Doris Lord, Wilson D. McCarthy, Jean
D. Statz; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to the Publisher.
BUSINESS: MAURY LONG, Business Manager; Winfield R. Levi, Assistant Advertising Manager; George
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stevens,
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi.
Doris Orme, Judy Martin; B. T. Taishoff, Treasurer;
Irving C. Miller, Auditor and Office Manager;
Eunice Weston.
CIRCULATION AND READERS' SERVICE: JOHN P.
COSGROVE, Manager: Elaine Haskell, Grace Motta,
Lillian Oliver, Allen Riley, Warren Sheets.

8.9
from..*

(Fourth
position...
achieved
in .
Novemljer, 1949) \

For the same period, "Cisco
fCfcf" oufrated all other
'/2-hour Westerr^s by 50%/
* "Cisco Kid" is aired three times
weekly — Monday, Wednesday
and Friday. It is the highestrated show in its time period on
Wednesday and Friday . . . and

NEW YORK BUREAU
488 Madison Ave.. Zone 22,
PLaza 5-8355; EDITORIAL: Edwin H. James. New
York Editor; Florence Small, Agency Editor; Pete
Dickerson, Assistant to New York Editor; Gretchen
Groff, Martha Koppel.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING:
S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director;
Eleanor R. Manning.

is second only to "Bob Hawk"
on Monday! Write, wire or
SENSATIONAL PROMOTION CAMPAIGN — from
buttons to guns — is breaking traffic records I
This amazingly successful
Va-hour Western adventure
|)rogram is available: 1-2-3
times per week. Transcribed
for local and regional sponsorship.

silllllllllllllllll
Page 6 •

phone for proof of Cisco Kid's
record-breaking, sales-producing
performance.

CHICAGO BUREAU 360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1,
CEntral
Pinkerton.6-4115; William L. Thompson, Manager; Jane
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU Taft Building, Hollywood
and Vine,
HEmpstead
man.
West Zone
Coast 28,
Manager;
Ann 8181;
August.David GlickTORONTO: 417 Harbour Commission, ELgin 0775;
James Montagnes.
Broadcasting * Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of the Fifth
Estate.
BroadcastReporter
Advertising
* was acquired in 1932
and Broadcast
in 1933.
•Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1950 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Illllllllllllllllfi7
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Subscription Price: $7.00 Per Year, 25c Per Copy
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WQUA

becomes

affiliated

Columbia
as

the

Quad

Broadcasting

CBS

outlet

Cities

Davenport
Moline

with

«

for

the

System

the

. . .

• Rock
East

Island

Moline.

WQUA
CBS — The Stars' Address for the Quad Cities
RADIO CENTER— MOLINE,
ILLINOIS
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DIARY

STUDY

I P.M.

REAFFIRM

During the week of March 13, 1950, Audience Surveys, Inc., conducted a listener diary study in 80 counties
in Minnesota, the Dakotas, Nebraska and Iowa. Chosen
from the 267 BMB counties you know as Big Aggie Land,
these same 80 counties were used by Audience Surveys
to conduct similar studies during the same week in 1945,
1946 and 1948.

Total audience has grown, so has WNAX influence
Despite a marked increase in new stations, WNAJ .
ratings continue to shoot skyward. Although 52 sta
tions received mention in the 1950 study as opposed tc
43 in 1948 (fewer still in preceding studies), the 195(
Monday-thru-Friday average daytime rating on WNAX
is 13.7 — nearly twice the 7.1 registered in 1945.

In Big Aggie Land, immune from the inroads of
television, radio audience has been steadily increasing
over the past five years, as shown on the above chart.
Note: in March, 1945, the war was at a crucial point,
making for highest radio listenership — in March, 1950,
Korea had not yet exploded.

In comparing average ratings for the 52 station!
mentioned in the survey, it becomes obvious that WNA3
is easily the dominant station. For the week as a whole
WNAX is first station by more than 2-to-l. (WNAX
11.8 ; Station B : 4.9). In both daytime and evening listen
ing WNAX enjoys this 2-to-l superiority over the secon
station.

••

••

P.M. -12

1950
1948
1946
1945

Mon.-Sat
18.1
15.5
15.6
16.3

II

10
8
II

il/<fNAX

DOMINANCE

Converting program ratings into share-of-audience
figures, reaffirms WNAX leadership.
WNAX share-of-audience for the average day is 29.3% ... its nearest
(competitor rates 12.0% . . . again better than 2-to-l
'for WNAX.
A few high-rated programs might influence "aver'lage" ratings . . . yet quarter-hour "wins" show WNAX
dominance as clearly. Top rating in 439 (88%) of the
five hundred quarter-hours studied gave WNAX a
lubetter than 10-to-l advantage over the second station.
'WNAX was first in 89% of all daytime quarter-hours
. . 84% of all evening quarter-hours.

To sell your product or service in Big Aggie Land
you must use WNAX. For WNAX alone delivers this
major market in one, big, low-cost package. Let your
Katz man show you the way to soaring sales and increased goodwill. Phone him today.

WNAX570
YANKTON
. SIOUX CITY
570 Kc - 5,000 Watts
REPRESENTED BY KATZ
>tFFlLMTEO WITH 4. B.C.

#

f

»

agency

JAMES D. BOWDEN to Louis A. Smith Adv., Chicago, as radio-T
director, after resigning as salesman for Taylor Co., representati'
firm.
GEORGE ALLISON, Young & Rubicam Inc., N. Y., media departmeri
transferred to Hollywood office as media executive.
GERTRUDE R. DALE, Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, N. Y.,
Geyer, Newell & Ganger, N. Y., public relations department.
HERBERT HORTON, personnel TV director for Paul Whiteman ar
program director at WFIL-TV Philadelphia, to Grey Adv., N. Y., 8
TV production manager.
FRANCIS C. KERR, vice president and eastern manager Rogers
Smith, Chicago, to Presba, Fellers & Presba, Chicago, as account e>
ecutive.
FRANK WOODRUFF resigns from KTTV (TV) Los Angeles to joi
Hollywood office of Young & Rubicam, as radio-TV producer.
C. M. ROHRABAUGH

elected secretary of Kudner Agency, N. Y. H. F

on all accounts
Down on Mid-South farms it's Bob Neal,
WMPS' cheerful chanticleerl Each
week-day from 5 to 8 A.M., he conducts
the "Bob Neal Farm", and happily
blends inspirational music, news and
farm data into three hours of information and entertainment.
Making his next appearance in the
afternoon at 3:05, "Bob Need's RoiindUp" of top pops in rural music is an
established Memphis favorite.
People like Bob Neal instinctively,
and he likes them. He knows hundreds
of his listeners through continual personal appearances. That's why Bob
Neal's listeners are many and loyal . . .
a loyalty they extend to his advertisers:
Syrup
Delta
Table
Dixie National
Mennen
Stockyards
Pefer Paul
Chattanooga
Griffin
Allen Ru
Medicine Co.
Clabber Girl
Cuficura
Feen-A-Mint
Groves
TonicChill
Sterling Salt
Genera! Mills
S.S.S. Tonic
Carter's Pills
Spear Feeds
For Future Participation
adio Representatives/ inc. \\

WMPS
68

ON YOUR RADIO
Memphis . Tennessee
AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
Page 10
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comthe spontheforradio
FUNCTIONmercial istoofsell
sor. That's the unbending
tenet held by Walter Kranz, director of radio at The Marshall
Robertson Advertising Agency,
Denver. If the copy doesn't meet
the selling standard it's discarded
regardle
be. ss of how "different" it
may
A "hard-driving radio realist,"
as Walt calls himself, also must
have keen imagination, And that

is where he excels.
One of D e n V e r's
most torsprolific
creaof transcribed
commercials, Walt
has built up an impressive sales record
for the agency's
long
clients.- served radio
His main job at
the agency is to keep
the heavy radio
schedule of Miller
Supermarkets, a n
independent C o 1 orado grocery chain
with 19 stores, filled
with selling commercial copy. Another
big
radio the
account receiving

Walt attended Regis High Schoc
and Regis College, graduating froi
the latter with an AB in joui
nalism.
After several years of reportin
for Denver papers, Walt decide
to try his luck elsewhere. He coxr.
bined a stint of reporting in Lo.
Angeles with attempts at son:
writing. But the studios where h,
attempted
sell his staff
material
ha '
their
own toveteran
of sonr
writers and Walt
ver. returned to Den
Reporting agair
Walt's sojourn ii

the
ness newspaper
came to an busi-i
en.
when Uncle Sar
called him for
four-year career ii
the Army. While ii
public relations a
Will Rogers Field ii
Oklahoma City
Walt began w h a
later became hi
life's interest — ^writ
ing for radio. Wal
wrote and produce^
several Army broad
casts.
As the turnini
point in his life. Ok
WALT
lahoma City a 1 s
gave
him
a
wife,
the former Do
ClothKranz touch is the Cottrell
lores Ashby, whom he married sooi
ing Co., which recently opened after
he left the service. Again :
one of inthethelargest
stores
West. men's clothing civilian, Walt was hard at worl
learning the fundamentals of radi
Walt Kranz was born 36 years
as writer for the Lowe Runkl
ago in Huntsville, Ala. His family
Agency
in that city. In 1948, Wal
moved to Denver when he was at
(Continued on page 51)
an early age. In the Colorado city.
BROADCASTING
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beat
SHOWMAN
and

SALESMAN

HrMAN, comptroller, named assistant secretary.
[LLIAM M. TYACK, account executive Wortman, Wilcox & Co.,
Y., to Ray McCarthy Adv. Service, N. Y., as account executive.

In

Rochester

Radio!

ijlARLES SCHAFER resigns as director of public relations Brisacher,
leeler & Staif, S. F. Future plans not announced.
ANLEY G. BOYNTON Jr. of Stanley G. Boynton & Son Adv., Detroit,
ai r listed in air force training at Officers Training School, Lackland
2ld, Tex.
OODFORD C. RHOADES, Alley & Richards Inc., N. Y., to Albert
ank-Guenther Law Inc., same city, as account executive.
[LLIAM McADAM, Tide Water Associated Oil Co., S. F., to producn department Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, S. F.
101:(
-MES C. RESOR, radio timebuyer McCann-Erickson, N. Y., to Emil
inhardt Adv., Oakland, Calif., as writer and account executive.
4.|50RGE BELSEY Jr., account executive Foote, Cone & Belding, L. A.,
limed vice president. With agency for past seven years.
DAWSON WRIGHT, CHUM Toronto, to Denman & Betteridge, Deit, as manager radio-television dept.
\LCOLM DEWEES, operator of own advertising agency, S. F., to
jy department of Abbott Kimball Co., S. F.

liWRENCE HOLDER, ABC publicity department, to Geyer, Newell &
ig(Inger, N. Y., public relations department.
^EANCIS J. WANK Adv., San Jose, becomes Wank Div., Long Adv.
frvice, same city. Address remains 28 S. 1st St. Change follows recent
^ikth of Francis J. Wank.
MARIAN BIJUR, Alley & Richards Inc., N. Y., to copy service
Mltjrs.
ipartment Ellington & Co., same city.
jj:i)ROTHY AYERS, timebuyer Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago, reruns Oct. 15. She plans to be married to SEWARD JOHNSON, forJbrly of CBS Chicago.

liiipORGINA SMALL, Chicago office manager Smith & Bull Adv., L. A.,
iKens mid-western and eastern headquarters for agency. Will handle
vertising and promotion campaigns for C & B Co. (Western Town
iB^il/s). Plans include radio and television.
ILLIAM P. GENT, McKim Adv. Ltd., and GARRY J. CARTER of
i|j.nada Ltd., both Toronto, open William Gent Adv. Agency, at 30
ifioor St. West, Toronto.
W. REYNOLDS

Ltd., Montreal, moves to 985 Sherbrooke St. West.

jj,SN C. T. SNYDER, Oakland Post-Enquirer, to BBDO, S. F., as copynTyfiter.
I
i)N HEINRICH Adv., Peoria, 111., moves offices from 305 LaFayette
aldg. to 408 Fulton St., Peoria.
iJijllLHAM E. BERCHTOLD, executive vice president Foote, Cone, &
3tplding, N. Y., named chairman of Businessmen's Committee for 1951
nance Campaign of Greater New York Councils, Boy Scouts of America.
DcjJ
»HN O'ROURKE Assoc., S. F., and Alport Assoc., Portland, merge to
rm Alport & O'Rourke with offices in S. F. and Portland. JOHN
on,ROURKE
is president of new firm.
li>YNE Adv., Nashville, Tenn., elected to membership in American
isn. of Advertising Agencies.
,ROADCASTING
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Mort

Nusbaum

^^MORNING

MAN^^

on

WHAM

• AS a veteran SHOWMAN— WHAM's Mori Nusbaum has been seen in practically every town
and village in the area.
O But, more important to YOU —
O As a veteran radio SALESMAN— WHAM's
Nusbaum is top man in WHAM's vast,
coverage area. Sales results prove it over
over. Example: recently an advertiser spent
with Mort Two weeks later, he has 6,538
orders totaling $12,000 in business.

Mort
rich
and
$408
cash

Mort Nusbaum and WHAM con SELL. That's why, no
doubt, Mort's morning programs — "Clockwise," "For Women Only," "Off the Record" — are 90% sold out right now!
Ask your nearest HOLLINGBERY representative.

WHAM

The Stromberg-Carlson
Station

Basic NBC — 50,000 watts — clear channel— 1180 kc
October 9, 1950
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W

feature

FORMAL dinner and style show
announcing the Tidewater area's 10
best-dressed women and commemorating the second anniversary
of
Mildred
Alexander
as women's
director and fashion editor
of WGH

(One at a time or any combination)

Norfolk, Va., proved a natural and
effective promotion for the station, competing
newspapers and
leading department and speciality shops in
area, WGH reNearly
500style
soports.
cial and
leaders paid $3 a
plate to attend the
dinner, and nearly as many more
were unable to secure tickets because of space limitations at the
Norfolk Yacht and Country Club
Sept. 19 when the citations were
formally presented.
The entire promotion, conceived
by Mrs. Alexander, was a selfpaying proposition, with 20 of the
leading stores and shops contributing to the costs in exchange for a
mention on the program and an
opportunity to display their fall
Mrs. Alexander

Bill Herson
Conducts "Your Timekeeper" from
6:00-9:30 AM Monday thru Saturday.
A consistent, hard-hitting salesman.
Top-drawer listening and selling
power for years.

of the lueeli

fashions following the dinner. Jay
Caldwell, WGH program director,
served as master of ceremonies,
while Mrs. Alexander described the
apparel as models paraded on a
runway extending from the ballroom's stage.
For Mrs. Alexander, the occasion
marked the celebration of the second anniversary of her radio program. Conversation Time, aired
Monday through Friday, 8:40-55
a.m., over WGH, and afforded material for Mrs. Alexander's future
broadcasts.
Additionally, the promotion commanded agood deal of space in the
Norfolk, Portsmouth and Newport
News newspapers, calling attention to the social event. Top executives of leading stores in the
three areas attended the dinnershow and participated in the event.
Awards were presented by Ceil
Chapman, celebrated New York
dress designer, after selections
were made by a committee of 20
civic, business and professional
women in the area.
WGH reported it has received a
number of calls from other stations
asking for details on how it put
the fashion promotion across.

Look

Other
Side

— and you'll discover
you dont have to
paycover
the Detroit.
High Dollar
to
On
WEXL

you hit 99.6%

of Motor City listeners— at a low suburban rate. Plus . . .
\/ WEXL

reaches over

^2 the
of
the
Statepopulation
of Michigan
Independent
V First
WEXL
Michigan's
Station is (26
years)

Nancy Osgood
Outstanding women's director on the
ah- in the nation's capital. Nancy's
daily mid-morning audience and sponsor loyalty means "sales power" for
your product.

Charley Batters
Conducts "Batters' Platters" a new and
novel participation program heard
nightly from 7:30-7:55 PM, Monday
thru Friday. Choice time and choice
programming.
*74e^^^

oil <yn

J ■
Watts - 980 KC
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V WEXL progr ams
Music - News - Sports
when you want them
/^^
strictly
knowing
ce of
impoctrtan
E produ
THhis
— and how
— radio
tisers'
adver
applylongit to
nized
by
agotherecog
needsto was
John R. (Jack) Overall, recently
named eastern sales manager of
the Mutual Network.
Jack Overall takes a researcher's
approach to selling. His first step
is to find out why an advertiser
should use radio and then apply
his knowledge of the Mutual network and the customer's needs to
recommendations that are made.
His most interesting sale, based
on this formula, was the "two for
one" Anahist purchase on Mutual
whi<;h "proved to be the best new
radio investment of the '49-'50 season," Jack says, citing a Nielsen
report.
In discussions with Foote, Cone
& Belding executives, he stressed
that this new product, Anahist,
needed more than one-show exposure. He then convinced Tom MacDonald, FC&B account executive,
to try the idea of two different type
shows.
One show was a mystery halfhour on Sunday spotted opposite
Jack Benny; the other an audience-participation show on late

business

Better "look on the other side" for High-Class
Low-Cost Sell ... on

m
mm

Phone Jordan 4-6523
National
Representatives
JOHN

RICHARD

OVERALL

Saturday afternoons. Proof of the
effectiveness of the two-show idea
was a Nielsen study report of an
audience exceeding 11 million
homes.
Now approaching his 20th year
in radio sales, Jack has spent 14
of them with Mutual — with time
out for service as a lieutenant
(Continued on page 53)
BROADCASTING
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Tape

recording

put

on

helps

three

the

shows

Hormel

at

Girls

once!

EEKLY SHOWS by the traveling Hormel Girls' Corps are put on before live
idiences and recorded on tape. The tape is then edited into a smooth, evenly
ced half hour show, "Music with the Hormel Girls", broadcast on Saturdays over
3S, Sundays over ABC. This arrangement simpHfies scheduling of the live show
d makes it possible for the girls to participate in parades, conventions and prootions besides having Sundays free.

NEW ARRANGEMENTS, program ideas and talent
auditions for the Hormel show are recorded on tape

IiHEARSALS ARE TAPED and carefully studied by the Hormel girls. Flaws are
i sily caught, quickly corrected this way. The tape captures every note, every
' flection, reproduces them with matchless fidelity There is no needle scratch,
osstalk, kinking or backlashing. Recordings may be replayed thousands of times
■ ithout loss of quality, and tape may be erased and re-used over and over again.

IMPORTANT! There's more than one brand of sound
recording tape on the market. For quality, insist on the
"SCOTCH" brand in the distinctive plaid-decorated
box. Used exclusively on major networks and in master
recording for top record manufacturers.

and shipped to the sponsor for approval. Tape's high
fidelity, easy portability and instant playback make
all kinds of recording jobs simpler. Editing is easy too —
just snip and splice with "Scotch" Splicing Tape.

Made in U S A by MINNESOTA MINING & MFG CO., St Paul 6, Minn., also makers of "Scotch" Brand Pressure-sensitive Tapes, "Underseal"
Rubberized Coating, "Scotchlite" Reflective Sheeting. "Safety-Walk" Non-Slip Surfacing, "3M" Abrasives. "3M" Adhesives.
iROADCASTING
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Latest

Hooper

Index

Audience

Proves

. . .

WWL enjoys a liberal lead in share-of-audience
day and night.
WWL
dominates
market.

\

the whole

rich Deep -South

How

the

South's
Sells

Greatest

Your

Salesman

Show

South's greatest multi-media listener campaign includes colorful
24-slieet posters, consistent newspaper ads, streetcar and bus dash
signs, store displays, personal calls on jobbers and leading retailers.
It's a year-roimd promotion by WWL. That's one big reason why
so many shows have WWL rating higher than national average.

In the Fall —
Ail Hear the Call
of the

South's

Greatest

Salesman

South's Greatest Salesman
To the sparkling array of CBS
stars-WWL adds the "darlings"
of Southern listeners . . . adds
pubHc service shows that make
listeners loyal . . . adds news and
special events that keep those
dials set at 870— WWL.

NEW

ORLEANS

50,000
CLEAR
CBS

A

DEPARTMENT

OF

LOYOLA

UNIVERSITY

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY

THE

WATTS
CHANNEL

AFFILIATE

KATZ

AGENCY

0±

m

B

business

T. BABBITT Inc. names William Weintraub Inc., N. Y., to handU
Babo and Glim account. Agency has recommended use of al
media, including radio and TV.

DENNISON FOOD Co., Oakland, Calif, (canned food manufacturer;
will sponsor The Hardy Family over KHA Spokane, KMJ Fresno
KCRA Sacramento, and KNBC San Francisco; and The Adventures o
Maisie over KGW Portland, Ore. Both show^s, property of MGM Radif
Attractions, will be carried 52 weeks. Agency: Brisacher, Wheeler i
Staff, S. F.
GALE HALL ENGINEERING Inc., Boston (auto gauges), appoints
Cory Snow Inc., Boston, to direct advertising and sales promotion.
AUSTIN-GREEM Inc., N. Y. (cosmetics), names O'Brien & Doi-rance
Inc., N. Y., to handle advertising campaign for new indelible lipstick.
Eugene Waddell is account executive. Media plans being prepared.
GIBBS & CO. Inc., Baltimore (canned vegetable packers), launches
initial radio and television advertising in selected markets. Agency:
VanSant, Dugdale & Co. Inc., Baltimore.
TAKE
FROM

A

TEA BUREAU, Toronto (tea distributor), starts transcribed quarterhour program on 30 Canadian stations for 36 weeks, thrice weekly.
Agency: Baker Adv., Toronto.

TIP

THE

NATIVES..

LUCKY LAGER BREWING Co., S. F., has bought Interstate Brewing
Co., Vancouver, Wash., and will market Lucky Lager beer in Oregon,
Washington,
advertising. Idaho and Alaska. McCann-Erickson, S. F., will handle

Vieyll^ytWhere

to

Get

Action

A/atwotk -^ccounti • • •
STERLING DRUG Inc. sponsoring first half hour Sing It Again, CBS
audience
participation show. Sat.,
10-11 p.m. Agency: Baldwin & Mermey,
N. Y.
^

/
U. S. AIR FORCE sponsoring seven play-by-play football broadcasts
over selected ABC network through Nov. 23.

No

empty creels for Atlanta's smart businessmen— they know WGST's top local
shows plus the ABC lineup is the right bait
for the booming
carries more

Atlanta

market.

WGST

JAMES K. McARTHUR, assistant advertising manager American Express Co., appointed advertising manager.

local business than any other

Atlanta station. Don't snag your plug on a
stump — cast where the big ones are waiting to bite.

5000 WATTS
ABC

AT 920 K.C.

IN ATLANTA

FORSYTH BUILDING

•

ATLANTA. GEORGIA

REPRESENTfD NATIONALLY BY
IN THE SO,Utj(.C AST, BY CHARLES
Page 16
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JOHN BLAIR,
C. COLEMAN

PARTY honoring Gordon MacRoe of NBC's Railroad Hour is attended by
(I to r) Clarence Goshorn, chairman of the board of Benton & Bowles; Albert
R. Beatty, assistant vice president of the Assn. of American Railroads, sponsor; Mr. MacRae and Niles Trammell, chairman of the board of NBC.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

to

be

is delivering maximum

sure

your radio advertising
results in Colorado and Wyoming,

be sure your files include a copy of "The Million-and-a-Half ".
If you haven't received a copy of this
comprehensive presentation of all Colorado-Wyoming listening,
just jot your name and address on the attached coupon and mail to
NBC Spot Sales, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.
Since the supply is limited, copies will be mailed strictly on a first come, first served basis.
NBC SPOT SALES
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.
Please send me a free copy of "The Million-and-a-Half".
NAME
BUSINESS
ADDRESS..
CITY
Represented by NBC SPOT SALES
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • CLEVELAND • HOLLYWOOD • SAN FRANCISCO
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_
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Critic Critique
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I was very glad to see that you
have added reviews to your pages.
It was an especially worth while
addition to your editorial features,
one that has long been needed.
However, I would personally like
to see briefer reviews and more of
them.
Richard Pack
Dir. of Programs
WNEW, New York

**Oh

mike

open

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
The current Broadcasting •
Telecasting has come to my attention and among the many wellreported items of interest I particularly enjoyed the comments on
our Jack Benny Show on the "In
Review" page.
Your treatment of program reviews in the editorial feature is
very well done and is completely
information.
I say this not just

because you were so complimentary
to our program and to our "Be
Happy
— Go Lucky"
commercials.
Trusting
that future
Lucky
Strike programs vdll continue to
meet your favor on this page to
which I'll look forward every week.
A. R. Stevens
Advertising Manager
American Tobacco Co,
New York
* * *
Likes Our Statistics
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Your publication has been extremely helpful to us in making
various radio vs TV studies over

what

does NOT accept PI deals, were
sucked in on this one because it
"seemed different."
Mr. Smith . . . puts out a needec
warning. . . .
Kenneth Z. Turner
Station Manager
WCTT Corbin, Ky.

beautiful

the past few years. We have found
the "set" figures under the TV section very informative and hope you
will continue with it . . .
Lois H. Scott
John C. Dowd Inc.
Park
BostonSquare Bldg.
* * *
Were
In'
EDITOR, 'Sucked
Broadcasting:
I read with deep interest the
letter from Ted Smith of KWRC
[Pendleton, Ore.] in your Sept. 18
issue.
The reason for my interest lies
in the fact that we, a station that

[EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Turner refers tc
Mr. Smith's report in OPEN MIKE
Sept.
18 offrom
a commission-basis
offer
received
a home permanent
manufacturer.]
* * *
No Discrimination
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
. . . Many northerners feel that
southern stations discriminate
against Negroes . . .
As a matter of fact we received
a number of phone calls from people who said that they were disgusted that WSGN would permit
a Negro to win a prize . . .
. . . However, we received a
great many more phone calls congratulating us . . .
Philip Frank
Director
Research & Sales Promotion
WSGN Birmingham, Ala.

wnornings

on

UIIPO
CINCINNATI

first

again
Hi/
NET STA.

• • •
DURING
WCPO

"B"
17.6
33.2
Oi^

DURING

MORNING HOURS
NET STA. STATION NET STA.
22.5
EVENING

25.7

.6
1 23IN
3t
22.4

TOTAL

12.6
"D"

24.4

RATED

HOURS
10.9
12.4

TIME

28.7
23.9

12.2

10.3

PERIODS
9.6

July-Aug. C. E. HOOPER ratings in Cincinnati, Ohio
KPRESENnDl
also FIRST
in all
Time periods
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UlCPO
GINCINNATrS

NEWS

STATION

CHECK for $430 is awarded b]
Henry P. Johnston (I), managin*
director, WSGN Birmingham, t<
Mrs. Sadie Howard for identifyint
mystery voice of Mrs. Texize, prom
inent city cancer worker. Mrs
Howard also received merchandist
prizes, exhibited by Staff Announce
Shaff Gregory. Phone numbers ar
selected at random from Birminghan
telephone
* * directory.
*
Give FM a Chance
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
. . . Why is it that when FM sta
tions make available as much o
more time than AM for publi
service shows, the groups producini
the show make FM conspicuous b;
its absence from stories to th
trade pubications? . . .
. . . Grant Advertising Agenc;
. . . advised me that spot an
nouncement orders (for Army Re
all AM radio
which wit'
cai
cruiting
Service)stations
were placed
ried Proudly We Hail on a grati
basis. It was indicated to the Gran
Agency this policy was discriminal
ing insofar as FM stations wer
concei-ned. . . .
. . . We can prove, if given th
chance, that our FM station ca
outdo a great many AM stations.
. . . Thank you for the help .
your fine publication has been t
us in the past. . . .
Bob Williams
WRSW (FM) Warsaw, Im
BROADCASTING
• Tclecastin

from

coast

to

ioast

.

NOVEMBER

you'll

"T

be

...

on

26th

hearing

hi

The

s

is

Progressive

THE

WORLD'S

NETWORK

Broadcasting

GREATEST

RADIO

NEW YORK
55 W. 53RD STREET
JUDSON 6-3932

. . NEW

YORK

DAYTIME

PROGRAMMING

originating
HOLLYWOOD

[System

from

. . CHICAGO

CH IC AGO
360 N. MICHIGAN AVE.
FINANCIAL 6-0824

. . WASHINGTON

HOLLYWOOD
8983 SUNSET BOULEVARD
BRADSHAW 2-5841

EXTORTION

IS an

ugly

word.

Fact-Finding

Board

mands of four
resort

to

who

are

claimant,
A SPADE

it was

set

stinging

and
up

by

HAS

FINALLY

In three major instances in scarcely more than a
year, leaders of raihoad unions have called strikes
to enforce their own interpretation of existing agreements.
Their object is to force the railroads to pay claims
totahng millions of dollars for work not done, for
work already paid for, and work not needed to be
done at all.
Strikes versus Orderly
Process of Low
The Railway Labor Act was intended to prevent
railroad strikes. It had the support of both labor
and management. In addition to providing peaceful
means for reaching agreements on wages and working conditions, the Act provides orderly means for
settling disputes that arise over the meaning or
interpretation of such agreements.
There are five ways imder the Railway Labor Act
to obtain final and impartial decisions on disputes
over the meaning of contracts. These are the
National Railroad Adjustment Board, created by
the Railway Labor Act for this specific purpose; a
system adjustment board; arbitration; a referee;
and the courts.
"Black Jacking"-Union Style!
In the most recent case, involving the New York
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the

rebuke

and

by

a Presidential

to

grant

Brotherhoods.

threats

attempting
judge,

used

in refusing

railroad

strikes

of procedures
brought

But

of

to

to constitute

in place

Labor

leaders

de-

Repeated

strikes

Railway

the

of

Act,

unions

themselves

jury.
BEEN

CALLED

A SPADE.

Central Railroad Company, the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Engineers, the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen, the Order of Railway Conductors and the Brotherhood of Railroad
Trainmen, the vmion leaders ignored all five methods
provided by law for disposing of such disputes.
When the New York Central stood its ground
against the union leaders who demanded that they
be the sole imipires of their own disputes over the
meaning of their contracts, they threatened to
strike. Thereupon President Truman appointed an
Emergency Board. This Board consisted of Frank
M. Swacker, attorney. New York City; Paul G.
Jasper, Chief Justice of the Indiana Supreme Court;
and Wayne Quinlan, attorney, Oklahoma City.

**Extortlon/' Says Presidential Board
In its report to President Truman, this Board said:
"The growing practice of creating an emergency
in order to bring about the appointment of an
Emergency Board in the hope that it will make
more favorable recommendations concerning contentions about grievances, with no binding effect if
the reverse recommendation shoiild be made, has
been rovmdly condemned by several emergency
boards and commented on by the National Mediation Board in its annual report.
"In the instance case it has reached a flagrant

BROADCASTING
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«

EXTORTION

(CONTINUED

form. Here is an effort to extort the payment of
himdreds of thousands of dollars based merely on
Grand Lodge Officers' own conclusion that their
interpretation of awards must be accepted without
question . . .
"We urged upon the employees the foregoing
considerations and that they submit these issues
(as well as the other grievances) to the National
Railroad Adjustment Board or a special adjustment board or an arbitration board, and the carrier, as an inducement to that end, offered concessions which to VIS seemed the maximum that

^'Inconceivable/' Says
President's Board
This Board, in its report, said:
"We should hke to point out that if it is permissible under the Railway Labor Act for employees to
circumvent the functioning of the Adjustment
Board merely by creating a situation that calls for
the appointment of an Emergency Board, the act
has lost its efficacy for maintaining harmonious and
orderly relations in the railroad industry insofar as
operational disputes are concerned.
"It seems inconceivable to us that a coercive
strike should occur on one of the Nation's major
transportation systems, with aU of the losses and
hardships that would follow, in view of the fact
that the Railway Labor Act provides an orderly,
efficient, and complete remedy for the fair and just
settlement of the matters in dispute.
"Grievances of the character here under discussion are so nvunerous and of such frequent occurrence on all railroads that the general adoption of
the pohcy pvirsued by the organizations in this case
would soon result in the complete nullification of

could reasonably be demanded or expected. However, the organizations refused to so agree."
At another place in their report, they referred to
the action of the Grand Lodge Officers as "constituting themselves claimant, judge and jury to determine the issue ..."
More

*'Biack Jacking"

Another similar case was that involving the Denver
& Rio Grande Western and the Brotherhood of
Railroad Trainmen, in the early months of 1950.
President Truman created an Emergency Board
consisting of Robert O. Boyd, attorney, Portland,
Oregon; Harold R. Korey, labor relations consultant, New York City; and Chief Justice Robert G.
Simmons of the Supreme Court of Nebraska.
This Board, in its report to President Truman,
said:
"In the language of the Brotherhood, they propose to settle these issues by force of economic
strength. The Congress has provided methods for
the settlement of such disputes by the orderly
processes of the law.

the Railway Labor Act."
It's Time to Stop This Extortion

"At considerable expense to the Nation it has
created tribvinals vested with power and equipped
with the means to make a determination of such
matters here involved. Decisions by processes of
the law and not by force is the orderly American
method of settHng controversies between men.
"We have heard the parties fully as to all matters
here in dispute. It is our reasoned judgment that the
issues here involved may be and shovild be resolved
within the provisions of the Railway Labor Act."
Still More

<*Black

Jacking"
In another case, involving the
Missouri Pacific, the imions representing the engineers, firemen.

iROADCASTING

* Telecasting

conductors and trainmen actually struck — a month
after an Emergency Board had refused to recommend that their demands be granted. This strike,
in the fall of 1949, shut down that railroad and
deprived large and important sections of ten states
of railroad service for nearly seven weeks.
The members of this Board, appointed by President Truman, were Judge Roger I. McDonough of
Salt Lake City, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court
of Utah; Floyd McGown, attorney, Boerne, Texas;
and Curtis G. Shake, former judge of the Supreme
Court of Indiana.

These are strange and outrageous examples of railroad unions setting themselves up as claimant,
judge and jiiry — all in one. They make clear the
imions' ruthless determination to enforce their
"black jack" \iltimatimis by plimging important
railroad systems into costly and crippling strikes.
This practice is thoroughly xmdemocratic and imAmerican. It is a device of dictators — not of fairminded men.

SOUTHEAStSRN

We are publishing this and other advertisements to talk with you
at first hand about matters which are important to everybody.
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ONLY

A
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GEORGIA

PURCHASE
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A

MACON

ATLANTA
5,000w

•

WTOC

WMAZ

10,000w

590kc

•

SAVANNAH
5,000w

940kc

•

SAVANNAH,

1,290lcc

(ALL CBS AFFILIATES)

THE^^^^^^^^ OFFERS
AT
ONE
LOW
COST:

ADVERTISERS

• Concentrated coverage
• Merchandising assistance
• Listener loyalty built by local programming
• Dealer loyalties

/"

— in Georgia's fJrsf f/iree markets.

Represented individually and as a group by
fffW YORK
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Lively Reports
MBy'.1.S
FRANKPBEATTY
ULSE
FM a dead duck?
i Or is it merely emerging

MONTHLY

FM

$7.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY

Refute

SET PRODUCTION

j'om a state of shock as a
iisult of early 1950 station
eaths, poised to start a new
ireer that conceivably could
lid in the oft-promised supjanting of AM radio?
There's no denying that
I ost of the 686 operating FM
lations are having rough going,
ime are making a little money
d some are breaking even. But
e percentage of profitable stains is small and few owners can
ck their brave enthusiasm with
ipporting CPA statements.
Worst of all. FM's life is still
ghted by its bad luck in having
en commercially born at the
me time as its glamorous twin
.ter— TV.
That dim evaluation of FM's
rrent status has one outstanding
iw: It fails to recognize FM's
iden values, its list of potentials.
Coupled with its potentials is
5 possibility, seen in set manu:turing circles, of a speedup in
I set production when some patts on the Armstrong limiter and
criminator expire in December,
score of set-makers pay Armong royalties on receivers in adion to RCA fees, but transmitroyalties are collected from
^ions. RCA royalty contracts
ide many FM patents, with Dr.
Armstrong suing for alleged
ringement. Armstrong patents
also involved in the FM sound
em of TV sets.

N

'Dying'

Charges

were close to the breast-beating on
FM's behalf by FCC officials in the
late days of World War II and the
press agentry of many FM promoters whose tub-thumping set
new records in optimism and sales
enthusiasm. This growth is occurring despite the fact that the
FCC stunted FM's growth in infancy by shifting its spot in the
spectrum and even today manufacturers aren't making enough FM
sets to meet the demand.
Artificial Inflation

* Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. figures representing over 75% of total set production, by months 1949 through July 1950, including FM-only, AM-FM and
TV-FM sets. July, 1950, represents only a two-week production month.
have long gone unrecognized.
It's a steady sort of growth that
sucessful FM stations — and many
unsuccessful ones — are showing, in
contrast to the spectacular surges
of AM and TV stations in their

early careers.
This steady growth is occurring
despite disdain toward the newer
aural medium shown by some agency, advertisers and even broadcaster officials. After all, they

One of FM's toughest problems
is to live down the artificial inflation inspired by its ardent progenitors, in and out of government. It
may take years to remove some of
the stains.
Then there is the matter — again
serious — of building FM on qualities almost ignored in early days.
For FM had to learn the hard way
that the public was rather indifferent toward better tone quality
and heeded static-free claims only
when AM reception was poor or
almost non-existent.
Instead FM is swinging to the
(Continued on page 88)

d
over 30,000 spots Being Use
CAMPAIGN
A
AM
the American people to the dangers
CONFIDENT of the success of its $1 million-plus "Operation Saturation" advertising plan even before it started yesterday (Sunday), the of socialized medicine, as proposed
by several government officials; to
American Medical Assn. and its agencies already are planning a followremind listeners that America is
up drive on behalf of voluntary health insurance and against "socialthe healthiest nation in the world,
ized" medicine.
*
Plans are still in the preliminary
U. S." within the next two weeks.
and to point out that 70 million
stage, it was reported to BroadSpots are being broadcast on dif- Americans are already protecting
themselves against the major costs
ferent frequency schedules in every
casting, and no details will be rePotentials Noted
of sickness through voluntary
leased publicly until results of the U. S. market. The initial buying
schedule,
as
prepared
by
Account
current
two-week,
nation-wide
con1 FM's potentials lies the basis
centration of advertising in all Executive Harry Goldsmith Jr. and health
Radioinsurance."
is getting $300,000 of a
FM optimism and the persistTimebuyer Merle Meyers, called for total advertising budget of $1,110,e of many of its rugged back- media have been recorded and analyzed. It is understood that Whitsome 1,600 stations in 1,200 mar000. Physicians, for the first time
kets. Actually both of these figures
& Baxter, public relations firm
in medical history, were levied an
Jnfortunately stockholders and aker
retained by the AMA for a re- will be exceeded, as there are 1,260 assessment of $25 each for the drive
markets in the U. S. and more sta- funds.
puted $1 million yearly, is working
ditors can't eat potentials nor
FM stations have much luck closely with Russel M. Seeds
tions have been added since the
The $300,000 will buy more than
iing potentials against AM's
Agency, Chicago, in preparing an- original estimates.
other
intensive
radio
campaign.
30,000
the nation's
stations
g-standing claims or TV's glitGood Results
during spots
the on14-day
period.
The
Seeds handled all broadcast media
mammoth analytical job required
advertising
for
the
current
drive,
The
follow-up
campaign
is
beto determine limitations of the
3ut the fact remains — and dozstarted yesterday and will
lieved to have been crystallized fol- budget and its allocation was based
of FM operators will be glad which
continue through Oct. 21. In what
lowing early reaction to the curdiscuss it with you — that FMrent saturation plan and to the on the premise that the AMA mesis believed by the agency to be the
y stations are building audi- heaviest concentration of spot ad- tie-in advertising proposals. Adsages would hit at least one station
es, carefully and steadily, and
in every radio market. From the
vance campaign response brought
vertising in the history of radio,
t FM adjuncts of AM opera- the American Medical Assn. expects
letters pledging additional time.
beginning, however. Seeds was in(Continued on page 38)
is are filling audience holes that to reach "every radio home in the
The drive is three-fold — "to alert
jOADCASTING
• Telecasting
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VOTE DISCS
'Non-Partisan' Say Demos:
OVER 2,000 stations throughout
the country, including all AM anc
"most" of the FM outlets, thisl

LONG

CHARGED
CBS Seeks injuncfion
CBS will seek a temporary injunctioPx against W. E. Long Advertising Agency this morning (Monday) in Chicago's Superior Court
after filing a $1 million damage
suit Wednesday afternoon.
The network will seek to restrain
the
agencycontracts
"from interfering
with
exclusive
between WBBM
(CBS) Chicago and "WBBM artists," and to enjoin "these artists
from violating contracts." Persons
involved are Jim Conway, emcee
of Shopping with the Missus;
Fahey Flynn, news and sports announcer, and Elaine Rodgers,
singer, all named as co-defendants.
The monetary suit is against W.
E. Long Co. only. Network claims
$1 million is amount of estimated
damages resulting from exclusive
contract talent working for the
outside concern.
W. E. Long Agency, represented
by Attorney Loy N. Mcintosh,
reportedly used the three WBBM
employes for recorded commercials.
WBBM charges these people, under
exclusive station contract, worked
for the agency without station approval.
Mr. Mcintosh, however, told
Broadcasting W. E. Long Co. has
documentary evidence, Including a
waiver, for the use of the three persons on the commercial transcriptions. He said also that the records were cut, with permission, in
the CBS-WBBM studios.
Attorney Arthur Morse, representing CBS, says other artists
will be named in court proceedings
as additional "violations of contract" are discovered. He will ask
the court to make available an
accounting of the money received
by the Long Agency for the use
of the WBBM artists.
Judge Joseph Graber will preside at the hearing this morning.
BRIG. GEN. DYKE
Returns to Army Duty
AT the request of the United Nations, Brig. Gen. Ken R. Dyke, vice
president in charge of public relations and publicity at Young &
Rubicam Inc., has
returned to military service for a
special
90 - day
tour of duty.
Gen. Dyke will
report to Gen.
Douglas MacArthur in Tokyo
Gen. Dyke
to provide UN information to the
armed forces fighting on behalf of
the UN. He will work in liaison
with Col. Alfred G. Katzin, personal representative in Korea of
UN Secretary-General Trygve Lie,
and with members of his staff.
. For three years Gen. Dyke was
on Gen. MacArthur's staff and also
served as chief of Civil Information and Education in Japan. He is
former vice president of NBC in
charge of programs.
Page 24
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week
will receive
"non-partisan"
transcriptions
urging
Americans
of all political hues to vote in the
November elections.
Large quantities of records, consisting of short 50-to-60-second addresses by the President and cabinet members, will be distributed
by the Democratic National Committee with accompanying texts.
Each message emphasizes a tiein
between the voter and the department represented by the cabinet
officer.

Drawn for Broadcasitng by Sid Hix
'WOF brings you another first — the man in the street program!"

Defense
INFORMATION

Dept. Steps Up

Radio-TV

Activity

FURTHER realignment of certain personnel within the Defense Dept.'s
overall information organization and greater emphasis on operational
functions of each service to meet the expanding needs of radio and TV
stations loomed last week in Pentagon circles.
Policy discussions, underway the
Some changes already have taken
past month, were described by Defense officials as looking toward
place the past fortnight. Col. Edwin M. Kirby, radio-TV specialist
re-evaluation of the i-elationship
between the individual services
during World War II and co-author
of Star Spangled Radio depicting
and broad policy to be followed
under the . new aegis of Secretary
radio's defense efforts, has reof Defense George C. Marshall and
turned as chief
of theHeArmy's
radiotelevision
branch.
is handling
within the present unification
structure.
projects for Gen. Parks and servicing demands from stations for
Developments resulting from the information
and Signal Corps
recent appointment of Secretary
Marshall and the impact of the newsreel footage for TY.
Korean war have stimulated talks
Request 'Army Hour'
on the degree to which each service shall be allowed to conduct its
Additionally, Col. Kirby is helpown operation under overall policy.
ing to coordinate the overseas appearances of radio and screen stars
In any event, radio-TV activity is
through Army Special Services in
increasing on subordinate strata.
Realignment of the military in- combat zones. His unit has received some requests for return of
formation structure [Closed Cirthe
famous
Army Hour. Assisting
cuit, Sept.
reportedly
has Leva,
commanded18]attention
of Marx
him, according to Col. Kirby, will
be Carl Zimmermann, recalled to
Assistant Secretary of Defense,
active duty from WRAC Racine,
who is expected to make his recomWis. He was active in the origipal
mendations to Secretary Marshall
Army Hour production, holding the
in the near future. Mr. Leva,
rank of captain.
former assistant to the late Secretary James Forrestal and top legal
Col. Kirby is cooperating with
adviser, is said to have concerned
the
Defense Dept.'s radio-TV
himself with the organizational
branch, headed by Charles Dillon,
and legal aspects of such a move.
on preparation and release of material. To meet mounting needs
Parks' New Post
of networks and stations, the Army
Evidence of top-level shifts was
and other branches are expected
seen, in some circles, in the desig- to step up their operations, includnation of Maj. Gen. Floyd Parks,
ing production of special radio
Army information officer, as the
programs.
Col. Kirby plans to increase his staff.
"executive agent" for the Defense
Secretary. It is believed that he
will head up the whole defense
Press Branch Change
inform.ation operation. Osgood Roberts is now acting director of the
Still another change is that involving Lee Hargus, until recently
Defense Dept.'s Office of Public
Information, succeeding William
in charge of the department's overFrye, now on leave in Europe. This
all press branch and now transferred to Defense Dept. Plans
would return the top information
operation.
He was succeeded by
post from civilian to military
hands.
C. H. Schooley.

Called 'Non-Political'
The project was described as the
"largest non-political public service activity" of its kind ever carried out by a politcal party "in the
history of broadcasting," with cost
estimates placed roughly between
$5,000 and $6,000.
In distributing the records for
local station use, the national committee stressed that the discs were
"not to be used" in connection with
any "political" broadcast.
The expense of producing andj
distributing the records was under-!
taken, according to William M.
Boyle Jr., committee chairman
"because no organization appeared
to be seeking to utilize on a national scale the full resources of
the broadcasting industry to stim-I;
ulate a large vote this November.'
Mr. Boyle added that the committee is "earnestly soliciting the
cooperation of all broadcasters ir
making these recordings a rea'
weapon of democracy."
The Democratic committee chair^
man explained:
We realized that it might seem a littlj
unusual for a political party to spenc
money
on aa hot
non-partisan
in th(
middle of
campaign, project
but it seemec
to us that the need for a large vote t(
demonstrate to the world the vigor o:
our democracy was so great that wi
should do everything within our powe:
to bring out a large vote, regardless o
the party affiliations of those who art
encouraged to vote by this radio cam
Barkley Itinerary
paign.
Meanwhile a detailed itinerary,
for Vice President Alben Barkley
who is mustering national suppor
for Democratic candidates on i
frankly "partisan" basis, was an
nounced by the committee las
Friday [Broadcasting, Oct. 2]
Tentative arrangements were re
vealed for partial radio-TV cover
age, though stations were not de
termined for the most part. In
eluded are two speeches over na-:
tional networks emanating fron
Chicago and Indianapolis, Ind.
Schedule, with AM-TV coverage
follows:
Oct. ABC
9— LosNetwork,
Angeles, 9:30
Southern
fornia
p.m. Call
Oct. 11 — Seattle, broadcast and tele
cast, 8:30 p.m. (station undetermined)
Oct. 12 — 8:30
Spokane,
coverage"
p.m. "complete radi'
Oct.
13
—
Lewiston,
Ida., "statewid
radio," 8 p.m.
Oct. 18 — Indianapolis, Ind., "nation
wide hookup" (network undetermined)
Nov. 3 — Chicago, "nationwide hook
up" (network and time undetermined)

Broadcasting
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Get

Radio-TV

Aid

For Senate members seeking reelection, the Campaign Committee
is preparing a series of 15-minute
films to be used in key states with
TV facilities. The films deal with
accomplishments of the Democratic
administration.
Meanwhile, Mr. Fry revealed, the
national committee is seeking network availabilities, through its
agency. The Biow Co., New York,
for broadcast and /or telecast of
one or two major speeches to be
delivered by Vice President Alben
Barkley during his extensive tour
throughout the country [Broadcasting, Oct. 2]. Probably all of
his addresses will be carried on a
paid basis by local stations in various areas in which he is slated to

AnS
CANDID
p»Rnr
TV shows for use of candidates.
•jADIO and television services and
Humphreys, former national af"It is essential that a candidate
fairs editor of Newsweek and preichniques designed to aid Conressional candidates seeking office fashion his 'show' so the television
viously with International News
Service. Services are provided
camera can keep a frequently1 the Republican ticket are curshifting image on the screen to members and campaign workers
i;ntly being offered to House niemwithout charge.
avoid static and boring producirs by the Republican Congres)nal Committee as a means of
tion," the pamphlet notes, adding
Another service is a loose-leaf
that use of charts is an "inex- book containing speeches and data
itreamlining" their 1950 campensive way to accomplish this on 20-odd important issues. Book
is intended to offer any candidate
A pamphlet calling attention to
On the basis of recommendations
a concise discussion on any topic
iggested scripts and charts serves
by "television experts" that video which may be used when writing
implement the recent GOP bookend." be limited to approximately
shows
t, "Radio and TV as Tools in the five minutes, the committee is offer- his speech.
'50 Senatorial and Congressional
Special Purpose Discs
ing to Congressional candidates in
mpaign" [Broadcasting, Sept.
TV
districts
several
five-minute
Hundreds of records were dis]. The Congressional Committee
programs consisting of suggested
working directly with House
tributed by the national commitscripts and sets of five phototee's women's division for use at speak.
It is understood that Indiana,
[embers to augment general guid- lithographed charts mounted on
Illinois and Pennsylvania are areas
special meetings, and excerpts were
ttce principles set forth by the
cardboard. Topics are divided
broadcast throughout the woi'ld by now under consideration as orig'jpublican National Committee.
inating sources for the network
among "unpreparedness," the Ko- the Voice of America. A 30-minute
The Republican Congressional
rean situation, communism, and broadcast, recorded especially for
cup, under the chairmanship of the cost
programs.
The Democratic Naof living vTith respect to the occasion, featured a number of
tional Committee also has an exlip. Leonard W. Hall (R-N. Y.), taxes.
prominent women in high political
tensive radio spot campaign under
j urging its candidates to utilize
study (see story page 24).
Viewers watching the composts, including FCC Comr. Frieda
-second and 60-second station
munism series in TV districts will Hennock.
President Truman still was uneak spots, particularly the closdecided as to how many frankly
be
apprised
of
administration
attiServices
and
techniques
also
are
g week or 10 days of their camtudes on China policy, the atom
political speeches he will make over
being prepared for Democratic
igns. They will receive, vsdthout
the national networks during the
spy rings, the Alger Hiss case, the members by the National Commit^large, at least one 16-inch record,
subversive control bill and comtee working in conjunction with campaign in behalf of Democratic
ssibly two, containing a wide
munism in general.
candidates. His Democratic Womthe Senatorial and Congressional
riety of professionally - made
The
pamphlet
also covers such
;ots using effective sound effects
en's Day five-minute address, aired
Campaign committees. Kenneth
services as visual presentations,
Fry, radio director of the national
by ABC Sept. 27, was arranged as
;ailable and covering issues comnewspaper ads, street interview
a public service feature commemogroup, has distributed a booklet
Dn to every candidate's campaign.
rating the 31st anniversary of
techniques, photo portfolios and on "How to Use Radio and Tele"It is suggested that candidates
women's suffrage.
newsletters,
according
to Mr.
' rchase their radio spot time as
- ny weeks in advance as possible,'
3 GOP booklet says, "preferably
vision."
iking time in the morning dur? the breakfast hours and at
|ht during the dinner hour."
Nation-Wide Service Starts
LBS
ON
THE
AIR
•
Equal Time
has been constantly expanding.
The committee reminds members
FULL-TIME service by the na- the network's local studios. During
From one station, KLIF Dallas,
the
day
programs
also
were
carried
tion's fifth network. Liberty Broadat "under federal statute, if
from Dallas, New York and Hollycasting System, was inaugurated
Tex., LBS has grown to reportrsons opposing your election have
Oct. 2 [Broadcasting, Oct. 2]. At
wood, key originating points for
rchased radio spot time, you are
edly the nation's third largest operating network. Progress has been
7:45 a.m. the initial program orig- LBS.
titled to purchase similar time,
For the past three years Liberty
inated in Washington, D. C, from
sparked by Gordon McLendon, its
•d the station must provide such
29-year-old president.
^ae if you pay for it."
Mr. McLendon points out that
iUrging use of periods from 7:30
LBS was not formed — it grew.
I j 9 a.m. and 6 to 8 p.m., the comOriginal programming was built
ttee has designed a 60-second
around sports broadcasts. Now the
3)t with provision for a 40-45
network also features news, mu1 ond script beginning with sound
sical programs, Hollywood reports,
(ects and followed by voices of
commentators, programs from the
ID professional announcers "disUN and a variety of other attrac■'ting a political issue." Accomtions.
: lying the record, prepared by
One of the outstanding events of
!C's Radio Recording Division,
1 be a suggested 15-second or 20the Liberty Broadcasting System
ond script to be read by the
will be its fall line-up of weekend
al station announcer at the end
sporting events. Every Saturday
the record, tying in the candlafternoon Ted Husing will handle
e's
name
and
giving
reasons
to
play-by-play on the Army football
ie for him.
games. New York Giants professional football games will be preI^he
committee
notedof that
ididates
in some also
sections
the
sented some Sunday afternoons,
ntry have "difficulty in obtainalso with Mr. Husing. Every Sunprofessional assistance to help
day afternoon Mr. McLendon will
m make their spots with the
cover the professional football
!;per sound effects and the most
games of the' New York Yankees.
Ci tctive script techniques."
Following the Army games on
*ointing out that "television will
Saturday, LBS will carry an outI 'y a part in many Congressional
standing West Coast football conf'.tions in 1950, and by 1952 will
test. In the evening Louisiana
jbably affect every contest," the SMILES and congratulations were the order of the morning when Liberty
State U. football games will be
,»gressional Committee's Public
Broadcasting System inaugurated nation-wide program service Oct. 2. Fred
presented. These will be the only
ations Office, headed by Robert
Palmer (I), manager
LBS' Washington
WOL, does' the honors
(Continued on page 89)
withof encouragement
fromaffiliate
Mr. Foster.
mphreys, has prepared several
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0, a 12-year-old boy
INtr191
udging through the
streets of Chicago's south
side with a pack of wares on
his back, laid the foundation
for one of the midwest's most
successful mercantile establishments.
Morris B. Sachs, founder of
the Chicago retail clothing
stores that bear his name, confesses
he was never so happy as when he
was winning customers by personal
selling. He hoped for a miracle of
transportation or communication
that would enable him to talk to
more and more people each day.
By 1913 he had discovered the
horse— and by 1916, the automobile. But neither of these media
satisfied Morris Sachs' craving for
something bordering on omnipresence. He approached this exalted
state, however, in 1930 when he
discovered radio.
Sachs Has Put Its Trust
In Radio for 20 Years
For the past 20 years, radio has
been the basic advertising medium
at Morris B. Sachs Inc. The company's sales volume has grown in
that period from $200,000 to more
than $8 million annually. In recent
of the firm's advertisyears,ingsome
budget (usually 5% of its
gross, with radio getting 4%) has
been allocated to newspapers and
billboards, and for the past two
years a sizable sum has gone into
television. But sound radio always
has been the backbone of the company's promotional structure.
Mr. Sachs' consistency as a radio
advertiser is matched only by his
loyalty to one format. Sixteen years
ago, on Aug. 27, he began sponsoring a weekly amateur show from
the window of his South Halsted
St. store. It was the first amateur
show ever broadcast. It preceded
the famous Major Bowes program
by eight months.
The current Morris B. Sachs'
Amateur Hour is the 1934 show
all over again, except for the cast,
Page 26
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the location (ABC's Civic Studio),
and the addition of some visible
commercials as the program now is
simulcast.
Of course, one member of the
original cast is still there: Mr.
Sachs rarely misses an opportunity
to indulge in some of his personal
selling, now that he has an audience of thousands each week. But
his present day sales technique is
more subtle than that formei-ly
employed. It consists of a warm
handshake, a friendly smile, and a
few words of encouragement for
the top three contestants on each
of his shows — plus a cash prize, a
watch, and an armful of posies
(orchids for the girls; roses for
the boys) for each winner. In recent months, even more has been
added. Mi-. Sachs presents an automobile every 13 weeks to the contestant who wins a quarterly showdown of talent.
Morris Sachs was 11 years old
when he migrated to Chicago from
Sveksna, Lithuania. His father, a
teacher, had passed away and Morris came to live with a mari-ied
brother, George, who was nearly
20 years his senior.
Young Sachs went to night school
so he could hold down various odd
jobs during the day. Within a year
he began his mercantile career

One of a Series

when a friendly wholesaler entrusted him with $10 worth of curtains,
blankets and other household furnishings. Confining his calls to a
small area on Chicago's near south
side, he peddled his first consignment of merchandise in one day.
Within a week, he had established
a $100 credit, and a month later
$500. When he was 15, he purchased a horse and wagon.
Morris Sachs was 16 when he
opened his first store in 1914. Tenby-twelve feet in area, it was located on 14th St., just off of Halsted about 1% miles south of Chicago's Loop. But Mr. Sachs dates
his business inaugural from 1910,
for it was during that year that
his name first became associated
with merchandising in Chicago,
even though his was a mobile operation.
It was some years after he
opened his first establishment, however, when Mr. Sachs decided to
tend shop in person. Feeling he was
at his best making calls and widening his circle of friends, he left the
store in other hands. In fact, two
years after his opening, he purchased alight-delivery Ford to aid
him in his travels.
Firm Rapidly Expands
To Larger Quarters
With a crackerjack "demonstrator" in the field, the Sachs
company outgrew its original storefront in four years. And since its
young proprietor meanwhile had
pushed his door-to-door frontier far
southward, he opened a larger
establishment (18-by-75 feet) at
7526 South Halsted. Three years
later, in 1921, he decided to specialize inladies' and men's clothing,
rather than to continue handling a
wide range of household goods. So
he moved to 6626 South Halsted,
in the same block where his pres-

ent modern headquarters store now
stands.
Between 1928 and 1930, his
"Golden Twenties," prosperity led
to establishment of three other
ladies' and men's clothing stores
on Chicago's south side (at 47th
and Grand Blvd.; South Chicago
Ave. and 90th St.; and 113th St.
and
Michigan
Mr. him
Sachs'to
earlier
travels Ave.).
had taken
hundreds of the homes immediately
surrounding his three new locations.
Local Store Becomes
Metropolitan Enterprise
By 1933, Morris
however,B. radio
had
transformed
Sachs Inc.
from a community store organization into a booming metropolitanenterprise. So Mr. Sachs "put all
my
in onebutbasket."
all ofeggs
his stores
the SouthClosingHal-r
sted establishment, he enlarged the
latter to four times its size by
doubling the ground floor and add-^
ing a second story. This was ac-.
complished in the depression yeai
of 1933.
A year
later, Chicago,
with "hard
still
occupying
Mr. times'
Sachs
again enlarged his facilities, doubling the area of both floors. Ht
frankly admits his 1934 buildinf
program was dictated by an up
surge in business generated by thr
Amateur Hour, which began it;
long
run that year (838 consecu
Sunday).
tive
performances up to yesterday
But he gives credit to some o:
Chicago's radio pioneers for start
ing his business upswing four year
before.
Mr. Sachs bought his first radi'
time in 1930 on WSBC Chicago
The station was founded by th'
World Storage Battery Co., afte
which it took its call letters. Jerr;

Sullivan, whose clipped "Chi-kaw
BROADCASTING
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yo" inflection distinguished his staion identifications from those of
)ther Chicago announcers, was paid
525 weekly for playing the piano
ind handling Sachs commercials
jriefly every day of the week.
Mr. Sachs personally went on the
lir too. He appeared on all of his
jrograms, except the very first one.
Dn that auspicious occasion he was
imong those present, but the ex;itement of addressing an unseen
ludience of thousands caused him
o "pass out," as he puts it.
From the beginning, Mr. Sachs
lad a broadcast theme. He and his
innouncers gave expression to his
oelief that "it is no crime to buy
)n credit." But he warned of merchants who were cheating their
batrons by putting exorbitant
jjrices on inferior goods in lieu of
|;arrying charges. Chicago has less
I'Taud among credit merchants toiay, due partly to the radio campaigns waged by Mr. Sachs against
jmfair mark-ups, and Morris B.
[5achs Inc. meanwhile has profited
jnaterially by stressing to prospective customers the wisdom of seecting merchandise with "distinguished and famous labels," and
jay "at your convenience — without
nterest."
Trust in Customers
fays Off for Sachs
"Over the years, I have steadfastly believed that 99%% of my
ustomers are honest," Mr. Sachs
says. "I ask that they make some
'egular payments for merchandise
•eceived. But if, through some un'oreseento circumstance,
they are
inable
keep up their payments,
'ill I ask is that they take me into
heir confidence. That my thousands
j)f customers have trusted me has
ong been proved by their continued
'jjatronage."
More than a half-million men
ind women from five mid-western
states regularly make the Sachs
'stores their clothing headquarters
n Chicago. Fifty percent of them
^l^bay "when convenient."
In addition to WSBC's Jerry
Sullivan, Mr. Sachs sponsored a
2% hour Breakfast Express show
^nvery week-day morning on WAAF
phicago during the four years
oefore Amateur Hour's debut. This
•ecord show, interspersed with
ime, weather, and news reports,
Mecame so popular that it was kept
:)n the air along with the amateur
^orogram for many months. The
!|'ompany's radio budget of $10,000
|n 1930 approached the $100,000
tnark in 1934 when both shows
^ere being sponsored. Jerry SulliI'^an's program meanwhile had been
discontinued.
During its first six months,
tlXTEENTH anniversary of the Mor''15 6. Sachs Amateur Hour was celelarated Aug. 27 at ABC's Civic StudiOf
aij'»y (I to r) Mr. Sachs; Edward Lynch,
IVENR Chicago account executive;
Horman Heyne, radio-TV supervisor
It Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, and
producer of the show; Roy Mc.aughlin, manager of WENR; and
Job Murphy, m.c. of Amateur Hour.

Some Other Articles On Department Stores
in Broadcasting • Telecasting
Hecht Co. of Washington's use of TV as new sales vehicle — A feature,
April 3, 1950.
Eastern-Columbia of Los Angeles adds television to its air success story —
A feature, March 20, 1950.
hiecht Co. of Washington puts over its branch store with radio — A feature,
July 11, 1949.
Schuster's of Milwaukee reviews its 18 years in radio — -A feature. May 2, 1949.
James Black Dry Goods Co. of Waterloo, Iowa, cites success of its beamed
radio program — A feature, March 28, 1949.
Zion's Cooperative Mercantile Institution of Salt Lake City finds radio pays —
A feature, Jan 24, 1949.
Ouellette's Dept. Store of Portsmouth, N. H., pays tribute to radio's selling
power — A feature, Dec. 20, 1948.
M. L. Parker Co. of Davenport, Iowa, writes a success story with video — A
feature, Aug. 1 6, 1 948.
Amateur Hour was carried on
WCFL Chicago from the window
of the company's south side store.
The time was from 7 to 8 p.m.,
Friday. The police department
forced the show to move after this
initial period when its "studio audience" overflowed from the sidewalk
onto busy Halsted St. But Mr.
Sachs found refuge in a nearby
Masonic Temple, seating 1,000, so
the
tion. show went on without interrupIn 1936, the program shifted to
WENR, took on an agency —
Schwimmer & Scott — and changed
its time to 12:30-1:30 p.m. Sunday.
It has been on WENR ever since,
but has been handled by two other
agencies during the period — Wade
Advertising and Ruthrauff & Ryan.
Mr. Sachs now has the good fortune of having the same producer
for Amateur Hour as he had during the show's
years
with
Schwimmer
& three
Scott:
Norman
Heyne, radio and television supervisor at R & R, which took over
the Sachs account three years ago.
In March of last year, WENR-AMTV, in cooperation with Mr. Heyne,
engineered the transition from
sound radio to simulcast.
In addition to radio commercials,
the program has TV commercials

by a separate announcer, and brief
fashion showings on TV with the
Sachs company's well known stylist, Jane Harper, doing the commentary.
Since Mr. Sachs presents Amateur Hour to make more and more
friends, he passes the word on to
Mr. Heyne to be considerate of all
contestants. Those who fail in their
auditions receive a card from the
producer stating he is "very sorry
you didn't make it — won't you try
again?" And many do return for
later tryouts. Some of those who
came back, made the grade, and
moved on into "big time" are June
Haver of the movies, Pamela Britton of the musicals "Oklahoma"
and "Brigadoon," singers Frankie
Laine, Mel Torme, and Skip Farrell, and The Harmonicats, whose
recording
of "Pega few
o' My
swept the nation
yearsHeart"
ago.
The first step required to get on
Amateur Hour is to virrite to Mr.
Sachs. The contestant then receives
a card scheduling an audition — an
average of 100 hopefuls attend
each Thursday night tryout. Those
among the "lucky 10" are called to
a rehearsal on a future Monday,
and get two more rehearsals (one
dry run; one dress) the morning
of the show.

Voting is by phone (up to 3 p.m.
the day of the show) and by mail.
The winner gets $75 in cash, a
watch, and an opportunity to compete for an automobile in the quarterly finals along with 12 other
weekly winners. Second place winner gets $40 and a watch; third
place $20 and a watch. All of the
top three contestants get those gorgeous bouquets of flowers.
Through the years. Amateur
Hour has had a succession of
"name" announcers, emcees, and
supporting musicians who have attracted thousands of listeners by
their own reputations. Norman
Ross, Gene Arnold, and Charles
Lyons presided at the mike during
various periods before Bob Murphy
became master of ceremonies three
years ago. Marvin Mueller and
Fort Pierson were announcers before Bob Cunningham took over in
recent years and in 1949 was
joined by Lee Walters and Eloise
Kummer, who handle audio commercials on the simulcast. Blonde
Adele Scott at the organ arid Al
lowings.
Diem at the piano have large folUses Show
For Civic Campaigns
Mr. Sachs uses the show to spark
various civic drives each year.
Campaigns for Christmas baskets,
benefit funds, and such appeals as
cigarettes-for-vets have gone overthe-top in Chicago once the Amateur Hour has got behind them.
On such occasions, the show moves
into Chicago's Civic Opera House
and plays to capacity crowds. One
Christmas season, 15 tons of groceries for the city's needy were
collected at one performance. At
the recent 16th anniversary broadcast,tional
on theconvention
eve of intheChicago,
VFW's Mr.
naSachs received a VFW certificate of merit in recognition of his drives
for service men.
For the first time in many years,
(Continued on page 38)
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FRANCES G. BUONANNO (2d r) of Bridgeport, recently crowned Mrs. Connecticut of 1950, receives her trophy from Philip Merrymon, president and
treasurer of WLIZ Bridgeport, and congratulations from Adam J. Young Jr.
(I), WLIZ's national representative, and Connie Parks (Mrs. Jane Connors
Quinn), WLIZ woman's editor.

AT meeting of the Louisiana-Mississippi AP Broadcasters Assn. are (I to
r): Seated, Bob Shipley, KWKH
Shreveport, La., group's v. p.; Hugh
Jones, WGCM Gulfport, Miss., new
president; standing, Oliver Gramling,
AP assistant gen. mgr.; James Gordon, WNOE New Orleans, retiring
president.

PROMOTIONAL piece pointing to
Omar
BakingU. Co.'s
sponsorship
Ohio State
football
broadcastsof
over WBNS and WELD(FM) Columbus, Ohio, is shown by Ann Evans,
WBNS promotion director, to George
Tassie (seated), general manager of
Omar Co., and WBNS Commercial
Manager W. 1. Orr.

GETTING together during recent demonstration of Schwerin Research Co.
system at NBC Hollywood are (I to r): Arthur W. Gudelman, radio timebuyer.
Barton A. Stebbins Adv.; Thomas C. McCray, director of radio operations,
NBC Hollywood; Horace Schwerin; Ray Morgan, Raymond R. Morgan Agency.
COONSKIN caps, emblem of the Pioneer Bank, and of Tennessee, too, are
the fashion as Drue Smith cuts a birthday cake on the second anniversary of
Party Line which she produces and broadcasts over WDOD Chattanooga for
Pioneer Bank. L to r: Jim Nichols, director. Chamber of Commerce; Paul
Mathes, president, Chottanoogans Inc. and chairman, city's Defense Council;
Earl Winger, co-owner WDOD; Miss Smith; Wilkes Thrasher, Hamilton County
government head; George Clark, president. Pioneer Bank and Consumer Bankers of America; Norman Thomas, co-owner WDOD; Bob Bosworth, chief
newscaster WDOD, who also announces the Drue Smith show.

OPENING

Finley Sets for Nov. 26;
McClintock on Board

PROGRESSIVE Broadcasting System, a new operation offering daytime programs to local stations exclusively throughout the country, will
begin full operation Nov. 26, President Larry Finley announced last
week in New York. Arrangements for service to about 250 stations are
completed, he said, and additional *
stations are expected to bring the shows. All hour and half-hour
total to 400 by Feb. 1, he said.
shows will be broken into 15-minute
Mr. Finley, who arrived in New
segments,
sale to different permitting
sponsors, he said.
York after a six-weeks tour covFor station sales departments,
ering more than 750 radio stations,
also announced the election to the he said there would be daily closed
PBS board of Dr. Miller Mc- circuit talks designed to aid selling
Clintock, former president of MBS.
and promotion. Six-minute conHe also announced the appointdensations ofall shows will be supplied affiliate stations 30 days in
ments of Edgar H. Twamley, foradvance to allow time for them to
merly with NBC and WBEN Buffalo, as vice president in charge
be sold, and national spot repreof the eastern division, and Robert
sentation from offices in New York,
B. White, a former executive of Chicago, Los Angeles and Dallas
will be provided, he said.
ABC, as vice president in charge
of the central division.
Donald Withycomb, former president of WFIL Philadelphia, is exABC CHICAGO
ecutive vice president, with headquarters in New York. Mr. FinSplits Sales Operation
ley, former transcription producer,
is one of three stockholders, and
ABC Chicago has divided its network sales operation into sepawill headquarter in Hollywood.
rate radio and television departPrograms, will be fed both live
ments, James L. Stirton, sales manand via tape-recording from divisional points in New York, Chicago
ager and general manager, announced last week.
and Hollywood, via AT&T lines,
New TV manager is Gerald A.
Mr. Finley said. Stations will pay
a minimum program fee of $580 Vernon, former coordinator of TV
sales, who has been with ABC
per month, he said, plus one-half
since 1942. He started as research
of the talent charge per quarterhour, which ranges from $4 to $40. manager and later moved into local
and network sales.
The company also plans to repreHis AM counterpart is Robert
sent its affiliated stations in national sales, at the standard 15%
G. McKee, who joined the Blue
ley.
Network in 1940 and was an accommission, according to Mr. Fincount executive in network sales
when ABC was formed in 1942. In
PBS Associates
1945 he was named assistant sales
PBS is incorporated in Califormanager of the Central Division.
nia with a capitalization of $1,500,For 15 years Mr. McKee was vice
000, Mr. Finley said. His associates
president, treasurer and part owner
are Bernard Fleisher, wholesale
of Homer McKee Co., Indianapolisliquor distributor in Nebraska and
Chicago-New York agency.
South Dakota, and Morris A. HazThe present network staff of
seven men will be expanded by
an, a prominent Los Angeles merchant. Reserves have been set aside four within a week. Chicago is the ^
from programming and talent, acsecond ABC 0 and 0 operation
cording to Mr. Finley. He said the to divide its network activity in
project was not undertaken until this way (New York was first).
nearly two years of planning and
For the time being, the local sales
exploration.
staff will continue to handle both
Mr. Twamley will have tempomedia.
rary offices at 55 W. 53 St., New
York, telephone: Judson 6-3932.
Mr. White will have headquarters
BBC Accused
in the London Guarantee Bldg.,
360 N. Michigan Blvd., Chicago,
A CHARGE that the BBC has
telephone: Financial 6-0824, he broadcast Soviet propaganda under
announced. Production offices of
the guise of "critical comment" has
the network are in the Pantages
drawn support of Sir Waldron
Bldg., and West Coast executive
Smithers, Conservative member of
offices at 8983 Sunset Blvd., in the British Parliament, who has
Hollywood.
asked the House of Commons to
Programming will be aimed pri- order a "purge of the Communists"
marily at the housewife, without
in the government-owned network.
emphasis on sports, Mr. Finley Accusation had been leveled by the
said. Although all commercial pro- Listeners' Assn. of London, which
gramming will originate in Holly- took exception to a program called
wood, news coverage will pay at- Soviet View in which BBC relays
tention to area interests in each anti-Western attacks on religion,
division — East, West and Central.
Anglo-American friendship and
Mr. Finley said that PBS will other subjects. BBC contends that
broadcast from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. the program, based on Russian
throughout the week, allowing a broadcasts and publications, is such
60-second station break between
"transparent propaganda" that
all programs and 2% minutes of actually serves as effective antiCommunist material.
commercial time for all 15-minute

Urged
Non-Paper Group
S
T
N
E
D
N
INDEPE
lA/l
for the formation of an or- every bad business practice, every
?LANS
dealer,"
a retail
the samesaidas that
store,Bartzoff
scheme of destruction, because
by banding
Mr.
:}anization of and for independent,
there is no inter-exchange of ideas together they could buy materials
■lon-newspaper-owned AM stations
at considerable savings.
and
methods."
underare
2]
Oct.
Circuit,
■|Closed
Other advantages, he continued,
and will be actively pursued
;l'ay
Mr. Bartzoff observed that "the
would
be a complete interchange
reultimate
the
upon
Jtep ending
don't
Guard
National
Army toandspend
have
a nickel
on radio of knowledge about union scales,
loonse and "democratic expreslion" of such broadcasters.
if they don't want to, but if they without any jealousy, and not for
Organizer of the movement is do on some they shouldn't ask the purpose of breaking any unions
or disturbing any pleasant relation: enjamin Bartzoff, vice president others for free time. We want
ships, but because the complete
ind general manager of WVOM
equality for all stations."
story should be known to the manHe asserted the independents
[irookline, Mass., 5 kw 24-hour
ager or owner. The price that an
■,:ation covering metropolitan Bos- need representation from their Conindependent pays for its service,
gressmen and Senators "to pre- transcriptions, music licenses
'.pn.
vent any further inroads by gov- should be available to all on an
' An "enthusiastic" and "heartenernment bureaus and agencies into
•jig" response to letters sent to ap- the racket of free time, when they interchange basis. All P.I. deals
proximately 250 stations urging have a budget which is being spent and other forms of inquiry basis
Ijch a group has already been reeither in other mediums or in the material should be screened and
■eived, Mr. Bartzoff told BroadIasting. Even those who were not same medium on competitive sta- the financial status determined."
Engineering Aid
II complete agreement in every
tions. Next to the phrase, 'I can
One of the greatest benefits, he
Itetail, agreed in principle, he re- get it for you wholesale,' these
iorted.
agencies say 'I can get it for you predicted, -would be in engineering
where exchange of views on the
All U. S. broadcasters in the
Purpose of an association of in- efficiency and operation of equipiime category are to be similarly
dependents also would be to know
"
pproached.
ment is vital. He referred to "unfree.' each
what
pays for library service
fair dealing of manufacturers of
Incompatibility between needs
and to get the best possible terms
unfit equipment foisted on stations
ad problems of AM independent
from music licensing agencies,
and the lack of desire on the part
pations and those of network afRli- some of which, he charged, ask dif- of the manufacturer to repair or
jtes, newspaper-owned outlets and
ferent fees for different stations.
such equipment" and said
lose having TV operations makes
There would be no room in it for refund
point, too, would come under
jnperative an organization that "music library salesmen or any this
consideration.
'ill serve the common interests of other group of people whose busiMr. Bartzoff also stressed the
iie completely independent station,
need
for strong representation in
ness
it
is
to
sell."
;iake it felt as a force, and result
Deploring the need of independthe national field, "not necessarily
.1 reduced costs and great ecoents to buy equipment "at a retail by one firm of representatives, but
omic gains, declared Mr. Bartzoff.
"There has been no organized
Tort of self-help by such stalons," he said, "because the only
• me they get together is at DisVict NAB meetings or a radio exNAMES
HARDESTY
^putives club somewhere on a so- NAB
al plane, while they listen to a
ING, Sept. 18].
Deaker discuss generalities about JOHN F. HARDESTY was named
Mr. Drake accepted the position
Thursday
by
NAB
General
Manailiie industry."
in
Washington in mid-September,
ger
William
B.
Ryan
to
fill
the
Evidence of Need
newly created post of director of according to NAB, but did not take
over the duties [Closed Circuit,
Evidence of need for an organi- the Station Relations Dept.
ation based on mutual interests,
Oct. 2]. NAB headquarters issued
Mr. Hardesty joined NAB last no comment on the matter although
[r. Bartzoff asserted, is apparent
July 31 as assistant to Robert K. it was stated unofficially at the
ihen "in a city like Boston, a Richards, director of the Public
NAB District 10 meeting in St.
^ewspaper-owned station has mere•r to send its copy to the paper and Affairs Dept. [Broadcasting, July Paul last month that opposition to
17]. He succeeded
the appointment had been made in
jin have a full page or the tx-ucks
James Dawson,
Twin Cities broadcasting circles.
|) feature a program. The radio
Mr. Drake told Broadcasting a
resigned.
jate in newspapers here is so
For some weeks week ago by telephone that as far
(igh that only the biggest adverMr. Hardesty has as he was concerned he still had a
' sers can afford to buy, let alone
been working
job. He formerly had been vice presn independent."
ident and station manager of
closely with
The proposed association, he
Messrs. Ryan and WDGY Minneapolis; had been ac^id, would eliminate unnecessary
tive in NAB committee work, and is
yils and provide a common ground
Richards in devela past president of the Minnesota
i)r discussion and solution of proboping
the
current
Assn. of Broadcasters.
NAB membership
i'.ms in programming, sales, lirary service, purchasing, station
Mr. Hardesty
campaign,
feaRyan Statement
ture of the aseries
lipresentation, engineering and
Mr. Ryan, who plans to leave
latters involving FCC and law- of district meetings. In addition he soon
on a field trip, issued this
makers.
has edited NAB's management letstatement about Mr. Hardesty's apCiting specific reasons why stater and recently launched NAB's
ons of his type heed to band to- Defense Bulletin, a project set in pointment:
lether for assistance in selling, motion by the board at its August
"Naturally it is always a satisemergency meeting.
e scored the Army and National
faction to 'promote from within,'
staff members who have
Ifuard as two of the chief violators
First occupant of the station re- giving
lations post, created early this year, proved themselves an opportunity
I time-buying. "Very recently,"
larger responsibilities. I think
declared, "the U. S. Army, with was B. Walter Huffington, who died for
Hardesty, whose work in
kxpayers' money, decided to buy shortly after joining NAB [Broad- Jack
broadcasting has been outstanding,
ivertising on some stations, and
casting, July 17]. A few weeks
ley asked the others to run the later NAB announced that Melvin will do much to close the gap between members and their associajime thing without cost. The in- E. Drake had been named to suction which always exists in an inimpendent station falls prey to
ceed Mr. Huffington [Broadcast-
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Mr. BARTZOFF
!lf * *
by a better understanding between
some of the representatives and the
stations. Where stations cannot
secure proper representation because the bigger firms always represent network-owned or affiliated
stations, this representation should
said the
has been very
be He
provided
for FCC
them."
fair to all stations on an impartial
basis but that there are many services a station might need in connection with the FCC that could
be provided at a much lower cost
through the proposed association.
Commenting on "fusion," Mr.
Bartzoff declared: "I believe there
is room for one overall association
(Continued on page 35)

To

Stations

Post

dustry as large as radio and
television.
"He intends to go on the road
within two weeks to make his first
direct calls on broadcasters. His
duties will include, in addition to
public appearances and sales promotion, advisory service to management on the desires of membership
as reflected in his membership
Mr. Hardesty is a native of
Washington, entering radio in 1939
as a member of the guest relations
staflF of the old WJSV, now WTOP.
He
moved on to sales promotion,
trips."
publicity and sales departments at
WJSV. During World War II he
served 20 months in Naval Intelligence on assignment to the Office
of Censorship, and another 18
months with Task Force 126 in the
European theatre.
In September 1946 Mr, Hardesty
joined WOL Washington as an account executive and soon became
director of sales promotion and
publicity. He joined WOIC (TV)
Washington in November 1948 as
director of special events and advertising. He is a member of Radio Correspondent's Assn., Advertising Club of Washington and
Berwyn Rod & Gun Club, is married, has two children, and lives in
Silver Spring, Md., Washington
suburb.
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DEFENSE

COmUNKATIONS

ROLE of communications in the
national civil defense program and
certain "disadvantages" inherent in
the use of broadcast stations were
spelled out to state defense directors last week in a series of meetings with key planners of the National Security Resources Board.
NSRB Chairman W. Stuart Symington called the sessions to explore the role state directors will
take in national defense planning
as outlined in President Truman's
comprehensive report issued last
month [Broadcasting, Sept. 25].
The master plan, which officially
acknowledges communications as
the "nerve system of civil defense,"
contemplates its two-fold function
as (1) informing and educating the
public in defense planning and operation and (2) warning and aiding
the public in target areas.
But Robert R. Burton, civil defense communications director, last
week raised some serious questions
relating to certain "drawbacks" in
potential use of commercial broadcast stations. NSRB hopes to issue
some "firm instructions on the national level," he said, once it has
adequately studied these issues involved:
^ How to meet the problem of
radio beams which could serve as a
"guide or beacon" for enemy aircraft.
# Can FM and TV stations be
used successfully as homing beacons?
9 Would broadcast reports of
air raidable aid
damage
afford "considerand comfort
to the
enemy ? "
Acknowledging that radio stations are a "very valuable medium
for informing
Mr. Burton noted that the
the public,"
exact location
of
every broadcasting station in "degrees, minutes, and seconds, latitude and longitude is well known
throughout
the world."is He
pointed
out the information
distributed

from the State Dept. where he was
assistant chief on high frequency
problems, urged state directors to
obtain the services of at least one
communications specialist on the
state level and then recommend
that "every target city in your
state" place another on the civil
defense staff.
On the national level, he said, the
government must "work out some
firm instructions on the possible
usage of broadcasting stations beduring,communications
or after air raids."
Thefore,CD
chief,
who served with OCD in 1943,
was one of several NSRB officials
who addressed 34 state directors in
sessions held in Washington last
Monday and Tuesday. Directors
west of the Mississippi and from
eastern states attended separate
sessions. Top women organizations
convened Wednesday. And the U. S.
Conference on Mayors followed
with two-day meetings Thursday
and Friday.
Critical Area Maps
Defense planning was projected
further to the state level by the
NSRB Civil Defense Office, which
sent out maps showing critical target areas in the U. S. subject to
possible air attack. Three types of
areas are shown: industrial, metropolitan, and a combination of the
two. Suggested areas of mutual aid
and mobile support also were indicated.
State directors were informed
that a Civil Defense Administration
would be set up on an interim basis
by Presidential directive until such
time as Congress approves necessary legislation. Who would head
the agency was not known last
Thursday, but it was learned that
the Chief Executive has compiled a
list of nine candidates.

James J. Wadsworth has been
serving as acting CD director since
Paul Larsen resigned, but is not
expected to head up the post. Gov.
Roy J. Turner of Oklahoma, whose
term expires in January, has been
reported as a possible choice.
One highlight
directors'
meeting
with NSRBof the
officials,
aside
from resolutions which they adopted calling for "more specific information from government,"
dealt
with elimination
by the Air Force
of one of its three warning signals.
They protested that they had not
been consulted previously before
the service dropped the "blue warning," which would be used to notify
the public of impending raids within 15 minutes'
time.Signals
'Coded'
The signals are part of the proposed Civil Air Raid Warning System of the U. S. Air Force entailing use of bi'oadcast facilities for
transmission of the "yellow" or
confidential alert to key civil defense directors. Proposed plan
under consideration involves utilization of so-called "coded" or subaudible frequencies for messages
which even station engineers would
be unable to detect.
It is the first alert, one of the
two now retained by the Air Force,
and would tip off the probable zone
of the attacking force. The final
or "red" signal would entail enforcement of all civil defense procedures and would indicate an
attack in short order.
The Air Force, in explaining
elimination of the signal, said the
present warning system is provisional, and "it is desired to give
the public timely warning within
the capabilities of the present radar
system and the means of disseminating the warning through ex-

by the International Telecommunications Union in its "Bern List"
showing nations' priorities for certain frequencies.
Study 'Homing' Problem
"Whether FM and TV can be used
so successfully as 'homing beacons'
is problematical," he said. "It is a
subject to which considerable study
is now being given."
The whole question of "radio
silence" has long been a thorny one
in top government communications
circles.
Another "drawback" to radio stations, he felt, is that a broadcast
report
of air raidaiddamage
"could be
of considerable
and comfort
to
the enemy, unless such a report
were very carefully drafted."
Mr. Burton reported also that a
committee is studying what amateur frequencies and facilities
might be made available for civil
defense use.
Mr. Burton, who transferred over
Page 30
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IT'S anchors aweigh for this group who were guests of Tom Harker, national
sales representative of The Fort Industry Co. stations, on the yacht Verlaine,
owned by George Storer, Fort Industry president. Occasion also marked
Linnea Nelson's 23rd anniversary with J. Walter Thompson Co. The group
includes (I to r): Front, William Dix, Katz Agency; "Commodore" Harker,
host; Linnea Nelson, Jayne Smothers, Betty Jane Pratt, Dorothy Johnson;
in rear, Mrs. William Dix, Mario Kircher, James Luce, William Thomas and
Wiltam Wren, all of J. Walter Thompson.

communications."
The isting
statement
added that high
speed aircraft and the limitation
of the present radar and communi
cations setups made it necessar;
to "alert large areas with a firs
warning, then small areas with t
final warning. It may not be possible for the Air Force to givgraduated or selective warnings.'
Mr. Symington told the womens
groups
that America
is intime"fa;ir
greater danger
than at any
its history," and that "if we arc
hit, our ability to fight back wil.
depend on whether we have built
up adequate
civilian defense."
Need
for
women volunteers
in communications and other fields was
stressed.
The master plan for communications covers authority for states
to enter mutual aid agreements;
establishment of communications
centers;
of "secondary"
channels ofcreation
communication
between
federal, state, regional or local
civil defense centers; loyalty oaths
from all CD personnel ; aid to
states; seizure of all facilities by
state governors; appointment of
directors on the state level with
responsibility for planning and coordination ofcommunications; and
procurement of centers and equipment for operation.
GUNTHER
SPORTS
Bullets Set; Caps Stymied
LINEUP for radio-TV coverage of
Baltimore Bullets basketball games
under sponsorship of Gunther
Brewing Co., Baltimore, was set
last week through Ruthrauff &
Ryan, that city, but arrangements
for similar rights to Washington
Caps games still hung in the balance.
A 30-game home schedule of the
Bullets will be carried on radio by
WITH Baltimore with Bill Dyer
handling the description, while
WAAM (TV) Baltimore is slated
to handle the telecasts with commentary by Chuck Thompson.
WMAR-TV Baltimore handled video coverage last year. National
Basketball Assn. contests get underway Nov. 1.
Meanwhile Gunther Brewing Co.,
which has surged to the front ranks
in the field of radio-TV sports sponsorship, faced the possibility of
having purchased AM-TV rights in
the nation's capital, with dim prospect of any video station actually
contracting to carry the games.
Prime obstacle, officials of the
agency, station and sports circles
conceded last week, is that of clearance by Washington TV stations
because of network and local commercial
ing, Sept.
11]. commitments [TelecastWWDC Washington, which aired
the games last year, is set to carry
AM
season.coverage for the 1950-51
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Industry
TALENT
STATU:
ANA,
NAB
and
the networks.
ESOLUTION setting forth objecText of the announcement:
ves, and a committee to probe
In view of the contributions of the
lie "controversial personalities"
ilroblem in an effort to reach them, broadcasting industry to the maintenance of the principles of Americanas voted by an all-industry conism, it is clearly evident that we are
irence called by the American
and have been alert to the threat of
ederation of Radio Artists, fol- Communism to the peace of the
wing tv/o meetings in New York,
world, and we are aware of the danger
he action was taken by voice vote which could result from infiltration
ter seven hours of discussion in by Communists and Communistic
le meetings.
sympathizers in the various branches
The prospective committee will of American industry and means of
mass
live a double goal — "to assure
casting.communication including broadlill security" against Communists
In difficult times like the present,
their sympathizers, and "at the it is especially important that a
'.me time preserve individual lib- course be maintained which will assure full security and at the same
ities."
Although members of the comtime preserve individual liberties. It
ittee have not been announced,
is of paramount importance to avoid
enabling Communists or Communistic
will probably include representasympathizers to control or influence
kes of the AAAA, AFRA, TVA,
any of the processes of mass communication, including specifically
radio and television. At the same
time we believe that each case in
VERAGE
|N CO
More Programs Added

Agrees

PROBE

'ITH the swelling of interest in
ternational affairs, United Na)ns radio coverage has extended
:th nationally and world-wide as
jidenced by the inauguration of a
!ries. Spotlight on the UN, over
iie Liberty Broadcasting System's
iwly-opened nationwide network,
d the new five language General
! ssembly broadcasts to be beamed
ler the world through BBC, Voice
America and Radio Diffusion
rancaise.
iThe Spotlight on the UN will
iBture a UN news summary, inJtviews with prominent guests
d direct broadcasts from UN
■ setings, and will be aired, Mon.1-i., 6-6:15 p.m. over LBS.
iThe General Assembly debates,
be broadcast in English and
•ench, will be sent directly from
;w York while those in Russian
e to be relayed from Paris. Latin
1 nerican listeners will receive the
ijeetings directly from New York
-! Spanish but the Pacific area
oadcasts will be re-transmitted
;])m Singapore in Chinese. Other
iglish broadcasts, in addition to
3 New York area, which is coved by WNYC New York municil station, are those carried
i-oughout the U. S. on FM netirk stations.
jAs the result of a 60-day tour
Iroughout the U. S. by Mrs. Doro|/ Lewis, UN station relations di;tor, who contacted 203 stations
59 cities, the radio coverage of
J UN will be upped approxittely 25 to 30%.
Weekly and daily programs to be
^esented over some 1,500 stations,
jfeluding all five networks and 450
'lependents, will be the new Lib..y Network series. Memo From

'jke Success; NBC-UN documen■ies ; C7A^ Story, UN Is My Beat,
'fl Today and UN in Action.
Mrs. Lewis spoke before approxately 500 broadcasters during her
ir, with the main purpose to
iertain their reactions to the UN
lio programs.
jlOADCASTING
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ANNOUNCERS

which an individual's loyalty is questioned ought to be considered by the
employer or prospective employer in
the light of all the information available to him bearing on the individual
and on the charges.
A committee will be appointed to
study ways and means of attaining
these objectives, to report back and
to make recommendations to the full
conference.
Meanwhile the New York local
of AFRA last week voted to ask
for the reinstatement of Jean Mulr
to the cast of The Aldrich Family,
a television show sponsored by
General Foods Corp., from which
she was dropped following protests
based on her Red Channels listing. A General Foods spokesman
said that no reconsideration of
Miss Muir's case could be expected
until after the all-industry conference had found a solution to the
general problem.
AFRA

Seeks

From

15%

Raise

Networks

NETWORK negotiations with American Federation of Radio Artists
for staff announcers, commercial, sustaining, and transcription codes,
began last week with a union demand for a general wage increase of
about 15%.
AFRA
brought up staff an- *
nouncer demands first, contrary to
sentatives inother cities lack adeits past procedure, and asked for
quate authority to negotiate. Netan increase of more than 10% in
works say their representatives do
base pay; standardization of con- have such power.
tracts in New York, Chicago, Los
Existing contracts, which expire
Angeles and San Francisco; and
Oct. 31, were signed in April 1948.
elimination of clauses pertaining
The only increase over 1946 conto recapture from any commercial
tract provisions agreed to at that
fees received of an announcer's
salary and restricting his off-time time was a 7%% increase in base
live or transcription appearances.
pay, and a 5% Increase in minimum scale, for staff announcers.
First hitch is understood to have
A clause in the 1946 contract proarisen over question of whether
negotiations for all four cities will
viding for renegotiation if the living cost index rose over 10%,
take place in New York. The union, which has negotiated on a local was the basis of the negotiations
at that time.
level, charges that network repre-

FCC Actions
SALE of KODY North Platte,
Neb., for $98,000 by WOW
Omaha to group headed by
John Alexander, KODY manager since 1943, reported in
transfer application filed
with FCC last week. Initial
decisions to grant new AM
stations at Modesto, Calif.,
Waycross, Ga., and Aberdeen,
Miss., announced by Commission. Details of these and
other FCC actions may be
found in Actions of the FCC
beginning on page 80 and
FCC Roundup beginning on
page 87.
NTELS PROGRAM
Attendance Seen High
ATTENDANCE at the third annual National Television and Electrical Living Show in Chicago,
sponsored as a 25th anniversary
feature by the Electric Assn., is
expected to surpass the 150,000
paid admissions last year, show
officials estimated late last week
as the 10-day exhibition neared a
close.
The event in Chicago's Coliseum
opened Sept. 30 with 60 paid exhibitors showing electric appliances
— including some 300 operating
video receivers — to the public. For
$1, Chicagoans were admitted to
the Coliseum and its blocks of electrical displays, as well as to the
stage show in an adjacent arena.
Jack Carson, radio star, and Actress Marie (The Body) McDonald
headlined an hour-long show with
the Honey Brothers, Yvette, Tommy Welles and Lou Breese and his
orchestra. Stage shows were presented three times daily, four times
on Saturday and Sunday.
The Electric Assn. is comprised
of 600 electrical appliance firms in
the Chicago area. Other electrical
items were exhibited also.

tern Division
ds NBCMr. Wes
UEofD
Odorizzi joined RCA in 1949
NFIR
the board
the RCA Hea
Service Co.
JOHN
K. WEST, CO
vice president
WEST
and director of public relations of
Mr. West joined RCA Victor in as administrative head of the service activities for the RCA Victor
the RCA Victor Division of RCA,
1930, serving as district manager
was confirmed by the NBC board
at various locations including Phil- Division. Previously he was vice
president and general manager of
of directors last Friday to succeed
adelphia, Pittsburgh, New York,
the mail order division of MontSydney N. Strotz as vice president
Cleveland and San Francisco, until 1933 when he managed the RCA
gomery Ward & Co.
of the network's Western Division
[Broadcasting, Oct. 2]. Mr.
Mr. Tuft joined RCA in 1930 as
exhibit
at
the
Chicago
World's
Fair. Later he managed the Victor
inspector in the Harrison, N. J.,
Strotz, an NBC veteran, has retube factory, becoming manager of
signed. Mr. West will assume his visual sound products department
new duties in Hollywood Nov. 1. and in 1942 became manager of the tube rating and testing labofield sales. During World War II
ratory. Three years later he was
Meanwhile, Charles M. Odorizzi,
Mr. West served in the RCA Victor
vice president in charge of service
appointed
assistant personnel manager of the Harrison plant and
for the RCA Victor Division, has war contract service department
and in June 1945 became director
named personnel manager in 1941.
been elected operating vice presi- of public relations. He was elected
He was appointed director of perdent of RCA Victor Division, acsonnel for RCA Victor Division in
vice president in charge of public
cording to an announcement Friday
1947.
relations in 1947 and vice president
by Walter A. Buck, vice president
director of public relations a
The board also announced the
and general manager of the divi- and
few months ago.
election of Ronello B. Lewis, budget
sion. Simultaneously he announced
Mr. Strotz, who had been with
director of RCA since September
the election of Edward M. Tuft, diNBC for 18 years and the last eight 1949, as RCA controller. He sucrector of personnel, as vice presias chief of the Western Division,
dent and director of the personnel
ceeds Henry Sullivan, controller
resigned to devote his time to other
department for the division. Mr.
since 1929, who retires due to ill
Odorizzi continues as chairman of business interests.
health.
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'RED at CHANNELS'
Topic
N. Y. REC Meet
THE BOOK, Red Channels, listing
persons in radio and television alleged to have been associated with
Communism or Communist front
causes, will be discussed at the
Oct. 19 meeting of the New York
Radio Executives Club, Robert
Saudek, ABC vice president and
club president, announced last
Thursday.
Two speakers will talk about
Red Channels. They are Ted
Kirkpatrick, managing editor of
Counterattack, publisher of the
controversial book, and another
not yet chosen.
Mr. Saudek also announced the
composition of the club's advisory
council and committee chairmen
for the new season. The advisory
council includes:
ExSales irt,
r. president, preside
Dosche
Fen K. ecutives
Club; R. C. Sprague,Freder
ic R.
Radio-TV Mfrs. Assn.;
Gamble, president, American Assn of
Head^
Agencies; /rank
Advertising
Club,M. FranK
president. Advertising
Jusrs;
Pionee
nt, Radio
preside
Mullen
President; Paul B.
NAB
tin Miller,
Adal
Nation
of
Assn.r, presidwit. The
nt,Repplie
West, preside
vertisers; T. S.
y
Advertising Council Inc.; Doroth
ReStationsLewis
U. sS. Radio;
nator,
Lewis coordi
Nation
United
lations,
al Assn. of
H Avery, president. Nationves.
Radio Station Repres,entati
ABC president;
Robert E. Kintner presiden
t; Joseph
CBS
Frank Stanton,
Frank K.
H McConnell, NBC president; Mortime
r
Cmdr.
t;
White. MBS presiden
TV NetDuMont presiden
(firector
W. Loewi,
t,
M. , Flynn,
work- Frank
vice
WPIX; Bernice Judis, executive presStraus,
president, WNEW; Nathan Siegel,
direcident, WMCA; Seymour
chairtor, WNYC; Wayne Coy, t.FCC
Berg,
Helen of
York Inc. Advertis
New presiden
ingman;Women
Consultaare:
n
Committeetion—John Jchairme
. Karol, director of sales,
, president, BroadHaverlin
CBS; castCarl
Music Inc.; Finance— A. U. BraunSimons; House — John
feld Braunfeld & Door
— Lionel Colton,
W. Pacey, ABC;
Publications —
station representative; relation
s direcM H. Shapiro, public
— Norah
tor, BMI- Laws and By-Laws
K. Donovan, radio-TV attorney; Membership—Carlos Franco, Kudner AgenAlber, presicy; Publicity— David O.Assoc.;
AttendAlber public relations
O.
David Stevens,
dent,
Larry
ance—
counsel.
Gander Visits WGAY
L. MARSLAND GANDER, radio
editor of the London Daily Telegraph, author and former war correspondent, isin the United States
doing a series of articles on radio
and television. Following in the
footsteps of the members of the
British commission subcommittee
which has been studying broadcasting in the United States [Broadcasting, Sept. 18], Mr. Gander
visited WGAY Silver Spring, Md.,
on Tuesday and interviewed General Manager Joseph L. Brechner.
Mr. Gander left Washington Wednesday for Toronto, where he will
study Canadian radio.

Sejatem&et
Sox
^cote
STATUS of broadcast station authorizations and applications
FCC as of September 30 follows:
AM
716
678
FM
Total on the air
2,325
10
Licensed (All on air)
204
174
Construction permits
2,189
511
2,151
Conditional grants
159
Total applications pending
247
275
Bequests for new stations
26
Requests to change existing facilities . . . .
3
1,0711
Deletion of licensed stations in September
1
2
Deletion of construction permits
Deletion of conditional grants
* On the air
PULASKI

at
109
TV
106
52
408
20
35657

AFFAIR

WLIB Rejects ACA Demand
WLIB New York rejected a demand
by the American Communications
Assn., which represents technicians
at the station, to cancel a broadcast of a Pulaski Day parade in
New York Oct. 1 because of the
scheduled appearance of the onetime police general, Wladyslaw
Anders.
The ACA, a union recently ousted
from the CIO for alleged Communist influence, asserted in a
wire to the management of WLIB
that Gen. Anders had a "bloody
history" and had been the leader
of "an army which was ejected
from Palestine because of programs against
the WLIB
Jewish people."
Harry
Novik,
general
manager, rejected the union request on the grounds that Gen.
Anders was appearing coincidentally with New York political
leaders, including Gov. Thomas E.
Dewey, and that the decision as to
what personalities would appear on
the broadcast was up to the WLIB
management, not anyone else.
COAST BANK
Cites Heavy Radio-TV Use
CONSISTENT use of heavy advertising campaigns, in which radio
and television played a major part,
has been instrumental in Coast
Federal Savings & Loan Assn., Los
Angeles, reaching the $100 million
mark in total resources, in the
opinion of the firm president, Joe
Crail, who recently issued a statement on the resources of the bank.
Firm currently is utilizing spot
announcements on all local radio
and television stations.
"Coast Federal has always used
large radio and newspaper campaigns, and within the past year
or so has been equally emphatic in
its use of television," Mr. Crail
stated. "It is our belief that our
tremendous growth can be traced
in many respects to our faith in
advertising." Lee Ringer Adv., Los
Angeles, is Coast agency.
NEGOTIATING for Sinclair Refining
Co.'s Northwestern U. broadcasts
over WNMP Evanston, III., (I to r):
Angus D. Pfaff, WNMP general manager; H. L. Lussow, Sinclair's Chicago area manager, Fred S. Newton,
station's president.

'SEOUL Tentatively
CITY SUE' Identified
A KOREAN professor, who was
active in English-language propaganda programs, last 1*week tentatively identified the now famous
"Seoul City Sue" as the American
wife of a Korean newspaperman.
The professor, Lee In Soo, now in
protective custody of American
authorities, made the statement to
U. S. intelligence officers.
The radio voice, which has
beamed anti-American propaganda
at UN troops, was identified as that
of Mrs. Ann Wallace Suhr, in
whose home officers found quantities of Communist propaganda.
Mrs. Suhr lost her American citizenship in World War II, preferring to remain in Japan as a
Japanese subject. American embassy authorities said they doubted
that charges of treason against
her could be substantiated in any
court.
0. J. Brunkenhoefer
OSCAR J. BRUNKENHOEFER,
47, commercial manager of KBWD
Brownwood, Tex., died Sept. 27 at
his home after a heart attack. He
was a former field representative
of Texas Service Stations Associated. Surviving are his widow,
his mother and a brother.
Cott Honored
TED COTT, general manager of
WNBC and WNBT (TV) New
York and chairman of the consultant committee of the French
Broadcasting System, has been
granted the Legion of Honor by
the French Government for his
contribution to friendly relations
between France and the U. S.
WJAS Pittsburgh presented citation
by U. S. Army and Air Force for program ing, on sustained basis, of Music
Time, Fri., 8:15-8:30 a.m. Show has
been aired since World War II.
CLEVELAND Browns sponsorship on
WMOA Marietta, Ohio, is taken by
Beagle Drug Co., that city. L to r:
H. H. Oliver, Beagle's vice presidentsecretary; Hugh M. P. Higgins,
WMOA general manager (now BAB
director); Omar L. Smithberger,
Beagle's president-treasurer.

NEW RCA UNIT
To Meet Military Needs
A NEW Government Service Division to keep pace with increased
requirements of the military services and handle a stepped up program involving technical personnel
and facilities was formed last week
by RCA.
P. B. Reed, formerly sales manager of the industrial equipment
section, RCA Engineering Products
Dept., was appointed vice president
in charge of the new division.
According to RCA, the new unit
vnll be a clearing house to expedite
and coordinate its speeded up program to meet government agency
requirements for technical personnel, and installation and servicing
of all types and makes of electronic
equipment. Included in the program is the company's service shop,
equipped
to test
and repair
equipment. Under
the present
emergency
defense program, the facility is
providing contract service to the
armed forces in an overall project
to modernize World War II radio
and electronic equipment, RCA revealed.
Reach New High
C. M. Orodizzi, vice president in
charge of service for RCA Victor,
also disclosed that the firm has
more technicians and engineers in
the field on government servicing
than it had during the peak of
World War II activities. The majority of these technicians already
are overseas, he said.
In addition, Mr. Orodizzi pointed
out, the new GSD will need more
trained manpower "to keep pace
with government demands for electronic specialists." Most urgent
need, he said, is for electronic maintenance and service engineers with
10 years general experience and at
least three years experience on radar or communications equipment.
RCA, he said, is allocating additional space at its Gloucester, N. J.,
service headquarters as a location
for training new technicians.

NBC Names Gross
WALTER W. GROSS last week
was appointed NBC manager of
television network sales, Detroit,
for the Michigan and Ohio areas.
Mr. Gross has been manager of
radio and television for the J. Walter Thompson Co., Detroit, and
earlier headed its Kansas City office. He also has been with Maxon
Inc., New York, as an account
executive; and with the Oldsmobile
division of General Motors Corp.

U. S. Court of Appeals
WIBK

APPEAL

Gets Brief

WIBK Knoxville, Tenn,, in a brief supporting its appeal before the
U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, has charged FCC
with unlawfully and unjustly denying the station a license to cover its
construction permit — a ruling tantamount to deletion. WIBK further
NAB District Meetings
contended FCC's decision violated *
ct.
9-10: Dist. 1, Somerset Hotel, the First and Fifth Amendments
that the various activities of ReverBoston.
of the Constitution.
end Smith were illegal, immoral or
ct, 12-13: Dist. 2, Ten Eyck Hotel,
Meanwhile, FCC has granted
Albany, N, Y.
improper, and then basing a conWIBK further extension of temclusion of disqualification thereon
ct.
Dist. 6, Roosevelt Hotel,
New 26-27:
Orleans.
porary authority to operate until . . . The Commission cannot set up
ov. 2-3: Dist. 4, WUliamsburg Inn and Dec. 29, provided the station may
an arbitrary standard of behavior
XiOdge, Williamsburg, Va.
and require applicants to abide
fov, 9-10: Dist. 5; Ansley Hotel, At- request further extension upon
' lanta.
showing it is proceeding diligently thereby. In addition, legal activiwith its court appeal. Assigned 1
ties of a private individual are not
ct. 8-11: AAAA Pacific Council meet- kw daytime on 800 kc, WIBK is evidence that the same activities
ing, Hotel del Coronado, Coronado,
Calif.
will be repeated as a radio licensee,
owned by Independent Broadcasting
ct. 9-March 19: Advertising & Selling
Co.
in which capacity they might be
Course, Advertising Club of New
York, New York.
illegal or improper." WIBK noted
FCC denied a license to WIBK,
ct. 16: NAB Economic Conference,
FCC had found its actual proas well as a permit for a new
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.
gramming to be meritorious.
Class
B
FM
outlet,
on
grounds
that
ct. 16-18: Assn. of Independent MetroTestimony Hit
politan
Stations,
Lennox
Hotel,
St.
Rev.
J.
Harold
Smith
had
misrepreLouis.
sented his affairs to FCC and was
WIBK charged FCC for "acceptct. 16-20: Society of Motion Picture
personally
unqualified to be a
ing as true the testimony of a
and Television Engineers annual conCommission witness ... By quoting
vention, Lake Placid Club, Lake broadcast licensee [Broadcasting,
1Placid, N. Y.
it in the Final Decision, the ComAug. 15, 1949; June 5]. The Fundact. 18-19: Kentucky Broadcasters
mission has made it material, and
mentalist preacher is one-third
iAssn., Chesmotel Lodge, HopkinsIviUe, Ky.
failure to allow appellant an opowner of Independent Broadcasting. The case is believed to be the
portunity to refute this testimony
pt. 18-21
NBC Annual
Meet- first in
ing, :Greenbrier
Hotel, Affiliates'
White Sulphur
which FCC has refused to violates the Fifth Amendment. The
ISprings, W. Va.
license a station after granting it additional failure to allow crosspt.
22-24: 10th
District ofconvention.
Advertising
Federation
America,
a construction permit.
examination of a Commission witiAmarlllo, Tex.
ness on a material issue also vioViolated
Own
Rules
2t, 23-24: North Carolina Assn. of
Broadcasters,
Mid-Pines
Club,
Southlates the same Amendment."
WIBK
charged
FCC
violated
its
ern Pines, N. C.
WIBK contended FCC also erred
own rules as well as the Adminis;t.
26-28:
Audio
Engineering
Society
in failing to consider the qualifiAudio Fair, Hotel New Yorker, New
trative Procedure Act in denying
York.
cations of other stockholders and
license.
The
brief
explained
the
:t. 29-31: National Assn. of Educaconsidering only that prejudicial
tional Broadcasters Convention, U. of FCC proceeding was one of divesti- to one, Rev. Smith. The brief was
Kentucky, Lexington.
ture and hence could be handled
by Harold E. Mott, Robert
3t.29-Nov. 4: National Radio & Tele- only through lawful revocation pro- prepared
L. Heald and Edward F. Kenehan
ivision Week.
ceedings,
FCC
erred
in
denying
the
;t. 30-Nov. 1: Radio-Television Mfrs. license since no new facts came to of the Washington radio law firm
Assn. and
of Radio
Engineers,Institute
Hotel Syracuse,
Syracuse,
its attention subsequent to the of Welch, Mott & Morgan.
N. Y.
;t. 31-Nov. 1: AAAA Eastern Confer- granting of the permit, as evience, Roosevelt Hotel, New York,
denced by FCC's own correspondence and the trade press, WIBK
bv.
3-4: City
Institute
of Radio
Kansas
Section,
secondEngineers
annual
RWG PACT
Regional Papers Conference, Presl- explained.
jdent Hotel, Kansas City, Mo.
The station attacked as unjust
Oct-. 31 Strike Possible
bv. 9-10: Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters
FCC's findings that Rev. Smith
neeting, Columbus.
POSSIBILITY
of a Radio Writers
i5v. 10: Michigan AP Broadcasters failed to disclose in the WIBK ap- Guild strike against NBC, CBS and
Assn. meeting, Lansing.
his "business
ABC appeared last week when the
;ov. 10-11: Michigan Assn, of Broadin the RadioplicationsBible
Hour, interests"
Southern
,casters. Hotel Olds, Lansing,
Bible
Institute
and
the
Carolina
RWG voted a resolution empowerov. 15: House Ways & Means Coming its negotiating committee to
Watchman as well as his program
Tiittee Hearing on Excess Profits Tax,
New House Office Bldg., Washington.. interest in XERF Villa Acuna,
call a strike Oct. 31, when the pres5v. 16: AAAA Michigan council meetent contract expires, unless a new
Mexico, the latter which FCC
ing. Hotel Statler. Detroit.
agreement
with the networks is
)v. 16-18: National Assn^ of Radio
an "ownership" inter- reached by that time.
News Directors Convention, Hotel considered
est
because
of
the
monetary
investSherman, Chicago,
About 55 staff writers of conment involved. WIBK said Rev.
ov. 27 : Congress resumes.
tinuity and news of the three netSmith is a bona fide minister and
works are involved.
his religious work cannot be termed
An RWG spokesman said the ac"business" in the usual sense.
iB REFERENDUM
tion was taken because of a feeling
"In addition, the Commission's
that the networks had been dilaFills Board Vacancies
use of the religious activities of
tory, perhaps unintentionally, in
[VE vacancies on the board of appellant's stockholder. Reverend
replying to proposals of the union
Smith,
as
a
basis
for
finding
the
lie Assn. of Women Broadcasters,
for wage increases necessitated
IAB's feminine wing, have been latter disqualified, when these ac- by increased living costs since the
tivities were neither illegal nor
led by mail referendum among the
existing contract was signed in
maining 12 district chairmen, ac- improper and were not broadcast
1944. He said it was generally
over
the
radio,
is
in
violation
of
rding to Betty Doolittle, NAB
agreed that a conservative figure
jmen's director.
the First Amendment," the brief for increased living costs was 34%,
Newly elected to the AWB board
declared. It continued, "A Comwhereas writers had received only
mission decision denying one sect a 12% increase in minimums. Deye Dorothy Fuller, WBET Brockthe
use
of
a
government
privilege
,n, Mass., District 1; Betty Mctails of the union demands were
'ill, WCAO Baltimore, District 3; because of its religious activities is not available, and the networks
in effect a law penalizing that have made no public comment.
3ss Wright, WKMH Dearborn,
group for its beliefs. It also denies
;ich.. District 8; Frances McClaniian, KBOR Brownsville, Tex., that group freedom of speech and
RADIO PROPAGATION building bethe press and the right to peaceably
Istrict 13; Izetta Jewel, KCBQ
ing constructed at Ottawa for Dept.
an Diego, District 16. Districts
of Transport and National Research
assemble."
rrespond to NAB's area bracket"The Commission erred," the Council. Cost of building placed at
brief continued, "in failing to find $400,000.
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VOTING

SPOTS

Labor League's Disc Offer
SPOT announcements featuring
celebrities in pleas to citizens to
turn out and vote have been offered
to New York stations by Morris S.
Novik, radio consultant.
The spots were made by Dinah
Shore, Frank Sinatra, Henry Fonda, William Holden, Ruth Hussey
and others at the request of Labor's League for Political Education, but they are nonpartisan appeals confined to urging the public
to vote.
In a letter to stations in New
York State, Mr. Novik said he
would provide transcriptions to any
that wanted them. "This is one
kind of appeal I am sure we all
want
Novik. to latch on to," wrote Mr.
HAIST NAMED
Heads GE Sales District
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co. has
appointed Charles T. Haist Jr. a
district sales manager for radio
broadcast equipment, according to
Paul L.
lain,Chambermanager of
sales for the commercial equipment division in
Syracuse,
N. who
Y.
Mr. Haist,
is with tronics
GE's departelecment in San
Francisco, will
Mr. Haist
have as his territ o r y northern
California, Washington, Oregon,
Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, Nevada and the Hawaiian Islands,
with headquarters at 235 Montgomery St., San Francisco. He
also will continue as sales representative for the company's marine
and aviation electronic products.

WFIL MANUAL
Issued As Educators' Service
WFIL STUDIO SCHOOLHOirSE
TEACHER'S
MANUAL
1950-1951.160 Distributed by WFIL
Philadelphia.
pp.
THIS unique manual is being distributed by WFIL Philadelphia as
a service to educators in the area's
public, private and parochial
schools.
The manual, with a total printing of 10,000 copies, is for use in
connection with WFIL's Studio
Schoolhouse programs and is sponsored jointly by RCA Victor and
the station. Distribution of the
manuals also has been made to
educators in 40 of the 48 states.
Hartwig Joins K&E
HELEN HARTWIG, who had been
with Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York,
for the past eight years, joins Kenyon & Eckhardt, same city, as radio
and television timebuyer [Closed
Circuit, Oct. 2]. Before her association with R&R, Miss Hartwig
was with Benton & Bowles and
Morse International.
October 9, 1950
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Deadline
KMPC

CASE

END of the Los Angeles phase of
FCC's hearing on the news policies
of G. A. (Dick) Richards was
sighted last week, when Oct. 11
was set as date for completion of
the ease for the station owner, with
the FCC staff to follow with two
days of rebuttal.
Hearing on Mr. Richards' proposal to set up a trusteeship to
control his three stations — KMPC
Los Angeles, WGAR Cleveland,
and WJR Detroit, whose license renewals are at stake in the proceeding — is tentatively scheduled to
commence Oct. 15 in Detroit.
Further sessions in the hearing,
which has been in progress before
FCC Examiner James D. Cunningham in Los Angeles since mid-June,
may also be held in Cleveland and
Washington. It is based on charges
that Mr. Richards ordered newsmen to slant news broadcasts according to his personal beliefs.
The Richards stations' handling
of news about the hearing itself
was the object of cross-examination by FCC counsel, who made it
obvious they wanted to see whether
"fair and impartial" treatment had
been given both sides of the case.
FCC attorneys, headed by General
Counsel Benedict P. Cottone, plan
to microfilm WJR and WGAR
newscripts from Feb. 1 to the present, for later phases of the hearing.
The parade of witnesses in behalf of KMPC and its owner continued, including Motion Picture
Director Cecil B. DeMille, one-time
Lux Radio Theatre narrator, who
testified Wednesday as a volunteer
witness that he was "incensed"
when he read of the charges
against Mr. Richards.
Mr. DeMille said the station
owner is a "courageous and fair
'INSIDE' OIL
KVOO Airs Industry Story

A TWICE-WEEKLY semi-documentary program dramatizing the
"inside" story of the oil industry
currently is being aired by KVOO
Tulsa, Okla., as a public service
feature of vital national importance, the station reports.
The series, titled Wheels of Oil,
also has given Gov. Roy J. Turner
of Oklahoma, who qualifies as oilman, cattleman and song composer,
an opportunity to turn actor. He
portrayed himself in a narrative
dealing with conservation and the
Interstate Oil Compact Commission, of which he is chairman.
Aired Tuesday and Thursday at
6:30 p.m., the program is narrated
by John Henry with Organist Bill
Simon furnishing background music. Series was written by Ruth
Sheldon Knowles, petroleum specialist and nationally knovm oil
writer, and employs a cast of competent actors.
Page 34
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man," who, he felt, would not indulge in "untruthfulness and unfairness." He considered it "perfectly right for a radio station to
favor one viewpoint over another,"
and said he had heard both sides
of controversial issues presented on
KMPC but had never heard anything "un-American or detrimental
to constitutional principles."
He said he made two talks on
KMPC on "Right of Individuals to
Work" — in connection with the controversy which arose when AFRA
dismissed him from membership
for refusing to pay a $1 union
assessment in 1944^ — but did not
know whether time was made available to the "other side." Examiner
Cunningham indicated he would
consider Mr. Cottone's request for
a subpena for the DeMille scripts
to see whether they were controversial.
Less enthusiastic were three of
five rabbis who testified that they
participated in a Prayer for Peace
series on KMPC. Rabbis Leon W.
Rosenberg, I. S. Ravetch, and Bert
Woythaler said they were invited
several times to appear on the program before they accepted, and
cross-examination indicated their
invitations came after the charges
against Mr. Richards arose in
March 1948.
Reluctant to Appear
Rabbi Ravetch, under questioning by FCC counsel, said that for
four or five years he had heard
reports that KMPC was anti-semitic and anti-Democratic, and that
this was the reason he was reluctant to appear on the Prayer for
Peace program. He said he had
tried to avoid testifying, and that
"in no way does my appearance
here constitute approval of the sta-

Set in L.A. Phase

Richard B. Borland, former commander, Los Angeles County Council
of American Legion; Col. Frank E.
Benedict, business consultant; John
V. Forsyth, former KMPC newscaster; Gene Mann, managing director, Greek Theatre Productions;
Willis R. Harpel and William B.
Ewing, KMPC announcer-newscasters;
Herbert F. Wixson, head of a program packaging and syndicate service, who was assistant general manager and sales manager of KMPC for
six years ending in December 1948;
Col. James O. Brauer, director of the
11th Marine Corps District; Father
Patrick J. Roche, assistant superintendent of Catholic Schools in Los
Angeles; Robert A. Campbell, KMGM
(FM) Los Angeles announcer, formerly with KMPC; Joe Micciche, Los
Angeles County radio coordinator;
Bill Lopez, superintendent of athletics, Los Angeles Senior High
Schools.

respect
dignity."director
Rabbi ofMax
J. Merritt,andexecutive
the
Southern California Branch of the
American Jewish League Against
Communism, said he appeared on
KMPC five times.
Joseph J. Cummings, publisher
of B'nai B'rith Messenger, said he
had heard no criticism of either
Mr. Richards or KMPC prior to
March 1948. When Mr. Cottone
called attention to testimony of
FCC witnesses and to anti-semitic
documents attributed to Mr. Richards, the publisher said: "If these
things were true I wouldn't have
as good an opinion as I now have
of the station. I would not consider its reputation good. I would
AM
GRANTS
accuse Mr. Richards of harboring
Three Recommended by FCC
anti-semitic feelings."
Favors Hearing
GRANTS for new AM stations in
Waycross, Ga.; Aberdeen, Miss.,
Harry Myers, managing director
of events for Los Angeles County
and Modesto, Calif., are recommended in initial decisions reCouncil of the American Legion,
ported last week by FCC. Initial
testified that Legionnaires and
ruling to deny as in default appliKiwanis Club members "decried
efforts of the FCC not to allow the
cation for a new outlet at Freelicense" of KMPC. Under crossport, Tex., also was issued.
examination he said that in the
Hearing Examiner Jack P.
light of testimony he had heard
Blume proposed to grant the ap"this morning," he thought the
plication of Teletronics Inc. for
hearing should continue.
1 kw daytime on 570 kc at WaySeveral KMPC newsmen testified cross while Examiner Fanney N.
they had never been instructed
Litvin proposed to grant the bid of
Prairie Broadcasting Co. for 250
about special treatment of news.
w fulltime on 1240 kc at Aberdeen
One, Bob Kelley, charged that FCC
and Examiner Leo Resnick proinvestigators "twisted my arm" —
posed to grant the application of
not physically, but by asking "leadStanislaus County Broadcasters for
ing
questions"
—
to
get
evidence
unfavoi-able to the station.
1 kw fulltime on 970 kc directional
KMPC News Editor James A. at Modesto. Examiner Blume also
McCulla said he was assigned re- proposed to deny in default the
sponsibility for news coverage of application of Brazoria County
the FCC hearing and that no reBroadcasting Co. for 250 w daystrictions were imposed on him, no
time on 1460 kc at Freeport.
Teletronics Inc. is 99% owned
matter how unfavorable the news
might be. He was given the assign- by Mrs. Virginia Price Bowen, Sea
ment, he said, because Mr. Richards
Island, Ga., who is president. Her
didn't feel KMPC had been giving
daughter, Mrs. Virginia Bowen
Rabbi Joel L. DeKoven, however,
the hearing sufficient coverage.
Holm, New Orleans, is vice presitestified he had not encountered
Mr. Cottone asked him to prodent. Thelma V. Franklin, secretion."
anti-semitism
at the station. He
duce copies of newscripts and wire
tary of Dixie Brokerage Co., Atsaid he took the initiative in re- copy relating to the hearing and
lanta, part-owned by Mrs. Bowen,
questing broadcast time after ar- also to check KMPC recordings of is secretary-treasurer. Proposed
riving in Los Angeles in the fall newscasts.
manager is John R. Bartlett, liof 1948 and appeared on KMPC
censee of WKMA Quitman.
Other witnesses testifying for
KMPC and Mr. Richards:
Prairie Broadcasting is a partseveral times, being treated "with
Ben Eoepke, Los Angeles Area Rent
nership of Grady Imes, Ben F. Hilbun, T. A. Richardson and Joe
Control Administrator; Father Cor- Phillips.
nelius J. McCly of Blessed Sacrament
Church; Chase W. Traweek, Southern
Stanislaus County Broadcasters is
California area general manager for equally owned by Ralph M. Brown, ^
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. and
state assemblyman and attorney;
with Mr. Richards, co-owner of a cattle ranch; Henry M. Bateman of Cecil Lynch, grape farmer, onetime program director of KTRB
Bateman, Eichler & Co., stock brokModesto; G. A. M. Lynch, dairyers; Robert I. Diller, public relations
director. Welfare Federation of Los
man and farmer; and HaroldAngeles; Fred Nason, president of Bowen, farmer.
Beverly Hills Transfer & Storage
Co.; James Bishop of Bishop & Assoc.,
public relations firm;
Monsignor Anthony J. Brouwers,
Gartiand, Reiliy Named
director of the Society for the PropaWILLIAM
C. GARTLAND, westgation of Faith, Los Angeles Archern
field
representative,
and Wil-,
diocese;
Joseph
Taylor,
KMPC
custoPrincipals in the KVOO oil series,
dian; Bill Hay, former announcer on
Ham F. Reiliy, central field repre(I to r) Mrs. Knowles, Gov. Turner
"Amos 'n' Andy" show; Manrie Luxsentative, have been named Western and Central Division managers
and Mr. Henry, convene in the stu- ford, sportswear manufacturer and
of Thesaurus and Syndicated Sales,
dios before the public service pro- sportsman; Tom Frandsen, KMPC
sales manager and former newscaster;
RCA Recorded Program Service.
gram goes on the air.
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TULSA TROUPE at NAB District 12 meeting (seated, I to r): J. Burr Gibbons,
Gibbons Adv. Agency, Tulsa; Maria Helen Alvarez, KOTV Tulsa; George
field. World Broadcasting System; Don Watts, Watts-Payne Adv. Agency,
Tulsa. Standing, Walt Varnum, RCA-Victor; Robert Wilson, Wilson Adv.
Agency, Tulsa; Clarke Brown, John Blair & Co., Dallas; Fred McCabe, United
i
Press (see story page 40).

CAUGHT BY CAMERAMAN at NAB District 12 convention (seated, I to r):
William B. Quarton, WMT Cedar Rapids, la., NAB District 10 director; John
Esau, KTUL Tulsa, NAB director-at-large, medium stations; Ralph W. Hardy,
NAB; Jack Todd, KAKE Wichita, NAB District 12 director; Harold Wheelahan, WSMB New Orleans, NAB District 6 director. Standing, Pete White,
White Adv. Agency, Tulsa; Robert B. Jones Jr., KRMG Tulsa; Tom P. McDermott, Tulsa Chamber of Commerce; John Devine, Standard Radio; Ralph
Wentworth, BMI.
CIVIL

iEVEN PARTICIPANTS at NAB District 12 session (seated, I to r): Bill Davies,
iCA Program Service; Hale Bondurant, KFBI Wichita; Frank Webb, KFH
i^ichita. Standing, Lawson Taylor, KFMJ Tulsa; Dick Campbell, KOME Tulso;
Peter King, SESAC; J. J. Bernard, KOMA Oklahoma City.
OREGON

FIRM

Los Angeles, Chicago and Washington, D. C," informing debtors
they had won cash and merchandise prizes and asking them to return appropriate cards with proper
addresses. Program was aired on
KLAC Los Angeles, according to
FTC.

FTC Charges Deception
n vHARGE that a Portland, Ore.,
irm engaged in deceptive practices
i 0 obtain information concerning
z Uelinquent debtors, utilizing repreientations involving a radio pro^•am, is contained in a complaint
representations
"false"
andThethe
information were
acquired
by
^siled last Monday by Federal Trade
Commission.
these methods was obtained "solely" for the purpose of being used
] The complaint, directed at the
Oispatch Forwarding System and in collecting allegedly delinquent
accounts for clients, the complaint
federal Deposit System, Portland,
ihallenged use of a letter and post charged. Trade names used by the
tard promising free gifts and rep- corporation were "merely disguises" for the true nature of the
resenting that the debtor had been
^iwarded a prize by the sponsor of business, it added.
la radio program.
According to the complaint let- EGA planning comprehensive exhibit
ters were sent out under the signa- at Mid-Century Exposition, Dallas,
Oct. 7-22. Radio and TV equipment
'ioure of "Thomas Webster, producer
'■at the new program, Surprise, in will be featured.
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DEFENSE

Clay Requests Radio Aid
GEN. LUCIUS D. CLAY, onetime
military governor of Germany and
now chairman of civil defense of
the State of New York, called upon
broadcasters last week to keep the
public informed on measures being
taken to minimize damage in the
event of atomic attack.
Speaking at the New York Radio
Executives Club's first 1950-51 season luncheon. Gen. Clay said that
if an attack was made against the
U. S., radio would be called upon
to carry the principal burden of
communications. In an atom bombing, he pointed out, telephone facilities would probably be destroyed.
"The radio industry of America
has always devoted particular attention to matters of public interest," he said. Radio already has
"been of substantial help in informing the public on the progress
of civil defense," he pointed out.
MONOPOLY FEARS
Truman Warns Govt. Heads
TOP OFFICIALS of National Security Resources Board, the Cabinet
and key defense agencies have been
asked by President Truman to
consult periodically with Attorney
General J. Howard McGrath and
Federal Trade Commission in pursuance of a broad program designed to guard against development of monopolies in the expanding defense effort.
In a letter to heads of the
groups involved, Mr. Truman expressed concern lest partial mobilization without certain protective
actions "expose the American economy" to the threat of economic
concentration. He asked that the
danger be minimized by eliminating all possible factors to "suppress competition unduly."

AM Independents
(Continued from page 29)
comprising facturersallof radio
stations
and manuequipment
but
the annual meeting should be devoted to the entire industry on a
mass plane without discussions on
how to sell time or how to sell sets,
and similar items. NAB is an estimable group and could well be the
nucleus of such an industry-wide
association, as suggested by Sol
Taishoff. But independents of the
completely unaffiliated variety still
need their own organization because they will never be able to get
assistance in business, engineering,
representation, better purchasing
prices, or other matters through
NAB. There, the entrance price
is how much do you sell and how
much dues can you pay ? "
In contrast, he forecast, dues for
the independent association he envisions and in which he seeks no
office, need be no more than SI a
year. It would be organized on a
regional basis, so democratically
constituted that every station
would be heard from.
The stage is set, Mr. Bartzoff
said, and he called upon all broadcasters in his category to unite.
"The self-appointed prophet of
doom," he predicted, "who goes
around announcing the early fall
of radio, could well be interrupted
in his program if independents get
together. Radio has to be sold to
the public and to the advertising
agency
and client. It basis
won't because
be done
on an industry-wide
the network station has its story,
the newspaper-owned station offers newspaper promotion and inducements. The independent is
left completely to its own devices.
There are some wealthy independents. Unless they unite, they too
will be among the poorer relatives
in short
order."9, 1950
October
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Starting today, Monday, October 9, Mary Margaret
McBride will broadcast on WJZ— exclusively in the
New York area. Her program remains the same: the
warm,

cordial, informal atmosphere . . . the celebrated

guests . . . the wonderful grace and charm and enthusiasm that make JMary Margaret McBride the First Lady
of Radio.

Soon — for the first time — the Mary Margaret McBride
show will be available for LOCAL sponsorship on your
station ... on ALL ABC stations from coast to coast.
The

program

will be broadcast

every weekday

(at a

time to be determined) over the entire ABC radio network. For advertisers in your area, here is the chance
of a lifetime . . . the opportunity to sponsor the most
beloved and believed woman in all advertising.

merican

^^^roadcasting

C^ompany

WJZ

1-2

MONDAY—

m

FRIDAY

ABC

AMA Campaign
(Continued from page 23)
structed to emphasize the AMA
dogma in certain markets.
The basis upon which the number
of spots in each market were chosen
was the city population, not the
station coverage area. Although
power stations are being used, they
were not selected primarily or because of their coverage. In a saturation plan, Seeds sought to get a
quantity of stations in each market
to achieve wide coverage as well as
penetration.
First step in the timebuying process was charting of basic data, including the radio market, number
of stations there, population in
thousands and the one-time spot
day and night cost on the highestpriced station. Population of the
market determined the number of
spots to be used.
Working on a minimum estimate

beyond

of four nighttime and four daytime
spots in each area. Seeds personnel
devised a formula for population
groups, ranking towns and allotting
spots as follows:
5,000 pop and under 4 Daytime 4 Nighttime
5-9,999 4 Daytime 4 Nighttime
10-25,000 4 Daytime 4 Nighttime
25-50,000 5 Daytime 5 Nighttime
50-100,000 7 Daytime 7 Nighttime
100-300,000 10 Daytime 10 Nighttime
300,000-Over 15 Daytime 15 Nighttime
Basic allocations, figured on the
most expensive cost per spot day
and night, were then translated into
the percentage of the budget for
each market. Spots were then distributed among the stations. This
blanket coverage left "no blank
spots," in the opinion of Mr. Goldsmith, which is why he believes
every radio home in the country vrill
be reached.
Russel M. Seeds started the time
study in July, and most of the buying was completed early in September. Some buying was still being
done last week, however, as a few
stations were slow in reporting

availabilities and some did not have
them when the agency first asked.
Mr. Goldsmith recommended additional pressure in the more concentrated population areas, believing more money should be spent In
major markets because of the need
for greater penetration and the
number of stations fighting for the
same audience.
Spot Schedules Heavy
For these reasons, AMA spot
schedules are heavier in the top
eight markets of the country. New
York, for example, has more than
30 spots daily and 30 nightly. Commercials, all electrical transcriplong.
tions, are 15, 20, 30 and 60 seconds
Tie-ins by local and national advertisers are expected to exceed the
total amount of time actually
bought. Late last week some of the
national advertisers committed to
cooperate were Bristol-Meyers, Sinclair, Mennen and Rexall.

than

a dollar's worth on WGR. You get record-breaking
highs in WGR's prosperous Buflfalo-area audiences
PLUS coverage of scores of important upstate rural
and farm markets. 5000 watts day and night on the
dial's best wavelength does it!

RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO 3, N.Y.
Buffalo's Columbia Network Sution
National RepresentatiTc, Free & Feters.Inc.
Leo J. {"Fitz") Fitzpatrick
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Sachs
(Continued from page 27)
Mr. Sachs now has only one radio
program. But he insists this is
not due to the high cost of simulcasting Amateur Hour. As soon
as he finds the right program, he'll
be back in a late evening 15-minute
slot such as that occupied acrossthe-board on WENR last year by
his Remember When, starring
M. C. Jack Stillwell. In 1948 this
Sachs time period was filled by the
Skip Farrell Show, featuring an
Amateur Hour alumnus, and the
previous five years by But Not
Forgotten, featuring pianist Herbie Mintz.
Mr. Sachs is willing to spend a
quarter-of-a-million dollars on radio-TV this year while spending
less than $100,000 on other advertising media.
The domain which radio has
built for Mr. Sachs now consists
of a 187-ft. store front — much of
it three stories high — on South
Halsted St., including a separate
bridal-formal shop; a two-story
triangular-shaped store fronting
on Diversey and Milwaukee Aves.
on the city's north side; and a
five-story service building near the
south side establishment. Mr.
Sachs also maintains a New York
buying office with a permanent
staff.
650 Employes
The company has 650 employes,
all of whom get free insurance and
hospitalization. Its 10 top executives are shareholders.
Mr. Sachs is active in the management of his company, but if
he ever desires to step down, he
has three children who could carry
on. His eldest daughter, Mrs.
Zenia Goodman, is an assistant
state's attorney of Cook County
(Chicago). She was one of the
U. of Chicago's most brilliant
graduates a few years ago. A second daughter is Mrs. Rhoda Mendelson, and son Morris B. Sachs
Jr., 17, is a junior at the U. of
Illinois. Mrs. Morris B. Sachs Sr.
is the former Anna Baker of Chicago, who was in the millinery
business when her husband courted
her 34 years ago.

Buffalo

• Your radio advertising dollar buys MORE

Now They Tell Her
MERLE MEYERS, Russel
Seeds timebuyer who supervised buying of 30,000 spots
in the current AMA campaign, arrived at work one
morning recently haggard but
relieved because the monumental job was finished. On
her desk was an early edition
of the Sun-Times, bearing
a tabloid streamer headline
which read: "PUT CURBS
along.
ON TIME BUYING." She
knew that was a good idea all

ABC Pacific Network Flying Feet
moves to Sun., 8:30-9:00 a.m., PST
time slot from Sat., 10:00-10:30 a.m.
BROADCASTING
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I. R. {"Ike") Lounsberry

BUSY

AS

850,000 freight cars are loaded and sent
on their way. That's enough to make a
train stretching all the \^'ay from the
Atlantic to the Pacific and back again!
The railroads have moved swiftly to
meet the increased demand for freight

Busiest thing around nowadays is your
old friend, the freight car!
Busy carrying the things that America
eats, wears and uses.
Busy carrying the raw materials to
make these tilings.

V,*

Busy carrying the machinery, the munitions and the material that go to
make our country strong.

cars. They have stepped up their car repair and rebuilding program. And they
have ordered more than 100,000 new
freight cars for earliest possible delivery.
Shippers are helping greatly by loading and unloading cars promptly and by
operating shipping rooms and loading
platforms six days a week instead of five
— the equivalent of adding thousands of
cars to the present supply!
It all adds up to the fact that the railroad freight car fleet is busy and growing

Increased military movements — increased defense demands — increased

. . . continuing to carry the overwhelm-

buying — increased production all along
the line — all these mean that each week

ing bulk of the goods for America's civilian economy and her national defense!

WASHItlGTON 6. D. C

■ • • l#s»en fo THE ftAflROAO HOUR every Monday evening on NBC.
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O Service — not sales — is our
ADI
store.
Sas an R
UD
"WE
LIKE
radio
advertisLA
problem.
The first step is to analuses ingformedium
it asandwewe're
learnfinding
better more
how
yze the problem fully, then decide
how advertising can help solve it,
to use it," Nelson Finks, St. Louis, what
audience we want to reach
general advertising director of
Southwestern Bell Telephone Co., and what media will reach it.
told NAB District 12 members in
"Take the problem at Army
the closing luncheon session of camps, crowded with young men
and women, who a few weeks betheir Oct. 2-3 meeting in Tulsa.
fore had been civilians. First time
Southwestern Bell, often called a
away
from home for most of them.
"monopoly," advertises because
They wanted to call home, but their
"it's good business to advertise,"
free time was in the evening, when
and added that the Telephone Hour
the lines were crowded. We could
on NBC gets results.
not build enough new lines, for
"We also use spot radio," Mr.
telephone materials had gone to
Finks said. "At first, we used spots
to help in emergencies. We still war.
Studied Problem
do — and radio helps. Thanks for
the fine treatment radio stations
studied the problem. Here's
give us when we ask for help in the"We
answer we came up with. Ask
emergencies.
civilians as a patriotic measure to
"Here are examples. During the postpone their calls to other than
1949 flood in Tulsa, 1,800 tele- evening hours, except in cases of
phones were out of order. Radio
emergency.
spots told customers what hap"And how did we go about getpened and what we were doing
ting that message to our customto restore service. In the Kansas
ers ? — Mainly by using spot radio.
ice storm last year, many circuits
We spent half a million dollars in
were broken and many telephones
were out of order. Radio spots told five states we serve. You may remember— 'Save 7 to 10 for Service
customers about damage and when
we expected to make repairs.
"Here's another problem — the
Christmas toll. Too many calls to
"But then we began to find ways
to use spot radio on a regular as
Men.' without delay and some
handle
well as emergency basis.
don't get through at all. We
studied the problem — decided we
"Problems lead to advertising.
Sales are the problem of the retail
should explain the volume and de-

RLUS'^'

•k

rrujJkjb6

D»,n« u
lays so people would understand
delays, thus, avoiding criticism. So
we use radio to help tell that

Mr. Finks cited another problem
— directory delivery time. "It's
story." twofold," he said. "Calls
really
for
information, and yellow page
usage. Calls for information build
up as directories get older, but the
volume stays up after the new
book is delivered. Our problem is
to reduce volume of calls after the
directory
is delivered. Calls cost
money.
"We're using radio spots. Results— in one city, there was a 13%
reduction in one week, compared to
6 ''/'!• in the previous week.
"Another example — long distance calls by number go through
twice as fast. Particularly important is toll dialing.
Radio Used
"We used radio to explain this to
our customers over 13 stations
located in eight cities with circuits
to toll dial equipment in Kansas
City. The results look good and
we plan to resume the campaign
this month and extend it later to
other
the territory."
Mr. parts
Finks ofdisclosed
Southwestern Bell's latest use of radio in
Oklahoma has just begun — to tell
people about the Greater Oklahoma telephone program.
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GATES
DUAL

SA-50
CONSOLE

There is always a ready circuit available if you choose the Gates SA-50 Dual Console
for your aural or video needs. Without question the most complete console made today.
For example: 4 high level amplifiers, 9 mixing channels, all preamplifiers are two stages
and transformer in and out, complete input and output circuit selection of all amplifiers
plus — dozens more of the extras found only in Gates equipment, the quality line in the
broadcast field. We will gladly forward more detail on Gates SA-50 just for the asking.
Oh yes, do you have a Gates audio catalog? Yours for the asking.

GATES
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Warner BIdg., Washington, D. C.
2700 Polk Ave., Houston, Texas
Canadian Marconi Company, Montreal
Rocke International, New York City
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"We spent $70 million for new
construction since the war," he
said, "and still have not caught up
with the demand. We have 15,000
hold orders and 7,500 new applications a month. More dial service
is wanted, more rural lines and
more long distance circuits.
"We asked our engineers to plan
a new construction program. It
will cost $83,000,000 over four
years. But we need new rates.
Our earnings are too low to justify
this huge expenditure — too low to
raise the capital.
Plans Announced
"Yesterday, we announced plans
for this construction program — on
radio. We'll have two spots a day
on some 40 stations in the state
to tell people about the need for the
program and the need for higher
rates before we can go ahead."
Ninety-two NAB members attended the Tulsa meeting, presided
over by Jack Todd, KAKE Wichita, NAB District 12 director.
Three other NAB directors were on
hand— John Esau, KTUL Tulsa,
director-at-large, medium stations;
William B. Quarton, manager of
WMT Cedar Rapids, la.; and
Harold Wheelahan, manager of
WSMB New Orleans, District 6
director.
Harmony marked both sessions,
with the exception of the resolutions committee, headed by Frank
Webb, KFH Wichita, which broke
a precedent by calling for a reversal of procedure to allow broadcasters to air their views on issues
the first day, thus giving the committee achance to di-aft resolutions
for vote before the majority of
members left for home.
The committee, including Allan
Page, KSWO Lawton, Okla., and
George Tarter, KCRC Enid, Okla.,
also took cognizance of the manpower loss to the armed services,
calling on NAB to petition FCC to
reinstate Rule 91-C; gave a "go
ahead" sign to a greater BAB;
asked BAB to delete its credit and
localize promotional material, and
called for station relations departments in NAB and BAB.
Skit Provided
Mr. Esau set a district meeting
precedent at the first day luncheon
by providing an entertainment skit,
using KTUL entertainers who burlesqued NAB with Perry Ward as
m.c.
Ralph W. Hardy, NAB director
of government relations, gave a
presentation of NAB operations
and plans for a membership drive,
and reported on government relations. In the absence of Justin
Miller, NAB president, Mr. Hardy
reported on "NAB in the National
Pinch hitting for Richard P. Do-,
Emergency."
herty, unable to attend, Charles
Tower, his assistant in the NAB
Employe-Employer Relations Dept.,
outlined a profit program for radio
stations, with emphasis on controlling operating costs. He also
stressed the manpower problem
with respect to the draft, advising
station managers to examine their
(Continued on page Jf2)
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6\/ery fcus a bandvoa^on
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-for /Oli|?

product

Get spectacular sales results at low cost
with'^i^^^^^

TRANSIT RADIO
IS AVAILABLE IN
ALL THESE MARKETS...
(AND COMING SOON
IN SCORES OF OTHERS):
Bradbury Heights, Md.
(and suburbs of Wash., D. C.) WBUZ
Cincinnoti, 0., and Covington, Ky. WKRC-FIH
Des Moines, Iowa KCBC-FM
Boston (North), Mass. WLYN-FM
WHAV-FM
Evansville, Ind. WMLL
Flint, Mich. WAJL-FM
Houston, Texas KPRC-FM
Huntington, W. Va. WPLH-FM
Jacksonville, Fla. WJHP-FM
Kansas City, Mo. KCMO-FM
Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minn. WMIN
Omaha, Nebr. KBON-FM
Pittsburgh, Pa., Suburbs WKJF
St. Louis, Mo. KXOK-FM
Tocomo, Wash. KTNT
Trenton, N. J. WTOA
Washington, D. C. WWDC-FM
Worcester, Mass. WGTR-FM

In market after market-for product after product-transit radio sells more merchandise at less
cost! Want proof? Just call or write your nearest Transit Radio office for details on latest
success stories. It's no accident-it's the result of these special advantages of this newest and
fastest-growing advertising medium:
• counted, guaranteed audience (based on audited passenger-count of transit riders)
• en route to point of sale (pre-sold customers delivered right to your sales door)
• select your audience (housewife-shoppers, workers, men or women) when you pick your spots
• lowest cost per thousand of any mass medium
• best attention to your commercials (automatic step-up in volume, less competition
for listener-attention)
^ • complete flexibility and adaptability to your advertising problem in any transit radio market.
AN EXCITING NEW MEDIUM, CONSTANTLY

GROWING...
Growing fast! New markets now ready for your fall-winter schedules include Kansas City, Boston,
Minneapolis-St. Paul, Trenton-with many more coming soon!

IN KANSAS

CITY, for example,

KCMO-FM now offers Transit Radio in 300 radio-equipped buses-the outstanding advertising buy
in this big, rich market! Introductory rates are low— get in now!
Population: 687,552-all served by radio-equipped buses. Families: 241,600. Transit rides every
weekday total 427,151; every Saturday, 366,419. You can reach and sell this counted, proven,
guaranteed, responsive audience-easily, economically, effectively-with

if4WS4$ c/ry; ywo. KCMO-FM

NATIONAL REPRE5EN

BROADCASTING
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NEW YORK: 250 PARK AVE.. MURRAY HILL 8-3780. CHICAGO: 35 E.WACKER DR., FINANCIAL 6-4281.
CINCINNATI: UNION TRUST BLDG., DUNBAR 7775. DALLAS: M & W TOWER BLOG., RIVERSIDE 5663.
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Lauds Radio
(Continued from page iO)
staff closely with an eye to combining duties.
"The situation will be twice as
acute in six months," he said.
"You're not only going to lose technicians to the Armed Forces, but
to other stations as well."
Lee Hart, BAB assistant director, made two appearances, pitching a strip film presentation and
conducting a sales clinic.
Charles A. Batson, NAB director
of television, conducted a TV seminar, introducing Helen Alvarez,
vice president-general manager of
KOTV(TV) Tulsa, who disclosed
that her station operates 70 hours
a week with 36 employes. Surprise
was evinced that three gasoline
stations advertise on KOTV as
regular customers.
Mr. Quarton, member of the
NAB board's BAB Committee,
spoke on "A New and Greater
Sales Program for Radio," which
led to discussion on the merits of
NAB and BAB in regard to smaller
stations.
The need for a station relations
department, both in the NAB and
BAB, was emphasized by Grover
Cobb, KVGB Great Bend, Kans.,
who prompted the resolution to
that effect.
A warning note against radio
rate cutting was expressed by
Messrs. Todd and Quarton, both of
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whom told of being approached
with such requests as a result of
the ANA proposal. Both agreed
that "this is the worst time in the
world to start rate cutting in
radio."
District 12 Registration
Bill Hoover, KADA Ada, Okla.;
Brown Morris, KADA, Ada, Okla.; Jack
Todd, KAKE Wichita, Kan.; Harold H.
Newby, KAKE Wichita, Kan.; Rex
M. Lester Jr., KBYE Okla. City; Bill
M. Reynolds, KBYE Okla. City; George
L. Tarter, KCRC Enid, Okla.; Milton
B. Garber. KCRC Enid, Okla.; Kay W.
Pyle, KFBI Wichita; Hale Bondurant,
KFBI Wichita; Henry Mattison, KFBI
Wichita; Clarence Sewell, KFBI Wichita; Jack Betz, KFMJ Tulsa; Lawson
Taylor, KFMJ Tulsa; R. M. Seaton,
KGGF
Coffeyville
ford, KGKB
Tyler, Kan.;
Tex.; Lucille
Clarkes Bu-L.
Unger Jr., KGLC Miami, Okla.; Frank
V. Webb, KFH Wichita; Dale W. McCoy
Jr., KGNO Dodge City, Kan.; Charline
Anderson KGNO Dodge City, Kan.;
John M. Kennedy, KGLC Miami, Okla.;
Ray Van Hooser, KNED McAlester,
Okla.; Tol Dickenson, KNOR Norman,
Okla.; Sturgis Wassam, KNOR Norman,
Okla; Wm. S. Morgan KNOR Norman,
Okla.
Wally Weber, KBIX Muskogee, Okla.;
George Collisson, KOCY Okla. City,
Okla.; Raymond Ruff, KOMA Okla.
City, Okla.; J. J. Bernard, KOMA Okla.
City, Okla.; James L. Todd, KRDH
Duncan, Okla,; Frank S. Lane, KRMG
Tulsa, Okla.; R. B. Jones Jr.. KRMG
Tulsa. Okla.; Ray V. Jensen, KSAL
Salina, Kan.; Pat Murphy, KSMI
Seminole, Okla.; Betty Hughes. KSMI
Ada, Okla.; Wm. S. Woodland, KSWM
Joplin,
Mo.; John
Allan Esau
Page, KTUL
KSWO Tulsa;
Lawton, Okla.;
George Ketcham, KTUL Tulsa; L. A.
Bud Blust^ KTUL Tulsa; Grover Cobb,
KVGB Great Bend, Kan.; Sherwood
Parks, KVGB Great Bend, Kan.; Phil
Jackson, KWCO Chickasha, Okla.;
Matt Bonebrake, KOCY Okla City;
Chub Bellatti, KSPI Stillwater, Okla.;
Lyle Fick KWGB Goodland, Kan.; Jim
Blair. KWGB Goodland, Kan.; Ken
Stobaugh, KWGB Goodland, Kan.;
Glenn Henson, KWGB Goodland, Kan.;

Fred L. Conger, WREN Topeka, Kan.
C. L. Casper, WBBZ Ponca City,
Okla.; Harold Wheelahan, WSMB New
Orleans; Robert J. Burton, BMI New
York; Al Marlin, BMI New York;
Ralph Wentworth BMI New York;
Bill Moulder, ASCAP St. Louis; Charles
McDowell, ASCAP Dallas; Walt Varnum, RCA Kansas City; Harold Keown,
Frederic W. Ziv Co., Tulsa; Peter J. S.
King,
SESAC.
Inc.Tulsa;
New Dave
York; Rogers,
David
R. Milsten,
SESAC
RCA, Thesaurus, Chicago; Ray V.
Hamilton-Blackburn-Hamilton Co.,
San Francisco; Hohn Devine, Standard
Radio Okla. City; Dee Freiday, Gibbons Adv. Agcy., Tulsa; Pierre Weis,
Lang-Worth. New York; George Field,
World Bcstg. System New York;
Charles H. Tower, NAB; Bob Shuffler,
Earl Lipscomb Assoc., Dallas, Tex.;
Al Stine, AP Kan. City; Austin Bealmear, AP Okla. City; Ralph W. Hardy,
NAB; William T. Da vies, THESAURUS
Dallas; Charles A. Batson, NAB; Lee
Hart, BAB; Maury Long, BROADCASTING, Washington, D. C; Alvin M. King,
Capitol Recording Inc.; Fred W. Albertson, Dow, Lohnes & Albertson, Washington; Wm. B. Quarton, WMT Waterloo, la.

FREEDOMS AWARDS
Radio Deadline Is Nov. 20
CLOSING date for nominations in
the radio program category of the
$100,000 general awards program
of Freedoms Foundation has been
extended to Nov. 20, according to
Don Belding, Foote, Cone & Belding, foundation president. Eighteen
classes of awards are included but
they do not mention TV specifically.
Information on the awards can
be obtained from Ken Wells, executive vice president of Freedoms
Foundation Inc., Valley Forge, Pa.
Presentation of awards will take
place Feb. 22.

KVEC DISPUTE
NLRB Examiner Reports
CHARGE of "unfair labor practices" was leveled against KVEC
San Luis Obispo, Calif., in an
NLRB trial examiner's intermediate report-order released Oct.
1. Station, licensed to Valley Electric Co. with Christina M. Jacobson
as president, is involved in a dispute with IBEW Local 202, which
filed the original complaint Nov.
8, Examiner
1949.
William E. Spencer
said that KVEC had refused to
bargain collectively with the elec"discriminated"
againsttrical
a workers;
technical
employe,
Dwight erced"Stephenson;
had "coits employes inandexercise
of
their rights. At the same time, he
recommended that charges of "discrimination" against two other
technicians, as charged in the complaint, be dismissed.
Station contended that operation
of KVEC-FM was discontinued Jan.
1, 1950, because of "economic considerations," and that "efficient
and economical operation" of the
AM affiliate thus required the
services of combination techniciansannouncers. The general counsel
asserted that the changeover was
made for "discriminatory purposes." KVEC, however, gave its
technicians the opportunity to take
announcers' tests for the purpose
of retaining them if they proved
adequate.
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GURNEY
'ROANOKE SINGS'
WSLS Backs Young Musicians
WITH its aim the stimulation of
an interest in a musical education
among the youth of the area, WSLS
Roanoke, Va., has for four years
backed promotion of the "Young
Roanoke Sings" chorus.
Made up of students in the high
schools of Roanoke and surrounding area in the county, the chorus
is heard each Saturday at 5:30 p.m.
under the direction of Bill Saunders, WSLS program director. Although WSLS makes no charge for
the service, any donation from listeners is accepted.
The donations, at the end of the
year, are matched dollar-for-dollar
by the station, the total amount
comprising a music scholarship
fund. Each fall, a committee representing organizations before
which the chorus has performed
serves as a board of judges. Each
member of the chorus sings or
plays for first or second prizes.
Every competing student receives
$25. First prize this year was $300
with two students tying for second
award of $250. The scholarship can
be used in any school of the winner's choice.
COMPLETE football schedule of
Thomson (Ga.) High School to be aired
on WTWA that city, sponsored by
Johnson Motor Co. (Ford dealer).

STATUS

PLANE CRASH

May Take Defense Post
SEN. CHAN GURNEY (R-S. D.),
who leaves the Senate after adjournment of the 81st Congress,
conferred fortnight ago with President Truman and indicated he may
take a post in the Defense Dept.
sometime after the first of the
As Mr. Saunders (I) looks on, Billy
Gilmer (center) receives first place
award from James H. Moore,
WSLS executive vice president.
mm

SESSION
Vandenberg to Speak
GEN. HOYT VANDENBERG, chief
of staff of the U. S. Air Force, will
be one of the main speakers at the
1950 convention of the National
Assn. of Radio News Directors, to
be held at Hotel Sherman, Chicago,
Nov. 16-18.
Also scheduled to speak are Lt.Gen. Lauris Norstad, Air Force
acting vice chief of staff, and Clifton Utley, NBC commentator.
NARND's government liaison committee will report to the convention on conferences it has held with
top government officials in Washington on questions of censorship
and public information raised by
the Korean war and other recent
international crises.

Sen. Gurney, one of the foundyear.ers of WNAX Yankton, S. D., and
manager of the station before he
withdrew from the radio field in
1933, was beaten in the South Dakota Republican primaries by Rep.
Francis Case, a former newspaper
editor and publisher. He had
sought his third six-year term.
The former radio executive said,
after conferring with the Chief
Executive, that they had discussed
"my availability after the first of
the year" and that while Mr. Truman had "nothing definite in mind,"
he "definitely expected" to take a
defense position.
Sen. Gurney had been mentioned
to succeed Stephen Early, deputy
defense secretary, who is retiring
to return to the Pullman Co. as
vice president. Report was
scotched Sept. 26 when the White
House announced the appointment
of Robert A. Lovett, a New York
investment banker and former
Undersecretary of State, to fill the

MBS Sports Director Hurt
PAUL JONAS, MBS sports director, suffered slight burns and
bruises when the private plane of
John Galbreath, president of the
Pittsburgh Pirates, carrying Mr.
Jonas, Joe Williams, Scripps-Howard sports writer, and Lester Scott,
owner of the New York Knickerbocker basketball team, crashed
near Columbus, Ohio, Saturday
night, Sept. 30.
The pilot of the plane died of
burns when the plane caught on
fire, but the three New York men
were able to jump to safety.
Montgomery

Story

RADIO and television career of
Screen Actor Robert Montgomery
and his crusade against the underworld are traced in a current article titled "Fightin' Bob— the Hollywood Crusader" appearing in the
Oct. 4 Saturday Evening Post.
Written by Pete Martin, the story
describes Mr. Montgomery as "last
season's No. 1 Hollywood convert
to television" and cites his success
on radio as ABC commentator and
on video as producer of the hourlong TV drama, Robert Montgomery Presents, heard every other
week on NBC-TV, 9:30-10:30 p.m.
His radio series deals with crime,
while the television show presents
notable dramas.

post.

There are few things in the whole realm of sound
so majestic as the great, surging power of a symphony orchestra.
For here is color in sound . . . flashing, changing,
whispering, roaring. Here, too, is challenge for
those who would capture and keep the brilliant
fullness of a symphony.

fullness with the most dependable accuracy. And
that means presto.
Disk or tape, presto recorders are built with
performance first in mind. And yet, for such absolute quality, the cost is often less. When you need
recording equipment, it's common
tomary to look at PRESTO first.

Sound, in its true entirety, is delicate. The memory
of it must be entrusted to only the finest of recording equipment, skilfully designed to duplicate its
BROADCASTING
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ECORDING CORPORATION

sense and cus-

Paramus, New Jersey
In Canada: Waller P. Downs, Ltd.
Dominion Square BIdg., Montreal, Canada
Overseas: M. Simons & Son Co., Inc.
25 Warren Street, New York, N. Y.
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ARBI

SURVEYS
NATIONAL NIELSEN-RATINGS* TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(TOTAL U. S. AREA, INCLUDING SMALL-TOWN, FARM AND URBAN HOMES— and including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
EXTRA-WEEK AUGUST 27-SEPTEMBER 2, 1950

KJBS, KNBC Sign Contracts
KJBS and KNBC San Francisco
have contracted for a series of
surveys by Advertising Research
Bureau Inc., Seattle, Joseph B.
Ward, ARBI director of research,
announced last week. Earlier
ARBI surveys in Pacific Northwest markets have shown radio
holding the edge over newspapers
in sales
volume [Broadcasting,
per advertis'ng May
dollar invested
1, June 5].
KJBS precipitated a nationwide
trade discussion of audience survey
methods with its advertisement in
Broadcasting some months ago,
challenging C. E. Hooper and A. C.
Nielsen to participate in an impartial evaluation of the accuracy of
their findings. The ARBI survey,
with its retail-point-of-sale technique, isexpected to shed new light

KRNT

Current Previous
Rank
Rank
1
2 4
3
4
5
7
6
12
7
3
8
8

EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
Current
Current
Rating
Rating
Homes
Current Previous
Homes
Program
%
Rank
Rank
Program
%
10.8
M'- '"S)
16.0 '
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS
10.6
' 1950^ig byStory
13.4 1° Copyright
(CBS)
Irma (CBS)
My Fried
Life
v/ith Luigi
13.3
A. C.(NBC)
NIELSEN COMPANY
Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts (CBS) 11.6
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by applying the "NIELSENSatan's
Waitin' (CBS)
(CBS)
11.5
RATING
" (%)Homes.
to 40,700,000— the 1950 estimate of Total United
Mr.
Chameleon
11.3
States Radio
Mystery
Theater
(CBS)
11.0
(*)
Homes
reached
or any part of the program, except for
Dr. Christian (CBS)
10.8
home listening only during
1 to 5 allminutes.
Copyright 1950 by A. C. NIELSEN COMPANY

on the effectiveness of radio as a
selling medium.
Several San Francisco department stores are expected to cooperate in the survey, and Mr. Ward
told Broadcasting that Macy's in
San Francisco has already agreed
to the plan.

. . .

THE STATION WITH THE
FABULOUS

PERSONALITIES

AND THE
ASTRONOMICAL

HOOPERS

HOOPERATINC
HIGHER
• MORNING
• AFTERNOON
• NIGHT
THAN ANY OTHER
STATION IN
DES

ANY

MOINES

KATZ

WILL

TELL

FABULOUS
RESULTS

MAN
YOU

THE

FULL

SALES
STORY!

*C. E. Hooper Audience Index, City Zone — July-Aug. 1950
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All-Industry

Group

Gets Under Way
DEFENSE
COUNSEL
APPOINTMENT of nine station executives will be made shortly by
NAB President Justin Miller to complete the Broadcasters' Advisory
Council formed last Monday at a dinner meeting held at the Waldorf*
Astoria, New York.
Judge Miller reported in a let- Spi-ague, president of Radio-Teleter to President Truman that the
vision Mfrs. Assn.; Jack R. Popcouncil had been formed, as orig- pele, WOR New York, president of
Television Broadcasters Assn.;
inally requested of NAB by Dr.
John R. Steelman, Assistant to Richard B. Hull, president of Nathe President. The council is to
tional Assn. of Educational Broadorganize the industry so it will be
casters; Frank White, president
"immediately available" in the of MBS; Joseph H. McConnell,
event of need.
president of NBC; Robert E. KintServing on the council with
ner, president of ABC ; Frank
Judge Miller are Robert C. Stanton, president of CBS; Morimer W. Loewi, director of DuMont
Television Network.
Charles R. Denny, NBC execu^AD/0 STUDY
tive vice president, will act as alternate for Mr. McConnell and
Set by Missouri Broadcasters
Chris J. Witting as alternate for
COMMITTEE to find out why some
Mr. Loewi.
business
in Missouri
use radio,groups
and then
to tell don't
him
To Be Expanded
about the medium's power, was
Council membership will be exnamed Sept. 28 at a meeting of
the Missouri Broadcasters Assn.
panded from time to time by maHead of the committee is E. K.
jority vote if need arises in particular situations. Judge Miller
Hartenbower, KCMO Kansas City.
said. At the first meeting the
Missouri broadcasters elected
council agreed on a broad outline
Mahlon R. Aldridge, KFRU Columof organization and decided it
bia, as president. He succeeds
should represent all segments of
Wayne Cribb, KHMO Hannibal.
broadcasting as suggested by the
Glenn Griswold, KFEQ St. Joseph,
NAB board last August when the
was elected vice president. G. Pearplan was first approved.
son Ward, KTTS Springfield, was
Attending the New York dinner
elected secretary-treasurer.
were Messrs. Miller, Sprague, PopServing on the board with the
pele. White, Denny, Witting along
above four are Karl Koerper,
with Mark Woods, ABC vice chairKMBC Kansas City; S. E. Sloan,
man, and Earl Gammons, CBS
WXLW St. Louis, and A. L. McWashington vice president.
Carthy, Poplar Bluff.
AIR CHECK SALES
Plan Copyright Protection
SALE of "air check transcriptions"
of broadcasts and amateur wire
and disc recordings for home use
will be subjected to an intense
elimination campaign to protect
copyrights of musical composers,
according to Arthur A. Hauser,
president of Music Publishers Assn.
of the United States.
"It's against the law to make
such recordings without fulfilling
the legal responsibilities to the
copyrightplained.owners,"
Mr. Hauser
exHe added further
that each
music-publishing firm will deal
with the problem individually
rather than in the name of the
association.

CALL DON COOKE

FOR ,

COMPLETE
COVERAGE
WASHINGTON,
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DC.
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5000
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This

is it in

a

nutshell!.

recommends

21 B

the

.

sensational

microphone

. . . because it combines unparalleled technical qualities plus the advantages of inconspicuousness. It doesn't obscure the performer's countenance. Suspended over a radio
or TV stage, it blends into the background. It can be hidden easily in stage props.
Yet with all these advantages of the Altec 2 IB's minute size, you not only don't sacrifice technical quality— you actually gain a new order of perfection in performer-freedom,
in fidelity, and in frequency response. Moreover, this miniature masterpiece is blastproof, shockproof, omnidirectional . . . and, well, let your Graybar Representative
tell you the rest!
For uses where the cardioid type of mike is desired, Graybar has the long-preferred
Western Electric 639A and 639B. And the well known dynamic type 633A will
continue to be made available through Graybar by Altec.
Graybar has everjrthing you need in broadcast equipment . . . PLUS everything
for wiring, ventilating, signaling, and lighting for your entire station and grounds!
Whatever your requirements— to get the most suitable items most quickly, call your
nearest Graybar Broadcast Equipment Representative. Graybar Electric Company,
Inc. Executive offices: Graybar Building, New York 17, New York.^^^
5019
Distributor of
Western Electric
products
EVERYTHING

ELECTRICAL

Graybar Brings You Broadcasting's Best . . .
Amplifiers (1,21)
Antenna Equipment (21)
Attenuators (7)
Cabinets (14)
Consoles (21)
Loudspeakers and Accessories (1,21,23)
Microphones, Stands and Accessories (1,12,13,16,21,23)
Monitors (11)
Recorders and Accessories (2,8,18,20)
Speech Input Equipment (21)
Test Equipment (1,7,1 1,22)
Towers (Vertical Radiators) (3)
Tower Lighting Equipment (6,10)
Transmission Line and Accessories (5)
Transmitters, Broadcast (21)
Tubes (10,15,21)
Turntables, Reproducers, and Accessories (8,18,21)
Wiring Supplies ond Devices (4,9,10,12,17,19,23)
BROADCASTING
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TO

KEEP

YOU

Manufactured By . . .
(1 ) Altec Lansing
(2) Ampex
(3) Blaw-Knox
(4)
Bryant
(5) Communication
Products
(6) Crouse-Hinds
(7)
(81 Daven
Fairchild
(9) Gensral Cable
(10) General Electric
(11) General Radio
(121 Hubbell
(131 Hugh Lyons
(14) Karp Metal
(151 Machlett
(161 Meletron
(17) National Electric Products
(18)
Presto
(19) Triangle
(201 Webster Electric
(21) Western Electric
(22) Weston
(23) Whitney Blake

There are Graybar offices in over 100 principal cities. These
are the District Graybar Broadcast Equipment Representatives in
19 Key Cities.
ATLANTA
E. W. Stone, Cypress 1751
BOSTON
J. P. Lynch, Kenmore 6-4567
CHICAGO
E. H. Taylor, Canal 6-4100
CINCINNATI
W. H. Hansher, Main 0600
CLEVELAND
W. S. Rockwell, Cherry 1-1360
DALLAS
C. C. Ross, Central 6454

DETROIT
P. L. Gundy, Temple 1-5500
HOUSTON
R. T. Asbury, Atwood 8-4571
JACKSONVILLE
W. C. Winfree, Jacksonville 6-7611
KANSAS CITY, MO.
R. B. Uhrig, Baltimore 1644
LOS ANGELES
R. B. Thompson, Angelus 3-7283
MINNEAPOLIS
W. G. Pree, Geneva 1621

NEW YORK
F. C. Sweeney, Watkins 4-3000
PHILADELPHIA
G. I. Jones, Walnut 2-5405
PITTSBURGH
R. F. Grossett, Allegheny 1-4100
RICHMOND
E. C. Toms, Richmond 7-3491
SAN FRANCISCO
K. G. Morrison, Marke- 'i-c.ll
SEATTLE
D. I.LOUIS
Craig, Mutual 012:
ST.

J. P. Lenkerd,
October
9, 1950 Newst^'-"'
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W€KY

ARE

TUNING

ADVERTISERS

PROVES

Share

ARE

STORY

TO

BUYING

WCKY!

IT!

of Audience

Julj-August

8 AM-8

PM

Mon-Fri*

1949

19.8%

19.1%

4%

PROVES

WCKY
than

INCREASE

OF

AUDIENCE

IT!

received
at an^

IN SHARE

more

time

order

mail

in its history

in Julj- August
for

the

79,942

orders

period.

65,777
A

IS m

same

1950

1949

1950

WCKY

WCKY!

1950

A

MAIL

PEOPLE

WCKY

22%

INCREASE

THE AIR EVERYWHERE

orders

IN MAIL

24 HOURS A DAY SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

( -Pulse Report)

INVEST

YOUR

AD

DOLLAR

WCkY'S-LY

ADVERTISERS
KNOW

WCKY'S ADVERTISING
49% OVER FALL 1949.
More

ACCOUNTS

National

BuTing

FALL

Advertiisers

1950

Like

HAVE

INCREASED

These

Are

WCKY:

BULOVA WATCHES
CAMEL CIGARETTES
TENDERLEAF TEA
LUSTRE CREME
TAYSTEE BREAD
BORDENS INSTANT COFFEE
BC REMEDY
CELANESE
BROMO QUININE
AMN MEDICAL ASSN
BLUE STAR BLADES
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE
FATHER JOHNS
ANACIN
MUSTEROLE
GRENNAN CAKES
MUELLER MACARONI
SURF
BAYER ASPIRIN
FEENAMINT
RESISTAB

Natv
fVCKY

FOR

Is

DRENE
TWA
PALMOLIVE SOAP
FOLGER COFFEE
SHULTON'S OLD SPICE
CHAP STICK
ROMAN CLEANSER
DR CALDWELL
CHASE & SANBORN COFFEE
CARTER PILLS
MGM PICTURES
COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
WONDER BREAD
SPUD CIGARETTES
LADIES HOME JOURNAL
ROBERT HALL CLOTHES
HADACOL
EX LAX
NEW YORK CENTRAL
DR PIERCE

Mare
Yaur

ThtBn
Best

CHEVROLET
I PAN A
SWIFT ICE CREAM
SWISS COLONY WINE
HALO
BIRDSEYE FOODS
BLUEBONNET MARGARINE
LYDIA PINKHAM
MOTOROLA
SILVER DUST
PATRICIA STEVENS
VETO
STERA KLEEN
4 WAY COLD TABLETS
SWAMPROOT
BLACK DRAUGHT
AMERICAN CHICLE
AJAX
DOANS PILLS
PEPSICOLA

JE'rer
Buy

MSefare^

£wb

Cincinnati

Call Collect: Tom Welstead
Eastern Sales Manager
53 E. 51st St., New York City
Phone: Eldorado 5-1127
TWX: NY 1-1688
or
C. H. "Top" Topmiller
WCKY Cincinnati
Phone: Cherry 6565
TWX: Ci. 28i

FIFTY

THOUSAND

WCKY
CINCINNATI

WATTS

OF

SELLING

POWER

editorial

Toward

the

Job

*^
Ahead

EVENTS OF the past few weeks demonstrate
a new awareness by those identified with the
leadership of the mass radio media of the
problems that stem from a state of half-war,
and all that it implies.
There are concurrent developments on both
the talent and executive sides — one to thwart
possible Communist influence in radio and television, and the other to cope with management
and policy issues that may be encountered in
our new defense economy. There are collateral
moves to preserve minimum radio manpower,
following generally the World War II pattern.
Whether the AFRA-motivated plan to set up
a quadripartite clearing house without impinging upon individual liberties of performers is
the right format is questionable, but it certainly connotes timely interest. Our own view
is that the broadcaster cannot delegate the final
responsibility. He is the licensee. It is his
function to determine whether his employes
— or for that matter anyone who gains access
to his microphones or cameras — is loyal or
disloyal. The screening may well include
participation of AFRA, the Assn. of National
Advertisers, the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, and the NAB. But the licensee
must pass final judgment.
On the management side, progress has been
made toward formation of a Broadcasters' Advisory Council, comprising representatives of
every segment of radio — including manufacturing. This project was stimulated by the
NAB. President Justin Miller is the chairman. Participants, including the four networks, have brushed aside other policy differences with the NAB in recognition of the
larger job ahead and of the need for unanimity
where the national welfare is involved.
If the Red Channels' expose, suspect as certain of its listings may be, did nothing more
than to force the various elements responsible
for national network programming to unite
in a move to meet a grave problem, it served
an undeniably useful purpose.
Formation of the Advisory Council does not
necessarily mean that all is serene in the relationship ofall broadcasters and all networks
with the NAB. It does demonstrate, however,
that in a national crisis, wise leaders and patriotic businessmen can forget normal grievances
and turn toward the job ahead.

Again & Again & Again
CANDIDATES under the Democratic banner
are receiving a Quick-size booklet entitled
"How to Use Radio and Television to Reach
All the People." Several statements in this
document, written by Kenneth D. Fry, Democratic National Committee radio director, reveal once again how strong the party faith in
the eye and ear approach has become.
The radio section begins with the statement: "Radio can be the most powerful campaign weapon you've got. It can reach — and
move — and influence — more people per dollar
and per minute than any other single medium
or method."
There, in a few succinct phrases, is the radio
story. It is a true story and one which is convincing more executives with goods to sell
every day. The fact that a great national party
that polled more than 24 million votes in the
Page 48
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last election is willing to pass along this story
to its candidates is proof that it is solidly sold
on radio — and television — effectiveness.
And where can you find a more convincing
success story ? The Democratic Party has been
in control of the government for 17 years.
Roosevelt was elected for four successive terms
for a number of reasons, not the least of which
was his heavy reliance on his ability to talk
to the people man-to-man on the radio. President Truman has followed in his footsteps
and many a senator, governor and representative as well as lesser political entities owe
their office to the medium.
Looking for proof of radio's effectiveness ?
With the coming campaigns what better story
than this? It oflfers, to quote Mr. Fry, "more
people per dollar per minute than any other
single medium or method."
Price of Freedom
THE VERY first effort of the Government to
invoke the anti-trust laws against a newspaper
because of unfair competition against radio
could prove a boomerang that will strike all
of the media of expression.
Last week we published the decree which the
Department of Justice would have entered
against the Lorain (Ohio) Journal, recently
convicted of seeking to "destroy" WEOL
taken in its entirety, would do violence to the
First Amendment guaranteeing freedom of the
press, from which radio derives its own free
charter.
It is not unusual for the courts to invoke
sanctions against one convicted of monopoly.
But it seems to us to be impinging upon our
fundamental freedoms to force publication of
any advertising or news material by Governmental decree, and to deprive a citizen of his
legal right to acquire lawful properties.
We think the FCC, in the first instance, was
justified in denying the publishers of the Lorain Journal AM and FM stations on gi-ounds
of monopolistic practices. We applaud the
learned decision of Federal Judge Freed in
Cleveland in convicting them of unfair practices in seeking to destroy WEOL. But Judge
Freed carefully delineated the scope of his
decision, disposing of the contention that the
First Amendment was in any wise involved.
The newspaper refused business of advertisers
who used WEOL, among other strictures.
The proposed decree, which Judge Freed
may now consider, would place under court
jurisdiction almost every phase of the newspaper's business operations. It would forbid
the newspaper from refusing to publish station
logs; would make subject to the decree many
advertising discounts or rebates, and invoke
a half-dozen other penalties. Judge Freed, of
course, may accept or modify the proposed
judgment, or even reject it and write his own.
It is our view that, in the light of Judge
Freed's erudite, crystal clear opinion, he will
not accept without drastic modification, the
Department's proposed decree. If perchance
he should, we have no doubt that the nation's
newspapers will join the Lorain Joiiryial in an
appeal to the U. S. Supreme Court.
The Journal was guilty of unfair trade behavior in the extreme. There are many cases
of unfair competition against radio which
probably are as bad. The Department of
Justice has had upwards of 100 complaints
from stations protesting that newspapers have
refused to publish their logs.
But radio wants no part of "protection"
against the press that would give any agency
of the Government the right to dictate what
may or may not be published or advertised.
What is decreed for the newspaper inevitably
must be extended to the radio. Radio and TV,
after all, are electronic printing presses which
"publish" with the speed of light.

^

our respects to:

EUGENE

BEALL

WILKEY

JR.

IN a profession dedicated to the proposition
that radio is a young man's game, but
indelibly imprinted vdth the achievements'
of its first generation, the meteoric rise of one
of its younger brethren commands a certain
degree of awe and admiration.
Eugene Beall ' Wilkey Jr. is one of the
youngest managers of any station — let alone
a 50 kw outlet — in the broadcasting industry.
Mr. Wilkey's broad experience in all operating phases of radio is pointed up by a penchant for anticipating desires of the listening!
public
and salesmanship
have stood
him in good plus.
stead These
in hisfactors'
swift
ascendancy from assistant program director to
general manager of WCCO Minneapolis-St.
Paul, the 50 kw CBS Twin City outlet.
If Gene Wilkey were asked to spell out the
(Continued on j)age 76)

Static

and

Snoiv

By AWFREY

QUINCY

COLOR influence: According to Closed Circuit the next NAB convention is to be simul
taneous, not sequential. Is compatibility too
much to hope for?
When the World Series' "take" for broadcasting fees was a measly hundred thousand
or so, it went without question to the pension
fund. Now, an $800,000 melon arouses desires
and claims by the players. Hap Chandler will
have to decide whether to call it a delayed
steal, he
a force
play, or,the
ignoring
"infield
fly"
rule,
can permit
dough the
to be
trapped,
resulting in a double killing.
The President's United States civil defense
report says that radio and television are vital
to national security. Has anyone told the FCC?
A station rep gets written up in Broadcast
ING, and, as a result, he's commissioned
colonel byorGovernor
We don't
know
whether
not the Thurmond.
sovereign state
of South
Carolina has a navy, but we would have pre
ferred an Admiral's commission for the re
just to see one of those peaked hats come
over the transom.
*
*
*
'<
Speaking of film business, we understand!
that sentiment is gathering headway amongi
exhibitors to raise admission prices, and we
just can't understand it. What with rising
taxes and increased costs we'd imagine that
admission prices should come down. At least,
that's the line somebody has been handing us!
BROADCASTING
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TRIPLE

'

FOR
ir 1280 CLUB-with Bill
Williams. 1 V2 hours of fun

COVERAGE

IMPACT,

UNIT

BET

YOUR

Each program reaching a large,
distinctive and different audience.

TRIPLE

S

IS

a

971,520

and music with America's
greatest name bands to entertain you.
^PRAIRIE

weekly."

STARS

— with Rosalie Allen. UnThe "Daily Triple" provides, in a single unit
WOV's 1280 CLUB,
purchase,
PRAIRIE participation
STARS and inRAMBLE IN ERIN

challenged queen of American Folk, Western, and
Mountain Music. Elected

PROGRAMS — one broadcast in each program
daily ... a total unduplicated audience of 971,520
PEOPLE at a cost of only 27 CENTS PER
THOUSAND people reached.

America's No. 1 feminine disk jockey for 1 950
—Western Life Poll.

ir A RAMBLE

IN ERIN

— with Pat Stanton. Authentic Irish music and folk
songs, with celebrities and
guest stars.
Rome

Studios: Via del Bufalo 126

Nationaf Representative: JOHN E. PEARSON CO.

5000
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JULIAN M. KAUFMAN, KGO-TV San Francisco, to assistant comme
cial manager KPHO-TV Phoenix.
LOUIS F. KROECK, Avery-Knodel, N. Y. sales staff, to sales foi
Edward Petry & Co., N. Y.
front office
LBERT E. FOSTER, station manager WLAW Lawrence, Mass.,
resigns. IRVING E. ROGERS, president and treasurer Hildreth
& Rogers Co., station owner-operator, temporarily assumes duties.

ALAN JOHNSTONE, radio sales representative KGO San Francis^
appointed network sales representative. JACK GREGORY, Allied Ac
Agencies, same city, appointed KGO-TV sales representative.
SHERRILL EDWARDS, commercial m_anager KEYL (TV) San Antoni'
resigns. He is engaging in consultant work in the television field.

HARRY H. BURUM, Gerald F. Thomas Adv. Agency, Fresno, to manager newly opened sales service department KFRE same city.

SEYMOUR WHITELAW,
KFRC same city.

WINSTON S. DUSTIN appointed vice president in charge of sales
WNOE New Orleans. Has been in printing field for
past two years after leaving WSM Nashville, where he
served ten years, last two as commercial manager.
Joins WNOE Oct. 15.

GEORGE COMTE, announcing staff WTMJ-AM-TV
ant to Manager R. G. Winnie. GEORGE NICOUD,
ager Milwaukee Journal, stations' owner, to similar
MARCELLE MITCHELL, office manager William
for seven years prior to recent closing of that
Sales, L. A. Replaces ELEANOR MARS, resigned.

GLENN D. GILLETT, senior partner Glenn D. Gillett &
Assoc., Washington, consulting radio engineers, returns
from six months' duty as civilian consultant to commanding general of U. S. forces in Austria. Worked
on plans for improving broadcast facilities.
ROBERT BURNS WHITE, public service director ABC
Central Division for seven years, to executive vice presi- Dustm
dent in charge of Chicago office Progressive Broadcasting System, headquartered in Hollywood.
WALLY BOSCO, radio-TV producer, to network as executive producer.
RICHARD MORENUS to KIHO Sioux Falls, S. D., as commercial manager, succeeding J. E. SWEET, resigned. Mr. Morenus was with NBC
and CBC. W. W. (Bud) DOSS, WAIT Chicago, to sales staff KIHO.
BOB WALTER, program director WCBA Corning, N. Y., to station
manager WVAM Altoona, Pa.
HERSCHELL GORDON LEWIS, commercial manager WRAC Racine,
Wis., named manager replacing CARL ZIMMERMANN, recalled to
active duty with U. S. Army.

That's the final count — 12,441 slogans submitted in WSYR's Anti-Hoarding Slogan Contest.
A joint promotion of WSYR-AM and WSYR-TV,
the contest ran two weeks — drew entries and interested
comments from all over Central New York.
People in the rich Central New York market watch
and listen to WSYR. It's a wonderful way to put your
own piomotion across.
ACUSE
AM
FM

TV

The Only Complete Broadcast Institution in Central New York
NBC Affiliate — Headley-Reed, National Representatives
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Foster & Kleiser, S. F., to sales departmer
Milwaukee, to assist
assistant office mar
post.
Esty Co., Hollywood
office, to CBS Radi

J^ctionali • • •
FAYE J. SMALLEY Jr., president and manager KGIL San Fernandc
recuperating at home following recent heart attack. . . . HARRY (
BUTCHER, president and manager KIST Santa Barbara, gave critic£
review of new Hanson Baldwin book. Great Mistakes of the War, in Sepv
16 issue Saturday Review of Literature.

PRIZE

PLAYHOUSE
Pulitzer Show Debuts

MARK

WOODS, ABC vice chairman of the board, presided last
Friday at a dinner preceding a
celebration of the television premiere of Pulitzer Prize Playhouse,
hour-long weekly dramatization
over ABC-TV on Friday of prizewinning plays, novels and stories.
Editors representing newspapers
and syndicates of more than forty
cities and notables of education and
the arts attended in New York last
week.
The dinner, under the joint auspices of the sponsor, Joseph
Schlitz Brewing Co., and the Columbia University Graduate School
of Journalism, which fosters the
Pulitzer Prizes, was followed by a
showing of the first program telecast. You Can't Take It With You,
prize-winning Moss Hart-George
Kaufman play; and a reception for
the cast headed by co-stars Charles
Coburn and Ella Raines.
Principal dinner speakers were Joseph Pulitzer Sr.; Edward V. Lahey,
U.S. Brewers Foundation Inc., president; Erwin C. Uihlein, president of
Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co., and Dean
Carl W. Aekerman of the Columbia
University Graduate School of Journalism.
Deadline

STRIKE AVERTED
AtKMPC KFWB

KLA(

THREATENED STRIKE by ar ,
nouncers of three Los Angeles m
dependent stations, KMPC KFWl
KLAC, over wage demands [Broai
CASTING, Sept. 25] was averted las.
week when last minute contrac
agreements were reached betweei
AFRA and station management
Although final agreements repre
sented a compromise in origina
wage demands of the union, Claud'
McCue,
executive secretary o
AFRA, expressed satisfaction a
the settlement.
Wage increases, retroactive t
Sept. 17, expiration date of the las
contract, are as follows: ]
KMPC, from $90 to $95; KFWB, $87.5
to $93.50; KLAC, $87.85 to $90. Agree
ment was also reached at KLAC tha
announcers not be called on to di
"platter-spinning" chores. All salarie
are based on five-day, 40-hour week
Contractthat
covering
year, alsi"
clause
if theperiod
cost ofof a living
in:
creases 10 points in the next si:
months AFRA has the right to reopei
negotiations. Similar agreements al
ready have been reached by 10 othe;
local independents.

Extended

DEADLINE for filing of comments and briefs on FCC's proposal to establish a new disaster
communications service has been
extended by the Commission until
Oct. 15. Previous deadline was
Sept. 15 [Broadcasting, Sept. 18].
Extension was granted upon the
request of the newly established
Civil Defense Office of the National
Security Resources Board, which
Indicated FCC's proposal is of
primary interest to that office.

f7tPRESfNT£0
WEED
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On All Accounts
(Continued from page 10)
Dved to Denver to take the post
radio director for Marshall Roblitson.
IThe Kranz "fresh approach" was
:;sponsible for such unusual comijsrcials as those produced for a
ialtor in Denver. Walt created a
;ries of dramatic spots for the
ncern animating its telephone
imber — which in the form of a
[tie man with a high but pleasant
■ice was heard as the counselor
10 could help solve real estate
oblems. The series was so sucissful that the station carrying
broadcasts based a promotion
impaign on the results.
Another
one-minute dramatic
ot pointed up consequences which
e business man might encounter
he didn't have the protection
'ered by an agency client — a burar alarm company.
Walt's ability is not static on
e typewriter. He also is a pian: and has composed, played and
ng a number of transcribed jin9s for the agency's clients. One
■j the jingles is broadcast six times
.ily in Denver, twice daily in
iilorado Springs and twice daily
Pueblo for the Weicker Transr & Storage Co., a firm made
dio famous in the area by Walt.
ji;her singing commercials combed by Walt have been used
Itensively for a cleanser and a
Jy cleaning product and for a
Iftn's furnishing store.
ISince there's no limit to the
lount of ideas which can spring
om Walt's nimble wit, his accom^ishments range a bit afield from
;-dio advertising. He has aujOred free-lance fiction — Walt's
'Wished magazine stories total
e; he has had two songs pubhed by BMI: "X Marks the
lot," and "Shy Anne From Old
leyenne."
At
one time he used to fit in an
casional job with local dance
nds just for the "kicks," as
alt describes the one-night
inds. A father of two boys, Dick,
and Howard, born seven months
,0, Walt now finds little leisure
ne to join a band for the fun
i it— he's too busy thinking up
immercials — the kind that sell.
tIJ Studios
Gladewater, Tex., has moved
studios in the new T. W. Lee
Ijailding, according to Joe M.
Jiwell, manager. A formal openof the new studios is planned
Jr the near future. Mr. Yowell
|ljid the Lee building was built at
;ost of $1,000,000 with the studio
lirtion costing $100,000.

Richest
|ialNation's
Retail Sales,
1949,Farm
18% Marliet
above
Nation's Average — 1950 — higher,
rww lira
tOADCASTING

mimm.
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BAB

PORTFOLIO
Wins in DMAA Contest

BAB's 1950 direct-mail portfolio
has been selected as "Best of Industry" in the business service
association category of the Direct
Mail Advertising Assn.'s 1950 contest.
The award was made at the
DMAA's 33rd annual conference,
Oct. 4, at the Roosevelt Hotel, New
York and given to BAB for its
first year direct mail activities prepared by O'Brien & Dorrance Inc.,
New York, under direction of
Maurice B. Mitchell, BAB's originator. The portfolio included
inti'oduction of promotion aids devised by BAB for NAB member
stations and direct mail campaigns
for NAB member stations for local
printing and mailing.
The radio and television decision
was given to CBS under supervision
of Louis Hausman, vice president,
while an outstanding campaign
award was received by Allen F.
Hurlbut, art director, NBC.
RADIO FEATURES
38 Buy Three Packages
THIRTY-EIGHT stations have
bought three of the top syndicated
packages offered by Radio Features, Chicago. Top among the
three is Tello-Test, now aired on
more than 250 stations.
Buyers include KPOA Honolulu,
WKAM Warsaw, Ind., KTBS
Shreveport, La., WWSO Springfield, Ohio, KIRK Kirksville, Mo.,
KOIL Omaha, WKNE Keene,
N. H., WDOS Oneonta, N. Y.,
WWNC Asheville, N. C,
WSTP Salisburg, N. C, WE SB
Bradford, Pa., WLBR Lebanon,
Pa., WRNO Orangeburg, S. C,
WTJS Jackson, Tenn., KSKY Dallas, WHIT Lampasas, Tex., KLVT
Levelland, Tex., WWVA Wheeling,
W. Va., WOMT Manitowoc, Wis.,
WNAM Neenah, Wis., KGCU Mandan, N. D., WWPA Williamsport,
Pa., WFKY Frankfort, Ky.,
WABB Mobile, and WGN Chicago,
last of which broadcasts the show
twice daily now. Eight new buyers
of the Deems Taylor Concert are
KFMJ Tulsa, KASI Ames, KRUX
Phoenix, WIGN Kokomo, WGAC
Augusta, WWBZ Vineland, N. J.,
KGNC Amarillo, and WTAX
Springfield. Tune-Test, new musical giveaway, has been sold to
WWDC Washington, WDSU New
Orleans, WSIX Nashville, WWSO
Springfield and WFAS White
Plains.
Richard

C. Koster

RICHARD C. KOSTER, 31, director of public relations for the Federation for Railway Progress, died
in Washington Sept. 29 after a
long illness. Formerly in public
relations capacities with WCAU
and WFIL-TV Philadelphia, Mr.
Koster joined the federation in
1949. He leaves his widow, Victoria; a son, Richard; his father,
three brothers and four sisters.
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USED BY MORE RADIO
STATIONS THAN ALL OTHER
TAPE RECORDERS

COMBINED

GREATEST FLEXIBJLITY
In the studios or out, a Magnecorder meets
every need. Mount a Magnecorder in a rock
or console cabinet for delayed studio or
network broadcasts. For remotes, a Magnecorder isready to go in its really portable
cases.
Add to your Magnecord equipment as you
need it — combine and carry Magnecorders
to suit every purpose.
HIGH FIDELITY, LOW COST
Users are enthusiastic about the lifelike
tone quality and low distortion of Magnecordings. Magnecord frequency response:
50-15 kc — 2 db. Harmonic distortion less
than 2%. Signal-noise ratio: 50 db. Meets
N.A.B. standards. No other recorder offers
such high fidelity at such a low price.
MORE FEATURES
Your Magnecorder, new or old, can now
have 3 heads (separate erase, record, and
playback) to permit monitoring from tape.
Three speeds (15"-7V'2"-3-%") — up to an
hour and
on PT63
a 7" equipment.
reel — available
both
PT6
Dual trackon heads
olso available if desired.

Write for NEW

CATALOG

A Magnecorder is really portable!
MAGNECORDER
For every purpose . . .
every purse!

PT6 SERIES
Most widely
professional topeused
recorder
in the world.

PT63
SERIESto erose,
Three heads
record,
from theandtape.monitor

MAGNECORD, Inc., Dept. BIO
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III.
Send me latest catalog of Magnecord equipment
NameCompany
Address
City

PT7 SERIES
A complete console
for only $950.00.
Outstanding features
ond
flexibility.
els for
portobleMod-or
rack
mount
also ovailable.
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air-casters

27%

HIGHER!

In Oklahoma's richest concentrated
market, there are 1,270,040 radio
families.
The center of this vast, fertile market is Tulsa, the Oil Capital of the
World, having more oil producing,
refining, and marketing companies
maintaining offices there than in any
other city.
Indicative of the standard of living
in this market is the fact that 90%
of Tulsa's families enjoy telephone
service! That's 27% higher than the
national average (63%), and outstanding in the southwest region.
By comparison, it is 21% higher than
Houston, 14% higher than Dallas,
and 9% higher than Oklahoma City.
ONLY KVOO
BLANKETS THIS RICH
CONCENTRATED

MARKET!

According to 1949 BMB Station
Audience Report, KVOO has:
411,380 daytime families
455,920 nighttime families.
See your nearest Edward Petry &
Company office or call, wire or write
KVOO direct for availabilities.
NBC AFFILIATE
50,000 WATTS

BLANKETS OKLAHOMA'S
NO. 1 MARKET
Page 52
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diformer
F. STERN,
CHARLOTTE
ing and
promorector of advertis
tion, Dumont TV Network, returns to same post after two years'
absence, during which she headed her
own TV program sales organization.
RICHARD BLAKE, promotion department Time Inc., rejoins NBC as specialist in on-the-air promotion.
FRANK BIGNELL, program manager
WTMJ Milwaukee, named traffic manager. BRUCE WALLACE to manager
public service broadcasts and promotion for WTMJ-AM-TV.
DAVID M. CRANDALL, producer-director of studio telecasts KGO-TV San
Francisco, to NBC-TV New York as
director on Colgate Hour.
ZACK BETTIS, public relations director WFAA-TV Dallas, to continuity
director WFAA-AM, succeeding LOUIS
BREAULT. now in Army. STAN RADOMINSKI shifted from publicity to
continuity. LAVERNE LONGING,
Baylor U. station KIYX, to WFAA
continuity staff.
VIC ROBY, announcer Rudy Vallee
Show, WOR New York, to NBC announcing staff.
RAY WHITEHOUSE, producer of CBC
Montreal, to production staff of CBR
Vancouver.
DANIEL CONNELL, CBS Hollywood
and WHOT South Bend, Ind., to ABC
Chicago continuity. DON CARRELL,
promotion, to ABC continuity. D.
THOMAS MILLER to research.
CANDY COLBERT, daughter of Jean
Colbert, women's commentator WTIC
Hartford, Conn., to WBNS Columbus,
Ohio, as disc jockey.
PENELOPE B O D E N, receptionist
KCBS San Francisco, to record librarian.
CHARLEY WOODS, WOSC Fulton,
N. Y., to WENE-AM-FM Endicott,
N. Y., as staff announcer.
FRANK STANLEY, announcer of CBW
Winnipeg, joins special Canadian UN
military force.
TOM STEWART, for 15 years with
WSM Nashville, most recently as director of publicity and promotion, to
WSIX Nashville as director of programming, publicity, promotion and
public relations.
JACK CRAINE, announcer CBX Edmonton, to production staff CBM Montreal.
BOBBE KENNER to KBOW Omaha
traffic manager.
MIKE RICH, WHLI Hempstead, L. I.,
to announcing staff WAAT and WATV
(TV) Newark.
GEORGE FISHER, KNX Hollywood
newsman, named Columbia Pacific Network motion picture editor.
RALPH LEVY, CBS TV production
staff, named network producer. Will
produce and direct George Burns and
Grade Allen Show and produce Alan
Young Show on CBS-TV. RICHARD
LINKROUM, formerly producer of latter show, named director Jack Bennij
(TV) Show. ALAN DINEHART named
director of Young show.

JACK OWENS starts two hour TV
show, Jack Owens' Brunch Bunch, on
KLAC-TV Los Angeles, Sun.
RICK CAMPBELL to announcing staff
CHUM Toronto. LEE STUBBS rejoins CHUM as program director.
PERRY WOLFF, writer-producer
WBBM Chicago, is author of seven war
sonnets which have been published by
The Attic Press, Richmond, Va.
JOSEPH STRADER transfers from
traffic at WBBM Chicago to continuity
editor, replacing BOB HARTMAN, resigned to move to L. A. JIM PEYTON
named page captain at WBBM, replacing AL MORGAN, transferred to
traffic.
GLENN CARLSON, NBC Hollywood
guest relations staff, named program
traffic supervisor in network sales and
program traffic department. Replaces
Army.
BILL LOUDON, recently inducted into
JOE KNIGHT, disc jockey KRMG
Tulsa, to duty with Army.
MARILYN MULLIN, YVONNE MARTIN to KCBS San Francisco as page
JOHN J. MAHONEY, WILLIAM A.
girls.
KENNEDY, JAMES F. X. MULLEN,
students Fordham U. Dept. of Communication Arts radio division, to WRUVFM Fordham U. staff.
LT. ROBERT B. MACKALL, program
manager of WFMJ Youngstown, Ohio,
to Fort Sam Houston, Tex., as public
relations officer in charge of radio-TV.
BOB HEISS, announcer, m.c. WTMJ
Milwaukee, to The Man Next Door,
WTMJ-TV.
LIONEL POULTON, production department KDKA Pittsburgh, to Carnegie Tech as instructor of radio acting and production.
BILL CERRI, WGAT Utica, N. Y., to
announcer WASH (FM) Washington.
ALICE FREER, wife of former Federal Trade Comr. Robert Freer, returns tocommentator.
WMAL Washington as women's
MALCOLM CLAIRE, WLS Chicago, to
WQAM Miami, as m. c. Mai Claire
Shoiv.

I

MORE

BILL MASON, chief announcer KXi
Portland, Ore., father of boy, Scoi
Roger,
22.
MELVINSept.
T. MUNN,
KRLD Dallas ai
nouncer, rejoins Republic Nation:i
Bank, Dallas.
BOB CALLAHAN, "Young Man with ;
Song," KCBS San Francisco, to Nev
York. Auditions being held to firu
replacement on musical show.
CARL J. REECE, announcer WJEl,
Dover, Ohio, father of boy.
GEORGE
BISHOP, CJAD Montrea
morning
m.c, ^presented
Montrea :
weather office staff citation as "Maestrt ;
of Metorological Muttery, Grade 3.'
for answering
tions
on show. listeners' weather ques
LAWRENCE WHITNEY, WGN Chi
cago
public
relations,
Maurine
Elizabeth,
Sept.father
25. of girl

IRVING HAMLIN to NBC Hollywood
as news editor. Was publicity directoi
KFWB Los Angeles.
JACK WHITE, newscaster WJR Detroit, named news editor. Succeeds
GEORGE GUSHING, vice president;
who takes over administrative duties
BILL KENNEALLY, director news anc
special events KFMV(FM) Los Angeles, to KNX Hollywood as staff news-

GEORGE WINTERS, WCKY Cincinnati newscaster and announcer, tc
active man.■ duty with Marine Corps.
ART ELMONN, freelance radio-TV announcer-actor inN.Y., to WGNR New i|
Rochelle, N. Y., as newscaster-disc
jockey.
DICK YOAKAM, night news editor
WHO Des
Iowa, (FM)
to newsCedar.
directorMoines,
KCRG KCRK
Rapids.
GORDON L. JONES, commentator of
CBC International Service, Montreal,
resigns to join Radio Hilversum, Netherlands, as English commentator.
DAVID VAILE, CBS newscaster, is
narrator on recently released Paramount Pictures documentary. The New
Pioneers.
SY LEVY, WTXL W. Springfield,
Mass., to WREB Holyoke, Mass., as
newscaster, disc jockey.
PACIFIC REGIONAL Network currently carrying broadcasts of Los Angeles Rams professional footballf
games. Broadcasts coming direct to!
affiliates from point of origin through)
KPMV Hollywood.

AUDIENCE - MORE
MORE ADVERTISERS
•

See Centerspread
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50.000

MAIL

This Issue
24 HOURS
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CINCINNATI
WATTS
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 12)
l(nmandex'
in the Navy dui-ing
war.
lohn Richard Overall was born
years ago in Murfreesboro,
nn., the youngest of seven chiln. After attending the Mursesboro public schools, he en■ed Vanderbilt U. in 1920.
king a leading part in campus
;ivities, he was elected vice presI'nt of the Owl Club, junior honliry society.
{During his last two years in
lege, Jack worked parttime for
k American National Bank in
j.shville, continuing as a teller
flowing his graduation. One day,
jank Whitfield, district manager
!the Portland Cement Assn., ap|ired at his window and offered
|;k an opportunity with the asjiation as field engineer — this
s his major course at Vanderjrhe budding banker accepted,
J new position carrying him to
i-erent parts of the south, projting and improving the use of
Jaent. "That was really selling,"
|';k now observes.
Left Portland in 1929
n 1929, he left Portland to bele sales engineer of Penn Dixie
nent Co. Two years later, the
iression, plus the election of
ford Pinchot as governor of
insylvania, found him in the
iks of the unemployed. The
chot campaign
ticket "strongly
ommended
curtailment
of the
ther use of concrete in road|ding."
j|)n July 1, 1931, Jack entered
|jio. Through a friend of George
iLelland, then executive vice
sident of NBC, he met and was
•red a job by Roy Witmer, then
C sales manager,
^t NBC he handled such well•wn accounts as American Toco and Cities Service, as well
shows with Walter Winchell,
] A. Rolfe, Phil Cook, the late
yd Gibbons, Amos 'n' Andy, The
■dbergs, etc. After the forma1 of Mutual in October of 1934,
k kept a close eye on its progs and, on May 11, 1936, he
dved at 1440 Broadway,
in his association with Mutual,

BUILDING FUND
Sinatra Spurs WEEU

Drive

THANKS to the efforts of radio
singer Frank Sinatra and a fireball promotional drive by WEEU
Reading,
Pa., the fund
city's piled
Salvation
Army building
up

Mr. Sinatra mans WEEU mike and
telephone on behalf of Salvation
Army building fund. —
he has seen the network grow from
12 to 512 stations. He has handled, or is handling, advertisers
such as General Foods, Kellogg
Co., Grove Labs, Ronson, Gulf Oil,
Coca Cola, to name but a few.
Jack resides on Park Ave., New
York. He is married to the former
Florence Kimbrough. They have
one child, John R. Jr.,
He belongs to the Radio Executives Club, board of directors of
the Vanderbilt Alumni Assn., Phi
Kappa Sigma, Tennessee Society
of New York, Semi-Colon Club and
is vice president of the Vanderbilt
Club of New York.
Always fond of athletics, he is
an enthusiastic golfer and wishes
he were better at it. He's classed
as an expert fisherman and also
goes in for bridge and poker.
His philosophy in selling: "Sell
only something you believe in."
Shortwave Monument
MONUMENT commemorating the
first shortwave radio message to
span the Atlantic will be dedicated
Oct. 21 at Greenwich, Conn., by The
Radio Club of America Inc. Dedicatory speaker will be Dr. 0. H.
Caldwell, well-known editor, author
and former FCC member. In conjunction with the dedication, the
club is presenting an issue of its
proceedings entitled "The Story of
the First Message Sent Across the
Atlantic in Short Wave by the Men
Who Sent and Received It."
THE ONLY STATION
THAT ACTUALLY DELIVERS
COmPREHENSlUE
COUERRGE
In the Natioii*s
^Fastest Growing
Market

ruK
iLAnu
PORTLAND
OREGON
ON THE EFFICIENT 620 FREQUENCY
AFFILIATED
WITH
NBC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY & CO.
OADCASTING
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$44,687.66 in pledges and the station and actor-singer emerged with
a generous portion of good will.
The station credited the success
to the "effusive personality, inexhaustible effort and untiring
strength" of Mr. Sinatra, who
manned the WEEU mike and telephones from 11 p.m. Sept. 10 to
3:45 a.m. Sept. 11, chatted with
contributors and spun discs. But
the station itself pushed Mr. Sinatra's appearance with some 75
spots, 100 window displays and
building signs, and over 250 station
call reminders.
Idea was conceived originally as
a half-hour venture by Nan Heckman, WEEU promotion director,
and George Carroll, program director, and took shape when the
old Salvation Army structure
burned down.
FLORIDA

DISPUTE

Write-in Candidate's Rights
A DISPUTE involving several
Florida stations and an independent write-in candidate for the U. S.
Senate — concerning the candidate's
rights to time on the air under
FCC's political broadcast rules —
appeared last week to have been
resolved at least partially in the
candidate's favor.
Spokesmen for some of the stations said they had accepted Stetson Kennedy's request for broadcast time after being convinced
that, under the Florida laws, he
meets the state's qualifications for
a write-in candidate. Others reportedly are selling time to no
Senatorial candidates.
Mr. Kennedy said FCC had "assured" him he has the same broadcast rights as other candidates.
He was reported to have protested to FCC earlier that stations
in Jacksonville, Tampa, and Miami
had refused him time. Details of
the complaint were not disclosed,
but it was understood the Commission forwarded him copies of the
pertinent rules and, following usual
procedure, undertook to elicit details of the case.
Mr. Kennedy announced his
write - in candidacy — opposing
George Smathers, winner of the
Democratic nomination, which is
tantamount to election — in Jacksonville on Aug. 13. In his announcement speech he reportedly
lambasted the Ku Klux Klan and
suggested that Communist China
be admitted to the United Nations.
Some of the stations which accepted campaign speeches of Mr.
Kennedy accompanied the transcriptions with an announcement
that they did not endorse the candidate but were presenting him in
the interests of free speech and in
accordance with FCC rules.

WHEN

YOU

BUY

k-noz
YOU

''BUZZ''

BUY

A

BEKLm

was voted most popular
disc-jockey in Houston in
a recent contest* conducted by a Houston
newspaper.
In the same contest hillbilly was voted the bestliked music.
'"Contest details on request.
Paul Berlin appears on:
"K-NUZ Corral," 11 A. M.
to 1 P. M. Monday thru Friday, and the "Paul Berlin
Show," 4 P. M. to 5 P. M.,
Monday thru Friday. One
quarter-hour segment is
nov/ available, Monday
thru Friday.
Before you buy the Houston
market, check the top Hooperated availabilities K-NUZ offers. You'll be dollars ahead
in sales and savings.
CALL, WIRE OR WRITE
FORJOE: NAT. REP.
DAVE MORRIS, MGR.
CE-8801

k-nuz
(KAY-NEWS)
9th Floor Scanlon BIdg.
HOUSTON,
October 9, 1950
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Soon

5000
WATTS

(Daytime)
Night-time

1000
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*

Wilkes-Barre's
Best

Radio

Buy!
*

More

Power

^

More

Listeners

^

More

Sales

The Wilkes-Barre Metropolitan
Area Is Exceeded in Population
Only by Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh

AVERY-KNODEL, INC.
Nat'l. Rep.
608 Fifth Ave., New York 20
P. S. Schedule WILK Now
at Present Low Rates
Page 54
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allied

arts

former&
SNYDE
IAM n L.
WILLsalesma
ota R,Mining
Minnes
turing
Manufac
Co., and Chicago
Tribune to Music Corp. of America
Cleveland office as salesman MGM
Radio Attractions. He will cover Ohio,
West Virginia and Kentucky.
ROBERT S. RODWIN to news editor
Telenews Productions Inc., N. Y., TV
newsreel producers. Replaces WILLIAM P. MONTAGUE Jr., resigned.
CLAUDE BARRERE to eastern representative for Hayes-Parnel Productions Inc., Hollywood film producer,
now offering number of TV films to
stations.
INGRAHAM READ, publisher Oakland
Post-Enquirer, becomes vice president
End Pacific Coast manager Maloney,
Regan & Schmitt, advertising representative firm, S. F., effective Oct. 16.
F. KEITH TRANTOW to George R.
Turpin & Assoc., promotional sales
organization. Fort Worth, Tex., handling copy. EARL C. NEIFER to
sales manager for firm.
SACRED RECORDS Inc. moves to 342
North La Brea, L. A. 36. Telephone:
Webster 3-8241.
PROFESSIONAL MARKETING SERVICE, market counselling-research organization, established by Sidney N.
Wagner, former market analyst Standard Brands and Schenley Distillers
and director research Broadcast Music Inc.
MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA, Chicago, signs TV Star TONI OILMAN to
long-term exclusive management contract. Miss Gilman currently has her
own show on WENR-TV (ABC) Chicago. RAOUL KENT handled negotiations for MCA.
STORECAST CORP. enters N. Y. and
N. J. market. Among stores to receive
services in area are 114 Acme Markets
of American Stores Co. in northern N. J. Sponsors of broadcasts to
Acme include Armour & Co., General
Foods Corp., American Home Foods
Inc., Swift & Co. and Beech-Nut Packing Co.

^<^uifament • • •
CLARENCE E. LINDSTROM, Philco
manager distributor operations, to
western sales manager, replacing
CLIFF S. BETTINGER, retired.
JOSEPH H. MOSS Jr., sales manager
DuMont Labs, Chicago, named manager distribution for Receiver Sales
Div., DuMont Labs, N. Y.
ROBERT S. BELL, member of board of
directors Packard-Bell Co., L. A.
(radio-TV set manufacturer), elected
executive vice president.
STANDARD Radio Transcription
Service, Chicago, announces October
release of 100 transcribed commercial
jingles as
scriberno-cost
stations. "extra" to all subBROADCAST MUSIC Inc. completes
reciprocal agreement with Spanish
Performing Rights Society (SGAE)
for Spanish music;
CLAROSTAT Mfg. Co., Dover, N. H.,
data sheets on TV control and resister

replacements available direct or via
Clarostat distributors.
LOUIS G. COWAN Inc., N. Y., program production firm, establishes new
division for program promotion-development under direction of MANNY
REINER, formerly David Selznick Enterprises executive.
"Technical •
CHARLES SEATSEMA, WGN-TV Chicago floor director, named cameraman.
CLIFFORD LOVE, transmitter engineer WJER Dover, Ohio, to active duty
as corporal Marine Corps Reserve.
GARLAND JOHNSON, transmitter engineer WSVS-AM-FM Crewe, Va.,
joins RCA Service Co., Richmond, Va.
JIM HOBSON, KLAC-TV Hollywood
cameraman, and Elsie Homes, actress,
married Sept. 16.

Vern

Hansen

FUNERAL services were held
Wednesday on the U. of Wisconsin
campus, Madison, for Vern Hansen, 39, WTOP-CBS Washington
announcer and widely lyiown radio personality, who was found
dead in his Arlington, Va., home
Sept. 30. Mr. Hansen, who was
m. c. for WTOP's You're the Top
participation quiz show, Quizdown
and other programs, was born
March 28, 1911, in Racine, Wis.
A graduate of the U. of Wisconsin, where he served as announcer
at WHA, university station, Mr.
Hansen joined WGN Chicago in
1936 and WTOP in 1942. He took
a year's leave to serve with OSS
as film editor and narrator and
rejoined WTOP in October 1943.
Mr. Hansen is survived by his
widow, Jane; his mother, Mrs.
Niels U. Hansen; a brother, Alfred, and a sister, Mildred, all of
Racine.

NBC CONVENTION
400 Scheduled to Atten :
THREE-DAY annual convention r
NBC and its affiliates, Oct. 18-2'
at the Greenbrier Hotel, Whi'i
Sulphur Springs, W. Va., will Yj
attended by more than 400 broac
casters, NBC announced last weel:
Niles Trammell, NBC chairma
of the board, will open the bus
ness sessions, all of which will b
closed to all but network and stt
tion personnel, on Oct. 18 at 10 -.i,'
a.m. Joseph H. McConnell, NB'
president, will deliver the keynote
address, to be followed by a repoii
of Clair M<;Collough, president
and general manager of the Steir
man stations and chairman of thf
NBC stations planning and acvisory committee.
Denny Address
Further talks to be made on th
first day of the meeting — devote
to radio — will include one by
Charles R. Denny, executive vie
president, who has been headin
the radio network of NBC pendin
appointment of a vice president ir
charge of that department.
Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver Jr.
NBC vice president in charge ol
television, will deliver the principj; ;
address on Tuesday, a day set aside
to discuss television. Mr. Weavei
will be followed by several NBCTV executives.
A meeting restricted to affiliateo
stations will be held Friday morn
ing, Oct. 20, with Mr. McColloug
in charge. That afternoon networ
executives will join the affiliates t
discuss questions brought up at th
morning meeting.

Michigan Meet
MICHIGAN AP Broadcaster
Assn. will meet in Lansing Nov
10, immediately preceding the convention of the Michigan Assn. o
Broadcasters at Hotel Olds i
Lansing. Lester W. Lindow, general manager of WFDF Flint, i
president of the AP organiaztion,
Delegates to both meetings will se
the Michigan State-Minnesota foot
ball game at East Lansing,
Nov. 11.

the
KOKOMO
market
is rich!
Distribution of Listening Homes
224,2.00
among stations . . .

BMB RADIO

EFF. BuviN^

Conlan
Lotest
WIOU
. . .Figures
67.0% . . .
1000 WATTS
KOKOMO, INDIANA
Columbia Broadcasting System
Nciionai Rep. Weed & Co.
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Servic^of

DU

BROADCASTING

NEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA
BOSTON
BALTIMORE
WASHINGTON
PITTSBURGH
BUFFALO
ERIE

MONT

CLEARS
LARGEST

TOLEDO

LIVE

ROCHESTER
DETROIT
ST. LOUIS
NORFOLK
CHICAGO

NETWORK
IN
FOR

Newsweekly

TV

COLUMBUS
CINCINNATI
DAYTON

CHEVROLET

GRAND RAPIDS
SYRACUSE
JOHNSTOWN
CLEVELAND
MILWAUKEE
RICHMOND
SCHENECTADY
MEMPHIS

For Its Chevrolet-sponsored telecasts
of the Notre Dame football games,
Du Mont has cleared the largest live
network in television — 44 major markets
inter-connected for the first time and
covering 6.5 million TV families,
83% of all America's telesets!
Network or local — programs or spots —
look to Du Mont to clear time and talent

LOUISVILLE
OMAHA
INDIANAPOLIS
ROCK ISLAND
PROVIDENCE
AMES
MINNEAPOLIS
KANSAS CITY
UTICA
GREENSBORO

for any budget. And Du Mont — daytime
or nighttime — continues the pioneering
that brings you ever larger audiences
at ever lower costs!

CHARLOTTE
JACKSONVILLE
KALAMAZOO
BIRMINGHAM
HUNTINGTON
NASHVILLE
BLOOMINGTON
ATLANTA
LANSING

The Nation's Window on the World
A Division of the Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc.
515 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
Copyright 1950

MUrray Hill 8-2600

National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
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DECISION

BROADCASTING, Telecastlne
$7 annually, 25c weekly

IMMINENT

CfiS

System

Approvol

Likely

missioners to urge that a hearing
The Report held that the CBS
(Digests of replies to bracket-sets plan, page 57)
system is the only system that is
be held "to obtain complete and
FCC ACTION this week on the color television question appeared likely accurate
information on bracket
now, but that post-hearing
after an all-day exploratory conference of the Commissioners last standards before taking any fur- ready
developments and certain other
Wednesday, with the odds seemingly favoring approval of the CBS
ther action on color television."
questions present FCC with "the
system.
^
This move was suggested in view difficult
choice" between authorizing
Whether manufacturers generCBS color immediately or reopen^
tems, subject only to a condition
of manufacturers' inability to meet
ally would accept such a decision
which has now been shown to be FCC's timetable for bracket standing the hearing record.
and move promptly toward substan"The answer as to which course
impractical,
we
submit
the
Comards,
their
lack
of
"sufficient
techtial production of CBS sets and
of action to choose depends on
mission should now allow that
nical
data
on
bracket
standards,"
station equipment was an open
whether a method exists for preand the "impact of the Commistime," RCA declared.
question. A court appeal seemed
sion decision on the public, the
venting the aggravation of the comThe
petition
took
its
proposed
a more likely first result.
broadcasters and the television set
patibility situation if a final decidates from FCC's Color Report and
FCC has no compulsory authorsion is postponed," the Report said.
manufacturers."
Frieda
B.
Hennock's
sepaity over manufacturers and for the Comr. rate
"If there is no method to accomplish
No Color Requirement Seen
statement [Broadcasting,
most part they have opposed the
this, the Commission believes that
It
was
not
considered
likely
that
Sept. 4]. The Dec. 5 to Jan. 5 pea final decision should not be deincompatible system, though they
riod was specified in the Color Re- FCC would accompany a color-now
generally would be expected to
layed and that the CBS color sysport as the time when the various
decision with a requirement that
manufacture in proportion to pubtem
should standards
now be adopted."
lic demand.
telecasters
devote
a
specified
numBracket
were proposed
systems teria"
meeting
color "cri-if
ber of hours to color broadcasting.
would be FCC's
demonstrated
as
a
means
of permitting delay
In any event it appeared prob- bracket standards were adopted
The decision to go into color or to without aggravating the compatiable that a pro-CBS decision by and a final color decision delayed.
continue solely in monochrome
the Commission would still leave
bility problem. Manufacturers said
The June 30 date was mentioned by would be left to individual station
they were physically unable to meet
CBS with a major promotion job Comr. Hennock as her preferred
operators, observers believed.
on its hands.
FCC's apparent timetable.
Belief that the Commission would
deadline for development of a satisfactory compatible system if be inclined to give early authorizaThe Color
Report
said be"ifmade
the
FCC's Wednesday color conferbracket
standards
cannot
bracket standards permit delay.
ence canvassed the manufacturers'
tion to the CBS system stemmed in
Sept. 29 replies [Telecasting, Oct.
final (Continued
without a onhearing"
— which
large measure from the theory and
Paul V. Galvin, president of Mopage 68)
2] — and those that came in the
torola, meanwhile wired the Comlanguage of the Color Report.
mails Monday — to the FCC Color
Report's proposal that they build
Donaldson Cites TV
"bracket sets" as the only alternative to immediate adoption of MEDIA
EXPANSION
the CBS system. No manufacturer
impact on radio, Mr. Donaldson
GROWTH
of
television
should
said he could meet FCC's apparent
Friday at the Seventh Annual Adrecalled that despite its "bright
vertising Conference held at Ohio
early-November deadline for start- bring wider use of other media,
Ben R. Donaldson, Ford Motor Co. State U., Columbus.
promise," television "cannot be exing to include "brackets."
pected to carry the full burden of.
director of advertising, declared
Petition Not Considered
Discussing TV's progress and its
any
company's
advertising.
The conference did not consider
addition of a new
salesman, The
na.
matter how effective, has never,
a petition by RCA — filed that same
day — asking FCC to review im- "STATUS OF TV OWNERSHIP AS OF JANUARY I.I95I
made advisable the dismissal of allprovements inthe RCA compatible IN RELATION TO IMPORTANT MARKETING ASPECTS
the rest of the staff.
system between Dec. 5 and Jan. 5,
"Actually, the growth of radio
(U.S. RADIO homes)
and to view experimental broadwitnessed even wider use of other
casts of the RCA, CBS, CTI and
56% of homes will be
34% of all homes in TV Service
197. of all U.S. Homes
media. The same can be true in
in TV Service Areas
other color systems until June 30,
will have TV Sets
Areas will have TV Sets
before making a final decision.
the case of television. In fact, it'
TOTAL
TOTAL U.S. HOMES
TOTAL U.S. HOMES
might be reasoned that the healthy
"By June 30," RCA said, "we
TV SERVICE AREA
competition which television is gowill show that the laboratory apHOMES
ing to offer other media will spark
paratus which RCA has heretofore
advances in techniques and ways
demonstrated has been brought to
fruition in a commercial, fully
of using those other media more efcompatible, all-electronic, high-definition system of color television
Reviews TV Growth
available for immediate adoption
fectively."
of final standards."
Mr. Donaldson reviewed TV's
The petition, filed by C. B. Jolprogress from its early days to its
liffe, executive vice president in
TV Homes in Service Areas^
present state. He offered charts
7.600.000
charge of RCA Labs Division, noted
Non-TV Homes in14.513.000(66%)
Service Areas(34%)
^
TV Homes:
7600,000 (19%)
showing the effect of TV on radio
that manufacturers' replies to the
TV Service Areas 22.113.000 (56%)
in
New Yoi'k City homes, using DeHomes
in
TV
Service
Areas
Non-TV
Homes
31.675.000
(81%)
Non-Service
Areas
17.162.000
(44%)
"brackets" proposal showed it to
22.113.000 (100%) Radio Homes- 39,275,000(100%)
cember 1949 statistics. He showed
US. Radio Homes^ 39.275.000 (100%)
be "not practical."
how
the
number of TV homes is in"Since the majority of the Commission felt the most desirable
creasing faster than the most opMr. Donaldson noted that since preparation of this chart NBC has revised
course was to allow more time for its *estimate
timistic persons had anticipated
of homes owning TV sets in TV areas from 34% to 41%, and all U. S.
(Continued on page 69)
the development of all color sys- homes from 19% to 23%.
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Set Manufacturers'
Proposal

Replies

for Production

OLLOWING are digests of relies received by FCC last week
:-om manufacturers who had not
isponded earlier [Broadcasting,
ct. 2] to Sept. 1 Color TV Rebrt's proposal for production of
oracket sets" as the only alterntive to immediate approval of the
BS color system:
* * *
PHILCO Corp., Philadelphia
By William Balderston, President)
jHILCO Corp. and its subsidiary
;hilco Television Broadcasting
jorp. feel FCC's proposal to adopt
[racket standards without hearing
I contrary to public interest and
jas made "without full informa|on
as tothetherequest
factorsto involved,"
!nd that
manufaclirers exceeded
FCC's lawful
Philco is continuing an "intenve development program" in an
JTort to produce adapters for presit sets and to develop a program
)r inclusion of dual standards (as
istinguished from bracket or vartble standards, whose developlent is "far more difficult"). But
"will not be technically or physally possible to meet the sugested schedule proposed in the
ommission's report." Philco
j^annot agree to build all of its
iplevision receivers on the basis
^atlined by the Commission so as
;|) be capable of operating within
jlie proposed brackets," though it
'ill
to cooperate
fully
ith "continue
the Commission
in its studies
jlnd development work."
I Bracket standards were not dis'assed in the hearing and FCC's
iJan allowed no time for field-testiig them. "We do not believe we
lould offer a product to the pubiC before it has been thoroughly
eld-tested under home-use condions." Further, "design work on
racket receivers or adapters can3t proceed very far until the
iandards for the color signals are
jrecisely defined," and color standfds have not yet been set.
It has been FCC's established
'ijlicy to maintain adopted standji'ds
orderhas
to protect
the to
equipent "in
which
been sold
the
ipblic." Yet the standards changes
Ibw proposed by FCC, if adopted,
Ibvill result in a black-and-white
cture of inferior quality," and
jie cost of adapting present sets
fill be even greater than estiliated in the hearing. FCC "should
|bt break faith with the present

to FCC

of 'Bracket

Sets'

tem on the basis proposed without
opportunity to file briefs or exceptions to a proposed decision is contrary to the public interest. The
program set forth in the Report,
if carried out, will cause irreparable injury to broadcasters, manufacturers, and present set owners."
^
:ii
MOTOROLA Inc., Chicago
(By Paul V. Galvin, President)
MOTOROLA is "thoroughly convinced that the time allotted for a
manufacturer to incorporate
bracket standards into his production is inadequate"
and notice
any formalization on such short
as
mid-November "would result in
nothing except chaos."
Motorola recommends:
(1) Further time be allowed manufacturers to study technical aspects
of bracket standards and determine
whether they can build with high
quality reasonably priced bracketstandards receivers; (2) Following
date established for (1), an extended
period should be allowed for detailed
engineering and procurement required
to put bracket-standards sets in hands
of public; (3) In meantime, FCC
should follow through with intention
of starting Dec. 5 to study all developments in color since close of color
hearings.
Matter has received "concentrated attention of our top management
group as well as of our top technical
people." Motorola could not deal
with complex problem either hastily or lightly since it goes beyond
specific decision about adoption of
technical standards for color TV
system. Question of bracket standards brings forth "an extremely
delicate problem of transition . . .
the time required to change our
production from present sets to
those capable of operating on
bracket standards."
Problem of transition "revolves
around the matter of compatibility.
... I counsel the Commission to
seriously consider all of the elements involved in stepping in the
direction of bracket standards.
Among these are the employment of
hundreds of thousands of workers,
the activities of thousands of dealers and their employes, and the interests of the public at large."
Integration of bracket standards
into our manufacturing is not a
"minor modification." Bracket
standards covering the full range
"require a complete chassis rede-

Engineering memo accompanying
pt owners."
Mr.
letter, prepared by
sign."
'Iwed
While a FCC
in the
fol- E. B.Calvin's
Passow, Motorola television
policy
that,pastin has
setting
|andards, the proposed system product manager, outlined technical
iiust be "as good as can be ex- details and timetable for two approaches to conversion problem.
acted within any reasonable time
Dual standards conversion, term.ed
the foreseeable future," the CBS
"quickest type of job we could do"
.fstem "admittedly" does not meet
jkat test.
and providing for reception of
(Continued on page 59 )
"The adoption of the CBS syseleca^ting
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O^n

the. dotted

SETTING
contract'
for Ironrite
Tests are (I
to r): Seated,
Paul
v. p., Ironrite; standing, Hugh
Dorrance; Gene Wyatt,

line

Inc.
sponsorship
of ABC's
Screen
Mowrey,
ABC program
dir.;Hollywood
Richard Dabney,
Hole, radio-TV dir., Brooke, Smith, French &
ABC-TV sales; Richard Sierk, Ironrite.

I
JOHN A. MARGOLIS (center), president of the Margo Wine Co., Philadelphia, completes agreement to sponsor the Film Playhouse, hour-long
television program on WPTZ (TV)
Philadelphia. Watching are J. M.
Korn (I), head of Korn Advertising,
and Harold F. Pannepacker, WPTZ.

DISCUSSING plans for weekly Inside
Football on WWJ-TV Detroit, sponsored for the second year by Goebel
Brewing Co., Detroit, are (I to r)
Edwin J. Anderson, Detroit Lions
president; Coach Bo McMillin, and
Van Patrick, WJR sportscaster
CHICAGO National Bank signs for
WGN-TV Chicago news telecast featuring Writer Austin Kiplinger (r)
who will analyze and document news
Monday-Friday, 6:30-6:45 p.m., CST.
With Mr. Kiplinger are J. R. Pershall
(I), Pershall Advertising Agency, and
Lester Armour, chairman of the bank.

CLOSING the deal to present the
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra over
WLWD (TV) Dayton are (I to r):
William Tolle, general manager,
Anderson Piano Co., sponsor; Lincoln
Scheyrle, television producer-director,
Hugo Wagenseil & Assoc. agency;
Helen Hall, Anderson's adv. director.

DAYTON (Ohio) Power & Light Co.'s
sponsorshipDayton
of 15-minute
WHIO-TV
is launchedshow
by (I on
to
r) K. Fitzpatrick
Jr.,Hugo
the firm's
public
relations
director;
Wagenseil,
Hugo Wagenseil & Assoc., agency;
K. C. Long, power company president.
YEAR'S pact to continue Telenews
Daily over WMAL-TV Washington is
inked by Mrs. Carita Blum, president.
Valley Forge Distributing Co., Washington. Looking on are (I to r): Sam
Felker,
sales manager;
Alvin
Epstein, firm's
Alvin Epstein
Agency; Bryson
Rash, program's commentator.

UsingTable 1
FIRST FIFTEEN TV CITIES
Radio-TV
Pre-TV
Increass
Homes
Broadcast
%
Audience
July-Aug.
Sets
July-Aug.
1950
195060.9
ovei
194e
Chicago
17.9
1948
54.8
Bait.
28.4
16.1
43.6
56.1
76.4'/<
28.8
18.8
Toledo
17.1
Phi la.
19.8
26.7
29.1
42.4
Dayton
28.6
44.4
29.2
Wash.
29.3
20.4
25.6
Detroit
20.5
Providence 19.9
33.9
38.4
18.5
37.7
Columbus
Los
Ang.
32.7
Cleveland
28.7
23.3
25.7
34.4
26.6
25.4
22.2
Milwauk.
27.4
20.3
32.8
Boston
31.2
23.0
New York
28.5
Cincinn.
26.1
28.1
19.5
23.7
Table 2
1.40
COMPOSITION OF RADIO
AUDIENCE
1.12
TV
Women
1.25
Children
Men
0.78
Total
10:00
0.41
0.69
3.34
PM
2.31
*
Table
9:003
Homes using sets, 6-10 p.m.
Sunday
Morning
through
Saturday Evening
WinterCities
Spring, Winter*
Spring,
(Radio Only)
1950 1950
City

AUDIENCE

SURGE

SIGNIFICANT increases in combined radio-television audiences in
the 15 top television cities were
reported by the expanded Hooperating services in its pocketpiece
last vi^eek.
Comparison of audience-survey
data for 1950, with that for 1948
indicated percentages of audience
increase ranging from 19.5 in Cincinnati, lowest in increase of the
top 15 cities, to 76.4 in Baltimore,
the highest, it was reported. (See
table 1, at right.)
Despite the increased number of
television sets in use, the average
number of viewers per set is still
almost 50% higher than the average number of listeners per radio
set, the survey shows. Between 910 p.m., 3.4 viewers per TV set are
reported, as compared with 2.31
listeners per radio set. (See table
2, at right.)
A 1948-1950 Comparison
of Homes Using TV Sets
Horizontal line represents 1948; vertical
bars represent 1950
BALTIMORE

lillMI
I

Shown

However, radio advertisers in
non-television areas generally have
had their own type of "bonus audience," according to C. E. Hooper,
president of Hooperatings, who
spoke a fortnight ago in New York
before the Radio-Television Workshop of the National Retail Dry
Goods Assn.
"With each withdrawal of an
important radio program," he said,
there has accrued a swelling of the
"bonus audience." In "radio-only"
cities the tune-in has held up, he
said. (See table 3, at right.) The
bonus "results from the radio audience pie being cut into fewer but
bigger
pieces"remaining.
for the high-quality
radio shows
"Television does not exist nationally," he continued. "National
statistics are without significance.
It has grown at an unnatural and
unprecedented pace where it is and
is just about as real as are flying
JOSEPH NELSON
Promoted by FCC
PROMOTION of Joseph E. Nelson
to chief of its Television Branch,
Broadcast Division, Office of the
General Counsel, was announced
last week by FCC. Formerly assistant chief of that branch, Mr.
Nelson succeeds John E. McCoy,
who resigned a fortnight ago to
join Fort Industry Co. as staff attorney [Broadcasting, Sept. 25].
Mr. Nelson has been a member
of FCC's legal staff since 1946.
Prior to that he was with the Trial
Examining Division of the National Labor Relations Board and
as chief counsel in the Rent Dept.
of the Office of Price Administration. A native of New York, Mr.
Nelson is 42. He attended New
York U. and received his law degree from St. John's U., New York,
in 1930.
TV SELLS

in Major
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Cities

saucers
where
it is not."
Possibly
indicative
of the effect
of high-quality TV networks shows
is the reported difference in total
broadcast audience increase as
measured in areas having interconnected transmission facilities,
and those having non-interconnected facilities. Birmingham, for
example, a non-interconnected TV
city, is reported as having only a
slight total audience increase.
In this respect, Atlanta, which
began interconnected transmission
only recently, may be worth watching. However, Atlanta even with
non-interconnected facilities, it
should be noted, is reported as having a somewhat greater audience
increase than Birmingham.
MOVIE TV SYSTEM
Innovation Claimed
NEW

THEATRE television system, claimed by General Precision
Lab of Pleasantville, N. Y., the
manufacturer, to operate at onefifth the cost of other type systems,
and to make possible full-screen
television in small-town movie
houses, was announced last week
in Chicago.
The Video Film Theatre Television System, as it is known, uses
16mm film rather than 35mm film
without loss of quality in picture
or sound, it is claimed. Photographs
of incoming telecasts may be made,
developed and fed into the projectors within a space of 60 seconds, the announcement said.
Cadbury-Fry on TV
CADBURY-FRY Inc. (America),
for its Fry's chocolate cream bar
and Cadbury's Dairy Milk Chocolate bar, will sponsor Wednesday
night half -hour of Small Fry Club
■on the DuMont TV network.
Agency, Ellington & Co., New
York.

THE SALESMEN

Schenley Holds Mass Sales Meet Via DuMont

PHILADELPHIA
^"r
40 J=
30
if
20
10

TV

FIRST large-scale closed circuit
use of television over the DuMont
network for conducting simultaneous sales meetings in widely-separated cities for a private organization was reported last week.
Schenley Distributors Inc. introduced its fall and winter sales program to salesmen and distributors
in 18 cities with a professionallyproduced telecast, "It's Great To
Be With Schenley."
As approximately 4,000 Schenley
representatives watched at meetings in hotels and clubs in various
cities, the company's executives,
speaking face-to-face, outlined a
sales program and a fall newspaper and advertising campaign.
Television receivers were supplied by DuMont dealers.
The program was telecast from

Closed Circuit

New York and received in Boston,
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Buffalo,
Chicago, Detroit, Milwaukee, St.
Louis, Cincinnati, Syracuse, Schenectady, Utica, Rochester and
Memphis.
A recording of the show is to be
telecast later in cities with noninterconnected facilities, including
San Francisco, Los Angeles, Jacksonville, Miami, Atlanta, Houston,
Kansas City, Minneapolis, New
Orleans, Dallas, San Antonio,
Omaha, Indianapolis, Louisville,
Albuquerque, Phoenix, New Haven,
Providence and Rock Island.
Approximately 10,000 company
representatives in 38 cities are expected to ultimately receive the
telecast.

Portland
Denver,

38.7
36.3

TELEFEX

31.2'
36.0

INC.

TV Background Firm Formed
TELEFEX Inc., headquartered at
5746 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, has i
been organized to provide image
backgrounds for television shows. J
Miss Donna Fargo, president-gen- T
eral manager, also heads the sales
division.
Victor J. Schulman, identified as
a San Diego merchant, is vice president with Mrs. Lois Landon sec
retary-treasurer. Marvin Epp,
equipment designer in charge of
its maintenance, is chief engineer.
Dorcy Howard, formerly art director of KECA-TV Los Angeles,
heads the art department. Joseph
Paul is director of photography,
Technicians include Ernest Lovett, -•I:!
Stanleyclient
Schwilla
and Joseph
Reilly.'
First
of Telefex
is ABC.
51
Firm also has organized a sub-J
sidiary, Telefex Productions, toi
package
radio
TV shows.and
Its produce
first. Stop,
Lookand'
&
Listen, a quiz featuring Art Baker,
currently is sponsored on KECA
TV by Los Angeles Transport Indemnity Insurance Co. Charles
Herbert heads the subsidiary.

Encyclopaedia On TV
ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA, Chicago, began sponsorship
of its first TV show yesterday
(Sunday)
The (TV)
Tales Chicago
of Cap- ffi
tain Britt onwith
WNBQ

Series to run for 13 weeks, features
Phil Lord as an old sea captair
spinning yarns with the aid of slides (j
from Britannica publications anc
clips from Encyclopaedia Britan
nica films. Reaction will determini
future use of the medium.
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Manufacturers' Replies
(Continued from page 57)
Iher present monochrome or CBS
;ior in black and white, would take
Ijal of 6% months. Least amount
Itime for full-range job or com|te bracket standards, entailing
•ijnplete redesigning, was given as
months. Procurement time of 12
eks was cited with note that bee Korean war it would have
:en only eight or nine weeks.
Engineering log books were suped FCC to show months required
effect two typical "minor modifiions" in technical design.
ENITH RADIO Corp., Chicago
y J. E. Brown, Asst. Vice President and Chief Engineer)
TH a "good possibility" that
dified bracket standards might
incorporated into new models due
go into large-scale production
x.t
May Commission
1, Zenith "will
cooperate
;h the
in accordance
;h
its expressed
these
conditions: wishes," subject
That the switch will not be
lable of selecting any two frencies within the full bracket
ige, but "will select between the
St important of the sweep fre•ncies the Commission has sugted" — probably with one position
crating on present 525-line standIs and the other on either CBS 405
bs and 144 fields, or 441 lines and
5 fields.
"That after further engineering
Irk is completed we may decide not
'Iincorporate in the set proper all
the needed components for the
itch, provided we find that by use
a small separate adapter a major
!'ing can be made in costs and
tical parts."
That if the majority of the in!try has not indicated by Jan. 1
t they will incorporate such
itches in their sets, Zenith will
jiew the matter and decide "whether
^hould or must change its plans."
'enith estimated a switch capable
tuning only present and CBS
ndards would add $30 to $40 to
; price and require 10% more
»es, resisters and condensers. If
% switch must also select three or
ir other sweep rates, "the added
nplications and cost to the set
uld be prohibitive."
Increasing list price by $30 to $40
: a severe penalty for the public
jpay," possibly totaling $200 milb dollars a year "for a feature
|ich may never be used."
For only Zenith to add the switch
iuld put the firm at a competitive
[advantage, due to necessary incase in list prices, in event some
j.er color system is later chosen,
that case, "our sets [would be]
ti - competitive." Provision for
ty conversion of sets to UHF,
uch less" expensive than the
^i)posed bracket switch, already
|B penalized Zenith "to a certain
i|tent" since UHF has not yet been
tened up.

HELPING celebrate the dedication of the new Radio Television Center Building of WTAR-AM-FM-TV Norfolk. Va. [Broadcasting, Sept. 18], at a cocktoil party and buffet supper tendered by the stations are (I to r): Eddie
Whitlock, manager of WRNL Richmond, Va.; H. A. Seville, manager, WCAV
Norfolk; John W. Shultz, president, Virginia Assn. of Broadcasters, WMVAAM-FM Martinsville, Va.; Eddie Edgar, sales manager, WGH Newport News,
Va.; Jack Norfleet, manager, WSAP Portsmouth, Va.; Earl Harper, manager,
WNOR Norfolk; Robert Moody, WRVC (FM) Norfolk and WRVA Richmond.
quest" on bracket standards,
Emerson find^ "it will be impossible to do so within the prescribed
time limit," for these reasons:
"(1) Considerable development work
is required to effect the necessary
changes; (2) when such changes are
effected, a period of field-testing is
required; (3) a limited amount of
tooling will be required after engineering is frozen; (4) production
schedules must be matched with the
minimum time cycles required for the
procurement of materials under present conditions."
Emerson has made "good progress" on bracket standards engineering in addition to previous
work on two-system standards.
But "no less than 80% of our engineering talent has been diverted to
work for the Armed Service" and
pressure is being exerted for assignment of the entire Engineering
Dept. to work on government contracts. Engineering reports show
development work not yet completed on either bracket standards
or separate adapters. Tooling
time, following development work
and field-testing, must be reckoned
in months, not days. Bracket
standards of course will require
more components, of which there
already is "considerable scarcity."
Nevertheless, Emerson expects
to "have bracket standard receivers on the market at least as early
as other manufacturers," and "is
also prepared to manufacture color
television receivers on any standards prescribed by the CommisHAZELTINE Corp.
Little Neck, L. 1.
(By A. V. Loughren, Vice President in Charge of Research)
HAZELTINE "is doing everything
it possibly can to expedite the development of information that
could enable manufacturers to
adopt the proposed bracket standards. It is not possible at this
time to state categorically whether
this can be achieved within the
time
specified byreports
the Commission."
Preliminary
were

lERSON
RADIO & PHONO, GRAPH Corp., New York
■ jy Benjamin Abrams, President)
!|REAT as is our desire to conVm to the Commission's refel coasting
• BROADCASTING

promptly issued to our licensees
indicating what we believed to be
essential steps to modify present
receivers to bracket standards.
Work is in progress to determine
feasibility of actually adapting a
number of sets currently available
to such bracket standards.
Further studies have been initiated to determine the type and
character of field tests that will be
necessary to assure manufacturers
that their equipment will perform
satisfactorily in the hands of the
public. As this work proceeds,
Hazeltine will advise its licensees.
Hazeltine believes development
should continue on all forms of
color TV and proposes to continue
its own research. Hazeltine engineers have great belief in future
of "unique improvements," including principle of mixed highs, which
they have already demonstrated.
"We are convinced beyond any
question of doubt that when a color
television system is finally accepted
by the American public, it will be a
composite of the inventions of
many independent workers in the
field rather than the results of a
single inventor or a single group.
This has certainly been the history
of every complex electrical or mechanical device of which we have
any knowledge, and we hope that
the way will be left clear for the
attainment of this goal in color
* * *
television."
TELE-TONE Radio Corp.,
New York
(By S. W. Gross, President)
ALTHOUGH we have been attempting to equip our present sets
with bracket switching and feel we
will have accomplished the engineering portion of this in the next
two or three weeks, due to procurement and other conditions it will
take four months or more to get
into production.
One matter troubles us, however.
As we understand the Sept. 1 decision "there is a likelihood of some
other color television system being
approved on Dec. 5, which means

that whatever work has been done
on production of test equipment
for bracket standards and whatever procurement of materials we
have undertaken might be entirely
valueless, should some other system be adopted." We are "extremelypenditures
opposed"
to making
exon bracket
standards
or on two position switching
which might be entirely valueless
under some system other than CBS
"and consequently cause us to fail
to recover the funds thus expended.
"We sincerely urge that the
Commission, at the earliest possible date, adopt definite standards,
either CBS or RCA or any other
which they consider proper, and
give ourselves and other members
of the radio industry such lead
time to finish our engineering, field
tests, and material procurement so
that the transition to production
and merchandising can be made in
the most orderly fashion and be
the least harmful to components
manufacturers, receiver manufacturers, distributors, dealers and
theOur
consumer
color public."
engineering people
have done some work on two position switching for sets made by us
in 1949, but no work had been done
prior to Sept. 1 decision for either
our old models or presently running models.
CAPEHART-FARNSWORTH
Corp., Fort Wayne
(By Anthony
Vice President in ChargeWright,
of Engineering)
CANNOT conform with FCC request for conversion "of our product
line to the CBS standards" because no CBS color signals are
available for engineering work and
certain technical difficulties have
been encountered in obtaining pictures of geometric linearity and
brightness on higher frequencies as
well as reduced scanning efficiency
due to return time of horizontal
sweep. Company estimates it will
take "from two to three months to
do the initial investigation work
required to produce a preliminary
model of the receiver which incorporates all of the requirements indicated" by FCC's Report. On completion
of this awork
should We
be
able to make
final "we
decision.
estimate that another three months
will be required for the final product design and at least two months
must be provided for procurement
of the necessary components."
Engineering Dept. is "actively
engaged in investigating a preliminary modification of its pi'esent
chassis to include the two position
switch." Because no CBS signals
are available, "not much progress
has been accomplished which can
^ ^
HOFFMAN RADIO Corp.,
be reported."
Los Angeles
(By H. L. Hofifman, President)
HOFFMAN "is happy to cooperate with the FCC to bring color
television to the public" and will
"to the best of our ability" install
dual switch (monochrome and
(Continued on page 64)
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TV's

Eyes Studied
(Report 132)

telestatus

^

THE

DALLAS

LARGEST

TELEVISION
MARKET

. .

DALLAS
FT WORTH
Combined Population
DALLAS and TARRANT
COUNTIES . . .
920,500

NOW

d ere

OLfe

|76,839|

IN MOST cases television is Tiarmless to the eyes and it is indicated
"there is no widespread belief
among ref ractionists that television
is contributing to changes in the
static refraction of the eye, the
status of muscle balance, or to the
development of such disorders as
glaucoma and cataract, or to any
serious impairment of the function
and structure of the eye."
These findings are reported following a recent poll among 2,125
refractionists
by Ohio InState
Institute for Research
Vision.U.'s
In a questionnaire prepared by
Dr. Glenn A. Fry and Dr. Arthur
M. Culler, co-directors of the institute, the refractionists were asked:
(1) What increase in eyecare is
being brought about by television?
(2) What visual differences are being found which can actually be
traced to television? (3) What
advice and help professional men
can give and are giving to television viewers ?
The questionnaires were circulated in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
Michigan, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Kentucky and Maryland, an
area covered by 37 television stations. The project was financed by
White-Haines Optical Co., Columbus, Ohio, distributor of ophthalmic
supplies.
Dr. Fry and his associates drew
their findings from 556 of the 763
replies received. Those which could
not be used were from areas in
which television sets are too few

City

in

KRLD-TV's
Effective

Coverage
^lie CBiS
for

Area
Station

DALLAS
and
FORT WORTH

t/ih id wL^
KRLD
AM-FM-TV

is ij-our Ledt LuLjTIMES HERALD Station
National Representatives
THE BRANHAM COMPANY

Tke
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Effect on

and reception too poor to permit
anything more than a report of
those facts; from respondents who
felt the survey was too premature,
and from medical specialists who
did not feel qualified to answer because of the small amount of eye
work they did.
Refractionists tabulated said
3.41% of their new patients attributed their visual problems to viewing television. They pointed out
that hysteria about TV's effect on
the eyes caused some of these visits, as well as failure of new viewers to acquire proper viewing
habits. Refractionists also noted
that most of the difficulties appeared shortly after a set was installed in a home, and tended to
disappear with continued use.
Types of Patients
Persons over 60 years of age
(wearers of multi-focal lenses in
most cases) and viewers suffering
from eyestrain made up the two
types consulting refractionists, the
survey showed.
The refractionists pointed out
that it is difficult to determine
whether eyestrain is a direct result
of television viewing and noted
that television adds three to five
hours more work to the eyes each
day. However, they suggested, it
has made many people on the borderline of needing eye care aware
for the first time of their susceptibility to eyestrain.
Asked whether they were prescribing special lenses to patients

for TV viewing, 30% of the oph
thalmologists and optometrists an
swering this question said it wa:
necessary, in certain cases, to prescribe different lenses or tint not
prescribed for general use.
Summing up its survey, the institute stressed the need for additional research "before anyone will
have full knowledge
of television's
* « *
I
impact on eyesight."
Views on Programming
Outlined by Meek
NETWORK VIDEO shows should ^
be programmed
audience
attention"for
and maximum
not for
competitive purposes," John Meek,
president of John Meek Industries
and Scott Radio Labs., said in
Chicago last week. Charging that
the "private rivalry of networks
is retarding unnecessarily the
growth of TV," Mr. Meek cautioned them not to "fight your battles at the expense of the public."
He cited numerous cases where
networks telecast their best shows
at competing times in the "struggle
for audience domination," with the
result that the public "is unable
to see many good programs, and
resents being forced to view bad
ones at other times."
His examples
of competitive
shows, "deliberately timed to cut
into
audiences":
Studioopposing
One on networks'
CBS, competing
with
(Continued on page 62)
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Weekly Television Summary-

City
Outlets On Air
Number Sets
Outlets On Air
Number Sets
Louisville WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
KOB-TV
4,550
IVIemphis
WMCT
WOl-TV
16,295
Miami
WTVJ
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
57,600
45,708
Milwaukee WTMJ-TV
49,278
WAAM,
WBAL-TV, WAAAR-TV
207,729
Minn.-St. Paul KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
WNBF-TV
20,400
145,557
Nashville WSM-TV
36,400
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
21,200
121,400
New Haven WNHC-TV
102,300
WTTV
10,600
New Orleans WDSU-TV
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
489,942
WPIX
New York WOR-TV,
WABD, WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV, WNBT
WBEN-TV
120,464
34,348
WBTV
28,783
8,500
Newark WATV
Inc. in N. Y. 1,555,000
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
627,881
Norfolk
WTAR-TV
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV WIWT
157,00
estimate
Oklahoma City WKY-TV
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
287,498
Omaha
KMTV,
WOW-TV
Philadelphia
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
86,000
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV,
WPTZ
WDTV
29,365
36,671
Phoenix
KPHO-TV
Pittsburgh
595,000
42,254
KRID-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
76,839
WOC-TV
18,373
Portland, Ore. WJAR-TV
WTVR
Include Davenport,
Providence
137,000
16,900
WHIO-TV,
WLWD Moline, Rock Island, East Moline
106,000
Richmond
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
306,420
WICU
WHAM-TV
Rochester
WHBF-TV
38,700
Rock Quad
IslandCities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Island, East 78,980
39,926
Moline
Ft.Dallas
WorthWBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
Salt
Lake
City KDYL-TV, KSl-TV
978
76,839
Grand
Rapids
WLAV-TV
San
Antonio
KEYL,
WOAI-TV
Greensboro
47,846
WFMY-TV
48,631
25,000
San
Diego
KFMB-TV
Houston
KPRC-TV
25,300
18,373
San
Francisco KGO-TV, KPiX, KRON-TV
41,394
Schenectady
Huntington28,760
Albany-Troy WRGB
WSAZ-TV
Charleston
58,000
24,000
WFBM-TV
Indianapolis
85,345
80,0000
SeaHle KING-TV
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
19,000
Johnstown
99,500
St. Louis KSD-TV
WJAC-TV
165,500
Syracuse WHEN, WSYR-TV
30,175
37,800
KalamazooBattle Creek WKZO-TV
40,570
Toledo
WSPD-TV
Kansas City
WDAF-TV
50,542
Tulsa
KOTV
Utica-Rome WKTV
WGAL-TV
58,884
63,372
Lansing
Washington WMAl-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
WJIM-TV
31,000
Lancaster*
40,160
KECA-TV,
KFI-TV,
KLAC-TV,
KNBH,
693,369
Los Angeles
KTLA, KTSL, KnV
Wilmington WDEL-TV
,
,
22,100
«•
55,000
174,485
Stations on Air 107
Sets in Use 7,846,349
* Lancaster and contiguous areas. Total Markets on Air 63
42,777
Editor's Note- Source of set estimates are based on data available from dealers, distributors, TV Circulation committees, electric companies
and manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total eels in all areas is
necessarily approximate.

Albuquerque
Ames
Atlanta
Baltimore
Binghamton
Birmingham
Bloomington
Boston
Buffalo
Charlotte
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbus
Dallas,
Ft. Worth
Davenport
Quad Cities
Dayton
Detroit
Erie

Telecasting
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1 1:00 TO 1 1:30 A.M., MONDAY

THROUGH

FRIDAY

Here is another example of the pioneering
spirit of "The Eyes of the South" —
a food and home service program which quickly
captured the interest of the Atlanta
area's feminine TV

audience.

Participating availabilities are already scarce,
for it is the big program opportunity for
selling in the South. For information write
direct or contact your nearby Petry man.

Ik
AFFILIATED WITH THE ATLANTA

JOURNAL

AND THE ATLANTA

CONSTITUTION

L-tv
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Telestatus
(Continued from page 60)
Robert Montgomery on NBC Monday night; CBS' Toast of the Town
and NBC's Comedy Theatre (Fred
Allen, Martin and Lewis, Eddie
Cantor), Sunday evening; Alan
Young Show on CBS with Jack
Haley on NBC, Thursday night;
Ken Murray Show on CBS with
Jack Carter-Sid Caesar Show of
Shows on NBC, Saturday evening.
There is no solution in having
two sets in the home, Mr. Meek
said, because competition is between shows appealing to the same
members of the family. He said
the second set is a help only when
parents and children, for example,
want to see different shows at the
same time.
WKY-TV Oklahoma City
Expands Programming
EXPANSION of telecasting time
to at least 65 hours per week, with
programming starting at 2 p.m.,
starts today (Oct. 9) on WKY-TV
Oklahoma City. P. A. Sugg, station manager, said the increase

represents an addition of 25 hours
per week above the average air
time for this past spring and
summer.
ARB Releases Ratings
For Three Cities
SEPTEMBER television program
ratings for New York, Philadelphia
and Chicago were released last
week by American Research Bureau, Washington.
Leading programs for the week,
Sept. 8-14, reported as follows:
NEW YORK
1.
Star
Spangled
56.4
2. Talent Scouts Revue
37.1
44.2
3. Sat. Night Revue
4. Phiico TV Playhouse
36.6
5. Comedy Hour
36.5
6. Robert Montgomery
32.4
7. Lights Out
31.0
8. Garry Moore Show (Wed.)
32.2
30.8
9. Toast of the Town
10. Children's Hour
30.5
PHILADELPHIA
1. Star Spangled Revue
50.9
55.3
2.
3. Phiico
Private TVEyePlayhouse
49.2
4. Phils vs Boston (9/10)
5.
Children's
Hour
47.5
6. Talent
Scouts
40.6
41.0
7. Phils vs Boston (9/9)
8. Toast of the Town
39.8
38.0
9. Lights Out
37.8
10. Mystery Hour (NBC)

In next week's 200-page BROADCASTING

'TWO

EXCITING

of Radio

and

DECADES"

Television

you'll read

about

epoch-making

. . .

pass in review

those

years since 1931

. . .

if you grew up in radio
this is your story . . .

if you're new to broadcasting
this is the story of the men
who built the business.

BROADCASTING
TELECASTING'S

20

TH YEAR BEGINS OCTOBER 16

EXTRA COPIES AT 50c EACH. ENCLOSE CHECK
OR MONEY ORDER TO COVER HANDLING AND
MAILING. ADDRESS: BROADCASTING, NATIONAL
PRESS BUILDING, WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

CHICAGO
Star
Revue
Break Spangled
the Bank
Talent Scouts
Courtesy Hour
Sat. Night Revue
Orig. Amateur Hour
Private Eye
Detective's
Wife
Sachs Amateur
Hour
Don McNeill TV Club

59.5
40.3
39.7
38.4
38.1
36.0
35.3
34.8
34.7
34.4

WTMJ-TV Announces
New Rate Card
EIGHTH rate card of WTMJ-TV
Milwaukee, which took the air in
December 1947, will go into effect
Nov. 1. Class A time provides for
one-minute spots at $100; five minute, $125; half hour, $300; full
hour, $500, and live participations
in What's New, $75.

KOREAN
FILM
Available to TV Stations

KECA-TV CASE
NLRB Ends L. A. Hearings
DECISION on jurisdiction of television directors and assistant directors at KECA-TV Los Angeles
now is pending with NLRB ir
Washington, following completion
Oct. 4 of 15 days of local board
hearings [Broadcasting, Sept. 25]
An approximately 2,000 page transcript of the hearing was sent to
Washington headquarters.
Hearings were initiated when
Radio and Television Directors
Guild, which has been negotiating
a contract for TV directors at the
ABC station, intervened follov/ing
a petition to NLRB by Screen Directors Guild for jurisdiction over
the same directors. A new element
was introduced during the hearings by KECA-TV which entered
a petition claiming that TV directors are in a supervisory capacity and hence, under the TaftHartley Law, not subject to NLRB
ruling. If this contention is accepted by the NLRB, the case
would be dismissed and choosing
of a bargaining agent for the directors would be left to the network.
Approximately 15 directors and
assistant directors are involved at
the station, with both guilds claiming 100% membership.
Latter ruling will affect similar
upcoming NLRB hearings for TV
director jurisdiction at two other
local TV stations— KTLA, scheduled for Oct. 18; KTTV, Oct. 24.

A SIGNAL CORPS motion picture
film
depicting
First 40
of the
Korean"Theconflict
is Days"
being
made available to television networks and stations throughout the
United
the Defense
Dept.'s
radio-TVStates,
information
section
announced last Wednesday.
The dramatic documentaries,
running 24:V2 minutes in length,
will be released to TV stations
through Army libraries in the six
headquarter areas.
Film is a first-hand GI report
of early Korean combat days and
contains actual combat footage
filmed by armed forces photographers in the area. Some sequences deal with accounts of General Dean during the retreat from
TELENEWS FILMS
Taejon. Film has been previewed
before TV network representatives
INS Lists Nine Sales
at the Pentagon and the National
NINE sales have been reported
Press Club in Washington.
Stations may obtain prints by by INS-Telenews of its daily news
weekly newsreel recontacting libraries servicing the film service,
view and This Week in Sports.
following areas :
The daily news film service has
For Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
Massachusetts.
Island,York:
Connecti- been sold to WAFM-TV Birmingcut, New JerseyRhode
and New
Address: Commanding General
ham, WSM-TV Nashville, WNBPTV Binghamton, and WBKB (TV)
First
Army Island
Headquarters
Governors
Chicago. Buyers of the weekly
New
4, N. Y..
Attn:
SignalYork
OfHcer
newsreel review included WAFMFor Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland,
TV, WSM-TV and WHIG-TV Daytucky : Ohio, West Virginia and KenVirginia,
ton, Ohio. The First National Bank
Address: Commanding
General
Second Army
of Minneapolis will sponsor This
Week in Sports over WTCN-TV
Fort George G. Meade,
Maryland
Minneapolis. The same show will
Attn:
Signal Officer
sponsored over WHIO-TV by the
For North Carolina, South Carolina, be
local Zenith distributor.
Georgia,
Florida, Alabama, Tennessee
and Mississippi:
Address: Third
Commanding
Army General
Fort McPherson, Georgia
Attn:
Signal Officer
WOW-TV
Programs
For Arkansas, Texas, Oklahoma, New
Mexico, and Louisiana:
WOW-TV Omaha has announced it
Address: Fourth
Commanding
Army General
carried approximately 44 hours
San Antonio Texas
Attn:
Signal Officer
of live network programming durFor Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Mising the first week following the
souri,
Iowa, Nebraska,
Minnesota,Kansas,
North Dakota.
South Dakota,
opening
of the New York-Omaha
Wyoming,
and Indiana:
cable-microwave relay system last
Address: Colorado
Commanding
Fifth
Army General
month [Broadcasting, Oct. 2]. In
Chicago, Illinois
Attn:
Signal Officer
addition, WOW-TV carried 22
For Washington, Oregon, California,
hours of live studio and network
Idaho,
Montana,
Utah.
Nevada
and
Arizona:
kinescope recordings and films,
Address: Sixth
Commanding
Army General
bringing the total programming for
San Francisco, California
the first week up to about 66 hours.
Attn:
Signal Officer
Telecasting
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Ever since Og first decorated cave walls, and
Homer plucked his bloomin' lyre . . . TV is the
greatest medium of entertainment information
and education that ever wrinkled a low brow
... no question about it ! But TV isn't here to
stay — unless it's a sales medium, too !
Getting people to want a program isn't
enough. Getting people to want what the sponsor
has to sell — is TV's real job.
WPIX is doing the job . . . demonstrating
merchandise in detail, and in use . . . the way
only a good salesman can. And WPIX

is

producing high level sales with low cost programs.
Take $2.98 raincoats, for instance. With
38 participations, and 45 half-sponsorships,
WPIX has sold to date more than 50,000 coats
— at a sales cost of about 35c per coat!
And raincoats aren't the only WPIX sales
success . . . Add used cars, watches, vacuum
cleaners, television sets, tableware, cosmetics,
vacation trips — and a score of other items.
Direct sales, with many orders coming to us direct !
With the largest and richest metropolitan
market in the world . . . the market with the
highest TV coverage — more than 1,500,000 sets
among four million families — WPIX is not only
an effective sales medium . . . but a test field
where the national advertiser can learn to use
TV properly and profitably . . . Ask any WPIX
representative to show you his successful sales
case histories . . . WPIX, the New York News
station, 220 E. 42nd St., New York, MU

2-1234
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COMMaiiWEALTH
Currently Serving the
' Nation's Leading TV Stations
^ .. . Offers thft. Following
TV

FILM

PACKAGES

MAJOR
COMPANY

2^0

OGRAMS
RE PR
FEATUwi
th siich starsos
Barbara
PauletteD
DDAR
GOJimmy
STANWYCK
Robert
YOUNG
STEWART
Jimmy
Merle
DURANTE
OBERON
rAelvyn
Claudette
COLBERT
DOUGLAS
Jack
Raymond
BENNY
MASSEY

featuring
THE

RANGE

KERMIT
SMITH

BUSTERS

MAYNARD
BALLEW

Manufacturers' Replies
(Continued from page 59)
CBS) in production of receivers.
However, Hoffman cannot meet
mid-November deadline. "When
consideration is given to the engineering, tooling and procurement
problems, the time element will be
. . . closer to eight months." Fullrange bracket switch is in basic
research and development stage.
"We sincerely believe that none
of the apparatus that has been
submitted to the FCC and none of
the systems that have been considered by the FCC are commercially feasible." Many conclusions
of FCC on color are believed based
on information derived from obsolete monochrome receivers.
Since Sept. 1 "our engineering
personnel have examined the latest
developments of CTI and studied
the recent findings of General Electric, DuMont and RCA. We feel
that there has been much progress
made since the official closing of
the hearings. We have personally
inspected recent CTI developments
in San Francisco and feel that
they have made major strides forward in their new Uniplex system. . . ."
"In view of the foregoing, we
think that it is highly essential
that FCC re-examine these latest
developments in order to establish
a standard that gives the best
framework for forward progress
of the art." FCC to urged to "refrain from hasty action."
STEWART-WARNER
Chicago

Corp.,

(By E. G. Fossum,
Warner
Electric StewartDiv.)
■"••■Or""""

MUSICAL
VARIETIES
l7'/3m!n each • featuring
MOREY
AMSTERDAiVl 4

^

/3
SOUHO
HS^
CIVRTOO

oohsinform!Forrtfurther
ation and complete :
list, write to
lommoniuERLTH
723 Seventh Avenue, New York 19, N.Y.
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BASED upon our interpretation
that the FCC standards covering
the bracket switch indicates a variable coverage of all frequencies
between the present standard and
the proposed standard, "we do not
know at present how this can be accomplished." Thus "we cannot comply with request to produce television sets equipped with color
switching device by mid-November
of this year." Development of variable switch "is currently in progress and will continue."
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC
PRODUCTS Inc., New York
(By Don G. Mitchell)
ON BASIS of engineering studies
made to date, it's evident at least
three months' intensive engineering effort will be required to design into existing sets the necessary
switching arrangements and controls for dual standards. Another
three months would be needed for
procurement and incorporation of
changes in production line sets. Increased retail cost seen as at least
$30 per set.
Not prepared now to give an
estimate of time or cost required to
meet complete bracket standards
"but this would be considerably
more complicated and costly." Cost
of modifying sets now in operation

also would be considerably higher
and sets would have to be returned
to factory or central "service sta"It is our earnest hope that the
Commission can find ways to extions."tend the time of their requirements
so that this matter may be worked
out in a proper manner and which
will be for the long term advantage of the country as a whole."
* 4< 4>
MAGNAVOX Co., Fort Wayne
(By Frank
ViceFreimann,
President)Executive
MAGNAVOX "is unable to meet
such a request for production this
year" since such a switching device
"involves the complete redesign of
present
receivers."
"We do
not have facilities for
completing such a program in less
than four or five months. After
this engineering work is completed,
we must then go through the
process of procuring desired components before receivers can be
put into production. At the present
time manufacturers are quoting delivery dates of not less than three
months and in many cases as much
as six months on major componCannot estimate time required to
develop receiver capable of being
tuned to some selected frequency
within
range. "Our
ents." thedo bracket
engineers
not know how such a
receiver can be built and new techniques must be developed to achieve
i|< 4< *
this end."
TELE-KING Corp., New York
(By Louis I.the
Pokrass,
Board) Chairman of
IF THE COLOR system suggested
by the FCC is adopted as standard,
it is naturally agreeable to us to:
A. Either put bracket standards on
all of our sets.
B. Or make it possible to adapt
the sets for bracket standards at a
later date.
Company believes it would require 20 to 30 weeks to secure
necessary parts in view of shortages. Government electronics orders
total $2 1/2 billion for next 12-month
"It is our hope that some settleperiod.
ment be made of this highly controversial isue of color, and naturally, it is our desire that the decision be made to benefit the
public, because we are simply the
servants of those who use television sets."
MUNTZ TV Inc., Chicago
(By EarlVice
W. President)
Muntz, Executive

tems which could possibly work
under brackets would require some,
degradation
in performance in comsets.
parison with present television
* * *
SENTINEL RADIO Corp.,
Evanston, 111.
(By Milton D. Block, President)
SENTINEL is willing to cooperate
but believes it will take eight to
ten months to provide re-designed
receivers, which will cost $35 to
$50 more with bracket changes.
However,
we do not
think should
"buyers of the proposed
receivers
be penalized by paying for the
added element which will have limited use in only a few areas in the
foreseeable future, and because of
the degradation of monochrome
picturether,quality
it produces."
Furexisting receivers
and thosei
being currently produced should
not be obsoleted because they are
not equipped to receive bracket
standards pictures, and adoption
of, such receivers to receive them
for the most part would be impractical.
Suggest more time be taken for
consideration of the problem as it
seems quite possible that a satisfactory compatible color system
will be developed in the "not too
distant future."« « 4t
TRANS VISION Inc.,
New Rochelle, N. Y.
(By Herbert Suesholtz, Secretary)
THE FCC proposals "ask too high
a price for color TV" and hence
"we are opposed to the standardization of bracket standards . . .
and feel that the present standards,
imperfect as they are, should be
retained and serve as the basis for
a compatible system at some later
date
this appears
practical."
TV when
industry,
in the early
stages
of growth, "can be severely stunted
or malformed if at this time some
yoke is imposed which will permanently injure an otherwise
healthy and
industry."
Television
is apowerful
public service
and
if, with the vast pool of technical
people in this work, a compatible
color system cannot be introduced
without adversely aifecting present
owners, "we feel that no color
system at all should be com* * 41
mercialized."
HAVENS & MARTIN
(WTVR (TV) Richmond, Va.)
HAVENS evision
& audience
MARTIN
the telin the"andRichmond
area are naturally interested persons" with respect to bracket
standards and hence request appearance in any hearing that may
be held on proposal.

"WE MUST decline your [FCC's]
proposal" for following reasons:
(a) Incorporation of bracket switch
would increase consumer price to
such an extent that only those in
Elgin Watch Buys
the wealthy class could obtain
them and therefore the demand
New York,
28 daytime
and 2f
ALL
time signals
on WOR-T'V
would be insufficient to warrant
night to be presented every hour
their construction; (b) Engineering
have been acquired by Elgin Watcl;
facilities to perfect useable comCo., it was announced last week
mercial system operating within
The 52-week contract was through
bracket standards are not now
J. Walter Thompson Co., New
available and would take consid- York.
erable amount of time; (c) SysTelecasting
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Live

Show

-Picture
These
GPL

Exclusive

by

Itself

ELECTRONIC SHUTTER- Limits exposure of each film frame
to 525-llne scanning of tube, with accuracy better than
7 % of one fine. Stays in adjustment; does not require camera
to be loclced in synchronization with video signal.
GPL VIDEOGAM — A gray scale correction amplifier that
provides better video pictures than normally possible. In
addition, a special deflection yoke provides perfect focus
across entire screen.
GPL FILM GATE — Permits over 30 minutes of continuous
camera operation without film abrasion, emulsion pile-up
and consequent difficulties.
HIGH FIDELITY SOUND is recorded simultaneously. Essentially flat recording to 7 kilocycles, with low harmonic and
intermodulation distortion, gives results comparable to finest
35-mm sound.

TV Camera Chains • TV Film Chains
TV Field and Studio Equipment
Theatre TV Equipment

jlecaiting
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and

Sound

-

Features

put the
Video Recorder

In a Class

Quality

on

Delayed

Telecasts

This new 16-mm Video Recorder makes possible, for the first
time, delayed telecasts that are consistently as good as the
original. GPL's exclusive new shutter — electronic instead
of mechanical — is coupled with improvements in picture
resolution, film gate design, and sound fidelity. The projected
recording is markedly better than the picture obtainable on
most receivers. Re-telecast with good equipment, the picture
looks and sounds like a live show.
The GPL Video Recorder may be used with the GPL rapid
processor to produce finished film, positive or negative, less
than a minute after the program is received either over a
closed circuit or from the air.
WRITE FOR RECORDINGS made on this equip,
menl for study by studios, advertisers, agencies.

General

Precision
Laboratory
INCORPORATED
PLEASANTVILLE
NEW YORK
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SHIPMENTS

JULY SHIPMENTS of TV sets by member companies of the RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn. brought the seven-month total of shipments to
3,107,000 receivers, according to a county breakdown made available
last week.
^
Countyand
Sets Shipped
The RTMA bi-eakdown for July
State
and the year to date follows:
July
Year to Date
Lake
Sets Shipped
Slate and
13,017
Madison
County
347
July Year to Date
1,260
Marion
18,163
ALABAMA
4,153
2,113
Jefferson
1,358
5,676 IOWA
Clinton
39
234
ARIZONA
462
139
Polk
234
Maricopa ....
Pottawattamie
2,392
987
3,456
CALIFORNIA
Scott
696
Alameda
19,149 KANSAS
3,515
Contra Costa
373
1,516
731
3,149 KENTUCKY
Wyandotte
247,193
Los Angeles . . .
80,901
2,418
Orange
11,599
1,485
Campbell
223
Sacramento . . .
113
935
Jefferson
San Bernardino
883
12,802
3,080
Kenton
928
2,717
7,485
San Diego . . . .
3,368
18,905 LOUISIANA
5,789
San Francisco
18,260
Orleans
2,928
117
San Joaquin . . .
16,665
594
1,506 MARYLAND
San Mateo . . . .
2,613
4,135
45,339
Baltimore City
.. .
Santa Clara . . .
956
6,088
Baltimore
County
14,869
Solano
7,490
258
1,588
Montgomery ....
401
CONNECTICUT
2,674
Prince
Georges
.
.
Fairfield
15,725 MASSACHUSETTS
1,921
4,123
1,309
Hartford
12,637
117
1,564
Berkshire
538
New Haven . . .
21,034
2,921
Bristol
3,188
New London . . .
14,206
1,093
Essex
1,633
24,357
DELAWARE
65
Hampden
364
3,472
New Castle . . .
10,079
1,490
Middlesex
DISTRICT OF
1,744
37,579
518
Norfolk
5,940
COLUMBIA
48,944
12,672
4,741
FLORIDA
Plymouth
1,891
Suffolk
4,773
72,316
Dade
1,227
588
8,129
10,201
Worcester
13,062
Duval
1,893
228
2,606
MICHIGAN
387
Hillsborough . . .
468
Calhoun
Pinellas
6
242
236
Genesee
GEORGIA
1,829
557
Ingham
DeKalb
2,799
Jackson
3,454
121
Fulton
25,587
3,949
5,493
Kalamazoo
620
ILLINOIS
1,881
Kent
3,914
833
Cook
34,382 222,597
206
Macomb
7,248
51248
Fulton
9
4,030
126
Muskegon
Knox
95
257
1,313
Oakland
Madison
802
11,203
625
4,350
McLean
17
Saginaw
,
1,850
265
447
Washtenaw
Peoria
28
1,056
614
Rock Island . . .
116,192
Wayne
20,403
2,305
2,895
St. Clair
781
112 MINNESOTA
4,639
Tazewell
13
Hennepin
24,609
INDIANA
Ramsey
3,342
11,807
Delaware
132
994 MISSOURI
1,880
Buchanan
117
482
524
Jackson
32,338
Madison
37
4,266
St. Louis
51,574
NEBRASKA
9,316
839
Douglas
..
Lancaster
54
583
5,532
NEW JERSEY
Atlantic
486
Bergen
4,426
16,485
Camden
10,757
1,934
1,713
Essex
48,557
Hudson
27,726
7,182
Mercer
3,151
Middlesex
1,446
1,722
9,489
10,061
Monmouth
Morris
696
9,311
1,184
Passaic
14,844
4,628
Union
2,173
Exclusive
NEW MEXICO
16,135
2,316
Bernalillo
NEW YORK
243
1,487
Albany
9,847
Coverage
1,436
Bronx
2,130
19,620
Broome
228
22,911
444
319
Chautauqua
Erie
of the Rich
44)344
Kings
113,514
Monroe
8,392
30,089
6,549
Nassau
5,153
21,014
116,101
New York
2,873
12,791
Niagara
HUNTINGTON-CHARLESTON
Onondaga
1,175
6,342
19,356
Oneida
9,110
Market
2,915
Orange
1,195
3,606
Queens
484
Rensselaer
49,891
8,883
10,628
Richmond
1,045
Schenectady . . . .
720
6,395
Westchester . . . .
1,227
61
6,956
17,922
NORTH CAROLINA
1,913
15
Alamance
685
Cabarrus
521
432
Durham
158
93
Forsyth
340
19715
873
Gaston
Guilford
523
Mecklenburg
.
.
.
.
1,525
Rowan
76
1,952
OHIO
372
Butler
739
Clark
1,041
7,247
Cuyahoga
76,966
Franklin
28,696
4,555
Hamilton
8,072
45,886
Lucas
6,898
3,966
16,509
412
Montgomery
29,085
Scioto . . . .
2,860
4,10378
Summit
..
16,319
OKLAHOMA
2,2362
180
Muskogee
Oklahoma
904
4.735
Tulsa
514
OREG9N
2,782
Marion
Rep. Naf. by the Kfetz Agency
Multnomah
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RTI^A Reports 3,107,000
for Seven Months

MOTION
PICTURES
TV No Threat — Goldwyt

GOOD motion pictures have nothi
ing to fear from television arn
"as long as you have a good prod
uct to sell, you have nothing t<|'
worry about," according to Holly;
wood Producer Sam Goldwyn. 1
Speaking before a television dis i
cussion panel at the U. of Denve:'
a fortnight ago, the opinion wa:
voiced by the producer in responsi
to mention by General Manage
Hugh B. Terry of KLZ Denve
that there had been a coincident
of decline in motion pictures iii
the rising rate of TV. Mr. Goldwyi '
declared "the bad ones (pictures

Drawn for TELECASTINQ by John Zelgler
"Hello, draft board? Don't call me,
I'll call you!"
State and
Sets Shipped
County
July Year to Date
PENNSYLVANIA
Allegheny
6,662 56,081
Berks
1,427 9,695
Beaver
230 4,342
Blair
65
852
Cambria
796 4,828
Dauphin
562 3,042
Delaware
1,950 12,209
Erie
1,631 11,124
Fayette
705 4,003
Lackawanna
35
413
Lancaster
1,004 8,080
Lebanon
343 2,795
Lehigh
1,175 6,802
Montgomery
1,843 1 2,274
Northampton
700 4,709
Philadelphia
16,550 111,892
Washington
579 4,651
Westmoreland
1,060 6,592
York
815 5,275
RHODE ISLAND
Providence
3,760 30,045
SOUTH CAROLINA
York
Ill 363
TENNESSEE
Davidson
588 764
Shelby
2,389 15,168
TEXAS
Bexar
2,325 10,952
Dallas
3,585 19,701
Galveston
69
726
Harris
3,448 15,798
Tarrant
1,696
11,420
UTAH
Salt Lake
906 7,279
Weber
183
VIRGINIA
Arlington
586 4,786
Henrico
1,390 8,781
Norfolk
2,650 13,238
Pittsylvania
4
25
Warwick
308 1,846
WASHINGTON
Clarke
325
King
1,039 7,016
Pierce
187 2,086
WEST VIRGINIA
Cabell
638 2,220
Kanawha
137 782
WISCONSIN
Milwaukee
4,424 36,615
Sub-Total
436,565 2,713,193
AREAS UNLISTED
58,435 393,807
GRAND TOTAL
495,000 3,107,000

Fedderson

Elected

DON FEDDERSON, vice president
and general manager, KLAC-TV
Los Angeles, has been elected president of the new Television Broadcasters of Southern California,
group formed by the seven Los
Angeles television stations. Named
to other offices were Harrison M.
Dunham, general manager, KTTV,
vice president; JIaan J. Tyler,
general manager, KFI-TV, secretary-treasurer.

willMr.suffer."
Goldwyn declared: "As Ion)
as you make a good motion pictur
product you're all right. You hav
nothing to worry about." He alsi
said that television will do awa;
with bad pictures and the doubl
feature, in response to question
proposed by Mr. Terry, Campto:
Bell and Noel Jordan of U. of Den
ver and Alex Murphree, Denve
Post drama critic.
"I think television is a grea
medium," Mr. Goldwyn concludec
"I advertise my pictures on televi
sion. In fact it's a great mediui'
to
discuss
se."st The
wasadverti
broadca
later
on ion
KLZ. pane'
W. S. MAUGHAM
Signs CBS-TV Contrac
W. SOMERSET MAUGHAM, Brit
ish author, signed his first televi
sion contract last Thursday in NeA
York at a news conference whic!
calls for him to act as host-com
mentator on a network televisio:
series. Teller of Tales, sponsors
by Tintair (Bymart Inc.).
Program starts Oct. 18 on 4
CBS-TV stations, Wednesday, £
9:30 p.m., and vidll feature adapta
tions
of Mr.
own byshoi
stories.
ShowMaugham's
is packaged
th
John E. Gibbs Co. Cecil & Pres
brey. New York, is the agencj
Tintair also sponsors Frank Sir
atra on a radio show soon to stai
on CBS.
CBS-TV BUILDING
Gets New

Facilitie

CBS has estimated a productio
cost reduction of about 10 to 15";
through the acquisition of a fivs
story former garage at 403-415 I
76 St., New York, to be used fc
scenery and stage prop storage an
rehearsal halls.
Saving will result, CBS believe I
because it will be able to stoi
complete sets to be used at an J
time in the future, rather than rei
and build a set each time one
needed.
INSULINE Corp. of America has i
sued condensed 36-page catalog d
scribing complete line of radio-T
components now being distributed 1
corporation.

Telecasting
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Where

hair-line

ACCURACY

counts..

At Transfilm Incorporated, where animated motion pictures and slide films are
produced in volume, hair-line accuracy is of utmost importance. Inevitably, this
leading commercial film company selected Maurer as the 16 mm. camera that best
supplies this vital quality.
In Maurer VERSATILITY they found accurate registration of each individual frame,
along with precise high-power focusing and large clear direct-through-the-lens
viewing.
In Maurer DEPENDABILITY they found consistently accurate performance under all
conditions, insured by years of rigorous testing by top industry technicians.
And in Maurer EXCLUSIVE FEATURES, such as the 235° dissolving shutter, they
found fast accurate changes of exposure while shooting.
Because it meets so many varied needs, more and more producers like Transfilm
are turning to the Maurer 16 mm. as the ideal camera for every phase of professional motion picture production.
For details on these and other exclusive Maurer features, write

INC.
37-01 31st Street, Long Island City 1, Nev/ York
850 South Robertson, Blvd., Los Angeies 35, California

elecaatins

• BROADCASTING

The Maurer 16 mm., designed specifically for professional use, is equipped
with precision high-power focusing and
the finest view-finder made. Standard
equipment includes: 235 dissolving
shutter, automatic fade control, viewfinder, sunshade and filter holder, one
400 foot gear-driven film magazine, a
60-cycle 115-volt synchronous motor,
one 8-frame hondcrank, power coble
and a lightweight carrying case.

maurer

CABIE ADDRESS:
JAMAURER
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Color Decision Imminent
(Continued from page 56)

observers saw as a clue to FCC's
possible reaction to Mr. Galvin's
request — "or if assurances are not
received from a sufficient number
of manufacturers concerning their
plans for incorporating bracket
standards in their receivers, the
Commission will not feel free to
postpone a decision, for every day
that passes would aggravate the
compatibility problem. In that
event, a final decision would be issued adopting the CBS color standards."
Meanwhile, Dr. E. W. Engstrom,
vice president in charge of research,
RCA Labs, and Dr. W. R. G. Baker,
vice president of General Electric
Co., which has announced a frequency-interlace color system since
FCC's hearing closed, reiterated
opposition to the adoption of an
incompatible system.
Dr. Engstrom, in a speech Thursday in Minneapolis, said an FCC
decision for an incompatible system
would be "unjustifiable" and would
"react unfavorably on the growth
of color television."
Considers 'Today'
Speaking at an alumni dinner of
the U. of Minnesota's Institute of
Technology, at which he was also
given an award for outstanding
achievement for pioneering in television research, Dr. Engstrom said
FCC's Sept. 1 Color Report "looks
principally at 'today,' giving little
"
for 'tomorrow.'
thought
He continued
:
The public interest cannot be
served by adopting an inferior, incompatible system now, simply to be
doing something now. To do this on
the speculation and hope that a permanent ceiling will not have been
thus placed on the progress of color
television, rather than to give the
new and superior system on opportunity to prove its potentialities, is
unjustifiable . . .
It is compatibility that makes it
economically practical for the broadcaster and the sponsor to broadcast in
color their choice programs in choice
time as soon as standards for a
compatible system are approved. . . .
The choice of an incompatible, lowdefinition system means unnecessary
expense to every receiver user and
without compensating gain. What apRADIO and TV STATIONS
Profits Depend on
Efficient Personnel
Out Graduates ore
Checked fot
Ability and Enthusiasm
Appearance and Personality
Integrity and Showmanship
Trained bv . Network Professionals
Trained to . Do more than one job well
Understand your operational
T'ained problems
with
Complete TV and Radio
Commercial Equipment
Trained under .
Actual Broadcast Conditions
for Promol Free Service
Call, Write, or Wire
Personnel Division
SCHOOL of RADIO TECHNIQUE
316 West 57 St.. N. Y. • PLaza 7 321?
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pears to be the choice of the FCC
confronts the American people with
a serious problem and somehow your
views should be heard in this matter. . . .
Dr. Baker, in a statement
Wednesday at Schenectady, said "I
not only believe it is not necessary
to adopt any color system now, but
that in the face of military commitments it would be a definite and
costly mistake to do so."
He said he was "still confident
we will have satisfactory color television in the near future. By that
I mean color receivers that the public will want to have in its homes,
at a price the consumer is willing
and able to pay. But it will not be
tomorrow, nor next week, nor next
month, and perhaps not next year."
GE's frequency-interlace color
system, Dr. Baker said, has
achieved considerable success in
solving what has been one of color's
major obstacles — that of putting
"into the same frequency bandwidth
used for black-and-white, three
times as much information as is
now sent in the black-and-white
channel." He continued:
Color television, as hard hitting
as it will be as an advertising medium,
is in reality nothing more than a
refinement of what is presently available. . . . Just how costly [adoption
of a color system now] might prove
is clear to all, I believe, when you
realize that vital time for research,
development, and perfection of electronic devices urgently needed for
our military preparation would be
lost if manufacturers are forced to
spend thousands of engineering manhours now in the development of new
television receivers, transmitters, and
studio equipment."

WOl-TV TIME
Airs 63 Hours Weekly
IOWA STATE A & M College's
video station, WOI-TV Ames, is
on the air with a 63-hour weekly
schedule of network and local programming for an estimated 18,295
sets in the Des Moines-Ames area,
Richard B. Hull, Iowa State College radio and television director,
announced last week.
WOI-TV went on the air Sept.
30 with a nine-hour daily schedule,
from 2 until 11 p.m. Although the
station is carrying a heavy load of
commercial network shows (about
800/), this "in no way alters our
goals in the public service and
educational fields," Mr. Hull said.
WOI-TV is continuing to evaluate and explore methods for using
television for education "in a broad
sense," Mr. Hull explained, outlining three specific areas: (1)
"telecasting of the highest type
educational, cultural and entertainment programs for rural and urban
audiences, (2) using the station as
a training ground for advanced
students of programming and engineering, and (3) using it as an experimental station in cooperation
with all departments of the college for production of quality farm,
homemaking and public service
shows."

For Asks
Delay FC
Zenith
PHONEVISION

TEST

ZENITH RADIO CORP. has asked the FCC to postpone the startin;?:
date of the Phonevision test in Chicago one month, to Nov. 1, because
the firm does not have "enough good film to conduct the test properlyi
for 90 days." This was the first admission of Zenith and its president,
Comdr. Eugene F. McDonald Jr., ★•
.
that the motion picture industry
appraisal
and not
evaluation."
Television,
Phonevision, is
has blocked successfully Zenith's
the theatre-owners "dangerous
efforts to book top Hollywood films
for Phonevision.
competition," said Comdr. McDonald in citing the "adamant oppo
Comdr. McDonald said his second
sition" heretofore shown by the
reason for seeking postponement
owners. He said he had been told
was "an abrupt change in the situaby people in the motion picture intion," which occurred recently when
dustry that refusal to rent films ii
Leonard H. Goldenson, president
many
cases
stemmed from opposiof United Paramount Theatres, retion by theatre owners. However,
leased aletter to Spyros Skouras,
Goldenson's letter has changed
president of 20th Century-Fox, rec- "Mr.
ommending that movie films be this situation. He has let it be
made available for the test of dol- known that he, as head of one of
lar-in-the-slot television.
the nation's leading theatre organizations, wants Zenith supplied with
Mr. Goldenson, said the Zenith
enough motion pictures to make
president, "was the first major theatre operator to publicly agree that
there should be a real test of this a real test."
Comdr. McDonald said "it is the
Phonevision in the interest of all." public that should be permitted tc
Refuse Film
judge whether they shall be able
"Most" of the major motion pic- to see fine motion pictures by payture companies had refused to rent at-home television. They cannot
Zenith film for the test, depriving
judge, and express their decision,
"us of the type and variety of unless they have the opportunity
features we need to make it truly during this 90-day test to pay oi
representative," Mr. McDonald
not to pay to see representative
said. The test, FCC-approved, was
to have started in Chicago Oct. 1, films in their homes."
Zenith, therefore, has resumed
with films going to 300 Phonevision-equipped houses selected as negotiations "with some of the
typical of the population by a research bureau at the U. of Chicago.
major producers."
Television and telephone installations were completed before the KTLA STUDIOS
Oct. 1 date, and test transmissions
Leases Melvan Theatre
from the Zenith video transmitter
atop the Field Bldg. were called
KTLA (TV) Hollywood has leased
"excellent"
by the company presi- the 1,000-seat Melvan Theatre,
dent.
corner of Melrose and Van Ness
"Recent developments," in the Aves., Hollywood, at a reported
price of $2,500 for use of the
opinion of Comdr. McDonald, "make
physical properties, plus $625 rent
it seem likely that by Nov. 1 we
will have available a true cross monthly. The building, renamed
KTLA Studio Theatre, is less than
section of Hollywood's feature proastudios
block and
from will
the station's
main
be channelled
In the letter Mr. Goldenson sent
ductions."
to
Mr. Skouras and other motion
directly
through the station's master control.
picture producers, he said he disExpanded stage and camera
agreed as to the "feasibility and
economic value" of Phonevision, but platforms have been installed, with
he hoped enough films would be a theatre projection booth and all
available for the test "so that all equipment retained to serve as an
additional film studio. Space adwho are interested in the matter
jacent to the projection booth is to
will have the results for proper
be utilized as a control room. The
station plans to move most of the
audience participation shows into
RTMA Chairmen Named
the theatre, with several new shows
CHAIRMEN of three committees
that will require a large audience
were named last week by Robert D. planned for showing there.
Sprague,
president
of Radio-Television Mfrs.
Assn. Harry
A. Ehle,
International Resistance Co., was
NEW annex, adjacent to main building, housing workshop and storage
named chairman of the Town Meetspace for sets and art materials,
ings Committee, handling training
added at WAAM (TV) Baltimore.
programs. A. K. Ward, RCA, was
named chairman, and Sidney Harman, David Bogen Co., vice chairlESISTOaS T. PARTS
AN Conn COIIS
IC EQUIPMEN
man of the School Equipment
ELECTRON
SMOCK MIS,
RELAYS
BINDING
POSTS CONTROLS
APCi
l«f
Committee. E. W. Merriman, Allen
CABLE
CRYSTALS SOCKETS
SOLENOIDS
CAPACITOaS
fllTEIS
B. DuMont Labs, was named chairCERAMICONS FUSES
SPAGHETTI
CERAMICS
HAIDWARE SWITCHES
man and A. T. Alexander, Motorola
CHOKES
llNOBS
CIR axis POTENTIOMTIS
Inc., vice chairman of the RTMA
Service Committee.
niVgr^a^generaTcoip.
33«CAN»ISI N.r C
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In Chicago
IRAGUSA

HITS

FCC

Address

CAUSE of FCC's recent ruling on color television in which it at(npts to force the adoption by the industry of a non-compatible sys^l, the American public would lose 95% of the present $3 billion
has invested in home TV receivers.
This was voiced Sept. 29 by Ross
Siragusa, president of Admiral
rp., in an address before the such thing as invention by decree."
By the Commission's ruling, he
itional Assn. of Furniture Manusaid, viewers who wanted to re^turers at Chicago's Edgewater
ceive only black and white televiach Hotel [Broadcasting, Oct.
sion would be compelled to pay a
. He declared that compatibility,
substantial premium to continue to
jiich would enable the reception
receive
black and white from a
black and white pictures from
color telecast.
lor telecasts, "was nowhere in
He also criticized the FCC's dea picture" when the FCC ruled
favor of the CBS system on
lay in lifting the TV "freeze."
pt. 1.
Pointing out that the delay is depriving alarge part of the country
'Following its ruling, Mr. Siraof television, he said the Commissa said, the Commission, "with
sion has been considering the matthe subtlety of an order from
ter for more than two years and
9 Kremlin," asked manufacturers
modify their sets, within 30 "if the gestation period goes on
much longer, the public may deys, so that they would be command a caesarean."
tible with the CBS system. Un;s manufacturers did this, he
id, the Commission said it would
mediately adopt the CBS system
standard.
7i/m
JQ^Qyiott
Both at the time of the FCC
ling and now there was no set
existence which would meet the
unmission's requirements, he APEX Electrical Mfg. Co., Cleveland, has prepared an advertising
id. The Commission's move, he
clared, was "as complicated and program featuring movie shorts
practical as trying to convert
and television films with 13 film
,6 gasoline engines in 10 million
and six 20-second televitomobiles now in service to char- playlets
sion films available to Apex dealers
al burners."
throughout the country. Entire cost
of producing the films was paid by
Cost Prohibitive
Apex.
& Fewsmith,
Stating that while it could be ClevelandMeldrum
agency, prepared the
ne in the laboratory, to do it in material
under direction of Frank
le field would be both impracS.
Ryan,
Apex advertising mankal from operating results and
ager, and the films were produced
tterly prohibitive from the
by Alexander Film Co., Colorado
andpoint of cost," he observed.
Springs, Col.
'"It is my opinion," Mr. Sira^ if. if.
>sa continued, "that of the 10
illion sets which will be in servJohnny Yuhasz, independent moby the end of the year, not
tion picture producer-writer, starting video corporation to produce
"cth will
ever
be
made
compatible
the Columbia system. It will two dramatic program series. One,
titled Rogues Relics, has mystery
better and cheaper for these
format. Actor Clifton Webb or
ftial supporters of the television
George Sanders slated to handle
dustry to content themselves with
leading role. Negotiations for sponack and white programs broadst under present standards, or
sorship underway with three national firms reportedly interested
they want color, junk their presin package.
.c sets and make heavy investfents all over again. There is no
Louis G. Snader, president of
Snader Telescriptions, Hollywood,
will release the first of a series of
three to three and a half minute
ATLAS FILM CORPORATION
films for TV Nov. 1. He reports
960 open-end shows will be completed within the next year, at the
ESTABLISHED 1913
rate of 20 a week. Films are available on 16 and 35mm prints, with
sound, and feature such stars as
Peggy Lee, Tex Ritter, The King
CREATORS and PRODUCERS
Sisters, Mel Torme and the King
of
Cole Trio.
TELEVISION COMMERCIALS
i
1111 SOUTH BOULEVARD
Oak Park, Illinois
CAGa:
lelecasting

AUSTIN 7-B6ZO

FORTY television stations throughout
country now carry .f^^ KTTV (TV)
Hollywood Televisiort Newsreel, Cameraman Charles de Doria's films of
Korean fighting, station reports. Cameraman has been filming battle almost
since its begininng for KTTV syndication.

• BROADCASTING

SEVEN past presidents of the Society of Television Engineers joined in
celebration of STE's 10th anniversary at a recent banquet in Hollywood.
L to r: Harry Lubcke, Don Lee Television; Cameron Pierce, KECA-TV Los
Angeles; Phil Caldwell, ABC-TV; Ed Hayes, Hughes Aircraft; H. E. Blatterman
and Curtis Mason, KFI-TV Los Angeles; Larry Borgeson, RCA.
Media Expansion
(Continued from page 56)
despite
thethrough
high cost
of sets. rapid
"Radio went
a similar
development, and in 25 years grew
from nothing to acceptance today
in more than 95'' c of all American
homes," he recalled. TV's growth
is much quicker, he added.
Television on a completely national scale should catch up with
radio in the number of homes
reached "not sometime in 1955 as
originally pi-edicted, but long before that — the latter part of 1953
might be a reasonable guess," according to Mr. Donaldson.
He cited figures based on a quiz
of 213 sales managers to indicate
that a dramatized program, appealing to both eye and ear, was
eight times as effective as an oral
message in getting over the same
sales point.
Using estimates of Jan. 1, 1951,
TV ownership, he showed figures (see chart) indicating that
5691: of all American homes will
lie within range of a TV station,
with 34% of these homes actually
owning TV sets or 19% of all U. S.
homes.
Just a few days ago, he noted,
NBC revised its estimates to indicate 41% instead of 34% of all
homes in TV areas having TV sets
next Jan. 1, or 23% instead of
HOME EQUIPMENT
TV Seen Standard by '60
TELEVISION sets will be among
the standard home equipment
wanted by the average family in
1960, according to Robert P. Gerholz, of Flint, Mich., president of
the National Assn. of Real Estate
Boards.
Mr. Gerholz made the prediction
during the convention banquet of
the Washington Assn. of Realtors
in the Davenport Hotel, Spokane.
He based his statement on the results of an NAREB survey in
which replies from 1,000 realtors
from cities in 47 states and from
the District of Columbia were tabulated.

19% of all U. S. homes.
In line with Assn. of National
Advertisers' campaign to reduce
radio rates because of TV, Mr.
Donaldson said: "It is an established fact that the average television home uses its set to the virtual exclusion of its radio set."
He showed figures on Ford Theatre telecast, with declining cost
perHe home
reached.
concluded
with the statement
that "the growth of television is, in
effect the growth of a might salesman— a saleman which can be used
with most gratifying results."
WITH ADVERTISERS

WHO

TV BEST, IT'S
KNOW
WLW-TELEVISION
Among the smartest buyers of
local advertising media, are retail food advertisers. That's v/hy
it's a real endorsement of
WLW-Television's productivity
to have outstanding food chains
in each of its three cities buying across-the-board daytime
programs . . . Parkviev/ and
Alber's Markets in Cincinnati,
Liberal Markets in Dayton and
Big Bear Markets in Columbus.
That's the case . . . and
that's the reason you should
contact the nearest WLW sales
office about availabilities on
WLW-TELEVISION
— v/ith more viewers than any
station in Cincinnati, Dayton or
Columbus.
WLW-T
CINCINNATI

WLW-D
DAYTON
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WLW-C
COLUMBUS
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color

tv

for

industry!

Now available! The Du Mont tried-and-proved industrial
color television system in a complete, packaged, readyto-operate form. Designed specifically for industrial
applications, the nev/ Du Mont TA-164A Industrial Color
TV System provides bandwidth of 1 8 mc. and picture
resolution of 525 lines. Full high-fidelity color from irght
pastels to deep colors.
Engineered to provide dependable day-in day-out service required by industry, research, medicine, merchandising and countless other fields. Compact, lightweight,
portable units are joined by interconnecting cables utilizing the famous Du Mont "Jiffy" connectors assuring
complete flexibility and the DuMont kind of dependability. May be plugged into power line anywhere.
Operates on 1 1 0-volt 60-cycle AC.
^ DETAILS ON REQUEST

QOMDNr
ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC.
Television Transmitter Division, Clifton, N.l.
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kiPTE MEET
, List Lake Placid Speakers
iiOGRAM topics listed for the
rthcoming 68th semi-annual conii.tion of the Society of Motion
*ture and Television Engineers
l^OADCASTING, Sept. 25] include
!:ineering advances in magnetic
lOrding, sound, film registration
il color photography. The convenji will be held Oct. 16-20 at the
ke Placid Club, Lake Placid,
;Y.
Speakers at the Oct. 18 morning
pion will include: Loren L. Ry;, Paramount Pictures Corp.,
llywood; L. T. Goldsmith,
PTE chairman; G. R. Crane,
ij. Frayne and E. W. Templin,
of Westrex Corp., Hollywood;
H. Ranger, Rangertone Inc.,
vark, N. J.; M. Rettinger, RCA
tor Division, Hollywood.
ubjects to be covered at the
:. 19 afternoon and evening sesis include papers on film regis:;ion and photography and color.
■ following speakers are listed:
Iward Smith, Reeves Sound Studios,
' York;
E. Murray,
Bausch
lb
OpticalA. Co.,
Rochester,
N. Y.;&
L. Carrington, Altec Corp., HoUyd; W. V. Wolfe and W. F. Kelley,
2arch Council Inc., HoUywood; R. P.
a.d; Producers'
Service
Corp.,
HollyG. J. Badgley
and W.
R. Fraser,
al Photographic Center, WashingJ. A. Norling, Loucks & Norling
lios Inc., New York; G. C. Misoner,
20, Binghamton, N. Y.; Karl Freund,
4o Research Corp., Burbank, Calif
Ipcial events planned for the
|-day meeting include a cocktail
ir followed by the annual ban;, dancing and entertainment in
Agora Theatre and sightseeing
s. Reservations are still being
sn directly by the Lake Placid
D, according to William Kunzin, convention vice president.
jstralian Video
'is for the erection of Austrafirst television station have
a called for by the Australian
adeasting Control Board. Extmental in nature, the outlet is
oe built in Sydney. Although
j under the present regulations,
' government monopoly, amend|ts to the Broadcast Control Act
Iexpected to enable commercial
flions to telecast.

WIDE BLANKET COVERAGE,
CONCENTRATED AUDIENCE,
BEST PROGRAM FACILITIES,
AND NOW—
[5000 WATT

OUTPUT

!

'
JOS. WEED & CO.
350 Madison Ave., New York,
Can Tell You More About
C

H

N

ilFAX
DADCASTING

S
NOVA SCOTIA

TV'S NEWS

'SENSE'
Stymied by Economic Factors, Study Finds

TELEVISION has not yet developed its own dimension for news,
partly because station operators
have been unable to bridge the gap
between presentations which appeal
to advertisers and current economic
considerations.
Some TV stations, in fact, have
no news staffs at all and others report they maintain only skeleton
crews.
These findings are among the
conclusions reached in a survey
completed at the U. of Missouri
School of Journalism by Associate
Professor Edward C. Lambert.
The study was based on 61 returns
received from questionnaires sent
to 101 TV stations in operation as
of March 1.
Results of Study
"One of the most surprising results of the study," Prof. Lambert
stated, "was the revelation that 19
of the stations have no news staffs
at all. Eleven stations, or 22%, reported a news staff of only one man
(or his fulltime equivalent). The
average TV newsroom, however,
has two fulltime men and one halftime
Overemploye."
half of the stations in the
news field now employ joint utilization of newsmen in AM, TV and
FM operations, as 64% of the answering stations are affiliated with
either an AM or FM outlet, he
noted.
Station executives returning
completed questionnaires were
about evenly divided as to whether
economy was "severely limiting"
their news expansion, according to
the survey. Forty-four percent
said they were plagued by financial
considerations; 41% reported no
economic limitations; and 15% did
not answer the question.
Those citing a "financial pinch"
feel that the economic problem is
the "worst hurdle," and that "there
would be only small problems to
face in giving really effective TV
news coverage if the cost factor
could be economically solved."
Most of the respondents, Prof.
KFBI Fa rm Day
KFBI Wichita, Kan., and its
farm director, Lester Weatherwax, brought state and
local recognition to the outlet's recently sponsored
"Farm Soil Conservation
Day" when more than 2,000
farmers visited a farm to see
productive miracles, through
conservation, about which
Mr. Weatherwax had been
telling them. Speakers at the
event included Governor
Frank Carlson; Hale Bondurant, KFBI manager, and
Dr. H. H. Bennett, chief of
U. S. Soil Conservation Service. The Bennett talk was
transcribed and portions of it
later used on ABC's American Farmer program.

• Telecasting

Lambert reported, have indicated
they would like to offer "more substantial fare" but are "at a loss as
to ho w it can be done in a manner
that is both appealing to the viewers and j'et inexpensive enough to
attract sponsors." Only a few expressed doubt as to the value of
TV news presentation.
Prof. Lambert quoted Con O'Dea,
news and special events director,
ABC Central Division, in summing
up what he called a "general atti"I do not believe that anyone, as
yet, has solved the problem of
presenting news on TV. The man
tude."can solve that problem will
who
become a rich man over night."
Philip Lasky, vice president and
general manager of KPIX (TV)
San Francisco, felt that "television
will no doubt develop its 'news
sense' as it grows, and as inexpensive techniques are developed . . .
it is likely that the public will come
to depend on this new medium for
itsThenews
information."
Lambert
study reported further
that only two of the stations which
filed replies carry no news programs.
The breakdown: 18 (30%) offer two per
day; 15 (25%), one per day; 11 (18%)
three daily; 4 (8%) four daily. Other
individual stations schedule between
five and nine each day.
Prof. Lambert, who conducts an
advanced course in TV, qualified

his findings with the reminder that
stations reporting no newsrooms
either use commercial newsreels or
take network news shows. In fact,
he found that 60% of reporting
stiticns said they use commercial
reels,, presenting combined newscasts with addition of stills or motion pictures.
Over half (54^>) of the nation's
TV stations, according to the survey, apparently do not feel that
on-the-spot telecasts will supplant
fi'm coverage of disasters and
ot^-^er unforeseen events, at least
within the next five years. But
the majority (60%) do utilize remote pickups for coverage of major events on a planned basis.
Little Conformity
Additionally, there is little conformity as yet as to type of news
presentations. Prof. Lambert
found, pointing to one finding that
there is almost no type of news
program that does not require
some sort of aural explanation. He
cited these statistics:
33% of news announcers present
news with their scripts visible; 28%
adlib news; 18% use a script out of
range,
and are15%useduse byonly
interviews
54%, notes.
while Live
18%
prefer filmed interviews.
Other findings uncovered by the
Lambert survey:
16% of newsmen now employed in TV
stations were hired directly from journalism schools; 42% were formerly
employed by radio news departments
and 24% by newspapers; 9% in photography; 3% in newsreels and dramatics.

TRIBUNE TOWER
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
Represenfad Nafionally by Burn-Smith
October 9, 1950
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Radio-TV
EXCESS

Ask Tax Relief

PROFIT

For 'Base Period'
EXCESS PROFIT problem which tax experts on Capitol Hill are studying is that of business firms, such as radio and television station licensees,
who operated on the red side of the profit ledger during most of the
so-called "base period."
*
Question already has been posed
"base period."
If or
the contracted
firm inby some broadcasters as to their
creased its business
status. During World War II, the for increased capacity during the
base period of earnings took in the period, it was permitted to average
years 1936-1939 and presumably
the new excess profits tax law will its base period on a modified "hightake into account the years 1947est figure."
Such
a provision, according to
1949. However, the latter years
the tax staff, is contemplated for
make up the period when many
inclusion
in the new excess profits'
radio and TV stations, particularly
recommendation.
TV, were struggling to get on a
That report is expected to be
sound economic basis.
ready for study by the House Ways
Thus, broadcasters argue: What
& Means Committee and the Senhappens when such a "low profit"
ate Finance Committee by Nov. 27
or "no profit" percentage base is when Congress is scheduled to reconvene. The new bill would be
compared with perhaps a "high
profit" percentage base says in retroactive to July 1 or Oct. 1, 1950.
1949? Will the balancing of figures
A resolution to that effect was
lower the entire base percentage
included in the "interim" tax bill
figure?
(HR 8920) which passed Congress
Tax experts with the Joint Comlast month [Broadcasting, Sept.
mittee on Internal Revenue & Taxa4]. It has been signed by the Presition in Washington have an andent.
swer (tentative and subject to
change in the working out of deWould Add $4.5 Billion
tails).
Designed to add some $4.5 bilThey say that the Internal Relion in revenue to help pay for
venue Code of 1939 (Sec. 722), as
U.
S.
defense, including the Korean
amended by the Internal Revenue
situation, the bill also contained
Act of 1942 (for excess profits) , provisions to levy a 10% federal
excise tax on TV sets on the manucontained a "relief provision." This
provision applied to business firms
facturing level.
getting started during the so-called
Other features : Imposes tax on
profit making business enterprises
of certain educational institutions
(including their commercial radioTV stations) ; boosts corporation
income taxes from which the govW
E
R
D
ernment would gain some $1.5 billion a year; permits certain special
tax incentives as encouragement
Atlanta
to industry retooling for defense
production; increases income taxes;
860 Kcs
1,000 Watts
sidetracks proposed tax on cooperatives.
If the present plan on the excess
profit is followed it may mean that
THE shortest route to the
hearts and ears of 200,000
a "lame duck" Congress will be
Negroes in the Greater Atwriting tax legislation — which is
an unusual procedure but safer
lanta Trading Area
politically.
According to the Hooper Radio
Audience Index for June, 8 A.M.
to 12 Noon . . .
BURNETT EXPANDS
Network Station A
INDEPENDENT WERD

IW
17.5%

Network Station B
Network Station C

^^.H
13.0%

WERD, America's first and only
Negro owned radio station, offers
YOU the lowest "cost per thousand" in the ATLANTA AREA , . .
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE:
Interstate United Newspapers, Inc.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT
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Dodge To Radio-TV Staff
LEO BURNETT Co., Chicago, expands its already extensive radio
and TV operations with the addition of Frank Dodge as production
manager in radio and TV in the
New York office. Mr. Dodge, formerly of NBC and CBS, worked
most recently as production coordinator on Arthur Godfrey's staff.
Ed Keil has been transferred
from the radio and TV department
in Chicago to the same department
in New York. William Mcllvain
continues to handle broadcasting facilities and business matters in
New York. In the Los Angeles
branch, Wallace Ruggles and Alene
Butcher have been hired to assist
Broadcasting Manager Wendell
Williams.

HERALDING WEBC Duluth's "bright
new approach" to Duluth and Superior listeners with new program innovations, WEBC's new staff personalities. Ranee Valentine (I) and
Mark Sheeler, picket the studios on
behalf of "Old Man Gloom."
MILLIONAIRE CLUB
WKY Staffer Starts Plan
TAKING his cue from a recent
article in True magazine. Sportscaster Jim Hughes of WKY Oklahoma City has started to enlist
members in his own "700 Millionaire Club." The article claimed
that 700 Oklahoma millionaires
support the U. of Oklahoma
football players.
Deciding to go the magazine one
better, Mr. Hughes also is making
room for Oklahoma A. & M. in
forming his club. Fearing that the
A. & M. team may become choked
up with jealousy at the sight of
the Sooners fioating in oil wealth,
he wants the Aggies to have an
equal
of "millionaire"
backers, number
too.
Mr. Hughes has invited football
fans to send in letters, accompanied by 25 cents, naming the
football player they believe is most
entitled to his own oil well. Aggie
fans are to nominate Aggie players, 0. U. fans are to nominate
Sooners. The A. & M. player and
the O. U. player receiving the most
nominations in the first 700 letters
from each school's backers, will receive oil wells of their own —
trophies with gilded oil derricks.

L. A, CHARITIES
Unified Drive Opens Oct. 7
OPENING CAMPAIGN of RadiTelevision-Recording Charities Int.
Los Angeles, non-profit organization formed to combine all charity
demands in radio, television and'
allied fields into one unified drive,
will be launched officially Oct. 18,
it was announced last week at a
special news conference.
Charities covered by the organization include American Cancer
Society, American
Heart Assn.,
Community Chest of Los Angeles
area, American Red Cross, March
of Dimes, Sister Kenny Foundf
tion, YMCA of Los Angeles areAdditional charities will be adde
from time to time.
Patterned after the Motion Picture Permanent Charities Committee which has functioned successfully for the past several years
in the Los Angeles area, the group
will cover those in the following
industries : Radio, television, re
cording and allied fields, artistmanagers, business agents, rad:
and TV schools and audience sui
vey companies, advertising agencies and unions.
Group has its headquarters at
1549 N. Vine St. Burt Zinn is
executive director. Oflncers are
Sidney N. Strotz, recently resigned
as NBC administrative vice president, president; Larry Shea, president. Artists & Products Services,
vice president; Donn Tatum, vice
president and legal counsel, Don
Lee network, secretary; Wayne
Tiss, vice president in charge
Hollywood office, BBDO, treasurer.
Charles S. Drone
CHARLES SISSON DRANE, 61
vice president in charge of advertising of Plough Inc., Memphis
manufacturer and international
distributor of drug products and
cosmetics, died Sept. 25 in Battle
Creek Sanitarium, Battle Creek.
Mich., after a long illness. He had
been connected with Plough Inc^

for 20 years.
is survived by his* ^
widow
and fourHe sisters.
MORE than 30 stations of Quakei
network will air campaign speechesoriginating at key station, WFIL
Philadelphia. Network is state wide

'*TOPS IH SPOTS"
Coniact
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Atlanta
Baltimore
San Francisco
Los Angeles
New York
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MEET
PDA
WAB Discusses Surveys
:COMMENDATIONS on sales
i coincidental survey policies
re made at the three day annual

of Canada'sat
28-30,
Sept. of
jeting, Assn.
'sstern
Broadcasters
ip Hotel Palliser, Calgary. DirecI s from the WAB will place the
! ommendations before the annual
Ifeting of the Canadian Assn. of
iDadcasters at Quebec next Feb|ry.
WAB recommended, after
s discussion, that the Bureau of
badcast Measurement, Toron1 take over the supervision and
Ininistration of coincidental tele!j>ne surveys.
These are now
^[idled by private organizations,
iJ BBM is an organization set
[■; by the broadcasters, advertisll agencies and advertisers,
jiVAB also asked the CAB sales
K'isory committee to study the
,t and most practical methods of
lintaining fair practices and
; Indards throughout the industry.
■|s resulted from a discussion on
[ per inquiry system of some
jio advertisers.
ijt was also suggested that a
lilies of programs be produced to
I listeners the importance of
ji*rately-owned
broadcasting
Jis, and the work
they do stafor
flir communities.
IVestern Canadian broadcast sta•h technicians and engineers are
'have their own annual meetings
ij.ceforth, it was unanimously
fided during the final day ses'iis of the WAB annual meetij, with stations expected to
'knee the annual gatherings so
ftt engineers could exchange
;Ws on operation and develop-

Winnipeg was presented to the
WAB meeting, thanking the broadcasters for their generous services
during this year's Winnipeg and
Manitoba floods and for the $985,000 raised by the radio stations for
the Manitoba Flood Relief Campaign.
Low

Power

FM

FURTHER assist to noncommercial, educational FM radio was
offered by FCC fortnight ago in reporting proposed rules to allow
remote operation of FM transmitters of 10 w power or less. FCC
indicated the present requirement
that a licensed operator be present
at the transmitter may preclude
many institutions from entering
the educational radio field. The
Commission concluded, however,
that since the 10 w transmitter
operations are very efficient and of
such low voltage remote operation under certain conditions should
be permitted. Comment on the
FCC's proposal must be filed by
Nov.
13. 3 and replies thereto by Nov.

Statement of The Ownership, Management, Circulation, etc., Required by the Acts of Congress of August 24, 1912,
as amended by Acts of
March 3, 1933, and
July 2, 1946
Of Broadcasting-Telecasting, published
weekly, at Washington, D, C, for October
9, 1950.
District of Columbia — ss.
Before me, a notary public in and for
the District aforesaid, personally appeared
Maurice H. Long, who having been duly
sworn according to law, deposes and says
that
he is the business
Bro.adcasting-Telex;asting
and manager
that the offollowing
is, to the best of his knowledge and belief,
a true statement of the ownership, management,licationcirculation,
etc. ofshown
the aforesaid
pubfor the date
in the above
caption, required by the Act of August 24,
1912, as amended by the Act of March 3, 1933,
July 2, 1946, embodied in section 537,
4p.fits.
A. Rawlinson, president of and
Postal Laws and Regulations :
jfBI Prince Albert, Sask., was
1. That the names and addresses of the
,^ted president. He is also a di- publisher, editor, managing editor, and
-tor of the Canadian Assn. of business manager are:
Publisher and Editor — Sol Taishoff,
rjadcasters. WAB directors
Washington, D. C.
:ted were F. H. Elphicke,
Managing
D. C. Editor — Art King, Washington,
jWX Vancouver; H. G. Love,
Business Manager — Maurice H. Long,
Washington, D. C.
3N Calgary, and Wm. Speers,
RC Winnipeg.
2. That the
owned bymust
a cor-be
on, itsowner
name is:
and(If address
|l resolution from the City of stated and poratialso
immediately thereunder the
names and addresses of stockholders owning or holding 1 per cent or more of total
amount of stock. If not owned by a corporation, the names and addresses of the
individual owners must be given. If owned
by a firm, company, or other unincorporated
concern, its name and address, as well as
those of each individual member, must be
given.)
Broadcasting Publications, Inc., Washington, D. C. ; Sol Taishoff, Washington,
D. C. ; Betty Tash Taishoff, Washington, D. C.
3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders owning
or holding 1 per cent or more of total
amount curities
of are:bonds,
mortgages
or other
se(If there
are none,
so state.)
None.
4. That the two paragraphs next above,
giving the names of the owners, stockholders, and security holders, if any, contain not only the list of stockholders and
security holders as they appear upon the
books of the company but also, in cases
where the stockholder or security holder
appears upon the books of the company as
trustee or in any other fiduciary relation,
the name of the person or corporation for
whom such trustee is acting, is given; also
that the said two paragraphs contain statementsasembracing
full knowledge
and belief
to theaffiant's
circumstances
and conditions under which stockholders and security holders who do not appear upon the
OADCASTING
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HUGH M. P. Higgins (center), recently appointed director of Broadcast Advertising Bureau, chats with
his luncheon guests, Lewis H. Avery
(i), president of Avery-Knodel Inc.,
station representative firm, and Frank
E. Pellegrin, vice president. Transit
Radio Inc. Messrs. Avery and Pellegrin are onetime directors of BAB's
predecessor, the Broadcast Advertising Dept. of NAB.
books of the company as trustees, hold
stock and securities in a capacity other
than that of a bonafide owner; and this
affiant has no reason to believe that any
other person, association, or corporation
has any interest direct or indirect in the
said stock, bonds, or other securities than
as so stated by him.
5. That the average number of copies of
each issue of this publication sold or distributed, through the mails or otherwise,
to paid subscribers, during the twelve
months preceding the date shown above is
15,355.
Maurice H. Long.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this
4th day of October, 1950. Minnie Jacobs,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
(My commission expires November 14, 1951.)
SOUTHWEST

MULTIPLEX
FM
Rules Change Asked
MULTIPLEX Development Corp.,
New York, which has reported successful testing of multiplex FM
operations using the facilities of
the former WGYN (FM) New
York [Broadcasting, Aug. 14,
Sept. 25], has petitioned FCC to
amend its rules to allow multiplexing of aural and other programs
in addition to the presently authorized limited facsimile multiplexing.
Since a rule-making proceeding
would be involved, it is believed
the Commission may be inclined to
review the entire FM field relating
to transitcasting, storecasting etc.
and the various proposals now before FCC. Muzak Corp. petitioned
FCC for authorization of its subscription FM plan a fortnight ago
[Broadcasting, Sept. 11, 18].
Multiplex
requests
authorization of unlimited
multiplexing
by
FM stations of facsimile and various aural services with standards
calling for no degradation of the
regular FM program below 15,000
cycles. Great potential aid to civil
defense was cited as well as frenew revenue forquency
FM conservation
outlets. and
Petition
was
filed by Seymour Erieger and
Norman Jorgensen, Washington radio counsel.
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WBT OBJECTIONS
NLRB Recommendations Hit
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AS NBC's Cavalcade of An^rica celebrates the start of its 16th year on the
air, W. A. Hart (center), advertising director. The duPont Co. (sponsor),
passes the cake following the "John Yankee" broadcast, to (I to r): Basil
Rathbone, star of "John Yankee"; Arthur Pryor Jr., BBDO head of radio
and television; Harold L. Blackburn, BBDO account executive, and Maurice
Collette, head of the duPont account for BBDO.
FREEDOM WEEK
Montgomery Opens Crusade
CRUSADE for Freedom Week in
New York City opened last week
with a broadcast over 14 city radio
stations of a call for enrollees, in
the drive against Communist prop-

aganda, by Robert Montgomery,
radio commentator and screen star,
and the broadcast of a special recording of the ringing of the 10-ton
Freedom Bell which symbolizes the
Crusade.
Objectives of the campaign,
which is nation-wide, are to secure
millions of American signatures on
Freedom Scrolls, and to raise funds
for expansion of Radio Free Europe, whose daily broadcasts are
now aimed at counteracting Communist propaganda behind the Iron
Curtain. The New York City Crusade for Freedom will continue
until United Nations' Day, Oct.
24, when for the first time the
Freedom Bell will be rung from the
city hall of Berlin. Special programs over seven New York radio
stations are planned. General Lucius D. Clay, former U. S. military
governor in Germany, heads the
Crusade.
LEGION AWARDS
Auxiliary Cites 3 Shows
THREE network programs have
been named to receive the American Legion Auxiliary's 1950 radio
awards which will be presented
during the 30th annual Legion convention in Los Angeles.
Announced by Mrs. William
Kashman of Hartford, Conn., national radio chairman of the auxiliary, the awards will go to Cavalcade of America, sponsored Tuesday on NBC by E. L du Pont de
Nemours & Co.; Lux Radio Theatre, presented Monday over CBS
by Lever Bros., and The Telephone
Hour, presented Monday over NBC
by the Bell Telephone System.
INAUGURATION of series of educational broadcasts over WBUR (FM)
Boston U.'s outlet, helped by presence of 350 Massachusetts educators,
Sept. 29.
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OBJECTIONS to a trial examiner's
recommendations that WBT Charlotte, N. C, reinstate 9 of 10 technicians it dismissed last year during the heat of its dispute with
IBEW Local 1229— and to other
preliminary findings — have been
filed with the National Labor Relations Board by legal counsel for
Jefferson Standard Broadcasting
Co., licensee of the station.
The exceptions to recommendations of Examiner Alba Martin
[Broadcasting, Sept. 4, Aug. 28],
it was understood, sharply protested :
(1) All reinstatements on grounds
the
employes
had made
and
Improper"
references
to the "false
company.
(2) fused
Finding
that
station
had
"reto bargain" after April 30, 1950.
(3) Charge
that the the
company
"restrained and coerced"
technicians
by giving them
"unsatisfactory" with
endorsements in its communications
FCC.
Referred to Handbills
The WBT brief, filed Sept. 22,
apparently referred in part to
handbills allegedly distributed by
the technicians, which described
WBTV (TV) video operations as
"second-class" and which contained other adverse comments.
Charles Crutchfield, vice president
and general manager of WBT-AMFM and WBTV, previously had
charged that the employes had done
their "best to tear down and bankIn ruptitsour business."
brief, filed by the law
firm of Prince & Blakeney, the
company claimed that it dismissed
the men "for cause" ; that the trial
examiner "erred" in charging it
with "unfair labor practices" for
discharging them; that it had not
"refused" to bargain with the
union since April 30, 1950, and
that the original complaint was
"vague and indefinite" and should
have been dismissed.
WBT said it was not obliged to
bargain with IBEW after April 30
on grounds that the union had lost
its
majority status for pi'oper representation.
With respect to Sterling Hicks,
IBEW Local business manager and
station technician, who was convicted of a "misdemeanor" involv-

MORE

^>
ON

ing charges of conspiracy t<i||
dynamite the station's transmitting tower, the station maintained
it had "good grounds" for giving j
him an "unsatisfactory" technical
endorsement. Furthermore, the
station questioned whether Mr.
Martin should have ruled on the
Hicks phase since it had not been
included in the original complaint.
Mr. Martin did not recommend
reinstatement for Mr. Hicks, unless
his conviction should be reversed,
but suggested the station review
his technical qualifications and so
advise the FCC as to its endorsement.
KNUZ

Aids SPCA

TO help the local SPCA
Shelter find homes for "orphaned dogs," KNUZwithHouston, in cooperation
the
National Biscuit Co., has devoted over 10 hours weekly
as a public service. Indicating phenomenal response by
listeners, KNUX reported
finding homes for over 100
dogs since Sept. 1, the date
the feature began.
STEWART TO FCC
In Organization, Methods
ERIC
G. STEWART, formerly
with the Bureau of the Budget, has
been named
by FCC
as planning officer in charge of the Organization and Methods Division. Ht
succeeds Charles Koblentz, who resigned to join the management consulting firm of Booz, Allen &
Hamilton
[Closed Circut, July
31]. Mr. Koblentz, before leaving!
FCC, supervised pre-organizationj
surveys
which Carrier
lead to and
creation
of"
the Common
SafetySpecial Services bureaus.
Three other appointments also
have been announced
by FCC:
Robert W. Cox, budget officer, has
been promoted to assistant executive officer, while Richard Solan,
personnel assistant, has been promoted to administrative assist- .
ant to the executive officer, W. K. ;
Holl.
Sydney L. O'Guin, acting [
chief, named chief of the Atlanta
field
officeCarrier
of the
Commission's
Common
Bureau.
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STURATION
• • •
HAM Rochester, N. Y., sponsorall-out campaign including air,
Ivspaper and direct mail. Twenty
ivspapers ads and direct mail;Ts were built around station's
ial and network newscasts. Pieces of newscasters were used,
liling went to 30,000 telephone
jnes, with additional distribution
sained through Welcome Wagon
gtesses.
RE PREVENTION
WEEK •
i,VDC Washington, Oct. 9-14, will
ladcast all fire alanns reported
District area. When fire comiiy is called out fire alarm headirters will report to station and
{e details. Programs will be inrupted by sound of fire siren;
louncer will then give location
general area of fire, also will
Jng out that week is Fire Pre'ition Week.
lN turnout
• • •
jliW
Ruth Lyons
k herCincinnati's
Morning Matinee
and
''ty Club shows to Columbus for
al "Ruth Lyons Day." Shows
I simulcast over WLWC (TV)
umbus, WXWD (TV) Dayton
'i WLWT (TV) Cincinnati.
j.tinee show was held in down,m theatre, for which reportedly
ir 15,000 listeners sought tickets.
ity Club originated in WLWC
'idios. Police-escorted downtown
jfalcade and visits to hospitals
'y^ton
ipleted
day. Similar
scheduled
for Oct. trip
13. to
:co 'SCOOP'
9 9®
:C0 Minneapolis, Sept. 25,
'rough alertness of Ralph Mofijt, disc jockey, scored local news
hat." Mr. Moffatt noticed amjlances while on his way to
irk, and called WCCO news de^ptment. Following ambulances,
irles Sarjeant and Newscaster
fck Huston found school bus
lich had been forced off highway
[collision with car while en route
Iball game. Six children had been
Bpitalized.
On-the-scene report

premiums
was radioed to station from mobile
unit and used on Cedric Adams
Nighttime News show.
EGG TIMER
• • •
WIBW Topeka, Kan., sends trade
lime green card with three-minute
egg timer attached by brads. Card
reads, in part, "WIBW turns time
into greater sales for you!" Similarities between dependability of
timer and station's programming
are brought out. Card is attached
by which additionel timers, station's availabilities or Dr. Whan's
survey of Kansas radio listening
may be ordered.
PAPER'S SHOW
# • •
KNBC San Francisco, Mapping
the News, Sun., 12:10-12:30 p.m.
Discussion and analysis of week's
news, sponsored by San Francisco
Chronicle. Show is handled by
two members of Chronicle editorial
staff. Gene Forbes and Ed Radenzel. References to maps in Chronicle tie up two media.
POSTCARD
CAMPAIGN
# •
WCOP Boston conducting eightweek postcard campaign, lasting
through October. Photograph
postcards, showing WCOP artists
at work, sent to trade. Back of
each postcard carries simulated
handwritten message from star
pictured on front, urging reader
to make use of station's popularity.
NEW LOCATION
• • O
WTAG Worcester, Mass., Julie 'n'
Johnny. Morning chatter show
now aired from Town Room of
Hotel Sheraton in Worcester. Listeners who write for tickets are
seated in special roped-off section,
and interviewed. Others occupy
remainder of room's 200 seats.
Hotel's guests are invited to take
part in program by cards left in
rooms.
SIMPLE ADDITION
9 • •
MBS sends trade large paper -bound
book containing grey, yellow and
white illustration of "Mister Plus"
from its current campaign. Net-

COMPANY

HOWARD J. McCOLLISTER
PAUL VV. McCOLLISTER, GENERAL MANAGER
Regional Representative
66 ACACIA DRIVE, ATHERTON, CALIF.. DAVENPORT 3-3061
Shows with a Hollywood "Heritage
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Member N-A-B-

CENTENNIAL celebration of Manchester, Iowa, gave Tait Cummins (r), sports
director WMT Cedar Rapids, an opportunity to use this covered wagon.
Wagon had been won by WMT in a CBS March of Dimes contest two years
ago. Banner read, "Follow the Iowa Hawkeyes with Iowa's Favorite Sportscaster Tait Cummins."
LEGIONNAIRE REPORTS •
work's symbol is seen in various
costumes and situations pointing
K S T P - T V Minneapolis, Sun.,
up coverage, low cost, flexibility, 10:15-10:30 p.m. Bob Conn, Cometc. Letter from Robert A. Schmid,
mander of 5th district of American
vice president, typed in form of Legion in Minneapolis, reports on
plus sign, accompanies book.
Korean war, drawing on backHISTORICAL INTERVIEW •
ground of two years in Korea during last war. As well as giving
HOG Panama Sept. 22 interviewed
well integrated reports on current
two direct descendants of Capt.
progress, Mr. Conn inserts items
Bligh and Fletcher Christian,
of interest concerning customs and
habits of Koreans.
famed characters of "Mutiny on
the Bounty."
Manager
Len Capt.
Worcester brought
together
WAER (FM) Syracuse U., educational
outlet, increases power to 1 kw.
Roger Bligh, stationed in Canal
Zone, and Mrs. Verna Christian of
Pitcairn Island who was visiting
zone for medical treatment. Capt.
Bligh presented Mrs. Christian
with copies of "Mutiny" and "Pitcairn Island,"
had ever
read. neither of which she
KDKA CAPSULE
KDKA Pittsburgh mails trade
small folder bearing picture of its
antenna on cover. Inside, under
banner, "Welcome to KDKA," are:
(1) Capsule history of KDKA, giving highlights of important years
from 1916-1922, and (2) sketch
of behind the scene work that goes
into airing 19% hours of programming daily.
REMOTE REMOTES 9 9®
WTMA-AM-FM Charleston, S. C.
Stations went separate ways to
give listeners choice football playby-plays recently. WTMA-AM
journeyed to Miami, Fla., some 650
miles away, to cover game between
Citadel of Charleston, and U. of
Miami. WTMA-FM aired, at same
time, game between Summerville
and Beaufort high schools in Beaufort,er.140 miles from stations'
transmitt
KSL LOCOMOTIVE
• • •
KSL Salt Lake City sends trade
buff and black folder with picture
of locomotive, labeled "KSL," and
engineerphone,holding
on cover. station's
Caption microreads,
"Get Aboard!" Inside, with appropriate illustrations, states that
1 million people wait "at the station (KSL)." Market data and
coverage facts are quoted.
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Respects
(Continued from page i8)
turning point in his radio career,
he might well say: "I left home
for New York and ended up in
Minneapolis" — a statement overlysimplified but literally true.
The WCCO executive was born
in Chattanooga, Tenn., June 21,
1917. His father was employed
in the wood box manufacturing
business in Chattanooga where the
son attended high school.
Young Wilkey cultivated an embryo's interest in the radio art
while still in college. He was instrumental in organizing a radio
unit of six members "four (of
whom) are engaged in the radio
business today. Two are network
announcers and the other is with
a clear channel station in the
south."
At the U. of Chattanooga, Mr.
Wilkey also supplemented his activities with teaching at a military
prep school. When illness struck
him down for a year, he turned to
radio for his recreation and found
himself interested in the medium.
Upon recovery he returned to
the university and continued his
studies, receiving a B.A. degree.
During those college days, Mr.
Wilkey dabbled at various jobs
enabling him to continue his education. These assorted duties
ranged from selling women's shoes
to driving a delivery truck for a
Chattanooga florist.
But such uninspired duties were

MAJOR

LEAGUE

BASEBALL

LIBERTY!
Millions of people listen to
major league baseball over
Liberty Broadcasting System
. . . and major league baseball has made Liberty the
largest baseball network in
the history of radio!
LIBERTY
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
Dallas, Texas
Page 76
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not for Gene Wilkey, who turned
to WDOD Chattanooga, a CBS
affiliate, for employment as general handyman. "It was a job and
not a position," Mr. Wilkey muses,
recalling those post-college days.
"In fact, there are more jobs than
positions in ' every station I have
seen." Successively, he was night
telephone operator, assistant producer, and "extra"
He
left WDOD
in 1944announcer.
while station
program director.
A. E. Joscelyn, CBS operations
manager on the West Coast, was
responsible for one of Columbia's
patented famous "fast transfers."
Mr. Wilkey was scheduled to join
CBS New York's production department when "Jos," then manager of WCCO, just happened
along on the scene at the CBS
personnel department in Manhattan.
To Minneapolis
When he perused Mr. Wilkey's
personnel records, Mr. Joscelyn decided then and there that the
Tennessean was just the man
WCCO was looking for. Thus Mr.
Wilkey went to Minneapolis as assistant program director.
That "steal" on the parent CBS
network marked the turning point
of a career that was to assure Mr.
Wilkey a firm place in the hearts
of the Minneapolis populace and
trade.
Thereafter he served as production manager and program director, assuming broader responsibilities until, in 1948, he was named
WCCO's assistant general manager. His duties mounted with
his appointment as general sales
manager of the station the following year. When Wendell B. Campbell ascended to the post of western
sales manager for CBS in Chicago
last Feb. 16, young Mr. Wilkey
stepped in as general manager.
It was perhaps inevitable that
Mr. Wilkey, who served under Mr.
Joscelyn and, later. Merle Jones,
should assume the general managership of the CBS-owned Minneapolis station — perhaps just as
inevitable as the fact that Mr.
Jones rejoined Mr. Joscelyn on the
West Coast as director of KNX
Los Angeles — as part of the network's realignment early this year.
Post-War Readjustments
Those six short years marking
his rise to the managership of
WCCO, his associates emphasize,
were replete with personnel and
sales problems growing out of the
war and the post-war adjustment
period. But Mr. Wilkey set out
on a policy of developing outstanding radio names, among them
Cedric Adams, who developed under the Wilkey aegis from a local
newscaster to a radio and television star heard coast-to-coast five
days weekly.
Bob DeHaven, Larry Haeg and
George Grim, other WCCO personalities, also became household
names through the Northwest's
bread-basket of the nation. Recent additions include Stew McPherson and Ralph Moffatt, who

Selling Guests
WITH the cream of women
commentators in town for the
District 10 Assn. of Women
Broadcasters meeting, Sept.
23, Betty Wells, KRNT Des
Moines, proved an opportunist. She invited to her program Doris Murphy of KMA
Shenandoah, Iowa, and
KMTV trict(TV)
Omaha, Mary
Dis10 chairman;
Louise Marshall, WOC-AMTV Davenport, Iowa state
chairman ; Martha Bohlsen,
WOW-AM-TV Omaha, Nebraska state chairman, and
Sandra Lea, WHB Kansas
City, Mo., Missouri state
chairman. Then to prove
their selling powers. Miss
Wells had each of her guests
give a commercial on the air.
were coaxed over from Europe.
Under his guidance, WCCO personalities became stronger, clients
increased, and the station's formula, "Good Neighbor to the
Northwest," expanded with all-out
participation in such community
activities as the March of Dimes,
Minnesota State Fair and the Minneapolis Aquatennial radio shows,
fed coast-to-coast each summer.
Mr. Wilkey also had a significant
hand, under the management of
Mr. Jones, in formation of a series
of human relations programs
(Neither Free Nor Equal, As the
Twig is Bent) in which CBS has
specialized. He worked with Sig
Mickelson and Ralph Baekl, now
with CBS in New York.
The WCCO executive's record in
the programming and sales fields
should qualify him to know whereof he speaks when expressing convictions on the future of radio.
When confronted by alarmists and
TV enthusiasts, Mr. Wilkey lets
it be known that "radio . . . good
radio . . . will not suffer materially
from the so-called inroads of television." He feels good radio will
become bigger and better, but
quickly adds that the foundation
of "good radio" is good programming and smart selling which utilize all the force that radio can
muster.
To that end Mr. Wilkey has con-

IF YOUR

tributed much to WCCO's stron^j
annual summer sales pitches ("Sell
'em While They're Hot," etc.), designed to counteract that occupa- ,
tional radio bogey, the hiatus, I
when some advertisers prefer to
sit it out advertising-wise.
Aside from his responsibility of
maintaining WCCO among the top
in Twin City broadcasting circles,
Mr. Wilkey also serves as general
chairman of the Hennepin County i
chapter of the National Founda- '
tion for Infantile Paralysis, and
as radio chairman of the count;
chapter of the American Red Cross.
He also serves on the board of directors of the Minneapolis Aquatennial Assn., and as a member o:
the Rotary Club, Minneapolis
Athletic Club and Minneapolis
Club.
His principal hobby according
to his friends, is his job, but Mr.
Wilkey does manage to do some
fishing or play an occasional round
of golf.
One talents
other —proof
of Mr.5, Wilkey's
sales
on April
1947 he
married his secretary, the former
Emelee Kremer of Minneapolis.
When asked about his future
plans, the Tennessean usually
smiles and, recalling his Chattanooga experience, replies : "To
avoid teaching school."
ANDERSON

NAMED

Radio News Club PresidentDAVID ANDERSON, NBC Hollywood newscaster, has been elected
president of the Radio News Club
of Southern California. He succeeds Al Gordon, KFWB Los Angeles news editor.
Bob Garred, ABC newscaster,
and Betty Penny, freelance news
writer, were named vice president
and secretary treasurer, respectively of RNC. Besides Mr. Gordon, new board members include
Chet Huntley, CBS news analyst;
Hank Weaver, ABC newscaster,
and Al Downs, assistant manager,
NBC Western Division news and
special events department.
WTIC Hartford carried direct telephone-recorded report on total eclipse
of moon,
at
Yale U.Sept. 25, from Observatory

AM-TV-FM

STATION

NEEDS

promotional ideas sold to produce cash
revenue of from $200 to $1,000 per week.
Wire, Call or Write
Edgar L. Bill
—
Merle V. Watson
Julian Mantell, Sales Manager
NATIONAL
RADIO
PERSONALITIES
Peoria, Illinois
Phone 6-4607
We originated sponsored Radio Personalities Picture Albums in
^ 1938, many new program features, and have more sales records
and years of experience in selling for over 300 Radio and Television
Stations from Coast to Coast tiian any similar organization in America.
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WFJL NEWSMAN
To Interview World Figures

^CIFIC AAAA
vadio-TV Oct. 8-1 1 Agenda
I 0 TOP agency executives will
•uss the role of radio and teleon in relation to the problem of
,|r West Coast advertisers can
jand their horizons to keep pace
h West Coast industiy, at the
lual meeting of the Pacific
mcil of American Assn. of Advising Agencies which opened
rerday (Sunday) at the Hotel
Coronado, Coronado, Calif, and
: run through Tuesday.
C. Cornelius, executive vice
sident in charge of western
■es, BBDO, Minneapolis, ^ill
s up "Problems Regarding Raand Television Rating Serv■I" at one of the main sessions,
another, Richard E. Francis,
■. president and manager of the
Ij-wood office, Campbell-Ewald
will discuss "What's the Latest
. -arding Television on the West
St?"
,ther speakers include:
aomas D'Arcy Bropliy, chairman,
yon & Eckhardt, New York;
■ence B. Goshorn, chairman of
•d. Benton & Bowles, New York;
■fax Cone, chairman of board,
;e, Cone & Belding, Chicago, and
onal AAAA chairman; Thomas
on, vice president and account
-utive, BBDO, Los Angeles; Louis
Jrockway, executive vice president,
ng & Eubicam, New York; Frank
Graf, A. C. Nielsen Co., San
icisco.

NEW officers of the New Jersey Broadcasters' Assn. getting together after
their election at the annual meeting Sept. 29 at Asbury Pork, N. J. [Broadcasting, Oct. 2], are (I to r): Fred Weber, WFPG Atlantic City, member of
executive committee; Ranulf Compton, WKDN Camden, vice president;
Maurice B. Mitchell, new general manager of Associated Program Service,
who addressed convention on radio sales; Carl Mark, WTTM Trenton, president; Harry Goodwin, WNJR Newark, member of executive committee;
Thomas B. Tighe, WJLK Asbury Park, secretary-treasurer.
AAAA
BETTER

ADS

Central

At Meeting

Council

Theme

in Chicago

ADVERTISING AGENCIES' "number 1" job this year is to create
better ads, and this goal was taken as the theme of the annual Central
Council Meeting of the American Assn. of Advei'tising Agencies (AAAA)
in Chicago last week.
An estimated 250 advertising
Chicago office of BBDO, arranged
executives met at the Drake Hotel
for speakers to appear at the FriThursday and Friday to hear naday clinics. They, with their topics,
tionally-known agency men back up
the theme of the sessions. Central
were: Mr. Gamble, "The State of
Council meetings scheduled for all the Industry"; Mr. Cunningham,
•anovation at this year's con- day Friday were preceded by a executive vice president of Cunclosed management meeting Thurson is the inviting of adver"The
Headwork,ningham &Walsh,
FootworkNewandYork,
Penwork
day afternoon and evening, when
s to sessions. Approximately
AAAA
President
Fred
Gamble
00 agency and advertising
of Copywriting," and Julian L.
Watkins, executive at J. Walter
ole are expected to attend the moderated panel groups discussing
general management problems of Thompson, New York, "Inspiring
day meet.
the industry.
Copy Makes Great AdvertisePanelists included Fairfax Cone,
A morning television session conchairman of the national board;
sene Named
Louis N. Brockway, vice chairman,
cerned production problems, reducments."
tion of costs, and video research.
RVIX ROSENE, salesman for executive vice president. Young &
Rubicam; John P. Cunningham,
Members of the panel were Clarence Goshorn, chairman, president,
'D
Chicago
who Baseball
has been Netac- J. Davis Danforth, Winthrop Hoyt,
111 the
Midwest
Benton & Bowles; Mr. Brockwaj%
; controlled and originated by Abbott Kimball, George Weber,
Earle Ludgin, Albert W. Scherer,
Hugh Davis, executive vice presi-ration, has been named gendent, Foote, Cone & Belding; Mr.
John L. McQuigg, Ralph L. Wolfe
ir.anager of KIOA Des Moines.
Hoyt, R. J. Scott, president,
A was taken over Oct. 1 by and Wesley Ecoff.
Schwimmer & Scott, and J. L.
: -\ L. Atlass, general manager
Henry Haupt, Central Council
IXD, and several associates.
chairman, vice president at the Stolzoff,
Krasselt. vice president, CramerClifton Utley, NBC radio and TV
news commentator from Chicago,
THE OLD SEA-HORSE SAYS:
discussed "The World Situation"
at the Friday luncheon, after which
Sam Gale, vice president and direcHave YOU checked the
tor of advertising and public service for General Mills, spoke on
WVMI— Area?
"Someone's Listening" at the afternoon session.
Other speakers — Ted Patrick,
Only WVMI can offer "So
editor of Holiday magazine, "An
Much For So Little'— May
Editor Looks
at Advertising";
we tell you more?
Andrew
Armstrong,
Leo Burnett
agency, Chicago, "New Trends in
Art"; John Caples, vice president
of BBDO, New York, "Best PullBILOXI
ing Ads";inMr.theBrockway,
ethics
as
a factor
creation of
better
advertising.
MISSISSIPPI
WVMI
Mr. Cone, board chairman of
Serving the Entire Mississippi Gulf Coast
Foote, Cone & Belding, concluded
the day's activities with his ex1000 WAHS
•
570 KILOCYCLES
planation ofwhy "Copy Is Still Our
OADCASTING
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No. 1 Job."

CHICAGOAX Charles F. Sebastian, president of the Chicago News
Broadcasters Assn. and news director of WFJL (FM) in that city,
began his biggest assignment Friday. He flew from Chicago to Los
Angeles on the first lap of a 30,000mile radio news gathering tour
which will take him around the
world for interviews with Gen.
Douglas MacArthur, Emperor Hirohito, Pope Pius, Nehru, Clement
Atlee, Winston Churchill and Chiang Kai national
Shek,
figures.among other interMr. Sebastian's tour-of-dutj' as a
radio reporter for WFJL was assigned by Bishop Bernard J. Shell,
D.D., who iscommercial
president
of the nonbroadcast station.
His
assignment: To establish a closer
bond between the fighting man and
the home front.
His means to that end will be
tape-recorded interviews with soldiers and civilians in Korea, pictures of soldiers which will be sent
to them and their families, newspaper accounts distributed locally,
and motion pictures of schools,
pupils and teachers, which will be
compiled later into educational
films for distribution to U. S.
schools.
The taped reports will be air
mailed back here for broadcast on
WFJL. He will continue his show,
Editor's Comment.

P.

Y.I.

(for your information)...

Cities
grow in'out'
not 'up.'figures
...
Not reflected
population
are the hundreds upon hundreds of
new dwellings and miles of longstanding factory and residential
areas unannexed by the City of
Terre Haute, so it's a city of over
100,000 people, with 298,700 in
the area, all potential listeners to
WTHI, CBS plus top-flight local programming.

WTHI
TERRtHAUTl. M
Page 77
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An added feature during tl-f
final day's sessions was the luncheon talk of Col. Cornelius P. V&r
Ness, USMC, assigned to the St
Louis area. Discussing the national emergency. Col. Van Ness
fore." radio "the greatest o
termed
media," and recalled that the mili
tary "has made great use of it
thanks to the generosity of yoi
broadcasters." He stressed the im
portance of "broadcasters nevei
again succumbing to the smile oi

DISTRICT 10 DELEGATES at NAB
meeting in St. Louis [Broadcasting,
Oct. 2] are (I to r): Seated, S. H.
McGovern, KSO Des Moines; Fred
Albertson, Dow, Lowhes & Albertson;
NAB President Justin Miller; Ralph
Evans, WHO Des Moines-WOC Davenport; Art Poppenberg, INS. Back
row, George Smith, KFOR Lincoln,
Neb.; Ernie Saunders, WOC Davenport; George Kereher, Edward Petry
& Co.; Paul Clark, RCA; Carl Haverlin, BMI; Bill Newens, KOIL Omoha.

LooK
North

at

the

Jersey

'Picture

/

Smiling Mike announces
the appointment of
Devney and Company
535 Fifth Avenue, New York
as National Representatives
WMTR
NOW lOOO WATTS
MORRISTOWN,>N. J.
Page 78
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BMB

FUTURE

Flaherty Queries NAB
At Dist. 70

theThe(Russian)
District'sbear."
resolution urging
the industry to ask for "special
relief" under the proposed exces?
profits tax law [Broadcasting
Oct. 2] was inspired by a lett'
written to delegates by Ray 1,
Dady, vice president of KWK S
Louis. The letter noted that ti
American broadcaster, "with aii
almost unparalleled willingness tr
make sacrifices on behalf of puij
lie service, to abandon 'busineand
profits welfare
as usual' iswhenever
national
concernet)
should be one of the last to a^
for special consideration from th
lawmakers of the United States.'
Levy Seen Severe
"However, in the interest of fairness in taxation," it continued
"this letter advances the thought
that any excess profits levy whirl
may be written into law durii, _
the next Congress, is likely to li":
a severely penalizing, if not confiscatory, enactment unless broadcasters give voice to their unique
problem and urge the Congress t

WHAT'S HAPPENED to the Broadcast Measurement Bureau? Eugene
T. Flaherty, general manager of KSCJ Sioux City, raised the question
toward the end of NAB's rvistrict 10 convention Sept. 29 in St. Louis.
Other members and non-members of NAB in attendance at the final
district sessions in the Chase Hotel .
also seemed anxious to know if
separate and apart from the parthe association intends to preserve
ent association.
BMB.
District Director William B.
Mr. Flaherty addressed his
Quarton expressed the hope that
query to Charles C. Caley, memNAB memberships would not sufber of the NAB board's five-man
fer due to BAB's proposed divorceBAB committee, following Mr.
ment from the association. He deCaley's endorsement of an enlarged
tailed the wide range of services
provide
unique
and strengthened Broadcast AdPredicting
that relief."
earnings in 1947
which NAB offers outside the sales
vertising Bureau [Broadcasting,
1948,andandused
1949as "will
be average!
field and predicted these activities out
Oct. 2].
the base
earnin
would increase in effectiveness once
"Would it be possible for the
BAB starts functioning under its period," Mr. Dady's letter askeei
new BAB to embrace BMB, which
own power. Mr. Quarton stressed "What other major industry hat
is needed to round out the assolived through the post-war year^
the importance of the association
with two revolutionary technologiciation's sales promotion activities,
divorcing BAB "so that the sales
and which advertisers and agencal developments — FM and TV—
bureau may attract many members
either one or both of which might
cies alike have sought for so long?"
he asked.
in interestsBAB's
outsidePlace
broadcasting."
make unprofitable the continued
As others echoed the question,
operation of one's existing productive plant; huge capital risks;;
Mr. Caley replied that the NAB
When Ralph Evans, WOC Davboard has given much thought to
building consumer FM and TV
enport,
asked
whether
super-BAB
the continuance of BMB and hopes
discussions would be included in
some day to re-establish the bu- the agenda at future NAB dis- demand from scratch."
reau as a separate adjunct of
trict and national meetings, he ASTATIC Corp., Conneaut, Ohio, pro
NAB. He asserted, however, that
was assured by Mr. Caley that duces CAC-J crystal cartridge fori
the association has no plans to BAB "will have its place at our
records. quality performance
of LP
incorporate the measurement servconventions more than ever be- high
ice within the sales agency.
Threat Pointed Up
The increasing threat of multiple
sponsorships was pointed up by
Lyle De Moss, WOW Omaha, who
told of a group of three food
processors who are now advertising
a cereal-coffee-tomato juice package on the air, known as a "hotquick
"Thisbreakfast."
seems like a hot-quick way
for these three advertisers to keep
from spending more money in
radio," said Mr. De Moss. "Soon
we'll be having beer-and-pretzels,
as well as ham-and-cheese, in the
same announcements."
E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO Kansas City, asked if stations desiring
to join BAB would feel required
to keep up NAB memberships, especially since BAB is to be set up
BROADCASTING

'ITY PREVAILED as this group was caught at NAB District 10 convention
10 r): Seated, Chet Thomas, KXOK St. Louis; Robert Convey, KWK St.
is; William B. Quarton, WMT Cedar Rapids, district director; George
bach, KSD St. Louis; William Ware, KSTL St. Louis. Back row. Woody
ods, WHO Des Moines; Charles Church, KMBC Kansas City; Harry Burke,
KFAB Omaha; Karl Koerper, KMBC Kansas City.
•TH DISTRICT Registration List
okerly, Gene, KCOW Alliance, Neb.;
jrtson. Fred W., Dow, Lohnes & Alson, Washington; Aldridge, Mahlon,
lU Columbia. Mo.: Alexander,
1. KODY North Platte. Neb.; Bates,
:er
Associated
Program
NewS.. York;
Batson,
CharlesServA.,
■., St.
Washington;
Bermett,
H.,
Louis; Barrington.SamBruce.
)K St. Louis; Blackburn. J. W.,
kburn-Hamilton Co.. Washington;
-■n.
KVFD St.FortLouis;
Dodge;Burbach,
Budde.
F..Ed..KWK
-ge
M..
KSD
&
KSD-TV
St.
Louis;
ce. Harry. KFAD Omaha; Brown,
er H.. KXOK St. Louis; Burton,
ert J.. BMI. New York; Burns,
Mta KBOE Oskaloosa; Cary. Tom,
■S St. Joseph; Cate Bill H., KBOA
.-lett.
Mo.; Church,
Arthur Charles
B. Jr.,
C Kansas
City; Church,
r., KMBC Kansas City; Clark.
BCA Chicago; Collins, James F.,
toKHMO
Flat River,
Mo.- Cribb,
Hannibal;
Croker,Wayne
W.,
IC Decorah, la.; Currier, Merrill C.
KO Cairo. 111.; Daly. John J.,
O Carthage. Mo.; Davis, Don,
i Kansas City; De Bow John.
D Quincy, Dl.; Dennis. Ed. WHB
as City; De Moss, Lyle, WOW
ha; Devine. John, Standard RaChicago; Doherty. R. P., NAB,
lington.
ans, R. W., KCMO and KCMOB Kansas City; Evans, Ralph, WHO
OC, Davenport: Flaherty, Gene,
r Sioux City; Fogarty, Frank P.,
V Omaha; Foster, Ralph D., KWTO
"igfield; Franz, J. Noland, KMBCai. Kansas Cit5'; Fulton, Harold W.,
">S Des
Moines;
Goldenberg,
Kansas
City;
Goodding,Henry.
Ken.
S St. Joseph; Gordon. Ken, KDTH
jque; Haerle, John M., Gates
o Co., Quincy, 111.; Hagenah. Gus,
dard Radio. Chicago; Hamlin,

Edward W., KSD KSD-TV St. Louis;
Hardy, Ralph W.. NAB. Washington;
Harrison, Austin, KSWM Joplin, Mo.;
Hart, Miss Lee. BAB, New York;
Hartenbower, E. K. KCMO Kansas
City; ster
Hatchett.
J., KJFJ
City, la.; Wayne
Haverlin,
Carl, WebBMI,
New York; Hetherington. Chris, John
Blair & Co., St. Louis; Hetherington.
R. M. WIL St. Louis; Higby. Harold
W.. KWBB Boone. la.; Hilliard, L. L..
KOLT Scottsbluff. Neb.; Hirsch. Oscar
C. and Ralph L.. KFVS Cape Girardeau,
Mo.; Huber, E. J. (Mike) KTRI Sioux
City; Jacobson. W. S.. KROS Clinton,
la.; Kasten. Dick J., KSTL St. Louis;
Keefe. Howard M., Jos. Hershey McGillvra. Chicago; Kercher, George A.,
Edward Petry & Co.; St. Louis; Kerrigan. Jack, WHO Des Moines: King,
Alvin M.. Capitol Records, Chicago;
Koerper. Karl. KMBC Kansas City;
Lenwell, Leroy W. KBRL McCook.
Neb.; Loers. Llovd D., WTAD Quincy;
Long. Maury, BROADCASTING, Washington.
Marlin. A. W.. BMI. New York;
Masterson. Bert, United Press. Chicago;
Mathews, Frank, Wichita; McCarthy, A.
L.. KWOC Poplar Bluff, Mo.; McGovern, S. H., KSO Des Moines; McKermey. L. C, KDMO Carthage, Mo.;
Meadows, Dan, RCA, Chicago; Millen,
Paul E.. KWCR Cedar Rapids; Miller,
Justin, NAB, Washington; Miller, L. A.
"Jiggs".WTAD
KEHD Omaha;
MUligan
Merritt,
Quincy;
Muschany,
Elmer G. KXOK St. Louis; Neathery.
Robert, KWPM West Plains, Mo.;
New=ns. William, KOIL Omaha; Nickles, Robert W., KFAL Fulton, Mo.; Pagliara, Nick, WIL St. Louis; Parker. Kenneth M., SESAC. New York; Poppenberg. Art. INS New York; Quarton,
Wm. B., WMT Cedar Rapids: Rasmussen, Lee Gordon. KJFJ Webster City,
la.; Reilly, Bill. RCA Thesaurus Chicago; Rogers. Dave., RCA Thesaurus,
Chicago; Rose, R. L.. KWOS Jefferson
City; Sammons. Elizabeth. KSCJ Sioux
C:^y: S?.r.ders.Schilling,
Ernie WOC
WOC-TV,
Davenport;
John & T.,
WHB

WIBW
^ '^^TO PeTa
pADCASTING
• Telecasting

EIGHT-MAN SEGMENT of NAB District 10 delegation at St. Louis (I to r):
Seated, Mahlon Aldridge, KFRU Columbia, Mo.; Sam Bennett, Arthur Church
Jr., KMBC Kansas City; E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO Kansas City. Standing,
Frank Fogarty, Lyie DeMoss, WOW Omaha; John Schilling, WHB Kansas
City; Mike Carmichael, KWK St. Louis.
Kansas City; Sharpe, Virgil. KOIL
Omaha; Sheperd. KNCM Moberly, Mo.;
Sloan. S. E. "Art", KXLW St, Louis.
Smith, George X, KFOR Lincoln;
Springgate,
St. Louis;
Louis;
Stufflebam. V.
R. N.,
L.. KXOK
KSTL St.
Teich. Walt, KROS Clinton, la.;
Thomas. C. P. (Chet). KXOK St.
Louis; ING,Thompson,
Bill, John
BROADCASTChicago; Tinnea,
W., KWK
St. Louis; Van Nostrand, Lew, WMT
Cedar Rapids; Varnum. Walt, RCA
Kansas City; Vick, John O., KOEL
Oelwein, la.; Volger, George. KWPC
Muscatine, la.; Ward, G. Pearson.
KTTS Springfield; Ware, Les, KXLW
St. Louis; Ware. William E.. KSTL St.
Louis; Weis,
Pierre,
Lang-Worth
YorkWheeler,
Edward
A., WE New
AW
Evanston, 111.; Williams. C. Earl, KFNF
Shenandoah. la.; Wodlinger, Mark.
WOC & WOC-TV Davenport; Woods,
W. W.. WHO Des Moines: Yeldell. Guv,
KSD & KSD-TV St. Louis: Young, H.
C, KSIM Sikeston, Mo.; Zehr H. J.,
KWK St. Louis.
MEDIA

CLINIC

Agenda Set for Chicago Meet
FIVE Chicago radio and television
executives will outline methods of
the broadcast media Oct. 25 and
Nov. 1 to enrollees in the media
clinic of the 1950 Advertising
Workshop, co-sponsored by the Chicago Federated Advertising Club
and the Women's Advertising Club.
Radio will be discussed Oct. 25
by Louis J. Nelson, media director.
Wade Advertising, who will answer
"Is Timebuying Scientific?" and
James L. Stirton, general manager
and sales manager of ABC's Central Division, on "Radio Network
and Spot Sales." Three speakers
will talk of television. They, with
their subjects, are Russell W. Tolg,
television director, BBDO, "Television Timebuying"; George Harvey, sales manager, WGN-TV,
"The Latest Developments in Television," and Norman C. Lindquist,
television director, Atlas Film
Corp., "Television Production."
Six other clinic sessions will consider creative advertising, sales
promotion, advertising art, production, research and direct mail.
MISSISSIPPI Broadcasters Assn. presenting trophy to player chosen as
"most outstanding" in Miss, annual
high school all star game.

WMOD

STARTS

Moundsville Daytimer on Air
WMOD Moundsville, W. Va., owned
and operated by Radio Moundsville, went on the air Oct. 1. Owner
and general manager is James D.
Sinyard.
In addition to Mr. Sinyard, personnel includes : Bob Clark, program director; Harry Hechesky,
commercial manager; Jerry Boles,
chief engineer, and Bill Hawley,
chief announcer. WMOD is licensed for 1 kw daytime on 1470 kc.

In Washington

DRUG
LE'S

PEOP

ES

STOR

one cliains
of America's
great
chooses

WWDC

EXCLUSIVELY!
24 Newscasts daily
WWDC is the greatest
radio buy in Washington. See your For joe
man today.
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September 28 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
WREB
Holyoke,
Mass. — License to
cover CP new AM station.
KFXV Paris, Tex. — Same.
License Renewal
Applications for license renewal filed
by following: KGST Fresno. Calif.;
KWC Ventura, Calif.; WAMS Wilmington. Del.: WKWF Key West, Fla.;
WTTS Bloomington.
Ind.; Jersey
WFEA Manchester, N. H.; WHOM
City,
N. J.; KILO Grand Forks, N. D.; KTIL
Tillamook. Ore.; WPAW Pawtucket,
R. I.; WBOW-FM Terre Haute, Ind.;
WSTP-FM Salisbury, N. C; WHBLFM Sheboygan, Wis.
AM— 1370 kc
KBUC Corona, Calif.— CP increase
D power from 500 w to 1 kw.
AM— 1010 kc
KSMN
Mason City, Iowa— CP increase power from 1 kw to 10 kw.
Modification of CP
WBT-FM Charlotte, N. C— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.
KAKC-FM Tulsa, Okla.— Same.
WISC-FM Madison, Wis. — Same.
WAUX (FM) Waukesha, Wis. — Same.
WSM-TV Nashville, Tenn.— Mod. CP
new TV station for extension of completion date from 10-6-50 to 4-6-51.
TV — Change Power
WABD
(TV)
changeto
trans, site from New
515 YorkMadisonCP Ave.
Empire State Bldg., N. Y., and change
ERP from 14.25 kw vis., 9.45 kw aur.
to 5.6 kw vis., 3.09 kw aur.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 1600 kc
WSFL Springfield, Mass. — CP change
5 kw D DA to 5 kw-D, 1 kw-N DA-DN.
Modification of CP
WGHN
Grand Haven, Mich. — Mod.
CP change site to Village of Spring
Lake, Mich.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
WTNT Tallahassee, Fla.— RETURNED
appUcation
transferto of
control
from
B. K. forRoberts
Frank
W.
Hazelton.
WGIG Brunswick, Ga.— RETURNED
application for license renewal.
KEIO Pocatello, Ida. — Same.
October 2 Decisions . . .
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Jones
George E. Cameron Jr., Tulsa, Okla.
— Granted extension of time to Oct. 10,
to file opposition to motion to reopen
hearing
its application and in
thatproceeding
of Kenyon reBrown.
Tulsa.
Royal
Bcstg.
Corp.,
New
FCC General Counsel — GrantedOrleans';
extension of time to Oct. 23 to file exceptions
to initial decision issued in Doc. 9348
et al.
By Examiner J. D. Bond
National Bcstg. Co. — Granted continuance of hearing in proceeding re
application of South Central Bcstg.
Corp. (WIKY). Evansville, Ind., from
Oct. 2 to Oct. 11.
By Examiner Leo Resnick
WAGA
Atlanta, Ga. — Granted con-

Used By More Rodio Stations Than All
Other Professionol Tope Recorders

FCC

actions
SEPTEMBER

5
cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-efifective radiated power
N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl. -unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
tinuance of hearing scheduled Oct. 9
in proceeding re its application; ordered
hearing shall commence Dec. 8 in
Washington, D. C.
By Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
WTCH definite
Shawano,
Granted now
incontinuanceWis.—
of hearing
scheduled for Oct. 6 in Washington,
in proceeding
re its further
application;
ing continued until
order. hearBy Examiner H. B. Hutchison
WMNB North Adams, Mass. — Granted
leave to amend application to substitute new engineering report relative
to prospective
and interference conditions coverage
for engineering
report
now associated with application, and
for removal of application, as amended,
from hearing docket.
By Commissioner Walker
KPAB Laredo, Tex.— Ordered that
further hearing in matter of revocation
of license of KPAB is scheduled to be
held Oct. 27 at Washington.
October 2 Applications
...
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License Renewal
License renewal applications were
filed by following: KPRO Riverside,
Calif.; WMMW Meriden, Conn.; WLAQ
Rome. Ga.; WPWA Chester, Pa.; WJLN
(FM) Birmingham, Ala.; WJPR-FM
Greenville. Miss.; WRUN-FM Utica,
N. Y.; WDNC-FM Durham, N. C;
WCED-FM DuBois, Pa.; KLTI-FM
Longview, Tex.
Modification of CP
KPQ Wenatchee, Wash.— Mod. CP
change frequency etc. for extension of
completion date.
WCOH-FM Newnan, Ga.— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.
Reinstatement of CP
KUGN-FM Eugene, Ore. — Request to
reinstate CP which expired 8-7-50.
October 4 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
KFMX Council Bluffs, Iowa— Granted
license new FM station; 96.1 mc, 9.3 kw,
230 ft,
KRIC-FM Beaumont, Tex.— Granted
license
Ch. 258, new
360 FM
ft. station; 99.5 mc, 14 kw,
KTRH-FM Houston, Tex.— Granted license new FM station; 101.1 mc 29.5
kw, Ch. 266, 470 ft.
WERE-FM Cleveland — Granted license covering changes in FM station;
Ch. 253, 98.5 mc, 11.5 kw. 620 ft.
WRFM Hattiesburg, Miss.— Granted
license
310 ft. new FM station 97.9 mc, 2 kw,
WERD Atlanta, Ga.— Granted CP install new trans, and change main studio
location.
SERVICE

NEW PT63'A
Unit Construction permits portable or rack
mount operation. 3 separate heads to
monitor from the tope I Prevents record
ing errors I New 3 head unit also available to convert present PT6 Mognecorder.
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Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO
1121 Vannont Av*., Wash. S, 0. C.
STarling 3626

WHJC Baltimore Junior College,
Baltimore — Granted CP new noncom10 w. mercial FM station, 88.1 mc; Ch. 201,
Don Lee Bcstg. System, Hollywood —
Granted mod. CP KM2XCV for extension of completion date to 5-4-51.
Hollywood—
Granted mod.
CPKTLA
for (TV)
extension
of completion
date
to 2-1-51 subject to express cond. that
it is without prejudice to any action
Commission may take with respect to
any outstanding authorizations or applications of grantee in light of decision ofmount
Supreme
Courtet al,
in 334
US U.S.
v. ParaPictures, Inc.
131.
KFXD-AM-FM Nampa, Ida.— Granted involuntary transfer of control of
licensee corporation from Frank E.
Hurt, deceased, to E. E. Coleman,
executor of estate.
Frontier Bcstg. Co., Cheyenne, Wyo.
— Granted CP and license for new repickupofKA-7680.
WUSVmote U.
Scranton, Scranton, Pa.
— Granted license new noncommercial
educational FM station; 88.1 mc, Ch.
201. 10 w.
WGBI Scranton, Pa.— Granted litype intrans.,
location,censeand change
changes
groundtrans,
system.
KBTA
Near
Batesville,
Ark.—
Granted license new standard station 1340
kc 250 w unl.
Pioneer Bcstg. Co., Crockett, Tex.
—7681.
Granted CP new remote pickup KAThe Fort Industry Co., Area Detroit,
Mich. — Granted CP new exp. TV relay
KA-7677 broadcast station.
KTSL Hollywood— Granted mod. CP
covering request for further facilities
including ant. specifications of exp.
TV station KM2XBD, as authorized in
CP for changes (9.3 kw vis; 6 kw aur.;
980 ft. vis; 1185 ft. aur.).
KSL-TV Salt Lake City — Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date
to 4-15-51.
WVSC
Somerset, Pa.— Granted mod.
CP for (cond.).
extension of completion date to
2-1-51
WCAZ Carthage, 111.— Granted intransfer offrom
control
of licenseevoluntary
corporation
Robert
E.
Compton, deceased, to Chicago Title
and Trust Co., executor and trustee
of estate.
WJONcenseSt.
Cloud, Minn.—
Granted
linew standard
station
1240 ko
250 w unl.
KSCJcense Sioux
install newCity,
trans.Iowa— Granted liKWKH Shreveport, La.— Same.
WOAI San Antonio, Tex. — Same.
WLBR
Lebanon,
cense change
hours etc.Pa.— Granted liWMRO Aurora, 111. — Granted license
change studio location.
KVLF Alpine, Tex. — Granted mod.
license change main studio location.
KCBC Des Moines, Iowa — Same.
KSAM newHuntsville,
install
trans. Tex. — Granted CP
WSFL Springfield, Mass.— Granted CP
changes in trans.

DIEECTORY

COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring Company
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer On Duty All Night Every Night
PHONE JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.

— Granted mo:'
CPWHB
for Harrisburg,
extension ofPa.completion
dst
to WPRA
4-2-51. Mayaguez, P. R.— Grants
mod.
for extension
date toCP11-18-50
(cond.). of completi'j; '
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Walker
FCC Acting General Counsel — Granl
ed correction of transcript of or a '
argument of Sept. 15 in proceeding r
application for license to cover CP fo
standard station WMAW Milwaukee ,
By Examiner H. B. Hutchison
WGKV Charleston W. Va.— Grants' '
ordercertain
authorizing
taking
of depositionr '
of
witnesses
in proceeding
its application;
it is further
that
Kanawha Valley
Bcstg. orderei
Co. i
authorized to take deposition of Arthu
B. Koontz whowhich
will testify
respectin
arrangements
have been
mad •
for
option
on
land
for
proposed
trans
mitter site of WGKV.
By Examiner Fanney N. Lltvin
KRMD Shreveport, La., and Lake •
wood Bcstg. Co., Dallas, Tex. — Orderet ■
date
for hearing
changed
to Nov. in20 this
in proceeding
Washington.b' _
KROY Sacramento, KYA San Frani
Cisco, and KVSM San Mateo, Calif.-,
Ordered hearing in this matter, nov
scheduled Oct. 30 in Washington, b
continued to Jan. 8, 1951.
Radio Corp. of Toledo Toledo, Ohli
— Granted leave to amend application ti
correct certain calculations of para
meters of proposed day and night pat
terns and to revise certain maximiM
expected operating values for proposet
nighttime operation.
KID Idaho Falls, Ida.— Granted con
tinuance of hearing in proceeding r
its Washington.
application from Oct. 16 to Oct. 3'
in
By Commission en banc
Burbank Bcstrs. Inc. and Leslie S
Bowden,
Trusteefor inearlyBankruptcyGranted petition
oral argu
ment in matter of revocation of li
cense of KWIK Burbank, Calif.; ora
argument scheduled for Oct. 9.
October 4 Applications ...
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WCEN Mt. Pleasant, Mich.— Mod. CI
etc. DA-N
to change
from 1 k».t<
Dchange
to 1 power
kw unl.
AMENDED
change
from
1
kw
to
500
w-N
1 kw-D
change DA (1150 kc).
RACE Dallas, Tex.— Mod. CP new AN
station for extension of completioi
date.
WJBW-FM New Orleans— Mod. CI
new FM station for extension of com
pletion date.
License Renewal
License renewal applications filetby following
stationsCarlisle.
: WMBRPa.;Jackson
ville,
Fla.; WLXW
KNAI '!
Victoria, Tex.; KUOA-FM Siloani
Springs,
KLX-FM Oakland.
Calif.
WTAX-FMArk.; Springfield
111.; WKJG
FM Fort Wayne, Ind.; WFML (FMWashington. La.; KGLO-FM Masol
City. Iowa; WKBZ-FM Muskegon.
Mich.;
Miss.'
WJDX-FM WGCM-FM
Jackson Gulfport.
Miss.; WCLI-FA
Corning. N. Y.: WFBG-FM Altoona
FM
Tex.
Pa.; Dallas,
WTJS-FM
FM Jackson,
— ChangesTenn.; KIXL'
WFMW-FM
Madisonville,
Ky.— CI
change ERP. ant. height etc.
License for CP
WKSU-FM
Kent, Ohio— License ti
cover CP
new State
noncommercial
PTk
station
at Kent
U.
TENDERED
FOR kc FILING
AM— 1150
KTLN Denver — CP change from 99
kc to 1150 kc.
Modification of CP
WWSC Glens FaUs, N. Y.— Mod. Oil
increase N power from 500 w to 1 kv
(1410 kc).
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
WSFL Springfield, Mass. — CP chang
from
DA to
DA-DN.5 kwonD 1600
kc. 1 kw-N 5 kw-D uoT
(Continued on page 87)

CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
ibcecutive Offices
National Press Building
•fficas and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
ii/a$hington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*

ilommercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
j^TERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
ORTER BLDG.
LO. 8821
KANSAS CITY, MO.

JOHN

J.

KEEL

Warner BIdg., Wash., D. C.
National 6513

•ixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublic 7236

KEAR

& KENNEDY

703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

RADIO

ENGINEERS

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press Bidg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

A iS-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

A. D. RING & CO.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

RUSSELL
P. MAY
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg BIdg.
Washington, D. C.
REpublic 3984

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1728 Wood St. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Fest, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.

REPUBLIC 2151

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

00 W. ABRAM ST.

AR 4.^721

ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE P. ADAIR
ladio Engineering Consultant
Kecwtive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
lecHtive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
OADCASTING

Of. H. 3mtr
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 13, OHIO
Telephone — Kingswood 7631

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
2915 Red River 2-5055
Austin, Texas

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
18 Grand St., New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

• Telecasting

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

Member AFCCE*
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TI
forth [Broadcasting, Sept. 18].
SKELETON
structure
of ON
the
inherent in reaching a worldwide
PRODUC
In addition. National Security
agreement on standardization of
newly-created National Production
Authority is beginning to as- television line and frame rates, as Resources Board, which is charged
with responsibility for overall
similate some form within the Comwell as the policies of various countries with respect to import of U. mobilization including use of commerce Dept., but there are indicamunicationSf would be permitted to
S. radio receiving equipment. He
tions that consideration of electronics and broadcast matters on
serves as a permanent delegate to designate an observer to attend all
meetings of the Priorities group.
the study group for the Commerce
the operational level is far afield
Dept.
Latter would serve in an advisory
from active realization.
It is understood that the plan capacity with respect to "policy
While a plan to set up an elecand program matters affecting the
tronics division, or at least a small
envisions jurisdiction over producinterests" of the represented agenunit, is under study by top-flight
tion, allocation, priorities and other cies.
officials of NPA, it is conceded
factors in the electronics field on
More specifically it would (1)
that lack of personnel may seri- the operational level.
"consider
all factors relevant to
ously hamper concentrated jurisThe electronics unit, as part of the determination
of the direct and
diction over communications probthe Industry Operations Division, indirect military, civilian and forlems, and that operation is would fall under H. B. McCoy as
eign requirements for essential and
nowhere near actuality.
assistant administrator. Mr. McCoy
The department is expected to has been director of the Office of critical raw materials and industrial products; (2) recommend
hire a number of additional emIndustry and Commerce since last programs for the production and
ployes within the next few weeks,
June when the office was estaballocation of such materials and
but officials stressed that, even
lished within the Bureau of For- products; and (3) review proposed
then, NPA may have to "cut
eign and Domestic Commerce. He
orders and regulations. . . ."
corners" to measure up to the also is assistant director of NPA,
The skeleton plan also calls for
prodigious task set up for it by reporting to Administrator Wilsub-groups dealing with civilian
liam H. Harrison.
the President's order.
and labor requirements, as well as
Demands on the broadcasting and
field operations. Also planned uncommunications industries, along
McCoy's Job
der a proposed deputy administrawith those made on other industry
As assistant administrator, he
tor, not yet named, who would
groups, will be explored, however,
and his staff will administer NPA
function under Mr. Harrison, would
by two key divisions — Program
limitation, conservation and alloca- be legal, administrative and inforDetermination and Industry Opertions orders and (1) schedule promation offices, as well as an appeals
ations— at the policy level.
duction and delivery of critical board. W. Howard Chase, public
components and end products when
Electronics Head
relations director on leave of abnecessary; (2) direct utilization of
sence from General Foods Corp.,
Heading up electronics matters
facilities to maintain schedules;
currently is serving as information
on the subordinate strata, for the
(3) take spot action to expedite
consultant to Commerce Secretary
time being at least, is Don Parris
Charles Sawyer.
production, and (4) advise procurement agencies on placement of
of the department's General ProdKnowles Named
ucts Division which, along vdth
defense orders.
other units, was transferred to
The Program Determination DiMeanwhile, Mr. Harrison has
the new NPA.
vision, a parallel organization,
announced the appointment of
If the plan materializes to set up
would concern itself with policy Nathaniel Knowles as staff assistan Electronics Product Division
and administration problems, also
ant in the field of NPA planning
as a sub-head of NPA — on a par
dealing with electronics matters.
and controls. Mr. Knowles, who
with General Products — Mr. Parris
Still another group is the Ad- served with the old War Production
presumably will head it up. An
visory Committee on Priorities Ad- Board and before 1940 vdth Bell
electronics specialist, Mr. Parris
Telephone Co. of Pennsylvania,
ministration, toinclude Mr. Harriserves as a U. S. government deleson as chairman and representahas been director of ECA's Statisgate to the International Radio
tives from 10 government agencies,
tics and Reports Div. since 1948.
Consultative Committee Study
among
them the State, Defense,
Fate of the suggested End ProdGroup 11 authorized under the
ucts Division, which is slated to
Labor and Treasury Depts. While
International Telecommunications
control supplies of finished goods
Union. He also has been active in FCC is not specifically mentioned,
the order is broad enough to in- on the basis of critical needs, is
the
department's export control
The plan is still on the
activities.
clude possible participation, since uncertain.
NPA drawing board.
communications
is
not
represented
Mr. Parris is thoroughly conNPA authorities stressed that
versant with the current problems
by any of the other agencies set activities relating to electronics
and other industries probably
would not crystallize until the
Defense Dept. has reported its
military needs for component parts
and finished products.
yo«r 7Veare./AVERY-RN0DEl
Marvin Hobbs, chief of the Munitions Board's communications secoffice has all the facts on
tion, already has indicated that
large volumes of orders for electronics shipments are in the drafting stage and will be announced
in the near future.
To assure adequate defense prowi
MADsSON, WIS.
duction, NPA Sept. 30 announced
creation of a broad priorities system, giving military orders first
They'll show the Hoopers, Conlans, BMB's and other
call on civilian production of goods
pertinent data to prove that WIEA has dominated
and services. Rating regulations
the Madi on area for more than 25 years.
will be invoked at the outset for
defense and atomic energy proBADGER BROADCASTING
COMPANY
curement.
5000 Watts on 1310 . . . NBC
The new order will, in effect,
insure immediate attention by elec-
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FRED HOLT (1), newscaster for WCKY
Cincinnati, points to a map of
Korea, as his colleague, Don Paevey,
studies the latest news on the Far
East situation. Between them, the
two do 15 newscasts a day and are
also on the air with news headline:
1 1 times each day.
tronics manufacturers and their
suppliers with respect to fulfilment
of military orders. Materials, products and components used in the
end item would be involved underthe regulation.
"The defense program is expanding," Mr. Harrison noted in
making the announcement. "Many
materials and products are in short
supply. The purpose of the priorities system ... is to assure that
defense production has the right
The whole complex problem of
electronics orders and requireof way."ments, running the gamut of government to manufacturer, encomtary. Munitions
Board,by NSRB,
the
passes participation
the mili-'
Electronics Industry Advisoi7
Committee (comprising members of
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.), and,
of course, the Commerce Dept.
Demand and supply conceivably
will entail discussions, from time
to time, among industry and topflight government representatives
(the military,
Re- :
sources boards.Munitions
Commerce and
Dept.),
RTMA is expected to work in
close
with the Com-^
merce conjunction
Dept.
The Signal Corps Advisory Coun-^
cil (made up of industry and Army'

117-119 W. 46 St
HENRY GREENFIELD, Me. Director N.Y.19
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s representatives) also doves into the electronics production
iture.
The Electronics Industry Advisgroup has designated 11 sub1 imittees to look into problems
: rounding component parts sup1 . and will report to the Muniis Board periodically. Originally
eduled to meet Oct. 17, industry
1 government officials now plan
convene again late in November.
5nce the board has in its hands
EIAC report, it will confer with
mmerce Dept. and NSRB officials
evaluate military and civilian
ds in terms of availability of
:h items as tubes, transformers,
1 condensers, a Munitions Board
cial explained last week,
bleanwhile, there is speculation
t NPA will issue shortly a new
•ulation giving military out; priority on critical materials,
i setting forth civilian priorities
ier a sliding scale of essential
ivities. Another plan reportedly
Tig readied envisions addition of
er commodities to the present
; of 32 scarce items under NPA's
entory control power.
UME CITED
By Losing Applicant
MPLAINT against FCC HearExaminer Jack P. Blume has
n filed with the Commission by
fetna and Lower Coast Broadting Corp., loser in initial rulmade by the examiner to
Knt WJMR New Orleans switch
n 250 w da5rtime on 990 kc to
w fuUtime on 1450 kc.
i'iled by New Orleans attorney
urice B. Gatlin, petition rested FCC to reject the initial
ision on the ground that ExIner Blume "was so inefficient,
bmpetent and so obviously biased
t his 'decision' can in fact be of
help to the Commission in dejig the issues here involved."l
ition also attacked as unethica
1 "slanderous" Mr. Blume's find|s that Gretna and Lower Coast
s "careless, inept and unbusiis-Iike."
Ileanwhile last week Acting FCC
aeral Counsel Harry Plotkin
ationed the Commission to strike
tions of the complaint as "sham
jl scandalous."

MORE

'RED CHANNELS'
Defended By Rep. Harrison
IN DEFENSE of Red Channels,
the anti-Communist booklet receiving wide reading and cause of
heated dispute in radio-television
circles, Rep. Burr P. Harrison
stated, "Noin individual
is(D-Va.)
called has
a Communist
this book.
"The record is offered for evaluation by the general public. The
basis for each association attributed to an individual is given,"
continued Rep. Harrison in his
statement appearing in the Sept.
23 Congressional Record.
While it was understandable
that Red Channels "should provoke
bitter attacks from the Communist
Party organs and leftist newspapers generally," Rep. Harrison
said, "it is difficult to comprehend
. . . the joinder in this hue and
cry on the part of conservative
newspapers."
The congressman declared that
there was no intent of "blacklisting" or to "police the airwaves" by
the book's publishers. Rep. Harrison then entered a 'statement by
Ted C. Kirkpatrick, managing
editor. Counterattack (anti-Communist newsletter which published
Red Channels).
According to Mr. Kirpatrick's
statement, "no individual has the
right to 'absolve' or convict anyone
in or out of radio of pro-Communist
leanings." The public, he said, has
the right to decide the issues. But
the policy of the newsletter, he said,
"is to help and induce individuals
involved in the conspiracy to break
with it." If any person, who has "innocently or otherwise aided the Communist cause" wants to set the "record straight," the publication "will
gladly aid that person in every way
"Red Channels was not pubpossible."
lished to classify anyone. It is as its
subtitle indicates, a report of Communist influence in radio and TV,"
Mr. Kirkpatrick said in his denial
of "blacklist" or alleged attempt
"to policecasting,
theSept. 18].
airwaves" [BroadEQUIPMENT and Service Co., Dallas,
Tex., announces lightweight outlet
box which provides five interruptionproof all-weather outlets from one
inlet.
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MANPOWER
Defense Office Is Set Up
CREATION of a Defense Manpower Office patterned after the
World War II Manpower Commission was announced Sept. 29 by
Secretary of Labor Maurice Tobin.
The new office is expected to develop plans and policies for meeting needs of defense industries and
"essential" civilian employment
touching on the electronics manufacturing and radio broadcast
fields.
An executive director will be
named by Secretary Tobin to head
up the agency which was authorized
by President Truman's Sept. 9
order giving him jurisdiction over
the civilian manpower program for
the defense effort.
The announcement followed revelations by radio station operators
in NAB Districts 9 and 11 that
they are losing an increasing
number of employes to military
service and that a manpower shortage has begun to develop (Broadcasting, Oct. 2, Sept. 25).
The Labor Dept. already has set
up a list of "critical occupations"
for use of the Defense Dept. in
expanding the armed forces. The
breakdown covers professional and
related occupations, and those adjudged to be "skilled," and includes
electrical engineers. The Commerce Dept. has placed "radio
broadcasting" (AM-TV networks,
stations, manufacturers of military
equipment, telecommunications
firms) in the category of "essential
industries" [BROADCASTING, Aug.
7].
Secretary Tobin set up (1) an
inter-departmental committee on
defense manpower comprising
heads of government departments
and agencies with interests in
civilian manpower; (2) a management-labor advisory group; (3) a
women's advisory committee.
Secretary Tobin will call for
recommendations from advisors on
what critical defense occupations
should be exempt from the military
draft, and for statistical studies
necessary to "assemble and analyze information on labor productivity, employment, labor requirements for defense, and other essential activities, and manpower
The labor secretary also urged
resources."
use of the federal-state Public Employment Service to help meet defense and civilian production needs
and to plan for expanding and
mobilizing the civilian labor force.
CKNW
Kit
CKNW New Westminster, B. C,
has issued a kit to its advertisers
and prospects containing a regional
industrial index of British Columbia. The index is accompanied
by three radio audience survey reports by Penn McLeod & Assoc.
Ltd., Vancouver and Toronto, and
a fourth by Elliott-Haynes Ltd.,
Toronto.

Indian Show
CLAIMING a "first" in its
schedule, WBRD Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., has launched a
public service program devoted exclusively to the Seminole Indians. Every Friday
morning from 11 to 11:15
a.m., Rev. Sam Tommie of
the Seminole reservation at
nearby Dania presents news
to the Indians in their native
language — Micuksookie. Following each broadcast of The
Seminole Speaks, a brief
English translation is given
for other listeners.
PACKAGE MERGE
PRB, Gainsborough Join
PRB Inc. (Pickford, Rogers, Boyd)
and Gainsborough Assoc. Inc., New
York, both radio and TV package
firms, have merged forces to build
a coast-to-coast production comWith offices in both New York
pany.
and Hollywood, the two packagers
will produce shows originating in
those talent centers. However, each
company remains autonomous, having issued no new stock or exchanged any stock between each
other.

KSWM
J O P L I N , MO.
REACHES 446,600
PERSONS WHO SPEND...
$285,550,000 ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/

The small map above shows
airline miles to nearest metropolitan centers, assoring
nnduplicated CBS service to
the KSWM audience.
Now in its fifth year of service,
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.

C B S

in

JO
PLI
N, MO.
Nationally Represented by
William G. Rambeau Co.
Austin A. Harrison, Pres.
October 9, 1950
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•CiASSfFiED Advertisements
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks and money orders only. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Heip Wanted 20c per word — $2
minimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per insertion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
troadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
BUOADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Manager wanted for 250 watt AM and
FM network station, newspaper owned,
in very prosperous midwest city and
market; only station in city; newspaper gives fullest support and selling
is on clean competitive basis; applicant
must either have proven record of
selling or be able to convince us that
he can sell radio and also assume commanagement;will
salary
plus percentageplete
of profits;
consider
selling
interest to right man; tell all about
yourself in first letter including age,
experience, salary requirements, habits,
family and send photo and references;
you need not hesitate to answer this
ad and your reply will be held in
strictest confidence. Box 530G, BROADCASTING^
Wanted — Manager not interested in
titles and glory, but good pay for sober,
business approach with well rounded
radio experience, capable of selling.
Box 575G. BROADCASTING.
Opportunity for sales organization manWNEWexperience,
type operation,
independentager,
station
car necessary.
1000 watt fuUtime up-state New York
station
going576F.
5000. BROADCASTING.
Write full qualifications. Box
Station manager, newspaper owned
MBS outlet, 15,000 Nebraska town.
Prefer good commercial man, fully experienced. Will share profits with man
who proves himself. Permanent. Box
601G, BROADCASTING.
Experienced radio man to take charge
production, programming, etc., do some
selling, local fulltime station in growing
east coast community of 15,000. Opportunity to Will
buy stand
interest
5-6
thousand.
full requiring
investigation.
Reply fully in confidence. Box 603G,
BROADCASTING.
Profitable fulltime independent, major
market in Massachusetts seeking commercial manager. Successful selling
experience vital. Liberal salary plus
overwrite. Our staff knows of this advertisement. Box 615G, BROADCASTING^
Opportunity to invest in and manage
250 watt station midwest town 15,000.
Present owner has other business interests. Good deal for right man. Box
625G, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Texas ABC station desires aggressive,
experienced salesman. Permanent.
Equitable compensation. Box 476G,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted : Experienced time salesman for
an eastern non-competitive market.
Salary plus incentive arrangement.
Please furnish details of experience.
Box 511G, BROADCASTING.
24-hour-a-day,
independent
station,
market
of 600.000,
with second
highestin
Hooper rating
in
area,
desires
experienced, conscientious, hard working,
radio time salesman. Will pay good
drawing account against 15% commission. Car necessary. Rush complete
resume and late snapshot, if available,
to Box 513G. BROADCASTING.
Progressive local station wants aggressive salesman. Permanent to right man.
Must have car. Salary and commission.
East coast. Immediate. Give full details and picture. Box 604G, BROADCASTING^
Regional salesman, knowing his own
territory and traveling it regularly
to represent highly saleable open-end
properties of growing transcription
producer.
Good commissions;
no advance, no draw.
We do not demand
exclusivity. Send experience, references, photo, list other prooerties now
handled. Box 609G , BROADCASTING.
Established FM station adding AM.
Need salesman, announcers, combination men. Send full particulars, experience, disc, photo first letter. Give
phone number. If we like you, we may
call you. W.WCFC,
Beckley,
Va. 305 Res'ervior Road,

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Sales promotion position open. Must
understand distribution pattern and
merchandising. Display advertising
and direct mail experience helpful.
Air mail
detailsWNAX,
and photo
to Promotion Manager,
Yankton,
S. D.
Illinois 1000 watter seeks hard working
salesman. Draw, 15-20%, protected
territory. WSMI, Litchfield, Illinois.
Salesman with car to sell radio time
for L. I. radio station. L. I. resident
only. Salary, write details to Box 219,
Hempstead, L. I.
Announcers
Network aflSliate Rocky Mountain area
has opening for announcer-copywriter.
Send transcription and full details with
first
ING. letter. Box 909F, BROADCASTAnouncer, capable of producing own
musical-personality
show
for Must
regional
network of stations in
south.
be
sober, industrious, dependable. Will
pay comfortable salary to start, with
increases commensurate with ability.
Box 606G, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer-engineer
wanted by Minnesota radio station.
Must be able to do good job on news.
Car necessary. Good salary for good
man. Box 623G, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, small market fulltime network affiliate, detail completely experience, ability with news, sports, DJ and
CASTING^
salary
expected. Box 634G, BROADAnnouncer: Staff work, including news,
record shows, some sports. Some experience preferred. $40 per week to
start. Write Box 639G, BROADCASTING.
Morning man. Straight, friendly style,
must be strong on news. Permanent.
Top organization.
Easternsized
major
network station, medium
market.
Send
disc,
background.
Box
645G,
BROADCASTING.
Needed immediately by Virginia network affiliate, thoroughly experienced
announcer-engineer with first class
ticket. Must be good announcer and
have car. Permanent interview. $75.00
CASTING^
for
forty hours. Box 651G, BROADAnnouncer with ticket. One year experience announcing. Start $225 raise
in six months. Phone or wire J. B.
McNutt, KBUD, Athens, Texas.
Announcer-engineer needed immediately. Must have had two or more
years experience announcing and handling all types programs. Average-to
good-combo men not wanted, as this
job is open only to top talent. Pay
is in full accord. Must show stability
and a good record of service which
will stand inspection from the station
where you are now employed. Air
mail qualifications including draft or
reserve status to KNCM, Moberly, Missouri.
Immediate opening for licensed combination man. heavy on announcing.
Give full particulars. KSUN, Bisbee,
Arizona.
Wanted: Experienced announcer for
fulltime network station. Prefer top■ flight man capable of doing play-byplay football,
ad-lib.andPermanent
situation
with news,
good pay
excellent
working conditions. Give draft status.
Address
Kermit
Ashby,
KVOP,
Plainview, Texas.
Immediate opening for combination
man. New station. Perfect working
conditions. Call or wire Buddy McLain, WBIP, Booneville, Miss.
Combination announcer-engineer, send
history,
picture,
disc, minimum
starting salary,
references,
draft status.
H. R. Winsor, WBYS, Canton, Illinois.
Aimouncer-operator wanted. State desalary requirements
etc. first
letter. tails,
Personal
interview necessary.
WKTY, La Crosse, Wisconsin.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Hill Billy DJ, engineer, will pay high
salary if you have first phone and the
personality to run a top hill billy DJ
show,
in one
south'stape
richest
rural
markets.
Rushof disc,
or wire;
background
details;
WKUL,
Cullman,
Ala.
Wanted for Washington, D. C. market,
combination announcer. Control board
operation essential with emphasis on
good selling
experience.delivery.
Phone or writeMustfor have
audition
Carl Lindbergh, WPIK, Alexandria,
Virginia.
Wanted immediately. Announcer, combination man, program director. Jobs
waiting. Bert Arnold, Keene Road,
Clearwater, Florida.
Technical
Men with at least 8 years combined
electrician
and radiocustom
experience
install and maintain
built toaudio
devices. Must want to travel throughout any area in the United States
continually. Excellent salary plus expenses. Transportation provided. Must
have automobile drivers license. Send
personal snapshot
with record
experiences and references.
Box of764D,
BROADCASTING.
Need experienced engineer or combination announcer-engineer. Send information, draft status, past experience. KNED. McAlester, Okla.
Wanted-First
phone
engineer,Experience
combination desired, not
necessary.
unnecessary. Phone E. B. Evans, 760
collect, Wooster, Ohio. Future for the
right man.
Production-Programming, others
Program
kw midwest
network, director
experienced, 5aggressive,
capable.
Box 621G. BROADCASTING.
Program director must do air time.
Announcer must be able to operate
control board. Prefer draft exempt
men. Box 644G. BROADCASTING.
Woman continuity editor, some air
work. Prefer experience but consider
all applicants. Air mail photo, details.
J. B. McNutt, KBUD, Athens, Texas.
Opening now
copy man.
Some staff,
announcing. for
Small station,
congenial
WAYB. Waynesboro, Virginia.
Punch writer. Well paying position
open for young man who can make
commercial copy stand up and sell!
Send sample copy, qualifications, photo
and salary
Program
Director, Stationexpected
WFDF, toFlint,
Michigan.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Managing director, long experience,
available
tions not for
now revitalizing
profitable. station
Knows operaevery
phase of station management from A
to Z. Good judge of personnel. Will
accept remuneration on percentage of
increased profits, a straight fee, or a
combination of both. Only interested in
1 kw, or more, fulltime. Box 132G,
BROADCASTING.
Manager,
program
director,
salesmanager. Highest
industry
references
and
requisites. Can cover all phases stationcern.
operations
and
produce
going
conCollege degrees; average age, 30.
Can assume control of new CP or turn
losing station into profitable operation.
Sound, long range policy. Large and
small market experience. Expert low
cost operation. Desire to relinquish
control investors
of presentneed
station.
night
apply.No Wefly-byare
reliable, sound radio businessmen.
Box 497G. BROADCASTING.
Manager over 18 years experience net
and independent stations. Box 560G,
BROADCASTING.
Manager. 18 years experience, capable
of holding partments
all positions,
knows allsales
dethoroughly. Excellent
record,nesscompletely
experienced
in
busimanagement. Member of several
civic organizations. 1st class license.
Family man. Complete details in first
letter. Box 607G, BROADCASTING.
Manager, emphasis on sales, desires
contact with owner whose station is
operating in the red. Owner must be
willing to pay a percentage of profits.
Highest quality references. proven
background of developing money makcommunity service stations. Box
612G,ingBROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
????? Are you looking for a progre: sive young man with proven ideas,
proven ability, in radio since 194.i
from 100-5000, indie net, to manage
your 250 watt station or do a gocd
program indirector's
station
midwest?job Ifforyouyour
are,1 tlk ■,r
smartest
thing
you'll
ever
do
is
to ai swer this ad. Box 613G, BROADCASTING.
All in one from manager to DJ, incluc- j
ing first phone license. 4'/2 years ex- )
perience, specialize in special event' t
Have
copyrighted
away a wee>
shov
Southwest
preferred give
for $90.00
For
details
dial
Box
620G,
BROADCASTING.
Sales manager, not a desk executive
Does most of the selling himself. Mar.
years selling
experience
wit'nFamil
independent and network
stations.
man well over draft age. Now in Ohic
Available at once. Box 627G, BROAL
CASTING.
Salesmen
Experienced salesman, married, hard
working. Preferably south. Excellent
ING.
references. Box 559G, BROADCASTManpower shortage? Why be half safe?
play
it smart.
There's
station
America
that's not
lookingno for
a goodin
salesman. Write immediately and I'll
shoot ably
youbeen mj'
history.
prob-a
thinking
aboutYou've
this for
long time. So whv not today? Box
649G, BROADCASTING.
AnTiouneers
Sportscaster,
working Three
baseball and footballcurrently
in the southeast.
years experience in calling college basketball and hockey. Looking for basketball and/or hockey work. Preferably in
the
northeast.
College graduate and
ING.
draft exempt. Box 563G, BROADCASTAnnouncer, control board operator.
Competent, conscientious, reliable, willing settleavailable.
small community.
Details
and
disc
Box 567G, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Excellent background. Five
years experience.
Now Specialty,
working news
metropolitan 5kw station.
and
sports.
The
best
references.
570G, BROADCASTING. Box
Announcer,
veteran,
28. reliable,leading
conING^
scientious. Recent graduate
radio school. Box 586G, BROADCASTDraft exempt announcer, newscaster.
Long on training and talent. Short on
experience. Hard worker. Family man.
Age
Nowor onOhio.
west Disc,
coast.pictures
Prefer
west 31.
coast
available. Box 596G, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, single, 24, vet, will travel.
Specialize in personality disc jockey
shows and sports, also do general staff
work.sive College
background
and intencourse. School
of Radio Technique.
New York. Have audition discs and
photo. Box 598G, BROADCASTING.
Announcer - copywriter. experienced.
Veteran, college graduate, capable all
phases.BROADCASTING.
Available immediately. Box
599G.
Staff announcer, experienced, married,
all
utilityExperienced
man. operatein
vet, phases,
29, draftgood
exempt.
console, presently employed, travel
anywhere. Details on request. Box
608G, BROADCASTING.
Experienced combination man available immediately. Desire permanent
position.
Married, car. Box 610G,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, single, 24, graduate of
leading radio school, trained in all
phases. rative
Newscasting.
sportsexperience.
and narspeech. Desires
Photo and disc on request. Box 611G,
BROADCASTING.
News, special events man. Four yearf:
commercial experience. Degree, mar
ried. Crisp authoritative delivery. $7
minimum.
Box 616G, BROADCAST
ING.
General announcer, copywriter, strong
on news, commercials, DJ, specia
events. Thoroughly trained, collegf
man, married, veteran, draft exempt
Box 622G, BROADCASTING.
Announcer,conscientious,
control board
operato"al
married,
familiar
phases control board operation anc
announcing, light experience, willini
settle small community, disc and re
sume available on request. Box 629G
BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
'■ir October 15th this experience can
yours : Three years every phase
i| station announcing; newscaster
■e years model center; over a year
s editor, plus a year directing prons.
man.bulwark
conscientious,
al.Family
A solid
your constaff
llting
right
proposition.
ReferE. details on request. Box 624G,
ipADCASTING.
iLouncer, young, experienced, strong
commercials, news, music, no li;e. control operator seeks small sta.;ting.
Start 40-45. Box 632G, BROADouncer, experience plus training.
'S. interviews, DJ shows; general
itDuncing. Single, 21, references,
available. Prefer midwest. Box
i. BROADCASTING.
louncer-operator; first phone, exlenced all phases announcing. Can
;e copy. Available immediately.
I 637G, BROADCASTING.
rts announcer, experienced playplay baseball, boxing, basketball,
replies considered. First class liBox 638G. BROADCASTING.
(t exempt. Age 26. Training and
Srience in newscasting. DJ shows,
I-on-the-street, play-by-play, baseNegro. Box 640G, BROADCASTIressive young man with training
its announcing position. Good dic. specialize in disc. news. Disc or
jonal audition will prove. Box
BROADCASTING.
liberty. Experienced announcer
prpfers a midwest location. Box
i. BROADCASTING.
louncer, draft exempt, experience
I training. General announcing,
.isportscasts. interviews, writing and
tramming. College education. Ref(Ices, disc available.
Box 643G,
ipADCASTING.
vork play-by-play
mentator.
Available man
soon. and
Nowsports
emed. Money secondary, year-round
-by-play essential. Midwest or
Kvest preferred. College graduate.
iKhlete. Box 646G, BROADCASTB voice, strong personality, young
jessive
all-round
B experience
AM-FMannouncer,
commercial 2
inon-commercial, B.A. Radio N. Y.
.References, discs, photo available.
'|er93 New
Bob N.
Gay-J.
Avon England
Avenue, area.
Newark,
buncer. Strong on news, commeri, DJ. Operate console. Two years
Ige, veteran, married, will travel,
mdable, hard worker. Prefer small
station. Disc, photo, details availStan Perri, 918 W. Buena, Chi13, 111.
ram manager, staff and topflight
|ge football and basketball, double
baseball announcer seeks same
ion in metropolitan sports area,
led, family, 27, college. George
pr, 200 S. 2nd, Effingham, 111.
le 1098.
!-sports
announcer,
play-by-play
xience. Can
write sports,
2 years
inercial announcing. Contact Mike
n, 370 Columbus Ave., NYC, phone
?-2617.
ttuncer, ten year man, foirr years
Pennsylvaniabroad1 year straightPenn
man game
on audience
News speciality for 8 years,
flete Box
experience.
Available Octo}L5.
652G, BROADCASTING.
Technical
i engineer, twenty years broad
ttical experience including conrtion of two stations. Presently
engineer of one kw. Family. Box
BROADCASTING.
(leer, 32 months transmitter, reIs. tape recordings.
Army radar
■ience. Graduate RCA Institute,
C. Presently employed. Box 473G,
lDCASTING.
12 years exlicense,
iaeer,
ince. Box
528G,degree,
BROADCASTING,
iig man with 1st phone, seeking
.aeering position, no experience but
mious, willing to learn. Northeast
^trred. Box 533G. BROADCASTING.
'J engineer invites correspondence
(| established broadcaster. Long
iltable experience in all phases
•neering includes multl element
Itionals. Draft proof. Ready for
"lADCASTING.
Top references.
Box 545G,
j^ieer, 3 years experience. Pres1: chief of 250 watt station. Doing
\fo work, 29 years, married, one
ii.
have car. Box 546G, BROADWING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer, experienced, first phone, FM
trans and control remotes, recording,
own car. Box 585G, BROADCASTING.
Unmarried veteran, 23, trained in AM,
FM, TV broadcasting. 1st class license,
AM. Experience. Work anywhere.
Available immediately. Box 597G,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first phone, 1 year radio
service experience. Married, midwest
preferred. Box 600G, BROADCASTING^
Wanted: Lifetime job. Engineer,
single, 26. Experience: 3 years AMFM studios, xmtrs, transit radio,
storecasting, tape and disc recording.
Box 631G, BROADCASTING.
Am 4F, single and over 25. Want
chance to become first class engineer.
Have had some practical experience,
am taking correspondence course from
Capitol Radio Engineering Institute.
Am willing to start on low salary. Will
go anywhere. Box 648G, BROADCASTING^
First class ticket. Tech school grad.
Want experience, vet, V. Daley, 280
E. Burnside Ave., NYC.
Engineer
withposition.
some previous
experi-to
ence desires
Single. Desire
locate in middlewest. Will consider any
inquiry. Available immediately. Arnold
J. Divis, Schuyler, Nebraska. R#3,
phone 17F 310.
Broadcast position wanted: Young man,
26, ex Navy radio operator. Hold first
phone and telegraph license. Active
ham. Travel anywhere U. S. Charles
Glock.
137-35 Springfield
Blvd., Springfield Gardens,
New York.
Veteran, first phone license, leading
school graduate, experience wanted.
Robert N.Gori,
2158 Crotona Avenue.
Bronx,
Y.
Chief engineer, 15 years in radio, 6 as
chief, powers to 5 kw, complete construction experience, personnel supervision, age 26, family. Prefer southwest
coast, consider other than chief if
power high
and Excellent
chances ofreferences.
advancement good.
Available
approximately
30
days.
tin Prochaska, KDIX, Dickinson,QuinN.
Dak. Phone 172.
Vet, 1st phone. Graduate 2 leading
schools desires experience. William
N.
Rogel,
1275 Grant Ave., New York,
Y.
First phone, experienced transmitter
operator. Want position with future.
Jim
N. Y.Turner, 6609 Avenue T, Brooklyn,
Production-Programming, others
Continuity writer. Capable of intelligent, crisp commercial copy, desires
position with small progressive organization.Preferably
Young, conscientious,
dependable.
no announcing.
Box
479G, BROADCASTING.
Program cellent
director,
10 years
radio. Exreferences.
Will answer
all
replies fully. Box 556G, BROADCASTING.
Woman's
program
formerly
with northwest
CBS director;
affiliate, available
immediately. Proven sales-building
personality. Background, more than
ten years radio, major networks, vocalist, actress, script writer. Scrapbook,
transcription available. Box 595G,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
writer,
commentator,continuity
single, 25,
canwomen's
be an
asset to your station. Presently employed. College graduate. Radio school
graduate. Veteran. Reference from
present
CASTING.employer. Box 602G, BROADVersatile staff announcer, all phases,
four years commercial experience.
Married, degree, 25. Available two
weeks. Box 617G, BROADCASTING.
Practically a walking encyclopaedia of
TV and advertising information now
and eager for varied job with opportunity to increase that knowledge. Intelligence, diligence, superb education,
all packaged in attractive exterior.
NYC only. Box 630G, BROADCASTING.
Television program and production
head, currently running AM and TV
operation major market. Can take
complete charge of new station or
improve your present operation. Seventeen years radio, TV. Local and network experience. Good salary expected.
Complete background and references
on
request.
CASTING. Reply Box 647G, BROAD-

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Program director-announcer. Head
complete programming department
(music, announcing staff, continuity,
production). Hard worker, dependable, draft exempt. Excellent referMinimumences.
salaryAvailable
$60. immediately.
Sam McClaughary,
8521 S. Loomis Blvd., Chicago. Phone
Triangle 4-1459.
Television
Technical
Attention TV chief-engineers: If you
prefer to train your own personnel,
try me. 26, single, 3 years all phases
AM-FM studio and transmitters. Willing and able to learn from bottom up.
CASTING.
Box 633G, BROADCASTING • TELE-

Wanted to Buy (Cont'd)
Wanted: anism16"and overhead
recording
cutter. State
type,mechage,
electrical
specifications,
price.
Address:
KMOD, Modesto, Calif.
Wanted:
five-eights
inch co-ax
cable
new One
or used;
FM antenna;
FM
frequency
Griffin, Ga.modulation monitor. WKEU,
Wanted: Radio tower base insulators
to support light structures, prefer
Lapp #14855, or what have you, wire
or write, J. J. Phillips, phone Fannin
4616, 124 E. Lachappelle Street, San
Antonio 4, Texas.
Help Wanted
Managerial
RADIO STATION MANAGER

Production-Programming, others
We're offering our eye teeth to get
into television, but we'd rather give
our talent instead (it's more valuable).
Frankly,
we're a incouple
of young
writers experienced
all phases
of radio,
newspaper, theatre and eager for
video. Can you see us? Box 628G,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
For Sale

^„with proven record in the field,^
preferexperience
a "commercial
with
at selling man"
local
station to local business men.
Must be strong in all phases of
radio with emphasis on selling.
Excellent opportunity. We are
a young, but established 250
watt daylight station located
in Cambridge, Mass. right in
the middle of the fifth largest
radio audience in the country.
We have a beautiful spot on
the dial (740 kc) and a technical coverage equal to stations
of much higher power. We have
an FM affiliate and excellent

Stations
$25,000 buys
35% or high
majority
holding in a fulltime
powerstockAM
plus FM independent station. Currently
in black on expanding gross. Give
financial qualifications in first letter.
Possibility vestment.
forBox 387G,
activeBROADCASTING.
or inactive inEquipment, etc.
For sale— GE BT-3-A 3 kw FM transmitter, GE BM-l-A modulation monitor,
GE BA-5-A limiting amplifier, GE
BY4-A four bay FM antenna, 400 foot
CP 1% inch coax, model 46 Communications Products dry air pump. Box
541G, BROADCASTING.
General Electric BT-9-A studio to transmitter link complete with receiver and
two parabolic antennas frequency 940.5
mc. Box 542G, BROADCASTING.
For
foot, non-insulated
BlawKnoxSale,
self179supporting
tower, knocked
down ready for immediate shipment,
$1,250.00,
J. J. PhiUips & Son, San
Street.
Antonio,
Texas, 124 E. Lachappelle
Complete 250 watt WE transmitting
installation in excellent condition, including tower: WE D97008 antenna
coupling unit, WE 310B transmitter,
732-AS7 General Radio distortion and
noise meter, 214 foot Blaw-Knox selfsupporting tower (dismantled), lights,
lighting choke, 2 audio racks, WE
speaker, jack strip, jacks. VU meter,
485C General Radio frequency monitor,
681B General Radio frequency deviation meter, 731B General Radio modulation monitor, 733-AS8 General Radio
oscillator. Immediate shipment. First
$5000.000 takes package, FOB Tulsa.
Call or wire KOME, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Make offer FM WE 506B-2 complete,
spares, 10 kw transmitter. New, never
uncrated. H. Edwin Kennedy, WILM,
Wilmington, Delaware.
Federal FM transmitter #191A, 1 kw
with matching
control
room equipment. Console, two
turntables,
power
supply, GE frequency and modulation
monitor, 200 ft. Blaw-Knox tower with
bay square loop antenna. No reasontown, ablePa.offer refused. WMBS-FM, UnionFor sale, three TV support towers, 500
ft. and 350 ft. heavy duty guyed towers
guaranteed to support any type TV
antenna, J. J. Phillips & Son, San
Antonio, Texas.
Have several used guyed Wincharger
towers will sell erected. Tower Construction Co., 107 Fourth St., Sioux
City. Iowa. Phone 5-6761.
Wanted to Buy
Equipment, etc.
Wanted: 250 w AM transmitter, cash or
exchange
250 above
w FM also
RCAfor transmitter
and monitor;
sale. Box
441G, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Gates BC-IE-KW transmitter.
Will pay good reasonable price. Write
or wire Box 558G, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, three used 215 foot galvanized
towers including guys, base insulators
and associated components. Box 614G.
BROADCASTING.

growth
We arepotential.
looking for a young
aggressive general and promotion manager who has had excellent experience and is looking for a challenge. Write
stating age, qualifications, salary requirements, etc. Box 650G,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
NEWSWRITER-ANNOUNCER
Experienced
nouncer neededcombination
by 50,000 newswriter-anwatt midwest
radio station. Excellent opportunity.
Send background, picture and disc to
BOX 544G, BROADCASTING
Television
Salesmen
r
TV
Salesman

eastern network
market. Send detailed applica tion, hackgrou\nd,
qualifications ,
Box
picture, 619G,
etc. to
BROADCASTING.

Production-Programming, others
r
WANTED
..
eastern market . TV
station. Must be exProgram
perienced inshows.
directing studio
Abilityandto cooperate
handle
men
with mentother
heads. departDirect 01CASTING.
Box
618G. BROAD(Continued on next page)

Situation Wanted
Announcers

For Sale (Cont'd)

1} you want a disc jockey with
an informal touch . . .
READ THIS LETTER
Mr. Xomi Riley will conclude his employment with this station at his own
wish October 1, 1950 after a period of
three years during which time he made
quite a name for himself with his program—PENTHOUSE PARTY.
Mr. Riley is a man of unusual gifts
with a natural radio talent. He is
primarily
a showman,
capable of enough
creating new ideas
and conscientious
to work them out. His departure
creates a vacancy we will find very
difficult to fill and we can recommend
him to any employer whose organizalined. tion can utilize the characteristics outYours sincerel3%
Radio Station CJCH
E. Finlay MacDonald
Manager
P.S. Was voted Canada's Number 1
Disc Jockey S months ago in nationalwide poll of 97 newspapers. Has wide
experience in promotional work _ and
script wrifino.
American
citizen. Oh, yes, Riley is an
BOX 626G, BROADCASTING

FOR
SALE
Bscauss of change to new
facilities, WGRC 250 watt
transmitting plant will be
sold complete.
Equipment includes:
RCA ET-4250-A transmitter; associated
speech and monitoring
equipment; one 229 ft.
Truscon self-supporting, insulated tower.
Detailed list of equipment
on request; then make us
an offer.
Conta3t Perry W. Esten,
Chief Engineer
Radio Station WGRC
Louisville, Kentucky
MOBIL

Attention progressixe s,tations and
agencies. .After two year absence . . .
Stanley Vainrib . . . former star NBC
coast-to-coast network program "Dr.
I.Q."
announcesof his
return topublicity
radioTV. Subject
nationwide
campaign can add prestige and business
to your organization. Ten years varied
experience all phases radio-TV as announcer, newscaster, DJ, MC and PD.
Desire permanent association with
stable organization in talent and /or
executive capacity. Prefer New York
or California, but will consider other
localities. Age: 31, married, two children, vet, now seri'ice exempt. College
education. Best references. For personal interview call or write Stan Vainrib, 2820 Avenue "S", Ensley Highlands, Birmingham 8, Alabama. Telephone: Birmingham 6-5310.
For Sale
Stations
RADIO
P
^
>
^

STATION

Miscellaneous

FOR SALE

250 waft independent. New England. Only station in city. Small,
but important market. Write Box
605G, BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
raSIEDIATE SALE
Two Dumont type TA-124-B image
orthicon dual camera chains. • One
set brand new and never uncrated.
One set slightly used for demonstrations only. Box 635G, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

TV UNIT
Attention TV stations:
Here's your chance to buy
an ACF-Brill bus, completely equipped for use as a
mobil able
TV price.
unit,Unit
at a adapted
reasonfrom 1946 32-passenger, airconditioned, cross-country
bus. Roof platform reached
by
door. Excellent
tires trap
and Driven
mechanical
tion.
less than condi25,000
miles since completed in
April,
1948, bytwoWLW-Television.
other ismobil unitsHave
so this one
no
longer needed. No technical
equipment
Call
or write J. included.
R. McDonald,
WLW Cincinnati 2. Phone
CHerry 1822.

J
S
A
^

RADIO ACCOUNTIMG SERVICES
COMPtEre OPERATIONS COVERAGE
Includes all required FCC and incomo
lax information and reports.

J. R. Hoffman & Associates
1319 F St., N.W., Suite 505
Washington, D. C.
Executive 9788

WKJG
LABOR
NABET Files Complaint
COMPLAINT against WKJG Fort
Wayne, Ind., has been filed with
FCC by George Maher, executive
secretary of the National Assn. of
Broadcast Engineers and Technicians. He charged WKJG failed
to report a pending labor suit in
a transfer application filed with
FCC in August 1949.
The NABET petition contended
WKJG's licensee. Northeastern
Broadcasting Co., incorrectly told
FCC there was no "suit or proceeding" which might be affected
by the transfer. The petition explained that in January 1949 the
National Labor Relations Board
reported a complaint charging the
station with unfair labor practices
and that subsequently a trial examiner found Northwestern guilty
of the charges and required the
station to "desist therefrom and
take
certaintoldaffirmative
NABET
FCC that action."
in March
1950 the examiner's ruling was upheld by NLRB and the station was
ordered to comply. NABET charged,
however,
thatto WKJG
and refused
comply has
with"failed
said
decision." WKJG is assigned 5
kw on 1380 kc.
HIGH FREQUENCY
Meet Set for Jan. 10-12
THE SECOND High Frequency
Measurements Conference — sponsored jointly by the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, the
Institute of Radio Engineers, and
the National Bureau of Standards
— has been scheduled to be held in
Washington next Jan. 10-12.
Most of the papers to be presented during the sessions will deal
with measurements in the highfrequency through the extremelyhigh-frequency regions, authorities
reported, but "some interesting
video measuring techniques" also
will be disclosed: It will be "the
first scientific gathering of national scope to be brought to Washington in 1951 in celebration of the
semi-centennial of the National Busaid. reau of Standards," spokesmen

Do You Want to Live in the Pacific Northwest, in the West or in the Southwest?
During the past few weeks representatives of the Blaclcburn-Hamilton Company have attended all the District Meetings of
the Notional Association of Broadcasters. We have had on opportunity during these meetings to inspect, appraise, and
discuss various stations with owners who have listed their properties with us. Below ore some of the higher priced facilities. Watch this space for various priced properties in other sections of the United States as these meetings continue.
West
Pacific Northwest
Southwest
$280,000.00
$340,000.00
$135,000.00
Texas
• Los Angeles County
High
— Fulltime
Fulltime Regional
Long Powered
Established
• TV Proof
Excellent Plant
Newly Equipped
• Independent
Booming
Market
Major Market
• Regional
Money Maker
Enjoyable Living
• Built By Pioneer
Valuable Real Estate
County Pop. 112,500
• Current Yield— 25%
Audience Ratings High
10 Year Increase — 28%
Priced To Sell
Grossing — $1 20,000.00
$140,000.00
Escrow
•• Terms
on Balance
Favorable Terms
Netting over $20,000.00
Contact The Nearest Office Of The Exclusive Representatives
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON
COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Harold R. Murphy
James W. Blackburn
V. HamiltonSt.
333 North Michigan
Washington BIdg.
235RayMontgomery
STerling 4341
RAndolph 6-4550
EXbrook 2-5672
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SALUTE

TO

GRAY

To Highlight NCAB Meet
RADIO salute to Gordon Gray,
former Secretary of the Army, well
known broadcaster, and now president of North Carolina U., will
highlight the annual convention of
the North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters, according to Robert M.
Wallace, WOHS Shelby, NCAB
president. The convention vidll be
held Oct. 23-24 at Southern Pines. 1
Mr. Gray,
president of
AM-FM
Winston-Salem,
N. WSJS-1
C, willi
be honored with a state-wide broad- .
cast from 10:30 to 11 p.m. Oct. 24,
originating at the Mid Pines Club
in Southern Pines, scene of the
convention. The tribute will be
rendered by Judge Justin Miller,
president
of NAB.
With every
radio station in the
state expected to broadcast the
program simultaneously, it is also
planned to link together all FM
outlets.
Featured speaker at the annual
banquet Oct. 23 will be Joseph H.
McConnell, president of NBC and
a native of Davidson, N. C. On
Tuesday morning, Oct. 24, a symposium will be held on "Radio
Audience Measurement." Participants will include: Dr. Sidney
Roslow, director of The Pulse Inc.;
C. E. Hooper, president of C. E.
Hooper Inc., and Charles A. Wolcutt, vice president of A. C. Nielsen
Co. Moderator will be Dr. Kennetli
Baker,
director of research fov
NAB.

KAB SESSION
Fall Meet Oct. 18-19
HIGHLIGHTED by election of of
ficers, the semi-annual meeting of
the Kentucky Assn. of Broadcast
ers will be held Oct. 18-19 at Coac
& Four Inn, Hopkinsville.
Arrangements for the sessio
are in charge of F. E. Lackey
WHOP Hopkinsville, KAB presi
dent. Other KAB officers are: J
Porter Smith, WGRC Louisville
first vice president; Charles G
Warren, WCMI Ashland, secon
vice president; Hugh 0. Potter
WOMI Owensboro, secretary-treas
urer.
Rep. Sadowski Defeate
REP. GEORGE G. SADOWSK
(D-Mich.), acting chairman of th
House Interstate Commerce Com
munications subcommittee durin
most of the 81st Congress, faile
by 156 votes in his bid for re
nomination during state primaries
official vote canvass has revealed
Rep. Sadowski, who was strike
with a heart ailment this summer
had served seven terms represent
ing Michigan's first district o
Capitol Hill. His defeat remove
the second communications chair
man from the committee scene i
the past month. Rep. Alfred Bui
winkle (D-N. C), titular subcom
mittee head, passed away Aug. 31.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

FCC Actions
{Continued from page 80)

'.ppMeations Returned:
H Southwestern Pub. Co., Las Vegas,
; I k-.— RETURNED application for CP
■A TV station.

cf-ober 5 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1150 kc
IkTLN Denver — CP change from 990
a to 1150 kc.
I
AM— 1350 kc
ilprairie Bcstg. Co., Beaver Dam, Wis.
tP new AM station 1600 kc 1 kw D
jWENDED to request 1350 kc 500 w D.
License for CP
4iPRS Olathe, Kan. — License to cover
increase power.
WKCT Bowling Green, Ky. — License
cover CP change frequency etc.
WTOB Wlnston-Salem, N. C. — Same.
WSB-FM Atlanta — License to cover
^ new FM station.
AVL.AG-FM
License
cover CP Laas Grange,
reinstatedGa. —new
FM
ation.
License Renewal
License renewal applications filed by
Uowing: KOKO La Junta. Col,:
SOY-FM Decatur. 111.; WPAT-FM
Bterson. N. J.: WRR-FM Dallas, Tex.:
LOG-FM Logan, W, Va.: WFHR-FM
isconsin Rapids, Wis.; KGO-FM San
•ancisco; WWPB-FM Miami- WFMU
"M) Crawfordsville. Ind.; WRSW
M) Warsaw, Ind.: WXYZ-FM Detroit;
HKY-FM Hickory. N. C; KCRC-FM
lid, Okla.; WGAL-FM Lancaster, Pa.;
KST-FM New Castle. Pa.: WPJB
■'M) Providence, R. I.
Modification of CP
Following new stations requested ex_ tnsion of completion dates: WOKO
Bllbany; KWBB Wichita. Kan.; WCHF
ew Orleans- WHMP Northampton,
iass.: WRBL-FM Columbus, Ga,;
'AMS-FM
Wilmington,
WHOM Des Moines:
WGAL-FMDel.;
Lancaster,
■a.; KRFM (FM) Fresno, Calif.: WTTV
•V) Bloomington,
Ind.; WKZO-TV
alamazoo,
Mich.
WWSC Glens Falls, N. Y.— Mod. CP
lange frequency etc. for extension
completion date.
WCBS-TV New Y'ork— Mod. CP auorizing changes in existing station
request change in trans, site from
hrysler Bldg. to Empire State Bldg..
RP from 13.7 kw vis., 10 kw aur, to
^5 1.290.25
kw vis..ft.6.5above
kw aur.:
ant. terrain.
height
average
WWSC Glens Falls, N. Y.— Mod. CP
ithorizing change frequency etc. to
crease N power from 500 w to 1 kw
410 kc).
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 1449 kc
WSFA
Montgomery,
— CP change
power from 1 kw toAla.
5 kw.
AM— 990 kc
KTRM Beaumont, Tex. — CP increase
power from 1 kw to 5 kw change
A-D.
Modification of License
I
KWEM West Memphis, Ark.— Mod.
I ?ense change hours from D to specified
'■'90
kc).
APPLICATION DISMISSED
Robert N. Pinkerton, Brownsville,
ex.— DISMISSED application for aulority to transmit programs to XEO
"atamoros, Mexico.

FCC

roundup
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applicatiottf

on 710 kc. Filed Sept. 26.
— Assignment
ofKLWN
permit Lawrence,
from LoulaKan.Mae
Harrison,
executrix of estate of L. C. Harrison
tr/as Lawrence Bcstg. Co. for $3,000 to
Lawrence Bcstrs. Inc., new firm of following: Lawrence
Edwin A. Outlook,
Abels, owner-publisher
president
15.15%; A.mercial
P. photographer,
(Duke) D'Ambra.
comvice president
18.18%;
Arden
Booth,
former
general
manager KDAN Oroville, Calif., and
program
WREN Topeka,
general director
manager-secretary
9.09%; John
Skie Jr., treasurer 3.03%; H. M. Booth,
director 15.15%.
Seven other
holders. KLWN assigned
500 w stockD on
1320 kc. Filed Sept. 26.
C. — Assignment
of WADE
license Wadesboro,
from Anson N.Radio
and Bcstg.
Co. to Robert Phillip Lyon and Risden
A. Lyon d/b as R. P. Lyon & Son.
Dissolution of corporation. No ownership
assigned
kw daytime onchange.
1210 WADE
kc. Filed
Sept. 1 26.
WLBG
Laurens,
S.
C.
—
Involuntary
transfer of control through transfer of
50% interest from John Wells Todd,
deceased,
to J. W. WLBG
Todd IIIassigned
and Richard
Todd,
executors.
250 w
daytime on 860 kc. Filed Sept. 26.
Lubbock,
ofKSEL
control
throughTex.sale— Relinquishment
of 6% interest
each by Hoyt Houck, Robert D. Houck
and Walter G. Russell for total consideration of 810,000 to B. C. Garnett and
Betty K. S. Garnett. Each of sellers
retains 24% interest. Clyde H. Smith
retains
interest.
Houcks
control.10%KSEL
assigned
1 kwrelinquish
day, 500
w night on 950 kc. Filed Sept. 26
KVAS toAstoria,
— Assignment
license
Clatsop Ore.
Video
Bcstrs., newof
partnership
of
same
name
with
change in partners. Leroy E. but
Parsons,
80%
owner,
sells
24.5%
to
Elmer
W.
Littlehales, production manager, for
$6,112, and 4.5% to James W. Spencer,
salesman-announcer, for $843. Mr. Spencer also buys 20% interest of Richard
F. Denbo, who retires, for $3,750. KVAS
assigned 250 w D on 1050 kc. Filed
Sept.
KENI25. Anchorage and KFAR Fairbanks, Alaska — Transfer
A. E. Lathrop,
deceased, oftocontrol
SydneyfromC.
Raynor, Edward F. Medley, Harry J.
Hill and Miriam L. Dickey, executors
(See
Sept. 25).
Filed story
Sept. BROADCASTING,
22.
KBYE Oklahoma City — Transfer of
control through sale by James M. Collins of his 6,498 sh for $30,000 to licensee, State Bcstg. Co., thereby increasing relative
stockholders. holdings
Kenyon Brownof isother
33% owner
and Frank J. Lynch 25.66% owner.
KBYE
assigned
Filed Sept.
18. 1 kw daytime on 890 kc.
KCRV
Caruthersville,
Mo. — Acquisition of control
Sanford
J. Willis
of 10%through
interestsalefor by$5,000,
3%
to William R. Smith, presently 30%
owner, and 7% to Emmett F. Smith,
presently 12% owner. KCRV assigned
1 kw daytime on 1370 kc. Filed Sept. 18.
WMRAment of Myrtle
S. C. — Assignlicense Beach,
from Myrtle
Beach
Bcstg.
Co.
to
Elizabeth
Evans
for 825,-C.
000. Mrs. Evans is wife of William
Evans, former licensee of WDOV Dover,
Del., and
KMMO
shall, Mo.now
WMRAlicensee
assigned
250 wMar-on
1450 kc. Filed Sept. 18.
KVMV Twin Falls, Idaho— Transfer of
control through sale by John H. and
Helen M. Sole of 119 sh (57%) for 820,262 to D. Spencer Grow (59 sh), part
owner KEXO Grand Junction, Col., and
Arch L. Madsen (60 sh), part owner and
managing director KOVO Provo, Utah,
and minor owner KSUB Cedar City,
Utah. Mr. Sole recalled to Army. KVMV
assigned 250 w on 1450 kc. Filed Sept. 15.

Y TO OCTOBER 5
teStatioris SUMMAR
^'
Siiininnry
of CO
Authorizations,
On the Air, Applications
cations In
Total
Grants
Class
Grants Pending
Hearing
On Air Licensed CPs174
280
AM Stations
6
10
107
511
677
FM Stations
Cond'l
Appli171
357
137
2,189
TV Stations
2,15152
20357
* On the air.
*
*
nership: Jobe L. Hamman, owner local
Docket- Actions . . .
plumbing firm, 51%; George W. Berger,
WIBK Knoxville, Tenn.— Granted ex- Hollywood consulting engineer, 29%,
tension of temporary authority to oper- and Melvin
Sullivan,
electrical20%.contractor and radio
technician,
Filed
ate to Dec. 29, provided station may
make application for further extension
Oct. TRANSFER
4.
APPLICATIONS
upon showing it is proceeding dilie-ently
its Sept.
aopeal 29.(See story this
KODYment of license
North for
Platte,
issue). with
Granted
$98,000Neb.—
fromAssignRadio
Station WOW Inc. to Radio Station
INITIAL DECISIONS
KODY, partnership
of John1943,
Alexander,
Stanislaus County Bcstrs. Inc., KODY
manager since
16.6%;
Modesto, Calif. — Announced initial de- George B. Dent Jr., attorney, 41.7%,
and
Townsend
E.
Dent,
physician,
cision
by
Hearing
Examiner
Leo
Resnick to grant new AM station on 970
Seller is licensee WOW Omaha.
kc with 1 kw fulltime, directional (See 41.7%.
KODY
is assigned
250 w on 1240
kc.
story th's issue ). Decision Sent. 29.
Filed Oct.
2.
1*
Teletronics
Inc.,
Waycross,
Ga.
—
AnWOAI-AM-TV
San
Antonio,
Tex.—
nounced initial decision by Hearing
Involuntary transfer of control from
Examiner Jack P. Blume to grant new
G. A. C. HalS, deceased, to Hugh A. L.
AM
station
on 570(Seekc story
with this
1 kwissue).
day- Halff, executor. Filed Oct. 4.
timp;
coti'iitions
WPGHby George
Pittsburgh
Acquisition
Decision Oct. 3.
control
M. —Harton,
presidentof
Brazoria County Bcstg. Co.. Freeof 8,820purchase
sh of firm's
port. Tex. — Announced initial decision and
18,000owner
sh, through
of 600total
sh
by Hearing Examiner Jack P. Blume
held by F. Garrett Richter for $600 and
to
denv
as
in
default
application
for
8,500
sh
from
William
Zeuger
at 50<
new AM station on 1460 kc with 250 per sh. WPGH assigned 1 kw daytime
1080 kc. Filed Oct. 4.
wfiondaytime
Oct. 3. (See story this issue). Deci- onWCLD
Cleveland,
Prairie
Bcste.
Co.,
Aberdeen,
Mi=s.
—
control through
sale Miss.—
by Cy Transfer
M. Bahakelof
Announced initial decision by Hearing
of
his
51%
interest
to
C.
W.
Capps and
Examiner Fanney N. Litvin to crant
Tims, minor stockholders, and
new AM station on 1240 kc with 250 w Lowry
Melvin
C.
Lee,
manager.
Consideration
fulltime; conditions (See story this $4,158 plus release of Mr. Bahakel of
issue). Decision Oct. 2.
certain station obligations. WCLD assigned 250 w on 1490 kc. Filed Oct. 5.
KDET
Center,
Transfer
Non-Docket- Act-ions . . .
trol through
sale Tex.
by —Tom
Potter ofof conhis
FM GRANT
50% interest to Tom E. Foster, president
and 49% owner; Tolbert Edward Foster,
Mt. Vernon, Otiio — Mt. Vernon Bc^tg.
Co., granted new Class B FM station business manager and program direcC>iannel 229 (93.7 mc), ERP 3.2 kw, ant.
tor; Robert Jackson Bell, commercial
310 ft. above
average
allo- manager, and Tom A. McLachlan, chief
cated Channel
229 terrain.
to Mt. FCC
Vernon.
engineer. Tom Foster buys 10% from
'Principals: Dana T. Burns, professor of Mr. Potter for $1,800 and 1% holding
='>eech at Baldwin-Wallace College, of W. H. Smith for $200, thus becoming
Berea, Ohio, president 24%; Maria C. 60% owner; Tolbert Foster buys 25%
from Mr. Potter for $9,570; Mr. Bell 10%
Burns, associate professor there, treasfor $3,828; Mr. McLachlan 5% for $1,914.
urermitter
24%; supervisor
ClarenceWJWA. Cleveland,
Gillilan, transvice KDET
kc. Filedassigned
Oct. 5. 1 kw daytime on 930
nresident 1.2%. Other minor stockho'ders.
Applicant
denied
AM
outlet
KPAT
Pampa,
— Assignment
construction permitTex.from
Hugh DeWittof
there in comparative hparing decision
Landis and Ross B. McAlister d/b as
issued last February FBRO'VDCASTRadio Station KICA for $5,000, cost to
ING, Feb. 6]. Granted Sept. 27.
date, to J.
C. Daniels,
local LincolnMercury
dealer.
KPAT assigned
250 w
Deletions . . .
on 1230 kc. Filed Oct. 5.
ONE FM permit reported deleted by
WROM
Rome,
Ga.
—
Assignment
of liFCC last week. Total deletions to date
cense to Coosa Valley Radio Station,
since Jan. 1: AM 32; FM 94; TV 3.
new
partnership
including
Charles
WDAR-FM Savannah, Ga.— CP, Sent. Doss, program director, who buys 20%E.
?6. WDAR Inc. told FCC throueh care- interest
from J. W. Tromerhauser for
ful survey it found FM station had
85,000. terest
Dean
Covington
retains
60% 20%
inand Edward
McKay
retains
"absolutely no listeners."
WATO Oak Ridge. Tenn. — Cancelled
holding.
WROM
assigned
1
kw
daytime
CP for 1450 kc. dismissed license apolication and trranted authority to resume
oTi-ration
for 1490 kc,Oct.
250 w1 under
fulltime.regular
Actionlicense
Sept.
26.
MORE AUDIENCE - MORE MAIL
New Applications . . .
AM APPLICATIONS
MORE ADVERTISERS
Metairie, La. — Dr. Sireno E. Bowers
•
Jr., 990 kc, 250 w daytime; estimated
cost 811,912. Applicant is New Orleans
physician. Requests facilities of WJMR
IRWAN NAMED
New Orleans should WJMR win final
See Centerspread This Issue
grant to switch to w fulltime on
Is WINS Business Mgr.
1450 kc [BROADCASTING, Sept. 18].
Oct. 2.
[ENRY G. KIRWAN, of Peat, Filed
Monroe. Wis. — Green County Bcstg.
[arwick & Co., has been named
ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE 24 HOURS A DAY
Co., 1260 kc, 500 w daytime: estimated
cost $15,900. Equal owners: Kenneth W.
usiness manager of WINS New
Stuart, Willard R. Schuetze. Edwin W.
Schuetze and Doran Zwygart, all local
"ork,
succeeding
T. Murphy,of businessmen. Filed Oct. 2.
ecently
appointedK. controller
Clovis, N. M. — Bie Sprine Bcstg. Co.,
ae Crosley Broadcasting Corp.,
1240 kc, 250 w fulltime; estimated cost
84,000. Applicant onerator KBST
incinnati.
Bie Spring, Tex. Filed Oct. 4.
WCKY
Sheffield, Ala.— Daylight Bc^tg. Co.,
Joe Tery, WFLN(FM) Phila1380
kc,
1
kw
daytime;
estimated
cost
CINCINNATI
3!phia, succeeds John Bradford as 818,268. Applicant is one-thii-d owned
by Richard B. Biddle. manager WJRD
50,000 WATTS
OF SELLING POWER
'INS program director. William
Ala., and includes seven
tark, of George Hollingbery Inc. Tuscaloosa,
other local businessmen. Filed Oct. 5.
lew York, has been named to the
Palm
Springs,
CaJif.
—
Desert
Radio
and Telecasting Co., 1230 kc. 250 w
TINS sales staff.
fulltime; estimated cost 812,937. PartOctober 9, 1950 • Page 87
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FM's Pulse Beat
(Continued from page 2S)
sales premise that it can deliver
listeners, a sales approach every
agency and advertising executive
understands. Now the problem is
to acquire more listeners and establish their presence.
When all the pros and cons of
FM vs. AM — and television, too —
are lined up there still stands out
one figure that can't be ignored.
It's simply this:
There are 6,000,000 FM radios
in U. S. homes (some claim as
many as 7,000,000).
Had it not been for television's
simultaneous birth, FM might have
captured the public's fancy with its
high-fidelity and static-free claims,
many of its friends insist. Certainly the glamor of visual radio
has held the postwar spotlight in
the populous parts of the nation,
with FM unable to stir violent public response to its claims.
Two key questions arise in an
effort to evaluate the FM situations. First what is FM's actual
audience and financial status today? Second, what are its hopes
for the future?
Few FM Facts
Both questions are stumpers
The first is tough because few
facts have ever been collected from
FM stations. The second is even
tougher because it enters the realm
of prophecy and those who have
engaged in past FM prognosticating are chastened individuals.
The quickest way to appraise
FM, therefore, is to wring out the
claims of some of its enthusiasts
and blend them with actual facts
of business life.
Today's FM industry consists of
686 operating stations, of which 115
are FM-only; a dozen loosely organized networks that take advantage of the FM signal's inherent
advantages by picking up each
other off-the-air, and a group of
FM-only or AM-FM stations that
augment their income from transit,
functional and storecasting sidelines.
Some of the approximate 575 FM
stations operated in conjunction
with AM carry the AM outlet's entire program schedule. Others
carry just part of the AM schedule
because they operate fewer hours.
Still others are programmed jointly
part of the time and separately
part of the time. Some carry completely different programming,
though these aren't too numerous
aside from the transit-functionalstore operations.
Finally there are many FM stations whose AM affiliates are daytime-only, providing the limitedhour AM's with nighttime service
via FM.
FM's protagonists, now quite
modest in their claims, take the
view that until recently FM was
an island of depression in a field
of plenty, but now things are improving rapidly, to quote Everett
L. Dillard, WASH (FM) WashingPagc 88
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ton, one of a hardy group of FM
pioneers. WASH now has over 50
advertisers buying time in a city
having 14 AM, 13 FM and four
television stations.
Another FM — only operation —
WEAW (FM) Evanston, 111.— has
102 sponsors, according to Edward
A. Wheeler, its operator. He adds
these claims: Better rural coverage than 90% of AM; FM homes
include 63% more families in the
well-to-do income group; Chicago
has 290,000 FM homes; FM listeners use their sets an average of 106
minutes a day; 42% of Evanston
families own FM; satisfied sponsors, including two with 3% -year
records.
Tucked away in that list of
claims is the 42% FM ownership
figure for Evanston, one of Chicago's better suburbs. That is one
of the medium's better concentrations but by no means the best and
by no means an isolated case.
Farther to the south. Central
Illinois has at least as high concentration, according to an AM-FM
operator, Merrill Lindsay, of
WSOY Decatur. As a 250 w AM
outlet WSOY can serve only a restricted area at night on its local
channel. The FM signal, with its
happy indifference to whereabouts
of the sun, goes out 70 miles and
greatly extends nighttime service,
says Mr. Lindsay. He adds that
Central Illinois, after four years
of FM service, now has "around
50% FM set ownership," and the
station's greatly improved BMB
night rating can be credited to FM.
Putting it into the plain language every businessman understands, WSOY has added "substantial y" toits annual income as
a result of FM, according to Mr.
Lindsay. Furthermore the 70-mile
coverage in daytime has been an
important factor.
Card Rates Up
Quick checks with a number of
typical AM-FM operators show
that in several cases the card rate
has been raised on the basis of FM
coverage.
The increased audience provided
by FM is typified in the case of
another FM pioneer, Cecil D. Mastin, WNBF-AM-FM-TV Binghamton, N. Y. Last spring Mr. Mastin
was losing interest in his FM station. After a series of announcements apprising FM listeners of
this fact, he found he had 625 quick
replies, mostly from points 25 to
50 miles away where listeners said
they had no satisfactory AM service at any time.
Of the 627, 431 said they used
FM exclusively day and night; 65
used FM at night; 179 complained
of AM "hash"; 63 wanted CBS
service; 43 had recently bought
sets; 9 urged discontinuance of AM.
Elliott M. Sanger, head of
WQXR-AM-FM, New York Times
operation, points out that a Pulse
survey shows 22.2% of New York
homes had FM sets last July compared to 19.9% last April and 6.8%
in July 1948. That's an increase
from 210,800 to 688,200 sets in two

SET

PRODUCTION
FM Receivers Increase

TOTAL production of FM-only,
FM-AM and FM-TV sets for seven
months of 1950 was 867,246 receivers, with about 20% of aural home
radios and 10% of TV sets having
FM circuits, according to estimates
by Ed Sellers, director of the NAB
FM Dept., based on production of
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. members.
In the 12 months of 1949 a total
of 1,360,396 FM sets came off
RTMA-member's production lines,
he reported, or 701,705 sets in seven months of 1949. RTMA is estimated to include over three-fourths
of industry production. Last year
20% of TV sets had FM-band tuning switches, with the decline
ascribed for the most part to U. S.
tax rulings. An FM-RTMA luncheon Oct. 10 at the Roosevelt Hotel,
New York, will explore FM station
complaints that set makers are not
turning out enough FM sets to
meet the demand.
years. Furthermore, sets-in-use
survey shows 48.8% in the Pulse
report.
In Philadelphia, according to
Raymond S. Green, of WFLN, an
FM-only station, Pulse found 30,000 sets and 90,000 listeners for
the station last July compared to
10,000 sets and 30,000 listeners a
year ago.
In Washington, according to a
survey cited by Mr. Dillard, number of FM sets increased from
51,282, or 13.2% of families, a
year ago to 78,000, or 20%, last
May — all within two-thirds of a

on local accounts. "I keep my op
erations separate and we have beermaking money for two years," he
said.
WVKO (FM) Columbus, Ohio
claims 100,000 sets in an area extending some 50 miles out. WHFBAM-FM Benton Harbor, Mich.,.;
found in a school survey last Junej
that 37% of students had FM inj
their homes.
|
Robert J. Dean, KOTA-AM-FMji
Rapid
aboutFM.
20%
of homesCity,
in S.
the D.,areasaidhave
In New England FM ownership
"is probably heavier than in many
parts of the country," according to
Craig Lawrence, WCOP-AM-FM
Boston, who recently issued a new
rate card specifying rates for
simultaneous AM-FM
broadcasting. He said audience comment and
mail response have been gaining,
not only in the Metropolitan Boston area but also in Maine, Rhode
Island and New Hampshire.
"We are seeing definite evidences now of listenership to
WCOP programs via FM, particu-.
larly in the areas beyond our AM
signal coverage," he said. In our
opinion it is today worth the additional operating expense in that
respect." The entire 19-hour AM
schedule is duplicated on FM.
Many of the FM-only stations,
catering
especially
to semi-classical
and classical
music
lovers, have
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loyal
folio wings
who buy
schedules.
At WFLN
(FM)program]
Phila- '
delphia, WMCP (FM) Baltimore
and many others, the paid subscription listsThe
run WXRT
into theStor
thousands.
]j ',
y

Robert 0. Miller, WXRT (FM) I ^
Chicago, said the station's program
magazine
has 10,000 paid sub-i
scribers.
j,
WXRT would be in the black i
And just last Friday American
right now if it hadn't been required [
Research Bureau's independent
to move its transmitter location, i
survey showed 114,000 FM homes
year.
according to Mr. Miller. He is one i
in the Washington metropolitan
area as of Oct. 1. Part (12%) of of the many FM-only operators I
who are convinced FM's future lies j
this 46% increase since May, howexclusive programever, is due to the fact that the in providing
ming not available elsewhere.
base has been shifted to 1950 U. S.
The foregoing examples of FM
Census data.
circulation indicate that in a numMr. Dillard adds slyly that he
ber of areas the FM medium is
has figures showing WASH with
substantial if not often profitable.
as many listeners in the evening
To the FM booster they indicate ,
as four AM stations combined. At
a thriving young medium that ,
the moment WASH is carrying the doesn't yet know its own strength ,
World Series, and during the sea- and certainly isn't appreciated by
buy time.standpoint, FM^ ^
son carried the Washington Sen- those
Fromwhoa network
ators play-by-play.
Farther to the South such FM
presents a spotty but active picture.
stalwarts as Josh Horne, of WCEC
WQXR-FM has a hookup in the
(AM) and WFMA (FM) Rocky
East, and is offering good music
Mount, N. C, are profiting by the programs and news over a wide
fact that North Carolina has about
area through affiliates that pick the
a hundred AM stations and natural
signal off the air. WQXR and Rural
peculiarities that make FM a Radio Network, with 10 affiliates,
blessing to large segments of the have a joint operation that started
last July 1.
audience. North Carolina is an
There are a number of other I
FM stronghold and station officials
say that dealers clear their shelves
hookups, too. WASH is key sta- ,
of FM sets every time they manage
tion of Continental Network, opto get a consignment.
erating out of Washington. HookWesterward in Tennessee, S. A.
ups are found in several southern
Wilson, of WOPI-AM-FM Bristol,
areas, Indiana, Wisconsin, Oklahoma and the Far West, to mention
told an August FM meeting at
a
few.
NAB Washington headquarters he
had raised rates 30% on national
Networking costs are trivial,
accounts because of FM and 20%
aside from selling. They are gradBROADCASTING
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I'ally picking up business, but
ijrogress is not rapid. This is
/pical of all FM operations.
The receiving set problem drives
Mers wild. Even with 6,000,000
or 7,000,000) FM sets in the couny, manufacturers aren't turning
(jut enough to meet the demand, ac)rding to Ed Sellers, NAB FM
llirector.
But FM stations aren't going to
ike this lying down, and a new
i'e-man FM industry committee
ill meet in a few days with high
ifiicials of Radio-Television Mfrs.
ssn. to see what can be done.
Set makers argue an FM reviver is hard to make because of
;s precision factors, and it can't
e sold at a high price in any
iiantity. Moreover, with a little
lore work, bigger box and picture
be a manufacturer can turn out
highly profitable TV set that
^tails at many times the price to
buying public that is wild about
levision.
FM Campaign
The industry committee is headed
Morris Novik, New York radio
bnsultant and director of the CIO
*M station group. If manufac-irers won't step up their FM outjut, FM stations threaten to start
arrages of announcements that
A set without FM is only one-half
I modern radio" or "If you buy a
iew radio or TV set without FM,
jou are buying an obsolete set."
The committee is also concerned
iecause only a fraction, probably
bs than 20% of TV sets include
Switches that tune the FM-station
I and (88-108 mc) despite the fact
lat the band lies between TV
hannels 6 and 7.
e complaints against set
iThos
Takers dominated the Aug. 7 FM
neeting at NAB headquarters
Broadcasting, Aug. 14]. FM staions are digesting a report of the
leeting transmitted by Ben
trouse, WWDC-AM-FM Washingon, who is chairman of the NAB's
["M Committee.
Another complaint centered
round difficulty of getting affiliaions with the nationwide AM netorks. A touchy subject with both
.arties, the question may get an
|iring one of these days at the FCC
udging by occasional twitchings
Eiong investigation-minded memrs of the regulatory body. Right
fw the Commission is ensnarled
television allocating, however,
i FM adjuncts of AM stations are
'ermitted by networks to carry
heir service via duplication but
thers can't get anywhere when
tiey try to tie into the big hookps. What's more, it isn't easy to
ell time opposite some of the popWhy

buy 2 or more...

do 1 big sales job
on 'RADIO BALTIMORE"
Conloct
EDWARD
RETRY CO
WBAL
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ular network programs.
Mr. Lindsay wraps up FM's
problems
biggest
obstacle tothis
FM way,
sales"The
is the
fact
that timebuyers live in the big
cities. Big cities have TV. FM
offers little to the big cities because they already have excellent
AM coverage. By and large, big
cities have so much AM service
that FM offers no extra program
service.
"We built our FM audience on
the basis of programming they
couldn't get regularly elsewhere.
It's the only way I know of to
goose people into spending money
for an FM set. People won't buy
an FM set for better tone quality,
or to minimize static; they may
eventually buy for those reasons,
of course, but we couldn't wait that
long. If our FM programs had
been available on AM we would
have had a tough time selling FM
sets fast. Today our merchants
still seem to sell all the FM receivers they can get from the facWhen such FM stalwarts as
tories."
WTMJ - FM Milwaukee, WMIT
(FM) Winston-Salem and WMARFM Baltimore gave up the ghost
earlier this year the cry was heard
on all sides that poor FM was
breathing its last. FM's boosters,
however, said many of the deceased
stations were costly experimental
operations and others had been
started in the first place either
because of FCC nagging or fear
that AM would last only a few
years while FM was getting under
way.
Hanna Opinion
A veteran AM-FM operator,
Michael R. Hanna, of WHCU Ithaca, who manages the 11-station
Rural Radio Network, told the assembled FM operators last August,
"It is ridiculous to assume that the
closing of a relative handful of FM
stations across the country symbolizes the failure of FM. FM has
not failed. Some broadcasters have
failed to realize its possibilities."
So, where is FM headed?
A careful scanning of available
audience and commercial data leads
inevitably to two facts no observer
can ignore:
1 — FM is holding its audience
— a loyal audience — and in many
cases the audience is increasing.
2 — FM is holding its sponsors
surprisingly well — so well that
even managers are afraid to believe their own accountants. And
the response of sponsors is increasing, itshould be noted.
This cursory cross-section of
some of the scant factual material
dealing with FM as an entertainment and advertising medium
merely status.
highspots
the industry's
current
It does
not touch
the growing list of success stories
that satisfied sponsors are telling.
But it lines up for review several
sets of facts that FM's adherents
insist will provide a thumping
negative answer to the question,
"Is FM a dead duck?"
They ought to know!
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R. G. WINNIE (r), station manager
of WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee, and
his two newly named assistants,
George Nicoud (I) and George Comte,
inspect progress of the new television
addition
to Radio
City, the
new home.
Mr. Comte
has stations'
been on
the announcing staff and Mr. Nicoud
has been assistant office manager for
The Milwaukee Journal, owner of the
outlets.
LBS on Air
(Continued from page 25)
college football games carried nationwide on Saturday evenings,
LBS reports.
Following New York Yankee
games on Sunday, Liberty brings
listeners the play-by-play of a West
Coast professional football game.
James H. Foster, executive vice
president and general manager of
Liberty, reports that the network
is originating six newscasts daily
from Washington. Arthur MacArthur and George Campbell, with a
staff of reporters, cover the Washington and world-wide scene for
the network. News commentators
also are heard every afternoon,
Monday through Friday.
Weather News
Liberty also covers the weather
picture with Monday through Friday broadcasts from the U. S.
Weather Bureau in Washington.
Following a roundup of the national weather picture, cut-in time
is made available for local reports.
Happenings in and around Hollywood are reported by Omar Garrison during a morning program.
In addition to inside news from the

7(;^

film capital, he interviews radio
and film stars. New York is
covered by Eloise McElhone in a
daily program.
Early morning programming features the Liberty Minstrels from
Dallas. Harry Lavan produces the
show which has such well-known
stars as Jimmy Jeffries, Honey
Boy and Jam Up, along with a 16
piece orchestra.
When asked by Broadcasting
how the Liberty Broadcasting System looks after programming for
less than a week on a nation-wide
basis. Barton R. McLendon, LBS
chairman of the board, said he is
well pleased with the way in which
Liberty programs have been acceptedfiliated
by thestations
managers
its afand the oflistening
public. He emphasized, however,
that the network has not stopped
growing station-vnse or programwise. "More stations are being
added every day," he said, "and
plans are in the making for more
and better programs over the netMr. Foster explained that at
present LBS is divided into areas,
headed by regional managers. Stations in the central and southwest
zones are handled from the home
work."
office
in Dallas. Most of this work
is in charge of James Kirksmith,
vice president in charge of station
relations. Tom Carr, vice president
in charge of the southern area, has
offices in Atlanta. Ben Paschell is
vice president in charge of the West
Coast. Operating from the network's Washington offices, Vice
President Johnny Dunnagan is in
charge of eastern and northern
operations.
Parsons

Named

GEOFFREY PARSONS Jr., former editor of the European edition
of the New York Herald Tribune,
has been named information advisor to the deputy U. S. representative in the North Atlantic
Council, the State Dept. has announced. Mr. Parsons also will be
a member of the International Information Section for the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization, recently organized by council deputies.
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U )
through its SPAC committee, had been mattei
of network compensation to TV affiliates.

FCC TV Plan
(Continued from page i)
FCC action came two weeks after FCC
revealed it was considering similar proposal
suggested by DuMont in connection with negotiations for allocation of coaxial-cable time
among networks [Telecasting, Sept. 25].
If proposed rules are adopted, they would effectively settle complaints filed by both DuMont and ABC against cable allocation plan
finally adopted by AT&T [Telecasting,
Oct. 2].
FCC noted that of 40 interconnected communities on Sept. 30, 37 had fewer stations than
there are networks. Situation will improve
with freeze lifting, FCC said, but added :
. . . any unbalanced competitive condition among
television networks arising out of. or aggravated
by, the present scarcity of broadcast facilities may
have a serious and deleterious effect upon the longrange development of the art by hampering the
growth of sound networks capable of meeting the
public's needs in the future.
Based on "informal survey" for one week
in May, FCC said it found one network —
NBC-TV — "furnished more network programs
to the 17 one-station communities studied than
did the other three networks combined." Survey also showed NBC dominant in two and
three-station markets, though to lesser degree.
Even so, FCC said:
. . . out of a total of 18 stations [in 3-station
markets], 10 carried only one network during the
afternoon and seven did so in the evening. Since six
stations in six different cities carried the same network referred to above for about 99% of their
evening network time during the week, and since
three stations in three separate cities carried another
network almost exclusively, the other two networks were competing for one station in three of
the cities. . . ,
Survey was based largely on newspaper logs
and affiliation contracts, and FCC invited correction of any inaccurate or misleading statements in either its notice or accompanying
summary charts. These showed, for one week
in May:
Seventeen stations in one-station communities —
Between 6-11 p.m., NBC got 49.4% of total time;
CBS 14,7%; ABC 8.4%; DuMont 3.7%, remaining
time (23.8%) being devoted to non-network programs. Of total time devoted to network shows
in the 6-11 p.m. segment, NBC got 64.8%; CBS 19.3%;
ABC
11%;
DuMont
Between
1-6 time;
p.m., NBC
accounted for
26% 4.8%,
of total
broadcast
CBS
7.8%:
ABC
4%;
DuMont
none;
non-network
37.8%,
Of time devoted to network shows, NBC 68,8%;
CBS 20,7%; ABC 10.5%.
Six stations in two-station communities — Between
6-11
accounted
28% 6%,
of total
hours;
CBS p.m.,
18.4%;NBCDuMont
9.4%;for ABC
remaining
time
(36.5%)
being
non-network.
Of
time
devoted
to network shows. NBC was credited with 45.4%;
CBS 29,7%;
1-6 ABC
p.m.
period,
NBC DuMont
9,5% of15.3%;
total ABC
hours,9.7%,
CBS In
5.3%,
2,6%, and DuMont 2,1%, remaining 80.5% going to
non-network shows. Network time in 1-6 p.m.
segment divided as follows: NBC 48,8%; CBS 27.3%;
ABC 13.2%; DuMont 10.7%.
Eighteen stations in three station communities —
Between 6-11 p.m., NBC was credited with 21,9%
of total hours; CBS 18,4%; ABC 13.6%; DuMont 8.8%,
with remaining 37.4% devoted to non-network shows.
Of network-only
in that
period:14%.
NBCBetween
34.9%;
CBS
29.4%; ABC time
21.6%;
DuMont
1-6
p,m.,
percentage
of
total
broadcast
hours:
6.9%; CBS 6.1%; DuMont 2%; ABC 1.4%, NBC
with
remaining
non-network.
this CBS
period37.4%;
network hours83.6%
divided
thus: NBC In42%;
DuMont 12.2%; and ABC 8.4%.
AT&T, whose cable-time allocations were
protested by DuMont and ABC, meanwhile
issued statement Friday asserting that differences between networks are not caused by lack
of network circuits, and that its pai't is only
to provide circuits. Company expressed hope
that TV networks will soon settle their differences.
Page 90
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RULE-MAKING PROCEEDING
SET ON REBROADCASTING
RULE-MAKING proceeding to clarify meaning of "originating station" as used in its AM,
FM and TV network rules — to strengthen
policy against exclusivity — announced by FCC
Friday. Firm policy on rebroadcasting by U. S.
stations of foreign originations also sought.
Stemming from petition for declaratory ruling on rebroadcasting conflict filed by WJIMTV Lansing, Mich. [Telecasting, July 17],
rule-making hearing would seek to determine
if Sec. 325 (a) of Communications Act "was
intended to endow network affiliate with power
to prevent rebroadcasting of any network program in a substantially different area from
that served by the affiliate." FCC said "if such
power does exist it would appear to conflict"
with Sees. 3.102, 3.232, 3.632 and other rules
banning restrictive practices by network affiliates. Comments sought by Nov. 13 with
deadline for replies Nov. 24.
WWJ-TV Detroit charged WJIM-TV violated
Sec. 3.691 of rules requiring permission of
originating station for rebroadcasts. WJIMTV, in seeking declaratory ruling, contended it
had NBC-TV permission to rebroadcast from
WWJ-TV and latter's refusal was invalid since
it did not originate programs and Lansing and
Detroit are 70 miles apart.
FCC notice also indicated rules presently are
silent on rebroadcasting of foreign originations while specific on rebroadcasting of U. S.
originations, hence need for further implementation ofSec. 325 (a) of Act in this area.
TV PRODUCTION PROBLEMS
COVERED AT AAAA MEET
AGENCIES should hold reins on TV production but get most manpower outside because
of costs, panelists at radio-TV session. Central
Council, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, agreed Friday morning (see earlier story
page 77). Speakers, introduced by Moderator
Clarence Goshorn, president, Benton & Bowles,
were: Hugh Davis, executive vice president,
Foote, Cone & Belding, who said agency cannot
supply all necessary manpower for production
of TV shows or commercials and "come out
even." Jerry Stolzoff, vice president, CramerKrasselt, felt agencies "getting far away
from their basic functions" if go too heavily
into TV production proper. Louis Brockway,
executive vice president. Young & Rubicam,
said more video schedules will be bought like
magazine space, 13 yearly, for example, because of high costs. Jack Scott, president,
Schwimmer & Scott, felt trend will continue
for smaller agency handling sectional and
local accounts and show to do own production.
RADIO SALES NAMES TWO
APPOINTMENT of Hugh J. Stump as AM
sales manager and Lamont L. Thompson as
TV sales manager of San Francisco office of
CBS Radio Sales, announced Friday.
RED SKELTON's new contract with MGM
gives comedian right to do television shows
after October 1951. He is first MGM name
star accorded such permission.

WITHIN hours of FCC's announcement or
equalization of network-TV time, there were
repercussions from telecasters, as well as networks. Even though proposed rule would be
temporary, curbstone opinion was that proposal would constitute improper invasion of
programming operation of .stations, through
direct application to networks, which are not
licensees. It would restrict ability of stations
to provide audience with best programs obtainable, it was commented, and would constitute
another instance of "back door" regulations.
GENERAL FOODS will buy 3:30-4 p.m. period on NBC-TV to present its Louis G. Cowan
Inc., package program featuring Bert Parks
starting early in November. Young & Rubicam, New York, is agency.
COLOR "drum" may replace color wheel in
CBS color TV system, if current project works
out. CBS is working on revolving drum arrangment as possible means of removing disc's
limitation on picture size, considered by FCC's
Color TV Report to be one of principal question-marks inCBS system. It's also reported
CBS hopes, if FCC gives its system go-ahead,
to have some color sets on market by Christmas, and may buy or back going manufacturing plant if necessary.
COPYRIGHTS in Italian music field are being
carefully guarded and licenses are being offered at disproportionately high figures in
some quarters, according to recent experience
of one folk-music station. "If you don't have
absolute clearance, don't play it," was belated
admonition to industry by manager concerned.
NEWSPAPER STATION ISSUE
AIRED BY NAB DIST. 3
SOFT-PEDALING of some NAB activities because of fear that newspaper stations will be
offended was criticized at NAB District 3 meeting, which opened Friday at Bedford Springs
Hotel, Bedford, Pa. George D. Coleman,
WGBI Scranton, Pa., district director, presided at session, attended by 125 broadcasters.
George J. Kapel, WDYK Cumberland, Md.,
raised newspaper point. NAB President Justin Miller and Ralph W. Hardy, director of
government affairs, explained this type of
criticism was behind separation of BAB from
NAB structure. They promised NAB would
maintain its integrity although it might cost
memberships and recalled that NAB had lost
some important stations because of energetic
BAB salesmanship under ex-director Maurice
B. Mitchell, now with Associated Program
Service.
Clair McCollough, WGAL Lancaster, Pa.,
said BAB provided best answer to whole situation, and predicted proposed super-BAB would
successfully meet competition of Bureau of
Advertising,
American Newspaper Publishers
Assn.
Mr. Kapel said BAB was most important
single thing ever done for small stations.
Friday's speakers included Judge Miller;
Sidney M. Kaye, BMI vice chairman and general counsel; Mr. Hardy, and Richard P.
Doherty, NAB director of employe-employer
relations.
BOTHWELL

NAMES

KENYON

W. EARL BOTHWELL INC., New York, announced that Alden H. Kenyon, former president of James A. Coveny Co., will succeed late
W. Earl Bothwell as president and Frank A.
Kearney will become executive vice president.
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THE

and

KANSAS

Only The

KMBC-KFRM

CITY

MARKET

Team

Covers It Effectively and Economically

The KMBC-KFRM Team's leadership in the
Kansas City Primary Trade territory has been
proved conclusively in Conlan's recent coincidental survey of 146,000 calls.

Dayfime half-millivolt confoun shown in black.
features, and the largest and finest talent staff
in the Midwest, it's not surprising that The
Team leads the parade!

With a full-time Farm department, plus com-

For better results buy The KMBC-KFRM Team
in the Heart of America. Call KMBC-KFRM, or

plete news, sports, educational and women's

any Free & Peters "Colonel" for ftdl information.

KMBC-KFRM
6TH OLDEST CBS AFFILIATE
PROGRAMMED BY KMBC

radio

stations

everywhere

FdOTBALL

TRyoirrs
TODAY

but

only

one..
NASHVILLE

Want

to make

simple.

a sales touch

down

in the Central

Just send in Triple-Threat

your sales message

WSM

South?

and watch

It's

the way

drives straight through to the pocket books

of one of America's fastest growing regions. WSM has the power
(50,000 Cleared Channel Watts) the talent (over 200 strong) and
the production

experience

(now

originating 17 network

shows

weekly) to put any product over the Central South goal line. Want
case histories? Ask Irving Waugh

or Any

Petry Man.

CLEAR CHANNEL
50,000 WATTS
IRVING WAUGH
Commercial Manager
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
National Repress T/o/ive
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THIS

IS THE

FIRSTof

hundreds of advertisements that WOR

on the covers of BROADCASTING

has run

Magazine during the past 19 years.

It is an original indication of WOR's faith in all advertising and was one of
the station's first steps in its strong and continuing support of the total
radio industry.
This advertisement and others that have carried the WOR

call letters are,

we feel, greatly responsible for WOR's position today as the station that sells more
for more people to more people than any other station in the United States.
.(a) Annually
cents weekly

Just

a

recruit!

So you think you're an old sea-dog adding
another hash mark. Well, Broadcasting, when
you've put in 28 years in radio . . . twice 10
doesn't look like much. Long before you tied
your first square knot the U.S.S. WHAS had
finished its shakedown cruise and joined the fleet.
But — all kidding aside, you're 4.0 Sol. You've
made the fo'castle a better place to live and
you've passed along the scuttlebutt like a CPO.
Lay alongside anytime you're in Louisville.
We'll have a cup of jamoke together.

Now proudly displaying its fifth
hash mark for 2C years honorable service to the industry.

MANPOWSR

WITH

PROVEN

SXPERtSNCS

Manager Radio Station WTOL
Advertising Agency Account Executive

HEADLEY-REED

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

DETROIT

ATLANTA

COM
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PAN

HOLLYWOOD

Y

NEW ORLEANS

"ublished every Monday, 53rd
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Number)
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Broadcasting
Publications.
Build.ng. Washington 4, D. C.
Entered
second
matter published
March 14,in 1933,
at Postby Office
at Washington,
D. C. Inc.,
under870actNational
of MarchPre-s
3, 1379.
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Circuit
Closed
BEFORE week is out RCA will appeal FCC
final decision adopting color standards. It's
expected it will go to Federal District Court
in New York, and will seek injunctive relief
on grounds of irreparable injury.
FINAL report on KJBS San Francisco proposal for showdown of audience rating techniques to be made in mid-November by Dr.
Kenneth H. Baker, chairman of impartial committee evaluating idea. Baker report, with
suggested studies, to be ready in time for first
board meeting of new Broadcast Audience
Measurement, BMB successor.
SHORTLY TO BE finalized is expansion of
H-R Representatives Inc., which will take
over national representation of fast-moving
Transit Radio Inc. Frank E. Pellegrin, sales
vice president of Transit in New York, and
Carlin French, Transit manager in Chicago,
will become stockholder vice presidents of H-R
Representatives, joining President Frank M.
Headley, Executive Vice President Dwight S.
Reed and Secretary Paul Weeks.
CARL BYOIR & Assoc., public relations
firm, retained by RCA for color-TV fight.
CBS public relations counsel is Ben H. Sonnenberg.
PORTENTS of better days for FM: WHO Des
Moines about to program FM separately part
of time and issue separate rate card. Major
network reportedly has offered affiliation to
major market FM-only station.
YOU CAN HEAR rumblings of Congressional
investigation of FCC because of color decision almost anywhere around Washington.
Prior to its adoption of CBS color last Wednesday, FCC was beseiged from high political
places, to defer decision or reopen hearings,
to which it returned 5-2 vote (see story page
23).
ONE FCC school, it's known, favors consideration of color as condition precedent to renewals
of licenses or original grants, following pattern
of Blue Book as between commercial and sustaining. Fixed percentage approach, spawned
in Law Bureau, derives legal base from rules
on minimum hours of operation for all classes
of stations.
FCC COMR. ROBERT F. JONES, who has
completed 2% years of his seven-year appointment, in past few months has rejected several
offers from private industry — all outside radioTV fields.
IN SOME FCC quarters, thawing TV freeze
is now regarded as academic. It's argued that
even if freeze were lifted promptly, few new
stations could go on air because of serious
equipment shortages. Iconoscopes, used in TV
cameras, are particularly scarce with military
absorbing part of limited output, it's said.
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Upcoming
Oct. 16: NAB Business Trends Conference, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Oct. 16: FCC Television hearings, general issues.
Dept. of Commerce Auditorium, Washington.
Oct. 16-18: Assn. of Independent Metropolitan
Stations, Lennox Hotel, St. Louis.
Oct. 18-21: NBC Annual Affiliates Meeting,
Greenbrier Hotel, White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
(Other Upcomings on poge 12)

Bulletins
RUTHRAUFF & RYAN querying stations for
clearance on three-minute radio commercial
for undisclosed client. Program, slated for
Christmas marketing, will be extensive and
probably include 75 markets.
NAB DISTRICT 2 VOTES
DISASTER NETWORK PLAN
PROPOSAL for creation of disaster network
in New York and New Jersey approved Friday
afternoon by NAB District 2 at Albany meeting (early story page 26). Plan submitted
by Gen. Lucius D. Clay, chairman of New York
State Civil Defense Commission, in letter to
William B. Fay, WHAM Rochester, District 2
director.
At least fourth of small market stations
indicated in a survey they plan to raise rates
in near future.
NBC O&O MEETING
NBC owned and operated stations will hold
meeting of their own at Greenbrier Hotel,
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va., at end of affiliates convention this week. Main convention
begins Oct. 18 and ends Oct. 20. O&O meeting
begins Oct. 20, runs through Sunday. James
M. Gaines, NBC vice president in charge of
owned and operated stations, will preside.
BOARD

DEFERS

REPORT

DEADLINE for President Truman's Temporary Communications Policy Board's report
and recommendations on U. S. frequency uses
and communications policies has been moved
from Oct. 31 to Feb. 17 with President's approval, it was announced Friday. Headed by
former FCC Comr. Irvin Stewart, board met
last week, will convene again Oct. 24-25.
SOUTHERN PINES MERGER
MERGER of two daytime 1 kw outlets in
Southern Pines, N. C. (pop. 4,500), reported in
transfer bids. WEEB, MBS outlet on 1360
kc owned by J. S. Younts and Grace Lines,
buys WSTS, independent on 990 kc, from
Frank L. Baber for $25,000. Mr. Baber and
W. E. Horner, publisher, Sanford, N. C. Herald, buying WWGP Sanford (1050 kc, 1 kw
day) for $40,950 from Anna Louise Gregory
(50%) and W. W. and Gerald C. Primm (each
25%). Application to be filed today (Monday) . Transactions handled by BlackburnHamilton Inc.

Briefly
ss• Pharmaco
Busine
PHARMACO
SPOTS
Inc., Newark (Feen-A-Mint) , planning radio spot campaign, 32 weeks, starting this month on West
Coast. Agency, Duane Jones, New York.
SURF ADDING • Lever Brothers adding to
spot schedule for Surf in California and Florida. Agency, N. W. Ayer & Son, New York.
RADIO SET PRODUCTION
DOUBLE 1949 RATE
PRODUCTION of radio sets in September
(five-week month) doubled that of September
1949, reaching 1,317,295, judging by estimates
for entire industry made Friday by RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn. Output of RTMA-only
manufacturers for same month year ago was
532,468 radios. All-industry figures not compiled last year.
Television production by entire industry in
September totaled 831,837 sets, easily an alltime record and comparing with 224,532 TV sets
turned out in September 1949 by RTMA-only
manufacturers.
'COMPATIBLE' COLOR SYSTEM
FORESEEN BY SPRAGUE
"VERY SLOW growth indeed" for color "as
presently selected by FCC" seen by "most
informed persons" in industry, Robert C.
Sprague, Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. president, said Friday.
Vast majority of engineers and scientists
believe compatible commercial color system
will be available within "reasonable" time,
he said, pointing to recent "enormous strides."
REEVES TO J-W-T BOARD
GEORGE C. REEVES, vice president of JWalter Thompson and head of the Chicago ere-,
ative staff, named to board of directors. Four
Chicago staff members have been elected vice
presidents. They are J. Mark Hale, Norton
O'Meara, Clarence S. Lund and Burke Herrick,
all account executives.
BARRETT

DRIVE

PROPOSED

McCANN-ERICKSON, New York, has recommended spot radio campaign to Allied Chemical
& Dye Corp. (Barrett roofing), in southern
markets. Firm currently uses only WAPI
Bii'mingham, three times weekly.
AGENCIES

CHANGE

BUYERS

TOME CARSON, former timebuyer with Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York, joining
Foote, Cone & Belding. Fred Cusick, with
William Esty & Co., joins DF&S Oct. 23 as
timebuyer. Dick McKeever, in media department of William Esty, moves up to spot radio
and television buying succeeding Mr. Cusick.
'BIG STORY' TO BE WEEKLY
PALL MALL's television show The Big Story
currently heard alternate weeks on NBC-TV
scheduled to go weekly beginning in March.
Agency is SSC&B, New York.
BROADCASTING
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BIG

What

Makes

KRLD-TV
"TICK"

The

BIGGEST

MARKET
KRLD-TV leads the sports parade with TWO FULL HOURS
OF FOOTBALL EACH SUNDAY AFTERNOON . . , plus
a galaxy of other top stars and
events.
All SMU games with Head
Coach H. N. Rusty Russell . . .
all Detroit Lions games . . .
DALLAS and HIGHLAND
PARK HIGH SCHOOL games
direct from the playing field.
Pre-game commentators include
"Rusty" Russell . . . Jimmie
Stewart, "Jimmie Dudley, Game
of
Week,"Wrestling
Harry Wismer
andtheothers.
direct
from Dallas Sportatorium and
the matches from the Internatioral Amphitheatre, Chicago;
the Big Fights from Madison
Square Garden. . . "Greatest
Fights of the Century."
BIG-NAME STARS AND
SHOWS from CBS and other
outstanding sources include . . .
Arthur Godfrey and His
Friends, Horace Heidt's Youth
Opportunity Show, Fred Waring and His Pennsylvanians,
Ed Sullivan, "Toast of the
Town," Ken Murray, "KRLDTV Playhouse," Perry Como,
Faye Emerson, "Airflyte Theatre," "Ford Theatre," Clifton
Fadiman, Abe Burrows, Gene
Autry, Morton Downey,
"What's My Line."
Women's interest shows present "Variety Fair" with Gerry
Johnson, "Package from
Green's (Dress Maker's Salon),
Martha McDonald Kitchen,
Look Your Best, Fun With
Food, Reviews.
Mrs. Herbert Emery's
Book
Owners and
Operators of
KRLD

of

South

Los

of

Over

Louis

75^000

RECEIVING
DALLAS

and

KRLD-TV's

and

SETS

FORT

Primary

TV
IN
WORTH

Coverage

Area
m

Dallas and surrounding counties combine to compose the Southwest's
largest Market Area with more than a MILLION POPULATION within
KRLD-TV's primary coverage pattern. Within the 100-miie radius reside more than TWO MILLION, largely urban persons, with top buying
power. Retail sales for Dallas and Tarrant counties alone add up to
the staggering total of $1,191,536,000. Television receiving sets in the
area are mounting with accelerated speed. According to BroadcastingTelecasting's last published report there were 72,000 sets in KRLD-TV's
effective coverage area, with the present rate of increase at 5,000 or
more per month.
KRLD-TV

is the

DALLAS

and

CBS

STATIOIV

FORT

for

WORTH

KRLD-TV
Channel 4
^ ^OU/^
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St.

Angeles

The TIMES HERALD

50,000 WATTS
FULL TIME
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Oj masks

Holsom Bakery reports "Cisco Kid"
is a terrific bread salesman! A
single offer of "Cisco Kid" masks
Stampeded the kids. Although
these masks were to be distributed
by dealers, the following day, impatient youngsters stopped Holsum
trucks that same evening — demanding masks! Next day, the
entire supply of 10,000 masks was
distributed! The station reports:
^'Could have used 40,000!"
All over the country, the "Cisco
Kid" is breaking sales records for
many different products and services. Write, wire, or phone for
details.

WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and PublmlieT
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; J. Frank
Beatty, Rufus Crater, Associate Editors; Fred FitzTyler Nourse,
HaUey, Berlyn,
Assistants gerald,
to theNews Editor;
News Editor.
STAFF:Jo David
Lawrence Christopher, Mary Cross, Tom H3mes, John
Osbon, ANTS:
Ardinelle
Williamson.Kathryn
EDITORIAL
ASSISTEstelle Dobschultz,
Ann Jones,
Pat
Kowalczyk, Doris Lord, Wilson D. McCarthy, Jean
D. Statz; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to the Publisher.
BUSINESS: MAXmY LONG, Business Manager; Winfield R. Levi, Assistant Advertising Manager; George
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stevens,
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi,
Doris Orme, Judy Martin; B. T. TaishofI, Treasurer;
Irving C. Miller, Auditor and Office Manager;
Eunice Weston.
CIRCULATION AND RFADERS' SERVICE: JOHN P.
COSGROVE, Manager: Elaine Haskell, Grace Motta,
Lillian Oliver, Allen Riley, Warren Sheets.

SENSATIONAL PROMQ.
TION CAMPAIGN — from
buttons to guns — is break>
ing froflfic records |
This omozingly successful
Va-hour Western adventure
program is available: 1-2-3
times per week. Transcribed
for local and regional sponsorship.

NEW YORK BUREAU
488 Madison Ave., Zone 22,
PLaza 5-8355; EDITORIAL: Edwin H. James, New
York Editor; Florence Small, Agency Editor; Pete
Dickerson, Assistant to New York Editor; Gretchen
Groff, Martha Koppel.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director;
Eleanor R. Manning.
CHICAGO BUREAU
360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1,
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Pinkerton.6-4115; William L. Thompson, Manager; Jane
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building. Hollywood
and
HEmpstead
man, Vine,
West Zone
Coast 28,
Manager;
Ann 8181;
August.David GlickTORONTO- 417 Harbour Commission, ELgin 0775;
James Montagnes.
Broadcasting * Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
Broadcasting • — The News Magazine of the Fifth
Estate.Broadcast
BroadcastReporter
Advertising
• was acquired in 1932
and
in 1933.
•Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1950 by Broadcasting Publications. Inc.
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This is a ladle
to have around
of formula and
car is ready to

of molten steel. It is a handy thing
in peace or war ... a slight change
the steel that would have been your
become a tank, or a gun or a ship.

This ladle is in an American steel mill, but an
Iron Curtain ladle would look much the same. We
have more steel mills in America than there are
anywhere else, but the difference between the U.S.
and the Reds is not in equipment. It is in ideas.
Communists, socialists and even our own "socialplanners" miss the whole secret of real industrial
production. Yet, the smallest businessman in the
tiniest factory in America knows how it is done . . .
Hustle is the word. Turn Americans loose to compete and they roll up production totals that stagger
the world. The steel business is an example. Competition has made it big and strong and husky . . .
handy to have around right now, because it can
outproduce Russia and her satellites 3 to 1.
COMPARISON

OF

STEEL

CAPACITY

100,000,000 NET TONS

j

Iron Curtain countries
33,000,000 NET TONS

INPUSTRV

AMERICA'S

More than 200 compdnies make up the free
and independent steet. industry of America.

AMERICAN

BROADCASTING
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STEEL

INSTITUTE

• 350

FIFTH

AVENUE,

NEW

YORK

1, N. Y.
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Just for fun, look now at the "Weather in Other Cities" seaion
of your newspaper. How are those varying conditions a£feaing
consumers' buying impulses . . . and the "sell" you put into
your commercials?
As many leading agencies know, "Spot Radio may be more trouble
and work, but it's a lot more effeaive." May we tell you the steps
F&P takes to reduce the trouble and increase the efifectiveness?

Free

&

Peters,

inc.

Pioneer Radio and Television Station Representatives
Since 1932
NEW
ATLANTA

DETROIT

YORK

FT. WORTH

CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD

SAN FRANCISCO

EAST.

.

A

EORI

.

.

AND

SAN

ANTONIO?

SOUTHEAST
WBZ-WBZA

50,000
5,000

WGR

Boston-Springfield
Buffalo

NBC
CBS

WMCA
KYW

New York

IND.

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

NBC

50,000

KDKA

NBC

50,000

WFBL

Syracuse

CBS

5,000

WCSC

Charleston, S. C.

CBS

5,000

WIS
WGH

Columbia, S. C.
Norfolk

NBC
ABC

5,000
5,000

WPTF
WDBJ

Raleigh
Roanoke

NBC
CBS

50,000
5,000

WHO

Des Moines

NBC

50,000

woe

Davenport
Duluth-Superior

NBC

5,000

WDSM

ABC

5,000

WDAY

Fargo

NBC

5,000

WOWO

Fort Wayne

NBC

10,000

WISH

Indianapolis

ABC

5,000

KMBC-KFRM
WAVE

Kansas City
Louisville

CBS
NBC

5,000
5,000

WTCN
KFAB

Minneapolis-St. Paul
Omaha

ABC
CBS

5,000
50,000

WMBD

Peoria

CBS

5,000

St. Louis

NBC

5,000

Beaumont

ABC

5,000

NBC
NBC-ABC
ABC

1,000

WBAP
KXYZ

Corpus Christi
Ft. Worth-Dallas
Houston

KTSA

San Antonio

CBS

5,000

KOB
KDSH

Albuquerque
Boise

NBC
CBS

50,000
5,000

KVOD

Denver

ABC

5,000

KGMB-KHBC
KEX
KIRO

Honolulu-Hilo

CBS

5,000

Portland, Ore.
Seattle

ABC
CBS

MIDWEST.

5,000

SOUTHWEST

KSD
KFDM
KRIS

MOUNTAIN

AND

'

50,000
5,000

WEST

50,000
50,000

#

#

»
agency

You're

in

M

ARY POLOSON named timebuyer at Henri, Hurst & McDonald
Chicago. Was assistant in department. Succeeded by LAURj*
EGGLESTON, C. E. Hooper, N. Y.

EMERSON FOOTE, president Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y., resigns
Has been inactive due to illness since last spring. DON BELDING, president West Coast office, will continue to oversee N. Y. operations as he
has done during Mr. Foote's leave of absence. FAIRFAX M. CONE,
chairman of board, will continue to operate Chicago office.
WILLIAM J. WATTS, Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y., to media department
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y.
MARY O'BRIEN, spacebuyer, David S. Hillman Inc., L. A., named radioTV timebuyer replacing LEONA D'AMBRY, resigned.
THURMAN L. BARNARD, vice president and director Compton Adv.,
N. Y., elected executive vice president. With agency since December 1945.
FREDERICK C. ADAMS, Allied Chemical & Dye Corp.; RICHARD D.
FARRELL, Transradio Inc., and JOHN M. POOLE, Phila. freelance copy-

"Come

on in - - the company's fine!" Look over

this partial list of our clients and you'U see why
you, too, should investigate our low cost coverage.
RCA Victor
RKO Palace
Sealtest Milk
Sears Roebuck
TWA
Yellow Cab

Anacin
Chevrolet
General Elec. Supply Co.
Johnson's Wax
Kirby Vacuum Cleaners
Loew's Theatres

A
night and
Its UI
D

iOlV

COST

COmAGE

serving Ohio's
1st m\%\

24-hoiir$
a day

Cleveland
1260

kc. 5000W.

Represent^^y EveretNMcKinney
Page 10
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on all accounts
About half of all the Rivkin
IN 1930 a successdful Wall Streets
accounts
are radio advertisers —
broker
relativesadvise
to get Dan
him Rivkin'
out of several using radio exclusively with
radio advertising at once, it was
great success. These accounts are
primarily local and include Berg
nothing but "a novelty that would
disappear in a few months ... a Brothers Clothing, Ford Optical
ridiculous thing ... a racket . . . Co., John Kohler Clothing, Richards Clothes, Royal Shoe Stores,
people wouldn't stand for adverng
messages
tising
invadi
the pri- Schulte Optical Co., and Spiro's
Ladies Apparel. The commercials,
"
of theirthehomes.
mostly transcribed announcements,
didn't vacytake
advice. Dan Rivkin
Dan was born in Hartford, Conn.,
usually are one-minute or twentyAug. 2, 1899. He served in the second spots. "In spite of television,
radio continues to
first World War, enclick for these
listing at the age of
Dan.
clients," according to
17. He returned from
overseas in 1919 and
entered the mail
During World
order field where he
War II Dan had a
remained for 10
share in the voluntary war efforts of
years, with a brief
sortie in real estate.
individual agencies.
In 1929 the Dan
Immediately after
Rivkin Advertising
Pearl Harbor, adverAgency was formed
tising men throughin Philadelphia.
|.
out
the
country were
The agency is
unique in that it
approached by WashI
put
out much
neededto
boasts
of
its
"smallofficials
ington
j|t
ness" in an age that
jbEh
war
effort publicity
has become accusjJHhH
until such time as
tomed to "the largMaBBSSm
better
organizedwasto
JBBbSm.
the
government
est of its kind"
braggadocio. Dan
own.
operates from one
produce
J) /^TvjDan
steppedits
forward
small office without any staff. Outat once and with the cooperation
side artists and script writers are
of clients who gave free air time,
used as needed. This low overhead
broadcasts of patriotic
enables a successful operation for supplied
rhessages and discussions.
clients with limited budgets. FreNo amazing success stories apquently clients are surprised by
pear in Dan's history in the adverDan Rivkin's recommendation that
tising field. He does not offer his
they decrease rather than increase
clients
a "message" that will sweep
their budget.
(Continued on page 52)
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beat

A

Siwdinq

Jodm}—

writer, to Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., in copy department.
TAYLOR STRAWN, California Novel-Art, S. F., to research department Foote, Cone & Belding, S. F.

"HoUywDDd

Matinee"

JOSEPH J. TOMASSI, Woodard & Fris, Albany, N. Y., to executive
staff American Assn. of Adv. Agencies, N. Y., to assist Kenneth Godfrey,
senior executive in charge media operations and research. Replaces
jWILLIAM McNAMEE, to active duty with Navy.
i MARIANN ANDERSON, KRON-TV San Francisco program department,
! to L. C. Cole Co., S. F.
IK TAYLOR WERTHEIM, vice president Yates, Wertheim & Babcock,
I N. Y., forms new agency, Wertheim & Breig, N. Y. and Phila., with
jJEAN H. BREIG, manager Phila. office.
1 LAWRENCE E. KELLEY to West-Marquis Inc., Long Beach, Calif., as
I account executive.
DUANE BOGIE to Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, as producer of
video shows and commercials from director WNBQ (TV) same city.
; JACK L. BRUMBACK, radio-TV network representative for ABC in S. F.,
|jto Goldthwaite- Smith Adv., S. F.
]
f JOHN S. CROSBIE, general manager Canadian Advertising Agency,
I Montreal, to senior executive J. Walter Thompson Co., Toronto.
AVIS PHILBROOK, time and spacebuyer, W. Earl Bothwell Inc., HollyI wood, to Blow Co., same city, in similar capacity.
I
i M. E. (Bob) HARRISON, account executive Adolph L. Bloch Adv., Portland, Ore., to Mac Wilkins, Cole & Weber, same city, as production
'1 manager. PHYLLIS KOHLMEIR to assistant in production department.
MARY GRINNAN transfers from production staff, Brisacher, Wheeler
& Staff, L. A., to media director replacing LEE TODD, resigned.

- 2to3 PM
thru Friday
Monday
A full-length feature film each afternoon for the
housewife, offering suspense, thrilling love stories,
delightful comedy, tuneful musicals. One minute
participations available to advertisers between
the 'acts." The same show — the same films — that
have proved a sensation in afternoon programming in other major markets!
p\u%

"The

ModerD

Woman"

JAMES A. McGARRY, assistant to president of BBDO, N. Y., named
chairman radio committee 1950-51 N. Y. campaign of Arthritis & Rheumatism Foundation.
EARLE J. DUMONT, Walter McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif., to
U. S. Anderson Co. Adv., L. A., which moves to larger offices at 7321
Beverly Blvd. Phone: Webster 7296.

— a smart, highly viewable half hour for the housewife.
Tips on how to save money, time, work and worry . . .
demonstrations of latest techniques in homemaking, new
devices fashion, top personalities in current afFairs. Advertisers' products to be completely demonstrated by
one of tv's most successful soles personalities — Ruth
Crone, assisted by popular Jackson Weaver.
Monday thru Friday - 3 to 3:30 PM
Call A BC Spot Sales for availabilities
Congratulafions
to BROADCASTING on
twenty years of constructive service to the
broadcasting industry!
CATCHING up on 1950's advert-ising scene at the recent Central Council
meeting of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies in Chicago are
(I to r): Louis N. Brockway, executive vice president. Young & Rubicam, New
York; Hugh Davis, executive vice president, and Fairfax Cone, board chairman, Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago; Clarence Goshorn, board chairman,
I Benton & Bowles, New York, and Jerry Stolzoff, vice president, Cramer' Krasselt, Milwaukee. All of those pictured, except Mr. Cone, appeared on
a TV panel conducted by Mr. Goshorn.
i BROADCASTING
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WMAL

WMAL-FM
THE EVENING STAR STATIONS
WMAL-TV
WASHINGTON, D. C.
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NAB District Meetings
Oct. 26-27: Dist. 6, Roosevelt Hotel,
New Orleans.
Nov. 2-3: Dist. 4, Williamsburg Inn and
Lodge, WUliamsburg, Va.
Nov.
lanta.9-10: Dist. 5, Ansley Hotel, AtOct. 16-20: Society of Motion Picture
and Television Engineers annual convention. Lake Placid Club, Lake
Placid, N. Y.
Oct. 17-18: NAB Board BAB Committee, BAB Hdqrs., New York.
Oct. 18-19: Kentucky Broadcasters
Assn.,Ky.Chesmotel Lodge, Hopkinsville,
Oct. 18-20: Board of Directors, Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters, Mount
Royal Hotel, Montreal.
Oct. 22-24: 10th District convention.
Advertising Federation of America,
Amarillo, Tex.
Oct. 23-24: NAB AM Radio Committee,
NAB Hdqrs., Washington.
Oct. 23-24: North Carolina Assn. of
Broadcasters, Mid-Pines Club, Southern Pines. N. C.
Oct. 26-28: Audio Engineering Society
Audio Fair, Hotel New Yorker, New
York.
Oct. 29-31: National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters Convention, U. of
Kentucky. Lexington.
Oct. 29-Nov.
vision Week.4: National Radio & TeleOct. 30-Nov. 1: Radio-Television Mfrs.
Assn. and Institute of Radio Engineers, Hotel Syracuse, Syracuse,
N. Y.
Oct. 31-Nov. 1: AAAA Eastern Conference, Roosevelt Hotel, New York.
Nov. 3-4: Institute of Radio Engineers

W-l-N-D

SENTINEL of radio and television as potential means of
warning and aiding the American people in the event
of atomic attack was aired at the Radio Executives Club
luncheon in the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel Oct. 5. Gen.
Lucius D. Clay, chairman of New York State Civil Defense
Commission, delivered the key address before prominent
network officials. L. to r: Seated, Comdr. Mortimer W.
Loewi, director, DuMont TV Network; Gen. Clay; Robert
Kansas City Section, second annual
Regional
Papers
dent Hotel,
KansasConference,
City, Mo. PresiNov. 9-10: Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters
meeting, Columbus.
Nov. 10: Michigan AP Broadcasters
Assn. meeting, Lansing.
Nov. 10-11: Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters, Hotel Olds, Lansing.
Nov. 15: House Ways & Means Committee Hearing on Excess Profits Tax,
New House OfRce Bldg., Washington,

FIRST

OUT-OF-HOME

IN

Saudek, ABC vice president and president of REC; Frank
White, MBS president. Standing, John Korol, sales manager of CBS and past president of REC; Seymour Siegel,
director, WNYC New York; Ralph Weil, general manager,
WOV New York, REC vice president; William S. Hedges,
NBC vice president; Mark Woods, ABC vice chairman of
the board; Edgar Kobak, part owner of WTWA Thomson,
Ga.; Joseph H. Ream, CBS executive vice president.

Nov. 15-17: NAB Board, NAB Hdqrs.,
Washington.
Nov. 15-25: Inter-American Assn. of
Broadcasters Second General Assembly, Sao Paulo, Brazil.
Nov. 16: AAAA Michigan councU meeting, Hotel Statler, Detroit.
Nov. 16-18: National Assn. of Radio
News Directors Convention, Hotel
Sherman, Chicago.
Nov. 27: Congress resumes.

John

Jefferson

Injured

JOHN

JEFFERSON, CBS correspondent, has been listed as injured in a plane crash Oct. 12 in
Japan. The Air Force reported
that the plane crashed while attempting apre-dawn landing at an
air base in southern Japan.

CHICAGO

AUDIENCE

JULY-

AUGUST,

6 a.m. - Midnight

1950

7 Days a Week

$14.67*

25.2%

17.2%
$73.88*

11.5%

$24.65*

11.1%

8.6%

6.9%

6.1%

2.2%

$78.65*
$56.25*

*
NET. C
NET.$33.
D 10
IND. B
NET. A
NET. B
L
^Average Minimum Cost of Announcementt
SOURCES: Pulse of Chicago Out-of-Home Survey and Sfandard Rate and Data

WIND

SAICS
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DEPARIMEHI

•

400

N. MICHIGAN

AVt.

•

CHICAGO

U, IlllNOIS

IND. C
$12.10*

•

IND. D

WHII.holl 4-2170

KATZ AGENCY, INC.

$9.60*
BROADCASTING
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WTCH
Reach

Helps

Shawano

The Northeastern

Evening

Leader

Wisconsin

Marl(et

WTCH serves more than 150,000 families in northeastern
Wisconsin. It is a 1000 watt daytime station operated in
conjunction with the Shawano Evening Leader, Shawano,
Wisconsin. The 240 foot Truscon Tower with 52 x 48
Truscon Ground Screen assures an excellent signal.
"We are very well satisfied with our Truscon Radio
Tower" says WTCH Manager, D. W. Hodgins. "Recently
the tower withstood 80-mile-an-hour winds with no
damage and no loss of operation. It has also withstood
heavy sleet storms and other adverse weather conditions
which we in northern Wisconsin experience, especially
in the winter."

Truscon Radio Towers have a world-wide reputation for
"staying in business" under all types of topographical and
meteorological conditions. Each installation is engineered
to the particular requirements of the job.
Whether you're planning in terms of AM, FM, or TV,
call or write your nearest Truscon district office. Capable
technicians will work with you in selecting location and
type of tower— guyed or self-supporting, uniform or
tapered cross-section, tall or small— which best will serve
you and your audience.
TRUSCON
STEEL COMPANY
YOUNGSTOWN 1, OHIO
Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation

TRUSCON

mm

"
SELF-SUPPORTING
AND UNIFORM TtllAICDx
CROSS SECTION GUYED f %/wfCnj
TRUSCON

BROADCASTING

COPPER MESH GROUND
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DIAL

THIS

NUMBER
neui business

TO

NEW

REACH

THE

ORLEANS

RICH,

MARKET!

Available
for Spot
Participation

SINCLAIR REFINING Co. (Super Power Sinclair gasoline), using
local TV, local radio programs and spot announcements to supplement its fall campaign. Company has bought radio -programs in 17
markets while 3,575 spot announcements are being used in 19 cities. TV
spots are sponsored in Washington, Phila., Chicago and Detroit. Agency :
Morey, Humm & Johnstone Inc., N. Y.
FLINCO Inc., Salt Lake City (motor oils, gasoline, tires, etc.), appoints
Ross Jurney & Assoc. to direct advertising. Wilby M. Durham, account
executive, buying quarter-hour strips on Intermountain Network stations.
TELEVISION INSTALLATION SERVICE Assn. (service companies),
names Marvin Gordon & Assoc., Chicago, to direct advertising and promotion. Plans for all media being formulated.
CLUETT, PEABODY & Co., N. Y. (Arrow menswear), planning TV
spots in 10 key cities to begin after first of year. Agency: Young &
Rubicam, N. Y.
TEXSUN CITRUS EXCHANGE, Weslaco, Tex., names Tracy-Locke Co.,
Dallas, to direct advertising. Radio may be used.
PHILIP MORRIS, (cigarettes), expanding TV spots from 23 markets to
42 markets starting this month. Spots are one-minute films and station
breaks. Agency: Blow Co., N. Y.
SMOKED

FISH Co., S. F., appoints Ad Fried, Oakland. TV will be used.

ASHER Bros., N. Y. (Scotty Pops candy), names Manhattan Adv. to
direct TV and other advertising.
EGGO FOOD PRODUCTS, San Jose, appoints Benet Hanau & Assoc.,
same city. Radio will be used.

A/etu/otk -{iccounti • • •
P. LORILLARD & Co. (Old Gold cigarettes) to sponsor second segment
Queen for a Day, MBS, 11 :45-12 p.m., EST, Mon.-Fri., effective Jan. 1.
Agency: Lennen & Mitchell, N. Y.

• There's certainly nothing "phone-y"
about +he results sponsors get from this
radio "number". Every afternoon for
25 minutes, versatile OLLIE CAIN asks

PABST SALES CO., Chicago (Pabst beer, ale), sponsoring International
Boxing Commission bouts on CBS, Wed., 10 p.m., in addition to sponsorship IBC matches over CBS-TV. Agency: Warwick & Legler, N. Y.
ROMA WINE Co., S. F., signs for sponsorship Party Time at Club Roma,
half-hour variety TV program, on approximately 30 NBC-TV stations.
Show, produced and emceed by Ben Alexander, is first network TV show
to be created in S. F. Willat & Diner, S. F., will film program for distribution byNBC-TV, N. Y. Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding, S. F.

the questions — correct answers by the
listeners earn valuable prizes. Better get
details right away!

^^^^

■^ctjaeofale • • •
HARVEY M. BOND, advertising manager Helbros Watch Co., N. Y., to
Benrus Watch Co., N. Y., as advertising manager.
HERBERT C. CLARIDGE, vice president Salada Tea Co., Boston, elected
president Tea Assn. of U.S.A., succeeding retired ROBERT B. SMALLWOOD, president Lipton Tea Co., who became chairman of Tea Council.
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ROBERT R. MATHEWS, vice president of American Express Co., to
General Foods in new position of assistant director of advertising. WILLARD P. BROWN Jr., assistant to HOWARD CHAPIN, director of advertising, becomes assistant to CHARLES G. MORTIMER Jr., vice president
in charge of marketing. RICHARD WHIDDEN, assistant to division
manager personnel department, becomes assistant to Mr. Chapin.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

w

T

1

estinghoiise

WO

WO
Fort

now

NBC

Wayne

brings

Network

to

in

its

Programs

ever-growing
audience

Effective October 15, WO WO
line-up of star-studded NBC

carries a gala
Network shows. .

maintaining, at the same time, the traditional
Westinghouse local programming that has put WOWO
way out front in ratings for both Fort Wayne
itself and a 49-county BMB

area.

For a better-than-ever buy in coverage of this rich market,
consult WOWO

or Free Sc Peters !

WESTINGHOUSE

RADIO

KYW

• WBZA

. KDKA

• WBZ

STATIONS
. KEX

• WOWO

Inc
• WBZ-TV

National Representatives, Free and Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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once
feature

upon

of the uieeli
a

time

.

.

.

a fellow wrote a song . . .
it went something like
this . . .

"The longest way round
is the sweetest
too)

way

That's alright for certain
cases . , . (we know about
the birds and the bees,
home"

We call it "Sportsmen's
Lodge," a regular niche on
the sportsmen's listening
post at 5:00 each Saturday
afternoon. It's an authoritative program of hunting,
fishing, resort and travel
information reported by
WRC's Outdoor Editor,
Kennedy Ludlam.
Ken Ludlam's easy, wisely paced half hour includes
late hunting and fishing
nev/s, supported by last
minute long distance

hut
Working on plans are (I to r) : Seated, Norman Sharfman, Sharfman
Jewelers; Mr. Brown; A. H. Elliott, W. T. Grant Co.; standing, Fred
Christmas, Kennedy's Men's Store; Sherwin T. Borden, Sears & Roebuck, and Mr. Krueger.
IT MAY be free advertising for
some non-advertisers, but WTAG
Worcester's new year-round retailer-public service campaign is
rock-ribbed business-wise.
When the station management
restudied the local market scene
this fall, it noted that many shoppers leave the hometown to seek
"buys" elsewhere — usually in Boston, 40 miles away and for some

'phone reports — they're
standard outdoor bulletins
for all outdoor men and
women.
"Sportsmen's Lodge"
may well become your
sales avenue to this busy
and wealthy sports market.
Call WRC or National Spot
Sales.

5:00-5:30 PM
EVERY SATURDAY

Wm

in WASHINGTON

EDDY ALLEN
Tli'i'ING
to sell field
something
new
the selling
is a hard
nut to crack. That's the problem licked by Budget Pack Inc.,
Page 16
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To get the most out of
your advertising dollar,
the shortest and quickest
way into the prospective
buyers' home is, by far,
the "sweetest" way to the
advertiser.
In the rich Wyoming Valley Market WERE is a
sure bet to do the best job
for you.

business

Los Angeles, armed with radio in
one pocket and Eddy Allen, general
manager of its sales department,
in the other.
Ever since Eddy joined the firm
as a salesman in 1933, Budget Pack
has been aggressive, waging one
battle after another to promote its
cellophane package as the commodity most likely to sell goods from
the grocer's shelf. When radio entered the picture dui'ing World
War II, Budget Pack had a new
and diff'erent problem — that of replenishing an already scarce material in the grocery store.
It was one of those moments in
radio history when the medium
outsold its usefulness.
As the man who helped engineer
Budget Pack's sales success, Eddy
Allen also is an individual with a
personal history which could match
Horatio Alger in the best of tradition.
Born in New York City, Eddy
(Continued on page SU)

.

in radio, it's a little different.

in the WTAG area, only 20 miles
distant. An estimated half-million
people live in the retail area.
The station's answer is a roundthe-clock, round-the-calendar promotion with an estimated 8,000
spots to be aired during the year.
It's aimed at those Worcester
County residents who feel that
selection
and quality
of "big
(Continued
on page
3U) city"

strictly

.

It is definitely
the
FIRST

station

in Pennsylvania's
FOURTH
largest marketing area.

A
M

WBRE
WILKES-BARRE, PENNA.

BROADCASTING

M
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SOLD ON BILL MAYER
. . . both listeners and
Watkins Furniture
Company of Cleveland!
Watkins says that Mayer's
sincere presentation has
helped in direct sales and
in doing an institutional
job of selling their stores.
Watkins has just signed
Bill to a new daily quarterhour period in addition
to their two-year-old
morning segment. This
is the result of sales results through WGAR.

PROMOTION ON THE RIGHT
TRACK! More than 800 persons boarded
a WGAR-sponsored special train to the
Ohio State Fair at Columbus. They were
entertained en route by WGAR personalities and were given conducted tours to
the exhibits. When those who attended
think of good times . . . they think now
of WGAR. Wise timebuyers do likewise !

ihe

SPOT-fbr

SPOT

RADIO

Write for helpful radio presentation: "A Six Billion Dollar Picture".

SWING SHIFT IS BACK...
and more and more listeners
MAX ROSENBLUM . . . "daddy of the
sandlots" . . . organized the Cleveland
Baseball Federation which provides
sports equipment and medical aid for
the city's youngsters. His proteges
have reached the top in many fields.
He is founder of Rosenblum's ... a
department store now in its 40th year
. . . and one of WGAR's oldest advertisers. Pictured here is Ted Boynton
of WGAR and Mr. Rosenblum signing
his l6th yearly renewal!
WGAR

BROADCASTING

are shifting
to Morgan's
Musical
Inn . . .where
genial
proprietor, Hal Morgan,
does the unusual. This late
evening show is now available for sponsorship. For
sales results, ask about the
Hal Morgan Show on WGAR
and get into the swing!

RADIO . . . t^mR\C/<'S GREATEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM
Cleveland . , . 50,000 watts . . . CBS
Represented Nationally by Edward Petry & Company

• Telecasting
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The

meaning

of

''RADIO
HEADQUARTERS''
veloped and has furnished the nation
ment purposes, — that this same organiTHE activities of the RCA Victor orzation has produced recording equipganization are not confined to the
with the finest in Broadcast Transmitmanufacture and sale of radio receivers,
ment for the home, is equipping the naters, Power Radiotrons, and associated
but are diversified in every branch of the
tion's schools, hotels, apartments, hosequipment to originate the programs
pitals, and other institutions with Cenradio broadcasting and radio entertainwhich create and sustain "listener inment field. Aside from the fact that
tralized Radio Systems, and is cautiously
leading the way to practical Television
more millions of listeners are today enminus ballyhoo in the best equipped
joying their radio programs and their
terest."
Add to this the fact that the world's
radio research laboratory and with the
phonograph selections through the megreatest library of recorded selections
dium of equipment bearing the famous
best engineering talent available, — and
has been compiled and is being mainRCA seal and the familiar Victor tradeyou will begin to grasp an idea of the
tained bythis same organization, both for
mark than through any other medium,
magnitude of the industry which is concentrated at
the RCA Victor organization has debroadcasting and for home entertain-

RCA

Victor

ENGINEERING

October

15, 1931
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Company,

PRODUCTS
Camden, N. J.

Inc.

DIVISION

BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING
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• There's an RCA Broadcast Equipment Specialist
ready to aid you with your problems. Get in
touch with him at the RCA office nearest you.

NEW YORK 20, NEW YORK
35 West 49th Street
Telephone: Circle 6-4030
CLEVELAND 15, OHIO
718 Keith Building
Telephone: Cherry 1-3450
CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS
666 N. Lake Shore Drive
Telephone: Delaware

7-0700

ATLANTA 3, GEORGIA
522-533 Forsyth Building
Forsyth and Luckie Sts., N. W.
Telephone: Walnut 5946
DALLAS 1, TEXAS
1907-11 McKinney Avenue
Telephone: Riverside 1371, 72, 73
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA
1 560 N. Vine Street

SAN FRANCISCO 3, CALIFORNIA
1355 Market Street
Telephone: Hemlock

1-8300

KANSAS CITY 8, MISSOURI
221 West 18th Street
Telephone: Victor 6410
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
1625 K St., N. W.
Telephone: District 1260

Telephone: Hollywood 9-2154
BROADCAST

eQUIRMCMT

RAD
to
CORPORATtOM
eMGIMCERIMO RRODUCTS D£RARTM£RT,

of AMERICA
CAMD£R,R,J.

In Canado: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal
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RADIO

WASHINGTON,

(and

PRESIDENT TRUMAN, just
prior to his departure for his
Pacific rendezvous with Gen.
Douglas MacArthur, reiterated his faith in a free American radio, on equal footing
with the press.
In a letter to Broadcasting-Telecasting on the occasion of the beginning of its
20th year of publication, the Chief
Executive described both radio and
television as the media that constitute "audible journalism." The
letter, to Sol TaishoflF, editor and
publisher, urged the continued espousal of "free,
radio
institutions
in competitive
the established

D. C, OCTOBER

Are

TV)

$7.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY

16, 1950

'Audible

Journalism'

WITHIN MINUTES after President Truman signed a letter saluting "audible journalism" and
Broadcasting-Telecasting as it begins its 20th year, he was waving
goodbye from National Airport. He
left Washington Wednesday on the
first leg of a flight to mid-Pacific
to meet with Gen. MacArthur.

BROADCASTING

Truman

enemies
of democracy
and1945,
liberty."
The letter
of July 3,
was
versarJ^
prompted by radio's 25th anni"American radio is in good
hands," the Chief Executive then
wrote. ". . . The American system
has worked and must keep working. Regulation by natural forces
of competition, even with obvious
concomitant shortcomings, is to be
preferred over rigid governmental
regulation of a medium that by
its very nature must be maintained
as free as the press."
Roosevelt Cites Faith
On June 17, 1935 — two years
after he entered the White House
to become the first Chief Executive
to use radio as the means of bringing government to the people via
the "Fireside Chat" — President
Roosevelt pronounced his faith in
American radio.
In a letter to
Broadcasting preceding the 13th
annual NAB convention, he said:
Radio continues to play an
increasingly important role in
our daily life. Radio broadcasting has contributed much to the
cause of national recovery.
I have previously expressed
my very great faith in the American system of broadcasting. Recent events have increased rather
than diminished that faith. Censorship has not and cannot invade
the
ether way.
lanes. It is not the
American

American tradition."
[Full text of letter is reproduced
as the frontispiece of "'Two Exciting Decades" special section of
this issue which begins on page 59] .
It was the second time since his
assumption of the Presidency more
than five years ago, that Mr. Truman paid tribute to radio. Like his
radio-minded predecessor, Franklin D. Roosevelt, he underscored
radio's importance to the national
welfare and its indispensability to
our free democratic institutions.
Hoover Lauds Radio
Former President Herbert
Hoover, the only living ex-Chief
Executive, also commended radio
for its progress as "a mighty entertainment and moral force" in a
letter to Broadcastixg-TelecastING commemorating the anniversary. He was President when
Broadcasting was founded in 1931,
and he too recognized in those days
that our American Plan "has preserved free speech in this country."
[Mr. Hoover's letter is reproduced
on page 63].
From others in public life and
in industry Broadcastixg-TeleCASTIXG received letters ushering
the magazine into its third decade.
They appear in the "Two Exciting
Decades" section, which also presents a running story, with eontemporai-y art, of broadcasting
events since 1931.
In his Oct. 11 letter, written just
prior to enplaning for Missouri
and thence to the Pacific, Mr. Truman recalled that five years ago
he had written Broadcastixg-Tel-

N

ecastixg, admonishing that radio,
with the press, "must give inspired
leadership and lend its facilities to
making more intimate and work-

able the relationship bet^veen the
people and government." Then he
said those observations are "just
as valid today as we resist the

AGENDA
POLISHES
NBC
utive appointments.
NBC EXECUTIVES last week put
the finishing touches on an agenda
In his speech to the stations
they hope will dazzle the some 400
Joseph H. McConnell, NBC presirepresentatives of affiliated radio
dent, is expected to announce the
and television stations convening
elevation of William F. Brooks,
vice president in charge of news,
this week for the network's annual
convention at the Greenbrier Hotel,
special events and international
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
relations, to the staff-level post of
vice president in charge of public
There will be plenty to talk about
relations [Closed Circuit, Oct. 9].
and plenty to see.
Mr. McConnell also reportedly is
Among other surprises that network chieftains have been trying
prepared to announce a successor
to save for unveiling before the
to Easton C. Woolley, NBC director of AM station relations, who
afiiliates are at least two top exec• Telecasting

A year later — on June 16, 1936 —
Mr. Roosevelt first indicated his
approval of radio on a parity with
the press. This letter, wishing
broadcasters a successful 14th an(Continued on page 32)

For stations Meet
resigned several weeks ago to join
KDYL-AM-FM-TV Salt Lake City
as executive vice president and
board member.
Carleton D. Smith, director of
television operations, was authoritatively reported to have been
pickedtions for
job. the radio station relaMr. Smith moved to New York
headquarters as television operations chief several years ago after
(Continued 07i page 22)
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NBC Polishes Agenda
(Continued from page 21)
serving
in the network's Washington offices.
There was speculation that Mr.
McConnell would also announce the
appointment of John Herbert, former Hearst magazine and newspaper executive who joined NBC
as assistant to the president recently, as chief of radio network
sales, replacing Harry C. Kopf,
vice president in charge of radio
network sales, who reportedly is
slated to head KNBC San Francisco, NBC owned - and - operated
station.
John K. Elwood's retirement as
general manager of KNBC has already been announced.
Tentative agenda of the threeday meeting is:
Wednesday, Oct. 18: Welcoming
address by Niles Trammell, NBC
chairman of the board; remarks
by President McConnell; report of
the Stations Planning & Advisory
Committee by Chairman Clair McCollough, president and general
manager of the Steinman stations;
report on AM by Charles R. Denny,
NBC executive vice president; report on AM sales by Harry C. Kopf,
NBC vice president in charge of
radio network sales; report on radio
programs by Charles C. Barry, vice
president in charge of radio programs. Mr. Brooks, in his present
capacity as chief of the department,
will report on news.
TV Sessions Set
Thursday will be devoted to television. The session will begin with
an address by Sylvester L. (Pat)
Weaver Jr., vice president in charge
of television, and will include a report on production by Frederic W.
Wile, director of television production; i-eport on facilities by Mr.
Smith; report on sales by George
H. Frey, director of television sales,
and a report on the economics of
television by Edward D. Madden,
vice president.
Much of the television discussion
is certain to be devoted to the recent
FCC proposed rule to govern the
amount of time TV stations may
take from any one network [Broadcasting, Oct. 9]. It is considered
likely that plans developed by NBC
and its TV affiliates at the Greenbrier meeting will form the basis of
its action against the FCC's proposed rule.
The network already has announced it will vigorously oppose
such a rule, and it undoubtedly will
endeavor at the Greenbrier meet-

CBS

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"Well, that's one car where they weren't listening to their radio!"
ing to line up station support for
its position.
The Friday morning session will
be confined to affiliates, with Mr.
McCollough presiding. After lunch
Friday NBC executives will join
the station men for discussion of
points brought up at the morning
session.
A full schedule of entertainment
has been arranged. Norman Blackburn, television production chief in
Hollywood, has been at New York
headquarters lining up talent for
what is intended to be the biggest
show NBC ever presented at an
affiliates convention.
Last year when NBC affiliates
met at the Greenbrier, the only
entertainment imported for the
occasion performed at a banquet
on the last night of the three-day
meeting. This year there will be a
production every night.
Stars To Entertain
The full lineup of the stars who
will appear this week was not available as this story went to press,
but it was known that Mr. Blackburn would fly the chorus line from
New York's plush Copacabana to
the Greenbrier to take the affiliates'
minds off other figures.
Dinah Shore reportedly was set
to entertain, and a host of stars
under contract to the network are
expected to be on hand.
About 500 NBC executives and
representatives of NBC stations
aie expected to attend.

Mr. West Mr. McConntU Mr. McCollough Mr. Brooks
Page 22
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Mr. Smith

SDX

MEET

STOCK
Color Okay Spurts Prices
CBS PRICES on the New York
Stock Exchange have spurted since
reports first were circulated that
the CBS color system might be
picked by the FCC.
The week of Aug. 21 CBS A and
B stock were fluctuating around
the 281/2 mark. On Aug. 29, day
after reports were published speculating that CBS'
mightAug.
get 28]
the
nod [Closed
Circuit,
the CBS Class A shares closed
IV2 points above their closing
price of the day before, and Class
B shares were up 2. The stock
has risen steadily since that time.
On Oct. 11, the day the FCC decision setting CBS standards came
out, CBS Class A went up as high
as 40 and closed at 881/2. Class B
closed up 21/2 at 881/2. In the
same period a general rise in stock
prices has occurred, but CBS
1 rices have risen a maximum of
11% points, far outdistancing the
average.
Radio to Grace Nov. 9-7 7
Miami Beach Sessions

RADIO flavor will be added to this year's Sigma Delta Chi national convention slated for Nov. 9-11 at Miami Beach, Fla. Delegates to the honorary journalism fraternity meeting will hear an array of speakers
from the journalism, diplomatic and military fields.
A professional program
will *
highlight a panel moderated by
headquarters will be at Miami
Louis S. Lyons, curator of HarBeach's
newest luxury hotel, the
vard U.'s Neiman Foundation. John
Sans Souci, with special rates preCrosby, New York Herald-Tribune
vailing during the three-day conradio-TV critic, heads the list of
clave. Host chapters are Greater
panel speakers which includes RobMiami Professional and U. of Miert Ruark, United Features Synami Undergraduates.
dicate, and Inez Robb, INS. A press
panel, moderated by John S.
Knight, editor and publisher.
Knight Newspapers (WIND Chicago, WQAM Miami), will include
Frank Starzel, AP general mana- WPIX SPORTS
ger; Fairfax Cone of Foote, Cone
Chevrolet Opens Series
& Belding, New York, and a fourth
member to be announced later.
STARTING gun for the 210 sports
events to be telecast over WPIX
The U. of Miami's radio department plans to tape record the Lyons
(TV) New York, from Madison
panel talks, using the material
Square
Garden, was fired yesterlater for clinical work in radio-TV
day (Sunday) at 8:25 p.m., with
classes.
the Gene Autry Rodeo, under the
Lee Hills, managing editor, The sponsorship of the Chevrolet Dealers Assn. of New York, New Jersey
Miami Herald, is chairman of the
and Connecticut.
convention committee. SDX President Carl Kesler will preside at
Chevrolet has paid one half of
business sessions.
the $500,000 bill for the series which
will last until the end of March,
Key speaker at a banquet windand is joined in sponsorship by
ing up the convention on Armistice
Webster Tobacco Co., (Webster
Day,
Nov.Minister
11, willSirbe Mohammad
Pakistan's
Foreign
cigars) and Standard Brands (Instant Chase & Sanborn Coffee)
Zafrulla Khan, leader of Pakiwho
each
have contracted for a
stan's delegation to the UN Security Council. Introducing him will quarter of the gross billing, for
60 events.
be Rep. George Smathers (D-Fla.),
U. S. Senator-elect.
Following the rodeo, the WPIX
TV cameras will focus on the comOther speakers include: Lt. Gen.
Alfred M. Gruenther, Deputy Chief
plete home schedules of the
of Staff for plans; Ralph McGill, Rangers and Rovers hockey teams,
editor, Atlanta (Ga.) Constitution,
and starting Oct. 31, on six sessions of the horse show. Other
and McGregor Smith, president,
Florida Power & Light Co. On widely famed events to be seen
Nov. 10 delegates will be guests at by TV sports fans are the Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show,
a buffet supper at the Coral Gables
Country Club and will attend
track meets, college and professional basketball, the Golden Gloves
Miami-Louisville football game at
and the Silver Skates.
Miami's Orange Bowl. Convention
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OROER
FCC
TO
REACTIONS
VIOLENT
but said his company in line with
(See Color Decision story page 177)
Eisemann, and President F. A. D. cision but said his company will
Andrea
of Andrea Radio, also make receivers adaptable to color,
its past policy "will keep ourselves
THE THREAT of injunctive prothough they would be costly and
in readiness for anything the public
ceedings was hurled at FCC last
opposed FCC's action.
few in number. Hallicrafters
Webster-Chicago
Corp.'s
Execuweek almost before the ink dried on demands."
tive Vice President Charles P. queried TV stations on their color
its order adopting the CBS color
Meck's Viewpoint
Cushway announced his firm's
TV system (story page 177), while
President John S. Meek of John
Myron Greenwald, vice president
plans to put CBS adapters and confirst reactions elsewhere were al- Meek Industries also considered
of Celomat, said it would get into
verters on the market quickly. He
plans.
most as violently adverse.
production within a few weeks on
"years" away, and said his said, however, that the acute shortWhile CBS was making plans to color
company will continue to make its
age of some parts and the need for a color TV converter kit retailing
j get color programming started —
models "indefinitely." Pres- tools and dies will prevent any ap- under $15. Prior adaptation would
I and if necessary seek to interest present ident
Ernest Alschuler, Sentinel
preciable production before the be necessary. Mr. Greenwald said
first of the year.
I outside businessmen in backing a Radio Corp., similarly considered
the kit would produce six-inch pictures and will be the forerunner of
$50 million manufacturing and dis- the decision premature.
Offer
Several
Models
President E. F. McDonald Jr. of
j tributing company — Webster-Chia more costly "deluxe" converter
cago Corp., Tele-Tone Radio Corp., Zenith Radio Corp. felt there will
The company, he said, plans to that would give a 12 1/2 -inch picture
and retail at about $60.
j Hallicrafters Co., and Celomat
be legal action which will mean
ofl'er several models of the converI Corp. were among the first to anCBS President Frank Stanton resion units, the first to provide a
"no commercial color telecasting
iterated his statement to FCC that
picture equivalent in size to that
j nounce plans to market color con- for a material length of time" and
if manufacturers do not make color
I verters and adapters at an early
of
a
10-inch
tube,
with
larger
picthat accordingly "we have no in1 date.
tures in later models.
tention of halting or slowing up the
receiving equipment — though he
; It was too early to appraise the production of the present type of
hastily added that he is sure they
Tele-Tone President S. W. Gross
said his company would begin full- will — then CBS will "interest" outI public's reaction. In Washington,
black-and-white receivers." John
side business people in forming a
I however, one service company anscale deliveries of converters priced
Craig, vice president and general
million corporation to build and
j nounced it is ready to equip tele- manager of Avco's Crosley Divi"surprisingly low" about the first $50
sell color sets.
sion, said color in the home is still of the year.
ijvision sets to receive full color
\ broadcasts for about $70, and said three to five years away. Joshua
Several advertisers were underWilliam J. Halligan, president of
(Continued on page 30)
Hallicrafters, attacked the FCC doj it had been "besieged" with calls Sieger, vice president of Freed'I from customers.
In Brooklyn,
1 Kinescope Reactivating Co. said it
|. could adapt sets at about $25 retail.
J Isidor Goldberg, president of
ij Pilot Radio Corp., New York, said
Rates
\ Pilot "very definitely" plans to seek
(ffMore Emphasis in TV
an injunction against the decision,
GROWING
Ol
SP
100,000 to 150,000: 6 cities (Buffalo,
nated and less standardized.
and the Retail Television and ApSPOT TIME is getting more atDayton, Milwaukee, Minneapolis-St.
pliance Dealers Assn., New York,
Paul, New Haven, Pittsburgh), 8 staFollowing
is
a
complete
breaktention
on
the
TV
station's
rate
tions. One hour — $375 to $500 (average
called a meeting for Wednesday to cai-d than it was six months ago,
down of the Weed rate card survey
$440.62); Half -hour— $225 to $300 (averI plan injunctive action.
age $264.38); One minute or less (7 sta(by circulation areas) as reported
I President Allen B. DuMont of according to Weed & Co., New
tions)—$50 to $100 (average $74.29); One
to Broadcasting:
minute
(1 station) — $75; 20 seconds (1
York,
radio-TV
station
represenDuMont Labs was quoted as saying
tative.
station to
— $60;
8 seconds$35.94).
(4 stations) —
Under 10,000 circulation: 2 cities $18.75
$50 (average
his company would not build CBS(Albuquerque,
Nashville),
2
stations.
The trend toward classifying One hour— $150 to $200 (average $175);
150,000 to 200,000: 3 cities (Cincinnati.
' type sets, and President Ross D. spot time is noted by the company
Half -hour— $90 to $120 (average $105);
St. Louis, Washington), 8 stations. One
Siragusa of Admiral Corp. said
One minute or less — $12 to $30 (average
hour—
$425 to $550 (average $481.88);
in releasing its October survey of
Half - hour — $255 to $330 (average
j! almost as much — more bitterly,
$283.12);
One minute or less (6 stations)
107
TV
stations
operating
in
63
10,000
to
20,000:
5
cities
(Ames,
Bloom$21).
ii The manufacturing
plans of
—$70 to $100 (average $90); One minute
ington, Davenport-Rock
Island.
Jackmarket
areas.
Analysis
of
the
stasonville,
Phoenix),
6
stations.
One
hour
(2
stations)
— $100 each; 20 seconds (2
' RCA, Columbia's chief rival in the
to $250 (average $191.66); Halfstations) tions)—$27.50
— $75 toeach;
8 seconds$41),
(6 starate cards was made by —$150
long-drawn color fight, were not Peter B.tions'James,
$50 (average
hour—
$90
to
$150
(average
$115);
One
manager of Weed
minute or less — $22 to $35 (average
disclosed. But Brig. Gen. David
200,000 to 300,000: 2 cities (Baltimore,
28.50);
8 seconds
Sarnoff, board chairman, called the & Co.'s television department. It is
20 (average
$18.33). (3 stations) — $15 to Cleveland), 6 stations. One hour — $400
based on the Class A basic time
to
(average(average
$525.42);$313.75);
Half -hour—
$270$637.50
to $382.50
One
20,000 to 35,000: 12 cities (Binghamj decision
"scientifically unsound
rate. Classification was made ac- ton,
Birmingham,
Charlotte,
Greensminute
or
less
(5
stations)
—
$70 to $120
boro,
Huntington,
Johnstown,
Lansing,
j and
against
the
public
interest,"
cording
to
circulation
figures.
and made clear that RCA does not
(average $94); One minute (1 station) —
New Orleans, Norfolk, Salt Lake City, $140;
20onds (5seconds
8 secSan Antonio, Utica), 15 stations. One
plan to abandon work on its comstations) (1— station)
$32 to —$60$125;(average
Weed's rate card survey shows
hour—
$150
to
$250
(average
$220);
Half50
stations
with
an
overall
rate
for
patible, dot-sequential system.
hour— $90 to $150 (average $132); One
$44.50).
300,000 to 400.000: 1 city (Detroit), 3
a minute or less; 35 stations list- minute or less (12 stations)— $24 to $45
RCA Research Continues
stations. One hour — $800 each. Half(averagetions)—$30$35.21);
One
minute
(3
staing two costs to cover the 1-minto $40 (average $35); 20 sec- hour — $480 each; One minute or less —
onds (3 stations)— $25 to $30 (average
$150 to $160 (average $153.33); 8 seconds
I "Regardless of what anyone else ute, 20-30-second and 8-10-second
$28.33);
8
seconds
(1 station) — $18.
(1 station)— $50.
spot;
11
stations
with
three
rate
may feel called upon to do," Gen.
35,000 to 50,000: 14 cities (Erie, Grand
400,000 to 500,000: 1 city (Boston), 2
categories for 1-minute, 20-secoiid Rapids. Houston, Kalamazoo, LouisSarnoff said, "RCA will continue
One hour — $600 to $750 (averMemphis, Miami, Oklahoma City, stations.
and 8-second spots. Several sta- Omaha,ville,Richmond,
I its efforts to advance the bedrock
age $675); Half-hour- $360 to $450 (averRochester, Seattle,
tions,
it
finds,
will
furnish
rates
age
$405);
One minute or less— $125
Tulsa, Wilmington) 16 stations. One
] principles on which the sound fueach.
hour— $250 to $400 (average $296.56);
ture of color can be built and will for the 8-10-second announcements
Half - hour- $150 to $240 (average
500,000 to 600,000: 1 city (PhUadelupon application.
be built."
$178.31);tions)—$40
One
minute
or less
(12 One
sta- phia), 3 stations. One hour — $700 to
to $80
(average
$49.41);
President Arthur S. Matthews
$900
(average
Cite Weed Survey
minute (4 stations)— $40 to $75 (average
to $540
(average$766.66);
$460); Half-hoiir—
One minute $420
or
of Color Television Inc., developer
$57.50); 20 seconds (4 stations) — $30 to —$75
less (3each.
stations) — $150 each; 8 seconds
As
further
evidence
of
the
move
$50 (average
8 seconds
(6 staof the other color system compettions)—$20 to $43.75);
$25 (average
$22.92).
to spot classification, the company
600,000 to 700,000: 2 cities (Chicago,
ing before FCC, said the Commis50,000
to
75,000:
6
cities
(Atlanta,
KanAngeles), 11 stations. One hour—
sas City, Lancaster, San Diego. Syra- Los
sion's action will impose a loss points to a similar Weed survey
$500 to$300
$1000
$777.27);$468.18);
Halfcuse, Toledo), 8 stations. One hour —
made by its television department
hour—
to (average
$600 (average
upon the public which eventually
$265 to $400 (average $326.87); Half -hour One minute or less (7 stations) — $90 to
vnW make FCC want to change its last May which reported only 23 —$158
to $240 (average $196); One minminute $161.25);
(4 staute or less (6 stations) — $37.50 to $60 $200 (average
of the 103 stations then operating
decision, and that in the meantime
tions)—$120 to$145);
$200 One
(average
(averagetions)—$52$53.25);
One minute
(2
sta- 20 seconds (4 stations) — $80 to $175
to
$60
(average
$56);
20
secseparate rates for the "under-aCTI "will continue full speed ahead
(average $121.87); 8 seconds (7 stations)
onds (2 stations)— $40 to $45 (average
with the development of its new
—$27 to $100 (average $71.71).
minute" spot.
$42.50):
8
seconds
(1
station)—
$22.50.
Also noted by the survey: Rates
Over 1,000,000: 1 city (New York), 7
75,000 to 100,000: 6 cities (Columbus,
fully compatible system."
Worth, Indianapolis, Provistations. One hour— $800 to $2200 (averMotorola Inc. took a wait-andfor the hour and half-hour time Dallas-Fort
dence,
San
Francisco,
Schenectady),
12
age $1774.43); Half -hour— $480 to $1500
see attitude. Board Chairman
One hour— $250 to $375 (aver(average $1062.85); One minute or less
segments are "fairly standard" be- stations.
age $330.30); Half-hour— $150 to $225 (3 stations)— $350 to $525 (average
tween 10,000-35,000, 35,000-100,000
I Louis I. Pokrass of Tele-King
(average $198.37); One minute or less $458.33); One minute (4 stations)— $165
to $500 ($297.50); 20 seconds (4 stations)
Corp. called the FCC action "pre- and 100,000 - 200,000 circulation (11 stations)— $36 to $60 (average $52.41);
One
minute (1 station) — $65; 20 seconds
—$130 to $425 (average $233.75): 8 secareas. Above that level, Weed re- (1 station)
mature" and predicted that general
onds (5 stations) — S80 to $288.75 (aver—
$55;
8
seconds
(4
stations)
ports increases more sharply grad- —$18.75 to $26 (average $22.19).
use of color TV is "years" away.
age $188.25).
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EANORROOSEMRS.EL
VELT last week underto k a new venture,
a daily radio program which
promises to be of larger benefit to
her son, Elliott, than to her.
In his out
mother's
firsta show,
turned
to lend
filial Elliott
if not
particularly helping hand. Among
other things, he delivered the commercials.
If Elliott's future performances
follow the pattern of his first, his
mother's new series will provide
meticulous detail about the shopping habits of the Roosevelt family.
It was possible to learn from the
first program that the Roosevelts
all drink Flamingo orange concentrate, use Emerson radio and television sets, will not touch a meal
unless the first course is Manischewitz soup. Elliott, speaking for
all the Roosevelts, endorsed each
of those products.
Without specifically saying that
his family used them, he also said
that "we recommended" the other
products sponsoring the program,
McKittrick - Williams dresses,
Acousticon hearing aids and Bobbi,
a pin curl home wave.
The endorsement of merchandise
or grocery items by the family of
the late President of the United
States, is, to say the least, in questionable taste. It certainly adds
nothing to the dignity of the President's widow, who has been called,
not without reason, the First Lady
of the World.
Unless Elliott can make some
more sympathetic contribution, he
ought to stay off his mother's program.
First Program Guests
Mrs. Roosevelt herself was
charming and articulate. Her intense concern for world affairs was
evident in the selection of guests
on her first program. Dr. Ralph
Bunche, who won the Nobel Peace
Prize for mediating the Palestine
dispute, and Brig. Gen. David
SarnofT, RCA chairman of the
board, who made a plea for expansion of the Voice of America, were
interviewed.
This sort of fare is somewhat
heavier than is found on most daytime programs that are directed
primarily at the female audience.
Page 24
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Program Facts
Program: MRS. ELEANOR
ROOSEVELT, WNBC New York,
Mon.-Fri., 12:30-1:15 p.m.
Sponsors: Flamingo Orange
Concentrate, McKittrick - Williams Dresses, Acousticon Co.,
Manischewitz Soups, Emerson
Radio & Phonograph Co., Bobbi
Pin Curl Home Wave.
Producer: Elliott Roosevelt.
Director: Walter Law.
Writers: Henry Morgenthau III
and Elliott Roosevelt.

and it ought to add substance to a
lot of housewives' days.
A lighter moment in the program
was supplied by Fred Allen, who
these days seems to be a roving
comedian who is apt to pop up anywhere around NBC. Mr. Allen,
who was reminded by Elliott that
Mrs. Roosevelt was making her
radio debut on her 66th birthday
on a station that was 660 on the
dial, thought that a fortunate coincidence. Obviously, said Mr. Allen, she could not, at her present
age, go to work for WCBS. Its
frequency is 880.
While Mrs. Roosevelt, Gen. SarnofT, Dr. Bunche and Mr. Allen
were performing, the program had
character. The distracting notes
were entirely provided by Elliott,
both in his reading of commercials
and in chit-.chat with his mother.
The contribution that Mrs. Roosevelt can make to daytime radio is
to bring intelligence and dignity to
it. No parts of her show should
deviate from those principles.
Mrs. Roosevelt occupies a unique
position not only in the U. S. but
also throughout the world. It
would be a pity if the producers
of her new radio program insisted
on comprising her position by the
unnecessary commercialization of
her family name.
Milani

Spots

STIPULATION agreement whereby Louis Milani Foods Inc., Maywood, Calif., heavy radio spot user,
will cease certain advertising
claims, has been approved by the
Federal Trade Commission. Firm
has agreed to stop representations
that the formula for 1890 French
Dressing was originated "by a
Frenchman or in France," according to FTC. Milani Foods also has
used TV spot announcements.

^

Program Facts
Program: MARY MARGARET
McBRIDE, WJZ New York, Mon.Fri., 1-2 p.m.
Sponsors: Birds Eye Frosted
Foods, H. C. Bohack Stores, Bosco, Bovril, Dolly Madison Ice
Cream, Eclipse Mattresses,
Friends Oven Baked Beans, Goddard's Silver Polish, LaFrance
Bluing,ance,Metropolitan
InsurPlanters Peanut Life
Oil, Taylor
Canned Sweet Potatoes, Wheatena,
Wyler's
Soups,Nylon
Yuban Twist
CofHosiery.
fee, Bon Ami,
Producer:

Stella Karn.

BRIDE moved to a new
McETk and
s
res
t wee
RG
lasAR
add
MA
RY
MA
was met by a welcoming committee that was too heterogeneous
ever to have been assembled for
any lesser cause. In this instance
they were all brought together by
common adoration of Mary MarRobert E. Kintner, president of
et. assured Miss McBride that
gar
ABC,
she was a "woman of great integPaul Whiteman advised her:
"We all love you."
Ben Gross, the discriminating
radio
rity."critic of the New York Daily
News, issued a considered judgment. "I think you are the greatest woman in radio," he said.
Jane Froman sang the "Missouri Waltz" — "Just for you, Mary
Margaret." Miss McBride is a
native of Missouri, an origin she
takes pains not to conceal.
Other tributes were delivered by
Norman Brokenshire, the veteran
announcer; Ole Olsen, of the Olsen
& Johnson comedy team, and Denise
Darcel, the French actress. Miss
Darcel, at the moment was on the
verge of being married, and her
romance, to which she alluded with
Gallic fervor, only added to the
program's nearly suffocating atmosphere of love, love, love.
Missance onMcBride's
appearWJZ New maiden
York was
also

minute eulogy that Miss McBride
accorded to Stella Karns, her
curator.
Miss McBride neither was struck
dumb by the flattery of her guests
nor depleted by her own rigorous
soliloquy in praise of Birds Eye to
Yuban. She had enough voice left
to chat in her usual random fashion on a variety of unrelated topics.
At one point she expressed pleasure at the lovely things ABC was
doing for her. "Imagine! They're
putting me in advertisements in
the Neiv York Times. And my picture makes me look just beautiful."
At another point she referred to
"Omar and Mary Bradley," catching herself to explain, in case others
in her audience were not on such
cordial terms with the great, that
she meant the general and his lady.
Nearing the end of her program,
she had up a full head of conversational steam and had to be reminded by the announcer that
"even on WJZ you have to get off
the air." Ignoring the warning,
she continued. As the switch was
flipped to accommodate the ensuing
WJZ schedule. Miss McBride was
still going strong.
Possibly the most accurate deof Miss
style was scription
once
givenMcBride's
by one ofradio
her
guests, whose identity this reviewer
has regrettably forgotten. He said
that appearing on her program
wasGlug.
like swimming in oatmeal.

CAB Directors Meet
AGENDA for the annual meeting
next February, report on meeting
of the Western Assn. of Broadcasters, and a new method of comparative listenership with newspaper circulation figures, are to be
presented at the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters directors meeting to
be held at the Mount Royal Hotel,
distinguished by perhaps the most
Montreal, Oct. 18-20. New method
astonishing recital that has been
broadcast since the passage of the of "radio circulation" was unveiled
Freeman, CAB sales direcNAB Code. Assisted by others at by Pat
tor, at the WAB meet in Calgary
times when her voice threatened
last month, and will be dealt with
to give out, she read a list of her in more detail at the CAB direc17 sponsors and gave a commertors meeting before being precial message for each.
sented at the CAB annua] meeting.
This exercise, by charitable tim- Internal problems and plans for
ing, took nearly 13 minutes and the annual meeting also will be
was uninterrupted except for a onediscussed at the three-day session.
BROADCASTING
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NARBA

FA1E

THE FATE of the NAEBA Conference hung in the balance late
last week, with its success or
failure due to be decided today
(Oct. 16) or tomorrow.
With efforts to work out an acceptable North American AM allocations plan stalemated by U. S.Mexican differences and with U. S.Cuban problems still unresolved,
the Steering Committee indicated
late Thursday it could see little
purpose in continuing the present
session unless some assurance of
basic agreement is evident by
early this week.
Edwards Backs Plan
This course was advocated by
Commander C. P. Edwards of
Canada, chairman of the conference which opened in Montreal a
year ago, finally recessed because
of U. S. -Cuban differences, and reconvened in Washington Sept. 6
after unsuccessful interim negotiations for U. S. -Cuban accord.
The Mexican delegation has
sei-ved notice that its funds vsdll
permit it to stay no longer than
Oct. 25, and the Cuban delegates
also have made clear that they
feel they must return home soon.
The other foreign delegations —
Canadian, Bahaman-Jamaican, and

Conference

Dominican — are in the same mood.
Despite the generally bleak outlook that prevailed throughout the
week, a spark of hope was seen by
some delegates early Friday as
the U. S. and Mexican groups prepared to make a last-minute attempt to overcome their fundamental differences.
In the face of seeming stalemate, the possibility that some
delegation might propose a reduction in channel separations from
the present 10 kc to 7V2 or 9 kc
was canvassed within the U. S.
group at one point. But FCC after
lengthy consideration did not favor
the plan, and the subject was not
officially mentioned in the conference.
Recess Possibility
If such a proposal were made
and adopted, a recess of the conference would possibly result in
order that complete studies of its
possible effects could be conducted.
Once before — in advance of the
opening NARBA sessions at Montreal— the threat of band-narrowing was raised in reports that
Latin broadcasters might advocate
it [Broadcasting, Aug. 29, 1949],
but the subject has since remained
Schechter

RESIGNS

MBS

Vacates

Vice Presidency

Success

In Balance

quiescent.
Hope that the U. S. may yet
achieve agreement with Mexico
was expressed by some observers
Thursday night. They felt it may
be possible to reach an accord in
which Mexico would receive the
substantially clear-channel rights
she seeks on two additional channels, plus 540 kc, in return for
which she would give up rights on
one and subscribe to strict engineering standards for adequate
protection to U. S. interests.
Two Channels Covered
Two channels on which past
speculation centered in this respect
are 660 and 880 kc — clears used
by WNBC New York and WCBS
New Yoi-k, respectively — but it
was thought that some other frequencies, as yet not specified,
would be substituted instead.
Earlier in the week Mexican
delegates had signified a desire for
rights permitting them to serve
Mexican nationals virtually
throughout the U. S. FCC Com.r.
Rosel H. Hyde, heading the U. S.
delegation, took a firm stand which
reportedly induced the Mexican
group to seek further consultation
with officials in Mexico City. A
limited service to Mexican nationals in the border areas may
provide a workable compromise.
Negotiations between the U. S.
and Cuba still stand at approximately the point reached in the
unsuccessful bilateral discussions
between the two delegations at Havana early this year. Both iiave
re-submitted substantially the
same proposals which were mutually rejected in Havana, and most
observers feel that hope of agreement between the two countries
lies somewhere between these two
offers [Broacdasting, Sept. 25].

NATIONAL

GUARD

New Spot Series Nov. 1
NATIONAL GUARD will again
take to the airlanes Nov. 1 with a
series of spot announcements over
some 1,200 AM stations, calculated
to swell its forces by an additional
200,000 recruits, it was disclosed
last week. The service will allot
approximately $38,000 to radio.
Guard Plans
NG is planning to use three oneminute spots per station, all in the
5 kw or under category, throughout the 48 states over a three-week
period. Additionally, the service is
supplying outlets with package kits
containing public service and other
material, according to Major Ernest L. Smith, chief of the NG
information office. Class A time
has been ordered on each.
It also was revealed that the
National Guard will embark on a
nation-wide spring campaign, presumably of similar magnitude in
lieu of Congressional approval of
NG's requested overall media
budget of $298,000. Funds cover
fiscal 1951, or the period running
until June 30, 1951.
Spring Allocations
If the spring campaign materializes as presently contemplated,
radio's share will exceed the top
ceiling of 850,000 allocated for the
past fiscal year. The new $38,000
figure will supplement a previous
two-week emergency campaign of
six one-minute spots over some 190
stations last month. Information
spokesmen placed the total radio
expenditure at $13,000, giving the
medium over $50,000 early in fiscal
1951. September's drive, launched
primarily to bring NG divisions to
"alert" strength, was described as
highly successful.

A. A. SCHECHTER, MBS vice president in charge of news, special
events and publicity, resigned last week.
Although the reasons for his r esignation were not disclosed, it was
understood he would announce a new association soon.
Mr. Schechter,
★
of radio. About a year ago, it was
one of radio's outlearned authoritatively, he rejected
standing news executives, joined
proffer of a high-level job with
Mutual in 1945
one
of the nation's largest business
establishments.
after Army service that included
an assignment as
radio chief of
Gen. MacArthur's
public relations
Hoffman-WOR
Bid 'Accepted'
DON
LEE
STOCK
section. A lieu- Mr. Schechter
tenant colonel, he
HIGH bid of $11,200,000 for all owns Yankee Network, was the Edwin W. Pauley, WOR, Blythe &
was awarded the Legion of Merit
second bidder. Offer of $10,525,000
Co., investment brokers and Bank
stock
controlling Don Lee Broadfor arranging press and radio
of America are participating only
was
made through First National
casting
System
and
KTSL
(TV)
transmission facilities for coverage
as underwriters. He said his comLos Angeles — made Oct. 6 by H. Bank of Akron, acting as trustee
of the Philippine campaigns.
for the retirement plan of salaried
Leslie
Hoffman
in
behalf
of
Hoffpany would operate the radio and
Frank White, MBS president,
TV stations and that there are no
employes of General Tire.
man Radio Corp., Industrialist Edsaid it was "with sincere regret
plans to break up Don Lee Network
win W. Pauley, Blythe & Co., repOpen Bidding
that I am acceding to Mr. Schechinto separate components. It would
resenting a group of Pacific Coast
Although
Mr.
Brown,
acting
as
ter's wishes to leave Mutual."
be continued as a unit.
bankers and businessmen, and WOR
special
administrator
for
the
estate
The MBS president added that
"We plan to utilize the splendid
of the late Thomas S. Lee, accepted
New York — was accepted last MonMr. Schechter had "contributed
organization of management and
day by Public Administrator Ben
the bid, should there be another
H. Brown.
greatly to Mutual's success and
personnel that has made Don Lee
offer made in open bidding in Proleadership in the field of news,
Network the greatest regional
One of two received, the Hoffman
bate Court of at least 10% more
sports and special events broadcommunications system in the nathan that made by Hoffman Radio
bid acceptance is subject to concasting."
tion," he said. "We have great
firmation by the probate division
and combine, it would have to be
Before joining the Army, Mr.
respect for the fine programming
of Los Angeles Superior Court.
Schechter was director of news and
accepted under law. There is questhe Don Lee Network has
tion if General Tire will try to outspecial events for NBC. He en- With the petition filed by Mr.
Brown last Tuesday, decision is extered radio as a writer for Lowell
bid the Hoffman group, but indicaIf the Hoffman offer is accepted
tions were that it would not.
pected in from 10 days to three
Thomas and before that was an
Mr. Hoffman, who is president of achieved."
and a mutually suitable arrangeeditor of Associated Press, a re- weeks, it was said. Probate Court
ment can be worked out, it aphearing is set for Oct. 20. Amount
Hoffman Radio Corp., said he would
porter on the New York World
offered by the Hoffman group is for
peared likely that Lewis Allen
not sell any of the property should
and the Providence, R. I., Journal.
5750 shares of stock in Thomas S. the deal go through and stock will Weiss, Don Lee board chairman
It is known that Mr. Schechter
who tendered his resignation last
has had a number of outside offers Lee Enterprises Inc.
be owned "100% by the Hoffman
(Continued on page 32)
General
Tire
&
Rubber
Co.,
which
during the past year in and out
Radio Corp." He pointed out that
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nab Boston Meet Is Told
TURNING
TIDE
WW
A number of resolutions were
THE TIDE has turned for FM despite the fact that "important people
adopted aimed at strengthening the
radio-wise in the era of Ancient Modulation dropped out of the FM
NAB and proposing that future
picture," Gerald Harrison, president of WMAS-AM-FM Springfield,
Mass., told more than 100 broadcasters during the opening day session
meetings, nationally and on the local level, to be held.
of the NAB District 1 meeting at *
the Hotel Somerset in Boston Oct.
The New England broadcasters
alone
had
there
been
no
competition.
9-10. Paul W. Morency, WTIC
recommended that the NAB convention in 1951 be programmed
Hartford, presided as district diMr.
Kaye
reported
that
in
1950
rector.
largely with workshop meetings
there will be 21 million radio perplanned to appeal to particular
Mr. Harrison recalled the period
formances of BMI-licensed music,
at the end of last year and early
an increase of 10% over last varieties of broadcasters; that District 1 meetings hereafter include
this year when FM CP's and liroundtable discussions for small
censes were being turned back to year.
Rounding out the morning sesthe FCC. But many things have
sion Robert K. Richards NAB di- market stations; that a TV bureau
happened since then, he declared,
rector of public affairs, gave a patterned along the lines of BAB
and continued publicity and word
and dealing with problems directly
color slide presentation depicting
of mouth have caused rejoicing in NAB services and reported on concerning TV to be formed under
the FM group.
NAB, and that the local district
government relations.
He referred to The Boston Herattempt
to increase full memberThe
afternoon
meeting
was
deald and other newspapers which are
ship by non-member stations in its
voted to "Operating in the Profit
now giving equal prominence to
area.
Interest" by Richard P. Doherty,
the listing of FM as to AM on
NAB director of employe-employer
their radio pages and quoted from
Support BAB Plans
relations.
numerous editorials and columnists
The group supported the new
which lauded FM and pointed up
Mr. Doherty discussed a 10-point
BAB plan for bigger and better
TV's salutary effect on the medium
sales and, on the subject of free
profit program for stations, em"since TV sound is FM."
phasized the controlling of operattime for charitable causes, recomMr. Harrison also stressed that
mended that this be continued but
ing costs, and outlined new patthat
it
be
allocated on the basis of
"too many surveys had convinced
terns in employe-employer relatoo many broadcasters that too
tions problems.
equitable
treatment
to all media by
many people owned FM sets for
them to want to throw away part
of their audience if they were
duplicating AM on FM. These same
surveys convinced broadcasters
who had FM stations only that
PLANT
PROTECTION
FM would be profitable if they
held on.
[Broadcasting, Sept. 18].
BROADCAST stations were alertSound radio and television panels
ed on steps to be taken to protect
Rhode Island Example
were conducted Thursday.
their plants from sabotage as NAB
"For example," he continued,
District 2 stations met ThursdayJudge Miller laid down a five"in Rhode Island as of June 1950,
Friday at the Ten Eyck Hotel,
point plan to guide stations during
there were over 57,000 FM sets
the
emergency :
Albany, N. Y. William B. Fay,
according to a survey conducted by WHAM Rochester, District 2 di1 — Do not approach your local
WPJB (FM) Providence and 57,000
rector, presided at the Thursday
FBI agent. He has no authority
session,
with
80
delegates
present.
families can't be ignored." RTMA
to act in response to your request
figures for June, he went on,
for assistance.
Gen.
Lucius
Clay,
chairman
of
showed an output of over 101,000
the New York State Civil Defense
2 — Contact your local police deFM sets, an increase of 151%
Commission, in letter to District 3
over the June output of FM sets
said
radio
will
take
a
leading
role
in
partment.
in 1949.
protection measures
the state defense program by in- will3 — bePlant
handled through your local
Earlier, the New England broadforming the public what to do in an
police department in cooperation
casters heard Sydney M. Kaye,
A-bomb emergency through evacuwith civil defense organizations.
vice president and general counsel
ation orders in target areas and
4 — Prevention of sabotage will
of BMI, review the accomplishalerts to adjacent areas on recepbe handled through your local
tion
of
evacuees.
ments of the music licensing firm.
They will coHe told them that the combined
Gen. Clay urged broadcasters to police departments.
operate with the FBI in Washingcost of ASCAP and BMI license
form a New York-New Jersey distonlished
through
channels.already well-estabaster network. The New Jersey
fees in the past 10 years has been
$65 million less than the industry
Broadcasters Assn. already has
5 — If for any reason a situation
would have had to pay ASCAP
taken steps to set up a tate network
arises which requires action by
*
* * *

those seeking such time.
Chairman of the Boston Committee on arrangements for the
meeting was Craig Lawrence,
WCOP Boston.
The Tuesday morning sales session was opened by Lee Hart, BAB
assistant director, who presented
the strip film "How to Pick a WinPrincipal speaker at a luncheon
meeting held in conjunction with
the Boston Radio Executives Club
was Justin Miller, NAB president.
The group was addressed briefly
by Harold E. Fellows, general manager of WEEI Boston and REC
president.
Judge
ner." Miller described the country today
as being
an "interim
state,
neither
underin martial
law
nor at war," and said that under
such conditions, freedoms guaranteed by the Constitution could more
easily be lost.
A. D. (Jess) Willard Jr., WGAC
Augusta, Ga., and NAB board
member, outlined plans for the new
BAB. He said the organization
would serve AM radio "since TV
doesn't need super promotion and
also because its high costs are
largely being borne by those in
A television seminar concluded
the meeting, with Linus Travers,

Dist. 2 Briefed
AM."
your local FBI agent he will approach youonandyour
indicate
ate action
part appropriAt the opening session Thursday
Richard P. Doherty, NAB director
of employe - employer relations,
urged delegates to build staff personnel into radio personalities to
create listener loyalty. He outlined
his 10-point profit program for
stations.
R. Goldman,
WJTN-AMFMSimon
Jamestown,
N. Y.,
presided
over a discussion of small market
station problems.
Others attending the meeting
from NAB were Robert K. Richards, public affairs director; Hugh
M. P. Higgins, BAB director; Lee
Hart, BAB assistant director;
Robert D. Swezey, WDSU New
Orleans, NAB TV board member
and chairman of the board's BAB
Committee.

TRANSCRIPTION TOPICS are
discussed by this group at Boston
NAB session (I to r): John D. Langlois, Lang-Worth; Dave Williams,
Standard Radio; Charles W. Curi tin, Capitol Transcriptions;
^Donald J. Mercer, RCA The^
saurus.
TRIO OF Boston broadcasters confer with NAB leaders at District
1 meeting (I to r): William B.
McGrath, WHDH Boston; W. C.
Swartley, WBZ Boston; Craig Lawrence, WCOP Boston; Paul W.
Morency, WTIC Hartford, district
director; A. D. Willard Jr., i
WGAC Augusta, NAB board^
member.
W

^1

executive vice president and general manager of WNAC-AM-TV
Boston, acting as chairman. Also
on the panel was Vincent Callanan,
WNHC-TV New Haven. Charles
A. Batson, NAB director of television, emphasized that the difference between TV operating costs
and income is steadily diminishing.
In answer to questions from the
floor, he stressed that radio on the
average has not suffered from TV.
In New York, he said, where advertisers last year spent $5 million
locally, radio business was up by
approximately 1%, in Los Angeles
the increase was 7%, and in Detroit
9%.
resolutions by the New
delegates paid tribute to
John Shepard 3d, former
Yankee Network, and expressed appreciation to Mr. Morency and Mr. Lawrence; to Mr.
Willard for his report on the BAB
project, and to BMI and Carl
Haverlin, its president.
A further resolution noted the
group's regret at the resignation
of Mr. Fellows, former District 1
director, and recorded its hope that
barriers which had caused industry
groups to leave the NAB might
soon be lifted.
The resolutions committee included Carleton D. Brown, WTVL
Waterville, Me., chairman; Paul
Martin, WSKI Montpelier, Vt.;
William McGrath, WHDH Boston;
Joseph Close, WKNE Keene, N. H.;
Warren Greenwood, WERI Westerly, R. I., and Glover Delaney,
WTHT Hartford.

CBS

VS. LONG
Chicago Case Continued

CBS CHICAGO'S petition for a
temporary injunction against W. E.
Long Co., Chicago agency, and
three CBS Chicago performers, as
well as its suit against the advertising agency for $1 million, were
continued until Friday morning
(Oct. 13) in Superior Court.
Initial complaint was brought by
CBS Oct. 4 [Broadcasting, Oct.
9] and presented in Superior Court
last Monday, at which time Judge
Joseph
Graber continued the case
until Friday.

"other
England
the late
head of

TAKING TIME out at NAB District 1 meet (I to r): Seated, George H. Jaspert, WCCM Lawrence, Mass.; Cedric Foster, Yankee-Mutual Network;
William F. Malo Sr., WDRC Hartford; William Malo Jr., WNHC New Haven.
Standing, Daniel W. Kops, WAVZ New Haven; Frank Lyman, WTAO Cambridge, Mass.; Gerald Harrison, WMAS Springfield, Mass.; Elmer Kettell,
Kettell-Carter, Boston; Richard P. Doherty, NAB.

WNHC New Haven. Conn.; Moore,
Harrison W. Jr., WBSM Fairhaven,
Mass.; land;
Mullen,
WPOR Keene,
PortOehring, William,
Lewis, WKNE
N. H.; Olson, Harvey, WDRC Hartford; Pape. Eric, WBRY Waterbury,
Conn.;Mass.;
Parsons,
John George
T., WBRK
Pittsfield,
Perkins.
M., WHDH
Boston; Putnam, H. S. Jr., WARE
Ware, Mass.
Rines. William H.. WCHS Portland:
Robinson, James, WPOR Portland;
Ryder. J. Maxim, WBRY Waterbury,
Conn.; Schoen Arnold F. Jr., WPRO
Providence; Spokes, A. E. WJOY BurMass.; Steinhilber,
Brockton. lington,
Mass.;
Swartley, W.R.,C, WBET
WBZ
Boston; Tindal, Alan C, WSPR Springfield,
Mass.Vigue,
Harold
L.,
WTVL
Waterville, Me.; Walrath, Richard,
WKNB-WFHA New Britain, Conn.;
Warren
A. W. Jr., WERI Westerly,
District T Registration
R. I.; Wheeler, Harry, WCOP Boston;
Wilkoff, John, WCOP Boston; Young,
Barbara, WSPR Springfield, Mass.
Adams, Richard M., WTWNWKNESt.
LATE REGISTRATION
Johnsbury, Vt.; Allen, Herbert,
Mr. and Mrs.
Baruch, Ralph, SESAC. New York;
Keene N. H.- Arnold,
Mass.;
,
Fairhaven
Batson, Charles A., NAB; Beard, Dave,
Otto F. A., WBSM
Weed & Co., New York; Blackburn,
Ash Ken, WHAV Haverhill, Mass.;
Augusta, Me.;
J.
W., Blackburn-Hamilton Co.. Wash,
Atwood, Jack S., WKDO
RCA Recorded Program
Donald,
ington; Cervone, Larry, Gates Radio
Axt,
New York; Bronson, Richard,
Services.
Co.,
111.- Curran,
Codel, D..Ed,WMTW
Katz
D., Agency,Quincy,
WABI Bangor; Brown, Carleton
York;
Portland.NewMe.;
Curtin, Charles
W.,
, Me.; Brush, Arthur
Waterville
WTVL.
T WHDH Boston; Burg, Julian, WKNB
Capitolson.Records
Inc., Attleboro,
New York; Mass.;
DawBill, WARA
New Britain, Conn.; Callaand WFHA
nan, Vincent J., WNHC New Haven,
DeLaney Glover, WTHT Hartford;
DeRose, Charles N.. WHYN Holyoke,
ManWMUR
Conn.; Carter.
Earle G., Mass.: Deters, Arthur. WIDE BiddeClement,
chester, N. H.;Hervey,
ford. Me.; Doherty. Richard P., NAB;
Mass.; Clement, WarWBETren G.,Brockton,
WRJM Newport, R. I.; Close, Field, Keith, WARA Attleboro, Mass.:
CongH.;
N.
Keene.
WKNE
K.,
Joseph
Harlow,
Hart,Howe,
Lee, D.BAB;
Hill J. E.,Roy,
RCABMiBoston;
W.
don, Gilbert M. Jr., WRJM Newport,
Jr., WARE Ware, Mass.
M.. WPRO ProviKenneth
R. I.; Curto,
dence; Dickson, Walter, WABI Bangor;
Jadassohn,
Kurt
A.,
SESAC;
Johnson,
Donahue, Robert, WMAS Springfield,
Walter C, WTIC Hartford; Jones,
Mass.; Doolittle, Franklin M., WDRC
Arthurment H.,
Gray Research
Hartford; Estes, Frank B., WKNE
Co., Hartford;
Jones, &Ted,DevelopWCRB
Keene, N. H.
Waltham, Mass.; Kaye. Sydney M.,
Feldman, Robert, WMAS Springfield,
BMI; Keller, Bob, R. S. Keller Inc.,
Mass.; Finney, E. Dean, WTWN St. New York; Keyworth, J. Gordon,
Johnsbury,
Vt.- Fuller,
A., WMNB
H. Scott,North
CollinsAdams
Radio Mass.;
Co.. NewKillgore,
York;
WBET Brockton
Mass.;Charles
Goodman,
Kimel, David M.. WLAW Lawrence,
William H., WPRO Providence; Greenwood, Warren M., WERI Westerly,
Mass.; Koster, H. William, WPJB
Providence; Kuhner, Charles E.,
R. I.; Gridley, Ansel E., WFGM FitchI burg, Mass.; Guernsey, Edward E., WMNB North Adams. Mass.; Lariglois,
John D., Dick,
Lang-Worth,
New York;
i WLBZ
Bangor;
Hale,Conn.;
Phil, Harrison,
WKNBWFHA New
Britain,
Lawrence,
World Broadcasting,
New York; Lewis, Gordon J., WIDE
Gerald, WMAS Springfield, Mass.;
Haase, Walter B., WDRC Hartford;
Biddeford, Me.; Lyman, Frank, WTAO
Howe, Donald W. Sr., WARE Ware,
Cambridge, Mass.; Mercer, Donald J.,
RCA Recorded Program Services, New
Mass.; Huber, Paul, WTVL Waterville,
York; Morency, Paul W., Hartford;
Me.- Jaspert, George, WCCM Lawrence,
Newcomb,
Arthur, WOTW Nashua,
Mass.;
Kenney,
Peter
B.,
WKNBN. H.
WFHA New Britain, Conn.; Kimel,
Robert, WHAV Haverhill, Mass.; King,
O'Brien,
Richard
J., WMNB North
Gene, WCOP Boston; Kops, Daniel W.,
Adams,
O'Bryan, Paul
A., Dow.
WAVZ New Haven, Conn.
Lohnes Mass.;
& Albertson,
Washington;
Patricelli. Leonard J., WTIC Hartford;
Lahr, Melvin, WSAR Fall River,
Patt, James M., WNBH New Bedford,
Mass.; Lawrence, Craig, WCOP Boston;
McGrath, William B., WHDH Boston;
Mass.; Pattee, Linwood M., BMI; PatMalo, William Jr., WNHC New Haven,
terson,
Richmond
WBJB Providence;
Paul, Sol
J., A.,
BROADCASTING;
Conn.; Malo, William Sr., WDRC HartRaymer, Paul H., Paul H. Raymer Co.,
ford; Martin, Paul H., WSKI MontNew York; Rawalt Otis, Walker Co..
pelier, Vt.; Martino, Italo A., WDRC
Hartford; Masse, C. H., and Meehan,
New York; Richards, Robert K., NAB;
C. M., WBZ Boston; Meyer, Harold H., Richardson, Deuel, WCRB Waltham,
WPOR
Portland; Milne, James T., Mass.; Sherwood, Alex, Standard RaBROADCASTING
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WTAQ TAKES AIR
New La Grange Outlet
WTAQ La Grange, 111., covering
Chicago's western suburbs with
local news, sports, music and features, took the air last Wednesday
with 500 w daytime on 1300 kc.
All day, a plane droned over the
station's primary area dropping
cards bearing the legend: "The
Switch is to 1300— WTAQ La
Grange." Programming highlights
localized reports and features, rotating from town-to-town. Station
hopes to train listeners in covered
communities to tune in on the news
of local activities at specific time
periods daily. President of La
Grange Broadcasting Co., permittee, is Charles Sebastian, news
editor of WFJL (FM) Chicago.
General manager is Russell Salter,
part owner of WBEL Beloit, Wis.
Brown to Post Office
CHARLES BROWN, formerly in
the information service of Veterans
Administration handling radio and
TV, has joined the Post Office Dept.
as assistant to Jack Redding, recently named assistant postmaster
general in charge of transportation. Mr. Brown, whose background includes NBC news, will
handle Post Office programs currently running on Mutual in addition to other radio and information
activities. Assistant Postmaster
General Redding is former public
relations director of the Democratic
National Committee.
dio Transcription Services. New York;
Simms, Raymond Erwin Wasey & Co.,
New York- Smith, Abbott, WMTW
Portland, Me.; Staten, Gerald L., WOCB
W. Yarmouth, Mass.; Steffey, George,
Yankee Network, Boston; Sullivan,
Fred A., WLAW Lawrence, Mass.;
Travers, Linus, Yankee Network,
Boston; Walker, Wallace A., WFCI
Providence; Weed, Joseph J., Weed &
Co.. New York; Williams, David R.,
Standard Radio Transcriptions, New
York.

In the CBS brief, presented by
Attorney Arthur Morse, it was
charged that the W. E. Long Co.
used three CBS performers — Fahey
Flynn, Elaine Rodgers and Jim
Conway — who are signed to an exclusive CBS-WBBM Chicago contract. Attorney Morse sought a
temporary injunction restraining
Long "from soliciting and inducing"
CBS performers to work for the
agency, formers
and from enjoining
the Long.
perworking for

JABLONS

TO

FCC

Is Hennock Special Asst.
MIKE JABLONS, vice president
and partner in Gainsborough Assoc., New York radio and television
production firm, has resigned to
join FCC as special assistant to
Comr. Frieda B. Hennock.
Prior to joining Gainsborough
Assoc., Mr. Jablons from 1942 to
1946 had been director of news
and special events
for WNYC New
York and 19461947 was trade
, press editor for
V
I
MBS. He left
Mutual in March
Gainsborough Assoc. together with
Mr. Jablons
Nat Rudich and
Jack Gaines.
When Mr. Gaines resigned from
the firm in 1948 to become chief of
production for the State Dept.
Voice of America, Mr. Rudich and
Mr. Jablons became co-owners.
Gainsborough Assoc. recently
merged with PRB Inc., owned
jointly by Mary Pickford, Buddy
Rogers and Mai Boyd, to produce
radio and TV programs originating
in New York and Hollywood.
Gainsborough Assoc., with Mr.
Rudich as president and head of
the New York office, will continue
to be associated with PRB Inc.,
with Mr. Boyd heading the Hollywood office.
Mr. Jablons, 28, is a native New
Yorker and was graduated from
New York U. in 1943. He produced
and directed the Liberal Party's radio-TV campaigns of 1946 through
1949 and in the latter year also
that of Sen. Herbert H. Lehman
(D-N.Y.).
a^KS^
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either directly or indirectly, to a station as an inducement to the broadcasting of such program, an announcement shall be made both at the beginning and conclusion of such program
on which such material or ser\'ices
are used that such records, transcriptions, talent, scripts, or other material or services have been furnished
to such station in connection with the
broadcasting of such program ; Provided, however, that only one such
announcement need be made in the
case of any such program of five
minutes' duration or less, which announcement may be_ made either at
the beginning or the conclusion of the

FCC Reminds
SPONSOR
MUST
IDENTIFY
brand of the goods sold would not
A PLAIN-SPOKEN reminder that being perpetrated on the listening
comply with Sec. 317, supra.
radio sponsors or their products
public, by letting the public know
This is true even where such dethe
people
with
whom
they
are
must be cleai-ly identified on the dealing.
scriptive terms have been adopted
air was issued by FCC last week.
by the selling agency as a convenient
"Therefore," the Commission
method for direct radio merchandisPrompted primarily by coming of the products of any company.
continued, "reference must be
plaints about the commercial mesmade to the sponsor or his product
In all cases the public is entitled to
sages of some direct-sales organiknow the name of the company it is
in such manner as to indicate
zations, FCC said the "plain in- clearly not only that the program
being asked to deal with, or, at least,
tent" of the Communications Act's is paid for, but also the identity the recognized brand name of his
sponsor-identification requirement
of the sponsor.
product.
(Sec. 317) is "to prevent a fraud
FCC said it "must insist upon
Another subsection of the rule,
program.
"This is particularly true in the
case of direct radio sales messages
full compliance" with Sec. 317 "at it was pointed out, provides that:
all times," and that "any station
where it is obviously important
In the case of any program, other
that the prospective purchaser be which is presently not fully comthan
a program advertising commerplying with the requirements of
cial products or services, which is
FM SET CLAIMS
informed of the name of the comthe
rule
.
.
.
should
take
immedisponsored, paid for or furnished,
pany from which it is buying the
Industry Check Planned
either in whole or in part, or for
ate steps to bring its announcemerchandise or the manufacturer
which material or services referred
SET MANUFACTURERS, amazed
ments into line with this notice."
to in subsection (b) hereof are furof
the
goods."
at claims of FM stations that dealMust Disclose Identity
The sponsor-identification law
nished, by a corporation, committee,
association
or other unincorporated
ers can't obtain enough FM sets to "applies with equal force to polit"All licensees are requested to
meet public demand, will check
group, the announcement required by
make
certain
that
in
making
staical
broadcasts,"
the
Commission
some of these claims. This action
this section shall disclose the name
added.
tion announcements of sponsored
came out of a joint meeting held
of such corporation, committee, asReferring to commercial mesprograms that these announcesociation, or other unincorporated
in New York Tuesday by an Indusments
fully
and
fairly
disclose
the
FCC's notice
In each such case the station
try FM Committee and a commitIt is sages,
apparent
that said:
under the Act true identity of the sponsor or his group.
shall require that a list of the chief
tee of Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
and the Commission's Rules (See product," FCC asserted.
executive officers or members of the
Sees. 3.189, 3.289, 3.689), the sponsor
Judging by comments from both
executive committee or of the board
With reference to identification
or his product must be identified by
sides, little actual progress was
of directors of the corporation, comof sponsors of political broadcasts,
a
distinctive
name
and
not
by
one
made toward meeting the request
mittee, association or other unincormerely descriptive of the type of the Commission noted that requireof FM stations for more and bettei
porated group shall be made available
business or product.
ments are spelled out in Sees.
for public inspection at one of the
receivers. Plans for a joint survey
3.189(b),
3.289(b),
3.689(b),
and
Thus, "Henry Smith offers you," or
radio stations carrying the program.
to determine how many sets the "Smith
Stove Co. offers you," or 3.789(b), which apply to AM, FM,
public will buy were discussed by "Ajax
FCC said "the announcements
TV
and
international
broadcast
Pens brings you . . ." would
that must be made in this and
be sufficient, as would reference to a stations respectively.
the group but no definite project
materialized.
other like situations will, of course,
The notice quoted Sec. 3.189(b),
registered brand name ("Rinso,"
Two leading manufacturers
"Lucky Strike," "Duz"). However,
depend on the particular facts in
each case, but appropriate steps
"Write to the Comb Man," "Send your "which is substantially identical
claimed they were making as man>
with the other sections":
should be taken to comply with the
money
Nylons,
Box . by
. . .,"
sets as production lines could hanIn the case of any political program
programto is
sponsored
the "This
Sink
dle in view of parts shortages and Man"
spirit
as well as the letter of the
or words of similar Import
or any program involving the discusAct and the Rules in order that the
extensive TV and AM output. One
sion of public controversial issues
which are merely descriptive of the
listening public will be fully and
for which any records, transcriptions,
firm said it was limited by facili- product sold and which do not conties for molding plastic cabinets.
stitute the name of the manufacturer
talent, scripts, or other material or fairly given the information reor seller of goods, or the trade or services of any kind are furnished.
Manufacturers indicated FM proquired by the Act and the Rules."
duction is costly and much more
difficult than AM, with plant officials loathe to produce FM.
FM members urged set makers
WTUX
Renewal Denied
to include FM-band tuning in a
RACE
POLICY
larger share of TV sets. This drew HORSE
Grant of the WTUX renewal was
modified WTUX programming to
the comment that many set makers
FCC POLICY restricting broadcasts of horse race information was
favored in dissents by Comrs. Rob- correct the situation.
have adopted the inter-carrier type
FCC and Examiner Blume both
ert F. Jones and George E. Sterling
substantially strengthened last
of economy circuit, eliminating
low-cost switches that can tune the week in a Commission decision de- because the racing program prob- in substance indicated horse race
lem is a broad issue concerning
FM band and requiring almost a
nying license renewal to WTUX
programming in itself is not bad
broadcasting, but the determining
separate and costly tuning unit.
Wilmington, Del., on grounds the many stations. Although admitting
The change in circuitry, it was
station's owners, after due notices, "a station which broadcasts pro- factor rather is how much of it is
felt, removes the chance of FM
used in relation to other subject
continued programming found to be
grams designed to" aid illegal gamgetting large numbers of tuning
bling" is not operated in the "pub- material and in what manner it is
of
a "high degree of aid" to local
circuits in TV sets since eliminabookmakers.
lic interest," they felt the penalty
tion of the excise tax differential.
presented.
severe and favored allowing
Comrs. Jones and Sterling noted
WTUX, a 500-w daytimer on too
WTUX
another chance to prove its the evidence disclosed that "other
Attending the New York meet1290 kc, was given 90 days in which
ing for the Industry FM Commitpromises under the radio stations in the Wilmington
to wind up its affairs. This dead- program-reform
circumstances.
tee, formed Aug. 7 in Washington
area had likewise aided illegal gamline would be extended, however,
[Broadcasting, Aug. 14], were
bling. The Commission therefore
upon filing of a court appeal.
Examiner Reversed
Morris S. Novik, radio consultant,
had an opportunity to proceed
WTUX said it will seek this
chairman; Josh Horne, WFMA
remedy.
against other stations concurrently
FCC's ruling, in which Comr.
(FM) Rocky Mount, N. C; Elliott
with
the pendency of these proceedRosel
H.
Hyde
did
not
participate,
Petition Denied
M. Sanger, WQXR-FM New York;
reversed the initial decision of
Raymond S. Green, WFLN (FM)
and it of
has the
not."opinion," they
"Weings,are
In a separate memorandum opinHearing Examiner Jack P. Blume
Philadelphia; Harold Hirschmann,
ion and order the Commission also who earlier had recommended a stated, "that remedial steps should
WABF (FM) New York; Leonard
denied a WTUX petition to reopen
be taken by the Commission on an
license renewal grant [BroadcastMarks, attorney, and Ed Sellers, the hearing to show the station
overall basis directed against all
ing,
Dec.
26,
1949;
Jan.
2].
ExamNAB FM director, sitting as ob- had discontinued all race news proiner Blume found that while stations which may be operating in
servers.
grams. FCC contended WTUX be- WTUX's programs did aid illegal such a fashion as to be an aid to
Representing RTMA were James
illegal gambling and that WTUX
fore
and
during the hearing modiD. Secrest, general manager; Edbetting
and weredisregard
aired "with
an should not be singled out and refied its programming in this respect
almost reckless
of their
ward K. Wheeler, counsel; H. C.
ceive the severe penalty imposed
and testified "virtually all" horse
Bonfig, Zenith Radio Corp., RTMA
potential
use Howard
for this purpose,"
starace
data
had
been
eliminated
from
tion
owners
Robinson
and
by
the
majority of denying a reFM Committee chairman; E. H.
Gordon K. Macintosh had not denewal of license." The two comVogel, General Electric Co.; Ernest broadcasts, hence no need to pro(Continued on page S3)
signed them to this end and had
long the case.
A. Marx, Allen B. DuMont Labs.
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BROADCAST industry employment in 1949, as measured by the
week ended Oct. 15, 1949, totaled
43,208 persons (fulltime) who received $3,344,950 in pay, according to a Dept. of Labor analysis
covei'ing four nationwide networks, three regionals and 2,016
stations. Data are based on figures
gathered by the FCC.
The 1949 labor totals compare
with 1948 figures showing 39,572

fulltime employes received a total
$3,003,111. In 1949 the 8,816 parttime employes received $519,158
for the week.
Fulltime employes worked a total
of 1,650,822 hours during the week,
an average of 40.49, compared to
an average of 40.27 hours the year
before. These figures do not include working hours of general
executive officers and assistants.
Average weekly pay of fulltime

employes in 1949 was $72.52 compared to $71.22 the year before.
Average weekly pay of the
seven networks and their key stations was $93.33 in 1949 compared
to $92.44 in 1948, according to the
Labor Dept. study. At the 2,005
other stations average weekly pay
was $68.05, compared to $67.02 in
1948.
About half the stations reported
15 or more fulltime employes (in-

4 NATION-WIDE NETWORKS, 3 REGIONAL
NETWORKS
AND FOR
2,016THEBROADCAST
STATIONS*:
OF FULL-TIME
EMPLOYES
WEEK ENDING
OCT. 15,ACTUAL
1949 HOURS AND ACTUAL COMPENSATION

Classification or employes

and
2,016 Stations
^"I^oni/^cTf"**
7 Networks and 11 Key Sta»ions 2,005 Other
-g
-§
"«>
eg
2o
o»
go
2o
01
O"
a)>>
oc
«>
#
oc
-^-c-i
Si"
■OS
_o
_ S
-OS
_2
oot
-0.2
Ea
as
OS
Eo"=
.-so Ea
0 0 Z«
o~
00
Zs= E
H-Dot
l-u
t-O
h-u
Z-SS?» Z
Zs.5 E
2,435
(§) $387,937 121
(§) $51,223 1,580
2,314
2,142
89,018
200,793 194
7,494 34,104 1,496
1,948
12,459
487,070
935,978 1,677
59,544 208,020 1,840
10,782
2,149
91,652
202,520 147
6,003 24,650 1,646
2,002
8,747
370,249
664,970 1,202
51,132 137,377 1,895
7,545
1,066
44,556
125,471 71
2,751 14,337 949
995
3,431
140,495
290,633 219
8,364 32,120 1,461
3,212

Stations
>»
go
>_
-o
os
oS
1-0
(g)
81,524
427,526
85,649
319,117
41,805
132,131

-o
5g
o5
-a
of
oo
l-u
$336,714
166,689
727,958
177,870
527,593
111,134
258,513

I General officers and assistants
II StafF program employes:
A. Supervisory
..
B. Non-supervisory
III Technical employes: ?
A. Supervisory
B. Non-supervisory
IV Commercial employes:
A. Supervisory
B. Non-supervisory
V Promotion and publicity
employes:
A. Supervisory
292
11,689
31,840 70
2,750 10,998 193
222
8,939 20,842
B. Non-supervisory
452
18,027
32,991 214
8,522 19,872 142
238
9,505 13,119
VI Clerical employes
8,059
320,573
366,618 2,663
103,959 134,125 1,719
5,396
216,614 232,493
VII Building service employes . . 1,568 61,191 70,855 580 22,231 34,645 569 988 38,960 36,210
VIII All other employes
408
16,302
34,344 184
7,344 23,657 130
224
8,958 10,687
IX Fuil-time employes (excluding general officers and
assistants)
40,773 1,650,822 $2,957,013 7,221
280,094 $673,905 2,005
33,552 1,370,728 $2,283,108
X Average hours and overage compensation
40.49
$72.52
38.79 $93.33
40.85 $68.05
Xi Total: Full-time employes
(including general officers
and assistants)
43,208
(t) $3,344,950 7,342
(t) $725,128 2,005
35,866 (t) $2,619,822
* Includes atedAM-FM
stations. employes in a few instances where licensees report they are unable to make a segregation of personnel for jointly oper§ No scheduled hours, actual hours and scheduled compensation reported for general ofRcers and assistants.
t No assistants.
totals of scheduled hours, actual hours and scheduled compensation possible because of the absence of data for general officers and
^ Of the 10,896 technical employes reported, 7,737 were reported to hold First Class Radiotelephone Licenses. These were distributed as folliws: Networks and Key stations, 565; all other stations, 7,172.
Editorial
KMPC

HEARING

Issue

Posed

In Richards' Case
FIRST PHASE of FCC's four-month-old hearing on G. A. (Dick) Richards' news policies was near an end last week, with t^'o prominent Democrats among the final witnesses for the station owner who has been accused of ordering news slanted against Democrats and certain minority
groups.
Another witness — Jack Tenney, *
former chairman of the California
partial. Iknew Mr. Richards was
State Senate's Un-American Actia man of very strong feeling on
vities Committee — challenged the
including Rooseorigin of FCC's hearing and de- certainvelt.matters,
One of the reasons I was
clared that if FCC may tell a radio
impressed with the Richards stastation what it can say, "then we
have Soviet Russia here in Amertion, even though he had that personal view, was he was fair and
ica."
The Los Angeles phase of the impartial toward our [Democratic
hearing was to have been wound up
last Friday, but appeared destined
party]
Rollincause."
L. McNitt, attorney and
to continue through most of the
week. FCC Examiner James D. former chairman of the Los Angeles County Democratic Central
Cunningham, conducting the hearing, said a recess of about 15 days
Committee, joined Sen. Downey in
would precede the opening of the testifying to the reputation of the
Detroit phase dealing with Mr.
Richards stations. He held that
radio stations should have the
Richards' plans for a trusteeship
to control his stations — KMPC Los same rights as newspapers to adAngeles, WJR Detroit, and WGAR
vocate particular viewpoints and
Cleveland.
edit news.
Sen. Sheridan Downey (D-Calif.)
"I have a peculiar philosophy,
testified Tuesday that:
"No human mind can be im- which may have come from my
BROADCASTING
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teaching of Constitutional law,"
Mr. McNitt said. "I believe that
save for treasonable or seditious
utterances or salacious matter, a
newspaper or radio station has the
right to present things in its own
His testimony as to the station's
good reputation, he said, should be
considered in the light of his philosophy of radio broadcasting.
way."
Mr. Tenney said that during his
tenure as chairman of the California Senate's Un-American Activities Committee he received
many complaints about pro-Soviet
commentators on California staKMPC. tions, but heard no criticism of
Hits 'Censorship'
"If it is the attitude of the government to prohibit criticism of
administration appointees," he declared at another point, "then
freedom in America is gone. Unless
we plan to have press and radio
the same as Pravda is to the Soviet
government, a radio station should
have discretion in the selection and
presentation of its news items."
FCC General Counsel Benedict
P. Cottone moved to strike por-

cluding the networks) and had
34,000 employes who received $2,805,381 during the 1949 week.
Stations (1,045) vdth fewer than
15 employes had 9,208 persons on
their payrolls fulltime in 1949.
They received a total of $539,569
in compensation.
Employment figures in the Labor
Dept. survey are broken down into
classes of employment, size of community, and class and time. Figures include some personnel working on FM stations but many licensees said they were unable to
segregate personnel for jointly operated AM-FM stations.
Complete data covering all reporting stations and networks
(fulltime employes with hours and
compensation) are reported in the
attached table. The figures cover
actual hours worked and actual
pay received, including overtime
payments. On the average the total
weekly scheduled hours came within one hour per week of the number of hours actually worked. The
scheduled pay was $69.72 compared to actual pay of $72.52.

ROBERT

BURTON

Civil Defense Post' Seen
ROBERT R. BURTON, formerly
with the State Dept. as chief on
high frequency problems and U. S.
delegate to European radio frequency conferences, probably will
head up the communications section of the new Civil Defense Administration when it is authorized
by Congress, it has been learned.
Mr. Burton, who recently was
appointed to head up communications for temporary civil defense
planning now crystalizing outside
of National Security Resources
Board, is expected to be named director, according to present plans.
He would work with Leighton
Peebles, official of the World War
II War Production Board, who
now supervises overall communications planning for NSRB.
tions of Mr. Tenney's testimony
from the record on grounds it was
"not responsive," and Examiner
Cunningham ruled that unresponsive portions would be deleted.
Commander Craig of the American Legion testified KMPC and
WJR had been generous in providing time for the Legion and
identified awards given to the stations for their cooperation. Under
cross-examination by Mr. Cottone
he said he was not familiar with
the facts involved in the hearing as
they relate to Mr. Richards' policies in the internal operation of
his stations.
Other witnesses on behalf of Mr.
Richards included:
J. Wyn Austin, Los Angeles City
Councilman; Mrs. Dorothy Corey
Frothingham, partner and Los Angeles manager, Facts Consolidated
Inc„ marketing research firm; Ralph
Turner and Charles L. Stone, KMPC
announcer-newscasters; Dare Manning, KGFJ Los Angeles announcer,
formerly with KMPC.
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Violent Reactions
(Continued from page 23)
stood to have approached CBS with
offers to buy color shows.
In announcing plans to seek an
injunction against FCC, Pilot President Goldberg said the Commission "should have delayed the decision another nine months as the
industry pleaded for it to do.
This is a feud between the FCC and
the industry."
Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.),
Chairman of the House Judiciary
Committee, termed FCC's action
"most improvident," and said he
had sent telegrams to the Commissioners on Oct. 6 asking for at
least two weeks' delay to permit
him to study the possible effects of
incompatible color on industry,
dealers and public. He also had
sent a similar message to President
Truman.
Sen. Homer E. Capehart (R-Ind.)
had requested that the decision be
held up at least until Congress reconvenes or until the Senate Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee, of which he is a member,
could explore the implications of
the planned decision
A special meeting of the Television Committee of Radio-Television
Mfrs. Assn. is slated today (Monday) at the Hotel Roosevelt, New
York. The meeting was called after
FCC's Wednesday
decision
was an-is
nounced. Committee
chairman
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, General Electric Co. Admiral President Siragusa was invited to attend.
Attacking the FCC move, RCA's
Gen. Sarnoff declared that "no
incompatible system is good enough
for the American public. The hundreds of millions of dollars that
present set owners would have to
spend and that future set owners
would have to pay to obtain a degraded picture with an incompatible system reduces today's
order to an absurdity."
He continued:
When we were asked to comment
on the First Report of the Commission issued on Sept. 1, we said "never
before has an administrative body of
the United States undertalien to
coerce the freedom of choice of American manufacturers in what they may
build and sell under threat that, if
they do not obey, drastic consequences
to the public will follow." That
threat has today been carried out.
Because the engineers of substantially the entire industry had the
courage to disagree with the Commission's impractical proposal, the
FCC has adopted this incompatible
system just as it threatened to do.
RCA continues to maintain its position that the public interest can only
be served by the adoption of standards which provide for a color television system which is fully compatible
with existing sets — that is, a system
which requires no changes whatever
in existing sets and involves no expense to the present owners of television siets.
. . . Black-and-white television was
only a dream yesterday, yet 10 million television sets will be in use by
the end of this year, and the American people are now buying them at
a rate of 800,000 a month. The treOctober 16, 1950
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mendous technical advances in blackand-white television are the result
of practical research, sound engineering, and the industry's demonstrated
desire to give the best television to
the people at constantly reduced
prices.
CTI President Matthews said he
thought the color decision was
only the beginning of the color
fight and that he thought set manufacturers and others would succeed in forcing a review of the decision. He said:
If the decision of five members of
FCC concerning color television is
put into effect it will impose a staggering financial burden on present
TV set owners and depreciate the
value of black-and-white sets considerably. More than eight million TV
set owners, many who have purchased
their sets on the installment plan,
would be the real loser.
The American public will be unjustifiably saddled with an incompatible inferior system that will impose an out-of-pocket penalty under
this ruling. The FCC edict will deprive TV set owners and their families of complete television performance and entertainment
which 'their
they
anticipated
when they purchased
present black-and-white sets. When
this loss is fully realized by the public, CTI is confident the FCC will
want to change its decision in the
public interest.
In the meantime CTI will continue
full speed ahead. . . .
President Paul Galvin of Motorola noted that court action may
keep FCC from effecting its ruling.
He said the public will still buy
black-and-white, even when color is
available.
Reassures Dealers
In a dealers,
fiery telegram
to Admiral's
16,000
President
Siragusa
urged them to "reassure the public
that Columbia color and FCC action means little or nothing to
harm the growth of television as
we know it," and that "present excellent programming will continue
in black-and-white on all four
major sertenetworks."
His message asd:
Impractical, unsightly whirling disc
system which Commission approved
will be pushed only by CBS, a network owning four stations out of a
national total of 107 [Note: CBS owns
one TV station outright, has substantial minority interest in two others.]
No sponsor will make any investment
in color telecasts for an audience
which will consist mainly of CBS executives. It is our prediction CBS
color will bumble along for a few
months, after which time a compatible electronic system which can be
utilized by present receivers will be
perfected. Then CBS receivers will
be completely obsolete. . . .
Admiral is proud of the way you
television dealers, America's hardesthitting sales force, have steadily increased your business in spite of
obstacles bureaucrats have constantly
thrown your way.
President Alschuler, of Sentinel,
labelled FCC's action "untimely
and unwarranted."
President Meek, Meek Industries, told his dealers in a letter
that "no manufacturer is going to

'HEROES SPEAK'
Seryicemen Record Programs
ACCENT on Democracy— what it
is and how it works in action — and
on human interest qualities is being
reflected in childrens', special events
and other programs now being aired
by WCCC Hartford, Conn., according to Syd Byrnes, program manager.
Most recent of WCCC's programs
is Hartford Heroes Speak, consisting of musical
dedications recorded in this
country and overseas by the city's
servicemen
for
their friends and
families back
home. Recipient
is notified by the
station of the day
and time the dedication will be
Mr. Byrnes
broadcast.
First broadcast was heralded
with a formal announcement by Mr.
Byi-nes and attendance of many
notable guests. When men of the
43d National Guard left for service, a special events microphone
was on hand for interviews with
soldiers and their families. WCCC
aired addresses from the state capitol by Gov. Chester Bowles and
Maj. Gen. Vernon Moorehouse,
state selective service director,
when the first draftee left for duty.
do an all-out job on the CBS color
receiving
The CBSequipment":
system is not now and
never will be practical for anything
more than a 10-inch or 12-inch picture
tube. Next spring the most popular
tube size will be 21 inches. The whirling disc needed to produce color pictures from this tube would have to
be about 54 inches wide. To rotate
fast enough to produce clear color,
such a disc would have to revolve at
the rate of 50 miles an hour at its
circumference.
There is not enough equipment in
the United States to perform the
dynamic balancing required for such
a wheel. There are many other problems that make all-out productions
of such sets impractical.
The FCC has left the way open for
a sound electronic system of color
television. We are still several years
away from color television. This arbitrary decision has no practical effect
on the situation but only adds to the
confusion. . . .
Chairman Pokrass, of Tele-King,
emphasized the "critical" shortage
of components and said "the largest practical color picture area"
under quirethe
CBS system
the reduction
of the"would
image reto
the equivalent of the now almost
obsolete 12^/2 -inch tube." He said:
. . . The decision of the FCC means
that there will be approximately 20
hours a week of color broadcasting
from one station, mostly at inconvenient times, and as far as we know,
without adequate sponsorship. To receive this transmission, it will cost
about $100 to convert. . . .
. . . The public is interested in

good programs and a clear picture.
It will be years before color will be
ready for general use. As has been
our policy in the past, we will keep
ourselves in readiness for anything
the public demands.
Through an assistant. Sen. Capehart notified the Commission before the decision came out that he
thought adoption of an incompatible color system would be unfair
to present set-owners, and, additionally, that the present international situation raises a question
as to the availability of materials
necessary for set conversion.
He expressed belief that Congress
should study the "basic question"
of FCC's authority to issue such a
decision and examine its technical
soundness.
Rep. Celler, in Los Angeles on
business, said adoption of the CBS
system "should have been more
gradual,"
"it willmaking
leave
many setsand
on that
the shelf,
them obsolete." He said he had
sent the following telegrams to FCC
members on Friday before the decision was issued:
Regarding present uproar on color
television, because of necessary trip
to Coast I urgently request two
weeks' time to inform myself on the
facts involved in this serious question
and its effects upon industry jobbers
and dealers and upon two million
black-and-white television set owners
in my home state whose sets will be
obsoleted by adoption of any incompatible color system. Grave public and
economic considerations are involved
not only for today but for the indefinite future. I hope the Commission
will not adopt incompatible standards
during this short period.
On the ev6; of the decision, the
National Assn. of Electrical Distributors "earnestly" urged FCC to
postpone action until July 1951 to
"enable manufacturers, distributors, and retailers to give the subject the further careful scrutiny
and study which its tremendous
importance demands, and . . . enable them to be of further assistance to the Commission in working
out the ultimate solution to this
pressing problem.
TRENDS
GROUP
NAB Committee Meets

NAB Business Trends Committee,
comprising leading industrial, business and economic leaders, meets
today at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, New York.
First meeting of the group,
formed last spring [Broadcasting,
May 22,] is scheduled to take up
major areas of strength and weakness in the current business picture; mobilization and defense
plans; outlook; points at which
media have failed in their effort
to reflect true business conditions
to the American people.
The committee was authorized at
the NAB February board meeting.
The plan calls for preparation of
an economic repoi-t by Richard
P. Doherty, NAB employe-employer relations director.
BROADCASTING
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BMI REPORT
Shows $4,187,000 Income
INCOME of $4,187,000 for the
fiscal year ending July 31, 1950,
was reported by Broadcast Music
Inc. in a financial statement issued
last week.
Carl Haverlin, BMI president,
reported an increase in radio use
of BMI music. He estimated that
in 1950 radio performances of
BMI music will be more than 21
million, a 10% increase over 1949.
During the fiscal year BMI paid
$2,206,000 for performance rights.
Mr. Haverlin said 2,768 broadcasters renewed their BMI licenses for the 1950-59 period. BMI
also has licenses with more than
3,200 hotels, restaurants and other
music users, he said.
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
and all independent Canadian stations are BMI licensees. In the
past year BMI has added 20
writers to those under contract,
Mr. Haverlin said.

FCC BUDGET
'51 Funds Pared $50,000
FCC will issue a detailed allocation of its 1950-51 budget sometime during the next fortnight following notification by the Budget
Bureau last week of a $50,000
"holdout" in its $6,625,000 appropriation for the fiscal year beginning last July 1.
$50,000 "reserve"
in fundsa
andTheauthorizations
represented
50% decrease in the original sum
set by the bureau and indicated
a relatively small drop in operating funds as measured against previous estimates from 10% to 12%
[Broadcasting, Aug. 28, 7.] The
reserve approximated less than a
TOPIC here is football, as Tidewater Associated Oil Co.'s 25th year in gridiron radio on the West Coast gets into full swing. Exchanging details of this
fall's 100 network and independent station Tidewater circuit are (I to r) Hal
Ashby, NBC account executive; Harold R. Deal, advertising and sales promotion manager. Tidewater; Mervin McCabe, KFRC-Don Lee sales manager;
Ray Randall, vice president, Buchanan & Co., agency, all with offices in
San Francisco.

Brewster
DEFENDS

AMA

CHARGE by some administration
leaders that the American Medical
Assn.'s current $1 million-plus advertising campaign is a "plot" and
"smear campaign" against the
President and Democratic Party
was sharply asailed last Thursday
by Sen. Owen Brewster (R-Me.).
Sen. Brewster described the
■charge, which he attributed to Federal Security Administrator Oscar
Ewing, Rep. John Dingell (DMich.) and other party members.
XINTNER

as a "flagrant insult" to radio and
press media and an attack on the
Constitutional rights of free speech
and press.
AMA allotted $.300,000 out of a
total $1,100,000 ad budget for purchase of over 30,000 radio spots
for a two-week period ending this
coming Saturday [Broadcasting,
Oct. 9]. The association and its
agencies already are formulating
plans for a follow-up drive on behalf of voluntary health insurance,

DAY
Hometown

to Roll Out Carpet for ABC

PINAL plans for the celebration
of Robert E. Kintner Day, to be
"held
in Stroudsburg,
Tiave Oct.
been 17
made,
and will resultPa.,
in
a very busy day for the ABC president in his hometown.
At 11:30 a.m.
Mr. Kintner will
Tae met at the
T)elaware bridge
and escorted into
Stroudsburg by a
3)olice motorcade.
'Then at the PennStroud hotel, he
"will be welcomed
officially by the
■city and repreMr. Kintner
sentatives of the
Pocono Mts.
Chamber of Commerce, and serenaded by the Stroudsburg high
school band.
At 12:15 p.m. members of the
"Vacation rectorsBureau,
t-ie boards of and
diof the Pennsylvania
Pocono Mts. Chambers of Commerce, and tbe Pennsylvania Week
Committee will present a scroll to
Mr. Kintner at a luncheon in the
BROADCASTING

Pres.

Penn-Stroud. Following the luncheon, a news conference will be held,
after which Mr. Kintner will tour
the industrial and sports shows at
the East Stroudsburg Farmery.
After a dinner at the PennStroud with a small group of close
friends, Mr. Kintner will go to the
State Teachers Auditorium where
he will meet Gov. James H. Duff
of Pennsylvania.
From 8:00 to 8:30 p.m. ABC will
join in the festivities by airing a
special broadcast from the auditorium. Walter Kiernan as m. c.
will introduce Paul Whitennan and
the ABC Symphony Orchestra,
Pianist Earl Wild, Jimmy Blaine,
and Marion Morgan of Stop the
Music fame, and by special recording from Washington, Joseph
Alsop, who with Mr. Kintner coauthored a syndicated column and
two books. During the program.
Gov. Duff will present Mr. Kintner
with the following citation from
the State of Pennsylvania and
salute him as "Pennsylvania Ambassador."
Citation will read:
. . award-
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Hits

Attackers

DRIVE
through Russel M. Seeds Agency,
Chicago.
Rep. Dingell had characterized
the drive as an "insidious tactic to
corrupt the public mind," a statement which prompted Sen. Brewster to accuse administration
leaders of "growing arrogance in
their attacks" upon Constitutional
rights.
"No thinking person with a shred
of respect for . . . free speech and
free press would use tie words
'plot' or 'insidious' in describing
an open public advertising campaign paid for by private citizens.
To do so is a flagrant insult to the
newspapers, magazines and radio
companies of our country," he declared.
Sen. Brewster added:
The doctors believe that the voluntary
way is the
— that unnec-is
essaryAmerican
compulsion byWaygoverrmient
wrong. Their advertisement will say
that. So will the advertisements of thousands of other private citizens. Yet
before these advertisements even appear the Democratic hatchet men seek
to distort the thinking of American
citizens with vilificatio]^ and falsehoods.
It
is clear
adm-inistration
has
reached
the that
pointthewhere,
either through
fear or stitute
arrant
seliishness,
it
would
thought control in America. inThis is the way of dictatorship. Only
oppressive
cowards
are
afraid to letgovernments
the oppositionor speak
freely.
ed to Robert E. Kintner . . . who by
his enterprise and ability has attained great prominence as a newspaper writer and radio executive.
Awarded during Pennsylvania
At the
close of the air show, for
week,
1950."
the auditorivmi audience, a special
comedy and musical show will be
presented. The day's activities will
close with a reception and buffet
supper at the Penn-Stroud, to be
attended by some 300 people.

1%The
cut. Budget Bureau had notified the FCC Sept. 11 that it could
anticipate a $100,000 slice under
the Budget Accounting Act of
1950 which authorizes reserve holdouts throughout all government
agencies and departments. The
Commission testified at 1951-52
budget hearings last Thursday.
Announcement of the $50,000
FCC reserve and others for remainder of the 31 gdvernment
agencies and departments, totaling $580,271,335, was made last
Tuesday by Frederick J. Lawton,
budget director. Last August Congress had rejected amendments
calling for a $550 million cut in
non-defense funds.
The bureau last week also directed "slashes" of $100,000 for
Federal Trade Commission, which
passes on questionable media advertising, and $7,980,000 for the
State Dept. as well as $40 million
for the Agriculture Dept.
State Dept. spokesmen doubted
that the international information
program, including Voice of America, would be affected in view of a
record-high budget this year as advocated by President Truman. But
the Agriculture Dept. will have to
forego funds originally contemplated for its information department television program, whose activities will be lumped under radio
expenditures.
Mr. Lawton stated that it "will
probably be necessary during the
remainder of the year to release
some of these reserves, and it is
likewise probable that opportunities
will be found for savings in other

SPONSORED

TIME

Ross Shows NBC -TV First
OF A TOTAL of 116 hours of
Class A time on the four television
networks, 76% hours are sponsored
by network advertisers and the
other 39^2 made up of cooperative
sponsorship, local sponsorship and
sustaining, according to an analysis by Ross Reports on Tc'cvision.
NBC-TV has only 1^2 hours a
week of unsponsored A time; CBSTV has five unsponsored Class A
hours;
Mont 19.ABC-TV has 14 and DuOctober 16, 1950
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Radio (and TV)
(Continued from page 21)
nual convention, published on the
front page of Broadcasting, said
in part :
Radio broadcasting not only is
the great fire-side entertainer
but has come to be a great
moulder of public opinion. There
should be no monopoly in the
moulding
of public opinion,
either government or private.
Even then, FDR foresaw the
development of TV, as indicated
in this paragraph:
Today broadcasters are faced
with development of new and intriguing innovations in the field
of radio. I refer to reports reaching me of laboratory achievements in visual radio and in the
shortwave field. When they will
prove technically and economically practicable, of course, no
one can foretell. But I have an
abiding faith in American inventive genius and in the ability
of broadcasters to utilize these
new developments in a way that
will improve their service to the
nation as a whole.
And just a year later — June 11,
1937_when the NAB held its 15th
convention, Mr. Roosevelt, in his
third
letter
to Bro.\dcasting,
lauded radio for its public service
during the Ohio and Mississippi
river floods, which inundated thousands of acres and left hundreds
homeless. He said:
The manner in which radio
threw open its facilities for relief work during the devastating
floods of the Ohio and Mississippi
early this year was a revelation
of its tremendous public service
value in time of emergency, and
a credit to the spirit of helpfulness on the part of the broadcasters of the nation.
Problems 'Not Insoluble'
Radio then was having intramural conflicts, with the very existence of NAB threatened. On
this score, Mr. Roosevelt said:
The problems that present
themselves to you broadcasters
are not insoluble. In your industry there are no problems that
cannot be solved by intelligent
management, good programming
and an awareness of public responsibility.
On Oct. 8, 1940, just prior to his
election for a third time, establishing precedent for White House
incumbency,
President Roosevelt
made his flat "radio as free as the
press" pronunciamento.
The occasion was a congratulatory message to the Editor "on the steady
progress which enables you to
mark the beginning of the 10th
year of Broadcasting magazine by
making this journal a weekly instead of a semi-monthly publication."
He continued:
This proposed change emphasizes the importance that radio
has attained in every phase of
our national life. The rapid
growth in radio and in the
Page 32
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technique of broadcasting have
been truly amazing during the
past decade.
In all probability we are still
in the infancy of this field of
communication.
New developments, such as television, are
certain to broaden radio's service. Moreover, radio has an increasing obligation to keep the
people fully informed. A free
radio is just as essential as a
free press.
President Hoover's first utterance on American Plan radio after
his assumption of the Presidency
came on Oct. 26, 1931, in a remote
control talk to the opening session of the ninth annual convention of the NAB in Detroit. It was
published in full text in the Nov.
1, 1931 Broadcasting, the second
number to roll off the presses. He
alluded to the 1922 "Hoover Conferences," when, while Secretary of
Commerce, he directed the developments that led to the "national
policies in relation to radio."
He said:
The decisions reached at that
early date have been of unending
importance.
The determination
that radio channels were public
property and should be controlled
by the government; the determination that we should not
have governmental broadcasting
supported by a tax upon the
listener, but that we should give
license to use of these channels
under private enterprise where
there would be no restraint upon
programs, has secured for us far
greater variety of programs and
excellence of service without cost
to the listener.
This decision
has avoided the pitfalls of political and social conflicts in the
use of speech over the radio
which would have been involved
in government broadcasting. It
has preserved free speech to the
country.
These principles are now
strongly imbedded in our law and
in our entire public system. The
industry has constantly faced
new and complex problems in
developing policies and practices
abreast of development and need.
Your association has contributed
greatly to their solution. I am
confident that you recognize the
responsibility which rests upon
you in public interest. It is
needless to mention the manysided importance of radio in
modern life. Its dissemination
of entertainment, of knowledge,
and of public opinion and topics
of the public welfare, has become
an essential element in the intellectual development of our
country. It has brought most of
the supposed values which were
formerly available exclusively to
life in the cities to every home
throughout the land, for the
treasures of music, of entertainment, and of information have
been brought to the loneliest
farm and the most remote hamlet. It is an incalculable extension of happiness and contentment.

AT DINNER following a special
broadcast of the Esso Reporter on
WGY Schenectady, plaque for public
service was presented to the station
by Esso Standard Oil Co. Toking part
were (r to I) R. B. Hanna, WGY manager; Bill Meenam, the first Esso
Reporter who began the series in
1935, and Harvey J. Green, district
manager, Esso Standard Oil Co., who
presented the plaque. Following the
regular newscast a resume of news
headlines entitled Fifteen Fateful
Years was presented by the WGY
staff. Material was compiled by
United Press.
Don Lee
(Continued from page 25)
July, may remain with the organization in a top-level capacity. Preliminary talks between Messrs.
Weiss and Hoffman, who wants him
to remain, already have taken
In a closed-circuit talk to afiiliplace. on Tuesday, Mr. Weiss gave
ates
assurance the network will remain
intact, if and when purchased by
the Hoffman group.
In telegrams to Frank White,
president of Mutual, and Theodore
C. Streibert, president of WOR,
which like Don Lee owns approximately 19% of Mutual stock, Mr.
Weiss said:
No Changes
- "I have been authorized by Mr.
H. L. Hoffman, president of Hoffman Radio Corp., who was high
bidder for Don Lee properties, to
assure you that Don Lee Broadcasting
be presei'vedwith
intact System
and thatwould
its relationship
Mutual Broadcasting System
would be continued in the spirit of
whole-hearted cooperation that has
characterized our association for
theMr.
pastHoffman
13 years."reported that no
new companies will be formed and
there will be no change in management, ownership and operation of
Hoffman Radio Corp., which started
in 1941 and manufactures radio
and television receiver sets as well
as electronics equipment for armed
forces.
Besides four owned and operated
stations (KHJ Los Angeles, KGB
San Diego, KDB Santa Barbara,
KFRC San Francisco) Don Lee
Broadcasting System has 16 California affiliates with 25 affiliated
through Pacific Northwest Broadcasting Co.
Thomas S. Lee Enterprises Inc.
owns all of the outstanding shares
of Pacific Northwest Broadcasting

Co. in addition to its holdings in
MBS.
Other assets of Thomas S. Lee
Enterprises consist of a threeacre studio building at 1313 Vine
St., Hollywood, completed about
two years ago at a reported cost
of $3 million; KTSL (TV); KHJFM; Mt. Lee, Hollywood, present
TV and FM transmitter site; 160acre Mt. Wilson, Pasadena, proposed site of TV and FM transmitter, as well as Culver City KHJ
transmitter acreage. In addition
to the radio and television properties, the estate has a $5% million cash reserve, representing recent liquidation of Don Lee Cadillac
agencies and other properties.
Thomas S. Lee estate is now in
process of litigation. His will,
written in 1934, leaving the entire
fortune to an uncle by marriage, R.
Dwight Merrill of Seattle, is being
contested by his aunt Mrs. Nora
Patee, and by two adopted daughLee. ters of his father, the late Don
CBS was reported to have
worked out an agreement v/ith William O'Neil, president of Yankee
Network, to buy KTSL should the
General Tire & Rubber Co. bid
have been accepted. Yankee would
retain the Don Lee Network regional setup, with CBS utilizing
studio facilities for its TV operations on a rental basis at 1313
Vine St. until its planned Television Center is available.
CBS is known to be intensely
interested in securing its own TV
station in Los Angeles, and may
undertake negotiations to acquire
Earle C. Anthony Inc.'s KFI-TV or
Mrs. Dorothy Schiff's KLAC-TV.
NEWS

TOPS
Station Survey Shows

NEWSCASTS are at the top in a
program popularity poll conducted
in 23 southwestern Wisconsin
cities by WRCO Richland Center,
Wis. The survey covered 10 counties.
Second on WRCO's first annual
canvas of listeners was the philosophy and poetry type of program
with soft music background, preferably organ. Religious programs
ran third; birthday and anniversary announcements, fourth; and
children's programs, fifth. Tabulation on types of musical programs
desired ended in this order: Popular, hymns, semi-classical, western
hillbilly, waltzes, classical, martial,
polkas, organ, and square dances.
The poll disclosed an average
listening day of 7% hours, with
radio's popularity increasing between 20';^ and 50% in winter
months. More than 50% of those
canvassed stated they listen steadily between 12 noon and 3 p.m.
Other popular periods were from
7 to 10 a.m. and from 5 to 7 p.m.
In answer to the question, "What
type of programs would you like
more of?" sports and drama received the biggest share of votes,
with women's programs, quiz and
talent shows following in that
order.
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Horse Race Policy
(Continued from page 28)
missioners noted that prior to the
conclusion of the hearing WTUX
had modified its programs so as to
be of no aid to illegal gambling and
also presented plans for programs
"in the public interest."
The decision
bookmakers
havenoted
used"Wilmington
not only
WTUX but also WWBZ Vineland,
N. J., WPWA Chester, Pa., WITH
Baltimore, and to a lesser extent,
WSNJ Bridgeton, N. J., WANN
Annapolis and WPEN Philadelphia.
Some observers considered last
week that although the WTUX ruling shows FCC presently is inclined
to handle the horse racing problem
on a case-to-case basis, the background in the proceeding and legislative concern on Capitol Hill this
past summer emphasize the importance of the Commission's policy as
buttressed by the WTUX decision.

in connection with betting on horse
Thus, despite the applicant's "beraces."
lated reforms" in programming,
FCC considered the "record of poor
performance a better indicator of
what may be expected in the future
than the applicant's promises to
reform."
The majority stated it had considered "the circumstances that the
operation" of WTUX "was the first
broadcast experience for Messrs.
Macintosh and Robinson and that
they relied, to some extent upon
the advice of counsel in continuing
their horse racing format beyond
the time when they were on notice
that their programs were assisting
illegal gambling activities." FCC
said it found here, though, "no
compelling reason to modify our
judgment that a grant of license
renewal would be inconsistent with
the public interest."
FCC continued:
There is substantial evidence to indicate even
that Messrs.
and Robinson
now doMacintosh
not understand
the
duties and obligations of a licensee.
The record is clear that they persisted
for a considerable period in retaining
the horse racing program format even
after tion
adequate
notice that
being broadcast
wastheofinformaaid to
illegalgreegambling.
In
relying
to any the
deupon the advice of counsel,
applicantceeded must
be
taken
to
have
proat its own risk, as Mr. Macattorney,to must
known. intosh,
It ishimself
theanlicensee
whom have
the
Commission must turn for ultimate responsibility. That responsibility cannot
be evaded with the plea that counsel
did not exercise that proper judgment
which the Commission must expect
from the licensee.
FCC found basic policies of
WTUX programming to be "clearly
in the interest" of Wilmington in
that they proposed to furnish the
local audience with a different service than that broadcast by other
stations there, as well as to provide
sustaining time for civic, charitable and religious organizations.
"However, the same cannot be said
of much of the program service developed by the station in impledeclared. mentation of these policies," FCC

Tighter Policy Seen
That the FCC policy would be
tightened was evidenced initially in
the WTUX hearing [Broadcasting,
June 20, 1949]. Local police authorities, whose complaint against
WTUX precipitated the proceeding,
testified they had turned to FCC
for help since the problem of broadcast aid to gamblers appeared to be
more than a single-community affair due to radio signals extending
over city and state boundaries.
Legislative concern over the issue
arose with a bill (S 3358) to ban
all interstate transmission of gambling information and directed specifical y atradio and TV. Although
the bill was supported in the Senate it was opposed by FCC as impractical and ultimately dropped
from further consideration as the
Senate approved the overall crime
investigation proposed by Sen.
Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.). The
WTUX case was brought into the
Programming Outlined
three-weeks hearing on S 3358
while Wilmington police authoriThe decision noted that WTUX
ties appeared to testify on the probthe "entire afternoon pelem [Broadcasting, May 1, 8, set aside
riod, Monday through Saturday,
Oct. 2].
for one program, the 1290 Sports
The FCC majority, "in view of Parade, which consists of recorded
the overwhelming weight of the music, several newscasts, frequent
evidence to the contrary," con- announcements of horse racing and
cluded "we are impelled to reject other sports news and results, and
the self-serving declaration of inno- two 15-minute sports resumes."
cent design by Messrs. Macintosh
Since WTUX is a daytime only outand Robinson and to find that the
let, FCC questioned WTUX's prohorse racing information broadcast
gram balance in view of the standover Station WTUX, was with the
ard outlined in the horse race program decision involving WWDC
complete knowledge of the station's
owners, of a high degree of aid to Washington, issued in February
bookmakers in the Wilmington . . . 1948.
area."
"Even in the station's chosen
"Since the station's principals
field of emphasis, sports programcontinued to supply information to
ming," FCC found that WTUX "is
bookmakers with full knowledge
limited in its coverage by a lack
that the latter were using the data
of available time to carry play-byin their illegal operations," the
play accounts of football games,
majority continued, "we must con- 'baseball games and other dayclude affirmatively on the question
time sports." The majority conof whether the horse racing inforcluded that "without going further,
mation was to any extent intended
it is clear that other interests in
or designed to be of assistance to the community . . . have been neglected . . . and that program impersons engaged in illegal activities
BROADCASTING
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OHIO

MEH

Admen Stress Radio
In Defense Role

VARIOUS phases of 1950 trends in advertising were discussed by national advertising and sales promotion executives at the seventh annual
Advertising Conference sponsored by Ohio State U. in Columbus, Oct.
6-7. If a single dominant note emerged from the talks it was : All broadcasting— AM, FM, TV and facsim- *
of genuine peace in the near future.
ile — is important in girding Amer. . . The American people know they
ica for any eventuality.
have a burden to bear. But they
Fred Lazarus Jr., president. Fedalso know it is well within their
erated Department Stores Inc., Cincinnati, advocated curtailed expen- capacity," Mr. Lazarus said.
ditures of government for non-miliHe added that all efforts— "forand finantary purposes.
cial"— eign,
needdomestic,
to besocial
coordinated
and
"Military needs come first, we
it is here that broadcasting can
must assume there is little prospect
make
its largest contribution.
"If
this coordination
is accomplished
there can be no doubt about the
balance has resulted."
outcome," he said.
FCC recognized the broadcasting
Ben R. Donaldson, director of
of sports news is a "function of a
advertising. Ford Motor Co., dismedium of mass communication,"
cussed the use of TV by a national
that "dissemination in interstate
advertiser. Benjamin S. Katz,
commerce of information concerning horse racing is not in itself Gruen Watch Co. president, talked
about the use of advertising in
an unlawful activity under existselling "higher priced merchaning Federal law," that racing and
dise." Dave Arons, of Gimbel
betting at tracks are legal in Delaware, and that there is a high in- Bros., Philadelphia, underlined that
area. terest in racing in the Wilmington
his firm's experimentation with TV
has entered a new phase : "To us,
FCC nevertheless stated it could it is a daily advertising medium
not be concluded upon the record
with
. . stability.
. . ." & Field,
Ira . W.
Rubel, Rubel
in the WTUX case "that interest
Chicago advertising agency, disin horse racing is such a dominant
cussed agency management probfactor in this community's life as
lems and advocated the use of into warrant the extensive, detailed
centive plans for cutting costs. H.
and year-round coverage of that H. Dobberteen, vice president, Bensport which . . . WTUX has proton & Bowles, New York, spoke
about media analysis and selection,
The decision found that "untU re- pointing out that the number of
cently,"ofWTUX the
"broadcast
not mutuel
merely national advertisers has increased
the results
races and
vided."paid, but also a large variety of from about 2,800 in 1940 to 4,800
prices
other racing
scratches,
trackinformation"
conditions, including
off-times, in 1950. He said: "Any given adpredicted
post
times,
jockeyhorses
changes
vertiser faces greatly increased
and insertions and identified
by
their Armstrong selection numbers.
competition from all advertising.
Until shortly before the hearing WTUX
has apparently resulted in a
had
no policy
of delaying
results,were
the This
decrease in the net effectiveness
decision
continued.
Results
aired on the average of four and six of advertising expenditures for a
minutes stances
afterwithina one
race and
and two
in some
inminutes,
FCC found.
given
purpose." Ohio
Dr. product
Kennethor Dameron,
Those legally betting at tracks would
not betener,listening
and
the
average
lisState
professor,
arranged
the coneven if interested in sports, would
ference in co-operation with the
not need this detailed data so quickly,
Fifth District Advertising FederaFCC observed. "On the other hand,"
FCC ingsaid,
"each ofwhich
the details
regardtion of America.
horse racing
was broadcast
Other keynote speakers included:
by the station had a particular and peutility toowners
bookmakers."
noted theculiarstation
continued FCC
this John Goodwillie, Alexander Smith
programming even after reading the & Sons Carpet Co., New York;
WWDC decision and conferring with
Richard M. Rairigh, McCannlocal
authorities who complained
about police
the broadcasts.
Erickson, Cleveland, and Russell
FCC also noted the afternoon pro- Brown, vice president. Allied
gram was "sponsored" by Armstrong
Daily
"publisher
of aracing
daily Stores, New York.
'scratchSports
sheet'Inc.,
devoted
to horse
information." The decision said this
paper had wide circulation among race
fans, "including persons engaged in il- Pollock at KXOB
bookmaking,"
and almost
onelegal
arrested
in Wilmington
for everybookGRANT POLLOCK has taken over
making possessed one.
"Even more significant is the
the general mancircumstance that the information
aKXOB
g e r s hStockton,
i p of
broadcast was certainly not being
aimed by the sponsor at those placCalif. Anouncement of the aping legal bets at the race tracks,"
pointment had
FCC stated. "Although we recogbeen made last
nize that the intent of the sponsor
of the program is not determinative
month [Broadcasting, Sept.
of the broadcaster's design, the ac18].
Mr.
Pollock,
ceptance— in fact, the solicitation — ■
of the account by Messrs. Macinformerly mantosh and Robinson, reasonably, on
Mr. Pollock
the basis of the record, attributing
to the latter an awareness of the
of"Keith
KVON
Napa, ager
Calif.,
sucPinion whoceeded
moved
to
foregoing considerations, carries
KXOA Sacramento, under the same
with it an implication of participaownership as KXOB.
tion in the sponsor's purposes."
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 16)
was one of two children. His father, an electrical engineer, died
when Eddy was only five. The incident was a turning point in
Eddy's life for he was sent to an
orphanage in up-state New York.
Still a youngster, who had the
opportunity to complete only the
seventh grade, Eddy learned the
I'udiments of typogi'aphy from his
foster father; a foreman at the
American Type Founders, who was
a printer of "the old school."
Eventually Eddy sought his future in California. Convinced that
the West Coast was where he
wished to settle, and fired with the
belief that the cellophane packaging idea would some day sweep the
country, Eddy Allen started as
salesman at Budget Pack.
Introduction to Radio
Eddy met radio's selling power
during the war when some retailers
were trying to make a fistfull out
of the situation of scarce materials. At the outset of the war.
Budget Pack sponsored Frances
Scully on KECA Los Angeles. By
calling to task certain department
stores and other retailers for selling goods at prices over-inflated,
Miss Scully created a loyal following. Whenever she would mention
one of Budget Pack's products, the
grocer's shelves would be depleted
in 48 hours. Because of the scarcity
of materials, the firm was hard put
to it to replace its products.
A few years later. Budget Pack
was advertising again, this time
with radio's blood relation — television. Eddy Allen discovered the
power of the new medium on July
4, 1949.
That day there was a gathering
of children at the Allen house, celebrating the Fourth with fireworks.
Suddenly the racket stopped when
one of the younp,-sters called,
" 'Beany' is on!" Amazed that there
was something beyond the attraction of fireworks in a child's life,
Eddy investigated. He then became
acquainted with Beany, a television puppet show. Aware that
Beany could draw children from
the most active play, Eddy proceeded to find the program a local
sponsor — Budget Pack. Now the
show is sponsored by Budget Pack
6:30-6:45 p.m., Mon.-Fri., over
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles.
Other Budget Shows
Other programs, both radio and
television, have carried Budget
Pack's teners
message
to West
Coast
lisand viewers.
Prior
to the
Scully sponsorship, the firm backed
Tom Breneman's Breakfast at Sardi's before it was beamed nationally. It also sponsored Chef Milane
on radio. Another of its TV progi-ams is Tele-Teen Reporter, telecast at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday on
KLAC-TV Los Angeles.
Eddy and his wife, Rose, will
celebrate their 15th wedding anniversary next February. They have
three children, Toni, 14; Judy, 11,
and Robert Alexander, 9.
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Wo// President,
KEYSTONE

ELECTS

BOARD of directors of Keystone
Sidney J. Wolf president and Naylor
Mr. Wolf, a Chicago attorney, has
Keystone since 1941, and Mr. Rogers,
networli in 1942.
Other new Keystone officers are
Noel Rhys and Joseph Bayer, vice
presidents, and Arthur Wolf, secretary and treasurer. The latter,
one of the principal stockholders
of KBS, is associated with the new
Keystone president, his brother, in
the law firm of Sidney J. and Arthur Wolf.
Mr. Rhys, who has been associated with the company since
1941, is in charge of the New York
office. A World War I air pilot, he
was a Hollywood writer and publicist associated with the motion
picture industry before joining
Keystone. Mr. Bayer, a Chicago
business man, has been interested
in the network since 1941.
Mr. Rogers has been in broadcasting since 1924 when he was a
member of KNX Hollywood's first
staff. A member of Radio Pioneers
Club, he has been credited with
many firsts, including regular
broadcast of news and public
events, airing of a full grand
opera, and other innovations which
have since become standard practice in broadcasting. He is a member of the Chicago Radio Management Club, Chicago Federated Advertising Club, and is a charter

NEW

Rogers to Board
Broadcasting System has elected
Rogers a new member of the board,
been secretary and treasurer of
executive vice president, joined the

Sidney Wolf
member of the Los Angeles Advertising Club.
Sidney Wolf has played an active part in the development of
Keystone's national trsnscription
service to small towns and rural
areas from coast to coast. He recently reported to KBS stockholders that with the acquisition of a
number of new national accounts
in 1950, the network is now carrying more accounts th;.n ever before. He attributes the upsuige to
the fact that advertisers going into
television are using Keystone to
supplement their TV coverage. Mr.
Wolf reported that KBS now has
402 affiliated stations and reaches
8,071,430 radio homes.

PROPAGANDA TECHNIQUE
Broadcasts from Guided Mgss!l33 Einvisioned

ACCELERATED plans for psychological warfare, envisioning
propaganda broadcasts from
guided missiles, were revealed by
the U. S. Army last week and
elaborated on by Brig. Gen. Robert A. McClure, head of the Army's
Psychological Warfare Division.
Gen. McClure speculated that,
while the idea suggested a page
from Buck Rogers, such a propaganda weapon is "not too much to
expect in these days of guided
missiles." He said the Army's program, now being stepped up, will
be coordinated with the State Dept.
in addition to other military
branches looking to formation of
a set policy.
He pictured such missiles circling over foreign countries and
broadcasting messages to the population, as well as dropping leaflets.
Gen. McClure's division is part
of a section of G-3 under the Army
General Staff, but soon may be
given individual status under the
Army Special Staff, he indicated.
Guided missiles have come up
for discussion in NSRB, defense
and NAB circles in the past two
months. There is speculation that
they may
able to "home
in" but
on
radio
and betelevision
signals,

the practicability of such a procedure was seriously questioned.
Two factors expected to militate
against success of such maneuvers
reportedly are current creation of
a permanent radar network and
lesort to changes in wave length
frequencies.
One of the most intriguing possibilities is that missiles could be
guided by "heat waves" or sound
to targets pre-set by enemy direction finders. Elimination of sound
noises and counteraction of heat in
rural areas were felt to be the
simplest defense against them.
WK/D

SOLD
Public Auction Held
WKID Urbana, 111., has been sold
at public auction for $9,700 plus
"encumbrances" estimated at $27,000, it was reported last week.
Buyers are Elwood Fabert, former
president of the station when operated by University City Broadcasting Co., and Howard K. Kemper,
Mr. Fabert's business associate.
Sale is subject to FCC approval.
Off the air for several weeks,
WKID was ordered sold at auction
on Oct. 6 by the referee of bankluptcy, Federal Court, Danville,
111. The action followed petition by

COMMUNICATIONS
Army Expands Equipment
KOREAN situation and the present increase in the size of the
Army are responsible for a 500%
increase in procurement of communications and other items for
its combat and seiwice troops, the
Army Dept. acknowledged Oct. 8.
Revealing a total expenditure of
$2 billion for the past fiscal year,
the Army said that, from the overall standpoint, the present Army
program appears to involve procurement four to five times greater than the 1950 rate, or roughly
$10The
billion.
signal Corps, responsible
for procuring all communications
equipment, is slated to spend
Q.6'r of total funds obligated for
fiscal 1951. The Army Ordnance
Corps is tabbed for 57.8% to be
spent on guided missiles and other
weapons.
President Truman earlier had
asked S10.5 billion for overall defense (Army-Navy-Air Force),
with $1.5 billion tagged for weapons and electronics, and $1 billion for electronics-coinmunications alone [Broadcasting, July
31, 24].' Latter sum was further
supplemented by an additional
half-billion dollars, bringing electronics to $1.5 billion.
While the 6.6% represents $66
million to be expended by the
Army Signal Corps, it was explained that the $10 billion figure
appl'es only to acquisition of "major items" and not to Army-wide
procurement or other services.
Feature of Week
(Continued from page 16)
merchandise
have more appeal
than that available in Worcester
(a city of 200,000 population).
The drive, which began Sept. 1,
is directed by Commercial Manager Herb Krueger working with
Local Sales Manager Bob Brown.
On the
theory is
thatgood
"What's
for
V/orcester
for allgood
of
us," the station broadcasts hourly
shop-in- Worcester taglines, most
of them pointing up facts re-activated by station research.
Now residents are becoming
aware of the availability of a
flock of stores in the city, rather
than the "choice few" they frequented in the past. The WTAG
theme also will carry a charge
account appeal and other such
personalized approaches. Preceding
every campaign announcement, all
retailers in the city receive a form
letter telling them about the idea
and asking for comments or suggestions. Data is obtained through
the aid of the local retail advisory
committee and the Chamber of
Commerce.
several WKID creditors for involuntary bankruptcy. James M.
Strand, announcer, was appointed
trustee for liquidation of the assets.
WKID is assigned 250 w daytime
on 1580 kc.
Mr. Fabert held about 25% of
the WKID stock but was inactive
in the operation of the station.
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Techniques

TT'OR years, the Iowa Radio Audience Surveys* have been recognized
as thoroughly reliable and highly informative studies of Iowa
listening habits. They have answered such provocative questions as
"How much do people listen to car radios?" . . . "How much extra
listening takes place in multiple-set homes as compared ^vith single-set
homes?" . . . and "What is the listener attitude toward commercials?", as well as the more conventional questions concerning program and station preferences.
The 1950 Edition of this famed Survey, now ready for distribution,
was conducted with the same scientific sampling methods that distinguished the tM'elve preceding editions. However, the "interview"
method of gathering facts, which was the basis of the earlier surveys,
was this year combined with a new "diary" method. As a result, the
1950 Edition contains much new information and is even more
reliable than in previous years.
INTERVIEW TECHNIQUE
The interview technique is based
on a personal interview in the
home, with one member of the
family. It permits a large and
statistically reliable sample to be
interviewed at reasonable cost.
It permits a correct proportion
of replies from every segment
of the State's population — geographical, economical, etc. It has
two minor weaknesses, however;
it depends upon the "recall" of
the person being interviewed and
it usually reaches only one member of the family.
DIARY TECHNIQUE
The diary technique as used in
the 1950 Radio Audience Survey
overcomes the handicaps inherent
in the interview technique. It provides each radio set in the home
with a diary which is filled in at
the time of listening by the person in charge of the dial. This

^^Interview

diary is voluntarily kept for 48
hours.

nates the weaknesses of both
methods and at the same time
maintains a large and scientific
sampling of the whole State by
farm, village, urban and other
categories.
The 1950 Iowa Radio Audience
Survey is a "must" for every advertising, sales or marketing man
who is interested in radio in general, and the Iowa market in
particular. It is not only an invaluable study of Iowa listening
habits, it is also an outstanding
contribution to radio research in
general. Write for your complimentary copy, today!

The reliability of the 48-hour *The 1950 Iowa Radio Audience Survey is the thirteenth annual study of
diary-type radio survey used in
radio listening habits in Iowa. It was
the 1950 Iowa Radio Audience
conducted by Dr. F. L. Whan of
survey was established by a study
Wichita University and his staff. It is
conducted in January, 1949, by based on personal interviews with
Dr. Arthur Barnes of the State
9,110 Iowa families and diary records
voluntarily kept by 930 Iowa families
University of Iowa. He obtained
— all scientifically selected from Iowa's
a ten-day diary record from 368
cities, towns, villages and farms.
families in 41 Iowa counties. A
careful comparison of the first
three days of listening with each
corresponding day of the week
(eighth, ninth and tenth days of
WIfll©
the diary) showed no tendency
on the part of diary families to
Iowa
PLUS 4h
''listen more" when the diary */or
was first started.
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
COMBINED INTERVIEW-DIARYTECHNIQUE
The 1950 Survey combines the
best features of both techniques
by making every seventh selected
home a "diary home," as well as
an "interview home." This elimi-

Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

RWG
FREE RADIO BEST
For World Relations — Miller
FRIENDLY relations with the peoples of all nations can best be promoted by radio-press "recognition
and observance of moral duty," not
by legal obligation with resort to
"censorship and suppression" by
government, Edward G. Miller Jr.,
Assistant Secretary of State for
Inter-American Aifairs, asserted
last Monday.
In a speech delivered at the sixth
annual Inter-American Press Conference in New York, Secretary
Miller singled out resolutions currently before the United Nations
General Assembly which condemn
jamming of shortwave radio broadcasts and recommend that only in
"extremely exceptional circumstances" shall member states "take
measures to limit freedom of infor-

Pulse rating increases for
1949 and 1950 show WCFL
at the top of the list of Chicago
"stations — month after month,"
without a break!

-Time costs remain economicalon WCFL. Most advertisers
using spot announcements get
_tuned-in-homes at rotes as_
low as 48 cents per 1,000.

• Linoleum City, a large floor covering concern, attributes
a high percentage of its leads to programs on WCFL.
Customers are reached not only in Chicago but in
places like South Bend, Gary, Hammond, Racine, and
. many other outlying points. In fact. Linoleum City has
heard from a listener in Pakistan, India.
• • A large ice cream company sponsors a daily symphonic program over WCFL. A free program offered to
listeners has been requested by 25,000 persons . . . positive evidence of a tremendous, responsive audience. The
account has just renewed for the fourth year.
Call or write WCFL for availabilities, or see your
Boiling Company representative.

WCFL
An ABC Affiliate
50,000 Watts • 1000 on the dial
The Voice of Labor
666 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, III.
Represented by the Boiling Company, Inc.
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The State Dept. official also took
sharp
mation."exception to a Soviet radio
statement that because of a "secret
agreement between the U. S. government and the radio monopolies,"
no commercial shortwave receivers
had been produced in America for
over two years. The reason, according to Moscow, was to keep
U. S. public from listening to the
Russian and other foreign radio.
"I believe that it is hardly necessary to assure you . . . that there
is not nor has there been any restriction on the manufacture, distribution an(l sale of any type of
radio or television receivers in the
United States," Secretary Miller
said. "Our citizens can buy any
kind of radio they please . . . shortwave, standard brand, FM or all
three.
.
. . They iscan'notbeattempting,
sure that
their government
nor authorizing attempts, to jam
any foreign broadcasts. . . ."
Three Argentine delegates to the
conference revealed they would ask
the UN to take "new and vigorous
steps"
restorehave
press
freedom the
in
countriesto which
obstructed
flow of news.
WORLD SHOW
Reports Ross Feature Sales
WORLD BROADCASTING SYSTEM'S Steamboat Jamboree, transcribed program featuring Lanny
ing:
Ross, has been sold to the follow-

PACT
Negotiations Sfoppec

A STRIKE against the major ne
works by staff news and continui
writers of Radio Writers Gui^ c
loomed greater last week with tl'
announcement in New York by ui
ion attorney Herman Gray thfc^
negotiations had been broken off.
Counter-proposals received from
the networks were unacceptable as
a basis for bargaining, he said.
However, some spokesmen for
the networks expressed confidence
that an agreement would be reached
before Oct. 31, when present contracts expire. The RWG voted
last week to strike unless agreement is reached by that date
[Broadcasting, Oct. 9].
The strike vote followed an alleged delay by the networks in responding to original proposals by
the union, which is understood to
fear that wages will be frozen before they are brought into alignment with increased living costs.

Fourth BOOK
of Series Issued
ENGINEERS'
ELECTRICAL ENGmEERS' HANDBOOK (Electric Communication and
Electronics), Fourth Edition. Edited by
Harold Pender and Knox Mcllwaln.
New
tions. York: John Wiley & Sons. 23 SecGROWTH of knowledge and greater degree of specialization in the
communication and electronics
fields prompted the editors, Harold
Pender and Knox Mcllwain, to
compile this latest in the series
of engineering handbooks. As with
previous editions, the voluminous
work has been prepared by a staff
of specialist contributors, with organizational assistance from E. W.
Engstrom of RCA Labs, Frank A.
Cowan of AT&T, and others.
Listing 80 technical specialists
who contributed, the handbook is
divided into 23 sections comprising
such subjects as electron tubes,
FM, transmission circuits, acoustics, telephony, facsimile, television, electronic control equipment, navigation aids and soundreproduction systems. The work is
replete with diagrams, mathematical formulae, and units and symbols for use by the engineer.

Heslep AEC

Program
CHARTER HESLEP, chief of thi
public information service radio
TV section, Atomic Energy Com
mission, wrote and produced a half'
Bridge Street Motors by WLOE Leaksville, N. C; Hilltop Television by hour video documentary from re
WFAH Alliance, Ohio; Little Rock stricted confines of the Los Alamos
Tomato Co. by KVLC Little Rock, atomic bomb project for the Em
Ark.; Arute Ford Sales by WKNB
ploy-the-Handicapped campaign
New Britain, Conn.; Reis-Rein Co. by
Program was tape-recorded witl
WCOAdry & Dry
Pensacola,
Kean's Baton
Launcooperation of KRSN Los Alamo:
CleanersFla.;
by WJBO
and later was broadcast over th(
Rouge, La.; Heidema Box & Lumber
Co. by WHTC Holland, Mich.; Salem ABC Network. Project reportedly
Hardware by KSLM Salem, Ore.; Gulf employs the largest percentage o:
Mfg. & Lumber Co. by KTRM Beau- handicapped personnel of any gov^
mont, Tex.; MacAlear Ltd. by CKSF
Cornwall, Ont.; McLellan, McFeely & ernment group. Mr. Heslep for
merly was manager of MBS Wash'
Prior Ltd. by CKNW New Westminster.
ington operations.
BROADCASTING
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Allied Florists by WKBH LaCrosse,
Wis.; Rosenberg & Co. by VOCM St.
John's,naldNewfoundland;
& RoCandy by CJOBBond
Winnipeg;

19

5

0

BITUMINOUS

THE THIRD EDITION of the Bituminous
Coal Annual is now available! Putting
200 pages of facts and figures at your

ANNUAL

finger tips, this valuable reference source
gives you up-to-the-minute information
on all phases of the Bituminous Coal
Industry.
You get accurate information on such
a range of topics as coal's energy, reserves, production, labor, safety, transportation, research, combustion, chemistry and finance. Graphic charts give you
comparison data fast. Sharp chapter organization and indexing make the search
for special information easy.
You will find this new edition easy to
read, convenient to use ... an important aid on your desk or in your library
throughout the year. Just published, it is
now being distributed to editors, libraries,
colleges, research organizations and industry executives.

BITUMINOUS

BITUMINOUS

COAL

INSTITUTE

We want you to have the latest copy of this book.
Don't hesitate to write us if you haven't received
your copy, and wish one. There's no charge.

COAL

INSTITUTE

A Department of NATIONAL COAL ASSOCIATION
Southern Building, Washington 5, D.C.
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Three

chimes

mean

good

times

on

NBC

. • . . Americans

star-studded roster of popular programs— more
new shows . . . more old favorites. That's the AM

talent

picture— around the clock . . . across the board at
NBC

this fall— the kind of pulling power that

provides audience traffic.
From

one end of the country to the other, more

people listen more often to NBC.

According to BMB

Study No. 2, whatever the standard of comparison—
by frequency of listening ... by listening levels ... by
counties ... by cities ... by markets or by geographical
areas— NBC

is the leading network. And since BMB

Study No. 2 was completed, 14 NBC
been granted FCC

stations have

power increases— enabling NBC

advertisers to reach even more people than ever
before . . . the largest audience in advertising, including
the other networks.

That is the NBC

story— the finest talent, programs

and facilities in network radio. National advertisers
on NBC

have the best opportunity to reach the mass

market of America— to sell products and services
to America at the lowest possible cost per hundred,
per thousand or per million.

A
^o. 1

Advertising

Medium

SERVICE

OF

RADIO

CORPORATION

OF

AMERICA

Barnouw Resigns Council
Post as Test
ICT'president of the Radio Writers Guild,
FLnational
ERIC
BARNOUW,
past
'CON
RWG
resignedr last week as a veteran member of the RWG's eastern region
council in a move to determine whether or not alleged conflict in that
—
area is only a teapot tempest. *
He announced his intention to by a group of members in the coming
elections.
"appear on a slate of independent
My reasons are as follows:
candidates" in the forthcoming
During recent months there have
Guild elections early in November
been rumors to the effect that a small
in view of the "wide circulation"
communist minority is trying to domiaccorded "rumors to the effect that
nate the Guild. These rumors have
a small communist minority is trygained wide circulation and have hamstrung the Guild.
ing to dominate" the Guild.
Mr. Barnouw disagreed with
Many members of our present council appear to feel that the problem so
those on the council who "appear
to feel that the problem [of the created can be remedied by calling it
a matter of politics and by reiteratrumors] so created can be remedied
ing that the Guild can have nothing
by calling it a matter of politics,
to do with politics.
and by reiterating that the Guild
Unfortunately the general public,
can have nothing to do vsrith poli- almost all labor unions, and all
branches of government whether jutics." He said he believed the soludicial, legislative or executive, have
tion was through an election of cannot
for
some time regarded the probdidates who stand "on a clear,
lem of communist organization and
infiltration into key organizations, as
specific platform." He said although
that has not hitherto been the cusa matter of mere politics.
I feel that the council members who
tom in Guild elections, "it seems to
keep calling it politics are living in a
me the unity and life of the Guild
cloud.
now demand such a democratic
Many of our members are asking
clarification."
for reassurance in this matter. My
Mr. Barnouw's resignation, which
own feeling is that they, as well as
was addressed to Sheldon Stark,
the public, are entitled to it.
RWG vice president, stated :
If the majority of the present council feels that it does not want to give
I am writing to resign as a member
this
reassurance or that such reassurof the eastern region council, effective at the same time as the terms
ance would not be proper council
that are about to expire. My name will, business, then it seems to me the only
solution is through the election — the
however, appear on a slate of indeelection of candidates who each stand
pendent candidates to be submitted

'The

Yanks

Are

Coming". . .

During the past ten years 342,261* of
these good, solid citizens have moved
into WIOD's 17- county primary
market to stay! And boy, we're
pushing the million mark close.

If you've a man-size selling job you
want done in Florida's most thickly
populated area.. .send it on down,
we'll do it for you, but good!
If you want more details, consult
our Rep, George P. Hollingbery Co.

•U. S. Bureau of Census.
('Course the Stork came too'l
James M. LeGate, General Manage
5,000
Page 40
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King's Radio Call
IF King's Department Store,
El Centi'o, Calif., is ever
called upon to assist in selling ice boxes to Eskimos,
it will feel perfectly confident
In accomplishing the task
vntla. the help of radio. When
the store recently received a
shipment of 50 electric blankets during a 120 degree heat
wave the management decided to give radio an opportunity to try what seemed
an impossible selling task.
After two days during which
six spot announcements were
used on KXO Tulare, 49 of
the blankets were sold.
on a clear, specific platform. It is
fundamental to democracy that candidates for office should state what they
stand for. This has not hitherto been
the custom in RWG, but it seems to
me the unity and life of the Guild now
demand
such a democratic clarification.
For this reason I am acting as I
am, and urging any others- who feel
likewise to take the same step.
Mr. Stark, receiving the resignation on behalf of the council, said
no reaction could be expected immediately, ifat all. He said in the past
the Guild had refrained from acting
beyond the sphere of professional
interests, although its members had
participated in the Writers War
Board during World War II as individuals. Many members felt that
to be a principle which should be
preserved, he said, although the
council would comply as a matter of
course, as it had in the past, with
any request by a governmental
agency for assistance.
New York Meeting
In this connection, Mr. Stark
pointed
to another
the week's
developments.
At the of
request
of the
Adjutant General's office, Mrs.
Richard Rodgers, who headed a
Writers War Board subcommittee
during World War II, last week
called a meeting in New York to
obtain scripts for service shows.
The meeting, which was seen as the
possible nucleus for a new Writers
War Board, was attended by Mr.
Stark and James Stabile of the
RWG; Moss Hart, representing the
Dramatists Guild; Producer John
Shubert; James Caddigan, DuMont
Television Network; Ernest Walling and Caroline Burke of NBC;
Jerry Maulsby of CBS; James
Mitchell of ABC; Lt. Col. William
A. Bishop of Army Special Services, and Capt. Gerald Cameron.
Following the meeting, at which
a temporary committee was formed,
the RWG council requested Guild
members as individuals to give the
committee blanket releases for their
scripts.
Meanwhile, a resolution by the
RWG council censuring Welbourn
Kelly [Broadcasting, Aug. 28] was
voted unconstitutional and beyond
the council's powers at a meeting
of the council of the parent body.
Authors League of America. Mr.

Kelly was censured for remark;
allegedly made by him subsequen
to his resignation from the counci
July 25, following the tabling of hi:
resolution concerning a Writer?
War Board.
The league council instructed the
RWG council to revoke its resolution, without prejudice to its right
to bring any complaint it might
have before the council of the
league.
At the same meeting, the league
council refused to adopt a resolution previously carried by a group
of RWG members over the RWG
council's opposition. The resolutior
read :
Whereas because of present work
conditions any totalitarian philosophy
of
utmost gravity
writers,
in that
constitutes
a directto and
present
threa"ar
unalterable concommitant of totalitari
anism is a controlled radio and press
and the suppression of free speech;
Andfare ofwhereas
interests
the Radio theWriters
Guild,andandwel-of
all
guilds
forming
the
Authors
League
aof threat;
America, are vitally affected by such
Be it therefore resolved that . . .
[the League]
. . . denounces
nism, the Communist
Party, commufascism
and totalitarianism in all forms and
pledges itself to defend the Guild
against any manifestation of such s
philosophy within
or League]
affecting petition
the organization; that [the
other member guilds immediately to
join with it to take such action as may
be necessary to obtain passage of a
similar
zation. resolution by the parent organiThe resolution was voted down,
according to minutes of the meeting, "Because as written it treats of
matters outside the constitutional
purposes of the Authors League of
America." The RWG members who
supported the resolution were Daisy
Amoury, James Stabile, of the
RWG board, and Mr. Barnouw, all
of whom have resigned from RWG
offices.

WPGH
Fire
SWEPT by fire Oct. 7, WPGH
Pittsburgh, Pa., resumed operation
the following day under an emergency set-up. Chief Engineer
Ralph Ketterer and two staff announcers worked all night and all
morning to repair the equipment.
Estimated damage was $5,000. The
station has continued broadcasts
on schedule, using emergency
equipment, WPGH officials stated.
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WINNER

1. High Hoopers'^ — 6th highest Hooperated station in
the nation between 6 and 10 P.M. In Milwaukee consistently
Afternoon

No. 3 Morning,
program

ratings competitive

2. Lower
audience

No. 1 on individual

and Evenings.
to National

Network

Costs — No other station in Milwaukee

at a lower cost per 1000. At the 250-time

$9.75 buys a Nighttime

3. Top

Shows.
delivers

frequency,

minute — $7.50 a daytime minute.

Programming— 24 Hours of Music, News

Sports. Continuous

and

popular, familiar music native to Milwau-

kee, interrupted only by clear, concise 5 minute

newscast

and

. leading play-by-play Sports broadcasts.
4. Personnel — Highest Paid Program
one Network

Station.

time local news

Staff with exception

Air Salesmen — not announcers.

Full

staff.

*Based on Dec-April Hooperatings and May-June Index
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OHN WILLIAMS, assistant to director of TV sales for NBC, appointed manager Western Division NBC-TV sales.
JACK HASKELL, sales division WTTG(TV) Washington, to KTTV(TV)
Los Angeles sales department.

front office

REGINALD E. COY Jr. to sales staff WLAW Lawrence, Mass., as account executive assigned to Lowell, Mass., ofRce.

JAMES E. GORDON, general manager WNOE
president and general manager.
MARVIN L. SHAPIRO, sales staff WSYR
N. Y., to WCAU-AM-TV Philadelphia.

New Orleans, named

Syracuse,

under direction of JACK SLOAN, who handles N. Y. agency account
on station.
HOWARD JOHN SMILEY, station manager KCR A -Sacramento, Calif,
to manager KSMO San Francisco, succeeding GEORGE ARNOLD Jr.
to active duty with U. S. Army, Sept. 29.

BILL W. FIRMAN to Midwest sales staff WOR-AM-TV
New York, headquartered in Chicago from salesman
for Taylor Co., same city.

RAYMOND RAND, owner phonograph record business, to account ex
ecutive WHLI Hempstead, L. I.

WILLIAM T. BURGHART, commercial manager WTAD
Quincey, 111., to sales manager WFTL-WGOR (FM) Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla.

WILLIAM CONNOLLY, director of research NBC Chicago, to WMB:\
Miami Beach, Fla., as salesman.

CHARLES W. HOLT, general manager WHSY
active duty with Marine Corps, Sept. 22.

JOHN J. TORMEY
as account executive.

Hattiesburg, Miss., to

to Avery-Knodel Inc., N. Y., radio representative,

DICK JEWELL, program director WCSI (FM) Columbus, Ind., name,
commercial manager succeeding BERNIE JASPER, resigned.
PACIFIC REGIONAL NETWORK appoints William A. Ayres Co., S. F
as S. F. and Seattle representative.
ROBERT H. HILL, radio-TV director, Anderson-McConnell Adv., L. A
to KECA-TV Hollywood sales staff.

WARREN GILPIN, president Lebanon Broadcasting Co. (WCOR Lebanon, Tenn.), and MANSEL BILLIS, Nashville architect, open office in
Nashville with LEO TREMBLAY as general manager. Firm represents
in Nashville: WDBL Springfield, WHIN Gallatin, WNAH Nashville,
WGNS Murfreesboro and WCOR.

ALBERT R. GOODWIN, sales promotion specialist General Electri.
Co.'s S. F. office, to KIKI Honolulu, soon to take air, as account executiv
Also will direct sales promotion and merchandising
activities.

ARCH SHAWD, sales manager WJR Detroit, resigns to take extended
rest because of ill health. WORTH KRAMER, general manager, to
direct sales activities.

DONOVAN B. SHAW, sales representative WPIK Alexandria, Va., to WQQW Washington as senior account
executive.

PAT SULLIVAN, Headley-Reed Co., and ROBERT FOSTER, World
Broadcasting System, N. Y., to sales staff WPAT Paterson, N. J. Both

JOE M. YOWELL, commercial manager KSIJ Gladewater, Tex., named manager.
HERBERT M. HEILBRUN, Lackner Sign Co., Cincinnati, to WKRC that city as sales executive.

The stars of
today and
tomorrow

Mr. Goodwin
JOHN M. HENRY, sales staff Taylor Radio and Television Corp., tc
commercial manager, KPRS Olathe, Kan.
HUGH

ALLEN DAY, Warren Thompson Mayers Co., publishers representative, toNBC's film procurement and syndication section, as eastern
sales representative.
JOHN SHELTON, account executive in Chicago office WOR
for 13 years, resigns. Future plans not yet announced.

JIMMY LYTELL AND THE "DELTA EIGHT"

The new Thesaurus brings you bigger
and better programming packages with
top sponsor-appeal... top name artists!
You get comprehensive programming,
promotion, puhheity ... a steady flow
of current times and material . . . network-quality production. Wire or write
today for fuU details!
recorded

Radio Corporation of America
RCA Victor Division

"pro|raih
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SI GOLDMAN, vice president-manager WJTN-AM-FM Jamestown, N.'Ivia
Y,
appointed chairman midtown division Jamestown Community Chest Drive
HAROLD P. KANE, WJTN sales, named drive publicity director rive
-AR
WILLIAM DECKER, commercial representative WMAL-AM-FM
Washington, father of girl, Christine, Sept. 29. . . . LINCOLN DELLAR
president KXOA Sacramento, KXOB Stockton, KXOC Chico, and Sylvia
Harwood married in Las Vegas, Oct. 5.
GENE WILKEY, general manager WCCO Minneapolis, is at St. Mary's
Hospital undergoing series of operations to correct chronic condition of
some years' duration. Will be confined for several weeks but is progressin
well. . . . PARKMAN FREEZOR, commercial department WCAV Nor
folk, Va., father of twins, Frances Lee and Joseph Rankin, Sept. 29
GRAEME ZIMMER, vice president WXGI Richmond, Va., elected to gov
erning board Crusade for Freedom in Virginia. Will work out plans fo
showing of Freedom Bell in state. . . . JUNIUS RALSTON FISHBURN,
salesman Edward Petry, Chicago, and Laura Nickell were married Oct. 7.
RAY A. FURR, managing director WIST (FM) Charlotte, N. C, elected
president Charlotte Sales Executives Club. . . . WILL UNION, commercial manager WVAM Altoona, Pa., father of boy, Michael Burdine.
. . . TOM BARNES, sales manager WDAY Fargo,- N. D., convalescing
at his home after emergency appendectomy last month. After release
from hospital, he contracted pneumonia and was again hospitalized.
BROADCASTING
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Number
Number
Number
Number

of
of
of
of

NETWORK BOXSCORE
programs on four nationwide networks Aug. 31
212
programs starting on networks during Sept
25
programs dropped from networks during Sept
13
programs on four nationwide networks Sept. 30
224
SEPTEMBER ADDITIONS
AGENCY
PROGRAM
NETWORK TIME
Camel Football
William Esty Co.
MBS Appx. 4:30-4:35
Scoreboard
(following
Foot-of
Week) ball Game
The Rod and Gun MBS Thurs., 8:30-8:55
Al Paul Lefton Inc.
Club of the Air
Mark Trail
Kenyon & Eckhardt
5-5:30 p.m.
MBS Mon™Wed.-Fri.,
Sherman &
Challenge of the MBS Mon.-Wed.-Fri.,
Yukon
5:30-6 p.m.
Marquette
Straight Arrow
MBS Tues.-Thurs.,
McCann-Erickson
5-5:30 p.m.
Brorby
Sky King
MBS Tues.-Thurs.,
Needham, Louis &
5:30-5:55 p.m.
Cecil Brown-News MBS Sat., 7:55-8 p.m.
BBDO
way
Dial Dave Garro- NBC Mon.-Fri.,
BeldingCone &
Foote,
12:1512:30 p.m.
People Are Funny NBC Sat., 7:30-8 p.m.
Russell
Co. M. Seeds
Cal Tinney
Knox-Reeves
NBC Mon.-Fri.,
10:45 a.m.10:30Fibber
McGee
&
Molly
Gardner Adv.
NBC Tues., 9:30-10
Blow Co.
The $64 Question NBC Sun., 10-10:30
p.m. 12:45-1
Charles CollingMorey,
Humm &
wood. News; Larry CBS Sun.,
Johnstone
p.m.
Lesueur, News
Sat.,
6:45-7
p.m.
Bill Shadel, News CBS Sun., 11:30-11:35 Moser & Cotins
a.m.
p.m.
ABC
Ginny Simms
Sun., 10-10:15
Silverstein,smith, InGoldc.
Quick as a Flash ABC Tues.-Thurs.,
Cecil & Presbrey
10:30-11
a.m.
p.m.
Edwin C. Hill
ABC Tues.-Thurs.,
Van der Linde
7-7:05 p.m.
Armstrong of SBI ABC Tues.-Thurs.,
Dancer-FitzgeraldSample
7:30-8 p.m.
Leo Burnett
FallstafF's Fables ABC Mon.-Fri., 5:556 p.m. 2:30John B. Kennedy ABC Mon.-Fri.,
Roy Durstine
2:45 p.m.
Edwin C. Hill
ABC Mon.-Fri.,
12:25
Roy Durstine
12:30 p.m.
John B. Kennedy ABC Mon., Thurs.,
Dancer-FitzgeraldSample
10:30-10:35

commercial
commercial
commercial
commercial

SPONSOR
R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co.
Pol Blade Co.
Kellogg Corp.
Quaker Oats Co.
National Biscuit Co.
Derby Foods Inc.
Chamberlain Sales
Corp.
Armour Co.
Brown
& Williamson Tobacco
Corp.
General Mills
Pet Milk Sales Co.
RCA
Richfield Oil Corp.
Animal Foundation
Botany Mills
Block Drug Co.
Dolcin Corp.
General Mills
Mars Inc.
Serutan
Sterling Drug Co.
Sylvania
Prod. Elec.
Trimount Clothes

Game of the Week ABC Sat.,
concl.2 p.m. to
p.m.8:30-8:45
Stop the Music
ABC Sun.,
p.m.
CANCELLATIONS
MBS Sun., 4-4:30 p.m.
NBC Thurs., 9:30-10
NBC Sun., 10-10:30
p.m.
NBC Wed., 8-8:30
p.m.
NBC Sun., 5:30-6 p.m.
p.m. Thurs., Sat.,
NBC Tues.,
11:15-11:30 p.m.
NBC Sun., 10:30-11
ABC Mon.-Fri.,
12:30 p.m.12:25p.m.
ABC Mon.-Wed.-Fri.,
11:45-12 noon
ABC Mon., Wed., Fri.,
2:45-3 p.m.
Tues., Thurs.,
2:30-2:45 p.m.
(Continued on page U5)

SEPTEMBER
Post Cereals Co.
Cassidy
Blatz Brewing Co. Hopalong
Duffy's Tavern
Eversharp Inc.
Take It or Leave It
General Mills
Dangerous
Assignment
Harvest of Stars
International
Harvester
Organized Reserve Mindy Carson
Corps.,
Army Dept. of Sings
Pel Milk Sales
Bob Crosby
Toni Inc.
Carol Douglas
Quick as a Flash
Ton! Co.
Chance of a
Lifetime

Kenyon & Eckhardt
Wm. Weintraub
Young
Rubicam
Kastor, &Farrell,
Chesley
Biow
Co. & CliflFord
Knox-Reeves
McCann-Erickson
Grant Adv.
Gardner Adv.
BeldingCone &
Foote,
BeldingCone &
Foote,
BeldingCone &
Foote,

ELECTRONIC INDEX
'49 Volume Aid Engineers
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING MASTER INDEX 1949. New York: Electronics Research Publishing Co. Inc.
.296 pp. $17.50.
BESIDES electronics engineers,
this volume is of use to any engineer or technician interested in the
application of electronics to his
work or the way in which electronics uses his product.
Subjects are indexed alphabet! Ct
ally. The 1949 edition contains
Greatest professional recording volue on
12,500 references from over 400
the morketl Portable high fidelity reworld-wide publications, U. S.,
corder and amplifier — as !c>k as $499.50
Canadian, and British declassified
documents and U. S. patents. It
also lists over 600 authoritative
subject headings with cumulative
subject cross index covering 194245, 1946, 1947-48 and 1949 editions.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Kepresenled Nalionalty by NBC Spot Sales

A GENERAL ELECTRIC STATION

Serving Albany, Troy, Schenectady, and the Great Northeast

RSHIP— WGY
LISTENE
FIRST daytime
audience and 45%

has 37% more
more nighttime

audience than a combination of the ten top-rated
radio stations in its area.^
IN COVERAGE— WGY

and only WGY

can

cover 1 6 metropolitan markets with one radio
station. WGY reaches 1,247,000^ potential
listeners with over one billion dollars in retail
sales.

received
T— WRGB
NER IMPAC
LISTEcontest
FIRST 103,577^
entries during eleven programs
for one sponsor establishing this contest as one
of the greatest ever held.
IN COVERAGE — WRGB
is now offering
television service to more than 300,000 viewers
. in three states — New York, Vermont and Massachusetts — with an established 86%* set tunein nightly.
1—
28 ——
*—

BMB, 1950
Foil,
HooperCorp.
Survey, 1950
RubenWinter
H. Donnelly
General Electric Opinion Study
Division, 1950
Represented Nalionally by NBC Spot Sofet

A GENERAL

ELECTRIC STATION
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MARVIN SMITH, WKBS
L. I., to announcing staff
stead, L. I.
ROBERT WOOD, CBS
department, to station
partment.

ff Olmsted & Foley
Radio Director says .
KDAL
DOES
KING

air-casters

THE JOB for
MIDAS

FLOUR

-Laird
LOW , UEBEL,
o net-,
in Duluth,
J WINSChicago
to NBC Tatham
Chicag
work advertising and promotion.
Replaces WILLIAM CONNOLLY (see
N.W. Wisconsin and J Front Office).
ERNIE KERNS, promotion director
Upper Michigan
WCSI (FM) Columbus, Ind., named
program director. Succeeds DICK
JEWELL (see Front Office). HAL
ROCHE and JIM GREENFIELD to
station's staff.
BETTY LOU FISHER, BARBARA
BROWN and MARY LOIS WICKES
to continuity department WOAI-AMTV San Antonio, Tex. JOAN BROUSSEAU to film department.
JIM McNAMARA, news editor, KLACAM-TV Los Angeles, named assistant
producer and writer Hollywood on
Television on KLAC - TV. ,JOE
PARKER joins show as producer.
DON SLADE, announcer CKCK Regina, to announcing staff CFPA Port
Arthur, replacing ROY DAHMER,
chief announcer CFPA, who joins
sales staff Lever Bros.

r Says James D. McTighe
I Olmsted & Foley

\l

JANE ANN COCKRELL, in newspaper
work in Chicago, to WFAA-AM-TV
Dallas as assistant publicity director.
WINONA PORTWOOD to WFAA
Dallas sales promotion staff.

WIP ROBINSON III to program manager KNUJ New Ulm, Minn. Wife,
JANE WINDOM, to women's director
KNUJ. Were with WSVA Harrisoni Tiianks for lielping assure our ||
burg, Va. and WWW Fairmont,
W. Va.
{
I client, King iVlidas Flour, an-'> WALLY HUTCHINSON, assistant
other successful year in the
promotion manager of KGO-AM-TV
San Francisco, to Western Division
Northm
and
promotional department NBC HollyDuluth area
wood. GORDON GRANNIS, KGO
% western Wisconsin and Upper ^ sales and promotion, replaces Mr.
Hutchinson. JOHN BURR, Palo Alto
fef
,
.
Times, to promotion department KGOsin-'^
Michigan. To prove 1 am
AM-TV. JAMES HALL, Waldron Adv.,
San Jose, to KGO-TV art department.
cere, I'll beaskingfora heav-;i
RUSSELL BAKER, head of program
production department WOW-AMier schedule in a week or two. *J and
TV Omaha, to KGO-TV San Francisco, as producer-director in charge
of studio telecasts. HARRY HAR^'My client is very pleased with
BER, WKY Oklahoma City, to announcing staff KGO.
\ the population increase shown |
JOHNNY PAUL JONES, summer anin your new BMB. It's surely 1
nouncer CHLO St. Thomas, to CKEY
Toronto
production staff to handle
tuneterrific
the
by
out
borne
teen-age shows.
in in Duluth, of which you i
* FRANCIS HUNT, staff announcer
f
KREL Farmington, Mo., to KSLH St.
I have taken quite a share. ^ Louis.

I Radio Director: ,

JIMMY HEDGE, KSBW Salinas,
Calif., to KDON Santa Cruz, as staff
^
in
sman
sale
s
Mida
King
announcer.
^ The
ly.
rted
Duluth agrees wholehea
JIM DACEY, staff announcer WBNY
Buffalo, N. Y., to WCLI Corning.
1
FERN SHARP, conductor women's
7K9HC(f . . . OH
programs WBNS-AM-TV Columbus,
begins thrice-weekly column for Ohio
State Journal's Good Morning NewsKDAL
paper. Column called "Sharp Comments," title ofshow.
Miss Sharp's WBNSDULUTH -SUPERIOR
TV afternoon
5000 WATTS
ON 610
MARGE CLIFTON, ABC Hollywood,
named production assistant to James
Vandiveer, KECA-TV Hollywood dayPage 44
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time program manager. BOB CHAMBERLAIN, assistant to ABC Hollywood mail room supervisor, named
floor manager for daytime programs.
BRUCE MacDONALD, staff member
WJW Cleveland, named assistant program director. Will
work with Charles
Hunter, program
director.
WILLIAM F.
HILDENBRAND,
program
W B U D director
Trenton,
N. J., to active duty
in Infantry.
Succeeded by BOB
KENT, chief
nouncer. JOHNan-S.
SCHNEIDER, staff
member, replaces
Mr. Kent as chief announcer.
FRANK CROSIAR, sports director
WHOT South Bend, Ind., named program director in addition to present
duties.
GORDON GRAY, freelance announcer,
to KRON-TV San Francisco as announcer director
- producer. CATHERINE M. HUTCHINGS, Pacific national Adv., Seattle, to program department KRON-TV.
JIM CAMPBELL, announcer WBBM
Chicago, resigns to freelance in radioTV.
Mr. MacDonald

G^yra^Otg

Oyster Bay,
WHLI Hempsales service
relations de-

Meurd • • •
JACK WEISENBURGER, football All
American, to sports director WKNK
Muskegon, Mich.
DON WESTON to WNAX Yankton,
S. D., as news reporter. Was with
KGVO Missoula, Mont., and UP.
DICK VAN DYKE to morning news
editor WATL Atlanta. LEE NANCE,
WDMG Douglas, Ga., to news director
WATL. BILL MIM to sportscaster and
disc jockey. Messrs. Van Dyke and
Mim were with now defunct WCON
Atlanta.
LEE TARION, news editor WKMH
Dearborn, Mich., to WHLI Hempstead, L. I., news staff.
CLAIRE WIRTH, ABC special events
department, named assistant to
Michale Roshkind, director of special
events for ABC.
JACK MURPHY, director of remote
shows WPIX (TV) New York, named
sports director.
PHIL FORTMAN, NBC Chicago news
editor since 1942, resigns to live in
Miami. Replaced by JACK CHANCELLOR, Chicago Sun-Times reporter.
AL BERGLUND, KNBC San Francisco,
to news department KFRC same city.
LOWELL THOMAS, CBS commentator, scheduled to address 1950 convention National Assn. of Radio News
Directors in Chicago, Nov. 16-18.

FOR

CUSTOMERS?

Over at WINS we have one
furrier who's used our station for nine
years — the only radio advertising he's
done. He's stayed on this station
because sales have been growing each
year — directly traceable to WINS
through tests made on his program.
Local advertisers are always a good
indication of a station's value,
Buy because they
either get results or they don't stay on.
Call your WINS representative ... see him
when he calls.
WINS
5QKW
New York

WINS
it Sells!

CROSLIY

BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING
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I
Network Boxscore
(Continued from page iS)
September Cancellations Cont.:
SPONSOR
PROGRAM
NETWORK TIME
Richfield Oil Corp. Escape
CBS Fri., 10-10:30
DeSoto-PIymouth
It Pays To Be
CBS Wed., 9-9:30 p.m.
Ignorant
p.m. 10:30-11
Rt^sefield Packing Skippy Hollywood CBS Thurs.,
Co.
Theatre
p.m.
SEPTEMBER ONE-TIMERS
CBS 10 p.m., Sept. 27
Pabst Blue Ribbon Louis-Charles
Beer
William
H. Wise
GetBoxing
More Bout
Out of CBS 2:30-2:45 p.m.,
Co.
Life
Sept. 23

AGENCY
Morey,
Humm &
Johnstone
BBDO

Adveriisement

Young & Rubicam
From

where

Warwick & Legler
Huber Hoge & Sons
jSy Joe

FREC PROGRAMS
Educational Shows Listed
FEDERAL Radio Education Committee, in keeping with its policy
for the past five years, has announced its list of radio programs
which have been selected on "a
broad educational basis, involving
the following main three considerations: Educational significance,
program quality and instructional
adaptability."
The list was prepared by Mrs.
Gertrude G. Broderick, radio edujcation specialist, Office of Educajtion, and FREC secretary. Proigrams are divided into Sunday,
1Monday-Friday, and Saturday
jgroupings. FREC pointed out that
inews programs, despite their recjognized educational value, are not
ilisted because they are so numer|ous.

NAME

Here in one state is an economy
soundly balanced between agriculture and industry — a market with more people with more
money to spend on their unfulfilled needs than ever before.
44 daily and 156 weekly newspapers, 85 radio stations and 2
television stations blanket this
market of over 4 million people, with money to spend.

Marsh

WHITNEY

Is KFI General Manager
GEORGE WHITNEY, for the past
year general sales manager of Don
Lee Broadcasting System, rejoins
Earle C. Anthony Inc., as general
manager of KFI-AM-TV Los Angeles, effective Nov. 1, Mr. Anthony
announced last
week.
Mr. Whitney
succeeds William
B. Ryan who resigned several
months ago to bec o m e general
manager of NAB
in Washington.
Mr. Whitney
originally
joined
Mr. Whitney
KFI in 1937 as
account executive, coming from
KFRC San Francisco where he was
musical director. He was KFI
business manager in 1947, resigning to become partner and Los Angeles manager of Harrington,
Whitney & Hurst Inc., now Harrington-Richards. He left that
agency in August 1949 to join Don
Lee Broadcasting System.

'NOISE METER'
May Aid Radio-TV Signals

THAN ANY OF THE 12 STATES
IN THE RICH GROWING
SOUTHEASTERN MARKET

I sit

A "NOISE METER" capable of
measuring and reducing unintentional Interference or radiations of
electric fans or shavers on radio
and television sets has been perfected by the Army Signal Corps
Labs, Fort Monmouth, N. J.
Earlier models of the meter, on
which the Signal Corps has worked
for 10 years, covered frequencies
used primarily for AM radio signals, the Corps noted. But the new
meter has a "greatly expanded"
frequency range with practical application for FM radio signals,
television, facsimile, radar and
radioteletype.
Army scientists pointed out that
the distance now reached by a
television station probably could
be increased by reducing the manmade interference in the fringe
area.
KNIGHT Vacuum Tube Voltmeter kit
(VTVM) announced by Allied Radio
Corp., Chicago. Kit has 30 ranges and
' may Ije used as test instrument.
ecasting

I Have

''Close

A

Squeak''!

Spent last Saturday morning wandering all over the house. Wherever I
went — upstairs or down — / kept hearing a "squeak.'" Couldn't find out
where it was coming from until noontime when the missus came home from
her weekly shopping.
"Listen," I says to her, "hear that
squeak?" I started quiet-like across
the kitchen and there it went again!
"Joe Marsh," she laughs, "that is
nothing but your suspender clips rubbing back and forth when you walk!"
And darned if it wasn't!
From where I sit, I'd been letting a
little thing become a serious problem.
Like some little difference of opinion
or taste will start off a great big argument. Imay prefer a temperate glass
of beer with my dinner — while the
missus likes tea — but we figure that no
two people have exactly the same likes
and dislikes. So, why get all "het up"
about it?
The moral is, check your suspenders
— and check your temper
comes to little things.

when

it

Copyright, 1950, United States Brewers Foundation
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A BIG PmS

FROM

WIBG

fCC

actions
OCTOBER

^jl'

6 TO OCTOBER

12

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-efifective radiated power
N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl. -unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.

Car Cards ... Big eye-catching posters publicizing WIBG programs — wiih
sponsor credit — appear regularly
throughout the year on street cars
covering the city.

Billboards . . . Over the entire area
of the Philadelphia Market, hardhitting, colorful 24-Sheet Posters promote WIBG features.
DIRECT MAJL

Direct Mail . . . Attractive, v/ell-designed broadsides go out regularly
to selected deoler lists, spotlighting a
specific sponsor's campaign and urging aggressive store cooperation.
ON WIBG YOUR CLIENTS GET
A BIG BONUS OF VIGOROUS
SPONSOR-PROMOTION!

DIAL

990

10,000 WATTS
PHILADELPHIA'S
MOST POWERFUL
INDEPENDENT
REPRESENTED BY
ADAM
Page 46
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Ostober 6 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Hearing Designated
WCLI
Corning,
N. Y. —onDesignated
for
hearing at Washington
Jan. 2, 1951,
application for mod. license to change
from 1540 to 1450 kc, 250 w and hours
from D to unl.
David M. Baltimore and WQAN
Scranton, Pa.; Radio Pittston FM and
Television Co., Pittston, Pa. — Designated hearing at Washington on Jan. 2,
1951. mutually exclusive applications of
Baltimore and Radio Pittston for new
stations,
and WQAN
to change
facilities, all seeking
to operate
unl. time
on
1450 kc, 250 w.
KGAR Garden City, Kan.; KLMR Lamar, Col.;
Lincoln, hearing
Neb.— Des-at
ignatedKFNF
for consolidated
Washington on Jan. 3. 1951, applications
for changes in facilities: KGAR from
1050 to 920 kc with continued power of
1 kw D; KLMR from 1340 kc, 250 w unl.,
to 920 kc, 500 w-N, 1 kw-D, DA-N; and
KFNF on 920 kc to move from Shenandoah, la., to Lincoln, Neb.; made KPOF
Denver,spect to party
with reKLMR toandproceeding
KJSK Columbus,
Neb., a party with respect to KFNF.
Hirsch Communications Engineering
Corp., Sparta, 111.; Cape County Bcstg.
Co., Cape Girardeau, Mo. — Designated
for consolidated hearing at Washington
on Jan. 3, 1951, mutually exclusive applications for new stations on 1230 kc.
250 w unl.
Authority Extended
Burns Ave. Baptist Church, DetroitAuthority to transmit religious programs to CKLW Windsor, Ont., extended for one year from Oct. 10.
Extension Granted
WGST-FMplication forAtlanta,
Granted ap-of
mod. CP Ga.—
for extension
time in which to complete 50 kw construction, on condition that application
for mod. CP specifying 10 kw interim
facilities be filed within 60 days.
KVOB-FM Alexandria, La.— Granted
extension of time to Dec. 15, 1950, as
final authorization to remain silent.
Multiplex Development Corp., New
York— Granted 60-day extension of authority to operate a developmental station KE2XKH for further testing of
"multicasting,"
multiplexing. system of FM broadcast
Renewal Granted
WNEX Macon, Ga.— Granted renewal
of license for regular period.
WSBT South Bend, Ind.— Same.
October 9 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1440 kc
WSFA Montgomery, Ala.— CP AM
station to change from 1440 kc 1 kw unl.
DA-N to 1440 kc 5 kw-D 1 kw-N DA-N.
AM— 990 kc
KTRM Beaumont, Tex.— CP AM station to change from 990 kc 1 kw unl.
DA-1 to 990 kc 5 kw-D 1 kw-N DA-1.
Modification of License
KGVL
Greenville, Tex.— Mod. lition. cense AM station to change studio locaLicense for CP
License for CP new AM station:
WATG Ashland, Ohio; KPA Raymond,
Wash.; WIEL Elizabethtown. Ky.
License Renewal
WLOSnewal Asheville,
AM station. N. C— License reModification of CP
Mod. CP new FM station for exten-

sion of completion date : WELI-FM New
Haven, Conn.- WBGE-FM Atlanta, Ga.;
WOOK-FM
SilverMass.
Spring. Md.; WSFLFM Springfield,
License Renewal
Request
license
renewal
station: for
WABB-FM
Mobile,
Ala.;FMWOLFM Washington; WCVS-FM Springfield, 111.; WIKY-FM Evansville, Ind.;
WOC-FM Davenport, la.; WTSV-FM
Claremont, N. H.; WFIN-FM Findlay,
Ohio; KSEO-FM Durant, Okla.; KMUS.;
Muskogee,
mond. Va. Okla.; WRNL-FM RichLicense for CP
WFIU
Bloomington,
Ind, —FM
License
for
CP new noncommercial
station.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
Aiken, S. C. — Interstate Bcstg. Co.
DISMISSED
for new
AM station 990Oct.kc 91 appUcation
kw D.
October 10 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
WLBG Laurens, S. C— Granted refor involuntary
transfer
control quest
of licensee
corp. from
Johnof WeUs
Todd, deceased, to J. W. Todd III and
Richard Todd, Executors of the Estate
of John Wells Todd, deceased.
Monett, 990
Mo. kc,
— Granted
newKRMO
AM station;
250 w D.license
KCHJ Delano, Calif. — Granted mod.
CP fortion, approval
trans, locaand specify ant.
studioandlocation.
WTSL Hanover, N. H. — Granted mod.
CP for approval ant., trans, and studio
locations.
Following
granted mod.
extension of completion
datesCPsas for
shown
WCHF New Orleans, La., to 8-1-51
KWBB
Wichita, Kan., to 12-15-50
KACE Dallas, Tex., to 4-1-51; WCOHFM Newnan, Ga., to 1-1-51; WGAL-FM
Lancaster, Pa., to 5-1-51; WHO-FM
Davenport, Iowa, to 1-1-51; WSM-TV
Nashville, Tenn.. to 11-6-50; WKZO-TV
Kalamazoo, Mich., to 4-24-51; KVOL Lafayette, La., to 12-23-50, cond.; KFUOFM Clayton, Mo., to 3-24-51: KFI-FM
Los Angeles, to 4-16-51; KOMA-FM
Oklahoma
City. Okla., to 1-1-51;
WLAN-FM Lancaster, Pa., to 4-13-51.
WHLBcense install,
Virginia,
Minn. — Granted linew trans.
KERB Kermit, Tex. — Granted assign-

iliSWM
JO PL I N, M O.

ment of license to Radio Station KERE
Inc.KFAR Fairbanks; KENI Anchorage
Alaska — Granted involuntary transfe;
of control of licensee corp. from A. E
Lathrop. deceased, to Sydney C. Haynor, Edward F. Medley, Harry J. Hii;
and Mirian L. Dickey, executors oi
the Estate of A. E. Lathrop, deceased
Richard Field Lewis Jr., Winchester.
Va. — Granted license new remote pickKFTV
Paris, Tex.— Granted voluntary
up KIC-286.
assignment
of CP from Cecil Hardy,
Charles L.' Cain, Merl Saxon, O. E.
Smith and J. T. Smith, partnership
d/b as Lamar County Bcstg. Co. to new
corp.,
Lamar Bcstg.
Bcstg. Station
Co.
Radiophone
WOPI Inc.,
Bristol, Tenn. — Granted CP for new
remote
KA-7739. Fla.— Granted
WBRD pickup
Ft. Lauderdale,
license new AM station and specify
studio location 1580 kc 250 w D.
KTUL Tulsa, Okla.— Granted Ucense
for new FM station 97.1 mc; 1.25 kw
90 ft.
National Bcstg. Co., Los Angeles,
Calif.— Granted mod. CP KA-6713 to
delete frequency 152.99 mc.
WHOU Houlton, Me.— Granted mod.
CP for approval ant. and trans, location, and specify studio location.
KCRE— Crescent City, Calif.—Granted
mod.
CP locations
for approval
ant., trans,
-and studio
and ofchange
type
trans.
Cecil W. Roberts, ChilUcothe, Mo. —
Granted mod. CP KA-7405 to change
power from 10 w to 40 w and change
equipment of remote pickup.
KPQ CP Wenatchee,
Wash.of —completion
Granted
mod.
for extension
date
12-1-50.& Martha Murray, ExecIda toMurray
utrixes of the Estate of James J. Murray, Lewisburg, Tenn. — Granted mod.
CP KA-5776 for extension of completion date to 12-9-50.
KTOk-FM
Oklahoma City, Okla. —
Granted mod. CP for extension of com4-15-51. pletion date to 3-15-51.
WAUX-FM Waukesha, Wis.— Same to
KWED power
Seguin, and
Tex.—
Granted
increase
install
new license
trans.;
1580 kc 1 kw D.
WRCO Richland Wis. — Granted license install, new trans, and authority to identify
Richland
Center, station
Wis. as located at
KNEAcense newJonesboro,
GrantedmainliAM station Ark.
and —specify
studio location; 970 kc, 1 kw D.
KFDR
Grand
Wash.—1400
Granted license
new Coulee,
AM station;
kc,
250 w, unl.
KDMScense newElAMDorado,
stationArk.—
and Granted
install newlitrans 1290 kc, 1 kw, D.
KJAN Atlantic, la. — Granted license
new AM station; 1220 kc, 250 w, D.
KXYZ-FM Houston, Tex.— Granted
license new FM station, 96.5 mc, 14 kw,
ant. 440 ft.
Defiance, Bryan, Paulding Bcstg. Co.,
Defiance, Ohio — Granted request to
cancel CP for new remote pickup KA5354.
A. S. CPAbell
Md.—
Granted
and Co.,
licenseBaltimore,
for new remote
pickup
A. S.KGA-321.
Abell Co., Baltimore, Md. —
Granted CPs and Licenses for new remote pickups KA-3478-9, KA-7712, KA6575.
KIEM Eureka, Calif.— Granted license
increaseandpower,
new
trans,
make install
changes DA-1
in ground

REACfil^446.60d
PERSONS WHO SPEND...
ANNUALLY
$285,55QObO
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/

KSWM
Kansas Cityt^t. LouiS

Jopiin '

KSWM

* This map shows airline
miles to nearest metropoliton centers, asuring unduplicated CBS service to the
KSWM audience.
Now in its fifth year of service,
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.
Austin A. Harrison, President

C BS
in JO
PLI
N,
MO.
Nationally Represented by WILLIAM G. EAMBEAU CO. ,
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svstem, 1480 kc, 5 kw. DA-1, unl.
N. change
H.— Granted
IICP'WTSV
install Claremont,
new trans, and
main
I studio location; change trans, location,
WSRS Inc., Cleveland Heights, Ohio
I—7713.
Granted CP new remote pickup KA! VVARA Attleboro, Mass. — Granted
Imod. CP to change name of permittee
Ito Attleboro Radio Assoc. Inc.
ICPKWHP
Gushing,ant.,
Okla.—
Granted
mod.
for approval
trans,
and studio
Ilocations, and change type trans.
!
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Frieda B. Hennock
Blake Bcstg. Co., Memphis, Tex. —
(Granted petition for leave to amend
I application so as to specify 1 kw in
lieu of 250 w. and for removal of appliI cation, as amended, from hearing
'docket.
' WFLB Fayetteville, N. C. — Granted
IIdismissal
without prejudice of application.
The First Congregational Church of
iHackensack,
N. J. — Granted
accept late appearance
and petition
brief andto
I requestment intoproceeding
participatere inJoint
OralPetition
Arguof Radio Commission of the Southern
IBaptist Convention and Executive
ji Board
Baptist and General Conventionof oftheTexas.
KVOL Lafayette, La. — ^Dismissed as
: moot petition to advance hearing from
I Jan. 10. 1951, to Nov. 15, in proceeding
I re application; by calendar released
9-21-50.
Nov.
20. hearing was advanced to
1 KULP El Campo, Tex. — Dismissed as
I moot petition to advance hearing date
^from Jan. 8, 1951, to as early a time as
is convenient to Commission, in proce ding re application; bj' calendar rej|!to
leased
hearing was advanced
Nov. 9-21-50,
16.
•j By Examiner H. B. Hutchison
' WCAW Charleston, W. Va. — Granted
motion and supplement requesting
order authorizing taking of depositions
of certain witnesses in proceeding re
. application. and that of WGKV
Charleston, W. Va.
By Examiner EUzabeth C. Smith
KSMI Wewoka,
Granted con-re
tinuance of hearingOkla.in — oroceedtng
application
and
that
of
KWHK
Hutchison, Kan., from Oct. 23 at Hutchison,
Kan., to Nov. 27 in Hutchison, and Nov.
29 in Wewoka, Okla.
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
WTOD
Toledo,in Ohio—
petition of WTOD
whichGranted
The Toledo
Blade Co.. Toledo. Ohio, joins, for
continuance of further hearing from
Oct. 23 to Nov. 27 in Washington, D. C,
in proceeding re docket. Further ordered that time within which amendments to respective applications involved in this proceeding may be filed
is extended to Nov. 7.
October 10 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
li
Modification of CP
WJFR Caguas, P. R.— Mod. CP new
AM
date. station for extension of completion
License for CP
KROX Crookston, Minn. — -License for
CP to change frequency etc., install
DA-N.
forWROV-FM
CP new FMRoanoke,
station. Va. — License
'
License Renewal
Request for license renewal FM station: WMAQ-FM Chicago; WE AW
Evanston, 111.; WFJS Freeport, 111.;
WTRC-FM Elkhart, Ind.; WTAM-FM
Cleveland; WCAC Anderson, S. C.
APPLICATION RETURNED
KVON
Napa, CaUf. — RETURNED
' Oct. 10 request for license renewal.
FOOTBALL PANEL
Radiomen Talk Promotion

DEFENSE
RCA

RADIO

To Equip Philadelphia

AS A STEP in its civil defense
planning, the City of Philadelphia
has contracted with RCA for equipment to set up two 250 w "headquarters" stations and install 150
mobile two-way FM radio units for
its Fire Dept. vehicles, it was announced jointly last week by the
city's electrical bureau and W. W.
Watts, RCA Engineering Products
Dept. vice president.
One of the stations, with an antenna mounted atop the Penn
statue, will be set up in City Hall.
The other, for which a 250-ft. antenna is being erected, will be
housed along with radio repair facilities at 46th and Market Sts. in
West Philadelphia. In addition to
two 250 w transmitters, each station will have six receivers, two
custom-built consoles and a special
switching device to permit control
of all transmitters and receivers
from either or both stations.
The fire department equipment
includes 150 complete 30 w high
frequency FM transmitter and receiver units. Plans were approved
by the Philadelphia Defense Council. Delivery is scheduled to begin
this month with completion of the
contract by the end of the year.
BOMB

BOOKLET
Stations To Distribute

A BOOKLET titled "The Atom
Bomb,
Your ofSurvival,"
dealing
with theandeffects
atomic warfare
and how best to protect oneself, is
being distributed, principally
through radio and television stations, by American Radio Publications Inc., Peoria, 111.
The booklet includes pictures of
various types of atomic explosions
with diagrams explaining the extent of damage caused by each;
several pages devoted to civil defense activities on both the local
and national levels, and explanations of various types of bomb
shelters with lists of useful equipment for protective purposes. The
firm announced that one station in
each city will be given exclusive
distribution rights for the booklet
which is priced at a nominal sum.
BENEFIT show produced by RadioTelevision Industry Committee of Sister Kenny Fund at Paramount
Theatre, N. Y., raised cash sum of
?34,080.
co-sponsor Pacific Coast Conference
football telecasts; Walter H. Hadlich,
vice president and promotion manager,
Walter McCreery Inc., Hoffman agency;
Richard C. Francis, vice president and
Pacific Coast manager, Campbell-Ewald
Co., agency for Chevrolet Dealers Assn.
of Southern California, co-sponsors
with Hoffman of UCLA and USC home
games on KTTV Los Angeles and
KFMB-TV San Diego; Frank Casey, producer of football broadcasts. Tidewater
Associated Oil Co., sponsor of Pacific
Coast Conference and other ball games
on MBS,
NBCH. and
independents. William
Sener,several
manager
KUSC
(FM)
Los
Angeles
is
the
meeting
chairman.

AGENCY men and football sponsor representatives will make up a
panel discussion of "College Football: Promotion For and With It"
today (Monday), at a special
•'Football Day" session of the Hollywood Advertising Club, Roosevelt Hotel.
Participating are:
Donald E. Larson, advertising manager, Hoffman Radio & Television Corp..
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areas and county statistics. Text
inside brochure comments on local
industries.

programs
BETWEEN

w

COMMERCIALS
BY
KAY
V MULVILHILL
KPIX opened the
fall season with a
7-day schedule of
video headliners, including the cream of
CBS and DuMont features,
football, wrestling, boxing, and an eye-catching
lineup of local shows.
FOOTBALL: Under
sponsorship of Hoffman
Televison, KPIX is lensing seven University of
California home games
and one Stanford. Grid
fans have been quick to
acclaim the fine work of
the remote crew, with special credits going to director Forrester Mashbir and
zoomar lens man, Dick
Speece.
Via micro-wave, KPIX
is sending the Cal-Penn
(first West Coast sponsored network TV show)
and Cal-UCLA games to
Los Angeles, and receiving the USC-Notre Dame
game.
KSFO (AM) has eleven
Pacific Conference games
scheduled for Tidewater
Associated Oil.
Last month's Saints'
and Sinners' simulcast on
KSFO and KPIX netted
$10,000 for the organization's milk fund drive in a
two hour Public Service
program. Returns far exceeded expectations and
to date surpass any other
local charity effort.
IN THE AFTERNOON:
Heading for matinee lead
is KPIX Kitchen, (Wed.,
Thurs., Fri., 1:30). Star
Faye Stewart, who has
aired her daily show on
KSFO for seven years,
shows budget -wise housewives how to add sparkle
to meals, and sales-wise
sponsors how to glean results from participations.
.hour
. . Delshow
Courtney,
who's on3
is seen
KPIX 4-days-a-week, continues to prove he's Northern California's top TV
salesman.

Represented'by The KqIz Agency, Inc.

Represented by Wm. G. Rambeau Co.
SAN
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promotion

ANNIVERSARY

CELEBRATION

KFVD
INTERNATIONAL PROMOTION
KURV-AM-FM Edinburg, Tex.
Manager Allan Dale suggested
Edinburg Chamber of Commerce
send bale of their finest long staple
cotton to new English princess,
Anne, whose father is Duke of
Edinburgh. Idea, costing less than
$300, resulted in use of story by
hundreds of radio stations and
newspapers in U. S. and abroad.
SERIES COLOR
• • •
WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia took full
advantage of color and excitement
attendant on World Series games
held in city. Cameras were set up
outside Shibe Park and telecasts
began at 9 a.m. showing program
hackers, police preparing for traffic
rush and early fans on scene. Two
programs each hour were aired
until 12:80 p.m., when 15 minute
pre-game show sponsored by DeSoto-Plymouth was picked up.
Games themselves were telecast in
afternoon.
ANNIVERSARY REPORT • •
WUOM (FM) Michigan U. distributing 25th annual report of
school's broadcasting service.
Thirteen chapters range from
chronological history of WUOM
service to forecast of future programs.
SLOGAN CONTEST
• • •
CBS-TV What's My Line? 10:3011 p.m.. Sun., Jules Montenier Inc.,
Chicago (Stopette deodorant).
Firm offering $1,000 in cash or
trip to New York and coat-suit
ensemble designed by Schiaparelli
to winner of contest. Best conclusion to sentence, "I like Stopette
spray deodorant better than any
other deodorant because . . ." wins
weekly award.
SPONSOR HELP
• • •
WABF (FM) New York sends
letter to trade explaining it has
sponsor whose product is superior
and who is close to station on cultural plane. Sponsor is Seven Arts
Book Society. Enclosed with letter are folders from club explaining membership terms and illustrating selections.
LECTURE SERIES
• • •
WIBW Topeka, Kan., The World
in Crisis, Wed., 9 p.m.. Lectures
are tape-recorded editions of series explaining events leading to
present international crisis, given
at U. of Kansas. All lectures are
given by authorities on their topics,
and include faculty members as
well as guests.
ADVERTISED SPOTS • • •
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee. Fellenz Coal
and Dock Co., same city, sponsors
spots on station featuring three

puppets. Spots are promoted in
quarter-page newspaper ads, showing puppets
see them
on and
TV. urging readers to
PUBLIC SERIES • • •
WCAU-TV Philadelphia cooperated
with RCA Victor to present World
Series on 7x9 foot screen. Tent
was erected with two screens inside and additional loudspeakers
hooked up outside for benefit
of those who had to stand in line
for admission to tent. Station
claims 10,000 citizens saw or heard
series through this promotion.
****★★★
PERSONAL REQUESTS
WAVZ New Haven, Conn.,
Yours By Request. Disc
Jockey John Mariani utilizes
new twist on afternoon music
show. Traveling by jeep, Mr.
Mariani wanders from school
to school, talking to students
during recesses, and tape recording their requests for
music. Show is made up of
numbers asked for, and by
careful editing of tape, continuity consists exclusively of
voices of students.
★ *★★★**
DARKROOM TV
WSYR-TV Syracuse, N. Y., gave
added touch of realism on Watch
the Birdie program when Bill
Crampton, star of show, printed
picture during telecast. Studio
lights switched out while printing
was demonstrated under "safe"
lights. Lights were bright enough
to make whole process clear on TV
screens. Future use of situation
for making enlargement planned.
BOOKLET WELCOMES
• #
YOUNG & RUBICAM stocks its
reception rooms with four-color
brochure entitled ". . . in a few
moments," for perusal by persons
waiting to see someone. Brochure
welcomes visitor, whether client,
job-hunter or friend of employe,
and explains
agency's attempts to
make
visit comfortable.
STRIKE COVERAGE

•

•

•

WWSW

and KQV Pittsburgh augmented news operations during
recent strike of mail-room employes
of local newspapers. WWSW increased its news staff with hiring
of six additional writers and reporters, and newscasts were doubled over station. KQV expanded
its staff with reporters from struck
papers and added eight newscasts.
KRIC BROCHURE
• • •
KRIC Beaumont, Tex., issues to
trade new brochure and coverage
map. Included are market data for
primary and secondary coverage

Los Angeles aired celebration which took place among
500,000 L. A. residents of Mexican
descent on occasion of 140th anniversary ofMexico's independence.
Gov. Warren was interviewed by
Eddie Rodriguez, KFVD public
affairs announcer, and program
was transcribed for re-broadcast
over various Californian and Mexican stations.
f

DOODLER'S

DELIGHT

#

#

WHIO-TV Dayton distributing
unique promotion in its coverage
area. One-thousand "Doodle Pencils," which write in four different
colors, have been given local citizens. Compliments of station are
printed on each pencil.
SCHOOL SHOW
• • •
KHJ Hollywood, Know Your
Schools, Sat. 7-7:30 p.m. Public
service program produced by L. A.
City College Workshop aiming to
explain workings of L. A. educational system. Features panel discussions by various faculty members of local schools on educational
policies and problems. School
orchestras and choral groups also
featured. Program presented under
cooperation of station and Pacific
Mutual Life Insurance Co., L. A.
Adele Ulman of College Workshop
directs.
BIRTHDAY

BROCHURE

#

#

OLMSTED & FOLEY, Minneapolis, distributes booklet to trade on
occasion of firm's 25th anniversary.
Well-illustrated eight pages tell
story of agency's services and personnel. List of long-term clients
and
back. agency services are carried on

KVER

KIT

•

•

•

KVER

Albuquerque, N. M., distributing promotion kit to timebuyers. Kit shows chart of recent
Hooper survey. Promotion also includes folder containing letter
opener in form of girl. Folder
states, ". . . As she opens your
mail, let her serve to remind you
of us. . . . She's a swell girl."

Elect Hawkins

]

FRANKLYN R. HAWKINS, ad-^
vertising manager of LibbeyOwens-Ford Glass Co., Toledo, was
elected governor of fifth district,
Advertising Federation of America, at the atAFA
district's
annual
conference
Columbus,
Ohio,
Oct.
7. Elected lieutenant governors
were William T. Owens, director of
public relations. The Girdler Corp.,
Louisville, and Mrs. Frank D.
Walker, president. Walker Research Service, Indianapolis. Dorothy Coon, of La Salle & Koch Co.,
Toledo, was elected secretary.
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CURRENT

TO

GUIDE

EVERYDAY

YOUR

SONG

HITS

THE Deejay g faces a daily challenge
of providin the best in recorded
musical entertainment.
To help meet that challenge BMI issues its monthly " Pin Up" sheet of
BMI-licensed songs which can honestly be classed as Hit Tunes.
Most broadcasting stations keep the
BMI "Pin Up" sheets prominently
posted as a convenient reference. //
you'd like your own personal copy
write to BMI — Promotion Department.
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I
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New York • Chicago

IXC.
19,
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Hollywood • Toronto
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editorial
Neck

in a

»^
Noose

EVERY SO OFTEN, the usually reliable
spokesman for the newspaper mdustry —
Editor & Publisher — rears back to the dark
ages and lets fly at radio. We recall the days
when it espoused government ownership but
that crusade evaporated as more and more
newspapers, convinced that they couldn't lick
radio, joined it.
Last week, E&P's editors had hot flashes
back to those turbulent '30s. "Radio and television," itsays in plain black and white, . ,
are purely entertainment media and not sales
media. Furthermore, their messages are fleeting— they have no permanency — as in newspapers."
Tut, tut, E&P. You should know better. Or
haven't you seen any surveys lately, notably
those about afternoon newspaper readership in
TV markets? Or those on radio tune-in? Or
the figures on radio and TV receiver sales?
There's more to this vitriolic diatrible. E&P
takes to task those national advertisers "making lavish expenditures" in a new medium like
TV, and suggests they look around them to see
what goes on. WJien TV broadcasters want to
increase audience, asks E&P, "do they buy time
on the radio or space in magazines?" Talking
to itself, the journal says they do not — they
use the local newspaper.
Oops! Wrong again. Sure they use newspaper space, when they can afford it, but they
also use station breaks. Moreover, some of the
networks and stations use national magazines
— again when they can afford them.
Then this hay-maker: "Do the manufacturers of television and radio sets have any faith
in the gadgets (italics ours) they produce. They
do not! They use newspapers predominantly
to sell sets."
Now there we have the spokesman of the
newspapers not only biting the hand that helps
feed it, but practcially nipping it off at the
elbow.
Is a $300
receiver
? TV set a "gadget"? Or a $50 radio
That word "predominantly" almost saved
them. We'll skip the multi-millions spent by
the radio-TV manufacturers on radio and TV.
And we'll agree with E&P that these manufacturers, who live by virtue of what the radio
and TV broadcasters put on the air, should be
spending more of their money on radio and TV.
That's the drum we've been beating for years.
Why they do not probably can be ascribed
to inertia and the fact that most of the advertising men in the manufacturing field came
from the printed media. It's easier to whip out
a layout and a plate than to produce a program for a fastidious audience. There are no
ratings to contend with. But then the radio
results are five times as good at considerably
less cost (aside to E&P: See ARBI Survey,
Tulsa, Broadcasting, Sept. 25, page 62).
E&P goes into a tizzy about magazines, too.
It avers they use newspapers rather than radio
to sell subscriptions. We wonder what all the
magazine campaigns now on the air are selling ? Last year publishing houses spent $3 million in national radio time alone.
Perhaps we should ignore these hallucinations. We feel, however, we would be remiss if
we didn't recall that radio displaced the printed media as the primary source of news during
World War II.
Anybody seen yesterday's newspaper? Or
would you rather listen to tomorrow's news
today?
Page 50
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FCC's TV Blue Book?
THE SPECTACULAR emergence of TV, unmolested by undue government interference,
may have reached the end of the regulatory
road. The hard rocks stage is here. While the
FCC's decision adopting CBS standards for
color has hit the headlines, the potentially sinister development reposes in the innocent-appearing rule-making proposal for equalization of
competition among the four networks in TV.
As for the color ruling, only time will tell —
and possibly the outcome of indicated litigation. The FCC had no alternative in jettisoning
bracket standards now. And the war situation
is such that manufacturers, even if they were
so minded, might not be able to convert to
color because of shortages. So the color monkey
is on the FCC's back.
Manufacturers probably will be disposed to
see what the telecasters do — and what the FCC
may conjure up to "encourage" color. Would it
go so far as to give preference, on original proceedings or renewals, to those who commit on
color?
It is the network pitch that embodies the portents of a TV "Blue Book." Time was when a
man invested his capital and his skill at his
own risk. If he won, he was applauded as an
example of what can happen in this, the land of
opportunity. Ford, Rockefeller the elder, Carnegie and Sarnoff are examples.
Has that opportunity been erased by the
hands of time? The rules are aimed primarily
at NBC, first and strongest in the field, and
secondarily at CBS. The rules would be "temporary" until such time as there are sufficient
TV stations in major markets to accommodate
all four of the existing TV networks. But
what if there are five or six, or a dozen TV networks?
RCA, parent of NBC, did much to pioneer
TV in all of its phases. It invested many millions before it derived a single net dollar. NBC
went deeply into the red on TV before it turned
the corner. It has far from written off its investment.
NBC achieved its position in TV by virtue
of having been "fustest with the mostest."
It acquired five owned-aud-operated stations of
its own, as did ABC. DuMont, likewise, went
in early, but found itself inadvertently embroiled in FCC litigation because of Paramount's ownership of a minority of its stock.
CBS, originally casting its lot on color, did not
seek the five TV station maximum, and wound
up with only one full ownership, to date.
Yet CBS ranks No. 2 in TV affiliates' time
through astute programming and selling. It
wrested first place in AM programming by
buying and building top shows. It was a competitive fight. It risked its capital and it won.
The FCC bases its proposed "temporary"
action on the freeze of TV allocations, invoked
two years ago. It was to have been a "temporary" freeze, too — of six months duration.
The FCC, as almost always, cloaks its action
as one that would benefit the public. Actually,
however, it would penalize the public, since stations, in one-, two- and three-station markets
would be unable to program in the manner
they deem best.
TV stations derive vastly more income from
local and national spot TV schedules than from
the networks, which pay roughly 25% to 30%
of rate card. They have elected to select from
the various network offerings in their efforts
to give their audiences the pick of the programs available.
The FCC in our view, ventures upon forbidden ground. In the end result, it must
interfere with the right of stations to program
as they see fit. The FCC has not thought this
matter through. If it has, then there's mischief
lurking somewhere.

our respects to:

EDWARD

PETRY

SPOT
too many
ago broadcasting,
a hit-or-miss notbusiness
with years
few
standards and little stature in the advei-tising world, is now among the biggest and
most respected elements of radio and television. The man who more than any other
led spot to its present levels of respectability
and sound economics is Edward Petry, founder
and president of the exclusive station representative firm that bears his name.
At the time that Mr. Petry organized Edward Petry & Co. Inc., March 15, 1932, most
national and regional spot radio time was
sold through time brokers in circumstances
that were almost anarchial. In the absence of
a system of exclusive representation, many
stations were obliged to sell their time through
brokers who might also represent their competitors. Time sales were subject to haggling
and price cutting, and as a result rates varied
(Continued on 'page 56 )

Static

and Snow^
By AWFREY QUINCY

WORLD Series announcer's trivia: "All that's
left for tomorrow's* game
* * is standing room
Pre-game color: "They both exulted and
*
were glad." What *a *letdown!
seats."
It is to laugh: An agency big shot now complains about the mess in audience research
and lists 14 firms, all busily engaged in researching. Brother, that's just us chickens
coming home to roost!
^ ^
Several friends have told us and we think
that everyone should know that a disc jockey
is one who lives on *spins
* *and needles.
Two denizens of the Pacific Coast who are
among our favorite people are Lew Weiss
and Sid Strotz. Both recently resigned after
some 20 years service, respectively, with Don
Lee and NBC. We suspect that there may
be some connection and that these two will
suddenly pop up as a new television comedy
team. toIf determine
they do, we'll
bet there's
an awful
hassle
who plays
it straight
and
who gets the laugh lines. Either could handle
either.
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WANT

THOSE

DALLAS

DOLLARS?

THEN

BUY

KNOWMANSHIP!

Follow the lead of the Big Three retail
stores in Dallas — Sanger Brothers,
A. Harris, and T itche-Goettiugerl
Seeing is Believing and Selling is simple, when you
hoose WFAA-TV

to tell your sales

story and demonstrate your product!
Three examples of WFAA

Knowmanship —

• Sanger Brothers, "Webster Webfoot"
• A. Harris, "Harris' Riverside 375 5"

• Titche-Goettinger,

CHANNEL

"Afternoon at Titche's"

EIGHT

TELEVISION SERVICE OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS
MARTIN

B. CAMPBELL, General Matiager

Network Affiliations — NBC, ABC, DuMont, Paramount
Represented Nationally by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
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On All Accounts
(Continued from page 10)
the public off its feet. He believes
in using plain homespun common
sense advertising. He says the
talent may be the best in the world,
but if the commercial copy isn't
just right the sponsor's money is
wasted — it's the commercial that
counts.
Dan's college career was disrupted by his early enlistment in
World War I, but he managed to
continue his education by taking
special and extension courses in law
and teaching.
On the romantic side, Dan was
married
Valentine's
Dayhave
in 1926.
Dan and onFrances
Rivkin
two
children, Barbara, 19, and Dan Jr.,
12. Although press of other business has made it necessary for Dan
to neglect his club and fraternity
affiliations, he finds time to indulge
his hobbies of salt water fishing
and gardening, and another hobby
or perhaps diversion — he likes to
listen to crime stories on the radio.
Eells Petition
BRUCE EELLS & Assoc., Los Angeles programming and production
firm, filed a petition of bankruptcy
Sept. 20 in U. S. District Court, Los
Angeles. Approving the petition,
the court set Nov. 10 for hearing of
objections to the continuance of the
firm in possession.

WISCONSIN MEET
League Changes Name
LEAGUE of Wisconsin Radio Stations changed its name to Wisconsin Broadcasters Assn. at its Oct.
3 meeting in Milwaukee.
The office of secretary-treasurer,
held during the past year by Kenneth F. Schmitt, WIBA Madison,
was split up, with Mr. Schmitt
elected secretary and Mrs. Jeanne
Neal, WTCH Shawano, treasurer.
Other officers and directors were
re-elected as follows:
Ben A. Laird, WDUZ Green Bay,
president; Joseph D. Mackin, WMAM
Marinette, vice president; directors,
Howard Dahl, WKBH La Crosse;
George T. Frechette, WFHR Wisconsin
Rapids,
Bruce ofWallace,
WTMJ
Milwaukee.andOfficers
the association
also serve on the hoard.

ABC SPOT SALES
To Split AM, TV Units
THE ABC Spot Sales Department,
after Dec. 31, will be divided into
two independently-operated organizations, one for television and one
for radio, it was announced last
week.
The change was prompted by
"the tremendous increase in spot
and local business in both radio
and television," Murray Grabhorn,
ABC vice president in charge of
owned and operated stations, said.

Reach

PLUS!

N D 1
The DETROIT Area's Greater Buy!
— at the lowest rat€ of any maior
station in this region!
CKLW

with 50,000 watt power is hitting an audience of 17,000,000 people in a 5 state region.
This mighty power, coupled with the LOWEST
RATE OF ANY MAJOR STATION IN TfflS
REGION means that you get more for every
dollar you spend in this area when you use
CKLW — plan your Fall schedule on CKLW now!
Adam J. Young, Jr., Inc.
National Rep.
J. E. Campeau
President
•
Guardian Bailding
Detroit 26
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CKLIU

allied

arts

manager
G. ROGERS,
sales Lcontrol
division and
assistantof
TYREL
to manager receiver sales division
DuMont Labs, named executive assistant to LEONARD F. CRAMER, executive vice president and director Allen
B. DuMont Labs Inc., N. Y.
FRED BREWER, Indiana U., department of radio, to Radio Workshop,
Ithaca (N. Y.) College as instructor
and writer-director.
AFFILIATED ARTISTS REPRESENTATIVE, 18 East 47th St., N. Y., organized by LEE WALLACE, ROBERT
MAYBERRY and IRENE ETKIN, all
recently resigned from A.&S. Lyons,
N. Y. Firm will represent radio, TV,
motion picture and stage artists.
W. B. GRAHAM & Assoc., N. Y., appointed by WOV New York for merchandising, promotion and general
counsel with regard to Negro market.
AGENTS TELEVISION Corp. incorporated in Calif, for servicing of independent radio TV agents. Firm, which
represents talent of agencies affiliated
with it, has offices in Hollywood, N. Y.,
Chicago. Principals are IRVING SALKOW, president; BUSTER COLLIER,
vice president in charge of Hollywood
office; HARRY SOKOLOV, secretarytreasurer. MANNY WOLFE is head
of story department; WILLIAM B.
JAFFE, legal counsel, headquarters
in N. Y.
CAPITOL RECORDS, Inc., Hollywood, starts new music transcription
service, Capitol Custom Library.
Service calls for single rate for all
stations, choice by stations of basic
library to which new transcriptions
can be added. Subscribers must sign
for year, at $75 per month; $50 per
month after year.

^cfjuipment • • •
A.
L. McCLAY, Pa.
manager,
Canonsburg,
plant,RCA
to Victor's
general
plant manager RCA Victor record department. FRANK B. BUCHANAN Jr.,
plant ceeds
accountant,
Mr. McClay. Canonsburg, sucMORTON BINDER, service manager
and vice president, Television Engineers Inc. of Chicago, elected president replacing IRVING KALUZNA,
resigned.
CARL E. SCHOLZ, vice president and
chief engineer in charge of engineering and plant department Mackay
Radio & Telegraph Co., named vice
president and chief engineer of All

America Cables & Radio Inc., and
Commercial Cabie Co., N. Y., parent
company.
RONELLO B.LEWIS, budget director
troller succeeding
RCA, elected
conHENRY A. SULLIbecauseVAN,
of illretired
health.
SAM PRESENT,
merchandise and
sales manager, J.
N. Caezan Co., L.
A. (Crosley, Apex
to Natalie
Kalmus tor), Television,
distribuproducts
L. Mr
A., asLewis
national sales
manager.
RICHARD K. WINSLOW, science
writer New York Herald Tribune, to
RCA department of information, N. Y.
Will
ities. covertRCA Labs scientific activJ. GERALD MAYER, Mayer, Rigby &
Seeley, Washington law firm, appointed general
National
Electroniccounsel
DistributorsforAssn.,
Chicago,
heading Washington office at 1010
Vermont Ave.
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co.'s tube divisions produce aluminized 19-inch
round TV metal picture tube which
reportedly will improve picture
brightness, contrast and detail.
EXCLUSIVE SALES Corp. signed by
Natalie Kalmus Television for exclusive national distribution and sale of
Kalmus TV sets.

"Tecknical • • •
KENNETH OWENS, Mcintosh & Inglis, consulting engineers, to CBS San
Francisco as special assistant to ALAN
CORMACK, KCBS chief engineer.
BOB RICE and JOHN LECHNER,
graduates Central Radio and Television School, Kansas City, to WLDY
Ladysmith,
Wis., as engineer-announcers.
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co. announces
beam-power amplifier tube, designed
for use in audio output stage of TV
and radio receivers.

Disaster Plans
DISASTER communications plans
for the American Red Cross were
to be demonstrated in a nation-wide
test Saturday and Sunday (Oct.
14 and 15) by networks of amateur
radio stations. Joint sponsors of
the annual simulated-emergency
exercise are the Red Cross and the
American Radio Relay League,
national association of amateur
radiomen.
BROADCASTING
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Whatever

They
As

As

Need-

Much

They

Need-

you

weU

Ocean

to Ocean— Door

are geared

directly_and

Day after day, night after night, the world's most flexible
conveyor system rolls across the face of America.
Over mountain and desert— over tar, concrete, asphalt
and cinder road— sometimes over no road at all— trucks
are on the job! Going where no other transport can
move. Carrying just about everything America makes,
needs and uses. And doing it faster, better, cheaper!
For trucks are never sidetracked. They travel direct
to their destination — deliver their goods at the door . . .
linking farms and cities together , . . Rowing material to
and from factories in a steady ixi&^m— keeping pace with
production.
^his message may be reprinted
in whole or in part without
permission, upon notifying
American Trucking Associations, Washington, D. C.
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move
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to deliver... their needs

faster, more

make
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8 million trucks
your needs...

on time!

Today, this vast and speedy transportation system —
expanded and greater than ever — is once more geared
to the nation's emergency. As they were during the peak
war years, trucks, again, are doing a double job — rushing
raw materials to hungry assembly lines, hurrying supplies and finished products from plant to ship-side,
continuing to carry everything we eat, wear and buy,
from factory to store . . . ready and able to haul whatever
is needed to wherever it's going in any quantity, swiftly,
eflSiciently— on time!
Remember — trucks are one of our primary lines of
defense. Anything that slows them, slows us all.

THE AmericanTrucking
INDUSTRY
AMERICAN TRUCKING ASSOCIATIONS, WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
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although such copy is not widely

WSJS

A 15-COUNTY MARKET
With Over
$440,000,000' RETAIL SALES
* Sales Management 1950
Survey of Buying Power
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Radio-TV Face 'Peculiar'
Problems — Brockway
The AAAA self-regulatory comETHICS
ISSUE
mittee, which exchanges complaints
RAIDO AND TELEVISION, distinguished from other advertising media
among members, found that objections from AAAA members to the
because of their personal approach, have "peculiar" problems regarding
good taste and ethics in shows and commercials, Louis N. Brockway,
advertising
they see have gone
executive vice president of Young & Rubicam, New York, said in Chicago
used."
from
26%'
to
33% because of "mis*
of
meeting
at the Central Council
the American Assn. of Advertising
medium, he added.
leading copy" and from 8% to 11%
for "other reasons." Their own obAgencies Oct. 5 [Broadcasting,
Major complaint against all adOct. 9].
jections against advertising were
vertising is that it could be more
less in the realms of "disgusting
informative
and
is
specious,
offenBrockwayagencies,
spoke onreminding
"ethics"
impression, sexiness, irreligious
forMr.
advertising
sive, pseudo-scientific and extravaAAAA members of their own
gant in claims, he noted. The comcopy and scare copy."
mittee is compiling results now,
Standards of Practice which inRadio has problems "not only
with
the advertising content but
corporates section
a
on professional
and preliminary analysis of rewith
the
editorial matter, most of
turned
questionnaires
shows
that
practice, stressing false and miswhich is passed on and approved
leading copy and statements or sug- only 61''/r of the respondents think
by the agents before it goes on the
gestions "offensive to the public de- advertising is in good taste. Four
percent have no opinion and 359c,
air," Mr. Brockway said.
TV Problem
more
than
a
third,
believe
"adver"Offensive"
statements
and
sugcency."
tising is in bad taste because of
gestions open up a large — and with
Television
"raises a problem we
the development of television — a extravagant, pseudo-scientific or have never had to face before in
outright false claims."
constantly increasing Pandora's
explained.
"It is
Pointing out that returns are not advertising,"
the matter ofhe good
taste related
box of problems for us," Mr. Brockway said. He cited radio dialogue
complete, Mr. Brockway said if not just to pictures or words but to
early returns are indicative of the picture and words and action. The
commercial, approved by an AAAA
agency but rejected by the network.
total "there would seem to be conquestion of expression, movement
Mr. Brockway mentioned the folsiderable cause for deep concern."
and dress all enter into the equaHe said the Better Business Bulowing organizations which study
reau, through Operating Manager
and report on advertising pracReferring to a subject "of great
tices: Federal Trade Commission,
Kenneth Wilson, reports "an in- importance which does not come
creasing number of complaints
a government agency concerned
only with false, fraudulent and against national advertising in the under the subject of ethics as defined in our AAAA code," Mr.
misleading advertising claims; the last 12 months. We have received
Brockway introduced the problem
Committee on Consumer Relations
approximately 2591- more comof tion."
conduct and actions.
in Advertising, which attempts to
plaints during the last year than
He referred to "individuals who
the preceding year. Most of these have
discover public attitudes toward
been branded as Communists
advertising "without regard to the question the accuracy of copy
or
Communist
sympathizers apclaims or descriptions. There has
category in which criticism may
pearing on radio or TV shows and
also
been
a
definite
increase
in
the
fall"; the Better Business Bureau;
thereby arousing the antagonism
the AAAA committee "for self-reg- number of complaints against the
(Continued on page 57)
ulation of objectionable advertis- use of disparaging advertising —
ing"; and groups in media, among
which is the Copy Advisory Committee among magazine publishers.
Cites FTC Figures
From 1937 to 1939, the Federal
Trade Commission examined some
FIRST
in
500,000 newspaper and magazine
advertisements and more than 1%
the QUAD
CITIES
million radio commercials, he said.
In those three years, 5% of the
radio commercials and 15% of the
In Davenport, Rock Island, Moline and East Moline
black-and-white ads were "held
is the richest concentration of diversified industry beout" for further study. In the past
three years, Mr. Brockway said, the
tween Chicago, Minneapolis, St. Louis and Omaha. The Quad
"hold out" percentages have
Cities are the trading center for a prosperous two-state agricultural
dropped for radio and the printed
area. Retail sales, total buying and per capita income rate higher
media to 2% and 4%, respectively.
than the national average, according to Sales Management.
"These figures look encouraging,
47 Kw.
but I am enough of a skeptic to
5,000
W.
WOC-FM, 03.7 Me.
1420 Kc.
wonder if the competitive business
WOC-AM
situation in 1937, '38 and '39 comwoe delivers this rich market to NBC Network, national spot
pared to the far less competitive
and local advertisers . . . with 70 to 100% BMB penetration in the
period of 10 years later might not
two-county Quad City area ... 10 to 100% in adjacent counties.
have had something to do with the
better showing in the later period."
Referring to July 1950 figures,
WOC-TV
22.9 Kw. Video • 12.5 Kw. Audio
when competition was stronger,
Mr. Brockway showed that the
radio figure was up from 2% to
2.4%, newspaper and magazine
from 4% to almost TV2%.
Although taste is not taken into
consideration by the FTC, it is by
the Committee on Consumer Relations in Advertising, Mr. Brockway
said. A summary of its periodic
surveys during the past decade
shows that radio gets more criticism than any other advertising

On the Quad Cities' first TV station NBC Network (non-interconnected), local and film programs reach over 18,000 Quad
Cities' sets . . . hundreds more in a 75 air-mile radius.
Basic NBC Affiliate
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest Sanders, General Manager
DAVENPORT, IOWA
FREE & PETERS, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives
BROADCASTING
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new
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WERE's technicians couldn't actually see BlawKnox engineering or point to Blaw-Knox long
experience in tower-buUding, or show off the inherent strength and efficiency of these towers— 6a^
they knew they were all there! Hence their choice.
... A quotation wiU prove that there's no premium
on Blaw-Knox quaUty.
BLAW-KNOX
DIVISION
OF BLAW-KNOX COMPANY
2038 Farmers Bank Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Respects
(Continued from page 50)
with the whim or pressure of the
moment.
What was needed was the stabilizing influence of a system of exclusive representation of stations
in national and regional sales. The
system, started by Mr. Petry, made
it possible for spot broadcasting
to grow up.
Spot today accounts for more
than a third of the total advertising volume of television and more
than a fourth of all radio business.
In radio, spot volume has been increasing while network volume has
been falling off. A substantial
part of the spot billings in both
radio and television passes through
the eight offices of the Petry company, the biggest in the exclusive
station representative field.
Mr. Petry started business with
13 stations on his list, 11 of which
are still clients. Those, plus others
that have been added in the past

18 years, constitute what is often
called the "Tiffany list" among station representatives.
The man who today presides over
the "Tiffany list" started life in
less glittering circumstances. He
was bora in Brooklyn, N. Y., July
10, 1896, and grew up in a modest
section of that borough. The ambition of his childhood was to be a
professional baseball player, and
he quit school after completing
the eighth grade to seek a career
in the big leagues.

the Navy at the outbreak of World
War I.
Mr. Petry joined the Navy, but
he saw very little of the world.
For 18 months he was assigned to
a naval station at Pelham Bay,
N. Y., an outpost almost within
cannon range of Brooklyn. He
entered service as an apprentice
seaman and emerged with the same
rank, having spent the 18-month
interval largely occupied with
shoveling coal and standing inspection.

Big League Tryouts
At the age of 15 he tried out with
all three New York teams, the
Yankees, Giants, and Brooklyn, but
was rejected because of his youth.
In those days Ed Petry was a
catcher. He did not turn to pitching until later years.
Between baseball seasons he
worked at numerous jobs. He sold
newspapers, labored in a Brooklyn
brass mill and engaged in a series
of other occupations until he joined

The Pelham Bay naval installation kept on hand for obscure purposes a large pile of coal which
spent the war in transit between
two sites. As soon as it had been
shoveled into one location, it was
shoveled back to its original place.
The coal-moving was periodically
interrupted by inspection which
had to be stood in whites. Mr.
Petry was relieved when the war
was over.
After the war Mr. Petry held
several jobs and, in 1925, entered
the field he was to make his career.
He joined WGL New York, as general manager. He soon achieved
the first of many "firsts" he was
to be responsible for in his long
service in broadcasting. A few
months after joining WGL he
launched what he believes to be the
first participation show, the Alfred
McCann Hour, a program that still
is on the air, though now on WOR
New York.
Within a year Mr. Petry had
made such a record in radio sales
that he was hired by NBC. In
1926 he and Frank Mullen, who
later became NBC executive vice

The Hooper May-June Index for
CBS stations places WBNS first in
share of audience . . . Another
proof of this station's outstanding
popularity in central Ohio . . . Another convincing demonstration of
how advertisers get greater value
for their money on WBNS plus
WELD-FM.
PLUS

WELD-FM

POWER WBNS 5000
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president, opened NBC's Chicago
office. After three months in Chicago Mr. Petry returned to New
York headquarters.
1927 Participation Show
In 1927 he scored his second
"first" when he started the first
network participation show, the
Dr. Royal S. Copeland food hour.
That same year Mr. Petry left
NBC to become Dr. Copeland's
personal representative.
A year later he joined Addison
Vars Inc., a New York advertising agency, as account executive.
In 1929 he went to the Blow agency
as account executive on the Bulova
watch account.
When Mr. Petry joined the Blow
Co., Bulova was using 10 stations
for its time signal commercials.
When he left three years later to
organize his own company, 190 stacount. tions were carrying the Bulova ac-

stations, maintain a strict adherence to rates and standards,
and bring stability to the business
of spot broadcasting.
Mr. Petry went into business
with 13 stations: WSB Atlanta,
WFAA Dallas, KPRC Houston,
WDAF Kansas City, WHAS Louisville, WTMJ Milwaukee, WSM
Nashville, WSMB New Orleans,
WTAR Norfolk, KVOO Tulsa,
KFH Wichita, WFBM Indianapolis
and KSD St. Louis. He still retains all but the last two. In the
first year he added 12 to make a
total of 25.
Mr. Petry had seven people on
his staff when he started, and his
company occupied a small suite
in a midtoviTi New York office
building. Today his staff numbers
99, and he has offices in New York,
Chicago, San Francisco, Los
Angeles, Detroit, Dallas, Atlanta,
and St. Louis. The Petry New
York offices now occupy an entire
floor of the new building at 488
Madison Ave.
Of the 99 members of the Petry
staff, 30vision
aredepartment,
in the acompany's
teleunit organized
a year ago when Mr. Petry split
his organization into two distinct
divisions, one for radio and the
other for TV. Each department
has its own promotion, research
and sales service facilities and its
own sales managers and sales
staffs.
Petry Leadership
The Petry company can claim
leadership in many activities. It
was the first station representative
firm to become an associate member of NAB, the first to advertise
in national consumer magazines,
the first to publish complete
market data books for its stations,
the first to sponsor its own surveys
(it has undei-written two studies
of the impact of spot commercials
in St. Louis), and, it was the first
to standardize and maintain station rates.
Mr. Petry has been married to
the former Elizabeth Kehoe, of
New York, for 27 years. They
have two daughters, Carol, 19, and
Barbara, 14. The press of business
leaves Mr. Petry little time for
hobbies. He plays golf and tennis
occasionally at the Spring Lake,
N. J., country club. A vestigial
trace of his boyhood enthusiasm
for baseball remains. He is an
ardent Yankee fan, a phenomenon
not easy to reconcile with the fact
he grew up in Brooklyn.
The standards and policies on
which the Petry company was organized are, to a large extent,
those which prevail today, and

The need for a system of exclusive station representation became
apparent to Mr. Petry during his
service on the Bulova account. Because of the disorganized conditions of radio, he had found it
necessary personally to visit stations in order to set up efficient
schedules for time signals. In his
The Nation's
Richest
wide travels among stations he Local
Ratail SaUi,
1949,Farm
18% Market
obova
found almost hopeless chaos, and th« Notion's Average — 1950
— highor.
WATERTOWN,
he resolved to form a company that
WTTN
WISCONSIN
would represent stations exclusively and, with the cooperation of
BROADCASTING
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which the Petry Co. is following in
its expanding television department. Despite the fact that Mr.
Petry has nothing but admiration
for the capabilities of television,
he thinks that radio will "be here
forIndeed
a long,it long
is histime."
conviction that
even with TV at its present stage
of development, radio is still undersold.
"I've always believed AM was
sold too low," he said recently.
"It's still too low, as it is still
one of the greatest advertising
media of all times."
SAFETY AWARDS
Given to 9 Radio Stars
NINE RADIO and motion picture
stars and a singing group were
cited last week by the National
Safety Council for their contributions to safety. Awards of Merit
went to Phil Harris and Alice Faye
for the second time in recognition
of their transcribed shows on the
council's Signs of Life theme, requested by more than 1,100 stations. They are the only stars to
have earned the award in two consecutive years.
Other recipients, and their contributions, are Roy Rogers and Dale
Evans, for the transcribed series
of Green Cross Safety Jingles for
school children, on 1,100 stations;
Burl Ives, transcribed songs on almost 400 stations in agricultural
areas for use in connection with
National Farm Safety Week; Dinah Shore, Judy Canova, Jack Carson, Red Skelton and The Sportsmen, for "exceptional service to
safety" in recording Safe Winter
Driving
Jingles
requested
stations in
the snow
belt. by ■ 775
Victor H. Lund
FUNERAL SERVICES were held
Oct. 6 in Chicago for Victor Herbert Lund, 50, assistant timebuyer
at RuthrauflF & Ryan for the past
year and a half. He died suddenly
Oct. 4 in Edgewater Hospital,
where he had been ill three weeks.
Mr. Lund joined the agency four
years ago as a writer. There are
no immediate survivors.

LIBEL

and

SLANDER
Invasion of Privacy
Plagiarism-Copyright-Piracy
INSURANCE
For the wise Broadcaster
OUR UNIQUE POLICY
provides adequate protection.
Surprisingly inexpensive
CARRIED NATIONWIDE
For details & quotations
write
Employers
Reinsurance
Corporation
Insurance Exchange Bldg.,
Kansas City, Missouri
BROADCASTING

DR. DAVID E. WEGLEIN, 74, nationally known educator and public
service counselor
for WBAL-AMTV Baltimore,
died suddenly at
his home last
Tuesday.
Dr. Weglein
joined the Hearst
radio and television station in
1946 following his
Dr. Weglein
retirement as superintendent of
schools for the City of Baltimore, a
position he had held for 21 years.
His death came as he was about
to launch the second year of television lessons incorporated into the
curricula of Baltimore's public
school, an educational service he
instituted at WBAL-TV last year.
As a public educator it had been his
philosophy to keep abreast of new
developments and it was characteristic that he recognized the value of
television as an educational medium.
A native of Baltimore, Dr. Weglein received his bachelors degree
at Johns Hopkins U., his masters

CBS SWITCH
Shomo, Akerman Named
IN ANOTHER executive personnel
change, CBS is switching the jobs
of E. H. Shomo,
general manager
of K M 0 X St.
Louis, and John
Akerman, assistant general manager of WBBM
Chicago, effective
today (Monday)
[Closed Circuit,
Oct. 9]. nouncement
An-was
Mr. Shomo
made by H. Leslie Atlass, vice president in charge
of the CBS Central Division.
Mr. Shomo has worked in advertising since 1925 when he joined
the Chicago Tribune. From 1930
until 1933 he was at the Chicago
Herald-Examiner, after which he
served as member of the Chicago
sales staff of MacFadden Publications until moving to CBS in 1937.
In 1940 he was named to local sales
and four years later he was appointed sales manager. Last year
he went to KMOX as general manager.
Mr. Akerman entered radio in

1938 after several years as a publisher. In 1940 he put KPAS
Pasadena on the air as its general
manager and part-owner. Four
years later he went to WBBM as a
local salesman. In 1949 he was
transferred to New York as eastern sales representative for the station and in January of this year he
returned to Chicago as assistant
general manager of WBBM.
• Telecasting

degree at Columbia U. and his doctorate at Hopkins, soon after he
started teaching.
He was an officer of the National
Education Assn. and of numerous
other educational associations.

liusiness is great,
thank

you,
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RADIO
Ethics Issue
(Continued from page 5i)

WOW

of substantial groups of people."
(Mr. Brockway's agency, Young &
Rubicam, is agency for General
Foods, which dismissed Jean Muir
from The Aldrich Family telecast
on groundsversial"that
figure.) she was a "contro"For the welfare of the clients
we serve, as well as ourselves, we
cannot sponsor advertising of any
kind that will arouse antagonism
and resentment. Such action would
be a negation of the whole purpose
of advertising, which is designed
to win friends and influence people," he declared.
Seeks Solution
Seeking a solution but adding
that he does not know it, Mr.
Brockway
the answer started
"may
result
fromhopes
the movement
recently by the performers themselves, in which the networks, advertisers and agencies particiThe single important principle
which cannot be overlooked, Mr.
Brockway said, "is that the standards of practice ... of the U. S.
pated."
are
based on one great fundamental— freedom of the individ"Let us in our business do everything we can during these dangerous times to maintain the security
and welfare of our country with
the minimum of harm to the freeual."
dom of the individuals in it," he
urged.

CHEVROLET
Launches Spot Campaign
CHEVROLET Motor Division of
General Motors has launched a
three minute spot announcement
campaign using 284 radio stations
throughout the country.
The spots will feature 10 name
singers giving their interpretation
of the firm's theme song "See the
U.S.A. in Your Chevrolet."
A series of 40 three minute spots
have been recorded with such stars
as Jane Pickens, Celeste Holm,
Ginny Simms, Dorothy Shay, Frances Langford, Tony Martin, John
Charles Thomas, Dick Powell,
Lauritz Melchior and Dick Haymes.
Each station will carry at least
five of the three minute spots each
week, the total impact of spots will
be about 1,500 across the country
per week. Campbell-Ewald Co.,
New York, is the agency.

wow is embarking on
one of the heaviest
commercial schedules
in its 28 years in
business — BUT —
WOW is like a great
hotel — room can always be found for a
good client who has
a selling job to be
done in WOW-Land.
WOW can always add a
cot (with a fine innerspring mattress, too!) in
the bridal suite.
Why the great rush of
clients to WOW, when
other stations are
scrapping for business?
Because WOW has 100,000
more listening families
every day and every night
than its nearest competitor. Because WOW delivers
this audience at a lower
cost per thousand.
WOW
Insurance BIdg., Omaha
Telephone WEbster 3400
Frank P. Fogcrty, Gen'i. Mgr.
Lyie DeMoss, Ass't. Gen'l. Mgr.
ANY JOHN BLAIR OFFICE
or
WOW Congratulates BROADCASTING
On it's 20tli Year of Service to Radio
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DELEGATES at District 3 meeting (I to r): Front row, Robert R. Nelson, WARD
Johnstown, Pa.; C. Leslie Golliday, WEPM Martinsburg, W. Va.; George D.
Coleman, WGBI Scranton, District 3 director; Mrs. G. G. Merrill; G. G. Merrill,
WHAR Clarksburg, W. Va.; John D. Bare, WHVR Hanover, Pa. Back row,
A. V. Tidmore, WPPA Pottsville, Pa.; Charles Petrie, WISL Shamokin, Pa.;
Louis Murray, WPAM Pottsville; Marshall Rosene, WSAZ Huntington,
W. Va.; Ed Fitzsimmonds, Weed & Co.

NAB

DIST.

3

Representatives Urged
To Stabilize Fees

ATTACK on the cost of station representation was made at the NAB
District 3 meeting, held Oct. 6-7 at Bedford Springs Hotel, Bedford, Pa.
[Broadcasting, Oct. 9].
Television stations are getting national representation on a 7V2%
basis in some cases, it was stated ★
during a discussion of operating
care and intelligence in their rate
costs conducted by Richard P. cards than aural broadcasting stations.
Doherty, NAB employe-employer
relations director.
Lee Hart, assistant director of
If representatives can take TV
Broadcast Advertising Bureau, told
business on this basis they can
delegates at the Saturday morning
afford to take aural representation
session how to take advantage of
on the same basis, it was suggested
BAB sales aids. She was introduced
from the floor.
by Robert Gulick, WGAL LanThis brought the suggestion that
caster, Pa. In the aftei'noon she presented the new BAB strip film.
representatives' fees should be
"stabilized."
Roger Clipp, WFIL-AM-TV
Philadelphia, presided at a teleThe station cost discussion convision seminar, introducing Charles
cluded the District 3 Friday afterA.
Batson,
NAB TV director. Mr.
noon session. Attending the FridayBatson said radio business is up
Saturday meeting were 141 regisin many TV cities, with the video
tered delegates from Pennsylvania,
competition encouraging competiMaryland, Delaware and West Virginia. The West Virginia delegates were attending their first
District 3 meeting, having been
transferred at their own request
from District 4.
Welcome West Virginians
District 3 director, George D.
Coleman, WGBI Scranton, Pa.,
formally welcomed the West Virginians. George H. Clinton, WPAR
Parkersburg, president of the W.
Va. state association, thanked the
NAB board on behalf of the large
delegation in attendance.
In the discussion of operating
costs it was stated that national
representation sometimes comprises
as much as 10% of a station's
expenditures, with national spot
business providing as high as 40%
of total income.
On the other hand it was observed that many smaller stations
obtain very little national spot
business and consequently have no
representative fees to pay.
Mr. Doherty declared television
stations as a whole are usin^ more
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NAB DISTRICT 3 group (I to r): Front row, Julian F. Skinnell, WLBR
Lebanon, Pa.; K. Richard Creitz, WEEU Reading, Pa.; Mrs. Roger W. Clipp;
Roger W. Clipp, WFIL Philadelphia; Thomas E. Martin, WEEU. Back row,
Paul White, WEIR Weirton, W. Va.; L. Waters Milbourne, WCAO Boltimore;
Jim Flenniken, WEIR Weirton; Harold Essex, WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C,
District 4 director; Tom Metzger, WMRF Lewiston, Pa.; Homer R. Smith,
WKOK Sunbury, Pa.
tive selling and improvement of
product. TV inconie quadrupled last
year but TV losses doubled at the
same time, he observed.
Harold Essex, WSJS WinstonSalem, N. C, District 4 director,
explained on behalf of the NAB
board the plans to set up a milliondollar BAB capable of competing
on equal terms with the costly
sales organization maintained by
newspapers.
The District 3 session was
marked throughout by harmony.
Delegates frequently spoke in commendation of NAB staff activities.
In adopting resolutions the delegates voted appreciation of the
five-year tenure of President Justin Miller and thanked other staff
members for their part in the meeting;
defense activities;endorsed
lauded theNAB's
membership
report
and slide-film story of association
activities as presented by Ralph
W. Hardy, government relations
director; urged a thorough study

CONVENTIONERS at NAB District 3 meeting (I to r): Front row, Mr. & Mrs.
Herbert Kendrick, WHGB Harrisburg, Pa.; Mrs. John T. Gelder, WCHS
Charleston, W. Va.; Madge Megargee, WGBI Scranton, Pa.; Don Axt, RCA
Th esaurus; Ed K. Smith, V^CMB Lemoyne, Pa. Back row, Ralph Bar'jch,
SESAC; Victor C. Diehm, WAZL Hazleton, Pa.; John T. Gelder, WCHS;
Joe L. Smith, WJLS Beekley, W. Vo.

of the NARBA question; advocated a staff study of the excess
profits situation, following similar
action at the District 12 meeting
[Broadcasting, Oct. 9].
Every member was urged to
join the drive for new members and
District 3 proposed that the story
of NAB activities be given at all
state association meetings.

Amor Addison, WCMB Lemoyne,
Pa.; Anderson. Elwood C,. WEST
Easton, Pa.; Angel, Jas. M., WLOH
Princeton, W. Va.; Appel, James, WGAL
Lancaster, Pa.; Appell, Louis J.,
WSBA York. Pa.; Axt, Donald D.,
RCA Thesaurus, New York; Banks,
DoUy and Banks, William A., WHAT
Philadelphia; Bare, John D., WHVR
Hanover Pa.; Barnett, Mel, WLOH
Princeton, W. Va.; Baruch, Ralph,
SESAC. New York; Beatty J. Frank,
BROADCASTING.
nett, David, WKBO Washington;
Harrisburg, BenPa.;
Breining, Paul M., AP, Harrisburg,
Pa.; Burka. Mel, WTIP Charleston,
W. Va.; Carpenter, Bob, MBS. New
York; Cavanaugh, Joseph E., WARD
Johnstown, Pa.; Clarke, L. L., WESA
Charleroi. Pa.; Claycomb Park C,
WJAC Johnstown, Pa.; Clinton, Mr. &
Mrs. Geo. H., WPAR Parkersburg,
W. Va.; Clipp.
Roger
WFILGeo.Philadelphia; Coleman,
Mr. W.,
& Mrs.
D.,
WGBI Scranton, Pa.; Cooper, Virginia
N,. WJLS Beekley, W. Va.; Creitz, K.
Richard, WEEU Reading, Pa.; Curtin,
Mr. & Mrs.scriptions,Chas.
Capitol
New York; W.,
Diehm,
VictorTranC,
WAZL Hazelton, Pa.; Dohetry, Mr. &
Mrs. R. P. NAB. Washington; DuVall,
Charles R.. WESA Charleroi, Pa.;
Eberly, Philip K., WSBA York. Pa.;
Essex,
WSJS
Winston-Salem,
N. C; Harold,
Etter, Mr.
& Mrs.
Lester P.,
WLBR Lebanon, Pa.
Filion. Ed, Robt. Meeker Assoc.,
New York; Fitzsimmons. E. J., Weed
& Co.. New York; Flenniken, Jim.,
WEIR Weirton,
Foster,John
Frank,
WNAE
Warren, W.Pa.;Va.-Foster.
P.,
WJAC Johnstown, Pa.; Gaul, Raymond
A., WRAW Reading. Pa.; Gelder, Mr.
& Mrs. Jack, WCHS Charleston, W. Va.;
Gilliday, C. Leslie, WEPM Martinsburg,
W. Va.; Gray, George J., WKNA
Charleston, W. Va.; Greenland, Mr. &
Mrs. Cliff, Associated Program Service,
New
Gulick, J.Pa.;
Robert,
AM-TVYork;
Lancaster
Haid, WGALAllen.
WMMN Fairmont, W. Va.; Hardy,
Ralph W.. NAB Washington; Haeseler,
L. W., RCA Camden, N. J.; Hatcher,
Ralph S.. WPLH Huntington, W. Va.;
Hewett I. L., WRAW Reading, Pa.;
Hunter, Armand L.. WFIL Philadelphia; Irwin,Washington;
Robert L., Dow,
LohnesMiss&
Albertson,
Kahler,
Kathryn E., WAZL Hazelton, Pa.;
Kapel George J., WDYK Cumberland,
Md.; Kapner, Leonard, WCAE Pittsburgh; Kaye, Sydney
M., 174)
BMI New
(Continued
on page
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THE

WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON
October

11, 1950

Dear Mr. Taishoff :
I extend my sincere congratulations as you embark upon
your twentieth year of publication of BROADCASTING-TELECASTING
I&gazine.
The importance of radio — and now television — in every
phase of our national life has never been more apparent. Five
years ago — on the occasion of radio's twenty-fifth anniversary —
I stated in a letter to you:
he first
"Radio, with the press, must give inspired
leadership and lend its facilities to making
more intimate and workable the relationship
between the people and Government.
For radio
itself there are challenging days ahead. New
services are in the offing — services such
as television and FM broadcasting, which will
open new vistas of opportunity for public
sei^ce."
Those observations are just as valid today as vre resist
the enemies of democracy and of liberty.

democratic

I have said that a free radio is as indispensable to our
institutions as a free press.
In sending you my congratulations on two decades of service to the media that constitute

"audible journalism," allow me to express the hope that your publication will continue to espouse free, competitive radio institutions
in the established American tradition.
Very sincerely

Mr. Sol Taishoff,
Editor and Publisher,
BROADCASTING-TELECASTING Magazine,
870 National Press Building,
Washington 4, D. C.

ALMOST

CASTING"
From "BROAD
April 5, 1932
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N the pages that follow appears a running story of radio during two exciting decades. The story
begins with the founding of Broadcasting.
That first issue of Oct. 15, 1931, is as archaic as the carbon mike of its era. Its masthead was
askew, its type of another generation. The paper was of newsprint vintage.
A half-dozen youthful hands produced that issue with trepidation and expectancy. How would
it go? Would it flop, as had 95% of new publication ventures in those dark depression years?
Our thesis was that radio, embracing the spheres of entertainment, education and commerce as well as news,
was entitled to its own magazine. Radio was a new kind of journalism, destined to have a more intimate, penetrating and influential voice than any other.
We aspired to become the written voice of the spoken medium. Our concern was the success and wellbeing of radio. Our interest was the sound development of the art, because in that sound development the success
of Broadcasting would seem assured.
The lead editorial of that yellowed first issue concluded:
To the American system of free, competitive and self-sustaining radio enterprise, this new publication * * * is dedicated.
We are entering our 20th year. Those lines remain our philosophy, our creed and our pledge.
It is a nostalgic adventure to thumb through back issues. A headline, a picture, an editorial, awaken memories. Crisis after crisis thunders across those pages. Humor, whimsy and pathos, too. A tear for a departed
pal. High dudgeon over a do-gooder crusade. Radio City is born.
It was truly a young man's game. Verve, fire, politics. ASCAP, allocations, station quotas. TV had a headline in the very first issue. Men from Mars, the Mae West incident, the newspaper war, BMI. Network
regulations, the Blue Book, voluntary censorship codes, Petrillo, Those days of Pearl Harbor, when radio filled
itself with glory — and then inscribed its own Roll of Honor.
Radio, a romping, almost reckless giant, vaulted from $60 million gross in 1931 to more than $600 million.
It moved because it knew no barriers. It gave generously of its time and substance to all worthwhile causes.
It won the hearts and the minds of America. It became part and parcel of the living standard.
But threaded through this kaleidoscopic development was an ominous overtone — radio's free charter was
threatened every inch of the way. Without it, there could be no truly free America — a concept generally accepted today.
The story of American radio is the story of democracy in action. And the story of Broadcasting parallels that of radio.
Our staff has grown from 6 to 60; our bureaus from one to five, and our paid circulation from zero to
nearly 16,000. We have heralded the advent of every new development of the mass radio media — from AM
through international broadcasting, to FM and that ambidextrous young Colossus — Television. Five years
ago Telecasting was added to our masthead.
Broadcasting has tried to be an alert, accurate, comprehensive reporter. It has never stinted on news.
Editorially, it has called its shots as it has seen them, seeking always to keep uppermost the precept of service
to all of broadcasting and to the public.
The emergence of Broadcasting • Telecasting would not have been possible without the counsel, encouragement and selfless help of many wise men of the broadcasting arts, in and out of public life, over the
years. It would have faltered and perhaps failed without the inspiration and sweat and toil of early staff coworkers (many of them still with us), and of those boys and girls who have given so generously of their time and
talents, with never a look at the clock, during two action-packed decades.
In the pages that follow you can also read the messages of many of those who wish us well as we round
out our 20 years (space limitations precluded publication of all). The generous praise is more than we deserve.
To be congratulated are those of you who have created, nurtured and developed these magnificent arts, and
thereby made the news that we have chronicled.
Today we are in a national emergency. Whether this is half-war, or in-between wars is a free guess.
This world, which radio helped shrink to within instant earshot of anywhere, is alerted for a constant state of
emergency.
The duty that devolves upon radio and television is to keep the American people — and a largely dependent
democratic half-world — fully and accurately informed and alerted; to keep the arsenals of democracy humming;
to maintain morale. In short: Radio and Television by the American Plan.
We of Broadcasting • Telecasting, whose duty it is to keep our readers informed and alerted, are mindful
of our own responsibilities. We shall never wittingly violate your trust.
On this anniversary, we humbly and gratefully rededicate ourselves to unswerving support of our free American broadcasting; institutions.

Editor & Publisher
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EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I know that I have been in the
radio business for what seems to
be a thousand years, but little did
I realize that Broadcasting is
twenty years of age.
My sincere congratulations on
twenty
years of very informative
dustry.
and constructive service to the in-

Anniversary

Open

Mike

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
. . . An always loyal friend and
supporter of the broadcasting
industry — the gentleman who edits
and publishes Broadcasting . . .
First, I shall pay my resepects to
my hosts — Sol Taishoflf and his
Broadcasting, both of whom have
rendered such consistently and continuously invaluable service to the
broadcasting industry since its
very inception that it is difficult to
find the words in which to appropriately express our gratitude . . .
Secondly ... I greet my contemporaries, whose experience in
the art and industry of radio hark
b9,ck to the days of the pioneers.
All of us who through these
years have shared the experiences
incident to the birth, organization
and growth of the art and industry of broadcasting must remember with nostalgia the early days
when our destiny and immediate
operation depended upon decisions
made by the revered Herbert Hoover, then Secretary of Commerce,
and the bulk of our legislation had
to clear through the Division of
Marine and Fisheries . . .
. . . During those days and ever
since, Broadcasting has been a
faithful and reliable clearing house
of all information pertinent to the
operations of the industry.
Nothing more primarily impoi'Open Mike Index
Anthony, Earle C
Berkson, Seymour
Bristol, Lee
Burnett, Leo
Coy, Wayne
Damm, Walter J
Denny, Charles R
DuMont, AUen B
Eaton, Joe
Fly, James L
Friendly, Edwin S
Gamhle, Frederic R
Geddes, Bond
Haverlin, Carl
Hedges, Wm. S
Hoover, Herbert
Jett, E. K
Johnson, Earl J
Johnson, Edwin C
Johnson, Lyndon B
Kobak, Edgar
Leitch, John J
Loucks, Philip G
Loyet, Paul A
Matthews, Francis P
McAndrew, Wm. R
McCollough, Clair R
McConnell, Joseph H
McLean, Robert
Miller, Justin
MUler, Neville
Mullen, Frank
Noble, Edward J
Norton, Edward Lee
Paley, William S
Poppele, J. R
Ring, Andrew D
Ryan, J. Harold
Sarnoff, David
Sawyer, Charles
Secrest, James D
Segal, Paul M
Snyder, Glenn
Stanton, Frank
Streibert, Ted
Trammell, Niles
Truman, Harry
West, Paul B
White, Frank
Wiseman, Bill
Woods, Mark
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tant to the welfare of broadcasting
in its promising future occurred in
those times, than the organization
of NAB.
. . . Throughout all of our difficulties .. . NAB has been the single and most powerful unifying
"Rock of Gibraltar" influence in
the industry . . .
Earle C. Anthony
President
Earle C. Anthony Inc.
Los Angeles
(Former Pres., NAB)
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
The two decade span since
Broadcasting was born marks one
of the most exciting periods in
contemporary history. I think we
should all take our hats off to Sol
Taisholf and his able gang for
keeping pace so nobly with the
rapid - fire developments and
changes in radio packed into these
twenty years. This period has seen
radio develop from a gangling,
spluttering, squawking infant into
a full grown, globe-girdling giant
affecting the daily lives of hundreds of millions of people around
the world.
Seymour Berkson
General Manager
International News Service
New York
* * *
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
In a world which is too full of
generalities, it always impresses
me when someone carves out a
special niche for himself and specializes intelligently in it. The
niche which you selected has grown
to be practically a canyon and is
still full of falling rocks, but you
have done a great job of growing
and maturing with one of Amei'ica's most dynamic industries. I
compliment you on your alertness
and integrity and wish you continued success.
Leo Burnett
Leo Burnett Co.
Chicago
(Vice Chairman, The Advertising Council Inc.)
* * *
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
You and your associates have
been doing a great job. Keep it
up for another twenty years.
Walter J. Damm
Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
WTMJ-AM-TV, Milwaukee
(Former Pres., NAB)
* * *
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
On this twentieth anniversary of

Joe
EatonManager
General
WKLO Louisville, Ky.
Broadcasting I want to offer my
heartiest congratulations to you
and your organization on a record
of accomplishment in which you
can take great pride.
During the past two decades the
success of Broadcasting has paralleled the development of the industry ithas served so well. Since
1930, American radio has grown
from modest beginnings to become a major force in our society
and economy, and now television
is adding its contribution as a
medium of entertainment and information as one of the world's
most powerful selling instruments.
Throughout this period, Broadcasting has taken on larger and
larger stature as the medium to
which the industry looks for information and interpretations of
its
own
problems
and developments.
As radio and television continue
their progress, I know that Broadcasting-Telecasting wil also continue to grow and I wish you every
success for the future.
Charles R. Denny
Executive
Vice President
NBC
(Former Chairman, FCC)
*
* *

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
* * ' *
Both broadcasting and Broadcasting have come of age. No
static condition there, each has
grown in utility and stature for
two decades. And each in its sphere
has been an informative and constructive force. Nor has either lost
the initiative, the imagination, the
drive, as new horizons appeared.
These qualities, which are basically
qualities of youth, are ever so essential as radio encompasses a new
era.
To have seen 50 people crowd the
little police station at little Ormond
Beach, Fla., to see the World Series
was proof enough that seeing-eye
broadcasting is the dominant force
of the new era. It is not too much
to expect that both broadcasting
and Broadcasting will continue to
reflect the maturity of judgment,
essential competence for the big
job, and the spirit of youth which
lenge.
meets the hazard only as a chalJames Lawrence Fly, Esq.
(Former Chairman, FCC)
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Although broadcasting service
began almost thirty years ago, its
widespread growth followed the

BRISTOL-MYERS COMPANY
630 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK EO
OFFICE OF THE PRE3IDC^
Septeniber 15 1 1950

Mr. Sol Taishoff
Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C.
Dear Sol:
I have vatched with sustained interest
the growth of BEOABCiSTING- during the last twenty
years. As radio developed you earned a fine
reputation for accTirate coverage as the weekly
news magazine of radio.
As television progress follows the
radio pattern, I Icnow inany will rely on you for
reporting.
their telecasting news as well as radio news
Sini^rely
LEE H. BEISTOIi
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ALLEN B DuMONT LABORATORIES INC
750 Bloom|ield Avenue, Clifton. New Jersey

ALLEN

B. DoMONT
Pre.^de.,

^ . -u
10 mcz-v
October 10, 1950.

Dear Sol:
Please accept my heartiest congratulations onthe twentieth anniversary of the
publication of Broadcasting - Telecasting Magazine.
Through its accurate, up-to-theminute reporting of trade news. Broadcasting Telecasting renders a tremendous service to the
radio and television industry.
Sincerely yours,

Allen B. Du Mont.
launching twenty years ago of
Broadcasting. The comparatively
brief life of the industry has in this
period of two decades, grown from
the erbattery
receivto color "cat-whiskered"
TV . . . Hundreds
of
thousands of the "cat-whiskered"
sets were still in use when Broadcasting was born. The real growth
of radio followed introduction in
1927 of the electronic tube for FM,
TV, radar and a thousand other applications. FM alone has not met
expectations, largely because the
public weighed its higher costs
against its higher fidelity, plus lack
of distinctive FM entertainment
value, as compared with available
AM programs. And the same public verdict may well result in
color TV.
In any event, it has not been
mere happenstance, in my opinion,
that the trenaendous -expajiBion of
radio followed the birth of "Broadcasting. An outstanding trade
magazine, such as Broadcasting
as an industry spokesman and
champion, is as essential to industry as a trade or industrial association.
Broadcasting has contributed
invaluable service not only to the
broadcasting industry, but also to
radio manufacturers, the trade and
many allied interests.
Bond Geddes
Former Exec. Vice President
'
RTMA
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
In two decades, radio has passed
from adolescence to a sure maturity, and Broadcasting has been
the faithful reporter of an industi-y's coming of age. Not only for
its always dependable news columns but for its courageous editorial policy. Broadcasting has
been a mainstay of the industry.
Carl Haverlin
President, BMI
BROADCASTING

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
So Broadcasting is twenty years
old! The mere thought poses a
paradox. On the one hand it is
startling to be faced with the fact
that this vigorous, progressive
youngster has seen two decades go
by. On the other hand it is difficult to remember when Broadcasting was not serving the radio industry and exercising over it an
influence for good.
That twenty year span has been
packed solidly with tremendous
achievement of the industry and its
leaders and Broadcasting has
faithfully recorded these events
and interpreted their significance.
I well remember the birth of
Broadcasting only two and a half
years after the enactment of the
Radio Act of 1927 . . .
Harry Shaw, owner of WMT,
then in -^Waterloo, Iowa, and a
TCOTiple of guys who had nsed the
same by-line "Robert Mack" in
their syndicated newspaper columns, which, incidentally, served
me well for my radio pages in the
Chicago Daily News — these men
were the founders of Broadcasting, whose creation was designed
to fill a void of an almost newsless industry. You have built well.
You were never an apologist but
always an advocate. You were
more interested in the good works
of broadcasters than in their frailties. By championing the constructive aspects of an industry dedicated to the public interest you
have given encouragement at times
when it was most needed. You have
been a worthy spokesman.
Those fi'uitful twenty years
have seen many technical changes,
none of which however have rendered obsolete the receivers of
1930. The millions of sets- sold
in the interim have been better
built and of better design but there
is many an ancient receiver still

• Telecasting

bringing joy to its owner. New
services have been added in those
twenty years so today we find
Broadcasting is binominous with
the addition of Telecasting to its
name in order to embrace the most
glamorous of these new services.
As the first twenty years of
Broadcasting come to a close the
events which will be the industry
news of tomorrow are casting their
shadows before them. The new industry— television — is struggling
to fulfill its promised bright future and I predict that Broadcasting— sometimes called Telecasting— will continue to fight for
those principles which have made
radio broadcasting the great public servant it is and which if applied to television will preserve its
values for the benefit of all.
William S. Hedges
Vice Pres., NBC
(Former Pres., NAB)
*
* *
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
It hardly seems possible that
Broadcasting is 20 vears old. I
well recall when Martin Codel and
Sol (Robert Mack) Taishoif were
free lance writers and called in the
old offices of the Radio Commission
for radio news stories which they
ran in a syndicated column from
1928 to 1930. Then came Broadcasting and since that time everyone connected with radio has depended upon this magazine for authentic and complete news stories.
E. K. Jett
Vice Pres. and Director
WMAR (TV) Baltimore
(Former Member, FCC)

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
It gives me great pleasure on
this 20th anniversary of Broadcasting to extend the hearty congratulations and good wishes of
the United Press.
Broadcasting has been an alert
reporter and faithful sentinel of
radio from its formative years in
the '20's through maturity to the
great art and industry it is today.
And like radio, it has spanned
some of our most difficult years of
depression, social upheaval, war.
Now, when we are entering upon
another critical phase, radio and
those allied to it must more than
ever remain alert to the duty of
keeping the public fully and accurately informed. We who are
engaged in the collection and dissemination ofnews, whether in the
far-reaching precincts of radio or
in the capitals and on the police
beats of the world, will do our utmost to live up to that obligation.
Earl J. Johnson
Vice President
United Press Associations
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
My best wishes to you and all
members of the staff of Broadcasting on this occasion of your fine
magazine's 20th anniversary.
For an infant industry, with
many trials and troubles. Broadcasting has been a valuable leader, providing
and constructivewise
guidance. counsel
Unquestionably,
the maturity of the radio broadcasting industry has been materi(Continued on page 66)
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September 25, 1950

Mr. Sol Taishoff
Editor and Publisher
Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
National Press BuUding
Washington 4, D.C.
Dear Mr. Talshoff:
12th;
Answering your letter of September
you October
the following
which, I am
you glad
may tousesendIn the
l6th
issue of BROADCASTING.

*I want to congratulate Broadcasting
Magazine ry.
on the occasion of Its twentieth'
anniversa
*lt n^ust
gratifying
to those towholookhare
bnUt
this besplendid
publication
back
on twenty years and view what has been,
accomplished
by
your
outstanding
publication with its fine leadership.
— Sincer
'May you continue successfull
y ely
In ,the years

ahead.'
PrestdftBt.
October 16, 1950
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Anniversary
Open Mike
(Continued from page 65)
ally hastened by good influence of
your magazine.
On this 20th anniversary I congratulate the staff for the high
standards of service which they
have established and now maintain.
Sen. Lyndon B. Johnson
(D-Tex.)
* * *
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
So, you are twenty years young!
Why you are almost as old as the
young industry you sei've. Anyhow, happy birthday with three
rugged slaps on the back:
One — To call the shots as you
see them for the good of the industry.
Two — To strive to lead this
young industry rather than follow
it.
Three — To uphold the Freedom
of the Press by never misusing
that freedom.
You've served well and we know
you'll do even better in the future.
Happy birthday.
Edgar Kobak
B^isiness Consultant
New York
(Former President, MBS)
* *
*
*
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I understand the Oct. 16th issue
of your magazine will mark 20
years of service to the broadcasting industry. Please accept my
congratulations on reaching the 20
year mark in an enterprise for
which you have been largely responsible.

Best wishes for the future.
John J. Leitch
Vice Pres. in Charge of
Engineering
WCAU Philadelphia
* * *
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
It is difficult to believe that
nearly two decades have passed
since you, Sol, Martin Codel, Harry
Shaw and I met and lai-d the foundation for Broadcasting magazine.
The policies evolved at these
early meetings, and which have
been followed since, guaranteed the
success which your publication has
earned. The first of these policies,
you will recall, provided that news
should be completely and accurately
reported as a dependable service to
all subscribers who constituted —
and still constitute — the expanding
art of broadcasting. A second policy provided that the editorial policy of the publication should be
dedicated to the orderly development of the American system of
broadcasting — a system based upon
privately owned and competitively
operated stations.
It has always appeared significant to me that discussions at these
founding meetings were devoted
primarily to perfecting the news
service of the publication and relegated such matters as advertising
rates and business management to
secondary consideration.
All of us then foresaw the need
for the service which was being
so carefully planned and all of us
had unswerving faith in the future
development
of the broadcasting
art.
Adherence to those early policies
through two exciting decades has

THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY
WAShiNGTON
26 SEP 1950
Dear Mr. Taishoff:
It is a pleasure for me to greet the
editors and staff of BROADCASTING on the 20th
Anniversary of this publication.
BROADCASTING has done SOx outstanding
job in specialized journalism by reporting for
two decades the week-to-week developments in
the importsmt communications fields of radio and
television.
Sincerely yours,

Mr. Sol Taishoff
Editor and Publisher
BROADCASTING
National Press Buildins
Washington 4, D. C
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JOSEPH

NATIONAL BROADCASTING C 0 M P A N Y, i n c.
A SERVICE OF BADIO fOFPOaATIO,«( OF AMERICA
RCA Buildme Hadio Cily, New York 20.N.Y
CIRCLE T-8300
H. McCONNELL
September 20, 1950

Mr. Sol Taishoff
Editor and Publisher
Broadcasting Magazine
National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C.
Dear Sol:

I understand that Broadcasting Magazine begins its
twentieth year of publication with the October 16th issue, and I
want to Mlirte you and your staff on this landmark in a record
of service to the Industry.
The history of radio and television has been an
exciting one, and Broadcasting Magazine is a part of that history,
growing with the industry and helping it to grow. Radio and
television will continue to advance on the basis of their service
cere 1^ to depend
to the pubUc; and as they advance, they willSincontinue
^
on Broadcasting Magazine for splendid coverage of the
news of
our trade, for guidance on the problems of our business and for
interpretations of industry developments.

On this twentieth anniversary trf Broadcasting
Magazine I send you my warm good wishes for still greater
success in the years to come.

won for Broadcasting-Telecasting the respect and confidence
of subscribers and advertisers
alike. As the art expanded, the
publication progressed, and our
early faith was vindicated.
Now greater opportunities lie
ahead. Building upon the foundations so firmly established, Broadcasting Telecasting
will seize
these new opportunities and expand
its services and continue its leadership— a position achieved through
long hours of hard work, sound
management, and devotion to the
art of broadcasting and television.
To you, Sol, and all of the members of your staff, upon this anniversary date, I extend my hearty
congratulations along with my very
best wishes for your future sucess.
Attorney
Philip G. Loucks
(Managing
1930-1935) Director, NAB
* * *
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
In behalf of WHO I would like
to congratulate Broadcasting on
its 20th anniversary Oct. 16.
We believe Broadcasting in all
of its 20 years of issue has continually done a most commendable
job in the best interests of this
outstanding medium of radio.
Best Paul
regards
to you and staff.
A. Loyet
Vice Pres.
WHO *Des *Moines
*
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
The Radio
Correspondents'
Association ishappy
to join your host

of friends in the radio and television industry in congratulating
Broadcasting-Telecasting on its
20th anniversary.
Although only half as old as
your publication the association in
that time has learned the power
of your editorial columns in its
continuing endeavors for the recognition of radio and television newsmen. Without your editorial supthe Correspondents'
of theportSenate
and the HouseGalleries
would
not now be in existence, and radio
and television newsmen would be
working under the impossible conditions which existed at the formation of the organization.
William R. McAndrew
Chairman
leries Correspondents' GalRadio
Congress of the United
States
*
* *
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Recently it came to my attention that Broadcasting is about
to start its twentieth year of publication. Certainly sounds like a
fairly long time. To me, however,
it seems more than twenty years
since Broadcasting made its initial appearance. Perhaps that is
because I have read the magazine from cover to cover each week.
Also, it is hard to beUeve that any
publication could have done so
much good for an industry within
a span of twenty years.
My personal contact from time
to time with you and your asso(Continued on page 169)
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broadcasting was already established as an integral part of the American
way of life in 1931, when, on Oct.
15, the first issue of Broadcasting,
"The News Magazine of the Fifth
ted. MagaEstate," was distribu
zines went to executives of the 612
stations then serving listeners in
more than 15 million of the nation's
homes and of the business concerns
and their advertising agencies.
Those advertisers and agencies during 1931 spent some $56 million
for the use of broadcasting facilities to deliver sales
es about their
IS'Sl messag
products to this vast
listening audience.
In the 11 years since KDKA
Pittsburgh and WWJ Detroit had
first begun providing regular program service for a few thousand
listeners, broadcasting had come a
long way. If it had not as yet
achieved full maturity it was certainly ahealthy, husky youngster,
filled with youth's vitality, idealism and eagerness to serve, and
beset by more than a normal number of growing pains.
A rapid recapitulation of radio
history during the 1920's, touching
only a few of the ultra-high spots
in a list of notable events long
enough to more than fill a full
issue, shows:
1921 : First broadcasts of a championship fight (Dempsey-Carpentier) and a big league ball game;
30 stations on the air at the end
of the year.
1922: Secretary of Commerce
RADIO

Herbert Hoover called the first
radio conference relating to broadcasting (the Department of Commerce a decade earlier had been
directed to enforce a radio act requiring certain passenger ships to
carry radio equipment and operators, and had expanded its super vision to
all domestic radio
operations, including broadcasting) ; the superheterodyne radio receiver was
introduced by its
inventor, E. H.
Armstrong; first
sponsored p r o Dr. Armstrong
gram was broadcast (by WEAF
New York, then owned by AT&T
which was testing the theory that
if a telephone service could be
maintained on fees collected from
individuals using telephone facilities to talk to other individuals,
it might be possible to support a
broadcasting service on fees collected from individuals or organizations utilizing radio facilities to address at one time a
large number of other individuals);
program was a 10-minute talk on
real estate, sponsored by the
Queensborough Corp., New York
real estate organization; more than
500 stations on the air by Dec.
31.
Network Broadcasting
Debuts in January
1923: First network broadcast
in January when WEAF New

THESE are the founding fathers of NAB as they met in the Dralie Hotel,
Chicago, on April 23, 1923, to establish the organization. They are (I to r):
Raymond Walker; C. H. Anderson; Frank W. Elliott, WHO Des Moines, later an
NAB president; Comdr. Eugene F. McDonald Jr., then owner of WJAZ Chicago;
BROADCASTING
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York and WNAC Boston were
linked by telephone wire and in
June the first multiple station
hook-up comprising WEAF, WGY
Schenectady; KDKA Pittsburgh,
and KYW Chicago; first rebroadcast, when KDPM Cleveland
picked up short waves from KDKA
and transmitted them; opening of
Congress broadcast for first time.
1924: First transatlantic rebroadcast, KDKA program shortwaved to London, broadcast there
for local audience; conventions of
the major political parties broadcast for the first time over nationwide networks (What listener from
those days will ever forget "Alabama casts 24 votes for Underwo d" ?) ; first transatlantic picture transmission by facsimile radio.
Nation Hears
Coolidge Inaugural
1925: Coolidge inaugural broadcast across the country by 24 stations; John Baird, television inventor, showed "radio shadowgraphs"
in London; introduction of alternating current tubes made possible the all-electric home receiver; United States Radio Research
Labs confirmed Heaviside-Kennelly
theory of so-called "radio mirror."
1926: President Coolidge signed
the Dill-White Radio Bill, creating
the Federal Radio Commission and
ending chaos caused by an undisciplined growth of broadcasting
after Department of Commerce
control had proved ineffective;
World Series broadcast for first

time by nationwide hookup; NBC
organized Nov. 1, with WEAF and
WJZ as New York key stations,
Merlin Hall Aylesworth as president; more than 700 stations on air.
1927: First regularly established
transcontinental hookup opens New
Year broadcasting Rose Bowl football game from Pasadena; President Coolidge appoints first Radio
Commission: Rear Admiral W. H.
G.
John
F. Bullard,
Dillon, Judge
E. 0. Sykes, O.
H. Caldwell,
Henry lows;A.CBS went
Belon the air Sept.
18, with basic
network of 16
stations, Maj. J.
Andrew White as
president; Young
& Rubicam buys
Maj. White
block
of time
across the board on NBC for
Radio Household Institute, mixing
commercials for various clients
among household hints and recipes.
London Beams First
Transatlantic Telecast
1928: Baird telecast from London viewed at Hartsdale, N. Y.,
first transatlantic video transmission; Bell Telephone Labs demonstrates outdoor video pickup without lights; 107-station hookup carries Herbert Hoover's speech accepting Republican nomination for
President from Palo Alto; the two
major parties spent about $500,000
(Continued on page 68)

Paul Klugh, manager of WJAZ; William S. Hedges, radio editor of the Chicago
Daily News, operating WMAQ; Elliott Jenkins, WDAP Chicago (now WGN);
A. B. Cooper; John Shepard 3rd; Rowel Crosley Jr., WLW Cincinnati.
They were to guide a rapidly-growing young industry in its early years.
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1931
(Continued from page 67)
apiece for radio campaigning; General Electric TV station telecasts
one-act drama, The Queen's Messenger; Maytag Co., washing
machine manufacturer, sponsors
first program specially recorded
for radio, records produced by National Radio Advertising Inc. under direction of Raymond Soat;
number of stations dropped to 677,
July 1; industry's gross time sales
for"
000. 1928 estimated to be $14,1001929: CBS reorganized Jan. 3,
elected William S. Paley president;
Procter & Gamble Co. this year
made first use of daytime radio and
Bulova Watch Co. sent recorded
announcements to more than 100
stations for broadcasting together
with time signals; NAB in March
adopted a code of ethics for the industry; Dr. V. K. Zworykin
demonstrated his kinescope TV receiver to IRE meeting at Rochester, N. Y.; 618 stations operating
in November; 1929 industry gross
time sales put at $26,800,000.
1930: Pentode tubes for radio
receivers introduced; first roundthe-world broadcast travels from
Schenectady to Holland to Java to
Australia and back in less than a
second; NBC opens experimental
TV transmitter in New York;
CBS broadcasts pre-Christmas
series with different sponsor in
each city, announcements being
cut-in locally, series includes pickup from Amsterdam, first international origination of commercial
program; 612 stations operating;
gross time sales up to $40,-500,000
despite worsening business conditions.
As of midyear
1931, according to
a report compiled
by Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, chief engineer of the Federal Radio Commission, there
were 612 licensed
broadcasting stations, 90 operating on clear chanDr. Jolliflfe
nels, 284 on regional channels
and 238 on local channels, but of
the total only 420 were on the air
simultaneously at night — 45 clears,
187 regionals and 188 local stations. Only 14 stations were licensed for the maximum permitted
power of 50 kw. All stations licenses were for six-month periods.
A News Journal Is Born
To The Young Radio Industry
That was the status of broadcasting in 1931 when two young
Washington reporters, Martin Codel
and Sol Taishoff, launched Broadcasting as the news journal of the
broadcasting industry with the intention, as they said in their first
editorial, "to report, fairly and accurately, the thoughts and the activities that motivate the field of
broadcasting and the men who are
guiding and administering broadcasting." The partnersi^ip and
Page 68 • October 16, 1950

dual management lasted until
1944 when Mr. Codel sold his interest to Mr. Taishoff', who is now
sole owner, editor and publisher.
Some of the dangers facing the
broadcasters of 1931 were set out
in the first issue of the new magazine by Henry A. Bellows, former
member of the Radio Commission
who had become a CBS vice president and a leader in industry affairs. A major danger, Mr. Bellows wrote, was Congressional encroachment on the Radio Commission's function of licensing stations, and he noted that earlier in
the year the Senate had approved
a bill which would allocate a clear
channel each to labor, agriculture
and education. Ill-advised state
legislation Avas another threat, he
said, adding that it probably could
be defeated, but only after a long
and costly fight. A third danger
was the results of the "virtual abdication" of the Commission to the
Court of Appeals, so that a Commission on hearing was regarded
as merely the preamble to appeal
and a "good Washington lawyer
has become more important to
every broadcasting station than a
good jorchief
Another
mathreatengineer."
to industry
progress,
Mr. Bellows declared, was rate cutting and the readiness of many
stations to accept advertising
"which destroys public confidence
or
public
interest."
fifth lessens
hazard was
the lack
of unifiedA
efforts by broadcasters in attacking their common problems. As
minor dangers he lumped together
copyright troubles, the demands of
other North American countries
for broadcast channels, the Commission's "inexhaustible capacity
for procrastination," and the Davis
Amendment and quota system, designed to insure an equitable distribution of radio program service
throughout the land by setting up
quotas of broadcast units for each
state and regional zone.
Many, Varied Demands
Besieged Radio
Mr. Bellows might also have
posted danger warnings against
the demands of many educators
and educational groups for Government guarantees of more time
on the air, either through station
assignments or by having a definite proportion of all stations' time
set aside for educational programming. Broadcasters were also
concerned over the complaint of
Sta-Shine Products Co. to the Interstate Commerce Committee
against NBC's rates, which the
complainant charged were "exorbitant," asthe case was a test of
the ICC's power to regulate the
rates of broadcasting stations as
it did those of railroads and other
common cai'riers. Another potential
threat was the campaign of H. 0.
INDIVIDUAL pictures used
in this section are contemporary photographs showing
the individuals at about the
time mentioned in the text.

of radio stations in the U. S. )
President Hoover, in a pooled
network broadcast to the convention, praised the American system
of licensing stations under private
enterprise as having produced "far
greater variety of programs and
excellence of sei-vice without cost
at the nual
ninth
an- to the listener," and by avoiding
convention
the pitfalls of government broadof the National
casting, had "preserved free speech
Assn. of casters,
Broadmeeting in Harry
this country."
Shaw, WMT Waterloo,
Oct. 26-28 in De- was elected president (then an unsalaried post) for the coming year
troit. H. K. Carpenter, W P T F and Philip G. Loucks was reappointed managing director. Mr.
Raleigh, chairLoucks reported that the NAB had
man
of
the
comMr. Carpenter
mercial broad- 135 active members, up from 83
the year befoi-e, and 28 associate
casting committee, urged broadcasters not to cut members, down from 35.
In November ASCAP notified
rates or to sacrifice progi-am quality to commercial expediency and the broadcasters that a new scale
warned them to view with susof license fees for the right to
picion offers of free programs,
broadcast the music of its members
educational talks and the like as would go into effect on Feb. 1, at
probably concealing advertising
the expiration of the cun-ent onecopy for which the stations should
year licenses, without stating what
be paid. He reported a committee
the new scale would be, arousing
decision to issue a standai-d market
fears that radio would be called
data form for station use, despite
for a larger payment than in
doubts of the committee of the on
1931, when the aggregate industry
American Assn. of Advertising
at about $1 milAgencies with whom it had been bill waslion.estimated
Broadcasters also hoped to
discussed that it includes all the
secure some standard form of payinformation the agencies want.
ment to replace the haphazard and
The committee also asked for supinequitable arrangements of 1931.
port in persuading the Radio Com- . The death in December of Julius
mission to reduce its requirements
C. Rosenthal, ASCAP general
for identifying all recordings used
manager, caused a postponement in
on the air both before and after
setting new rates and the old
their broadcast and for identifying
licenses were extended until
transcriptions as such rather than
March 1.
lumping them in with phonograph
The Commission in November rerecords as recordings.
minded stations that the requirement for keeping their signals
Elliott Warns Industry
A\ithin a deviation of 50 cycles,
To Watch Its Step
down from the 500 cycle deviation
Frank W. Elliott of Davenport
previously allowed, would become
provoked a heated discussion when
effective in June 1932, a year after
he decried the general acceptance
its adoption, and that equipment
of such objectionable commercials
capable
keeping
the signal
vvithas those with women reading cigar- in those oflimits
should
be installed
ette copy and the broadcasting of before that time. The Commission
off-color songs, warning that unannounced that station identificaless the industry did its own regtion need be announced only every
ulating "we will have Congress
30 minutes, instead of every quarshove this down our throats."
ter-hour, with no need to make the
John Benson, AAAA president,
announcement exactly at the hour
said that while there was yet no
if doing so would inagreement on station coverage or or half-hour
ter upt asingle consecutive speech.
the right w^ay to measure it, the Recording announcements were alagencies were watching with inso reduced to one preceding each
terest the program checking sys- disc, •with the language left optem of Archibald Crossley. He
tional as long as it clearly identisaid that time brokers were unfair
fied
when they represented competing
corded. the program material as restations and supReduction of License
ported aproposal
that the NAB
Period Recommended
create
an
"Open
Time" office in
In its recommendations to Congress the Commission asked that
New York if it
the
maximum
license period be recould give agenduced from three years to one
cies
the
information they require.
year, requested authority to suspend stations up to 30 days, recom(Earlier that
mended exclusion of territories
year a group of
21 stations had from the quota system and a reMr. Rambeau
vision of the appeals provisions to
set ers
upRadioAdvertisService
permit appeals from any Commission order or decision. Also recomas a cooperative representation
mended was a new section of law
service and after it disbanded in
October, William G. Rambeau, its making it illegal to transmit a promanager, had started his own firm
gram originating in the United
(Continued on page 72)
as the first exclusive representative
Davis, publisher of the Ventura
(Calif.) Free Press, for the support of other newspapers in his
crusade to abolish commercial radio
and its increasing competition wdth
newspapers for advertising.
Still lemsother
probwere raised
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THEY talk about everything. Gandhi! Shanghai!
The presidential candidates! Unemployment!
The subject of every household's everyday life is
reviewed and rehashed.
Thousands of women, and men, too, follow their
gossiping. Frequent tests have proved this. Thousands of letters are received each month, by the
girls and their sponsors.
A year ago last August the Colgate-PalmolivePeet Company contracted for this WGN feature.
They tested the program locally over WGN for five
months and then contracted for a year's networl<
broadcast over thirteen stations.
At the start of February, 1932,
upon receiving many requests
from listeners, the sponsors of the

THE CHICAGO

NATIONAL PRESTIGE

May
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•

SUPERIOR PROGRAMS

the

world

EM

'N'
GIRLS!

feature decided to present the girls' prattlings on
a forty-two station network, blanketing the entire
country except the Pacific Coast, and to transfer
their chatter to a morning period.
Clara, Lu 'n' Em are one of the most popular
features on the air today. They're doing a great
job for a satisfied client. They're GOOD CHEER
both for WGN, their originator and director, and
for the NBC chain ... Is your radio program doing
as well? . . .The station that gave the world "Sam
'n Henry" ("Amos 'n' Andy"), East and Dumke
("Sisters of the Skillet"), "LiHie Orphan Annie",
Kellogg's Singing Lady, and
Floyd Gibbons has a program
ready for you! WGN is building
tomorrow's great programs today.

TRIBUNE STATION ON THE DRAKE
416.4 METERS— 72D KILOCYCLES

HOTEL

25,000 WAHS POWER .... CLEAR CHANNEL .... INTENSIVE ZONE 7 COVERAGE
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During the day, WGN

to

world

PER

WEEK

STATION

reaches 260,100

more

homes

one

or more

times a week than the next Chicago station.* During the night, WGN
reaches 302,750

more radio homes than the next station.* This is a plus

that you get only with WGN.

As was true 18 years ago when the ad on the opposite page appeared,
WGN

is still building programs, personalities — and sales For advertisers.

The Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
of "Clara, Lu 'x\' Em"

Company

mentioned

in the ad as the Sponsor

is still an advertiser on WGN.

Effective selling is

our business — and ytz\z been in business for 26 years.

If you have a sales problem — you need WGN
the most modern

— now broadcasting from

radio and television center in the Middle West.

*1949 BMB

A

I

BROADCASTING

Chicago 11
Illinois
Clear Channel Station . . .
50,000 Watts
720
Serving' the Middle West
On Your Dial
Eastern Sales Office: 220 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
MBS
West Coast Representatives: Reenan and Eickelberg
235 Montgomery St., San Francisco 4 • 2978 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 5
710 Lewis Bldg., 333 SW Oak St., Portland 4
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(Continued from page 68)
States by wire to any foreign station for rebroadcast without express Commission approval. This
last recommendation was aimed at
XER Villa Acuna, Mexico, 75 kw
border station licensed to Dr. John
R. Brinkley, whose license for
KFKB Milford, Kan., had been deleted because of broadcasts held
inimical to the public health. It
was feared that this new station,
more powerful than any in the
United States, would cause interference with domestic stations, in
addition to the suspicion that Dr.
Brinkley was planning to resume
from across the border the same
type of programming which had
lost him his Kansas station.
The Commission granted 50 kw to
nine stations, raising to 23 the
number permitted to use this statutory maximum power, and 25 kw
to six others, making nine in this
category; the validity of this restrictive high power regulation being promptly challenged by the rejected applicants. Rev. Robert P.
Shuler, crusading pastor, also appealed aCommission order deleting
his station, KGEF Los Angeles,
for operation not in the public interest.
Davis Amendment
Brings Station Deletions
Among several station deletions
ordered in compliance with the
Davis Amendment was that of
WIBO and WPCC Chicago, sharing time on 560 kc, in favor of
WJKS Gary, Ind., Illinois then being 12.49 units over quota while
Indiana was 2.08 units under quota.
KYW, first station to be built in
Chicago, under constant attack because its frequency, 1020 kc, was
allocated to the Second Zone, was
in December combatting the petition of Kunskv-Trendle Broadcast-

THE DEPRESSION was the
most important problem
broadcasters, along with all
other American businessmen, had
to deal with in 1932. Broadcasting
had just begun to develop into a
full-fledged national advertising
medium and so did not suffer losses
in volume of business as did the
older media, but from the beginning of the summer of 1932 on to
the end of the year the networks
reported monthly billings below
those for the corresponding months
of 1931.
To counteract this adverse trend,
the networks liberalized their advertising policies. NBC in July removed its ban on price mentions
for all daytime programs, except
on Sunday, and in September announced that prices could be mentioned on evening programs as
well, with CBS shortly making
the same concession. Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co. was the first
advertiser to take advantage of
the new policy and to announce
Page 72
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ing Corp., Detroit, for the frequency, Michigan and the Second
Zone being under quota, Illinois
and the Fourth Zone being over
quota.
Experimental TV
Operations increase
Radio Pictures and CBS both began experimental TV operations in
New York during 1931 and RCA
selected the Empire State Bldg.,
world's highest building, as the
site for its video
experiments in
the ultia high
frequency region.
Philo T. Farnsworth was conducting experiments for Philco
Corp., exclusive
licensee of his
cathode ray video
system,
Mr. T-i
Farnsworthiu had
• , applied
,• which
j j.for
an experimental
telecasting license. Even then TV
spectrum space was limited; RCA
asked the Commission to keep Philco out of the 43-46 mc area of
RCA's Camden experiments as the
plants were only four miles apart
and interference would have been
certain.
A review21 ofnational
the year'sadvertisers
business
revealed
spending more for radio time in
1931 than in 1930, R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co. making the largest increase, from $166,468 to $1,235,336.
A BBDO survey of transcriptions
showed more than 75 regular weekly sponsored transcribed programs
on the air the end of the year,
175% above the total for the same
date two years earlier. Despite
these and other overall indications
of industry prosperity, more than
half of the country stations were
operating in the red, NAB President Shaw told the Commission.
Robert F. Elder, assistant pro-

product prices on its daytime NBC
program; it was also the first advertiser to use prices on the network at night.
The move was well received by
both advertisers and agencies and
at the end of the year NBC President M. H. Aylesworth reported:
"We felt under existing economic
conditions, prices had a definite
interest for the listening public.
The ready acceptance of this policy
has justified the company's posiNBC Revises Fees
tion."Sustaining Shows
For
NBC also revised its charges to
stations for sustaining programs
from a unit basis to a blanket
charge of $1,500 a month for unlimited sustaining service; by the
end of 1931under
75 stations,
operating
this flat86%o,'were
fee plan.
Despite the depression, NBC averaged 1,505 employees during 1932,
compared with 1,367 in 1931.
CBS in July cut its rates by

fessor of marketing at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
surveyed the use of radio-advertised products, found radio homes
used these biands 29.3% more than
families without radios, the increase rising to 36.1% in homes
whose radios were used more than
three hours a day. To find out
what stations people listened to
and what they thought about what
they heard, N. W. Ayer & Son
mailed postcards to merchants, city
officials, chambers of commerce,
newspaper editors and other leading citizens in every town of 2,500
or more persons, foreshadowing
the BMB technique by some 15
Also in 1931, WOV New York
years.
set
an important legal precedent
when the state court denied an attempt of the State Insurance Department to prevent the station
from broadcasting programs for
the Union Mutual Life Insurance
Co. of Iowa, not licensed to do business in the state, the court holding
that WOV was "advertising" the
policies, not "soliciting" business.
Wrigley Co. Starts
'Myrt & Marge' on CBS
William Wrigley Jr. Co. had the
temerity to start Myrt & Marge
on CBS opposite Amos 'n' Andy,
whose NBC broadcasts for Pepsodent were then by all odds the
most popular serial on the air. The
Matchabelli family sued Walter
Winchell, NBC and American Tobacco Co. for slander. WABC New
York began using a half-wave antenna, developed by CBS engineers
at a cost of more than $100,000
with the aim of reducing sky-wave
distortion.
Sen. Capper of Kansas and Rep.
Harold McGugin of Coffeyville,
Kan., both transcribed weekly proin Washington
for broadcast togramsthe
voters at home.
The

about 37% and dropped the extra
charges for tieing the Pacific
Coast stations into its national
chain. Stations also lowered their
rates on a vnAe scale, some through
flat rate card reductions, others
through such plans as that used
by KMBC Kansas City, which offered advertisers a 40% discount
if they would place their business
on a "run-of-schedule" basis instead of demanding a definite time
period. This plan, which also included a two-week cancellation
privilege, freeing clients from longterm contract restrictions, was a
"depression special" that worked,
KMBC reported.

American Bar Assn. condemned
courtroom broadcasts as an "invasion of the sanctity" of the court
and "interference with the administration of justice." A miniature
electro-dynamic microphone was
first used on the CBS Philco series
of concerts by Leopold Stokowski's
Philadelphia Orchestra. AT&T's
improved cable facilities were providing better quality program
transmission for network programs, with fewer interruptions.
National Sugar Refining Co. reported success from its experiment
to remove all sales talk from its
Melody Moments program limiting
commercials to a reference to its
newspaper ads.
Musicians' Strike Averted
As Year Ends
The year ended with a high note
of good tidings from Chicago
whose broadcasters, by presenting
a united front, had successfully defied aNew Year's Eve strike threat
of the Chicago Federation of Musicians. Negotiations conducted by
William S. Hedges, WMAQ, for
the broadcasters, and James C.
Petrillo, local president, and Joseph N. Weber, national president,
for the union, averted the strike;
rejected
that be
thereduced
workweek for demands
staff musicians
from 35 to 30 hours, that all stations employ more musicians, that
musicians
in the
control rooms"ride
and gain"
that no
recorded
commercial programs be allowed;
and won for the broadcasters their
first formal contract with the
union, including an arbitration
clause and improvements in the
terms covering daytime only musicians. Sole concession on the part
of the broadcasters was the agreement of Class A stations to raise
their staffs minimum from 10 to 15
musicians, a paper concession only
as they all were employing at least
that many men already.

of the firms involved in the building program. Similar home-building projects worked well for
WBAL Baltimore and other stations. Many stations found providing merchandising services for
their clients a good way to get
and hold accounts, with WLW Cincinnati and KFH Wichita especially successful in this activity.
WBSO Needham, Mass., broadcast a series of community programs, each hour-long program
devoted to a single community and
arranged in cooperation with the
chamber of commerce or board of
trade. Groups of merchants, usually 10, were permitted to sponsor
Home-Building Projects
these programs on a cooperative
Prove Successful
basis, each getting a 150-word
KSTP St. Paul reported on a commercial
during the broadcast.
business-getting plan it had tried
In at least one instance the deout the previous summer when it
pression helped to promote busihad built a model home and reness for radio: Lehn & Fink invested
the complete advertising
ported its progress from blueprint
to finished dwelling in 36 half -hour
budget of Pebeco toothpaste for
broadcasts, each sponsored by one
the year in radio in the belief.
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voiced by the company's president,
Edward Plaut, that "this year the
more established forms of advertising will not prove as effective
as the unusual forms like radio."
Recorded Show Ban
Lifted by NBC
Politics also contributed to radio's income during this Presidential election year. On the national
level the Republicans spent something between $400,000 and $500,000 for the re-election of President
Hoover, the Democrats about $300,
000 for his opponent. Franklin
Delano Roosevelt, with perhaps
$750,000 worth of radio time purchased by both parties in support
of local and regional candidates.
To encourage spot business for
its owned stations, NBC lifted the
ban on recorded programs during
the daytime hours ouside of New
York. CBS continued its policy
of lea%ing the matter up to the
managers of its individual stations.
Pan American Broadcasting System was organized as a "wax network" with the aim of including
100 stations.
Combined network gross time
sales for the year totaled $39,106,776, according to National Advertising Records, a gain of 9.29c
from the year before. Overall
gross time sales for the industry,
network, spot and local, wei'e estimated at $61,900,000, up 10.5
from 1931.
Politics brought problems as
well as profits to radio. The
Nebraska Supreme Court ruled
that broadcasters were accountable for libel "published" over their
facilities just as newspapers are
responsible for what they publish.
This dictum was handed down in a
suit brought by C. A. Sorenson,
attorney general of Nebraska,
against KFAB Lincoln and Richard
A. Wood, an attorney of that city,
for statements made by Mr. Wood
over KFAB during the 1930 primary campaign. The jury in the
lower court exonerated KFAB from
responsibility after the station had
explained that it had no advance
script of Mr. Wood's talk, did not
know it was going to be defamatory and in any event was prohibited from censoring the talk
under the federal law. Mr. Sorenson had appealed and the appellate
court had now ruled the station
operator absolutely liable. The case
was subsequently appealed to the
Supreme Court of the United
States, which declined to review it.

IN A 1932 interview, H. V. Kaltenborn (2d I), dean of news analysts, talks
with the man who soon was to lead the world into World War 11. The
other correspondents at the interview were Karl von Weigand (I), chief correspondent, Hearst papers, and Louis Lochner, chief correspondent for AP
in Berlin.
*
started, Broadcasting had reported that the Commission's own records refuted arguments that more
educational radio facilities were
needed. Of the 44 educational stations, 17 sold time and about 30 of
the 83 stations licensed to schools,
churches, municipalities and charities also were operated as commercial stations. Overall, the educational stations actually devoted less
time to education, under SCf, than
the commercial stations, which on
the average gave more than 10%
of their operating time to educational programming.

NBC and CBS ReportHoldings to Congress
To set Congress straight about
their holdings, NBC and CBS wrote
to each Congressman, reporting
that the 87 stations in the NBC
networks included five owned outright, a half interest in WMAQ
Chicago, two stations owned by
General Electric Co. and operated
by NBC and four West Coast stations in which the network had recently purchased majority interests; that CBS owned five stations,
plus 51% of KMOX St. Louis, and
was operating WPG, Atlantic
City's Both
municipal
station,
lease.
networks
stated under
that
their affiliated stations determined
their own policies and that their
affiliations with the networks did
not deprive them of ample time
for local programs, NBC adding
that it had no written affiliation
Couzens-Dill Measure
contracts.
Passes in Senate
In March, William S. Paley and
In January the Senate passed his associates bought the halfinterest in CBS which had been
the Couzens-Dill resolution asking
held
by Paramount Pictures Inc.
the Radio Commission to sui^-ey
for a sum reported to be more
advertising on the air, the educational use of radio and also to than $6 million, giving this group
report on the feasibility of governcomplete o\\Tiership of the network
(in 1950 a $50 million property),
ment operation. James W. Baldwin, Commission secretary, sent which had been purchased by Mr.
questionnaires to networks, sta- Paley and a family group from
tions, advertisers, agencies, radio
Columbia Phonograph Co. in 1928.
In the intervening time CBS had
educational groups, government
agencies, foreign radio interests,
gro%\Ti from 16 outlets to 91. Duretc.
ing 1931 the network had bought
Shortly before the investigation
seven concert companies and mergBROADCASTING
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ed them as Columbia Concerts
Corp. to assure a supply of musical
talent for network programs.
A proposal to tax stations as a
means of defraying the cost of
governmental administration, with
fees ranging from $120 a year for
100 w stations to $5,000 for 50 kw
stations, was introduced in the
Senate, but died in committee. A
new revenue bill that became law
in June, however, included a 59f
tax on land lines and a o% tax
on receivers. NAB protests finally
secured a ruling exempting broadcasters from the land line tax on
their interconnections. The tax on
sets stuck, and broadcasters were
told that they would have to pay
3% tax levied on all commercial
users of electricity which the NAB
had opposed as not applicable as
broadcasters should be classed as
industrial users, who were exempt.
ASCAP continued as a major
and unceasing problem throughout the year. The broadcasters all
wanted a standard license arrangement but were divided as to how
it should be calculated. NAB
favored a rate card basis; the
small stations, few of them NAB
members, voted in a survey conducted by A. S. Clarke, WBTM
Danville, Va., for a formula based
on percentage of gross sales, with
2.5% set as about the right
amount.
Mills Becomes
ASCAP Manager
E. C. Mills left NBC's Radio
Music Co. to become general manager of ASCAP. The NAB named
Louis G. Caldwell, former Radio
Commission general counsel, as
special counsel on copyright. With
four copyright bills before Congress and Sen. Dill preparing another one, the House Committee on
Patents began holding copyright
hearings. Gene Buck, ASCAP
president, told the committee that
of ASCAP's income of about $2
million a year, radio contributed
some $900,000 and the movies
about $700,000, with about $400,-

000 coming from dance halls, caberets and other places of amusement. He charged radio with having killed the sale of phonograph
records and sheet music.
Appearing for the broadcasters,
Mr. Caldwell asked Congress for
protection against abuses of power
by copyright owner combinations
and against penalties for innocent
infringement, such as that by a
station broadcasting a network
program or a hotel receiving a
broadcast. The Copyright Act
made no distinction and called
for a minimum penalty of $250
per infringement.
ASCAP in April offered stations
new licenses to run from June 1,
1932, to Dec. 31, 1935, with commercial fees of 5% of the stations'
gross income and a flat sustaining
fee, ASCAP to have the right to
examine station recoi'ds. When
NAB rejected the proposal, estimated to increase ASCAP's take
from radio to about $3.5 million a
year, ASCAP agreed to put off the
starting date for the new licenses
until Sept. 1, while discussing a
revision of the teimis with a special
copyright committee of NAB with
Paul Morency, WTIC Hartford, as
chairman.
Schuette Picked to Head
Copyright Fight
NAB circularized, all U.S. stations asking their ideas about the
ASCAP proposed license, retained
Oswald F. Schuette to head the
copyright fight. Mr. Schuette in
1928 had organized the Independent Broadcasters Assn. to combat
the Radio Commission's plan of deleting 164 stations and had succeeded in reducing the number of
deletions to 30, none of them IBA
members.
Urging broadcasters to see that
legislation checking ASCAP is
passed immediately. Broadcasting
editorialized: "It is well and good
to negotiate and arbitrate with
ASCAP. . . . Broadcasters do not
desire to dodge the payment of any
license fee to ASCAP. They simply
want the rate to be equitable.
With a legislative club over the
head of that pool of the order proposed and which can be adopted,
a reasonable rate could be assured.
Without
the result ispressure
ob\aous." on
When itbroadcaster
Congress showed signs of producing revised copyright legislation,
ASCAP offered a new plan which
would increase the present fees by
25%, making a total of $1,250,000
a year, to run through 1933 while
negotiating for a permanent settlement, with the broadcasters
meanwhile dropping their fight for
new copyright legislation. NAB
proposed instead to accept the 25%
increase for two years while a
joint NAB- ASCAP committee
worked out a per piece license system. ASCAP in turn rejected that
offer and broke off negotiations,
stating it would deal individually
with stations on the 5% plan.
Negotiations resumed, ASCAP
made a final offer of a three-year
license on a sliding scale, 3% for
(Continued ou page 76)
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1932
(Continued from -page 73)
the first year, 47f for the second
and 5% for the third, estimated to
amount to a total of $3 million in
1933, $4 million in 1984 and $5
million in 1935. Assured by its
committee that this is the best
deal obtainable, the board reluctantly recommended its acceptance
by broadcasters and dissolved the
committee, giving Mr. Schuette
plenary powers to deal with all
copyright matters.
Lower Power Outlets
Get Reduced Fees
Working with ASCAP on the license terms, Mr. Schuette obtained
reductions on the fees for lower
powered stations, about 36% for
those of 500 w or less, 20-30% for
the 1 kw operators. Dean Fitzer,
WDAF Kansas City, Kansas City
Star station, after a conference
with Mr. Mills, wrote to a group
of major newspaper-owned stations asking for the right to represent them in ASCAP negotiations,
reporting hopes of securing substantial reductions "in view of admitted newspaper contributions to
music exploitation."
When ASCAP offered that group
a 50% reduction in sustaining fees,
with commercial fees applicable
only to programs using ASCAP
music, a meeting of all newspaper
stations was called, at which it
was decided to reject that proposal. Mr. Fitzer, Walter Damm,
WTMJ Milw^aukee, and Lambin
Kay, WSB Atlanta, were named
as a committee to try to get a
flat 33V3% reduction from ASCAP.
Sen. Dill, denouncing the ASCAP
offer of preferential treatment for
newspaper stations as a plot "to
use every possible influence of
public opinion to keep down opposition to their tyrannical and arbitrary use of power," warned that
acceptance by the newspaper stations would give new impetus to
already proposed legislation prohibiting newspapers from station
ownership.
At NAB's convention, held Nov.
14-16 in St. Louis, Sen. Dill reported that he and Mr. Mills had
worked out a formula whereby
broadcasters would pay only for
programs using ASCAP music, but
that it had been rejected by the
ASCAP board. He urged NAB to
set up its own supply of music as
the best insurance against ASCAP
domination.
McCosker Elected
To Head NAB
The convention elected as president Alfred J. McCosker, director
of WOR New York, reappointed
Mr. Schuette as copyright expert
at $18,000 a year and also reappointed Philip G. Loucks as inanaging director, with a 10% increase to $10,000 a year and adopted a vigorous program for the
coming year with plans for tripling or quadrupling the 1932 budget
of $50,000 and employing a prominent public figure to lead the industry battle against those who
were trying to alter or eliminate
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the free enterprise system of
broadcasting. Mr. Loucks reported
178 active and 27 associate members in NAB, just about double
the membership at the time of his
appointment as managing director in November 1930. Commissioner Harold A. Lafount urged
the NAB to wage war against
overcommercialism which, he declared, was the industry's most
vulnerable point. "Already," he
stated, "an irate public is besieging their representatives in Congress for drastic action." Mr. Lafount decried the practice of permitting advertisers to build their
own programs and .broadcast them
with little or no station supervision, particularly the sale of blocks
of time to "high powered salesmen" for resale to individual advertisers.
The convention adopted a resolution proposed by Stanley Hubbard,
KSTP St. Paul, for an investigation of AT&T line charges, reported to aggregate $8 million to $10
million annually, Mr. Hubbard
charging that the rates were exorbitant and that they were not
uniform. Broadcasters hopefully
watched indications that the telegraph companies might begin competing with AT&T for the program transiTiission business on a
national scale; Postal Telegraph
was already leasing lines to Southhookup.west Broadcasting Co.'s regional
RCA Becomes
Wholly Independent
On Nov. 21, Radio Corp. of
America and its subsidiary companies, including NBC and RCA
Victor Co., became wholly independent through a consent decree
entered by the U.S. District Court
at Wilmington, Del. Settling without trial the anti-trust suit against
RCA and its associates, the decree
ordered General Electric Co. and
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
to divest themselves completely of
their stock control of RCA.
The decree also effected a realignment of the radio patent situation, with some 4,000 patents formerly pooled in RCA under an exclusive arrangement became nonexclusive. 'RCA, however, retained
the right to continue to grant licenses to other manufacturers under the patents of GE and Westinghouse and AT&T as well as its
own patents and to retain the
royalties received from these licenses.
During the interim period of two
and a half years allowed for adjusting RCA's business to its new
status, GE and Westinghouse were
prohibited from manufacturing radio devices except under their own
patents, while RCA was authorized
to manufacture and sell transmitter and transmitting tubes formerly produced by the two electrical
companies. David Sarnoff, RCA
president, notified stockholders that
in addition to continuing its earlier
activities in broadcasting, transoceanic and ship-to-shore communication, radio manufacturing and
entertainment, RCA received pat-

ent rights under the decree which
would enable it to expand its manufacturing into new phases of electronics beyond the radio business.
As a part of the settlement, RCA
transferred its New York building
on Lexington to GE and completed
negotiations with Rockefeller Center for space in the Radio City
project for occupancy in the fall
of 1933.
Alarmed over the danger of
"trafficking" in licenses, the Radio
Commission in February adopted
a new rule requiring sworn statements of all pertinent details of
the transactions to accompany all
applications for the transfer of licenses. In April Thad H. Brown,
general counsel of the Commission,
had been appointed Commissioner
from the Second Zone, succeeding
Ira E. Robinson, resigned. During
the summer the radio division of
the Department of Commerce had
been merged with the Commission
as an economy move. Maj. Gen.
Charles McKay Saltzman, chairman, resigned as Commissioner
from the Fourth Zone, with the
vacancy unfilled at the end of the
year. Harold A. Lafount, acting
chairman, in October urged the
extension of licensing periods from
six months to a year to provide
more industry stability, but secured no immediate action.
After Broadcasting had pointed
out the dangers to United States
and Canadian broadcasters inherent in the station-building programs of Mexico and Cuba, Sen.
Dill introduced a resolution asking
the Secretary of State, with the
assistance of the Radio Commission, to negotiate international
agreements with all other North
American countries for their mutual protection against radio interference. Decision of the International Radio Conference, held
in the fall in Madrid, to leave extension of the broadcast band into
the long waves below 550 kc up to
the individual regions, and the action of the Mexican government
in granting superpower of 500 kw
to XER Villa Acuna, which was
authorized to operate alternately
on 655 kc and 735 kc — both clear
channels then being used in this
country and in Canada — increased
pressure for a North American
conference, to be held in 1933.
WIBO Chicago, operating under
a stay order pending hearing of
its appeal from deletion ordered
under the Davis Amendment in
November, filed suit against WJKS
Gary, Ind., which had been assigned WIBO's frequency, and its
principals,
including Ralph Atlass,
and
against
WBBM Chicago,
which Ralph and
Leslie Atlass had
owned
to its
sale prior
to CBS,
charging conspiracy tooff force
WIBO
the air
and
asking
$900,Ralph Atlass
000 damages. The
Court of Appeals
of the District of Columbia the

following month handed down a
decision reversing the Commissions' deletion order by a split
vote, the majority holding that
quota differences between Illinois
and Indiana were insufficient
grounds for wiping out a business
worth $500,000 or more, while the
minority opinion was that the
Davis Amendment made the Commission mandatory. Meanwhile,
Westinghouse tired of the need for
constantly defending the use by
KYW Chicago of "a frequency assigned to the Second Zone and offered to move the station to Philadelphia, the plan being endorsed
by the Commission examiner as
the best solution.
When the Associated Press supplied election returns to the networks for broadcasting on election
night, the reaction of certain newspaper publishers was so violent
that the American Newspaper Publishers Assn. appointed a special
committee to investigate the entire
field of press-radio relations. The
new committee was to woi-k as an
auxiliary of the ANPA radio committee, whose former chairman,
Elzey Roberts, publisher of the St.
Louis Star-Times, had resigned
when the committee refused to take
what he considered a sufficiently
strong anti-radio stand. Since his
resignation he had made an arrangement with KMOX St. Louis
to supply news bulletins to the
station, not counting the numerous
news tie-ups of this nature, there
were at the end of 1932 a total of
112 stations with newspaper ownership or affiliation.
Lindbergh Case
Provides Opportunity
The kidnapping of the Lindbergh
baby on March 1 had provided
ladio an opportunity to demonstrate its own ability to report a
major news event. WOR Newark
broadcast the first report at 11:35
a.m. and immediately set up a remote control unit in the headquarters of the New Jersey police at
Trenton, remaining on the air for
72 hours straight to broadcast developments. NBC and CBS rushed
to Hopewell, N. J., location of the
Lindbergh home, maintaining continuous operation throughout the
following week.
A realignment of frequencies
outside the broadcast band became
eff^ective in February, giving TV
the 1600-1700 kc band adjacent
to the new sound track channel of
1550-1600 kc, itself adjacent to the
broadcast band. RCA began tests
of video transmissions from the
Empire State Bldg., using a mechanical scanning system but planning an eventual switch to the
cathode ray all-electronic method
of telecasting in the ultrahigh frequency region which engineers
were coming to believe should be
the area for TV operation.
To avoid interference with
WTMJ Milwaukee, with whom it
shared 620 kc, WFLA-WSUN
Clearwater, Fla., installed the
country's first directional antenna,
designed by Raymond Wilmotte,
(Continued on page 78)
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British authority on transmitting
antennas, who superintended its
construction with the aid of T. A.
M. Craven, consulting engineer.
The lapel microphone was introduced by Radio Telephone Industries Corp. and RCA brought out
a velocity microphone, without a
diaphragm, designed for increased
directionalism and better fidelity.
Broadcasters spent some $570,000
for frequency control equipment to
comply with the 50-cycle frequency
tolerance requirement which became effective in June. Charles J.
Young, son of Owen B. Young,
and Dr. E. F. W. Albertson were
at work in the RCA Labs on a
facsimile system for the radio
transmission of pictures and printed material.
Canada Adopts
New Radio Plan
In Canada, after the British
Privy Council had upheld federal
control of radio, dismissing an appeal of the Province of Quebec, the
government adopted a radio plan
which restricted advertising to 5%
of program content and levied a
receiver tax of $2 per set. Although the 1931 census had reported 770,436 radio homes, only
•592,896 set owners paid the new
tax in 1932. Broadcasting early
in the year retained a correspondent for regular coverage of news
of the Dominion's broadcasters and
their government regulators.
Radio was becoming, even in
1932, a favorite field for market
researchers. Lee Bristol, vice president of Bristol-Myers Co. and
president of the Assn. of National
Advertisers, told the ANA convention that during the year 145,000
calls would be made on set owners asking what they had listened
to for the previous several hours,
in a "cooperative analysis" of program audiences ANA was conducting for advertisers and agencies.
John Shepard 3rd, Yankee Network president, tried out a new
kind of survey, developed by Walter Mann & Staff, to measure program perferences on "facts of the
present rather than opinions of the
past" by using the telephone to ask
people what station or program
they were listening to at the time
the telephone rang.
Hettinger Surveys
Summer Listening
Herman Hettinger of the Wharton School of Finance, U. of Pennsylvania, reported on a summer
survey of the Philadelphia area
that showed the number of summer listeners averaged nearly 90%
of the wintertime audience, never
falling below 85.5%. Another
Wharton survey showed that 95%
of housewives listened to the radio
at some time during the evening,
that Monday was the best and Saturday the poorest weekday evening
for radio listening, that afternoons
were about equal and Saturday the
poorest morning; 61.8% of the
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women intei-viewed said they had
bought something because it was
radio-advertised, confirming a California survey which found 66% of
the women interviewed to be buyers of radio-advertised merchandise.
Radio Tells
Story to Listeners
Also in 1932: KSTP and WCCO
Minneapolis-St. Paul on New
Year'scast to tell
Day listeners
put on ahowjoint
broadAmerican
radio operates and the advantages
to the public of competition among
stations and advertisers which provides the best program service in
the world and at no expense to the
tax-payers. Radio drew plaudits
for its excellent job of reporting
the political conventions, NBC
serving 88 stations, CBS 96 with
the detailed minute-by-minute
story. The Eastern College Conference decided to ban all football
broadcasts but, after the Pacific
Coast Conference had agreed to
broadcasts as usual and the Big
Ten had left the decision up to
each college individually, the Eastern Conference decided to go along
and rescinded the ban. Scott Howe
Bowen, vehement upholder of general station representation against
exclusive representatives, nonetheless agreed to serve as exclusive
representative of the Yankee Network and its ten affiliated stations.
Samuel Clyde, advertising director
of General Mills, urged radio to
stay on standard time the year
round as railroads do, avoiding the
semi-annual mix-up due to some
cities going on daylight time,
others not. Lord & Thomas installed RCA equipment to record
the Lucky Strike broadcasts so as
to have a file of the programs exactly as they went on the air.
Father
Coughlin's
Hour of
the Little
Flower Golden
was broadcast
over a 26-station hookup, largest
special network arranged up to
that time. General Foods Corp.
started a comic strip in 90 newspapers featuring characters from
the company's Tompkins Coryiers
radio program. Newton Coal Co.
bought five hours to broadcast 13
programs over WCAU Philadelphia on Oct. 2, dedication day of
WCAU's new 50 kw transmitter,
WMCA New York extended its
hours of operation to 3 a.m., reporting increased interest by advertisers ofluxury products in people who can afford to stay up that
late. Mrs. Franklin Roosevelt,
wife of the President-elect, in December went on the air for Ponds
Extract Co. in an NBC series, her
talent fees going to charity.
Chronology continues on page 82
INDIVIDUAL pictures used
in this section are contemporary photographs showing
the individuals at about the
time mentioned in the text.
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IVTEW ENGLAND leads the country in per
^ ^ capita purchasing power.
It has 8.0% of
It earns 8.4% of
the country's total wealth,
the total income.
New England consumes nearly 10% of all food
sold in the United States. According to the
New England Council, it is spending more per
capita for new cars, gasoline, department store
merchandise, life insurance and building materials than any other section of the country.
Concentrate
market.

your sales effort on this rich

The voice of the Yankee Network reaches every
densely populated New England trading area
. . . 8-station coverage that assures the largest
possible listener audience.
SHEPARD

BROADCASTING SERVICE, Inc., BOSTON
Business Office: One Winter Place
Exclusive National Sales Representative
SCOTT HOWE BOWEN, INC.
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in BROADCASTING,

we

have

grown

from 8 stations to 28. Each station, carrying Yankee
Network

and Mutual programs, has dealer and con-

sumer acceptance in New

England's high purchas-

ing power, home-town key markets. Yankee's 28
home-town stations provide the greatest possible
New

England coverage

with local selling impact in

every market.
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A

NATIONAL

WINNER

with

a TWENTY

First comes the analysis of your particular sales
problems in the great KSTP market. Then— and only

YEAR

RECORD...

then — comes the promotion /;/<-/;/. Thus, KSTP's exchsh e. effective PLANALYZED PROMOTION I

KSTP's own, thorough-going method of merchandising and
promoting your radio and television campaign has won a heap of
laurels in its twenty years. Variety plaques, Billboard awards.
Advertisers' accolades hang in number

on our walls.

MORE IMPORTANT, file cabinets are jam-packed with cheers
from the most important people in the world . . . our customers.
This exclusive KSTP merchandising service adds the pay-oflf
punch to your radio and television campaign in the important
Minneapolis-St. Paul market. In all likelihood you have already
received KSTP Planalyzed Promotion reports in the familiar red
folders . . . most advertisers and agencies in the country have . . .
and more are becoming acquainted with the red folder's brother —
the bright blue television brochure. Be it KSTP or KSTP-TV the
service is just the same! ¥iSTP Planalyzed Promotion can hasten and
increase the effectiveness of your radio and television advertising.
Any Edward Petry man will be glad to tell you how Planalyzed
Promotion works and how it will work for you.

KEY
50,000

i/rrwne/l '2^<

Mr. Joe CooV
Stetlon K S T r
Dear Mr. Cook,
book to Arnold Souer.
Jo..
verv ^Ple
trulyndUyours
.,.ln thanks Tor t.e ver.
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FOR
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N E SCH".VIMWE3^
TWO
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EXCLUSIVE
NBC
AFFILIATE
FOR
THE
TWIN
CITIES
WATTS — CLEAR CHANNEL
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY & CO
...rU.i,v.A>v-v^.;..j
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1933
year 1933 was one of
THE
change for the country as a
whole and the broadcasting industry was no exception. It brought
a new President whose inspired use
of radio reawakened broadcasters
to the power of the medium they
controlled. It brought a New Deal
and a National Eecovery Administration under whose auspices the
national economy began towards
the end of the year to pull itself
out of the morass of depression in
which it was so deeply mired as
the year began. It brought government administered code of standards for broadcasting that made
pointless any attempt by the industry to carry out the ambitious
program of self -reorganization that
had been planned by the 1932 NAB
convention. It brought, in April,
the return of beer and in December the repeal of the 18th Amendment, raising new problems of advertising policy for broadcasters.
And it brought a radio boycott by
newspaper publishers which, almost against its will, forced radio
to discover and develop its own
potentialities for providing news
as well as entertainment for the
listening public.
The first major
news story covered by radio in
1933 was the attempted assassination of President-elect Roosevelt following a
speech in Miami
late in February.
E. K. Cohan,
technical director
Mr. Cohan
of CBS, vacationing .in Miami
Beach, was listening to the talk on
WQAM and, hearing the shots and
confusion at the end of the address, rushed to the station and
telephoned the news to New York
in time for its inclusion in Edwin
C. Hill's 10:30 p.m. program. Mr.
Cohan ordered a circuit set up and
at midnight he went on the network from Miami, introducing
Fred Mizer, manager and chief
announcer of WQAM, who gave
the CBS audience an eye-witness
account of the shooting, which had
started as he was unhooking Mr.
Roosevelt's lapel mike. Norman
McKay, WQAM program director,
reported that he had just come
from Mr. Roosevelt who had asked
him to assure the public that he
was unhurt. In New York, CBS
reported on Mrs. Roosevelt's reception of the news. All in all, it
was a fine piece of fast reporting.
The inaugural ceremonies, covered by both NBC and CBS in
more than eight hours of continuous broadcasting, with pick-ups
from dozens of Washington points
and shortwaved for rebroadcasting
abroad, were followed by the hectic
period of the banking crifis, cliPagc 82 • October 16, 1950

maxed with the President's announcement, broadcast March 12
over the combined networks of
CBS and NBC to what was probably the largest audience in radio
history to that time, that the banks
were to reopen.
But radio did more than report
the crisis. NAB President Alfred
McCosker (WOR Newark) had advised stations to cooperate with
national and local leaders in steering the public away from fear and
panic. "As we radiate calm, confidence and good humor in our attitude and in our broadcasts," he
wrote, "so will the listening public
— 60 million of our citizens — become infused with the same spirit.
Radio's stake is the country's
Sales
stake." Continue
As Credit- Is Extended
Following through on this suggestion, the nation's broadcasters
extended credit freely during the
moneyless period and pushed sales
and merchandising with their usual
vigor. They also checked their
newscasts carefully in line with
the warning from Philip G. Loucks,
NAB general manager, to cut out
"all statements which may reflect
inaccurately on the position of financial institutions or give currency to rumors which may have
disastrous effects both for the public and for your station."
Stations in Southern California
received a second opportunity to
combine news coverage and public
service late in March when an
earthquake shook things up so
severely that KHJ and KFI Los
Angeles were thrown off the air
for brief periods and the studio
building of KFOX Long Beach, in
the center of the quake zone, was
almost demolished, its walls crumbling and its roof collapsing. The
KFOX transmitter kept operating,
however, and the station's staff
stayed on the job.
Off the air when the Navy Dirigible Akron crashed off the New
Jersey coast in the early morning
hours of April 4, the networks
opened with bujletins and used
them throughout the day, interrupting programs to report the
news as fast as it was received.
NBC by setting up a remote unit
in the Navy Department offices,
broadcast an exclusive interview
with Secretary of Navy Claude A.
Swanson; CBS aired an eye-witness
account of the sinking of J -3,
Lakehurst blimp, which crashed
while searching for the Akron
wreckage; both networks had the
Akron's sole surviving officer, Lt.
Comdr. H. V. Wiley, on the air
that evening.
Following a Federal District
Court decision upholding the property rights of the Associated Press
in its news by issuing a permanent
injunction restraining KSOO Sioux
Falls from using AP news without

permission, the AP membership on
April 24 voted not to supply any
more news to the networks. Local
broadcasts of AP news were restricted to 30-word bulletins on
events of major importance, for
which both AP and its local member paper were to receive broadcast credit, broadcast on sustaining programs only. The board was
authorized to set up extra assessments on member papers supplying
news for use on the air, with papers not doing so to receive prorata reductions in their assessments. (The extra fee was set at
2.5% of a paper's general charges
for one period of 15 minutes or
less a week, 5% for two or more
periods, effective Jan. 1, 1934.)
The AP ban had little effect as
the networks had received no news
from AP, UP or INS since the
November elections. The more than
100 newspaper-owned stations and
the many more with newspaper tieups kept on with their newscasts
as before, the chief difference being
a preference for UP or INS news
because of AP's 30-word limitation.

bare minimum for advertising and
broadcasters had to use every bit
of ingenuity to get enough business to meet their payrolls and
stay on the air. KOIL Omaha, for
example, devised a plan of trade
association advertising which cost
individual members less than $10
a week and promoted it so assiduously that in February the
station was broadcasting these
group programs for garages, florists, cleaners, barbers, beauticians,
grocers and druggists.
As network billings month by
month totaled less than for the
same period of 1932, stringent
economy moves were made. NBC in
April put through a 10% salary
cut for all employes making more
than $1,000 a year, following a
similar cut the previous fall. The
NBC-KPO "Gold" Pacific Coast
Network was discontinued to save

More disturbing was the resolution adopted April 26 by the convention of American Newspaper
Publishers Assn. that program listings were "nothing more nor less
than advertising" and should be
published only if "paid for as other
advertising
is paidattempted
for." But towherever newspapers
drop
their program logs the flood of
reader protests usually led to their
early reinstatement.
Chief reason for this flare-up
against radio was economic. An
ANPA analysis of the national advertising dollar showed that newspapers had gotten 45o'- in 1930, and
46.4(- in both 1931 and 1932, while
network radio's share had risen
from 5.3?^ in 1930 to 8.1^ in 1931
and 11.3^ in 1932.

CBS reduced the cost of 6-6:30
p.m. to two-thirds of the evening
scale bysition"
introducing
a new "tran(from day to evening)
rate.
NBC applied daytime rates to the
hour from 11 p.m. to midnight.
The turn came in October, first
1933 month the combined network
billings topped the $3 million mark
and first month to show an increase
(7%) over the same month of 1932.
In November the increase over
1932 was 13%, in December 23%.
For the full year network time
sales were 19.4% below the 1932
total, but the tide had turned. Both
networks raised rates on certain
metropolitan stations. CBS reported that in October it had 11
afternoon advertisers using 44
15-minute periods, against six using 17 quarter-hours the previous
October. NBC in November restored its spring payroll cut.
Station business increased by
11.8% during 1933, according to
estimates made by Dr. Herman
Hettinger, U. of Pennsylvania,
engaged as NAB research advisor
to compile data on industry income
and expenses. The industry total
gross time sales were $57 million,
down 7.9% from the 1932 total.
The legalization of 3.2% beer on
April 7, hailed by CBS in a midnight broadcast with pick-ups from
breweries in Milwaukee, Chicago
and St. Louis, was one reason the
1933 record was no worse than it
was, breweries spending $348,000
for network time and about $200,000 for spot. The end of prohibition Dec. 5, which CBS also covered with pickups from the state
capitals of Pennsylvania, Ohio and
Utah whose signatures put into
effect the repeal of the 18th
Amendment, opened up new sources
(Continued on page 8i)

Broadcasters Begin
Own News Staffs
The chief effect of this newspaper antagonism was to encourage broadcasters to organize their
own news staffs, which a number
of stations did. In the fall, CBS
took Paul White from his post as
network publicity chief to establish and operate a nationwide news
service. Columbia News Service
Inc. was soon providing news to
the network's commentators and
was also compiling material for
two five-minute news periods a
day, broadcast on the network under sponsorship of General Mills.
A request of Columbia News for
press gallery privileges for reporters covering Congress was
denied, but Western Union and
Postal Telegraph allowed radio
newsmen to file their copy at press
rates.
The year opened with the future
uncertain. Businessmen were in
no mood to spend more than the

the
cost fed
of bylines;
"Orange"
Network
KGO the
handled
Blue
as well as Red Network programs.
CBS Introduces
'Transition' Rate
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Its impossible

...you

cant

cover

California

s Bonanza

Beeline

without
on-the-spot
radio
Be sure to launch your sales story right in the Bonanza
Beeline, That's a 3-billion-dollar market — California's rich
central valleys plus western Nevada — with more people . . .
higher food sales . . , greater total retail sales than all
of PHILADELPHIA*
But the Beeline, remember, is an inland market — independent of coastal California. And Beeline people naturally
.^t*fi prefer their own, on-the-spot stations, rather than faraway
San Francisco or Los Angeles stations.
So you do need the five BEELINE stations. Each of these
on-the-spot stations gives you top coverage in its own rich
part of the Beeline. Together, they blanket the whole market.
And you choose best availabilities on each station without line
costs or clearance problems. Combination rates.
'Stiles Miinngemeni's 19i0 Copyrighted Surrey
o

Rtswo

g^ttE***
^ iCt^^'
V-/

KFBK
Sacramento (ABC)
50.000 watts 1530 kc.
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Here's what you should know about
KERN Bakersfield
The CBS station for 59,000 Kern County radio families. BMB homecity weekly audience averages 84% daytime, 92% at night. Last
Hooper shows KERN with nearly twice the audience of next best
station,
through
Fri. afternoons;
30% more audience than
next
bestMon.
station.
Sun. through
Sat. evenings.

NcClatchy Broadcasting (jompany
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
• PAUL H. RAYMER CO., Nationol Representative
KWG
KERN
KOH
Stockton
(ABC)
Bokersfield
(CBS)
Fresno (NBC)
Reno (NBC)
250 watts 1230 kc.
1000 watts 1410 kc.
KMJ 580 kc.
6000 watts, day; 1000 watts, night
5000 watts
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1933
(Continued from page 82)
of revenue. KMOX St. Louis got
the fii'st repeal account, a local
liquor distributor who used time
in November to solicit orders then
for delivery when it became legal,
and Macy's used time on WOR
Newark to describe the proper use
of wines.
The immediate volume of liquor
advertising on the air was small
and all local. CBS and some stations announced that they would
accept advertising of wines but not
of hard liquor; others decided that
as long as liquor advertising was
legal they would accept it; some
stations flatly rejected any advertising of alcoholic beverages at
all; the majority were still pondering the question as 1933 ended.
P. I. Business Becomes
Increasing Problem
Stations were deluged, in the
depression era, with "free" program offers, made even by such
firms as Texas Co., which offered
records of its Fire Chief network
program, including commercials,
for use on a no-charge no-pay
basis, and McFadden Publications,
Avhich had discontinued its Tnie
Story Hour but, in response to public demand for its return, would
supply lo-minute or half-hour
transcriptions gratis to stations.
Per inquiry business also was
rampant in 1933, with stations
urged to promote dubious merchandise on a straight commission basis,
leading Broadcasting to comment:
"If ever there was one subject on
which the whole industry should
present a united front it is this
matter of contingent contracts."
Noting that such offers persist
largely because "some of the best
agencies and some of the leading
time brokers and representatives
have found some of the best stations willing to give per inquiry
accounts an occasional 'shot,' " the
editorial declared that "here is a
condition that the farsighted element in the NAB ought to be able
to persuade the shortsighted element is wholly inimical to its ultimate interests." Because those
words were not heeded in 1933,
they are worth reprinting in 1950.
The National Recovery Administration, inaugurated July 24 by
President Roosevelt in a combined
CBS-NBC hookup, looked to radio

for continued support in reporting and promoting its progress.
The industry responded wholeheartedly. William B. Dolph, formerly
director of the
Oklahoma territory for RCA
Photophone, who
had been placed
in charge of radio publicity for
NRA, reported
early in August
that virtually all
stations and radio
advertisers were
Mr. Dolph
devoting time to
the recovery program, for which the networks had
set aside regular weekly periods,
and that more than 500 stations
had signed pledges of cooperation
with NRA.
Broadcasting, like all American
industry of national scope, was itself included in the NRA plan.
Surveying the industry, NAB found
that it employed 9,200 persons full
time, with an annual payroll of
nearly $17 million, excluding the
networks. The code committee appointed by NAB President McCosker to work out terms of fair
competition for broadcasting, estimated that another $1 million
would be added to radio's payroll
when their proposed code became
effective.
Major Issues
Of Code Hearing
Five major issues arose at the
code hearing: Unions representing
technical employes demanded a 40hour week at $1 an hour ($25 at
stations with ten or fewer employes). Actors' Equity Assn. asked
that minimum wages be set for
actors, omitted from the NAB proposal as professionals chiefly employed by artists bureaus, advertisers and agencies. Proposals were
made that the code's administrative set-up should be broadened beyond NAB to make it more representative of the entire industry.
Small stations objected to the prohibition on per inquiry, commis-

sion or barter accounts. Recording
companies asked that stations be
prohibited from using phonograph
records on the air without permission.
The final draft of the broadcasting code, which went into effect
Dec. 11, omitted radio performers
pending a full study of their status.
It retained the 48-hour week for
technical employes during a 90day test period, with their salaries
scaled from $20 to $40 depending
on the size of the station. Other
non-executive employes were put
on a 40-hour week. The code prohibited rate-cutting, the acceptance of per inquiry business unless
rates for it were included on the
station's published rate card, songplugging, lotteries amd misleading
announcements about the sponsorship of orchestras. To prevent conflict between NRA and the Radio
Commission, the code specified that
it should not violate the Commission's licensing authority.
Shepard Named
Of Code Group

Head

John Shepard 3d, Yankee Network president, was elected chairman of the code authority committee, with John Elmer, owner of
WCBM Baltimore, as vice chairman. James W. Baldwin, former
secretary of the Radio Commission
who had served as industry advisor to NRA on drafting the code,
was appointed director of the
broadcasting code authority, a salaried post.
Whenever they had a chance to
drop their concern over business
conditions or code provisions the
broadcasters could always worry
about ASCAP
whose
"elevator"
contract
had been
forced
on the
industry the previous fall. Refusing to have any more dealings with
Oswald F. Schuette, NAB copyright director, ASCAP's general
manager, E. C. Mills, met April 4
with an NAB committee and told
them that ASCAP would not consider any revision in contract
terms unless the change would
produce more revenue for ASCAP.

1933 was a year that saw radio assume an even more integral role in the
national political scene. For the first time microphones were installsd in the
rostrum of the House to carry actual proceedings. LEFT PHOTO — The words
of Speaker Rainey are picked up as he presides. CENTER PHOTO — Sen.
King is interviewed by Harry Butcher, CBS (third from I) in the Senate
anteroom. Robert Trout, CBS presidential announcer, stands next to Sen.
King, while seated at left is Earl Merryman, WJSV Washington operator.
RIGHT PHOTO— P resident-Elect Roosevelt before a carbon mike prepares
to address the nation in November 1933.

The following day, NAB began
organizing Radio Program Foundation as an industry-owned source
of music with Mr. Schuette as operating head. In June the Foundation obtained the American rights
to the catalog of G. Ricordi & Co.,
Italian publisher, making more
than 123,000 compositions available
to American broadcasters who were
to repay NAB for its investment in
this catalog by paying from $2.50
to $25 a month for its use.
NAB tained
also
Newton reD.
Baker, prominent
attorney who had
served as SecrePresident
taryderof War
unWilson, as special

Mr. Baker

copyright
counsel. After conferring withtorney
the General,
Atwho had been

CAP's operation studying
to see if it ASviolated the federal anti-monopoly
laws, Mr. Baker on Sept. 1 filed
suit against ASCAP in the Federal District Court in the name of
WIP Philadelphia. Action asked
for cancellation of WIP's contract
with ASCAP as part of a scheme
forced on the station "to restrain
interstate commerce" and further
demanded ASCAP's dissolution as
an illegal combination in violation
of the anti-trust laws.
ASCAP Increases
Fees to 4%
Sept. 1 also put into effect an
increase in ASCAP fees from 3%
to 4%, the Society reporting some
550 stations as having accepted the
licenses by that time. NAB asked
stations to send monthly sums
amounting to 10% of their ASCAP payments to NAB to help defray the litigation costs. Mr. Schuette in November resigned as copyright director of NAB, but continued as head of Radio Program
Foundation.
President Hoover in February
reappointed Judge E. 0. Sykes to
the Radio Commission for a sixyear term. The new administration
named James E. Hanley, Omaha
attorney, to serve for the balance
of the Saltzman term, expiring in
Feb. 1936, and appointed Herbert
L. Pettey, campaign radio director
of the Democratic National Committee, as Commission secretary,
succeeding Mr. Baldwin, who had
resigned March 1. The Commission

in March, as a depression measure,
relaxed its requirements that stations operate at least two-thirds
of their authorized hours, but the
40 stations who curtailed their
hours of operation were ordered
back to their regularly stipulated
time on the air by Nov. 1.
Abandoning its restriction on
maximum power to half of the
40 clear channels, the Commission
in 1933 awarded 50 kw licenses to
five more stations, bringing the
number of 50 kw stations to 24,
Ts-ith a number of applications
pending at the end of the year.
Some 60 unlicensed stations in
Texas, defying Federal authority
on the ground that their low-powered operation was purely intrastate, were prosecuted by the Department ofJustice, which obtained
a number of comactions when the
cases were tried in the fall.
North American Conference
Hits Deadlock
The North American Radio Conference held in July in Mexico
City agreed that the 1500-1600 kc
band might be opened up for assignment to broadcasting stations,
but failed to find a settlement of
the continental allocation of broadcast frequencies, reaching a deadlock when Mexico demanded 12
clear channels and the United
States delegation refused to discuss parting with anything like
that number. Meanwhile, Dr. John
E. Brinkley was reported to be
proceeding with preparations for
a 500 kw operation of XER Villa
Acuna. Norman T. Baker, former
operator of KTNT Muscatine, Iowa,
until his license, like that of Dr.
Brinkley's for KFKB Milford,
Kan., had been revoked by the
Commission for operations not in
the public interest, also owned a
station on the Mexican border,
XEPN Piedras Negras, authorized
to broadcast with 100 kw.
In Canada the new Government
Radio Commission had effected a
country-wide reallocation that
changed the frequencies of many
stations and reduced the power of
some, including CFCA, Toronto
Star station, which relinquished its
license, stating that the cut from
500 w to 100 w did not leave it
enough power to provide good service. The Canadian Radio Commission also acquired four stations
and began building a national program service for them and any
other Canadian stations desiring to
take CRC programs, which were
broadcast for 90 minutes each evening during the week and for two
hours on Sundays. A supplementary regional service was also commenced and the CRC arranged to
exchange programs with CBS and
NBC but rejected a proposal that
it carry commercial programs on
its network.
The NAB convention, held early
in October at White Sulphur
Springs, re-elected Alfred J. McCosker, manager of WOR Newark,
president for another year, Philip
G. Loucks being reappointed as
managing director for a similar
BROADCASTING

term. Resolutions were adopted
urging the Commission to license
stations for the full three years
permitted by the Radio Act and to
make transcribed programs easier
to sell by removing the requirement
for their identification on the air.
The NAB members also asked that
steps be taken to standardize practices of coverage measurements,
urged repeal of the Davis amendment requiring station assignments
in accordance with unit quotas for
states and regions, and authorized
the appointment of a committee to
study sales costs and another to
survey the field of television.
The convention also went on
record as favoring a redrafting of
the administration food and drug
act better known as the Tugwell
bill. Broadcasting served as the
foi-um house for the industry debate on this measure, starting
with an explanation of the bill and
its beneficial effects for broadcasters written by the President's
number one "brain truster" himself, which drew prompt and vigorous replies from spokesmen for the
makers of proprietary medicines, who viewed
the bill and its
results in quite
another light.
Ed Wynn early
in the year announced plans
for a third network, the AmalMr. Wynn
gamatedSystem,
Broadcasting
to start in the
East, eventually spread across the
country, using Western Union
lines. After repeated delays, ABS
finally broadcast its first programs
Sept. 25 over a 4-station Atlantic
Coast hookup, but shut down Nov.
1, with Mr. Wynn, who was reported to have spent $250,000 of his
own money in the venture, renewing his Texaco contract for another
year on NBC as the Fire Chief.

Set Standard Forms
For Spot Broadcasting
Also in 1933: NAB and AAAA
approved standard order forms for
spot broadcasting, including a
clause fixing the responsibilities
for libel, slander, unfair competition, etc., to protect stations
against suits for acts committed
by their clients. NAB board approved a new class of membership
of stations grossing less than
$15,000 a year, with dues set at
$30, half the previous minimum.
CBS study of economic levels found
homes with radios to have greater
purchasing power than non-radio
homes. The Commission authorized
the move of KYW from Chicago to
Philadelphia.
WIBO and WPCC Chicago
ceased operations when the United
States Supreme Court reversed the
Court of Appeals, upholding the
validity of the Davis amendment
and the right of the Commission
to distribute radio facilities as it
deemed best. Commission planned
fact-finding study of whole quota
• Telecasting

set-up in view of changes since the
adoption of the quota plan in 1930.
After exhaustive tests, Hygrade
Sylvania Corp. began equipping all
its aix'-cooled transmitting tubes
with graphite anodes. Oklahoma,
Washington, Kansas and Missouri
levied 2% sales taxes on station
gross receipts; Kentucky tried to
collect franchise taxes from the national networks.
RCA was awarded the $400,000
contract to build a 500 kw transmitter for WLW Cincinnati, granted authority to carry on experiments with superpower. KSTP St.
Paul became the first station subscriber of Cooperative Analysis of
Broadcasting, then in its third year
of operation, with 35 advei'tisers
and agencies underwriting it. WIL
St. Louis in January engaged William C. Murphy of the Philadelphia
Public Ledger to send a daily bulletin on the progress of repeal,
first station to have a Washington
correspondent. WCAU Philadelphia dedicated its new building,
first specially designed for broadcasting purposes, with new deadend, live-end studios, floating floors,
etc.
Edward Petry & Co., Greig-Blair
& Co. joined Free & Sleininger
(organized in 1932) and William G.
Rambeau Co. (formed in 1931) as
pioneers in exclusive station representation. Westinghouse installed a new "concentrator antenna" at KYW Chicago, claimed
double signal intensity with no increase in power. WBAL Baltimore
claimed even greater improvement
in signal strength from new wood
antenna, 200-foot vertical mast
with "high capacity crown." CBS
discontinued its telecasting with a
mechanical system after a year
and a half. Davis Perfection
Bread Co. claimed to have oldest
uninteri-upted program on the air.
Optimistic Revue, on KNX Los
Angeles each Friday since January 1925.
RCA acquired the assets of DeForest Radio Co. with a bid of
$414,600. German Chancellor Adolf
Hitler banned American jazz from
the government-operated German
radio system.
George B. Storer, CKLW Detroit, WWVA Wheeling, WSPD
Toledo, started Point O' Purchase
System in Detroit, installing synchronized radios in chain stores
enabling advertisers to reach prospect in store at time of sale.
Breakfast Club programs proved
good business getters for many
stations; that of
WMAL Washington, conducted
a "fast
- moving,in
intimate
by a young style"
m.c.
named Arthur
Godfrey, was especially successful. E. H. Sanders, advertising
manager. Shell
Mr. Godfrey
Oil Co., urged
broadcasters to
build programs themselves, selling
only adjacent announcements, like

INDIVIDUAL pictures used
in this section are contemporary photographs showing
the individuals at about the
time mentioned in the text.
copy.
newspapers, limiting role of agencies to providing the commercial
NBC moved into New York RCA
Bldg. in October, with set-up said
to be most modern and most completely equipped broadcasting plant
in the world. WOR Newark staged
its own election campaign in Carteret, N. J., to win a referendum
permitting it to erect a 50 kw transmitter there. A new union, Technical Employes of NBC, reached an
agreement said to boost the network's technical payroll by $250,000 a year.
Broadcasting published its first
map of radio stations in the United
States, distributed with the preconvention issue, Oct. 1. World
Broadcasting System offered stations full program service on newly developed Electrical Research
Products Inc. wide-range recordings. World assuming the station
rental fees for ERPI turntables,
with charges put at $150 a week
for 214 quarter-hours of programs
or eight hours a day, $100 a week
for four hours a day, $65 for two
hours a day.
Federal Leases
WMCA For Year
Federal Broadcasting Corp., with
Alfred E. Smith as board chairman
and John T. Adams, WMCA New
York vice president, as president,
leased WMCA for a year from
Donald Flamm., who withdrew from
active management, for $155,000,
plus 25% of all revenue over $600,000. Two announcements on NBC's
Manhattan Merry-Go-Round pulled
more than 154,000 requests for
trial cansAmerican
of Dr. Radio
Lyons'Features
Tooth
Powder.
Syndicate announced a transcribed
serial program. How Wonderful,
written by Rupert Hughes.
Sale of 3,806,000 radios in 1933
put country's radio homes total at
17,950,000 at end of the year, when
there were 591 stations licensed,
mergers of time-sharing stations
in part explaining the drop during
the year. The Roosevelt administration during its 10 months had
broken all records for official use
of radio: President Roosevelt
broadcast 20 times, including four
"fireside chats"; Mrs. Roosevelt,
17 times; Cabinet members, 107
times; 58 Senators and 42 Representatives were on the air once or
more during the year.
Chronology
Continues on
Page 86
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STRIVING for a settlement of
the Press-radio feud, network
and newspaper executives in
the first weeks of 1934 came up
with a plan for a Press Radio
Bureau to supply news to broadcasters. Operating under the supervision of a seven-man committee,
with one member from the American Newspaper Publishers Assn.
and one from NAB, the others representing the three major news
associations — AP, UP and INS —
and the two networks — NBC and
CBS.
The newsnaper members were to
select an editor who would process
the news wires of the three news
services and prepare two five-minute newscasts a day, with not more
than 30 words bein'r devoted to any
one tonic. The broadcasters were
to stand all costs of the Bureau's
operations; the newscasts were to
be broadcast without sponsorship
and at times not before 9:30 a.m.
or 9 p.m., calculated to do the
least harm to newsstand sales.
CBS was to drop its news collecting activities and NBC was to
agree to stay out of that field.
The newspaper group promised
that any news of "transcendental
importance" would be supplied to
radio when it broke, without waiting for the regular deadlines, and
the networks agreed to keep their
commentators concentrated on generalizations and background material rather than spot news.
Dubious about the plan, NAB
withheld its approval, but the networks agreed and the Bureau was
established with James W. Barrett,
former city editor of the New York
American, as editor.
Haverlin Proposes
Co-op News Exchange
Whatever the network thought
of the new arrangement, it was
anything but satisfactory to many
stations who wanted a more liberal
supply of news, with freedom to
broadcast when they pleased and
under sponsorship if they could sell
it. They did not have to wait long
for someone to volunteer to serve
them. Before the Press Radio Bureau had moved its first radio bulletin, Carl Haverlin, sales manager
of KFI and KECA Los Angeles,
had wired broadcasters in major
markets throughout the country
asking whether they would be interested in joining in a cooperative news-exchange set-up.
Continental News Service, which
since 1931 had been supplying news
bulletins to WBZ-WBZA Springfield-Boston and other stations,
opened a Washington bureau
and began to sign
up stations for an
expanded news
service. The Haverlin sponsored
Radio News
Assn. having
failed to get going as a cooperative venture, was
Mr. Hubbard
refinanced by
Stanley Hubbard,
owner of KSTP St. Paul, who atPage 86
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1934
tempted to get Herbert Moore, who
had been associated with Paul
White in the CBS news organization during 1933, to head up its
operation. When that plan fell
through, RNA affiliated with Continental and Mr. Moore set up his
own news service for radio under
the name of Transi'adio Press
Service.
A half-dozen other organizations
were also organized for the purpose of supplying news to radio
stations but they lasted only a few
weeks or months and by mid-summer, Transradio Press, which in
June had absorbed Radio News
Assn., was the chief if not the
only competitor of the Press Radio
Bureau. With a clean beat on the
Dillinger killing to its credit,
Transradio signed stations rapidly
and in November could claim some
150 station clients, compared to
about 200 subscribers to the Press
Radio Bureau bulletins. Meanwhile, at the demand of the broadcasters using its bulletins, Press
Radio Bureau had moved up the
deadline for its evening newscast
from 9 to 6:30.
Yankee Network Sets Up
Own News Bureau
Yankee Network, in addition to
getting the Transradio service, also
had established its own news bureau which the network maintained at a cost of about $1,500
a week. Many stations had organized local news staffs with varying
degrees of success. KNX Los Angeles at first asked its listeners
to contribute to the support of its
news collection, but soon found sufficient news sponsorship to more
than cover expenses and returned
the contributions.
On Dec. 18, Judge C. Bowen of
the Federal District Court in Seattle rocked the newspaper world
by dismissing the suit of AP
against KVOS Bellingham for alleged news piracy in a decision
that upheld the unrestricted right
of radio stations to broadcast news
after it has been published. AP
immediately filed an appeal from
this revolutionary legal dictum
which would do away with the association's property rights in its
news.
In June Congress passed and the
President signed a new communications act that abolished the Federal
Radio Commission and replaced it
with a new Federal Communications Commission controlling telephone and telegraph as well as
radio communications, enlarging
the body from five to seven members to take care of its added responsibilities. The new Federal
Communications Act substantially
reenacted the old Radio Act of
1927, except that 100 w stations
were exempted from the restrictions of the Davis amendment
wherever they would not interfere
with signals of other stations; the
broadcasting of lottei-ies was pro-

hibited; the Commission authority
was extended over stock control as
well as licenses; foreign studios
were forbidden except with specific Commission authorization; the
Commission was authorized to
originate modification of station
licenses; the appellate provisions
were altered to permit appeals
from denials of construction permits; the Federal Courts were authorized toenforce compliance with
the law and the regulations of
the Commission; finally, the Commission was instructed to report
any suggested amendments to Congress by Feb. 1, 1935.
When the first FCC took office
July 1, its members were: Judge
E. 0. Sykes, charter member of
the Radio Commission, named
chairman of the FCC with a sevenyear term; Thad H. Brown, only
other Radio Commissioner appointed to the new body for a six-year
term; Paul A. Walker, Oklahoma
Democrat, five-year term; Noi'man
S. Case, Republican, former Governor of Rhode Island, for a fouryear term; Dr. Irvin Stewart,
Texas Democrat formerly a radio
expeil of the State Department,
for a three-year term ; George
Henry Payne, New York Republican, former member of the New
York City tax commission, for a
two-year term, and Hampson Gary,
Texas Democrat who had been
Minister to Switzerland under Wilson, for a one-year term.

an analysis of affidavits from stations showed that during the first
six months of 1934, 16.7-/: of all
broadcast hours had been devoted
to some form of educational programs, with l^.SVf. of the evening
hours so utilized. At the conclusion of the hearing- there was every
indication that the FCC was satisfied that the current system of individual station responsibility for
operation in the public interest was
better than anything else that had
been proposed.
On the basis of a review of the
quota system for equalizing the allocation of radio facilities throughout the country required by the
Davis amendment, initiated by the
Radio Commission the year before,
the FCC broke down the system
into day and night quotas, the latter remaining much the same, but
the daytime quotas expanded, paving the way for daytime power
increases.
Clear Channel Probe
Ordered by Commission
Acting on the petition of 13 clear
channel stations, the Commission
ordered an investigation of the
clear channel allocations. After
the industry promised full cooperation at an informal confei-ence on
Nov. 9, the Commission two weeks
later laid plans for an exhaustive
study of remote listener service
rendered by the clear channel stations.
The Federal Trade Commission
decided that it also should take a
look at what was going on the air.
In June the FTC asked stations
to begin sending in all of their
commercial sci-ipts. In July the
FTC cited ten advertisers for hearings and, with more than 80,000
scripts to examine, asked stations
not to send any more for a while.
Out of a total of over 160,000 commercial continuities reviewed, the
FTC reported subsequently, more
than 140,000 were filed without
question and about 20,000 set aside
for a second look, of which the
FTC estimated perhaps 1,000
would be acted on.
In addition to the FCC and FTC,
the NRA Code Authoi-ity was also
supervising
the broadcasters'
activities. In January
the Authority
adopted ironclad rules to prevent
rate manipulation, requiring stations to publish rate cards conforming to the AAAA pattern and
absolutely forbidding acceptance of
per inquiry business. In May,
when NRA Division Administrator
Sol A. Rosenblatt proposed that
the entire broadcasting industry
increase its payroll 10% and at
the same time reduce the work
week 257c, from 40 to 30 hours,
the Authority recommended (and
secured) the rejection of that idea,
pointing out that in the last half
of 1933 employment of broadcast
technicians had increased 11.9%,
the weekly hours of this group had
(Continued on page 88)

Spearman Is Named
FCC General Counsel
The Commission named Paul D.
P. Spearman, who had been assistant general counsel of the
Radio Commission, general counsel.
Herbert L. Pettey, secretary of the
Radio Commission, was given the
same post at FCC. Dr. C. B. JollifFe retained his position as chief
engineer, with an assistant engineer for each of the three divisions
of the FCC: Lt. E. K. Jett for
telegraph, William G. H. Finch for
telephone, and Andrew D. Ring for
broadcasting. Mr. Gary was named
head of the broadcast division, with
Mr. Brown and Judge Sykes as
the other members.
In the fall the FCC held a hearing to determine whether it should
recommend to Congress that a fixed
percentage of the nation's radio
facilities should be reserved for assignment to non-profit public service organizations such as schools
and churches or that all stations
be required to devote a fixed proportion of their hours of operation
to educational and public service
programming. The educators who
testified were agreed only in that
radio could be put to better educational use that it had up to that
time; they presented no specific
plan on which they were agreed
for Commission action.
The most definite testimony came
from Henry A. Bellows, legislative
chairman of NAB, who said that
BROADCASTING
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WKZO-TV!

Broadcasting Company stations give you unapproachable coverage of the rich Western Michigan

market — and do it economically!

If you're using television, WKZO-TV will give you five
markets with a buying income of more than one and a

WKZO, Kalamazoo and WJEF, Grand Rapids are so far
ahead of their nearest competition that together they

half billion dollars. It is basic CBS via micro-wave relay.
Now in its fourth month on the air, WKZO-TV beams a

give you about 57% more city listeners than the nextbest two-station choice in Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids

sharp Channel-3 picture to more than 70,000 TV sets
in five big metropolitan markets in Western Michigan
and Northern Indiana.

— yet cost 20% less! BMB Report No. 2 (Spring, 1949 )
reveals that the Fetzer stations have an unduplicated coverage of more than 60,000 homes in the Grand Rapids
area alone.

Get all the facts today. Write
Knodel, Inc.

direct or ask Avery-

*F. D. Fetherston and D. G. MacDonald got one this size on the Magnassippi River, Quebec, in 1889.
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PROGRAMS
build AUDIENCE!
• WMBD has assumed a vital part iu the life
of Central Illinois. Our summer programs have
included such outstanding local features as
these :
Broadcast of the Outboard Motor Boat races
from the judges barge in the middle of the Illinois River. State Convention of the American
Legion. Stroke by stroke account of the City
Amateur Golf Championship match. Play by
play of Peoria Ill-League baseball games. Matinee performance of Ringling Brothers Circus,
direct from the "big top." News flashes three
times daily; two daily sport reviews. 107 speakers of State and National prominence and leaders of 30 local organizations.
Outside programs cannot compete with us for
listener interest. One of our advertisers received
,'5400 replies to one sponsored broadcast. Let vis
give vou the details.

''front
heartby of lllinois^^
Oicned andtheoperated
PEORIA

BROADCASTING COMPANY
Edgar L. BUI, Pren. and Manager
PEORIA
ILLINOIS

. . . We

Fulfilled

Our

Have

Promise!

Reproduced above is our "pledge" as it appeared in the FIRST
issue of BROADCASTING, October 15, 1931. And, today, the
status of WMBD more than bears out every promise therein
stated. WMBD continues to provide exclusive service to its Central Illinois territory. This audience tunes to WMBD for more than
25 hours of Columbia Network programs weekly, in addition
to a very large schedule of national transcribed and locally
produced live talent shows. During 1939 this audience was
served with more than 500 broadcasts of Civic events and talks
of local organizations. Stronger reasons than ever why outside programs
can not compete with us for listener
interest!
5000 W. Day • 1000 W. Mght
National Representatives:
FREE and PETERS, Inc.
JAEMBER

CBS

MET WO AM

PEORIA,
October
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deci-eased 9.8 and its weekly pay
had gone up 21.1% with similar
changes presumable for other radio
employes.
The Authority also noted that
radical changes advocated would
oppress if not eliminate small
broadcasting companies and increase the threat of monopoly.
After a year of code operation,
the Authority proposed that discounts on radio time sold in combination with other media (normally newspapers) and "run of schedule" discounts be prohibited as unfair practices.
Despite Ed Wynn's failure the
year
"third network"
theme before,
was athedominant
industry
motif throughout 1934. George
Storer, WSPD Toledo, WWVA
Wheeling, CKLW Detroit, who had
purchased a majority interest in
Federal Broadcasting Co., operating WMCA New York under lease,
and become its president, organized American Broadcasting System and began sending WMCA
programs to other East Coast stations. Planning further expansion,
the embryo network persuaded
Fred Weber to leave NBC and join
ABC as vice president in charge
of station relations and in October
inaugurated 16-hour-a-day program service to a 14-station hookup extending as far west as St.
Louis. Adam Hat Stores in November became ABC's first
sponsor.
WOR New York, WLW Cincinnati, WGN Chicago and WJR Detroit had on several occasions been
hooked
up for
commei'cial
broadcasts
andspecial
in the
summer

addition to commercial programs
for Horlick's Malted Milk, Baume
Bengue and Wasey Products.
WLW was also involved in a
project even more experimental
than a third network and the
whole industry watched closely as
the station began testing its new
500 kw transmitter, installed at a
cost of more than $400,000. In
January
W8XA0 — experimental
call — was on between 1 and 6 a.m.
In February it began daytime tests
between 6:.30 a.m.
and .5 p.m., using
the regular WLW
call and rebroadcasting the regular WLW program schedule.
Joseph
A .
Chambers, WLW
technical supervisor, reported
these
tests as
Mr. Chambers
highly successful,
the increased
power boosting the station's signal
strength by 32.5
and its secondary coverage area by 1,000%
without causing interference with
other stations. In April, WLW's
night time programs were added to
the experimental superpower schedule and in May, when President
Roosevelt formally opened the
500 kw transmitter by pressing a
key in Washington, WLW was advertising itself as "the world's
most powerful conunercial broadcasting station."
'High
Fidelity' Begins
Broadcasting

1934 also marked the beginning
of so-called "high fidelity" broadcasting in the United States. After
the North American Radio Conference had agreed that the 1500these stations discussed a perma1600 kc band could be used for
nent hookup as the Quality Group,
standard broadcasting, the Radio
which, in August, began operations with WOR, WLW and WGN
Commission had opened thi'ee new
channels — 1530 kc, 1550 kc and
as regular members and WXYZ
Detroit (replacing WJR) as op- 1570 kc — for assignment to not
more than a dozen stations which
tional. At the outset only commercial programs were carried by in exchange for getting bands 20 kc
the Quality Group but in October wide in place of the usual 10 kc
the member stations decided to ex- were to be required to install
change sustaining programs as equipment capable of 10,000-cycle
well and to rename their hookup
audio transmission, compared to
the Mutual Broadcasting System.
the 3,000 to 4,000-cycle audio output of most stations at that time.
Mutual Outlines
The licensees of these new staIts Operation Plans
tions would be permitted to broadcast commercial programs, the
That name "clearly describes
Commission said, but their operaour plan of operation" under which
tion must be supervised by a re"each station will remain indesearch engineer qualified to carry
pendent and make its own deci- on a full-scale experimental prosion in accepting programs," W. E.
Macfarlane, WGN vice president
gram including a study of antenna design, field intensity surand first president of MBS, exveys and an analysis of listener
plained.
"Each
station
will
receive
its card rates for time, less agency
response. Licenses for high fidelity
stations were issued to the Americommission, making no additional
can-Republican, Waterbury, Conn.;
charge to the advertiser for transFirst National Television, Kansas
mission lines. Thus, we believe,
City (controlled by Arthur Church,
we have established a truly mutual
arrangement between a group of operator of KMBC) ; John V. L.
Hogan, New York (who had been
experimenting with telecasting) ;
independently
owned stations."
Alfred J. McCosker,
president of
Pioneer Mercantile Co., BakersWOR, was elected board chairman
field, Calif.
of Mutual, which by Nov. 1 was
Mr. Hogan's station, W2XR
broadcasting dance band pickups
(now WQXR) began broadcasting
and variety shows sustaining in a two-hour daily schedule in June
BROADCASTING
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and in the fall he reported a response indicating that a substantial audience could be served by a
station operating on 1550 kc, even
though the older receivers could
not tune in signals above 1500 kc.
He stated that listeners appreciated high fidelity program service
and announced plans for adding
commercial shows to the station's
sustaining schedule of classical
music.
The 400 broadcasters attending
the convention, held Sept. 16-18 in
Cincinnati, returned home with renewed confidence that the American system of broadcasting was
firmly entrenched, their fears of
excessive government interference
disspelled by a message from the
President and talks by high government ofiicials expressing faith
in and praise for the way radio
as a private enterprise operation
was serving the
public.
J . Truman
Ward, manager
of WLAC Nashville, was elected
NAB president
for the coming
year, with Philip
G. Loucks conMr. Ward
tinuing as managing director.
Most important resolution adopted
was one authorizing a committee
to determine what is pertinent information about stations for advertisers and agencies and to work
with the ANA and AAAA toward
creating a bureau to set up a
standard coverage operation for
radio comparable to that of the
Audit Bureau of Circulations in
the newspaper and magazine fields.
Only major development in the
ASCAP situation during the year
came Aug. 30, when the Department of Justice filed suit in the
Federal District Court in New
York for the dissolution of the Society under the Sherman anti-trust
act, this action preceding by two
days the Sept. 1 increase of the
station payments to ASCAP to
5% for commercial licenses plus a
flat sustaining fee.

terial to the hours before 5:30 p.m.
and denied the right to accept commercial programs from the United
States to all Canadian stations except the six previously under contract to do so. CRC won a fight
with the musicians union after an
abortive strike, the musicians
agreeing to let CRC set its own
scale of payment and to use nonunion as well as union musicians.
Dr. Herman Hettinger, on leave
from the U. of Pennsylvania to
serve as fulltime NAB research
director, reported at the end of
the year that businesswise 1934
had been the best year in the history of commercial radio, with
total gross time sales of $72,887,169. The national networks had
grossed $42,647,081, the regional
networks $717,117, spot business
$13,541,770 and local $15,981,201,
according to the Hettinger estimates.
Foods Head
Time Purchases

Analyzing time purchases by
class of product advertised. Dr.
Hettinger found foods first with
19.0%; then toiletries, 14.4%;
drugs, 12.3%; gas, oil and auto accessories, 8.6%; beverages, 6.4%;
autos, 5.7%; tobacco, 4.6%; soaps,
3.8%; clothes, 3.2%; household
equipment and furnishings, 3.2%;
confections, 2.0%; retail, 1.9%; insurance and financial, 1.8% ;
radios, 1.0% ; amusements, 0.8%,
and miscellaneous, 11.3%.
E. P. H. James,
advertising and
sales promotion
manager of NBC,
reported that the
average expenditure of NBC's
237 clients durj
ing
1934 was
$157,252, compared with the
1933 average of
Mr. James
$135,777, adding
that 44 %f of all
advertisers on the network spent
less than $50,000 during the year.
CBS estimated that at the end
of 1934 more than two thirds of
the country's homes were equipped
with radios, a total of 21,455,799
FCC Gives Opinion
units, a and
Daniel survey,
Starch reported
& Staff',
On Liquor Ads
after
nationwide
97% of the sets were in working
The hesitancy of most broadorder. A study of multiple stacasters about accepting advertising
tion ownership, made early in 1934
for hard liquor was increased by
under the auspices of the House
a Commission statement urging
Interstate Commerce Committee,
them to "bear in mind" that "millions of listeners through the found that NBC owned, controlled
or managed 16 stations and CBS,
United States do not use intoxicating liquors and many children of seven, with 17 individuals and 11
both users and non-users are part corporations or holding companies
controlling two or more stations.
of the listening audience." AddAlso in 1934: World Broadcasting to the industry's uncertainty,
Ira E. Robinson, former chairman
ing System, largest producer of
of the Commission, expressed the transcriptions for use exclusively
opinion that stations in wet states
in broadcasting, with 108 stations
using its daily service, asked the
could not refuse to accept adverFCC to alter its identification rultising of alcoholic beverages if they
took advertising of other products.
ing to require only a single anThe Canadian Radio Commisnouncement for a program of recordings instead of one before each
sion, having previously limited addisc. WTMJ Milwaukee began exvertising on the air to three minutes out of each commercial hour,
periments in facsimile bi-oadcast(Continued on page 90)
restricted the use of recorded maTelecasting
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September 26, 1950
Mr. Sol Taishoff
Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
870 National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C.
Dear Sol:

Congratulations on the beginning of vour
20th year!
It's hard to believe that it's 2 0 years
since our first adve
rtisement appeared
m your Volume 1, Number 1 issue — and
gratifying that after all these years WMBD
continues to be first in the Heart of Illinois.
We h a V e
that Peor
a people
"^^^'^^g in found
radio - and especiiare
ally WMBD.
Our broadcasting is dedicated to that belief. And so long as we keep
with
our listeners, the future is butfaith
another
step forward.
We are humbly grateful to our
Their progress, happiness and
IS our business. . .and Sol, all
at WMBD are firmly resolved
business comes
first.

listeners.
prosperity
of us here
that such

^

That is our pledge for the future.
Cordially yours.
Charles C. Caley
Vice President
and General Manager
FREE ft PETERS. INC., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

PEORIA
CBS Affiliate • 500Q Watti
Free & Peters, Inc., Nat'l. Rcpt..
October 16, 1950

1934
(Continued from page 89)
ing. Henry A. Bellows left CBS
to join the NAB executive staff ;
Harry Butcher succeeded him as
CBS vice president in Washington,
also continuing as manager of
WJSV. March of Time discontinued Bill Adams' impersonations of
President Roosevelt, contending
they were too realistic.
NBC entered the transcription
production field, offering 13-minute "open-end"
to stations for sale torecordings
local advertisers
or sustaining use, in 13-week series. NBC also stopped recognition
of special agencies and time brokers for business on its owned and
managed stations, now represented
nationally by NBC Local Sales Department. NBC also put into effect
the rule adopted in December 1933
against accepting any new accounts advertising cathartics, depilatories and other products of per-

REACH
of

sonal hygiene, although permitting
clients of that nature already on
NBC to continue.
CBS in 1934 expanded from 92
to 97 stations, reported net earnings for the year of $2,274,119.
WCCO Minneapolis refused announcements for all times except
in early morning, at noon and after
10:15 p.m., Earl Gammons, manager, explaining the station feeling that it was "unfair to sell a
client announcements between programs for which another advertiser has paid a considerable
amount of money and built an
audience." Ford Motor Co. became
first sponsor of the World Series,
paying $100,000 for radio rights,
buying time on the combined networks of NBC and CBS plus Chicago (totalling about 180 stations)
after the Code Authority refused
to allow Ford to carry out its
original plan of buying only key
stations and offering the broadcasts, including commercials, to

other stations on a no-charge-nopayProf.
basis.Frank N. Stanton of Ohio
State U. used 160 students in an
experiment that showed they remembered advertising copy they
heard more effectively than that
they read. KYW, after operating in
Chicago since 1921, moved to Philadelphia, went on the air there Dec.
3. A Literary Digest poll found
symphonic music the best-liked
radio program material, jazz music
the most disliked. Radio City
visitors, asked their program preferences, put dance music first by a
margin of more than three to one
over comedy, which ranked second.
Dr. Neville Hopkins demonstrated
his "radiovoting" system, with buttons installed in receivers registering "present,"
records
at power"yes"
stationandfor "no"
retransmis ion to broadcasters. Edgar Kobak left McGraw-Hill to
join NBC as vice president in
charge of sales.

EAR*

THE

INNER

the

KANSAS

FARM

MARKET

The whole-hearted attention that comes when
listening is motivated by self-interest.
Out here in Kansas, our whole economy revolves around
agriculture. Nothing arouses the self-interest of our farm
and small town families as much as news and information
about weather, crops, market conditions, and productive
farming practices.
Because WIBW is the Kansas Farm Station, we get RESULTS for our advertisers by taking advantage of this
undivided attention. Let us weave your sales messages
mto our daily pattern of farm service programming. You'll
reach the inner ear* of this billion dollar farm market.

in 19.35,
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S. Prall, new FCC
chairman, personally leading the
clean-up squad in a whirlwind campaign to do away witti harmful
program practices. It was so vigorously prosecuted that broadcasters
scarcely noticed the departure from
the national scene of the NRA and
its Broadcast Code Authority which
for some 18 months had been their
chief authority on employment and
advertising practice.
The year started with good news
for radio in the Commission's report to Congress that its investigation of the previous fall showed
no need to allocate a fixed percentage of radio facilities to educational and other non-profit public
service groups, nor to change the
existing law in any way. Mr. Prall
became a Commissioner in January, succeeding Hampson Gray,
who, after Paul D. P. Spearman,
FCC general counsel, retired to
enter private law practice, was appointed to that post. In March Mr.
Prall was made chairman of the
Commission, succeeding E. 0.
Sykes, who became chairman of
the Broadcast Division, with Norman Case and Mr. Prall as the
other members.
Prall Warns Stations
To Follow FCC Rules
Chairman Prall waited to settle
into his new seat at the head of
the Commission table before sounding tions
his first
war cry,
that a New
Deal warning
had comestato
radio and they had better obey
FCC rules to the letter.
At a meeting in March with
officials of the Women's National
Radio Committee, which claimed to
speak for most
of the
women's
organizations
of the
nation,
and
representatives of the networks
and the NAB, Chairman Prall provided the industry with a positive
standard for proper programming.
The "composite American home,"
he said, was the standard for
broadcasters constantly to keep in
mind, gauging the merit of each
program
visualizing
its reception by a by
typical
family group.
NBC promptly reannounced its
decision of December 1933 to decline all future advertising of laxatives, deodorants and the like
whose advertising
might tobe indis-a
tasteful when listened
family living room. CBS also
banned such
advertising for new
advertisers and
for present
tracts at their conexpiration and in
addition
limits on the set
amount
of time devoted
to advertising on

SERVING AND SELLING
"THE MAGIC
CIRCLE''
WIBW . TOREK. A, KANSAS ♦ WIBW-FM
Rep:
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any program at
10% in the evening, 15% in the
force these rules.daytime. To enCBS hired GilBROADCASTING
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son Gray from D'Arcy Co. as
commercial editor. Taking another
step toward program improvement, CBS retained a child psychologist, Dr. Arthur T. Jersild
of Teachers College, Columbia U.,
as consultant on children's programs.
Many stations took similar action to tighten their individual
program and commercial practices,
so that in addressing the NAB
convention in July Mr. Prall could
report a wholesome cleaning up in
the five months of his FCC Chairmanship. At that time he praised
as a fine idea Broadcasting's editorial suggestion for an industry
advisor to guide broadcasters, advertisers and agencies on the suitability of radio programs and commercials.
To discuss ways of improving
and extending cultural programming, the FCC Broadcast Division
invited broadcasters, educators,
clerics and other cultural leaders
to a two day conference in Washington, May 1516, at which a decision was reached to set up a
joint committee
on cultural broadcasting headed
by Dr. John W.
Studebaker, Federal CommissionDr. Studebaker
er of Education.
After numerous
conferences. Dr. Studebaker in
December announced the completion of the committee, comprising
40 representatives of broadcasting,
education, religion, welfare and
other groups.
In May, when 21 stations were
cited for hearings because they
had broadcast commercials for
Marmola, the Commission presented broadcasters with a yardstick
for measuring medical advertising.
Medical commercials were declared
acceptable if they did not misrepresent or deceive and if the commercial continuities were not offensive or in bad taste, always taking into account the family circle
as the listening group.
NAB Convention
Adopts New Code
The NAB convention adopted a
new code, replacing the one drafted in 1929. It called on broadcasters to guard radio against misuse by dishonest or dangerous individuals or organizations, to keep
the air free of material offensive
to persons of any creed or belief,
to bar obscenity and deceptive or
exaggerated claims and advertising of products or services injurious to health, to refuse all per
inquiry, contingent or percentage
advertising to keep a published
record of rates and discounts, and
not to defame competitors or to
BROADCASTING

make false claims about their own
facilities or services.
Busy preparing its defense
againsttrust suit
theandgovernment's
in attemptingantito
prevent the enactment of restrictive copyright legislation urged by
the broadcasters, ASCAP in the
spring of 1935 proposed an extension of its current licenses from
their scheduled expiration of Aug.
31 until the end of the year, following this offer with one of fiveyear licenses, running through
1940, on practically the same
terms — 5% of gross income plus
a sustaining fee.
NBC and CBS and WCAU Philadelphia accepted these new fiveyear licenses, the networks also
agreeing to a boost of $25,000
apiece in sustaining fees, but the
NAB copyright committee refused
to endorse the deal. General Manager Phil Loucks and Joseph C.
Hostetler, who had taken over
Newton Baker's duties as NAB
copyright counsel, felt that general acceptance of a new ASCAP
license might prejudice the government suit. The newspaper-o^\-ned
stations who had enjoyed a preferential deal, paying the 57c fee
only on programs actually using
ASCAP music, began dickering for
the same terms for the next five
years. The suit against ASCAP
came to trial June 11, but on June
20 it was recessed until November
and subsequently until some future date.
Resolution Endorses
Per-Piece Policy
After hearing from Mr. Hostetler that the industry should
continue to fight for the right to
buy music on a per piece or per
program formula by which the
broadcasters would pay only for
music actually used, and from
Isaac Levy, WCAU, that the only
feasible plan was a blanket license of the kind just accepted by
his station, the NAB convention
gave votes of confidence to both
sides, re-elected Mr. Levy as treasurer, and adopted a resolution endorsing the per-piece principle but
leaving it up to the decision of
each station operator as to whether
he should or should not renew his
present ASCAP license for another five years. The convention also
resolved to support the government suit for the dissolution of
ASCAP and to work for legislation
removing the statutory minimum
penalty of $250 for each infringement.
Just about this time the situation was complicated by Warner
Brothers' announcement that it
was withdrawing its five music
publishing companies from ASCAP
membership at the end of the year.
The Warner houses were said to
own about a third of the popular
music used on the air and were
(Continued on page 92)
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1935
(Continued from page 91)
pulling out of ASCAP because they
were not satisfied with the $340,000 a year they were getting of
the Society's $3 million income
from radio and wanted at least $1
million which the ASCAP board
refused to allow.
ASCAP made no concession in
its rates to compensate for the loss
of this sizeable part of its repertoire, so inost broadcasters waited
to see what would happen, less
than 100 of the country's 620
stations signing new ASCAP license forms up to November when
Warner Brothers reaffirmed its intention of leaving ASCAP, adding
that it was going to issue its own
licenses to broadcasters. In December, with the deadline nearing,
NAB polled its board members
and, on the strength of a ten-tonine vote, wired stations to renew
their ASCAP licenses. No sooner
had the wires gone off than two
board members changed their
votes to reverse the decision by an
eleven-to-eight verdict, so NAB
sent out a second wire contradicting
the first one with the result that
more confusion was added to a
situation sufficiently confused before.
ASCAP Issues Blanket
Extension of Licenses
On Dec. 30 ASCAP issued a
blanket extension of its station
licenses at the same terms for a
Warner-less catalog, giving the industry abreathing spell. Warners,
at the solicitation of NAB, had
offered stations temporary 90-day
licenses for a flat fee of four
times the highest quarter-hour rate
and by the end of the year about
150 stations had taken these licenses, although NBC and CBS refused to do so.
Meanwhile, the State of Washington had declared ASCAP illegal
and restrained the state's broadcasters from making any payments
to ASCAP, whose appeal the Federal District Court had refused to
hear on the grounds that it was
a state and not a federal affair.
Leo J. Fitzpatrick, general
manager, WJR
Detroit, was
elected NAB
president at the
July convention.
James W. Baldwin, former secretary of the Radio Commission,
who had been
Mr. Fitzpatrick executive officer
of the Broadcasting Code Authority during NRA,
was named managing director, succeeding Mr. Loucks, who received
an ovation from the membership
for his five years' service, during
which time the NAB membership
had risen from under 100 to 385.
The convention also approved establishing an agency recognition
bureau which Mr. Baldwin promised to do as soon as he had 120
subscriptions at $125 each to pay
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the estimated costs of the first
year's operation. (He never did
and the project was eventually
abandoned.)
National Independent Broadcasters, proposed earlier in the year by
Edward A. Allen, WLVA Lynchburg, Va., was organized during
the NAB convention by some 40
operators of stations not affiliated
with the networks, who elected Mr.
Allen president. In November, he
announced that a sales office would
be established in New York for
NIB member stations, under the
direction of James O'Shaughnessy,
former executive secretary of the
AAAA.
Clsor Channel Group
Confisiues Covemge Study
Also meeting during the NAB
sessions was the group of 14 clear
channel station operators, which
the year before had initiated a
study of their present rural coverage and how it might be improved. The group voted to continue the study, collecting new
data to supplement those now being analyzed by the FCC engineering department, with the purpose
of building up a sufficient quantity
of proof of the value of clear channel service to prevent FCC action
to break up those channels. Mr.
Loucks, in private law practice
since leaving NAB, was retained
as coordinator.
In the fall the group also secured
the services of J. C. McNary, who
was granted a leave from his post
as technical director of NAB, to
study the engineering phases of
clear channel operation and the potentialities of superpower such as
the experimental operation of
WLW Cincinnati with 500 kw
whose success has led to expectations that grants of similar power
might be made to other clear channel stations.
In November Dr. Irvin Stewart,
chairman of the FCC Telegraph
Division, asked the Broadcast Division for a report on the advisibility of adopting special regulations for network broadcasting. He
had noted, he said, that of the 40
clear channels, 26 were assigned to
NBC affiliates, 12 to CBS, three to
MBS and only one to a station not
affiliated with any network (KNX
Los Angeles).
Transradio Press Service, which
for nearly a year had flourished as
the only national news organization supplying news to radio stations on a basis permitting them
to broadcast it under commercial
sponsorship, got some competition
in April when United Press and
International News Service decided
to make their news available for
broadcasting also without any restrictions on sponsorship. The
Press Radio Bureau continued its
operations, liberalized to permit
broadcasting up to an hour of news
a day but on a sustaining basis
only, and UP and INS continued to
make their news available to the
Bureau along with Associated
Press, but the newspaper battle to
prevent sponsored newscasts was
over.
AP informed its member

papers that, for a 5% increase in
their assessments, they could make
up their own radio reports, but
it kept to the hour a day maximum
and also retained a strict prohibition on sponsorship.
By fa.ll nearly 300 stations were
getting news from a source other
than the Bureau: Transradio and
its subsidiary. Radio News Assn.,
which distributed news to stations
via shortwave radio, had 173 station clients, INS had 80 and UP
had 64, not counting the local station-newspaper arrangements. NBC
and CBS, while retaining the Press
Radio Bureau service for their network newscasts, signed with UP
for news service for their owned
and managed stations.
Transradio Press filed a $1 million damage suit against ANPA,
the three press associations and
NBC and CBS, charging violation
of the Clayton, Sherman and Communications Acts. And, in December, the Federal Circuit Court of
Appeals in San Francisco reversed
the decision of the District Court
in Seattle that once news has been
published it could freely be used
on the air by ruling that newscasts
are competition with newspapers
as they provide stations with revenue both directly and indirectly
and can cause newspapers to lose
both circulation and advertising.
The court issued a temporary injunction I'estraining KVOS Bellingham. Wash., from using AP
news on the air.
Scripp--Ho"'ard Bids
For Three Stations
Scripps-Howard Newspapers applied for stations in Cincinnati, Columbus and Toledo as the first step
in a plan reportedly designed eventually to secure
"^o^- V-f^
newsi^aper
chain radio
station
ownership
or
affiliations in all the 24 cities in
which it published newspapers. The
year ended with about 140 newspaper owned or corporately affiliated stations and at least 50 applications from publishers in the
FCC's pending file. "The onrush
of newspaper applicants for new
radio stations was one of the
marked trends
of 1935,"
Broad-1,
casting commented
in its Jan.
1936 issue.
American Broadcasting System,
which in the fall of 1933 had established anetwork running from
the East Coast to St. Louis, ran
into financial difficulties early in
1934 and, after having terminated
its $13,000-a-month lease on
WMCA New York and switched
to WNEW for
programtions,originaceased operations in
March. WMCA,
once more being
operated by its
licensee, Donald
Flamm, set up
a program
exchange with WIP
Philadelphia via
a fulltime permanent lineline
connection. During the year the
was
extended to Washington and to
Mr. Flamm

New England and by late fall the
Intercity Group had 13 clients
using a total of 18 hours and 40
tions.
minutes on from two to eight staMutual Broadcasting System began to exchange more sustaining
as well as commercial programs
and engaged 16-hour-a-day AT&T
lines. Fred Weber, formerly of
NBC workand
ABS, joined
the netas coordinator
of programs,
and sales offices were established
in New York and Chicago.
NBC and CBS issue
Rate Adjustments
NBC and CBS started off the
new year with rate a^'juslrn^nts,
raising the network rates of some
stations and lowering others, both
networks showing slight overall
increases and both explaining that
the cost per thousand homes was
less than when the old rates were
established. NBC also altered its
station compensation plan from the
flat $50 an hour paid stations for
commercial programs and the flat
$1,500 a month charged them for
sustaining service to a new formula eliminating the sustaining dollar payment and taking four hours
of evening time a week from the
stations instead, with payment for
other network commercials carried
by the stations on a sliding scale
from 22 to 50% of card rate,
depending on the number of hours
sold. The chief station complaint
about the new NBC arrangement
was that it guaranteed its affiliates
only a half-hour of evening time
for local programs on weekdays
(7:30-8 p.m.) and an hour on Sunday evening. CBS made no change
in its station contracts, which still
had three and a half yeai's to run.
Radio put on one of its spectacularly successfulinpublic
achievements
June service-news
at McCook,
Neb., where two members of the
CBS Chicago engineering staff,
Charles Warriner and Edward Malcolm, were vacationing when a late
spring flood isolated the town from
the rest of the country and cut off
its power supply. Mr. Warriner
found the best amateur set in town
and rebuilt it for battery operation
while Mr. Malcolm collected all of
the automobile batteries he could
find, and eventually made contact
with Denver which notified CBS
Chicago. Frank Falknor, chief engineervision;
of theBob Kaufman,
CBS Western
Dispecial
events director, and Allan Hale,
announcer, flew to Omaha and
drove as far as Oxford, another
flood-struck town which had been
occupied by the National Guard,
where they put on a broadcast
from a garage turned into an
emergency i-elief station, getting it
to the network over one of the
three phone lines that were Oxford's sole connection with the outside world. Finally reaching McCook by chartered plane, they put
on a broadcast from there. Mr.
Warriner by that time was McCook's favorite citizen as he had
persuaded someone in Denver to
fly in (Coniinued
a 5-kw o-e^eTp.tnv
on pagewhich
9i) pro-
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vided power for the town movie in
the afternoon and evening and in
the morning ran the newspaper's
presses.
Stations Render Special
Flood Service
WNBF Binghamton and WESG
Elmira delivered equally meritorious performances during the New
York floods in July, remaining on
the air uninterruptedly for days
on end to guide relief workers and
keep the public informed, and
KFAB Lincoln and KOTN Pine
Bluff, Ark., also won praise for
emergency service in their areas.
In the fall, when a tropical hurricane hit Florida with unusual
force, WDAE Tampa broadcast
warnings and reports until its
power supply failed, the staff staying on the job throughout the night
to answer queries by phone. Engineers at WQAM Miami, when its
tower was blown down, braved the
storm and worked through the
night, getting the station back on
the air by morning to continue its
reports on the progress of the
storm. WIOD Miami also lost its
tower but managed to stay on the
air through the danger period.
Sarnoff Reports
Facsimile Is Ready
Facsimile transmission by radio,
both point-to-point and broadcast
service, was technically ready to
be put to use, David Sarnoff, RCA
president, told stockholders in
March. After demonstrations in
New York and Washington, RCA
discussed broadcast use with news-

world where paid programs were
paper publishers but no definite
plan was arrived at. In February,
accepted. Clarka British Commission on television
reported it ready for public service
and BBC began preparations to
begin telecasting the following
year. RCA announced plans to
spend $1 million on TV broadcast
experiments, hoping to start test
video transmissions the following
year, with pictures of 343 lines
and 30 frames interlaced. Philo ^^^^^^^^^^^ p
r o t e c t CF
T. Farnsworth demonstrated his
R
t e r f e r ence Bin
by
Toronto from 240-line TV system July 3 in PhilaMr. Hooper
WLW's 500-kw
delphia.
signal. World Broadcasting System
and Free & Sleininger arranged for
Transcription Library
stations represented by F & S to
Field Expands
get WBS transcribed spot business
for only one 15% in addition to a
Also in 1935: Associated Music
agency commission.
The gove
Publishers, NBC and Standard Rament ruled that transcriptions wernredio entered the transcription li- exempt from the tax on phonobrary field. Muzak Corp. tried out
graph records.
wired radio program service in
ANA, AAAA
and NAB set up a
Cleveland. American Society of tripartite 15-member Joint Committee on Radio Research to create
Recording Artists attempted to collect license fees from stations for
a cooperative reseai-ch organization
to serve radio as Audit Bureau of
broadcasting phonograph records
Publications served publishers,
made by its members. National
NBC and CBS pledging $30,000
Assn. of Performing Artists filed
to
pay for preliminary studies.
suit in the name of NAPA PresiBroadcasting in February pubdent Fred Waring against WDAS
lished its first annual Yearbook.
Philadelphia, asking injunction reYankee Network underwrote development of a device to measure
straining the station from broadradio listening by recording dial
casting Waring recordings without
turnings of receivers, invented by
his permission. Elsie Janis musiProfessors R. F. Elder and L. F.
comedy announcer.
star, became NBC's
Woodruff of MIT. Agencies and
first cal
woman
advertisers grumbled about staMajor Bowes' Amateur Hour,
tion-break announcements as unafter gaining sensational popularfair
to
program
sponsors. Chevity in New York on WHN, moved
rolet Motor Co. was the largest
to NBC in Sunday night spot,
spot advertiser of the year, using
sponsored by Standard Brands.
three quarter-hour transcribed
musical programs a week on some
Princess Pat started a world-wide
radio campaign, placing records of 300 stations. Western Electric Co.
introduced a round unidirectional
its NBC show on stations in every
English-speaking country in the
microphone,
immediately nick-

named the 8-balI mike. Ford Motor
Co. sponsored the World Series
broadcasts (on all three networks)
for the second consecutive year.
Prof. E. H. Armstrong on Nov. 6
demonstrated "staticless radio" by
new system of frequency modulation broadcasting to IRE.
Dr. C. B. Jolliffe resigned Oct.
30 as chief engineer of FCC to become technical head of RCA; Lt.
Comdr. T. A. M. Craven, consulting engineer since leaving the
Navy in 1930, succeeded him at
FCC. NBC reported a 400% increase in time devoted to world
affairs in 1935 compared to 1934.
Paul B. West, managing director
of ANA, became its first salaried
president; Ken R. Dyke, advertisColgate-PalmolivePeet ing
Co.,manager,
was elected
chairman of
the board. Canadian Radio Commission banned sales talks on
Sunday broadcasts, permitting
sponsorship but with advertising
limited to institutional promotion.
Deciding suit brought by KVL
Seattle, Federal District Court
ruled that Washington state law
taxing gross sales of radio stations
was illegal as interfering with interstate commerce. NBC dedicated
new Hollywood studios Dec. 7.
Gross Time Sales
Go 20% Ahead of 1934
Broadcasting gross time sales
hit another new high of $87,523,848 in 1935, 20% ahead of 1934
gross. CBS President William S.
Paley was highest paid man in
radio, collecting $169,097 from network in salary and bonus. RCA
sold control of RKO to Atlass
Corp.; M. H. Aylesworth, formerly
president of both NBC and RKO,
became RKO board chairman;
Lenox R. Lohr was appointed
president
of NBC, effective Jan. 1,
1936.

1936

was the broadcasting
GROWTH
keynote of 1936, with more
stations (675 in December,
highest number since the gold-rush
days before the enactment of the
original Radio Act of 1927), more
networks, both national and regional, and more business, gross
time sales topping the $100 million mark for the first time in radio
history.
NBC started the year with a new
president, Lenox R. Lohr, former
Army engineer who had risen to
national prominence through his
astute management of Chicago's
Century of Progress. His new
broom had swept
out some 200
NBC employes in
a thorough reorganization before
the world's great
gathered in Radio
Mr. Lohr
City on Nov. 9 to
salute NBC on its
10th birthday. NBC also entered
the new year by adding a second
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chain of Pacific Coast affiliates and
aligning the heretofore almost indistinguishable Red and Blue outlets into two transcontinental networks.
Guy for
Earl's
50 InkwApril
KNXCBSLosbought
Angeles
the
unprecedented price of $1,250,000
to serve as key station for a new
CBS West Coast line-up to replace
the Don Lee Broadcasting System
when its CBS contract expired at
the end of the year.
Mutual Begins
Its Expansion Project
Mutual, which from time to
time had added other stations to
its basic four-station hook-up for
commercial programs, in 1936 began expanding through more permanent station affiliations, some of
them with stations already affiliated with NBC, whose stations contracts, unlike those of CBS, included no ban against dual affiliations. By the year's end, Mutual,
too, had become transcontinental
by adding
New and
England's
Continental Network
the West
Coast

Don Lee group to its individual
station affiliates.
Network scoreboard at end of
1936, which also saw many switches
of network affiliation by major
stations, stood: NBC 114; CBS 97;
MBS 38.
Of about a dozen regional networks started in 1936, the most
ambitious and one of the shortestlived was Affiliated Broadcasting
Co., 20-station midwestern network
headed by Samuel Insull Sr., former
utility magnate attempting a comeback via radio. Starting in April
with 16 hours of daily programming from its lavish Chicago studios, Affiliated by the year's end
had lost its president and practically all other personnel and was
dependent on its affiliates for most
of its radically reduced program
schedule.

phy, swelling the number of newspaper owned, operated or corporately affiliated stations to 171
at mid-year, 194 by Dec. 31. In
the forefront was Hearst Radio,
whose acquisition of four Southwest Broadcasting System stations
in
March
total to 10.brought Hearst's station
Roosevelt Joins Hearst
As Vice President
It also brought Elliott Roosevelt
into Hearst Radio as vice president.
An affiliation of Hearst's two California stations with the four McClatchy newspaper stations in that
state produced a new regional, the
California Radio System, which
named Hearst as its representative.
Scripps-Howard Newspapers
upped their station ownership from
two to four when they acquired two
Memphis stations, WMC and WNBR,
through their purchase of the
Memphis stations, WMC and WNBR,
Howard, son of the chairman of the
newspaper chain's board, was sent
to WCPO, the S-H station in
Cincinnati,
to add
radio96)experi(Continued
on page

Newspaper-Owned Outlets
Rapidly Increase
Dropping their belligerence toward radio, many newspaper publishers in 1936 switched to an "if
you can't lick 'em, join 'em" philosoBROADCASTING
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Tubes
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and SAVINGS,
Uit SAFETY
SAYS Herschel Wolf, in charge of aircraft radio communications
for American Airlines: "You can trust G-E High-reliability
Tubes to do their job all the time. They've helped us lift our high
safety standards still higher."
You can't beat these special G-E miniatures for steady perform
ance "under fire" — the kind of day-in, day-out job you can count
on. So take a tip from American and other enthusiastic users, and
specify G-E High-reliability Tubes in the equipment now on your
drawing-boards! You'll lower upkeep costs, increase safety factor,
widen your product's acceptance.
Altimeters, radio compasses, radio control apparatus, h-f aircraft receivers — all are employing G-E High-reliability miniatures
with marked success. Every tube gets 50 hours' service at the factory
under Class A conditions. Also, frequent samples are chosen for
life tests, during which the tube is operated normally but intermittently byturning the heater on and off at one-minute intervals.
Communications . . . industry . . . along with aviation, find
numerous applications for G-E High-reliability miniatures — the
GL-5686
befter tubes for better service where conditions are exacting! Write
for further information. Learn more about what these tubes are;
what they will do; how they can serve your needs more efficiently.
Electronics Department, General Electric Co., Schenectady 5, N. Y.
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(Continued from page 9i)
ence to his newspaper background.
This new friendliness toward
radio also was reflected at the
spring convention of the American
Newspaper Publishers Assn., whose
radio committee rejected the plea
of its chairman to put pressure on
INS and UP to stop selling news
to radio stations and extend PressRadio Bureau for another year.
The committee objection to news
"commingled with advertising" carried little weight for the vast
majority of the 500 stations buying
news from the press associations
or from Transradio Press, which
during the year inaugurated its
fifth leased wire to serve its nearly
300 station subscribers, were
broadcasting news under sponsorship.
Expectations of a final definition
of the extent of a newspaper's
or press association's property
rights in its news died when the
Supreme Court, for technical reasons, disclaimed jurisdiction in the
suit of AP against KVOS Bellingham,
Wash., The
for alleged
"pirating"
of news.
New York
State
Supreme Court, however, established a precedent when it ruled
that the use of person's name in
a newscast, even if sponsored, is
no violation of the Civil Rights Act.
President Roosevelt on June 5
signed a bill repealing the Davis
Amendment which had required the
assignment of stations in accord-

In

ONE HIGHLIGHT of radio for the year 1936 was the clear channel and
superpower hearings which began Oct. 5. Left photo: The majority of FCC
members attended, although the issues were decided by the Broadcast Division
(center three). L to r: Thad H. Brown, Anning S. Prall, Judge E. O. Sykes, Norman S. Case, Dr. Irvin Stewart. At right are Paul D. P. Spearman, regional group
counsel; I. Z. Buckwalter, Mason-Dixon Group; Martin Campbell, WFAA
Dallas; Herbert L. Pettey, WHN New York; Benedict Gimbel Jr., WIP Philadelphia; Edwin W. Craig, WSM Nashville; Louis G. Caldwell, clear channel
group counsel.
ance with state and regional quotas,
killing what for eight years had
been the most controversial provision of radio law and paving the
way for a general readjustment of
allocation policies. FCC promptly
called a general allocations hearing
for October and postponed until
after the hearing any consideration
of the applications of 10 stations
for the superpower operation with
500 kw similar to that experimentally granted to WLW Cincinnati.
Commenting on the hearing,
which ran for 13 working days with
45 witnesses putting more than
half a million words into the record, Broadcasting noted that apparently "the The
term hearings
'allocation'veryis
a misnomer.
largely resolved themselves into a
controversy over superpower and
all it implies, rather than over any
far reaching revamping of the
broadcast
band."
Economic
and social factors
seemed more important than engineering considerations as arguments pro and con raised questions
as to whether the installation and
operating costs of superpower stations might not exceed any reason-

California
they

listen

able hopes of advertising income
and as to the effects of 30 such stations on regional and local station
operations.
One unpredicted result of the
hearing was a $100,000 suit filed
against Broadcasting by FCC
Comr. George H. Payne. The suit
arose from editorial comment on
Comr. Payne's vigorous cross-examination of Powel Crosley, operator of WLW, about that station's
programming and commercial activities. Broadcasting considered
this not germaine to the hearing,
and the performance of a Commissioner "who has evidently forgotten not only his function of
public office, but, judging from the
short temper of his remarks, also
the behavior of a gentleman." (The
suit subsequently was withdrawn
without trial).
In May the FCC had promulgated
new rules and regulations for all
radio services outside the standard
broadcast band, which became effective with minor changes after a
June hearing at which Prof. E. H.
Armstrong demonstrated his new
system of broadcasting by frequency modulation. He was as-

. . .

where

they

live!

8 stations of the Don Lee Broadcasting System . . .
in the 8 densely populated trading areas . . . ])r(v
vide absolute coverage of the State of California

'Covers
the State
Like the
Sunshine

DON
LEE
7lh « Bi«c Sb., Lot Anjalo

with its more than 5,000,000 listeners. I,' 16 of
all the radio sets in the United States are within
local distance of these stations. When planning
radio in California, let this powerful network deliver your message, economically and effectively,
throughout this tremendously wealthy and responsive State. For coverage maps, rates, etc., wire
or write . . .
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Don Lee Ray
Demonstrat'es
Cathode
Video
Don Lee in June gave the first
U. S. public demonstration of
cathode ray television, showing a
300-line 24-frame system developed
by the network's TV director,
Harry R. Lubcke. Don Lee subsequently started weekly picture
broadcasts synchronized with sound
on KHJ Los Angeles. Philco Corp.
demonstrated its 345-line 30-frame
system two months later. In November, as part of the NBC anniversary festivities, RCA unveiled its
video
frames. system, 343 lines and 30
The music copyright situation
providedaches ofone
radio's major
head-to
1936.of ASCAP
refused
reduce its license fees when Warner
Bros, withdrew the tunes of its
five music companies from the society's jurisdiction on Jan. 1 and began issuing its own licenses and
filing infringement suits against
non-licensed broadcasters. Feelings
ran high between
station operators
who resented the
ses ASCAP licengave
preferential
the netwoi-ks, and
network
executives who strategy
charged
that the

BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
The Califomia Unit of The Columbia Broadcartlng Syslcn
1000 V«n Nan Ave., S«n FianciKO

BROADCASTING

signed a license to experiment in
the 86.5 me and 111 mc bands.
High-frequency broadcasting was
assigned to frequencies between 26
mc and 42 mc and those over 86 mc,
TV getting the 42-56 mc and 60-86
mc bands plus any frequencies over
110 amateurs.
mc, with 400-401 mc resei-ved
for
All these services, including international and relay, were given
one-year licenses, twice as long as
those available to standard broadcasters who continued to urge that
they be licensed for the full threeyear period sanctioned
by the Communications Act.
Daily television program service
was inaugurated in England by
the BBC in November, one day's
transmission utilizing the Baird
system of 225 lines and 25 frames,
the next with the 405-line 25-frame
system developed by Electric &
Musical Industries, to determine
which would provide the better
service. In Germany the first TV
wire circuit was demonstrated to
the public at viewing centers along
the 186-mile Berlin-Leipzig route.

1, 1932

of James Baldwin, NAB managdirector
who
Mr. Baldwin had ing
been
unsuccessful in his attempts to win a
per-program license plan from
ASCAP,
had merely
served
(Continued
on page
98) to in-
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THE

ENTIRE

Don Lee is the ONLY
network reaching

PACIFIC

COAST

)3T3 NORTH VINE STREET
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA
Represeni^d NaiionatSy by
JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
LEWIS ALLEN WEISS
Chairman of the Board
WfLlET H. 8ROWN
WARDPresident
D. JNGRfM
Vice Pf&sideni in Charge of Sa/es

Pacific Coast people where
they live — where they spend
their money.
Don Lee's 45 network stations
are located within each of
45 important marketing areas,
covering the Coast like a blanket.
Don Lee is STILL the best, the
most economical
selling medium

and the most effective
for California and the

rest of the wealthy, responsive Pacific Coast
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crease the cost of music for radio.
At the NAB convention in July,
Isaac D. Levy, WCAU Philadelphia
and NAB treasurer, resigned his
membership in NAB after a bitter
attack on the policies of Mr. Baldwin and the majority of the NAB
board, to which the convention
responded by enthusiastically endorsing those policies. Warner
Bros, rejoined the
ASCAP fold Aug.
1, dropping its in fringement suits
which
by then
numbered 180
totaling some $4
million, to the annoyance of the
broadcasters who
Mr. Levy
^ a d, fruitlessly
they felt, paid
Warner Bros, about $100,000 in
license fees.
The NAB Bureau of Copyrights,
established in March with E. J.
Fitzgerald, former musical director
of WLW, as director, went ahead
with its first job of cataloging
music in the public domain and in
the fall, having cataloged 16,000
copyright free compositions, announced plans to convert them into
a 100-hour transcription library
available at cost to NAB members.
Lang-Worth Feature Programs,
which had begun transcribing PD
music the year before, in December
announced that it had 200 playing
hours of royalty free music ready
for station use.
Washington Declares
ASCAP Illegal Monopoly
Largely through the efforts of
the Washington State Assn. of
Broadcasters and its managingdirector, Kenneth C. Davis, Seattle
attorney, the State of Washington
declared ASCAP an illegal monopoly in violation of state laws,
putting the Society's business there
in receivership. E. C. Mills, ASCAP
general manager, subsequently had
this dissolved by agreeing that
ASCAP in the future would deal
with Washington music users in
accordance with the state laws.
A new music worry for broadcasters arose early in the year
when the Court of Common Pleas
in Philadelphia issued an injunction restraining WDAS from broadcasting phonograph records made
by Fred Waring and his orchestra
without his permission. This was
the first legal recognition of performers' rights in phonograph record reproductions. National Assn.
of Performing Artists, which had
conducted the suit against WDAS

in
Waring's
followed
the Mr.
decision
with name,
similar
suits
against stations in New York and
Chicago. American Society of
Recording Artists demanded licenses from stations at 5 to 15 cents
a side for using records made by its
members, which NAB advised stations to ignore.
Meanwhile, claims that record
broadcasts hurt record sales were
disputed by music dealers who reported that radio was largely
responsible for an increase of 150%
in the sale of records since 1933.
Better recording news came in
January from FCC, which liberalized its rules for identification of
recorded program material, ordering such announcements only once
every 15 minutes or at the beginning and end of shorter record
broadcasts.
Transcribed Shows
Bring Over $9 Million
Perhaps stimulated by this action,
transcribed programs played a bigpart in commercial radio during
the year, accounting for $9,271,545
in national spot and $2,450,394 in
local business, according to the
analysis of 1936 business made by
Dr. Herman Hettinger for the 1937
Broadcasting Yearbook.
Total time sales, at one-time
rates, for the year were $117,781,686, Dr. Hettinger estimated,
divided into $59,743,860 for the national networks, 81,389,646 for
regional networks, $24,648,180 for
national spot and $31,800,000 for
local. Leading types of advertising on the air in 1936 were foods,
accounting for 18.2% of the total
time sales; toiletries, 12.0%; drugs,
9.7%^^; automobiles 8.1% and automotive accessories, gas and oil,
7.3%..
Procter & Gamble Co. was the top
network client in 1936, spending
(at gross rates) $3,299,000 for
network time. Standard Brands
ranked second, Sterling Products
third, Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.
fourth and Ford Motor Co. fifth.
Largest spot account was Chevrolet
Div. of General Motors, whose WBS
quarter-hour transcription series,
Musical Moments, was broadcast
three or five times weekly on nearly
400 stations.
Political expenditures for radio
time during the Roosevelt-Landon
presidential campaign were estimated as totaling about $2 million.
The Republicans started using ra-

dio in January with a dramatized
series, Liberty at the Crossroads,
placed on individual stations after
both CBS and NBC had refused to
accept political business before the
party conventions and had questioned the propriety of putting
political arguments into dramatic
form. Communism was already an
issue, broadcasters being soundly
criticized both for their anti-Americanism in broadcasting Communist
speakers and for censorship and
discrimination in refusing time to
this party while accepting programs sponsored by the Democrats
and Republicans.
CBS got itself boxed by both
major parties for a late campaign
broadcast by Republican Sen.
Arthur Vandenberg in which he
"debated" with President Roosevelt through recorded excerpts of
the President's speeches of earlier
years. Learning of the intended
use of records only a few minutes
before the speech was to go on the
air, CBS first ordered the broadcast cancelled, then decided to let
it go on, losing a number of stations who substituted other programs on receipt of the first order.
February blizzards and March
floods presented broadcasters in
much of the country with their
severest public service test, which
they passed with universal acclaim
as they stayed on the job and on
the air around the clock day after
day. They broadcast warnings,
served as information centers and
command headquarters for the Red
Cross, military police, relief, firefighting and other agencies, and
provided the only link with the outside world for many storm-struck
communities.
Offenses
at Low
Mark
FTC Reports
Radio's
Radio also won praise from many
former critics for the results of its
efficient policing of programs and
commercials. The Federal Trade
Commission reported that out of
667,746 commercial continuities
reviewed only 426 had been i;eferred
to the FTC legal staff for secondary
consideration. Following the example of CBS, Swift & Co. engaged
a child psychologist to review its
Junior Nurse Corps scripts; Blackett-Sample-Hummert employed another psychologist to check on its
kid shows.
Broadcasters attending the 14th

SOME FACES SEEN at the clear channel hearings included (I to r): Left,
Hoyt B. Wooten, WREC and WHBQ Memphis; A. S. Clarke, Washington
engineer; A. L. Chilton, KLRA Little Rock and WGST Atlanta; W. H. Summerville, WGST, and S. C. Vinsonhaler, KLRA. Center: Lambdin Kay, WSB
Atlanta listens appreciatively as Glenn Snyder, WLS Chicago plays "Temple
Bells of Texas" on his dime harmonica. Right: William C. Gillespie, KTUL,
Tulsa; Walter Bridges, WEBC Duluth; Don Searle, WIBW Topeka, and Edgar
L. Bill, WMBD Peoria.

annual NAB convention in Chicago,
July 6-8, elected C. W. Myers, operator of KOIN and KALE Seattle,
president; reappointed James Baldwin managing director; paid little
heed to WCAU's withdrawal (five
others pulled out within the next
month and two new members came
in, leaving the total membership at
404) ; set up a Sales Managers
Committee with J. Buryl Lottridge,
KOIL-KFAB Omaha, as chairman,
as a division of the NAB Commercial Section headed by H. K. Carpenter, WHK Cleveland; voted
$10,000 for the Joint Committee
(of A AAA, ANA and NAB) for
Radio Research; adopted a resolution encouraging the formation of
state and regional associations as
NAB chapters; kept abreast of all
developments by reading the convention daily paper published by
Broadcasting.
Interest in Radio Research
Increases Rapidly
With both buyers and sellers of
broadcast time eager for more accurate statistics, 1936 was an
active year in radio research. The
Joint Committee produced a
county-by-county analysis of radio
homes as of Jan. 1, 1936, estimating the national total as 22,869,000,
73.5% of all U. S. families. Paul
F. Peter, chief statistician of RCA,
was engaged as secretary, to carry
out projects authorized by the committee.
The Audimeter, mechanical device for measuring program reception developed by two professors
at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Robert F. Elder and L. F.
Woodruff, was first used in a Boston survey and before the end of
the year had been acquired by A.
C. Nielsen Co. for eventual use for
nationwide audience behavior reports. Edgar H. Felix, coverage
specialist, began publishing Radio
Coverage Reports as a bi-weekly
service. ANA established the Advertising Research Foundation, to
study all media, with Lee H. Bristol of Bristol-Myers as chairman.
Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting, gaining acceptance as the
gauge of program popularity, reported Major Bowes, Jack Benny,
Fred well
Allen,
Rudy Valleeas and
House Showboat
the Maxmost
listened-to programs of the winter
1935-36. I King
Edward broadVIII's
"woman
love" abdication
cast at 5 p.m. EST Nov. 11, 1936,
broke all previous daytime audience records with a rating of 45,
CAB reported. A CBS survey
found the average home radio set
turned on 4.8 hours a day; an
NBC study revealed the average
(Continued on page 102)
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FOR

28 YEARS!

It's a pleasure to welcome BROADCASTING Magazine to
radio's 20-year Club . . . during each history-packed year of operation KGW has
claimed its share of "firsts". . . has kept pace with progress.
A Few Highlights of KGW's
BROADCASTING:

BROADCASTING
^

History As Depicted in the Pages of

August

1945

1_'Way back in 1924 . . . two years after KGW went on the air . . , the station
launched an all-girl entertainment act, one of the nation's first. In 1945
KGW loaned "Q" Cox, then assistant manager, to the U. S. Treasury as
assistant director in charge of national War Bond radio activities.
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March

1947

One of KGW's most important steps was taken in 1927 when KGW joined
the NBC network. Twenty years later this association was commemorated
by a plaque presented by Niles Trammel, then NBC president. During the
past 28 years KGW has increased in power from 2500 to 5000 watts, twice
has moved to larger quarters.

BROADCASTING

July

1947

Jack Wassan, KGW's efficient sales manager, depicted in the caricature
reproduced here, will be glad at any time to furnish KGW availabilities
through your nearest Petry representative.
BROADCASTING

December

In this advertisement we pointed with pride to KGW's new
transmitting facilities, gave technical reasons why KGW, with
620 frequency at 5000 watts is the only station which gives the
COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE of the rich and rapidly
Oregon market.

1949
studios and
its efficient
advertiser
growing
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EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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Today — a turn of
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is yours.
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ful and convincing
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Successful
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advertisers are high in

their praise of the effectiveness
Learn more about WLW

audience

force-

of this radio station.

in facts, figures and illustra-

tions inour free, 48 page brochure.

The silver voice of Charlie
Dameron is well-known
throughout the WLW territory. His tremendous popularity benefits greatly the
advertisers on whose programs he appears. Like other
WLW stars he has a following that listens faithfully to
every performance.

THE
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CROSLEV, h.. President
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STILL
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BECAUSE . . , WLW plays an important part in the lives of the people within
its area. In the course of four weeks, The Nation's Station renders a service to
2,715,000 radio homes — 71.5% of the total radio families within the WLW Merchandise-Able Area. These homes reached listen to WLW an average of 445
minutes — 7/2 hours — weekly. Of the 216 radio stations heard within the area,
WLW receives 14.2% of ALL listening to ALL stations.
Among the rural radio homes, WLW is even more dominant. In four weeks,
The Nation's Station reaches 81.7% of all the rural radio homes in WLW-Land
— 1,551,000 prosperous, hard-to-reach customers.
Furthermore, the rural dominance of WLW is shown by the fact that 17.0%
of all listening done in rural homes in the area, is to WLW — one out of every
six minutes.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION,
contact any of the following WLW
140 West 9th St., Cincinnati 2, Ohio
360 N. Michigan, Chicago 1, III.
Data from Nielsen Radio Index, February-March, 1950
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Sales Offices:

630 Fifth Avsnue, New York 20, N. Y.
6381 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif
CROSLEY

the nation's ' most niierchandise-able station
BROADCASTING
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auto radio in use 65 minutes daily ;
CBS also surveyed 250 "very rich"
families in Boston, finding an average of three sets per home, with
average family listening just under
three hours a day.
Trans-American Broadcasting &
Television Corp., ^vith $2 million
capital and a
charter wide
enough to cover
almost every kind
of broadcasting
enterprise, was
launched with
John L. Clark,
former general
manager of
WLW, as presid e n t, arousing
Mr. Clark
much industry
conjecture. By the end of year
Trans-American was acting as
sales representative for WLW and
a half-dozen other major stations
and for programs produced at
KFWB Hollywood, Warner Bros,
station.
The FCC in January set up rules
for an FCC bar, with register of
those qualified to appear before it.
These attorneys soon afterwards
organized themselves as Federal
Communications Bar Assn. In
March President Roosevelt spiked

attempts to make the FCC chairmanship an annually rotating office
by reappointing Anning S. Prall as
chairman.
A complaint filed by WCOA Pensacola against wire line charges
for round-about program transmission because AT&T had no repeater
stations along the direct route resulted in a 50% reduction in the
home company's "back-haul" rates.
After an overall FCC investigation
of line charges had revealed AT&T
earnings from radio of $3,576,357 in
1935 (not counting radio revenue
of associated companies, estimated
at another $5 million), AT&T filed
a new tariff schedule estimated as
saving broadcasters $250,000 a
Also in 1936: Members of the
year.
Distilled Liquor Institute, representing 90% of the country's manufacturing distillers, agreed not to
advertise on the air as part of a

1937 was one of
THEcrisisYEAR
and change for American broadcasters. From late
winter floods which swept radio
out of its accustomed role of public
entertainer into the heroic position
of the nation's number one public
service agency, to December's FCC

to

Taishoff

m
fro
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K

W

K

H

Shreveport
50,000 WATTS
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NBC introduced its silk hat transmitter, first worn by George Hicks
in New York's 1936 Easter Parade;
Canada disbanded its Radio Commission and set up a Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. modeled on
BBC lines, which appointed Gladstone Murray, former BBC executive, as general manager at $13,000
a year; a survey of 74 colleges
found 38 permitting broadcasts of
football games, 36 forbidding them;
National Advisory. Council on Radio
Education found average capital
investments in stations (excluding
real estate, studios and services as
too variable to average) to be $6,600
for 100 w, $30,000 for 1 kw, $63,000
for 5 kw, $224,000 for 50 kw, $582,000 for 500 kw; BROADCASTING
opened a New York editorial and
advertising bureau in August, and
a Chicago editorial office in October,
"sti'ing" correspondents in replacing
those cities.

announcement that many stations
would have to move to new homes
on the radio dial, the industry
faced one emergency after another.
When a vacillating NAB failed to
handle the demands of the musicians' union that radio solve its
unemployment problem, the station
operators not only regrouped to
meet this immediate emergency but
began drafting plans for a more
effective trade association. Meanwhile, they were individually altering labor policies to deal with
newly-formed union committees instead of with individual employes
as heretofore. And somehow, between crises, they found time to
attend to business so effectively
that time sales for the year topped
the 1936 total by 20%.

neer, following the hearings of
October 1936, was postponed until
after the North American Radio
Conference, held in Havana November-December 1937, could settle
certain international frequency
problems. MajorommendationsCraven-Ring
called for 50 kw recas
minimum instead of m.aximum
power for clear channels, which
were to be reduced from 40 to 25
with fulltime duplicate use to be
made of the others; for inclusion
of 1500-1600 kc in the standard
broadcast band ; for power increases
all down the line, and for substitution of "standards of good
engineering
practice"
for the current empirical
standards.
Redistribution of broadcast frequencies among North American
nations arrived at in Havana generally followed the Craven-Ring
pattern and, due to the skillful
negotiations of the U. S. delegation and its chairman, Comr.
Craven, did not call for the elimination of a single U. S. station.
Treaty did, however, call for shifts
of 10 kc to 30 kc for a substantial
number of stations, sugar-coating
these enforced moves by proposing
nighttime power increases from 1
kw to 5 kw for certain regionals
and from 100 w to 250 w for local
stations.

1937

CONGRATULATIONS

Sol

voluntary campaign of self-regulation in the public interest; the
Treasurer of Cook County, 111.,
spent $20,000 for two weeks of
radio announcements on Chicago
stations, collected $10 million in
back taxes during the same two
weeks; Cream of Wheat Corp. discontinued sponsorship of Alexander
Woolcott in favor of Buck Rogers.
And: The United States Supreme
Court, acting on
an appeal brought
by KOMO
- KJRa
Seattle
against
Washington State
Supreme Court
decision upholdstate'sa
right ing
to the
impose
tax on radio stations, ruled that
broadcasting is an
Mr. Murray
interstate operation, not subject to state taxation;

CBS

Prall's Death Brings
FCC Reorganization
FCC also underwent a reorganization in August, when the sudden
death of Anning S. Prall brought
in a new chairman, Frank R. McNinch, chairman-on-leave of the
Federal Power Commission. Chairman McNinch started his clean-up
mission by abolishing the Commission's broadcast, telephone and
telegraph divisions, requiring all
decisions in all cases to be the
responsibility of the full Commission. Tacitly acknowledging criticism which had led to the introduction of several bills for Congressional investigation. Chairman
McNinch announced that the Commission would henceforth live "in
a glass house,"
up that
the announcement withbacked
a ruling
all
correspondence regarding any license application would become part
of the public record, including
letters from Congressmen and other
public officials.
Commission action on the reallocations proposal drafted by
FCC Chief Engineer T. A. M.
Craven (who was appointed to FCC
membership in August) and Andrew D. Ring, assistant chief engi-

International Broadcasting
Interest Rises
Individual U. S. operators of
shortwave stations also reflected
the new international interest,
building new transmitters, including the first one in the West for
trans-Pacific use, and increasing
their foreign program service,
particularly
that for
can countries.
NBCLatinandAmeriCBS
stepped-up appreciably their domestic broadcasts of Latin American
programs
as partofof program
a PanAmerican
exchange
material.
RCA became the first sponsor
(Continued on page 104)
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The 1949 Broadcast Measurement Bureau
audience study confirms KXOK delivers more
listeners per dollar than any St. Louis network
station. KXOK's audience increase (10.2%
daytime — 9% nighttime) from 1946 to 1949 makes
KXOK an even better buy . . . than in 1948.
KXOK actually costs up to 20% less because
KXOK delivers more listeners per dollar . . .
587,920 radio families daytime . . . 555,880
radio families nighttime throughout the
great St. Louis area.
Hal Fredericks and Johnny Corrigan, KXOK's
top disc jockeys, are delivering greater audiences
. . . greater sales daily. Ask your KXOK
representative, or your John Blair man about the
Hal Fredericks "Song and Dance Parade" and the

ST. LOUIS ABC STATION,
12th & DELMAR • CHESTNUT 3700
30 KC • 5000 WATTS • FULL TIME

Johnny Corrigan "St. Louis BaUroom"

today.

^more

dollar

listeners

per

Owned and operated by the St. Louis Sfor-Ti'met
Represented by John Blair and Co, V

all steamed
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of a U. S. originated program in a
foreign country other than Canada
when it bought time on three
South American stations for its
Saturday afternoon Metropolitan
Opera programs, shortwaved and
rebroadcast with Spanish comments
and commercials. Commercially
sponsored shortwave broadcasts
were not permitted as all licenses
in this field were strictly experimental.
E. B. Craney,
operator of KGIR
Butte, Mont.,
opened singlehanded war on
ASCAP early in
the year with an
open letter t o
Congress urging
a revision of the
Copyright Act to
discard the statuMr. Craney
tory $250
mini-to
mum for infringements
and
require copyright licenses on a perpiece basis, with clearance at the
source. He then turned to the local
scene and inspired a Montana bill
requiring measured service methods
of copyright licensing which became
law in March despite strenuous
ASCAP opposition.
Similar legislation was introduced in a dozen other states, becoming law in Washington, Tennessee, Nebraska, Florida and Wisconsin. Late in the year, ASCAP

VIC"

DIEHM

secured a Federal Court injunction
in Nebraska restraining applicalaw. tion of that state's anti-ASCAP
Set up as an independent corporation to operate on its own
instead of as an NAB division, the
Bureau of Copyrights auditioned
its first transcriptions of copyrightfree music at the July convention,
securing 58 subscriptions to the
library service at $10 an hour. The
networks changed their views and
agreed with station operators that
music should be cleared at the
source for network and transcribed
programs. John G. Paine resigned
as chairman of Music Publishers
Protective Assn. to become general
manager of ASCAP on May 1,
succeeding E. C. Mills, who was
given a new post of chairman of the
administrative committee. A partial index of some 25,000 ASCAPlicensed tunes, said to be those most
played by stations, was prepared
by ASCAP and distributed free to
licensees requesting it.
Pa. Supreme Court
Upholds Waring
The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania upheld the lower court's
decision enjoining WDAS Philadelphia from broadcasting records
made by Fred Waring without his
permission. With this official approval of its argument that artists
have property rights in phonograph records they make, National

says:

NBC

NBC
WAZL
HAZLETON, PENNA.

SELLS

EASTERN

PENN.

including Luzerne, Carbon, Columbia and
Schuylkill counties — one of the great Pennsylvania market areas.
saturating Luzerne — fourth Penn. county in
retail sales: ^306,024,000.
backing your shows with listener and sales
promotion to assure sales,
carefully programmed with NBC's best and
local shows to community tastes — the dialing
habit since 1932.

w^uU ta Vic Diehm
or
Robert Meeker Associates
S21 Fifth Avenue, New York City 17, N. Y.
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tions were also asked to provide
Assn. of Performing Artists offered
licenses to other Pennsylvania sta- data on their employment of musicians to combat AFM claims that
tions, asking 10 times the stations'
only 781 of its members were emhighest quarter-hour rate for right
to broadcast records made by
nation's followed,
broadcasters.
Lots ployedofby theactivity
but
NAPA members, and anticipated
there was little progress toward
nationwide licensing after decisions
solving the AFM problem until a
of court cases pending in other
dozen major
states.
broad casters,
Meanwhile, American Society of
Recording Artists, West Coast
meeting in Chiorganization similar to NAPA,
called all
networkcago,affiliates
engaged Kenneth C. Davis, Seattle
to meet in New
attorney and managing director of
York Aug. 23-24.
Washington (State) Assn. of
Broadcasters, to conduct a drive
network -affiliated
for record performance licenses
150
among Pacific Coast stations, inMore than
sented at that
^L^HS^
cluding those he had represented
represtations organ^IlKl meeting
Mr. Ethridge
in the fight against ASCAP.
ized themselves
Inspired, or perhaps irritated, by
the NAPA campaign, which he as the Independent Radio Network
Affiliates, elected Mark Ethridge
said helped only the band leaders,
not the men, James C. Petrillo, of WHAS Louisville, chairman, and
appointed a committee with Wilpresident of the Chicago Federaliam S. Hedges, WLW Cincinnati,
tion of Musicians, led his AFM
as
chairman,
to conduct negotialocal in a drive to "end for all time
tions with the AFM.
the menacing threat of 'canned'
First glimpse of a means of
music competition" with the emmeeting AFM demands came in a
ployment of live musicians. CFM
suggestion from AFM President
mem.bers were forbidden to make
records except with special per- Joseph N. Weber that a possible
mission of the union board, which yardstick might be for each station to agree to spend five times its
imposed such stringent regulations
that the making of musical records evening quarter-hour rate for the
was transferred from Chicago to employment of musicians. The
other cities. Mr. Petrillo took his IRNA committee, after strenuous
argument, knocked this down to
cause in June to the union's natimes the 15-minute rate. A
tional convention, which instructed
the national AFM board to act quick estimate showed that this
immediately to bring all record- would amount to some $5.5 million
ing of music under union control. a year for the broadcasting industry, or about enough to employ
Meeting in New York the last 3,000 musicians at an average
week of July, the AFM board called
wage of $35 a week.
in executives of recording companies, told them that to be able
NAB Calls Its First
to employ AFM members in the Special Convention
future they must agree to stop
Mr. Weber promised AFM would
"dubbing" (re-recording) music
from one record to another and also not act until the IRNA report had
been received by the full AFM
to stop picking up music from
broadcasting studios, to register all board at a special meeting in New
records with the AFM and get York Sept. 16. A second IRNA
gathering in New York Sept. 10-12
permission of both national and
local unions before using them.
approved a plan calling for expenditure of an additional $1.5 million
AFM Demands Stations
a year by network affiliates (practically doubling their previous exEmploy More Musicians
penditure) for the employment of
Network officials, also summoned
to the board sessions, were told that AFM members, but took that action
only after three days of intensive
unless the nation's radio stations
more than once threatincreased their employment of debateened tothat
split the industry wide open.
musicians to a number satisfactory
to the AFM the stations would be NAB board, meeting concurrently
in New York, called a special conunable to employ AFM members
vention, first in its history, for
or to receive network shows, tranOct. 12 in that city.
scriptions or phonograph records
Threat of an immediate strike
made by union musicians. When
the networks explained that they was averted when the AFM board
agreed to accept the IRNA prohad no authority to speak for any
posal as a basis for negotiations,
stations except those they owned,
promising
allow AFM members
AFM told them bluntly they'd to continueto working
in radio as
better get it, demanding submission
of an acceptable industry plan by long as negotiations were in progress. Emile Gough, Hearst Radio;
Sept. 16 under threat of a nationJohn Shepard 3d, Yankee Netwide AFM strike against radio
work, and Samuel R. Rosenbaum,
on that date.
WFIL
Philadelphia (who became
James Baldwin, NAB managing
chairman of the IRNA negotiating
director who although uninvited
committee in October when Mr.
had attended the AFM board meetHedges left WLW to return to
ing with the network officials, with
NBC), presented the IRNA plan
them sent a letter to all stations,
to the AFM board Sept. 16. Fornotifying them of the AFM move
mula of allocating the additional
and asking them to send representatives to discuss the matter with $1.5 million promised among the
(Continued on page 106)
the musicians' union officials. StaBROADCASTING
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HAVANA CONFERENCE of 1937 found the meeting generally following the
Craven-Ring pattern which hod been negotiated so skillfully that the U.S.
did not lose a single U. S. station. At left, the U. S. delegation (I to r): Lt.
E. K. Jett, FCC assistant chief engineer; FCC Chief Engineer T. A. M. Craven,
chairman of the U. S. delegation; Dr. L. Gonzales, translator for the American
embassy in Cuba; Gerald C. Gross, chief of FCC international Section; Ellis
Briggs, second secretary, American embassy; Harvey B. Otterman, Treaty
Division, Dept. of State, and secretary to the delegation. At right are others
present during the conference (I to r): J. H. DeWitt Jr., chief engineer WSM
Nashville; Louis G. Caldwell, Washington attorney and counsel for Clear
Channel Group; Glenn D. Gillett, Washington consulting engineer; James W.
Baldwin, NAB managing director; Carl J. Meyers, WGN Chicago chief engineer; Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, RCA engineering executive and former FCC chief
engineer, and I. R. Baker, chief transmitter sales, RCA.

1937
(Contivned from page 104)
network affiliates, approved only
after lengthy debate, was for each
station to spend 5%% of its net
income to employ AFM members.
Unlike the regular NAB convention held in June in Chicago,
which Broadcasting reported as
"three rather dismal days," the
special October meeting in New
York comprised two days of vigorous activity, climaxed by unanimous
approval of a resolution calling for
a strengthened NAB with a paid
president. Group
also voted to increase the NAB
dues by 50%,
effective immediately, raising the
association's annual income from
$80,000 to $120,000. Edwin W.
Craig, WSM
Nashville, was
Mr. Craig
named chairman
of a reorganization commitee with
Mr. Shepard, Mr. Craney, Walter
J. Damm of WTMJ Milwaukee and
Edward A. Allen, WLVA Lynchburg, as members. Mr. Ethridge
declined committee membership but
agreed to serve as advisor.
AFM Situation
Chief Discussion Topic
Much of the time of the twoday special convention was devoted
to a discussion of the AFM situation, the NAB coming in for a
great deal of criticism for its failure to provide the industry with
leadership in this crisis. Mr. Ethridge reported on the IRNA negotiations and NAB President John
Elmer, WCBM Baltimore, whose
election in June marked the first
time the NAB presidency had
gone to the operator of a 100 w
station, explained that the NAB,
unable to speak for its members,
had done what it could by keeping

Call

them advised of the AFM demands.
Some 50 non-network broadcasters, at an evening meeting addressed by Mr. Rosenbaum, ' appointed a committee headed by
Lloyd Thomas, WROK Rockford,
111., "to collect data but not to
conduct negotiations" with the
musicians'ventionunion.
a post-consession theIn NAB
board
drafted a resolution warning
broadcasters against giving the
AFM the right to determine what
material shall or shall not be broadcast as that might be considered
tantamount to relinquishing to the
union the control of their stations
and grounds for cancellation of
their licenses by the FCC. (The
objected-to clause was eliminated
from the final draft of the IRNA
contract and a statement inserted
providing that nothing in the agreement shall violate any law or any
FCC regulation.)
IRNA Agreement Forms
Sent to Stations
Completed IRNA agreement
forms were sent to stations late in
November, with instructions to
make them part of contracts with
their local AFM unions and return
the signed contracts as rapidly as
possible, AFM extending its strike
deadline only 15 days at a time as
a threat to insure promptness.
Meanwhile, negotiations with the

It What

You

Like

THERE'S no substitute for honest, conscientious,
tireless public service . . .
like Broadcasting has given the radio industry so faithfully and well for 19 years under Sol Taishoff . . .
like WHBF (Rock Island, 111.) has given the people of
the Quad-Cities, (pop. 233,000) and adjacent area for 25
years in radio, and NOW in TV . . .
RESULT — undisputed leadership. WHBF,
Broadcasting, follows the rule —
FIRST
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non-affiliate stations and the recording companies were at a standstill awaiting the action of local
stations and unions that would
finally approve or reject the AFMIRNA agreement.
Calling the 1938 NAB Convention for Feb. 14-16 in Washington,
the reorganization committee which
had engaged Phil
Loucks,
former
NAB managing
director, as counsel, in December
sent stations its
tion at thatfortime.
proposals
acThey encompassed
an annual budget
of$250,000, apaid
Mr. Loucks
president with
bi'oad policy-making powers, elimination of the position of managing director but with
a paid secretary-treasurer as administrative officer, and 21-member
board from which an executive
committee of six would be elected,
this committee, with the president
as chairman, to handle such matters
of industry policy as copyright.
Unionism, which aside from the
AFM had never given much notice
to broadcasting, suddenly overwhelmed the industry with an
epidemic
of Brotherhood
organization. ofAFL's
International
Electrical Workers, which had affiliated
radio technicians at a few stations,
in March announced plans for a
nationwide drive, to include announcers, writers and producers as
well as engineers. CIO's American
Radio Telegraphists Assn. (which
shortly changed its name to American Communications Assn.) also
widened its organizational activities
to cover complete station personnel
in the CIO fashion as well as technicians alone and began intensive
membership campaigns.
AGRAP Elects
Langham President
Roy Langham, production man
for CBS in New York, was elected
president of American Guild of
Radio Announcers and Producers
which he helped establish as an
independent union in New York.
AGRAP shortly won recognition
and a new contract from CBS in

that city, widened its scope to include other non-organized station
personnel and by August, when it
signed the sound effects technicians
at NBC's New- York stations,
WEAF and WJZ, claimed some 700
members at more than 20 stations.
Authors League of America
formed Radio Writers Guild as a
subsidiary union along the pattern
of Screen Actors Guild, with four
representatives on the League
board. Actors Equity Assn. formulated plans for organizing actors,
singers and announcers at stations
and networks, but soon relinquished
this field in favor of a new AFL
entertainment union, American
Federation of Radio Artists, given
jurisdiction over all persons except
musicians appearing before the
microphone. Emily Holt, associate
counsel of Equity for seven years,
was named executive secretary of
AFRA and began collecting data on
radio employment of talent, preliminary to presenting demands to \
the broadcasters. By December,
AFRA claimed its membership included 70% to 90% of radio artists
in key cities. Faced with such bigleague dered
competition,
ponaffiliation with AGRAP
AFL or CIO.
Labor Disputes Widespread
But Not National
Widespread organization at such
a pace inevitably produced a number of labor disputes, strikes, lockouts and Labor Board cases, but
none of the disturbances spread to
national proportions. Many newformed unions died aborning, including Mr. Petrillo's organization
of announcers, producers and
sound effects men, admittedly
formed to ward off CIO attempts to

sign
up Chicago's
radioof workers.
But before
bowing out
the picture this new union won a 20%
increase for the workers in those
categories at WBBM Chicago.
Alarmed by the growing number
of suits filed against stations for
allegedly defamatory remarks
broadcast by ad lib speakers on the
air, usually during political
speeches, broadcasters sought legislative protection. In 1937 Iowa
passed a law absolving the broadcaster from liability for defamation by an outside speaker if the
broadcaster exercised reasonable
care to avoid it. California passed
a similar measure, limiting the
protection to political broadcasts,
and Indiana adopted a bill limiting
a station's liability to actual damages, provided the broadcast was
made in good faith and that a full
and fair retraction was broadcast
within a specified time.
The topic was of such interest
that Broadcasting published a
two-installment summation of the
legal liability of broadcasters prepared by Joseph A. McDonald and
BROADCASTING
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Ira L. Grimshaw of the NBC legal
department.
Radio was scarcely mentioned at
the annual April convention of the
American Newspaper Publishers
Assn. which extended the PressRadio Bureau for another year as a
matter of course, reflecting a
changed attitude on the part of the
publishers who were now accepting
radio as a normal factor of American life. A check made at the time
by Broadcasting showed that of
the country's nearly 700 radio stations, 209 were identified with
newspaper interests. More than
100 publishers with radio affiliations held a private meeting during
the convention to discuss the threat
of newspapers being barred from
station ownership, a bill to that
effect having been introduced in
the House. In hearings of contesting applications certain FCC members and examiners indicated preference for non-publisher applicants
for fear that granting a station
license to a newspaper publisher
might produce a dangerous monopoly of news in the community.
Radio Pioneer Marconi
Dies of Heart Attack
On July 20 Guglielmo Marconi,
world renowned radio pioneer, died
of a heart attack in Rome. Few
inventors have lived to see such
great results from their inventions.
The suit of Transradio Press
against CBS, NBC, AP, UP, INS
and ANPA for $1,700,00, charging
conspiracy in restraint of trade,
was settled out of
court after pending for more than
two years. Jack
Howard was elected president and
Merlin H. Aylesworth, former
NBC president,
now a Scripps- Mr. Aylesworth
Howard executive, was elected a director of Continental Radio Co., station-operating subsidiary of Scripps-Howard
Newspapers which later that year
changed its name to Scripps-Howard Radio Inc.
Television activity increased
throughout the year: Philco and
RCA began testing transmission
with 441-line pictures, refined from
1936's 343-line images to conform
to RMA recommendations; CBS
began installing a transmitter atop
New York's Chrysler Tower and
constructing studios across the
street in Grand Central Terminal
Bldg. ; Don Lee continued its test
transmissions on the West Coast
and Farnsworth Television conducted field tests in Philadelphia.
In the spring RCA showed a
projection receiver, producing pictures 8 by 10 feet in size, at the
IRE convention, and in the fall
NBC got its first mobile TV unit,
comprising two large vans, for
remote pickups. At the end of
the year 18 experimental video
BROADCASTING

broadcast licenses had been issued.
But TV was still in the laboratory;
no sets had been put on sale to the
public.
Broadcasting's
questionAnswering
as to when
TV would
emerge, David Sarnoff, RCA president, replied in a signed article :
"I do not know and I do not know
anyone who does know."
In England, the BBC had decided
on the Marconi-EMI system as
most suitable and had discarded
the Baird system and the alternate
telecasts of the two inaugurated
the previous year. Reduction from
two to one systems cut receiver
prices by about a third — from $498
to $315 for the cheapest TV-only
sets, with combination TV-radio
sets down from $630 to $420. A
coaxial cable laid around inner
London for remote pickups was first
used to telecast the procession at
the coronation of King George VI
on May 12. Some 2,000 TV sets
were sold in England during the
first year of telecasting there.
During 1937 the ranks of stations experimenting with facsimile
broadcasting swelled from five to
more than a
dozen, using their
regular transmitters for picture
and print
castsbroadbetween
midnight and
morning. Most of
the newcomers
were using the
facsimile equipment developed by
Mr. Finch
W. G. H. Finch,
formerly assistant chief engineer of
the FCC. By year's end RCA also
had a facsimile system on the market and John T. Parkerson had
been granted an indefinite leave
from Transradio Press to direct
the Fultograph Co., manufacturing
equipment for the Fulton facsimile
system.
Gross Time Sales
Top $141 Million
Business was good for broadcasters in 1937, with gross time
sales of $141,170,000 for the year,
according to an estimate made by
Dr. Herman Hettinger for the 1938
Broadcasting Yearbook. This represented an increase of 20% over
the 1936 total, with national networks up 16%, regional networks
up 4%, spot up 35% and local up
20%. Summer business showed less
seasonal decline than in any previous year, largely due to baseball
broadcast sponsorship, for which
General Mills alone spent more than
$1 million, with Kellogg Co., Socony-Vacuum Oil Co. and Atlantic
Refining Co. also major baseball
sponsors.
Demonstrating its faith in radio
as a means of promoting attendance
at the ball park, the Chicago Cubs
sponsored re-enactments of the
team's games for an hour each
evening on WGN Chicago. Atlantic
Refining Co. also was a leading
football sponsor, using broadcasts
of 163 games along the East Coast.
Tidewater-Associated Oil Co. sponsored 90 Pacific Coast football
(Continued on page 108)
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games, spending $250,000 for rights
alone, and Kellogg Co. sponsored
gridiron contests from New England to Denver.
Networks continued their expansion in 1937 and at the end of
the year CBS had 114 affiliates;
NBC-Red had 94 and NBC-Blue
99, with considerable duplication;
MBS had 73. FCC issued licenses
for 39 new stations during the
year and O. H. Caldwell, editor
of Radio Today, estimated that
7,700,000 home radios and 1,750,000
auto sets were sold, bringing the
national
totaland
at year's
end to
37
million sets
26 million
radio
homes. Dr. Daniel Starch, in a
study made for CBS, found U. S.
broadcasters providing more than
95 million family-hours a day of
listening.
The move to Hollywood for program origination became almost a
stampede in 1937. In the spring
a Broadcasting analysis of network program sources showed the
percentage from the movie capital
up from 6.2% the year before to
11.4%, with New York holding its
same relative position — 58.6% com-

FLOOD COVERAGE was one of the most important radio events in 1937.
Stations everywhere performed outstanding public service. Above is typical
view. This is scene in WSM Nashyille studio (I to r): Tom Stewart, Jack
Harris, Betty Smith, Manager Harry Stone, Otis Devine, Ed Kirby, David Stone
and Mrs. Margaret Ackerman.
pared with 57.8% the spring of
1936 — and Chicago down from
30.6% to 25.0%. CBS began constructing a$2 million Hollywood
studio and office building in the
spring; NBC broke ground for Its
new Hollywood headquarters in
the fall; World Broadcasting System also that fall started work on a
building to house recording studios
and a processing plant. Agencies
opened or expanded Hollywood
offices. By fall the hardest part
of putting a new program on the
air from that city was to find a
studio for it.
Radio Flood
Wins Crisis
Respecf-Activities
With
From the crowded pages of radio's 1937 chapter the most memorable sequence is that recording
radio's part during the flood crisis
in the opening months of the year,
when the Ohio and Mississippi
rivers inundated the land with a

flood of unprecedented proportions.
Payingwomen
its respects
to "all
and
of radio
who thein men
the
disastrous 1937 flood crisis gave
unstintingly and heroically of their
time and effort to rescue and relieve
distressed humanity," Broadcasting
said, in part :
"Radio has often been accused
of having no tradition and being
greedy. But youth, too, can build
a tradition — and a wholesome example of radio's willingness to
forget self was furnished by the
complete abandonment by all stations in the flood regions of everything but broadcasts devoted to
human needs; by the heroic rescue
and relief work of the station managers and their staffs, not to mention their remarkable news coverage of the disaster so that the outside world could know; and by the
magnificant results achieved by
stations and networks generally in
helping the Red Cross put over its
great drive for funds."
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Columbia
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INVIGORATED by the desire for
a strong industry organization
able to withstand and repel attacks of the sort which the previous
year had found the NAB weak and
faltering, the NAB membership,
risen to a new peak of 434, met in
February for a two-day whirlwind
convention which enthusiastically
ratified the reorganization plans
and elected a new board with orders to put them into effect as
rapidly as possible, even including
the increased dues schedule.
The board retained Philip G.
Loucks, former NAB managing
director and author of the reorganization plan, to guide the association until the new paid president
should take over, then set about
the task of choosing the right man
for the job. Finally in what
Broadcasting editorially termed
a "master stroke" of industry
diplomacy, the board drafted Mark
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Ethridge, vice president and general manager of the Louisville
Courier- Journal and Times and of
WHAS Louisville, as interim president. He had repeatedly rejected
offers to become NAB's permanent
paid head executive.
Mr. Ethridge immediately dispelled any fears that his would be
a watchful-waiting administi'ation.
Calling in Edwin
- , M. Spence, former manager of
WBAL B a 1 1 i more, as acting
staff executive
Mr. Ethridge began building the
kind of headquarters organization
required by the
new plans. Joseph
Mr. Spence
L. Miller, veteran
newspaper man,
was appointed publicity director

with emphasis on labor relations;
Paul F. Peter left his post as secretary of the tripartite Joint Committee on Radio Research to become research director of NAB;
Edward M. Kirby, sales promotion
director of the National Life &
Accident Insurance Co. and its radio station WSM Nashville, was
made NAB public relations director.
The executive committee was assigned to tackle at once its toughest long-term task, an exhaustive
exploration of the entire copyright
situation was the goal of defining
a positive NAB position before the
expiration of the current ASCAP
contracts on Dec. 31, 1940. Mr.
Ethridge himself led the industry
opposition to Congressional bills
for the construction of a Government-owned shortwave radio station which succeeded in blocking
(Continued on page 110)
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KMBC

has made good on its prophetic advertising of years ago:

"In the years to come, KMBC will continue to improve its technical facilities,
expand its program services, and deliver even more effective results for advertisers in this rich Middle Western Market."
Space does not permit the listing of all the early accomplishments of KMBC during the last two decades, but following are a few of the highlights :
1. During the 1930's KMBC, with 51% urban and 49%
rural coverage, discharged its two-fold responsibilities by
pioneering in broadcasting of farm informational sei-vices,
home service programs, "school house" programs, children's activities, news, sports, public events programs and
entertainment features.
2. KMBC became Kansas City's most-listened-to station,
both in its m_etropolitan area (see Hooper & Conlan Kansas City Surveys) and throughout its rural coverage area
(see Conlan Rural Surveys) in both Missouri and Kansas.
3. KMBC was the first regional station to win the Variety
Showmanship Award for "Program Originating Station."
4. In 1943, under the direction of America's foremost radio
farm service expert, Phil Evans, KMBC established one of
the first livestock farms in service to farm audiences. Ken
Parsons, and marketcaster Bob Riley, round out the fulltime Farm department.
5. During the war years, KMBC received numerous citations for outstanding contributions in behalf of the war
effort. It was the first station in America to appoint a
full-time War Activities director.
6. In June, 1945, KMBC was the first broadcaster in this
part of the world to conduct an Educational Conference,
dedicated to a fuller utilization of educational radio programs. Among the highlights of this conference were the
nation-wide and international network broadcasts of the
"Horizons Unlimited" and "Trans- Atlantic Call" programs.
7. December 7, 1947, Governor Carlson of Kansas threw
a switch that put KFRM, the Kansas Farm Station, on the
air. With the KMBC-KFRM Team, Arthur Church's dream
of effectively covering the vast Kansas City trade area became an actuality, doubling the number of farmers who
could take advantage of KMBC's great farm service programs. KFRM, with 5,000 watts on 550 kilocycles, became
the first station ever licensed to operate with its transmitter a great distance (170 airline miles) from its home base.

8. On New Year's Day, 1948, Arthur B. Church announced
a great new radio and television center for Kansas City,
the future home of KMBC, The KMBC-KFRM Team, and
KMBC-TV. His prediction that Kansas City would have
television before the year 1948 ended did not materialize,
although a new TV studio and new TV mobile unit were
ready for operation in the spring of 1948, and KMBC paid
for Blues 1948 baseball season telecasting rights. The
application for KMBC-TV was caught in the FCC freeze.
9. As this ad is written, KMBC has announced plans for
a 1,000-foot television tower with high gain antenna for
maximum TV service to the people of the Kansas City trade
area, and KMBC is preparing for occupancy January 1,
1951, the first great television center in the Heart of America. The half-block square, six-floor building will house
all KMBC radio and television operations, with modern
studios and an auditorium which will seat over 2,700
people. Arthur B. Church, Jr., son of the founder of
KMBC, returned from the Navy, graduated from Amherst,
and has begun his broadcasting indoctrination at WBBM.
In 1950, Kansas City's Centennial Year, The KMBCKFRM Team is confidently looking to the future and new
horizons, as it continues to dedicate itself to service in the
public interest.
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their adoption. He also inaugurated a campaign for stations being
licensed for longer terms than the
six-month periods of the grants at
that time.
In July Neville Miller, lawyer,
educator and former mayor of
Louisville, nationally known as the
"fighting mayor" for his courageous and forceful direction of emergency relief activities during the
flood of 1937, was installed as
NAB first paid president, with a
salary of $25,000 a year, plus
$5,000 traveling expenses.
Like Mr. Ethridge, Mr. Miller
made the copyright problem his
number one concern, attacking it
with such vigor that at the year's
end John G. Paine, general manager of ASCAP, invited him to sit
down for a series of "frank talks"
about the copyright difficulties
which Mr. Paine insisted were essentially "no more than economic"
and were subject to solution on a
straight business basis.
With some two-thirds of its income derived from broadcast
licenses, which in 1937 had paid
ASCAP $3,878,752 of its total
revenue from all sources of $5,926,941, ASCAP quickly contested
the so-called "anti-ASCAP" laws
adopted by a number of states and
won some injunctions against the
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Headley-Reed Co.,
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application of these measures as
violating the national copyright
law, with a Supreme Court review
pending at the end of the year.
The NAB Bureau of Copyrights
had ceased its activities during the
reorganization period and in December the NAB board authorized
the sale of its library of copyrightfree musical transcriptions to the
firm that had recorded them, E. V.
Brinckerhoff & Co. Lang-Worth
Feature Programs, which had been
recording tax-exempt music since
1935 and in October had issued a
catalog listing some 2,000 such
musical compositions already included in its transcription library,
also bid for the NAB library, but
lost out by not matching the
Brinckerhoff guarantee of a $25,000 cash payment. A third collection of recorded music which broadcasters could use without copyright license worries was announced by Davis & Schwegler,
Los Angeles company organized by
Kenneth C. Davis, former Seattle
attorney who had been active in
securing passage of the Washington State anti-ASCAP law. Carl
Haverlin, commercial manager of
KFI and KECA Los Angeles,
joined Davis & Schwegler as general manager.
AFM-IRNA Agreement
Becomes Effective
The AFM-IRNA agreement,
pledging the nation's network
affiliated stations to the expenditure of an additional $1.5 million
a year for the employment of
union musicians, virtually doubling
the group's previous budget for
musicians, became effective Jan. 17,
after Emile J. Gough, IRNA secretary, and Joseph N. Weber, AFM
president, exchanged more than
200 contracts negotiated by the
individual station operators and
the AFM locals in their cities. Except for a few trouble spots, notably New Orleans where final
agreement between union and network outlets was not reached until August, the plan went into effect almost immediately.
Early in February the AFM presented sample licenses to the makers of phonograph records and
transcriptions in typical take-it-orno - union - musician - will work-for-you fashion. One of the
provisions was a ban on serving
"unfair" stations. The recorders
notified the non-network stations
that they had better make terms
with the AFM if
they wanted to
continue to receive recorded
music. Lloyd
Thomas, WROK
Rockford, chairman of a committee set up by
these non-network broadcasters who had exMr. Thomas
pressly limited its
function to fact
collecting, not negotiating, reported that the response to the committee's questionnaire to stations

concerning their employment of
musicians had been too small to
have any value in compiling statistics for the group. He enlisted the
aid of Mr. Loucks who persuaded
Mr. Weber to hold off any immediate union strike action.
Only 45 of the 329 commercial
stations without network affiliation
attended a special meeting called
by the Thomas committee for
March 28. Despite the lack of a
quorum the committee, enlarged to
nine members, accepted this
group's authorization to negotiate
the best deal possible with the
union. Each station reserved the
right to reject it if not satisfactory. The committee went to work
and in short order secured AFM
agreement to a contract which followed the IRNA pattern of station
expenditures of 5.5% of their net
income for employment of musicians, but with a blanket exemption of the first $15,000 of each
station's income from the calculations and with complete exemption
for the 112 stations with annual
income of less than $20,000. Although the stations were slow in
negotiating new local FM contracts on this basis, the agreement
was called officially effective on
Sept. 24, when some 80 signed contracts were exchanged by the committee and the union.
Meanwhile, AFM had issued
temporary licenses to the recording companies. They accepted restrictions against dubbing music
from one record to another without specific AFM consent and
against recording for other companies not licensed by the union.
They also agreed to a closed shop.
The AFM on its part withdrew the
stipulation about service to "unfair" stations as unnecessary if the
independent broadcasters accepted
their new contracts as the IRNA
stations had done.
RCA Demands Licensing
For Victor, Bluebird Records

defense was handled by the National Assn. of Performing Artists,
which was endeavoring to establish the rights of performers to
their recordings and had unsuccessfully tried to employ James C.
Petrillo, president of the Chicago
Federation of Musicians, as NAPA
head at a salary of $100,000 a year.
Stuart Sprague, representing the
NAB, secured permission of the
court to file a brief stating the
position of the broadcasting industry on the issues in the case.
Unionization of the employes of
stations and networks continued

apace during 1938. At AFRA's first
national convention, held in November in St. Louis, the AFL
talent union reported to its 6,000
members that contracts for actors
and singers on all network sustaining programs had been signed
with CBS and NBC, for announcers at six stations and for all employes at WRPN Janesville, Wis.,
with negotiations then in progress
with a committee of the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies for
a standard contract for talent used
on network commercial programs.
Terms of AFRA Code
Submitted to AAAA Group
The code submitted by AFRA to
the AAAA committee proposed
minimum pay of $15 for an actor
appearing on a 15-minute program,
with a broadcast fee of $10 and $6
an hour for rehearsal time, compared to the network sustaining
fee of $17 for a quarter-hour program including two hours of rehearsal. For soloists on commercial shows AFRA asked $40 for
a quarter-hour program, compared
to a minimum of $65 a week for a
network staff soloist for working
on six sustaining shows a week.
Announcers terms were put at the
same rate as actors, except that if
guaranteed 13-week employment
on a serial program an announcer's minimum was set at $50 a
week for three shows a week, $60
for four, $75 for five and $85 for
In January RCA notified broadsix, with no extra charge for 45
casters that following the Pennsylvania court decision upholding the minutes of rehearsal before each
right of a recording artist in the broadcast. The agency committee
phonograph records he makes, it promptly rejected these demands
as "so far out of line with the
felt impelled to assert its own
economic possibilities that they
rights by forbidding the broadcast
of Victor and Bluebird records by constitute a real threat to the use
of broadcasting for advertising
non-licensed stations, offering temporary licenses without charge on purposes" and negotiations were
stalemated when the year ended.
written request. Many broadAssociated Broadcast Technicasters refused to admit RCA's
cians, formerly a CBS company
rights by signing such letters,
some dropping these two labels
union but now representing techfrom their record programs, others
nical
of seven
other CBS
stacontinuing to use them anyway.
tions inemployes
addition
to nine
RCA also filed suits against owned and operated stations, won
both parties involved in the suit of over American Communications
Paul Whiteman against WNEW
Assn. (CIO), which claimed repreNew York for unauthorized broadsentation of engineers at CBS stations in New York and Washingcast of a Whiteman recording issued by RCA. When that case
ton, when the National Labor Relations Board ruled that the proper
came to trial early in December
in the Federal District Court in
bargaining
unit employes
was all O&O
tion technical
and stanot
New York, Whiteman withdrew his
those
at
each
station,
following
suit against WNEW which defaulted on its defense against RCA,
network testimony that these employes were frequently moved from
leaving
for
trial
RCA's
suit
against the noted band leader, one station to another.
which had not been decided by the
ACA and IBEW (AFL) conend of the year. The Whiteman
tinued their organization of techBROADCASTING
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nicians. AGRAP, although overshadowed byAFRA, also continued
to expand its membership and decided to remain independent after
considering mergers with both
AFRA and ACA. The American
Newspaper Guild even entered the
radio field, winning representation
of all employes of WTCN Minneapolis except musicians, engineers,
salesmen, executives and supervisory personnel.
1938 opened with the repercussions of Mae West's mid-December
appearance on the Charlie McCarthy program drowning out the
sound of the New Year bells for
NBC's top executives at least, and
closed with still crimson countenances for their peers at CBS from
Orson Welles' too-realistic simulation of radio reporting in a modernized version of War of the Worlds
on that network. Miss West's sultry
portrayal of Eve in a comedy routine provoked many offended hearers to demand action from the FCC.
Mr. Welles' dramatic account of
New Jersey's invasion by men
from Mars produced considerable
confusion and enough hysteria to
again require Commission attention and to secure prompt agreement by all networks to forswear
any further such misleading use
of newscast techniques on nonnews programs.
Charges of Censorship
Hurled at' Commission
During the course of the year
the Commission also looked into
an NBC broadcast of Eugene
O'Neill's Pulitzer prize winning
play, "Beyond the Horizon," but
as in the other cases, took no official action, program censorship
being expressly forbidden the Commission by the Communications
Act. These events, however, and
particularly the FCC Chainnan
McNinch's strong rebuke of NBC
for the Mae West program, which
he tenned as falling "far below
even minimum standards which
should control in the selection and
production of broadcast programs,"
aroused charges of Commission
censorship.
A more serious aspect of the
BROADCASTING

THESE Commissioners comprised the 1938 Superpower Committee (I to r):
Frank R. McNinch, ex-officio member of committee; T. A. M. Craven; Norman S. Case, who served as committee chairman; George H. Payne. At right
is the 1938 facsimile installation of KSD and the Si. Louis Post Dispatch with
George M. Burbach (I), the newspaper's advertising manager and station
director, and Elliott Roosevelt, president of Hearst Radio Inc. and the Texas
State Network.
whole problem arose in November
when Father Charles E. Coughlin,
in a broadcast on "Persecution —
Jewish and Christian," made
statements w-hich many listeners
took as anti-Semitic. When several
of the stations on the special hookup carrying the series asked for
advance scripts of future broadcasts and, failing to get them, did
not carry the talks, they were
picketed by groups who charged
them with censorship and demands
were made that they resume the
series or forfeit their licenses.
Miller Claims Broadcasters'
Right for Advance Script
A statement by Neville Miller
noting that a broadcaster had
every right to demand a script in
advance, since he
was responsible
for what was
broadcast over
his facilities, and
further pointing
out that the Constitution guarantees the right of
freedom and religion as well as
freedom of speech
Mr. Miller
and "in protecting one right we
must
not
violate
other
rights"as
evoked denunciation as well
praise, with a rift even in the
ranks of the broadcasters themselves.
The Commission in March began
notifying stations of all complaints
received against them without itself making any prior investigation and many stations received
temporary licenses. Broadcasters
protested that this policy of itself
was tantamount to censorship by
intimidation and several groups,
notably CIO unions, were using
threats of complaints to the FCC
as a means of getting broadcast

• Telecasting

time for material which might
otherwise have been turned down.
The Commission appointed a committee to study the whole matter of
the proper handling of complaints,
meanwhile modifying its procedure to investigate complaints before taking action on them.
At the NAB convention in
February Chainnan McNinch had
warned broadcasters against "unwisely yielding to the temptation
to exact profits to the impairment
of public service." Sen. Burton K.
Wheeler (D-Mont.), chairman of
the Interstate Commerce Committee, reminded the station operators
that theyofwere
"temporary"
trustees
publiconlyrights
and not
to get a false sense of ownership
that might lead them to abuse
their granted privileges.
FCC Acts To Prevent
Communication Monopolies
Fear that broadcasters might secure a monopoly of public opinion
was reflected in a Commission ruling, adopted in March, that no
licenses for second stations be issued to present licensees in the
same community unless "it is
clearly terest
shown"
the public
incan best that
be served
in that
way, and by decisions against
newspaper applicants. Bills prohibiting newspaper ownership of
radio stations were introduced in
Congress.
To investigate radio monopoly on
a national scale, the Commission
ordered a full investigation into
network operations. This hearing
got underway in mid-November
with the witnesses of NBC, first to
be called, still on the stand as the
year ended.
In April, William S. Paley, CBS
president, launched the industry's
defense to the public. Broadcasting his annual report to CBS
(Continued on page Ilk)
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"Station coverage" is one thing; "audience"
is something else. It is, at least, if you are talking to a representative of Westinghouse Radio
Stations. And the difference is not a mere "distinction;" it'sa difference amounting to thousands
of radio contacts per night in the case of almost
any station you v/ant to talk about.
COVERAGE (as v/e use it) means just this:
The number of receiving sets reached by an
adequate signal from the station in question.
That takes in a lot of territory for any first (;lass
station . . . including a lot of territory that doesn't
mean much to the buyer of broadcasting time.
AUDIENCE (in the Westinghouse Radio Station's vocabulary) means what it sounds like: The
actual listeners to station programs.
Coverage may be interesting to knov/ . . . but
it's AUDIENCE that makes broadcasting time
pay its v/ay.
Westinghouse Radio Stations have developed
a new method for measuring AUDIENCE. You can
now know with more certainty than ever before
the audience value of the time you buy. We can
tell you in actual trading areas what is the primary zone of influence of Station KDKA, for
instance. Also the daily average number of listeners to KDKA in that zone. Month to month
records are available of changes in number
of listeners.

When you're planning a radio campoign, get
the facts about AUDIENCE VALUE. "Coverage"
doesn't listen.

WESTINGHOUSE
WBZ-WBZA
990 kilocycles
Boston, Mass., Hotel Bradford
Springfiald, Mass., Hotal Kimball
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KDKA
980 kilocycles
COMMERCIAL OFFICES

Pittsburgh, Pa., Hotel William Penn
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STATIONS
KYW-KFKX
1020 kilocycles
Chicago, III., 1012 Wrigley Building
New York, N. Y., 50 East 42nd Street
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We icell remember the ad reproduced by Broadcasting at the left. .
and still agree with its philosophy. Here we add a few words to
bring the story up to date.

Two

ifs

decades

still

that

later,.

LISTENERSHIP

counts!

We said it in 1931, and we say it today: To the advertiser, listenership
is what makes a station worth the rates on its card.

But today's advertisers, unlike those of 1931, have a universal measure of
listenership. It's the continuing BMB

survey, the largest

sampling job ever attempted on the radio audience. And for Westinghouse stations,
written replies to BMB

4

inquiries indicate a listening audience of more than

million

families

To reach this huge audience, concentrated in 6 of the nation's
greatest markets, be sure that Westinghouse
stations top your schedules!

WESTINGHOUSE
KDKA

• KYW

• KEX

National
Representatives,
for
WBZ-TV,
NBC
Spot
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stockholders over the network, Mr.
Paley eloquently
opposed any restrictions against
the American system of brodcasting which might
impair its proven
ability to provide
the best broadcasting service in
the world. He
urged the ComMr. Paley
mission to keep
its regulations to
the minimum needed to insure
broadcast reception without interference, which he stated was the
only reason for the Commission's
existence.
Mr. Paley's foi'thright speech
evoked a flood of approbation, with
President Roosevelt writing approval of the open forum plan.
Other industry spokesmen followed suit. Analyzing the role of
broadcasting in a democracy, the
Federal Council of Churches of
Christ in America declared: "No
administrative agency is wise
enough to be entrusted with power
to determine what people shall
hear."
The time was ripe and when
David Sarnoff, chairman of the
NBC board, as first witness in the
FCC network monopoly hearing,

BEER

WlNEl

called on the broadcasting industry
for a program of self-regulation,
there was an immediate response.
All groups within the industry
should pool their experience to produce a voluntary code embodying
pi-ogram standards "that advances
beyond all previous standards,"
Mr. Sarnoff urged, "an act of
voluntary self-regulation on the
part of the entire broadcasting industry in the United States."
NAB President Miller immediately accepted the challenge and
appointed a committee of top
broadcasting executives to chart
procedure for establishing industry
self-regulation and developing proper program
standards. Committee members
were : Edward
Klauber, CBS
executive vice
president; Lenox
R. Lohr, NBC
president;
Theodore C. Streibert,
MBS

Mr. Klauber

vice president; Paul W.
Morency, WTIC
Hartford; Edgar
Peoria; Ed Cra-

L. Bill, WMBD
ney, KGIR Butte.
The superpower hearing, expanded into a general hearing on
all broadcasting allocations, ran
from June 6 to June 30, with 35
witnesses presenting some halfmillion words of testimony which
followed expected lines: The Clear
Channel Group advocated retention of a minimum of 25 clear
channels with 50 kw made the
minimum rather than the fixed
power as essential to providing
adequate program service to much
of the country; the National Assn.
of Regional Stations urged duplication of assignments on clear
channels with 50 kw retained as the
maximum power and regionals
granted 5 kw for both day and
night operation; the National
Assn. of Independent Broadcasters
seconded to a large degree the
views of the regional group about
50 kw maximum power and duplicate operation on clear channels.
Major surprise came with the filing of briefs following the oral
testimony, when NBC came out
flatly in favor of superpower, first
definite network statement on this
Senate Steps In
To Superpower Issue

LWG-WORTII
FEATURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST.. NEW YORK 19,'N; Y.
,\f/uwi Calike Pwgmm at Cocal Station Cost., ;
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term "superpower
hearing"as
wasThesomewhat
of a misnomer,
just before it got under way the
Senate adopted a resolution forbidding the FCC to adopt any rules
permitting standard band operation writh more than 50 kw, as contrary to the public interest.
Measure was introduced by Sen.
Wheeler, who made it a condition
of his assent to ratification of the
Havana Treaty, which required
unanimous approval. The resolution adopted, the Senate proceeded to ratify the Treaty, covering the distribution of radio frequencies among the North Ameri-

can countries. Cuba previously
and Canada subsequently ratified
the agreement as well, but Mexico
at the end of 1938 still was refusing to take similar action.
The same FCC committee that
had conducted the June allocations
hearing — Norman S. Case, T. A.
M. Craven and George H. Payne —
in July held hearings on WLWs
application for continued experimental operation with 500 kw, ten
stormy days of argument in which
the station's contention that it
was rendering an indispensable
service to many thousands of listeners was matched by representatives of other stations in the area
who claimed that WLW's superpower was giving it a dominant
position resulting in a loss of business for them. While the hearing
was in progress, WLW received a
renewal of the 500 kw experimental
license until February 1939, but
the committee report, issued in the
late fall, recommended its termination, a conclusion which WLW
hotly contested, urging the full
Commission to permit it to continue its superpower experiments.
The committee's report on overall
allocations had not been presented
to the full FCC at the end of the
In connection with the allocations hearing the FCC made public
year.
an analysis of the economics of
broadcasting, based on responses
to elaborate questionnaires sent to
stations and networks earlier in
the year. The report showed that
the industry had netted $18,883,935 in 1937 on a total revenue of
$114,222,906, with program and
talent costs aggregating more than
a third of radio's operating exMore startling was the fact that
penses.
the broadcasting industry paid the
highest average weekly wage of
any American industry, unearthed
by Broadcasting through a check
with the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The average paycheck of
broadcasting's 17,000 full-time employes was $45.12, topping even
the motion picture business, which
ranked second with an average
weekly pay of $41.33, followed by
brokerage ($34.47), insurance
($34.17), durable goods industries
($29.95) with the average for all
manufacturing $22.46, all figures
as of March 1938.
Following a series of adverse
court decisions upsetting those of
the FCC, Chairman McNinch in
October dismissed Hampson Gary
as general counreplacing himJ.
withsel,William

Power Commission, moved over to
the FCC as assistant general
counsel.
Meanwhile, the FCC had undergone a thorough overhauling, with
the examining division and information-section abolished and their
directors dismissed and a new procedure for hearings established.
When the McNinch proposal to
exempt some 60 attorneys, trial examiners and confidential secretaries from Civil - Service classifications was approved by a 4 to 2
vote. Commissioner Case being ill,
the feud between the chairman and
Commissioners Craven and Payne
broke out into the open. One
prompt result was the promise of
Congressional leaders that the new
Congress would be given proposals
for
FCC.a thorough investigation of the
Gross Time Sales
Over $122 Million
Radio's gross time sale for the
year totaled $122,890,000, accordan estimate pi'epared
for the
1939ing toBroadcasting
Yearbook
by
Dr. Herman Hettinger, who pointed
out that while the gain over 1937
was less than earlier year-to-year
increases, the industry could be
proud of any gain in a year whose
early months were passed in a
period of recession, and in the face
of
a general decline in advertising
volume.
Sportscasts again produced
heavy sport revenue, with General
Mills, Kellogg Co., Socony- Vacuum
Oil Co., Atlantic Refining Co. and
B. F. Goodrich Co. the top sponsors
of baseball, while Atlantic and
Tidewater-Associate Oil Co. were
the major football sponsors, although numerous other advertisers,
chiefly oil companies, used football
on a local level. Politics provided
revenue for stations and statewide
networks, with a number of new
regional hookups created primarily
to get this business. Co-op programs provided a growing proportion of network business, especially
for MBS. The use of local cut-in
announcements on network shows
reached a point which led NBC to
alter the contracts with affiliates
to provide for payment to stations
of 7% % of their network hour rate
for each announcement, to standardize the practice. Use of cowcatcher and hitch-hike announcements for unrelated products on
network programs increased to
such an extent that the IRNA committee started discussions of means
of curbing
this practice with network officials.

Newspapers Drop Logs
D e m p s e y, 33- As Advertising Sags
year old attorney
who had left the
Newspapers' alarming loss of
Federal Power
advertising during the first months
Com mission,
of the year while radio billings
where he had
were hitting new highs revived the
old bitterness and many papers,
been assistant
general counsel,
pai'ticularly on the Pacific Coast,
Mr. Dempsey
dropped their radio columns of
to serve as special FCC counprogram news and comment, retaining, however, their program
sel in the netlogs.
work monopoly hearing. Two
months later William C. Koplovitz,
Radio acquitted itself well
acting general counsel of the enough in keeping the American
BROADCASTING
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public informed of the Nazi conquest of Austria in March, the networks all broadcasting the speech
of Adolf Hitler from Vienna on
March 15, that of Benito Mussolini
the following day and Secretary of
State Cordell Hvill's statement of
the United States position on the
17th, in addition to numerous eyewitness accounts from Central
Europe.
With this preliminary experience, the networks were ready in
September when the German
troops marched into Czechoslovakia. From the Sept. 10 address
of President Benes pledging to
maintain his country's independence at all costs right through to
the final agreement at Munich on
Sept. 29, European reporting became the main concern of the networks, which kept the public at
their radios day and night for the
latest developments for war or
peace.
Throughout the month radio was
first with the news direct from
the scene, right up to the final
signing of the pact. The full text
was broadcast by NBC 17 minutes
after it was released, 46 minutes
ahead of any other report to
the United States.
CBS won plaudits
for its round-ups
of comment on
each major development from
the world's
tals and H.capiV.

nouncing that it was ready to sell
TV transmitters to interested
broadcasters (CBS had already
bought one and was busily installing it in the Chrysler Tower) .
Dr. E. H. Armstrong began
building a 50 kw FM station at Alpine, N. J., and Paul F. Godley,
consulting engineer, began supervising the construction of another
highpower FM station at Paxton,
some 45 miles from Boston, for
the Yankee Network.
AN PA Meet Sees
Three Facsimile Systems
Three systems of facsimile
broadcasting were demonstrated at
the ANPA convention — Hogan,
Finch and RCA— and W. G. H.
Finch was licensed to erect a
facsimile-and-sound broadcasting
station in New York, using the

new FM system of transmission
for its duplex service.
Also in 1938 Hearst Radio began
divesting itself of stations, at
year's end had sales of six of its
10 awaiting FCC approval; Elliott
Roosevelt, appointed president of
Hearst Radio early in the year,
also became president of Texas
State Network, 23-station regional
chain which affiliated with MBS;
Arde Bulova, watch manufacturer,
bought WPG Atlantic City, subject to Commission approval, to
move to New York and merge
with his other stations to make
one full-time operation; Gardner
Cowles Jr., publisher of the Des
Moines Register and Tribune and
owner of KSO and KRNT Des
Moines and WMT Cedar Rapids,
acquired WNAX with FCC approval; NBC appointed A. E. Nelson,

former manager of KDKA Pittsburgh, sales manager of the Blue
Network, inaugurated a new discount plan for the Blue; CBS and
NBC both moved into new Hollywood headquarters; World Broadcasting System in October inauguI'ated World Transcription Network, one station to a city, to sell
spot business on a network basis,
absorbing mechanical cost and
selling as a package, had 54
affiliates at year's end; the FCC
set aside the 41-42 mc band for
educational use exclusively, issued
licenses to the Cleveland and New
York boards of education for such
stations ;Niles
NBCTrammell
at year's
end
moved
to New
York as executive vice president,
Sidney Strotz replacing him as
acting manager of the Central
Division in Chicago.

agency committee to deal with
AFRA and, after two all-night sessions, an agreement was reached on
what was virtually the original
AFRA commercial code. An impasse over the preferential shop
clause, which AFRA refused to
drop and the agencies insisted
neither they nor their clients could
accept was averted when the networks agreed to sign the code as
producers of the programs, the
agencies in turn giving the networks letters agreeing to abide by
the code conditions.
AFRA then turned its attention
to the Pacific Coast, first getting
contracts with the major stations
and then negotiating with agencies
for a regional commercial code,
which was signed by NBC and CBS
in New York in September, covering network commercial programs
for the 11 western states. This
regional agreement was made supplementary tothe national commercial code and timed to expire on
the same date, Feb. 12, 1941. Sustaining network agreements, both
national and regional, were completed with NBC, CBS and MBS.
Negotiations in Chicago broke
down but a strike was averted by
AFRA's proposal that the differences be arbitrated.

stations in New York, Chicago and
Los Angeles from $60,000 to $120,000 a year.
Samuel R. Rosenbaum, WFIL
Philadelphia, IRNA c h a ir m a n,
asked stations for data on their
incomes and their expenditures for
musicians, but response was
meager. Many broadcasters, particularly those in small cities who
(Continued on page 116)
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natio
THEthe YEA
strike against broadcasting
stations by the American Federation of Radio Artists; it ended
with the threat of a nationwide
strike against broadcasting stations
by the American Federation of
Musicians.
It was a year in which two new
kinds of broadcasting — FM and
TV — came out of the laboratory
and began demonstrating their
ability to provide regular day-in
day-out service; a year in which
broadcasters got their terms of
license extended from six months
to a year and were told they would
have to take out licenses to use
phonograph records; a year in
which the FCC adopted a new set
of rules for regulating broadcasters
and broadcasters adopted a new
code of their own.

Kaltenborn,
whose crisp analyses of the news
and what it
Mr. Kaltenborn
meant were
broadcast a dozen times a day, became in a month
the possessor of the best known
voice in the country, with the possible exception of the President.
Approximately $50,000 in rebates
to sponsors for cancelled programs
were included in the overall netBroadcasters Declare
work costs of some $175,000 for its Independence of ASCAP
crisis coverage.
It was a year in which war broke
Hurricane Hifs
out in Europe and, of much more
immediate importance to American
New York, New England
In the midst of those critical broadcasters, 1939 was the year
days of September 1938, a tropical that, at long last, they declared
hurricane swept upward along the their own independence of ASCAP
and began preparing means of
coast from New York through New
backing
up that declaration at the
England, pushing over transmitter
end of 1940 when their ASCAP
towers and throwing out power
contracts were to expire and musicsupplies so thoroughly that scarcely a station along its path escaped
ally, they would be on their own.
unscratched and many were put off
As 1938 ended, a year of negotiathe air for hours or even days. All
tions between AFRA and the Amerthose that could stay on or get
ican
Assn. of Advertising Agencies
back on immediately threw all
their facilities into the task of had brought AFRA's submission
of a proposed code of terms and
rescue, relief and news reporting.
Television moved ahead during conditions for the employment of
actors, singers and announcers on
1938 with NBC staging almost continuous demonstrations for inter- commercial network programs. The
ested groups all through the AAAA promptly proposed terms of
spring, with two companies — Allen its own. AFRA's answer was to
B. DuMont Labs and National
send its code to individual agencies
Television Corp. — putting sets on to be signed "immediately" or face
sale, with the FCC granting TV
a strike.
station licenses to DuMont and
A meeting of advertisers sponZenith, with Paramount Pictures
soring over 70% of all network
buying a substantial stock interest
commercial
shows authorized an
in DuMont, and with RCA anBROADCASTING
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AFRA Announcer
Arouse Disputes

Demands

On the station level, AFRA's
demands for extra pay for announcers employed on commercials,
starting at $1 for a spot announcement, aroused numerous disputes.
When the IRNA committee met
with the AFM board early in November to discuss a renewal of
their national agreement, expiring
Jan. 17, 1940, the union proposed
that the $3 million a year which the
network affiliated stations were
currently spending to employ union
musicians should be raised to $4.5
million, with the networks doubling their AFM payrolls at key

PERFORMANCE
toi/i/ik
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complained that the union had not
supplied them with competent
musicians, were dissatisfied with
their experiences of the past two
years and either did not reply or
told the IRNA committee not to
make any further commitments for
them.
Mr. Rosenbaum talked with
Thurman Arnold, assistant U. S.
Attorney General, who had recently
stated that the Dept. of Justice
would proceed against unions making "unreasonable demands" but
reported it was merely an exploratory discussion.
As the yeiar
ended, AFM was
waiting for some
move
from
the broadcasters, stating that
unless a settlein e n t
were
reached by Jan.
17 they would lose
their musicians
Mr. Rosenbaum and the right to
receive musical
programs from networks and transcription companies.
In February 1939 the United
States District Court in North
Carolina gave the first Federal
Court recognition of the right of a
pel-former in his recorded perform-

ance by granting Fred Waring an
injunction against WMFD Wilmington to restrain the station
from using his records without
permission. Bills sponsored by
National Assn. of Performing Artists and by AFM to prohibit the
use of records on the air without
authority from the artists making
them were introduced in Congress.
A new twist was added in July
by the Federal District Court in
New York which, in the RCAWNEW-Whiteman case awarded
the injunction restricting unauthorized broadcast use of phonograph records not to the artist but
to the recording company, further
enjoining the artist to refrain from
claiming any right to restrict the
use of his records unless his agreement with the recording company
expressly gave that right to him.
RCA followed the decision by
offering stations blanket licenses
to use Victor and Bluebird records
at fees running from $100 to $300
a month, based on card rates, with
$10 a month for non-commercial
stations to cover accounting costs.
At NAB's request RCA put off the
starting date of the licenses until
Dec. 1.
Without waiting, WNEW took
out the first such license and, in
response to a request from Decca
Records, stopped use of those
discs pending authorization. AFM

notified all members not to assign
any rights in records to the recording companies under threat of
loss of union membership ; music
publishers warned broadcasters
that right to record given a record
company does not include the right
to broadcast.
Appeals Are Filed
By WNEW, RCA, Whiteman
Appeals from the court decision
were filed by NAB in the name of
WNEW, by NAPA for Mr. Whiteman and by RCA, which objected
to granting restrictive rights to the
artists. But RCA stuck by its decision to issue licenses Dec. 1 without
waiting for the appeals to be heard,
and reported that a number of stations, not specified nor identified,
had taken out licenses in December.
CBS in 1939 entered the recording business by purchase of American Record Corp. from Consolidated
Film Industries for §700,000, gaining in the process ownership of
Columbia Phonograph Co., then an
ARC subsidiary, which in 1927 had
set up Columbia Phonograph
Broadcasting System to compete
with NBC in the network field. The
word "Phonograph" was dropped
from the name when the network
organization was sold to Jerome
Loucheim and Isaac and Leon Levy
in November 1927. Edward Wallerstein, manager of RCA Victor re-

cording operations, was appointed
president of ARC and the company's Corp.
name changed to Columbia
Recording
Negotiations for CBS to acquire
World Broadcasting System as well
broke down at the last minute because of a cross-licensing agreement between World and Electrical Research Products Inc., developer of the system of recording
used by World, which CBS feared
would expose its television developments to this AT&T owned comFollowing a breakdown in relapany. tions between the networks and
Press Radio Bureau, AP in February began providing NBC with
material for two five-minute sustaining newscasts a day similar to
those formerly provided by the
Bureau but now credited exclusively toAP. This service, supplied with no charge except the
cost of transmission, was subsequently extended to several stations.
In April, the AP membership
reversed its previous prohibition
on the sale of news to radio and a
plan was devised whereby member papers could broadcast news
locally mentsbyto the
paying
extra assessassociation,
59f if
the news was used sustaining, when
AP was to get air credit, and 25%
if it was sponsored, when AP was
(Continued on page 118)
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Twenty years ago, when the stork
delivered the first bouncing bundle
of Broadcasting Magazines to the
radio industry, our "little" Aggie
was a shrill-voiced eight-year-old.
Since then, both have grown to become leaders in their fields. Today
Big Aggie's powerful voice goes
to 405,210 radio homes in
BMB counties of Minnesota,
Dakotas, Nebraska and Iowa

in267
the
. . .

"The World's Richest Agricultural
Area."
A 1950 diary study shows that listeners prefer
WNAX during 88% of all quarter hours ... a
better than ten-to-one advantage over- the
closest of the other 52 stations mentioned in the
survey.*
Big Aggie, who for 28 years has been 'Serving
The Midwest Farmer', salutes Broadcasting
Magazine for its outstanding twenty years' service to the industry.
*Ask your Katz man for complete information about the findings
of this study.
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not to be mentioned on the air.
By fall a dozen or more stations
were broadcasting AP news under
sponsorship, but the 25r''f assessment kept it from being truly competitive with UP, INS and Transradio Press, in the radio news field.
In July, radio galleries were inaugurated in the houses of Congress, an official
recognition of
broadcasting's
place in the news
reporting field
that came only
after a protracted
fight led by
Fulton Lewis Jr.,
Washington commentator for
MBS, who was
Mr. Lewis
elected first president of the Radio
Correspondents Assn.
Developing its spot news coverage technique to an ever-improved
level, radio, particularly the networks, in the early months of 1939
brought the listening public on-thescene reports of such events as the
crash of the Imperial Airway, seaplane Cavalier, the coronation of
Pope Pius XII, the sinking of the
Navy submarine Squalus and the
visit to the U. S. of England's King
George VI and Queen Elizabeth.
Methods of reporting and interpreting European political and
military moves inaugurated during
the Anschluss and Munich crises of
1938 were improved and tested
during
Germany's
annexation
of
Czechoslovakia
in March
so that
radio was ready for the critical
period that was opened Aug. 21 by
the announcement of the GermanRussian non-agression pact.
"At NBC, CBS and MBS headquarters in New York, special
events departments engineers and
traffic crews went on 24-hour
duty," Broadcasting reported, adding: "Commentators and newsmen
moved into the studios, sleeping
on cots between desks, eating sandwiches from nearby lunchrooms,
drinking coffee brewed on the
spot . . .
"Commercial programs were
ruthlessly cancelled or cut into to
make way - for on-the-spot-of-theminute news. Transmitters stayed
on the air all night, broadcasting
hourly summaries and intermittent bulletins with music in between, or, if the stations did sign

off, were kept warm and ready to
start again at a moment's notice."
After a canvass of responsible
government officials, Broadcasting's editor, Sol Taishoff, allayed
industry fears of censorship, or
worse, by reporting that even if
war should break out in Europe
"there is no present disposition
on the part of the U. S. Government to molest normal commercial
operations of most stations. On
the contrary, the government attitude appears to be that of maintaining a'hands-off' policy, realizing that broadcasting will serve
a singularly useful purpose in informing and maintaining the
morale of the people." The only
immediate change foreseen was
whatever might be necessary to
comply with regulations certain to
be adopted to preserve this country's neutrality.
War News Plan
Submitt'ed to Commission
As crisis turned to war and
broadcasting returned from its
round-the-clock news job to more
normal operating schedules, top
executives of the three networks
di-afted a plan for handling war
news and submitted it informally
to the Commission, not for approval but merely to keep the FCC
informed. Basically the plan
called for "temperate, responsible
and mature" news broadcasting,
with every effort made to "avoid
horror, suspense and undue excitement" so far as the news itself
would permit, with the source of
the news — observed fact, official
statement, responsible source,
rumor or propaganda •— clearly
identified to help the public evaluate the news it heard. Programs
were to be interrupted for news
bulletins as infrequently as seemed
consistent with good operation and
all war propaganda was strictly
forbidden "in either commercial
announcements or the context of
commercial programs."
Newspaper-radio rivalry was
forgotten as radio augmented its
staff men in Europe with special
assignments to correspondents
from newspapers and associations
whose oral reports often reached
American listeners hours before
their written dispatches appeared
in print. William Henry of CBS
and Arthur Mann of Mutual, the
first radio correspondents ever assigned to front line duty, left
London Oct. 9 for the war zone,
mm.-mmm

NBC's accredited correspondent
being in this country at that time.
Annual Report to FCC
Is Established
Harrassed by exhaustively detailed questionnaires from the
FCC, which expected them to be
filled out and returned at almost
a moment's notice, the broadcasters, through NAB, held numerous
conferences with FCC accountants
and worked out a procedure whereby the information needed by the
Commission would be supplied on
an annual basis, forms being
mailed to stations in the fall for
return by March 1 covering the
previous year's operations.
Expressing himself "thoroughly
dissatisfied with the present legal
framework and administrative machinery of the Commission," President Roosevelt had bills introduced calling for replacement of
the seven-member FCC by a threemember body. Sen. Wallace White
(R-Me.) countered with a proposal
for expanding the number of Commis ioners to 11. Industry arguments against hasty action prevailed and the measures were soon
shelved and forgotten.
In March E. 0. Sykes, who had
been a member of the original
Radio Commission, retired after
12 years' service, with Frederick
I. Thompson, publisher of the
Montgomery (Ala.) Journal, succeeding him on the FCC. Paul A.
Walker was reappointed for a
new seven - year
term in July and
in September the
Commission got
a new chairman,
James Lawrence
Fly, who
had
made
a notable
reputation as
general counsel
Mr. Thompson
of Tennessee Valley Authority. He
succeeded Chairman McNinch who
retired because of ill health.
How far the FCC should and
could go in considering economic
issues in granting licenses for new
stations was a hard-fought question during 1939. Reversing FCC
new station grants in a number of
communities where established station operators had complained that
additional stations could not be
supported without undue hardship
on those already in business, the
Federal Court of Appeals of the

1939 BROUGHT an international crisis that
put network staffs on 24-hour duty. LEFT
PHOTO: NBC workers lunching (i to r):
Graham McNamee, announcer; Art Feldman, Ed Heaker, special events; Bill Spargrove, George Putnam, announcers; Milton
Burgh, special events, and (background) J.
Harrison Hartley, special events. RIGHT
PHOTO: Viewing the new form, facsimile,
at WOR New York's transmitter are (I to r):
Herbert L. Brucker, Columbia U.; Charles
Singer (face visible), chief of WOR transmitter operations; Prof. John B. Russell,
Columbia U.; Dexter Purinton, architect of
WOR plont; Dean Carl W. Ackerman, C. U.,
and J. R. Poppele, WOR chief engineer.

District of Columbia vigorously
espoused the opinion that the Commission was duty-bound to take
economic matters into consideration in making station grants.
The Commission premise, presented with equal fervor by its
general counsel, William J. Dempsey, and by William C. Koplovitz,
assistant general counsel, was that
Congress had not intended to create
a "protected monopoly within the
broadcasting field" and that the
FCC's regulatory interest is
limited to granting licenses, not
in how much advertising a station
sells or its ability to withstand the
competition of other stations and
other media. If broadcasting is a
private business, the FCC argument ran, it merits no protection;
if it does require governmental
protection then it is not a private
business but a public utility and
subject to regulation of rates and
limitation of profits.
This dispute was the basic issue
of three cases pending before the
United States Supreme Court at
the year's end — the so-called Pottsville, Heitmeyer and Sanders cases,
covering new station grants in
Pottsville, Pa., Cheyenne and
Dubuque. Meanwhile, in November the FCC Law Dept. saw at
least a partial acceptance of its
views by the Federal Court of Appeals, which ruled that loss of
revenue by existing stations is not
sufficient grounds for protesting
a new grant, but that the complainants must show that such competition would be truly ruinous.
New Rules
Put Into Effect
On Aug. 1 the FCC put into
effect broad new rules stemming
from the allocations heai'ing of the
previous summer, at the same time
extending the broadcast license
period from six months to a year.
Salient provisions of the new rules
were :
Reclassification of stations from
clear, regional and local to Classes
I (clear), II (duplicated clear), III
(regional), IV (local), with upper
and lower brackets, based on power
limitations and interference protection, for the first three classes.
Establishment of 26 channels as
unduplicated
within for
the Class
continental U. S.clear
Increases
III (a) regionals form 1 kw maximum nighttime power to 5 kw fulltime and of Class IV stations from
100 w to 250 w, on application
where engineeringly feasible. Ban-

ning of commercial operation on
experimental grants of any characteradopted
(
over strong industryobjections). Adoption of standards
of engineering practice as part of
general regulations for the first
time.
Plans for a widespread shift in
station frequency assignments affecting all stations on channels
above 710 kc (some 650 to 700 of
the nation's total of 814 at the end
of 1939) were suspended, pending
ratification of the Havana Treaty
by Mexico, which finally occurred in
the last week of the year.
After placing on the public record exhaustively complete details
of the operations of NBC, CBS and
MBS, the Commission's so-called
network monopoly hearing turned
to the regional networks and then
to the transcription companies,
pausing to hear such interested
organizations as IRNA and the
American Civil Liberties Union before concluding the hearing in
mid-May as it had begun with
testimony from NBC Board Chairman David Sarnoff. Mr. Sarnoff
argued against licensing the networks, stating that they are not
station operators but program
building organizations and if they
were licensed the FCC would inevitably find itself licensing all
program builders, including transcripion companies, radio advertisers
and advertising agencies. The
question seemed to boil down to
whether, through affiliation contracts for guaranteed blocks of
station time, the networks were not
actually station operators for those
periods and so properly subject to
federal licenses. The Commissioners had evinced great interest
in the proposal of Mutual that affiliation contracts be limited to one
or two years instead of running for
five years as was then the general
practice.
Self-Regulatory Code
Adopted by Convention
Acting on the suggestion of Mr.
Sarnoff at the outset of the hearing
the previous November, an NAB
committee had worked through the
winter and spring on an industry
code of self-regulation, which the
NAB convention, held July 10-13
at Atlantic City, enthusiastically
adopted. The committee which had
drafted the code
was reappointed
as a Code Compliance Committee with Edgar
L. Bill, WMBD
Peoria, as chairman and Edward
M. Kirby, NAB
station relations
Mr. Bill
director, as secretary.
The code applied strict standards
to children's programs, banned attacks on racial or religious groups,
forbade editorializing on newscasts,
ruled that time for controversial
issues should not be sold, except for
political campaigning, but allotted
fairly to all elements and in accordance with the general interest in
BROADCASTING

the controversy. The code limited
acceptable sponsors to those whose
products, services and advertising
complied with "pertinent legal requirements, fair trade practices
and accepted standards of good
taste." Commercial copy on daytime programs was limited to SVz
minutes out of 15, 4% out of 30, 9
out of 60; evening limitations were
2V2 minutes of commercial in a 15minute program, 3 in 30 and 6 in
60.
Hard Liquor Among
Items Prohibited
Advertising of hard liquor, fortune telling, schools making unsubstantiated guarantees of employment, matrimonial agencies,
home-work offers except by firms
of established reputation, tip-sheets
and other racing publications, speculative finances, cures, statements
known to be false or grossly exaggerated, repellent descriptions or
ailments, unfair attacks on competitors and misleading statements
of price or value were absolutely
prohibited.
The code was generally well received, both within the industry
and by those who had been critical
of some
of radio's
practices, Civil
such
as
the official
of American
Liberties Union who commented:
"To the utter astonishment of both
NAB and the Union, we find ourselves in complete accord."
Oct. 1 was the date the code became effective and the Code Compliance Committee did not have
long to wait for a chance to test its
strength. Elliott Roosevelt, then
a commentator on MBS three times
a week for Emerson Radio &
Phonograph Corp. in addition to his
duties as president of Texas State
Network, deliberately defied the
code by expressing his personal
opinion of the arms embargo on
the air. The committee declined
to raise to his bait, however, and
ruled that as "talent" he was subject to network rather than NAB
jurisdiction. Mr. Roosevelt hurled
charges of censorship at the NAB
and withdrew four TSN stations
from membership, but he agreed to
abide by the code rules on his MBS
broadcasts.
Coughiin Issue Creates
Serious Problem
Far more serious was the issue
of Father Charles E. Coughiin,
whose Sunday broadcasts were
certainly controversial and so were
banned by the code for commercial
acceptance. Operators of some stations on his special hookup complied with the industry ruling and
dropped the programs. Others,
notably John F. Patt, vice president of the Richards stations —
WGAR Cleveland, WJR Detroit,
KMPC Los Angeles — and John
Shepard 3d, Yankee Network
president, refused to discontinue
the series. Feeling ran high and
when the NAB board backed up the
Code Compliance Committee's ruling a split in industry ranks seemed
inevitable. Fortunately, this was
averted by a simple solution suggested by Mr. Shepard, who said
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he would offer to carry the broadcast as sustaining programs, with
only wireline costs to be paid by
Father Coughiin.
Having put its own house in
order, the broadcasting industry
set about finding a definite solution
to its eternal and eternally annoying dealings with ASCAP. The
July convention instructed its negotiating committee to secure from
ASCAP a proposal it could recommend to the industry or, failing
that, to call a special copyright
convention not later than Sept. 15.
The committee made an appointment with ASCAP officials but
when the time came the group was
represented only by John Paine,
ASCAP general manager, who informed them that the Society had
no proposal to make. The special
convention, second in NAB history,
was set for Sept. 15 in Chicago, and
the committee retained Sydney
Kaye, New York attorney and copyi-ight expert, as special counsel and
coordinator.
Mr. Kaye, with
the assistance of
Stuart Sprague,
former NBC legal
staff member who
had represented
NAB at the RCAWhiteman
trial,
drafted a plan
for establishing a
new organization,
Mr. Kaye
to be owned by
the broadcasters
as individual stockholders, which
would compete with ASCAP as a
source of music for radio, building
its own catalog of new music,
acquiring existing publishers and
developing sources of non-copyrighted or public domain music.
The more than 250 broadcasters
attending the one-day special meeting approved the plan wholeheartedly, agreeing to underwrite
Broadcast Music Inc., as the new
organization was to be named, by
payments of 50% of their 1937
ASCAP fees, an industry total of
$1,900,000, as broadcasters in 1937
had paid ASCAP $3,800,000.
The plan called for experienced
executives from the music publishing business to head BMI operations, but as an interm organization
for incorporation and registration
purposes, BMI was launched with
NAB President Neville Miller as
president, Everett S. Revercomb,
NAB auditor, as secretary-treasurer, and a board comprising
Walter Damm, WTMJ Milwaukee,
for newspaper stations; John Elmer, WCBM Baltimore, for nonnetwork stations ; Samuel R. Rosenbaum, WFIL Philadelphia, for
IRNA, with the networks, which
had promised to advance their
pledges of more than $400,000 to
provide funds for immediate expenses, represented by NBC President Lenox R. Lohr and CBS Executive Vice President Edward
Klauber.
Incorporation and registration

papers obtained, NAB President
Miller set out on a whirlwind tour
of NAB district meetings to raise
funds and collect pledges for BMI.
Broadcasters were asked to pay
20% of their pledges immediately
as BMI stock purchases, with the
80% on call as license fees. In
mid-December, Mr. Miller was
confident that by Feb. 1 the
pledges would pass the $1,500,000 mark set as the minimum required to finance a music supply
that would enable the broadcasting
industry to get along without
ASCAP music, if need be, after
the expiration of current licenses
on Dec. 31, 1940.
Transcription Companies
Back Campaign
The transcription companies
promised full support in the campaign by building up a supply of
tax-free music on recordings during the coming year. Lang-Worth
Program Service, which had acquiredscription
NAB'sservice
public
when domain
a deal tranwith
E. V. Brinckerhoff & Co. collapsed
early in the year, was well along
toward its promised 300 hours of
such music and other companies
had also entered the field during
the past year or two.
The only real criticism of the
BMI project had come from Ed
Craney, KGIR Butte, Mont., who
*V
charged
the industry with setting
up an ASCAP of its own which
(Continued on page 120)
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1939
(Continued from page 119)
preserved all of the inequities of
the ASCAP licenses, noting that
to base the BMI fees on ASCAP
pajTiients instead of on station
revenue was to perpetuate the
preferential deals given the networks and the newspaper stations
at the expense of other broadcasters.
Television made its formal public
debut on April 30 by telecasting
the opening ceremonies of the New
York World's Fair, the 3 1/2 -horntelecast also marking the first time
a President of the United States
had appeared before the video
cameras. NBC made this telecast
the first feature of daily program
service from its Empire State
Bldg. TV transmitter, offering
some 25 hours a week of studio,
film and remote pickup programs
at the outset and expanding that
schedule as the year wore on. More
than a dozen set maufacturers put
TV receivers on sale to the New
York public and CBS prepared for
the opening of its New York video
station, while Allen B. DuMont
Labs asked the FCC for permission
to move its TV transmitter from
Passaic to New Yoi-k.
Nine FM OuHets
On Air at- Yearend
FM won many adherents to its
new system of "staticless broadcasting" during the year, which
wound up with nine FM stations on
the air and 12 grants of construction permits. Yankee Network,
whose FM transmitter at Paxton
began 16-hour daily program service in July, applied for a commercial FM station in New York, asking FCC for a hearing at which the
network could present proof that
FM was ready to move out of the
non-commercial category to which
it was currently restricted.
On Dec. 3 an FM relay was
demonstrated, a program originating at W2XCR Yonkers being
picked up and rebroadcast by
W2XMN Alpine, whose broadcast
was again picked up and rebroadcast by WIXPW Meridan, Conn.
Observers who heard this final
broadcast said that its clarity surpassed the best AM signal they
had ever heard. The FCC set Feb.
28, 1940, as starting date of a
hearing on the use of UHF for
regular broadcast service, with the
use of FM versus AM the main issue.
FCC Approves Commercials
On Internafional Broadcasts
The Commission in May adopted
a rule permitting commercial
broadcasting by international
shortwave stations, but accompanied it with a restriction that
programs must be of a type that
will "reflect the culture of this
country and will promote international goodwill, understanding
and cooperation." This clause produced such an uproar as an attempt
at program censorship that it was
suspended.
Stations
were reOctober 16, 1950
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quired to boost their power to a
minimum of 50 kw by July 1, 1940.
First advertiser to take advantage
of the new rule was United Fruit
Co., sponsoring a quarter-hour of
news in Spanish beamed at Latin
America by NBC seven evenings a
week.
. Also in 1939: WLW Cincinnati
returned to 50 kw operation after
the FCC denied a further extension
of its experimental 500 kw operation during normal operating
hours; the Appellate Court upheld
the FCC's decision and an appeal
to the Supreme Court was pending
at the end of the year. Arde

Bulova was authorized to move
WPG Atlanta City to New York
for merger with his other stations
there into a fulltime 5 kw station,
and was planning to start an East
Coast network early in 1940. The
Commission in the fall gave some
200 local stations power increases
to 250 w and raised about 35
regional stations to 5 kw fulltime
power. WMCA New York was
severely reprimanded by the Commission for advertising claiming a
news beat by intercepting private
communications of foreign powers,
an act which if actually performed

would have cost the station its
license.
Transcontinental Broadcasting
System was organized by Elliott
Roosevelt and John T. Adams, executive vice president of Texas
State Network, as a new nationwide network which announced 102
affiliate stations and 35 hours a
week of commercial business,
largely
Hummertplaced
for by
its Blackett-Samplevarious clients.
TBS was to begin .service on New
Year's Day, 1940, but on Dec. 30
Mr. Adams wired stations that the
inaugural had been postponed until
Feb. 1.

charge of all music and music copyrights at the
New York
World's
Fair after
a decade
at NBC,
was

denials and refusing to waive extradition, but ASCAP had not
taken this precaution and Mr.
Buck, vacationing in Phoenix,
languished in jail over Feb. 22,
when the banks were closed, until
bail could be arranged.
ASCAP also had presented radio
with its new licenses, which it was
estimated would increase its take
from radio by from 70% to 100%.
The terms of the new licenses,
which were to run for 10 years,
off'ered some reduction to the
smaller stations but added a 7%%
network fee, an obvious attempt to
split the industry ranks which was
promptly recognized and as
promptly rejected.
Joint Session Gives
BMI Confidence Vote
A joint session of the boards of
NAB, IRNA and BMI, with Na, tional Independent Broadcasters,
organization of non-network stations, invited but its representative
unable to attend, unanimously condemned the ASCAP offer and gave
BMI a vote of confidence and a
virtual blank check to secure a
supply of music that would allow
broadcasters to forget ASCAP
after the expiration of their current ASCAP licenses at the end
of the year.
This extraordinary board meeting worked out a plan of BMI
licensing to take effect when the
initial one-year licenses expired.
It called for BMI royalty payments
of IVzVc to 2%% of net income
by stations, with networks to pay
the top scale for their owned and
operated stations nlus fees of onehalf of 1% on their net income
from the sale of network time
(gross income minus payments to
stations) with 1939 revenue used
as a base for BMI's 1941 licenses.
This new arrangement of licenses
based on income was designed to
answer objections of a number of
broadcasters to the original BMI
licenses which, they complained,
were based on ASCAP fees and
therefore carried over into BMI
all the discriminatory features of
the ASCAP licenses.

1940
ALTHOUGH the break with
uL ASCAP did not actually come
until the year had passed into
history, 1940 is recalled by most
broadcasters as the year of the war
with ASCAP. More important, it
was the year that networks, affiliates and non-network stations,
working together as a united industry, established Broadcast Music
Inc. as a new music performance
licensing organization that was
adequate not only for the immediate
job of supplying radio with music
when ASCAP tunes were not available but for the long term task of
protecting American broadcasters
for all time from the threats of monopolistic aggression in the music
copyright field.
Miller Gathers Contracts
On District Tour
In January, Neville Miller, president of NAB and BMI, returned
from a 25,000 mile tour of district
meetings with contracts from 160
stations and about $100,000 in cash,
initial payments on pledges of
$500,000 giving the new organization, with the network pledges,
some $900,000 of assured funds
plus more or less binding commitments from another 200 stations.
While somewhat less than the $1.5
million which had been set as the
absolute minimum for the new project, this return in so short a time
encouraged the BMI board to delay
no longer, so they voted to make
BMI fully operative on March 2,
with licensing to begin April 1.
Sydney Kaye, copyright attorney
largely responsible for developing
the BMI plan, was designated executive vice president and general
counsel, and Merritt E. Tompkins
resigned as president of Associated
Music Publishers to head up BMI
operations as vice president and
general manager. Carl Haverlin,
for more than 10 years sales manager of KFI and KECA Los Angeles and for the past two years
had served as station relations
head of Davis & Schwegler, program production firm active in the
field of tax-free music for radio,
became head of station relations
for BMI. Russell Clevenger, from
the New York advertising agency,
Albert Frank-Guenther Law, was
named public relations director.
Dana Merriman, who had been in

made office manager. Other employes were added and the BMI
quarters at 580 Fifth Ave. were expanded and re-expanded as work
progressed on the gigantic task of
building an adequate supply of
music for radio by the end of the
Acquiring by a 10-year contract
the performance rights to the catayear.
log of M. M. Cole Music Publishing
Co., a collection of some 2,500 compositions, largely in the hillbilly,
cowboy and folk music category,
and, by outright purchase, the 2,000
popular, concert and standard
published by Hinds, Hayden &
Eldredge, BMI also began building
its own musical catalog. By June,
its music production line was turning out about seven new compositions a week, plus some 25 new arrangements of public domain
music.
BMI Sets Up
New

Payment System

To get away from the discriminatory rating system which had
caused constant turmoil among
ASCAP's members, BMI set up its
own method of paying writers on
a basis of performance only. A
writer whose tune was broadcast
once over one station would earn
one cent in royalties; 20 performances over 50-station networks
would bring him $10. The one-centper-broadcast-per-station fee was
subject to alteration after tests to
see how often BMI tunes were
broadcast by the average station
subscriber.
Meanwhile, ASCAP had launched
a publicity campaign of radio
persecution, based on the arrest
of Gene Buck,
its president, in
Phoenix on

Mr. Mosby
had

escaped

charges of atto obtain moneytempting
under
false pretenses
and conspiracy to
extort, filed in
Montana by A. J.
Mosby, KGVO
Missoula.
Network executives,
similarly charged,
service by writing

To augment
outputa supply
of orchestrations its
and provide
of music for the smaller stations
(Continued on page 122)
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(Continued from page 120)
who depended largely on phonograph records and transcriptions,
BMI met with representatives of
the major transcription companies,
securing from each the promise that
his company would immediately
make transcriptions of eight nonASCAP tunes, with no duplication
between companies, who would
themselves absorb the cost of the
masters and charge stations only
$2 apiece for double-faced discs. In
addition the transcription companies agreed to include about 50 nonASCAP tunes a month apiece in
their transcription library services
which, even with duplication, were
estimated to insure a minimum
of about 150 selections a month.
The transcription companies owed
this cooperation to BMI for setting
its recording fee two cents a composition for transcriptions as well
as for phonograph records, breaking with the custom followed by
most publishers of charging 25 or
50 cents for each transcription despite the statutory limitation of a
maximum of two cents a pressing.
The Dept. of Justice had renewed
its investigation of ASCAP's activities bysubpoenaing the Society's
files and records as a prelude to
criminal prosecution. Broadcasters
and other ASCAP licensees had
been questioned about their dealings with ASCAP and by August,
when the NAB held its annual convention in San Francisco, ASCAP
was more than willing to effect a
settlement with radio that would
halt the government action. When
ASCAP's request for a place on
the convention program was rejected by NAB President Miller,
who declared "San Francisco will
be no Munich," top ASCAP executives established themselves nearby to be available for conferences
with individual broadcasters. E. R.
Craney, KGIR Butte, told an NIB
meeting preceding the NAB conclave that the Washington and
Montana broadcasters had arranged to get ASCAP music on
a pay-for-use basis, which the industry had long demanded, but
even this news failed to sway the
industry conviction that now was
the time to end the threat of
ASCAP monopoly. They rejected
all ASCAP dealings in favor of
wholehearted support of BMI.
BMI Builds Up
Its Music Stock
BMI continued to acquire music
for radio, including the catalogs of
Southern Music Co., Southern Music International, Mexican Assn. of
Composers and Authors, De Musica
Internacional, E. C. Schirmer Music Co., G. Ricordi & Co. and
Edward B. Marks Music Corp.,
which by December gave it radio
rights to some 250,000 compositions
of all types of music. "The networks gradually curtailed their use
of ASCAP music until in December
there was none on their sustainers.
Advertisers and agencies cooperated, changing their signature and
theme music to non-ASCAP selecPage 122
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ASCAP NEGOTIATORS for return of its music to the air were in Washington
in 1940 to confer with IRNA representatives in a preliminary conference.
The officials (I to r): E. Claude Mills, chairman of the Administration Committee; John G. Paine, general manager, and John O'Connor, director, also
took in a couple of days of the White Resolution hearings in the Senate.
tions and gradually shifting musical programs to BMI-controlled
tunes, too.
Everything was set for the complete break with ASCAP on New
Year's Eve, and not even word that
the Dept. of Justice was filing
suits against BMI and the networks, for boycotting ASCAP music and conspiring in restraint of
trade, as well as against ASCAP,
could dampen the industry's feeling
that at last it had won its copyright
independence.
The Justice Dept. also figured in
averting a strike of AFM, threatened at the beginning of 1940,
when, after talks
with Thurman
Arnold, assistant
attorney general,
the broadcasters
told the union
they had been advised that the industry -AFM
agreements were
Mr. Weber
illegal and that
their renewal would bring prosecution for conspiracy in restraint of
trade. AFM President Joseph N.
Weber notified local unions to negotiate individual contracts with network affiliates whose contracts expired in January and subsequently
James C. Petrillo, who had succeeded Mr. Weber as top AFM executive, authorized the same arrangement for contracts of nonnetwork stations.
Disputes of KSTP St. Paul, an
NBC affiliate, and WRVA Richmond, a CBS station, with AFM
locals in those cities assumed nationwide proportions late in June
when the AFM national office ordered NBC and CBS to stop feeding remote dance band pickups to
those stations. The networks both
refused to take such action, which
would have been a breach of their
affiliation contracts, and AFM
pulled the bands from the networks,
threatening further curtailment of
network musical programs if the

local differences were not settled.
They were, and a possible network
strike was averted.
In October, Mr. Petrillo informed
the networks that after the end of
current commercial commitments
musicians would not be allowed to
perform on network co-op shows,
which, he said, were sold to local
advertisers "for less than the same
number of local musicians would
cost if the programs were sold locally," terming this "the worst kind
of
unfair
competition."
Samuel R.
Rosenbaum,
WFIL Philadelphia,
chairman of IRNA, wrote the union
that these programs were not in
reality affecting local employment
of musicians as no local sponsor
could afford to present comparable
programs on his own. The union
did not immediately alter its rule,
but notified Mr. Rosenbaum that
he would have the chance to present
his views to the AFM board at its
next meeting, not scheduled yet but
customarily held early in the year.
A major musical victory for
broadcasters was announced July
25 in a decision
of the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals in New
York that broadcasters could
freely purchase
phonograph
records and broadcast them without obtaining permission of either
Mr. Whiteman
the recording
company or the recording artist
and "in entire disregard of any
attempt" formerby
either company
perto restrict
such use.or This

RCA had followed the earlier decision by issuing licenses to stations
to use its records, but at the insistence of NIB President Harold A.
Lafount had discontinued this practice and refunded license fees already collected, pending a final
court ruling. Decca also had withdrawn restrictions on the use of its
records and Columbia had never
imposed any restrictions. The Circuit Court decision became the official precedent at the end of the
year when the Supreme Court of
the United States refused an appeal for its review.
AFRA Strike Threat
Peacefully Settled
A threatened strike of AFRA
against the nationwide networks
after a breakdown in negotiations
for a new network sustaining contract was averted in October when
William H. Davis, chairman of the
New York State Mediation Board,
called union and networks together
for one last session before allowing a was
strike
occur.
So successful
Mr. toDavis
in the
role of
peacemaker that the parties emerged from these new bargaining
sessions with not only a new sustaining agreement but also a new
commercial code, although the former one would not have expired
for four months. AFRA gained
a number of wage increases for
work by performers and announcers
on network sustainers, but the networks secured a renewal without
change of the commercial contract
whose terms had been fought out
so bitterly less than two years before. They also gained a threeyear
contract
both sustaining
and commercial for
employment,
longer
than AFRA wanted, by agreeing
to a provision for increases in
minimum scale if the national cost
of living index were to rise 10
points or
over agreement,
the last year's
level.
Themore
national
for
good measure, also settled a dispute
of long standing over the fees to
be paid announcers at the network
key stations in Chicago.

Chain Monopoly Group
Issues Recommendations
In June, the FCC chain monopoly
committee issued its long awaited
report which recommended to the
full Commission that networks be
barred from transcription and talent booking activities and be required to extend program service
to remote areas even though such
extension might be unprofitable,
that long-term exclusive affiliation
contracts be banned, that clear
channels be duplicated to provide
for more stations, that station
ownership be strictly limited with
networks perhaps to be forbidden
precedent-making ruling reversed
the
right to own stations at all,
a decision of the Federal District
and that advertising agencies be
Court in the action of RCA against
prevented from having the final
Paul Whiteman, WNEW New York
say regarding network programs.
and Elgin Inc., sponsor of a record
These recommendations were
program on WNEW, that had given
vigorously opposed by IRNA as
both the company and the artist well
as by NBC and CBS, with
the right to control, restrict or
MBS
supporting
the ban onboth
exclu-in
prevent the use of their recordsive
affiliation contracts,
ings on the air.
briefs and at a two-day hearing in
BROADCASTING
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December. Before the hearingFCC issued suggested rulings, "to
facilitate oral argument," calling
for non-exclusive affiliation contracts limited to one or two years
duration, with no network permitted more than one fulltime outlet in any community, limiting the
number of stations a network could
own and ruling that no networkstation agreement could limit rates
or restrict the right of the station
operator to reject any network program for reasonable cause.
Congress as well as the industry
was concerned with these revolutionary proposals and measures for
redefining the
Communica t i o n s
Act and perhaps
reorganizing
the FCC were
prepared for
introduction at the
next session of
Congress. Thad
H. Brown, chairman of the chain
Mr. Brown
monopoly c o m mittee, was so
rigorously attacked during the
Senate hearing on his reappointment to the Commission that it
was withdrawn, leaving the FCC
a six-man body as the year ended.
The Supreme Court of the United
States upheld the FCC philosophy
of "survival of the fittest" in a
decision reversing that of the Court
of Appeals of the District of
Columbia in the so-called Sanders
case. In giving the Commission
the right to award station grants
without any consideration of their
competitive economic effect on existing stations, the Supreme Court
stressed that the Communications
Act had given the FCC "no supervisory control of the programs, of
business management or of policy"
of broadcast station licensees.
Linked with the- Supreme Court
ruling in the Pottsville and Heitmeyer cases that the FCC was free
to administer the Act without interference from the Court of Appeals, the decision climaxed an 18month battle of William J. Dempsey, FCC general counsel, and William C. Koplovitz, assistant general counsel, against resti-ictions
on Commission actions which the
Court of Appeals had sought to
impose.
Shortly afterwards, the team resigned to set up their own law
firm in Washington.
Telford Taylor, special assistant to the Attorney General, was
appointed FCC
general counsel;
Joseph L. Rauh
Jr., assistant general counsel of
the Wage & Hour
Adminis t r a t i o n,
was named asMr. Taylor
sistant general
counsel of FCC.
Shifts in wave lengths in accordance with the Havana Treaty
formula were announced by the
FCC in September to become effecBROADCASTING

tive May 29, 1941, when 777 of the
882 standard U. S. broadcasting
stations licensed at the end of 1940
were to move to new frequencies.
A long-hinted FCC program of
breaking down clear channels was
indicated as about to begin in December, when the FCC by a vote
of 3 to 2, Chairman Fly not participating, proposed to grant
WHDH Boston fulltime operation
of 830 kc. Class 1-A channel already occupied by KOA Denver.
The Commission on May 20
awarded full official recognition to
FM broadcasting, allocating 35
channels of 200 kc each in the 4350 mc band to this new type of
broadcasting for commercial operation starting Jan. 1, 1941. The
wide-swing system of transmission
developed by Prof. E. H. Armstrong was approved, as opposed to
the narrow-band recommendations
of RCA. By the end of the year
29 FM stations had been authorized
and assigned the new calls showing the station's position on the
dial and its geographical location.
Limited commercial operation
for television, approved by the
FCC Feb. 28, to begin Sept. 1, was
cancelled May 27 after RCA's
aggressive campaign for the sale of
TV sets in the New York area had
aroused fears that video standards
might be prematurely frozen. The
new art was ordered back to the
laboratory stage of experimental
operations, while the National
Television System Committee, industry-wide group established at
Commission suggestion, was attempting to attain agreement of
all TV research and manufacturing interests on standards of
broadcasting which could then be
recommended to the FCC for official sanction.
Experimental
Grani's
Number
43 at TV
Yearend
As of Dec. 31, 1940, the Commission had issued 43 licenses for experimental TV broadcasting. CBS
in August had announced the development ofa system for telecasting pictures in full color, stating
that "at the present rate of progress, CBS hopes to have its color
system ready for commercial use
by Television
Jan. 1, 1941."
made its first appearance in politics during 1940, video
cameras covering the GOP convention in Philadelphia in June for
the benefit of set-owners in Philadelphia served by the Philco TV
station and in New York, where
NBC telecast convention activities
transmitted from Philadelphia via
AT&T's new coaxial cable. The
cable at that time did not extend
to Chicago to permit similar video
reporting of the Democratic convention in July.
Both parties for the first time
included pledges to protect radio
against censorship in their platforms. Radio gave its usual full
coverage to both the conventions
and the election returns in November, with the expense of this coverage and the commercial cancellations for political purposes just
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about matching the $2 million
estimated to have been spent for
radio time during the campaign. «
The Nazi spring blitzkreig into
Scandinavia and across the Lowlands, culminating with the armistice with France on June 20, and
the subsequent
of Britain"
found
U. S. radio"Battle
prepared
to give
the American radio audience the
kind of detailed on-the-scene war
reporting which in 1939 had been
hailed with wonder but was now
becoming accepted as a standard
part
teners.of radio's service to its lisAt home, the Defense Communications Board was established in
September to plan the role of communications in national defense.
FCC Chairman Fly was chairman,
its other members being Rear Admiral Leigh Noyes, director of
Naval Communications; Maj. Gen.
Joseph 0. Mauborgne, Army chief
signal officer; Herbert E. Gaston,
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury (for the Coast Guard), and
Breckenridge Long, Assistant Secretary of State in charge of the
State Dept.'s
Division of International Communications.
As the
War Dept. expanded its radio activities, the NAB gave a year's
leave to its public relations director, Edward M. Kirby, offering his
services to the government as a
$l-a-year civilian advisor to the
Army on radio matters.
NBC Starts Broadcasts
To South, Central America
International shortwave broadcasting activity expanded rapidly
during 1940, stimulated by permission for commercial operation
granted in 1939. In November
NBC announced completion of arrangements with South and Central American stations for rebroadcasts of NBC sustaining programs,
either as sustainers or under local
sponsorship, and
with dealers
cut-in announcements for local
on
some of NBC's commercial shortwave transmissions, to start in January 1941. In December CBS announced that it had formed a Latin
American network of 39 longwave
and 25 shortwave stations in 18
Latin American countries, which
would rebroadcast CBS shortwave
programs beginning the following
fall.
The NAB Code Compliance Committee had a surprisingly easy time
in 1940. Not a single complaint
about the new code was raised at
the summer convention, with only
general objection from advertisers
and agencies as to the inclusion
of contest offers in the commercial
time bracket. The committee
agreed to work out a standard
contests announcement form to
solve this problem.
Father Coughlin did not return
to the air in the fall as not enough
stations accepted his offer of a
52-week series on transcriptions to
make it worth while. This followed
a code committee ruling that his
sponsored broadcasts would be
acceptable only during the political
campaign period.

A more serious problem arose
from free time demands from
agencies for their clients. Several
hundred stations which had given
"bonus" time to one major radio
agency found themselves besieged
for similar grants by other agencies who said frankly that they
did not like the practice, which reduced their commissions, but as
long as the stations were acceding to such requests they felt duty
bound to go after them for their
clients. Complaints over the Tums
Pot 0' Gold and other radio prize
contests led some stations to drop
these programs, but when the FCC
submitted them to the Dept. of
Justice they were ruled not to
violate the federal lottery laws.
Radio billings in 1940 reached a
new high, gross time sales for the
first time crossing the $200 million
mark to ring up a total of $207,950,000, a rise of 21.6% over the
1939 total.
Peabody Awards for Radio
Are Established
The year saw the inception of the
Peabody Awards, radio equivalent
of the Pulitzer Prizes of journalism and the arts, established in
the memory of George Foster Peabody with administration in the
hands of the U. of Georgia's Henry
W. Grady School of Journalism.
It was the year in which Bulova
Watch Co. used 293,095 time signals
on 175 stations.
Also in 1940: Niles Trammell
became president of NBC when
Lenox R. Lohr resigned to become
had of Chicago's Museum of
Science & Industry, and Frank E.
Mullen left RCA to become NBC's
second in command as vice president and general manager. MBS
expanded its network base, with
seven organizations representing
57 stations becoming stockholders,
pledged tooperations
underwriteunder
the network's
financial
five-year
contracts. Keystone Broadcasting
System,tion and
after
a year plans,
of reorganizarevised
got its
"network" started in December,
with some 80 stations using its
service. Transcontinental Broadcasting System, after many revisions of plans, executive, and
personnel, went out of business
without ever having put a single
program on the air.
Westinghouse and General Electric took over operations of their
stations which formerly had been
managed and programmed by
NBC. Broadcasting celebrated its
20th birthday with appropriate
festivities and Broadcasting entered its 10th year on Oct. 15, announcing on that date that it would
start publishing weekly instead of
semi-monthly with the beginning of
1941. The FCC on Dec. 17 approved an application for the transfer of WMCA New York from
Donald Flamm to Edward J. Noble,
industrialist, for $850,000, but before the year ended Mr. Flamm had
asked the Commission to reconsider and dismiss the transfer.
(Chronology continues on page 1:24)
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1941
, as for
HIGH spot for radio
every other industry in 1941,
was the Japanese attack on
Pearl Harbor and the immediate
United States declaration of war.
The months of planning that
proceeded the Dec. 7 attack proved
their value. There was excitement,
but no panic, as radio carried first
news of the attack. Within an
hour the Defense Communications
Board, with FCC Chairman James
L. Fly as its head, took over
control of all radio. Stations and
networks quickly went on a roundthe-clock basis relaying news and
instructions to civilians but within
the week had worked out their
news coverage program to give
news first priority and yet continue the balance of their program
schedules.
The President turned to radio to
reassure the people. His address
asking for a declaration of war
commanded the largest audience
that had ever listened to one
broadcast.

Price Named To Head
Censorship of News
Byron Price, executive news
editor of the Associated Press, was
named director of the Office of
Censorship for radio and press
which was entrusted with setting
up censorship of news on a voluntary basis. Mr. Price named J.
Harold Eyan, vice president and
general manager of the Fort Industry Co., to head the Radio Department as assistant director.
A war-time code to guide broadcasters was being drafted and as
the year ended radio was functioning smoothly with new stature as
the most important news medium.
It censored its own news and occupied a key place in the civil
defense set-up as the first source
of instructions in the case of attack or any similar emergency.
Fears that broadcasting would
be seriously curtailed in case of
war were quickly allayed after the
first few days. While some stations in critical areas bi'oadcast on
a restricted basis for a time, most
of these restrictions were soon
lifted. Only branch of radio seriously affected was the 50,000
amateur operators who were ruled
off" the air for the duration.
The final crisis in December
found radio with its house in
order. Principal item on the news
budget for many months had been
war developments in Europe.
Bombing of Broadcasting House
in London during January when
seven BBC staffers were killed
was an example.
On Jan. 13 the Defense Communications Board, set up in
1940, held a meeting — at which
Neville Miller, NAB president, was
elected chairman of the Domestic
Broadcasting Committee and A. D.
Ring, assistant chief engineer of
the FCC, was made secretary. At
the same time Walter Evans, vice
Page 124
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Mr. Evans

president of
Wes tingh ous e
Radio Stations,
was made chairman of the International Broadcasting
tee with P.CommitF.
Siling, assistant
chief of the FCC
International Ditary.
vision, as secre-

By Army
April was
the
radio branch of the
nearing completion under the direction of Edward M. Kirby, director of public relations at NAB,
on loan to the government. Mr.
Kirby was reporting direct to
Major General Robert C. Richardson Jr.
On June 2 the Piesident declared
a state of national emergency
but pointed out that this would
have little immediate efi^ect on
radio. On June 21 the networks
made the first report of the German invasion of Russia.
In the final week of December
the Radio Coordinating Committee,
representing five industry trade
groups, was in
session with Mr.
Price
and Mr.
Fly. Representatives of the various cluded:
groupsNeville
inMiller, NAB
president; George
B. Storer, interim president of
National IndeMr. Sholis
pendent
casters John
; BroadShephard 3d, Yankee Network,
president of FM Broadcasters
Inc.; Victor Sholis, director of the

Clear Channel Broadcasting Service, and Eugene Pulliam, WIRE
Indianapolis, president of Network
Affiliates Inc.
Although the declaration of war
and the attending upheaval in all
peacetime plans was by far the
outstanding event of 1941 there
were many other developments of
ers.
unusual importance to broadcastArmed with Broadcast Music
Inc. and its 250,000 musical numbers, broadcasters started the year
by allowing its contracts with
ASCAP to expire. While there
were many complaints from the
music monopoly that some of
its tunes were being heard over
the air without permission, radio
as a whole stood firm. Audience
ratings showed little change in
musical program standings even
though ASCAP numbers were
avoided. Broadcasters took this as
an indication that the public was
supporting their fight.
BMI and ASCAP
Sign Consent Decrees
Under threat of a government
anti-trust suit BMI on Jan. 27
signed a consent decree to go into
effect when ASCAP signed a similar document. The decree was put
on file with the Federal District
Court in Milwaukee. On Feb. 5 the
Dept. of Justice filed the promised
suit against ASCAP for violation
of the Sherman Anti-Trust law
naming Gene Buck, president, 25
members of the board and 19 publishing house members. Trial was
set for March 5.
ASCAP council immediately met
with government attorneys in an
effort to work out a consent decree
similar to that already signed by
BMI. On Feb. 26 it was signed

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT as he addressed the nation on Dec. 9, 1941, one
day following the United States declaration of war.

and both BMI and ASCAP decrees
became effective within 90 days
from that date.
Agreement with the government
left the only matters to be adjusted with networks and stations
the price of service and ASCAP
then began soliciting new agreements with the stations and with
networks. For violation of criminal statutes under the Sherman Law,
ASCAP was fined $35,250. On
April 1 BMI began its second year
of operation with 97% of stations
which had belonged the first year
already signed for the new period.
Montana Broadcasters, ASCAP
Reach Agreement
ASCAP's first agreement came
April 9 when it signed with the
Montana broadcasters, headed by
Ed Craney of the Z-Bar Network.
Under the agreement ASCAP
dropped infringement suits totallingtions.
$250,000
Montana
staOn Mayagainst
12 Mutual
accepted
the ASCAP formula and guaranteed to pay 3% of gross for four
years then 3V2% of gross until
1950. ASCAP music returned to
the network on May 13.
Meantime NBC and CBS were
holding daily meetings with ASCAP. Terms and counter-terms were
exchanged and on
Aug. ment
1 was
an reached
agreeworks
would
pay
whereby the net2%% of net time
sales for use of
their music. Immediatelybegan
the net-a
works
campaign to get
affiliates to agree.
MBS was given
Mr. Gillin
advantage of the
lower rate negotiated by the other
networks. On Sept. 9 the NAB
committee approved the proposed
ASCAP contract and labeled it
"eminently fair." Leader of the
opposition was John J. Gillin Jr.,
WOW Omaha. On Oct. 30 final
agreement was signed between the
networks and ASCAP and the
music war was over with tunes
controlled by the group returning
to all networks for the first time
in nearly a year.
Meanwhile James C. Petrillo,
head of AFM, was making moves
toward tightening up his contracts.
At the beginning of the year stations were notified that AFM contracts, heretofore for 12 months,
were being renewed for six. When
questioned by Broadcasting as to
reasons, the music czar declared
it was just an "experiment."
The year marked a milestone in
the history of the magazine. With
the Jan. 13 issue Broadcasting became a weekly after 10 years of
operation
as aremained
semi-monthly.
Size
of the issues
practically
(Continued on page 126)
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WDEL can sell your product in fhis top-buying
market — it blankets the entire area effectively.
WDEL

— Foremost radio voice in the area. For

years has sold consistently and profitably for
hundreds of national and local advertisers.
WDEL-TV

— The only television station in Delav/are,

it has shown phenomenal growth in its year and
a half of telecasting. The only one TV station
that reaches this top market.
Write now for information
Represented by
ROBERT
A STEINMAN STATION
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• Los Angeles
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1941
(Continued from page 12i)
the same.
A good year for radio was forecast in January. In a review
of 1940, Blackett-Sample-Hummert
topped agency billings with network totals of $12,108,788. Broadcasting Yearbook showed 1940
gross time sales of $207,956,000, a
21.5% increase over 1939. Gross
national network billings amounted
to $96,456,000 while other billings
amounted to $111,500,000, according to calculations by Dr. Herman
S. Hettinger, associate professor
of marketing at the U. of Pennsylvania.
On the regulatory front radio
was not standing still. On March
19 the notorious crackdown on
newspaper ownership of radio stations was forced through the FCC
by Chairman Fly with Commissioners George H. Payne and
Frederick I. Thompson supporting
the move. At the time BROADCASTING estimated that about 300 of
the 890 stations on the air were
either newspaper-owned or newspaper-affiliated.
Newspaper-Owned Outlets
Name Ethridge Chairman
Within a few days representatives of newspaper-owned stations
met, named Mark Ethridge, vice
president and general manager of
the Louisville Courier-Journal,
owner of WHAS, as chairman.
The publisher began immediate
steps to forestall the proposed
action of the FCC. He named a
committee of 44 publishers to act
for the industry and visited President Roosevelt. As a result of his
visit the President named Lowell
Mellett, his public relations advisor and former editor of the
Washington Post, to study the effect of newspaper ownership of
radio stations. He also asked Mr.
Ethridge to survey the situation.
At the ANPA convention it was
decided to leave the radio ownership question in the hands of the
Ethridge committee.
Meanwhile the FCC set July 23
as date for the hearings on the
newspaper ownership question.
After five days the hearings were
postponed until Sept. 17. When
the hearing reconvened it dragged
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DR. FRANK CONRAD, often called the "father of radio," is shown (left
photo) at work in his laboratory a short time before his death on Dec. 10,
1941. Center: Declaration of War brought many preparations along the
home front. Here workmen pile up sandbag rampart in front of the glass
brick windows of the WEEI Boston transmitter in Medford, Mass. At right:
Ray C. Wakefield, of California, is officially inducted into office on
March 22, 1941, as a member of the FCC, succeeding the late Thad H.
Brown. The new Commissioner (I) is shown receiving the Presidential commission from his lifelong friend. Associate Justice Justin Miller (r), of the
U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. Center is FCC Chairman Lawrence Fly.
*
* *
considerably.
on periodically, with many recesses
On Oct. 30 NBC and CBS toand at the end of the year no decision had been reached.
gether with WOW Omaha and
WHAM Rochester filed suit in
Another proposed decision with
U. S. District Court for the Southpossibly more far-reaching effects
ern District of New York asking
than the newspaper ownership case
a permanent injunction against
was the monopoly ruling of May
the FCC chain-monopoly regula2 which banned exclusive network
tions.
affiliates, ordered the Red and Blue
At the end of the year no final
Networks separated, ruled out netaction had been taken by the Comwork option time and banned ownmission on the monopoly rules but
ership of more than one station in
in December NBC announced it
the
same
city
by
the
same
interests.
was planning a separate operation
for the Blue Network. Three NBC
Immediately i-epercussions were
Blue stations, WJZ New York,
felt throughout the industry. NBC
and CBS took immediate steps to WENR Chicago and KGO San
Francisco were transfered to RCA.
block the proposal. MBS, which
Under the plan the Blue was to
stood to benefit by the proposed
have a new name. Mark Woods
rule which hit primarily its more
mentioned for the presidency
powerful competitors, was pleased. was
and Ed Kobak for executive vice
Sen. White on May 12 intropresident.
duced aresolution to block enforcement of the proposed regulations
Justice Files Suit
and at a hearing which began on
Against NBC, RCA, CBS
June 2 before the Senate InterAt the same time the Justice Destate Commerce Committee Chairpartment had long considered
man Fly made several concessions
filing anti-trust suits against NBC
in the proposals. On Aug. 1 Sen.
White introduced a series of and CBS. Despite repeated assurances that this action had nothamendments to the radio act to reing to do with the FCC network
organize the FCC.
monopoly rules, a civil suit was
filed against both networks and
Monopoly Rule Actions
RCA on Dec. 31.
Are Postponed
As a further concession to the
There were repeated conferences
between members of the FCC and
FCC rulings, NBC on Dec. 5 abandoned the exclusive provisions of
the networks and deadlines for
action on the monopoly rulings its affiliation contract making it
were postponed several times. In possible for affiliates to accept prowork. grams from more than one netan unprecedented action on June
17 the Commission approved the
One of the most important
proposed MBS affiliation contract.
On Aug. 11 the FCC adopted a events of 1941 was the final approval of the Havana treaty and
proposed order banning multiple
the announcement of changes in
ownership of stations in the same
area, setting a hearing date for frequency of from 10 to 40 kc for
stations in the naOct. 6. But when the hearings be- 795 oftion.theFinal883
deadline for the move
gan it was indicated that the first was set at March
29.
stringent rules, layed down in the
The treaty had been signed by
proposed decision, might be eased

Canada, Cuba, Mexico, Haiti and
the Dominican Republic as well as
the United States and involved
new freqeuncies for some 1,300 stations in those nations.
On Feb. 1 Mexico refused to renew the license of Dr. John R.
Brinkley for his 180,000 kw XERA
at Villa Acuna. About the same
time the Federal District Court at
San Antonio declared Dr. Brinkley
a bankrupt showing assets of
$316,500 and liabilities of $1,100,000. Dr. Brinkley had at one time
been counted fabulously wealthy
as a result juvenation
of histreatments.
"goat gland" reMexico also refused to renew the
license of Norman T. Baker for
XENT at Nuevo Loredo. Mr. Baker
had specialized in sale of cancer
cures on his station.
Wakefield Succeeds
Brown at FCC
There were several changes in
Commission personnel during the
year. Ray C. Wakefield, 46, of
Fresno, a member of the California Railroad Commission, was
named to the Republican vacancy
on the FCC by President Roosevelt
on March 5. The vacancy had
been caused by the resignation of
Thad Brown. Mr. Brown died unexpectedly on Feb. 26 soon after
his resignation.
Also in March Andrew D. Ring,
assistant chief engineer, and Ralph
L. Clark, senior radio engineer, at
the FCC resigned to set up their
own firm. Gerald C. Gross was
named assistant chief engineer in
charge of broadcasting and George
P. Adair, chief assistant to Mr.
Ring, was named assistant chief of
the Broadcasting Division.
On June 30 the term of Frederick I. Thompson of Alabama,
who had served two years on the
Commission filling in the unexpired
term of E. O. Sykes, came to an
end. The President did not reappoint him but on Oct. 13 named
Clifford J. Durr, assistant general
council of the RFC, to the vacancy.
In 1941, for the first time, television came into active competition for the advertising dollar. In
March at the FCC commercial
television hearing, the National
Television System Committee reported to the FCC urging an
image of 525 lines and 30 frames
interlaced. The NTSC showed con-
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siderable enthusiasm for the CBS
color system invented by Dr. Peter
C. Goldmark.
On May 2 the FCC authorized
full commercial television to start
on July 1. The image was fixed at
525 lines, 30 frames interlaced
with frequency modulation sound.
A weekly minimum of 15 hours of
program service was set in deference to protests at the proposed
30-hour program service which had
originally been indicated. NBC
issued its first television rate card
on June 27 with Bulova, Lever
Bros., Sun Oil and Procter &
Gamble the first video sponsors.
With FCC activity constantly
posing new problems for broadcasters itis not surprising that the
NAB and other trade groups were
correspondingly active. At the
NAB convention May 12 in St.
Louis Chairman Fly was principal
guest speaker. Since the convention came hot on the heels of the
monopoly order the Chairman
found himself the center of a
great deal of criticism.

ance claimed radio's attention during the year. The third inauguration of President Roosevelt on
Jan. 20 was given the greatest
radio coverage of all times. On
March 17 the first nationwide Mile
of Dimes drive conducted by radio
brought in a total of $200,000.
Early in the year David Sarnoff, president of RCA, announced
plans to build the world's largest
radio laboratories at Princeton.
Work began during the summer
on the new plant.
An important station sale was
that of WMCA New York which
was transferred from Donald
Flamm to Edward Noble for $850,000. After the agreement had
been made there were charges by
Mr. Flamm against Mr. Noble and
counter charges when it appeared
that Mr. Flamm was not going to
go through with the transaction. In
the final transfer Donald S. Shaw

Chairman Fly Hits
NAB at News Conference
It was at a news conference
at this convention that Chairman
Fly spoke of the NAB as a "socalled" trade organization and
made his famous remark comparing
the industry leadership to "a dead
mackerel in the moonlight — it both
shines and stinks."
In return the NAB board questioned the Chairman's fitness to
head the FCC. In commenting on
the meeting Broadcasting said:
"For acrimony and invective the
convention had no parallel in NAB
annals."
During and after the convention
there was considerable criticism
of NAB leadership, aims and policies. Ed Craney, operator of KGIR Butte and Z-Bar Network,
wrote to a number of independent
stations urging the abolition of
NAB. Partly as a result of his
letters the National Independent
Broadcasters met in Chicago, Sept.
22 with Harold A. Lafount, former
Commissioner and Bulova executive, as temporary president. Chairman Fly was a principal speaker
at the meeting as was Mr. Craney.
About 200 broadcasters were
present.
The organization scheduled a
full scale convention for December
but because of the international
situation the convention was not
held. In a telegraphic poll George
B. Storer was elected president and
L. B. Wilson, owner of WCKY
Cincinnati, vice president. A board
of 15 was set up.
Another group which was
formed during November was the
Network Affiliates Inc., a successor to the Independent Radio Network Affiliates, a trade group
which had been active within the
NAB for several years. Eugene
C. Pulliam, WIRE Indianapolis,
was elected president at the meeting Nov. 18 at which it was urged
that the NAB be recognized.
Many other events of importBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

was retained as
general manager.
The first of the
annual Peabody
awards were
made on March 29
at a dinner in
New York with
CBS winning the
network award.
Mr. Shaw
In the large station group WSB
Atlanta, K N X
Los Angeles, WCAU Philadelphia,
WBAP Fort Worth, WOR New
York and WGEO (shortwave)
Schenectady were recognized for
various contributions. In medium
station group WJJD Chicago,
WQXR New York, WOW Omaha,
KSTP St. Paul, WBHX New York,
WRC-WMAL Washington received
recongition while in the smaller
station group, KVOS Bellinaham
Wash., received a citation.
The House, on Aug. 4, passed a

bill to impose a 5 to 15-/^ tax on
annual net time sales of stations
doing a gross business of $100,000
and over. The bill was later killed
in committee.
Death claimed several prominent
radio figures during the year.
Thomas W. Symons Jr., 52, radio
pioneer and part owner with Ed
Craney of KXL Portland, KGIR
Butte and owner of KFPY Spokane, died on Oct. 2. Dr. Frank
Conrad, often called the "father
of radio," died on Dec. 10 in Florida and on Dec. 22 death claimed
Scott Howe Bowen, 53, president
and owner of WBIX Utica and
pioneer agency man.
At the end of 1941 FM Broadcasters estimated a minimum of
180,00 FM sets were in use. There
were 22 fulltime commercial FM
stations.
(Chronology continues on page 130)
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The local advertiser knows his market! And in Cincinnati, the local advertisers
choose WKRC!
Here's why:
Of the 1,302,371 persons living within the listening area of WKRC, 74.4% are
habitual listeners to this popular Columbia station (Price Waterhouse Survey)
— an audience of practically a million listeners spending an annual income
of $235,000,000!
WKRC carries Columbia's finest programs.
It SELLS your product,
because it presents your product in company with the best on the air!
Right at the top of the dial, with 1000 watts power, 100% modulation,
finest Western Electric equipment, including double turntables for both
33 and 78 r.p.m., and a full 19-hour unbroken schedule every day,
WKRC offers you every facility and advantage!
It reaches the buyers
. . it sells them ... it keeps them sold !
That's why these and 60 other advertisers "on the ground" choose
WKRC.
They know the listening habits and buying habits of this
vast million-buyer market.
And they know that for RESULTS—
profitable, low-cost SALES — //if station to use in Cincinnati is

THE
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RADIO
OPERATING

CINCINNATI,
WKRC

WKRC-TV

Now 3 stations — WKRC, AM-TV-FM
3,311,771
^^838,510

persons

annual

l^'cBS program
^^5000

WKRC-FM

(Transit Radio)

in the WKRC area

Radio Homes in BMB regular

3 Billion

INC.

listening

area

income

ratings were never higher

watts — since 1937

Combined facilities no other Cincinnati Station can offer —
AM, TV and Transit Radio — with coordinated promotion and
merchandising.
Do not list combined
^St

ill the only CBS basic station

OP£RAT£D

/{Ff/L//KT£D
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would take too much room
in the Rich Ohio Valley
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194
year opened less than a
ANEW
month after the Pearl Harbor attack had started a
lete upheaval of the nation's
compnom
eco y. Excitement and chaos
appeared in all parts of government, military and business operations. This was reflected in broadcasting as station and network
owners wondered what the months
ahead had in store for them.
Fortunately experienced heads
maintained outward calm behind
the industry's microphones, and
their guidance was responsible for
quelling of nationwide as well as
worldwide jitters. Panicky citizens
and officials quickly caught the
spirit and the quieting influence of
broadcasting was widely hera.lded
in and out of government.
Actually many broadcast executives had been through difficult
days and sleepless nights as they
wondered what Uncle Sam might
do to their business operations.
They were still wondering as 1942
opened whether bombing attacks
might put them off the air or induce complete industry control by
the military. And they were wondering how far the government
might go in deciding exactly what
they might say, and not say, on
the air.
Even before a formal censorship

code could be drawn, broadcasters
were publicly praised by White
House Secretary Stephen T. Early,
speaking on behalf of President
Roosevelt, for their observation of
voluntary censorship. This tribute,
coming in the final days of 1941,
was made as the new Office of
Censorship was conferring with
industry leaders.
Byron Price, Director of Censorship, and J. Harold Ryan, of the
Fort Industry stations, who served
as industry representative,upstarted building
fromd - December
the NAB's
mi
wartime code.
The formal OC
code was released
Jan. 16, carrying a
voluntary observance theme that
was to live in raMr. Price
dio history as an
example of effective industry cooperation. Some complaints arose
about restriction of ad libbing but
in general the code was well received and the industry quickly fell
in line.
Refinements in the document
were drafted on the basis of experience, leading to a revised code
dated June 15. Rules covering for-

Collins 12Z
remote amplifier

eign language broadcasts were
strengthened, ad libbing was restricted further and a clause inserted to limit mention of possible
enemy air attacks.
In the developments of a government war machine there naturally
arose the problem of siphoning
governmental broadcasts into the
industry's facilities. A tug-of-war
had been going on for well over a
year as federal agencies tried to
capture this needed function.
President Roosevelt resolved the
dispute by setting up within Office
of Facts & Figures a radio division to serve as clearing house for
governmental broadcasting. Two
industry officials were named coordinator and assistant, respectively— William B. Lewis, recently
resigned as CBS program vice
president, and Douglas Meservey,
NBC assistant to the program vice
president.
Carrying out the industry's
voluntary enforcement of censorship rules
NAB's
Compliancethe
Committee
Feb. Code
6 adopted
its own suggestions to ensure maximum good taste in handling war
news. Basic ideas had been drawn
up
by the
Broadcaster's
Victory
Council,
organized
in late January
to serve as liaison with all federal
agencies handling
radio matters.
Chairman of the
council was John
Shepard 3d,
Yankee network
president, with
0. L. (Ted) Taylor, general manager of the Taylor-Howe-Snowden stations, as
executive
secretary.

PROmr

YOUR

SPORTS

BROADCASTS

experience
Madison, Wisconsin,
as Here's
told bytheChief
Engineerof V.WKOW,
A. Vanderheiden
in a letter
last November:
"You may be interested to know that the Collins 12Z
(with the automatic changeover to battery feature) saved
the day for us at the Wisconsin-Indiana football game
last Saturday. The power failed at the field during halftime and most of the other stations carrying play-by-play
were cut off until midway in the fourth quarter. We fed
several other stations in Wisconsin during the emergency.
probablybutnever
quite12Z
safeinwith
any"Our
otherengineers
remote will
equipment
the feel
Collins
the
future."
Get a Collins 12Z now, from stock, and protect all your
sports and other remote programs every month in the
year. Write, phone or wire your nearest Collins office.
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
1 1 W. 42nd St.
NEW YORK 18

2700 W. Olive Ave.
BURBANK

Dogwood Rood/ Fountain City
KNOXVILLE
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Mr. Shepard

With the governmental war machine rapidly moving into action,
federal officials were anxious to
rally public support for the measures being taken. The War Production Board and the FCC adopted
a mid-February order, on advice
of the Defense Communications
Board, which froze the existing
broadcast structure and limited
new construction. FCC went on
record to the effect that adequate
broadcast standards were essential
to the war effort and that every
part of the country should receive
good service.
Form War Ad Council
To Coordinate Industry Effort
To bi'ing all media into a joint
agency for promotion of the war
effort, advertisers, agencies and
media formed the War Advertising
Council, an agency that was to
continue its coordinating job in
the post-war years. Chester J. La
Roche, Young & Rubicam, was
designated chairman. Quickly this
council went into action, cooperating with government agencies
handling morale-building and prop-

aganda functions.
An official policy governing release of war information was drawn
up in mid-March by the Office of
Facts & Figures, pledging the
American people would get all war
news, good or bad, if its publication would not aid the enemy. The
policy was designed to guide reporters and commentators.
In mid- June President Roosevelt
combined a half-dozen war information agencies, setting up the
Office of War Information. Elmer
Davis, CBS commentator, was
named director and Milton Eisenbrother of
Gen. deputy
"Ike" and
veteran hower,
federal
official,
director.
OFF Reports Americans
Depend on Radio for News
Just before this action, Office of
Facts & Figures had shown in a
surveycansthat
"a majority
Amerihave come
to rely ofupon
the
radio, rather than upon newspapers, as the primary source of
their news about the war; they express greater confidence in broadcast, than in printed, news on the
ground that it is swifter, more condensed, more accurate, and gives a
greater sense of personal contact
with
and events.
." up,
A persons
month after
it was. . set
OWI was rolling along at top speed.
Gardner Cowles Jr., president of
Iowa Broadcasting Co., was named
assistant director in charge of all
OWI domestic operations. Serving
under Mr. Cowles, Kenneth R.
Dyke, former NBC advertisingpromotion director, was named
director of a Bureau of Campaigns.
To implement OWI's operation
Mr. Davis in mid-September issued
a regulation requiring that all
plans or proposals for new or continuing series, or individual radio
programs for government agencies
be submitted to the OWI Radio
Bureau for clearance. Thus OWI
became the clearing house for federal use of the broadcast medium.
OWI Buys Alaska Time
To Beam to Troops
Desiring to keep American troops
supplied with radio service, OWI
made arrangements to buy blocks
of time over stations in Alaska.
industry's
withinso
theTheUnited
States stations
itself were
faithful in carrying out their war
role that Mr. Davis told Congress
in early October that stations and
networks were contributing time
worth $64 million a year at commercial rates for war agencies.
Seventeen broadcast officials were
appointed in mid-October to serve
as regional consultants to OWI.
They were vested with the task of
working with OWI branch offices.
Winding up the year, OWI
adopted a broad-gauged federal
program allocation plan, effective
the following Jan. 18, and scheduling transcribed programs and
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scripts available for local sponsorship,
The Office of Censorship moved
along quietly and smoothly through
the last half of the year. Broadening its supervision of foreign
tongue programs, Assistant Director J. Harold Ryan set up a
special fomgn- language section
headed by Robert K. Richards, his
assistant.
U. S. broadcasters had stark
realization of what war could
mean shortly after Pearl Harbor.
plan, the four staBy prearranged
tions in Manila were dismantled
and destroyed before the Philippine
capital was overrun by the Japanese.
Stations Feel Impact
Of War in Operations
With the censorship and information agencies of the government quick to get their operations
under way, stations felt the war's
impact in many phases of their
daily operations. Their actual revenues hadn't suffered to any extent
in the last-month of 1941 but they
wondered what to expect in the
months to come despite predictions
that time sales would smash all
records.
In Congress legislation was set
in motion to establish universal
daylight time. A local Army official on the West Coast had banned
network testimonials and request
programs, '-.causing a temporary
flurry of excitement. NAB's board
was called for a meeting on war
emergency matters. Talk of priorities and a radio freeze was heard
frequently.
At the end of January the FCC
halted all future construction of
stations in areas receiving primary
service from one or more stations,
pending issuance of a formal order
by Donald jVI. Nelson, chief of the
War Production Board. The formal
freeze order was handed down Feb.
24, with considerable discretion left
to the FCC. C. M. Jansky Jr., of
Jansky & Bailey, was named chief

of the WPB Communications
Branch radio section.
As mobilization gobbled up
American youth, stations started
to feel the manpower shortage.
Selective Service officials ruled that
deferment of station employes belonged in the hands of local draft
boards; -Criteria in deferment was
based on availabilty of replacement
and value of the employe to his station.
FCC, on recommendation of Defense Communications Board, relaxed operator requirements, easing
the situation somewhat in control
rooms and transmitter houses.
First real test of station behavior under war conditions occurred Feb. 25 when Southern
California broadcasters were
blacked out for six hours wften it
was feared enemy planes were over
the area. Shelling of an oil field
by a submarine led to a temporary
radio blackout. The two scares
found broadcasters responding
quickly to blackout orders.
The calm handling of war news
by broadcasters was credited with
quieting nationwide excitement
that promised to develop into hysteria.
Cancellations Are Offset
By News Show Sponsors
Station operators were concerned
dm-ing the early days of the war
by effects of federal restrictions on
inventories and shortages in industries buying time. Some cancellations developed but most of these
were more than offset by sponsors
buying news programs.
War Production Board clamped
down on construction by setting up
a license system for all new building costing over $5,000. Receiving
set manufacturers converted as
rapidly
as possible to war production.
Going far beyond previous freeze
orders, the Defense Communications Board recommended that
WPB and FCC declare a complete
stoppage of all broadcast construc-

\ TO BE EFFECTIVE Jan. 1, 1942, Edward B. Marks, president of Edw. B. Marks
Music Corp., signs the contract transferring the performing rights to more
than 15,000 songs from ASCAP to BMI. Looking on are (I to r) Merritt E.
Tompkins, vice president and general manager of BMI (seated); Sydney Kaye,
BMI general counsel; Max Marks (brother); Herbert Marks (son).
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tion. WPB gave radio a fairly high
preference rating for maintenance,
repair and operating supplies.
Selective Service officials placed
broadcastng fourth on the list of
seven most important occupations on which deferments should
be based.
Frank Mcintosh, Fort Industry Co. technical
supervisor, was
named chief of
the WPB radio
section under
Mr. Mcintosh
LeightonH.
Peebles, chief of
the Communications Branch, succeeding Mr. Jansky, who was assigned to special duty in the Army
Air Force.
In a freeze order issued May 4,
FCC left the way open for emerstances. gency cases and special circumTalk arose around the industry
on behalf of a pooling of critical
items needed to keep stations on
the air. A pooling plan was sent
to WPB May 21 by Defense Communications Board, backed by NAB
endorsement. DCB recommended
that FCC administer the pool. WPB,
however, didn't respond to the
plan and NAB acted to set up a
voluntary pool pending government
action.
As successor to DCB, a new
Board of War Communication took
an industrywide survey of transmitting tubes in use or available.
WPB Sept. 21 issued an order
barring all non-essential electronic
production and restricting inventories.

ALBUQUERQUE
NEW

MEXICO

whose City-Notionol index to retail sales (September, 1950, compared
to September, 1949) is
well above average.*
Sales Monogement, Sept., 1950.

KVER
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Selective Service Declares
Broadcast Jobs Critical
Thetionindustry's
was cleared manpower
somewhat situawhen
Selective Service defined as critical
a score of broadcast occupations.
After all the months of discussion, FCC put the industry on a full
wartime basis in early November
by reducing all transmitter radiated
power by one decibel, effective Dec.
1. WPB issued a replacement tube
order to insure continued operation of civilian radio sets. FCC took
another step toward pooling when
it sent a questionnaire to all stations to obtain data on availability
of parts.
For the Commission, with its
function of regulating the ether
and granting permits, the first full
war year was fraught with delicate
and difficult problems. As the year
opened the Dept. of Justice filed
civil anti-trust actions against
RCA-NBC and CBS, going beyond
the FCC's own network regulations
and coming just 12 days in advance of Federal court hearings in
New York on the network injunction suits against the FCC's
regulations.
The Federal court in New York
Feb. 21 held it had no jurisdiction
to rule on validity of the FCC's
(Continued on page 134-)

CHECK SRDS FOR RATES
HOOPER RADIO AUDIENCE INDEX
City Zone, Albuquerque, N. M., Spring 1950
SHARE OF RADIO AUDIENCE
TIME
KVER 30.7 22.6 10.2
SUNDAY
SATURDAY
S:00 PM-thru 10;00
PM
21.3
32.1
30.6
30.6 14.8 16.7
1:00 SUNDAY
PM -6:00 PM
11.5
34.0
MONDAY
iKru
PBIDAY
23.9
21.6
l&OO AM- 12 00 Noon
MONDAY 'K/u FRIDAY 23.0 50.0
Slation D'
ItOO MooB-3 00 PM 30.9
30.6 Slo(ion"B"
36.6
9.7
MONDAY
3rOO PM Ihru- 6-00fSIDAY
PM
Sloi;or"C" 7.4
M. G. M. Radio AttracHons.
Local ond National Sporfs.
Only Albuquerque Station with
morning, afternoon, and evening
Spanish programs.
WM. T. KEMP, President
KEITH TYE, Monoger
PAUL KEHLE, Sales Monoger
BERT LEBHAR, III, Ass't Manager

FORJOE
6- CO.
INEW YORK
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N THE AIR LONGER than any other TV station
o,
in the New York metropolitan area, this key network station of the National Broadcasting Company

is setting a

record for on-air time— with more than 312 hours of local
and network transmission a month to a potential audience
oi IV2 million families.
Well-known

in the business for its high-quality pro-

graming. . . and technical excellence of operation . . . we
are proud that WNBT

is supported by RCA

television

equipment throughout the station!
For instance, a complete transmitter room— with all
associated equipment. Everything in field equipment— including microwave relays. Film projection equipment. Remote video relay switching. Studio control room equipment.
Control consoles, amplifiers, projection changeovers, synchronizing generators, power supplies, etc.
When

you face up to the job of planning your TV

station ... or add on facilities to your operations . . . select
the same equipment the key network stations use. Go RCA!
Your RCA

Television Equipment Sales Engineer is at

your service.
From camera lens to antenna — everything in WNBT is RCA! ^
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network rules. On appeal by the
networks, the court March 2 decided to stay effective date of the
regulations. The U. S. Supreme
Court decided March 16 to hear
the case and on June 1 sent the network rules back to the Federal
district court in New York for full
review on the merits. The court in
New York dismissed the NBC and
CBS injunction petitions Nov. 16,
continuing its stay order until appeal could be taken to the Supreme
Court, which scheduled a hearing
for early 1943.
Another important decision by
the court, handed down Sept. 12,
held that a broadcast station has
a definite right acquired through
its operating license and the FCC
cannot tamper with or degrade a
station's facilities without giving
it a hearing.
Early in the year rumblings were
heard on Capitol Hill pointing toward a Congressional investigation
into the FCC's affairs. Rep. Eugene
Cox (D-Ga.) introduced a probe
resolution Feb. 2.
SCOTUS Upholds Right
Of Stay Orders Against FCC
An important Supreme Court
ruling April 6 upheld right of the
U. S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia to issue stay
orders against FCC decisions.
The U. S. Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia upheld
the FCC in permitting subpoena of
witnesses and conducting a newspaper ownership investigation, but
it also served notice on the Commission that it should not discriminate against newspaper ownership.
FCC held hearings during the
spring months but reached no decision during the year. FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly was
questioned at length on the Commission's newspaper ownership proceedings during Senate committee
hearing on his nomination by
President Roosevelt to continue in
office another seven years. The
Senate confirmed
nomination
June 29.Chairman Fly's
The only inquiry into FCC's
policies held during the year was
that of the House Interstate &
Foreign
Commerce Committee,

which heard testimony over a 10week period in the spring and early
summer. This hearing dealt with
the Sanders Bill to curtail FCC's
powers. FCC Chairman Fly testified eight times against the bill,
with Comr. T. A. M. Craven favoring it as leader of an FCC minority.
The Sanders Bill was still in committee as the year ended.
While the netwoi'ks were in the
throes of legal proceedings all during 1942, they
also experienced
the normal ups
and down s —
mostly ups — - of
business enterprises. As a rethe netw o r ksult ofmonopoly
rules, forcing
RCA to divest itself of one of its
Mr. Woods
networks, RCA
Jan. 9 announced formation of Blue
Network Co., a separate whollyowned subsidiary of RCA. Mark
Woods was elected president and
Edgar Kobak executive vice president. The company started with $2
million working capital.
Mutual network Jan. 10 filed a
SIO million suit against RCA-NBC
charging conspiracy in time-option
provisions of affiliation contracts.
Total network sales for 1941
were estimated by Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS research director, at $107
million, 10% above 1940.
In early February the four networks, as part of their extensive
war activities, joined in producing
a program, This Is War, in cooperures. ation with Office of Facts & FigKlauber, Keston Get
New CBS Positions
CBS revamped its executive staff
March 25 by naming Edward
Klauber chairman of the executive
committee and Paul W. Kesten vice
president and general manager.
William S. Paley, continued as
president. In mid-May CBS dedicated a Latin American hookup,
with 76 affiliates. Research Director Stanton and Paul M. Hollister,
agency official, were elected CBS
vice presidents in September. In
August CBS had bought WEEI
Boston from Boston Edison Co. for
$500,000. The network had been
leasing the station.

1942 — AMERICA'S first year of active participation in World War II was
marked by the intensifying of radio's effort toward the goal of victory. Left
photo: At Hollywood conference of J. Walter Thompson Co. executives, advancement of the war effort through coordination of network programs was
discussed by (I to r) Daniel Danker, Southern California vice president in
charge of radio; Norton W. Mogge, Los Angeles office manager; Stanley
Resor, JWT president, and Norman Strouse, San Francisco executive. Center
photo: As a security measure, entire staff of KMBC Kansas city, led by

Network billings in general more
than held their own during the wartorn months of 1942, all four
hookups showing an increase during the first half of the year. The
new Blue network continued to
prosper and Aug. 1 the NBC and
Blue networks split up their joint
Washington operation. Frank M.
(Scoop) Russell continued to direct NBC's capital office. Kenneth
H. Berkeley, who had managed
WRC (NBC) and WMAL (Blue),
was named Blue representative and
manager of WMAL.
NBC effective Aug. 1 granted an
extra over-all 10% discount to
sponsors using the full 125-station
hookup. Similar arrangements were
in effect on other networks.
NBC's parent company, RCA,
dedicated the industry's most elaborate research laboratory at Princeton, N. J.
Mutual departed from precedent
in November by naming Dr. Miller
McClintock, executive director of
the Advertising
Council, as its
first salaried
president. W. E.
Macfarlane,
iness managerbusof
the Chicago
Tribune and one of
Mutual's found- Dr. McClintoch
ers, continued as
chairman of the
executive committee and Alfred J.
McCosker, president of WOR New
York, continued as chairman of the
board. Fred Weber continued as
network general manager.
Network rates were placed under
scrutiny of the Federal Trade Commission but FTC explained it was
merely a preliminary study.
As the year ended the important
Yankee and Colonial Networks in
New England were sold to General
Tire & Rubber Co.
Networks and stations alike were
harried during the year by difficulties with the American Federation
of Musicians. AFM President
James C. Petrillo decreed that all
recording and transcribing of music
for public consumption would cease
Aug. 1. In a letter to record and
transcription manufacturers, dated
June 25, Mr. Petrillo notified them
their licenses to make recordings
would expire July 31 and would not
be renewed.

The Dept. of Justice promptly
went to court, asking an injunction, but the suit was dismissed
Oct. 12 by Federal Judge John P.
Barnes, in Chicago, on the ground
that it was a labor dispute. A short
time prior to the decision the Senate had adopted the Clark resolution calling for an investigation of
the AFM. Sen. Worth Clark (Ding.
Idaho) introduced legislation Sept.
23 to curtail authority of the AFM
president to interfere with recordSenate Sets Up Group
To Probe AFM Recording Ban
A special Senate subcommittee
to investigate the AFM recording
ban named Herbert M. Bingham,
Washington attorney, as counsel
and directed that hearings begin
Jan. 12, 1943. Dept. of Justice took
an appeal
Judge
Barnes'
decision to thefrom
U. S.
Supreme
Court.
While war was going on all over
the world, NAB had a little war all
its own. Rumblings of discontent,
heard during the winter, erupted
in March into a threatened reorganization, with demands for new
leadership and removal of networks
from active membership.
The NAB board, at a March 1920 meeting in New York, served
notice it would defend President
Neville Miller to the limit. This
amounted to a vote of confidence.
Intra-industry discord was put
aside at the NAB convention May
11-14 in Cleveland as broadcasters
decided to devote their efforts to the
job of providing maximum war
service. The convention voted active
membership for networks.
In early March Walter J. Damm,
WTMJ Milwaukee, had been elected
president of FM Broadcasters Inc.,
formed to promote that form of
aural broadcasting.
Another
ciation.assoNetwork
Affiliates Inc.,
was formed in
mid-May to work
apart but not
against
President NAB.
was
Eugene C. Pulliam, WIREdianapolis. At the
InMr. Pulliam

same time Independent Radio
Network
ates was dissolved.
It had Affilibeen

Manager Arthur B. Church (pictured), was finger-printed for the local police
files as well as the FBI. Right photo: Government wartime messages were
the topic of September conferences with Washington officials of the OWI.
Attending (I to r) were Don Belding, Los Angeles vice president of Lord &
Thomas; Jack Smalley, Hollywood manager of BBDO; Nat Wolff, OWi
deputy chief in charge of Hollywood office; Seymour Morris, chief of allocation division of OWI; Douglas Meservey, OWi deputy chief of Washington
bureau; and Sidney N. Strotz, western division vice president of NBC.

formed in the late '30s primarily
to meet the music-copyright crisis.
Again during the summer discontent was apparent among NAB
members. This led to formation
Sept. 25 of a competitive association, American Broadcasters Assn.
Its founders included John Shepard
3d, of Yankee Network and chairman of Broadcasters Victory Council; Mr. Damm; James D. Shouse,
WLW-WSAI Cincinnati; Mr. Pulliam; George B. Storer, president
of Fort Industry Co. as well as National Independent Broadcasters ;
Harry Bannister, WWJ Detroit;
E. B. Craney, Z-Bar Network;
Stanley Hubbard, KSTP St. Paul;
0. L. (Ted) Taylor, of TaylorHowe-Snowden stations and BVC
executive secretary.
Though ABA wanted Mr. Miller
removed as president, the NAB
board at a special mid-October
meeting gave him a new vote of
confidence. ABA conducted a
survey of station reaction and decided in mid-November to abandon
the whole project.
It was a good business year despite all the disturbing war influences, judging by statements of
industry leaders at the yearend,
promising to surpass the $237.6
million gross time sales in 1941
($176.3 million net), as estimated
in January by Broadcasting Yearbook. FCC's 1941 analysis, appearing in November, placed 1941
net time sales at $178.1 million.
The U. S. Census Bureau had announced Aug. 3 that as of April
1940 82.8^^0 of U. S. Homes had
radio receivers.
The year saw many industry
figures leave their desks and microphones to take part in the war effort. The military services drew
such persons as David Sarnolf,
RCA president and NBC chairman,
who entered the Signal Corps;
Harry C. Butcher, CBS Washington vice president, who became
aide to Gen. Eisenhower; John A.
Kennedy, head of West Virginia
Network, to the Navy; Edward M.
Kirby, NAB public relations director, to head the Army's radio
section, and Frank E. Pellegrin,
NAB director of broadcast advertising, to the same section, to mention just a few of those in the
industry who
donned uniform.
Several pioneers
in the Industry died during
the year. Among
them were Graham McNamee,
announcer; Dr.
John R. Brinkley,
onetime Kansas
and Mexican
Mr. McNamee
broadcaster; Maj.
Gen.
C. McK.
Saltzman, chairman of the Federal
Radio Commission from 1980 to
1932; C. Roy Hunt, general manager of KOIN and president of
KALE Portland, Ore.; Paul H. La
Stayo, president of WAAT Newark; Edward A. Hanover, vice
president in charge of manufacturing and broadcast operations,
Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg.
Corp.
October 16, 1950

1943
AFTER more than a year's experience in operation under
war conditions, the broadcastindustry found itself in harmony
with
most This
of thewas
government's
officials.
especially key
the
case at Office of Censorship and
Office of War Information.
As the year was getting under
way, key broadcasting and OWI
officials had just completed a threeday conference in which a plan was
drawn up for government war-effort programs. Heart of this plan
was a five-weekly quarter-hour program, slated for Feb. 1 inauguration, to be available for sponsorship
on all stations. A station allocation plan was adopted by OWI to
aid broadcasters in planning war
information programming.
One of the first radio war heroes
was Lt. Thomas
E. Knode, of

NBC Washingington, who received the Distinguished Service Cross for exism in action.traordinaryLt.heroKnode was twice
wounded near Buna, New Guinea,
on Dee. 5, 1942.
Later he was proLt. Knode
moted to captain
and before the year ended had returned to his duties as NBC Washington news editor.
Broadcasters were granted important manpower relief in a revised list of critical occupations issued Jan. 28 by Selective Service
officials.
Though WLW Cincinnati had
been directed to cease operating

GIVES

YOU

with 500 kw the first of the year,
it was authorized to continue engineering tests at peak power of
750 kw. The plant was earmarked
for use in psychological warfare.
Off.ce of Censorship announced
Feb. 10 a revision of its code to
centralize domestic activities and
strengthen supervision of foreign
language broadcasts.
As War Production Board perfected its technique, Frank H. Mcintosh was promoted in March to
assistant director of the WPB Radio Division under Ray C. Ellis.
The OWI's series of quarter-hour
programs, started in February,
continued to attract sponsors and
by mid-March stations all over the
country had sold the series locally
or regionally. War industries were
using radio time in larger quanti(Continued on page 136)
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ties on the networks.
Several states were operating
on standard time despite governmental decree specifying Fedral
time, and high military officials
criticized dissenting states.
President Roosevelt settled an
internal dispute over handling of
psychological warfare activity by
transferring propaganda functions
to OWI, under Director Elmer
Davis. OWI's Radio Bureau estimated in March that broadcasters
had donated $87 million in time and
talent to OWI war messages. The
one-year total was estimated later
in the year (November) by OWI
at $103 million.
Phillip H. Cohen was named in
early April to be assistant chief of
the OWI Radio Bureau, succeeding
Douglas W. Meservey. Richard F.
Conner was named head of the Station Relations Division.
Capt. Joseph
Redmond was
again named by
the Navy as director of Naval
communications,
succeeding Capt.
Carl F. Holden,
given a battleship command. A
prominent industry executive,
Mr. Storer
George B. Storer,
president of the
Fort Industry stations, entered the
Navy in mid-April as a lieutenant
commander.
Hoyt Named to OWI
In Domestic Branch
OWI withdrew its quarter-hour
series from sponsorship in midMay, effective July 30, after many
stations had complained the program lacked name talent attractive
to sponsors. Palmer Hoyt, editor
and publisher of the Portland Oregonian (KGW-KEX), was named
assistant director of OWI in charge
of the Domestic Branch, succeeding Gardner Cowles Jr., who resigned to return to his business
interests.
At the end of May President
Roosevelt named James F. Byrnes
head of the new Office of War
Mobilization. Judge Byrnes resigned as economic stabilization director to take the position. His
assistant, Walter J. Brown, vice
president of WSPA and WORD
Spartanburg, S. C, remained with
him.
W. B. Lewis resigned in June as
assistant director of the OWI Domestic Branch. Later he became
executive vice president and general manager of American Network (FM).
Maj. Gen. Harry C. Ingles was
nominated Chief Signal Officer of
the Army succeeding Maj. Gen.
Dawson Olmstead, who retired June
30. Another industry figure, Samuel R. Rosenbaum, president of
WFIL Philadelphia, entered the
Army special reserve as a lieutenant colonel.
Page 136
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At the Office of Censorship, Eugene Carr left the Broadcast Division to become assistant to the
president of the G. A. Richards
stations.
Radio had its biggest wartime
news assignment Sept. 8 when
Italy surrendered. Gen. Dwight
D. Eisenhower read the proclamation and his voice was carried by
radio throughout the world.
The flow of broadcasting leaders
into wartime work continued. In
early October William S. Paley,
CBS president, accepted an OWI
assignment at Gen. Eisenhower's
headquarters, and was commissioned colonel. At OWI's Washington office Phil Cohen succeeded
Don Stauffer as chief of the Domestic Radio Bureau. Mr. Stauffer
returned to Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York.
First major relaxation in wartime censorship rules occurred Oct.
18 when the Office of Censorship
eased its rules covering broadcasting of weather reports. J. Harold
Ryan, OC assistant director, praised
cooperation of broadcasters in observing the weather ban. With its
lifting, stations were quick to resume reports, a source of substantial revenues.
Two months after the Italian
surrender, the
news leaked out
that a broadcasting engineer, R.
Morris Pierce,
WGAR Cleveland,
had been largely
responsible for
surrender of the
Italian Navy.
Mr. Butcher
This credit came
from Adm. Sir
Andrew Cunningham, British commander in the Mediterranean.
Comdr. Harry C. Butcher "accepted" the fleet in Gen. Eisenhower's name after Mr. Pierce had
rigged a haywire transmitter tuned
to 500 kc, the distress frequency, to
inform the Italian fleet the government had surrendered.
In another OWI change Edward
Klauber, former chairman of the
CBS executive committee, became
associate director under Elmer
Davis. He succeeded Milton S.
Eisenhower, who resigned to become president of Kansas State
College.
OWI States Policy
On News Release Decision
Wider news coverage by radio
and publications was made possible
Dec. 10 when Office of Censorship
announced it had final decision over
release of news. This policy answered complaints that local military and civil personnel had exercised arbitrary censorship powers.
A U. S. war agency. Office of Civilian Requirements, found in a nationwide study that approximately
32.5 million American families had
one or more radios, or 89% of all
families in the country.
For the broadcast advertising industry 1942 had been a good year.
Just how good the year had been
was made known in early February
when Broadcasting estimated gross

time sales at $254.8 million and net
time sales at $191 million, 6.1%
over 1941. Again the industry attained new sales records whereas
competing media had trouble holding their own during the difficult
war year.
Also brightening the early part
of 1943 was the revelation by Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting that listening had increased
during the war months. Another
survey showed 59,340,000 radio sets
in operation in the United States.
An important agency development at the turn of the year was
dissolution of Lord & Thomas and
creation of a new agency, Foote,
Cone & Belding.
Petrillo Appears Before
Senate Probe Committee
There were dark portents in the
broadcasting realm ere 1943 had
proceeded many days. AFM President James C. Petrillo, appearing
before a Senate investigating committee headed by Sen. Worth Clark
(D-Idaho), finally agreed he would
draw
up a beprogram
"demands"
that must
fulfilled ofbefore
settlement of the six-month AFM ban on
phonograph and transcription recording. A few days later Mr. Petrillo pulled AFM musicians off
CBS and Blue network remote
dance pickups because of a local
dispute in Pittsburgh.
In an era of continually mounting
costs, the industry benefited by
substantial AT&T rate reductions
covering network lines.
By March 1 the music impasse

WHILE

was becoming more acute as recording and transcription companies formally rejected a demand
by each
Mr. recording.
Petrillo for
fees"it
on
They"fixed
termed
a "starling new kind of social
philosophy."
Recorders
and transcribers on March
19 asked
Mr.
Petrillo to confer on the recording
ban March 24, but the AFM head
put the meeting off to April 15.
This session proved futile.
AFM-industry negotiations were
broken off May 13 when AFM demanded transcribers withhold their
recordings from .stations cited as
unfair by AFM. The impasse continued until late September when
Decca Records and World Broadcasting System, its transcription
subsidiary, broke off from the rest
of the industry and agreed to permit royalty fees on recordings.
A month later four large independent transcription producers
signed with AFM and resumed
recording after 14-month shutdowns. That broke the back of
industry resistance to the musicians' union.
Blue network intensified its musical programming in mid-March
1943 by naming Paul Whiteman
director of music.
Network scheduling suffered setbacks during the 1943 winter and
spring months as several midwestern states refused to abide by Federal daylight saving time. Eventually these deviations brought
pleas from high government and
military officials in which the en(Continued on -page 138)
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tire nation was asked to cooperate
in observing war time.
An anti-trust suit that had been
pending against RCA was dropped
March 27 by the Dept. of Justice,
without explanation.
In a nationwide survey Life
magazine found that 91.9% of
families reported having radio
sets, though 4.2% reported sets
out of order.
Fort Industry Co., owning several stations, in mid-May bought
WFTL Fort Lauderdale, Fla., for
$275,000. It became WGBS.
While the industry was having
its troubles with the musicians'
union, another headache appeared
with notification by ASCAP that
musical programs preceded or followed by commercial announcements would be classified as commercial programs in pre-program
license contracts.
In what was to be a momentus
year in network operations, Fred
Weber resigned as general manager of Mutual network in midJune to become manager and part
owner of WDSU New Orleans.
CBS affiliate stations opened a
campaign to eliminate "cowcatcher" and "hitch-hike" announcements on sponsored programs.
CBS started testing a program
analyzer technique in mid-July,
using selected small groups as listener laboratories for evaluation
of program impact.
Federal Trade Commission,
which had been studying network
rate and discount practices, announced in late July it had found
no violations of fair trade laws
by the networks.
Historical development in the
life of broadcast
networks occurred July 30 when
Edward J. Noble, owner of
WMCA
New
York and chairman of Life Savers Corp., bought
Mr. Noble
the Blue Network
Co. for $8 million
cash. The sale was approved by
the RCA board a week later. (See
U. S. Supreme Court decision upholding FCC network monopoly

rules later in 1943 summary.)
A month later Mr. Noble sold
WMCA to Nathan Straus, New
York financier, and took over the
Blue from RCA Oct. 15. Time
Inc., publishing firm, and Chester
J. LaRoche, bought interests in
the network just before the year
ended.
Heeding the request of affiliates,
CBS announced that effective Oct.
1 it was eliminating "hitch-hike"
and "cow-catcher" announcements
from commercial programs. The
CBS Affiliate Advisory Board in
turn agreed to cooperate by limiting station-break announcements.
Blackett-Sample-Hummert
Ordered Dissolved

the decision, with demand for corrective legislation arising.
A week later the Supreme Court
issued a decision protecting existing station facilities by requiring
FCC to hold hearings before
modifying service of stations. This
decision was issued in the case of
stations seeking assignments on
the 850 kc clear channel occupied
by KOA Denver.
Earlier in the year (February)
the court had upheld Federal Judge
John P. Barnes' ruling in which a
U. S. Dept. of Justice anti-trust
suit against the AFM was thrown
out. Judge Barnes allowed a second suit of the type to come to
trial.

In July, Advertising Federation
One of the important advertisof America voiced "profound concern" over the network monopoly
ing agencies in the radio field,
decision because it gave FCC the
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, was
ordered dissolved at yearend, it right to determine the nature of
radio traffic.
was announced in later summer.
Out of it arose Dancer-FitzgeraldCongress and
the FCC spent
Hummert, with Bill Blackett openmuch of 1943 in
ing his own agency. Frank and
Anne Hummert set up Hummert
the
throes of inRadio Productions.
vestigations and
Yearend analysis by Broadcastcharges
and counter charges.
Rep.
ing showed time sales at a high
Pehr G. Holmes
level, with industry leaders pre(R-Mass.) in late
dicting new records would be set
in 1944.
January introduced abill to reThe regulatory year 1943 was
an exciting one, dominated by ConFCC
thetheHouse
organize
Rep. Cox and
gressional hearings into FCC prac- passed a resolution introduced by
tices and a U. S. Supreme Court
Rep. Eugene Cox (D-Ga.) for a
ation into the
decision
upholding
the FCC's
issu- far-reaching investig
ance of rules
regulating
monopoly
FCC's behavior.
in network practices. These rules,
which had been finally adopted Oct. Cox Heads Committee
11, 1941, were upheld in a Supreme
To Probe Commission
Court decision handed down May
10, which gave the FCC implied
Rep. Cox was named chairman
broad program control through use
of a select committee to probe the
of the phrase "control of composiFCC. The committee named Eution of that traffic." It was this
gene L. Garey, New York attorney,
phrase that eventually led to the as chief
counsel and he promptly
FCC publication of its controverted
started scouring government rec"Blue Book." The rules were schedords involving the Commission.
uled to become effective the followThen on March 8 . a bill was ining June 14.
Industry circles were upset by
troduced in the Senate, by Chair*
*
*
1943's NAB convention site was Chicago. Among the delegates:
LEFT PHOTO — seated, Howard Meighan (I), Radio Sales, New York; J.
Kelly Smith, Radio Sales, Chicago; standing, Thad Holt (I) and Ed Norton,
WAPI Birmingham.
MIDDLE PHOTO — CBS O&O managers convening in the Palmer House
(I to r): Harold Fellows, WEEI Boston; Jack Van Volkenburg, WBBM Chicago;
Merle Jones, KMOX St. Louis, and Carl Burkland, WTOP Washington.
RIGHT PHOTO — CBS vice presidents enjoying the conclave (I to r): Frank
Stanton, New York; H. Leslie Atlass, Chicago; Donald W. Thornburgh,
Hollywood.

man Burton K. Wheeler (DMont.), chairman of the Interstate
Commerce Committee, and Sen.
Wallace H. White (R-Me.) calling
for revision of the Communications Act.
All spring the House group
worked up material for its investigation. It ran into an obstacle
in July when President Roosevelt
barred some government files from
the investigators, citing conflict
with the war interest. The House
committee made charges in which
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly was impliedly given partial
responsibility for the Japanese
Pearl Harbor attack.
Chairman Fly, in turn, charged
that the Cox committee attack was
the
the "radio
monopoly"
and work
Wall ofStreet
interests.
For weeks the committee and
the FCC engaged in brisk sparring, with all sorts of political
ramifications. Finally Rep. Cox
resigned as chairman of the committee and Rep. Clarence F. Lea
(R-Calif.) was named chairman.
In November and December the
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee held hearings on the WhiteWheeler Bill.
Average Radio Salary
Jumps
7% found
Above time
'41 for its
FCC still
routine regulatory activities despite Congressional and court developments. Its statistical unit
disclosed in March that the broadcasting industry paid average salaries of $52.32 in 1942, 7% above
1941 salaries. In December FCC
announced that broadcast salaries
averaged $55.75 in 1943, 6.6% over
1942.
George Henry Payne was renominated an FCC member June
30 by President Roosevelt and the
next day the nomination was withdrawn without official explanation.
William D. Terrell resigned Aug.
9 as chief of the FCC Field Division. He was one of the original
Federal Radio Commission officials
and was often called the "father
of radio regulation."
In September the Commission
granted
sion to WGAR
move to Cleveland
1220 kc, permispaving
the way for a future 50 kw assignment.
Harry M. Plotkin became an
assistant general counsel of the
FCC
in late December when

Nathan H. David enlisted in the
Navy.
The industry's
trade association,
NAB, was deeply tied into the
war elfort in
1943 after a
flurry of internal
bickering that
had marked 1942.
Willard D. Egolf
became head of
NAB public and Mr. Egolf
industry relations, coming from KVOO Tulsa.
In line with government wishes,
the association scheduled a war
conference April 27-29 in Chicago,
i-estricting attendance. Despite
1942 dissension it had 524 members
who paid $343,075 in dues. The
war conference devoted much of
its time to war service operations,
with dissension talk at a minimum.
CBS President William S. Paley
called on the industry to improve
program service. FCC Chairman
Fly urged the industry to set up
a postwar planning board. Byron
Price, censorship director, praised
the industry for its adherence to
censorship rules but warned stations not to get "smug."
The conference discussed the
AFM recording ban, but most industry officials said the ban had
not yet hurt.
NAB's board met June 3-4 and
called for legislative safeguards to
protect radio as a free medium.
NAB Votes To Retain
Miller As President
Industry elements were still
talking about NAB administrative
changes but the board, at an extraordinary meeting July 31, voted
to retain Neville Miller as president. At the same time it set up
machinery for nomination of a
new president after expiration of
Mr. Miller's term July 1, 1944.
Robert T. Bartley, Yankee Network vice president, joined NAB
in August as war service director.
NAB'sder attack
code in
of late
practices
came when
unsummer
the CIO protested the ban on sale
of time for controversial issues.
Huge industry promotion drive
to aid sale of time to retailers was
started Oct. 12 when NAB unveiled
a $125,000 motion picture, "Air
Force and the Retailer," in Washington. This set off a series of
showings all over the country.
War service and illness took
many industry leaders during 1942.
Ira L. Grimshaw, NBC assistant
general counsel, died Jan. 1 of a
heart attack. William C. Gillespie,
vice president and manager of
KTUL Tulsa and supervising director of KOMA Oklahoma City,
died Jan. 13 as the result of a fractured skull suffered in a fall at
his home.
A radio pioneer known all
through the industry, I. R. Baker,
died Feb. 9 of a cerebral hemorrhage. He was in charge of RCA
broadcast transmitter sales and
.Tvas working on high-frequency
BROADCASTING

apparatus at the time of death.
Fred D. Fleming, news editor of
KLZ Denver, died March 10 of a
heart attack. Lt. James L. Carroll
Jr., announcer of WCSC Charleston, S. C, was killed March 12 in
the crash of an Army plane.

Allan B. Miller, director of Clear
Channel Broadcasting Service, died
May 2 after becoming ill at the
NAB War Conference.
The year 1943, second wartime
year, was an eventful one as the
industry continued its war service

and at the same time kept business
at record levels. In Washington
there was much bickering between
politicians and regulators, but
broadcasters and government war
officials cooperated completely.

transcribers. Government war
agencies became interested and the
National Labor Relations Board
panel decided in March that the
AFM ban was a dispute interfering with the war effort and urged
NLRB to use its powers to end
the strike. National War Labor
hearing.
Board granted AFM's plea for a

ing the voices and messages of
West Virginia soldiers to the folks
at home.
Aside from its war coverage and
service, the broadcasting industry
entered the year with the knowledge that net time sales in 1948
had totaled $233.9 million, 21.8%
over 1942, according to Broadcasting. Surveys showed listening was
increasing.
NBC announced in January its
programs would be available to
FM adjuncts of affiliate stations
at no cost. CBS followed suit in
a fortnight. FM Broadcasters Inc.
held a convention in New York
Jan. 26-27, laying plans for postwar expansion. FCC Chairman
James Lawrence Fly said, "FM is
of age and has come to stay." This
set in motion an active FCC campaign to boost FM.
Walter Damm Elected
President of FMBI
All manufacturers promised to
make sets, the FMBI delegates
were told. Walter J. Damm, WTMJ
Milwaukee, was elected FMBI

1944

hadforbeen
THEREing years
asters excitand
newscmany
commentators in radio's 2%decade history, but nothing could
exceed 1944 for sheer drama and
excitement.
Packed into that 12-month period
were the D-Day invasion of Europe; Republican and Democratic
conventions; autumn political campaigns and November elections,
and the continuing campaign as
U. S. troops moved eastward.
The broadcasting industry threw
all its facilities into coverage of
the momentous stories that unfolded during the year. As early as
January networks and stations
were prepared for an invasion at
any time. By June 6, when troops
hit the Normandy beaches, their
plans were so perfect that staffs
went into their routines within
minutes of the first German disclosure that France had been invaded.
Operating under strict War Production Board rules governing supplies and construction of facilities,
the industry obtained some relief
in late January when WPB eased
some of the provisions to permit
limited building of facilities.
With 6,000 industry employes
under arms, a non-military broadcaster in an official wartime role
became one of the better publicized
heroes of the worldwide conflict.
That hero was R. Morris Pierce,
chief engineer of the Psychological
Warfare Branch, Allied Force
Headquarters, who in November
of the previous year had rigged up
a haywire transmitter on the SOS
frequency and had persuaded the
Italian Navy to surrender. For
this feat he received the Marconi
Memorial Medal of Service from
Veteran Wireless Operators Assn.
By the end of 1944 Morris Pierce
again had drawn worldwide acclaim for another feat — capture of
Radio Luxembourg, with its 150
kw transmitter, in mid-November.
At Office of Censorship John E.
Fetzer, WKZO Kalamazoo, Mich.,
was named to
succeed J. Harold

Mr. Fetzer

Ryan ant as
assistdirector
for
radio, Mr. Ryan
having been elected NAB president. Radio's
wartime
role
again was lauded
in late February
by Secretary of
the Treasury

Henry
Morgenthau.
The music situation continued
acute as AFM musicians remained
on strike against recorders and
• Telecasting

In mid-June NLRB ordered
AFM to withdraw its recording
ban, at the same time approving
the AFM fee plan for creation of
an employment fund. AFM didn't
comply so President Roosevelt
asked President James C. Petrillo
to obey the order. The AFM president refused. Finally, RCA-NBC
and Columbia capitulated in midNovember to the Petrillo royalty
demands, ending a strike that had
lasted more than a year. AFM was
loser, however, in an effort to force
NBC and Blue stations in Chicago
to use AFM musicians as turntable
operators, NLRB awarding the decision to NABET.
Through the winter and spring
months networks and stations were
refining plans for coverage of the
anticipated D-Day invasion of
Europe. Shortly after midnight
June 6 (12:37 a.m.) came the first
flash tip from a Nazi source and
almost immediately the broadcast
coverage plans were in operation.
Official announcement came in the
early morning hours and broadcasting started its biggest job of
spot news reporting.
Few who heard the broadcasts,
or took part in them, will forget
the early days of the invasion as
broadcasting brought the roar of
guns right into the living room.
History was made in heavy chunks,
and rapidly, in those tense days
and every American with a radio
had a front seat at the proceedings.
The chinegovernment's
main Washington wartime
moved along
smoothly, with a
few personnel
changes. George
P. Ludlam succeeded Phil Cohen
as director of
OWI's Domestic
Radio Bureau in
April and Neville
Miller was named
deputy
chief inUNRRA
Cairo,
Mr. Ludlam
Egypt.
While networks
kept large staffs operating on the
European front, Howard L. Chernoff, news director of West Virginia Network, was the first independent broadcaster accredited as
a war correspondent. He left in
mid-summer for the front, bring-

president.
At the same time television interests were looking toward the
postwar casters
period.
BroadAssn. wasTelevision
formed Jan.
12
at a Chicago meeting. A fortnight
later Dr. Allen B. DuMont, president of Allen B. DuMont Labs,
was elected president.
Sale of WQXR New York to the
New York Times in early February for $1.1 million was first of
many 1944 station transfers. 0. L.
(Ted)est inTaylor
sold minority
interfour outlets
and bought
KTOK Oklahoma City. KFAB
Lincoln, Neb., WBBM Chicago
(CBS) and WBT Charlotte, N. C,
made a three-way contract in
which KFAB acquired control of
WBT but the deal fell through and
WBT was sold to Jefferson Standard Life Insurance Co. John J.
Louis, agency man, bought control
of KTAR Phoenix and interest in
other Arizona stations. Indianapolis News bought WIBC IndianIn March Marshall Field bought
apolis.
WJJD Chicago for $700,000. The
Washington Post acquired WINX
Washington for $500,000 in May
and the Philadelphia Bulletin
bought WPEN from the Bulova interests. Westinghouse Radio Stations bought KEX Portland from
the Portland Oregonian and the
Cowles interests acquired WHOM
Jersey City. Cowles also bought
WCOP Boston from Bulova and
named Comr. T. A. M. Craven as
vice president of the stations.
Finally,
Cowleson swapped
(Continued
page HO)WMT
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with the Democratic committee,
was named FCC Chairman in November. He succeeded Chairman
Fly, who had resigned to enter
private practice of law. Mr. Porter
took office Dec. 21 after Senate
confirmation.
Final personnel changes of the
year were appointment of John F.
Royal, of NBC, to a vice presidency in charge of television, and
naming of Theodore C. Streibert
to presidency of WOR New York
as Alfred J. McCosker moved up
to board chairmanship.
In line' with oft-heard criticism
of station break policies, WWJ Detroit in late November placed a
ban on transcribed announcements.
A few days later WJZ New York
ruled out chain break spots 8-10
p.m., except time signals.
Television Broadcasters Assn.
held its first convention in midDecember, calling
on the industry
for united TV effort. Some 750
were registered.
Jack R. Poppele,
WOR New York,
was elected president.
The Broadcast
Measurement Bureau board held
Mr. Poppele
its first meeting

1944
(Continued from pagre 139)
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, for WOL
Washington.
In September Marshall Field
took over operation of WSAI Cincinnati, formerly owned by Crosley
along with WLW Cincinnati.
An early 1944 event was February appointment of Paul Porter,
assistant to the economic stabilizer,
to be public relations director of
the Democratic National Committee.
Niles Trammell, NBC president,
announced in March that NBC's
affiliation policy would apply to its
television stations. Mutual network
decided to tighten its rules governing commercial religious programs.
Blue network was reorganized
in September into ABC network,
with Chester J. LaRoche, chairman of the executive commitee,
becoming vice chairman of the
board and operating head. Edgar
Kobak resigned Oct. 21 as executive vice president to become president of Mutual. A few weeks
later he named Robert D. Swezey,
Blue general counsel, as vice president of Mutual and Phillips Carlin, Blue program vice president,
as MBS program vice president.
Paul Porter, after a few months

Dec. 15, approving corporate articles and layingpreliminary plans for a cooperative industi-y coverage service.
NAB, as industry trade association, in January culminated months
of internal dissension by naming
J. Harold Ryan, assistant censorship director, as president to succeed Neville Miller. In the promotion field the NAB Sales Managers
Committee recommended production of an industry movie film forschool and civic showings.
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NAB Run by Networks,
Ed Craney Charges
E. B. Craney, of Z-Bar Network,
enlivened the winter scene with a
charge that NAB was run by the
networks and did not truly represent the industry. Mr. Craney was
"unofficial attache" to the Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee,
writing new radio legislation.
Lewis H. Avery, NAB broadcast advertising director, announced in April that a clinic test
of radio would be made at Joske's
department store, San Antonio.
Mr. Ryan formally assumed the
NAB presidency April 15, calling
for cooperation between NAB and
FCC. John Morgan Davis joined
NAB during the summer as general counsel in charge of labor
relations.
NAB War Conference was held
Aug. 28-31 in Chicago. Creation
of a radio circulation bureau was
approved, with Assn. of National
Advertisers and American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies adding their
approval in October.
In November the NAB board appropriated $75,000 to launch BMB.
Final NAB action of the year was

a call by President Ryan for the
industry
anniversaryto inobserve
1945. radio's 2oth
FCC experienced an exciting year
in 1944, dealing with such topics
as multiple and newspaper ownership, allocations and programming.
Starting out the year the Commission issued a tentative ruling in
which it said it "tolerates" newspaper ownership of stations. Then
a fortnight later the Commission
did an about face, leaving the way
open for newspapers to own stations and have their applications
considered on individual merits.
That ended a state of uncertainty
that had existed since March 1941.
Ewell K. Jett, chief engineer,
was nominated and confirmed as
Commissioner to fill the vacancy
created in mid-1943 when nomination of George Henry Payne for
another term was withdra\\Ti.
FCC announced in January that
total 1942 time sales were $190,147,052. Broadcasting's 1942 Yearbook had estimated in Januarj^
1943 that total 1942 income was
$191,000,000.
George P. Adair was named
FCC chief engineer to succeed Mr.
Jett.
Commission Suspends
Duopoly Order
Another FCC perennial, the multiple ownership problem, came to
the surface in April when the Commission suspended its duopoly order,
originally
scheduled
becom*^'
effective May 31.
In the to
television
field FCC ruled in May that one
company could own five video stations.
Tentative amendment was adopted in May to ease requirements on
announcement of recordings and
transcriptions but this was rejected in August. The FCC in August
announced that frequency allocation hearings would start Sept. 28.
The censorship issue arose when
a CIO local charged WHKC Columbus had not operated in the
public interest when it rejected
sponsored program material of the
union. This charge was made as
hearings
code also began
was a inCIOAugust.
target. NAB's
Allocation hearings opened before the FCC Sept. 28. Radio
Technical Planning Board urged
setting aside of 75 FM channels
in the 41-56 mc band.
FCC issued an estimated figure
for station revenue in 1943, placing the total at $154,050,661. This
covered
works. stations only, and not netJohn A. Willoughby was
named in November as FCC assistant chief engineer in charge
of the Broadcast
Division. The
year ended with
Paul Porter sitting in the FCC
chairmanship.
Mr. Willoughby
The House
Select Committee,
which had been working for

months on its FCC inquiry, ran into
a rebuff in January when J. Edgar
Hoover, FBI director, refused to
answer committee questions. He
acted under Presidential orders.
Eugene Carey quit as committee
counsel in February, charging the
investigation had become a whitewash of the FCC. John Sirica,
Washington attorney, was named
his successor in April.
In March the special Senate committee investigating the AFM reopened its hearing, calling for
drafting of legislation to curb
AFM activities.
Draft of new legislation, the
White-Wheeler bill, was completed
in May. This bill covered a long
list of changes in FCC procedure
and included a ban on sponsorship of news.
Court Upholds WJBK
Against Polish Group
Only one court decision of industrywide consequence was handed down during the year. This
occurred in Detroit when a county
court denied petition of a Polish
group to enjoin WJBK Detroit
from terminating its contract with
the group and taking the program
off the air. The station contended
the program had failed to promote
unity among population groups.
The mid-year conventions of the
Republican and Democratic parties
followed a few weeks after the
exciting D-Day events, giving
broadcasters two more major developments to report. Both conventions were covered in great detail by 300 reporters, technicians
and officials. 'The GOP plank included a "free radio" platform.
The Democratic platform made no
direct mention of radio but included afree-speech clause.
An important mid-year development in the history of Broadcasting occurred in early June when Sol
Taishoff, editor and general manager, bought the 50% interest of
Martin Codel, publisher, becoming
with Mrs. Taishoff owner of all
outstanding capital stock in the
magazine. Mr. Taishoff became
publisher and editor. In September
Robert K. Richards, assistant chief
radio censor, was named editorial
director of BROADCASTING.
A number of prominent industry
figures passed away during the
year. Arthur H. Kudner, prominent agency man, died Feb. 18 of
pneumonia. Daniel J. Danker,
West Coast vice president of J.
Walter Thompson Co., died July
5 of a heart attack. Three days
later William A. Winterbottom,
vice president and general manager of RCA Communications, died
of a heart attack.
D. E. (Plug) Kendi'ick, president
of WINN Louisville, died suddenly
July 20. Richard M. Fairbanks,
president of WIBC Indianapolis,
died July 26 after an operation.
W. E. Macfarlane, vice president
of WGN Chicago, died suddenly
Oct. 9 of a heart attack. Samuel
W. Cook, president of WFBL Syra(Continiied on page H2)
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ng history,
'S exciti
RADIO
INevents
all over the electumble
tronic escutcheon with increasing rapidity and intensity. As a
result every year was more exciting than the previous year.
Certainly 1945 was to be a year
of superlatives, surpassing even the
D-Day and other highspots of 1944.
Of special significance was the fact
that commercial broadcasting was
25 years old during the year, an
event observed all during the 12
months and culminating in the first
National Radio Week Nov. 4-10.
That week found set makers,
broadcasters, dealers and all related industries bound together in
a celebration worthy of the occasion.
January 1945 was barely under
way when the government banned
gatherings of more than 50 persons, forcing cancellation of NAB's
May convention. The broadcasting
industry was operating on a wartime basis, with 30 9f of station
personnel in uniform by early
spring.
MacArthur Broadcasts Return
of Philippines to Filipinos
First major U. S. victory was
brought to the nation in March
when Gen. MacArthur was heard
in a broadcast turning over the
Philippine government to Filipinos.
By April peace rumors were flying
and radio was alerted for the expected event. Before it could occur,
the industry was saddened by the
death of President Roosevelt April
12. All commercials were cancelled
as the industry and nation
mourned. An estimated $3 million
in advertising was thrown aside in
honor of the President.
One of Harry Truman's first
Presidential acts was to appoint J.
Leonard Reinsch, head of the Cox
stations, as radio-press secretary
but after newspapers protested, the
post was given to Charles G. Ross,
of the St. Louis Post Dispatch, and
Mr. Reinsch returned to his business afi'airs with
Presidential
radioa parttime
advisor. role of
The Nazi opposition in Europe
was falling apart in May so an
elaborate pooling arrangement was
set up in anticipation of the peace
announcement.
May 8 was V-E Day and President Truman's peace proclamation
was heard on all stations at 9 a.m.
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Before the day ended broadcasters
had cancelled a million dollars in
time charges to cover the epochal
event.
Voluntary censorship rules were
greatly relaxed along with construction controls.
Gen. Eisenhower returned to the
U. S. in mid-June, with Capt.
Harry C. Butcher. From New York
to Kansas he was given a triumphant celebration. At a Washington
luncheon he paid tribute to commercial broadcasting as a symbol
of American freedom.
When James F. Byrnes became
Secretary of State in July he
named Walter J. Brown, WSPA
Spartanburg, S. C, as special assistant.
At 7 p.m. August 14, President
Truman announced Japan had accepted surrender terms and broadcasters repeated their performance
of V-E Day. A special White
House broadcast was staged at 7 : 30
p.m., with high government officials
taking part. The idea came from
the White House itself. As the program was closing President Truman entered the room and voiced
his congratulations, saying he had
been listening on his radio.
Through the night networks and
stations brought comprehensive
coverage to listeners. In contrast,
British Broadcasting Corp. read
the surrender terms and promptly
shut off its national service for the
night after only a seven-minute
program.
Office of War Information
Abolished by Truman
President Truman abolished Office of War Information Aug. 30.
Mr. Brown left the State Dept.
in December, returning to WSPA
Spartanburg. Office of Price Administration issued its first postwar
price ceilings for radio sets in September.
The broadcasting industry, with
commercial business at record
levels, faced the year confidently.
The Broadcasting Yearbook estimated 1944 net time sales at $285
million, 25 '^r above the $228 million in 1943.
With the industry immersed in
plans to set up a system of uniform
c o v e r a g .e measurement, Hugh
Feltis, of KFAB Lincoln, Neb., was
named executive head of Broadcast
Measurement Bureau.
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In the technical field, RCA announced it had developed a TV
transmitter tube that would develop 5kw at 300 mc.
National War Labor Board ruled
in January that WMAL Washington must pay fixed fees to announcers for commercials. With
the European war moving along
nicely, station sales became common talk. First major transfer was
that of WINS New York, sold to
Crosley for $1.7 million. A few
days later WQAM Miami was sold
to the Miami News and WBYN
Brooklyn to the Newark News.
Jefferson Standard Buys WBT,
Strauss & Blosser Get KHQ
Jefferson Standard Life Insurance Co. bought WBT Charlotte for
$1.5 million and Straus & Blosser,
Chicago brokers, bought KHQ Spokane for $850,000.
Early in the year WJZ New
York, ABC key, banned transcribed
shows from 8:30 a.m. to midnight.
In February James C. Petrillo,
AFM president, placed a ban on
musical performances for television. NBC dropped middle commercials from newscasts in June.
Robert D. Swezey was moved up
to the general managership of Mutual network. CBS named Vice
President Frank Stanton general
manager and director; Joseph H.
Ream, vice president-secretary, was
named a director as was Frank K.
White, vice president-treasurer.
Comdr. Mefford R. Runyon, a vice
president on war leave, resigned
from the board to become executive
vice president of Columbia Recording Corp.
Crosley Corp. (WLW Cincinnati,
WINS New York), was sold to
Aviation Corp. for $22 million in
1944
(Continued from page HO)
cuse, died Nov. 8. Ernest H.
Gager, chief engineer of KYW
Philadelphia, died Nov. 19.
Through 12 months of turmoil
arising out of regulatory and legislative developments the broadcasting industry achieved an outstanding record of public service
as it covered the major domestic
and international events. The
autumn weeks were spiced by bitter Presidential campaigning, in
which candidates used the radio
medium heavily and successfully.
And when President Roosevelt was
renominated for a fourth term, the
entire nation heard the returns as
networks and stations put them on
the air.
The dark days of December
brought the Battle of the Bulge as
American troops fought their way
out of the war's last serious European crisis. Again the nation followed the fighting by radio, finally
hearing the cheering news as Nazi
foes were driven back.

late June. CBS acquired KQW San
Francisco for $950,000.
Paul F. Peter, NAB research director, joined BMB as executive
secretary and John Churchill, CBS
research director, took a similar
BMB post. Art King resigned from
Office of Censorship to become managing editor of Broadcasting.
The Washington Post (WINX)
bought the experimental FM station operated in Washington by
Jansky & Bailey, consultants. A
fall business roundup by Broadcasting indicated time sales would
set new records.
In late July Howard Lane was
named general manager of the
Field Enterprises' radio division. A
new development in broadcast
transmission was first disclosed in
early
by Broadcasting.
It
was August
Stratovision,
developed by
Westinghouse to provide radio networking through use of high-flying
airplanes.
An historic event of mid-summer
was a statement of confidence in
the U.S. broadcasting industry by
President Truman. In a letter to
Sol TaishofT, editor and publisher
of Broadcasting, the President
said radio was in good hands and
must be maintained as free as the
It marked the President's first
radio expression since assuming
office in April.
press.
Kirby Leads Tour
Of European Radio Facilities
A group of 10 broadcasting and
four trade paper executives took
off by plane Aug. 11 for an inspection of European broadcast facilities. Col. E. M. Kirby led the exMark Woods, as ABC president,
pedition.
assumed active direction of the
network in September. When William Benton became Assistant
Secretary of State, Subscription
Radio folded. Mr. Benton had
headed that branch of Muzak.
First station sale of the autumn
was that of WEIL Philadelphia,
transferred by Lit Brothers to
Philadelphia Inquirer for $1 million. The Boston Herald Traveler
bought WHDH Boston for $850,000 from Matheson Radio Co. The
Spokane Chronicle bought KHQ
for $1.3 million.
National Radio Week observance in November directed the nation's attention to the industry's
quarter-century of achievements.
During the week Broadcasting unveiled aseries of four mural paintings by W. B. McGill, advertising
manager of Westinghouse Radio
(Continued on page Hi)
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Stations Inc., depicting progress of
the broadcasting art.
Just before Christmas the industry received a gift from AFM
President Petrillo in the form of
a demand that all network affiliates employ musicians.
Lt. Col. John S. Hayes left the
Army in December to accept appointment as
manager of
W Q XR
and
WQXQ (FM)
New York.
The regulatory year 1945
also was an active one as the
FCC went into
AM, FM and
Mr. Hayes
TV assignments
In January FCC
proposed to place FM in the 84102 mc band and give TV 12 channels between 44 and 212 mc. That
started a stampede of protests,
followed a few weeks later by setting May 9 as date to start a
clear-channel hearing, later deferred to September. That issue,
incidentally,
hasn't yet been decided.
Charles R. Denny, general counsel, was nominated in March to
succeed Comr. T. A. M. Craven on
the FCC. In June William Henry
Wills, ex-governor of Vermont,
was nominated to succeed Norman
S. Case, who entered law practice
on expiration of his term.
In April FCC refused to renew
the license of WOKO Albany,
N.Y., charging hidden ownership.
WKHC Cited for Refusing
To Sell Time to CIO
Proposed FM and TV allocations, with alternatives, were submitted by FCC May 17, and in
July FM was moved to the 88-106
mc band. A July proceeding that
drew wide attention was the citing of WHKC Columbus for refusal to sell CIO time for controversial issue discussions.
Sale of Crosley stations to Avco
was approved in August by a 4-3
vote. A few days later FCC announced the freeze on station construction would end in October
and the rules covering station
financial reports were strengthened.
Station assignments for the 92108 mc commercial FM band were
adopted in mid-September, followed by a 13-channel TV allocation plan. Through the autumn
FCC issued AM and FM permits in
large numbers. FCC's accounting
department found 865 broadcast
stations had $194,228,101 in
broadcast revenues during 1944.
Technical standards for FM
were announced in October and
Stratovision tests were sanctioned. A new TV allocation scheme
was announced in late November.
An FCC survey of farm areas
showed that rural people like U.S.
radio. Rules for commercial TV
stations were finally adopted in
early December. Number of auPage 144 • October 16, 1950

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON
July 3, 1945Dear Mr. Talehoff;
In my opinion, the free Toice of radio never haa
faced a more Important challenge in its 25-year history than
that which lies before it now aa Allied weapons are turned
upon the last enemy of liberty. Broadcasters must direct
their energies in the future, as they have so nobly in the
past, toward the liquidation of ^11 resistance to the
principles upon which their own free charter is founded.
Our lavnnakers demonstrated admirable foresight
by decreeing that America, as. the birthplace of radio, shouldhave a free, competitive system, unfettered by artificial
barriers and regulated only as to the laws of nature and the
limitation of facilities. That this system has worlced is
demonstrated by radio's remarkable strides as a public service
medium. The wisdom of that original policy, moreover, is reflected in radio's quick transition to full-fledged war service
— a task yet unfinished. Since Pearl Harbor, American radio
has written its own Magna Charta. But beyond the day of final
victory there lie myriad problems.
Radio, with the .press, must give inspired leadership and lend its facilities to making more intimate and
workable the relationship between the people and the Government. For radio itself there are challenging days ahead.
New services are in the offing — services such as television
and JTiI broadcasting, vdiich will open new vistas of opportunity
for public service.
American radio is in good hands. With many hundreds
of new stations possible by virtue of the opening of these
new frontiers by our scientists and engineers, the free competition of the present will become even freer.
The American system has worked and must keep
working. Regulation by natural forces of competition, even
■with obvious concomitant shortcomings, Is to be preferred
over rigid Governmental regulation of a medium that by Its
very nature must be maintained as free as the press.
I salute Americans broadcasters who have been,
in their fashion, warriors for our common purpose and
solicit
their
continued zeal in the cause of freedom and
decency.
Very sincerely yours

Mr. Sol Talehoff,
Editor and Publisher,
Broadcasting Magazine,
870 National Press Building,
Washington A, 0. C.
thorized AM stations reached the
1,000 mark in December.
For NAB the year was highly
eventful, starting with cancellation of the annual convention. District meetings were held, as usual,
during the early months of the
year, featuring endorsement of
BMB as well as pledging of financial support. The NAB board at
a March meeting urged abolition
of hitch-hiker and cow-catcher
announcements.
Two months
later the board
named a new committee with broad
powers to select a
permanent president. This committee on July 14
named Justin Miller of the U. S.
Court of Appeals,
Mr. Willard
District of Columbia, as president

with a five-year $50,000-a-year
contract. A few days later the
board named A. D. Willard Jr., of
WBT Charlotte, as executive vice
president. The board abolished the
code of ethics and adopted standards of practice which did not distinguish between commercial and
sustaining time for discussion of
public issues, a code clause that
had drawn harsh comments from
FCC.
Westinghouse Radio Stations
Inc. withdrew from NAB in late
summer, dissatisfied with conduct of association affairs and
irked because it felt an NAB
broadcasting chronology had not
given proper recognition to the
1920 broadcast of KDKA Pittsburgh.
Frank E. Pellegrin returned
from the Army to his broadcast
advertising directorship at NAB.
His wartime successor, Lewis H.

Avery, entered the national representative field, forming AveryKnodel Inc.
Official Washington joined industry leaders at the Oct. 1-2
induction of Judge Miller as NAB
president. The NAB board took
part in the ceremonies. The board
arranged for absorption of FM
Broadcasters Inc. into NAB.
Later Robert T. Bartley was
named to head the NAB FM Dept.
Industry leaders met with
Judge Miller in November to consider the increasingly serious
music situation. NAB set up the
Small Market Stations Division
in mid-November under J. Allen
Brown, of WFOY St. Augustine,
Fla. Winding up the NAB year
was approval of a standard
agency contract form.
After the active 1944 series of
hearings and charges and counter-charges, 1945 was relatively
quiet on Capitol Hill. The House
Select Committee closed two years
of hearings in January with a
series of sweeping charges that
added up to proposed changes in
the Communications Act.
*
Senate Radio Gallery
Opened
by President
President
Truman formally
opened the new Senate Radio Gallery Nov. 7, taking an active part
in the ceremonies.
The judicial year had several
high spots. In January Cecil B.
DeMille lost his court fight to
prevent AFRA from suspending
him for failure to pay a $1 election assessment.
In June the U.S. Supreme Court
ruled that the FCC must decide
the ownership case involving
WOW Inc., Omaha, and Woodmen
of the World Life Insurance Co.
The U.S. Court of Appeals, 2d
District, ruled in July that networks must recognize certification
by the National Labor Relations
Board of NABET as bargaining
agent for platter turners.
The Supreme Court held in December that FCC must hold hearings where applications are mutually exclusive.
A number of leading industry
figures died in 1945. George
Henry Payne, former FCC Commissioner, died March 3. Victor H.
Hanson, owner of WSGN Birmingham, died March 13. Joseph
V. Connolly, president of King
Features Syndicate, died April 23.
Dr. George W. Young, founder of
WDGY Minneapolis, died April
27. A member of the original Federal Radio Commission, Judge
Eugene 0. Sykes, died June 21 of
a heart condition, and James H.
Hanley, who served two years on
FRC, died July 9. Walter J. Neff,
partner in the advertising agency
of Nefi'-Rogow and at one time
WOR New York sales manager,
died Dec. 9.
As the year came to a close the
industry was fast returning to
normal operations. FCC was
swamped with AM, FM and TV
applications after disposing of the
(Continued on page H6)
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,

basic frequency allocation task.
NAB was running smoothly with
the aid of a new administration.
Never before had broadcasting i
lived through a war. The industry's record had commanded widespread recognition as networks
and stations supported the war
effort loyally and enthusiastically.
The war over, broadcasting looked
ahead to 12 months in which the
noise of guns and shackling rules
of wartime operation would be
lacking for the first time in several years.
AT DEDICATION of WLEE Richmond, Va., In 1945,
timebuyers turned the tables by presenting President
Thomas G. Tinsley (also president of WITH Baltimore),
their host, with a desk set. Mr. Tinsley had chartered
a plane to fly the group from New York to Richmond.
Present were, front row (I to r) Roland Van Nostrand,
Benton & Bowles; R. C. (Jake) Embry, vice president,
WLEE; Mr. Tinsley; Irvin G. Abeloff, WLEE general manager; Frank Silvernail, BBDO; Frank Haas, Erwin, Wasey

& Co.; Carlos Franco, Young & Rubicam. Back row:
Fritz Snyder, Betty Powell, Blow Co.; Gordon Mills,
Arthur Kudner inc.; Vera Brennan, Duane Jones Co.;
Jack Allison, Headley-Reed Co., WITH-WLEE representative; Mary Dunlavey, Pedlar & Ryan; Chester Slaybaugh, Morse Internotional; Gertrude Scanlan, BBDO;
Frank Hayes, Headley-Reed; Linnea Nelson, J. Walter
Thompson; \yilliam C. Dekker, McCann-Erickson; Bea
Gumbinner, Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv. Agency; Frank
Headley, Headley-Reed; Betty Barrett, Donahue & Coe.

1946

THE FIRST full peacetime
year since 1940 forcefully reminded broadcasters that they
lived in an industry with more
problems to the square inch than
most any segment of the American
economy.
With laboratories and factories
once again in non-war pursuits,
technical problems came to the
fore early in the year. The noise
of New Year's Eve celebrations
had scarcely faded when Zenith
Radio Corp. went to the FCC to
protest moving of FM "upstairs"
to the 88-108 mc band.
Television — especially with color
— was to be a 12-month worry.
James C. Petrillo and the AFM,
irked by legislation, retaliated with
strike threats and other maneuvers
designed to keep broadcasters off
balance. NAB completed its staffing and moved toward the first
convention since 1944.
In early January CBS promoted
President William S. Paley to the
board chairmanship. Paul Kesten
moved to vice chairman, Frank
Stanton became president and
Adrian Murphy vice president.
Later in the year Mr. Kesten resigned to serve in a consulting
capacity. Earl H. Gammons,
Washington director, and Howard
S. Meighan, station director, advanced to CBS vice presidencies in
the autumn.

Mr. Gammons
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NBC realigned its staff in February, naming Roy C. Witmer
staff vice president. Harry C. Kopf
took Mr. Witmer's sales vice presidency. Later in the year William
F. Brooks and Ken R. Dyke were
elected to vice presidencies.
ABC and MBS also went
through ABC
top inechelon
reoi-ganizations.
November
named
Robert E. Kintner executive vice
president and Joseph A. McDonald
vice president. A. A. Schechter
and Estei-ly Page were named to
MBS vice presidencies in the
spring.
Gloom hovered over the industry as spring approached because
of a ban on all construction, handed
down by Civilian Production Administration. Girded for vast expansion, the industry found itself
limited to buildings costing less
than $1,000.
With the war over, spring
brought a recurrence of the annual
daylight saving time headache.
ABC decided to adopt an intricate
plan of recording programs and
feeding them to stations in various
areas. While it was working out
this project the company announced aplan to sell stock to the
public. Purpose of this securities
project was revealed in part when
the network announced in May it
was buying WXYZ Detroit and
WOOD Grand Rapids along with
Michigan Radio Network foi$3,650,000.
Leo J. Fitzpatrick, WJR Detroit
vice president and general manager and an industry pioneer, resigned from the station in May.
Three months later he bought controlling interest in WGR Buffalo.
Business-wise the industry had
started the year with knowledge
that 1945 net time sales had totaled
$310,450,000, according to the

Broadcasting Yearbook. This was
a gain of 7.37c for the year. Eleven
months later FCC announced its
1945 income report. This amounted
to $310,484,000, within a fraction
of ICc of the Broadcasting estimate.
Census Bureau figures compiled
during the spring months showed
the number of radio homes in 1945
was 33,998,000 compared to 28,847,000 in 1940, with 90.47f homes,
and 76.2 7f of farms having sets.
In June Broadcast Measurement
Bureau announced that 95.27c of
urban homes had radios, 87.47c of
rural non-farm homes and 76.27c
of farm homes. Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting, which had
measured program audiences for
more than a decade, was abandoned efffective July 31, with C. E.
Hooper Inc. continuing to supply
program reports to CAB subscribers.
Mixed Reception Meets
BMB Station Coverage Figures
BMB's station coverage figures
met a mixed reception, which flared
out at the NAB convention in
October and led to an NAB board
demand
BMB's board prove
value of that
the statistics.

ments. The second blast four
weeks later was handled smoothly
and the world got a thrill as the
bomb was detonated.
A major research project conducted outside the industry but on
its behalf showed that three out of
five listeners prefer programs with
advertising. The finding came out
of an extensive study conducted
by National Opinion Research
Center.
Despite criticism of the BMB
coverage
boarda
voted
in thefigures,
autumn BMB's
to conduct
second study in 1948.
The year provided broadcasting
with one of its alltime headaches
— FCC's "Public Service Responsibilities of Broadcast Licensees,"
better
known
as the
"Blue Book."
In this 139-page
document,
issued
March 7, the Commission put
broadcasters on the spot by asserting and suggesting vast powers
over broadcast programs.
Industry Joins in Opposition
ToReaction
FCC 'Blue
was Book'
violent from industry circles, starting a series of
battles whose reverberations are
still heard from time to time. NAB
shouted its anger, joined by broadcasters everywhere. Broadcasting
ran a series of articles and editorials dissecting the document.
The "Blue Book" was a cruel
blow at industry freedom but it
was met by an expression of confidence in the industry by President
who received
NAB's9.
board at Truman,
the White
House May
The President reiterated his belief
that radio must be kept as free as
the press and added "there must
be FCC
complete
held freedom
hearings ofin radio."
January,
originally slated the previous May
9, on the clear channel question
but the matter dragged through
the year without decision. The
Zenith protest against shift of FM
to 88-108 mc was reviewed at a
January hearing but the protest
was denied.
Paul Porter, FCC Chairman,
left in February to join the Office
of Price Administration, with
Charles R. Denny becoming Acting
Chairman. Comr. William H. Wills
died in March of a heart attack.
Rosel Hyde, general counsel, was
nominated for the post and Bene(Continued on page H8)

While the research situation had
its flurries, the extent of radio's
coverage was appreciated as never
before. President Truman took
advantage of this medium May 24
when all railroads were on strike.
The Chief Executive addressed the
nation by radio and laid groundwork for a settlement as well as
mobilizing the nation in case a
prolonged strike might develop.
The vast U. S. audience heard
the June 30 atom bomb experimental blast at Bikini, in the
Pacific, though the program was
marred by faulty Navy arrangeBROADCASTING
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It's easy to stay on the beam in radio
today when you have all the facts
about audience and coverage and can
make station selections to coincide
with your distribution areas.
As the authorized servicing
agency for the B M B data,
Statistical can give you
complete tabulations of radio
station coverage pertaining to your
market or any part of it. Audience
figures* can be furnished for any
combination of stations you choose,
showing a breakdown by territories, distribution areas, and
so forth. You don't have to guess how to invest your
radio dollar to get maximum results. Statistical can prepare
tabulations that will match radio coverage with your trading area.
Statistical offers the largest independent punched-card tabulating
service in the country and can prepare these studies for you,
utilizing the vast amount of data compiled for B M B.
Each report, when completed, will carry the B M B seal
of approval and all work will be done in accordance with methods
and specifications approved by the Bureau.
Phone or write our New York office for full details.
*Gross, undiiplicated composite, total weekly (or other frequencies), for day or night, etc.

STATISTIC

A I

TAB

A

■

President

f
Keep STATISTICAL in mind for
all your tabulating, calculating
and t/ping needs. Phone or write
for complete information.
50 Broadtvay, New York 4, N. Y. Phone W'Hitehall 3-8383
Chicago
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diet P. Cottone became general
counsel.
Only chartei' member of the
FCC,
"Comr. Paul
A. Walker,
was
renominated
in May
for a third
term. Acting Chairman Denny
became Chairman in December.
FCC revised its clear-channel
daytime policy in June, with Clear
Channel Broadcasting S e r v ic e
claiming the change opened the
way to breach clear channels. In
October CCBS drafted a plan to
provide 20 clear stations having
750 kw power. The Commission
announced in mid-summer it was
revising hearing procedure under
the Administrative Procedure Act.
Flooded with applications, the
Commission by July had granted
221 standard broadcast stations,
augmented by 456 FM and 30 TV
grants. Many applications remained so the Commission set up
a "processing line."
In mid-summer FCC announced
it would not issue an "advisory
opinion" on legality of the Pot O'
Gold contest. It approved transfer
of WINS New York from Hearst
Radio to Crosley Corp., of which
James D. Shouse was president.
A momentous summer decision by
the FCC denied petition of Robert
Harold Scott, atheist, for revocation of licenses of three San Fran-

Sunshine
SAINT

cisco stations but said "freedom of
religious belief necessarily carries
with it freedom to disbelieve."
Sen. Charles W. Tobey (R-N.
H.) on July 26 introduced a resolution proposing investigation of
the FCC's FM allocations.
A "Blue Book" reaction developed when Drew Pearson and Robert S. Allen, newspapermen, applied for the facility of WBAL
Baltimore.
As the regulatory year closed,
FCC eased the rule governing recordings to permit one-minute-orless spots without identifying announcement. Last act of 1946 was
to order networks to report on
sustaining programs, under "Blue
Book" specifications.
Besides regulatory headaches,
the broadcasting industry was constantly badgered during the year
by the
AFM opening
jockeying.
in
days NAB's
of the board
year
ordered President Justin Miller to
ask President Petrillo, of the
AFM, for a conference. Judge
Miller appeared before the AFM
board Jan. 18 and agreement was
reached for an AFM-industry
meeting within a few weeks.
AFM suffered a setback in February when the House voted the
Lea Act 222-43. This bill was
aimed directly at AFM featherbedding. The bill passed the Senate and became law April 16. Less
than a month later Mr. Petrillo

Laundry
LOUIS

Ur. L. A. Benson, President,
Radio Station WIL,
St. Louis, Uo.
Ify Dear Vbr, Benson:
A crew of five men whom we have had out interrogating housewives concerning their radio listening habits
have reported such an interesting situation as regards Radio
Station WIL, that 1 feel I should Inform you of it.
To our very great surprise, we found that approiinBtely 90 per cent of these households know of our
musical program on your station and listen to it. V/e would
not believe this to he true, unless it had been reported to
us by our own men, after a very careful survey of some
10,000 homes.
■This, we feel, is one of the reasons why the
Sunshine Laundry has not teen affected by the financial
Interlude, as have other firms in our line. In fact, our
business is maintaining the same volume today as we were
experiencing during the "boom" days
certainly one of
the few instances of Its kind among the laundry businesses
Of the Middle West.
Thapklng you very kindly for the friendly,
cooperative spirit you have always shown, I am.
Sincerely yours
'OJ.tUcX
Pres .
• • • your
Just

as

clients,
Happy
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ordered musicians not to play for
FM and AM simultaneously unless
they received double pay. At the
AFM convention in June he demanded a court test of the Lea
Act and carried through by ordering WAAF Chicago to double its
music staff and then calling a
strike.
Judge Miller in late May called
on Mr. Petrillo to
quit stalling and
live up to his
promise tiate.toThe union
negohead was placed
under $1,000 bond
June 17 on
charges of violating the Lea Act.
The government
charged
in FedRep. Lea
eral court
that
Mr. Petrillo had violated the Lea
Act as well as other laws, in calling
the WAAF strike.
Within a month Mr. Petrillo demanded increases up to 500% from
transcription companies, giving
only 24 hours to comply. The
transcribers agreed to pay a substantial wage increase.
Judge Walter LaBuy held Dec.
2 that the Lea Act was unconstitutional, a decision that was
later to go to the U. S. Supreme
Court. The highest court, incidentally, Dec. 9 upheld FCC's
denial of the WOKO Albany license renewal.
An important development on
Capitol Hill was the defeat of
Burton K. Wheeler, chairman of
the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee, in the Montana primaries. His successor was to be
Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.).
Technical progress in the electronic arts, and removal of wartime restrictions, combined to enliven 1946. Spectacular development of late January was the
achievement of Lt. Col. John H.
DeWitt, WSM Nashville, in shooting the moon via radar. The event
commanded worldwide attention.
CBS Sees Color TV
Within One Year
CBS declared in early February
that color television would be
feasible within a year. By September the network had successfully transmitted live color television programs and it asked FCC
to authorize UHF commercial
color. FCC started hearings late
in the year.
First New York-Washington
telecast was carried by coaxial
cable in February. A few days
later Westinghouse announced that
it had transmitted usable Stratovision signals 225 miles. RCA in
March demonstrated airborne television around Washington and
predicted military and commercial
advantages. W. G. H. Finch and
Radio Inventions each demonstrated high-speed facsimile.
Television had one of its bigger
moments June 19 when the LouisConn fight was telecast and carried on the cable.
TV's progress was shown at the
Television Broadcasters Assn. con-

vention Oct. 11 in New York, with
prediction made that a nationwide
TV network would be operating
by RCA
1951. joined the color parade
Oct. 30 by demonstrating electronic color at its Princeton laboratory, in contrast to the rotating-disc scanning system shown by
CBS. DuMont showed a trick of
its own by transmitting television
over a light beam.
NAB had music ti-ouhles during
the year as well as legal and regulatory crises, but it went ahead
with the job of rebuilding the association under Judge Miller. Don
Petty was named general counsel,
Lee Hart assistant director of
broadcast advertising and Dr.
Kenneth H. Baker research director. A large new building was
acquired in May as Washington
headquarters. The board voted to
set up a program department.
Edward J. Heifrorn became public relations head and James L.
Middlebrook was named engineering director. Mr. Middlebrook resigned late in the year to join
ABC. Richard P. Doherty was
appointed
employe-employer relations director.
NAB Meet Sets Plans
For 'New Era' in Radio
First convention in two years
was held Oct. 21-26 at Chicago,
with the association having 1,100
members. Plans were laid for the
"new era" in broadcasting. As
the year ended Judge Miller proposed a legislative program in
which powers of the FCC would
be more clearly defined.
FM Assn. was taking shape
after an FM committee had been
formed at the convention and the
first convention was planned for
Jan. 10, 1947.
On the international side, broadcasters met a reverse early in
1946 when the North American
Regional Broadcasting Agreement,
expiring March 29, was renewed.
Industry sources provided many
protests over concessions to other
North American nations, particularly Cuba. The renewal was for
three years.
An innovation in industry affairs was the first Broadcasting
Trends poll in which station, network, agency advertiser and other
groups were asked their opinions
on current industry problems. The
first poll, released in November,
showed that listeners do more to
improve agencies than those who
buy time, that program service
was adequate and that four out of
five station mangers felt their stations needed improvement.
All during the year AFRA had
had been threatening to strike.
Negotiations with networks made
progress and an agreement was
near in early December but AFRA
negotiators suddenly walked out
of the meeting and arbitration efforts were suspended.
The obituary column for the
year included W. H. Cowles, KHQ
Spokane and Spokane Chronicle,
Jan. 15; George W. Smith, Fort
(Continued on page 152)
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P
M
W offers both 7- pin and 9-pin miniature
Now MYCALEX
tube sockets . . . with superior low loss insulating properties, at prices that offer ceramic quality for the cost
of phenolics.

MYCALEX miniature tube sockets are injection
moulded with precision that affords uniformity
and extremely close tolerances. MYCALEX insulation has high dielectric strength, very low
dielectric loss, high arc resistance and great dimensional stability.
Produced in two grades: MYCALEX 410 conforms to Grade L4 specifications, having a loss
factor of only .015 at 1 MC. It is priced comparably with mica filled phenolics.
MYCALEX 41 OX is for
low cost of parts is vital.
only one-fourth that of
insulating materials, and

applications where
It has a loss factor
"everyday" quality
a cost no greater.

Prices gladly quoted on your specific requirements. Samples and data sheets by return
mail. Our engineers will cooperate in solving
your problems of design and cost.

Mycalex Tube Socket Corporation
'Under Exclusive License of Mycalex Corporation of America"
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.

MYCALEX

CORP.

OF

AMERICA

"Owners of MYCALEX' Faients"
Executive Offices. 30 Rockefeller Plaza, Hew York 20, H. Y.
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KMOX

ST.

KEY

STATION

OF

THE

MISSISSIPPI

VALLEV

LOUIS

50.000

watts

* Advertisers are now making reservations for
1932. No evening time is available for the remainder ofthis year. A few choice morning and
afternoon periods for the balance of 1931 are now
available for early reservation.

KMOX

is located at the most strategic point in the United States. KMOX
;
broadcasts from the center — ^not the rim.

1^ k A
\^
l^'v 1^^^^

* with its 50,000 watt transmitter on a cleared channel, is heard regularly throughout the entire Mississippi Valley.
(Write for the KMOX
Listening Area Map, measuring its minimum

\^

1/ K. A
■
▼

KMOX

THE

habitual audience).

* dominates its immediate district. It is the only radio station capable
of providing full time reception to listeners in St. Louis and its trade
territory.

maintains the finest network program standard 18 hours a day, insur:. ing for its audience the best radio entertainment and special broadcasts.

VOICE

OF

ST.

LOUIS,

INC.

OPERATING
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Kilocycles

$0.000S2
Half an hour's evening time on WCCO at the general one-time rate, costs fifty-two-one-thousandths of a cent
for each receiving set in WCCO's demonstrated intensive and good service area.
414il30
Receiving sets are in this good service area, as shown on the map. In the intensive service area there are
283,551 sets.

A

2-Cent
Stamp
Covers thef cost of delivering a half-hour's evening program from WCCO,
twenty-five receiving sets in the intensive and good service area.

normal talent cost included, to

The foregoing figures are based on the following factors:
1. The recent survey made by WCCO to determine its area of dependable service, full details of which are
available on application.
2. The United States Census Bureau's 1930 figures for radio receiving sets in homes.
3. WCCO's published rate card.

What other medium can offer such wide regional coverage at so small a cost?
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Industry Co. vice president, May
9; Harry Tennyson, FCC Accounting Dept. assistant director, July
11; George B. Porter, radio attorney, Aug. 11 ; William C. Alcorn, WBNX New York vice president, Aug. 28; Jack Powers,

co-owner of KUTA Salt Lake City,
Aug. 31; George Washington Hill,
president of American Tobacco
Co., Sept. 13; C. Marion Dobyns,
owner of KGER Long Beach, Calif.,
Oct. 15; Julian Price, board chairman, Jeiferson Standard Life Insurance Co., Oct. 25; Earl E. May,
owner of KMA Shenandoah, Iowa,
Dec. 18.
That first full postwar year had

opened with important regulatory,
technical and commercial problems. It closed on a color television note, backed up by a blue tint
arising from FCC's program supervision.
Ex-FCC Chairman Paul Porter
left OPA Nov. 29 to head a U. S.
mission to Greece, with rank of
ambassador.
Station sales during the year

included WCAU to the Philadelphia Record for $6 million, a
transfer that received FCC approval, and acquisition of interest
in WIND Chicago by John S.
Knight, publisher of the Chicago
Daily News.
Looking ahead, broadcasters
were given a Broadcasting prediction that gross revenues would
continue upward but net income
might drop.

trol station programming and was
"not an order" and therefore was
not reviewable by the court. In
July the court dismissed the complaint until the FCC made its final
decision in the case. In November
the hearing got underway and
lasted for three weeks. At the beginning of 1948 the case had not
been decided. [It is still pending,
with the FCC reportedly deadlocked 3-3 with Comr. Robert F.
Jones not participating.]
In February a final decision was
announced in the long-fought New
York News FM case which was
decided agaitist the newspaper.
The newspaper in turn brought
charges
against
Chairman
part in the
decision
saying Denny's
that at
the time the decision was made Mr.
Denny had already become an NBC
vice president and his participation
in the case was illegal. They also
charged that some Commissioners
who voted had not heard all of the
arguments. As a result the decision
was set aside late in December and
a new hearing scheduled for early
in 1948.
Another important change in
Commission policy made during the
year was the first invoking of the
so-called Avco rule and a proposed
decision granting sale of KMED
Medford, Ore., by the principal
stockholder, Mrs. W. J. Virgin,
to one of the competing bidders,
Medford Radio Corp. Gibson
Broadcasting Co. had offered $250,000 in cash and $20,900 in stock for
the station. Medford Broadcasting
was made up of eight residents of
Medford while the Gibson firm
was owned by Luther E. Gibson,
licensee of KHUB Watsonville,
Calif. The decision resulted in a
long legal tangle and the eventual
refusal by Mrs. Virgin to go
through with the sale to the Avco
bidder. After the KMED case there
were numerous occasions on which
Avco ruling bids were filed.
On the television front FCC and
the industry were turning their
thoughts toward color. On Jan. 27
at the invitation
of the FCC, Dr.
Peter C. Goldmark, inventor of
CBS field sequential system, presented CBS developments at a
hearing in New
York with the
plea that CBS be
Dr. Goldmark
granted
sion to permisproceed

immediately with commercialization of its technique.
As a surprise addition to the
hearings RCA made a demonstration of its simultaneous electronic method. E. W. Engstrom,
vice president in charge of research, RCA Labs., said that only
the day before the first live pickup
had been made by the RCA method.
Dr. Allen B. DuMont, president of
DuMont Labs, criticized the CBS
color, pointing out that the size of
the screen had not been increased
from the 6x8-inch images first
demonstrated in 1940.
In March the FCC decided that
color television was not yet ready
for the public and that the proposed CBS standards were not
acceptable. The decision resulted
in an immediate boom in blackand-white set sales and a marked
step-up in plans to get black-andwhite stations on the air. Altogether
television had its busiest year thus
far.

1947

's second post war year,
Radio
1947, found the medium continuing the healthy growth
that characterizes its entire history.
Net time sales in 1947 were estimated by Broadcasting at $356,690,000, a gain of 7.5% over 1946.
At the same time the total number of stations in the United
States was rising from 1,520 when
the year began to 1,962 as it ended,
only a few stations short of the
record 516 stations which had gone
on the air the year before. Of these
stations 374 were FM and 19 TV.
ABC ended 1947 with 265 stations,
CBS with 174, MBS, 488, and NBC
with 167.
Radio homes reached a new high
of 35 million, according to a
Nielsen survey reported by CBS
early in April. Listening for these
radio homes was reported at 150
million hours each day. At the end
of the year the number of radios
in the United States stood at 66
million, a notable increase over the
60 million sets reported at the
beginning of the year and partly
attributable to the NAB-RMA
"radio in every room campaign"
which was launched in February.
Local advertising was the outstanding leader in 1947 with an
increase of 16.6% over the preceding year. For the first time
in history local sales of |135,750,000 exceeded national network
sales which totaled $125,450,000
for the year. The network figure
was a loss of 1.1% from the total
in 1946.
FCC Announces Freeze
On Filing New Applications
While radio business was showing such a satisfactory gain the
FCC chalked up one of its busiest
periods. Faced with a flood of
work at the beginning of the year
a freeze on filing of new applications was announced Feb. 7. During the last week before the deadline some 325 AM applications were
filed for new or improved facilities,
making a total of 1,200 such applications inthe hands of the FCC
as it went into the freeze. In addition the FCC had 250 FM and 13
TV applications on file. At the
time the war-time freeze was lifted
in 1945 there were 1,300 AM, FM
and TV applications on hand.
The Commission had set the
freeze for a three-month period
and although there were serious
doubts that it would be able to
finish its work by the announced
date of May 1, it finished up the
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marathon with a burst of speed
seldom equalled in Commission
history and ended on schedule.
Every case on Processing Line 2,
some 250 in all, had been granted
or set for hearing. There was less
success with Processing Line 1,
composed of cases in which engineering was not the primary problem. About 200 of the 300 cases on
this processing line were acted
upon.
Decision to lift the freeze on
schedule was made by a 3-to-2 vote
with Chairman Charles R. Denny
and Comrs. Ray C. Wakefield and
Rosel H. Hyde voting against extension while Comrs. E. K. Jett
and C. J. Durr favored such a
New Hearing Division
Formed by Commission
In an effort to further expedite
Commission action, on May 29 the
Commission set up a new Hearing
Division to be composed of examiners responsible only to the
Commission. In addition to the
Hearing Division a Review Section
was set up in lieu of the former
"Hearing Section" which broadened the scope of examiners authority and spelled out procedures.
On June 4 the Commission began
its daytime skywave hearing and
heard the Clear Channel Broadcasting Service ask for more protection
for their stations. Later this hearing was consolidated with the
Clear Channel hearings which
resumed Oct. 20.
Also early in June the Commission made new FM frequency
assignments and adopted a policy
of four-channel separation for stations in the same area. Stations
were given until Oct. 1 to make
changeovers to the new channels.
One of the more noteworthy
hearings of the year was the
WBAL case in which the point
at issue was the FCC Blue Book.
WBAL was put on temporary license and a hearing date set when
Drew Pearson, commentator and
columnist, and his former collegue,
Robert S. Allen, appplied for the
WBAL facility. In February
WBAL took its case to the courts
asking for a stay against the
FCC's Blue Book charges. On Feb.
19 an injunction was granted and
the hearing was postponed pending the court decision.
Suppoi'ting a motion denying
the court's jurisdiction in the case,
the FCC on April 4 said that the
Blue Book did not attempt to con-

Poppele
Is Re-named
TBA
President
Early in January, at the annual
meeting of the Television Broadcasters Assn., J. R. Poppele, vice
president and chief engineer of
WOR New York and its video associate then under construction in
Washington, was re-named president. Plans were made for a TV
program code, a counterpart of the
NAB code in use by radio stations.
Early in February Westinghouse
Electric Corp. completed its test
of Stratovision, reporting that the
system was feasible.
In March NBC and DuMont announced their experiments with the
Zoomar lens which promised to
solve many of the problems of
telecasting outdoor events. AT&T
announced proposed coaxial rates
which the television networks
classed as too high. As a counter
proposal DuMont announced a plan
for microwave video relays which
would serve eight stations 28 hours
a week for $5.15 per hour per
station. Subsequently AT&T announced revision of its proposals.
Another action which had farreaching effects was the lifting on
July 1 of the wartime ban on new
building construction which allowed
(Continued on page 15i)
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then, you should be fully
cognizant of the services
we offer . . .

it is generally agreed that to
effectively hold and sell an
audience you must give them what
they want and like . . .

for example, Canadians are proud
if

your

programs

of their Canadian heritage — they
like Canadian music ...

reach
which would indicate the use of
Canadian

listeners

Canadian music to please the largest
possible Canadian audience . . .

and

use

music
allow us to help you, since we
control a vast repertoire of music

in

any

form

....

by leading Canadian authors,
composers and publishers . . .
in addition, we maintain a complete
station service (program continuities,
phono, records, sheet music and
orchestrations) in French and English
specially selected for programming in
Canada . . .
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radio stations to go ahead with
expansion and rebuilding plans.
In August RCA made an offer to
help other manufacturers get
started in the production of television sets and on Oct. 5 the first
telecast was made from the White
House with President Truman,
Charles Luckman, head of Lever
Brothers and chairman of the
Citizens Food Committee, and
others participating.
Both the Republican and Democratic conventions were set for
Philadelphia largely because that
city offered the best television
facilities of any of those bidding
for the meetings. On Nov. 13 the
Boston-Washington coaxial cable
was opened wath the first program
carried on WNBT (TV) and
WABD (TV) New York, WPTZ
(TV) and WFIL-TV Philadelphia,
WMAR (TV) Baltimore, WRGB
(TV) Schenectady, WNBW (TV)
WMAL-TV and WTTG (TV)
Washington, with NBC facilities
used in the multiple hookups.
Personnel-wise 1947 saw a number of changes at the Commission.
On Feb. 7 President Truman nominated Commodore Edward M. Webster to fill the post left vacant
when Chairman Paul A. Porter
left the FCC to become OPA administrator. The nomination was
approved by the Senate.
Wakefield Name Withdrawn,
Jones Named to FCC
In May the President submitted
the renomination of Ray C. Wakefield, California Republican, to the
Commission. Then on June 18 he
unceremoniously withdrew the
nomination and named instead
Rep. Robert F. Jones of Lima, Ohio,
for the seven-year term. The
switch in nominations was made
without the approval of Chairman
Denny who had been known to
favor Mr. Wakefield. The Jones
nomination was approved by the
Senate.
A change in the chairmanship
came when Chairman Denny resigned effective Oct 31, to accept
a post with NBC as vice president
and general counsel. His salary
in the new post was reported at

$35,000 a year as compared with
the $10,000 he received at FCC.
On Dec. 26 the President nominated Wayne Coy, director of the
Washington Post stations, to the
chairmanship. The nomination had
been predicted in Broadcasting in
October.
On the same day Chief Engineer
George E. Sterling was nominated
to a commissionership to succeed
veteran E. K. Jett, who resigned as
of Jan. 1, 1948, to become vice
president and director of radio of
the Baltimore Snnpapey-s. This
made two promotions within the
year for Mr. Sterling who had
succeeded George P. Adair to the
chief engineer's post in March.
Other highlights of the Commission year included the request for
a $7.5 million budget, the largest
in history. An appropriation of
$6,240,000 was eventually granted.
On June 10 the channel separation
rule was adopted allowing assignments of AM stations only 30 kc
apart in adjacent cities within certain engineering restrictions — but
not within the same cities.
Stanley Hubbard Buys
Control of KSTP
In mid-March the Commission
reversed itself in two days in the
KSTP Minneapolis-St. Paul case
allowing President Stanley E.
Hubbard to buy control after Aviation Corp. relaxed its option for
repurchase. Mr. Hubbard, who already owned 25% of the stock,
bought the remaining 75% for a
reported $825,000.
Two events late in June did
much to relieve the labor troubles
which had beset radio for many
months. One was the enactment
of the Taft-Hartley Act, which
put management on an equal footing with labor in negotiations. The
same week the Supreme Court upheld the Lea Act as constitutional.
Both the Lea Act and the TaftHartley Act made feather-bedding
unlawful and appeared to make
unlawful
Mr. Petrillo's
rule that music
broadcast proposed
on AM
could not be duplicated on FM.
Upholding of the Lea Act started
the wheels turning again in the
1946 WAAF Chicago suit against
the AFM leader for calling a
strike against the station. Both

SALES GETTING
REPRESENTATION
Contact our nearest office
Chicago 185 N. Wabash Avenue
Atlanta Rhodes-Hoverty Building
Baltimore 2104 N. Charles Street
San Francisco 68 Post Street
Los Angeles 684 S. Lafayette Park PI.
New York 366 Madison Avenue
Execuiive Office
REPRESENTATIVES
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AFM
PRESIDENT
James Caesar
Petrillo (right), listens to some legal
points from Joseph A. Padway, AFM
chief counsel.
sides began to prepare for trial
which was set for Dec. 15.
In direct answer to the double
blow of the Lea Act and the TaftHartley Act, Mr. Petrillo ordered
the networks to stop use of live
music
AM. on FM which was used on
Negotiations dragged on for
weeks and the AFM head refused
arbitration efforts. On Sept. 15
Mr. Petrillo ordered Continental,
an FM network originated through
WHFM
(FM) Rochester and
WASH (FM) Washington, to stop
use of live music.
Negotiations continued and on
Oct. 18 Mr. Petrillo announced a
ban on recording to begin Dec. 31.
All recording companies began to
build up a backlog of records.
Meanwhile, following up NAB
charges, the Justice Dept. had begun a probe of the violation of
the Taft-Hartley and Lea Acts.
Sentiment against the music
czar began to crystalize on all
fronts. A Chicago theatre owner
refused to pay AFM stand-by fees.
The CIO began planning entry into
the music field, anticipating the
possibility of capitalizing on AFM
errors.
The weight of industry action
against the union leader and of
public opinion, together with
threatened loss of revenue for
AFM members, finally began to
tell. After threatening to withdraw
all union musicians from network
programs after Jan. 31, 1948, Mr.
Petrillo, late in November, announced that he was approaching
negotiations with the networks on
the basis that "we want to settle."
A week later he announced that
AFM would lift its ban on network
co-op programs,
telling
Broadcasting that in the
future
the
single engagement rate for network programs would apply to
co-op broadcasts.
As the year ended the music
czar had postponed proposed talks
with the networks until "after the
holidays." The hearing in the
government's case was postponed
to Dec. 29. As the year ended the
labor leader was in court and his
musicians were set to begin the
long recording strike.
Other activities on the labor
front included a six-and-a-half
year contract signed Oct. 30 by the

Radio Writers Guild with the four
networks. The pact marked the
first time that ownership and control of scripts by freelance writers
had been established. It covered
authors' rights and credits, minimum fees and establishment of a
joint adjustment board representing both networks and writers.
The Broadcast
Measurement Bureau enjoyed an
active year with
Hugh Feltis,
B M B director,
making the
rounds of NAB
district meetings.
First copies of
the area audience
Mr. Feltis
report sued were
isin March.
Many top-fiight agency and advertising executives spoke in support
of the service but there were complaints from subscribers as to the
accuracy of the figures and the
methods used.
A Broadcasting Trends survey
immediately after the report was
issued found that 74% of subscribers found methods effective.
On July 24 the BMB board set
up a 15-point plan to assure continuous operation of the service
with ANA and AAAA support.
In September C. E. Hooper offered his service to BMB but his
plan was rejected by the directors.
In November the NAB Finance
Committee considered the knotty
problem posed by the U.S. Treasury ruling that BMB did not come
under the non-profit classification
and was being billed for taxes in
the neighborhood of $200,000. The
firms of Root, Ballantine, Harlan
Bushby & Palmer and of Ernst &
Ernst, accountants, were named
as counsel to fight the tax case. As
the year ended 536 AM members
were signed up as subscribers to
BMB.
The NAB held its 25th convention Sept. 15 in Atlantic City and
adopted
new Standards
Prac-1,
tice to become
effective ofFeb.
1948.
Other pressing problems and the
actions taken on them included:
The preliminary draft of legislation designed to take the FCC out
of the program and business fields;
invitation to other organizations
to join the effort to solve problems
posed
by Mr.proposing
Petrillo'sappropriate
demands;
a resolution
NAB action to secure reversal of
the FCC Mayflower decision withholding from broadcasters rights
to present their own opinions on
the air.
On Sept. 26
the National
Assn. of Radio
Station Representatives was
formed to promote spot radio.
The organization
gi-ew out of a
meeting called by
Paul H. Raymer
Mr. Raymer
and Edward Petry in New York.
Mr. Raymer was elected chairman,
H. Preston Peters, of Free &
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Peters, vice chairman; Joseph
Weed of Weed & Co., secretary,
and Lewis Avery of Avery-Knodel,
treasurer. There were originally
22 member firms.
Early in October NARSR filed
a complaint with the U. S. Attorney General and the FCC against
CBS, charging the network had
illegally encroached on their business by taking over non-network
time sales of several CBS affiliates
formerly represented by members
of the association.
On May 23 the long heralded
"radio bill" was introduced by
Senate Majority Leader Wallace
H. White Jr. (R-Me.) to revise the
Communications
Act of 1934.
which, too, had
been framed
largely by Sen.
White. The new
bill proposed to
split the Commission into two
autonomous divisions of three
Sen. White
members each,
one to handle
broadcast matters, the other to be
in charge of common carrier problems. Each division was to have
its owTi chairman with the FCC
Chairman to serve as executive
officer.
Almost immediately opposition
began to form. Judge Justin Miller,
president of the NAB, issued a
statement in which he said he saw
possibilities that from the bill a
workable radio law could be passed.
Committees were named in both
the Senate and House (where the
bill had been introduced by Rep.
Charles A. Wolverton). Hearing
dates were set for June 17.

tive director. Throughout the year
the FMA was active in all radio
problems including measures taken
against Mr. Petrillo, the White
Bill and other industry causes. At
a meeting held Sept. 12 in New
York, Everett Dillard, president of
Continental FM Network, was
elected president.
One of the most important radi©
transfers of the year was the pur.^
chase on Feb. 1 by the Philadelphia Bulletin and its president,
Robert McLean, of WCAU Philadelphia and the then strike-bound
Philadelphia Record and Camden
(N. J.) Courier-Post from J. David
Stern for more than $10 million.
The stripped price of WCAU was
figured at $3 million. Purchase of
WCAU made it necessary for the
Bulletin to sell its WPEN Philadelphia which was sold in June to
Sun Ray Drug Co. for approximately ?800,000. Both transfers
were approved by the FCC in
December.
The conclusion that without exception every type of broadcast
program can be adapted to the retail advertiser was reached with
publication of the second part of
the Joske report on Feb. 5. This
continuing study by the NAB of
the uses to which the big Texas
department store could put radio
techniques showed the store had
broadened its trading area, found
new customers and enhanced its
reputation through the use of radio.
On March 31 it was announced
that Victor Sholis, director of the

to the
the
billBroadcasters'
continued toopposition
mount. At
hearing Judge Miller told Senate
committee members the White Bill
should be revised to assure full
application of the First Amendment to insure radio's freedom.
This stand met solid opposition
from several committee members.
As a result of the hearing several revisions were made in the bill
which was submitted to the sevenman Senate committee and given
its approval to be taken up at
the regular session of Congress to
meet early in 1948. Among other
provisions of the redrafted bill
was one which would prevent entry of FCC staffers into radio or
active practice before that agency
for one year following their retirement from that body.
The first general meeting of
the FM Assn.
was held Jan. 10
amid predictions
that 1947 would
be "the FM
year." Roy Hofheinz, operator
of KTHT-KOPY
(FM) Houston,
Mr. Dillard
was elected president. J. N. (Bill)
Bailey (former associate editor of
Broadcasting) was named execu-

strik
LDEsD agai
ERAcian
nste
THEof LON
AFMG-Hmusi
the recording and transcription companies started on schedule
as 1948 began. Except for putting
a lot of James C. Petrillo's musicians out of work, the strike had
little immediate effect on broadcasting. All recording companies
had been busy building a backlog
of numbers and new releases continued to be issued.
As the AFM started its strike,
Mr. Petrillo sank deeper into hot
water. He faced Judge Walter
LaBuy of the U. S. District Court
in Chicago, charged with violating
the Lea Act. This case stemmed
from earlier charges by WAAF
Chicago that the union had coerced the station into hiring unneeded musicians. On Jan. 7,
however, the union czar was
cleared when Judge LaBuy found
that there was "no evidence whatever in the record to show that
defendant has knowledge of the
lack of need for additional employes prior to the trial of this
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Congress got into the act as the
House
case." Education and Labor Committee held hearings on the possibility of stiffening the TaftHartley Act to apply to the
"extra-judicial operations" of the
"Petrillo music monopoly." Com• Telecasting

Clear Channel Broadcasting Service, would resign to become general
manager of WHAS Louisville, replacing W. Lee Coulson who was
retiring because of ill health.
On April 4 Carl Haverlin, vice
president in charge of station relations for Mutual, was elected as
the first paid president of BMI.
In making the announcement the
board anticipated a more vigorous
competition in the radio music
field.
The International Telecommunications Conference opened on

crease their contribution to better
understanding among our citizens
and among the nations of the

In celebration of Radio Week in
October, President Truman said:
"You know how strongly I feel the
importance of radio communication is to the welfare of the nation
and the world. ... In contrast to
the use in totalitarian nations, radio in America has developed as a
service to the people, rather than
a servant to the government . . .
this fact imposes on American
broadcasters the responsibility of
striving always to improve and in-

Several widely known radio personalities died during the year.
Arthur L. Bright, 54, president
and general manager of KHQ
world." and prominent in radio
Spokane
for two decades, died on March 8.
On April 23 John Gregg Paine, 57,
general manager of the Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers, died. Also in April, on the
29th, Sherwood Brunton, secretarytreasurer of the Pacific Agricultural Foundation, owner of KQW
San Francisco, passed away. The
same week death claimed F. C.
Eighmey, secretary-treasurer of
the Lee stations, KGLO Mason
City, Iowa, and WTAD Quincy, 111.
On May 30 Norman MacKay,
47, commercial manager of WBAY
Coral Gables, Fla., was killed in
the Eastern Airlines Maryland
crash. On Aug. 3 death claimed
Richard G. Bath, 49, vice president
and general manager of WKNE
Keene, N. H. During the same
week in August Joe Maland, 59,
vice president and general manager of WHO Des Moines, and Lt.
Gen. J. G. Harbord, 81, former
president and chairman of the
board of RCA, died. The former
general manager of SESAC and
veteran Hearst radio and newspaper executive, Emile J. Gough, 58,
died on Oct. 14. Charles W. Myers,
66, former president of KOIN
Portland, Ore., and president of
NAB in 1936-37, died Nov. 3.

mittee Chairman Fred A. Hartley
(R-N.J.) said there was little possibility of adding a clause to the
Taft-Hartley Act to apply antitrust laws to labor unions.
On Jan. 31 the AFM contract
with the networks expired. A 60day extension was granted, however, and the duplication of AM
music on FM stations was approved. On March 18 a new AFM
contract was signed for a threeyear period. The pact also approved use of live musicians on
TV and that wage scale was set

at the end of April.
Early in March Standard Radio
Transcriptions and Capitol Records moved toward forcing artists
under contract to comply with
their contract terms despite the
AFM record ban. The firms
termed the record ban a secondary boycott, illegal under TaftHartley. By May Associated Program Service and Lang-Worth
had joined the fight and NLRB
started hearings. In December the
board said it did not feel the evi(Continued on page 156)
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May 15
Atlantic City.inAfter
holding
discuscussions throughout the summer
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Mr. Haverlin

the representatives of 78 nations attending
the conference
signed on Oct. 2 two basic agreements covering technical and operating
aspects of international communications.
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dence presented showed any violation of the law.
After striking for almost a year,
the AFM signed with record and
transcription companies late in
December. Instead of paying
royalties to the AFM, a trustee
was
set fund.
up to handle the union's
welfare
As the fall radio season was
about to get under way, CBS
bought the Amos 'n' Andy show
for a reported $2 million under a
capital gains deal, the first of its
kind in radio. The team of Freeman (Amos) Gosden and Charles
(Andy) Correll, which had started
its radio career 20 years earlier
in Chicago, switched from NBC
Oct. 3 under sponsorship of Lever
Bros.
NBC and CBS continued the
talent battle, this time over Edgar
Bergen and his wooden assistant,
Charlie McCarthy. After proposals
from both sides, Mr. Bergen announced he would retire from radio,
at least temporarily, following his
Dec. 26 broacast.
It was announced in November
that Jack Benny and his program
would move to CBS, occupying the
same time slot as it had held on
NBC.
By year end it was speculated
that Fibber McGee & Molly and
Red Skelton might move to CBS
from NBC; Al Jolson was reported to be quitting radio, and
Fred Allen was said to be considering similar plans.
Capital gains deals, a phrase
which appeared in almost all the
talent change talks, stirred interest not only in
the industry but
also in the gove r n m e n t . The
Treasury Dept.,
which was
queried for its
views on the matter, had not announced a decision by year end.
Sen. Styles BridSen. Bridges
ges (R-N.H.)
proposed a probe
to determine the methods by
which movie and radio stars were
selling themselves as "businesses"

for tax reduction purposes.
Aimed at getting coverage
rights to the cream of sports, CBS
in December bought into the
Tournament of Champions, a
sports promotion group composed
of Music Corp. of America and
Allied Syndicates Inc., in addition to CBS.
At ABC some of the biggest
talk of 1948 was the proposed sale
of the network to 20th CenturyFox. This plan, however, was
shortlived and within a week ABC
said
inated.negotiations had been termFor four of the network's executives the year had a happy
start when they were elected vice
presidents. Effective Jan. 1 ABC
named Ivor Kenway vice president in charge of advertising, promotion and research ; Frank Marx,
vice president in charge of general engineering; Robert Saudek,
vice president in charge of public
affairs, and Thomas Velotta, vice
president in charge of news and
special events.
ABC Makes Changes
In Executive Staff
In May Paul Whiteman and
Murray B. Grabhorn were named
ABC vice presidents. Owen D.
Young, educator, lawyer and radio
pionneer,
named
to Edwin
ABC's
board in was
August.
When
R. Borroff quit the nework in
June, John H. Norton Jr. replaced
him as ABC vice president in
charge of the Central Division.
Toward the end of the year, in
November, Don Searle, vice president in charge of the Western
Division, announced his resignation. Charles C. Barry, vice president in charge of programs and
television in New York, replaced
him.
To finance the expansion of television operations, ABC in May
offered 500,000 shares of voting
stock at public sale. In less than
two hours the stock was bought
at $9 per share.
ABC opened its television network April 18. The first rate card
was issued early in June, covering 10 stations, eight of which
were not yet on the air. Later the
network made TV history by presenting the first telecast of an
opera. On Nov. 29 ABC-TV car-
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ried "Otello," telecast from the
stage of the Metropolitan Opera
House in New York. The Texas
Co. sponsored the venture.
In a full-page ad of Jan. 5 —
placed in 37 newspapers in 18
cities — NBC announced that its
television n e t work was "open
for
At
thatbusiness."
time there
were sion
19stations
televion
the air and an
estimated 175,000
receivers in opera t i o n. Carleton
D. Smith, general manager of
Mr. Smith
NBC's WRC and
WNBW
(TV)
Washington, was named manager
of the TV department, with headquarters in New York. The announcement was made in early
February by Noran Kersta, NBC
television director. A plan for
integrating AM and TV operations was instituted by NBC in
Frank Mullen, whose primary
April.
functions had been in television
at NBC, announced his resignation in May to become president
of the G. A. Richards stations
(WJR Detroit, WGAR Cleveland
and KMPC Los Angeles). Sidney
N. Strotz replaced Mr. Mullen as
vice
vision.president in charge of teleCharles Denny Becomes
NBC Executive Vice President
As the year started its second
half, Charles R. Denny, who had
left the FCC chairmanship eight
months before to become NBC
vice president and general counsel,
was promoted to the post of executive vice president.
At Mutual, Robert D. Swezey,
vice president and general manager, submitted his resignation in
November following a major
change in network policy.
At World Series time MBS carried the games under Gillette
sponsorship. WFSC Somerset, Ky.,
joined MBS in August as its 515th
affiliate. In May, during the NAB
convention, Don Lee opened new
$2.5 million studios in Los Angeles.
At CBS Howard S. Meighan
became vice president and general executive in early January.
James M. Steward became vice
president in charge of opei'ations;
J. L. Van Volkenburg was named
director of station administration,
supervising CBS owned stations;
S. R. Dean became treasurer; I.
S. Becker and Henry Grossman
became director of program operations and director of technical
and building operations, respectively. The departments under
Joseph H. Ream, executive president, and Adrian Murphy, vice
president and general executive,
also were realigned. A new policy
on recorded programs — permitting
use of recordings before 6 p.m. —
was announced by CBS in November.
For the radio and television industry 1948 was a good year. On

Jan. 1 there were 1,518 AM stations licensed and 450 construction permits outstanding. There
were only 84 licensed FM stations
but 222 conditional grants and 745
construction permits had been
issued. Six TV stations were
licensed and 66 construction permits were out. There were 17
TV stations on the air.
By year end 1,852 AM stations
were licensed and 1,908 were on
the air. FM licenses had jumped
to 198 — there were 697 operating.
In TV only one station was licensed during the year — ^WNBW
(TV) Washington which received
the first
license.
Stations on thepost-war
air, however,
jumped
to 50.
Radio income increased by over
$6.5 million between 1947 and
1948, reaching an all-time high
of $144,948,054 in the latter year.
This FCC figure on net revenue
covers seven networks and 1,824
stations. Aggregate TV revenues
were reported as $8.7 million for
the four networks and 50 stations.
The gross network radio billings,
reported by PIB, were shown as
$198,995,742 for the year. NBC
was the leading network with
gross billings of $69,697,590. The
top network time user, Procter &
Gamble, had gross billings of over
$18 million in 1948.
PIB did not keep comparable
TV figures in 1948. The Rorabaugh Report
on inTelevision
Advertising, started
June, showed
that total TV advertisers jumped
from 234 to 680 by year end. For
the December report period there
were 37 network advertisers, 230
spot advertisers and 413 local
users of TV time.
TV Freeze Declared
As FCC Workload Climbs
As the number of stations and
applications continued to grow
the Commission dropped behind on
its processing. Late in the year
the freeze was placed on television applications when it became
obvious that the spectrum space
allocated to TV would not supply
the needs of nation-wide television service.
In addition to the problem of
allocations, FCC also was faced
with a congressional probe, the
Clear Channel case; Mayflower,
Scott and Port Huron decisions;
problems cussions
of ofthe
the Avco
Blue Rule;
Book,reperand
many other cases which required
more than routine handling.
At the end of January FCC
closed the record in the Clear
Channel case, which had then
been before it for three years, and
expected to announce its decision
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within two months. A month
later, Congress sent orders to hold
up the decision, two days after
Sen. Ed Johnson (D-Col.), ranking minority member of the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, introduced a bill
to break down clear channels and
limit power to 50 kw. Congressional hearings were held in April,
As the record was closed, Sen.
Charles Tobey (R-N.H.), acting
chairman of the Senate committee,
announced that he had ordered a
full-scale probe of FCC. In June
the committee notified FCC that it
was free to issue its Clear Channel decision. No action was taken,
however.
In an election year, the proposed
decision in the Port Huron case
(WHLS Port Huron, Mich.), prohibiting stations from censoring
political broadcasts even if the
material was felt to be libelous,
drew fire from all sides. Although
the license of WHLS was renewed,
the majorities views on Sec. 315
were upsetting to the industry.
Conflicts with local laws were
pointed up as Texas and New Jersey jurists held that local libel
laws would be enforced despite
FCC's tentative ruling that stations could not be held accountable for statements by politicians.
Hedging slightly from its original stand, FCC adopted the decision in early July. The new version said "it would
would beappear"
broadcasters
relievedthat
of

it failed to materialize.
FCC's Avco Rule on station
sales also caused the Commission
trouble during- 1948. KMED Medford. Ore., balked when FCC
ruled that the station should be
sold to Medford Radio Corp.
rather than Gibson Broadcasting,
the firm which originally had
"purchased" the station. Mrs. W.
J. Virgin, KMED owner, told FCC
in January that she would not
sell the station to Medford Radio
Corp., a competing bidder under
the Avco Rule. In September
Medford withdrew and Mrs. Virgin filed another application for
sale of the station to Gibson. No
final action was taken during the
In October papers were filed
year.
with FCC asking transfer of
WHAS Louisville and its FM and
TV properties to Crosley Broadcasting Corp. Consideration was
$1,925,000. By year end the Fort
Industry Co. and Bob Hope, filing
as Hope Productions Inc., had
entered the competitative bidding
and a hearing appeared certain.
Earlier in the year FCC rejected
a request that AM and FM properties be sold separately under
Avco.

FCC Turns Attentions
To Giveaway Programs
Giveaways, heavily sponsored
throughout 1948, received a great
deal of attention from FCC. The
case of WARL Arlington, Va.,
responsibility for comments in which FCC had contended violated
political statements.
Sec. 316 of the Communications
The permit of WGOV Valdosta,
Act against lotteries with its
Ga., was renewed in August al- Dollar for Answers program, conthough the station had admitted
tinued throughout the year against
censoring a political speech.
the background of growing complexity.
WGOV Decision Draws
In August FCC proposed rules
Fire From Capitol Hill
which would forbid most giveOn Capitol Hill the decision
aways with the exception of a
drew fire as a House select comfew which used only studio audiences. As the basis for its action
mittee started its probe of FCC.
In testimony by FCC Chairman
it cited Sec. 316 of the Act. Toward the end of the month Frank
Wayne Coy, he said the decision
was not intended as a rule or Bow, general counsel of the House
Select Committee to Investigate
regulation and common sense processing of material would provide
FCC, wrote to Chairman Coy
pointing out that Sec. 316 had
safety. Fairness will be the yardstick, he said.
been removed from the jurisdiction of FCC by Congress on June
Another election year issue, the
25, 1948, and made a part of the
Mayflower Decision against ediCriminal Code.
toralizing by stations, also drew
fire. In March FCC opened hearFCC, however, contended that
ings on the seven-year-old decidespite the removal of Sec. 316 it
sion. At the end of April the
still had power to issue rules and
proceeding ended, after a long reafter a slight delay from the origcess in between, and observers felt
inal date held hearings on givethat the ban would not be lifted
aways in October.
unless strict restrictions were apWhen the Mansfield and Lorain
plied. There was speculation sev(Ohio) Journal companies applied
eral times during the year that
to FCC for facilities in the two
some action would be taken but
towns, hearings were held in February and May. A proposed decision of denial was made final in
July and the Commission said that
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
the papers, under joint ownership,
One of the leading and
have "sought to suppress comoldest schools of Radio
petition in the dissemination of
Technology In America, offers Us
trained Radio and Television technews and information and to
nicians
to
the
Broadcasting
inachieve an advertising monopoly
dustry.
Address inquiries to
in the community through the use
Placement Director
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
of exclusive advertising contracts."
A Service of Radio Corporation
The newspapers took the case to
of America
the U. S. Court of Appeals for
350 W. 4th St., New York 14, N*. Y.
D. C. in November.
ecasting
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The news policies of G. A. Richards, owner of KMPC Los Angeles, WJR Detroit and WGAR
Cleveland, came
under FCC surveilance
i n
March, following
a complaint filed
by the Radio
News Club of
Hollywood. A
hearing into
the charges was
ordered by FCC
late in November.
Mr. Richards
The U. S.
Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia dealt
FCC a blow when, in April, it
ruled that FCC must grant existing stations the right to be heard
when it is alleged that they will be
adversely aflFected by the grant of
a pending application. The ruling
followed a petition by WCKY Cincinnati to reverse FCC's non-hearing grant for a 10 kw daytime
station in P h i 1 a d el p h i a on
WCKY's 1-B clear channel of
1530 kc. When the Commission
attempted to appeal the decision
it was turned down.
Later in the year an appeal by
WJR Detroit made the decision
even stronger. At that time the
Appeals Court said even a claim
of interference outside the protected contour requires a hearing.
Competitive hearings on the license renewal bid of WBAL Baltimore and the request for the facilities by Public Service Radio
Corp. were held during the first
part of the year. The record was
closed April 15 in the case which
had started in 1945. No definite
action was taken by the Commission during the year.

guilty June 10 to selling stock
without a permit from the state
corporation commissioner.
"Axis Sally,"
wasMildred
indictedGillars,
in September
by a
federal grand jury in Washington
on charges
of treason
in connection with radio
broadcasts
for the
Nazi's during the war. Conviction of Douglas Chandler, former
U. S. broadcaster in Berlin, on
charges of treason was upheld by
the First U. S. District Court of
Appeals in Boston Dec. 3.
With the nation engaged in a
cold war, radio's place in defense
planning was scanned throughout
the year. Nineteen members of
the industry served on a committee which helped draft the communications aspects of civil defense planning. The Munitions
Board and other defense planning
agencies also called upon radio
representatives for sound advice.
Meetings to draw a new North
American Regional Broadcasters
Agreement, scheduled for August,
were postponed until 1949. At
the High-Frequency Broadcasting
Conference held in Mexico City
no definite action was announced
before the end of 1948 and conferences continued into the next
The Assn. of Independent Metropolitan Stations was formed
with 18 members during a meetyear.ing at KSTL St. Louis on July 10.
New or reorganized agencies announced during the year included:
W. Wallace Orr Adv. Agency,
offices in New York, Baltimore
and Philadelphia; Fletcher D.
Richards Agency, New York, replacing Campbell-Ewald ; Taggart
(Continued on page 158)

Ban Set on Station Sales
Which Reserve Time for Seller
Rules banning station-sale contracts which reserve time for the
seller's use were proposed in February. Comments were filed and
in July FCC held formal hearings.
The proposal was adopted later.
In February the FCC said that
programs of horserace information will not be frowned upon if
they are part of a balanced program service.
The problem of allocations for
television resulted in FCC's September freeze on licensing and
hearing functions pending study
of the 475-890 mc region.
Five Baltimore stations and a
commentator were cited for contempt of court under the "Baltimore Gag Rule" which forbade
publication of certain information
about persons accused of crimes.
r\AB and other interested parties
came to the defense of the stations, charging censorship, and
trial was postponed until 1949.
Paul M. Titus, Rudolph J.
Fjellstrom and Charles J. Husband, principals in a proposed
"fifth network," were sentenced
Aug. 23 to serve prison terms of
from one to five years for violating California's Corporate Securities Act. They had pleaded

RhymalineTime,featuring emcee
David Andrews, pianist Harry
brated Tune
Chasers, is oneceleof
Jenks and
KMBC-KFRM's
the Heart of America's favorite

morning broadcasts. Heard each
weekday morning from 7:30 to
8:15, Rhymaline
is a musical-comedyTime
program that
pulls
"Team"mailfeature.
more
than any other current
Satisfied sponsors have included, among others, Katz Drug
Company, Land -Sharp Motors,
Jones
Store, and
Pharmaceutical
Corp.Continental
Contact us,
any Free & Peters
"Colonel"
for oravailabilities!
KMBC
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1948
(Conthmed from page 157)
& Young, Los Angeles; Norman
A. Mack agency merged with
Buchanan & Co.; Wallace Davis
& Co., Dallas, merged with Frank
Stewart & Co.; George R. Nelson
Inc. ; Advertising, Schenectady.
The biggest special events of
the year were the Republican and
Democratic national conventions
held in Philadelphia, a city selected
for its television facilities. Complete radio and TV coverage were
given of the two events, along
with the convention of Henry
Wallace's third party. Election
returns also came in for hea^^
broadcast coverage.
In NAB circles the big topic
was the code. This and television
were two of the top subjects at
district meetings which opened in
late September with District 4.
Plans for the All-Radio Presentation film were formulated and in
December Victor M. Ratner, CBS,
was authorized to spend funds to
bring material to the script stage
by early January 1949. Gordon
Gray, WIP Philadelphia, headed
the overall committee for the film.
Discussion of the code dominated the March board meeting
and a revised version was released
late in the month. At the Los
Angeles NAB convention in May
the code was adopted, effective
July 1.
Frank E. Pellegrin, NAB director of broadcast advertising, quit
March 1 for station work in St.
Louis. In August, Maurice B.
Mitchell, general
manager of CBS'
WTOP Washington, joined NAB
as director of the
Broadcast Advertising Dept., a
post vacant since
Mr. Pellegrin left
for KSTL St.
Mr. Pellegrin
Louis.
Oct. 1 Forney
A. Rankin was named international adviser to Judge Miller.
Hugh M. P. Higgins, assistant
director of broadcast advertising,
became vice president and general

manager of WMOA Marietta,
Ohio, early in November.
As the number of television stations jumped from 17 to 50 during
the year, the telephone company
was hard pressed to make interconnection facilities available.
To help relieve the crowded
cable between New York and
Washington, NBC proposed in
January to build a microwave relay between Philadelphia and Baltimore, linking
Philco's the
relays at both
endswith
to complete
circuit.
In the Midwest AT&T opened
a coaxial link between Chicago
and St. Louis in February. During the same month Western
Union announced plans for service
between New York and Philadelphia. The project was approved
by FCC in April. AT&T links
between Chicago and Milwaukee
and Detroit and Toledo received
an FCC ok in the same month.
Harness FCC Probe Bill
Passes 80th Congress
As the second section of the
80th Congress closed, a bill introduced by Rep. Forest A. Harness
(R-Ind.) was passed authorizing
an investigation of FCC. Rep.
Harness headed the House investigating committee and Frank Bow,
veteran of many Congressional investigations, was named general
counsel. A Senate subcommittee
of the Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, headed by Sen.
Charles derW.
Tobey
(R-N.H.'),
unto k aprobe
of the
whole communications picture, both national and international.
The House investigation of FCC
started early in August as the
committee gathered a mass of information from witnesses on all
phases of the Commission. At
election time, however, the probe
came to a grinding halt when
Committee Chairman Harness was
defeated at the polls. Rep. J.
Percy Priest (D-Tenn.), slated to
head the committee when the new
Congress opened in January 1949,
expressed the view that public
hearings should be discontinued.
In December the group wrapped
up its probe and started preparing a report for the forthcoming
Congress.
Transit Radio completed a sue-
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cessful test in Cincinnati during
Februai-y and plans were developed to expand the service to
other cities. Five stations in as
many cities were carrying the
service by yearend and proposed
rates and standards were announced during a meeting with
agency executives held in New York
during December. At that time
General Manager Frank Pellegrin
also announced expansion plans.
Stratovision, the airborne TV relay system developed by Westinghouse, was shown and tested on
many occasions during the year.
FCC, however, failed to take any
definite action toward authorizing its extended use.
As the result of allegedly
"slanderous" broadcasts, the Voice
of America came in for Congressional investigation. In July NBC
and CBS withdrew from programming activities which they had
performed for the Voice but continued service for three months
to give the
nationalState
Broadcast Dept.'s
Division Intertime
to take over the work which the
networks had done.
FM was moved from its original
44 mc band to its new place in
the radio spectrum despite protests by the FMA, which during
the year developed into a fullfledged trade association; Prof.
Edwin H. Armstrong, FM inventor, and proposed legislation to
prevent the move.
The Hoover Commission, known
formally as the Commission on
Organization of the Executive
Branch of the Government, studied
FCC along with all other government agencies but did not make
its formal reports until early in
1949.
Coy, Sterling Appointments
Approved by Senate
Presidential appointments of
Wayne Coy and George E. Sterling to the FCC were sent to the
Senate for confirmation early in
January. Following hearings by
the Senate Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee both men
were confirmed in February, Mr.
Coy as chairman.
Following the retirement of
Comr. Clifford J. Durr, President
Truman named Frieda B. Hennock, New York la%\'yer and Democratic party worker, to fill the
vacancy. Miss Hennock was sworn
in July
6 asFCC.
the first woman member of the
CBS demonstrated its color television to the Commission in early
November, "solely for purposes of
information. . . ." Later in the
month Comr. Robert F. Jones,
speaking in Columbus, Ohio, said
about color: "I have viewed two
systems in the laboratory stage.
One of them takes more space
than the (6 mc) black-and-white
system, but the other is now able
to give a bright picture as sharp,
as beautiful and as accurate as
any technicolor movie I have

Thomas F. Flanagan was named
managing director of the National
Assn. of Radio Station Representatives, giving the
full trade
agroup
s sociation
status. Paul H.
Raymer, NARSR
president, made
in early
the mentannounceAugust.
Effective Sept.
1, 0. L. (Ted)
Mr. Flanagan

R. Borroff
Taylor ward and
Edannounced the
formation of Taylor-Borroff & Co.,
succeeding Taylor-Howe-Snowden
Radio Sales, radio representative.
Radio Repi'esentatives Inc.
started operation Sept. 20. It was
headed by Hariy S. Goodman,
president of the program packaging house bearing his name, and
had among its officers Peggy Stone
and John North.
In December Blair TV Inc. was
formed as "the first independent
company to engage exclusively in
the representation of television
Everett-McKinney Forms
stations."
To
Represent Stations
Everett-McKinney Inc., former
radio department of J. P. McKinney & Son., newspaper represenative, broke from the parent company to represent radio stations.
Sen. Wallace H. White Jr.
(R-Me.), chairman of the Senate
Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee, retired after 31 years
of Congressional seiwice in both
the House and Senate. He had
originated numerous pieces of
radio legislation, including the
original Radio Act of 1927.
Frank E. Butler, 70, credited
with setting up the first broadcast station with Dr. Lee De Forrest, died in Januai-y. In April
Burridge D. Butler, 80, oumer of
WLS Chicago, KOY Phoenix and
KTUC Tucson, died in Phoenix.
Frank S. Megargee, 47, WGBT
Scranton, succumbed to pneumonia
March 30.
In June, Louis H. Brush, 76,
board chairman of Brush-Moore
Newspapers Inc. (WHBC-AM-FM
Canton, WPAY-AM-FM Portsmouth, Ohio), died. The founder
of D'Arcy Advertising Agency,
William C. D'Arcy, 74, died in
St. Louis July 21. Col. H. C.
Greer, 71, president of West Virginia Radio Corp. (WAJR-AM-FM
Morgantov,Ti, WDNE Elkins,
WKJF-FM Pittsburgh), passed
away early in August. The manager and editor of American Radio
Relay League, Kenneth B. Warner, 53, died following a heart attack in September. Edmund M.
Stoer, 60, vice president, director
and general manager of Hearst
Radio Inc., succumbed to a heart
condition on Nov. 7.
Frank B. Noyes, 85, chairman
of the board of the Washington
Evening
Star (WMAL-AM-FMTV Washington),
passed away
Dec. 1. At the end of December,
John Shepard Jr., founder of the
Yankee Network, died.

The Assn. of Federal Communications Consulting Engineers was
formed in Washington on April 28.
seen."
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day"
-war as"holi
Radio'
was s
over post
in 1949
the nation's economy meshed gears
and swung about from a buyers
rs
to selle market. Competition
was back in advertising media as
in every business endeavor.
Broadcasters and advertisers
were warned that each medium
had to pull its own weight. While
approaches for tapping new advertising sources were sounded by
radiomen, the advertiser wanted to
know what his radio and TV
money was returning him in dollars and cents. The time was ripe
for extra eifort along the radio
sales front.
Temper of the times called for
economy; an inevitable impact was
felt in network and station operations. To add to usual broadcaster
woe was the rising threat of television inroads in radio markets.
That few TV stations were making money
his of
outlook.
But
the didn't
secondhelphalf
1949
found the economy steadying with
signs of a general upswing. At
summer's end, spot and local business were brisk; broadcasters found
TV hadn't cut so deeply in the
radio dollar. Evidence appeared
that new money was finding its
way into television, some of it
from media other than radio. The
networks, however, more closely
tuned to national business gyrations, were oif 13.9 9f in actual
sales as compared to the pre-fall
period in 1948.
Television and Radio
Set New Records
Vital statistics on AM, FM and
TV stations showed 1949 as a
year when TV kicked off its baby
shoes, while AM, shaking down
after the post-war "Gold Rush" for
new stations, retained its leadership. World War II ended with
950 AM stations on the air. At
1949's beginning, the count was
up to 1,911 AM, 698 FM and 51
TV stations; by yearend the totals
were 2,087 AM, 744 FM and 97
TV stations in 57 markets.
A radio-TV set record output by
manufacturers was reported for
fall months in 1949 with the year's
totals at AM, 6,391371; AM-FM
and FM only, 875,505; TV, 2,413,897. While total production was
below 1948's output, average dollar
value had increased as TV output
comprised the large share of the
total.
An unabated spiral of operating
costs in 1949 plagued broadcasters.
While gross broadcast revenues
from time sales shot up an estimated 4.5% to $435 million in
1949, operating costs correspondingly rose 4% in the year. National spot business continued upward in the year, increasing 13%.
But overall average of station
profits, before federal taxes, had
fallen well below the 20% mark
for the second consecutive year.
Total network billings amounted
BROADCASTING

to $187,830,799, a decrease of 5.6%
from 1948 which had an all-time
record volume.
Mixed feelings clouded tTie issue
of whether radio could withstand
the TV boom. In any ease, video
was chalking up an impressive
record. In the first quarter of
1949 alone, 14 more TV outlets
made appearances. Set owners
had increased some 450,000. Time
sales surpassed the $5 million
level. Sponsors increased from
680 to 1,027 with the number of
hours doubled. TV families had
grown an estimated 500% from
July 1948 to the corresponding
month ini 1949.
Gill Survey Shows
AM Listening Unshaken
The Gill Survey in June came
up with figures showing AM listening in TV homes jumped back
almost to former levels 9 to 13
months after a TV set was installed. The survey was conducted
by Sam Gill, director of research,
Sherman & Marquette, New York.
Talent war among networks,
eyeing choice Sunday nighttime
audiences, boiled over before the
year was a month old. CBS, with
its Jack Benny, Bing Crosby, signed
in January, and Amos 'n' Andy acquisitions, had NBC against the
ropes Hooper-wise. Chief negotiater for CBS was William S.
Paley, board chairman.
The talent transactions came under study of government tax experts who ruled Mr. Benny subject
to personal income levies, excepting Amos 'n' Andy package as
capital gains (a difference of as
much as 50% in Uncle Sam's
take). The Bureau of Internal
Revenue in May closed the door on
inclusion of capital gains in contracts in the case of Fibber McGee
& Molly and NBC.
In late January CBS signed
Edgar Bergen, who did not return
to the air until fall. Red Skelton,
Ozzie & Harriet and others. NBC
prepared to review its program
aims following the CBS talentpath blazing, by presenting to affiliates in the spring plans to revitalize adrive for new program
development, simultaneous AM
and TV personality-p r o g r a m
growth and policy labeling lavish
investments in talent as unsound
practice.
Realignments Started
Within NBC Structure
But the networks had other
pressing problems in their own
organizations In May NBC released an estimated 60 employes
in a step toward cutting its overhead $1 million. Meanwhile, the
firm of Booz, Allen & Hamilton,
management consultants, were
making a study of the entii'e NBC
operation.
NBC's revamp started in October with a new president, Joseph
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H. McConnell. Three months earlier,
nellMr.hadMcConbeen
elevated from
vice president in
charge of RCA
finance to vice
president of the
firm, third in
command to Brig.
Gen. David Sarnoff,
board chairMr. McConnell
As McConnell man.became
president, Niles Trammell, NBC's
president nearly 10 years, was
made NBC board chairman.
NBC's reorganization was a
continuous process wherein three
self-contained units were set up:
AM, TV and high-level management. In the realignment, Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver, formerly
vice president and radio-TV director of Young & Rubicam, became
vice president in charge of television. Frederic W. Wile Jr.,
agency's supervisor of radio-TV
operations, accompanied Mr.
Weaver
assistant. to NBC as the latter's
Dr. Stanton, of CBS, signed a
$1 million contract to continue as
president at a base salary of
$100,000 a year for 10 years. CBS
lumped news and public affairs for
radio and TV under a single command late in June. In September
Howard S. Meighan, CBS vice
president and general executive,
was made chief CBS officer on the
West Coast.
Among first executive changes
was ABC's reassigning Charles C.
Barry, vice president in charge of
western operations, to head up all
TV operations; Ernest Lee Jahncke
Jr. to chief of AM-TV stations
department; J. Donald Wilson to
vice president in charge of programs.
Transactions on the stock market
by ABC executives renewed talk
that ABC was thinking of a sale
to 20th Century-Fox film company.
But in the spring, Mark Woods,
ABC president, scuttled talk and
announced renewed effort on the
program and facility front. ABC
acquired in May the old Warner
Bros. Vitagraph Studios in Hollywood for use as a TV center. Mr.
Woods was signed to a $75,000 a
year
month.contract with ABC the same
Frank K. White, president of
Columbia Records Inc., was elected
president of Mutual on April 8,
succeeding Edgar
Kobak, who had
headed the network since 1944.
Fort Industry
Co., on New
Year's Day, simits corporateplified
structure
by
dissolving four
wholly owned
subsidiaries and
Mr. White
placingthetheir
radio operations under
parent

firm. Stations were: WWVA
Wheeling and WMMN Fairmont,
W. Va.; WAGA Atlanta, WJBK
Detroit.
In May, Don Lee Broadcasting
System reshuffled its top management, elevating Lewis Allen Weiss,
president, to chairman of the
board; Willet H. Brown, executive
vice president, to president.
FCC's problems in the year included opening of the color television question; issue of proposed
TV allocations including UHF and
VHF; a new Mayflower Decision;
proposed ban on giveaways, and
preliminary plans to reorganize.
In May, FCC grouped all its
major TV problems into a proposed
proceeding
underscored single
its intention
not but
to lift
the
VHF freeze before a definite timetable was set for a final decision
on combined UHF-VHF allocations. It later announced color,
as the first of the TV subjects on
the agenda, would be heard Sept.
26.
Prior to FCC's opening of Pandora's color box, the Radio Mfrs.
Assn. and the National Bureau of
Standards began studies of their,
own. Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.),
Senate Commerce Committee
chairman, was reported by Broadcasting early in May to have re(Continued on page 160)
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quested an NBS report on the
color status. Two months later,
NBS announced membership of a
group, headed by its director, E.
U. Condon.
RMA's 11-man group had Max
Balcom, Sj^lvania Electi-ic Products
and past RMA president, chairma n 1 n g prominent engineers
from networks
and manufacturing firms.
A month later,
FCC called on
manufacturers or
experimenters
with know-how
in color TV sets
or adapters to
Mr. Balcom
speedily produce
them as aids to field testing of
color systems in advance of the
hearings.
RCA in August unveiled its compatible electronic color TV system.
CBS, turned down two and a half
years before with a color system
for the 16 mc band, said it welcomed RCA's entry and revealed
a color converter for its own system.
CBS color was telecast successfully in mid-August from Baltimore to Washington — distance of
35 air miles — ^\vhere it Avas picked
up by modified TV sets. Sei-vice also
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was picked up off-the-air in Washington and rebroadcast.
RCA, a week before the scheduled hearings, announced a regular
schedule of live and film color programs over WNBW (TV) Washington.
The hearings, off to a brisk
start, settled down to long technical argument. Main antagonists
were RCA and CBS. A third main
party was Color Television Inc.,
San Francisco, also boasting an
all-electronic, compatible system.
Six of the seven Commissioners
sat at the hearings, Comr. Rosel H.
Hyde being in attendance at
NARBA conferences in Montreal.
Fireworks Erupt
At Opening Sessions
Opening rounds saw tempers
flare. Industry spokesmen were
gruelled principally by Comrs. Robert F. Jones and Frieda B. Hennock who attacked pleas for the
cautious approach. Opposition to
immediate color standards voiced
earlier in the year by Allen B.
DuMont, president, Allen B. DuMont Labs, was heard again at the
Commission sessions.
RCA showed its system on Oct.
10 over WNBW-NBC in the Wardman Park Hotel, Washington,
picking up the signals on color
sets in the Washington Hotel,
same city. Two weeks later, FCC
okayed comparative color demonstrations of CBS and RCA systems
which were expected to run well
into 1950. Denied was an RCA
request for postponement of scheduled Nov. 14 comparative showings. FCC also decided to delay
cross-examination until all comparisons were made, and set the
CTI showing for Feb. 6, 1950, in
Washington.
Color sessions were recessed
with the holding of comparative
tests on Nov. 21.
As early as January broadcasters were hearing predictions the
TV freeze would thaw in the summer; meanwhile, FCC warned TV
permitees they must go ahead with
construction or take the consequences, and shrugged off such
excuses as "uncertainty" over the
freeze and related problems.
In February, RCA-NBC asked
FCC for authority to build a satellite high-band TV station at
Bridgeport, Conn., for its low-band
WNBT (TV) New York.
On June 2 FCC reversed an
eight-year-old Mayflower doctrine
against a licensee's right to be an
"advocate." The new Mayflowt-r
stand condoned editorializing by
stations within undefined limits of
"fairness" and "balance." The
former term was to be radio's
yardstick.
Giveaways, which had been
booming for over a year, were next
on the agenda. On Aug. 19, FCC
promulgated a set of regulations
effective Oct. 1 and designed to do
away with the giveaway by labeling all such programs on networks
and stations as violation of criminal lottery statutes.
The ruling came when the four
networks alone were carrying a

total of .38 jackpot programs occupying about $650,000 worth of
air time per week — ^with offerings
at a dizzy height consei-vatively
estimated at some $185,000 in
money and merchandise every
seven days. Broadcasting's giveaway sui-vey found ABC with 13;
CBS with eight; NBC with seven;
Mutual with 10.
Within a week ABC, CBS and
NBC said they would meet the
challenge in court. Suits subsequently were filed. Majority of
the nation's leading newspapers
claimed FCC had overstepped its
authority, though themselves critical of the giveaway program.
Sen. Johnson congratulated the
Commission on its action. By October, a Broadcasting survey found
the giveaway less popular and still
declining in popularity.
The Hoover Commission's proposal to reorganize FCC, disclosed
in March, provided for pay raises
of Commissioners from $10,000 per
year to $15,000. The pay hikes
were cleared by Congress later in
the year.
The Hoover proposal would revamp FCC while retaining it as
an independent agency. It would
have streamlined FCC's functions
for eflSciency. Highpoint was the
suggestion that administration responsibility bevested in the chairman who also would have the services of an executive director.

by creating a five-man separate
staff responsible directly to the
Commission.
Its proposal to place limitations
on the new 540 kc broadcasting
channel drew fire from NAB. The
association claimed that the limitations, if coupled with 1-A protection to existing and proposed Canadian and Mexican operations, would
leave 540 kc available only in a
narrow strip running through partsof Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas.
Fire Sweeps
FCC Headquarters
FCC's
physical
plant took
a beating on Nov.
1 when
a $150,000
explosion and fire partially damaged its seventh and eighth floor
quarters in the Post Office Bldg. in
Washington. No valuable records^
were lost and nobody was seriously
hurt.
Activity in appeals courts on
cases involving the FCC kept legal
staffs busy. The U. S. Court of
Appeals
District
of Columbia earlyfor
in the
January
flatly
upheld
FCC's right to examine percentagesof commercial and sustaining time
proposed by applicants.
The same court in March upheld
the Commission's right to call off
a competitive hearing and grant
one or more of the competing applications when enough frequencies
become available to permit grantsultimately to all.
But on May 5 the appeals court
rapped the Commission for failure
to show the basis of decisions and
for inconsistency in applying itsyardsticks to rival applicants.
The TV industry won a victory
when Pennsylvania Federal Judge
William H. Kirkpatrick ruled on
Oct. 26 that the Pennsylvania
State Board of Censors could not
issue regulations requiring censorship of motion picture film used on
television.
The U. S. Supreme Court ruled
in June in the so-called WJR Detroit daytime-skywave case. FCC,
it found, has the right to use its
discretion in granting or denying
oral argument on the legal sufficiencyinterference
of a licensee's
of
ing.
potential
from claim
pending

Crosley's WHAS Bid
Denied by FCC
FCC ruled in September on the
long-pending WHAS Louisville
its sale to Avco's
case,
C r o sby1 e denying
y Broadcasting
Corp.
WHAS, a 50 kw clear channel
outlet owned by Louisville Courier
& Journal Times, was bid by Crosley (also owner WLW Cincinnati)
for 81,925,000. Overlapping signal
of the clear channel stations was
described as the principal reason.
Commonly-owned AM, FM and
TV stations using common base
call letters but located in different
communities were given until July
1 to change their FM or TV calls
under an FCC policy statement.
Rattling a 13-year-old collection
of skeletons, the Commission in
applications. The unanimous deciearly May granted regular license
sion reversed a lower court's rulrenewals to Arde Bulova's WOV
and WNEW New York, clearing
the watch manufactiu-er of charges
Appeals
dating back to 1936 and wiping
Reverses Court
Gag Rule
Commission's
the
of
Also
in
June,
the Maryland Court
last
away the duopoly case. It cleared
original
of
Appeals
reversed
a lower court
the way for the sale of WOV.
The much protested Avco Rule
ruling on the notorious "Baltimore Gag" on free speech. The
on station sales was repealed outright June 9. The rule, growing out
appellate
court's action
contempt citations
against reversed
WCBM,
of a 1945 decision on Avco Mfg.
WITH and WFBR Baltimore, along
Corp.'s acquisition of WLW Cin- with James P. Connolly, former
cinnati, required submission of
news editor of WITH. WBAL that
competing bids on transfer and as- city had filed a separate appeal
signment applications.
and also was affected by the action.
A planned revision of procedure
Broadcasters had been cited in the
on handling of nearly all major
summer of 1948 for contempt of
broadcast applications, embracing
court after they had broadcast
advertising of most applications,
factual matter about an indicted
even sales, was placed on the Comcriminal on the basis of statements
mission docket, but received strong
from police officials. An appeal to
industry opposition.
Also in June, FCC took a step the Supreme Court was promised.
Hearings were held in Federal
to speed up its hearing procedure
BROADCASTING
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District Court in Cleveland involving Government accusations
against the Lorain (Ohio) Journal
of anti-trust law violations in the
treatment of advertisers who used
WEOL-AM-FM Elyria-Lorain or
the weekly Lorain Sunday Xeivs.
The Maryland Court of Appeals
held on Nov. 11 that broadcast
priviliges do not embrace television rights since TV is a completely distinct medium. The decision, first of its kind, reversed a
lower court's ruling.
The Supreme Court on Dec. 5
denied the request of KGHI, KARK
Little Rock, Ark. and NAB for
rehearing on its decision not to
hear an appeal from the Arkansas
Supreme Court on the radio station
tax case. The Arkansas court
in May had held valid Little Rock's
city tax on radio stations.
Johnson Attacks
FCC Practices

dustry.' Gordon Gray was named
Secretary
the
Army.
Mr. ofGray,
president and
publisher of the
Piedmont Publishing Co., Winston-Salem, N. C.
(WSJS WinstonSalem, the Winston-Salem Journal and Twin City
Mr. Gray
Sentinel and head
of WMIT (FM)
Winston-Salem) , took office June
20.
The President early in May
nominated FCC Comr. Edward
M. Webster for reappointment to
a seven-year term. Action was delayed in the Senate Commerce Committee but he subsequently was confirmed by the Senate and sworn
into office July 21.

Sheppard Bill
On Station Ownership
A controversial issue was re-inIn Congress action was turned
troduced with Rep. Harry R. Shepon FCC by an active Senate Commerce Committee which had at its pard's (D-Calif.) bill to prohibit
by either nethelm radio-minded Sen. Ed C. station worksovvTiership
or manufacturers of elecJohnson, a Colorado Democrat. In
tronics equipment. It marked
a fiery attack in April on the time in committee.
Senate floor, he denounced the ComCongress passed funds for the
mission for "prostituting" demoCensus Bureau for the 17th decencratic principles by "scandalous,
nial housing census to include a
shocking, and disgusting" practices.
sampling of television and radio
sets in U. S. homes.
As the key legislator concerned
Sen. Johnson, who urged the
with radio's business, Sen JohnFCC to break dcmi clear channels
son eyed clear channel problems,
and maintain the power ceiling at
color TV, TV allocations, realign50 kw for stations in the AM band,
ment of FCC's procedural methods
introduced such a bill (S 491). It
and liquor advertising on radio and
TV.
resembled a proposal he had made
An original Johnson Bill (S during the 80th Congress. It also
1626) included cease-and-desist
was put on the committee shelf.
NAB in 1949 concerned itself
orders, elimination of FCC's diswith streamlining its broadcast
cretionary power to modify licenses
and construction permits and in- services. Plans for an overhaul
corporated afraud section. Later of BMB, a broadcaster-financed
in the year, it was watered-down to unit, came in January as BMB
disclosed it had signed a total of
a reorganizational bill (S 1973)
802 subscribers with 1,000 its goal.
introduced in June by Sen. Ernest
First forward step was loan of
W. McFarland (D-Ariz.), which
comprised some of the features of NBC's research director, Dr. Kenthe old White Bill and certain parts
neth H. Baker, to supervise its secof the Johnson measure.
ond nation-wide
survey of station
The McFarland Bill, including
and network auprovisions for deadlines on FCC's
diences. A secworkload, was given a two-day
ond was to begin
hearing by the Senate Commerce
an intensive drive
unit soon after introduction. Infor new subdustry sentiment in general was
scribers. Hugh
favorable although the CommisFeltis resigned as
sioners displayed a sharp conBMB's president
flict among themselves. FCC felt
during the winter
many of the suggested changes
and Dr. Baker becumbersome and restrictive.
Dr. Baker
came chief. Mr.
Feltis assumed
Bill Languishes
general managership of KING
In House Committee
Seattle on April 1.5.
Passing the Senate in August,
During its annual convention in
the bill bogged down before the
April, the NAB board came up with
House Commerce Committee where
proposals to batten its hatches and
it had silent opposition.
prepare for the battle of advertising media. One of the board actions
President Truman's inaugural on was a loan of $75,000 and a vote
Jan. 20 was covered by an array
of confidence for BMB.
of TV's cameras and microphones
Another was creation of BAB,
as well as the omnipresent AMBroadcast Advertising Bureau, to
FM radio. Telecasts were pooled
begin June 1. It voted a formidamong all networks.
able sum for BAB and named
President Truman made two apMaurice B. Mitchell, director of
pointments of interest to the in- NAB's
Broadcast Advertising
BROADCASTING
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Dept., to head the new unit.
Other matters which came up for
NAB study were recording standards, its TV operation and overall
reorganization.
A new BMB drive was launched
in late April and by November received an endorsement from the
Assn. of National Advertisers and
the American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, two of three organizations governing the bureau. On
Nov. 18, the BMB board voted to
work with ANA, A AAA and NAB
to continue its research under the
plan proposed by the NAB board.
Deadline for BMB's dissolution, set
for
1950.the yearend, was put off until
Compliance with the NAB code,
which was promulgated in 1948, became formal in May after a year
for new contracts to be dra\vn. The
networks also approved. NAB
also was instmmental in circulating
a U. of Chicago study which showed
American listeners in favor of privately operated broadcasting.
Assn. of National Advertisers
gave notice in late February that
radio's rate structure would get top
billing by a newly created radio
and television committee.
A Broadcasting survey in June
found broadcasters generally had
faith in NAB, particularly in
President Justin Miller, who also
had been lauded at the Chicago
convention in April.
Radio Success
Script Approved
The All-Radio Presentation Committee gave final approval on Aug.
25 to the shooting script of the industry-wide promotion film to dramatize radio result stories. Script
was authored by Victor M. Ratner,
CBS vice president in charge of
advertising and sales promotion,
who left the network in September
to During
join Macy's.
the year, NAB absorbed
the Assn. of Women Broadcasters
in March and the FM Assn. in
December.
A. D. (Jess) Willard Jr., fonner
WBT Charlotte, N. C, general
manager vice
who president
had heldjobNAB's
executive
since
1945, declined an offer in August
to head up NAB's Video Division
after the executive vice presidency was abolished. He subsequently joined WGAC Augusta,
Ga., as president and general manager.
Royal V. (Doc) Howard resigned
on July 20 as director of NAB's
Engineering Dept. and was succeeded by Neal McNaughten, who
was serving as assistant director.
A new and more compact NAB
appeared in August following a
touching up of its internal components. In staff changes, G. Emerson Markham, station director.
WGY Schenectady, became director of a newly formed NAB Video
Division, and Forney A. Rankin,
Judge Miller's international adviser, became director of the new
Dept. of Government Relations.
NAB's Executive FM Committee

studied Transit Radio and came up
with findings in September that
the FM broadcasting system was
approaching the profit stage and
attracting national advertisers in
increasing numbers.
NAB also took an active part in
international affairs. Announcing
it would take careful view of
NARBA negotiations, NAB protested the FCC's 540 kc proposal.
At the same time, strong protests
were voiced against Cuban and
Mexican channel jumping and their
failure to come to an understanding.
ing at the NARBA Montreal meetIndustry Cooperates
In National Planning
Industry cooperated throughout
the year with a communications advisory committee which worked
hand-in-hand with the National
Security Resources Board on national defense and tentative plans
for mobilization.
On the labor scene, Television
Authority, a new union made up
of video talent, was formed Nov.
16 and immediately found itself
in a jurisdictional fight with Screen
Actors Guild and Screen Extras
Guild over television films. George
Heller, executive secretary of
AFRA,
Dec. 7. was named president on
In March, a rift broke out between lATSE (AFL) and NABET
over television technicians. The
jurisdictional squabble dealt with
the question of which union had
(Continued on page 162)
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the right to acquire TV technicians
for membershp.
CBS and IBEW signed a pact in
August; NBC and ABC signed
contracts on May 11 with NABET
covering approximately 1,000 engineers. Plan was offered in September for a merger of NABET with
the Communication Workers of
America (CIO).
A jurisdictional fight between
actors on the one hand, and
musicians on the other in September was joined by the Associated
Actors & Artists of America
which voted to support one of its
member unions in a row with
American Federation of Musicians.
This was the occasion when the
4 A's international board defied the
order of AFM President James C.
Petrillo that no member of the
union be permitted to join or remain a member of American Guild
of Variety Artists, a 4-A union.
The NARBA agreement expired
early in the spring. Negotiations
to obtain a new agreement stalled
as Latin delegates stood firm on
assignments given to them prior to
the third treaty conclave which was
held in Montreal.
The Cuban bombshell came on
Sent. 15 when island delegates
called for a breakdown of clear
channels.
They urged a change
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to national channels to give unrestricted rights, within certain
limits, to each nation. U. S. delegates rejected Cuban proposals in
December, the month when the conference recessed.
Also on the international front,
Argentina's Peron slapped a ban
on broadcasts by foreign news correspondents; Voice of America was
given a larger budget as it opened
new plush penthouse studios atop
the Interior Dept. Bldg. in Washington. Voice boosted its Russian
language broadcasts in late April
amid reports of increasing Russian
attempts at jamming.
Ford Motor Co. began sponsorship of broadcasts of United Nations proceedings in July, setting
a landmai'k in radio coverage.
A pooled
"Goldenextension
Spike" telecast
Jan.
11 marked
of the
Bell System's coaxial cable from
Pittsburgh to Cleveland, bringing
TV netwoi'k service to a quarter
of the nation's population. In
March, AT&T predicted 13 cities
would be added by the end of the
year. Late in March, the company
filed with FCC for 20 microwave
radio relay links between Pittsburgh and Chicago to complete its
New York-Chicago TV relay sys-

91/2
tinghsonceof
dcasmont
sawST broa
THE1950 FIR
ng
again movi
with the nation
toward a semi-wartime preparedness footing, with radio and television officially designated "the
nerve system yof civil defense" in
the emergenc security program
which followed the Korean outbreak on June 25.
Radio time sales continued at
a high level. Television kept up its
fantastic rate of growth, despite
the licensing freeze which seems
likely to remain at least until mid1951. NAB weathered a series of
crises. A million-dollar "superBAB" was projected to intensify
radio's business-getting campaign.
Congress received bills to license
networks, to forbid the broadcast of
horse-race information, to ban alcoholic beverage advertising from
the air — and enacted none. Efforts
to negotiate a new NARBA to promote North American AM harmony
have been and are still in progress.
The decennial census was taken,
preliminary reports showing a
U. S. population of 150,520,000,
with radio and TV set-ownership
findings awaited. And FCC finally
wound up the color television hearings— but not the color TV issue.
The Korean outbreak spurred
radio and TV into action — and
incidentally aroused some healthy
fears of radio silence and TV blackouts, and of freezes, shortages and
other restrictions reminiscent of
World War II.
NAB won White House approbation for its steps to organize a
Broadcasters Advisory Council,
currently in the final phases of for-

tem scheduled for mid-1950. Cable
and relay expansion started a nettions. work scramble for time allocaA brief but healthy fight which
extended through spring and early
summer was engaged in by RCA
and Columbia Records Inc. over
their 45 rpm and 33% rpm disc
offerings, respectively. Columbia
publicly labeled the situation a
"record war." By April, it was
conceded the disc jockey would
play the key part in determining
public preference.
Million-Dollar Pact
Signed With Goodman
Among big money transactions
in the year: A 10-year contract in
May for more than $1 million between WJZ-TV New York and
Harry S. Goodman Productions,
that city, for a quiz show package;
sale in November of WNEW New
York by Arde Bulova and associates
to new corporation headed by William S. Cherry Jr., Rhode Island
industrialist and broadcaster, for
a gross in excess of $2 million,
radio's biggest independent station
deal.
Newell-Emmett Co., New York
advertising agency with a $26 mil-

mation. A new radio manufacturing committee to help direct mobilization from a top policy level — the
National Electronics Mobilization
Committee — was formed in August
by the Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
and the National Security Industrial Assn. FCC sped its plans
for a disaster communications service following the Korean crisis.
Early in August the Commerce
Dept. placed radio and television
on its list of "essential" industries,
and in mid-September President
Truman sent to Congress his masterplan for civil defense, designating radio and TV the "nerve
system" which would inform and
educate the public and give warnings if enemy attack is imminent.
Muir Incident
Draws Quick Fire
The nation's heightening security mood also brought another type
of problem, precipitated in late
August when General Foods expelled Jean Muir from the Aldrich
Family TV cast because of complaints that her name had been
linked with Communist-front
groups. In the ensuing controversy
the American Federation of Radio
Artists called for formation of a
committee — probably including
representatives of the networks
and NAB, AAAA, AFRA, TV
Authority and Assn. of National
Advertisers — "to assure full security" against Communists and their
sympathizers, and "at the same
time preserve individual liberties."
Business-wise, 1950 saw the resurgence of spot business continue, with predictions that it will

lion annual billing and radio-TV
user, re-formed at yearend as
Cunningham & Walsh Inc. John P.
Cunningham
the
agency. became president of
Death took a toll of broadcasting
pioneers. Among them were Major
Edney Ridge, president- and .gen-,
eral manager of the North Carolina Broadcasting Co., part-owner
of WBIG Greensboro, on Jan. 13;
Benjamin A. McDonald, general
sales manager, Westinghouse Radio
Stations Inc., on March 2; Morgan
H. Sexton, general manager,
KROS Clinton, Iowa, on March 27;
Elmer J. Boos, vice president and
treasurer, Crosley Broadcasting
Corp., on May 3; Beauford H. Jester, Texas Governor and president
and 50% owner, KWTX Waco, on
July 11; G. W. Covington Jr.,
owner, WCOV-AM-FM Montgomery, WGWC Selma and WGWD
Gadsden, Ala.; Ray C. Wakefield,
former FCC Commissioner (1947),
on Sept. 29; Harold B. Morrill, general manager, WLAW Lawrence,
Mass., on Oct. 5; Eldon A. Park,
vice president of Crosley Broadcasting Corp. and general manager,
WINS New York, on Dec. 12.

reach $125 million in 1950 after a
record $112 million in 1949. Summer sales on the networks remained
steady, and broadcasters generally
— both AM and TV — looked forward to new fall sales records.
Receiver production has moved substantially ahead of 1949's, with
8,750,000 radio sets turned out in
the first eight months while TV
output in the same period, estimated at 4,146,000, was already
1,100,000 above the full 1949 total.
Looking back,
BroadcastingTelecasting
Yearbook
in January
estimated 1949 AM-FM-TV time
sales at $460 million — an estimate
later borne
out in
by FCG's
report, released
April, 1949
placing
the overall total at $459.8 million,
a 10.3% gain over 1948. The breakdown: AM-FM $426 million; TV
$33.8 million. There was no sign
of TV inroads on AM sales.
Fearing TV's future effect, however, the Assn. of National Advertisers' powerful Radio and TV
Steering Committee stirred up a
mid-summer flurry by launching a
radio rate-cut campaign looking
toward evening rate reductions
ranging up to 55% on some AM
stations in TV markets. But the
four networks rejected AN A's
invitation to confer, and the question was touched only lightly at
ANA's late-September convention,
with indications that the steering
committee would continue its
studies but that each ANA member
would handle his rate negotiations
as he sees fit.
The national network rating
field was returned to a one - firm
operation in February
for the
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first time in about a decade, when
A. C. Nielsen Co. acquired the
national services of C. E. Hooper
Inc. for an estimated $500,000. Mr.
Hooper continued and expanded
his operations at the local level.
Television, despite the freeze,
continued to expand. AT&T's TV
network facilities, which already
reached 28 cities, were extended to
an additional 14 on Sept. 30, and
the telephone company was at work
on a $20 million construction project approved by FCC in June to
make coast-to-coast TV program
service available by Jan. 1, 1952.
The number of TV stations on
the air increased from 97 to 107,
in 63 markets.
Plans for television's formal
entry into the field of higher education this fall were announced in
August when WWJ-TV Detroit
and the U. of Michigan made arrangements for an experiment in
home study on the university level,
via TV.
Video's Effect Covered
In Jordan Report
The debate over TV's effect on
other attractions intensified as the
medium expanded. Final results
of an exhaustive study conducted
by Jerry N. Jordan were released
in May, showing that television
does not hurt sports attendance
after the first-year novelty wears
off. Yet several football conferences
"experimentally" banned live telecasts of this fall's games. Further
research was slated, under the
joint sponsorship of the networks
and the National Collegiate Athletic Assn.
The pace of television's development was clearly evidenced when
Gillette paid $800,000 for TV rights
to the 1950 World Series — four
times the 1949 figure — plus $175,000 for radio rights.
In the radio network field, Liberty Broadcasting System climaxed
three years of expansion by initiating fulltime service as the nation's fifth network on Oct. 2.
Progressive Broadcasting System,
a new organization offering daytime shows to local stations only,
announced the same week that it
has completed arrangements with
about 250 stations and will start
full operation on Nov. 26.
NAB Board Meeting
Sets Organization Changes
NAB has had its share of headaches and organizational changes.
In a February meeting at Chandler, Ariz., the board gave President Justin Miller far-reaching
powers; authorized the appointment of a general manager as No. 2
executive; revoked an existing
12%% discount in dues and increased small station dues; abolished its Radio Division ; authorized
appointment of a station relations
director; raised NAB's budget
$100,000 to a total of $798,000, and
voted to proceed with plans for a
million-dollar audience measurement successor to BMB.
At the NAB Convention in ChiBROADCASTING
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A month afterB
the convention,
CBS resigned from the association,
and two weeks later ABC followed
suit, leaving NAB to face the prob- AT the board reception held during the ANA September meeting are (I to r):
lem of maintaining normal operaand Hugh Conklin, General Foods; D. H. O'Dell, assistant adtions without the benefit of ap- Andy Quale
vertising director. General Motors; Hank Voile, advertising manager, A. E.
proximately $65,000 in dues from
Staley Mfg. Co.; Gerhard Exo, General Foods; William Brooks Smith, adverthe two networks. At the June
tising director, Thomas J. Lipton, and chairman of the ANA Radio and
board meeting, the $798,000 budget
Television Steering Committee.
was cut back to $706,000.
In the June meeting the board
cants who violate anti-trust and
vision Broadcasters Assn. in Febother non-radio laws.
also reaffirmed its desire to separuary when TBA held its annual
rate BAB from NAB, with April
television clinic in New York, and
An all-out battle appears certain
1951 as target date.
in June the association launched a
to
over posing
the Commission's
Maurice B. Mitchell, first direcnationwide membership drive.
Oct.develop
6 proposal
the question
tor of BAB, resigned effective Aug.
of
"temporary"
rules
to
govern the
No.
1
on
FCC's
1950
agenda
was
15 to join the executive sales staff the color television case. Hearings
amount of time TV stations may
of NBC in charge of new AM buswere completed in May and the accept from any one network.
iness development — a post he left Commission began its deliberations
More favorably received by the
in September to become general
in early July. FCC's report came
industry were the antenna-site
manager of Associated Program
1, favoring the CBS sys- standards proposed in May to ease
Service. Hugh M. P. Higgins, of out Sept.
tem over those of RCA and Color
the perennial headache involved in
WMOA Marietta, Ohio, was named
Television Inc.
interim director of BAB.
getting CAA tower-site clearances.
The Commission said it would
An FCC hearing, length of which
Plans for creation of a superhold up a pro-CBS decision on one
BAB, headed by the best available
condition — -that manufacturers sig- seemed likely to rival that of the
color TV case, is the one involving
executive in the broadcasting innify by Sept. 29 that they would
news-slant chareres against G. A.
dustry and backed by a millionbuild "bracket sets" capable of Richards (KMPC Los Angeles,
dollar budget, were approved by tuning
CBS standards as well as WJR Detroit, WGAR Cleveland),
the NAB board in early August.
present black-and-white. The set
B. Walter Huffington, WSAP
makers replied — some in sharp in progress since June.
Petitions filed against transit
Portsmouth, Va., was named NAB
language — that they couldn't con- radio service, coupled with a
station relations
ceivably meet FCC's deadline.
early Novemdirector in May.
ber manufacturing
The Muzak proposal for rules changes
He died suddenly
to permit it to pipe its music by
FM instead of telephone lines,
on July 13, and next move is FCC's.
was succeeded in Phonevision, Theatre TV
appeared headed for an FCC hearOctober by John Among FCC Problems
ing— not yet called — which might
F. Hardesty, of
In other television fields, FCC
go far toward shaping FM's futhe Public Affairs in January announced plans for a ture.
Dept.
hearing on theatre TV, and, in
In Washington, the Public UtilA feeling of February, approved Zenith Radio
ities Commission stood firm on its
ruling
in favor of transit radio,
harmony and confor a was
90-daytoPhonevision request
test. This
have
Mr. Huffington fidence with the Corp.'s
and, when Transit Riders Assn.
started Oct. 1 but has been at least and others appealed, was upheld
association management was evidenced in the se- temporarily snarled by Zenith's in- by U.S. District Court in June.
ries of district meetings which
ability to secure rights to top
A number of long-established
movies.
started in September.
FM stations ceased operations
Radio Mfrs. Assn. changed its
FCC in late July partially ter- during the first half of the year,
name to Radio-Television Mfrs.
including WTMJ-FM Milwaukee,
minated the two-year-old proceedAssn. and launched a search for a
ing based on the National Assn. of WMIT (FM) Charlotte, KWK-FM
fulltime paid president under a re- Radio Station Representatives'
St. Louis, WMAR-FM Baltimore
organization plan approved at its complaint against networks serving and WKY-FM Oklahoma City.
annual convention in Chicago in affiliates as advertising representaThough the pace of drop-outs has
June.
tives. FCC ruled that existing reg- slackened, the number of operating
R. C. Sprague, Sprague Electric
ulations do not preclude such net- stations dropped from 743 in Januwork activities, but left open the
Co., was named chairman of the
ary to 686 in October. Hoping to reRTMA board and also succeeded
question of whether the regulations
vitalize FM, a special five-man
should
be
changed.
committee
was formed in August
R. C. Cosgrove as president pendSeveral
policy
questions
were
in an FM meeting at NAB heading selection of a paid chief executive. Bond Geddes, executive vice raised by the Commission. A propresident and secretary for 23
posal to require forfeiture of per- quarters.
While FM's operating total demits for stations which are sold
clined, the number of AM stations
years, retired to an advisory post
on the air increased from 2,086 in
before program tests commence was
Aug. 1 in line with plans announced
earlier. James D. Secrest was pro- announced in January and aban- January to 2,188 in October.
doned in October. Another January
The year has seen the first in a
moted to secretary and general
manager.
proposal — still undecided — dealt series of FCC changes designed to
J. R. Poppele, WOR New York, with the desirability of establishing
put its staff on a functional foot(Continued on page 168)
was re-elected president of Tele- a "uniform policy" toward appli-
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it "The Favorite Station of the South."
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Owned and Operated by

The IVational Life and Aeeident Insurance Company
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San Francisco Dials
Stop More Often
— and Stay Longer
t and its immediate terriiorv are high
THEpraisepeople
of San ThisFrancisc
in strictly local listener interest in San
of KYA.
sUti< n is first
and its programs are built bv people who
Francisco. KYA is a regional st ation,
understand the program desires t f the listener. TTiat is why it has gained and
retains listener preference in this
The Listener preference of KYA ia your auurance of advertisti^ results. The ules mruagcs from this station are acElectrical Transcriptions
cepted in ihi- of our listeners who have learned to depend on ihii « 'H for programs that are sincere. This lis- i
ELECTRIC ilnBlr
tener prcferrmr
for your
product.
Let this means
station immediate
deliver yourprofitable
message results
throughout
this '
responsive territory. Our program department viill be pleased
to auist you. Write or wire for rates, coverage data, etc.

KYA

where

PACIFIC BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
1000 Walti .. 1230 Kilocycl.1
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
988 MARKET STREET
EDWARD McCALLUM, M.n.jn
P>«e 22
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We don't claim
BUT
the WorU—
WPTF
at Raleigh
the capital of North
Carolina,
tion withinb a theradiusonlyof fta-90
National,
Local have
and NBC
Chain Clients
been
using this station with
profit — Why not invesd1000 WATTS
Western
Electric Radio
and Reproducing
Equipment
gate?
Place Your
SPOT PROGRAMS
Where they
Resultswill Produce
Electrical Transcriptions
OVER
500 WATTS— 610 KILOO'CLES
WIP-WFAN
PHILADELPHIA S PREMIER STATION
reach a potential audience ipcnding 2 Billion Dollars Annually
WIP-WFAN uses the most modem Western Electric Apparatu;
100% Modulation
33 1/3 and 78 R.P.M. Turn Tables
Wt
SEVERAL VERY DESIRABLE PERIODS ARE NOW OPEN
RATES ARE ATTRACTIVE
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E told the curious, in the eirly days of radio, thit WMAQ
meant "WE MUST ANSWER QUESTIONS."

kLL careful advertisers insist upon a station with Quality Programs
because Quality Programs mean Quality Listeners.
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The Capitol District of The Empire State can still spend!
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NOW MORE THAN EVER
II is necessary to employ every ounce of experience and skill to make advertising pay — particularly radio advertising,
A. T, Sears & Son. Inc., make it possible for
agencies to offer their clienU efiGcienl, effective
service on radio accounts, without a dollar additional cost end without adding to their personnel.
We maintain up-to-the-minute information on
radio. . stations
all overhabits.
the country on jnarketa
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A. T. SEARS & SON, Inc.
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1950
(Continued from page 163)
ing. The Common Carrier Bureau
was set up in March; the Safety
& Special Services Bureau in July.
Yet to come: Broadcast Bureau,
and Field Engineering & Monitoring Bureau.
Comr. George E. Sterling, whose
term expired June 30, sailed
through a Senate commerce committee hearing
and won unanimous confirmation for a full
seven-year term.
A number of
r station
a j o have
^msales
occurred. A new
firm headed by
William S .
Comr. Sterling Cherry Jr., chief
owner of WPROA M - F M Providence, acquired
WNEW New York from Arde
Bulova and associates for $2 million in a transfer approved in
January. The Dallas News' WFAA
bought KBTV (TV) Dallas for
$575,000-plus in March, and
KLEE-TV Houston was sold by
W. Albert Lee to the Houston
Post's KPRC-AM-FM for $740,000
June 1.
Atlanta Newspapers
Merge Radio Properties
In Atlanta, merger of the powerful Atlanta Journal (WSB-AMFM-TV) and Constitution
(WCON- AM-FM-TV) was announced in March. WOIC (TV)
Washington was bought by the
Washington Post's WTOP (45%
owned by CBS) from General
Teleradio, operator of WOR-AMFM-TV New York, for $1,400,000
in July. General Manager Harry
Maizlish became chief owner of
KFWB Los Angeles in late September when he and Lansing
Foundation bought the station
from Warner Bros, for $350,000.
What presumably would be the
year's biggest money transaction,
however, involved the Don Lee
Network, a part of the estimated
$9 million estate of Thomas S.
Lee, who died in a fall in January.
The estate was offered for sale,
and" when bids were filed Oct. 6
there were two — one by General
Tire & Rubber Co., which owns
Yankee Network, and ore by a
syndicate including Industrialist
Page 168
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HEADS of delegations to NARBA Conference pose at opening plenary session
Sept. 6 (I to r): Kenneth R. Ingraham and Alan D. Hodgson, Bahamas and
Jamaica; Dr. Miguel A. Herrera, Dominican Republic; Dr. Jose Ramon
Gutierrez, Cuba; Capt. John Cross and FCC Comr. Rose! H. Hyde, United
States; Commander C. P. Edwards, Conference chairman, of Canada; Miguel
Pereyra and Arturo Melgar, Mexico; G. C. W. Browne, Canada, and Conference Secretary Jean Millot.
Edwin W. Pauley, Hoffman R?idio
Corp., a group of West Coast businessmen and bankers, and WOR
New York.
Internationally, NARBA was in
the limelight in February and
March, when U.S. and Cuban delegations met in Havana in an unsuccessful attempt to smooth out
their AM allocations differences,
and again starting Sept. 6 when
the overall NARBA sessions which
convened in Montreal in 1949 were
resumed in Washington.
On the national level, a board
review of the government's communications policies and government and industry frequency uses —
with a hopeful eye toward saving
spectrum space and effecting economies in the communications field
— was initiated by President Truman in February by creation of
the President's Temporary Communications Policy Board, headed
by
art. former FCC Comr. Irvin Stew'Lorain Journal' Hit
In Anti-Trust Suit
In the courts, the U.S. Supreme
Court upheld the generally established American standard of free
speech in reporting crime news
when it refused, in January, to review a 1949 Maryland court ruling
against the so-called "Baltimore
In Rule."
the first case of its kind, a
Gag
federal court in Cleveland ruled
in August that the Lorain (Ohio)
Journal was guilty of anti-trust
actions against WEOL-AM-FM
Elyria-Lorain, and the Justice
Dept. came back with a proposed
decree containing far-reaching
terms almost certain to be appealed if the Cleveland court accepts them.
In Pennsylvania, the State
Board of Censors lost — and television stations won — another round
in the battle over censorship of
TV films when the Third U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled in
September that states have no
such censorship rights.
Another Federal court in Phila-

delphia dismissed a political libel
suit against KYW Philadelphia in
March, holding that a broadcaster
is not liable for libel contained in
an uncensored political speech.
Chief radio legislation enacted
in 1950 stemmed from the increasing security mood of Congress.
To help carry the U. S. story
abroad, the State Dept.'s Voice of
America received a record appropriation of nearly $60 million, including $2.8 million to purchase and
distribute receiving sets in Communist and other "critical" areas,
as Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, board
chairman of RCA, had advocated in
July.
Congressional hearings during
A 10% excise tax on TV sets,
defeated by industry earlier in the
year, was authorized in September. A far-reaching Communist
control bill, also enacted in September, included a requirement that
Communist and Communist-front
organizations put a Red label on
any broadcasts they sponsor.
The McFarland Bill to reorganize FCC procedures (S-1973), already passed by the Senate, was
passed again in July as an amendment to another bill, but died in
the House commerce committee
after August hearings at which

FCC opposed the measure.
The President's plan to reorganize FCC in line with the Hoover
Commission proposals, vesting
greater authority in the FCC
chairman, was killed by the Senate
in May. Proposals to levy fees
for services rendered by various
government agencies — including
FCC — were revived in March and
received intermittent attention
thereafter, finally being referred
to the various committees for
further study next year.
The so-called Condon Committee
filed its color TV report with the
Senate commerce committee in
July, about the time FCC commenced its color deliberations.
Many Radio Measures
Left Unenacted
A Justice Dept. anti-gambling
bill which would have forbidden the
broadcast of horse-race information, anetwork-licensing bill sponsored by Rep. Harry Sheppard (DCalif.); one by Sen. William
Langer (R-N.D.) to prohibit interstate advertising of alcoholic beverages, and one by Rep. George
Sadowski (D-Mich.) to create a
high-level communications policy
board were among the 1950
measures left unenacted.
Death, as always, took its toll.
Its victims included Frank R. McNinch, 1937-39 FCC chairman, who
died Feb. 20; Col. George C. Johnston, for more than two decades
chief owner of WDBO Orlando,
Fla., on April 29; J. Fred Johnson
Jr., on May 2, a month after he
became chief of FCC hearing examiners; John G. Wilson, executive
vice president of RCA Victor Div.,
on June 1; John Shepard 3d,
founder of the Yankee Network, on
June 11; Clyde P. Scott, general
manager of KEC A- AM-FM-TV
Los Angeles, on June 13; Herman
Bess, vice president of WPAT
Patei'son, N. J., who had been
active in New York radio for a
quarter of a century, on June 29;
Charles Hammond, NBC vice
president in charge of advertising
and promotion, on June 30; John
J. Gillin Jr., president and general
manager
Omaha, on ofJulyWOW-AM-FM-TV
18; Austin E.

PERHAPS the oldest active time
Lathrop, Alaska industrialist and
salesman in radio today, Ben Wolff
president of KFAR Fairbanks and
KENI Anchorage, on July 26; G.
(r), 83, still gets his share of contracts at WFOX Milwaukee. Charles
A. C. Halff, chairman of the board
of WOAI-AM-TV San Antonio, on
Lanphier, president and general manager, extends worm congratulations.
Sept. 11.
BROADCASTING
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Anniversary
Open Mike
(Continued from page 66)
ciates probably has done more than
any other single factor to help me
intelligently use from day to day
whatever I have learned about
broadcasting and telecasting.
The industry and all of us in
it owe much to BroadcastingTelecasting for its intensely authentic reporting of industry affairs throughout the years. We
owe even more to you for your
fearless editorializing on many
probleius that have beset our industry. Never stop!
My very best personal wishes for
the next twenty years.
Clair R. McCollough
President
The Steinman Stations
*
* *
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
There are many milestones in
the development of radio, and this
one provides another occasion to
congratulate the industry on its
amazing development and progress.
Robert McLean
President
The Evening Bulletin-The
Sunday Bulletin
Philadelphia
(Owner WCAU-AM-TV)
(President, Associated
Press)
^ ^ ^
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I note with interest that Broadcasting will celebrate its 20th anniversary this October. Twenty
years is a relatively short period
of time in most industries but it
almost covers the entire period of
commercial broadcasting as we
know it, and the history of com-

I

mercial broadcasting is splendidly
recounted within the pages of
Broadcasting.
Broadcasting under your guidance has served the industry well.
It has given complete and accurate
information and I take pleasure in
joining with your many friends in
wishing you and your staff continued success.
Neville Miller, Esq.
Miller & Schroeder
Pres. Federal Communications Bar Assn.
(Former Pres., NAB)
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
As president of Radio Pioneers,
I am delighted to welcome BrO-ADCASTING into the twenty-year
group of pioneers. All of us who
have survived the pioneering era
of broadcasting are familiar with
the many fine contributions to the
progress of our industry made by
the publisher and editors of
Broadcasting.
Sol Taishoff individually deserves our praise and our appreciation for his stalwart defense of
the industry and a free radio. His
publication has kept full pace with
the technical, economic and social
advances of radio in the last
twenty years.
I am sure everyone joins me in
extending our best wishes for the
future to him and to the entire
editorial staff with every confidence in their continued service
and success.
Frank E. Mullen
President
Radio Pioneers
New York
* * *
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Broadcasting in a very real
sense has grown up with the radio
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Mr. Sol Taishoff
Editor and Publisher
Broadcasting
Katlonal Press Building
llashlngton
D. C.
Dear Mr. Taishoff t
ka TOUT neiis magazine Broadcasting goes into its
twentieth year, the radio industry continues to increase
its injjortance in the lives of our citizens. During the
past tiro decades many amazing improTements have been made
In radio transmission and reception.
Today it is more iB^xsrtant than ever before to
satisfy the public thirst for news, entertainment, culture,
and especially for enlightenment on topics Tthloh affect
the destinies of all of jis . I know that the radio and
the relatively new television industry will work hard at
the job of fumlahiag our citizens with facts and informed
opinion. Democracy thrives in the bright light of truth.
?y furnishing the truth the radio industry can help keep
us free.
Sincerely yours.

SecretaiT' of Comaerce
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Columbia Broadcasting System. Inc.
485 Madison Aveni'e, New Toek 22, N.Y
PLaza 5-2000
PEAH-K SIANTON
PEjssrDEJT

September 29, 1950

Dear Sol:
Congratulations from CBS on BROADCASTING'S twentieth
birthday.
It occurs to me that we've grown up together in radio,
for CBS was a youngster of only three when you arrived on the scene. And we've seen some wonders together; the headlong growth of an industry that is not
only an impressive business enterprise, but an
enormous social forceTogether we have watched radio penetrate the country,
and in this penetration link the American people in a
common coiumiinity of interest.
And we have watched radio move beyond oior national
boundaries to become an international medium of
exchange, offering- great hope for better understanding
between nations throughout the world.
I think you have every reason to be proud of the part
BROADCASTING has played in charting and reporting this
great American adventure .
And now we're watching another young giant, television,
take Its first seven-league strides.
I'm confident
that all of us can continue to look to BROADCASTING
for the important news, information and opinion in
television as in radio; and that the next twenty years
will be even more useful and rewarding ones for both
of us.
Sincerely yours.

Mr.
Sol Taishoff, Publisher
Broadcasting
National Press Building
Washington k] D. C.
industry during the past two decades. It has faithfully chronicled
this growth and now is just as accurately covering an era which historians may call the Age of Television.
Broadcasting as a trade magazine of the industry has not been
only a trusted reporter of developments in the field; it has been more
than that. Through its editorial columns it has served both as the
staunchest friend of the radio and
television industry and as its severest critic. If it had not successfully
served in this capacity, I would not
have this opportunity to salute
Broadcasting with a "well done"
on its 20th Anniversary.
I know I speak for the entire industry when I say that the courage
and purpose you have shown in the
past two decades are the ideal
guides to your continued success in
the years ahead. Good luck and
best wishes.
Edward J. Noble
ABC
Chairman of the Board
*

*

*

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Of all the various enterprises
with which I have been engaged
in my business career, I believe I
have found more continuous in-

terest and satisfaction in my associations in the broadcasting industry. Ibelieve that radio makes
a substantial contribution to the
life of the cities and states in
which it operates by bringing its
citizens many constructive entertainment and educational features.
My first association with radio
began very shortly after Broadcasting's founding, and I have
watched with intei'est and approval your efforts toward the
sound development of the industry
by
coverageI wish
of its
weekyour
activities.
for week-toyou the
greatest continued success as we
go forward into the new era of
television.
Edward Lee Norton
Member, Board of GovFederal
ernors Reserve Board
(Chmn. of Board, Voice
of Ala. Inc. and
Broadcasting
Co.) Florida
*
* *
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
It is a particular delight for me
to salute Broadcasting on its 20th
anniversary. I recall reading your
first issue from cover to cover —
and I never abandoned the practice during the past two decades.
Broadcasting, like the industry
(Continued on page 172)
October 16, 1950
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•Classified Advertisements^^
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE — Checks ani msney •rWert anly. Situation
Wanted 10c per word — $1 minimum. Help Wonted 20c per word — $2
Minimum. All other classifications 25c per word — $4 minimum. No
charge for blind box number. One inch ads, acceptable, $12.00 per in•artion. Deadline two weeks preceding issue date. Send box replies to
■roodcasting Magazine, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
BROADCASTING is not responsible for the return of application material
(transcriptions, photographs, scripts, etc.) forwarded to box numbers.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Opportunity for sales organization mantype operation,
independentager,
stationWNEWexperience,
car, necessary.
1000 watt fulltime up-state New York
station tions.going
5000.BROADCASTING.
Write full qualificaBox 576F,
Station manager, newspaper owned
MBS outlet, 15,000 Nebraska town.
Prefer good commercial man, fully experienced. Will share profits with man
who proves himself. Permanent. Box
601G. BROADCASTING.
Experienced radio man to take charge
production, programming, etc., do some
selling, local fulltime station in growing
east coast community of 15,000. Opportunity to Will
buy stand
interest
5-6
thousand.
full requiring
investigation.
Reply fully in confidence. Box 603G,
BROADCASTING.
Opportunity to invest in and manage
250 watt station midwest town 15,000.
Present owner has other business interests. Good deal for right man. Box
625G, BROADCASTING.
Help wanted. Commercial manager,
capable of acting as general manager.
Outstanding opportunity, with brilliant
future in large major eastern market
for man who can give references as to
selling
CASTING.ability. Box 695G, BROADSalesmen
Progressive local station wants aggressive salesman. Permanent to right man.
Must have car. Salary and commission.
East coast. Immediate. Give full details and picture. Box 604G, BROADCASTING.
Experienced,
reliable,
effective
sales-in
man for California
network
station
medium sized market. Lucrative profor producer.
Minimum competition. positionBox
715G, BROADCASTING.
Salesman capable of writing own copy.
Permanent. Leading station eastern
city 70,000. Salary plus incentive arrangement. Give full particulars, references. Box 720G, BROADCASTING^
Southern salesman, a man currently
employed in a southern station is
wanted for a responsible sales position
with ation.growing,
aggressive organizaMust be experienced,
friendly,
able to overcome being "out-oftowner,"
able to travel
to southern
city
for interview
at own
expense.
Salary, car allowance, plus commission. Send photo and full particulars
with reply to Box 730G, BROADCASTING^
Advertising salesman, include references and snapshot in letter of application to KVOC, Casper, Wyoming.
Salesman, experienced. Starting salary
$125.00 per week plus commission. Do
not apply unless you can produce billing records ployment.
of present
previous
em5000 watt orABC
affiliate,
WMAW, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Announcers
Network afiaiiate Rocky Mountain area
has
for announcer-copywriter.
Send opening
transcription
and full details with
first letter. Box 909F, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, first class ticket, small
town, southwest. Must be good. Experienced. We want quality. Box 675G,
BROADCASTING.
50,000 watt southern station need a No.
1 newscaster, able to gather and write
for toprated periods. Our newscasters
are tops so we need a top man. You
must write and broadcast. Send all
details first letter, including disc, picture and samples of writing to Box
686G, BROADCASTING.
Experienced armouncer, handle news
and straight shift with ability to run
tables and console. Midwest NBC affiliate. Box 733G, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Combination announcer-engineer. Good
working
ing no conditions.
question. Top
Wiresalary.
Box Hous704G,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer, top quality experience announcers. Box 724G,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer with ticket. One year experience announcing. Start $225 raise
in six months. Phone or wire J. B. McNutt, KBUD, Athens, Texas.
Announcer-engineer needed immediately. Must have had two or more
years experience announcing and handling all types programs. Average-to
good-combo men not wanted, as this
job is open only to top talent. Pay
is in full accord. Must show stability
and a good record of service which
will stand inspection from the station
where you are now employed. Air
mail qualifications including draft or
reserve status to KNCM, Moberly, Missouri.
Wanted. neer.Combination
announcer-engiSend all details
and disc to
WBHF, Cartersville. Georgia.
Combination announcer-engineer, send
history,
picture,
disc, minimum
starting salary,
references,
draft status.
H. R. Winsor. WBYS, Canton, Illinois.
WGCM, Gulfport, Mississippi, has
opening for experienced announcer,
send tioncomplete
information and audidisc.
Hill Billy DJ, engineer, will pay high
salary if you have first phone and the
personality to run a top hill billy DJ
show,
in one
south'stape
richest
rural
markets.
Rushof disc,
or wire;
background
details;.
WKUL, Cullman,
A
la
Combination announcer-engineer, first
class ticket, Virginia daytimer indeaccommodations
available.pendent.
SendLiving
disc
and letter giving
reserve or draft status. WNNT, Warsaw, Virginia.
Wanted: Announcer, south Georgia independent wants
cer, one that
canexperienced
write copy.announWrite
or call 327.
WVOP, VidaUa, Georgia. Telephone
Wanted immediately.
bination man, programAnnouncer,
director. comJobs
waiting. Bert Arnold, Keene Road,
Clearwater, Florida.
Technical
Men with at least 8 years combined
electrician
and radiocustom
experience
install and maintain
built toaudio
devices.
Must
want
to
travel
throughout any area in the United States
continually.
salary plusMust
expenses.Excellent
Transportation
have automobile
driversprovided.
license. Send
personal snapshot
with record
experiences and references.
Box of764D,
BROADCASTING.
Combination man or straight engineer
interested some sales work. Good salCASTING^
ary, station, city. Box 680G, BROADWanted, chief engineer for 1000 watt
network affiliate, with previous experience as chief. Work includes full
shift
on transmitter. Box 696G,
BROADCASTING.
Electronic engineers. Graduates with
broadcast experience preferred for development and field work with good
future. Send resume, photo, advise
salary desired and availability. Box
718G, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first phone. Experience not
necessary. State qualifications. Box
725G. BROADCASTING.
Applications invited from engineers
residing in New England area for permanent employment with an established regional station. Starting pay
$75.00 for 40-hour week, paid vacation
and sick leave. Box 728G, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for first class engineer, car necessary, no announcing.
Salary open, apply in person, KXJK,
Forrest City, Ark.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted:
ation man.Engineer-announcer,
Must have first classcombinticket.
Call Lyle Motley, Chief Engineer,
WBTM-FM, Danville, Virginia.
Transmitter operator. No experience
necessary. Good working conditions.
Conveniently
located. Write
details. Chief Engineer,
Radio for
Station
WCNC, Elizabeth City, North Carolina.
Production-Programming, others
Wanted — Program director 1000 watt
southern
independent.
tor also handles
early Program
morning direcshow
directed rural audience. State salary
desired and reference first letter. Box
661G, BROADCASTING.
Young man or young lady to take over
writing, copy
work station.
at successful,
progressive southern
Box 679G,
BROADCASTING.
Capable young woman to handle bookkeeping,livewire
billing and air
woman's
show. Small
NBC daily
affiliate
midwest.
and complete details.AirBoxmail
681G,photo
BROADCASTING.
California small market network stationgramneedsdirector.
versatile
experienced
proExcellent
opportunity
for right man. Send full details Box
714G, BROADCASTING.
Copywriter-salesman,
salary and commission, unusual opportunity.
New
York State NBC station. Submit background, copy samples, availability. Box
719G, BROADCASTING.
Woman continuity editor, some air
work. Prefer experience but consider
all applicants. Air mail photo, details.
J. B. McNutt, KBUD, Athens, Texas.
Opening now
copy man..
Some stafl,
announcing. for
Small station,
congenial
WAYB. Waynesboro, Virginia.
Punch writer. Well paying position
open for young man who can make
commercial copy stand up and sell!
Send sample copy, qualifications, photo
and salary
Program
Director, Stationexpected
WFDF, toFlint,
Michigan.
Wanted: Young lady to direct traffic,
write tionsome
stadetails.copy,
Statealong
age, with
salaryother
desired,
experience and photo. Radio station
WJXN, Box 786. Jackson, Mississippi.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Managing director, long experience,
available
tions not for
now revitalizing
profitable. station
Knows operaevery
phase of station management from A
to Z. Good judge of personnel. Will
accept remuneration on percentage of
increased profits, a straight fee, or a
combination of both. Only interested in
1 kw, or more, fulltime. Box 132G,
BROADCASTING.
Manager,
program
director,
salesmanager. Highest
industry
references
and
requisites. Can cover all phases stationcern.
operations
and
produce
going
conCollege degrees; average age, 30.
Can assume control of new CP or turn
losing station into profitable operation.
Sound, long range policy. Large and
small market experience. Expert low
cost operation. Desire to relinquish
control investors
of presentneed
station.
night
apply.No Wefly-byare
reliable, sound radio businessmen.
Box 497G, BROADCASTING.
Manager over 18 years experience net
and independent stations. Box 560G,
BROADCASTING.
Manager, emphasis on sales, desires
contact with owner whose station is
operating in the red. Owner must be
willing to pay a percentage of profits.
Highest quality references, proven
background of developing money making community service stations. Box
612G, BROADCASTING.
AU in one from manager to DJ, including first phone license. 4i,i years experience, specialize in special events.
Have copyrighted giveaway show.
Southwest preferred for $90.00 a week.
For details dial Box 620G, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager, not a desk executive.
Does most of the selling himself. Many
years selling
experience
with Family
independent and network
stations.
man well over draft age. Now in Ohio.
Available at once. Box 627G, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Now employed manager. Strong on
management, sales, publicity. All
phases paper.
radio,
newsWriter.public
Young,relations,
proven record,
educated, top references. Good man
for net, agency, station, private firm.
Capable
more monev, want it
Box
664G.mak'ne
BROADCASTING.
Manager-commercial manager. Solid
radio man, 4 years newspaper display.
12 years radio management and sales.
Large and small markets, strong on
sales and sales promotion. Can keep
overhead
down. Prefer midwest. Box
691G.
BROADCASTING.
Manager,
understands all phases for
ING^
profitable
operation. Program and
sales expert. Licensed engineer. Full
experience. Box 692G, BROADCASTManager. Record of 14 years successful
management
small stations, desires to
BROinADC
locate
southAST
or west.
Box. 699G,
ING
Manager, bottom to top background,
all phases of radio. Extensive experienceiates.
independent
and network
affilProven efficient
low budget
operator. Box 700G, BROADCASTING.
Manager — Sales, programming. 25 years
with metropolitan network stations
every phases operations. Desire locate
east or midwest metropolitan areas.
Excellent industry references. College.
Box 713G, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman — Extensive background includes announcing, copy, programming,manent
production,
selling.
Desire
peropportunity
in good
station,
BRO
ADC
ASTING
friendly
community.
Box. 667G,
Announcer-salesman. Early bird or
midnite show. Experienced. Excellent references. Over draft age. Box
674G. BROADCASTING.
Ambitious young lady. College graduate, journalism, three years radio
work, selling, announcing, continuity.
References.
Prefer California, northBROwest.
ADC
ASTING
Prefer "selling"
job. Box. 687G,
Manpower shortage? Maybe. Newspaper shortage? Maybe. I too, am
looking for "security"! Also looking
for
advancement.
However,
if you're
daytime
operation,
FM, or Otherwise,
independent, please
do not answer.
ING.
will
forward complete resume of my
salesability. Box 722G, BROADCAST"Sportscaster,
working Three
baseball and footballcurrently
in the
southeast.
ncers
Annou
years experience in calling college basketball and hockey. Looking for basketball and/or hockey work. Preferably in
the
northeast.
College graduate and
ING.
draft exempt. Box 563G, BROADCASTDraft exempt announcer, newscaster.
Long on training and talent. Short on
experience. Hard worker. Family man.
Age 31. Now on west coast. Prefer
west coast or Ohio. Disc, pictures
available. Box 596G, BROADCASTING.
Experienced combination man available immediately. Desire permanent
BRO
AST
position. ADC
Married,
car.ING
Box. 610G,
After October 15th this experience can
be yours: Three years every phase
top station announcing: newscaster
three years model center; over a year
news editor, plus a year directing programs.genial.Family
man,bulwark
conscientious,
A solid
your constaff
awaiting
right
References, DCAS
details
on proposition.
request.
Box
624G,
BROA
TING.
Sports announcer, experienced playby-play baseball, boxing, basketball.
AU
replies
First class license.
Box considered.
638G. BROADCASTING.
Aggressive young man with training
wants announcing position. Good diction, specialize in disc. news. Disc or
personalBROADCASTING.
audition will prove. Box
641G.
At Uberty. Experienced announcer
who
a midwest location. Box
642G, prefers
BROADCASTING.
Network play-by-play man and sports
commentator. Available soon. Now employed. Money secondary, year-roiuid
play-by-play
essential.
Midwest
far
west preferred.
College
graduate.or
ING^
Ex-athlete. Box 646G, BROADCASTMarried vet with family. Net voice,
programming,
copy,$60.00.
accountant,
4F.
Three
years radio.
Box 660G,
BROADCASTING.
Morning man, 29, veteran, single, two
years
DJ — can
console, experienced,
news and sports.
Will operate
travel.
Box 662G, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer, thoroughly trained in all
phases of radio including operation of
console. DJ. News, sports. Draft
exempt. Travel anywhere. Box 663G,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer. DJ news four years experience. Employed
indie serving metropolitan
area only
of 500,000.
Disc
available. Box 665G, BROADCASTING.
Interested southwest — Available two
weeks notice. No bragging build up
of self, just good hard worker. Experience,
interviews,
announcing,sales,kiddieremote
quiz shows.
General
all-round man. Married. Salary must
be good. Come well recommended
from
present job. Box 666G, BROADCASTING^
Experienced
announcer.
Young,
tious. DJ. news,
remotes,
etc.ambiBox
673G, BROADCASTING.
I can't get a job without experience
and Therefore
I can't getI will
experience
without
job.
work four
weeksa
for you without pay and then leave you.
You
obligation
whatever. I'm
good! have
Box no677G,
BROADCASTING.
Attention
station
managers.
Yourdown?
station in the red? Your Hooper
You need a personality man. Am averaging over 300 letters per month on a
250 watter. Have highest Hooper in five
radio station towns. Doing hillbilly,
pop, sports,agementdesire
knows ofchange.
desiredPresent
change.manNo
floater. Married, two children. Box
678G, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with flair for programming
wants job with alert station. Married,
32, 6 years experience, college grad,
non-reserve status. Dependable, capable, permanent. Box 684G, BROADCASTING^
Staff announcer, 28, single, 1 year experience, desire to hook up with progressive outfit, disc, references. Box
706G. BROADCASTING,
Sports. Looking for permanent location. 4 years25,experience
all sports.
married, play-by-play
no children.
Have handled major network sport interviews. Now employed. Available
with two weeks notice. Can apply top
references
and BROADCASTNNG.
nlav-bv-play discs.
Write
Box 707G,
Job wanted as disc jockey. Special
kind of show. "Latin American Show."
Age 22. Single, New York' experience,
will travel. Box 709G, BROADCASTING^
Announcer, experienced all sports,
news, topflight basketball play-bygrad, BROADCASTING,
veteran, disc available. play,
Boxcollege710G,
Announcer-NBC trained. Three years
general
knowledge
of music, experience,
college. Family,
draft exempt.
Box 712G. BROADCASTING.
Recent graduate of Stanford-NBC Radio Institute desires position in western states, announcer, producer, promarried. Disc gramming.
sent Expect
on modest
request.salary,
Box 716G,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Single, 26. Medically discharged veteran. Metropolitan 5 kw
experience. College education. Sober,
industrious staff man. References,
disc, photo on request. Box 721G.
BROADCASTING.
Anouncer-disc jockey. Two years experience, draft exempt, single, relaxed
style,
Can BROADCASTING.
write, produce, program. east.
Box 723G.
Need a top newsman? Bright disc
jockey?
Ace sportscaster?
I'm your
man! 12 years
proving it. Transcription, available. Box 726G, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, work console,
late twenties, draft exempt, available
immediately. Box 727G, BROADCASTING^
Newlywed, draft exempt vet. Age 31,
6 foot two, 172 lbs., neat, good mixer.
College education plus NBC Radio
Institute. Can handle farm programs.
Anthony A. Krancunas, 3822 N. Troy,
Chicago 18, Illinois.
Announcer, 7 years experience, family, desires Dosition as staff announcer.
Exceptionally capable, sports, disc
jockeying. John Mackin, 552 W, 183rd
St.. N. Y. 33. N. Y.
Staff sports announcer, 3 years playby-play
and commercial
college grad.
Contact Mike announcing,
Wynn, 370
Columbus Avenue, NYC, Phone TR
7-2617,
Technical
Engineer, 32 months transmitter, remotes, tape recordings. Army radar
experience. Graduate RCA Institute,
N.
Y.
C.
Pr-^s-^ntlv employed. Box 473G,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer,
license,
12 years experience. Box
528G,degree,
BROADCASTING.
Young man with 1st phone, seeking
engineering position, no experience but
ambitious, willing to learn. Northeast
preferred. Box 533G, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer invites correspondence
with established broadcaster. Long
creditable experience in all phases
engineering includes multi element
directionals. Draft proof. Ready for
TV.
TopDCAS
references.
Box 545G,
BROA
TING.
Engineer, experienced, first phone, FM
trans and control remotes, recording,
own car. Box 585G, BROADCASTING.
Am 4F, single and over 25. Want
chance to become first class engineer.
Have had some practical experience,
am taking correspondence course from
Capitol Radio Engineering Institute.
Am willing to start on low salary. Will
CA
go anywhere.
Box 648G,
STIN
G.BROADChief
engineer,
management-minded,
non-union. Available after November
First. Best references, good character.
Veteran, age 28, married, one child.
Box 670G, BROADCASTING,
Operator-announcer,
dependable,
industrious, college graduate,
no local
accent,
2V2
years
in
small
eastern
station wants to locate in the west. Box
671G, BROADCASTING,
Graduate of School of Radio Technique
wants first job, trained in all phases of
broadcasting, including operation of
console. Vet, married, draft exempt,
prefer south. Box 676G, BROADCASTING^
Engineer, 1-year experience, trans,
control room, remotes. Graduate leading school. First phone. Box 694G,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 3 years 5 kw. 1 kw directional station. Transmitter, control, remotes, recording, all other phases.
Graduate leading school. Trained for
TV. Married, veteran, 28 years old,
one child, have car. Box 698G,
BROADCASTING.
Girl, holder of first phone license,
desires position in radio. Will travel
anywhere, Monev no object. Write
Box 701G, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter operator, reliable, capable,
31/3 years experience in 250 watter,
wants position in a larger station. Will
CASTING^
go anywhere. Box 672G, BROAD18 yearscense, last1stfivetelegraph,
years 1
looking for something
where U.S. Box 702G,
ING.

1st broadcast,
phone likw
better, anyBROADCAST-

Engineer, licensed. Three years experience
operation,
maintenance.transmitter
Studio controls,
remotes.
Car,
will
travel. Box 705G, BROADCASTING^
Engineer, 7 years experience, all ohases
of broadcasting. Draft proof. Desire
middlewest. Box 708G. BROADCASTING.
Combination man. 1st phone license,
vet, 23,
single,desires
sober, tolooking
future in radio,
settle inforsmall
New
England
community.
Box
711G,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer-announcer 3 years. Ditto college.ateur,
27. married,
car, veteran.
Amemployed. Offers?
Box 717G,
BROADCASTING.
First phone license. Recent graduate
of too radio school. Will accept job
anywhere. Inexperienced but full of
ambition. Norris Buehler, Wilson,
Kansas.
First class ticket. Tech school grad.
Want experience, vet, V. Daley, 280
E. Burnside Ave., NYC.
Broadcast position wanted: Young man,
26. ex Navy radio operator. Hold first
phone and telegraph license. Active
ham. Travel anywhere U. S. Charles
Clock. 137-35 Springfield Blvd., Springfield Gardens. New York.
Veteran, first phone license, leading
school graduate, experience wanted.
Robert N.Gori,
2158 Crotona Avenue.
Bronx,
Y.
Chief engineer, 15 years in radio, 6 as
chief, powers to 5 kw, complete construction experience, personnel supervision, age 36, family. Prefer southwest
coast, consider other than chief if
power high
and Excellent
chances ofreferences.
advancement good.
Available
approximately
30
days.
Quintin Prochaska,
KDIX, Dickinson,
N.
Dak.
Phone 172.
Vet, 1st phone. Graduate 2 leading
schools desires experience, William
Rog«>l, 1275 Grant Ave,, New York,
N. Y.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Veteran with first phone, experience
in radio, television repair. Single, will
travel,
desires permanent position.
33, N. Torruella,
Y.
Mike
546 W. 180th St., N. Y.
Production-Programming, others
PR man, experienced copywriter. News
analyst. Also announcing. Draft exempt.
Box 406G, BROADCASTING.
Woman's
program
formerly
with northwest
CBS director;
affiliate, available
immediately. Proven sales-building
personality. Background, more than
ten years
radio,
major
networks,
vocalist, actress,
script
writer.
Scrapbook,
transcription available. Box 595G,
BROADCASTING.
Good copywriter, 8 months experience
daytimers northeast. No announcing,
but
traffic, console. Male. 20. Mature
CASTING^
and responsible. Box 668G, BROADNewscaster-editor — Experienced in
writing news and commercial copy;
journalism training; MA Degree. 24.
Single, draft exempt. Presently employed, but seeking betterment, preferably with conservative eastern metroCASTING^
politan station; references, copy, audition disc furnished. Box 669G, BROADNews editor. Thoroughly experienced
at getting and writing fast paced news
show.
Top emphasis
news Box
and
features.
Veteran, on29.localWrite
688G, BROADCASTING.
PD, newsman, A.P. experience, 27,
married,
military exempt. Got reCASTING^
building job? Box 689G, BROADProgram director-announcer. In two
years reached top at local N.Y. market
indie. Seek similar program position,
or announcing job at larger outlet, if
advancement possible. Excellent idea
man and administrator. Know sales,
promotion.B.F.A.
Tops Cum
on play-by-plav.
Married.
Laude, radio
N.E. preferred, will consider and answer fully ferences
all oninquiries.
rerequest. Disc
Box and690G,
BROADCASTING.
Program director, fine announcer, first
class
license, plenty of common sense
CASTING^
and experience. Box 693G, BROADPerhaps
man news
you've department.
been looking forI'min theyour
Chief qualifications; honesty, industriousness, accuracy. Experienced, veteran, married. Highest references.
Desire far west location. Box 731G,
BROADCASTING.
Program director-announcer. Head
complete programming department
(music, announcing staff, continuity,
production). Hard worker, dependable, draft exempt. Excellent referMinimumences.
salaryAvailable
$60. immediately.
Sam McClaughary,
8521 S. Loomis
Blvd.,
Chicago.
Phone
Triangle
4-1459.
Television
Technical
Attention TV chief-engineers: If you
prefer to train your own personnel,
try me. 26, single, 3 years all phases
AM-FM studio and transmitters. Willing and able to learn from bottom up.
CASTING.
Box 633G, BROADCASTING • TELE-

For Sale (Cont'd)
Two Federal field strength meters.
Bureaurent use.
of Good
Standards
certificates.
Curcondition.
Box 732G,
BROADCASTING.
Make offer FM WE 506B-2 complete,
spares, 10 H.
kw Edwin
transmitter.
New, WILM,
never
uncrated.
Kennedy,
Wilmington, Delaware.
Have several used guyed Wincharger
towers will sell erected. Tower Construction Co., 107 Fourth St., Sioux
City. Iowa. Phone 5-6761.
One Western
Electric type
watt
AM transmitter
with 451-Al
3 sets 250
of
tubes
and
crystals
for
1450
kc.
Broadcasting Co.. 1143 Conn. United
Ave.,
N.W., Washington, D, C.
Wanted to Buy
Equipment, etc.
Wanted to purchase console, turntables, microphones and 1000 watt
transmitter. Box 703G, BROADCASTING.
Wanted : Used 5000 watt AM transmitter.
State condition and price in first letter.
Al Tedesco, WKLK, Cloquet, Minnesota.
Help Wanted
Announcers
NEWSWRITER-ANNOUNCER
Experienced
nouncer neededcombination
by 50,000 newswriter-anwatt midwest
radio station. Excellent opportunity.
Send background, picture and disc to
•
BOX 544G, BROADCASTING
WSTA, St. Thomas, Virgin Islands
) needs a combination man with first /
emphasisduring
announcing.
Won't V/
(\ phone;
get-rich-quick
initial stages;
\ but the right man will find oppor- \
( tunity in this year-round resort area (
) comparable to that afforded in States. )
\ Disc, photograph, salary require- \
/ ments, first letter please.
/
Technical
National Broadcasting Co.
Engineers
NeedsExperienced
• • •
Expanding television technical
operations requires engineers
with commercial television
operating experience or standard broadcasting control room
experience. Apply Room 505,
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New
York, N. Y.

Production-Programming, others
Former production head, TV packager.
Background production, direction,
Situations Wanted
theatre, TV, radio, seeks assistant TV
production position with station, agenAnnotincers
Box 685G, BROADCASTING cy,•packager.
TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
; Progressive stations and agenices. After
Complete studio building available, ; two-year absence Stanley Vainrib, for! mer star NBC coast-to-coast network
complete with wiring and air conditioning-heating system.
ControlCanroom,
t
studio,
three
offices,
news.
be
;! radio-T^'.
program "Dr.
I.Q.'' nationwide
announces return
CASTING^
Sub.ject
publicityto
moved
anywhere. Box 729G, BROAD• campaign can add prestige, business to
;! your
organization.
Ten years
announcer,
newscaster,
DJ, allMC,phases:
PD.
Equipment,
etc. wrapped
Never used,
original factory
;
Desire
permanent
association
stable
ormodel 210-A Hewlett Packard square
! ganization in talent and/or executive
wave generator,
$117.50
Box. 683G,
BROA
DCAS
TING
! capacity. Prefer New York. California;
■ consider other localities. 31, married,
RCA 1050-B transmitter 50 kw modified
! two children, vet, service exempt. Colwith factory built overall feedback
and A.C. on all tube filaments. $18,000 • lege. Best references. Personal interwill buycludesit$7200FOB
whichspare
in- ; view call or write Stan Vainrib. 2S20
worthDes ofMoines,
tubes and
parts. Also Blaw-Knox diamond 530 ,! .\venue "S", Ensley Highlands, Binii; ingham 8, Alabama. Telephone: 6-5310.
foot guyed
at $10,000
FOBfixtures.
transmitter sitetower
including
lighting
%
This is a proven structure and a buy. "i
(Continued on next page)
WHO, Des Moines 7, Iowa.

For Sale
Stations
only
station
in rich
Iowa
market

<

Realistically
priced by abbrokers. sentee management. No

Box
682G
BROADCASTING
RADIO

STATION

FOR SALE

250 watt independent, New England. Only station in city. Small,
but important market. Write Box
6050, BROADCASTING.
MOBIL

Equipment, etc.
TV UNIT
Attention TV stations:
Here's
to buy
an ACF your
-Brill chance
bus, completely equipped for use as a
mobLl TV unit, at a reasonable price. Unit adapted
from 1946 32-passenger, airconditioned,
cross-country
bus. Roof platform
reached
by trap door. Excellent
tires and mechanical condition. Driven less than 25,000
miles since completed in
April,
vision. 1948,
Have bytwoWLW-Teleother mobil units so this one is no
longer needed. No technical
equipment included. Call
or write J. R. McDonald,
WLW. Cincinnati 2. Phone
CHerrv 1822.
Anniversary

Open Mike
(Continued from -page 169)
it services so well, has gone
through quite a transition in its
laudable years as a trade journal.
The appearance of the word Telecasting in its mast-head is a case
in point.
Whether it be aural or visual,
broadcasting has become a vital
force on the American scene. By
the same token. Broadcasting,
being a visual delight at all times
— and extremely "vocal" when the
occasion demands — has established
itself as a vital force in our industry.
My sincerest well-wishes for
many more decades of service to
the broadcasters of America.
J. R. Poppele
President
Television Broadcasters
Assn.

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I congratulate Broadcasting on
its twenty years of service to the
radio industry. It is difficult to
realize that I personally have examined and read almost every
issue of this publication for the
past fifteen
years.
A rough
calculation would
indicate
that about
three months of eight-hour days
have been devoted exclusively to
reading Broadcasting during this
period. I have no idea what that
proves except that as one interested in the art, I have found the
magazine to be consistently informative, stimulating and indispensable to one whose personal
and professional interest requires
knowledge of radio developments.
Paul A. Porter
(Former Chairman, FCC)
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
In the engineering vernacular,
we salute Broadcasting-Telecasting for optimum sex'vice to the
broadcasting and telecasting professions during the last two decades.
Throughout those years, we consulting engineering practitioners
have learned to rely upon your
jouinal for accurate, comprehensive and timely reporting of events
on the national and international
engineering scene. You have
never failed to espouse the highest
principles of ethical practice and
scientific allocations.
We have no doubt that in the
years and generations ahead,
which will witness the achievement of new heights of service by
the electronics arts, that Broadcasting-Telecasting wil continue
in the forefront of its field, chronicling all of the radio-TV news
that's worthy of print in the same
honest, forthright and courageous
fashion that has animated your
wholesome progress since those
chewing-gum and haywire days of
1931.
From radio's engineering profes ion, aresounding "73."
Andreiv D. Ring
President
Assn. of Federal Communications Consulting
Engineers

Midwest
Southeast
$85,000.00
$39,500.00
Fulltime network property
A fulltime independent in one
located in excellent farm marof Carolina's booming markets.
This facility is making some
ket. Business is good and station is profitable, but does not
money, but needs one or two
have fulltime management.
resident-owner-operators to take
Cash and net quick assets of
full advantage of real oppor$15,000.00 included in purchase
tmiity for profits.
price.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPEk BROKERS
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Harold R. Murphy
James W. Blackburn
V. HamiltonSt.
360
N.
Mich.
Ave.
235RayMontgomery
Washington Bldg.
Exbrook 2-5672
Randolph 6-4550
SterUng 4341-2
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NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY.inc.
A SEIVICC or BADIO COIPOlATION Of AHIIICA
RCA Building.Badio City. NewYorV 20.N.Y.
CIICtK T-t300
NiLzs TiAifMti.1
September 19, 1950
Mr. SolTaishoff
Editor «nd Publisher
Broadcasting Magazine
870 National Press BuUdlng
Washington, D. C.
Dear Sol:
On behalf of the National Broadcasting Company I want to e:rtend to
you our heartiest congratulations as you begin your twentieth year of
publication of Broadcasting and Telecasting Magazine.
The past twenty years during which Broadcasting Magazine was
founded and flourished and expanded have, indeed, been the most significant inthe history of the world.
During munications
the past
two decades
broadcasting
grewin into
a commedium which
reaches sound
virtually
every home
America.
In a much shorter span of time television was bom and outstripped the
predictions of its most optimistic prophets by so quickly capturing the
heart and imagination of the people.
And, during the same two decades Broadcasting Magazine, which
now includes Telecasting Magazine, has on its intrinsic merits won for
Itself the affectionate support of the broadcasting Industry and a permanent place In the hearts and minds of all of us. The extensive and complete
pews reports to which we have become accustomed in reading Broadcasting,
and witty editorials, the weU researched trend
brilliant the
its
and penetrating,
statistical articles,
attractive typography and format and your
break impossible deadlines with last minute
meet and that
ability
continuing
news
bulletins
are toassurance
In the many years to come Broadcasting
value to those of us in radio and television
indispeoaable
of
be
always and related industries.
will
advertising
Again, heartiest congratulations from all of us in NBC.

Niles Trammell
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I understand that in October,
Broadcasting begins its twentieth
year of publication. The usual
thing under such circumstances is
to congratulate the publication
and its editor and publisher for
the record it has made. In the
case of Broadcasting, however, it
seems more fitting to congratulate
the industry on having had during these critical years of its infancy an industry publication of
the quality and caliber that Broadcasting has always shown. It has
kept broadcasters generally informed as to what is going on in
their particular world, has sounded
the alert when dangers have appeared on the horizon and has been
just the kind of a publication that
the industry has needed.
May its next decade prove as
great a milestone of progress for
itself and for the industry it so
capably/. serves.
Harold Ryan
Vice Pres. & Treas.
The Fort Industry Co.
(Former Pres., NAB)
* ^ ❖
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
My sincere congratulations to
Broadcasting and its excellent
staff on entering its 20th year. As
your first copy editor, I have a
personal pride in the success of
Broadcasting and since joining
RTMA I have relied on it constantly to keep me informed of
industry developments and trends.
You, Frank Beatty and other
members of your staff, are doing a

grand job of reporting and interpreting the day - to - day events
affecting our fast-moving industry.
You have achieved an enviable
record as a spokesman for broadcasters, and I am glad to note your
increasing interest in the manufacturing end of the industry.
Here's hoping your next 19
years will be as productive and as
effective as the first 19.
James D. Secrest
General Manager
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
its ^; <^
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
As one who has the pleasant recol ection of having stood by during
the founding of your magazine;

NORTHWEST
BROADCASTING
SCHOOL

BROADCASTING
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and as a voice of value to the industry. Throughout those years,
you have been a vigorous spokesman for the good of the industry,
and whatever is good for the industry as a whole is good for
every individual in it.
I have no less confidence in the
progress of the industry in the
next 20 years, nor in your service
to it.
Sincere congratulations and
good wishes.
Glenn Snyder
Manager
WLS Chicago

and of having watched its day-today growi;h over a 20-year period,
I am most gratified to be able to
congratulate you on your accomplishments.have
I
an even stronger
•wish that the future development
of Broadcasting will continue in
the same fine tradition.
The position of Broadcasting as
the spokesman and one of the great
actuating spirits of the development of mass communication is an
enviable one. The fields you serve
are those of the exchange of knowledge between man and man, so
your participation in the development of that exchange of knowledge should bring you a high gratification. In a world of strife and
confusion I am sure that you will
agree with me that there is probably nothing more important than
social intercourse.
Paul M. Segal, Esq.
Washington, D. C.
*
* *
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
So you are 20 years old! As
one who has been associated with
you quite closely throughout that
entire period, I feel privileged to
comment freely. One such comment would be that sometimes you
act your age. Take that in whatever way you like.
As one, too, who has been a
continuous advertiser in Broadcasting throughout that 20 years,
I can add that we have never been
disappointed in the confidence we
had then in the future of Broadcasting as an advertising medium

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Congratulations to Broadcasting
at the start of its 20th year.
It is needless to state what the
development of radio during the
past two decades has meant. That
is obvious all around us. At the
same time, it seems to me worthwhile to remember that our American broadcasting industry would
probably not have grown as quickly
and as well into a great communications medium if there had not
been a method of communicating
within the industry — a means for
the interchange of ideas and new
developments.
In a large measure, Broadcasting has provided the needed means
for this internal communications.
As radio and television continue
to grow, I feel confident Broadcasting will continue to fulfill its
necessary function in the thorough

MUTUAL

BROADCASTING
SYSTEM • INC
WOILD'S LAXOSaT NZTWOXK
1440 SnaJuay, New York 18. N. Y. TiUphonr Pemsyhavia 6-9600

FRANK
WHITE
TKISIDBNT
October 3, 1950
Mr. Sol Taiahoff
BR0AICASTIM5
870 National Press Building
WaBhlngton k, D. C.
Dear Sol:
BBOADCASTIRG has turned a tig ndlestoho , and now stands
Just one year short of voting age. This sureljr calls
for congratulations, and I em sure that ny greetings
are echoed hy the Mutual personnel here at head(iuartera
and hy all of the 536 stations which comprise this
largest of hroadcaBtlng networks.
But I happen to feel that aanlTersary celehratlons can te
OTer-enphaalzed In this huslnesa of ours. Badlo Itself
has always heen lasasured In teniB of Its specific
results at 8:30 Tuesday night, say, or at 11 A.M. across
the hoard. So, while radio's decades of longerlty are,
of course, significant, perhaps eren Taore Important
Is the day-to-day and week-to-week serrlce which radio
renders hoth to its listening audience and to its
■ponsors.
That Is why my honest respect for BROADCASTING is hased
on the constructive job it does for the industry every
Monday morning — rather than on the twenty candles
which happen to decorate its cake today.

30 ROCKEPELLEIt ttKZk • CIRCLE 7-5700
NEW YORK 20. N.Y.
Septeml>er 25 1950

Mr Sol Talshoff, Editor
BROADCASTING
National Press Building
Vashington ADC
Dear Sol:
Here is ny short note for Inclusion in your 20th aimivers«av
Issue if it Beets vlth your approval:
■For the past two decedee BROADCASTING has played a
triply important role for the radio industry. First,
BE an outstanding compemdlim of news and Infomiation.
Second, as a spokesman for the industry and as an
important link betveen it ana government. Third, as a
stem guardian watchful of broadcasting, pron^t to point
out shortcomings and shortsightedness, eager to espouse
the highest aims and aspirations of radio.
"Now, with television emerging into full stature and
with AM broadcasting continuing its vigorous part in the
natior.al economy, the pert played by BROADCA.STING-TEIfCiSTING will live up to the fiiLlest implications of the
obligation laid upon it to continue in its triple role.
At the start of Its third decade of service to the industry,
I am happy to salute it and to wish it well."
Sincerely yours
ric Voods
manner that is now almost traditional.
Paul B. West
President
Assn.
tisersof National AdverNew Yo7-k
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I note that Broadcasting begins
its 20th year on Oct. 16 and I am
moved to this comment: "Without
Broadcasting (and Sol Taishoff"),
our Industry would be a disjointed
and disconnected mess."
You deserve the prestige and
the prosperity that has come to

you.

Bill Wiseman
Promotion Manager
WOW Omaha

Keel Appointed
APPOINTMENT of John J. Keel,
consulting radio engineer, Washington, to the
staff of the President's
icationsCommunPolicy
Board was announced last
week. Mr, Keel
was on the staff
of the Bell Telephone Labs during World War
II,
engaged
in
Mr. Keel
cations work, andspecial
for thecommunipast 22
years has specialized
the radio
communications branch ofin the
and electronics field.
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PINNED for 20-years' service with
Westinghouse is W. C. (Bill) Swartley
(r), WBZ Boston station manager.
Doing the honors is Walter E. Benoit,
vice president of Westinghouse Radio
Stations Inc., himself marking 35
years with the firm.
WWJ

to 24 Hours

AS a defense measure, WWJ Detroit began 24-hour broadcasting
Oct. 2.
the outlet's
hours
had Previously,
been from 5:30
a.m. to
a sign-off time of 2 a.m. Harry
Bannister, WWJ general manager
who announced the change of hours,
said WWJ-FM would continue on
its 20 V2 -hour schedule.
LATEST Clarostat No. 50 catalog released showing various resistors, controls and resistance devices. Copies
may be obtained from distributors or
firm in Dover, N, H.
October 16, 1950
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GREATER New York fans are assured of play-by-play broadcasts of all Notre
Dame football games over WMCA, sponsored by General Electric Supply Corp.
for GE Black-Daylite Television and Hotpoint Appliances. Setting deal are
(I to r): Seated, Charles Roberts, adv. mgr., GE Supply Corp.; Norman Boggs,
WMCA exec. v. p.; standing, Richard W. Brahm, WMCA occount exec; John
S. Hicok, Hotpoint's eastern dist. mgr.; James H. Shells, pres., Notre Dame
Club of New York, and James G. McGoldrick, 1938 captain of Fighting Irish.

CLOSING purchase of 52 weeks of
lomorroyt's
News &Tonight
on KOOL
Phoenix
by Wolf
Burke Beverages
(Blatz beer distributor) are (I to r):
Seated, Frank Wolf, pres.. Wolf &
Burke; George Agnew, KOOL sales
mgr.; Charles
standing,H. "Oddie"
Garland, Burke,
KOOL.W&6;

ARRANGING for Red Nichols (r),
novelty music group leader, to make
transcriptions for Dept. of Defense
series, are Will Voeler (I), president.
Universal Recorders Inc., Hollywood,
and Lt. Jack Sorenson, USMC officer
in charge of radio.
THE situation is well in hand as
Major Anthony Caputo (seated) inks
the contract making Uncle Sam
sponsor of the Quantico Marines football games on WEAM Washington.
Looking on with approval are (I to r)
Nat Allbright, WEAM sports director;
Capt. J. M. Jefferson, USMC, and
Howard Stanley, WEAM manager.

PLANS for current football season
are discussed at WHLI Hempstead,
L. I., by (I to r) Bob Zellner, sports
editor of Newsday, who is giving
play-by-play descriptions of the nine
high school games scheduled; Art
Paterson, WHlI and Paul Godofsky,
WHLI manager.

COOPERATIVE sponsorship of all
San Jose State College grid games
on KSJO San Jose, Calif., is set by
(I to r): Seated, Charles F. Mallory,
KSJO V. p. -gen. mgr.; Glen Hartranft,
San Jose physical education dir.; Don
Gilbert, Hoffman Radio & TV Corp.;
standing, Ralph Shafor, Accent table
shakers; Don Langendorf and Irving
Langendorf, Langendorf Bakery.
SMILING broadly is John S. Phillips
(I), gen. mgr., WCAW Charleston,
W.Vo., as Tommy Woodrum of Woodrum's (retail furniture store), contracts for some 800 sports events
on WCAW.

SPORTS

(Continued from page 58)
York; Kendrick, Mr. & Mrs. Herbert,
WHGB Harrisburg. Pa.; Levi, Win,
BROADCASTING. Washington.
MacCosbe. E. E., WRYO Rochester.
Pa.;
MacKenzie,
Scranton, Pa.;
Mahoney,Grace,
James WGBI
T., program
consultant. New York; Marcoux. Rudy.
WCMB Lemoyne, Pa.; Martin, Thomas
E.. WEEU Reading, Pa.; Matta, William
G.. WLOR Braddock, Pa.; Mattiot, J. E..
and McCollough,
Clair, C.WGAL
Lancaster, Pa.; McFarland,
H., WEIR
Weirton, W. Va.; McKibben, Bill,
WACB Kittanning. Pa.; Meeker, Robert,
Robt. Meeker Assoc., New York;
Megargee.
Madge
WGBI Glacus
Scranton,
Pa.; Merrill,
Mr. A.,
& Mrs.
G.,
WHAR Clarksburg, W. Va.; Metzger,
T, W., WMRF Lewiston, Pa.; Midlen,
John H., attorney, Washington, D. C;
Milbourne
Waters.
WCAO
more; Miller,L.Clare
I., WORK
York,BaltiPa.;
Miller, Harold E. WGAL Lancaster,
Pa.; Miller, Mr. & Mrs. Justin, NAB,
Washington; Miller Paul J., WWVA
Wheeling. W. Va.; Moore, Louis, Robt.
Meeker Assoc., New York; Morse, Otis,
WJBA York, Pa.; Moren, James E.
WJSW Altoona, Pa,; Murray, Louis H.,
WPAM Pottsville, Pa.; Myers, W. F.,
SESAC. New York.
Nelson,
Robert
R., WARD
town, Pa.;
Newburg,
David, JohnsRCA,
Cleveland; Nicely, Lloyd O., WEST
Easton, Pa.; Patch, Campbell E., Johnstown, Pa.; Pelletier, Joe WACB Kittanning. Pa.; Petrie, Charles R., WISL
Shamokin, Pa.; Pontius, Don, Robt.
Meeker Assoc., Chicago; Potter, David,
and Potter, Jim. WNAE Warren, Pa.;
Purvis, J. W., N. W. Ayer & Son, New
York; Reilly, Philip J., WLBR Lebanon.
Pa.; Richmond. Robert M., WCAO
Baltimore; Rine. William E., WWVA
Wheeling. W. Va.; Rosene, Marshall,
WSAZ Huntington W. Va.; Rothensies,
Walter J.. WSBA York. Pa.; Rounsley,
Mr. & Mrs. N. S., WEEX Easton, Pa.;
Sambrook, A, B.. RCA Thesaurus,
New York; Sanders, Robert E.. WFIR
Weirton, W. Va.; Scheue, John D. Jr.,
WEIL Philadelphia; Scott, Herbert,
and Sefick, Bob, WARD Johnstown,
Pa.; Shannon. Jayne M., J, Walter
Thompson Co., New York; Shein, Alice,
WBTH
W. Va.Julian, Williamson,
WLBR Lebanon,
Pa.;Skinnell.
Smith,
Charles E., WMMN Fairmont W. Va.;
Smith, Ed K., WCMB Lemoyne, Pa.;
Smith, Frank R., WBVP Beaver Falls,
Pa.; Smith, Homer R., WKOK Sunbury Pa.; Smith, Jos. L. Jr., WJLS
Beckley, W. Va.; Snyder, Jack, WFBG
Altoona, Pa.; Sonis, Berton, WTIP
Charleston, W. Va.; Stearns, Frank M.,
AP. Washington; Stoner, George L.,
Johnstown. Pa.; Strine. Leroy K.,
WORK York, Pa.; Surrick, John E.,
WFBR Baltimore.
Thompson, Mr. & Mrs. Roy F.,
WRTA Altoona, Pa.; Tidmore A. V.,
WPPA Pottsville, Pa.; Tito, Thomas A.,
WLTR Bloomsburg, Pa.; Trace, Bob,
WMEW Meadville, Pa.; Traugh, Henry
M.. WKBO Harrisburg, Pa.; Tuhy,
Stephen, Jr., attorney, Washington,
D. C; Union, Will. WVAM Altoona.
Pa.; Walsh, J. Gorman, WDEL Wilmington. Del.; Walter, Robert G.. WYAM
Altoona, Pa.; Weils, Mr. & Mrs. Pierre.
Lang-Worth,
New York;
White,
Paul
G., WEIR Weirton,
W. Va.;
Williams,
David R., Standard Radio New York;
Young,
Mr. Zaharis,
& Mrs. N.Bill,
Lang-Worth,
New York;
C. (Nick).
WTIP
Charleston. W. Va.; Zimmerman, Fred,
WPAR Parkersburg W. Va.
Canada

Training

WITH TELEVISION still to come
as a Canadian medium, there is an
increasing interest being shown in
Canada in training TV technicians,
program producers, actors and
other personnel. The Ontario
government's Ryerson Institute of
Technology at Toronto has started
its second fall course in television
broadcasting procedure. Also at
Toronto, the Academy of Radio
Arts has started a TV department,
and this fall and winter will give
18 twice-weekly, two-hour lectures
at Toronto, Vancouver and Montreal, with short term courses at
Calgary, Winnipeg, Windsor, Ottawa and Halifax, under the direction of Andrew N. McLellan.

FEES

Pa. Group Seeks 'Yardstick'
YARDSTICK of fees for coverage
of high school athletic events, to
remove
discrimination
and exorb-'
itant charges,
will be sought
by the
Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters
in Conference with educational officials.
Meeting Oct; 5 at Bedford, Pa.,
just before the NAB District .3
session, the PAB board named a
committee to meet Oct. 29 with
Edward Wicht, executive secretary
of the Pennsylvania Interscholastic
Athletic Assn., and Mark Funk,
president of the Western Pennsylvania Interscholastic Athletic
League.
Victor C. Diehm, WAZL Hazleton, PAB president and chairman
of the PAB board committee, said
school officials will be asked to
use a yai'dstick of game fees based
on station rate cards.
Next board meeting will be held
at State College, Pa., with the
board invited to tell college officials
the type of training needed in radio
courses. Annual PAB meeting will
be held the first weekend in June
1951, at Galen Hall, Wernersville.
Attending the PAB board meetwere:
Mr.ing Diehm;
Frank R. Smith, WBVP
Beaver Falls; David Bennett, WKBO
Harrisburg; George Joy, WRAK Williamsport; Charles Denny, WERC Erie,
Pa.; T. W. Metzger, WMRF Lewistown;
Roger Clipp, WFIL Philadelphia;
George D. Coleman, WGBI Scranton.
PAPAL

AUDIENCE
Lamb Visits Pope

POPE PIUS XII is much more accessible than many other important
men and talking with him is not
difficult — he speaks a number of
languages fluently — reports Edward Lamb, president of WICU
(TV) Erie, Pa., and WTVN (TV)
Columbus, Ohio, upon return from
a European trip.
In The Erie Dispatch, owner and
operator of WICU, Mr. Lamb told
last month of the visit he and his
son recently paid the pontiff at his
summer
residence in Castel Gandolfo, Italy.
Mr. Lamb told Pope Pius that
television, like newspapers, subjects itself to much good or ill and
there is generally a great appreciation of this responsibility on
the part of broadcasters and editors. Mr. Lamb also stated that
WICU was among the first, if not
the first station, to show the Pope
on television on film secured
through the office of Bishop John
Mark Gannon. He pointed out that
WTVN also scored a scoop in this
connection.

WQUA
to CBS
WQUA Moline, 111., joins CBS Oct.
15 as a supplementary station,
bringing total CBS affiliates to 191.
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PROGRAMS

withSIMUTEL!

ge 777
Thirty minutes spent in the Simulated
Television Studios of the Retry Company will save you many hours and thousands of dollars in your spot television advertising campaigns.
Each week many advertisers and
agencies use these modern facilities to

"OTUS Upholds
Tavern Tax
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commercials they're
pre-checkandtheto TV
_ Atlanta
...
building
view the excellent par^
^
ore
Baltim
.
ticipatibn
programs
available
on
Retry
Boston
TV stations.
WFAA-TV
Dallas
WSB-TV
WBAL-TV
WNAC-TV

test Set Countj
By Markets
i« 780

KPRC-TV

Houston

For here you can view television as it

KFI-TV
Los Angeles
should be viewed — complete with sound
action on the TV screen. You get the
e
Louisvill
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Standards
CBS

WINS

(Also see sto7-y this issue on
reactions to color decision.)
CBS WON its years-long battle
for adoption of field-sequential
color television last Wednesday
when FCC handed down its expected "Second Report" and approved CBS color standards,
effective Nov. 20., on a permissive
basis.
The vote was 5-to-2, Comrs.
George E. Sterling and Frieda B.
Hennock contending the action
w-as premature.
The decision came on the heels
of manufacturers' assertions that
they could not possibly meet FCC's
November deadline for building
"bracket sets," which the Commission's First Report had advanced as the only alternative to
immediate approval of the CBS
system [Broadcasting-Telecasting, Sept. 4, Oct. 2].
Thus the Commission tossed the
color ball back to the industry —
and to CBS, which announced immediately that it would have 20
hours of color programs per week
on the air within two months, with
"many" of these programs available to stations in the 45 interconnected markets.
"In addition," President Frank
Stanton said, "arrangements will
be announced for public demonstrations of color television, as well as
for clinics on color television for
manufacturers, broadcasters, television service organizations, and
advertisers and advertising agencies."
Confident of Unity
He said that despite the "understandable controversey" caused by
the color issue in the past, "CBS
is confident that all segments of
the industry will now unite to bring
to the public this great advance in
the television art and that within
a few months color receivers and
converters will be on the market.
CBS stands ready to cooperate
with all segments of the industry
so that the public can have color
television as rapidly as possible."
Manufacturers generally can be
expected to undertake to produce
in accordance with public demand,
as a matter of business policy,
even though most of the major
companies opposed the incompatible CBS system.
But there is a clear possibility
that FCC's decision will be taken
into the courts, and first reaction
among
manufacturers indicated
Telecasting

COLOR

they may await the response of
telecasters before moving far toward color production.
The possibility that current
parts shortages and military demands will hold up construction of
adapters, converters, and color receivers was pointed up by Comr.
Sterling in his dissent.
Simultaneously with its Second
Report and adoption of CBS color
standards, the Commission — with
Comrs. Sterling and Hennock concurring in the result — denied petitions of RCA and Color Television
Inc. seeking FCC consideration of
further developments in their reColor

Effective

Nov.

20

BATTLE

TV

spectiveSept.color11].
techniques [Telecasting,
The FCC majority's six-page
Second Report said a hearing will
be scheduled later on its universally condemned bracket-standards
proposal, and insisted that its approval of CBS standards does not
bar further color experimentation.
But future new systems would have
to meet FCC's "minimum criteria"
and if they should be incompatible
with CBS color or present monochrome they would have to overcome the same sort of incompatibility argument that has confronted
CBS.

Engineering

FOLLOWING is text of the color
television engineering standards
adopted by FCC, effective Nov. 20 :
ORDER
At a session of the FCC held at its
offices in Washington, D. C, on Oct.
10, 1950;
The Commission having under consideration the promulgation of engiand
neering standards for color television;
IT APPEARING THAT on Sept. 1,
1950 the Commission issued (1) Findings and Conclusions in the above proceedings entitled "First Report of Commission (Color Television Issues)"
(FCC
50-1064),
(2) itsRule"Second
Notice of Furtherand
Proposed
Making"
(FCC
50-1065);
and
IT FURTHER APPEARING THAT
simultaneously with the issurance of
this Order the Commission is issuing
its
Report of the Commission"
(FCC"Second
50-1224);
ACCORDINGLY, on the basis of
the findings and conclusions set forth
in both of the above Reports,
IT IS ORDERED, That effective the
20th day of November, 1950, the Commission's "Standards of Good Engineering Practice Concerning Television
Broadcast
in the following Stations"
respects: are amended

"6", "7",
and
"8"(1)ofParagraphs
Section I "5",
B entitled
"Visual
Transmitter" are revised to read as
follows;
5. Color transmission. — The term
"color transmission"
means the signals
transmission of color television
which ferent
can valuesbe ofreproduced
with
difhue, saturation, and
luminance.
6. Field. — The term "field" means
scanning through the picture area
once in the chosen scanning pattern
and in a single color. In the line
interlaced scanning pattern of two
to one, it means the scanning of the
alternate lines of the picture area
once in a single color.
7. Frame.
— The all
term
means
scanning
of "frame"
the picture
area once in a single color. In the
line interlaced scanning pattern of
two to one, a frame consists of two
fields.
8(a). Color
The through
term "color
field"
means field.—
scanning
the
picture area once in the chosen scanning pattern and in each of the
primary
In the
line tointerlaced colors.
scanning pattern
of two
one,
it means the scanning of the alternate lines of the picture area once
• BROADCASTING

Standards

in each of the primary colors.
8(b). Color
— The term
frame"
meansframe.
scanning
all of"color
the
picture area once in each of the
primary
colors.
In
the
line
interlaced scanning pattern of two to one,
a color frame consists of two color
fields.
(2) Paragraphs
"5", "6""Transmission
and "13" of
Section
2 A entitled
Standards and Changes or Modificafollows:
tions Thereof" are revised to read as
5. For monochrome transmission
the number of scanning lines per
frame shall be 525, interlaced two to
one in successive fields. The frame
frequency shall be 30, the field frequency 60, and the line frequency
15,750
second.
6. Forpercolor
transmissions the number of scanning lines per frame shall
be 405, interlaced two to one in
successive fields of the same color.
The frame frequency shall be 72, the
field frequency 144, the color frame
frequency 24, the color field frequency 48, and the line frequency
29,160 per second.
13. The level at maximum liuninance shall be 15% or less of the
peak carrier level.
(3) and
The"20"following
paragraphs
"19"
are addednew
to Section
2 A:
19. The color sequence for color
transmission shall be repeated in the
fields.
order red, blue, green in successive
20. The transmitter color characteristics for color transmission shall
be suchmittedascolorstoas reproduce
correctly asthethe transstate
of the art will permit on a receiver
having the efficients,
following
trichromatic
cobased on the
standardized
color
triangle
of
the
International
Commission
on Illumination:
Red
X Blue
= .122
XGreen
= .227
X = .674
y = .694
y = .326
y = .142
(4) New "Appendix I" . . . entitled
"Television Synchronizing Waveform"
is substitutedof for
"Appendix
I" ofPracthe
"Standards
GoodTelevision
Engineering
tice Concerning
Broadcast
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS
Stations."
COMMISSION*
T.Secretary
J. Slowie
dissenting.
*Commissioners
Sterling and Hennock
Released: October 11, 1950

The majority reviewed the First
Report's finding that the CBS system is ready while those of RCA
and CTI are not, and that consideration of recent developments
prior to a final decision would be
possible only if the compatibility
problem is kept in status quo, via
"bracket standards."
Cites 'Responsibility'
Since the manufacturers not only
indicated they are "unable or unwilling" to comply with the brackets proposal but also failed to suggest any other method of holding
down the compatibility problem,
FCC said, "We would be derelict
in our responsibility to the public
if we postponed a decision any
On the subject of post-hearing
developments and further developments in the future, the majority
longer."
said:
... In the Commission's opinion
a new television system is not entitled to a hearing or a reopening of
a hearing simply on the basis of a
paper presentation. In the radio field
many theoretical systems exist and
can be described on paper, but it is
a long step from this process to successful operation.
There can be no assurance that a
system is going to work until the apparatus has been built and has been
tested. None of the new systems or
improvements in systems meet these
tests so as to warrant reopening of
the hearing. To do so would be inviting the risk that these new systems might fail as have all other systems in the past which we have been
urged to adopt on the grounds of
compatibility, and the increase in
number of receivers in the hands of
the public would make it exceedingly
difficult to adopt an incompatible sysisfactory.
tem— a system which we know is satRoom for Experiments
The Commission does not imply that
there is no further room for experimentation. Radio in general and television in particular are so new that
extensive experimentation is necessary if the maximum potentialities of
radio and television are to be realized. Many of the results of such
experimentation can undoubtedly be
added without affecting existing receivers. As to others some obsolescence of existing receivers may be
involved if the changes are adopted.
In the interest of stability this latter type of change will not be adopted
unless the improvement is substantial in nature, when compared to the
amount of dislocation involved. But
when such an improvement does come
along, the Commission cannot refuse
(Contimied on pnge 19^)
October 16, 1950
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ERN
THE
U.S.V
Supreme
Court last T
weekV
TA
refused to rule on a lower court
action upholding the legality of a
state imposed license fee on television sets used in eating places
licensed to sell liquor.
The high court's stand, in effect,
throws open the whole question
of how far a state government can
go in imposing restrictions on televiewing. Generally, the action by
the Supreme Court means that it
does not consider some regulation
at the TV reception level as a
breach of Constitutional right.
The case involved a long pending
legal battle which has been in the
courts since 1947, the year when
the Pennsylvania State Liquor
Control Board promulgated a set
of regulations which provided for
the additional licensing of resta,ulants and other eating establishments holding a permit to sell
alcoholic beverages, and using a
television set for customer viewing.
Last March, the Pennsylvania
State Supreme Court considered
the case of the restaurateurs who
protested the legality of the
"amusement tax." At that time,
the court ruled that the board's
inclusion of television in its category of motion picture exhibitions
was valid.
Action Pictures Prohibited
The Pennsylvania court had said
in part:
"The intent of the statutory provision is regulation by the Liquor
Board of screen exhibitions of
action pictures in licensed establishments and the terms employed
by the [Liquor Control Act] in
such connection are sufficiently general as to embrace pictures produced by meanstheof television."
Therefore,
court said TV
entertainment could be characterized as a moving picture exhibition.
"The capacity of the TV device,
when in operation, for the rendition of moving picture exhibitions
well satisfies the Board's requirement of an amusement permit for
the; exhibition of televised entertainment in licensed establishments," the state court ruled.
In Philadelphia the amusement
fee is set. at $120, as the board's
regulation requires tavern owners
showing TV to pay a fee that is
one-fifth of the liquor license fee.
The liquor permit levy in the
Quaker City is $600.
Last year, by mutual agreement,
the Philadelplya Retail Liquor
Dealers Assn. and the board decided to by-pass the state superior
court and go directly to the state's
supreme court [Telecasting, Dec.
5, 1949]. The retail liquor group
has been carrying the fight for the
Philadelphia taproom and restaurant owners. Earlier ruling, upholding the board, was in the
Court of Common Pleas of Dauphin County.
Following the SCOTUS action.

Peclmes Review
^COWS
a view to increasing and improving
TAX
broadcasting. The act has nothing to do
Abraham
J. Levinson,
PRLDA's
with the owner of a receiving set. It
counsel, indicated
his group
would
does nernotwhatintend
in any
end its legal battle. Dealers now
use theto regulate
owner may
makeman-of
set. It does not deal with the tax
must pay back fees (some $500,- his
which
he with
pays the
on his
any more
it
deals
priceset which
he than
pays
000) for years 1947-48-49 for use
for
his set.
of TV sets in their places of busiIt also asserted that the police
ness. The court, in effect, upheld
laws of the state are superseded
collection of an estimated $6 million
in feep from restaurants and tapby
acts is
of so
Congress
"onlypositive
where
conflict
direct and
that
the
two
acts
cannot
be
reDeputy Attorney General Horconciled
or
consistently
stand
toace A. Selegbaum, the board's
roomsi'
gether." In addition, the board cited
counsel, said Pennsylvania "never
had any intention of regulating tel- the power of the state to prohibit
the sale of intoxicating liquors if
evision". Main issue, he added,
was whether the state could levy
it "includes the power to limit or
the use of means or dethe license fee — now the "next log- regulate
vices intended to encourage and
ical
step"
is
to
collect
back
fees.
The restaurant owners based
increase purchase and consumptheir arguments on two main conAdmitting that the license fee
tentions, supported by another
court case involving the right of regulation could be regarded as a
the Pennsylvania State Board of "revenue" measure, a point
stressed by the restaurateurs who
Censors to regulate motion picture
felt the regulation was restricfilm used on television [Telecasttive in that it could deprive them
ing, Sept. 11]. In the latter case
of tion."
their liquor or restaurant perthe appeals court upheld the telemit, the board said such a power
casters' assertion that the censorwas within the state's pi'erogative.
ship regulation was unlawful be- The
board said that as a revenue
cause of Congress' power gained
measure, the regulation also could
by enacting the Federal Communications Act and establishing the
restrict the "evils" in the attraction such entertainment (as teleFCC, and thus regulating interstate communications. This case
vision) would promulgate by enalso is expected to reach the U.S.
couraging persons to consume more
Supreme Court.
liquor.
The Philadelphia General AsThe tavei'n keepers contended
that (1) the provisions under the
sembly, itwas noted by the restaurateurs, had amended in 1949 the
liquor control act deprived them
Control Act thereby exempting TV
of their property in violation of the
14th Amendment, and (2) the reception from requirements of the
power of Congress is plenary so as amusement permit and payment
to exclude state regulation. They
of fee. But the city legislators had
failed to amend a section which
cited the appeals court action on
TV film censorship as related to requires an amusement permit
the latter contention.
from eating places which are
However, the board maintained
licensed to sell "malt beverages."
that the state statute did not conflict with the Communications Act
BENNY
ON
TV
as it concerned the "receiving" of
First Show Set Oct. 28
case.)
television rather than the "broadJACK BENNY, sponsored by
casting" (as in the censorship
American Tobacco Co., will launch
In its brief, the board stated:
his first television program on
The tions
purpose
of
this
act
[CommunicaOct.
28, Saturday, 8-8:45 p.m. on
Act] is to regulate wave lengths
and other conditions and activities, with CBS-TV. The time of the program
has been relinquished by Ken
Murray and his sponsor, AnheuserBusch Inc., as a gesture of courUP'
SE
'CLO
tesy from one star to the other.
NEW
Quincy Sold on TV Sports
Mr. Benny's
subsequent
television programs,
planned eight
BOB QUINCY, sports columnist
weeks
apart,
will
be
on
Sunday
for The Charlotte (N. C.) News,
with the exact time to be anseems convinced that watching
nounced later. The Ken Murray
football by television is better than
show returns in its usual period
being present at a game.
the following week Nov. 4. The
Assigned to cover the North
Benny show originates in New
Carolina-Notre Dame game Sept.
York.
30, Mr. Quincy reported in his
"Close-Up" column that a friend
who saw the game by television
Cuban Video
straightened him out on several
details he missed at the scene.
J. R. POPPELE, Television Broadcasters Assn. president, forwarded
Commenting on one play, Mr.
congratulatory greetings to Gasper
Quincy's
friend
said:old"Weren't
you
Pumarajo, director of Union Radio,
at
the game
? The
Zoomar had
Havana, Cuba, on the eve of init pin-pointed . . . Too bad you
augural broadcast of the first TV
had to work that day. I'm telling station in Cuba. The station went
you, television is the only way to on the air Thursday, Oct. 5.

watch it."
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... The Only Television Station Represented at the
1950 National Television and Electrical Living Show

Al Morgan, WGN-TV

Piano Wizard, greets guests at the WGN-TV

Celebrity Center

• Chicago's top TV station again blazes the way. First With exclusive studios at the
Chicago Fair, and now with the exclusive Television Celebrity Center at the National
Television and Electrical Living Show.

. . . It means more friends for WGN-TV,
WGN-TV advertisers,
and WGN-TV stars
. . . another plus for advertisers
on the nation's top spot station.
Ci)icago tribune ^elebt£fion station

Telecasting
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Rorabaugh
On
telestatus

It's like a four-ring circus —
having the best shows from
ail four TV networks — and
even more fun for 220,000
viewers.
No wonder Toledoans are
climbing aboard at a lively
clip. Sets sales now stand
at . . .

NETWORK television advertising
increased between July and August
by lOVf, registering a total of 66
advertisers in the latter month.
Spot business was up 39<- between
the two months while local TV
business dropped 291^ in number of
advertisers. A total of 3,695 advertisers was registered for August.
In August there were 718 spot
and 2,911 local TV advertisers, according to the Rorabaugh Report
on Television Advertising. Network material covers the entire
month and all stations. It is reported byInformation
the networks'
ters.
on spot headquarand local
business is for the week of Aug.
6-12 and is based on material supplied by 94% of the then operating stations.
NBC-TV led the network field
with 38 different advertisers sponsoring 41 shows: On CBS-TV there
were 22 advertisers and 18 shows —
Homemukers Exchange, 4-4:30
p.m., Mon.-Fri., had five participating sponsors. There were 11 advertisers active during the month on
ABC-TV with 12 shows. For DuMont network Rorabaugh listed
nine advertisers with 10 shows.
In number of stations used, the
largest network advertiser active
during the month was RCA Victor.
Through J. Walter Thompson the
firm placed Kukla, Fran & Ollie
on 58 NBC-TV stations for a halfhour on Monday and Friday evenings. Sponsorship resumed Aug.
28 following a summer hiatus.

The biggest piece of new network
business in number of stations also
went to NBC-TV. Alsco Inc.
(storm doors and windows),
through Dublin Advertising Inc.,
started sponsorship of the Wendy
Barrie Show on Aug. 23. The program is seen for 15 minutes
Wednesday night on 37 stations.
O'Cedar Corp., which had placed
business on 46 stations in July, increased its schedule to include 72
stations in the August Rorabaugh
report. In point of stations this
was the largest spot account.
The U. S. Army Air Force was
the largest new spot account
shown, placing announcements and
participation spots on 38 stations
through Grant Advertising.
Ballanfine Tops
For Commercials Liked
BEST LIKED television commercials in the New York-New Jersey
area are those for Ballantine, according to the September issue of
The Television Audience of Today,
released by Advertest Research.
Bulova commercials were reported
to be the best remembered.
Others of the best liked commercials were those for Texaco,
Lincoln-Mercury, Lucky Strike and
Ford. The Lincoln-Mercury advertising was named by 12.6% of the
respondents as being the most convincing. Although commercials for
the Food Slicer were listed among
City

Reports

August Advertisers
(Report 133)

the least liked, 9.3% of all respondents said they have purchased
the product because they learned
about it or were prompted to try
it through TV ads.
The best liked type of TV advertising, according to 57.9% of
those queried, was that "showing
product in use." The least liked
was that which showed "famous
person
endorsing
product."
Information
is based
on 756 personal interviews in the New York
TV area during the first 13 days
of September.
Comedy- Variety Lead
Multi-Market Report
COMEDY - VARIETY programs
were the leading network fare in
August, according to an analysis
of network TV programs listed in
the Multi-Market TelePulse. Wrestling was the highest rated type
of program.
Complete breakdown was shown
as follows:
NETWORK TV PROGRAMS, BY TYPESRating
(From Multi
No. 1/4 Average
Aug. Market
1-7, 1950)TelePulse,
Hours
11.1
Comedy Variety
67
Kid Shows
61
UN
Wrestling
53
11.0
DramaSessions (3 nets)
12.0
11.5
36
30
17
9.1
Quiz
&
Audience
Portic.
26
Interviews
14.4
22
6.8
5.4
20
Forums, Discussions
18
Roller
Talent Derby
10.2
(Continued on page 188)
9.2

City
And — as an added attraction, remember WSPD-TV
bonus coverage in Northwestern Ohio and Southern
Michigan.
There's still a spot for you.
Why not climb on, too?
Katz has the story. Get it
today.

WSPD
TOLEDO, OHIO

^-j~^A FORT INDUSTRY STATION
5000 WATTS ©NBC
^^^^
Represented by
^^5^^
^^"^ THB KATZ AGENCY, INC.
WSPD-TV
CHANNEL 13
Not. Sales Hq-488 Madison Avenue,
New York 22, ELdorodo 5-2455
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WBGkly TelBViSiOn Slinil113ry October le, 1950, telecasting survey
Number Sets
Outlets On Air
Outlets On Air
Number Sets Louisville
45,708
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
Albuquerque
KOB-TV
Ames
WMCT
54,593
Memphis
WOl-TV
WTVJ
Atlanta
19,380
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
37,500
145,557
Milwaukee
57,600
4,550 Miami
WTMJ-TV
Baltimore
WAAM. WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
207,729 Minn. -St. Paul KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
141,100
Binghamton
23,780
WNBF-TV
Nashville
Birmingham
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
WTTV
WNHC-TV
Haven
Bloomington
102,300
WSM-TV
10,600 New
Boston
23,500
New
Orleans WDSU-TV
8,500
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
34,348
New
York
489,942
WABD, WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV, WNBT
Buffalo
120,464
WOR-TV,
WPIX
WBEN-TV
1,555,000
WBTV
Charlotte
Chicago
32,358
WATV
inc. in N. Y. estimate
157,000 Newark
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
627,881
Norfolk
WTAR-TV
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV
WLWT
Oklahoma
City
Cleveland
WEWS, WNBK .WXEL
WKY-TV
315,024 Omaha
34,939
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
Columbus
Dallas,
KMTV, WOW-TV
86,000 Philadelphia
WCAU-TV,
WFIl-TV, WPTZ
600,000
42,254
38,165
WDTV
Phoenix
Ft. Worth
KRLD-TV,
KPHO-TV
76,839 Pittsburgh
Davenport
WOC-TV WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
137,000
978
East 23,529 Portland, Ore.
Quad Cities Include
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Island,
16,900
WTVR
WHIO-TV, WIWD
106,000 Providence
Dayton
WJAR-TV
Moline
Richmond
306,420
Detroit
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WICU
38,700 Rochester
Erie
WHAM-TV
Rock Island
42,534
Ft.Dallas
WorthWHBF-TV
78,980
51,088
Quad
Cities
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Island, East Moline
WBAP-TV,
KRLD-TV,
WFAA-TV
76,839 Salt Lake City KDYL-TV,
27,400
Grand Rapids W LAV-TV
KSL-TV
56,211
Greensboro
WFMY-TV
23,529
25,000 San Diego
Antonio
29,479
Houston
KEYL,
WOAI-TV
KPRC-TV
58,000
42,640
KFMB-TV
San
Francisco
Schenectady
106,800
KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
HuntingtonCharleston
WSAZ-TV
Albany-Troy WRGB
24,000
85,345
Indianapolis
WFBM-TV
80,000 Seattle
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
KING-TV
St.
Louis
KSD-TV
Johnstown
19,000
184,500
WJAC-TV
37,800
43,200
Toledo
KalamazooBattle City
Creek WK20-TV
WHEN, WSYR-TV
Syracuse
WSPD-TV
40,570 Tulsa
71,295
Kansas
WDAF-TV
55,000
KOTV
61,613
WKTV
Utica-Rome
WGAL-TV
Lansing
40,160
Washington
58,884
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WHG
Lancaster*
WJIM-TV KFI-TV, KIAC-TV, KNBH,
174,485
693,369 Wilmington
KECA-TV,
Los
Angeles
24,875
Nu mber31,000
Sets
KTLA,
KTSL,
KnV
WDEL-TV
46,749
* Lancaster a nd contiguous areas.
on
Air
63
Total Markets
Stations on Air 107
Sets in Use 8,012,115
Editor's
Note: Source Since
of setmany
estimates
ore basedmonthly,
on data some
available
from dealers,
distributors,
TV Circulation
committees,
and
manufacturers.
are compiled
may remain
unchanged
in successive
summaries.
Total setselectric
in allcompanies
areas is
necessarily approximate.
Telecasting
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Rural Free Delivery — Where in the world but in Southern California would a television transmitter get located on a mountain
top? Mount Wilson, to be exact. And from nearly 6000 feet up, KTTV's signal goes out to plenty of folks with an RFD
on the mail box. Our mailbox sees loads of letters postmarked Santa Barbara, Bakersfield, San Diego, Riverside — places far
beyond the normal 40-mile radius. And those RFD people are very important to all advertisers, who know (or should know)
that Los Angeles County is the wealthiest agricultural county in these United States. KTTV

reaches out farther . . . with a Rural

Free Delivery that means television advertising impressions on both cities and farms. Find out more from us or Radio Sales.

^HB^r^H^^TB^^^^^Loj

Angeles Times

' CBS Television

would hardly have considered
making a half-million dollar inAssisting Mr. Hubbard in
KSTP-TV operation are Kenneth
vestment."
M. Hance, vice president and treasurer of KSTP Inc., and Dell Franklin, director of TV program operations.
With the advent of interconnection with NBC, KSTP-TV expanded
its operating schedule covering the
hours 12 noon to midnight, seven
days a week. This development
capped a trend over a 14-month
period — from July 1949 to August
1950 — which showed an increase
in KSTP-TV program hours from
35 to 46, while the set count rose
from 20,250 to 105,100.

KSTP-TV's

Pioneering

dawned offiT-Don ay
WHEN
Minneapolis and
cially
l
St. Paul in Apri 1948, Twin
City televiewers were eagerly prepared to receive the new electronic
medium. Over 3,000 of an estimated 1,750,000 people within a
60-mile radius had already purchased their sets, establishing a
record for number of receivers in
homes even before the birth of television there.
Today over 141,100 teleset owners in this great Northwest area,
the "bread basket of the nation,"
are looking back over two and a
half years during which television
progressed swiftly and are experiencing a new TV milestone.
Late last month — on "C-Day,"
Sept. 30— AT&T officially inaugurated two-way coaxial cable
and microwave relay service between Chicago and Des Moines and
Minneapolis — thus linking the illustrious Twin Cities with New
York.
Wags and hatchet-wielders who
formerly shook their heads and
cracked that "the only thing Minneapolis and St. Paul have in common is their sewage disposal sys-

Mr. FRANKLIN

Spirit A
Of

Tribute

President

tem" had better take heed and
reconsider.
For viewers, of course, the innovation means the advent of
live TV programming; for the officials of KSTP-TV, the Twin Cities' pioneer video outlet, it indicates the cessation of much film
and kinescope operation, higher
quality programs, greater goodwill for TV and a better sales pitch
for the station.
Enthusiastic Reception
There was every indication that
this newer service, now being presented by KSTP-TV, has been as
enthusiastically accepted by the
televiewing populace as its initial
fare offered April 27, 1948.
If you ignore, for the moment,
the fact that Stanley Hubbard, enterprising president and general
manager of KSTP-AM-FM-TV,
purchased one of the first TV cameras in the U. S. and actually began experimenting in June 1939,
then it could be said that the station really started testing in earn-

Mr. ROBERTSON

to Acumen

Stanley

Hubbard

est in March 1948, one month before its commercial debut. At that
time it became the first television
affiliate of NBC-TV.
T-Day became a reality for both
Twin Cities in the strictest literal
sense. As if to show no ostensible
favoritism, the station handled
construction in such a way that
one leg of its 571-ft. tripod tower
rests in St. Paul, another in Minneapolis and the third squarely on
the intercity boundary line at 3415
University Ave.
KSTP-TV's Radio City home was
built specifically for television and
radio productions and is the site
of program fare tailored to the
tastes of highly industrialized
Minneapolis and its more or less
rural-minded twin, St. Paul.
BEHIND
scenesof ofarduous
T-Day
lay twotheyears
work and planning and a cool $500.000 expenditure which reflected Mr.
Hubbard's sentiments at the time:
"If we did not have complete confidence in television's future, we

Mr. HUBBARD

Mr. COOK

Highlights
of KSTP-TV's
schedule, in addition
to NBC network
programs, include telecasts of Minneapolis Millers American Assn.
baseball games during the summer
and major college football contests.
Homemakers' programs also
grace viewers'
screens hours,
in the forenoon and afternoon
with
such features as Homemakers Fun
Fest and What's Cookin', both
local participation shows. Another popular favorite is the KSTP
Square Dance, aired Wednesday,
6-6:30 p.m. CST on a local sustaining basis. Station also has
carried Sunset Valley Barn Dance
under sponsorship of F. C. Hayer.
Leading local or regional advertisers now picking up the tab
for station programs include Golden Rule Dept. Store, Cavalier
Cigarettes, Purity Bakeries, Kuehn
Pearson, Nash Coff'ee, Juster Bros.,
Klein's, Brach Candy, Peter Paul
Candy, Roma Wine, Twin City Federal Savings & Loan, Pure Oil Co.,
First National Bank and Ford
Motor Co. Other advertisers who
have sponsored shows are Minneapolis Savings & Loan Assn.,
Nutrene (Dog Food), Coolerator
Co., Jacob Schmidt Brewing Co.,
Republic Motors.
Success stories have accumulated with increasing volume at
KSTP-TV, thanks largely to a
fireball sales promotion department
headed by Joe Cook and an equally
aggressive, hard-hitting commercial staff under Miller C. Robertson.
From the outset, when KSTPTV embarked on a feverish cam(Continued on page ISA)

Mr. HANCE

When

television

won

its

How

win^s

multiple uses for airborne cameras

and equipment were revealed by experiment
No. 10 in a series outlining
high points in television history
Photos from the historical collection of RCA

Mounted in the nose of an airplane, special RCA airborne television equipment will give ground observers a sharp, clear, bird's-eye view of land and sea.

• Put a television camera in the nose of an observation plane,
and generals— many miles away— can watch and direct the
coiirse of a battle. Such, in World War II, was one of the sug-

Not too long ago, at the time when plans for our inter-city television networks were in discussion, the idea of making telecasts
from planes high in the air was proposed.

gested uses of airborne television as an "optic nerve."
Feasible? Absolutely— yet this is only one of the many ways
in which television can ser\'e in fields outside those of news and
entertainment. The entire subject of the use of tele\ ision cameras and receix ers in the aii- has been carefully investigated by
RCA scientists and engineers.

From New York, a plane equipped with a television receiver,
set off on a flight to Washington— more than 200 miles away.
When abo\'e Washington, at an altitude of 18,000 feet, passengers in the plane clearly saw Brig. General David Sarnoff, of
RCA, talking to them from Radio City in New York! Later, RCA
placed a camera and transmitting equipment in an airliner, and
a bird's-eye
view
servers below
! of New York was successfully telecast to obIt has also been proposed by authorities, that a tele\'ision
camera might be used as the "eye" of a guided missile. Placed
in a rocket's nose it would let a distant operator see where the
missile was headed. If need be he could steer it in anv direction
to hit a moving target.
Also highly important to us now, but less on the destructive
side, are the possible uses of television in "blind flying" conditions, when airports would normallv be closed in from bad
weather. With a tele^'ision recei\ er in the cockpit, and a transmitter sending information from the landing field ahead, tlie
pilot could clearly see conditions in the airport, on runways
and approaches— come in wdth far greater security than when
guided by radio alone !

RCA Laboratories in Princeton, N. J., as seen from the air. Neu: uses for television—including, foexample,
r
its adaptation to aviation— are one part of this
progressive institution s research program.
Telecasting
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One

Pickup

PLAYS
ALL

DISKS

New Fairchild Turret-Head
3-Way Transcription Arm
Plays Standard Laterals, Microgrooves, and Verticals
Without Plug-ins . . .
WHAT

IT IS:

A revolutionary new pickup
with provision for 3 separate
cartridges — All in ONE arm

WHAT

IT DOES:

Obsoletes plug-in cartridges.
Eliminates extra pickups on
turntable. Performs functions
of 3 separate pickups.
RESULTS:
• Loteral, Vertical, Microgroove in 7 Arm
• Any combination of cart'
ridges in 1 Arm
• Simply turn knob to select cartridge
• Pressure changes automatically
• Optimum performance
— separate cartridge for
each function
• Wo arm resonance —
new viscous damping
• Fits all transcription
turntables.
Write for
illustrated Details

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
CORPORATION
I54TH STREET AND 7TH AVENUE
WHITESTONE, N. Y. fr-iis
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paign to sell television to Twin
City viewers and advertisers alike
it has marshalled its ingenuity
and energies to back its programs
and sponsors to the hilt. The results have been highly gratifying
in point of sales, quality programming and good public relations,
not to mention national trade acclaim for its promotion techniques.
KSTP-TV has a name— "Planalyzed Promotion" — to describe the
thorough method of merchandising
aimed at resolving the needs of
each advertiser.
* * *

-TV
KSTPShopexam"ple
A GOOD
"successes
wasof The
master, whose advertising manager,
Bill Smith, reported "tremendous
returns" after the first three weeks
of his Sunday show. His figures
showed a mail response of over
1,400 per week last March — 2%
of the total TV receivers in the
market at that time. He also
praised the program for generating "tremendous dealer interest
and unexpected upswing in actual
Furthermore,
Jimmy Valentine,
s."
order
m.c. of the Shopmaster show and
his own Jimmy's Junior Jamboree,
was averaging a total of more than
1,800 mail pieces for the two shows.
Heavy Mail Pull
KSTP-TV's mail pull is not limited to the Twin Cities as evidenced
by results obtained from an offer
early this year. A single announcement offering a free picture of the
celebrated KSTP-TV Bam Dance
drew 1,400 requests from 33 Minnesota, 10 Wisconsin and three
other out-of-state counties.
Of more recent vintage, a
Schwinn Panther contest conducted
by Mr. Valentine last May on
Jimmy's Junior Jamboree surpassed
any previous mail test for children
in Twin Cities television. Youngsters under the ages of 16 were
asked to submit a list of words
from the letters in "Schwinn Panreceived. ther." Over 3,200 responses were
Last April 17 a one-time fiveminute show, demonstrating a $2.95
telescopic bamboo fishing rod,
brought 102 orders to Minnesota
Fishing Tackle Co., sponsor, within one hour after the program was
aired. And last July Klein-Stillliian stores reported "unprecedented
advertising success" — an actual
30% boost in sales volume — following a schedule of spots for
Chicken-of-the-Sea (canned tuna
fish).
Real estate also proved a successful venture on KSTP-TV
through telecast of a one-minute
film announcement scheduled only
twice last May. The "plug" sold
a $40,000 home for the client,
Confer Realtors.
And Twin City Federal Savings
& Loan Assn., serving as a source
for loans to realtors, reported "ex-

cellent results" on a Friday evening
Let's Look
Houses. telefeature.
Several prospects
foundat
themselves competing intensely for
a $42,000 suburban house advertised by Confer in other media
without a "nibble." It was so
"pleased," in fact, that it announced its intention of purchasing a series of 55 announcements.
As early as September 1948, five
months after KSTP-TV took the
air, the station set out to survey
effectiveness of sponsor identification with respect to one product,
Nutrena Dog Food, advertised on
its facilities. It was listed at better than 74%.
KSTP-TV's newsreel department, headed by Teletographer
Dick Hance, is a pride and joy of
the Twin City's first TV station.
Mr. Hance, a photography specialist who won a coveted national
award in 1935, handles filming of
Telefoto News. Since he joined
KSTP ranks as motion picture director in 1948, the ex-Marine
photographer has turned out upwards of 200 editions of the popular Telefoto News.
His previous experiences included stints with James Fitzpatrick of Travelogue fame and
20th Century-Fox, as well as production of 16mm industrial sound
motion pictures and films for U. S.
companies and distribution of Marine Corps combat films during the
last war.
Twin City viewers still evince
surprise over the speed with which
this news coverage flashes across
their screens after being filmed.
Officials will say, in a word,
that it's a surefire combination of
excellent photography and the
Huston developer, which is capable
of processing a complete newsreel
in about 30 minutes.
They will add, with justifiable
pride, that Telefoto News is more
than just a station feature — it is
a definitely organized service to
viewers, utilizing the benefits of
shortwave telephone in the mobile
unit and shortwave police radio
equipment in KSTP-TV's news department. With 24-hour contact,
Mr. Hance is thus able to concentrate on any news beat instantaneously, while a news department
reporter compiles additional data.
The film and notes are then coordinated byan announcer for TV.
Actually, the station claims,
Telefoto News is capable of producing pictorial reviews of spot
news faster than a daily newspaKSTP-TV's Rate Card No. 5,
effective this past July 1, designates Class A time as 5:59-11 p.m.,
Monday
through Friday, and
per.
12:59-11 p.m., Saturday and Sunday. During the week 4:59-5:59
p.m. is set aside as Class B, while
Class C comprises "all other

Maximum Class B and C hourly
rates are $375 and $250, respectively. Ten-second announcements
in each of the three time categories
run $50, $37.50 and $25.
Number of TV receivers in the
Twin Cities area is now over
121,000, a fact in which KSTP-TV
officials can well rejoice. It is, of
course, true that station management is likely to gauge its rates by
the
uncontroverted yardstick of set
coverage.
But, in the case of KSTP-TV,
there's another reason. Shortly before T-Day, the station's promotion
department contacted all TV receiver distributors and firms and
offered a promotional service. Station sent out to each new set owner
a letter of welcome and business
reply card entitling him to a free
program schedule and additional
television data each week.
This service, maintained without charge during the first year of
KSTP-TV's operation, had the effect of giving station officials a
"consumer panel" and source of
direct promotion to the people its
advertisers would be expected to
cultivate. The mailing service was
discontinued a year later (in April
1949) when Twin City newspapers
initiated program schedules now
used by the station for surveys.
* ♦ *

e
es includ
ENTnt faciliti
CURR
and still
for sound
equipme
pictures, film processing, silent
movies and films and slides. Included are such equipment items as
a single-system Berndt-Bach Auricon camera with full lens complement; Leica with lens complement; Huston speed developer;
latest-type Bell & Howell camera
with lens complement, and Cine
Kodak; two iconoscopes; and a
16mm strobo-light projector
equipped for over two hours of
continuous operation.
KSTP-TV operates on Channel
5 (76-82 mc) with 17.3 kw aural,
24.7 kw visual and is licensed to
KSTP Inc., headed by Mr. Hubbard. Its tower, composed of 128
tons of steel, took two and a half
months to erect and is located on
a foundation of nearly 300 tons of
concrete, each footing being 97
ing.
tons. The foundation is equivalent
to the height of a two-story build-

Throws

in the Towel

WASHINGTON public relations man Earl Brown apparently never misses a
chance to put in a plug for
his client — the Statler Hotel.
His latest opportunity came
when a group of doctors attending the annual scientific
assembly of the District of
Columbia Medical Society
watched an operation at a
local hospital being telecast

in color.wasAcross
the patient's
chest
a Statler
towel.
KSTP-TV has a top Class A
one-time rate of $500 an hour.
times."
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Three-Year

VIKOTOWN
UNPRECEDENTED growth of
television in the last three years
is further pointed up by the third
annual survey of "Videotown,"
Cunningham & Walsh's laboratory
city. Repoi't released last week is
claimed
Gerald Tasker,
director by
of research,
to be C&W's
one of
the most comprehensive census of
the television market ever made.
As in the first two surveys, every
home was checked for sets. In
addition to locating sets by outdoor antennas, half of the homes
were interviewed to make certain
none were missed, C&W reported.
This year an additional 625 nonowners were interviewed for comparisons with TV ow-ners. Data
was obtained in all TV homes on
set make, date of purchase and
model of set.
Jan. 1, 1948, found only 153 TV
homes in Videotown, while in April
1950, when the third census was
made, 3,007 families owned 3,023
sets. With over half the sets less
than one year old, it was surprising to find a large replacement
market. A total of 59^ of all TV
families had replaced a set, C&W
said, while 259'f had replaced pre'48 sets and 10 9r replaced '48 sets,
giving evidence of the future
growth of this market. Reason for
replacing set was reported as a
desire for a larger screen in 57%
of the cases and better set performance in 33%.
Two-Set Trend
Another new trend is the second
set market, with 16 Videotown
families now owning two sets. The
second set was usually for children's use or as a stand-by. As
compared to one in nine in April
1949 and one in 50 two years ago,
one-fourth of Videotown homes
now have TV sets.
The size of the TV family has
shown little change, the report indicated, but it has remained consistently larger than the non-TV
family. A drop in the number of
adults in the TV-family is oflF-set
by the steady increase in the juvenile audience, indicative of children's influence in the purchase of
TV sets. Of the TV families, 50%
have children under 10 as compared
to 31% of the non-TV families.
The 27.4% TV set owners in
Videotown are distributed by "socio-economic" groups in almost the
same proportions as the town as a
whole. In the past three years the
percent of sets owned by the upper
class has been cut almost in half,
while the percent owned by the
lower class has almost doubled.
Lack of interest was cited as the
reason for buying resistance in the
first group, while at the lower end
inability to afford a set was the
reason given. Installment buying
has a had a tendency to offset this
latter reason.
Set purchases have showed a
Telecasting
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Brand
A ...
B
C ..,
D ..
E ..,
F ..
G ..
H . .,
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K ...

BRANDS ARE
Pre
f '48
(
9.7
18.1
^59.7
6.2

0.7
0.7

Report

Issued

COMPETING FOR VIDEOTOWN
TRADE 1950
1949
1st 1 /3
1948 29.9 f
1st 1/2
2nd 1/2
1 St 1 /2
2nd 1/2
ICO
15.3
21 .5
11.8
55.6
6.9
15.5
10.3
5.3
14.6
5.7
9.6
9.6
8.0
8.7
7.6
11.2
10.0
4.0
1.9
9.0
8.5
7.2
9.2
6.0
3.5
12.3
4.3
6.3
4.1
9.1
9.6
5.3
3.1
3.8
4.5
2.4
5.2
4.5
7.0
4.0
8.7
5.1
2.4
6.5
7.8
0.2
2.0
2.2
2.6

marked increase each half year.
The first four months indicate the
first half of 1950 would reach a
new high. Twenty-eight per cent of
non-owners indicated a possible
future purchase. Upper bracket
groups tended to give a straight
"yes" or "no" answer while lower
and middle groups qualified more
frequently with, "If I have the
money" or "get a bonus."
Reasons given for not buying:
50% can't afford (lower and middle group) ; 20% are not interested
in TV. Other reasons included
"waiting for better programming,"
etc. Only a few cited landlord restrictions oradvent of color TV as
drawbacks.
With the shift in buying from
the well-to-do to the middle and
lower groups, financing has increased from 40% in 1947 to a
high of 58% in April 1950. Table
models, which accounted for 67%
of sales before 1947, have dropped
to one-third of the total units.
Consoles now comprise over half
(54.5%) of the sets sold, with
combinations making up about
13%.
The trend is to larger screens
with the 10-inch screen disappearing from April buying and the 1212% -inch showing a drop for the
first time. The 15 and 16-inch
screens for the first time equalled
the 12-inch in sets sold in April and
the 19-20-inch screen continued an
upward climb at a conservative
rate.
More brands are now competing
for Videotown trade, the number

Two For One
BASEBALL fans watched
one game and heard another
on WCPO-TV Cincinnati Oct.
1. Waite H o y t , baseball
broadcaster for the WCPO
stations and a former Yankee
great, gave the play by play
of the Dodgers-Phillies game
from Brooklyn on WCPOAM-FM-TV while the RedsPittsburgh game was being
shown on WCPO-TV screens.
"After the first few minutes,"
said Mr. Hoyt, "the TV viewers caught on to the idea of
watching one game and hearing another."
• BROADCASTING

4.7
increasing from 30 in 1949 to 52
in 1950. However, even with increased competition the two leaders in the field continue to take
about 30% of the total. Service
contracts are not being renewed by
owners of older sets, the report
showed.
On the controversial subject of
sports attendance by TV setowners, 1.9% of the adult males in
TV homes reported attending
events as compared to 2.0% in
non-TV homes. Movie attendance
on an average week-day night was
2.6% for TV homes and 5.0% for
non-TV homes. In telephone homes,
28.2% had TV and non-telephone
homes, 23.4%.

nothing
under

but

our

COST ACCOUNTING
Nicholson Views TV Problems
METHOD of "Cost Accounting in
Television" is provided by C. E.
Nicholson, chief accountant. West
Coast Studios, Paramount Television Productions Inc., Hollywood,
writing in the September issue
of
the NACA Bulletin (National
York).
Assn. of Cost Accountants, New
Giving the system and problems
encountered in the accounting of
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles' activities, Mr.ofNicholson
relates:
"In
costing
telecasting
programs,
it is a case of direct costs plus the
cost rate per minute for the service departments. At all events,
this is the procedure of the company which serves as the basis
forArticle
this article."
analyzes the following:
Elements of program costing;
television sales, billings and program types; costs — agency discount and sales promotion; program costs — direct costs etc.
Miller on Microphone
BIRDS-EYE view of a fire at the
West Virginia Electric & Supply
Co. on Labor Day telecast by
WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va.,
had News Editor Ron Miller at
the microphone. Telecasting last
month inadvertently reported another station staff member doing
the narration.

smiles

umbrella!
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ONE YEAR OF SOLID SERVICE
Represented by John Pearson
October 16, 1950
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Lion
FightWHEN
WTVR (TV) Richproposal
"
mond,
Va., put on a special
Q
*
^PH
N
PLA
noontime show about the AtORK
W
T
E
N
A BITTER BATTLE loomed last local audiences.
noon network time between 1 p.m.
lantic Rural Exposition Sept.
Authorities representing this
29, the unexpected happened.
and 6 p.m. and 65% of total netweek over FCC's proposal to
equalize competition among the point of view had an answer to
One of the attractions, a
work time between 6 p.m. and 11
full grown lion, started a
FCC's inferential citation of its
four TV networks by "temporarily"
governing the amount of time a network rules as a precedent for
fight in the studio while on
"Another network had only 5%
its current proposal.
TV station in one-, two-, and threeof the evening network time carthe air. Object of the lion's
station markets may take from any
The network rules, they said,
rage was his own image in
p.m. ried by the 17 stations although it
one network [Broadcasting, Oct. were premised on the theory that
the studio's morator screen.
telecast approximately 25% of the
9].
Sending WTVR personnel
total hours of network time offered
they would improve program service and give the licensee a greater
scurrying to safety, the anNBC-TV, which would be hit
during the week," FCC continued.
imal fought for 10 minutes
freedom of program choice. The
"The hours of network time taken
hardest by the Commission's probefore
a brave cameraman
by the stations from the network
posal, has made it clear it will op- current proposal, these authorities
turned
off the monitor
continued,
actually
would
give
the
with greatest station acceptance
pose the plan, and CBS-TV, which
screen. Meanwhile, viewers
would be the secondary victim, is licensee less freedom, permit FCC
are completely disproportionate to
saw the whole show when
considered sure to follow suit. to "back into a position of juris- the number of hours of network
one
cameraman, behind a
ABC-TV and DuMont-TV on the
programs made available by each
diction over the networks," and
protective wall, was able to
not necessarily improve program
other hand are expected to support
of the four existing networks."
cover the action.
service.
the proposal in principle, although
Vigorous
Competition
Good
Further, they said, the theory
neither they nor CBS-TV would
comment.
might be extended to the aural
The "unbalanced competitive
broadcasting field since there are
situation" also exists in the twoStatements by "any interested
Enters TV Film Making
and three-station markets, but
person" are to be filed by Nov. 13 many communities which have
and replies 15 days later, after fewer aural stations than there
"to
a
lesser
degree,"
FCC
said.
which FCC said it would decide
ere aural networks — which was the
IN ADDITION to part of its presFCC continued:
ent library of motion pictures being
basis of the TV proposal.
whether a hearing should be called.
The
Commission
believes
that
vigavailable
for telecasting, MonoAside from the opposition antiThe plan is expected to get close
orous competition among a number of
gram Pictures Corp. will enter the
cipated from NBC-TV and CBSattention by the NBC Stations
networlts, which will enable all of
TV, numbers of stations are exthem to develop so as to be capable of field of TV film production, Steve
Planning and Advisory Committee
fulfilling future needs when there are
pected to protest the proposal.
Broidy, president, revealed last
and the NBC affiliates meeting next
additional television stations on the week in the annual report to stockTheir opposition is expected to week (Oct. 18-20) at White Sulholders.
air would serve the public interest.
include the argument that the plan
phur Springs.
The Commission also believes that
Although no starting date has
is a clear invasion of a licensee's
Comments Invited
the public interest requires the full- been set, and implying negotiations
right — and responsibility — to seest possible availability of programs
are in talking stage only, he said
lect programs in accordance with
of all television networks. . . .
FCC's proposal was based on the
several proposals have been made
the needs and preferences of his theory that a severe imbalance
It is the Commission's duty to see
to produce films especially for TV.
exists among the TV networks in- that
the benefits of network broadsofar as program acceptance is
casting are realized in such a way
Broidyexplored
stated Monogram
"has
that the programs offered by all the Mr.
carefully
the part which
concerned, and that, "while the
scarcity of television broadcast
it can profitably play in the rapid
networks may be available to the public, and to remedy situations which
stations persists," FCC should engrowing
television."
limit the viewer's choice of network
act rules which would improve TV
Pointingfieldoutof that
his company
programs to an unreasonable degree
network competition.
has one of the largest libraries of
in
any
particular
locality.
FCC asked for comments on the
The dominant position occupied by films available for television, part
need or lack of need for such
one network in all three types of of which has been and is currently
communities, coupled with the high being telecast, Mr. Broidy told
rules, but with "particular constockholders that Monogram has
incidence of exclusivity of acceptance
sideration" to a regulation which
i
l
of the programs of one network by a general staff long experienced in
would — except for a single fiveChil
the stations in the two and threeproduction of low-budget series
hour segment per week — forbid
station cities, tends to prevent comtype picture that is particularly
Exclusive
the only station in a one-station
petition and to deprive the public of suited
to telecast programming.
community to carry any one neta diversity of program choice. . . .
"It is possible we may begin such
work's programs for more than
Coverage
two hours in the 1-6 p.m. period
production within the near future,"
he stated.
and two hours in the 6-11 p.m.
period; a station in two-station
of the Rich
markets would be limited to three
hours from any one network in
TV Can-, Train-Miner
STS
GERBER
SIGNS TWO
NEW SPECIALI
each segment, and those in threeHUNTINGTON-CHARLESTON
For First TV Venture
station communities would be CONCEPT that television produclimited to four hours from any
tion offers greatly increased emMarket
GERBER PRODUCTS Co., Freesingle network out of the five
ployment opportunities for personmont, Mich, (baby foods), will
hours in each segment.
nel other than technical is "cruelly
launch its first television show Oct.
and those who have entered
Now Interconnected
The rule would apply not only false,"
18 with the twice-weekly program,
the field had previous training,
to programs relayed by the coaxial
The Most Important People, on
Worthington
Miner,
manager
of
cable or radio relay, but also to
WABD (TV) New York and
CBS television program develop"delayed broadcasts of network
WTTG (TV) Washington.
ment and producer, has asserted.
programs by any means whatsoWriting in the October issue of
The show features Jimmy CarQuarterly Journal of Speech, edited
roll, tenor, and Mrs. Carroll, who
An alternative might be, FCC
will do the commercials.
at Ohio State U., Mr. Miner said
said,
ever." an affirmative rule specifyGerber has built its baby food
ing a minimum number of hours to that television cannot afford to
train creative specialists which the
business from $22,000 a year in
be taken from each network.
industry requires, even though it 1928 to $50 million in 1950. FedOn the basis of an "informal
eral Adv., New York, is the agency.
survey for a one-week period in constantly seeks new talent and
has
developed
an
"impressive
May," FCC found that NBC "furnished more network programs to number" of fresh personalities. Mr.
AVBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio, has inMiner pointed out that increased
the 17 one-station communities
creased telecasting hours with new
studied than did the other three
job opportunities have been in the
Mon.-Fri. sign-on time of 10 a.m.,
networks combined. This network
technical phases, such as stage
giving station
casting weekly. total of 88 hours telehands and electronic technicians.
had approximately 69% of afterPage 186
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CORNELL FILM Co., 1697 Broadway, New York, releasing new
documentary film, "Pattern for
Survival," describing most effective means for survival under
atomic attack. Film features William L. Laurence, New York Times
science reporter and two-time
Pulitzer Prize winner. Film available for theatrical, non-theatrical and TV distribution in color
and black-and-white.
TV Ads, Los Angeles, doing
series of 20 60-second commercials for Los Angeles County Xray Survey Foundation's current
chest X-ray drive. Produced gratis
by film company, film will be
placed on local TV stations as
public service. . . . Snader Telescription Corp., Hollywood, moves
to new offices at 241 S. Beverley
Drive, Beverley Hills, Phone
CRestview 5-4451.
* * *
Mutual Television Productions,
Los Angeles, to establish film exchanges in that city. New York
and Chicago before end of year.
Firm plans production of 52 hour
and half-hour TV films to be
booked through exchanges. . . .
Paul White Productions Inc., New
York, to film Key to the Missing,
former radio and TV program,
as half-hour TV show elaborating
on program's strict interview format.
Series, Voices of the Southland,
featuring all-Negro cast, has been
completed by M. A. Lewis Productions, Hollywood. Programs are
built around Negro spirituals. Price
of production of initial film according to firm was $21,000. Hub
Shaw is producer and director. . . .
Series of quarter-hour and halfhour open-end programs featuring Dr. E. R. Rood, astrologer,
being packaged on film by radio
and TV production division,
Counselors, Hollywood advertising
agency.

Angeles, telecast on KTLA (TV)
Hollywood. Contract is for 13
weeks, agency Compton Advertising. Series now telecast on NBC
eastern TV network.
film

FILM FOR TV
signed for 15-minute sports review. WAFM-TV Birmingham has
bought the Super-Projectall.
General Electric Receiver Division has made available to its
radio and TV distributors 34 film
commercials showing sets in its
current line. Films have been sent
on a no-charge-basis to all TV
stations. Open-end 12-second and
40-second films allow for sponsor
identification. S. M. Fassler, division advertising manager, urges
use of these films for local tie-ins.
Video Varieties
Corp., New
York, has produced commercials

The ^
DUAL

TELOP

First West Coast showing of new
Procter & Gamble half-hour TV
series. Fireside Theatre, produced
by Bing Crosby Enterprises, Los

makes

TELEVISION is expected to begin
in Rio de Janeiro this month upon
completion of installation of the
transmitter for "Tupi-TV" atop
famed Sugar Loaf Mt. by engineers of the International General
Electric Co.
According to company officials,
Brazil will be the fi.rst South American country to have regularly
scheduled commercial programs.
Several thousand receivers will be
in operation by the end of the year,
officials said. Transmitting equipment was made by GE's electronics
department at Syracuse, N. Y.
Telecasting

PROFITS

Hullinger Forms Firm
FORMATION of Hullinger Productions, Washington, to produce
TV films, has been announced by
Edwin W. Hullinger, author, lecturer and motion picture producer.
Mr. Hullinger, who produced a
series of five-minute news featurettes for TV in 1948, said TV seems
to have grown to a point where the
idea of regular Washington coverage on the package style would
be receptive. His first films will be
This Is Washington and Makers
of Destiny. He has set Jan. 1 as
starting date for releases.

GROW

for TV

Stations

PROJECTION

SUPERIMPOSJTION,
with NO

for American Home Foods (Burnett's Pudding), Benrus Watch Co.,
Dolcin Corp., G. E. Co., Mastic
Tile Co., New York Times, Pall
Mall cigarettes and Whelan Drug
Co. . . . Anna Deere Wiman Productions, Los Angeles, has completed
first of series of half-hour films
for television starring Commentator-Columnist Jimmie Fidler with
guest stars, titled Jimmie Fidler in
Hollywood.

LAP DISSOLVE

or FADE-OUT

KEYSTONING

THE

TELOP
GIVES YOU
COST
EASY, LOW

yTV

ALS

COMMERCI

The Gray TELOP projects from
FOUR optical openings: photos, art work, transparencies,
strip material or small objects. SOLVED is the problem
of low budget yet visually exciting TV commercials!
News flashes, news photos, temperature and time
announcements, slides for lecture illustration, for station and
sponsor identification . . . are efficiently composed for
direct televising or with accompanying sound and
commentary. Packs interest and profit into
every minute of your TV schedule/

Bernard Howard has been named
president of Academy Film Productions, Chicago; he is also production director. Mr. Howard was
formerly television director of
Filmack Trailer Corp. . . . International Harvester to sponsor INS
This Week in Sports over WOI-TV
Ames, Iowa. WTVN (TV) Columbus and WSM-TV Nashville also
BRAZIL VIDEO
Debut Set for This Month

report

THE GRAY TELOP AND ACCESSORIES ARE WIDELY USED BY NETWORKS AND INDEPENDENT TV STATIONS
MULTIPLEXER

TV CAMERA

TURRETS

Enables operation of pairs of
Enable
a single camera
to serve
several projectors.
Depending
on
projectors simultaneously into a
single TV camera or individually
size and optical throw, as
into two TECTS
separate
cameras.
PROmany as eight projectors
AGAINST
CAMERA
CHAIN FAILURE BY QUICK
can be used. Rotate 360°
THROW- OVER TO STANDBY
on heavy
precision
bearings with exact
2 models:
#556positioning.
and #430
CHAIN.
Ask for Gray TV Catalog describing above equipment.
RESEARCH.ndD.v
elepment Co., Inc.
24 Arbor St.# Hartford 1, Conn.
Division of Th» GRAY MANUFACTURING COMPANY ' Originelort of tho Gray Uhpltono Pay Station and tho Gray Audograph
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Telestatus
(Continued from page 180)
No. Va Average
Rating
Hours
7.8
16
Musical Variety
10.7
16
Westerns
Comedy Situation
9.2
8.9
14
Trotting Races
13
14
News
9.3
4.6
Women's
4.4
10
Education &Interest
Science
11
6.6
9
Music
9.3
8
Boxing
10.3
6
Feature Films
7.0
4
Misc. Sports
3.6
2
Film Shorts
7.7
2
"How To" Programs
Total
475
* *

1, has been announced by WTMJTV Milwaukee.
An hour of Class A time (6-11
p.m. Mon.-Fri., 12n-ll p.m., Sat.
and Sun.,) becomes $500. Class B
time (5-6 p.m., Mon.-Fri.) becomes
$375 for a one-time hour. The rate
becomes $300 an hour in Class C
time (all other times).
Announcements of one minute or
less start at $100 in Class A time.
On the program What's New (live
announcements only) the rate becomes $75. Rehearsal time for
programs is $50 an hour.

'Hoppy' Favorite
For L. A. Viewers
WESTERN series, Hopalong Cassidij, was again rated the top show
in popularity among Los Angeles
area television viewers during September, according to Tele-Que ratings released by Coffin, Cooper &
Clay Inc., Los Angeles. Ratings
are based on a sample of 537 TV
set owners in the Los Angeles area
during the period Sept. 7-13.
Next four shows in poijularity
revealed by the survey were: Su7iday movies, Lone Ranger, Wrestling, Ina Ray Hutton Show. Survey also showed that of the top 15
TV shows for the area, six were
local live productions.

ZIV PROGRAMS
New TV Sales Announced

WTMJ-TV Issues
New Rate Card
RATE CARD No. 8, effective Nov.

ZIV TV PROGRAMS Inc., has announced the following sales of its
filmed TV programs:
Hanley Beer over WNAC-TV Boston; Glascow Brewing Co. over WTARTV Norfolk, Va., Commonwealth Loan
Co. over WPBM-TV Indianapolis, Ind.,
sponsoring Sports Album; Handy An(?y
Super Markets, San Antonio; Hanley
Beer over WJAR-TV Providence, sponsoring Yesterday's
Newsreel;
Full
length features
to WABD
(TV) New
York, WNBW (TV) Washington,
KFI-TV Los Angeles, WBEN-TV Buffalo; WMAR-TV Baltimore; full length
westerns to WTTG (TV) Washington,
KDYL-TV Salt Lake City, WGN-TV
Chicago, WKY-TV Oklahoma Citv,
WDSU-TV New Orleans, and WNBW.
U. OF ILLINOIS launches program
of study leading to Ph.D. in mass
communications.

• 17 TUBES INCLUDING
5" CRT.
• 10 MILLIVOLT
SENSITIVITY

MODEL

• 12 MEGACYCLE
BANDWIDTH

• SWEEP MAGNIFICATION 5TIMES
SCREEN SIZE
• GOOD TRANSIENT
RESPONSE
• TRIED AND PROVEN
CIRCUITS
© CRT CALIBRATION
GRID

Now! Ascopetopcombining
quality
ALL engineer's
tlie featuresoscilloof a
laboratory instrument in one convenient size, light-weight, low cost unit.
TELEVISION

EQUIPMENT

CORP.

238 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK 7, N. Y.
IN JIANAOA THE AHEARN 4 SOPER CO, LTD, OTTAWA
•

Break Logjam, Hal pern Urges
MANUFACTURERS and exhibitors should combine efforts to
break the "logjam" on theatre television equipment and the development of "exclusive box office programs will follt)w immediately,"
Nathan L. Halpern, TV consultant
to Fabian Theatres and Theatre
Owners of America, told the Theatre Equipment and Supply Manufacturers convention at the Stevens Hotel, Chicago, last Monday.
Mr. Halpern called attention of
manufacturers to a "potential revenue of $500 million" in theatre TV
equipment and "an operating revenue of $5 million yearly for maintenance and service." He urged
them to weigh development of:
(1) Low-priced equipment, (2) research and development programs for
color television in theatres, (3) efficient TV connections between theatres and areas, (4) improvements in
directional theatre TV screens for projection system, and (5) adequate technical personnel to man installation and
operation of equipment.
Noting that TV connection facilities are "restricted and overloaded, not technically adequate
for many programs desired and
cost excessively," Mr. Halpern emphasized:
"The forthcoming hearings by
the FCC for the allocation of air
frequencies specifically for theatre
television are most important and
deserve industry-wide support. . . .
Exhibitors, no less than television
broadcasters, cannot afford to sit
back and wait for color television
tomorrow without operating blackand-white today. . . ."

Faught Cites Aid to TV
TELEVISION is "too big a baby
for advertising to nurse all alone,
and unless it gets some help, either
the nurse will get anemic or the
baby is going to have its growth
stunted. TV has far too much
promise to see either possibility

• CONTINUOUSLY
VARIABLE
CALIBRATOR
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WOR-TV TESTS
Skiatron Subscription
EXPERIMENTAL transmissions
with Skiatron Subscribed- Vision,
a subscription television system,
over WOR-TV New York on Channel 9 for FCC observation, began
last week.
Special decoders, not yet available to the public, are required
for a receiver to unscramble the
signal. Two identical plastic cards
for transmitter and receiver are
used, along with a small electronic
decoder designed for plugging into
existing TV receivers. The signal
is scrambled and unscrambled entirely over the air, and without
telephone lines. The tests are
being conducted so as not to interfere with the normal program and
test-pattern
transmissions of the
station.
SKIATRON
TEST
McDonald Welcomes Action
COMDR. E. F. McDonald Jr.,
president of Zenith Radio Corp.,
said Wednesday he was glad to
hear that WOR-TV New York is
scheduling experimental tests of
the Skiatron system of pay-as-yousee television. He added that he
hopes these will prove the WOR
system to be technically feasible.
"Whether it be Phonevision, the
Skiatron system, or some other
method yet to be announced,"
Comdr.visionMcDonald
stated,
must have a home
box "teleoffice
so that home viewers can be
charged a fee for top flight movies,
Broadway productions, championship fights,tainment.
and Without
other
costly entera provision
for
some payment, all television programming will be limited to what
advertising sponsors can afford to
pay. With a home box office, television can continue to present such
national events as the Woi'ld
Series, which are rapidly being
priced beyond the advertisers'
He recalled that Zenith first
began working on Phonevision in
1931, and conducted an extensive
testing
reach." program over a long period
of time before announcing it to the
public. ". . . While we have field
tested our various systems, the
method we are demonstrating this
fall is the one which, in our opinion,
best solves the economic problem
of providing a home box office
with a reasonably close check on
the size of the audience for each

This opinion was voiced last
eventuate."
Wednesday by Millard C. Faught,
president of The Faught Co. Inc.,
New York, speaking before the
Women's Advertising Club of
Washington.
Mr. Faught said that in searching about for some additional
sources of economic nourishment
for the potentialities of the TV
infant, he has become Interested of
late in Phonevision, Zenith Radio
and aldevery
said. event," Comdr. McDonCorp.'s proposed system which
He stated that the 90-day limited
would provide the home television
commercial test of Phonevision to
set with a box office "so the viewer
be conducted by Zenith this fall
could pay for certain exceptionally
is purely economic. Technical probexpensive types of TV programs."
lems of Phonevision have long since
He also said he is particularly inbeen solved, he said, and this test
terested in whether Phonevision
holds promise for helping save
is purely for the purpose of determining whether pay-as-you-see
higher education from its present
"hat-in-hand trend toward charity television is wanted by the public and is in the public interest.
or federal subsidization."
Telecasting
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C&P

REALIGNS

Gilday TV Director
CECIL & PRESBREY, New York,
has reorganized its television staff.
J. Frank Gilday, account executive
for Electric Auto-Lite Co., with
Cecil & Presbrey, has been named
director of television [Broadcasting, Oct. 2]. He succeeds George
Foley Jr., who
has resigned to
form his talent
organization.
Mr. Gilday will
be assisted by
Leo M. Langlois,
formerly with
Campbell - Ewald,
who will serve as
executive producer. William
Mr. Gilday
Patterson, former
CBS director, becomes production supervisor and
Joseph Lamnech will be in charge
of commercial production, assisted
by John Donnelly and Frank Arundel.
The agency's television shows
which will be supervised by this
staff are: Danger for Amm-ident; Teller of Tales for Bymart
Inc.; Suspense for Electric AutoLite; Mr. I. Maghiation for Nestle
Chocolate; Beat the Clock for Sylvania Electric; Take a Chance for
Nescafe and Great Moments in
Si^ort for Bond Street tobacco.

Radio's

^
■

THIS is the architect's conception of the initial unit of
CBS' proposed $35 million television city to be erected
on a 25-acre tract at Fairfax Ave. and Beverly Blvd.,
Los Angeles. The project will include two studio buildings and service building, approximating one third of the
ultimate studio space. Development of the center is exDAYTIME TV
CBS Expands Service
CBS-TV WILL EXPAND daytime
television service Oct. 16, with two
hours added to present weekday
schedules. The network's new schedule will begin at 1:30 p.m., two
hours earlier than network service
now begins.
New shows are the Garry Moore
Show, Mon.-Fri., 1:30-2:30 p.m.;
the Robert Q. Lewis Show, Mon.Fri., 2:30-3:30 p.m., and Meet Your
Cover Girl, Tues. and Thurs. 3:304 p.m. Look Your Best, a current

Greatest

Mail

Magnet

pected to require at least seven years. It calls for a
"sandwich loaf" structure consisting of three long studio
buildings, each 600 ft. long and 150 ft. wide, joined in
the middle by a multi-storied service building; a 1 3-story
administration building; five smaller office buildings to
accommodate advertising agencies, agents and others.

feature on Mon., Wed. and Fri.,
3:30-4 p.m., continues. On the
same date, Oct. 16, the network's
key station, WCBS-TV New York,
steps up its own daytime schedule,
going on the air at 11 a.m. Mon.Fri.
WPIX TRANSMITTER
Work Started on Empire Unit
WPIX (TV)
installation
State Bldg.
transmitter,

New York has begun
work in the Empire
of a new RCA, 5 kw
which is expected to

begin operation sometime in December, according to Tom Howard,
WPIX chief engineer. High-power
amplifiers also will be installed, he
said, subject to FCC approval.
The station will join WNBT
(TV), WCBS-TV, WJZ-TV and
WABD (TV) New York in multiple
transmission from a 217-foot antenna now under construction atop
the tower of the building. "With the
majority of television stations in
New York beaming their programs
from the building it will mean that,
in most cases, a single directional
adjustment of the receiving antennas" Mr. Howard said.

Now

Smashes
T-V Mail Record
presented five one-half hour programs on KLAC-TV, drew approximately sixteen
£ Dliid
■ Ilf3l» thousand letters. Every letter contained a dime for sponsor's sample.

Dr. Rood's astrological show on KLAC-TV was given the
highest rating of any half-hour presentation in Los Angeles
by "PULSE", T-V's authoritative publication
Dr. Rood

has mailed out to viewers of

these nine programs more than fifty-one
thousand free forecasts which were requested bythe T-V audience.
From four appearances on WGN-TV,
Dr. Rood drew over ten thousand letters
containing a dime in each one asking for
sponsor's sample.
I Dr. Rood was voted the most interesting T-V show in
Los Angeles in a recent T-V personality contest.

Dr. E. R. Rood, Radio and T-V's greatest
astrologer who talks down to earth on a heavenly
subject revealing the wisdom of the masters to

Dr. E. R. Rood — Radio's original astrologer, heard by
millions on KFI-KNX-WCAE-WLAC-WGAR-WMBC-WJAYV/FIW-WJBW-WGER — and many others, recently made his
television debut on KLAC-TV, Los Angeles, California, and
WGN-TV, Chicago, Illinois. The records speak for themselves.

the masses, is now available on film in series of
"v^^ ^ A^/f^^^*
. „ ,
«
j^PH,
y.y
PRODUCTION
DJV.
^OUK^ClCn^
either fifteen
minute or half-hour
open-end
REXALL, Coast to Coast
for
ROUNDUP'
RYTHM
REXALL
of
Producers
,
...
,
programs
for either
independent
or network
438, Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28. California
presentations.
Telecasting
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General

Electric's

Point-By-Point
Characteristic
Tube Cost (1 set)
Power Required (average picture)
Size
Air Cooled
Sel-f Contained
Direct Crystal Control of
Aural Transmitter Frequency
Low Level Modulation
Vestigial Side Band Filter
Page 190
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Great

New

Comparison

Air-Cooled

Shows

TELEVISION

Overwhelming

G. E. TT-IO-A

Manfacturer A

14 kw
$1200

$3300
25
kw
I7'4" L
84" NoH
38" D
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
2'5"
YesI

No

Not Required

Required

84"

G-E

TRANSMITTER

Advantages!

Manufacturer B
23 kw (approx.)
I7'l 1" L
$1500H
78"
36" D
Yes
No
Yes
No
Not Required

Manufacturer C
25 kw
$1400
83" HL
167"
40" D
No
Yes
No
No
Required
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COMPLETELY
ANNUAL

SELF-CONTAINED

POWER

COST

UNIT

FOR

CHANNELS

UP TO $1,000... REQUIRES

^ spectacular transmitter development,
two years in the making at Electronics Park,
now brings to broadcasters the lowest initial
tube cost, lowest operating cost, and lowest
power consumption in the industry!
The figures tell the story. Examine

the

ONLY

2-6

... CUTS

14 KW

INPUT

comparison chart under the photograph at
left. Measure these dollars-and-cents advantages against any television transmitter on
the market today. In addition, here's what
the General Electric TT-IO-A offers in new
design features:

Low Power Modulator using low cost receiver-type
tubes saves you money. The most expensive modulator
tube is a 1614 costing only $2.05.
Built-in Clamp Circuits, eliminate the usual type of low
frequency video distortion found in many input signals.

V^^Mte For IHostrat
erf ft. n

Completely Self Contained and Air Cooled. This
transmitter occupies up to 37% less floor space than
competing makes. Requires no external equipment,
such as transformers, blower or water pumps.
Saves Time— Quick Tube Change. Every stage, including finals, equipped with plug-in sockets.

keeps predetermined moduAdjustable
being exceeded.
from Clipper
lation depthWhite
Safety. High voltage interlocks and groundIncreased
ing switches on all cubicles.
For more details on this new transmitter, call the television representative at the General Electric office near
you, or write: General Electric Company, Electronics
Park, Syracuse, New York.

GENERAL
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CBS Wins
(Continued from page 177)
to consider it merely because the
owners of existing receivers might
be compelled to spend additional
money to continue receiving programs.
It is, therefore, contemplated that
interested persons may conduct experimentation inaccordance with experimental rules not only as to color
television but as to all phases of television broadcasting. Of course, any
person conducting such experimentation should realize that any new color
system that is developed for utilization on regular television channels
must meet the minimum criteria for
a color television system set forth in
our First Report.
In addition, any such system that
is developed or any improvement that
results from the experimentation
might face the problem of being incompatible with the present monochrome system or the color system
we are adopting today. In that event,
the new color system or other improvement will have to sustain the
burden of showing that the improvement which results is substantial
enough to be worth while when compared to the amount of dislocation involved to receivers then in the hands
of the public.
In denying the petitions of RCA
and CTI for delay in the final decision to permit further study of
new developments in their systems,
FCC said that both ECA and CTI
have had "a full and fair opportunity" to present their proposals,
and added:
". . . the state of the television
art is such that new ideas and new
inventions are matters of weekly,
even daily occurrence; . . . the
question of approving a color television system which will best serve
the interests of the American people is one which has been before
the Commission for almost 10
years; ... in all proceedings such
as the instant one a point is
reached which calls for administrative finality with respect to the
Commission's hearing proces es . . ."
Disc Limitations
The majority conceded that the
CBS color disc limits the system
to direct-view tubes no larger than
12^2 inches in size, and that if the
decision had been delayed FCC
wanted to witness the use of a tricolor direct-view tube — such as one
developed by RCA, for instance, or
one held by Paramount Television
Productions — as a possible means
of overcoming this obstacle.
"However," the report said, "we
are willing to adopt the CBS system on the basis of the evidence in
the record which satisfied us that
CBS can produce satisfactory color
pictures on projection receivers
and on direct-view tubes of at least
12% inches in size." The report
continued :
The argument is made that the
trend in purchasing has been to larger
size direct-view receivers and hence
the public will not buy projection
receivers or direct-view receivers with
a 12i.'^-inch tube. This may be true
when all sets receive black-and-white
Page 192
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pictures only.
However, the Commission believes
that the attractiveness of color pictures may be sufficiently great to
cause people to prefer a direct-view
receiver with a 12>/^-inch tube or a
larger size projection receiver if they
can get color as against a 16-inch,
19-inch or larger direct-view receiver
that is limited to black-and-white pictures.
In any event, if both types of receivers are offered to the public, it
will be the free forces of competition
which govern whether a customer will
bujcolor receiver or a black-andwhitea receiver.
Moreover, the adoption of the CBS
color system will furnish a healthy
incentive to all manufacturers to develop larger size direct-view color
pictures. Efforts already expended in
the development of a successful tricolor direct-view tube that has no
limitation on size will be intensified,
for a substantial competitive advantage would accrue to the company able
to produce such tubes. All of the expert witnesses agreed that a directview tri-color tube if successfully developed could be utilized on the CBS
color system.
Failure to adopt bracket standards at this time, the majority said,
may limit possible future improvements relating to the use of horizontal interlace and long-persistence phosphors.
Introduction of horizontal interlace to increase resolution can be
made, if it proves feasible, without
affecting existing sets, but FCC
said it had also thought of a possible increase in vertical resolution,
which probably would be impractical for sets without brackets.
Inability to adopt bracket standards now, FCC continued, means
that future improvements from
long-persistence phosphors may be
limited to "increasing brightness

BROADCASTERS

without objectionable flicker,"
whereas lowering the field rate
and increasing resolution might
also have been possible with
bracket sets.
Comr. Sterling, who had joined
the majority in the First Report,
said he was "now of the opinion
that the Commission should have
treated the subject [of brackets]
at greater length in its First Report," and that its proposed timetable was "unreasonable."
He felt FCC should hold a twoday conference with manufacturers
who indicated a willingness to cooperate on the brackets proposal,
and thus
try to that
work could
out abe"realistic timetable
met
by industry without unduly aggravating the compatibility problem."
Practical Solution
"If such a conference did not
result in a practical solution of the
problems I have discussed," he said,
"I would then join the majority in
authorizing the field-sequential sysThe "problems" he cited included
the absence of any mention of
brackets during the hearing and
the
tem."resultant "surprise" which
their proposal caused ; the "confusion" caused by the First Report's
discussion of such standards; technical design and other problems
which "brackets" pose, as evidenced
by the replies of manufacturers
who wanted to cooperate; the need
for field-testing, and the "serious"
problems manufacturers are now
facing "in terms of production,
procurement and manpower to meet
the demands of national defense."
He said:

ANALYZE

Surely the responses of such reliable manufacturers [he had mentioned

TV EFFECTS

WITH appropriate ceremony, the
first anniversary of NBC's network
television show The Big Story (alternate Fridays, 9:30-10 p.m. EST) is
celebrated by (I to r) William M.
Spire, vice president and account executive, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
& Bayles; Alan C. Garratt, advertising manager, American Cigarette &
Cigar Co. (Pall Mall), sponsor, and
Bernard J. Prockter, president, Prockter Productions Inc.
Capehart-Farnsworth Corp., Belmont
Corp., Motorola Inc., and The Hallicrafters Co.] must be given credence
and consideration. It is well known
that there are serious shortages of
tubes and resistors as well as basic
materials.
The situation on procurement is so
acute that manufacturers have been
shipping their TV receivers without a
full complement of tubes, trusting to
their dealers to procure them in local
markets, but the local market supply
has been exhausted as the result of
not only the local demands but as the
result of the purchasing agents and
manufacturers' representatives combing every territory in their search for
components in short supply. At least
one company has agents in Europe
attempting to purchase resistors.
This condition aggravated by others
is bound to have a serious effect on
production and will serve only to delay the availability of parts to make
not only bracket standards but also
parts with which to build adapters,
converters and color receivers. Moreover, in many instances industry has
been required to divert its TV engineering experts to problems of production for defense because of the
close relation of TV techniques to
radar and other electronic devices the
Government requires.
Will Slow Production
If bracket standards are adopted
in the future, Comr. Sterling said,
manufacturers will have to redesign and re-tool, production will be
slowed, and public confusion will
be compounded, particularly among
owners of new dual-standard sets —
color and monochrome — which
would not be able to utilize improvements made possible by
bracket standards and would become incompatible if new scanning
rates are adopted outside the range
of the dual standards.
The majority's insistence upon
adequate field-testing for color systems, and its failure to provide for
field-testing of bracket sets, Comr.
Sterling declared, were "inconsist-

Competition Surveyed by C. of C. Committ-ee
two out of five holding this view.
WHAT radio station operators
Many new products, however, will be
think about their prospects of commarketed by TV, and costs of the two
peting eff^ectively with television
and what effects they feel TV will media will shape decision of clients.
Itemsspecializing
requiring in
"visual
selling"of
have on aural broadcasting are
and3. not
repetition
indicated in a recent mail survey
the brand name for mass selling will
sampling the opinions of some 150 predominate in television. Products
with national distribution and dependradio
officials, or 20'' ^ of those
canvassed.
ent on rapid turnover will rely on
radio for comprehensive coverage.
Results of the survey are reGoods requiring demonstration will
vealed in the Advertising News
turn to video if costs are not prohibLetter prepared by the Committee
itive— such items as appliances, automobiles, etc.
on Advertising of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce, Washington. A
4. Television will force fundamental changes in radio programming,
previous poll included results of a
with
de-emphasis of expensive shows
TV mail survey covering TV stain the evening hours where TV comtion operators also connected with
petition is greatest. Aural programs
radio ownership.
will accent music, news, discussion,
By and large, the committee reand daytime programming will reported, AM broadcasters feel that:
ceive greater attention, with effective
date controlled by economic factors.
1. By 1955 TV will hold a 53%-47%
edge in nighttime audiences in metroTV will take years to achieve "better
politan areas, while radio will maincoverage."
tain a 63% to 37% ratio over the na- news
5. While
radio in many areas already has reached its saturation point
tion as a whole. Radio will predomin home coverage, television will have
inate 94% nationally and 88% in metropolitan areas during morning hours,
no tangible effect on multiple-set
and its afternoon margin will be 75%
homes, expected to account for eight
million new radio sets per year and
to 25% for metropolitan centers, with
an increase in second-set ownership
complete national domination.
2. Television and radio will speup to 65%. Radio sets-in-homes may
He charged
thatnot "because
Commission
would
take time the
to
cialize in products and services, with
jump 15% in the next five years.
BROADCASTING
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Second Phase Opens
ITS COLOR television decision out of the way (see
story page 177), FCC opens
hearings today (Oct. 16) on
the second phase of the overall television proceedings —
"general" issues, including
engineering standards,
Stratovision, Polycasting,
non-commercial educational
TV, remaining testimony on
the proposal to reallocate the
470-500 mc band from television to common carriers,
and other issues short of
specific VHF-UHF allocations to specific communities.
The sessions are expected to
take at least four to six
weeks. With scores of organizations slated to participate, FCC Thursday issued
a revised order of appearances, starting with 13 witnesses for the engineering
Ad Hoc Committee.

I
i

i
I
1

bility problem — which she deemed
"eminently desirable" because of
the number of TV sets already outstanding— but that she now thought
the manufacturers' responses make
clear that the brackets idea was
not "feasible."
Failure of the brackets proposal
does not "automatically" make
it impossible to contain the compatibility problem so that a final
color decision could be deferred
until June 30, Miss Hennock asserted. She suggested:
Possibly some modified version of
bracket standards could be incorporated into television receivers without
raising the major problems of redesign or equipment procurement involved by bracket standards.
Or it might be feasible to provide
adaptation — either internal or external— with each receiver. The manufacturing industry is familiar with this
process since it has been for a considerable time a part of the record in
this proceeding. The ingenuity of the
industry's electronic scientists might
be able to devise some other means
for arresting the problem of compatibility and thereby provide further
time for the development of a practical compatible color television system.
Explore All Possibilities

discuss with i-epresentatives of the
industry who indicated a willingness to cooperate, the door has been
closed" on consideration of the developments which FCC in its First
Report signified a desire to see.
This includes, he pointed out,
Comr. Hennock felt FCC "should
explore fully with the industry any
"the opportunity of taking one
more look at compatible systems
and all possibilities" — either by an
industry conference, as suggested
before moving to adopt an incomby Comr. Sterling, or by a notice
patible system with all its attendant problems as they relate to the of further proposed rule-making
10 million receivers that will be in "requesting comments."
the hands of the public by the end
"If, as a result of such a conference or comments filed by the
of the year as well as the manuindustry, it appears that steps can
facturers' problems of production."
Referring specifically to post- be taken wthin 60 or 90 days to
arrest the growth of incompatihearing advances in the RCA sysbility, the final decision in this
tem, he said: "I am convinced that
it would have been prudent to have
proceeding authorizing the fieldsequential system should be detaken time out to view these developments before moving finally to
ferred until June 30, 1951," she
declared. "If not, those standards
adopt an incompatible system."
should
be immediately adopted."
Attractiveness Issue
She continued:
Comr. Sterling also disagreed
I think it important to repeat the
with the majority's belief that the conviction expressed in my separate
attractiveness of color may offset views to the First Report that there
is a moral obligation on this Commisthe trend toward larger black-andwhite sets :
sion to insure that a reasonable
amount of valuable programming servI believe that the rapid acceptance
ice will continue to be rendered to
by the public of receivers incorporatpresent set owners, both day and
ing larger sized black-and-white tubes
as they moved from 7 to 10 to 12 night, for a transitional period, e.g.,
inches, then to 16 and 19 inches, three to five years, without the necesmaking any expenditure to
clearly indicates the preference of the changesity fortheir
sets.
public for large size TV pictures and
The statement of CBS President
they will not be satisfied with smaller
pictures because they are in color.
said Columbia will "shortly
Due to the fact that color adds so Stanton
announce its specific plans in a
much to television both from the pronumber of different areas of color
gram as well as the advertising standtelevision activity."
point, both the public and the sponsor
will demand large size color tubes.
He hailed FCC's decision as
meaning "that color broadcasting
Comr. Hennock, in a 11/2 -page
dissent, reiterated the view she ex- is a certainty," that "the public
will now enjoy color television in
pressed in her separate statement
acompanying the First Report —
the home."
that final decision on color should
"In setting final color television
be delayed until June 30, 1951.
standards," he said, "the Commission has dispelled the confusion and
This, she felt, is "essential" in view
of "the progress made in the de- uncertainty which have existed in
velopment of color television since the minds of many members of the
industry and of the public because
the start of the instant proceeding."
She said she had felt, at the of the complex nature of the issue,
time of the First Report, that the and has provided a clear objective
toward which the entire Industry
brackets concept was a "practical
method" of arresting the compatican work."
BROADCASTING
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meets

Completes 300 TV sets —
daily quota (at a cost of ^4.70)

Delicate coils were needed by Midwest manufacturer to complete
300 TV sets . . and Massachusetts supplier was 920 miles distant!
Air Express assured delivery by 8 o'clock next morning, so manufacturer ordered 500 men to report for work. Shipment arrived 7:20 a.m.
— production rolled! Shipping cost for 17-lb. carton only $4.70! Manufacturer uses Air Express regularly to keep business in high gear.

$4.70 — and special pick-up and
delivery included! Low Air Express
rates cover door-to-door service.
More convenient — easy to use. Just
phone for pick-up! (Many low commodity rates. Investigate.)

Air Express goes on all flights of
Scheduled Airlines. Shipments move
— speeds up to 5 miles a minute!
Experienced handling. Phone Air
Express Division, Railway Express
Agency, for action.

Air Express gives you all these advantages:
World's fastest transportation method.
Special door-to-door service at no extra cost.
One-carrier responsibility aU the way.
1150 cities served direct by air; air-rail to 22,000 off-airline points.
Experienced Air Express has handled over 25 million shipments.

Oi:lober 16, 1950
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TV

AUXILIARIES

FCC Adopts New Order
FINAL ORDER amending Part 4
of FCC's rules to adopt a new
subpart F as regulations governing
TV auxiliary broadcast stations
has been announced by the FCC.

BEVERLY McLaughlin, queen of Detroit's Cinderella Bali, greets the
judges who selected her (I to r): Harry Bannister, WWJ-AM-FM-TV general
manager; Worth Kramer, WJR general manager; W. E. Scripps, WWJ president; Harold S. Christian, WXYZ-AM-FM-TV sales manager; Richard E.
Jones, WJBK-AM-FM-TV vice president and general manager.

THE first NBC Chicago man to be
recalled into the armed forces is
Reinald Werrenrath Jr. (center), television producer who has gone on
active duty aboard a U. S. Navy aircraft carrier. Bidding farewells are
John Whalley (I), comptroller, and
I. E. Showerman, vice president in
charge of NBC Central Div.

EXPRESSING satisfaction with the
new Safeway Theatre film show on
WNBW (TV) Washington are (I to r):
William J. Green, radio-TV dir., Lewis
Edwin Ryan Adv.; Gordon Manchester,
Ryan acct. exec; Edgar Balshow,
div. mgr., Safeway Stores (sponsor),
and Burton Warner,
Safeway. div. adv. mgr.,

ATTENDING news party for M.C. William Gaxton before debut of CBS-TV's
Nash Airflyte Theatre are (I to r): J. B. Huntress, Nash-Kelvinator adv. mgr.;
John Payne, star of first show; H. W. Newell, Geyer, Newell & Ganger agency;
Mr. Gaxton; David Sutton, CBS-TV sales mgr.
IT'S smiles and congratulations all around following CBS-TV premiere of
The Ford Theatre 1950-51 dramatic season. L to r: Garth Montgomery,
executive producer; Walter Hampden; William A. Chalmers, vice president
and director of radio-TV, Kenyon & Eckhardt; Franklin Schaffner, director;
Frank Freimann, executive vice president, Magnavox Co., sponsor of The
Magnavox Theatre, Friday night alternate of Ford Theatre; Ben R. Donaldson,
advertising dir.. Ford Motor Co., sponsor; Lee Tracy. Messrs. Tracy and
Hampden starred in the opening show.

The order reaffirmed FCC's
earlier stated policy that TV stations may establish their own
private intercity relays only on
an interim basis until sufficient
common carrier links are available. The Commission also explained that while the new rules
provide for telecasters' own private auxiliary facilities, the service performed by these TV pickup, studio-transmitter link and
intercity relay stations also may
be provided by regular common
carriers under Part 6 rules.
FCC explained its new rules
execute a plan whereby a total
of 21 channels are made available
for the exclusive use of TV broadcast licensees in the 2000, 7000 and
13000 mc bands, or seven exclusive
channels in each band. The plan
leaves three channels in the 7000
mc band and seven channels in the
12000 band for exclusive use by
communications common carriers
to provide pickup and STL service to telecasters, "thus meeting the assertion of the communications common carriers that
they could best provide a nationwide service by using a group of
channels on an exclusive basis."
This would allow interchange of
equipment between cities and resulting operational savings, FCC
noted.
In addition, the plan designates
six more channels in the 13000
mc band for the shared use of
telecasters and common carriers.
FCC indicated further amendment
of the rules may occur in the
tions.
future to meet changing condi-

MEXICO
OUTLET
XESE-TY Under Construction
CONSTRUCTION of a television
station, with assigned call letters
of XESE-TV Matamoros, Mex., has
been announced by Manuel D. Leal,
vice president and general manager of KIWW San Antonio, Tex.
Mr. Leal is chairman of the board
of directors of Compania Mexicana
de Television, owner of the new
outlet.
Mr. Leal estimated that construction ofthe new station, aimed
at serving the Lower Rio Grande
Valley and Northern Mexico, would
take 90 days. DuMont equipment
will be used. It also was reported
that manufacturers have earmarked 2,000 TV sets for the valley. Sets are expected to go on
sale soon.
In addition to Mr. Leal, officers
of Compania Mexicana de Television include: Pedro de Lille,
Mexico City, president, and W. B.
Miller, vice president and general
manager, KEYL(TV) San Antonio.

RETAIL

TEST

NBC-TV, Gimbel Sign Pact
ONE-YEAR agreement between
Gimbel Bros. Department Store,
New York, and NBC to experiment
with television in an effort to discover its best uses for retail advertising, was announced last week.
Joint announcement of the arrangement was made by James M.
Gaines, NBC vice president in
charge of owned-and-operated stations, and Joseph L. Eckhouse, executive head of Gimbel Bros.
The announcement said Gimbel
Bros, would use participations, one
minute spots, station breaks, programs and "new TV techniques
currently under study" over a oneyear period beginning Oct. 30. Results of the various television techniques will be carefully measured,
and "continuing studies of television's effectiveness in moving department store merchandise will
be maintained," the announcement
said.
Ted Cott, general manager of
WNBC and WNBT (TV) New
York, NBC stations, and Bernice
Fitz-Gibbons, Gimbel Bros, publicity director, will be co-chairmen
of a joint committee of Gimbel and
WNBTvise theexecutives
project. that will superEMPLOYE GRADER
DuMont Gets IBM Unit

AN IBM "electronic brain" which
simultaneously classifies, counts,
accumulates and edits employe
qualifications for promotion will
be used by Allen B. DuMont Lab
to select appointees for 957f of '
its promotions. Personnel Direc- !
tor
week.Harry Housten announced last
Used heretofore only by the
government for census-taking,
the Statistical Analyzer 101, as
it is called, will be fed "employe
profiles," each of which summarizes one employe's qualifications. It then "judges" qualifications at the rate of 450 items per
minute, and supplies a first, second and third choice for the
opening.
"We plan to use it in all cases,"
Mr. Housten said, "with the ex
ception of executives at the very
top and some special categories
of research engineers." The machine's choice will be final, he
said, until after a personal interview to determine whether the applicant's personality is suitable
to the new working group in pros-

CERTIFICATES of accomplishment
pect.
presented
to 30 motion picture projectionists who attended theatre television training program, jointly sponsored by International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees and Motion Picture Operators and RCA
Service Co.
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ADVERTISERS

IT'S

WLW

WHO

KHOW

TV

BEST,

TELEVISION!

Among

the smartest buyers of local advertising are food chains and

department stores. It's significant that aggressive food chains— Parkview Markets in Cincinnati, Liberal Markets in Dayton and Big Bear
Markets in Columbus— have bought day time programs
board on WLW-Television

across the

. . . and that Albers Super Markets has

bought a half-hour morning program aired on all three stations daily.
Another endorsement

of WLW-Television

1 1 : 00 to 12 noon show, Monday

is the purchase of an

through Friday on WL W-T

by

Shillito's— Ohio's largest department store.
The shrewd time buying by these advertisers leaves only a few
choice spots and participations available in the daytime schedule and
underlines the wisdom

of contacting the nearest WLW

sales office

about availabilities on

SION
. . . with more viewers L
than
anyIstation
EV
llfll^-TE
in Cincinnati, Dayton or Columbus

WLW-T
CINCINNATI

WLW-D
DAYTON

WLW-C
COLUMBUS
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ATLANTA
HOUUYWOOD
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AMUSEMENTS
Cole Brothers Circus
The Czechoslovakia Industrial Fair
LoEW's Inc.
Madison Square Garden Corporation
National Association of Engine
& Boat Manufacturers
Paramount Pictures, Inc.
R.K.O. Radio Pictures, Inc.
RiNGLiNC. Brothers & Barnum
& Bailey Circu.s
Twentieth Centurv-Fox Film
Corporation
Course Charted
affiliates
ige 79

imittee Polishi
>er-BAB Project
Page 19

fco Withdrows
NARBA M<
*age 21

ow Typewriter's
Spot Success
Page 24

TELECASTING
iegins on Page 51

loliy
|5 cents weekly]

AUTOMOBILES
.Austin of England
Chrysler Corporation
(Plymouth Motor Division)
Dodge Brothers Corporation
Ford Dealers of America
General Motors Corporation
(Chevrolet Motor Division)
(Oldsmobile
Division)
Hudson
Sales Corporation
Kaiser-Frazer Corpora
Nash Kelvinator Cori
Packard
MotorRootes
Car Co'
Sir
William

INSURANCE & FINANCIAL
.American Progressive Health
Insurance Company of New York
Chase National Bank of the
City of New York
Harris, Upham & Company
Kidder,
Peabody Trust
& Company
Manufacturers
Company
Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company
North American Accident
Insurance Company
Union Dime Savings Bank

DRUGS & PHARMACEUTICALS
Union Pharmacal Company
VicK(Cont'd)
Chemical Company
Whitehall Pharmacal Company
FOODSTUFFS
Airline Foods Corporation
American Home Foods
Arnold Bakers, Inc.
Atlanta Products Corporation
The Best Foods. Inc.
The Borden Company
Bowey's
Inc.
Buitoni Macaroni
Company
California Packing Corporation
California Walnut Growers
Association
Campbell Soup Company
Continental Baking Corporation
Converted Rice, Inc.
D'Arrigo Brothers Cc
Delawa

RETAIL ESTABLISHMENTS
CoNFORMAL Shoes (Division of:
International Shoe Company)_
Diane Beauty Salon .
DuPON

MISCELLANEOUS
Ad Astra, Inc.
Albin Enterprises, Inc.
American Airlines
American Medical Association
Amsterdam Sales Company
The
Bear Anderson
Ridge LakeCompany
TfiE Bookhouse for Children
boxcraft of new jersey
Bulova Watch Company
Burlington Mills
Cat's Paw Rubber Company
Cheerful Card Company
Christy Chemical Company
Cline's Rug A: Furniture Service.
Essex Rug Cleaning Company &
Hudson Rh. Cleaning Company
Colonial .Ami ines
CoNcoi^ai^vlusic Shop
1 1 lER Publishing
IsHiNG
Company
i kvwanna & Wester
inuc is. Inc.
li: Company. Joseph
Company
1)MPANY

BEVERAGES
Atlantis Sales Corpora ij
Eastern &Wine
Corpora i '
Garrett
Company
K.REUGER Brewing Compm^
Miller Brewing Company
National Distillers Corp^
(Gambarelli &. Davitio
RuBSAM & Horrman Bri svI
Company
The F. & M. Schaeffr
Brewing Company
Trommer, Inc.. John F
CLOTHING & APPAREL
(BY MFG.)
Sa-Ray Clothing Company. \\
Stay-In-Form Brassieres
Miss Sv/ank. Inc.
CONFECTIONS & SOFT DR!
Barton Bonbonniere
Breyer Ice Cream Company
Colonial House Candies
Fanny Farmer Candy Comp*
Kirsch Beverages, Inc.
Life-Savers, Inc.
Pepsi-Cola Company
Peter Paul, Inc.
Philadelphia Dairy Products
CompanyNut & Chocolate Company
Planters
Ryan Candy Corporation
Sophie Mae Candy Corporation
Williamson Candy Company
DRUGS & PHARMACEUTICALS
The Anahist Company (Subsidiary
of: Pyrioium Corporation)
B. C. Remedy Company
Bayer Company (Division of:
Sterling Drug, Inc.)
Beaumont Company
Bristol-Myers Company
Block Drug Company
Breitenbach Company, M. J.
Carter Products, Inc.
Consolidated Royal Chemical
Corporation
DoLciN Corporation
Foster-Milburn Company
Grove Laboratories, Inc.
Humphrey's
Homeopathic
Medicine Company
The Knox Company
Maryland Pharmaceutical Company
McKesson & Robbins Company
Miles Laboratories
Musterole Company
Pharmaco, Inc.
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Company
The Pinex Company
Rhodes Pharmacal Company
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^lrina Company
R\Rii.\N Valley Farms Producers
Association
Richmond-Chase
Company
River Brand Rice Mills
S. A. Schonbrunn & Co., Inc.
Seeman Brothers
Sheffield Farms Company, Inc.
Skinner & Eddy, Inc.
Stahl-Meyer, Inc.
Standard Brands, Inc.
Stuhmer & Company, George
Sturm-Dahlberg Company
Taylor Packing Company, 3. W.
Taylor Provision Company
Van Houten & Zoon, Inc. C. J.
Walter & Company? A. A.
Ward Baking Company
Wise Potato Chip Company
GAS & OIL
Esso Standard Oil Company
OF New York
Shell Oil Company
HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT
& FURNISHINGS
American Waterproofing
Corporation
Baker Brush Company
Cook & Dunn Paint Corporation
Eclipse Sleep Products, Inc.
General Electric Company
General Electric Distributors
Industrial Tape Corporation
Metro Utility Company
Moore & Company, Benjamin
Olson Rug Company

Tle Corpora i ion
JXkite Products, Inc.
Procter & Gamble Company
Sapolio Products Company
Simoniz Company
Zippy Products, Inc.
TOBACCO PRODUCTS
Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Corporation Cigar Corporation
Consolidated
Mail Pouch Tobacco Company
John Middleton
Philip Morris & Company, Ltd. Inc.
Reynolds Tobacco Company, R. J.
U. S. Tobacco Company
TOILET GOODS & COSMETICS
American Safety Razor Compani
Armour & Company
Bristol-Myers Company
Chamberlain Sales Corporation
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Company
Conti Products, Inc.
Doeskin Products. Inc.
Division
)
Grove
Laboratories
(F. W. Fitch
Manufacturers Marketing
Company, Inc. (Unilever, Ltd.)
McKesson & Robbins, Inc.
Mennen Company
Noxzema Chemical Company
Potter Drug & Chemical Company
Procter &. Gamble
Rock Ledge Laboratories, Inc.
Roi ls Razor, Inc.
Schieffelin & Company
(Unilever
Export,R. B.Ltd.)
Semler
Company,
Whitehali Pharmacal Company

Ho^i) ^ ORk
|H Watch
Salon
}■CIR\^ I' IN
I PA NY
ING Company
BON Company
National Physicians Electronic
Equipment Labs. Inc.
New Jersey & New York Passboo
NewCompany
York Daily News
New York Herald Tribune
New York Journal-American
New York Mirror
New
Company
New York
York Telephone
Times
New York World-Telegram & Su
Northern Electric Company
Oliver Nursery Farms, M.
Olson Company
Omnibook, New York
The Perfect Circle Company
Philadelphia & Reading Coal & i
Company
Pilot
Radio Corporation
Prentice-Hall, Inc.
The
Company
RadioQuaker
Offer Oats
Company
Radio Bargain Guild
Reserve Corps (Organized)
Robbins Music Corporation
Robinson Publications
Ronson Art Metal Works. Inc.
Rootes Motors, Inc.
The Senak Company
Stern's Nurseries
Town & Country Gift Shop
Transcontinental & Westers
Airlines,Patterns
Inc.
Tr^-Onn
Tunnel Advertising Company
Twentieth Century Air Coach
System
U.S. Army An Force
Vim Radio & Sporting Goods Stc
Westchester Racing Associatio>
William
H. Wise Inc.
& Company
World Editions.
^ onkers Trotting Assochuon.

1

NO FLYING
SAUCERS

RICHMOND

Military men often achieve
their objectives v/ith secret weapons.
This is not true with advertising men.
Broadcast sales strategy, in particular,
calls for heads-up use of a time-tested media.

The Havens and Martin stations, for example,
have a unique record of sales achievements
in Richmond, the first market of Virginia.
Long years of experience in radio and television
have won for WMBG, WCOD, and WTVR

the confidence and loyalty of Richmond's populous
and prosperous market.

You can't overlook these result-producing
facilities in planning your fall and winter campaign.
Ask your nearest Blair man for the facts.

Havens & Martin Stations are the only
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.

WM1
WTVR
WCOD

FIRST

STATIONS

VIRGINIA

1
lit* ' ■-■--^■■n

Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first markeh
Represented nationally by
John Blair & Company.

Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington 4, D,
Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post OfiBce at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.
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STRONG undercurrent for increased AM rates
premised both on improved circulation and skyrocketing overhead apparent at NBC affiliates
convention. Many stations reportedly had already invoked rate boosts, notably because
newspapers are now making second-round increases averaging 20% over last year.
ANAHIST Co., Yonkers, N. Y., through
Foote, Cone & Belding, New York, preparing
extensive radio spot announcement campaign
starting Nov. 8, in 121 markets for 17 weeks.
FCC LAWYERS and Commissioners will be
watching radio-TV manufacturers' ads now
that CBS color standards have been adopted.
Any statements regarded as unfair or misleading, it's believed, will be referred to Federal
Trade Commission for scrutiny and possible
action.
NABET, heretofore independent union which
first organized NBC, reportedly seeking to
organize network employes along vertical lines.
Scope would be networkwide, with white-collar
workers, producers, news writers and talent
included. NBC now has 3,000 employes — fewer
than 1,000 organized.
WHETHER Harry C. Kopf, NBC sales vice
president, will accept appointment as NBC San
Francisco head in doubt last week. Close
associates feel he should accept post, or one of
two others offered him, because of health.
FCC DIDN'T get into its FM allocations case
which has been on its agenda for past fortnight
because of preoccupation with color and I'epercussions thereto. Since TV color and proposed regulations on equalization of network
time are destined to hold its attention for
some time, it isn't indicated yet when it will get
to gist of FM problem, which covers such matters as Transit Radio, Storecasting and Muzak
petition on "beep" services. Comr. Robert F.
Jones, contrary to i-eports, hasn't made FM
his cause celebre, but he's interested principally
in what he calls well-rounded approach.
PROBLEM of manufacturers producing FM
sets is fact that same receiver type tube used
in these sets is also used in television sets
selling at much higher prices. Since tube is in
short supply temptation is great to use available tubes in more profitable TV receivers.
DEAL in works for sale of KCMJ Palm
Springs, Calif., to Joe and Ted Gamble. Price
around $60,000. Ted Gamble is theatre organization executive and during war directed bond
campaign for Treasury. He's also with Elroy
McCoy in ownership of KLZ Denver. No
broker involved in sale of KCMJ by Dick Joy.
QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago, understood
planning to buy quarter hour, 5:15-5:30 p.m.
three times weekly on NBC-TV, in addition to
current Sunday afternoon hour on same network with Gabby Hayes Show through Sherman & Marquette and Zoo Parade through
Ruthrauff & Ryan.
H. G. (Babe) SMITH, vice president of Mc(Continued on page 82)
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Oct. 23-24: NAB AM Radio Committee, NAB
Hdqrs., Washington.
Oct. 23-24: North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters,
Mid-Pines Club, Southern Pines, N. C.
Oct. 26-27: NAB District 6, Roosevelt Hotel, New
Orleans.
Oct. 29-31: National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters Convention, U. of Kentucky, Lexington.
(Other Upcomings on page 26)
Bulletins
PURCHASE of approximately $40,000 of
CBS and MBS network time for campaign
addresses by Vice President Alben Barkley
and Chairman William Boyle Jr. revealed Friday by Democratic National Committee. Vice
President will speak in Cincinnati Oct. 27 over
CBS, 9-9:30 p.m., and Chicago Nov. 3 over
Mutual, 10:30-11 p.m. Mr. Boyle slated for
Washington address Oct. 31 on CBS, 10-10:15
p.m. All addresses scheduled over full coastto-coast (basic and supplemental stations) networks. Committee said decision expected momentarily on whether President Truman will
address nation by radio on paid-partisan basis
during campaign.

Business

Briefly
D-F-S NAMED • Spickelmier Co., Indiai
apolis, for Dr. Dri (moisture repellent spra
for fabrics) names Dancer-Fitzgerald-SampL
New York, agency to handle its advertisinj
effective Jan. 1.
KALAMAZOO SPOTS • Kalamazoo Stove <
Furnace Co., Kalamazoo, Mich., for electri
and gas ranges, releases four more TV spot
this week to dealers and distributors natior
ally for co-op sponsorship. Agency, Fulton
Morrissey, Chicago.

COLOR DECISION UNWISE,
SPRAGUE SAYS ON CBS
COURTS will decide if $2 billion in TV set
sold to 8 million persons will be penalized a
result of FCC color ruling, Robert C. Sprague
president of Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. sai
on Oct. 22 broadcast answering charges mad
week before on same CBS facility by Fran!
Stanton, CBS president (early story page 54
Mr. Sprague said black-and-white sets ar|
better investment than ever and will be fo J
years to come, saying right kind of colo i
system isn't here yet and relatively few wir
be willing to pay for adapter-converter units
He said color broadcasts will be in fring
hours on one, or very few, stations.

General
Tire, CBS
Get
Don
Lee
Network
SURPRISE BID by General Tire & Rubber
CBS wiU acquire television station KTSL, olj
Co., owner of Yankee Network, offering
of the West."
Channel
2, and will be required under FCC rul'
to dispose of its present 49% interest in KTTV Inc. ,
$12,320,000 for all stock controlling Don Lee
of
which
51% is owned by Los Angeles Times.
Broadcasting System and KTSL (TV) Los
Under joint agreement between CBS and Genera
Tire, Columbia acquires additional space an(
Angeles was made and accepted Friday in
facilities in Don Lee Bldg. which it has long neede<
Los Angeles Superior Court, with CBS to
for its expanding radio and television activities ii |
acquire KTSL in parlay sale.
Hollywood.
■!
General Tire's unexpected bid was lawUnder FCC's duopoly rules, authorities said i
General Tire will be required to dispose o:
required 10 above $11,200,000 offer of Hoffone station. There was no indication whethei ;
man Radio Corp. and associates which had
been accepted by public administrator of
it would be one of Don Lee group — which wil
continue under same name — or one of Yankei
Thomas S. Lee estate — subject to court's confirmation— in preference to General Tire's
group.
Consideration involved in sale of KTSL t(
original $10,525,000 offer [Broadcasting, Oct.
9, 16]. General Tire offer was made by First
CBS — which has long sought its own Los An
National Bank of Akron, trustee of retirement
geles TV outlet — was not disclosed.
plan for salaries of employes of General Tire
Don Lee stock in Mutual approximates 19?^
and certain subsidiaries.
— substantially same as already held by General Tire.
Thomas G. O'Neil, vice president of General
Tire and vice chairman of Mutual, explained
New bid by General Tire was obvious sur
in statement issued jointly by General Tire
prise to Hoffman group, who secured 15and CBS that KTSL would be re-sold to CBS,
minute recess for hurried conference after i*
upon FCC approval, and that Don Lee radio
was entered. Presiding Judge Newcomb Constations and network, to be retained by Gendee then announced sale to General Tire, suberal Tire, will be under executive management
ject to FCC consent. Cashier's check for 5% oJ|
of Willet H. Brown, now Don Lee president:
sale price was deposited by Elliot H. Prentj,
The purchase price was $12,320,000 but the Lee
of Hill, Farrer & Burrill, representing pur-i j
chaser.
Corp. had substantially over $5 million in cash
and quick assets.
Trustees of retirement plan, on approval of transIn addition to radio and TV properties, Le< i
fer of Thomas S. Lee Enterprises Inc. stock by FCC,
estate included $5% million cash reserve fronc
plan
~to
transfer
radio
stations
to
General
Tire,
and
Television station in Los Angeles to CBS. General
recent liquidation of Don Lee Cadillac agencies \
Tire, in casting
transfer,
will also
acquire Broadcasting
Don Lee BroadSystem, Pacific
Northwest
Co.,
and
other properties. Don Lee owns and oper-'
the Lee stock in MBS — of which Yankee Network,
ates KHJ-AM-FM Los Angeles, KGB Sar^
subsidiary
of
General
Tire,
is
presently
stockholder
—
and certain other assets.
Diego, KDB Santa Barbara, and KFRC Saij
Francisco, and has 16 California affiliate!;
"Don Lee
Network ofandWillet
stations
wiUMr. beO'Neil
under said,
executive
management
H.
with 25 affiliated through Pacific Northwesll
Brown, now president of Don Lee, who has said
that present Don Lee management group will
Broadcasting System.
• |
continue.
Washington law firm of Pierson & Ball
"As owners of largest regional network in New
England,"
continued,
"we arewillhighly
pleased withMr.the O'Neil
opportunity
this purchase
give
representing General Tire and Yankee, particius to take part in continuous expansion of the empire
pated in handling of successful bid.
BROADCASTING
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It's common knowledge that some stations deliver listeners
at a really low cost per 1000 coverage ...

and

in

it's

Kansas

City

KCMO!

Yes, Mr. Timebuyer ... as Kansas City's one and
only 50,000 watt station, KCMO sends your
message far and wide over Mid - America ! For inside KCMO's 213 -county measured V2 mv. area
are almost 5V2 million prospective listener- buyers.
How's that for coverage?
With KCMO's supercharged signal is coupled
that all-important intangible of superior program ing .. . that keeps Mid-America listeners
tuned-in at the 8-TEN spot. Combine these
factors with KCMO's low rates and you see a
bargain in radio coverage that can't be matched.
Reach Mid- America's millions at a low -low cost
per thousand . . . via KCMO!
To sell Mid- America's millions. . .
center your selling on KCMO

0/feVoesJt

ONE

station

ONE

rate card

ONE
ONE

spot on the dial
set of call letters

National
THE

KANSAS

CITY,

Basic
for

ROAD

CASTING
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ABC

MISSOURI

,

Representatives

KATZ

50,000

AGENCY

WATTS

Dayt!

station

A4 id-America

810

kc. 10,000 watts night
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THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Puhlished Weekly by Broadcastmo PuhUcatio-n&, Inc
executive. Editorial. Advertiting and Circulation OfBcet:
870 National Prets BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1027
IN THIS BROADCASTING
STORM

STOliE

FOR

NBC Charts Course for Affiliates
NAB Group Maps Super-BAB Project
Mexico Withdraws from NARBA Session
Radio Aids in Hurricane Emergency
H-R Gets Transit Radio
Wisconsin Cities 'Lottery' Shows
Arrow Typewriter Co. — A Sales Success Story....
Hooper Shows New Measurement Device
SCOTUS To Hear Libel Protection Case
Radio Club Views Red Influence
Comparative Test of Radio Ratings Under Study..
Radio Parts Shortage Discussed at Pentagon....
TELECASTING starts on Page 51

KID'S
CISCO
PHOTO!

Rarely has radio seen such a super-salesman as
"Cisco Kid"! Within 9 days after the first announcement, 1,000 boys and girls brought their
parents to the Western Clothing Department (on
Frankenberger's third floor) . . . just to obtain
"Cisco Kid's" photo. Says WKNA: "No need to
tell you how pleased our sponsor is!"

19
19
21
21
23
23
24
25
25
27
27
32

DEPARTMENTS
New Business
9
Agency
Beat
Aircasters
4812 On All Accounts ... 12
On
Dotted
Line
26
Allied Arts
50
8, 10
Editorial
44 Open Mike
44
FCC Actions
70 Our Respects To
Programs,
Promotion,
FCC
Roundup
7714
Premiums
69
Feature
of Week
Front Office
46 Strictly Business .... 14
Upcoming
26

With many special "Cisco Kid" gimmick-promotions available — from buttons to guns — "Cisco"
is one of America's hottest traffic-building programs. Write, wire or phone for details.

WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERSSOL TAISHOFF,
Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; J. Frank
Beatty, Rufus Crater, Associate Editors; Fred FitzTyler Nourse,
HaUey, Berlyn,
Assistants gerald,
to theNews Editor;
News Editor.
STAFF:Jo David
Lawrence Christopher, Mary Cross, WOson D. McJohn Osbon,: Estelle
Ardinelle
Williamson.
EDITORIAL Carthy,
ASSISTANTS
Dobschultz,
Kathryn
Ann
Jones, Pat Kowalczyk, Doris Lord, Jean D. Statz,
Keith Trantow; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to the
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BUSINESS: MAURY LONG, Business Manager; Winfield R. Levi, Assistant Advertising Manager; George
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stevens,
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi,
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RADIO CENTER— WKBW's new ultra modern studio and
office building, located at 1430 Main Street in the center of
Buffalo, occupies the property where 25 years ago WKBW
first went on the air with the first commercially built transmitter ever used in the Buffalo area. WKBW's 50,000 watt
TRANSMITTER in Hamburg. N.Y.. and RADIO CENTER are
the broadcasting show places of Western New York.

your

fIRST

Choice

JTiJ^^fTI
fifX^
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the Eastern
watts blanket
50,000
WKBW's
station.power
any other. .Buffalo
than Carolina
powerful
more Maine
times from
DSeaboard
in the
radio homes
10.783,700
to reach
. adequate
to North
\^ WW
a0/%tA/I^
most populous
section oi the United States.

FIRST

m

Ha

FIRST

IN

NEWS

FIRST

IN

SPORTS

FIRST

IN

ENTERTAINMENT

FIRST

IN

PUBLIC

FIRST

IN

DOLLAR

Nof

LIT IBS

Buffalo's

WKBW has the most modern broadcasting facilities in Western New York . . . the last word
in transmitting and studio equipment that mamtain under all conditions the ultimate in high
standards of broadcast quality.

Complete aggressive coverage of local and national news including two sponsored daily newscasts by
Roger
all-time
Davis. Baker,
Hill andBuffalo's
Headline
Edition.favorite radio personality — backed by Winchell, Pearson, Agronsky.
Top coverage of local and national sports with Bill Mazer. Gillette Cavalcade of Sports plus Mazer
on
all of
local
sports events
have ask
madetheWKBW
Western
value
a WKBW
sportscast,
man who
boughtNewone.York's Sports Station. To know the

SERVICE

WKBW's
oi public
in the undisputed
field of important
civic,
communityrecord
activities
has wonservice
the station
leadership.
If itpatriotic
benefits and
the
public, you'll hear it on WKBW.

VALUE

WKBW offers greater coverage than any other Buffalo Station and has developed
program and copy techniques that ring the register. Ask our Sales Department for
our merchandising success stories.

Oldest

BUFFALO'S

50,000

WATTS

. . . buf

MOST

Buffalo's

POWERFUL

fIRST

Station

!

STATION

ABC

NETWORK

CLINTON H. CHURCHILL
Founder, President and Manager

AVERY -KNODEL
Notional Representatives,

BROADCASTING

WKBW has a strong line-up every day. Screen Guild Players, Stop the Music. Inner
Sanctum. Production Parade, Lone Ranger, Hillsdale Hillbillies, Original Amateur
Hour. Tello-Test, Breakfast Club, My True Story. We Know Buffalo's Wishes.
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EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Congratulations on your terrific
20th anniversary issue of Broadcasting-Telecasting.
It was one of the finest reviews
that I have ever seen and just more
evidence of the splendid job you
are doing and the service you are
rendering to radio and television.
Phil Alampi
^
Radio Fa?-m Director
WJZ New York
* * *
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I spent a delightful hour and a
half going over your 20th anniversary issue this week. It was a wondeful job.
Since Broadcasting was started
but a scant few months from the
time I entered radio, I feel particularly close to it, because I don't
think I ever missed a single issue
since its inception.
Deepest congratulations to you
and your wonderful staff, Sol, and
may you carry on for another 20.
Murray Arnold
Program Director
WIP-AM-FM Philadelphia

L ■ :—

..-/i :«0^.

CBS
Plus
TOP

LOCAL

PROGRAMMING
Avery-Knodel, Inc.,
Nat'l Representatives
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EDITOR, Broadcasting:
You and your entire staff of
Broadcasting- Telecasting deserve heartiest congratulations for
the 20th annuiversary issue of the
magazine. The most comprehensive and excellent way in which
the progress of broadcasting and
television during the past score of
years has been portrayed is in itself the evidence as to how and
why your magazine stands out as
the foremost publication in the radio field.
The 20th anniversary issue is
truly the history of broadcasting,
and demonstrates why Broadcasting-Telecasting is so universally
termed the bible of the radio broadcasting industry. Again may I
extend my most sincere congratulations and my very best wishes
for the years ahead.
Rolajid C. Davies, Editor
Telecommunications Reports
W ashington
* * *
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
May the next 20 years be as
fruitful and as historical for you
as the immediate past 20.
Walt Dennis
Asst. to the Vice Pies.
Allied Purchasing Corp.
New York
^ ^ ^
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
As one writing guy to another,
permit me to congratulate you on
the splendid job you did in getting
out that 20th anniversary edition.
Anybody who wants to know why
Broadcasting is the "bible" of the
industry need look no further for
his answer.
I'm looking forward to your 50th
anniversary edition, on which I'm
sure you've already started to
work.
Bill Gold
"The District Line"
The Washington Post

Anniversary

Open
Mike

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
SO HELP
ME COULD
HANNA HAVE
IT'S
20.
HOW YOU
PROSPERED SO WITH WHAT
WE HAVE PAID YOU WE'LL
NEVER
KNOW. AND
PERHAPS
IT'S
OUR DEEP
ABIDING
FAITH AND LOVE COMBINED
WITH SUCCESSFUL RADIO
STATION'S INTELLIGENTLY
SPENT MONEY. WHATEVER
THE CAUSE YOU DESERVE IT.
SERIOUSLY I KNOW OP NO
INDIVIDUAL OR INSTITUTION
WHO HAS SERVED OUR INDUSTRY SO WELL. YOU HAVE
BEEN CRITICAL, CONSTRUCTIVE AND EFFECTIVE. RADIO OWES YOU MUCH. CONGRATULATIONS.
Michael R. Hanna
General Manager
WHCU Ithaca, N. Y.
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Please add my hearty congratulations to the many you must be
receiving on the anniversary issue
just out. It tells a thrilling story
that brings back a lot of memories.
It is a grand job which, I may add,
is not at all unusual for you and
your able staff.
A. F. Harrison
Special Representative
United Press Assns.
Washington.
*
* *
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
CONGRATULATIONS ON
YOUR 20TH YEAR OF SERVICE
TO THE BROADCASTING INDUSTRY.
Johii S. Hayes
Vice President
WTOP-AM-FM-TV
Washington
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I notice in the introduction to
"Two Exciting Decades" that your
staff has grown from 6 to 60, your
paid circulation from zero to 16,000, etc.
However I note with equal satisfactionissomething
thatof hasn't
grown. It
the size
your
hatband which I think is pretty
much the same as it was when
you were a copy boy down at the
AP in Washington.
For this I also salute you.
Robert D. Heinl
Heinl News Service
Washiyigton

swell. Going "over it produced
liberal feeling of nostalgia- — seeii
references to Hettinger in 1932noting the sales figures for lati
years — recalling old battles share
and the fun of pioneering. It wj
fun — and the best of it was endu;
ing friendships.
keep it uj
Herman S.Let's
Hettinger
Consultant
New York
* * *
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
First, I should like to add m
congratulations to the thousand
that must be pouring in on you
anniversary. As a staff announcei
I have found Broadcasting to b
invaluable in keeping up with th
trend in radio throughout the coun
try. I am young in radio witl
much to learn. In the year and ii
half that I have subscribed tt)
Broadcasting, I have picked uij
many tips and program ideas a;!
well as news of the trade. I hopi;
to continue to be a subscriber wherj
(and if) I reach my 20th year ir'
radio.
Allan Jefferys
Announcer
WFPG Atlantic City.
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
NOW THAT THE PRODIGY?
IS APPROACHING MANHOOD,
WE WISH YOU ALL THE SUCCESS THAT YOUR CHILDHOOD
CAREER FORECASTS. CONGRATS FROM ALL OF US.
Henry J. Kaufman
Henry
J. Kaufman & Assoc.
Washington

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
May I be among the many hundreds of friends of you and Broadcasting magazine to wish you even
greater success in the next 20 years
than you enjoyed during the first I
20.
S
Harold R. Krelstein
Vice Pres. & General Mgr.
WMPS Memphis
^ ^ ^
EDITOR, Broadcasting: j|(

Please accept our belated congratulations onthe occasion of the
20th anniversary of BroadcastingTelecasting magazine.
May you continue to serve the
industry as successfully in the
future as you have in the past.
Jerome M. Landay
Program Director, WAER
Radio-Television Center
:|j U.
* *
Syracuse

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
The
congratulatory messages
The 20th anniversary issue was
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

from the really important people
in the industry make an impressive tribute to you and the fine job
you have done.
There are also
many of the less important who
would like to add their voices to
the general acclaim.
As one of
i them, may I salute you again, as I
j have in the past, for maintaining
I supremacy without sacrificing basic
i values. It is no small achievement
in the field you represent. May
< the coming years be kind to you.
I
Clarence L. Menser
ij
WJBS, John B. Stetson V.
si
De Land, Fla.
'1
*
* *
J EDITOR, Broadcasting:
( I am one of those who believe in
1 giving credit where credit is due,
and I want to take this opportunity
I of expressing my appreciation to
you for the remarkable service
I that Broadcasting has rendered me
personally as well as the industry
as a whole over the past years.
I have been directly connected
with radio since 1937, and find that
ij your magazine is almost indispensi able to my well-being as a broadI caster.
' As this is your anniversary I exj tend my best wishes to you and
I commend you for the unbiased and
fair policy that you have used. It
is men like you who make broadcasting more enjoyable and profitable. Again, good luck, and continued success.
Glacus G. Merrill
President
WHAR Clarksburg, W. Va.
^ ^ ^
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR
20TH ANNIVERSARY ISSUE.
THOROUGHLY ENJOYED THE
1931 WCCO AD. BEST WISHES
TO YOU AND YOUR FINE
STAFF.
Tony Moe
Sales Promotion Mgr.
WCCO Minneapolis
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
THE MYCALEX FOLKS AT
CLIFTON EXTEND HEARTIEST CONGRATULATIONS ON
20TH ANNIVERSARY OF
Broadcasting - Telecasting PREDICTING LONG LIFE AND ACTIVITY FOR THIS VIGOROUS
PUBLICATION.
Personnel
Mycalex Corp. of America
Clifton, N. J.
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Again I owe you a couple pages
of thanks and congratulations, first
of all on your 20th anniversary,
which has certainly seen Broadcasting (and you) grow from a
darn smart infant to a wise old
giant; and secondly, on the terrific
anniversary issue which should
have made you and all your staff
mightly proud, as it did all of us.
Frank E. Pellegrin
Vice President
Transit Radio Inc.
New York.
BROADCASTING

neui business

RHODES PHARMACAL Co., Cleveland (Imdrin), to spend $1 million
in sponsoring MGM Radio Attractions syndicated program. The
Story of Dr. Kildare, over 150 stations starting last week in
October. Agency: O'Neil, Larson & McMahon, Cleveland.
MEYER 1890 BEVERAGE Co. (club soda, pale dry ginger ale and 1890
fruit beverages), N. Y., appoints Joseph Katz Co., same city, to direct
advertising. Radio will be used.
HECHT Bros., Baltimore, names Franklin & Gladney Inc., N. Y., for TV
promotions, effective Oct. 30. Norman Gladney is account executive.
BARR LUMBER Co., Santa Ana, Calif., and J. J. HAGGARTY, women's
store, L.A., appoint Ross Gardner & White Adv., L.A., to direct advertising. Barr will use radio and TV in future. Haggarty's using oneminute live spots on KTTV (TV) Los Angeles.
A. C. GILBERT Co. (model trains) sponsoring series of educational TV
films "The American Flyer Boys Railroad Clubs" produced by Transfilm
Inc., N. Y., to go on 60 TV stations beginning Oct. 28. Agency: Charles
W. Hoyt Co., N Y.
MAINE SARDINE PACKERS Assn. appoints Brooke, Smith, French
& Dorrance, N. Y., for national merchandising and advertising program.
Spot radio and participations planned.
ACME BREWERIES, S.F., announces intensive campaign to introduce
Acme's new "million dollar gold beer label." Radio-TV will be used.
Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding, S. F.
WISCON PRODUCTS Inc., Racine, Wis. (Dri-Cool briar pipe), buying
viedo spots in ten markets, through Christmas. Pipe with thermostat
element was introduced last spring in TV tests in Milwaukee and St.
Louis. Agency: Hamilton Adv., Chicago.
BORDEN CO., N. Y., looking for thrice-weekly quarter-hour television
show. Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
MANISCHEWITZ WINE, N. Y., preparing radio and TV spot campaign through its agency, Donahue & Coe, N. Y.
A/etwotk -(iccounti • • •
BLATZ BEER (Schenley Distributors) to add about 20 markets to
present list of stations carrying Broadway Open House on NBC-TV.
Agency: William Weintraub Co., N. Y.

On Labor Day WORD marked
its tenth year of service to the
people of the thickly populated
Carolina Piedmont.
It was WORD

which on Labor

Day, burg
1940,
Spartanits firstbrought
networkto affiliation
and primary nighttime service.
On hand to take part in the dedication of Spartanburg's FIRST
network and fulltime radio station were such celebrities as
James F. Byrnes, Burnet R. Maybank, Harry Butcher and others.
On that eventful day, WORD
was dedicated to the service of
Spartanburg and its bountiful
trading area. During the past
ten years WORD has lived up to
that responsibility in every way.
word's success is the result of
alert radio and community service to Spartanburg.
WORD entered its second decade of service with a renewed
pledge. This being to make its
full contribution to the city and
to the section it serves, and to
continue to provide its listeners
with the best in radio.

IRWIN H. ROSEMAN, promotion manager Casmir Adv. Co., N, Y., to
Helbros Watch Co., N. Y., as advertising director.
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
If the President of the United
States can take time to send congratulations to you on your 20th
anniversary, it certainly is right
and proper that a radio station in
its 20th year should mark your accomplishments with a note of congratulations and good wishes for
lots more.
I hope that everything is progressing nicely and that the coming
years will bring much success and
happiness.
John M. Rivers
President
WCSC-AM-FM Charleston,
S. C.

• Telecasting

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
... I know that without Broadcasting magazine, the radio industry would not be the same as it is
today, as no other medium has done
so much for the industry as your
informative trade paper.
Odes E. Robinson
General Manager
WVMI Biloxi, Miss.
*
* *
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Congratulations and many happy
returns on Broadcasting's 20th
anniversary. It seems hard to be(Continued on page 10)

WORD
SERVING iHc riEART
OF THE PIEDMONT
ABC
WDXY-FM

• DUPLICATION

SPARTANBURG
•
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FM— Pro & Con
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I've never believed "dead duck"
was a synonym for FM, I am
pleased to note that your authoritative and comprehensive report on
"FM's Pulse Beat" in the Oct. 9
issue of Broadcasting encourages
others to believe as I do.
Edward L. Sellers
Directors, FM Department
NAB
Washington
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
We at WABF were naturally
ver\- much interested in your leadoif' story [Oct. 9] "FM's Pulse
Beat" by J. Frank Beatty. The
optimistic note sounded in the
story based on the facts he pulled
together and the meeting of the
NAB this summer (which happened
to be called at my personal instigation) is one of the first affii'mative
signs
FM's inevitable
of the road offorward
that has turn
been
published.
Bravo! . . .
Some leaders of the broadcast
industry and some former FCC
Commissioners (who shall go
nameless) know that the frustration of FM is no accident. It was
a part of a well-conceived plot that
almost succeeded. . . .
. . .The manufacturers are beginning to see it is a profitable market
just as advertisers and advertising
agencies are gradually coming to
pierce through the iron curtain
drawn over FM.
Fortunately WABF has been
able, through a unique programming format which offers a different service to people in the most
highly concentrated radio market
in the world, to build a place for

open mike

itself and to establish an economic
basis which is as sound and secure
as FM and the programs we provide to all the people who want
them.
Ira A. Hirschmann
President
WABF (FM) New York
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
... I would like to congratulate
you on your very fine story of
"FM's Very Lively Pulse Beat"
in the Oct. 9 issue of BroadcastingTelecasting. I certainly agree
with you 100%. . . .
Bob Gulp
Commercial Manager
WFOW (FM) Madison, Wis.
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
ADVISE SOONEST COST FOR
QUANTITY COPIES FM PULSE
BEAT STORY IN [Oct. 9] ISSUE.
B. J. Bush
WDOD
Chattanooga, Tenn.
* * it
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
... It may seem strange to you
that an independent FM broadcaster should resent a lead story
which casts a favorable light on
FM. I don't resent it except that
I think it's about time the FM
broadcasters stop kidding them-

selves with phony figures calculated to make things look rosy when
they are not. ... I contended that
the AM broadcasters who have
treated FM like a step-child are
the basic reasons for FM's plight.
Is there anji;hing libelous in saying that? . . .
. . . Until the FCC does something to force the hands of AM
stations holding FM permits, FM
will just dawdle along grasping
straws such as storecasting, transcasting, etc., but never replacing
AM entirely. It will only serve to
fill the holes in AM coverage.
Ergo: If you own an FM station
only, better latch on to an AM frequency and swim with both hands.
Sol Chain
Manager
WBIB-FM New Haven,
Conn.

* * *
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Congratulations on your very interesting FM story in the [Oct. 9]
issue of Broadcasting. I think you
did an excellent job, and a very
useful one. . . .
Milton B. Sleeper
Publisher, FM-TV
Great Barrington, Mass.
* * *
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Please accept our congratulations on your superb FM article in
the Oct. 9 Broadcasting. It is without a doubt the most complete unbiased analysis of the situation
Anniversary Open Mike
that has been published to date.
(Continued from page 9)
FM broadcasters have a lot to
ALL YOUR ASSOCIATES.
lieve that I have been reading your
worry about these days. But eviCARDS.
darned old book for 20 years,
dently they can at least plan on
but the fact remains that I have
Broadcasting's being solidly beC. L. Thomas
hind them, right down the line.
hardly missed an issue since your
General Manager
days, that means a lot.
very first.
KXOK-AM-FM St. Louis RE- These
Your continued support will put
My congratulations, however,
FM where it belongs — on the top!
aren't confined to the fact that you
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
have been publishing for 20 years.
George W. Hamilton
FM Promotion
You and Broadcasting have served
My warmest congratulations on
your 20th anniversary. There is
the industry well, lending editorial
Syracuse, N. Y.
no question that Broadcastingweight to the heading off of practices which left unchecked might
Telecasting will be the same helpful servant to radio and television
have brought about disastrous re'Hitting Jackpot'
in the years to come under your
sults. Your pages have also served
fine leadership.
as a forum for the dissemination
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
of ideas of others in the field and
Mr. MacLaughlin . . . asked me
Robert E. Wasdon
what I wish you at this time, Sol,
to convey his thanks and appreciaVice Pres. & General Mgr.
is continued prosperity for a hell
tion to you for the fine write-up
WLOW Norfolk, Va.
of a long time to come.
[On All Accounts] which appeared in Broadcasting, Sept. 18.
William Rogow
There have been many men come
President
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
into our office ... to congratulate
Neff-Rogow Inc.
May I join with the legion of Mr. MacLaughlin, some of them
New York
your friends in broadcasting and he knew only well enough to say
television to say "thanks" for the "hello" to in passing. It seems
exciting chronology of the past regardless
of what business they
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
ing?years which arrived this morn20
are in, lawyers, accountants, etc.,
CONGRATULATIONS ON 20TH
they all read Broadcasting. Our
Francis X. Zuzulo
mailman also told us he had read
ANNIVERSARY. THE INDUSTRY IS FORTUNATE TO HAVE
Assistant
Press Director
MBS
the article.
YOU AS ITS OFFICIAL REMr. MacLaughlin said the BaNew York
PORTER. BEST WISHES TO
tavia
radio
station (WBTA)
Page 10
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called him and congratulated him
on "hitting the jackpot" in youri
magazine.
Thanks again for your "On Al.
Accounts"
sketch, it was very
much appreciated.
Miss J. Andrea Connaroe
MacLaughlin Adv. Agency
Buffalo, N. Y.
« * *
Extensive Coverage
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Practically every one in the
agency business here in New York,
with whom I have had contact, has
referred to your biography of myself [Strictly Business, Sept. 25],
and on a trip south last week-end
agency and station men all mentioned the publicity that had appeared in Broadcasting.
Lloyd G. Venard
General Manager
i,
0. L. Taylor Co.
\.
New York
;
'Sell Ourselves' First
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
. . . Broadcasters are losing by
default, in the battle of media,
when networks and radio set manufacturers continue to go all-out for
newspaper advertising. . . .
As a forerunner to a super-selling BAB, we seem to need to sell us
to ourselves — the radio industry.
. . . We in broadcasting have not
sold ourselves. . . .
It should not be our purpose to
unsell newspapers, or any other
media. . . .
. . . We do believe . . . that
"brains" of the industry are not
producing the sales ingenuity — or
the sales persistency — for which
we little country boys in the industry are paying them, both positively and negatively — through lost
sales.
t
James J. Lever Jr.
j
WANS Anderson, S. C. I
'Best in Field'
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Many thanks for your list -of
pre-testing organizations . . . which
to -my mind, was just another example of the helpfulness and cooperation provided by the best
publication in its field.
Robert S. Cragin
George R. Nelson Inc.
Schenectady, N. Y.
Cites Liaison Need
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
. . . One practice that has developed within industry ... is really
getting under my skin.
That's the idea of salesmen from
the various transcription companies
coming into our fair city, calling on
our top accounts, trying to sell
them a program
This is confusing to the station
as well as to the sponsor . . .
. . . My gripe is that a client who
(Continued on page 79)
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a

fifth

in

the

4

guys

around

a

conference

background

^ Gentlemen, relax a moment and refuel. As XYZ Company's
Account Executive, you sir, are concerned about a sales slump. Perhaps it's only
seasonal. In Iowa, seasons do not slump, because the state's $4 billion income is
produced by agriculture and industry. While one business slackens, another speeds
up; or rich harvests swell the farmers' income.
^ You, Mr. Research Director, may utilize unemployment figures
to analyze markets. More than 350 neiv industries have located in Iowa since World
War II, creating 23,000 neiv jobs. Iowa ranks among the lowest trio of states in
insured unemployment — 2% against 5 to 7% for the nation — a statistic where ifs
a pleasure to come in last.
^ And what about radio, Mr. Radio Director? You've been saying
all along that you don't have to spend a million dollars. Especially in Iowa, where
t-l-v-s-n is just a poltergeist on the horizon, and radio starts its information-and
entertainment job at sunrise.
^ Which brings us to you, Mr. Timebuyer. When you study coverage maps, please notice WMTland — the heart of the richest agricultural-andindustrial region in the nation. It's a market worth reaching — 19,100 square miles
(w-ithin the WMT 2.5 mv line) and over 1.1 million people. A one-minute Class A
commercial (52-time rate) budgets at $27.00, ivhich should be mighty interesting to
both you and the fifth in the background — the sponsor.
^ The Katz Agency man will provide full data upon request.

table

HERALD BECKJORDEN,
vice president
in charge
production, media and research
of American
Assoc.of ofradio-TV
Advertisin.,
Agencies, to vice president, account executive and supervisor oi
radio-TV operations at H. B. Laquatte Inc., N. Y.
HARRY WOODWORTH, account executive ABC network sales, to
Lennen & Mitchell, N. Y., as business manager radio-TV department.
GERALD J. WEIPERT, Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance, Detroit to
Luckoff, Wayburn & Frankel, same city, as radio-TV director.
ROY W. WINSOR to Biow Co., N. Y., in program development division.
Was with Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
LILYON W. LOUDEN, Geyer, Newell & Ganger, N. Y., to John Mather
Lupton Co., N. Y., in public relations department.
L. C. DeFOREST, advertising and sales promotion manager for Hills

on all accounts

CAME to radio and television
I from a field where a 'guest
shot' was a far less likely
eventuality
thanG.a (Gerry)
shot guest,"
explains William
Martin,
new television director of Duane
Jones, New York.
Thus does he refer to his background in the hotel business that
indirectly propelled him into his
present position where he directs
the spending
lion annually. of more than $1.5 milIn 1934
" Gerry's
gifted
work
in hostelries
captured
the
fancy of Bing &
Bing, tionsa firmpublic
relafor hotels,
who invited him to
New York and his
first job in publicity.
One year latej- he
moved tomotionNBC's
proand publicity
office, emerging ultimately as manager
of guest relations
there. At that point
he
a year's leave
to took
reorganize
the
When

you're making

out that schedule

for the

Southwest don't overlook this sales-winning pair of CBS
stations. For availabilities and rates, write, phone or
wire our representatives.
National Representatives
JOHN
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&L CO.

with the agency were Grand Ole
Opry on NBC, and the Paul Whiteman show on ABC. He also supervised Super Circus for M & M Ltd.
(candy) and was creative head
for such clients as Camels and
Piels beer.
In the middle of September of
this year Gerry became television
director for the Duane Jones
Agency. Presently he supervises
the Manhattan Soap Co.'s (Sweetheart soap & BlueWhite) network
Family
on NBC-TV
show,suchOne
and
activeMan's
TV
spot users
maco
(Chooz)as , PharMuel
macaroni
ler Co. products)
( Mueller'i
Marlin Fire Arms
(razor blades and
Salt )(Sterling
salt),
guns
, International
Borden's instant hot
chocolate,
Hudson Pulp and
& Paper

Co. (paper napkins) .
With the acquisition
of Gerry Martin, the
public relations and
agency anticipates a
sales department of
new surge
of television activity,
both
the Lady Esther Co.
GERRY
He returned to the
network and local.
network in the spot sales division,
Gerry maintains that since his
transferring later to network sales. entry into television, the press of
In 1946 he forsook NBC again to time has compelled him to discharge
honorably his hobbies photography
join William Esty Co. as business
and oil painting.
manager in the radio department.
The Martins — she is the former
When in 1948 the agency developed
Vera Deane, a professional vocalist
its television department Gerry
— were married Dec. 16, 1944. They
moved over as one of the two top
have three children, Virginia, Barmen in the video branch. Among
bara, and John. The family lives
in their own home in Pelham, N. Y.
the shows that he produced while
BROADCASTING
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Brothers-Dromedary Co., N. Y., to Fred Gardner Co., N. Y., as account
executive, merchandising coordinator and agency promotion manager.
STANLEY F. MERRITT, co-director of copy Albert Frank-Guenther
Law Inc., N. Y., appointed director of copy.
ROBERT E. ANDERSON, executive in Buffalo office BBDO, named
account executive for De Soto division of Chrysler Corp. account and
manager BBDO Detroit.
Ill
BEN COLMAN, eastern sales staff Esquire magazine, to William H.
Weintraub Co., N. Y., on contact staff for Schenley account.
RICHARD SMILEY, Foster & Kleiser, S.F., to Sawyer-FergusonWalker Co., S.F.

. . . well, not exactly. But you can sell soup
or sardines, meat or muffins, bread, butter
or breakfast foods to housewives in Buffalo
and Westej-n New York through "Breakfast
at the Lenox." Sold in ten-minute segments,
this daily audience show is available two, three
or five times weekly at relatively inexpensive cost.
Get the whole story from Petty.

Hill

JAY BERRY to radio-TV staff Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance, Detroit.
FRANK L. SHARPE, executive assistant to late J. Sterling Getchell,
N. Y. advertising agency head, to Kenyon & Eckhardt as business manager of copy department.
WILLIAM CALLAHAN, Beaumont & Hohman, S.F., to West-Marquis
Inc., S.F., as account executive.
W. BLAKE DENNIS to second vice president, and R. E. GOURLAY
director Vickers & Benson Ltd., Montreal.
MRS. MAXINE

Ill'

"

to

J. LORD, promotion director Amelia Earhart Luggage,

"to Grey Adv. Agency, N. Y., as copywriter.
HERBERT D. SCOTT, advertising and business manager and assistant
to media director Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., to Carl S. Brown Co.,
N. Y. Will take over publication mail while Christine Petrino vdll remain in charge of radio purchases.
JANET WOLFE, copywriter for Compton Adv., N. Y., to Kenyon &
Eckhardt Inc., N. Y.
EDWARD R. McNEILLY, radio-TV director Rockett-Lauritzen, L.A.,
to active duty with U.S. Air Force.
BRIAN DEVLIN, manager Montreal office Ei-win, Wasey of Canada
Ltd., named director of company.
HARRY W. MORRIS, Bill Vernor Adv. Ag.ency, S. F., opens own agency
with offices in Pacific Bldg., 821 Market, S.F. Telephone is DOuglas
2-7018.
GEYER, NEWELL & GANGER Inc., N. Y., contracts for approximately
12,000 square feet of additional floor space for its media, productiontraffic and art departments and art studio. Agency is located at 745
Fifth Ave., N. Y.
McCANN-ERICKSON Inc. moves L. A. office to General Petroleum Bldg.,
612 S. Flower St., effective Nov. 1.
HARRY E. FOSTER Adv. Ltd., Toronto, building new two-story office
building at 151 Alcorn Ave., Toronto. Cost estimated at $80,000.

/10c: ^ic

JOHN WILLIAM ROSS Adv. moves to 821 Market St., S.F. Telephone
remains YUkon 6-6906.
BROADCASTING
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of the meek
ARE

WAITING

FOR

YOU

ON

BUSY

FLORIDA

WEST

COAST

WHERE

THE

ANOTHER

BIG WINTER
This unique program availability is a happy thing — •
take it from WRC listeners.
"DIXIE BEAT" can be your
selling force in Washington.
Tailored musically and
script-wise for a loyal
"Dixie Land" audience,
you'll find "The Dixie Beat"
is more than another news
show. It's backed by
strong promotion, and
sound late - evening pro9'

"Mac" McGarry's
at the mike is a
ing force ail its
augmented by
of all the great
Dixieland music.

deft style
new sellown . . .
the disks
names in

This Monday through Friday strip can lay down a
solid selling tempo, too . . .
ask WRC or National Spot
Sales.
MONDAY

THRU FRIDAY

11:30-11:45 PM

IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS
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SEASON

HAS

ALREADY

STARTED.

Can Openers are obtained frojn Miss California by these radio and
television re-presentatives (I to r) : Hal Hoag, Free & Peters; Harry
Wise, George B. Hollingbery Co.; Dick Elpers, CBS; Al Stanley,
Scripps Howard.
WHEN

"bigger and better" advertising plans are devised to merchandise Breast-O'-Chicken Tuna,
radio and television vi^ill be used
to advertise the product.
This w^as revealed recently to
media representatives as they received and opened a "million dollar
tuna pack." Occasion w^as a conference held in San Diego, Calif.,
by Norman Barnes, president of
Barnes Chase Co., agency for

Westgate-Sun Harbor Co., which
packages the food. The agency
announced an expanded advertising campaign for the next year
on behalf of the product.
Labeled "A Million Dollars
Worth 0' Breast - 0' - Chicken
Tuna", a cornucopia filled with
tuna tins served as a centerpiece
of an elaborate display in the main
(Continued on page 36)

YOU BUY
ON
Spots

WFLA
GIVE

YOU

COVERAGE
strictly

been
RETAIL
ant about
ically who
hesithave
chronERS
casting their advertising lot
with sound broadcasting may do
well to observe the radio-TV success story of Barker Bros., Los
Angeles, which claims to be the
largest home furnishings retail
store in the United States.
Behind Barker Bros.' effective
use of radio — and its more recent
transition to television — stands
Neil Petree, enterprising president
of the store, who joined the firm
in 1938.
No recent convert to spoken
media, Mr. Petree had long had
his own ideas and philosophy relating to the retailer's approach to
i-adio, which he cultivated while in
New York. Following his shift to
the West Coast 12 years ago, he
immediately applied his theories
to Barker's new radio feature.
Backgrounds for Living.
The quarter-hour, three-weekly
program
airedforover
CBS'
KNX Los was
Angeles
10 years.
In July 1949 it moved to television
on KTLA (TV) Los Angeles on a

business

once-a-week basis. The transition
has proved to be a sparkling success of which Mr. Petree may well
\>e proud.
Before he went to Los Angeles,
(Continued on page 68)

THE

SOLID
OF

BIG TAMPA

ST. PETERSBURG
MARKET,
TRADE

ITS RICH

AREA,

POPULAR

AND

RESORT

COMMUNITIES.
*7<w^ '7't*^*(dc Stei^uutf

Mr. PETREE

SOUTHEiSTiSN
REPRISINTATIVE
HARRY E CUMMINGS
JACKSONVILLE, ELOBIDA
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THAT
SHALL

THIS

HAVE

A

WORLD
NEW

UNDER

BIRTH

OF

GOD
FREEDOM

The men and womeyi ayid children of America have enlisted
in a great Crusade for Freedom

Station WJR

with

its Mobile Studio brought the freedoT?i scroll to thousands of

^

CBS

represented
^^^^^OOdwHIStOtion^^^^l
^
i^gnmiiiigiiiiiiii^^^^l ^^^^^

RADIO-AMERICA'S
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On July 3, 1950, the following advertisement
appeared on page 9 of BROADCASTING-TELECASTING

ADVEBTISEMEVT
lAn Advertisement Published in the Interest of the Whole Broadcasting Industry and Intended to Eliminate
Some Confusion About Audience Ratings

Two

Umpires

Behind

Plate

The

Isn't

Any
Good
in Broadcasting,
Either
WHAT any radio station needs most is an accurate
t^ese
personal coincidental
count of its audience. What it needs least is two
San Francisco-Oakland
area.surveys was conducted in the
counts of its audience. Because if each of the two counts
It is obvious that both Mr. Hooper and Dr. Roslow reis true, they duplicate each other. Unnecessary expense
spect the house-to-house coincidental survey as a method
And incorrect.
if they don'tConfusion
duplicateresults.
each other,
then oneas
orresults.
both are
It makes
approximating par on the course, although much too expensive to employ regularly. It is obvious that both men
much sense as having two umpires behind the plate — as
cannot be right. It is equally obvious by the testimony
well as two sets of rules.
of Mr. Hooper and Dr. Roslow that the telephone coincidental and the aided-recall methods are irreconcilable and
Within the past few months both C. E. Hooper, who
both cannot be accurate methods of audience size measurecounts audiences via the telephone-coincidental method
ment. The net result in San Francisco-Oakland, as in every
(Hoope ratings) and Dr. Sydney Roslow, who counts audiences via the personal interview-aided recall method
other market where these two methods of audience meas(Pulse Ratings) have appeared before the Radio Departurement oppose each other, has been puzzlement, bittermental of the San Francisco Advertising Club. Each has
ness and indecision, as various stations have aggressively
attested to the validity of his San Francisco-Oakland repromoted
one or the other of the rating services. The
ports, although the figures produced by the two comconfusion caused has been at the expense not of Mr.
panies are in great disagreement. Each has produced,
Hooper
or
Dr. Roslow — but of the broadcasting industry!
as •vidence supporting the accuracy of his figures, a
We believe that this is no time for broadcasting to start
house-to-house coincidental survey. Mr. Hooper used
it to show similarity in ratings produced in two samples.
brawling over which umpire is right. So to save a lot of
"telephone homes" and "cross-section homes." Dr. Roslow
time, money,
temper,be expended
ulcers, coronaries
broken
would
over the and
next
several friendyears
used it to show similarity in ratings pr-oduced by two
in suchshipsawhichbrawl,
we make the following
proposals:
methods, "roster recall" and "coincidental." Neither of
1* That a reliable research company other than C. E. Hooper. Inc.. and The Pulse, Inc.. but acceptable to both,
be1950.retained
conduct arandom
large-scale
house-to-house
in San Francisco-Oakland during August.
using anto accepted
or probability
methodcoincidental
of obtainingsurvey
the sample.
2.. That the cost of this survey be shared jointly by C. E. Hooper. Inc.. and The Pulse. Inc.. since each has a basic
interest in the results.
3. That the house-to-house coincidental survey be scheduled to coincide with the regular or re-scheduled San
Francisco-Oakland August interviewing of C. E. Hooper. Inc., and The Pulse. Inc. (first week of the month
recommended).
-4. That C. E. Hooper, Inc.. and The Pulse, Inc.. agree to furnish original field records, working material, interviewers'with
instructions
tabulation
procedures
of their
regular survey.
August interviewing,
by -hours,to for
comparison
the and
results
of ofthe (a)
house-to-house
coincidental
These representative,
records broken
would down
be(c) furnished
an
impartial committee
consisting
a Hooper representative,
(b) a Pulse
an advertising
agency, (d) an advertiser, (e) a Hooper station-subscriber, (f) a Pulse station-subscriber. Also that both firms
submit to 10% of their interviewing being "observed" by committee members.
5.
Thatobtainable,
all partiesorconcerned
agree qualifications
in advance thatin writing
this house-to-house
truest
picture
introduce either
all relevant
in advance, socoincidental
that there represents
will be no thequestions
or arguments afterwards regarding the sample, method, company engaged, etc. In other words, if this third survey
agrees with Hooper, then Hooper it right and Pulie it wrong. If it agrees with Pulse, then Pulse is right and Hooper is
wrong. If it agrees with neither, then both Hooper and Pulse are wrong.
Pulse. Inc., by two weeks from publication date of this ad
regarding their cooperation, we propose to ask for financial
support of this project from radio stations, the AAAA,
the
AN'A,ti uththe al>out
N.\B —audience
all parties
who, like us, are looking"
for the
ratings.
We mean business; we don't intend to let this matter drop;
we will thorouR^hly publicize the results of this project;
and we sincerely request the help and cooperation of the
entire industry. Let's get back to one umpire behind the
plate so we can get on with the ball game.

Isn't it better to settle this now. in the summer of 1950,
than to drag along fighting each other for several years
and gaining only the ridicule or condemnation of the
advertisers and their agencies for our stupidity and confused thinking?
We invite every broadcaster, agency, advertiser and inparty tothiswrite
The locale "of
this stationterestedand
surveyus your
may becomments.
San Francisco-Oakland,
but the problem and its implications are universal.
If we do not hear from C E. Hooper, Inc., and The

StanleyO/BreTer /
BROADCASTERS
1470 Pine Street
SAIN rR-\NCISCO. CALIF.
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on

This one ad created such a stir and uproar in the
radio and advertising business that mail is still
being received three months afterwards. Letters have
come from agency principals, time buyers, account
executives, advertisers, station managers, heads of
research organizations. They've all written, adding
their reactions to Mr. Breyer's calmly-worded proposal.
Best of all — just as KJBS proposed — a committee
has been formed. It is today making a sincere,
determined effort to straighten out the conflicts
between different types of listener surveys.
And Mr. Breyer (who started all this) writes:
"Our July 3 page in BROADCASTIISG-TELECASTING
seems to have been a one-time shot heard 'round the
radio world. The caliber of response from the
elite of radio — from agencies^ advertisers, stations
and researchers. They called us by long distance
and they wrote us.
" We knew BROADCASTim-TELECASTim
was good,
hut we did not anticipate a bombardment.
Without question, we are convinced that if it were
not for the prompt and whole-hearted support
accorded our ad via BROADCASTING, plus its intense
readership among important people in radio, our
proposal would not have achieved its goal of a
fundamental check of research methods.
**Our hats are off to BROADCASTING,
that does the all-inclusive job.'*

the publication

That's typical. For 20 full years now, over 15,000
people in radio (including the top advertising and
station executives) have turned constantly to
BROADCASTING-TELECASTING for news of
their field. These decision-makers are men
who read each copy thoroughly — both editorial
content and advertisements. Ample proof is
their immediate

response to KJBS'

one-time ad.

When you have a message aimed at time buyers, or
at important station executives, place it where they
are most likely to see and study it. And that, as the
most successful advertisers will tell you, is in
BROADCASTING-TELECASTING— the news magazine
that's been first in the field for 20 years.

BROAD
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National Press Building, Washington 4, D. C.
488 Madison Ave.
New York 22

360 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago 1 , III.
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Taft Building
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WPTF
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To Any Other Station.
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NBC

WASHINGTON,

CHARTS

By J. FRANK BEATTY
jNBC AFFILIATE stations
can look forward to increasingly popular network radio
during the next few years,
with TV continuing its rapid
advance toward eventual dominance among all media, station operators were told at the
fourth annual NBC convention, held Wednesday-Friday
I at Hotel Greenbrier, White Sul■phur Springs, W. Va.
Some 450 management delegates
were presented a network format
designed to increase income from
radio through a group of sales and
progi-amming projects. They also
were warned that nothing can stop
NBC-TV's onward rush — not even
a series of regulatory jolts or the
competition of other networks or
other media.
Compared to some past NBC
conventions, the Wednesday-Thursday formal proceedings were quite
harmonious, aside from considerable criticism of a plan to make
radio programs out of recorded
sound portions of TV productions.
AflSliates United
If anji;hing, recent regulatory
actions in Washington seemed to
have brought affiliates into closer
relationship. This was reflected in
the annual report of Clair R. McCollough, WGAL Lancaster, Pa.,
chairman of the NBC SPAC committee. It appeared frequently
during the meetings and again at
a special Thursday afternoon session of TV affiliates. A joint radio-TV affiliate meeting was scheduled Friday morning.
For aural stations, the West
Virginia meetings brought new
and dramatic techniques designed
to shake NBC loose from what was
described as a quiet autumn selling season.
Charles R. Denny, NBC executive vice president, carried the ball
for aural broadcasting, whose convention delegates indicated that
they didn't want to be lost in the
television shuffle. NBC was highly
aware of this feeling and devoted
the
schedule
to theentire
older opening
end of itsday's
business.
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sale of morning hours next.
Mr. Denny submitted his fourpoint plan to help advertisers get
still greater values than present
aural radio reached. This plan consists of four projects:
© ingOperation
rotatparticipation Tandem
by six —sponsors
in five separate one-hour programs
on diflFerent nights.

TWO-MAN huddle of affiliate member and network official between sessions
of NBC affiliates meeting last week. Taking "breather" are Clair McCollough
(I), president, WGAL Lancaster, Pa., and SPAC chairman, and Joseph H. McConnell, NBC president.

able programs of low cost and high
popularity.
NBC made it very clear, however, that it felt TV will become
the most important single influence on the American scene in the
minds and opinions of people.

The netwoi-k said it had over
$35 million invested in current TV
plant plans and predicted the visual medium would be more profitable than radio. NBC-TV is sold
out at night, is selling the afternoon fast and will start serious

NAB Group
BAB
fOR
fU£L
REVITALIZATION
of Broadcast
the BAB group would convene,
Advertising Bureau as a full- though a meeting is scheduled to
be held in Washington shortly.
fledged, fighting sales-promotion
Members of the BAB Commitagent for aural broadcasting moved
tee, who acted as incorporators of
a step nearer realization last week
the
new
bureau, are serving as temas NAB's special board committee
porary board of directors pending
ironed out legal kinks involving
organization of BAB Inc. under
election of a "new and representative" board by BAB member subNew York State's corporation laws.
scribers.
Still hanging fire was appointMatter of Speculation
ment of a permanent BAB director,
at an approximate $35,000 per anWho wouldsales
direct
refurbished
arm the
was industry's
a matter
num salary, to guide the sales promotion bureau through the early of speculation at week's end, though
stages ofarationitsfrom semi-autonomous
sepit was known that a prominent raNAB.
dio executive would be tendered
the position.
Selection of a prominent broadTwo or three prospects appeared
eastingectedexecutive
and BAB's
projoverall operational
plan,
as to have ruled themselves out as
possibilities following the BAB
well as financial and staff requirements, are now under study for Committee's meeting in New York
action by the special committee. It last Tuesday and Wednesday under
chairmanship of Robert D. Swezey,
was not immediately known when

Aural stations were told NBC
had invested $9 million in radio
talent in the past year to insure
program leadership and surround
lavish production with highly saleBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

© Night
Day in
— two
three-advertiser and
participation
daytime and one nighttime period on
a rotating three-week schedule.
# Sight
— three-advertiserand
rotating Sound
participation
on
a half-hour TV program and halfhour radio program.
9 This Is Television — new type
of "radio" show consisting of taped
excerpts of sound highlights of six
big TV shows, to be sold to the respective TV sponsors.
Plans Joint Use
This last plan fits into the NBC
theme that joint use of radio and
television provides the best possible advertising purchase.
It drew frequent and sometimes
explosive reaction from sound
broadcasters who said they would
not ballyhoo television to their listeners by this means and thus cut
their own throats.
Suggestion was made that the
idea be modified to leave television
(Continued on page 20)

Maps Super Project
WDSU-AM-FM-TV New Orleans.
The new director would succeed
Hugh M. P. Higgins, who has been
serving as interim head of BAB
since he replaced Maurice B.
Mitchell this summer [Broadcasting, Aug. 21]. Mr. Higgins, former vice president and general
manager of WMOA Marietta, Ohio,
assumed the duties with the understanding that the new corporation would be free to name its own
director. Mr. Mitchell, who left
BAB to join NBC, is now associated with Associated Program
Service.
Edgar Kobak, consultant and
part-owner, WTWA Thomson, Ga.,
who previously had been mentioned to take over BAB's reins on
a temporary basis, told Broadcasting he definitely would not be avail(Continued on page 75)
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NBC annual meet had its lighter moments as evidenced by this gathering
of network and affiliate representatives (I to r): H Quenton Cox, KGW
Portland, Ore.; Harry C. Kopf, NBC vice president in charge of sales; Paul
W. Moreney, WTIC Hartford, Conn., and Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver, NBC
vice president in charge of television.
NBC Charts Course
(Continued from jyage 19)
out of the title and perhaps minimize TV mention on the sound
broadcasts.
Mr. Denny told BROADCASTING
he thought the format should not
be changed materially and felt the
sound broadcasters' objections perhaps were hasty. He said emphasis
could be shifted from TV in the
title.
Most of the Wednesday-Thursday criticism was expressed oft the
convention floor since the program
consisted principally of prepared
presentations by NBC executives.
A last-minute addition to the
Thursday morning TV program
was a discussion of legal and regulatory problems facing TV. John
Cahill, NBC board member and
counsel, reviewed the color TV situation and the proposed new FCC
rule restricting TV network affiliation hours. On the latter rule, Mr.
Cahill suggested all licensees have
a duty to inform, the FCC about
their feeling on the subject.
The new FCC rule runs counter
to the U. S. Supreme Court decision upholding the FCC's decadeold network monopoly rules, it was
suggested. These regulations had
sought to prevent network monopoly by limiting the maximum affiliation hours. Now FCC's philosophy has shifted to limitation of
both maximum and minimum
hours.
'Temporary' Rules Hit
It also was noted during the discussion that many of the so-called
temporary Commission rules tend
to become permanent.
Clay Littick, WHIZ Zanesville,
Ohio, warned delegates whose
properties are affiliated with newspapers that the next industry FCC
may go after may be newspapers.
With NBC's television plans already facing the color and restrictive-affiliation hurdles, delegates
were apprised Thursday noon that
FCC had tossed a third bomb in
the form of a scheduled investigation of AT&T's allocation of
networking facilities. Delegates
were not prepared to speculate on
Page 20
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its effect until more details were
available.
The TV affiliates adopted a resolution at the Thursday afternoon
session, calling for substitution of
a dollar formula for allocation of
hours to the network in lieu of the
present plan. Suggestion was
made that an independent auditor
handle the allocations.
During discussion it was explained that whereas a station
might have allocated 30 hours to
NBC-TV at, say, $200 an hour a
year ago, the card rate now has
been increased to $400 an hour and
therefore the formula should be
changed.
In any case, network and station officials agreed they had several common fights on their hands
and the need for cooperative effort was emphasized.
Among encouraging signs in the
sales' side of radio and television
was the prediction that some three
million persons will have been added to civilian payrolls by next
spring, with consumer income in
1950 to be $6 billion over 1949.

THIS foursome, appearing against backdrop of network promotion material
at NBC meeting, include (I to r): W. A. Wilson, WOPI Bristol, Tenn.; Ernest
Graham, Clay Littick, and Vernon Nolte, all WHIZ Zanesville, Ohio.
Satisfied they have a commanding
lead in TV and the strongest aural
radio structure, both from program and facilities view points,
NBC wound up its presentation
with the belief it had been the most
successful of the four annual conventions.
Easily the high spot for aural
broadcasters was the presentation
by Mr. Denny of
the four
and
revolutionary
radio
sales "new
methods

of the week. "What we are selling ,
is mass circulation, and we are,
selling it at a very low cost," he '
said. "We are convinced that thisis the direction radio must take to

capitalize
on its strength."
Three variations
of Operation.
(Continued on page 30) j

BROOKS, SMITH
Get NBC Vice Presidencies '
TWO vice presidential appointments at NBC were announced
Wednesday by President Joseph H.
McConnell at the network's fourth
annual convention, held at the
Hotel Greenbrier, White Sulphur
First step in the four-point prohighlights."
William W.F. Va.
Brooks, formerly vice
gram for radio, Mr. Denny said, is Springs,
president in charge of news and
Operation Tandem, of which NBC
stations had learned in a closed special events, was promoted to
president in charge of public
circuit talk. This plan off'ers six vice
advertisers high rotational and relations.
Carleton D. Smith, director of
circulation exposure through partelevision operation, is slated to beticipation infive separate one-hour
come vice president in charge of
program periods on different nights station relations, a new post. Mr.
McConnell said he would recommend election of Mr. Smith at the
NBC board meeting in November.
Sheldon Hickox now serves as
director of TV station relations.
Easton C. Woolley has resigned as
dh-ector of AM station relations
to become vice president of KDYL
Salt Lake City. Mr. McConnell
paid tribute to Mr. Woolley in making announcement of the vice
presidential appointments.
The vice presidencies are part
of NBC's continuing expansion of
operations, Mr. McConnell said.
In his new position Mr. Brooks
will have direct supervision of
press, information and continuity
departments and maintain liaison
with news and special events as
well as advertising and promotion
departments for both radio and
television.
Mr. McConnell voiced pleasure
at his ability to make the new
appointments within the organization and said creation of the new
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
post for Mr. Smith places station
"Here's something new — a premium molded out of ice. Ifs self-Uqui- relations at its highest within the
company organization.
BROADCASTING
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devised by NBC." These methods, he said, will permit advertisers at minimum cost to obtain
"high rotational circulation in various combinations of rad'o and television periods and through tape
recordings of television program

Mexican
NARBA

ON

Delegation

Withdraws

ROCKS

MEXICO'S delegates withdrew
from the XARBA conference last
week, shattering hopes that a
unanimous North American agreement on AM channel rights could
be reached at this session.
The Mexican departure spurred
efforts to achieve a multi-lateral
agreement among the remaining
nations, however, and observers
Friday appeared still hopeful that
the key stumbling-block in the
path of such a treaty — the persistent differences between the U.S.
and Cuba — may yet be overcome.
But U.S. authorities were insistent
that any agreement provide adequate protection to U.S. interests.
If the U.S. and Cuban delegations reach a basic accord, an agreement satisfactory to the other nations seemed virtually assured.
Despite her walkout, observers felt
Mexico would be given a chance to
subscribe to any treaty that is
evolved in her absence.
It was thought, however, that
agreement must come soon or not
at all — at least at this session. AH
of the foreign delegations — Canadian, Cuban, Dominican and Bahaman-Jamaican — have made clear
their desire to return home as soon
as possible.
With Mexico's retirement, the
prospect of cutting bandwidths
from 10 to 9 kc — which loomed
large early in the week as the only
altei-native to complete failure of
the conference — appeared to have
been pushed aside, at least for the
present.
There remained a probability
that machinery would be established to study such a plan as the
basis for future negotiations. But
it was conceded that the study itself would take much time, and
both Mexico and Cuba were fearful
about the interference that would
result from adoption of 9 kc separations in the North American nations while Central and South
American countries continue to operate on a 10 kc basis.

can use of the frequencies would
also be directionalized.
The Mexican delegation again refused, still claiming that they
should be allowed to use the channels to serve Mexican nationals
within the U.S., with appropriate
protection.
The next day — Wednesday — the
Mexican delegates left the conference. Dr. Miguel Espejel, head of
the delegation, said their departure
should not be considered a mark of
conference failure. He expressed
hope that a future conference would
bring success. He said the delegation could not consider bilateral
agreements now because it lacked
authorization from the Mexican
government, but that bilateral
agreements could be made in the
future, pending another conference.
The other delegates reciprocated
the hope of ultimate agreement,
and paid tribute to the work done
by Mexico's representatives since
the sessions resumed Sept. 6.
FCC Comr. Rosel Hyde, chairman of the U.S. delegation, voiced
disappointment that agreement had
not been reached when it had appeared so near, and assured the
retiring delegation that the U.S.
looks forward to continuing friendly
relations with Mexican broadcast
interests.
Canada's Commander C. P. Edwards, chairman of the conference,
assured the Mexican delegation
that "you'll have no trouble" from
North American nations "encroachyourmeantime,
interests." reports that
Ining onthe

HURRICANE
A SMALL but vicious hurricane
roared down on Miami, Fla., last
Tuesday, Oct. 17, and once again
radio was credited by authorities
with performing outstanding public services.
The "blow," which the previous
night's reports and morning papers
had said would miss the Miami
area to the east, skirted the Keys
and bore down on Miami direct. It
was the quick warnings flashed by
greater Miami radio stations that
enabled the Red Cross and other
official agencies to evacuate the
residents of the lowlands. The
storm is estimated to have caused
more than $8 million in damages.
Many radio towers were levelled
and broadcasting schedules disrupted temporarily until stations
could put emergency equipment in
operation. WGBS Miami suffered
no damage and remained on the
air throughout the storm, airing
telephone recorded interviews as
the storm approached the south
and moved north. When Miami
Beach was cut off, WGBS, Fort
Industry Co. outlet, relayed messages to police and disaster workers and fed other Fort Industry

Plenary Session Problem
The 9 kc question, which no country including the U.S. wanted to
propose officially [Broadcasting,
Oct. 16], was formally raised in an
emergency plenary session Monday
after Mexico and the U.S. had
again failed to come to any fundamental agreement on their differences.
It was decided then that the conference Steering Committee would
meet Tuesday to discuss procedures
looking to a survey of the possibilities of 9 kc separation as a
means of securing additional AM
channels and thus providing a solution of the conference's stalemate.
Afterward, however, the U.S. and
Mexican groups met again — and
this time, in their final offer, U.S.
officials agreed to directionalize two
U.S. 1-A clear channels, WNBC
New York's 660 kc and WCBS also
New York's 880 kc, provided MexiBROADCASTING
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narrowing the bandwidth below 10
kc might be considered had stirred
concern among U.S. broadcasters.
Early in the week Stephen A. Cisler, secretary of the Assn. of Independent Stations, notified Comr.
Hyde that the association, representing stations in 36 markets, had
gone on record in a meeting in St.
Louis unanimously urging that
every effort be made to reach
agreement without adopting or conany narrowing
of channels. The sidering
association
recommended
that FCC take a "definite stand and
break national clear channels for
wider and greater usage in public
interest."U. S. Views Asked
It was obvious before the 9 kc
proposal came up Monday that no
delegation wanted to be the one to
suggest it formally. In the end, the
subject just showed up on Monday's
plenary agenda and Mexico, which
had been expected to make the proposal, asked for U.S. views on the
subject.
Comr. Hyde said he had been
hopeful that "shared use of channels" might provide the basis for
an agreement which would make
all sides "reasonably happy,"
though he felt some U.S. interests
would be least happy of all.
The U.S., he said, has been and
remains quite willing to consider
the viewpoints of other nations, but
was unsuccessful in reaching agreements even though she had made
offers which would require adjustments in the U.S. broadcasting piciami

CONSTRUCTION has started on the
new KCBS San Francisco 50 kw transmitter in Novato, Calif. Discussing
progress at the Marin County site are
(I to r) Charles Hageman, construction crew foreman; Arthur Hull
Hayes, vice president for CBS in San
Francisco and general manager of
KCBS, and Alan Cormack, chief engineer of KCBS.
ture. Unless the other nations also
made some concessions, he saw little chance of agreement "within the
present
channel
Answering
Dr. system."
Espejel's request
for comments on the 9 kc plan specifically, he emphasized that the
proposal was not made by the U.S.;
that it involves many technical difficulties which have not been studied in detail, and that it should be
approached with care.
On the theory that all NARBA
nations would be better served by
a reasonable agreement than by
lack of one, however, he said the
U.S. delegation is prepared to "consider" any proposal for narrower
bandwidths. But if agreement
should be reached on the basis of
(Continued on page 79)

Stations

stations special reports. The station
continued after the storm to warn
against fallen wires, blocked streets
and other hazards.
Special broadcasts were made by
WGBS to areas north of Miami
expecting the gale, supplying
them with vital information relative to shelters and instructions
necessary for safety.
WQAM Towers Down
WQAM Miami on the Venetian
causeway lost two towers without
damaging the transmitter or warehouse directly beneath them, a
minor miracle according to Owen
F. Uridge, general manager of the
station. The 400-ft. tower which
stood about 100 ft. out in Biscayne
Bay fell to the west barely missing
the transmitter building; a smaller
tower crashed into a corner of the
warehouse and shop. Men were in
both buildings but none was hurt,
it was reported.
Mr. Uridge said tentative plans
already have been made for a new
tower with erection expected to be
completed within two or three
months. In spite of the downed
towers, WQAM was back on the

Rise

to Occasion

air in less than an hour with an
emergency antenna strung from
the top of the Miami Daily News
tower and transmitter equipment
at its studios.
WWPB Miami suffered no major
damage, its 384-ft. Blaw-Knox
tower weathering the gale. When
the city power went off at 11:39
p.m. the station went on its owti
emergency unit and broadcast until
4:30 a.m., when that failed. Both
AM and FM carried all weather
advisories and Red Cross notices.
WIRK in West Palm Beach rebroadcast WWPB-FM reports.
WINZ Hollywood lost its tower,
and the tower of WLRD Miami
Beach was partially damaged but
both were back on the air with
jury
rigs.but WMIE
Miamito use
wasn't
damaged
was forced
an
emergency generator when power
failed. The station phoned eyewitness accounts during the hurricane to WJHP Jacksonville and
WSWN Belle Glade.
WFEC Miami reported its antenna top loading destroyed, but
buildings and tower were undamaged. The station gave full cov(Continued on page 75)
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PULSE

ABC SALES SPLIT
Thrower Heads AM, Ayres TV
SALES operations of ABC were
split between radio and television
last week.
Fred M. Thrower, vice president
in charge of sales since 1942, was
named vice president in charge of
television sales. Charles T. Ayres,
eastern radio sales manager since
July 1948, was named director of
radio sales.
Separate sales departments under
the two chiefs will be established
for radio and television, Robert E.
Kintner, ABC president, announced.
Mr. Thrower entered radio as an
NBC page, rose through various
sales positions to become general
sales manager for NBC's Blue Network in early 1942 and vice president in charge of sales in October of that year.
Joined Navy in 1943
In 1943 he joined the Navy, returning to ABC as vice president in
charge of sales in November 1945.
Mr. Ayres joined ABC's sales
department in March 1948 as an
account executive and three months
later became eastern radio sales
manager. Before joining ABC he
was with Ruthrauff & Ryan as vice
president and business manager.
Prior to that he was with Hanff
Metzger Agency, which was succeeded by Buchanan & Co.

Mr. Thrower

KOBAK

Mr. Ayres

WARNING

'Stop Running to Government'
EDGAR KOBAK, radio consultant
and former MBS president, warned
broadcasters to "stop running to
ment when you're in
the govern
" unless they are willing to
trouble
inaccept increased governmental
terference inprivate business. Mr.
Kobak spoke at a recent meeting
of the Alabama Broadcasters Assn.
at Tuscaloosa.
He said a case in point was the
to the FCC by two teleappeal vision
networks for government
intercession in allocations of AT&T
television network facilities.
The danger of appealing to the
FCC in this matter, he said, is
that "the FCC may come up with
a set of rules that won't be temporary." He referred to FCC's proposed rule limiting the amount of
programming any TV station could
take from any one network.
"If you don't want the government to run your business, you've
got to stop running to the governwhen you're in trouble," Mr.
Kobak mentsaid.
Page 22
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EXPANDS

New Markets Added'i
PULSE Inc. expansion is evidencedij
in two directions by the announce- .
ment that the research organiza- '
tion will enter eight new radio and :
TV markets in the fall and that,
it
has increased
its for
sample
of TV'
homes
interviewed
Columbus
(Ohio) TelePulse from 150 to 200.
Radio reports will be made for
the first time for Birmingham,
Buffalo, Minneapolis, New Orleans
and Worcester; while the TelePulse
records will be made in New Haven,
Syracuse and San Francisco.

SPONSORSHIP by P. Lorillard Co. (Old Gold cigarettes) of its first daytime
network program is assured with signing of contract for MBS' Queen For A
Day, Mon.-Fri., beginning next Jan. 1. Present at ceremony are these network, agency and advertising executives (I to r): Seated, Frank White, Mutual
president; Robert M. Ganger, executive vice president, P. Lorillard Co.; Alden
James, firm's advertising director; standing, Nicholas Keeseley, vice president, Lennen & Mitchell, Old Gold agency; Sidney P. Allen, MBS assistant
to vice president in charge of sales; Fred Robbe, Lorillard assistant advertising director. Program will be aired 11:30-12 noon.

Sponsors
HOLIDAY

SPOT

Plan Additions

In Radio-TV
HOLIDAY spot buying in radio and television is adding new vigor to
an already active display of spot activity. Broadcasting learned in a
special survey last week.
Sponsors planning spot campaigns, together with those who have
recently supplemented their plans,
Newark, N. J., purchased the time
range in variety from manufacturers of expensive watches to for the greeting card company.
Among the non-holiday spot purmakers of toy balloons.
chasers is General Foods for Certo
One of the holiday purchasers,
Wally Frank Pipes, starting in the
(a jelly agent), which on Nov. 6
middle of November, will use ap- starts a spot announcement series
proximately 50stations in both ra- on KFI Los Angeles and KCBS
'dio and television to promote the San Francisco through Benton &
purchase of pipes for Christmas
Bowles, New Yoi'k. If successful,
gifts. The spot announcements are the schedule may be extended
direct mail pulls — contracts placed throughout the country.
through Huber Hoge & Sons, New
Use 60 Stations
York.
Fletcher-Castoria, through Carl
The toy balloon manufacturer,
S. Brown, New York, starting the
Save-By-Mail, is planning to use last week in October is using 60
over 350 stations on a direct mail
five times weekly in southspot schedule. In addition, it is stations,
east and southwest markets.
arranging to use a network show or
Home Test Products (cookie and
two on a short terin basis before
doughnut makers) is preparing a
Christmas.
100-station schedule starting Nov. 1
Helbros Expanding
for one minute transcriptions in
Helbros Watch Co., through Ray- rural radio markets. Advertiser
Hirsch Co., New York, currently is currently is using a heavy TV
expanding its already extensive schedule employing three quarters
of the video stations in the country.
radio and television schedule
Huber
Hoge & Sons, New York, is
[Broadcasting, Oct. 2] to 187 the
agency.
markets for Christmas promotion.
The agency also is working out a
post-holiday
campaign for January
Kersta Resigns
1951.
Merit Greeting Cards has been NORAN E. KERSTA, who has been
using a direct mail schedule for the with the William Weintraub Co.,
past few months to line up sales- New York, since Jan. 1, 1949, has
resigned as director of radio and
women to sell the firm's Christmas
cards. Listeners were asked to television. His duties will tempowrite to the stations for employrarily be assumed by Hari>y Trenment, and it was understood that ner, vice president of the agency.
the responses numbered in the Mr. Kersta will announce his future
thousands.
L. F. Herman Co., plans shortly.

DOIBERG TO N. Y.
Becomes BMI Stations Head
TRANSFER of Glenn Dolberg,
West Coast representative of
Broadcast Music Inc., to its New
York headquarters office as station
relations director,
effective Jan. 2,

anbeenby BMI
1951, has nounced
President Carl
Haverlin. In fillnewlyMr.
post,
createding the
Dolberg will free
Roy Harlow, vice
president in
Mr. Dolberg
charge of station
service, from
those duties to
concentr
services. ate on BMI's expanding
Mr. Dolberg has a varied broadcasting background, having served
as program director of. the Don
Lee Broadcasting System and of
KFI and KECA Los Angeles. During World War II, after his association with a West Coast shipbuilding firm, Mr. Dolberg became
program director of KPO San
Francisco before joining BMI in
1944.
PROGRAM CLINIC
BMI Holds One-Day Project
A ONE-DAY program clinic will
be held by Broadcast Music Inc.
Monday, Oct. 23, at the Stevens Hotel in Chicago. Robert J. Burton,
vice president of BMI, will address
the group at the luncheon. Burt
Squire, of BMI Chicago station relations, is chairman of the clinic.
Others on the panel are:
Ray Harlow, BMI vice president in
charge of station service; Charles
Bondhart, program manager, WMBD
Peoria; Henry Weber, WGN Chicago
musical director; Harold Safford, WLS
Chicago program manager; Maggie
Hilliard, operations director, WXYZ
Detroit; Al Morey, program manager,
WBBM Chicago; Don Marcotte, supervisor of music, WMAQ Chicago; Ernie
Simmons, WJJD Chicago; Bill Evans,
WGN Chicago; Leo Fletcher, chief of
music libarary of ABC Chicago.
About 200 persons are expected
to attend the meeting.

BROADCASTING
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^m^RADIO
TRANSIT
GETS
H-R
j FIRST major expansion of H-R
T Representatives Inc. since its forlast February will materialraation
,\jjize
Nov. 1, when Frank E. Pellegrin,
il vice president of Transit Radio
jjInc. in charge of sales, and Carlin
i' S. French, Transit Radio western
;j sales manager, join H-R as vice
si presidents and directors, Frank M.
,11 Headley, H-R president, announced
I Friday [Closed Circuit, Oct. 16].
J Concurrently with the addition
I of these two new executives, H-R
I will assume the national sales repj; FM
resentation
of Mr.
Transit
Radio'ssaid.
19
stations,
Headley
,j Allan W. Kerr, now a member of
i| the New York sales staff of Tran•it sit Radio and formerly with CBS,
r Free & Peters and WPIX (TV)
New York, will join H-R as an
i account executive on Nov. 1.
NEW members Frank E. Pellegrin and Carlin S. French chant, secretary of New York Air Brake Co., director;
Mr. Pellegrin has a background
of 18 years in radio, including a are welcomed by the board of H-R Representatives Inc. Mr. French, new vice president; Paul R. Weeks, vice
I seven-year term as director of the L to r: Mr. Pellegrin, new vice president and secretary; president; Dwight S. Reed, executive vice president of
the organization.
NAB broadcast advertising de- Frank M. Headley, president and treasurer; George Mer*
^
*
partment from 1940 to 1947. His
service there was interrupted by a Kalamazoo, WONS Hartford,
Transit group. He pointed out New York's Chrysler Bldg. and
three-year wartime hiatus during
territorial offices in Chicago and
KXXX Colby, Kan., and WMAY
that the connection with H-R
which he was officer in charge of Springfield, 111. WJW Cleveland
San Francisco. Plans call for the
would give them five regional offices
the planning section of the radio
will join the H-R station list on instead of the two they have had
establishment
of new regional ofJan. 1.
fices in Los Angeles and Atlanta
until
now
and
would
materially
indivision
of
the
War
Dept.'s
Bureau
of Public Relations. He served
crease the number of salesmen
after the first of the year and also
C. L. Thomas, president of Tranoverseas for 19 months and made
sit Radio, said he felt the move was
selling for the firm.
for expanded space in New York
H-R maintains headquarters in and Chicago.
three D-Day landings, going on a definite step forward for the
inactive status in 1945 with the
' rank of lieutenant colonel.

I
Pellegrin KSTL Founder
■ In 1948 Mr. Pellegrin founded
■ KSTL St. Louis, putting it on the
wis, cites 'Letter/ Shows
W?
ATTORNEY
GENERAL
LA
R' Thomas
ADGE
necessary
to a lottery under Wis- study.
original list as submitted to the as• air in three months and "in the E.'B
Fairchild of Wisconsin declared
sistant attorney general for further
consin Law — prize, chance and conblack" in five. He is vice presi- Thursday that seven radio and
sideration. Mr. Platz disclosed he
' dent of that station's operating- television programs aired in Mil- used wire recordings, scripts and
In his opinion, Mr. Platz said
company;
secretary-treasurer of
waukee are lotteries. Some of the descriptions of programs contained
consideration did not necessarily
WATO Oak Ridge, and a stockholder of Hamtramck Radio Corp., programs cited already had been in advertisements in arriving at his have to involve money, that merely
dropped voluntarily by the stations decision.
applicant for a station in Hamentering a store to obtain informainvolved. Stop The Music, both
tion about a lottery, or a coupon,
The Journal Co. immediately cantramck, Mich. He was re-elected
AM
and
TV,
was
among
those
would be sufficient grounds.
celled its two programs — Jackpot
sales vice president of Transit Ra- listed.
Quiz on WTMJ and Stop the Music
"The enticement of an audience
dio at its last board meeting Oct.
The attorney general had been on WTMJ-TV— "as of Thursday
j 12 in Cincinnati,
for
a radio ducementprogram
the inof winningunder
a prize
by
i Mr. French entered radio after asked last July by District Attor- without awaiting any district
ney William J. McCauley of Mil- attorney's complaints," Walter
chance is consideration accruing to
i 15 years as a promotion and adwaukee County for an opinion on Damm, general manager of the
vertising executive of Hearst news- the legality of the programs. Shortthe station and to the sponsors,"
stations, told Broadcasting. Other
he said.
I papers in New York and Chicago.
ly before this request was made,
stations reportedly had taken no
He was owner-operator of WTMV
"That Stop The Music is a lotWMAW Milwaukee was ordered to action.
East St. Louis, general manager
tery within the principles heretotake its giveaway program Lucky
fore stated is too clear to require
of the radio department of Loren- Social Secunty Numbers off the
'No Comment'
further comment. In the Jackpot
zen & Thompson, newspaper and
Louis G. Cowan, president of the
air. Thursday's decision is be1 station representative, and is now
Quiz, the listener is required to find
lieved to have resulted from an in- firm which produces Stop the Music,
western sales manager of Transit
vestigation ofall Milwaukee radio had "no comment until I have time out the name of a bread salesman
Radio with headquarters in Chi- and television giveaway shows,
in his neighborhood, and his atto study the facts," and ABC was
cago. He will be associated with
tempt to get the name is of great
awaiting
official
notification
from
the urging
WMAW's
I Dwight S. Reed, H-R executive vice made
Generalat Manager
JackofBundy.
value
to
the sponsoi"," he noted.
the Wisconsin attorney general's
; president, in Chicago, after Nov. 1.
Bread Quiz No. 1 was described
Programs cited are: Stop The office. NAB was not prepared to
Mr. French also is part owner of Music, (ABC network), WMAW
issue a statement.
as requiring a person to listen
WATO and of KXEO Mexico, Mo. and WTMJ-TV; Jackpot Quiz,
Broadcasting learned that Dep- hear a question, then to go to the
H-R Representatives Inc. was WTMJ; Tello-Test, WISN; Bread
uty District Attorney Joseph E. stores, and look at ads, to obtain
clues to answers. Bread Quiz No. 2
organized early this year after its Quiz No. 1, WISN, Bread Quiz No. Tierney of Milwaukee Court and
Mr. Bundy conferred with the at- required listening to a program to
principals had res^'gned from 2, WISN; Radio Auction, WMIL
(off the air) ; Food for Thought,
torney general in Madison last July, get a question, the answer to which
Headley-Reed Co., station representative firm of which Mr. Head- WTMJ-TV (off the air).
shortly before the probe of Mil- listener must find. Tello-Test is a
ley had been president and Mr.
Although signed by Attorney
waukee giveaways was started. At program designed "to increase the
Reed vice president [BroadcastGeneral Fairchild, the opinion was this meeting, Mr. Tierney was asked
radio audience," Mr. Platz noted,
and Radio Auction involves auctioning, Feb. 20]. H-R currently rep- written by William A. Platz, an as- to prepare a list of programs which
ing of articles for which pay was
sistant attorney general of the
resents K M P C Los Angeles,
in violation
the state's
WROK Rockford, WFBG Altoona,
lottery belaws.
Stationsofcited
in the in stage money "obtained from merstate, who said that all of the pro- might
(Continued on page 78)
grams contained the three elements
WJIM-AM-TV
Lansing, WGFG
opinion were those on Mr. Tierney's
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GOING was very slippery when Arrow Typewriter Co., Washington,
D. C., got its feet wet in the
business world late in the
post-war era. Now the typewriter repair-rental-sale enterprise is on high, dry
ground thanks to a continuous
campaign on radio.
Many factors have contributed
to Arrow's remarkable success in
piling up sales of new portables
via the air waves. Most instrumental, however, is the shop's
owner, James F. O'Donnell.
Talk radio with Mr. O'Donnell
and it is evident that he inhales
the ether like a veteran. He can
quickly haul out charts and
figures to show how radio built
up his sales from a small investment in a manner reminiscent of
the beanstalk in the familiar fable
about Jack.
THE

Radio Spots Used
On Limited Basis
Mr. O'Donnell planted his first
business seed in March 1948. A
former typewriter repairman and
government
Mr. O'Donnell,
convinced thatworker,
he wanted
a shop of
his own, opened his typewriter repair enterprise at 604 F St. N. W.,
less than a block from Hecht's Department Store.
While studying his business, Mr.
O'Donnell began testing radio
pretty much as one would shop for
a good insurance policy. In the
beginning, he set aside $12 per
month for one one-minute spot
per week over WPIK, an independent daytimer in Alexandria, Va.
He watched for a return.
The spots placed at this time,
Mr. O'Donnell explains, were pointing up servicing of home and office
machines. "I got a few nibbles
from this type of advertising,"
he says, "and surprisingly, enough
of them clicked to make it pay."
During this time, Mr. O'Donnell
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gave radio a lot of thought. If the
first few radio trys could kindle
some success, he reasoned, why
couldn't a more thorough and
scientific use of radio bring about
a good measure of success?
Exactly a year after he opened
his shop, Mr. O'Donnell began placing three 30-second spots, seven
days a week over WPIK.
As is his way, Mr. O'Donnell
likes to do things himself. This
practice he carries over into his
radio treatment. He writes all
his radio copy himself, tailored a
bit by the station, keeps his own
charts and maintains detailed comments on customer reaction.
Before launching the radio adO'Donnell
knew wherevertising
he schedule,
was Mr.
heading.
By
surveys, telephoning and personally interviewing people in his
marketing
area, reached
he foundtheWPIK's
coverage radius
people
he wanted to sell. Most important,
he discovered a good many potential portable buyers were regular WPIK listeners.
Simple Sales Pitch
Found Most Effective
A few more discoveries popped
up, all of which proved profitable
later. Mr. O'Donnell found that in
a good amount of his copy he had
stressed too many varied things.
He decided to make his sales pitch
simple and to the point — taking a
single item and stressing only that.
Stress would be on sales because
"I've found that radio can't tell
the people about a whole list of
service items in a half-minute's
time." Mr. O'Donnell continues,
"Radio may uncover a few people
that would be interested in having
a typewriter repaired or to rent a
machine. But its effectiveness is
sales
Mr. power."
O'Donnell didn't have to be
told he was on the right track; his
sales chart showed it. "By giving
radio a chance," he found that his
short announcements, aired three
times a day to reach as many

SPOT

people as possible, began to build
up his store's name in the WPIK
listeners' area.
Experimenting further, he found
it was best
to advertise
a portable
for
sale
which would
fill a specific
need. "Just
any t y pfor
ewriter
sale is not important to people," he
says, "but when you narrow it down
to a purpose then you have something extra to sell."
Mr. O'Donnell soon recognized
that when he advertised around
school graduation time in MayJune, he found people entering the
store who were interested in buying a typewriter to give as a graduation gift. When he advertised a
portable with emphasis on it as a
practical Yuletide gift in the late
fall, a host of people would come
in to Arrow to purchase one of the
machines as a Christmas gift. In
this same way, students in the
cosmopolitan Washington area
would respond to announcements
pointing up machine models which
could type in a half-dozen different
languages.
Specialization now firmly established, Mr. O'Donnell went a bit
farther. He advertised Spanishtyping portables over a Spanish
language program at WPIK. Response to the copy read in Spanish,
he observed, was gratifying. Now
he is doing similar advertising on
a Greek language program over
the same station. In one day. Arrow
sold five Greek adapted machines.
Mr. O'Donnell always has advertised on WPIK. As he explains it in
his direct manner, "My success
over the station has been phenomenal. So I continue to advertise on WPIK." Other media? To
answer
nell has that
to digquestion,
far. HereMr.andO'Donthere
he finds some record of token newspaper advertising, nothing as yet
on television.

USERS

. . .

present
"Now,"
he His
says,
"I amcampaign?
concentrating
on «
advertising machines which are
fitted with keyboards especially
adaptable to particular needs of
professions."
Mr. for
O'Donnell
not advertise just
the sakedoes
of J
advertising.
has ainpurpose
and '
he
knows theHeneeds
his market
area.
Here's what only a few of his
records show:
After continually advertising
rentals or sales of machines for ->
business offices, college students,
news correspondents, he stopped
that type of appeal in May 1949.
In five weeks, 22 portables were
sold. Nearly all the buyers had
remembered hearing of Arrow on
the radio.
O'Donnell Convinced
Of Radio's impact
Mr. O'Donnell then was convinced that "the only way the typewriters could be kept moving was
through radio advertising." In
July-August of that year, he sold
15 International Portable machines
(Royal) at $97.50 each, resulting
direct from Spanish broadcasts.
At (Continued
the May 1950
"Home78)Show"
on page

Mr. O'Donnell (r) and Howwrd
B. Hayes, president and general
manager of
smile with satisfactionWPIK,
at the recapitulation
of
radio's sales power.
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ORDING
ECthe
ER
OOPsystem
HAUTOMATIC
sample representative, Mr.
AN
of broadcast audience measurement capable
Hooper explained.
The Hooperecording system is a
of delivering reports on today's lisItening from 6 a.m. to midnight at "servo - mechanism," Mr. Hooper
said, resulting from expeinments
: 11 tomorrow morning, or of reportstarted in July 1943 when the use
ing on any particular program
J audience immediately after the end of radar in World War II was first
IIof the broadcast or even while it is reported, and perfected during the
Istill on the air, was described Tues- past two years under the direction
jday by C. E. Hooper, president of of John Lyman Bogert, vice president in charge of development of
!C. E. Hooper Inc., at a news conJference in New York.
the Hooper organization. The various mechanical devices utilized in
System begins with a tuning
jswitch installed in a broadcast re- the system are made of stock parts,
ceiver, which can be AM, FM or readily available, except for the
jTV, although at the outset plans keys which print the figures on the
call for measuring only AM and tape in the recorder, Mr. Hooper
said. He explained that the use of
jTV program reception, Mr. Hooper
isaid. Switches can be installed in the system, not its parts, is what
is patentable and stated that broad
up to five receivers in a dwelling
patent applications for the system
Iunit, home or apartment, from
were filed last March.
which wires (flat tapes to run iinder
Negotiations for the installation
rugs) lead to small transmitter
'boxes (9" by 5" by 6") installed in of reporting equipment in homes
in New York and Los Angeles al,ja closet or some other inconspicuready have been completed with
ijous place.
From the transmitters in up to the telephone companies in those
cities, Mr. Hooper said, and the
ifour apartments in any building,
first
installations probably will be
l|wires run to the basement where
made there, extending gradually to
i'they connect with lines to the other metropolitan centers. Inci' central office of the telephone comhe said, the service is not
Ipany. Lines from up to 32 build- limited todentally,telephone
homes as the
Hngs in any phone company zone
'can be handled at the central office, wires connecting the homes with
where the reports of dial tunings of telephone company offices are not
200 sets (an average of 2% sets telephone wires but those used for
special services, such as fire or
1 to an apartment and 2 Vz apartburglar alarms.
■ ments to a building for 32 buildBeginning with a service area
;ings) are transmitted to a Hooper
confined within the city limits, the
' office and there recorded on a tape. system eventually will be extended
to cover complete metropolitan
Continuous Reporting

NewOe^ceS.^

service

areas, Mr. Hooper explained, covering homes within a
50-mile radius of the city for a
TV-only service and perhaps twice
that distance for a combined radio
and TV service. An advantage of
the Hooperecording system over
the telephone calls used in the regular Hooper service, he noted, is
that sets can be installed in small
communities where telephone intitious. terviews would be annoyingly repeMr. Hooper is meeting today
(Oct. 23) with the TV broadcasters
of Los Angeles and tomorrow and
Wednesday with the TV group of
the Chamber of Commerce in that
city, he said, adding that it is
quite possible that the first installations of his new mechanical reporting system will be made in that
city, although he hopes to have it
in operation both there and in New
York by spring of 1951.
Low Cost Cited
Stating that a month's reports
of this system would equal 4,700,000 telephone calls, Mr. Hooper said
that the cost would be less than
1/lOth of a cent per call, a remarkably low unit cost. However,
he added, the overall cost is not
low. He estimated that if a dozen
stations contracted for the service
in New York, it would cost each
one about $1,500 a month, while if
it were limited to TV stations only
the cost would be $1,750 a month
apiece. Comparing the service with
the semi-automatic Radox, he said

|j To scan and report on the dial
tuning of a set takes 1% seconds,
' so the complete zone report on 200
'sets is completed and recorded at
Hooper headquarters in five min- UBEL
DAMAGES
ISSUE
utes. Then the scanning-reporting
process starts all over again, de- QUESTION of how much protection the state can give newspapers or
livei'ing a continuous tape record
broadcasters when libelous matter is printed or broadcast is expected
'that covers tuning at five-minute
intervals for each set throughout
to be answered by the U. S. Supreme Court which last week agreed to hear
the hours the system is in operaargument
and rule on the issue.
tion.
The
case
involves California's
With one recorder for each zone,
originating court also had ruled
the number of recorders in the libel law, which applies to both
Hooper office would correspond to newspaper and radio, and grew out the law constitutional but was reversed by an appeals court.
of a suit against the Southern CalIthe number of phone company
ifornia Associated Newspapers by
Charging libel per se, the plaintzones in the city in which the audiP. Werner, former city atiff (Mr. Werner) contended that
ence measurement is being made — ■ Erwin torney
of Los Angeles.
while California grants a person
nine in New York, for example.
the right to write or speak his
Point of contention is the ConjAt the end of each five minutes the
mind freely, he can be held liable
figures on the various recorders
stitutionality of a state law exfor the printed matter or words
cusing
the
broadcaster,
or
publish'are totaled on a totalizer, showing
spoken. Abuse of that right, Mr.
er, from paying general damages
the number of sets in the sample
Werner's attorneys argued, subtuned to each station or not in op- providing a retraction is broadcast, or printed.
jects the violator to penalities.
eration during the five-minute
period.
In the California case, Mr. WerLegal Questions Raised
ner failed to demand a retraction
In New York, Mr. Hooper plans
to measure radio and video set of an allegedly libelous newspaper
It was argued further that the
operation for 1,800 sets in 720
story, thereby barring a damage
state can't remove money damages
suit unless he could prove specific
nor substitute a retraction for the
dwelling units. The installations
,will be made so as to provide a erty.
damages to his business or propright to general damages for injuries incurred. Also challenged
sample of various types of family
groups making a cross-section of
Last April, the California State
was whether the state may "conthe city. In that way, the rating
Supreme Court had ruled the stastitutionally destroy" the legal profigures for the sample will be protute as not violating the State Contection of one's "good name and
stitution and as not failing to give one's reputation." Damages, tojectable to the complete radio and
taling $100,000, were asked.
equal protection under the Federal
'TV audience of the city, he pointed
Constitution. A month later, the
out. Sample changes will be made
According
to California's
law on
court refused a rehearing. The libel: If a retraction
is printed
or
at the rate of 2% a month to keep
BROADCASTING
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Hooper's

new automatic, instantaneous recording device.
^ ❖ ❖
that "it is estimated that Hooperecorder service costs $4,000 less per
month than Radox for the first year
in New York, assuming all equipment and installation costs of both
were written off during the first
year, and $9,500 per month less
than Radox beginning the second
year
and thereafter."
In presenting
the new mechanical automatic reporting system,
Mr. Hooper made it plain that he
has no plans for discontinuing any
of his current reporting services
utilizing the coincidental telephone
interview method and that they
will be continued as long as they
are needed. Eventually, it. is possible that they may give way to
the new system, but that is something for the future to detei-mine,
he said, emphasizing that for the
immediate future all Hooper subscribers may be assured that the
service they are currently receiving will be forthcoming without
change.

In SCOTUS

Review

broadcast in a "conspicuous manner in the newspaper or on the
broadcasting station as were the
statements claimed to be libelous"
within 20 days after "knowledge
of publication or broadcast of the
statements claimed to be libelous,"
the person libeled can recover only
special damages.
If a correction is asked but not
published, the libeled (if the matter is proved to libelous in court)
may recover general, special plus
exemplary damages. Latter damages may be recovered only if
"actual malice" in publication or
broadcast is proved.
In considering the case, the
State Supreme Court had ruled in
a split (5-2) decision that the
state can substitute a retraction
for money damages. In its opinion,
the court said :
Plaintiff contended ... a person
who defames another must be fully
responsible for any damage caused
thereby, and that the substitution of
a retraction for all but special damages is an unconstitutional attempt
to relieve newspapers and radio stations from full responsibility for the
(Continued on page 78)
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ELECTION
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line

CINCINNATI U. grid sponsorship on
WCPO-AM-FM Cincinnati is arranged by (seated, I to r) W. C.
Heinz, Cincinnati Oil Works; Glenn
Clark. WCPO station dir.; (standing)
G. E. Murray, Cincinnati Oil; Waite
Hoyt, WCPO; James Heekin, Haehnle
Adv. Agency; Bill Gilmore and Robert
Spina, WCPO.

DETAILS for State of Georgia to
sponsor state-wide broadcast of Firefighters, program on fire prevention
and safety, are worked out by (I to r):
State Fire Marshal F. E. Robinson;
S. Fred Brown, southern representative, Wm. F. Holland Production Inc.,
Cincinnati; Zack C r a v e y, _—
Comptroller General's Dept.

FOURTH consecutive renewal of
Who's
participation
series onTalking
WWCO Show,
Waterbury,
Conn.,
is made official by Adam J. Bizzuto,
secretary-treasurer of Progressive
Grocers Assn. in Naugatuck Valley.
Station Commercial Manager Gustave
Nathan (I) and Gene Valentino, show
m.c, look on.

PACT for Mon.-Fri., five-minute, 52weeks of late evening news on
WTAM Cleveland is completed by
Wm. Burkhardt, president, Burkhardt Brewing Co., Akron., as Harold
L. Gallagher, WTAM sales manager,
looks on. Newscaster Tom Field will
handle shows. Fuller & Smith
& Ross is account agency.

STANDARD Oil of Neb. takes U. of
Nebraska games on KFAB Lincoln
for third straight year. Harry Burke,
KFAB general manager, watches John
Hay, complete
Standard'sthedistrict
manager,
contract.

IN mammoth Wichita Falls, Tex.,
deal Ellis Head, pres.. Head Brothers
Furniture Stores, renews Welcome to
Hollywood, and signs for two other
shows, each five times weekly on
KFDX. At left is Sid Grayson, KFDX
local sales manager. Right is Doc
Warren, show organist, and
D. A. Cannan (seated), KFDX
president.

NOTRE DAME games on WNEB Worcester are taken by Brownell & Field
Co. (Auto':rot coHee). L to r: Tod
Williams, Horton-Noyes Adv. Agency;
Edward T. McCaw Jr., WNEB commercial manager; Richard Fields,
sponsor firm; John J. Hurley,
station general manager.

NIGHT

Special Shows

Planner

By Major Networks
SPECIAL programs for election night, Nov. 7, are planned by all tl
major networks.
MBS will devote the entire evening to election reporting, bridging tl
gaps with musical features. CBS, NBC and ABC will interrupt schedule
programs throughout the evening
maries. A half-hour "wrap-up,
for bulletins. Liberty Broadcasting will carry special programs
recapping the day's voting compre
throughout the evening, with pick hensively, will follow. Staff mem
bers standing by will include H. \
ups from various key points.
Kaltenborn, Morgan Beatty, Rich
CBS plans a coast - to - coast
roundup of returns beginning at ard Harkness, Ned Brooks, Ra;
10 p.m. and lasting, except for a Henle, W. W. Chaplin, Leon Pear
son, George Hicks, Lockwood Dot;
scheduled quarter-hour of news
and Earl Godwin.
analysis, until the main contests
TV coverage of the elections ove
have been decided. A special staff CBS-TV
will be sponsored by tli(|
of tabulators and compilers will
Longines
Wittnauer Watch Co
assist in analyzing the returns.
with emphasis on the gubernatoriaj
MBS will set up a "network
within a network," stationing at and
congressional contests through'
vantage points throughout the out the country, from 10:30-1
p.m.
and from 11:10 p.m.-12 m
country Cecil Brown, Bill Cunningham, Cedric Foster, Les Higbe, ABC-TV plans to follow closely th
ABC radio coverage. Plans fo
William Hillman, Robert F. HurNBC-TV have not been announced
leigh, Everett Holies, Joseph McCafferey and Major George Fielding Elliot.
PAPER STRIKE
A somewhat similar system will
be used by ABC, which is setting up
Spurs Piff-sburgh Newscasts
seven regional desks linked by wires
RADIO
and television stations in I
leased for the occasion. CommenPittsburgh
derived additional revtators in each region will sumenue from department stores and
marize the trend there, and then
fit it into the countrywide picture. other businesses during the i-ecent
Staff members standing by in the mailers' and drivers' strike that
several regions will include Elmer
suspended publication of the city's
Davis, Erwin D. Canham, Walter
three
daily newspapers.
Outgrowth
of the strike, which] '
Kiernan, George Sokolsky, H. R.
Baukhage, Martin Agronsky, John
began Oct. 2, was an increase in'
number of newscasts, inauguration '
B. Kennedy, Edwin C. Hill, Robert
of new TV shows, and even the air |
Montgomery, Henry J. Taylor, Paul
announcement of death notices, I
Harvey, John Edwards, John Daly,
heretofore within the exclusive
Taylor Grant, Pauline Frederick,
domain of the newspaper field.
Gordon Eraser, Julian Anthony and
Don Gardiner.
Two large department stores —
Gimbel's and the Joseph Horce Co.
NBC plans an "election roundtable" at 12 m.-12:30 a.m., follow- — started their own TV shows on
WDTV(TV). Many retailers were
ing 30 minutes of election sumreduced to circulation of handbills
because of scarcity of radio time.
KQV added eight news segments
to its normal schedule, according
Meets in St. Louis
to Bill Burns, station news direcday.
CONFIDENCE in future of AM
tor, who increased his own newscast schedule from one to three per
radio, with particular emphasis on
the independent station outlook,
was expressed by members of AIMS
(Assn. of Independent Metropolitan
Stations) at its annual fall convention, held at the Lennox Hotel, St.
Louis, Oct. 16-18.
Member stations pointed to increases in national and local business, and a majority indicated they
have been affected least of all by
NAB District Meetings
television inroads, citing boosted
sales involving TV manufacturers
Oct.
Dist. 6, Roosevelt Hotel,
New 26-27:
Orleans.
who turned to independents to sell
their sets. It also was pointed out Nov.' 2-3: Dist. 4, Williamsburg Inn and
Lodge, Williamsburg, Va.
that nighttime network buyers are
lanta.9-10: Dist. 5, Ansley Hotel, Atr
diverting part of their budgets to Nov.
daytime spot radio.
23: Chicago.
BMI Program Clinic, Stevens
The AIMS group, under the Oct.
Hotel,
chairmanship of William E. Ware,
26-28: Audio Engineering Society
KSTL St. Louis, also adopted for Oct.
Audio
York. Fair, Hotel New Yorker, New
submission to FCC a resolution
urging the U. S. Delegation to Oct. 29-Nov.
vision Week.4: National Radio & Telemake every effort to reach a Oct. 30-Nov. 2: Theatre Owners of
NARBA agreement now without
America Convention, Shamrock Hotel. Houston.
narrowing channels. It also recOct. 30-Nov. 1: Radio-Television Mfrs.
Assn. and
of Radio
Engiommended
that
FCC
"take
a
defneers,Institute
Hotel Syracuse,
Syracuse,
inite stand and break national
N.
Y.
clear channels for wider and greater
Oct. 31-Nov. 1: AAAA Eastern Conference, Roosevelt Hotel, New York.
usage in public interest."
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tragedy, American radio should come
under the control of persons intent
on producing a single conformity of
thinking in America, it will not be
the
or the
listerspressure
who will groups
be to blame,
but blackthose
now in charge of radio. They have it
in
their keeping and what happens to
doing.
it
will be their doing and only their

annels'
Radio Club Views 'Ch
E
NC
UE
FL
IN
THE
controversial
Red Channels, whose listing of Jean Muir clear and present danger to his
fD
JfHIGHLY
■with 150 other individuals suspected of being Communists, fellow country. ... It may be mighty
travelers or dupes of Communist-front organizations and causes was
easy to practice communism in secret but it is pretty hard to keep
responsible for General Foods Corp.'s action in dropping Miss Muir
★
program,
TV
its
of
from the cast
the secret by practicing it over the
The Aldrich Family, was given a
dio as an employer and through
TIME DISPUTE
thorough going over Thursday at radio as an instrument of demoAs to performing artists, Mr.
the semi-monthly luncheon session
Lewis Says Senator Erred
cratic survival. There must not be Swing recommended leaving it to
. of the Radio Executives Club of Communist influence in American
the law of the land to decide whethNew York. Robert Saudek, REC
radio. But there also must not be
er "someone obviously an outright
CHARGE by Sen. Millard Tydings
president and ABC vice president,
Communist should be allowed to
the slightest weakening of genuine
(D-Md.) that he had to appeal to
, who presided, announced an equally
Americanism in keeping out the earnair."
his living in radio in a capacFCC and MBS to get time on Fulton
arguable topic for the club's next
ity where he has no editorial in- Lewis jr.'s program to answer the
Communist influence."
luncheon on Nov. 2 — color telefluence on public opinion ... to commentator's alleged attack on
i vision.
decide whether radio is on a par
Termed 'Un-American'
him was branded by Mr. Lewis last
with the State Dept. or the defense
' T. C. Kirkpatrick, managing ediDescribing the approach of Red
week as a "cheap, deliberate and
tor of Counterattack, publisher of
ministry, where an employe has acChannels as "utterly un-American,"
cess
to
state
and
military
secrets,
' Red Channels, quoted J. Edgar
At the samelie."
time, MBS in New
Mr. Swing stated:
contemptible
Hoover, FBI director, as having
or on a par with a labor union,
York issued a statement in which
It lists names of persons for no
whose officer may not be a Com"gone out of his way" to inform a other reason than to suggest them
it said that the commentator, "on
Senate investigating committee
as
having
Communist
connections
of
his own volition and with the apabout Red activities in radio, and
Other
Dangers
sufiScient bearing to render them unproval of Mutual, offered to turn
cited AFRA's recent move to
ac eptable toAmerican radio. The list
over his program to Sen. Tydings
munist."
More
potentially
dangerous
than
change its constitution to bar Comhas been drawn up from reports, newson Thursday (last) or any night
the radio performers, Mr. Swing
munists from membership in this
paper statements and letterheads,
thereafter." Mr. Lewis, MBS
stated,
are
the
radio
technicians,
union as proof that Communist in- without checking and without teststated, read the request and the
ing the evidence and without giving as "the wrong man at the master
filtration of radio and television is
controls in a radio station in a time
a
hearing
to
anyone
whose
name
is
Senator's statements Tuesday and
not a vague threat but a real dan"voluntarily" offered him equal
listed.
of civil conflict might do irrepar! ger.
time.
The only real danger in Red
Pointing out that Red Channels
able damage," and radio's execuChannels, Mr. Swing declared, is
Appeal by Sen. Tydings, who
tives, as "it would be quite sinister
is chiefly a compilation of material
if Communists were finding their
spoke on MBS-WCBM Baltimore
"that the men who do control Ameralready on public record, Mr. Kirklast Thursday, was directed by
ican radio should allow it to deflect
way into the administrative and
patrick said the main purpose of
the FCC to MBS in New York
them from a rigorous, rugged mainpublishing these records of proend concluded:
of radio."
as a customary routine matter, a
tenance of true Americanism in operating
Mr. Swing
Communist activities of radio perLet the danger of Communism be Commission spokesman said. Sen.
sonnel was to show the extent to the radio industry." While it is
difficult to tell who is a Communist,
met, not by resorting to stealthy
Tydings also sent the network two
which Communist use of radio
because he will lie about it, he said, weapons, not by black lists, not by telegrams and called by telephone,
names for its purposes already had
unventilated and often inaccurate
it is not so difficult to determine
requesting air time, according to
gone and to discourage misguided
charges,
but
openly
and
with
courageMBS. When his talk was delayed
liberals from naively lending their
whether "anyone dealing with news
ous faith in the due process of law,
names to Communist causes in the or comment about news or writing
faith in a civilization which fully four minutes on MBS because of
future.
tales and plays is commenting freeprotects the free rights of the indi- transmission failure, he was ofly as an American or represents a
fered Mr. Lewis' Friday period.
vidual. If, by some bleak and dreadful
This objective already has been
largely realized, he said, noting
that since the publication of Red
Channels scores of radio actors and
artists have rushed to have their
Comparative Test Under Study
names removed from membership
and committee lists of organizations
RADIO
rating;
described in the book as Communist
or subversive. Almost as imporing in the field have been asked to
GROWING interest in the movemately the same thing (radio listant, he stated, is the effect of the
tenership) cannot come up with
ment to conduct a test survey de- supply data on their operations.
book in awakening the American
widely divergent answers and all
signed to measure relative accuFrank E. Pellegrin, vice presclaim to be right. Somebody must
people as a whole and the radio and
ident of Transit Radio Inc. and
racy of Hooper, Pulse and other
television industry in particular to audience ratings has developed as former NAB broadcast advertisbe right and somebody wrong. If
the threat of communism and the a special committee proceeds with
the fault lies in the method, well
ing director, observed last week
need for taking positive steps to its study of the whole situation.
but then
bethat Mr. Breyer's question is and good,
combat it.
comes :Which
methodthe isquestion
best suited
The idea developed out of a pro"clear-cut and deserves a clear-cut
answer." Others have taken the to give the correct answer? . . .
posal by Stanley G. Breyer, comKirkpatrick's Stand
Frank E. Pellegrin
same view. Two typical letters
mercial
managerof
KJBS
San
I "We don't say that no one listed
follow:
Francisco, who voiced industrywide
Vice President
in Red Chayinels should be emconcern over the difference in surTransit Radio Inc.
ployed," he stated, "bat we do say
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
vey results.
! that anyone with a continued record
New York
It
has
been
two
months
since
Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, NAB reof association with Communist orsearch director and operating head
ganizations, particularly anyone
Stanley Breyer of KJBS San Francisco proposed a test to determine
who has continued such activity af- of BMB, is chairman of a commitEDITOR, Broadcasting:
the
relative accuracy of Hooper
ter June 25 of this year, should be
tee formed by Mr. Breyer to inand
Pulse
ratings.
.
.
.
Just two simple questions but
eliminated from employment on the
vestigate the situation [BroadWhat has happened to it? Is the they have heavy overtone: The
casting,
Sept.
4].
This
committee
air."
first, what has happened to the
is writing a final report to be test going to be made, or not?
RajTnond Swing, noted commenrating controversy begun by Stan
It is easy for good ideas like this
tator, now on WOR New York, ready in mid-November. The reto cool off. They can get relegated
Breyer at KJBS which had so much
opened his attack on Red Channels
port will propose experimental
to a committee and die there. . . . favorable publicity? The second,
by noting that the problem is not tests that must be conducted before
. . . Station owners and others
on differences in renow that the industry-wide comsolely how the "American public is questions
search data can be answered.
mittee has met several times, will
to be protected from insidious, concontinue to pay heavy monthly recealed Communist infiltration in
search bills to a variety of research
some conclusive result be issued
soon?
Data Requested
companies, and still do not know
the radio industry," although that
Herbert L. Bachman
The
task
of
outlining
specifica"is an undeniable necessity of the
the answer to Mr. Breyer's questions for a proper test of local
tion. It is a clear-cut question and
greatest urgency and importance."
Dir., Promotion-Research
audience-size proper
measurement servdeserves a clear-cut answer.
"There is also a need," he declared,
Headley-Reed Co.
ices involves careful study and
"of protecting American standards
As he put it, different researchNew York
and American freedom, both in ra- planning. Organizations now workers purporting to measure approxiOctober 23, 1950 • Page 27
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NAB DIST. 2
Seeks Set Measuring Plan
A RESOLUTION directing Wil- ^
liam B. Fay, WHAM Rochester,
NAB District 2 director, to request
the NAB board at its November
session to research a means for
measuring TV set manufacture
and distribution was adopted by
District 2 delegates meeting at the
Ten Eyck Hotel, Albany, N. Y., Oct.
12-13.

MEETING at the Albany NAB session,
William Fay (2d I), WHAM Rochester,
N. Y., and District 2 director, receives
a hearty handshake from the retiring
director, Michael R. Hanna, WHCU
Ithaca. Looking on ore (i to r); Oscar
F. Soule, WFBL Syracuse; C. A. Bengston, WINR Binghamton, N. Y., James
Howe, WCTC New Brunswick, N. J.

LINCOLN

NETWORK

New Illinois Group Starts

TAKING a breather between sessions at NAB District 2 meeting in Albany
[Broadcasting, Oct. 16] are (I to r): Seated, Tom Cunningham, Associated
Press, Boston; Richard Lawrence, World Broadcasting System, New York;
Alice Heinecke, SESAC; Harold W. (Dutch) Cassill, WEOK Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Standing, Thomas R. McHugh, WMSA Massena, N. Y.; David X. Williams,
Standard Radio; Kenneth Sparnon, BMI, New York; Louis Saiff, WWNY
Watertown; John Sehon, United Press, George Sutherland, WPTR Albany.

GATHERED at the NAB District 2 meet (I to r): Seated, Andrew Jarema,
WKOP Binghamton, N. Y.; George F. Bissell, WEAV Plattsburg, N. Y.; Martin
Karig, WWSC Glens Falls, N. Y.; B. J. Rowan, WGY Schenectady. Standing,
W. A. Riple, WTRY Troy; W. J. Purcell, WGY, Carl Mattison, WWSC.
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ABE LINCOLN NETWORK, compi-ising six Illinois stations, started
daily programming of two 15minute periods Oct. 16. Membership includes WCIL Carbondale,
WHOW Clinton, WLBH-AM-FM
Mattoon, WMIX-AM-FM Mt. Vernon, WROY Carmi and WVLN
Olney. J. R. Livesay, president of
WLBH, was named chairman at
a meeting Oct. 15.
Live organ recital, featuring Ken
Jakle, is fed from WLBH-FM from
1:15 to 1:30 p.m., and news roundup originates from WLBH-FM
and WMIX-FM from 1:45 to 2 p.m.
Two minutes of news is supplied
by each station during the period,
with FM stations picking up reports from other stations by AM
and then relaying by FM. Network
is strictly non-wire.

In a second resolution, Mr. Fay
was directed to appoint an emergency committee under his chairmanship of New York and New
Jersey broadcasters which would
set up immediately a "bi-state
emergency by disaster
network"
as
requested
Gen. Lucius
D. Clay,
New York civil defense chairman
[Broadcasting, Oct. 16].
Although Mr. Fay has not yet
announced the members of the
committee and its plans. Gen.
Clay's letter calling for establishment of a disaster network listed
three "major" activities:
(1)tion To
publicshould
self-protecif an teach
A-bombthe attack
come;
(2) to warn the public of an unpending
attack, and (3) to notify the public
to evacuate target areas, or to prepare
to receive evacuees from other areas.
Gen. Clay's letter went on to say:
You and your members are aware
that ignorance and indifference are the
gravest
danger
an A-bomb atattack.
This fact
was inestablished
both
Hiroshima
and
Nagasaki.
Your
net- I
works can be a major factor in consistently educating the public to the
gravity of an A-bomb emergency as
affecting the individual, his family and
his neighbors.
A small stations meeting, led by |
Si Y.,
Goldman,
N.
was toldWJTN
of two Jamestown,
successful '
promotions. One involved distribution of tags to voters as they reg- t
istered, followed by the awarding
of prizes to children and school
classes collecting the highest number of such tags. Another was a
Meet the Sponsor program.
STARS AND BARS
WRC's Herson Goes 1865
A LOT of Confederate money may
be passed in the nation's capital
beginning today, Oct. 23. This is
the
set (morning
by WRC Washington's
Bill date
Herson
m. c.) to turn
his studio into an 1865 clearing
house — or so it will seem to the
NBC station's listeners.
By courtesy of Mr. Herson and
WRC, Confederate bills will become
legal tender for the purchase of a
$525 RCA combination AM-FM-TV
set with 16-inch picture tube. Set
is to be purchased by the listener
mailing in bids on the highest number (not the face value) of bills he
or she can pay. On Nov. 18, the
listener quoted by Banker Herson
with the highest number will be
asked to produce the bills and the
"buyer" then can take title to his
new receiver.

Mrs. John D. Ewing
MRS. JOHN D. EWING, wife of
the Louisiana publisher and radio
station owner, died Oct. 12 at Gulfport, Miss. Mr. Ewing is owner
of KWKH Shreveport and KTHS
the award and "sale" slated
Hot Springs, Ark., publisher of the forWith
Nov. 29, WRC by then expects
Shreveport Times and president of attics and other old storage places
the News-World Publishing Co., in the nation's capital to be
which publishes the Monroe (La.)
less" money.raided for that "valuethoroughly
World and Monroe News-Star.
BROADCASTING
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NBC Charts Course
(Continued from page 20)
Tandem have been developed, Mr.
Denny said. A new package, Ni^lit
and Day, merges the only open
daytime periods, Break the Bank
on Tuesday and Thursday, and
Nero Wolfe Friday evening. This
is intended for sale to three advertisers whose announcements appear on each show and rotate on
a three-week schedule, costing each
sponsor a third of the combined
time and talent, with facilities at
card rates.
For a total weekly cost of about
$11,500, Mr. Denny said, each advertiser reaches the large family
audience once a week in the evening and the housewife audience
twice a v^^eek in daytime, an audience of llV-2 million different
people each week at a cost of 81
cents per 1,000 advertising impressions.
Use Both Denny Urges
Another combination. Sight and
Sound, said Mr. Denny, "marries
the two broadcast media to give the
participating advertisers the benefits of each medium at cost far less
than he could buy one of the media
for himself alone."
The Sunday evening 10:30 period
was picked for this combination,
to be programmed with a comedyvariety show using a person like
Phil Baker as m.c. Format would
be simulcast, or the radio show
could be done on tape, Mr. Denny
said. He explained the combination would be offered three sponsors who would receive "exposure
in each show through rotating announcements." Cost per thousand
for radio plus TV is far lower than
if bought individually, he said,
providing "access to the radio audience without losing the television audience."
Final sales device proposed by
Mr. Denny is titled This Is Television, which he called the "most
exciting of all" and which brought
mixed reaction.
Mr. Denny de-

SPEAKER'S rostrum at White Sulphur
Springs, W. Vo., was graced by hpst
of prominent network executives. Top:
Niles Trammell, NBC chairman of
the board, delivers welcoming address. Bottom: Charles R. Denny,
NBC executive vice president, gives
report on AM sales.
scribed the project, slated tentaway: tively for 8-9 p.m. Friday, this
This is a completely new type of
radio show. It is designed for advertisers already in television and it
gives them something that they can't
get million
on thatfamilies
medium who
— access
the
34
have toradio
but no television. It delivers this
mass audience at a small additional
cost, and it permits the advertiser to
get a great added value out of his
television talent investment. It will
cost an advertiser about $7,500 a week
in time and talent.
This is how the idea works. We
start out with the top NBC-produced
television revues — shows like the Sat'
urday Night Revue with Jack Carter,
Sid Caesar, Imogene Coca, Marguerite Piazza, and other headliners and
guest stars; the Wednesday night
show with Ed Wynn, Jimmy Durante,

LOUISIANA contingent and fair sex were represented at NBC convention as
shown by this group. Examining affiliates agenda are (I to r): Mrs. N. L.
Carter and Mrs. H. Wheelahan, WSMB New Orleans, and T. B. Lanford,
president, KPLC Lake Charles.
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Danny Thomas and Jack Carson; and
the Sunday Night Comedy Hour, with
Eddie Cantor, Fred Allen, Martin &
Lewis, and Bobby Clark.
Out of this wealth of material, we
tape sixferenthighlights,
eachandwithassemble
a difstar. We edit
the tapes into a smoothly flowing hour
show for radio and we integrate it
with an m.c. and an orchestra.
Then we sell the radio show to the
six television sponsors who are identified with the performers included in
it. Each advertiser's announcement
is slotted next to the highlight from
his television show. Each advertiser
pays one-sixth of the hour radio rate
plus one-sixth of the additional talent
and union costs for radio use of the
television material, plus orchestra,
m.c. and other new elements.
We have been experimenting with
this
and versions
we've run
through
severalformat
different
in the
past
month. The result is simply astounding. What we come out with is a
fast paced, bright variety show, full
of action and excitement. And although it is based on television material, you'd never guess from listening to itfirst
thatplace.
it wasn't built for radio
in the
As opening speaker Wednesday
Niles Trammell, chairman of the
board, said radio will have to do
things it has never done before as
TV grows, with NBC dedicated to
supremacy in both . media. Radio
will fail "only if we are too rigid
or too stubborn to adjust it to new
requirements,"
declared.
TV's heFuture
Looking into the future, Mr.
Trammell suggested that by 1975
TV will reach its full maturity,
blanketing the nation as radio now
does and succeeding radio as the
primary broadcast medium. Radio
will provide a supplementary service, he said, including specialized
features. Perhaps radio will be sold
in combination with TV in 10, 15
or 25 years, he said.
Noting that radio has 44 million
families to TV's 8 million, he said
34 million radio families have no
TV. Radio gives advertisers a more
comprehensive audience now and
for some years to come, he said.
Mr. Trammell recalled radio's
World War II public service and
declared radio and TV provide the

Delegate Matthews
SECRETARY of the Navy
Francis P. Matthews doffed
his Cabinet trappings to become the delegate from WOW
Omaha-KODY North Platte,
Neb., at NBC's White Sulphur
Spring affiliates convention.
A charter member of the
original WOW executive staff,
Mr. Matthews continues his
active interest in the twostation operation. He took
part in discussion during the
Thursday afternoon meeting
of TV affiliates, declaring he
considered FCC color action
dictatorial.
only
means of alerting the nation
instantaneously.
Joseph H. McConnell, NBC president, said evening network has
become harder to sell. Claiming
TSfBC has long led in facilities, he
said the network is building programs for top ratings at key points
in the schedule and is developing
a wide variety of moderately priced
shows that deliver a good value to
the advertiser. In the past year, he
reminded, NBC has spent $9 million in radio talent and show proplisting some of the network's
leading erties,
performers.
Referring to the Assn. of National Advertisers report calling
for reduced AM rates in view of
television's progress, Mr. McConnell said the confidence of advertisers in network radio must be
restored. NBC is starting a big
research drive and an active sales
campaign, he said.
As to TV, Mr. McConnell said the
job has been made more difficult
by FCC's adoption of noncompatible color and its proposed rules
to restrict stations in selecting TV
network service.
NBC is strengthening its daytime TV service, according to Mr.
McConnell, with evenings substan(Continued on page 32)

GEOGRAPHICAL diversity of attendance at NBC White Sulphur Springs
annual meet is pointed up by this informal gathering of affiliate members
(I to r): Bill Schroeder, WOOD Grand Rapids, Mich.; M. A. Mulrony, KGU
Honolulu, T. H.; Tom Metzger, WMRF Lewiston, Pa.
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GREATEST

AUDIENCE

SINCE "MEN FROM MARS"
AIRAll
PAYS

ADVT.

ALL

SOCIAL

StLU^■■

DEARBORN STATION CAPTURES
DETROIT WITH LUCKY NUMBERS
Program Public Service Feature, WKMH
"Lucky Social
Securit y Numbers have definitely increased
listener interest
to the 1310 spot
on Detroit's radio dials.
Incidentally the local Social Security
office came to us and asked our help
in publicizing the revised aspects of
the new Social Security law recently
signed by the President. We are
doing this on our LUCKY SOCIAL
SECURITY NUMBERS program.
It's working out very successfully and
we, consequently, are able to make
this Social Security gimmick a public service of value also." (Signed)
Walter Patterson, V.P., WKMH,
Dearborn, Mich.
GREATEST STIMULANT IN
RADIO TODAY SAYS WDUN
Completely Sold Out In 8 Days!
"WDUN considers LUCKY SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS
the greatest stimulant in radio
today.
We have had phenomenal results in
less
than
a week's
time. After
the
second day it was
literally 'the talk
of the town'. We
sold every number
in eight days time!
WDUN has 26 different advertisers on Lucky Numbers,
the most satisfied customers this station has ever had. Two of the above
advertisers have purchased eight
time signals a day apiece to simply
state that they have all numbers on
display at their stores.
Perhaps the biggest effect the
LUCKY SOCIAL SECURITY
NUMBERS PROGRAM has brought
to our station is the fact that only
a few weeks before it began, our
competitor had in their hands a survey that was more favorable to them
than it was to us. LUCKY NUMBERS stopped their sales story from
the survey overnight. So my recommendation is that anyone behind in
their Hoopers will find that LUCKY
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS
will easily make them the 'listener's
choice' overnight." (Signed) John W.
Jacobs, Jr.,Ga.Gen'l. Mgr., WDUN,
Gainsville,
BROADCASTING

INCIDENT

AGENCY

WINNERS

STATIONS
LOW

BUILDER

PAY

FIXED

ONLY

CHARGE

'p,ocR,M.

AUDIENCE MORE THAN TRIPLED
OVERNIGHT FOR KTOP
Effective station coverage doubled !

DONl

HOOPER
7 9 V2
GAIN
KSON
SAN DIEGO
FOR
Increased Audience Gets More Sales

MISS

THIS

''We

began

400% HOOPER BOOST WITH
LUCKY NUMBERS SAYS WVET
"Our share of
morning audience,
as shown by the
most recent Hooper report — makes
crease of 400%
apparent
an inover the report
of
November — December 1949.
jor credit
for Mathis increase can go
to the use of the Lucky Social SecurErvinityF.Numbers
Lyke, Program."
Gen. Mgr., (Signed)
WVET,
Rochester, New York

"LUCKY SOWHAT STATIONS
CIAL SECURIbroadcastTY NUMBERS
more than tripled
ing LUCKY SOSAY ABOUT
ITY CIAL
NUMBSECUR
ERSour listening auPULSE BOOST REPORTED
dience overnight.
in April of this
BY WIBG PHILADELPHIA
Before the pro"Your LUCKY
gram started we
comand
year
nOO
CASH
Hoop
parison
of
were getting
er Share of audiabout 25 to 30
peence for that
SOCIAL SECUcards and letters
riod
and for the
OFFER
NUMHoop
curr
BERSRITYprogram
er
ent
per day from a
a
show
Sha
re
s
mail testpull
conhas upped
our
Rating, and
for a local
gain of 791/2% in Pulse
EVERY
HOUR
this is so despite
rug company.
audience in the
Three days after
the fact that we
daytime periods
the LUCKY
NUMBERS
have ablebeen
numwhere bersthe
to use unthe
are carri
ed.
started, their mail pull jumped to Naturally we are pleased, as increased
numbers consistently in the same
125 per day. A local jeweler got
spots Werling,
across theProd.
board."
audience means increased sales."
similar results. Incidentally, your
Rupe
Mgr., (Signed)
WIBG,
(Signed) D. Johnson, Asst. Mgr.,
Phila.,
Pa.
program has helped us increase our
KSON, San Diego, Cal.
coverage. Formerly most of our mail
came from an area of 30 to 40 miles.
Now with LUCKY NUMBERS, our
mail has been coming from as far
ATTENTION,
STATION
MANAGERS
away as 80 miles." (Signed) Bailey
Axton, Mgr., KTOP, Topeka, Kan.
If you want results like these ... if you want your station to
be the one ofFering $100 every hour, $1,000 per day in your
LUCKY NUMBERS MOST
area, wire or phone for complete details and sample transcription NOW. No obligation, of course.
VALUABLE TIME ON WKAX
Builds Biggest

Audience In Town
"LUCKY SOSECURITY CIAL
NUMBERS

builds big audiences quicker . . .
holds audiences
longer than any
radio program
we've ever put
on the air. It
has become the most valuable time
on our schedule. Check after check
shows we have the biggest audience
in town when LUCKY SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS is on the air."
(Signed) Glenn V. Tingley, Mgr.,
WKAX, Birmingham, Ala.
Over 70 other stations now using
this show throughout the U.S.A. . . .
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NOTE: We've /ust signed twenty new stations as this ad goes
to press . . . more coming in every hour!

ATTENTION,

TIME

BUYERS

You can get these spectacular premium audiences for your commercials.
Write for complete list of subscribing stations. If not now in market
you wish to cover, we can arrange to make LUCKY SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS available in that community. Sample transcription
sent free on request.
LUCKY

SOCIAL

Copyrighted by:
1000 N. Charles Street

SECURITY

NUMBERS

MAURICE AZRAEL
Baltimore 1, Maryland

Phone Mulberry 2532
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NBC Charts Course
(Continued from page 30)
tially sold out. Participation and
alternate sponsorship plans aid advertisers in meeting high TV production costs.
Mr. McConnell was confident
radio will be maintained as the
low-cost mass advertising medium
and TV will become even more profitable than radio.
NBC has started a drive to step
up its radio coverage by use of
tape, according to William F.
Brooks, newly named vice president
in charge of public relations (see
story page 20. Noting the public's overwhelming preference for
news by radio, he said that in event
of general war, broadcast news
rooms would be the nation's first
line of defense.
NBC correspondents everywhere
have now been equipped with tape
recorders to transport listeners
right to the scene of the news
events of the day and all possible
trouble spots have been manned for
any eventuality, he said.
Mr. Brooks described tape as the
outstanding improvement in radio
news. He reminded that 15% of
all radio programming consists of
news, two-thirds of it sponsored.
The four networks gross $18 million from news, he said.
NBC is engaged in the most aggressive showmanship in its history, declared Charles C. Barry,
radio program vice president. He
called the 6-7:30 p.m. Sunday night
program starting Nov. 5 on NBC
"the biggest variety show in history." It will include such names as
Fred Allen, Jimmy Durante, Tallulah Bankhead, Bob Hope, Fibber
McGee & Molly and outstanding
Hollywood and Broadway acts.
More Listeners Per Dollar
Mr. Barry said television is "temporarily" more talked about than
radio but declared NBC's new programming will bring the schedules
to new highs. Advertisers get more
listeners per dollar now than a
decade ago, he reminded.
George W. Wallace, director of
advertising and promotion for
radio, declared the network's first
cooperative advertising campaign,
started Oct. 15, is a success. The
campaign is running in 100 newspapers in NBC cities, he said, and
another cooperative drive will be
started soon on the new Sunday
evening 1%-hour program. He also
referred to the network's on-theair promotion for its programs,
including stars ringing chimes at
station breaks.
Harry C. Kopf, NBC vice president in charge of radio sales, said
the network is extremely "bullish"
on sales for the winter and spring.
He submitted an optimistic report
of sales possibilities. More advertisers are recognizing radio as
their most efficient and economical
medium for national sales, he reported.
At the opening of the convention
Wednesday the delegates paid a
silent tribute to the late John J.
Gillin Jr., WOW Omaha.
With a record of 460 in attendPage 32
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ance, the delegates spent three days
listening to NBC officials describe
radio and television plans and discussing points brought up by the
network officials.
Three entertainment programs
were staged at night. On the Wednesday night program were Tex
Beneke, Copacabana line, Acromaniacs, Julie Wilson, Dunninger,
Stan Fisher and Phil Silvers.
Thursday evening's show was featured by the Firehouse Five Plus
Two, a West Coast band. Milton
Berle and Mindy Carson topped the
Friday program.
NBC's television news department sent a complete film laboratory and editing equipment to the
Greenbrier. Sound cameras filmed
highlights of each day's activities
for a daily convention newsreel.
Film stories from all parts of the
nation were flown to the convention
each day. Francis McCall, director
of TV news and special events,
headed the crew. Clarence Thoman,
supervisor of the NBC-TV news
department, coordinated the Greenbrier setup with network operations
in Washington, New York and
Chicago.
Video Plans Outlined
Pattern for television programming and sales was unveiled Thursday
by Sylvester'
L. (Pat)
Weaver,morning
television
vice president,
who predicted the simulcast will
reach new heights and use of TV
audio on AM will be a natural development. The network talent
pool, he predicted, will use AM as
a source of additional income via
tape recording. He doubted if any
major NBC stars will be absent
from AM shows in the fall of 1951.
Mr. Weaver said NBC will use
"great entertainment to get the
all-family circulation of all sets."
He said programming will cover
the arts, dance, literature, music
and provide a broadened program
appeal by stimulating interest in
these "currents."
NBC is trying to establish a TV
schedule "which will be as well-

known to the average viewer as it
is to us, by means of broad concepts, and block programming
methods," Mr. Weaver said, predicting that NBC's programs in a
short time will become "the most
important single influence in the
American scene on the minds and
opinions of people." He advised
broadcasters to feel "a sense of
mission" in dealing with television,
which he described as the world's
most dynamic medium of information, education and entertainment.
By thus influencing the public,
Mr. Weaver said, circulation will
be stimulated and "we will be able
to build and present attractions of
high cost which will still be better
advertising buys than our competition in TV and other media."
Program Development
NBC will far outdistance any
other knov/n medium, he said, by
developing shows which all people
like some of the time rather than
shows which some people like all
of the time. "We have advertising
dynamite that is going to blow the
media picture wide open," he said.
Edward D. Madden, NBC vice
president in charge of TV sales and
operations, discussed economics of
television from the advertiser's
viewpoint.
He said study
the network's
vast new research
will aid
the advertiser in making full use
of the new medium. He advocated
"companion purchase" of radio and
television by advertisers to insure
maximum 100% coverage of American families.
George H. Frey, network director of sales, said NBC-TV netvvoi'k is completely sold out every
night of the week, holding superior
spot in number of stations sold
per program, total number of hours
sold and total number of sponsors.
The afternoon schedule is rapidly
being sold out, he added, and the
sales staff's next big job will be
sale of morning time.
Carleton D. Smith, director of
TV network operations who has
just been elevated to a vice presi-

dency in charge of all station relations, showed an NBC News Dept.
film depicting NBC's progress in
production and staging facilities.
He said the property department
alone contains 10,000 items for
stage
sets. W. Wile Jr., director
Frederick
of television products, exhibited a
pictorial compilation of production
personnel and said the network
is using high-quality entertainment
to obtain all-family circulation.
Mr. Weaver outlined plans for
next year, calling for development
of spectacular dramas including 15
or 16 high-budgeted motion picture
films made for TV by an outstandproducer, alternating
15
or 16ing theatre
productions with
by top
Broadway names. Alternating on
a three-week cycle will be television originals under the supervision of top NBC producers.
By 1951, Mr. Weaver promised,
the network will have solved the
problems of presenting daytime
serials on television.
Mr. Madden declared that by increasing product sales, TV will
create new advertising funds. He
cited predictions that national advertising will increase by $585 million within five years, with TV getting a goodly share.
Use Companion Media
Radio and TV used as companion
media provide far lower cost than
magazines, Sunday supplements
and newspapers,
he said.
NBC's
projected
TV research
survey,
he
said, will be based on a sample of
a major TV market with 6,000 interviews covering three-fourths of
all network programs and commercial announcements. Points to
be studied are sales effectiveness,
daytime sales facts, cui-rent and
future program trends, efficient TV
techniques for advertisers, comparisons with printed media and
facts for programming.
NBC will open television sales
offices in Detroit and Hollywood
and will institute a sales training
program, he said.

" '^-"^
"'^^^
ROPpersonnel
Materiel D
requirements,
CONCERN
byO
manufacturers
of TS
R
Corps
(charged
with responsibility
A
P
DI
RA
for Army electronics procurement).
radio
receiving tubes over growing
problems resulting from steppedNational Security Resources Board
shortages and scarcity of high- up selective service operation and
and Munitions Board. NSRB was
plans for plant expansion in some
priority components commanded
cases also were aired during
represented by Leighton Peebles,
the attention of top-level govei-nThursday's session, which for the communications director, and MB
ment procurement officials last first
time included representatives
by Marvin Hobbs, chief, electronics
week in a closed session at the
division, and his assistant, James
of the tional
Commerce
Dept.'s
new
NaPentagon.
Parrott.
Production Authority.
Need for numerous tubes in TV
This problem and others of
McCoy, Parris for NPA
equally pressing import were laid
receivers, plus the heavy demand
before officials of NSRB-Munitions
Representing NPA were H. B. for radio and television sets this
Board-Military circles by a radio
year, were committee
cited
by the for
EIAC
subNPA Adminreceiving tube subcommittee of the McCoy, assistant
as reasons
scarcity
istrator Williamto Harrison
and
Joint Electronics Equipment In- chief of industry operations, and
of radio-TV receivers. And NPA's
dustry Advisory Committee.
Donald S. Parris, NPA communigreen light for priority on top military orders has placed lesser items,
The subcommittee is a separate
cations specialist of the General
such as capacitors, in short supply,
unit set up by the committee (popProducts Division. Latter is exularly known as EIAC) to study
it was pointed out.
pected to head up NPA's electronthe needs and availabilities of
Meanwhile, NPA Administrator
ics group when it materializes
Harrison has issued regulations
[Broadcasting, Oct. 9].
various electronics product groups
and to report back to the Munitions
covering priority-rated defense orOther groups represented were
ders for steel.
Board as it originally directed.
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Signal
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IN

You

with

get

IOWA

far

the

more

CBS

Four

And it'll cost you less.

If you're interested in economical coverage
of four of Iowa's richest markets — you'll find it pays to put
your sales story on the four CBS hometown stations
in these cities . . . KSO Des Moines, WMT
KGLO

Cedar Rapids,

Mason City and KSCJ Sioux City.

For within the home counties of these stations,
their combined BMB

weekly audience is 29% greater

than the audience of any other single station.
Yet their combined cost for spot announcements is less!
What's more, the CBS Four command

an average

"inside" share of audience of 46.2 — 250% greater than
that of any other single station.

There are at least two reasons for this overwhelming
preference: the intense loyalty which listeners
have for their own hometown stations . . .
and the solid schedule of CBS stars and favorite local
personalities programmed by the CBS Four throughout
the week.

To sell your product in the important

metropolitan centers of Iowa, get in touch with the four
stations listed below, or their national representatives.
You'll find you get more with the CBS Four . . .

KSO

WMT

Des Moines
Represented by
Petry

Cedar Rapids
Represented by
Katz
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KGLO
Mason City
Represented by
Weed

All sources on request
KSCJ
Sioux City
Represented by
HoUingbery
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A. Hearings End
After 88 Days

CBS
Plus
TOP

LOCAL

PROGRAMMING
Avery-Knodel, Inc.,
Nat'l Representatives
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THE FIRST PHASE
FCC's ND
hearing
the news policies of G. A.
UPon^
'ofupWI
ARDS
(Dick)
Richards
wound
last Thursday,
its 88th day, after a round of
RICH
charges that FCC had deliberately suppressed primary evidence that
would prove the fairness of newscasts on Mr. Richards' KMPC Los
Angeles.
Under cross-examination ThursFCC Examiner James D. Cunday, Mrs. Timmons indicated that
ningham, conducting the hearing in
Los Angeles, told counsel for Mr. material taken from Radio Reports
Richards Thursday that he had
by FCC investigators was taken
checked the testimony on which
under subpena, and that Investithe charges were based, and that
gator Lewis explained to Mrs.
"there is no indication that the Timmons that the subpena required
FCC has done this monstrous thing that the records be reserved for the
use of FCC.
as reported in the press."
She said that when Mr. Cottone
"I'm not deceived," he continued,
permitted
re-surfacing the KMPC
"by charges of Communism or by
newscast discs she was not told,
charges of suppression or destruction of evidence."
"you
must destroy
them."
With
the Los Angeles phase
Although
Mr. Fulton
said he had
only
recently
learned
about the
finally at an end. Examiner Cunningham set Nov. 9 for the start Radio Reports material, Mrs. Timmons said KMPC knew about her
of sessions in Detroit to consider
Mr. Richards' proposal to set up a organization's activities and purposes, having been in contact with
trusteeship to control his three staRadio Reports since 1942. Her
tions—KMPC, WJR Detroit , and
firm serviced several KMPC adWGAR Cleveland, all of whose li- vertisers.
censes are at stake in the proEarlier in the week. Examiner
ceeding.
Cunningham admonished Mr. FulHugh Fulton, chief trial counsel
ton and Joseph Burns, associate
for Mr. Richards, based his supcounsel
for Mr. Richards, that aspression charges on testimony of
sertions tothe effect that the newsMrs. Emily Timmons, Los Angeles
slant charges against Mr. Richards
manager of Radio Reports Inc., stop.
were communist-inspired and must
who said she had made checking
records and notes on KMPC newscasts since 1942.
'Question . . . Sincerity'
Mr. Cunningham said he had
Refuting news-slant charges
against the station, Mrs. Timmons
reached the point "where I question the sincerity of such statesaid she monitored the radio herments," and that "they have no
self or supervised the monitoring
of KMPC newscast from 1944 to basis in fact whatsoever." After
1949 and never heard anything un- listening to some 14,000 pages of
fair to racial, religious or political testimony, he said he had heard
"not a shred of evidence that any
groups during that time.
communist organization is in any
Lewis Investigation
way
hearing."
"I'mconnected
satisfied with
with this
the testimon
She testified that Ray Lewis,
y
by Commission witnesses that the
FCC investigator, in March 1949
checked her note sheets as far back
charges were
on which
Commissi
on's
as 1946 and also checked newscast
issues
basedthewere
substandiscs as far back as 1942. In taking
tial," he continued. "They should
some of them, she said, Mr. Lewis
be met by concrete evidence, not by
cautioned her not to make any charges that this hearing was inavailable to KMPC.
spired by a communist group."
She said that a little later Mr.
Mr. Fulton maintained that "the
Lewis subpenaed all recordings of community had its own opinions as
KMPC programs from 1942 to to how these matters arise," and
1945, plus a number of discs for that "there is a feeling in the
later years.
community that there would be
In June 1949, she said, FCC
great rejoicing in communist circles if Mr. Richards loses his stathrough General Counsel Benedict
P. Cottone authorized Radio ReDisputes between Mr. Cottone
ports to re-surface KMPC newscast records prior to 1947 and per- and Mr. Fulton flared frequently.
mitted them to destroy note sheets
At
one point Examiner Cunningtions."
ham warned that their name-callfor that period also. She said
Radio Reports had asked permisamounted to "contemptuous consion to do this because the space
duct in this witnesses
proceeding."
Rebuttal
presented by
occupied by these checking records
was needed.
FCC as the hearing neared an end
Claiming the Commission had included Ed Chandler, KMPC ansanctioned destruction of a large
nouncer, who testified under subpercentage of newscast evidence,
pena that when he joined the station
in
1946
he was told the names
and had known of the availability
of President Truman, Henry Walof this material without informing
lace, and the late President RooseKMPC, Mr. Fulton moved to strike
velt were taboo, but that J. Edgar
from the record all testimony by
FCC witnesses as being improperly
Hoover and Gen. Douglas MacArthur,
based on their oral versions when
built up. among others, were to be
the Radio Reports material would
Chet Huntley, CBS news analyst,
have been evidence that was "complete as to subjects, inflections, and testified that at an April 1949
meeting of the Radio News Club of
tone."

Hollywood, when charges against
KMPC were discussed, Larry
Smith, then special affairs and
news director of the station warned
members they might be subject to
legal action by Mr. Richards. Mr.
Huntley quoted Mr. Smith as
charging that the Radio News Club
was subverted by communist influence and that KMPC had dossiers
on members.
Since its start June 14, the Los
Angeles phase of the hearing has
consumed an estimated 14,700 pages
of testimon y — approximately
2,800,000 words. KMPC had 270
exhibits with supplements; FCC,
446 with supplements. Spokesmen
for the station owner estimated
transcripts of the proceedings has
cost him more than $32,000.
WBBM
VS. LONG
Hearing Slated for Nov. 6
CBS-WBBM Chicago's $1 million
damage suit against W. E. Long
Co., Chicago advertising agency,
will go before the master in chanChicago's Superior Court
Nov. cery
6 of[Broadca
sting, Oct. 9, 16].
CBS-WBBM last week abandoned
the application for a temporary
injunction against the agency,
whereby it sought to restrain W. E.
Long Co. from "soliciting and inducing" CBS-WBBM performers
the agency.
from working for
Earlier in Superior Court, CBS
was granted a temporary injunction against three WBBM-CBS
performers. Singer Elaine Rodgers,
Announcer Fahey Flynn and M.C.
Jim Conway, enjoining them from
working for the agency on agencyproduced shows and commercials.
CBS Chicago claims the artists
violated exclusive station contracts,
and that W. E. Long used the three
persons without permission. Long
asserts it was given permission to
hire the three. Master in Chancery
Gerard Conners will consider the
case, on behalf of Judge Joseph
Graber. After he has heard arguments of CBS attorney. Art Morse,
and W. E. Long attorney, Loy N.
Mcintosh, he will make recommendations to Judge Graber.
New Representative
NATIONAL TIME SALES Inc.
has been established by Pan American Broadcasting Co. as a subsidiary to represent domestic radio stations. New company plans
to concentrate entirely on U. S. stations limiting its representation to
20, according to Arthur Gordon,
sales manager.
Campus Clinic
A CLINIC for campus radio station representatives will be held
Oct. 27-28 at Lindenwood College, St. Charles, Mo. Representatives from 19 schools in seven
states are expected to attend. The
clinic is being held under the
auspices of Region Seven of the
Intercollegiate Broadcasting System. Jean McConahay, WMMC
MacMurray College, Jacksonville,
01., will serve as general chairman.
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Why

does Standard hold the top spot in the

transcribed library field?

Because

is the most solidly commercial
libraries — built to sell more
time ... at more

Standard

of all

sponsors . . . more

profit to Standard Stations!

Here^s what STANDARD

has done

for its stations in the past year
• Released 106 sixteen inch discs — nearly 9 a
month — 15 to 50 per cent more than any
competitive service !
• Increased to 29 quarter hours a week, the
Standard STAR SHOWS especially created for
commercial sponsorship.
tire co.
than the en

• Produced voice tracks of informal introductions
and sign-offs bv name stars and guests, to give
STAR SHOWS "network quality."
• Added Tommy Dorsey and Jerry Gray to the list
of greats already featured on STAR SHOWS,
including Bob Crosby, Kay Starr, Curt Massey,
Frankie Laine!
• Continued the exacting quality control no other
library maintains — actually playing every 10th
record before release.
• More than doubled the output of similar music by
any other service, with the release of 17 new
discs featuring 40-pi6ce top concert orchestras!
• Provided a '"bonus" of 60 Weather Jingles by famous
Two-Ton Baker to all Standard stations. These
Jingles alone are bringing stations 25 to 50 per
cent of their librarv cost!
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Feature
(Continued from page lU)
banquet hall of the San Diego
Club.
Each tin contained a certificate
entitling the representative to pick
up an advertising schedule and
order from the agency. They were
presented by Harold Requa, advertising manager for WestgateHarbor.
The agency announced that the
1951 program will use "greatly increased" television time, with expansion fanning into 22 major
markets. Additionally, radio will
be used in several markets without
TV facilities.
Use of sound broadcasting will
support, on the local level, a national consumer magazine and local
newspaper campaign.
These revelations were indicated
within the confines of the tuna tins

"HASH

— and opening them was a minor
problem in itself. Miss California
(Joanne Durant) contributed her
services as she circulated through
the gathering selling cigars, cigarettes, candy — and can openers.
Cites Banner Year
Mr. Requa told radio, television
and newspaper representatives that
Breast-O'-Chicken Tuna had completed "the most successful year in
its history," and cited the expanded
program as "proof of our optimism
in the future."
Special guests, who were equally
optimistic, included Jack Crivello,
executive vice president of Westgate-Sun Harbor; Kenneth Berglund, vice president; James B. Lane,
vice president in charge of sales;
Elmer Sindelar, treasurer, and
Fred Kunzel, a member of the board
of directors.

TO

MBS

First Major FM-Only Affiliate
MBS last week signed its first
affiliation contract with a majormarket EM-only station, WASH
(FM) Washington, adding the FM
audience to its capital coverage.
Contract was signed by E. M.
Johnson, MBS vice president in
charge of station relations and
engineering, and Everett L. Dillard, owner of WASH. The deal
was made with cooperation of
Harold H. Thorns, president, and
Howard Stanley, general manager,
of WEAM Arlington, MBS AM
affiliate in the Washington area.
Also representing MBS in the negotiations was Robert Carpenter,
of the station relations department.
Signing of the FM affiliation
pact came as American Research
Bureau, independent survey firm.

3<Centucky

(KENTUCKY'S

POWER

INCREASE

2nd MARKET)

WATTS

TO

programming
Ask

is the First and only POWER station
exclusively for Central and Eastern Kentucky listeners.

1000 Watts

A

(N) WLAP

*fahn

E.

Representative
FM SERVICE
94.5 Megacycles
Channel 233
4.6 K.W.

Pearsan
Far

The

JVanr!
AN AFFILIATE
of the

w
A

ABC
NETWORK
NUNN

STATION

J. E. Willis, Manager
Miller A. Welch,

Ijexiwtgtan^^
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Ass't. Manager

Ken

broadcasting has established a firm position of its own
in the radio audience of the nation's
capital," he continued, "and has
grown to the point that it represents adefinitely salable product to
theAll
advertiser."
four major networks are
now heard by FM in the Washington area.

Campany
Facts

disclosed there are 114,000 FMeouipped radio and TV sets in the
Washington metropolitan area compared to 51,282 sets a year ago
and 78,000 six months ago.
The increase in the capital FM
audience amounts to 46 9<:, according to James W. Seller, of ARB.
Mr. Dillard observed that the increase in FM set ownership, as
shown by ARB's smwey, is faster
than the 36% increase in TV set
ownership in the last six months.
He said there are now two FM
homes for every three TV homes in
the Washington area.
ARB's figures were compiled on
the basis of a diary study sampling
method using 1,000 diaries, with
ARB checking each home reporting
an FM set to verify ownership of
an FM tuning circuit and ascertain
if it was in operating condition.
In announcing the WASH-MBS
affiliation Mr. Dillard explained the
arrangement will in no way aiTect
the operation of Continental FM
Network, of which WASH is key
station. Continental programming
will continue to stress good music
and quality of reproduction, he
said. WASH carried Washington
Senators baseball last season for
Chesterfield, cooperating with
WWDC
Washington, and the
World Series.
"FM

5000

... And

WASH becomes a Mutual affiliate
as the contract is approved by (I to
r) : Mr. Johnson, Mr. Dillard and
Hudson mercial
Eldridge,
WASH commanager.

iucky

WJIV ON A!R
New Savannah Day Outlet
WJIV Savannah, Ga., began regular operations Oct. 6. The new
daytime station, owned by E. D.
Rivers Jr., operates on 900 kc with
1 kw. Studios are located at 128
Westter isTaylor
St. and the
transmiton Hutchinson
Island
in the
Savannah river.
Construction of the station was
under the supervision of William
H. Keller, chief engineer of WEAS
Decatur, Ga. Mr. Rivers also owns
WEAS.
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I

WESTINGHOUSE

RADIO

STATIONS

— in Philadelphia since June
has moved to
WASHINGTON,

Commonwealth
1625

K

Street

WESTINHHOil^E
KDKA

• KYW

• WBZ

N, W.,

RADIO

• WBZA

Inc 1

1940 —

D.C.

Building
Washington

STATIONS

• WOWO

• KEX

6

Inc

• WBZ-TV

National Representatives^ Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV ; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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NAB N.Y. MEET
Review Business Conditions
SEVENTEEN leading industrialists, economists and broadcasters
comprising the NAB Business
Trends Committee met last Monday at the Waldorf-Astoria, New
York, to discuss general business
conditions.
First meeting of the committee,
appointed last spring by NAB
President Justin Miller, went into
economic developments and views
were exchanged on elements affecting business and industrial trends.
The all-day session was opened
by Judge Miller, with Richard P.
Doherty, NAB employe-employer
relations director, leading the discussion. Economists submitted data
on business trends after which the
committee members took up the
problems.
Meetings are to be held twice
yearly. Minutes will be submitted
to committee members. NAB has
not yet decided what disposition it
will make of the information
derived from the discussions.
Attending Sessions
Attending Monday's session for
NAB, besides Judge Miller and Mr.
Doherty, were Robert K. Richards,
public affairs director, and Charles
H. Tower, assistant employeemployer relations director.
Broadcast members who attended
were Robert D. Swezey, WDSU New
Orleans; William B. Quarton, WMT
Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Edgar Kobak,
consultant. All three are NAB board
members. Fourth broadcast member
was Theodore C. Streibert, WOR
New York.
Economists present were Martin
Gainsbrug, chief economist. National
Industrial Conference Board; Dexter
Keezer, economist, McGraw-Hill; Edwin George, economist, Dun & Bradstreet.
Businessmen included Bayard Colgate, chairman of board, ColgatePalmolive-Peet; J. Cameron Thompson, president, Northwest Bank
Corp.; Lloyd Brace, president. First
National Bank, Boston; Dr. Bishop
Hunt, vice president-economist, John
Hancock Life Insurance Co., attending for Paul Clark, president; Gilbert
N. Chapman, president, Yale & Towne
Mfg. Co.; Herman Steinkraus, president, Bridgeport Brass Co.; Robert
C. Tate, president, Stromberg-Carlson Co.; John S. Sinclair, president,
National Industrial Conference
Board; Charles P. McCormick, president, McCormick & Co.; Clyde
Shute, F. W. Dodge Co.

Railroad

MSSS AMERICA, Yolande Betbexe, is
interviewed on arrival in her home
town. Mobile, Ala., by Walt Turner
(I), special events announcer for
WKRG Mobile, while F. E. Busby,
Wi<RG general manager, extends the
station's official welcome.
WANT RICHMOND
Plans December Opening
TARGET date for the appearance
of WANT Richmond is set for
December, according to Richard
Eaton, president, The United
Broadcasting Co., which operates
WOOK Silver Spring, Md., and
WSID Essex, Md. WANT will operate on 990 kc with 1 kw daytime.
Station has purchased land and
tower formerly used by WLEE
Richmond at 1705 Colorado Ave.
where it plans to locate its tower
and transmitter. Plans also are
being made, Mr. Eaton said, for
a Broad St. studio.

PALMETTO
JOINS
New Progressive
Network
PALMETTO NETWORK, comprising 24 stations in South Carolina
and Georgia, has been signed as
affiliate by the newly-organized
Progressive Broadcasting System,
according to Larry Finley, PBS
president.
Contract
worked
out by genMr.
Finley
with was
Glenn
Warnock,
eral manager of the southern network. WCAC Anderson, S. C, will
be key station of the network in
that area.
Mr. Warnock, also vice president
of WESC Greenville, S. C, stated
PBS will service that station as
well, replacing its present Mutual
affiliation.
In addition to the Palmetto Network, Mr. Finley has signed 27
other affiliates in 16 states, he said,
and will announce an additional
list of stations within the next
week.
Progressive is scheduled to begin
operations on Nov. 26 with 12 hours
of network programming daily.

WARNER

Church Radio-TV Week
THE WEEK of Oct. 29-Nov. 4
has been designated as National
Lutheran Radio and Television
Week, according to the Lutheran
Church-Missouri Synod owned station KFUO St. Louis. Special
"Reformation Week" programs
will be carried by the station. A
pamphlet distributed by the station urges church groups to try
and get time on the air over their
local stations, and stresses the importance of the medium in church
activities.

TO NBC

Joins 'Three Star Extra'
ALBERT WARNER, ABC-WMAL
Washington commentator, joins
NBC Oct. 30 as replacement for
Felix Morley on the network's five
weekly Three Star Extra, 6:45-7
p.m., sponsored by Sun Oil Co. (for
Sunoco gasoline). He will appear
with Ray Henle and Ned Brooks
on the news program, which is
aired on over 30 NBC stations and
is handled through Hewitt, Ogilvy,
Benson, & Mather, New York.
Mr. Morley reportedly is leaving
to join the Washington office of
Barrons Weekly, financial publication. Mr. Warner, a former MBS
commentator, currently has his own
program, Congress Today, Monday
through Friday 7-7:15 p.m. on
WMAL under sponsorship of the
Bituminous Coal Institute. He will
be replaced by Gunnar Back, ABC
Washington news and special
events specialist. Mr. Back also
will replace Mr. Warner on ABC's
Sunday show, This Week Around
the World.

Radio

RADIO

FOUOe & CO., INC
T. t. taker, Jr., G»n»ral M»itm§0t
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PROBLEMS of the railroads were canvassed by FCC
Comr. E. M. Webster in an address
at the annual meeting of the Communications Section of the Assn.
of American Railroads last Tuesday at French Lick, Ind. He reported that more than half of the
larger railroad systems and many
of the smaller roads are now using
radio, and that the number of stations operating in the railroad
service increased 64% during the
past year.

TheVoice^/Kansas
//I

TOREK
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sales^

promotion

and

people

new 892-page 1950-1951 Edition of CONSUMER

MARKETS

reports the most comprehensive, complete

and up-to-date local market statistics available. It covers
every state, every county and every city of 5,000 and over
in the U.S., the U.S. Territories and Possessions, Canada,
and the Philippines. Its Retail Sales Estimates are adjusted to the current (1948) Census of Business.

Here are some of the uses advertisers, agencies and media
are making of it:
All SRDS subscribers have copies. Extra
copies ^5.00 each.
planning merchandising campaigns
determining sales potentials
checking sales franchise requests
laying plans for market research
projects
determining specific markets for
trials
checking food, beverage, and other
retail outlets
checking media potential coverage
market comparisons and selection
checking retail sales figures for

Note to Media Buyers:
Used in conjunction with the consumer media
Sections of SRDS (Newspaper, Radio, TV, Magazine,
Transportation Advertising), you'll find CONSUMER MARKETS a valuable tool for evaluating
individual media and their market coverage.

various products
assaying spending habits in communities
evaluating research reports

• Telecasting

preparing market data and coverage
maps showing county populations and
radio homes

planning and preparing newspaper
and radio schedules
preparation of media recommendations

preparing presentations
checking maps for town and county locations
compiling market reports of buying

analyzing markets for new products
checking local media figures for
population, home ownership, radio
homes, farm homes
determining sales and advertising
quotas and budgets

power, popidation and retail sales
defining trading areas of metropolitan markets.

One agency Director of Research says, "In my opinion, CONSUMER MARKETS is the most complete data book of its kind
now available."
Please send for detailed description of the 1950-1951 Edition.

Consumer
BROADCASTING

planning dealer cooperative budgets
for local advertising

lllarkets

A Section of Standard Rate & Data Service
Walter E. Botthof, Publisher
333 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, III.
New York • lo$ Angele*
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REGISTRATION, NBC AFFILIATES MEETING, OCT. 18-21
(see separate story this issue)
A— E
John Alexander, KODY North Platte;
, Mr. & Mrs. Frederick L. Allman, WSVA
Harrisonburg; Elwood Anderson, WEST
Easton: Mr. & Mrs. Earle C. Anthony,
KFI Los Angeles; Mr. & Mrs. Campbell Arnoux, WTAR
Norfolk; Ray
Baker, KOMO Seattle; Mr. & Mrs. Gladden W. Baker, WTIC Hartford; Mr. &
I! Mrs
David Harry
M. Baltimore,
Wilkes-Barre;
Bannister, WERE
WW J
i Detroit; Tom Barnes, WDAY Fargo;
Mr & Mrs. William C. Barnes, WMVA
Mr. & Mrs. Paul R. BartI Martinsville;
lett, KERO
T. K. Barton, KARKBakersfield;
Little Rock;Col. Charles
G.
Baskerville, WFLA Tampa; Mr. & Mrs.
Joseph E. Baudino, KDKA Pittsburgh;
I Mr. & Mrs. Cecil K. Beaver, KTBS
Shreveport; Mrs. Aurelia S. Becker,
WTBO Cumberland; Mr. and Mrs. C.
Allen Bengtson, WINR Binghamton;
Mr & Mrs. David J. Bennett Jr., WKBO
Harrisburg; Walter E. Benoit, KYW
I Philadelphia; Mr. & Mrs. Tams Bixby
Jr KGBX Springfield; Ed Boroff, Westinghouse
Stations;
and Mrs. John
Wal1 ter
A. Bowry,
WMBGMr. Richmond;
J Boyle, WJAR Providence; Douglass
I M. Bradham,
ter C. Bridges,WTMA
WEBC Charleston;
Duluth; Mr.Wal-&
Mrs Tom A. Brooks, WBAL Baltimore;
J Enoch Brown, WMC Memphis; Mr. &
George M. Burbach, KSD St. Louis.
1(Mrs.
H. Allen Campbell, WTAC Flint; Mr.
& Mrs. Martin B. Campbell, WFAA
Dallas; Mr. & Mrs. N. L. Carter, WSMB
New Orleans; Jack Chapman, KTSM
El Paso; George H. Clinton, WBLK
Clarksburg; Mr. & Mrs. W. H. Cowles,
KHQ Spokane; Mr. & Mrs. H. Quenton
Cox, winKGW
Portland;
Mr. & Mrs.Mr.Ed-&
W. Craig,
WSM Nashville;
Mrs. E. B. Craney, KXLF Butte; Dan
Crosland, WCRS Greenwood; J. Roy
Dabadie, WJBO Baton Rouge; Mr. &
Mrs. Howard Dahl, WKBH LaCrosse;
Mr & Mrs. Harben Daniel, WSAV Savannah; W. Lee Dechert, WSVA Harrisonburg; Mr. C& Mrs. Lyle DeMoss,
WOW Omaha; Charles E. Denny, WERC
Erie: Mr. & Mrs. John H. DeWitt Jr.,
WSM Nashville; Mr. & Mrs. Henry V.
Diefenbach, WGKV Charleston; Mr. &
Mrs. Victor C. Diehm, WAZL Hazleton;
Mr. & Mrs. R. G. Duffield, WOWO Fort
Wayne; Jack Dunn, WDAY Fargo;
Richard O. Dunning, KHQ Spokane;
T. W. Duvall, KGBX Springfield; Mr. &
Mrs. C. P. Edwards Jr., WKPT Kingsport; Mr. & Mrs. W. M. Eikner, KRIS
Corpus Christi; Ottis Eisenhower, WOPI
J Bristol; Mr. & Mrs. Harold Essex,
IwSJS Winston-Salem; Mr. & Mrs. Ralph
I Evans,
Mr. & Mrs.
Walter WHO
Evans, Des
KYWMoines;
Philadelphia;
Mr.
& Mrs. P. K. Ewing, WGRM GreenF—
M
1 wood.

CBS
Plus
TOP

LOCAL

PROGRAMMING
Avery-Knodel, Inc.,
Nat'l Representatives
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Mr. & Mrs. Sam Fantle Jr., KELO
Sioux Falls;
WilliamFeatherstone,
Fay, WHAM WCRS
RochI ester;
Douglas
Greenwood; Robert L. Fidlar, WIOD
Miami; Mr. & Mrs. O. W. Fisher, KOMO
Seattle; Mr. & Mrs. Dean Fitzer, WDAF
I Kansas City; Pat. T. Flanagan. WHIS
Bluefield; E. Y. Flanagan, WSPD Toledo; Henry Fletcher, KSEI Pocatello;
James C. Fletcher, KFAR Fairbanks,
Alaska; Mr. & Mrs. Frank P. Fogarty.
WOW Omaha: John P. Foster, WJAC
Johnstown; Mr. & Mrs. Sidney S. Fox,
KDYL Salt Lake Citv; Mr. & Mrs. Harold W. Fulton, WHO Des Moines; Mr.
& Mrs. J. B. Fuqua, WJBF Augusta;
Mr. & Mrs. Michael C. Fusco, WKTV
Utlca; Mr. & Mrs. George P. Gable.
WFBG Altoona: Mr. & Mrs. Raymond
A. Gaul. WRAW Reading; E. K. Gaylord, WKY Oklahoma City; G. David
Gentling, KROC Rochester; Earle J.
Gluck. WSOC Charlotte; Mr. Goldenson,
WSMB New Orleans; Mr. & Mrs. Ernest
Graham, and John Graham, WHIZ
Zanesville: Mr. & Mrs. Milton L.
iGreenebaum. WSAM Saginaw; Mr. &
iMrs. Harold F. Gross, WJIM-TV LanIsing; Mr. & Mrs. J. Robert Gulick,
IwGAL Lancaster.
Julian F. Haas, KARK Little Rock;
IMr. & Mrs. Hugh A. L. Halff, WOAI
I WBRC
San Antonio;
Mrs. Eloise
Birmingham;
R. B. Smith
Hanna,Hanna,
WGY
Schenectady; Mr. & Mrs. Taylor HarIney, ton,
WEEK
Peoria;
Robert
B.
HarringWSVA Harrisonburg; Mr. & Mrs.
Jack Harris, KPRC Houston; Mr. &
Mrs. Wilbur
Havens,
Richmond: Mr. & M.Mrs.
Carl WMBG
E. Haymond,
KIT Yakima; Mr. & Mrs. Eugene D.
Hill, WORZ Orlando; Francis M. Hipp,
WIS Columbia; John T. Hopkins, WJAX
Jacksonville; Mr. & Mrs. Harold V.
Hough. WBAP Fort Worth; Mr. & Mrs.
Stanley Hubbard, KSTP St. Paul; A.
Ingram, WERC Erie; G. Jackson, WSPD
Toledo; Eddie E. Jones and Freeman
Jones, WSOC Charlotte; Mr. & Mrs.
George E. Joy, WRAK WiUiamsport;
I Mr. & Mrs. Ewing C. Kelly, KCRA Sac-

ramento; Mr. & Mrs. Frank W. Kelly,
WBEN Buffalo; Mr. & Mrs. J. Dillon
Kennedy,
ert Kerns,WJAX
WLOKJacksonville;
Lima; Mrs.J. C.Rob-L.
Kopp, WTBO Cumberland; Mr. & Mrs.
Tom Kritser, KGNC Amarillo.
Mr. & Mrs. T. B. Lanford, KPLC Lake
Charles; Mr. & Mrs. H. P. Lasker,
WLWD (TV) Dayton; James M. LeGate,
WIOD Miami; Mr. & Mrs. M. L. Leich,
WGBF Evansville; Mr. & Mrs. W. Henry
Linebaugh, WROL Knoxville; Mr. &
Mrs. Arthur Littick, Mr. & Mrs. Clay
Littick and William Littick, WHIZ
Zanesville; J. H. Long and Mr. & Mrs.
Walker
Long, WAVE
WSAZ-TV
Huntington;
Nathan Lord,
Louisville;
Mr. &
Mrs. John J. Louis, KTAR Phoenix;
Ernest B. Loveman,
WPTZ (TV)
adelphia; Paul A. Loyet,
WHO PhilDes
Moines; Mr. & Mrs. P. K. Lutken,
WJDX Jackson; Joseph D. Mackin,
WMAM Marinette: Mr. & Mrs. William
T. MacNeilly,
WKTVWTMA
(TV) Charleston,
Utica; Edward Manigault,
S. C; Mr. & Mrs. Charles P. Manship
Jr., WJBO Baton Rouge; Mr. & Mrs.
Carl Mark, WTTM Trenton; Mr. & Mrs.
Hunter Marshall, WSOC Charlotte;
Howard K. Martin, WALA Mobile; Mr.
& Mrs. Richard H. Mason, WPTF
Raleigh; Mr. & Mrs. J. E. Mathiot,
WGAL Lancaster; Mr. & Mrs. Francis
P. Matthews, WOW Omaha; Mr. & Mrs.
Clair R. McCollough, WGAL Lancaster;
Mr. & Mrs. John F. Meagher, KYSM
Mankato; John Merino, KFSD San
Diego; Mr. & Mrs. Thomas W. Metzger,
WMRF Lewistown; Mr. & Mrs. M. M.
Meyers, WOW Omaha; Harold E. Miller, WGALHartford:
Lancaster;Mr.Paul
W. Morency, WTIC
& Mrs.
James
Moroney, WFAA Dallas; Mr. & Mrs.
Allen D. Morris, KTBS Shreveport; Mr.
& Mrs. Fred C. Mueller, WEEK Peoria;
M. A. Mulroney, KGU Honolulu: Mr. &
Mrs.
WLW Cincinnati;
Mr. & John
Mrs. Murphy,
Will O. Murrell
and Mr. &
Mrs. Wm. O. Murrell Jr., WORZ Orlando; B. Bryan Musselman, WSAN
Allentown.
N— U
Mr. folk;& Mr. Mrs.
New,A. WTAR
Nor& Mrs.John
James
Noe, KNOE
Monroe: Mr. & Mrs. Vernon A. Nolte,
WHIZ Zanesville: Mr. & Mrs. George
W. Norton Jr., WAVE Louisville; Mr.
& Mrs. Byron W. Ogle, KRGV Weslaco;
Mr. & Mrs. John M. Outler Jr., WSB
Atlanta; F. Overton, KFI Los Angeles;
William O. Pape, WALA Mobile; Mr. &
Mrs. Jack D. Parker. WSAM Saginaw;
Wendell Parmelee. WW J Detroit; Mr.
& Mrs.ville;Roger
Peace,KMED
WFBC Medford;
GreenJennings C.Pierce,
Mr. & Mrs. Howard E. Pill, WSFA
Montgomery:
Philadelphia; Mr.L.& R.
Mrs.Rawlins,
WilliamKYW
H. Rines,
WCSH Portland: Mr. & Mrs. William F.
Rippetoe,
WBOWHutchinson;
Terre Haute;
Rives, KWBW
Mr. & R.Mrs.E.
Lawrence H. Rogers II and Marshall L.
Rosene, WSAZ-TV Huntington; B. J.
Rowan, WGY Schenectady; Mr. & Mrs.
J. Harold Ryan, WSPD Toledo; Mr. &
Mrs. Ernest C. Sanders, WOC Davenport; J. Dudley
Columbia;
Frederick C.Saumenig,
Schilplin,WISKFAM
St.
Cloud; Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth F. Schmitt.
WIBA Madison: Mr. & Mrs. Willard
Schroeder, WOOD Grand Rapids; Alvin
D. Schrott. WJAC Johnstown; Herb.
Schwartz, WSMB New Orleans; Harold
P.
See, KRON-TV
San Francisco;
R. W.
Sennett.
WERC Erie:
Mr. & Mrs.
G.
Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia; Thomas
E. Sharp, KFSD San Diego; Hugh Shott

IF YOUR

Jr., WHIS Bluefield: Mr. & Mrs. James
D. Shouse, WLW Cincinnati; Mr. &
Mrs. John W. Shultz, WMVA Martinsville; Henry Slavick, WMC Memphis;
Harry M. Smith, WLW Cincinnati; Mr.
& Mrs. T. Frank Smith, KRIS Corpus
Christi; Jack Stapp, WSM Nashville;
Mr. & Mrs. J. T. Steen, We-stinghouse
Stations;
Edgar George
B. SternB. Sr.,
WDSU-TV
New
Orleans;
Storer,
WSPD
Toledo; Leroy K. Strine, WORK York;
Wilmer C. Swartley, WBZ Boston; Mr.
& Mrs. Robert Swezey, WDSU-TV New
Orleans; P. A. Sugg, WKY Oklahoma
City; Bob Tait. WHAM Rochester: Dale
L. Taylor. WENY Elmira; Mr. & Mrs.
O. L. (Ted) Taylor. KANS Wichita;
Mr. & Mrs. George H. Thomas, KVOL
Lafayette; Mr. & Mrs. C. Robert
Thompson, WBEN Buffalo; Mr. & Mrs.
Harold H. Thoms. WISE Asheville; Mr.
& Mrs. lulu:
Lorrin
KGU HonoRolland P.V. Thurston,
Tooke, WPTZ
(TV)
Philadelphia;
George
W.
Trendle,
WTAC Flint.
V— Z
Mr. & Mrs. E. R. Vadeboncoeur,
WSYR
Mr. & Mrs.Col.J. B.
Holliday Veal,Syracijse;
WCOA Pensacola;
W.
Venable, WGKV Charleston; Mr. & Mrs.
W. D.liam J.Wagner,
Wagner, WOC
KFQD Davenport;
Anchorage; WilMr.
& Mrs. Walter E. Wagstaff, KIDO Boise;
Lee WaUes, WSPD Toledo; Mr. & Mrs.
Willardliam F. Walbridge,
WWJ Marinette;
Detroit; Wil-J.
Walker, WMAM
Gorman Walsh, WDEL Wilmington;
J. Gordon Wardell, KGBX Springfield;
Irving Waugh, WSM Nashville; R. W.
Welpott, WGY Schenectady: Mr. & Mrs.
Harold Wheelahan, WSMB New Orleans; Beverly T. Whitmire, WFBC
Greenville; Mr. & Mrs. K. C. Whittle,
WMVA Martinsville; Mr. & Mrs. W. A.
Wilson,
WOPI& Mrs.
Bristol;
Woodall and Mr.
R. C. Allen
Winnie,M. WDAK
Columbus; W. Woods, WHO Des Moines;
Mr. & Mrs. Willard C. Worcester, WIRE
Indianapolis; C. J. Wright Sr., WFOR
Hattiesburg; Karl O. Wyler. KTSM El
Paso: Jacob A. Young, WERC Erie.
NBC PERSONNEL
Mr. & Mrs. David Adams, Charles
Baker, Charles Barry. Mr. & Mrs. Hugh
Beville, Mr. & Mrs. Charles Bevis. William Birch. Mr. & Mrs. Norman Blackburn, Bill Brooks, William Brooks, John
Cahill,don Coons,
Mr. &TedMrs.
Cash, Ernest
ShelCott.Norman
Mr. & Mrs.
de la Ossa, Mr. & Mrs. Charles Denny,
Sid Desfor. Mr. & Mrs. Orrin Dunlap,
Harriet Egan, Mr. & Mrs. Syd Eiges.
Stephen Flynn, Robert Eraser, George
Frey, Mr. & Mrs. James Gaines.
Paul Hancock, O. B. Hanson, Mr. &
Mrs. William Hedges, Mr. & Mrs. John
Herbert, Mr. & Mrs. Jules Herbuveaux,
Sheldon Hickox, Phil Hirsch, Allen Kalmus, William Kelley, David Klein,
Frances Kline, Thomas Knode. Harry
Kopf, Bradford
Kress, Ruddick Lawrence, Elmore Lyford.
Mr. ward
& Madden,
Mrs. George
MacGovem,
EdMr. & Mrs.
Gustav Margraf, William McAndrew, Frank McCall,
Donna McClintock, Mr. & Mrs. James
McConnell, Mr. & Mrs. Joseph H. McConnell. John
McCormick,
McCormick,
Thomas
McCray, Robert
Mr. & Mrs.
Thomas McFadden, Robert McFadyen,
Mr. & Mrs. E. L. Munson, Mr. & Mrs.
James Nelson. Mr. & Mrs. Vic Norton,
Paul Rittenhouse, George Robinson,
John Royal. Mr. & Mrs. Frank Russell.
Mr. & Mrs. Hamilton Shea, Mr. &
Mrs. I. E. Showerman, Mr. & Mrs.
Carleton Smith, Clarence Thoman, Mr.
& Mrs. Niles Trammell. Al Walker,
George Wallace, Mr. & Mrs. Sylvester
Weaver, John West. Mr. & Mrs. Fred
Wile, Caroline Williams, Mr. & Mrs.
Lloyd Yoder.

AM-TV-FM

STATION

NEEDS

promotional ideas sold to produce cash
revenue of from $200 to $1,000 per v/eek.
Wire, Call or Write
Merle V. Watson
Edgar L. Bill
Julian Montell, Sales Manager
NATIONAL
Peoria, Illinois

RADIO

PERSONALITIES
Phone 6-4607

★ We originated sponsored Radio Personalities Picture Albums in
1938, many new program features, and have more sales records
and years of experience in selling for over 300 Radio and Television
Stations from Coast to Coast than any similar organization in America.
BROADCASTING
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FAREWELL lunch honors Dorothy
Ayres, timebuyer at Henri, Hurst &
McDonald, Chicago, who is retiring to
get married. Her host is NBC-TV
salesman H o w d e e Meyers. Miss
Ayres will morry J. Soulard Johnson, formerly of CBS, Nov. 4. They
will live in St. Louis.
SPORTS RIGHTS
Court Upholds Exclusive Pact
SCHOOL officials have legal right
to sell an exclusive franchise to
broadcast football games in Fairmont, W. Va., Judge J. Harper
Meredith, of Marion County Circuit Court, ruled Oct. 13 in denying petition of WWW Fairmont
for an injunction to restrain interference with its broadcasts.
J. Patrick Beacom, president of
WWW, said an appeal will be
taken from the decision. It was
considered possible that following
denial of a temporary order the
issues will be finally determined on
the chancery side of the court docket in November.
WMMN Fairmont had filed a
demurrer to the WWW petition,
along with school officials. WWW
contended it began broadcasting
East High School games in 1948
under a verbal agreement and had
not defaulted on what it called a
continuing contract. Exclusive
rights to games had been granted
in September by school officials to
WMMN, according to that station,
under a 1949 state law.
STUDENTS interested in sports announcing at KVDU, Denver U. station, required to take courses in basketball and football fundamentals
under university coaches.

NABET COUNCIL
Re-elects McDonnell Pres.
JOHN R. McDonnell, technical
director at ABC San Francisco,
was re-elected president of the
National Assn. of Broadcast Enginners and Technicians (NABET)
at the 17th annual council meeting
in Chicago Oct. 13. Mr. McDonnell will serve another three-year
term.
At the meeting, which took place
at the Edgewater Beach Hotel,
Edward B. Lynch, chairman of the
NABET chapter in Rochester,
N. Y., was re-elected vice president. New national executive board
members elected for a one-year
term are Ed Stolzenberger, chairman of the New York chapter;
David B. Stewart, Detroit chapter
chairman, and George W. Smith,
head of the Chicago group. George
Maher of Chicago was re-elected
executive secretary for a threeyear term.
National council, comprised of
the executive board, fulltime
NABET employes and chapter
chairmen, met for seven days in
Chicago. The council authorized
money for hiring double the number of present national field representatives responsible for organizing and negotiating.
Field Ofiices Planned
Two more field offices will be
set up in the upper New York
state area and in the southeast.
Operating policies were established
to provide for organization on an
industrial basis in commercial radio and television and "associated
industries."
Council also reported that members of the Assn. of Documentary
and Television Field Cameramen
voted unanimously to affiliate with
NABET.
AGENCY GUIDE
Discusses Business Phases
GUIDE designed to aid adveriising agencies in the business administration of their financial affairs is being circulated by Lynn
W. Ellis, Ellis Plan Foundation,
Westport, Conn.
Titled Why Too Many Agencies
Die Young — And Too Many Older
Ones Lose Money, the publication
is based on the premise that a
large majority of agency owners
and top management personnel are
fundamentally "creative" advertising men, with little equipment
to cope with purely "business" affairs. Work contains a management checklist on auditing, production, accounting, and sales ammunition, and sections on agency
discounts, suggested reading references for agency management, art
charges, agency layouts, etc. A
topical cross-index of subjects also
is included.

. . . star-filled cast and perfect direction. Smooth-assilk script and a plot that's terrific. The angels are
happy because it looks like a hit. But they aren't
sure yet. That's still speculation — and will be until
the final box-office score is in.
And that's how it is in show business. Whether
you're backing a play — or buying radio, television, or
motion picture stock. The risks are great — but the
rewards are, too. And some of them you can measure.
So that's what we did in our latest booklet called
RADIO, TELEVISION, AND MOTION PICTURES.
It starts by assuming a semi-war economy for some
time to come, tells what should happen in the event
of a change.
Then it takes up the movies . . . studies the "starsystem", production costs, finances, and the shrinking
foreign markets.
Both branches of the industry are covered . . . detailed reports on movie-making and movie-showing
... a thorough discussion of just what television means
to them now — and might mean tomorrow.
It does the same kind of job on the networks,
too . . . explores TV both as a problem and a promise —
and reviews the role that color might play.
And the survey ends with specific help for investors. Thumbnail descriptions of twenty-six leading companies give you ciurrent figures on sales, earnings, di\"idends, outlook — a good idea of just how
each company stands.
If you own stock in these industries now, are thinking of buying or selling some any time soon, or just
want to know' a lot more about them, don't miss
RADIO, TELEVISION, AND MOTION PICTLHES.
A copy is yours for the asking. Simply write —
Department SL- 81
Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner k Beane
70 PINE STREET
NEW YORK 5, N. Y.
Telephone: WHitehall 4-1212
523 West 6th St.,
6361 Hollywood Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD 28
LOS ANGELES 14
Tel: Mntnal 4331
Tel: Hillside 0111

WOV New York extended broadcasting
hours from midnight to 8 a.m. signofiF,
effective Oct. 9.
BROADCASTING
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EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

SHEP FIELDS
Rippling Rhythm in a
Tiffany setting — o glorification of dance music.

TITO GUIZAR
Colorful interpretations
of his native songs from
South of the Border.

CONNIE HAINES
Songs in the inimitable
Haines' manner. Backed
by Russ Case Orchestra.

CARLOS RAMIREZ
Internationally popular
baritone — MGM, La
Scala, radio, television.

FRANKIE CARLE
'The Golden Touch"
deftly applied to pop dance
tunes and piano solos.

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

THE 4 KNI&HTS
Radio's most versatile
Negro group — pops,
spirituals, rock-rhythm.

EVALYN TYNER
"The First Lady of the
Piano." Classics in
jazz and jazz classics.

JACK LAWRENCE
One of America's leading songwriters
in an
informal
vocal recital.

RAY ANTHONY
Dancing America hails
new star — full-throated
melody and a solid beat.

PATTI PAGE
"That Singing Rage, Miss
Patti Page" — song stylist in the modern mode.

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

RED NICHOLS
Authentic Dixie interpreted by"Red Nichols
and His five Pennies."

TONY PASTOR
Tony, with Rosemary
Clooney and a solid band
■music that satisfies.

EUGENIE BAIRD
Paul Whiteman's protege
presented in popular
song hits with D'Artega.

THE AIRLANE TRIO
Hammond, accordion,
guitar — memory tunes,
novelties, standard pops.

RUSS CASE
Conductor: The Russ Case
Orchestra. Pop standards in concert dance.

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

^^^^^^^^^^^^

THE RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE
Foy Willing and his singing Riders occupy
the top rung of Western popularity ladder
— mofion pictures, radio and television.

LENNY HERMAN
"The Mightiest Little Band
in the Land" — homespuns, novelties, pops.

DICK BROWN
Good looks and a way
with a song — romantic
portraits in melody.

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

HENRY JEROME
Sparkling instrumentals
and vocals tailored for
pleasant listening.

TEDDY POWELL
New sound and conception— the current vogue
dancing-listening music.

HENRY BUSSE
The O/' Master of muted
horn and shuttle rhythm
leads his greatest band.

BLUE BARRON
fiuoyanf, rhythmic presentations of"Music of
Yesterday and Today."

CHUCKin the
FOSTER
"Music
Foster
Fashion" is synonymous
with rhythm that pleases.

JACK SHAINDLIN
Director, The Silver
Strings — March of Time
and motion pictures.

EXCLUSIVELY LANG WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

D'ARTEGA
THE EMILE COTE GLEE CLUB
Radio's leading male singing group — 300
songs. Emile Cote also directs The Cavalcade
Chorus, Chapel Choir and L-W Choristers.

ALLAN JONES
International singing star
of Broadway, Hollywood
and Concert Stage.

IMME

Conductor: "Cavalcade of
Music" and Lang-Worth's
Symphony Orchestra.

VAUGHN MONROE
America's No. 7 dance
hand — starred in pictures, radio, television.

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

ALAN DALE
America's favorite
heartthrob among this
season's singing stars.

TONI ARDEN
From cradle to stardom,
"our Toni," a Lang-Worth
exclusive all the way.

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

DIAT

E

DELIV

ER!

Lang-Worth's

new

transcribed program

and revolutionary
service is completed.

The basic library of over
5000

selections lists

120 separate artists,
orchestras and groups
- 107 of these are "exclu
sively Lang-Worth."
All of them are comparabl
e in audience
appeal to those illustrated.

THE GAY BLAZERS
Close-harmony "bathos ballads" and Gay
Nineties novelties — songs, from Yesterday's Hit
Parade, sung with tears or boisterous gusfo.

Advertisers and agenci
es are right now
giving earnest considera
tion to this
new reservoir of outsta
nding talent
and commercial progra
m material
for their 1951 campai
gns.

Lang-Worth's
Service is now

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

JOHNNY THOMPSON
Romantic baritone — unusual stylings of pop ballads and standard songs.

ELTON BRITT
Top favorite with hillbilly fans — mofion pictures, radio, television.

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WOBTH

DEAN HUDSON
Down South they say
"Dean's music is refresh^
'in' as a mint julep.'"

AL TRACE
Toe-tapping rhythm,
rib-tickling melody and
corn — in one package.

Transcribed

Program
available at 650

affihated broadcasti
ng

stations.

EXCLUSIVELY LANlT

lANG-WORTH
FEATURE
PROGRAMS,
Inc.
113
The
B/an«|
jazz

WEST

57th

STREET,

NEW

YORK

19,

N. Y.

J^etwork Calibre Programs at. Cocal Station Cost

editorial

^

NARBA's
Crossroads
MEXICO'S regrettable and, we think, completely unjustifiable withdrawal from the
NARBA conference last week obviously nullifies hopes of securing an all-inclusive agreement on North American AM allocations in the
immediate future.
What may happen next was not within the
realm of accurate prediction in the first hectic
days following Mexico's mid-week walk-out.
The conference could blow up at any moment,
or it might proceed to an amicable agreement
among the remaining nations.
The first steps were — wisely, we think — in
the direction of a multi-lateral treaty which
might be acceptable to all North American
nations except Mexico. If anything, the Mexican action emphasizes the need for an agreement of this sort. Otherwise the nations will
be confronted with two alternatives: A series
of bilateral agreements, or the possibility of
mutually destructive ether warfare.
In many respects Mexico's walk-out leaves
the conference exactly where it started more
than a year ago at Montreal. Mexico did not
participate in those first sessions, either. The
year that has passed, however, has made a
fundamentally fair treaty even more urgent.
The conduct of the U. S. delegation during
the negotiations has made clear that this country is bending backwards to work out an
amicable settlement. Some of the offers which
Mexico rejected would have created untold
strife in the U. S. broadcasting field — particularly a last-minute oifer to directionalize two
U. S. 1-A clear channels, which Mexico turned
down because she wanted absolutely clear
rights on those channels herself.
The U. S. delegations' willingness to consider
a reduction in channel widths from 10 kc to
9 kc, with its far-reaching effects on allocations among the 2,000-odd U. S. stations, similarly demonstrates this nation's willingness
to explore any possible solution to avoid total
impasse. The future of the 9 kc proposal — •
which apparently nobody wanted except as an
absolutely last resort — was unknowable in the
wake of the Mexican retirement. It seemed
a long-range basis for agi'eement, at best.
Hopes for amicable radio relations among
the North American nations would get a muchneeded boost if the Mexicans should reconsider
and return. Despite their protestations of
friendliness and hope of later agreement, however, they can contribute most by abandoning
their strange concept of "sacrifice," which to
them appears to apply only to the other fellow.
A treaty is urgently desirable. But, irrespective of the nations involved, it must be
based on fairness, good engineering standards,
protection of national service, and an allocation of channel rights in accordance with national needs.

^: Rating Relief
RELATIVE ACCURACY of program ratings
is a question that has been puzzling everyone
in radio for a long time. Several weeks ago
Stanley Breyer, commercial manager of KJBS
San Francisco, posed it again. Pointing to
differences in Hooper and Pulse surveys in his
area, he asked which of the two systems was
the more reliable. He proposed a way of finding out.
The K.JBS challenge stirred the industry. To
many station, agency and advertiser executives
Page 44
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it seemed the opportunity to push for the
answer to the question that had been puzzling
each of them. After some debate a special
committee was named under the chairmanship
of Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, NAB research director, to study the whole situation.
Though the story has dropped from the headlines the past few weeks it is apparent that
it has not dropped from the minds of the industry. After several meetings Dr. Baker
promises a report from his committee in midNovember (see story this issue). It is expected that the report will recommend experimental tests to set up standards against which
differences in research data can be measured.
That the recommendations of this committee
are awaited eagerly there can be no doubt. One
broadcaster writes:
"I am a stockholder in two stations, one
in a large market and one in a small. In
one city we buy research reports every month
based on the aided recall technique; in the
other we buy reports based on the coincidental
method. We would much prefer to settle on
a single type of audience research, which
everybody would understand and accept. I
believe there are thousands of others in the
same position. Here is an excellent opportunity to settle the problem. Let's not muff it."
There is the challenge in a nutshell. The
problem
long.
Dr. Baker's
committee has
can waited
do all oftoo
radio
an immeasurable
service if it can come up with a workable
answer.
ANA
Post-Mortem
NOW THAT the record is closed on the 41st
annual convention of the Assn. of National
Advertisers, a little shop talk is timely. Radio
averted the rate-cut thrust, largely because it
was abortive and ill-timed in a war-time
economy.
As a matter of fact, all media took a lambasting for the rate spiral — all except radio,
which hasn't had the stomach to ask for one
when it had been singled out for the attack.
The radio case, nevertheless, is better than
that of the printed media because radio rates
always have been too low as was inadvertently
attested by several ANA speakers who called
radio the best dollar buy.
Newspaper and magazine top brass wei-e
at the ANA convention in Chicago to tell
their story. Radio, for some unaccountable
reason was not. To be sure, Mr. Niles Trammell, NBC board chairman, was there. So
was Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS president, and
certain of his key sales executives. Mr. Edgar
Kobak, now a consultant, was on hand — a firehorse who attends practically all meetings
where there's an advertiser's buck floating
about and a job to be done for radio.
Here was a convention of the men who spend
75% of the national advertising dollar — for
network, for spot, for dealer co-op, as well as
for magazines and newspapers. Literally
dozens of newspaper and magazine men were
seen around the Di'ake convention headquarters. Several were on the ANA program. We
saw only the broadcasters above-mentioned.
Why wasn't a broadcaster or telecaster on
the program to tell the radio or TV story?
Isn't it timely for radio, for example, to point
out
the price from
of Mr.
Bill dime
Smith's
Tea that
has increased
a thin
to 33Lipton
cents
per small package in the last decade; that Esso
gas is no longer six gallons for a buck; that
cigarettes aren't two packs for a quarter —
and that in the last decade radio's rates, despite saturation circulation, have remained
virtually
static? (Incidentally, circulation is
ship.)
all the printed media sell, not proved readerThe spring meeting of ANA will be held
March 28-31 at Hot Springs, Va.

our respects to:

SAMUEL

FRANK

CROWTHER

IF the
Samuel
Frankfound
Crowther
CrossRay
to
initiated)
a box ("Red"
of Cuesta
cigars among the gifts marking his halfcentury of life last September, it must have lit
up a fond memory for the versatile commercial
manager at WMAZ Macon, Ga.
Those band-wrapped smokes were part of
Mr. Cross' piano act in the late '20s when he
barnstormed radio stations. The Cuesta Rays
were the
pianist's contribution for the best
letter
writer.
While the tour of outlets was in the way i
of keeping the cupboard full, it also served to
introduce him to the people in the field who
were pioneering in the fast-blooming medium.
During the cross-country run on the piano
keys, Mr. Cross met WMAZ, later to become >
his radio home.
This was Mr. Cross at the age of 28 — an
accomplished artiste at the ivory board, a
chemical engineer and ex-General Electric
employe, former assistant to radio's Norman
Brokenshire, and winner of the title "World's
Champion Marathon Pianist." His life up to
that point could be described as just one great
adventure.
was born
at the
the
tumSamuel
of the Frank
centuryCrowther
in Schenectady,
N. Y.,
only child of Dr. Frank Crowther, dentist and
member of Congress, representing that New
Yoi'k district for 24 years.
In 1904, when Mr. Cross was four, his
mother died and Dr. Crowther placed his son
in a succession of military schools in this country and abroad. He entered the U. of Pennonly to Armistice
leave for in
a year's
duty with
the Army.sylvania,The
1918 found
him
at Plattsburg. Returning to school, Mr. Cross
graduated as a chemical engineer and launched
his career at the Schenectady GE plant.
From this point on, Samuel Frank Crowther
was dropped and the name "Red" Cross ushered
in. It all happened when he was spending offhours at WGY Schenectady where he went to
use his piano talent. Announcing via the oldstyle inverted megaphone-to-niicrophone was
a trick which did things to the name Frank
Crowther, Mr. Cross recalls. Thus, the announcer observing the shock of red hair and
shortening the last name to a palatable Cross,
renamed the upstate New Yorker, "Red" Cross.
After two years at General Electric, Mr.
Cross went to Washington, as assistant to
Norman Brokenshire, where he says his main
duties were "carrying equipment and ringing
the chimes" for Mr. Brokenshire.
While on assignment in Miami, Mr. Cross
stepped out of his hotel to fall victim to a
(Continued on page U7)
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Do YOU KNOW that the forces of advertising are engaged today in one of the
world's greatest jobs of mass education
. . .in the public interest?
Do you know that these forces for good
have been released through the vision
and unselfish cooperation of American
business — advertisers, advertising agencies, media owners and others?
Hundreds of advertising agencies have
volunteered their planning and creative
time and facilities. Artists, cartoonists,
photo-engravers, printers, typographers
and others have contributed their services.
Media owners have donated millions
of dollars in space and time. National
and local advertisers have sponsored and
paid for many millions of public service
advertising messages.
As a result, the American people are

of advertising

problems

better,

and

to

to make
by

.

being alerted as never before to the
dangers which threaten from within and
from without . . . the dangers of ignorance about our American economic system, intolerance, tuberculosis, school and
teacher shortages, etc.
And, at the hub of this great public
service effort is your organization . . . The
Advertising Council.
Advertisers and Media Owners . . .
Your Help is Needed !
Right now The Advertising Council has 14
programs in operation. The success of these
programs depends on the public spirited and
generous cooperation of advertisers and media owners. Your help, in the form of space
or time donations, will mean a lot to us. And
remember . . . What helps America helps

Yours for the Asking
Write for a copy of Booklet
No. 15. It will give you pertinent information about The Advertising
Council . . . how it started . . . what it is . . .
what it does . . .Or ask for material on specific campaigns. Address:— The Advertising
Council, 25 West 45th Street, New York 19,
N.Y.
Published in the public interest
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Kansas City,
FITZER, general manager WDAF-AM-TV
DEAN
unanimously elected to board of directors Kansas City Star company and becomes managing director radio-TV. Succeeds late
E. E. Robertson, advertising manager and board member. Mr. Fitzer
started with Star in 1920 as reporter and became
WDAF manager in 1925.

front office

ROBERT LEE, commercial manager CHUM Toronto,
to manager, succeeding ROLY FORD, resigned.
FREDERICK A. CURRAN, assistant treasurer and
comptroller WHLI-AM-FM Hempstead, L. I., resigns
to become assistant deputy for civil defense, Hempstead, L. I.

DEAN UPSON to national sales manager KTBS Shreveport, La. Was
with NBC and CBS as producer. CHARLES F. WHITESIDES Jr. to
local sales manager for KTBS. Was
with KPRC Houston, Tex.

CKLW Windsor appoints All-Canada Radio Facilities,
Toronto, as exclusive representative in Canada.

GENE THOMPSON to sales staff
WSYR Syracuse, N. Y.

JACK D. KELLY to general sales manager in charge of local and national sales WSRS Cleveland.

G. F. (Red) BAUER, sales manager WINN Louisville, Ky., retires
to Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.

Mr. Fitzer

CY WAGNER, manager television and radio department Mutual Entertainment Agency, to ABC-TV as account executive to w^ork with Manager
Jerry Vernon. ARTHUR BERG resigns as salesman at WGN-TV Chicago to join AM network sales division as account executive at ABC,
headed by Robert McKee. Mr. Berg is former radio-TV director MacFarland-Aveyard Adv. Agency, Chicago.
WVET Rochester, N. Y., names Boiling Co. as representative effective
Nov. 1.
JACK MILLER, promotion department Hoffman Radio-Television Corp.,
Los Angeles, to KPOA Honolulu as account executive-promotion manager.
FRED REINHARDT, assistant sales manager KITO San Bernardino,
appointed manager Riverside studios and offices KITO.
WILLIAM B. MacRAE, WPIX (TV) New York, and ROBERT ROBBINS,
classified advertising manager Town and Village, to sales staff HeadleyReed Co., N. Y.
ROGER HARRISON, farm director WBZ-AM-TV
radio-TV sales staff.

Boston, appointed to

HAMILTON ROBINSON to assistant to George Frey, director NBC
TV sales, succeeding JOHN WILLIAMS [Broadcasting, Oct. 16].

Mr. Upson

l^eHonaU

Mr. Whitesides

• • •

JOHN E. SURRICK, vice president and general manager WFBR Baltimore, elected 2d vice president 1951 Chesapeake Bay Fishing Fair
Assn. . . . DAVID M. SEGAL, general manager Cotton Belt Group and
KTFS Texarkana, Tex., visiting L. A. while recuperating from pneumonia.
FREDERICK

A. KNORR, president and general manager WKMH Dearborn-Detroit, elected vice president Dearborn Chamber of Commerce.
. . . DANIEL W. KOPS, vice president and general manager WAVZ New
Haven, Conn., appointed chairman of civic affairs committee of Jr.
Chamber of Commerce. RICHARD (Moe) MONAHAN, commercial manager WAVZ, appointed New Haven and Connecticut chairman of Voice
of Democracy contest.
FRANK SCOTT, veteran radio attorney and former congressman from
Michigan, at Mayo Clinic, Rochester, for series of operations. Good
progress reported. . . . PHILIP G. LASKY, general manager KPIX (TV)
San Francisco, replaces DAVID CRANDALL as president S. F. chapter,
Academy of Television Arts and Sciences. Mr. Crandall recently resigned as KGO-TV San Fi-ancisco- program manager to join NBC-TV
New York as director [Broadcasting, Oct. 9].
JOHN W. NEW, general sales manager WTAR-AM-TV, Norfolk, is
convalescing following illness due to overwork. Expected to be away
from work about one month. JACK DAVIS, manager W. S. Grant Co.,
station representative, N. Y. office, father of boy, Kenneth Steven, Oct. 3.

AAW EXPANDS
Increases Scope of Board
EXPANDING its sphere, Advertising Assn. of the West, which represents advertising agency groups
in 11 Western States and Western
Canada, has appointed to its board
of directors representatives from
other media, agency and advertiser

550 KC 5000 WATTS

NBC AFFILIATE
BISMARCK, N. DAK.
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ing to buy.

To tap this market, you'll need
KFYR's coverage, based on 25 years of listener
loyalty. Ask any John Blair man for the facts.
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groups.
Named to represent broadcasting
was Robert J. McAndrews, managing director, Southern Calif.
Broadcasters' Assn.; agencies, Carl
K. Tester, vice president and general manager, Philip J. Meany Co.,
Los Angeles, and governor, Pacific
Council, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies. Other fields
from which representatives were
named include direct mail, newspaper,
magazines, outdoor advertising,
and retail.
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curb-hopping automobile. The accident put him in the hospital
where he underwent a series of
leg operations the better part of
a year. It left him v^^ith an ankle
rebuilt of silver pins and plates
which allow movement of the foot
in only one direction.
Nearly penniless (the auto
driver had no insurance, no assets),
the indestructible "Red" Cross
went to his own relief. He revived
his piano-playing ability and entered the famous piano marathon
craze of the era, winning himself
the world championship.
When the stock market crash
cracked the economy wide open,
Mr. Cross found himself depressionstranded in Asheville, N. C, without a traveling expense sponsor.
He went to work for WWNC there
in June 1929 and met Gertrude
Hillis, whom he married one year
later. He left Asheville to join
WSB Atlanta as program director
when the station donned 5 kw power
in 1930. A year later, he turned
up in the commercial field as station
manager and then operations manager for Virgil W. Evans of Spartanburg, who was operating WSPA
that city, WRDW Augusta, WNOX
Knoxville, WBHS Huntsville (Alabama's first).
To WMAZ in 1933
In 1933, Mr. Cross became a
member of the WMAZ family,
liked his new association and has
been settled in Macon ever since.
As an executive in the radio commercial field, he has made it his
business to be a cog in the community's merchandising wheel.
Many small concerns in the city
look to him as their advertising
director, aware that "Red" Cross
never will hesitate to recommend
other advertising media or other
stations if he thinks it particularly
wise for the firm's needs.
A community builder, Mr. Cross
is director of the American Red
Cross and the Community Chest
in the local area. He has been
named "Outstanding Exchangeite"
by the Macon Exchange Club. He
has served as president of Georgia

Assn. of Broadcasters and only
recently
became
chairman of GAB's
1951 Radio
Institute.
As a hard - hitting commercial
manager, Mr. Cross would be the
first to deny that he goes in for
philosophy. But in the practical
sense, radio to him is the neighbor
who leans over the fence to tell a
story. From where Mr. Cross views
the medium, radio is meant to tell
a story — "say it, don't play it," he
says. He insists that radio is not
the h ome folks' juke box or record
player and while an entertainer, it
is primarily the medium through
which the listener wants to be "told
something."
Public Service Views

WMAZ's "gentleman" executive
—the station hasn't used contracts
for local business since 1943 and
the bad debt charge-off has been a
rarity since then — also asserts:
"No show is worthwhile unless it
is commercial." To Mr. Cross, no
station will spend the money for a
sustainer that a sponsor will for a
commercial. Equally strong is his
feeling that putting a poor program
on the air just because it is sold is
a bad practice. Both he and Wilton
Cobb, WMAZ general manager,
abide by the theory that a station
can be 100% commercial and still
do a good public service job. "It's
what you give the listener that
counts," they say.
Mr. Cross likes to remember his
freighter trip to South America,
cross-country drive in
early
Kissell car, a summer on a an
Western
ranch — all summer vacation experiences in his college days. Or he
recalls when in 1932, Sen. Richard
B. Russell of Georgia, then Governor, reduced his rank from "damn
Yankee" to plain "Yankee," or
when a few years later. Gene Talmadge, who was Governor at the
time, made Mr. Cross "A Fellow
Countryman."
But no matter where Mr. Cross
may dip into his colorful background to recount a rich experience,
it is bound to have reference to the
art of broadcasting — because "Red"
Cross helped to nourish it to full
bloom.

Static

and

Snow

By AWFREY QUINCY
"Titwillow"
(In Color)
On a bat-wing antenna a broadcaster saying
"Color,flapping
oh color,hisoharms
color"to the pavement he sprang
Then
With "Color, oh color, oh color."
He cried, "You're not acting with propriety
For 'interest, convenience and necessity' "
But the poor dope just gogled and said wearily,
"Color, oh color, oh color."
*
* *
ONE of the big national agencies is being sued by a script writer because
the agency failed to use a program idea he had submitted. Now, he seeks
to collect the compensation he would have received if his idea had been
used. We are watching this one carefully, because if this writer collects,
we're IN. At one time or another, we've had ideas on how to double the
profits of Standard Oil, how to quadruple Coca-Cola's production, how
to vastly expand the market for U. S. Steel. We'll just sue and sue,
collect and collect, then dream up new ideas leading to more suits. With
all that wealth, we'll line the padding in our cell with damask and brocade.
We might even build a new asylum.
Now Transit Radio is raising rates. If anyone asks why, they can always
say, "We were waiting for another street-car."
Philip R. Irwin
PHILIP R. IRWIN, 38, staff announcer with KGW Portland, Ore.,
died Oct. 10 of polio. Mr. Irwin
had been with the station for 16
years, with the exception of two
years service in the Marine Corps
during World War II. Surviving
are his widow, Mrs. Eloise Irwin;
two children, Priscilla, 3, and
Mark, one; his parents and a sister.

WBSR

to CBS

WBSR Pensacola, Fla., becomes an
affiliate of CBS, effective Nov. 5,
bringing total number of CBS affiliates to 193. Owned and operated
by WBSR Inc., Pensacola, WBSR
broadcasts with 250 w on 1450 kc.
Don Lynch is vice president and
general manager.

LIBERTY SIGNS
KMPC New L. A. Affiliate
1 SOUTH CAROLINA'S i LIBERTY Broadcasting System
has signed KMPC Los Angeles as
1 SUPERMARKETk
an affiliate effective immediately,
according to Benton Paschall, vice
president in charge of LBS' western division operations. Deal was
"^40%
negotiated by Mr. Paschall with
.s.c.
Robert O. Reynolds, KMPC vice
.
GENERAL MERCHANpresident and general manager,
DISE SALES
and Loyd Sigmon, chief engineer.
Contract brings to 40 total number of Liberty West Coast affiliates. West Coast executive offices
of Liberty will be moved to the
KMPC building at 5939 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood, effective Nov. 1,
The News-Piedmonf Sfafion
according to Mr. Paschall.

wm

NRP Greenville-Anderson"Du
Spartanburg Markets
Represented by Avery-Knodel

BROADCASTING

CPOR Orillia, moves from 250 w on
1450 ke to 1 kw on 1570 kc Nov. 15.
Tower was built for new frequency.

• Telecasting

TRIBUNE TOWER
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
Represented Nationally by Burn-Smith
October 23, 1950
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CHARLES LEWIS, WWJ Detroit
announcer, named producer.
CHARLES
PENMAN shifted
from AM to TV production. JAMES
LYNCH,
CKLW
Windsor, Ont., to
WWJ as announcer.
MITCHELL BENSON, manager packaged programs and talent contract
NBC, named assistant manager to director of talent and program procurement NBC-TV.
TED JAFFEE, WNAV Annapolis, toannouncing staff WAAM (TV) Baltimore. ORVIS SHATTUCK, staff photographer, to active duty with Army.
JOHN KELLEY replaces him.
JIM HART, KTKT Tucson, announceroperator, to KPRO Riverside, Calif.,
in same capacity.
THEODORE K. BROIDO joins WNBT
(TV) New York as merchandising
supervisor. Was associate director
radio-TV Al Paul Lefton Inc., N. Y.
agency, and assistant to commercial
program director MBS.
EDWARD W. QUINN to manager sales
promotion and research WTAG-AMFM Worcester, Mass.
ROBERT S. YEAGER, production
manager WTMA Charleston, S. C,
named assistant program director.
BEVERLY BUSH, promotion assistant
and continuity writer KBON Omaha,
named promotion manager.
GEORGE GOTHBERG, WJMO Cleveland, to WSRS same city doing three
shows daily and supervising continuity.
JACK MORRISSEY, program director
WAAB Worcester, Mass., to WSRS
announcing staff.

Mvhat*s a
nvhisher

BILL STEVENS, graduate Radio Operational Engineering School, L. A., to
KREM Spokane as announcer-opera-

air-casters
KATHRYN CLARK, KOIL Omaha, to
WOW-AM-TV same city, as traffic
manager.
CLAIR WEIDENAAR, radio writer
and director of
NBC-TV's Texaco
Star Theatre, and
other network productions, to KIKI
Honolulu, T.H., as
program director.
MAURIE KIRK,
disc jockey WCBC
Anderson, Ind.,
named chief announcer.
KENN BARRY,
KSTP-TV Minneapolis producer,
named production director in charge
of all studio shows and personnel.
VERNE GLEWWE to program director WQUA Moline, 111. JACK DAVIS
to promotion director.
WARREN ANDERSON, KBIZ Ottumwa, Iowa, to chief announcer and acting program director KSTT Davenport,
Iowa. JOE GREAR, librarian WQUA
Moline, 111., to staff announcer and librarian KSTT. BOB ELSTON, WQUA,
to night staff KSTT.
LARRY EDMr. Weidenaar

tfntMt^s

DAVID L. WAITE, news and special
events director WFOR Hattiesburg,
Miss., land,toOre. staff announcer KOIN PortIDA PAPPAS to public affairs department WHLI-AM-FM Hempstead, L. I.
AL (Skip)
graduate
BroadcastersPIPER,
Network Studios,
Hollywood,

When you're running with cham
pions, you don't mind not being
first. Particularly when you're just
a gnat's whisker away.
WBBW is NOT Youngstown's first station in listeners. CBS station is. And
well it should be for the cost involved.
Then you look at the record and find
your station . . .

to
KGEM Boise, Idaho, as staff announcer.

• delivers a thousand listeners at 16.9%
less
station and 19.9% less
than than
the the
ABC CBSstation
• ranks 6th in the mornings, 3rd in the
afternoons, 6th at night of all independents anywhere
• market
presents the top disc jockeys and the greatest coverage of news in this
• is acknowledged "the" sports station for a half million listeners
• elbowed
outside-city
most of out
theirmostprevious
ratingslistening (including 3 NBC, 50 kw) : captured
well, modestly, you know you're a gnat's tvhisker away from being
the overall NUMBER OISE Youngstotcn station
Modestly? We ARE the outstanding buy in Youngstown
Of 3 Youngstown stations WBBW...
First Choice of the Local Advertiser

So buy
WBBW
1240 KC

MAHONING

Serving Ohio's
Third Largest Market
VALLEY BROADCASTING CORP.

The lowest cost per thousand in Youngstown. We, or For joe, can prove it.
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WARDS, KBUR Burlington, Iowa, to
morning man with KSTT.
DEANE LONG, program director
KVOE Santa Ana, Calif., to KFSD
San Diego Nov. 1 in similar capacity.
PHIL IRWIN, KGW Portland, Ore.,
staff announcer, suffering from polio.
JOHN EVANS, WCOS Columbia, S. C,
to WIS same city as announcer. HELEN HILL, music librarian WIS, resigns. RUTH STONE, pianist, succeeds her and conducts Ruth Stone
Show.
RAY KUBLY, announcer-operator
KAVR Havre, Mont., to KIST Santa
Barbara, Calif., in same capacity.
CHUCK GROPP, KNAK Salt Lake
City announcer-operator, to KORE
Eugene, Ore., in same capacity.
JOHN SPEARS, KUBA Yuba City,
Calif., announcer-engineer, and SUSAN GILBERT, in same capacity
KDAN Oroville, married Sept. 25.
Move to KFDR Grand Coulee, Wash.,
as announcer-operators.
BOB BUSCH, associate director of
production WPIX (TV) New York,
named director of production. DICK
LUKIN, advertising promotion representative for Life magazine in Washington, D. C, to associate director of
production at WPIX.
JAY KATZ, graduate National Academy of Broadcasting, Washington, to
continuity
Washington. editor WWDC-AM-FM

October 23, 1950

WILLIAM JORDON, graduate Columbia Institute School of Radio, Phila.,
to announcer WDAD Indiana, Pa.
TOM MERCEIN to announcing staff
WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee. Conducts
late-evening record show. Music
With Mercein, six times weekly.
BOB LOEBER to promotion department ABC Chicago from General Outdoor Adv. Co.
EDWARD WYATT, graduate Columbia
Institute School of Radio, Phila., to
announcer WVCH Chester, Pa.
SOREN MUNKHOF promoted to production manager WOW-TV Omaha.
ELDON ANSPACH named senior producer.
HELEN LEE, singer with Tex
Beneke's orchestra, to staff vocalist
WBBM Chicago.
Mrs. EILEEN BOECHER, ABC co-op
sales department, N. Y., to promotion
department WSAZ Huntington, W. Va.
JOHN BARRY, graduate Radio Operational Engineering School, L. A., to
KBMY Billings, Mont.
DALE SCOTT, KSYC Yreka, Calif.,
combination man, to KDZA Pueblo,
Col., in same capacity.
STEVE HARVATH, KCLF Clifton,
Ariz., announcer-engineer, to KXO El
Centro, Calif., in same capacity.

JIM
tor. LANGTON, KLMX Clayton, N.
M., announcer-operator, to KCLF
Clifton, Ariz., in same capacity.
PAUL BRESNIK, KWSD Mt. Shasta
City, Calif., combination man, to
KSBW
Salinas, Calif., in similar
capacity.
JAY CHARLES, announcer-operator
WUSN Charleston, S. C, to KMOD
Modesto, Calif., in same capacity.
BOB HAWKINS, recent graduate Radio Operation Engineering School, to
KWJB Globe, Ariz., as announceroperator.
ARTHUR DAVID HILTON, film editor, to direct first Buster Keaton TV
Angeles.
film
to be made at KTTV (TV) ^ Los
JACK WARREN, KFDW Helena,
Mont., announcer-engineer to KVOG
Ogden, Utah, in same capacity.
BILLIARD MARKS, producer CBS
Jack Benny Show, named producer
comedian's television show debuting
Oct. 28 on CBS-TV.
MARC
HANAN
and JACK GRAY,
graduates Radio Operational Engineering School, L. A., to KSYC Yreka,
Calif., as announcer-engineers.
ABERT SCHMICK and WALTER De
PUY, graduates Columbia Institute
School of Radio, Phila., to WAYB
Waynesboro, Va., as announcer and
copy writer, respectively.
city.
JACK NEWMAN, KOTV (TV) Tulsa,
Okla., to announcing staff KOME same

THOMAS J. HYNES, Broadcasting,
to WRC-WNBW (TV) Washington
news and special events department.
JEAN MONTGOMERY, ELEANOR
BURTON, AL SIMONSON, cameraman, and JIM CURTIS to NBC-TV
news and special events Washington
office.
HAL MALONE to sports commentator
CJOR Vancouver, B. C.
AL WOOLRIDGE, news editor
WAND Canton, Ohio, to news editor
WCBC Anderson, Ind.
JACK
TimesHerald BUTLER,
news staff, Washington
and Mrs. VIRGINIA
N. MILLION, St. Louis Star-Times
Washington bureau, named to WWDC
Washintgon news staff.

National Advertisers
When Shopping for BIG RETURNS in
the
Maritimes,
BASKET"
is CHNS your
... best
Ask "MARKET
JOS. WEED & CO.
350 Madison Ave., New York
They also know about our new
5000-WATT TRANSMITTER
HALIFAX
NOVA SCOTIA
CHNS
HALIFAX
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MEDIA
COSTS
Schroeder Backs Rate Jump
ADVERTISERS must spend more
money today than they did 10 years
ago to get
sales results"
because
the thecost"same
of advertising
has
increased along with other services,
Willard Schroeder, general manager of WOOD Grand Rapids,
Mich.,
told the ago.
city's Advertising
Club fortnight

GATHERED at the launching of the Radio Executives Club of Boston's 195051 season are (I to r): Seoted, William B. Ryan, NAB general manager; Edward P. Shurick, CBS market research executive who spoke on AM radio, and
C. E. Arney Jr., secretary-treasurer of the NAB. Standing, Craig Lawrence,
WCOP general manager and REC past president, and Harold E. Fellows, WEEI
general manager and newly elected president of the REC.

IN SECURITY'S NAME . . .
Freedom of Informatfon May Die — Lasswell
A WARNING that a "continuing
crisis may undermine and eventually destroy" freedom of radio,
press and other information sources
was sounded in a research report
issued by the Committee for Economic Development" Oct. 14.
This conviction was voiced by
Prof. Harold D. Lasswell, noted
political scientist, in his new book,
National Security and Individual
Freedom, which is part of the
work initiated by the CED Research and Policy Committee of
businessmen in their own analysis
of the security-freedom problem.
CED charged last December that
the government is drawing the veil
of secrecy around vital security
data to the detriment of individual
freedom. Such measures, CED declared, would ultimately dry up
radio and other channels of information [Broadcasting, Dec. 19].
Charge was contained in the committee's statement on national policy based on the research group's

North

earlier findings.
Prof. Lasswell sets forth "four
traditional principles of national
policy" — freedom of information,
civilian supremacy in government,
civil liberties and a free economy —
as a backdrop against which the
whole security program must be
measured.
"They merit emphasis because
they are peculiarly likely to be
violated during a prolonged period
of crisis," Prof. Lasswell cautions.
". . . The problem is to determine
whether the potential loss of freedom can be avoided or reduced
without endangering national security beyond the margin of reasonable risk."
The "urgent problem," he adds,
is to keep sacrifices of freedom at
the lowest point consistent with national security, "since an unnecessary loss of freedom is an unnecblow to security."
Prof. essaryLasswell
urges all levels
of America to be "fully conscious

Jersey
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THERE'SQUALITY
ONLY MARKET
ONE WAY . .TO. DOUBLE
REACH
THIS
POWER OFFERS INCREASED COVERAGE AT MODEST COST. SPECIAL
INTEREST - EVENTS — NEWS PROGRAMMING GUARANTEE LOCAL
IMPACT. LET US SEND YOU THE
COMPLETE REPORT.

Noting that additional products
and media compete for the consumer's dollar and attention, Mr.
Schroeder pointed out that TV's
availability to advertisers will continue to grow and that AM radio
can be expected "to shrink rather
than grow, mostly because there
are simply too many stations in
operation for all of us to make a
profit." He attributed this in part
to FCC policy governing revised
AM engineering standards and
grant of hundreds of new AM outlets.
Mr. Schroeder told the group
that "it is time for us to be completely honest with ourselves . . .
and frank with our clients about
the real cost" of advertising.
He cited a Pittsburgh radio station which in 1940 sold 15 minutes
of nighttime for $190 and still
adheres to that rate. But most
businessmen, he continued, sense
increased cost of advertising, and
top-flight advertisers "know that a
1940 advertising budget can't do
the job required
of it in 1950."
observed
that General
Mills He
increased its 1949 budget 25% on the
premise that the real cost had gone
up "more than that percentage."
Mr. Schroeder also felt that
"favorable statistics on cost-perthousand" listeners do not present
the picture accurately, nor do set
sales mean listening or viewing.
"Sales results are what count in
advertising. You simply have to
spend more money today than you
did 10 years ago to get the same
results — regardless of what the
rate cards and circulation data indicate," he said.
of the dangerous possibilities that
lie ahead," and underscores the
"gradual and insidious process" of
withholding of information, decline
of public opinion, expansion and
centralization of government, risi n g government expenditures,
weakening of political parties and
the courts, and decline of Congress
and civilian administrators.
Prof. Lasswell's book is the 13th
full-length report written for CED,
a non-profit organization of leading businessmen and educators engaged in non-partisan consideration of national policies. The book,
published by McGraw-Hill Book
Co., presents his own views and not
necessarily those of CED, it was
stressed.
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Albuquerque is also tops
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KFAB Omaha moved full scale operations to Nebraska State Fair. Talent
played shows all day, every day, both
for watching and listening audiences.
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KRMG
WJOC
BIDS
Changes Favored by FCC
IMPROVED facilities for KRMG
Tulsa, Okla., and WJOC Jamestown, N. Y., were anticipated in
two initial decisions issued last
week by FCC Examiner Leo
Resnick.
The decisions tentatively approved KRMG's application for an
increase in nighttime power from
10 to 25 kw, directionalized, as well
as WJOC's request for 1340 kc
with 250 w, fulltime, in lieu of its
present daytime-only operation on
1470 kc with 1 kw.
Engineering conditions would be
attached to each grant. The decisions become effective in 40 days
unless the Commission is asked to
hear oral argument or calls for it
on its own motion.
Both applications had been set
for hearing largely on engineering
questions.
In the KRMG decision, Examiner
Resnick said the station, which
operates on 740 kc with 50 kw day
and 10 kw night, would provide a
new nighttime service for 54,143
persons in an area of 1,336 square
miles by boosting night power to
25 kw. Its total nighttime service
area would cover a population of
282,217 in 2,722 square miles.
In the WJOC case, Mr. Resnick
said the proposed new fulltime operation would give Jamestown its

second nighttime AM service, covering 44,500 persons within a 15.5
square mile area at night while
serving 69,200 persons in an area
of 542 square miles daytime.
It was the second initial decision
anticipating a grant of the WJOC
application. The first, issued by
Examiner Resnick in February,
was later set aside by the Commission for further hearing on the
question of possible interference to
CKOX Woodstock, Ont. In his
decision last week Mr. Resnick held
"it is clear that WJOC would not
cause any objectionable interference whatsoever to CKOX."
Transit Radio's Value
TRANSIT Radio is becoming "a
most valuable emergency instrument of public safety," according
to "Sic Gloria Transit Radio," an
article by George W. Keith, published in the Sept. 28 issue of Public Utilities Fortnightly, Washington, D. C. Mr. Keith says not only
have "TR's eyeteeth been cut, but
the wisdom teeth are showing, and
TR is here to stay, a permanent
part of the national panorama."
Hulbert Taft Jr. (WKRC-AM-TV
WCTS (FM) Cincinnati), chairman
of the board. Transit Radio Inc., is
quoted extensively in the article
which describes "progress and pitfalls" of the transit companies'
"supplementary service."

fnodJitaltHtoChUbrm...
For the sake of your children, and your children's children, make sure you buy and use Christmas Seals.
Christmas Seal funds have fought tuberculosis since 1907.
And today your children have a far greater chance of
escaping TB than you did.
Yet tuberculosis still kills more people than aU other
infectious diseases. So give your children a still better
chance. Send your contribution today.

Because of the importance of the above
message this space has
been contributed by
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sco, opens offices as
general business adviser retained by
NBC. Offices are at 57 Post St., S. F.
BILLIARD ROSE, freelance TV director, to Chicago office Cowan & Whitmore as manager, replacing FRAN
WEIGLE, resigned.
LIDA LIVINGSTON, assistant to Margaret Ettinger, president, Ettinger
Co., Hollywood (public relations), to
firm's N. Y. office for three months
as temporary replacement for ETHEL
KIRSNER, resigned.
TED BLISS, Young & Rubicam Inc.,
Hollywood, producer, signed by Commodore Productions & Artists Inc.,
Hollywood, to direct transcribed
Hopalong Cassidy show. Walter White
Jr. continues as show producer.
LEO SHORE, formerly with United
Nations, to head newly formed program division of Pan American Broadcasting Co., N. Y. representative of
foreign radio stations. Division will
include complete foreign language radio production service. Pamphlet explaining "Foreign Language Broadcasting" may be obtained by writing
to Pan American Program Division,
17 East 42nd St., N. Y. 17.
J. L. (Les) KAUFMAN, public relations director Fanchon & Marco Inc., to
Ettinger Co., Hollywood, as vice president in charge of West Coast operations.
OLIVER M. (Sol) SOLINGER, film
talent representative, to Melvin, Newell & Rector, Hollywood (public relations), as vice president and general
manager in charge of movie star endorsement programs servicing advertising campaigns for national accounts.
MARTIN H. WORK to executive secretary National Council of Catholic
Men, producer of The Catholic Hour,
Hour of Faith and Faith in our Time,
network radio shows. Suceeds JAMES
S. MITCHELL, resigned to become
associate executive director of Associated Services for Armed Forces.
JOHN CARRADINE contracts to make
The John Carradine Show, threeweekly 15-minute TV package for
Demby Co., N. Y., TV producer.
FAMOUS PROPERTIES & PROGRAMS announces World Passport,
hour-long weekly TV series, featuring
talent from members of United Nations. Star entertainers from 60 nations will participate, firm claims.
Sponsor and network to be announced
soon.
CAPITOL RECORDS Inc., Hollywood,
releases Daddy's Last Letter, recording of letter sent by Pfc. John J. McCormick to his wife and children
shortly before his death in Korea.

terials handling engineers won tw
first places and two honorable mentions in competition sponsored by So- i:
ciety of Industrial- Packaging and Ma- ,
terials Handling Engineers.
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., tube divi ;
sions, announce new half-wave rectifier tube designed for TV receivers
Type 1X2A is suitable for use in both
radio frequency and fly-back types o1
power supplies.
AMERICAN ELECTRONEERING
Corp.,
L. A., moves
W.
Jefferson
Blvd. to 5025, 27 and 2'
CORNISH WIRE Co. moves general
executive offices to 50 Church St., N.
Y. 7, effective Oct. 30.
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JOHN PEFFER, chief engineer WTAR
Norfolk, Va., since 1946, promoted to
newly created post of manager of oper-

Mr. Peffer

Mr. Lindell

ations for WTAR-TV. RICHARD L.
LINDELL, assistant chief engineer for
WTAR-TV, suceeds Mr. Peffer.
JERRY CUNNINGHAM, WGKV
Charleston, W. Va., to engineering
staff WSAZ Huntington, W. Va.
JACK DORFMAN, graduate School of
Radio Technique, N. Y., to cameraman
WAAM (TV) Baltimore. EDWARD
HAMPTON, Capitol Radio Engineering School, Washington, to WAAM
engineering staff.
HENRY WESLEY to studio engineering staff WIS Columbia, S. C, replacing WILBUR SWYGERT, transferred
to transmitter staff.
BILL OLSON, graduate Broadcasters
Network Studios, Hollywood, to WTVB
Coldwater, Mich., as combination man.
SERIES of pictures depicting radioTV activities at WSYR-AM-TV Syracuse, N. Y., to be featured during fall
in pictorial gravure supplement of
Syracuse Sunday Post-Standard.
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JOHN
F. pma
BYRNE,
and
chief engineer Airborne Instruments
Lab, Mineola, N. Y., to Motorola Inc.,
Chicago,searchas
associate
director of rein division
of communications
and electronics.
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Television
Now you can have T-E-L-E-V-l-S-l-O-N at rates
you can afFord. In fact, D.D.T. (that's Du Mont Daytime Television)
gives you so much sales power per penny,

Telefile-WFMY-TV
Page 62

you can't afford to do without it. Make us prove it.
Network or local — time and talent are modest — results are big.
We thought it up. We can make it work. For you.
E V I s
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Wind

on the World

515 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. • Phone: MUrray Hill 8-2600

Copyright 1950, Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc.
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Statio
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is proud to announce that the Atlantic Refining Company, through
its agency, N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc., again is sponsoring its telecasts of the home
games of the University of Pennsylvania football team. This marks the 11th
consecutive year that Atlantic and WPTZ have combined to bring these games to
Philadelphia television viewers. Not only is this the oldest series of football telecasts in America, but the Atlantic Refining- WPTZ association marks the longest,
unbroken client-station relationship in the television industry.
Phiico Television Broadcasting Corp. • 1 800 Architects Building • Phila. 3, Penna. • Telephone LOcust 4-2244
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COLOR

j THE AWAITED court test of
' FCC's adoption of CBS color teleI vision standards was launched on
' two fronts last week — by RCA in
i Federal District Court in Chicago,
and by Pilot Radio Corp. in Brooklyn.
Both suits — which FCC said it
will "vigorously oppose" — seek temI porary restraining orders to prevent the execution of FCC's color
decision pending trial for permanent injunctions.
Though no dates had been set for
hearings, the Commission was
known to be expediting its re! sponses in an effort to get early
11 disposition of the cases. Unless
I stayed, approval of the CBS system
jjjbecomes effective Nov. 20.
I One of the Commission's first
'I moves in the RCA case was expected to be an attempt to have
the suit moved to New York, on
grounds that the Chicago court
lacks jurisdiction. With respect to
the Pilot suit, FCC may claim the
i company lacks legal standing to
appeal since it was not a party
to the color TV proceedings.
RCA, whose dot-sequential compatible color TV system was the
CBS technique's chief rival in the
FCC hearings, was joined in its
suit by NBC and the RCA Victor
Distributing Corp., both wholly
owned subsidiaries,
j} The case was assigned to Judge
I Philip L. Sullivan, and two other
1 judges will be named to sit with
him in hearing the suit.

23, 1950
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TEST

inform itself adequately before issuing a final order in a rule-making
proceeding. The FCC wrongfully refused to consider additional evidence
of determinative significance to its
decision and wrongfully denied the
RCA• Was
petition."
based on "rejection by the
television industry" of FCC's proposal for adoption of bracket standards by manufacturers "without a
hearing."
• "Deprives plaintiflFs of property
without due process of law."
In addition, the complaint
charged that an FCC engineer — E.
W. Chapin, chief of the FCC Labs
Division — was permitted to continue work on TV color tests and
on the hearings after it was revealed he had invented a device
(automatic adapter) "usable only
on the CBS color system."
This engineer, RCA charged,
"took the most active role throughout the hearing on the Commission's behalf and was in charge of
the laboratory which tested the
color systems." RCA said FCC relied on his advice "because the majority of the Commission have no

KCA,

Pilot

Seek

engineering training and the decision is stated to be based entirely upon engineering considerations.
"Although the engineer foreswore any financial interest in his
device, he did have professional
prestige and reputation at stake
which could be furthered only if
theThis
CBS charge
system provoked
were adopted."
a prompt
reply from the Commission — a reply
quoting from the record of the
hearing at the time Mr. Chapin's
development was disclosed.
Comments by Coy
When RCA counsel objected to
an FCC move to put a description
of Mr. Chapin's invention into the
record last November, FCC pointed
out, Chairman Coy answered that:
"Mr. Chapin is ... in no way in
position to determine the vote of a
single member of the Commission;
nor is any other member of the staff
of the Commission. The Commission
is perfectly competent and has the
ability to determine between contesting forces in these hearings . . . and
I want to say on the record that I

Restraining

Orders

resent the suggestion very much that
the Commission is influenced in its
determination by the work of a single
member of its staff or all of its staff
when it comes to making a decision
on the record in these proceedings . . ."
Pilot's suit charged that approval
of the CBS system was "arbitrary
and capi'icious" and was issued
upon "hope and speculation and the
ephemeral belief that further experimentation and possible improvements would subsequently
justify
Commission's
decision."
Pilot the
claimed
that as soon
as the
FCC decision was published, "plaintiff began to receive and has continued to receive cancellations of
previously placed orders for its
black-and-white television receivers." Pilot dealers, the suit
said, "find themselves burdened
with
large stock
black-andwhite a television
setsofwhich
have
been rendered unsaleable as a result of said decision."
RCA, which said it had manufactured more than IVo million TV
sets since the fall of 1946, and NBC
(Coniinued on page 64.)

ns
^CC Probes TV Allocatio
FACIUTIES
&T
AT
ful efforts to secure voluntary
ON THE HEELS of its proposal to
Giving the investigation high priority, FCC called for hearings to agreement by the TV networks.
equalize television network compeAlthough initiated as separate
tition [Broadcasting, Oct. 9, 16], start Nov. 20. Examiner Hugh B.
FCC last Thursday launched an in- Hutchinson was designated to pre- proceedings, the investigation inevside. FCC said he will certify the
vestigation of the lawfulness of
itably ties in with FCC's pending
AT&T's allocation of the use of its record to the Commission for a proposal to equalize TV network
competition by limiting the number
video network facilities — coaxial decision when the hearings are
FCC Order Hit
j
cable and radio relay — among the completed, instead of preparing an of program hours which stations in
initial or recommended decision
I In its complaint, accompanied by four TV networks.
one-, two-, and three-station TV
markets may take from a single
I some 80 pages of comment on the
himself.
The question of FCC adopting
color question, RCA charged that
network. The latter, however, was
regulations to govern such alloca"Opportunity of customers for advanced as a temporary expedient
FCC's order approving CBS color,
tions was posed as one of the sub- intercity video transmission service
"is illegal, void and beyond the
to compete effectively in the field "while the scarcity of television
jects to be explored. Another was
power, authority and jurisdiction of whether
FCC should classify cus- of television broadcasting may be broadcast stations persists."
ABC-TV, DuMont Protest
FCC," and "will impede the future
materially affected by allocations
tomers for intercity video transmisgrowth of the television industry."
Both
Allen B. DuMont Labs and
sion
service
—
"i.e.,
television
netof usage of available facilities,"
Signed by RCA President Frank
works, TV broadcast station licen- FCC's order asserted.
ABC-TV
protested facilities,
AT&T's
M. Folsom and filed by Weymouth
allocation had
of networking
sees, persons engaged in theatre
Kirkland of the Chicago office of
Allocation
Breakdown
TV, etc." — and establish a "basis
DuMont by filing a formal comKirkland, Fleming, Green, Martin
for allocating usage of facilities
plaint and ABC-TV by charging in
The order noted that AT&T's cur& Ellis, with RCA's New York at- among such classes of customers."
a
petition
that the allocation was
rent
quarterly
allocation
of
usage
torneys Cahill, Gordon, Zachry &
of 19 intercity video channels gives not equitable and asking FCC to
Overlapping Questions
Reindel appearing as counsel, the
issue an interpretative rule that a
NBC-TV 160 out of 399 possible
The answers to these questions
complaint charges the FCC order:
pro rata allocation is required
hours
of
usage
per
week
in
the
• Is contrary to public interest, would depend substantially, it ap- "preferred" 8-11 p.m. segment;
[Telecasting, Oct. 2].
peared,
upon
the
answers
to
other
convenience and necessity, the "basic
CBS-TV, 114 hours; ABC-TV, 49,
questions
which
the
Commission
FCC ruled that ABC-TV's petistatutory standard" of the Commuand DuMont TV, 36, with the renications Act ,
tion raises "basic questions relatraised — whether the telephone commaining 40 hours per week open for
ing to the public interest which
pany's allocations for the current further assignment.
• Is "unsupported by substantial
should be decided only after public
quarter are just and reasonable,
evidence, is arbitrary and capricious,
The allocation is for the period notice and hearing." But the hearfor example, or whether they make
and is an abuse of discretion."
ing and investigation, FCC said,
"an unjust or unreasonable dis- Sept. 30 to Dec. 31, and was made
• Was adopted "before the FCC
(Continued on page 64)
had discharged its statutory duty to
by AT&T after weeks of unsuccesscrimination" among customers.
October 23, 1950
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Editorials Hit Coior Pla
ON
TI
AC
RE
PRESS
IMMEDIATELY following the sionate editorial which said FCC
The paperparentlyfurther
"Apthere arestated:
permanent
FCC's decision in favor of the CBS
"faced up to a grave responsibility"
in
making
its
color
decision.
It
system of color television transmembers of the Commission's staff
. . . who are devoted to the idea
mission [Telecasting, Oct. 16], pointed out that there are "adthat the public cannot be trusted
editorial writers on papers across
mitted flaws in the CBS color systo know what is best for it in the
tem . . . [but] opposing systems,
the country started swinging with
both fists.
on the other hand, have thus far kind of radio equipment it buys.
failed to match the fidelity of the
No government worker, whether
In the New York Times of Oct.
official or mere employe, is entitled
CBS pictures, and the FCC showed
18, an editorial pointed out that
no great confidence that they could
for present sets to receive even
to hold that kind of opinion."
The Cincinnati Enquirer of Oct.
black-and-white pictures from a drawing
eventuallyitsbeconclusion,
made to dotheso."
In
paper
17 headed its editorial on the color
color transmitting station would
said: "The one certainty that
cost a vast amount of money. Statquestion "Confusion Compounded."
stands out in the aftermath to the
"As far as its immediate impact
ing that "the Commission has not
FCC decision is that the last word
contented itself with setting standon the industry and the public inhas not been spoken on this perterest is concerned," the paper said,
ards," the editorial says:
the FCC mediate
ruling
an imIn effect it [FCC] is dictating to
beginning"authorizing
of color television
plexing
problem."
manufacturers what kind of television
Reaction
in
Kentucky
bears out the
Commission's
sets they are to make if images are
record of
doing eitherlongthe
In a blistering attack on the right thingstanding
to be received in color with conat
the
wrong
time or the
verters and in black-and-white with
color decision. The Paducah (Ky.)
wrong thing
the possibly
right time."
The
adapters. . . . This coercion of an
Enquirer
saidatthat
the ComSun-Democrat of Oct. 13 said:
industry which has hitherto enjoyed
mis ion is "heading down the wrong
a large measure of freedom is ap"This appears
the worstof road technically" and asked "if the
parently without precedent. In the recent
examplesto be
of onetheof abuse
FCC
could
hold the entire developcase of color television we have a authority by an over-enthusiastic
ment up until most of the nation was
usurpation of authority that needs
covered
with
black-and-white telebureaucracy."
The paper
also hit to
FCCa
correction . . . The time for judicial
for
having denied
TV service
vision
sets,
why
couldn't itthat
waita until
there was more certainty
final
interpretation
of the
"to en- large section of the population "becourage the larger
and phrase
more effective
cause of the arbitrary and lengthy
answer to color television had been
use
of
radio
in
the
public
interest"
freeze on new stations"; pointed out
found?"
problems
manufachas arrived.
ture wereThecovered
and ofthe
paper
that the CBS system "cannot be received
in
black-and-white
by
the
milpointed
out
that
"most
of
the
blackThe Washington Evening Star
lions of TV sets already in the hands
and-white sets now in stock probably
of Oct. 13 asked editorially: "Why
of the public";
said
the research
"order mayin will be worn out in use before color
arbitrarily
halt
further
TV attains a comparable vogue."
All the Haste?" The paper agreed
television along technical lines
with the FCC contention that de- color
In his syndicated column of Oct.
different from the CBS system, which
laying the decision would only in- is itself not perfect"; and bemoaned
19, Fred Othman pointed out that
crease the number of sets to be the fact that "most of the broadcasters already on the air face the despite the confusion surrounding
converted and pointed out that
the FCC decision favoring CBS
prospect of having to make large new
"that argument would be valid if investments to accommodate their color, "the one beauty of it i£ that
the television industry were ready
transmitting equipment so as to
today to start producing color TV
the durn thing works." He said:
handle
color. . . ."
receivers. . . . Indications are

[however] that it will take many
months, perhaps several years, before quantity production of color
TV equipment can be achieved."
After exploring the possibility of
further development on another
color system which might later
prove superior, the editorial said:
This much is plain. The prospect
of early transformation of the television industry from black-and-white
to color is still as slim as ever . . .
(and) ... it is very difficult to believe
that either the public interest or the
interest of an industry that is still
in the limping stage has been served
by this needlessly premature commitment to a particular color system.
On the same day the New York
Herald-Tribune carried a dispasThe Day the Serpent Entered the Garden of Eden
"Vbu
cakV seeUNLESS
Black
p,Nb
ViHlTE
vou &Er
AKJ A&^PreR !
fOR
COLOR
you
LL
TO <»Er A CONVeWER

— From New York Herald Tribune
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color
televiMAof theRE
sion controversy were to be presented to CBS network listeners
last week.
President Frank Stanton took
to the air Oct. 15 to "clear up"
confusion created by "the reaction
of some of the television set manufacturers" toFCC's decision adopting Columbia's incompatible color
system.
His speech brought a demand
from Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.'s
President Robert C. Sprague for
time in which to reply. Mr. Stanton answered that "obviously CBS
will apply its long-standing policy
of presenting both sides of important public issues," and Mr.
Sprague was scheduled to appear
yesterday (Sunday) at 5:45-6 p.m.
over the CBS radio network.
RTMA demand for 15 minutes
on CBS to answer Mr. Stanton was
issued Monday after the association's Television Committee, which
held an all-day meeting in New
York, had referred to FCC regulations calling for equal time on
both sides of controversial public
issues.
The RTMA committee reassured
the public that in the opinion of the
best informed men in the industry
"black-and-white telecasting will
continue for years to come and that

BOTH

— From Washington (D.C.) Post :
"So the FCC approves the CBS
widget, simply because it's here ;
now and ready to go into produc- i
tion at once. That sounds fair
enough to a bystander like me." ,
To allay the fears of TV set.
owners in the Buffalo area, Edward H. Butler, editor and pub- ,
lisher of the Buffalo Evening News and president of WBEN Inc., oper- ator of WBEN-TV, said in the
paper's
"no buys
one
who now issue
has orof inOct.
the 16,
future
a television receiver to pick up ;
programs in black-and-white need i,
have any concern about his ability |
for years to come to receive pro- il
gram service comparable to that I
which WBEN-TV has been fur- /
nishing."
,

Time to Answer
ords Smague
bers while the industry works out
TV sets may Acc
be bought with confidence that they will receive the the technical problems of future
most popular television programs."
Mr. television."
Stanton in his speech reDr. W. R. G. Baker, vice presi- color
viewed some of the questions that
dent of General Electric Co. and
chairman of the committee, said he said were being asked by people
(Continued on page 60)
that in the opinion of set makers
"the growth of color television
Color Debate
under the system approved presently by the FCC will be necessarily
INVITATION to participate
very slow.
in a radio public debate on
"Set manufacturers are confident
the current color controversy i
that a completely electronic color
was declined last week by
television system which will be comFrank Stanton, CBS presipatible with present black-anddent. Brig. Gen. David Sarnwhite sets will be developed by the
off, chairman of the board
industry's engineers in the relaof RCA, had not replied
tively near future. And when this
as of Friday. Idea had
system is developed, color telebeen advocated by Dr. Clincasts can be received in black-andton H. Churchill, president
white on present sets without any
and general manager of
extra set equipment or any receiver
WKBW Buffalo, who wired
the offer stating that two
Committe Set Up
modifications."
hours of sustaining class A
RTMA's committee will set up a
time, 8:30-10:30 p.m., Oct. 24,
subcommittee to submit factual inhad been cleared by WKBW
formation to the public and trade
for presentation of case, rein an effort to clear up confusion
buttal and questions from the
caused by "a misunderstanding of
floor. Pointing to the importechnical issues and the circulation
tance of this question to the
public. Dr. Churchill declared
of misinformation."
Dr. Baker concluded, "We are
whole subject
confident that once the public knows
athe thorough
airing"should
... get
by
the facts that it will have no hesiqualified representatives of
tancy about continuing to buy
the interested parties. . . ."
black-and-white sets in large numBROADCASTING
Telecasting •

Johnson
LINES
FORM
ON
COLOR
# FCC ruled that tests of the
HE BATTLE over FCC's aporatory apparatus which RCA has
heretofore demonstrated has been
Iproval of the CBS color television
RCA color system on RCA-NBC's
WNBW
(TV)
Washington
and
Standards raged on last week, with
brought to fruition in a commerWNBT (TV) New York— or any
political as well as manufacturing
cial, fully compatible, all-elecpnd broadcasting forces joining the other TV experimentation in the
tronic, high-definition system of
fight.
VHF — must be made "during pe- color television available for imriods other than normal broadcast
mediate adoption of final standj While
and Pilotcourts
Ra- hours in accordance with the exIdio
Corp. ECA-NBC
went into separate
He
said
the Dec. 5 demonstration
j|to seek injunctions staying the efrules."
# Firstperimental
newspaper
editorial will include a showing of a con'ffectiveness of FCC's order (see
Istory page 53), the week saw these
reaction to FCC's decision apverter for the RCA system. (FCC's
peared to be largely adverse (story color
jother developments:
ards."decision had said that "no
on
opposite
page).
[ e Sen. Ed C. Johnson (Dpractical strated
converter"
was demonto the Commission
by
'Col.), chairman of the Senate ComRCA's plans to demonstrate im- RCA.)
icnierce committee
and
one of
provements inits system were announced Tuesday in telegrams sent
Extension Granted
ijCapitol Hill's most outspoken color
throughout the radio-television
■advocates, defended FCC's decision
FCC meanwhile granted RCAand accused manufacturers of manufacturing industry by E. C.
NBC 90-day extensions of special
Anderson,
vice
president
in
charge
istaging a "sit-down strike" in reauthorizations for tests
of the commercial department of temporary
of the RCA system on WNBW and
■p'ecting FCC's bracket-standards
RCA
Labs.
proposal. Chairman Robert CrosVs^NBT, on condition "that such
iser (D-Ohio) of the House comexperimentation shall be limited
RCA
System
'Improved'
merce committee said he would put
Mr. Anderson noted that RCA
to programs that are not part of
|the color issue before his committhe stations regular broadcast
had made "substantial improveitee when Congress reconvenes.
operation, whether commercial or
ments"
in
its
system
since
it
was
^ The major manufacturers
last demonstrated to licensees on
sustaining
programs."
continued to assail FCC's decision
The Commission
said this is in
lor questioned its practical effec- March 30, and reiterated the comline
with
assertions
in its Oct. 11
pany's
assertion
that
by
June
30,
tivenes — among them spokesmen
1951, "we will show that the lab- report approving CBS color standi}for Allen B. DuMont Labs, RCA,
--General Electric Co., Philco. Motorola, Avco's Crosley Division,
Shouse Urges Press
■and Sightmaster Corp., aside from
To Inform Public
COLOR
HURTS
'others who had spoken out against
the decision the previous week
THE PUBLIC, facing an estimated ?500 million loss because of FCC's
[Broadcasting, Oct. 16].
color TV decision, must be made aware of the disastrous potentialities
% Companies planning to turn
posed
by the Commission's action, James D. Shouse, vice president and
out CBS color equipment increased, with Majestic Radio & director, Avco Mfg. Corp. and chairman of the board, Crosley Broadcasting Corp., told a gathering of
•Tele%asion, Muntz TV, Television
the FCC decision on color. Mr.
newspaper executives in Cleveland
Equipment Corp., and, reluctantly,
last Tuesday.
Shouse's brief included charges
/Belmont Radio Corp. (Raj^theon)
Crosley operates
that (1) FCC was derelict in alamong those joining Tele-Tone Rathree television
lowing the public to invest $2.5
dio Corp., Webster-Chicago Corp.,
billion in TV sets since the twooutlets — WLWT
Celomat Corp., and Hallicrafters
Cincinnati,
year-old freeze went into effect and
Co., which had said earlier they
WLWD
Dayton
would begin to market color con(2) it wascouragethe
FCC's duty sale
"to disthis tremendous
of
and WLWC Coverters at an early date.
lumbus,
Ohio.
sets''
while
holding
hearings
and
9 Hallicrafters Co., which crito decide the issue.
ticized the decision but planned to
Mr. Shouse re- attempting
Publishers, Mr. Shouse said,
minded the
build sets on a limited basis, said
"control the biggest single equity
a survey of the 107 existing TV
Newspaper ConMr. Shouse
stations brought 63 replies, with
trollers and Fi- in television." Therefore, he connance Officers, at
tinued, "we have an interested
54 reporting no plans to use the
press, not a press which must be
their third annual meeting at the
CBS system and only three reportHotel Cleveland, that newspaper
interested
ing definite plans (story page 64).
Granted from
that the
the outside."
Commission
owners have heavy investments in
WCAU-TV Philadelphia, however,
"is not deliberately misleading the
television which they should proannounced it will begin colorcastpublic," Mr. Shouse said, "it is
ing as soon as programs are avail- tect.
becoming apparent that the pubWarning of the threatened loss
able, and Humboldt J. Greig of
lic is being made the goat, and
WHUM Reading, Pa., said his sta- to set oMmers because of conversion
that the Commission is more interof their receivers to CBS color
tion was prepared to notify FCC
ested in protecting future buyers
that it desires a color rather than
standards, Mr. Shouse pointed out
who have refused to buy sets thaii
that no one knows if the majority
monochrome TV grant.
present owners whose purchases
of the sets could be salvaged.
9 The length of time that may
made the television we now have
be needed to develop a color service
The press, he said, must arouse
the
public
to
the
shortcomings
of
was emphasized — without the outI spoken criticism that marked many
Are on Following Pages:
Reactions to FCC Color Dec isions
statements — by several industry
80 Kaplan,
possible."Michael L., Sightmaster
leaders, including Television
Asbach,
Leonard,
Majestic
Radio
& TV
Corp.
Broadcasters Assn. President J. R.
McCoy, John B., Fort Industry Co.
Balderston, William, Philco Corp.
Poppele, of WOR-TV New York;
Milliken,
John B., Television
Brandt, Arthur A., General Electric 80
81
ment
CoEquip80
former FCC Comr. E. K. Jett, of Buck, Walter A., RCA Victor
Moch,
Frank,
Television
Installation 81
Craig,
John
W.,
Avco
Mfg.
Co.
Service Assoc
81
80
WMAR-TV Baltimore; George B. Crosser, Rep. Robert
TV
81
Dunn, William L., Belmont Radio
80 Muntz
81
Storer of - Fort Industry Co., and
J. R., WOR New York
80
Galvin, Robert W., Motorola Inc. . 80 Poppele,
H. L. Hoffman of Hoffman Radio
Shouse, James D., Avco Mfg. Co. . 55
81
Goldsmith,
Dr. Thomas
T. Jr., Du- 80 Simon, James H., Simon DistributMont
Labs
Corp.
80
ing Corp
81
Greig,
Humboldt
J.,
WHUM
% RCA announced it would
Storer, George B., Fort Industry Co. 80
Reading
Tele-Tone
Corp
81
demonstrate improved versions of Hoffman, H. L., Hoffman Radio
Thornburgh, Donald W., WCAU
Corp
its compatible color system in a
81
Philadelphia
81
Dr. Vladimir K., RCA
Jett, E. K., WMAR-TV Baltimore . 55 Zworykin,
series of showings in Washington
Labs
80
81
Johnson, Sen. Ed C
starting Dec. 5.
80
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Defends

FCC

lATTLE

ards, and is "the policy which the
Commission intends to follow with
respect to all requests for experimental operations in the VHF
FCC also denied NBC's request
for permission to charge for color
TV broadcasts carried by WNBW
Monday through Friday from 3-4
band." Experimental rules forbid
p.m.
such charges, FCC noted. It assigned experimental call letters
KG2XDE to NBC's Washington
color test operations and KE2XJV
to the New York operations.
"These grants are subject to
the further express condition that
they are without prejudice to any
action the Commission may take
with respect to any of your pending applications for renewal of license," FCC said.
Summaries of the week's reactions to the color decision — in the
political, manufacturing, and
broadcasting fields — follow:
SEN. ED C. JOHNSON (D-Col.),
chairman of the Senate Interstate
and Foreign Commerce Committee, emphasizing that both the FCC
and the Condon Committee concluded that color is ready now,
charged that manufacturers "organized asit-down strike" instead
of
cooperating
with FCC's "bracket
standards" proposal.
"The obvious and sensible thing,
of course, would be for them to
abandon their political activity and
their announced propaganda campaign and put their heads together
to develop a color television system
more canto make
their liking,"
he that
said. they
"No
one
me believe
cannot do so should they pool their
great
scientific
He noted
thatresources."
FCC's decision
provides that colorcasting "for the
present is to be permissive and not
mandatory," and that the permissive arrangement will permit FCC
"to see how color television is received by the public." FCC's decision "emphasizes" the Coinmission will give "fullest consideration
to improvements or new systems
whenever
he asserted.they may be developed,"
With both black-and-white and
color to choose from, and with
black - and - white "obviously remaining the prevailing system on
most stations," Sen. Johnson said,
"the market is left wide open for
a free choice by buyers giving the
scientific, industrial, and competitive elements free play to settle the
issue. This is in the best traditions of the American anti-monopfree enterprise
He oly,said
the only system."
way existing
set owners are affected "is to make
it possible for them to have color
television if they want it. What
is so %\T.'ong about that? The Commission's decision obviously is designed to give consideration to approximately 75Q of . the
tion of this country.
. . popula"The Commission is required by
(Continued on page 80)
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difficult theoretical problem" which
the committee
considered "extremely important" since it "might ,
problem."
seriously
affect
the allocation i|
Mr. Allen stated while data are (
too few in many cases for accurate !
predictions. Volume II particularly i
explains its own weaknesses in
this respect. If assumptions must ;
be made, Mr. Allen said, tkeyj:
should be made by people qualified E
to make them.
Ad hoc material presented to
FCC by Mr. Allen disclosed that
Dr. E. U. Condon, director of NBS,^
in a letter dated Oct. 9 explained :
the status of four unpublished re- 1
ferences attached to Volume II j
which have been the chief cause of 1
opposition to the second report.
Dr. Norton and certain other NBSl
and FCC staff members are authors of the references.
Dr. Condon wrote Mr. Allen that the
unpublished references (C, E, K and M)
for several months have been the sub- i
ject
editorial toreview
and it "has that
not '
been ofpossible
get agreement
these papers in their present form are
suitable for release as ofificial publications" of NBS. They may be regarded
as "working papers prepared especially
for the use of your Ad Hoc Committee," however. Dr. Condon stated. .
editorial are
review
indicates asthat
the"The
dociunents
satisfactory
to '
freedom
from
technical
errors,"
the
NBS chief wrote. "They are lacking,
however, in that clarity and precision
of exposition which the Bureau requires in its point
ofScialthatpublications."
"A second
was raised," Dr.
Condon said,
"was thatin theview
analysis
unduly
complicated
of theis
meager amount of observational data
at present available. My own feeling is
that the situation is inherently a complicated one, and that all the factors
considered in the documents really require attention." He foresaw possible
simplification later "as a practical
working matter."
Others Testify
Other members of the Ad Hoc
Committee testified Monday and
Tuesday on their views of the reports and supporting references.
Those who endorsed Volume II
without reservation included Ralph
N. Harmon, engineering manager
of Westinghouse Radio Stations
Inc. ; Robert P. Wakeman, Allen B.
DuMont Labs, and FCC engineers
William C. Boese, Harry Fine,
George Jr.
V. Waldo and E. F. Vandivere
Endorsements with reservations
were made by Consulting Engineers Stuart L. Bailey, Albert F.
Murray, Frank G. Kear and Raymond M. Wilmotte; Mr. Wright;
Dr. George H. Brown, RCA Labs
Division, and Dr. Norton. Those
declining to endorse Volume II besides Mr. deMars were Dr. Thomas
J. Carroll and Chester H. Page,
both NBS associates of Dr. Norton.
Dr. Carroll strongly contested the
Norton assumptions in both re-

ened
Cenero/ Hearings Op
S
ON
TI
CA
LO
AL
TV
would be little practical use of the interference ratios, classes of staGHOSTS of FCC's postwar FM
reallocation and recent color deci- material which was the subject of
tions, station service areas and directional antennas.
sion haunted opening sessions last most disagreement.
The present proceeding, held
As the hearing continues, conweek of the Commission's lengthy
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and
general allocation proceeding looksideration will be given to FCC's
Friday last week and scheduled
ing toward lifting of the now twoproposals on required field intenyear old TV freeze.
Tuesday through Friday this week,
sities, prediction of TV propagaseeks first to consider the revised
tion and station separations as well
Specters of the former conflicts
arose as:
general TV allocation proposals
as to non-FCC proposals relating
0 Consulting Engineer Paul A. issued by the Commission in July to Stratovision, Polycasting, re1949 [Telecasting, July 11, 18,
servation of channels for noncom1949].
deMars challenged the qualificamercial educational TV stations
tions of Dr. Kenneth A. Norton,
Revised Proposals
and "metered television." Possible
National Bureau of Standards raIt was the first report of the / d aid to improving service through
dio propagation authority whose
Hoc Committee which prepared
synchronized or offset-carrier operearlier FM work had been subject
ation also will be explored.
to similar attack.
the way for these revised pro0 Mr. deMars also questioned
posals [Telecasting, June 13]. As
Testifying Monday before
the qualifications of Edward W.
a result, co-channel separation be- Comrs. Hennock, Robert F. Jones,
tween TV stations w6uld be in- George E. Sterling and Paul A.
Allen Jr., chief of FCC's Technical
Walker with Chairman Wayne Coy
creased from 150 miles to about
Research Division, to head the Ad
Hoc Committee of government and
220 miles while adjacent channel
presiding, Mr. Allen detailed the
industry experts which has sought
history of the Ad Hoc Committee
separation would be raised from
to resolve basic engineering prob- 75 miles to 110 miles. This re- and activities leading up to issulems.
ance of its contested second report,
duces the number of possible stations.
Volume II [Telecasting, Sept.
# FCC Counsel Harry Plotkin,
attacking the request of Television
18]. Mr. Allen endorsed both
Upon conclusion of the general
Broadcasters Assn. for assignment
Volumes I and II without reservaallocation proposals, FCC will take
of all 70 channels in the UHF
up the individual community al- tion.
Ad Hoc Reports
band to TV, indicated the Commislocation requests. The specific comsion would not tolerate "broad
The
ad
hoc reports are the basis
munity allocations also were proposed in revised form in July of tools of technical definition and
general
conclusions"
drawn
from
unknown facts and data such as last year.
calculation by means of which
occurred, he charged, in the color
It's conservatively estimated the FCC must determine its revised
TV case.
TV allocation policies. The June
general and specific allocation
Other hearing developments in- phases of the present hearing will 1949 report. Volume I, specifies
cluded:
delay
FCC's
to lift the and evaluates troposphere and ter% Indication by Philco and Dufreeze on
new ability
station construction
rain factors as they relate to proMont that regular UHF service is until some time in mid-1951.
pagation problems and designates
possible now, at least to limited exmeans to predict effects of one
Initial consideration at the heartent.
predominant interfering signal
ing includes FCC's proposal to upon a desired signal, Mr. Allen
# Presentation by DuMont of
add
42
six-megacycle
UHF
chanindicated.
revision of its earlier-presented
nels with the balance of the UHF
nationwide VHF-UHF allocation
Volume II in principal presents
band allotted for TV experimentation.
plan.
four suggested methods for evalu'Unsound Allocations'
ating TV service in the presence
The Commission proposes to emMr. deMars charged "unsound
ploy VHF standards in the UHF.
of multiple sources of interference.
allocations" would result if FCC
It recommends none of them. The
Further proposals to be considered
relied upon the controversial re- relate to allocation priority methearlier report explained multipleports of the Ad Hoc Committee.
ods,
grades
of
service,
permissible
interference
predictions as "a very
He said certain assumptions of Dr.
Norton used in these reports were
"misleading and inaccurate." He
contended Dr. Norton admittedly
has been mistaken in the past and
conflict over Dr. Norton's calculations in the 1948 engineering conference on TV and FM propagation had necessitated formation of
the Ad Hoc Committee to resolve
the disagreements.
Mr. deMars said a number of
engineers support his position and
he specifically named Prof. Edwin
H. Armstrong when queried by
Comr. Frieda B. Hennock.
He requested about 10 days to
prepare data which he said will
Mr. Harmon, who also endorsed
show Dr. Norton is "incompetent
Volume I without reservation,
as an advisor on allocation matters
ports.
stated he originally complained
to the Commission." FCC indiabout the complexity of Volume II
cated the examination will be permitted but no date was specified.
but decided one couldn't come up
It was not clarified whether Mr.
with a simple equation if all factors are to be considered. He urged
deMars will carry out his wish to
a definite program of gathering
question Mr. Allen's qualifications
PRESENTATION of a $100,000 check to Columbia U.'s Graduate School of
more data through the 107 TV staas chairman of the Ad Hoc group.
Journalism by Joseph Schlitz Brewing Co., Milwaukee, was made along with
tions now operating.
The question of whether all this
the premier of the new television show Pulitzer Prize Playhouse, sponsored by
Mr. Wakeman, who also apwas only a tempest in a teapot
Schlitz over ABC-TV. At the ceremony are (I to r) Edward J. Noble, ABC
arose, however, when Jay W.
board chairman; Edwin C. Uihiein, Schlitz president; Dean Carl W. Ackerman,
proved Volume I, presented a deWright, CBS chief radio engineer,
tailed answer to the criticism levColumbia U., and Joseph Pulitzer. The endowment is to be used for the
(Continued on page 61)
stated he believed there really
support of the school and to continue the Pulitzer Awards.
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Food

Leads

August Advertisers
(Report 134)

telesfatus
It

^

^

THE

DALLAS

LARGEST

TELEVISION
MARKET

. .

DALLAS
FT WORTH
Combined Population
DALLAS and TARRAHT
COUNTIES . . .
920,500
HOW

iliere are

ADVERTISERS of Food & Food
Products were the largest product
classification using television time
in August, according to the latest
Rorabaiigh Report on Television
Advertising. In all there were 650
such firms using the medium during the month (see table).
Out of 71 advertisers on the four
networks, there were 12 firms
which used TV to sell food products. This product classification had
the largest number of network advertisers. In all the 12 firms sponsored 15 different programs, several of them appearing several
times a week.
Smoking Second
The second largest classification
of network users was Smoking &
Smoking Materials. In this group
there were eight firms sponsoring
12 different programs. American
Tobacco Co. and P. Lorillard Co.
had three shows each during the
month.
Food & Food Product advertisers also were the largest users of
spot television during August, Rorabaugh reports, with 205 different
firms using the medium for spot
campaigns. Running a poor second
in number of accounts were Beer &
Wine advertisers. In this classification of spot advertisers there
were 133 active accounts in August
on the reporting stations.
In the local field the largest number of accounts was placed by ad-

1.
5.
2.6.
7.3.
4.9.
8.
10.
12.
11.
13.
15.
14.
17.
16.
18.
19.
20.
21.
23.
22.
24.
25.
26.
27.

NUMBER OF ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT GROUPS
Network -133
Agriculture & Farming
4
4 Spot19
Apparel, Footwear & Access
Automotive, Automotive Equip. & Access
7
15
Beer & Wine . .
2
Building Materials, Equip. & Fixtures
1
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
6
Consumer Services
1
8
Construction & Contractors
70
Drugs & Remedies
3
Entertainment & Amusements
1
Food & Food Products
20570
Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels
3
17
Horticulture
Household Furnishings, Equip. & Supplies
14
9
Industrial Materials
2
Insurance, Banking & Real Estate
12
6
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
16
Office Equipment & Supplies
2
Publishing & Media
2
8
Radios,
TV
Sets,
Phonographs,
Musical
Instruments
&
Access
4
11
Retail Stores & Shops
2
Smoking Materials
8
19
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishers
2
Sporting
Goods & Toys
4
Toiletries
7
37
Transportation,
Travel
&
Resorts
18
71812
Miscellaneous
i
24
TOTAL

vertisers of Household Furnishings, Equipment & Supplies. During the month there were 546 firms
which placed local business. Food
& Food Products was the second
largest local classification with 433
accounts.
* * *
TelePulse

Reports

Berle Tops for Six Months
MILTON BERLE's Texaco Star
Theatre was the top-rated program
in the Multi-Market TelePulse reports for the six-month period from

Local
160
7
305
30
10050
77
224
28
433
44
23
546
2415
141
55
16
34
163
299
7
13
31
9
16
61

183
Total
11
101
327
153
165
233
28
41
51
650
64
18
23
62544
17
147
71
35
314
165
39
53
34
74
34

2,911

3,700
January, to June 1950. The program
received a rating
71 of 54.9, according
to a compilation just released by
The Pulse Inc.
The top 10 programs during the
period, with their ratings, were reported as follows:
41.1
Texaco Star Theatre . .
54.9
40.1
Godfrey's Talent Scouts
Toast of the Town . . .
Godfrey & His Friends
39.7
33.0
33.7
Stop Goldbergs
the Music
The
Fireside Theatre
30.6
Kraft TV Theatre
28.9
Saturday Night Revue .
Studio One
29.4
28.3

|76,839|

Wfiekly Television Summsry —

in

KRLD-TV's
Effective

Coverage
^/le CBiS
for

Area
Station

DALLAS
and
FORT WORTH

ICRLD
AM-FIM-TV
C^Lannei

4

id ^our Lest LuyTIMES HERALD Station
National Representatives
THE BRANHAM COMPANY

rhe
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October 2s, 1950, telecasting survey

City
Outlets On Air
Number Sets City
Outlets On Air
Number Sets
Albuquerque KOB-TV
5,000 Louisville WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
45,708
Ames
WOi-TV
19,380 Memphis WMCT
54,593
Atlanta WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
57,600 Miami
WTVJ
37,500
Baltimore WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
222,186 Milwaukee WTMJ-TV
160,665
Binghamton WNBF-TV
24,650 Mlnn.-St. Paul KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
141,100
Birmingham WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
23,500 Nashville WSM-TV
8,500
Eloomington WTTV
10,600 New Haven WNHC-TV
102,300
Boston WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
525,130 iSiew Orleans WDSU-TV
37,371
Buffalo WBEN-TV
134,667 New York WABD, WCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
Charlotte WBTV
32,358
WOR-TV, WPIX
1,635,000
Chicago WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
627,831 Newark WATV
Inc. in N. Y. estimate
Cincinnati WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
178,000 Norfolk WTAR-TV
34,939
Cleveland WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
315,024 Oklahoma City WKY-TV
48,203
Columbus WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
95,000 Omaha
KMTV, WOW-TV
39,404
Dallas,
Philadelphia WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
600,000
Ft. Worth KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
76,839 Fhoen:x KFHO-TV
16,900
Davenport
WOC-TV
23,529
Pittsburgh
WDTV
137^000
Quad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Island, East Moline Portland, Ore
978
Dayton WHIO-TV, WLWD
106,000 Providence WJAR-TV
86,880
Detroit WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
330,539 Richmond WTVR
42,534
Erie
WICU
38,700 Rochester WHAM-TV
51,088
Ft. WorthRock Island WHBF-TV
23,529
Dallas WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
76,839 Quad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock island. East Moline
Grand Rapids WIAV-TV
56,211 Sal; Lake City KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
27,400
Greensboro WFMY-TV
25,000 San Antonio KEYL, WOAI-TV
30,054
Houston KPRC-TV
44,240 San Diego KFMB-TV
58,000
HuntingtonFrancisco KGO-TV,
KPIX, KRON-TV
85,345
Charleston WSAZ-TV
26,383 San
Schenectady
WRGB
106,800
Indianapolis WFBM-TV
80,000 Albany-Troy
Jacksonville WMBR-TV
20,000 Seattle KING-TV
43,200
Johnstown WJAC-TV
37,800 St. Louis KSD-TV
184,500
Kalamazoo- WKZO-TV
•
40,570 Syracuse WHEN, WSYR-TV
71,295
Battle Creek
Toledo WSPD-TV
55,000
Kansas City WDAF-TV
61,613 Tulsa
KOTV
40,160
Lancaster* WGAL-TV
63,743 Utica-Rome WKTV
24,875
Lansing WJIM TV
31,000 Washington WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
174,485
Los Angeles KECA-TV,
KLAC-TV, KNBH,747,867 Wilmington WDEL-TV
46,749
KTLA, KTSL,KFI-TV,
KTTV
* Lancaster and contiguous areas.
Total Markets on Air 63
Stations on Air 107
Sets in Use 8,309,536
Editor's Note: Source of set estimates are based on data available from dealers, distributors, TV Circulation committees, electric companies
and manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas is
necessarily approximate.
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PULSE

PROVES...

6 out of the 1 0 top rated multiweekly shows telecast in Dayton are on WHIO-TV!
ef-^
shoves tel
I

PULSE PROVES

AGAIN...

WHIO-TV is Dayton 'sf/rsf and
Favorite Television Station!

"
viewer . • •

*Proved by ratings published by The Pulse, Int., Sept., 1950

RTMA Reply
(Continued from page 5U)
who had been upset by the color
controversy. He assured listeners
that present TV sets will not be
useless after Nov. 20, the date
CBS color standards go into effect
under the FCC decision.
"Despite the fact that some
manufacturers are seeking to
create the impression that the public's investment in television sets
is about to be wiped out," he said,
"nothing could be further from the
truth. As a practical matter, color
px'ograms will not, overnight, entirely replace black-and-white programs."
Mr. Stanton predicted that the
number of color programs "will
increase at an orderly rate as the
number of sets capable of receiving them increases."
To Buy or Not?
Another question he thought was
troubling non-owners of television
sets was: "Should I buy an ordiTiary black-and-white television set
at this time?"
Although he said he could not
give a flat answer, Mr. Stanton did
give "some facts which may help
you make up your own mind." He
pointed out that black-and-white
sets now on the market "will continue to receive present black-andwhite programs."
"These programs," he added,
"will continue for a considerable
period of time, although at a diminishing rate within a year or so."
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Most sets now on the market, he
said, can be adapted to receive color
telecasts in black-and-white and
can be converted to receive color in
color. He continued:
On the other hand, I want to point
out that it will be somewhat cheaper
and more satisfactory to buy a blackand-white set which is already
adapted, so that it has built-in compatibility. Furthermore, a new combination color and black-and-white
set may be somewhat less expensive
and will be more satisfactory than
an ordinary black-and-white set
adapted and converted for color.
Therefore, if you wait for, say,
six months, you may save some money,
and you will have a self-contained set
with built-in compatibility and builtin color.
On the other hand, if you buy an
ordinary black-and-white set now,
you will be able to enjoy the blackand-white programs being broadcast.
But, if you do buy such a set, buy only
from a manufacturer who will give
you positive assurance that there will
soon be adapters and converters which
will enable you to get color.
Mr. Stanton said some "progressive" manufacturers were preparing to make color equipment, but he
regretted that "this constructive
attitude is not being displayed
by all manufacturers."
He said he had telegraphed a request to the Radio-Television Manufacturers Assn. to attend the meeting held Monday in New York to
consider the RTMA's attitude
toward color, but had been advised
that the meeting was closed to
CBS.
"If any statements come out of

mARKCT
250.000

to

that meeting," said Mr. Stanton,
"I hope you will read them in the
light of these facts. We do not
want the future of color television
to fall into the hands of any selfappointed group meeting in secret
behind closed doors. We know you
do not want that either. We intend
to do everything we can to prevent
anyone, either television manufacturers or anyone else, from
blocking color television and keeping it from the American public."
Mr. Stanton said that "some
manufacturers are trying to create
the impression that the Commission's decision is sudden and that,
as a result, they are not prepared
to build the necessary new color
receivers, adapters, color converters and black-and-white sets internally equipped to receive color as
well as black-and-white pictures."
The decision, he said, "was anything but sudden."
GARDEN EVENTS
Chesebrough Part-Sponsor
CHESEBROUGH Mfg. Co. (Vaseline hair tonic) will sponsor the
10:30-11 p.m. portion of the Saturday night Madison Square Garden
events, telecast on DuMont Television Network. The series consists
of 25 supporting events telecast
every Saturday night through
March 1951. Cayton Inc., New
York, is the agency.
This marks the second television
show for the sponsor.

111

TOA MEETING
TV Subjects High on Agenda
TELEVISION and theatre television will be the subjects of a number of speeches and discussions
when the Theatre Owners of
America hold their annual convention in Houston, Tex., Oct. 30-Nov.
2, at the Shamrock Hotel.
Speeches
tion include: before the full convenMitchell Wolfson, chairman of the
television committee of the Theatre
Owners of America and owner of
WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla., will report
on "Television Broadcasting." Bob
O'Brien, secretary-treasurer of United
Paramount Theatres, will cover
"Theatre Television" and the results
of the Big Ten theatre television experiments. Marcus Cohn, television
counsel to the theatre owners, will
speak about the prospective hearings
on theatre television now before the
FCC, and other aspects of television
in movie houses. Nathan Halpern,
also TV consultant to the theatre
owners, will detail the experiment of
theatre television and its growth.
Also scheduled is Stuart Bailey, of
Jansky & Bailey, Washington enconsultants, who
will discuss the gineering
engineering
problems
of
allocating frequencies for theatre TV.
Other small committee meetings
will be held to discuss in greater
detail the subject of television as
it is related to the theatres.
At the close of the sessions Mr.
Halpern will introduce a resolution
urging the use of television advertising for promotion of movie television, which, according to Mr.
Halpern, is proving very successful in building audiences.
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Allocations

(Continued from page 56)
elled at the reports. He explained
the committee acknowledged the
"paucity of data" and the reports
indicate their limitations. "It is
quite possible and proper for an
engineer to use the curves in Volume I and Volume II," Mr. Wakeman said, "provided only that he
understands the assumptions and
limitations involved and has a reasonable faith in the data on vs^hich
they are based."
Mr. Vandivere explained his ad
hoc participations had been limited
and his signature signified more of
editorial approval rather than support of the substance of Volume II.
Ail four consulting engineers
who had reservations to their Volume II endorsements testified they
had approved Volume I w^ithout
qualification. Mr. Wilmotte stated
he had been impressed at the
"unanimity of opinion" during
most of the ad hoc work in spite
of the conflict in the conclusions.
He considered the final result to be
coi'rect although it might be academic whether all the arguments
employed were correct. He urged
that engineering standards and allocation not be frozen to allow
flexible, progressive development.
Asked by Comr. Hennock as to
what he attributed the ad hoc conflict, Mr. Wilmotte replied he felt
it was a mixture of emotion and
personality relating to "past
events."

Mr. Wright saw little practical
need for Volume II since there are
few cases of multiple co-channel
interference in the present FCC
plan. Station spacings would take
care of adjacent channel situations,
he said.
Dr. Norton testified that in view
of methods evolved in Volume II
he could now endorse Volume I
without reservation. He believed the
"most accurate and workable
method presently available for evaluating the location probability of
service" to be the log-normal
method of combining interference
from several sources, one of the
four techniques suggested in Volume II.
Dr. Norton's Views
He also stated he did not believe
it has been established "that the
best location for a television station is necessarily always in a
large city but . . . that a good case
might be made for locating television stations half way between
cities, at least in some cases." Dr.
Norton also predicted "machine
computation" may help in future
TV service calculations.
Several
principles"
were
given
by Dr."general
Norton, which
he claimed
will be true under any arrangement of
TV stations, based on a study contained
in unpublished
Study
of
Methods for References
the EflScientE ("A
Allocation
of Radio Frequencies to Broadcasting
Services Operating in the Range Above
50 Mc" by Dr. Norton and Mr. Fine)
and iceK of("The
Effect on Antenna
TelevisionHeight,
ServTransmitting
Radiated Power, the Use of Off-Set or
Synchronized Co-Channel Carriers, and
of Correlation Among the Radio Fields

Received
from Several
Harold Starras
of NBS).Transmitters" by
One
principle
cited stated
the heights
"use of
maximum available
antenna
and maximum
practicable
power
ensures covering the maximum total area.
Although a horizontal increase in power
for
a given geographical
of television
stations will arrangement
increase the
number of receiving locations at which
interference between stations is noticeable, it will not increase the mutual
station interference at any receiving
location
and from
will noise
reduceat the
interference arising
all receiving
locations. A horizontal increase in
transmitting antenna height is even
more advantageous since it will not
only reduce the interference arising
from noise at most receiving locations
but it will also reduce the mutual station interference at most receiving loTo queries by Comr. Hennock as
cations."
to the cause of the opposition to
his work, Dr. Norton indicated it
was the "earlier FM hearing, of
course," and had nothing to do
with the "substance and merit" of
the ad hoc reports. He said he had
"tried many months" unsuccessfully to find out the objections to
the ad hoc conclusions.
Dr. Carroll reiterated his strong
objections to both Volumes I and II,
questioning certain assumptions
made in the reports and noting one
unpublished reference hasn't been
made available to the whole committee. He termed Volume II as
pai-ticularly vulnerable, complicated and confusing. Questioned
closely by Comr. Hennock on his
strong objection to Volume II, Dr.
Carroll stated he proposed to submit his own simplified version in
a week or so.
Asked
by DuMontif his
counsel,
Col. William A. Roberts,
statement
had
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John Preston, chief allocations
engineer for ABC and member of
the TBA Engineering Committee,
presented the TBA request for assignment of 70 UHF channels to
provide "truly nationwide and competitive television
system"
as well
as a minimum
of four
channels
per
market for the first 140 metropolitan districts.
He explained that in the interest of
"efficiency,
and alleconomy"
was
desirablestability
to allocate
of the UHFit
band now to TV. This would allow set
makers
incorporate
channelsof
in their to
receivers
at thethese
conclusion
the hearing, Mr. Preston said, "thereby
avoiding needless repetition of an occa(Continued on page 66)

a

wa

NETWORK
IN AMERICA

been reviewed by NBS before his appearance. Dr. Carroll indicated several
portions had
beenowndeleted.
referred
to his
report,Onehe deletion
stated,
while
another
concerned
a "simple toway"
of computing service according
ad
hoc definition found only the previous
week by a colleague and which was
said "not to exist" in Reference E.
Mr. Page, a mathematical physicist who stated he agreed with
Messrs. deMars and Carroll "to
some extent," testified he was "in
agreement
with tothe
basic
approach
the Committee's
problem of
determining television service" but
felt that the analysis presented "is
confusing" and the results are not
"in practical form and do not give
direct answers to the basic problems." Although not a propagation
expert, Mr. Page indicated he had
been named to the committee to
assess the statistical and mathematical methods used.
Presents TBA Request
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IT'S a serious but happy job as
WFMY-TV officials search the sehedule for a vacant 15 minute spot to
place a sponsored segment. At
WFMY-TV time is scarce but sponsors are plentiful. L to r: C. O.
Jeffress, business manager, Greensboro Daily News and The Greensboro
Record; Gaines Kelley, WFMY-TV
general manager; P. T. Mines, gen^
eral manager, Greensboro
^1
News Co., parent company.
* * *
ability to draw a viewing audience
by its local fare.
Despite the fact that WFMY-TV
has the use of only one camera, a
film chain and baloptican, its proming. gram department has been doing an
outstanding job in local programOne of these features is the
"Carolina Rangers," sponsored by
a local furniture chain with stores
in Greensboro, Burlington and
Winston-Salem. The "Rangers,"
via TV, have earned themselves a
top
as a western-hillbillyfolk rating
song group.
Another successful local show is
The Tel-Tones bringing tune-fare

AN

ESTIMATED 225,000 Tar Heels held their breath as they watched
the opening kickoff of the Notre Dame-North Carolina football
game on Sept. 30. It was a dramatic moment for the thousands
(10 viewers to one set owner) of Piedmont spectators seeing for the first
time a direct telecast of a UNC .
observes.
game that was being played hundreds of miles away in South Bend,
Greensboro is located in a
Ind.
heavily
concentrated area. Within
And it was a momentous ocless than 30 miles lie Winstoncasion for WFMY-TV Greensboro,
Salem, High Point, and Burlington,
N. C, for Sept. 30 marked the sta- a trio of important North Carolina
tion's addition to coaxial cable
population centers. WFMY-TV
service, an event dutifully logged
promotion must be extended to
in television history.
these cities. Efforts along this line
This period in WFMY-TV's servby the station's promotion staff alice to the Piedmont area will linger
ready have paid dividends in a set
in the memories of executives and
owner rise and greater TV-consciousness.
stafi'ers for a good time to come.
Only a week before, on Sept. 22,
In the television sense of the
the station marked its first anniversary on the air.
word, this area was "frontier" land
The cable debut was the signal when WFMY-TV greeted Piedmont
for WFMY-TV to close the "get- residents last fall. Literally starting from the ground up, WFMYting stai-ted" chapter and begin a
had welded the facilinew page of operation — full TV builders
ties of the sister station WFMY
schedule of network and local pro(FM) and solicited aid from the
gramming. In only one week, the
Greensboro Daily News and
station's hours increased from 30 parent
The Greensboro Record. Concenhours per week to over 60 hours.
trating on speed, TV installations
On Oct. 16, WFMY-TV began a
new daytime schedule, adding 10 were completed and an all-out
audience promotion campaign
hours of extra afternoon programs
undertaken.
each week.
Set Ownership
Gaines Kelley, WFMY-TV's general manager, says the new jump
Increasmg Rapidly
in hours since "C-Day" means an
The count of sets in the area
increase in programs by some
was about nil before the station
2507c. Withgramming,this
boostreports
"in pro-a went on the air. By the time the
Mr. Kelley
concurrent increase in set sales. outlet began operating on Channel
2 (54-60 mc) with .84 kw aural and
"Calls, cards, letters and visitors
1.67 kw visual power, set ownerhave weighed down our desks and
ship had reached an estimated
sofas until I suppose our station is
permanently 'settled' for good in 2,000 to 3,000. The figure now has
more ways than one," Mr. Kelley passed the 25,000 mark with an exPage 62 • October 23, 1950

Cable Connection

and SRO Schedule

Second Year at WFMY-TV
over piano, organ and drums. It
pected 30,000 or more by the first has
been sponsored for 39 weeks
of the year.
by
two
appliance firms, located in
This wide acceptance of television, heretofore confined to film Greensboro and in Burlington. The
been renewed for anand local programming, is the key- programother 26 has
weeks.
note upon which WFMY-TV is
Other local programs such as
building its new schedule. With
"live" network programs available
TV Song Shop, Requestfully Yours,
from CBS (its primary affiliate), Musical Mardi-Gras and the CoolNBC, ABC and DuMont, the sta- erator Scoreboard, starring Sports
Director Charlie Harville, are popular.
tion anticipates still greater success in its area.
On occasion of the cable bow.
North Carolina's Gov. W. Kerr
Lays
on
Local Stress
Programming
Scott said in his letter of congratulation: "In joining the national
The station has operated with
television network .... your staof program time devoted to
tion will be making it possible to 40
local shows. The balance is divided
bring thousands of North Caronetwork programs and film
linians entertainment, sports, edu- into
shows. Pilot Life Insurance Co., a
cational programs and news direct
from all parts of our nation. This leading insurance firm of the
marks a new era of educational and
Southland and sponsor on the station since its inception, has been
cultural advancement and is another step forward in our march
paying the tab for Crusade in
Europe, the now TV-famous film
on Gen. Eisenhower's literary piece.
At the ceremonies, dignitaries
of progress."
Pilot Life is backing a new show,
joined crowds of interested speccontinuing its long sponsorship.
tators invited to "come and be seen
Directing the WFMY-TV operaon television." Despite the chilly,
tion is a well-balanced and exmisty day, the crowds were caught
perienced executive corps. Heading
by the camera
and
the
scenes
transmitted to the thousands before
the WFMY-TV-FM operation is
their sets at home.
Gaines Kelley, general manager.
All spot announcements adjacent
Stai'ting with the Greensboro News
to commercial programs have been
Co. as classified advertising manager, Mr. Kelley plunged into the .
sold. But perhaps WFMY-TV's
"secret weapon" is contained in its art of broadcasting when appointed
Telecasting
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Point to Prosperous

to manage the firm's radio-TV operations.
Under his supemnsion are the
following :
Robert M. Lambe, commercial
manager, who
had previous experience in AM
operations in
Asheville, N. C,
and Memphis;
Gomer R. Lesch,
program director,
who came to
W F ai Y from
WICU Erie. Pa.;
Robert C. Currie,
Mr. Lambe
production manager, from Allentowm. Pa.; Norman Gittleson, promotion manager and account executive, from Charleston, W. Va.,
and Buffalo, N. Y.; William E.
Neil, chief engineer, formerly with
WFIL-TV Philadelphia.
OiRcals are P. T. Hines, general
manager, Greensboro News Co. and
Carl .Jeffress, business manager.
The tie-up between television
pioneering and Greensboro News
Co. is logical. The firm started The
Greensboro Record more than 60
years ago and now operates the
only morning and evening newspapers in the community.
WFMY-TV's tower lords 1,298
feet above sea level and is adjacent
to the studios and transmitter.
Three weeks prior to the opening
date, an unexpected dose of excitement was added to preparation
when the tower fell during its raising. It was righted in the nick of
time.

Fleetwood Coffee and Kingsdown
Mattresses.
Of the future, Mr. Kelley saj's
the
on "the
best emphasis
in servicewillandcontinue
entertainment
to Piedmont televiewers," keeping
sights on sports, religious and
news events. Citing education as
an important adjunct to its services, Mr. Kelley continues:

FREELANCERS

". . . Through our program department we have loaned our facilities to the U. of North Carolina
for their television courses, telecast programs for the Greensboro
public schools, and Guilford College.. . Our policy at WFMY-TV
is to see that the well-earned recognition of the Greensboro News Co.
will be part of this station at all
times." Contract Demands
Announced

TV FREELANCE writer contract demands upon NBC-TV, CBS-TV and
ABC-TV were announced in New York last week by the National Television Committee of the Authors League of America, representing the
Authors Guild, Radio Writers Guild, Television Group, Screen Writers
Guild, Dramatists Guild and Screen
Composers Assn., all league affil- ditional use; background to be $70 to
iates.
$175 sustaining
$100amounts
to $250 commercial. and
(Foregoing
give
A one-year contract was pro- range; specific amounts depend upon
time.
Wage
minimums
for
syndicated
posed with provision for re-openuse to be foregoing minimums plus
ing of minimums after six months
of gross.) Compensation
and 100 ^'f union shop, and the fol- percentage
to be paid in full prior to telecast or
lowing terms :
photographing; is not returnable, and
Bargaining unit - to comprise all the writer is not to be requested to
TV writers, except staff writers and write on a speculative basis. For
"certain composers and authors of first telecast, the writer is to receive
509f within two days after contract
signed, and remainder within two
Use of material except for televi- is
weeks thereafter, but at least two
sion
to
be
reserved
to
the
writer,
and
music."
days prior to telecast or photographcopyright to be in his name. Except
ing. For additional telecasts: "50%
for
"syndication
deals,"
use
is
to
be
on a one-shot basis within specified of amount payable for each telecast
every
90 days but full payment prior
time limits.
to bestations,
simultaneous overTelecasting
all affiliated
to any individual
For adbackgroundtelecast."
musical material;
except in syndication and any kine- Payment ditional
within 10 days after telecast
scope permitted is to be used within
or photographing is completed. For
30 days from first telecast. Wage
theme song use: Payment
minimums for each one-shot use (ex- additional
cepting established teams or quiz within two days after telecast or
shows, for which application is to be photographing is completed. Syndication: Not mentioned.
bv unit) as follows: General literary
to be 10% of gross, §300 to $750
Other provisions:
Program tocontributions other than material
be
sustaining, and $450 to $1,125 comcompensated for by percentage of
mercial; sketches to be §200 sustaingross budget and of income from
ing and §300 commercial; adaptations
Compact- Layout
For All Studios
to be 7%% gross, $200 to $500 sus- subsidiary uses; audition scripts to
taining, and $300 to $750 commercial;
be compensated for "according to apTV studios, and those of FM, are musical songs to be $200 sustaining
plicable minimums; traveling exand
$300
commercial;
songs
used
as
penses (first-class transportation,
in a single building located beside
series to be $750 for sus- board and lodging) to be paid by emthe Ne^vs structure. On the main theme for
taining use (for up to 10 telecasts)
ployer. Credit: "Visual and auditory
and
$1,000
for commercial use (up to creditber of equal
numfloor are studios and program deframes intoprominence
that given and
producer,
10 telecasts), plus §50 for each adpartment offices; film editing rooms
director, or other craftsman." Reviare on the lower floor. The rear
sions and changes:
"To bewriter
made not
by
same writer,
if available;
of the building houses both FM
and TV transmitters and control
to make more than two revisions."
NBA'S PLEA
Collaboration: "Writer may not unrooms.
reasonably refuse to collaborate with
Asks
Boxing
TV
Review
Although the station is the only
respect to literary material, but
A POSSIBLE conference between
TV service in this productive
minimums
apply severally."
Conferences
and rehearsals:
market area, Mr. Kelley recalls, TV network and boxing officials to "Writer
entitled to attend and to receive adequate notice; writer entitled
"We learned the hard w^ay that explore means of "reviewing comto see rough cuts of films and other
mercial boxing" w'as seen last week
television is big business." And
that is the way WFMY-TV, with in New York following a declaraSubmission and return of manurecordings."
tion by Abe J. Greene, National
an estimated §400,000 investment,
— simultaneous
is operated.
Boxing Assn. commissioner, that submission;scripts:byBy writers
employers — return of
manuscripts
in
good
condition
after
television
is
killing
the
fight
game
Mr. Kelley reports 49 local adtelecast or photography.
at its roots.
vertisers from six cities in the area
Contracts: Individual contracts to
as station clients, with future comSaying that he was speaking for be in writing and filed with the union;
suitable warranties and indemnities
mercial prospects "more than a Archie Hindman and Harvey L. by
writer and by employer.
hope." Mr. Lambe adds: "This is Miller, president and executive
Disputes:
secretary of NBA, as well as for handling
to beMachinery
set up. suitable for
not a local station, it's a regional
himself,
Mr.
Greene
made
it
clear
sales job." The WFMY-TV sales
staff is cari-ying that thought
that "this is not an attack on telethrough.
vision, but rather an appeal to
Although only a year old, the TV to harness its benefits to box- ABC-TV Additions
IN ORDER to accommodate the
station already has piled up a
wealth of success stories. National
Paid-attendance fan interest is rapidly growing number of TV
business is at a peak and local busi- dwindling in an alarming manner,
productions, ABC is expanding its
said. The failure of fans to New York TV Center to include
ness gromng in "leaps and heing."
two new studios and three film
bounds." The station estimates if respond is destroying the smaller
preview rooms. This brings the
-conditions
don't
change
radically,
clubs,
where
embryo
major-event
business will more than double in fighters develop. Such development
total of TV studios in the Center
another year.
to
seven, and will enable ABC to
is indispensable, he said. "Hungry
Piedmont advertising agencies
eliminate "parceling out" of TV
promoters," because of radio and
now^ are adding TV to their camTV commitments, "skyrocket un- production in network studios.
Additions should be in operation
paigns. The station is making
prepared youngsters into main
commercial films for such firms as
by Nov. 1.
events."
Telecasting
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AMERICAN RELEASING Corp.,
1746 N. Las Palmas, Hollywood,
has entered commercial field with
new Television Spot Division. Currently producing series of spots for
Mission Bell Wineries and Petri
Wine; agency Young & Rubicam.
Bill Paris is producer and Hugh
Harman is directing animation.
ARC is employing experienced advertising nien to interpret needs of
advertising agencies.
Owl Drug Co., Los Angeles, has
contracted for 78 3 -minute musical TV films from Snader Telescriptions Corp., Beverly Hills.
Films to be telecast for 13 w^eeks on
KTLA(TV) Hollywood. Package
tentatively titled Night Owl Varieties, to be emceed by Stan Chambers. Total weekly expense of package for station reported to be
around .$1,050. If program successful, drug company plans to expand
to New York, San Francisco, Boston, Atlanta
and Fort
Wort'i. Los
Harry
Lehman
of Cine-Tel,
Angeles, producing three TV films
for Optimist Club for showing on
60 stations during National Optimists Week Nov. 12-18. . . . Marian
Richman, radio actress, and Daws
Butler,TVTV films,
actor, Chimplock
did voice w'ork
on
four
Hums,
series recently completed for Bing
Crosby Enterprises by Courneya
Productions, Los Angeles.

Exclusive
Coverage
of the

Rich

HUNTINGTON-CHARLESTON
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Court Color Test
(Continued from page 53)
have an approximate $100 million dollar investment in television,
the complaint asserted. NBC's television broadcast operations represent more than $8 million investment and RCA TV manufacturing
plants, equipment and real estate
represent more than $35 million investment, the court was told. RCA's
gross sales of TV transmitting and
receiving equipment and tubes is at
the annual rate of over $400 million, the complaint said.
The total present investment of
the TV manufacturing industry was
estimated at "not less than $300
million," with gross sales of $1%
billion annually. Investment of the
TV broadcasting industry was
placed at $50 million, with gross
income of $325 million.
The complaint charged that
FCC's decision would inflict "irreparable injury" on TV manufacturers, by decreased set sales, and
on broadcasters as well as present
set owners.
RCA said it is in the process of
manufacturing and marketing TV
sets which will have a retail value
in excess of $10 million; that it
has an inventory or contracts for
parts and components worth $55
million, and that RCA Victor Distributing Corp. has a TV set inventory approximating $1 million
— and that "the demoralization of
the market resulting from [FCC's]
order will seriously impair" RCA's
opportunities to sell these receivers.
Investment Cited
With its $8 million investment
in TV, the court was told, NBC
"was just beginning to reach the
point where some of [its] losses
could
be recouped"
order was
announced.when
The FCC's
order
will serve either "substantially to
dilute the television audience" or
"to require NBC to commence incompatible color broadcasting,"
RCA asserted, declaring that either
course "will irreparably injure
NBC's television broadcasting business."
Approval of the CBS system will
also deter the future adoption of
the RCA system, without which
RCA's "large investment in the development of its compatible color

m
SRT-TV
■Hsr intensive professional
^
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Instruction
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Approved (or Veterans
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SRT
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316America'
W*tl 57t Oldett
SirMi,Broadcailin$
New York 19,
N.Y.
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television system" will be "substanasserted.tially impaired," the complaint
Referring to the possible loss of
TV audiences, the complaint said:
"There is a reciprocal relationship
between the number of television receivers in the hands of the public
[the television audience] and the
service which the television broadcaster is able to render to the public.
The broadcasting of television programs is supplied by the sale of time
to advertisers, and the value of such
time [and the revenue derived from
the sale of such time] is dependent
primarily upon the size of the audience which may be reached by the
broadcaster."
Claims Enough Sets
RCA claimed there are enough
sets operating now, commanding a
large enough audience, so that
shows can be sold and telecast
without a loss to the broadcaster.
Diiferentiating between blackand-white standards and the CBS
color standards, the brief contended
acceptance of black - and - white,
which FCC approved in 1941 "has
been unequaled in the history of
any other industry or public servIt said, "initiation, development
and growth"
television
was were
possible because ofFCC
standards
ice."
of "high quality, and adopted with
express views to protect the public
against obsolescence."
As receivers
a result,
manufacturers
could build
on a single set of "long-range,
high-quality standards. This single set has been arbitrarily and
capriciously
upset by the FCC order.
Complaint alleged FCC's notice
of the hearing preceding its bracket
standards proposal made no mention of such standards. RCA quoted
a Commissioner as saying in his
dissent: "The subject of bracket
standards was not at issue in the
hearing. The subject . . . was a
new concept in field and line scanning proposed after the hearing
record closed. It came as a surprise to the industry and was not
based on information appearing in
the record of this proceeding."
RCA asserted FCC based the
color decision on "scientifically incorrect conclusions, at variance
with evidence submitted and contrary to the public interest, convenience and necessity."
The
FCC
report
the
Commission did
not"showed
understand
various aspects of the RCA system," RCA contended.
RCA charged enforcement of the
FCC order will eff'ect these results:
• All television sets will be unable
to get some of the television broadcast services;
• CBS color shows will not be received on sets now in use unless sets
are modified, "and in many cases
modification is impractical";
• New compatible sets [capable of
receiving both black-and-white and
CBS color] will take time to produce,
"and will be substantially more ex• CBS color sets will be expensive;
pensive";
• Broadcasters will have "virtually
no audience at all for programs transmitted in accordance with CBS standards, neither black-and-white or color
audiences, for a considerable period

WHO

WILL

CARRY

COLOR?

Most Stations Say 'No' to Hallicrafters Query
have been urging that it be on a
FIFTY-FOUR of the nation's 107 compatible
basis. Our first obligation is
television stations have no plans to to the 160,000 people in our area who
have bought black-and-white reuse the CBS color system recently
approved by the FCC, according to
"No public
clamorseems
hereabouts
TV
color.
Everyone
happyforwith
a poll conducted by the Hallicraftblack-and-white.
Color
premature
and
ceivers."
ers Co., Chicago.
William J. Halligan, president of impractical."
"No plans whatsoever . . . and do
not contemplate any CBS color broadthe company which manufactures
casting unless forced to do so by govradio, TV and other communications
ernment order."no plans. Presume we
"Have made
equipment, sent a wire to each TV
would
arrange
to do so on Commisoperation inquiring when it would
sion's order."
commence CBS colorcasting. He received 63 replies, three of which
revealed stations are planning to
AT&T Facilities
carry CBS color when the network
(Continued from page 53)
supplies such programs. The remaining 60 that replied declined
comment.
"should not await the filing of furForty-five of the stations rether pleadings" in connection with
DuMont's formal complaint, copies
sponding estimated that the time
of which have been sent to AT&T
when colorcasts could begin ranged
from 2 to 10 years.
and the affected Bell System com"Are you kidding?" asked
panies together with a notice deKDYL-TV Salt Lake City, in reply
manding satisfaction of the comto
Halligan's
could
plaint or submission of an answer
we Mr.
telecast
color wire.
and "How
who would
not later than Oct. 30.
receive it if we could?"
"Our crystal ball is a little hazy
today," wirfed WCPO-TV Cincinnati.
CBS Affiliates 'Reluctant'
The Hallicrafters president declined to reveal call letters of other
respondents, but said two CBS affiliates had stated they would not
only be reluctant to carry the CBS
colorcasts if and when they were
fed over the network, but had no
time available.
Telecasters are "no more anxious
to have an incompatible color system pushed down their throats than
are the manufacturers," said Mr.
Halligan. He said he sent out the
questionnaires to get information
for his company's dealers and distributors.
Other typical replies:
"Win transmit CBS color when requested by in
FCC favor
to doofso."color but we
"We are
of •time,
ever";
The iforder
"will impair the existing
market
acceptance
of black-andwhite sets, to the irreparable
injury
of TV manufacturers and distributors," and will "close out" competitive systems of color.
Pilot's suit claimed that unless
the FCC decision were voided,
Pilot would have to begin making
receivers capable of receiving CBS
color in order to stay in business,
despite inadequacies of the CBS
system. To market such receivers,
the company alleged, would be to
jeopardize its reputation.
"By reason of the deficiencies
and limitation of the CBS color
system . . . any receiver to be
manufactured by plaintiff capable
of receiving the CBS color transmissions will necessarily suffer
from the same deficencies and limitations and, further, will be subject to early obsolescence in the
event current developments and improvements lead to the adoption of
a color system different from that
of CBS," the complaint said.

The four TV networks "and all
TV broadcast station permittees
and licensees who are now, or may
be, customers for intercity video
service" were given permission to
"intervene and participate fully" in
the hearing, provided they notify
FCCso. by Nov. 1 that they intend to
do
Some 20 Bell System companies
as well as AT&T were made respondents inthe proceedings, along
with "all other carriers concurring
in AT&T Tariff FCC No. 216," under which the usage allocation was
made.
Networks Have No Comment
The networks had no immediate
comment on the investigation, but
it was assumed that both DuMont
and ABC-TV would support this
move by the Commission as well as
the corollary proposal to consider
rules to balance network competition. By the same reasoning strong
resistance was expected from NBCTV, which would be hardest hit by
the competition-equalization plan,
and CBS-TV, which would be the
secondary victim.
AT&T reiterated the position it
took when the proposal to equalize
network competition was issued —
that is,videthat
AT&T's
to procircuits;
that role
the isdifficulty
does not arise primarily from lack
of circuits; that AT&T expected
the networks, and stations to make
mutually satisfactory arrangements
and that the telephone company
made the present allocation only
because of the networks' failure to
agree among themselves.
Promising to cooperate fully in
any effort to improve the situation,
AT&T pointed out that its network
facilities "have been expanded very
rapidly," now serving 72 stations in
42 communities. "The facilities devoted to television service cost over
$70 million and serve an area popu-
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lated by over 70 million people,"
the company said.
Subjects which FCC spelled out
for consideration included the basis,
justification, and reasonableness or
unreasonableness of AT&T's current allocation; the basis upon
which future allocations would be
made by AT&T and the respondent
the "impact"
System carriers;
Bell network
of
facilities allocations

cation of usage of intercity video
transmission facilities of the Bell
System Companies, and, if so, the
nature of such regulations;
(9) Whether, pursuant to the provisions of Section 205 of the Communications Act, the Commission
should prescribe tariff regulations
classifying persons or organizations
who are, or may be, customers for
intercity video transmission service
(i.e. television networks, TV broadcast station licensees, persons engaged
in theatre TV, etc.), and a basis for
allocating usage of facilities among
such classes of customers; and if so,
the nature of such regulations.

"upon present and future competitive operations in the field of network television broadcasting."
Text of Tentative Issues
Portion of the FCC order designating "specific matters" to be considered— "without in any way limNIELSEN INDEX
iting the scope of this investigation"— is as follows:
(1) The lawfulness under Sections
TV Report 100% Audimeter
201 and 202 of the Communications
BEGINNING with its frst report
Act of 1934, as amended, of the above
tariff schedules of the Bell System
for September, the National NielCompanies, providing for allocation
sen Television Index is being proof usage of available intercity video
duced 100% by Audimeters, A. C.
transmission facilities to meet the Nielsen, president of the Market
requirements of two or more cusResearch Co., disclosed Thursday.
tomers for monthly service;
"Most important to the broad(2) The allocations of usage of
casting industry should be the fact
available intercity video transmission channels made by respondent,
that now, for the first time, adAT&T, for the calendar quarter, Sept.
vertisers just getting into television, or sponsors with both radio
30 to Dec. 31, 1950, pursuant to Paraand TV commitments, have a basic
graph II-A-4 of AT&T Tariff FCC
No. 216; the bases upon which such service which measures both adallocations were made, and responvertising media by the same methdent's justification for such allocaods at the same time, by a proper
tions; and, the bases upon which
future allocations would be made by sampling of all radio and TV homes
in the U. S." Mr. Nielsen declared.
all respondent carriers, and respondIn the first September report are
ents' justification therefor;
(3) Whether, in the light of the included:
findings made in (2) above, the tariff
(1) Two TV network reports
schedules of respondent carriers fail monthly, each based on two weeks of
properly to reflect the practices fol- sampling; (2) four weeks of network
lowed or that will be followed by said telecasting covered each month with
carriers with respect to the allocation individual week ratings available on
of usage of intercity video channels,
shows — optional and at nominal
in violation of Section 203 of the most
cost; (3) faster delivery, with a oneCommunications Act and Section week
improvement in the September
61.55(f) of the Commission's Rules report delivery time and two- to
and Regulations;
three-weeks improvement on subsereports; of(4)TV reliable
projec(4) Whether, by virtue of the allotionsquent
to number
homes reached
cations referred to in (2) above,
for
the
first
time
based
on
a
proper
respondent, AT&T, in violation of
Section 201(a) of the Communications
sampling of all TV homes in the station service areas; (5) comparable
Act, has failed or is failing to furnish
intercity video transmission service radio and TV ratings with NRI network radio data comparable with NTI
on reasonable request therefor to
network television program data.
customers for such service;
Mr. Nielsen said that beginning
(5) Whether the allocations referred to in (2) above are unjust and in January important analytical
unreasonable in violation of Section
data will be available through an
201(b) of the Communications Act of NTI selected, fixed sample, and
1934, as amended;
Audimeter-produced minute-by(6) Whether, by virtue of the allo- minute records for viewing:
cations referred to in (2) above, re(a) Ratings in cable connected staspondent, AT&T, in violation of Section areas only or in special combition 202(a) of the Communications
nations of cities chosen for reasons
Act of 1934, as amended, is making an
of popularity measurement under
unjust or unreasonable discrimination, is making or giving any undue or identical competition; (b) minute-byminute audience; (c) cumulative auunreasonable preference or advantage
dience; (d) duration and frequency
to any customer for video transmission service, or is subjecting any such of viewing; (e) duplication of audience between network TV programs
customers, or any locality to any un- or between
network TV and network
due or unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage.
radio programs. (The latter are measmeans in a common
(7) The impact of the allocations of sampleured byofidentical
home.)
usage of intercity video channels
made in the manner and upon the
The NRI president said there
basis determined in (2) above, upon
would be no change in the national
present and future competitive operaNTI rate structure through Decemtions in the field of network televiber, but that by the first of next
sion broadcasting;
year
both complete and ratings
(8) Whether, in the light of the
facts developed in connection with the services would be available on a
"fair contractual basis, the latter
foregoing, the Commission, pursuant
to the provisions of Section 205 of on the two reports per month basis
the Communications Act, should
and at rates only moderately inprescribe new, additional or modified
creased over present price structariff regulations governing the allotures."
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'COMPANION

SET

Muntr Starts Color Units

SETS similar to this one in design,
and capable of receiving both color
and black-and-whii'e are expected to
be produced by various manufacturers,
CBS stated last week following earlier FCC approval of CBS color standards. CBS does not manufacture sets.
Shown is Margaret Arlen, WCBS-TV
New York star.
PHONEVISION
FCC Grants Test Delay
FCC last week granted Zenith Radio Corp.'s request for a 30-day
delay in the scheduled Oct. 1 commencement of its Phonevision tests
[Telecasting, Oct. 9].
The tests, covering 300 Phonevis'on-equipped homes in Chicago,
are now slated to start Nov. 1 and
continue throug'i Jan. 29, 1951.
The 30-day delay was sought
because Zenith had been unable to
secure "enough good film to conduct
the test properly for 90 days." But
Zenith officials said "recent developments" made it likely that "a
true cross-section of Hollywood's
feature productions" would be
available by Nov. 1.
Borden on NBC-TV
BORDEN Co., New York, effective Nov. 23 will sponsor Peter
Lind Hayes and Mary Healy on
NBC-TV, Thursday 8:30-9 p.m.
Show previously was expected to
go on CBS starting Oct. 31, but
that network was unable to clear
stations and thus the agency. Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, bought
the NBC time.
Texas

Buys

Opera

OPENING performance of the Metropolitan Opera will be telecast for
the third year over ABC-TV under
sponsorship of The Texas Co., which
also sponsors Saturday matinee
telecasts of the opera over ABCTV. First opera performance of
the season will be the evening of
Nov. 6.

COLOR
"companion
sets"
attachabletelevision
to existing
TV receivers
were promised for delivery before
Christmas by Earl Muntz, head of
Muntz TV Inc., in New York last
week. Although the price has not
been determined, he said it would
be "relatively low."
Between $200-250,000 will be
spent on radio spot and newspaper
advertising throughout the country,
he announced. A breakdown of
amounts allocated to each medium,
was not revealed.
The "companion set" will be a
separate instrument to stand side
by side with the old set, which must
be fitted with a plug and a control
knob. With the two sets, the owner
can receive either color or blackand-white, but not simultaneously.
The old set will receive the color
it.
signal, and the new set will screen
"Companion sets" will have a,
12% -inch screen, regardless of the
old-set screen size. Although presumably no one would want an.
exclusively-color TV set until such
time as all TV stations transmit
in color, Mr. Muntz said that parts
from the old set could be transferred to the new set and make it
a complete color set.
ACADEMY of Radio Arts, TV department, Toronto, conducting lecture
series to train personnel for video.

WITH ADVERTISERS

WHO

TV BEST, IT'S
WLW-TELEVISION
KNOW
Among the smartest buyers of
local advertising media, are retail food advertisers. That's v^hy
it's a real endorsement of
WLW-Television's productivity
to have outstanding food chains
in each of its three cities buying across-the-board daytimeprograms . . . Parkview and^
Alber's Markets in Cincinnati,
Liberal Markets in Dayton and
Big Bear Markets in Columbus.
That's the case . . . and
that's the reason you should
contact the nearest WLW sales
office about availabilities on
WLW-TELEVISION
— with more viewers than any
station in Cincinnati, Dayton or
Columbus.
WLW-T WLW-D
CINCINNATI
DAYTON WLW-C
COLUMBUS
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(Continued from page 61)
sion in which the buying public need
incur thevenienceadded
incon-to
of adding expense
adaptors and
in order
receive additional channels on marketed television receivers."
FCC Counsel Plotkin, however,
wanted to know if TBA had surveyed set manufacturers to find
out if they would incorporate these
changes in their sets. Mr. Preston
said no such survey had been made.
Mr. Plotkin further attacked
TBA's generalization that it now is
"feasible" to establish transmission
standards in the UHF. While TBA
supported use of VHF standards
for the UHF, Mr. Plotkin was told
this did not include the new color
TV standards.
TBA further urged FCC to maintain a separation of 75 miles between statidns where oscillator interference would be expected and
separations of 58 miles and 75 miles
in cases where image interference
may be expected.
Mr. Plotkin here challenged
TBA's basis for assuming the
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. has
recommended an intermediate frequency of 41.25 mc for sound and
45.75 mc for picture carrier to reduce radiation. He doubted RTMA
had authority to stabilize the industry use of the IF on the "high
side."
In a verbal tussle with Mr. Plotkin concerning
the FCCof counsel's
attack
on the failure
TBA to
provide supporting evidence with
its conclusions, Thad H. Brown Jr.,

TBA counsel, commented, "We
thought you'd like to hear from us."
Mr. Plotkin replied affirmatively
but observed, "Only it doesn't mean
much
us." also asked TBA if
Mr. toPlotkin
it thought it was "being helpful"
when it failed to study what effects its plan to solve oscillator
radiation would have on services
other than TV, such as those perto safety
of life. "Howif
can you taining
make
a recommendation
you didn't study it?" he asked.
Similarly he criticized TBA's
failure to consider FCC's proposal
to assign five channels below 500
mc to common carriers as well as
proposals
casting. on Stratovision and PolyMr. Plotkin observed that the
TBA evidence was not supported
or qualified and not in the personal
knowledge of the witness, but upon
the protest of TBA counsel, he
withdrew the observation and
moved the full TBA presentation
be stricken froin the record. FCC
denied this motion but admitted the
presentation, which also included a
"sample" East Coast allocation
plan, with realization of its "limiFrank J. Bingley, in charge of
tations."
TV research for Philco Corp., outlined Philco's experience in measurement of UHF signals in Bridgeport, Conn., and Washington, D. C.
He said Philco believes that "fundamentally there is no reason" why
the UHF band cannot provide a
"satisfactory broadcast service."
He said Philco's results show that

making a
nerve-wracking

job

easier for
spot time buyer^
Selecting stations is a nerve-wracking job for
any time buyer, when he can't get the
station information he wants. Or when it
takes too long to get it.
Many stations are making it easier by running Service-Ads that supplement and expand their STANDARD RATE listings. The
Service-Ad shown here, for instance, indexes
useful information on Station WHK's coverage, audience, cost, production quality, and
program promotion.
The issues of SRDS Radio Section
average over 50 pages a montli of
such additional buying information.
That's
when SRDS
you're worlting
with
SRDS, why.
or with
CONSUMER
IMARKETS, it pays to checli the
Service-Ads as well as the listed data.
STANDARD HATE & DATA SERVICE
ThetheNational
Authorify
Serving
Media-Buying
Function /j Walter
Publisher E. Botthof
333 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, Illinois
NEW YORK . LOS ANGELES
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UHF service in Bridgeport is good
although its range is "somewhat
Mr. Bingley stated that at his home
in
Meadowbrook, Pa., 126 miles from
limited."
Bridgeport,
able to "clearly"
Identify
the he
NBCwasexperimental
station
during afternoon and evening hours.
No signals were picked up in Washington, 259 miles away, he stated.
Results of experience in Washington
with reception of the lower power NBC
UHF station there "were not quite as
good" as Bridgeport, Mr. Bingley testified. The larger, metropolitan service
area was noted here. Mr. Bingley said
Philco is not sure about the suitability
of UHF for service in big metropolitan
areas and there is some .possibility that
New York, with its many high buildings, would present a "difficult probMr. Bingley contended oscillator
radiation was a receiver problem
and not one of allocation. He also
lem."
favored off-set carrier operation to
reduce co-channel interference.
Murray Testimony
Albert F. Murray, consulting
engineer, presented details of the
Bridgeport and Washington UHF
reception tests which he conducted
or supervised for Philco.
He concluded there appears to be no
great difference between UHF and
VHF as far as ghosts are concerned;
receiving antenna positions are more
critical in UHF; shadow effect of obstructions in UHF is more pronounced;
absorption of buildings and trees is
greater in UHF, and to secure the desired voltage input at the receiver from
a UHF signal of given intensity a higher
gain antenna is required than in VHF.
He also found UHF home installations
no more difficult than VHF.
To questioning by Comr. Hennock, Dr. Murray stated "we have
reached the creative and development stage in UHF" and that vsithout the RCA experimental station
in Bridgeport "we wouldn't be anywhere in the UHF field today." He
considered the Bridgeport transmitter, one of three experimenting
in UHF, as the only one approaching commercial operation.
After further extensive questioning, Comr. Hennock observed
that apparently the proposed allocations mean nothing in view of
the meager scientific data. She
said, "Again we are creating and
giving things about which we know
little because of lack of informa-

SMPTE AWARD
Conferred on Zworykin
DR. VLADIMIR K. ZWORYKIN,
vice president and technical consultant of the RCA Laboratories
Division, RCA, last week was
awarded the 1950 Progress Medal
of the Society of Motion Picture
and Television Engineers. The announcement came at the SMPTE's
68th semi-annual convention, Oct.
16-20, at Lake Placid, N. Y., and
cited Dr. Zworykin's basic research
and developments that contributed
to present day television's status.
Other major awards given by the
society were the Samuel L. Warner
Memorial Award Medal to Charles
R. Fordyce, Eastman-Kodak Co.,
for research and development leading to commercial adoption of
safety film ; and the Journal Award
to Dr. Frederick J. Kolb Jr., Eastman-Kodak, for his technical paper, "Air Cooling of Motion Picture
Film for Higher Screen Illumination," adjudged the best to be
published in the society's Journal
in 1949. Election
■
of Officers
In elections prior to the opening
of the convention last Monday,
Peter Mole, Mole-Richardson Co.,
Hollywood, was elected SMPTE
president to succeed Earl I. Sponable, current president. Herbert
Barnett, General Precision Labs,
Pleasantville, N. Y., was named
executive vice president, and John
G. Frayne, Westrex Corp., Hollywood, was elected editorial vice
president.
They will take office Jan. 1, 1951.
Officers re-elected were William
C. Kunzmann as convention vice
secretary. and Robert M. Corbin as
president
Other officers of SMPTE include :Fred T. Bowditch, engineering vice president; Ralph B. Austrain, financial vice president, and
Frank Cahill, treasurer.
New board of governors, also to
take office Jan. 1, includes: William
B. Lodge, CBS; Oscar F. Neu,
Neumade Products Co.; Frank E.
Carlson, General Electric; Malcolm G. Townley, Bell & Howell;
Thomas T. Moulton, 20th-century
Fox; Norwood L. Simmons, Eastman-Kodak; Lloyd Thompson,
Calvin Co.

Dr. Thomas T. Goldsmith Jr.,
DuMont director of research, undertook presentation of the extention."sive DuMont evidence Thursday
afternoon which he was expected
to complete on Friday.
DuMont's revised nation-wide
allocation plan was introduced
Thursday afternoon by Dr. Goldsmith, who was expected to
continue presenting the extensive
DuMont evidence on Friday. Dr.
Goldsmith, although noting dis- chaimels are reserved to take care of
"forgotten man" in smaller cities not
crepancies in both basic and speincluded in general plan. 4. Nine more
cific allocation proposals of the
UHF channels
proposed
for non-commercial, educational
stations.
5. VHF
FCC, agreed with the Commission
and UHF frequencies are employed in
plan to separate co-channel VHF
manner to provide minimum of four
channels in most major markets for
stations by 220 miles and UHF outlets by 200 miles.
program choice. 6. VHF and UHF
intermixture is minimized. 7. In order
The revised DuMont plan. Dr.
to
provide best long-term plan it has
Goldsmith stated, is based on eight
been necessary to earmark certain
limited VHF cities as future UHF cities
major factors:
but with orderly conversion proposed.
1. The 12 present VHF channels are
8. Plan takes cognizance of interference
utilized to fullest extent, four channels
factors not previously considered, inper
city where UHF
possible.
2. Forty-eight
protection
localagainst
oscilsix-megacycle
channels
are used
latorcluding
radiation
and against
protection
to supplement
VHF additional
national allocation plan. 3. the
Twelve
UHF
image interference.
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UADAR

hours a week, with 12.2% saying
they listen between 40 and 70
hours a week.
Vast quantities of information
are provided on buying habits of
the audience, including names of
banks, stores and other business
places where listeners spend their
money. Home appliances and equipment are covered in detail.
The survey shows that 50.7%
buy more records as a result of
listening to the station. In the
case of those having record players
(85.5% of all replies,) 64.47c. buy
more records and 25.1% fewer,

NETWORK

11 TV Won't Interfere — USAF
["TELEVISION
won'tAirbother
operation and the
Forceradar
has
(fxperienced no such phenomenon,"
i Defense Dept. official has told
Broadcasting, in reply to a query
I irising out of discussions in the
\ jast few months relating to possible blackout of TV in the event
»f air attack,
i While TV transmission may have
i ittle effect on radar, the latter's
mpact on TV is "something else
igain," he added.
In any event, said the official,
Fvho declined to be quoted by name,
liiost radar operation today is
ponducted in the "super high frebuencies (3 to 30 million mc)" and
[he UHF. Some World War II
Equipment entailed use of the UHF
and SHF frequencies, he noted.
The official said that much of
;he new equipment now being proiuced, which will serve as backbone
i )f the new permanent radar netS'ork, will utilize SHF and some
I iltra highs. Network will be comi jleted by mid-1951 at an estimated
Ilost of $26 million.
] According to John McCone,
Undersecretary of the Air Force,
ihe screen will consist of 24 key
(Stations and a hookup of smaller
Ipenters. The network was authorized by Congress last year.
(l Question of TV interference
jvith radar was raised among FCC,
•nilitary and industry officials two
Tionths ago, at which time it was
ptated that radar may conflict with
;elevision only in the event some
obsolete equipment is used.
11 L. BALDWIN
Agency Executive Dies
lERBERT L. BALDWIN, 46, vice
'president in charge of research
^nd merchandising for Fletcher D.
Richards Inc., New York, died Oct.
12 in his home, 33 Washington
Square, New York.
I Mr. Baldwin was a graduate of
(Mercersburg Academy, and attended Columbia U. and New York
'V., and had been with the Richards
agency for seven years. Surviving
are his widow, three sisters and one
orother.
CBC Board Meet
MOVEMBER meeting of the Canladian Broadcasting Corp. board of
j^overnors is to be held at Ottawa,
IN'ov. 16-17. No agenda has been
■announced as yet. With the Royal
Commission on Arts, Letters and
iSciences report expected soon, tele;rision licenses for other than CBC
stations may be discussed.
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TRIBUTE to WPJB Providence's new Bond bread show. Student Radio Club,
is given at its premiere by (I to r) Margaret Lyons, production assistant; John
O. Muthing, manager. General Baking Co.'s Bond bread branch; Mrs. Clarence
Haley, production assistant; H. William Koster, station manager; Virginia
Lyons, producer; Harmon Hyde, station program director; Robert Peckham,
assistant manager of the Bond bread Providence branch. Program is a new
weekly feature on WPJB.
FM

AUDIENCE

COMPLETE dissection of an FMonly station's audience, from ear
habits to reading preferences,
shows the typical listener is a
high-buying individual enjoying
most of life's comforts, particularly his FM receiver.
The audience of WFLN (FM)
Philadelphia is laid bare in intricate detail in a survey conducted
by Lee Ramsdell & Co., advertising
agency. The survey is described
by Raymond S. Green, WFLN general manager, as the first "depth
audience profile of its kind in the
radio industry, AM or FM."
Based on what Gerald F. Selinger, agency vice president, calls
a "startling 46.69'c response," the
71-question survey produced a vast
fund of information on 1,960
families.
Penetrating Study
"Although such data are regularly obtained by printed media, up
to now no radio station has made
the attempt to delve so deeply into
the private life of its audience,"
said Mr. Green. This audience is
portrayed in the survey as representing Philadelphia's
select-upperincome families.
Shown
in detail
is the story of how and where they
work, bank and invest; shopping
leisure and living habits, along
with a host of other facts.
Suspecting that its audience
would respond to a questionnaire —
even a 71-question document —
WFLN contacted 3,776 homes. The
largest group, 76%, consisted of
subscribers of WFLN's monthly
program guide. Another 5% included persons who had written
to the station within the year. The
remaining 19% comprised names
from general selected lists.
Sure enough, the first group's
response was 53.7%. The second
group delivered a return of 42.7%
and surprisingly the general list
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WHBF

DISSECTED

Survey of WFLN

with
"same." own
Only9.1%
21.4%answering
of respondents
TV sets, well under the Philadelphia average, but 16.2% said they
planned to buy a new set.
Analyzing movie attendance, the
survey showed 10.3% go weekly,
17.5% twice monthly and 34.6%
monthly. In the case of legitimate
theatres, 1.4% attend weekly, 5%
twice monthly and 35.7% monthly.
Those who attend concert and opera
events listed Academy of Music
60.1% and Robin Hood Dell 11.1%,.

(FM) Shows 'High-Buying'

pulled an 18.6% response. Respondents answered an average of 85%
of the questions.
The 10-county Philadelphia audience of WFLN, accox'ding to the
sui'vey, has a median family income of $7,125 and head-of -family
income of $5,950. The median age
of the audience is 34 years and
more than half of the survey
audience over 18 years of age —
51.6% — are college graduates,
with 82.9% of all adults high
school graduates.
Ninety percent of house dwellers
own their homes, with 42.6% of
the homes valued at $16,000 or
more. Of the survey respondents,
71.%' live in a house. As to banking habits, the data show 91%
have checking and 62.9% savings
accounts; 14.6% used loan services;
20.7% maintain bank vault facilities; 49.4% maintain bank safe
deposit facilities.
Eighty-one percent own life insurance and 50.1% buy their insurance or investments according
to a planned program; 40% own
stocks; 46.4% own bonds; 31.2%
bought a stock or bond within
six months; 79.2% own one or
more cars; 76% have department
store charge accounts.
Skill Classification
Over half of family heads hold
positions in the professional or
semi-professional fields, with occupations rated in this order: Engineer, executive, sales, teaching
(college or public school) and
chemist.
Magazine reading habits were
analyzed, showing these five magazines read most regularly: Life,
49.8%; Time, 37.1%; Readers'
Digest, 34.8%; Saturday E evening
Post, 27.4%; New Yorker, 25.1%.
Respondents indicated they spent
an average of 3.6 hours a day
listening to the station or 22.5

Moves

Studios

STUDIOS and offices of WHBFAM-FM-TV Rock Island, 111., have
been moved to the Telco Bldg., adthe station's
485-ft.
tower at joining
Third
Ave. and
18th TV
St.
in the downtown district. Sales
and general offices will occupy the
second floor of the building, while
AM-FM-TV control rooms, studios
and TV transmitters will be housed
on the third floor.

W

E

R

D

Atlanta
860 Kcs

1,000 Watts

heartsshortest
and earsroute
of 200,000
THE
to the
Negroes
in
the
Greater
Atlanta Trading Area
According to the Hooper Radio
Audience Index for June, 8 A.M.
to 12 Noon . . .
Network Station
INDEPENDENT
Network Station
Network Station

A
WERD
B
C

26.0%
17.5%
16.0%
13.0%

WERD, America's first and only
Negro owned radio station, offers
YOU the lowest "cost per thousand" in the ATLANTA AREA . . .
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE:
interstate United Newspapers, inc.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT
October 23, 1950
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page lU)
Mr. Petree had been president of
James McCreery & Co., a department store, and vice president of
Associated Dry Goods Corp., a department store holding company,
both in New York. He also served
as president of the New York Retail Dry Goods Assn., which certainly has been radio-minded, and
vice president of the New York
State Council of Merchants. In
these capacities he consistently
espoused the cause of radio.
Among his other associations
were: Scarsdale National Bank &
Trust Co.; Better Business Bureau;
Fifth Avenue Assn. (all of which
he served as director).
Neil Petree was born in Norborne. Mo., on March 18, 1898, and
his family moved to the West Coast
in his early years. After graduation from San Jose High School
in 1915, from Stanford U. in 1919,
and
service
during
World
War aI year's
with rank
of first
lieutenant
in the U. S. Air Corps, Mr. Petree
took his first job as men's furnishings buyer for Weinstock Lubin
Co., Sacramento, in 1920, and later
was named merchandising manager.
In 1924 he went to San Francisco
and joined Hale Bros. Department
Store as general merchandise manager. He remained there five years,
then headed for the East Coast.
When Mr. Petree returned west

WSRS
CLEVELAND
. . . ."The Family Station"
serving Clevelanders and
all the local nationalities
in the 3rd most densely
populated metropolitan
district in the U. S. A. . . .
covering 336 sq. miles.
. . . . Ask Forjoe for the
power-packed selling
facts about the effective
WSRS domination and
local impact. Hooper
rating up . . . WSRS cost
per thousand lowest in
town, thus the best buy in
CLEVELAND

WSRS
Page 68
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in 1938, he was instrumental in
helping Barker Bros, plan a program that would appeal to those
interested in building and decorating new homes or in redecorating
old ones. Though deliberately aimed
at a "selective audience," the program, Backgroiaid for Living,
maintained a high rating among
afternoon listeners.
The show was conducted by an
experiencel lecturer and consulting
decorator, Edgar H. Wileman, who
heads up Barker Bros.' Home
Advisory Bureau. Each session
touched on some phase of interior
decoration or closely allied subject,
and contained a straight commercial, sometimes relating to an
item of merchandise or to some
store activity.
Last year, in July, Mr. Petree
and Barker Bros, felt the time had
arrived to show visually on television what they had promoted
orally on radio. And so each week,
for 15 minutes, Mr. Wileman conducts atelevision program complete
with room settings and interesting
merchandise. Additionally, the
store features a "Television Special" out of which accrued some
"phenomenal results."
Cognizant of TV's display power,
Mr. Petree has indicated that
Barker Bros, may well expand its
use of video in the foreseeable
future.
Earned Cavalier Award
Mr. Petree's record m.ay be succinctly appraised in noting that he
won the Cavalier Award in 1942
as the outstanding merchant who
did the most for his country that
year. He likewise has established
himself as a champion of retailers'
radio through the years.
His achievements and appointments also have fanned out so
much as to represent an individual
Who's Who. From April to November 1942 he acted as Southern
California state director for the
OPA, and then was named assistant regional administrator for
OPA's eighth region.
Mr. Petree also has served variously as vice president and director
of the Los Angeles Chamber of
Commerce, president of the Downtown Business Men's Assn., president of Stanford U. Alumni Assn.
and president of the Los Angeles
Area War Chest, as well as
Southern California director of the
Committee for Economic Development.
At present he holds a directorship in the Bank of America, Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Co.,
Founders' Fire & Marine Insurance
Co., Palos Verdes Corp., Douglas
Aircraft Co., Southern California
Gas Co., Automobile Club of
Southern California, California
State Chamber of Commerce,
Downtown Business Men's Assn.,
Los Angeles Community Welfare
Federation.
Other associations include the
Hollywood Turf Club Associated
Charities, of which he is president;
Stanford Graduate School of Business, where he serves as consulting
professor of merchandising; and
the Southern California Committee

BORTON

ADDRESS

Keynotes Pa. Ad Sessior.

GETTING some tips for the operation
plans of WJBS DeLand, Fla., are Dr.
J. OIlie (I), president of John B.
Stetson U., DeLand, and C. L. Menser,
professor of speech and director of
the station. The school recently
acquired the station and plans to
continue it as a commercial outlet.
for the Hoover Report, of which
he is chairman.
In his "spare" time, Mr. Petree
also joins in activities of the California Club, Bel Air Bay Club,
University Club, Los Angeles
Country Club, Sunset Club and
Chaparral Club.
WLAP OPERATION
Goes 5 kw. Starts FM
POWER increase from 250 w to 5
kw day, 1 kw night and inauguration of regular FM programming
have been announced by WLAP
Lexington, Ky., one of four stations owned and operated by Gilmore N. and J. Lindsay Nunn. Station is changing from 1450 kc to
630 kc, a regional frequency.
Coincident with the 5 kw AM
operation, WLAP-FM is offering
simultaneous programming, day
and night, with 4.6 kw ERP on 94.5
mc, to its newly-drawn regional
contour. FCC gave its- final approval last Feb. 24, and construction
work on the new grant was completed within 139 days. WLAP is
an ABC affiliate headed up by J. Ed
Willis as general manager and Miller Welch as assistant manager.
Both are directors and stockholders
in the company.

ADVERTISING is the "key" to th
twin goals of production and salr
in the present government mobilize
tion program, Elon Borton, pres;
dent and general manager of th
Advertising Federation of Amei
ica, told the second annual North
eastern Pennsylvania Advertisin;
and Sales Promotion Conference ii
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Oct. 14. Session
were conducted" by the city's Ad
vertising Club.
i
Mr. Borton's address keynotec
panel discussions on radio anc
newspaper advertising, public rela
tions programs and other subjects
Speakers included Linnea Nelson
head timebuyer, J. Walter Thomp
son Co., New York; Franklin D
Coslett, program director, WBRE
Wilkes-Barre,
and Maurice B
Mitchell, Associated Program Service.
Miss Nelson stressed responsibility of stations in development of
local programs for local audiences,
and problems in purchase of radioTV time. Mr. Mitchell emphasized
new techniques for local community advertising and urged representatives to devise their own approaches rather than accept standard copy. The advertising pattern,
he told the group, is returning to
the community level with respect
to creation of new techniques.
Panel Heads
Presiding over various panel discussions were such radio executives
as Roy E. Morgan, WILK WilkesBarre; Vic Diehm, WAZL Hazleton; David Baltimore, WBRE, and
William Dawson, WARM Scranton.
Mr. Borton warned against possible limitations on advertising by
national and state legislatures, and
declared that imposition of taxes
would
"illogical and
uneconomic"
becausebe advertising
is merely
a tool
of distribution. He urged advertisers to clean up any untruthful
copy, watch for illogical restrictions
before they become effective and
advise legislators of potential
harmful effects. Additionally, they
must helpernment
"sell
causes,the
he public"
added. on gov-
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EVENING
SHOPPING • • •
WTAG-AM-FM Worcester, Mass.,
':Ooperating with Worcester Tele! ram-Gazette, Chamber of Comrierce and local merchants in proIacting city's Wednesday night
.:hopping facilities. Amateur show,
halent Shop, aired Wednesday evestage of Loew's Poll
tiings from
. Talent is four acts of
theatre
at inrfaudeville given by workersdonated
lustrial plants. Prizes are
Show bejy Chamber members. tely
after
gins at 9 p.m., immedia
(.tores have closed, and is followed
.|)y main feature.
IrtERRY MUSIC
• • •
sends
Tenn.,
^NOX Knoxville,
-'rade small yellow and black
colder promoting its Midday Merrij\}o-Round show. Program has been
bmceed by Lowell Blanchard for
:jDast 15 years. Pictures of talent
'%nd audiences illustrate folder.
pineup of other promotions covers
back of folder.
Important d.j.
• • •
WBZ Boston, S2izi-Q Show, Oct. 13,
i-9 a.m. Disc show featured Mayor
John B. Hynes, who spun records,
•hatted and urged listeners to delate to special Christmas fund for
Boston soldiers in Korea. Purpose
,jf fund is to send boys large parcel
;3f gifts from their home town.
tjboNTEST CLIMAX
• • •
KPOA Honolulu, T. H., sponsored
weekly scoring contest during summer broadcasts of Mutual's Major
League Game of the Day. All win:'ners in weekly contest were eligible
jCo enter World Series scoring contest. First prize was 1950 Hudson
convertible. Beauty contest was
held, and winner made public ap'^earances in car during Series
week. Over 20,000 mail pieces resulted, station reports.
MEETINGS AIRED
• • •
;WHAT-AM-FM Philadelphia exi -clusively broadcasts, by delayed
a-ecording, all meetings of Women's
jNational Press Club of Washington, D. C. Programs are featured
ifas part of station's morning comTnentaries on news. Each meeting features guest speaker, whose
address
will be part of WHAT'S
^how.

proyrams

tions, and emphasize idea of
"career job" with company. Agency
is Otto & Abbs.
BMB DATA
• • •

promotion

STORM MAP
• • •
WLRD (FM) Miami Beach, Fla.,
promotes its storecasting service
with hurricane map. Map shows
East Coast and Gulf of Mexico with
markings signifying previous storm
paths. Resume of damage done by
storms in 1949 is included as well
as frequency table of hurricanes.
Station's call letters are carried in
upper left-hand corner.
COLUMNIST'S HOST # # •
WBT Charlotte, N. C, What's
Cookin'? Show's m.c, Kurt Webster, recently played host to Earl
Wilson and his wife. Famous
columnist was interviewed while in
Charlotte for opening of annual
Southern States Fair.
*★*★★****
SHOESTRING TIES
WGRC Louisville sending radio
timebuyers "Kentucky Colonel"
black shoestring ties. On insideback of each — where man looks
before slipping tie under h i s
collar — are station's call letters
in white type nearly an inch high.
Tie also carries announcement
that WGRC now has 5 kw on
790 kc.
****★*★*★
BALTIMORE SERIES e • •
WMAR-TV Baltimore, This Is
Baltimore, Mon., 7:15 p.m. Series
documented by station's stalf and
sponsored by Savings Bank of
Baltimore. City's port, libraries,
schools, museums and industries
are featured in shows. Agency is
Mahool Adv.
WIDA MAILING
• • •
WIDA Memphis, Tenn., sends
trade orange oversize card. Back
of card introduces two of station's
Negro stars, Nat Williams and
"Hot Rod" Hulbert. Hooper ratings
for stars and station's BMB data
are tallied with Negro population

premiums

and buying
power successfully
figures. Advertisers who have
used
station are named.
FRATERNITY ROW
• • •
WASK Lafayette, Ind., WASK
Makes Fraternity Row, Wed., 77:15 p.m. Gerry Mohlman & Son
Jewelers, sponsor. Each of Purdue's social fraternities is allotted
11 minutes of 15-minute spot for
singing of its songs, and discussions of its history, size, outstanding members, programs and other
material.
WTAR RELEASES
WTAR-FM-TV Norfolk, Va., sends
trade small booklet complete with
coloi-ed drawings. Titled "That the
people
may hear
. . andtellseehistory
. . .,"
illustrations
and . text
of stations, pointing up their service to Norfolk market. Copy of
WTAR's contribution to a local
time capsule, including letters from
Congressmen and stations' president, also sent to trade. Capsule
will be opened in year 2050.
SELLING BONDS
• • •
U. S. Savings Bonds Div., Treasury
Dept., announces series of four 15minute radio shows recorded by
Barnee Breeskin and Barnee-Lowe
Shoreham Hotel orchestra. Shows
have Christmas theme and are
open-end for local commercial sponsorship. Platters being distributed
to 1,000 stations, but are not included in Guest Star series.
STARRING STATION • • •

Shows with a Hollywood Heritage * Member N-A-BBROADCASTING
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KCKN Kansas City sends trade
blue and black card beginning,
"Use one network station . . . add
KCKN . . . (and latch on to) $1.2
billion market." Buying power
statistics are given. Market is
represented as black block with
network station and KCKN shown
as balloons buoying it up.
HELP FOR VETS
• • •
KFI-TV Los Angeles, Vets TV
Center. Quarter-hour weekly public service broadcast dealing with
veterans' problems. Judy Lawton
and Maurie Green are co-m.c.'s.
KNBC San Francisco helped kickoff
Northern Calif. Community Chest
campaign in half-hour tape recorded
salute from Navy's Treasure Island
base.

KDAL Duluth,
Minn. Station's
ticipation in annual
Duluth parFall
Festival played up station's and
network's theme — "KDAL and
CBS . . . Where the brightest stars
shine." Small boys marched in parade covered by four-foot stars —
a foot thick from front to back.

one of the
Kitchen,
The Happy
's oldest
Midwest
and best liked
s,
women's program is conducted
Goode.
Nancy 9:15
byThis
a. m. week-day
feature has
been on the air
for almost 15

Only the
boys'
visible.
Across
front
and legs
back were
of each
star
was name of CBS program or star.
Station wagon accompanied marchers and taglines were broadcast by
KDAL announcers.

handled
by
gram is deftly
years.
The
proNancy
Goode,
homemaker,

SINGING SALESMAN

HOWARD J. IWcCOLLISTiR COMPANY
PAUL W. McCOlLISTER, GENERAL MANAGER
Regional Representative
66 ACACIA DRIVE, ATHERTON, CALIF.. DAVENPORT 3-3061

KOA Denver sends trade folder
setting forth BMB data on station's
day and nighttime audience. Comparison of Denver stations' audiences given in smaller folder. Colored maps of Rocky Mountain area
illustrate data.
• • •
DOG CARE
DOG TALES Syndicate, producer
of public service series on dog care
for American Meat Institute, offers
series to stations without charge.
There are 13 12% -minute openend shows in series. No mention of
Institute or its products is carried.
'BOOSTER' BOOSTS
• • •

•

•

•

WMAQ Chicago distributes sepia
and white folder to trade introducing its "Singing Salesman," Skip
Farrell. Cover is adorned with musical notes and small arrows, urging reader to turn page. Large
picture of Mr. Farrell and statements on his hold on regional audience complete offering.
SPOTS ILLUSTRATE • • O
WWJ-TV Detroit. Kroger grocery
chain, Detroit office, places series
of one-minute films on station.
Films illustrate advantages of
working for Kroger with pictures
of employe training school opera-

Nancy Goode
mother and
active clubwoman. Her recipes,
food and household hints are of
KMBC-KFRM
great interest
conducts a
Nancyto also
listeners.
weekly
audience.demonstration before an

Fleischmann's Yeast and K. C.
current sponPower & Light are participations
sors.but additional
are now available!
Promotion and merchandising
aids are also a part of the partici-&
pation. Contact us, or any Free
L Peters "Colonel" for details!
KMBC
of Kansas City
KFRiA
for Rural Kansas
October 23, 1950
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October 12 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of License
KWEM W. Memphis, Ark. — Mod. license to change hours from D to SH
from 5:30 a.m. to 7:15 p.m.
SSA— 1460 kc
WOKO Albany, N. Y.— Request for
extension of SSA on 1460 kc 1 kw-D
500 w-N for period beginning Oct. 10
and ending no later than Jan. 10, 1951.
License Renewal
KEYD
Minneapolis,
for license renewal AM Minn.
station.— Request
License for CP
WSVA
Harrisonburg, Va. — License
for CP to change hours of operation
install DA etc.
Modification of CP
KOB-TV Albuquerque, N. M. — Mod.
CP new commercial TV station for extension of completion date.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WEIM Fitchburg, Mass. — Mod. CP AM
station to change from DA-1 to DA-N.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
License for CP
KAHU
Waipahu,
Oahu,CP Hawaii
RETURNED license for
new AM—
station.
KRXL forRoseburg,
Ore.—station.
RETURNED
license
CP new AM
KRKO
Everett,
Wash.—
license for CP to change RETURNED
frequency,
increase power etc.
October 13 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
KOKX Keokuk, la.— Mod. CP AM
station to increase power, change hours
etc. for extension of completion date.
KWHP toCushing,
CP AM
station
change Okla.—
name Mod.
of applicant
from William Howard Payne tr/as
Payne County Bcstrs. to Cimarron
Bcstrs.
License for CP
License for CP new AM station:
WATA
C; WMOD
MoundsvUle, W.Boone,
Va.; N.
WGRC
Louisville.
Ky.;
WELS Kinston, N. C.
License Renewal
Request
for
renewal111.;FMWBOX
station: WKRS-FMlicense
Waukegan.
Louisville, Ky.; KFAM-FM St. Cloud,
Minn.; WMSA-FM Massena, N. Y.;
WGBG-FM Greensboro, N. C; WIMAFM Lima, Ohio; WGBI-FM Scranton,
Pa.- WSBA-FM York Pa.; KTEM-FM
Ternple,
ton, W. Va.Tex.; WHTN-FM HuntingModification of CP
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: KMAR Bakersfield, Calif.; WKBN-FM Youngstown,
Ohio; KSDS San Diego, Calif.
APPLICATION RETURNED
License for CP
KRIZ censePhoenix,
RETURNED lifor CP newAriz.AM station.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
Clevis,
N. M.—Bcstg.
RETURNED
Application Big Spring
Co. for new
AM
station 1240 kc 250 w unl.
October 16 Applications . . .

fm

unrnm

look

fCC

actions
OCTOBER

12 TO OCTOBER

cond. -conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-efifective radiated power
N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unliraited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-condilional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 580 kc
Aurora Bcstrs. Inc., Ketchikan, Alaska
— CP new AM station on 580 kc, 1 kw
unl. AMENDED to request 580 kc, 1
kw-D 500 w-N.
Modification of License
WVMI Biloxi, Miss. — Mod. license to
change main studio U. S. Highway 90
to Broadwater Beach Hotel, West Beach,
Biloxi, Miss.
Modification of CP
Mod. CP AM station to increase
power, change frequency etc.; KGEM
Boise. Ida.; WAAF Chicago; WKVM
Arecibo, P. R.
WEIM Fitchburg, Mass.— Mod. CP AM
station to change power etc. to request
change
DA-N. in DA pattern from DA-2 to
License Renewal
Request
for
license renewal
station KEIO Pocatello,
Ida.;AMWSFL
Springfield, Mass.; WFVG Fuquay
Springs, N. C.
License for CP
WRIB Providence, R. I. — License for
CP to increase power etc.
Greenville,
CPWAKE
new AM
station. S. C— License for
WIS-FM
Columbia,
CP new FM station. S. C. — License for
WPWTnoncommercial
Philadelphia—educational
License for FM
CP
new
station.
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: KOWN Conway, Ark.; KFEL-FM Denver, Col.;
KWKH-FM
Shreveport, La.; WXRT
Chicago.
License Renewal
Request for license renewal FM station: KRE-FM Berkeley, Calif.; KARMFM Fresno, Calif.; WBON Bowling
Green, Ky.; WELL-FM Battle Creek.
Mich.; KTIS-FM Minneapolis; WVCV
Cherry Valley. N. Y.; WVCN DeRuyter,
N. J.; WFNF Wetherfield, N. Y.; WIST
Charlotte, N. C; WLWA Cincinnati;
WCPO-FM Cincinnati.
TV— (204-210 mc)
Grandwood Bcstg. Co., Grand Rapids,
Mich. — CP new commercial TV station
request application be amended to
change from Chan. 9 (186-192 mc) to

suviei

to ALLIED

for your station supplies

ALL STATION SUPPLIES
Our great m-stock resources
(largest in the country) and close
contacts with all manufacturers,
guarantee thefastest, most complete equipment supply service
for the BC and TV engineer.

SERVICE EVERYWHERE. Over 600 stations-coast
GET THIS CATALOG
to coast and border to border— look to dependable
Send for ALLIED'S 212-page Buying
ALLIED for their station supplies and accessories.
Guide, listing broadcast equipment
ond supplies ready for immediate
PERSONAL EXPERT HANDLING. You get
shipment. Ask to be put on our
"Broadcast
Bulletin" mailing list.
exactly what you want— when you want it! All
— -~
Write lo BROADCAST DIVISION
station orders, large or small, get preferred
speedy handling. Our Broadcast Division is headed
ALLIED RADIO
by commercially licensed operators who cooperate
intelligently to keep your station running at top J33 W. JACKSON BLVD., CHICAGO 7
efficiency at all times.
Call: HAymarket 1-6800
Page 70
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Chan. 12 (204-210 mc).
TENDERED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1400
WKXY Sarasota, Fla.— CP to change
from 1540 kc, 1 kw D to 1400 kc, 250
w unl.
APPLICATION RETURNED
License for CP
WORL Boston— RETURNED Oct. 16
license to cover CP new AM station.
October 17 Decisions . . .
EXTENSION GRANTED
WOKO tensionAlbany,
Y.— Granted
to Jan. 10,N. 1951
of SSA exon
1460 kc 1 kw to local sunset, 500 w N
and extension for same period to use
Westernof Electric
typeaux.106-B
trans, with
power
500 w for
purposes.
CORRECTION
Decision Aug. 22, freqeuncy granted
Southern Methodist U., Dallas, Tex.,
should be 89.3 mc.
BY THE SECRETARY
WNAT Natchez,
assignment of licenseMiss.
from— Granted
partnership
composed of five partners to new
corp. Old South Bcstg. Co. Inc. No
monetary consideration involved.
WELCcense newWelch,
W. Va.—
liAM station;
1150 Granted
kc, 1 kw, D.
WIBW
Topeka,
Kan.—
Granted
license to use old main trans, at present
site of main trans, for aux. purposes
only
with
of 5install
kw employing
N. Grantedpower
license
new trans.DAKPRS
Olathe,
Kan.—
Granted
increase in power; 1590 kc, 1 kw,license
D.
KAVLcense Lancaster,
Calif.1340
— Granted
linew AM station;
kc 250 w,
unl.
WIEL forElizabethtown,
Ky. — Granted
license
new AM station;
1400 kc,
250 w, unl.
James A. Noe, Monroe, La. — Granted
CPs and licenses for new remote pickups KKE-311, KA-7782.
Greenville
News-Piedmont Co.,
Greenville, S. C. — Granted licenses for
new remote pickups KA-5832-3.
KFEL-FM Eugene P. O'Fallon, Inc.,
Denver, Col. — Granted
authorization
for mod. request
of CP. to cancel
KWHP Cushing, Okla.— Granted mod.
CP to change name to Cimarron Bcstrs.
KFGRCP Forest
Grove,
mod.
to change
type Ore.—
trans. Granted
KLCB Libby, Mont.— Granted mod.
CP for locations.
approval of ant. and trans, and
studio
WTIL Mayaguez Radio Corp., Mayaguez, P. R. — Granted mod. CP to change
type
of trans.granted mod. CPs for exFollowing
tension of completion dates as shown:
KOKX Keokuk, la. to 12-8-50; WJFR
Caguas,
P. R. WKVM
to 4-18-51;
WAAFP. R.Chi-to
cage
to 4-10-51;
Arecibo,
1-15-51; WSFL-FM Springfield, Mass. to
4-1-51; WOOK-FM Silver Spring, Md.
to 12-1-50; WRBL-FM Columbus, Ga.
to KUGN
12-1-50. Eugene, Ore. — Granted license
change
590 kc, install
1 kw, new
DAN, unl. frequency
increase power,
trans, and DA-N and change trans,
location; grant not to be construed as
approval
to change present trans, location of KUGN-FM.
KWTOcense install
Springfield,
Granted site
linew trans,Mo.—
at present
of main trans, to be used as aux. for
daytime and alternate main for night
use employing DA-N.
WBIPcenseBooneville,
Miss. 1400
— Granted
new AM station;
kc 250 li-w

KBKHCP Pullman,
G ran tr
mod.
to change Wash.—
type trans.
WIBR
Baton
Rouge,
La.
— Grant ■ ,
mod. CP to change type of trans.
KWCO
Chlckasha,
Okla.—
Grante
mod. CP to change main studio
loc;
tion and change trans, location.
WFHG Bristol, Va.— Granted mod. C
change trans, location and install ne
trans.
KILA Hilo, T. H.— Granted mod. C
for
approval
locations
and ant.,
changetrans,
type and
trans.studi
WOKO Albany, N. Y.— Granted mc
Cf" for extension of completion da^
to WHMP
1-24-51. Northampton, Mass. — Grante
mod. CP for extension of completio
date to 2-8-51.
Raleigh, N.of C—completion
Granted moc
CPWPTF
for extension
dai '
to Philco
5-1-51. Corp., Philadelphia — Grante ,
license for new experimental TV sta
tion KG2XCV; 6875-6900 mc.
KMTR Radio Corp., Area Los An
geles — Granted license for new experi
mental
TV relays
KA-6129. li.
WKSU-FM
Kent,KA-6944,
Ohio— Granted
censestation;
new noncommercial
FM
88.1 mcs; 10 w. educationa"
Bogalusalicense
Bcstg.for Co.,
La.KA-5888.
Granted
new Bogalusa,
remote pickuj
Radio Station KFH Co., Wichita, Kani
— Granted CPs and licenses for nev.i
remote
pickupsCities
KAB-773,
Aluminum
Bcstg. KA-7755-6.
Co., Mary-i
ville, Tenn. — Granted CP and license
forLeonard
new remote
pickup Grand
KA-7753.Rapids^
A. Versluis,
Mich. — Granted CPs new remote pickups KQB-745,
Lake
Bcstg. KA-7754.
Co. Inc., Gary, Ind. —
Granted CP new remote pickup KA7751.
The Snowy Range Bcstg. Co. Inc.,.
Laramie, Wyo. — Granted CP for new
(Continued on page 76)
NLRB

ON

SAG

Hearings Begin Oct. 25
NATIONAL
LABOR
Relations
Board (Los Angeles) hearing on
Screen Actors Guild request for
election and certification of Guild's
existing status as exclusive collective bargaining
representative
of
motion
picture actors
employed by
producers in Southern California
area has been called for Wednesday (Oct. 25), it was announced
last week by SAG.
One hundred
and twenty-one producers are listed
in the petition. Daniel J. Harrington, NLRB officer, will preside.
William Berger, SAG legal counsel,

.
f;
i
i
-t-

11

■

willSimilar
presentpetition
Guild'swascase.filed by the
Guild in New York several weeks '
ago in an effort to certify itself as
bargaining representative of motion
picture actors employed by group
of New York producers. Informal
conference was held on the latter
petition Oct. 17 in NLRB New York
offices, but no formal hearing is
scheduled as yet for it.
r
Following completion of Los An- I
geles hearing, transcript will be
sent to NLRB
headquarters in
Washington,
where decision
will
be made D.
as C,
to whether
actors
in motion pictures however exhibited should be represented by one or
two unions. In either case, unless
Television Authority, the other union seeking jurisdiction over TV
actors, withdraws its case, election
will be held to determine choice of
actors of bargaining representative.

unl.WBNL Boonville, Ind.— Granted license new AM station; 1540 kc 250 w, D.
KLWN Lawrence, Kan. — Granted
mod.
CP for
approval
of change
ant., trans,
and studio
locations
and to
type
of trans.
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

.'

t
'

■
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CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
1
Member AFCCE*
1

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
^\ Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
na INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
I
WASHINGTON, D. C.
'-'1PORTER BLDG.
LO. 8821
*
KANSAS CITY, MO.

JOHN

J.

KEEL

Warner Bldg., Wash., D. C.
National 6513

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 JefFerton Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublic 7236

I

REAR & KENNEDY
1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
I
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

RA

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press Bldg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

A. D. RING & CO.

DIO

ENGINEERS

A iS-year
background
K<ifah7ix)u>(l
1926
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntcloir 3-3000
Laboratories
Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY

& RAY

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLEn
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Mcintosh & Inglis
710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

RUSSELL
P. MAY
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C.
REpublic 3984

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1728 Weed St. 4742 W. RufFner
Member AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG.
EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colten & Fett, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. AtRAM ST.

AR 4-S721

ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
EXecHtive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
BROADCASTING

Of. X 3UUr
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 13, OHIO
Telephone — Kingsweod 7631

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
2915 Red River 2-5055
Austin, Texas

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
18 Grand St., New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

• Telecasting

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

October 23, 1950
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10(5 per word— ^i.0(9 minimnm • Help Wanted, 204 per word— $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25^ per word— $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Deadline : 2 weeks in advance of publication date.
Send box replies td Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All transcriptions, photos, etc sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
i - y i
any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Station manager, newspaper owned
MBS outlet, 15,000 Nebraska town.
Prefer good commercial man, fully experienced. Will share profits with man
who proves himself. Permanent. Box
601G, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Experienced, reliable, effective salesman for California network station in
medium sized market. Lucrative proposition for producer. Minimum competition. Box 715G, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, solid, experienced, time salesman for long established ABC Minnesota station in single station market.
Top Conlan. Salary and percentage.
Box 746G, BROADCASTING.
Salesman, Transit Radio affiliate north
central area. Salary plus commission.
Advancement
opportunity right man.
Box 751G, BROADCASTING.
1000 watt NBC station in excellent
market; 15% commission against subCASTING. stantial draw. Box 780G, BROADSuccessful salesman looking for opportunity to increase earnings. Prefer one
experienced in south. Include parLouisiana.ticulars first letter. KENT, Shreveport,

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
AU-round announcer, at least two
years experience. Must be good DJ
who knows how to sell with his voice
and build audience. Good opportunity
in 1 kw daytime independent, WOKZ,
Alton, Illinois. Position open now,
send all details, disc, photo and when
you can come for personal interview to
Harold Fitzgerald, Manager. WOKZ,
Alton. Illinois. In Chicago area interview may be arranged through Edward
A. Wheeler, WEAW, Evanston, Illinois.
Immediate opening announcer with
ticket. $50 Illinois.
for 40 hours start. WSMI,
Litchfield.
Wanted: Announcer, south Georgia independent wants experienced announcer, one wlio can write copy. Write
or call WVOP, Vidalia, Georgia. Telephone 527.
Technical
Men with at least 8 years combined
electrician and radio experience to install and maintain custom built audio
devices.
to travel
out anyMust
area want
in the
UnitedthroughStates
continually. Excellent salarv plus expenses. Transportation provided. Must
have automobile drivers license. Send
personal snapshot with record of experiences and references. Box 764D,
BROADCASTING.
Combination man or straight engineer
interested some sales work. Good salary, station, city. Box 680G, BROADCASTING.

Effective small market salesman, some
announcing. KONP, Port Angeles,
Washington.
Wanted: Experienced time salesman to Electronic engineers. Graduates with
work local accounts. Three-year-old
preferred for denewspaper affiliated station going full- broadcast experience
velopment and field work with good
time shortly. Want permanent man who
future.
Send
resume,
photo, advise
will have chance at commercial mansalary desired and availability. Box
ager job. Good salary, plus incentive.
718G, BROADCASTING.
Give complete details. Radio Station
KTBB, Tyler, Texas.
Wanted: Engineer; prefer combination
engineer-announcer. 250 watt middleAdvertising salesman, include refer- east
affiliate. Rush references,
ences and snapshot in letter of appli- full network
information. Box 767G, BROADcation to KVOC, Casper, Wyoming.
CASTING.
CBS station in major market of 250 000
First phone man with announcing abildesires experienced capable salesman.
ity. Car essential.
Send full and complete details in first Arlington,
Virginia. WARL. Box 391,
letter to WQUA, Moline. Illinois.
Announcers
First phone engineer, single, with car.
no experience necessary. Contact
Annoimcer-engineer, top quality ex- Chief
Engineer, WASA, Havre de Grace,
perience announcers. Box 724G
Maryland.
BROADCASTING
.
Transmitter operator. No experience
Western disc jockey able to produce
Good working conditions.
morning personality show, inexperi- necessary.
Conveniently located. Write for details. Chief Engineer, Radio Station
enced^do^not apply. Box 776G, BROADWCNC. Elizabeth City, North Carolina.
Announcer-englneer wanted. Engineering ability unimportant. Some type- Immediate opening for transmitter enwriting. KJBC, Midland, Texas.
gineer with first class ticket. Bachelor
quarters available. WJTN, AM and
Experienced announcer-board operator
FM, Jamestown, New York.
for general announcing and emceeing
Prefer hard working, draft exempt
Engineer-announcer, combination for
man. Send full particulars, plus ex- Mutual
affiliate. Must have 1st class
Kansas. pected salary. KJCK, Junction City, FCC ticket. Must be good announcer.
Must
have
car. Send transcription,
Wanted-Announcer, immediately. Some
salarv requirements, age,
experience,
congenial staff, chance for snapshot,
draft
status
and background immediadvancement, personal interview preately to John M. Spottswood, WKWF
ferred.
Contact
Dick
Sutter,
WCRA
Key
West,
Florida.
Effingham. lUinois.
Morning DJ personality. Permanent.
Engineer with first phone. No experiSend data and disc. NBC in Palm Beach
ence necessary. WLPM, Suffolk, VirCounty. WEAT, Lake Worth. Florida.
ginia.
Hill Billy DJ, engineer, will pay high
Production-Programming, others
salary if you
have first phone and
personality to run a top hill billy the
DJ
Young
or young lady to take over
rural writing,man
richest
south'stane
show, in one
copy work at successful, proor wireRushof disc,
markets.
gressive
southern station. Box 679G,
BROADCASTING.
Ala.
backgroun
d details; WKUL, Cullman'.
Immediate: A man for sports and staff California small market network stawork, some play-by-play, prefer some
tion needs versatile experienced proexperience. Send disc, family. Army
gram director. Excellent onportunitv
status, salary
for right man. Send full details Box
Miss. ts. Dave Kane,
Laurel,requiremen
WLAU,
714G, BROADCASTING.
Combination announcer-engineer, first
class ticket, Virginia daytimer indeProgram director-announcer for new
pendent. Living accommodations avail- 250 watt daytimer in Pennsylvania small
able. Send disc and letter giving market. Send full details including
disc, photo and salary reouired in first
draft status. WNNT, Warreservesaw, or
Virginia.
reply. Box 769G, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Pimch writer. Well paying position
open for young man who can make
commercial copy stand up and sell!
Send sample copy, qualifications, photo
and salary expected to Program Director, Station WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
Commercial copywriter. One man department. No announcing, program
copy or other work. Send background
outline and copy samples. Offer will be
based on present earnings. Contact
Dave Taylor, WFRL, Freeport, Illinois.
Wanted: Young lady to direct traffic,
write some copy, along with other station details. State age, salary desired,
exoerience and photo. Radio station
WJXN, Box 786, Jackson, Mississippi.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager over 18 years experience net
and
independent stations. Box 560G.
BROADCASTING.
Manager, emphasis on sales, desires
contact with owner whose station is
operating in the red. Owner must be
willing to pay a percentage of profits.
Highest quality references, proven
background of developing money making communitv service stations. Box
612G. BROADCASTING.
Manager. Record of 14 years successful
management small stations, desires to
locat"
in south or west. Box 699G,
BROADCASTING.
Manager, bottom to top background,
all phases of radio. Extensive experienceiates.
independent
and network
affilProven efficient
low budget
operator. Box 700G, BROADCASTING.
Prestige paves the way to bigger profits.
Three years specialization in civic cooperation. Tenmarkets.
years Seasoned
experienceexecutive
in competitive
with background of announcing, programming, selling and managing. No
military status. Permanent offers only
with reasonable starting salary. For
details and references, send full information on Dosition available to Box
761G, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager who in the past 17 years
has personally sold millions of dollars
in local time, seeks job as commercial
manager of substantial southern station, or as manager of smaller outlet,
45 years of age. Married, two children.
Florida or Gulf Coast preferred. Will
go anywhere. Complete references
ING.
available. Box 779G. BROADCASTSalesmen
Salesman — Extensive background includes announcing, copy, programming, production, selling. Desire nermanent opportunity in good station,
friendly community. Box 667G,
BROADCASTING.
Draft exempt announcer, newscaster.
ncers
Annou
Long on training
and
talent. Short on
experience. Hard worker. Family man.
Age 31. Now on west coast. Prefer
west coast or Ohio. Disc, pictures
available. Box 596G. BROADCASTING.
Announcer. DJ news four years experience. Employed only iridie serving metropolitan area of 500.000. Disc
available. Box 665G. BROADCASTING.
ING^
Job
wanted as disc jockey. Special
kind
of show,
Show."
Age 22.
Single,"Latin
New American
York experience,
will travel. Box 709G, BROADCASTAnnouncer. Single, 26. Medically discharged veteran. Metropolitan 5 kw
experience. College education. Sober,
industrious staff man. References,
disc, photo on request. Box 721G,
BROADCASTING.
Anouncer-disc jockey. Two years experience, draft exempt, single, relaxed
style, east. Can write, produce, program. Box 723G. BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Five years experienced announcer, n'
employed, seeks position in midwe
with progressive
which offf:a ■
future.
Can punchstation
commercials,
thoritative
newscasts,
exciting
play-b '
play football, basketball and baseb&
Would like a chance as PD. Age 2
Married. No prima donna. Just a re
ular guy. Box 741G, BROADCASTINr
Experienced,
announceVt '
1st class phonecombination
engineer-writer
eran, married. 24. Disc will prove abj
ity. Box 742G, BROADCASTING.
Top sports season.
announcer. Available^Ta
basketball
5 years experien^
college
football,
basketball, class
baseball. University
graduate. Ma;
ried. Favorable draft status. Air chec
discs available. Would like to leai
sales. Box 744G, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-newscaster currently eni ,
ployed by major network looking fo ;
spot outsideandNewpublic
York record.
City. Highereference
Younc
s
congenial, organization minded. Df
pendable. Family man. Knows pro '
grammmg. traffic, continuity. Excellen
appearanc
under contract o
e. Work
straight salary
plus talent
in;
reasonabl
e, minimum
incomeguarantee
for famil
of
five.
Open
all
offers
for
confiden
tial exchange letters, etc. Box 745G
BROADC
ASTING.
Experienced versatile announcer. Spe
cialty sports, DJ and audience partici
pating programs
details up
on request. Box. Co.mplete
747G, BROADCAST)
Disc jockey, 33, friendly yet mature ir
sel'
ability to AuJ
Provenaudiences
and ideas.
voice
commercia
and build
thoritativels news
deUvery, Box . 748G
'
BROA
Announce
r, DCAS
2V2 years TING
experience..
director, ayem, sports, news, disc. Music
Versatile. Prefer
or AM disc, but
need location night
to get married.
Vet
Box 750G, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, single veteran
24. Non reservist. Twelve months ex-v
perience,
DJ, news
and sports
general change.
staff.
Excellent
reasonsprograms,
for de- '1siring
Available
usual
notice
anywhere. Morning shift desired
but
not
necessary
Tape,
best
reference.^
.
available. All replys answered. Box;
754G, BROADCASTING.
Basketbail, play-by-play. One of nation s best. $150 weekly. Box 755G
BROADCA
STING.
Announcer-salesman, early bird or
midnite
Excellent show.
referen ProvenOversales
draftrecord.
vet- "
eran. Box 757G, ces.
BROADCASTING.
Draft exempt vet, have experience on
small Chicago AM-FM. some TV
DJ, news comStrong, friendly
mercials, knowvoice.
board. Will travel
Tape
and
photo
on
request
. Box 762G
BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Over two years varied exof staff assignall types
perience in Specialize
ments.
in musical
program,
pop and classical; newscasting and interviewing. Familiar with control i-i
operations. Will reply to all inquiries.^
Announcer
, CASTI
over four
BROAD
764G,-engineer
Box
years ■'t
NG.
experience seeks position Carolinas orVirginia. Sober, reliable, congenial, 1
aualified. Well rounded experience '
Car. Box 768G, BROADCASTING. '
Sports announcer, 4 years experience ■
junior college and high school football, ■
"A" '
class Also
1 season
basketball
Gloves.
years Golden
baseball. , 4 track.
good news and DJ. Veteran, 26, single.
Air checks available. Minimum $65
plus talent. Available for basketball
season. Box 770G, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, news, emcee,
commercial copy, drama, etc. College
graduate. At present free lancing in
large midwest city. Desire net affiliate,
staff iob in metropolitan area. Will go
with right deal. Best refanywhere erences.
BROADCASTING.Available now. Box 771G
Announcer - control board operator.
Knowledge all phases broadcasting.
Thoroughly trained with top references.
Ambitious, single, dependable. Moderate experience. Disc, resume available. Box 772G, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, control board operator.
Sober, reliable, light experience, willing settle small community, single,
draft exempt, disc, resume available
air mail. Box 773G, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, writer, veteran. Not in
reserves. Excellent news style, some
editing. Have thorough knowledge of
jazz and popular music. Have program
ideas that
for anycollege
station. Havearedonecertain
radio pull
writing,
background. I am looking for hard
work
and a future. Box 774G, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
(Announcer, young, capable, conscienSious two years acting-announcing raMio-television. N. Y. Desires morning
[position ductioannouncing,
or pron in or around N. acting
Y. t commuting
distance). Box 777G, BROADCASTjlNG.
lExperienced
news and
sports
antnouncer. Interested
in small
station
k)utside
of
NY.
also
knowledge
of
conKiol board. Free to travel. Box 778G.
^BROADCASTING.
Anno-oncer-writer,
30.copy
able,
enced; voice that sells,
that expericlicks.
Wants position with west coast station
with vigourous commercial policy. For
Icomplete background, references, etc.,
jwrite Box 782G. BROADCASTING.
ISports announcer presently employed
Idesires change. Experience major
feports.
Bestseason.
references.
able end$65.
football
4 vearsAvailstaff
iexperience. Box 783G, BROADCASTjlNG.
iExpert baseball
aninouncer.
Do fineand
job wrestling
on all major
Isports. I will accept nothing but a
first
position
topnotch Box
stafeon.class
Others
needwith
not a answer.
(734G. BROADCASTING.
JlAnnouncer-Ten year man. Four years
|cn
Penn audience
game broadcasts.
sdelphia
on newscast20'~cforPhilaone
ijear.
Complete
experience,
draft ex-1.
tempt. Available about November
Box 785G. BROADCASTING.
^Announcer, control board operator,
'continuity writer,
thirty,
married,control
conscientious, familiar
all phases
fcoard operation. Limited experience.
!v\'illing
settle
small community,
disc
tend resume
available.
Kenneth Caruso.
C02 Midland Avenue, Garfield, New
Jersey.
Announcer: Good on news and disc
shows. Well grounded every phase
broadcasting. i)ependable. sober, hard
worker. John Hewling. 12011^ Cabrillo
Ave.. Venice, Calif. Exbrook 9-2254.
Announcer,
years experience.
Married, child, 3personable,
draft exempt.
Best references. Will start at $55. Will
Travel. Please write, wire for disc and
further information. Any and all oflers considered. Leo Mailer. 122-41
133 Ave., South Ozone Park. N. Y.
Technical
^
[Engineer, 32 months transmitter, remotes, tape recordings. Army radar
experience. Graduate RCA Institute.
N. Y. C. Presentlv employed. Box 473G,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, license, degree. 12 years ex. perience. Box 528G. BROAD CfASTING.
Chief engineer invites correspondence
with established broadcaster. Long
creditable experience in all phases
- engineering includes multi element
■ directionals. Draft proof. Readv for
■ BROA
TV.
Top DCAS
references.
Box 545G,
TING
.
Chief engineer, management-minded,
non-union. Available after November
First. Best references, good character.
Veteran, age 28, married, one child.
Box 670G, BROADCASTING.
Operator-announcer, dependable, industrious, college graduate, no local
accent,
2^2 to
years
in small
station wants
locate
in the eastern
west. Box
■jVlG. BROADCASTING.
Transmitter operator, reliable, capable.
3 '3 years experience in 250 watter.
"vants
position in Box
a larger
station.
Will
go any^^'here.
672G,
BROADCASTING^
First phone operator. Now employed.
present position three years. Not ani; nouncer. Veteran, married, age 32.
! Seeking permanent position. Box 763G,
BROADCASTING.
' Engineer-announcer,
two 765G,
yearsBROADexperience. Prefer Texas. Box
CASTING.
Young man, single, 1st class phone.
Leading school graduate. Will travel,
disc, references available. Box 775G,
BROADCASTING.
Veteran, first phone license, leading
school graduate, experience wanted.
Robert Gori, 2158 Crotona Avenue,
Bronx, N. Y.
Broadcast position wanted: Ex Merchant
Marine operator. Hold first phone and
telegraph license. Ambitious and willing. Have car. Prefer northeast.
Maurice
N. Y. C. Lindenaux, 1037 Ogden Ave..

Vet, 1st phone. Graduate 2 leading
schools desires experience. William
Rogel,
N.
Y. 1275 Grant Ave., New York,

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
First phone license. Age 24. TV school
grad. 2 vears NYU, will relocate. Write
Daniel Steingold, 2339 East 17 St.,
Bklyn 29, N. Y.
First phone, experienced transmitter
operator. Want permanent job. James
Turner, 6609 Ave. T, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Production-Programming, others
PD, newsman, A.P. experience, 27,
marri2d. military exempt. Get reCASTING. building job? Box 68SG. BROADPerhaps
man news
you've department.
been looking forI'min theyour
Chief qualifications : honesty, industriousness.
Experienced,
veteran, accuracy.
married. Highest
references.
Desire far west location. Box 731G,
BROADCASTING.
Program director-production manager.
Good administrator.
Top quality
announcer, creative thinker.
27, draft
proof. Available immediately. Box
749G, BROADCASTING.
Program director, experienced successful station
excellent references.manager,
Available immediately.
Box
756G, BROADCASTING.
Hard working executive. Sixteen year
solid AM background ranges from programming 250 watter to major network
as air personality and back to small
station by personal choice. Now proHooperated
affiliate. Stronggramming
on highlocal
programs.MBSSaleable
ideas. General supervisory work.
Smooth temperament. Team man. Forty-two.
health. Married.
Temperate Excellent
habits. Community
minded.
Active churchman. Deeply devoted to
American system of free enterprise.
Only
strong
position opening
considered.
If youof
have no
immediate
for man
excellent qualifications and capabilities,
cUp and save this ad against possible
futuretion inneed.
Looking
for Iright
community
where
can posisink
my roots permanently. Hence, will wait
for right spot. Box 758G, BROADCASTING^
Continuity
writer, women's
commentator, experienced.
College graduate.
Single,east.
23.References,
industrious.
Prefer
disc and samplenorthcopy
on
request. Box 759G, BROADCASTING^
Woman's editor and continuity writer,
25. single.
years varied
experience,'Three
copy, broadcasting,
scripting
network food program. University
journalism graduate. Disc, samples,
photo available immediately. Box
781G, BROADCASTING.
Television
Production-Programming, others
Television writer-engineer, 1st class
phone.
Experienced
studio,room,
production work.
Camera, in
control
etc.
AM and TV air credits. Member RWG.
Box
743G, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING^
For Sale
Equipment, etc.
Best offer RCA BTF 250A FM transmitter perfect working order with complete spares. Cheap. Box 753G, BROADCASTING^
For sale, 5 kw composite AM transmitter. Doherty
circuit,
originally
Western Electric
linear,
operating,
available
January 1. Two 343A, two 212E, four
321A tubes new. Best offer. Box 760G,
BROADCASTING.
Brush tape
model BKcost403 $375,
excellentrecorder
condition, original
will
sell for $135.00. Box 766G, BROADCASTING^
Used Presto model Y-4 recorder in new
condition. Excellent buy for radio
station needing disc recorder. O. M.
Hoff, KGCX, Sidney, Montana.
RCA 1050-B transmitter 50 kw modified
with factory built overall feedback
and A.C. on all tube filaments. $18,000
will buv it FOB Des Moines, which includes $7200 worth of tubes and spare
parts. Also Blaw-Knox diamond 530
foot guyed
at $10,000
FOBfixtures.
transmitter sitetower
including
lighting
This is a proven structure and a buy.
WHO, Des Moines 7, Iowa.
For sale: Gates 46-A antenna tuning
unit complete with 3 section tower
lighting filter, diode rectifier unit and
remote meter. Rated at 1 kw modulated. Used three years, station now
fulltime. Make offer, write or caU
2-1062.
Chief Engineer, WNAM, Neenah, Wis.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Tubes,
two COD.
new, two
slightly
used. GL-7C29's,
$175 for lot
Reply
Box
136. Beckley. W. Va.
For sale, RCA 1 kw FM transmitter, 2
section Pylon and 106 ft. Truscon tower
with
Tg inch Hoeffer,
Andrew Aurora
co-ax.
Make 200
offerfeet
to Charles
Beacon News. Aurora, Illinois.
For sale, like new Federal 10 kw FM
broadcast
transmitter
193-A with
modulator 109-B;
General Electric
frequency
and
modulation
meter
BM-l-A;
also
C-100 FM antenna, consists of eight
shunt-fed radiating loops with heaters
for de-icing, elbows, expansion joints,
air intake and mounting brackets.
Overall antenna power gain 8.3. VSWR
obtained during factory tuning, 0.95/1
at 100.7
All this
equip-in
ment usedmegacycles.
only two years,
like new
every respect. Included are new spare
parts for transmitter as recommended
by manufacturer, operating instruction
books
and Company).
340 feet of 3Makeinchoffer
co-axto
(Andrew
Kankakee Daily Journal Company,
Kankakee, Illinois.
Make offer FM WE 506B-2 complete,
spares.
kw Edwin
transmitter.
New, WILM,
never
uncrated.10 H.
Kennedy,
Wilmington, Delaware.
Have several used guyed Wincharger
towers willstructionsell
ConCo., 107erected.
Fourth Tower
St., Sioux
City, Iowa. Phone 5-6761.
One Western
Electric type
watt
AM transmitter
with 451-Al
3 sets 250of
tubes and crystals for 1450 kc. United
Broadcasting Co., 1143 Conn. Ave.,
N.W., Washington. D. C.
Wanted to Buy

Help Wanted
Technical(Cont'd)

Excellent opportunity for experienced
combo engineer-announcer. First class
license necessary. 40 hour week,
S60.00, plus talent, to start. Send
disc, photo and background material
to WMTW, Portland, Maine.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Available soon:
22 years of radio — including five years of
station management, i can set a profitable
budget and make it stick. Write Box 752G,
BROADCASTING.

For Sale
MOBIL

Equipment, etc.
Wanted: Used 5000 watt AM transmitter.
State condition and price in first letter.
Al Tedesco, 'WKLK, Cloquet, Minnesota.
Help Wanted
Salesmen

Equipment, etc.
TV UNIT
Attention TV stations:
Here's your chance to buy
an ACF-BriU bus, completeequipped
as a
mobilly able
TV price.
unit,for
at use
a adapted
reasonUnit
from 1946 32-passenger, airconditioned, cross-country
bus. Roof platform reached
by
door. Excellent
tires trap
and
mechanical
tion. Driven
less than condi25,000
miles since completed in
April,
1948,
vision.
Have
twoWLW-Teleotherismobil units
so by
this
one
no
longer needed. No technical
equipment
included.
Call
or write
J. R. McDonald,
WLW
Cincinnati
2. Phone
CHerry 1822.

E C L, Corp.

Miscellaneous

Established producers of outstanding low
cost TV film commercials &. syndicated
series needs resident NY & Chi. agents.
Full commissions. Write details to ECL,
Corp., 10 S. Carroll, Madison 3, Wis.

RADIO ACCOUNTING SERVICES
COMPLETE OPERATIONS COVERAGE

Announcers

Includes all required FCC and income
tax information and reports.

WSTA, St. Thomas, Virgin Islands
needs a combination man with fSr$t
phone;
emphasisduring
announcing.
Won't
gel^rich-quick
initial stages;
but the right man will find opportunity in this year-round resort area
comparable to that afforded in States.
Disc, photograph,
salary requirements, first letter please.

FOR
MAJOR

J. R. Hoffman & Associates
1319 Washington,
F St., N.W., D.Suite
C. 505
Executive 9788

SALE

NETWORK

IN PROSPEROUS

AFFILIATE

EASTERN

MARKET

This long-establishecJ regional station has top audience and is top
grosser in its area. It is now operating at a substantial profit
which
richest can
and be
mosteasily
stableincreased.
markets. Located in one of America's
TV application on file, all preliminary engineering and legal fees
underwritten. Physical plant has been geared toward consolidated TV operation under one roof to provide for low-cost construction and fast, pay-as-you-go operation.
An Opportunity with unusual possibilities. Price $280,000.
Financing can be arranged.
BOX 740G, BROADCASTING

PUBLIC MORALE
Wright Calls on Radio
PUBLIC MORALE is the broadcasters' bailiwick in the event of
disaster, according to Ralph
Wright, assistant area planning
director of the California Disaster
Council. Mr. Wright, along with
other state, federal, county, city
and industrial executives, spoke
at a recent Southern California
Broadcasters Assn. meeting in
Hollywood.
Speakers included Merle Jones,
manager, Columbia Pacific Network and KNX Hollywood; Donn
B. Tatum, president, California
State Broadcasters Assn. and vice
president-legal counsel of Don Lee
network; Arthur Hohmann, head of
Bureau of Internal Affairs, Los
Angeles Police Dept. Mr. Jones is
a Southern California member of
the Utilities Advisory Committee
of the disaster council.
Mr. Tatum said SCBA and the
networks have given formal assurance that broadcasting facilities
are at the disposal of the governor
to meet any emergency and invited
individual stations to give similar
assurances. He reminded, however,
that although broadcasting — "in its
communications aspect" — is at the
disposal of the government in time
of disaster, it must retain all traditional rights of freedom of speech.
Named advisors to UAC's communications sub-committee were Mr.
Tatum and Robert J. McAndrews,
SCBA manager.
Retail Sales Index
CANADIAN RETAIL SALES INDEX
1950-51. Toronto: R. G. Lewis & Co.
40 pp. $5.
FIRST edition of this large format
book gives retail sales in 20 categories for each Canadian county,
subdivision and main cities, with
figures based on government estimated 1949 retail sales and corrected population figures based on
the 1941 census and 1949 Bureau
of Broadcast Measurement radio
homes. Also given for each county,
city and subdivision, are population, households, percent radio and
radio homes. Sum total of retail
sales estimates for 1949 total $7,735,776,000, according to this book.

4A

Two-Day N.Y. Agenda Se
PANEL discussions on the role o
advertising agencies in produc
tion of radio and television pro
grams and commercials and ex-,
ploration of research principles
in testing both media will highlight media sessions of the 1950
1.
Eastern
Annual Conference of the
American
Assn. of Advertising
Agencies in New York Oct. 31-Nov. '
More than 1,000 agency rep-jll
resentatives are expected to attend*
meetings,
at the theme,
Hotel i '
Roosevelt, toon betheheldgeneral

SIGNIFYING radio's good will, WGBI Scranton, Pa., turns over its old building to Electric City Amateur Radio Club for use as headquarters. Marking
the memorial presentation — the building is called "The Frank Megargee
Memorial Station" in honor of WGBI's founder — are (I to r) Madge Megargee,
WGBI vice president; Chester Kaufman, vice president of the club; Mrs. M. E.
Megargee, WGBI president; John Foy, club's president; Mrs. F. 0. Megargee,
mother of the late founder, and Kenneth Cooke, WGBI chief engineer.
Station now is housed at a new site.
HONOR RICHAROS
Vets Cite Stations Owner
DUAL honors were conferred upon
G. A. (Dick) Richards, principal
owner of KMPC Los Angeles,
WJR Detroit and WGAR Cleveland, in Los Angeles Oct. 12 when
newly elected National Commander Erie Cooke Jr. of the
American Legion, and Boniface
Maille, national commander of the
Disabled American Veterans, presented him with citations for distinguished service rendered to veterans by the three stations.
This marks the 10th time within
the past 16 months that Mr.
Richards or his stations have been
cited for distinguished service to
veterans groups.

Native Returns
BRITISH version of Twenty
Questions — a series of 26
commercial half-hours — will
be recorded by Stew McPherson, former British
radio star who joined WCCO
Minneapolis in January. Recordings will be made by
BBC in London Nov. 27-Dec.
10 for use over Radio Luxembourg. Program hit its
peak in England where Mr.
McPherson served as m.c.
for three years. During his
absence,
shows willthebe WCCO
broadcaststar's
via
transcription.

CANADA RATINGS
U. S. Shows Lead September
KIRO Seattle inaugurating program
FOR
THE FIRST month of fall
aimed at getting all potential voters
listening in Canada, the 10 leading
to register, calling attention to candievening programs were all, except
dates in various districts and airing
one, of United States origin. Sepcommentaries on issues.
tember national ratings released by
Elliott-Haynes Ltd., Toronto, show
in the lead Lux Radio Theatre, with
Eastern
j rating 24.7, followed by Our Miss
Midwest
$100,000.00 1 Brooks 20.7, Pause That Refreshes
16, Tiventy Questions 16, Mystery
$37,500.00
1
Theatre 14.6, Beidah 14.3, My FavAn outstanding fuUtime inde- !
■ Very successful daytime operorite Husband 14.2, Fun Parade
pendent operation located in an I
I ation located in an excellent
important eastern market with- J
(Canadian
program) 14.1, Aldrich
■ industrial, farming college marin 200 miles of New York City. ; Family 13.6, and Club 15 13.1.
This facility is very well ■
J ket. Only station in a growing
Leading Daytime September proequipped, has shown constant ■
grams were Ma Perkins 13.9, Big
■ city that has been operated
progress and reasonable profits. I
' quite profitably without the
Excellent opportunity for fur- J Sister 12.8, Right to Happiness
ther development and profits. •
J benefit of resident ownership.
12.6, Pepper Young's Family 12.6,
and Life Can Be Beautiful 10.5.
;
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES ■
Five leading French-language eveSeptember
were Un
i
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
l Hommening etprograms
Son inPeche
35.3, Metropole
; 29.7, Radio Carahin 28, ha Course au
;
RADIO STAVON AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
Tresor 26.5, and Tentez Voire Chance
■ WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO ■
Leading French-language daytime
I
James W. Blackburn
Harold R. Murphy
Ray V. Hamilton \ 20.2.
shows were Jeunesse Doree 24.4, Rue
■
Washington Bldg.
360 N. Mich. Ave.
235 Montgomery St. ■
24, Quelles Nouvelles 18.4,
;
Sterling 4341-2
Randolph 6-4550
Exbrook 2-5672 J Principale
Les Joyeux Troubadours 18.3, and
Maman Jeanne 18.1.
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SESSIONS

"Advertising
During an Emergency Period." The New York,
New England and Atlantic coun- i
cils will be represented.
Myron P. Kirk, Kudner Agency i
Inc., will preside as chairman over
the Oct. 31 afternoon session on
TV programs
and commercials. |
Other panel members comprise
Leonard Bush, Compton Adver-^
tising; William Chalmers, Kenyon
& Eckhardt; Nicholas Keeseley,
Lennen & Mitchell ; Arthur Pryor, •

BBDO, and Wilson Tuttle, Ruth-'^
rauff
Herta& Ryan.
Herzog, McCann-Erick- '4(^
son, will delve into "Some Prin- '
ciples
andmeeting,
TV Testing"
during in
the Radio
research
which j
also is to include talks on reader- y;
ship
measurements.
Sherman <
Dodge, Foote, Cone & Belding, will ; f
preside over the panels, one of - -f
three to be held concurrently that 'f
morning. Others are creative and j
mechanical production. u
Media meeting the following day '
will lead off with a panel discussion of radio-TV timebuying,
headed by Linnea
Nelson, J.
Walter Thompson
Co. Assisting i
her will be Elizabeth Black,
Joseph Katz Co. ; George C. Castleman, Bermingham, Castleman &
Pierce; R. H. Crooker, CampbellEwald;
Bowles. George Kern, Benton &

•
ji
1
.

Main event of the conference will
be a Town Meeting Nov. 1 for
agency personnel led by J. Davis
Danforth, BBDO, chairman of the
AAAA New York Council and general conference chairman. Fairfax
M. Cone, chairman of the AAAA
board of directors, will speak on
"Copy— Still Our No. 1 Job." An
address on "Your Future in Adby AAAAand panel
President
Frederic R. vertising"
Gamble
discussion of current agency problems
will round out the concluding session.

*
;
j
j

Canada

|
■
I
\
"

Set Sales

SALES of radio receivers in Canada for the first eight months of
1950 totalled 403,675 sets valued at
$29,310,786, according to the Radio
Mfrs. Assn. of Canada. In the
same period of 1949 a total of 395,945 sets was sold. There was no
breakdown given as to how many TV sets were sold in the period.
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Fuel for BAB
i (Continued from 2^age 19)
uable for the post because it would
the interests
ceri' conflict
tain of with
his clients,
which of
include
• General Mills, Westinghouse, Mc- Graw-Hill.
• I Mr. Kobak, who issued the statespient upon query from Broadcast-pNG, was slated to assume the diectorship temporarily before it
ecame kno-wTi that appointment of
president would not be necessary
0 conform with New York State's
orporation laws. It was decided
khat the bureau need list only the
pucorporators, so the issue was
idropped.
J It was learned, also, that the
^[NAB BAB group tried to draft Mr.
ISwezey for the post, but that he
^Iss^as "unavailable." Reason given
(was that Mr. Swezey felt he would
Ibe unable to leave WDSU at this
time because Edgar B. Stem Jr.,
president of WDSU Broadcasting
'Service, had been called to active
■duty.
'I
The name
of Paul
W. Kesten,of
former
executive
vice president
iCBS, also cropped up in draft disjcussion, it was understood. Mr.
Kesten, now retired, reportedly was
interested but unavailable, though
\t was believed that he might consent to serve as an advisor.
Legal Steps Taken
Completion of all necessary steps
tor organization of BAB as a membership corporation under New
York State laws was announced
^by Mr. Swezey last Wednesday.
The new corporation will be known
as Broadcast Advertising Bureau
Inc. and maintain principal offices
at 270 Park Ave., New York, preslent BAB headquarters.
,' "The membership form was
r^dopted," Mr. Swezey said, "betjcause it was regarded as the most
applicable in the circumstances and
•would not involve the issuance of
.istock and other complications inherent in the standard stock cor,|) oration."
j Attending the two-day meeting
|were Charles C. Caley, WMBD
iPeoria, 111.; William B. Quarton,
"WMT
CedarWDAK
Rapids, Columbus,
Iowa; AllenGa.;
B.
Woodall,
and Messrs. Swezey and Kobak.
They comprise the NAB BAB group

WOR's Day to Shine
CIVIC honors for Theodore C.
Streibert, president of WOR
New York, and John B. Gambling, announcer for WOR,
will be proclaimed in two
cities on Oct. 19. Mr. Streibert will be made an honorary deputy sheriff by the city
of New York during WOR's
"Western Week Celebration,"
while Mr. Gambling receives
the key to the city of Reading,
Pa., which is celebrating
"John B. Gambling Day."
which last summer began mapping
plans for the super-BAB project
after the NAB board gave approval
in June for full separation by April
1952.
Committee members, headed by
Mr. Swezey, have presented the
BAB program, envisioning continuance of present sales services, to
broadcasters assembled for 14 of
the 17 scheduled NAB district
meetings. All unanimously endorsed the proposal which would
promote aural broadcasting as
feverishly as projects maintained
by other advertising- media. Other
districts are expected to follow suit
in late October and early November.
Still hanging in the air is the
extent to which television will be
pushed by the super-broadcast bureau. This question doubtless will
be pursued when BAB meets to
weigh its operational structure, etc.
For the present, however, it was
known that the TV services would
be retained.
Initial Fund
The new independent operation
will be staked to an initial |200,000
fund, according to NAB board
hopes, when BAB embarks on its
interim or semi-autonomous course
next spring. By April 1, 1952, the
bureau will be on its own, without
benefit of a 30'/c share of all NAB
members' dues. NAB members who
elect to remain outside the BAB
fold will receive a SOS'c discount
in fees [Broadcasting, Aug. 14].
BAB's ultimate goal is a $1 million operation.
Expansion of its present skeleton
THE ONLY STATION
THAT ACTUALLY DELIVERS;
Illl'Jljlll:™
COUERHGE

In the Nation's
Fastest Growing
Market
PORTLAND
OREGON
ON THE EFFICIENT 620 FREQUENCY
AFFILIATED
WITH
NBC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD RETRY & CO.
BROADCASTING
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crew, now limited to assistant directors Lee Hai-t and Meg Zahrt,
and plans for bringing in memberships from network, station,
transcription, radio station representative and other groups with a
stake in radio advertising will be
discussed at the BAB Washington
session.
BAB's dues structure, as proposed originally
by draw
Mr. attentive
Swezey's
committee,
also will
consideration. As it stands now,
non-NAB stations would be asked
to pay a monthly fee equal to half
the highest hourly published rate
prior to April 1, 1952. Later, this
rate would apply to all BAB
members.
Fee schedule for miscellaneous
industry groups and networks also
are in the blueprint stage, with distinctions likely to be drawn between parent networks and their
O&O stations.
Hurricane
(Continued from page 21)
erage and warning service through
Tuesday, but was unable to sign
on Wednesday because of power
failure. Broadcasts were resumed
Thursday at noon when lines were
repaired".
lost
its 210-ft. WTTT
tower Coral
to the Gables
gales. The
tower had been built to withstand
200-mile-an-hour winds but collapsed at 11:30 p.m. at the height
of Two
the stoi-m.
transmitter towers on
Cameo Island belonging to WIOD
Miami bowed to the wind at 11:50
p.m., during the time when gusts
were reported at 125 miles per
hour. M. C. Scott, WIOD chief
engineer, had the station back on
the air at 1:40 a.m. Wednesday.
The station was on the air all night
Monday when the hurricane was
first reported over Cuba, giving
weather reports and other vital
information every half -hour.
On Air 41 Hours
On the air for 41 consecutive
hours, WIRA Fort Pierce broadcast
advisories every half-hour and
acted as Red Cross communications
center for St. Lucie, Indian River
and Martin Counties. Storm advisories were broadcast direct from
the Miami weather bureau via
shortwave station W4JIP set up
by the Florida Assn. of Broadcasters, through the efforts of John
Prosser, WKAT Miami. WKAT
lost its tower and was still silent
12 hours after the storm.
In an unprecedented telecast,
WTVJ (TV) Miami in cooperation
with the U. S. Navy was able to
give its viewers
a "look"
at the
hurricane
seven hours
before
the
eye of the storm swept over that
city. The scenes were shot by the
Navy's "Hurricane Hunters" when
the storm was still approximately
100 miles from the mainland. One
of the shots showed the actual
storm on a radar screen.
A remote chain set-up on the
roof of the Everglades Hotel on

Biscayne Bay brought scenes of
the growing intensity of the storm
in downtown Miami to the TV
screen. Allen Marshall, of the Miami weather station, appeared on
the Ralph Renick news show to
plot
path the
on acourse
huge ofmapthe ofhurricane's
the area.
Appeals were made hourly asking
the public to stay indoors. WTVJ's
three-bay antenna, 306-ft. above
the street, gallantly rode out the
storm.
In Fort Lauderdale, daytime station WBRD stayed on the air
around the clock at the request of
the Red Cross disaster chairman.
The station's staff of six was
augmented by local reporters.
WBRD tracked the storm from the
first reports in the Caribbean to
Key West with a direct broadcast
from WKWF Key West. Roger
Sherman was on the air at 3 a.m.
Wednesday to give a description of
havoc wrought by a tornado within
the hurricane in West Hollywood.

Myer Names Katz
MYER 1890 Beverage Co. Inc. has
appointed Joseph Katz Co., New
York, as its agency to handle advertising for its full line of fruit
beverages, club soda and pale dry
ginger ale. The firm is buying
spots on The Eleanor Roosevelt
Shoiv, WNBC New York, 12:301:15 p.m., Mon.-Fri., and is considering the use of TV in local
areas.
A

B

C

BALANCED PROGRAMING
for better listening...
more

listeners

W
K^LO
Louisville, Ky.
JOE
EATON, MGR.
Represented Nationally by
JOH N BLAIR .& CO.
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 70)
Decisions Cont.:
remote
pickup
7582 under
ST A. broadcast station KALead Belt Bcstg. Co., Flat River, Mo.
— Granted CP for new remote pickup
broadcast station KA-7752.
Following were granted mod. CPs
for extension of completion dates as
shown: KIB-41 Columbus. Ga. to 121-51; KFMB-TV San Diego, Calif, to
5-1-51; WTTV Bloomington, Ind. to
4-15-51.
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago — Granted request for 30-day deferment in
start
"Phonevision"
tests
which of
had 90-day
been scheduled
to commence
Oct. 1, 1950; tests now are scheduled
to begin on Nov. 1, 1950, and run
through
issue). Jan. 29, 1951. (See story this
October 17 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1400 kc
WKXY Sarasota, Fla.— CP AM station to change from 1540 kc 1 kw D to
1400 kc 250 w unl.
License for CP
License for CP new AM station:
WTAQ La Grange, 111.; KRIZ Phoenix,
Ariz.; WARA Attleboro, Mass.
Modification of CP
Mod. CP AM station to increase
power, change
frequency date:
etc. forKLIX
extension of completion
Twin Falls, Ida.; WWBZ Vineland,
N. J.
KOOK Billings, Mont. — Mod. CP new
AM station
tion date. for extension of compleLicense Renewal
Request
for Roxboro,
license renewal
station: WRXO
N. C;AMKELA
Chehalis, Wash.
License for CP
WLIV
Providence,
CP new FM station. R. I. — License for
Modification of CP
WFMB
Mayodan, N. C— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
License Renewal
WGIG Brunswick, Ga.— RETURNED
request for license renewal AM station.
License for CP
WGNR New Rochelle, N. Y.— RETURNED license for CP new AM station.
October 18 Decisions . . .
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Frieda B. Hennock
Bunker HilU Bcstg. Co., Boston, Mass.
Granted request to dismiss without
prejudice application for FM CP.
Daytona
Beach, inFla.proceeding
— Denied
a WMFJ
continuance
of hearing
upon application from Nov. 13, until
considerations
of ThirdandNARBA
ference are resolved
reducedcon-to
treaty.
Louis Wasmer, Pasco, Wash. — Granted

Unit Construction permits portable or rack
mount operation. 3 separate heads to
monitor from ttie tape ! Prevents record
ing errors I New 3 head unit also ovailoble to convert present PT6 Magnecorder.
360 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicogo 1, III.
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dismissal with prejudice of application.
KALE Richland, Wash. — Removed
from
KALE. hearing docket application of
Bay State Bcstg. Co., and WALE
Fall River, Mass. — Denied petition of
Bay State
for dismissalgranted
without petition
prejudice of application;
of WALE requesting application of Bay
State Bcstg. Co. be dismissed with
prejudice; said application of Bay
State dismissed with prejudice.
Labor's
League
for Political
Education— Granted
request
statement
of views
filedto inaccept
matter lateof
Amendment to Subpart C of Part 3 of
Commission's Rules and Regulations
to add new section pertaining to broadcasts by candidates for public office.
By Commissioner Geo. E. Sterling
FCC General
tension of time toCounsel—
Nov. 1,Granted
in which ex-to
file
Proposed
Findings
of
Fact
matter
of Revocation of License ofin Station
KFTM Fort Morgan, Col.
By Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
WALE Fall River, Mass.— Granted
leave to amend application in order to
supply Commission with information
inadvertently omitted from application,
with reference to interests of two of
stockholders in other radio stations.
KSMI Wewoka, Okla.— Granted leave
to amend application in order to
specify changes in both day and night
DA systems, purporting to eliminate
engineering conflicts with the proposed
operation of KWHK Bcstg. Co. Inc..
Hutchinson, Kan., and also with KHBG
Okmulgee, Okla. and for removal of
application, as amended, from hearing
docket.
WSAT definite
SaUsbury,
Granted now
incontinuanceN. ofC—hearing,
scheduled to commence on Oct. 27, in
proceeding re application; hearing continued to date to be fixed by subsequent order.
By Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
WALE and Bay State Bcstg. Co., Fall
River, Mass., and WICH Norwich, Conn.
— Ordered that further hearing in this
proceeding be set for Oct, 19 in Washington, D. C.
By Examiner Jack P. Blume
FCC Chief Common Carrier Bureau —
Granted petition requesting that the
transcript of testimony in proceeding
re application of Twin City Radio
Dispatch Inc.. St. Paul, Minn., be
corrected in various respects indicated
in petition.
By Examiner J. D. Bond
WTAD Quincy, 111.— Granted motion
for continuance of hearing in proceeding re application and that of The
Poplar Bluff Bcstg. Co., Poplar Bluff,
Mo. from Oct. 24, to Dec. 19 at Washington, D. C.
KGBS Harlingen, Tex.— Pursuant to
provisions of Rules 1.847 and 1.848,
ordered that Volume 7 of transcript of
testimonyrected soinas this
proceeding betherein
corto incorporate
110 changes.
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
KSPA Santa Paula, Calif.— Granted
acceptance by Commission of late appearance in proceeding re application.
October 18 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License Renewal
Request
for
license renewal
station: KSTN Stockton,
Calif.;AMKVON
Napa, Calif.
License for CP
WLAP Lexington, Ky. — License for
CP to increase power, change frequency etc. AM station.
License Renewal
Request for license renewal FM station: WMAL-FM Washington, D. C;
WDET-FM
Detroit, Mich.; WPIT-FM
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new commercial TV station for extension of completion date:
KLAC-TV Los Angeles to 5-1-51; WOITV Ames, la. to 5-15-51.
TV— (54-60 mc)
WJBK-TV DetroiWCP new commercial TV station to change ERP from
16.5 kw vis. 8.3 kw aur. to 100 kw vis.
50 kw aur., ant. 927 ft. Change classification from Metropolitan to Rural.
October 19 Decisions . . .
Renewals Granted
Following stations granted renewal of
licenses for period ending Nov.. 1, 1953:
KFDA Amarillo, Tex.; KPLC Lake
Charles, La.; KSO Des Moines; KSPO
Spokane; KVLH Pauls Valley, Okla.;

from Class A to Class B station with
KYOS Merced,
WDEF Chattanooga; WCFI & Calif.;
aux. Pawtucket,
R. I.; Chan. 221, (92,1 mc); change ERP from
WGRD Grand Rapids, Mich.; WHEC & 11 kw to 80 w; ant. from 580 ft. to 80
aux. Rochester, N. Y.; WING & aux. ft.; contingent upon Canadian Agreement in accordance with procedure proDayton, Ohio; KASI Ames, la.; WALA
Mobile, Ala.; WBRY Waterbury, Conn.;
ment. vided by Canadian Bi-lateral AgreeWLAN Lancaster, Pa.; WLTC Gastonia,
N. C; WMBG & aux. Richmond, Va.;
WBON
— Change
ERP
from Bowling
8,4 kw toGreen,
8,5 kw;Ky. ant.
from
WMRC Greenville, S. C; WOC Daven280 ft. to 190 ft,; cond.
port, la.; WROK Rockford, 111.; KGNO
WHMA-FM Anniston, Ala. — Change
Dodge City, Kan.; WAPX Montgomery,
ERP from 19 kw to 3.6 kw; ant. from
Ala.; WBGR Jesup, Ga.; WRMN Elgin,
730 ft. to 140 ft.; cond.
111.; WWOD Lynchburg, Va.; KIEM
WELI-FM New Haven, Conn. — Change
Eureka, Calif.; KRBC Abilene, Tex.;
KVGB Great Bend, Kan.; KWK St. from Class A to Class B with Chan. 300,
(107.9 mc); ERP from 870 w to 20 kw;
Louis; WGEM Quincy, 111.; WHRV Ann
ant. from 100 ft. to 500 ft. contingent
Arbor; WTHI Terre Haute; KFRO
Longview, Tex.; WCOA Pensacola;
upon anceCanadian
Agreement
WCOJ Coatesville, Pa.; WDOV Dover,
with procedure
provided inbyaccordCanadian Bi-lateral Agreement.
Del.;
WEBK
Tampa;
WFMJ
Youngstown, Ohio; WISL Shamokin, Pa.;
WAMS-FM
Wilmington,
Del.
—
Change
ant, from 425 ft. to 300 ft.
WTJS Jackson, Tenn.; WMBR & aux.
WIBG-FM Philadelphia— Change ERP
Jacksonville, Fla.; WSFA Montgomery,
from
Ala.; WVJS Owensboro, Ky.; KLO Og- to 355 17ft.kw to 20 kw; ant. from 530 ft.
den, Utah; KIMA Yakima, Wash.;
WRGA Rome, Ga.; KSUM Fairmont,
WJEJ-FM Hagerstown, Md. — Granted
power284,of (104.7
Class
Minn.; WXLW Indianapolis; WAGO Ft. Bapplication
station toto 9.4increase
kw, Chan.
Worth; KMLB Monroe, La.; WPAB
Ponce, P. R.; WBNS & aux. Columbus,
mc);
1,340
ft.
ant.
Ohio; KRIG Odessa, Tex.; KTSM El
Extension Denied
Paso, Tex.; KXOA Sacramento; KSBW
Salinas, Calif.; KSWO Lawton, Okla.;
WILA Woodstock, lU. — Denied request for further extension of time to
WDBL Springfield, Tenn.; KUBA Yuba
silent;
orderedimmediately,
licensee to and
reCity, Calif.;
N. Y.; remain sume
broadcasting
WHIS
Bluefield,WWHG
W. Va.;Hornell,
KAST Astoria,
Ore.; KCBD Lubbock, Tex.; KJCK
withinsion30desired
days,information
to forward requested
to Commis-in
Junction City, Kan,; KWYO Sheridan,
connection with renewal application,
Wyo,; WLAK Lakeland, Fla.; WRBL
or, in alternative, submit license for
Columbus, Ga.; WTSP St. Petersburg,
Fla.; WFEA & aux. Manchester, N. H.; cancellation.
WKWF Key West; KOTA Rapid City,
CP to Replace CP
S, D,; KLPM Minot, N. D.; WHK
KUGN-FM Eugene, Ore. — Granted
& aux. Cleveland, Ohio; WISC Madison,
replace expired permit bearWis.; WFBL & aux. Syracuse, N. Y.; new ingCPnew toexpiration
date of 90 days.
WNAV Annapolis; WCSC Charleston,
S. C; WEOK Poughkeepsie; WAWZ
Requests
Denied requests of
Zarephath, N, J.; WATS Sayre, Pa,;
Commission denied
WGBA Columbus. Ga.; WAFB Baton
WAUX-FM Waukesha, Wis.; WOKZRouge,tin,La.;
KAUSN.AusFM Alton, 111., and KOKX-FM Keokuk,
Minn.;KANS
WGIV Wichita;
Charlotte,
C;
la., for waiver of Sec. 3.261 of rules to
WIMS Michigan City, Ind.; WJEL
permit
stations to sign off with their
Springfield. Ohio; WKBH La Crosse,
respective
daytime only stations, and
Wis.; KCFH Cuero, Tex.; WRDW Au- requests of WITH-FM
Baltimore, WSLSgusta, Ga.; WNJA & aux. Newark,
FM
Roanoke,
KFI-FM Los Angeles,
N. J.; WSAY Rochester, N. Y.; WIL St. and WFBC-FMVa., Greenville,
S. C, to
Louis; WTVB Coldwater, Mich.; WBCU
operate from 5 or 6 p.m. to 11 or 12 p.m.
Union, S. C; WHBC & aux. Canton,
Ohio; WABB Mobile, Ala.
Application Granted
WKPTnewal ofKingsport,
— Granted
WFMU
Crawfordsville,
Grantlicense for Tenn.
regular
period. reed
application
to changeInd.—
frequency
KELK Elko, Nev.— Same.
from 102.9 mc to 100.5 mc; and adopted
WOOK Silver Spring, Md. — Granted
amending
temporary extension of license to an order
tive Allocation
PlanitsforRevised
Class TentaB FM
March 1, 1951.
to
change
channel
allocations
as folWXRF Guayama, P. R.— Same.
lows: Delete Chan. 275 from Crawfordsville, Ind. and add Chan. 263.
Operations Suspended
Petition Granted
KTED
Laguna
Beach,
Calif.—
Granted
authority to remain silent for period
an Order granted petition
of 60 days, pending reorganization and of Adopted
Ohio mission
StateacceptU,laterequesting
thatin Comrefinancing of station.
matter of Amendment appearance
of Sec. 3,606
and
Extension Granted
proposing that Chan, 12 be allocated to
Columbus,
Ohio
and
deleted
from
alloWPAB
Ponce, P.forR. —period
Granted
sion
of authority
of 60extendays '
cations proposed for Charleston, W, Va.
to
operate with power reduced to about
4 kw.
Supporting
engineering
statement
att
a
chedthis
to petition
was accepted
as comKMLB
Monroe, for
La.—period
Granted
proceeding,
and interested
sion of authority
of 15extendays partiesment in may
file oppositions thereto
from Oct. 21, to operate night hours
with nondirectional ant. and power re- within 10 days from date of order.
duced to 500 w, pending restoration of
West tower and submission of sufficient October 19 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
proof array
proper302;adjustment,
License for CP
gether with inForms
power to tobe
determined by indirect method.
WTTS
Bloomington,
Ind. — License for
Following FM stations granted
etc. to increase power, inchanges in presently authorized facil- CP AMstall DAstation
ities:
Modification of CP
KOCY-FM Oklahoma City, Okla. —
Change ERP from 176 kw to 57 kw.
Bowling
Green, frequency,
Ky.— Mod. inCP*
AMWLBJ
station
to change
WMIN-FM St. Paul, Minn.— Change
ERP from 90 kw to 46 kw.
crease power etc. for extension of comWBCC-FM Bethesda, Md. — Change
date.
WKYB pletionPaducah,
Ky.— Same.
TPO from 460 w to 190 w; ant, from 340
ft. to 320 ft,; cond.
KSOX
Harlingen,
— Mod, CP date.
new
AM station extensionTex.completion
WBGE-FM Atlanta, Ga.— Change ERP
from 14,5 kw to 1,85 kw; ant, from 410
License
Renewal
ft, to 275 ft,
WGBA-FM Columbus, Ga. — Change
WGIG Brunswick, Ga. — Request for
ERP from 7.7 kw to 15.5 kw; ant. from license renewal AM station.
60 ft. to 50 ft.; cond.
WLIV Providence, R. I. — Request for
license renewal FM station.
WJWL-FM Georgetown, Del.— Change
ant, from 500 ft, to 340 ft.; cond.
Modification of CP
KFEL-FM Denver, Col. — Change ERP
from 8,5 kw to 23,5 kw; ant, from 115
KFAC-FM Los Angeles — Mod. CP new
ft, to minus 60 ft,; cond,
FM station for extension of completion
date.
WARD-FM Johnstown, Pa.— Change

SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Varmenl Av«^ W«h. S, D. C
STariins 3«26

DIRECTORY

COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring Company
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer On Duty All Night Every Night
PHONE JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Me.
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Docket Actions . . .
FINAL DECISION
WTUX Wilmington, Del. — Adopted
decision to deny application of Port
Frere Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WTUX) a renewal of memorandum
license. Commission
issued
opinion andalsoorder
to deny petition of WTUX to reopen
record and for further hearing. Station
was afforded 90 days to conclude affairs
and cease operation. WTUX operates
on 1290 kc, 500 w daytime. See story
BROADCASTING Oct. 16. Decision
Oct. 12.
INITIAL DECISIONS
WJOC Jamestown, N. Y.— Initial decision issued by Examiner Leo Resnick
to grant application of Air Waves Inc.
(WJOC), Jamestown, to change from
1470 kc,Conditions.
1 kw day toDecision
1340 kc, Oct.
250 w16.fulltime.
KRMG Tulsa, Okla.— Initial decision
issued by Examiner Leo Resnick to
grant application of All-Oklahoma
Bcstg. Co. to increase nighttime power
of KRMG from 10 kw to 25 kw on 740
kc and make changes in nighttime radiation pattern. Conditions. Decision
Oct. 17.
OPINIONS AND ORDERS
WARD Johnstown, Pa. — Adopted
memorandum opinion and order to deny
petition of Central Bcstg. Co. Inc.
(WARD) directed
plication of The against
Tower grant
Realtyof apCo.
(WCUM) Cumberland, Md., for increase
in power. Order Oct. 12.
Kansas City Bcstg. Co., Kansas City,
Mo.; Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints, Independence. Mo. — Adopted memorandum opinion and order to deny petition of Kansas
Church CityofBcstg.
Jesus Co.
Christandof Reorganized
Latter Day
Saints for review of examiner's memorandum opinion and order of Aug. 15.
Order Oct. 12.
WJAX-TV
Jacksonville,
Fla. —order
Adopt-to
ed memorandum
opinion and
deny petition of City of Jacksonville
requesting reconsideration, rehearing
and grant of application for additional
time
to complete
construction of WJAXTV. Order
Oct. 13.
WTMV E. St. Louis, 111.; Belleville
News-Democrat,
111. —order
Adopt-to
ed memorandum Belleville,
opinion and
deny petition of WTMV for reconsideration of Commission's decision June 22
denying its application and granting
Belleville News-Democrat application
for new station at Belleville, 111. Order
Oct. 13.
!i Non-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
New Smyrna Beach, Fla. — Beach
Bcstg. Co. granted new station on 1230
kc, 100tion cost
w $8,191.
unlimited.
Estimated
construcPrincipals
include:
J. G.
Cobble, chief engineer WJRD Tuscaloosa;
James
D.
King
Jr.,
program
director and announcer WJRD; Walter
T. Slattery,
Autory.
Partners
have owner
equal Slattery's
interests. Granted
Oct. 6.
Lebanon, Ore. — W. Gordon AUen
granted new station on 930 kc, 1 kw day.
Estimated construction cost $7,800. Mr.
AUen is CP holder for station at Puyallup, Wash. Granted Oct. 6.
Sturgis, Mich. — Southern Michigan
Bcstrs. granted new station on 1460 kc,
'500
w day.
Estimatedareconstruction
$12,000.
Principals
Earle H. cost
and
Charlene Bronson Munn Jr. Mr. Munn
is chief engineer and station director
WTVB Coldwater, Mich. Mrs. Munn is

:

fCC

New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applicationt

SUMMARY TO OCTOBER 19
^COtC Stations On
^OX Summary
the Air, Applications
of Authorizations,
TotalCPs
Cond'l Pending
cationsHearing
In
Grants
On Air Licensed
Class
141
272
174
2,167
2,200
Stations
AM Stations
FM
674
510 205
1* Appli8
1716
359
57
52
107
Stations
TV* On
the air.
*
*
*
ofSce manager of Munn Art Studio w fuUtime on 1490 kc. Granted Oct. 6.
(mfg.). Granted Oct. 6.
WAAB Worcester, Mass. — Granted
Centreville,
Miss. — Southwestern assignment of license from Radio EnterBcstg. Co. of Miss, granted new station prises Inc., licensee, to Olin Corp. in
on
1580
kc,
250
w
day. Estimated
con- which
is sole Enterstockstruction cost $8,227.70.
Southwestern
holder. Bruff
Mr. W.OlinOlinpaysJr., Radio
Bcstg. is licensee WAPF McComb, Miss., prises $15,000 plus and Yankee Network
AM outlet. Granted Oct. 6.
leasor of station $85,000. Mr. Olin was
pivr vxttAiNio
r'n/WTS
previously
ownerwifeWQUA
Moline, lU.
I'lvi
Elizabeth Olin,
of assignor,
Lebanon, Ind. — Lebanon Bcstg. Co. director in corporation. WAAB is isas-a
granted new Class A FM station Chan. signed 5 kw fuUtime on 1440 kc, direc296 (107.1 mc), 590 w, ant. 85 ft. above tional. Granted Oct. 19.
Tex.-Granted
Tyler, from
KGKB-AM-FM
ToWwaJ«'M"ch^-iTwinVaUe^
James G.
of license
Chan assignment
Tnr ^^Inted Class A FM station above
Ulmer and James G. Ulmer Jr., d/b as
VfsTmcl 770 w ant 220 ft
to Lulicensee,
Co.,
Bcstg.
Texas
licer^^^^ East
terrain A^>'DHcLt
iverale rolriTa^pr
ciUe Ross Buford for a consideration
Granted
outletis Graniea
AM outlet.
devote
wish tointerests
^'^
nw^VR
J 1q
more$ioo,ooo.
of theirThetimeUlmers
to business
NONCOMMERCIAL FM GRANT in Fort Worth. Mrs. Buford is 49%
Fort Worth, Tex.-Southwestern Bap- «wner KHBG Okmulgee K^^^^
ial educational
new limned 250 w fuUtime on 1490 kc. Grantnoncommerc
FM station
Seminary granted
tist Theological
Chan.
(88.9 mc), ERP 10 w. GrantWARK Hagerstown,
Granted
ed
Oct.20510.
assignment
of license Md.
from— Antietam
„
Bcstg.
Corp.,
licensee,
to
United
Bcstg.
TRANSFER GRANTS
co. Inc. for consideration of $65,617.
WBCO
Bessemer, Ala. — Bessemer United Bcstg. Co. Inc., is licensee
Bcstg. Co., granted assignment of U- WOOK AM outlet Silver Spring, Md.
cense from Jesse E. Lanier, Jack War- WARK is assigned 250 w fulltime on
den, Crawford J. Bass and Walter G. 1490 kc. Granted Oct. 19.
Pettey Jr., partnership d/b as Bessemer
KSFT Trinidad, Col.— Granted assignBcstg. Co. to Bessemer Bcstg. Co. Inc. nient of license from Trinidad Bcstg.
Principals in new corporation include Corp., licensee, to James E. Blair for
Mr. Lanier, original partner and presi- $io,000. KSFT has been off the air
dent 25%; E. B. Stephens, 50% owner pending financial reorganization. Mr.
Military Service Co. (general sales Blair is owner KWGB Goodland, Kan.
agency), secretary-treasurer 25%; O. S. KSFT is 1 kw day, 500 w night on 1280
Burke, general law practice, vice pres- ^c. Granted Oct. 19
WSFC Somerset, Ky.-Granted transMe?srr"VfrXT'Ba^
Sice'^l5%five
in Southeastern
Carter andBcstg
from Alzono
Inc.control
Co. of
on f?r
S?'$5 200
psn -ar fiilltimp
the1r1nter'Isti
wnrn ic%c«ii»npri
^nd'pettey'slil
Arnold
^^^^^
jj^^g^
^
^^.jjg^^
on
fulltime
19
Oct
rrfnfed
kr
l4fft
$29,925.
for a consideration
r-ra^tPrtedSilvert
ivr-^ —Grant
^.it.^,H„,,; Mo
c/„ Genevieve
KSGM
t=7.T^ Ste
^^^^^
acquire 70%ofand
Mr.
^^?c»''"V.*V''
S,°J^^^
^nlll'
Silvert
8.75%.
Mr.
Meade
is
owner
WSIP
Elmer
and
Norbert
Donze
own ^i^^^^^.
Donze
wSFC Ky.,
is assiirnpri
is manSilvert
w fulltime
and Mr. 2'in
Paintsville,
lVJ,ll Irfn' M^^^frt 'nn^„f ^w^
Enterprises Inc., which cover radio sta- on 1240 kr Granted Oct 19
fulltime
19.
uci.
^rantea Tex. — Granted
Jewelers,
ShopDonze
Gift and
tion KSGM,Store
Appliance
Drug Donze
Store. °^
KSTV Stephenville,
Grant gives Norbert full control of assignment of license from Doyle E.
jewelry
and
appliance
store
for
his
86914
CoUup,
licensee
John Mr.
BlakeBlake
for isa
sh. in KSGM and Elmer retains drug consideration of to
$6,000.
store and has 99.8% ownership of sta- licensee KSNY Snyder, Tex., and is
tion. KSGM is assigned 250 w fulltime engaged in the printing business as well,
on 1450 kc. Granted Oct. 6.
KSTV is assigned 250 w day on 1510 kc.
WEAT
Lake
Worth,
Fla.
—
Granted
Oct. 19.
assignment of license from Warren H. Granted
KCRV Caruthersville,
Mo. — Granted
Brewster, licensee, to James Robert acquisition of control of Pemiscot
Meachem for a consideration of $63,000. Bcstrs. Inc., licensee, through sale by
Mr. Meachem was owner WELM Elmira, Sanford J. Willis of 10% for $5,000. WilN. Y. from
1947 tocommitments
1949. Mr. Brewster's
Smith
presently
owner
other
business
preclude Uam
buys 3%R. and
Emmett
F. Smit^30%presently
him from devoting sufficient of his time 12% owner buys 7%. KCRV is assigned
to the station. WEAT operates with 250 Oct.
1 kw 6. daytime on 1370 kc. Granted

^^
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WMRA Myrtle
Beach, S.from
C— Granted
assignment
of license
Myrtle
Beach Bcstg. Co., licensee, to Elizabeth
Evans for $25,000. Mrs. Evans is wife of
William Courtney Evans, former licensee WDOV Dover, Del. and now licensee
KMMO Marshall, Mo. WMRA is ased Oct.signed19.250 w fulltime on 1450 kc. GrantKVMV Twin Falls, Ida. — Granted
transfer of control in Radio Sales Inc.,
licensee, from John H. and Helen M.
Sole to D. Spencer Grow and Arch L.
Madsen for $20,262. Mr. Sole has been
recalled to Army. Mr. Grow (59 sh) is
part owner KEXO Grand Junction, Col.
and Mr. Madsen (60 sh) is part owner
and managing director KOVO Provo,
Utah and minor owner KSUB Cedar
City,
KVMV isOct.assigned
250 w on
1450 kc.la. Granted
6.

:

A

;

STATION
COMPANY

'

WASHINGTON, D C.
TEL. METROPOLITAN 0522
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KWBM Williston,
N. D.—
assignment of license
fromGranted
Williston
Bcstg. Co. to Erling Manger, trustee in
bankruptcy. KWBM was given 60 day
extension from Sept. 20 to remain silent
pending action on application by trustee in bankruptcy to effect a transfer.
KWBMkc. isGranted
assignedOct.2506. w fulltime on
1450
KSIL Silver City, N. M. — Granted
assignment of CP from Dorrance D.

Roderick,
permittee,
to A. Carl
for
consideration
of $90,000.
Mr. Dunbar
Dunbar
is general manager KSIL. Mr. Roderick
withdraws
from
station
because
distance between Silver City and Elof Paso
where his other business interests are
located.
KSIL kc.is Granted
assigned Oct.
250 6.w fuUtime on 1340
WMAP
Monroe,
N.
C—
Granted
fer of control in Union Bcstg. transCorp.,
licensee, from Olin B. Sykes, J. Ray
Shute and 4 others to D. E. Marable
and 5 others through transfer of 86%
of stock. Mr. Marable is general and
commercial manager of WMAP. WMAP
is
assignedOct.2506; w daytime on 1060 kc.
Granted
WROM
Rome, from
Ga. — Dean
Granted
assignment of license
Covington,
J. W. Tromerhauser and Edward Nixon
McKay d/b as Coosa Valley Radio Co.
to Coosa Valley Radio Co., new company in which Charles E. Doss, proWROM, buys 20%
interest gram
from director
Mr. Tromerhauser
for $5,000.
Mr. Covington and Mr. McKay retain
their original holdings. WROM is assigned 1kw daytime on 710 kc. Granted Oct. 19.
New Applications . . .
TV APPLICATIONS
Las Vegas, Nev. — Southwestern Pub.
Co. Inc., Chan 8 (180-186 mc) ERP 2.47
kw
vis., 1.27construction
kw aur., antenna
421 ft.
Estimated
cost $166,568,
estimated revenue first year $20,000.
Southwestern
is licensee
AM-FM
FortPub.
Smith,
Ark., KFSAKBRS
Springdale,
Ark.
and
is
Times Pub. Co., which in turnowner
is 100%of
owner KHBG Okmulgee, Okla. Donald W. Reynolds
75% owner
western Pub. andis 50%
owner SouthWIKK
Erie,
Pa., and
37% KAKE Wichita,
Kan. Filed
Oct. 18.
Minneapolis, Minn. — Fort Industry
Co., Chan. 9 (186-192 mc) ERP 50 kw
vis., 25 mated
kw aur., antenna
500 ft. Esticost $688,685,
mated firstconstruction
year revenue
$300,000. estiFort
Industry Co., is licensee WJBK-AMFM-TV
WSPD-AM-FM-TV
Toledo, Detroit,
WWVA-AM-FM
Wheeling,
WAGA-AM-FM-TV
Atlanta and
others.
George
B.
Storer
is
president.
FUed
Oct. 16.

KSWM
J O P L 1 N , M O .
REACHES 446,600
PERSONS WHO SPEND...
$285,S5QOOO ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/

The small map above shows
airline miles to nearesl metropolitan centers, assuring
unduplicated CBS service to
the KSWM audience.
Now in its fifth year of service,
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.

C B S in
JO
PLI
N, MO.
Nationally Represented by
William G. Rambeau Co.
Austin A. Harrison, Pres.
October 23, 1950
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Arrow Typewriter
(Continued from page 2!^)
in Washington, where Arrow had a
stand, the firm sold 55 new typewriters. Most of the customers, Mr.
O'Donnell
declared
had heard points
of theout,store
over they
the
radio. Some of the people came
from miles away, both in Virginia
and Maryland. "One customer,"'
he recalls, "lived close to Baltimore."
Arrow Tj-pe'wn.-iter sold 166 portables from March 1949 to the first
of this year. Mr. O'Donnel attributes 73 of these sales to radio,
21 to "phone book" listing, 6%
to people passing by. In rentals
that year, 10% to radio, 80% to
telephone listing, 10% to passersby. Repairs: 14% radio, 22%
phone book, 52% direct mail, 12%
passers-by.
As of July 1950, Arrow sold 140
typewriters \sith expectations that
the number will be 200 by the first
of next year. In the use of media,
Arrow allots only 10% of the gross
to advertising. Of this amount, radio gets 90%, newspapers 10%.
Here is a quick view of that allimportant sales chart: In March
1948, sales amounted to $220. By
March 1949, they had jumped to
$700; November 1949, to $2,000;
December 1949, an all-time peak of
$3,000. Each figure quoted represents the total sales in the month.
All increases were attributed to
radio.
Good Return
Mr. O'Donnell pays about $175
per month for his advertising on
the radio. A return of $3,000 plus
goodwill is an appreciable dividend
from any insurance company. As
Mr. O'Donnell puts it:
"I can spot a radio customer the
way he comes into my store. He
has been acquainted with a product
and he has come to buy. Radio
brings customers through the door.
It is up to the salesman, if he's any
good, to make the sale."
Mr. O'Donnell feels that he's
doing an exceptional job in Washington in his approach to radio
advertising. It's no secret to his
competitors,
explains.
store owners hehave
come "Many
to me
asking how I do it. Some of them
have tried to duplicate my radio

Your Nearest

advertising. But they have given
Reason why many owners of
individual shops run into trouble,
Mr. O'Donnell says, is "they don't
give radio a chance. They expect
to sell
up." their product immediately.
Only by long-range, continual planning and advertising can the goods
be moved.
"A fundamental that all of them
forget to apply is this: Tell your
listeners about one item and show
them why it will serve their purpose. When they respond to the
appeal, it is up to you to sell your
product in good faith. Then, and
only then, can you emphasize another item."
Because of Mr. O'Donnell's
unique manner of advertising for
results — and attaining them — the
Royal Typewriter Co. wrote him a
letter commending his record and
asking for samples of copy. But Mr.
O'Donnell says there is no magic
in his treatment "just commonFor point-of-sale, treatment of
sense."
customer,
conversion of leads ihto
sales, for copy ideas and their
treatment, Arrow has shot through
radio's air straight to the target.
Shipley Opens Office
CARL L. SHIPLEY, for the past
2Vo years with the Washington
radio law office of Arthur W. Scharfeld, has established his own oflSce
at 1103 National Press Bldg.,
Washington 4, D. C. Telephone,
Sterling 2242. Mr. Shipley is engaged now in general practice but
continues to handle radio matters.
He was graduated from Harvard
Law School in 1948 and prior to
that had studied at Georgetown U.,
graduating in 1942. During the
war Mr. Shipley was head of communications on the battleship
Nevada. He left Navy service in
1945 as lieutenant.
GF Names Garver
ROBERT I. GARVER, account executive with Lynn Baker Adv., New
York, and author of Successful
Radio Advertising With Sponsorship Participation Programs, has
been named associate sales and advertising manager of the Certo
Division of General Foods Corp.

mU-Mmi

office has all the facts on

WIBA

MADiSON,

WIS.

They'll show the Hoopers, Conlans, BMB's and other
pertinent data to prove that WIBA has dominated
the Madison area for more than 25 years.
BADGER BROADCASTING
COMPANY
5000 Watts on 1310 . . . NBC
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ENGAGED in a little fun making,
CBS's Ralph Edwards is about to apply the pie treatment to the face of
Hugh B. Terry, general manager of
KLZ Denver. Mr. Edwards was in
Colorado early this month when he
paid a two-day visit to his birthplace
of Merino, Col.
Badger Law?
(Continued from page 23)
chants who advertise over the radio station involved or by writing
direct to the station."
Food for Thought calls for viewers at the station studio to identify
a prominent or historic person
from clues "but to get on the quiz
panel, participants have to request
the station to invite them, constituting consideration," he said.
Mr. Tierney was quoted as saying no plans have been made to
prosecute the stations, but added
that the ruling speaks for itself
and stations broadcasting prothat violate the law will
have to grams
stop.
On hearing of the ruling, H. Ellis
Saxton, president of the Milwaukee
advertising agency bearing his
name, told Broadcasting he would
go before the next session of the
Wisconsin Legislature with a plea
that present state lottery laws be
amended "to permit business men
to engage in ordinarily accepted
advertising promotion in this state
without being held up as common
criminals." One of Mr. Saxton's
clients, Roth Appliance Distributors of Milwaukee, was sponsor of
the WMAW show ordered off the
air last July.
Gridcasts Sold Out
COMPLETE schedule of football
broadcasts on WTRF-AM-FM Bellaire, Ohio, including all special
features before and after games
and all adjacent spot time, has been
sold, the station announced last
week. On WTRF-FM, Wheeling
Steel Corp. is sponsoring 19 Ohio
Valley high school games; King's
Jewelry has signed for 15 Cleveland Brown pro games, and other
sponsors have taken the seven additional games of local high
schools. On AM only, United Packing Co. is sponsoring Mutual's
Game-of-the-Week.
THIRTY-FIVE home games of Boston
Bruins hockey team to be carried by
WHDH Boston.

Libel Damages
(Continued from page 25)
abuse of the right of free speech.
However, the court said it agreed
with the defendant who "contends
that the abuse clause of Sec. 9
[State Constitution] does not confer on a person defamed a right
to the remedy of damages, but
merely specifies that the constitutional right of free speech does not
automatically carry with it freedom from responsibility for such
abuses as were recognized by the
common law or defined by the
[California] legislature.
"To hold otherwise would result
in freezing the law of defamation
as it was when the constitutional
provision was originally adopted
The court is expected to schedule
arguments soon and hand down its
in
1849." opinion later in the seswritten
sion.
A case involving broadcasters
and libel was decided by the Federal District Court in Philadelphia
last March [Broadcasting, March
20]. In that case, a federal judge
ruled a radio broadcaster is not
liable for libel in the broadcast of
an uncensored political speech. It
involved a suit against KYW Philadelphia by Attorney David H. H.
Felix, of Philadelphia, charging
the airing of a political speech
which allegedly was a "false and
malicious publication by broadMovie Question
The U. S. Supreme Court Oct.
IG also declined to rule whether
movies should have the same constitutional protection afforded to
newspapers
and the radio, thus recast."
af irming a1915 decision (the Mutual Film case). At that time, the
high court had expressly ruled
that the making of motion pictures is primarily a profit-making
business and thus not included in
the "press" whose freedom is guaranteed by the First Amendment.
Court's position in the current
case was refusal to review a decision of a circuit court upholding
the right of Atlanta censors to ban
the movie, "Lost Boundaries,"
which explored the racial issue.
Attorneys familiar with the industry-pertinent Pennsylvania TV
censorship case pointed out that
the
movie indecision
doesn't alter
the issue
the telecasters
fight
against the attempt by the Pennsylvania State Board of Censors
to pass on film used for television
[Telecasting, Sept. 11, Oct. 16].
In the Atlanta case, legal observers said, the court denied that
movies are free from censorship.
But in the Pennsylvania dispute,
telecasters contend that the federal government occupies the radio-television field and that any
state regulation applying to telecasting is unconstitutional. This
was affirmed by a federal district
court ruling last September.

KCOK Tulare, Calif., joins Southern
Calif. Broadcastexs' Assn. as 48th
member.
BROADCASTING
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NARBA on Rocks
(Continued from page 21)
9 kc, he asserted, a lengthening of
the term of the agreement should
be considered in order to assure
stability.
Dr. Jose Ramon Gutierrez, Cuban
delegation chairman, said his delegation had little information on
9 kc separations and could take no
^position until the conference answered two questions: (1) Have
efforts to reach an agreement based
on the present 10 kc separations
failed?; (2) Will a 9 kc formula
solve the problems?
Commander Edwards canvassed
the delegations and concluded that
the only alternative to conference
failure is exploration of narrowing
the channels — "what I call deterioration in the separation of the
channels."
The heads of delegations said
they favored studying the possibilities of reduced channel separation,
Cuba again questioning whether
this would prove a real solution
but agreeing to cooperate in whatever studies the conference might
authorize.
Mexico's Dr. Espejel, who had
expressed himself earlier as feeling
that the conference had "absolutely
failed" insofar as agreement based
on the present channel system is
concerned and that 9 kc therefore
must be considered, now expressed
doubts.
Separation Problem
He pointed out that Central
American broadcasters use the 10
kc system and that therefore an
Inter-American agreement on 9 kc
would be necessary to prevent interference between the 9 and 10 kc
nations. The next Inter-American
conference is scheduled for 1952.
On the other hand. Dr. Espejel
noted, unless a new^ NARBA is
agreed upon this month, Mexico
would not be able to ratify it until
1952.
With the delegates' agreement,
a Steering Committee meeting was
scheduled for the' next day to discuss procedures for handling a 9
kc survey. But in the meantime
the U. S. and Mexican groups met
again in hopes of reaching fundamental agreement.
The U. S. this time offered Mexico rights on 660 and 880 kc, both
U. S. 1-A's, on condition that both
nations directionalize operations.
Again the Mexicans refused, and
signified
they would withdi'aw from
the
conference.
The formal withdrawal, amid reiterations ofregret, friendship and
cooperation, came at a plenary session called for the purpose Wednesday afternoon.
Why

buy 2 or more...

do 1 big sales job
on "RADIO BALTIMORE"
B^.
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Happy Mouse
NORM HEYNE, vice president of Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Chicago, and a radio and
television producer, is showing radio row his latest
gimmick for his office desk.
It's a small glass fish bowl,
which harbors a slight white
mouse who munches happily
throughout the day on sunflower seeds. His name is
Manor
— Manor Mouse, that
is.

Open Mike
(Continued from page 10)
is well satisfied spending $200
a month with us, might suddenly
decide, on the influence of a transcription salesman, to start spending $100 a month with the station,
and $150 a month for a record.
Why don't the transcription
companies leave the local advertisers to the local stations? Or at
least give the station the opportunity to go along on the call?
Thad M. Sandstrom
General Manager
KSEK Pittsburg, Kan.

to Date'
Keeps 'Up
EDITOR,
Broadcasting:
I know I need not tell you that
I look forward to every copy of
Broadcasting. One can easily keep
up to date in this industry if he
reads it carefully.
Hari-y E. Cummings
Station Representative
Jacksonville, Fla.

No License Scarcity
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Regarding the resolution passed
by District 11 NAB meeting, seeking authorization to use restricted
licenses at broadcast transmitters
[Broadcasting, Oct. 2].
After reading the attendance
list, which contains the names of
many people I know, I am amazed
that such a resolution could be
approved unanimously at this time.
If there is a shortage of regular
licenses, or if such a shortage is
more than a very remote possibility, this information is indeed
enlightening.
With the fantastic number of
operator licenses issued since World
War II technical radio has, in most
places, been insanely competitive
since 1946. This includes District
11, as I very well know.
Perhaps, Mr. Doherty and the
membership of District 11 should
get the figures on how many licenses— operator and station — have
been issued in the last five years
and compare the ratio. Could anything short of total mobilization
mean a shorage of technical person el ?
It appears that Mr. Doherty and

• Telecasting

the members of District 11 w-ant
to use baby sitters in lieu of a
technical department. But, why
not admit it, boys?
Lewis Sherlock
Box 51
Plainview, Tex.
Young at 52
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
The enclosed is a picture of a
52-year old broadcaster who still
boasts of the fact he can put his
"fanny" slightly high in the air.
Also it's a picture of my backyard with pool, etc.
/. R. Lounsherry
President
WGR Buffalo, N. Y.

wait
new improvements."
. . . for
The"these
receiver
market in the
Charlotte-Greensboro area is splendid, but even greater strides would
be made if the 4 million people in
this region could feel greater confidence in the merchandise they want
to buy, from the standpoint of technical obsolescence. . . .
The . . . wisdom and responsibility of the FCC is to be respected,
. . . but it will serve the station
investor, the public, and the broadcast industry to advance television
and radio standards firm and fast.
... I seriously doubt if the public
will condone and support the withholding of any systems for sustained periods, even if obsolescence
is involved. . . .
William P. Pence
Chamber of Commerce Inc.
Salisbury, N. C.

WKJG
DENIES
Hits NABET Complaint

Mr.

Lounsherry
flips backward
from the diving board.

Need More Confidence
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
A few weeks ago I stopped over
at the Wardman Park Hotel and I
looked in on color transmission via
the RCA system. . . . Reproduction,
I felt, was good. Not excellent,
but good. It would please and
satisfy the average viewer, including me. . . .
Over coffee with a commerce
member this morning, he brought
up the subject of color television.
My member said he was going to
buy the cheapest black-and-white
set he could find on the market, and

WKJG Fort Wayne, Ind., last week
denied it has failed to comply with
a decision of the National Labor
Relations Board as charged by the
National Assn. of Broadcast Engineers in a complaint to FCC
[Broadcasting, Oct. 9].
WKJG General Manager Edward G. Thoms released the following letter from Karl W. Filter,
NLRB field examiner, concerning
the NLRB decision issued last
March in the station's labor dispute with NABET:
. . . Shortly after the issuance of the
order you were contacted by me and
expressed
your inwholehearted
willingness to comply
any manner required
by the terms of the Order. After that
time numerous delays in setting forth
the standards of compliance were requested by [NABET], and consequently
it was at our suggestion that the
matter of compliance was held in
abeyance
pending some further word
from NABEX.
These questions were resolved this
past summer and we are now in the
final
of determining
who may
desirestages
reinstatement
with just
the Company
and the amount of back pay which
may be due to each of the individual
discharges. The Company, up to this
date at any rate has at no time failed
or refused to mendfollow
of theaimed
recom-at
ations of this any
Board
directing
compliance with the order
of
the Board.
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Battle Lines on Color
(Continued from page 55)
law to protect the public interest
and promote technical advances in
the communications art. In my
opinion, in this case it has met
these responsibilities to the fullest
extent possible."
Sen. Johnson noted that FCC is
proceeding with hearings looking
toward lifting the licensing freeze.
"Thisket will
up a vasthence
new when
marsix to open
12 months
hundreds of new stations will begin operation in areas where now
there is no television." he said.
"The viewers in those sections are
entitled to be able to buy sets which
will allow them to receive color
programs if they want that kind
of a set and the new broadcasters
in the new areas are entitled to be
able to buy and install color broading equipment if that is their
wish."
He concluded:

per-second film for color telecasts
might
time. not be available for a long
WALTER A. BUCK, vice president and general manager, RCA
VICTOR Division, said in a letter
to distributors, the decision adopting "an incompatible, degraded
color television system has created confusion and uncertainty in
the public mind. ... It is clear that
you can continue to offer RCA
Victor TV sets to the public with
complete confidence . . . they will
get years of satisfactory service
and entertainment." He continued
with a description of the color system adopted as "scientifically unsound and against the public interest." "RCA will continue its
development of its all-electronic
color television to full commercial
stature," he said, "and will demonstrate the progress it is making
in this development and prove that
the sound future of color can be
built and will be built on bedrock

"Stripped of all the cooked-up
hurricane of confusion the Commission's orders merely insist upon
a 'buyer's choice.' Always there
has been resistance to new things
by selfish interests, but always,
thanks be to progress and Providence, that opposition has been
brushed aside and the people have
been served."
REP. ROBERT GROSSER (DOhio), chairman of the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee, reserved personal judgment on the color issue, but said
he would place the matter before
his full committee when Congress
returns Nov. 27. He said it would
be for the committeemen to deride
whether a hearing or any other
action is taken.
DR. THOMAS T. GOLDSMITH
Jr., director of research for ALLEN
B. DuMONT LABS, said that it
would be difficult, if not impossible,
for independent stations to opei-ate
soon on the CBS color TV system.
He pointed out that non-interconnected television stations, relying
heavily upon film for their programming, will find it difficult to
obtain color films suitable for color
telecasting. Only 15 percent of the
entire film supply is in color, he
said. No equipment is now available for transmission of color film
even if such film were abundant,
he said, predicting equipment capable of handling standard 24-frame-

principles."
Poppele's Views
J. R. POPPELE, vice president
WOR-TV New York and president
of TELEVISION BROADCAST.
ERS Assn., said, it "may take
some years" before color television
can "attain the magnitude of the
present black and white service."
"Adoption by the FCC of standards for color television in no way
interferes with the continued broadcast of black and white television
107 telethe . nation's
programvision
s by
. .
stations.

— From Washington (D.C.)
Evening Star
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"At the present time only one
of the 107 television statio
ns is
equipped to transmit color images
on the basis of the new standards.
The number of color television sets
or converters and adapters (which
are required for color reception on
present sets) currently on the
market are less than 100. ... It
may take some years before color
television can attain the magnitude
of the present black-and-white service, which is reaching 35 million
people
of the nation's leading
markets.in 65
Conver
sion to color is required both in the studio and receiver. Both will be gradual. The
pi'ocess may be slowed by the exigencies of the present national
emergency."
E. K. JETT, director of television,
WMAR-TV Baltimore and formerly chief engineer and member
FCC, answered the question "Shall
I buy a TV set now?" with an emphatic "Yes." "Later, but not soon,"
he added, "you might have to buy
a small attachment to receive color
programs as black and white pictures." No station has been ordered to transmit color, he said, and
no color equipment, transmitting or
receiving, is available at this time
in the Baltimore area. However, he
pointed out, it would be possible
for all three of Baltimore's TV
stations to transmit color programs
from New York where CBS is
equipped to originate and feed color
signals to Baltimore by coaxial
cable.
GEORGE B. STORER, president,
FORT INDUSTRY Co., warned a

group of television dealers and distributors that color TV is still a
long way in the future and the
"color situation should not stop
them (the public) from buying a
receiver now if they want one." "I
don't mean to deprecate color telecasting," he continued, "but every
effort will be for better black and
white pictures for local set owners.
The very limited color programs
we will carry will be for the 'hams'
or amateurs who want to experiment with their own receivers, but
in no way will upset our programming in black and white pictures."
JOHN E. McCOY, attorney for
FORT INDUSTRY Co. who resigned as chief of the FCC law
bureau's TV section in September,
reviewed the actions leading up to
the decision and pointed out that
color TV needed only a color camera
on the transmission end and a color
receiver on the other.
WILLIAM BALDERSTON, president PHILCO Corp., advised
Philco distributors the company intends to continue full scale production of black-and-white television sets, despite the FCC color
decision. Mr. Balderston said:
"Color television has not arrived.
. . . Black-and-white is and will
continue to be the basic system of
commercial television for years to
come." Philco believes "the presently proposed system (CBS color)
with its awkward mechanical whirling disk and small-size pictures is
entirely unacceptable to the public
and that the only color television
the public will buy in volume is that
which keeps pace with curi-ent electronic developments in black and
white. That kind of color with its
bigger pictures, finer quality and
performance is being perfected in
the laboratories of the industry

//
— From Philadelphia Bulletin

sultant, RCA LABS, said the RCA
dot-interlace color television system had achieved the "final objective of confining a perfectly
compatible color system with resolution comparable to that of blackand-white television in a standard
television channel." He said that
experiments of 20 and 30 years ago
to develop color television employing the field-sequential system with
its rotating mechanical disk (the
CBS system) had shown the method
was not "good enough for public
acceptance." He said that Kinemacolor, a field - sequential color
movie system tried in the early
part of the century, proved a "distinct failure" because of inherent
effects of excessive flicker.
ARTHUR A. BRANDT, general
sales manager, GENERAL ELECTRIC Receiver Division, told dealers black and white television programs will remain the backbone
of the TV business for many years
to come and color television will be
supplementary and probably limited to one station in New York
City for an indefinite period. No
one knows how long it will take to
engineer, develop and produce the
highly complicated television sta'Two Years Away'
tion equipment needed to originate
color telecasts outside New York,
today."
Philco believes "such a color system is at least two years away . . . he continued. "While conversion is
possible we do not believe that
if and when color programs may
people will want to convert
warrant the expenditure," equip- many
their sets until color broadcasts
ment to convert black-and-white
offer a real added service," he said.
sets to receive color "can be made
Color sets will be considerably
higher in cost, he pointed out.
JOHN ."W. CRAIG, vice president,
available
'Unwise Decision'
AVCO MFG. Corp. and general
ROBERT W. GALVIN, executive
manager of its Crosley division,
said the entire television industry vice president, MOTOROLA Inc.,
regards the CBS color system as told dealers "prospects for color
television were dealt a lethal blow
"impractical."
Speaking before the 22nd annual
by the 'premature and unwise decision' of the FCC in favor of CBS
Boston Conference on Distribution
color
standards."
"The CBS color
last week, Mr. Craig said: "There
system is so impractical that it
is serious question as to whether
will die as soon as the public gets
[the CBS system] can overcome
its limitations sufficiently to be put the facts," he continued. The majority of the 8,000,000 sets now in
to practical use. And unless it is
the hands of the public will never
practical — especially unless it is be
converted, he said, pointing out
compatible — the public cannot be
the difficulty of such a task. If
expected to accept it."
were, the large screen sets
The present black and white sys- they
could present only black and white
tem will continue to be "the back- which would be a "substantially
bone of television" for years, he
poorer" picture than that the pubpredicted.
lic sees now, he continued. "When
He said the FCC decision was
the public fully understands these
"not the final word" and that the complexities," Mr. Galvin stated,
last word would be had by the "interest in this kind of color reception will quickly die." He could
DR. VLADIMIR K. ZWORYKIN,
see only one answer to the probpublic.
vice president and technical conlem: "That the FCC will review
BROADCASTING
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t ie advances which have been made
in color television since the time
:: closed its hearing on that subject
ast May. If this is done, it is postible that after due reconsideration
the FCC may allow a compatible
system."
JAMES
H. SIMON, president
SIMON
DISTRIBUTING Corp.,
Motorola distributor, apprised his
dealers of the Motorola attitude
and
urgedto that
their
shoulders
the they
wheel "put
and work
as the greatest team America has
ever known." "If we do," he said,
"we are going to continue to enjoy
fine black-and-white television busi iness for many, many more years
j to come. Don't sell black-and-white
I short."
I JOHN B. MILLIKEN, president
I of TELEVISION EQUIPMENT
, Corp., which makes Vericolor in\ dustrial television color equipment
1 for CBS and Remington Rand, anj nounced his company is now pro' ducing TV color converters for
existing sets, and TV color rej ceivers.
j At a cost "probably less than
I $50" plus installation charges of
"not more than $25," the converters
I will be available to the public in
earlj- December,
he said. Also
! under production is an adapter
which will permit TV color receivers to also receive in black and
white, he said,
f WILLIAM L. DUNN, vice president -bf BELMONT RADIO, owner
of RAYTHEON
Mfg., said his
firm's "first responsibility" is to
its customers and that accordingly
the company has taken "necessary
steps to protect their investment"
I and will produce adapters and converters "some time during the first
half
of
1951,"
are available. providing color discs
He made clear, however, that
il "we neither agree with nor condone
FCC's ill-considered decision. . . .
The decision probably will not, and
we hope it does not, remain. . . .
We hope the present non-compatible
system will be replaced with a compatible system before it is necessary to market these devices." He
charged FCC had delayed the availability of really good color by several years, and said Raytheon will
conduct an advertising campaign
in 50 cities answering the question:
"What are the straight facts about
television?"
His HIS fOOT IN THE DOOR, BUT

BROADCASTING

LEONARD ASHBACH, president, MAJESTIC RADIO & TELEVISION, said his company would
build adapters and converters as
soon as there is public demand for
them and as soon as components
are "readily available." Mr. Ashbach said there was no need for
haste in the matter because "even
if CBS color goes on the air next
week it will be at least two to
three years before color telecasts
will measure up with the quality
of entertainment that we now enjoy
on black and white receivers." He
said prospective television buyers
need not hesitate to purchase present black and white sets "because
TV stations will continue to telecast black and white programs as
long as sponsors are willing to pay
forMUNTZ
same." TV Inc. announced it
would have a plug-in, self-contained
converter on the market by Christmas at a "relatively low price."
The unit contains a 10-inch picture
tube with magnifier to give the
effect of a 12 -inch picture.
WCAU-TV Plans Color
DONALD W. THORNBURGH,
president WCAU Stations, Philadelphia, CBS affiliate, promised
WCAU-TV "will begin color transmission as soon as it is made available to us." It "represents still
another challenge" which the station will meet "in the best interests
of the public, the advertiser and
the broadcasting industry," he continued. "It will be necessary for
us to delay any definite announcement until we know the network
schedule of broadcasting and until
we are able to obtain some receiving sets for demonstration purposes," he said. He reminded the
industry that it was a WCAU-TV
viewer, Forrest W. Killy, Roselle,
N. J., electrician, who startled the
country by constructing his own
color adapter from $4. .30 worth of
material to pick up the JanuaryFebruary color telecasts via the
station.
HUMBOLDT J. GREIG, president, WHUM Reading, Pa., a CBS
radio affiliate, wired Frank Stanton, CBS president, that WHUM
was "a complete believer in the
future of color" and that the
station was prepared to advise the
FCC of its desire for a VHF color
telecasting grant instead of black
and white. Mr. Greig's wire was
prompted by request of Mr.
Sprague, RTMA president, for
time to answer Mr. Stanton.
". . . We can see no reason to
donate time to Sprague for his
purpose," Mr. Greig wired. "We
can understand transmitter manufacturers may desire to stall color
until they can sell all successful
new applicants for VHF transmitted black and white set up. WHUM
is complete believer in color. This is
one station that can see no point
in building black and white transmit er. .. . WHUM is prepared to
advise FCC of desire for VHF
color grant instead of black and

TELE-TONE
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Corp., which said

know "whether CBS shares one
hundredth the confidence in their
incompatible system that your
Commission does." The official
comment by a CBS spokesman was:
"It's too ridiculous to merit a comFRANK

MOCH, president TELEVISION INSTALLATION SERVICE Assoc., Chicago, said the new
CBS color television system is not
ment."
technically
nor economically feasible. "It will add a greater expense
to the initial cost and service maintenance of TV sets,"
he said.to"The
FCC decision
is contrary
the
public interest and, if necessary
TISA will ask an injunction to nullify it," he added.

WPEN
PROTEST
Hits Race Results Story
— From Detroit Free Press
earlier that it would produce converters, announced in full-page
newspaper advertisements — to
which CBS President Frank Stanton called attention in other fullpage ads — that it would have its
"Tele-color" units on the market
Jan. 1, "priced so modestly it will
be within the immediate reach of
everywilltelevision
unit
have its set
own owner."
cabinet, Each
tube,
screen, and attaching device.
H. L. HOFFMAN, president
HOFFMAN RADIO Corp., in an
attempt to clarify the color situation, said, in part: (1) The decision
is a permissive decision — not a
mandatory one. It permits CBS to
telecast color with its field sequential system. (2) FCC has given
the green light as to procedure and
system that should be used by the
engineering departments of the
various manufacturers. (3) Color
will be a supplementary service,
not a replacement service. (4) Black
and white telecasting system will
continue to be used. (5) When regularly scheduled colored telecasting
is available commercially, Hoffman
will make reception of these programs available to Hoffman owners. (6) All equipment for telecasting and receiving is still in an
experimental phase. (7) The present set is just as good a buy today
and will give just as much pleasure
as the set that was purchased before the FCC announced acceptance
of CBS color.
Kaplan Asks Reply
MICHAEL L. KAPLAN, president, SIGHTMASTER Corp., New
Rochelle, N. Y., wrote to Frank
Stanton, CBS president, inviting
"your public reply" to Mr. Kaplan's
claim that the FCC decision "carries with it the threat of forcing to
the wall nearly every medium size
manufacturer who cannot withstand the economic pressure of a
sales
stoppage
in had
the wired
industry."
Mr. Kaplan
earlier
FCC
Chairman Wayne Coy that the Television Manufacturers Assn., a
group which has no connection with
the RTMA, and of which Mr. Kaplan is president, would like to

MENTION of WPEN Philadelphia
in connection with the FCC's decision denying renewal of license to
WTUX Wilmington. Del., on the
ground it broadcast racing information, was protested last week by
Edward C. Christ, WPEN general
manager.
The FCC's decision included the
following footnote:
"Mention was also made of the
use of Station WSNJ Bridgeton,
N. J.; WANN Annapolis, Md., and
WPEN Philadelphia, but these stations do not appear to be relied on
to Mr.
any great
Christextent."
contended Broadcasting took liberties with the
Commission's decis-'on in using the
following language in the Oct. 16
issue:
"The decision noted Wilmington
bookmakers have used not only
WTUX but also WWBZ Vineland,
N. J., WPWA Chester, Pa., WITH
Baltimore, and to a lesser extent
WSNJ Bridgeton, N. J., WANN
Annapolis and WPEN PhiladelCites Confusion
This version of the decision,
combining two separate notes into
a consolidated paragraph, labels
WPEN with a "stigma" which the
station feels is "particularly onerous," said Mr. Christ. He added
that "someone or several persons
phia."the line have confused
along
WPEN in their minds with at
least one and perhaps two other
Philadelphia stations when queried
on Mr.
racingObrist
by thesaid
FCC."WPEN has
"never indulged in a race results
broadcasting of the nature referred to in the WTUX story"
though for a six-month period
some two years ago it carried a
15-minute race summary at 6:45
p.m. However, he said, WPEN
has never broadcast from the
track or carried results as the
races were run. Furthermore the
subject has never been an issue at
license renewal time, he declared.
NEW syndicated comic strip based on
CBS My Friend Irma series being carried in 25 newspapers.
October 23, 1950
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Closed
Circuit
(Contimied from page i)

.

PILOT DROPS SUIT
TO UPSET COLOR DECISION
PILOT RADIO Corp. announced Friday withdrawal of its action against FCC, filed Oct. 17
in Federal court in Brooklyn, and its intervention in action brought by RCA and NBC against
FCC in Federal court in Chicago. Isadore Goldberg, president of Pilot, said:
As both suits involved the same issues, I feel that
the interest of the public will be best served by a
single action, rather than two separate suits. Thereby a single and speedy adjudication may be obtained.
The pendency of two actions in two different courts,
on the other hand, might possibly result in contrary
adjudications, and add to the public confusion and
to the chaos which has already resulted from the
order of the Commission approving CBS color.
Pilot's decision was disclosed shortly after
FCC released copies of motion it was preparing
to file seeking transfer of RCA suit from Chicago to New York, on grounds RCA should
have filed in New York and also that fighting
suits in both New York and Chicago would
cause "substantial inconvenience to the Government." Commission announced that because of
Pilot's new move "FCC will not file particular
papers which have previously been released."

'ILLEGAL' TV STATION
UNCOVERED BY FCC
FCC SAID Friday it had apprehended its
"first illegally operated TV station" — constructed and operated by Tube Div. of Sylvania
Electric
Products, one of nation's largest TV
tube manufacturers.

"The. Sylvania unlicensed, illegally operated
television station was rebroadca
sting [on
Channel 7] the NBC network programs emanating from WNBC-TV in New York and
broadcast [on Channel 13] in Johnstown, Pa.,
by WJAC-TV," FCC said, asserting tower
was near Emporium, Pa., and that pperations
had been in progress intermittently since Sept.
1 and regularly for about three weeks. Unlicensed station went off" air at 5:10 p.m. Thursday after conferences between FCC personnel
and Sylvania officials, FCC said.
NEW YORK TV GUILD
VOTES NETWORK STRIKE
STRIKE against television networks at discretion of Television Authority negotiators
authorized by New York membership of TV A
with similar votes to be taken this week by
Chicago and Los Angeles memberships.
No deadline for agreement set by TV A,
which has been negotiating with networks since
September. However, there have been no prior
agreements between parties so union is not required to wait 30 days before calling strike.
FULTON CRITICIZES FCC
HANDLING OF RICHARDS

CASE

FCC'S proceeding against G. A. (Dick) Richards should never have been brought in first
place, Hugh Fulton, his attorney, charged Friday as FCC concluded Los Angeles phase of
inquiry (early story page 34).
Mr. Fulton charged Benedict Cottone, FCC
general counsel, disregarded recordings of all
KMPC newscasts back to 1942.
Page 82
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SCHECHTER TAKES POST
WITH CROWELL-COLLIER
A. A. SCHECHTER, who resigned as MBS
vice president in charge of news, special events
and publicity fortnight ago, leaving radio to
become executive of Crowell-Collier Publishing
Co., publisher of Collier's, Wo?nan's Home
Companion, and American Magazine. He has
been in radio since 1931 when he joined NBC
as director of news and special events. He
left NBC in 1942 to join Army and served as
lieutenant colonel and radio chief of Gen.
MacArthur's public relations section.
He joined MBS as vice president and news
chief in 1945. A.nnouncement of new association made by Albert E. Winger, president of
Crowell-Collier, who said Mr. Schechter was
joining "the executive staff"." It is understood
Mr. Schechter will receive a considerable inMBS. crease in compensation over his position with
TOP STAFF CHANGES
ANNOUNCED
BY ABC
ABC promotions and realignments announced
Friday : Ernest L. Jahncke, vice president in
charge of stations, appointed vice president in
charge of all ABC radio, including network
and stations. Joseph A. MacDonald, vice
president and general attorney, and Robert
Saudek, vice president in charge of public
relations, appointed assistants to president.
Mr. MacDonald will continue in charge of
legal matters and labor relations. Mr. Saudek,
in addition to present duties, will head advertising, promotion and research. Theodore I.
Oberfelder, head of advertising-promotion, becomes manager of WJZ New York, with Clarence Doty named manager of WJZ-TV. Both
report to Murray Grabhorn, vice president in
charge of O&O stations. Mitchell DeGroot appointed acting manager of advertising and
promotion. Benjamin Gedalecia continues as
manager of research.
conference held
Jon lottery decision
WALTER EMERSON, ABC Central Division
attorney, went to Madison, Wis., Friday to
confer with officials of WMAW and WTMJTV Milwaukee on Wisconsin ruling which
cited ABC Stop the Music and six other radioTV shows aired in Milwaukee as "lotteries."
ABC New York awaited official notification
from state attorney general's office (see story
page 23).
Attorney Harry Sauthoff", minority stockholder in Wise Madison, which carries ABC
program, planned conference with Madison
County district attorney to forestall possible
ban at WISC. He suggested to ABC officials
that, if ban were extended to Madison, network should promptly seek 30-day stay of
proceedings from courts. Mr. Sauthoff'- felt
ruling is discriminatory.
LIBERTY

SIGNS

SWING

RAYMOND SWING, commentator, signed by
Liberty Broadcasting System to broadcast exclusively over network Mon.-Fri., 5:30 p.m.
(EST) beginning Nov. 6.

Cann-Erickson, Chicago, and Petroleum Grouj
head and Standard Oil of Ind. account executive, will resign Dec. 31 to go into reai
estate business in Florida. He will be replaced
by Sidney Wells, now agency's creative
director. Mr. Wells' job will be taken over by
George Bowma
copy group head at J.
Walter Thompsnon,Kreer,
Chicago.

NBC AFFILIATES DJSCUSS
OVERALL RATE INCREASES
NBC affiliated stations recommended Fridav
that network use "all its facilities" to editorialize against FCC color decision. Recommendation, made at NBC convention in White
Sulphur Springs taken under advisement bv
management (early convention story page 19)
Both AM and TV rates discussed
no
formal resolution taken by stations.butBoth
NBC President Joseph H. McConnell and Executive Vice President Charles R. Denny said
entire rate picture being studied with view
toward adjustments. Increased network daytime radio rates were indicated. Many affiliates
advocated overall boosts arguing radio
has
been underpriced for decade.
Resolution adopted urging network to substitute dollar charges for free television hours
to defray interconnection and sustaining
charges. Network took this under advisement.
Majority of affiliates objected to proposed FCC
rule on allocation of TV time to network programs in less than four-station markets.
SPAC committee to be reorganized
from
eight to 10 members, two new TV members to
be elected by mail. Pattern to provide one
new TV director for each 10 stations added
John A. Kennedy, WSAZ-AM-TV Huntington, W. Va.; George B. Storer, Fort Industr
Co., and George Norton, WAVE-AM-TV Louis-y
ville, named to handle excess profit tax matters for TV as new art.
Next NBC convention to be
Orleans if hotel space available. held in New
Easton Woolley, station director who is
going to KDYL Salt Lake City as vice president, to be presented by aflSliates with paid
order for DeSoto ear and antique
sterling tray
Affiliates approved proposal of P. A. Sugg
WKY Oklahoma City, for creation of industrywide fund to provide scholarship in honor of
late John J. Gillin Jr., WOW Omaha, at Creighton U., his alma mater.

EDUCATION'S PLACE
IN TV CONSIDERED
FURTHER details of DuMont's revised VHFUHF TV allocation plan presented to FCC
Friday by Dr. Thomas T. Goldsmith Jr., firm's
director of researc
h (see early story page 56).
Comr. Frieda B. Hennock, concerned at DuMont's plan to provide for educational TV only
above 830 mc, indicated she'd ask all parties
about education's place in VHF. Asked by
Comr. Hennock which
comes first, education
or commercialism. Dr. Goldsmith replied,
"Both." Asked status of DuMont, he said firm
is "not exclusively an educational institution."
Economic effects of allocation were discussed by Christian J. Witting, general manager of DuMont TV Network, in support of
DuMont plan. He said DuMont believes if
FCC allocation proposal is adopted that:
"Monopolistic control" of TV broadcasting
could conceivably result since insufficient number of outlets are provided in major markets;
incentive toward better programming, normally resulting from competition, would diminish;
limited number of national advertisers would
enjoy
in
TV. "an impregnable advertising advantage"
BROADCASTING
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Central New England fun
and eager fo buy, thanks to three unique WTAGproduced morning shows.

shows

.

J<

Monday through Saturday 6:30-7:00 a.m.;
7:15-7:45 a.m.; 8:15-8:55 a.m.
^,^,|epr^vaiiabi|j|jas^owanen.

"Morning Parade" with John Wnilcy, is music'
to everybody's
ears, including the long, impressive list of advertisers.
"The Julie 'n Johnny Show",' another participating show long estoblished but with a new
twist, originates and is a sellout day after day
in the Sheraton Hotel, with on audience from
every section of Central New England. Julie 'n
Johnny move merchandise, too. When, for exa Worcester bank's
ample, they first apersonalized
announcement,
listener promptly opened six
$1,250 accounts, one for every member of his
family, and credited this show on WTAG.
As hostess on "Modern Kitchen",* Lydo
Flanders capitalizes on her extraordinary cooking heritage — 30 years as cooking authority of
Central New England. Housewives olmost eat out
of her hand. Over 100 clubs and organizations
o year, in the WTAG market, call on her for
speaking engagements.

"The Julie n Johnny Show"^
Co-emcees Julie Chase — Johnny Dowe
Monday through Friday 9:00-9:45 o.m

"Modern Kitchen"' Lydo Fla
Monday through Friday 9:45-10:00 a.m

Put the "merchandise-mo. iiiy puAcr of these
shows to work for you in the prosperous Central
New England Market. To get results in a// of
Central New England, buy a buying audience
with WTAG.
iSt Moy we place your order
on the current waiting list?

Iridustrial Capital
of New

TT

[J

England

Don't
over

pull
their

the

wool

ears

They'll spot you as an outsider every time you try to
dress up your sales story with "local color." But customers
will flock your way if you let a real, dyed-in-the-wool local
personality do your talking for you. He knows the best approach
. . . talks the language of the people thereabouts . . . knows hoiv
to make them buy. Take local personalities like WBT's Grady Cole
in the Southeast .. .WCCO's Cedric Adams in the Northwest...
WEEI's Carl Moore or E. B. Rideout down Boston way. They do it
all the time. In each of 13 of your ])est markets, you'll find the
favorite local talent on the radio station that's represented by
Radio Sales. So when you want the pick of the local flock, just
call Radio Sales. We can put you in green pastures.

Radio

Sales

Radio and Television Stations Representative. . .CBS

Representing radio
stations WCBS.
WBBM. KNX. WCAU.
wcco, wi;ki. kmox.
KCBS. WBT, WRVA,
WTOP, KSL, WAPI
and the Columbia
Pacific Network;
television stations
\V (.IiS-TV. \V(.\II-TV.
K I TV . WTOI'-TV.
WBTV. KSL-TV.
WAFM-TV
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^^Diary"

^Interview"

Techniques

FOR years, the Iowa Radio Audience Surveys have been recognized
as thoroughly reliable and highly informative studies of Iowa
listening habits. They have answered such provocative questions as
"HoAV much do people listen to car radios?" . . . "How much extra
listening takes place in multiple-set homes as compared with single-set
homes?" . . . and "What is the listener attitude toward commercials?", as well as the more conventional questions concerning program and station preferences.
The 1950 Edition of this famed Survey, now ready for distribution,
was conducted with the same scientific sampling methods that distinguished the twelve preceding editions. However, the "interview"
method of gathering facts, which was the basis of the earlier surveys,
was this year combined with a new "diary" method. As a result, the
1950 Edition contains much new information and is even more
reliable than in previous years.
INTERVIEW TECHNIQUE
The interview technique is based
on a personal interview in the
home, with one member of the
family. It permits a large and
statistically reliable sample to be
interviewed at reasonable cost.
It permits a correct proportion
of replies from every segment
of the State's population — gt^ographical, economical, etc. It has
two minor weaknesses, however;
it depends upon the "recall" of
the person being interviewed and
it usually reaches only one member of the family.
DIARY TECHNIQUE
The diary technique as used in
the 1950 Radio Audience Survey
overcomes the handicaps inherent

in the interview technique. It provides each radio set in the home
with a diary which is filled in at
the time of listening by the person in charge of the dial. This
diary is voluntarily kept for 48
hours.
The reliability of the 48-hour
diary-type radio survey used in
the 1950 Iowa Radio Audience
survey was established by a study
conducted in January, 1949, by
Dr. Arthur Barnes of the State
University of Iowa. He obtained
a ten-day diary record from 368
families in 41 Iowa counties. A
careful comparison of the first
three days of listening with each
corresponding day of the week
(eighth, ninth and tenth days of
the diary) showed no tendency

PLUS!

on the part of diary families to
"listen more" Avhen the diary
was first started.
COMBINED INTERVIEW-DIARYTECHNIQUE
The 1950 Survey combines the
best features of both techniques
by making every seventh selected
home a "diary home," as well as
an "interview home." This eliminates the weaknesses of both
methods and at the same time
maintains a large and scientific
sampling of the whole State by
farm, village, urban and other
categories.
The 1950 Iowa Radio Audience
Survey is a "must" for every advertising, sales or marketing man
who is interested in radio in general, and the Iowa market in
particular. It is not only an invalualjle study of Iowa listening
habits, it is also an outstanding
contribution to radio research in
general. Write for your complimentary copy, today!

WIHI©
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Iowa

PLUS

Des Moines . . . 50,000

+

Watts

Col. B. J. Palmer, PresidcDt
P. A, Loyet, Resident Manager

FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

Recent U.S.D.A. figures show Kentucky has
more cattle and calves, more hogs and
pigs, more sheep and lambs, more horses
and colts, and more chickens on farms
than any other state south of the Ohio and
east of the Mississippi Rivers.
50,000 WATTS
The

*
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WHAS
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INCORPORATED

WHASn

VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY AND CO.
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NEIL D. CLINE, $a/«s Oirecfer
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Why buy the shell?
In this billion-dollar Tri-Gities market, WTRY neatly
tucks in its coverage where the sales are, leaving the
fringe counties for the station with the oversized reach
and the costs to match. We can send you a book-full of
figures to prove it, but here is the meat . . .
WTRY (5kw)
Station A (10 kw)
Station B (5-1 kw)
Station G (50 kw)

110,690
79,510
79,340
116,390

radio
radio
radio
radio

families
families
families
families

(BMB Total Weekly Audience in the Tri-City Counties of
Albany, Schenectady, Rensselaer)
Now — ^let's scan station G. This 50,000-watter spreads its
coverage over mountain and dale, pours it out to less
populated areas. But, of 16 markets claimed by Station
G, five counties represent more than two-thirds or 67%
of the total 360,700 radio families. And, in these five
counties, WTRY delivers a larger audience than Station
G. Yet, Station G's cost for an announcement, for instance,
is 2V2 times that of WTRY.

Does the extra coverage you get on
Station C justify the added cost? Ask
yourself or ask HE ADLEY-REED.

ALBANY

• TROY

980 kilocycles
Represented by Headley-Reed Company

Columbia

• SCHENECTADY
CBS

5000 watts

Broadcasting System

Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington 4. D. C
Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.
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Circuit
Closed
EEPORTS persisted Friday that United Paramount Theatres is bidding for acquisition of
ABC, despite thorough denials. Formed in
divorcement of Paramount Pictures' production and exhibition activities, theatre firm has
long-pending FCC applications to take over
old picture company's control of WBKB (TV)
Chicago and half interest in WSMB New Orleans. FCC action on this application has
been held up while FCC tries to arrive at
"anti-trust policy" — which may come soon.
ONE of first results of Mexico's withdrawal
from NARBA conference [Broadcasting, Oct.
23] will be reactivation of Daytime Petitioners
Assn.'s efforts to get FCC authority for fulltime use of six Mexican 1-A channels currently
used in U. S. on daytime-only basis.
POTENCY of radio, television and newspapers
to be tested in 13-market survey by Emil
Mogul Agency, New York, on behalf of its
client National Shoes. Campaign starts this
week.
FITCH SHAMPOO (Grove Labs) cancelling
its MBS show, The Shadow, effective Dec. 3,
and will probably buy spots in selected markets. Reason for cancellation increasing production costs of product. Harry B. Cohen,
New York, is agency.
KENYON & ECKHARDT, New York, expected
to resign Sylvania Electric Products account,
effective Jan. 1.
FIRST CBS commercial color account could
well be Tintair, hair color restorative, now
sponsoring Sinatra on CBS-AM. Company,
paradoxically, is owned largely by Martin
Strauss, formerly of Eversharp, and Carl Byoir,
public relations expert just retained by RCA
in color fight. Don Nathanson, former advertising head of Toni during its phenomenal
development, also is with Tintair. They hope
to land Arthur Godfrey.
SAM

SUTTER, vice president, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York, moving to William
Esty, New York, as copy chief.

ming
Up
Oci. 29-Nov.
4:co
National Radio & Television
Week.
Oct. 30-Nov. 1 : Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
and Institute of Radio Engineers, Hotel Syracuse, Syracuse, N. Y.
Oct. 31 -Nov. 1: AAAA Eastern Conference,
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.
Nov. 2-3: NAB District 4, Williamsburg Inn
and Lodge, Williamsburg, Va.
(Other Upcomings on Page 67)

Bulletins
DEMAND that CBS avoid controversial color
TV discussion on Arthur Godfrey's Talent
Scouts program on CBS-TV submitted Friday
to President Frank Stanton by William Brooks
Smith, advertising manager of Lipton Tea Co.,
Lever subsidiary. Protest arose from Mr. Godrey's advice to set buyers on Oct. 23 program.
SOME SET MAKERS FORECAST
CUTBACK IN PRODUCTION
PORING over National Production Authority's plan for up to 20 or 30 9r cutback in basic
metals (story page 19), some radio-TV manufacturers Friday forecast substantial curtail, ment in civilian output, though most withheld
comment pending more thorough studies.
John B. Huarisa, executive vice president
of Admiral Corp., felt "apparently new restrictions are just beginning," and said that
though next year's outlook is "not clear," he
thought
production may be off 25% to 30% or
more.
Leonard Ashbach, president of Majestic
Radio & TV Division of Wilcox-Gay Corp.,
on basis of newspaper accounts of NPA plan
said idea of 20-30% outback is "ridiculous" —
even now, he said, it's hard to get components
for TV sets for 50% of firm's capacity. Another manufacturing representative felt NPA
cutback, coupled with color TV decision, 10%
excess profits tax on TV sets, etc., poses serious threat to TV manufacturer.
Comdr. E. F. McDonald Jr., Zenith Radio
Corp. Zenith
president,
termed cutback
"no surprise,"
said
is preparing
for future
shortages

y
efl
Bri
THAYER
NAMESss
# Thayer
Inc.,
Gardner,
Busine
Mass. (baby furniture), appoints McCannErickson, Boston and New York, as agency.
Radio and TV considered.
CLUB CONTINUES # Philip Morris Co. renewing for 52 weeks Johnny Olsen's Luncheon
Club, Mon.-Fri., 12-12:25 p.m. on ABC and
One Man's Opinion, 8:55-9 a.m., over ABC,,
Mon.-Fri. Agency, Cecil & Presbrey, New York.
CAMPANA ON NBC • Campana Sales Co.
renews Solitaire Time for 52 weeks on NBC,;
Sun., 11 :45-12 noon. Agency, Clements Co.,
Philadelphia.
HARRISON EXPLAINS
CONSTRUCTION
BAN
NO "specific assurance" can be given that nondefense building projects already begun may
be completed, William H. Harrison, NPA administrator, reiterated Friday. Mr. Harrison
made statement in reply to telegram from
Associated General Contractors of America.
Officials said this would apply to radio-TV
construction, terming this "more essential" at
present time than types prohibited in original
order (story page 19). Mr. Harrison stated:
Possibly further types of construction would have
to be limited in the future. . . . No specific assurance
could
be completed.
given that Within
non-defense
started
could be
the pastprojects
few weeks
we
have had requests for assurance on this particular
point
and
in
the
public
interest
it
seemed
important
to make reference to (it) in the order. Appeals
procedures are specifically provided for. . . .
We are mindful of the extreme importance of the
broad question . . . and should it later be found
necessary because of increased demands of the
defense program to limit further types ... it will
be our intent to avoid interruption of projects
already underway as was done in the order. On
the other hand, we cannot give assurance that
circumstances
to this policy. in the future will permit adherence
FALSTAFF MAY EXPAND
FALSTAFF BREWING Co. considering expansion of sponsorship of late evening movies
on television. Firm experimented in St. Louis
and now bought another show in Omaha because of successful results of free offer of salt
and pepper sets. Falstaff also switching its
transcribed Meredith Willson Show in more
than 60 radio markets to local shows relying
on station's programs to reach its audience
best. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York,
is agency.

NEGOTIATIONS of George B. Storer, president of Fort Industry Co., with Cuban Banker
Jose Menanos for acquisition of Television de
Caribe, temporarily at standstill pending resolution of a mix-up over allocation of permanent TV channel to Cuban company.

and production cuts. Pilot Radio Corp. President Isadore Goldberg forecast ultimate cut
in civilian production to about 50%. He
foresaw no effect until present inventories run
out, which he estimated at one or two months.
Spokesman for John Meek Industries and
Scott Radio Labs termed NPA move "no
thunderbolt of news."
Admiral's Mr. Huarisa called for shelving
of color and UHF TV "until the nation can
return to a peacetime economy." He said "we
would much prefer to let our engineers work
on government military orders than have them
devote time to a color TV system which is
primarly for the use of a handful of CBS

AAAA TV DISCUSSION
FRANK STANTON, CBS president, and Fre
Rickey, CBS-TV producer in charge of color,
will discuss program production for color TV
Tuesday afternoon at radio and television
production session of eastern meeting of
AAAA, to be held at Waldorf-Astoria, New
York. Mark Woods, ABC vice chairman; Brig.
Gen. Edward Lyman Munson Jr., director of
NBC's TV film division, and Jerry Lester,
comedian, will also speak, following panel discussion conducted
by Myron
Kirk, radio-T\'
vice president
of Kudner
Agency.

ONE large midwestern agency began shooting all television commercials on color film
day after FCC decision adopting CBS stand(Continued on page 82)

executives."
Among manufacturers withholding comment
pending further study of NPA action were
RCA, General Electric, Westinghouse, Emerson.

LEVER MAY ADAPT SHOW
LEVER BROTHERS considering daytime tel
vision version of its Aunt Jenny radio show
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, is agency.

WITH TV freeze limiting their television station representation possibilities, certain key
station representative firms are exploring possibilities of expanding their revenues by selling syndicated film to stations, along lines of
activities of Radio Sales, Radio and Television
Stations Representative, CBS.
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advertisers! timebuyers! eight important
new business opportunities. Eight ways
to augment your sales staff — effectively,
economically, quickly. Each station has
an interesting record of sales achievement for both local and national advertisers. Each is outstanding in the
particular market it serves. All are readv

WRAW

READING
PENNSYLVANIA

to sell your product. Write for information and rates.
Represented by
ROBERT
MEEKER
Associates
NEW YORK LOS ANGELES CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
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NEWSWEEKLY
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Weekly byOF Broadcastin
Publicatton
t, Inc
Executive, Editeriat, Adverriting and Circularien Officei:
870 National Press BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1023
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IN THIS BROADCASTING
Manufacturers Befuddled by Defense Cutbacks.
AM 'Stop The Music' Intact in Wisconsin
Record Bid in Don Lee Sale
August Increase in Network Gross Shown
Radio's Story Needs Telling, NAB Committee Urges
Storecasting
Success in Portland, Ore
Hopes of New NARBA Treaty Seen
Waddington Cites Radio's Defensive Attitude
Radio-TV Week Starts Marking 30th Year
BMI Clinic Airs Program Problems
May Switch Amateur Bands for Frequency Needs..
Research Debate IHighlight at NCAB
RCA-NBC Report Stirs FCC Hearing
Nov. 8 Seen for RCA-NBC Color Hearing
L&M Top TV Network Buyer in August
Stations Report $25.1 Million Loss
Cuba's First Video Outlet Takes Air
TELECASTING

m

•Populotion (1940 Census]— 5,074

... 857 kids [Vz of Cullman's
kid population) signed petitions saying: "Please keep
Cisco Kid on the air! — we /ove
Cisco Kid!" Says Hudson Millar
WKUL Manager: "Cisco Kid is
the best show we have on
the air!"wire or phone for proof
Write,
of "Cisco Kid's" sensational
performance. See the factual
presentation!

PRICED!

Vj-Hour Western Adventure
Program . . . Available: 1-2-3
times per week. Transcribed
for local and regional
sponsorstiip.
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35
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.WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
SOI TAISHOFF,
Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING. Managing Editor; J. Frank
Beatty,
Rufus Editor:
Crater.Tyler
Associate
FredAssistFitz''erald. Npws
Nourse.Editors;
Jo Halley,
ants to the News Editor. STAFF: David Berlyn.
Lawrence Christopher, Mary Cross, Wilson D. McCarthv.
Osbon.: Estelle
Ardinelle
Williamson.
EDITORIAL John
ASSISTANTS
Dobschultz,
Kathryn
Ann
Jones, Pat Kowalczyk, Doris Lord, Jean D. Statz,
Keith Trantow; Gladys L. HaU. Secretary to the
Publisher.
BUSINESS: MAURY LONG, Business Manager; Winfield R. Levi, Assistant Advertising Manager; George
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Do kids love "Cisco Kid?"
Klein's Dairy says: "Yes!"
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There are 28 vehicles
for minute commercials
on New York's four
major stations. But Pulse
proves the best buys
are all on the station
New York listens to most.
These WCBS shows

WCBS

Represented

by Radio

Sales

give participating sponsors
their biggest audiences
and greatest sales impacts.
Ask us or Radio Sales
which of these stars will
get you top billing in
the nation's #1 market.

neui business

Us. INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS Inc. (U.S.I. Permanent and Super
Pyro anti-freeze products) launches intensive radio spot announce*ment campaign.
Spots featuring "talking automobile horn" will
■;;e broadcast 15 times weekly over approximately 100 leading stations in
- nail, medium and large markets. In X. Y. and Chicago, 30 spots will be
. iard. Campaign will run through December on staggered basis keyed
arrival of colder weather. Agency: Geyer, Xewell & Ganger Inc., X. Y.
KIRSCH BEVERAGES Inc., Brooklyn, X. Y., planning TV spot camI'.ign to begin as soon as satisfactory time clearances can be arranged.
- gency: Grey Adv., N. Y.
LADY'S CHOICE FOODS, L. A. (packer James grocery products), appoints Walter McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills, for radio-TV spot campaign
-anned in 11 western states. First spots to get underway on KFRC San
:ancisco Xov. 27; rest Jan. 1. Account executive is Jere Bayard.
FALSTAFF BEER, St. Louis, preparing to buy number of baseball schedules including one on Liberty Broadcasting System. Agency: DancerFitzgerald-Sample, X'. Y.
CAX'ADIAX' FUR Corp. to launch TV campaign in addition to present
radio activities. Programs being planned on WATV (TV) X'ewark (fulllength one-hour film, Tues., 6-7 p.m.) and WPIX (TV) Xew York (daily
participation in Ted Steele Show, 2-5 p.m.). Agency: Emil Mogul Co.,
X. Y. Agency's TV director, Ely Landau, supervises production.
GROVE LABS, St. Louis (Four- Way cold tablets), running radio spot
schedules nationally, "blanketing the nation," through cold season.
.\gency: Gardner Adv., St. Louis.
CHICAGO WESTERN Corp., Chicago, for Pinafore chicken, continuing
series of TV spots in eight markets. Schedules call for as many as 30
announcements per week per mai-ket. Agency: Phil Gordon, Chicago.
COMET RICE MILLS, Beaumont, Tex., begins one-minute radio spot
campaign on 90 stations. Agency: Leche & Leche, Dallas.
HELBROS WATCH Co., X. Y., appoints Ray-Hirsch Co., same city, to
direct its advertising. Radio-TV will be used.
^^. K. BUCKLEY Ltd., Toronto (proprietary), starts campaign of spot
announcements, weather forecasts, five and ten minute shows on large
number of Canadian stations. Agency: Grant Adv. of Canada, Toronto.

A/Qiw9xk -Recounts • • •
LUCKY LAGER BREWIXG Co., S. F. (Lucky Lager beer, ale), starts
26 weeks Ira Blue Sports Show on all ABC Pacific coast stations directly
following Gillette sponsored fights Fri., 7 p.m., PST. Agency: McCannErickson, S. F.

INDIANAPOLIS

AUDIENCE

that PROMOTION
that BUYING

FOLLOW-THRU

RESPONSE

that SALES INCREASE
you expect in this potent
Indianapolis market

.\DMIRAL Corp. renews Lights Out, dramatic series, XBC-TV, Men.,
9-9:30 p.m., for 13 weeks. Agency: Kudner Adv., N. Y.
GENERAL

MILLS Inc. (Gold Medal Kitchen Tested flour) will sponsor
Cal^TJnney's
over ABC midwest and southwest net«-ork, Mon.-Fri.,
7:15-7:30 a.m.,On,
CST. Program will be recorded for other parts of country.
Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample Inc., X. Y.

BRISTOL MYERS Co. renews Break the Bank, XBC-TV. 10 p.m. Wed.,
for another 52 weeks. Agency: Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield Inc., X. Y.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

wish
FREE & PETERS— Nof/ona/ Representalives
GEORGE J. HIGGINS— Genera/ Manager
ABC — Indianapolis Affiliate
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SPOT
WSB

WHO

IN

THE

WORLD

WBAL
WNAC
WICC

Atlanta
Baltimore
Boston
Bridgeport

WBEN
WGAR

Buffalo
Cleveland
(Dallas )

WFAA

(Ft. Worth/
Des Moines
Detroit
Fresno

KSO
WJR
ARE

YOU

TALKING

TO?

KARM
KPRC

Men, women, children . . . farmers, city folks,

WDAF
KFOR
KARK
KFI

families . . . pick the prospects you want and

WHAS
WTMJ

You know when you use Spot Radio.

need. Then pick the station, the time, the program that carries your message direct to your
specific customers.
Spot and spot alone delivers your advertising
at precisely the right time ... to precisely the
right people... in precisely the right words.
Day in, day out, in one market or as many as
you choose.
Spot works even better on
great stations like these .. .

RADIO

KSTP
WSM
WSMB
WTAR
KOIL
WIP
KPHO
KGW
WEAN
WRNL
WOAI
KOMO
KTBS
KGA
WMAS
WAGE
KVOO
WWVA
KFH
THE
TEXAS

Houston City
Kansas
Lincoln
Little Rock
Los Angeles
Louisville
Milwaukee
Mpls.-St. Paul
Nashville
New Orleans
Norfolk
Omaha
Philadelphia
Phoenix, Ariz.
Portland, Ore,
Providence
Richmond
San Antonio
Seattle
Shreveport
Spokane
Springfield
Syracuse
Wheeling
Tulsa
Wichita
YANKEE
QUALITY

NBC
LIST
NBC
MBS
MBS
NBC
CBS
NBC
ABC
CBS
CBS
ABC
NBC
NBC
ABC
NBC
NBC
CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
ABC
MBS
ABC
NBC
MBS
ABC
NBC
NBC
NBC
ABC
CBS
ABC
CBS
NBC
CBS

NETWORK
NETWORK

#

€^

#

#
agency

#

«

beat

ELVIN TENEBAUM, director radio-TV Ohio Adv. Agency Inc.,
Cleveland, named vice president in charge of radio-TV.

ROBERT L. REDD, radio director, Erwin, Wasey & Co., L. A., named
director of radio-TV for agency's West Coast division.

JOHN COLE, Erwin, Wasey & Co., Minneapolis, to timebuyer CampbellMithun Inc., same city. Will assist Arthur H. Lund, radio director.

W. A. HAMMOND and MACK CHRYSLER to Brooke, Smith, French &
Dorrance, Detroit, in administrative and creative capacities, respectively.

KENT S. PUTNAM
Co., N. Y.

to statf G. M. Basford'

DOUGLAS COYLE, Vicks Chemical Co., N. Y., to Kenyon & Eckhardt,
N. Y., as member of merchandising department.

ROBERT E. BRADHAM, manager WTMA Charleston, S. C, opens
agency in that city. Firm will deal in radio accounts.

EDWARD J. MONTAGNE, motion picture director and writer, to William Esty Co., N. Y., as TV producer. First assignment is Man Against
Crime.

H. AUSTIN PETERSON, partner Ted Bates Inc. and head of Hollywood
office, transferred to N. Y. office as supervisor of radio-TV for agency,
effective Nov. 1.

ROBERT CARLEY, Donahue & Coe, N. Y., to Geyer, Newell & Ganger,,
N. Y., as account executive.

M

and EDGAR

M. YAXLEY

MYRON BROUN, TV director Sterling Adv. Agency, N. Y., to Demby
Co., N. Y., as vice president in charge of TV and motion pictures. Will
continue as TV consultant for Sterling.
ARTHUR H. EATON, copy chief Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y., named vice
president.
LESTER VAIL, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample radio department, returns
to radio-TV department Young & Rubicam, N. Y„ as producer-director
Aldrich Familij, NBC-TV.

j

JOHN C. OLNEY, copy chief Lynn Baker Inc., N. Y., to Kastor, Farrell,'
Chesley & Clifford Inc., same city.
DINA MIGLIORI, to copy department Federal Adv. Inc., N. Y. Was;

with Kenyon & Eckhardt and J. Walter Thompson, same city.
j
LOUIS A. SMITH Adv., Chicago, moves to new offices at 161 E. Grand
Ave., after recent incorporation. Mr. Smith (see Front Office) sold firm,
which he owned exclusively, to JAMES BOWDEN, Taylor Co., Chicago,
and GEORGE BENTLEY, Presba, Fellers & Presba, Chicago. Mr. Bowden is in charge of radio-TV activities.
FRED M. JORDAN, executive vice president Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
L. A., resigns because of health. DAVID WILLIAMS, executive vice
president N. Y. office, heading up West Coast operations.
JOHN H. BURLEY, vice president Aikin-McCracken Ltd., to manager
Toronto office Crombie Adv. Co., Toronto.

on all accounts
flying hours in trans-Atlantic
Guardia was runWHEN ning La
flights.
in New York, and Glenn
In December 1945, he returned
Cunningham was doing the
same in the Olympics, John Francis
to earth to join the traffic and production department of Geyer,
Henry was doing a modest bit of
Newell & Ganger. In March of
sprinting on his own over a path
that was to lead directly to his this year he was named to his curpresent job as New York account
rent post as New York account exexecutive on Nashecutive on the NashKelvinator account.
Kelvinator and LeonIn Detroit John
ard Appliances for
Geyer, Newell &
McQuagg is office
manager supervising
Ganger, New York.
Mr. Henry began
the group on the
his industrial career
Nash-Kelvinator acas a runner for a
count, while Walker
Graham is account
typographical servexecutive on Nash
ice, a part-time supplement to his work
and Ralph Wolfe account executive on
at New York U.
Kelvinator.
where he majored in
The company sponadvertising and marsors Morton Doioney,
keting.
Star of the Family
One of the stops
on his route was the
on CBS-TV, Friday,
advertising agency,
10-10:30 p.m. to promote Kelvinators
Benton & Bowles,
which quickly recand the Nash-Airognized the potential
flyte Theatre on
CBS-TV,
Thursday,
HENR\
mileage in the motive youngster and hired him to 10:30-11 p.m.
Although both shows were
work in the production department
there.
launched in the last week of SepMr. Henry advanced with the
tember, dealer reaction already has
been so enthusiastic as to presage
agency to the post of traffic manager, the job he left in 1942 to join a brilliant joint future for the acthe Navy. As a navigator in the
counts and their New York ex(Continued on page 80)
service he logged more than 2,000
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ROL RIDER, producer advertising manager Albers Div., Carnation Co.,!
L. A., to contact staff Young & Rubicam Inc., L. A.
THAINE A. YOUST, assistant merchandising director Doherty, Clifford
& Shenfield, N. Y., to Lennen & Mitchell, N. Y., as merchandising executive.
RUTHRAUFF & RYAN, N. Y., moves radio-TV department to larger
quarters on 62d floor of Chrysler Bldg. to accommodate expanded
staff covering new programs agency is producing.
WARD WHEELOCK Co. moves Hollywood offices to California Bank
Bldg., Vine St. and Selma Ave.

MEETING for the first time in their new executive offices in New York,
directors of Brand Names Foundation get together for their regular October
meeting (I to r): R. E. McKee, McCann-Erickson, who presented the Foundation's 1950-51 advertising campaign; Frank White, MBS president; William
H. Eaton, president of the American Home Magazine Corp., and Paul S.
Willis, Grocery Mfrs. of America Inc. president. The last three are Brand
Names Foundation directors.
BROADCASTING
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WTOP

are

daytime

shows

72%

d-to*

more-listene

than

the

next

station's

And

total

week

is 60%

THE

share

larger!

WASHINGTON

POST -CBS

Represehfed by Radio Sales

STATION

feature

SjoIs. . . .

fiowL

In addition to regular
coverage of agencies and
time buyers, may we remind you that WRC Sales
Manager Mai Glascock has
a busy telephone these
days. Clients know that
WRC can produce.

An inquiry regarding
WRC availabilities is as
convenient as your telephone. Call either National
Spot Sales or WRC, wherever you are.

A LEADING Baltimore retail
grocery center, Schreiber Bros., reports prolific results with its first
TV venture. While upping Schreiber's sales, the program on WAAM
(TV) Baltimore also is underscoring a try at participating sponsorship with tie-in merchandising by
national food manufacturers.
Called Magic by Christopher, the
show features an internationally
famous magician, Milbourne Christopher, who goes through a bag of
tricks in a 15-minute presentation.
WAAIM, which is promoting the
program extensively, stages the
Sc-hreiber vehicle in its giant studio where the John Hopkins Science
Review is originated for the DuMont Network. Anthony Farrar,
WAAM production manager, puts
the show through its camera paces.
The Wednesday night fare (10
p.m.) is compiling an unusual record both in its sponsorship and in
its direct selling approach, according to the station. George Poisal,
Schreiber's advertising manager, is
quoted as saying the program is
making a big hit with the firm
which is a heavy user of newspaper
adveitising.
"Although a bit early to make
predictions," Mr. Poisal says, "it
is the consensus here that the medium of television must definitely
be included in all of our future advertising plans."
Citing merchandising success,
Mr. Poisal points to Ready White
Peeled Potatoes, a new item to the

Schreiber's

ear After

showman performs

consumer and slightly in the "luxury class." The advertising executive told WAAM: "We are able
to move approximately 2,500 packages of this relatively unknown
product in one weekend, with
WAAM television our only means
of Schreiber
advertising."
Bros, offers manufacturers availabilities for 12 products, six individual items emphasized on alternating weeks. This
plan permits the food concerns to
pay less than the cheapest 20-second TV spot announcement in Baltimore, according to WAAM.
The store, which began in Baltimore as a small meat stall in cityowned Lexington Market and now
occupies twice the mart's floor space
at an adjacent location, spends
about $175,000 annually for advertising with the TV show appropriated from "additional funds."
Schreiber also uses radio spot in
its advertising.

. .

Year

WISN's Ann Leslie
Proves That She Is
Milwaukee's and
Southeastern Wisconsin's MOST
POPULAR
Women's Commentator.

or
F.

More

17
Years
"Over
The

Than
An n's
Coffee^^

Cup" Tone Has
Made Her Programs

I
I

business

Daily News in 1943 to become assistant sales manager of WTOP
Washington, several of his old
newspaper accounts paid him the
greatest tribute of his 10-year sales
career
radio. — they followed him into

IK THE NATION'S CAPITAL
VOUR BEST BUV IS

'FIRST in WASHINGTON

GORDON
HEN

October 30, 1950

IN WOMEN

strictly

country . . . you'll find
WRC's results are a telling
reason in these years of
hard selling.

•

ERESTED
INT
IF YOU'RE

A BUY-WORD With
Her Host of Faithful
Listeners.

Washington enjoys excellent position in the first
ten major markets in the

Page 16

of the meek

HAYES

Gordon Hayes resigned as advertising manager of the Washington

I

ou'll Like Doing
Business With WISN,
\
I

Most of these loyal clients were
retail stores and their conversion
to radio marked a major milestone
for WTOP. But Mr. Hayes, present western sales manager of CBS
Radio Sales in Chicago, modestly
claims his 1943 achievement was
not as difficult as one might assume.
While on the News, he became
acquainted with every buyer, merchandise manager, department
head, and retail store executive in
Washington, so all he had to do was
lead his friends into "the promised
landGordon
of radio."
Hayes became an advertising man by accident. A native
(Continued on page UO)
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IT'S UNOBTRUSIVE. Umber gray coloring blendl
if right into the TV picture. Minimum reflection. "%

In

the

show

wiffiouf

• • •

stealing

the

act

RCA's new ribbon-pressure
OO SLIM YOU MUST LOOK sharply
to see it ... so skillfully styled its
shape and coloring fade right into
the scene . . . this tubular microphone has won the favor of entertainers and announcers wherever it
has been shown.
Designed by RCA Laboratories
after more than three years of painstaking research, the STARMAKER
meets the long need of broadcasting,
television, and show business for a
high-fidelity microphone that — will
not hide the features of performers —
is easier to handle — anc/ yet retains
all the high-quality features of RCA
professional microphones. Pick-up is
non-directional. Frequency response
is uniform, 50 to 15,000 cps.

AUDIO

Here is a "carry-around" microphone free from wind blast and air
rumble. It contains no tubes, no condensers, no high-impedance circuits,
no special amplifiers, or power supplies— is virtually impervious to mechanical shock.
The STARMAKER fits any standard
microphone stand . . . and can be
substituted for any professional highquality RCA microphone. No extra
attachments tteeded!
For price and delivery, call your
RCA Broadcast Sales Engineer. Or
write Dept. 19 JE, RCA Engineering
Products, Camden, N. J.
*SelectedJrom entries submitted by Broadcast Stations in national contest.

BROADCAST

IT'S SMALL. Diameter of body is only IV4 inches. Dianieter
of pick-up point is only inch!

EQUIRMEMT

RAD
to
CORPORATION
CMOINEERIMO RRODUCTS DERARTMBMT,
In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal

of AMERICA
CAMDEM,M.J.

it's

easy.

WHEN

YOU

KNOW

how!

.

SHREVEPORT

SHARE

.

. AND

OF AUDIENCE— TOTAL

o%

io%

HERE'S

RATED

20%

THE

PROOF!

PERIODS— DEC. '49-APR.
30%

'50

40%

KWKH

"B"

"C"

"D"

AND

BMB

PROOF,

TOO!

Y,ES, month after month, year after year, KWKH
leads all Shreveport stations in Share-of-Audience
Hooperatings. The chart above shows KWKH's superiority for Total Rated Time Periods for the latest
five-month period. KWKH

also got the highest Hoopers

Morning, Afternoon and Evening, too!

KWKH DAYTIME
BMB COUNTIES
Study No. 2— Spring, h9*9

KWKH's tremendous popularity is just as outstanding
in the rich oil, timber and agricultural areas around
Shreveport. The 1949 BMB

Study credits KWKH

with a Daytime Audience of 303,230 families in 87
Louisiana, Arkansas and Texas counties. 227,701 of
these families are ^'average daily listeners" to KWKH!
Let KWKH's Know-How go to work for you here in
our booming tri-state market. Write for all the facts,
today!

KWKH
Texas
SHREVEPORT
The Branham

50,000

Watts

•

CBS

Company

f

Wk

LOUISIANA
Arkati sasjP

Representatives
Henry Clay, General Manager

!
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DEFENSE

/ /

N
.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY

Manufacturers

in Quandary

CUTBACKS

decision favoring the CBS color TV
by NPA officials who felt the issue
makers should decide among themCUTBACKS in the nation's civilian
selves as to how they will meet the
system as well as problems related
was not their concern. The manuradio - TV - phonograph appliance
facturers and FCC will have to pinch on raw materials — whether
to black-and-white television.
supply designed to meet defense
needs left manufacturers in a state
Manufacturers brought up the puzzle that out themselves, they
to concentrate on radio or TV proindicated.
duction, while adopting a plan of
of mingled concern and confusion
TV question at Thursday's meetstandardization on certain existing
ing, but were lightly brushed aside
last week as the government preThey also intimated that setpared to clamp down on the flow of
models, how
best to
"sub-to
vital metals into electronics chanstitute" materials,
andutilize
whether
nels.
re - evaluate current allocations
Metal Gutlfaclc5 -O^^^ct Seti . . . among their distributors.
National Production Authority of- ^ou/^
CUTBACKS in scarce metals used
World War II some silver was subficials flatly told manufacturers
stituted for copper wire but in
Emphasizing the military's claims
by radio and television set manufacturers will affect number of sets
that they may expect certain "limmost cases it was not as satis- for a substantial portion of electronics parts and equipment, NPA
itations";— ranging up to 20% or produced and perhaps quality of
factory and the cost was hig'h.
stressed that the 20% to 30% was
30% on the consumption of raw
Aluminum is used in TV elecperformance,
according
to
views
of
flexible and no base percentage has
materials, with Dec. 1 as probable
trolytic condensers and indoor
production engineers.
been established.
effective date.
aerials.
There
is
no
substitute
in
Even so, manufacturers already
the case of condensers but other
The government's proposed or- are considering means of making
Cite Increase Demand
der, expected officially sometime
metals can be used for aerials. Inavailable
supplies
go
as
far
as
posManufacturers
also were quick to
this week, provides that set-makers
cluding can and foil, condensers
sible by means of substitutes and
point
out
at
the
meeting,
presided
may not consume more than a cer- efficiency methods.
are 90% aluminum, with perhaps
over by William Henry Harrison,
tain percentage of material (copa pound in each television set.
The two key metals, copper and
per, aluminum, nickel and cobalt)
Cobalt and nickel are used in NPA administrator, that the milialuminum, are used in many portary is making increasing demands
utilized during a base period, probtions of television sets, with the
permanent magnet loudspeakers,
on its trained electronics and comably the fiscal year ended June 30. pound ratio for television from
focus coils and ion traps. Earlier
munications specialists. It was felt,
Future uses will be governed by three to five times as high as for models used electromagnets and
average use of each manufacturer
radio sets. Size of the radio chassoft iron to some degree. The in- however, that the Defense Dept.'s
during that period.
new policy requiring each service
sis has been greatly cut in recent
dustry can go back to substitutes
Thus all four metals — and rubber
to estimate manpower needs six
in all magnetic uses though perand steel as well — ^used in varying
months in advance of recall may
years.
formance might not be as good.
Copper is used frequently to
degrees in broadcast receiving and plate
the
steel
chassis,
but
cadmium
alleviate the growing drain on such
Some
nickel
is
used
in
the
gun
astransmission equipment appeared
sembly of the cathode ray tube.
also is popular and satisfactory.
services, if only to spread it all
destined to become critical highLargest amount of copper is used
There
are
better
magnetic
maover longer periods of time.
priority items, underscoring the in the AC power transformer, which
terials than the popular nickelNPA officials quoted industry repmanufatcurers' dilemma of balanccobalt combination but these magmust have this metal. It also aping supply and demand.
pears in filter chokes. Almost all
resentatives asresigned to the "unnetic alloy steels are extremely exConstruction Ban
pensive and in short supply.
pleasant fact" of curtailment of
coils have copper wire. During
(Continued on page 20)
NPA last week also announced
a ban on construction of new
buildings for "amusement, recreational or entertainment purposes."
Government officials explained that
the prohibition would not apply to
radio and television buildings or
Stays
Music'WTMJ-TV,
iates in the
puzzled 'St
as op
with The
the clarification,
studios, or plants engaged in DEVELOPMENTSGi
in yi
the k}
anti- NICt
Sstate were AM
S.
WI
to the legality of the broadcast.
manufacture of electronics equip- giveaway opinion delivered by WisWisconsin's only video station, deABC disclosed that none of its
clined to do so. In addition, WTMJment— ^for the present, at least.
consin's attorney general were
TV took four other network shows
Wisconsin affiliates had dropped
They warned, however, that anylast -^yeek. Stop the Music
off the air — Break the Bank
one starting construction which is manifold
the show despite WTMJ-TV cancelremained on nine ABC AM stations
lation of the TV version. An ABC
not on the prohibited list, but which
(NBC), Arthur Godfrey and Toni
in the state, the TV version was
spokesman said _the network will
"does not further the defense effort, cancelled by WTMJ-TV Milwaukee,
Twin Time (CBS), What's My
take legal action in the matter but Name (NBC) and Chance of a
either directly or indirectly, and
which
also
dropped
four
other
netthe exact nature has not been de- Lifetime (ABC).
does not increase the nation's prowork shows with giveaway ele- cided.
Messrs. Fairchild and Platz conductive capacity," runs the risk of
ments, and Tello-Test was restored
ferred Wednesday with Walter
being unable to complete the buildLottery Issue
after
a
technical
modification
in
Schwimmer, president of Radio
ing.
packager [BroadThomas Fairchild and William
The scarce materials regulation, format bycasting,the
Features, Chicago, which syndiOct. 23].
cates Tello-Test on 275 stations. At
revealed at a radio-TV representaA. Platz, Wisconsin's attorney general and his assistant, said the that time, Mr. Schwimmer agreed
Stop the Music, on WMAW Miltives' meeting last Thursday with
waukee, was restored to that sta- program would not be in viQlation
to a "slight technical modification
NPA authorities, is expected to action after agreement by station
centuate civilian demand for radioin the handling of the question,"
of the state's -rgstrictive anti-lotofficials
that
Wisconsin
listeners
which eliminated the lottery feaTV sets and phonographs. Matetery
laws if the'element
of without
lottery
would
be
warned
they
could
not
was
removed.
The
show,
ture and enables the show to rerials used in end products and comturn to WISN Milwaukee. Mr.
participate actively in the program.
ponent parts already are acutely
possible quiz participation by WisSchwimmer expects Tello-Test to
(Listeners are telephoned, and
scarce, authorities pointed out.
consin listeners, becomes an enterreturn today or tomorrow. Because
tainment feature, he said.
Not the least controversial ques- winners chosen for answering ques(Continued on page SI)
Although WMAW
went along
tions correctly.) Other ABC affiltion posed by NPA's ruling is FCC's
October 30, 1950 • Page 19
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Defense

Cutbacks

(Continued from page 19)
"their civilian production. The industry group included R. C.
Sprague, Sprague Electric Co.,
president of Radio-Television Mfrs.
Assn., and Fred R. Lack, Western
Electric Co., who heads up the Joint
Electronics Industry Advisory Committee to the Munitions Board,
Manufacturers promised to set
up a "task force" to study the problems and report back to NPA,
which stressed initially that the
proposed regulation was not really
an "order" and hoped the industry
would cooperate on a voluntary
basis to meet defense needs.
NPA oflRcials explained later that
all NPA regulations are carefully
evolved to avoid any implications
that suggest possible violation of
the anti-trust laws.
Effect on Civilian Needs
Spokesmen at RTMA, which officially declined comment, said, however, that the "limitations" proposed by the government would
have the "effect" of curtailing
civilian radio-TV production. It
was believed that the full impact
would be felt about the first of next
year, though present inventories
certainly wall be juggled.
R. C. Sprague, RTMA president,
said this past summer that the industry could expect anywhere from
a 15% to 20% cutback in civilian
radio-TV receiver output during
the Korean crisis. The NPA regulation would lift the maximum ceiling by 10% at the base of materials.
It was suggested that set-makers
who, for example, turn out a variety of TV receiver models would
be forced to standardize their line
to accommodate fewer types. Television saturation of production capacities already has drawn heavily
on components to such an extent
that electronics parts in other
fields are acutely scarce.
Authorities pointed out, too,
that the effect would be manifest
chiefly in the consumption of metal
units, rather than percentage of
output, and that the diversion of
civilian appliances would, in the
long run, be greater than appears
on the surface.
Set-makers reportedly held a
post-NPA meeting last Thursday
though details generally were unavailable. Discussions were described as informal.
Same Plan Outlined
Following the radio-TV session,
NPA authorities met with representatives ofthe Electric Consumer
Goods Industry Advisory Committee, before whom they outlined substantially the same plan.
Representing NPA at the radioTV conclave, in addition to Mr.
Harrison, were H. B. McCoy, assistant administrator of industry operations; Donald S. Parris, Communications Dept.; Thomas Delahanty,
General Products Division, and
Rollen Kadesch, NPA information
office. Other government officials
present included Marvin Hobbs,
Munitions Board Electron; 3S Dept.,
Page 20
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CBS
NETWORK

Leads in Nine Months

TIME

Gross Billings— PIB
GROSS radio network time billings for the first nine months in 1950
totaled $135,722,285, some $3,390,613 less than the same period last year,
according to statistics released by Publishers Information Bureau last
week. September figures for the four networks were $13,931,561 as
compared to 1949 September totals
*
of $14,082,718.
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and Leighton Peebles, National Security Resources Board.
Industry officials attending were:
William Balderstone, Philco Corp.;
F. H. Vogel, General Electric Co.; Fred
R. Lack, Western Electric Co.; Ray C.
Ellis, Raytheon Mfg. Co.; R. C. Sprague,
Sprague national
Electric
A. Ehle, Lamb,
InterResistanceCo.;Co.;H. Franklin
Tele-King
Corp.;
R.
A.
Graver
and
F. GUbarte, Admiral Corp.; E. L. John
Hall,
Pilot Radio Corp.; David Wald and
Mark Glaser, DeWald Radio Mfg. Corp.;
BernardvisionFein,
Ansley Radio
& TeleCorp.; William
E. Wilson
and
C. T. Little, Acme Electric Corp.; W. J.
Moteland,
Conrac
Inc.;
Leonard
Cramer, Allen B. DuMont Labs.; David
Higgins, Hallicrafters Co.; A. P. Hirsch,
Macmold Radio Corp.; G. G. Felix,
Crosley Div.-Avco Mfg. Corp.; Benjamin Abrams, Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp.; Paul V. Galvin, Motorola
Inc.; W. tronics
A. Corp.;
McDonald,
Hazletine
ElecJohn Kruesi,
American
Lava anaCorp.;
A.
D.
Plamondon
Jr.,
IndiSteel Products Co.; W. W. Watts,
RCA;
Arie
Liberman,
Talk
-A
-Phone;
G. E. Gustafson and Hugh Boyer,
Zenith Radio Corp.
The effect of NPA's proposed
order on raw materials appeared
certain to have ramifications all
down the line, throug'h retailer and
distributor, and eventually for the
public. TV set retailers have complained bitterly since Regulation W
was promulgated by the Federal
Reserve Board that sales have
dropped below normal.
Consumers now are required to
pay down from 15% to 25% more
on radio, TV and other household
appliances, with installment-paying
periods reduced from 18 to 15
months.

Earlier, last Wednesday aluminum representatives were told by
government officials that NPA must
reduce civilian consumption of that
metal — either by cutting allocations to each manufacturer or eliminating use of the item for nonessential types of manufacture.
Fabricators objected to both methods and proposed that any necessary curbs be applied voluntarily
by industry.
C. Donald Dalles, chairman of the
board of Revere Copper & Brass
Inc., huge supplier of materials for
electronics use, questioned whether
accelerated rate of copper stockpiling is justified and warned it may
take one-third of the available U. S.
supply. Copper is a key item in
manufacture of TV antennae.
Steel Order
A similar order issued on steel
also threatens to curtail supply of
that product in the output of television and radio towers.
Manufacturers of radio receiving
tubes already have voiced their concern over shortages and scarcity of
high-priority components commandeered for defense purposes
[Broadcasting, Oct. 23].
Also a matter of concern is
the possibility that manufacturers
may find it more difficult than ever
to comply with FCC's proposal that
they build video receivers to accommodate CBS color TV. Adapters

and converters also consume precious materials, it was pointed out.
A wholesale 30% curtailment of
civilian production, if it ever materialized, conceivably could send
repercussions right down the line
to advertisers and television broadcasters, in view of TV's accepted
rate structure based on set circulation, some authorities pointed out.
This dire prospect was not seen,
however, in NPA's present proWith respect to top-priority orMunitions Board has anposal. ders, the nounced
a system of ratings to
guide contractors and sub-contractors. Electronic and communications equipment is rated seventh in
defense priority.
Requests from manufacturers
who would expand their electronics
and other plants for defense purposes will be channeled to NSRB
Director W. Stuart Symington,
mobilization coordinator, who will
sei-ve as "certifying authority" for
permission to take advantage of
special tax benefits under the NPA
Act.
They could write off the costs for
tax purposes within five years as
was substantialy the case during
World War -II, and thus remove
themselves from higher tax brackets.
Meanwhile, the Manufacture
Committee of the U. S. Chamber
of Commerce met Friday to review
the nation's defense production program. They were joined by government officials. Committee is
headed by Chairman Stanley C.
Allyn and includes Frank Folsom,
RCA president.
CAAB

MEET

Scheduled Noy. 9-70
THE CBS affiliates advisory board
will hold its second 1950 meeting
Nov. 9-10 in New York.
Members of the board are: I. R.
Lounsberry, WGR Buffalo, chairman; E. E. Hill, WTAG Worcester,
Mass., secretary; C. T. Lucy,
WRVA Richmond, Va. ; Glenn Marshall Jr., WMBR Jacksonville,
Fla. ; Howard Summerville, WWL
New Orleans; Richard Borel,
WBNS Columbus, Ohio; William
Quarton, WMT Cedar Rapids;
Clyde Rembert, KRLD Dallas , and
Clyde Coombs, KROY Sacramento,
Calif.
CBS executives who are to attend
the CAAB meetings include: Frank
Stanton, president; Joseph H. Ream,
executive vice president; Adrian Murphy, vice president and general executive; Lawrence Lowman, vice president and general executive; William
C. Gittinger, vice president and assistant to the president; Herbert V.
Akerberg, vice president in charge of
station relations; Dr. Peter C. Goldmark, vice president in charge of engineering research and development;
Earl Gammons, vice president in
charge of Washington office; Louis
Hausman, vice president in charge of
advertising and sales promotion; Hubbell Robinson Jr., vice president in
charge of network programs; J. L.
Van Volkenburg, vice president in
charge of network sales; William A. Ij
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix tions,
Schudt andJr.,E.director
stations
rela- '*
E. Hall, ofeastern
division
manager, station relations.
"It just proves, Honey, radio is here to stay!"
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The overall transaction is the
largest in radio history, over-shadowing the $8 million gross figure
in
Edward
Noble's 1943
purchase
of the BlueJ. Network
(ABC)
and

General Tire Bid Sets Record
SALE
Authorities said General Tire
RECORD-SETTING $12,320,000
also exceeding the net price of apSan Diego, and KDB in the Don
purchase of the Don Lee radio and will also dispose of one of its staLee transaction.
proximately $6,600,000 involved in
tions— KDB Santa Barbara — in
Purchase of the Lee interests
' television properties by General
the
ABC
transaction.
Mr. O'Neil
Tire & Rubber Co. and its parlay comformity with FCC's AM mulpointed out that the Lee estate
also gives General Tire another
sale of Don Lee's KTSL (TV) Los
19% of the stock of Mutual net- included "substantially over $5
tiple ownership "policy."
Unlike TV, the AM duopoly rule
! Angeles to CBS [Broadcasting,
work— in which it already owns
million in cash and quick assets,"
Oct. 23] are slated to be placed
does not specify a maximum numabout 19% — as well as Pacific which would put the net price at
before FCC within a fortnight for
ber of stations which may be owned
Northwest Broadcasting Co., around $7 million (before further
KDB).
approval.
including sale of
by a single entity, but FCC's policy through which the Don Lee Net- liquidations,
has been to keep the limit at seven.
work has 25 affiliates in addition to
i| General Tire, owner of Yankee
Network, outbid Hoffman Radio & General Tire already owns WNAC
On behalf of General Tire, the
16 affiliated stations in California.
Television Corp. and associates to Boston, WONS Hartford, WICC
Whether General Tire will have
Washington law firm of Pierson &
acquire all stock controlling Don
Bridgeport, and WEAN Provito sell its Mutual holdings down to Ball last week was preparing apdence in the Yankee group, and is a total of 30%, to meet MBS proLee Broadcasting System and
plications for FCC approval, and
KTSL from the Thomas S. Lee
visions, will be determined by the expressed hope they would be ready
acquiring KHJ-AM-FM Los An(Continued on page 30)
Mutual board of directors.
Estate, simultaneously announcing
geles, KFRC San Francisco, KGB
the television station would go to
CBS.
Terms of the KTSL-CBS transaction were not disclosed. But it
was expected that CBS would
Nf nVORff
GROSS
UP
For August— PIB
acquire station equipment at $300,000 to $600,000, depending on curand within their category. Miles
more spent over $1 million during
[ rent appraisals, and would lease ACTIVITY of radio network advertisers during the summer of 1950
the month of August, while General
Labs was top investor.
space in Don Lee's new $3 million
continued to show an increase as Mills with expenditures of $853,178
Toiletries & Toilet Goods prostudio building on a long-term
ducers ran third with purchases of
compared to 1949, according to placed second. Third place was
basis — 10 to 15 years — and also figures
taken by Miles Labs who spent
compiled for August and
lease the Mt. Wilson TV site with
$1,752,586, while Smoking Mater$696,545 in gross billing and
released to Broadcasting by Pubials and Soaps, Polishes & Cleansoption to buy.
tively.
lishers Information Bureau. The
ers were fourth and fifth, respecSterling Drug ranked fourth, with
j It was estimated that the $5 mil- networks received $12,561,675 total
$562,278. Philip Morris Co. became
I lion-plus which the Lee estate alfifth heaviest advertisers in August,
during August 1950, while
I i ready held in cash and quick assets, billing
* * *
the same month last year the by purchasing $426,324 worth of
i plus returns from certain other in
radio time.
gross network time sales were
TOP
TEN
RADIO
NETWORK ADVERTISERS
ji properties to be liquidated, would
FOR AUGUST 1950
Among the product groups, the
$12,164,974.
1. Procter & Gamble
$1,240,600
i bring General Tire's actual outlay
Food & Food Products bought $3,The total network sales of $121,2. General Mills
853,178
I!' down
to
approximately
$6
million,
861,900
from
January
to
August
052,005
in
network
time,
to
rank
3.
Miles
Labs
696,545
and that about half of this would
4. Sterling Drug
562,278
first. General Mills led that group
1950 still lagged behind the $125,5.
Philip
Morris
Co
426,324
j be borne by CBS through its pureight-month cumulative of by spending $853,178 for radio ad6. General Foods
422,464
I chase of KTSL equipment and, 027,864
7. American Home Products ... 419,636
last year.
vertising. The manufacturers of
8.
Liggett
&
Myers
388,625
primarily, its long-term leasehold
Procter & Gamble, perennial
Drugs & Remedies bought $1,896,9. Gillette Safety Razor Co. .. 337,817
I arrangements.
10. Campbell Soup Co
283,129
leader of radio advertisers, once
578 worth of time, to place second
The bid was made through the
First National Bank of Akron as
* * *
trustee of the retirement plan for
, GROUP IN AUGUST 1950
TOP NETWORK ADVERTISERS FOR EACH PRODUCT
employes of General Tire and cer108,210
Industrial Materials
U. S. Steel
tain other subsidiaries, and it was
Agriculture & Farming
Ralston-Purina Co
Insurance
Prudential
122,245
Apparel,
Footwear
&
Acces
Adam
Hat
Stores
$35,245
33,280 Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
thought the trustee would retain
Automotive, Auto. Equip. &
OfRce Equip., Writing Supplies,
ownership of the studio building
Supplies
Chrysler Corp
66,588
88,020
Stationery & Acces.
Eversharp
Aviation, Aviation Equip &
and other real estate while transPolitical
Roosevelt for Gov. Comm.
Supplies
704
Publishing
&
Media
First
Church
of
Christ
ferring all other radio properties
Beer, Wine & Liquor
Schenley Industries inc. ..
Scientist (Monitor) .... 11,480
BIdg. Mat., Equip. & Fixtures . .Johns-Monville Corp
to General Tire and TV facilities
TV Sets, Phonographs,
79,425 Radios,
Confectionery & Soft Drinks ....Wm. H. Wrigley Jr. Co. .. 104,873
Musical Instruments & Acces
194,979
Consumer Services
American Tel. & Tel.
65,484
Retail
Stores
& Direct Mail
Dr. Hiss
Drugs & Remedies
Miles Labs
426,324
j to CBS.
1,080
Smoking Materials
Philip Morris Co
Entertainment & Amusements
797,762
696,545
!
Jones To Head KTSL
Soaps,
Polishes
&
Cleaners
Procter
&
Gamble
Food & Food Products
General Mills
853,178 Sporting Goods & Toys
Wilson
Co
Gasoline,
Lubricants
&
Other
Fuels
Standard
Oil
of
Indiana
.
.
29,614
116,271 Toiletries & Toilet G«ods
Horticulture
Gillette Safety Razor Co.
j CBS
announced
that Merle
Transportation, Travel & Resorts .Assn. of Amer. Railroads 337,817
Household Equip. & Supplies .... Gulf Oil Corp
I Jones, general manager of KNXAmer. Fed. of Labor .... 110,192
66,228
Household Furnishings
Armstrong Cork Co
92,887 Miscellaneoes
j CBS Hollywood and the Columbia
35,282
I Pacific Network, would become general manager of KTSL when CBS
Jan.-Aug.
GROSS AM NETWORK
TIME SALES FOR AUG. AND JAN. -AUG. 1950— COMPARED TO 1949 BYJan.-Aug.
PRODUCT GROUPS
Jan.-Aug.
takes over. Thomas G. O'Neil, vice
Jan.-Aug.
Aug.
1949
1949
president of General Tire and vice PRODUCT GROUP Aug. 1950 1950
Aug.
1950
1950
Aug. 1949
1949 PRODUCT GROUP
, chairman of Mutual, said the Don
Farming &
Agriculture
124,323
123,845
1,430,031
Materials
1,382,682
279,202 ^,608,739
232,036
! Lee Network and stations will be
Insurance
& Access. $ 74,670 $ 685,266
1,918,397
Jewelry,
Optical
$
77,735
$
753,939
under the executive management
76,571
816,906
Apparel, Footwear
Goods &
70,858 860,282
141,142 1,429,298
of Willet H. Brown, now Don Lee Automotive,motive AutoCameras
Access.
960,708
: president.
OfRce Equip., Sta& Supplies
297,040 3,591,555
335,050
4,918,751
Aviaiion
862,380
tionery &Writ964,018
66,588
I Lewis Allen Weiss, Don Lee Aviation,
ing Supplies
Political
Equip. &
Publishing &
: board chairman, who had been ex704
Supplies
24,408
Beer, Wine &
pected to remain with the network
44,407 577,066
594,423
Media TV Sets,
115,209 1,729,549
Liquor
106,884 664,875 Radios.
Phonographs,
11,480
BIdg. Materials,
j if the Hoffman group had acquired
104,873 893,783
108,167 873,685
it, meanwhile expressed his desire Confectionery
Equip & Fixtures
&
Musicalments Instru&Access.
613,803
731,545
Soft Drinks
to bow out of the organization and
318,982 4,629,071
382,971 4,486,429 Smoking
&
Remedies
1,610,752
13,641,100
1,896,578
16,673,928
asked attorneys for the Lee estate Drugs
Materials
1,738,462
15,434,010
1,562,090
15,517,816
Entertainment &
last week to activate the resignaAmusements
Soaps,
Cleansers 1,433,312 13,557,928
1,254,985 13,121,792
Food & Food
Polishes
& Toys
tion which he submitted July 19.
Products
3,052,005
29,636,959
2,689,605
29,271,412
Sporting
Goocis
62,774 62,774
The Los Angeles Times, 51%
29,614 29,614
Gasoline,cantsLubriToiletries &
owner of KTTV (TV) Los AnFuels & Other
Toilet Goods
1,725,538 16,673,928
1,935,220 19,681,506
475,045 3,426,152
376,017 3,978,699 Transportation,
geles, said it will acquire full ownHorticulture
91,968
105,696
Travel &
ership when CBS disposes of its Household Equip.
Resorts
89,010 783,428
585,783
273,676 4,905,825 Miscellaneous
& Supplies
302,252 2,213,029
66,228
49% interest in KTTV under
220,619 1,860,327
Household
Total
Furnishings
357,538 $121,861,900
3,467,778 $12,164,974 $125,027,864
37,054 733,112
39,320 327,244
$12,561,675
FCC's duopoly rules.
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DON

LEE

pointed out
that all media
and
Y —
STOR
THE
STORY of radio's
preeminence
O'S
RADI
TELL
in the media field, with its ability living habits have been aff'ected.
to reach the most people at the Therefore the committee advocated
a broad look at the advertising
lowest cost, must be told forcefully
and frequently — and soon.
media picture. Radio's problem thus
This position was taken by the is much more than a competitive
NAB AM Committee, meeting in battle with TV, members felt.
The idea of an intensive study
NAB's
and have
Oct. 23-24,will
Washington
board
of directors
a of radio rates was taken up but
strong recommendation from the committeemen were opposed to a
survey of that type. They felt the
committee at its mid - November
meeting.
radio project should deal with audience and facilities. Many of the
Two days of committee discussion
members, however advocated radio
covered the gamut of radio's currate increases based on general inrent problems, under chairmanship
crease in operating costs, just as
of Hugh B. Terry, KLZ Denver.
media have raised space
Out of the meeting came the printed
rates.
proposal that NAB tell the world
the true story of the broadcast
Convention Realignment
medium, a story that many memA second project that drew combers felt has never been properly
mittee attention was the 1951 NAB
' toldA in
radio's
30-year
history.
convention,
to be held in mid-April
veteran broadcaster familiar
at the Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
with the medium's growth and its Members favored the idea of a concurrent status, Paul W. Morency,
current convention, with manageWTIC Hartford, led the committee
ment and engineering groups
movement to gain proper recognimeeting at the same time. For the
tion for radio in the growingly
last two years the engineering
competitive advertising field. Mr.
meetings have been held before or
Morency is District 1 director.
after the management convention,
Study Ryan Plan
involving exhibitors in week-long
The committee went carefully
participation.
Committeemen agreed that the
into a plan submitted last August
by William B. Ryan, NAB general
1950 convention, with its high-brass
manager, following demand by aspect, had been a disappointment.
Assn. of National Advertisers for They favored a convention with
drastic radio rate reductions be- both broad industry aspects andspecialized workshop sessions.
cause of TV's impact on listening.
At that time Mr. Ryan proposed
Main emphasis was placed on the
that the true facts of media rate
need of brightening the agenda,
structures be pitted against each
making the convention as interesting as possible. Injection of
other [Broadcasting, Aug. 28].
more showmanship and drama into
The Ryan plan supplied many
the convention meetings was faof the ideas behind the committee's
recommendation, as finally adopted
vored. Workshop sessions would. infor board consideration.
terest such industry groups as
Committee members felt that independents and network affiliates,
FM, TV and other segments.
the story of radio's growth should
be told in terms of radio sets, audiIndustry Problems Discussed
ence and facilities. This would take
Other industry problems disthe form of a major project, procussed by the committee included
viding an all-out analysis of the
broadcast medium. Sales impact of national defense measures, taxathe spoken word and programming
tion, manpower recruitment, wage
appeal would be portrayed in the freezes, special orders by regularadio presentation.
tory agencies and effect of the
While members agreed the im- Wisconsin court decision on giveaways (see story page 19).
pact of TV on radio is serious in
A number of NAB staff members
major television areas, it was
NAB RADIO Committee held two-day session in Washington last week. Attending were (I to r): Milton L. Greenebaum, WSAM Saginaw, Mich.; William
E. Ware, KSTL St. Louis; Paul W. Morency, WTIC Hartford; Justin Miller,

NOW
took part
in last week's committee
meeting, including President Justin
Miller; General Manager William
B. Ryan; C. E. Arney Jr., secretarytreasurer; Robert K. Richards, public affairs director.
Full Agenda
Hugh M. P. Higgins, director of
Broadcast Advertising Bureau, outlined projects of the association's
sales " promotion agency. Richard
P. Doheity, employe-employer relations director, discussed operating costs and employment. Jack
Hardesty, NAB station relations
director, who starts tomorrow on a
cross-country membership tour,
reviewed the status of NAB membership and steps underway to
bring in non-member stations.
Dr. Kenneth H. Baker discussed
NAB research projects and Ralph
W. Hardy, government relations
director, reviewed lobby activities.
Committee members present, beWKBW
STUDIOS
Ceremonies Held Oct. 27
OFFICIAL opening of the new
studio building of WKBW Buffalo
[Broadcasting, Sept. 25] was
marked last Friday with festive
ceremonies attended by leaders of
the industry. Climax of the occasion was a scheduled ABC coastto-coast pickup from Buffalo at 11
p.m., with the broadcast featuring
FCC Comr. Frieda B. Hennock and
Mark Woods, vice chairman of the
board of ABC. Milton Cross served
as master of ceremonies.
Special contingent from New
York for the event was to include
Jack Purvis, N. W. Ayer; Frank
Silvernail, BBDO; Frank Coulter,
Young & Rubicam; Dick Grahl,
Wm. Esty & Co.; Frank Daniel,
Lennen & Mitchell; Chet Slaybaugh, Morse International; John
Kucera, The Blow Co.; Ed Whitley,
Badger, Browning & Hersey; Keith
Shaffer, Erwin, Wasey & Co.
Avery-Knodel Inc., national representative for WKBW, was to
be representated by Arthur McCoy,
Fred Newberth; John Tormey, J.
William Knodel and Lewis H.
Avery.

sides Chairman Terry and Mr.
Morency, were H Quenton Cox,
KGW Portland, Ore.; Simon R.
Goldman, WJTN Jamestown, N. Y.;
Milton L. Greenebaum, WSAM
Saginaw, Mich.; Glenn Shaw, KLX
Oakland; F. C. Sowell, WLAC
Nashville;
Ware, WDUZ
KSTL
St. Louis; William"
Ben A. E.Laird,
Green Bay, Wis.
CBS-NIHLEAN SUIT
Is Settled Out of Court
MISAPPROPRIATION of dramatic property suit brought by two
writers against CBS for .$150,000
was settled out of court in Chicago
last week and dismissed Monday in
Federal District Court by Judge
Philip Sullivan. Mr. and Mrs. Russell Nihlean of Chicago charged
last August that CBS broadcast a
network show. Hit the Jackpot,
based on an idea submitted by them
to WBBM (CBS) Chicago. They
alleged the idea for Hit the Jackpot was taken from their show.
Watch Your Step.
Judge Sullivan dismissed the case
"with prejudice," which provides
that same suit may not be brought
into court again. The plaintiffs
and the defendants were ordered
to
pay theirwith
own the
court
costs. were
Codefendants
network
DeSoto and Plymouth, sponsors of
Hit the Jackpot.
Lindsey to KYMA
WILLIAM L. LINDSEY, at present
program director of KLAS Las
Vegas, Nev., will become general
manager of the new KYMA Yuma,
Ariz., according to an announcement last week by Albert Johnson,
manager of Salt River Valley
Broadcasting Co., which holds the
KYMA construction permit as well
as the license of KOY Phoenix.
Mr. Lindsey is to leave KLAS Nov.
6 to take up his new duties preparatory to the Yuma 250 w outlet on 1400 kc taking the air
around Dec. 1. KYMA will affiliate with Mutual-Don Lee and the
Arizona Network, is was an-t

'■
nounced.
NAB president; Hugh B. Terry, KLZ Denver, chairman; William B. Ryan,
NAB; F. C. Sowell, WLAC Nashville; Simon R. Goldman, WJTN Jamestown;
H Quenton Cox, KGW Portland; Ben A. Laird, WDUZ Green Bay.

How KPFM(FM) Promotes

Sponsor's Products
In 80 Supermarkets

POINT-OF-SALE radio advertising in supermarkets as a new off.
shoot of FM radio is doubling the
gross income of KPFM (FM) Portland, Ore., Manager Stanley M.
Goard has disclosed to Broadcasting.
The independent FM station
channels music and spot announcements to some 80 city supermarkets
, promoting sale of food products
: that shopper-listeners can buy in
the store. The 20-second store commercials are purchased by food
manufacturers through Point-0Salescast Co., Portland, which
books the time with KPFM and provides the copy.
Donald W. Greene, owner-manager of the firm which was organized specifically for that purpose
last May 1, concedes that the idea
of storecasting is not new. But he
adds:
Cites Growing Success
Of Storecasting Technique
". . . We've had unusual success,
and as far as I know, Portland's
program is the only one in which
the stores contribute to the cost, as
well as the sponsors ... a service

more attractive both to the participating stores and to the sponsors."
Other cities which have inaugurated storecasting in recent years —
but without charging the stores
— are Chicago, Detroit, New York,
Philadelphia and Hartford, Conn.
Storecasting in Portland is aired
during store hours, from 9 a.m. to
6:30 p.m. with commercials accepted only if the particular product is
carried by 90% of the participating
stores. Only deviation from the
regular KPFM broadcast schedule
of continuous music is that involving use of supersonic signals in
supermarkets to increase the volume on commercials and eliminate
station breaks and newscasts.
The storecasting arrangement
entails advantages for the station,
supermarkets and home listeners
alike, according to Mr. Goard. The
stores derive on-the-spot help from
manufacturers in moving merchandise, vocal salesmanship, and a
more pleasant atmosphere for customers and workers. Additionally,
merchants extend cooperation in
stocking advertising items.
Mr. Goard also singles out a
limit of three 20-second commercials per quarter-hour and several
hours per day when no commercials
are aired.
Taping In Advance
Holds Down Costs
To help keep costs down and insure maximum quality announcecommercials
recordedments, theinweek's
advance
on reels areof

"Scotch" sound recording tape, with
entire operation handled by the station engineer. Only special equipment needed is a high-frequency
oscillator for generating the supersonic signals, according to Mr.
Goard. Store equipment is furnished
by Point-O-Salescast Co. on a
monthly rental basis.
Mr. Goard (I) discusses recording
This special tape, which elimiof KPFM supermarket storecastnates the need for an all-day aning commercials with Announcer
nouncer and requires his services
Tom Hotchkiss.
only when he is "fresh," is a prodBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Starting the pi-epared "Scotch"
uct of Minnesota Mining & Manu"faded
he has is
gs once
tape recordin
facturing Co., St. Paul. The firm out"
t music
the
the storecas
specializes in production of
,
"Scotch" sound-recording and other KPFM station engineer who supervises entire storecast operation
pressure-sensitive adhesive tapes
for industrial and consumer use.
from the studios of the independent
FM outlet.
The station engineer, who exercises complete supervision, over all
fare, fades out the music as commercials or station breaks come up, are finding this new medium . . .
feeds in the appropriate high-fre- One successful."
West Coast firm, for examquency signals, and starts the pre- very
viously-prepared tape recordings,
ple, added storecasting to its advertising schedule and its sales jumped
reversing the procedure for resumption of the musical portion
147%
over last year's comparable
of storecasts.
period, according to Mr. Greene of
Point-O-Salescast Co. Another conEquipment Needs
cerned a Los Angeles firm which
In Markets
introduced a product in the PortWithin the supermarkets, necesland area coincident with inauguration of storecast service.
sary equipment includes an antenna, from two to six speakers,
Final Success Shown
an FM receiving set, and a volume
control mechanism responsive to In Volume Figures
UHF frequencies. Entire operation
"At the end of two months, with
is automatic in the stores and requires no attention from employes. no advertising except KPFM storeWith volume control adjustable casting, the firm's total volume on
to any of several high frequency the product in Portland was equal
signals, volume not only can be to its total volume in Los Angeles —
increased in some stores but cer- a market five and a half times bigtain announcements can be either
ger, where the product had a six
entirely or partially blocked out years' head-start," Mr. Greene said.
throughout
Among the 20 products adverflexible is it.the store chains — so
tised through KPFM are: Borden's
One example of that necessity
Cottage Cheese, Teagarden Preserves, Crown Flour, Roman Meal
arose recently when a bakery initiated a spot drive on behalf of Breakfast Food, Fla-R-Pac, Begits bread and pastry. Inasmuch as More Dog Food, Shady Oak Mushone of the stores made its own
rooms, and Par-T-Pak soft drinks.
pastry, it was able to carry announcements on the bread only
through use of a special signal that
would cut out the pastry plugs.
KPFM enjoys additional revenue
from such an operation by virtue
of the "somewhat higher price" it
commands for the added value of
point-of-sale broadcasting.
"Cost to the average store is $15,"
Mr. Goard points out. "However,
the main income ... is derived
from the purchase of spot anOne of a Series
nouncements bymanufacturers who
October 30, 1950
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WGGG
SWITCH
State Board Defers Action
PROPOSAL by WGGG Gainesville,
Fla., that it exchange frequency
and power facilities with WRUF,
the U. of Florida-owned station,
was deferred Oct. 23 following a
two-day meeting of the Florida
State Board of Control.
WGGG would exchange its 250 w
and 1230 kc dial spot with the 5
k^v-850 kc operation of WRUF,
with which it competes in Gainesville. WGGG is licensed to Alachua
County Broadcasting Co. Inc., with
R. M. Chamberlin as president
and general manager.
The meeting posed a controversial issue in Florida radio circles where three stations — -WRUF
WSUN St. Petersburg and WJAX
Jacksonville — operate as city or
college properties. Some broadcasters, including Walter Tison,
president and general manager of
WALT Tampa, feel that the FCC
should draw a definite distinction
between commercial radio stations
and those operating as a service
rendered by civic groups. WRUF
has been listed as an MBS affiliate.
LILIENTHAL
Retained as RCA Counsellor
DAVID E. LILIENTHAL, former
chairman of the Atomic Energy
Commission, has been retained by
RCA as special counsellor on policy
and administrative matters. Though
no announcement has been made
by RCA, it is understood Mr.
Lilienthal has been serving in this
capacity for some weeks.
Mr. Lilienthal has extensive experience in scientific fields as an
administrator. Besides directing
Atomic Energy Commission in its
formative period he was a prime
mover of Tennessee Valley Authority in the '30s. It is believed he
may assume a top research capacity at RCA.
Within a fortnight Mr. Lilienthal
is expected to open a consulting
office in the American Security
Bank Bldg., Washington. He will
counsel on administrative and
policy matters.

Mr. LILIENTHAL
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Mr. Jahncke

Mr. McDonald

Mr. Saudek

Mr. Oberfelder

ABC promotions and realignments announced Oct. 20 [Broadcasting, Oct. 23]
include Ernest L. Jahncke, vice president in charge of stations, being appointed vice president in charge of all radio, including network and stations;
Joseph A. McDonald, vice president and general attorney, and Robert Saudek,
vice president in charge of public relations, being named assistants to Robert
E. Kintner, ABC president. Mr. McDonald will be responsible for all legal
matters and labor relations, and Mr. Saudek, in addition to present duties,
will head advertising, promotion and research. Messrs. Jahncke, McDonald
and Saudek report to Mr. Kintner. Also announced was the naming of Ted
Oberfelder, head of ■ advertising-promotion, as manager of WJZ New York;
and Clarence Doty as WJZ-TV manager, both reporting to Murray Grabhorn,
vice president in charge of owned and operated stations. Mitchell DeGroot
has been appointed acting manager of advertising and promotion. Benjamin
Gedalecia continues as manager of research.

TOWER
FALLS
KHQ Plans New Structure
PLANS are underway for another
826-ft. structure to replace KHQ
Spokane's new radio tower that
jack-knifed in opposite directions
Oct. 18, according to R. 0. Dunning, president. Tower was to have
replaced
KHQ'slocated
present
quarterwave antenna
250-ft.
from
the site of the construction.
The new structure collapsed at
the 608-ft. level as workmen began
to tension a second set of permanent guy cables.
As yet, cause of the failure has
not been determined. Station was
off the air for 61 minutes when a
falling guy wire severed the transmission line leading to the currently-used tower, which had been
cut from the half -wave size of 826ft. to 430-ft. by a windstorm last
November. The old tower was unsupported and although damaged
by the storm still showed no appreciable loss of coverage as it had
separated at nearly the exact
quarter-wave point.
The new tower, which suddenly
gave way, was of a uniform cross
section of 6'3", and was to have
been supported by two sets of three
permanent guys. Two workmen installing neon sections of the tower
were on the ground and, while
knocked from their feet, were not
seriously injured. Chief Engineer
John Walker and Salesman Charles
Lohnes, of KHQ, and William Whitman, International Derrick &
Equipment Co., who were at the
scene, sprinted to safety. Prime
contractor was RCA, fabrication
by International Derrick and erection by Radio Towers Inc., the
station reported.

WHEELS of new anti-subversive control machinery set up to compel
^^
^^^^
^^^^their
'"X'r;n^
Communist
"front"
or "action"
to identify
radio and
TIESorganizations
TI
EN
ID
D
RE
television programs and to impose other restrictions on their activities
began to turn slowly last week.
It was strongly evident that the
new law, which may face revision
or "action" group to air any radio
once Congress reconvenes, may
or television program without idenhave little practical effect on statifying, in advance, the program it
tion operations. The burden of en- is sponsoring [BROADCASTING, Oct.
forcement does not rest on stations.
2]. The provision is not intended
to add further obligations to those
Communist party officials and
already imposed on broadcasters.
fellow-traveler groups who subseA Federal Register compilation
quently may be deemed to fall
within that category had taken no of registered organizations would
serve as the guide with respect to
action to comply with the law's lawful groups. But broadcasters
provision calling for registration
NATIONAL GUARD
with the Justice Dept. within the would not be asked to rule off nonregistrants,
upon
whom
alone
the
Sets Spots for 1,232 Outlets
30-day limit. Deadline on registra- burden of responsibility would rest.
tions was last Monday evening.
NATIONAL GUARD will launch
FCC
regulations
already
require
It was believed that the issue
stations to identify sponsors of a spot announcement campaign
eventually would go to the courts radio and television programs.
using three one-minute spots on
as a "test case." In the interim,
more than 1,232 radio stations durOther
Members
penalties for non-registration, coving the month of November.
ering prison sentences and fines up
Other members of the new conThe advertising budget for Nato $10,000, cannot be enforced until
trol board are Peter Campbell
tional Guard is $300,000, which
ths government firmly establishes
Brown, special assistant to the At- pays for recruiting aids such as
who is required to register as an
spot radio, posters and newspapers.
torney General; Charles M. LaFol"Time and space is being bought
"action" or "front" group.
lette, former Republican Congressman
from
Indiana
and
now
execuby the agency, Robert Orr & Assoc.,
Board Created
tive director of Americans for on a long-term rotating basis so
To that end. President Truman
that every station and newspaper
Democratic
Action;
David and
J.' Coddaire, Boston
lawyer,
Dr. will be given consideration," Jospeh
last Monday created a five-man
Subversive Activities Control
Kathryn McHale, former director
R. Joyce, account executive of the
general of the American Assn. of agency, told Broadcasting.
Board to be headed by Seth Richardson, chairman of the governUniversity Women.
The current spot schedule includes stations of 5 kw and under.
ment's Loyalty Review Board. The
Justice Dept. is expected to ask
During the month of September^
the board for an order sometime
the National Guard sent out a letMotenko Joins Muzak
next month specifically requiring
ter under the signature of its chief
APPOINTMENT of Alexander
the Communist Party to register.
of bureau, Maj. Gen. Raymond G.
The board will be asked to base
Motenko as general sales manager
Fleming, asking radio stations to
decisions in individual cases on an
of Muzak Corp. Transcription Div. use a quarter-hour transcribed show
has been announced by Richard A. featuring Mindy Carson and Bill
eight-point guide, with recommendations from the Justice Dept. The
Wilson, vice presiden of the divi- Stern, as a public service. Although
Communist Party, if it should be
sion. Mr. Motenko, former vice only 16 programs have been cut,
so designated, then could appeal
president of Children's Press Inc., so far, eventually there will be 39
will assume full charge of all sales in the series. More than 1,650 stathe board's ruling to the courts.
departments. He also will continue
Section 10 of the Communisttions have agreed to play the proto serve as president of Brason
control bill passed Sept. 23, would
grams as a public service and have
been doing so since last September.
Assoc., Chicago record distributor.
make it unlav^rful for any "front"
BROADCASTING
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.a,fA^,sN.^'
^^rr
S
T
to
protect
all
other
U.S.
clears
to
C
E
PROSPECTS ofA
reachingPagreesions
to Cuba, but pointed out in
P
S
O
R
BNARBA governing
the U.S. border.
NA
ment
on R
a new
defense that Cuban broadcasters
AM allocations among all North
9 The Bahamas-Jamaica probalreadynelshave
preempted
more chanthan those
to which
they
American nations except Mexico
ably would be granted the use of
appeared brighter last week, after one and possibly two U.S. clear would have rights under the proa succession of conferences among
channels, on condition that the U.S.
posed treaty. Accordingly, it was
argued, the U.S. stands to gain
dominants are protected.
the delegations following Mexico's
more
than
it would lose under the
jl withdrawal from the session
0 The Dominican Republic
tentative
terms,
which have been
would
continue
to
use
one
channel
Ij [Broadcasting, Oct. 23].
evolved in negotiations led by FCC
; Participants were unwilling to — class not yet decided — probably
Comr. Rosel Hyde, head of the U.S.
predict that a new treaty is yet a with 10 kw power.
I certainty, but said Friday that it
delegation.
9 The U.S. and Canada would
U.S. 1-A clear channels discussed
! "appears near" and may be reached
! in another week or 10 days. The be granted the right to move their in connection with Cuba's request
i conference has been in progress in clear-channel stations as they wish for rights on six, authorities said,
(that is, stations on clear channels
included 640 kc (KFI Los Angeles) ;
to which Cuba and other nations
I 'Washington since Sept. 6.
660 kc (WNBC New York); 670 kc
j Observers thought the agree- are given no rights under the
(WMAQ Chicago); 760 kc (WJR
1 ment — if achieved — ^would rest on treaty).
Detroit); 770 kc (WJZ New York),
I these bases:
Cuba, whose differences with the and 830 kc (WCCO Minneapolis).
I 9 Cuba would be permitted to U.S. have been a major stumblingCuba Protection
I use six U.S. 1-A clear channels, but block in the year-long effort to
The channels on which Cuba
would agree to use directional an- write a new NARBA, was undertennas to protect the U.S. dominant
stood to be willing to make the new
get special protection — and
stations along the lines provided in treaty effective for five years and would
the degree of special protection
the expired NARBA.
then to keep it in effect until a that would be involved — remained
undecided. At the Montreal sessions
9 Cuba would be granted "spe- new one is devised. The U.S. delea year ago, it was recalled, the
gation was prepared to insist upon
cial protection" on 11 channels, and
a number of other "relatively this point as well as upon adequate
Cuban delegation sought 50-microminor" adjustments in U.S. opera- protection of U.S. interests by for- volt protection — at the Cuban bortions might result.
der— on two 1-A channels, several
eign operations.
# Cuba would commit herself
1-B's,
and some regionals.
Claim U. S. Would Gain
WCBS New York's 880 kc was
Authorities conceded that the most frequently mentioned as the
trend of current negotiations
1-A to satisfy Bahaman-Jamaican
demands.
seemed to make substantial concesRADIO HOLDS
Williams Tells La. Meet

;
j
;
I
i'

RADIO has no apologies to make
J to any media, as its selling influence
,1 is ever present and usually under1! publicized, Aubrey Williams, radio
director of Fitzgerald Adv. Agency,
New Orleans, told the Louisiana
Assn. of Broadcasters Oct. 25 in
New Orleans. The Fitzgerald firm,
one of the leading Southern agencies, annually bills about $2 million in national and regional radio.
Mr. Williams said radio should
sell aggressively what it has best
I to sell — its instantaneous fluidity
I which no other advertising medium
i today enjoys. Radio should promote itself better as its potentialities are still an unknown quantity
in many advertising circles, he
' added.
Tom
Gibbens, WAFB Baton
Rouge, was elected president of the
Louisiana association. Howard
{ Summerville, WWL New Orleans,
was chosen vice president, while
I George Martin, KROF Abbeville
I was named secretary and treasurer,
j
Robert D. Swezey, WDSU New
I Orleans, said TV has thrown off its
guard and given it an inferority
complex, all of which means radio
"will have to grow up for once"
and push a combined effort to sell
radio as the newspapers have sold
themselves against radio. He urged
support of BAB.
Radio will remain a very effective advertising
medium for many years to come,
said Mr. Swezey, but "it's later for
radio than you think." TV is a
good means of advertising but too
expensive
to take radio's place, he
added.
BROADCASTING

RADIO

ON

DEfENSm

RADIO, on the "offensive" throughout its history, is now on the "defensive," Les Waddington, radio
and television director - of Miles
Labs, asserted Wednesday in a
speech before members of the Chicago Radio Management Club. Referring to the "crisis" now facing
radio management, occasioned by
television, the threat of war or a
heavily-regimented peacetime economy and probable defense requirements, Mr. Waddington anticipates
"the blows to come will whittle
away at the soft and flabby outer
edges of radio" but the medium
"will emerge skinned down considerably and in better fighting trim."
Station managers must use their
"great brainpower to see the path
ahead" and use to advantage their
experience of being in radio since
its inception. "There's a heap of
listening ahead," he said. Because
the "tools of radio analysis are
numerous — perhaps too numerous
— ," there should be a "quick weeding out of the least useful reports."
Although he believes television
will replace radio ultimately as a
top entertainment and sales medium, radio will always be an important advertising medium, Mr.
Waddington said. Major networks
and stations, however, "should act
as though the two are related, and
not sell them against each other.
The transition period from AM to
TV will be happier and easier if
networks and stations show adver-

• Telecasting

tisers how the media can work and
grow together. TV is not the constant evil spirit many people think,"
he noted.
The radio industry has been "offensive" on two scores — in its aggressive business methods and in
it programming. Advertisers, as
well, have "financed radio but also
defiled it, in one way or another."
Mr. Waddington believes the automatic commercial tuneout is an inpart of the listener's
makeup
now. herent
Television
commercials
are
"more palatable" than those on
AM, he said, where "of necessity"
spots have had to feature hardhittingvertisers
copy and
repetition.
are being
forced to"Addo
something about their commercials
Uses Schwerin
Miles Labs has used Schwerin
Research Corp., New York, to analyze the psychological placing of
now."
commercials within a program format to find the character of the
most effective commercials, among
other things.
Speaking of programming, Mr.
Waddington charged a need for a
greater variety of program ideas.
"As each program innovation, the
industry rides it to death," he said,
referring to quiz shows and giveaways especially. He reminded his
audience that radio is a communications medium with two lowest
common denominators, a responsi-

The Dominican Republic currently uses 1040 kc with 10 kw and
was eager to continue this assignment or to accept some other channel as a substitute.
There appeared to be no substantial differences between the U.S.
and Canadian delegations.
Aside from the station-assignment issue, the Conference's principal problems appeared to relate
to technical questions, particularly
the degree of mutual protection to
be accorded between nations.
All of the remaining delegations
except Cuba's have agreed to respect the existing
rule,"
and authorities
said "650-mile
Cuba agreed
to
adhere in substance but under a
different formula.
The Conference Juridical Committee approved re-establishment
of the main principles of the North
American Regional Broadcasting
Engineering Committee — which
had been opposed by Mexico in
particular — under a new name and
new formula. Mexico, before her
withdrawal, was represented on the
subcommittee which unanimously
recommended this move.
The question of cutting channel
separations from 10 to 9 kc — which
at one point loomed as the only
hope of salvaging an agreement
but was pushed aside following
Mexico's withdrawal — ^was not revived during the past week, and
none of the remaining nations appeared interested in pursuing it at
this time.

Waddington

Asserts

bility for enlightenment and education. Miles maintains its programs at the highest educational
level consistent with selling the
product, he said.
To point up his predictions that
radio must reform itself, Mr. Waddington introduced a musical device, the recorder, on which he
played "It's Later Than You
Think." "The piper must be paid,
and the piper is the radio industry
which is luring followers — ^listeners
and said.
advertisers who pay the bills,"
he
"Radio has experienced a roaring
economy for the past few years, but
the next few years will be different," Mr. Waddington continued.
"Advertising and costs will be surveyed carefully in light of general
uneasiness, now detectable in radio, and the likelihood of strong
defense measures which mean an
unbalanced economy."
Talent costs and rates have to be
adjusted, maintenance of full radio coverage is losing popularity
because of costs, and television cannot be neglected, Mr. Waddington
said. "TV has complicated the entire media
Miles
in picture."
1949 spent 85 cents of
its advertising dollar in radio and
television on 10 shows (five network) and spot. Its formula for
program improvement is to add
producer
to the measurement of experience
audience reaction.
October 30, 1950
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RADIO-TV
WEEK
OPENS
NATIONAL Radio & Television
fered participants.
will draw well over the record onemillion entries that featured the
Week opened yesterday (Sunday)
Both members and non-members
with aural and visual stations join- 1949 event. Stations already have
of NAB are taking part by broading in industry-wide observance of started broadcasting a series of
casting the pilot essays and tranfive-minute pilot radio essays to be
scribing winning scripts on the
the broadcasting industry's 30th
used as idea patterns by student
anniversary. The observance winds
subject, "I Speak for Democracy."
contestants.
up Saturday night.
Judging is based on content, 40
Key event in the observance of
Pilot Voices
points; delivery, 40 points and
originality, 20 points.
The pilot transcriptions were
some' tions
2,800
FM, annual
and TV Voice
stawas theAM,fourth
voiced
by
Justice
Tom
C.
Clark,
By Nov. 25 winning state tranof Democracy contest in which stuscriptions will be on their way to
dents of 28,000 high schools in the U. S. Supreme Court, speaking on
Washington
for further eliminaUnited States and possessions are
"Platform for Democracy;" Sen.
The four national co-winners
participating.
Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.), chair- will betion.selected
by a committee of
Newspapers are joining in the
man of the Senate Interstate Comnoted judges. Winning students
event with advertising projects
merce Committee, on "Democracy
will be given trips to Washington
based on material supplied by the
at Work;" NAB President Justin and Colonial Williamsburg, along
Advertising Committee of RadioMiller, on "Freedom of Expres- with $500 scholarships. They will
Television Mfrs. Assn.
sion;" Earl J. McGrath, U. S. Comappear vision
on shows.
numerous radio and teleNAB and RTMA are cooperating
in industrywide observance of the
missioner of Education, on "Eduweek, with the U. S. Junior
To Judge Contest
cation for Democracy" and Rep.
Chamber of Commerce and U. S. Brooks Hays (D-Ark.), vice presMembers of the board of judges
ident of the Southern Baptist are Erwin D. Canham, Christian
Office of Education joining in the.
Science Monitor; Rabbi Norman
Voice of Democracy contest.
Convention, on "Freedom of WorAccording to NAB, the contest
Gerstenfeld, Washington; Frieda
Hennock, FCC; H. V. Kaltenborn,
The U. S. Office of Education
NBC; Corma Mowrey, president,
described
the event as "the con- National Education Assn., Frank
ship."
test for high schools." In charge Pace Sr., Secretary of the Army;
NARND
PLANS
of local eliminations are radio sta- W. L. Spencer, president. National
Complete Meeting Agenda
tions, with local junior chamber
Assn. of Secondary School Princichapters
cooperating in the judgKEEPING in step with current inpals; Lowell Thomas, -CBS commentator.
ing process. Local prizes are ofterest,'the
fifth
annual
convention
of the National Assn. of Radio
News Directors at Chicago's Hotel
Sherman, Nov. 16-18, will feature
Nunn, Arnoux Named
top military spokesmen.
Among speakers scheduled are
lAAB ASSEMBLY
NAB Delegates
Gen. Hoyt Vandenberg, Air Force
chief; Rear Admiral R. F. Hickey,
GILMORE NUNN, of the Nunn Stations, and Campbell Arnoux, WTAR
USN, and Maj. Gen. Floyd Parks,
Norfolk, have been named NAB delegate and alternate, respectively,
chief of Army information. Other
to the Second General Assembly of the Inter-American Assn. of Broadmain talks will be made by Comcasters, which convenes in Sao Paulo, Brazil, Nov. 15-25.
mentator Lowell Thomas; Lyle Wilson, UP Washington bureau; Bob
Plans for the 10-day assembly *
Considine, INS correspondent; Clif- were announced last week by Jus- Sea to Cape Horn and which constitute
tino
Jimenez de Arechaga, director
ton Utley, WMAQ Chicago, and
the most formidable network of orRobert Dillon, general inanager,
of lAAB's permanent office at Monganizations for the broadcasting of
KRNT Des Moines.
tevideo, Uruguay. Goar Mestre,
ideas, will listen to this call, which is
CMQ
Havana,
is
lAAB
president.
Broadcast From Meet
made at a critical hour for the whole
Radio's role in promoting demoMr. Thomas, veteran radio news
world and which is a most grave recratic ideals, as well as its educacommentator, will originate his
sponsibility for those who possess
tional and cultural values, is exCBS newscast at the convention
such powerful mediums for the forpected
to
get
widespread
attention
mation of public opinion.
with an informal discussion on rain the meeting.
dio news before and after the proAgenda
for the General AssemThe lAAB board of directors albly includes a proposal by Dr.
gram. Ben Chatfield, WMAZ Macon, first vice president of NARND
ready has adopted a "triple peti- Franklin Dunham, permanent exand in charge of the convention,
tion" asking "all the broadcasters
ecutive secretary of the L^.S. Interof thesure
three
parliamentary Union, regarding
announced managers and other sta- make
theirAmericas"
broadcasts to:
do (1)
not
tion officials are invited to attend
"the necessity for cooperation in
serve "the cause of the enemies of international educational broadthe 1950 meeting.
News Director Jack Krueger,
the democracy system"; (2) "give
topics include "the
WTMJ Milwaukee, is handling de- all their support to the United Nanecessity casting."
of Otherstrengthening
the
tions Organization, contributing
tails of a pre-convention trip to
knowledge and consciousness of
fully and generously to the broadMilwaukee Nov. 15. NARND memthe
mission
radio," and Code of
casting of the principles on which
bers and other radio newsmen will
Ethics
of theof lAAB.
it
is
based
and
the
decisions
they
leave Chicago at 10:30 a.m., be
special guests of WTMJ and be in- adopt in defense of pacific nations
tei-viewed on a radio and TV show.
against unjust aggressions" ; / (3)
Walter J. Damm, vice president of "participate, insofar as it is possible for each one, in an intense
the Milwaukee Journal Co. and gencampaign
of proijaganda directed
eral manager of the Journal's sta- to the fundamental
principles of
tions, will be host to NARND
officers, members and wives at democracy and the strengthening
Radio City at noon. The party will of the ties of brotherhood between
tour the station and other high
theThe
peoples
America."
lAAB of Board
said:
points, and also the Blatz Brewing
Co. where they will be guests at a
The lAAB trusts that all its affiliMr. Nunn
Mr. Arnoux
ates, which extend from the Bering
buffet supper.
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O&D REVAMP
Changes Name, Top Staff
REALIGNMENT and change of
corporate name were announced
last
O'Brien
& DorranceWednesday
Inc., New byYork
advertising
agency, which will be known as
Dorrance-Waddell Inc. effective
Nov. 1. Announcement was made
by Dick Dorrance, president.
Eugene Waddell, who joined the
firm as part-owner earlier in the

Mr. Waddell

Mr. Dorrance

Mr. Cashman

Mr. Bonyun

year, becomes executive vice president and chief plans writer. William Bonyun, former president,
Daggett & Ramsdell Inc., joins the
staff as director of marketing, Mr.
Dorrance said.
Mr. Waddell and William L.
Morison, the agency's director of
media, have acquired ownership in
the firm formerly held by Henry F.
O'Brien, co-founder of O'Brien &
Dorrance which was formed some
ive years ago as a promotion service group. Mr. O'Brien, who is resigning as director and executive
vice president, plans to set up a
consulting design service and will
be associated with Dorrance-Waddell on a consultant basis.
Cashman's Position
John Cashman, also a part-owner
of the agency, remains as secretarytreasurer and vice president in
charge of client service. According
to Mr. Dorrance, the new agency
will specialize in handling package
goods and general accounts, continuing merchandising and promotional services to present and future clients.
PBS Gets New

Studios

PROGRESSIVE Broadcasting System, which starts its coast-to-coast
network broadcasts, Nov. 26, has

acquired the former audio-video
studios at 418 Robertson Blvd.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. Move puts
PBS offices, recording and TV
studios, as well as complete broadcasting facilities, under one roof.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

PROGRAM
MORE THAN a hundred program
directors of midwest and southern
broadcasting stations attended a
BMI clinic Monday in Chicago featuring addresses by experts in
many branches of the programming
profession.
In addition to BMI Vice Presidents Eoy Harlow and Robert J.
Burton, such well informed program
authorities as Henry Weber, WGN
Chicago musical director; Harold
Safford, WLS Chicago program director; Al Morey, WBBM Chicago
program manager; Don Marcotte,
WMAQ Chicago supervisor of
music, and Charles Barnhart,
WMBD Peoria program manager,
spoke at meetings in Hotel Stevens.
And to round out the program, two
of Chicago's most popular disc
jockeys — Ernie Simon of WJJD
and Bill Evans of WGX— disclosed
their formulae for success, while
Elliott Henry, ABC Chicago's publicity director, told how to publicize programs, and Reo Fletcher,
chief music librarian of ABC Chicago, detailed how to streamline a
music libraiy.
Cites Popular Music
Mr. Weber, well kno'^n as a director of sjnnphonic and classical
works, unexpectedly placed popular
music "if it is good" on a par with
the classics for well-rounded programming.
' "A lot of classical music is bad
and a lot of popular music is good,"
he declared. "The backbone of programming is good music — that
which has withstood the severe test
of time, be it a hit tune or Bach."
The WGN music director warned
against "hamburgerizing" any
score, contending that the public
likes its music straight. He said
success in broadcasting music depends on planning as much as on
execution. He pointed out that the
absence of mail from classical
music lovers is no indication that
serious music has few listeners, for

PROBLEMS

Aired

at BMI

Clinic

in Chicago

for a pile of records and put them
on the air without pre-planning,
BMI's Roy Harlow asserted that
"four records don't make a 1.5-minute program any more than four
chocolate eclairs make a lunch."
He noted a station trend away from
the idea that a broadcasting operation stems from the commercial de"If you put the right programs
partment.
on the air, you'll hear from your
listeners, and the show will sell
itself," he said.
Disc Jockey Evans quipped that
good programming is like good
bridge playing — "you never make
aforplay
there's
a good
reason
it."unless
He said
he lets
the listener
choose the records he plays on
WGN.
"I never want it said of me that
THIS BMI Clinic group includes (I to r): Seated, Roy Harlow, BMI New York,
I 7nade a hit," he said.
and Harold Safford, WLS Chicago. Standing, Burt Squire, BMI Chicago;
Demand for Jazz
Henry Weber and Bill Evans, WGN Chicogo; Al Morey, WBBM Chicago;
Charles Barnhart, WMBD Peoria; Elliott Henry, ABC Chicago.
There was strong evidence at the
*
*
*
clinic that authentic Dixieland jazz
is in great general demand. A
"many a music lover is not the is genuine or phony."
number of those attending MonWBBM's
Al
Morey
observed
that
letter-writing type."
day's sessions sought out Ed HoerMr. Safford described farm lis- the "grays in programming are just
ner, program director of WWL
teners as among the "keenest ob- as important as the blacks and New Orleans, to inquire when
servers" of radio programming, to whites," and that success in what
Dixieland Jazz Concert, which has
appear to be "simple things — like originated at WWL, will be back
whom listening is not a "casual
matter, but essential to their day's the casualness of a Godfrey — re- on a network.
quires a lottheofelectronic
work." Mr.
noted that
age Morey
allows
Encouraged by the large attend"Market figures must be given
-ance at the Chicago clinic, BMI
work."
accurately.
They are serious fig- the performer to be more natural
officials promised to sponsor more
than in the days when he was
ures to the farmer," said the WLS
forced to exert himself to send his gatherings of program personnel
in the future.
program
director.
should
voice to the back of a hall.
be aired at
a time "And
when they
the farmer
Those attending the clinic inMr.
Marcotte
urged
programcan conveniently listen to them —
clude :
not just when your station has an
mers to strive toward "leaving each
Sil Aston, WAIT Chicago: Charles
listener with the feeling he has
availability. No amount of money
Barnhart. WMBD Peoria; Bob Burton,
should be able to buy certain farm
BMI New York; John Bondeson, WKTY
shared
performance."
"Don'tin bethecondesce
LaCrosse, Wis.; Robert J. Bodden,
nding. Regard
WRCO Richland Center, Wis.; Walter
slots."wants his programs
The farmer
program
the listener as intelligent," he said. S. Burr, WNMP Evanston. 111.; George
Biggar, WLS Chicago; M. M. Cole, BMI
clean and wholesome; he wants his "But, on the other hand, don't make
Tom Compere, Chicago radio
a presentation too formal. It publisher;
attorney; John Coughlin, WOKZ Alton,
music "strong and virile, not ane111.;
Mary
Casev.
WKOW Madison. Wis.;
mic," Mr. Safford added.
should be un-awed and friendly."
Ed Cerny. WMAQ Chicago; Roderick
A
simple
rule
followed
by
Mr.
"Sincerity is a must in farm
KMBC
Kansas City;Bruce
Edith Dermis
CrawMarcotte in his programming for Cupp, ford,
woe Davenport:
broadcasting,"
concluded.
"The
and Claire Dowell, WGN Chicago; Robman behind thehe mike
must sound
ert Drain. WSBT South Bend; Hank
NBC Chicago is that "music should
Dihlmann. KROS Clinton, Iowa; Wilsincere, for the farmer quickly
be sensed rather than heard."
(Continued on page 31)
makes up his mind whether a voice
Rapping programmers who reach

GATHERED at the BMI Clinic (I to r): Seated, William McGuineas, WGN
Chicago; Don Marcotte, WMAQ Chicago; Rodericic Cupp, KMBC Kansas
City. Standing, Reo Fletcher, ABC Chicago; Charles A. Wall, BMI New
York; Claire Dowell and Frank B. Schreiber, WGN Chicago; Robert J. Burton,
BMI New York; Al Marlin, BMI Midwest field representative.

AMONG those at BMI Chicago Clinic (I to r): Seated. Gus Hagenah, Standard
Radio Transcription Services; Howard Lane, Field Enterprises; Sil Aston, WAIT
Chicago. Standing, John F. Meagher, KYSM Mankato, Minn.; Thomas R.
Kelley, WRCO Richland Center, Wis.; L. A. (Jiggs) Miller, KFAB Lincoln,
Neb.; John Bondeson, WKTY LaCrosse, Wis.

LESS than 24 hours after the Florida hurricane
had leveled radio installations, including
towers of WIOD Miami, Fla., a National

AL

JOLSON
industry Mourns Passing
FUNERAL services for Al Jolson, Airlines plane took off from Philadelphia's
International Airport with an emergency an64, radio-television, screen and
tenna for the station. The 150-foot tristage stai', were conducted Thursday from Temple Israel, Hollyangular tower was furnished by RCA through
wood, with interment at Forest
its
supplier.
Stainless Inc. When the storm
Lawn Cemetery.
The famed entertainer had suc- felled both WIOD's 300-foot towers off North
cumbed Oct. 23 in San Francisco
Bay Causeway, that station strung an emerfollowing a heart attack. He had
gency antenna from the top of the Miami
just returned from a tour of the
Korean battlefront.
Daily News Tower and resumed operation
Since his remarkable comeback
with an emergency transmitter at its studios.
four years ago with Columbia Pic- Broadcasting Oct. 23 erroneously stated that
tures "The Jolson Story" after
his earlier stage and screen suc- WQAM Miami put up an emergency antenna
cess, Mr. Jolson had been making
on the News Tower, whereas the WQAM anfrequent guest appearances on
tenna was set up atop the Venetian Hotel.
various major radio shows, particularly the Bing Crosby Show.
Earlier he was starred in NBC's
Kraft Music Hall for a few seasons.
In fall of 1949 CBS signed him to
an exclusive radio and television
contract. TV show was to get underway as soon as his health and
commitments would permit. Radio
commitments were to be confined
to guest spots.
Typical of industry sentiment
was the expression of William S.
Paley, chairman of the board of
CBS, who declared:
I have known Al Jolson for many
years and have always enjoyed him as
a great star. His untimely passing
comes as a great shock. We have lost
one of our most beloved figures, but
Some GOP Candidates
he will be in the heart and memory
of the world for years to come."
Cut Budgets
PARTY
FUNDS
Tribute to the entertainer was
SOME GOP Senatorial and Congressional candidates for re-election
also expressed by CBS President
Frank Stanton:
last week were beset with "financial difficulties," wondering about their
Through radio, the movies and per- next campaign dollar, with the apparent result that radio-television
sonal appearances, Al Jolson brought
budgets would be pared across the board throughout state and city
smiles and happiness to countless millions in every corner of the globe. It provinces.
Campaign Committee had doled
Rep. Leonard W. Hall, chairman
was typical of him that he should just
out a $5,000 check to Sen. Robert
of the Republican Congressional
have come back from entertaining our
Committee, noted that some party
Taft (R-Ohio), who reported that
GI's in Korea before the iinal curtain
was rung down on his magnificent act. candidates were sorely pressed for he was running heavily in the red,
The whole world, as well as show
campaign funds. Many, he said, and $3,500 to Gov. James Duff of
business, mourns a great man, as well
would be forced to curtail their Pennsylvania, another Senatorial
as a great entertainer.
contemplated radio and other ad- candidate. Sen. Taft, who listed
expenses of $1,049, has been using
vertising expenditures by as much
as 50%. Democratic finances ex- radio (eight Ohio stations) and
ceed the GOP fund by five to one, also television on a limited scale.
he added.
Meanwhile, the Senate Democratic Campaign Committee reCommittee spokesmen said it
ported that it had collected $40,807
would be difficult to estimate just
how much the radio-TV budget and spent $29,000 thus far in state
would be . slashed, because that races, but also was unable to give
radio-TV's share. The Democratic
would
dependcandidates.
on the "situation"
of
individual
But they National Committee, however, already has indicated that it will
singled out the original GOP camexpend
$100,000 and $150,paign fund goal of $1,952,000 set 000 for between
radio and television time,
by the National Finance Committee for apportionment among the exclusive of expenses of .recordings, etc.
Republican National, CongresThe committee is shelling out
sional and Senatorial Committees
approximately $40,000 for three
— and merely groaned.
network addresses (two on CBS,
They confirmed, however, that
some candidates had curtailed their one on MBS) by key speakers, including cabinet officers and comradio-TV plans, but declined to
Oct. 23]. mittee officials [Broadcasting,
identify them.
No figures were available on infunds for radio-TV
dividual GOP purchases of radio- andCampaign
other media also will fall unTV time. One example, however,
USING sledge hammer tactics to proder the scrutiny of a special Conmote his new 1 kw power on 590 kc is a $20,000 figure set by the Regressional Committee on Political
publican State Central Committee
is Owner C. H. Fisher of KUGN
Campaign Expenditures, which has
of
Rhode
Island.
Eugene, Ore. The station formerly
slated hearings to follow the elecIt was learned that the Senate
operated with 250 w on 1400 kc.
tions (see separate story page 52).
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AUDIO ENGINEERS
Honor Chinn and Rackey
HOWARD A. CHINN, CBS chief
audio-video engineer, and Chester
A. Rackey, NBC manager of audiovideo engineering, were honored by
the Audio Engineering Society at
aannual
banquet
climaxingintheNewsociety's
convention
York
last week. Mr. Chinn received the
John H. Potts Memorial Award
for 1950-51. Mr. Rackey was presented with the society's own
Mr. Chinn's
award was for his
award
for 1950-51".
"many achievements and contributions to the audio engineering
field during past years," including
his part in determining techniques
for measuring audio levels, and in
the designing of volume-indicating
meters now used by AM, FM, and
TV stations.
A member of the society's board
of governors, Mr. Rackey was honored for "his meritorious work in
the field of engineering and for his
furtherance of the progress of the
society."
LAWS, BARON
In New ABC West Coast Posts
CARRYING out West Coast plans
for overall division of ABC Sales
Department into separate radio
and television sections, as announced by Robert E. Kintner, network president [Broadcasting,
Oct. 23], Frank Samuels, vice president and general manager in
charge of ABC Western Division,
has named Robert F. Laws, ABC
Western Division sales manager,
as Western Division television sales
manager, and Amos Baron, KECA
Hollywood sales manager, as Western Division radio sales manager.
Mr. Laws, sales manager of the
network's Western Division since
May 1949, was formerly manager
of sales promotion, advertising, and
publicity for ABC-owned KGO San
Francisco. Prior to that he was western television advertising manager for Philco Corp. in 14 western
states.
Mr. Baron has been sales manager of KECA and ABC Spot Sales
since 1945. Before that he was
general manager of KSDJ (now
KCBQ) San Diego for a year.

Mr. Laws
WHDL-FM Joins RRN
THE ADDITION of WHDL-FM
Olean, N. Y., to the Rural Radio
(FM) Network has been announced
by Michael R. Hanna, RRN general
manager. The station will join the
FM network Nov. 1.
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Don Lee Sale
(Continued from page 21)
for filing this week or next.
In Los Angeles, President H.
Leslie Hoffman of Hoffman Radio
& Television Corp., which with a
group of associates had bid $11,200,000 for the Don Lee properties,
issued a statement last week congratulating General Tire and expressing hope that the Don Lee
network would be kept intact.
He also made clear that his company is not abandoning hope of
identifying itself with ownership
of a regional network.
General Tire's $12,320,000 bid
came as a surprise to the Hoffman
group, whose offer had been tentatively accepted by representatives of the Lee estate — subject to
court approval — in preference to
the earlier bid of $10,525,000 by
General Tire [Broadcasting, Oct.
9, 16].
The revised bid — 10% higher
than the Hoffman group's, as required by law — was made and accepted in Los Angeles Superior
Court on Oct. 20.
The Hoffman group could have
stayed in the running by bidding
$1 more than General Tire's new
offer, but decided against it.
Counsel for the Hoffman firm
asked, however, that acceptance of
General Tire's bid be subject to the
condition that, if FCC should fail
to approve the transfer, then Hoffman's $11,200,000 bid should stand,
subject again to a higher bid and
FCC approval.
The Hoffman group included the
Hoffman company, Industi-ialist
Edwin W. Pauley, Blythe & Co.
representing a group of Pacific
Coast bankers and businessmen,
and WOR New York.
'Fair Business Appraisal'
Mr. Hoffman said their original
bid was "a high evaluation," based
on "a fair business appraisal of
the property, taking into consideration its net worth and earning
power."
The Hoffman bid, he said, "was
$1 million more than net worth of
the Lee estate." It was "made on
the sound business judgment of
the value of the property and
never was intended as the premise
or beginning point for auction bidding in open court," he said. "Obviously, the purchaser's need for
the property was greater than ours
and the higher bid was made accordingly."
Mr. Hoffman reiterated that he
felt "the business philosophy . . .
the common interest between a
great radio and television manufacturing concern and a great regional communications network,
. . . which prompted our original
bid, is still basically sound. It is
my hope that in the future the
Hoffman Radio Corp. will still find
a way to bring this about."
Announcing the Los Angeles
Times' intention to acquire complete ownership of KTTV when
CBS disposes of its interest. President Norman Chandler expressed
Page 30
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KOWL

BREAKING the story at a news conference at CBS Hollywood of acquisition
of Thomas S. Lee estate by General Tire & Rubber Co.. subject to FCC approval, are these smiling CBS, Don Lee and General Tire executives (I to r):
Howard S. Meighan, CBS vice president and general executive; Willet H.
Brown, president, Don Lee Broadcasting System; Thomas F. O'Neil, vice president. General Tire and Yankee Network; Ted Pierson, attorney for General
Tire, and Elliott H. Pentz, Los Angeles, attorney also representing General Tire.
regret at dissolution of the association with CBS but said KTTV
would "go forward to become the
finest independent television station in the country."
Leaves CBS Dec. 31
Mr. Chandler
said will
KTTV's
affiliation with CBS
continue
through Dec. 31 and probably several months afterward. He said:
The network's personnel has been

FREQUENCY
REASSIGNMENT of some amateur radio frequencies for use by
the military and in particular for
utilization by the proposed Civil
Defense Administration was
weighed last week by Pentagon
officials and a communications officer of the National Security Resources Board's Civil Defense Office.
The meeting was one of a series
dealing with the problem of what
frequencies should be assigned to
the military, in view of growing
defense needs, and what role the
civil defense agency will play in
the communications picture.
The NSRB office, which President
Truman will set up as an independent agency by executive order, is
attempting to obtain some frequencies in the amateur radio band
as well as some of the spectrum
space provided in FCC's proposed
1750-1800 kc disaster network covering intrastate emergency needs.
FCC had originally set a deadline
of Sept. 15, later extended to Oct.
15, for comments on its disaster
communications system. Robert
Burton, NSRB civil defense communications officer, filed a list of
probable national needs with the
Commission. Mr. Burton has held
a number of discussions with Pentagon planners.
Meanwhile, the civil defense office
is preparing a communications
manual, scheduled to be released
late next month, for guidance of
state and city defense directors. It
will contain data on use of fre-

most cooperative to work with and I
am sorry we will be disassociated as
result of CBS' purchase of another
television station. However, I am confident that KTTV, with its splendid
new facilities and availability of great
Hollywood talent, will become the natio.n's finest independent television
station. It is in a position to create
and purchase the best in entertainment and educational programs and
has access to The Times' unsurpassed
facilities for gathering and presenting the news.

NEEDS

May

Cuts Roy. Russell's Show
REV. CLAYTON RUSSELL, minister of People's Independent
Church, Los Angeles, who has been
conducting a Sunday weekly halfhour religious commentary program. News and Comments by Rev.
Clayton Russell, on KOWL Santa
Monica, has been taken off the station by Manager Arthur Croghan
because of alleged "association
with Red front organizations."
Mr. Croghan notified Rev. Russell of the action Oct. 23. He
stated the pastor was listed in
Myron C. Fagan's book. Red Stars
in Hollywood, which claims to expose Red activities in the movie
industry, and that a check with
state, county and federal authorities showed the minister was associated with what were terme'd
"Red front organizations."
Mr. Croghan said, however, that
during the 15 months the program
was on the air, he heard nothing
that could be termed Communistic
or subversive. Program, which
had been on KFOX Long Beach
for 12 years prior to going on
KOWL, consisted of religious commentary, music and occasional
guest
speakers.
Rev. Russell, denied that he is
a Communist or Red sympathizer.

Switch

quencies, steps in obtaining them,
civil defense organization, personnel needs, and other material, and
is patterned after the guide issued
by the Office of Civil Defense during World War II.
Manual will be issued as a followup
the President's
for
United toStates
Civil Defenseplanwhich
described communications as the
"nerve center of civil defense" operation and sets forth its functions
in
25].the event of a national emergency [Broadcasting, Oct. 9, Sept.
President Truman is expected
shortly to create a Civil Defense
Administration on a par with other
government departments and agencies. For the present, it is pointed
out, the civil defense office functions as an operational agency
within the NSRB, which is merely
a planning
Chief who
Executive body.
has not The
indicated
would head the new agency.
Skeleton Force at Outset
It was believed that it would
operate with a mere skeleton force
at the outset, having as its nucleus
present civil defense personnel and
facilities. As head of its communications, Mr. Burton would work
with FCC, the military, and
NSRB's Leighton Peebles, who
concerns himself with communications, with special emphasis on
manpower and equipment problems.
It also was revealed that the
District of Columbia had applied

ACTION

Amateur

Bands

to the FCC for a construction permit involving use of three frequencies for special emergency use.
Simultaneously, FCC and District
officials disclaimed reports that the
district's CD planning was being
hampered
while system
FCC proposal.
"dallied"
over the disaster
Herbert Friede, superintendent
of communications for the District
of Columbia, stressed that the local
CD office is seeking emergency, not
disaster or other band space, which
he anticipated very shortly. He
will purchase transmitters once
FCC has approved the request for
CP. The office is seeking space in
the 40-50 mc band.
FCC issued its proposed disaster
service rules last August following
hearings earlier this summer.
Broadcast stations already licensed
by the Commission, as well as
others, would be eligible. They
would be expected to organize voluntarily into area networks
[Broadcasting, Aug. 17].
Mr. Friede said he likewise is
preparing a communications blueprint— for the District — which he
will submit for recommendations
to radio and television engineering
representatives of local stations
and to the District commissioners.
The D. C. civil defense office is
operating with a budget of $100,000 calling for a staff of eight
one radio
people, including
nician. Six transmitters
— twotechof
them to be located at command
centers — also will be purchased
from from that fund.
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ESSO
RESEARCH

DEBATE

Highlights

NCAB

Meet

SOUTHERN PINES, N. C. (population 4,500), became the radio
hub of the nation for a few hours
last week.
Some 60 members of the North
Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters
were regaled with a debate on audience measurement and research
moderated by President Ken Baker
of Broadcast Measurement Bureau, and in which the participants
were Dr. Sydney Roslow of The
Pulse Inc., Vice President T. R.
Shearer of A. C. Nielsen Co., and
Vice President Ward Dorrell of
C. E. Hooper Inc.
The group also heard NAB PresTRIBUTE was paid to Gordon Gray, newly appointed president of U. of
ident Justin Miller salute Gordon
Gray, former Secretary of the North Carolina, by North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters at Oct. 24 ceremony.
Army, owner of WSJS WinstonNAB President Justin Miller made the presentation speech at Mid-Pines
Salem, and the newly inducted
Club, Southern Pines, N. C, with the ceremony carried over statewide hookup.
president of the U. of North CarParticipating in presentation (I to r): Bob Wallace, WOHS Shelby; Judge
olina. The event was carried over
Miller; Mr. Gray; Earl J. Gluck, WSOC Charlotte; Horold Essex, WSJS
a combined network of North
Winston-Salem, which station is owned by Mr. Gray.
Carolina stations Tuesday night.
Joseph H. McConnell, NBC president, and a native North Carolinan, addressed the association,
Lawrence, Nick, WHPE High Point.
those invoked by independently
off-the-record on Monday night.
McConnell. Joseph H., NBC New
He had been inducted the precedowned telephone companies. NumYork;
MacNeil,J. James,
WTSB Asheboro;
Lumberton;
Marlow,
R., WGWR
erous complaints have been made,
ing Saturday as president of the
Mason,
R.,
WPTF
Raleigh;
Munden,
alumni association of Davidson
it was said, on inconsistent and
Grover, WMBL Morehead City; Nelson,
College.
David,son, Pat,ASCAP.,
Atlanta,
Ga.;
purportedly exorbitant charges
WRRF Washington; Ray,PatterBob,
by
the
independents.
Southern
WBUY
Lexington;
Reynolds, D., CharDorrell Predicts Victory
Bell was not included.
lotte;ington;
Roberson,
Jr.. WRRF
Roslow, W.
Dr. R.Sidney.
The WashPulse,
In the research debate. Dr. RosYork; Royster, N. L., WGBR
Resolutions, brought in by a- New
low and Mr. Shearer contented
Goldsboro;
Shearer, Smith,
T. R., A.C. C.M. Nielcommittee headed by Ed M. Anderson Co., Chicago;
Jr.,
; themselves with affirmative presWIST Charlotte; Smith, Edmond H. Jr.,
son, WBBO Forest City, and
entations of their respective aided
WIRC
Hickory;
Smith,
John,
WSAT
unanimously approved, included:
recall and automatic recording
Salisbury;
Smith,
Len,BMI,
WFNSNewBurlington; Sparnon,
Ken.,
York;
A pledge to the President and to
(Audimeter) techniques of audiStearns, Frank, Associated Press,
the
Governor
of
North
Carolina
Washington; Stubblefield, Bill, Capital
ence measurement. But Mr. DorTranscriptions, Atlanta.
on the war effort; petition to the
rell, in expounding on the virtues
Taishoff, Sol, BROADCASTING,
NAB
to
take
steps
to
assure
conof the telephone coincidental, pulled
Washington; Vickery, Vic, SESAC Inc.,
tinued
operation
of
all
licensed
staNew
York; Wallace, Bob, WOHS
no punches in cracking other methtions through appropriate revision
Shelby;
Wallace,
Jim, George,
WMBL WRRF
Moreods. He predicted that Hooper
head City;
Walston,
of licensed operators' requirements
Washington;
Young,
Bill.
Lang-Worth,
would win the "Battle of San Franfor the duration of the emergency;
New York; Younts, Jack, WEEB
Southern Pines.
cisco" precipitated by the challenge
of KJBS [Broadcasting, July 3, support of BMI on its 10th anniversary,
and
salutes
to
two
native
et seq.].
sons — Gordon Gray and Joseph H. VO/Cf BLAST
Messrs. Roslow and Shearer
McConnell.
urged a proper perspective in apJustice Dept. Makes Arrest
Attending Sessions
praising the penetration of TV into
JUSTICE
DEPT. last Thursday
AM listening. Dr. Roslow cited
Attending the meeting were:
announced the arrest of Herman
results showing that radio goes
Allen. L. W., WFLB Fayetteville;
Anderson, E. M., WBBO Forest City; Floyd Kinner, of Wilmington, Ohio,
down when TV enters a market,
Byerly, Keith, WBT Charlotte; Beard,
but not in ratio to the TV increase.
A. P., WSTP Salisbury; Brown, Mrs. D. on charges of dynamiting the Voice
B. , WKBC North Wilksboro; Coan, of America's transmitters at Mason,
Mr. Shearer, in alluding to the James,
WTOB Wlnston-Salem; Cooper,
Ohio, last month. The department
WMNC Morganton; Craddock,
"plus values" of radio, said TV is Nathan,
said Mr. Kinner, described as a
D. L., WLOE Leaksville; Coleman,
Ward. A., WENC Whiteville; Dunlea,
not "licking the pants off radio."
Audimeter studies, show he said, Dick, WMFB Wilmington; Drew, A. L., former mental patient at a Dayton,
WCBT
Roanoke Rapids; Dawson, Vic, Ohio, hospital, had admitted the
that the drop in radio listening
WFNC Fayetteville; Dunlea, R. A., charges.
after one year of TV set ownership
WMFB Wilmington; Dunnagan, John
Mr. Kinner also has been charged
is only 16%.
M., Washington, D. C; Dodge, Fred,
with
violating the government propN.C.
Div.
of
Brewers,
Raleigh;
Dorrell,
Earl J. Gluck, WSOC Charlotte,
Ward, C. E. Hooper Inc., New York;
erty destruction law in connection
was elected NCAB president for Eakin, Phillip, WBBB Burlington; Epps, with the Voice blast. Other FBI
the ensuing year. He succeeds Bob Law, WGIV Charlotte; Fletcher, Floyd,
charges included those involving
WTIK Durham; Furr, R. A., WIST
Wallace, WOHS Shelby, who autoCharlotte.
grand larceny, assault and battery
matically becomes a board member.
and disorderly conduct. Mr. Kinner,
Gould, Lester, WJNC Jacksonville;
Pat Patterson, WRRF WashingGluck, E. J., WSOC Charlotte; Goan, a former serviceman, was arrested
Walter, WAYS Charlotte; Gillespie, H. in EI Paso and arraigned there the
ton, was elected vice president;
A.; Hankins, Jack, WADE Wadesboro;
following day.
Jack Younts, WEEB Southern
Manner,
J. C, WFNS Burlington; HanPines, was re-elected secretarysill, Paul, Associated Press, Charlotte;
The blast took place Sept. 17 and
treasurer, and Cecil Hoskins,
Harrison, Harold, WTNC Thomasville;
the
FBI promptly announced it
WWNC Asheville, was elected to Hester, Walter, WHPE High Point; Hil- would investigate. The explosion
ton, J. R., and Hilton, O. G., WBUY
the board.
earlier had been attributed by some
Lexington; Howard, Louis, WHIT New
A special committee, headed by Bern; Hoskins, Cecil, WWNC Asheville;
newspapers and memJarman. Frank, WDNC Durham; John- Cincinnati
Ward Coleman, WENC Whiteville,
bers of Congress to Communist
John B., WTOB Winston-Salem;
was named to conduct a study of Kelley,son, Gaines,
saboteurs. They all urged tighter
WFMY-TV Greensboro;
telephone line charges, mainly
Lambeth, Frank S., WMFR High Point; security safeguards.
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Banquet Honors 'Reporter'
RADIO landmark in the Carolinas
was toasted at a gala affair last
Thursday ushering in the 15th anniversary of Your Esso Reporter
in the area. Held at the Hotel
Charlotte, Charlotte, N. C, the
banquet was attended by over 125
salesmen and officials of Esso
Standard Oil Co. and its agency,
Marschalk & Pratt, all guests of
WWNC Asheville, WBT Charlotte
and WPTF Raleigh.
Firm and radio officials present
included: For Esso — E. S. Diggs,
manager in the region; V. C. Carrier, assistant advertising manager; Laurens Wright, division
manager; H. T. Sawyer, assistant
division manager; J. T. Holland,
division merchandising manager;
T. R. Jones, division operations
manager. For M & P — Curt Peterpartner. For
the stations
Cecil son,
Hoskins,
general
manager,—
WWNC; Charles H. Crutchfield,
general manager, WBT, and Richard Mason, general manager,
WPTF. Sol Taishoff, editor and
publisher, Broadcasting, and Carl
Goerch, publisher of North Carolina's State magazine and toastmaster, also attended.
Entertainment was followed by
an exchange of plaques between the
three station executives and the
Esso firm officials. The news program started on the three stations
in October 1935.
Program from
Problems
(Continued
page 27)
liam Dean, WIBC Indianapolis; Alex
Dillingham,
WGN Chicago.WILS Lansing; Bill Evans,
Reo Fletcher, ABC Chicago; Jasper
Ferrando,
Falber, WTHI WLPO
Terre LaSalle,
Haute, 111.;
Ind.;BenGeorge
Higgins,
WISH
Indianapolis;
Roy
Harlow, BMI New York; Bill Holm, WLPO
LaSalle,cago; T.111.;
Heck, WMAQ
ChiH. Homer
Haye. WKRS
Waukegan,
111.; Del Hester, WAAF Chicago; Ed
Hoerner, WWL New Orleans; Ed Krieger, WSOO Sault Ste. Marie; Thomas
Kelley, WRCO Richland Center, Wis.;
Robert Kelly, WJPG Green Bay, Wis.;
Ken Kennedy, WD AY Fargo; Don Kern,
WDIA Memphis; R. F. LaMere, WLBH
Mattoon, 111.;
Enterprises. Howard
Chicago; John Lane,
Moser,Field
Chicago
radio attorney; John Meagher, KYSM
Mankato, Minn.; William McGuineas,
WGN Chicago;
Al Morey,
Chicago; Don Marcotte,
WMAQWBBM
Chicago;
Al Marlin,
BMI
New
York;
L.
A.
Miller. KFAB Omaha; James E. Muse,
WIOU Kokomo; William F. Miller, WDZ
Decatur;
WAAF
Chicago; BobHelen
Meskill,McKinley,
WCEN Mt.
Pleasant,
Mich.; Julie Norris, WNMP Evanston,
111.; George J. Nicoud, WTMJ Milwaukee.
E. Owen, KXEL Waterloo, Iowa;
Stan Pratt, WSOO Sault Ste. Marie;
Walter Preston, WBKB Chicago; Donn
V. Rickey, WHBF Rock Island, 111.;
Honore E. Ronan, WDAN Danville, 111.;
Jeanne Ruhling, WIND Chicago; Fern
Ralston. WRMN Elgin; Glenn Snyder,
WLS Chicago; Frank P. Schreiber,
WGN Chicago; S. Stern, BMI publisher;
Harold Safford, WLS Chicago; Ernie
Simon, WJJD Chicago; Burt Squire.
BMI Chicago; A. F. Sorenson, WKRS
Waukegan, 111.; Elizabeth Sammons.
KSCJ Sioux City; George Sontag, WOC
Davenport;
Schiebel.
WRMNElgin;
Elgin, 111.; JohnKay
Somers
Jr., WRMN
Bill
Thompson,
BROADCASTINGTELECASTING, Chicago; Edward
Thoms, WKJG Ft. Wayne; John R.
Terry, WTNS Coshocton, Ohio; Carl W.
Vandagrift. WOWO Ft. Wayne; Henry
Weber, WGN Chicago; Charles Wall,
BMI New York; Evelyn Welty, WKOW
Madison: Bill Wobus. WJOB Hammond;
Ralph D. Willev. KWCR Cedar Rapids;
Howard Wolfe, WKNX Saginaw, Mich.;
Don
Muscatine, Ky.
Iowa;
Gene Wooten,
Waters, KWPC
WFTM Maysville,
October 30, 1950
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YOU

are

in

room

crowded

This is a photo of a WOR

this

program meeting room.

It's empty now — of people, that is, but crowded with the
tones and overtones of ideas that affect the success of hundreds
of radio advertisers and their agencies.
You see, for more than a quarter-century WOR's program
planning has been (and is) a very intimate and human thing.
It's the basic reason why WOR

is the station listened to by

more people than any other station in America today. That's
stark and plain and proven truth.
But over and above WOR's own normal selfishness for
station dominance and initial creativeness, hovers a very
acute sense of responsibility to its advertisers and the people
who work for them.
A program, either sustaining or commercial, is not placed
on WOR

without thought; without thought of its importance

to the communities it serves, the nation that it's an integral
part of and the duty that WOR must perform.
WOR

knows

that it may

never achieve a state of pure

perfection in its news, sports, comedy, drama

or any of its

other powerful programs, but it strives continuously to do so.
No medium of public information, whether newspaper, magazine or radio station, has ever quite achieved this and perhaps
never will.
That may be good. Or maybe not. But fairness, decency,
an awareness of truth and its effects is the guiding rule of
coiitiimcd

continued from preceding pXxge

what WOR

does from day to day. Of course WOR

infallible, for nothing human
But the fact that WOR

is not

is.

tries this and strives for it is what

makes you a most definite and important part of the room
pictured above. For WOR's

success is your success and your

success is ours. That's why, very simply and plainly, the 305
advertisers who used WOR during the first six months of
1950 . . .
1. Reached

the largest single station audience — during

the day and during the night — from Maine to North Carolina— of all other radio advertisers in America.
2. Had their commercials

carried into the homes of more

families at lower-cost-per -thousand than advertisers on
any other station heard in Metropolitan New York.
3. Talked to a nighttime audience 25%

greater than the

combined nighttime audience of New York's four leading
independent stations. During the day, families listening to
WOR

far outnumber

those listening to New

York^s three

leading independent stations. In fact, WOR's daytime
listening audience is 159% greater than that of the leading independent station in New York. During the night,
WOR

tops this station's audience by 270%.

4. Found that WOR's average daily audience is greater than
the weekday circulation of any newspaper in America!

5. Discovered that, in Metropolitan New York, WOR's audience each night is greater than the combined circulation of
EVENING POST,
LIFE, LOOK, THE SATURDAY
COLLIER'S,

TIME

NEWSWEEK!

AND

can
WOR

you

to

want

to

—that

power-full

station

Court
FCC

UPHELD

Okays Further Hearing
In 1230 kc Case

rCC'S RIGHT to conduct further hearings in a case which it has lost
in court was upheld in a decision handed down by the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia last Monday in the Easton-Allentown, Pa., 1230 kc case.
The court also held that it could
application which was not entitled
not stop FCC from holding the to comparative consideration, unfurther hearing even if the hearder FCC's 20-day cut-oif rule.
Even if this were true, the court
ing were contrary to FCC's own
said :
rules. The proper time for the court
. . . the contentions that the furto pass upon that issue, the decision said, is on appeal after FCC
ther hearing ordered by the Commission would in the respects mentioned
has issued its decision.
be erroneously conducted have no
Both Allentown Broadcasting
validity as against the POWER of the
Corp. (WHOL) and Easton PubCommission to hold the further hearing upon the issues above specified.
lishing Co., which have been competing for 1230 kc with 250 w for
Moreover, the court cannot in this
some five years, had told the court
proceeding pass upon the question
whether or not it would be error, in
that its decision of May 1949 meant
for FCC to decide the case without
view of the cut-off rule, for the Commission to consider the amended apa further hearing [Broadcasting,
plication of the Allentown BroadcastJune 5]. FCC contended it could
ing Corp., or whether or not it would
not comply with the decision- — • b error
for
the Commission to reconwhich sent the case back to FCC
sider
the
changes
in corporate strucfor further findings on the relative
ture asserted already to have received
radio needs of Allentown and
its approval.
Easton — without a further hearFor the court to pass upon such
ing.
questions in this proceeding would be
for it to substitute a writ of manThe court cited Supreme Court
damus and prohibition for an appeal
decisions in the Pottsville and
from a denial of an application . . .
Heitmeyer cases as holding "that
in which appeal disregard of the cutr
the Commission, the body charged
off rule might be assigned as error.
by Congress with the duty of apDate for the further hearing has
plying the statutory criterion of not been set, except that it will be
public convenience, interest or necnot less than 60 days after the
essity, is so charged at all times, court decision.
including the time of further proceedings after remand by a court."
4-WAY REMOTE
Stephens' Decision
The decision, written by Chief
KFAB Spurs Charity Cause
Judge Harold M. Stephens, continued :
Within this reasoning and since the KFAB Omaha's random interview
Commission in the exercise of its duty program. Musical Doorbell, inhas concluded that the original recvolved a lot of people and equipord does not contain sufficient informent in a recent fourway remote
mation for a proper determination of that promoted a good cause for the
the issues before it, the Commission
in the instant case is warranted in city's Children's Memorial Hosreopening the proceeding for the takpital.
ing of additional evidence.
With Disc Jockey Bill Selah asking questions at the studio and Bob
The court's remand must, in view of
the reasoning of the Supreme Court, Jones selecting candidates and
be read in the light of the Commis"bringing them in" by shortwave,
sion's duty to award applications for the station conducted a "test tube"
construction permits in satisfaction
broadcast using four open KFAB
of public at■ convenience,
necessity
the time of interest
the award.or mikes in different sections of
Omaha. Purpose of the program
FCC's original decision granted
was to promote the benefit football
the application of Allentown
game
between Boys Town and NorBroadcasting. Easton Publishing
folk, Neb.
Co. appealed, and the court ruled
At airtime the day of the game,
that it could not tell, from FCC's
advance ticket sales were so badly
findings, why FCC had concluded
that Allentown needed an addi- off the pace as to generate concern
among committee members. After
tional station more than Easton
the broadcast, however. Midwest
did.
Empire listeners responded and a
FCC then called for a further
capacity crowd turned out, despite
hearing, asserting this was necessary in view of chansres made in rain, "to see strong legs run that
the ownership of both companies
weak legs might walk."
since the original hearing. AllenMr. Selah's interview was a
town Broadcasting, which is operroundtable comprising (1) Newscaster Thomson Holtz with Father
ating WHOL under FCC's original
decision pending outcome of t'-e Wegner of Boys Town and Bill
case, and the Easton company both
asked that FCC be directed to Savage, Norfolk football coach;
decide the case without further
(2) Kay Wilkins, KFAB women's
program director, and a group of
hearing.
The Easton company also told patients at Children's Hospital,
and (3) Mr. Jones and officials of
the court that FCC's acceptance of
an amendment of the Allentown
the hospital and football committee.
application in effect created a new
BROADCASTING
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HOST at fall meeting of ABC affiliates in upstate New York, Capt. Sam
Townsend (c), WARC Rochester president and general manager, converses with Ernest Lee Jahncke (I),
network vice president, ond ABC
President Robert E. KIntner.

LOWELL THOMAS (r), famous newsman marked 20 years in radio Sept.
29, and is congratulated by William
S. Paley, CBS board chairman. Mr.
Paley, who brought Mr. Thomas into
radio in 1930, presents him with an
antique Chinese bowl, circa 1760.

ADMIRAL Chester W. Nimitz, Fleet
Admiral of U. S. Navy and public
relations consultant to the secretary
general of the United Nations, talks
to WCCC Hartford Manager Syd
Byrnes in an exclusive recorded interview from the Connecticut governor's mansion.

G. A. RICHARDS (c), chief owner
KMPC Los Angeles, WJR Detroit,
WGAR Cleveland, accepts citations on
behalf his stations from Boniface
Maille (r), national commander of
Disabled American Veterans, and
Erle~Cocke mander
Jr., [Broadcasting,
American Legion
comOct. 23].

CBS STAR Gene Autry, feted at a
network party, is flanked by H.
Leslie Atlass (I), CBS vice president
in charge of central division, and
J. L. Van Volkenburg, vice president
in charge of network sales.
CUTTING of 7S-pound birthday cake
that marked third anniversary of
WXGI Richmond, Va., is watched by
Graeme Zimmer (I), station vice president, as Bill Carlton, advertising
director for RCA Victor in Richmond,
one of WXGI's largest clients, serves.

LEE MACK MARSHALL, advertising
manager of Continental Baking Co..
joins Irene Beasley, siitging m.c. of
CBS' Grand Slam, in celebrating the
fourth anniversary of the flve-aweek musical quiz.
BEST reasons why advertisers should
use radio for Mid-Hudson area won
six tickets to "South Pacific" for Robert Buechner (r), BBDO account executive. Awarding is A. J. Barry, vice
president of WEOK Poughkeepsie,
which conducted the contest.

NATIONAL NIELSEN-RATINGS* TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(TOTAL U. S. AREA, INCLUDING SMALL-TOWN, FARM AND URBAN HOMES— and including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
Rating
REGULAR WEEK SEPT. 17-23, 1950
Current
Current
Rating
Homes
Current Previous
Current Previous
Homes
Program
%
%
Rank
Rank Rank
Program
Rank
5
7.9
5
Aunt Jenny (CBS)
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK (Average For All Programs)
(7.0)
7.6
6
6
Big Sister (CBS)
1
1
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
7.4
7
7
16.4
Guiding
Light
(CBS)
2
8
My Friend Irma (CBS)
10
4
13.3
8
Arthur Godfrey (Ligg. & Myers) (CBS)
12.3
3
45
Walter Winchell (ABC)
13
9
Rosemary (CBS)
11.3
4
Jack Benny Show (CBS)
6.9
8
7.4
Pepper Young's Family (NBC)
5
15
Godfrey's
Talent Scouts
(CBS)
11.2
6
29
Great
Gildersleeve
(NBC)
DAY,
SUNDAY
(Average
For
All
Programs)
7.1
10.5
1
7
21
Hollywood Star Playhouse (CBS)
1
True Detective Mysteries (MBS) . . . .
(3.0)
10.5
10.5
2
8
Theatre Guild on the Air (NBC)
3
Shadow (MBS)
10.4
DAY,
5.9
3
2
Martin Kane, Private Eye (MBS)
9
12
Mr. District AHorney (NBC)
7.8
10
4
Mr. and Mrs. North (CBS)
SATURDAY (Average For All Programs)
10.4
6.5
(5.1)
9.1
1
1
Armstrong Theatre (CBS)
EVENING, MULTI-WEEKLY (Average For All Programs)
(4.1)
2
8.7
2
Grand
Central
Station
(CBS)
.
.
.
1
1
Beulah (CBS)
6.8
3
5
Cedric Adams (CBS)
2
4
Oxydol Show (CBS)
7.8
6.8
3
3
Lone Ranger (ABC)
NOTE:
Number
of
homes
is obtained by applying the "NIELSENWEEKDAY (Average For All Programs)
7.7
(4.7)
RATING"
to 40,700,000— the 1950 estimate of Total United
8.8
States Radio(%)Homes.
1
2
Ma Perkins (CBS)
2
1
Romance of Helen Trent (CBS)
3
3
Our Gal, Sunday (CBS)
8.3
(*) Homeslistening
reachedonlyduring
any part of the program, except for
8.0
homes
1 toall5 orminutes.
4
10
Wendy Warren anct the News (CBS)..
8.3
Copyright 1950 by A. C. NIELSEN CO.
CBS
RETAIL

SUPPORT

Establishes

Promotion

New

Unit

CBS LAST WEEK announced a new merchandising service designed
to invigorate retailer support of CBS advertisers and their products.
Louis Hausman, CBS vice president in charge of advertising and sales
promotion, said a new operation, trade promotion, had been established,
■—
★
with Henry Brenner, former marketing assistant to the vice presi- stars and sponsors.
dent in charge of the grocery diviMr. Hausman said the first issue
sion of Standard Brands, in charge.
of the new monthly publication
The first program to be underwould be distributed to some 30,000
taken by trade promotion is publiretail outlets through 15 CBS affilcation of "CBS Radio Picture
tions. iates and owned-and-operated staNews" which will be distributed
monthly to grocers and druggists
The publication will cost stations
through CBS affiliates.
$12 per thousand for the first 1,000
The first issue of the publicaand decreasing amounts for each
tion, aposter-size sheet that folds,
additional 1,000. Total cost of the
features Arthur Godfrey in a publication as estimated by Mr.
Thanksgiving motif. The poster
Hausman will be |50,000 a year.
can be used by retailers for
Of that amount the network will
Thanksgiving displays. On the bear between 30 and 40% of the
cost.
back of the poster is information
suggesting ways to display the posStatioris participating at the outter and giving general tips on merset in distribution of the CBS picchandising. There also is considerture news are:
able added material on other CBS
KMPC APPOINTS
Three to Executive Posts
EXPANDING station operations,
Robert O. Reynolds, vice president
and general manager of KMPC
Hollywood, has announced promotion of three staff members.
Loyd Sigmon, chief engineer for
several years and assistant to Mr.
Reynolds, has been elevated to vice
president and assistant general
manager covering all phases of
operations. Mark L. Haas, director
of public relations and education
for WJR Detroit, who has been
assisting with KMPC public relations for past seven months, has
been transferred to the Hollywood
station and elevated to vice president in charge of broadcasts. John
Baird, KMPC program supervisor,
has been promoted to director of
public affairs.
KMPC in mid-October became a
Liberty Broadcasting System affiliate and will originate a variety of
sports and other type programs to
the network.
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WCBS New York, WEEI Boston,
WAPI Birmingham, KMOX St. Lonis,
WBT Charlotte, WRVA Richmond,
KCBS San Francisco, WTOP Washington, WCAU Philadelphia, KNX Los
Angeles, KSL Salt Lake City, KDAL
Duluth, WBBM Chicago, WCCO Minneapolis and KFRE Fresno.
In addition to the "CBS Radio
Picture News," trade promotion
will encompass other activities, Mr.
Hausman said.
"Mr. Brenner will work closely
with our advertisers," Mr. Hausman said. "We will go the limit
in cooperating with sponsors to
back up their selling efforts and to
help them get even more for their
money out of radio."
Planning For Months
Mr. Brenner has been at work for
three months planning trade promotion, Mr. Hausman said. Before
joining Standard Brands, from
which he resigned to join CBS, Mr.
Brenner was an account executive
for Arthur Cohn & Assoc., and before that headed his own market
research organization, the Grocery
Laboratory.

Nine New Members Named
NINE new staff members have
been added to the WOR-AM-TV
New York staff. Charles Roberts,
advertising and promotion manager
of General Electric Supply Corp.,
New York, has been named account
executive for WOR sales department and Milford Fenster, film
industry
attorney, appointed WORTV film manager.
Other
to the station's
staff
are:additions,
Albert Knudsen,
WPIX
(TV) New York, as WOR continuity editor; Ernest Pittaro, production director at Spectrolux Television, as TV film cutter and editor;
Walter Kapp, assistant stage manager for Inside U. S. A., as TV
production coordinator; Harold
Neustadt, assistant director of
Magic in the Air and The Bobby
Benson Show, as TV production
coordinator; David Traylor, advance agent for United Artists, as
TV continuity acceptance editor;
and Gerald Miller, Sterling Adv.,
New York, as TV staff artist.
AP RADIO MEET
Set Nov. 19 in Baltimore
ANNUAL fall meeting of the
Chesapeake Associated Press Radio
Assn. will be held at the Emerson
Hotel, Baltimore, Nov. 19 under
joint chairmenship of Dennis Sartain, association chairman and
WWDC Washington news editor,
and Max FuUerton, secretary and
chief of the AP Baltimore bureau.
Members from Maryland, the
District of Columbia, northern Virginia and eastern West Virsrinia
will hear reports on operations
of the AP newscast wire, including
results of a newly-instituted system
of regional news transmissions.
Roundtable discussions will be held
on coverage of the Korean war,
election campaigns, and national
and state sports events. Association officers for the coming year
also will be elected.
SEARS' BIRTHDAY
KTRI Moves to Store for Day
HELPING

to celebrate the 60th

anniversary of Sears Roebuck's
Sioux City store, KTRI Sioux City
broadcast its entire 18-hour schedule from a specially built booth in
the store. The night before the
broadcast the station moved turntables, news teletypes, records
and transcriptions to the store.
In addition to regular programs,
KTRI carried two special programs
for the occasion. One was of the
interview type and the other a
quiz show with prizes for contestants. The store donated all of
prizes given away.
Along with equipment KTRI had
two staff members — traffic manager and continuity director — doing their regular work in the
special studio. Sears officials had
high praise for the event, reporting
the broadcasts drew the largest
crowds in the store's history, according to KTRI.

Mr. Reynolds (seated center) confers with newly - promoted KMPC
executives (I to r) : Messrs. Sigmon, Baird and Haas.
BROADCASTING
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McCarthy

blast

Senator's Charges
Denied by WQQW

CHARGE that WQQW Washington "would appear [to be] completely
under Communist control," made by Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy (R-Wis.)
last week, was emphatically denied by M. Robert Rogers, vice president
and general manager, Radio Station WQQW Inc., licensee of the station.
The allegation was unfounded, ★
Mr. Rogers said, because the Metis controlled by five individuals,
ropolitan Broadcasting Corp., former station licensee and named in other stockholders holding "nonvoting "certificates. The Senator
the McCarthy statement, does not alleged that six stockholders of the
exist.
nation's capital "good music staSen. McCarthy attacked the cortion" are "the largest creditors of
poration, which reorganized in 1948
radio station WQQW and are affilas Radio Station WQQW Inc. with
iated with the Communist Party
new ownership, in a statement pub- in the District of Columbia"; and
lished in the appendix of the Conthat 17 other stockholders "are
gressional Record. Along with the considered to be affiliated with the
statement, he inserted a report,
Communist Party."
which the Senator claimed, had
In his denial, Mr. Rogers told
Broadcasting :
been prepared in 1946 by the House
Un-American Activities Commit"Sen. McCarthy's charges have
no foundation in the facts. He is
tee and then "surpressed."
Mr. Rogers said the station now
quoting a repudiated report which

Yes/

WOAY

THE

Mr. Rogers pointed out that the
former New Jersey Congressman
"fired Ernie Adamson, then counsel of the committee, for issuing
this unapproved report [committee
report reprinted in the Record by
Sen.tee."
McCarthy].
Reorganized in 1948
Mr. Rogers said the corporation
had been reorganized in 1948 with
the complete control of the station
put in holders
the whohands
of "five
constitute
Radio stockStation WQQW Inc." These stockholders, in addition to himself, Mr.
Rogers listed as: Morris Rodman,
Washington, D. C, real estate man
and president of the corporation;

\s

overwhelming

IN

was rejected by J. Parnell Thomas
[former chairman of the House
Un-American Activities Committee] as one of his first official acts
when he became chairman of the
Un-American Activities Commit-

the

favorite

CITY-

AND

ON

FARM

THE
/

(1) A 22-county survey of rural listening habits made
by students of North Dakota Agricultural College
shows that 78.6% of the families prefer WDAY,
vs. only 4.4% for the next station!

(3) BMB Study No. 2 credits WDAY with a Daytime
Audience of more than 200,000 families — 77.7%
of whom are average daily listeners!
Write direct or ask Free & Peters for all the facts about
fabulous WDAY!
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FARGO. N. D.
NBC - 970 KILOCYCLES
5000 WATTS
FREE&Pn,liia
ExdMilvr National

Pull

OFFER of a UP foreign news
map free on a "first come,
first served" basis has convinced KTUL Tulsa of interest in its newscasts. Listeners deluged the station with
cards and letters far exceeding the original supply of
1,000, KTUL reports. Six
plugs on the first day drew
1,459 requests in the next
day's mail and forced KTUL
to order another 6,000. Mail
pull for 14 newscasts in two
days reached 7,1.59, with requests pouring in from as far
, north as Wisconsin and south
as Louisiana, plus neighboring 26 counties.
Pierson Underwood, station's program director, Irwin Geiger, an
attorney, vice president; the estate
of Jesse L Miller, former Washington, D. C. attorney, deceased.
According to its application with
the FCC requesting change of
ownership [Broadcasting, April
4, 1949], WQQW listed its principal stockholders as Mr. Rogers
to acquire 30%; Mr. Underwood,
20%, and the remaining three,
Messrs. Geiger, Rodman and
Miller, to divide the other 50%
voting interest equally.
Last month, WQQW filed in
U. S. District Court in Washington
a reorganization petition in a
move said to strengthen the station's corporate structure and
make ample funds available for
Illexpansion [Broadcasting, Sept.
Financial Adjustment
The station had pointed out that
FCC in passing on an FM license
application, had requested the station to adjust its financial structure in order to reduce a mortgage
indebtedness of $110,000. Fair
value of the station's assets was
estimated at $138,000 but the petition said complete
value
be realized
by a quick
sale.couldn't

XES ! urban and rural, WDAY just doesn't have much
competition in th6 wealthy Red River Valley! Here's
the proof!

(2) For the period Dec. '49 — Apr. '50, WDAY got
more than three times as great a Share of Audience as the next station. Morning, Afternoon and
Evening — got the highest Hooperatings among all
NBC stations in the nation, for the second year in
a row!

Newscasts

In his assertions. Sen. McCarthy
pointed to Owen Lattimore, whom
the Senator already unsuccessfully
tried to label a member of the Communist Party, and his wife, Eleanor, as stockholders of Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp. According
to FCC records, Mr. Lattimore and
his wife each had 10 shares in the
corporation before it changed
hands.
In his disclaimer, Mr. Rogers
said: "None of the station's clients,
including some of the leading and
oldest in Washington, has expressed any concern over Sen. McCarthy's baseless statements and
on the day the report was made
public we wrote more new business
than we have written in any day
this year."
ARTICLE on sports coverage of
WHBY Appleton, Wis., run in recent
edition of local newspaper.
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YOU

MIGHT

GET

A

175-POUND

WOLF

BUT...

YOU

IN

WONT

GET

WESTERN

WITHOUT

MUCH

MICHIGAN

THE

FETZER

I f you're gunning for bigger sales in Western
gan and Northern Indiana, look at what WKZO,
and WKZO-TV

STATIONS!

MichiWJEF

can give you !

WKZO-TV is basic CBS — Channel 3. It is the only TV
station that delivers five large metropolitan markets
representing more than a billion and a half dollars
of buying income and more than 70,000 TV sets in
Western Michigan and Northern Indiana.
WKZO,

Kalamazoo,

and WJEF,

Grand

Rapids cost

20%

less than the next-best two-station choice in these

two cities, yet deliver about 57*^c more city listeners!
New BMB figures credit WKZO- WJEF with a 46.7%
increase in Daytime Audience and a 52.8% increase
in Nighttime Audience since 1946. In Grand Rapids
alone, the Fetzer stations deliver an unduplicated coverage of more than 60,000 homes.
Write for all the facts today, including availabilities
and some really impressive figures about the Western
Michigan — Northern

Indiana market.

A wolf weighing just over 175 pounds was killed on Seventy Mile River in Alaska.

WKZO-TV

WJEF
f^A IN GRAND RAPIDS
AND KENT COUNTY
■

(CBS)
ALL

I

FETZER
AVERY. KNODEL,

WKZO

-f^A, IN WESTERN MICHIGAN
AND NORTHERN INDIANA

kJ
THREE
OWNED

AND

■
OPERATED

BROADCASTING
INC.,

EXCLUSIVE

GREATER
MAZOO
IN KALA
f^A, AND
WESTERN MICHIGAN
(CBS)
BY

H

COMPANY

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

sion of the advertising department
within a year, and by the end of
six years was named advertising
manager. The move to WTOP
came four years later.
Some of the major retail accounts which Mr. Hayes developed
for the CBS station were Lansburgh's and Hecht's, both large
department stores; Brook's Women's Wear, and Raleigh Haberdashers. After two years at
WTOP, Mr. Hayes became an account executive on CBS Radio
Sales' Chicago staff in January
1946 and by September 1948 had
been named western sales manager.
Born Jan. 6, 1908, in Mellott, Ind.,
Mr. Hayes is married to the folmer Jessie Dowell of Fowler, Ind.
They have one son, Norman, 12,
whose burning ambition is to play
first base on a major league ball
team some day. The youngster,
known as Lefty in suburban
Libertyville where the family lives,
already is the star of a pennant-

Strictly Business
(Continued from page 16)
of Mellott, Ind., he studied journalism and political science at Indiana U. and planned a writing
career. He worked nights on the
campus newspaper, the Indiana
Daily Student, and on graduating
became editor of an Indiana weekly
where he did everything from writing editorials and laying out ads
to collecting delinquent accounts.
Meanwhile, however, he had applied to Scripps-Howard for a job
with its organization "anywhere."
The call from S-H came within
a few months after Mr. Hayes had
left college, but it was not for a
writer. The Washington News had
an opening for an ad salesman in
1934. The youthful Hoosier got his
first lucky break when his new
employers permitted him to hurdle
the classified department and move
directly into local display. Concentrating on department stores, he
was placed in charge of this divi-

You'll

winning cub team.
Mr. Hayes is an amateur woodworker, but confesses he has several
shiny
new to
tools
found time
use which
as yet.he Hehasn't
is a
member of the Chicago Radio Management Club.
ASCAP

Dinner

OTTO A. HARBACH, president of
ASCAP, presided over a dinner
given by the society last Wednesday in honor of the Committee of
International Copyright Experts
of UNESCO. Dinner was held at
the Mayflower Hotel, Washington,
with Luther H. Evans, Librarian
of Congress and U. S. delegate to
UNESCO, as one of the principal
speakers. Mr. H a r b a c h and
ASCAP board members served as
co-hosts at the dinner, attended by
representatives of UN, U. S. government agencies and departments
and
embassies
and legations.

strike Pay-dirt in Flint!
RETAIL SALES UP 14.9%
BUILDING
NEW

PERMITS

TONEY NAMED
Succeeds West at RCA Victor
APPOINTMENT
of James M.
Toney as director of public relations of the RCA Victor Division,
Radio Corp. of America, was announced last week by Charles M.

UP 103.3%

Odorizzi,
operat- '■
ing
vice president
of the division.
Mr. Toney,
adver-of
tising manager
the RCA Victor
Home Instruments
ceedsDept.,
JohnsucK.
West, who left
president
in :
as vice
Mr. To
charge
of ne
its y
western
[Broadcasting,
Oct.
9].'i>^'&C division '
It also was announced that
Thomas J. Bernard will continue
as
assistant director of public re- ,
lations.
Mr. Toney, whose new appointment is effective Nov. 1, joined
RCA Victor in 1943 as an expediter in the purchasing department,
working in the Chicago office. In
1945 he was transferred to the
RCA Victor Distributing Corp. in
Chicago as a sales representative,
He became general merchandising
manager in charge of sales activities in 1947, and a year later was
transferred to Camden as advertisments
Dept. of the Home Instruing manager

the

rich

FLINT

Market

At ram-jet pace, products are moving, business is booming in Flint.
Incomes are at an all-time high (higher than New York or Philadelphia or Cincinnati) . The average weekly income in Flint is $84.51.
Retail sales are up 14.9% and still climbing (September 1950 23.8%
over September 1949). New car registrations are up 41.2%, building
permits are up 103.3%. Unemployment, on the other hand, is practically non-existent at 2%. Always a good market, Flint is the best
in the U. S. these days.
You won't want to miss the Flint market . . . and
you cant miss if you present your sales message over
WFDF — Flint's first station. WFDF will bring you
more listeners — more buyers — than all other local
stations combined! (See your Hooper.) Buy WFDF
and sell Flint.

FLINT
910

REPRESENTED
.Associated with: WOOD
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FRENCH PLEA
Records Film Premiere

A SPECIAL recording of the official premiere in America of the
French film "Spirtualite Francaise," produced by the National
Federation of Assns. of Churches
and Religious Buildings Damaged
or Destroyed, was made by WDSU
New Orleans, Oct. 15, for use by
Radiodiffusion Francaise.
During the premiere, held at the
Municipal Auditorium in New Orleans, Joyce Smith, WDSU director ofMadame
women'sMadeleine
programs,
introduced
Deletang,
French good will ambassador to
this country. Madame Deletang
is tourning the country with the
motion picture to solicit aid for
restoring the churces of France.
Consul General of France, Lionel
Vasse, appeared on the program
along with . local leaders. Also
heard on program was a concert
of sacred music by the Scola Cantorum of Notre Dame Seminary.
Mayor DeLesseps S. Morrison of
city.
New Orleans closed the broadcast
with official greetings from the

MICH.

Kilocycles
AMERICAN

|
1
!
f

CAR SALES UP 41.2%
AIDS
WDSU

Sell

I
|
j
J
■
;

THE

Grand Rapids— WFBM

COMPANY
KATZ

AGENCY

Indianapolis— WEOA

Evansville.

RECOMMENDED decision has been
filed by aminer
Everett
Haycraft,
trial exof FederalF. Trade
Commission,
seeking order to prohibit misrepresentation of radio-TV correspondence
courses by Radio Training Assn. of
America, L. A.
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being
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true, how

to be on WGN

in Chicago
reaches

and

more
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your
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afford

. . . the one station
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you

for

.

than

West

that

any other.*

*1949 BMB

A

Clear Channel
Serving

the Middle
MBS
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Chicago 11
Illinois

50,000 Watts
720
finest
OnYourDial
Eastern Sales Office: 220 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
West Coast Representatives: Keenan and Eickelberg
235 Montgomery St., San Francisco 4 • 2978 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 5
710 Lewis Bldg., 333 SW Oak St., Portland 4
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RADIO-TELEVISION is 'STE
depending W'°"
upon the special
test survey
com:er
"rt£
RESEARCH
mittee to get it out of "the stew" over audience measurement, Ted
Oberfelder, former ABC director of advertising, promotion and research
and just named manager of WJZ New York, declared at the ninth annual
luncheon of Pulse Inc. in New York
^
last week.
"It is the old, old story of too
many cooks," Mr. Oberfelder said,
"only in this case each cook is pre. paring his own soup, and when they
are done they are all dumped into
one huge cauldron. The result is
supposed to be a broth to please
the palate of all the radio and television industry. Instead we seem to
find the entire industry in a stew.
"The inevitable conclusion to be
drawn about such a situation," he
continued, "must be that there is
just too much quantitative research
being done in radio and television.
The mountains of material compiled
move across executive and managerial desks from day to day in
such volumes that it is often phys- ANSWERING the hopes of Arnold
ically impossible to make use of all Reid (r), paralyzed in both his legs
the information gathered and preand arms, Gordon Baxter of KPAC
Port Arthur, Tex., presents him with
The necessity of buying all these
services
$1,553.70 that was sent in by KPAC
sented." in order to keep abreast,
listeners for his benefit. Mr. Reid had
Mr. Oberfelder pointed T)ut, is having the effect of "siphoning off . . . requested a tune to be played on Mr.
research money which could well be
Baxter's Stringbilly Jumbalaya proput into more constructive changram. In his letter he also mentioned
nels." He said, " It all boils down to
the fact that — based on what the that he was paralyzed and would like
users of quantitative research pay
to go to Denver for treatment but
for their rating services — there is could not afford it. Mr. Baxter read
too much material to be used intel- the letter over the air and played the
ligently or profitably."
request. The following day donations
Mr. Oberfelder's views were representative ofthe growing interest
began coming into the station and in
in a movement to measure the rela- less than two weeks enough money
tive accuracy of Hooper, Pulse, and
wos collected.
other audience ratings by a test
survey for that purpose [BROADCASTING, Oct. 23]. Report of the WIND Aids Fund
special test survey committee,
formed at the request of Stanley
COMMUNITY Fund of ChiG. Breyer of KJBS San Francisco,
cago has credited WIND
is expected in a fortnight.
Chicago with "an outstanding public
for time
donating allservice"
available
SPECIALIST NEED
during the Oct. 22 PhiladelAkin Cites Army Shortages
phia Eagles-Pittsburgh
ers professional
football Steelgame
for
Fund
announcements.
ACUTE shortages of skilled communications specialists because of
Chicago sports editors and
columnists on behalf of the
peacetime reductions in armed
Fund, transcribed spots
services' strength was gravely felt
which were interspersed
during the Korean campaign,
throughout the broadcast
though equipment itself stood the
when there was no action on
test well, Maj. Gen. S. B. Akin,
the field. Harold A. Moore,
chief
Army
Signal
Officer,
has
declared.
general chairman of the 1950
Fund campaign, commended
In a speech before the WashingWIND for "one of the most
ton Chapter of the Armed Forces
Communications Assn. Oct. 18,
important contributions to
Gen. Akin also noted that Korean
communications were further comto our drive."
plicated by mountainous terrain
and wide dispersal of troops. Employment of a radio relay system,
however, made the operation less
Why buy 2 or more...
"difficult," Gen. Akin said.
do 1 big sales job
Radio relay, high-frequency
on
"RADIO
BALTIMORE"
"line-of-sight" transmission, introduced by the Signal Corps in
World War II and now in wide
commercial use, proved of "outstanding assistance," he noted.
BROADCASTING
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BOKHa

and

Happiness...

. . . are breu ed in the same pot. A ladle of molten steel
speaks all languages. In Russia, the language is war (bonlia) and they have
devoted their steel to war products. In America, steel has been used for the
machines that make work easier and daily living happier for everybody. Now,
we must turn a part of America's river of molten steel into armaments to
rebuild our defenses. Most people are wondering what effect the change will
have on American life. Here are some questions and answers from the steel
industry that may help you:
How much steel can the American steel
companies make? Our capacity is now
slightly over 100 million tons. Many companies
are adding new capacity, which will total
another 9 million tons.
How much steel
supporting the U.
aggression make?
than that of the Iron
56 million tons.

can other countries
A. program against
Their capacity is more •
Curtain countries. It is

Hoiv much steel can the Iron Curtain
countries make? Russia and the countries
she dominates can make ahout 33 million tons
of steel per year.
How fast does America's steel industry
grow? We will soon have 25 million tons more
steel capacity than we had at the start of World
War II. That increase, alone, is more than 4
times as much as next year's top estimate of
military needs. The steel industry always grows
in the competitive atmosphere of America.

AMERICAN

BROADCASTING

IRON

AND
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STEEL

INSTITUTE

• 35 0

FIFTH

Does plentiful production mean there
will be plenty of steel for everything?
The Army, Navy and Air Force need more steel.
The steel industry is responding with increased
capacity. But. the time may come when even our
giant capacity will not be enough for both defense and unlimited personal buying. In effect,
you increase America's supply of all important
materials when you buy only those things you
really need.
Is there any way in which I can get more
facts on America's steel industry than
can he given in this advertisement?
Yes, write for the interesting booklet. "Report
to the American Public." Address: American
Iron and Steel Institute, 350 Fifth Avenue, New
York 1. New York.
Sli
AMERICA'S
More than 200 companies make up the free
and independent steel industry of America.

AVENUE

•

NEW

YORK

1, N. Y.
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HERE'S

*BMB

STATE

AREA

A

REPORT

HANDY

WAY

TO

The

nerve

center of a teeming,

rich trading area embracing

one

of America's richest major markets is the city of Toledo, Ohio.
Here in a half dozen or so counties reside 659,000 people with
money

to spend and places to spend it. Here

the dominant

selling

voice is WSPD — a voice that literally saturates the area as proven
by the above

BMB

percentages.

84% — 90% — 97% — what

mor6

could you ask.**
Do

you have a product

in the Toledo
your KATZ

that needs

market.** Then

man

selling to the 659,000

you had

right away regarding

"selling", you see, is spelled W-S-P-D
To

learn how

list below.

aggressiveness

with

available time. The

word

in the Toledo

that makes

FORT

area.
consult the

all Fort Industry stations possess
them

they serve — if it's listeners who

THE

better get in touch

to spell it in six other major markets,

Like WSPD,

people

an alert

your best buys in the markets
buy that you're after.

INDUSTRY

COMPANY

WSPD, Toledo. O.
•
WWVA, \^ heeling. W. Va.
•
WMMN, Fairmont. Va.
WLOK, Lima. O. • WAGA, Allanla. Ga. • WGBS, Miami. Fla. • WJBK, Detroit. Mich.
WAGA-TV, Atlanta. Ga.
WJBK-TV, Dclroil. Mich. •
•
WSPD-TV, Toledo, O.
Sales Headquarters: 488 Madison .4te., IS'eiv York 22. ELdorado 5-2455
iSational

editorial

Increase

Rates

Now

BROADCASTERS, like their counterparts of
the printed page, are pondering rate structures
in these days of skyrocketing costs and inflationary trends. The difference is that broadcasters are doing very little about it — except
in rare instances and for those in TV who are
enjoying dizzily expanding circulation and unequalled popularity.
Newspapers and magazines romp along increasing their rates on a what-the-traffic -willbear basis, with little or no retaliation from
advertisers. Yet advertisers demand more and
more research and measurement material from
radio and TV, which they can turn against
these media in pai'rying rate adjustments.
It isn't hard to discern what the Assn. of
National Advertisers is attempting to do since
its project for across-the-board rate reductions
in TV markets was nipped a few months ago.
They've embarked upon a temporary boycott.
There's little activity on new and renewal network business, although national spot and local
are breaking records. ANA obviously is trying
to sweat the networks out on rate adjustments.
There are individual broadcasters who are
increasing rates. We know of no instance
where such increases, discreetly and soundly
evolved, have brought serious loss of revenue.
The rub has been the differential in network
rates as compared to spot. There hasn't been
an over-all increase in network rates for more
than a decade. Yet in the last dozen years
operating costs have more than doubled.
It's no longer a matter of holding the line.
To do so, in effect, is to reduce rates, since the
dollar buys less and less.
Radio time is practically the only commodity
extant that hasn't increased in cost in the last
10 years. This is in spite of the virtual saturation of the nation in set ownership and of unprecedented tune-in.
Networks should heed the pleas of their
affiliates for horizontal rate increases. Excess
profits taxes are in sight. Institutional spending will increase. Paper rationing looms, and
newspapers are making their second round of
increases in a year, in anticipation of what
might amount to rationed advei-tising.
If rate increases aren't invoked now, to become effective in six months or so, stations
and networks alike might find themselves doing
an unprecedented volume of business, but with
not enough return to meet increased overhead.

Help

Wanted!

IT'S NO SECRET that BAB is looking for a
fop executive in the $35,000-$50,000 bracket.
Several able and experienced radio men have
been considered but each has declined for good
personal reasons. The job is still open.
Plans for a more vital organization have
been taking shape under the guidance of the
selfless and intelligent BAB committee headed
by Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-AM-FM-TV New
Orleans, and composed of Edgar Kobak, consultant and owner of WTWA Thomson, Ga.;
Charles C. Caley, WMBD Peoria; William B.
Quarton, WMT Cedar Rapids, and Allen B.
Woodall, WDAK Columbus, Ga.
No ordinary task faces BAB.
First is the overall job of selling radio in
competition with every o!;her medium. That
Page 46
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task has taken on new stature in the past few
months with the continued growth of television,
new fax burdens and the spectre of preparedness shortages of men and materials.
Second, an integral part of the first, is the
task of raising a sizable war chest for the
group. The ANPA Bureau of Advertising carries a million-dollar budget. The magazine
publishers promote their medium on a similar
scale. If radio is to battle for the advertisers'
dollar on an equal footing it will need a like
amount. That war chest will be a primary
responsibility of the new BAB president.
Add it up. The task needs a man of considerable talents. Events of the past few years
have aroused broadcasters to the necessity of
promoting their medium as competition becomes tougher and rougher.
Developments in the foreseeable future indicate an increase in this necessity rather than
a decline. This quickening of interest should
make raising money for this essential purpose
easier than it would have been last year or
the year before.
The challenge is inescapable. Radio, that
healthy giant, is not likely to ignore it. The
job calls for a good man.
Any suggestions?

War-Time

Folly

NOT SINCE the days of the infamous Blue
Book have broadcasters been so aroused against
the FCC. The resurgence of mailed fist rule,
veering in the direction of control of the economy of the broadcast media, is the cause.
This was apparent at the NBC convention a
week ago at White Sulphur Springs. At district meetings of the NAB and at state association sessions, anti-FCC fervor has become
evident. The feeling is that the Commission's
lawyers are riding high again, on the crest of
the violence of the color TV fight. FCC Chairman Coy has made no bones about his displeasure over the opposition to the new color
standards. His dander is up.
The color decision is the more spectacular
issue, but from the broadcaster's standpoint —
whether or not he is in TV — the real threat
lies in the proposed rules to control TV network competition. That battle will be fought
largely behind the scenes, whereas the color
battle will be on the air and in the headlines
for months ahead.
These are not the times to have another
industry-government finish fight. Under Coy
direction these past three years,, the FCC has
moved toward reasonable cooperation with
licensees. The Commission had retrieved much
lost prestige.
Now, in a war-time economy, warnings are
up. They come at a time when the resources
of radio and TV should be turned against the
enemies of democracy, and not in intramural
conflict.
Another Korea, or worse, could stop most
of our radio and TV production overnight. The
color issue then could become academic. So
would a lot of others.
Energy, time and money — taxpayers' as well
as corporate — will be wasted in the strife that
has been provoked. Licensees cannot afford to
let any issue which threatens to touch ever so
lightly upon the basic freedom of the broadcast arts, go by default. So they must and
will fight. To do otherwise is to invite disaster.
Before the conflict gets out of hand, we hope
that higher authorities — even the President —
will step in, to the end that the resources of
radio and TV can be utilized to the maximum
in preserving the freedoms of democracy in a
sorely troubled world.

jf- our respects lo:

THOMAS

BERNARD

McFADDEN

tion McFadden
filled
his applica
for
Bernard
-oldoutThomas
17-year
WHEN
employment as page boy at NBC New
York, one question on the form gave him a
moment's pause. It read: "What position would
you eventually like to fill if you are employed
by NBC?" Young McFadden finally, after
considerable deliberation, wrote "President."
Although Mr. McFadden has not as yet
realized that ambition, he is a young man who
has come a long way since Sept. 13, 1934, when
he first donned the gold braid of a Radio City
page. Since April 1950 he has been manager
of NBC's Hollywood television station, KNBH
— a position he assumed after three years as
manager
the New
network's
and WNBT of (TV)
York. WNBC-AM-FM
That number 13, the date he went to work
for NBC, has been a significant one in the
McFadden career. In high school sports, his
(Continued on page 5 A)

Static

and

Snow

By AWFREY QUINCY
ONE of the big national agencies is being sued
by a script writer because the agency failed to
use a program idea he had submitted. Now, he
seeks to collect the compensation he would have
received if his idea had been used. We are
watching this one carefully, because if this
writer collects, we're IN. At one time or another, we've had ideas on how to double the
profits of Standard Oil, how to quadruple CocaCola's production, how to vastly expand the
market for U. S. Steel. We'll just sue and sue,
collect and collect, then dream up new ideas
leading to more suits. With all that wealth,
we'll line the padding in our cell with damask
and brocade. Might even build a new asylum.
Now Transit Radio is raising rates. If anyone
asks why, they can always say, "We were
waiting for another street-car."
in every
way;
Life
gets tougher
every day, more complex
Wise guys scheme and cook up strife just to
complicate my life.
Tuning in a TV set causes me to stew and fret,
And it's just an even bet that a picture I can
So to really put me down, make me grit my
teeth and frown.
Make me kick my set and smack it, now it's
gonna have a bracket.
get.
BROADCASTING
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manager WNBH-WFMR

(FM) New Bedford, Mass.

JOHN B. BURNS, salesman and promotion manager KROC Rochester,
Minn., to sales staff WGN Chicago.
front office
YRON MAY, chief engineer KNAK Salt Lake City, to manager
Provo. GARN CARTER, commercial manager KOVO Prove,
M KNEU
to commercial manager KNEU.
MORGAN RYAN, national sales manager and head N. Y. office of
Liberty Broadcasting System, resigns to join Progressive Broadcasting
System as district manager eastern division.
BURN-SMITH Co. and DORA C. DODSON, Atlanta, named representatives by WDVA Danville, Va.
FRANK JUNNEL to commercial manager KEYL (TV) San Antonio,
Tex. Was with KCBD Lubbock and KROD El Paso as
commercial manager. Replaces SHERRILL EDWARDS,
resigned [Broadcasting, Oct. 9].
ELMER O. WAYNE, Curtis Publishing Co., Cleveland,
to sales representative WGAR Cleveland. Replaces
GLENN GILBERT, called to active service.
AL MAFFIE, WTSA Brattleboro, Vt., to WEIM Fitchburg, Mass., as commercial and promotion manager.

i

LIONEL COLTON, N. Y., named national sales repreMr. Junnel
sentative for WERI Westerly, R. L New England representative remains BERTHA BANNAN, Boston.
JOHN CALLOW to sales staff WOR New York. Was with WCBS New
York and CBS research department.
C. M. GARNES, acting general manager KERB Kermit, Tex., named
general manager.
PAUL J. PERREAULT,

manager WTAO

Cambridge, Mass., to acting

ALBERT SCHERB, WGN Chicago sales staff, transfers to local TV sales
at station. WILLIAM DAVIS will leave sales staff WGN-TV soon to
return to active Navy duty. Expects to be assigned to staff of commandant of Naval Air Tactical Group in California.
J. GERALD MAYER, SCOTT G. RIGBY and F. HAMILTON SEELEY
form law firm, Mayer, Rigby & Seeley, succeeding former Mayer, Rigby
& Ryan. Firm located at 1010 Vermont Ave., N.W., Washington, and
will practice before departments and agencies of government.
RUSS RYAN to KCNI Broken Bow, Neb., as assistant rnanager. Was
with station before associations with MBS and WGN Chicago.
W. S. HUNEFELD Jr., manager S. F. office KLX Oakland, recalled to
active service as Lt. in Navy. '
WINI SCHAEFER, press representative WNBC-AM-FM and WNBT
(TV) New York, appointed director of publicity for stations. Replaces
SCHUYLER G. CHAPIN, who joins NBC national spot sales department
as TV account executive.
LOUIS A. SMITH,
WOR-AM-TV New
in Chicago and be
Denver, Minneapolis
etionaU

owner-operator agency of that name in Chicago, to
York as western sales manager. Will headquarter
responsible for WOR sales between Buffalo and
and New Orleans.

• • •

MILFORD JENSEN, operations director WCAL Northfield, Minn., appointed interim director Region IV National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters. . . . EDWARD LAMB, owner WICU (TV) Erie, Pa., presented gold embossed Bible by group of local civic leaders as token of
"work done in advancing religious programming."
HUGH B. TERRY, vice president and general manager KLZ Denver,
named Denver County chairman for 1951 Easter Seal Campaign. . . .
HERBERT L. KRUEGER, commercial manager WTAG-AM-FM Worcester, Mass., back at desk after leg operation.
PAUL A. LOYET, vice president and resident manager WHO Des Moines,
father of boy, Michael Paul, Oct. 20.

TO BUILD WGAF
New Voldosta, Ga., Outlet
THE Valdosta Broadcasting Co.
has announced plans to build a new
fulltime AM station in Valdosta,
Ga. The company was granted a
CP in 1949 for WGAF to operate
with 5 kw on 910 kc. George B.
Cook, president of VBC, said the
construction of the station will be

timed to meet delivery of the
equipment which already has been
Board of directors of the firm
purchased.
includes four Valdosta business
men: Mr. Cook, president; A. J.
Strickland, vice president; L. 0.
Smith, secretary-treasurer, and
Tom Bush Smith. A. D. Ring &
Co., Washington consulting engineers, will supervise construction
of the station.

WARD
AL

T O

O

N A

JOHNSTOWN
FIRST

FIRST

IS GODFREY

You're on the INSIDE
with the OUTSIDE audience on WVAM. ONLY
lOOO-wott fulltime coverage in Altoona and
Central Pennsylvania.

Repreisented
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25 or 32?

As a fact, HE'S BOTH!
Godfrey's daytime show
rates a 25.0 Hooper
Godfrey's
Scouts
has a 32.4 Talent
in Johnstown
HOOPERFIRST Godfrey &
WARD
Weed

&

Gompan;

The Jackson metropolitan area,
in addition to a 32 per cent
population gain the lost 10
years, has chalked up a 248 per cent
increase in dollar volume retail trade
and 322 per cent in wholesale sales.
Truly a big market . . . and getting
bigger.

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
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Follow

the

lead

Business

they're

all

giving

of

these

Leaders...

Schenley

to

ivish

friends

the

best!

Harry G. Griffiths, President of the
Pennsylvania Drug Co.. says: ''I order
Schenley by the case— and my gift buying is through! It's quick and easy!
There s no finer whiskey-gift."

Col. William Schiff, President of Schiff
Terhune & Co., Inc.. Insurance Brokers,

Arthur Martin Karl, President of
\ames Lnlimited, Inc.. Direct Mail

says: "I give Schenley because it's a
really fine whiskey . . . and a really fine

Consultants,
says:gift"Schenley
answer to all my
problems.is Itheenjoy

answer to mv Christmas problem? !"

Schenlev in mv home, too."

Herbert Sondheim, President of
Herbert Sondheim, Inc., Famous Dress

Richard E. Booth, Executive of Nowland & Schladermundt, Industrial Designers, says: "A gift of Schenley is the
best way I know to say, 'Thanks for all
you've done for me this past year!'"

Edward Lyman Bill, President of Bill
Bros. Publishing Co., Publishers of Sales
Management, says : "Schenley is an ideal
gift. Every man welcomes a gift of fine

Manufacturers, says: '"Everyone appreciated Schenley last year, so I'm giving
it ao;ain this Christmas. "

whiskey."

//

to

give

BLENDED WHISKEY 86 PROOF. 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPlRiTS. SCHcNLEY DiSTRXUTOkS, Ii.C.
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Paris Conservatory Orchestra and
Royal Danish Symphony, Copenhagen.
JACK HUSTON, WCCO MinneapolisSt. Paul announcing staff, father of
boy, Brian, Oct. 15.
ALLAN JEFFERYS, staff announcer
and disc jockey on Dinner Bell show.
WFPG Atlantic City, N. J., and JUNE
HOOPES, co-disc jockey Dinner Bell,
have announced their marriage.

air-casters
ALBUQUERQUE
NEW
MEXICO
Leads in Total Retail
Sales Percentage Gains
over all "official" Metropolitan
County Areas in 10 Years
(1939-1949)*
Albuquerque is also tops
in sales increase in Food,
Furniture, Household, and
Radio Stores, and second
in Drug Stores sales increases.
* featured
Nov. 10thSales Management

KYER
Mutual - • Albuquerque

CHECK SRDS FOR RATES
HOOPER RADIO AUDIENCE INDEX
City Zone, Albuquerque, N. M., Spring 1950
SHARE OF RADIO AUDIENCE
TIME
KVER
10.2' D
22.6 Station
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M. G. M. Radio Attractions.
Local and Notional Sports.
Only Albuquerque Station with
morning, afternoon, and evening
Spanish programs.
WM. T. KEMP, President
KEN PALMER, General Manager
KEITH TYE, Station Manager
PAUL KEHLE, Sales Manager
BERT LEBHAR, III, Ass't Mgr.
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6- CO.
INEW YORK
CHICAGO
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AY A. LIUZZA to newly-created
R post of sales promotion manager
WNOE New Orleans.
EARL STEELE, WCCO Minneapolis,
to WARC Rochester, N. Y., as program director.
FRANK BABCOCK to announcing
staff WGN Chicago from chief announcer and assistant program director KXYZ Houston.
LOUIS FORD to staff announcer
WBUR (FM) Boston U. outlet, while
studying at university.
CATHERINE ROSS, WJR Detroit, becomes assistant to HARRY WISMER,
rece-ifv resigred from WJR to resume full schedule of sports broadcasting. Mr. Wismer's offices are in
ABC offices, N. Y.
GEORGE D. COWLE, new to radio,
to promotion and merchandising manager WEBC Duluth. Minn. Was in
motion picture and theatre promotion.
GEORGE T. CASE, general and commercial manager WNAO Raleigh, N. C,
to program director WONE-WTWO
(FM) Dayton, Ohio.
DICK STEDMAN, sports director
WTXL W. Springfield. Mass., to staff
announcer
WJIM-AM-TV Lansing,
Mich.
HERB DEXTER, disc jockey and sports
announcer WPEN Philadelphia, to evening production supervisor. Will continue sports announcing.
JOHN LINKER, WEOK Poughkeepsie,
N. Y., to WPTR Albany, N. Y., as staff
announcer.
JOHN PALLADINE to staff announcer
WBUD Morrisville, Pa. Was with WIP
Philadelphia. Succeeds BOB KENT,
promoted to program director.
JAMES M. ORCHARD, WJAR-TV
Providence, R. I., to program director
KOTV (TV) Tulsa, Okla.
AU KNIGHT to KITO San Bernardino,
Calif., to conduct 12 m.-6 a.m. All
Night With Al Knight show.
ROD KLISE, staff announcer KHQ
Spokane. Wash., appointed head of continuity. Will handle 3 p.m. and 5 p.m.
newscasts. Succeeds PAUL LAW, resigned to freelance in Chicago.
ROGER CLARK, disc jockey WFGN
Gaffney, S. C, to WNOR Norfolk, Va.
TONY BRYAN, graduate Northwest
Broadcasting School, Portland, Ore., to
KERG Eugene, Ore.
JACK LATHAM to NBC Hollywood
announcing staff.
DR. CHARLES EARLE FUNK, editor
emeritus Funk & Wagnalls since his
retirement three years ago, to replace
Prof. CABELL GREET as CBS speech
consultant while latter is in Paris for
next year, lecturing on American literature and civilization under Fulbright
scholarship.
DARROW (Tex) CLARK, KRUN Ballinger, Tex., to KRRV Denison, Tex.,
as staff announcer.
PHIL RUSKIN to remote director
WBKB (TV) Chicago, replacing BILL
BALABAN, who was inducted into
Army last week. JOHN PAVIS from
boom mike man to sales promotion
writer.
JACK WEBB, star of NBC Dragnet,

signed for featured role in forthcoming 20th-Century-Fox production,
"The U.S.S. Teakettle."
Lt. ROLAND J. SCHUMACHER, St.
Louis
airs So that
It Can't
Happenpoliceman
to You who
on KXOK
city,
father of girl, Martha Jane, Oct. 8.
BOB SWAN, disc jockey WPTR Albany, awarded Canadian and American Newspaperman's 1950 Achievement
award "for outstanding radio enterLOWELL T. CHRISTISON, continuity
tainment."
director WRFW Eau Claire, Wis., and
FLORENCE HELM, traffic manag3r,
were married Oct. 7.
BfLL TRACEY, promotion manager
WSAZ Huntington, W. Va., now on
active duty with Marines, father of
girl, Kathleen.
BUDDY MENNETT, 14-year-old disc
jockey, to Best on Wax show, WSTCAM-FM Stamford, Conn.
ROBERT GREEN, commentatorcritic, to Top of the News show,
WTOP-TV Washington.
TEX DAVIS, disc jockey WLOW Norfolk, Va.,County.
sworn in as deputy sheriff of
Norfolk
FRANK CASON, producer WSB-TV
Atlanta, and Valerie Drake have announced their marriage, Oct. 7.
BUD STEFAN and VIRGINIA MYER,
both KTLA(TV) Hollywood staff members, married Oct. 16.
TONY MOE, sales promotion manager
WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul, named
radio chairman Hennepin County
March of Dimes for 1951.
TOM BELCHER, director KNBH(TV)
Hollywood, and Roberta Alderson were
married Oct. 21.
JULIA (Nicky) CHASE to Don Lee
Hollywood publicity staff as log editor,
succeeding SALLIE MONTGOMERY,
resigned.
TONY BOMBA, KFIX (TV) San Francisco, father of girl, Lizbeth Ann.
ROBERT
REGAN,
chief announcer
KCBQ San Diego, father of boy, Jeffrey Robert.
CHARLES PAUL, music director CBS
Mr. and Mrs. North, in Europe for
three-week concert tour. Will direct
Philharmonic Orchestra of London,

FRANK
Welcome BARTON,
Travelers, writer
fatheronofNBC's
girl.
Amy, Oct. 5.
JOHNNY GRANT to host of all
KECA-TV Hollywood weekday afternoon programming, given overall title
Afternoon With You.
FRANK SWEENEY, WGN Chicago
announcer, father of boy, Daniel
Scott.
HEDDA HOPPER, columnist, starts
half-hour weekly Hedda Hopper Show
on NBC, Sat., 8:30-9 p.m., PST.
STANLEY NOONAN, tenor, replaces
Bob Callahan on Young Man With a
Song, KCBS San Francisco.
MARGARET WHITING, singer, mother of girl, Deborah Irene, Oct. 10.
TOMMY THOMPSON, floor manager
ABC-TV Mysteries of Chinatown, and
GLORIA SANDERS, star of show,
have announced their marriage, Oct. 22.
JIMMY
HUTCHLNSON,
of Sage
Riders at WLS Chicago, father of
boy, James S., Oct. 6.
MARY and HOWARD JONES, stars
of Mary Jones show WFIL Philadelphia, awarded Blue Ribbon by New
Jersey
State Fair
for "most
outstanding
publiccommittee
service and
home
entertainment . . . over the airways
. . . during past year"
ED BRADY, announcer KNBC San
Francisco, father of boy, Michael,
Oct. 22.
A/euti • • •
BILL CROWLEY, sports director
WONEtor WARA
Dayton,
Ohio, toMass.
sports direcAttleboro,
REX LORENG, staff CFCF Montreal,
appointed associate news editor-newscaster.
TOM McCarthy, chief of news department WKRC Cincinnati, author
of article on Milford Farm and Home
Center in Farm Quarterly.
FRANK GOSS, CBS Hollywood newscaster, father of girl, Pamela Lynn,
Oct. 14.
BLAIR MOODY, Detroit News' Washington correspondent and conductor

I aKUpoj. jp9Jio|ie>4. 9;>iAjds ^misip
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Meet Your Congress series WINX
Washington, transcribing broadcasts
■with touring Senators while abroad.
JACK CHANCELLOR, NBC Chicago
news writer, and Constance Herbert
were married Oct. 14.
GRANT HOLCOMB, director of news
KCBS San Francisco, named committee member for USS San Francisco
Memorial dedication Nov.. 12.
HAL KOSUT, newsman WHLI-AMFM Hempstead, L. I., father of girl
Judith Ellen, Oct. 14.
JAMES A. BYRON Jr., news editor
\ WBAP-AM-FM-TV Fort Worth, electi ed president Fort Worth chapter SigI ma Delta Chi.
I ROBERT BRUCE MOORE, news and
music editor WLAW Lawrence, Mass.,
father of boy, Robert Bruce Jr., Oct. 6.
CIVILIAN NEEDS
Can Now Be Met, Hessler Says
DIMINUTION of Korean hostilities will enable the nation's vast
I electrical manufacturing and disj tribution industry to make firm
commitments for future delivery on
materials for civilian needs, G. F.
Hessler, vice president of Graybar
Electric Co., told the annual convention of the Pacific Div. of NaI tional Assn. of Electrical Distrib■ utors in Coronado, Calif., last
Wednesday.
Asserting that the "rush and urgency" to complete civilian projects
no longer exists, Mr. Hessler felt
I that "we are going to be able to
1^ carry along a more sizable portion
of our civilian economy without
seriously impairing either it or our
preparedness program."
The Graybar executive said that
raw materials supply and availability constitute the "most crucial
problem" and that manufacturers
I still could expect a pattern of regur lation, priority, and inventory control. He predicted controls on copper of which the electrical industry
consumes approximately 50% of
the total supply, much of it for
radio, television and other electronics equipment.
STORIES on operation of WGAY Silver Spring, Md., appeared in recent
foreign publications. London Daily
Telegraph and Morning Post carried
item written by Marsland Gander, who
had followed BBC observers at station.
Picture and short article appeared in
Grosse Osterreich Uliistrierte, Austrian weekly.

WDRC
CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

DEFENSE FUNDS
Request Expected Soon
CIVIL defense jplanning and the
government's stockpiling program
were discussed at length Oct. 13
in a conference between W. Stuart
Symington, chairman of the National Security Resources Board,
and Sen. Kenneth McKellar
(D-Tenn.), chairman of the powerful Senate Appropriations Committee.
Sen. McKellar expressed belief
the administration would soon ask
for additional funds to set up a
Civil Defense Administration envisioned in President Truman's report on civil defense and communications [Broadcasting, Oct. 9,
Sept. 25], and to fui'ther the Munition Board's stockpiling program.
License Suspended
FIRST CLASS radiotelephone
operator license of A. J. Hoggins
has been suspended for six months
on ground he operated KICA
Clovis, N. M., without such required license on several occasions
between May 15 and May 29, FCC
has announced. The suspension
would be waived temporarily, FCC
said, if a hearing were requested.
The Commission contended Mr.
Hoggins allegedly "represented to
the management" of KICA on May
11 that he held the license "for the
purpose
of obtaining
employment."
The license
was issued
May 29,
FCC said.

KBA MEETING
Discuss Future BAB Head
AT its semi-annual meeting Oct.
18-19, the Kentucky Broadcasters
Assn. unanimously adopted a resolution urging NAB President
Justin Miller and William B. Ryan,
general manager of NAB, to use
their influence to see that the new
director of BAB is experienced in
radio time sales. The resolution
went on to ask that he be familiar
with the sales problems of all stations "but especially lower powered
WHILE Farm Service Director Chuck
Worcester (I) looks on. General Manager William B. Quarton points to
past lucky winners of WMT Cedar
Rapid's, Iowa's farm journalism scholarship award. Current winner, Leon
Kline, gives the familiar finger sign
pointing toward success gained by his
predecessors.
All were
farm broadcasting
by Mr."tutored"
Worcester.in
U.S. -Seoul Contact
RADIO contact and telegraph service between the United States and
Seoul, Korea,
wasa.m.officially
established at5:45
Oct. 18, reby
repairing transmitting and receiving facilities after recapture of
the South Korean capital, according
to H. C. Ingles, president of RCA
Communications Inc., New York.
RCA also has sent a complete
mobile station to Korea, enabling
men at the front to radiotelegraph
their families directly.

RLVS'^'

rnxxJkjbd

Charles Warren, WCMI Ashland,
was elected president of KBA at
operations."
the
Hopkinsville meet. J. W. Betts,
WFTM Maysville, was named first
vice president and Joseph Eaton,
WKLO Louisville, second vice
president. Hugh Potter, WOMI
Owensboro, was re-elected secretary-treasurer.
Retiring President J. Porter
Smith of WGRC Louisville, Edward Paxton Jr., WKYB Paducah
and Mike Layman, WSFC Somerset, were named to the executive
committee.
A plaque was presented by KBA
members to Bill Ladd, radio editor
of the Louisville Courier Journal,
for his "unselfish efforts on behalf
of better radio."
CKLS La Sarre, Que., new 250 w station on 1240 kc, is now on the air,
according to Radio Branch, Dept. of
Transport, Ottawa.
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Warner Bldg., Washington, D. C.
■ 2700 Polk Ave., Houston, Texas
Canadian Marconi Company, Montreal
Rocke International, New York City
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REK-O-KUrS
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VARIABLE-SPEED
TURNTABLE
The New and Needed Tool
That Every Broadcast
Engineer, Disc Jockey and
Announcer Dreamed About!
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MODEL-CVS 12
(Illustrated)
Chassis, Motor and
Turntable AssemblyordsPlays
from 6alltorec-16
inches.
$84.95 net
MODEL-CVS 12P
In portable case with
Pickup.
dual-stylus
16"
$124.95 net
SOUND EFFECTS:
Patented Varikon Drive assures absolutely
true running speeds for highest fidelity reproduction ofall sound effects.
TRANSCRIPTIONS:
Permits speed-up or slow-down of recorded
transcriptions to fit into allotted airtime . . .
no more cut-off commercials!
REHEARSALS:
(A) Excellent check to determine whether
overlong musical program can be used when
squeezed into allotted time by speeding up
in playback.
(B) For Disc Jockeys, Vocalists, Musicians,
etc., permits singing and playing with any
recording by matching the pitch of the record with voice or instrument. Reproduces
the
long sustained notes without warble or
sourness.
SPECIFICATIONS
Speed Changes: Continuously Variable
(a) llOV-60 Cycles, Range: 25 to 100 R.P.M.
(b) llOV-50 Cycles, Range: 20 to 85 R.P.M.
Turntable-12"
ground shaft.cast aluminum, hardened and
Motor-constant speed, 4 pole.
Drive-exclusive
ing rim drive.Rek-O-Kut VARI-CON* self-seatNoiselevel.Level— 30db maximum below recording
Dimenslons-16" L., 12" W., 5" below chassis.
Available At Your Regular Parts Distributor. Literature on Request . . . Write
Direct to REK-O-KUT.
REK-O-KUT
CO., In
31-19 Queens Boulevard
Long Island City 1, New York
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CAMPAIGN

PROBE

To Eye Radio-TV Expenditures
A CONGRESSIONAL committee
plans to turn its spotlight on money
spent in radio and television during
this year's Congressional election
campaign, it was revealed last
week.
Investigating for the House is
its special Committee on Expenditures in Political Campaigns headed
by Rep. Mike Mansfield (D-Mont.)
who has sent notices to NAB's
Justin Miller and to heads of the
major radio-TV networks to appear
at hearings tenatively scheduled
for "shortly after the elections."
If necessary, the committee will
ask individual station officials to
testify, it was explained.
Specifically, radio and television
representatives will be asked to
testify on the use of the media in
political campaigns.
Rep. Mansfield's group was set
up last July by the House to investigate and report by January
1950 on campaign expenditures by
candidates for Congressional seats.
The committee, composed of Democrats Mansfield, Frank L. Chelf
(Ky.) and Charles B. Deane (N. C.)
and Republicans John J. Jennings
Jr. (Tenn.) and Frank Fellows
(Me.), was voted $40,000 for the
probe last summer.
Also asked to testify are political
party heads, labor, corporation, bar
associations, veterans groups, state
councils on government, political
action and other such groups on
the amounts spent on behalf of individual candidates.
There is the possibility that
President Truman will call Congress back to Washington before
the Nov. 27 resumption date (see
story this issue). In any event, a
Congressional committee may conduct hearings in Washington at
any time
since the innation's
ture is technically
recess. legislaIt was disclosed that the committee's staff is compiling statistics
in a nationwide survey to show
candidates' budgets for primary
and national campaigns. This
survey will be broken down into
categories including that of radio
and television advertising.
Purpose of the committee is to
deem whether thei-e is need for
remedial legislation on the accounting of funds spent by Congressional
candidates. It has been pointed
out by interested observers that a
law passed in 1923 on returns filed
by House candidates on campaign
expenses exempts billboard and
newspaper advertising. Radio, as
an advertising medium, was not
referred to in the act.

DISCUSSING the Chevrolet-sponsored U. of Maryland football games, fed
to a 10-station network from WITH Baltimore, are (I to r): Sportscaster Bob
Wolff, Gov. Preston Lane of Maryland, Steve Douglas, sportscaster, and
Dr. H. C. (Curly) Byrd, President of U. of Maryland. Ketchum, MacLeod &
Grove, Pittsburgh, places the schedule.
LOCAL

LOCAL

ADVERTISING TRENDS
Wenner Finds 38% of Budget Goes to Radio

radio advertisers, considered the "most important" by
stations in small Indiana communities, spend an average $5,260 on
advertising yearly, of which 38 7o
or $2,005 goes to radio. Most also
use newspapers.
These figures were compiled
through personal survey by Leonard Wenner in "Indiana AM stations in Communities Under 50,000
Population," a thesis for Master of
Arts degree in Indiana U.'s Dept.
of Speech. The survey was based
on 40 usable returns (53% total
response) from 85 prominent local
advertisers in the state.
The survey showed 30 of the
respondents found radio advertisin "moderate
success"in
whileing resulted
five said
radio resulted
"much success" and one cited "no
success." Mr. Wenner explained,
however, that those having "much
success'' spend at least $1,000 a
year in radio and have been advert.'sing more than a year.
Newspapers are used as well as

radio by 35 respondents, the survey
disclosed, while 11 use billboards,
seven use letters, five use postcards
and five use handbills as well as
radio and newspapers. Four respondents use radio exclusively.
FTC

Report

LESS than 3% and 1% of all television and radio continuities, respectively, were set aside during
the month of September by the
Federal Trade Commission's Radio
and Periodical Advertising Division
as being "possibly false and misleading," according to FTC's
monthly report. The division questioned 96 out of 2,676 TV continuities and 1,333 out of 54,402 radio
advertisements examined during
the month. Newspaper and magazine advertisements set aside
amounted to over 5%''^ of all copy
analyzed in each field.

Miller's Connection
W. B. MILLER terminated his connection with KEYL(TV) San Antonio, Tex., this past summer, according to W. D. Rogers Jr., vice
president of KEYL. In the Oct. 16
issue of Broadcasting, Mr. Miller
was inadvertently identified as vice
president and general manager.
BROADCASTING
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Worth; CARL THOMPSON, KEYL
(TV) San Antonio; BILL KEY, WMCT
(TV) Memphis, and BILL KNIGHT,
WFAA-FM Dallas, to WFAA-TV technical and engineering staff.
ROBERT G. EHRHART, control engineer WTMA Charleston, S. C, resigns
to attend Central Airlines School,
Kansas City, Mo.

RIGHTS

Court Halts 'Off Air' Records
UNAUTHORIZED recording of
broadcast Metropolitan Opera performances "off the air" and sale of
the recordings so labeled was halted
by order of the New York Supreme
Court, in a precedent-making ruling
of a fortnight ago. Judge Henry
Clay granted a temporary injunction which, until trial is held, restrains the Wagner-Nichols Recorder Corp. from "recording, advertising, selling or distributing"
such broadcast performances.
Complainants in the action,
brought last July, were the Metropolitan Opera Assn.; the American
Broadcasting Co., which had exclusive right to broadcast the performances; and Columbia Record Co.
Inc., which had exclusive right to
record them.
Court Rules Contract Rights
The court recognized the exclusive right of the Metropolitan to its
name, reputation, and performances; ABC's exclusive contractual
right to broadcast them; and Columbia Record's exclusive contractual right to record them. These
rights were not abandoned by virtue of performances before a live
audience, or on the air, the court
said.
Although before Judge Clay's
ruling, the law protected against
unauthorized broadcasting of performances, unauthorized re-broadcasting of broadcasts, and unauthorized sale of recordings, the
present ruling extends protection
against "off the air" recordings for
the first time in New York State,
and possibly the nation.
The effect of the ruling is expected to be widespread in view of
the extent to which "off the air"
recording is practiced commercially.
Suggestive in this respect is that
part of Judge Clay's order which
restrains Wagner - Nichols from
using, recording, advertising, or
selling records of any performances
over the ABC network.
In 5 clinical surveys,
KFMJ outsells Tulsa
newspaper acJvertising
3 to 1 in dollar volume,
actual sales. Ask us for
details. KFMJ, the Fred
Jones Station, Tulsa,
Okla. One of America's
top independents. Lawson Taylor, Mgr.

BROADCASTING

allied

arts

Y., acquires music
publishing affiliate,
CHORAL PRESS,
Evanston, 111. NOBLE CAIN, producer and conductor
of all Choral activities for Midwest
division NBC, joins
SESAC.
JANE W. KALMUS,
director of women's
activities, Carl ByM_ n^:^ oir & Assoc., N. Y.,
r. Cain to
, Arthur
, .,
' Mil- '
H.
ler, public relations,
N. Y., as associate to Mr. Miller. Mrs.
Kalmus will handle publicity for radioTV accounts.
JOHN LaCERDA, owner public relations and advertising agency of that
name, Phila., author of article on Pinehurst,
C, in Nov. issue Nation's
BusinessN. magazine.
PHILIP HAMBURGER, TV writer
New Yorker magazine, elected to board
of
George Foster Peabody radio-TV
awards.
NAT V. DONATOR, sales manager G.
P. MacGregor Transcriptions, father
of boy, Peter Vincent, Oct. 18.
JOHN E. GIBBS & Co., N. Y., package
agency, offers Ding Howe and the Flying Tigers, half-hour children's filmed
TV series adaptable to radio. Produced by LARRY C. MOORE and
written by ROBERT T. SMITH, program stars film actor, RICHARD
DENNING. Syndicated comic strip
tie-in planned.
JAY & GRAHAM RESEARCH Inc.,
Chicago, publisher of Videodex television rating reports, opens N. Y. office
at 342 Madison Ave. as client service
bureau for subscribers in N. Y. and
other eastern cities. Chicago will continue as production point for Videodex
materials.
WORLD BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Inc. will move into its West Coast offices in former Administration Bldg. of
California Studios, Hollywood, Nov. 1.
FRANK WRIGHT NATIONAL Corp.,
S. F., moves Southern Calif, office to
2404 W. 7th St., L. A. Firm opens
radio-TV production office in Pantages
Bldg., Hollywood.

DAVID S. RAU, assistant to vice president in charge of engineering, RCA,
promoted to assistant vice president
and chief engineer RCA Communications Inc.
JOHN WOOD and WILLIAM NEWITT
to phono-pickup development and high
fidelity loudspeaker design, respecMich. tively, at Electro- Voice Inc., Buchanan,
JACK CROSSm, field sales manager
Air King Products Co., promoted to
manager defense products division.
WARREN E. ALBRIGHT, general
plant manager RCA Victor recording
department, appointed manager general materials division for home instrument department.
TRAD TELEVISION Corp., Asbury
Park, N. J., acquires control of WilRay Products Co., Marlboro, N. J.
Latter firm is TV cabinet manufacturer and changes name to Trad Cabi• Telecasting

If
dent. net Corp. Mr. Trad becomes its presi.MARK SIMPSON Mfg. Co., Long Island City, N. Y., announces six models
of "Sound Reel," dual-speed, dualtrack tape recorders.
"Tecknlcal •
BOB BEATTY, graduate Northwest
Broadcasting School, Portland, Ore., to
KREWtion man.Sunnyside, Wash., as combinaGENE POTEET to TV engineering
staff NBC Chicago from WOW-TV
Omaha.
LARRY McARTHUR, engineer KECK
Odessa, Tex., to KFMB San Diego in
same capacity.
STANLEY STYDNICKL communication and traffic division Midwest Airto engineering
stafi'
KAUS
Austin,lines,Minn.
Replaces
ROBERT
ERICKSON, resigned to join George
A. Hormel & Co.
M. J. MINOR, chief engineer WBTWBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C, named
senior member Institute of Radio Engineers by virtue of 27 years of radioTV experience.
RAY KUBLY, KAVR Havre, Mont., to
engineer-announcer KIST Santa Barbara, Calif.
PAUL VAN PELT, WBAP-TV Fort

A

NAME TRENCHARD
Head of N. J. AP Radio Assn.
ROLAND TRENCHARD, public
relations director for WAAT and
WATV (TV) Newark, N. J., was
elected president of the New
Jersey Associated Press Radio
Assn. at a meeting in New York
last week.
Other officers elected were: Vice
president, Kenneth A. Croy, secretary of WMTR Morristown; secretary-treasurer, Samuel G. Blackman, chief of bureau, AP New
York.
NBC at Dedication
CEREMONIES at the dedication
of Pacific Memorial Stadium of the
College of the Pacific, Stockton,
Calif., Oct. 21 were covered by NBC
which carried a half-hour show on
its western network and fed the program to four local stations in the
city, KWG KSTN KXOB KGDM.
Program featured Gov. Earl Warren of California and Dick Powell,
who plays
the role, "Richard Diamond" on NBC.

Salesman

Talks

"I dropped in to see the Advertising
of a school that
offers anManager
adult educational
course,
and he was in a pretty good mood.
He's been using WINS — half an
hour nightly — with consistently
good results. WINS is the only
New York station he's used for
three years without a hiatus."
"A letter came in from an agency
about an account of theirs which
tested radio for the first time this
summer, with the 15 -minute Art
Scanlon show on WINS across the
board. It said, 'The results have
far exceeded our expectations.
Although the months of June,
July and August are traditionally
the slow months for reupholstery,
Art Scanlon kept our client's sales
at peak month levels. So satisfied
has this client been with WINS
results that we plan to increase
our time on the Art Scanlon show,
to the exclusion of other media.' "
* # #
"The other day I talked to a furrier who's used our station for
nine years — the only radio adver-

tising he's done.
stayedhave
on
this station
becauseHe's
his sales
been growing each year — directly
traceable to WINS through tests
he's made on his programs. I always say local advertisers are a
goodue, indication
of a station's
valbecause they either
get results,
or they don't# stay*on."#
Call your WINS representative . . .
see him when he calls. Buy WINS
...it sells! CROSLEY BROADCASTING CORPORATION, WINS
50 KW, New York.
October 30, 1950
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Respects
(Continued from page ^6)
number was 13. After going to
work on the 13th, he received his
first pay raise on the 13th. He
was promoted to NBC news room
on the 13th, and on a later 13th
was appointed a sports writer.
During World War II, Tom
McFadden reported to Kelly Field
on the 13th, was graduated from
flying school on the 13th, went
overseas on the 13th and returned
to the United States on the 13th.
By now so attached to the
alledged jinx number, he purposely
set his wedding date for Oct. 13,
1950, in Montclair, N. J. But he
ran into an embarrassing snag. It
turned out that his future parentsin-law had taken a fancy to that
date many years before. It is the
date of their wedding anniversary.
So in order not to steal the spotlight from them, Mr. McFadden
and his future wife, Marjorie
Hutchison of Montclair and former
business manager of WNBC and
WNBT, were married on Oct. 7
instead.
A Native New Yorker
Tom McFadden is that rare individual— a native New Yorker. He
was born on Feb. 11, 1917, in
Manhattan, in an area which is
now the New York end of the
George Washington Bridge at
174th St. He is the son of John J.
McFadden Jr. and his wife Bridget,
both of whom were born in Ireland.
The future radio-TV executive
was only 18 months old when his
parents moved to Teaneck, N. J.
It was there he spent his early
childhood. The family moved again,
however, to Bogota, N. J., where
he attended public schools. He
still regards Bogota ,as his permanent home.
Mr. McFadden's page-boy job at
NBC Radio City was on a pai'ttime basis while he was attending
New York U. He received his B. A.
degree in 1938, majoring in domestic marketing and radio advertising. Upon graduating he had his
choice of two jobs — continuing with
NBC or going to work as office
boy for BBDO. Although he wanted
to be in the advertising business
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and thus was tempted by the agency
job, Mr. McFadden was more impressed by the magnificence of
Radio City, which was then brand
new. He chose NBC.
By 1938 he already had risen in
the network's ranks, — from page
to guide, then to guide instructor
and finally to copy boy in the news
room. Mr. McFadden is still proud
of the fact that he was the first
person to hold this exalted position.
At that time NBC newsroom was
made up of only Abe Schechter,
now with Crowell-Collier Publishing Co., and Don Goddard, now an
NBC commentator.
Six months after going into the
newsroom, Mr. McFadden became
a junior writer. As such, he was
sent to various NBC stations as
vacation relief man. In this capacity, he did his own broadcasting
at such network stations as WRC
Washington and WGY Schenectady.
Wrote for Stern
When Bill Stern joined NBC in
1938, Mr. McFadden was assigned
to write for him. Later the same
year, he was made sports editor of
the network. He returned to a
straight news assignment in 1940
when the international situation
began to develop.
Mr. McFadden was on his way
to play touch football near his
home in Bogota on Dec. 7, 1941,
when he heard the news of the
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor.
He didn't wait to change his
clothes, but headed for the NBC
New York news room and was on
the job all day and night as the
crisis developed.
On returning home the next day,
young McFadden was informed
by the Navy that he had been on
active duty since 4 p.m. the day
before. So instead of returning to
NBC, Ensign McFadden reported
to the Press and Short Wave Censorship Unit of Naval Intelligence
in New York.
He is extremely modest about his
leaving the Navy. He explains
it as: "I got tired of hanging
around New York. I wanted to see
a little action." As a result, he
went into the Air Force as a
private in February 1942 and was
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sent to Kelly Field, Tex., as an
air cadet. Although he was trained
as a fighter pilot, he eventually
ended up in the Ferry Division of
Air Transport Command.
There he fiew almost every type
of American aircraft. Commissioned a first lieutenant in early
1944, he was sent to Africa. He
flew troops and supplies from the
Dark Continent to Karachi, India.
During a six months' tour of duty,
he flew across the Hump.
Lt. McFadden received his captain's commission in late 1944 and
was appointed operations officer
for the air base at Acora, on the
Gold Coast of West Africa.
He returned to the United States
in 1945 where he was assigned
briefly to Military Air Transportation Service before returning to
civilian life.
Back on the job at NBC in New
York, Mr. McFadden's rise continued from where it had left off
four years before. In 1946 he was
made director of news and special
events of WEAF, now WNBC. He
became assistant manager of the
station in 1947. It was late the
same year that he was elevated to
manager. WNBT (TV) was added
to his repsonsibilities in 1948.
Today, at 33, Mr. McFadden has
come farther and done more than
many men do in a lifetime. Hollywood, his new headquarters, is now
learning the reasons why he has
come so far, so fast. Tom McFadden combines the Black Irish
charm and humor of his forebears
with a practical, hard-headed
American business sense. His ambition is to make KNBH a potential
community force, as well as an
important network outlet.
Uses a Tried Formula
In this, he follows a pattern set
at WNBC and WNBT, which under
leadership of Mr. McFadden and
his predecessor, James M. Gaines,
(now director of owTied-and-operated NBC stations), were built
into the position of leadership at
the
hold. strictly local level they now
Mr. McFadden realizes that he
is now up against the toughest
job he has ever tackled in his young
career. "The Los Angeles television market, with seven outlets, is
the most competitive in the country," he says. "And we've got our
work cut out for us to put KNBH in
In his brief tenure at KNBH
he has stepped up station operafront."
tion to meet that keen competition.
Besides surrounding himself with
an able staff, he has extended operating schedule to include daytime
telecasting. He also garnered one
of the video "plums" of the West
Coast with signing executive rights
to telecasting football games of
the professional Rams.
Like many of his colleagues at
NBC, Mr. McFadden is a good
golfer. He usually shoots in the
80's. His favorite hobby, however,
is woodcarving, which he finds
completely relaxing after a tough
day at the office.
Although he has fitted himself
perfectly into the scheme of NBC

in Hollywood, Mr. McFadden still
feels and looks like a transplanted
Easterner. Instead of loud sport
shirts and jackets, he wears business suits. His shoes are black and
ties conservative. Instead of a
convertible automobile, he drives
a two-door sedan. His oflSce walls
are not decorated with autographed
photos of Hollywood stars. Instead there are Tex and Jinx, Bill
Stern and Mary Margaret McBride,
his friends of New York days.
Mr. McFadden's habits are
methodical and business-like, and
he is known for an un-HoUywood
like punctuality. In fact, the only
thing about him which cries Hollywood is something he was born
with — his looks.
CORRIGAN
DIES
Was Veteran Agency Official
EMMETT CORRIGAN, 59, chairman of the board of Albert FrankGuenther Law Inc., New York, died
Oct. 21 as the result of a heart attack at the home of friends in
Southampton, L. I.
Mr. Corrigan entered advertising with the firm of Rudolph
Guenther Inc., New York, in 1915,
following a two-year period as principal of Altona (N. Y.) Union
School. He remained with the
agency, which later changed its
name to the present title, until his
death. He specialized in bank, investment house and insurance commedia. pany advertising, utilizing all
Surviving are his wife, the former Barbara Koehl; two daughters,
Mrs. Floyd Carlisle Jr., of Locust
Valley, L. I., and Mrs. Day Thorpe
of Alexandria, Va., and four grandchildren. His son, First Lt. Emmett Thomas Corrigan was killed
in action in Germany during World
War II.

KIHR ON AIR
New Oregon Fulltime Outlet
KIHR Hood River, Ore., began
broadcasting operations Oct. 17.
The new station operates fulltime
on 1340 kc with 250 w. KIHR
licensee is Oregon- Washington
Broadcasters, with C. H. Fisher
and C. 0. Fisher as partners.
C. H. Fisher also is general
manager. Don McCutcheon is station manager and Robert Houglum,
chief engineer. C. H. Fisher, who
also is president of KUGN Eugene,
Ore., has announced an increase in
power for that station from 250 w
on 1400 kc to 1 kw on 590 kc as of
Oct. 8.
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1. Our two mobile units have made 832 on-the-spot remote pickups.
2. Our newsreel department has produced a daily newsreel every day without
interruption; 220 miles of film.
3. Our three hour afternoon studio "Sports Parade" has been on the air six days
a week the past 18 months. During that period it has been picked off the air
and rebroadcast in Washington.
4. Currently we're carrying 53 C.B.S. network programs totaling 35 hours per
week.
5. If you are a movie fan, you may view anything from mysteries and westerns
to classic Korda films, an average of 9 hours a week.
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Detroit!

And the most-tuned-to of the 3 stations in the multi-biUion
dollar Detroit market is WWJ-TV, Michigan's first television
station . . . now in its fourth year of undisputed leadership
in pioneering, programming, public service and pulling power.
WWJ-TV not only gives your product story the effectiveness
of visual selling; it also lends to your product community
acceptance which no other TV station in this market can
approach.
To sell Detroit, you need WWJ-TV. It is the dominant
television voice in a market that is the outstanding sales
opportunity in the nation!
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RCA-NBC

Report

Stirs FCC

Hearing

as Frank J. Bingley, in charge of
disclosed by charts in the report.
there,
power boost to 250-W
'BASED on the facts and not any
ERP bygranted
FCC Thursday.
loose conclusions, it will be most
"This proves you are going to TV research for Philco Corp., have
•
Agreement
by
both
RCA-NBC
and
ABC to cooperate in gaining added
unfortunate if the television expanVHF data from the new Empire State have great difficulty giving excelsupported findings in the RCA-NBC
Bldg. transmitting site of all New
sion has to go into the UHF band."
lent TV service in the UHF," Mr.
report.
York TV outlets, as suggested by
The NBC engineer contended he
These words, spoken softly, reComr. George E. Sterling.
Guy explained.
He emphasized, however, he did did not wish to leave any impresservedly, by an RCA-NBC engi• View of John H. Poole, based on
his West Coast UHF work, that an
sion the UHF is a completely bad
neering executive, were virtually
"excellent calibre of technical service" not wish to give "opinions," since part of the spectrum since he
the only comment FCC could obtain
it
was
RCA's
purpose
to
give
FCC
in possible via UHF in such communilast week as to how the industry
"wouldn't say it's not good for anyties as Long
Beach, Calif.,
but upon
suc- the factual data "and let you draw
UHF development
depends
pioneer possibly views the UHF as big citycessfulVHF-UHF
thing." Usability depends upon
intermixture
and
your
own
conclusions."
He
speother allocation policies which will
terrain and location, he explained.
a practical medium for commercial
cifically declined to make any recassure
fair
competition.
endations as to the usability
TV at the present time.
Mr. Guy told FCC 5 kw UHF
• Earlier opinion of DuMont and of the UHF for omcommercial
service.
transmitters will be required to
RCA submitted — without inter- Philco that practical UHF development
is possible was bolstered by CBS
pretation of any kind — a volumiwhile ABC expressed regret added
give "good service" in smaller
Cites DuMont Report
nous, factual report on its UHF
comrnunities. He said 1 kw transchannels
for existing
TV expansion
haven't
been
found
near
VHF
service.
mitters have been built for 500 mc
When reminded that DuMont
experiment at Bridgeport. This
• Belief of several witnesses that
and 5 kw models would be developed
satellite operation will find its place earlier had reported good pictures
report, FCC was told, was the comin future TV picture, but prospects from the Bridgeport station at "in due course." He could give no
plete RCA presentation at the Comappear dim for Stratovision since tests
estimates on higher power
considerable distances, Mr. Guy ex- time
mission's comprehensive TV alloca- were considered "discouraging."
transmitters
above 500 mc.
tion proceeding which commenced
plained he thought these may have
The detailed report on the BridgeWhen the RCA-NBC counsel, Ray
been over water paths. He cited
port tests was presented to FCC
only a fortnight ago on multiple issues relating to opening of the
reports of VHF reception up to B. Houston, explained no other
by Raymond F. Guy, NBC manager
UHF band, revised VHF-UHF al- of radio and allocations engineer1,200 miles due to troposphere and witnesses or evidence would be
locations throughout the U.S., as
said NBC has also obtained good presented, the Commission indiing. He assured the Commission
cated disappointment.
well as general allocation princi- the developmental work "will conpictures at the Empire State Bldg.
ples, rules and technical standards
Harry
Plotkin, FCC counsel, exfrom Bridgeport but this was betinue for Frieda
some time."
[Telecasting, Oct. 23].
Comr.
B. Hennock was
cause of antenna height.
plained this was RCA's privilege,
but he was disconcerted because
concerned over the limited coverage
FCC Disappointed
Mr. Guy contended conclusions
(Continued on page 58)
area
for
high
grades
of
service
as
of
other
UHF
investigators
such
FCC officials expressed obvious
disappointment. But RCA's sole
witness preferred to make no recommendation on the usability of
Nov. 8 Seen for RCA-NBC
Hearing
the UHF band.
COLOR
moRi
Representing three years' work,
convince set owners and prospective
the Bridgeport report offered only WHILE the color television furore
Commission is entitled to summary
limited conclusions on certain
buyers
that present-day sets are not
judgment supporting its decision.
raged unabated, an early Novemobsoleted by the FCC color decision.
phases of the KC2XAK operation
ber (probably Nov. 8) hearing on
FCC
was
expected
to
push
for
on 530 mc with effective radiated
RCA-NBC's request for a stay argument on these motions in the black-and-white
9 Westinghouse
that
sets reiterated
are far from
power of 13.9 kw. Highlights are:
hearing
tentatively
set
for
Nov.
8.
order
against
FCC's
adoption
of
obsolete, and said it will make CBS
• Grade A service area distance
CBS color standards was expected
was found to be three miles and Grade
Through the Chicago law firm
adapter-converter packages availB distance seven miles.
to be set in Federal Court in Chi- of Kirkland, Fleming, Green, Martin
able "if and when color broadcast9 Comparing local KC2XAK recepcago today (Monday).
& Ellis, RCA filed a motion last
with VHFNew reception
WNBTtion (TV)
York, 55 from
miles NBC's
away,
RCA and FCC agreed on the Nov. Tuesday asking for a temporary
ing reaches your market."
26.9% of receiving locations reported
® Sightmaster Corp. sued CBS
injunction and also requesting that
8 hearing date, subject to confirma"excellent" UHF picture while 9%
and President Frank Stanton for
cited same grade VHF picture; 14.9%
tion by the court today.
a three- judge court be convened to
cited "fair"
hear the case. The motion was filed $750,000 for allegedly discouraging
reported
sameUHF
gradepicture
VHF. while 46.2%
The temporary or interlocutory
black-and-white
re• 90% Of the test homes received
in the court of Judge Philip L. purchases
injunction sought by RCA, NBC
ceivers (seeofstory
page 68).
signals less than theoretical — to extent
that 4,000 times the power would be and RCA Victor Distributing Corp. Sullivan, who will be one of the
• KLZ Denver, a TV applicant,
required to bring these up to theory
in their joint suit would stay the three judges in the case and who
strength.
it would include color• WhUe this smooth-earth theory of Nov. 20 effective date of CBS color is expected to reveal the names of notifiedcasts FCC
in the program schedule of
Dr. K. A. Norton, National Bureau of standards pending trial and deci70).
Standards radio propagation authority,
the other judges at today's session.
its proposed station (story page
Pilot Radio Corp. was expected
sion on their request for a permais considered
correct, totheterrain
signaleffect.
differences are attributed
momentarily
to
file
a
petition
to
nent
injunction
[Telecasting,
Oct.
O Other factors also appearing to 23].
intervene on the side of RCA, in a
9 R. C. Sprague, president of
have ture
greater
determinine
quality ineffect
UHFon than
in VHF picare
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn., went
follow-up
to
its
Oct.
20
decision
But
FCC
was
preparing
to
file,
foliage, location of receiving antenna
on the CBS radio network to an(termed
"critical"), heavy rain and
over the weekend, motions for dis- to drop its own suit in New York.
snow
storms.
swer an earlier speech by CBS
missal of the suit and for summary
• Multipath reflections were found
President
Stanton, who came back
CBS
To
Intervene
less troublesome than on VHF; little judgment upholding its decision.
or no interference was noticed from
with
a
counter-charge.
FCC was expected to contend NBC
CBS meanwhile was reported
auto ignition or diathermy.
9 Raytheon Mfg. Co. reported
Other developments during last and RCA Victor Distributing Corp. Thursday to have decided — as antian unexpected deluge of returns
should be eliminated as plaintiffs
cipated— to intervene in support
week's hearing, held Tuesday
from a questionnaire directed to
of FCC's decision.
through Fridav with Acting- Chairon grounds that they have no reaboth set-owners and non-owners
man Paul A. Walker presiding:
Other
developments
on
the
color
sonably close relationship to the
• Suggestion by RCA-NBC that FCC
in a "Straight Facts" color TV
front
included:
color controversy; that RCA has
engineers coming
actively
participate
forthadvertisement published in 59 cities,
comparative
tests inbetween
failed to show a sufficient cause of
9 Black-and-white TV set man(Conthmed on page 66)
KC2XAK and NBC's developmental
ufacturers stepped up the drive to
action, and that in any event the
VHF Channel 4 (66-72 mc) station
October 30, 1950 • Page 57
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SMOOTH EARTH PREDICTION
SHOOTH EARTH PREDICTION

GRADE A SERVICE
10,000 UlCROVOtTS/UCTeR
90% OF LOCATIONS
THIS IS HOW RCA-NBC compared practical UHF reception with theoretical
calculations as to what service should be at 600 mc. The basic data on
actual experience is a composite of the Bridgeport UHF tests and similar surveys made earlier by RCA-NBC, Phiico, Westinghouse and CBS. The comparison uses transmitting antenna height of 500 ft. with effective radiated
power of 10 kw and receiving antenna height of 30 ft. The outer circle in
each figure represents the prediction of service area distance according to
Bridgeport UHF
(Continued from page 57)
RCA was giving "propagation data,
period."
Comr. Hennock said she was
"baffled" by RCA's attitude.
"You don't want this hearing to
go by default, do you," she questioned, noting that if RCA was putting in data it "must have views."
Mr. Guy stated RCA was willing
to do everything to "help the
cause." Asked to define the
"cause," he described it as the "accumulation of data to assist in a
wise decision in the expansion of
television."
In his introduction to the Bridgeport report, Mr. Guy related the
need for UHF experience and
RCA's efforts through the years to
gain factual data. He indicated in
the 1945 general allocation proceeding one brief was submitted
which claimed a 5 kw UHF transmitter would give service comparable to that of a 500 kw transmitter at VHF. Asked to identify
the party he declined because he
"wouldn't want to embarrass anybody."
FCC records disclosed the citation quoted was in a brief filed by
CBS in February 1945 and which
was based upon theoretical calculations by Dr. Norton. The citation
also referred to testimony by Dr.
Peter C. Goldmark, then chief TV
engineer for CBS.
Dr. Thomas T. Goldsmith, DuMont director of research, on Tuesday completed explanation of the
extensive, revised DuMont allocation plan for the VHF and UHF
[Telecasting, Oct. 23]. The proposal incorporates both technical
and economic factors in making
suggested assignments for 1,400
communities throughout the U.S.
Chief objectives of the DuMont plan
are
to: Minimize
channel
and other co-channel,
interferenceadjacentin both
the VHF and UHF, especlaUy the
"questionable" cases cited in FCC's
proposed
allocation; avoid
possible any intermixture
of VHFwhere
and UHF
channels in the same primary area;
provide multiple choice of programs in
larger communities, and -orovide a
Page 58 • October 30, 1950

minimum of four VHF channels in each
major work
market
to assure healthy netcompetition.
The DuMont proposal is based
on the assumption the Bell Telephone bid for 470-500 mc for
mobile common carrier operations
will be denied, leaving the full 470890 mc band assignable to TV.
DuMont would allocate 69 sixmegacycle UHF channels throughout the upper band to "supplement" its proposed revision of the
present national allocation of 12
VHF channels. Mexican and Canadian VHF allocations also are
suggested. The revision is intended to aid long-term TV progress.

GRADE B SERVICE
5.00090*/,MlCROvOLTB/KErER
Of LOCATIONS

ORAOE
C SERVICE
1£C4 HICKOVOLTS/METE*
50% Of tOCATIQNS

the "smooth-earth (billiard ball) theory" developed by Dr. K. A. Norton,
National Bureau of Standard radio propagation authority. The second circle,
"FCC allocations proposals," is the coverage predicted in FCC's proposed
allocation plan. This is the modification of the Norton smooth-eorth theory
made by the FCC-industry Ad Hoc Committee. The center circle, "Smooth
Earth Corrected," represents the smooth earth theory as corrected by the
"average experience factor" computed by RCA-NBC from the surveys.
TV Columbus, Ohio; WHBF-TV (Rock
Island, 111.) and WOC-TV Davenport,
Iowa; WLWD and WHIO-TV Dayton,
Ohio; WICU Erie, Pa.; WLAV-TV
Grand Rapids, Mich.; WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va.; WJAC-TV Johnstown,
Pa.; WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich.;
WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.; W JIM-TV
Lansing, Mich.; WNHC-TV New Haven,
Conn.; WJAR-TV Providence, R. I.;
WTVR Richmond, Va.; WSTR-TV and
WHEN Syracuse, N. Y.; WSPD-TV Toledo, Ohio; Wilmington,
WKTV Utica-Rome,
N. Y.;
WDEL-TV
Del.
Following VHF stations would
be required to switch to another
VHF channel under the DuMont
WNBK Cleveland; KRLD-TV and
WFAA-TV Dallas, Tex.; WSM-TV Nashville, Tenn.; WRGB Schenectady, N. Y.
plan:
The DuMont brief supports
FCC's proposal to specify minimum VHF co-channel separations
of 220 miles and UHF 200 miles.
However, DuMont proposes only
75-mile minimum adjacent channel spacing for VHF stations.
Dr. Goldsmith explained FCC's
proposal allocates only 493 VHF
stations in 204 communities
throughout the U.S. while the DuMont plan allocates 621 VHF stations in 247 communities. The FCC
total includes the 107 VHF stations
in operation while the DuMont
total includes all but a few of these

existing outlets.
The DuMont official said that
his firm's plan provides 190,000sq. mi. more VHF coverage than
does the FCC plan and hence better
meets the requirements of FCC
allocation Priority 1 than does the
Commission proposal. This is based
on Grade C service radii of 57
miles for VHF stations and 43
miles for UHF stations.
FCC's
is "to toprovide
least
one Priority
television1 service
all partsat
of
the
United
States."
Requirements
proposed by FCC for Grade C service
are that 50% of the receiving locations
in thetain 220area
90% of the
obmicrovolts
per time
metermust
(47 db)
for VHF Channels 2-6, 632 uv/m (56 db)
for VHF Channels 7-13 and 1,264 uv/m
(62 db) for UHF Channels 14-55.
Goldsmith Contention
Dr. Goldsmith contended the
DuMont plan satisfied the other
four FCC allocation priorities better than did the Commission proposal, using the Grade C service
comparison.
To inquiry by Comr. Robert F.
Jones on how many of the 9,000,000
existing VHF receivers would have
to be adapted to provide full service
in intermixed VHF-UHF cities. Dr.
Goldsmith pointed out only 898,500

Dr. Goldsmith explained this
would mean switching a few existing VHF stations to new VHF
channels, and in some cases, to
UHF assignments. A three-year
"orderly" conversion would be employed in the latter case.
The DuMont brief showed the
following VHF stations would be
moved to new assignments in the
UHF:
WOI-TV Ames, Iowa; WNBF-TV
Binghamton, N. Y.; WTTV Bloomington, Ind.; WLWC, WTVN and WBNSDISTRIBUTION OF 178 METROPOLITAN COUNTY AREAS BY NUMBER OF TV CHANNELS ALLOCATED
(Comparison of FCC Proposal and DuMont Proposal)
Number of Communities Having:
VHF AND /OR UHF SERVICE
1 or 2
3 or More
4 or More
(Intermixture Included)
Channels
Channels
Channels 70
28
108 146
61
131
FCC
DuMont
FCC
DuMont FCC DuMont
VHF OR UHF SERVICE
VHF SERVICE
""N<r"intermixtu"re)"
47
3
63
79
34
74
6,
28
59
145
25
130
UHF SERVICE
Note: In DuMont proposal, five areas are combined for TV coverage
102
28
23
72
1
61
and one (Lovi/ell-Lawrence-Haverhill) is added.
Group
DISTRIBUTION OF COMMUNITIES BY POPULATION AND NUMBER OF CHANNELS ALLOCATED
Number of Communities Having:
1 or 2
3 uded)
or More
194 or More
54
53
Group
DuMont
60
Channels
Channels
Channels
VHF
Population
39
More
or
4
More
or
3
2
or
1
FCC
FCC
DuMont
FCC
Population Channels
Channels
Channels
FCC
DuMor
AND/OR
DuMont
FCC DuMont
UHF
DuMont
VHF SERVICE
FCC
18
(Intermixture
Inc
50,000-100,000
115
95
30
37
50,000-100,000
3
9
22
4
18
16
12
100,000-250,009
24
100,000-250,000
25
6
250,000-500,000
6
3
29
32
17
32
250,000-500,000
130
10
i
16
17
10
17
32
500,000-and over 3
26
500,000-and over 314
28
16
95
5333
TOTAL
114
181
75
155
TOTAL
32
32
69
4
23
69
92
36
41
VHF
OR
UHF
Intermixture)
48
SERVICE
165
27
UHF
50,000-100,000
275
92
11
3
19
107
10
5435
50,000-100,000
37
100,000-250,000 122
85
16
100,000-250,000
35
30
33
16
24
4
60
250,000-500,000
250,000-500,000
2
6
IS
5
3
18
9
32
1
7
i
5
500,000-and over 19
14
34
10
32
500,000-and over 4
123
15
TOTAL
TOTAL
204
111
32
89
4
69
149
66
180
154
15
(No
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.- ets would be affected under the
. JuMont plan while 3,298,000' sets
"would be affected under FCC's
plan.
Dr. Goldsmith explained DuMont
favors least possible intermixture.
Explaining the receiving set factor. Dr. Goldsmith said it would
take about a year to get universal
receivers on the market, DuMont
is planning all-channel continuous
tuning VHF-UHF sets, he indicated, pointing out Duilont now
imakes continuous tuning VHF sets
while nearly all others on the market are snap- tuning.
The witness said manufacturers
who did not use continuous tuning
ifor VHF-UHF would penalize
themselves saleswise. Televiewers
jwith such sets would have to call
;for adjustment of their receivers
Iwhenever thej' moved to another
jtown, he explained.
Asked his views respecting Polycasting, whereby a group of lowpower stations would be assigned
. an area in lieu of one higher-power
Ioutlet. Dr. Goldsmith said FCC
'Would be forced to use more total
Ifrequencies to get the same grade
Iof service as presently proposed.
He considered the problem.s of
jStratovision "so severe as to preclude its use" as a practical TV
service. "I won't say it can never
be done," he added.
Pressed by Comr. Hennock on
jthe fairness of only UHF channels for educators since it appears
UHF renders less coverage than
VH5', Dr. Goldsmith noted that
DuMont got "excellent" pictures
•30 to 35 miles from the RCA-NBC
IBridgeport UHF station on "535
■ mc. He considered the UHF pictures better than any VHF pictures available there.
Considerable concern was expressed over the DuMont proposal

RCA

CAMPAIGN

Byoir in Preliminary Study
CARL BYOIR ASSOCIATES, public relations firm retained by RCA
' [Closed Circuit, Oct. 23], last
! week was starting preliminary
I work
'on aoncampaign
to get RCA's
attitudes
color television
across
to the public.
The nature of the campaign will
hinge to a large extent, it was believed, on the outcome of the federal coui't hearing on RCA's injunction suit against the FCC's
decision adopting CBS color standards (see story this issue).
At week's end a Byoir executive
said his firm had so far been engaged only in informing itself on
the general problem of color TV
and RCA's position. He did not
expect that a campaign could be
designed before considerably more
preparatory work was done.
A report that RCA had earmarked 8500,000 a year as a fee for
the Byoir company was described
as "ridiculous" by the Byoir executive.

for stripping New England of all
VHF channels except at Boston.
Dr. Goldsmith explained, however,
that with additional UHF channels the DuMont plan supplies more
total channels than the FCC allocation "and thus provides for better
and more competitive service." He
also explained the DuMont plan
for the seven major markets in New
York provided a more suitable
distribution. (See tables page 65).
On Tuesday and part of Wednesday, John H. Poole, West Coast
broadcaster and investor, related
details of his Long Beach, Calif.,
UHF experiments. Mr. Poole operates KSMA Santa Maria and KALI
Pasadena, Calif.
Test UHF Claim
Conducting his UHF work since
May 1948 under the name of Pacific
Video Pioneers at Long Beach, Mr.
Poole told the Commission his chief
interest in operating KM2XAZ on
530 mc was to develop equipment
and determine whether a usable
UHF service could be provided in
Long Beach. He stated he wanted to
test claims that the L^HF would
never be practical.
Mr. Poole pointed out the UHF
represents roughly five-sixths of
the TV spectrum and VHF but onesixth, with the VHF fraction already proven inadequate. Hence, to
make effective use of the UHF,
avoid monopoly and "paucity of
service to the public," Mr. Poole
urged every effort must be made to
"place UHF on an equal competitive level with VHF."
Some of the measures which will
help UHF "catch up" with VHF
and then become well established,
Mr. Poole said, are:
A planned mixing of VHF and TJHF
channels in communities throuffliout
the nation with special emphasis on
admixture in the great metropolitan
areas. An exception might be made to
this rule in the interest of reducing the
competitive ineoualities that will exist
in established VHF areas of populations under 1,000,000 persons. In these
cases intermixing should be avoided if
possible when it appears that undue
hardship would result for the new telecaster if forced to operate at UHF.
Even with this exception all the top 14
markets and the large majority of the
first 178 markets would be VHF-UHF
areas.
I believe that this arrangement would
provide the necessary impetus to all
manufacturers to standardize on all
channel television receivers and, at the
same time, would solve in great part
the competitive problem feared by new
UHF telecasters, since intermixing
would be limited almost entirely to
markets of 1,000,000 or over and to those
smaller markets which are not now
served by a VHF station.
If adequate propagation data is not
now available for allocations purposes,
an immediate partial opening of the
UHF band for commercial use, using
VHF transmission standards with channels cation)
available
basis. on a demand (non-alloCooperation by receiver manufacturers who should plan now for converting
to
production
of all channel
receivers
exclusively
as soontele^-ision
as the
allocation plan is announced.
Unique feature of the Long Beach
transmitter is that it employs
phase - to - amplitude modulation,
heretofore not used in television.
Mr. Poole explained the advantage
of such a method permits great in(Continued on page 61)

AT ABC's Billy Rose Show opener
(I to r): Seated, N. R. Van Derzee,
v.p. sales, and A. E. Bareit, pres.gen. mgr., Hudson Motor Car; Willard S. French, pres., Brooke, Smith
& Dorrance; standing, George R.
Browder, Hudson adv. -merchandising dir.; John H. Norton, ABC v.p.

PHILO FARNSWORTH (r), noted television and radio inventor, is the featured guest on KPIX (TV) San
Francisco's Del Courtney Show. Conducting the interview is Philip G.
Lasky, KPIX's vice president
and general manager. "^^^

INDIAN MAID, singer Gloria Von on
the Wayne King Show via NBC-TV,
explains the history of "Injun Summer," the theme of a recent program,
to Wesley I. Nunn, advertising manager of Standard Oil of Indiana,
sponsor of show.

PRE-TELECAST
ABC'sparley
Life
With Linkletter debut
Oct. 6of finds
by (I to r) James Stirton, sales mgr.,
ABC Central Div.; Ward H. Patton,
sales y. p.. Green Giant Co., sponsor;
William Weddell, radio-TV v.p.,^^_

CBS-TV's Star of the Family premiere
celebrated at Stork Club luncheon by
Morton Downey, star, at the piano.
Harmonizing are (I to r) H. W. Newell,
partner, Geyer, Newell & Ganger, and
J. C. Bonning, Kelvinator (sponsor)
advertising sales promotion mgr.
VYING for Miss Television of 1950,
Shelia Jackson, bones up TV facts
with oid of Raythsoa whom she
represents in contest. Award to be
made atstarted
Chicago's
Coliseum.
Miss
Jackson
new TV
show ^^^^

KLAUS LANDSBERG, KTLA (TVJ
Hollywood gen. mgr., assists on
marquee of new KTLA Studio Theatre,
formerly Melvon Theatre in Los
Angeles. House, leased by station,
seats 1,000, located at Mel- _^^m

Oct. 1.

'^F'

Leo Burnett agency, Chicago. ^^^^

rose and Van Ness Aves. "^^^

STATION

LOSSES

THE 97 TV stations on the air last
year showed an aggregated loss
of $25.1 million, 45.2% of their
combined capital investment of
$55.9 million, J. R. Poppele, president of Television Broadcasters
Assn., stated Thursday. These
figures, which came from an analysis of data on file with the FCC,
were made public together with the
announcement of a special committee of television broadcasters
to study the probable effects of an
excess profits tax on TV broadcasters, should Congress vote such
a measure at its forthcoming session.
Committee Members
Representing bi'oadcasters from
all sections of the country and including non-members as well as
members of TBA, the committee
comprises:
John A. Kennedy, WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va., acting chairman;
Richard A. Borel, WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio; George B. Storer, WSPDTV Toledo; Jack A. Gross, KFMB-TV
San Diego; Herbert Levy, WAAM
(TV) Baltimore.
Noting that from 1946 to 1949
the number of commercial TV stations in the country grew from 8
to 97, including- 13 stations owned
by the four networks, Mr. Poppele
stated:
"During these four years, television broadcasting was in the pio-
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lostAnalysis
in operation."
of FCC figures as of
Dec. 31, 1949, the TBA president
said, show: "The four networks
with their 13 stations had an aggregate loss of $11.7 million, 61.3%
of their aggregate capital investment of $19.1 million at cost; the
84 independent stations had a combined loss of $13.6 million, 36.9%
of their combined capital investment of $36.8 million; all 97 stations had a combined loss of $25.1

GROSS TV network billings
for the cumulative
months, January-August,
Iz*
^
rii
S
GROS
NETW
continued toORK
show a tremendous gain over the same period in 1949, with
the 1950 totals as $20,880,815 compared to last year's cumulative,
$6,495,346. September network sales of $3,516,897 showed the same jump
over September
1949's $989,054 ★
worth of gross network time sales. months of $11,830,309. Second
NBC led all other networks (Du- place CBS sold $888,431 worth of
Mont figures not available) with gross time in September and
total billings of $2,145,554 for $6,164,692 during the JanuarySeptember
and the first nine
August period.
ABC
CBS
DuMont TV
NBC
Total

Sep.t. 50
Sept. 49
9 months 50
9 months 49
$482,912 $155,480 $ 2,885,814 S 740,795
888,431 271,938 6,164,692 1,609,718
(not available) 91,556 (not available) 644,197
2,145,554 470,080 11,830,309 3,500,636
$3,516,897 $989,054 $20,880,815 $6,495,346

KMBC
TV PLANS
Would Operate With SO kw
KMBC Kansas City is ready to
begin building "one of the most
powerful television stations in
America" as soon as FCC "is in
a position to approve our application," Arthur B. Church, president.
Midland Broadcasting Co., which
operates KMBC and KFRM Concordia, Mo., said last Wednesday.
On Oct. 23, Mr. Church pointed
out, Kansas City's City Council
approved a rezoning ordinance to
permit the station to erect a 1,000ft. tower and other TV facilities
at 23d and Topping Sts.
Mr. Church revealed a modified
TV application will be filed with
the FCC requesting an effective
radiating power of 50 kw for the
proposed TV station. Meanwhile,
he said. Midland will move its
operations into a nev,^ radio and
television center at 11th and Central
in 1951."
Renovation ofSts.the"early
building
underway
for
several months, is nearly completed,
and delivery of modern broadcast
studio equipment is expected by
December, he said.

P'B Aug. Network Report
BUYER
TOP
M
l&
LIGGETT & MYERS Tobacco Co. other cigarette manufacturer, R. J. manufacturers who fell to second
rank in purchases of $383,160. The
gained leadership over all network Reynolds Tobacco Co. who spent
TV advertisers during August by $103,940 while National Dairy
toilet goods group retained their
third ranking position and bought
spending $187,750 in gross billing. Products purchased $100,583 worth
according to report by Publishers of network time to run fourth.
$248,260, while fourth and fifth
Information
Bureau released to Ford Motor Co. spent $95,578 to respectively were the automotive
and industrial materials groups.
Broadcasting last week. (DuMont buy time over the TV networks and
figures not available.)
ranked fifth.
Smoking Materials Lead
The tobacco firm replaced July's The food producers jumped to
The cumulative period, Jan.-Aug.,
leader.
Anchor - Hocking
Glass first place in listing by product
Corp., which dropped to second group advertisers by spending
1950, saw a different product leader
since smoking materials ranked
place with expenditures of $131,545. $392,437 for network time, replacThird top TV advertiser was an- ing for the first time the tobacco
first by buying $3,309,833 in gross
TV network time. The automobile
*
* *
manufacturers invested $2,600,386
GROSS TV NETWORK* BILLINGS BY PRODUCT GROUPS FOR AUG. AND JAN.-AUG. 1950
to place second, and third position
Product Group
August Jan.-Aug. 1950
was taken by the food producers
who spent $2,593,304. The radio
Automotive, Automotive Equip. & Supplies
226,473 2,600,386
and TV set companies were fourth,
Beer, Wine & Liquor
47,170 732,353
and toiletries and toilet goods
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
86,206 700,487
Gasoline, Oil & Other Fuels
Horticulture
Household Equip. & Supplies
Household Furnishings
Jewrelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
Publishing & Media
Radios, TV Sets, Phonographs, Musical instruments & Access
Retail & Moil Order

33,960 638,190
1,140
25,290 934,808
59,857 1,051,376
43,296
7,454 152,401
71,786 1,625,968
3,390 5,021

group, fifth. * * *
TOP TEN LEADING TV NETWORK
ADVERTISERS IN AUGUST 1950
1. LiggeH & Myers Tobacco Co. . $187,750
2. Anchor-Hocking Glass Corp. .. 131,545
3. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. . . 103,940
4. National Dairy Products
100,583
5. Ford Motor Co
95,578
6. Bristol-Myers
68,525
7. Stokely Van-Camp Inc
65,840
8. Mohawk Carpet Mills inc. . . . 59,857
9. General Foods
56,210
10. Mars Inc
54,886

Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
11,580 210,870
Miscellaneous
^9,7U
Total
$1,853,911 $17,355,608
* DuMont figures not available,
T c 1 e c a Sting
04
93,3
423,57
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neer or experimental stage. In
recognition of this fact, the FCC,
as a condition of securing a television license, required the applicant to demonstrate that it had
made provision, and was financially
able and willing to invest, not only
the amount of capital required to
build and operate the station, but
also to take care of the inevitable
deficits that the station would suffer
for an extended period, which was
estimated by the FCC to be for
as long as five years after the station began operations.
"That the policy of the Commission was correct and sound,"
Mr. Poppele observed, "is demonstrated by the fact that in 1949

$25.7 A1/7//on in '49
(when, as of Dec. 31, the average
period during which the 97 stations
then doing business were in commercial operation for only 15.48
months) a staggering proportion
of the capital invested by them was

million, 45.2% of their aggregate
capital investment of $55.9 million."
"It can be seen," Mr. Poppele
concluded, "that for some years, or
at least for a lengthy period, an
excess profits tax would wipe out
any possibility of getting back
losses that the pioneer television
stations have encountered, and of
getting any earnings for those
stations at all."
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Bridgeport

UHF

creases in power to be incorporated, as new amplification stages are
developed, without altering the
modulator.
Mr. Poole stated he recently inspected ahigh-power Klj'stron tube,
developed by a western manufacturer for the National Bureau of
i Standards, which will deliver 5 kw
at 1000 mc. He indicated if a pair
of such Klystrons were used in his
transmitter he believed he could
j obtain 200 kw ERP on UHF at the
j present time.
William B. Lodge, vice president
in charge of general engineering
, for CBS, on Wednesday outlined
I brief comments supplementing the
i net\\^ork's September 1949 presenta- tion respecting the FCC proposals.
He stated CBS "supports the policy
of establishing a master allocation
, plan" because the netn'ork believes
j "it vnll lead to a more orderlj^ allo! cation," it will make "more efficient
! use of the limited number of chani Dels" and it will "leave the door
open to in
later
construction"
of TV
stations
smaller
communities.
Although generally supporting
FCC's 220 mile co-channel separation proposal, Mr. Lodge strongly
urged the Commission to "reconsider" this policy and encourage
■ closer spacing in some specific
j "tight" areas such as PittsburghColumbus (170 miles) and Philadelphia-Albany (200 miles) as it has
in the New York-Boston case (190
miles). In stating CBS "endorses the
opening of the UHF band for as: signment to commercial television
' stations," Mr. Lodge recalled the
network in 1946-47 "pioneered the
,1 extensive
use of UHFtestsfrequencies"
in the Newthrough
York
I area. He stated CBS' equipment and
! field tests in L'HF have cost in excess of $400,000, totally aside from
all color TV experimentation.

priority system of allocation, Mr.
Lodge asserted, but suggested the
priorities be applied "in a flexible
Mr. Lodge noted TV has made
manner."
rapid progress with relatively low
transmitter powers despite the fact
such low power shifts much of the
burden of getting good reception to
the TV receiver. This in part initiated his recommendation that
metropolitan stations use peak visual ERP up to 100 kw for any antenna height up to 2,000 ft. above
average terrain.
He observed the Ad Hoc Committee
report showed a transmitting antenna
may be increased from 500 ft. to 1,000
ft. without increasing the interfering
signal (troposphere) at distances greater
than 130 miles. Similarly, increasing
the height
to 2,000 ft. beyond
produces180 nomiles.
increase in interference
However, Mr. Lodge pointed out the
effect on service signal is quite difuseful60
coverage ferent,
areapushingouttheto station's
more than
miles in the case of boosting the anto 2,000
He said
this byillustrationtennaraised
the ft.service
signal
about
9power
db, being
equivalent
to
an 8-to-l
increase if the antenna
were
kept at 500 ft. Unlike such a power
increase, hetransmission
explained, islong-range
tropospheric
not increased
beyond 180 miles.
Modify Adjacent Spacing
Although the increased antenna
height would not require any
change in co-channel spacing, recommendation for 75-mile adjacentchannel separation in lieu of FCC's
proposed 110-mile separation was
made by Mr. Lodge. Hence no adjacent-channel interference ratio
would need to be included in FCC
rules and standards and no provisions would have to be made for
computation of adjacent-channel interference areas. The reasons he
cited for so treating adjacentchannel separation are:
1. Practical reception conditions show
"D-mile adjacent-channel separation is
workable and "satisfactory reception
conditions"
exist.
set
owners
usually
have Fringe
directivearea
arrays
and can pick either station. 2. It avoids
danger that theoretically-calculated adjacent-channel interference could be
-used to justify destruction of service
by a change in co-channel assignments.
3. It would avoid inequitable treatment
of stations in the same city in cases
where Priority 1 or 3 might prevent
a power increase by one station after a
competitor had been allowed to boost
power. 4. It would permit expansion of
service into areas which could be deprived of service under the proposed
standards
interference.relating to adjacent-channel

'Real Public Service'
"The CBS field tests in New
York City and the results of other
more recent experiments indicate
that UHF television stations are
Mr. Lodge saw no encouragement
capable of rendering a real public
to universal set manufacture
through VHF-UHF intermixture
jl service," Mr. Lodge stated, "but
ij our present limited experience" in- policy.
He considered tests to date on
'l dicates that stations assigned to
equencies: ed
frld
th1.eseShou
Stratovision
have been "discouragI
be expect to compete
ing,"
recounting
personal experictively with. other jlUH
F
most tionsefinfe
sta
ence he had had viewing airborne
the same area 2. Shoi d utilize
transmitter power of 5 kw or ldmore
transmitter
signals
on his own set.
(ERP in excess of 50 kw). 3. Shou be
located in the smaller metropolitan
ABC's comments on the FCC proich ll novet n requirestan
at n' areas wh
posals were presented Thursday by
liable servicewi
be gi
to di tht coreec ntrations of population.
Frank G. Kear, consulting engineer.
He stated ABC supports the prinOn the question of VHF-UHF
intermixing, Mr. Lodge said CBS
ciple in FCC's proposed standards
r believes for best TV growth such
"wherein the spacing of co-channel
stations is increased to the point
mixing in individual communities
should be avoided wherever possi- where service is provided by stations more nearly to distances limble. "In cases where three or more
ited
only by terrain and noise fac; VHF assignments cannot be made,"
j he stated, the Commission may find
I : that UHF channels should be used
"The use of this principle of allotors." cation will permit at a later date,
j exclusivelJ^" In the long run he
i considered this would produce a when it is possible to produce sufficiently high radiated fields, the
I j "sounder foundation for competiestablishment of a service field in' I tive nationwide television."
(Continued on page 65)
'
CBS generally supports the FCC
Telecasting
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Television Set Ownership X
Reaches New High
According
the latest
there
are
now moreto than
54,000 distributors'
television setsfigures,
in Memphis
and the WMCT exclusive coverage area. This,
coupled with the fact that WMCT is the first and
only television station in Memphis, assures a television audience of more than 200,000 people!

Top Network Shows from
NBC, CBS, ABC and Dumont
Since last March, WMCT has been serving this
extensive Memphis and the Mid-South audience
with top NBC network shows, direct over the cable
from Radio City and other metropolitan centers . . .
plus select CBS, ABC and Dumont shows.

Top Market - Memphis Now
26th City in the Nation
According to the preliminary 1950 Census, Memphis
population today is 394,025 ... an increase in the
last ten years of 101,783. This represents a growth
of 34.8% over the 1940 Census figures. Today,
Memphis is larger than Atlanta, Georgia, than
Louisville, Kentucky, than Portland, Oregon, than
Columbus, Ohio.
A top market, a top station, a top advertising
buy for your dollar . . . that's WMCT, Memphis.

WMC . WMCF . WMCT

National Representatives
The Branham Company

Owned and operated by the Commercial Appeal
CHANNEL
4
•
MEMPHIS
AFFILIATED
WITH
NBC
Also affiliated with CBS, ABC and DUMONT
llllllllllllllillllillilllillllllllllilll
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Nationwide
Take a CLOSE

Look

at the
"SET

STORY"

in INDIANAPOLIS!

Everybody

is Looking

WFBM-TV

Look ....
On May 30, 1949 there
were 2500 Sets in WFBMTV's coverage area.

Look again
TODAY

there are

80,000

Survey Conducted by ARB
(Report 135)

telesfatus

A VIEWING audience of 16,310,000 watched Texaco Star Theatre
on NBC-TV Oct. 5, topping all
television programs for the week,
according to the first analysis of
nationwide video viewing in terms
of popularity, number of homes
tuned and viewers-per-set, conducted by American Research Bureau.
Second TV program in terms of
size-of-audience is Toast of the
Town on CBS, according to the
ARB survey, with 12,236,000 viewers. Third place in size-of-audience
goes to Philco Playhouse on NBC,
with 7,890,000 viewers. Arthur
Godfrey's Talent Scouts on CBS
has an audience of 7,492,000 and
is' followed closely by Your Show
of Shows on NBC, with a peak
audience of 7,440,000.
This nationwide survey shows
comparative data for the 1950 autumn season. It reflects Sept. 30
extension of AT&T relay facilities
into a number of television cities,
being based on the Oct. 1-7 week.
The ARB breakdown shows composition of the audience in terms
of men, women and children on a
percentage basis. This percentage
can be applied to total audience
figures to show the number of men,
women and children listening to
each program, according to James
W. Seiler, ARB director.
Busiest of all television periods
is 8-9 p.m. Sunday when the Toast
of the Toivn audience of 12,236,000
is augmented by another 7,252,000

Viewing

viewers who watch the NBC
Comedy Hour, according to the
Oct. 1 compilation, adding up to
a total 8-9 p.m. Sunday evening
audience of 19,488,000 persons for
the two progi-ams.
The number of viewers-per-set
on Saturday and Sunday is higher,
on the average, by nearly a whole
person, according to ARB.
Four programs top the list in
terms of viewers-per-set, three of
them coming on Sunday. Highest
viewing level goes to The Aldrich
Family on NBC, Sunday, 7:30-8
p.m., with 3.9 viewers-per-set.
Right behind with 3.8 viewers-perset are three programs tied for
second place. They are Toast of
the Town, on CBS; Country Style,
on DuMont, Saturday 7:30-8:30
p.m., and Geyie Autry, CBS, Sunday, 7-7:30 p.m.
Adults Like Kid Shows
The ARB formula shows that a
number of television programs of
interest to children are also popular with adults. Kukla, Fran &
Ollie, on NBC five-weekly, 7-7:30
p.m., has an average audience of
5690 adults and 44 9o children.
Hopalong Cassidy, ranking second in popularity with a 47 rating,
has an audience of 64% adults and
36% children. It is heard on NBC
Sunday, 6-7 p.m. Super Circus,
on ABC Sunday, 5-6 p.m., has a
63% adult audience. On the other
hand Howdy Doody on NBC, 5:306 p.m. five evenings a week, has
only an 18% adult audience and

Lucky Pup on CBS five-weekly
5-5:15 p.m., has only 26% adults.
Popularity ratings of ARB,
based only on cities in which the
program is seen, show Texaco Sta.r
Theatre in first place with 57.1 and
57.8 ratings for the first and second half-hours. List of first 15
programs, in terms of popularity
rather than size of audience, follows :
Texaco Star Theatre
NBC 57.5
Hopalong
Cassidy
NBC 44.2
47.
Toast of the
Town
CBS
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts
.
.
.
CBS
45.
Fireside Theatre
NBC 39.
PhUco TV Playhouse
NBC 31.9
Your Show of Shows
NBC 31.0
Stop the Music
ABC 29.0
This Is Show Business
CBS 29.5
Studio One
CBS 28.8
Big Town
CBS 27.8
Jack Carter Show
NBC 27.5
Kraft TV Theatre
NBC 27.3
Original Amateur Hour
NBC 26.9
Shuhert Musical Comedy . . . NBC 24.
Heretofore ARB operated television surveys only in New York,
Chicago, Philadelphia, Cleveland,
Baltimore and Washington. The
studies are conducted on a monthly basis. In addition, ARB conducts aural surveys in Baltimore
and Washington.
The TV figures apply only to
TV homes, each diary home having
a TV set. All networks but DuMont are subscribers to the ARB
service.
An element in the October figures is unusual TV interest in
cities connected to the AT&T network for the first time just prior
to the survey. This was not be(Continued on page 69)

Sets in use
in WFBM-TV's
coverage area
In planning your TV coverage remember to TAKE
A CLOSE LOOK at the
Central Indiana Market —
COMPLETELY
COVERED by WFBM-TV.
Represented nationally by
The Katz Agency inc.

V
WFBM-T
w f, — -j
Jo
Channel

'JjiA&L JUL QrvdlanjoL"
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Weekly Television Summary—

October 30, 1950, Telecasting Survey

City
Outlets On Air
Number Sets City
Outlets On Air
Number Sets
Albuquerque KOB-TV
5,000 Louisville WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
52,399
Ames
WOl-TV
19,380 Memphis WMCT
54,593
Atlanta WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
57,600 Miami
WTVJ
40,000
Baltimore WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
22„186 Milwaukee WTMJ-TV
160,665
Binghamton WNBF-TV
24,650 Minn.-St. Paul KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
141,100
Birmingham
WBRC-TV 23,500
Nashville
WSM-TV
8,500
Bloomington WAFM-TV,
WTTV
10,600 New
Haven WNHC-TV
102,300
Boston WBZ-TV, WN AC-TV
525,130 New Orleans WDSU-TV
37,371
Buffalo WBEN-TV
134,667 New York WABD, WCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
Charlotte WBTV
32,358
WOR-TV, WPIX
1,635,000
Chicago WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
627,881 Newark WATV
Inc. in N. Y. estimate
Cincinnati WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WIWT
178,000 Norfolk WTAR-TV
34,939
Cleveland WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
315,024 Oklahoma City WKY-TV
48,203
Columbus WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
95,000 Omaha
KMTV, WOW-TV
41,154
Dallas,
Philadelphia WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
600,000
Ft. Worth KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
76,839 Phoenix KPHO-TV
16,900
Davenport WOC-TV
23,529 PiHsburgh WDTV
152,000
Quad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Island, East Moline Portland, Ore
978
Dayton WHIO-TV, WLWD
106,000 Providence WJAR-TV
42,534
Detroit WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
330,539 Richmond WTVR
86,880
Erie
WICU
41,350 Rochester WHAM-TV
51,088
Ft. WorthRock Island WHBF-TV
23,529
Dallas WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
76,839
Quad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Island, East Moline
Grand Rapids WLAV-TV
56,211 Salt Lake City KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
27,409
Greensboro WFMY-TV
25,000 San Antonio KEYL, WOAl-TV
30,675
Houston KPRC-TV
45,541 San Diego KFMB-TV
58,000
Huntington,
San Francisco KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
99,022
Charleston WSAZ-TV
26,383 Schenectady WRGB
106,800
Indianapolis WFBM-TV
80,000 Albany-Troy
Jacksonville WMBR-TV
20,000 Seattle KING-TV
43,200
Johnstown WJAC-TV
37,800 St. Louis KSD-TV
184,500
Kalamazoo- WKZO-TV
40,570 Syracuse WHEN, WSYR-TV
71,295
Battle Creek
Toledo WSPD-TV
55,000
Kansas City WDAF-TV
61,613 Tulsa
KOTV
40,160
Lancaster* WGAL-TV
63,743 Utico-Rome WKTV
24,875
Lansing
WJIM-TV
"
31,000 Wilmington
Washington WMAL-TV,
WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
174,485
Los Angeles KECA-TV,
KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH,
WDEL-TV
46,749
KTIA, KTSL, KTTV
747,867
* Lancaster and contiguous areas. Total Markets on Air 63
Stations on Air 107
Sets in Use 8,333,726
Editor's
Note: Source Since
of setmany
estimates
are basedmonthly,
on datasome
available
from dealers,
distributors,
TV Circulation
and
manufacturers.
are compiled
may remain
unchanged
in successive
summaries.committees,
Total setselectric
in allcompanies
areas is
necessarily approximate.
Sets in Use 8,333,726
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What looks ! \Vhatta line ! Teevy^s a better
draw than free Ucker ! Ties up traffic every
time she shows!
Teevy is so terrific that many of her
admirers overlook the sordid fact that she is
supposed to do more than please people.
Unless the gal starts moving merchandise
over the counter for cash — she'll lose her job!
WPix is proving that TV sells . . . the hard
way — at retail. Low -cost programs are making
sales for everything from stockings to second
hand Chevrolets, at low cost. We know —
because many of the orders come direct to
us, by mail and phone.
WPIX in its two years of operation has
built and held regular audiences with news,
sports, movies, pubHc service and information
features as well as entertainment . . . has
proven low cost programs which acquaint
prospects with the advantages of advertised
items, and vice versa — and are making sales
at lower cost than other media.
This station commands the world's richest
metropolitan market with the highest set
coverage — more than 1,500,000 TV receivers
among four million famiHes. And wpix is the
best place for the national advertiser to learn
how to use TV economically and profitably.
Ask any wpix representative to show you
the record of sales results . . . wpix, the New
York News station, 220 East 42nd St., New
York City . . . MU

-
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HAVANA

TV

DAY

URT

Is Cuba's

than 200 miles per hour.
TUESDAY was TV Day in Havana
when Union Radio Television S. A.
Jose A. Mestre Jr., president of
Union
Radio Television, estimated
officially opened Cuba's first video
station at 1 p.m., with a remote
the cost of getting the station on
the air at about $500,000, including
* telecast from the Presidential PalBY
ace,
where
Cuban
President
Carlos
some $350,000 for transmitting
COMMERCIALS
KAY
Prio Socarras made his television
equipment. Studios are located
debut in a speech welcoming tele- presently in a reconverted mansion,
ft» MULVILHiLL'
vision to the island.
former home of Caspar Pumarejo,
m
general director of URT and head
The
Havana
populace,
in
a
less
* President TruoflScial but possibly more significant
of the station's news and announcman was seen on
ing staff. Work will start next
welcome to visual broadcasting,
Northern California
month on a modern TV studio
blocked traffic in front of the radio
television screens for
the first time last
building to adjoin the present one.
dealers' stores with working TV
week, via a pool telecast
sets in their windows and jammed
The new TV building will be a sixfrom the War Memorial
story structure, with two large
by the hundreds into URT headOpera House in San Franquarters and the adjoining court- two-story audience studios plus a
cisco. The President's
yard where sets had been installed, number of smaller studios, shops
speech, which was microand storage space, offices, etc.,
to
get
a glimpse of this new radio
waved to Los Angeles staart.
topped with the permanent 200tions by KPIX, followed
ft. transmitting antenna structure.
his Pacific parley with GenDistributors repoi-ted more than
eral Douglas MacArthur.
2,000 sets sold before the inaugural
Sports and News Accent
KPIX director, Forrester
and estimated that at least 5,000
Mashbir, is receiving added
Programming
of CMUR-TV (ofwill be installed in Cuban homes
ficial call but rarely used, the staacclaim for his superb work
by
the
end
of
the
year.
on the Truman telecast and
tion identifying itself as Union
recent Cal-Penn game — reShowing no traces of the tradi- Radio Television in the Cuban
layed to Southern California.
tional Latin languor but exerting fashion) will major in sports and
an effort that would be remarkable
news, which experience has shown
Marjorie
Trumbull's
Celebrity Sessions from the
even in the U. S., the URT manto be most popular with the Cuban
world famed Top of the
agement had a test pattern on the public, Mr. Mestre said. URT has
Mark, which goes into its
air Oct. 14, two months to the day just negotiated for exclusive TV
10th year on KSFO, conrights to the baseball games played
after the first shipment of RCA
tinues to attract the toptransmitting equipment had ar- nightly in Havana, spending $30,flight personalities -about town for informative and
000 for these rights in addition to
rived in Havana. Program transentertaining interviews.
missions were begun on Oct. 24, the $175,000 Union Radio pays for
Wrestling fans now have a
radio rights to baseball for its AM
utilizing a temporary antenna
ringside seat, Tuesdays at
network of 14 stations across the
pending
delivery
of
a
Blaw-Knox
8:00 PM, when KPIX brings
island.
tower
and
an
RCA
three-bay
turnthe local grunt and groan
stile antenna, both specially deTV programming will be conartists to the screens direct
centrated in the evening hours for
signed to withstand winds of better
from Winterland Auditorium. Holds and falls are
called by Bill Guyman.
WWJ-TV-Michigan U. Project
Vice president and general
manager, Phil Lasky has
Starts Nov. 5
TV
SCHOOL
added to his active schedule
the post of President for the
OFFICIAL start of the joint U. of Michigan and WWJ-TV Detroit enS.F. Chapter of the Academy
trance into adult education via television [Telecasting, Aug. 7] is set
of Television Arts and Sciences.
for Nov. 5, the university announced last Tuesday.
IN THE AIR: New addiThe home study by video project will offer a 14-week science course,
tion to KSFO disc shows
"Man in His World — Human Bij,
,
is "Sophisticated Jazz"
ology," and a seven-week course
with Jimmy Wyatt, now
study of photography will be ofin "Living in the Later Years,"
being aired five days a
fered on Jan. 7, it was announced.
each course to run for 20 minutes
week . . . Still surpassing
on the U. of Michigan Television
all others on TV with his
Program's first "teletour" will
take viewers on campus to see the
Hour, telecast 1-2 p.m.
up-to-the-minute news comA third section of the telecast, use researchers make of rare origmentaries and analysis is
inal historical documents. Later
KPIX's William Winter . . .
completing the scheduled hour-long
with KSFO newscasters Bob
tours are planned to visit a paintprogram, will be devoted to a "teleColvig and Herb Kennedy
ing exhibit, speech clinic, cyclotron
tour," interpreting the function and
doing likewise on AM . . .
and synchroton atom-smashers and
scope of activities at the university,
STATISTICS: TV set
other laboratories and museums on
it was explained.
sales in the Bay Area have
campus.
Supplementary
written
material
now passed the 100,000
Visual approach will be stressed
mark.
and reading lists will be sent stuand lecturing kept to a minimum,
dents registering for the course
according to Garnet R. Garrison,
through Michigan's Extension Serv- professor of speech and director of
ice. Fee for the 14-week study is
$2, for the 7-week course, $1. Ex- television at the university. Prof.
aminations will be sent students at Garrison will arrange and direct
all of the work on campus.
the end of each course with certifiCourses will be telecast to an
Represented by The Kail Agency, Inc.
cates awarded those completing the
estimated 3 million televiewers in
work. However, any viewer may
the area from WWJ-TV studios
participate without registration.
under the direction of Walter
Alexander G. Ruthven, president
of the university, will introduce
Koste, with the initial "teletour"
the first program. At the end of handled by remote, it was noted.
Assisting Prof. Garrison are
Represented by Wm. G. Rambeaii Co.
the "Living in the Later Years"
course (dealing with need and Hazen Schumacker, production assistant; Robert Newman, script
ability of older people to assume
editor, and Leo Teholiz, art asresponsibilities in society and emsistant, all graduate students.
phasizing hobbies and crafts) a
mmmmm.
BETWEEN
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the present, Mr. Mestre said. URT
is fortunate, he said, in having as
its chief commentator, Pardo
Llada, one of Cuba's foremost radio
personalities who is now a member
of the republic's Congress.
Using its mobile TV unit, the
station will present sports the year
round. For its local news coverage
CMUR-TV has installed a Houston
developer which can process the
films made by its news film crew
in a matter of minutes. Foreign
news is provided by Tele - News
Film Service.
A full commercial operation in
the U. S. pattern, CMUR-TV had
commercials for two products,
Cristal beer and Competitora cigarettes, on the air its opening day,
and anticipates many more sponsors
in the near future.
Board of Union Radio Television,
in addition to Mr. Mestre and Mr.
Pumarejo, comprises:
Jose A. Mestre Sr., secretary; Alvarao Mendenez, treasurer; Benjamin
Mendenez, vice president; Jose Lopez,
vice
treasurer.
executive
staff also
includes Station's
Alberto Mestre
and
Larry Barqnin, chief engineers; Meiss
Cuqui Ponce de Leon, program director; Francois Baquer, advertising and
public relations director ; Antonio Joffre, sales manager.
Negotiations with U. S. advertisers and agencies are handled by
Irving Later, who has offices at
65 W. 54th St., New York.
Second Station Plans
With CMUR-TV barely under
way, URT already is planning a
second TV station in Santa Clara,
some 300 miles from Havana, the
two cities to be connected with a
microwave relay which URT also
will construct.
In Havana, CMUR-TV soon will
have competition from CMQ, key
station of another Cuban radio network, which has its studio-transmitter building under construction
adjoining the CMQ headquarters in
Havana's Radio Centre, and hopes
to begin TV programming about the
first of the year. CMQ is headed
by Goare Mestre (no relation to
the CMUR-TV Mestres), who plans
an elaborate schedule of studio dramatic and variety programs in
competition with the sports-news
programming
of CMUR-TV.
Avando Trinidad,
operator of a
third Cuban radio network, RHC,
last week introduced the
versus-black-and-white
TV colorargu- '
ment to Cuba in a broadcast warning listeners not to become too
deeply infatuated with monochrome
pictoi'ial broadcasts as RHC is
planning to introduce color telecasting to the island within the
coming year.
Installation of the CMUR-TV
equipment has been supervised by
William Cothron, RCA engineer,
who will stay at the station for
several weeks more to instruct the
technical staff in operation and
maintenance of the equipment.
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Bridgeport UHF
(Continued from page 61)
tensity of magnitude which will
tend to eliminate the location factor," Mr. Kear stated. He noted if
service at the present time were to
be limited by co-channel interference, "an improvement of this nature would not be possible."
He said ABC also supports FCC's
proposal to permit use of higher
values of field intensities (higher
1 power) immediately, "thereby facil'|itating the delivei-y of more ade■ quate technical service."
j ABC also supports the proposal
Iof FCC to utilize offset carrier
' operation and directional antennas
.for improving service, Mr. Kear
stated. He explained, however, that
because of poor offset carrier stability over extended periods at the
•;present stage of the art, such a
,|method should not be used as a
■|means to decrease co-channel sepa;ration between stations. Similarly
i,(he considered directional arrays
.;should not be used to reduce sepajrations.
, Need for additional VHF propa:'gation data was realized by Mr.
Kear. He stated ABC proposes to
i cooperate in taking data from the
'new Empire State Bldg. location.
Questioned about intermixing
';VHF and UHF channels, Mr. Kear
-stated ABC has noted both good
and bad effects could result and has
not yet reached any final conclusion. He contended, however, that
if UHF ever wants to stay in a
■ competitive field, it will have to
offer programs as good as its com.petitors.
ij. Following the ABC testimony
JijTvere presentations by James C. MciNary, Washington consulting en. ,gineer, and Dana A. Griffin, president of Communication Measurements Lab Inc., New York. Mr.
■ McNary exhibited charts of studies
[i made of UHF coverage in Pennsyl..vania.
He represented WEST
Easton and experimental station

City

NEW YORK STATE
Number of Channels Proposed
VHF
Total
FCCUHFDuM FCC DuM
FCC DuM
New York
i
Buffalo-Niagara Falls
2
Albany-Schenectady-Troy
Rochester
3
Syracuse
Utica-Rome
Binghamton
NEW ENGLAND
Number of Channels Proposed
VHF
UHF
Total
FCC DuM
FCC DuM
FCC DuM
City & State
Boston, Mass
4
7
.... 47
Providence, R. I.
1
.. 2
4
3 4
TVA STRIKE POWER
Chicago Group Backs Board
CHICAGO members of Television
Authority Tuesday unanimously
passed a resolution empowering the
TVA board "to use its own discretion in the calling of a strike"
against the networks. Move followed a similar resolution passed
by some 1,000 TVA members in

iTcIecasting

ENGLAND (Cont.)
Number of Channels Proposed
Total
VHF
FCC DuM
FCC OuM
City
&
State
FCC
DuM
UHF
Hartford-New. Britain, Conn.
3 4
3 4
2
i
3
New Haven, Conn.
2
2
Waterbury, Conn.
2 4
2 4
Worcester, Mass.
2
3
2 3
Bridgeport, Conn,
2 4
2 4
Springfield-Holyoke,
Mass.
3
4
3 4
Fall River-New Bedford, Mass.
Lowell-La
Moss. wrence-Haverhi II,
4
2
2
4
Portland, Maine
4
2
2 4
Manchester, N. H.
i 2
1
2 2
DuMonI proposal
for* coverage
purposes. combines areas of New Haven and Waterbury

New York the preceding Friday.
Western zone members were scheduled to vote on the saine matter in
a meeting at Los Angeles Friday
afternoon.
Network negotiations have concerned live and kinescope originations of network shows from New
York, Chicago and Los Angeles.
Screen Actors Guild and Television
Authority have been involved in a
jurisdictional dispute over film
shows on TV, which is expected to

be resolved by the National Labor
Relations Board some time in the
future.
Resolution was passed by all but
four of 1,000 members attending
the New York meeting. TVA memis comprised
of cardholdersbership
in American
Federation
of
Radio Artists (AFRA), American
Guild of Variety Artists (AGVA),
American Guild of Music Ai'tists
(AGMA),
Actors Equity and
Chorus
Equity.

'oi" a!i TV

Action!
BALANCED"

TV

Cameras

(Pat. Pending)
TRIPOD

This tripod was engineered and designed expressly to meet all video
camera requirements.
Previous concepts of gyro and friction
type design have been discarded to
achieve absolute balance, effortless
operation, super-smooth tilt and pan
action,
dependability, ruggedness and
efficiency.
Below :
3 wheel portable dolly
with balanced TV Tripod mounted.

"KG2XAZ, WKBO
Harrisburg
and
;;KG2XAX,
and WRAW
Reading
i^and KG2XAY.
j. Mr. Griffin, who stated his firm
Instill is in opposition to the FCC aljjlocation plan, reaffirmed the comi'pany's petition filed a year ago.
J He was scheduled to continue on
t|Friday.

^COIOR METER
RCA Develops Instrument
^DEVELOPMENT of a "tristimu.lus photometer" to measure color
j coming from a direct light source
jTvas announced last week by George
jC. Sziklai, RCA Labs physicist.
, The new instrument was de. signed to "provide a laboratory
. and studio check on the f aithful,ness of color reproduction in color
television," RCA announced.
Mr. Sziklai described the instru.ment at the annual meeting of the
American Optical Society at Cleve[land Oct. 26. He said the instrujraent simultaneously determines
Ithe relative strength of the three
basic color components in a light
source and gives a quick reading.

NEW

Complete 360° pan without ragged or
jerky movement is accomplished with effortless control. It is impossible to get
anything but perfectly smooth pan and
tilt action with the "BALANCED" TV Tripod.
Quick-release pan handle adjustment locks
into position desired by operator with no
"play" between pan handle and tripod
head. Tripod head mechanism is rustproof, completely enclosed, never requires
adjustments, cleaning or lubrication. Builtin spirit level. Telescoping extension pan
handle.
Write for further particulars
FRANK C ZUCKER
(7flni€Rfl
€ouipni€nT
^•i** 1600 BROHDUUHH
\neujyoRKCiTa
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The former president of RTMA —
Mr. Sprague's
admitted this underpredecessor
oath a year— ago.
"He testified that built-in compatibility for the CBS system is
'a very minor change.' He said that,
'the added time to include those
parts in the set during production
.. .. . .would
a matter
minutes.'
RCA bestated
underof oath
that
this built-in compatibility would
add only seven to ten dollars to the
retail
price of its
Meanwhile,
as-receivers."
the argument

Color Furore
(Continued from page 57)

"Such scheduling of. color broadhours."casts in unlikely," he continued,
"until a substantial viewing audiwith early reUirns indicating 70%
ence, equipped with color convert"can take or leave" color TV
ers-adapters, isavailable."
(story page 68).
He denied that manufacturers
9 CBS made plans to start
are trying to make the public becolorcasting in New York perhaps
lieve its investment in black-andas early as Nov. 7.
white sets is about to be wiped
9 Television Equipment Corp.,
"that the manuNew York, announced its color tele- out, but conceded
facturers could not believe — until
vision adapter, permitting reception
it actually happened — that the FCC
of color telecasts in black-andwould approve a non-compatible
white, will go on the market Nov.
10 at a retail price of $12.95, and
color
system."
"They
believed — and still believe
that it would market a converter
— that the action was unwise," Mr.
later, probably before the ■ end of Sprague asserted.
the year.
Reasons for Delay
Speaking Sunday evening (Oct.
22) in answer to CBS President
"But that isn't the only reason
Stanton's speech a week earlier,
equipment isn't ready," he said,
RTMA President Sprague assured
noting
changes"to
in TV that
sets "even
take minor
six months
CBS network listeners that "present black-and-white television sets
make and that "basic changes take
are a better investment today than
much longer," aside from "the
ever before," and that the only increasing load which national defense requirements are placing
"clear answer" on color is "a fully .
upon the industry's engineering and
electronic, compatible color system"
[Broadcasting, Oct. 23].
production talent."
As a representative of manu"The right kind of color telefacturers— which, he noted, include
vision system simply isn't here
neither CBS nor FCC — Mr. Sprague
yet," he declared, pointing out that
"many of the industry's leading
said it is "a fair assumption that
only a very small percentage of engineers and scientists" have been
present TV set owners will buy working on a compatible system for
adapters and converters — even
many months and "are .entirely
confident [it] can be commercially
when they are freely available —
developed in the relatively near
and then only when the popular
programs are broadcast in color
during the more favorable viewing
future."
He said the CBS system "pro-

\

The

ED

MURPHY

X

TV

SHOW

^

is the place for
SEEING
STA RS

Joan
McCRACKEN
OANTINE

MAKING PLANS for a new hourlong program
Afternoon department
at Titche's
for
Titche-Goettinger
store over WFAA-TV Dallas are (I
to r): Bert Mitchell, WFAA-TV production man; Bill Mather, assistant
advertising manager for the store, and
Alex Keese, station's regional sales
manager. Program will use store personnel in pointing out merchandise
on shopping trips through the store.
duces a picture in satisfactory
color" but has "these definite limi(1) Picture size is limited by the
tations":
color wheel to 12^4 inches; (2) the
color wheel "in my opinion will never
be acceptable to the majority of set
owners"; (3) the system's incompatibility will restrict programs, "for
some time to come," to "oflf hours and
the less popular entertainment"; (4)
litigation
has bebeen
"and weit
will
probably
some started
time before
definitely know when or whether the
CBS color system will actually be
broadcast commercially."
He assured his audience that
they "can buy black-and-white sets
now, with confidence that they will
continue to receive these programs
forIn many
years commenting
to come." on Mr.
New York,
Sprague's speech, CBS President
Stanton accused RTMA of "bad
faith ... in violating its sworn
commitment before the FCC."
He said a former RTMA president— R. C. Cosgrove — in testifying
before the FCC on May 5, 1950,
had said ". . . the association would
certainly go along with any decision
of Mr.
the Stanton
Commission,
obviously."
asserted
that the
"RTMA has created a million dollar
slush fund to attack the Commission decision, and Mr. Sprague's
broadcast
is part
that attack."
He said the
RTMAof attack
hinged
on the theory that a compatible
color system can be developed soon.
"This argument," said Mr. Stanton,
"has been refuted by repeated
failures to fulfill similar promises
Stanton said CBS questioned
in Mr.
the past."
"whether the RTMA really wants

all have made
personal appearances
on the ED MURPHY SHOW
6:30 P. M. — Monday thru Friday

channel

HEADLEY-REED, National Representatives
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NBC Affiliate in Central New York

compatibility."
"We suggest that what it really
wants is to hold back color," he
said, "and that it is preserving
the issue of compatibility only to
achieve that delay. For if the
members of RTMA really want
compatibility, they have had, and
now have, it in their power to give
compatibilty to the public under
the CBS system ... To provide
compatibility under the CBS system is easy, quick and inexpensive.

raged, CBS prepared to begin color
telecasts possibly as early as Nov.
7 in New York.
The telecasts will be sustaining
at least until Nov. 20, date the
FCC set for the beginning of commercial color TV.
CBS was known to be arranging
sites in which to present demonstrations of color for the public.
At least one large public hall will
be equipped with receivers for
public showing of CBS color programs in New York.
Whether any of the color telecasts would be networked to other
cities had not been decided last
week.

|
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After Nov. 20, barring a stay
order from the courts — CBS will
undertake
fuller schedules
color
telecasts, reaching
20 hours ofa week
by Dec. 15. Under tentative assignment to color television is a
half -hour strip between 6 and 8
p.m., another half -hour at 11:15
morning.
p.m. and an hour strip in the

'
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One of the first top-rate blackand-white shows to go on color
television will be Toast of the
Town. Some parts of that program will appear in colorcasts following the regularly scheduled
black-and-white presentation of the
program. The exact time at which
the color repeat would be presented
was not known, since the network
has commercial commitments immediately following Toast of the
Town on black-and-white.
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Seek Color Sponsors
The network was known to be
negotiating with several prospecfive sponsors for commercial colorcasts after Nov. 20. The sponsors
were interested in capitalizing on
the publicity values of underwriting pioneer color television, it was
said.
Time rates that CBS was quoting

i'j'-i ,
'\ 1
,|".
:
■
|

,:
for color commercials were said to '
be considerably under those for ,j
'
black-and-white.
Meanwhile it was announced that |
the last two films in the current
production schedule of the Gene
Autry Show, on CBS-TV Sunday,
7-7:30 p.m., would be made in color.
These color programs will be tele- .
cast during the special CBS colorcast periods, with the regularly :
scheduled black-and-white presen- , f
tations of the show unchanged.
Set manufacturers
merchandisers
continued to takeandsides
on the '
color issue.

letter sent
to Westinghouse,
distributors by in
Salesa Manager
J. | '
F. Walsh of the Television-Radio
BROADCASTING
.
Telecasting •

Division, said Westing-house blackand-white set buyers will get many
[times their money's worth in pleasbre and entertainment "before any
commercially acceptable system of
color television is generally available."
jj "If and when color broadcasting
teaches your market," Mr. Walsh
jeontinued, "Westinghouse will
make available an adapter-con•verter package for installation on
1Westinghouse black-and-white teleivision receivers enabling you to
receive color broadcasts, using the
FCC approved Columbia system.
"This adapter-converter package
for Westinghouse black-and-white
receivers will be announced as soon
las possible, taking into considera' tion the availability of needed
Ijmaterial."
Mr. Walsh emphasized that preslent Westinghouse sets are not
lobsolete but "will continue to render
Iservice on the present black-and(white standards and by using the
Iadapter-converter referred to
iabove, will offer all of the TV servlices currently available and aujthorized." He told distributors:
\ito The
thing-their
to emphasize
yourimportant
dealers and
customers
i|is that today television is the biggest
]ibargain in entertainment history and
etc do without it because of something
Inew that may come along later is
j like the man who for 25 years has
Ijwaited for the latest model auto'! mobile — he's still walking!
Dynamic's Guarantee
i Dynamic, operating 15 stores in
Washington, D. C, New York, New
;Jersey, and Connecticut, placed adj vertisements announcing that "Dynamic guarantees to furnish you
Iwith a color convex'ter and/or
adapter as required, when they are
iavailable, at a price of $49.50 or
'! less. This guarantee . . . applies
' to all the leading brands of television which we sell in our 15
I stores."
ji Hallicrafters Co. attacked FCC
its color decision
full-page
Ij'and
advertisements
over thein signature

upcoming
NAB District Meetings
Nov. 2-3: Dist. 4, Williamsburg. Inn and
Lodge, Williamsburg, Va.
Nov.
lanta.9-10: Dist. 5, Ansley Hotel, AtOct. 30-Nov. 2: Theatre Owners of
America Convention, Shamrock Hotel, Houston.
Nov. 3-4: Institute of Radio Engineers
Kansas City Section, second annual
Regional
Papers
dent Hotel,
KansasConference,
City, Mo. PresiNov. 9; Annual fall meeting Chesapeake
AP
Radio Assn., Emerson Hotel, Baltimore.
Nov. 9-10: Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters
annual sales clinic, Neil House, Columbus.
Nov. 9-10: Sigma Delta Chi National
Convention, Sans Souci Hotel, Miami
Beach, Fla.
Nov.
MichiganLansing.
AP Broadcasters
Assn.10:meeting,
Nov. 10-11: Michigan Assn, of Broadcasters, Hotel Olds, Lansing.
Nov. 15: House Ways & Means Committee Hearing on Excess Profits Tax,
New House Office Bldg., Washington.
Nov. 15-17: NAB Board, NAB Hdqrs.,
Washington.
Nov. 15-25: Inter -American Assn. of
Broadcasters Second General Assembly, Sao Paulo, Brazil.
ment," the advertisement said,
"Hallicrafters will make available
a color attachment that will make
color reception
possible."
Hallicrafters sets now
being All
produced,
it was pointed out, "are equipped
with a connector in the back making unnecessary any changes in the
set in order to utilize any future
anticipated developments in either
mechanical or electronic color sysMotorola carried advertisements
tems."
assuring the public that "now is the
right time to buy television," and
that "the sets you buy today can
be converted . . . when you think
there are enough color programs
telecast in your community."
General Electric Co., in a letter
from Vice President W. R. G. Baker
to
GE dealers,
television
has reiterated
not arrivedthatand"color
will

j of President William J. Halligan.
The ads bore the labels, "The Color
Television Blunder" and "Five Men
not replace black-and-white broadAgainst the American Way," and
casting as a national service in the
charged that "five members of the
FCC have disregarded the unanipredictable future. We are continumous opinion of the engineers of
ing production of our present teleevery major television manufacvision sets. . . ."
turer in ruling that the television
Dr. Baker asserted that "statements have been made that certain
1 industry must adopt a mechanical
make sets are readily convertible to
] color system."
color and that this can be done at
ij "The five who voted for color
nominal cost. We wish to announce
i were led by a man of non-technical
j qualifications including relief ad- that every General Electric set that
I ministration and public ofiice-holdhas been manufactured to date, including those we are building today,
' ing,
and
three
of
the
others
have
records far removed from the in- also can be converted, but our elecdustry they are attempting to
tronics engineers, considered topflight in the industry, are not ready
' regulate," Hallicrafters continued.
The company said it "could not to state that any set can be converted simply and at nominal cost.
be more solidly opposed to the
decision of the FCC," and that it
"We firmly believe that few set
feels, "along with the majority of owners will wish to convert until
television manufacturers, that a the quality and scope of color procompletely electronic color system,
grams will, in entertainment value,
compatible -with present black-andjustify the cost of conversion."
RCA reiterated its position in a
' white sets, will be developed in the
future."
letter sent to RCA distributors by
Walter A. Buck, vice president and
"For those who -wish to experiTelecasting
• BROADCASTING

general manager of the RCA Victor Division.
Mr. Buck said "black-and-white
television will remain the backbone
of the industry for some years to
come, with continued expansion and
improvement of black-and-white
program service.
"Regardless of outcome of current controversy and type of television broadcasting finally adopted,
substantial color broadcasting is at
least two years away for following
reasons:
"First, public will be hes-itant to
install cumbersome, gadgety converters and adapters, because of
expense involved, limited num.ber
of programs broadcast, and limited
size and degraded quality of picture received. . . . Second, sponsors will be slow to incur heavy
expense of color broadcasts for limaudience."reminded distributors
Mr.itedBuck
that RCA is "working intensively"
toward perfection of its all-electronic, compatible color system,
with progress demonstrations
scheduled in December.
Stromberg-Carlson Co. took full
page newspaper ads in television
markets to advise prospective set
buyers they could buy present sets
with confidence.
Stromberg-Carlson said that "for
years to come" the "great programs on television will be in
black-and-white," and that color
at best would be a supplementary
service.
"Some day color may also have

nothing
under

but

our

a place in television programming,
just as you now see some movies
in color," Stromberg-Carlson's ads
read. "If and when color telecasting becomes a factor in your
community, this supplementary
broadcasting service can be received in color by adding a suitable
converter to current StrombergCarlson television models."
Elmer Roessner, in his syndicated "Business Today" newspaper
column,
said that has
"if thecaused
advent any
of
color- television
family to
buying astops
receiver postpone
until the industry
changing, it better give up hope of
ever seeing television on its own
set. . . . There are going to be
changes, changes, and more
changes. . . ."
ARNA

Names

Group

ASSN. of Radio News Analysts
has appointed H. V. Kaltenborn,
Cecil Brown and Ned Calmer as a
committee to determine the place
of public service programs in television. Robert Trout, president of
the association, in making the apexplained,broadcasting
"the news
commentatorspointments
of the
industry are concerned that in the
present wildfire development of
television, programs telecast primarily in the public interest may
be pushed into unfavorable time
spots or even squeezed out of the
television schedule entirely."

smiles

umbrella!
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SIGHTMASTER

Sues CBS, Stanton
On Color Issue

DEWEY
ON TV
Initiates New Technique

"TELEVISION allows me more
SIGHTMASTEE Corp., television set manufacturer, last week sought
freedom, lets me be myself . . . As
an injunction and $750,000 damages in a suit charging CBS and Frank
a campaign weapon it has no equal
Stanton, CBS president, with issuing "false and fraudulent and dispar... In radio I was always chained
aging" statements that present black-and-white sets are obsolete.
The suit was based on a speech
reflection
to This
a script
. . ." was attributed to
made by Dr. Stanton over the CBS
FCC authorized CBS color standGov.
Thomas
E. Dewey of New
radio network a fortnight ago
ards, "if a demonstrable, practiYork, a recent convert to the tele[Telecasting, Oct. 23]. The effect
cable, compatible, electronic set-up
vision medium, after a tour of the
were perfected it (FCC) would
of his speech, the complaint assertWABD (TV) New York studios
ed, was to "cause the public, includwith Comdr. Mortimer W. Loewi,
approve
that also."
Sightmaster
also pointed out that
ing particularly customers and
director of DuMont Television Netpotential customers of the plaintiff
FCC "had no power" to interfere
and other manufacturers so situ- with the rights of manufacturers of Gov. Dewey is welcomed by Comdr.
work, and Chris Witting, network's
television sets to continue to build Loewi (r) as Mr. Witting looks on. general manager. They briefed
ated, to believe that the television
the governor on basic TV techsets . . . sold and distributed by black-and-white receivers.
niques, methods and equipment,
The company seeks a permanent
the plaintiff were about to become
while technicians instructed him in
obsolete unless equipped with
injunction prohibiting CBS from
Louisville on Cable
various control procedures.
(CBS) adapters and converters,
issuing "the false and fraudulent
The occasion marked the comand that to avoid this the public and disparaging statements . . . SECOND AT&T coaxial circuit,
of one inanda series
of telecould safely purchase and only against the plaintiff's goods and
linking Indianapolis with Louisville
casts onpletionWABD
other stations
should purchase the television sets from warning or advising the puband making fulltime network servcomprising sidewalk interviews
and component parts manufactured
lic not to buy plaintiff's
Sightmaster
also askedgoods."
$750,000
ice available to the latter city's with street corner audiences in
and sold with such adapters and
two TV stations, WHAS-TV and Manhattan. The impromptu, undamages. The suit, brought in New
converters, and in any event, should
rehearsed sessions are aired from
WAVE-TV, went into operation
York Supreme Court, was served
not make any purchases whatsoever
various sites in mid-town New
Oct.
21.
on
the
defendants
last
Tuesday.
York.
for six months."
The result of CBS statements
Gov. Dewey, who appeared eager
has been that "large numbers" of
potential customers of Sightmaster
to absorb as much video "knowhave withheld purchases they had
how" asas possible,
felt v/eapon
that TV'sis
future
a political
'TAKE IT OR Raytheon
LEAVE Taps
IT' Public Opinion on Color TV
intended to make, the suit charged.
limitless.
He
intends
to
visit a
Sightmaster sets have become such
number
of
studios
during
his
statea drug on the market that the comFLOOD of questionnaires on color The answer:
wide
tour
to
"learn
as
much
as
pospany has discontinued production,
(1) Continue manufacture of blacktelevision was received by Raysible about this fascinating meit reported.
theon
Mfg.,
Chicago,
late
last
week
and-white
sets,
to
be
provided
"in
the
dium," he added.
The Sightmaster suit said that
near future" with a plug connection
as consumers all over the country
for an adapter or converter; (2) prothe FCC decision of Oct. 11 "speresponded to full-page advertiseduce "during the first half of next
'Blackie' in Color
cifically advised" that although
ments appearing in 59 major cities.
an
adapter;
(3)
issue
a
"field
When the ad, which reported the year"
kit, with connection plug and other
ZIV TELEVISION Programs Inc.
"straight facts" about color TV, parts"; (4) market a converter "as
was planned, vice president in soon as programming and public achas set aside $750,000 to start
charge of sales and engineering,
ceptance makes such a course fea- production on 52-week film series
W. L. Dunn, anticipated that only
sible"; (5) produce a full color set of Boston Blackie. Series will be
First
when and if the public demands it.
shot in color to be shown either in
1,000 readers would fill out the 60"It boils down to this. If you
second questionnaire and return it
black-and-white or in color and
TV Station
to the Chicago plant. Instead, he want to enjoy top flight TV pro- will be sold to local and regional
grams in black-and-white for the
in the
predicted Wednesday that replies
year or two, buy your TV set TV sponsors as well as national
would total from 5,000 to 10,000. next
MOUNTAIN
now. If you want to enjoy good sponsors for spot advertising.
Results were expected to be tabu- TV programs now, and want color
WEST
lated
by
an
independent
firm
late
Friday.
later, buy a set that can be easily
adapted to color. If you want the Tele-Tech' Cover
Raytheon, owned by Belmont
Radio Corp., started spotting ads final permanent color system — wait
COVER of the November issue of
Oct. 22. More than 1,500 letters several years before you buy" the
Tele-Tech magazine is devoted to
ad
said.
Other
questions
and
parhad been received by the following
tial answers:
pictures and a diagram showing
Wednesday morning. Respondents
how five television stations and
Is there a good chance that an all- three FM stations in New York
were divided equally among those electronic
color
system
will
come
with and without TV sets in their
have stacked their antennas on the
fairly
soon sure,
?— Frankly,
whileit we
homes. Early returns indicated
know for
we believe
willdon't
. . . new Empire State mast. The teleall electronic engineers bethat 70% "can take or leave" color Almostlieve that
vision antennas (in downward orCBS color will be followed
TV, and about 50% of that 70%
der from the top) will be WNBT,
by
an
improved
all-electronic
system
are ready to buy black-and-white
WPIX, WJZ-TV, WABD and
— an all-electronic system could and
sets now, Mr. Dunn said.
WCBS. The probable locations of
certainly should be compatible.
The questionnaiVe-coupon was
Will I still be able to see the top the WCBS-FM, WJZ-FM and
WNBC-FM will be at the same
addressed to owners and nonshows
on . . . my regular set? — Yes,
owners. Owners were asked how
for at least several years.
levels as their sister stations.
they feel about color TV, their reHow good will black-and-white picaction to installation of an
tures be from a CBS color telecast? —
adapter, whether they planned to Frankly, not so hot. They will have
only about one-fourth the detail of Need Service Men
install an adapter or converter and
regular black-and-white pictures.
would they buy a regular blackSHOR'TAGE of television service
Are today's sets about to become
and-white set, a regular set useless
and obsolete? — Heavens, no. technicians was pointed up by E. C.
equipped to adapt to color or wait Black-and-white pictures will continue
Cahill, president of RCA Service
to be predominant for years and
until color is perfected and standCo., in a speech Oct. 19 before 200
ardized. Non-owners were asked
technical men at the Electric Institheir reaction to color TV and what
Is the present CBS method final and
tute of Boston. Mr. Cahill estitheir reaction to color TV.
years.
permanent or is it temporary? — Nomated an additional 10,000 servbody
knows
for
sure.
The
FCC
deciThe ad answered 20 questions
ice technicians would be needed to
s
i
o
n
.
.
.
does
not
stop
other
and
betof interest to consumers. It was
install and service 2 million video
ter methods from being developed and
written in pointed and meticulous
eventually being put into common use. sets which the industry is expected
... As a matter of fact, the FCC
style. The 20th question asked
National Representative: Blair-TV, Inc.
to produce and sell between now
made
this point very clear.
and the end of the year.
"What is Raytheon going to do?"
Page 68 • October 30, 1950
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ISERIES of films showing Marshall
Han in action will be released by
!|^. F. Films Inc., 1600 Broadway,
"ew York. Films were produced
broad by outstanding film docmentarians, according to Rosalind
ossoff, director of A. F. Films.
EGA films are obtainable without
tharge except for transportation,

rigan is featured. Series of 26
shows will be filmed at Corriganville ranch, Santa Susana Pass,
near Hollywood. National sponsor
sought.
National Assn. of Mfrs. offering
15-minute TV newsreel Industry on
Parade, filmed by NBC-TV news
department, to stations without
charge. . . . First National Bank of
Minneapolis sponsorine INS-Telenews This Week in Sports for 13
weeks over WTCN-TV MinneapolisSt. Paul.

j)ywriting company direct.
i Jerry Fairbanks Inc., Hollywood,
jiroducing series of four animated
jommercials plus special one-reel
jQUsical TV film featurette to injroduce 1951 car models. Latter
ilm being done in 35mm Ansco
!olor and narrated entirely in song.
Agency, D. P. Brother, Detroit,
^irm also doing series of five twocinute spot announcements plus
ipecial five-minute film for Pat
Srown, California candidate for atlorney general. Verne Smith, radio
Lnnouncer, has been signed as nar,'ator on new series for Adam
Icheidt Brewing Co., Norristovm,
fa., by Fairbanks. Firm also plans
|)o start production soon on new TV
eries, The Buckskin Rangers.
IVestern Star Ray "Crash" Cor-

HEARING DELAYED
On SAG Bargaining Petition
NLRB hearing in Los Angeles on
Screen Actors Guild petition seeking certification as bargaining
agent for actors in films in Southern California, scheduled for Oct.
25 [Broadcasting, Oct. 23], has
been delayed until Nov. 13 at the
request of Television Authority,
other talent union seeking jurisdiction over TV players.
Postponement was granted by the
regional NLRB director, Howard
Le Baron, when TVA stated that
important witnesses from New
York could not be on hand before
that date. TVA originally sought
a 60- or 30-day delay on the hearing, with SAG opposing any postponement.

i.C. BASKETBALL
Unable To Clear TV Time
I
ARRANGEMENTS for telecast
ights to Washington Capitals' proiessional basketball games failed
o materialize, not for lack of sponlOrship but because local stations
?ere unable to clear time for the
rames, it was confirmed last week
Broadcasting, Oct. 9].
WWDC Washington will broadast 33 home games of the Caps
or th.e third consecutive year
■eginning Nov. 1 under sponsorhip of Gunther Brewing Co., which
j.lso holds AM-TV rights to Baltinore Bullets contests over WITH
nd WMAR-TV Baltimore. Ruthauff & Ryan, same city, is the
.gency. Steve Douglas will handle
VWDC broadcasts.

Telestatus

iiVEWS Expands
IDUE TO an expanded program
j.chedule, WEWS (TV) Cleveland
aas begun construction of a new
;tudio in the WEWS Bldg. The
iaew studio is being installed by
'Fhe Austin Co., builders and eni^ineers, and will be located on the
north side on the ground floor. It
!<vill be used primarily for intimate
md regular daily feature programs
and will be equipped for appliance
and home demonstrations. The
station's film library is being
■noved to the second floor to make
^•oom for the new studio. The second floor studios are being rebuilt
;o accommodate the station's program staif and all offices are being
enlarged. Also a new film screenng room is being installed.
relecasting

(Continued from page 62)
lieved to carry much weight on the
nationwide figures, however.
Nine Sunday programs were
found to have a popularity rating
of 20 or more. They are : Hopalong
Cassidy, NBC, 47; Toast of the
Town, CBS, 44.2; Philco TV Playhouse, NBC, 31.9; Gene Autry,
CBS, 31.5; This Is Show Business,
CBS, 29.5; Comedy Hour, NBC,
25.9; Fred Waring Show, CBS,
23.9; Leave It to the Girls, NBC,
23.6; Aldrich Family, NBC, 20.2.
ARB ratings are based on country-wide, county-by-county urban
and rural sampling covering all 63
television centers. Information is
obtained from viewer diaries placed
for the week in 2,200 television
homes, with a 60-70% recovery
factor.
The popularity rating is based
only on the part of the sample in
areas where the program can be
seen. The total U. S. audience
shows, in actual numbers, how
many homes in the entire nation
were tuned to a specific program.
For most programs the report
shows percentage of men, women
and children under 16 and average
number of viewers per set. In the
case of sponsored programs the
cities in which the program is telecast are listed. Ratings reflect
total audience for each period covered, not average coincidental audience.
Home audience for the World
Series baseball telecasts was found
to be as follows : Oct. 4, 1,600,000 ;
Oct. 5, 1,570,000; Oct. 6, 1,500,000;
Oct. 7, 2,335,000.
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PRODUCTI
O N
SERVICES
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■¥

ALEXANDER FILM CO.
{producers of short-length
films since 1919)
S.ODQ TDP-OUALITY COMMERCIALS
LDW-CaST RENTAL SERVICE
COMPLETE PRODUCTION FACILITIES
FDR-ANIMATED AND LIVE ACTION
COMMERCIALS
WIRE OR WRITE
COLORADO SPRINGS

SARRA,
TELEVISION

INC.

COMMERCIALS

MOTION PICTURES
SOUND SLIDE FILMS

NEW YORK -CHICAGO
HOLLYWOGO
ATLAS FILM CORPORATION
ESTABLISHED 1913
CREATORS and PRODUCERS
TELEVISION COMMERCIALS
of
1111 SOUTH BOULEVARD
Oak Park, Illinois
CHICAGO:

AUSTIN 7-B62a

BRAY STUDIOS, INC.
EXTENSIVE LIBRARY OF
FILMS
(INCLUDING CARTOONS)
Available for Television
SEND FOR CATALOG
729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK, 19
Save Money!
Save Tim*!
Lew Cost
High Powered
FILM COMMERCIALS
"FinestLABORATORY
in Film Since 1937"
FAST 72 HR. SERVICE!
WALNUT 2164
FILM ASSOCIATES, INC.
440 E. Schantz Ave. Dayton 9, Ohio

TELEFILM, IHC.
COMPLETE FILM PRODUCTION
TV SPOTS-PROGRAMS
FOR Steps
All Production
In One Organization
6039 HOLLYWOOO BLVD.
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.
HOLLYWOOD 9-7205
TELESCRIPTIONS
ANIMATED AND LIVE ACTION
FILM SPOTS
20-SEC0ND AND I MINUTE
823 VICTOR BUILDING
WASHINGTON, D. C.
STERLING 4650

VIDEO VARIETIES CORP.
TELEVISION PROGRAM FILMS
TELEVISION COMMERCIALS
BUSINESS MOVIES
SLIDE FILMS
-FROM SCRIPT TO
FINISHED PRINT
□WNER5 AND OPERATORS OF
WEST COAST SOUND STUDIOS
SID W. SVTH STREET. N. Y. C.
WITH EXPERIENCED MANPOWER
AND COMPLETE FACILITIES
41 E. 50TH ST., NEW YORK
MURRAY HILL B-116Z

GRAY— O'REILLY
COMMERCIAL
SPOTS
FOR TELEVISION
480 LEXINGTON AVE.
NEW YORK
P^AZA 3-1531
RKO RATHE, INC.
624 MADISON
.

AVE.

NEW YORK, N. Y.
PLAZA 9-3600

BROADCASTING -TELECASTING
FILM & PRDDUCTIDN
DIRECTORY
IS PRINTED THE
LAST ISSUE DF
EACH MONTH
GUARANTEED PAID CIRCULATION
EXCEEDS 15,000
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THEATRE

TV

HERE

Progress Reported to SMPTE
THEATRE television is no longer
an "engineer's dream" but a reality, RCA TV Engineer Ralph V.
Little told members of the Society
of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers, at its 68th semi-annual
convention in Lake Placid, N. Y.,
a fortnight ago [Telecasting, Oct.
23].
Nine RCA PT-100 theatre television installations have been completed, he said, with another in
process of installation, and two
more on order.
He said theatre TV projection
"to equal or excel the industry
standards for 35mm motion picture projection" is now possible
under controlled conditions of pickup and transmission. PT-100 equipment was designed after surveys of
representative theatres, and it
takes into consideration such factors as customer requirements of
performance, theatre structure limitations, and cost of various elements, he said. It is able to utilize
a full 8 mc video channel, providing "balanced resolution when
using 735 lines instead of the
present 525 lines," although present TV broadcast channels limit
the practical band-width, via air
transmission, to approximately
4 mc.
Hear Consultants
The convention also heard assurances by two New York theatre
architecture and engineering consultants, Benjamin Schlanger and
William Hoifberg, that "there will
always be a motion picture and
theatre television audience." ft
will be composed of- those wishing
to see entertainment not otherwise
available, wishing to avoid advertising intrusions, to have a change
from home entertainment, or satisfy gregarious instincts, and those
who "prefer the dramatic impact of
the large theatre screen cinematography," they said.
SMPTE spring 1951 convention
will be held at the Hotel Statler,
New York, April 30 to May 4.

This camera, CBS says, will be used to operate its color system as approved by FCC.
Pohiting out highlights to Mr. Terry (I) is Frank
Stanton, CBS president. Camera is standard black-and-white modified
for CBS standards by RCA.
Asks
KLZ

COLOR

PLAN

FCC

To Amend

Its Application
A STATION in a non-television area, KLZ Denver, CBS affiliate, notified
FCC last Wednesday it is prepared to telecast both in color and blackand-white if and when the Commission should approve its pending applica*
tion for a TV license.
In a telegram to FCC Chairman
"the importance and desirability of
Wayne Coy, Hugh Terry, KLZ gen- color in television broadcasting
eral manager, said:
became more than ever apparent to
us" and since that time KLZ has
Now that the FCC has authorized
commercial color television standards
voiced confidence in the future of
color TV.
KLZ wishes to amend its application
and state that it is its intention
Since there are no TV stations
promptly to include color TV pro- within 500 miles of Denver, Mr.
grams in its regular schedule should
the Commission grant KLZ a tele- Terry stated, there is no problem
of set obsolescence. The station,
vision permit.
he
said, feels that color transmisPointing out that its application
sion is "economically feasibly." He
for a TV CP was filed early in 1948,
KLZ informed the Commission that said he based that opinion on talks
and visits to CBS in New York
its executives have had "numerous
occasions to observe color television
where
he examined
network's
new color
TV camerathe which
had
in actual operation and to appraise
been
modified
by
RCA
(see
picture).
public reaction in Washington (D.
Although he had no estimates as
C.) and Denver." Mr. Terry said to the time it would take to put a
the station had cooperated with
Smith, Kline & French Labs in TV station on the air with telecasts
in color, Mr. Terry thought it
color demonstrations held last year
"wouldn't take longer to put color
at the Colorado State Medical Conon the air than it would for blackvention.
At that time, Mr. Terry said. and-white." He also pointed to
telephone company plans to have
radio relay microwave facilities in
Denver next yelar.
KLZ is one of seven applicants
PROTECT YOURSELF, your STAFF, your CLIENTS
for a TV station in Denver, where
five TV channels are allocated, but
from the daily hazard of
applications are frozen pending
final determination on allocations
LIBEL, SLANDER, INFRINGEMENT OF
by the FCC. Mr. Terry said UHF
COPYRIGHT, INVASION OF PRIVACY
is not a current consideration as
Arising from Editorializing, Speeches, Newscasts, Ad libs. Financial
the station has not conducted
Comment,
Interviews. Mystery Plots, Gossipy Announcements, Man-on-the-street
studies into the question.
Hundreds of Hi-nndcastej's and Newspapers guai'd this continuOf other CBS affiliates, WCAUous hazard with our special, tailored-to-the-risk Insurance.
TV Philadelphia has promised to
begin color transmission as soon as
USE CAUTION-LADY LUCK IS A DESERTER !
it is available to the station and as
IT COSTS SO LITTLE TO BE SURE WITH INSURANCE.
soon as the station can obtain receivers for demonsti'ation purposes.
For details, write to the Pioneer in this line.
WHUM Reading, Pa., has stated
EMPLOYERS REIIVSURAI^CE CORPORATION
it is prepared to advise the FCC of
its desire for a VHF color telecastInsurance Exchange Bldg.
—
Kansas City, Mo.
ing grant instead of black-andwhite [Telkcasting, Oct. 23].
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AIMS AT MOVIES
L. A. Group Starts Drive
CONVINCED that television helps
the motion picture box-office, the
seven Los Angeles television stations, recently officially organized
as Television Broadcasters of
Southern California, have started
a promotion campaign directed
toward movie film producers.
Campaign is based on the recent
successful joint effort of the stations on behalf of a TV advertising
campaign for the Columbia Pictures Corp. release, "711 Ocean
Drive." In sui'veys made before
and during the two-week engagement of the movie at two Los
Angeles theatres, it was found that
the TV campaign was highly effective in drawing people to theatres, increasing attendance 25^r.
It also was shown that there was
sharp increase in attendance by
TV set owners who had been infrequent movie goers. And 24%
of those interviewed said TV in
particular prompted them to see
the movie — a figure 200% over any
other media.
Experiment had the cooperation
of Harry Cohn, president, and Nate
Spingold, vice president of Colum- '
bia Pictures
Corp., budget
which setto upde-a ''
special
research
termine the effectiveness of the
campaign.
Theme of the new promotion
campaign is "The best buy in Los
Angeles is television," suggested
by Haan J. Tyler, general manager, KFI-TV and secretary treasurer of the new group. Don Fedderson, vice president and general
manager, KLAC-TV, is president.

MOVIE THREAT
Industry Inroads Flayed
A MICHIGAN state senator last,
Thursday reared up at the prac-:
tice of state-supported institutions,
banning telecasts for home pickup,
but on the other hand allowing the
games in theatres which charge
paid admissions.
Sen. Harold M. Ryan bitterly
flayed the practice of the U. of
Michigan, which is following the
Big Ten ruling in this respect
Sen. Ryan threatened to introduce
legislation that would ban the theatre telecasts if home sets caii'i
pick
up games
free. line, Murphy
Along
a similar
McHenry, "public relations counsel
for Hallmark Productions, told anOct. 20 meeting of Kentucky thea-iv
tre owners in Louisville that the,;
movie industry is laying plans to
buy exclusive television rights foi
such
Series. sports events as the World
He added that if such plans gc j
through,
set owners
able
to see TV
topflight
sportingwon't
eventsbe
on their home sets. World Series
rights can't be obtained before
1952, declared Mr. McHenry, however, other events could be tied up
sooner than that.
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Woooiley Honored
NBC AFFILIATE station operators at White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va., raised funds
to buy an auto and silver
service for Easton C. Woolley, NBC director of station
relations, who has joined
KDYL-AM-FM-TV Salt Lake
City as executive vice president and board member. Presentation was made by Harold Wheelahan, WSMB New
Orleans, and Howard Pill,
WSFA Montgomery, Ala., on
behalf of the affiliates.
KTER OPENING
Zapffe Announces Plans
KTER Terrill, Tex., granted a
construction permit by FCC for
operation on 1570 kc with 250 w
daytime, is mapping plans for its
inauguration ceremonies pending
ICommission approval of the staition's request for license, John
Zapffe, KT^ER commercial mana, ger, has announced.
jl In the planning stages are projgrams from the Kaufman County
■(courthouse, including band music,
|farm programs, and selected inter_ views. Programs aimed at the
Jteen-age and children's groups, as
rwell as sports and women's fare,
. also are being slated. CP was is■ sued April 21 to Terrill Broadcast
, Corp., of which Frederick Massen'jgill Jr. is president.
Voice

Conference

ALL-DAY conference on ways
and means of strengthening the
State Dept's Voice of America and
other information programs was
held Oct. 19 by Edward W. Barrett,
Assistant Secretary of State for
Public Affairs. A group of leading
American trade union officers conferred with Secretary Barrett and
other depai'tment officials to exchange ideas on increasing the effectivenes of State Dept.'s overseas information activities. Meeting was another in a current series with private groups.

DEDICATES

MARS

ABC's K'mtner Officiates
ROBERT E. KINTNER, ABC
president, dedicated MARS (Military Amateur Radio System), the
Pentagon's world-spanning emergency radio network, on Time for
Defense over ABC last Tuesday.
The program, conducted jointly by
ABC and the U. S. Dept. of Defense, celebrated its first anniversary at that time.
Also heard were messages from
Defense Secretary George C. Marshall, Gen. Omar Bradley, and Gen.
Douglas MacArthur, together with
a recording of the ceremonies of
the return of recaptured Seoul to
Korean President Syngman Rhee.
Demonstrations of MARS' value
in supplying emergency communications in event of a disaster highlighted anoon-day dedication Tuesday at the Pentagon. Over 3,000
radio amateurs have joined the system since it was reorganized two
years ago.
MARS has been assigned to military frequencies and is established
so that, should FCC close down all
amateur radio station frequencies,
amateur facilities still may be made
available to local and state authorities for civil defense and disaster
relief. Originally it was limited to
amateur band operation.
lAAB Assembly Meet
SECOND General Assembly of
the Inter-American Assn. of Broadcasters will be held in Sao Paulo,
Brazil, Nov. 15-25, following a preliminary session of the lAAB Directive Council, whose members include Goar Mestre, president; Emilio Azcarraga, vice president; Gilmore Nunn, WLAP Lexington, Ky.,
and Lorenzo Balerio Sicco. Special
invitations also were sent to Campbell Arnoux, WTAR Norfolk, Va.
(for NAB); Jose Luis Fernandez,
Chamber of Broadcasting of Mexico; Ramon Bonachea, CMQ Havanna, and others. Delegates from
all national associations of the
Americas, with the exception of
Argentina, are expected to attend
the General Assembly. Agenda
will be announced shortly.

7(//Uk "Pel BMI

uff-Rose
Another BMI "Pin Vp" Hit— Published byAc
RETREAT
BONAPARTE'S
Gene Krupa
On Records: Kay Starr— Cap. 936;
21-0111,
Vic.
—
King
Wee
Pee
66;
20-37
.
_Vic
e—
McAu
Leon
Buzz Butler— Dec. 46209;— Col. 38891;l.ff
Eddie
Col. 20706; Phil Napoleon
6280.
Grant— Cap. 1158; T. Jackson— Mercury
;
scriptions: Jack Rivers — Standard
On Tran
Bob Eberly— World.
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Advertisement

From

where
Joe

You
A

Can't

Better
"They're

I sit

Marsh

Build

Mousetrap!
not the best-looking

boarders a man

ever had," Hack

Turner said one day, "and they've
got awful tempers. But Fve found it
pays to have 'em around."
Hack was talking about a family
of barn owls, nesting in his silo this
year. Some folks believe those little
screechers kill chickens — and should
be shot on sight. But Hack disagrees.
"Up at State University they've
studied barn owls for years — and never
known one to eat a chicken. In fact,
a daddy owl will clean up around 300
mice a month. Farmers that kill barn
owls are throwing away the best mouseknown to Iman!"
Fromtrapswhere
sit, when someone
shows a prejudice against any group
of animals or humans — it's usually
just based on misunderstanding. For
instance, some folks are plumb intolerant about those of us who enjoy an
occasional quiet glass of beer. Get to
really know us and you're Hable to
find we're pretty good birds at that!

Copyright, 1950, United States Brewers Foundation
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programs

Trail, Challenge of the Yukon, Sky
King, Bobby Benson, Roy Rogers
and Cisco Kid. Children who attended movie were given free
doughnuts, popsicles, Dr. Peppers,
gum and Cisco Kid masks and

promotion

TV QUIZ

premiums

]

SOFT

LANG

«r

DR»N»

WORTH

FEATLRE PROGRAMS, Inr.
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK la, H. 1.
,\\-tiivri ca'.iirc Pn^grams at Coca! Slaliott Ci:/

II

RhymalineTime, featuring emcee
David Andrews, pianist Harry
Jenks and
KMBC-KFRM's
brated Tune
Chasers, is oneceleof
the Heart of America's favorite

morning broadcasts. Heard each
weekday morning from 7:30 to
8:15, Rhymaline Time is a musical-comedy program that pulls
more mail than any other current
"Team" feature.
Satisfied sponsors have included, among others, Katz Drug
Company, Land -Sharp Motors,
Jones Store, and Continental
Pharmaceutical Corp.
Contact us, or any Free & Peters
"Colonel" for availabilities!

o/ Kansai City
KFRM
for Rural Kansas
Page 72
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SCHOOL QUIZ
• • •
WNBH-WFMR (FM) New Bedford, Mass., Wonder Quiz, Sat., 10
a.m., Continental Baking Co. Contest is aired from auditorium of
local school and features panel of
students from two different schools
in quiz contest. Each participant
is awarded pen and pencil set, and
winning team receives radio. Show
is wire recorded for rebroadcast.
CHILDREN'S PARTY'
# •
WAAM (TV) Baltimore, Fred
Astaire's Children's Party, Mon.,
6:40-6:55 p.m. Talented children
from Fred Astaire Dance Studios
of Baltimore are featured on show.
Production is staged in manner of
revue, with chorus line, variety
acts and children in studio audience
seated around cafe-type tables.
Show is Corona Productions package, produced and directed for
WAAM by Ed Sarrow,
FACT SPOTS
• • •
WLAW Lawrence, Mass. Station
inaugurates factual spots, with
bits of information preceding facts
concerning station or network programs. Sample: "Here's a fact —
one day in 1883, Mary Sawyer entered the village school at Sterling,
Mass., and was followed by her pet
lamb. Here's another fact — the
Fat Man program on WLAW
(ABC) . . . stars J. Scott Smart
FIRE BADGES
• • •
WWJ-TV Detroit. As feature of
Shop, Look & Listen show, Detroit
Fire Department Inspector presented merit badges in Firemanship to 22 Boy Scouts.
COMMUNITY

LIFE

•

•

•

WCCC Hartford, Conn., Sun., Italian Life. Show is programmed in
cooperation with Italian-American
Home organization, and features
news and events of Italian churches
and clubs. News is supplied by
Italian newspaper, The Hartford
Bulletin, and Jim Pansullo, director, transcribes events of interest
during
week for Sunday rebroadcast.
SKY PROMOTION
• • •
WBZ-TV Boston. Good Life Club
promotion literally "took to the
air." Over 20,000 leaflets calling
attention to telecasts were dropped
from plane over city. Show is
sponsored by Hathaway Bakeries'
Life Bread, and is children's feature.
SERVICE SERIES
• • •
WMAL Washington. Thurs., 1010:15 p.m. Series of broadcasts by
Gunnar Back, newsman, concerning
services of Community Chest. Tape
recordings of interviews with Chest
personnel and persons who have

benefited from various agencies
make up programs. Child hit by
car and recovering in local hospital,
society for adoption of children,
and other aspects will be utilized
in series.
FIRE CHASERS
• • •
WSAZ-AM-TV Huntington, W. Va.
Stations were alerted Oct. 21 to fire
which broke out in downtown store
and spread to destroy nearby theatre. Five special newscast were
carried besides bulletins phoned
into station by News Editor Ron
Miller, who shuttled between fire
and studios. TV Program Director
Jim Ferguson produced films of fire
at its height for use on 15-minute
telecast. Interviews with fire chief
and narrations for film were also
carried. Estimated $1.5 million in
damage was reported. This was
third major fire in last six months
covered by WSAZ.
****★★*★*
WITH FLOWERS
KBON Omaha, Hello Beautiful, afternoon record show.
Wives of 100 potential clients
were sent gardenia corsages.
Each box contained card
signed by Lee Barron, show's
m.c. It read, "Hello Beautiful! My new radio show . . .
is dedicated to you. . . ."
*★**★*★**
NEW MANAGER
• • •
WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia. Jimmy
Dykes, manager, and Arthur
Ehlers, general manager of Philadelphia Athletics, were interviewed
on Open House show few hours
after their respective appointments.
Both told of their hopes for team in
1951 in their initial public appearance in new capacities.
'WESTERN WEEK'
• • •
WWOD Lynchburg, Va. Station
staged
movie of for
"Cisco
Kid"
as part special
of promotion
Western
Week. Programs carried by WWOD
tying-in with week are Mark

• • •
WXYZ-TV Detroit, Prizes and
Presents.
Children in audience are
guns.
invited to send in questions which
are used on show and answered by
boys and girls in studio audience.
Winners are awarded prizes. Station reports over 2,500 letters with
questions were received in first
four days of program.
HALLOWEEN
• • •
WXGI Richmond, Va., tied-in with
Raylass Department Stores, one of
its sponsors, to present Halloween
masquerade contest for all local
children between 3 and 13. Contest was held on second floor of
store with station disc jockey,
Frank Porter, as m.c.
GEMS SHOWN
• • •
KSTP-TV Minneapolis - St. Paul.
While armed guard stood by, televiewers saw quarter of million dollars worth of jewels exhibited on
For You — Ladies show. Stones
were set in conventional and
futuristic settings and were modeled before cameras.
WEAVING SALES
• • •
MBS sends trade over-sized booklet
titled, "Air-loom: 1950." Included
in illustrated booklet are two success stories — one concerning an
evening
show, and
other
daytimer. Covers
are of
deepa blue,
suggestive of evening sky.
GOOD DEEDS
• • •
KLZ Denver, The Biggest Heart,
Fri., half-hour, sponsored by Fred
Ward, Hudson distributor. Good
deeds and unselflsh acts by people
with big hearts are subject of
locally produced shows. Winner of
"biggest heart" award each week
receives week-end of entertainment
in Denver. Series is written by
Pete Smythe.
CANADIAN
Corp.'s
International BROADCASTING
Service will start shortly
to beam programs into Russia in Russian. Programs will start as soon as
Russian language staff has been
trained, with two half^hour broadcasts
daily. Studios are at Montreal, transmitters at Sackville, N. B.

HOWARD J. McCOLLISTER COMPANY
PAUL W. McCOLLISTER, GENERAL MANAGER
Regional R e p r e s en f a t i ve
66 ACACIA DRIVE, ATHERTON, CALIF.. DAVENPORT 3-3061
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of AM

SERVANTS

Broadcasting

serving

broadcasting, RCA

the important
tubes have won

requirements
an unquali-

fied reputation for engineering excellence, dependability, and true operating economy.
In the future, as in the past, AM
look to RCA

for the finest in power

sistently follows a program
types and of improving

broadcasters can
tubes. RCA

con-

of developing new AM

tube

earlier AM

types. For example:

RCA 892-R— The forerunner of a group of RCA-designed air-cooled power amplifier tubes that simplified transmitter construction and introduced new operating and
maintenance economies. Today, hundreds of these tubes are
demonstrating their long life and dependability in the nation's
leading 5- and 50-kw AM transmitters.
RCA 833-A— Originally designed by RCA engineers, this
power triode features a giant zirconium-coated anode for
greater dissipation, shielding that eliminates bulb bombardment, and a husky filament that has tremendous emission
reserve for peak loads. These features have contributed to
more dependable operation, longer service life, and greater
operating economy.
RCA 5671— A recent addition to the RCA line, this power
triode with its thoriated-tungsten filament draws 60 per cent less
filament power than the previous pure-tungsten-filament type
. . . making possible a saving of $1200 or more a year in filament power in standard 50-kw AM transmitters. Performanceproved in the field.
V A REMINDER-RCA tubes for all types of
broadcast service are available from your local
RCA Tube Distributor or direct from RCA.

PRINCETON, N. J.
THE FOL/NTA/NHEAD

OF MODERN

TUBE DEVElOPtAEm

RA DIO CORPORA TIOM
eLECTROM TU^ES

IS RCA

of A ME RICA
MSRRISON. M.J.
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Oct'ober 20 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
License for CP new AM station:
KAHU Waipahu. Oahu, Hawaii; WORL
Boston. Mass.; WNCC Barnesboro, Pa.;
KRKO Everett, Wash.; WCSI Columbus,
Ind.; KIHR Hood River. Ore.; KRXL
Roseburg. Ore.
forWLAP-FM
CP new FMLexington,
station. Ky. — License
License Renewal
Request for license renewal FM station: WTWO Dayton. Ohio; WHBLFM Sheboygan. Wis.; KOKX-FM
Keokuk, la.: WCAO-FM Baltimore,
Md.; WSTP-FM Salisbury, N. C.
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of comoletion date: WLOK-FM
Lima. Ohio; WALK New York; WFMDFM Frederick, Md.; KSL-FM Salt Lake
City,
W.
Va. Utah; WKNA-FM Charleston,
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 1600 kc
WSFL
Springfield,
CP 5 AM
station to change from Mass.—
1600 kc
kw
D to 1600 kc 5 kw-D 1 kw-N DA-2.
APPLICATION RETURNED
License Renewal
WHIT New Bern, N. C— RETURNED
Oct. 20 request for license renewal AM
station.
October 23 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
License Renewals
Following stations granted renewal
of licenses for period ending Nov. 1,
1953: KBRC Mt. Vernon. Wash.; KJAY
Topeka, Kan.; KSTB Breckenridge,
Tex.; KTXN Austin, Tex.; KULP El
Campo, Tex.; KXIT Dalhart, Tex.;
KWBG Boone. la.; WBEL Beloit. Wis.;
WLAQ Rome. Ga.; WTTH Port Huron.
Mich.; WSPC Anniston. Ala.; KIDO
Boise. Ida.; KMAE McKinney, Tex.:
KPRS Olathe. Kan.; WBCM Bay City,
Mich.; WCLT Newark. Ohio; WLNA
Peekskill. N. Y.; WFRC Reidsville.
N. C; KBWD Brownwood. Tex.; WLAM
Lewiston. Me.; WONS & aux. Hartford.
Conn.; WRAC Racine, Wis.; KTUL
Tulsa, Okla.; WVOT Wilson, N. C;
KARM Fresno. Calif.; KCLO Topeka,
Kan.; KDON Santa Cruz. Calif.; KFYN
Bonham. Tex.; KGCX Sidney, Mont.:
WLXW Carlisle, Pa.; WQBC Vicksburg,
Miss.; WSAN Allentown; WWSR St.
Albans, Vt.; KCNY San Marcos. Tex.;
KCOH Houston; KCOL Fort Collins,
Col.; KCRC Enid. Okla.; KCRG Cedar
Rapids, la.; KDTH Dubuque; KOGT
Orange, Tex.; KEIO Pocatello. Ida.;
KERN Bakersfield, Calif.; KEYD Minneapolis; KGLU Safford, Ariz.; KGNB
New Braunfels. Tex.; KINY Juneau,
Alaska; KLVL Pasadena, Tex.; KMED,
Medford, Ore.; KNED McAlester, Okla.;
WAKR Akron; WCBC Anderson, Ind.;
KATL Houston; KGER Long Beach;
KTUR Turlock, Calif.; WHLL Wheeling.
W. Va.; WVOM Brookline. Mass.; KGST
Fresno, Calif.; KLFY Lafayette, La.
Granted temporary extensions of licenses to March 1, 1951, to following:
WJJL Niagara Falls; WALB Albany,
Ga.; KUJ Walla Walla. Wash.; KSIJ
Gladewater. Tex.; WJOC Jamestown,
N. Y.; KQV & aux. Pittsburgh, Pa.;
WSYB Rutland, Vt.; WLOS Gladwater,

KFRU
Columbia,Missouri
k-4
Used By More Radio Slolions Than All
Other Professional Tape Recorders

m
fCC

actions
OCTOBER

20 TO OCTOBER
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cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-efifective radiated power
N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl. -unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
Fla.; WSAR Fall River, Mass.; WVAM
Altoona. Pa.; WBIG Greensboro, N. C;
WGES Chicago; KEYS Corpus Christi,
Tex.: WBNX
New York;
WJCD Calif.;
Seymour. Ind.; KVOE
Santa Ana,
WMMW Meridian, Conn.; KTIL Tillamook. Ore.; WEAM Arlington, Va.
(Comrs. Sterling and Hennock for
regular grant); KWC Ventura, Calif.;
WATL Atlanta; KNAL Victoria, Tex.;
WWRL Woodside. L. I.; KASH Eugene.
Ore.; WRXO Roxboro. N. C; KBOR
Brownsville, Tex,; KBUC Corona,
Calif.; KCBC Des Moines; KEEN San
Jose, Calif.; KHON Honolulu; KLMS
Lincoln, Neb.; KMUS Muskogee, Okla.;
KPBX side,Beaumont,
KPRO RiverCalif.; KSTN Tex.;Stockton,
Calif.
KXLF Butte, Mont. —Granted renewal
of license for regular period.
Atlanta Newspapers Inc. — Granted
petitionpaperstoInc.. substitute
Atlanta Newsfor The Constitution
Pub.
Co. as party in pending TV proceedings
and for leave to participate in hearing
)n general issues.
October 24 Decisions . . .
Petition Denied
WOBS Jacksonville, Fla. — Denied
petition eration
andand supplements
reconsid-of
grant withoutforhearing
application to change hours of operaation from D to unl.. install DA-DN
and change trans, location, on 1360 kc,
and scheduled hearing to commence
Nov. 17 at Washington.
Request Denied
WCRI Scottsboro, Ala. — Denied request for waiver of rules, to permit
WCRI tothorized
begin
audaytime operation
facilities atwith
5 . a.m.
throughout year.
WOTP - AM - FM Oswego, N. Y. —
Denied request to remain silent for
period of 60 days.
Hearing Designated
WKEY Covington, Va. — Designated
for hearing in Washington on Jan. 5.
1951, application to change trans, location and make changes in ground
system; made WRAD Radford, Va.,
party to proceeding.
Application Denied
WWSC Glens Falls, N. Y.— Denied application
requesting Oct.
extension
completion
date from
11 toofMarch
1. 1951. on application to change facilities from 1450 kc 250 w unl., to 1410
kc 1 kw-D, 500 w N, install new trans.,
change trans, location and install
DA-N. If a request for hearing is made
by applicant within 20 days, the denial
will be natedset
aside and application desigfor hearing.
BY THE SECRETARY
WELS Kinston, N. C— Granted license new AM station; 1010 kc 1 kw D.
The Midwest Bcstg. Co. Inc., Coffeyville, Kan. — Granted CP for new STL

SERVICE
PT6.JA
Greatest profestionol recording value en
the morketl
Portob'le
recorder and amplifier
— ashigh
lew fidelity
qi $499.50

0

Custom-Buiit Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
mi Vemeni Av*., Waih. S, D. C.
STerling 3626

KAB-95.
WRAY Princeton, Ind. — Granted mod.
CP for approval of ant., trans, and
specify studio location.
KFST Ft. Stockton, Tex. — Granted
mod. CP for approval of ant., trans, and
studio locations.
WVMI Biloxi, Miss. — Granted mod.
license to change main studio location.
Following were granted mod. CPs
for extension of completion dates as
shown: WOI-TV Ames, la. to 5-15-51;
WWBZ Vineland, N. J. to 1-8-51 Cond.;
KLIX Twin Falls, Ida. to 2-13-51 Cond.;
KSOX Harlingen, Tex. to 5-1-51 Cond.;
WJBW-FM New Orleans, La. to 4-3-51
Cond.; KA-5136 Arecibo. P. R. to 1-1551; KAKC-FM Tulsa. Okla. to 4-1-51
WFMB Mayodan. N. C. to 12-13-50
KWKH-FM Shreveport. La. to 12-15-50
WKBN-FM Youngstown, Ohio to 1-1551; KOWN Conway, Ark. to 4-22-51
WBCC-FM Bethesda. Md. to 1-6-51
KMAR Bakersfield. Calif, to 11-10-50
WBGE-FM Atlanta. Ga. to 4-1-51
WELI-FM New Haven, Conn, to 4-10-51
WARM-FM Scranton. Pa. to 4-15-51.
KMFM Monroe, La. — Granted license
for CP which authorized reinstatement
of CP for new FM station Chan. 281,
(104.1 mc) ERP 17 kw, ant. 220 ft.
mc) ERP 17 kw, ant. 220 ft.
KGER Long
Beach, toCalif.—
Granted
extension
of authority
operate
from
aux. studio located at 541 S. Spring
Street,
Los
Angeles
from
10-19-50
thru
11-7-50.
KBKH Pullman, Wash.— Granted license new AM and specify studio location, 1150 kc 1 kw D.
KBPS tensionPortland,
Grantedsilent
exof authorityOre.to — remain
beginning Oct. 19 and ending no
later than Nov. 1950, in order to make
changes
in trans. Ames, la.— Granted
KASI-AM-FM
cancellation of CP to install new
vertical ant. and mount FM ant. on
AM tower and request to cancel CP and
delete FM station in Ames.
KFEL-FM Denver, Col. — Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date
to 2-15-51..Bcstg. Co., Traverse City,
Midwestern
Mich. — Granted renewals to KQB-399.
KA-3671
on regular basis to Aug. 1,
1953.
Jefferson Standard Bcstg. Co., Area,
Charlotte, N. C— Granted CP and li7803. cense new experimental TV relay KAWAAA Winston-Salem, N. C. — Granted mod. CP for approval ant. and trans,
location and specify studio location.
KSB-79 Van Beuren Township, Ind.—
Granted mod. CP to change trans, location KSB-79.
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago — Granted
license
KS2XBS. for changes in facilities
KSDS San Diego, Calif. — Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 4-15-51.
James A. Hardman, North Adams,
Mass. — Granted request to cancel li-

DIRECTORY

cense and delete STL KCA-36.
WFMJ install
Youngstown,
— Granted
license
old main Ohio
trans,
to be
used for aux. purposes with power of
250 w effective Nov. 1. 1950.
WERH Hamilton, Ala.— Granted likw D. cense for new AM station; 970 kc 1
WOAI-AM-TV San Antonio, Tex.—
Granted request for involuntary transfer of control of licensee corporations
from G. A. C. Halff, deceased to
Hugh A. L. Halff. executor of estate
of G. A. C. Halff. deceased.
Edwin H. Armstrong, New York —
Granted CP new STL KEA-46 to be
used with WFMN.
N. J.— Granted
CPWJLK
to use Asbury
present Park,
FM supporting
tower
as AM radiator and make changes in
ground
KTOK system.
Inc., Oklahoma City, Okla.—
Granted mod. CP to change KKA-79
from FM STL KTOK-FM to standard
STL KTOK changing frequency from
945.0 mc. to 931.5 mc; granted license
for same.
KIHR
Ore.- Granted
mod.
CP toHood
changeRiver,
type trans.
KNBR North Platte, Neb.— Granted
mod. CP for approval ant., trans, and
studio locations and to ch. type trans.
KGVL Greenville, Tex. — Granted
mod.
location.license to change main studio
KGEM Boise, Ida.— Granted mod. CP
for
2-3-51extension
(Cond.). of completion date to
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Frieda B. Hennock
Southern Bcstg. Co. Inc., Nashville,
Tenn. — Granted continuance of hearing proceeding re application and that
of H. C. Young. Jr.. Nashville, Tenn.
from Nov. 22. to Jan. 3. 1951, at WashD. C. Co. Inc. Boston, Mass.
Boston ington,Radio
— Granted dismissal without prejudice
of application for FM CP.
The Protestant Radio Commission —
Granted request
to accept presently
late appearance in oral argument,
scheduled for Oct. 30. in re Joint
Petition of the Radio Commission of
the Southern Baptist Convention and
the Executive Board of the Baptist and
General Convention of Tex.
Rock City Bcstrs., Little Falls, N. Y.
— Granted petition to take depositions
in proceeding re application and that
of Robert Harvard Dye. Herkimer, N. Y.
Pottstown Bcstg. Co., Pottstown, Pa.
— Granted petition to take depositions
in proceeding re application and that
of East Penn Bcstg. Co. Pottstown, Pa.
Pottstown Bcstg. Co., Pottstown, Pa.
— Granted leave to amend application
so as to delete all reference to Charles
Kinzer Bentz and to submit new
partnership agreement.
WMMB Melbourne, Fla. — Granted
change bourne.
of place of
hearing advanced
to Melof hearing
from Dec. 13Fla.: date
to Dec.
6.
FCC General
Grantedto extension to Nov. Counsel
20. in —which
file
Exceptions to Initial Decision issued
in proceeding
re
applications
of
Crescent Bay Bcstg. Co., Santa Monica,
Calif.
McLean County Bcstg. Co., Bloomington. 111. — Granted dismissal without
prejudice of application.
By Hearing Examiner Jack P. Blume
El Dia Bcstg. Co., Avalon, Calif. —
Grantedmony inrequest
that transcript
of testiproceeding
re application
be
corrected in various respects.
South Saint Paul Bcstg. Co., South
Saint Paul, Minn. — Granted petition
in so far as it requests leave to amend
application so as to increase power
of
station continuance
from 1 kw of
to
5 kwtheandproposed
for indefinite
hearing now scheduled to begin on
Nov. 7; referred to full Commission
for consideration so much of petition
as requests reconsideration of action
in designating application for hearing
and for grant without hearing.
By Examiner J. D. Bond
WELS Kinston, N. C— Granted leave
to amend application to change name
of the corporate applicant to Farmers
Bcstg. Service Inc.
By Examiner Basil P. Cooper
The Monroe Bcstg. Co., Monroe, Wis.
— Granted continuance of hearing in
(Continued on page 79)
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PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer On Duty All Night Every Night
PHONE JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo
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CONSULTING

1

JANSKY & BAILEY
1 Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, 0. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PORTER BLDG.
LO. 8821
KANSAS CITY, MO.

JOHN

J.

■

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublic 7236
•

KEAR

& KENNEDY

1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

ENGINEERS

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press BIdg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

A JfS-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories
Great Notch, N. J.

501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

A. D. RING & CO.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

KEEL

Warner Bidg., Wash., D. C.
National 6513

RADIO

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis

RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

P. MAY
Kellogg BIdg.
REpublic 3984

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1728 Wood St.
4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG.
EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6 D C
MICHIGAN 2261

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST.

AR 4-8721

ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineering Consultant
EXecurive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
BROADCASTING

Of. J^. 3UUr
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 13, OHIO
Telephone — Kingswood 7631

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
2915 Red River 2-5055
Austin, Texas

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
18 Grand St., New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

• Telecasting

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 1 3th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

^^^^^

^^^^
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10^ per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20^ per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25<t per word — $4.00 minimmn • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Deadline: 2 weeks in advance of publication date.
Send box replies toi Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All transcriptions,
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Sales manager 250 watt local station
AM & FM with proven ability in sales
and sales management. Attractive
proposition for man who can prove he
can sell small market radio. Box 795G,
BROADCASTING.
Substantial ownership participation
available in New England independent
AM for outstanding commercial manager. Box 846G, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman, Transit Radio affiliate north
central area. Salary plus commission.
Advancement opportunity right man.
Box 751G, BROADCASTING.
1000 watt NBC station in excellent
market; 15% commission against subCASTING.stantial draw. Box 780G, BROADNew England one station city needs
experienced salesman. Commercial
manager possibility. Guaranteed gogd
salary pluspendent.commission.
Daytime IndeBox 793G, BROADCASTING.
Salesman, $300 minimum guarantee.
Conscientious, producing salesman can
make considerably over minimum
figure. ences.
Full
details,
snapshot, referBox 804G,
BROADCASTING.
Imaginative independent New England
station needs same type salesman. Market is very large; if the ability is too,
an aggressive man will prosper. Box
806G. BROADCASTING.
Indie in southern metropolitan market
needs local sales man or woman. Want
someone who will make regular calls,
spend time working in honest effort to
sell. Drawing account, good commission. Write details Box 835G, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Salesman who knows small
market and wants permanent radio
selling job with newspaper-radio.
Combo fulltime AM-FM operation, independent organization, anticipation
and planning are requisites. Good
salary to start if you have what it
takes. Box 839G, BROADCASTING.
Successful salesman looking for opportunity to increase earnings. Prefer one
experienced in south. Include particulars first letter. KENT, Shreveport,
Louisiana.
If you have proven sales record and
desire to make California your home,
send complete information, photo, etc.,
to KSBW, Salinas, California. State
remuneration desired. Good future for
right man.
Salesman who can write copy. Salary
and override. Interview necessary. Radio Station KSYC, Yreka, California.
Wanted: Experienced time salesman to
work local accounts. Three-year-old
newspaper affiliated station going fulltime shortly. Want permanent man who
will have chanee at commercial manager job. Good salary, plus Incentive.
Give complete details. Radio Station
KTBB, Tyler, Texas.
Announcers
Wanted,
three
engineer-announcers
with emphasis on announcing
for North
Carolina Mutual affiliate 1000 watt AM
station 10,000 watt FM station. Positions will be open for these men on or
about December First 1950. Ideal working conditions, base salary plus time and
one half overtime and talent fees. Send
all information and disc to Box 582G,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced, versatile, announcer for
northeastern Ohio 5,000 watt network
affiliate. Interested also combination
copywriter-announcer.
SendBox
complete
information.
Draft status.
798G,
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Combination man, ABC Rky. Mt.
affiliate. Application, disc, photo,
pertinent data and draft status first
letter. Box 792G, BROADCASTING.
Combination announcer, engineer.
First class license. State experience,
marital status and draft position. Box
802G, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, send disc,
photo,
references. Box 812G, BROADCASTING.
Louisiana station needs experienced
combination man. Send details, audition, salary required. Box 814G,
BROADCASTING.
Southeastern community station losing
combo operator to service. Start replacement fifty-five dollars a week,
average day under seven hours. Require
capable, experienced armouncer with
license, no plant maintenance except
logging. Salary increases to right man.
Box 816G, BROADCASTING.
Wanted announcer with first class
ticket for Minnesota station. Must be
good. Experienced. Good pay. Box
820G, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer wanted who can
pitch and sell on the air for topflight eastern independent station. Box
831G, BROADCASTING.
Minnesota station needs newscaster
able to gather and write news. Must
be able to sell. Car necessary. Good
man will earn good money. Send disc
and
ING. details to Box 821G, BROADCASTAnnouncer-writer wanted for new station. Send disc, picture and sample
copy with
loosa,
Iowa. first letter. KBOE, OskaCalifornia 1000 watt MBS affiliate has
opening for good experienced combo
man. Full details and audition, plus
photo,
please.
California.
Rush.Send to KSBW, Salinas,
Permanent position for good announcer
capable handling discs, news, remotes, etc. Progressive network affiliate established 1936. Prefer Texan or
someone now residing in Texas. Contact Burton Bishop, KTEM, Temple,
Texas.
Announcer and announcer-engineer.
Emphasis on announcing. WBUY, Lexington, N. C.
Morning DJ personality. Permanent.
Send data and disc. NBC in Palm Beach
County. WEAT, Lake Worth, Florida.
All-round announcer, at least two
years experience. Must be good DJ
who knows how to sell with his voice
and build audience. Good opportunity
in 1 kw daytime independent, WOKZ,
Alton, Illinois. Position open now,
send all details, disc, photo and when
you can come for personal interview to
Harold Fitzgerald, Manager. WOKZ,
Alton, Illinois. In Chicago area interview may be arranged through Edward
A. Wheeler, WEAW, Evanston, Illinois.
Announcer: Network affiliate. Experienced only, board operation, local
news, man on the street, general staff
work, prefer
morning
man. also
Senddisc
refer-or
ences and draft
status
tape. WGEM, Quincy, IHinois.
Announcer with first class ticket. Send
disc and full details to WGNI, Wilmington, N. C.
Morning man wanted, some experience,
interview preferred. WNAE, Warren,
Pa.
Announcer, engineer, need two reliable
combos with f^rst class tickets, prefer
married men. Send full particulars and
photo,
consin. WRCO, Richland Center, Wis-

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Manager-commercial manager with a
proven successful record in radio for
the past 15 years. Completely experienced in all phases of radio. Strong
sales and good programming main
objects. 38 years old, married, 1 child
and
draft exempt. Finest references.
ING.
Remember,
I am not a product from the
war years. I know good radio from
away back. Box 794G. BROADCASTManager or commercial manager, draft
exempt. Emphasis on sales. Can make
your station a profitable operation,
large or small markets. Family man.
Can
start anytime. Box 801G, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced
wanted for 250 engineer-announcer
watter in metropolitan
market. LBS affiliate. Accent on anphotoWrite
andPeter
full
information.nouncing.
CarSend disc,
essential.
Edman, WVEC, Hampton, Virgina.
Technical
First phone
Announcingman
preferred immediately.
but not required.
CASTING^
Start
$52.00 per week for 48 hours.
Car not required. Box 834G, BROADEngineer with 1st phone, to operate
console andnouncing.tape
recorders.
No anState complete
background
in first letter, including salary. Box
838G, BROADCASTING.
Wanted:
First class
for
combination
job engineer-announcer
at KCOW, Alliance,
Nebraska. Send audition.
First phone engineer, single, with car,
no experience necessary. Contact
Chief Engineer, WASA, Havre de Grace,
Maryland.
Wanted: Transmitter engineer for 5 kw
station.
car. Advise
ence andMust
salaryhave
expected
in first experiletter.
WGAC, Augusta, Ga.
Engineer wanted: Write giving experience, training, salary required and
model automobile. Include snapshot
and character reference. William Atkinson, WGBA, Columbus, Georgia.
1st class
phone license;
looking for experience.
$135young,
per month
start. Transmitter and remotes. Contact George Waggoner, Chief Engineer,
WHAW,
Weston, West Virginia. Phone
1564, or 1555.

Manager: Ten years in radio, backin sales, programming
and
personnelgroundsupervision;
all in highly
competitive market. Best references
from agency and broadcast officials.
Box 807G, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager. Producing salesman
with
topnotch
experience
in all phases
of radio.
Excellent
references.
Box
824G, BROADCASTING.
Manager, extensive independent and
network experience, young, college
graduate, now heading 1 kw net
affiliate; unexcelled record; background and record will stand closest
scrutiny, highest industry references.
Heavy on sales and low cost operation.
Solid, radio business man. Excellent
record of employee and public relations. Seeking challenging market. Box
828G, BROADCASTING.
Manager-sales manager, currently sales
manager and executive assistant to
owner one
of south's
sports sta-36
tions. Eleven
years top
experience,
years of
age,
married,
college
cated, hard worker. Can sell as eduwell
as direct others. Prefer southwest.
ING.
References. Box 829G, BROADCAST-

Production-Programming, others
Program director-announcer for new
250 watt daytimer in Pennsylvania small
market. Send full details including
disc, photo and salary required in first
reply. Box 769G, BROADCASTING.
Traffic continuity combination. Girl
CASTING^
preferred.
Some mike work. Full details, snapshot, disc. Box 305G, BROAD-

Salesman, draft free, mature, experienced in small and large markets,
television training, wants position with
progressive
station. Box
Prefer
midwest or southwest.
849G,west,
BROADCASTING,

Copywriter, highly successful indein Michigan
has fine
opportunitypendent
for man
with wide
experience
in writing sincere, sensible selling
commercials for personality announcers. $90.00 to start. Prove yourwe'll send
gladlycomplete
pay all details
you're
worth.self andPlease
to Box 822G, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager over 18 years experience net
and independent stations. Box 560G,
BROADCASTING.
Manager — Sales, programming. 25 years
with metropolitan network stations
every
operations.
Desire locate
east orphase
midwest
metropolitan
areas.
Excellent industry references. College.
Box 713G, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager who in the past 17 years
has personally sold millions of dollars
in local time, seeks job as commercial
manager
substantial
southernoutlet.
station, or asof manager
of smaller
4.'i years of age. Married, two children.
Florida or Gulf Coast preferred. Will
go
anywhere. Complete references
ING^
available. Box 779G, BROADCASTMade a million for my last employer.
Can do it for you as your general
manager. Available in month. Box
790G, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, competent radio and TV
manager, with $150,000 to invest, desires
to purchase interest in NBC or CBS
affiliatenish and
station,Boxcan 800G,
furhighestmanage
references.
BROADCASTING.
General or commercial manager desires
move to larger market. Wish opportunity to let my references speak for
me. Box 817G, BROADCASTING.

Salesmen
Salesman, experienced large and small
markets. Network and independent
stations. Present billing high. College
education. Draft exempt. Box 843G,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman, conscientious, aggressive,
ambitious, 25,
local outlet
BROADCASTING.
Excellent
references.
Boxexperience.
8 4 4 G,

Announcers
Need a top newsman? Bright disc
jockey?
Ace sportscaster? All-round
CASTING^^
staff
experience. I'm your man! 12
years proving
it. Draft
exempt.BROADTranscription available.
Box 726G,
Top sports announcer. Available start
basketball season. 5 years experience
college football, basketball, class A
baseball.
University
graduate.
Married. Favorable
draft status.
Air check
discs available. Would like to learn
sales. Box 744G, BROADCASTING.
Disc jockey, 33, friendly yet mature in
voice and ideas. Proven ability to sell
commercials
and newsbuild
audiences.
AuBROADCASTING.
thoritative
delivery.
Box 748G,
Basketball, play-by-play. One of nation's best. $150 weekly. Box 755G,
BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer presently employed
desires change. Experience major
sports.
Bestseason.
references.
ING^
able end$65.
football
4 yearsAvailstaff
experience. Box 783G, BROADCASTHas theman?draft
sports
news-to
Believercaught
in hardyourwork
wants
tell you his qualifications in detail. Five
years all sports, national sponsors,
Washington
Francisco
areas.
ING^
Glutton
for state,
work. San
Desire
permanency.
References. Box 797G, BROADCASTAnnouncer 3V2 years. Married, 27,
veteran. Experienced: sports, news, DJ,
CASTING^
Prefer
sports. Upper midwest. Appreciate shot at station over '4 kw. Indie
or net affiliate. Box 799G, BROADAnnouncer-engineer. Three years commercial broadcasting experience. First
phone. Available immediately. Married.
Will travel. References. Box 803G,
BROADCASTING .
Early ablebird,
4 years,
deep voice,
now. $50.00
minimum.
Box avail815G.
BROADCASTING.

'I Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
tVimouiicer. Can write topnotch scripts,
i-ommercials. MC. special events. 8
wears radio. Currently chief announcer.
B eady. Established stations only. Box
B: 8G ..BROADCASTING ■
Announcer. Top morning man, 3 years
l^xperience. 27, married, draft exempt
C-eteran,
newscasting,
rion special
events, usualconsole
notice, operaSVO.OO
Tinimum. Box 819G, BROADCASTpiG^
Announcer, married. 27. Radio, TV
news,owncommerSpecialize
aining.
cials and disc
shows. inWrite
shows,
bommercials. Box 825G, BROADCASTING^
jinjiouncer of incomprehensible quality! Two vears operating, copy writing. Single". 26. Box 832G, BROADCASTING.
•AnnoTincer, control board operator,
inoderate experience N. Y. station.
Pleasing personality, reliable, two years
-ollege. Details, disc available. Will
(travel. Box 833G, BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
com-3
mercials andexperienced
some DJ. 28 news,
years old.
vears college, NBC trained, married.
Photo, disc, resume on request. Box
337G, BROADCASTING.
Florida and North Carolina: Staff anrouncer. 4 years radio, married, college graduate,
draft CBS
exempt.
Now employed 5000Staff
watt
affiliate.
$65
minimum.
announcing
and/or
program director. Box 841G, BROADCASTING^
Announcer-disc jockey, one year experience; Emerson College graduate;
operate Gates. Raytheon. RCA boards,
Ideas. Box 845G, BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
2 years
experience,
presentlv
employed
as program
director.
Epofts tion.
play-by-play
new work.
posiOperates board. seeking
Does sales
Personable
character,
resonant,
commercial voice. Present employer best
(reference. Can start immediately at
S55 weekly
advancement
commensurate withifability.
Disc and
photo
available. Write Indiana, Pa., Box
730 or phone Indiana 1780.
Announcer, newscaster, experienced
boardman. Anywhere but south. $45.00
weekly. Elliott, 1222-A Oak Street,
Kansas City, Missouri.
First phone and Orson Welles voice
(nearly). Eight months announcer
school. Start me please! Ross Nicoletti, 3481 Lincoln, Detroit, Michigan.
Announcers, writers, all board trained
and capable. Pathfinder School of Radio. Kansas City, Mo. Phone Harrison 0473.
Program manager, staff and topflight
coUege football and basketball, double
AA baseball announcer seeks same
position in metropolitan sports area.
Married, family, 27, college. George
Taylor, 200 S. 2nd, Effingham, 111.
Phone 1098.
Combination
man, references,
2V2 years experience, excellent
desires
change to midwest from 1 kw ABC
affiliate. Married, draft free, no floater.
Si Willing. 515 North 8th Street, Las
Vegas, Nevada.

Technical
Engineer,motes,32
m^onths transmitter,
retape recordings.
Army radar
experience. Graduate RCA Institute.
N. Y. C. Presently employed. Box 473G,
BROADCASTING.
;■cense,
18 yearslast1stfivetelegraph,
1st broadcast,
phone liyears 1 kw
'lookingwhere for
something
better, anyU. S. Box
702G, BROADCASTING.
Engineer now located in Virginia desires
change to progressive station, preferably one with plans for TV. 18 years
experience
covering:
ment with large
eastern design-developmanufacturer.
Radio inspector FCC, field engineer
with ingWashington
supervisconstruction ofconsultant,
new stations
with
directional antennas. Best references,
family. available approximately 30
cays. Box 811G, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, experience includes 5 years
consulting engineering, highly skilled in
directionalformance.
antenna
design and
perPrevious experience
includes
several years as chief engineer. Draft
exempt. Box 813G, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, ten years experience 250
watt to 10 kw AM all phases including
chief. Sober, capable, industrious, age
44. Best character and technical referlences. Box 823G, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Chief engineer looking for permanency.
Not afraid of hard work. Engineering
and executive ability backed by top
references. Box 830G, BROADCASTING.
First phone, married, vet, low draft
status, presently on one kw. Desires
progressive organization with opporlearn, BROADCASTING.
earn. Prefer northeast.tunityBoxto 840G,
Chief engineer, 17 years experience.
Seeks change to progressive station.
Salary secondary to opportunity. Best
references. Box 842G, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, working now, want change,
have done combo work, not the best
but the hardest and most willing
worker. Draft exempt, car. one child.
Box 848G, BROADCASTING.
First phone. Graduate leading school,
veteran, family, age 32. Desire studio
or transmitter
ferred but all work,
offers southwest
considered. preNo
experience. Disc on request. R. E.
Bryan,
317
W.
99th
St.,
New
York
25, N. Y.
Veteran, first phone license, leading
school graduate, experience wanted.
Robert Gori, 2158 Crotona Avenue,
Bronx, N. Y.
Wanted: liable,
Position
engineer One
with year
reestablishedas station.
experience in 500 watt AM station in
the Chicago area. Young, single, car
and free
to travel.
WireStreet,
or phone
Elmore Haney,
317 S.1104.
5th
DeKalb,
Illinois.
Phone
Available
for
immediate duty.
Engineer,
wants$40temporary job experienced,
of 30 days. Salary
per
7 day week, 50 hrs. Available now
Texas or suburban state. Walter Hoffman, General Delivery, Del Rio, Texas.
Vet, 1st phone. Graduate 2 leading
schools desires experience. William
Rogol,
1275 Grant Ave., New York,
N. Y.
Technician. Ex Navy radio man, radio
and TV school grad., married, hold 1st
phone, 2nd telegraph and amateur
license. Experienced television serviceman. Write Rocco Roritame, 28 Southgate Court, Bklyn 23, N. Y.
First phone license, age 24, TV school
grad, 2 years NYU, will relocate. Write
Daniel Steingold, 2339 East 17th St.,
Bklyn 29, N. Y.
Production-Programming, others
Newscaster-editor — Experienced in
writing news and commercial copy;
journalism training; MA Degree. 24.
Single, draft exempt. Presently employed, but seeking betterment, preferably with conservative eastern metropolitan station; references, copv, audition disc furnished. Box 669G, BROADCASTING^
PD, newsman, A.P. experience, 27,
married, military exempt. Got rebuilding job? Box 689G, BROADCASTING^
Program director, announcer, 3V2 years
experience. Desire permanent position
only. Prefer full announcing schedule.
Married, conscientious, draft exempt.
Box 791G, BROADCASTING.
Country music personality. Have major
recording contract, national publicity
as singer,sonality.
composer,
rural ideas
perHave severaland
original
for this type of combination live and
country disc shows. Good rating in
southern town where I am now operating. Would like to locate in Houston,
Miami or Cincinnati, but will consider
any offer. Have sold radio time successfully. Must move because of climate.
No drifter. Home owner with family.
Box 796G, BROADCASTING.
News director: Seven years in top
newsroom in competitive market. Good
airman, reporter and editor. Experience
with best accounts. Revenue-producing
ING^
news ideas. Box 808G, BROADCASTNewscaster, 3 years experience. 24,
single, draft exempt, show business
background, usual notice, $75.00 miniCASTING^
mum for 40 hours. Box 809G, BROADNews editor-announcer. Eight years
news experience
small and
politan stations.inCapable
of metrotaking
complete charge comprehensive news
operation.
adequate
compensation,Desire
good climate
and congenial
surroundings. Draft exempt. Box 836G,
BROADCASTING.
News editor, seven years experience,
presently employed. Active member of
NARND, family man. age 29. Seek
permanency with good station. Box
850G, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Television
Managerial
Television executive, experienced in all
phases of production, programming and
commercial operation. Experienced in
organizing
TV opera-•
TELECASTING.
tions. Box and
810G,developing
BROADCASTING
For Sale
Stations
Long established AM station located in
major
band four
TV
channelsmarket
is for with
sale , at5 low
less than
timesful record,
current
Long successtop earnings.
network affiliation,
owns
TV site, heavy industrial and agricultural region, off TV circuits now, making enoughit money
its cash
own
TV when
comes. to
The build
$185,000
now will put you in TV three to five
years from now without much if any
additional
reasons for capital.
selling. Best
Writepersonal
Box 826G,
BROADCASTING.
AM station for sale in one of top fifty
markets in America, $185,000 cash is
net price. Top network in leading
industrial region, owners selling for
sound reasons, not connected with
radio
operations. Box 827G, BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
For sale, 5 kw composite AM transmitter, Doherty circuit, originally Western Electric linear, operating, available
January 1. Two 343A, two 212E, four
321A tubes new. Best offer. Box 760G,
BROADCASTING.
RCA 1050-B transmitter 50 kw modified
with factory built overall feedback
and A.C. on all tube filaments. $18,000
will buy it FOB Des Moines, which includes $7200 worth of tubes and spare
parts. Also Blaw-Knox diamond 530
foot guyed tower at $10,000 FOB transmitter site including lighting fixtures.
This is a proven structure and a buy.
WHO, Des Moines 7, Iowa.
Make offer FM WE 506B-2 complete,
spares, 10 H.
kw Edwin
transmitter.
New, WILM,
never
uncrated.
Kennedy,
Wilmington, Delaware.
For sale: Gates 46- A antenna tuning
unit complete with 3 section tower
lighting filter, diode rectifier unit and
remote meter. Rated at 1 kw modulated. Used three years, station now
fulltime.
Make offer, write or caU
2-1062.
Chief Engineer, WNAM, Neenah, Wis.
For sale, like new Federal 10 kw FM
broadcast transmitter 193-A with modulator 109-B: General Electric frequency
and modulation meter BM-l-A; also
C-100 FM antenna, consists of eight
shunt-fed radiating loops with heaters
for de-icing, elbows, expansion joints,
air intake and mounting brackets.
Overall antenna power gain 8.3, VSWR
obtained during factory tuning, 0.95/1
at 100.7 megacycles. All this equipment used only two years, like new in
every respect. Included are new spare
parts for transmitter as recommended
by manufacturer, operating instruction
books and 340 feet of 3 Vs inch co-ax
(Andrew Company). Make offer to
Kankakee Daily Journal Company,
Kankakee, Illinois.

For sale, For
RCA Sa^e
1 kw (Cont'd)
FM transmitter, 2
section Pylon and 106 ft. Truscon tower
with
200
feet
Ts
inch
Andrew Aurora
co-ax.
Make offer to Charles Hoeffer,
Beacon News. Aurora, Illinois.
Have several used guyed Wincharger
towers willstructionsell
ConCo., 107erected.
Fourth Tower
St., Sioux
City, Iowa. Wanted
Phone 5-6761.
to Buy
Equipment, etc.
Wanted: Used 150 foot tower, console
remote, studio equipment for 250 w
installation. Quote lowest price and
condition first letter. Box 1916, University, Alabama.
Miscellaneous
Note: New or replacement broadcast
crystals for Western Electric. RCA,
Bliley and other holders; fastest service. Also
and frequency
suringmonitor
service. Eidson
Electronic meaCo.,
Temple. Texas, phone 3901.
Situations Wanted
Salesmen
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
SALES ENGINEER
Experienced graduate AM and TV
equipment salesman desires position
tive.
with manufacturer as sales representa-

EXPERIENCED

BOX 847G, BROADCASTING
For Sale
Equipment, etc.
MARIONETTE SHOW
Sacrifice Offer
Complete Marionette Show
for sale. Puppets, sets,
electrical equipment, aluminum structure. Practically
a give-away.
Ideal foruse.
tele-A
vision or theatrical
complete
Marionette
ShowI
with eleven
puppets:
female, & males, I dog,
I snake. Two complete sets:
a bar and dining room, and
a liquor store. Easily adaptable for many uses. Original cost $22,000. Appraised
for $6,000. Any reasonable offer accepted. Communicate with Melvin Singer at
Plaza 9-1717 for appointment. Or write for full
details and complete list
of items to Room 474, 640
Fifth Avenue, New York
19, N. Y.

Manager

available
if you need a manager with a proven
sales record, my 10 years experience
in management will warrant your
consideration. I have had two station
managerial jobs In ten years, both
with the same organization. One
with a network-affiliated station; the
other building a 50 kw Independent
In a major market. I can submit
Industry-wide references including major national agencies and advertisers.
Write in complete confidence to
Mel Drake, 612 S. Amherst,
Albuquerque, New Mexico
or call 5-6861

GILLIN AWARD
CAB To Give Annual Plaque
AN AWARD honoring the late
John J. Gillin Jr., WOW Omaha,
was established at a meeting of the
board of directors of the Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters in Montreal,
Oct. 19. The John J. Gillin Jr.
plaque will go annually to the CAB
member station outstanding in
public service. Mr. Gillin had attended CAB meetings as an NAB
director.
On the award committee are
Harry Sedge\\ick, CFRB Toronto;
Ted Campeau. CKLW Windsor;
William Cranston, CKOC Hamilton, and Guy Herbert, All Canada
Radio Facilities.
Other matters taken up at the
meeting included a decision by the
directors that American advertising agencies doing business with
Canadian stations must apply for
CAB enfranchisement on the same
basis as Canadian agencies. The
board also heard a report on
NARBA and audience survey.
Other committees established
along with the Gillin award committee were Music Library Committee, Public Relations Committee
and the French Station Bureau.
DENIES WITT CORP.
FCC Rejects Facsimile Plan
FACSIMILE programming via
facilities of WEHS (FM) Chicago
has been denied to the Witt Corp.
by FCC on grounds the Communications Act requires WEHS to maintain positive control of programs.
Witt Corp. planned to install
facsimile equipment at WEHS as
well as receivers in various locations likely to attract public attention, FCC explained. Witt Corp.
would solicit advertising and prepare the facsimile programs which
would be subject to WEHS approval, the Commission stated, with
all revenue accruing to Witt until
such time as the operation becomes
profitable and new negotiations
were arranged. FCC termed this
"negative control" of programs by
WEHS and hence contrary to the
Act.

CELEBRATING "Ray Locke Day" at a luncheon honoring Raymond P. Locke,
retired president and founder of Tracy-Locke Co. Inc., Dallas, presented by
the Dallas Advertising League Oct. 13, is this group of advertising men
(I to r): Front row, J. B. O'Hare, Dr. Pepper Co. board chairman; Ward Mayborn, publisher of the Sherman (Tex.) Democrat; Rowland Broiles, president,
Rowland Broiles Advertising, Fort Worth; W. S. Dorset, vice president, Mrs.
Tucker's Food Inc.; Ray Haun, This Week magazine. New York; Mr. Locke;
Wilson W. Crook Sr., president. Crook Advertising, Dallas; Morris Hite, new
president, Tracy-Locke, and Tom McHale, Dallas Ad League president.
Back row, Carl McWade, Skilsaw Inc., Chicago, advertising manager; C. C.
Welhausen, president, TexTan, Yoakum, Tex.; Harry Guy, advertising director, Dallas News, and Otto Bruck, former Dallas agency executive.
OnANNOUNCER
the Alert- Ed Maxwell
of WMAM Marinette, Wis.,
had a news beat at his fingertips— but is just as glad it
didn't materialize. When
WMAM received a call on a
plane circling the airport
without landing strip lights,
Mr. Maxwell, alone at the
station with Chief Engineer
Leo Stewart, promptly tied
up the airport's only telephone line for 30 minutes
while Mr. Stewart stood by
with tape recorder. Plane's
safe landing didn't detract
from the story proudly submitted by Mr. Maxwell, a
radio newcomer, to the station's news editor upon the
latter's return to city.
VOCM St. John's, Nfld., has started
operating with 1 kw on 590 kc.

Midwest
Soothwest
$28,000.00
$55,000.00
Profitable 250 watt, station which
An excellent facility located in one
went on the air this year and is comof the most stable and desirable sinpletely new from equipment to the
building.
west. gle station markets in the middleStation started making money right
from the start and the reason for
Retail sales in the city are in excess
selling is due entirely to a partnership
disagreement and the inability of
of $20,000,000.00.
either partner to buy out the other.
Located in excellent market in one
Area covered includes a large porof the fastest growing areas in the
tion of one of the richest states in
southwest. Xetwork contract has been
the
midwest.
offered
but
delayed
signing
pending
sale.
Station is operating quite profitably
Station making in excess $1500.00 per
under non-resident ownership. Finanmonth. Priced to sell immediately for
cash— $28,000.00.
cing arranged.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Harold R. Murphy
James W. Blackburn
V. HamiltonSt.
Washington Bldg.
360 N. Mich. Ave.
235RayMontgomery
Sterling 4341-2
Exbrook 2-5672
Randolph 6-4S50
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PHILA. BASKETBALL
WPEN Feeds to Sports Group
"ROUND - ROBIN" coverage of
basketball play in the Philadelphia
area will be used again this year,
according to WPEN Philadelphia,
originating station for the Sports
Broadcast Network.
For the third straight year,
WPEN will be the key outlet for
all basketball games (professional
and college) in Philadelphia, the
station said. Temple, Villanova,
St. Joseph, U. of Pennsylvania and
LaSalle schedules will be covered
in addition to the professional
Philadelphia Warriors games.
WPEN has set up announcer-engineer teams permitting the airing
of two games at the same time.
A sports supervisor at WPEN will
monitor the games and shift from
one to another as play progresses.
Broadcasts, scheduled for December, January, February and March,
will be fed by WPEN to the SBN
which has 116 stations affiliated.

'Controls Letter'
PUBLICATION of a Government
Controls Letter, weekly Washington report on business controls and
procurement, was launched Oct. 18
by Vincent F. Callahan, editor and
publisher, on leave of absence from
WQQW Washington and former
NSRB public relations director.
Newsletter reports on plans, policies, regulations and procedures in
connection with allocations, priorities, etc., and supplements a Personal Service Bureau to furnish information requested by subscribers.
Rates for letter and bureau facilities are $75 a year and $40 for six
months. Headquarters are in the
Evans Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.

WNYC
SEEKS
Election Night Extension
REVERSAL of FCC decisions of
1948 and 1949 which refused additional air time on election nights to
municipally-operated WNYC New
York has been requested by-Acting
Mayor Vincent R. Irnpellitteri in a
letter to the Commission.
He said it was impossible to
assemble complete election returns
by 10 p.m., the currently authorized limit; and that prior to the
refusal of additional time in October 1948, and again in 1949, such
time had been granted for approximately 24 years.
FCC Comr. Frieda B. Hennock's
dissent to the 1949 decision was
quoted to the effect that while New
York commercial stations "must of
necessity spend less time on local
. . . returns," WNYC "utilizes the
complete facilities of the police department and the board of elections
throughout the city" and could report local results exclusively.

I

Entries Deadline Dec. 11
NRDGA CONTEST
NATIONAL
RETAIL itsDry
Assn. has announced
1950Goods
contest for successful retail radio programs. Deadline for entries is Dec.
and scripts should
11.Transcriptions
be
sent to Howard P. Abrahams,
NRDGA, 100 W. 31st St., New

;
'

series broadcast
to Dec.
1 of
York,
covering upretail
program
this year, and entered under the
classification of audience to which
broadcasts are primarily beamed:
General family, women, men, children, teen-age, farm or saturation
spot campaign. Awards are given
in
eachor category
and stores
with
three
more entries
are eligible
for an additional award for group
beamed programs.
Entry blanks
are obtainable from Mr. Abrahams.
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NIMROD

Hunts Ducks, Bags Warden
IT WAS like so many duckpins
for KOA Denver's early morning
announcer, Starr Yelland, when he
ventured forth Oct. 3 with microphone,busshunting
to explain garb
the and
sporta blunderof duck
hunting to his 6:30 a.m. fans.
with hunting
Denver's season,
openingCoincident
of the duck
Mr. Yelland turned up at the City
Park where a peaceful pond is
haven to flocks of the waddlers.
For benefit of the radio audience,
Mr. Yelland imitated calls (sent out
by experts) beckoning the birds,
In addition to shaking off" a warden,
the KOA announcer found his best
luck when casting bread on the
waters.
Incidentalljs the escapade earned
him the title of "Denver's No. 1
Nimrod" and a three-column feature spread in the Denver Rocky
Mountain News.
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 7h)
Oecisions Cont'd:
proceeding re application from Oct. 24,
o Dec. 6, at Washington, D. C.
Paris
Corp., Paris,
111. — Granted leaveBcstg.
to amend
application
so as
o change facilities requested from
420 kc 250 \v D to 1440 kc 500 w D,
Specify another trans., and make other
phanges in proposal, and for removal
of application, as amended from hearjing
calendar;
dismissedof ashearing,
moot peti\ion
for continuance
li
ji By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
'- KENE Belen, N. M. — Granted request
■f|for
change to be
in held
location
of 14,
hearing,
jEcheduled
on Nov.
from
■feelen, N. M. to Albuquerque, N. M.
By Examiner H. B. Hutchison
I■brandum
WCAW Charleston,
W. order,
Va.— Bygranted
memmotion to opinion
amend and
answers
to certain
ouestions in application.
.pctober 24 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
I
License for CP
li License to cover CP new AM sta■|ion:
WMAY
111.;
WTSL
■Hanover.
N. H.;Springfield,
WGNR New
Rochelle.
ti. Y.; WGNC
Gastonia,
N. C.;
KALT
'Atlanta, Tex.
Modification of CP
wrV'I
Christiansted,
St. Croix,
V. I.—
iMod. CP new AM station
for extension
Df completion date.
VVDAE-FM Tampa, Fla.— Mod. CP FM
station location
to change
Studio
etc. frequency, ERP,
License Renewal
Request for license renewal FM station: WICA-FM Ashtabula, Ohio;
AVLOS-FM Ashe\alle, N. C.
TENDERED FOR FILING
u
AM— 1600 kc
J[(station
.WAPX to change
Montgomery,
AM
from 1600Ala.—
kc 1 CP
kw unl.
•DA-N to 1600 kc 5 kw-D 1 kw-N DA-N.
:
AM— 1460 kc
I, WOL Washington, D. C— CP AM station to change from 1450 kc 250 w unl.
to 1460 kc 5 kw unl. DA-2.
October 25 Decisions . . .
J By Commissioners Walker, Jones,
Sterling and Hennock
Hearing Designated
WKXY
Sarasota, Fla. and Robert
Hecksher,
Ft. Myers,
Fla. — for
Uponhearing
petition of WKXY
designated
in consolidated
proceeding
with
application of Robert Hecksher application
of WKXY to change facilities from
1540 kc 1 kw D to 1400 kc 250 w unl.:
hearing to be held in Washington Oct.
31 and made WTSP St. Petersburg, Fla..
a party to proceeding with respect to
WKXY.

tlon to change from 1340 kc 250 w unl.
to 600 kc 1 kw unl. DA-2.
AM— 1150 kc
KNED McAlester, Okla.— CP AM sta1150 tion
kcto change
1 kw D.from 1460 kc 1 kw D to
Modification of CP
WVOW Logan, W. Va.— Mod. CP new
AM station for extension of completion
date.
Wheeling,for W.extension
Va.— Mod.of
CPWWVA-FM
new FM station
completion date.
License Renewal
WAFB-FM
Baton Rouge, La.— Request for license renewal FM station.
License for CP
WMFD-FM
Wilmington,
N. C— License for CP new
FM station.
WAJC Indianapolis, Ind. — License for
CP noncommercial educational FM station.

CP to Replace CP
KTEC Oretech, Ore. — CP to replace
expiredtionalCPFM station.
for noncommercial educaModification of CP
WSM-TV Nashville, Tenn.— Mod. CP
new commercial TV station for extension ofTENDERED
completion date
5-6-51.
FOR kctoFILING
AM— 1150
WGBR to Goldsboro,
station
change fromN. 1450C— kcCP250AMw
unl. to 1150 kc 1 kw unl. DA-2.
October 26 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Request Denied
WNYCquest for New
City—1.324
Denied
rewaiverYork
of Sec.
of rules
and acceptance of application for STA
to operate station WNYC from 10 p.m.
EST, castNov,
7, toreturns
conclusion
of broadof election
on Nov.
8.
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RY TO OCTOBER 26
OtQ Stations SUMMA
^C
^OXSummary
of Authorizations,
On the Air, Applications
Pending
cations Hearing
141
Total
Grants
Licensed CPs
Class
On
Air
276
176
AM Stations
Cond'l
107
7
6
205
509
FM Stations
2,213
Appli2,170
In
57
360
52
171
TV Stations
672
* On the air.
*
*
*
50% owner Glodick Motors & Sales,
Docket Actions . . .
10%; J. R. Minton, real estate and appliFINAL DECISION
ance business, 20%; E. J. Paxton, manager
and vice
WBUD
Morrisville,
— Announcedof
dent WKYB
PaducahPaducah
Newspapers
Inc., presi20%.
final
decision
to grantPa. application
Newspapers
tac,
is
WBUD to change from 1490 kc, 250 w Paducah
of WKYB. Granted Oct. 24. licensee
fulltimetionaltoand 1260
kc, 1 kw
Beaver Dam, Wis. — Beaver Dam
to move
mainfulltime,
studio direcfrom
Bcstg. Co., granted new station 1430 kc,
Morrisville, Pa. to Trenton, N. J., eng.
1 kw day. Estimated construction cost:
cond. Decision Oct. 25.
$15,060. Principals include: William E.
Walker, 50% owner WMAM Marinette,
Wis., president 40%; Howard L. Emich,
Non-Docket Actions . . .
sales manager
WMAM 20%;
and 1Joseph
AM GRANTS
*6.67% interest, vice president
D.
Mackin, 20% owner WMAM and genFloydada,
Tex.
—
West
Texas
Bcstrs.
eral manager, secty-treas. 40%. Granted
Inc., granted new station 900 kc, 250 w
fulltime. Estimated construction cost Oct. 24.
Clinton, Mo. — Lee E. and Jeanne F.
525,050. Principals include: Ed Holmes,
farming and insurance 40% ; Byron A. Baker d/b as Clinton Bcstg. Co., granted
new station
on 1280 cost
kc, 1$8,000.
kw day.LeeEsti-E.
Robertson, farming 20%; Robin Baker,
mated construction
55%
owner30%Baker-Fleming
Baker is consulting engineer KICK
Co., and
owner Baker Flasho-Gas
Hardware,
Springfield, Mo., as well as mathematics
40%. Granted Oct. 24.
and physics
instructor
Southwest
MisWest
Frankfort,
111.
—
Pyramid
Radio
souri State College,
Springfield.
Granted
Bcstg. & Television Co. Inc., granted
Oct. 24.
new station on 1300 kc, 1 kw day. Esti— Pickens
construction cost
$38,730.
Co.Easley,
grantedS. C.new
station County
on 1360 Bcstg.
kc, 1
cipamated
ls in corporation
include:
GeorgePrin-R. kw
October 25 Applications . . .
day.
Estimated
construction
cost
Lockard,
cashier
and
president
Bank
of
$13,950.
Principals:
J.
Lake
Williams,
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
W. Frankfort, 2%; Eddie Griffin, owner
secretary
Alice
Manufacturing
Co.,
retail grocery business, 10%; G. W.
License for CP
(textiles), president 97%; Elizabeth W.
Lambert,
dentist,
10%;
L.
Goebel
PatWilliams, secretary 1%; B. M. Williams,
Oak station.
Park, 111.— License for ton, superintendent of schools W.
Gulf Oil Distributor, 1%; Julien D.
CPWOPA
new AM
Frankfort
10%;
Leonard
J.
Dunn,
genWyatt,
lawyer, 1%. Granted Oct. 24.
eral law practice, 3%; Sam Martin,
AM — 600 kc
KREWin facilities
Sunnyside,
general manager Lane Chevrolet Co., switch
fromWash.
1059 — kcGranted
250 w
KGEZ Kalispell, Mont.— CP AM sta10%; I. A. Palmer, 5% ; William Glodick,
day
to
1230
kc
250
fulltime.
Conditions.
Granted Oct. 24.
KUBCin Montrose,
Col.1240
— kcGranted
switch
facilities from
250 w
fulltime to 1260 kc 1 kw day, 500 w
WHLB
night, directional. Granted Oct. 24.
VIRGINIA
WLYNcation of license
Lynn, Mass.
— Granted
to increase
powermodififrom
500
w
to
1
kw
day
on
13S0
kc.
Granted
Oct 24.
X
WEBC
KSGM in Ste.
Genevieve,
Mo. —kcGranted
\
DULUTK
switch
facilities
from 1450
250 w
WJMC
fulltime to
980 kc
DA-DN.
Granted
Oct. 500
24. w fulltime,
FM GRANT
Panama City, Fla. — Panama City
Bcstg. Co. Inc., granted new Class B
V WEAU
FM station Chan. 255 (98.9 mc), ERP
^ EAUCi-AlRE
8.21 kw. Panama City Bcstg. is licensee
WDLP AM outlet that city. Estimated
construction $3,500 for engineering and
Wise
miscellaneous, with plans to utilize
equipment
Granted Oct.of23.WCOA-FM Pensacola.
MAttlSDM
AMENDED ALLOCATION PLAN
Commission adopted order to amend
tentative allocation plan for Class B
FM stations to assign Chan. 255 to
P;!.nama City in lieu of Chan. 283 and
to allocate Chan. 283 to Pensacola,
■ Fla., in, lieu of Chan. 255.
(Continued on page 80)
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MORE
PEOPLE!
MORE MONEY!
MORE SALES!
San Antonio
Population Increases
60%

25tti City
The 1950 Census figures just
's
released show
Antonio
with
Nation
Now San
a population of 406,811, a whopping increase of 152,957 over the
1940 totals. This represents an
increase of 60%, the largest gain
of any major city in the nation.
25th
city.
San Antonio
is now the nation's
There is no substitute in
the Southwest for

Bliili

Udjlci

Represented Nationally by
Edward Retry & Company, Inc.
New York St. Louis Atlanta Los Angeles
Chicago Detroit
Dallas
San Francisco
October 30, 1950
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FCC
Time Buyers, NOTE!
NO

TV

Stations within
60 miles of
YOUNGSTOWN,

0.

Ohio's 3rd
Largest Buy
Trade Area

WFMJ
The Only ABC
Station Serving
This Market
5000
WATTS
' All programs duplicated on
WFMJ-FM
50,000 Watts on 105.1 Meg.
CALL
Headley-Reed Co.,
National Representatives

Mr. Graham Black
Prater Advertising Corp.
St. Louis, Mo.
Dear Graham:
Hit shore is
thet th'
ter know
nice ams
FALLS CITY progr
West
on gonna
beis still
er
One
Nximb
s
nny'
V, irgi
tion
Sta
sir,
IV CHS!GrahaYesm,
hit shows thet
you sfell
real
a ers
'know
bargain when
one!
yiih
gits
Yuh sees
ners more
by
lisse
usin' WCHS
then effen yud^
th'
boughtfour
staother
in town,
tions all
an' at oney
half th'
gits
sure cost!
Folks
■worth
's
moneyon
their
~an'
WCHS=
more ways thenin
one! I overheerd th' boys
some
plamn
morein' high
poivered perth'
fnoshu
FALLSn ferCITY
p r o g r a m s—
t'l I
t h efolks
stuff let
shore
know yer still
with us! We're
satglad yer
isfied acustomer,
Graham, and we know you'll alius hev
Algy
WCHS in mind when yer lookin' fer a
bargain I
Yrs.

WCHS
Charleston,
Page 80

W.

Va.
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(Continued from page 79)
Deletions ...
SEVEN FM authorizations reported deleted by FCC. Total to date since Jan.
1: AM 32; FM 99; TV 3. Deletions and
reason
low: for withdrawal where given folWJPF-FM Herrin, ni. — OrvUle W.
Lyerla. CP Oct. 10. Economic.
WCBM-FM
Baltimore Bcstg. Co. Baltimore,
CP Oct. 10. Md.—
Real estate
on which station located sold. May refile.
KIMV(FM)
Hutchinson,Oct.Kan.—
Hutchinsonstances
Pub. Co.
4. Circumbeyond License
control of applicant.
WMBS-FM Uniontown, Pa.— Fayette
Bcstg.
Corp. License Oct. 13. Lack of
FM audience.
KRPO(FM)
San Jose,
FM Oct.
Radio and Television
Corp.Calif.—
License
1. FCCmain denied
request
of
station
to
resilent until June 1, 1951.
KASI
(FM)
Ames,
la.
—
Ames
Bcstg.
Co. CP Oct. 24. Economic.
WFMFA. (FM)
North License
Adams, Oct.
Mass.—
James
Hardman.
24.
Outlook for FM unfavorable.
New Applications . . .
AM APPLICATIONS
Augusta, Ga. — Garden City Bcstg.
Co., 1050 kc, 250 w day. Estimated construction costPurvis,
?23,400.
include: Melvin
partPrincipals
owner WOLS
Florence, S. C, president 50%; George
C. Nicholson, attorney, vice president
25%; lingChester
Jones, Laundry
owner controlinterest inH. Family
(laundry and dry-cleaning). Filed Oct. 18.
El Reno, Okla. — Leonard R. Lyon,
1490 kc, 100 w day. Estimated construction cost $8,800.
Mr. Lyon's
radio
interests include
20% stock
Fort Stockton Bcstg. Co. and 33i^% Big State
Bcstg. Co., licensee KTXN Big Spring,
Tex. Filed Oct. 18.
Portland, Ore. — Bcstrs. Oregon Ltd.,
580 kc,tion cost
1 kw
day. Applicant
Estimated isconstruc$9,500.
licensee
KPFM (FM) Portland and found that
less than 25% of radio homes had FM,
feel better service can be given the
area with duplication on AM of FM
programs "although our faith in FM is
greater than ever." FUed Oct. 16.
Two Rivers, Wis. — Two Rivers Bcstg.
Co., 1590 kc, 500 vsr day. Estimated construction cost $25,000. Principals include William F. Johns Jr., who has
55% interest in WOSH Oshkosh, is
general manager WSHB Stillwater,
Minn, and has an interest in KOBK
Owatonna, Minn.; Jack A. Embs, 60%;
Allen H. Embury, station manager
WOSH Oshkosh, 20%. Filed Oct. 16.
Washington Court House, Ohio —
Fayette Bcstg. Co., 1250 kc, 500 w day.
Estimated construction cost $4,300.
Principals include: Frederick Eckardt,
chief engineer WVKO, plus stock interest; Beatrice B. Eckardt, nurse Mt.
Carmel Hospital Columbus, Ohio;
Woodrow
and school C.busEckardt
driver. truck
FUed gardener
Oct. 16.
Central
City,
Ky.
—
Central
City-w
Greenville Bcstg. Co., 1380
kc, 500
day.
Estimated
construction
cost
275. Principals include: L. L. Stone,$14,-%
owner Messenger & Times Argus; A.
E. Stone, employed Army Public Relations Office, Fort Knox and i^i owner
Messenger & Times Argus and R. G.
Utley, owner Messenger & Times
Argus. Filed Oct. 13.
Las Vegas, Nev. — Vegas Valley Bcstg.
Co. Inc., 1340 kc, 250 w unlimited. Estimated construction cost $15,800. Aplicensee KOLO Reno, Nev.
Filed Oct.plicant is13.
Clarksdale, Miss. — Delta Bcstg. Co.,
1230 kc, 250 w fulltime. Estimated construction cost $16,183. Principals include: C. W. Capps, engaged in buying
and selling cotton and ownership interest in WCED Dubois, Pa.; Lowry
Tims, 98% owner Lowry Tims Co. Inc.,
(retailer butane gas and appliances);
Melvin C. Lee, radio announcer, have

equal interests. FUed Oct. 12.
Monroe, Mich. — Floral City Bcstg.
Co.,
1430 kc,cost500$39,645.
w day.Boyd
Estimated
construction
Phelps
sole owner is also owner Phelps Precision
Lab
(frequency
measuring
service). FUed Oct. 25.
Rapid City, S. D.— The Heart of the
Black
Station, 1340
kc, 250 w cost:
unUmited.HUlsEstimated
construction
$17,500.
AppUcant
is
licensee
KDSJ
Deadwood, S. D. Filed Oct. 25.
TV APPLICATION
St. Petersburg, Fla.— City of St. Petersburg, application for commercial
TV station Chan. 7 (174-180 mc), ERP
48.8 kw vis., 24.4 kw aur., antenna 468
ft. Estimated construction cost $200,000.
Estimated first year revenue not avaUable. Applicant is licensee AM statiofi
WSUN St. Petersburg. FUed Oct. 24.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
WBOK
— Assignment
CP from New
JulesOrleans
J. PagUn
to WBOKof
Inc. Mr. Paglin feels a corporate form
of operation more desirable. In new
corporation Pauline B. Paglin has 1%
interest as does Mrs. Bertha P. Ferman. WBOK is assigned 800 kc, 1 kw
day. Filed Oct. 24.
KOCY-AM-FM Oklahoma City— Acquisition of control of Plaza Court
Bcstg. Co., through purchase of 100%
of stock by sideraM.
H. Bonebrake
for contion of $150,000.
Mr. Bonebrake
has been
general
manager
of
the station since 1938.
w fulltime
on 1340KOCY
kc. is assigned 250
KNAF
Tex. — Transfer of 50%Fredericksburg,
of stock in Gillespie
Bcstg.
Co.,
from
Arthur
Stehling
Merle
Moore for a consideration ofto $26,000.
Mr. Stehling desires to seU to secure
funds to purchase additional stock in
baiUc of which he is president. Miss
Moore iserties.
a housewife
owning oU propis assigned
w fuUtime. KNAF
Filed
Oct. 25. 1340 kc, 250
KHUBment of license
WatsonviUe,
Calif. —E. Assignfrom Luther
Gibson
to Patrick H. Peabody for consideration of $35,000. Mr. Gibson believes
station
render Mr.
better
service isby 55%
local can
ownership.
Peabody
owner KSJO San Jose, Calif. KHUB
is
assigned
FUed
Oct. 25.250 w fuUtime on 1340 kc.
WCBA Corning, N. Y. — Acquisition
of Wellsboro Corning Bcstg. Advertisers
L. CarpenterInc.,fromlicensee,
Lawrence byA. Paul
Woodin.
Mr.
Woodin retires to devote his time to his
theatre enterprises and sells to Mr.
Carpenter for $45,000. Mr. Carpenter
presently owns 50% of stock of WCBA.
WCBA
kc. FUedis assigned
Oct. 25. 1 kw day on 1350
WICY Malone, N. Y. — Transfer of
control dinalthrough
sale by Ralph
M. Car-to
of 50% interest
for $25,000
Mitchell C. Tackley, now 49.5% owner.
WICY assigned 250 w on 1490 kc. FUed
Sept. 13.
Series Audience
A RADIO audience of more than 65
million heard one or more MBS
broadcasts of the World Series,
Richard Puff, MBS research director, estimated last week. Mr. Puff
based his estimate on a special telephone survey conducted by Crossley Inc.

SPINGARN TO FTC
Takes Oath of Office
STEPHEN J. SPINGARN, who has
served as President
Truman's
administrative assistant
since January nected
1949 and
previously
conwith the
TreasurywasDept.,
last Wednesday took the oath of
office as the fifth member of the
Federal Trade Commission. Ceremonies were attended by FTC
Chairman James Mead and other
commissioners.
Comr. Spingarn, in government
service since 1934, was nominated
for the FTC post Sept. 22 before
Congress recessed and subsequently
received an interim appointment.
A New York Democrat, he will
serve the unexpired term of the
late Comr. Ewen L. Davis, extending until September 1953. While
at the White House he was concerned with special legislative
duties.
At Treasury Dept.
Comr. Spingarn was assistant
general counsel of the Treasury
Dept. before he transferred to the
Executive Office of the President.
His other Treasury assignments included duties as legal counsel to
the Secret Service, and as a member of the department's Loyalty
Board and Enforcement Coordination Committee. During World War
II he served with the Counter-intelligence Corps, and was discharged as a lieutenant colonel.
He holds membership in the American Bar Assn.
Truman

Accepts

PRESIDENT TRUMAN will be
guest of the Radio Correspondents
Assn. at the annual dinner to be :it
held Feb. 3 in Washington. The
President formally accepted an invitation tendered by the association's executive committee, headed
by President William R. McAndrew,
NBC. Accompanying Mr. McAndrew in extending the invitation
were Elmer Davis, ABC; Pete
Tully, Yankee Network; Bill Shadel, CBS; Hollis Seavey, MBS.
John Edwards, ABC, is genei-al
chairman of the dinner committee.

On All Accounts
(Continued from page lU)
ecutive.
The Henrys, she is the former
Patricia Foley, have been married
since July 1945. They have three
children, John Jr., 4, Susan 3, and
Blaise, 8 months. The family lives
in Floral Park, L. I.
Mr. Heniy's hobbies are golf and
skiing.

WIBW
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Wis. Giveaways
(Continued from page 19)
ihe format of the show is "already
exible, I do not expect the change
,-ill in any way injure the effeciveness of the program," Mr.
chwimmer said. He will still pyamid the prizes. Modifications
;^lso were effected in Tello-Test for
Release to Don Lee stations, he
• said. Gaston Grignon, general
iianager of WISN, also removed
'bvo other shows cited in the opinon, Bread Quiz No. 1 and No. 2.
They were taken off the air imme.fiiately after the opinion was rendered. He reported several hunjired telephone calls were received
,jit WISN within two days after the
!|)pinion was given.
■| Seventy-one county district attorneys in the state received copies
|)fthe 14-page opinion, whichnants
was
fought by several complai
y
fter Lucky Social Securit Numiers was removed from WMAW
jast June because of alleged vio:iation of lottery laws. County dis(rict attorneys are expected to
■komply with regulation on give.iway shows, although most Wis.ionsin stations will probably keep
questionable show off the air
.intil it has been declared not in
violation, Mr. Platz said.
ABC To Decide

I Walter Emerson, ABC Central
Division attorney, who conferred
'ith principals in Wisconsin last
>'eek, reported the network "is still
jIn the process of deciding what
neans it will employ to combat the
ipinion. We do not believe the
how is a lottery."
The opinion of Mr. Fairchild
pind Mr. Platz is in no way a court
ijjiCtion or order. Stations, however,
: eportedly were warned by Mil1 -raukee County District Attorney
.j.Villiam J. McCauley that they will
lie liable to prosecution if shows
ipermed lotteries are permitted to
Itemain on the air. Mr. McCauley
, ought the opinion from Mr. Fair,,hi]d.
i|j Initial question of the legality
•i-rf Stop the Music was filed in June
ith the Milwuakee Better Busiess Bureau by H. Ellis Saxton,
f the Milwaukee agency of the
ame name, on behalf of a client,
0 t h Appliance Distributors,
oth's sponsorship of Lucky Social
ecurity Numbers on WMAW was
uestioned by several parties, and
ne show was later ordered off the
ir.
Mr. Saxton, who asserted Thursday that the opinion "is arbitrary
nd contrary to the intent of the
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
One of the leading and
oldest schools of Radio
Technology in America, offers its
trained Radio and Television techdustry. nicians to the Broadcasting InAddress inquiries to
Placement Director
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
A Service of Radio Corporation
of America
350 W. 4th St., New York 14, N. Y.
liROADCASTING
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FCC Stiffens Policy
open

mike

Hurricane Service
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
On your story on the hurricane
. . . WFTL-WGOR-FM, the key
Liberty Network stations for South
Florida . . . were on the air without interruption for 42 consecutive
hours. We were the first stations
in the area to broadcast telephone
conversations with Miami, West
Palm Beach, Jacksonville, and Belle
Glade. We were the only stations
to broadcast direct reports at intervals by the manager of the telephone company and the Florida
Power & Light Co., and, in addition,
frequent reports from disaster
headquarters of the Red Cross and
also reports from the City Manager.
Two days after the hurricane.
Announcer Harry Burge broadcast
an hour and fifteen minutes on behalf of the Salvation Army and
received $500 in cash plus a large
quantity of clothes and furniture,
which were dispatched to disaster
victims at once.
R. L. Bowles
General Manager
WFTL-WGOR-FM
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
* * *
Timing Off
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
... In the Oct. 16 issue . . .
you report one thing which fails
to jibe with either the time element or my own recollections on
the event: Namely, the first station
to broadcast a report on the Lindbergh kidnapping of 1932.
You credit WOR [New York]
with this accomplishment at the
hour of 11:35 a.m. If you meant
to say p.m. instead of a.m., then
I withdraw this comment. But if
a.m. is correct, then WOR was certainly many hours behind the event
itself and was more than five
hours behind the first radio announcement heard
I
on the kidnapping.
I recall quite vividly that Old
Man Henderson of KWKH Shreveport, signed on at 5 a.m. (CST),
March 2, with one of his no-holdslaw," will appear before the next
session of the state legislature in
January to seek an amendment to
Sec. 348.01, which covers lotteries.
He wants to get "exemption from
prosecution for any ordinarily accepted, forms of advertising and
sales promotion involving prize
awards or samples."
WTMJ-TV also removed Jackpot
Quiz, mentioned in the opinion specifically, and two other shows also
cited, which had been aired by
WTMJ-TV and WMIL, were cancelled before the opinion was given.
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barred blasts at the perpetrators
of the kidnapping This was the
first I had heard of it. . . .
Gene Martin
Sohio News Editor
Sohio Reporter
WTAM-NBC Bldg.
Cleveland
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Our apologies. WOR
reported the kidnapping at 11:35 p.m.
(not a.m.) March 1, according to
BROADCASTING'S records.]
Two Schools of Readers
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
.... One or two students in
every class grab Broadcasting
and hurriedly shuffle pages for your
"Help Wanted" section.
Others casting
(a frommajority)
read Broadcover to cover.
These
make our best students — and best
representatives in the industry upon graduation.
Elbert Haling
Instructor
casting
Institute of Radio BroadDallas
Ford to WOR
MILTON Q. FORD, WWDC Washington disc jockey, and his famous
talking parrot, "Richard," on Nov.
14, start a one-hour a week record
show on WOR
New York under
sponsorship o f
Olympic
Television Corp.
and
Dynamic Stores
Inc., retail radio
and television
dealers in New
York. In its announcement yesterday (Oct. 29)
Mr. Ford
WWDC stated
that Mr. Ford would be on loan
to WOR and would continue to air
his daily two-hour morning show
in Washington.

FCC'S stiffening policy toward requests from stations wanting to
cease operations "for prolonged
periods" was evidenced again last
week in a letter telling WOPTAM-FM Oswego, N. Y., to return
to the air within 80 days or give
up its licenses.
The Commission said WOPTAM-FM, owned by the Palladium
Times, "has been silent since Sept.
17, 1950, without authorization
and in violation of the Commission's Rules and Regulations. This
matter is not being further pursued at this time but will be considered in connection with any
future applications for licenses or
for renewal of licenses filed by the
Palladium Times Inc."
Three other requests for authorized silence were appproved.
KPHC Walsenburg, Col., was
granted "additional time to remain silent to Dec. 1, 1950"; KIND
Independence,
Kan., received
thority to remain
silent for"au-a
period of 30 days, in order to effect
a financial reorganization"; and
KSTV Stephenville, Tex., was
"granted extension of authority
to remain silent for a period of 45
days from Sept. 20, subject to continued lighting of the antenna in
accordance with Sec. 3.45(d) of
FCC's
to WOPT-AM-FM,
the
Rules."letter
authorized
Monday, was in answer
to a Sept. 5 request for authority
to keep the stations silent on
grounds that "it is 'financially impractical' to resume regular operations and in order to effect a 'reorganization or sale' of these stations," the Commission explained.
WHBU to CBS
WHBU Anderson, Ind., joined CBS
yesterday^
29, bringing
the 194.
total number Oct.
of CBS
affiliates to
WHBU, a former ABC affiliate,
operates with 250 w on 1240 kc and
is owned by the Anderson Broadcasting Corp. John R. Atkinson is
general manager of the station.
WWDC Washington presented Treasury Dept.'soperation
"Award
with Bondsof Merit"
program.for coTHE ONLY STATION
THAT ACTUALLY DELIVERS!
kiiiiij!I4;i4;kil<j
COUERRGE
k
In the Nation's
^Fastest Growing
Market
PORTLAND
OREGON

W
C
KON
THE EFFICIENT 620 FREQUENCY
AFFILIATED
WITH
NBC
REPRESENTED NATIOKALLY BY EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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ards. Black-and-white print also made of each i
film so it can be used either in color or
monochrome.
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NAB DISTRICT 6 URGES
INDUSTRY SALES DRIVE
NAB DISTRICT 6, at New Orleans meeting,
adopted resolution Friday calling on NAB
board to take immediate steps to collect facts
on radio's dominance as advertising medium
(see AM Committee story page 22).
District pointed to tremendous increase in
set o^vnership in last decade and said nobody
in radio has ever told medium's story adequately. Proposed study would show rapid
growth of radio and expansion of its influence. Then NAB would acquaint public and
advertisers with facts about medium.
District 6 urged NAB board to place strongest possible emphasis on radio's dominance as
advertising medium in connection with programming of 1951 industry convention, to be
held in Chicago in mid-April.
Separation of Broadcast Advertising Bureau from NAB, as provided by board action
last summer, was endorsed. District 6 adopted
resolution endorsing regime of President Justin Miller and NAB management; advised
united support of government projects; approved plans for association membership drive;
praised work of Director Harold Whelahan,
WSMB New Orleans, on behalf of district.
Don Petty, NAB general counsel, reported on
gross receipts tax in states, terming them
"constant threat." He suggested stations keep
legislatures and city councils advised on subject and reviewed Hawaiian, New Mexico and
Little Rock tax cases.
Other speakers at two-day meeting included
Robert Burton, BMI; Ralph W. Hardy, Judge
Miller, Richard P. Doherty of NAB staff.
Robert D. Swezey, WDSU New Orleans, chairman of NAB board BAB Committee, discussed
plans for expanded BAB and radio sales promotion.
Members of resolutions committee were F.
C. Sowell, WLAC Nashville, chairman; Wylie
Harris, WJDX Jackson, Miss., and Mr. Swezey.
Hoyt B. Wooten, WREC Memphis, told meeting Voice of America is taking beating in
Europe, citing engineering difficulties. Lee
Hart, assistant director of BAB, and Charles
A. Batson, NAB TV director, on Friday agenda.
Record registration of 101 reported by Director Whelahan.
COTTONE

DENIES

CHARGES

FCC General Counsel Benedict P. Cottone late
Friday issued strongly worded statement denying charges that he and other FCC personnel
destroyed or suppressed "primary evidence" in
FCC case involving news policies of G. A.
(Dick) Richards. Charges had been made by
Hugh Fulton, counsel for Mr. Richards
[Broadcasting, Oct. 23]. Mr. Cottone noted
FCC Examiner James D. Cunningham denied
motion made by Mr. Fulton on basis of his
charges, and also "struck Mr. Fulton's accusations from the record." Mr. Cottone concluded:
Mr. Fulton has ignored the demands which I have
heretofore made upon him for retraction. In view
of the pendency of these proceedings, whatever
further action is called for in this matter, must
await the conclusion of ti.e case.
Page. 82
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TV

SET PRODUCTION

OVER 200,000 WEEKLY
PRODUCTION of TV sets passed 200,000-perweek mark for first time during second week
in October, according to industrywide estimate
by Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. Output for
first week in October was 183,031 TV sets.
Radio set output totaled 352,651 for second
week in October compared to 353,171 for first
week.
In monthly compilation of RTMA membercompany production for August, association
found TV production totaled 557,828 sets. Total
radio production of RTMA members was
911,398 sets in August, of which 208,902 were
auto radios.
August member production included 112,805
FM and FM-AM radio sets with another
54,306 TV sets containing FM reception, a
total of 167,111 FM tuning circuits for the
month.
For second consecutive month sales of radio
receiving tubes set new alltime record in September, RTMA reported, totaling 37,031,373
compared to 36,269,435 in August, previous
record. Tube sales for first nine months of
1950 totaled 264,804,746 units.
CHARLES HOLBROOK
CHARLES HOLBROOK, 49, president and
general manager of WMOU Berlin, N. H.,
died early Oct. 27 of heart attack after long
illness in St. Louis Hospital, Berlin. Graduate
of Dartmouth, Mr. Holbrook was former member of ABC sales department and had been
with McGraw-Hill. In 1946 he founded WMOU.
Mr. Holbrook lived in Shelburne, N. H. Surviving are his wife, former Helen Finch, and
one son, John. Services being held today
(Monday) at Woodlawn Cemetery Chapel,
Pelham, N. Y.
TAX

BENEFIT

PROCEDURE

ELECTRONICS manufacturers who seek federal tax benefits when expanding facilities
for defense production may obtain application
forms and procedures from Dept. of Commerce.,
Room 5803, Washington 25, D. C. or department field offices, W. Stuart Symington, chairman. National Security Resources Board, announced Friday. Requests for authority to
amortize "emergency" facilities over fiveyear period (such as during World War II)
must be filed with board. Forms to be assigned appropriate agency and returned to
NSRB for review and decision by Mr. Symington, who is "certifying authority" (see. story
page 19).
SARNOFF HEADS DRIVE
BRIG. GEN. David Sarnoff , chairman of board,
RCA, has accepted post of 1951 Red Cross
Fund Campaign chairman, it was announced
Friday by Gen. George C. Marshall, Red Cross .
president. Gen. Marshall acted as chairm-"i
of the campaign last year but said he needed
help this year because of press of other duties.
He said Gen. Sarnoff was "right man" for job.
In accepting Gen. Sarnoff stated he felt it was
"privilege" to serve.

ABE SCHECHTER, who last week joined,
executive staff of Crowell-Collier, was offered
positions by two major networks, as well as
with several agencies and public relations
organizations.

ROOM FOR 6,000 TV STATIONS
IN UHF BAND CLAIMED
SUPERIOR interference-free UHF television
service — with as many as 6,000 stations of all ;
classes possible through use of new "fold-in" !
allocation technique — seen as eventual reality
by Dana A. Griffin, president of Communications Measurements Lab., New York, at Friday
session of FCC's TV allocation hearing (see '
early story page 57).
He urged newer non-compatible techniques be
embodied in UHF standards to get most effective
use of 6 mc channels, including better definition
CBS
color. Non-compatible
standards
would ,
cut oscillator
radiation andUHFother
interference;
eliminate present FM sound transmission method
and reduce adjacent channel problem: reduce costs
by relaxing stability tolerances at both transmitter
and receiver.
Highly proper
technical
"fold-in principle"
effecting
intermediate
frequency involves
so unwanted signals occur in suppressed sidebands of
desired
signal.
Mr.
Griffin
generally
opposed
VHFUHF intermixture to reduce need for expensive
"hybrid
two-band"
sets.
He
indicated
"VHF
system
contains the seeds of self destruction in our largest
cities" because of its interference and other weakDonald Fink, chairman. Joint Technical Advisory nes1es. !
Committee, summarized allocation portion of JTAC
Report 4 first introduced at color hearing last fall.
Report
UHF allocation
to
VHF generally
standardscalls
withfor alternate
channelsaccording
12 mc
apart. John V. L. Hogan, chairman of Panel 3 on
Allocation, National Television System committee
of RTMA, offered detailed summary concluding that
in order to provide minimum of four stations
in each community of 100,000 population or more, and
additional
in large
cities, of"sound
demands astations
minimum
number
UHF allocation"
and VHF
channels "considerably in excess" of that proposed
by FCC. NTSC opposed intermixture.
Andrew F. Inglis, Washington consulting engineer appearing for Home News Pub. Co., operator
of UHF station KE2XEL New Brunswick, N. J., said
at first glance experiments appear "very discouragfar VHF,
as UHF transmitter
there is concerned.
signaling" as as
power ofTo 10gettosame
100
times would be needed. Possibility of service seen
if set owners are willing to invest in careful antenna
installations.
Meanwhile,
National groups
Assn. ofFriday
Educational
Broad-to i
casters
and associated
asked FCC
set specific date of Jan. 15 for hearing on proposal
for reservation of UHF TV channels for educational
stations. Time is needed to prepare case, it said.
RCA EARNINGS INCREASED
NET profit of RCA in third quarter of 1350
amounted to $12,422,994, increase of $8,449,856
over same period in 1949. Earnings, after
taxes, were equivalent to 84^ per share of common stock as compared with 23^ in 1949.
Gross income for third quarter amounted to
$146,957,033 as compared with $88,415,679
for same quarter of 1949. Nine-month gross
was $395,741,391 compared to $275,673,666 in
1949. Net profit after all charges and taxes
was $33,384,637 as against $14,095,186 for
1949, increase of $19,289,451. Earnings applicable to common stock for nine months
amounted to $2.24 compared to 85(^ for 1949.
WDAR SAVANNAH
SOLD
SALE of WDAR Savannah (1400 kc, 250 w,
ABC affiliate) by A. C. Neff and M. K. Clark
for $56,250 to H. Blair Minick, New York air
transportation
company
owner, was announced Friday, subject to customary FCC
approval.
Mr. Minick owns Skytrade Inc.,
cargo carrier line. His wife is Savannah
native. Messrs. Neff and Clark, Savannah
business men, owned WDAR in equal shares.
Transaction handled through Blackburn-Hamilton Co.
BROADCASTING
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-TELEVISION
WLW

630 Fifth Avenue
New York 20, N. Y.

WLW-D
18 West Monument
Dayton 2, Ohio

WLW-T
140 West Ninth St.
Cincinnati 2, Ohio

For further information, contact any of these sales offices:
360 North Michigan
Chicago 1, Illinois
CROSLEY
BROADCASTING CORPORATION

WLW-C
Seneca Hotel
Colunnbus 15, Ohio
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood 28, Calif.

Researcli at RCA Laboratories has led to better television at lower cost

Vo

ho^

i^/s

For your most effective "television savings
plan" look to scientists at RCA Laboratories,
whose long-range program of planned research has helped bring the finest home receivers within the reach of millions of families.
For example: by research into simplified circuits and electron tubes — where one tube may do
the work of 3 — these scientists pointed the way to
simplified assembly of better receivers . . . and the
savings were passed on to you ! Their research led
to the Filterglass faceplates used on all RCA
Victor home receivers at no extra cost. Their pioneering showed how to cut the cost of phosphors

le/em/ofi

"Scrm^s

T/anV

—by adoption of modern mass production methods
-from about $300 a pound to less than $30!
Through their long-range program of planned research, RCA scientists and engineers have helped
television grow from an infant industry to one of our
ten largest consumer goods industries, and in barely
4 years have helped it become part of the daily lives
of over 25 million people.
*
*
*
To see the latest wonders of radio, television, and electronic science, visit RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West
49th St., N. Y. Admission is free. Radio Corporation
of America, RCA Btiilding, Radio City, New York 20.

Benefit
RCA's Victor
plannedhome
researcli.
Sei
the
1950by RCA
tele\isioi
receivers — now better than ever . . . anq
selling at lower cost.
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Cow

BEltS

RiN6.

BELLS ring . . . and thousands of Midwest families sit back every Saturday night to relax and listen

to the WLS

NATIONAL

BARN

DANCE.

From groups

of all ages and walks of life come the huge family of listeners to whom the cow bell is symbolic of this program.
For twenty-six years WLS has been broadcasting the regular Saturday night NATIONAL

BARN

DANCE.

listeners feel the entertainers are their friends, and in this
friendliness and informality lies the secret of the outstanding success of this show.
Commercially successful, too. Present WLS NATIONAL
BARN

DANCE

advertisers have sponsored portions of the

five-hour program for an average of 14 years. There are

Nearly

additional availabilities — and there are Nielsen figures to

two million people have paid to see the program aired

prove extensiveness of popularity. Call your John Blair

from Chicago's Eighth Street Theatre. It's a revue — a presentation of all popular station acts on one program built

man or write WLS

direct for details on how the symbol

of the cow bell can be put to work for you.

around the barn dance theme— old fashioned entertainment,
friendliness and informality. NATIONAL

BARN

DANCE
The
PRAIRIE
FARMER
STATION
CHICAGO

890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK- REPRESENTED BY

\
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JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
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end

does
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—

that

29

local

Turning wheels of fast freights and trailer trucks

you

markets

. .

. .

For there is nothing like local advertising to drive

move hundreds of thousands of tons of merchan-

home the final sales message —

dise into New England markets daily. Wheels of
consumer

for

and nothing like

the dealer's own home-town station to carry the
message to his customers.

cars, millions of them, roll this never

ending flow of merchandise to its final destination

When

you multiply this local selling by 29 you

— New England homes.
In this continuous flow of merchandise, Yankee

have a powerful influence to keep- goods moving
throughout New England.

home-town stations are an important daily sales
factor.

For the most complete coverage of 29 markets
in these six states, with local effectiveness every-

They make up the vital local links in the media

where, the only choice is Yankee's 29 home-town
stations. They blanket the New England market.

list which are most important to the local dealer.
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Network,

Inc.

N\i&vnhQr of the Mutual Broadcasting System
21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON 15, MASS.
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Circuit
Closed
FCC LAWYERS ARE working on proposed
sweeping revision of network regulations, looking toward equitable allocation of both radio
and TV programming. Presumably plan would
be geared in direction of preventing duplication of network programs so that listeners
will not get same national shows several places
on dial. It's doubtful, however, whether anything will be done until color smoke clears.
MEDIA RATE POT continues to boil. One important newspaper group, which invoked 10%
increase last spring, has another across-theboard increase running about 25% upcoming.
Protection will not exceed 30 days.
FINAL figures on minor league baseball attendance will show that teams allowing telecasts had better attendance records than nonTV clubs.
STRONG GROUP of NBC affiliates threatened
Friday to turn down Operation Tandem series
on ground failure to land six sponsors had
caused network to oflfer them only one-half of
hourly rate instead of regular half-hour rate.
They termed this rate-cutting.
NEW TYPE formula may replace old "relief"
provision for firms seeking refunds on excess
profits tax because of investments, expansion,
etc. during "base period." Government experts,
now laboring on report for Congress which will
decide the issue, feel last war provision too
cumbersome and said to be searching for
mechanical way to cover all firms seeking relief.
Some cases dating back to World War II, when
hearings given on each case's merits, still
outstanding.
WHILE no formal complaint has been made,
it's understood Nielsen executives are concerned
at Hooper expansion of TV Popularity Ratings
to 12 cities and watching closely whether this
will become permanent service. Whether or
not Hooper-Nielsen contract signed last March
precludes such expansion would be point at
issue. Since new Hooper index has been
distributed free some observers believe it is
trial balloon which may not be continued.
ZENITH RADIO CORP. may postpone Chicago
test of Phonevision third time (story page 58)
beyond Dec. 1 date. Although reported to have
90 full-length movies on hand, enough for the
three-month test, it is understood only about
eight or nine are considered top-quality film
fare.
VICK CHEMICAL CO. (Vicks Cough Drops)
starts third part of its radio spot announcement campaign on Nov. 13 in about 25 markets
following cold weather in South. Morse International is placing 15-week contract.
IF FERDINAND PECORA, Democratic nominee for New York mayor, wins in this week's
elections — as is confidently predicted — it's even
money Madam Commissioner Frieda B. Hennock will be off'ered important portfolio. Native
New Yorker, Miss Hennock has been closely
(Continiied in page 90)
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Upcoming
Nov. 9-10: NAB District 5, Ansley Hotel, Atlanta.
Nov. 9-10: Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters Sales
Clinic, Neil House, Columbus.
Nov. 10-11: Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters,
Hotel Olds, Lansing.
Nov.
ton. 15-17: NAB Board, NAB Hdqrs., Washing(Other Upcomings on Page 38)
Bulletins
RATE INCREASE for NBC-TV network
scheduled for announcement Nov. 15, effective
Jan. 1.
NBC SPLITS SPOT SALES
INTO RADIO AND TV
NBC's Spot Sales department split into separate radio and television staff's, with James
V. McConnell remaining as director in charge
of both. Richard Close, former manager of
Spot Sales, becomes eastern sales manager for
radio, and Charles Philips, former account
executive, becomes eastern sales manager for
television. Sales development, promotion and
research department, with Jacob Evans as
manager, remains integrated operation serving
both radio and television, as does sales service
department, with Caroline Herbert Maxwell in
charge.
Radio salesmen reporting to Mr. Close are
William B. Buschgen, Jacques Biraben, Robert
Z. Morrison Jr., Robert J. Leder, Charles
McAbee and Edward Dudley, the latter having
joined NBC after serving as account executive
with New York Times. Television salesmen
are Robei-t E. Button, Bernard H. Pelzer Jr.,
Edwin F. England, Schuyler Chapin, former
publicity director of WNBC and WNBT (TV)
New York, and Martin Harrison, former DuMont salesman.
SARNOFF

AT

COLOR

MEET

BRIG. GEN. David Sarnoff, RCA board chairman, attended color TV conference Thursday
in Washington, where RCA has slated demonstrations of its compatible color system starting Dec. 5.
BUCK TO RCA BOARD
WALTER A. BUCK, vice president and general manager, RCA Victor Division, elected to
RCA board. Friday, succeeding Edward J.
Nally, director since RCA formation in 1919
who retired because of age. Mr. Nally was
first RCA president, from 1919 to 1923.
WEISS RESIGNATION ACCEPTED
RESIGNATION of Lewis Allen Weiss as board
chairman of Thomas S. Lee Enterprises, after
20 years in top executive positions with company's Don Lee Broadcasting System, was
formally accepted Friday by board of directors
and Ben H. Brown, public administrator of
Lee Estate. He submitted resignation July 19,
and asked again that it be activated following
$12,320,000 acquisition of Don Lee properties
by General Tire & Rubber Co. [Broadcasting,
Oct. 23, 30]. He plans extended vacation before
deciding on future plans.

y
efl
Bri
ss# Gillette
GILLETTE
GAME
Safety
Razor
Busine
Co., Boston, sponsors Army-Navy football
game broadcast on MBS Dec. 2, 1:15 p.m.
Agency, Maxon Inc., New York.
DAIRY SPOTS • Pevely Dairy Co., St.
Louis, begins 26-week radio and TV spot
schedule in 12 markets today (Monday) in
Nebraska, Kansas and Missouri for Reddi-Wip,
for which it has area franchise. Agency,
Olian Adv., St. Louis.
TWO SIGN FOR 'TANDEM PLAN'
FIVE half-hours weekly of NBC's Tandem
Plan have been sold to Whitehall Phamacal
Co. and RCA Victor. Sponsors will share each
of five periods which are 6:30-7 p.m. part of
The Big Shoiv, Sunday, 6-7:30 p.m.; first half
of NBC Symphony, Monday, 10-11 p.m.; first
half of Screen Directors' Playhouse, Thursday,
10-11 p.m., and Duffy's Tavern, Friday, 9:3010 p.m., and The Man Called X, Saturday at
period not yet set. Tandem sponsorship began
yesterday on premiere broadcast of The Big
Show. Agency for Whitehall is John F. Murray
Agency; for RCA Victor, J. Walter Thompson.
'AMERICAN ALBUM' TO ABC
THE Americayi Album of Familiar Music
moves from NBC to ABC Sun., Nov. 26, 9:3010 p.m., with Evelyn MacGregor, contralto,
added
show. Bayer
Aspirin andAgency
Phillips'is
Milk ofto Magnesia
are sponsors.
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York.
TV FOR GENERAL MILLS
GENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis, begins sponsorship of its first daytime TV program, Betty
Crocker Television Show, Thursday on CBSTV, 2:30-3 p.m. (CST). Video Varities, New
York, will film production under supervision
of BBDO, same city. Program will be telecast
twice weekly, Tuesday as well as Thursday,
starting Jan. 2. Products are fiour, Biquick
and home appliances.
AMOS 'N' ANDY SPONSORSHIP
REXALL Drug Co., Los Angeles, expected to
accept CBS offer on Amos 'n' Andy, CBS
package, to replace Richard Diamond NBC
series, stai-ting Jan. 7, reports said Friday.
Amos 'n' Andy, now sponsored by Lever Bros,
under Oct. 1 contract running to end of year,
understood to be budgeted at about $20,000.
Last Rexall-sponsored Diamond show to be
Dec. 6. Its budget is $4,500. Under new sponsorship Amos 'n' Andy will continue in Sunday, 7:30-8 p.m. (EST) time slot. Rexall
Agency, BBDO, Los Angeles.
COCA-COLA SETS TV SHOW
COCA-COLA Co. will sponsor One Hour In
Wonderland, special Walt Disney production,
his first for television, on Christmas Day, 4-5
p.m. on NBC-TV. Included in show, in addition
to Disney animated characters, will be Edgar
Bergen and Charlie McCarthy. Program will
be on 62 NBC-TV stations. Agency for CocaCola is D'Arcy Advertising.
JOHN

HANSEN, research director and assistant sales promotion manager, ABC, Hollywood, Friday promoted to sales promotior
manager, ABC Hollywood. Will also be ir
charge of research and audience promotion. .
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THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
PwbJtshed Weekly by Broadcasting Publication*. Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices:
870 National Press BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022
!N THIS BROADCASTING
Road Ahead for Sponsor?
Trouble Seen for '51 Baseball Coverage
District 4 Urges Fight on Anti-Radio Bills
Election Fever Mounts on Radio-TV
In Review — Durante; News Commentators
Radio-TV Blankets Truman Plot
Accord on NARBA Seen in About 10 Days
Final Census Shows Population Gains
Test Survey Group Continues Work
All-Out Election Coverage Planned
"Sell Radio" Tops on NAB Board Agenda
NPA Clarifies Building Ban
TELECASTING
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25
25
26
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34
34

starts on Page 51
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He hauled a lumberman
out of the woods
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SOI TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: AHT KING. ManagifM Editor; J. Frank
Beatty.
Rufus Crater,Tyler
Associate Editors;
FredAssistFitzeerald.ants News
Halley,
to th9 Editor;
News Editor.Nourse,
STAFF:Jo David
Berljm,
Lawrence Christopher, Mary Cross, Wilson D. McJohn Osbon,: Estelle
Ardinelle
Williamson.
EDITORIAL Carthy,
ASSISTANTS
Dobschultz,
Kathryn
Ann
Jones, Pat Kowalczyk, Doris Lord, Jean D. Statz,
Keith
Trantow; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to the
Publisher.

The woods included pine, oak, fir, and redwood — and the
board feet went into a lot of Sioux City tepees. While
truck-driving is one of his less significant talents, emptying trucks for sponsors is an important corollary of his
salesmanship.
As Mr. E. S. Gaynor, president of the E. S. Gaynor
Lumber Co., wrote to KTRI, both of Sioux City, Iowa:

BUSINESS: MAURY LONG, Business Manager; Winfield R. Levi, Assistant Advertising Manager; George
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stevens,
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Bchadi,
Doris Orme. Judy Martin; B. T. TaishofE, Treasurer;
Irving C. Miller, Auditor and Office Manager;
Eunice Weston.

"It is with pleasure that we renew our contract for
the Fulton Lewis, Jr. program. When we first signed
for the program (Feb., 1950) we had just completed
the largest year in our 39 years. Increases in 1950
(over '49) : Feb. 17%, March 91/0%, April 40%,
May 12%o, June 52%,, July 134%. January, the
month before our sponsorship, showed a 22%, loss.
"We were told that the program would do this very
thing, but the results are far greater than expected.
Besides, we feel that Mr. Lewis is doing a wonderful
job of selling America to Americans."
The Fulton Lewis, Jr. program, currently sponsored on
more than 300 stations, offers local advertisers a readymade audience at local time cost. Since there are more
than 500 MBS stations, there may be an opening in your
locality. Check your Mutual outlet — or the Co-operative
Program Department, MutudS Broadcasting System,'
1440 Broadway, NYC 18 (or Tribune Tower, Chicago 11) .

NEW YORK BUREAU 488 Madison Ave., Zone 22,
PLaza 5-5355; EDITORIAL: Edwin H. James, New
York Editor; Florence Small, Agency Editor; Pete
Dickerson, Assistant to New York Editor; Gretchen
Groff, Martha Koppel.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director;
Eleanor R. Manning.
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CIRCULATION AND READERS' SERVICE:
JOHN P.
COSGROVE, Manager: Elaine Haskell, Grace Motta, f
Lillian Oliver, Allen Riley, Warren Sheets.

CHICAGO.: BUREAU 360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1,
.
CEntral 6-4115; William L. Thompson, Manager; Jane
Pinkerton.
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building, Hollywood
and
HEmpstead
man, Vine,
West Zone
Coast 28,
Manager;
Ann 8181;
August.David GlickTORONTO: 417 Harbour Commission, ELgin 0775;
James Montagnes.
Broadcasting * Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of the Fifth
Estate.Broadcast
BroadcastReporter
Advertising
• was acquired in 1932
and
in 1933.
•Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1950 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Substriptien Price: $7.60 Per Y— r, Mc Per Cmfy
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n meat

America

They're

no

longer

too

young

or

too

old!

Some time ago, when Grandpa passed middle
age, he reluctantly yielded to the doctrine of the

Result — millions of youngsters and millions
of oldsters, once excluded from the market for

day that it was "time to start cutting down on

meat by fallacious dietary theories, are now in
there pitching with their table tools.

meat."
Nowadays, Cramp's doctor, enlightened by
the recent findings about protein, tells him to
get a new set of uppers so he can tie into those
roasts and chops.

So, when you see the statistics that show meat
packing companies to be processing enough
meat to allow every person several pounds more

On the other end of the age scale, very young
babies are now being given healthy servings of
suitably prepared meats along with their strained
spinach and other foods. Although meat for
babies was once unthought of, it's the accepted
thing today. Babies go for it, thrive on it.

BROADCASTING
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than they got back in the nineteen twenties and
thirties, please remember this: There are a lot
more people these days who are eating it instead of standing on the sidelines drooling at it.
AMERICAN

MEAT

INSTITUTE

Headquarters, Chicago • Members throughout the U. S.

November 6, 1950
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And this one reaches them today
at lower cost than any other advertising medium,
or any other microphone.

agency

SIDNEY W. DEAN Jr., former vice president J. Walter Thompson Co.,
to McCann-Erickson, N. Y., as vice president in charge
of marketing services, coordinating agency services in
research, media, sales promotion and merchandising.
ROBERT SELBY Jr., KYA San Francisco sales department, to Hari-y W. Morris Adv., S. F., as account
executive.
WALTER S. NORTH, national advertising manager
Oakland Post-Enquirer, to Maloney, Regan & Schmitt,
S. F.
<

Mr. Dean

WALLACE X. ARON, Beaumont & Hohman, S. F., to
Richard N. Meltzer Adv. Inc., S. F.

BRYAN HOUSTON, executive vice president Lennen & Mitchell Inc.,
N. Y., to manager Shei'man & Marquette, N. Y.
LT. COL. WESLEY E. FARMER, onetime L.A. manager Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, named provost marshal, Heidelberg (Germany)
Military Post.

Outlet for The Columbia Broadcasting System

R. L. RANDALL, owner of agency in Whittier, Calif., to Jordan Co.,
L. A., as account executive.

on all accounts
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fighting
areathantoa*dis
Geral
tantd
is more
KOREA
Angier Vernon, network
ger was
s
telev
salesion.mana
at ABC'
al Divis
Centrision
Jerry
born
n
there in a mud hut at Unsa Kinko,
100 miles from the Manchurian
border.
The hut was the best housing to
be had, even by his father, a mining engineer, and his mother, a
French concert pianist. She had
imported a piano, but it was continually out of tune
because of the dampness. His parents,
both exhaustive
travelers, continued
to take advantage of
their mutual wanderlust and journeyed from Korea to
Switzerland and
ming.
Mexico
via Wyo-

Allendale, sunning through the
summers as a beach lifeguard. In
high school,
even what
thoughcareer
he didn't
know
exactly
he
wanted, he knew it had to involve
contacts with people. A partial
path to this basic requirement was
found at college — Colgate U., Hamilton, N. Y., — where he majored
in psychology.
He chose Colgate because it was
small ("I could get to know a lot
of people well"),
was had
in an cold
area
which
winters ("I still like
to ski"), had a good
football team and a
fine psychology
department. As a psych
major,
Jerry pig
worked
as a guinea
for
Dr. Donald A. Laird,
author of many articles and books on
the effects of food
and emotional
disturbances on sleep,
and was soon writing
academic papers on
the subject himself.
In his experiments, Jerry was
called on to live his

Jerry didn't speak
English until he was
10 years old, when
the family moved to
Newport, R. I. He
entered school there
for the first time, as
he had learned from
tutors in Lausanne,
except
(1)lifea
campus
Switzerland, and
regular for
JERRY
Mexico City. After six months in rigidly controlled diet and (2)
Newport, the Vernons moved to sleep in a laboratory bed for observation. He discovered one thing
Allendale, N. J., and a staid insurance job for father. The reason : for sure — "I'm a Type B sleeper;
Heavy personal investments in oil, that's the kind that hates to get
resulting in his "going the way of
was graduated in 1937,
up Before
in the hemorning."
allYoung
oil investors."
Jerry whipped through
(Continued on page 73)
elementary and high school in
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Natural
For

beat

Your

SPOT
WILLIAM BONYUN, Daggett & Ramsdell president 1946 to 1949, who
joined Dorrance-Waddell Inc., N. Y., as director of marketing [Broadcasting, Oct. 30], will continue to serve number of cosmetic and drug
concerns for which he has been acting as sales consultant.

Campaign

Western New York's nmnber 1 station has a
limited number of top availabilities in participations on three tried-and-true programs. They offer
sales-wise coverage of

DON E. JORDAN, Grant Advertising, N. Y., to Kenyon & Eckhardt,
N. Y., in copy department.
DONALD BILLSTONE, Benton & Bowles, N. Y., to McCann-Erickson,
N. Y., as account executive. Will be in charge of Wamsutta Mills account and will supervise other accounts in textile field.
LEE EISLER and JOSEPH SACCO, Grey Adv. and L. C. Gumbinner,
respectively, to Geyer, Newell & Ganger, N. Y'., in copy department.
EDGAR SHERICK, recent Harvard graduate, to Dancer-PitzgeraldSample, N. Y., as assistant timebuyer on P&G, American Chicle and
Campbell soup accounts.
GEORGE H. PATTON, national sales promotion manager Day & Night
Corp., L. A., rejoins Roche-Eckhoff & Assoc., L. A., as head of media sales.

Next

Rochester,

N.

Y.

which is not just a city, but a WHAM market area
of over LOOO.OOO — top-wage urban dwellers and
a highly prosperous farming country of 15 primary
counties. Available now for spots on:

GENE W. DENNIS, general manager KWHN Fort Smith, Ark., to R. J
Potts-Calkins & Holden Adv., Kansas City, Mo.
PETER LYMAN, radio-TV director and account executive Frederick E.
Baker & Assoc., Seattle, named chairman Seattle Advertising and Sales
Club's advisory committee on public information for civil defense.
Others named to committee are: ARTHUR E. GERBEL Jr., KJR Seattle
commercial manager; A. F. MOITORET, Seattle manager Braun & Co.;
WALLACE MACKAY Jr., Wallace Mackay agency, and BOB WARREN,
Seattle Times.
JAMES T. KELLEY named account executive Griswold-Eshleman Co.,
Cleveland. Was with Knox Reeves Adv. Inc., Minneapolis.
AXELSEN Adv. Agency Inc., Denver, to membership
in Affiliated Advertising Agencies Network. Firm will
represent network in Denver market area.
TED SLADE, NBC New York, to Umland & Co., S. F.,
as account executive.
Mr. Kelley

FRANK TAUBES to radio-TV department Fletcher D.
Richards Inc., N. Y.

MARSHALL SMITH, associate farm director KVOO Tulsa, to Gardner
Adv. Co., St. Louis. Will handle Ralston-Purina account.
ROBERT P. CLARK, J. N. Hickerson Inc., N. Y., to Robert W. Orr Assoc.,
N. Y., succeeding CHAUNCEY C. SEEDORF, retired, as secretarytreasurer and member of board of directors.
KAY OSTRANDER, Western Adv., L. A., to Dan B. Miner Co., L. A.,
as timebuyer, replacing TERRY BRADY, resigned to join Walter McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills, in similar capacity.
JACK PACKARD, account executive Larry Pendleton &. Assoc., L. A.,
to Coleman-Jones Adv., L. A., in similar capacity.
TED ROBERTSON, producer MBS Straight Arrow, to McCann-Erickson
Inc., Hollj"\vood, as assistant to manager, replacing VIRGINIA HARVEY,
resigned.

Tello-Test
Syndicate telephone quiz that has taken Rochester
by storm, as it has every market where it's heard.
Twice daily: 1:00 to 1:15 P.M. and 6:30 to 6:45
P.M., Monday through Friday.

Answer

Man
The "Ripley" of the air waves, with consistently
high and loyal listenership. 12:30 to 12:40 P.M..
Monday through Saturday; 6:20 to 6:30 P.M., Monday through Friday.

Cinderella

WEEKEND

Women's audience-participation quiz show at
Rochester Radio City, with a week-end in New
York to the weekly winner and a companion.
1:30 to 2:00 P.M., Monday through Friday. Over
100,000 women have come to see it. Now in its
third year on WHAM.

Ask your nearest HOLLINGBERY representative.

KENNETH W. KEAR and PAUL MARTIN, with Active Television Film
and Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, respectively, to 'Geyer, Newell & Ganger,
N. Y., as copy editor on TV film and TV art director, respectively.
ALBERT HAYS BUSCH, advertising manager Craig Movie Supply Co.
and Craig Mfg. Co., L. A., to West-Marquis Inc., Seattle, as account
executive.

The Stromberg-Carlson
Station

WILLIAM P. WALKLEY, account executive Newsom & Co., Boston
public relations firm, opens new agency in Boston.
STANDARD NATIONAL ADV. AGENCY INC., Seattle, moves to 1100
Westlake Ave. North.' Telephone: Alder 8515.
RICHARD C. KNOX, Tide Water Associated Oil Co., S. F., to Wank &
Wank Adv., S. F., as production manager.
BROADCASTING
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VLA
ROSA & SONS, Brooklyn, renewed for third consecutive year
^ its half -hour, five-times-weekly show, Hollywood Theatre of Stars,
C. P. MacGregor transcribed program on more than 14 stations
on eastern Seaboard. C. P. MacGregor is show's m.c. Agency: Kiesewetter, Wetterau & Baker, N. Y.
BURNHAM & MORRILL Co. (processed baked beans, brown bread, sea
foods, vegetables and special foods), Portland, Me., appoints BBDO, N. Y.
Radio-TV will be used.
BUNTE BROS., Chicago, will sponsor one-minute spots in every TV
market during pre-holiday season. Agency: Schoenfeld, Huber & Green,
Chicago.
LEVER BROS. Ltd., Toronto (Surf), starts audience participation show
Let's Start An Argument on number of Canadian stations five times
weekly. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., Toronto.
CHEMICALS Inc., Oakland (packager Vano products), through Sidney
Garfield & Assoc., S. F., launches extensive campaign in Northern California. Radio and TV will be used.
TAKE

A

FROM

THE

KnoH^

Tfeey

the

to Bag

You

bag

when

TIP

your

you

JOHN A. HUSTON Co., Toronto (Dolcin tablets), starts spot announcements on 17 Canadian stations. Agency: Victor van der Linde Co., N. Y.
NATIVES...

call your

KOTCHER OLDSMOBILE Co., Detroit, names Broadcast Productions
Inc., same city, to direct advertising and promotion. Pat Howe, account
executive, to handle buying radio-TV spots.

Where

Limit!

limit in short

order

shot on WGST.

Atlanta's sharp-shooting businessmen buy more time on WGST
than
any other Atlanta station. There's
many a covey of BUYERS in this neck
of the woods
get them

and

the quickest

way

ESSO STANDARD OIL Co. using special commercials on Red Barber's
football telecasts and on Esse Reporter newscasts on radio for new
ariti-stalling gasoline.

to

in your sights is with WGST.

McALPIN Co., Cincinnati (department store), names Robert Acomb
Inc., Cincinnati, to handle production and promotion of new television
show Express to Five. Show will be filmed in store's tea room on Men.
and shown following Sun. over WKRC-TV Cincinnati.
BILLY GRAHAM Evangelistic Foundation Inc. sponsors Hour of Decision
with Billy Graham, over ABC Sunday, 2-2:30 p.m., beginning Nov. 5
Agency: Walter F. Bennett & Co., Chicago.
MILES CALIFORNIA Co., L.A. (Alka-Seltzer) , renews Alka-Seltzer
Newspaper of the Air on full Don Lee network twice daily, Sun.-Fri.
(10-10:15 a.m. PST; 9-9:15 p.m. PST) effective Jan. 1 for two years.
Agency: Wade Adv., L.A.
BEST FOODS Ltd., Hamilton, Ont., starts Who's Talking on six Canadian
stations five-weekly. Syndicated show of Hal Tate Productions, Chicago,
aired on CFRB Toronto, CKWS Kingston, CKOY Ottawa, CHEX Peterborough, CFPL London and CHML Hamilton. Station in Vancouver,
B. C, will be added in December. Agency: F. H. Hayhurst, Toronto.
MICHIGAN BULB Co., Grand Rapids, Mich. (Holland bulbs), starts spot
announcements on 45 Canadian stations. Agency: O'Neil, Larson &
McMahon, Toronto.
GOWNS BY VENERA Inc., N. Y., appoints I. R. Stempel Adv., same
city, to direct advertising. Seasonal TV spots planned.

ABC

EMEROL Mfg. Co., N. Y., appoints Williams & Saylor Inc., same city,
for Marvel lubricating oils and Inverse Oiler for automobiles. TV will
be used. Joseph P. Quin Jr. is account executive.
INGERSOLL STEEL, division Borg-Warner Corp., Chicago, names
Fuller & Smith & Ross, Chicago, to direct national advertising on Koolshade storm shade. Media plans now being made.

IN ATLANTA

5000 WATTS

AT 920 K.C.

Studios and Offices
FORSYTH BUILDING
• ATLANTA. GEORGIA
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
INTHE
SOUTHEAST
BY CHARLES
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JOHN BLAIR,
C. COLEMAN

ZIPPO LIGHTERS launches series of 20-second TV film spots in six
markets aimed at Christmas gift market. Films made by Pathescope
Productions. Is Zippo's first television venture. Agency: Geyer, Newell
& Ganger, N. Y.

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS Inc., Buffalo, (radio and television
advertising. Acdivision) names Roy S. Durstine Inc., N. Y., to directCircuit,
Oct. 30].
count resigned by Kenyon & Eckhardt [Closed
Roy S. Durstine is account executive.
(Continued on page 50)
• Telecasting
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...you

cant

cover

California

without

trio

s Bonanza

on-the-spot

Beeline

radio

Covering a market — like fighting a fire — calls for adequate
equipment. Especially if it's the big Beeline market — all
of inland California plus western Nevada — with more
people and higher total retail sales than Philadelphia.*
For that job you must have on-the-spot stations . . .
the five BEELINE stations. Because Beeline people are
independent inlanders who naturally prefer their oivn
stations to outside stations.
Use all five BEELINE stations to blanket the entire
3-billion-dollar market. Individually, each covers a major
Beeline trading area. No line costs or clearance problems.
Combination rates.

Here's what you should know about
KWG and STOCKTON
oldest and best-known station in Stockton — the trading center for nation's 4th wealthiest farm county. BMB home-city
weekly audience totals 69% daytime, 67% at night. Serves
69,000 radio families in 2-county radius — an area where
population has increased 46.9% since 1940!
* SalesCopyrighted
Management's
Survey1950
KFBK
Sacramento (ABC)
60.000 watts 1530 kc.

McClatchy
Broadcasting
Company
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
PAUL H. RAYMER CO., National Representative
KOH
Reno (NBC)
5000 watts, day; 1000 watts, night
630 kc.

KERN
Bokersfieid (CBS)
1000 watts 1410 kc.

KWG
KMJ
Stockton (ABC)
Fresno (NBC)
250 watts
1230 kc.
5000 watts 580 kc.

South's

Leads

'Em

Greatest

Right

to

Salesman

Your

HE

Dealers

DRAWS

WWL

THE

CROWDS

leads listeners in by

droves to CBS, "The Stars'
Address" — attracts 'em with local shows
featuring the folks and flavor Southerners love. WWL

has New

Orleans' finest

facilities for local news and events, public service programs,
scene broadcasts.

exciting on-the-

HIS DISPLAYS
THE

TRAIL

TO

BLAZE
PRODUCTS

WWL's dominant promotion
keeps selling listeners all the
time — through

every medium — every-

where. He flags 'em down on the streets,
in the home, at the store with colorful
24-sheets, streetcar and bus dash signs,
big newspaper ads, store displays. And to
spark dealer cooperation, WWL

makes

personal calls on jobbers and key retailers.

WWL

Wins

Biggest
Soufh's

Share

of

Latest Hooper shows WWL with liberal
lead in share of audience both day and
night. WWL

Qreu^es\

Salesman

Audience

WWL

leads in coverage, too, with

NEW

ORLEANS

a great multi- state audience embracing
the rich Deep-South market.
V
[

50,000
DEPARTMENT

WATTS
OF LOYOLA

CLEAR
UNIVERSITY

CHANNEL

• REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

CBS
AFFILIATE
BY THE KATZ AGENCY

feature

Tyian jcdjDid J own
John

Connolly

gets

around Washington. He's
a busy man in our busy
nation's capital. Each Saturday evening at 6:30
Connolly airs a thirty minute digest of interviews
and on-the-spot tape reports for his growing WRC
audience. It's known as
"District Digest." This program has home town appeal for your product.
The graphic style used
by Connolly, his constant
leg work to cover the big
and little stories — his flair
for warm human interest
side glances — is all assembled into a weekly magazine of the air.

"DISTRICT DIGEST" is up
to the minute — and on the
spot. It's big town news
in a home town manner.

IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
VOUII BEST BUY IS

[first in WASHINGTON

5000 Watts - 980 KC
I fttp c eit#«cf by NtC SPOr S4ie5
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WLS CHICAGO'S International
Square Dance Festival the night of
Oct. 28 in the huge Chicago Stadium broke all past records of the
station's promotion department.
The idea for a mass square dance
with hundreds of dancers from all
parts of the country participating
was conceived about eight months
ago, and an executive planning
committee headed by John Drake,
WLS promotion director, began serious work on the project six
months ago.
The results far exceeded the
most optimistic expectations. More
than 600 dancers from 15 states
and Canada appeared before a
crowd of 11,000 in the stadium. Of
these, almost 10,000 wer paid admissions. Square dance leaders
and callers from 22 states attended
a morning institute to discuss "New
Dancitis" (a tendency to invent new
square dances and calls), the place
of the round dance as part of a
square dance party, the difference
between folk dance groups and
square dance groups, and the possibility of a national square dance
association.
WLS, in addition to gaining its

of the meek

Look

The
On
Other
Side

WLS General Manager Glenn
Snyder (I) beams about public
response to the station's sponsorship of the first International
Square Dance Festival. With him
are Walter Roy, recreation director of the Chicago Park District and festival chairman, and
James E. Edwards (r), president
of Prairie Farmer
* * ❖ and WLS.
goal of fostering square dancing
as a wholesome and healthful activity which benefits the community
(Continued on page 81 )

— and you'll discover
you dont have to
paycover
the Detroit.
High Dollar
to
On
WEXL

you hit 99.6%

of Motor City listeners— at a low suburban rate. Plus . . .
\/ WEXL reaches over
1/2 the
of
the
Statepopulation
of Michigan
Independent
V First
WEXL
Michigan's
Station is (26
years)

7 va-^
strictly

business

Better "look on the other side" for High-Class
Low-Cost Sell ... on

tantONE
n, presi
Weldoimpor
thattheBillmost
sales of
dent of Blair-TV Inc., ever
made, early in his radio career, was
also probably the least profitable
for himself.
Back in the middle '30s, when
radio was just beginning to come
into its own, as a local salesman
for WOR New York, Bill sold
American Tobacco a test run of
the Kay Kyser program on WOR
for Pall Mall. An alert Mutual
salesman saw the order come
through, ran quickly to the agency
and had a station in Binghamton
added, which converted the deal
into a Mutual sale, and Bill lost all
the commission. To a nature as
competitive as Bill Weldon's, the
incident rankled and still does,
although he has brought off many
a similar coup himself.
Shortly before his defection from
radio and complete conversion to
television. Bill sold a quarter-million-dollar package on an important
regional network, and had the business on the air and running before
the competitive networks even
knew the account was contemplating an expenditure in the area.
This remains one of his favorite

V WEXL
progr
ams
Music - News
- Sports
when you want them

IMFM

Phone Jordan 4-6523
National
Representatives
WILLIAM H. WELDON
recollections.
William H. Weldon (the meaning
of the "H" could not be elicited)
has a penchant for starting early
with tough deals and carrying them
through to success. He was graduated from Lafayette College,
Easton, Pa., in the depression year
of 1931 and spent several fruitful
years learning merchandising by
(Continued on page 50)
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. . and out of the storm-tossed
dark comes the comforting voice
of an old friend bringing
human comf anions hip . . .
to banish terror . restore calm^
to frightened hearts . . .
the voice of . . . WGBS.

\67 ^i
ft

i(jt
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Here's

the

Sensational

open mike

LOW-PRICED
WESTERN
That

Should

Be

On

Tour

Station!

Still at Toni
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Don't change my subscription to
Broadcasting. I am still at Toni
— and intend to stay. Please retract statement in Oct. 30 issue,
PS— Toni has Godfrey.
page 4. on P, J^dthctusoii
Director
Toni Co. of Advertising &

Eyes TV Summary
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
. . . Send . . .us. ... a subscription form . . . We are particularly
interested in your weekly television
summary of the number of television receivers in each of the 62 televising cities. ...
George J. Dorman
Pittsburgh
V.
S. Steel Corp. of Delaware

Chicago, III.
[EDITOR'S Mr.
NOTE:
Our apologies
for
identifying
Nathanson
with Tintair
in tlie CLOSED CIRCUIT. While Tintair
does have a Mr. Nathanson in its
sales department he is not Mr. Don P.]

Likes 'Help
Wanted'
EDITOR,
Broadcasting:
Congratulations on your entire
editorial page in current issue and
particular thanks for "Help
Wanted." Would like very much
to have comments and recommendations. .. .
Robert D. Swezey
General Manager
WDSU Neiv Orleans, La.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Any nominations?]
Answers Sherlock
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
The letter of Mr. Lewis Sherlock
of Plainview, Tex., in the Oct.
23 . . . Open Mike did not state
what connection Mr. Sherlock has
with a radio station.
It is very evident that Mr. Sherlock thinks first class licensed engineers are hanging from trees. He
should come up here in the Midwest.
Regarding Mr. Sherlock's "baby
sitters," we did very well with them
during the last war — I was one of
the "baby sitters" myself.
William R. Tedrick
General Manager
KNEM Nevada, Mo.

LESSMAN!
GREATEST
ICA'
AMERSA
Pays off with the very
first broadcast!

Most
Ever

Sensational

Offered

Success

for Local

Story

Sponsorship!

Interstate Bakeries (Annual Gross Sales: Over
$58,000,000) say: "The CISCO KID has certainly
sold a lot of bread for us. We have never seen our sales
force more enthusiastic. This applies to our grocers also.
Enclosed find our renewal for 6 additional years." — Roy
L. Nafziger, Pres.
Sensational Promotion Campaign— from buttons to
guns — is breaking traffic records!
This low-priced
Vj-Hour Western
Adventure Program
is available: 1-2-3
times per week.
Transcribed for local and regional
sponsorship. Write,
wire or phone for^
-'
details.
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ExampleBroadcasting:
of 'Bungling'
EDITOR,
Relative to the editorial, "ANA
Post-Mortem" [Broadcasting,
Oct. 23], . . . here is a typical example of
. bungling by the selfcentered top brass supposedly being
paid to represent radio. . . .
G. Norman Pemvell
Manager
KBMN Bozeman, Mont.

I

Need

More

News

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Let me make a plea for more
news in radio stations. . . .
Station WRUN Utica, N. Y.,
has an organized and active news
department. . . .
WRUN is newspaper owned,
with the Rome Daily Sentinel as
parent, but it has its own news
department. . . . While the newspaper was on the scene [of a recent
local train wreck] with nhotographers and reporters, WRUN
joined them in the early hours, 3
a.m., with a tape recorder, complete with crew.
The station went on the air with
the news, ... its programming
included not only the story. . . .
but also tape-recorded interviews
with eight of the passengers and
rescuers. . . .
. . . Another, more tragic example . . . was the crack-up of a
Robinson Airlines plane just after
take-off from the Oneida County
Airport in Upstate New York.
The WRUN tape - recorder,
manned by Announcer Ralph Allinger and Engineer Charles Fuchs,
was on the scene before the crowds
of curious had choked the highways. . . . Program Manager Nick
Stemmler latched onto airline officials at the airport and had the
passenger list before any of the
opposition. . . .
In short, if radio is to take news
seriously, and to ignore local and
regional news is to cut off a portion
of radio's life blood, the ideal goal
is a news department for every
radio station. ...
Kenn Thorpe
News Editor
WRUN Utica, N. Y.

OUR SINCERE THANKS
to the many, many subscribers who took time out to congratulate us on the beginning of our 20th year. Space limitations
preclude the publication of all these thoughtful letters, so abundant
in their praise. We take this means of thanking those who sent
messages to us, and of expressing appreciation to all of our subscribers for making these past two decades so exciting, and successful.
BROADCASTING
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The

Blushing
Fox
(with Aesopologies)

Once upon a time a Fox (one of the New England Foxes)
approached a Rooster perched in a tree.
'"Come on down," said the Fox.
"There has been a proclamation of peace and harmony among all
Birds an-d Beasts. Let's talk it over."
But the Rooster, a skeptic from comb to spur, demurred.
"Let's wait," he clucked, "until we're joined by that
pack of Hounds I see on the horizon.''
"Floundsl " hissed the Fox. "Zounds, but I just remembered a previous
appointment. I must leave. "
"But," replied the Rooster, "surely you re not afraid of Dogs
in these new days of peace and harmony.
"Xo, no," said the Fox, "but it's ten to one
they haven't heard of the proclamation yet."
"You should have spread the word,
chortled the Rooster, "on WBZ." And the Fox blushed at his ineptness
in forgettino that on WBZ he could have reached
practically every creature in New England,
including 7.736.700 Human Beinos
who will have spent $9,711, 367,000 in 1950.
BOSTON
NBC

AFFILIATE

50,000

Watts

WBZ
WESTINGHOUSE
RADIO
STATIONS
Inc
KDKA
• WOWO
• KEX • KYW • WBZ
• WBZA
• WBZ-TV
National Representatives. Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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-AWso .0 .5,000 ...^-Ltr^T

* Split-second start and stop

* Push-button operation

* Extremely accurate timing —
with synchronous capstan

* Smooth tape runs — via
sapphire guides

* Automatic tape lift for fast
"forwards" and rewinds

• Microswitch "tape-break"
control — no tape spills, snarls

eI

* Remote control of all
operations

• Rack or console mounting

* Plug-in amplifiers

* Interlock system for vital
controls

• 3 heads — Erase — RecordPlayback '

n

PUSH-BUTTON CONTROL puts tape recording
facilities at your fingertips.

Miff h'Fideiiiy

"ihB

finasf

Tape

Racortier

money

can

hnyl

""""•^irifniiMnr'iijjg
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ond'
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.
I
"\^^^glMmF ' •
tape recorder, the one
9t''
recorder that has everyRemote Control Unit, MI-)I948. Available extra. ./ •
_
. ^- .
tmng — accurate timing,
low wow and flutter, plus quick starting. All operations
are push-button controlled. All functions— including
cueing— can be extended to remote positions.
Designed for applications where operating TIME
and RELIABILITY are prime factors, the new Type
RT-llA Recorder offers a number of exclusive features.
For example, you can start or stop the tape in 0. 1 second.
You can jockey the tape back and forth for cueing without stopping. You can rewind a standard 10V2-inch reel
in one minute!
A synchronous capstan makes it practical to hold
recording time to =^21/2 seconds in a 30-minute run.

AUDIO BROADCAST eOUII»MBMT
RAD to CORPORATtOM
€>f AMERICA
eMGIMCERiMO RRODUCTS DERARTMEMT. CAMDEM. M.J._
In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company limited, Menlreot ,

And with synchronizing equipment . . . for which provision is made . . . timing can he held to 0.3 second on
any length program!
Many

more important features, too.

Self-centering "snap-on" hub adaptors assure perfect
reel alignment with either RMA or NAB reels. A complete system of control interlocking virtually eliminates
the possibility of accidentally erasing a program — makes
it impossible to snarl or "spill" the tape. "Microswitch"
control stops the machine if the tape is severed — applies
reel brakes instantaneously. The tape automatically lifts
free and clear of heads during fast forward runs or rewinds. Tape alignment over the heads is held precisely
by a floating casting. Starting wow is reduced to the
vanishing point.
BY ALL MEANS, call your RCA Broadcast Sales
Engineer for complete details. Or mail the coupon.

{<'A

'w^: M^i mm
mm. mm mm mm.
RCA Engineering Products,
Department 19KA,

f-^

Camden, New Jersey
Send me more information (including price and delivery) on
your new De Luxe Tape Recorder, Type RT-llA.

J

m

mm

NAME.
ADDRESSSTATION OR FIRM.
CITY.

I

.STATE.

mm. mm mm mm m

FIVE

MEN

with

a

SINGLE

thought

SELLING
than anyone else in
who head up the new,
radio -TV sales
sales staff operating from

— and selling better and more station business
the rep field — is the single thought of these jive oitmer-salestnen
expanded H-R Representatives, Inc. All are successful
experts of nationwide reputation, backed by a competent
completely equipped offices in all major time -buying centers.

Combined, they make H-R Representatives, Inc., the most aggressive
station representative group ever assembled. Throughout the field of advertising
agencies and advertisers, the names of Frank Headley, Dwight Reed and
Paul Weeks have been known and respected for many years.
Now, teaming up with them, are the equally well-known names of Frank Pellegrin
and Carlin French, also long-standing radio -TV veterans.
The new H-R Representatives, Inc., is unique. Eveiy one of its owners is a
working salesman . . . anxious to get out and visit, talk with — arec? sell the prospects
of stations his firm represents. The result is the most powerful combination
of executive sales talent geared together today in a single station representation group.
If you'd like to be represented by an organization that believes in sending out a
man to do a man's work—\\\ti\ you are cordially invited to contact our nearest office.

H-R
REPRESENTATIVES^
R A D I O, T E L E V I S I O N
AND
TRANSIT

INC.
RADIO

NEW YORK • Chrysler Building • MUrray Hill 3-9324
CHICAGO • 35 East Wacker Drive • RAndolph 6-0113
SAN FRANCISCO • 814 California St. • EXbrook 2-3407
LOS ANGELES • (to be announced) ATLANTA • (to be announced)
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ROAD

AHEAD

TELEVISION was the top
headliner at the eastern _annual conference of the American Assn. of AdvertisingAgencies, held Tuesday and
Wednesday at New York's
Roosevelt Hotel. J. Davis
Danforth, executive vice president of BBDO, was chairman
of the two-day conference,
built around the general theme of
what lies ahead for advertising
and for advertising people in this
emergency period.
Just as television has invaded
and pervaded the 1950 advertising
■scene, so this dynamic new medium
stole the spotlight not only at the
!radio and TV production session
on Tuesday afternoon and the
timebuying session the following
morning
most Fletcher
of the othe'r
sessions but
as atwell.
D.
Richards of Fletcher D. Richards
ilnc, chairman of the closed management session, reported that
even this meeting of top agency
management devoted most of its
time to a discussion of TV costs,
reaching general agreement that
unless some way is found to reduce the extra costs involved in
video advertising, the agencies
will have to ask for extra fees
from their clients using this
medium. And at the final conference session fully half of the questions submitted dealt with some
phase of television.
Radio Not Forgotten
While overshadowed by its glamorous new relative, radio was far
from forgotten at the conference
and ABC Vice Chairman Mark
Woods received enthusiastic approval from the agency group when
he said : "I am firmly convinced
that radio has a place — and an
important one — in the world of
tomorrow, despite the reiterated
announcements of its demise at the
hands of television."
This view also was expressed by
the panel on timebuying, whose
chairman, Linnea Nelson, J. Walter Thompson Co., stated that "radio is here to stay as long as it
pays off for the advertisers."
Frank Silvernail, BBDO, added:
"No new medium, however powerful, has ever put any other advertising medium out of business."
The other panel members and the
BROADCASTING

FOR

N

Tops

at AAAA

Meet

SPONSORS?

CENTER of attention at last week's AAAA Eastern annual (I to r) Myron P. Kirk, vice president, Kudner Agency,
conference sessions as well as during this moment of chairman of the radio and TV production session; Mark
relaxation was J. Davis Danforth (I), BBDO executive
Woods, ABC vice chairman, and Frederic R. Gamble,
AAAA president.
vice president and conference chairman, seen- here with
audience indicated complete approval.
A plea for standardization of
chain breaks was made by R. H.
Crooker Jr., Campbell-Ewald Co.,
who noted that some stations allow
15 seconds for them, some 20 seconds and some 25 seconds, trebling
the job of producing chain break
announcements for a national campaign. He also asked broadcasters
to adopt a standard discount system, including the 2^^ cash discount, but quickly added that

standardization for ease in handling radio advertising should not
be carried to the point where flexibility would be lost. Miss Nelson
said tiniebuyers should constantly
press their demands for standardization of radio practices, reporting that years of agency pressure
had reduced the number of different station rate cards from about
20 to only five today and noting
that television has started with
only five different types of cards.

Asked how timebuyers can improve their positions not only with
the industry as a whole but within
their own agencies, George C.
Castleman, of Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce, replied that the
timebuyer's chief concern should
not be with rates and time schedules but with making the most effective use of radio in selling the
products of his agency's clients.
George Kern, Benton & Bowles,
(Continued on page 32)

Leagues Hit Rodio-TV
HOOK
inner high council, meeting behind
Bk
BkSldrop
APPARENT
in ll
1950 baseball OU
next season from 39 to 14, assertclosed doors at the Cincinnati ofreceipts may become the 1951 suming TV has hurt the club's box office of A. B. Chandler, baseball
mer specter for broadcasters, who
fice at night when weather is ad- commissioner. Mr. Trautman comreceived an estimated record out- verse.
plained of the major league broadlay of $20 million-plus from sponTwo top executives of the Nacast problem to the major-minor
sors last season.
tional Assn. are carrying the fight
against nationwide major league leagues' Executive Council. He
Reports from the baseball world
that just
as yet,
couldn't
be
show a revival of anti-television
broadcasting — President George M. added
determined
how itmuch
of the
Trautman and Bob Finch, director
sentiment in the major leagues and
attendance slump could be attribresounding radio antagonism in of public relations. Mr. Finch
uted to television. Mr. Finch
the minors.
claims, as a result of his survey
significantly left TV out of his
made
of
minor
league
club
owners,
ing:Top developments are the followblast.
that such broadcasts were to blame
The council, after hearing the
for
an
estimated
8
million
drop
in
■ 9 Lead in the minor leagues by
assertions, failed to come to any
minor
league
attendance
in
the
the National Assn. to pare the numconclusion, tabling further action.
1950 season.
ber of major league broadcasts
When the subject will come up
where they enter areas in which
Cites LBS and MBS
again is moot. However, a joint
minor league clubs operate.
meeting of the 16 major league club
Specifically named by Mr. Finch
officials is set for Nov. 16 in CincinO Rebuttal by Gordon McLenits widespread redon, president of Liberty Broad- were LBScreated(for
nati. At that time, the clubs probmajor league broadcasts)
casting System, cited by the assoably will also confer on disposition
and
Mutual
(for
extensive
coverage
ciation as a contributor to declining
of the $800,000 received for this
throughout the country of major
attendance.
league play).
fall's World Series TV rights.
9 Decision by the Boston
Members of the council, which
Last Wednesday, Mr. Trautman
Braves, National League club, to
(Continued on page 36)
cut telecasts of night home games
carried this message to baseball's
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CASSIDY NAMED
To Succeed Bill Brooks

ADMIRAL
SWITCH
Names Erwin, Wasey Agency

HENRY C. CASSIDY, NBC director of European news, was appointed last week to succeed
William F. Brooks as director of
the network's radio news and spec i a 1 events department.
Mr. Brooks was
recently elevated
to the post of
vice president in
charge of public
relations. News
chiefs of radio
and television will
Mr. Cassidy
report to him,
Mr. Cassidy became director of
European news in March 1946. He
joined the network as a staff correspondent in August 1945.
He had been a stringer for the
network out of Moscow, where he
was an Associated Press staffer,
before joining NBC as a full time
correspondent.
Mr. Cassidy is a graduate of
Harvard. He worked for the Boston Traveler from 1931 to 1933 and
then joined AP in Boston. He
subsequently served AP in New
Haven, New York, Paris and
Moscow.
In 1942, as an AM correspondent,
he achieved two news beats by obtaining written interviews with
Josef Stalin, the first just before
the Normandy invasion and the
second just after it.

ADMIRAL Corp., Chicago, which
has been considering a transfer of
the radio and television portion of
its account from Kudner Agency,
New York, for some time, last week
named Erwin, Wasey & Co., also
New York, to handle that business.
Advertising Manager Seymour
Mintz said the transfer will not be
effective "for several weeks," until
the new agency has its plans made
and ready for execution.
Admiral spends an estimated .$1
million yearly on radio and TV
advertising. It is currently sponsoring Lights Out on NBC-TV and
Stop The Music on ABC-TV. One
of the main reasons for the Kudner
cancellation is believed to be Admiral executives' dissatisfaction
with Lights Out commercials.

FAB

Meet

Dec. 1-2

KEYED to a "better understanding
between the press and radio," the
mid-year meeting of the Florida
Assn. of Broadcasters Dec. 1-2 will
center on the theme of "Press and
Radio," according to Garland Powell, president of FAB and director
of WRUF Gainesville, Fla. Meeting will be held at the Mayflower
Hotel, Jacksonville, Fla.

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"I've just found out why she gives so many people wrong numbers . . .
She u^ed to be a telephone operator!"
Wisconsin

League

To Seek Revision
LOnERY
LAW
LEAGUE of Wisconsin Radio Stations will meet this afternoon (Monday) in the state capital, Madison, to discuss the giveaway opinion
recently given by the Attorney General's office [Broadcasting, Oct. 30,
23] and to take some kind of positive action. Meeting, called by President Ben Laird, manager of WDUZ *
Green Bay, follows an emergency
ning some kind of definite action,
session held in Madison Oct. 28.
and will meet today with Don
At that time, seven board memPetty, general counsel of NAB.
It was tentatively planned late last
bers and more than 40 league members from 22 stations discussed the week that the group would also see
effect of the giveaway opinion by Mr. Fairchild and Mr. Platz.
Attorney General Thomas Fairchild
Although stations are reportedand his assistant, William Platz,
ly "unhappy" about the opinion,
and speculated as to the possible
they are going along with the Atfuture application of the opinion.
torney General's definition of a lottery until the law is clarified.
Because it was charged that radio giveaways are in violation of WDUZ, for example, voluntarily
Wisconsin's tight anti-lottery laws, removed Stop The Music (one of
station men agreed that legal ac- the shows questioned originally) on
Oct. 29. The show v/ill remain off
tion will be required for modificathe air until its status is clear, Mr.
tion of the lottery law provisions.
Inasmuch as the law is a section of Laird said.
Because the criminal code is inthe State's criminal code, revision
could come only with passage of a
volved, astation could be cited for
state constitutional amendment.
a breach and management liable to
Stations are believed to be plan- imprisonment and fine, one attor-

ney explained. Any infringement
of the code might also bring repercussions from FCC when it came
time
for
a
one station station's
man said.license renewal,
KASH NAMED
Becomes R & S
EDWARD E. KASH,
KDYL-TV Salt Lake
appointed radio and

Media Head
formerly with
City, has been
television director of Rogers
& Smith,
tisingadveragency
with offices in
Chicago, Dallas
and Kansas City.

Mr. Kash headquarters in Dallas, although
he
is handling accounts on a consulting basis for
Mr. Kash
the three offices.
First account already signed and
slated to begin today is the Sanger
Bros. (Dallas department store)
venture in a shop by television
show. Sanger's entire TV budget
is slated to be handled by Rogers
& Smith, according to Mr. Kash.
E. KERSTA
Joins Roosevelt & Jones
NORAN E. KERSTA, who recently resigned as vice president in
charge of radio
and TV for the
William Weintraub Advertising Agency, New
York, has been
sultant on sales
appointed
for
Rooseveltcon-&
Jones
York. Inc., New
Mr. Kersta, who

ONE of radio's greater spot campaigns for a single market
goes down in history as details are set for the Indianapolis
Ford dealers' "Operation Saturation." Contract calls for
800 spot announcements on the five Indianapolis radio
outlets over a 10-day period, beginning Nov. 15, to introduce the new 1951 Ford. Standing (I to r). Broadcasters Gene Voughn, WFBM-TV; Berry Smith and Dan
Park, WIRE; George Higjins, WISH; Kenneth Church,
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WIBC; Robert Enoch, WXLW. Seated, Ford Dealers
George Ferguson, Indianapolis District; Walter Hiser,
Walter Hiser Inc.; J. L. Richardson, Hatfield Motors Inc.;
Virgil E. LaMarre, Indianapolis District; George Hoster,
George Hoster Inc.; C. T. Foxworthy, C. T. Foxworthy
Co.; Homer L. Archer, Harry A. Sharp Co.; J. M. Puzder,
Central Region, Detroit; H. O. Talbert, Downtown Ford
Sales Inc. Dealers also bought a Thanksgiving TV show.

Mr. Kersta
is a former director of the NBC television department, will handle syndication of
the Eleanor Roosevelt program,
now on WNBC New York five days
a week. He also will direct sales
activities on other Roosevelt &
Jones Inc. properties.
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MRS. HAROLD KRELSTEIN, WMPS Memphis, is the center of attraction
in this group at the NAB District 6 meet in New Orleans. In front row (I to
r) are: Mr. Krelstein; Howard Summerville, WWL New Orleans; Mrs. Krelstein, Harold Wheelahan, WSMB New Orleans and Dist. 6 director; Aubrey
Williams, Fitzgerald Agency, New Orleans. Back row. Harvard (Red) Mason,
AP, Montgomery; Robert Dumm, KNOE Monroe; James Wade, Free & Peters,
Atlanta; Paul Goldman, KSYL Alexandria; Cliff Marshall, UP, Atlanta.

ALL NAB District 6 states are represented in this group in New Orleans
(I to r): Front row. Jack Hardesty, NAB; Frank Conwell, KCIL Houma, La.;
Sam Townsend, KFFA Helena, Ark.; Hugh Jones, WGCM Gulfport, Miss.;
Hoyt Wooten, WREC Memphis; L. M. Sepaugh, WSLI Jackson. Back row.
Bill Stubblefield, Capitol Records, Atlanta; Wiley Harris, WJDX Jackson;
Don Pettey, NAB; Jack Wolever, KTHS Hot Springs; George Swearingen,
Weed & Co. Atlanta (Other District 6 photo, page 76).

Dist.

4 Urges

at Williamsburg

FIGHT
ANTI-RADIO
BILLS
WDSC Dillon, S. C, and Mr. Lucy. reminded them it is their duty to
FRONTAL attack on pending fed- apportionment of the membership
dollar aroused considerable talk.
Campbell Arnoux, WTAR Nor- help interpret events of the day for
eral legislation discriminating
folk, retired District 4 director, in- their listeners.
against broadcasters was de- The proposed separation of TV
troduced NAB President Miller who
manded by NAB District 4 at its operations in NAB was submitted
Robert Burton, BMI vice presioutlined the association's role in
dent, in discussing the copyright
Thursday-Friday meeting, held at by Gilbert M. Hutchison, WBIG
Greensboro, N. C., who felt AM
the national emergency. Judge MilWilliamsburg, Va.
group's
work, said that just before
he took the platform he learned
Faced with proposals to levy a stations should not be required to
ler recalled NAB's aggressive approach to the defense problem last that an important group of ASCAP
pay for activities designed to assist
franchise tax on stations along
members in Canada had broken off
summer, when the White House
with discriminatory excess profits TV stations.
and were demanding separate fees.
leaders accepted its offer of coopTribute to Lucy
[''taxes, District 4 members were told
eration. He described defense activHthat NAB is laying plans to expand
It's good to have an industry-opTribute
was
paid
by
E.
S.
Whitactivity.
relations
ities
following
the
board's
August
erated group for just such emerifjits government
gencies, he suggested.
F- The perennial franchise tax idea lock, WRNL Richmond, Va., to his action in approving the program.
colleague,
C.
T.
Lucy,
general
manMembership has definitely started
Defense Effect
has been stirred up once more and
ager of WRVA Richmond, on
upward, Robert K. Richards, NAB
,NAB officials indicated they will
Richard P. Doherty, NAB emWRVA's 25th anniversary. The
public affairs director, declared in
■itake steps to meet this legislation.
convention joined in paying respect
ploye-employer relations director,
presenting the slide-film depicting
With excess profits taxes pendsaid the flow of cash from defense
to Mr. Lucy who put WRVA on the
association
services.
to
act
will
NAB
ing in Congress,
air Nov. 2, 1925. He has been with
He reviewed activities of each de- orders will start soon and continue
"(prevent hardship because of the in- Larus & Bros., station owner, 38
upward into the middle of 1951.
partment, relating them to the ac- Real
Idustry's special post-war situation.
effect of rearmament has not
tual savings they bring in station
'Proposed excess tax legislation, it years.
yet
been
felt, he said, but added
The
convention
also
paid
respects
on
operation
and
the
practical
assist;:was pointed out, would be based
that business in general is good in
jpost-war experience. During this to John W. New, WTAR Norfolk,
ance they give management. In adwho is in Norfolk General Hospital
dition, he outlined the less publi- the United States. He urged sta;period broadcasters have faced untions to take a long-range look at
cized
services such as government
because
taking
treatment
for
a
heart
ailexpenditures
usually heavy
cost control and constantly analyze
contacts and legislative activities.
of AM plant expansion as well as ment.
BMI alone, Mr. Richards said, budgets rather than merely clip exDirector Essex named a Resolu,FM and TV. Furthermore, AM stapenses occasionally.
has saved stations more than
iltions that have taken the air since
tions Committee consisting of Jim
Ways of increasing the income
the war would suffer similar hardenough money to operate the assoMoore, WSLS Roanoke, Va., chairships.
ciation for 75 years. He told sta- of FM stations were taken up at a
man; Earl J. Gluck, WSOC Chartions
NAB was influential in re- Thursday afternoon FM clinic conlotte,
N.
C;
John
Schultz,
WMVA
Over 125 Attend
(Continued on page 38)
storing the right to editorialize and
Martinsville, Va.; Joe Martin,
The District 4 sessions were
Dpened Thursday morning by HarDld Essex, WSJS Winston-Salem,
District 4 director. AtMounts on Radio, TV
C, NABexceeded
M.
:endance
125.
EUCTION
FEVER
NAB's plan to enlarge its legisHarold Stassen, respectively. Mr. ing broadcast-minded legislators
ative activity was divulged by Wil- THE EYES of radio officialdom
are those touching on the political
Truman was scheduled to address
iliam B. Ryan, NAB general manwill be focused on election returns
fates of Sen. Charles Tobey (Rlager, at the Thursday afternoon
an
estimated
AM-TV
audience
of
with keen insession where he made his first dis- tomorrowterest as(Tuesday)
66% million, including 5% million N. H.), acid-tongued critic of FCC
several broadcast-conteleviewers.
and anti-monopoly crusader; Sen.
;rict meeting appearance since asscious legislators seek to retain
Homer Capehart (R-Ind.), former
suming office last spring. Mr. Ryan
their
seats
on
Capitol
Hill.
Earlier,
William
Boyle
Jr.,
chairidded that NAB is keeping down
owner of a radio manufacturing
man
of
the
Democratic
National
And Congressional incumbents
firm
bearing his name and now
nany of its departmental activities
and aspirants were expected to Committee, and various cabinet and active in a commercial phonographto hold the line on membership
Senatorial members threw their
take
to
the
radio-TV
airlanes
today
producing firm, and Sen. Warren
idues but at the same time is exioanding such major services as in llth-hour attempts to sway the radio-active support behind admin- Magnuson (D-Wash.). All are memistration lines, while their less forvoting populace.
bers of the Senate Interstate &
{Broadcast Advertising Bureau.
tunate GOP brethren were scrap- Foreign Commerce Committee.
The cause of Democratic and
jSpecial fees will be charged for
ing
the
financial
barrel
at
city
GOP politicians was aided on the levels to raise radio-TV funds
Doubtless all eyes will be focused
isuch services, he added, "and you
jian take or leave special things like national level last Saturday eveon the Ohio race where Sen. Robert
[Broadcasting, Oct. 30, 23].
ning by frankly partisan appeals
(Continued on page SO)
jSAB."
Key senatorial contests involvA proposed resolution involving scheduled by President Truman and
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PROGRAM FACTS
Agency: Compton Adv. Agency
Elmer
Davis:
Sponsor
—
cooperative
Stations: 83 CBS stations
Stations—
about
200
ABC
staEdward R. Murrow: Sponsors
tions
(and
agencies)
American Oil
(Joseph
Katz —Co.)
Fulton Lewis jr.: Sponsor— cooperative
Hamm
Brewing
Co.
(CampbellStations— about 365 MBS
Mithunern Inc.),
Pan-Am SouthGabriel Heatter: Sponsor (Wed.):
Corp.
(Fitzgerald
Adv.
Bell-Tone Hearing Aid Co.
Agency),
Procter
& Gamble
(Benton
&
Bowles),
Peter
Agency:
Olian.
Adv.
Co.,
Chicago
Paul Inc.; and Planters Nut
Stations: 144 MBS stations
& Morgan).
Chocolate Co. (Raymond
R.
Lowell terThomas:
Sponsor
—
ProcStations: 160 CBS Stations
& Gamble.

WITH A couple of deviations, leading news commentators
last Wednesday treated the shooting at Blair House
as a straight news story, without attempting cosmic
interpretations.
Three of five commentators heard
shooting with allusions to other
for this review that evening —
Lowell Thomas, Elmer Davis and presidential attacks and assassinations. A minor discrepancy arose
Gabriel Heatter — based their reports on wire service stories which, between these two historians, Mr.
by the time the commentators went Lewis saying that Theodore Rooseon the air, had the main facts of
velt's life was saved when an asthe shooting in hand.
sailant's bullet was deflected by his
Fulton Lewis jr. augmented the eyeglasses and Mr. Heatter reportwire news with an interview of a
ing that the bullet struck a speech
witness to the affair. Edward R. manuscript in Mr. Roosevelt's
Murrow turned over part of his pocket. History was on neither Mr.
program to Charles Collingwood,
Lewis' nor Mr. Heatter's side. The
fact is that the bullet struck a
CBS Washington correspondent,
speech manuscript and an eyeglass
who personally covered the shooting and whose report was easily the case in the onetime President's
most complete and best organized
pocket.
of the lot.
Mr. Heatter's High Praises
Among all the reports on the
Mr. Heatter, of all the commenfive programs only Mr. Collingtators, strayed farthest from the
wood's included the homey but interesting information that the Pres- main story. The fact that the President continued with his schedule
ident had been napping in his underwear.
after one attacker was in the
Messrs. Heatter and Lewis sup- morgue and the other under guard
plemented their descriptions of the in a hospital struck Mr. Heatter

Mr. Collingwood

Mr. Heatter
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Mr. Lewis

Mr. Davis

Mr. Murrow

Mr. Thomas

PROGRAM FACTS
Jimmy
Durante
Show, on NBCTV non-interconnected)
(23 interconnected
and
24
Sponsor: Motorola
Agency:
& Ryan;
Mahoney Ruthrauff
Account
Executive: Dave
Prod. Cost: Approx. $50,000
Cast: Jimmy Durante, Donald
O'Connor,
Joyce Holden,
Gwen Carter, Eddie Jackson
Super,
of
Prod.;
Pete Branum
Producer-Dir.: Joseph
Santley
TV Dir.: Doug. Rodgers
Technical Dir.: Jack Irving
EXCEPT for a few bothersome lapses, including a lusterless
exhibition by a troupe of wandering acrobats who may
have been in search of an old Milton Berle show, the
Jimmy Durante program last
first unveiling on television, was
a success.
Mr. Durante spent a large part
of the program assaulting a piano,
the language and whatever showgirls were within reach, which was
as it should be. His style of amiable raffishness is all his own and
probably should be enshrined as
as an act of incomparable bravery.
While age,lauding
Mr. also
Truman's
Mr. Heatter
pointedcourout
that Mr. Truman was a man who
loved his mother, a devotion which,
although commendable, seemed
somewhat remote from the Puerto
Ricans on the Blair House steps.
None of the commentators occupied his entire air time with the
attempted assassination. Mr.
Thomas also mentioned the UN's
re-election of Trygve Lie, the Korean military developments, the
Pope's pronouncement of the dogma
of the Virgin Mary's Assumption,
and the Chinese Reds' attack on
Tibet. Mr. Thomas dealt in greater
detail on the latter story than did
other commentators last Wednesday, owing to the fact that he is
the only one among them to have
traveled in that country, as he has
made clear on numerous occasions.
Mr. Thomas also used an item
that escaped the attention of his
colleagues, a plea by Herbert
Hoover for world disarmament.
Mr. Davis, among other things,
reported that the GOP had appointed Harold Stassen to answer
the President's political address on
radio scheduled for last Saturday.
"It can be hoped," said Mr. Davis
in
dry way,
these speeches
willhisraise
the "that
intellectual
level of
a campaign that has been the dirtiest I can remember."
Things looked pretty black to
Mr. Heatter Wednesday night. He
reported that Chinese Communists
had entered the Korean war, without specifying how many, and said,
in his most ominous way: "Here's
the latest, just in. It's grim news."
Growing more depressed by the
moment, Mr. Heatter added that it
"may become a new war."
"The latest indications are,
(Continued on page 36)

Wednesday, the Schnozzle's
*
an
example of high comedy.
It would be hard to imagine a
more visual comedian than Mr.
Durante, save possibly one with
multiple heads, and since television
needs performers who are as much
fun to see as to hear, Mr. Durante
ought to be a fixture in the medium.
One bit in which he participated
could have been funnier if he had
not forgotten his lines. This involved Mr. Durante and an "NBC
executive" who wanted the comedian to deliver a commercial about
Motorola television sets, a request
to which Mr. Durante objected with
his special brand of violence.
The "NBC executive" is a character that has been appearing recently as fall guy for television
comedians on the network. The
character may have been conceived
as a means of showing that NBC,
which used to resent disparaging
references, is not such a bad old
gaffer after all.
The Twist Becomes Worn
The "NBC executive" on last
Wednesday's show was not up to
the humorous standings of his
predecessors on other programs,
and the probability is that the
character is wearing pretty thin.
Another foil is needed; perhaps
someone below executive level, if
any such people exist there.
The acrobats, a group consisting
of one man and between four and
ten muscular girls who did not stay
still long enough to be counted, did
cartwheels, a gymnastic accomplishment observable cn the nearest
playground. Acrobats did their
share to kill vaudeville, and are
doubtless ready, unless restrained,
to do no less for television.
A technical problem that cropped,
up occasionally during the program;
was the inability of the manipu-i
lator of the microphone to followi
Mr. Durante's erratic ways. Too
often Mr. Durante's voice disappeared as he scuttled beyond range
of the microphone.
Aside from these few and perhaps carping criticisms, there Is
nothing but satisfaction to be recorded. For all we care Mr. Durante can go on losing and finding
the lost chord indefinitely.
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Puerto Rican Loyaify
ATTEMPT on the life of
President Truman last
Wednesday immediately
evoked sentiments of regrets
and a firm pledge of loyalty
to our government by the
Puerto Rican Assn. of Broadcasters. Ina cable to the Chief
Executive Thursday, Tomas
Muniz, P R A B president,
termed the attack as the
work of fanatics of a small

TV
Blanket Coverage by RadioPLOT
TRUMAN
ATTEMPTED Blair House assasretary John Snyder, boss of the
scription of the arrest of the famSecret Service guarding the Presisination of the nation's Chief Exily of one of the would-be assasecutive last Wednesday was accorddent. While the Secretary was exsins, Oscar CoUazo.
ed fully comprehensive coverage by
pressing his admiration and apFor television coverage, WTOPnetwork affiliates and independent
preciation for the conduct of the
TV, CBS' Washington outlet, prestations, all of which rose dramatguards at Blair House, he received
sented still shots and films which
ically to the occasion on short word of the death of Pvt. Leslie
notice.
it fed to the network, with Doug
Coffelt from wounds of that afterEdwards handling commentary.
noon. At his request, the Secretary
Radio and television, totally as
Telenews films were used, showing
unsuspecting of the imminent plot made a second recording in which
the Blair House and also the Arhe
expressed
his
sympathy
for
the
on President Truman's life as the
group isand
declared
Rico
proud
to be "Puerto
part of
Coffelt family.
three White House policemen who
lington ceremonies. Later, on a logovernment
under
your
inwere shot, marshalled their forces
cal basis, WTOP-TV repeated films
The Wagner story was uncovand stills on Correspondent Walter
with dispatch and carried the draered by WASH-FM Washington,
telligent leadership. . . ."
matic story home to American lis- new MBS affiliate.
Cronkite's program, and its other
teners and televiewers on the nalocal news shows. Interviews by Puerto Rican revolution tying in
NBC Coverage
tional and local levels.
Bill Downs also were offered.
with the Blair House incident.
NBC flashed the story at 3
WMAL
radio coverage began at
Independent outlets, short-staffed
WTOP, Washington Post AM
p.m. and followed at 3:30 with a
in comparison with their network
2:35 with a local flash and constation,
also
aired
numerous
bullebrethren, acquitted themselves bril- broadcast account by Rollie Sheptinued through the afternoon hours,
tins and programs giving eye-witherd, who saw it, as taped and comliantly with the help of fortuitous
ness accounts and commentary by with network feeds. Eye-witness
mented upon by Frank Bourgcircumstances and some accurate
accounts were featured.
holtzer of the NBC Washington of- Griffing Bancroft.
MBS commentators who took
"tips."
fice.
Interviews
with
White
House
WMAL-TV, ABC Washington
The major networks received
part in network coverage included
outlet,
took
motion
picture
film
Secretary
Charles
Ross
and
U.
E.
the wire story and issued bulletins
Bill Henry, William Hillman and
which it showed on its Telenews
between 2:40-3 p.m. Thereafter,
Baughman,
head
of'theandtheaired
secret
Everett Holies, in addition to Mr.
Service,
were
recorded
at
Daily
broadcast
at
7
p.m.
and
reas more details became available,
peated
at
11:15.
Additionally,
the
7:15
p.m.
on
News
of
the
World,
Seavey.
WEAM, MBS'
Washington
bulletins were broadcast through(Continued
on page
36)
together with an on-the-spot de- station presented a film of the
out the afternoon and evening.
CBS at 3:30 aired an account by
its White House correspondent,
Charles Collingwood, who had been
on the way to Blair House to acAccord Seen in 10 Days
company the President to Arlington, and had stepped from a taxi a NARBA
WINDUP
moment after the firing had ceased.
NEGOTIATIONS
for
a new
by future U. S. assignments were
island. WKAQ would protect both
At the same time, Joe Wershba, of
said to be the following:
WJZ and KOB Albuquerque on 770
NARBA to govern AM allocations
its Washington staff, interviewed
kc.
an Executive Offices guard who had
On 550, 640, 690, and 860 kc
among North American nations apbeen stationed across from the
Authorities said the agreement
Cuba
proposes "1-C" stations,
peared
in
the
"flne
detail"
stage
shooting. Apart from subsequent
as it now stands would require fre- which future U. S. assignments
last week, with delegates generally
coverage on scheduled news pro- > hopeful that accord may be reached
quency changes for only four U. S. would protect to the 10 microvolt
stations, and that these changes in daytime and 25 microvolt nighttime
grams, CBS carried a special broadwithin
about
10
days
at
the
latest.
cast over its full network at 11:15
some cases will improve the sta- contours at the Cuban border. On
FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde, head
p.m., with nine eyewitness inter570, 590, 630, 730, 740, 920, and
tions' service and in no case cause
of the U. S. delegation, reviewed
views, followed by a story wrap-up.
"serious" degradation of service.
the basic provisions of the proposed
980
kc Cuba
"1-D"
WVCG Coral Gables, a daytimer
stations,
which would
future operate
U. S. assignABC Coverage
treaty in a lengthy session with his
ments
would
protect
to
the
25
on
1070
kc,
would
move
to
1080
kc.
ABC broke the story on its net- Commission colleagues Thursday
WIBS Santurce, P. R., would move
microvolt daytime and 50 microwork when John Kennedy received
afternoon. They were also outlined
from 740 to 730 kc. WNEL San
voltborder.
nighttime contours at the Cuthe, bulletin during his scheduled
to the State Dept., whose Capt. Juan would go from 860 to 850, and
ban
2:30 newscast, which was followed
John S. Cross, assistant chief of
No Effect Seen
WKAQ would take 770 instead of
by an account from Washington
the Telecommunications Policy
620 kc.
by Bryson Rash, its White House
Staff, is delegation vice chairman.
Authorities said present assignWSUN St. Petersburg, Fla., 5
correspondent, who arrived on the
ments on these channels would not
Minor
Changes
scene just after the shooting
kw on 620 kc, would receive addi- be affected, and reported that most
stopped, and broadcast at 3:25. At
With a few adjustments, the
tional interference as result of Doof them already are near the satterms followed the
4:30, Martin Agronsky went on fundamental
minican Republic use of that freuration point insofar as assignlines
indicatied
a
week
earlier
with taped interviews of eyewitquency, but authorities said the
ments in southeastern United
nesses. Scheduled news programs
[Broadcasting, Oct. 30].
increase would be no greater than
States are concerned.
throughout the evening followed
that received from a Cuban station
In
one
change,
780
kc,
U.
S.
1-A
It was considered likely that the
through. The scheduled Neivs of clear channel on which WBBM
which is to be deleted.
Bahamas-Jamaica,
seeking the use
Tomorrow at 11 p.m. was devoted
Chicago is the dominant station,
Cuban Assent
of
one
and
possibly
two U. S. 1-A
to a round-up story, plus an interwas substituted for 770 kc (WJZ
Cuba was reported to have agreed clears— WCBS New York's 880 kc
view by Harwood Hull vdth Puerto
New
York)
as
one
of
the
six
U.
S.
Rican Governor Luis Munoz Marto the granting of 1-B classiflcation appeared the probable choice — and
the Dominican Republic (620 kc)
1-A's which Cuba would be per- to WQXR New York and KPMC
ion. The latter sketched the splinmitted to use on condition that the
Bakersfield, Calif., both on 1560
ter-party background to the at- U. S. dominants are protected along
would
alsoby seek
or "1-D"
kc, and also to KXEL Waterloo,
protection
future"1-C"
assignments.
tempt upon the President's life.
the lines provided in the expired
Iowa, on 1540 kc.
The agreement, if finally reached,
MBS at 3:30 aired Joseph McNARBA. The substitution reportExcept for the substitution of would include all NARBA nations
Caf rey's on - the - spot description
edly came at Cuba's request when
from Blair House, and a bystander
her
delegates
indicated,
inability
to
780
for 770 kc, the U. S. 1-A's except Mexico, • which withdrew
interview taped by Hollis Seavey,
which Cuba would be permitted to from the conference three weeks
give
WJZ
the
required
protection
chief of its Washington office. An
use were the same as those indi- ago but which presumably would be
on 770 kc.
sex-newsman, Alan Wagner, who
cated earlier in the negotiations:
given an opportunity to subscribe
The 770 kc channel, it appeared,
saw the shooting, recorded his ex640
kc
(KFI Los Angles is domto any treaty concluded by the reperience for the Fulton Lewis jr. would be assigned to WKAQ San
inant)660
; kc (WNBC New York) ;
maining nations. Before they left
program at 7 p.m. Other eye- Juan, P. R., with WKAQ's present
670
kc
(WMAQ
Chicago);
760
kc
the Washington sessions, the Mexwitness reports were broadcast on 620 kc regional frequency going to (WJR Detroit) ; and 830 kc (WCCO
ican delegates reported that Mexico
the Mutual Newsreel at 7:45 p.m. the Dominican Republic, which has
Minneapolis).
could not ratify any agreement
insisted that its one assignment be
and at 10:30 p.m. Special wrap-up
The 11 channels on which Cuba until 1952 unless it were reached
program at 10:30 included the re- operated with 10 kw non-directioncorded comment of Treasury Sec- ally in order to serve the entire
would be given "special protection" before the end of last month.
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Final
POPULATION
FINAL COUNT in the 17th decennial census showed the population
of the U. S. to be 150,697,361 on
April 1, 1950, Secretary of Commerce Charles Sawyer reported to
President Truman last Thursday.
The figure represents an increase
of 19,028,086 from 1940, the largest
gain for any decade in American
history. Percentage-wise the population jumped 14.5%, over twice
the 7.2% gain recorded between
1930 and -1940.
During the opening week of the
82d Congress in January President
Truman will transmit the figures
to that body as required by the Congressional Apportionment Act. At
that time the President will report
the number of Representatives to
which each state is entitled under
the new count.
Secretary Sawyer made public
a Census Bureau table which shows
the new apportionment on the basis
of the final population figures.
Seven states will gain Representatives while nine states will lose
House seats.
California's population increased
by over 3.5 million between 1940
and 1950, the largest gain for any
state. New York was second with
COPYRIGHT
UNESCO

MEET

Sessions Concluded

UNESCO's Committee of International Copyright Experts last
Saturday concluded sessions looking toward the establishment of a
new universal copyright convention. Embassy delegates and representatives ofthe U. S. government,
UNESCO and such organizations
as American Federation of Musicians, ASCAP and BMI attended.
Meetings were held in the Old
House Office Bldg,, on Capitol Hill.
The committee reported that it
had examined answers received
from member governments of
UNESCO on the convention proposal. Duration of copyrights,
translation rights and other matters were discussed by the group.
Governments will receive additional
questionnaires involving other
topics to be explored. Target date
for the convention is 1952. Committee has held two previous meetings.
RCA-NBC officials presided over
a television demonstration and
buffet supper Thursday afternoon at the Wardman Park Hotel.
Frank M. Russell, vice president
in charge of NBC Washington
operations — WRC-AM-FM and
WNBW(TV)— was host.
Dinners also were held under
the auspices of BMI and ASCAP
during the 12-day meeting. Other
broadcasters attending the BMI
dinner, in addition to Mr. Russell,
included Earl Gammons, vice president in charge of CBS Washington
operations, and Rober"- Hinckley,
ABC vice president.
Page 28
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UP

a 1.4 million increase while the
population of Texas was reported
up 1.3 million. Michigan and Ohio
also gained over a million people
during the decade.
The Census Bureau released preRegion,
and Division,
State
United States
Regions;
Northeast
North Central
South
West
New England
Northeost*
Middle Atlantic
North Central:
East North Centra 1
West North Central
South:
South Atlantic
East
South Central
\A/Act
Wool Qniith
JUWIil ContrnI
WCIIIfUl
West:
Mountain
Pacific
New England:
Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Connecticut
Middle Atlantic:
New
York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
East North Central:
Ohio
Indiana
Illinois
Michigan
Wisconsin
West North Central:
Minnesota
Iowa

Census

Count

Shows

14.5%
liminary figures yesterday (Sunday) on the population of each congressional district. By states and
districts the table shows 1950 and
1940 population plus numerical and
percentage changes between the
Change,
1950 Population
Region, Division,
1940
and State
1940 to 1950
150,697,361
131,669,275
Missouri
North Dakota
++ 19,028,086
South Dakota
OTA 777
Nebraska
3,501,209
Kansas
AS^ffttdAOf ,700
7A9
■*W, 1 ■♦0,ilOA
+ 4,317,430
47,197,088
+ 5,531,187
41,665,901
-1South
Atlantic:
19,561,525
13,883,265
Delaware
B
9 314y 453
8 437 290
+ 877,1 63
Maryland
+
Dist. of Columbia
27i539|487
^,o24,U4o
Virginia
West
Virginia
+
30|l63'533
North Carolina
1 1 0,77V
+ 3,773,026
544,404
South
GeorgiaCarolina
-1lO17,823,151
AAA
21,162,335
Florida
1 0,778,225
1 1,477,181
+ 3,359,184
698,956
+ 1 ,473,047
EastKentucky
South Central:
+
5,074,998
Tennessee
4,150,003
14,486,527,
Mississippi
+ 924,995
9,733,262
Alabama
4,753,265
States Within Regions
West
South Central:
847,226
+
Arkansas
913,774
+ 41,718
533,242
66,548
491,524
Louisiana
+
359,231
377,747
18,516
Oklahoma
+ 373,793
Texas
4,690,514
4,316,721
78,550
+
713,346
791,896
+ 298,038 Mountain:
2,007,280
1,709,242
Montana
+
14,830,192
13,479,142
675,164
Idaho
+ 1,351,050
4,835,
329
4,160,165
Wyoming
+ 597,832
10,498,012
Colorado
9,900,180
New
ArizonaMexico
-17,946,627
6,907,612
506,428
+
Utah
3,427,796
3,934,224
Nevada
+ 1,039,015
814,935
8,712,176
7,897,241
+
5,256,106
6,371,766
Pacific:
296,988
+ 1,115,660
3,434,575
3,137,587
Washington
+
Oregon
2,982,483
2,792,300
California
+ 190,183
2,621,073
2,538,268
82,805

two periods.
Population figures for the various
states and regions along with the
1940 population count and the tenyear variations were reported by
the Census Bureau as followsChange,
:
1950
Population 1940
—
1940 to22,299
1950
641,935
619,636
3,954,653
3,784,664
642,961
652,740
1,315,834
+ 169,989
1,325,510
1,905,299
1,801,028
+
9,779
-f+ 9,676
266,505
++ 104,271
51,580
521,757
663,091
+ 139,087
318,085
1,821,244
802,178
2,343,001
103,578
640,907
+
2,677,773
3,318,680
1,901,974
+ 490,306
2,005,552
217,223
3,571,623
+
4,061,929
+
2,117,027
1,899,804
3,123,723
3,444,578
873,891
1,897,414
2,771,305
320,855
2,944,806
2,845,627
3,291,718
2,915,841
228,782
375,877
3,061,743
99,179
2,832,961
2,178,914
2,183,796
— 103,083
4,882
1,949,387
1,909,511
2,363,880
2,683,516
+
39,876
2,336,434
2,233,351
7,711,194
319,636
6,414,824
+ 1,296,370
591,024
559,456
524,873
+
588,637
31,568
+
250,742
290,529
+-t39,787
-I1,325,089
531,818
1,123,296
749,587
499,261
681,187
201,793
63,764
688,862
550,310
250,326
160,083
110,247
149,369
+
138,552
2,378,963
1,736,191
4642,772
1,521,341
10,586,223
1,089,684
6,907,387
49,836
+ 431,657
+ 3,678,836

Continues

Work

on Plans

GROUP
THE SPECIAL test survey committee formed by Stanley G. Breyer, commercial manager, KJBS San
Francisco, to find out why Hooper
and Pulse ratings differ in that city
and which, if either, is correct, held

its sixth meeting Thursday in New
York, but after a six-hour session
reported that its initial draft of
recommendations is not yet comThe nature of the project has
plete.

BMI President Carl Haverlin (I) sat in on copyright sessions of UNESCO's
Committee of International Copyright Experts, which concluded meetings
in Washington, D. C, last Saturday (Nov. 4). Highlight of conference was
supper at Shoreham Hotel Oct. 27. At table with Mr. Haverlin are W. P.
J. O'Meara, Assistant Under Secretary of State, Dept. of State, Ottawa,
Canada, and rapporteur, and Francois E. Hepp (r), head, copyright division,
UNESCO. Embassy and U. S. government officials from State Dept. and
other branches attended sessions, which got underway Oct. 23. American
Federation of Musicians, American Bar Assn. and other groups also participated. BMI also was represented by Jean Geiringer, vice president, and
Sydney Kaye, attorney.

changed appreciably since it was
first proposed by Mr. Breyer in an
advertisement in the July 3 issue of
Broadcasting. At that time he
conceived of a test to be made early
in August in the San Francisco
Oakland area. Today his committee is considering details of test
surveys that will check not only
Hooper and Pulse rating but all
audience-size measurements obtained by all methods, with results
applicable generally and not only
in the San Francisco region.
The committee also has reconsti
tuted itself. The six members
named by Mr. Breyer — Kenneth H.
Baker, NAB Director of research;
Fred Manchee, executive vice president, BBDO; A. Wells Wilbor, director of marketing research. General Mills; Lewis H. Avery, president, Avery-Knodel Inc., and also
president of the National Assn. of
Radio Station Representatives; C.
E. Hooper, president, C. E. Hooper
Inc., and Sydney Roslow, director.
The Pulse Inc. — added four new
members and relegated Messrs,
Hooper and Roslow to observer
status. The added members are:
Matthew W. Chappell, chairman oi
the psychology department, Hof(Continued on page 38)
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Brown
REBROADCASTS

Asks FCC

To Re-define

GOKDON P. BROWN, owner of WSAY Rochester, took his restraintof-trade charges against the networks to FCC last week with a request
that they be linked with the Commission's pending proposal to re-define
■rebroadcasting" [Broadcasting, Oct. 9].
A perennial campaigner for
interpret the rebroadcasting law
sti-icter controls over the networks,
he reiterated his claim that they "from all angles, including as it
relates to the violation of other
"are using their facilities to stifle sections of the act, as it relates to
competition within the radio broadpractice of restraint of trade,
casting industry by using and in- the
as it relates to the depriving of
terpreting" the law on rebroadowners of programs of their propcasting [Sec. 325(a) of the
erty rights, and as to the intent
Communications Act] "to mean
of Congress in formulating the
exactly the opposite to what Conrule and how this Congressional
srress intended it to mean."
intent relates to the present inIn line with similar testimony
terpretation and use of the rule, as
he presented at House hearings on
well as how this interpretation rethe McFarland Bill last August
lates to the directive of Congress
[Broadcasting, Aug. 14], Mr. that radio stations shall operate
Brown claimed sponsors would
in the public interest, convenience
spend "millions of additional dollars" in radio if they could deal and necessity."
FCC's pending proposal to rededirectly with stations for rebroadfine "rebroadcasting" deals with
casts of their network programs.
the
meaning
of "originating sta"Both the sponsor and the radio
tion" and whether the law on restation are prevented from negotibroadcastingnetwork
[Sec. 325(a)]
"was
ating for the rebroadcast of the intended to endow
affiliates
sponsor's program because the net- with power to prevent rebroadcastwork originating station (which is
ing of any network program in a
invariably owned by the networks)
substantially different area from
refuses to allow the radio stations
that
the comments.
affiliate." Nov.
13 is served
deadlineby for
to rebroadcast the sponsor's program if the sponsor hires the network's facilities to broadcast his
original
serted. program," Mr. Brown as- STATION TESTING
Cites Rule 325 (a)
"The bi'oadcast is prevented because of Rule 325(a) which states:
'Nor shall any broadcasting station
rebroadcast the program or any
part thereof of another broadcasting station without the express
authority of the originating station,' "he said, continuing:
The above rule was intended to
prevent one radio station from raiding the programs bought and paid
for by another radio station or networlc. (It) was not intended to allow
any radio station or network to tie
up or restrain the further broadcasting of a program bought and paid
for by the sponsor if the sponsor
chose to hire the networlt to distribute
his program rather than distributing his program by transcriptions to
each station.
Mr. Brown said that in Sec.
506(b) of the Communications Act
"Congress saw fit to stop the labor
unions from preventing sponsors
from recording and rebroadcasting
their programs as much as they
desired, providing the sponsor paid
for the talent on the original broadcast. . . .
"I, myself, and many other
broadcasters fail to see why, if this
rule applies to the labor unions,
why it does not apply to the net".rorks which are preventing the
sponsors from using their programs for which they paid."
He requested FCC to broaden,
if necessary, its pending proceeding looking toward a re-definition
of "rebroadcasting," so that the
(£3 questions he raised may be ineluded.
The Commission, he said, should
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FCC Proposes Rule Changes
PROPOSED rules changes to reduce paperwork and simplify procedure relating to equipment and
program testing for AM, FM and
TV stations were made final last
week by FCC [Broadcasting, June
13, 1949]. Changes are effective
Dec. 11.
Informal request may now be
made of FCC for either equipment
or program test authority with
both remaining valid for the life
of the construction permit, or until
determination is made on the license application. Frequent requests
for extension of these authorities
have been required in the past.
Request for equipment test authority must be made two days in
advance, program test request 10
days in advance.
TAFT ANSWERS
Buys Own Time in Ohio
NOT to be denied as "Mr. Republican" himself. Sen. Robert Taft
(R-Ohio) projected himself into
the pre-election picture (see stoi-y
page 25) with a scheduled broadcast of his own for yesterday (Sunday) evening.
Sen. Taft said he bought radio
time on eight Ohio radio stations
to answer President Truman's political "simulcast" of the previous
evening. Broadcast was scheduled
to originate in the studios of WLW
Cincinnati. Sen. Taft had been
mentioned earlier, along with Sen.
Arthur Vandenberg (R-Mich.), ns
possible GOP standard-bearer to
reply to the Chief Executive.

BUFFET supper and sales meeting for
Shell Oil Co. service station operators
at WFBR Baltimore included these
executives (I to r): John E. Surrick,
v. p. -gen. mgr., WFBR; James A.
Lowry, district mgr., Charles M.
Meand, div. retail mgr., and E. Ross
Wagner, local merchandiser. Shell
Oil; Richard T. Kelland, acct. exec,
and William S. Pirie, sales, WFBR.

ADIEU to John Akerman (I), who
becomes KMOX St. Louis mgr., and
welcome to Ernie Shomo (r), new
assistant general manager WBBM
Chicago, were given by CBS Chicago.
Executives switched positions in
change. Ken Craig, exec. asst. to
CBS Central Div. v. p., H.

SCROLL honors William J. Beaton (I),
KWKW Pasadena, Calif., for third
year as president of S. Calif. Broadcasters' Assn. Holding up signatures
are
Claire
station's
traffic
manager, andHughes,
Cliff Gill
(r), manager.
Pacific Regional Network, KFMV
(FM) Hollywood treas.
and also SCBA sec-

LOOKING over agreement linking
KMPC Hollywood with Liberty Broadcasting System [BROADCASTING, Oct.
23] are Robert 0. Reynolds (I), v. p.gen. mgr., KMPC, and Benton Paschall, v. p. in charge of LBS' western
affiliates
on West Coast
^^^i
division operations.
Newnownetwork's

Leslie Atiass, makes up trio. ^^^^

total 40.

"^^^

GIVING Denver welcome to Alex
Dreier
(center),in NBC's
"early
news analyst,
city Oct.
6 tobird"
address Chamber of Commerce on
foreign
affairs,
Y'oder (r),
KOA mgr.,
and areG. Lloyd
R. Dunehoo
of
Skelly Oil Co.

SPONSOR of five-times weekly newscast by Merrill Mueller (seated, r)
on NBC Pacific Coast network is
FiskeT Flooring
Mills,added
Seott!e.
Lastr^iniste
details ars
by Trevor

EVEN with a slung ar-n you can
make the pitch — as arcented by
Manogsr John Smith, WSAT SaVisbury, N. C, who casts a nsit trick
with his bandcgsd
broken limb.

John Thompson,
of KNBC San'^^^^
Francisco.

Evans, v. p.. Pacific Nat'l Adv. Agency. Standing
Walter Div.;^^^
G. Tolleson
(i), of
NBC are
Western

Election Fever
(Continued from •page 25)
Taft (R-Ohio) is fighting for his
Senatorial life. Sen. Taft's family
holds interests in WKRC Cincinnati and the Times Star, as well
as Transit Radio Inc.
Sen. William Benton (D-Conn.),
champion of worldwide radio and
Voice of America, and former advertising executive, faces a similar
situation in Connecticut running
Prescott Bush, a CBS stockagainst holder
and New York businessman.
Also up for re-election is Gov.
Chester Bowles, co-founder of Benton & Bowles, New York.
Other incumbents seeking reelection include Sen. Francis J.
Myers (D-Pa.) and Sen. Brien McMahon (D-Conn.). Sen. Myers is
the No. 2 Senate ranking Democrat
and majority whip.
Missing from Tuesday's election
picture will be Sen. Chan Gurney
(R-S. D.), who was defeated in
state primaries. Former operator
and founder of WNAX Yankton,
S. D., Sen. Gurney is expected to
accept a position in the Defense
Dept. in early 1951.
The House race also will command the attention of radio-electronics officialdom, as well as FCC
and other government agencies, especially results of elections involving the full 28-seat contingent of
the radio-minded House Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee.
Chairman Robert Grosser (D-Ohio)
is expected to return and head up
the committee if the Democrats
preserve their majority.
Subcommittee Chairman
A new communications subcommittee chairman, to be named by
Rep. Grosser, also will emerge,
materializing when the 82d Congress convenes in January. Tomorrow's results probably will throw
some light on the ultimate choice.
Rep. George Sadowski (D-Mich.),
who headed the subcommittee during the prolonged illness of the late
Rep. Alfred L. Bulwinkle, was defeated in the Michigan primaries.
Rep. Charles Wolverton (R-N. J.)
will be watched in tomorrow's elections as a possible choice for the
communications post should the
Republicans regain House majority.
Rep. Dwight L. Rogers (D-Fla.),
who drew no GOP competition in
his district, would be the logical
Democratic choice.
Other House members with radio
interests or connections who are up
for re-election include Reps. Harris
Ellsworth (R-Ore.), member of the
House Interstate Committee, who
holds 125 out of 500 shares of
KRXR Roseburg, Ore.; John Phillips (R-Calif.), former part-owner
of KPAS Banning, Calif.; Alvin
O'Konski (R-Wis.), owner of WLIN
Merrill, Wis., and Francis Walter
(D-Pa.), caustic critic of FCC.
Candidacy of Frank T. Bow for
aaroused
' Congressional
' also has
interest of seat
authorities
on
the radio and government levels.
Mr. Bow, a former commentator at
WPAY Portsmouth, Ohio, served
Page 30
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EXCESS TAXES
RTMA Presents Its Stand
CERTAIN

objections to the Congressional excess tax program and
recommendations which, if adopted, would provide a "fair adjustment" to the mushi'ooming television industry were laid before
the Joint Internal Revenue Tax
Committee of the -81st Congress by
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. last
week.
RTMA President Robert

DONNING Hawaiian aloha shirts marking the island's celebrated Aloha
Week, Oct. 22-29, are these KPOA Honolulu staff members, who also are
promoting the station's originated coast-to-coast program on MBS, Hawaii
Calls. L to r: Station Manager George Lindman, Sales Secretary Nancy
Sonoda, Account Executives Paul Wilcox (back to camera), John White and
Jack Miller.
as counsel' for the House Select
Committee to Investigate FCC during the 80th Congress. He is the
Republican
District 16. candidate for Ohio's
The outcome of Mr. Bow's candidacy doubtless will be viewed
with considerable interest by FCC
members, since he already has indicated that he may call for anrow. other FCC probe if elected tomorPresident Truman's St. Louis
speech was to be carried over one
of the largest combined radio and
television hookups in history Saturday, 10-10:30 p.m. Expenditures
were'
placed
at about $100,000
for
purchase of radio-TV
time by the
Democratic National Committee,
according to Ken Fry, committee
radio director. Radio's allotment
reportedly was about 60% of the
sum.
Combined facilities of ABC, CBS,
NBC and MBS were set aside for
the address, numbering nearly 1.200
radio stations. A number of independent stations also planned to
carry the broadcast. Total of 72
TV stations connected by cable
were to telecast the speech over
ABC, CBS, NBC and DuMont networks. Arrangements were handled
through the Blow Co., New York.
Stassen on MBS
Mr. Stassen's address, scheduled
immediately following President
Truman's St. Lrouis address, was to
have been carried by 521 MBS stations. Network time purchase by
the Republican National Committee
was placed at $15,400 by committee
spokesmen. Mr. Stassen was to
have delivered his speech from
New Haven, Conn.
Their speeches and those scheduled for today culminate the first
Congressional off-year campaign
in which television has played a
vital role. Television has been used
primarily during the campaign in
Illinois, New York, Connecticut,
Calfornia and Pennsylvania.
According to Democratic and
GOP committee spokesmen, TV also
will prove a factor in making this

one- of the most expensive nonPresidential campaigns in history,
notwithstanding relatively small
expenditures by the Republican
Party. Actual expenditures for
radio-TV were not estimable, because time purchases were made
by state central committees.
But in California, for example,
one agency has a contract for $20,000 covering spots and TV shows.
Elsewhere, the campaign has
spurred activity by the Central
Democratic Committee of Cook
County, 111. (radio and TV in selected communities through M. M.
Fisher Assoc. for Sen. Scott Lucas),
and by the Republican Central
Committee of Ohio for spots and
programs through Kircher, Helton
& Collett, Dayton, Ohio. No details
were available.

ALLOCATION
Review After TV Case
AFTER the present VHF-UHF
television reallocation proceeding
is completed it will be possible for
FCC to "ascertain with greater
certainty" the needs of TV pickup
service and s t u d i o-transmitter
links, the Commission last week
told Federal Telecommunication
Labs. FCC said it would hold in
abeyance until such time the FTL
petition for reallocation of the band
2110-2200 mc to common carrier
fixed service.
The Commission indicated it
then will "reconsider the entire
allocation to the non-Government
fixed and mobile services between
1850 and 13,200 mc," including
the problem presented by FTL
"and any other problems which
might
be calledthat
to any
its attention."
FCC explained
changes in
the allocations of frequencies between 1850 and 13,200 mc "would
so vitally affect the assignments to
other services in these bands that
no such changes can presently be
made without a reconsideration of
the entire allocation in this portion
of the spectrum."

Spraguefenseand
thetaxassociation's
"deprofits"
committee
in closed
session
with the met
tax
groupsionslast
Wednesday.
Discuswere held in connection with
tax hearings set by the House
Wavs & Means Committee for 'Nov.
Mr. Sprague told the tax committee such a "fair adjustment"
could be evolved, and that the industry expected to bear its share of
the overall tax burden.
He explained that a fair adjustment could be worked out by using
reconstructed 1950 net earnings as
a base. Earnings would be computed by taking the ratio of total
net income for the period 1946-49
to net income total for first six
months of those years and multiitby the for
1950 federal
net income
foreplying deduction
taxes.beLittle War Impact
Mr. Sprague pointed out that
Korean hostilities left little direct
'
impact on radio-TV earnings,
and
15.
said RTMA's formula makes it
possible to ascertain ratio of sixmonths' earnings to annual profits
before and after the base period.
"We are proceeding on the premise," Mr. Sprague
explained,
the excess
profits tax
of the "that
type
proposed is for the sole purpose of
isolating unusual or extraordinary
profits made by companies or corporations as a direct or indirect result of increased mobilization acRTMA is asuming, he added,
that the levy is not intended as
"some
tivity." sort of super tax for the
purpose dustry
of and taxing
'growth' inthus discriminating
Additionally, Mr. Sprague
pointed
out that the industry had
against it."
not realized enough profits whereby it could stand to pay high taxes
on a retroactive basis.
The RTMA president said that
the association had instructed its
committee to evolve a formula
which would not impose too heavy
a burden on the growing TV industry. This project, he stressed,
should not be construed as indicatthat overall
RTMA opposition
had "retreated"
from ingits
to the
high rates proposed by Sen. Joseph
C. O'Mahoney (D-Wyo.).
Deadline for filing applications
to appear before the House Ways
& Means Committee in connection
with
the proposed tax legislation
was Friday.
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Radio-TV Set All-Out Coverage
JIQ^fJWJQ
n
Sheldon Gross will handle the local
EADIO and television networks
tion will be given special coverage
and stations last week were put- with direct reports from that state. broadcast.
WPEN will handle its local reting the finishing touches on extenDuring that part of Liberty's covturns from the Philadelphia Daily
sive election coverage plans which
erage top men of both parties will
be interviewed.
News city room. The WPEN newspromise to far overshadow broadroom will handle state returns.
Arthur MacArthur, one of Libcast reporting of previous ConWIBG will also broadcast from
gressional campaigns.
erty's Washington reporters, will
the Daily Neivs city room. Fred
NBC-TV last week announced its be on hand at Republican headquarKnight will do the announcing, Bob
ters in Washington while George
telecast plans for election night
Campbell will cover the DemoKnox will be at Republican headtomorrow (Tuesday), thus roundcratic headquarters.
ing out network schedules on all
quarters and Ray Walton, Democratic headquarters. Studio operfronts. Individual AM-TV-FM staSpecial Programs
ation will be handled by Rupe Wertions also reported their election
Philadelphia radio and TV sta- ling, Doug Arthur, Tom Donahue
lineups for the 1950 non-Presidential race.
tions are planning special pro- and Joe Niagra.
grams to handle election returns.
KYW will have a special proThe picture suggests a long night
gram from 11 to 12 p.m. Direct
for the average radio listener or All will have announcers at Demolines will be put into Republican
cratic and Republican headquarters
televiewer, and a prodigious schedand will stay on until all major con- and Democratic headquarters with
ule for news and special events
tests have been decided.
John Franklin and Paul Taylor as
personnel all over the country.
announcers.
WCAU
will
employ
its
unique
For NBC-TV coverage of ConNutmeg Network of Connecticut
"two-way
communication
broadcast
gressional, gubernatorial and muwill
supply vote roundups from
nicipal election contests, the net- method," and will have direct lines various sections of the state on
from the Bulletin city room. Outlet
work's special
department
election night. Network comprises
will utilize
its events
full newsreel
film will have microphones in HarrisWICC Bridgeport, WDRC Hartburg,
Pittsburgh
and
Trenton.
A
organization around the country,
ford, WELI New Haven, WICH
Francis C. McCall, director of tele- reporter will be stationed in Wil- Norwich, and WBRY Waterbury.
mington to cover the fight for state
vision news and special events for
Among other stations reporting
NBC, has announced. Mobile units attorney general. John T. Conplans
to Broadcasting were these:
nolly
will
cover
the
election
for
will be stationed in key cities.
WCAU radio listeners. Alan Scott
KMOX
St. Louis— Will air comSpecial election news TV head- will be chief commentator and analplete national, regional and local
quarters will be set up in Studio
coverage, with local and regional
3B in the network's Radio City
WFIL, as key station of the returns supervised by News EdiBldg. to sei-ve as focal point for yst.
tor Rex Davis. KMOX staff will
piping in direct reports from affil- Quaker Network, will originate a
bring
reports in directly from
few
line-ups
of
election
news
broadiates. Newscasters John Cameron
cast for a number of selected sta- various commissioners' offices in
Swayze, Ben Grauer, Don Goddard,
the area. Periods set aside will
tions throughout Pennsylvania.
William L. Wilson, Radcliffe Hall
have five-minute reports every half
They
will
broadcast
from
the
Philaand Robert McCormick will operate
delphia Inquirer newsroom as well
hour early in the evening, cut-ins
in New York and Dave Brinkley
as their own studio. John Corcoran
from CBS and beginning at 10:30,
will report from Washington.
will
be
news
commentator
and
complete
returns.
First returns will be carried on
Camel Caravan at 7:45 p.m. and
from 8 p.m. through 11 p.m. NBCTV will tie in election reports at
the start and end of its regular
programs. Full-scale election operation will get underway at 12
midnight. Entire operation will be
supervised by Mr. McCall, with assistance by Adolph Schneider and
Clarence Thoman, NBC-TV news
and special events depjirtment.
MBS Sets Plans
Other networks already have announced their plans. MBS will devote the entire evening to election
reporting, bridging gaps with musical features, while CBS, NBC and
ABC will interrupt scheduled programs through the evening for
bulletins. Liberty Broadcasting
System plans pickups from various
key points [BROADCASTING, Oct. 23].
Chevrolet Dealers will sponsor
NBC election returns and news,
11:15 p.m., Nov. 7 to 2 a.m., Nov.
8. Regular programs during period
GREETING goes out to this group of New York timebuyers and agency execuare cancelled. Agency is CampbellEwald Co., N. Y.
tives upon arrival at Buffalo to take part in WKBW's 25th anniversary
festivities Oct. 27 [Broadcasting, Oct. 30]. Front row (I to r): Al Anscombe,
Liberty Broadcasting System announced itwill devote its facilities
WKBW public relations director; Sol Taishoff, editor and publisher. Broadcasting; Arthur H. McCoy, treasurer, Avery-Knodel; Frank Silvernail, busitomorrow night (Nov. 7) to bringness manager, BBDO; Frank Daniel, timebuyer, Lennen & Mitchell; Lou
ing listeners the latest election returns from across the country. A Faust, timebuyer. Blow Co.; John Tormey, account executive, Avery-Knodel.
special musical program will orig- Second row and upward: Ed Whitlay, timebuyer. Badger and Browning &
Hersey; C. C. Slaybaught, timebuyer, Morse international; Keith Shaffer,
inate in Washington from 8 p.m.
until sign-off with returns inter- timebuyer, Erwin, Wasey & Co.; Frank Coulter, timebuyer. Young & Rubicam;
spersed as received.
Jack Purvis, timebuyer, N. W. Ayer; Fred Neuberth (at top), account execuThe closely-watched Ohio elective, Avery-Knodel.
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WJR Detroit — Returns to start
at 8:30 p.m. Will make direct pickups from editorial rooms of newspapers. After 10:15 reports will
be continuous. Special broadcasts
are planned from certain political
quarters. Entire newsroom and
special events staff will participate.
Period from 10:15 to 2 a.m. (with
exception of 11 p.m. newscast) to
Co. sponsored by Sinclair Refining
be
WTTM Trenton, N. J.— Will have
around-the-clock coverage, with
station using full staff of 30 newsmen, announcers, engineers, etc.
Beginning at 11 p.m. WTTM Commentator George Taylor and News
Editor Arnold Snyder will coordinate coverage from studio,
while Special Events Director
Ernie Kovacs and Roy Grove report in from state and county
headquarters. Telephone and FM
relay will bring returns from New
Jersey and eastern Pennsylvania
to Messrs. Taylor and Snyder. Reactions of man-'on-the-street to returns also will be featured. Sponsors are Lucas Motors and Builders
Lumber and Supply.
WTOP-AM-TV

Coverage

WTOP - AM - TV Washington —
Complete network coverage, with
CBS Newsmen Griffing Bancroft,
Bill Shadel, Alex Kendrick and
Joe Wershba on Washington scene.
Beginning at 10 p.m. WTOP will
air full-hour coast-to-coast roundup. Five minute reports on early
results will be given every half
hour stai'ting at 8:30 p.m. Will
stay on air until final results are
known. WTOP-TV duplicate newsroom will be set up with direct
wires to news services and key
election centers. Coverage starts at
10:30 p.m. with CBS Correspondent
Walter Cronkite to supplement New
York CBS-TV newsmen. Claude
Mahoney will report local returns.
WMAL-AM-TV Washington —
WMAL will devote five minutes
every half hour to highlights.
Entire operation to be coordinated
at ABC New York headquarters.
WMAL-TV personnel will be at
key points to report Maryland and
Virginia returns. Elmer Davis will
head ABC-WMAL staff, with assistance from Bryson Rash, Gunnar
Back, Martin Agronsky, H. R.
Baukhage and many others. National election returns begin at 8
p.m. and will end at 1 a.m. Television returns on national elections
will be simulcast with visual context starting at 8:30 p.m. Roundup
of local news returns will be telecast at least until midnight.
WPTR Albany— Will link with
50 kw stations for special transcribed election preview program
covering races in Ohio, New York,
Illinois, Pennsylvania and California. H. W. Maschmeier, news
and special events director, will
produce program. Cooperating are
news and program directors of
WLS Chicago, KYW Philadelphia,
WGAR Cleveland, KMPC Los
Angeles. Each station will send
five minute analysis of Senatorial
outlook. WPTR will coordinate
(Continued on page 89)
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technically not rate cutting comes
filming live telecasts) show promise of solving the kinescopt
pretty close to being just that.
A
question
about
what
can
be
(Continued from page 23)
done to make it easier to get time
In the past few years the emproblem.
advocated the selection of people
clearances on television was anphasis on films for TV has shifted
swered in three words by Mr.
with good judgment, the ability to
from quantity to quality, he said.
absorb agency policy, and above
He urged agencies to do their part
Kern. "Lift the freeze," he said.
all the ability to get along with
to achieve good quality in their
With radio sets currently outselling television receivers two to
people for timebuying positions.
video film programs and commerGood timebuyers are not born, but one and with more people listening
cials by insisting that the producers now
of films
live up to
the standtrained, he stated, adding that the to the radio than ever before, raards
generally
accepted
by
dio's universal coverage, blanketbest place for that training is in
TV
broadcasters.
ing
every
corner
of
America,
must
the agency itself.
ABC Vice ChairWhen an agency man asked
Panel members agreed that the not bemanoverlooked,
Woods told the Tuesday afterabout film standards, Charles L.
same person should handle both
noon radio and TV production sesTownsend, of NBC technical servradio and TV timebuying for an
sion of the AAAA meeting.
ices, said that NBC has compiled
advertiser as familiarity with the
FLANKED
by
KOA-NBC
Denver
"However, many advertisers to- microphones. Palmer Hoyt, publisher them into a pamphlet which the
network will gladly send to any
client's individual marketing probday do overlook radio," he said.
Post and regional chairlems is more important than highly "Because of the completely falla- of the manDenver
agency requesting it.
of the Crusade for Freedom,
cious theory that when TV enters
specialized knowledge of either
Fred Rickey, producer in charge
dedicates a replica of the Freedom
a home, radio goes out, radio today
of color for CBS, who with 750
Bell on the U. of Denver campus.
medium. The group held, however,
is undersold, or perhaps — I should
that broadcast salesmen should
KOA covered the event which fea- hours of work with color cameras
is probably the most experienced
concentrate on either radio or tele- say radio is underbought.
tured Mr. Hoyt's address.
man in color television, as CBS
vision and not try to sell both
Nort From Radio Audience
million by the end of next year, President Frank Stanton noted in
broadcast media together.
"Research shows," Mr. Woods
his introduction, reported that durMr. Woods said. "That's tremenA question about the future of
ing the extensive color telecasts in
continued, "that well over half the
dous circulation," he said, "three
BMB was put to Dr. Kenneth H. people
watching TV (per average
times the present circulation of Washington in connection with
Baker, NAB research director, who
minute) would not have been lis- Life magazine. Yet radio sets will FCC hearings he and his co-workers
said that the new board of BAM,
tening to the radio in the prefound out that "color equipment is
number over 80 million."
successor to BMB, will meet this television
era. In other words,
dependable, that color programmonth to consider that matter (see over half the TV audience comes
Declaring
that
it
is
"most
imming is economical and that it
portant that we do not allow the
story page 43). After the panel from other sources than radio,
tremendous impact of TV to knock
opens up great new opportunities
members had praised the BMB
from other leisure activities — readthe basic facts of radio out of
studies as useful timebuying tools
for TV programming."
ing of magazines, newspapers,
As to dependability, Mr. Rickey
focus," Mr. Woods concluded that
and the audience, by a show of books, going to movies, card play"it
is
incumbent
upon
all
of
us
—
hands, had indicated that the maexplained that after a full day's
ing and all the rest of a myriad
advertising managers, agency ac- use
at WTOP-TV Washington the
jority of agencies represented are
of leisure activities which enrich
count executives and broadcasters
color equipment would be loaded
using BMB data. Dr. Baker told
— to hammer home to top manageon a truck and used for an outdoor
American life. In this connection,"
them that it's up to them whether
ment, to those who ultimately pass
he added, "radio is more than a
pickup
the following noon, then
there is to be a continuing uniform
leisure time activity. Among all on budgets and media, that it is
audience measurement or not.
advertising media, radio — and only radio over television five to one in moved into Turner's Arena for an
evening program and finally transAs long as agencies are willing
radio — reaches people while they
'51."
ported back to WTOP-TV for the
work.
to buy time on the basis of varying
next day's broadcasts. Such a
Asked
what
effect
television's
station claims and don't insist on
"This unique quality alone
schedule, maintained day after
continued growth would have on
a uniform measurement as a basic means
that radio can never be dis- radio network rates, Mr. Woods
requirement, there will be a lot of
day,
he of said,
every tomember
our "brought
staff almost
the
placed. For example, daytime rapointed out that it has been eight
broadcasters unwilling to finance
dio reaches the housewife, the or nine or possibly ten years since breaking point but never broke the
such a measurement, he declared.
back of this one color camera;
purchasing agent of America, dur- the last general increase in netBut, he added, this opposition
ing her business hours in her office.
there was not a single broadcast
work rates and that any reduction
would soon disappear if timebuyers
She is usually alone, not distracted
would insist on uniform audience
today
by other persons in the household.
to thewould
red. drive the networks in- which did not go on as scheduled."
information from stations as firmly
Color Costs No More
She hears one voice, her radio,
"We believe with the circulation
as spacebuyers demand ABC cir- while she works.
As
to
cost, color telecasts are
radio gives today it is the best buy
culation data from publications.
basically about the same as those
"Day and night, radio programs
in comparison with any other meMore Good AM Time
in monochrome, he said. Color is
today are regularly heard by over
dium, including TV," he said, urgIn a discussion of the effects of 90
of the nation's 40,700,000 racheaper,
added,more
as "the
ing the agency executives to re- actually
color picture
is sohemuch
rich
dio homes. This deep market penemember that it is not just a matter
TV on radio timebuying, Mr.
and lifelike that it is simpler, and
tration is truly national, embracSilvernail said that it is somewhat
of
network
rates,
but
what
the
adtherefore more economical, to
ing all income groups, city size
vertiser gets for his dollar in any
easier to find good radio time availgroups and geographical sections
create a pleasing television scene
medium that counts.
abilities inTV cities. Miss Nelson
in color than it is to create an
Mr. Woods reFilms Take 25%
reported that TV's practice of of the country,"
ported.
And
he
noted
that,
in
addouble-spotting is spreading to raequal
in black-and-white."
The effect
fact that
the cost of color
dition "the vast motoring public
Films already have established
dio, with stations that formerly
which
spends
literally
millions
of
themselves
in
television.
Brig.
Gen.
is
no
more
in
TV than black-andavoided it now putting two anwhite is one reason, Mr. Rickey
Edward Lyman Munson, director
nouncements into a single station
hours" listening to car radios represents an audience which is availbreak simply because it is being
of NBC's TV film division, stated,
said, why
expects
most telecasts to be CBS
in color
in contrast
to
done and accepted on television.
able only to radio."
reporting
that
25'^:'c
of
the
current
motion pictures, where the greatly
telecast hours are now occupied
Citing a recent BBDO survey
Mr. Castleman stated that TV comincreased costs of color have kept
by filmed programs and predicting
showing that the average newspetition ought to produce reductions in radio rates but has not
paper ad reaches 188 people per
that this percentage is likely to down the proportion of color movies
done so because radio stations are
to those in monochrome. He also
dollar, Mr. Woods pointed out that become larger rather than smaller
the average evening radio show
in the future. Programs made on noted that color brings to televimaintaining or even increasing
35mm film and reduced to 16mm,
their rates to get enough money to reaches 573 people per dollar, over
sion, whose black-and-white brightthree times as many as the average
pay the high costs of their TV
ness range is only half that of
which has become the video standnewspaper ad. Parenthetically he
operations.
ard, produce satisfactory picture
35mm
and it
dimennoted that a newspaper ad on the quality either in black-and-white
sionfilm,
which is"the
badlydetail
lacking;
adds
Miss Nelson noted that while
page with the radio log raises the or color, he said.
stations and networks had refused
differentiation and distinction beKinescopic films have improved
to reduce radio rates to compen188 to 381 readers per dollar, "antween one object and
In advertising,
Mr. another."
Rickey said,
other indication of sustained pub- greatly in the past year and will
sate for loss of audience to televi"the value of color is obvious, and
sion, they have gone into program
continue to improve. Gen. Munson
lic interest in radio."
Television homes, which listener
production in a big way, adding
advertising is the key to TV ecoreported. He said that NBC-RCA
that it is now possible to buy a surveys and radio set sales show
nomics. Advertisers can be exexperiments
with
"slave
camera"
program costing $5,000 to produce
techniques (motion picture cameras
"to have by no means abandoned
pected to gain much from the presfor $1,500, which while perhaps
entation of their products in color
radio listening," will total some 16 synchronized with TV cameras for
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Road Ahead?

. and television will open up to
new advertisers of fashions, home
furnishings and other products
where color is so essential. New
sponsors mean new diversified programs which will, in turn, speed
public's interest in televiup the
sion and advance its growth into
rew homes."
Mr. Stanton in answer to questions said that about Nov. 28, date
on which FCC has authorized the
introduction of commercial color
telecasting, CBS will inaugurate
a schedule of some 20 hours of
color programs a week, with two
daytime hours, a half-hour between
6 and 8 p.m. and other half-hour
between 11 p.m. and midnight on
weekdays and probably more daytime color programming over the
weekends. The network is establishing aviewing center on Fifth
Ave. where New Yorkers can see
the programs, he said. He predicted that eventually all telecasting will be in color, noting that
color cameras can pick up and
transmit black-and-white pictures
where they are wanted without
color.
Myron P. Kirk, vice president
and executive director of TV and
radio, Kudner
Agency, presided
1over the session and also conducted
a panel discussion of radio and TV
production problems participated
jin by Leonard T. Bush, Compton
\Adv. Inc. ; William A. Chalmers,
Kenyon & Eckhardt; Walter Craig,
Benton & Bowles; Nicholas E. Keesely, Lennen & Mitchell, and Wilson M. Tuttle, Ruthrauff & Ryan.
The group agreed that agencies
I should keep control of commercials
land sponsored programs in televijision as they have in radio.
i
Sees Talent Fees Up
Answering a question about rising TV costs, Mr. Craig reported
that union contracts now being negotiated probably will result in a
rise in talent fees.
Mr. Bush
pointed out that with NBC and
; CBS already charging $2,500 each
'for
hour on
their Newto
Yorka nighttime
TV stations,
compared

Advantages of the Program Analyzer, which automatically graphs
an individual's responses to the
various parts of a program heard
or viewed, ■ as registered by his
operation of like and dislike buttons, were listed by Dr. Herzog
as: Providing a simultaneous and
continuing record of responses of
each individual subject, which
takes care of the shortness and
passing quality of exposure to the
commercial and eliminates the
problem of memory loss; measuring commercials in actual context,
important since "even as crude a
measure as sponsor identification
reflects the influence of the program upon the advertising which
it carries," and furnishing a nonverbal record of the like-dislike
reactions which enables inarticulate people to express their views
as well as articulate people.
Cites Limitations
But, Dr. Herzog warned, the
Program Analyzer "does hot measure the residual eff'ect, that is, the
reaction after the whole program
has been heard." In cases where
later parts of a program change
the subject's original opinion of
earlier parts (such as a joke liked
at first but objected to when the
listener finds it is only a camouflaged lead-in to a commercial)
the Program Analyzer curve alone
can be quite misleading, Dr. Herzog noted. Interviews about Program-Analyzer responses are
needed, she stated, as "a liking
curve without reasons why is about
as useful as if you or I were to
attempt to read our own lungTurning to research designed
X-rays."
"to determine the kind of appeals
which should be presented in commercials before they are ever put
together," which is just as important as measuring the response
to them after they have been done,
Dr. Herzog said: "We are focusing
our sights on the prospect, and the

old open-ended 'reason why' question (why do you use Brand X,
why do you like it?) is turning
into real motivational research."
Although most housewives may
be presumed to use some kind of
cleanser and most men to drink
and shave. Dr. Herzog noted that
"not everybody of the current nonusers will be equally susceptible
to our advertising message . . . We
are coming to refine the concept
of the prospect and to conceive of
him as that segment of non-users
of the brand which can be converted," she said.
The research approach, she
noted, is first to single out those
consumers who are convertible and
second to find the proper way to
approach them. The depth interview is one technique which is
useful as it "tends to explore the
consumer's use of and attitude toward the particular product from
all
possible
angles,"
she said.cannot
"The
trouble is that
the analyst
always tell for sure which of the
many ramifications mentioned is
really significant for a particular
respondent, or what exactly the
significance might be," Dr. Herzog
added.
Accordingly, two additional techniques are used with the depth
interviews, one introducing the
subject into an experimental situation so that he may be questioned
while he is actually using the soap
or having a drink, etc., the other
making use of a personality test,
such as a Rohrschach, Szondi,
Thematic Apperception or work
association test, so that what the
respondent says in the interview
can be checked against the type of
person
he is.
As such
motivational studies are
very expensive they will necessarily be limited to small samples. Dr.
Herzog said, but when they have
been statistically verified their conclusions can be projected to the
whole body of prospects for the
particular product, and the adver-

1' $1,400 and $1,350 for their AM staijtions in that city, TV network
irates may eventually go as high as
'i$60,000 or $70,000, compared to
'jabout $20,000 for a coast-to-coast
E hookup in radio, and that the time
I appropriations
will come whenfor an
advertiser's
a national
TV
fcampaign will run from $2.5 million to $3 million a year.
I Jerry Lester, star of the Anchor*lHocking Glass Corp. TV show,
Broadway Open House, wound up
the afternoon session with a talk
on television from the comedian's
viewpoint.
Two methods of testing radio
and video commercials — one utilizing the Lazarsfeld-Stanton Proi^ram Analyzer which McCannGrickson has worked with for more
than eight years, the other inivolving a relatively new technique
^f "motivational research" — were
^escribed by Herta Herzog, associate director of research of that
'agency, at the Tuesday morning
banel session on research.
BROADCASTING

AN EPOCH in radio communications history — Dee. 11, 1921 — was commemorated at Greenwich, Conn., where the Radio Club of America Inc. dedicated a memorial to amateur station IBCG, first to shortwave a message
across the Atlantic. Special medallions and citations were presented to IBCG
pioneers by President O. James Morelock on behalf of the club. Four of the
original seven operators attending ceremonies are (I to r): Maj. Edwin H.
Armstrong, inventor of FM; George E. Burghard, chairman of Memorial Committee; Paul F. Godley, who operated receiving equipment in Ardrossan,
Scotland, on the historic day, and Ernest V. Amy. Special occasion, held Oct.
21, was attended by number of engineers and inventors, as well as radio
amateurs and experimenters.

• Telecasting

tising can be keyed to the types of
gratification which these prospects
get or expect to get from use of
the product.
Discussing the status of adveitising in this emergency period in
our national history, at the conference's concluding general session, Frederic R. Gamble, AAAA
president, reported that the volume
of advertising seemed likely to continue at its present level, despite
the material shortages with which
some companies have to contend.
He said that in addition to its
traditional job of selling products
and advancing our national economy by increasing the distribution of goods, advertising is now
playing an important role through
public service campaigns, largely
planned and executed by the Advertising Council. The next step,
he stated, is to extend this type of
advertising from the domestic to
the international scene, promoting
American ideals and standards of
living on a global scale and thus
laying the foundation for a lasting
Urges Straight Copy
peace.
Fairfax Cone, of Foote, Cone &
Belding, chairman of the AAAA
board, urged agencies to drop their
infatuation with techniques and
gimmicks ductionand
return selling
to the copy
proof straight
which he called the basis of all
successful advertising. He cited
the Arthur Godfrey and Dave
Garroway programs as examples
of sincere straightforward advertising presentations that have been
outstandingly successful in selling
their sponsor's products.
After the panel chairmen reported on their meetings, they
served as a master panel to answer
questions submitted during the
conference. Asked why TV stations are allowed to continue multiple spotting, Miss Nelson pointed
out that TV's impact is so great
that advertisers want to use it despite such practices and that as
long as the demand for TV time
exceeds the supply the stations,
not the agencies, will be in control. She predicted that when the
freeze is lifted and the number of
TV stations increases the problem
will solve itself.
To another question about reducing radio time charges to compensate for inroads made by TV in
radio audiences, she replied that
radio rates will come down whenever advertisers find they are not
getting returns from their radio
advertising commensurate with
their
expenditures
as longas radio
continuesbuttothat
reach
and
influence its present vast audience
any talk of general rate reductions
is merely wishful thinking.
WCOL Joins MBS
WCOL Carbondale, Pa., joined MBS
Oct. 27, according to W. Richard
Carlson Jr., general manager of the
1230 kc, 250 w station. Affiliation
provides Mutual with coverage for
the Scranton-Carbondale area, Mr.
Carlson said. WCOL is licensed to
Carbondale Broadcasting Co.
November 6, 1950
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BOARD
NAB problems
INDUSTRY
ranging
from sales promotion to membership will face NAB's board of
directors, meeting in Washington
Nov. 15-17, with emphasis likely
to be placed on spread of the doetrine that radio offers the best buy
per dollar.
Such top-level topics as NARBA,
association budget and defense activities will get their share of attention. Judging by pre-meeting
discussion and district meeting reaction, however, the membership is
most interested in association activities directed at competition
from other media as well as impact
of television.
For the first time in more than
a year the board will be relatively
free from hostile membership criticism, if district meetings are a
proper criterion. There also will
be an easing of the membership
crisis that has haunted the association nearly two years.
The series of district sessions,
complete with one exception, was
marked mainly by demand for expansion of BAB activities and
expressions of confidence in the
NAB headquarters operation.
Last spring the membership
problem approached the critical
point when stations resigned in
droves, particularly in the lowpaying classes, because of an increase in dues and apparent dissatisfaction with the way NAB
was operating.
Membership Upward Trend
AM station membership dropped
from 1,150 in February to a low
of around 940 in August. Now
the trend has turned upward,
spurred by belief that the headquarters operation is on a businesslike basis. As of last week
the NAB membership comprised
951 AM, 389 FM and 42 TV stations, along with 75 associates.
This adds up to 1,457 members
overall.
Indicative of the trend is the
fact that 52 active members joined
NAB in the last quarter, three
times the number in the previous
quarter. A number of larger stations that pulled out of NAB in
the last two years have indicated
they will return to membership.
An encouraging flow of applications is coming from non-members
who have taken part in district
meetings, according to NAB headquarters. NAB's new slide film,
showing what each department
does, has drawn favorable comment, along with work of headofficials who made the
nationwide quarters'
circuit.
The membership drive went into
full operation last week when Jack
Hardesty, NAB station relations
director, started a field trip that
eventually will take him into every
state. He will make personal calls
in hundreds of cities, starting with
New York State and Ohio. General Manager William B. Ryan
Page 34
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'Sell Radio' Tops on Agenda
MEET
trict 15 director, will report for
recently made a flying tour into
the Midwest and Southwest.
the AM Committee on behalf of
NAB board members have been Chairman Hugh B. Terry, KLZ
Denver. This committee at its
conducting a quiet membership
Oct.
23-24 meeting demanded that
project, the One Call Club. Under
this plan, board members and memthe
story
of radio's preeminence in
ber station officials are assigned to the media field be told effectively
call on non-members. Results thus by NAB and BAB. It recommended
that data on audience and facilities
far are described as encouraging.
be assembled as part of a broad look
With membership less of a prob- at the advertising media picture
lem, the board will have more time
[Broadcasting, Oct. 30.].
to devote to BAB expansion plans.
When the three basic committees
Robert D. Swezey, WDSU New
—AM, FM and TV— report to
Orleans, board member and chair- the board they will present the
man of the board's BAB Commitviews of the three basic industry
tee, will report on the project. segments. This carries out the
BAB has been incorporated and
media thinking behind the threethe Swezey committee is scanning
committee setup, effected last June
the field in search of a big-name
by the board on recommendations of
president. The committee is ex- General Manager Ryan.
pected to meet prior to the board
Plans for the 1951 industry consession.
vention will be reviewed by the
board, after hearing a report by
To Report on TV
Mr. Swezey also will report to Eugene S. Thomas, WOR-TV New
the board on the NAB TV ComYork, chairman of the board's
Convention Sites & Planning Committee's first meeting, held Aug. mittee.
31-Sept. 1. As committee chairman he will submit committee reConvention Plans
commendations. The committee
Judging
by present signs the
had voiced concern over such
convention,
to be held in midtopics as theatre telecasting of April, will consist
of both workshop
sports,Standards
TV's defense
proposals
sessions and top-level management
for
of role,
Practice
and discussions.
The management and
work of the special industry comengineering sections will be held
mittee negotiating a TV contract
simultaneously, with some joint
with ASCAP.
gatherings. For the last two years
the engineers have met before or
Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM Washafter the management meeting.
ington, will submit recommendaAs usual the board will review
tions of the FM Committee, which
met Aug. 7. Most of that session the budget, cut nearly $100,000
was open to all FM stations, wind- last spring by Mr. Ryan to its
present $700,000 point. This ties
ing up in a series of recommendations calling for easing of FCC
into plans for separation of BAB
transcription announcement re- next April 1. At that time 30%
quirements; full FM activity by of each member's dues will go into
BAB ; inclusion in the next indus- BAB for one year, unless the station chooses not to belong to BAB
try coverage survey by the new
Broadcast Audience Measurement
and obtain a 30% discount in dues.
Inc. (see story page 43); inclu- The budget report will cover the
sion of FM-band tuners on TV
first half of the 1951 fiscal year,
sets; increased FM production by which ends March 31.
set makers.
Once again the board will have
Glenn Shaw, KLX Oakland, Dis- on the agenda plans to redistrict

HIGHPOINT in the ceremony mark
ing the debut of WARA Attleboro
Mass., operating fulltime on 132C
kc with 1 kw, is plaudit given Manager Keith S. Field (r) by Rep. JosepI'
W. Martin (R-Mass.), North Attle
boro publisher. Other state and cit;
officials participated
station':t(<
dedication.
WARA inis the
licensed
Attleboro Radio Assn. Inc.
the nation. This would permit
cut in the board's size and ease th(
travel load on NAB officials during
district meetings. Redistricting ha;
been in the works for years and thi
board has looked at many maps set
ting up new bracketing of states
Another plan would provide two
directors-at-large for AM, FM an(
TV instead of the 10 present mem
hers for large, medium, small, Fi
and TV stations.
One possible change in by-laws i
expected to come before the board'
special By-Laws Committee, headec
by Frank U. Fletcher, WARL-FI*
Arlington, Va. This would set u]
procedure for special elections t
fill board vacancies. At presen
the board itself elects members t
fill vacancies.
Board discussion will includ
such topics as legislative problems
including pending excise tax legis
lation; work of BMB; status o
NARBA negotiations; propose
trip of NAB President Justi
Miller to South America on behal
of the State Dept., tentatively Si
for February; postponement c
meeting of Inter-American Assi
of Broadcasters; National Radio
Television Week activites, includin
the Voice of Democracy contest.

Harrison
NPA

BUILDING

NPA ADMINISTRATOR William
H. Harrison said last week NPA
has no intention of adopting policy
to halt radio-TV and other presently-exempt type construction now
underway, but left the door open
for future bans on building if "increasing material shortages" warrant such action. Construction underway at any future date of additional NPA orders probably
would not be halted, either, he
indicated.
Mr. Harrison expressed regret
that this phase of the original order [Broadcasting, Oct. 30], announcing aban on construction of
new buildings for "amusement, recreational or entertainment pur-

Clarifies

Orde

BAN

poses," hadErection
causedof widespread
cern.
radio and conTV
buildings or studios and electronics
manufacturing plants were not specifically included in the regulation.
Authorities had expressed concern that it might conceivably affect such construction under a
catchall wai-ning which cited the
"risk" of being unable to complete
present building.
Austin Queries
It was understood that at least
one construction firm, the Austin
Co., which handles some radio-TV
work, had asked Mr. Harrison for a
clarification of the issue.
The NPA administrator added
later, after issuance of the regu-

lation, that no "specific assuranc*
could be given that projects alreac
begun may be completed.
The modifying order, releast
last Tuesday, sets forth NPA poj
cy as follows: "In the event th:
increasing material shortages clea
ly indicate the necessity for su(
action in the national intereE
NPA may further limit the cor
mencenient of construction of adc
tional types of projects which <
not support the defense effort •
increase the nation's productive c

Mr. Harrison emphasized th
NPA will continue a policy whii
would not interfere with productic
(Continued on page 88)
pacity."
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IOWA

SURVEY

STARTLING

Average
Listens
x\lthough much research has been
done on the total amount of radio
listening that occurs in the average
home, most studies — whether interviews, telephone surveys or mail
questionnaires — have been handicapped by some aspect of their
technique. One result is that the
number of total listening hours per
day in an average home has been
seriously underestimated for many
years.
Now the Diary Study of the 1950
Iowa Radio Audience Survey* reveals some thoroughly reliable and
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REPORTS

USTENERSHIP!

Iowa
Hours

Family
Per

rather startling facts about the
amount of listening per Iowa home.
It shows that the average Iowa
family listens to the radio a total of
13.95 "listener-hours" per weekday!
The total is a little less on Sundays
but jvunps to 15.59 on Saturdays!
These figures were compiled from
48-hour diary records voluntarily
kept at the time of listening by
family members of 930 Iowa homes.
They include all the listening to all
sets in the home by all members of
the household over four years of age.
Here is the breakdown:

4-11 1
NUMBER OF HOURS AVERAGE lOWAN SPENDS LISTENING TO RADIO, DAILY
(Figures are in hours, being total hours reported, divided by number living
in I)iary homes)*
Average
Average
Average
Average
TOTAL,
Home)
Man
Child
Woman
Child
(Average
Over 18
Over 18
3.72 j
12-18
2.91
1
4.05
13.95
2.61
Average Weekday
6.67
6.60
3.80
Saturday
15.59
3.44
13.52
Sunday
4.35
5.86
3.48!
4.41
4.19
Weekdays :
2.41 1
6.15
13.24
2.79
Urban homes
3.87
2.62 )
12.51
2.54
7.20
Village homes
3.84
7.10
2.52
Farm homes
4.27
15.47

Day!
48-HOUR DAIRY
PROVEN RELIABLE

The reliability of the 48-hour, diarytype radio survey used in the 1950
Iowa Radio Audience Survey was
established by a study conducted in
January, 1949, by Dr. Arthur Barnes
of the State University of Iowa.
He obtained a ten-day diary record
from 368 families in 41 Iowa counties. A careful comparison of the
first three days of listening with
each corresponding day of the week
(eighth, ninth and tenth days of the
diary) showed no tendency on the
part of diary families to "listen
more" when the diary was first
started.
*The 1950 Iowa Radio Audience Survey is
the thirteenth annual study of radio
listening habits in Iowa. It was eonducted by Dr. F. L. Whan of Wichita
University and his staff. It is based on
personal interviews with 9,110 Iowa families and diary records kept by 930 Iowa
families — all scientifically selected from
Iowa's cities, towns, villages and farms.
It is a "must" for every advertising, sales
or marketing man who is interested in
radio in general, and the Iowa market in
particular.

*A total of 100,294 different "Listener-quarter-hours" are represented in the figures.
x\side from the impressive totals,
there is added significance in the
fact that of the 13.95 weekday hours
of listening, 6.67 hours were registered by the average adult woman
and 4.05 hours by the average adult
man. In other words, less than a
quarter of the total listening recorded in Iowa homes is done by
children under 18 years of age!
WHO,

of course, continues to get

the greatest share of Iowa listening.
Out of 57 Iowa AM stations, WHO
is "listened-to-most" by 37,5% of +/or
lowo
PLUS 4>
Iowa's radio families, daytime, and
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
by 43.9%, nighttime.
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
The 1950 Edition of the Iowa Radio
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Audience Survey contains many
new and important facts about
listening habits in general and Iowa
FREE & PETERS, INC.
in particular. Write for your free
copy, today!
National Representatives

Baseball Outlook
(Continued from page 23)
meets quarterly, are Bill DeWitt,
president of the St. Louis Browns;
Frank Shaughnessy, president of
the International League; Mr.
Trautman; Comr. Chandler; Presidents William Harridge of the
American League and Ford Frick
of the National; Herman D. White,
president of the Northern League;
Charles Hurth of the Southern
Assn., and Frank E. McKinney,
former head of the Pittsburgh
Pirates and president. Universal
Broadcasting Co., Indianapolis (licensee, of WISH).
After Mr. Finch had his inning,
Mr. McLendon, who often handles
play-by-play for LBS baseball
broadcasts, issued a denial, emphasizing major league broadcasts
have beneficial rather than adverse
effects on minor league attendance.
He promised to prove his stand in
a forthcoming report based on a
personal survey, and to present it
to both major and minor league
officials.
Mr. McLendon also put aside Mr.
Finch's assertion that the quality
of play of major league teams is
often overemphasized by announcers, thus causing a let down among
spectators at minor league parks.
He said it wouldn't be to the best
interests of baseball if a dull picture of play was presented. He was
quoted: "We simply endeavor to
give a correct picture of what's
going on."
Take to Justice Dept.
Also revealed by Mr. Finch are
plans of the minor league spokesmen to carry their anti-major
league broadcast fight to the Justice
Dept., requesting a review of the
recommendation last year which led
to a modification of professional
baseball's policies on broadcasting
and telecasting [Broadcasting, Oct.
31, 1949.]
The Justice Dept. at that time
said the changes were made to
eliminate "the causes of complaints" bybroadcasters of restrictive practices. The announcement
followed investigation by the
agency and talks with baseball interests.
Easing of baseball Tules mainly

FOR

affected restrictive practices employed in territories where minor
league clubs operated. With limitations— providing a minor league
club is not playing at home — major
league games may be broadcast in
those areas.
While Mr. Finch's survey includes
television effects on box office, apparently hasty conclusions are hard
to reach since there is no mention
of video in his statement. However, it is expected that data will
be compiled on this subject following study of the survey in greater
detail.
An independent survey of television effects on nighttime home
games in the Boston area was reported to have been the cause of
the Braves decision to reduce by 25
the number of telecasts. According
to Braves headquarters, the survey
includes research into all attendance figures dating back some five
years, taking into account weather
conditions, pitching averages of
starters, records and standings of
visiting and home club at game
time.
Plan Further Survey
It was asserted that questions put
to individual home owners with TV
sets asked by deliveiy men (briefed
on what to ask by the surveyors),
brought answers in the two areas
canvassed which pointed to a staya-way-from-the-park move when
weather conditions were bad.
Braves officials expect to survey
further, placing emphasis on a
close watch of attendance figures
for each nightgame played at
Braves Field. Study will concentrate on comparisions of telecast
games and those not picked up by
cameras. Comparisons also will
be made of last year's data with
those of this year — the difference
being the reduced number of telecasts permitted. New policy was
formed in Boston when Braves
officials noted a sag in attendance
from over a million in 1949 to less
than a million last season.
LIBERTY Broadcasting System airing all Los Angeles Rams professional
football home games on 300 stations
throughout country with exception
of California. Network also carrying
all use and UCLA home games for
balance of season.

MORE AUDIENCE
AT LESS COST
WITH HIGHER POWER
AND GREATER RESULTS

See Centerspread This Issue
THE AIR EVERYWHERE 24 HOURS A DAY

ON

WCKY
cwcmHAn
50.000
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Truman Plot
(Continued from page 27)
outlet, gave a recap at 11:05.
WNBW (TV), NBC outlet,
broke into the Kate Smith TV program with first bulletins and interviews by Commentator Robert
McCormick. Six minutes of the
film also were used on the Camet
Caravan and repeated locally at
midnight. Stills also were utilized.
NBC's AM station, WRC, flashed
the shooting at 2:30 with Ken Lud1am doing commentary. At 3:15
p.m. Mr. Bougholtzer, aided by Jay
Royen and Leif Eid, voiced a quarter-hour report of eye-witness accounts from Blair House.
WTTG (TV), DuMont TV Network Washington station, flew
George Putnam up to New York co
give
a report
on the network's
Broadway
to Hollywood
show. International News Photo pictures
were shown.
Liberty Broadcasting System,
through its new Washington affiliate WOL, carried personal accounts by George Campbell and
Arthur MacArthur, Liberty staffman who was at Blair House, beIn Review
(Continued from page 26)
ladies and gentlemen," he intoned,
"the Chinese, are in and where it
will end, no man knows." On that
cheerful note he left the air, pretuary.
sumably to go brood in a dark sancIt remained for Mr. Murrow to
clear up in a sentence a confusing
report of a resurgence of enemy air
activity in Korea. The commentators preceding him on the air had
only mentioned that there was a
sudden reappearance of enemy air
activity. Mr. Morrow, like any good
reporter, specifically said that eight
hostile planes had been shot down,
a statistic that was needed to define
the extent of the opposition.
It tui'ned out, in later dispatches
from Korea, that 11 planes had
been destroyed, but at least Mr.
Murrow was reporting the exact
news of the moment.
Mr. Murrow, who is not a hysterical man, summed up the clumsy
attempt on the President's life by
relating an anecdote he generously
attributed to Bennett Cerf, the wit
and publisher.
It seems that Calvin Coolidge
awakened from a nap aboard the
presidential yacht cruising on the
Potomac and asked: "Is the counstill here?"
"Ittry was,"
said Mr. Murrow, "and
Commercials on all the programs
save
Mr. Heatter's
were news.
presented
as distinct
from the
Mr.
Heatter
it is." is still reading a middle
commercial himself, without noticeably changing his style from
whatever news item precedes it.
Mr. Heatter's Wednesday sponsor is Bell-Tone, a hearing aid,
which Mr. Heatter recommends to
those who suffer "the loneliness
and emptiness" of being deaf. In
some ways, Mr. Heatter, deafness
can be a blessing.

ginning at 3:30 p.m. and continuing through a 7 p.m. roundup with
Mr. MacArthur, tape-recordings
and an interview with Harvey
Georgs, AP photographer.
WASH-FM fed coverage to the
Continental FM Network as well as
Mutual with an interview of Mr.
Wagner by Nelson Griggs.
Station's coverage was piped separately to listeners of Continental FM
Network on the network's regular
7:45 p. m. newscast. Interview
with Secretary Ross also was presented.
WWDC AM-FM carried a running account for four hours during
the afternoon, increasing its already heavy newscast schedule.
WWDC-FM, Washington Transit
Radio Inc. outlet, jumped its news
programs from two to three per
hour and, additionally, gave transit
riders information relating to car
routes closed by the Blair House
shooting. WWDC claims it broke
the story at 2:29 p.m. over AM-FM.
Dennis Sartain, WWDC news director, Ken Evans and Herman
Paris, all took part.
WGAY Silver Spring, Md., also
gave outstanding coverage despite
its remote location off the District
line and partly because of some
good tips. Ernest Tannen checked
with the police department after
Mark Foster, WGAY salesman,
phoned in the story. Another
source was a Washington taxieab
driver. First flash went on at 2:22
p.m., seven minutes after the gun
battle, station claims.
WINX interrupted its Sports Parade throughout the course of the
afternoon to air bulletins written
on the basis of wire reports.
WQQW carried news programs
about every half hour until about
6 p. m. Other Washington stations
also
formed.kept their listeners well in-
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QUICK BUY
!
Brings Results on WIP
TIME purchased on WIP Philadelphia by a Ford dealer of that
city to get a message across to the
public resulted in a "four times better day" than any other previous
weekend and the same arithmetical
margin when comparing results
with other local dealers, it is reWhen the dealer — John B. White
—ported.
heard about new regulations cutting buying on credit from 21 to 15
months, he wired his agency, J.
Cunningham Cox, Philadelphia, to
advertise Oct. 21 to the public that
it had but one day to act before
the deadline.
The agency called a WIP salesman at his home — as offices were
closed for the weekend — and within
an hour, three programs were
scheduled for that same evening:
News shows, 6:15-6:30 p.m. and
7:15-8 p.m., and a half -hour record
show, 8:30 p.m. An hour after the
first program was aired, the auto
firm, keeping doors open until 10
p.m. (and 11 p.m. the following
night), called in additional sales
help to take care of buyers.
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HERE ARE THE FACTS: WOAI is the ONE completely
dominant advertising medium in the prosperous San Antonio-South Texas Area. The August-September Hooper
Index, for example, shows WOAI leading the second San
Antonio station by 113% more audience locally in total
rated time periods! An example of WOAI's vast audience
superiority in the South Texas Area is indicated by this
BMB fact: in counties within a 60-mile radius of San Antonio, WOAI tops all local stations in their home counties
— while also leading all San Antonio stations in these
counties — both day and night! BMB shows WOAI as the
only San Antonio station with listeners in Austin (now
Texas' 5th market), where WOAI delivers a BMB total
weekly audience of 82% day and 80% night.
No wonder WOAI sells more merchandise to more people
in South Texas than any other advertising medium — and
at lower cost!
THERE

IS NO
IN

SUBSTITUTE
THE

FOR

WOAI

SOUTHWEST

NBC-TQN
Represented Nationally By
EDWARD PETRY
& COMPANY, Inc.
New York • Chicago • Los Angeles
St. Louis • Dallas • San Antonio
Detroit • Atlanta
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Test Survey

(Continued front, page 28)

Nov. 9 : Annual fall meeting Chesapeake
AP Radio Assn., Emerson Hotel, Baltimore.
Nov,
9-10: Sigma
Convention,
Sans Delta
Souci Chi
Hotel,National
Miami
Beach, Fla.
Nov.
MichiganLansing.
AP Broadcasters
Assn.10:meeting,
Nov. 15: mittee
House
& Means
Hearing Ways
on Excess
Profits ComTax,
New House OCBce Bldg., Washington.
Fight Anti-Radio Bills
(Continued from page 25)

coverage

Many

is the

pick

of

field

—

the

a

alone

that

favorite

W

Illinois

WMBD

gives

you

effective

in the

rich

Heart

market

of

. . .

radio advertisers gauge BMB
ments on the basis of 50%

measure-

coverage or better.

The latest BMB study proves that WMBD

is such

a favorite in 6 out of the 14 daytime counties
covered by WMBD.

DAY

and NIGHT, WMBD

alone does an effective job in ALL of Peoriarea.

Compare

before you

buy . . . ask

FREE and PETERS for the COMPLETE
WMBD

story!

PEORIA
CBS Affiliate • SOOO Watti
Free & P«ter., Inc., Nat'l. R,
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ducted by Mr. Gluck. On the panel
with him were J. Frank Jarman,
WDNC-FM Durham, N. C; Frank
U. Fletcher, WARL-FM Arlington,
Va., and Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM
Washington, NAB directors-atlarge for
FM; NAB
and FM
Ed Sellers,
rector of the
Dept. diMr. Gluck said the AM spectrum
was being "nibbled at" by Mexican and Cuban
won't
be satisfied
with stations
grabbingthat
a couple
of U. S. clear channels because they
regard
this country
as "fair
game."
He recalled
that some
FM set
patents
expire
next
month.
"Some
FM will take its proper place in day
the
broadcast picture," he said. "It may
be sooner than you think. We sell
a lot of sets in North Carolina."
Mr. Jarman said WDNC has separated FM part of the time and
quickly
baseball on sold
FM. Liberty
He saidnetwork
the station
will have two complete operations
soon. "You've got to program separately to sell
sets,"
department
store
soldhe550said.
FM "One
sets
in two days to listeners who wanted
baseball. Our FM is now in the
AM advertisers didn't object to
the operation, he said. FM is sold
atblack."
half the AM rate.
Mr. Fletcher declared WARL
can't sell its FM separately in the
highly competitive Washington,
D. C, market.
Mr. Sellers discussed dealer problems in obtaining sets from distributors and said Radio-Television
Mfrs. Assn. probably would be unable to supply detailed figures on
FM set production distribution.
John Dunnagan, vice president of
Liberty Broadcasting System, recently with the North CarolinaSouth Carolina Zenith distributor,
said there is an extensive demand
for FM sets east of Asheville and
distributors cannot get enough receivers to meet the demand. In
many cases dealers are on allocation for FM sets. He said demand
for radio sets is five times as large
where there is FM sei-vice in the
two states but explained that dealers do not like to carry large
stocks.
Mr. Strouse said he hopes
WWDC-FM will operate in the
black this month. The station has
transit and functional services. He
said it is three times as tough to
sell FM, including transit, as it is
to sell AM.

stra College; Lawrence Deckinger,
director of research, Biow Co.; H.
M. Beville Jr., NBC director of
plans and research; Herbert D.
Krueger, commercial manager,
WTAG Worcester,
Dr. Baker, chairman of the committee, said that the group is bending every effort to complete its
blue-print of the kind of surveys it
deems necessary to provide the industry with a proper guide for audience measurements by Nov. 20,
when the newly organized industrj'
research organization. Broadcast
Audience Measurement Inc., successor to BMB, is to hold its first
board meeting. His committee, he
said, wishes to make full report to
the BAM board, which may then
decide to put into action the proposals of the special group.
Mr. Breyer's initial proposal that
the study be financed jointly by the
Hooper and Pulse organizations
was discarded when the decision
was reached to expand the test survey beyond its original scope.
Although the committee is in
general agreement as to what
should be done, the task of detailing its requirements of how and
where and when is "unbelievably
complicated," Dr. Baker reported,
adding that with all his research
experience he had been startled at
the many involved statistical and
measurement angles that must be
considered.
The committee will bend every
effort to complete its first draft before Nov. 20, he said, meeting
again probably during the week of
Nov. 13 and in the interim exchanging ideas by mail. The committee's job is complicated, he noted,
by its volunteer nature, its members taking time away from their
own business duties to serve the
industry welfare without reimbursement for expenses, let alone
for their counsel.
Last Thursday's meeting at
BMB-BAB offices in New York was
attended by Messrs. Baker, Beville,
Chappell, Deckinger, Krueger and
Wilbor. Mr. Avery and Mr. Manchee were both out of New York on
business that day.
In 5 clinical surveys.
KFMJ outsells Tulsa
newspaper advertising
3 to 1 in dollar volume.
actual sales. Ask us for
details. KFMJ, the Fred
Jones Station, Tulsa,
Okla. One of America's
son independents,
Taylor, Mgr. lawtop
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FREEDOM

Theme Espoused at AFA
Session in Dallas

WARNING against possible moves "to deny Amei'ican business the
freedom of advertising" in the emergency period at hand was sounded
at the 10th (Southwest) District, Advertising Federation of America,
convention held in Amarillo, Oct. 22-24.
Whereas advertising rendered outstanding service in World War II, and
recognizing its tremendous power to they promptly inform the Federation
vitalize the forces of Democracy in of any attempt to abridge the freedom
of advertising at any time.
i the present emergency, we hereby
Not only do we urge that all
pledge our full support to the Advertising Federation of America in governmental restrictions on free adcombating any curtailment of the
vertising be resisted, but we further
recommend that the United States
right to advertise.
Government employ the principles of
Whereas advertising is the foundation of the American free press and American advertising in its relations
radio, and whereas advertising is one
with other nations so that the beneof the primary targets of Communism,
fits which advertising has brought to
the American people may be spread
the Advertising Federation of America is strongly urged to be doubly
throughout the world.
alert and to strongly resist any
Explaining the resolution, T. J.
attempt by legislation, administrative
McHale, newly elected executive
ruling, and/or interpretation to use
the present crisis as an entering
secretary of the 10th Disti'ict, said
it was aimed against any clamping
wedge to deny American business
freedom of advertising.
down on management's right to
Whereas, the Advertising Federaadvertise when more of the countion of America is the voice of organized advertising, and recognizing that
the ultimate effectiveness of AFA
action stems from the grass roots
level, therefore, we urge all Tenth
District advertising clubs and
strongly recommend that all other
districts be alert to these dangers
in th«ir own communities and that

try's business is done under war
contracts.
"We don't want to see anybody
in "Washington curtailing advertising by denying it to be a legitimate business expense and necesoperating iscost."
Mr. sary
McHale
president of the
Dallas Advertising League, which
presented the resolution.
Newly elected president (governor) of the district is A. B. Penny,
Humble Oil Co., Houston. Other
officers are Dale C. Rogers, Tulsa,
first lieutenant governor, and Curtis Taulbee, Fort Worth, second
lieutenant governor.
Speakers included H. L. Nicol,
director, radio and television advertising. General Electric Co.,
Schenectady; Roy Bacus, commermanager,Edward
W'BAP-AM-FM-TV,
Fort cial
Worth;
R. Dunning,
vice president, N. W. Ayer, New
York, and T. W. Braun, Braun &
Co., Los Angeles. ,

RWG PAY BOOST
Chicago Night Rate Higher
NEW CBS Chicago contract with
Radio W^riters Guild provides for
what is believed to be the first
night differential rate of pay, which
gives more money to new staff
writers working night hours. They
get an average of SIO more per
week than those on daytime schedules.
Attorney Irving Meyers also
gained
a salary
raise
averagingforS45RW^G
a month
per person,
and a credit line at the end of each
WBBM-CBS news show, saying the
news was edited and written by the
station's news staff. The CBS contract is retroactive to Sept. 1 and
expires
Aug. 31,
A wage'
opener clause
is 1952.
effective
Sept. re-1,
1951. RWG contracts cover seven
writers at CBS. Separate contracts have been negotiated for six
writers at NBC and four at ABC.

BRANHAM MEET
Clinical Review Held
INFORMAL look at advertising
problems of mutual interest was
taken at the Branham Co., national
station representative, one-day
clinic Oct. 25 in New Orleans, coincident with the District 6 NAB
meeting.
Leading Southern agency and
advertiser executives met with
Branham affiliate station executives
from Tennessee, Alabama, Arkansas and Louisiana. Among those
attending were :
Miles Kehoe. LawTrence Ramsey and
Herbert Schneideau, Wesson Oil &
Snowdrift Sales Co.: Sam McGee and
Marshall Powell, Lipton Tea Co.;
Aubrev Williams, radio director, Fitzgerald'Adv.;
Robert Kottwitz
Kottwitz Agency;
and Bill
McHugh.
Robert
Helion
Dickson Jr.,Moise
Stone-Stevens
Inc.;
P. J. Stakelum,
Bloch. Charles
Bloom and A. Camus. Walker Saussy
Adv.;
Adv. Harry S. McGehee, Bauerlein
Gran\Tlle Sewell and Ronnie Claire,
SewellNicholson,
John F.Thompson
Tims Jr.Adv.;
and L.K.
T. J.
Adams.
New Orleans Times Picayune (WTPS);
Bob Wehrmann, manager, and Jack
O'Meallie, Henry
WTPS Clay,
comjnercial
manager;
Manager
Assistant
Managerrector
B. G.
Robertson.
Program
DiHorace Logan and Fred Watkins.
local sales manager. K\\TCH Shreveport; Jack Wolever. manager, and Bob
Brown of KTHS Hot Springs; Henry
Slavick, manager and Earl Moreland.
commercial manager. WTvIC Memphis;
Bill earlier, WRBC Jackson, Miss.,
manager: Dewey Long. WABB Mobile
manager: Sid Nichols of Memphis,
George Harding and Sloane McCauley
of Dallas, all Branham. executives.

Paul W. Morency, Vice-Pres. — Gen. Mgr.
Walter Johnson, Asst. Gen. Mgr. — Sales Mgr.
WTIC's 50,000 WATTS REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY WEED & CO.
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Dr. Baker

WINDOW
DISPLAYS
WMIN Plans Two Monthly

Nov.

WMIN St. Paul, Minn., has set up
a special window display department under the sales promotion
manager. Each month the new department will handle displays in
windows of two business firms advertising on WMIN.
The series was launched with a

One of the displays p^'epared by
WMIN's new window display department.
^ ^ :J:
medical display in the window of
a local drug house. Included in the
display was a sign calling attention
to Drama of Medicine, sponsored
by the firm on WMIN. Second display for the month was in the window of an appliance shop and featured a music motif.

To Address

ABC Co-op Sales Up
ABC co-operative program
sponsorship has increased by
25% over the last year, Coop Dept. Manager Ludwig
Simmel announced last week.
He said a survey taken Oct.
28 shows a net increase of
166 sponsors during the proceeding year, bringing the
current total to 808.

76-78 Meet

NARND
AGENDA
LARGEST attendance in the history of the National Assn. of Radio
News Directors is expected at the organization's Nov. 16-18 fifth annual
convention at Chicago's Hotel Sherman [Broadcasting, Oct. 30], according to Jack Shelley, WHO Des Moines and NARND president.
With the setting up of panels *
and addition of Dr. W. R. G. Baker,
C. J. Foley, American Hospital
vice president. General Electric, as Assn.; Dr. George F. Lull, secrespeaker, the agenda is about comtary-general manager, American
plete, although another speaker Medical Assn., and Annie Laurie
may be scheduled by Ben ChatCrawford, assistant executive secfield, WMAZ Macon, in charge of
retary in charge of public relations,
convention programming, Mr. Shel- American Nurses Assn.
Dr. Baker will address the conley said.
Three panels scheduled will
vention on "The Future of Radio
and TV." Conventioneers also will
throw open discussions on the newssee a demonstration of Phoneman's relations with doctors and
hospitals, crime news and radio vision by Comdr. E. F. McDonald
news research. Moderating the lat- Jr., Zenith Radio Corp. president.
ter panel is Mitchell Charnley,
Program also features speeches
journalism professor at the U. of by top military spokesmen and
Minnesota. Various phases will be leaders in the news field.
presented by Earle Smith, KMBC
Kansas City; Sheldon Peterson,
Leo Leaving NSRB
KLZ Denver; Charles L. Swarison,
Minnesota School of Journalism;
F. LEO, special assistArthur M. Barnes, Iowa School of STEPHEN
ant to Chairman W. Stuart SymingJournalism.
ton of the National Security RePanel on crime reporting will be
sources Board, will resign from
led by Mr. Smith of KMBC with government service sometime next
the following taking part: Bruce
month to join a St. Louis consultBarrington, KXOK St. Louis; Ron
ing engineering firm. Mr. Leo asCochran, WCOP Boston; Fred S.
sisted Mr. Symington on broad
Seibert, U. of Illinois and assistant
mobilization problems, including
to FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover.
responsibility for communications,
since he left the Air Force where
Third group on the medical phase
of news reporting will have Russ
he had been public relations diVan Dyke, KRNT Des Moines, at
rector. He will accept a vice presithe helm with speakers including
dency with Sverdrup & Parcel.

AFRA STRIKE?
Members Okay Authority
A SHORT-NOTICE strike against
the networks by the American Federation of Radio Artists became a
possibility last week, when a membership meeting in New York voted
authority for its negotiators to call
a strike at any time. The AFRA
contracts with the networks expired Oct. 31.
Spokesmen for the networks expressed confidence, however, despite
the current gap between offers and
demands, that agreement would be
reached without a strike.
AFRA is understood to have
agreed to the negotiating of staff
announcer contracts in the various
cities, rather than standardized
contracts negotiated from New
York. The New York contract,
when one is agreed to, is expected
nevertheless to be followed closely
in other cities.
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Oral Argument

Held

On lO-w Proposal
LOW-POWER
FM
ORAL ARGUMENT on proposals to extend low-power FM station
privileges to non-profit, tax-exempt institutions such as churches and
similar groups was held before FCC last Monday. Such outlets would
be 10-w noncommercial stations similar to those allowed to educational
organizations.
^
The long-pending joint petition radio field up until now. He was
of the Radio Commission of the extensively questioned by ChairSouthern Baptist Convention and
man Wayne Coy on whether such
the executive board of the Baptist
stations would be used for interdenominational attacks or would
General Convention of Texas,
permit atheists to speak.
which requests FCC to allow 10-w
stations throughout the commercial
Rev. Parker indicated personal
FM band where assignable, was re- attacks do nothing for religion as a
viewed by Leonard Marks, Washwhole. He said he didn't know
ington counsel. He explained the where to draw the line as to who
Commission already has held re- could speak on the air, but felt
ligious organizations eligible to be perhaps only those who were
licensees and should rule on other "subversives" should be denied air
time. Atheists should be given
qualifications on a case-to-case
basis.
time if they represent a suflftcient
Such low power stations, Mr. interest in the community, he said.
Chairman Coy expressed the
Marks argued, will boost FM genview the greatest need for these
erally, create new FM set demand
and make it economically possible
for hundreds of small communities
to have their own local medium of
expression. Granting such stations, "representative of community life," he said, would be In
the public interest. Sufiicient FM
frequencies also are available, he
noted. Extensive opportunity for
broadening tolerance, understanding and education would be provided, Mr. Marks stated.
It was indicated the Baptist
groups already are interested in
establishing several hundred such
stations throughout the South.
O SAN FRANCISCO
Rev. Everett C. Parker, director
of the Protestant Radio Commission, pointed out that cost has prohibited any extensive work in the

low power stations might be to permit broader airing of local political
and community issues.
Frank Stollenwerck, Washington
attorney representing the University Baptist Church of Baltimore
as well as the Gospel Fellowship
Assn. and the Christian and Missionary Alliance, told FCC the
"legal privilege" of making such
stations specifically available will
provide the "practical opportunity"
which will stimulate many applications. He also outlined the wide
scope of organizations other than
churches which would be eligible
for low power stations.
Rorer's Viewpoint
Dwight Rorer, counsel for the
First Congregational Church of
Hackensack, N. J., said the lowpower station privilege would put
radio on a local service par with
the little town newspaper. He saw
widespread interest generating in
the religious and allied fields if
FCC approved such stations.

CHICAGO O

CELEBRATING its 15th anniversary, Wincharger Corp., Sioux City,
Iowa, subsidiary of Zenith Radio
Corp., recently threw open its
plant doors to some 3,000 visitors,
including leading personalities of
the entertainment world. Firm
manufactures radio sets, antennas,
antenna towers and other equipment.
"Open House" activities comprised tours of Wincharger's production lines, and displays of
Zenith's latest radio and television
models. A loud speaker system
provided audio background for the
45-minute tours conducted by wellbriefed guides. Additionally, the
company stressed its record of
efficiency and technical accomplishments, and incentive system of compensation.
Radio-stage-screen personalities,
appearing in the city's Civic Auditorium, included Andy and Delia
Russell, Gil Lamb, Borrah Minnevitch and his Harmonica Rascals,
Lou Breese, and others. The Russells presided over a special luncheon for area radio and press
representatives and gave an impromptu performance.
BROADCASTING

Although the new scales vary
from network to network, and no
details have been released officially,
they reportedly include weekly
minimums of $130 for senior continuity writers and for senior news
writers, and $140 for editors.
The new salary rates are understood to be contingent upon further
agreement by the parties as to
items remaining open, such as
vacations, severance pay, and
seniority. Negotiations on these
matters will continue at a meeting this week.

O
DETROIT

ST. LOUIS
O
MEMPHIS

LOS ANGELES
'OPEN HOUSE'
Wincharger Marks 15th Year

RWG
SALARIES
Networks Agree on Scales
PROSPECT of a Radio Writers
Guild strike against the networks
vanished last week, as the parties
agreed upon salary scales at a
meeting in New York just under
the Oct. 31 strike deadline.
Scales to Vary

O
NEW YORK

CHARLOTTE
O
O
ATLANTA

o
DALLAS

Branham offices representing Radio and Television Stations
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To

with

a

a

businessman

driver's
and

no

license
Cadillac

(This is not a Cosmopolitan contest ad)
Once upon a time there was an lowan* who
knew very well the answer to an old riddle.
There was no doubt about it: The chick came
first with him because he owned a fertile hatchery. (Everything is fertile in Iowa. The average Iowa acre grosses between $4.50 and $5
cash per month. Acre for acre it's the best in
the U. S.)
Since the going price for chicks is around
$150 per M, and his hatchery hatched chicks
by the M's, this lowan had a lot of eggs in one
basket.
There's a Musical Clock on WMT wound by
a guy named "Howdy" Roberts. He got to
brooding about the chicks and hatched a fowl
commercial. For chicken-feed ($43.30 per
1/4-hour on a 52-time basis) he egged on
WMT's listeners. They scrambled to their
phones (more farms in Iowa have telephones
than in any other state) and ordered 23,000
chicks after a single l^-hour program.
The lowan bought a new Cadillac.
Ask the Katz Agency man to show you how
seat in Eastern
WMT
Iowa. puts you in the driver's

.WOO WATTS
WMT
CEDAR
RAPIDS

600 KC
DAY AND ISIGHT

BASIC COLUMBIA

NETWORK

■'We've always wanted to run an ad that said "Name
on request" just to see if anyone would request it. On
the other hand, if nobody did
(though why they should is
arcane) the agency might look
bad. Why talte chances? His
name is Mr. Vance McCray.
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ABC SEPARATION
Conrad, Moore Appointed
FURTHER separation of ABC
West Coast tadio and television
branches [Broadcasting, Oct. 30]
became effective last week with appointments of Francis H. Conrad,
supervisor of ABC Western Division station relations department,
as Western Division director of
radio and manager of the ABC Los
Angeles outlet KECA; and Richard A. Moore, director of t;elevision of ABC Western Division, as
manager of KECA-TV.
Announcement was made by
Frank Samuels, ABC Western Division vice president, following
week-end conferences with Robert
E. Kintner, ABC president. Mr.
Kintner was on a 14-city trip atmeetings. tending ABC affiliated stations
Both men will continue their
present duties in addition to the
new appointments. Mr. Conrad
joined ABC in 1944 when it was
the Blue Network. Prior to that
he had been in the NBC New York
sales department and a timebuyer
with McCann-Erickson, New York.
Mr. Moore first joined the network in 1946 as a New York attorney. In 1948 he transferred to
the television division, going to the
West Coast to head up operation
of KECA-TV and KGO-TV San
Francisco.
During his Hollywood visit, Mr.
Kintner, due back in New York today (Monday), made it clear that
he felt radio is still the "greatest
medium in advertising and news
reporting" and that the policy of
dividing network operations into
two separate divisions was being
done to restress the importance of
radio.
On the subject of television, he
stated that it was most important
and that the network was making
great forward strides in it. "We
do not believe," he said, "that television will put radio out of business any more than radio has put
newspapers out of business."
WKRC

Aids School

FACILITIES of WKRC-AM-FMTV Cincinnati are being used for
the newly-announced radio and
television courses now being offered
for the first time in the history of
the Conservatory of Music in that
city. Hulbert Taft Jr., executive
vice president. Radio Cincinnati,
said the courses, carrying full
credits, are under the direction of
Bill Fredericks, senior announcerproducer at WKRC. Series of lectures are being
given byMr.stations'
executives,
including:
Taft,
Manager Herman Fast, Sales Manager Joel Stovall, Program Director Paul Shumate and Byron Taggart, m.c. of many WKRC shows.

KEIO Sells Idea
AN IDEA sold to the Hotel
Bannock by KEIO Pocatello,
Ida., is providing a public
service in the community, according to the station. The
hotel turns over its banquet
hall one night a week to
youngsters for dancing to the
band of Gene Burton, former
saxophonist and arranger for
Horace Heidt. In return, the
hotel is promoted by KEIO
with the airing of four 15minute segments, called Friday Night at the Bannock,
and featuring the band. First
, program was Oct. 27. Food,
coffee and soft drinks are
available at the new night
spot for teen-agers. ^
KYMA
PREPARES
For Dec. 7 Target Date
NEW BUILDING to house studiotransmitter and office facilities for
KYMA Yuma, Ariz., is nearly complete, according to Albert Johnson,
manager
of Salt
River Valley
Broadcasting Co.,
owner of KYMA
and nix.KOY
PhoeMr. Johnson,
who also manages the Arizona
Network,
said the
new station is
scheduled to take
Mr. Lindsey
the air on 1400 kc
with 250 w about
Dec. 1 [Broadcasting, Oct. 30].
New Western Electric transmitter and console equipment is now
being installed, the station reported. Stancil-Hoffman tape recorders will be used for flexibility
in network and local program
service. John Blair & Co., representative for the other Arizona
Network stations, will represent
KYMA.
Mr. Johnson said KYMA's coverage in the area will "round out
the state-wide service" provided by
the regional network. Station's
new general manager, who will
begin his duties Nov. 6, is William L. Lindsey, formerly program
director of KLAS Las Vegas.
KYMA also will affiliate with Mutual-Don Lee.

Roy

Thompson

25 years of radio experience and personal particiW
in hisservices
community's
projects pationand
have
made Roy Thompson a
household word in industriR
al y rich
Altoona. WRTA,
the
Roy Thompson Station,
will assure
you a loyal, buyT listening
ing audience
hours.throughout the
A

ABC

1240 KC

Altoona,
Pa
FO^ SEVENTH consecutive season,
Represented
by
five concerts of Springfield Symphony
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
Orchestra to be carried by WBZAFM Springfield, Mass.
BROADCASTING
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BAM DIRECTORS
Firsf Meeting Set Nov. 20
STEPS to set up a new industry
measurement service as successor
to BMB will be taken Nov. 20 at
the first board meeting of Broadcast Audience Measurement Inc.,
to be held at BMB headquarters in
New York.
First job of BAM, incorporated
last summer by the BATM Organizing Committee, headed by Henry
I P. Johnston, WSGN Birmingham,
II will be to elect permanent officers.
I When organizational work is out
I of the way, BAM will settle down
I to a study of the entire radio! television research situation. The
I Nov. 20 meeting will have before
it a report by the special commitI tee studying research uniformity
! under direction of Dr. Kenneth H.
I Baker, NAB research director.
! This committee met Thursday in
New York to draw up a report
(see story this issue).
Most of BMB's second radio
coverage study has been completed,
with BMB operating a skeleton
office to take care of orders. Dr.
Baker has directed BMB as acting
president for more than a year.
Members of the BAM board of
directors are:
Affiliated
Stations—
Faul King,
W. Morency,
WTIC
Hartford;
Frank
WMBR
Jacksonville, Fla.; Merrill Lindsay,
WSOY Decatur. 111.
Unaffiliated Stations — Howard Lane,
WJJD Chicago; J. W. Woodruff Jr.,
WRBL Columbus, Ga.; Herb Hollister,
KBOL Boulder, Col.
Television Stations — George Burbach,
KSD-TV St. Louis; Clyde W. Rembert,
KRLD-TV Dallas; Norman Chandler,
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles.
Stations — Henry Johnston, WSGNFMFM Birmingham.
Advertisers — Joseph Allen, BristolMyers
Co., New& York;
A. H.
Halverstadt, Procter
Gamble,
Cincinnati;
Howard
Chapin,
General
Foods,
New
York.
Advertising Agencies — Richard Grahl,
Wm. Esty & Co., New York; Melvin
Brorby, Needham, Louis & Brorby,
Chicago; Leonard T. Bush, Compton
Adv., New York.
Networks — Ernest Lee Jahncke Jr.,
vice president, station relations, ABC;
Robert A. Schmid, vice president, advertising, promotion, research & planning,planning
MBS; Hugh
M. BevUleNBC.
Jr., director,
& research,

NATIONAL NIELSEN-RATINGS* TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(TOTAL U. S. AREA, INCLUDING SMALL-TOWN, FARM AND URBAN HOMES— and Including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
EXTRA-WEEK SEPTEMBER 24-30, 1950
Current Rating Homes
Previous
Current Previous
Current Rating Homes
Program
Current Rank
%
Rank Rank
Program
%
9
9
Rank
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
Mr.
District
AMorney
(NBC)
12.7
4
10
1
1
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
18.1
Jack Benny Show (CBS)
12.3
2
5
Godfrey's
(CBS)
14.6
Copyright 1950 by A. C. NIELSEN CO.
3
2
My
Friend Talent
Irma Scouts
(CBS)
14.1
4
11
Mr. Chameleon (CBS)
13.5
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by applying the "NIELSEN5
3
Walter Winchell (ABC)
13.4
RATING" Radio(%) Homes.
to 40,700,000 — the 1950 estimate of Total United
6
10
Mr. and Mrs. North (CBS)
13.4
States
7
24
Life with Luigi (CBS)
13.0
(*)
Homes
reached
during all or any part of the program, except
8
18
Dr. Christian (CBS)
13.0
for homes listening only 1 to 5 minutes.
LOBBY REPORT
Danger, House Group Says
EXPANSION of pressure politics
may challenge the very existence
of representative government, according to the House Committee on
Lobbying Activities which has released a67-page report on the controversial subject.
Democrats on the committee,
headed by Rep. Frank Buchanan
(D-Pa.), signed the report which
did not bear signatures of Repub-

lican members who have clashed
frequently with Rep. Buchanan
during hearings. The probers, finding lobbying a "billion dollar industry," emphasized the harboring
of "very real" dangers to the legislative process of Congress.
To offset heavily financed pressure by private groups, the committee looked at the following alternatives: Government backing of
poorly financed groups; formal
placing of organized groups in the
legislative process; streamlining

of both legislative and administrative procedure in government;
stronger political parties and discipline; more information on lobbying and lobbyists. Of the varied
ways discussed, gathering of more
information was most favored. Rejected by the committee were the
first two (strengthening private
groups) which were found incompatible with popular representation
and inclined toward creating more
pressure on government.

NEW STUDIOS
Mark KXLY's 28th Year
NEW STUDIOS of KXLY-CBS
Spokane were visited Oct. 16 by an
estimated 1,500 persons, helping to
celebrate the station's 28th year
of operation and its opening of a
new radio-TV center at 315 West
Sprague Ave. Move was described
as first rationstep
in the station's
for eventual
television.prepaHighpoint of the celebration was
a full-hour participation show.
KXLY, operating on 920 kc with
5 kw, is licensed to Symons Broadcasting Co.

beyond

Buffalo

# Your radio advertising dollar buys MORE
Why buy 2 or more...
^
on

do 1 big sales job
'RADIO BALTIMORE"

a dollar's worth on WGR. You get record-breaking
highs in WGR's prosperous Buflfalo-area audiences
PLUS coverage of scores of important upstate rural
and farm markets. 3000 watts day and night on the
dial's best wavelength does it!

BROADCASTING

than
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Corpjonztwfi
RAND BUILDING,
BUFFALO 3, N.Y.
Buffalo's ColumbMNetworkSution
National Repreaenutive, Free & Feten.Inc,
UoJ. {"Fitz") Fffzpatrick
I. R. ("Ike") Lounsberry
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editorial

Time

for a

DCB?

AT ABOUT the time of the Nazi blitzkreig
into the low-lands and Scandinavia in the
spring of 1940, plans were being made for
a war-time economy in the United States. In
September, 10 years ago, the Defense Communications Board was established.
Today we have many of the counterparts
of the World War II emergency government.
Plans for home defense are under way, against
the day of a sneak atomic attack. Communications are pegged as the "nerve center" of
civil defense. Cut-backs in radio and TV production are upcoming. Washington bristles
with the kind of activity that prevailed prior
to and just after Pearl Harbor.
There also functions in Washington, quietly
and behind the scenes, the President's Communications Policy Board of five members. It.
is headed by the former FCC Comr. Irvin
Stewart. One of the subjects before it is the
formation of a permanent government policy
communications agency.
If the international situation worsens, reimposition of virtually all of the World War II
restrictions can be expected. There was no
civilian set production. Broadcasters were
hard put to remain on the air. Stations were
permitted to operate subnormally. Many
regulations were waived.
These latter moves came via the Board of
War Communcations, successor to the Defense
Communications Board. The FCC Chairman
was head of this policy agency. Other members
were from the Army, Navy, Coast Guard and
State Dept.
Both manpower and material crises were met
through the functioning of this board. Radio
went on a full war-time basis, but not a single
station went silent because it lacked essential
equipment or manpower.
The time seems propitious to complete plans
for another Defense Communications Board.
Whether this plan should emanate from the
President's Policy Committee or from the FCC
is unimportant. If a blue-print already exists,
then it appears time to activate it.

Worth

the

Try

THE SERIOUSNESS of the FCC's proposal
to ration network programs to TV stations
in all except those markets having four or
more TV outlets becomes more apparent as the
potential impact of the suggested rules is
realized. Last week we reported that radio
broadcasters, as well as those now in TV, are
aroused because they recognize in this move
a possible TV "Blue Book." And what may
be done in TV can be ordained in radio, since
the same principles apply.
Since unburdening ourselves, we are advised
that the FCC does not relish this proposed
rule-making proceeding. It is pointed out
that the Commission, for two years, abstained
from intervening in the cable allocation controversy among the four TV networks and
that it entered into the affray only after two
complaints had been filed and when the AT&T
found itself stalemated on voluntary time
allotments.
Though there's no official pronouncement, it's
reasonable to assume that the FCC would dismiss the proposed proceeding on rationing
rules if the parties can compromise their
Page 46
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differences, permitting the AT&T to file revised tariffs.
Certainly the four networks should be able
to compose their allocations differences. The
present paucity of cable and microwave relays
won't exist forever. While it's difficult to tell
when the freeze on new TV stations will be
lifted, it should be obvious that there will be
additional outlets in the major markets, as
rapidly as the regulatory processes and the
war situation will permit.
To hazard even "temporary" program rationing istoo great a risk. If the FCC attempts
to invoke rules, there will be prolonged litigation.
Realizing this, we hope the networks or
AT&T will again take the initiative and
endeavor to work out an equitable allocation
of time. Of necessity, it would be for a short
period — three or six months. No one knows
what the cable requirements will be six months
hence. Last summer there were the doldrums
and the hiatuses.
Certainly it's worth the try.

jf - our respects to:

JOHN
LAST WEEK radio observed its 30th
anniversary. The official starting date
is recorded as Nov. 2, when KDKA Pittsburgh went on the air to broadcast the
Harding-Cox election returns and remained on a regular schedule with regular call letters. Last week, a dozen stations observed their silver anniversary —
among them WBAL Baltimore. That
station for the past five years has operated with a "temporary" license — the
only remaining victim of the infamous
FCC "Blue Book" on commercial versus
sustaining p^-ogram balance still on the
hook. It is on the hook because Drew
Pearson and his former partner Robert
S. Allen have pending an ajyplication for
the station's facilities, based entirely on
the now interred "Blue Book." How long
can a license remain temporary?

Was

It All

in Fun?

OUR FRIENDS of the flickers are in a rhubarb
because of the recent Dean Martin-Jerry
Lewis skit on NBC-TV. The Council of Motion
Picture Organizations (COMPO) alleges that
the vehicle during the Colgate Comedy Hour
"held the motion picture industry up to public
ridicule and gave the impression that the industry had collapsed and the people were staying away from motion picture theatres in favor
of television."
The COMPO, in seeking to forestall repetitions, has written key figures in radio and TV
and industry. It says it does not propose to
take such attacks lying down. The principals
have expressed regret. And we agree that it's
not good business to engage in public feuds.
One of the key figures to whom COMPO
wrote was J. Harold Ryan, vice president of
Fort Industry, wartime radio censor, and interim president of NAB, who also happens to
be a member of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce Committee on Advertising. He spoke
eloquently and forcefully for radio when he
responded to COMPO's Arthur L. Mayer:
I wonder if your memory is not rather
short in this connection. Do you not recall
"The Hucksters" which MGM made in 1947
and which was a picture that not only held
up to ridicule the advertising industry, advertising agencies and broadcasters, but also
impugned the personal morality of people engaged in these occupations?
I agree with you that it is poor business
for one industry in this great country of
ours to ridicule or make light of another.
At the same time I am very .mindful of His
saying, "He that is without sin among you,
let him cast the first stone."
We're listening (and looking), Mr. Mayer.

KIMBALL

WEST

rethe singular
drawn & onBailey,
of Barnum
NBC could
UNLESS itsourceshad
not have picked a more outstanding vice
president in charge of the Western Division
than John Kimball ,West.
Mr. West is six feet, six inches tall.
It is not only because of his elevation that
Mr. West, who is about to take up his new
assignment, will stand out in Hollywood society. His tastes in haberdashery are sure to be
regarded as bizarre. Mr. West habitually wears
dark blue suits, white shirts, small-figured ties,
black shoes and gray fedoras.
Mr. West is as much an Easterner as he
looks. Except for a five-year period in which
he was an RCA Victor district manager in
such remote outposts as Cleveland and San
Francisco, he has spent most of his business
career in the neighborhood of Philadelphia,
his home town.
RCA Victor headquarters,
(Continued on page ^9)

Static

and

Snour

By AWFREY

QUINCY

NOW, an illegal TV station is forced off the
air. Since when is it a crime in this country
to be merely illegal?
* * * *
Man bites dog, with new twist. Very much in
the news is this head "Pilot Drops Suit." We
always thought it was the pilot who got
dropped.
^ ^ ^ sjc
Comr. Hennock wants to know, which came
first, education or commercialism? Everybody
knows thing
that
the egg
cameever
first,
but that's someno chick
would
admit.
In the Oct. 23 issue of Broadcasting the art
work really took us. A picture of Ralph
Edwards and Hugh Terry with the Denver
Flash managing to look like Frankenstein. A
picture of a successful user of radio and TV,
Mr. Neil Petree, who turns out to be a dead
ringer for NBC's new v.p.. Bill Brooks. But
the door-prize went to a picture of a very beautiful girl in a well-fitted sweater, carrying a
sign
"Breast-o-chicken."
Oh,
Mister which
Taishofif!read
(If you
still have your copy
handy, men, it was on page 14.)
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BEST
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UNIT

niglittime
different

RATE

BET

-delivering

people

of

TRIPLE

'

FOR
1280 CLUB-with Bill
Williams. 1 V2 hours of fun

COVERAGE

audience

YOUR

Each program reaching a large,
distinctive and different audience.

TRIPLE

IS

IS

a

971,520

and music with America's
greatest name bands to entertain you.
^PRAIRIE

weekly/'

STARS

— with Rosalie Allen. UnThe "Daily Triple" provides, in a single unit
purchase,
WOV's 1280
PRAIRIE participation
STARS and inRAMBLE
IN CLUB,
ERIN

challenged queen of American Folk, Western, and
Mountain Music. Elected

PROGRAMS — one broadcast in each program
daily ... a total unduplicated audience of 971,520
PEOPLE at a cost of only 27 CENTS PER
THOUSAND people reached.

America's No. 1 feminine disk jockey for 1950
—Western Life Poll.

lAr A RAMBLE

IN ERIN

—with Pat Stanton. Authentic Irish music and folk
songs, with celebrities and
guest stars.
Rome

Studios: Via del Bufalo 126

Nafional Representative: JOHN E, PEARSON CO.
SOOO
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rOU FRANKEL, WFDR (FM) New YorTc director of special events
. and public relations, promoted to general manager. Formerly
with Rural Radio Network and WHCU Ithaca, N. Y.
J. D. JONES Jr., chief engineer-commercial manager KTAT Frederick,
Okla., named general manager. Will continue with technical supervision.
ROGER R. HUNT, manager West Coast Radio Sales, S. F., to manager
KUBA Yuba City, Calif.
GEORGE STELLMAN, account executive, Jordan Co., L. A., Nov. 13
joins KNX Hollywood and Columbia Pacific Network as account executive. BERT WEST, CPN sales service manager, to new post as director
of sales service, KNX-Columbia Pacific Network. ROBERT WOOD,
KNX commercial traffic manager, succeeds Mr. West as CPN sales
service manager.

front

ERLE G. HOWERY, station manager WWYO Pineville, W. Va., named
general manager. Succeeds JACK K. SHIPMAN, who remains as
treasurer.
G. LaVERNE FLAMBO, executive
vice president and commercial manager WQUA Moline, 111., named
general manager. Will also continue duties as executive vice president. W. JOHN GRANDY, account executive KDAL Duluth,
Minn., replaces him as commercial
manager.

BILL GORDON, disc jockey, sports director and news commentator
WNAW North Adams, Mass., appointed general manager.
ANN RAWLINSON
CLINTON BROWN
World Herald.

to commercial staflr WFMD
to KBON-FM

Frederick, Md.

Omaha sales staff.

office

Was with Omaha
Mr. Flambo

G. F. (Red) BAUER, resigned as sales manager WINN Louisville
[Broadcasting, Oct. 30], announces he will open restaurant in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.

HELEN K. MOBBERLY, charge of
Mr. Grandy
Washington Transit Radio sales
WWDC-FM Washington, named assistant to WWDC-AM-FM general
manager.
HERMAN M. PARIS, WWDC general sales manager, also
named general sales manager Washington Transit Radio (WWDC-FM).
JACK HEALEY

named commercial manager of KNUZ Houston.

JOSEPH K. MARSHALL, account executive Columbia Pacific Network,
L. A., to KCBS San Francisco Nov. 20 in same capacity.
ROBERT KEDDY, broadcast regulations division CBC, Toronto, to acting
secretary board of governors, CBC, Ottawa.
KARL MONK, commercial manager CKWS Kingston, to manager CHOK
Sarnia, Ont.
BILL BRENNAN, salesman CHOK Sarnia, to sales staff All-Canada
Radio Facilities Ltd., Toronto, station representative.
LEROY BREMMER, general manager-technical director KERB Kermit,
Tex., to TV staff United Nations, Lake Success, N. Y.
BILL BALDWIN, general manager KFGT Fremont,
Neb., to KBON Omaha as AM account executive.
CKXL Calgary, Alia., names National Broadcast Sales,
Toronto,
and Donald Cooke Inc. as national representatives.

Ybu

hear

KERB Kermit, Tex., names Bowles & Co. as exclusive
national representative.

Mr. Bremmer

it

LEON R. BROOKS, foreign funds section chief. Office of Alien Property,
Dept. of Justice, joins legal staff CBS Washington office.
RAY BARNETT, KSMO
sales representative.

San Mateo, to KGO San Francisco as radio

ELIZABETH GREENE, Walston Hoffman & Goodwin, S. F., to sales
department KCBS San Francisco.

...in

7W
PLUS

WELD-FM

POWER 5000 • WELD 53,000
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SAtES

Sales power in central Ohio
means WBNS plus WELD-FM
with 187,980 radio families.
These are the folks who have
the money to buy your product
and their buying guide is WBNS.
Quick results at lower cost...
that has been the record of
WBNS for year after year.
ASK JOHN

BLAIR

FOR

MORE AUDIENCE
AT LESS COST
WITH HIGHER POWER
AND GREATER RESULTS
See Centerspread

ON
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This Issue
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Respects
(Continued from page ^6)
where he has been stationed in
recent years as vice president and
dii-ector of public relations, is at
Camden. X. J., across the river
from Philadelphia.
He was born in Charleston, W.
Va., Sept. 10, 1907, but moved to
Philadelphia at the age of 5 and
considers that city as home. His
father, C. K. West, retired two
years ago after sei-ving the General Electric Co. as vice president
in charge of the Atlantic district.
jj The younger West started to
follow his father's career in the
General Electric Co. After graduating from prep school at Pennington, N. J., and studjang for a year
and a half at Wesleyan College,
Middletown, Conn., he went to
work in the GE Edison Lamp works
at Harrison, X. J.
About a year later, the Harri' son Edison Lamp works was converted into a radio tube manufacturing plant for RCA Radiotron
Co., and Mr. West stayed, along
with a number of other GE em,i ployes, to join RCA.
I
World's Fair Assignment
'f His assignment was in the advertising department. In 1933 he
was sent to Chicago to be in charge
of the RCA exhibit at the World's
I Fair.
' Mr. West was only 26 at the
time he was cast into the society of
Sally Rand, the Streets of Paris
and other distractions at the Chicago fair, but he conducted himself
with such resolute sobriety that
his employers reclaimed him from
' the midway at the expiration of
the fair and elevated him to the
management of the Victor visual
sound products department.
In 1936 he was promoted to RCA
Victor district manager in Philadelphia. A year later he became
district manager in Xew York. He
had
hardly
unpacked
X'ew York
before
he was
sent toin Pittsburgh
as district manager. By the end
of 1938, when he was again transplanted, this time to Cleveland, he
had begun to feel as though he
were the staff Rover Boy.
He remained in Cleveland until

TOP DOG

on the Coast!
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the latter part of 1941 when he
was transferred to San Francisco.
By this time he had a wife and
child. His family had just arrived
in San Francisco when Mr. West
received orders to return to Camden. The war had begun, and RCA
Victor had decided to contract its
field offices to concentrate on war
production.
Mr. West was in charge of the
redistribution of the RCA Victor
field staff, and when that task was
completed he was made manager of
the war contracts sei'^'ice department.
In 1944 Frank M. Folsom joined
RCA Victor as executive vice president. X^ew to the firm, he needed
a staff assistant who knew his way
around the company. He naturally
noticed Mr. West, who is hard to
miss in a crowd.
For 18 months Mr. West served
as principal assistant to Mr. Folsom, without a title. In June 1945
he was appointed dii'ector of public relations and two years later
was elected to a vice presidency.
Mr. West's selection to head XBC
operations in the west is in line
with the closer supervision that
RCA has lately exerted over its
broadcasting subsidiary. It is no
secret that since Mr. Folsom became RCA president RCA has
taken a new and firmer hand in the
management of XBC.
What Mr. West takes to Hollywood is a flair for crack administration as w-ell as experience in
public relations. There is little
doubt that X'BC's Western Division will operate on a business-like
basis under his command.
Mr. West is too preoccupied with
business to have time for avocations other than golf, a game he
plaj'S frequently with scores he
describes as "fair to poor." His
only club membership is in the
Pine Valley, X. J. Golf Club.
He married a Philadelphia girl,
Peggy Brush, in 1934. They have
two adopted children, Peggy, 10,
and Helen, 7.
PROFITS TAX
Move To Shelve Plan Seen
DRIVE by some members of Congress to shelve the proposal for an
excess pi'ofits tax may be forthcoming when legislators return
from recess Xov. 27, or at an
earlier date if beckoned by President Truman, who already has indicated he may call Congress back
after the national elections.
Advance notice of such sentiment
has been given by Sen. Ralph E.
Flanders (R-Vt.) who has suggested that Congi'ess increase corporation tax rates instead of
enacting an excess profits tax.
Sen. Flanders has said he hoped
to present his views before the
Senate Finance Committee.
Meanwhile, informal sessions on
the proposal, by the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue & Taxation were about concluded last
week. The Congressional group has
been requested to prepare a report
on the profits tax by Xov. 15, date
set for the House Ways & Means
Committee to open hearings.
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WARE TEAMWORK
At- Historic Church Event
FLAWLESS station teamwork is
reported by WARE Ware, Mass.,
1 kw outlet, in its 3^2 -hour broadcast of the entire consecration of
Xotre Dame Church at Southbridge,
Mass., Oct. 11. With notice of only
18 hours to arrange the program,
the staff immediately went to work
on the necessary details.
After Donald W. Howe, owner
and manager, WARE, learned that
larger metropolitan stations didn't
plan to cover the event, News Editor Bill O'Neil and Sales Manager
Bob Sinnett obtained permission
from diocesan and parish officials
to schedule the broadcast, promising it would be memorable and
dignified. Program Director Tom
Colton arranged for telephone
lines. Search for a qualified narrator at Worcester Diocese led to
Rev. Joseph R. D. Ally of St.
Francis of Assisi Church, Fitchburg, Mass.
With only tw^o hours to go to find
a sponsor, Desa Paint & Wallpaper
Co., a branch of a Worcester firm,
agreed to take the 3% -hour segment
as a public service. On broadcast
day, staffers' hopes were pinned on
Rev. Ally, making his first microphone attempt. WARE reports he
"covered the ceremony with the
aplumb of an experienced broadcaster." Program's success, station adds, was conclusive when the
stimulated audience, of a primarily

Reporting the event are Rev. Ally
(I) and Frank Knight, staff announcer.
* * *
Catholic-populated area, made its
reaction known. By request,
WARE, which had taped the entire
event, rebroadcast the final halfhour the following Sunday.
Rate Value for FM
FM is no longer considered as
"bonus" at WOKZ-AM-FM Alton,
111., according to Edward A.
Wheeler, president, WOKZ Inc.
Mr. Wheeler said new rates, eflPective Wednesday, will be for the
combined facilities of AM and FM,
with a portion definitely attributed
to the FM audience. Accompanying the new rate policy is a promotion campaign. North Shore Broadcasting Co., which purchased the
WOKZ facilities, also is licensee
of WE AW (FM) Evanston, 111.

TRIBUNE TOWER
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
Represented Nationally by Burn-Smith
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 16)
selling various products to retail
outlets.
In 1933, a boyhood friend who
was then with Young & Rubicam
told him about a new sort of business— national representation of
radio stations. The friend arranged
a meeting with John Blair, who had
shortly before established John
Blair & Co., and was in the process
his New York operaof expanding
tion. The two made a deal on the
spot, and Bill Weldon had taken
the first major step in his career.
Two years with John Blair convinced Bill that he needed a "grassroots" background of actual radio
station operating and sales experience, so in 1936 he became a
salesman with WOR. After a year
and a half with the key Mutual outlet, he returned to the Blair fold,
becoming a vice president of the
company in 1946.
The war caused one more interruption in his Blair career. During
the war he served in the Navy as
commanding officer of an LST in
the Pacific area, where he saw a
great deal of combat.
The post-war year of 1946 found
the radio industry awakening to
the combined threat and opportunity in the new art of commercial
telecasting. While Bill and the
other principals of John Blair &
Co. discussed at length the alternative methods of providing the best
representative service for a growing list of television stations. Bill
made it his special business to
undertake a thorough survey of
the whole television field from every
aspect. As a result, when in 1948
the Blair group decided on the
principle of separate and exclusive
representation of television stations, with specialized salesmen
selling television alone, Bill was
ideally prepared to direct the operation. He was oifered and accepted
the presidency of Blair-TV Inc.,
TV's first exclusive representative
firm.

DINNER commemorating ISth anniversary of the Esso Reporter in the Carolinas brought out station managers and advertising executives alike for
special occasion in Charlotte, N. C. [Broadcasting, Oct. 30]. Flanking the
station-inscribed cake are (I to r): Laurens Wright, Esso Division manager;
V. C. Carrier, company's assistant advertising manager; Cecil Hoskins,
WWNC Asheville; Charles H. Crutchfield, WBT Charlotte; Curt Peterson,
partner, Marschalk & Pratt; E. S. Diggs, Esso region manager; Richard Mason,
WPTF Raleigh. Newscasts are carried by all three stations.
is married to the former Grace
Hardingham of Plainfield, and
they have twin daughters, Donna
and Blaire, three years old. He is
a member of the Plainfield Country
Club, and Chi Phi fraternity.
In common with many of his
Madison Avenue brothers-underthe-skin, his principal hobby is golf.

He is sensitive about his scores.
"I've always felt that a businessman-golfer who plays in the 70s
was neglecting his business. If he
plays in the 80s, he's neglecting his
golf. At this stage of the development of spot television, it's pretty
obvious that I'm neglecting my

New Business
(Continued from page 12)
CORY Corp., Chicago, planning to sponsor quarter-hour television show,
Cal York Photoplay, and is shopping for network. Agency: DancerFitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.
MILES Labs, renewing The Quiz Kids, Louis G. Cowan package, on 30
NBC-TV interconnected stations, Fri., 8-8:30 p.m. for 52 weeks, effective
golf."
Dec. 1. Agency: Wade Adv., N. Y.
ALLIS CHALMERS Mfg. Co. sponsoring onetime telecast of Chicago
International Livestock Exposition, Nov. 28 2-3 p.m. on NBC-TV interconnected network. Agency: Bert S. Gittins Adv., Milwaukee.
TOWNLEY RESTAURANT & CAFE, N. Y., names William Wilbur
Advertising Inc., N. Y., for its advertising. Radio will be used.
A/atwotk -ficc&unti • • •
CAMPANA SALES Co., Batavia, 111., renews for 52 weeks Solitair Time
on NBC, Sun., 11:45-12 noon. Agency: Clements Co., Philadelphia.

AM-TV Split
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^
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Today, Bill Weldon derives his
greatest satisfaction from the fact
that the pi'inciple of separation of
AM and TV sales function, pioneered by Blair-TV, has been recognized by many elements of the
radio and television industries as
the sound approached to a difficult
problem.
D In addition to fostering and
developing a sound sales concept,
Blair-TV today is also one of the
largest and most successful elements in the television representation field, representing WBNS-TV
Columbus, Ohio; KTSL (Don Lee
Television) Hollywood; WDSU-TV
New Orleans; WOW-TV Omaha;
WTVR Richmond, Va.; KDYL-TV
Salt Lake City; KEYL San Antonio, and KING-TV Seattle.
Bill Weldon was born in Westfield, N. J., on May 16, 1908. He
prepped at Pingry School, Elizabeth, N. J., and was graduated from
Lafayette College, Easton, Pa. He

D. B. LEWIS, president Lewis Food Co., L. A. (Dr. Ross dog and cat
food), joins Academy of Television Arts and Sciences as corporate member. Lewis firm sponsors The Ruggles, KECA-TV Los Angeles.
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Quesiion
'F
E' 'freeze"
vancements" are not gained by
HAS RE
THE EZ
TWO-YEAR
IN VAIN?
on construction of new television
making an allocation which requires
stations been in vain?
months of rule-making hearings to
modify.
Observers at FCC's lengthy
VHF-UHF allocation proceeding
"The final goal of TV allocation
■were asking themselves this ques- is the most equitable distribution
tion last w-eek as testimony of sev- of facilities compatible with actual
eral witnesses suggested:
population distribution and ecosupport,"was
he stated.
9 The Commission's original
Mr. nomic
Gillett
challenged by
1945 standards on station separaFCC Counsel Harry Plotkin when
tion may be "technically feasible"
with proper receiver design and he presented AFCCE's conclusion
good receiving antennas and loca- that the Commission's allocation
tion.
proposal "places VHF and UHF
® Undue weight has been channels on exactly the same
placed by FCC on factors such as basis." AFCCE therefore had recthat "UHF assignments
troposphere and terrain which af- should not ommended
be considered on a par
fect station separation.
with VHF" because VHF operation
% Allocation, if based on pro- "is and will continue to be the
backbone of television for many
viding service to "natural" population groups rather than geoyears to come."
graphic areas, can provide maxiMr. Plotkin observed FCC's promum service through flexible rules
posed allocation does not consider
on power and antenna heights and
UHF
and
VHF on a par in that the
provision for directional antennas,
designates specific service
offset carrier operation and simi- plan
radii for each, the UHF predicted
lar techiques for elneient channel
service range being less than VHF.
use.
Other principal recommendations
# Service witltin a station's and conclusions of AFCCE preown area may be substantially insented by Mr. Gillett included:
creased, without adding interfer• Undue weight has been given by
ence to other outlets, by simply
FCC to those factors such as terrain
boosting transmitting antenna
and troposphere which tend to inheight, while attempting improvement of the same service through
increase in power will magnify interference to other stations.
Educational Bids
SU
Meanwhile, FCC announced it ACO
LOR court
THREE-JUDGE
willIT
hear
has designated Nov. 27 as the date
preliminary arguments in RCA's
for accepting testimony on resercolor television suit against the
vation of channels for educational
in Chicago's Federal District
groups [Broadcasting, Oct. 30]. FCC
Court on Nov. 14, six days before
The Commission, which plans to FCC's approval of the CBS color
hear further general testimony
standards is slated to become efthis week on Wednesday after- fective.
noon, Thursday and Friday only,
The date was set by Judge Philip
indicated it would not hold up any
Sullivan last Monday. The threeother portion of the hearing on judge court will be composed of
this account. Cross-examination
Judge Sullivan; Judge J. Earle
will proceed immediately after di- Major of the Court of Appeals,
rect testimony has been concluded
who was designated chief magison all issues except that relating
trate in the RCA suit, and District
to reservation of educational chan- Judge Walter LaBuy, who in 1948
nels, FCC said.
found AFM Chief James C. Petrillo
Glenn D. Gillett, Washington con- not guilty of government charges
sulting engineer and president of of violations of the Lea Act
the Assn. of Federal Communica[Broadcasting, Jan. 19, 1948].
The Nov. 14 date was set when
tion Consulting Engi^ieers, Tuesday
told the Commission AFCCE be- Nov. 8, on which RCA and FCC
lieves the proposed allocation plan attorneys had agreed, was found
should be employed only as a inconvenient for the court. The
general guide and not be made a argument will cover the motion of
RCA, NBC, and the RCA Victor
part of FCC's rules. He explained
maximum use of facilities and "the Distributing Corp. for temporary
rapid inclusion of technical ad- injunction against the FCC color
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Haunts

crease mileage separation of stations.
Safety factors
but lesser
separation
than"arethatdesirable"
now proposed
by
FCC "may be used without producing
interference
greater than
indicated."
Benefits
of directional
transmitting
and
receiving antennas cited.
• Power and antenna height should
be adjusted to value necessary for
adequate coverage which should generally, but not in unusual cases, cover
the metropolitan district of large cities
or urban area of smaller cities. Flexible minimums would reduce hardship
cases and prevent waste of facilities.
Conversely, maximum levels should be
flexible to allow fullest service opportunities where possible.
Use Technical Advances
• Full use should be made of all
technical advancements, including directional antennas, offset carrier operation and any other means of more
effectively using VHF channels for
maximimi service. Allocation plan
must be "sufiBciently flexible to permit maximum use of future developments in the art."
• Exact
of FCC's
three
gradespurpose
of service,
A, Bproposed
and C,
is not clear and plan of allocation
"protecting stations to their natural
area is more logical." Grade C or
rural service does not seem to be protected for any station and such provision should be made, with particular
need for rural service protection in
less densely populated areas.
• Available VHF and UHF propagation data show FCC prediction of UHF
coverage is over optimistic as rugged

FCC

Hearing

terrain of some areas will cause UHF
signals to fall off at lesser distances
than computed by Commission. Proposed allowances of power increases to
overcome propagation deficiencies seen
as no solution since "such an allowance requiring effective radiated power
up to 2000 kw is obviously impractical."
• Allocation in accordance with
FCC's proposed priorities "will not
permit a growth of television broadcasting in accordance with the demand
and to the best interests of the industry." TV will not be exception to rule
that innesssystem
of free enterprise
"busiventures succeed
where adequate
economic support is found." Allocation must be based
on plan
"to greatest
provide
the maximum
of service
to the
number of people." FCC should not
deny a bid to provide a second service
to a large population in order to supply
first service to a small city.
• Mixing of VHF and UHF assignments "raises problems of tremendous
magnitude
and radiation
uncertainty."may cause
• Oscillator
serious interference in congested areas.
This will continue unless precautions
are taken by set makers. Change of
intermediate frequency in sets to 41 mc
proposed by RTMA will result in interference to reception seven channels
separated. If assignment of a UHF station in given area separated by seven
channels is avoided this interference
would be eliminated.
Questioned by Comr. Frieda B.
Hennock what he personally antici(Continued on page 66)

nt
14 For Preliminary Argume
NOV.
decision pending full trial of their
tended,genuine
the recordsissueshow
there is no
as to"that
any
suit, along with counter-motions
material
fact
and
that
defendants
filed Monday by FCC seeking dismissal of the suit and summary
. . . are entitled to a judgment as
judgment upholding the FCC de- a matter of law."
The motion was based on an afficision [Broadcasting, Oct. 30].
davit by FCC General Counsel
Pilot
Radio
Coi-p.'s
request
to
intervene on the side of RCA and Benedict P. Cottone outlining the
its subsidiaries also will be argued
background of the color case, indiat the Nov. 14 session. A CBS
cating the extent of evidence preby the various participants
petition to intervene on FCC's side in thesentedhearing,
and reviewing
received agreement of both RCA
FCC's final color decision.
and FCC last Monday.
To the RCA charge that E. W.
Others To Intervene
Chapin, head of the FCC laboratories division, invented an adapter
Court authorities also expected
petitions to intervene from other usable only with the CBS system
companies, since several queries and was still permitted to advise
regarding
procedure had been re- the Commission on its decision, the
ceived.
Commission claimed that "RCA had
FCC's motion for dismissal of full opportunity to object to the
the RCA complaint or for summary
continued participation of said enjudgment, filed Monday, claimed
gineer in the proceedings but did
NBC and RCA Victor Distributing
not do so. . .
Corp. lack legal standing and that
FCC also contended that RCA
RCA has failed to show a legally
sufficient cause of action.
has (Continued
not claimed
Mr. 88)
Chapin's
on page
In any event, the motion conTelecasting
• BROADCASTING

Asks

RCA

Give

CBS

Tube

DOES
FCC ASKED RCAMACY'
last week to S
will aid inTill
assuring that GimEl
all means
tube is'S?
ready, and that no reply to
the television art.'
turn over to CBS some of the latest
are being taken by the television
"In issuing such authorizations
the second request has been received.
industry
to
bring
to
the
American
the Commission expects that the
models of RCA's tri-color TV picpeople the best that color television
ture tube, for tests with the ComFCC's letter to RCA made no fruits derived from such research
mission-approved CBS color tele- has to offer. Your early response
reference to requests by CBS. It and development will be made availvision system.
to this request will be appreciated."
said the Commission "feels that it
able to the entire industry."
Noting that RCA said last July
RCA had not completed its anThe Commission recalled that exis
appropriate to request when arswer late last week.
it hoped to have samples available
pert witnesses testified during the
rangements can be concluded between you and the CBS Inc., color hearings that a tri-color tube,
A spokesman for CBS said
for industry- study this fall, FCC
whereby the above tests may be "if successfully developed," could
in a letter to the company reiteColumbia had twice asked for conrated its desire to see a tri-color
be used on the CBS system. It
conducted." The letter continued:
ferences on the tri-color tube — once
tube tested on the CBS system, and
on Sept. 8 and again on Sept. 28.
"Specifically,
it
is
requested
would replace the present mechanisaid:
cal color wheel, which limits CBS
The CBS spokesman said that on that you state when you can make
Sept.
20
RCA
replied
to
the
first
available
to
CBS
samples
of
the
"The Commission believes that
picture tube size to a maximum of
most recent successful models of 12 ^2 inches.
request by saying information
your cooperation in this matter
would
be
made
available
when
the
■will be in the public interest and
both your single-gun and three-gun
Long Interest Shown
direct view tri-color tubes, together
FCC's interest in a test of a triwith such circuits and equipment as
color tube with the CBS system
Political Influence
may be necessary for their operawas indicated both in its Sept. 1
tion.
First Report on color and in its Oct.
COLOR
PRESSURE
Alleged in Decision
"It would be helpful if the CBS
11 Second Report, which approved
DR. THOMAS T. Goldsmith Jr., director of research of Allen B. DuMont
engineers could be given the necessary technical information and the CBS system, the letter pointed
Labs Inc., said last week the FCC adoption of CBS color television
operating instructions and could
standards was made "under pressure" and he conjectured that the pres- have the opportunity to view the out."In this connection," FCC consure was applied by elements interested in a "substantial slowdown" of tubes selected by you in operation
tinued, "your 'Progress Report of
television progress.
^
RCA
on
and UHF,'
Dr. Goldsmith's remarks were
submittedColor
to Television
the Commission
on
on the RCA system."
made at a news conference that that can be made under present
Provision for Research
standards.
July
31,
1950,
outlines
the
research
followed a two-way closed circuit
Prices of converters to enable
FCC also pointed out that, de- work being conducted by you with
conference between executives of
present
sets
to
receive
CBS
color,
he
spite adoption of final color standrespect to direct-view tri-color
the DuMont Laboratories and Duards, provision has been made for tubes and states 'It is hoped that
predicted, will be "considerably
Mont Television Network with netadditional
experimentation
in
color
than the prices bandied
the supply of tubes will be such
work affiliates (see story, page 56). higher
as well as other TV fields, and that
about in the papers at the present
that samples can be made availThe general public. Dr. Goldable to the industry in the fall
time." And color receivers, he RCA has been given special temsmith surmised, "had no part in
for their own study and developporary authorizations covering consaid,
will
cost
"twice
as
much"
as
the request to start color televi- present black and white sets.
tinued research and its own color
ment work.' The Commission was
sion now." What probably hapDr. DuMont estimated it would
system [Telecasting, Oct. 23]
pleased to note the progress menpened, he thought, was that politi- cost existing television stations
tioned in your letter and the pro"As you know," the letter said,
cal pressure was exerted by busiposed
availability of the tube to
"the
Commission's
authorizations
from
20
to
25<^"c
of
their
present
nesses which have suffered be- investment in equipment to convert
for
such
experimentation
are
based
cause of the growth of television.
persons."
to color broadcasting.
FCC's letter
was made public
Two businesses which he said
on the premise that persons so interested
Tuesday on authorization hy a
He emphasized that the FCC de- authorized have 'a definite program
"might" have had a hand in forccision leaves it to the telecasters
composed of Comrs. Paul A.
ing a quick color decision were
of research and experimentation in board
Walker, E. M. Webster, and George
option
as to whether he vnU transmovies and AM broadcasters.
mit color or black and white, and the technical phases of television
E. Sterling. Comr. Sterling disThe decision adopting CBS color he told
the affiliates that the Dubroadcasting which indicates reasented from the Commission's Oct.
standards was made by the FCC
Mont Network has no plans for
11 order approving the CBS system
sonable promise of substantial conwithout
further delay.
without "taking into consideration
color-casting.
tribution to the developments of
the very great upheaval that would
be caused." But such an upheaval
was exactly what anti-television
interests wanted.
GE Has New System
Sees No Basis
Dr. Goldsmith emphasized he
had no proof of his conclusions, but HIGH-DEFINIT
out superfine detail. Even lines
A NEW high-definition TV system
ceivers, a384-line picture would be
he said he was unable to count
developed by General Electric Co., carry superfine detail but no fine provided or substantially that of
detail. Transmitters thus would be present-day sets. With the highin any other way for the FCC's
described as highly compatible with
decision. "The people down there
receivers, was announced
modified to provide these end re- definition signal, service would be
did not have full knowledge of present
increased to 545 lines.
last week in a statement filed with
sults: Odd fields to transmit coarse
what they were doing, or they the FCC by C. A. Priest, manager
and fine detail as at present; even
Mr. Dome observed that existing
wouldn't have done it," he said. of engineering. Commercial Equipfields to transmit coarse and supersets
would offer a weak fine-grained
Being under pressure to adopt a
ment Division.
fine detail, with the superfine de- pattern ; transposed super-high
color system at once, the FCC
tail transposed in frequency to fit signals would exist as spurious
Description of the system was
picked the one that gave the best
into the space normally occupied
performance at the moment, he given by R. B. Dome, electrical con- by the fine detail; provision for a signals theoretically self -cancelling
sultant of the GE Receiver Divisaid.
but actually
lacking
100 be
"^r integraretransposing carrier wave for the
sion.
tion; brightness
would
reduced
Dr. Allen B. DuMont, president
superhighs.
50
""f
but
this
would
be
avoided
by
of the corporation, told affiliated
While the high-definition techAdds Four Tubes
stations in the closed circuit connique has not been set up and field
pre-emphasis and be relatively unference that preceded the news
tested, Mr. Dome explained, certain
Suitable circuitry would be pro- unimportant. Of course, high-definition sets would receive present
vided at the receiver to restore the
conference that he was convinced a elements of the system have been
transmissions, he noted.
picture to its full bandwidth. Four
compatible system of color tele- tested. In substance, the system
Mr. Dome said all precision
subdivides the video frequency and more tubes would be required:
vision could be developed, and compatibility, he felt, was of utmost
transmits portions of the high- Keyed amplifier, amplifier-doubler,
equipment under the new GE system is localized at the transmitter,
importance in the transition of frequency end alternately.
high-frequency power amplifier and
black and white to color.
A receiver designed for the new
detector-superhigh amplifier.
in comparing the plan to other
Dr. DuMont said his company
higher-definition systems. He added
system would give upwards of 50 "To
In relaying, a 2.7 mc band-width
increase in horizontal detail, the would not provide improved defi- that it uses the same field, frame
had been accused of "not wanting
Commission
was
told.
nition but the advantages of the and line rates and that the picture
color," and he said that was "not
GE's new system, Mr. Dome said, system can be realigned on 4 mc. has excellent texture without visible
true." DuMont believes the public
carries fine detail on odd lines withwill not buy the type of receivers
Without
altering present re- dot structure.
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doubleheader -between Cincinnati
and St. Louis. While marking the
entree of programs direct from
ABC, CBS, NBC and DuMont, all
of which supply programs for the
station's viewers, the day also was
the occasion for an unscheduled
picture-story of a fire which broke
out at the West Virginia Electric
&the Supply
Co. WSAZ-TV
telecast
blaze which
lasted an hour
and
a half.
The relay facility links the station with Cincinnati outlets WLWT
(TV) which serves WSAZ-TV with
NBC programs; WKRC-TV for
CBS shows, and WCPO-TV for
ABC or DuMont schedules.
WSAZ-TV is owned and operated by WSAZ Inc. Guiding the
station's destiny is a hard-working
trio of executives. Marshall Rosene,
station manager of WSAZ from
1944 to 1949, is general manager.
Mr. Rosene entered the radio busi-

WSAZ-TV

Pioneers

For Rugged

FROM wild frontier country lo
the nation's coal and chemical
center in a generation, greenmountained West Virginia today is
underwriting a new pioneering
saga, an addition to its heritage of
backwoodsmen who fought Indian
wars and formed the backbone of
General Washington's Independence army.
The story of television coming
into its own in the rugged mountain state is a 20th century rival
to the opening of the backcountry's
mountain trails by early-American
settlers.
Where once trails were roughly
hewn through dense forests, relay
towers erected to interconnect
WSAZ-TV Huntington and TV facilities inCincinnati now grace the
Kentucky-Ohio country side.
In the two-month period between
the time West Virginia's first and
only TV outlet received its authorization to go on the air and transmission of a test pattern, a mountain crest about two miles from the
heart of Huntington was leveled,
timber removed, a master transmitter building built, and a 310-ft.
tower with a 50-ft. batwing superturnstile antenna erected.

Patteson and Huntington's Mayor
W.
W. Payne greeted the station's
opening.
An estimated 50,000 televiewers
witnessed the premier from screens
placed in hotel lobbies, store windows, theatres and from 2,500 sets
then in use in private homes,
WSAZ-TV Can Reach
1,200,000 People
Huntington, located on the western border of the state across the
river from Ohio and Kentucky,
has access to the West VirginiaOhio-Kentucky tri-state area and
portions of Virginia, which lies to
the south. Adding this area to the
200,000 population of the Huntington-Ashland-Ironton metropolitan
area and the Charleston region to
the east, WSAZ-TV has as a goal
the entertainment and merchandising for about 1,200,000 people.
Introduction of video served to
dry up the usual inter-state and
inter-market feuding which has
been as traditional to the area as
the battling among old West Virginian families in homestead days.
Air Charleston and Huntington

newspapers, as well as the Ashland, Ky., Ironton and Portsmouth,
Ohio, papers carried special editions when the station began operation. This group, in addition to
nine others, from small-circulation
weeklies to the metropolitan CoImnbus (Ohio) Citizen, utilize
WSAZ-TV's daily program log, and
has maintained an avid news interest in the station's progress.
With this wide-area interest,
WSAZ-TV also has been responsible for the mounting set count in
the Huntington-Charleston market
region. Climbing at the approximate rate of 1,500 sets per month,
the totals have risen from some
3,500 sets the first of the year to
nearly 30,000 by November.
In the year following its debut,
the station relied for the most part
on kinescope and local programming. But early in July, it got the
go ahead to construct a $100,000
Cincinnati-Huntington TV relay.
That marked the beginning of a
new era for WSAZ-TV.
Regular network service at
WSAZ-TV was inaugurated on
Labor Day with the telecast of a

Engineers Build
Mobile Unit
The station's engineers meanwhile put together a mobile unit
patterned closely after the RCA
unit. It was built on a Ford cabover-engine truck model with a
chassis lengthened to a 1,58-inch
wheel base, at about one-half the
cost of a ready-built and equipped
truck.
By Oct. 24, 1949, WSAZ-TV was
airing its first commercial program,
a kinescope featuring Stop the
Music. Official premier was Nov.
15 when such guests as Joseph H.
McConnell, president of NBC;
Frank M. Folsom, president of
RCA; West Virginia's Gov. Okey L.
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Mr. ROSENE

Mr. ROGERS

Mr. KILPATRICK

in Television

West

Virginia

ness after a long association with
newspaper advertising in Columbus, Ohio.
WSAZ-TV's station manager is
Lawrence H. Rogers II, former
sales promotion manager of WSAZAM. Leroy Kilpatrick, at one tiine
with the West Virginia Network, is
chief engineer. Both Messrs. Rogers
and, Kilpatrick designed and put
into operation the physical plant
and installed equipment after
extensive field trips and studies of
TV operations as they existed in
1949. The planners concentrated
on eliminating unnecessary facilities which had been explored elsewhere in earlier experimental installations.
Officials Directing
WSAZ Operations
Board of directors of WSAZ Inc.
includes: Col. J. H. Long (president, Huntington Publishing Co.),
president; Capt. John A. Kennedy
(of San Diego Union), first vice
president; William D. Birke (publisher, Huntington Hearld-Dispatch), second vice president;
Walker Long (publisher, Huntington Herald-Advertiser), secretary-treasurer.
Among the key personnel are
James H. Ferguson, who came to
WSAZ-TV from WLWT where he
was producer and director, is the
station's program director and
John Jiruska, chief studio technician, who aided in the design
and construction of many of the
station's facilities, including the
mobile unit and the intercity relay
system. Naseeb S. Tweel, who is
production manager and heads all
film and studio operations, is a
native of Huntington who entered
television "cold" with the station.
Another Huntington product is
Elizabeth Conaty, commercial traffic manager, who boasts two years
(Continued on page 68)
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ONE

OF i SERIES

FEATDRiniG

MESI WHO

THE

FREE

MARE

&

PETERS

TELEVINIUK

SERVICE

Technology
Two years, Armour
St. Mary's
Collegeof
Institute
One year.
Three years, Kalva Venders, Inc.
Four years, U. S. Navy
Two years, Adv. Mgr., Kalva
Venders, Inc.
OneAdvertising
year, Cruttenden
Agency & Eger
Free & Peters (Chicago Office)
since Mav. 1949

Shiire

and

it's-

EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL
TELEVISION
REPRESENTATIVES
WiiiiiM
(Another F&P

Every time we look at Bill Tynan we
think first of shamrocks, shillalahs and
St. Patrick — and then, in the next instant,
we think how glad we are to have him with
us, as another of our capable, ambitious,

J.

Tymi!

TELEVISION

DAVENPORT
WOC-TV*
(CentralWHO-WOC)
Broadcasting Co. —

Specialist)

LOUISVILLE WAVE-TV*
(WAVE, Inc.)
MIAMI
WTVJ
(Wometco Theatres)
MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL WTCN-TV
(DISPATCH-PIONEER PRESS)
NEW YORK
WPIX
(THE NEWS)

be top-notch, since we do in fact represent
the finest group of the best-managed
stations in America. ...

Colonels.

When Bill Tynan or any other of us F & P
Colonels calls on you, we invite you to

Because, after all, it's natural that a great
many of you advertisers and agencies will
inevitably judge the television stations we
represent at least party by your personal
respect for the F&P men who call on you

proof-test his skill and calibre. We are
not afraid of hard work or tough assignments. In fact, we want them and we thrive
on them, here in this pioneer group of
radio and television station representatives.

sincere and hard-hitting F&P

FORT WORTH-DALLAS WBAP-TV*
(STAR-TELEGRAM)

in their behalf. Hence our manpower must

ST. LOUIS
KSD-TV*
(POST-DISPATCH)
SAN FRANCISCO KRON-TV*
(THE CHRONICLE)
sPrimary NBC Affiliates

REE

&

Peters,

ing

Pioneer Radio and Television Station Representatives Since 1932
NEW

YORK

CHICAGO

ATLANTA

DETROIT

FT. WORTH

HOLLYWOOD

SAN FRANCISCO

Taking

Answers

Critics

the Sting Out

BUZZING with activity was
Murphy
COLOR
CBS
DEFENDS
an apt description of KSTPADEIAN MURPHY, CBS vice "is as electronic as any other," up by stations just as fast as reTV Minneapolis-St, Paul
president, last week enumerated
ceivers were equipped to accommoWhat CBS has that no other sysdate them.
during a recent Marge Mctem now has, he explained, is the
six "misconceptions" he _ said were
6. An effort has been made to
Crady's For You — Ladies prowidely held concerning the FCC
capacity to use mechanical means,
gram. As her guest, Hostess
spread the word that a compatible
decision to adopt CBS color televi- which enable CBS color to be used
McCrady had Clare D, Ford,
sion standards.
now, while tri-color electronic tubes
color system is "just around the
state apiarist with the U, of
Mr. Murphy, speaking at a are still not available for comcorner." Mr. Murphy said that
Minnesota's extension divimercial use. Mr. Murphy said that despite promises to the contrary,
Thursday meeting of the New York
sion. In showing viewers how
Radio Executives Club, listed the testimony of most engineers during no compatible system of commercial
the
bees
make honey and
quality
had
been
developed.
He
said
misconceptions and pointed out the hearings was that the tri-color
what
to
do
in the case of a
tube, when perfected could be used that RCA in 1947 had promised
why CBS thought them wrong.
bee
sting,
4,000
bees were let
such
a
system
by
September
1948,
with
the
CBS
system.
1. Some people, he said, have
loose in the studio. Mr. Ford
but had failed to produce it then
tried to make it felt that the FCC
Compares With Movies
or since.
proceeded to have himself
decision was "temporary." Mr.
stung and demonstrated for
4. There has been talk that color
"You can't kill color television,"
Murphy said that CBS was unable
viewersstinger.
how to remove the
said
Mr.
Murphy.
CBS
is
convinced,
television
will
be
like
color
movies,
bee's
to read anything but permanence
he
said,
that
as
soon
as
the
public
less
prevalent
than
black-and-white.
in the order and that FCC's refersees color, it will want it.
Mr. Murphy believes that eventually
ence to future color experimentatelevision will be almost all color.
tion did not "leave the door open,"
Analogies between movies and
DuMont Calls on Voters
"It only leaves it slightly ajar," he
said.
television are without value, he
said. Color is used sparingly in PROTECT
To Press Candidates
TV
Not 'Sudden'
movies because it is far more exA CALL for voters to urge Congressional and Senatorial candidates to
2. There have been references to
pensive than black-and-white and
take an affirmative stand in protecting the public investment in television
is in scarce supply. Color TV will
the "suddeness" of the decision. Mr.
was issued last Tuesday by Dr. Allen B. DuMont, president of Allen B.
cost no more than black-and-white,
Murphy said CBS first proposed a he
DuMont Labs Inc.
said.
color system in 1940, was experimenting with such a system in
Further, he said, television is
a
compatible
and all-electronic •
In a evision
speech before
the joint
*'
Radio-Tel
Mfrs. Assn.
and
color
system.
an advertising medium, and movies
1941, with FCC's knowledge, and
has been at it ever since, except
are not. Advertisers will want to Institute of Radio Engineers meetAlso attacked by Dr. DuMont
during the war. Further, he said, use color in TV. Television proing at Syracuse, Dr. DuMont
was
the proposed legislation on exthroughout the most recent FCC
pointed out that it was the voters
gramming isdifferent from movie
cess profits taxes, which he said,
color hearings it was evident that programming, with TV fare being
who could insist on adequate tele- would be inequitable to newer, demore
adaptable
to
color
than
vision service for every section of
"some system was going to be movies.
veloping companies — including
the country.
adopted." Nowhere in the hearings
many electronic firms.
was there any indication that the
5. There has been talk that no
Other talks were made by A. V.
"Eight million families have insystem would not be CBS, he said. station save WCBS-TV New York
vested $3 billion in TV receiving
Loughren, vice president in charge
3. The CBS color technique is will carry colorcasts. Mr. Murphy
of research, Hazeltine Electronics
sets," he said. "Every television
owner should demand from his Corp., and W. B. Whalley, Sylvania
often called a "mechanical" sys- said CBS had reason to believe
otherwise.
He
anticipated
tem, and that is not so, Mr. Murphy
that
Congressional and Senatorial canElectric
laboratory.Products Inc.'s physics
network colorcasts would be picked
said, adding that the CBS system
didates affirmative efforts to protect his investment," Dr. DuMont
Mr. Loughren described a procontinued.
posed color TV system using the
DuMont Affiliates
"mixed highs" principle and other
All major problems now existing
in the TV industry, he went on, technical improvements. Mr. WhalHear Loewi
AT&T
FACILITIES
were imposed by the government.
ley also presented a paper on TV,
COMDR. MORTIMER W. LOEWI, director of the DuMont Television
He pointed specifically to FCC apanalyzing set requirements to obtain the best possible picture. He
Network, told DuMont affiliates last week that the network would fight
proval of CBS color as "an arbitrary and hasty decision . . . which
said his specifications would make
for equal access to AT&T network facilities to avoid
establishment of has caused
better use of high quality picture
tremendous confusion,
a network monopoly that would
dictators over affiliated stations enable surviving networks to become
doubt and possibly large financial
tubes than are presently available.
loss to the . . . public and to the
Commander Loewi spoke to affil- four networks competing- for your
facilities on an equal basis, you
Movie TV Relays
iates in a closed circuit conference
television industry."
last Wednesday to explain Duwill stay in the driver's seat."
Asserting that CBS "has an al- TEMPORARY authorizations were
most impossible task of selling its
Commander Loewi said the FCC
Mont's motives in complaining to
the FCC about AT&T
network al- had shown in its AM network regsystem to either the American
extended by FCC last week for exlocations.
perimental relays used by Parapublic
or
to
the
broadcasters,"
Dr.
ulations itwas interested in premount Television Productions and
DuMont called on industry to keep
"Without free competition among
venting networks from exerting
faith with the public by providing
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp.
four or more networks, what would
dictatorial powers over stations.
in their New York theatre TV projoptimum black-and-white telecastyour position be?" he asked affilects. All were TV relays.
"By its latest actions to insure
ing and to continue its research on
iates. "What bargai
positio
could you hold if onening
or two
net-n
a freely operated, competitive system of television broadcasting, the
works were able to dictate what
program you must take, when to FCC has once again proved its intake them, and then dictate hov/
terest lies not in the control of TV
but rather in assuring that a
much you would be paid for them?"
healthy competitive situation will
Won't Hurt Income
in Loewithe
prevail mander
said.industry," ComHe told the stations that the
limitations proposed by the FCC
"In this way the public interest
in the number of hours a station
will best be served. In this way
can take from any one network
the Commission is providing the
would not adversely affect station
incentive to all major networks not
income.
only to continue present operations
but to put into action large-scale
"Evengramsthough
profrom threeyouor take
four your
networks
plans for expanding both program
rather than from one or two," he service and facilities until such
PARTICIPATING in the two-way closed circuit conference with DuMont Netsaid, "you will still be able to time as there can be an ample numselect for your station the commerber of independently-owned stawork affiliates are (I to r): Robert F. Jamieson, manager of station relations;
tions and intercity connection
cial programs that assure your
Comdr. Mortimer W. Loewi, network director; Dr. Thomas T. Goldsmith Jr.,
profitable operation. And with all facilities throughout the country."
director of research for Allen B. DuMont Labs Inc.; and Dr. Allen B. DuMont,
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Mobile
Handles

Unit
Film

for Better

Commercials

Control

Using the new GPL l6-mm Utility Projector, the American Broadcasting Company scored another television "first" by
handling filmed commercials direct from
its mobile units at football games. This
new technique eliminates the need for
expensive studio stand-by facilities and
film-chain tie up. It results in smoother
programming. And it gives the director
on location full control of timing.
The GPL Utility Projector (PA-101)
is used with a standard image orthicon
camera without special phasing facilities. It projects either direct into the
camera, or on an intermediate screen in

and

on the Spot

ABC ENGINEERS designed a special projector-camera mount for their mobile
units. Set-up is easily removable; camera
rotates on base for adjustment. Split
coupling keeps out light.

Economy

a shadow box. With the latter, one of
the cameras used for game pick-up can
be swung around to the shadow box to
take commercials.
The PA-101 is not only a professional
auxiliary projector for the larger station, itis ideal for studio as well as field
work in smaller stations. Easily portable, it may be used for film preview
or rear screen projection. And for film
telecasts, it may be used with regular
studio cameras to provide quality equal
to specialized iconoscope film-chain
equipment.

Camero swings
from, gome pick-up
to shadow-box
Projector mirror
with
revefsal
NO EXTRA CAMERA required with this
alternate arrangement which uses shadow-box screen in stadium camera booth.
Camera used for game pick-up may be
swung
mercials.to shadow-box to make com-

Write, wire or phone for details . .
TV Cam*ra Chains • TV Film Chains
TV Field and Studio Equipment
Theatre TV Equipment
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COY
FLAYS
INCENSED by a Hallicrafters Co.
advertisement attacking FCC's
colox- TV decision, FCC Chairman
WajTie Coy accused the company
last Fridaj^ of attempting "to deceive and frighten the public," and
of using "contemptible" means in
the attempt.
He accused the company of pitting "fake versus fact" in "a malicious smear campaign."
"I respectfully suggest to Hallicrafters," he said in a letter
to follow
Presidentthe W.lead
J. Halligan,
it
of some "that
other
progressive manufacturers and
.begin the manufacture of color
sets, adapters and converters, and
let the American people decide for
themselves whether they like this
new dimension in television broadcasting.
"Hallicrafters' products are much
better than its propaganda."
Chainnan Coy's target was a
full-page ad entitled "The Color
Television Blunder," placed by
Hallicrafters in the Oct. 23 Chicago
Daily Ne^vs.
The FCC chief noted that the ad,
carried over President Halligan's
signature, said the five Commissioners who voted for the CBS
color system "contradicted even
themselves." The ad quoted FCC's
Sept. 1 report on color as saying
the Commission "must of necessity
rely to a great extent upon industry experts for data and expert
opinion in arriving at decisions in
the field of (color) standards."
Chairman Coy charged that
"then, in the best tradition of outof-context quoting, yom come to a
dead stop and ignore the rest of
that paragraph of the decision."
He said "you refused to finish the
paragraph because to do so would
have demolished your entire argument."
FCC's Responsibility
The rest of the paragraph, Mr.
Coy noted, says that "the responsibility for decision is that of the
Commission and we cannot feel
bound to accept recommendations
and expert opinions when we find
from a study of the record that the
record supports different conclusions."
Mr. Coy's letter under-lined the
following sentence from the same
paragraph:
In weighing these recommendations
and expert opinions we cannot overlook the fact that many of these same
parties offered recommendations and
expert opinion of the same kind as
the basis of their advocacy in the
1946-47 hearing of the simultaneous
system — a system which never survived field-testing.
The complete paragraph, the FCC
Chairman told Mr. Halligan, "puts
quite a different face upon the matter."
"To continue the quote and
the people the WHOLE
would hardly ha-e served
purpose of pulling the wool
Page 58
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HALUCRAFTFRS
°^Ji^
United States for exactly this spetheir
eyes,"
he
asserted.
He
also
said:
cific type of investigation and deThe hidden ball trick is a fine piece
cision-making process."
of football strategy but when it is
He
said
Mr.
Halligan is "most
employed
by
a
large
radio
manufacturer in an advertisement to deceive
and frighten the public on such an certainly entitled" to his own
important issue as color television, it opinion as to the "ultimate wisdom
becomes pretty contemptible.
of the Commission's decision."
But, he said, quoting Bernard
Chairman Coy noted that FCC's
color hearing covered 62 days and
Baruch, "Every man has a right to
be wrong in his opinion, but not in
included 53 witnesses who gave
9,717 pages of testimony and presented 265 exhibits.
his"Color
facts." is on the way," Mr. Coy
"Of course," he said, "you did declared, "and the American peonot mention that the FCC was
ple are going to be given an opestablished by the Congress of the
portunity to enjoy it — if they

wish." The advertisement phrase, "5
Men
Against
the American Way,"
brought
this reply:
The things that the phrase, "The
American Way," stand for are sacred
to me and I deeply resent attempts
such as yours to debase the coinage
of these
words
through such a malicious smear
campaign.
In mycludesview,
American
Way the
intelling the
people
the truth,
whole truth, so that they can make
up their minds on the basis of all the
facts instead of misleading them with
one-sided attacks such as yours. It
means giving the people the advantage
of new inventions as soon as they
are developed instead of trying to
shelve them so as not to interrupt the
flow of profits from existing products.

Mr. Coy
"unfortunate" thatconsidered
FCC lacksit funds
for
"full pages of advertising to correct the misrepresentations you
have made." He said he was makhis letter
"with will
the hopes
that ingthe
facts public
it contains
reach
at least some of the readers who
may have been misled by your hitFCC HELD last week that television
network"S
affiliation
contracts
must ' and-run attack and that some of
r
.£
;S
RTH
.WO
-FT
LAS
DAL
treat
Dallas
and Ft. Worth as separate metropolitan areas, or risk vio- the mischief may be repaired."
lation of the Commission's rules.
In letters to NBC and ABC, the Commission turned thumbs down on
PHONEVISION
separate but similar proposals of
basis the Commission considers
the two networks to give half-time
instead of fulltime contracts to WFAA-TV and WBAP-TV as servZenith Seeks Dec. J Test
WFAA-TV Dallas and WBAP-TV
ing
substantially
different
areas.
ZENITH
Radio Corp. sought a
Ft. Worth,
"Thus it would appear that to the
second
postponement
of its PhoneThe proposed contracts had been extent that the proposed agreevision test in Chicago last week
ments
would
be
applicable
to
relaworked out by the networks in netionships within the scope of Sec. after encountering the recurring
gotiation with the two stations, and
stumbling - block — refusal of the
were submitted to the Commission
3.632, they fall within the prohibitions of that Section since they motion picture industry to make
for its views.
good films available.
prevent each station from carryFCC's letters, released Tuesday,
Zenith, which developed the paying certain [network] programs
pointed out that under each conas-you-see system of television,
broadcast
by
the
other,"
FCC
said.
tract sponsored programs origiThe contracts would require the planned last week to move the startnating during the hours specified
ing date from Nov. 1 to Dec. 1.
in the contract of one station could use of kinescope versions of netThe test, scheduled for three
programs by the two stations
not be carried by the other station until work
coaxial cable or radio relay months in some 300 Chicago-area
(unless the sponsor wished to use facilities
reach Dallas and Ft. homes, was originally set for Oct.
both stations).
1. FCC approved the first postThe Commission also noted that Worth.
FCC said that "since the proits TV channel allocations plan reComdr. Eugene F. McDonald Jr.,
ponement.
posed contracts would, in any event,
gards Dallas and Ft. Worth as two
be
applicable
to
network
programs
Zenith
"We
different metropolitan areas. Ac- transmitted by coaxial cable, when
simply president,
do not haveexplained:
enough good,
cordingly, itheld, the half-time af- such facilities become available, it first quality feature pictures to
filiation contracts would overstep
conduct the test properly through
the provision (Sec. 3.632) of the is not necessary, for the purposes of its full schedule of 90 days. We
passing upon the contract [s] prerules which says, in part:
sented, to consider at this time any
need more time to conclude negoTVo license shall be granted to a additional
tiations now in progress with a
problems which may be
television broadcast station having
presented
by
a
contract
which
also
any contract, arrangement, or under- governs network programs made
number
of major
producers." transHe said
the Phonevision
standing, express or implied, with a
available
to
affiliates
by
kinescope
mitter atop the Field Bldg. in the
network organization . . . which prevents or hinders another broadcast
city's loop "has been putting out
station serving a substantially dif- recording."
excellent test pictures since SepServe Same Area
ferent area from broadcasting any
tember." Inasmuch as Phoneviprogram of the network organization.
FCC also distinguished the
sion-equipped TV sets have been
ABC had defended the half-time
WFAA-TV and WBAP-TV operaplaced in the test homes, "we are
tions from the arrangement under
affiliation plan as a means of minall set and ready to go" except for
which their respective AM affiliates
imizing duplication of identical
the shortage of suitable films.
use
the
same
transmitter
arid
the
programs in the area of overlapDespite the fact that motion picping coverage by WFAA-TV and same frequencies on a share-time
producers
"should
have almosr
greatWBAP-TV. NBC had pointed out agreement. The AM stations "serve
er ture
interest
in the
test than
that advertisers normally would
any other business group because
select WFAA-TV rather than the same areas day and night,"
of the vital effect of television upon
FCC
said,
while
"the
WBAP-TV
WBAP-TV in that area because
transmitter is located in Ft. Worth
their industry . . . most of the
Dallas is larger, and that there- and the WFAA transmitter is lo- producers have been reluctant to
cated in Dallas and the stations
fore the half-time proposal would
make their productions available
equalize distribution of NBC proserve two different areas."
for the test, even though it is selfgrams between the two stations.
WBAP-TV currently has full- evident that our 300-family tesc
time affiliation contracts with both
can have no effect upon attendance
FCCther of the
ruled,
that "neitwo however,
stations renders
an ABC and NBC. The half-time plan,
at Chicago theatres.
with each network dividing its
"We are now talking with several
adequate service to both cities," schedule equally between the two
of them. I hope that this will be
within the meaning of TV Enginstations, was evolved by the netour last postponement, and that we
eering Standards. "And although
works in negotiation with the sta- can secure a true cross section of
there are some areas where the
tions after WFAA-TV asked for their production in time to starr
affiliation following its acquisition
service from both stations overlap,"
our testDonaldonsaid. Dec. 1," Comdr. Mcby the Dallas News last spring.
FCC added, "viewed on an overall
Telecasting
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ARTHUR GODFREY'S
TALENT SCOUTS
sponsored by
Thomas J. Lipton, a
CBS Package Program
consistently riding
the rating crest.

For another top

now avail;
for sponsorship,
turn to back page
of this insert.
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L (E-iM)
i >- CO
<o
ii
OCO
z

Capilol
Cloakroom

Quaker Oats
Tlie Gabby LHayes Show

Peters Shoe Co.,
M&M Lid. (.Mternating)
Super
Circus
L (E-M)
Household Finance
Peoples Platform

TELEC
F'(E-M)
Cowboy *n Injunf !

F (E-M)

The Hagqles
F (E-Xi)

Goodyear
Revue
PaulL Whiteman
(E-M)

Tjamont, Corliss & Co.
Mr. I. Magination
L (E)
Our Secret V.'eapon
(The Trutli)
General Foods
Hopalong Cassidy
F

Walch the World
L

Co-op
Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)
Cactus Jim
L

RegentIt ToCigarettes
Leave
The Girls
L (E-M)

Stork Club
Captain Video
L/F (E-M)
RCA
Kukla,L (E-M)
Fran & OIlie
Club Seven
L (E-M)

Snarky
Co-op

Co-op

Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)
Cactus Jim
L

Magic Cottage
L (E-M)

Stork Club
, H. Johnson Candy
L F (E-M)
Captain
Video
Seal t est
Kukla.L Fran
(E-.M)& Ollie
Club Seven
L (E-M)

Snarky
America Inc.
Small
ry~~
ryTClub
TTa3BuFry
L/F (E-M)
Cactus Jim
L

Kellogg Co
Tom Ranger
Co-op
Magic Cottag
L (E-M)

Co-op

Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)

Magic Cottage
L (E-M)

Stork Club
W. H. Johnson Candy
Captain Video
L/F (E-M)
Sealtest
Kukla, Fran & Ollie
L (E-M)
Club
Sei'en
L (E-M)

Snarkv

Kellogg Co,
Tom Ranger
Co-op
Maeic Cottage
L (E-M)

Stork Club
Captain
Video
L/F (E-M)
RCA
Kukla. Fran & Ollie
L (E-M)
Sandv Dreams
L (E-M)

The Big Top

Brown Shoe Corp.
Smilin'
Ed. weeks)
McConnell
T.I'liikY
' Alt.
Lee
F
Programs in italics are sustaining.
Time is EST.
L is live; F, Film; K, Kinescopic Recording; E, Easter i Network; M, Midwestern Network; NI, Noninterconnected stations.
CBS Daytime
Monday-through-Friday, 4-4:30 p.m..
"-r^ientafcers E.rch-i/iop. L (E-M); 4:30-5
V'aTJity
Fair, L lE)
^,1 1 ■ititjMitilllUM^Miitl

NBC Daytime
Sunday
2:45 — p.m.
Hanson Baldwin Weekly War
Room
3
Battle Report — Washington
3:30
Mrs. Roosevelt Meets the
Public
4
Meet the Press, Revere Copper & BrassQuaker Oats Co.
4 :30
Zoo Parade,

Bendix Home .\piiliances
Chance L ot"(E-M)
a Lifetime

Oldsmobile Liggett &
Perrv
Como
\I yers
N ews
CBS-TV
Rosefield Packing Co.
The Most Manhattan
LSpotliqhl
(E-M)
Captain Video
L (E)
Important
People
L/F (E-M)
Ford Motor Div.
Mohawk
Mills
News
Kukla.L Fran
(E-M)& Ollie Show L Room Reynolds
F (E-M)

Snarky

Captain Video
L/F (E-M)
Peter Paul
Hank MoCuno

trigidaire i^iv.
oi 1
Comedy
Hour-lJoI)by
Clark
Alternatinfr
ever> 4th
Sund; ;
Palm.-IVct.
Colj^alc
Comedy

Ironrile Corrt.
Chrysler
(E-M)Sales
in Action
Holly wi>„cl ScrcHu Test TreasuryL Men
OldsmobilL (E-M^
■ Liggett &
LeverVideoBros.Theatre
-Lux
Ar
CHS-TV I Myers
Lux
The
News
IPerry Como
lE-Nl)
Manhattan
Susan
Spiitliyhl
(E-M)
Rave
Lev
Fire;
Mohawk
Mills
Reynolds
Vo
F News
(E-M)
Show
Winchell-Show
JerryPaulMahoney
Speidel
Room
L
Pontiac
ProcterBeulah
& Gamble
M l-American Football
F (E-.M)
F (E-M)
Prudential Insurance Co.
CliS-rV
Faye
Oldsmobile
Alternate
Weel'I
ftaye
News | l'<'psi-Cola
Emerson
Prudential
Family
Court of (E-.M)
Current Issues
Susan
Van Camp
Texas Co.
Little Show Heynolds
News
Texaco
L Star
(E-M)Thei
F
(E-M)
John LConte

Stork Club

Club Seven
L (E-M)

Co-op

General
(Jello)
.\ldriciiFoods
Family
L (E-.M)

■ / r.,„..,Ford MoU>r Cm
Lintxjtn-Mercur;

To&st of t^hc
Rhvfhm
Rodeo
\ To '■\
L iK-M)

LStarlit
(E-M) Time
(NI)

Kellogg Co
Co-op
Tom Ranger
Magic Cottage
L (E-M)

//<,!-,

Wm. Wrigley, Jr. Co. Co-op
Gene Autry Show
This.\mericaii
Is Showl"obacco
Business

Club
Seven
L (E-M)
Snarky

Dodge Motors
Showtime
USA
L (E-M)

1

Life Begins at 80
Arnold Baker's
L (E-M)
Toni-Pillsbury (Alt) Li
Arthur Godfrey and II

Motorola Inc
Four Star Revi

Admiral & P. Lori
General Mills
StopL the
(E-M)Musit
LoneF (E-M)
Ranger*
Faye
Columbia-Show
Goes
On
Oldsmobile
& .\llen 1 Amer
Alternate Weeks
Pepsi-Cola
Emerson Carnation-Burns
News
CBS-TV
Little Show
John Camp's
Van
LConte

News
Reynolds
F (E-M)
Co.
LifeGreen
WithGiant
Linkletler

DeSoto-Plymout h
You Bet Your Life
F

Th.

Ronson -\rt Metal Works
Life With Linkletter
L (E-M)
L (E-M)
General
Foods
N.y I
Oldsmobile
.Myers cS; Maxwell House Coffee
Liggett
CBS-TV Perry Como
(Mama)
Es(Hi
TheNews
Most Miiiihattan
H. 1
Important
Ma
LSpotlight
(E-.M)
L lE)
Mohawk
News
Miles, Quiz
Mills
L Kids
ShowPeop'.e
F (E-.M)
L Room Reynolds
American Dairy -\ssn
Geiii-rnl Mills
Paul Whiteman
The Irwins
TV Teen Club
F (E-M) Faye
(E-M)
A.C.Gilbert
lyy
Pepsi-Cola
The .\nheuser-BuS(
Ken .Murrav
Boys R.R. Emerson
Club
LCountry
(E-M) Style
(NI)
Manhattan Soap Co.
One Man's
1, if:-M)F"amily

Mondav-Fndav
— p.m.Sherman Show
3- 3:30
Ransom
4- 5
Kate Smith Show (Thur. 4:154:30 American Home ProdMinuteucts Maid
Corp.)4:30-4:45
Corp.; Thur.
Mon..
— p.m. Show; General
3:30-4 Wed.,
BertFri.Parks
Foods sponsors Wed.. Fri.
Tues..
— p.m_.in the Middle
3:30-4 Thurs.
Riddle

1:45

A!
sored
5Be ^{'
* Lone on
Range
American
on remainder i|
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Marshall Plan in Action '
F (E-M)

Soap Box Theatre
F (E-iM)

General Electric Co.
Fred Waring Show

Gospel
Bcst'g Corp.
Old Fashioned
Revival
liour
F (E M)
B. F. Goodrich Co.
Celebrity Time

Church of The Air
Young
People's
Youth
ou The
March
Jules Montenier Inc.
Stoppette
What's
My Line

Robt.
ArnoldQ.
Lewis

Arthur
ArthurMurray's
Murray Studios
Show
Thev Stand Accused
L (E-M) (NI)
h (E-M)
^ilco Corp.
i\estie >^o.
Congoleum-Nairn
luc
Philco Television
(Nescafe)
Garroway
At
Large
Playhouse
Take
A LChance
L
(E-M)
L (E-M)
Pharraa-Craft
On Trial
Am. Razor Bluiie Cori).
Doable Feature
L (E-M)
The College Bowl
F (E-M)
Party
r^F-\l^
Masland
At Home
Philip .Morris Co.
General Foods-Sanka
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Horace i leidt
The (joldbergs Co-op
Studio One
h
Wrestling
(From Columbia Park, N. J.)
Hocking
Anchor
American Tobacco Co.
Admiral
Local
Sponsors
(Co-op)
R.
Montgomery,
Lucky
Strike
Theatre
LightsL Out
WhoL Said
Alternates with Colgate-Palmolive-Peet,
Open LHousd
(E-M)That
Mii.sir.al Cnmedv Time (I.'l
Hudson Motor Cur Co.
American
M )gnn David Wine
Roller Derby
Roller Tobacco
Derby Co.
BiUy Ro.se
Can You
Top Tbis.^
L (E-M)
L (E-M)
L (E-M)
L (E-.\l)
Block Drug
R. J. Reynolds
Electric Auto-Lite
Vaughn Monroe Show
Danger b'ood StorW e Take Your Word
Suspense
Drug Store TV Prod.
Programs Corp.
Cavalcade of Bands
L (E-M) (NI)
Hocking
L Star-Time
(E-M) (NI)
Anchor
Procter & Geunble
Armstrong Cork Co.
P. Lorillard
Circle Theatre
Fireside Theater
Original
Amateur
Hour
Open LHousd
L Co-op
F
L (E-M)
Wrestling
Philco Corp.
Don .McAeill T\ Club
L (E-M)
Philip
L (E-.M)
(To Midnight)
P. Lorillard Co.
Pabst Sales Co.
Bymart.of Tales
Inc.
Morris
Embassy
Teller
Blue Ribbon Bouts
The Cigarettes
Web
Interview
Sports
Co-op
Consolidated Cigar Corp. Tidewater .\ssoc. Oil
Plaiuclothesman
Famous Jury Trials
Broadway L to(E)lloliywood
L (E-M) (NI)
L (E) (NT)
Hocking
Armour
Rristol-MytTs
Kraft Foods Co. TV Theatre
Stars
Over
Hollywood
Break the
L (E-M)
L iiank
F
Open LHousJ
] Anchor
Blatz Brewing Co., Roller Derby
Seeman Bros.
Packard Motors
Gruen Watch Co.
Blind Date
Holiday Hotel
I CoverL Times
Square
Fk)rsheim Shoe Co.
(E-M)
L (E-.\I)
L (E-M)
Red Grani-'e Predicts (11:15 to ll:30j
Esso Standard Oil
Nash Motors
Philip Morris Co.
Lever Bros.-Rinso
Kroger Co.
Truth or Consequences Nash Airllyte Theatre
Big Town
Alan Young Show
Boxing
Kaiser-Frazer
Ellery Queen
L
(E-M) (NI)
L (E-M) (NI)
Hocking
U. S. Tobacco
Anchor
Ford Dealers of America
Film
Martin
Kane,
Kay LKyser
Private Eye
L
TBA
Open LHousJ
Best Foods Inc.
Jos. E. Schlitz Brewing Corp.
Diane Doxee Show
Exquisite
Penthouse Party
Pulitzer Prize Playhouse
L (E-M)
L(E-M)
L (E-M)
L (E-M)
Form
Bra'sl
Ford Motor — Ford Theatre
Sylvania
Nash
!Magnavox
— .Magnavox
Beat the Electric
Clock
MortonKelvinator
Downey
.\lternate
Weeks Theatre
Drug
Store
TV
Roscoe Karns,
Bond Clothing Stores
Productions
Inside Detective
Hands of Mystery
Cavalcade of Stars
L (E-M) (NI)
L (E-M) (NI)
T. (K-M) (ND
Anchor
Boxing
Chesebrough Hocking
American Cig. & Cig.
Gillette
Bonafide Mills
Greatest
Versatile Varieties
BigithStory
(alternates
Emerson
Radio
Fights
L
L
Open LHousI
F
ilil r.
itaitai
Boiler Derby
(to Conclusion)
Sterling Drug
Frank Sinatra
Carter | Ludens
Sing It Again
Sing It Again
-\llen B. DuMont Labs
Chesebrough
Mfg. Co. Wrestling
Saturday Night at
Saturday Night at the
Saturday Night at the
Madison Square Garden
Garden
Garden
Rnm.i Win<
T.(E-M)
American
Tobacco
Co.
Campbell
Soup.
Whitman's,
Johnson's
Wax,
Party
Tim<
\N ildroot. Snow
?>Iining & Mfg.,
AtRoma
Club
Your Hit Parade
SOS. Crop,
Benrus,Minu.
Crosley
L
Saturdav Night Revue L(E-M)
'h.Tll Games,
Co.

DuMont Daytime Schedule
12:00
Headline
Clues— with George
F. Putman

by
I p.in. spon.
Mills

12:30 p.m. Johnny
Room Olsen's Rumpus
1:00 Dennis James' Okay Mother
1:30
ManDan onPeterson
the Street— with
1 ^'i
Sus2 • Raye Sings
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and covering a full week's televiewing from 12 Noon to 12 Midnight, San Francisco joins the following roster of Tele-Pulse reports
available monthly:
BOSTON
NEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA
WASHINGTON, D.C.
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND
COLUMBUS
DAYTON
ST. LOUIS
LOS ANGELES

For
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ASK
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WWJ-TV
HOME
New Building Started
POWER shovels last week began
excavation for the foundations of
a new two-story building to house
WWJ-TV Detroit. Scheduled for
completion by midsummer of 1951,
the addition to the WWJ facilities
will give the station structure and
country.
equipment
equal to any in the

LA. TALENT
r

TVA

Negotiations Open
Negotia

S\'EGOTIATIONS on' terms for local wages and working conditions
ior television performers approved
et a previous meeting Oct. 27 were
Television Authority
I;pened by
ast Thursday (Nov. 2) with the
even Los Angeles television sta)tions. Membership had also voted
at the Oct. 27 meeting to reject
network counter proposals and
empower the national TVA board
to strike. Both New York and
Chicago TVA memberships had
previously approved strike action
against networks if no agreement
■could be reached [Telecasting,
Oct. 30].
Local proposals which would
cover a period of one year call for
the following fees on live telecasts :
One hour program, $75 plus re[hearsal fee; half -hour, $50 plus
Irehearsal fee; 15 minutes, $35 plus
rehearsal. Rehearsal payment calls
for $6 an hour with minimum of
•five hours rehearsal required for
an hour program, three hours for
lhalf-hour show, hour for 15-minute
(program.
Terms call for division of commercial announcements into two cateigories: (a) integrated commercial
messages under single sponsorship;
(b) non-integrated commercial spots;
or spots used in participating shows.
In the former category performers
are to receive regular applicable
rates in accordance with the length of
program in which such commercials
are used; in the latter, performers are
to be paid $25 plus hour rehearsal at
regular rehearsal rate for each such
spot.
Minimum fee for re-use of a telecast on the same station by kinescope,
film or "other mechanical device" calls
for payment of performers or original
fee for each re-use.
Rates for sportscasters are to be
$150 per event for play-by-play
sportscasting and $100 per event for
assistant sportscaster or color man.
On retakes on film or kinescope performers are to be paid no less than
one-half of program fee plus any rehearsal required, providing time for
such re-take does not conflict with
any existing commitments of performer.
Performers are to be paid not later
than three days after date of performance with all checks to be mailed
directly to performer.
Terms also cover audience participants, doubling, rest periods, auditions, group performers, understudies,
replacements, wardrobe maintenance.
In the meantime, TVA, currently
embroiled in a jurisdictional dispute with Screen Actors Guild
over actors in television films, was
preparing to oppose a SAG petition to NLRB seeking certification
as bargaining agent for actors in
films in Southern California at
coming NLRB hearings Nov. 13
[Telecasting, Oct. 30]. Hearings
originally set for Oct. 25 were postponed at the request of TVA.

THAT'S a contract gentlemen! It covers the Home Products Co. new campaign
for Centinal radio and TV products over WKRC-TV Cincinnati. L to r:
Edward Brownstein, sales executive, WKRC-TV; Rodney Young, promotion
manager. Home Products; Don Chopin, station's local sales manager, and
Felix Kahn, vice president of Home Products.
TV
NEW

TECHNIQUES

Society Studies

Program

Problems

DEEPER comprehension of television as a new and "miraculous" medium
— along with new techniques and ideas for production — is a more critical
need in the TV industry today than is the need for new material. This
opinion was voiced by Henry Souvaine, independent package producer, at
an American
Television Society *
meeting held in New York a fort- the 'one-shot" evanescence of what
is achieved.
night ago.
Miss Wood said that television
A panel discussion of "Ideas,
had grown so rapidly that only
Writers, Programs for TV — From
within the past year or two has
Where?" was presided over by Don
McClure, N. W. Ayer & Son TV
the question of material been given
director and chairman of the So- attention. Even now, she pointed
ciety's Forum Committee. On the out, CBS-TV is the only network
panel, in addition to Mr. Souvaine,
with a story department. And that
were Arthur Heineman and Janet
department grew from Mr. Heineman alone to a staff of 12, she said.
Wood, CBS-tV story editors, and
Manuscripts fall into three cateAnnie Laurie Williams, authors'
gories, she went on. Some are
representative.
solicited; others have already been
A large part of existing material
in the libraries, Mr. Souvaine said, broadcast, published, or produced;
has not been seen in any form by and others arrive unsolicited.
"TV prices for material has to
three-quarters of the American people. Improved techniques, rather
come up!" she said, in view of the
than new material, will make tele- scarcity of suitable material, and
the intense effort along with
vision better five years from now,
he stressed, adding that the pro- quantity of output required.
ducer or account executive who
Discuss New Writers
thinks out new formulas and adapThe question of unknown writers
tations should "get a medal."
was raised Mr.
by
There are factors narrowing the "getting
a membera hearing"
of the audience.
field of suitable TV material, Mr.
Souvaine said he believed that
Heineman said, from which Broad"talent always finds a way," and
way is free. Where for Broadway
that the embryo writer has no
production, playwrights have a right to expect special considerayear or two for a script, in TV, they
tion any more than the beginner in
have "until yesterday morning."
carpentry, song-writing, or other
Plays are rewritten at least once
and the production worked into pursuits.
Disagreeing with this view, Jay
shape over an extensive try-out
Gorney, CBS writer-producer recently from Hollywood, said that
period, but TV material and productions are "on the wing."
"great ideas come from new
A volatile group of pressures
writers." America, he said, has
had committees for the conservapeculiar to TV are at work, Mr.
Heineman continued, describing an
tion of soil, timber, birdlife — in"
automobile sponsor's objection to fact, about everything except for
conservation
of talent. A Hollyhaving a traflBc smash-up in the
wood talent search with which he
script;
last-minute
cancellation
of
SIX-PAGE illustrated folder, provid- a leading lady around whom the
was associated, Mr. Gorney coning information on RCA's latest field
tinued, had auditioned 1,500 people
TV equipment, announced by RCA En- show had been built; the intrusion
to "find" 15 or 20 and it had
gineering Products Dept.
of the "exact time" factor; and
Telecasting
• BROADCASTING

Harry Bannister, WWJ-AM-FMTV general manager, said that the
new unit will be devoted exclusively
to television and will free important sections of the Detroit News
Bldg. and the Studio Bldg. for the
news publishing and radio broadcasting uses for which they were
designed.
The building will be 150 ft. by
130 ft., with three first floor studios
of 1,824 sq. ft., 2,385 sq. ft., and
Studio A which will be 58 ft. by
83 ft. Each of these will be twostories high, with provisions for
the use of TV cameras on all sides
and from above. In addition,
Studio A will have a rotating stage
large enough to hold a truck, if
needed, with ramps making it possible to drive vehicles onto each
stage.
A small public gallery will face
the main studio, for restricted use,
with public telecasts continuing to
originate in the auditorium studio
of the radio building. The three
studios will quadruple the stage
space now available to WWJ-TV.
Upon completion, it will be the only
building in Detroit devoted exclusively to TV use.
The production offices and engineering control rooms will be on
the first floor, with master control
room above. Here all engineering
operations involving network and
local programs will be centered
physically as well as electronically.
There will be no windows in the
new unit, except for a glassed-in
stairwell between the two units,
giving access to the basement and
second floor levels of both buildfacing oftheIndiana
limestoneings.willThecontinue
construction
motif of the studio building, with
matching brick for the other sides.
The Detroit architects, Giffels &
Vallet Inc., in consultation with L.
Rossetti, worked with the experts
who designed the television facilities for the new United Nations
building in New York.
"paid off handsomely." He urged
the TV industry, which in his opinion offers more for unheard-of
talent than any other medium, to
organize such projects.
Mr. Heineman, replying to a
question, said that out of 200-300
scripts read each day by the CBSTV story
"less Miss
than
six"
were department,
found suitable.
Wood pointed out that much of the
material
had before
been "screened"
in some read
fashion
reaching
them, either by publication, broadcast, production elsewhere, or
through agents.
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DALLAS
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MARKET

. .

DALLAS
F- WORTH
Combined Population
DALLAS and TARRANT
COUNTIES
.
920,500

HOVi

tliere ar>e

|76,839|

time want
of TV
ERS facts
BUY"more
and less bulk,
more standardization and
fewer adjectives," according to a
survey made by TV salesmen of
Edward Petry & Co. among timebuyers in eight cities, representing
agencies placing over 75% of the
multi-million dollar appropriations
spent annually by national advertisers for radio and TV time.
In personal intei-views, the Petry
TV salesmen discovered that 50%
of the TV buyers want more market information and 56%- want
more program information. Over
60% of the TV buyers said that
visual material, such as films and
still pictures of TV programs, help
them most in their decisions, with
55%' of these stating that they do
not receive enough of this material.
Chief Complaint
Chief complaint about market
and program information, voiced
by 58%. of those interviewed, is
that it is not sufficiently standardized; 42%) said it is "not factual
enough," and 19% complained that
much of the data is prepared in
forms that do not fit their files.
On market data only, 17% of the
agency TV buyers said the material is too bulky; 17% said it is too
sparse and a third 17% found it
out of date. Half of the buyers
found rate information insufficiently standardized; 31% said there
was not enough factual material.

Four Staf-ions Issue
New Rate Cards
NEW rate cards have been announced by four television stations
— KFI-TV Los Angeles, WAVETV Louisville, WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh and WTVJ (TV) Miami.
KFI-TV has put into effect Rate
Card No. 6, representing a 50%
increase over previous rates. Class
A (6 to 11 p.m., Sun-Sat.) hourly
rates become $750; one-minute live
or film announcements, $135; twominute participations, $150. Hour
of Class B time (12 noon to 6 p.m.,
Sun.-Sat.) becomes $450; spot announcements, $81 ; participations,
$90. Class C time (9 a.m. to 12
noon) becomes $300 an hour; spots,
$54; participations, $60.
Rate Card No. 4 for WAVE-TV
became effective Oct. 1 and set an
hour of Class A time (6-11 p.m.,
Mon.-Fri.; 12 noon-11 p.m.. Sat.
and Sun.) at $300 on a one-time
basis. One-minute or 20-second
film announcements start at $60 in
Class A time. Class B time (5-6
p.m., Mon.-Fri. ; sign-on-12 noon.
Sat. and Sun.; 11 p.m. -sign-off,
Mon.-Sun.) costs $225 for a onetime hour and film announcements
start at $45. In Class C time
(sign-on-5 p.m., Mon.-Fri.) rates
start at $150 an hour and $30 for
film spots on a one-time basis.
Nov. 1 was the effective date for
Rate Card No. 5 at WDTV. Basic
hourly rate increased from $450
to $600 in Class A time (6-11 p.m.,

WOBkly TBlfiViSiOn

in

KRLD-TV's
Effective

Coverage

Area

iJlie CBiS
for

Station
and
DALLAS
FORT WORTH

KRLD
AM-FM-TV
unnei 4
is tj-ouf Leit Luij.
TIMES HERALD Station
National Representatives
THE BRANHAM COMPANY
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Mon.-Fri.; 12 noon-11 p.m., Sat.
and Sun.). Class A announcements start at $100 a minute. An
hour of Class B time (5-6 p.m.,
Mon.-Fri.; 11 p.m.-sign-off, Sun.Sat.) became $480 and spots, $80.
In the remaining time. Class C,
a one-time hour is now set at S360
while minute spots start at $60.
On Jan. 1, 1951, Rate Card No.
5 becomes effective at WTVJ. A
one-time hour of Class A film time
(6-11 p.m. and all day Sunday)
becomes $375, while spots of one
minute or less will be $65. Class
B time (4-6 p.m., 11-12 p.m.) starts
at $281 an hour and $50 for spots.
All other time. Class C, will be
$188 an hour and $38 for spots.
Live rates are furnished upon re*
M *
Set
Usage
In
quest. Children Homes
With
TELEVISION set usage in homes
without children falls to its lowest
point between 5 and 7 p.m. The
highest period for TV viewing by
children is between 5:30 and 5:45
These are among the major findings of Advertest Research as reported in its latest issue of "The
Television Audience of Today,"
p.m.
covering
children's televiewing.
Study is based on 758 interviews in
TV homes throughout the New
York television area.
It was reported that 62.3% of
(Continued on page 68)
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City
Outlets On Air
Number Sets City
Outlets On Air
Number Sets
Albuquerque KOB-TV
5,000 Louisville WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
52,399
Ames
WOl-TV
21,346 Memphis WMCT
60,176
Atlanta WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
65,000 Miami
WTVJ
40,000
Baltimore WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
222,186 Milwaukee WTMJ-TV
160,665
Binghampton WNBF-TV
24,650 Minn.-St. Paul KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
141,100
Birmingham WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
26,500 Nashville WSM-TV
8,500
BIcomington WTTV
11,000 New Haven WNHC-TV
102,300
Bcston WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
525,130 New Orleans WDSU-TV
37,371
Buffalo WBEN-TV
134,667 New York WABD, WCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
Charlotte WBTV
36,238
WOR-TV, WPIX
1,635,000
Chicago WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
679,417 Newark WATV
Inc. in N. Y. estimate
Cincinnati WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV. WLWT
178,000 Norfolk WTAR-TV
34,939
Cleveland WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
315,024 Oklahoma City WKY-TV
48,203
Columbus WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
95,000 Omaha
KMTV, WOW-TV
42,751
Dallas,
Philadelphia WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
695,004
Ft. Worth KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
76,839 Phoenix KPHO-TV
16,900
Davenport WOC-TV
23,529 Pittsburgh WDTV
152,000
Quad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline Portland, Ore
978
Dayton WHIO-TV, WLWD
106,000 Providence WJAR-TV
86,880
Detroit WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
330,539 Richmond WTVR
42,534
Erie
WICU
41,350 Rochester WHAM-TV
51,088
Ft. WorthRock Island WHBF-TV
23,529
Dallas WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
76,839 Quad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline
Grand Rapids WLAV-TV
56,211 Salt Lake City KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
27,409
Greensboro WFMY-TV
25,000 San Antonio KEYL, WOAI-TV
31,275
Houston KPRC-TV
46,575 San Diego KFMB-TV
58,000
HuntingtonSan Francisco KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
99,022
Charleston WSAZ-TV
26,383 Schenectady WRGB
106,800
Indianapolis WFBM-TV
95,000 Albany-Troy
Jacksonville WMBR-TV
20,000 SeaHle KING-TV
43,200
Johnstown WJAC-TV
37,800 St. Louis KSD-TV
184,500
Kalamazoo- WKZO-TV
40,570 Syracuse WHEN, WSYR-TV
71,295
Battle Creek
Toledo WSPD-TV
57,000
Kansas City WDAF-TV
61,613 Tulsa
KOTV
43,875
Loncasfer* WGAL-TV
63,743 Utica-Rome WKTV
24,875
Lansing WJIM-TV
31,000 Washington WMAl-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
174,485
Los Angeles KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH,
Wilmington WDEL-TV
46,749
KTIA, KTSL, KTTV
747,867
* Lancaster and contiguous areas. Total Markets on Air 63
Stations on Air 107
Sets in Use 8,546,446
Editor's
Note: Source Since
of setmany
estimates
are basedmonthly,
on datasome
available
from dealers,
distributors,
TV Circulation
committees,
and
manufacturers.
are
compiled
may
remain
unchanged
in
successive
summaries.
Total
setselectric
in allcompanies
areas is
necessarily approximate.
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of television through the Eyes of the South...
From morning straight through 'til midnight six days
a week; from noon until midnight on Sunday!
Of the more than 90 hours weekly, 20^2 are locally produced
live programs. Standouts like Woody Willow, Rich's in
Your Home, Strictly for the Girls, EAL News and Come into the
Kitchen are included. This local flavor — plus a beaming of
the best from NBC and ABC — is why more Atlanta people
see more programs on WSB-TV. WSB-TV is an affiliate
of The Atlanta Journal and The Atlanta Constitution.
Edw. Petry & Co., Inc. is national representative.

*Sopp/y your own adjective/
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'Freeze' in Vain?
(Continued from page 52)
pated in UHP allocation, Mr. Gillett
replied, "trouble." He explained
there may be some "heart-breaking
disappointment" later if the expected UHF coverage is not realized, noting RCA-NBC experience
at Bridgeport [Telecasting, Oct.
30].
"I don't know if I want the
UHF
said. channels, period," Mr. Gillett
He suggested a flexible allocation
plan to "allow us to trim sails"
later as propagation data develops.
Paul Raibourn, president of Paramount Television Productions, licensee ofKTLA (TV) Los Angeles,
observed the "Commission has a
complex job of establishing an
equitable allocation policy after a
substantial portion of the spectrum
has been preempted for Government communications purposes and
for the many uses in which radio
is proving itself indispensable from
the standpoint of general security
and personal safety."
As to the existing standards of
separation as devised in 1945, Mr.
Raibourn said he "raised the question" whether such standards "are
not technically feasible with proper
receiving apparatus, including
proper antenna design and location."
"There is question whether the
public interest might not be better
served," he said, "if allocation
factors remained the same
and

Exclusive
Coverage
of the

Rich

HUNTINGTON-CHARLESTON
Market

Rep. Nat. by the Katz Agenc)
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manufacturers were thereby forced
to design and produce receivers
with higher tuning discrimination.
. . . The receiver design criteria
needed to permit the existing VHF
channel allocation to continue are
not extreme or difficult and some
manufacturers produce receivers
which are adequate."
Mr. Raibourn cited personal experience to prove his point. He
said he lives in Southport, Conn.,
"one of the hottest spots in the
country for television interference."
Here, he related, the picture from
Washington transmissions 245 airline miles away has been known
to equal the picture from the
Bridgeport UHF station 9 miles
away, which due to a hill nearby,
is 110 below line of sight. Also he
related that Channel 3 pictures
from Philadelphia "are often equal
in
enjoyment"
the upper VHF
channels
in Newto York.
Explains Antenna
Questioned
by Mr. hePlotkin,
' Mr.a
Raibourn
explained
employs
double dipole with reflector atop
a $1,500 125-ft. mast. Asked if
this represented a typical home
installation, Mr. Raiboum stated
the antenna was designed also "for
a great deal of experimentation"
but comparable home reception was
found to exist at 70 ft.
Mr. Raibourn feared the UHF
as a broadcasting medium would
not "rapidly develop to the degree
of which it is capable" since the
major economic and population
centers were not assigned channels.
"Even when it does," he said, "the
VHF stations will stand in relation
to the entire scheme as the clear
channel stations do now in the AM
broadcasting structure."
He explained Paramount earlier
told FCC that the failure to allocate UHF to major markets "limits
the incentive to the rapid development of UHF service and provides
a major deterrent to the manufacture and distribution of UHF
receivers."
The Paramount executive pointed
out the VHF service by Jan. 1 will
have at least a 10,000,000 family
market and before UHF becomes
an important factor will have a
headstart of 20,000,000 families.
Since one or more VHF signals
will become available to 98% of
all the people, in competition with
local UHF outets, the UHF cannot
grow as an integrated part of the
general television system if it is
confined to secondary and still
smaller markets, he said.
Mr. Raibourn noted that in the
early period of AM broadcasting
under the Davis Amendment the
Commission found that geographical formulas for allocation were
unduly restrictive. "It is the position of Paramount that in the
present stage of television development, the contemplated assignment
of UHF frequencies will be even
more restrictive," he said.
He saw it economically possible
for New York, in addition to the
existing VHF stations, to support
an additional 20 UHF outlets while
Chicago could support perhaps 10
UHF stations. The witness indi-

cated program concepts would necessarily change, with much more
interest in local affairs occurring.
R. G. Kloefler, head of the depai-tment of electrical engineering
at Kansas State College, urged
FCC to lower its minimum radiated
power requirements for areas of
low population density in order that
smaller communities might economically aff'ord stations. He pointed
out noise levels
are low and there
are few other stations to cause
intei-ference in such areas. Kansas
State has asked FCC to switch
Channel 8 from Junction City to
Manhattan, where it operates
KSAC, a regional AM outlet which
shares time with WIBW Topeka.
Andrew F. Inglis, Washington
consulting engineer appearing in
behalf of Home News Pub. Co.,
New Brunswick, N. J., answered
opposition of W. H. C. Higgins to
FCC's proposal to allocate community UHF channels to some
cities while not to others.
Mr. Inglis presented data to
show it is a very difficult problem
in some cases for a station to serve
adequately an entire metropolitan
area as required by FCC's proposed rules, hence the conclusion
that outlying cities such as New
Brunswick have technical need for
community stations. Earlier Mr.
Inglis presented conclusions based
on the Home News Pub. Co.'s UHF
experiments
there [Telecasting,
Oct. 30].

George C. Davis, engineering
consultant for Johnson - Kennedy
Radio Corp., licensee of WIND
Chicago, introduced a coverage map
to illustrate the extent of the Chicago metropolitan area. He said
to provide Grade B service from
the center of Chicago to the farthest point, a distance of 39.5 miles,
would require ERP of 700 kw from
a 500 ft. antenna. He urged that
FCC make its rules more flexible
to cover such cases.
Waldschmitt Proposal
Similarly, a more realistic and
practical approach to the definition
of metropolitan districts and communities was proposed by Joseph
A. Waldschmitt, consulting engineer for Trent Broadcast Corp.
(WTTM), Trenton, N. J., and Independent Merchants Broadcasting
Co. (WLOL), Minneapolis. Some
modification in the rules on coverage also would be in order, he
indicated.
Use of high power and high antennas was urged by A. Earl
Cullum Jr., consulting engineer,
who appeared for several station
clients. On the premise that rural
citizens are entitled to TV service,
he introduced measurements on 63
mc and 195 mc, representative of
the lower and upper segments of
the VHF band.
Based on his calculations, Mr.
Cullum said there is no change in
co-channel interference by variations in antenna height. This is
contrary to the belief of some engineers in and out of the Commission. He showed actual measurements to support this claim.
The closer the co-channel spacing.

SEEN as boon to use of motion picture
film on television is this newly-developed Westinghouse mercury vapor
lamp (800 w) being inserted in a
regular movie projector by NBC-TV
actress, Ava Norring. Firm says the
lamp, one-eighth as bright as the
sun, canpicture
help lend
a "live" When
qualityusedto
motion
telecasts.
in a searchlight, lamp as light source
enables accurate measurements of
cloud ceilings, thus promising to aid
the field of aviation also.
the more important the antenna
height, he declared.
Increase in power, however, increases interference, according to
Mr. Cullum. He said that 300 kw
is required at 195 mc to give the
same service as 100 kw at 63 mc.
Manufacturers can produce transmitters turning out 10 to 20 kw
at 195 mc, he said, and are working on even greater power.
Mr. Cullum contended FCC's
proposed allocation wipes out
Class C rural service because of
the protection given Class B. He
said co-channel spacing is dominant in allocation, with adjacentchannel spacing less important because receiver design can take care
of much of the interference. He
submitted as a rule-of-thumb the
use of approximately half the cochannel spacing in adjacent-channel allocation.
Articles describing the WCONTV (WSB-TV) Atlanta 1057-foot
antenna and an RCA high-gain
directional antenna were introduced by Mr. Cullum. He complained he had been trying several
months to get FCC permission to
install automatic recorders in the
Southeast to make further measurements.
In general Mr. Cullum advocated
use of 100 kw with 1000-foot towers and 225-mile separation in the
lower VHF band and 300 kw with
1000-foot towers and 200-mile separation on the upper VHF band.
He said W B E N - T V Buffalo,
WJBK-TV Detroit, WSB-TV Atlanta and WBAL-TV Baltimore
were among stations that had applied for high power and tall
antennas.
Mr. Cullum said that if all parts
of the nation are to have three TV
services, there can be no more than
three stations in a community. He
said FCC's proposed allocation
penalizes rural dwellers.
There is no fundamental reason
UHF frequencies cannot provide
excellent TV service if proper consideration isgiven to physical fac-
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fors involved, he insisted. Radiated
|:awer of 100 to 1,000 kw should be
bTandard in UHF, he said, with
antennas 1,000 feet or more in
leight. He argued FCC should entourage tests in the UHF band.
Serious competitive problems
face UHF stations, according to
Ulr. Cullum. On questioning, he
,i;aid the 1057-foot tower in Atlanta
tost $85,000 plus $45,000 for erection and $27,000 for antenna gear,
(rr a package cost of around $200,boO. He ■ estimated a 500-foot
jizower, with reduced power, would
f ost $75,000 to $100,000, or a difjiferential of $125,000 in view of
irising costs.
11 He felt TV offset technique
■'ghould bearation
studied
but sepshould notfurther
be reduced
in

•^•iew of the failure to realize an!|ticipated gains in some cases.
Four VHF channels can serve
75
to 85 7<: of the U. S. populajition, he said, with 1000-foot towers
and 100 kw power in the lower
band and 300 kw power in the
''upper half. Four more channels
would provide a second service to
■jthe nation and another four would
Ijgive a third service. As to height,
]he said the cost of a 1000-foot
,;tower is feasible when spread over
jia period of years.
He claimed
i several TV stations can use the
j same tower under proper condi|tions.
\
Cullum Lists Clients
\: On questioning, Mr. Cullum said
fhe was testifying on behalf of
several clients. While they had
not reviewed details of his testimony in advance, he explained,
they were familiar with his general recommendations and approved them. Clients included
WSB-TV Atlanta, Hearst Radio,
WFAA-TV Dallas, Fort Industry
j,Co. and WHUM Reading, Pa.
I Dixie B. McKey, consultant rep' resenting WLAN
Lancaster, obI jected to the proposed 10 kw minimum power on the ground lower
power might prove adequate. He
, advocated use of directional anj tennas and felt UHF stations faced
serious economic problems in cities
with VHF stations.
Robert L. Kennedy, consultant
representing W H Y N Holyoke,
i Mass., said his studies showed that
I adequate service could be rendered
in VHF with less than 10 kw in
at least one case arid he believed
there would be similar cases.
I Andrew F. Inglis, consultant apI pearing for WROW Albany, N. Y.,
1 a TV applicant, said WRGB
I' on Channel 4 is the only one allocated to the tri-city area. It
j violates the FCC's rules, he conI tended. UHF is impractical in the
j area, he argued, in asking allocaj tion of Channels 7 and 11 to Albany-Troy-Schenectady with power-height limited to 25 kw and 500
feet. He opposed the requirement
that a TV station must cover an
entire metropolitan
area Avith
Class B service and felt lower
power will be adequate in many
cases. He asked removal of restrictions on directional antennas.
Paul F. Godley, radio-TV consulting engineer, of Montclair,
i Telecasting
f

N. J., urged FCC to keep its allocations plan flexible so that directional antennas might be employed
for
stations
in" coverage
in areas
whereto it"fill
is needed.

Area of eastern U.S. receiving at
least 1 signal
No. of communities
having at
least 1 TV station
Area of eastern U.S. receiving at
least 2 signals
No. of communities
having at
least 2 stations

He submitted charts and maps
to show "that directive antenna
systems having nulls deeper than
10 db below radiation maxima may
be readily designed and constructed
and that these may be effectively
utilized in connection with TV allocation problems."
Where
proposeddown
standards wouldFCC's
turn thumbs
on
"nulls deeper than minus 10 db as
compared to the maximum value
of radiation in any direction," Mr.
Godley said his own tests showed
that as much as minus 15 db may
be "amply conservative."
FCC Assistant General Counsel
Plotkin's questioning took the tack
that it would be wiser not to authorize directional antennas immediately, until they are proved practical. Mr. Godley insisted, however, that on the basis of his stu-

The ^
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DUAL

dies he felt directionals should be
permitted from the beginning as a
means of giving needed service
not provided in the allocation plan
itself.
He represented Easton (Pa.)
Pub. Co. and the Lehigh Valley
Television Inc. of Allentown, Pa.,
and offered maps applying his conclusions to the Allen town-Easton
area.
Bernard
C. O'Brien,
chief engineer of WHEC
Rochester
and
other Gannett stations, submitted
data which Mr. Plotkin felt might
make possible, if correct, fundamental improvements in FCC's

makes

PROFITS

1948's 150-mile 1949's 220-mile
Proposal
Proposal
251,705 sq. miles

145,572 sq. miles

159

68

113,585 sq. miles

82,605 sq. miles

70

39

current proposed allocation plan.
He was asked to turn over his work
sheets to FCC engineers for checking purposes.
His
data, he said, compared
FCC's 1948 150-mile separation
plan with the currently proposed
1949 220-mile separation plan for
co-channel stations, which are
based on computations for the
eastern portion of the U.S. and
using the "priorities" FCC contemplated as the foundation for
allocations (see table above).
"It is clear from the above tabulation," Mr. O'Brien said, "that the
(Continued on page 69)
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TV COMMERCIAL

The Gray TELOP projects from
FOUR optical openings: photos, art work, transparencies,
strip material or small objects. SOLVED is the problem
of low budget yet visually exciting TV commercials !
News flashes, news photos, temperature and time
announcements, slides for lecture illustration, for station and
sponsor identification , . . are efficiently composed for
direct televising or with accompanying sound and
commentary. Packs interest and profit into
every minute of your TV schedule!
THE GRAY TELOP AND ACCESSORIES ARE WIDELY USED BY NETWORKS AND INDEPENDENT TV STATIONS
TV CAMERA

MULTIPLEXER
Enables operation of pairs of
projectors simultaneously into a
single TV camera or individually
into two TECTS
separate
cameras.
PROAGAINST
CAMERA
CHAIN FAILURE BY QUICK
THROW- OVER TO STANDBY
CHAIN.

TURRETS

"
Enable a single camera lo serve
several projectors. Depending on
size and optical throw, as
many as eight projectors
can be used. Rotate 360°
on heavy
precision
bear- •
ings
with exact
positioning.
2 models: #556 and #430

Ask for Gray TV Catalog describing above equipment.
R AY
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and Development Co., Inc
24 Arbor St., Hartford 1, Conn.
Division of The GRAY MANUFACTUMNG COMPANY ' Originators of f/ie Gray Telephone Pay Station and the Cray Audograph
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1
WAAM
BIRTHDAY
Celebration Opens Third Year
FULL DAY'S activities ushered
in WAAM (TV) Baltimore's third
year last Wednesday, paced by receptions and parties and an hourlong telecast via the DuMont network. Prominent guests, including
FCC Comrs. E. M. Webster, Robert
F. Jones and George E. Sterling,
and Sen. Millard E. Tydings (DMd.), and a number of broadcasts,
attended the festivities.
Among broadcasters present were
Roger Clipp, WFIL-TV Philadelphia; E. K. Jett, WMAR (TV)
Baltimore; Harold Burke, WBALTV Baltimore, and Walter Compton, WTTG (TV) Washington. In
addition to Dr. Allen B. DuMont,
executives of the DuMont network
included Bob Jamieson and Jim
Caddigan.
A "cavalcade" program, originating at WAAM, highlighting outstanding events in the station's
two years, was followed by another
30-minute program, originated by
DuMont key station, WABD (TV)
New York, called Baltimore USA.
Telefile
(Continued from page 5i)
television experience in Cincinnati.
Handling TV promotion and publicity as well as
continuity is Emily Jo Howard,
of Ashland.
Program, engineering and
sales departments
of the AM and
TV stations are
separate except
for policy-making
top executives,
Mr. Ferguson
publicity is comPromotion and
bined for the units. A compact
force of 23 employes make up the
TV station staff; up from only 16
before the start of inter-connected
operations.
Policy being maintained at the
TV facility is patterned after that
of its AM sister, WSAZ, to wit:
A firm expands when it is advisable to fulfill listener and advertising obligations. This credo found
WSAZ boosting its 100 w power
(with which it began operation in
1923) to a greater range (now 5
kw) as the demand grew for more
and better radio service. It was
this policy that stimulated plans
for bringing live network programming via an interconnection
...
if \ou interested
are commrrciailv
profe^siimallv
in TV, read'or Television Engineering
lor
all that's
NEW desiitn.
in themanulah.
plantnews
and olstation
invnlvin[(
facture, operation and maintenance ol TV
equipment lor research, production, testing.
rccei\init and transmittinit.
Special Rate: 3 yrs. 136 istuesi $5
Bryan Davis Publishing Co., Inc.
iPublhhers nl SERVICK)
52 Vanderbllt Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
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Among WAAM's anniversary guests (I to r) : Comr. Webster; Ben
Cohen, president, and Samuel Carliner, executive vice president, WAAM;
Dr. DuMont; Comr. Sterling; Otto Brandt, ABC TV station relations.
with Cincinnati video stations.
Seven-day per week programming has been part of the schedule
since forethe
the fallstation's
season, inception.
an average Beof
33 hours of programming a week
was maintained, 30.3% devoted to
network with 92% of network
hours commercial. Of non-network hours, 44% was commercial.
At its debut, the station counted
18 local advertisers and nine network time purchasers; the figures
were 45 and 21, respectively, prior
to "Relay Day." In its fall
agenda, some 91 network commercial shows per week are now
being telecast and WSAZ-TV is
now on the air 85 hours a week.
Plans now in effect provide for
about 75% of live network programming from NBC with the
remainder divided among the other
networks; increase of hours of
operation through use of daytime
hours, beginning programs at 2
p.m. and closing about midnight.
Tri-state viewers have been
present at sport and special events
through the up-to-date coverage of
WSAZ-TV.
Some highlights:
Telecast of the Marshall CollegeXavier U. football tilt, nine days
after the station's bow; remotes of
all city collegiate basketball games
played at home; provision for
WSAZ-TV cameras and microwave equipment at Memorial Field
House now under construction.
Coverage of the statewide annual
Band Festival (featuring top high
school bands in the HuntingtonCharleston area) ; aid in capture of
several criminals who had escaped
the Cabell County Jail; promotion
and telecast of forums (including
three in cooperation with the Marshall College faculty and one with
Huntington police officials) ; a
Jury.
weekly children's forum. Junior
Local format used by WSAZ-TV
comes up to standards befitting a
one-year-old station. Among the
favorites is Sports Almanac, a
panel of experts made up of a
sports editor, fish and game authority, and a well-known guest to
answer questions on sports (about
15 retailers in Huntington, Charleston, Ashland and Portsmouth
participate, supplying prizes).
Store remotes have been successful whenever used. Following a
telecast
Frankel's
the storefrom
owner
wrote Appliances,
the station
that the program "was the most
successful promotion in the 28-year
history of Frankel's." The same

program won Frankel the first
prize in a nationwide Hotpoint
dealers promotion contest.
A 20-minute film sponsored at
9 p.m. on the station by ThomasField & Co., Charleston Westinghouse distributor, used a simple
tagline stating that if the local
dealer could not supply the viewer
with a Mobilaire fan — contact or
visit the Charleston firm. Its 65
fans on hand were sold by 11 a.m.
the next day. Hundreds of calls
were received, all of them traced
directly to the TV show.
Bob Mills is the station's local
Dave Garroway. Mr. Mills, m.c.
of The Music Shop, introduces
local talent for the participation
program, which has been used by
Sears, Roebuck & Co. for a directselling approach on fans, washing
machines and such items.
In addition to these key programs, WSAZ-TV has been telecasting the Hillbilly Round-up with
different "live" hillbilly acts each
day on a rotating schedule; Television Chapel, an actual church
service from the studio each Sunday, with choir, organist and minister (a rotating schedule presents
services from member churches of
the Ministerial Assn.) ; The Harmonaires, a colored quintet rendering hymns and spirituals.
Station's Facilities
WSAZ-TV operates on Channel
5 (76-82 mc) with 12 kw visual
and 8 kw aural power. The 37 x
18-ft. main studio and station
offices, control room, storage rooms,
etc., are located on the 14th floor
of the West Virginia Bldg. in Huntington. Station is RCA-equipped
throughout with present facilities
including: A TT5A transmitter
with a TF3A batwing superturnstile antenna; two field cameras
with standard lenses, an EK 17"
telescopic lens, field switcher and
microwave
gear aboard its mobile
unit.

Telestatus
(Continued from page 6U)
all television families have children
between 5 and 14, giving an estimated 1,401,750 children in New
York area TV homes. Over 60%
of all parents reportedly rate children's programs as "good." Reasons were listed as "educational,"
"numerous" and "interesting."
*
* *
Nielsen Reports
Program Popularity
TOP-RATED television program
during the two weeks ended Sept.
23 was Texaco Star Theatre, according to the latest National
Nielsen ratings.
HOMES REACHED IN TOTAL U. S.
RANK
PROGRAM HOMES
(000)
1. Texaco Star Theatre
4,443
2. Star Spangled Revue
4,042
3. Martin Kane
2,909
4. Phiico TV Playhouse
2,748
5. Firesiiie Theatre
2,610
6. Lights Out
2,529
7. Original Amateur Hour
2,505
8.
Your
Show
of
Shews
(Part.)
.
.
.
2,372
9. Your Show of Shows (Snowcrop) 2,264
10. Stop the Music (Lorillard)
2,237
PERCENT OF TV HOMES REACHED
IN PROGRAM STATION AREA HOMES
RANK
PROGRAM
(%)
1. Texaco Star Theatre
75.4
2. Star Spangled Revue
63.2
3. Phileo TV Playhouse
48.5
4. Fireside Theatre
47.7
5. Lights Out
45.8
6. Your Show of Shows (Part.).... 43.9
7.
Big
Story
42.2
8. Martin Kane
42.0
9. Lone Ranger
41.2
10. Lucky Strike Theatre
39.8
Copyright 1950 by A. C. NIELSEN Co.
* * *
Hooper Pocketpiece
Gives Program Ratings
FIRST edition of the new Hooperatings Pocketpiece 12-city survey
of television program popularity in
New York and Ohio [Telecasting,
Sept. 11], has been released. It
shows Texaco Star Theatre at the
top of the first 15 programs with
a rating of 57.6. Toast of the Town,
with
Scouts,38.8,
with and
36.1, Godfrey's
were secondTalent
and
third, respectively.
The remaining twelve programs,
in the order of their popularity according to the Hooper organization, were Fireside Theatre with
35.3, Godfrey and His Friends with
33.5, Cactus Jim with 33.3, Phiico
TV Playhouse with 33.2, Robert
Montgomery with 32.3, Man
Against Crime with 30.6, Original
Amateur Hour with 30.2, Stop the
Music (8-9 p.m.) with 30.1, Hopalong Cassid.y %vith 29.8, Lights Out
with 28.3, Big Town with 27.5, and
Horace Heidt with 27.5.
Class B $150; Class C $100.
For the future, WSAZ-TV, which
has spent an estimated $250,000 for
transmitting and studio plant
equipment alone, looks to increased
revenue from its new program
schedule and a continued healthy
respect and encouragement from
its viewers in the tri-state market.

Studio
equipment
film facilities include
two field and
cameras
with
TA dollies; two 16mm projectors;
projection equipment with two EK
35mm projectors and a stationconstructed Baloptican with timesignal clock and a lap-dissolve
switcher unit entirely designed and
constructed by station personnel
for dissolving from film to live
AH C.i.n.
COILS
lElAtS
Arc.
H F lA f.l
lESIStoIS •OFURGE
OIHtHSIOHHEMS
ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT
PARTS
to network.
CABIE
QUOTE
IINDINC
CONIIOIS SOCKETS
SHOCK
MTS l[I,.[,,US • u,,,,,
CAfAClTOlSPOSTS CtTSIAiS
BlTEtS
SOIENOIBS
First rate card quoted $150 per
hour as basic one-time. Station's
second rate card, which went into
CEIAMICONS lUSES SfAGKETTI lUUK Ill.US
*»'"•
Ho™'"
«om"
effect Sept. 1, 1950, lists one-time
niver^aAgenerai
rates as: Class A one-hour S200;
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'Freeze' in Vain?
(Continued from page 67)
50-mile plan meets the priorities
. better than the 220-mile plan."
He made clear that the comparilon dealt only with VHF allocations
not UHF and was based on Grade
3 service measurements.
Regardless of the number of
,"HF channels allocated, he urged
nore eificient use of VHP frequenies, meaning "more stations, closer
o-channel separation, and a more
Jexible standard for station spacng."
"In the eastern U. S. where
ommunities are close together," he
jfiaid, "spacings of 100 miles and up[;vard should be considered on the
pasis of local needs and no hardiind-fast minimum should be set.
i^uch spacings, in fact, exist right
now, and with the benefits of offset
(L'arrier the stations are apparently
good service."
j^iving
Mr. O'Brien felt "the experience
iand propagation measurements of
(the RCA UHF station at Bridgeport, as well as the earlier surveys
f RCA, Philco, CBS, and Westingjpouse on UHF, do little to remove
ijthe doubts and uncertainty regard'ing the coverage capabilities of a
■^UHF television station."
ji
Proposes VHF Revision
1 To intermix UHF in an area
Where VHF audiences are well es'tablished, he said, "is a grave misjtake."
j! He proposed:
;i . . . that the Commission revise their
proposed allocation with respect to
VHF in order to accommodate more
stations with reduced spacings; to consider the natural boundaries of each
commmuty rather than an arbitrary
minimum spacing in determining the
distance between co-channel stations,
and to recognize the fullest use of
offset carrier and directional transmitting and receiving antennas in their
allocation plan.
We further recommend that the
Commission study any allocation plan
proposed in the light of the priorities
upon which the final allocation is
based, before adopting it as final.
I Charles E. Denny, general maniager of WERC-AM-FM Erie, Pa.,
testified as a broadcaster and radio
businessman that he felt listeners
jwould be reluctant to buy UHF
jconverters and that broadcasters in
[VHF communities would be slow to
enter the UHF field. Under questioning he^ said he would "prefer"
that there be no mixture of UHF
assignments in cities with established VHF operations, though he
would not oppose it categorically.
E. W. Allen, chief of FCC's Technical Research Division, submitted
la series of documents discussing
ithe effects of increased antenna
'heights and presenting summaries
of VHF propagation measurements
and studies of long-distance tropospheric propagation in the UHF.
Mr. Allen will discuss these findings when the hearings resume
Wednesday afternoon.

film
EXPANDING into full scale TV
film production, Sol Lesser, independent motion picture producer,
has joined forces with Douglas
Fairbanks Jr. under name of Avon
Pictures Inc. for immediate filming of Shakespeare's
plays
television.
Initial series
of for
13
planned, first two acquired from
Parthion Productions, London, to
FIGHTS DENIAL
WJAX-TV Takes Court Action
THE CITY of Jacksonville, Fla.,
went into the courts last week in an
effort to upset FCC's denial of its
application for an extension of time
in which to complete WJAX-TV
[Telecasting, Aug. 7, Sept. 4].
In a notice of appeal filed Thursday in the U. S. Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia by
Robert L. Irwin of the Washington
law fii-m of Dow, Lohnes & Albertson, the city claimed FCC's action
was "arbitrary and capricious" and
was "unlavirfully" based on the
question of the city's "diligence"
in completing construction.
"This is not a statutory criterion
as to whether the application should
have been granted, but, at most,
only one element to be considered
by the Commission," the court was
told.
The notice pointed out that this
was the city's first request for an
extension of its completion date,
and claimed FCC's denial was "absolutely contrary to long-established Commission policy in other
similar instances, thereby discriminating against the city."
"The actions of the Commission
in denying the application of the
city, thereby suddenly abandoning
a policy of being lenient in extending time to complete construction of
stations, was arbitrary and capricious, particularly when such
change was made without adequate
notice to holders of construction
permits,"
contended.
It said the
FCC city
should
have ruled

that the city did proceed in good
faith with construction of the station.
Further, the notice asserted,
FCC already had held that Jacksonville needed the TV service proposed by the city " and that such
service was in the public interest,"
and no evidence to the contrary has
been presented.
"The Commission's action was
contrary to the public interest in
that it deprived the City of Jacksonville of an additional t e 1 evision service when, because of the
Commission's 'freeze' prohibiting
the granting of additional facilities,
•technical Appliance Corp., Sherthere is no possibility of the city
burne, N. Y., announces Taco Master
. . . receiving additional television
Antenna Distribution System featorine
service for an indefinite period of
flexibility and optimum performane*
for stores and apartment dwellings.
time," the notice declared.
jTelecasting
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report

be "Julius Caesar," and "Anthony
and minutes.
Cleopatra." Each film will run
28
Remainder of series to include
"Romeo and Juliet," "Macbeth,"
"Richard III," "Henry V," will oe
produced in England. Gordon Little
and Desmond Davis will co-produce
and direct. Films will be made
available
woi'ld Plan
through
Sol Lesserthroughout
Productions.
for
U. S. distribution is to release one
film every four weeks, withdraw it
for year after playing all major
TV markets, and then make it
available again.
First of projected series of 14
half-hour dramatic shows comprising new Bigelow Theatre has been
completed by Jerry Fairbanks Productions, Hollywood, for BigelowSanford Carpet Co. Title of first
show, "Kerry Fallon's Birthday."
Series, being shot at rate of one
program per day by Fairbanks Multicam process, features Hollywood
personalities. Frank Woodruff of
Young & Rubicam Inc., New York,
agency for Bigelow, is producing
and directing. Films will be spotbooked throughout country, new
series to alternate weekly with
films done by same firm for Silver
Theatre series earlier.
Bing Crosby Enterprises, Los
Angeles, Nov. 13 starts production
on first six of new series of 13
Fireside Theatre TV films for
Procter & Gamble. Filming to be
done at Hal Roach Studios. Frank
Wisbar produces. Agency: Compton
Adv., Los Angeles. . . . Robert E.
Chaffee, West Coast representative
for Flair magazine, forms own
company for national distribution
of television films. Offices will be
in the Russ Bldg., San Francisco.
Branch offices will be in Los Angeles and New York.
Alexander Film Co., Colorado
Springs, Col., has completed production on 13 one-minute spots for
Oneida Ltd., Oneida, N. Y.; 10 oneminute spots for Motorola Inc., Chicago, agency Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York; five one-minute spots
for Calgon Inc., Pittsburgh, through
Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove Inc.,
Pittsburgh; six one-minute and
seven 20-second spots for Frito Co.,
Dallas, through Glenn-Advertising
Inc., Dallas; four one-minute spots
for The Textan Co., Yoakum, Tex.,
through Tracy-Locke Inc., Dallas.

COMMONWEALTH
Currently Serving the
'Nation's Leading TV Stations
Offers the Following
TV

FILM

PACKAGES

MAJOR
COMPANY
such sta
with
GRAMS
Ors^
FEATURE PR Jimmy
rbara
BaJimmy
STANWYCK
Robert
YOUNG

teD
Paul
DDetAR
GO

DURANTE
Claudette
COLBERT
Jack
BENNY
featuring
THE

RANGE

STEWART
Merle
Melvyn
OBERON
DOUGLAS
frtASSEY
Raymond

BUSTERS

KERMIT MAYNARD
SMITH BALLEW

m »u„ "*

»»or5 o,

^

t3

MUSICAL
Itl'/imln each • featuring
^
AMSTERDAM9^4
VARIETIES
MOREY
/s

SOUNO
^r-s

For further informQfionlist,andwrite
complete
to

lommitiiEfliTH

JOINING Woodbury College, L. A., in
survey seeking impact of TV on education are Valley College, Redlands
U., San Jose State Teacher's College.
Schools plan to interview over 3,000
TV set owners and teachers from San
Diego to San Francisco.
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new

horizons

IN INDUSTRY
Stay just where you are. Yet SEE anything and everything you
wish about your plant, store, laboratory — yes, even in the very
midst of that hazardous spot, without inconvenience or danger!
Such is the terrific impact of Du Mont Industrial TV. No longer
an experiment. A tried-and-proved, packaged, ready-to-operate
system. Camera picks up image and transmits it over cables
to one or more viewing monitors. Pictures are sharperi clearer,
more descriptive than usual home television. And of course
in FULL COLOR — highly realistic — from lightest pastels to
deepest hues!
NEV/ HORIZONS indeed, for your field of endeavor, from television's pioneering organization. Your eyes as well as your
ears can now extend as far as you wish, in bridging todCTj''s
magnitude and tempo and efficiency.
IN RESEARCH

Descriptive literature
to executives, on retions can quest.
be arranged.
DemonstraTELEViSlfN TRANSMITTER DIVISION. ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC., 1000 Main Ave., Clifton, N.J.

iFABULOUS' ERA
Kaltenborn Traces Career
|fIFTY FABULOUS YEARS. By H. V.
laltenborn.
York: G. P. Putnam's
^ons.
312 pp.NewS3. 50.
"COMPOUND of T)e-snnal,
merican and world history" is
V. Kaltenborn's own description of his newest book, Fifty
'Fabulous Yeais, which links exjperiences in the Spanish-American
;ivar with his current stature as
i"dean" of American radio comfnentators.
' The NBC analyst weaves authoritative interpretation with an acbount of his own life touching on
men and events through the past
Talf-eentury. Episodes recounted
include visits to Russia, interviews
.vith Hitler and Mussolini, his coverage of major news breaks and
n.ilarious experiences as a traveling
salesman in France — all against the
backdrop of contemporary events.
Mr. Kaltenborn also devotes sec:ions of his work to radio coverage
of the Munich crisis, early broadEasting conditions, extemporaneous
Droadcasting, USSR radio, news
analysts, and sponsors and audiinees.
The commentator, author of five
previous books, concludes with the
nope that he may launch a tele-4sion news program this fall to
supplement his regular aural
:)roadcasts, and the promise that
:he second half of the 20th century
uvill usher in "as many marvels"
as during 1900-50. "The further
development of television will be
me of them," he adds.
Resigns Murray Account
DORLAND Inc., New York, has
resigned the Arthur Murray Dance
Studios account effective the end of
phis month. In his resignation letber to Mr. Murray, Atherton Pet;ingell, president of Dorland Inc.,
claimed intei-ference With personnel
associated with The Arthur Muray Show on TV.
TKNW New Westminster, B. C, makes
Dooklet, "Principles and Procedure of
iiVnnouneing,"
available in kits ofbytenBertha
to anyBiggs,
interested
Stations.

RESULTS?
THAT'S US
C HN
HALIFAX

NOVA

S
SCOTIA

Maritimes Busiest Station
5000 WATTS-NOW!
Intoreitad? Aik
JOS. WEED & CO.
350 Madison Ave., New York
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HOWARD

BONHAM, vice president
for public relations
American Red
Cross, resigns to
open public relations
firm with headquarters in Washington, D. C, and representatives inNew
York, Philadelphia,
Chicago, Los Angeles and Dallas.
Had been with Red
Cross 20 years.
Mr. Bonham
STANDARD PROGRAM LIBRARY,
Chicago, will include in its November releases, 16-inch disc of eight
titles by St. Olaf Choir of Minnesota College. Standard also announced
it
will
give subscribers
bonus Christmas
shows. two "no-cost"
KOLIN HAGAR, one-time general
manager WGY Schenectady and assistant to president SESAC, to newProgressive Broadcasting System as
eastern district manager with headquarters in New York.
GEORGE JONES, general sales manager, C. P. MacGregor, (transcriptions) Hollywood, on four to six-week
business trip contacting radio stations, agencies, advertisers and MacGregor Record Co. distributors in 25
major cities.
COWAN & WHITMORE, L. A., moves
to 1518 N. Highland Ave. Present
headquarters at 1213 N. Highland.
RALPH A. BERGSTEN to vice president and general manager Don McNeill
Enterprises, Chicago. Firm to move
Dec. 1 to Civic Opera Bldg. from
Merchandise Mart.
LLOYD W. DUNN, executive vice
president Abbott Kimball Co., L. A.,
to Capitol Records Inc., that city, as
merchandising manager.
ELWOOD SIEGEL, educational and
sales film producer of Hollywood, to
Murphy Lillis Inc., N. Y., producer of
industry and TV motion pictures, as
production manager and assistant
director.
RAY JONES, executive secretary
American Federation of Radio Artists
in Chicago, father of girl, Amanda
Clara, Oct. 28. Mrs. Jones is ELOISE
KUMMER, radio-TV actress.

ROBERT W. DAVIS, central division
manager Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.,
L. A., to general manager Hoffman
Sales Corp. of Southern Calif.
JIM NELSON to engineer-announcer
KJFJ Webster City, Iowa. Was with
WFOB Fostoria. Ohio, and KISD
Sioux Falls, S. D.
MILTON J. WILSON to NBC Chicago
as AM engineer.
CARL RUSSELL, film director WBKB
(TV) Chicago, returns to active
militarv service. Replaced by BILL
JOHN WILLIAM WALT, assistant advertising manager Admiral Corp.,
" appointed sales promotion
Chicago,
RICE.
manager.

• Telecasting

M. S. KLINEDINST named manager
industrial equipment sales section RCA
engineering products department, succe ding P. B. REED, named vice president in-charge government service division, RCA service department.
AMPEX ELECTRIC Corp., San Carlos,
Calif., cited by Twelfth Annual Electrical Manufacturing Products Design
Competition for outstanding achievement in product development. Comrecorder.pany's award was for magnetic tape
C. EDWIN PONKEY named general
manager International Derrick &
Equipment Co., Columbus Div., Dallas,
Tex. Succeeds FERGUSON BARNES,
resigned.
'Technical
KEN MATHIS, graduate Northwest
Broadcasting School, Portland, Ore.,
to KVAS Astoria, Ore., as combination
announcer-operator.
A. WILLIAM HEMINGWAY, control
operator WTMA Charleston, S. C, received draft notice to report to Fort
Jackson, S. C, Nov. 14.
RCA TUBES DEPT. announces new
seven-inch cathode-ray oscilloscope
WO-56A. Unit is portable and weighs
31 pounds.
RON CHANCEY, operator CBN St.
John's, Nfld., joins Canadian UN
Armv force.

HOWARD HAMMOND, graduate
Northwestern Broadcasting School,
Portland, Ore., to KWIL Albany, Ore.,
as combo-man.
R. P. CLALTSEN promoted from assistant chief engineer to chief engineer
of radio tube division, Sylvania Electric Products Inc.. Emporium, Pa.
Succeeds M. A. ACHESON, who transfers to staff of E. Finley Carter, vice
president in charge of engineering
in New York.
GORDON W. OLIVE, director general of engineering, CBC, Montreal,
becomes Fellow of IRE Jan. 1.
Alaska Sales Office
ALASKA RADIO SALES, formed
as a new subsidiary of Pan American Broadcasting Co., becomes the
eastern representative for all six
stations of Alaska Broadcasting
System, CBS and NBC affiliates.
Charles Soden continues as network

Mr. Soden

Mr. Smith

sales manager and Roy V. Smith as
spot sales manager. Organization
is located at 17 E. 42d St., New
York.
"■-EASUREMENTS Lab of General
Electric opened Oct. 30 at Lynn, Mass.

The stars of
today and
tomorrow
are
M

il

... with the new era in

ARTHUR FIEDLER CONDUCTS

The new Thesaurus brings you bigger
and better programming packages with
top sponsor-appeal . . . top name artists!
You get comprehensive programming^
promotion, publicity, tie-ins, crossplugs, sound effects ... a steady flow
of current tunes and material . . . network-quality production. Wire or write
today for full details!

recorded

services

Radio Corporation of AmericaRCA Victor Division
120 East 23rd Street
New York 10, N. Y.
Chicago • Hollywood
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air-casters
Tbuqueroue
NEW
MEXICO
Leads in Total Retail
Sales Percentage Gains
over all "official" Metropolitan
County Areas in 10 Years
(1939-1949)*
Albuquerque is also tops
in sales increase in Food,
Furniture, Household, and
Radio Stores, and second
in Drug Stores sales increases.
* featured
Nov. 10thSales Management

Albuquerque

CHECK SRDS FOR RATES
HOOPER RADIO AUDIENCE INDEX
City Zone, Albuquerque, N. M., Spring 1950
SHARE OF RADIO AUDIENCE
HME
KVER
WNDAT
S*TU»AY
30.7 StotTon"C"
22.6 Statioii"lr
10.2
32.1 SlalIoii"8"
1.00 PMttry- 10.00
FM
21.3 16.7
SUNDAT
30.6 30.6
MONDAY
10.00 AM -Ihfu12.00miDAV
Noon 30.9 34.0 23.9 11.5
7.4
MONDAY
Ihfu
fHIDAY
14.e
11.00 Noofl - 3.00 PM 23.0 50.0 21.6
30.6
MONDAY
fhru
FRIDAY
36.6
9.7
3.00 TM - *.00 PM
M. G. M. Radio AttrocHons.
Local and Notional Sports.
Only Albuquerque Station with
morning, afternoon, and evening
Spanish progroms.
WM. T. KEMP, President
KEN PALMER, General Manager
KEITH TYE, Station Manager
PAUL KEHLE, Sales Manager

6- CO.
FORJOE
INEW YORK
CHICAGO
IlOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO
ATLANTA
Page 72
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Broadcasting Co., owner KMA
Shenandoah, Iowa, and KMTV (TV)
Omaha. WAYNE BEAVERS, KMA production manager named program director, replacing Mr. Harris.
DOROTHY O'BRIEN to KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles Hollywood Studio Party,
temporarily replacing BENNA BARD,
resigned because of motion picture
commitments.
HARRY KOPLAN to m.c. half-hour
weekly You're Never Too Old, on
KFI-TV Los Angeles.
NORMAN DAVIS, Pathfinder magazine, Kansas City, to copywriter-announcer KJFJ Webster City, Iowa.
JIM BAKER, KLAC-TV Los Angeles
stage department, appointed staff director. MAL KLEIN, commercial director, to producer on Breakfast
Frolic.
WALLACE E. HUTCHINSON, ABC
San Francisco assistant sales promotion manager, and JAMES G.
DAMON, advertising department Ford
Motor Co., San Diego, to NBC Western
Division advertising and promotion
department. TED SWITZER to broadcast promotion department; GLENN
CARLSON to traffic department.
FRANK FONTAINE, comic-mimic,
signed by CBS to exclusive two-year
radio-TV contract.
WILLIAM TUSHER, ABC Hollywood
commentator, father of girl, Wendy
Lynn, Oct. 20.
RICHARD CARR, freelance radio
writer, father of boy, Kevin Christopher, Oct. 25.
BILL O'CONNOR resigns as announcer WGN-AM-TV to freelance.
ELL
HENRY,
publicity
manager
ABC's
Central
Division,
father
of boy.
Ell
Henry 3d.
JOHN MILTON KENNEDY, announcer CBS Lux Radio Theatre,
signs for role in forthcoming film,
"Lullaby of Broadway."
MARC LAWRENCE, film actor, signed
to do daily radio serial, Grand
Motel, for Progressive Broadcasting
System.
ELDON WILCOX, production manager
CKPR Port William, to announcing
.staff CBO Ottawa.
A.W. ALEXANDER, news writer CBL
Toronto, to station relations department, CBC Toronto.
ALAN FISHBURN to producer Sky
King, MBS Chicago. Has produced
David Harding, Counterspy and Escape.
BOB LAZICH, KAYL Storm Lake,
Iowa, announcer, to announcer KTRI
Sioux City.
JOHN PALLADINE replaces BOB
KENT on The Nite Owl Show on
WBUD Morrisville, Pa. Mr. Kent is
now program director [Broadcasting,
Oct. 161.
MARIANNE BOGGS, WJEH Gallipolis, Ohio, program director, and
William Campbell married Oct. 21.
RICK CAMPBELL, announcer CKEY
Toronto, to CHUM Toronto, as early
morning producer and disc-jockey.

DORIS McCORMICK to traffic department WSVS-AM-FM Crewp, Va.
FREDERICK OGINZ assumes continuity and announcing duties and
GEORGE PHILLIPS, staff announcer,
becomes music director.
DENNIS DAY, star NBC show and
CBS Jack Benny Show, leaves for
East where he will appear Wednesday at Boston Garden, Boston, on behalf of Archbishop Gushing Fund and
Thursday at Loyola U., Chicago, on
behalf of local Catholic charities.
JERRY SCOGGINS, Cass County boys
vocal-instrumental trio on CBS Gene
Autry Show, father of boy, Oct. 31.
GUY WALLACE, WRFD (FM) New
York chief announcer, to production
manager. DAVID HARRIS resigns as
station program manager.
SHIRLEY
CBS Stephanie
Amos 'n'
Andy
show,MITCHELL,
mother of girl,
Brook, Oct. 27.
JONNY DICKSON to announcing
staff KBON Omaha. Was announcer
KMA Shenandoah, Iowa.
MAC McGUIRE, disc jockey WIP
Philadelphia, father of boy.
BILL DOAK to announcing staff
KATL Houston, replacing MILT WILLIS, who joins Navy. JUSTIN HOUSE
to publicity, copy and news editing
staff, replacing BOB MATTHES, resigned.
MAL ALBERTS, KPRC-TV Houston,
to KATL as announcer.
GEORGE FISHER, CBS Hollywood
motion picture editor, and Mary Ann
Holt married Sept. 16.
GOMER COOL joins writing staff
Columbia Pacific Network on A Memo
From Molly series.
MARY WHEELER, KTAT Frederick,
Okla., to traffic duties in addition to
producing chores. DON HUGHES
named KTAT chief announcer and
JIM RUTHERFORD to staff as disc
jockey and sports announcer.
HAROLD WHATLEY, engineer KTAT
Frederick, Okla., and Betty Aylett announce their marriage.
ED TJARKS, freelance announcer, to
WXGI Richmond Va. announcing staff.
LEROY WOODS and his hillbilly
band join WGXI staff.

BOB VAUGHN, KRON-TV San Francisco director and star of Cartoon
Circus, called back to active duty as
first lientenant in Army.
EUGENE ACCAS, research department Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y.
named presentation writer in NBC
promotion and advertising department
for radio.
TOM STANFORD, Crown Film Unit,
London, Eng., to KPIX (TV) San
Francisco as film editor, replacing
ARLENE HEALY, resigned.
KAY IRV/IN, KGO-TV San Francisco
assistant continuity editor, named
production assistant. HARLAN
FLOYD transfers from KGO continuity to television continuity department. RUTH SHEPPARD, graduate of U. of California, replaces Mr.
Floyd. PHYLLIS TOWNER, assistant
KGO-TV film editor, named head of
film department. CAROLYNN FONSECA joins as assistant film editor.
JACKIE KELK, "Homer" in The
Aldrich Family, named junior chairman of radio and motion picture
committee of National Safety Council.
GERRY HENSEN, WKYB Paducah,
Ky., morning man, to WSIV Pekin,
111. Will take over Early Bird proW. H. (Bill) MILLER, announcer
WWDC
Washington, to WBTV (TV)
gram.
Charlotte production staff.
TOM CARSON, WJW Detroit stafiF
announcer, begins new program, Tom
Foolery, replacing Laugh Clinic conducted by BRUCE MACDONALD, now
assistant casting,program
director [BroadOct. 16],
JOE GRIES announcer trainee WILK
Wilkes-Barre,
KWED
Seguin,Pa.,
Tex.to staff announcer
LIB COX to continuity staff WIS Columbia, S. C. Was with NBC New
York.
PAUL MASON, WHAN Charleston,
S. C, disc jockey, and Mary June Cox
announce their marriage.
ROBERT S. STEVENS, news editor
WVCG Coral Gables, Fla., named program director. CY RUSSELL joins
WVCG as sports director.
MALCOLM McCORMACK, WBZ Boston staff announcer, appointed farm
director, replacing ROGER HARRISON, who joins station's sales staff.
MEL jockey-continuity
TENNIS, WJCM writer,
Sebring,toFla.,'
disc
go.
on active duty with Navy.
i
FRED RAWLINSON, morning man
WJEJ Hagerstown, Md., to WFMD^
Frederick, Md., as announcer.
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N'TIA BUSEK named KIRO Seattle
iblicity director, replacing JANET
LLENTYNE.
^E CAVANAGH and OLLIE RAYi|[AND to announcing staff KMOX St.
iouis, replacing BOB IRVING and
jiCK COUGHLAN, who join WMAY
ipringfield, 111.

DONALD BRUCE, WIRE Indianapolis
news commentator, awarded Americanism citation from Indiana division
American Legion. Citation thanked
him for placing facts of communism
before people in his two daily broadcasts.
JOHN F. WILBERT to news staff
WTTM Trenton, N. J. Was with New
York Daily Mirror. He replaces JOHN
PRACKSTA, who enters Army.

HET HUNTLEY, Columbia Pacific
etwork newscaster, leaves nightly
ere O'clock Wire to devote more time
} daily news analysis over network.
RANT HOLCOMB, KCBS San Franseo news director, replaces him on
rogram. DICK JOY, CBS newscaster,
Itarts local nightly Ten O'Clock Wire
it) KNX Hollywood.
ICHARD R. SANDERS, newscaster
FRU Columbia, Mo., to WTPS-AMj'M
New Orleans as newscaster-an'louncer.

1

IaRND sending brochure to station
|ianagers whose news men are not
-ffiliated with association. Gives inarmation on coming convention and
imples of opinions of some managers
bjut radio news. Front carries picjie of Jack Shelley, WHO Des
loines, NARND president.
DWARD ARNOW, Redwood City
Calif.) Tribune editorial staff, to
!NBC San Francisco as staff news
riter.
IIAM ZELMAN, ABC Hollywood news
:!ditor, appointed to newly-created
osition, assistant western division
lanager of news and special events.
AUL HALPERT, staff news writer,
jUcceeds him as news editor.
•
lL\.RRY CREIGHTON, staff announcer
ijnd sportscaster WGN-TV Chicago,
tlected president Chicago Sports
Proadcasters Assn. BOB FINNEGAN,
' VIND same city, announcer, is vice
resident, and CHUCK WILEY,
VBBM Chicago publicity writer, is
ecretary-treasurer.
y^ELIX MORLEY to newly-opened
fjfVashington office of Barron's Weekly,
I ^lational business and financial publica|,ion, as chief [Broadcasting, Oct. 23].
Vas NBC commentator and editor of
iVashington Post from 1933 to 1940.
kOMNEY WHEELER heading NBC
ondon news office. Was Associated
Press bureau chief Amsterdam, Holand. He replaces MERRILL
ilUELLER, recently assigned to
i;il'IBC's S. F. news office.
UeD PARRISH, WMBG Richmond, to
IWXGI Richmond as announcer. Will
liiandle" news and special events.

BEHIND the razor and shaving cream
is Paul Jonas, Mutual's sports direcwho directedHis the
12th
Worldtor, Series.
arm network's
was in a sling
as result of a plane crash near Colum>
bus, Ohio, on the way to Philadelphia. Wielding the Gillette razor is
Pat Carlton (Miss Philadelphia of
1950).
On All Accounts
(Continued from page 10)
with a minor in English literature,
Jerry had annexed membership in
Sigma Chi, national social fraternity; Konosioni, senior honorary;
Maroon Key, junior honorary, and
had been given the Balfour Award,
the top commendation of Sigma Chi
for members outstanding in extra
curricular activities, scholastic record and character.
Jerry's conviction that he would
work best with people was a proven
fact by now, and he headed
straight for radio and sales. Joining NBC, New York, as a page, he
went to the guide staff two months
later and then to research as assistant to the liaison man between
research and sales. In the fall of
1940 he was transferred to Chi-

BELLS
RING...

symbol of _
entertainment

i^^ra^m, fmi (see inside front cover)

CHICAGO
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As coordinator, working from the
sales standpoint, he integrated
sales, engineering, production, research and promotion, seeing that
salesmen were aware of problems
in sales procedure. He returned to
network sales in February 1949
when he completed the coordinating
job and the position was eliminated.
Last month (October), he was
named manager of the network
television sales department. Now
that ABC has split its radio and
TV operation down through the
sales divisions, Jerry supervises all
video accounts and personally services clients and agencies in the
St. Louis area. As a network salesman, when TV and AM were combined, he handled International
Shoe (Peter Pan Shoe), Bendix and
Quaker Oats.
Jerry's enthusiasm for his work
extends to his private life also.
"A typicalatSunday
golfer,"
he joins
friends
Glenview
Naval
Air
Station's course weekly during the
summer, and likes to sail, ski, ride
horses, fly-fish and drive his car.
A bachelor (for only a short time
more), Jerry shares a 15-room
house on Chicago's far North Side
with 12 men, an unofficial group of
"guys who like each other." They
frequently hear weird strains of
what appears to be music coming
from Jerry's room. He dotes on
exotic records, and has a passel of
bagpipe and drum solos, and Egyptian, Chinese, Arabian and Japanese
discs.
The records he most enjoys,
though, for strictly personal reasons, are those made in New York
13 years ago. In off hours from his
guide job, he recorded several
original efforts with his guide
trainer. Jerry was m.c, and the
trainer, who later turned pro, was
way.
the talent. His name is Dave Garro-

WGCB

COW

^^^^^K
f^^^ Jjm' WIS

cago as research chief in network
promotion,
and indirector
two years
became research
of the
Central Division of ABC when
NBC Red and Blue networks split.
The pace and promotions were
fast. In February 1945 he was appointed to the local sales staff, and
to network in September 1946. Two
years
ABC's
O&O later,
video shortly
station,before
WENR-TV,
took the air,
Jerry wassales.
named coordinator oftelevision
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1 Quality

'Sales Management Survey for 1950

Market*

ASHEVILLE,N.C.||

In

the

No.

Souths
1 State

No. I— Among major North
Carolina cities in Per Capita
Retail Sales.
No. I— Among major North
Carolina cities in Per Capita
Food Sales.
No. 1— Among major North
Carolina cities in Per Capita
Drug Sales.
No. I— Among major North
Carolina cities in Per Capita
General Merchandise Sales.
SELL

this cosmopolitan-metro-

politan market with Ashevflle's
longest established, most-listened-to radio station WWNC.
It's the sure, sales-tested way
to reach this prosperous mountain empire.

RED LION

Daytimer Starts Service
WGCB Red Lion, Pa., went on the
air Oct. 22. Licensed to the Rev.
John M. Norris, the station operates
on a daytime schedule on 1440 kc
with 1 kw. Studios and transmitter
are located about a mile east of Red
Lion on the Delta Rd.
Personnel, in addition to Rev.
Norris, are John H. Norris, station manager; M. F. McDowell,
chief engineer; Vincent A. Freeman, commercial manager; George
Kienzle, program manager; N.
Carl Kitchen, continuity, and Sarah
E. Kitchen, traffic.. WGCB subscribes to SESAC and UP news.

CBS
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m .in
• ONLY 5000
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!
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OUTLOOK for independent AM stations, particularly in television markets,
was painted in favorable hues during the annual convention of the Assn. of
Independent Metropolitan Stations held in St. Louis recently [Broadcasting,
Oct. 23]. Meeting at Lennox Hotel under the chairmanship of William E.
Ware, KSTL St. Louis (I to r): Seated, Sherman Marshall, WOLF Syracuse,
N. Y.; EIroy McCaw, KYA San Francisco; Jerome Sill, WMIL Milwaukee; Roy
Albertson, WBNY Buffalo; Mr. Ware; Joe Ward, guest; John Engelbrecht,
WIKY Evansville, Ind.; Steve Cisler, WKYW Louisville; Patt McDonald,

WHHM Memphis; F. Eugene Sandford, WKYW; Standing, H. S. Jacobson,
KXL Portland; John Hurley, WNEB Worcester, Mass.; William Van der Buseh,,
WMIE Miami; Gene Trace, WBBW Youngstown, Ohio; Ben Strouse, WWDC
Washington; Jim Ownby, WJXN Jackson, Miss.; Lawson Taylor, KFMJ Tulsa;
Al Meyer, KMYR Denver; Howard Johnson, KNAK Salt Lake City; Bill;
Weaver, KLIF Oak Cliff, Tex.; Rollo Bergeson, KCBC Des Moines; Hugh
'RED'Indianapolis;
Feltis, KING Seattle; Robert D. Enoch, WXLW
CONTROLTony Ross, WBBW

CRUSADE
EFFORT
Clay Thanks Broadcasters
BROADCASTERS have been congratulated byGen. Lucius D. Clay,
chairman, Crusade For Freedom
(which operates Radio Free
Europe) , for their cooperation in
promoting the ceremonies held in
Berlin at the dedication of the
Freedom Bell. Program was carried by three major radio networks,
ABC, CBS and NBC, and by a great
number of independent stations.
In a letter to station manager,
Gen. Clay thanked "commentators,
newscasters, program officials and

83 TV stations carrying a 10-minute documentary film, an average
two times per station, 91 TV outlets programming a 20-second film
spot an average four times per station, and some 525 independents rebroadcasting a transcription of
NBC's We, The People simulcast
devoted wholly to the Crusade.
The radio and TV programs coincided with mass bell-ringing in
thousands of American communities. More than 10 million signatures on Freedom Scrolls are expected to be gathered for placement
in the bell's base.

performers" for contributions "of
generous amounts of time and
talent," making the campaign "a
grand success." According to the
Crusade's Radio and Television
Committee headed by Roger
Brown, of the New York publicity
firm under his name, 98% of the
nation's radio and TV stations promoted the Crusade with spots and
other material related to the campaign. In addition to carrying announcements, top network programs and personalities on both
radio and TV devoted time to interviews, special talks and dramatizations.
The committee also reported some

FIRST
the

QUAD

in
CITIES

In Davenport, Rock Island, Moline and East Moline
is the richest concentration of diversified industry between Chicago, Minneapolis, St. Louis and Omaha. The Quad
Cities are the trading center for a prosperous two-state agricultural
area. Retail sales, total buying and per capita income rate higher
than the national average, according to Sales Management.
47 Kw.
5,000 W.
1420
Kc.
103.7
Mc.
WOC-AM
WOC-FM
woe delivers this rich market to NBC Network, national spot
and local advertisers . . . with 70 to 100% BMB penetration in the
two-county Quad City area ... 10 to 100% in adjacent counties.
WYVV"I

V 22.9 Kw. Video • 12.5 Kw. Audio

Board Holds First Meeting'
SUBVERSIVE
Activities Control'
Board, which will pass on groups'
falling law,
under heldthe itsnew
versive
first anti-sub-=
meeting
last Wednesday
after members
were swoni in to their posts. Grouj ■
is headed by Seth W. Richardson
who was chairman of the President's Loyalty Review Board. Members must be confirmed by the Senate when it reconvenes this month
It was believed that the boarc
would be asked initially to rule
whether the Communist Partj
should register with the Justice
Dept. None of its officials has complied as yet.
One section of the so-called Com
munist-control bill requires Communist "action" or "front" organiz
ations to identify all propaganda
including sponsorship of radio ancj
television programs. Penalties foi!
violation are fines up to $10,000 anc
prison
sentences [Broadcasting, J
Oct. 30].

Canadian Market Data
FIRST issue of Marketing Research in Canada released by the
Assn. of Canadian Advertisers,
Toronto, lists Canadian market research organizations, giving details
on marketing research in Canada.
Also detailed are Canadian research
organizations, a number of them
affiliated with American research
companies, and the Canadian
government's Dominion Bureau of
Statistics, Ottawa. There are special articles on marketing research,
its history in Canada, requisites for
sound research and a yardstick for
standards. Book is being distributed without charge by the ACA,
85 Richmond St. West, Toronto.

GEORGE COOK
PRESIDENT
KE

If
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RM

announces

WHCU Ithaca, N. Y., makes availabli,,
to stations highlights of America!
Council on Education Washington con
ference. Half-hour disc may be ob
tained
General Manage^
Michael byR.contacting
Hanna, WHCU.
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1000 WATTs!
600 KC
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appointment
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On the Quad Cities' first TV station NBC Network (non-interconnected), local and film programs reach over 23,500 Quad
Cities' sets . . . hundreds more in a 75 air-mile radius.
Basic N BC Affiliate
Cel. B. J. Palmer, President
Ernetl Sanders, General Manager
DAVENPORT, IOWA
FREE & PETERS, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives
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Exclusive National Representatives
EXECUTIVE OFFICES — MAJESTIC BLDG. — FORT WORTH, TEXAS
NEW YORK HOLLYWOOD CHICAGO DETROIT
ATLANTA SAN FRANCISCO
KANSAS CITY , RALEIGH
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.IQUOH FIGHT
Oregon Issue Before WSAB
lUREENT FIGHT of Oregon adEftising and media people against
he ballot proposition which would
|iohibit "promotively advertised"
kiuor, has been called to the at|?ntion of Washington State radio
kecutives. Observing that if the
loposal succeeds in November,
Washington might be next, Carl
owning, executive secretary of
16 Washington State Assn. of
roadcasters, mailed samples of
16 Oregon counter-arguments to
11 WSAB members.
Richard M. Brown, general manj^er of KPOJ Portland and chairtan of the legislative committee of
e Oregon State Broadcasters
i.ssn., is working actively against
H[hat the Oregonians call 'the projosed advertising pj-ohibition bill."
i In a recent letter to Mr. Downing,
',ff.v.
Brown wrote,
interest
ii protecting
our "Our
life blood
— ad-is
^rtising — and whenever that is
hreatened we are going to fight."
IDS RESCUE
KST Joins Search for Youths
UBLIC service role assumed by
H^KST New Castle, Pa., was inrumental in the rescue of three
ouths who were lost for 11 hours
Jii a series of previously unrevealed
^averns at Harlansburg fortnight
|Pstation aired a call for volunl^er workers and equipment and
jhen dispatched to the scene Anouncer Byron McConnell, who deIcribed proceedings by special telehone hookup. WKST remained on
e air with broadcasts until 3
m. Oct. 23 when the youths were
ijescued.
That evening, in a special pro^^ram, the boys told their story to
"|he radio audience of "Mutual's
l^'oice of Western Pennsylvania."
'jawrence County sheriff and citi■lens of the community, in turn,
auded the station for its coverage
i.nd assistance.
RURAL RADIO (FM) Network, Ithjica, N. Y., will air five concerts by
Jcranton Philharmonic Orchestra.
CORRECTION
In our recent ad we stated we
were the "sixth highest Hooperated station in the nation
between 6:00 and 10:00 P.M.".
This should have read, "sixth
highest Independent Hooperated station in the nation between 6:00 and 10:00 P.M."*
•Based on the 1950 May-June Index

RESERVE

CALL

24. Hours of Music-News-Sports
Headley-Reed Co. Hugh K. Boice,
National Reps.
General Manager

Plan Will Not Ease

Communications

Drain

Good Neighbor
AFTER WNYC New York
was refused permission to
stay on the air after regular
signoff time Nov. 7 to broadcast election returns, WOR
New York offered the municipal station its FM transmitter
for the evening. WOR will
broadcast its own election
reports on AM and TV and
those of WNYC on FM. This
gives WNYC duplicate FM
service in New York as
WNYC-FM, a fulltime station, also Vv'ill cover the
election.

DEFENSE DEPT.'s revised procedures for calling up reserves, directed
by Defense Secretary George C. Marshall to ease the urgency of current
mobilization, probably will have little effect on the drain of communications and electronics specialists, authorities said last week.
A survey of the four military
★
»
branches — Army, Air Force, Navy,
procurement or trainingand Marine Corps — indicated that voluntary
sources." Sei'vice also will disthe new policy will ease only imcontinue recall of enlisted personmediate duty calls of critical spe- nel.
cialists from broadcast, manufacNavy Dept. announced it
turing and other industries by willThe
resume policy of granting comspreading out recalls over a longer
missions, on a limited basis, to
period of time.
civilian and enlisted reserve applicants. Authorities said officers are
In view of prolonged Korean hostilities, authorities said, critical
sought for electronics posts. Candilong-range phase.
needs for electronics, communicadates may apply to Navy recruittions, radar, etc., will be as great as
ing stations and procurement offices
Gen. Marshall said the group was
ever — with mobilization moving
in principal cities. They would be
set up to plan
and
along in varying degrees within
maintenance
of "development
a strong reserve
appointed ensigns or lieutenants
each branch.
force
with
a
minimum
interruption
junior grade.
Defense officials also pointed out
Quota for January-March 1951, to the nation and the individual's
that specialists would be needed to already issued, consists of a substantial number of communications
normal existence."
police the Air Force's multi-million
dollar radar network, which is ex- technicians, they added.
loseph Beljan
On the other hand, the Navy said
1951. pected to be completed about midit plans to release some 5,000 en- JOSEPH BELJAN, WESA Charlelisted reserve personnel per month
roi, Pa., died suddenly of a heart
Gen. Marshall's broad directive,
around July 1951, but added that attack Oct. 28 while visiting in his
issued Oct. 26, provides that both
employers and employes be given tained.
specialists probably would be re- home city of Pittsburgh. He had
sufficient time — four months plus
been tionprogram
the stafor about director
18 months.of Services
Meanwhile, Gen. Marshall apan additional 30 days for reporting
were held Nov. 1 in Pittsburgh.
pointed a committee of civilians
— in advance of actual recall of
and regular and reserve officers to Surviving are his widow, Josephine,
reservists to make "required ad- continue
study of calls of civilian
and three children, Maria Therese,
justments." The services also were
components to active duty over the 5, Joseph Jr., 3, and Joan, 1.
asked to specify, through radio and
press, that all reserve members
not already alerted will not receive
orders for at least four months.
SOUTHWEST VIRGIMA'S fliOHee^ RADIO STATION
Allows Time
This revised procedure will give
manufacturers, broadcast networks
and stations, and other employers
"a reasonable time" to make re1949
Prelim. Reports
BMB Radio
placements and also help establish
1949 BMB
Families
Retail Sales
1950 U. S. Census
"uniform and orderly mobilization,"
Daytime
50-1
00%
the Defense Dept. said.
Army officials noted that, while
a small proportion of personnel in
101,680
25-1
00
% es
19
Cou
critical categories were ordered to
nti
517,587
279,752
duty on "short notice" during the
Korean crisis, 50% were members
of units and had a minimum of 30
27
Co00
814,186
unti
452,784
10-1
157,110
% es
days' notice.
They explained that field grade
officers who are members of units
1,115,996
610,207
216,220
36 Counties
and critical specialists will be subject to involuntary recall as in the
past. Involuntary recall of Enlisted
1949 BMB
Reserve Corps personnel, however,
50
-1
00%
was dropped by the Army. It was
Nighttime
emphasized that the specialist
policy would apply down the line
360,853
10
Cou
nti
72,050
232,657
25-1
00
% es
to all save "extreme hardship
The Air Force, which has been
cases."
recalling
only critical specialists
in the officer-enlisted ranks the
past few weeks, has been instructed to confine involuntary recall of
Reserve Forces officers to specialists with skills "not available from
JOE
ADAMS
REACHES ALL

WEMP

15ROADCASTING

New

NEGROES
IN LOS ANGELES
1/
5000 CHANNEL
WATTS
fV ^
\J wma
W I
L CLEAR
LOS ANGELES - SANTA MONICA, CALIF.

Telecasting

22
Co00
unti
10-1
% es

128,350

31 Counties

188,540

654,711

373,006
538,598

972,052
^RETAIL SALES FIGURES, "000" OMITTED ARE FROM SM 1950 "SURVEY OF

BUYING POWER"
CBS • 5000 WATTS • 960 KC
Owned and Operated by the
TIMES-WORLD COFPORATION
ROANOKE.
VA.
WDBJ
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NAB

District 6

Registration
[Broadcasting, Oct. 30]

OIL

TULSA,
and
YOU
In Tulsa
$65,000,000.00 is the Oil Industry
Annual Payroll
In Tulsa
Oil purchases exceed $5,000,000000.00 annually
In Tulsa
Are located the largest mid-continent
refineries . . . the world's largest
seismograph company .
the
world's largest oil purchasing company
In Tulsa
YOU
will find a rich, discriminating market
thoroughly covered by KVOO, Oklahoma's Greatest Station for 25
years.
PLUS
Rich bonus counties in Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas blanketed ONLY
by KVOO.
OIL, TULSA, and YOU

plus

KVOO Spell Profits in "Oil
Capital" Letters!
See your nearest Edward Petry &
Company office or call, wire or
write KVOO direct for availabilities.
NBC AFFILIATE
50,000 Watts
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James Aldige Jr., WWL New Orleans;
W. H. Allen, KALB Alexandria, La.;
Sam W. Anderson, KFFA Helena, Ark;
B. Hillman Bailey Jr., KSIG Crowley,
La.; Larry Baird, WWL New Orleans;
T. K. Barton, KARK Little Rock, Ark.;
Charles A. Batson, NAB. Washington;
Clarence Beaman, WKGN Knoxville,
Tenn.; E. G. Blackman, WLAC NashviUe; Robert E. Brown, KTHS Hot
Springs, Ark.; Robert J. Burton, BMI,
New York; Carl Cannon, WSMB New
Orleans; Edw. C. Carlson and Mrs.
Louise C. Carlson, WJBW New Orleans;
Joseph W. Carson, WMOX Meridian,
Miss.; J. W. earlier, WRBC Jackson,
Miss.; Henry B. Clay, KWKH Shreveport. La.; WiUard L, Cobb, KALB
Alexandria, La.; Frank Conwell, KCIL
Houma, La.; I. K. Corkern Jr., ,WIKC
Bogalusa, La.
Roy Dabadie, WJBO Baton Rouge;
Wm. T. Davies, RCA Thesaurus, Dallas;
BiU Davis. KTRY Bastrop, La.; Paul
H. De Clouet and Thomas A. De Clouet,
KLFY Lafayette, La.; John Devine,
Standard Radio, Chicago; Richard P.
Doherty, NAB, Washington; Robert
W. Dumm, KNOE Monroe, La.; Bob
Evans, WELO Tupelo, Miss.; Jack
Fleet, KAGH Crossett, Ark.; T. J.
Fontelieu WSMB New Orleans; Tom
Gibbens, WAFB Baton Rouge; Paul
Goldm.an, KSYL Alexandria, La.;
James E. Gordon, WNOE New Orleans;
R. J. (Dick) Gregory, KVIM New
Iberia, La.; Cliff Greenland, Associated
Program Service, New York; Charley
GuUickson, WDOD Chattanooga; Julian
F. Haas, KARK Little Rock; John F.
Hardesty and Ralph W. Hardy, NAB,
Washington; Lee Hart, BAB, New
York; WUey P. Harris, WJDX Jackson,
Miss.; Edw. G. Holmes, Earl Lipscomb
Assoc., Houston; Bill Humbert, KVMA
Magnolia, Ark.
Hugh Jones, WGCM Gulfport, Miss.;
W. E. Jones, KSLO Opelousas, La.;
Peter J. S. King, SESAC, New York;
H. R. Kreestein. WMPS Memphis;
T. B. Lanford, KRMD Shreveport; H. L.
Logan, KWKH Shreveport; Maury
Long, BROADCASTING, Washington;
Patt McDonald, WHHM Memphis; H.
Ray McGuire, WDSU New Orleans;
Clifford Marshall, United Press, Atlanta, Ga.;La.;
GeorgeGeorge
P. 'Martin,
KROF
Abbeville,
A. Mayoral,
WJMR New Orleans; Justin Miller,
NAB, Washington; L. L. Miller, WQBC
Vicksburg, Miss.; R. J. Myers, KLRA
Little, Rock, Ark.; Sid Nicholls, Branham Co., Memphis; Russell B. Offhaus,
WMRY New Orleans; Paul Oliphant,
WLAC Nashville; G. T. Owen, WIBR
Baton Rogue, La.; Dorsey Owings,
BMI, New York; Don Petty, NAB,
Washington; Charles L. Planchard,
KWCJ Natchitoches, La.; Stanley W.
Ray Jr., WJMR New Orleans; Louis
Read, WDSU New Orleans; Ray Rich,
WDSU-TV New Orleans; B. G. Robertson, KWKH Shreveport.
L. M. Sepaugh, WSLI Jackson, Miss.;
Bob ShufHer, Earl Lipscomb Assoc.,
Dallas; Michael M. Sillerman, World
Broadcasting System, New York; Mort
Silverman, WMRY New Orleans; Lamar
Simmons. WLCS Baton Rouge; H. W.
Slavick, WMC Memphis; Earl H. Smith,
WLCS Baton Rouge; F. C. Sowell,
WLAC Nashville; Bill Stubblefield,
Capitol Records, Hollywood; Howard
Summerville, WWL New Orleans; Geo.
R. Swearingen Jr.; Weed & Co., Atlanta, Ga.; Gerald Swisher, Associated
Press, Columbus Ohio: Norman A.
Thomas. WDOD Chattanooga; Gene
Tibbett, WLOX Biloxi, Miss.
Charles A. Wall, BMI, New York;
Granville Walters, WAML Laurel, Miss.;
Fred Watkins Jr., KWKH Shreveport;
H. F. Wehrmann, WTPS New Orleans;
Wiley D. Wenger. RCA Engineering,
Dallas; Ralph Wentworth, BMI, New
York; Harold Wheelahan, WSMB New
Orleans; Jimmie Willson, WLAU
Laurel, Miss.; David Wilson, WSLI
Jackson, Miss.; Earl W. Winger, WDOD
Chattanooga; Jack Wolever, KTHS Hot
Springs, Ark.; Hoyt B. Wooten, WREC
Memphis; C. J. Wright, WFOR Hattiesburg. York;
Miss.; Stanley
Bill Young,
Lang-Worth,
T>ievj
G. Young,
KLFY
Lafayette. La.; Irving Zeldman, KNOE
Monroe, La.

NAB District 6 conventioneers (front row, I to r): F. C. Sowell, WLAC Nashville; Mike Sillerman, World Broadcasting System, New York: Tom Gibbens,
WAFB Baton Rouge; Patt McDonald, WHHM Memphis; Earl Winger, WDOD
Chattanooga. Back row: Robert Shuffler, Earl Libscomb Assoc., Dallas;
Gene Tibbett, WLOX Biloxi; Charles Godwin, MBS, New York; Cliff Greenland, Associated Program Service,Rouge.
New York; Roy Dabadie, WJBO Baton

SURVIVING

ATOM

BOMBS

Role of Radio-TV Is Cited in Several Book
HOW TO SURVIVE AN ATOMIC
BOMB. By Richard GersteU. Published by Combat Forces Press, Washington, D. C. Distributed by Rinehart
& Co. Inc., New York 16. 150 pp. $1.95.
A SIMPLE, easy-to-read guide, in
question-and-answer form, detailing civilianof "do's
and don'ts"
the event
an atomic
or otherin
bomb attack has been authored by
Dr. Richard Gerstell, a consultant
for the Civil Defense Office of the
National Security Resources
Board.
Designed to allay the fears of
layman and to meet the need for
factual knowledge among family
units at home and workers in offices or factories, the guide also
stresses the importance of radio
and television sets in the civil defense program on local levels.
Terming possession of a radio
set as an essential in any home to
receive "news and necessary instructions," Dr. Gerstell tells families that "your best bet is to follow safety rules and leave the
Geiger counters to the trained
crews who will test the whole area,

IF YOUR

and let everyone know by radio
and otherwise what the whole situ[NSRB officials from time to
time have stressed the importance
ation is."
of battery-operated
radio sets in
the home, and have been quietly
gathering statistics on this phase.
Such sets, they feel, would be useful in the event an air attack
bombed out communciations lines.
Data also include provisions made
for stations' auxiliary power.]
Dr. Gerstell explains that radioactive dust or mist in the air won't
stop radio or TV set operation and
urges families to "use your (set)
to get the latest news and latest
instructions from your local denoted : fense authorities." Dr. Gerstell
... In the Bikini tests, radio-con-,
trolled planes were flown right,
through the atomic-bomb clond itself,
and they worked perfectly. If all the
radio stations in your own city are
damaged (this isn't likely because
they are usually well separated) ther
the authorities can use a station ir

AM-TV-FM

STATION

NEEDS

promotional ideas sold to produce cash
revenue of from $200 to $1,000 per week.
Wire, Coll or Write
Merle V. Watson
Edgar L. Bill Julian Mantell, Sales Manager
NATIONAL
RADIO
PERSONALITIES
Peoria, Illinois
Phone 6-4607
We originated sponsored Radio Personalities Picture Albums in
^ 1938, many new program features, and have more sales records
and years of experience in selling for over 300 Radio and Television
Stations from Coast to Coast than any similar organization in America.
BROADCASTING
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some nearby city to give you information. So if when
there's you
nothing
on your
local stations
turn on
your
radio, keep on trying all around the
dial.
Television will not be stopped by
radioactivity, either. This, too, was
learned at Bikini. Pictures of the
bombed fleet taken by automatic
cameras appeared on the Navy television receivers as soon as the mist
cleared away, and while there was
still heavy radioactivity in the air.
"These are the facts," Dr. Gerstell declares categorically. "You
may have heard rumors to the contrary, but these are the facts."
■ The NSRB consultant also informs readers that the U. S. radar
screen system is "being built up
fast," and when complete "should
give warning in time for everybody— especially in big cities — by
radio and sirens — to take . . .
safety steps . .
Stressing that there will be aircraft warning work in every community. Dr. Gerstell points out importance of passing on word of impending attack "in a matter of
minutes," and adds that radio stations and telephone companies
"will do their parts in getting the
warning out."
Dr. Gerstell currently is lecturing on atomic bomb safety measures for the Blue Cross and Blue
Shield plans of the U. S. and Canada. He said that the late Defense
Secretary James Forrestal initially
encouraged him to write the book.
Dr. Gerstell also has written similar articles for Saturday Evening
Post, Sports Afield and Farm Journal.
SURVIVAL, UNDER ATOMIC ATTACK.
By National Security Resources Board
Civil Defense Office. Published by the
U. S. Government Printing Office,
j Washington 25, D. C. 10^
RADIO SETS— "emergency equipI ment" in the homes of American
families — would be little affected
by any atomic bomb explosion or
resulting radioactivity, National
Security Resources Board has informed cvilians.
In this new booklet, Survival
Under Atomic Attack, NSRB tells
civilians: "Always have a good
flashlight, a radio, first-aid equipment and a supply of canned goods
in the house."
Neither explosive nor lingering
THE

OLD

WRITERS'
Radio-TV GUIDE
Workbook Issued
A GUIDE TO RADIO-TV WRITING.
By Laurence Campbell, Harry E. Heath
Jr.,
V. Johnson.
Ames,
StateRayCollege
Press. 407
pp. Iowa:
$2.95. Iowa

RENEWING warm friendship over
KPHO Phoenix are singing star Jeannette MacDonald (I) and Kathy Godsister times
of CBS'perArthur
and m.frey,c.tolented
of three
week
afternoon women's show at the ABC
outlet. Miss MacDonald also appeared with KPHO News Editor
Wayne Center in recorded interview
shortly after announcement of Al
Jolson^s death.
radioactivity has any effect on the
operation of most mechanical or
electrical devices, and the radio
should be turned on in the event of
attack, the booklet asserts, adding
this remainder:
"Battery-operated sets, including
those installed in automobiles, will
continue to work even if the city
power goes off. Television reception, like radio, won't be jammed
by Civilians
radioactivty."
are told they can live
through an atom bomb raid without
"geiger counter, protective clothspecial
training"
if they
knowing orthe
secrets
of survival:
Know the bomb's true dangers and
know the steps to take to escape
them.
Also listed are six general principles for survival and "five keys
to household safety," as well as answers to the more common questions
put to defense officials.
The 32-page booklet is being distributed to state and local civil defense officials, governors, members
of Congress, radio stations, press
and various public groups and organizations ofthe government.
SEA-HORSE

SAYS:

BILOXI
MISSISSIPPI

WVMI
Serving the Entire Mississippi Guli Coast
1000 WAns
BROADCASTING
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DESCRIBED
as the
work-in
book to be written
for "first
students
the special fields of radio and television writing," this volume is a
workbook - syllabus for teachers,
students and professional workers
interested in news, specialized information, continuity writing and
surveys.
Prepared by Laurence Campbell,
director of Florida State U.'s
journalism school; Harry E. Heath
Jr., assistant journalism professor,
Iowa State College and Ray V.
Johnson, KNBC San Francisco
news director, the book stresses application ofradio writing principles
in "practical and realistic assignto the publishers.
Material ments,"
wasaccording
assembled
from the
authors' teaching and professional
experiences. Work was begun
when all three were members of U.
of Oregon's journalism department
staff.

HOUSTON
AVAILABILITIES

ON
★
★ K-NUZ
★
★ ★
One Minute Participation ^
"K-NUZ CORRAL"
Monday thru Friday
12:30-12:45 PM
SEGMENT
Hooperating: 4.7, No. 1 in
Houston.
Features Paul Berlin, recently voted most popular
Disc-Jockey in Houston, in
a contest sponsored by a
local newspaper.
Quarter Hour Segment ^

DancerCASTLE
Sues Toast'
IRENE
McLAUGHLIN
ENZINGER, former dancer, has
filed a $250,000 damage suit against
CBS, Ed Sullivan and Ford Motor
Co. in Chicago Circuit Court, alleging her privacy had been violated by Toast of the Town. She
said a 1912 movie, "The Whirl of
Life," showing her dancing with
her husband, Vernon Castle, was
telecast without permission March
12 on Mr. Sullivan's show. She
said she obtained exclusive rights
to the film in 1919. Her attorney,
George Arthur, said she loaned the
film to Mr. Sullivan for use in a
stage show in 1936 and, although it
was returned, Mr. Sullivan "apparently" had a copy made. Defendants have 20 days to file an answer.

"WEST'S BEST "
Monday thru Friday
2:15-2:30 pm Segment
Hooperating 4.0, No. 2 in
Houston.
Features Webb Hunt, longtime Western and Hillbilly
favorite.
K-NUZ

No.

2 in Houston, Monday thru Friday,
12:00
PM.

RADIO'S RECORD
CBS Book Recaps Events
A 137-PAGE book. The Sound of
Your Life, giving "a record of
radio's first generation," was
mailed by CBS last week to 10,000
addressees, including advertisers,
agencies, prospects, government
officials, editors, libraries, schools
and colleges.
A chronicle of the past 23 years
as it came to radio listeners, the
book contains 400 photographs selected to represent the notable
events and personalities of the
period. The text unfolds the story
of a typical listener family, called
the Smiths, during the years since
the first CBS broadcast.
Prepared by the CBS advertising
and sales promotion department,
the book was written by Robert
Strunsky, George Bristol, and Carroll Whedon. Design and production was under the direction of
William Golden, associate director
of CBS advertising and sales promotion.

ranks

noon

to 6:00

All Hooperatings from
the Hoopers Summer
Report, May
tember, 1950.thru Sep24

HOURS

of

MUSIC

and

NEWS

Before you buy the Houston
Market check the top Hooperated Availabilities K-NUZ
offers. You will be dollars
ahead in sales and savings.
CALL, WIRE OR WRITE
FORJOE: NAT. REP. or
DAVE MORRIS, MGR.
CE-8801
k-nuz
(KAY-NEWS)
9th Floor Seanlan BIdg.
HOUSTON,
November 6, 1950
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October 27 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1600 kc
WAPX
Montgomery, Ala. — CP increase power from 1 kw unl. to 1
kw-N. 5 kw-D unl. DA-N.
AM— 1460 kc
WOLkc 250
Washington
1450
w unl. to— CP
1460 change
kc 5 kw from
unl.
T)A-DN.
AM— 1600 kc
WSFL Springfield, Mass. — CP change
from 1 kw D to 5 kw-D, 1 kw-N unl.
DA-DN.
AM— 1150 kc
WGBR
CP kcchange
from
1400 Goldsboro,
kc 250 w unl.N. toC—1150
1 kw
unl. DA-DN.
AM— 1480 kc
Charles L. Cain, Grand Prairie, Tex.
— CP new AM station 780 kc 250 w D
AMENDED to request 1480 kc 500 w D.
Modification of License
KGAK Gallup, N. M.— Mod. license
change studio site from 114 E. Coal to
"U.
S. Highway 66 about 1.7 mi. E of
Gallup.
Modification of CP
KPFA
(FM)
Berkeley,
Calif.— Mod.of
CP new FM station
for extension
completion date.
VVGTR (FM) Paxton, Mass.— Same.
License for CP
WOPI-FM Bristol, Tenn. — License to
cover CP for changes in stations.
License Renewal
Following FM stations filed license
renewal applications: W R U F - F M
Gainesville, Fla.: WSAI-FM Cincinnati;
WJPA-FM Washington, Pa.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 1240 kc
KIWW1540Sankc Antonio,
CP change
from
250 w DTex.—
to 1240
kc 250
w unl. (contingent
on
KZIP
surrendering CP for 1240 kc).
APPLICATION RETURNED
WLBB Carrollton, Ga.— RETURNED
application for consent to voluntary relinquishment of control of 6 sh from
James Matthews to Thomas K. Vassv.

m
fCC

2
cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant. -antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis. -visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant

SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STerling 3626

CLARENCE R. JACOBS
Studio Consultants
Planning - Design - Acoustics
Box 69 - Princeton, Illinois - Tel. No. 4200
Page 78
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27 TO NOVEMBER

Grants authorizing new stations, chayiges in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
October 30 Appliccetios^s . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of License
WSVA Harrisonburg, Va. — Mod. license change studio site from Newman
Bldg. to U. S. Highway 33 1.75, mi.
W of Harrisonburg.
WHBC-FM
Canton, Ohio— Mod. license change ERP from 25 kw to 15 kw.
Modification of CP
WOC-TV Davenport, Iowa— Mod. CP
new commercial TV station for extension of completion date to 1-1-51.
KXEL-FM
Waterloo,
Mod. CPof
new
FM station
for Iowa—
extension
completion date.
License for CP
WGCB
Red
Lion,station.
Pa. — License to
cover CP new AM
WCFV Clifton Forge, Va.— Same.
KSMU-FM Dallas, Tex. — License
cover CP new noncommercial educational station. Southern Methodist U.
KSUI (FM) Iowa City— License to
cover CP changes in noncommercial
educational station, Iowa State U.

^^z/-:
FDR

BROADCASTING
GATES
RADIO
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
TELEPHONE -522

actions
OCTOBER

Gates
rr IT IS

0

A

STATION

'

COMPANY

•

WASHINGTON, D. C.
TEL METROPOLITAN 0522

October 31 Decisions . . .
BY A BOARD
Program Authority
Mutual Bcstg. System, Chicago —
Temp,
authority
to transmit
to
Canadian
broadcast
stationsprograms
further
extended to Nov. 15.
License Extension
WNDR-FM
— Present
license
further Syracuse,
extended N.on Y.temp,
basis
to Dec. 1.
Following stations were granted
temp, extensions of licenses for period
ending March 1, 1951: KTJS Hobart,
Okla.; WAMS Wilmington, Del.; WBAT
Marion, Ind.; WFVG Fuquay Springs,
N. C; WTTS Bloomington, Ind.: WKNK
Muskegon. Mich.: WPWA Chester, Pa.;
WEGO Concord, N. C: WHHH Warren.
Ohio; WWXL
Peoria,El 111.;
mond, Va.; KCHE
Reno.WBBL
Okla. RichLicense Renewal
Following
stations
were ending
granted Nov.
renewal of license
for period
1, 1953: KALI Long Beach, Calif.;
KBUD Athens, Tex.; KSLM Salerri,
Ore.; KTRE Lufkin. Tex.; WHOM (and
aux.) Jersey City, N. J.; WIRE (and
aux.) Indianapolis: WNMP Evanston,
111.; WSFL Springfield, Mass.; KELA
Centralia, Wash.: KILO Grand Forks,
N. D.; WHP (and aux.) Harrisburg,
Pa.; KCRV Caruthersville, Mo.; KFJM
Grand Forks. N. D.; WROY Carmi, 111.;
KARE Atchison. Kan.: KSJO San Jose,
Cahf.; KTRI Sioux City. Iowa; WGIG
Brunswick. Ga.; WPAW Pawtucket,
R. I.; WACB Kittanning, Pa.; WBIS
Bristol, Conn.; WSPD Toledo, Ohio;
KVON Napa, Calif.; WAAB Worcester.
Mass.: WMBD Peoria, 111.
Petitions Granted
A.
H.
Belo
Dallas,
Tex.—
Granted leave toCorp.,
intervene
in pending
television proceeding in matter of
utilization of frequencies in 470 to 890
mc band and to testify therein with
respect
to general issues now being
considered.
Protestant Radio Commission — Granted leave to intervene in pending television proceeding; petition is filed in
docket herein as comment in proceeding:
added asto party
entitled petitioner's
to testifyname
with isrespect
issue

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring Company
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer On Duty All Night Every Night
PHONE JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.
VACANCY
YOUR FIRM'S NAME in this "vacancy"
vi/lll be seen by 15,500 readers — station ovi/ners and managers, chief engineers and technicians — applicants
for AM, FM, Television and facsimile
facilties.

on reservation of channels for noncommercial educational television stations contained
notice
of revised
order inofCom.mission's
testimony released
Oct.
12.
Paramount Television Productions
Inc. — Granted extension of outstanding
STA
to operate
TV in
relay
stations
KA-5037-8-9
Newexp.York
connection
with theatre television experimentation
for period ending April 27, 1951. Similar
extension granted Twentieth CenturyFox Film Corp. to operate exp. television relay station KA-2461 New
York for same period, both authorizations
nal grants.subject to same cond. as origiOral Arguments
Oral arguments scheduled for Nov.
8, 1950 on initial dec. in following cases:
Haygood S. Bov/den (WACA). Camden.
S. C. (Doc. 9247) and Camden Bcstg.
Corp. (Assignee), Camden. S. C. (Doc.
9248); KPMO Pomona, Calif. (Doc. 9205)
and
(Doc.Valley
9206). Bcstg. Co., Pomona. Calif.
BY THE SECRETARY
WCCO
— Granted
install oldMinneapolis
main trans,
for aux.license
with
50
kw.
Cond.;
granted
license install
new trans.
KREMcense Spokane,
Wash.— Granted lichange
kw DA-N
unl.).frequency etc. (970 kc 1
KLTFcenseLittle
Falls, station
Minn.— and
Granted
linew standard
specify
studio location (960 kc 500 w D.).
WTAQ La
Grange, 111.— Granted li500 w cense
D). new standard station (1300 kc
WBNY alternate
Buffalo, N.main
Y.— trans.
Granted license
install
WILM
Wilmington,
Del.—
CP
install old main trans, as Granted
aux. with
250 w.
KOOK
Billings,
Montana
— Granted
mod.
CP for
extension
of completion
date
to
3-1-51;
cond.
Brownsville Bcstg. Co., Brownsville,
Tex. — Granted license new remote pickWHLA
(FM) State Radio Council,
up KKA-796.
Madison, Wis. — Granted CP replace
CP which
authorized
noncommercial educational
stationnewwhich
expired
10-18-50.
Following were granted mod. CPs for
extension of completion dates as shown :
KFAC-FM Los Angeles to 5-16-51:
WXRT Chicago
to 1-24-51
on cond.
construction either be
completed
or interim
operation again provided by that date:
WFMD-FM Frederick. Md., to 12-1-50;
KSL-FM Salt Lake City to 5-15-51:
KLAC-TV Los Angeles to 5-1-51; WLBJ
Bowling Green, Ky.. to 5-8-51 (cond.):
WKYB
Paducah, Ky. (cond.). to 1215-50; WSUN
5-15-51
(cond.). St. Petersburg, Fla.. to
WMAJ State College, Pa.— Granted
license change ant. by top leading existing vertical radiator.
WRIBcense toProvidence,
I. — Granted
use old mainR. trans,
for aux.liwith 250 w. Granted license increase
power etc. (1220 kc. 1 kw D).
WJQScenseJackson,
install new Miss.
trans. — Granted liKUIN Grants Pass, Ore. — Same.
RULEcense newEphrata,
listandard Wash.—
station Granted
730 kc, 250
w D.
WBEJ Elizabethton, Tenn. — Granted
CP change trans, location.
WJQS newJackson,
install
trans. Miss. — Granted CP
WGTC Greenville, N. C. — Granted
mod. CP change type trans, (cond.).
KMBL Junction, Tex. — Granted mod.
CP for
approval(cond.).
of ant., trans, and studio locations
Lake Erie Bcstg. Co., Sandusky, Ohio
—KA-4243.
Granted license new remote pickup,
Lynchburg Bcstg Corp., Lynchburg,
Va. — Granted license for new remote
pickups.
KIA-588-9.
Queen City
Bcstg.forCo.,
— Granted
licenses
new Seattle,
remote Wash.
pickups.
KA-7615,
7614,
7613.
4979.
Rockbridge Bcstg. Corp., Lexington,
Va. — Granted license new remote pickWSB-FM
Atlanta, Ga.—
up, KA-3534.
98.5 Granted
mc (Chan.li253) 52 cense
kw,new FM
1050 station,
ft.
WPWT
(FM) Philadelphia Wireless
Technical
Institute,
Philadelphia
Granted license
covering
changes ■in
(Continued on page 82)

NEW
PT63-Apermits portable or rack
Unit Construction
mount operation. 3 separate heads to
monitor from the tope I Prevents record
ing errors
I Newpresent
3 headPT6unitMagnecorder.
also ovoiloble
to convert
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CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*

Commercial Radio
fverett L. Dillard,
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
WASHINGTON,
PORTER BLDG.
KANSAS CITY,

JOHN

J.

Equip. Co.
Gen. Mgr.
Dl. 1319
D. C.
LO. 8821
MO.

KEEL

Warner BIdg., Wash., D. C.
National 6513

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 JefFerson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublic 7236

KEAR

& KENNEDY

1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

RADIO

ENGINEER

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press BIdg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

A JfS-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, 0. C.

A. D. RING & CO.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

Member AFCCE'

Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

RUSSELL
P. MAY
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg BIdg.
Washington, D. C.
REpublic 3984

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE'

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1728 Wood St. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG.
EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE'

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.

REPUBLIC 2151

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE'

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST.

AR 4-8721

ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
■Executive 1230 WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Of. X 3mer
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 13, OHIO
Telephone — Kingswood 7631

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
2915 Red River 2-5055
Austin, Texas

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Rood — Riverside 7-21 53
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
18 Grand St., New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

Philip Merryman & Associates
• 114 State Street
• Bridgeport 3, Conn.
• Bridgeport 5-4144
RADIO CONSULTANTS

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

Member
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'HAPPY LISTENING' •
programs

^^^^^i^^
premiums

"CAREER

GIRL"
• • •
KTAR Phoenix, Career Girl Memo.
Features taped interview with
"career woman of the week"
chosen from local business and
professional women. Interview
conducted by Bill Peterson, of
station program department, in
downtown restaurant during lunch
hour.
KOREAN

DIARY

•

•

•

WCKY Cincinnati, Korean War
Diary, Sun., 5:05-5:30 p.m. Public
interest program airs personal experiences of Col. Francis E. Gillette, American adviser to South
Korean Army. Don Paevey acts
as narrator and Rex Dale is announcer. Col. Gillette has been in
Korea since beginning of conflict
and sends material to station for
weekly show.
HEALTH SERIES
• • •
LANG-WORTH
FEATURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19. N. Y.
yelitvri Calibre PrograHis at Cecal Station Cost

Sam Molen,
the Midwest's
Number
One Sportscaster,
now
presents the "Morning Sports
Page of the Air"each
at 8:20
a. m.
weekday
morning on
The KMBCKFRM Team.
It's the only
morning sports
program
the
Kansas inCity
area, and is a
Sam Molen
mary of late sports capsule
results, assumwell
as commentary on up-coming
sports events of general interest.
In addition, Molen tells a brief
sports story, of general interest
to everyone.
something
area,
andIt's already
has new
wonin athissteady
following. Molen scripts his own
shows, and draws on his vast
experience in the sports world
for material to supplement daily
sports events on this five-minute
feature. Contact us, or any Free &
Peters "Colonel" for full details.
KMBC
of Kansas city
KFRM
for Rural Kanst^
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WWDC Washington, You and
Your Doctor, Thurs., 10:15 p.m.
In cooperation with Medical Society of District of Columbia, 13week series started Nov. 2. Program informs public about treatment of common ailments. First
show devoted to "What Is High
Blood Pressure?"
TV GIVEAWAY
• • •
WAAM (TV) Baltimore Money
Go 'Round, Tues., Thurs., 6:50-6:55
p.m., Southcomb & Mapp (home
improvements). Agency: Maurice
Chessler Co., Baltimore. Jim Kilian, m.c, gives key word and tells
viewers to be on lookout for
"Money Go 'Round Car," which is
cruising in city. When car is
spotted, viewer tells driver key
word. Driver calls studio from
car,
nameamount
and Mr.of
Kiliangiving
relaysperson's
news and
prize to audience.
EASTERN DEFENSE
• • •
WFIL Philadelphia, Mary Jones
Show, Oct. 30. Air Force officers
told of preparations made by eastern air defense for protection
against enemy air attack. Program
broadcast from McGuire Field,
N. J. Officers explained radar
equipment, planes and weapons.
Gil Robb Wilson, aviation editor
New York Herald Tribune also appeared on show.
AIR WISE PROMOTION
# •
WNBQ (TV)
Chicago, NBC's
station,
used airplane
to air O&O
tape
recorded message about new program service. Powerful loud
speaker used to carry message over
city and suburbs. John Keys, advertising and promotion manager
WMAQ-AM-FM and WNBQ, conceived idea to publicize station's
expanded program schedule.

'STURDY

GERTIE'
• • •
KTNT (FM) Tacoma, Transit
Radio, Oct. 14, broadcast opening
new Tacoma Narrow bridge. Station receired permission from
president Tacoma Transit Co. to
change regular broadcast schedule
so riders could hear ribbon-cutting
ceremonies. Bridge, called "Sturdy
Gertie" by natives, replaces old
"Galloping Gertie" that blew down
in 1940. Program carried interviews of people who saw old bridge
fall.
★ ★★★★★★★★★
VEEP SPEAKS
• • •
WICU (TV) Erie, Pa., special
public service program, Oct. 25,
Vice President Alben W. Barkley
spoke on behalf Democratic candidates seeking re-election in state.
He was interviewed by Edward
Lamb, publisher The Erie Dispatch
owner of station. Mr. Barkley
also discussed world issues.
★ ★★★★★★★★★
NEW LBS SHOW
• • •
SERIES U. of Georgetown Forum,
which started on WARL Arlington, Va., in 1946, going coast to
coast on Liberty Broadcasting System via WOL Washington, Sun.
1 p.m. Show taped and re-broadcast at 2:30 p.m. on WOL. Program will still be carried on
WARL. Rev. J. Heyden S.J.,
Georgetown U., handles technical
end of show and Rev. Daniel Power
S.J., Georgetown U., arranges for
guests and talent.
LOLLIPOP PARTY
• • •
WSTC-AM-FM
Stamford, Conn.,
Fairy Princess gave "Lollipop
Party" for pre-school and school
age children Oct. 24. Merry Reynolds, star of show, prepared party
so children could meet "Fairy
Princess." Guests attended broadcast and then took part in special
show and party. Parents of children were invited to attend.

•

LOURENCO
Marques Radio,
Johannesburg,
S.A. Station running ads in local papers.
Art
shows persons in unhappy circumstances — traffic violator being reprimanded by policeman; explorer
burning at stake — and remarks:
". . . but it's HAPPY listening on

UNUSUAL Marq
Lourenco
CONTTESTues!
• •" •
WHK Cleveland's Bill Gordon,
m.c. Morning Show, 7:15-10 a.m.,
conducting unique contest. Listeners are urged to send unusual
letters to station. M.C. has received letters written on last year's
suntan, lace curtains, pistachio
nut and set of false teeth. Grand
prize for contest is Mr. Gordon,
who will baby-sit or do odd jobs
for winner.
'CUZZIN' VISITS
• • •
WOPI - A M - F M Bristol, Tenn.
"Cuzzin" Don, early morning disc
jockey, announced intentions to
drive to Ft. Devens, Mass., to tape
record interviews with members
of 278th Infantry Div., most of
whom are Bristol men. Offer to
carry non-perishable cookies and
cakes to relatives filled up prospective visitor's car. Sponsor donated 20 dozen additional cakes for
National Guardsmen. Visit was
subject of article in local paper.
STRIP TEASE
• • •
ABC Holljrwood sends trade folder
showing two pair of bare legs extending under cover bearing line,
". . . the most popular strip show
in L. A." Page under cover shows
costumed players, Nina Bara and
Virginia Hewitt, featured on Space
Patrol show. Photographs of other
cast members are shown in addition to sales message giving multiweekly TV Hooperatings for Aug.Sept.
STREET SCENE'
• • •
ART SCANLON, WINS New
York morning disc jockey, who ^
opens with theme from "Street
Scene," is sponsoring contest for
best letters describing favorite
street scenes. Contestants each receive Mercury recording of the
theme, and winners get turkeys for
Thanksgiving.

HOWARD J. McCOLLISTER COMP..V
PAUL W. McCOlLISTER, GENERAL MANAGER
Regional Represenfa five
L

•

ACACIA DRIVE, ATHERTON, CALIF. » DAVENPORT 3-3061
Shows with a Hollywood Heritage * Member N-A-BBROADCASTING
. *
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:CW POSTER
• • •
i,:KCW Moncton, N.B. Large buffolored poster featured by 200
rocery stores in area gives linep of CKCW advertised products
vailable in stores. Sponsor's
ame is carried in large letters
■ver name of program, and someimes picture of featured star,
'rimary purpose of poster is to
timulate sales of CKCW accounts,
filth secondary design of encour(.ging station listening. Time
hows are heard also given.
jtV'ERD BOOKLET
• • •
VERD Atlanta releases 14-page
fooklet, "There's $$ In WERD■nlle," word-and-pieture presentajion of various aspects of Negro
Community vi'hich is its primary
audience, and which it calls "$100
Inillion market." Station describes
tself as "the only Negro-owned
[adio station in the U. S. A."
Dovers are canary yellow, with
itriking sketch on front.
i^ONGS TO PLAY
• • •
k^BBM Chicago, Play or Pay,
i^alf-hour, Mon.-Fri., Sawyer Biscuit Co. Listeners send song titles
'(or musicians to play. If they
kn't, listener is awarded prize.
Vommy Bartlett is show m.c. Staliion broadcast promotion spots
fceek before debut of show.
Feature
(Continued from page 16)
.nd holds the family together,
eached the break-even point finanially. This was difficult, in view
if $8,500 spent for rental of the
tadium, its ushers and general failities; $2,800 for advance promodon (posters, car cards, newspapers) $2,000
;
for guest stars. Curt
tfassey and Martha Tilton, WLS
^^ational Barn Dance talent and
ausicians; $4,000 in city and fed;ral taxes; and $750 for souvenir
>rograms.
j The station would not have come
>ut even, however, if it had taken
Ihto account some 50 spots aired
Ireekly on WLS for six weeks preceding the festival date. The Park
pistrict, which cooperated in the
Planning, handled mobilization of

CONGRATULATING Tom Gibbens (I), WAFB Baton Rouge, newly-elected
president of Louisiana Broadcasters Assn. at its Oct. 25 meeting in New
Orleans [Broadcasting, Oct. 30] are T. B. Lanford (center), KRMD Shreveport, outgoing president, and George Martin, KROF Abbeville, secretarytreasurer.
96 sets of dancers on the floor (eight
persons per set), the hospitality
committee, and numerous sets from
Park District recreation groups.
Dancers appeared en masse and
individually, representing their
states and sections. The largest
single group ever on the floor consisted of 10 sets. Included in this
category were Indiana, Illinois and
Chicago. Indiana scored heavy applause with a set of men and women who combined a jitterbug step
with the more formalized routines
of the square dance. One talent
booker was so impressed he later
called Mr. Drake and asked if the
group could be hired.
The Illinois section featured rural youth and adults, while that
from Chicago showed regular Park
District dance enrollees. Among
them were sets of blind, deaf,
dumb and physically handicapped
persons, including youngsters recovering from polio, a group of
children under 12 and oldsters.
The age range among all groups
was from about 8 to 75.
Eight dancers went to Chicago
by bus from Quebec. They were
members of the Society of Good
Cheer, established in Montreal in
the 1600s. They, with other dancers, appeared on television shows at
all four Chicago stations and on
numerous radio programs in the
area. Plugs for the festival were
given without charge by radio stations.
All in all, the investment of
work, time and money paid off, so
much so that Prairie Farmer and
WLS President James E. Edwards
says there will be another festival
next year.
Canadian

PBS Acquires

Space

PROGRESSIVE Broadcasting System has acquired Audio-Video Studios, 418 S. Robertson Blvd.,
Beverly Hills, Calif., to house its
production offices and studios. The
large plant includes office space,
recording and television studios in
addition to broadcast facilities.
Executive offices of the new network remain at 8983 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood.

STORY OF BBC
Hihberd Goes Behind Scene
'THIS
IS LONDON—.'
By Stuart
Hlbberd. London:
MaCDonald
& Evans.
New York: Edward M. Sweetman, 1
Broadway. 322 pp. 12s6d.
A "BEHIND THE SCENE" story
of the British Broadcasting Corp. —
the radio of Great Britain — "This
is London — " gives a personalized
history that is at once literary and
factual. The author, Stuart Hibberd, is perhaps the most dramatic
denominator of BBC's growth and
development into the British
government's owned-and-operated
domestic
and foreign
Mr. Hibberd
is the"voice."
man whose
voice was heard in Europe when
the continent was subjugated by
the Nazis, in the jungles of Burma
and in the African desert — wherhope. ever peoples looked to Britain for
The book is sectioned according
to years — 1924 to 1949 — with each
chapter giving the history of broadcasting as seen through the eyes
and experiences of Mr. Hibberd.
It begins with the appointment of
the author to the post of assistant
announcer in London from where
he progressed to the top in his skill.
The concluding chapter makes the
points that television will become
radio's biggest competitor but will
not "entirely oust sound broadcasting," and that while the radio
audience in England stands at an
estimated 25 million, the author
still prefers to think of broadcasting to one family or one individual
only. . . ."

WE WANT

YOU

TO BE OUR

HEIR

Even though we're not related to you, we want you to be our heir!
YES, we want you to inherit the goodwill, the very tangible respect
of our listening audience.
What's the "estate" worth? Well, it was worth 30,000 unduplicated
Inquiries to Norman's Furs. It increased a furniture store's volume
by 300% in two years. It sold 1,100 sets of china at $24.95 for
smart-as-a-fox STERN & COMPANY of Philadelphia.
What's it cost to become an "heir"? As little as $7.00 per one
minute spot. Send for coverage maps. Send for actual testimonial
letters. Send for air-check of "Judge Rhythm's Court", the salesproducing program aired daily on

Seminar

THE

WEVD
_
117119 W. 46 St
VENRY GREENFIELD, Me. Director N.Y.19
BROADCASTING

Ryerson Institute of Technology, Toronto, Ont., currently is
holding a seminar on TV programming. Speakers include representatives from the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Canadian advertising
agencies and stations, and some
U. S. broadcasters.
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DELAWARE COUNTY'S F/RST STAirON
15?0 on the dial, F/RST in the hearts of listeners
CHESTER. PENNA.
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WGRD—

Best

Buy

Grand

in

Rapids

12:30 to 5:15 PM
•
HOOPER FALl-WINTtR 1949-1950
Number of times stations are
rated 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th . in 19
fifteen minute rated periods
from 12:30 to 5:15 P.M.
WGRD A- Net B-Net C-Net
5
2
8
1st 6
7
4
3
2nd 5
7
3
2
3rd 6
4th 2
4
5
6
Counting 1 point for 4th
2 points for 3rd
■^S^
3 points for 2nd
4 points for 1st
WGRD A-Net
B-Net
53
51
39
points
points
points

place
place
place
place
C-Net
51
points

T) TT^ Grand Rapids
WJf
VV ^OKJJ
Michigan
"The People's Station"
Nat'l. Rep. — McGilivra

PULSE, INC., REPORTS:

WWDC

1st
in out-of-home
audience

in

WASHINGTON
Pulse, Inc. in a new survey of
radio listening in cars, taxis,
oflBces, restaurants, etc., shows
that WWDC gives the biggest
PLUS audience in Greater
Washington. You must have
all these new facts to intelligently choose among the 14
radio stations in this rich
market. Call your Forjoe man
today for all the details.
Page 82
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REALIGNS
Radio, TV Staffs Split
SEPARATION of radio-television
facilities of the Detroit News stations, WWJ and WWJ-TV, into
competitive organizations, each
with its own administrative, sales
and program personnel, was announced last Tuesday by Harry
Bannister, general manager of
WWJ-AM-TV-FM.
Don De Groot, public affairs director, was named manager of
WWJ-AM-FM and Willard E.
Walbridge of WWJ-TV. Both will
operate under overall supervision
of Mr. Bannister. Mr. Walbridge
has been serving as assistant general manager of AM-TV-FM operations since October 1949.
Mr. De Groot joined the Detroit
News organization in 1941 after
previous assignments as staff announcer of WFDF Flint, Mich.,
writer-producer and staffman for a
Detroit advertising agency. He
was named program manager of
WWJ-FM and in June 1942 was
transferred to WWJ as program
chief. He left WWJ in 1946 to accept similar positions at WBAL
Baltimore and WTAC Flint, returning to WWJ in April 1949. As
public affairs director of WWJAM-TV-FM since August 1949,
Mr. De Groot was instrumental in
preparing presentations which won
the station numerous awards.
Mr. Walbridge also began his
radio career with WWJ in 1941.
After three years in the sales department he left to join the Navy,
returning in January 1946. He
was successively named assistant
sales manager of radio and sales
manager of television operations.
In May 1949 he succesded Harry
Betteridge as general sales manager of combined Detroit News AMTV-FM operations. Following October, he was appointed assistant
general manager reporting to Mr.
Bannister.

FCC Actions
(Continued from page 78 J

WWJ

15% Local Agency Policy SeiLOCAL agency commission of 15%
on retail accounts is being allowed
for the first time by WTMJ Milwaukee. Effective Nov. 1, the station established the same commission offered by WTMJ-TV to local
agencies buying time for retail
clients. Move was explained:
"Television experience has shown
that local advertising agencies
handling retail accounts have been
responsible for an exceptional
amount of retail business, and this
move is being made in order to permit the retailer to use a greater
volume of radio business without
having to pay additional charges
for advertising agency service."
The 15% commission has been
effective on WTMJ-TV since it
took the air in December 1947.
CBM Montreal increases power from
5 kw to 50 kw on 940 kc.

Mr. De Groot

Mr. Walbridge

'KICKOFF' SHOW
KBWD Sells Local Dealers
WITH an eye toward local business,
the late 0. J. Brunkenhoefer, commercial manager of KBWD Brownwood, Tex., had conceived a 15minute Kickoff program to tie-in
with Humble Oil & Refining Co.
football broadcasts. When Humble
scheduled 16 Southwestern Conference games on KBWD and the
Texas State Network, Mr. Brunkenhoefer went to work and got the
local agents and dealers of Humble
to sponsor the pre-game show.
The show, preceding all games,
presents local and national sports
news, recorded college songs, background and featured music. Commercials highlight services offered
at the local Humble stations.
Eleven Humble-station managers
and the bulk agent share in the
sponsorship.
KBWD and Brownwood Humble
dealers are proud of their Kickoff
show — as well they might be — and
offer the suggestion to other stations for local tie-in sponsorship
with national accounts.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: It was later reSept. 27.]ported that Mr. Brunkenhoefer died
KGER'S New Studios
KGER Long Beach, Calif., has
moved to a newly constructed building, containing offices and studios,
at 3745 Atlantic Ave. Station observed the move by holding open
house Nov. 4 with a dedication
program featuring special talks,
in addition to concerts by the Long
Beach Municipal Band, which has
been heard on the station since
1926, and the San Pedro Symphony
Orchestra. Manager of the 5 kw
station is Galen 0. Gilbert.

Decisions Cont'd.:educational statior
non-commercial
91.7 mc (Chan. 219) 125 w, 10 ft.
Lake Erie Bcstg. Co., Sandusky, Ohi
—7825.
Granted CP new remote pickup, KA
WSIX Bcstg. Station, Nashville, Tenr .
— Granted CP new remote pickup, KA ■
7827.
Patroon Bcstg. Co., Albany, N. Y.
Granted CP new remote pickup. KA
2178.
Fort Bend Bcstg. Co., Rosenberg, Te>
—7826.
Granted CP new remote pickup, KA
Agricultural Bcstg. Co., Chicago
Granted CP and license new remot
pickup,
Radio KA-7828.
Station WIAC Inc., San Juar
P. R. — Granted CPs and licenses ne\
remote pickups, WWA-251, KA-7824.
WMOK Metropolis, 111.— Granted moc
CP for approval of ant., trans., specif :
studio location and change type tran:
WGBS (cond.).
Miami, Fla.— Granted mod. C
2-13-51
for extension
of completion date t

— Gran1 *
ed WAMS-FM
mod. CP forWilmington,
extension ofDel.
completio
date to 5-1-51.
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Paul A. Walker
Athens Bcstg. Co., Athens, Ohio Denied continuance for 60 days fror
Nov. 20, hearing re its apphcation an
that of Sky Way Bcstg. Corp., Colum
bus, Ohio.
KXYZ Houston and KOLE Port Ar
thur, Tex. — Granted continuance c
hearing in proceeding re application c
KVOL Lafayette. La., now schedule
Nov. 20; hearing continued to perlo
30 days from date. KVOL commence
operation on program tests pursuant t
newly authorized operation: to be re
scheduled by proper petition of partie;
,WLBJ Bowling Green, Ky. — Grante
leave to amend application to emplo
DA-D and for removal of applicatlo
as amended from hearing docket.
WMFJ Daytona
Beach, reFla.—
Grante t.
continuance
of hearing
applicatlo
from Nov. 13 to Jan. 15, 1951, at Wash^
ington.
By Examiner Jack P. Blume
Radio
Sumter, Sumter, S. C. — Grant'
ed
its indefinite
application.continuance of hearing r'
WKBZ Muskegon, Mich. — Grante
continuance of hearing from Nov. 6 t
Dec. 7 in proceeding re application. It
By Examiner J. D. Bond
WINR Blnghamton,
Y.— Grante
indefinite
continuance ofN.hearing
sclied
uled Nov. 6 in proceeding re its appli
cation.
By Examiner H. B. Hutchison
WCAW Charleston, W. Va.— Dismisse
as moot motion for order to take depo
sltlons of certain witnesses and fo if.
waiver
Sec. 1.745 reof itsCommission'
rules in ofproceeding
applicatioj So
and that of WGKV Charleston.
FCC continuance
General Counsel—
inite
of Granted
hearing, Indef"
nov
scheduled Oct. 30 at Washington in pro
ceedlng re application of KBMY Bill
ings, Mont. (Action Oct. 27).
WJEL Springfield, Ohio — Grantei
continuance of hearing from Nov. 3 ti
Jan. 10, 1951, at Washington in pro r
ceedlng re its application.
By Examiner Leo Resnick
Gila Bcstg. Co., Winslow, Ariz
THE ONLY STATION
THAT ACTUALLY DELIVERS
PnmDDEUEUCIIIC
COUERRGE

wing
Gro
FasIntes
on's
thetNati
Market
PORTLAND
OREGON
ON THE EFFICIENT 620 FREQUENCY
AFFILIATED
WITH
NBC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY & CO.
BROADCASTING
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I inted continuance of hearing from
• 1c oroceeding
■. 1 to Jan. re2.its1951.
in Washington
application.
' , INS New York — Granted leave to
end application to change answer to
; =. 6 thereof (relating to estimated
\ e for completion of construction i
v. Sept. 26 to Jan. 26. 1951, and re;sting waiver of Sec. 1.745 of Com-jion's Rules.
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
KID Idaho Falls, Ida. — Granted coni.uance of hearing from Oct. 30 to
ec. 4 in Washington in proceeding re
t(S application.
~i:FCC General Counsel — Granted indef■■^kile continuance of hearing scheduled
dev. 27 at Santa Paula. Calif., in pro- feeding re application of Ventura
- ;icunty Radio Center Inc.. Santa Paula.
By Examiner Elizabeth C. Smitli
KREI Farmington, Mo. — Granted iniBfinite continuance of hearing schedj^.led reNov.
9 in Washington in proceed„ag
application.
Sunland Bcstg. Co., El Paso, Tex. —
ranted request that transcript in pro.'■eeding
its application be corrected
variousre respects.

Ictober 31 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FELING
::;| Modification of License
IkxoBstudio
Stockton,
Calif.—
nange
site from
2013 Mod.
Pacificlicense
Ave.
> Beyer Lane.
KPLT Paris, Tex. — Mod. license
"flange
studio site
Hoto Highway
24. from
1.5 mi.Gibraltar
S. of Paris.
Modification of CP
WINS New York— Mod. CP change
•■^[■equencv
etc. for extension
of complev9on date AMENDED
to request
extent|oii from Sept. 25 to Jan. 1.
f*;
AM— 1450 kc
Co., 750Kewanee,
e\vKee AMBcstg.station
kc. 250 111.—
w CPD
_ 2\IE?JDED to change name of applicant
» E. D. Scandrett. Harold B. Rothrock
"^pd.; Ray
F. Knochel
as Kee toBcstg.
change
facilities d/b
requested
1450
, 100 w unl.
AM— 1440 kc
■- - £WParisAM Bcstg.
station Corp.,
1420 Paris,
kc. 250ni. w— CPD
MENDED to request 1440 kc. 500 w D.
AM— 1370 kc
Pottstown Bcstg. Co., Pottstown, Pa.
.-CP new AM station 1370 kc. 1 kw D
- DAMENDED
changeRalph
name E.of P.applicant
Herbert toWolin.
MeUon
; cd Margaret Levine d/b as Pottstown
■ raws.
cstg. Co. Charles Kinzer Bentz withLicense for CP
KECA-TV Los Angeles — License to
■ -Dver CP new commercial TV station.
WABECP (FM)
Ga.— License
-^Dver
new Atlanta,
noncommercial
educa-to
onal station. Atlanta Board of Educaon.
:b[ APPLICATION RETURNED
"Rollins Bcstg. Inc., Norfolk, Va. —
ETLTINED
application
;' .ation
1050 kc,
500 w D. for new AM

■^ovember 1 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1240 kc
Elwood R. Horwinsly tr/as Radio Ta^e,
— CPAMENDED
new AM
-IfationTahoe'
1240 Valley,
kc. 250 CaUf.
w tinl.
•jf request 100AM—
w. 1590 kc
SoDth St. Paul Bcstg. Co., South St.
-faul, Minn. — CP new AM station 1590

THIS LITTLE piggy goes to the Boston Red Sox market. Signifying price teg
(not divulged) for broadcasting and telecasting rigSts to ail home games of
the Sox, Carl W. Haffenreffer (r), executive vice president and treasurer,
Narragansett Brewing Co. of Rhode Island, makes "down payment" on twoyear renewal for his company. Third man on the double play is Sox's General Manager Joe Cronin (I) who gets an assist from John W. Haley, brewery's
advertising manager. Narragansett, perennial sponsor of Red Sox home
games, plans expansion of last
season's
41 -AM station sports network to
extend
coverage.
CIVIL DEFENSE
Wadsworth Visits London
JAMES J. WADSWORTH. acting
director of the government's Civil
Defense Office, conferred briefly
last week with top British civil
kc, 1 kw D AMENDED to request 5 kw.
AM— 1240 kc
KIWW
San
Tex.—
from 1540 kc. Antonio,
250 w D to
1240 CPkc.change
250 w
unl. ( contingent on KZIP relinquishing
1240 kcl.
Modification of CP
WELS Kinston, N. C— Mod. CP new
AM station to change from 1010 kc to
960 kc AMENDED to change name of
applicant from Commonwealth Bcstg.
Corp. to Farmers Bcstg. Service Inc.
License for CP
WCBS-FM New York — License to
cover CP changes in FM station.
KFGQ-FM
Iowa — License to
cover
CP new Boone,
FM station.
WCAL-FM Northfield, Minn.— Same.
WREVCP Reidsville,
N. C— License to
cover
new AM station.
WATH Athens, Ohio— Same.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Modification of License
KALA
Sitka,from
Alaska
license
change hours
unl.— toMod.
specified.
(Continued on page 87)

defense officials in London. He left
Monday and returned Wednesday,
the National Security Resources
Board announced.
Mr. Wadsworth discussed interchange of training personnel, shelter and other data and possible exchange of liaison personnel with
British officials. He was accompanied by Col. Barnet W. Beers,
civil defense liaison officer. Office
of the Secretary of Defense. Mr.
Wadsworth has been serving as
acting defense director until President Tnaman appoints a permanent
head to direct the proposed Civil
Defense Administration [BROADCASTING, Oct. 30], with responsibility for communications and other
planning.
National Security Resources
Board, under which civil defense
personnel currently operate, also
announced the appointment Tuesday of George L. P. Weaver, of
Washington, D. C, as special assistant to W. Stuart Symington,
NSRB chairman. Mr. Weaver, a
former vice president of United
Transport Service Employes (CIO)
and since 1945 assistant to the
secretary treasurer of the CIO, will
work on manpower problems.
orts to President
ROBERT H. HINCKLEY, ABC
vice president, reported Monday to
President Truman on results of his
recent European survey. Mr.
Hinckley observed work of the
Marshall Plan as member of the
Public Advisory Committee of
Economic Cooperation Administration. He spent several weeks in
Europe. After reporting to the
President
he went to Salt Lake
City.
CHVC Niagara Falls. Ont., increases
power from 1 kw to 5 kw day and 1 kw
night on 1600 kc.

,SROADCASTING
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National Representative: John Blair & Co.

Look
North

at

the

Jersey

Picture/

up 30°o in ten years and
increasing daily! News — Special avents —
Music Programming guarantee impact
. . . Peak Listener Ratings . . For our side
of the picture call Devney & Company.
WMTR
NOW lOOO WATTS
MORRiSTOWN, N. J.
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All transcriptions,
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. B«oadcasting expressly repudiates
any
liability or responsibility
or return.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Draft exempt vet, have experience c
small Chicago AM-FM, some T\
Strong, friendly voice. DJ, news, corr.
mercials, know board. WUl trave
Tape and photo on request. Box 762G
BROADCASITNG.
Announcer 3Vz years. Married, 27
veteran. Experienced: sports, news, Dj
Prefer sports. Upper midwest. Appre
ciate shot at station over V* kw. Indi
or net affiliate. Box 799G, BROAD
CASTING.

Help Wanted

Announcer of incomprehensible qual
ity! Two years operating, copywrit
ing. Single. 26. Box 832G, BROAD
CASTING.

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10^ per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20^ per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 254 per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.

Managerial
Help wanted — General manager to act
as general manager and aggressive
commercial man. Outstanding opportunity with brilliant future in large
major eastern market for man who can
give references as to selling ability.
Box 901G, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager 250 watt local station
AM & FM with proven ability in sales
and sales management. Attractive
proposition for man who can prove he
can sell small market radio. Box 795G,
BROADCASTING.
Business manager for a kilowatt daytimer going fuUtime in single station
Oregon market where radio is dominant medium. SfHing is easy: living
is wonderful; position can be permanent and lucrative.
be a Box
lot
of takers,
state vour There'll
case well.
878G, BROADCASTING.
General manager with experience as
such in smaller community. Ambitious
for unusual onnortii'^ity in m^tronoiitan market. Box 902G, BROADCASTING^
Wanted: Manager for new daytime, one
kc station in excellent market. Must be
strong in sales and able to furnish A-1
references regarding both character and
ability. Salary arrangements will be attractive to top man. Job also available
for complete
GiveCallcomplete
mation in firststaff.
letter.
or writeinforMr.
J. R. Minton, Pyramid Radio Broadcastingfort,
& Television
Co., Inc., West FrankIllinois.
Salesmen
Guarantee $100 per week and 15 percent
over in
guarantee.
westcommission
NBC regional
market Midover
150,000. Send full details. Box 887G,
BROADCASTING.
Sales job with possibility for commercialance.manager
after proof
of performSmall market,
accent
on local
sales. Announcing experience essential. Salary plus commission. Married
man preferred.
Airmail Texas.
full particulars. KFRD, Rosenberg,
Announcers
Combination man, ABC Rky. Mt.
affiliate. Application, disc, photo,
pertinent data and draft status first
letter. Box 792G, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, send disc,
photo,
Box 812G, BROADCAreferences.
STING.
Wanted announcer with first class
ticket for Minnesota station. Must be
good. Experienced. Good pay. Box
820G, BROADCASTING.
Minnesota station needs newscaster
able to gather and write news. Must
be able to sell. Car necessary. Good
man will earn good money. Send disc
and details to Box 821G, BROADCASTING.
Opening for announcer - engineer in
southwest Texas. Emphasis on announcing. Some experience preferred. Send
background, quirements
draft
status,
salary re-to
and other
information
Box 858G, BROADCASTING.
Versatile network quality announcer
for progressive southern independent.
No sots, no know-it-alls, no neurotics,
no loafers. Box 869G. BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer with license
needed immediately. Box 875G,
BROADCASTING.
N. C. Mutual station, interested in allround
man, some
play-by-play,
news and
additional all
air sports,
time.
Also salesman with car, salary $50.00
ner we°k nlus 10% oommi";!=ion. Vpry
lucrative market. Worth $7,500 to $10,000 a year
good man. Send
Send toreferences and allforInformation.
Box
879G, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer who can DJ a hillbilly show. Rush qualllcations and
voice disc to Radio Station KCFH,
Cuero, Texas.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted: Three combination announcerengineers with first class ticket, one as
chief engineer. Write, giving fuU information in first letter, to Jack Haddock, Manager, Station KBYR, Anchorage, Alaska. (Box 1960.)
Immediate opening all-round staff anOpportunities new
for station
advance-in
ment as wenouncer.
are building
southern Wisconsin. $47.50 to start.
Send letter and background to WMAM,
Marinette.
Wisconsin for personal audition.
Staff announcer, good commercial man.
permanent position, future for reliable,
experienced person. Send disc, photo,
details. WPIC, WPIC-FM, Sharon, Pa.
Announcer, engineer, need two reliable
combos with first class tickets, prefer
married men. Send full particulars and
photo,
consin. WRCO, Richland Center, WisAll-round annoimcer with first class
ticket. Larry Rollins, WSIR, Winter
Haven, Florida.
Combination man wanted. Excellent
pay offered
for announcer
with reasonably good voice
and first phone
license.
Send disc, or telephone Manager,
WUSN, Charleston, N. C.
Experienced
wanted for 250 engineer-announcer
watter In metropolitan
market. LBS afBllate. Accent on announcing. Send disc, photo and full
information. Car essential. Write Peter
Edman, WVEC, Hampton, Vlrgina.
Sports announcer. Immediately. Send
disc, photo, salary requirements.
WVOT, Wilson, N. C.
Wanted, capable experienced announcers, sports announcer and newscaster. Bert Arnold, Persormel Manager, Keene Road, Clearwater, Florida.
Technical
Engineer with 1st phone, to operate
console andState
tapecomplete
recorders.
No annoimcing.
backgroimd
in first letter, including salary. Box
838G, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Chief engineer for 1CX)0 watt
daytimer, eastern seaboard, with previous
chief. Work Box
includes fullexperience
shift onas transmitter.
903G. BROADCASTING.
First class engineer-announcer with
emphasis on announcing. Advise salexpected, forward
disc letter.
and furnish
full aryInformation
in first
Box
909G, BROADCASTING.
Engineer with announcing capabilities.
Not necessarily experienced. Needed
immediately by CBS affiliate, contact
Jim e
Duncan
at KSIL,
Silver
M
xi
co
. City, New
1st class phone license: young, looking for experience. $135 per month
start.tactTransmitter
and Chief
remotes.
ConGeorge Waggoner.
Engineer,
WHAW,
Weston. 55
West Virginia.
Phone
1564, or 15
.
Wanted — First class operator, with or
without experience. Highest wages.
Wire or phone. WICY, Malone, N. Y.
Opening for engineer-announcer with
first phone ticket. Progressive 1000
watt station, excellent working conditions good salarv. evcentional ODDortunity.
Contact Station WJAT, Swainsboro. Georgia.
Immediate opening for transmitter enclass license.
Some
remotes gineerandwith first
maintenance.
Permanent
position. WNEX, Macon, Georgia.
Production-Programming, others
Large versatile
Georgia market
network
station
needs
experienced
continuity
writer. Excellent opportunity. Send
full details Box 862G, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Music
librarian.affiliate
Metropolitan
ern network
with newmidwestoffices
and the best record library facilities,
needs experienced librarian who understands per program
operation. Excellent
spot for license
right person.
Box 872G, BROADCASTING.
Commercial copywriter. One man department. No announcing, program
copy or other work. Send backgrotind
outline and copy samples. Offer wUl be
based on present earnings. Contact
Dave Taylor, WFRL, Freeport, Illinois.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager over 18 years experience net
and independent stations. Box 560G,
BROADCASTING.
Manager-commercial manager with a
proven successful record in radio for
the pastenced in15allyears.
phasesCompletely
of radio. experiStrong
sales and good programming main
objects. 38 years old, married, 1 child
and draft exempt. Finest references.
Remember, I am not a product from the
war years. I know good radio from
away back. Box 794G, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager. Producing salesman
with
topnotch
experience
in all phases
of radio.
Excellent
references.
Box
824G, BROADCASTING.
Manager,
extensive independent
and
network experience,
young, college
graduate, now heading 1 kw net
affiliate; unexcelled record; backgrotmd and record will stand closest
scrutiny, highest industry references.
Heavy on sales and low cost operation.
Solid, radio business man. Excellent
record tions.
of Seeking
employee
and market.
public relachallenging
Box
828G, BROADCASTING.
Management opportimity. Know radio,
no bull. Experience continuous four
states since '37. Program director 3
stations. Hold license. Age 33, 2 children. Draft status favorable. Minimiun
$5,000 year. Box 876G. BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman, experienced large and small
markets. Network and independent
stations. Present billing high. College
education. Draft exempt. Box 843G,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman, periencdraft
mature,
exed in small free,
and large
markets,
television training, wants position with
progressive station. Prefer west, midwest or southwest. Box 849G, BROADCASTING.
Salesman-sales manager. Sure I'm
working Have
now, had
but seventeen
I'm interested
future.
years inna-a
tional spot sales experience and can
provide top ability references. Am well
known to most
agencies
advertisers. Am N.in Y.very
early and
forties,
married and very happy. If you are
interested in a topflight national salesman, contact
belowdetails.
numberBoxand877G,
I'll
wire you
complete
BROADCASTING.
Three years selling experience, 5
months in radio. New York City sales
manager for one year. Employed as
theater
CASTING.manager. Box 885G, BROADSalesman,
good BROADCASTING.
clean successful record. Box 906G,
Announcers
Basketball,
nation's best.play-by-play.
$150 weekly. One
Box of755G,
BROADCASTING.

Annoimcer, experienced news, com
mercials and some DJ. 28 years old, ■
years college, NBC trained, married
Photo, disc, resume on request. Boi
837G, BROADCASTING.
Experienced versatile armouncer-con
ttnuity writer. Complete details upoi
request. Box 855G, BROADCASTING
Announcer: Year's experience in staf
work, news, music, features, produc
tion. Box 859G, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster. Four selling years play
by-play football,
basketball,
baseball.
Can permanently
helphockey
sport:
minded station midwest or east. Boj
860G, BROADCASTING.
Experienced man would like positior
as announcer, sports, or news man. Car
do aU three well. 3 years experience
Draft exempt. Hard worker, no drifter
presently employed. Minimum $55 pe!
week. Box 861G, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, single, 27, veteran. College,
perience.
Salary secondary.
WUl repl.
and law
Two years
ex''
with
discs,degrees.
information
to all radio
inquiries
Box 865G, BROADCASTING.
Four
experience
as staff pro
an
nouncer,years
salesman
and copywriter,
motion manager, program director
FamUiar aU type shows includinf
sports, news, news gathering. Draf
exempt veteran. References, picture
tape on request. Prefer southwest bu
will go any place. Address replies Boj
866G, BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer with ticket. Presenth
employed sports, special events anc
program director smaU indie. Seeking,
stable station with organized basebal
and/or heavy sports programming. Wes
coast only. Solid references. Details etc
in letter. Box 867G, BROADCASTING
Sports-staff. Excellent record of play
by-play
for top
sponsors. basketball
Also wrestling,
ice regiona
hockey
CollegeBROADCASTING.
graduate. Can't be drafted. Boj
868G.
Announcer, special events, interview
good disc jockey and announcer, degree,
in music. Five years experience, excel
lent
prefer work in south:
Box references,
874G, BROAD
CASTING. ;
Announcer, veteran, single, 28. Exf
cellent backgroimd. Radio school ancf
commercial experience. Can handle
any tvne nrngram. nnoj-ate console
Box 883G, BROADCASTING. Newlywed, draft exempt vet. Age 31'
6 foot two, 172 lbs., neat, good mixer'
College
education
plus farm
NBC Radio
In'"
Box 884G,
stitute.
CanBROADCASTING.
handle
programs'
News, records, live shows. Major net
work and independent background
Know programming, continuity, pro
ducing. Proven air sales record. Desire permanent location outside NevYork City with aggressive station
growing community. Married, 33, draf
exempt. Reasonable income, contrac
or salary. Box 888G, BROADCASTAnnouncer, 26, wants experience '
draft exempt, college grad, FM, travel
ING.
Box
900G. BROADCASTING.
Combination man. First phone,
years announcing experience and al
phases station operation. Specialties
news, music, writing. Prefer wes
BROADCASTING.
coast. Minimum $70 weekly. Box 904G
Experienced announcer, news, emcee
commercial copy, drama etc. College
graduate. At present free lancing ii
large midwest city. Desire net affil
iate. staff job in metropolitan area
Will
go ADC
anywhere
with now.
right Box
deal.
Bes
BRO
AST
references.
Available
ING
. 908G
Top sportscaster-announcer. Play -by
play all sports.
Excellent
referencesfo j^
Employed.
Available
immediatey
top basketball coverage.
2053 Pain <
Court, Riverside, Calif.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
4ik'm fed up with 5 and dime radio ! After
T-pve
years aas permanent
radio personality,
I'm
v'looking
AM-TV berth
i &s emcee,for deejay
and announcer
with
\' Outstanding,
station inSpecialmajor
iiidwestem orrespected
eastern market.
ties, morning clock, "pop" deejay,
strong
news, telephone
man-oniireet, ad-lib
and straightquiz,
announcing.
Telegenic MC (no glasses) with plenty
; ji fresh, new ideas. Cartoonist, too.
■ Xvarm, sincere, friendly approach. Married, 29 years old, no family, no drink,
-kio drifter,
no nothin'.
pictures available,
but must Tapes
meet and
you per'l[;onally. Will combine interviews with
vacation by car. Absolute starting miniiium $80. Write, wire Tommy Edwards,
-1708 A West Walnut Street, Milwaukee,
; Wisconsin. Call Division 4-9885.
- Announcers, writers, aU board trained
and capable. Pathfinder School of Radio, Kansas City, Mo. Phone Har-fison 0473.
Technical

!r engineer now located in Virginia de^ sires change to progressive station, prefone with
plans fordesign-developTV, 18 years
_' erably
experience
covering:
~ ment with large eastern manufacturer.
inspector FCC,
field supervisengineer
-' T?adio
with Washington
consultant,
■7 ing construction of new stations with
' family,
directionalavailable
antennas. approximately
Best references,30
~riays. Box BUG, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, experience includes 5 years
consulting engineering, highly skilled
-An directional ant"nna d°sign and per' fseveral
ormance.years
Previous
experience
includes
as ch^ef
engineer.
Top
; eferences. Draft exempt. Box 813G,
BROADCASTING.

Engineer, five years experience operaiion and maintenance of transmitter
and studio equipment. Want permanent
position. Excellent references. Married,
;. one child. Box 871G, BROADCASTING.
; Chief engineer looking for permanency,
il Not afraid of hard work. Engineering
: and executive ability backed by top
:{ references. Box 830G, BROADCAST:;■ING.
-iTirst phone, married, vet, low draft
■ status, presently on one kw. Desires
progressive organization with opporlearn, BROADCASTING.
earn. Prefer northi:: tunity
east. Boxto 840G,
;l
:
( Chief engineer, 17 years experience,
; Seeks change to progressive station.
-Salary secondary to opportunity. Best
; references. Box 842G, BROADCAST■■ING.
Chief engineer, good announcer, 10
-years
in radio. State salary. Box 863G,
.BROADCASTING.
:e:
'' Chief engineer, experienced all phases
-_two
broadcasting,
construction.
Haveposition
made
installations.
Permanent
established station. Best references,
ri Family, age 28. Box 870G, BROADIf CASTING.
jFirst phone, age 22, single, have car.
J Draft exempt undpr present laws.
I;, Army
powerbroadcast
equipment. training
Enrollsdin inhighCREI
; course. 6 months experience. Free to
" travel.BROADCASTING.
Available immediately. Box
--B80G.
': Engineer,
2V2 years
broadcast
ence, graduate
leading
radio experischool,
presently employed.
Box 882G,
, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first phone, experienced, FM
ji-905G,
transmitter
and control, have car. Box
BROADCASTING.

Colored vet, first class phone license,
• years
graduate
AM andas radio
FM. and
Television,
experience
television4
i serviceman. Desire radio station work,
il available immediately. Contact J. Allen,
5('60 Belmont Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.
Gi' Veteran,
single, first
phone,Edward
seekiag experience,
will class
travel.
.tp
Bauer,'
34-16 41st St., Astoria, N. .—Y.ci\
il Technician. Ex Navy radio man, radio
il l Ephone,
nd TV school
grad., married,
hold 1st
2nd telegraph
and amateur
si- license. Experienced television serviceG-man. Write Rocco Roritame, 28 South^ gate Court, Bklyn 23, N. Y.
f lirst phone license, age 24, TV school
; : gTad, 2 years NYU, will relocate. Write
1 Daniel Steingold, 2339 East 17th St.,
Bklyn 29, N. Y.
fBROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, others
PR man, experienced copywriter. News
analyst. Also announcing. Draft exempt.
Box 406G, BROADCASTING.
Eleven years
with
major News
networks
including present
position.
analyst,
editor, special
features,
all
related
operations, farm program, wide foreign,
domestic experience. Want permanent
New England
Young, draft exempt. Box 856G,post.
BROADCASTING.
Program director presently employed
with 14 months experience with same
station. Know production, continuity;
announcing and control board. Desiring change, preferably in south. All
otters answered. Smgie, 25, draft exempt. Veteran. Write 881G, BROADCASTING.
Available soon.
Program N.
director-announcer. Now employed
Y. area.
Seek permanent position at larger
outlet. Rounded experience all phases.
Married,. B.F.A. top references. Box
886G, BROADCASTING.
Girl Friday, available any day, contmuity, traftic, hostess, writer-producer
of programs for women, children and
special events. Details and disc on
request. Box 907G, BROADCASTING.
Versatile continuity writer, young lady
recent college graduate, fresh, original,
human
interest copy. Box 910G,
BROA
DCASTING.
Top blenetwork
news executive
responsi-of
for origination
and production
some of nation's best-rating news
shows, wants leave New York. Sparkpluggedners,two
of last
plus one
thatyear's
may award
take winthis
year's
honors.
Wants
to
locate
station where management is alertwithto
value of news and program ideas that
sell. So certain of ability to create
saleable
ideasplusthat
moderate salarv
sharewillin accept
any increase
he can effect
in
your
news
sales.
Experience includes indspsndent station
operations where kept fifty newscasts
sold weekly. Best industry-wide references. Box 911G, BROADCASTING^ ;
Read this short story: Five years newspaper-radio news writing and announcingciscosouthern
Californiareferences.
and San Franareas. Excellent
Tired
of
"glamour."
Want
good
permanent
position anywhere. Write Apartment
14, 611 Webster, San Francisco, California.
Television
Production-Programming, others
Writer, imaginative, drama, copy. Top
television shows.
'Theatrical
directmg
background.
Box 889G,
BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Equipment, etc.
For sale, 5 kw composite AM transmitter, Doherty circuit, originally Western Electric linear, operating, available
January 1, Two 343A, two 212E, four
321A tubes new. Best offer. Box 760G,
BROADCASTING.
For sale, reasonable one 75 KVA.
115/230, 3 phase, 4 wire auxiliary power
plant fuel gasoline. Natural or Butane
gas. Box bo/G, BROADCASTING .
Will trade 250 watt Gates FM transmitter for what have you? Particularly
interested
Magnacord
tane oscillator.
r^'^order
or
distortionin meter
and audio
Box 912G, BROADCASTING.
Make offer Gates model BF250B FM
transmitter tubes and spares. Also
H.P.tor frequency
monifor FM. Likeandnew.modulation
Station KNEX,
McPherson, Kansas.
Make offer FM WE 506B-2 complete,
spares, 10 kw transmitter. New, never
uncrated. H. Edwin Kennedy, WILM,
Wilmington, Delaware.
For sale: RCA 250-G transmitter, excellent condition, tubes and spares;
Gates 30-B console, complete, tubes,
power supply. $1,2C0. Bob Taber,
WKLF. Clanton, Alabama.
For sale: Any reasonable ofiier takes
5-30 kw 3 phase input variac controlled power supply; racks, various
high power equipment such as chokes,
condensers, resistors etc. Entire lot
inventories at over $15,000; some test
equipment.
Miller;
nue, Sandusky,
Ohio. 200 Cement Ave-

• Telecasting

Wanted to Buy

WHKP

Stations
Wanted: Local or regional station,
promising potential, no brokers, no
overpriced property. Box 864G,
BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
One insulated self supporting tower approximately 150 feet. Address Manager, WDLP, Panama City, Florida.
Wanted to buy. Two used remote line
amplifiers. Five microphones. WOPA,
Oak Park, Illinois.
Exporter
wants 5000
stronger
AM
transmitter.
Send watt
full or
details
Pan
American Broadcasting Company, 17
E. 42 St., NYC.
Used RCA 76 or Western Electric 23 or
25 console. Two turntables. Urgent.
Speech-Radio Dept., School of Religion,
Butler University, Indianapolis.
For Sale
Stations
Radio Station, FM,
for sale
A.
.^L.

^^4^^^

in major California market
with primary coverage
2300 square miles, 1,331,000 population. Priced
at less than installation
cost.
Box 873G BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.

MARIONETTE SHOW
Sacrifice Offer
Complete Marionette Show
for sale. Puppets, sets,
electrical equipment, aluminum structure. Practically
a give-away.
Ideal foruse.
tele-A
vision or theatrical
complete Marionette Show
with eleven puppets: I
female, 8 males, I dog,
I snake. Two complete sets:
a bar and dining room, and
a liquor store. Easily adaptable for many uses. Original cost $22,000. Appraised
for $6,000. Any reasonable
offer accepted. Communicate with Melvin Singer at
Plaza 9-1717 for appointment. Or write for full
details and complete list
of items to Room 474, 640
Fifth Avenue, New York
19, N. Y.

EXPERIENCED
• • •

if you need a manager with a proven
sales record, my 10 years experience
in management will warrant your
consideration. I have had two station
managerial jobs in ten years, both
with the same organization. One
with a network-affiliated station; the
other building a 50 kw independent
in a major market. I can submit
industry-wide references including major national agencies and advertisers.
Write in complete confidence to

DEDICATES

Opens New Radio Center
DEDICATION of a new Radio
Center Oct. 22 highlighted the
fourth anniversary of WHKP
Hendersonville, N. C, licensed to
Radio Hendersonville Inc., with
Bob Amos as president and general
manager. Full hour program, with
addresses by Mr. Amos and prominent civic officials, was broadcast by the MBS affiliate.
Entire operation of WHKP, including offices and transmitters,
now is housed in the modern radio
plant. The large studio can accommodate several quartets and
instrumental groups.
The West Carolina Tribune of
Henderson County paid tribute to
the station running a special
"salutation" issue Oct. 19. Beverly
Middleton, formerly with CBS, is
executive vice president and business manager of WHKP, which
operates on 1450 kc with 250 w.
Zworykin to S. America
DR. VLADIMIR K. ZWORYKIN,
vice president and technical consultant of RCA Laboratories Division,
left
Oct. 28America.
for a seven-week
tour of South
He will
inspect TV development and the potentialities and progress of electronics.
jBSaOBl
SRT-Rcidio
I
AMEHCA'S QLDEST BROAOCASTINS SCHOOL
fnfensive full or part f2me
COURSES
ANNOUNCING • ACTING
SCRIPT WRITING •ADVERTISING
Ovfsfandi'n0 Faculty of
Network Professionals
Co-Educational • Day or Eveninc
Small Classes
Approved
Veterans
IVn'fe t»rforProspecfuf
School of Radio Technique
UO nd|., Kidio Gly, Niw Ytrk 20. N. Y.
m Stvtb WabKli Avt., (hicq* 4. llliMb

Manager
available

Mel Drake, 612 S. Amherst,
Albuquerque, New Mexico
or call 5-6861
November 6, 1950
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Project Inadequate,
Benton Says
'TRUTH
DRIVE'
AMERICA'S
psychological
"truth campaign" in Korea, including State
Dept. Voice of America operations, was characterized by Sen. William
Benton (D-Conn.) as "wholly inadequate but much better than it had
been"
House. following a conference Oct. 25 with President Truman at the White
Sen. Benton, persistent advocate
ploit" UN victories in Korea.
of an expanded overseas Voice camMeanwhile, the Voice has reportpaign and a worldwide radio neted other developments in its operwork, told the President about his
ations. The State Dept. said that
new nine-point program calling for
construction of two new powerful
it is making "reasonably heavy use"
United Nations stations in South
of top-rated American entertainers to help attract listeners behind
Korea and use of the present 50 kw
outlet in North Korea. The plan, the Iron Curtain and as part of the
"truth campaign."
he said, has been submitted to WarThe department said it has been
ren R. Austin, chief U. S. delegate
deluged with offers of radio and
to the UN.
The Connecticut Democrat also movie stars eager to contribute
their services to the program. Bing
proposed that 5,000 portable movie
Crosby has transcribed a series of
projectors be shipped immediately
radio shows for Latin America,
to Korea, with films to be su'iplied 13
on
which he speaks in Spanish.
by the Hollywood film industry.
Officials of International BroadThe motion picture industry is cocasting Division, which operates
operating with the State Dept. on
its Voice of America and other in- the Voice, term the reaction "phenomenal." Other series include bits
formation activities abroad. He
by Dinah Shore, Jack Smith, Jo
got the idea, he added, while camStaflford and numerous others.
paigning in Connecticut where his
At the same time, the Voice has
films are being shown.
begun a series of "behind-theSets to Korea
scenes" sketches dealing with the
every-day life of the Russian
Sen. Benton also urged that the
man," government offiU. S. send radio receiving sets to "common
cials, etc. The information reportKorea as part of a drive to assure
edly is furnished by U. S. embassy
adequate psychological followup to and USIS (Information Service)
the U. S.-UN military victory there. for use in commentary form.
His new plan is aimed at soliciting
the movie industry's aid.
A worldwide radio network capable of laying a signal into every
Engineers' Meet
receiver in the world was urged last FIRST
ENGINEERING confersummer by Sen. Benton during
ence for western Canadian stations
hearings on his resolution to ex- is to be held at the Palliser Hotel,
pand the Voice. Brig. Gen. David
Nov. 30-Dec. 2, under
Sarnolf , RCA board chairman, also Calgary,
chairmanship of W. F. Souch,
favored the plan, urging a $200 Canadian Marconi Co., Winnipeg.
million network at strategic points Sponsorship of such conferences
in foreign countries [Broadcasting,
was voted by the Western Assn.
July 10].
of Broadcasters at its recent anUN radio broadcasts to Korea
nual convention at Calgary
have been increased to two- and
[Broadcasting, Oct. 9]. In addition to the discussions of mutual
three-quarters hours daily, consisting almost entirely of factual news
engineering problems, there is to be
reports and brief interpretative
a display by manufacturers of new
commentary. Sen. Brien McMahon
equipment available to Canadian
stations. Agenda has not been
(D-Conn.) earlier had urged that
the Voice of America "fullv ex- lined up as yet.
■ ■■■uiiaaiieciiiBiiiigtiiiaiiiiii mibBiumaiuaaaui
Carolina

MooeT-maker

887.J00.00
One of the best independent operations in the east. Well established, well operated — this facility has consistently done a gross in
excess of the sales price and shows a return of more than 25% on
this price.
Plant and equipment are excellent. Beautiful building and valuable
land included. Total assets worth at least 875,000.00. Financing
arranged.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Harold R. Murphy
James W. Blackburn
V. HamiltonSt.
360
N.
Mich.
Ave.
Washington BIdg.
235RayMontgomery
Randolph 6-4550
Sterling 4341-2
Exbrook 2-5672
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COMPLETING the sale of KFWB Los Angeles by Worner Bros. Pictures Inc.,
Burbank, to KFWB Broadcasters Corp. [Broadcasting, Oct. 2] ore (I to r):
E. L. DePatie, studio manager, Warner Bros. Pictures; Harry Maizlish, KFWB
general manager; Harry M. Warner, Warner Bros, president, and Herbert
Freston, Freston & Files, Los Angeles law firm, legal counsel for Warner
Bros. Mr. Maizlish, head of the new company, owns 51 % of the stock with the
other 49% owned by the Lansing Foundation, a non-profit organization.
EMERGENCY
FM
New York CD Studies Plan
AN EMERGENCY loudspeaker-FM
radio system for New York City,
to supplement a radio-siren network already set up, is being considered by city defense authorities.
The proposed system would enable
authorities to communicate specific
instructions to crowds on the
streets, as well as a general alarm.
Locked to the frequency of one
of the city's FM stations would be
a supersonically-controlled FM receiver, which would operate each
loudspeaker. Sixteen giant amplifiers, or "bullhorns," such as are
used on wartime beachheads and
carriers, would constitute the basis
of the system, with satellite speakers of lower power located around
each of them.
Stanley
Joseloff',ofhead
of Storecast
Corporation
America,
has
off^ered to carry out a plan for attaching speakers to the outside of
each of his subscriber stores, thus
providing a portion of the satellite
system without cost to the city.
The cost factor is understood to
be an immediate difficulty. Western
Electric, which made the giant
amplifiers for the government during the war, would need to retool
in order to make them on order.
So far, city officials have been unable to locate any wartime units
for sale. Other difficulties stem
from the fact that wartime studies
of sound propagation have been
rendered useless by the erection of
new buildings and the destruction
of some old ones.

DISPERSAL PLAN
Truman To Resubmit Project
PRECAUTIONARY measures to
disperse certain key government
agencies and departments are both
logical and necessary and will be
re-submitted to Congress, President Truman has indicated at a
news conference.
The Senate Appropriations Committee, by refusing previously to
allot $139,800,000 for the project
[Broadcasting, Sept. 18], had
killed the proposal during the pressure of pre-recess business. The
Chief Executive said Oct. 26 that
he would continue to work on the
plan, which at present does not
contemplate removal of the FCC
from the Washington area. Authorities felt, however, that he
would not send the measure up
again until the 82nd Congress convenes early next year to insure full
deliberation on the issue.

'COMPOSITE WEEK'
FCC Issues Dates for '50
DATES forming the 1950 "composite week," to be used in preparingtions
renewal
applications
stawhose licenses
expireof inall1951,
were announced by FCC last week.
The dates :
Monday, Dec. 5, 1949; Tuesday,
Jan. 24, 1950; Wednesday, March
8; Thursday, May 18; Friday, July
21; Saturday, Sept. 23; Sunday,
Oct. 15.
These are the dates on which to
base the program log analyses required in renewal applications — AM, FM, TV — to be filed during
1951.

DOUBLE awards given WWCO Waterbury, Conn., by American Legion
Auxiliary for "station's contribution
to education, entertainment and in- WNAX Yankton, S. D., Agricultural
Scholarships to U. of Nebraska given
spiration of the community," and "coLovd Fischer and Joan Mever.
operation extended to auxiliary."
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

rocket Actions . . .
FINAL DECISIONS
Belvedere final
Bcstg.
Corp.,granting
Baltimorenew—
Announced
decision
AM station 1400 kc, 250 w fulltime;
conditions. Comrs. Coy, Hyde and Hennock not participating. FCC reversed
Hearing
Blume's initial
decision toExaminer
deny bid Jack
[BROADCASTING,
April 17]. Commission ruled grant in
1public
although
falls
siiort interest
of meeting
FCC proposal
engineering
standards in serving only 39.5% of poplulation in metropolitan Baltimore at
[night. Applicant operates WMCP (FM)
ftliere.
FinalCounty
decision
Brazoria
Bcstg.Oct.Co.,31. Freeport,
|Tex.
—
.Announced
final
to deny
Ibid for new AM station decision
on 1460 kc
with
1250 w daytime on grounds applicant
lapparently does not wish to further
iprosecute application. Comrs. Hyde,
[Jones decision
and Hennock
iFinal
Nov. 1.not participating.
;
INITIAL DECISION
WLCS Baton Rouge and KJAN Bcstg.
Co., Baton
La. —bidAnnounced
itio decisionRouge,
to grant
of WLCS into
change from 250 w fulltime on 1400 kc
to 1 kw fulltime on 910 kc and to deny
bid of KJAN Bcstg. Co. for new station, 910 kc, 5 kw fulltime. Hearing
Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith disqualified KJAN Bcstg. Co. on technical
grounds, contending its engineering
proposal is not in accord with its application or FCC's
standards. Initial
decision Nov.
2.
OPINIONS AND ORDERS
Moyer Bcstg. Co. and Christian County Bcstg. Co., Taylorville, ni. — By
memorandum opinion and order grantI ed petition of Moyer insofar as it rei quests that application of Christian
I County be set for hearing; petition denied in other respects. FCC ordered
Moyer application for new station on
1410 kc with 1 kw daytime be placed
in pending file and designated for hearing application of Christian County for
replacement of expired permit for new
station on same facilities. FCC indij cated Christian County permit, extend. ed six times, expired July 19. No lack
of diligence cited by FCC since L. W.

Deletions . . .

fCC

roundup

New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

SUMMARY TO NOVEMBER 2
Summary of Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications
Pending
In
Hearing
cations
Total
178
175
Class
Grants
On Air Licensed CPs
142
AM Stations
107
6
7
204
672
FM Stations
Cond'l
Appli2,173
2,218
363
57
171
TV Stations
50952
* On the air.
*
•
Andrews, vice president of applicant,
Clinic;
Ben L. Parker, dean of Texas
had been ill and unable to supervise
Chiropractic
Granted Oct. 31.College, San Antonio.
construction. Hearing designated with
particular reference to qualifications of
TRANSFER GRANTS
Mr. Andrews to be oflScer and stockholder in light of matters in issue in
KODY
Platte, Neb.— Granted
proceedings of revocation of permit of assigimientNorth
of license
from
StaKFMA
Davenport,
Iowa,
owned
by
Mr.
tion
WOW
Inc.,
licensee
WOWRadio
Omaha,
Andrews. Order Oct. 24.
to Radio Station KODY for $100,000.
WSAT Salisbury, N. C. — By order Radio Station KODY is partnership of:
granted petition to reconsider and grant John Alexander, KODY manager since
without hearing bid to change opera1943, 16.6%;
B. Dent Jr.,
ney, 41.7%, George
and Townsend
E. attorDent,
tion from daytime to fulltime, directional
night,
operating
on
1280
kc
with
physician,
41.7%.
KODY
assigned
250 w
1*
1 kw. Order Oct. 24.
on 1240 kc. Granted Oct. 31.
KOMA-AM-FM Oklahoma City —
WRIO Rio Piedras, P. R.— By order
granted petition for reconsideration and Granted acquisition of control by John
grant of bid to change from 1 kw day, Toole Griffiii through transfer of two
500 w night
on 1140
fuUttme
shares from Bryan Cole. Granted
fulltime
on 1320
kc. kcOrder
Oct. to24.1 kw
Oct. 31.
KUNO Corpus Christi and Winter
KXO ElquisitionCentro,
— Granted
acGarden Bcstg. Co., Crystal City, Tex. —
of control Calif.
by Paul
A. Jenkins
By order
(1)
denied
petitions
requestindividually.
Mr.
Jenkins
has
held
coning reconsideration and grant without
trol jointly
hearing of respective applications; (2) Granted
Oct. with
31. his wife heretofore.
on own motion FCC amended April 13
Center, Tex.— Granted transfer
hearing order designating KUNO bid of KDET
control through sale by Tom Potter
for hearing and made KNAL Victoria,
of
his
50%
interest to Tom E. Foster,
Tex., party; (3) ordered hearing Nov.
president and 49%, owner; Tolbert Ed16 at Washington. Order Oct. 24.
ward
Foster,
business
manager
and Bell,
proChesapeake Bcstg. Co., Bradbury
duction director;
Robert
Jackson
Heights,
Md.
—
By
order
denied
petition
commercial
manager,
and
Tom
A.
Mcfor reconsideration and grant without
chief engineer. Tom Foster
hearing of application for new station Lachlan,
buys
10%
from
Mr.
Potter
for
$1,800
(Comr. Sterling for grant). Hearing set and 1% holding of W. H. Smith for
FCC Actions
Nov. 29 at Washington. Order Oct. 24. $200,
60% Mr.
owner.
FosBcstg. opinion
Co., Dallas,
terbecoming
buys 25% from
PotterTolbert
for $9,750;
(Continued from page 83)
ByLakewood
memorandum
and Tex.
order—
Bell 10% for $3,828; Mr. McLachlan
denied petition for deletion of Issues 1 Mr.
for $1,914. KDET assigned 1 kw
and 3 from FCC order of Aug. 11 des- 5%
November 2 Applications .
on 930 kc. Granted Oct. 31.
ignating application for hearing, with daytime
KEYL
San Antonio
bid of KRMD Shreveport, La., or for assignment(TV)
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
of license
from San— Granted
Antonio
authority to take depositions. FCC said Television Co.,
License for CP
partnership,
to new corit did not agree with petitioner that all
poration of same
necessary engineering evidence and
License
Granted Oct.
27. name and ownership.
KCONCP Conway,
other data was in application. Order
cover
new AM Ark.
station.—
to Oct.
24.
KOTV
(TV)
Tulsa, Okla.
GrantedE.
KTIS-FM Minneapolis — License to
assignment of license
from —George
WRFD Worthington, Ohio, and WLS
cover CP changes FM station.
Cameron
Jr.
to
Cameron
Television
Chicago — By order dismissed petition of
KFI-TV
Los commercial
Angeles — TV
License
WLS requesting that FCC set aside and Inc. Granted Oct. 25.
cover
CP new
station.to set
for hearing, making WLS party,
WKDN Camden,
N. J.— Granted
reWGN-TV Chicago— Same.
linquishment of control
by Ranulf
grant of WRFD bid for permit to re- Compton to William
License Renewal
Ranulf Compton,
place expired
CP
which
authorized
inantenna atop WRFD
Douglas M. Compton, Alice True GrifLicense renewal applications filed by vertical AMstal ation of FM
radiator. Order Oct. 24. fen
and Gordon Griffen. WKDN asfollowing:
Richmond, KCHE
Va. El Reno, Okla.; WBBL
Oct.
25. signed 1 kw day on 800 kc. Granted
Modification of CP
Non-Docket Actions . . .
WLIV
(FM) Providence,
R. I.—Colonial
GrantKCHC El Paso, Tex.— Mod. CP new
ed assignment
of license from
AM GRANTS
AM station for extension of completion
Bcstg. Co. to Narragansett Bay Bcstg.
date.
Co., licensee WDEM there. Granted
Warsaw, Ind. — Reub WUliams & Sons,
Transfer of Control
granted new AM station, 1480 kc, 500 w Oct. 23.
1 WCLD Cleveland, Miss.— Transfer of fulltime, directional. Granted Oct. 31.
WLOW Norfolk,
Va.—byGranted
control from Cy W. Bahakel to C. W.
quishment of control
E. L. relinScott
Pleasanton, Tex. — Altascosa Bcstg.
I Capps. Melvin C. Lee and Lowry Tims
Co., granted new AM station, 1380 kc, through sale of stock to Robert Wasdon
through sale 102 sh. or 51% AMENDED
1 kw day. Principals: Marguerite N. and Jack Siegel. WLOW assigned 1 kw
to show sale for 25',2 sh. or 51%.
day on 1410 kc. Granted Oct. 20.
Drain, director Drain Chiropractic
WHTN-AM-FM Huntington, W. Va.—
Granted transfer of control from State
Operating Co. and Orpheum Operating
Co. to Biggs-Long Realty Corp. WHTN
assigned
FOR MORE AUDIENCE
Oct.
20. 1 kw day on 800 kc. Granted
KNUJ
New Ulm, Minn. — Granted asAT LESS COST
signment of license from Brown County
Journal Inc. to KNUJ Inc. KNUJ asWITH HIGHER POWER
s
i
g
n
e
d
1
kw
day on 860 kc. Granted
Oct. 20.
AND GREATER RESULTS
KSEK Pittsburg,
Kan.—The
Granted
assignment of license from
Pittsburg
Pub. Co. to The KSEK Bcstg. Co. Inc.
KSEK 18.assigned 1340 kc, 250 w. Granted
See Centerspread This Issue
Oct.
OPERATIONS SUSPENDED
ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE 24 HOURS A DAY
KPHC
Col. — silent
Grantedto
additionalWalsenburg,
time to remain
Dec. 1. Action Oct. 24.
KIND Independence, Kan. — Granted
authority to remain silent for 30 days
to effect
reorganization. Action Oct. financial
24.
KSTV Stephenville, Tex. — Granted
WCKY
extension of authority to remain silent
for 45 days from Sept. 20. Action Oct. 24.
CINCINNATI
KHIT Lampasas, Tex.— Granted authority to remain silent for 60 days
from
Oct. 23,
financial reor50.000 WATTS
OF SELLING POWER
ganization.pending
Action Oct. 30.
WOPT-AM-FM Oswego, N. Y.— Denied request for authority to remain
silent for 60 days. Action Oct. 24.
BROADCASTING
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ONE FM and one AM authorizations
reported deleted by FCC. Total to date
since Jan. 1: AM 33; FM 100; TV 3.
Deletions and reasons follow:
KZIP Alamo Heights, Tex. — Metrofeited. politan Bcstg. Co., CP, Oct. 31, ForWEEL (FM) Erie, Pa.— Unity Corp.,
CP, Oct. 30. Forfeited.
New Applications ...
AM APPLICATIONS
MonroeviUe, Ala. — Monroe Bcstg. Co.,
1230 kc, 250 w fulltime; estimated cost
$17,275.
is co-partnership
William Applicant
M. Stewart
and James H.of
Faulkner,
each
50%
Journal. Filed Oct. 30. owner Monroe
Washington
Court Co.,
House,
Court
House Bcstg.
1250 Ohio
kc, —250The\r
daytime;cipals: L. More
estimated
cost City
$20,450.
PrinWeimer,
of Dayton
supervisor of communications, president
36%; John W. Herb, City of Dayton
radio
secretary
- treasurer,
25.5%; engineer,
Claire BeUe
Kantrowe,
50%
owner Kantrowe Sales, Dayton electrical appliance distributor, vice president 7.5%; William L. Foss, consulting
engineer and 6% owner KCUL Fort
Worth, Tex., 10.2%; John A. Moffet,
consulting engineer, 10.2%. Filed Oct.
30.
Alton, Mo. — Robert Neathery, 1290
kc, 1 kw daytime; estimated cost
$17,600. Applicant is 100% owner
KWPM West Plains, Mo. Filed Nov. 1.
Wellston, Ohio — Stephen H. Kovalan,
1570 kc, 250 w daytime; estimated cost
$10,200. Applicant is in coin operated
phonograph
business.
His owner
brother,WATH
Andrew H. Kovalan,
is 50%
Athens, Ohio. Filed Oct. 27.
TV APPLICATIONS
Peoria, III. — Peoria Bcstg. Co., Ch. 6
(82-88 mc), ERP 17.22 kw vis., 8.61 kw
aur., antenna 560 ft. above average terrain. Applicant is licensee WMBD
there,
held permit
TV on formerly
Ch. 6. FUed
Nov. 1.for WMBDBeckley, W. Va.— Joe L. Smith Jr.
Inc. Ch.
(66-72
ERP 25.-85
vis.,
13.754 kw
aur.,mc),antenna
1047 kwft.
(Continued on page 88)

KSWM
J O P L I N, M O.
REACHES 446,600
PERSONS WHO SPEND...
$285,55QOOO ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL
MO SALES/
KANS
KSWM
Kansas Citye_^t. Louij

The small map above shows
airline miles to neareit metassurJn-to
unduplicatedropolitan
CBScenters,service
the KSWM audience.
Now in its fifth year of service,
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activitiM.

C BS
in
JO
PLI
N, MO.
Nationally Represented by
William G. Rambeau Co.
Austin A. Harrison, Pres.
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Color Suit
(Continued from page 52)
participation violated the Administrative Procedure Act, vv^hich
delineates the type of agency proceedings in v^rhich the separationof-functions pi'inciple shall apply.
Because of the short period of
time between the date of the hearing and the Nov. 20 date which
FCC set for effectiveness of the
CBS commercial color standards,
the court is expected to act on the
suit as quickly as legal machinery
will permit.
An interlocutory injunction would
stay the Nov. 20 effective date
pending trial of RCA's suit on its
merits, but FCC is hoping for a
summary judgment which would
terminate the entire proceeding in
its favor.
In either event, appeal may be
taken direct to the Supreme Court.
The CBS intervention petition,
filed by Attorneys George Siegel
and Leroy Klein of the Chicago
law firm of Arvey, Hodes & Mantynband, was accompanied by an
affidavit by CBS Vice President
Adrian Murphy asserting CBS has
spent $4 million developing its
color system, is ready to license
its patents to "responsible" manufacturers, and anticipates "substantial revenue of many millions."
Block Movement
Meanwhile, 0. H. Caldwell, a
former member of the Federal
Radio Commission and now editorial director of Tele-Tech and
Radio & Television Retailing, announced the opening of a movement
to block FCC's approval of "spinning wheel" color through intervention of Congress.
Mr. Caldwell described the FCC
decision as "an outrage and an
absurdity" and called upon Congressmen and Senators to bring
their influence to bear to delay
effectiveness of the Commission's
ruling.
In an "Open Letter to the Members of Congress" he said, in part:
Despite the fact that good color
television systems are already well
developed and will soon be available
— systems which will deliver a good
black-and-white picture to each of the
nine million television sets now in
use by the public — the FCC has ruled

these
"out," and
instead improved
has orderedsystems
into operation
an
archaic system which —
Will not produce any picture whatever on the nine million sets now in
use (and the many millions to be
built) without an expenditure by
each owner of $30 to $130 for an
adapter." . . . Then, to receive color
pictures, each owner (after he has
made above outlay for the adapter)
will have to spend another $75 to
$125 these
for acolor-wheel
color-wheelconverters
"converter"!
But
will
work only on the small picture sizes,
up to 10 to 12 inches, now obsolete.
Elsewhere, Owner Lou Poller of
WPWA Chester, Pa., wrote CBS
Board Chairman William S. Paley
offering "free time to you or your
representative to discuss this subject [color TV] on WPWA with
any representative of equal stature
representing the contrary view. In
lieu thereof," he continued, "may
we have your opinion to present
Avoids Editorializing
publicly?"
Mr. Poller said WPWA did not
want to editorialize on the subject
and had presented neither side of
the controversy because "we have
not received any releases from
Columbia." He said the station
felt it was its duty "to present the
facts to the public," and that what
it wanted was "a clarification from
Columbia which would enable us
to present both sides of an important issue."Robert C. Tait of
President
Stromberg-Carlson Co. forecast
slow development of CBS color,
but said his company "is proceeding rapidly in the development of
a color converter because we feel
that if and when color telecasting
becomes a factor in your community, can be received at convenient hours, and is interesting to
you, you will then want the programs in color rather than in
black-and-white by means of an
adapter.
"We repeat, however, that this
appears still a long way off," Mr.
Tait declared, assuring prospective
purchasers that they can buy
black-and-white sets now "in confidence, and enjoy the pleasures that
television will bring to your houseIn Seattle, President Henry B.
hold."

Owen of KING-TV issued a statement anticipating "considerable delay in the coming of color television" but giving assurance that
"when color does come, those who
own black-and-white sets can adapt
their present sets so that they can
receive pictures in color or those
same pictures in black-and-white."
Mr. Owen said "we will broadcast
in color when it becomes feasible
and the reception justifies, and not
before." He said he agreed with
CBS President Frank Stanton that
"present television sets will remain useful to their owners for
the normal life of the set."
AMERICAN Hospital Assn. releases
series of 13 transcribed radio shows,
At Your Service, to member hospitals
for broadcast on local stations. Transcriptions are approximately 14 minutes long. Discs can be rented or purchased by local hospitals, and can be
leased by stations. Series is dramatized, and concerns genera] information
about hospitals, their services and
problems.
FCC Roundup
(Continued from jmge 87)
Applications Cent.:
above average terrain; estimated cost
$235,500,: first year operating cost $124,700, first year revenue $80,000. Applicant Is licensee WJLS-AM-FM there,
also has TV bid pending at Charleston.
Firm controls WKWK Wheeling. Filed
Oct. 27.
Erie, Pa. — Erie Television Corp., Ch. 3
(60-66 me),202ERP
1.77 kw average
vis., 886 terrain;
w aur.,
antenna
ft. above
estimated cost $145,000, first year operating cost $175,000, revenue $175,000.
Applicant is owned 50% by Community
Service Bcstg. Co., licensee WIKK
there, and 25% each by John J. Mead
Jr., president, and George J. Mead,
vice president. Mead brothers are copublishers
owner in
of
Times Pub. and
Co. each
there.one-third
Other officers
applicant: Keith Kiggins, president; and
50% owner WIKK, vice president; Donaid W. Reynolds, secretary-treasurer
50% WIKK, treasurer; John W. English,
attorney, secretary; T. M. Nelson, vice
president WIKK, general manager. Mr.
Reynolds also has multiple southwest
broadcast interests. Filed Oct. 27.
TRANSFER APPLICATIONS
WESB Bradford, Pa. — Assignment of
license from Bradford Publications Inc.
for $30,600 to Radio Station WESB, partnership of: Thomas R. Bromeley, announcer at WRFD Worthington, Ohio,
and one-third owner Bradford Printing
Co., 331/3% owner; Mary Ann Satterwhite, one-third owner Emery Travel
Service, 16-3%; Charlotte E. Anderson,
one-third owner Bradford Printing Co.
and one-third owner News Leader Pub.
Co., Carbondale, Pa., 16%%; Joyce L.
Edwards, Emery office manager, 16%%.
Filed Oct. 27.
WJOB (AM) and WJIZ (FM) Hammond, Ind. — Relinquishment of control
by Robert C. Adair, 51.4% owner,
through transfer of 10.3% interest to
Adair Charities Inc. Mr. Adair directly
gives 500 sh. to Adair Charities. Another
500 sh. he transfers to his father, Fred
L.
Adair, inseven
consideration
latter's
discharging
notes eachof for
$980
owned him by Robert. Fred Adair in
turn gives 500 sh. to Adair Charities.
WJOB 1. assigned 250 w on 1230 kc. Filed
Nov.

NPA
(Continued from page 3U)
and construction unless such action is dictated by immediate defense needs. The prohibition went
into effect Oct. 28.
Meanwhile, NPA officials reportedly were preparing other orders covering three basic metals
cited as scarce materials and used
to varying degrees in electronics
and communications equipment production.
Regulations providing for limitations by manufacturers on use of
copper, nickel and cobalt are in the
planning stage and may be issued
this week. Rules for handling defense orders for aluminum under
NPA's priorities, system were
handed down Oct. 27.
Order provides for an advance
notice period scheduling of defense
orders by stating that no aluminum
producers and fabricators are required to accept such orders received less than 60 days before the
first day of the month in which
shipment is requested.
NPA Proposals
NPA proposed regulations for
the four metals portend limitations
ranging up to 20% or 30% on their
consumption, and thus cutbacks in
the nation's civilian supply of radio-TV sets and phonograph appliances. Probable effect date of
Dec. 1 was set by the production
authority.
Manufacturers last week were
still mulling the import of the NPA
proposal following their Oct. 26
meeting with government officials.
Many of them feel that the metal
limitation, together with the color
TV decision, restrictions on consumer installment buying and the
newly-effective TV set excise taxes,
will pose a serious threat to their
economy [Broadcasting, Oct. 30].
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, vice president of General Electric Co., Electronics Dept., last Monday added
his voice to the chorus. He told
Broadcasting that the NPA order
"certainly would have the effect of
hastening the production cutback
on an industry-wide basis," but
added "it is too early to tell just

WTSB Lumberton, N. C. — Acquisition
of control by Jack Pait, now owner of
211 of total 466 sh. outstanding, through
purchase of 105 sh. for $5,250 from Dr.
E. L. Bowman. Mr. Pait becomes 68%
owner. WTSB assigned 250 w on 1340
kc. Filed Nov. 1.
WCDL Carbondale, Pa. — Assignment
of license from Roy T. Merkel, Robert
G. Adams Jr. and William H. Ware d/b
as Carbondale Bcstg. Co. to new corporation of same name. No ownership
change.Nov.WCDL
Filed
1. assigned 250 w, 1230 kc.
Page 88
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when and how hard our production
be hit."
will
Dr. Baker felt sufficient details
I were not yet available to make any
studied predictions concerning- the
effect on the radio-TV industry. He
cited his own previous estimates of
■i20% cutbacks in television output
by mid-1951 due to shortages of
critical materials occasioned by expected military orders.
The TV excise tax, payable at
the manufacturers' level, went into
effect at midnight last Tuesday.
The levy, applicable only to those
sets actually doled out to distributors as of Nov. 1, would be based
on the manufacturers' profit, not

on retail set prices. The tax
amounts to about 6% of the retail
price.
Some manufacturers announced
higher list prices to compensate
for the tax, ranging from $10 to
$30. Others planned to list the excise tax separately, along with
charge for tube warranty.
Inventory Sales
Some dealers with substantial
inventories were prepared to realize
a flood of business orders for merchandise not covered by the tax.
It had been decided during Congressional hearings that excises on
TV receivers already sold would

lem.
only serve to complicate the probMeanwhile, Alan Valentine, newly-appointed head of the Economic
Stabilization Agency, told the
Women's National Press Club that
his organization can't help whip
inflation unless the American people tighten their belts a notch or
two.
"Each of us may have to choose
between peace and stability on the
one hand, or a new car, a new television set or a new home on the
other." he said. Refusal to make
personal sacrifices, he added, would
lead to price-wage-rationing controls.

Freedom

Threat

Seen

REPLY
THE LORAIN (Ohio) Journal,
found guilty of anti-trust law
practices against WEOL ElyriaLorain, told the court last week
that the far-reaching decree proposed by the Justice Dept. [Broadcasting, Oct. 2] is "repugnant" to
Constitutional guarantees of a free
press.
The newspaper asked that a
judgment be adopted which would
merely forbid it to refuse to carry
the advertising of local advertisers
solely on the ground that they also
advertise on WEOL, with not even
ijthis requirement applying to adjvertising offered by Journal competitors, including WEOL.
The Journal answered the Justice Dept.'s proposal and submitted
its counter-proposal in U. S. District Court in Cleveland, where
Judge Emerich B. Freed found the
newspaper guilty of anti-trust
practices [Broadcasting, Sept. 4].
The Justice Dept.'s proposed decree would, among other things,
forbid the Journal and its owners,
Samuel A. and Isadore Horvitz,
who also own the Mansfield (Ohio)
Journal, to acquire any radio station or newspaper which competes
with either the Lorain or Mansfield
paper; would require the Lorain
paper to accept advertising offered
by WEOL, including its paid program logs; would put the burden of
proof upon the defendants if further legal proceedings arise involving certain terms of the proposed
decree; and would forbid discriminatory discounts for designated
volumes of advertising.
Judge Freed may accept either
the Justice Dept.'s proposal or the
•
•
•
•

NAME MERCHANDISE
$3 to $100 RETAIL VALUE
Wide Choice from Catalog
Prompt Delivery from Stock
SELECTIVE

P PRIZES
FOR YOUR SHOWS
Richard

S. Robbins

counter-plan submitted by the
newspaper through Parker Fulton,
its Cleveland attorney. Or he may
write his own decree.
The newspaper's brief contended
anti-trust laws cannot go so far as
to require it, as the Justice Dept.
proposed, to carry advertisements
offered by "any radio broadcasting
facility which is in competition
with the Journal or with any other
newspaper owned or controlled by
the defendants or any of them."
The brief said:
In effect, this provision would require the Lorain Journal not only
to refrain from activity which discriminates against a competing radio
station, but would require it to aid
and abet its competitor. Certainly
one company cannot be required to
advertise the goods and services of
its competitor. This would be substantially the same as requiring one
department store to post the ads of
its competitor selling the same goods
or services.
There was no pre-existing legal
duty to run advertisements for the
radio station. The imposition of such
a requirement constitutes not only a
prior restraint in violation of the
First Amendment [of the Constitution] but also a penalty not warranted
by the Sherman Act. . .
Deprives News Rights
The brief also claimed the Justice Dept.'s proposed restrictions
"in large measure deprive a newspaper of a right to publish only
what it chooses to publish."
It said
Freed's
"adheres toJudge
the view
that opinion
the Lorain
Journal may be enjoined from
making what this Court has found
to be unlawful and discriminatory
refusals to accept advertising pursuant to an attempt to monopolize
interstate commerce, but this does
not warrant an injunction which is
so broad in scope that an infringement of a Constitutional right will
To forbid the Journal and the
result."
individual
defendants to acquire a
competitive radio station or newspaper, the brief continued, "goes
far beyond
the issues"
"deprives defendants
of theirand
natural
andTheinherent
brief rights."
claimed the decree

should be directed solely at the
practices which have been found
1551 5th Ave., N. Y. 17 • MU 7-0384
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unlawful, and that "there is no substantial evidence that an attempt
to monopolize involved or contemplated monopolization through acquisition of competing newspapers
or broadcasting facilities."
For similar reasons the newspaper attacked Justice Dept. proposals to forbid price discriminations; to forbid rejection of advertising copy on the sole ground that
the advertiser uses "any advertising medium" other than the Mansfield and Lorain papers; to require
publication of the terms of the
degree once a week for 25 weeks;
and to maintain records bearing on
the anti-trust question for five
years.
State Guard

Radio

NEW state guard radio service was
established by FCC last week
through amendment of Part 10 of
its rules governing public safety
radio services. State guards and
similar organizations are authorized to use 2726 kc for base and
mobile stations. On an alternate
shared basis use of a second frequency in the band 2505-3500 kc
may be obtained under certain conditions. New service ties in with
FCC's proposed new disaster communication service [Broadcasting,
Sept. 18, Oct. 9].

Electioncasts
(Continued from page 31)
programs into 30-minute show and
send out to stations. WPTR will
air special program tonight (Monday), at 7:30 p.m. Station also
plans extensive coverage, including special broadcasts from New
York City. Leo O'Brien, INS Albany bureau chief, will be featured
in special commentaries starting
at 7 p.m. Staff of 23 men assigned
to election coverage. Full coverage
to get underway at 9:35 p.m. cancelling other programs.
WGAY-FM Silver Spring, Md.
— Will remain on the air past midnightturns.
with Maryland
election
reGeneral Manager
Joseph
Brechner, Reporter Ernie Tannen,
Chuck Dulane and others will
cover. Interviews with candidates
will be featured on special program
beginning at 8 p.m.
WOR-AM-TV New York— WOR
will start at 7 p.m. and continue
until results are known. Spot reports from campaign headquarters
will be presented. Will devote entire evening schedule to election
results. WOR-TV will present
special program at 8 p.m. giving
trends. Station then will concentrate on bulletins.
WQXR

Coverage

WQXR New York— Station has
cancelled all regularly-scheduled
programs for evening and will
start election reports at 7 p.m.
WQXR will be originating outlet
for Rural Radio FM Network.
WOR-FM New York will turn
its facilities over to WNYC New
York on election night to enable
the municipal station to continue
its election coverage after its 10
p.m. sign-off time, Theodore C.
Streibert, president of WOR, announced last week.
The municipal station's application to operate past 10 p.m. on elecFCC. tion night was refused last week by

NEW 130-page catalog of radio-TVelectronic components offered by Sun
Radio & Electronics Co., 122 Duane
St., N. Y.

TheVolce^/Kansas
7/7
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allied with Pecora forces for years, and is held
in highest esteem.
.

OCTOBER TV SET OUTPUT
AT RECORD RATE
MANUFACTURERS turned out TV receivers
at new record rate in October, Radio-Television
Mfrs. Assn. said in report to be released today
showing 813,851 TV and 1,413,563 radio sets
built, bringing 10-month total to 5,777,610 television sets and 11,481,823 home, auto and
portable radio receivers.
Television output was slightly below September's five-week total of 817,157, but
October weekly average was 203,462 as compared to September average of 163,431 sets
per week. Estimates cover production of both
members and non-members of RTMA.
RTMA also reported September TV tube
sales to set manufacturers totaled 764,913
units valued at $20,423,353, compared with
767,051 valued at $20,335,873 in August. All
types of cathode ray tubes sold to manufacturers amounted to 770,346 units, valued
at $20,541,471.
Report said TV picture tubes 16 inches and
larger constituted 87% of those sold to set
makers during September.
INTERCONNECTION PLAN
EVIDENCE does not warrant finding that
establishment of physical connections or
through routes between proposed intercity
video relays of Western Union and those of
Bell System is "necessary or desirable," FCC
was told Friday in proposed findings submitted
by Commission's Common Carrier Bureau chief,
Jack Werner, and E. Stratford Smith, Bureau
counsel. Proposed findings by AT&T in
lengthy proceeding [Telecasting, July 3]
similarly held interconnection not in public
interest while brief of Western Union held
interconnection is necessary to assure fullest
development of TV in U. S.
WTUX

FILES PETITION

PETITION for reconsideration of FCC's action
denying license renewal to WTUX Wilmington,
Del., filed with Commission Friday charging
FCC was "erroneous and not supported by
the evidence" when it held WTUX horse race
programs were "intended and designed" to aid
illegal bookmakers [Broadcasting, Oct. 16].
RICHARDS' CASE CONTINUED
FURTHER FCC probe of G. A. (Dick) Richards' news policies, set Nov. 9 at Detroit, continued by Commission Friday to Nov. 21. Mr.
Richards'
KMPC Hollywood,
WJR Detroit and
WGAR Cleveland
are involved.
KPIX-KSFO STRIKE SETTLED
OPERATIONS reported normal Friday at
KPIX (TV)-KSFO San Francisco following
settlement Thursday night of IBEW technician's strike which put both stations off air
Wednesday. Technicians won $12 weekly wage
increase from Associated Broadcasters, stations' licensee. Management personnel put
KSFO on air Wednesday morning but KPIX
remained off until engineers returned. Voice
of America broadcasts handled by Associated
Broadcasters kept on air by management personel.Page 90
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TV FILM PRODUCTION
PLANNED BY ABC
ABC PLAN to set up separate television film
production operation at its Hollywood Television Center, independent of its other TV
operations, was reported Friday. Reports coincided with Hollywood visit of ABC President
Robert Kintner.
Though officials declined comment, plan was
said to include establishment of two or three
TV film production units initially, under general supervision of Frank Samuels, vice president in charge of ABC Western Division.
Eventually there will be five units, headed by
motion picture producers or directors. It was
predicted that within six months many of network's biggest shows would come on films from
Hollywood. Discussions with AFM in progress
looking to special arrangements to cover use
of music.
DIXIE ENGINEERING NAMED
IN $100,000 SUIT
DAMAGE SUIT for $100,000 against Robert
L. Easley trading as Dixie Engineering Co.,
945 Pennsylvania Ave., N. W., Washington,
was filed Friday in U. S. District Court for
D. C. by WHAR Clarksburg, W. Va., through
Stephen Tuhy Jr., attorney. Suit alleges defendant failed to prepare and carry out application for switch of WHAR to regional
assignment according to terms of June 1949
agreement.
Mr. Easley told Broadcasting he was surprised to be named personally in suit, explaining agreement was between WHAR and Dixie
Engineering, not a Washington firm but a
South Carolina corporation at Columbia whose
employment he left over a year ago. Mr.
Easley stated he has no knowledge of present
state of relations between WHAR and Dixie
Engineering.
RTMA GROUP TO MEET
PUBLIC RELATIONS program on color TV
controversy, effects of military procurement
program on electronics industry and civilian
production, and proposed code of TV advertising and selling ethics are due for consideration
at Nov. 14-16 meeting of Radio-Television
Mfrs. Assn.'s officers, directors and committees
in New York, RTMA announced Friday. Other
problems to be discussed "and possibly acted
upon," RTMA said, are FCC's current UHF
television proceedings; proposed excess profits
tax, and application of Walsh-Healey minimum
wage law to radio-TV industry.
NBC NAMES SMITH V.P.
CARLETON D. SMITH, NBC director of television operations, elected vice president in
charge of station relations by NBC board Friday. Mr. Smith's promotion announced three
weeks ago [Broadcasting, Oct. 23], but formal
election awaited Board meeting. He will be
in charge of station relations for both radio
and television networks.
WOR-TV New York plays host to Governor
Dewey, starting 6 a.m. for 18 hours, Nov. 6,
day before elections. When not telecasting.
Governor will answer telephones.

BEING WATCHED closely by FCC, as demonstrated by Chairman Coy's stinging letter to
Hallicrafters (page 58), is battle of behemoths
in newspapers and on air over TV color versus
black-and-white. Action, if any, might come by :
(1) Direct FCC proceedings; (2) Federal
Trade Commission citations charging false
or misleading advertising; (3) anti-trust proceedings through Justice Dept.
OFFER of NAB's assistance in baseball official's consideration of radio-television at their
winter meeting was m_ade by Public Affairs
Director Robert K. Richards, on authority of
General Manager William B. Ryan, at breakfast conference with Baseball Commissioner
A. B. Chandler and his Executive Council just
before last week's council meeting in Cincinnati
(see story page 23).
NAB

BOARD

GETS

PROPOSAL

FOR 'SEMI-FEDERATION'
PLAN to reorganize NAB into semi-federation consisting of AM, TV and FM divisions
submitted to NAB board Friday by District
4 in final session at Williamsburg, Va., meeting (see story page 25). Board will take it
up Nov. 15-17 in Washington.
Proposal grew out of resolution submitted
to Resolutions Committee by Gilbert M.
Hutchison, president of WBIG Greensboro,
N. C. Committee refused to support resolution and referred it to convention for action.
After discussion, convention adopted substitute resolution offered by Campbell Arnoux,
WTAR-AM-TV Norfolk, recently retired NAB
District 4 director. Mr. Arnoux proposed
plan be turned over to board for study, contending district would not have enough TV
members to permit vote.
William B. Ryan, NAB general manager,
said headquarters staff had been considering
separation of TV activities during last few
days but desired more time for study. He
said he had planned to bring subject before
board. Mr. Arnoux said TV members should
have own sub-board and pay separate TV dues
to NAB, claiming video members are not getting service their present stature warrants.
Board has only few TV members, he said.
Gaines Kelly, WFMY-FM-TV Greensboro,
seconded Mr. Arnoux's substitute resolution.
Charles Crutchfield, WBT-TV Charlotte,
N. C, said it would be a mistake for TV members to pull entirely out of NAB.
Two new members joined NAB, WMFC
Columbia, S. C; WSSV Petersburg, Va.
Friday speakers included Charles A. Batson,
NAB-TV director, on television; A. D. Willard Jr., WGAC Augusta, Ga., presenting plan
to expand BAB and separate it from association; Lee Hart, BAB assistant director, on
"Methods
of Increasing
Sales."NAB President
Other resolutions
endorsed
Justin Miller, Mr. Ryan and other members of
staff who took part in meeting; thanked Mr.
Willard for BAB presentation; restated confidence in NAB ; paid tribute to C. T. Lucy and
WRVA Richmond on 25th anniversary; urged
continuing research study to present true story
of radio as sales force; asked RTMA to separate FM sets in production figures; opposed
resolution calling for annual radio license fee;
asked FCC ease operator requirements during
emergency; praised Frank White, MBS president, for recognizing FM's expanding audience by signing WASH (FM) Washington as
affiliate; rededicated industry to public service
on 30th anniversai-y Radio and Television
Week celebration.
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Only The KMBC-KFRM
Covers

Okbhoms
Daytime half-millivolt contours shown in black.
More thousands of loyal radio listeners thronged to
The KMBC-KFRM Team's daily program originations
at the 1950 Missouri and Kansas State Fairs, and the
American Royal Livestock Show in Kansas City, than
ever before.
This is more substantiating evidence to back up
Conlan's Spring coincidental survey of 146,000 calls
showing The KMBC-KFRM Team's constantly increas-

and

Team

It Effectively
Economkallyl

ing leadership and audience-affection in the Kansas City
Primary Trade area. And, Hooperatings for AugustSeptember show KMBC with a greater lead over other
Kansas City stations than ever before.
For better results — for complete, economical coverage, without waste circulation— buy The KMBC-KFRM
Team in the Heart of America. Call KMBC-KFRM or
any Free & Peters "Colonel" for complete details.

6TH OLDEST CBS AFFILIATE
PROGRAMMED M
BY KMBCi
LKMBC-KFR

If your sales curve is showing

signs of anemia,

to bring it back to a healthy growth
the sales-rich Central South.

And

what

is a concentrated

it needs
diet of

to deliver that Central South

on a platter, just call on the region's number one sales
maker — WSM.
A talent staff of over 200 people, production
facilities capable

of turning

out

17 network

shows

tveekly

(WSM's current score) and 50,000 watts are combined in WSM
to make an extraordinarily effective advertising medium . . .
Want

proof? Ask

Irving Waugh

or any Petry Man.

CLEAR CHANNEL
50,000 WATTS
IRVING WAUGH
Commercial Manager
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
National Representalive

NOVEMBER

13, 19S<
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IN SAN
They
-Tot-

FRANCISCO
all
this

turn

up

party

The whole town's listening in when KCBS airs
"Party at the Palace." Proof? It's one of the
Top Ten local daytime shows after just six jnonths
on the air* San Francisco's only daytime liveaudience show, ''Party'* features KCBS stars Bill
Weaver, Ellen Connor, Clarence Cassell, Ray
Hackett's orchestra and guest celebrities. It's a
big, breezy reason why KCBS has the town's highest average ratingst. . .is first in San Francisco
radio. Meet your custoruers at KCBS' "Party."
You're invited to get the details todav. R.S.V.P.
A Off 5.000 ivatts — soon 50.000 a atts
Represented hr Radio Sales • 740 Ac • Columbia Ouned

[OirAnnually ^
' cents weekly

*Pulse,July-Aug. 1950 jPuIse, Jan.-Aiig. 1950

WHAS-TV
TELEVISION

IN THE

lYHAS

TRADITION;

Programming
for

a typicol

AFTERNOON

(iouriinie^^ellingj
There's nothing we won't do for our women
down Kentucky way. That's why so many
lovely women have television sets — and time
to watch 'em — during the afternoon.
We

suggest you check your Petry man now

for afternoon availabilities . . . adjacencies to
top rated CBS-TV

shows or participations in
TV pr

Louisville's favorite local television programs.
a CBS-TV program
.;!i'

HOMEMAKER'S

Basic

EXCHANGE

a market

60,000

television

of more
homes

FAIR

CBS

interconnected
Affiliate
Serving

VANITY

^

than
VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director
NEIL D. CLINE, Sa/es Direcfor

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY AND CO. • ASSOCIATED WITH THE COURIER-JOURNAL & LOUISVILLE TIMES

MANPOWER

WITH

PROVEN

EXPERIENCE

Manager Television Division
Printers Ink Publications 4 Years
Headley-Reed Company 11 Years

HEADLEY-REED

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

DETROIT

ATLANTA

COMPANY

SAN FRANCISCO

HOLLYWOOD

NEW ORLEANS

Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.
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PRESIDENT H. Leslie Hoffman of Hoffman
Radio Corp. hasn't by any means abandoned
hope of acquiring Don Lee Broadcasting System, despite court acceptance of $12,320,000
offer of General Tire & Rubber Co. over Hoffman group's $11,200,000 bid [Broadcasting,
Oct. 23, 30]. Questioning whether FCC will
approve transfer to General Tire, he conferred
with FCC authorities last week, reiterated his
group's offer still stands if General Tire plan
(due for filing shortly) doesn't win FCC blessing.
THOSE reports of negotiations for purchase
of ABC by United Paramount Theatres
[Closed Circuit, Oct. 30] beginning to get
authoritative but unofficial confirmations, despite continued official disclaimers. One report' ties CBS in on parlay deal as possible
purchaser of ABC's WENR-TV Chicago if
sale goes through, sinee Theatres already owns
WBKB (TV) there.
STRONG possibility that John Herbert, onetime Hearst executive and now assistant to
NBC president, will be appointed chief of
NBC radio network sales, replacing Harry C.
Kopf, who will move to Chicago as NBC vice
president in charge of Midwestern Division.
Move hinges on I. E. (Chick) Showerman, now
NBC midwestern vice president, accepting
transfer to San Francisco as general manager
of NBC's owned and operated KNBC.
AT LEAST ONE network regional station in
a television market is planning to raise rate
structure as of Dec. 1.
LONG-RANGE plan to build up NAB's legislative activity may point to registration of
William B. Ryan, general manager, as lobbyist.
Development of state and local broadcaster
contacts with legislators also envisioned.
ADVERSE effect of widespread big-league radio re-creations on minor league baseball attendance to be shown in 1950 sports survey
by Jerry Jordan, famed young researcher
whose work is most extensive in athletic field.
New findings due within week.
WASHINGTON observers who watched World
War II unfold, see in recent developments precise pattern insofar as mobilization, manpower
and economics are concerned. They're advising
privately that advantage should be taken of
harsh lessons learned during last emergency.
MAJOR network ready to announce large national sponsor will buy FM as well as AM coverage in one metropolitan market.
GAME OF HIDE and seek on Phonevision continued last week. Latest report was that Zenith
has commitments on Class A pictures from
20th Century-Fox and Warners, provided Paramount goes along. Meanwhile, Zenith is seeking its third postponement to Dec. 1 on Chicago
"pay as you look" TV experiment.
ODDS ARE in favor of abandonment of excess
profits tax and stepping up of corporate levies
to possibly 60%, according to informed Con(Continued on page 90)
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Nov. 13-14: American Public Relations Assn.,
Willard Hotel, Washington.
Nov. 14-16: Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. conference, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Nov. 15: House Ways & Means Committee hearing on excess profits tax begins. New House
Office BIdg., Washington
Nov.
ton. 15-17: NAB Board, NAB Hdqrs., Washing(Other Upcomings on Page 55)
Bulletins
PONTIAC MOTOR Corp., General Motors division, working on radio and television spot
campaign to introduce latest models. Agency,
MacManus, John & Adams, Detroit.
ALLIS CHALMERS Mfg. Co., Milwaukee,
will sponsor special full-hour TV version of
its National Farm & Home Hour to telecast
International Livestock Exposition over NBC
interconnected network, Nov. 28, 3-4 p.m.
Agency, Bert S. Gittins Adv., Milwaukee.
NAB DISTRICT 5 MEMBERS
GET TIPS ON SELLING
PROPOSED million-dollar fund for Broadcast
Advertising Bureau perhaps not enough to
spend on sales promotion for half -billion dollar
industry but it will have to do for time being,
Edgar Kobak, WTWA Thomson, Ga., NAB
director-at-large and member of board's BAB
Committee, told NAB District 5 Friday (early
story page 24).
Selection of top-fiight executive to head
.BAB urged by Mr. Kobak. He said BAB will
make NAB stronger. Discussing station selling,
he said, "Think big, sell big, sell constantly."
Don't take clients for granted, he warned, urging stations to call on them regularly for
ideas. He cited instances where neglect of
clients by broadcasters had influenced shift
to other media.
Resolutions adopted Friday afternoon proposed NAB hold series of clinics on continuity
writing; endorsed BAB expansion plan; voiced
confidence in NAB President Justin Miller
and headquarters officials; advocated showing
of slide film depicting NAB functions at state
broadcaster meetings; commended speakers
who took part in meeting.
Two more stations joined NAB Friday —
WMLT Dublin, Ga., and WBHF Cartersville,
Ga. Four others joined Thursday.
Members of Resolutions Committee were
W. Wright Esch, WMFJ Daytona Beach, Fla.;
Bert Benk WTBC Tuscaloosa, Ala. ; Ray Rington, WRDW Augusta, Ga. Receptions held
during two-day meeting by WAGA Atlanta
and General Manager James E. Bailey; Lille,
Neal & Battle, large Atlanta agency, and
Associated Program Service.
Registered attendance of 104 at meeting set
alltime District i record, according to Allen
Woodall, WDAK Columbus, district director.
Lee Hart, BAB assistant director, presented
orchid Friday by District 5 because she is
only NAB-BAB executive to make all 17 district meetings.

Business
Briefly
SCHAFER BUYING • F. & M. Schafei
Brewing Co., Brooklyn, buying spot radio announcement campaign in 22 markets, starting
in November.
Agency, BBDO, New York.
STERLING AGENCY • Sterling Films Inc,
New York, names Gross-Evans Assoc., New
York, to handle advertising, publicity and pub-'
lie relations.
NORTON
DEFENDED;
STRATOVISION REVIEWED
"NOTHING has been shown in any way which
impairs the qualifications" of K. A. Norton,
National Bureau of Standards radio propagation authority, commented FCC Counsel Harry
Plotkin Friday summarizing interrogation of
Mr. Norton by Paul A. deMars, consulting
engineer (see early story page 62). Mr.
deMars challenged Mr. Norton's qualificationE
as wave propagation expert in view of alleged
past
Most errors.
of Friday
devoted and
to detailed
Westinghouse
reports
on was
Stratovision
UHF tests
with
Walter Evans, Westinghouse Radio Stations president, and Ralph Harmon, engineering executive,
appearing. Mr. Evans said his firm did not take
position on Stratovision but merely reported facts
for FCC. He termed it has been proved technically
sound and considered
surmountable." He saweconomic
it usableproblems
only in "not
UHF in-as
practical matter but explained it could work as well
in Mr.
VHF.Harmon called for flexible allocation rules for
"realistic
treatment"
of presently
known variables
such as terrain,
power,
antenna height,
irregular
spacing politan
of areas.
cities
and
irregular
shaping
His report on Fort Wayne, of
Ind.,metroUHF
test on 508 mc was considered very encouraging.
Pittsburgh report indicated UHF would have trouble
there because of severe terrain.
Raymond
Wilmotte,
consulting
engineer who proposes Polycasting
technique
[TELECASTING,
Dec.
6,
1948],
urged
FCC
to
set
flexible
and
permit engineering freedom. He saidstandards
natural facts
must not be subverted to arbitrary rules.
All direct testimony on general issues completed
except on reservation of educational channels. Cross
examination begins Thursday.
ED ZIMMERMAN
RESIGNS
G. E. (Ed) ZIMMERMAN, vice president and
general manager of KARK Little Rock, Ark.,
since 1936, resigned Friday, according to Col.
T. H. Barton, president. Mr. Zimmerman, in
radio since 1933, resigned due to ill health. He
plans to stay at Little Rock home. T. K. Barton, 43, son of Col. Barton, with KARK in
executive capacity last two years, succeeds
Mr. Zimmerman.
POLITICIAN FILES SUIT
LIBEL suit for $1 million in damages and
criminal indictment under Illinois radio libel
law brought Friday by State Sen. William J.
Connors in Chicago Superior Court against
Commentator Robert Montgomery, ABC and
Lee Hats, sponsor of Montgomery show, for
statements about Mr. Connors aired Oct. 26.
Co-defendant is Marjorie Letts, Mr. Connors
rival for State Senatorial post which he won,
who is alleged to have given information to
Mr. Montgomery. Commentator charged with
calling Mr. Connors, father of Chicago TV
star Dorsey Connors, "Democratic kingpin
and a power-drunk tyrant" and blaming him
"for crime and corruption on Chicago's near
North Side." Mr. Connors also seeks criminal
indictment,
provision
for whichmade
is inon state's
libel law covering
statements
radio
programs.
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• There's really no mystery about the 8,071,430
Keystone radio families. They comprise the
tremendous small town and rural market beyond
the satisfactory metropolitan television influence
. . . and KBS is the ONLY established and
growing Transcripton Network covering small
town and rural areas exclusively.
Write now for further details.

KEYSTONE
580 FIFTH AVE., NEW

YORK
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Subject:
The railroad
large and continuing

RAILROADS

ARE INCREASING

9, 1950

•
THEIR CAPACITY

industry throughout last year and well into 1950 had
surpluses of freight cars of most types.

From the close of World War II through 1949, the railroads had added
more than 300,000 freight cars to their fleet at a cost of $1,500,000,000.
These and other improvements to the railroad plant since the end of the war
were made at an expenditure of more than |4, 750, 000, 000.
While these improvements were being made, railroad earnings had been
declining iintil in 1949 the return on net investment averaged less than 3 per
cent.
This was due to rising operating costs and reduced traffic. Compared
with 1948, for example, freight traffic -in 1949 declined 17.5 per cent.
In view of this combination of low earnings and a surplus of freight
cars, it was natural that old freight cars were scrapped faster than new ones
were built, and an increasing number of cars were held out of service awaiting
repairs.
This was the situation when our great national defense effort began
and transportation demand started its rapid rise.
To meet rising transportation requirements, the railroads moved energetically to increase the supply
of freight cars, and as a first step in that direction, they have ordered
110,000 new cars at a cost of more than $500,000,000.
The most immediate step taken, however, was
car repair and rebuilding.
In February, when there
200,000 cars, the number of cars awaiting repair was
to 123,000 by August 1, and on October 1 the number
was down to 102,000, or less than 6 per cent of the
number is being further reduced by the expansion of
extension of shop working time.

an accelerated program of
was a surplus of more than
140,000.
This was reduced
of cars awaiting repair
total ownership. This
railroad shop forces and

In these and many other ways, the railroads are improving their plant
and expanding their capacity to provide the kind of transportation service
which is so essential to the economic well-being and the military strength of
the nation.
Sincerely
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PHILADELPHIA

matter how much you travel, you of course can't know every market
listed at the right. But Colonel F&P does. Month

in, month

out, every

one of us spends a considerable part of his time in studying these areas
—

probably knows

The

result? We

them. We

more about them than many a native son!

can give you the aaual home-town

story on any of

can analyze them for your own particular purposes, and pro-

bably come up with some mighty helpful suggestions. How

FT
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&

P
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ETERS,

about it?

INC,

Pioneer Radio and Television Station Represenialwes
Since 1932
NEW
ATLANTA

DETROIT

YORK

FT. WORTH

CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD

SAN
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LOUISVILLE

EAST,

...

AND

OMAHA?

SOUTHEAST
WBZ-WBZA

.

Boston-Springfield
Buffalo

NBC
CBS

WMCA
KYW

New York

IND.

Philadelphia

NBC

50,000

KDKA

Pittsburgh

NBC

50,000

WFBL

Syracuse

CBS

5,000

Charleston, S. C. ' ' '
'
Columbia, S. C.

CBS
NBC

5,000
5,000

Norfolk

ABC

5,000

Raleigh
Roanoke

NBC
CBS

50,000
5,000

Des Moines

NBC

50,000

Davenport

NBC

WDSM

Duluth-Superior

ABC

5,000

WDAY

Fargo

NBC

5,000

WOWO

Fort Wayne

NBC

10,000

WISH

Indianapolis

ABC

5,000

KMBC-KFRM

Kansas City

CBS

5,000

WAVE

Louisville

NBC

5,000

WTCN
KFAB

Minneapolis-St. Paul
Omaha

ABC
CBS

5,000
50,000

WMBD

Peoria

CBS

5,000

KSD

St. Louis

NBC

5,000

KFDM

Beaumont

ABC

5,000

KRIS

Corpus Christi

NBC

1,000

WBAP
KXYZ

Ft. Worth-Dallas
Houston

NBC-ABC
ABC

50,000
5,000

KTSA

San Antonio

CBS

5,000

KOB

Albuquerque

NBC

KDSH

Boise

CBS

5,000

KVOD

Denver

ABC

5,000

KGMB-KHBC
KEX
KIRO

Honolulu-Hilo
Portland, Ore.

CBS
ABC

5,000
50,000

Seattle

CBS

50,000

WGR

50,000
5,000
5,000

WCSC
WIS
. WGH
WPTF
WDBJ
MIDWEST,

SOUTHWEST

WHO
woe

MOUNTAIN

AND

5,000

WEST
50,000

No

WRONG
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Housewives!

BLOCK DRUG Co., N. Y. (Poli-Grip), starting daytime one-minute spo:
campaign
using 13 markets in November. Agency: Cecil & Presbrey
N. Y.
GRAPETTE Co., Camden, Ark., names Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago, to handle advertising for its soft drink effective Jan. 1, 1951.
Agency making preliminary plans now. Yearly ad budget estimated at
$1% million. Radio has been used. Walter Stuckslager, account executive.
RITEPOINT Co., St. Louis (lighters), to sponsor one-minute film spots
on 55 stations in 37 markets from Nov. 12-Dec. 22. Agency: Olian
Advertising, St. Louis.
EVERSHARP Inc., N. Y., launches Christmas campaign late this month
for Desk-Pac, combined desk and pocket writing set, using TV spots in
nine markets. Agency: Blow Co., N. Y.
DELAWARE MUSHROOM COOPERATIVE Assn., Wilmington, names
Weightman Inc., Phila., to handle advertising and merchandising for its
First beState
■will
used.mushrooms and First State mushroom gravy. Regional TV
LADY'S CHOICE FOODS, L. A. (Hopalong Cassidy James, grocery
products), appoints Walter McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills, for radio-TV
spot campaign planned in 11 western states. First spots to get underway
on KFRC San Francisco Nov. 27; others start Jan. 1. Account executive
is Jere Bayard.
SUCHARD CANADA Ltd., Toronto (candy) starts spot announcements on
number of major market Canadian stations. Agency: McConnell, Eastman Co., Toronto.
THE CHATTANOOGA Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn., effective Jan. 1,
1951, appoints Harry B. Cohen Adv., N. Y., to handle all advertising
for Black-Draught laxative products. Agency appointed after successful
test of new copy and media plans using spot radio and newspapers. Both
media will continue to be used in greatly expanded list of cities.
REED PRODUCTS Co., St. Louis (manufacturing chemists), appoints
Dorrance-Waddell Inc., N. Y., to handle advertising of Corbex Tablets.
Spot radio planned.
ZION INDUSTRIES, Zion, 111. (fig bars, candy), using TV participations
in Chicago. More television, as well as radio, is planned. Agency: BBDO,
Chicago. George Vonderlin, account executive.
FELD-O-CAP, S. F. (tire recapping), appoints Bemard B. Schnitzer
Inc., S. F. Radio will be usd.

• The "line" that jovial Jack Alexander uses,
makes New Orleans housewives forget their work.
They listen every afternoon to 25 minutes of wellknown tunes . . . and wait for his phone call in
order to identify the songs. Wonderful prizes
await alert listeners. And wonderful results await
alert sponsors.

MAWSON De MANY FORBES, Philadelphia (Furs), appoints Franklin
& Gladney Inc., N. Y. for TV promotion. Norman Gladney account executive.
CALIFORNIA TURKEY Sales Committee and California Turkey Growers Assn. appoint Walker, Jackson & McClure, S. F. Radio and TV
will be used.
A/aivirtfxk -Occounts • • •
LUDEN'S Inc. (cough drops and candy bars) to sponsor 15-minute segment of Meet Frank Sinatra, Sun., 5:15-5:30 p.m. over CBS starting
Nov. 26. Agency: J. M. Mathes Inc.

LUTHERAN LAYMEN LEAGUE to sponsor six separate half-hour holiday programs over ABC-TV, beginning Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 23, and
-Thanksincluding Christmas Day, Easter Sunday and New Year's Day.Inc.,
N. Y.
giving program scheduled 3:30-4 p.m. Agency: Gotham Adv.
PABST SALES Co., Chicago (Blue Ribbon Beer), to sponsor simulcast
of Joe Louis-Cesar Brion fight from Chicago Stadium Nov. 29 on CBS
and CBS-TV, 9 p.m. CST. Agency: Warwick & Legler, N. Y.

VOICE OF PROPHECY
Page 10
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Inc., Washington, to sponsor Faith for Today,
(Continued on page 56)
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For time-bu/ers

w/io /ike to use a sf/de ru/e,

here's a story of station promotion,
pulling power

JKV JVASHVIIjE^E:

popularity

that will line up!

FALL AND WINTER •49-'50 Hooperatings STARS
- PROGRAMS
IN THE
SOUTH
showed WLAC leading the field, mor
ning
<<^^»,rr>A^r
m n
Ti ir kiPTVi/^niy -ri ■ r ii a/-' COVERAGE: BMB gives WLAC a +une-in
and night.
Late night
ON THE NETWORK:
fall WLAC s
c '.xu^,, states.
^
^ V(10:30-12:00) / showed
1 II
-II This
r 1
r
count , •in 0. 1,7
/ counties^ •m ,1/9 oouthern
program schedule will feature more of
WLAC with more listeners than all other
, ,.
r. ■I
radio's
stars. c Lowell
Thomas,
State
Number
stations
combined.
dDeulan,
1 l greatest
1 1 bmith,
c -xL
c- x
1
Counties of
Jack
rrank1 binatra
and
,
Alabama
35
Our Fati Promotion
Ralph Edwards are among those added.
Arkansas
Florida
182
Our fall promotion will cause these ratingsStaff Artists
K^°t^'k
to forge further ahead in '50-.'
__
Louisiana
OUR GREAT5l.
STAFF of local personalities
Mississippi
Some
form of program-promotion
will
continues to grow in popularity.
Carolina
Carolina
7
r r
,
,
,
reach every radio owner in WLAC's home
-..rk.ii- NOBLES,
ki^mi-^i disc-jockey
i- • r genius
•
Tennessee
GENE
the
Virginia

45
.13
34
u
8
677

4
v/rg/n/a
Randy's
whose nightly show has made
3,7
ord
rec
order
Record Shop the largest mail
RADIO: Dozens of announcements, concen+rating on the theme, "The Stars'
dealer m the world.
BETWEEN 1946 AND 1949 WLAC showed
Address is CBS."
"BIG JEFF," whose Hadacol shows keep an audience-gain of 95% at night, 46% in
I. J A ■■ ,^1-^-,
. , p
fhe demand ahead of the supply.
daytime.
DIRECT MAIL: 60,597 printed program
'^^
^ ' ^^^,,^„^^,
,
,, . .
^
^ ^
1 ^
,
M
,
NO TECHNICAL
changes . . . this inschedules mailed — one to every telephone
MARY
MANNING,
whose
"Woman
s
1
1by a
w,
I Ki L -11 1
I -ix
crease 1has 1
been 1brought1 about
subscriber in home county.
World
is the only Nashville show built
r , ,
.
^ .
'
X • xi r
tabulous improvement in programming.
r
strictly tor women.
NEWSPAPERS: Column after column of
MAIL COUNT: WLAC probably received
display advertising carried in both Nash.,,
ville
newspapers.

^OUR ESSO REPORTER, whose 12 years
of
"News
it's news" keeps
1him
•reporting
r
•in the
1 field.
r-while
11
out front

BUS CARDS: City busses transporting 5
•II- r
,1
1- I •
million fares per month are displaying
w,, A ^ bus
,
,
WLAC
car
ds.

1n
i 1 1 1. -r 1
1.
1
n
'
PAUL OLIPHANT,
whose
ono/
OF THK
^mi+hprn
trom bouThern
came fmm
MAIL r;=>m<=
I MI5 MAII
8U
x
1 x "Gardenxx Gate,"
1
j
^0^1
feed makes people from coast-to-coast states where WLAC's SALES power is con"WLAC-Conscious."

OUTDOOR:

j^ESE and dozens of others work together

A city-wide billboard display

^^^^
sTation ...

is reminding listeners that "Again this FalU^ +0 make WLAC one of the strongest fac— WLAC Has Them All."
tors in the success of Southern radio.
AMjMj
^'^HE
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you are buying
STATION

WATTS...
BY THE
PAUL

when

AMONG

.49 ^^an any other Southern

OTHER

ITEMS, this mail contained orders for more than 3 million baby
chicks!

you place your schedule

with

SALES
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POWERS'

WX^C
H. RAYMER
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america's

top

sports

#

event

"BOXING

at

FIGH

cCi

TS

BEST"
cr

EACH

17^

The

fight

of

the

WEE

Week

K"

99

Available to stations for local sponsorship The Fight of
the Week is delivered live to your board direct from
ringside at a ndminal all-inclusive cost of only $32.50
per broadcast your fofal cost. And is offered on a
first-come first-served basis to only one station in each city.

TOP
HERE'S WHAT

RATINGS
STATIONS

ARE SAYING

WFCB— Dunkirk, N. Y.— "Owr People are well
satisfied with it . . . an overwhelming success"
WRNL— Richmond, Va.— "Response to the
fights has been most gratifying"
WSAZ— Huntington, W. Va.— "Hove had
considerable favorable comment"
WHDL— Olean, N. Y.— "Has been
received with open arms"
WEBR— Buffalo, N. Y.— "We and our
sponsors ore very happy"
WJTN— Jamestown, N.Y.— "We gef a rating of I7.V
FOR

THE TOPS

IN SPORTS

get f/ie "FIGHT of ffie WEEK"
every Monday night at 10 P.M. E. S. T.
• For Further Information or Local Option
Phone, Write or Wire ....
SPORTS
BROADCAST
NETWORK
2212 WALNUT
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ST., PHILAQELPHIA 3, PA.

LOcUSt 4-4383

OBERT S. CONGDON, vice president, director and group head Mc
Cann-Erickson, to Ward Wheelock Co., Phila., as vice presiden
and account executive.

FRANKLIN, BERTIN & TRAGERMAN Inc., N. Y, changes name t<
Franklin & Gladney Inc. DOLPH FRANKLIN will supervise general'
trade and consumer accounts. NORMAN GLADNEY specializes in department store and retail TV promotions and will supervise present account:
in New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Pittsburgh.
NORMAN HALL, public relations director Oklahoma City Safety Coun
cil, to Erwin, Wasey & Co., Oklahoma City, as account executive.
DICK KNOX, Tide Water Associated Oil Co., S. F., to Wank & Wanl
Adv., S. F., as production manager.
TED SLADE, NBC New York, to Umland & Co., S. F., as account exec
tive.
CHARLES B. RUSSELL appointed manager production and traffic foi
Tracy-Locke Co. Inc., Dallas. Was with Maxon Inc., N. Y.

HERE'S WHAT
YOU GET
n spots in the fight for local sponsorship, broadcast
rights — lines to your board-announcers, engineers, production, cue sheets, boxing information.
Now Broadcasting in fhe Following States
DELAWARE MASSACHUSETTS NEW YORK
DIST. OF
MAINE
OHIO
COLUMBIA MARYLAND
PENNSYLVANIA
ILLINOIS MICHIGAN
RHODE ISLAND
INDIANA
NEW HAMPSHIRE VIRGINIA
KENTUCKY NEW JERSEY
WEST VIRGINIA

#
agency

R
"TOP

#

on all accounts

ago, manhas
ager at WLS
sales
EMAN,Chic
CK FRE
CHIbeen
blending a grass-roots
knowledge of agriculture and bigcity knowhow about advertising
for many years. Charles Marble (a
family name) Freeman, was the son
of a Hinsdale, 111., woolen manufacturer who gentleman-farmed in
e
his spar time. Chick spent summers on his father's farms in
northern Wisconsin and winters in
the 17-room family home in
Hinsdale.
During grade
school there and
prep school at
the
Hillside
Home

and the crew slept in tents wher
it was 40 below, he recalls.
Entering the U. of Wisconsin
Chick majored in agriculture
joined Delta Upsilon and did
moderate amount" of football
baseball and track work until a
knee was injured. After graduation, his brother, a space peddler,
sold him on the idea of advertising
as a career. Chick went to worls
selling classified ads for the Chicago Tribune, after
but itWorld
wasn'tWar
untilI
that he began combining his knowledge of farming
and
salesmanship.

He left the adverSchool just west of
tising department
Madison, Wis., Chick
"sort of" planned to
board
& Supply
Co., 1
of Kellogg
Switchgo into agriculture.
manufacturer
of
He wanted to be a
telephone
equipment
grain farmer. A
in Chicago, to join;
three-year span bethe Army infantry;
tween prep school
in 1917. Because of
and the U. of Wisthe need for pilots,
consin altered his dehe transferred to
cision. During that
aviation and was
period, he decided tp
follow in the footbasedern on
front the
withwestthe
steps of his grandfather, who at one
135th flight squatime was chief ena half.dron for a year and
CHICK
gineer of the Milwaukee, Northern Pacific and
Back in civilian life, from 1920
Great Northern Railroads.
until 1929, Chick sold advertising,
Three years of conducting railroad surveys and working on a for The Farmer and The Farmer's
crew which built a Milwuakee road Wife, agriculture publications, out
branch from Lewistown to Great of St. Paul. Just before returning
Falls, Mont., negated his railroad
a "farmer'sof
married Dunnigan
to Chicago,
editor,heLeonore
ambitions. For months "the weath- wife"
(Continued on page H)
er didn't even get up to zero,"
BROADCASTING
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#

#

#

beat

Siwdtinq

AMES A. McGARRY, assistant to president BBDO, N. Y., named
kairman radio committee 1950-51 New York campaign of Arthritis
jid Rheumatism Foundation.
I

"HollywDDd

Jodcuf—

Matinee"

joHN REED BURR to John Falkner Arndt & Co. Inc., Philadelphia,
jjiexecutive staff.
lACK HOUSE, United Artists Television sales manager, to William
jsty & Co., N. Y., in TV executive capacity.
ILLIAM R. SETH, account executive and radio-TV director O'Brien
& Dorrance (now Dorrance-Waddell Inc.), N. Y., to
Needham & Grohmann Inc., N. Y., as vice president and
account executive.
ADRIAN BAUER named board chairman Adriian Bauer
Adv., Philadelphia. ALAN R. TRIPP named president.
LEW SANDERS, head of TV department Jones Frankel
Co., Chicago, to Albert Frank-Guenther Law Inc., Chicago, as TV director.
i| Mr. Seth RICHARD DANA, radio writer, to Young & Rubicam's
jj
radio-TV department, N. Y., as assistant to DAVE
■Levy, vice president in charge of developing new radio-TV personalities
md program ideas.
PON TENNANT, television puppeteer and packager, to Leo Burnett
, ,\gency, Chicago, as member radio-TV production and writing staff.

Monday

thru

Friday

—

2 to 3 P M

A full-length feature film each afternoon for the
housewife, offering suspense, thrilling love
stories, delightful comedy, tuneful musicals. One
minute participations available to advertisers
between the "acts." The same show — the same
films — that have proved a sensation in afternoon programming in other major markets!
Plus

'The

Modern

Woman"

f GORDON TAYLOR, vice president Reincke, Meyer & Finn, Chicago,
^jlected president Chicago Federated Advertising Club for 1951.
i
MILDRED WREN, KPIX (TV) San Francisco, to copy department Rusjbell, Harris & Wood, S. F.
IRENE R. TUFTS, CKRM Regina, Sask., to radio director Calgary
,1'Office Stewart-Bowman-MacPherson Ltd.
||JAMES W. RENNELS Jr. appointed assistant account executive GrisItwold-Eshleman Co. Was with American Steel Foundries 1947-49.
JDAVID H. ECHOLS, executive vice president Grant Adv., in-charge of
||New York office, resigns. Future plans not announced.
iWILLIAM A. BERNS, ABC, to Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., on production
[staff of Mark Trail program.
JOHN AYLESWORTH,
iCo., Toronto.

freelance, to radio department MacLaren Adv.

IHOWARD A. HELLER, producer-writer WPIX(TV)
New York, to
I McCann-Erickson,
N.
Y.,
in
radio-TV
department
as
manager
radio-TV
services.

HUGH D. LAVERY, McCann-Erickson, N. Y., to C. J. LaRoche & Co.,
I N. Y., in executive capacity.

CEDRIC TARR, Buchanan & Co., S. F., to copy department Blow
i) Co., S.F.

m

c

— a smart, highly viewable half hour for the housewife. Tips on how to save money, time, work and
worry . . . demonstrations of latest techniques in
homemaking, new devices, fashion, top personalities
in current affairs. Advertisers' products to be completely demonstrated by one of tv's most successful
sales personalities — Ruth Crane, assisted by popular
Jackson Weaver.
Monday
Call ABC

thru

Friday — 3 to 3:30

Spot

P M

Sales for availables

' H. D. MADDEN, since 1946 with Vancouver office Canadian Adv. Agency
5 Ltd., to manager of that office.
WMAL

[ SIDNEY BURKE, art director Rexall Drug Co., L. A., to West-Marquis
' Inc., L. A., as art director.
DEAN LIERLE Jr., announcer-writer KIXL Dallas, to Couchman Advertising Agency, Dallas.
i BROADCASTING
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THE

WMAL-FM
EVENING
STAR
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► Edward T. Carstens and George
W. Williams, WGN Chicago engineer and WGN-TV schedules engineer, respectively, marked 25
years of service last month.
► WSLS Roanoke, Va., Oct. 10
observed its 10th anniversary.
► I. A. Martinp, chief engineer of
WDRC Hartford, Conn., is observing his 27th anniversary with the
station. Mr. Martino participated
in early FM development.
► KXOK St. Louis celebrated its
12th anniversary Sept. 19.
► Mrs. Marguerite McEvoy, traffic, manager WTAG Worcester,
Mass., is celebrating her 25th year
in that post.
► Carlton Brown, transmitter engineer, WDRC Hartford, last

last month celebrated his 25th yes i
in radio.
► Nancy Dixon, WWJ Detroit i
shopping show, has celebrated itf
third birthday. Miniature birti
day cakes in plastic boxes honoring the occasion were sent to 2EC
members of the trade.

A(Ue±tone5.

month observed his 11th anniversary with the station.
► Hour of St. Francis, transcribed dramatic program currently
on 350 stations throughout country,
last month entered fifth year of production. Universal Recorders, Hollywood, produces and transcribes
show.
► Richard C. Elpers, CBS Radio
Sales account executive and manager of its Los Angeles office, last
month celebrated 20 years with

To you, Mr. Advertiser, this means an income of ^6,278.00 per Kansas Farm Family.*
Most of this is spendable income because the
average farm family lives rent free and raises
much of its food.
What's more, this market is easier to sell.
When you use WIBW, you're practically addres ing adaily meeting of Kansas farm fam* Consumer Markets '50-'51
** Kansas Radio Audience '50

CBS. He started as sales promotion man for the network in Chicago.
KFAC Los Angeles nightly
Evening Concert Oct. 31 observed
its 10th year on the air for Southern Calif, and Southern Counties
Gas Co. Celebration was highlighted by Lionel Barrymore, who
acted as m.c.
► Lynn Murray, musical conductor on CBS Hallmark Playhouse,

ilies. You automatically get this hand-picked
audience because WIBW is THE Farm Station
of Kansas . . . most listened to by most farm
families.**
Here's a sales "natural" . . . families with
money to spend and the station they themselves prefer . . . WIBW.

SERVING AND SELLING
"THE MAGIC
CIRCLE"
WIBW • TOPEKA, KANSAS • WIBW-FM
Rep:
Page 14
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CAPPER PUBLICATIONS, INC. • BEN LUDY, Gen. Mgr. • WIBW
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On All Accounts
(Continued from page 12)
Emmetsburg, Iowa. She still works
from their home on the near north
side of Chicago as consulting
home economist, mainly for magazines.
Back in Chicago, Chick covered
the Michigan and Ohio territories
for Good Housekeeping, and was
on the road 48 out of 52 weeks
("no way to start a marriage!").
After several years in space advertising, he began thinking seriously
of
entering
radio than
— "more
active
and interesting
magazine
work because of the rapidity of
action." He figured he could "learn
the most the quickest" by going
to work for John Blair & Co., station representative firm.
After two years, he went to one
of the Blair client stations, WLS
Chicago in 1937, as a salesman, and
four j^ears later was named sales
manager. Chick delegates specific
accounts to his staff of five salesmen, but works as contact man on
all accounts billed throughi the representative. These include Colgate,
Lever Bros., Whitehall Pharmacal,
Dolcin and Grove Labs.
WLS boasts two accounts which
have sponsored the WLS National
Barn Dance for 18 consecutive
years — Keystone Steel & Wire and
Murphy Feeds. Morton Salt also
has bought WLS time for almost
two decades.
Chick is a member of the Hinsdale Golf Club (his father was a
charter member in 1898), and every
summer he and his wife move to
the country club there to escape
city heat and guarantee their Saturday and Sunday golf games. He
also is second vice president of the
Western Advertising Golfers Assn.,
advertising men who meet for golf
six times each summer. He also
is on the board of the Chicago
Radio Management Club.
Honor

Harold Deal

NBC Western Network presented aspecial program last
week in honor of Harold R.
Deal, advertising manager of
Tide Water Associated Oil
Co., San Francisco, for his
contribution to college football over a 25-year period.
Helm's Athletic Foundation
presented Mr. Deal with a
trophy
the broadcast.
Paul during
Zimmerman,
sports
editor of the Los Angeles
Times, and Curley Grieve,
sports editor of the San
Francisco Examiner, paid
tribute from their respective
cities.
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THE
WHICH

GIVES

ONLY

THE

COMPREHENSIVE

STATION

ADVERTISER

COVERAGE
Ji
in

the

r

ORiOOHk

BROADCAST
BUREAU

MEASUREMENT

SURVEYS
KGW's

PROVE
LEADERSHIP

Actual engineering tests have proved that KGW's efficient
620 frequency provides a greater coverage area and
reaches more radio families than any other Portland
radio station regardless of power. BMB surveys bear
out this fact. KGW is beamed to cover the population
concentration of Oregon's Willamette Valley and Southwestern Washington.
TOTAL BMB FAMILIES
(From 1949 BMB Survey)

In the prosperous, expanding Northwest, KGW's COMPREHENSIVE
COVERAGE reaches more people, covers greater area than any other
Portland station! "Beamed Broadcasting" plus the greater efficiency of
KGW's lower 620 frequency delivers the closely concentrated population
and economic heart of the Oregon Country. An authentic Tour-Test, made
in cooperation with the Oregon State Motor Association, proves this fact.
Dale Jacobs, assistant district attorney from Oregon City, participated in
the Tour-Test visit to his town . . . saw how KGW blankets the Oregon
City area. He points out above, to "Miss KGW of 1950", the industrial
growth that means greater buying power . . . yours for the asking through
the COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE of KGW.

DAYTIME
KGW
Station B
Station C
Station D

350,030
337,330
295,470
192,630

NIGHTTIME
KGW
Station B
Station C
Station D

367,370
350,820
307,970
205,440

This cial,
chart,
compiled
from maps
offihalf-milivolt
contour
filed with the FCC in Washington, D.C., or from field intensity
surveys,
tells the story ofCOVERKGW's
COMPREHENSIVE
the nation.
fastest-growing marketAGEin ofthe
T
PORTLAND,
ON
EPRESENTED
BROADCASTING
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THE

EFFICIENT
NATIONALLY

OREGO
620

BY

FREQUENCY

EDWARD

PETRY
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once
feature

of the lueeli
a

IN THE WASHINGTON
MARKET

7 A.M. NEWS
with

TECHNIQUE of "beamed programming" for nine weekly hours
of shows sponsored by C. K. Whitner <& Co., Reading, Pa., was initiated recently under terms of a
contract signed
by the city's only
home-owned department store
ing. WEEU Readand
The contract,
signed by Thomas
E. Martin, WfiEU
general manager,
and James B.
Mr. Martin
Mercer Jr., secretary
of
Whitner's,
was reportedly one of the largest
ever negotiated for a single local
advertiser in Reading.
WEEU selected types of air
presentations designed to touch on
every facet of the department
store's operation while blanketing
the morning, afternoon and evening listening hours. Presentations
include morning and evening quarter-hours and a half-hour afternoon period, Monday through Friday, plus evening 30-minute segments nightly except Friday, a
special children's Saturday morn-

ing show, and a Sunday afternoon
musical program.
Plans already are underway by
the station to cross-plug each program and arrangements also are
being worked out between WEEU
and Whitner's to apply the same
technique to newspaper advertising. WEEU has mapped out a
paid newspaper advertising campaign to tie in all shows with the
department store.
Prior to signing the WEEU contract, C. K. Whitner had used very
little radio in the past several
years. Store stood aloof until it
felt it had found the "right type
of radio promotion," according to
Mr. Martin.
The Monday through Friday
morning strip is the Nan Heckman show, aired 10:45-11 a.m. over
several months as a chatty, informal quarter-hour designed to
appeal to Reading women. News
on women's activities and frequent
interviews are featured. Plan is
to keep the feature flexible so that
it
store.may originate in Whitner's
The five-weekly afternoon seg(Continued on page 36)

HOLLY WRIGHT
Here is another WRC program-personality combination
doing a consistently solid selling job for over five years.
Holly Wright clearly leads the
field, Monday thru Friday at
7:00 each morning.*
This is NOT an availability.
We merely point to this record
OS an example of the "salesprogramming" WRC can do
for you. Top-rated shows with
selling power dominate the
programming pattern.
WRC pays out, not alone in
top audience ratings in the
rich District, Maryland and
Virginia area — but in hard
"over-the-counter" retail sales.
*American. Research Bureau
IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS
FIRST in WASH.
1

.««|>r«Mi(f«rf. by M»C S
Page 16
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upon

time

a fellow wrote a song . . .
it went something like
this . . .
"The longest way round
is the sweetest

way

too)
That's alright for certain
cases . . . (we know about
the birds and the bees,
home"

hut

.

.

.

in radio, it's a little different.
To get the most out of
your advertising dollar;,
the shortest and quickest
way into the prospective
buyers' home is, by far,

7 ^R-^

the "sweetest" way to the
strictly

business

advertiser.
In the rich Wyoming Valley Market WERE is a
sure bet to do the best job
for you.

er
radio
e's stee
Oakitof
ringrudd
that
— theG type
GUIDIN
has lifted the cleanser to
household fame — is Frank A. Conolly, manager, Oakite Product Inc.
package division.
Perhaps the reason why Frank
is so well versed in this advertising
medium is that for the past 21
years
he hasit been
holding
radio's
hand while
has been
developing

It is definitely
the
FIRST

station

and expanding into a coast-to-coast
giant.
Frank first met radio when he
joined the Oakite company. His
association with Oakite, as with
radio, was "inevitable," he says.
"I had worked on several of the
introductory campaigns on Oakite
with my men from the Naborhood
Stores Assn., and I was simply
asked to continue on the Oakite
payroll, and may I say at this
point, that it has been 21 years of
extremely busy but happy associaFrank fits the role of a busy extion." ecutive to a "T." In addition to
keeping his finger on Oakite's radio
and TV — arranging for programs,
selecting talent, rehearsals, arranging network appearances and
shows, Frank must be up front at

in Pennsylvania's
FOURTH
largest marketing area.

FRANK

A. CONOLLY

sales
meetings held throughout the
country.
Oakite through the years has
been wide awake to catch the
drama that is radio's vital contribution to the national life. Back in
the late 20s when agency technical
staffs were unknown, Frank remembers the advertiser was obliged to
(Continued on page Uh)

AFflLIATE

A
M

WBRE
WILKES-BARRE, PENNA.
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NEWS

MINING

COAL-WITH

AND

VIEWS

OF

COAL

AN AUGER!

A new method of mining coal consists of drilling horizontally into a coal seam
with a portable giant auger! The auger, sometimes 70 feet in length, drills out
the coal and drops it onto a conveyor. The operation requires only four men and,
in some cases, as much as 80 tons of coal have been produced on one shift.

ANOTHER

NEW

SAFETY

RECORD

IN SIGHT.

The Bureau of Mines has released a report on coal mining safety which indicates that the bituminous coal industry is on its way to setting a new, all-time
record for safe mining. If it succeeds, it will have the distinction of having
reduced fatal accidents to new lows for three consecutive years.

COAL- FUEL OF THE FUTURE!
Dr. Arno C. Fieldner, Chief of Fuels and Explosives Division of the United
States Bureau of Mines, told the Ohio Mineral Industries Conference recently,
that "coal v^dll continue to rule the fuel business in the United States. Ultimately," he said, "coal will be the primary source, not only of solid fuels, but of
liquid and gaseous as well." The reason for this, according to Dr. Fieldner, is that
the country has far more coal than petroleum or natural gas and, in time, oil and
gas will be made from coal.

BRITAIN

GETS BETTER

EQUIPMENT

BUT LESS COAL.

The annual report of last year's operations of Britain's socialized coal industry
reveals that their major task is to obtain higher production. Even after spending
large sums for American machinery and equipment, Britain's sociahzed coal
mines produced 28 million fewer tons than the same coal mines did ten years
ago— with less modern equipment, under private management.

BITUMINOUS

COAL

INSTITUTE

A Department of National Coal Association
Southern Building, Washington, D. C.
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CONGRES
By DAVE BERLYN
THE NEWLY-ELECTED 82d
Congress, destined to become a
house-divided next January, can be
expected to cast a long political
shadow over the radio legislation
and regulation of the next two
years.
Resurgent Republicans, in a better position to act the • role of
"Peck's Bad Boy," may well enter
the radio-TV arena to see what dust
can be kicked up to the Democratic
leadership's embarrassment.
Consensus in Washington following Tuesday's elections was that the
IDemocrats will, find the going rocky
Iin Congress for the next two years.
The GOP is just two seats away
from deadlocking the Senate. It is
numerically stronger in the House.
Aided by Southern conservative
Democrats, it can neutralize the
Fair Deal bloc but avoid the responsibility.
Authorities agreed action on major radio legislation probably will
not be subject to radical change in
the next Congress as viewed from
recent history. But the new Congress may have some strong ideas
about such explosive issues as color
television and NARBA.
Red Issue May Expand
The Communist question is certain to grow hotter. A great votegetter in the nation's voting booths,
anti-Communism as an issue in
Congress may touch further on
broadcasts and telecasts. Type of
criticism such as that leveled earlier this year by Rep. Clarence
Brown (R-Ohio), against Communist sponsorship of programs on the
nation's aii"waves, may receive
greater attention.
Possibility of repeal of the new
anti-Communist law, passed by the
81st Congress over President Truman's veto, now appears remote,
according to Capitol observers.
Some modifications, however, may
be in order. A provision of this law
requires Communist groups or Communist fronts to identify themselves
on the air when sponsoring broadcasts or telecasts.
One of the major issues that the
new Congress must iron out is the
problem of new revenues to meet
mounting costs in the U. S. and
abroad. Groundwork by the outgoing Congress on the proposal to
impose fees for commercial broadcast licenses as a revenue-raising
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action is certain to evoke legislative
interest in 1951-1952.
The final lineup in Congress — 49
Democrats to 47 Republicans in the
Senate and 234 Democrats to 200
Republicans and one Independent
in the House — places the GOP in
a stronger position on key committees.
The Democratic leadership in the
Senate will undergo a change. Sen.
Ernest W. McFarland (D-Ariz.),
chairman of the Senate Commerce
Committee's radio subcommittee, is
a contender for Senate Majority
Whip succeeding Sen. Francis J.
Myers (D-Pa.J, the Commerce
group's only election casualty. Sen.
McFarland was sponsor of the
twice Senate-passed but Houseblocked bill to realign FCC procedures.
With the exception of Sen. Myers,

the Senate Commerce Committee
will be intact next January with
radio-active Chairman Ed C. Johnson (D-Colo.) still at its helm. However, the committee can expect to
have some new Republican faces.
Commerce Changes
In line with a forecast reduction
in ratio of Democrats to Republicans on key committees, the Senate
Commerce group may add one or
two GOP Senators. Two likely contenders are Gov. Frank Carlson of
Kansas and Everett M. Dirksen,
who defeated Sen. Scott Lucas in
Illinois. Sen. -Elect Carlson, from
the same state as the late Committee Chairman Clyde M. Reed, holds
similar interests in interstate commerce. Sen. -Elect Dirksen was active in radio aff'airs when he was a
member of the House.
Unscathed in the election battle

were Democratic Sens. Warren G.
Magnuson of Washington and
Brien McMahon of Connecticut,
and Republican Sens. Charles W.
Tobey of New Hampshire and
Homer E. Capehart of Indiana. All
are members of the Senate Commerce Committee.
In the House, where the Democratic leadership suffered less damage, there are few radio-significant
changes in the present membership
of its Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee. There may be
additions, however. Rep. Robert
Grosser (D-Ohio) was re-elected
and will continue as chairman. Rep.
Dwight L. Rogers, Florida Democrat, may be the Democratic choice
to head up the radio subcommittee
if it is not drastically revamped.
Both Commerce committees may
(Continued on page 86)

because of television, judging
4
Dist. by
Fo^-eseen by NAB
KE
By
J.
FRANK
BEATTY
HI
TE
RA
O
replies of station managers to a
DI
RA
RADIO rates are heading upward, supported by value rendered and poll
meeting.
taken at the Nov. 2-3 district
rising costs.
While the cost of broadcast time has showed little change since the war,
A preponderant number of Discompared to the soaring rates of competing media, many eastern and
trict 4station managers are considsoutheastern stations are scanning ★
ering increases, or have raised
their rate cards and /or their actual
Second, costs are rising and other
rates within the last two years.
rates charged.
media are raising rates accordingly.
Several feel rates should not be
In no observable instance has a
Two main factors point to rate
changed.
Daytime rates, many exstation in NAB District 4 (D. C,
increases. First, many broadcasters
ecutives feel, are too low and should
feel rates have been too low all Va., N. C, S. C, 2 Maryland counbe at least two-thirds the night
ties in Washington area) cut rates
along in view of results delivered.
scale. On the other hand, a few
broadcasters fear nighttime listening in television cities is suffering
from the video competition and
some adjustment may be necessary
if this develops into a long-term
trend.
Answer Is Volume
Volume business rather than
higher rates will provide the answer, one manager contends. Another would raise FM rates in view
of expanded circulation.
In any case, broadcasters were in
agreement that radio has a fine
story to tell, a better results-perdollar story than any other medium.
Richard P. Doherty, NAB employe-employer relations director,
points out that "radio rates are low
in comparison to the service renDELEGATES at NAB District 4 meeting at Williamsburg included (I to r):
dered.. The rates are lower than the
Front row, Richard H. Mason, WPTF Raleigh, N. C; Campbell Arnoux, prices advertisers charge for their
(Continued on page SO)
WTAR Norfolk, Va.; James H. Moore, WSLS Roanoke, Va.; Harold Essex,
WSJS Winston-SaSem, N. C, District 4 director; G. Richard Shafto, WJS
Other Dist. U pictures and regisColumbia, S. C. Back row, Horace Fitzpatrick, WSLS; Calvin T. Lucy,
tration on page 57.
WRVA Richmond.
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PHONE STRIKE
Radio-TV Service Not Hit
NO INTERRUPTION of radio and
television network service as a result of the nationwide telephone
workers' strike called last week by
Communication Workers of America, CIO, was foreseen by officials
of the networks or the American
Telephone & Telegraph Co., last
Friday.
An AT&T spokesman said that
the walk-out is expected to follow
the pattern of the 1947 strike,
which would not affect the networks, barring sabotage, he said.
Although only 33,000 installer,
warehousemen and factory workers
are striking. Union President
Joseph A. Beirne has predicted that
300,000 union members would refuse to cross picket lines.
A network official said that
AT&T is guaranteeing service.
H. T. Killingsworth, AT&T vice
president in charge of long lines,
claimed long distance service had
been affected only slightly by the
strike of Western Electric employes. He said:
A very high percentage of all calls
have been completed to points throughout the country. Barring sabotage or
other malicious damage to plants the
public will continue to get adequate
service. Our long distance oiRces are
being staffed by forces of about normal
size. More than 2,000 non-supervisory
employes reported to work at New
York today (Thursday).
Operations of the plant department
■which provide press, government and
commercial private line service and
television and radio program network
service are being handled without difficulty. More than 80% of the total
plant organization is on the job.
ABC CHANGES
Mullin, Pacey to New Posts
EARL MULLIN last week was
placed in charge of exploitation for
ABC, and John W. Pacey, former
assistant to Robert Saudek, ABC
vice president and assistant to the
president, was named to succeed
Mr. Mullin as national director of
publicity.
Mr. Mullin's title will be assistant to the vice president in charge
of exploitation, new department.
He has been national director of
publicity since 1949 and before that
had been publicity director since
the creation of ABC.
Mr. Pacey joined ABC as trade
news editor in 1945 after service
in the Army Air Force. Before the
war he was on the Wall Street
Journal staff for eight years. Several months ago he became assistant to Mr. Saudek and was
assigned to the public affairs department.

Mr. Mullin
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REBROADCASTING
Sheppard Asks Change
DEMANDS that FCC amend it;
rules to ensure that network sponsors shall be free to contract with
other stations for rebroadcasts of
their programs were renewed las"
week by Rep. Harry R. Sheppard
(D-Calif.), longtime network critic.
Following up a similar request
by Gordon P. Brown of WSAY
Rochester [Broadcasting, Nov. 6],
Rep. Sheppard released a letter in
which he asked FCC to considej'
the question in connection with its
pending proposal to redefine another phase of the law on "rebroadcasting" (Sec.munications325
Act) . (a) of the ComDrawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"We had to cut that scene where you conceal your horse in a cave. . . .
We don't want any hidden plugs on this show!"
Humphrey, Merge
Alley & Richards
NEW
FIRM
CONSOLIDATION of Alley & Richards Inc. and the H. B. Humphrey
Co., both with offices in New York and Boston, was announced last
Thursday. In the statement by H. Lawrence Whittemore and Richard
B. Humphrey, presidents of the firms, it was disclosed that as of
Jan. 1, 1951, the new firm would
be called H. B. Humphrey, Alley
& Richards Inc.
The H. B. Humphrey Co., founded
by the late H. B. Humphrey in
1887, is one of the three oldest
agencies in the country. Richard
S. Humphrey, son of the founder,
became president in 1933.
Alley & Richards was formed in
1916. Mr. Whittemore was elected
president in 1950 after serving with
Mr. Humphrey Mr. Whittemore
the company since 1919. He will be and New York office of H. B.
chairman of the board of the new
firm and Mr. Humphrey will be Humphrey, Alley & Richards Inc.
in personnel to subpresident. Other officers and di- the depthstantially
increase their effectiverectors will be announced at a
ness in the creative field as well as
later date.
in the research, marketing, public
In making the consolidation an- relations and other phases of
nouncement, itwas stated that the
move "would give both the Boston
agency service."
LORILLARD FILES
Asks Review of FTC Order
CBS INCOME
REVIEW of Federal Trade ComNine-Month Net $3,110,783
mission's order that it cease certain
NET INCOME of $3,110,783 for alleged advertising claims was
the nine months ending Sept. 30 sought fortnight ago by P. Lorillard
Co., Jersey City and New York, in a
was reported last week by CBS.
brief filed with the U. S. Court of
The 1950 figure was substantialAppeals for the Fourth Circuit
ly larger than the CBS net for the
(Richmond, Va.) The brief supsimilar period last year — $2,003,ports a petition for review by the
812.
cigarette firm.
The CBS gross for the first nine
FTC's original order, issued last
months of 1950 was more than $11 spring,
cited Old Gold cigarettes.
million bigger than the gross for Friends smoking tobacco, and
the same months of 1949— $85,946,- Beechnut and Sensation cigarettes,
982 this year to $74,607,071 last.
and was based on a complaint inIncreased expenses and bigger
volving the nicotine content of the
taxes this year as compared with products [Broadcasting, April 10].
last accounted for the slighter difP. Lorillard's brief took exception
ference in the nets of the two years to the FTC order, asking that it be
than in the grosses.
set aside pending review, and said
CBS also announced last week that the firm had discontinued the
that the CBS board declared a cash questionable advertising claims set
dividend of 40 cents per share on forth in the original complaint. The
its Class A and B stock, payable to commission has held numerous
stockholders of record at the close hearings on the case, which dates
back over a seven-year period.
of business Nov. 24.

Rep. Sheppard introduced a bill
(HR-7310) early in the current
Congressional session which itself
would permit rebroadcasting of
network programs with permission
of the sponsor, and in addition
would require the licensing of networks [Broadcasting, Feb. 20].
No action was taken on the bill.
His letter to FCC Chairman
Wayne Coy, second he has sent on
the subject [Broadcasting, Aug.
7], said "the networks seem to
believe that the commercial programs which they broadcast are
their programs," when actually, in
his view, the sponsors should be
allowed to negotiate with any stations for the rebroadcast of their
programs.
Cites Support to Views
He cited legislative history as
supporting
this contention. He told
Chairman Coy:
I urge that the Commission clarify
the intent of Sec. 325(a) in such a way
as to clearly specify that permission
shall be required from the originating
station to rebroadcast sustaining programs or programs whose production
cost is borne in its entirety by the
originating station; and that permission to rebroadcast sponsors' programsduction
or programs
basicperson
procost is bornewhose
by any
other than a radio station or network
shall be obtained . . . from such
sponsor or person, whether the sponsor or person uses one station or network facilities to originate his proRep. Sheppard noted that FCC
gram.
reports show the number of "losing" stations grew from 369 in
1947 to 686 in 1949.
"Such increased spending by
sponsors and increased losses by
stations," he said, "indicate one
thing: That the economy of radio
is being locked up by the networks
at the expense of the independent
stations ; just the reverse of the intent of the Communications Act as
evidenced by the legislative history
of it.
"The continued practices of the
networks to restrain trade and tie
up the economy of the radio industry must stop; and legislative
history points out that it is the duty
of your Commission to interpret the
Act, make rules, and correct these
deplorable situations with every

source at your command."
BROADCASTING
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Hits Tentative Agreement
CCBS
FIGHT
NARBA
prominently mentioned for use by 730, 740, 860, 920, and 980 kc.
'
By RUFUS CRATER
The CCBS statement, issued by
WKAQ,
with protection to WJZ
A LAST-DITCH FIGHT against
and KOB Albuquerque.
Director Ward L. Quail, declared:
terms of the proposed new NARBA
The Dominican Republic also was
agreement [Broadcasting, Oct. 30,
From the beginning of the present
Nov. 6] was launched late last reported by CCBS to be seeking the negotiations during the past year or
more there has been the clear underweek as delegates to the Washingright to operate with 1 kw daytime
standing that nothing would be con■ ton AM conference sought to work
and 100 w nighttime on 720 kc, on
ceded by the U. S. delegation which
' out details for signature possibly which WGN Chicago is dominant,
3 over the weekend or, at the latest, on 890 kc (WLS-WENR Chicago),
would prejudge the Commission's
' early this week.
decision in the pending clear-channel
and on 1040 kc (WHO Des Moines) . proceedings
initiated in 1945. With
r The fight was led by the Clear
respect to six of the channels, the
The Bahamas-Jamaica reported
, Channel Broadcasting Service,
door has been definitely closed, and
[ which charged the tentative agree- they had reached agreement with
with respect to still others, it has
the U. S. for Jamaica's use of 880 been
probably or partially closed to
;| ment "is against the best interests kc (WCBS New York) and 1180 kc
of the U.S." and "should not be
a favorable solution of the principal
■A signed — if signed it should not be (WHAM Rochester) with 5 kw
OFFICIAL host to NAB District 4
issue,
namely
improvement of service to rural
areas.
Class 2 stations, and for the Ba". ratified."
meeting Nov. 2-3 was Bela Norton,
The statement labeled the tentahamas' present 1540 kc Class 1-A
I CCBS charged the agreement
vice
president of Colonial Williamsassignment to remain unchanged.
tive agreement as "even more unburg, Va. Front row (I to r): Mrs.
ji
contains
"extensive
and
unnecesfavorable tothe U. S., to the listenJ sary concessions to other North
Norton and Mrs. Justin Miller. Back
1-A Demands Unchanged
ing public and to the broadcasting
row, NAB President Justin Miller and
j|American countries, principally
The U. S. 1-A channels on which
than the draft which was
Mr.
Norton (also see story and picI Cuba," which will damage the radio Cuba would be permitted to ope?;- industry
under consideration earlier in the
tures on pages 19 and 57).
i' service to areas which rely on ate remained unchanged from ear- negotiations, while the conference
I clear-channel stations by "legitilier reports: 640 kc (KFI Los AnMonti-eal [Sep- prepared Thursday, asserted:
j matizing" interference to U.S. 1-A
geles)660
; kc (WNBC New York) ; was in session at tember-December
It must be remembered that Mexico
1949], and which
j stations and effectively blocking
670 kc (WMAQ Chicago); 760 kc provoked a nationwide protest and
and Haiti are not participating in the
: improvement of their service
(WJR Detroit); 780 kc (WBBM
was eventually rejected by the U. conference and presumably will not
I through the use of power substasign or adhere to the agreement, at
Chicago), and 830 kc (WCCO Minleast until their own particular de■"j
tially
above
50
kw.
neapolis).
Cuban
use
of
these
1 Major networks, some of whose
mands have been satisfied. Mexico
S. delegation."
Other Channels Hit
channels would be conditioned on
'i stations are 1-A clear-channel outrecently provided a sample of the
In
its
present
state,
.
CCBS
protection
to
U.
S.
dominants
along
demands which may be expected from
il lets on frequencies which other
lines specified in the expired
its direction. To surrender to Cuba
i North American nations also would
charged,
"the agreement
also
contains
numerous
concessions
to
Cuba
NARBA, authorities asserted.
can only result in encouraging unI be permitted to use, were obviously
In addition Cuba would be with respect to other classes of tries.
reasonable demands from such coun] tive
displeased
the they
treaty's
tentaterms, with
though
offered
no granted "special protection" by fu- channels used in the U. S., particuThe contagion has already spread
ture U. S. assignments on 11 chanlarly those used by Class 1-B and
(Continued on page 31)
nels: 550, 570, 590, 630, 640, 690, regional stations." The statement.
''jpublic condemnation.
'I There was a mounting number of
\ protests, from members of Conj gress as well as private groups and
-), individuals, which made a Senate
I fight over ratification seem certain
'j even if a final agreement is reached.
"^^^
\
Hyde Declines Comment
^
determining
excess profits.
T
suchT
broadcasting
services
as"'
FM^"^'
REA
H
WITH POST-WAR
investments
X
A
T
S
The station owners point out that
and TV.
EXCES
|i FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde, chair,! man of the U. S. delegation, de- and earnings at stake, the radio-TV
FCC's statistics of December 1949
General
feeling
is
the
tax
would
industry is forming a battle line to
li clined to make detailed comment
showed 85 TV independents with an
cut lopsided into radio and tele- aggregate capital investment (at
III on the CCBS statement while ne- meet an excess profits tax proposal
vision earnings, particularly so if cost) of $36.8 million, with a like
!' gotiations were still in progress, which poses costly kickbacks on
'j But he noted that the decision on radio-TV's "growth" period.
tax experts arrive at a "base peri- percentage of loss to the investment
od" average of earnings premised
The House Ways and Means
at $36.9 million.
■ whether to sign any agreement will
RTMA echoed this sentiment a
\ be made not only by the official del- Committee opens hearings on the on 1946-47-48-49, the years when
many firms were fiexing muscles.
^1 egation but by the interested gov- issue Wednesday. It will attempt
foi-tnight ago in closed meetings
ij ernment agencies, and that any to work out a suitable bill that can
These arguments have been
with the joint committee [BroadJ agreement which is signed will be
casting, Nov. 6]. RTMA suggested
be presented to the short-lived 81st placed before
Congress'
Joint
Committee on Internal Revenue in TV
a "fair
return" for the expanding
I passed upon by the Senate in the Congress. Chairman of the comindustry.
closed session in the past fortnight
I ratification process.
mittee is Rep. Robert L. Doughton
(D-N. C).
by such spokesmen as RTMA and
I The final decision, he asserted,
Both groups take the position
[| will be based "on the overall needs
Radio-TV already has asked for the Television Tax Committee.
they
do not oppose enactment of an
• and interests of both rural and urKennedy Heads Group
excess profits levy but are on recAmong applications reI ban U. S. listeners, and of the in- a hearing.
ord as seeking recognition of the
ceived by the House group, which
The latter group, with John A.
! dustry as a whole, and will not be
hardship
such legislation would imhad not yet announced
Friday
last
i] limited to considerations of vocal its agenda nor lists of witnesses to Kennedy, WSAZ-TV Huntington,
pose on TV stations. They recomW. Va., acting chairman, represents
and possibly short-sighted specialmend action to alleviate the special
appear, were the following:
owners of a majority of independ- problem
als."
vidu
which exists within the
indi
or
ps
industry.
grou
rest
inte
Ask
for
Hearing
1
ent
TV
outlets
in
the
country.
Other
s
tion
dfica
I With some modi
— inclu
ing a decision to give a U. S. 1-A
NAB, Radio Television Mfrs. members of the committee are RichNAB was working double-time to
ard A. Borel, WBNS-TV Columbus,
j clear channel classification to 1030 Assn., Television Tax Committee,
present a clearly defined position
Dr. Allen B. DuMont of Allen B. Ohio; George B. Storer, WGBS-TV
. kc, curently a 1-B on which WBZ
Miami (president. The Fort Indus- on the tax. The association is ex! Boston operates with 50 kw — the DuMont Labs., King Broadcasting
pected to ask for special tax relief
Co. of Seattle, Philco Corp. and
j foundations of the tentative agreetry Co.) ; Jack 0. Gross, KFMB-TV
San Diego, and Herbert Levy, under the proposed law.
ment were in line with those dis- United Electrical Radio and MaMrs. A. Scott Bullitt, chief owner
chine Workers of America.
WAAM(TV) Baltimore.
, closed previously.
The telecasters maintain that of King Broadcasting Co. (KINGJ Further efforts also were being
In the past few weeks, sentiment
AM-FM-TV Seattle) , had asked the
their industry during the suggested
made, authorities reported, to find has been growing among radio-TV
committee to hear her personal
, a satisfactory
assignment for leaders that an excess profits levy, base period failed to mark the black
WKAQ San Juan, P. R., to replace if patterned after the World War II side of the profit ledger. They told views. Dr. DuMont is requesting
, its present 620 kc regional fre- profits tax, would work undue hard- the joint committee that not a sin- a hearing as representative of the
, quency, which is slated to go to the
ship on segments of the industry.
gle one of the 85 independent sta- National Conference of Growth Cos.
The conference is made up of firms,
tions averaged net earnings upon
Hardest hit would be firms which
Dominican Republic.
WJZ New
(Continued on page 85)
York's 770 kc 1-A channel has been invested capital for expansion of which a base could be reached in
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PROGRAM FACTS
Don Carlo, Metropolitan Opera,
on — ABC -TV stations.
Sponsor: The Texas Co. (Kudner
Adv. Agency).
Cast: Cesare Siepi, Jussi Bjoerling, Robert Merrill, Delia Rigal, Fedora Barbieri.
Conductor: Fritz Stiedry.
Staged by Margaret Webster.
Decor
Gerard.and costumes by Rolf
Supervisor of TV Technical Operation: Frank Marx, ABC vice
president neering.
in Director
charge
of engiof Technical
Operations:
William
H.
Trevarthen.
Executive Producer: Burke
Crotty.

O

EXCEPT for probably unavoidable difficulties inherent in
telecasting a production designed for presentation on a
vast stage, the ABC telecast of the Metropolitan Opera
premiere last Monday was a rare accomplishment.
The opera itself, Verdi's "Don ..
Carlo," emerged handsomely on the
television screen. It was only in visit to Sherry's was doubly disapfiguring out what to do with its
pointing. Nobody got a drink.
cameras while the stage was dark
Between the first and second acts
that ABC got into trouble.
and the third and fourth, Deems
To describe the arrivals of the Taylor conducted an opera quiz
social and the celebrated, ABC
with several music authorities.
hired Igor Cassini, the wispy so- Unfortunately on both occasions,
ciety editor of the New York Jour- the quiz was given so little time
nal American. Mr. Cassini found
himself in an embarrassing posi- that Mr. Taylor and his panel appeared fleetingly. The suggestion
tion. He did not see anyone he
is made that in future telecasts of
knew. Except for those celebrities
familiar to everyone, a host of this kind Mr. Taylor and his kind
resplendant but unidentified first be given more time and the boring
nighters passed endlessly before
interviews with inarticulate celethe camera.
brities less. -8
Between the first and second
ABC's production staff overcame
acts the cameras went backstage
extraordinary handicaps in reducin a charming excursion presided
ing- "Don Carlo" to dimensions that
over by Margaret Webster, who
would make sense on a 12-inch
screen. Miss Webster mounted the
staged "Don Carlo." Miss Webster
interviewed principals in the opera
opera on sets that used every available inch of the enormous stage of
and described scene shifting activithe Metropolitan.
ties in a thoroughly enjoyable visit.'
Problem of Large Cast
After the second act the thirsty
As a consequence, some of the
camera journeyed to Sherry's bar
scenes in which the whole company
where Tex McCrary and Jinx
Falkenburg carried on a series of was assembled on the stage appeared on the television screen in
pointless • discussions with several
impossible miniature. These were
celebrities who were all very happy
in the minority, howto be there, thank you. This in- very much
ever, and the ingenious use of
cident, uninteresting enough by close-ups and medium shots more
itself, was further degenerated by than compensated for them.
three uninvited and giggling
Musically, "Don Carlo" may have
women who i^ersisted in forcing
been a not entirely satisfactory
their way into close-ups. The
choice for the premiere performance this season. It is not well
known and its score is hardly
memorable. The production, however, was splendid enough to revive whatever interest might have
been lost by the music. To that
extent "Don Carlo" was a better
choice for television than it would
have been for radio. It had to be
seen to be fully appreciated.
Preceding each scene Milton
Cross summarized the story line, an
effective measure of assistance to
those unfamiliar with the opera
and with Italian, the language in
which it was sung. The camera,
in the course of Mr. Cross' recitals,
(Continued on jMge 31)
Mr. Cross
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PROGRAM FACTS
Thetions.
Big Show on 150 NEC staSponsor:
6:30-7
p.m. J.segment:
RCA Victor
(through
Walter
Thompson)
and
Whiteha.ll
Pharmacal
Co.
(through
John
F. Murray Agency).
Production Cost: Approx. 534,000.
Cast: Tallulah Bankhead, Jimmy
Durante, Fred Allen, Portland
Hofifa, Jose
Merman, PaulFerrer,
Lukas,Ethel
Russell
Knight, Danny Thomas, Frankie
Laine, Mindy Carson, Meredith
Willson.
Producer-Director:
Dee Engelbach.
Writers: Goodihan Ace, Welbourn
Kelley, Frank Wilson, Mort
Green,Lyrics:
GeorgeSammy
Foster. Kakn.
Special

mistress of ceremonies, said
,
AD
HENBC's new radio extravaganza that
BA
AH
ingNK
at
the
beginn
of
TALL
ducing
proUL
The
Big
Show was really "a simple matter,
darling. All it takes is courage, vision and a king sized bundle
In two of these respects, money
of doug
and
theh."courage to spend it, there
is no argument that NBC had
what it takes. As to the third
there is room for debate.
In an effort to recapture some
of the customers it has lost to television and to the Jack Benny sho\\'
on CBS, NBC assembled as many
high-priced performers as could
possibly be squeezed into an hour
and a half. The result was a starstudded what-is-it.
The Big Show's direct answer to
Jack Benny, in the 7-7:30 p.m.
period that he is on CBS, was a
satire on the Benny show. Aside
from the fact that it represented
a sort of creative incest, the satire
was of such quality as to invite
listeners to tune The Big Show out
and Mr. Benny in so they could
hear the real article.
Miss Bankhead, whose voice is
that of the last of the great Rabelasians, was a competent mistress
of ceremonies, an assignment that
one feels did not tax her dramatic
abilities.
Ethel Merman, Paul Lukas and
Russell Knight sang numbers from
"Call Me Madam," the musical
comedy that NBC angeled with just
such thoughts as the radio appearance of Miss Merman and the
Messrs. Lukas and Knight in mind.
The Noses Had It
Jose Ferrer played a scene from
his new picture, "Cyrano de Bergerac." The scene was one in which
Cyrano speaks brilliantly of his
big nose, and it would have been
effective had it not been immediately preceded by a low-grade exchange between Jimmy Durante
and Danny Thomas on the subject
of their own monstrous noses.
In addition to matching noses
with Mr. Durante, the only basis
on which, by the way, he can hope
to
Mr. Durante's
Mr. approach
Thomas sang
a song and level,
told
jokes, including one about the horse
in the bathtub, which has been
kicking around shaggy dog circles
since Joe Miller's time.
Fred Allen, who was saddled
Miss Bankhead

with the painful job of satirizing
Mr. Benny, got off some remarks
that were up to his usual acid
standards before he disappeared
into the Benny skit. Mr. Allen has
discovered why television is called
a medium. "It's because nothing is
When Mr. Allen had his owr
well
radio done."
show, some of the satires he
produced — notably one with Miss
Bankhead spoofing husband and
wife ics.
programs
— ^were
radio classThe one on
Mr. Benny,
witl:
Miss Bankhead awkwardly cast as
"Portchester," was just dull.
Disassociated Acts
A bright moment occurred wher
Mr. Allen introduced Portland tc
the throaty-voiced Miss Bankhead
"How do you do, sir," Portlanc
said.
The finale featured each stai
singing a George M. Cohan song
Miss Bankhead rendered "Give M>
Regards
to Broadway" in a key thai'
defied reproduction.
Have we forgotten anyone? Oh
yes, Mindy Carson, Frankie Lain*
and Meredith Willson.
The Big Show was simply a coL
lection of disassociated acts, aij
expensive vaudeville show. It die
not seem an imaginative answer tc
radio's present programming prob
lems.

f^^rM^ii^i^
COVERAGE
ELECTION
BLANKET
with H. V. Kaltenborn, Morgan
RADIO and television coverage of
Beatty, Richard Harkness, Lock1950 Congi-essional and state elecwood Doty, Ray Henle and Ned
tions reached a new high in comBrooks participating. Direct reprehensive off-year reporting, acports from key cities in Missouri,
cording to information received by
Broadcasting.
Ohio, Connecticut, and Pennsylvania followed.
CBS exploited the reporting facilities of both media, under direcAt midnight an "election round
tion of Edmund A. Chester, CBS
table" for radio was presided over
director of news. Beginning radio
by Mr. Trout, the latest returns
reports with the Allan Jackson
being interspersed with comment
news program at 6 p.m., Nov. 7,
and analysis by the various commentators.
the network continued with early
returns by Lowell Thomas at 6:45
McCall Directs NBC-TV
and Edward R. Murrow at 7:45.
NBC-TV coverage was directed
CBS-TV started with Douglas
by Francis C. McCall, director of
^ Edwards on his 7 :30 p.m. news protelevision news and special events.
gram, resuming thereafter at 10:30
He was assisted by Adolph Schneiand continuing until 2 a.m. the folder, William Garden and Clarence
lowing morning. Longines-WittThoman, with Michael Zeamer dinauer Watch Co. sponsored returns
recting the telecast. Cameras in
on CBS-TV 10:30-11 p.m. and 11
Democratic and Republican headp.m. to midnight.
quarters in New York showed deRadio coverage included fivevelopments there, with Leon Pearminute reports every half-hour
son,
James
Fleming,
and Bob Stanfrom 8:30-10 p.m., continuing thereton reporting on them. Similar
after full-time until 3:30 a.m. the
telecasts were made from Washingfollowing morning.
ton, Philadelphia, Cleveland, CinAt the main CBS news studio,
cinnati, Columbus, Chicago and St.
PREPARING for Mutual's coverage in New York election headquarters (I
Edward R. Murrow, Charles Col- to r): Everett Holies, MBS commentator; Milton Burgh, (standing). Mutual
Louis
by
NBC-TV affiliates.
lingwood and Eric Sevareid gave
News director who headed the election operation; Jack Fern, who assisted
First NBC-TV election reports
the nationwide returns, their comin the air production and station traffic, and Arthur Feldmon, director of spe- were by John Cameron Swayze on
ments being interspersed with pickcial events who coordinated the originating points and 168 separate pick-ups.
the Camel News Caravan at 7:45
ups about the country. In the nap.m. Each program thereafter until
tion's capital, Griffing Bancroft in- and by reports from newsmen of reports followed each program until
midnight, included election sumterviewed Guy Gabrielson, Repubits affiliated stations throughout the
11 p.m., when Robert Trout intromaries together with bulletin interlican national chairman. A switch
country. William F. Brooks, vice
duced the first period devoted ento Chicago for the statement by president in charge of public relatirely to returns. Thereafter, he ruptions.
At midnight NBC-TV devoted
Sen. Scott Lucas (D-Ill.), and to
tions, supervised radio reporting,
served as general announcer-coitself exclusively to the elections.
California for statements by Sen. assisted by Joseph Meyers and
ordinator throughout the night. A
Telecasts were sponsored on a coFritz Littlejohn.
Helen Gahagan Douglas (D-Calif.)
roundup of municipal, gubernator(Continued on ipage 26)
and Gov. Earl Warren, followed.
ial and senatorial contests followed.
Throughout the evening election
Also there were direct broadcasts
from the headquarters of Gov.
Thomas E. Dewey and Sen. Herbert
Lehman (D-N. Y.) in New York.
CBS-TV Coverage
On CBS-TV returns were broadRc.d.o-TV Get Big Slice
COSTS
GN
AI
MP
CA
cast by Douglas Edwards, Allan
LAST -MINUTE campaigning by and Congressional victories in 1952.
week, using nearly 500 stations on
Jackson, and Don Hollenbeck in both Republican and Democratic
The Republican staff expects the a public service basis. They became accustomed to radio.
New York. Remote pick-ups from
task of raising funds to be eased
parties utilized the immediacy and
Dewey and Lehman headquarters
intimacy of radio and television in by the Tuesday victories, calling
"We prepared instructions on how
brought both candidates to the TV
concentrated efforts to sway pub- them the best shot-in-the-arm the to buy time, what to do with it
and how to use the microphone.
screen. Other pick-ups included
lic sentiment.
party has had in many years.
Cincinnati for a statement by Sen.
These aids proved invaluable in
With additional funds, the party
High
spot
of
the
whirlwind
preRobert Taft (R-Ohio) ; Baltimore
election activity was the $136,000
local appearances on radio and telexpects to expand its use of radio
evision. They were sent out Aug.
for comment on elections in Marypolitical broadcast and telecast by and television as the campaign
land; and Washington for Walter
15 so candidates could contact staPresident Truman, whose voice and
proceeds. Expansion of the GOP
tion sales managers and set up
Cronkite's report on various state image blanketed the nation in a House ranks will mean more Recontests. Radio broadcasts from
commercial schedules.
Nov.
4
pickup
from
St.
Louis.
publican congressmen and senaChicago and California were also
"Now we're looking forward to
tors will use transcriptions to reach
Since the campaigning was
picked up for the TV audience.
a
great
deal of radio and television
their
constituents
on
a
public
servlargely local in nature the Demoactivity
in the next two years. TV
In New York Larry Lesueur reice
basis.
In
addition
the
party
excratic and Republican national orprovides
a new and exciting
ported on Dewey headquarters for
pects
to
be
in
a
position
to
expand
ganizatiodid
ns •
not spend large
CBS, and Ned Calmer on Lehman
its purchases of time on radio and medium alongside the nation's
sums for radio and TV. They keyed
broadcast stations and networks.
headquarters. John Merriman covtelevision.
state and local activity, however,
With the growth of TV coverage
ered Pecora headquarters; Jack and supplied material and knowRadio's Role Lauded
Walters covered Impellitteri ; how for time purchases by local
we have already taken into consideration its enormous political
Creighton Scott covered Corsi ; and organizations and individual candiEd Ingle, director of radio and
Dallas Townsend covered Lynch.
dates.
television for the Republican com"The national committee has alWhere actual pickups were not
mittee, lauded the role taken by potential.
Elated by GOP success in the
the media in recent weeks.
ready encouraged party leaders
made, CBS news headquarters re- gubernatorial and Congressional
throughout
the country to make
ceived direct reports from newsmen
"I
feel
radio
and
television
voting, Chairman Guy George Gastationed in Independence, Mo.;
brielson of the Republican National
played a very important role in the greater use of television. We realize 1952 will find radio and teleLittle Rock, Ark.; Atlanta, Ga.;
Committee told the headquarters
campaign," he said. "We have canvision at all-time peaks.
Philadelphia, Denver, St. Louis, staff Thursday that the campaign
didates who used radio and TV beand others.
"In
a convention site
fore they went home to start elec- in 1952 selecting
ended immediately
is "only a skirmish."
we will need extensive radio
tioneering. Our members in the 81st
He started
to set up
NBC provided coverage in both just
and TV facilities. The 1948 televimedia through concentration of its machinery geared toward what he Congress sent transcriptions back
(Continued on page 27)
to their districts and states every
top newsmen in Radio City studios
predicted would be Presidential
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Lauded by Talmadgt
at NAB Dist. 5

NUMBER ONE box at the Chicago broadcast of the Old Gold Original
Amateur Hour, benefiting cerebral palsy victims, was occupied by Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert A. Kent (at r). Mr. Kent is president of the P. Lorillard Co., maker
of Old Gold cigarettes. Talking with the sponsor are Tom Doughten, vice
president of Lennen & Mitchell, New York, and James L. Stirton, general manager of ABC Central Division.

RADI
O'S hasGRO
WTH
NO INDUSTRY
ever grown
as fast as radio, or "has meant sc
much to our people," Gov. Herman Talmadge, of Georgia, told over IOC
broadcasters of NAB District 5 who opened a two-day meeting Thursday at the Hotel Ansley, Atlanta.
★
—— meeting included President Justin
Greeting the southeastern broadMiller, who reported on top-level
casters. Gov. Talmadge said that
headquarters activity; Robert K.
because of a "hostile press" he had Richards, public affairs director,
been forced "to rely solely on radio
who presented the slide-film story
to Presiding
tell the other
of the story."
at side
the meeting,
last of NAB's operation, a project developed by his department, and
of the 17 district sessions started
Richard P. Doherty, employe-emlast August, was Allen M. Woodall,
ployer relations director, who disWDAK Columbus, Ga., District 5
cussed labor and economic aspects
director.
of station operation.
Four new stations were received
Carl Haverlin, president of
into NAB membership. They were
Broadcast Music Inc., told the story
WAGA Atlanta; WDWD, Dawson,
of BMI's achievement in saving
Ga.; WSFA Montgomery, Ala.;
broadcasters $65 million in copyWNDB Daytona Beach, Fla. Atright fees. Maurice B. Mitchell, vice
lanta has been one of the weak
president and general manager of
spots in the NAB structure, with
Associated Program Service and
only one member station over a original director of Broadcast Adlong period.
vertising Bureau, gave a 10-minute
Speakers at the opening day's presentation on radio selling.

New Base Period, Cuts Seen
REVISIONS
NPA
draw basic metals, in view of pro- may create an overall planning
MODIFICATION of NPA's proposal to alter the basis governing
duction marks set during the Koagency — or possibly a requirements
future use of basic metals for civilrean crisis, and thus indirectly
planning committee — to deal with
ian electronics equipment and an
allocations and priorities on the
serve to lessen the impact on communications-electronics output, an policy level, with operation divorced
"imminent" order flatly cutting
from the Commerce Dept.
back aluminum by 20% or 30 7o NPA authority said.
[Manufacturers turned out TV
were strongly indicated late ThursThe agency, which would be patreceivers at a new record rate in
day by government officials.
terned after the War Production
October, while radio set output for Board of the last war, would reA second similar order, applying
September 1950 doubled that of
to consumption of copper at the
solve problems of allocations and
September 1949. Production of comproducing level, also was underpriorities, wage - price - rationing
ponent parts also has jumped in controls, etc. It would hold top pristood to be in preparation.
comparison with last year. All four
ority over all present agencies now
There were indications that Nametals are used by manufacturers.]
and correlate demands of the militional Production Authority may
Whether a modification of the
tary, the ICC, Agriculture Dept.
alter the proposed base period, tenorder, with a larger base period,
and Commerce Dept. Under such a
tatively set as the fiscal year ended
setup, it is presumed that NPA as
last June 30, to embrace more re- would have any immediate effect on
set-parts output was a matter of a unit, or at least its personnel,
cent months of high production.
would be retained.
The modification may apply to all
speculation.'
Sees Big Orders
metals — aluminum, copper, nickel
One NPA authority, far from disand cobalt — and probably would
counting such a possibility, deOn the other hand. Defense Secentail revision of the percentage
retary George Marshall told a
scribed it as "inevitable," but felt
scale of cutbacks in the light of Business Advisory Council of the such a blueprint would not marevised base periods.
terialize before spring of 1951.
Commerce Dept., at a meeting of
NPA authorities previously esti- industrial leaders at Sea Island,
Agency Roles
mated limitations as ranging up to Ga., Nov. 5, that military orders
20% or 30%, and proposed that will be large enough in the near
The committee plan would be designed to give other agencies a
future to allay fears that civilian
set-makers be limited to consumption of a certain percentage of cutbacks may bring a temporary
larger role in allocations of machinery, and to marshal facts from the
their average uses during a set recession in early 1951. These ormilitary at the top level. Each
period [Broadcasting, Nov. 6,
ders, he said, would take up any
Oct 30].
slack in industry caused by the agency would outline its own needs.
There was speculation that Mr.
Aluminum Order
government's emergency control
Harrison would head up any such
The "imminent" aluminum order, program.
Secretary
Marshall
reportedly
is
group,
making the decisions which
expected almost momentarily, drew
would be subject to review by W.
drawing
up
a
four-year
program
of
sharp protests from the Internamilitary production to even out the
Stuart Symington, chairman. National Union of Electrical, Radio & flow
tional Security Resources Board,
of military orders and prevent
Machine Workers. Its chairman,
and mobilization coordinator, and
shutdowns or layoffs.
James B. Carey, declared that such
Authorities felt layoffs were not be implemented by the present NPA
structure.
orders would lead to "widespread
a concern in the electronics indusdislocations of both business and
tries which, generally, are not faced
Still another proposal, though
employment."
with conversion and other problems
NPA authorities would not comnot actually confirmed, is that inbesetting other manufacturers.
volving formation of a War Comment on the modification covering
NPA officials cite as a major conmunications Board along the lines
proposed base periods to be used as
cern of set-makers and other manuguide-posts by manufacturers, but
facturers, however, the drain on of the successor to the original
hinted that the time may be excertain specialists necessitated by Defense Communications Board
tended into the present fiscal year.
[Broadcasting, Nov. 6]. Functions
military demands and the selective
of such an organization would serve
Extension of the base may give service system.
manufacturers an additional marThere also was talk in Washingto alleviate any manpower and magin or higher average Oii which to
ton last week that the government
terial crises which may arise.
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Networks
Continue
Talks
S
EGOJIATJON
AFRA£
WITH a potential strike as a backdrop, networks continued negotiations with the American Federation of Radio Artists in New York
last week. Although no strike
seemed imminent, AFRA negotiators were authorized by the membership a fortnight ago to call a
strike at their discretion. AFRA
contracts with the networks expired
Oct. 31, and with them the requirenotice. ment by law of 30 days strike
A network spokesman expressed
confidence that no strike is in the
offing, however, and that progress
would be made when the parties
meet again today (Monday).
NAME

ATT E BERRY
Is Manager of KCOL
ELLIS
ATTEBERRY,
former :
manager of WJBC Bloomington,
111., has been named manager of
KCOL
Ft. Col1 i n s. Col., by,'
Herb
Hollister,
Northern
Colo- '
president
ofrado Broadcasting Co., licensee.
He reported for ;
duty Nov. 8, replacing Douglas
K a h 1 e who reMr. Atteberry
to devote
fulltime signed to
his I
KOKO La Junta, Col.
Mr. Atteberry became manager
of WJBC 17 months ago. He previously had been with KCKN Kansas City, Mo., where h^e had worked
for 17 years, 12 as manager.
Warner C. Tidemann, a former
manager of KATE Albert Lea,
Minn., has been named manager
of WJBC. Two years ago Mr.
Tidemann left KATE for the insurance business. For the past
several months he has been working as night supervisor and news
editor of WQUA Moline, 111.
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BOARD
NAB
REVIVAL of plans to reorganize
NAB into a divisional or semi-federated association is expected this
, ,1
week as the NAB holds its fall session at Washington headquarters.
Though talk has been heard
among broadcasters that aural and
television functions of the association should be divided, the subject
had been confined to informal discussions prior to the NAB District
4 meeting at Williamsburg, Va.,
Nov. 2-3 [Broadcasting, Nov. 6].
At Williamsburg the topic was
brought up and the debate touched
off the reorganization talk.
For several years the association
has been through the wringer several times as board members have
proposed reorganization plans.
These discussions culminated during mid-1949 in audio-video divisions when the NAB board accepted
the report of a committee headed
by Clair R. McCollough, WGAL
Lancaster, Pa., at that time a board
member. This reorganization eliminated the executive vice presidency.
Then last February the board
eliminated the divisional structure
and created the office of general
manager. William B. Ryan, KFI
Los Angeles, was named to this
post last April. Mr. Ryan told the
Williamsburg meeting he has been
studying plans for revival of the

ABC

LOAN
FUND
Withdraws $1 Million
ABC, which announced last March
it had arranged a stand-by credit
of $2.5 million with the New York
Trust Co., drew a $1 million loan
from the credit last month, it was
learned last week.
The $1 million was borrowed on
a five-year note, with the principal
to be repaid on or before Nov. 1,
1955. Intei-est will be paid at the
rate of 39f per year on the outstanding principal.
It could not be learned what
ABC would use the money for.
ZIV PROMOTES
Gordon, Rifkin, Moore Named
FREDERIC W. ZIV CO. has announced the promotion of three of
its staff to new executive positions.
Herbert Gordon has been appointed vice president in charge of
production, Frederic W. Ziv Co.;
M. J. Rifkin was named vice presi-

on
'"dudes Reorganizati
TALKS
divisional structure.
report of General Manager Ryan.
Clyde W. Rembert, KRLD Dallas,
Finance and membership committees of the board will meet to- is chairman of the membership
day and tomorrow in Washington,
group. His committee will take up
the whole membership problem, now
with the full board sessions convening Wednesday and adjourning Fri- less serious as the tide in resignaday afternoon. John F. Meagher,
tions has turned in favor of additions. The committee will hear first
KYSM Mankato, Minn., is chairman of the membership group,
reports of the field trip started less
which will take up the budgetary
than a fortnight ago by Jack Har-

DINNER In honor of NAB President Justin Miller was held a fortnight ago in
Columbus, Ga. More than 50 leading local business men attended along with
(I to r) Ralph Soyers, mayor of Columbus; Allen M. Woodall, WDAK that
city; Judge Miller; Maj. Gen. W. A. Burress, commandant, Fort Benning.

Stolzoff
TIME
RATES
STATION management problems
concerning the competition of other
advertising media, including television; structure of national and
local time rates, and constructive
sales technique were outlined Friday at the Michigan Assn. of
Broadcasters meeting (see earlier
story page 35) by Jerry S. Stolzoff,
vice president and radio and television director of the CramerKrasselt Agency, Milwaukee. He
spoke to members of the group in
the Hotel Olds at Lansing on "What
I Would Do Today If I Owned a
Radio Station."
Predicting that "radio and radio
stations may still have their biggest sales and success stories lying
ahead," Mr. Stolzoff nevertheless
believes the industry has entered
"a new era," to which some stations may not be able to adjust.
"Those stations will die; but the
future is bright as can be for those
who make the adjustment to toBasicday's radio
to picture."
this adjustment is a

comprehension
among media. of
Two radio's
reasons place
why
radio "in many respects is the most
Mr. Gordon
Mr. Rifkin
peculiar
advertising
are that of
it isallone
of the fewmedia"
with
dent in charge of sales, Ziv Tele- "no easy, quick check on circulavision Programs Inc., New York,
tion" and often does not require a
and Joseph L. Moore was appointed
large financial investment. "The
treasurer, Frederic W. Ziv Co., duplication and multiplication of
in Cincinnati.
radio rating services has been conBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

desty,
rector. NAB station relations diThe board will hear reports from
the three basic committees set up
by the NAB board last summer at
Mr. Ryan's suggestion. These committees set the pace for a possible
return to divisional thinking in the
NAB operation. They represent
AM, FM and TV.
Committee chairmen are: AM,
Hugh B. Terry, KLZ Denver; TV,
Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New
Orleans, and FM, Ben Strouse,
WWDC-FM Washington [see summary of committee projects in the
Nov. 6 Broadcasting].
A meeting of Washington members of the FM Committee was held
last Wednesday to review resolutions drawn up at the committee's
August meeting. Attending were
Ml-. Strouse; Everett Dillard,
WASH-FM Washington; Frank U.
Fletcher, WARL-FM Arlington,
Va.; Ed Sellers, NAB FM director,
and Josh Horne, WFMA-FM Rocky
Mount, N. C.
The group decided a resolution
covering FCC rules on recorded
program identification should be revised and dropped a proposal calling for board action on FM's place
in the Broadcast Advertising Bureau operation because the board
already has acted.
Board emphasis will be placed on
such matters as promotion of aural
radio, policy on excess profits tax
legislation, NARBA, the Wisconsin
ruling on giveaways (see story
page 30) and defense activities of
radio and television.

Addresses

fusing and progressively more expensive," Mr. Stolzoff said. Referring to money invested, he said
he knew of several stations costing
less than $14,000.
As a radio man, Mr. Stolzoff said
he would first "admit that television has a tremendous advertising
power, but I would stop measuring
TV in terms of radio with pictures." Radio men "need to acknowledge radio as a fully grown,
completely matured and accepted
form of home entertainment and
as
a prime advertising
Secondarily,
radio should medium."
consider
who its competition is.
Keep Perspective
In or out of a TV market, "I
would regard
television
competitor, but only
as I as'
so aregard
other radio stations, newspapers
and magazines in that market. I
would keep in my mind TV's weaknesses and its strength."
"But, above all, my belief in the
power of radio would be my selling
point,"
he said.to daytime TV, the
Referring
speaker
called itfor"dangerous"
to
look at figures
nighttime TV
audiences and assume they can be
projected "into those long hours
from 8 in the morning until 7 at
night." Despite the "tremendous
success" of daytime TV, now and
in the future, "there still remain

Mich.

Radiomen

many chores to be attended to by
the housewife until Americans become completely streamlined. Radio does a splendid job of fitting
into the housewife's picture — it is
the background for her work day."
Mr. Stolzoff also noted the "fatigue point" in TV. "Milton Berle
jumps up and down and throws
custard pies; a minimum of three
people are stabbed to death on
Lights Out; 12 acrobats jump up
and down on one another's shoulders on Super Circus, and machine
guns rattle away in the latest film
from North Korea. The human
body can stand only so much, and
the same must be said for the human mind. There comes a point
where there is a need to relax during the evening, and our good old
friend radio is there.
"I would be tempted, in the light
of high pressure video entertainment, to do those things which radio does best and which television
does not yet do well." He suggested "soft, easy-going music, upto-the-minute news and a studied
avoidance of those types of programs which television advertisers
and networks are doing successfully
and in quantity."
Referring to "negative selling"
used by many radio men, Mr. Stolzoff cited pitches "based almost
entirely on the fact that nobody
(Continued on page 31)
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Election Coverage
(Continued from page 23)
operative basis. With maps and
charts on the studio walls, results
were presented visually with interpretation by Mr. Swayze, Ben
Grauer, Robert McCormick, Radcliffe Hall and David Brinkley.
Switches to important cities were
made for other key interpretations.
Both radio and TV networks of
NBC concluded at 2 a.m. the following morning.
MBS coverage featured seven
continuous hours with more than
168 separate pick-ups throughout
the country. It began at 7 p.m.
and continued without interruption
until 2 a.m. the following morning.
News Director Milton Burgh coordinated the entire coverage from
New York. Arthur Feldman, head
of special events, coordinated the
pick-ups from around the coimtry.
Harold Wagner, director of program operations, supervised air
production and station traffic, assisted by John Newhouse, Hugo
Seller, Idella Grindlay, Jack Fern,
and Joseph Keating.
MBS Coverage
MBS commentators, speaking
from points throughout the country, announced results and their
interpretations of them. Gabriel
Heatter, Everett Holies, Fred Van
Deventer, Frank Edwards, Bill
Henry, Robei't Hurleigh, Fulton
Lewis jr., Joe McCaffrey, Les Higbie, William Hillman, Cedric Foster, Bill Cunningham, Arthur Van
Horne, and Ed Pettit participated.
Also, MBS reporters from Louisville, Indianapolis, Detroit, Miami,
Denver, Sajt Lake City, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Omaha, Minneapolis, St. Paul, Washington,
Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Cleveland,
Columbus, Baltimore, and St. Louis.
In the course of MBS pickups,
many of the prominent figures of
the election were heard, including
Gov. Dewey, Sen. Lehman, Sen.
Millard Tydings (D-Md.), Sen.
Taft, Sen. Charles Tobey (R-N. H.),
New York Mayor Vincent Impellitteri. Sen. Lucas, Sens. -elect Everett M. Dirksen (R-Ill.), and Richard Nixon (R-Calif.).
ABC began its radio coverage
Election Laughs
TWO Philadelphia stations
had time for laughs on election night. When Fred Maness, WCAU announcer, interviewed a girl worker at
Democratic headquarters, she
looked at the Ford Dealer
sponsor shield and addressed
him as Mr. Ford. WEIL Philadelphia found out that it
really pays to advertise. During the height of excitement
on election night a man
walked into WEIL with a
ballot box filled with votes,
the padlock still on. He wanted to turn the votes over to
WEIL. He had heard the staannouncements:
"Keep
tuned tion's
to WFIL
for election
returns."
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with Edwin C. Hill and The Human
Side of the News at 7 p.m. and
continued reporting until 2 a.m.. Its
television coverage began with Taylor Grant's Headline Edition at
8:30 p.m. and continued until 1
a.m.
Using what the network calls its
"patterned plan," with coverage
built upon seven regional areas,
and Elmer Davis and John Daly
heading up its staff, ABC reported
a "record-sweeping i-6und-up."
Thomas Velotta, vice president
in charge of news and special
events, and John T. Madigan, director of news, provided over-all
supervision.
Regional areas were reported by
Erwin D. Canham, Martin Agronsky, John Edwards, H. R. Baukhage, Paul Manning and Bob
Garred. John B. Kennedy covered
the New York mayorality campaign, with sidelights by Walter
Kiernan and Robert Montgomery.
The larger election scene in New
York State was reported by Taylor
Grant, Gordon Eraser, Pauline
Frederick, George Sokolsky, Ted
Malone, Don Gardiner and others.
TV cameras picked up the candidates at their various headquarters.
Sen. Taft in Cincinnati, Gov. Dewey
in New York, and Gov. Chester
Bowles in Connecticut appeared
before ABC cameras.
ABC-TV also telecast the "City
Room" atmosphere of feverish activity at the network's electionreporting center in New York, with
Walter Kiernan explaining what
was going on.
WPIX Gimmick
A television reporting gimmick
used by WPIX (TV) New York
which may find wider use was a
moving news tape telecast across
the bottom of the picture, permitting the viewers to keep up with
the news and at the same time
enjoy the regular programs. Dan
Grabel and Louis Garaventa, of its
news staff, spliced bulletins into
the tape, which was kept six minutes ahead of telecasting. An
assembly line was set up in the
WPIX projection room, with a tape
recorder and operator. The tape
was fed automatically through a
Baloptican machine at 60 words
per minute and reflected by mirrors to the television camera, adjusted to reading size.
Dumont network and WABD
(TV) New York began full network coverage to six cities at 11:30
p.m. Using pooled facilities with
ABC and WPIX and with national
coverage and commentary provided
by Newsweek magazine, DuMont
provided extensive coverage under
the supervision of James Caddigan,
director of programming and production; Harry Coyle, manager of
the remote department, and Marion
Glick, news editor.
WNYC, New York City's municipal station, assisted by 300 volunteers at pickup points and
continuing its coverage after 10
a.m. over WOR-FM New York,
broadcast city and state returns
until 1 a.m. It was assisted not

only by the volunteers but by
WBEN Buffalo, WAER (EM) Syracuse, WPTR Albany, and WWNY
Watertown,
as wellthe
as New
the state's'
"ham"
operators,
York
State Amateur Radio Network. In
turn WNYC fed its reports to
seven New York city stations:
WINS, WOR, WOV, WNEW,
WHOM, WWRL, and WMCA.
Highlights of coverage by individual stations reported to Broadcasting follows:
Stays on Until 4 a.m.
WTOP-AM-TV Washington —
(Radio) stayed on the air until
4:10 a.m. Griffing Bancroft, Bill
Shadel and Joe Wershba reported
from capital, with pickups from
party headquarters and local returns every half hour. (Television)
Solid news coverage from 10:30
p.m. to 2:15 a.m. with CBS-TV cutins. Walter Cronkite, Alex Kendrick, Claude Mahoney and Bill
Downs gave all returns. Informal
show from election newsroom. Local portion sponsored by Simon Distributing Co. (Motorola).
WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia— Fed
speech by Sen.-Elect James Duff
to Pennsylvania State Television
Network, including WGAL-TV
Lancaster, WJAC-TV Johnstown
and WICU (TV) Erie.
KOA Denver — Started regular
coverage at 10:15 p.m. from Denver Post newsrooms and continiied
until late hours. Returns also on
regular newscasts. Production supervised by Bill Day, manager of
news, press and public affairs.
KECA-TV Los Angeles— Started
at 6:30 p.m., with returns scheduled for every half hour. Production under Frank LaTourette, news
and special events director, ABC
Western Division, and directed by
Dik Darley. Campana Sales Co.
sponsored 6:30-45 p.m. returns and
from 11 p.m. on until conclusion.
Newsmen included Hank Weaver,
James T. Vandiveer, Bob Garred
and Harry Flannery. Station used
Telefex rear screen projection,
charts, blackboards, candidates'
photographs.
KI,Z Denver — Sheldon Peterson,
news director, supervised local elec-

DILWORTH
DRIVE
Puts Platform on Radio-TV
DEMOCRAT candidate for the
governorship of Pennsylvania,
Richardson Dilworth, went down
to defeat before his Republican opponent, John S. Fine, but he carried his platform right to the people vdth radio and television.
Prior to the election, Mr. Dilworth, a state auditor, employed
the talents of Suzanne Roberts,
well-known Philadelphia actressproducer, to build radio and TV
programs. Video shows were
placed on WFIL-TV Philadelphia
and WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh. He
used 15-minute dramatic shows regularly in weeks before the election.
Mr. Dilworth supplemented the
shows with filmed spots, which he
distributed among Pennsylvania
TV outlets and to homes of interested supporters. It was the
"first time a political candidate has
used musical programs on TV,"
according to Mrs. Roberts, who
also produced political dramatic
plays and
vision last spots
year. for radio and teletion bureau staff of 30. Station
maintained direct wire lines to key
points, including party headquarters. Utilized direct pickups, mobile unit tape reports, telephonerecorded interviews, and featured
interviews with Sen. Eugene Milikin (R-Col.) and state Republican
and Democratic officials. Concluded
with election roundup by staff.
WJR Detroit — Started returns at
8:30 p.m. Utilized all press services and direct pickups from Cleveland and Columbus. Aired special
broadcasts from headquarters of
Gov. Mennen Williams and his opponent, Harry F. Kelly, Continuous reports from 10:15 p.m. to 2
a.m. (save 11 p.m. news) sponsored
by Sinclair Refining Co.
WMAR-TV Baltimore— Featured
correspondents of Sunpapers' locally plus CBS-TV coverage.
Started at 7 p.m. and continued
until after 2 a.m. David V. Stickle,
director of TV news programs, was
coordinator. Used charts to keep
Baltimore posted on candidates.
Sponsored locally by Wiessner
Beer.
WNBW (TV) Washington —
John Cameron Swayze, Ben Grauer
and Robert McCormick reported
locally. Used mobile units for pickups from
Republican
and Democratic
Committee headquarters.
Gave complete coverage of Maryland and Virginia elections. Coordinated by William McAndrew,
general
manager.
Also NBC-TV
cut-ins.

INITIAL broadcast Nov. 6 on Liberty Broadcasting System by Commentator Raymond Swing (center)
was marked by a party at Liberty's
Washington outlet, WOL. Extending
congratulations are Johnny Dunnagan (r), regional vice president of LBS,
and James Moore, manager of Peoples
Broadcasting Corp., WOL licensee.
BROAD

WE EI Boston — Aired five-minute returns beginning at 8:30 p.m.,
at half-hour segments, and also
10-11 p.m. and 11:20-12 midnight
periods. Twelve-man election reports team headed by Charles Ashley, chief news editor. Sponsored
by Lincoln-Mercury Dealers of
Greater Boston.
WLAW Lawrence, Mass. — CoopCASTING
• Telecasting

erated closely with Boston RecordAmerican. Presented Gov. Paul A.
Dever, re-elected, in victory message. Newspapers used news stories on broadcast as advance promotion. Station had pickups from
pre-balloting spots. Station also
aired message by Labor Secretary
Maurice Tobin.
WAER (FM) Syracuse, N. Y.—
Syracuse U. station recruited 162
election-ward repoi-ters from campus radio and journalism classes.
Aired returns and fed local results
to WNYC New York. Employed
well over 200 people in election coverage.
WFIL Philadelphia — Fed election returns to all stations on the
Quaker State Network, including
more than 20 stations throughout
Pennsylvania. John Cummings and
Gerson Lush, political writers of
the Philadelqyhia Inquirer, were interviewed as part of the election
program.
WIBG Philadelphia— Stayed on
the air until 3 a.m. Station carried
interviews with Sen. Francis Myers
and Richardson Dillworth, Pennsylvania Democratic candidate for
governor.
WIP Philadelphia— For a special feature, station had Mary Biddie, director of women's programs,
interview the women who were running for office, and the wives of
some of the candidates. WIP also
had a roundtable program at 9 a.m.
Wednesday morning of all staffers
giving the latest election news.
WPEN Philadelphia — Used a
tape recorder to get the reaction
of the crowd. People at the election poles were interviewed, as well
as in the center city area.
Additionally, all Pittsburgh radio
and TV stations cooperated to give
complete coverage of returns in
the local, state and national races
because of the newspaper strike.
Continued seiwice until early hours
of the morning. Committee of station personnel- at request of the
publishers, also took over the Allegheny County vote gathering
agency — Tri-State News Service.
Stations augmented regular staffs
with newsmen from shut-down
papers. Results outside county
were furnished by AP, UP and INS.
BATTLEFIELD RADIO
Producing 'Block' Units
FASTER and more flexible communications will be brought to the
battlefield through a new series of
Army Signal Corps radio component units now in production by
Raytheon Mfg. Co., Garrod Corp.,
and a dozen other manufacturers,
the Dept. of Army announced Nov.
4. The new units, when connected
together in various combinations,
produce a variety of completed
sets.
Thirty different radio sets can
be obtained by varying the combinations on the principle of "building blocks," application of which
not only affords flexible communications but economy of procurement. Blocks are manufactured
separately.
BROADCASTING

CARRIED away with nostalgic memories on beginning 20th year of Moon
River, station's music-poetry program, WLW Cincinnati announcers remained
at the microphone Oct. 27 until 4 a.m. to air congratulatory messages and
answer phone calls from listeners. This quartet, identified with the program
for many years, consists of (I to r): Peter Grant, Ken Linn, Bill McCord and
Bill Brown. NBC picked up the midnight program, which gave a start to
many famous entertainers. Two organists augmented announcers and a battery of telephones were installed. Format of the program, which has remained
unchanged throughout the years, is credited by WLW to Ed Byron, producer
of Mr. District Attorney.
Campaign Costs
(Continued from page 23)
sion pool taught many lessons and
this experience will be put to practical use in 1952. That 1948 job was
a frontier crossing. "Radio provides the only way a
member of Congress can talk regularly and directly to his people
within a few hours, and keep them
up to date on what's happening in
Washington. Our members regard
weekly radio reports to their constituents as important weekly
events." Party Expenditures
Accoi'ding to a report filed with
the Clerk of the House of Representatives, detailing campaign expenditures, the Democratic National Committee spent $55,391.05
for TV broadcasting and $79,827.67
for radio broadcasting. Negotiations were handled by the Blow Co ,
New York, which handles the committee account.
The total figure for the Chief
Executive's only frankly partisan
broadcast, coupled with an approximate $40,000 outlay for major addresses of Administration officials
on CBS and MBS last month
[Broadcasting, Oct. 23], signified
that the national committee had
spent between $175,000 and $200,000 for radio and video time before
the Congressional election. Additionally, individual Democratic incumbents and aspirants used the
media in their own constituent
areas.
By contrast, the Republican National Committee's national outlays
were limited to $15,400 reportedly
expended for Harold Stassen's reply on This
MBS figure
to the
speech.
was President's
subject to
modification for rebates covering
stations which did not carry the
broadcast. The President's address
was carried by the four major
radio
and
television networks

• Telecasting

[Broadcasting, Nov. 6].
The GOP was hampered considerably by lack of funds as indicated by a comparison of expenditures since the beginning of the
year. The Democratic National
Committee spent more in September and October than its counterpart Republican group did since
Jan. 1, according to their reports.
A last-minute ABC-MBS regional
hookup was arranged Monday night
by friends of Sen. Joseph R.- McCarthy (R-Wis.). The network is
understood to have cost about
$20,000, It was directed to states
where the GOP had Senatorial contests.
The Republican committee reported a substantial demand for a
series of six TV films. Judging by
orders for the , films, Mr. Ingle
said, they provided basis for at
least $100,000 in TV time purchases.
The Democratic National Committee reported considerable expenses during the Sept, 1-Nov. 2
period for "services rendered" by
WCFM (FM) Washington, cooperative station, and its program director, Sid Slappey. Many recordings were pressed at WCFM, which
handled disbursements for Columbia Recording Inc., according to
Ken Fry, radio-TV director of the
committee.
WCFM Report
According to the report, WCFM
received checks totaling $6,060.36
for "recording tape, copy, editing,
and supplies"
during the
months.
Disbursements
to two
Mr.
Slappey were placed at $51.80.
Other companies which furnished
recording or transcription services
included NBC New York, $12.71;
KXLY Spokane (Symons Broadcasting Co.), $30; KARM Fresno,
Calif., $23,95; Pekin Broadcasting
Co. (WSIV Pekin), $237,49; Louis
Aiken, James Beattie Adv. Agency,
Washington, $36,70; Evening Star
Broadcasting Co. (WMAL-AM-FM-

TV Washington),
$25.26;$44.16.
Washington Video Productions,
Sound Studios Inc., Washington,
was used heavily by both the Democratic and Republican National
Committees, according to their
periodic reports. Funds were expended for recordings. The Democrats recorded a sum of $259.54,
while the GOP committee revealed
expenditure of $69.16.
The Democratic national organization also parceled out $1,200
checks to campaign committees on
behalf of such FCC critics as Rep.
Harry R. Sheppard (D-Calif.),
Rep. Francis Walter (D-Pa.), and
Reps. Peter W. Rodino Jr. (DN. J.), Hugh J. Addonizio (D-N. J.)
and Peter F. Tauriello (D-N. Y.).
Rep. Frank Buchanan (D-Pa.),
chairman of the House Select Lobbying Investigating Committee received a$1,200 donation, and Rep.
Robert Grosser (D-Ohio), chairman
of the House Interstate Commerce
Committee, $750.

Radio-TV Expenditures Seen
It was presumed that a portion
of these funds were expended on
some radio-TV activities, especially
in key pivotal areas.
The committee reported total disbursements of $848,425.30 for the
period Sept. 1-Oct. 27 and $120,828.98 fov Oct. 28-Nov. 2— during
the heat of pre-election activity.
Allowing for President Truman's
single-shot major radio-TV address,
the committee reported a bank balance of $177,616.65 as of Nov. 2.
Among the contributions listed
by the committee was a check for
$2,500 on Sept. 6 from Barry Bingham, Louisville Courier - Journal
and Louisville Times, licensee
of
WHAS Inc. (WHAS-AM-FM-TV),
a subsidiary.
The Republican National Committee has operated in the "red"
since Jan.
1, 1950, with expenditures of $727,237.24 far exceeding
total contributions of $705,450.62
up to Nov. 2 — a fact which served
to divert funds originally slated for
radio-television media.
Extent of time purchased by individual candidates was not, of
course, known, although GOP officials said that radio-TV funds
probably had been cut as much as
50 9f across the board.
Such coverage as that launched
(Continued on page 28 )
NBCs Experts
WHEN IT comes to predicting election results, ^^BC
doesn't need to consult professional pollsters. It can
turn to its own experts in the
news depai'tment. Some 40
newsmen assembled in NBC
New York studios Tuesday
to handle election coverage
conducted a contest among
themselves on predicting results of national campaigns.
Tieing for top honors were
Ray Henle and Ned Brooks —
who guessed wrong on only
three out of all national campaigns.
November 13, 1950
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Campaign Cost
(Continued from page 27)
by Sen. Edward Martin (R-Pa.),
who campaigned over a statewide
network through WJPA Washington, Pa., and in Illinois, Missouri,
Nebraska and Indiana, presumably
accounted for purchases of some
radio and television time on the
local levels.
New York Gov. Thomas E. Dewey
reportedly spent a substantial sum
for radio and TV time in New York
last Monday. Sen. Robert Taft (ROhio) also used radio-TV on a large
scale in Ohio.
Most of the GOP national committee's transcription services were
furnished at the Capitol's Joint
Senate & House Recording Facil* ity, which was reimbursed with
eight checks totaling $9,948.55.
The committee also listed "Audio
and Video Productions, Old House
Office Bldg.," for amounts of $216,
$373.95, $70— a total of $659.95—
for "transcription services and radio broadcasts," bringing the total
for recordings on Capitol Hill to
$10,608.50.
Other Expenditures
Other expenditures included such
recipients as WWCO Waterbury,
Conn., $136.42, and Jaqua Co.
(transcriptions). Grand Rapids,
Mich., $7.50. One of the contributors
to the national committee was Sen.
Karl Mundt (R-S. D.) with $60.
New York State and city radioTV stations were deluged with requests for air time by managers of
candidates who appealed at the 11th
hour for voting approval at the
polls. Close races for the New York
gubernatorial and mayoralty posts
brought unprecedented demand for
radio-video time on election eve.
Forty-eight radio-TV appearances
were booked.
Mayor Vincent Impellitteri spoke
Monday evening over WMCA New
York and also appeared before the
GOP RADIO-TV
Lauded by Party Leaders
RADIO and television were an
"enormous factor" in the gubernatorial victory of Gov. Thomas
Dewey in New York, Ed Ingle,
radio-TV director of the Republican National Committee, told
Broadcasting Thursday.
Mr. Ingle noted that Gov. Dewey
earlier had promised to learn more
about the "fascinating" medium of
television, and added that he certainly "made good" on it. He also
pointed out that Sen. Robert Taft
(R-Ohio) had used broadcast media extensively in his Ohio campaign to good advantage, and felt
other GOP candidates would do
well to look into the possibilities
of television.
Republican headquarters officials
in New York also expressed belief
Tuesday evening that Gov. Dewey's
radio-TV marathon had done much
to put him over the toi for his
third term in the Empire state.
Page 28
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TV cameras of WPIX (TV), the
New York News station. Rep. Walter A. Lynch, Gov. Dewey's Democrat-Liberal opponent, also took to
television with addresses over
WOR-TV, WNBT-TV and WCBSTV, beginning at noon Monday.
Gov. Dewey conducted an 18-hour
radio-TV
marathon (see separate
story).
Sen. Herbert Lehman, who
swamped Lieut. Gov. Joseph R.
Hanley, his Republican opposition,
spoke on a CBS state-wide network.
Ferdinand Pecora, Democratic-Liberal candidate for mayor, spoke
over WNBC and WQXR, while
Edward Corsi, Republican nominee,
aired two talks, one on WJZ and
the other on WOR, with a rebroadcast carried by WNBC.
Time purchases were not revealed by New York radio-TV stations, but it was believed that the
expenditures exceeded those of any
previous Congressional campaign.

IT WAS Dancer-Fitzgerold-Sample Day Nov. 2 when J. James Neale, vice
president and radio director, and Stanley Pulver, timebuyer, D-F-S, were guests
at the National Assn. of Radio Station Representatives Spot Radio Clinic
luncheon, held at New York's Biltmore Hotel. L. to r: Mr. Neale; Fred F.
Hagues, George P. Hollingbery Co.; Mr. Pulver, and Thomas Campbell/
Branham Co.
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appear
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them—
comprised
83,929,863
of
the
ME
not to have reached a stage of de- none of which has a population as
total U. S. population of 150,697,velopment in which the growth of great as half a million. The largest
361 as of April 1, 1950, according
of the four areas is that of San
to preliminary figures released by suburban communities is as marked
Roy V. Peel, director of the U. S. as elsewhere in the country.
Juan, P. R., which had a population
Census Bureau.
of 464,956, and is slightly smaller
"In 1950, there were 40 standard
in population than the Memphis,
(Population figures for the 168 metropolitan areas with less than
metropolitan areas as well as the half their total population in their Tenn., standard metropolitan area
3,070 counties were printed in the central cities. These range from
which ranked 36th in size in continental United States.
Broadcasting Marketbook Aug.
areas centering on such large cities
as Los Angeles, Boston, Pittsburgh,
14. The Census Bureau figures
"It is the only standard metropolitan area in the territories and
vary only slightly from the bu- and Atlanta, to the relatively small
areas surrounding cities of the size possessions to have more populareau's current preliminary data.
Final census figures are now being of Orlando, Fla.; Asheville, N.C.;
tion in its outlying parts than in
and Jackson, Mich.
compiled.)
its central city and to have a greater rate of growth in the suburban
"These standard metropolitan
Four-fifths of the population
areas lie in 19 states, largely in portions than in the central city.
growth in the last decade occurred
in cities over 50,000 according to the northeast and the south, but
"The Honolulu, Hawaii, standard
are most numerous in two states, metropolitan area has a population
the bureau, their gain amounting
to 14,653,382 persons, or 21.2%. In Pennsylvania and California. In of 347,529, slightly less than that
general the communities on the out- Pennsylvania, 9 out of 13 standard
of the Wheeling, W. Va.-Steubenskirts of large cities grew much
metropolitan areas have more than ville, Ohio, area, which ranked 48th
faster than central cities themhalf their population outside their in size in continental United States.
central cities, and in California 6 It is the only standard metropoliselves or other parts of the nation.
out of 8 areas are of this class.
tan area in the territory of Hawaii,
Nearly half of the nation's popuand contains more than 70% of the
lation increase took place in outPopulation Losses
population of the territory. The
lying communities, with the trend
other two standard metropolitan
pointing to increasing urbanization.
"Of the 168 standard metropoliareas outside continental United
tan areas, 161 gained population
Growth rate of middle-sized metrobetween 1940 and 1950, and 7 lost States are the Ponce and Mayapolitan areas was 24.7% compared
to 18.2% in very large and 22.5%
population. The areas with popula- giiez areas in Puerto Rico, with
populations of 126,451 and 87,038,
in very small cities. The Census
tion losses were Altoona, JohnsBureau suggested that in general
town, Scranton, and Wilkes-BarreMr. Peel released preliminary
the smaller metropolitan areas have Hazleton in Pa.; Duluth, Minn.-Surespectively."
not yet reached the stage of maxipopulation counts for 3,700 counperior,
Wis.;
Wheeling,
W.
Va.mum development.
ties, 29 independent cities. District
Steubenville, Ohio; St. Joseph, Mo.
Metropolitan areas of 100,000 or
"In each of these areas except of Columbia, and Yellowstone Park.
Nearly half the counties lost
more had 41.8% of their total pop- the Duluth, Minn. -Superior, Wis.,
ulation outside the central cities, area, the central cities also lost population, and nearly a quarter
lost 10% or more during the last
whereas smaller areas had only population. Of the 161 standard
29.6% of their population in outly- metropolitan areas that gained
decade, he said. "Of the 3,103
ing parts. In the case of metropolpopulation, 90, or slightly more
counties
and similar areas," he deitan areas under 100,00, population
than half, had increases of 20% or
clared, "1,543, or 49.7% lost population,
and 720, or 23.2%, lost 10%
growth is more heavily concenmore, and 43, or slightly more than
trated in the central cities than in a fourth of all standard metropolior more. Of the 1,560 counties
larger cities.
which gained population, there
tan areas, had increases of onethird or more. One area, that of were 864 which gained 10% or
"Cities in which central areas
498 which gained 20% or
are growing faster than suburbs
Albuquerque, N. Mex., with an in- more,
are concentrated in the south, which
crease of 110.4% more than doubled. more, and 28 which gained 100%
(Continued on page 89)
"In the territories and posseshas 25 of the 34 areas in this class,"
BROADCASTING
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IOWA

SURVEY

STARTLING

Average
Listens
x\.ltliough much research has been
done on the total amount of radio
listening that occurs in the average
home, most studies — whether inter\"iews, telephone surveys or mail
questionnaires — have been handicapped by some aspect of their
technique. One result is that the
number of total listening hours per
day in an average home has been
seriously underestimated for many
years.
Now the Diary Study of the 1950
Iowa Radio Audience Survey" reveals some thorouoihlv reliable and
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REPORTS

LISTENERSHIP!

Iowa
Hours

Family
Per

rather startling facts about the
amount of hstening per Iowa home.
It shows that the average Iowa
family hstens to the radio a total of
13.95 "listener-hours" per weekday!
The total is a little less on Sundays
but jumps to 15.59 on Saturdays!
These figures were compiled from
48-hoiu- diary records voluntarily
kept at the time of listening by
family members of 930 Iowa homes.
They include all the listening to all
sets in the home by all members of
the household over four years of age.
Here is the breakdown:

NUMBER OF HOURS AVERAGE iOWAN SPENDS LISTENING TO RADIO, DAILY
(Figures are in hours, being total hours reported, divided by number living
in Diary
homes)*
Average
Average
Av^ge
Average
TOTAL,
4-11
Home)
Man
Woman
Child
(Average
Child
Over 18
Over 18
12-18
4.05
13.95
2.61
2.91
Average Weekday :
6.67
6.60
3.80
Saturday
15.59
3.44
13.52 _
3.72
4.35
Sunday
4.41
4.19
5.86
Weekdays :
2.79
3.48
Urban homes
13.24
6.15
3.87
2.54
12.51
7.20
2.41
Village homes
3.84
7.10
Farm homes
15.47
2.52
4.27
2.62

Day!
48-HOUR DAIRY
PROVEN RELIABLE

The rehability of the 48-hour, diarytype radio survey used in the 1950
Iowa Radio Audience Survey was
established by a study conducted in
January, 1949, by Dr. Arthur Barnes
of the State University of Iowa.
He obtained a ten-day diary record
from 368 families in 41 Iowa counties. A careful comparison of the
first three days of listening with
each corresponding day of the week
(eighth, ninth and tenth days of the
diary) showed no tendency on the
part of diary families to "listen
more" when the diary was first
started.
*The 1950 Iowa Radio Audience Survey is
the thirteenth annual study of radio
listening habits in Iowa. It was conducted by Dr. F. L. '^han of Wichita
University and his staff. It is based on
personal interviews with 9,110 Iowa families and diary records kept by 930 Iowa
families — all scientifically selected from
Iowa's cities, towns, villages and farms.
It is a "must" for every advertising, sales
or marketing man who is interested in
radio in general, and the Iowa market in
particular.

*A total of 100,294 different "Lislener-quarter-hours" are represented in the figures.
x\side from the impressive totals,
there is added significance in the
fact that of the 13.95 weekday hours
of listening, 6.67 hours were registered by the average adult woman
and 4.05 hours by the average adult
man. In other words, less than a
quarter of the total listening recorded in Iowa homes is done by
children under 18 years of age!
WHO,

of course, continues to get

the greatest share of Iowa listening.
Out of 57 Iowa AM stations, WHO

WIHIO

Iowa
PLUS +
is "listened-to-most" by 37.5% of */or
Iowa's radio families, daji;inie, and
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
by 43.9%, nighttime.
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
The 1950 Edition of the Iowa Radio
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Audience Survey contains many
new and important facts about
hstening habits in general and Iowa
FREE & PETERS, INC.
in particular. Write for your free
National Representatives
copy, today!

Radio Rate Hike
(Continued from jmge 19)
products and services."
Agreeing with the broadcast
claim that rates are reasonable is
the spokesman for one of the
largest retail operations in the nation, Allied Stores, operating some
two-score major department stores
all over the U. S. The Allied executive, Walt H. Dennis, radio-television director, told Broadcasting:
"In general, radio rates are too
low."
TV rates are "very fair" at this
stage of its development, Mr. Dennis said, with advertisers getting
a good value for their television
dollar as they reach a high percentage of the available audience.
Mr. Dennis contended television
"will be the greatest advertising
and selling force, on a dollar-fordollar basis, in media history."
But the Allied executive pointed
a warning finger at broadcasters on
the subject of rates. "I think the
greatest damage radio ever did itself, despite attempts to stop it, was
to permit the ruinous practice of
deals. Only a few radio operators
have maintained a legitimate rate
card. Our company deals with many
radio people. I do not believe there
is such a thing as a legitimate rate
card.
Closer Relationship
"With development of so many
independent and FM stations, all
competing for the radio dollar,
there now exists what almost
amounts to a relationship between
account man and client."
Asked about Allied's radio-TV
budget, Mr. Dennis said the radio
expenditures of its stores are down
perhaps 20% but added that 70%
of every television dollar spent by
Allied is new money and not diversions from other media (see Dennis
story, page 40).
Agreeing with Mr. Dennis on the
evils of - rate-cutting was Harold
Essex, WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C,
NAB District 4 director. "Who
knows what a rate is these days?"
he asked in condemning such practices.
Views of a score of District 4
broadcasters representing all segments of the industry follow:
Ben Strouse, general manager of
WWDC Washington— "We are revising the low end of our local rate
card and raising both transit and
combination transit-AM rates for
local accounts. Research studies
show rates are too low."
Keith S. Byerly, sales manager
of WBT-AM-TV Charlotte —
"Everybody is under-selling. Rates
are too low. We recently revised our
rate card upward. Rates are too
low all through the industry and
may go up more. We will issue Rate
Card No. 4 for TV Jan. 1, with
rates going up as the audience increases."
Edward E. Edgar, sales manager
of WGH Newport News, Va.— "We
are holding the line on rates. Right
now we have more national and
local business than anytime in history, though network b '.siness is
down. V/e haven't lost a client to
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Wisconsin Broadcasters Meet
Set To Discuss Issue

GVEAWAYS
WHAT to do about the legal hassel over giveaway programs in Wisconsin will be decided at a Dec. 10 meeting of state broadcasters.
With stations and networks in a quandary following recent decision
on the subject by Thomas E. Fairchild, state attorney general, the WBA
board of directors met last Mon- *
day in Madison to go over the others that a legislative approach
could solve the problem.
whole problem.
Mr. Petty declared the WisconParticipating with the board
sin interpretation of a lottery is
were Don Petty, NAB general
counsel; Edwin Wilkie, counsel for contrary to the Post Office Dept.'s
1947 opinion and Federal decisions
Wisconsin Broadcasters Assn.; and
construing lottery statutes. He
attorneys for a number of stations.
said effort should be made to have
The attorneys included B. W. Huisany future court test on giveaways
kamp, for WKOW Madison; T. H.
embrace all such programs rather
Spence, for WISN Milwaukee;
than specific ones.
Glenn Roberts, for WE MP Milwau"Have your station attorney
kee and WIBA Madison; Edwin
check with the district attorney of
Conrad, for several stations. Ben
your county on any program in
A. Laird, WDUZ Green Bay, prequestion," Mr. Petty urged. "The
sided at the meeting as WBA presdistrict attorney will be less inident.
clined to move against a broadThe Dec. 10 meeting will decide
caster who has shown good faith
what sort of brief should be filed,
Station attorneys plan an earlier
in Mr.
this Laird
manner."
read a letter from
meeting, probably Nov. 22, to conWalter Emerson, attorney for the
fer on the nature of the brief. No
Central Division of ABC, whose
county district attorney has yet
Stop
the Music is involved in the
shown any inclination to prosecute
attorney
general's
stating
that no court
actionopinion,
is planned
by
following the attorney general's
ruling that a number of giveaway
ABC
until
the
network
has
exshows aired in the state are illegal
hausted every effort to achieve an
under the Wisconsin anti-lottery
understanding with Mr. Fairchild.
laws.
L. 0. Fitzgibbons of WBEL
Mr. Robei'ts suggested that the Beloit reported that his station is
attorney general is applying state
taking court action against a sponsupreme court rulings in two presor who refuses to pay his bill
vious cases involving a theatre
because, the advertiser contends,
bank night and drug store lottery.
his program was illegal in the light
He agreed with Mr. Petty and
of the attorney general's opinion.
TV, which has been in the Norfolk
area six months. The number of
AM stations in the area has increased from two in 1944 to nine,
plus television. We still have a tremendous AM story to tell. There is
less big program business but national announcements are up."
Philip P. Allen, manager of
WLVA Lynchburg, Va. — "We
raised rates two years ago. Something has to be done. Newspapers
have raised their rates several
times. That leaves less advertising
money for radio."
Norfolk Situation
Campbell Arnoux, president of
WTAR-AM-TV Norfolk— "We are
sold out after 5 p.m. on television.
Compared to magazines and newspapers, radio rates are down in the
mud and always have been. The
50% day-night rate ratio is bad.
Daytime radio is worth considerably more than half the nighttime
rate. Actually, the daytime rate
should be two-thirds the nighttime
rate, based on actual circulation
and results. We started with a $175
television rate last April, increased
it to $250 Aug. 1 and plan another
increase Jan. 1. Anyone in a market
over 150,000 who doesn't get into
television is crazy."
G. Richard Shafto, manager of
WIS Columbia, S. C— "Rates are
in for adjustments, both ways. The
rising demand for daytime radio
justifies higher rates. There is
a real need to sell nighttime local
advertising though it may neces-

sitate areadjustment downward to
encourage advertisers to buy, even
in non-TV markets. We're raising
Richardrates."
H. Mason, manager of
daytime
WPTF itsRaleigh,
C— "WPTF
raised
rates inN. October.
We
have been selling radio short too
long. We increased rates all along
Gaines Kelley, general manager
the
of line."
WFMY-FM-TV Greensboro,
N. C. — "AM rates are too low.
Broadcasters made their big mistake in the last war by not increasing rates commensurate with
the service they provided. As a
TV operator
mistake.
Our I'll
TV not
rate make
startedthai
at
$150 last year and was raised to
$200 in July. We have a circulation of around 30,000 and another
increase is due Jan. 1. Our FM
circulation, too, is increasing. The
big problem is to get sets from
manufacturers. I feel FM rates
are much too low.
Mr. Essex — "Rates in general
are OK if stations stick to their
cards. Who knows what a rate
is these days? WSJS increased
local rates less than a year ago.
We have no present plans to raise
Doug Freeman, commercial manager of Metropolitan Network,
rates."
Washington
— "Too often broadcasters tend to sell their sex'vices
too cheaply, if results are measured aginst those from other
media. The joint sale of facilities

of five independent stations ir;
Washington should bring a
strengthening and possible increase
of the entire radio rate structure
in this crowded market with its 14
AM,M. 11L.FM Wilmer,
and 4 TVpresident
stations." of
WREL Lexington, Va. — "Our costs
are up, more sets have been sold,
so we are considering an increase.
We have no daily papers in Lexington and feature local interest
Charles E. Seebeck, sales
programming."
WTON Staunton;
"WTONager of hasn't
raised rates
1946. The answer is volume

manVa.—
since
busi-

ness, not higher
rates." co-owner of
Frank
U. Fletcher,
WARL-AM-FM Arlington, Va.,
NAB FM director-at-large— "We
are re-evaluating the situation."
Jack Weldon, WWOD Lynchburg, Va. — "Costs are up and we
are selling more. Our rates haven't
been raised in four years. It's about
time
to do T.
something."
Calvin
Lucy, manager of
WRVA Richmond— "We should
maintain present rates and certainly shouldn't reduce them. BusiEarl J. Gluck, president of
ness is fine."
WSOC Charlotte, N. C— "Costs
are up but we're trying to hold
N. W.
Kidd, manager of WAYB
them
down."
Waynesboro, Va. — "Our costs are
down. We plan no rate increase."
John W. Harkrader, commercial
manager of WDBJ Roanoke, Va. —
"Our costs are continuing upward.
We ai'e considering a rate inArthur W. Gates Jr., general
manager of WYVE Wytheville,
Va.
— "We have just been on the
crease."
air a little over a year. Our costs
are down a little,"
James H. Moore, vice president
of WSLScreased ourRoanoke,
"We and
inrates lateVa.—
in 1948
certainly are not going to lower
them. Our percentage of cost increase has been lowered. Stations
should study the day-night rate
differential. Daytime rates are
E. S. Whitlock, general manager
of
WRNL
Richmond
— "We and
haven't
raised
since 1946,
feel
too
low."rates
they are low. We have more lisJoseph
teners now."Martin, manager of
WDSC,
Dillon,
C— "Our
rates
are in line
withS. the
competitive
situation. We have had only slight
increase in costs in the last four

Piel Names

K & E

PIEL Bros., New York, has named
Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, as
years."
its advertising
agency
Piel's
Beer.
Media plans
are for
currently
being formulated.
Elect Tannenbaum

S. A. TANNENBAUM, executive
vice president of Weightman Inc.
Adv., Philadelphia has been elected
president of the agency.
BROADCASTING
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Fight
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(Continued from page 21)
5 ■ to the Dominican Republic, whose
!! demands for assignments on U. S.
clear channels have already been
j greatly increased during the past
i.
6 II week.
j
CCBS
claimed "tragic aspects
5 presented by the concessions" in[, elude "that they are not needed by
;l Cuba, cannot be justified by any
consideration of fairness or equity,
k and include major surenders by the
U. S. on issues on which the Cubans
J themselves have previously given
' in during the course of the protracted negotiations."
}
The agreement "specifically" recognizes 115 stations for Cuba aside
! from "others, not specified, which
can be established by Cuba pursu.' ant to the agreement's provision,"
( CCBS noted. By comparison with
; the U. S., it said, "Cuba has far
) more [stations] than can be justified from the viewpoint of popula3 tion, area, or any other legitimate
I standard." Havana, CCBS noted,
. already has 29 fulltime stations—
] "far more than . . . any other city
in . . . the entire world" — and
ji would have 31 under the agreement.

t
nued:
emen
The CCBS statsiotnastemenctonti
ces S nebdy, the U. S.,
caonS
The major B
r
b
r
g
u
are (1)
is conce
C
so fanizaisnC
g
C
t
a
o
h
b
c
g
e
d
e
u
i
h
f
e
l
to vioC
o
r
t
rei
l
i
l
rule and
650-m
late the so-cae
t
I thus to opera on all U. S. Class 1-A
I clear channels; (2) recognizing the
: right of Cuba to operate specific sta'i tions on six U. S. Class 1-A channels,
•i and (3) restricting the U. S. from in' creasing the signal strength of its stai| tions on these channels into rural
II areas which desperately need stronger
I signals.
I The clear channel group charged
jj that under similar Cuban threats
I the U. S. yielded "concessions on
I four of its 1-A channels in violation
■ of the 650-mile rule" in 1946, in a
I "surrender" which was "accom( plished at a secret midnight session." Cuba, it was noted, never
used two of these four clear-chanI nel positions, and also assured the
} U. S. "that the concessions made
to Cuba would never be permitted
I to stand in the way of future inj' creases in power which were per! mltted by the original agreement."
"By the new agreement," CCBS
(|
continued,
"the U.theS. 650-mile
is to permit
\ Cuba to violate
rule
■ on all its 24 Class 1-A channels.
Under standards expressed or implied in the document, Cuba may
j establish stations with power up to
I at least 7.5 kw, and perhaps more,
on any of these channels, with only
the paper protection of directional
: antennas — which, as past experiI' ence has demonstrated, do not peril form according to theory.

Rates

(Continued from page 25)
was listening to the competition,
or that other stations in the market didn't reach the type of audience wanted, and that even those
people who listened to other stations weren't particularly influenced by them.
"The advertiser, instead of getting a story on why radio is his
best advertising buy, hears what is
wrong with other radio stations.
Too often his logical conclusion is
that none of the stations in the

RCA AND NBC were hosts to members of the UNESCO Copyright Committee,
meeting in Washington, at a television demonstration, cocktails and buffet
supper in the Burgundy Room of Wardman Park hlotel, Nov. 2 [Broadcasting,
Nov. 6]. Representing the host firms (I to r): Frank M. (Scoop) Russell, NBC
vice president in charge of Washington operations; Mrs. Russell, and P. A.
Barkmeier, vice president and general manager, RCA Victor Record Dept.,
Camden, N. J.
have been almost entirely elimiIn one example, CCBS said the
nated."
Imperial Valley region badly needs
improved service from KFI, but
that KFI would not be permitted
in this direction under the proposed
agreement because the agreement
provides that KFI "must protect
the Cuban station ... by refraining from any substantial increase
of its signal toward Cuba."
CCBS said similar concessions
are being made with respect to
1-A stations in Detroit, Chicago,
Minneapolis, and New York.
'Surrender' Hit
The statement also contended
Cuba "until fairly recently" was
willing to accept *the equivalent of
the 650-mile rule and to agree not
to assign any station to a U. S.
1-A channel except in four and
later five specific instances. "What
caused the U. S. delegation to surrender on issues on which it had
already won accord from Cuba is
diflftcult
clared. to understand," CCBS deIt was reported that the American Farm Bureau Federation, the
National Grange, the National
Council of Farmer Cooperatives,
and other state and regional farm
groups had protested the proposed
terms to the State Dept. and FCC.
Sen. Irving Ives (R-N. Y.) was said
to have protested alleged inroads
on WHAM's rural service, among
other Congressional complaints.
Comr. Hyde, in a statement
Thursday night, said "CCBS and
any other industry group is fully
entitled
to itsnotown
opinions,"
but
that
he could
comment
in detail

I - "The number of such channels
on the CCBS statement "until after
(, on which Cuba's rights are specifan opportunity to study it at
ically recognized is increased from
length, and at any rate until such
four to six. None of the six U. S. time as any reply I may make will
II stations may increase its signal not affect our negotiations with the
jj in the direction of the Cuban sta- other contracting governments.
tions. The provisions for policing
"In this respect," he continued,
1 and investigation of interference
"it will be noted that we are still
BROADCASTING
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in the process of attempting to iron
out substantial differences that continue to exist between the various
Insofar as he felt "free to comment," he observed that "the ultimate decision as to whether any
parties."
agreement that can be reached
should be signed, is a matter of
the gravest import which will be
passed upon not only by myself and
members of the official delegation,
but by the government agencies
involved — the FCC and the Dept.
of State.
"The Senate," Comr. Hyde asserted, "has of course the duty of
deciding upon whether any agreement that is signed should be ratified.
"I am confident that, as heretofore, the final decision to be made
by this government will be made
by the official delegation and the
interested government agencies
based on the overall needs and
interests of both rural and urban
U. S. listeners, and of the industry
as a whole, and will not be limited to considerations of vocal and
possibly short-sighted special-interest groups or individuals."
In Review
(Continued from page 22)
varied between shots of him and of
an attractive program book. The
interludes featuring Mr. Cross
were not only instructive but
photographically interesting.
A word of praise must be given
the Texas Co. for its restrained
commercials which consisted only
of a camera shot of a program
book which, in addition to announcing the name of the opera, carried
a small reproduction of The Texas
Co. trademark. The fact that
Texas Co. was sponsoring the telecast was made perfectly clear without over emphasis.
ing.
On the whole a rewarding even-

market
is any recommended
good."
The speaker
a positive approach, utilizing other stations in advertisers
a joint solicitation
tain
(spending "of
time ceron
selling the advertiser on a particular station and schedule later),"
and supporting "the super BAB, or
whatever title is ultimately given."
Because "radio has earned its
right
be a salaried
salesman,
would torefuse
per inquiry
business"I
because I believe it is a bastard
radio fathered by illegitimate principles. I would also question my
personal ability to tell some advertisers Isell time on a commission
basis and others that I had to set
a flat price.
"If there's anything I do like
about P I, it's the fact that it is
another proof of radio's ability to
deliver the order, to produce results now."Rite Question
In conclusion, "I would ask myself if there is any real justification
for having a national and a local
rate, and I certainly would not say
it can be justified because newsdo it.
"The papersabsence
of a non-commissionable local rate is one of the
reasons why advertising agencies
have jumped aboard the local television bandwagon at a merry clip.
"The oft-repeated argument for
the discount of 10%, 15% or 20%
for local advertisers seems to be
that because there is no agency in
the picture, the station saves the
15%. I suspect that an honest bookkeeping check might surprise some
stations. They might find that the
use of a non-commissionable local
rate is expensive in both lost business and increased costs."
COUGH DROP ADS
Firms Comply with FTC Order
UNQUALIFIED use of the name
and emblem of the American National Red Cross in advertising
cough drops will be discontinued
under terms of a stipulation signed
by Candy Bros. Mfg. Co., and Universal Match Corp., St. Louis, FTC
announced last Tuesday.
FTC dismissed the complaint
against the firms when they agi'eed
to include in radio commercials and
published advertisements a qualifying statement disclaiming any
connection with the Red Cross.
Universal Match Corp. controls the
candy-makers through stock ownership, according to FTC.
November 13, 1950
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Deane
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great
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lady

believes

of

American

an

open
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SOME

FOLKS

FAVOR

an

•

•

radio

mind

open

the notion that if you hand

door

a woman

a

microphone, she'll feed it either lacy froth or gossipy nonsense.
Outstanding confounder of that theory is MARTHA DEANE, a
great and gracious program

conductor, who, every weekday

10:15 to ] 1 :00 A.M. on WOR,

from

opens the door firmly on the world

of ideas. And, incidentally, provides hundreds
attentive listeners with good company,

of thousands

of

good talk and good tips

about good products.
Warm,

intelligent Martha

Deane

is in reality Marian

Taylor, wife of an advertising executive and mother

Young

of 6i/^-year-

( Continued)

(continued from preceding page)

old twins. Before she took to radio, her experience as women's
editor of a major newspaper syndicate gave her the news-know-how
which today sparks her entire show — along with the philosophy
that women
lawn.

do want

to know

what's going on beyond

the front

No punch-puller, forthright Martha Deane's apt to sound off
on anything from eye-makeup and the latest Broadway show to the
rearmament

of Germany

(the Martha

Deane

range from names
to Harold

and the future of the U. N.

Her guests

show is usually half devoted to interviews)
like Christian Dior and Robert Montgomery

Stassen and Gardner

Cowles.

Fashion, book-reviews,

recipes, politics ... all are Martha's meat, served with good verbal
pepper.
Martha Deane's one of radio's greats . . . acknowledged, respected, loved. Her listeners hang onto her every program. Sponsors clamor to have her sell their products with the typical Deane
common-fense

sincerity. This year, Martha

Deane

added

ttiany laurels by winning, for the third time, the Ohio
University Education

by Radio

Award

to her
State

as "the best woman

commentator."
WOR

provides the microphone,

Martha

Deane

says into it

what she thinks. The faith and the devotion she inspires in practically all of her listeners; the steadfast loyalty of her sponsors,
are additional proof — if proof be needed — that Martha

Deane

is

today one of the great radio voices in America.
WOR

agrees with Martha

Deane

that an open mind

is an

open door. That is why it is proud to have on its station a woman
who, with all conscience and conscientiousness, is trying to help
other women

be a great force in the preservation of a decent world,

as well as providing them

with information,

relaxation and a

sparkling, stimulating daily radio program.

• . . for

the

you

programs

like

the

hest
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'Gifts' for Sale
A BOX ad in Philadelphia's
Chestnut Hill Herald might
well be described as a sign
of our times as well as a
stern reminder of the income
tax pitfalls that can beset
\vinners of jackpot programs.
In the advertisement, a Mrs.
Delia Burnett of Mt. Airy,
Pa., declared that on June 4
she had "Stopped the Music"
but that now the income tax
had her stopped. Accordingly,
she declared she was oifering
many of the gifts at well below market prices.
WBBM-LONG
SUIT
Hearing Continued to Today
DAMAGE SUIT filed by WBBMCBS Chicago against the W. E.
Long Co., Chicago, advertising
agency, in Chicago Superior Court
was continued from last Monday
until today (Monday). Hearing
will be held this afternoon at 2
o'clock before Master in Chancery
Gerard Conners, after continuance
was granted at request of Attorney
Arthur Morse, representing
WBBM-CBS.
WBBM-CBS gained a temporary
injunction against three radio performers, restraining them from
doing outside work for the advertising agency, but was refused a
similar injunction against W. E.
Long Co. Latter move sought to
restrain the agency "from soliciting and inducing" station performers from working for it [Broadcasting, Oct. 23]. Attorney Loy
N. Mcintosh represents W. E.
Long.
Recommendations of Master in
Chancery Conners will be made to
Judge Joseph Graber, on whose behalf he is considering the case.

WWEZ

ELECTIONS
Is Ordered by NLRB
ELECTIONS to determine bargaining representatives for announcer and engineer-technician
units at WWEZ New Orleans were
ordered last Wednesday by the
National Labor Relations Board.
Order stemmed from petitions filed
with the board by the New Orleans
Local of American Fedei'ation of
Radio Artists (AFL) and Local
1139 of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (AFL).
WWEZ Radio Inc., station licensee, sought inclusion of an
announcer-librarian, part-time an^nouncer and program director In
the AFRA unit. NLRB ordered
that only the part-time announcer
be included though he is ineligible
to vote. The board also overruled
the station's claim that the chief
engineer should be considered
vpithin the IBEW unit, on grounds
he is a supervisor. It applied the
same reasoning to the WWEZ program director.
BROADCASTING

MICHIGAN MEET
MAB Studies Sales Tax
MICHIGAN'S 3% state sales tax,
election of officers and a cooperative study and work plan for college students were slated as main
agenda topics of the Michigan Assn.
of Broadcasters as the group began
its second annual meeting in Lansing Friday morning.
Some 150 persons from 40 stations were expected for business
sessions and a banquet Friday and
a cocktail party and football game
Saturday.
The group planned to study effects of the state sales tax, which
provides that broadcasters pay 3%
on equipment bought out of as well
as in Michigan. MAB, cooperating
with Michigan State College and
the U. of Michigan, also anticipated taking definite action on a
proposal by which juniors at both
schools who are majoring in radio
and/t)r television would be employed by local stations during
summer vacations.
Special Show
A half hour radio show, originating in Hotel Olds, Lansing, the
convention site, was planned by
Worth Kramer, general manager of
WJR Detroit, for Friday evening.
About 50 state stations were expected to carry the feature, which
traced the history of radio and
Michigan contributions to the industry.
Saturday's agenda included a
breakfast and a cocktail partyluncheon before the Michigan StateU. of Minnesota football game.
Stanley Pratt, manager of WSOO
Sault Ste. Marie, is president of
the association.
GM SHOWS

O^n

ika

dotted

line

HANDSHAKE clinches deal for local
Food Banks stores to sponsor daily
cash awards show on KVOR Colorado
Springs, Col. Shown (I to r): Tony
Loetscher, Food Bank partner; Jim
Russell, KVOR owner-manager; Walt
Thieman, Food Bank partner; Miss
Jeanette Loetscher; Cecil Seavey, m.c.

PURDUE games on WJOB Hammond,
Ind., underMotor
sponsorship
of local
hamson
Sales inc.,
getsAbrathe
written approval of Joseph L. Abrahamson, company president. Looking
on are Sam J. Abrahomson (r), vice
president, and Al Halus, com-^^^>

PRESIDENT of Utah Symphony Assn.
Mrs. John M. Wallace and Nelson
Aldrich, public relations dir., Kennecott Copper Co., conclude arrangements for Utah State Symphony on
KSL Salt Lake City, beginning Jan. 4,
sponsored
by Kennecott's
Copper Div. Standing:
Maurice Utah
Abravanel
(I), symphony conductor; C. Richard
Evans, KSL gen. mgr.

FRESNO (Calif.) State College and
Fresno high schools games are on
KYNO Fresno under sponsorship of
Kierulff Co., San Joaquin Valley distributor for Motorola. L to r: Seated,
C. T. Nystrom, v. p. and gen. sales
mgr. of sponsor; Gene Chennault,
KYNO gen. mgr.; standing, Ed Piston,
dir., public relations, Fresno
State; James Tutle, Motorola. "^^^

C. R. SANDERS, adv. dir. of Peoples
Drug Stores, puts final approval on
WWDC Washington contract for 24
newscasts daily Mon.-Sat. and five
newscasts Sun. At left is Ben Strouse,
WWDC gen. mgr. Standing: Herman
M. Paris (I), station gen. sales mgr.;
William D. Murdock, agency head.

MONDAY - Friday quarter -hour on
KNUJ New Ulm, Minn., is taken for
one year by Alois Eibner, pres., local
Eibner
flanked
by Walter K. Bakery.
Mickelson,He'sKNUJ
owner,
and
Jane Windom,
station show
women's
director, who presents
featuring
barking dog Missie. Standing (I to r):
Wip Robinson III, prog, mgr.; Warren
Asher, coml. mgr.; Carrie Bianci,
sister and business assoc. of^^^i

mercial

manager

of WIND.'^^^

FILM

Reports Highest Earnings
A COLOR film depicting the General Mills story and a personal report on operations from Harry A.
Bullis, chairman of the board, was
presented to newsmen at a luncheon Oct. 31 held at the WaldorfAstoria in New York, as part of
the General Mills regional stockholders' meeting (one of 12 held
around the country).
The film "Assignment — General
Mills," was produced by Apex Films
of Hollywood and concerns two
college students who do a theme on
the company. Mr. Bullis told the
stockholders that General Mills
earned 3.3 cents per dollar of sales
last year, and 81 cents of every
sales dollar was paid right back for
supplies and services, mostly for
grain and transportation costs. Not
earnings for the company amount
to $13,251,218, the highest in the
company's history, and compare
with $11,654,036 for last year.
CFCY Charlottetown, PJl.I., has
increased power day and night to 5
kw on branch.
630 kc, according
report o'f
radio
Dept. ofto Transport,
Ottawa.

• Telecasting

NEW games
MEXICO
Military
Institute's
grid
on KGFL
Roswell,
N. M.,
are arranged by (I to r): Seated, Bill
Deane, GE-Goodyear distributor in
Roswell; Brig. Gen. Hugh M. Milton II, NMMI pres.; standing, Maj.
Ted Hunt, NMMI public relations;
W. E. Whitmore, KGFL owner; Buck
White, Bill Deane Co.

Mr. Eibner.

^^^^

Feature of Week
(Continued from page 16)
ment features Jack Gounder,
WEEU disc jockey, on Ladies
Choice, a program of carefully
selected music for the afternoon
feminine audience.
Appeal for men is centered in a
program featuring Elmer Davis,
ABC netn'ork commentator, aired
in early evening quarter-hours
across the board.
Whitner's prestige show is Candlelight and Silver, which previously had enjoyed long commercial sponsorship on WEEU and
carried over an appreciable audience. Whitner's is using this feature nightly except Friday primarily as an institutional medium,
utilizing only one direct selling
commercial in mid-program.
Children in the 4-12 age group
are the audience aim of N^o School
Today, the ABC co-op presentation, each Saturday morning at 9
a.m., which gives the latest on toys
and clothes offered by the department store.
Whitner's radio activities are
rounded out with the Sunday
Bing Crosby Show and instrumental orchestrations by Jerry
Sears, aired 3:30-4 p.m.
C. K. Whitner & Co. is cooperating fully with the station to put
across the beamed program presentation, which it hopes will make
it the household word in Reading.

LEADING
industry officials, commentators
and newsmen, and
NEWS radio-TV
DIRECTORS
"?;Si%Sr
officials of the various information branches of the Dept. of Defense
and news wire services will headline the speakers' agenda for the fifth
annual convention of the National Assn. of Radio News Directors at
★
Chicago's Sherman Hotel this week.
Inc., and Jim Borman, WMT Cedar
A business session at 10 a.m.
Rapids,
Iowa. Clifton Utley of NBC
Thursday will open the three-day
speak on the obligations of a
meeting which will touch on vari- will
commentator.
ous facets of news-gathering in
Afternoon periods will be deprivate industry and government
sei'vices. Jack Shelley, WHO Des
voted to "Profitability of News,"
Moines, Iowa, is NARND president. featuring station managers; "Radio
Business session and election of News in Government," with Charles
board of directors will be held Sat- Dillon, radio-TV information chief.
urday.
Dept. of Defense, and William
Heading a Thursday afternoon
Wood, acting chief, radio-TV and
visual media branch, State Dept.
panel on radio newsmen and Armed
Forces public relations will be Lt. Col. Barney Oldfield, public relations directorate. Defense Dept.,
Moderator Cass Keller, NBC-WRC
Washington. Participants will in- USAF, will play a recording made
clude Maj. Gen. Floyd Parks, in- in Korean radio and press camps.
E. F. McDonald Jr., president.
formation chief. Dept. of Army;
Brig. Gen. Sory Smith, public rela- Zenith Radio Corp., will preside
over a buffet supper that evening,
tions director. Air Force, and Rear
Admiral R. F. Hickey, information
speaking on Phonevision. CBS
Commentator Lowell Thomas also
chief, U. S. Navy.
The newsman's relations with will address NARND members.
doctors and hospitals will conclude
Following NARND elections Satthe afternoon agenda, with Russ
urday at 9:30 a.m., a radio panel
Van Dyke, KRNT Des Moines, sit- will take up "Crime Reporting by
ting in on the panel with medical
Radio," with Erie Smith, KMBC
Kansas City; Ron Cochran, WCOP
representatives.
Wire services role in radio-TV
Boston; Fred S. Siebert, U. of Illinois; and Louis B. Nichols, FBI,
news will be explored Friday at a
participating. Luncheon session
9:30 a.m. meeting of officials comprising Seymour Berkson, INS;
will have Dr. W. R. G. Baker, General Electric Corp., as speaker on
Oliver Gramlin, AP; Hugh Baillee,
UP, Herbert Moore, Transradio
"Future of Radio and Television."

Television
panelwithwill
top thj
afternoon
agenda
a report
b/'
Jim Byron, WBAP-TV Ft. Worth,
and his committee. Chicago TV
station directors are invited to attend. Other topics include relation
of research to the r-adio-TV newsroom, with panelists, Mr. Smith of
KMBC, Sheldon Peterson of KLZ
Denver, Charles E. Swanson, Minnesota School of Journalism and
Arthur M. Barnes, Iowa School of
Journalism. Baskette Mosse, chairman of radio division. Northwestern U., will talk on the subject,
"What Can We Do to Compete with
Annual NARND banquet will cap
convention
Television?" activities Saturday evening, with CBS Commentator
Thomas and a government speaker
slated to address members. NARND
awards also will be presented.
Cocktail parties will be given
under auspices of INS, AP, and
UP on successive convention days.
Convention will be preceded by a
special excursion to Milwaukee,
with members visiting broadcasting stations and Blatz Brevring Co.
Tape Facilities
Bob Lyle, news director at WLS
Chicago, working with NARND
Program Chairman Ben Chatfield,
WMAZ Macon, Ga., and Executive
Secretary Soren H. Munkhof,
WOW- TV Omaha, has arranged for
visiting news directors to make
tape recordings for broadcast at
their home stations during the convention.
Space is being provided in the
Hotel Sherman for two rooms
equipped
professional
neer and with
tape arecorders,
tape engiand
acetate discs of the Audio Corp.
and Magnecord.
TR

OPPOSED
New Court Action Starts
OPPONENTS of Transit Radio in
the District of Columbia have asked
an appeals court to reconsider a
decision by a U. S. District Court
last June [Broadcasting, June 5]
that radio-equipped vehicles do not
transgress the law.
At that time, Judge Edward A.
Tamm, of the District Court, ruled
transit service was not "inconsistent with the public convenience,
comfort and safety." The ruling
was based on the Public Utilities
Commission's decision in D. C.
[Broadcasting, Dec. 26, 1949].
The new brief filed Nov. 4 in the
TUDIOETTE
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals in
Washington, D. C, by Attorneys
big console circuit provisions. Ideal as
For any modest studio control operation
Paul M. Segal and Franklin S. Pollak, acting on behalf of Mr. Pollak
either aural or video, the new Gates
part of a master control. The Gates
and Guy Martin, cites the First and
Fifth Amendments to the ConstituStudioette is fully described in the
Studioette is ideal — may be enlarged
tion. It alleges the lower court erred
upon too, via available accessories for
in not finding invasion, threat or
new Gates speech input catalog — yours
violation of the amendments involvfuture expansion. Amazingly complete
for the asking. If it's quality, plus
ing free speech and property laws.
Transit Riders Assn., which
in facilities with high level mixing, promodern design you want — always look
claims membership of streetcar and
to Gates.
gram and monitoring amplifiers and all
bus riders opposed to what it calls
"forced listening," is supporting the
suit although not a party in the
. -r-v w
^
m - w-v A m T -m T
Warner Bldg., Washington, D. C.
action.
Claude N. Palmer is presi2700 PC^ Le., Ho Jon, Texas
PA 1\ Y
COM
RADIO
dent of TRA. Transit radio services
Montreal
Company,
Marconi
Canadian
A
C
II
III
V
^ T, I L
KJ VQl U I I IN
U. O. A.
Rocl<e International, New York City
are provided in the nation's capital
by WWDC-FM Washington.
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The

Union-Sun

Out

from

& Journal

Reaches

Far

I

4 %

Lockport

with

WUSJ

AM-FM

WUSJ AM-FM is owned and operated by the Lockport,
N. Y., Union-Sun & Journal, Inc., a daily newspaper that
has served the Lockport community for over 128 years.
WUSJ is the only full time AM broadcasting station in
Niagara County. Its coverage, which includes all of Niagara
County, extends into Erie and Orleans Counties, and across
Lake Ontario into Canada.
The Truscon Radio Tower extends up 135 feet, with a
42-foot 4-bay FM tower on top, making a total combined
height of 177 feet above ground. The power of the AM
station is 250 watts and 1340 KC; the FM power is
750 watts and 99.3 MC.

While extreme height is not necessary to achieve the
required signal strength, this tower demonstrates one outstanding characteristic of all Truscon Radio Tov^^ers— each
is designed and erected to jit the purely local conditions under
which it must operate. Truscon engineers have a world-wide
background of field experience to aid you in determining
all operating factors, and in fitting the right tower to them.
Whether you're planning in terms of AM, FM, or TV,
call or write your nearest Truscon district office. Capable
technicians will work with you in selecting location and
type of tower— guyed or self-supporting, uniform or tapered
cross -section, tall or small — which best will serve you
and your audience.
TRUSCON
STEEL COMPANY
YOUNGSTOWN
1, OHIO
Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation

V
W

SELF-SUPPORTING
AND UNIFORM

f CROSS SECTION GUYED
TRUSCON COPPER MESH GROUND

SCREEN

ALBUQUERPE
NEW
MEXICO
Leads in Total Retail
Sales Percentage Gains
over all "official" Metropolitan
County Areas in 10 Years
(1939-1949)*
Albuquerque is also tops
in sales increase in Food,
Furniture, Household, and
Radio Stores, and second
in Drug Stores sales increases.
* featured
Nov. 10thSales Management

- Albuquerque

CHECK SRDS FOR RATES
HOOPER RADIO AUDIENCE INDEX
City Zone, Albuquerque,- N. M., Spring 1950
SHARE OF RADIO AUDIENCE
TIME
KVER
JUNDAT
SATURDAY
30.7 Slation"C"
22.6 Station
10.2"D"
S:00 PM-Ihiu10:00
PM
32.1 Slalion"B"
30.6 30.6 21.3 16.7
1;00 SUNDAT
PM - ft.OO PM
MONDAY iViiu FBIOAY 30.9 34.0 23.9
11.5
7.4
12:00 Noon . : JO PM 23.0 50.0 14.8
MONDAY ihfu FBIOAT 30.6 36.6 21.6
9.7
M. G. M. Radio AUrocfions.
Local ond National Sports.
Only Albuquerque Station with
morning, afternoon, and evening
Spanish programs.
WM. T. KEMP, President
KEN PALMER, General Manager
KEITH TYE, Station Manager
PAUL KEHLE, Sales Manager

FORJOE
6- CO.
INEW YORK
CHICAGO
ILOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO
ATLANTA
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"SELLING radio to New York agencies is not one bit different from
""
selling radio toFO
ES
a merchant
Main
CISt.
in Toledo
or A
Bucyrus St. in
EN
R AGon
DATA
Lima," Lloyd George Venard, vice president and sales manager, 0. L.
Taylor Co., said Thursday in a talk at the Ohio State Broadcaster's
Sales Meeting at the Neil House .
in Columbus.
it asks for a certain type of availa"Give the New York agencies all
bility and to reply accordingly.
the information you use to sell "Don't come back with a lot of
locally," he told the Ohio broadchain breaks when the agency has
casters. "See to it that it gets to been instructed to buy minutes," he
them and into their files. You will
said. "Don't quote participations
get more dollars from them and when
the agency wants minutes or
when you call on them you will
chain
breaks. Don't pitch minutes
get more than a perfunctory hello. when the
agency wants a program
"The New York agencies are im- unless you can offer a participation
portant to you, but you Ohio radio in the same type of program for
men through whom the New York
agency has been inagencies earn more than $7 million which the
structed to buy full sponsorship.
a year in commissions are equally
"Don't forget that by the time
important to them if you conduct
the actual buying is underway the
yourselves worthy of that im- production department of the
portance," Mr. Venard stated.
agency has spent from $10,000 to
Explaining that stations should
$30,000 for the production of the
keep agencies supplied with in- commercial. It is unreasonable for
formation on a continuing basis, you to expect the agency to spend
creating acceptance constantly and another $10,000 in production just
"not just looking hungry when the to make chain breaks for your
agency waves a dollar bill in front
station. They won't do it and you
of you," Mr. Venard detailed the waste teletype money when you
elementary but frequently overlooked essential information the make these suggestions."
agency needs to buy time efficiently:
Maps, with the source clearly iden- hKARS ON ABC
tified; program releases; names of
sponsors of programs when ad- Drops TV Period for More AM
jacencies are quoted; "complete,
MARS Inc., Chicago candy manuhonest reasons" for make-goods,
facturer, last week dropped a telewith names of preceding and folvision show to increase money for
lowing programs; complete facts radio expenditures.
through
about availabilities, whether an- Leo Burnett Agency, Mars,
Chicago, will
nouncements, programs or participations; detailed information about cancel its Friday quarter-hour segment of Howdy Doody on NBC-TV
merchandising.
the end of this month, and buy
Mr. Venard urged the station
sales executives to assume that the what is estimated as a $1^/^ million
package of shows on ABC.
agency knows what it wants when
Starting Sunday, Dec. 31, the
firm will pick up four network
shows. Stop the Music, Sunday,
PENCIL PARADE
7:30 to 7:45 p.m. CST; Inner
Sanctum, Monday, 7 to 7:30 p.m.
WHO Helps Boy's Recovery
CST; Can You Top This?, TuesLITTLE Alan Hudspeth, seriously
day, 7 to -7:30 p.m. CST, and Bob
stricken with polio and since last ■Barkley, American Agent, Wednesday, 7 to 7:30 p.m. CST.
summer lying paralyzed in ChilShows will be aired on four sucdren's Hospital, Iowa City, is recessive nights on about a 170ported on his way to recovery —
thanks in a large part to a little station neT;work, almost the full
ABC network, including basic starequest in a noon newscast of WHO
tions and special groups. Contracts,
Des Moines and the understanding
set for a minimum of 13 weeks, are
hearts of a responsive audience.
expected to run 39 weeks. Products
Alan's aunt in early October
to be advertised are expected to
wrote WHO, telling of the 13-yearinclude Milky Way, Mars Bar,
old's hobby of collecting pencils —
Forever Yours, Snickers, Cocoanut
not expensive ones, just the novelty
Bar and Three Musketeers.
type and those with advertising
Periods follow immediately The
messages inscribed. She asked if
Lone Ranger .on Monday and
any of the listeners might have an
extra one to send.
Wednesday in all time zones. The
Tuesday show will follow Jack
From far and wide an avalanche
Armstrong of the S-B.I.
of response descended. Donors were
Mars will continue sponsorship
from every walk of life, from busiof the Monday and Wednesday
nessmen to another little boy who
quarter-hours on Howdy Doody on
himself had overcome polio. Even
an executive of Shaeffer Pen Co., NBC-TV and Falstaff's Fables on
Monday through Friday,
Fort Madison, wrote Alan "it just ABC-AM,
4:45-5 p.m. CST.
SQ happens we have a few of them
there things lying around hither
SERIES of 20 concerts by Denver
In barely more than a week 2,562
Symphony Orchestra to be carried by
pencils
had been received with 292
^and yon."
KOA Denver,
tional Bank ofsponsored
Denver. by First Napackages still unopened.

MISS UTAH of 1950, Joanne Hinand,
became "Mrs. KUTA" Salt Lake City
Nov. 4 with her marriage to Ray
Fadel, KUTA station manager, who
served as her unofficial adviser and
manager through the Atlantic City
Miss America beauty contests. The
former Miss Hinand had- appeared
numerous times on KUTA. Mr. Fade!,
who joined KUTA in 1947 following
his release from the U. S. Air Force
as colonel, and his wife left Salt Lake
City after the wedding ceremony for
a honeymoon on the West Coast and
in Canada. Mrs. Fadel is a student
at Brigham Young U. in Provo, Utah.
lAAB

Meet

Postponed to March
SECOND General Assembly of the
Inter-American Assn. of Broadcasters, scheduled Nov. 15-25 at
Sao Paulo, Brazil [Broadcasting,
Oct. 30], has been postponed until
March 1951.
The lAAB board of directors,
through Secretary Felix Maguerza,
announced the postponement, attributing itto "a special request of
the Broadcasters Assn. of Sao
Paulo." Exact dates for the March
sessions will be set later.
Gilmore Nunn, of the Nunn Stations, and Campbell Arnoux, WTAR
Norfolk, have been designated NAB
delegate and alternate, respectively,
for the meeting. Goar Mestre, CMQ
Havana, is lAAB president.

PBS Signs Three
THREE ADDITIONAL stations
have been signed as affiliates of
the new Progressive Broadcasting
System, which goes into operation
Nov. 26. They are WMEX Boston,
WWOL Buffalo and WJMO Cleveland. Total of 400 affiliates is anticipated by Larry Finley, PBS
president, by the time the network
starts operation.
BROADCASTING
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FACTS BROUGHT TO LIGHT in a fullcolor desk-top film presentation. Clients
and prospects get graphic and helpful
data of the rich market area served by the
50,000-watt voice of WGAR. For example:
WGAR reaches 4,391,300 consumers with
an annual effective buying income of
$6,411,687,000. Such facts highlight the
"SIX BILLION DOLLAR PICTURE" of
Northern Ohio. GET ALL THE FACTS!

THROUGH THESE PORTALS pass statesmen,
leading political figures and outstanding citizens
from all over the world to mount the rostrum of the
famed Cleveland City Club. For 1 3 years, celebrated
speakers have voiced their opinions, observations
and
WGAR's
free-speech
mike. experiences
This is one through
of the many
important
public
service features broadcast regularly by WGAR.

i4i/ Noiit)fm4i,

OkU>..

•rfie SPOT-for

S9Cr?

RADIO

IVr/fe for helpful radio presentation: "A Six Billion Dollar Picture".

NEWSWORTHY

GOOD SERVICE! The Forum
Cafeteria, a WGAR advertiser,
serves thousands of hungry
Clevelanders daily. It is ably managed by Mr. George R. Kaye (left).
Mr. Kaye is a member of the
Northeastern Ohio, Ohio State,
and National Restaurant Associations. He has been with the Forum
Cafeterias of America, Inc., since
1931. Pictured with Mr. Kaye is
Bob Forker of WGAR who serves
this account.

and

NOTEWORTHY. WGAR's
fully-equipped newsroom
receives 300,000 words of
copy
daily.
WGAR,
first
Cleveland
station
to broadcast news on a regular basis,
sends newsmen on local and
national assignments. Such
newscasts serve as builders
of good will and as sales
tools. Give people what they
want to hear. Check on
available newscasts.

RADIO . . . AMERICA'S GREATEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM
WGAR . . . Cleveland . . . 50,000 watts . . . CBS
Represented Nationally by Edward Petry & Company

BROADCASTING
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RFD

WSJS

COMMERCIAL sponsorship and. problems connected with "Selling and Keeping the Farm Program Sold" will provide the theme for the National Assn.
of Radio Farm Directors annual convention in Chicago Nov. 25-26. Scheduled to preside over the two-day meeting at Stevens Hotel are these RFD
officers (I to r): Roy Battles, WLW Cincinnati, NARFD president; Phil Alampi,
WJZ New York, vice president, and Chris Mack, WNAX Yankton, S> D.,
secretary-treasurer. Advertising and agency representatives also will attend
the sessions.
A 15 COUNTY Market
With Over

Dennis

Cites

SESSIONS

To Stress Selling Theme
TREND of rural radio away fron
the strictly public sei-vice concepi
to that entailing commercial sponsorship, without loss of its basic
"service" objective, will be explored
at the annual convention of the
National Assn. of Radio Farm Directors, to be held in Chicago's
Stevens Hotel, Nov. 25-26.
At the same time, top representatives of advertising, agency
and NARFD will be called upon to
elaborate on the theme, "Selling
and Keeping the Farm Program
Sold," it was announced last week
by Paul Visser, NBC farm director, program committee chairman
for the NARFD meeting.
Releasing the preliminary program, Mr. Visser indicated that the
opening (Saturday) session would
fall under the chairmanship of C.
W. Jackson, KCMO Kansas City
farm director, with "How the RFD
Should Work with the Advertiser"
to be discussed by W. Judd Wyatt,
advertising director, MFA Mutual
Insurance Co., Columbia, Mo. Other
topics include "Let's Sell Farm
Radio," "Farm Programs for Advertisers" and "RFD-Television in
Schneider Resume
Sam Schneider, farm director of
Action."Tulsa, Okla., will summarize
KVOO
past thinking on selling farm radio
and stress belief that commercial
sponsorship of farm programming
does not in any way deter from its
service purposes. He will lead a
discussion to include Ed Cashman,
president. Doughboy Industries;
Gordon Philpott, vice president,
Ralston-Purina Co.; Jack Omaha,
Leach,
Gardner Advertising Co.; Harry
Burke, manager, KFAB
and Roy Battles, WLW
nati, NARFD president.
Sessions open with a business
Cincinmeeting Nov. 25. Annual banquet
will be held the following evening
(Sunday). Over 185 NARFD members are expected to attend.

Needs
DEPT. STORE
RADIO,TV
$84,269,000'^ FOOD SALES
DEPARTMENT stores should employ fulltime radio-television directors
* Sales Management 1950
to guide their use of the electronic media, Walt H. Dennis, radio-television
Survey of Buying Power
director of Allied Stores, declared Nov. 7 at the weekly luncheon of the
Washington Ad Club.
Radio can give a personal ap- on a long-term basis. Give them a
proach and reach areas not
fairTV shake."
touched by nevsrspapers, Mr. Dennis
won't work many miracles
but will provide excellent results
said, besides providing "more depth
of registration when used in con"if said.
you He
provide
work,"
he
added the
thathard
it probably
cert with other media."
won't produce any better than
In addition, he said, "Radio can
MORE
VALUE
do the greatest institutional job of other media if the same preparation is given.
any medium except television. It
FOR YOUR
is literally the voice of you, the
"Aim at a specific radio and
television audience at a specific
voice of your store's character.
time and channel your message to
The spoken message is more personING
alized than any printed medium.
that
time and that audience," he
advised.
The spoken message with pictures
As to color television, Mr. Dennis
is even more powerful."
Mr. Dennis said retailers should
said: "Don't let color blind you. FRANK APPOINTED
Advertisers need not worry about
use newspapers as their primary
To Nielsen Radio-TV Post
medium and should continue using color for quite a while because
them for some years to come. He tremendous technical complications
PHILIP FRANK, former execuadvised stores not to expect other are involved.
tive secretary of Broadcast Measmedia to do a major job if they
"Color will benefit television only
urement Bureau and director of
to the extent that color itself is research and sales promotion at
aren't in newspapers.
important. It probably is the foreHelpful Data
WSGN Birmingrunner to three-dimensional TV
An enormous amount of reham, has been
The packaging of prodsearch material is available on ra- projection.
ucts will be affected to a marked
dio, he said, providing information
appointed
direcdegree. But right now the color
tor of public
relations, radio and
on markets, population, costs, who
controversy is remote from adverthe people are, what they spend,
television diviand where.
sion, of A. C.
In
the
case
of
radio
and
TV,
he
Nielsen Co., New
Television is judged far more
York.
tising."
said, "we think in terms of the
critically than other media, from
Mr. Frank, the
a results standpoint, according to job to be done rather than just
take a program and decide what
WINSTON-SALEM
co-author
of This
Mr. Dennis. "If you go into radio
AM-FM
Mr. Frank
and television expecting them to to do with it."
Broadcast
ing ,
Thing
Called
Represented by:
NBC Affiiiate
HEAOLEY-REED CO. pay day in and day out," he said,
also was a lecturer on radio in an
"you may as well prepare for a NEW edition of "RCA Receiving
disappointment. Television, espeadvertising
and selling course conManual," RC-16, now available.
ducted by the Advertising Club of
cially, has no time or space for Tube
Revised and updated book contains
that kind of monkey business.
New York. He joins the Nielsen
over 300 pages, with numerous new
Assess radio and television results
organization Nov. 15.
features included. '
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NATIONAL NIELSEN-RATINGS* TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(TOTAL U. S. AREA, INCLUDING SMALL-TOWN, FARM AND URBAN HOMES— and incluciing TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
Rating
REGULAR WEEK OCTOBER 1-7, 1950
Current
Rating
Current
Current Previous
Rank
Rank
Program
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK (Average For All Programs)
1
1
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
2
18
Jack Benny (CBS)
3
4
Godfrey'sWinchell
Talent (ABC)
Scouts (CBS)
4
5
Walter
5
3
Mr. and Mrs. North (CBS)
6
AmosFriend
'n' Andy
7
2
My
Irma(CBS)
(CBS)
8
13
Life with Luigi (CBS)
9
11
Mystery Theatre (CBS)
10
6
Mr. Chameleon (CBS)
EVENING, MULTI-WEEKLY (Average For All Programs)
1
1
Beulah (CBS)
2
3
Oxydol Show/ (CBS)
3
5
Club 15 (CBS)
WEEKDAY (Average For All Programs)
1
4
Arthur Godfrey (Liggett & Myers)
(CBS)
2
1
Romance of Helen Trent (CBS)
3
3
Our Gal, Sunday (CBS)
4
12
Arthur Godfrey (Nabisco) (CBS)
IRE
HIT AD TACTICS
j Objections From KNEM, KPRO
j IN TWO

incidents involving objections to advertising techniques,
rejection of a National Guard order
for three spot announcements was
revealed last week by William R.
Tedrick, general manager of KNEM
Nevada, Mo., and protest against
a free-time appeal by Western Oil
& Gas Assn. was made by W. L.
Gleeson, president of KPRO Riverside, Calif. Latter protest was on
the grounds the association used
pressure tactics and at the same
time bought white space in local
newspapers.
The National Guard account was
rejected by KNEM on the grounds
that cost of three announcements
"plus the various requirements
necessary to obtain payment, do not
make it worth while to open an
account on our books."
Tedrick Letter
Writing to Stephen G. Bowen of
Robert W. Orr & Assoc., New York,
Mr. Tedrick said KNEM has always cooperated with the National
Guard, locally and nationally. "We
have given a large amount of gratis
time, both spots and programs, to
the National
he wrote,
"yet
when
the time Guard,"
comes that
the Guard
has money to be spent for advertising the bulk of it goes to media
that give the Guard nothing."
Mr. Gleeson informed NAB the
oil-gas association "was very insistent" that free time be given to
promote Oil Progress Week. A
representative of the oil-gas group
told KPRO "that the law required
the radio stations to carry 20%
of its time as public service," according to Mr. Gleeson. He added
that local papers carried advertising paid for by the association.
TAB

Meets

Dec. 6

TENNESSEE Assn. of Broadcasters will meet Dec. 6 at the
Andrew Jackson Hotel, Nashville,
according to F. C. Sowell, WLAC
Nashville, president of the TAB.
Agenda, confined to one day, will
be announced later.
BROADCASTING

Homes
%
(7.8)
19.4
15.2
14.2
13.8
13.8
13.8
13.2
13.2
13.2
12.7
(4.2)
8.8
7.2
7.0
(4.6)
8.8
7.7
7.7
7.3

Current Previous
Homes
Rank
Rank
Program
%
5
6
Wendy Warren (CBS)
6.9
6
21
Arthur Godfrey (Gold Seal) (CBS)... 6.8
7
2
Ma Perkins (CBS)
6.7
8
7
Big Sister (CBS)
6.6
9
16
My True Story (ABC)
6.4
10
17
Young Widder Brown (NBC)
6.3
DAY, SUNDAY (Average For All Programs)
(2.6)
1
1
True Detective Mysteries (MBS)
6.6
2
2
Shadow (MBS)
6.0
3
Godfrey Digest (CBS)
4.5
DAY, SATURDAY (Average For All Programs)
(4.3)
1
1
Armstrong Theatre (CBS)
7.2
2
2
Grand Central Station (CBS)
7.0
3
4
Junior Miss (CBS)
6.7
Copyright 1950 by A. C. NIELSEN CO.
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by aoplying the "NIELSENRATING"
fo 40,700,000— the 1950 estimate of Total United
States Radio(%) Homes.
(*) Homes reached during all or any part of the program, except
for homes listening' only 1 to 5 minutes.

ELECTS

CoggeshafI Is President
IVAN S. COGGESHALL, general
traffic manager. Western Union
Telegraph Co.'s overseas communications, has been elected president
of the Institute of Radio Engineers
for 1951, succeeding Raymond F.
Guy, manager of radio and allocation engineering for NBC.
Jorgen C. F. Rybner of Copenhagen, professor of telecommunications at the Royal Technical U. of
Denmark, was elected vice president of the institute, to succeed
Sir Robert Watson-Watt, military
radar authority of London.
Directors elected for the next
year are:
William H. Doherty, director of
electronic and TV research. Bell Labs,
Murray Hill, N. J.; George R. Town,
associate director of engineering experiment station, Iowa State College,
Ames, Iowa; Harry F. Dart, rnanager,
electronics engineering department,
Westinghouse Electric Corp.; Paul L.
Hoover, head of electrical engineeringdepartment, Case Institute of Technology, Cleveland, Ohio; William M.
Rust Jr., head of geophysics research
for Humble Oil & Refining Co., Houston, Tex., and Allan B. Oxley, chief
engineer of RCA Victor Co., Montreal,

CKSO Sudbury has joined Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters.
SOMETHING
SHOULD

EVERY

ALUMINUM
Recorder Feels Shortage
EFFECTS of recent restrictions
imposed by the National Production
Authority on the allocation of
aluminum already are being felt in
the sound recording industry, J.
Joseph Sameth, vice president in
charge of sales for Radio Recorders, Hollywood, announced last
week.
Coincident with NPA's announcement that less quantities of that
basic metal would be available for
use by record and other manufacturers [Broadcasting, Nov. 6], an
advance of 33%% in base cost of
record blanks was made effective,
Mr. Sameth said. A similar increase in cost of recordings oh
aluminum base blanks is imminent,
he added.
SALES

MANAGER

KNOW—

A Station Is Known by the
Audience It KEEPS!
A long time ago, KRNT, Des Moines,
got the audience. A close friendship was established that remains
loyal and unbroken. The Hoopers show
that, and they also show that KRNT
continues to add to its immense
family of listeners.
Any advertiser who insists upon a
successful radio campaign in the
rich, ripe and ready CENTRAL IOWA
market MUST call on KRNT to get the
job done.
To substantiate that fact, KRNT has
scores of success stories or — take
a look at the latest C. E. Hooper
Audience Index, Des Moines, city

Offices of secretary, treasurer and
Que. will be filled at January 1951
editor
meeting of the board of directors.

zone, for May— thru— September , 1950.
WESTERN RWG
ElacaS Kconter RegEomjsl V.P.
HAL KANTER was elected Western Regional vice president of
Radio Writers Guild at a Nov. 2
meeting. Newly elected to the RWG
council for two-year terms were
Pauline Hopkins, Milton Merlin
(retiring vice president), Don
Quinn, Dick Powell, Reuben Ship;
for one year, Harry W. Flannery,
Phil Leslie, Jack Robinson, Larry
Roman, Sherwood Schwartz, Gene
Stone.
Starting their second yar as
council members are the following
elected last year to two-year terms :
Irvin Ashkenazy, True Boardman,
Selma Diamond, Larry Marks. Ira
Marion was elected national president of the guild.

• Telecasting

You'll

see —
KRNT
LEADS
IN EVERY TIME PERIOD !

And

. . . THAT'S

Sales Manager

Something

Every

Should Know !

The station with the fabulous personalities and the astronomical Hoopers
November 13, 1950
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TAX BAIT
Borton Alerts Advertisers
SPEAKING before the Canton Ad.
vertising Club, Elon G. Borton,
president of the Advertising Federation of America, last week warned
advertisers that the defense situation may provide
excusesandforpossibly
"more
regulations
restricting
the

taxing
"Lawsadvertising."
and bureau i-egulations
about advertising have increased in
recent years," said Mr. Borton. As
an illustration of the danger, he
cited the initiative measure on the
ballot in Oregon to prevent promotive advertising of liquor; the present study by the Congressional
Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation of tax deductions for
advertising budgets, and the proposal of the House Lobby Investigating Committee that institutional
advertising be classified as lobbying and ductible
takencategory.
out of the tax de-

standard

He further urged advertising
people to inform legislators and
government officials of the place advertising holds in our economy. Mr.
Borton continued: "Also, the large
expenditure for advertising is a
tempting subject for taxation in
this pei-iod when extra tax revenue
is being sought everywhere. Already there are many indirect
taxes on it. If one state should pass
a direct tax on advertising, the
other 47 would probably follov/
suit quickly. The danger is greater
than many of us think."

ORCHID CORSAGE from WISN Milwaukee went to each woman attending a banquet at the Midwest InterCity Conference
of the Women's
vertising Ciubs. Frances
Haggerty Ad(r),
of the WISN solas staff, presents o
corsage to Mrs. John Murphy, president of the Women's Advertising Club
of Milwaukee. Graham Patterson,
chairman of the board of Advertising
Federation of America, smiles his
approval.
Swift on NBC
SWIFT & Co., Chicago, for Jewel
shortening and salad oil, will sponsor the Red Foley Show, quarterhour, five-a-week feature, on an
NBC 48-station southern network
from Nov. 27 for 52 weeks. Show
will originate at WSM Nashville,
9:30 to 9:45 a.m. CST daily.
Agency is J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Chicago.

THE SINS OF AMERICAN RADIO
Prove Topic for Radio Moscow

RMiO

CORPORATIOH

ELECTRON
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TUBES

of AMERICA

HARKISON.

M. J.

on the Russian propaganda, were
THOSE American radio listeners
who do not possess shortwave sets mulling the identity of "Herbert
may be enlightened to know that
"the American radio is a network of
Howard."
shameless slanders and warmongerPUBLIC RELATIONS
ing" and that 85% of all U. S.
APRA Meet Opens Today
broadcasting stations are grouped
in four networks controlled by ANNUAL meeting of the American Public Relations Assn. starts
trusts, with strict allegiance to
today
(Monday) and runs through
"Washington politicians."
At least that's the line currently Tuesday, meeting at the Willard
Washington. Distribution
being put out by Radio Moscow in Hotel,
broadcasts beamed to Rumania and of awards to various organizations
for outstanding achievement Tn
other European nations as moni1949-1950 in public relations will
tored by the U. S. government monhighlight the program.
itoring service.
Topic for discussion at today's
The Voice of the USSR also at- luncheon
will be "Is The Language
tacked the Voice of America and
of Business Understood?" Subject
its "head, Herbert Howard," which of the final panel discussion will
"juggle" figures relating to the be "How Good Is Government
living standard of the American
Public Relations?", with both govworkers. Radio Moscow continued:
ernment and the public repreThe Voice of America supports the
sented. Speaking for government
warmongering
pohcy
the Unitedto will be Francis Russell, director,
States and offers
the of
microphone
Office of Public Affairs, U. S. Dept.
all traitors, war criminals- . . .The Voice
... is the basest office of the warof State, and representing the pubmongering
policy
of
Wall
Street.
It
is under the direct control of the
lic side will be Theodore F. Koop,
State Dept. and is financed by great director
of news, CBS Washington.
industrialists . . .
Drew Pearson, columnist and raRadio Moscow also told European
dio commentator, will present a
listeners that Al Jolson, the American "Negro" entertainer, forsook special award of a silver anvil to
Washington, for outthe
people's
democracy
the Howard U.,
standing achievement in the field
American
dollars
MeanwhileforState
of international relations.
Dept. officials, declining to comment
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

New steel mills are being rushed to completion . . •
still others are being planned. Existing mills are
being improved,
AMERICAN

STEEL

CAPACITY

review their

plans to make sure they are ready to meet the new
demands

1952 (end) -109,963,000 tons (or more)

as steel companies

of re-armament

and growing civilian needs.

If you need some of the many, many things made from
steel that make American life so comfortable, be patient.
Right now, steel supplies seem shorter than they really

NOW- 100,563,000 tons

are. The steel industry is bigger than you think. Look
carefully at the chart for proof of that. Competition

1945-95,505,000 tons

has made it big and strong, taught it to lick every problem by breaking production records.

1940-81,619,000 tons

INDUSTRY
AMERICA'S

Direct Military Needs
Biggest World War II Year
22,800,000 tons

AMERICAN
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More than 200 comp
and independent ste

STEEL

INSTITUTE

• 350

FIFTH

AVENUE

the free
ofup America.

• NEW

YORK

1, N. Y.
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 16)

From

6y

We

Ask

''Fares''

where

Marsh

Joe

That

Play

Fair

Judge Cunningham was telling
about a taxi ride he took over to the
County Seat last week. The cab was
all littered with cigarette butts, plus
candy and gum wrappers. This annoyed the Judge and he spoke to the
driver about it.
To his surprise the cabman answered
right back."Don't blame me," he said.
"Fast as I clear this taxi out, the fares
just mess it up again. I like a clean
cab as well as anybody, but a man has
to have some co-operation!"
Judge figures the fellow was in the
right, and maybe we ought to do a
little campaigning with the public. I
agree with him — thafs why Fm

writ-

ing this article.
From where I sit, it's important for
us to remember the feUow who's going
to get in the cab after we leave it.
Because he pays the same as we do,
he's got the same right to a clean,
comfortable ride — just as he has the
same right to enjoy the beverage of
his choice (be it coffee, beer, lemonade, or what have you).

Copyright, 1950, United States Brewers Foundation
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I sit

pitch in to make a radio show
click, aiding in copy composition,
often directing and even assisting
in the operation of the show itself.
That is when Frank strode sideby-side with Oakite's pioneering in
radio entertainment and advertising. He recalls one of Oakite's
first programs at WABC New York
(now WCBS) broadcast 9:30 a.m.
every Friday. The orchestra was
known as the Oakite "Red Wings"
(changed to "Oakidettes"). The
show ran the "entire gamut of most
every kind of conceivable broadcast
. . . dramatized with musical accompaniment, everything from a
corn husking bee in Iowa, to a
train-robbery ,drama in Cheyenne
... to our 'long-haired' effort of
dramatizing the Passion Play on
Good
No Friday."
challenge was too great in
those days, Frank continues, "we
even did 'Custer's Last Stand,'
without any actors except a couple
of the boys from Oakite and some
of the pageboys in Columbia
Frank also was a radio entertainer. He and Hugh Walton, now
a (CBS)."
leading CBS announcer, used to
harmonize on the shows while
Frank played accompaniment on a
ukelele "which might even precede
the early efforts of Arthur GodOver the years, Oakite has sponsored, according to Frank's files,
such
frey." varied programs as poetic
readings, chamber music, dramatizations, musical shows, reportorial
programs, news shows, band music
and home economy.
Martha Deane Sponsor

ager for Baron G. Collier Streetcar
Advertising Co.
The Conolly family team is
Frank and Florenz. Frank marks
his hobbies as "Oakite and music."
In fact, he has little time to immerse himself in hobbies. His
outside activities include membership in the Explorer's Club, the
American Polar Society, the Advertising Club of New York (in
which he has held^vice presidency),
the Sales Executive Club, also New
York, the Publicity Club, same city,
the Cracker Barrel Club — and even
the Asparagus Club.
As Frank sees it, "practically
every radio campaign" by Oakite
"was successful." He credits radio
(and now, television) with helping
— along with other advertising and
promotion — to make Oakite as well
known to the American housewife
as honey to the bee.
CBS

Holdings

SAMUEL PALEY, member of the
CBS board of directors and uncle
of William S. Paley, CBS chairman of the board, has reduced his
holding of CBS Class B stock to
15,000 shares as a result of his
giving 1,000 shares to an unidentified beneficiary, it has been learned
from Securities and Exchange Commission records.

WJEH KNOW-HOW
Assures Rally Coverage
RADIO families which tuned to
WJEH Gallipolis, Ohio, Oct. 27 at
11:30 a.m. — date and time for
broadcast of the huge Republican
rally staged at Point Pleasant, W.
Va. — were well rewarded by the
sun-up to sunset station. According to WJEH, telegrams and letters complimenting the job, despite
difficulties, flooded the office.
The fly in the ointment proved
to be the sudden grounding in
Weston, W. Va., of the plane
carrying former U. S. Sen. Rush
D. Holt of West Virginia. In order
to pick up the speech, arranged by
West Virginia State Sen. Barto
Jones and Truman Morris, WJEH
general manager, to be broadcast
with the address of U. S. Sen.
Joseph McCarthy (R-Wis.) from
the rally site, some radio know-how
had to be employed.
By the way of the Ohio Bell
Telephone Co. office in Gallipolis,
the station contacted its engineers
to stand by as did those of the
Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone
Co. in Point Pleasant, AT&T in
Huntington and the C&P in Weston.
Feed originated at WHAW Weston
with aid of AT&T Huntington and
thus relayed via Parkesburg to
Gallipolis and from there over the
air and also to Point Pleasant.
Arrangements were worked out by
Mr. Morris, his engineering staff
under the director of Chief Engineer John Moorehouse, and Announcers Chuck Esterly and Bill
Watterson within two hours after
Mr. Holt had informed the station
he was stranded.

He points to Oakite as the advertiser who first backed Mary
Margaret McBride on WOR New
York when she was known as
"Martha Deane." Oakite's radio
recox'd embraces regional network
shows, home economic shows and a
series of radio spot announcements,
to name a few.
Oakite's trademark on the air
has been "Okey," who, like the
nationally known "Johnny" voice
of Philip Morris, talks confidentially to housewives about the product. This persona;l approach, Frank
observes, has proved itself by the
avalanche of mail pulled.
With television becoming the
broadcasters' newest art, Frank
says Oakite, of course, has been
keeping pace. The firm sponsored
The Big Idea for its first 26 weeks
on WCAU-TV Philadelphia, participated in Market Melodies Show
on WJZ-TV New York and The
Kitchen Clinic on WEWS (TV)
Cleveland.
Frank's formal education was received at the High School of Commerce and Columbia College in
New York City. His first business
experience was at Ingersoll Rand
Co.'s A. S. Cameron Steam Pump
Works Division. Early in his
career, he was merchandising manBROADCASTING
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War

&

«Jr
Taxes

WITH the off-year elections over, a new taxminded Congress will shortly convene. It will
be goaded by the Administration to «wring
every possible dollar out of industry — and individuals— to pay the stupendous cost of total
armament and to give succor, aid and wherewithal to our austerity-ridden allies.
The broadcast media expect to be taxed
along with all other pursuits. But they must
be alerted against inequitable burdens.
Some already are upon us. Take the excise
taxes on radio, and now TV receiving sets,
which were thrown into the "luxury" category. Turn to the Civil Defense Plan and
you find the broadcast media classified as the
"nerve system." Luxury indeed!
Those, however, are over the legislative hill.
What's ahead? Notice was served last session
of legislative proposals for license fees on stations to defray the cost of their administration
by government. During radio's 30 years, this
proposal has been advanced at least 30 times.
It has been licked because of its obvious discrimination against companies which pay
taxes at all established levels and get no more
out of government than other arts, industries
or pursuits paying no special imposts.
Excess profits taxes, or war profits taxes,
which are certain to be legislated at the new
session, also warrant close scrutiny by the
radio-TV media, lest undue hardship be
caused. Since the close of World War II (if,
indeed, it has closed) many stations have
expanded plant and facilities, making extraordinary expenditures. There are 107 TV
plants in operation, none of which turned the
economic corner until this year. They certainly are entitled to consideration in revenue
legislation which would be designed to syphon
off only those profits earned as a result of the
emergency conditions.
At the NAB District 4 meeting in Williamsburg a fortnight ago, cognizance was taken
of both the franchise and the excess profits
tax projects. It's a job that can be done partially by the NAB and the RTMA, which also
is at work. But it's also a task for all broadcasters and telecasters, who should acquaint
their Congressional delegations with the facts
— now, and on the front porch before the new
session begins.

Crosby

Cropper

JOHN

CROSBY has stepped out of his principal character as radio-television critic of the
New York Herald-Tribune and, by composing
a damning essay on radio's "Seven Deadly
Sins" {Life, Nov. 6), has damaged his reputation for discriminating criticism.
Mr. Crosby is himself guilty of some of the
sins that he attributes to radio. Provincialism, for example.
"Radio became a troglodyte," he writes, because its production centers were New York
and Hollywood, "two of the least characteristic cities in the country." Yet his article is
written from a New Yorker's point of view.
Throughout the piece he treats radio in the
past tense, a grammatical habit that seems
inexcusable even in a writer working in New
York, where television has had its most vigorous growth.
To illustrate his sweeping assertion that
advertisers dominate radio, Mr. Crosby cites
Page 48
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a Lazarsfeld study that showed only half of
American women liked soap operas.
"While gratifying the rather astonishing
taste of the 50% of women who like soap
opera," Mr. Crosby writes, "the advertiser
failed utterly to put anything on the air to
appeal to the 50% of women who hated it."
Mr. Crosby must know better than this, if
he does as much listening as he claims to.
Mr. Crosby's whole approach to radio in
his Life article is that of a man who, passing
a news stand on which a large number of confession, detective and spicy story magazines
is displayed, concludes that the entire magazine
industry panders to the drooling boobs among
the populace. You have to look for what you
want on radio, just as you do in magazines,
newspapers, the stage, movies or any other
medium of entertainment or information.
of the ofhigh
spots of radio's
history
as Many
a medium
information
and entertainment were ably outlined last week in CBS'
"The Sound of Your Life" [Broadcasting,
Nov. 3]. Appropriately enough it was distributed to thousands in radio and related
fields at almost the same time that Mr. Crosby's article appeared on the magazine stands.
Not everything in Mr. Crosby's article is
untrue. Radio, like any other enterprise, is
full of frailties. The essential feature of the
piece to which we object is that it exaggerates
the frailties and forgets the very great
strength of the biggest medium of mass communications.

NAB:

Cross-roads

Crossed

THE "FISCAL YEAR" of the NAB wound up
last week with the completion of the last of
17 district meetings. The board of directors
meets this week to appraise the results, balance
the books, and chart the course ahead.
Just a few months ago, the NAB was at the
cross-roads. There were serious questions
whether it would survive.
All that has changed. William B. Ryan, a
practical broadcaster fresh from combined A.MTV operations on the West Coast, took over
May 1 as general manager. His approach was
sound. A trade association, after all, was a
business. He had no preconceived notions about
protocol or precedent. Washington's rarified
atmosphere did not awe him.
He moulded the NAB staff into a smoother
machine. He has kept within somewhat diminished budget limits. He has worked well
with President Justin Miller, who has gained a
freer hand on policy.
This completes what might be described as
the first phase of NAB's renaissance. Promises
made at district meetings must be fulfilled.
Foremost are Broadcast Advertising Bureau
and Broadcast Audience Measurement.
And there's the ever-present Washington
waterfront job— a wartime assignment in these
explosive days. There's nothing more fundamental than the protection of the media that
constitute the broadcasting arts — aural and
visual — against the onslaughts of those who
would dilute their freedom. A few weeks ago.
President Truman referred to these media as
"audible journalism," entitled to freedom on
parity with the press.
The NAB board that meets in Washington
this week will face less pressure than confronted itprior to the district meetings. Phase
1 can be recorded as "well done." From this
point it's a matter of activating the blueprints, as well structure
as keeping
the toassociation's
organizational
tuned
the needs
of its AM, TV and FM segments.

our respects lo:

WILLIAM STEWART

GRANT

firm
this month
years ago
JUST
name 10appeared
in radio
circles ona new
the West
Coast. It was the W. S. Grant Co. Inc.,
a name known today across the country as one
of the largest radio representative firms in the
nation, operating exclusively in secondary markets. In the short decade of its life the firm has
accumulated more than 40 independent station
accounts, leaving behind many older established
firms in the highly competitive representative
field.
The man behind this success story is William Stewart Grant, a quiet, mild, modest man
of 48, who gave up a successful and promising
career in the newspaper business to embark
on a new career in radio, a field in which he
had no previous experience and very little
acquaintanceship. The move was not entirely
of his own choosing.
In 1939, at 37, Mr. Grant was business manager of the Merced (Calif.) Sun-Star. Behind
him were 20 years of newspaper work. He had
climbed to his executive position through the
various departments of numerous publications
across the country. The owner of the newspaper, Hugh McClung, also was owner of four
California radio stations — KYOS Merced,
KHSL Chico, KVCV Redding and KMYC
Marysville — and he was concerned over the
light schedule of advertising his stations were
receiving from advertisers outside their re(Continued on page 58)
By AWFREY

QUINCY

IN Metropolitan New York where television
receiver saturation is highest, a survey of
paying customers at Rockaway Park showed
that radio advertising had pulled 40 customers
for every one attracted by television. Must
be that all the TV families are patrons of
Coney Island.
* ^ ^
After watching Mrs. Arthur Murray introduce
Mr. Arthur Murray to the TV audience, we still
inquire "IS there an Arthur Murray?"
The Korean war has taken a turn for the
worse, but don't worry lads. If the going gets
too
tough, we can always put in Hopalong
Cassidy.
:jc :^ ^
When talent starts passing judgment on the
merits of color TV we are reminded of some
of the wonderful program and sales ideas
we've had from our engineers.
BROADCASTING
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NEWS

Martin B. Campbell, General Manager
Represented
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THE TRAFFIC
Cars
when

keep

rolling

parts

*^fly"

off

to

WIS

line

the

SYSTEM

PROBLEM

Uses Remington-Rand

Kardex for Answer

job

1^7jS' station log and traffic system unit.

RADIO

Increased production at a West Coast assembly line caused a parts
shortage. Shipment in transit was located at St. Louis in late afternoon
and Air Expressed to coast. Delivered 5 a.m. next morning. Speed like this
keeps production rolling, lets you meet every delivery date. The cost?
Shipping charge for 50-lb. carton: i?;2 1.56.

You iceget
door-to-door
included
in the low servrate.
This est
makes
the
world's
fasttransportation method
convenient and easy to use.
Specify it regularly to keep
customer service high — and
high-cost inventories low.

Shipments
on all Speeds
Scheduled Airlinegoflights.
up to 5 miles a minute —
dependable service, experienced handUng. For fastest
shipping action, phone Air
Express Division, Railway
Express Agency.. (Many
low commodity rates in
effect. Investigate.)
Only Air Express gives you all these advantages:
World's fastest transportation method.
Special door-to-door service at no extra cost.
One-carrier responsibility all the way.
1150 cities served direct by air; air-rail to 22,000 off-airline points.
Experienced Air Express has handled over 25 million shipments.

Rates include pick-up and delivery door
to door in all principal towns and cities
A service of
Railway Express Agency and the
AIRLIHESoftheU.S.
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stations have long considered their traffic departments
among their prime problems. How,
broadcasting executives wonder,
can a simplified, at-a-glance and
yet complete system be devised
which will immediately answer
mandatory questions regarding
announcement and program availabilities?
WIS Columbia, S. C, on NBC
has found a solution to its trouble
pertaining to the highly complicated
and
tion. vital traffic department situaIt all came about when, in 1943,
Managing Director J. Dudley
Saumenig — a veteran of the broadcasting business since 1927 — determined that someone should perfect an "ideal" traffic system to
offer an assist in this important
role of the radio industry. Results
were completed in 1944 and have
seen no major change since that
time.
Utilizing the Remington-Rand
Visible Kardex system with special
printed colors, Mr. Saumenig's
system allows solutions to the following long-standing traffic department problems in a simplified
manner :
(1) Any trained employe may
see at a glance the entire picture
of the week's operation, with announcement and program availabilities all visible.
(2) The unique system of color
signals and tabs indicates every
traffic and sales operation; shows
the source of all commercial and
sustaining programs and announcements; notifies the viewer of all
expirations; indicates all advanced
reservations and sales by date; and
allows the viewer to immediately
recognize all open time including
segments in participating periods.
(3) A companion Kardex system
allows for easy and correct scheduling of transcription tracks, as
well as copy instructions by numbers on dates authorized, etc.
(4) The unusual flexibility of the
system allows the individual portable trays to be lifted from their
rack for typing schedules and other
necessary purposes. The seven
individual trays each contain 85
packets using the standard 8x5

Kardex cards. These packets rest
in a rack at a 30-degree angle.
Thus the rack is 65V2 inches long
by 28 inches deep, and may be used
on a standard 60-inch desk.
(5) The upper non-visible part
of the log cards are specially
printed forms, containing all information necessary pertaining to
a program or announcement in a
readily accessible, easy - to - read
manner by merely lifting the
(6) Conveniently installed beside
the
telephone and teletype outlets
packet.
in the WIS traffic department, the
system allows immediate confirmation of telephone or teletype inquiries regarding availabilities, program information and the like, as
flicts.
well as indicating product conMr. Saumenig estimates that his
station log and traffic system saves
its original cost twice each year,
considerng the time and effort
saved by closely coordinating the
system with other traffic department activities.
Last June Mr. Saumenig was invited by Free & Peters Inc., pioneer
radio station representative, to
illustrate and explain the intricately planned system as a part
of an F&P sales clinic conducted
at Chicago's Edgewater Beach
Hotel. The 75 broadcasters in attendance were high in their praise
of the easy-to-read method of
traffic procedure, Mr. Saumenig
reports.
Canadian Clinic
FIRST CANADIAN

Television

Clinic is to be held by Academj"^
of Radio Arts, Dec. 7-9 at the
Royal York Hotel, Toronto. A number of leading specialists from
U. S. television stations will present first-hand insight into the
many problems of telecasting, from
engineering to performing. Clinic
will take the form of addresses
and round table discussions, and
will be directed by Lorne Greene,
well known Canadian announcer
and director of the Academy of
Radio Arts.
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recommends

GraybaR

MACHLETT

For years, it has been Graybar policy
to distribute only the finest in broadcast equipment. It is natural, then, that
Graybar offers the Machlett line of
tried and tested electron tubes.
Machlett products are backed by
more than 50 years of experience and
skill — you get a bonus of extra-long
life and high-quality performance in
every tube.

ELECTRON

TUBES

All types and sizes of Machlett tubes,
as well as any of your other broadcasting equipment requirements, are
quickly and conveniently available
from Graybar's nation-wide network of
warehouses. For facts, call your nearest
Graybar Broadcast Equipment Representative. Graybar Electric Company,
Inc. Executive offices: Graybar Building, New York 1 7, N. Y.
5056

Distributor of Western Electric products
fiVfRYTHiNG

ELECTRICAL

Graybar Brings You Broadcasting's Best . . .
Amplifiers (1,21)
Antenna Equipment (21)
Attenuators (7)
Cabinets (14)
Consoles (21)
Loudspeakers and Accessories (1,21,23)
Microphones, Stands and Accessories (1,12,13,16,21,23)
Monitors (11)
Recorders and Accessories (2,8,18,20)
Speech Input Equipment (21)
Test Equipment (1,7,11,22)
Towers (Vertical Radiators) (3)
Tower Lighting Equipment (6,10)
Transmission Line and Accessories (5)
Transmitters, AM and FM (21)
Tubes (10,15,21)
Turntables, Reproducers, and Accessories (8,18,21)
Wiring Supplies ond Devices (4,9,10,12,17,19,23)
BROADCASTING
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TO

KEEP

YOU

Manufactured By . . .
(1 ) Altec Lansing
(2) Ampex
(3) Blaw-Knox
(4) Communication
Bryant
(5)
Products
(6) Crouse-Hinds
(7)
Doven
(8)
Foirchild Coble
(9) General
(10)
Electric
(11) General
General Radio
(12) Hubbell
(13) Hugh Lyons
(14) Karp Metal
(15) Machlett
(16) Meletron
(17)
National Electric Products
(18)
Presto
(19) Triangle
(20) Webster Electric
(21) Western Electric
(22) Weston
(23) Whitney Blake

ON

THE

AfR

There are Graybar offices in over 100 principal cities. These
are the District Graybar Broadcast Equipment Representatives in
19 Key Cities.
DETROIT
ATLANTA
E. W. Stone, Cypress 1751
P. L. dundy. Temple 1-5500
BOSTON
HOUSTON
J. P. Lynch, Kenmore 6-4567 R. T. Asbury, Atwood 8-4571
CHICAGO
JACKSONVILLE
E. H. Taylor, Canal 6-4100
W. C. Winfree, Jacksonville 6-7611
CINCINNATI
KANSAS CITY, MO.
W. H. Hansher, Main 0600
R. B. Uhrig, Baltimore 1644
CLEVELAND
LOS ANGELES
W. S. Rockwell, Cherry 1-1360 R. B. Thompson, Angelus 3-7283
MINNEAPOLIS
DALLAS
C. C. Ross, Randolph 6454
W. G. Pree, Geneva 1621

NEW YORK
F. C. Sweeney, Watkins 4-3000
PHILADELPHIA
G. I. Jones, Walnut 2-5405
PITTSBURGH
R. F. Grossett, Allegheny 1-4100
RICHMOND
E. C. Toms, Richmond 7-3491
SAN FRANCISCO
K. G. Morrison, Market 1-5131
SEATTLE
D. I. Craig, Mutual 0123
ST. LOUIS
J. P. Lenkerd, Newstead 4700
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SAMUEL H. BENNETT, vice president in-charge of sales KMBCKFRM Kansas City, Mo., resigns. Future plans have not been announced.

CLIFFORD H. GLICK appointed sales manager WEAT Lake Worth,
Fla. Was with sales departments NBC, MBS and WNEW New York.
front

office

RAYMOND S. GREEN, general manager WFLN (FM) Philadelphia,
elected vice president Franklin Broadcasting Co. Will continue as
manager. WILLIAM DAVISON named sales manager and PAUL
GOODYEAR program director.
STEVE MADDEN, general manager KPRS Olathe, Kan., resigns. Will
open own agency at 113% E. Park, Olathe.
EDDIE PHELAN, announcer-promotion man WJXN Jackson, Miss., to
WVIM Vicksburg, Miss., as assistant manager. BOB HALLGREN to
WJXN sales and promotion staff.
CHARLES E. KENNEDY appointed station manager WANE Fort
Wayne, Ind. Was with WTHI Terre Haute, Ind., as sales manager.
EDNA G. PERKINS, KLAC Hollywood, named executive secretary of
Television Broadcasters of Southern California.
ARTHUR H. SHERIN Jr., director TV sales Avery-Knodel Co., N. Y.,
to account executive in TV division Edward Petry & Co. Inc., N. Y.
WILLIAM F. FAIRBANKS, NBC research and sales promotion-advertising departments, to ABC as account executive in radio sales.
ROME Tulsa appoints John E. Pearson Co., New York, as its national
representative.
TED WEBBE, sales manager and industrial relations director WCTC
New Brunswick, N. J., resigns. Future plans unannounced.
ALFRED

J. HARDING, account executive CBS Radio Sales, N. Y., appointed account executive with CBS-TV network sales department, effective Nov. 20.

WKST

New Castle, Pa., appoints Robert Meeker Assoc., N. Y., as stations representative.

MARVIN CONN to KFGO Fargo, N. D., as account executive and sports- \
caster.
J
MARY SUTHERLAND, resigned as member CBC board of governors, to
manager CHUB Nanaimo, B. C.
MORRIS LUCOW, to sales staff CHUM
MUZYLO, resigned.

Toronto, replacing WALTER

GENE STRACK to sales staff WXLW Indianapolis. Was assistant to
director national public relations for American Legion.
ERNEST D. BEATIE, sales manager KULA Honolulu, to KGYW
Calif., as sales representative.

Vallejo,

AL MOREY, program director WBBM Chicago since March 1949, named
director of program sales. Will direct department of four writers who
will create, develop and sell new show ideas.
ROBERT M. WILLIAMS, with Philadelphia Inquirer in Detroit, to Harrington, Righter & Parsons Inc., Chicago office, as account executive.
ED KASPER and JACK GROSSCUP to Taylor Co., Chicago, station
representative firm, as salesman. Mr. Kasper worked in radio department Montgomery, Ward & Co., Mr. Grosscup has been selling publicity
service, both in Chicago.
GLENN R. THAYER appointed general manager WONW
Was with WANE Fort Wayne, Ind., as manager.

Defiance, Ohio.

&ti<>na Li . • •
P.
FARL BRADLEY, salesman WKRC-TV Cincinnati, father of a girl . . ,
E. L. BUSHNELL, director general of programs CBC Toronto, made
Indian chief by Kiowa Tribe of Oklahoma. . . . THEODORE C. STREIBERT, president WOR-AM-FM-TV New York, made honorary deputy
sheriff of New York City.
ED W. BUCKALEW, KNX Hollywood and Columbia Pacific Network
general sales manager, on extended eastern sales trip. Will visit Chicago, New York and Detroit. Returns to Hollywood Nov. 21 ... J. D.
JONES Jr., general manager KTAT Frederick, Okla,, commissioned
honorary colonel on staff of Governor of Oklahoma.
JOHN L. BOOTH, president Booth Radio and Television Stations Inc.,
Detroit, father of boy, John L. Booth 2d. . . . GRAEME ZIMMER, vice
president Radio Virginia, WXGI Richmond, Va., to serve on state
Civilian Defense board in publicity department . . . LINCOLN W.
MILLER, executive vice president KXA Seattle, elected to board of govei-nors Washington State Press Club. FRED F. CHITTY, general manager KVAN Vancouver, Wash., elected vice president from third congressional district.
GEORGE WHITNEY, manager KFI Los Angeles,
Los Angeles County March of Dimes campaign. .
manager WJOL Joliet, 111., father of boy, John
VERNON, head of TV network sales at ABC
MARY MOORHEAD,
former
to ABC
President
John H. Norton
Jr., secretary
married Nov.
4.

named radio chairman
. . JOSEPH GARVEY,
Thomas. . . . JERRY
Central Division, and
Central Division Vice*

N DM
The DETROIT Area's Greater Buy!
— at the lowest rate of any niaior
station in this region!
CKLW

with 50,000 watt power is hitting an audience of 17,000,000 people in a 5 state region.
This mighty power, coupled with the LOWEST
RATE OF ANY MAJOR STATION IN THIS
REGION means that you get more for every
dollar you spend in this area when you use
CKLW — plan your Fall schedule on CKLW now !
Adam J. Young, Jr., Inc.
National Rep.
o
J. E. Campeau
President
o
CKLUJ
Guardian Building
Detroit 26
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REXALL CONTRACT

In 5 clinical surveys,
KFMJ outsells Tulsa
newspaper advertising
3 to 1 in dollar volume,
actual sales. Ask us for
details. KFMJ, the Fred
Jones Station, Tulsa,

To Tcake 'Amos 'n' Andy'
CONTRACT for Rexall sponsorship of the CBS Amos Andy
show Sunday 7:30-8 p.m., to start
Jan. 7 is still in the verbal stage
Okie. Taylor,
One of Mgr.
America's
son
[Broadcasting, Nov. 6] but is extop independents.
Lav/pected to be put into writing at
an early date, and will extend only
to the end of the present season,
June 10, with no options. The
drug chain would take up the last
26 weeks of the current Lever Bros,
contract which went into effect
Oct. 1.
At the present time the firm is
planning no summer show for the
coming season. Rexall agency is
BBDO, Los Angeles.
BROADCASTING
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the better
we live
BPOHfort NAM!
Wlial happens to your job-if we gel
alomic encrg^v to drive our niai'liines?
i

\ IR \C

\\\m
rhis bookief Ulls yoa:
it It'hj Anuncans livt hrtler
it How motkinet mah jo6i
it If Ay fretdom ami sentnty
What

The Advertising

to

explain

What! explain America to Americans?
Yes, strangely enough, the truth is that
altogether too many Americans don't
really know what makes this great country of ours tick.
And that's a danger. For, through
ignorance, Americans may permit the
imdermining or destruction of the economic system which has made this country the envy of all others.
Can anything be done about it? Several years ago leaders of the AAAA and
ANA decided "Yes". As a result. The
Advertising Council's "Economic Education Program" was bom. Its objective is
to "give all Americans the knowledge
that is needed to appreciate our system
and the determination to make it better."
*A NON-PROFIT

BROADCASTING

Council*

America

to

Americans!

After two years of preparation, this
program was launched in November,
1948, and still is in operation. One of the
biggest and most successful of all Advertising Council programs, it has been
endorsed by representatives of management, labor and the public. It was
planned with the guidance of and has
received the approval of distinguished
citizens from all walks in life.
Advertisers and Media Owners . . .
Your Help is Needed !
The success of this important program
depends on the public spirited and generous cooperation of advertisers and
media owners. Your help, in the form of

ORGANIZATION

• Telecasting

go togaker

is doing

FORMED

by

space and time donations, will mean a
lot toward a better understanding of
the American economic system. For full
information write to: The Advertising
Council, Inc., 25 West 45th Street, New
Yorkl9, N.Y.

Published in the public interest

BROAI10VSTING
The Newsweek sf Radio and Television
f^ECASTINC

TO UTILIZE ADVERTISING

IN THE PUBLIC

GOOD
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Miami, to staff announcer WTVJ (TV)
Miami, MORRISON,
Fla'.
BOB
disc jockey-announcer KFH-AM-FM Wichita, Kan.,
to active duty with Armed Forces.
DON
MORELAND
Don McNeill'sas
TV Club
(Wed. joins
on ABC-TV)
vocalist.

air-casters
ALAN COURTNEY, director public
service and guest relations NBC
Hollywood, named radio-television contact L. A. Area Servicemen's
Organizations, new coordinating committee of civic groups for arranging
entertainment for members of Armed
Forces visiting L. A.
HOWARD JOYCE, WORD Grand
Rapids, Mich., to announcing staff
WHTC Holland, Mich.
LOIS FREDERICK, traffic manager
WOHI East Liverpool, Ohio, to women's director. JEAN LEWIS replaces
her as traffic manager.
TOM DONAHUE, WINX Washington,
to WIBG Philadelphia as announcer.
FRED MEINKEN, head librarian music
department WGN Chicago, retires.
Had been with station 25 years. Mr.
and Mrs. Meinken have moved to San
Diego.
HARRY GRIER, veteran radio announcer, to KATL Houston doing 30minute six-day a week show.
VIRGIL BOOTH, WKBW Buffalo, to
announcing staff WBEN-AM-TV same
city. ROBERT RICH named WBEN
program director replacing GEORGE
TORGE, who will devote all of his
time to television.
BOB McVAY, graduate UCLA and Hal
Styles School of Radio and Television,

Beverly Hills, Calif., to KGPH Flagstaff, Ariz.
MARY B. CAMACHO to traffic department KICO Calexico, Calif.
DICK BROWN and JAMES DUNN to
announcing staff WCSS Amsterdam,
N. Y. Mr. Brown was with KLZ Denver and WPEN Philadelphia; Mr.
Dunn had been with WHWB and
WSYB Rutland, Vt.
CLYDE McMILLEN named music director WXLW Indianapolis.
BILL HEALION, floor manager WNBQ
(TV) Chicago, father of girl. Candies.
MOLLY LOW, Hal Styles School of
Radio and Television, Beverly Hills,
Calif., starts two-hour nightly record
show on KGFJ Los Angeles.
HARRY KOPLAN, m.c.-produeer CBS
Meet the Missus, father of girl, Carol
Louise.
EUGENE B. DODSON, promotion manager WKY-AM-TV Oklahoma City,
elected member board of directors
Oklahoma City Gridiron Club.
STEVE ROWAN, special events director CKY Winnipeg, Man., hospitalized after being hurt in radio football
league game between CKY and CBW
Winnipeg.
ROBERT

WEAVER,

student

U. of

the

by

company

One of the nation's leading insurance companies, with a
sizable advertising budget, uses 30 radio stations
throughout the country. WINS is one of them, and is
the only independent used in metropolitan New York.
Why? Because low rate per thousand, plus response,
makes WINS the perfect radio buy in this market.
Call your WINS representative ... see
him when he calls.
WINS.,

.

it Sells'WINS
50KW
New York
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PRISCILLA ELLIS and RICHARD
DUMONT to ABC Central Division
promotion staff. Miss Ellis worked at
Chicago Sun-Times, and Mr. Dumont
was transferred from mail room.

MARY SKAAR to KFGO Fargo, N. D.,
to conduct daily women's program.
Also does newspaper shopping column.

it keeps

Buy

ROBERT E. ROGERS, Hollywood commercial film work, to WFAA-TV Dallas as film technician for station's
film production unit, under direction
of VICTOR L. DUNCAN.
JAY SEIBEL, program manager
WWOD Lynchburg, Va., resigns. Plans
to enter radio-TV work in Los Angeles.
DON JARVIS, production manager,
succeeds him at WWOD.
RICHARD V. THIRIOT, spacebuyer
Gillham Adv., Salt Lake City, to KSLTV Salt Lake City as film editor.
JIMMY SCRIBNER, of transcribed
Uncle Remus radio series, signed by
Progressive Broadcasting System for
new quarter-hour children's program
PST.
series to be aired Sat. 10:30-10:45 a.m.

MORT GRANAS leaves Columbia Pacific Network staff to join U. S. Army
Far Eastern Command.
HAPPY ISON, disc jockey WTIP
Charleston, W. Va., to WPDX Clarksburg, W. Va.
GENE CHARBONNEAU, former announcer CKRC Winnipeg, Man., and
CFAR Flin Flon, Man., to program
staff CKY Winnipeg.
ROBERT J. McBRIDE Jr., announcer,
special events, promotion and news
director WPIK Alexandria, Va., to
WGH tionNewport
director. News, Va., as promo-

JUDGE
o Station

JERRY WARREN, radio writer, actor
and announcer, to WBBM Chicago as
writer of Saturday Night Party.
RICK LIFVENDAHL, ABC Chicago
sales service department, leaves Nov.
27
unit.for service with a Navy intelligence

CROSLEY BROADCASTING
CORPORATION

Meurd • • •
EUGENE JONES, who with twin
brother, Charles, provided newsreel
photographic coverage of Korean War
for NBC-TV, awarded Purple Heart
Medal on The Kate Smith Hour over
NBC-TV Nov. 2.
RICK WEAVER to WIOU Kokomo,
Ind., as sports director. Was with
WCAV Norfolk, Va.7 and WGCM Gulfport, Miss.
RAY SPRIGLE, Pittsburgh newspaperman, to WBVP Beaver Falls, Pa., on
temporary basis in news department.
He will be of
withPittsburgh
station "at newspaper
least" for
duration
strike.
CHARLES W. (Bill) RUFF, staff announcer and copy writer KVON Napa,
Calif., to KOLO Reno, Nev., as news
editor.

XMAS

SET

DRIVE

Spot Radio Gets Big Part
IN a pi'e-Christmas $2 million dollar promotion campaign, launched
by American television dealers and
manufacturers, at least half of the
amount is being spent in radio and
television. More .than three-quarters of the $1 million budget will
be allocated to the spot radio list.
The group is sponsoring the
gigantic campaign to offset the
effect of a new federal tax and
credit restrictions.
Media plans call for the use of
spots on more than 250 radio stations and extensive use of newsas well as 65 television
market papers
areas.
In addition the agency, Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, has cut
a record for the group of an especially written song, "I Want a Television Set for Christmas," sung by
Mindy Carson, which is being distributed to more than 20,000 dealers, distributors, disc jockeys, etc.
SCHOOL
WQAM

FILMS
Distributes Newsreel

THROUGH the cooperation of
WQAM Miami and the Miami
Herald, Florida schools are receivup-to-the-minute
newsreelsingofcurrent
world
and national events
as a regular educational feature.
The newsreel is the njonthly issue of the "News Magazine of the
Screen," a timely dramatic, informative and factual presentation of
news events, and goes to the classroom at no cost to the school. Film
has a scheduled release date for
each of the nine months of the
school year, and each copy is distributed throughout the schools of
Florida under a specially devised
plan that will assure speedy circulation and the greatest possible
audience.
More than 20 copies of each
issue are being made available
by the Miami Herald and WQAM
for use within the Florida school
system. Some copies also will be
available for use by various civic
groups throughout the state to be
shown at noon and evening meetings.

Hollinger to KPOA
FIN HOLLINGER, manager of
KIST Santa Barbara, Calif., for
the past three and one-half years,
joins KPOA Honolulu as general
manager effective the end of this
year. Before joining KIST in
1947, Mr. Hollinger was for over
five years manager of KDB Santa
Barbara and prior to that was
commercial manager of WHLD
Niagara Falls, N. Y.

CFJR is new call letter of CFJM,
JACK LONGENECKER, to WOHI
Brockville, Ont., with 250 watts on
East Liverpool, Ohio, as news director
1450 kc, as announced by Department
of Transport, Ottawa.
replacing HOWARD BACK.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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RISING EARLY . . .
6,000 Jam KRNT Dawn Show
PEOPLE have been known to get
up with the chickens and all-night
radio parties are not exactly new,
but KRNT Des Moines, Iowa,
"pulled"
some and
6,000drew
fansthem
rightto out
of
their beds
its
Don Bell
anniversary "daybreak"
show
at 6 a.m.
For the second straight year
KRNT jam-packed its huge theatre for a three-hour party jamboree consisting of audience participation stunts, skits, musical
numbers, etc. To top it off, the
station served 6,000 doughnuts and
180 gallons of coffee. Occasion
was
Mr. Bell's
at KRNT
wherefourth
he hasanniversary
become a
top-rated disc jockey and one of
Iowa's most popular radio personalities.
The Bell anniversary is one of
KENT'S biggest promotions and
requires services of 40 people to
stage the event. Station held a
similar program last year and
drew 4,500 spectators to the KRNT
Theatre.
Mr. Bell also received transcribed salutes and wired congratulations from ABC network stars,
and additionally was saluted on
three network shows — Johnny
Olsen's Luncheon Club, Don McNeill's Breakfast Club and John
Reed King's Chance of a Lifetime.
"TUeu Sa
"WHEN [sports] attendance falls
off, as it has been, they blame it
on television and they tell you that
if you don't think television hurts
the gate take a look at the receipts
of the Louis-Charles fight . . .
Television killed the gate for that
fight, they tell you.
"So, w^'ll tell them something,
that is: Television saved the gate
of the Louis-Charles fight. The
only reason the television and radio
rights were sold was that the advance sale of tickets was so small
that the promoters faced a loss and
the $140,000 they received for the
rights carried them over the financial hump."
From Sports column in
The Detroit News

WDRC
! CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

Disc Jockey Bell put baby caps on
three audience participants who
race each other to empty the contents of their bottles and win a
prize. Stunts like this entertained
6,000 Iowa radio fans at KRNT
daybreak anniversary.
party on Mr. Bell's

Nov. 16: AAAA Michigan council meeting, Hotel Statler, Detroit.
Nov. 16-17:
Board ofCorp.,
governors,
ian Broadcasting
Ottawa.CanadNov. 16-18: National Assn. of Radio
News Directors Convention, Hotel
Sherman, Chicago.
Nov. 20: FCC hearing on AT&T allocation of time on TV network facilities,
FCC Hdqtrs., Washington.
Nov. 20: Broadcast Audience Measurement Inc. Board meeting, BMB
Hdqtrs., New York.
Nov. ?5-23: National Assn. of Radio
Farm
cago. Directors, Stevens Hotel, ChiNov. 27: Congress resumes.
Nov. 30-Dec. 2: Western Assn. of Broadcasting Calgary,
Engineering Convention,
Palliser Hotel,
Alta.
Dec. 1-2: Florida Assn. of Broadcasters,
Mayflower Hotef, Jacksonville, Fla.
Dec. 6: Tennessee Assn of Broadcasters.
Andrew Jackson Hotel, Nashville.
Dec. 7-9: Academy of Radio Artists
(Canada), Royal York Hotel, Toronto.
Dec. 8: Television Broadcasters Assn.
meeting. New York.

PACIFIC AAAA
Names Cole Chairman
L. C. COLE of L. C. Cole Co. Adv.,
San Francisco, was elected chairman of the Pacific Council of
American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies last week, and Carl K.
Tester, Philip J. Meany Co., Los
Angeles, was named vice chairman
of the council for the 1950-51 term.
Merle W. Manly of Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, Portland, was
re-elected secretary-treasurer.
Mr. Tester and Charles R. Devine,
Devine & Brassard Inc., Spokane,
were elected governors of the council for the two year terms, and
Gene Duckwall, Foote, Cone &
Belding, Los Angeles, was named
governor for a one-year tenure.
KXOK St. Louis received award from
St. Louis Junior Chamber of Commerce for Wake Up, St. Louis weekly
prog-ram carried in cooperation with
Junior Chamber of Commerce and Bar
Association of St. Louis.

iBRO ADC ASTING
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PT6-A Magnecorder and amplifier
in rock mount, WGAR Cleveland
THE
OF

Checking a second
Magnecorder installation.
MAGNECORDER
For every purpose . ...
every purse!

PT6 SERIES
Most widely used profes
sional tape recorder in
the world.

PT63 SERIES
Three
heads to erase,
record,
the tape.and monitor from

FIRST

RADIO

ENGINEERS

HIGH FIDELITY, LOW COST
Only Magnecord offers you such high
fidelity at such low cost. Magnecorder
frequency response: 50 -1 5 kc ± 2 db.
Signal-noise ratio: 50 db. Harmonic distortion less than 2 % . Meets N. A. B.
'standards. More radio engineers use
Magnecorders than all professional tape
recorders combined!
GREATEST FLEXIBILITY
Mount a Magnecorder in a rack or console cabinet for delayed studio or network shows. Slip it into its really portable
cases for remotes. Add to your Magnecord equipment as you need it — combine
Magnecorders to suit every purpose.
MORE FEATURES
Your Magnecorder, new or old, now
can have 3 heads (separate erase, record,
and playback) to permit monitoring from
tape. Three speeds (1 5" — 71/2"— 32/4"
— up to an hour on a 7" reel) available
on both PT6 and PT63 equipment. Dual
track heads also available if desired.

Write for NEW
PT7 SERIES
Aforcomplete
console
only $950.00.
Outstanding features and flexibility.ableModels
portor rackformount
also available.

CHOICE

CATALOG

MAGNECORD, INC., Dept. B-11
360 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, III.
Send me latest catalog of Magnecord Equipment.
Name
Company
Address
City

Zone
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New Business
(Continued from page 10)
allied

arts

JAIVIES J. CASSIDY, public relations
director Croslev Broadcasting Corp.
IWLW - WLWT),
Cincinnati, to Hill
& Knowlton Inc.,
relatN.i o y.
n s public
consultant.
First joined Crosley in 1938; has
served as writer,
special events director and war correspondent. Was
named head of
Crosley'slations
public
redepartment
Mr. Cassidjin 1946.
RAYMOND K. MANEVAL, supervisor
radio program research at NBC, to
Schwerine Research Corp., N. Y., as
director of commercial testing.
ED STERLING, CBS Hollywood stagehand now with National Guard producing and directing radio programs
for Camp Cooke 40th Infantry Division, promoted to corporal.
RCA International Division moves to
RCA Bldg., 30 Rockefeller Plaza, N. Y.,
Telephone, Judson 6-3800.
ETTINGER Co., formerly Margaret
Ettinger & Co., pTiblic relations and
industrial counselor, moves to new
offices at 745 Fifth Ave., N. Y., Telephone, Murray Hill 8-4882. LIDA LIVINGSTON, Hollywood office, transfers
to N. Y.
BETTY ANN HUDSON, freelance publicist, to Oxarart-StefFner L. A. (radioTV packager), as publicity director.
RICHARD N. CHINDBLOM, head production supervision. Bray Studios,
N. Y., named head of slide film production, Transfilm Inc., N. Y.
JOHN M. GRIFFIN, production manager Hughey & Phillips, L. A. (electronic products), named general manager of tower lighting division.
ASTATIC Corp., Conneaut, Ohio
(phonograph equipment), appoints
Maury E. Bettis Co., manufacturers'
representative, to serve as sales representative in Missouri, Kansas,
Nebraska and Iowa.

"Tecknical • • •
NORMAN BEAN, RCA Victor TV re-

JO PLI WM
N, MO.
KS

Louisa
KSW
CitytM ^t.^
Kansas

41
search, to WTVJ(TV) Miami, Fla, as
assistant to technical director. MURRAY ZISSEN, Muzak Corp., Miami, to
control room operator. WARREN
BOLLENG, Allied Radio Corp., to control roorn operator. JOHN DULIX,
graduate U. of Miami, to . control room
operator. KENNETH LITTRELL and
DAVID UGENT, to control room operators. MYRON WEIL to camera and
technical operations. STUART BARONDESS appointed assistant film director. SHANNON WALLACE, Southern Television Productions, to cameraman and production assistant. ROBERT C. CROSBY to transmitter operations.

12:30-1 p.m., over 12 ABC-TV stations, beginning Dec.
Western Adv. Inc., L. A.

3. Agency:

STANLEY HOME PRODUCTS Inc., Westfield, Mass. (household
brushes, chemicals), to sponsor Boys' Town Choir, one-time commentary
and choral program, over ABC, Dec. 10, 5-5:30 p.m. Agency: Charles W.
Hoyt Co. Inc., N. Y.
LEVER BROS Ltd., Toronto (soaps), Nov. 27, starts Arthur Godfrey
on 34-Trans-Canada network stations, Mon.-Fri. 4:30-4:45 p.m. Agency:
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Toronto.
RANGER JOE Inc. Chester, Pa. (cereals), to sponsor new series of
children's western programs,. Ranger Joe, over 19 ABC-TV stations
starting Dec. 3, 12-12:15 p.m. Agency: Lamb & Keen Inc., Phila.
BRITISH COLUMBIA Telephone Co., Vancouver, Jan. 23 starts monthly
45-niinute broadcasts of Vancouver Symphony Pop Concerts on British
Columbia stations, Tues., 12:15-1 a.m. EST. Account placed direct.
P. LORILLARD Co., N. Y. (Old Gold cigarettes), renews The Original
Amateur Hour, Tues. 10-11 p.m. over NBC-TV for 52 weeks. Agency:
Lennen & Mitchell Inc., N. Y.

JOHN CASAGRANDE, WNBQ (TV)
Chicago cameraman, father of boy,
Mark Richard.

McCOLL FRONTENAC OIL Ltd., Montreal (gasoline), Nov. 11 started
to March 10, Metropolitan Opera on 35 Trans-Canada network stations,
Sat. 2-5 p.m. Agency: Erwin, Wasey of Canada Ltd., Montreal.

HARVEY J. ADERHOLD, chief engineer WCON Atlanta, Ga., to WIBC
Indian apolis, in
same capacity.

ANDREW JERGENS Co., Cincinnati, renews Louella Parsons' The
J ergens-Woodbury Journal, 9:15-9:30 p.m. Sun., over ABC, for 52 v/eeks.
Agency: Robert W. Orr & Assoc., N. Y.

CHARLES E.
BROWN, WEAT
Lake Worth, Fla.,
to WSVS - AM-FM
Crewe, Va., on engineering staff.
HUBERT C. RETT,
GENE A. POTEET
and JOHN JANOW
to TV engineering
staff NBC Chicago.
Mr. Aderhold
ROBERT RAHNERT appointed TV
technical director, succeeding THOMAS
J. BOWLES, who entered Army. JOHN
J. NATALE, video control engineer,
appointed technical director.

KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek, Mich., renews its two segments of Howdy
Doody over NBC-TV, Tues. and Thurs., 5:30-5:45 p.m., for 52 weeks.
Agency: Leo Burnett Co. Inc., Chicago. Contract provides for 37 live
stations and 2 by kinescope.

E. W. MERRIMAN, Allen B. DuMont
Labs, named chairman Radio-TV Mfrs.
Assn. Service Committee.

e • • •
JANE SHALER, Harper's Bazaar, named director of advertising and
publicity for Adam Hat Stores, N. Y.
EMMET RIORDAN, TWA public relations department, appointed acting
L. A. public relations manager, succeeding JAMES W. SIMMONS,
resigned.
WILLIAM CALLENDER, account executive Lamport, Fox, Prell & Dolk
Inc., South Bend, Ind., agency, to Brand Names Foundation Inc., N. Y.,
as assistant to president.

TELEVISION ENGINEERS Inc., Chicago, opens new south side office at
311 E. 79th St., Chicago.

600*
HESWHO446,
PERSONS
SPEND...
REAC
$285,55QOOO ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/
* This map shows airline
miles to nearest metropoliton centers, asaring nndaplicated CBS service to the
KSWM audience.
Now in its fijih year of service,
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.

KSWM

AvLsXin A. Hanison, President

CBS
in J O
P L I N,
MO.
L Nationally Represented by WILLIAM G. BAMBEAU CO.
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NEW OFFICERS were elected at the 10th (Southwest) District convention of
Advertising Federation of America at Amarillo, Tex. [Broadcasting, Nov. 6].
Gathering after the district meet are (I to r): Curtis Taulbee, R. E. Cox
Dept. Store, Ft. Worth, second lieutenant governor; A. B. Penny, Humble
Oil & Refining Co., Houston, governor (president); Dale C. Rogers, MidContinent Petroleum Corp., Tulsa., first lieutenant-governor, and Tom McHale, advertising manager, Dallas Magazine, and president, Dollas Advertising League, executive secretary.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

FIRST district meeting appearance was made at Williamsburg, Va., by William B. Ryon, NAB general manager. In group (I to r): E. J. Gluck, WSOC
Charlotte, N. C; Mr. Ryan; Ben Strouse, WWDC Washington and Frank U.
Fletcher, WARL Arlington, Va., NAB FM directors; Gaines Kelley, WFMYFM-TV Greensboro, N. C; Ed Sellers, NAB; J. Frank Jarman, WDNC
Durham, N. C.
NAB District 4 Registration
See separate story this issue
Philip P. Allen, WLVA, Lynchburg,
Va.; Frederick L. Allman, WSVA Harrisonburg, Va.; Campbell Arnoux,
WTAR Norfolk, Va.; Raymond W
Baker, WARL Arlington, Va.; William
A. Banks, WINX Washington; Charles
A. Batson. NAB Washington; J. Frank
Beatty, BROADCASTING, WashingSterling Edward
B. Beeson,E. Headley-Reed.
New ton;
York;
Bishop, WGH
Norfolk, Va.; J. W. Blackburn, Blackburn-Hamilton Co. Washington;
Charles P. Blackley, WTON Staunton,
Va.; Harrol A. Brauer, WVEC Hampton,
Va.; Charles B. Britt, WLOS Asheville,
N. C; Robert J. Burton, BMI, New
York; Keith S. Byerly, WBT Charlotte,mond,
N. C;Va.; O.
Sam L.Carey,
WRVA WPTF
RichCarpenter,
Raleigh, N. C; T. M. Carruthers, WINA
Charlottesville. Va.; S. O. Carter,
World Broadcasting System. New York;
Charles L. Coker Jr., WVEC Hampton,
Va.; John C. Cosby, WMSC Columbia.
S. C; Charles H. Crutchfield, WBT
Charlotte, N. C; Charlie W. Curtin.
Capitol Transcriptions; G. S. Cuthbert
Jr., WTMA Charleston, S. C.
R. P. Doherty, NAB, Washington;
John M. Dunnagan. Liberty Broadcasting System. Washington; Edward E.
Edgar, WVEC
WGH Norfolk,
PeterHarold
Edman,
Hampton,Va.;Va.;
Essex, WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C;
Wm. B.Mrs.
Faber,
Headley-Reed,
New
York;
Grace
Fauson. WCBY
Bristol, Va.; Samuel E. Feldman,
ASCAP, Baltimore; Horace Fitzpatrlck,
WSLS Roanoke. Va.; Frank U. Fletcher,
WARL Arlington, Va.; Arthur Gates
Jr., WYVE Wytheville, Va.; Henry A.
Gillespie, RCA Thesaurus, Atlanta, Ga.;
E. J. Gluck, WSOC Charlotte, N. C;
Charles Godwin, MBS, New York;
James A. Hagan WWNC, Asheville,
N. C: John W. Harkrader, WDBJ
Roanoke, Va.; Earl Harper, WNOR
Norfolk, Va.; Lee Hart, BAB, New
York; Philip B. Hirsch, WREL LexingSponsors Scout Troop
SPONSORSHIP of local Boy
Scout Troop 570 was recently undertaken by WNAX
Yankton-Sioux City in an
effort to combat juvenile delinquency in Yankton. The
project is the responsibility
of nine WNAX staff members. Formal presentation
ceremonies were held Oct. 16
when the troop received its
charter and flag from
WNAX. The troop number
570 has been the dial spot of
the station for the past 27
years.
BROADCASTING

ton. Va.; Cecil B. Hoskins. WWNC
Asheville. N. C; Gilbert M. Hutchison,
WBIG Greensboro. N. C; L. B. Hyman,
WDSC Dillon, S. C; J. Frank Jarman,
WDNC Durham. N. C.
Bob Keller, Robt. S. Keller, New
York; boro,
Gaines
N. C; Kelley,
Earl M.WFMY
Key, GreensWKEY
Covington, Va.; Mrs. Carla B. Keys.
WFLO Farmville. Va.; N. W. Kidd.
WAYB Waynesville. Va.; J. W. Kirkpatrick,
WDXY-WORD
Spartanburg.
S.
C; Frank
E. Koehler,
WROV
Roanoke. Va.; W. T. Lane Jr., WCYB
Bristol,
Va.; York:
John Arthur
D. Langlois,
Worth, New
C. LivickLangJr.,
WJMA Orange, Va.; Fred N. Lowe,
WTAR Norfolk.
Va.;
Bert
Lown,
Associated, New York; Calvin T. Lucy.
WRVA
Richmond,
Va.; Robert
Bride Jr.,
WGH Norfolk.
Va.; J.C.Mc-R.
Maillet, WFLO Farmville, Va.; C. W.
Martin, WMSC Columbia, S. C; Joe
Martin, WDSC Dillon, S. C; Richard
H. Mason, WPTF Raleigh. N. C;
Clyde F. Meades, WGH Norfolk, Va.;
John H. Midlen, Washington, D. C;
Justin Miller, NAB, Washington; Miller
Montgomery, WIS Columbia, S, C;
James H. Moore WSLS Roanoke, Va.;
Robert L. Moore, WMFR High Point,
MYERS
RESIGNS
Leaves NBC for Law Firm
ROBERT P. MYERS, assistant
general attorney for NBC, has resigned from the network to become
a member of the law firm of Lillick,
Geary & McHose, in charge of its
Hollywood office, effective Dec. 15.
Mr. Myers joined the legal staff
of NBC in 1934, after serving for
six years with RCA Communications, RCA International Division,
RCA Victor Division and RKO. In
his legal capacity, he took part in
many of the successful negotiations
between the networks and ASCAP
and recently was chairman of the
TV committee which is negotiating
a TV contract agreement with the
music society.
Considered one of the leading
legal authorities in radio on copyrights, Mr. Myers is a member and
former chairman of the copyright
committee of the Assn. of Bar of
the City of New York and a member of the American Bar Assn.
committee on copyrights.
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NAB District 4 delegates at Williamsburg, Va., reception (I to r): Philip P.
Allen, WLVA Lynchburg, Va.; Frederick L. Allman, WSVA Harrisonburg, Va.;
Mrs. Allman; Cecil B. Hoskins, WWNC Asheville, N. C; Mrs. Carlo B. Keys,
WFLO Farmville, Va.; Graeme Zimmer, WXGI Richmond; Mrs. Horace E.
Henderson; Horace E. Henderson, U. S. Jr. Chamber of Commerce; Charles
A. Batson, NAB.
N. C; R. S. Morris, WSOC Charlotte,
N. C; Stover Morris, WDVA Danville, Va.; Ray L. Moss, WSSV Petersburg. Va.
Malvern L. Powell, WGH Newport
News. Va.; T, H. Patterson, WRRF
Washington, N. C; Louis H. Peterson,
WSSV Petersburg, Va.; Emerson J.
Pryor. WDVA Danville, Va.; Paul E.
Reynolds,
WDBJ Roanoke.
Va.; Richard A. Rhodes,
WAYB Waynesboro,
Va.; Robert K. Richards, NAB, WashA. Wayne
Rollins,
WRAD NAB,
Radford,ington;Va.;
William
B. Ryan,
Washington; A. B. Sambrook, RCA
Thesaurus; Charles E. Seebeck, WTON
Stanton, Va.; Ed Sellers, NAB, WashShafto,
WIS Columbia, S.ington;C;G. Richard
William
H. Shaw,
WGH
Norfolk, Va.; Welford Sherman, WJMA
Orange, Va.; Alex Sherwood. Standard
Radio, New York; John W. Shultz,
WMVA Martinsville, Va.; Wendell N.
STAY

Siler, WRAD
JohnR. Sinclair, WXGI Radford.
Richmond,Va.;Va.;
H.
Smith,
WCYB
Bristol,
Va.;
Ken
Sparnon, BMI, New York; Frank M. Stearns,
AP, Washington; Ben Strouse, WWDC
Washington; Bill Stubblefield, Capitol;
Gerald Sullivan, WMFR High Point,
N. C; Atlanta,
E. W. Sweatman
Jr., HeadleyReed,
Ga.
Sol Talshoff, BROADCASTING,
Washington; W. R. Van Buren Jr.,
WGH Newport News, Va.; Vic Vlckrey,
SESAC, New York; George Walker,
WAIR Winston-Salem, N. C; Charles
A. Wall, BMI, New York; W. W. WallWCYB Bristol,
Va.; George
ston, ing,
WRRF
Washington,
N. C; WalJack
Weldon, WWOD Lynchburg, Va.; E. S.
Whltlock, WRNL Richmond, Va.; A. D.
Willard Jr.. WGAC Augusta, Ga.; M. L.
Wilmer, WREL Lexington, Va.; Mr. and
Mrs. Robt. C. Wolfenden, WMEV, Marion, Va.;
mond, Va.Graeme Zimmer, WXGI Rich-
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The ONLY 5000 watt Day and Night
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Respects
(Contiiiued from page h8)
spective areas. He turned to his
newspaper business manager to
help him out and asked Mr. Grant
to represent the four radio stations.
Mr. Grant pointed to his lack of
experience in the radio business.
Mr. McClung pointed to his success
and experience generally in the advertising and business field. Still
Mr. Grant hesitated. Reluctant to
abandon a career built over two
decades, he hesitated almost a
year. But finally, on the continued
urging of his employer, he agreed
to represent the stations on an
independent basis, as a radio representative unassociated with the
newspaper or radio stations directly.
In November 1940, he opened his
radio representative firm, W. S.
Grant Co. Inc., with offices in San
Francisco. Almost immediately Mr.
McClung began to get increased
advertising accounts for his stations. And almost as fast the name
of W. S. Grant and his ability to
get results spread through California, and then through Oregon
and Washington and other Western
states. Owners of other small stations began to approach Mr. Grant
to request that he represent them.
Almost all of his earlier accounts
came to him this way, unsolicited.
Gradually the number of stations
grew; sometimes only three or four

were added a year, some years they
came in faster.
He had no "secret" for success,
no special
"pitch"
offerwas
prospective accounts.
His tofirm
built
merely on a steady, conscientious
approach that somehow (he himself is at a loss to explain how) got
results. Today he handles approximately a million - dollars worth of business annually for his
more than 40 small independent
stations. He believes his firm represents more stations than any other
firm confined entirely to secondary
markets. He has offices in Los
Angeles, New York and Chicago,
as well as San Francisco. The San
Francisco office still is headquarters
for the firm and the bulk of his
stations are concentrated on the
West Coast.
Born in Washington
William Stewart Grant was born
on June 29, 1902, in Washington,
D. C. His father was a government
worker. He was reared in ' the
Capital and attended Washington
Central High School. He began
earning his way early in life,
working at various part-time jobs
after school hours and during vacations. At 18 he started his newspaper career in the mechanical department of the Washington Star.
Subsequently he also worked as a
pressman and in the circulation department of the same newspaper.
Then, in the newspaper tradition of the day, he began wandering
around the country. For the next

Without a penny of added cost to the advertiser, WSYR's radio shows get the full
promotion treatment:
18,073 lines of newspaper advertising each month
Full schedule of courtesy announcements
Lots of direct mail
Frequent contests and other publicity stunts
Merchandising counsel and service
You waul your program
So-you put it on WSYIt

AM

to be heard, don't you?

•
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The
Only COMPLETE'
in Central
New York Broadcast Institution
NBC Affiliate • Heactley- Reed, National Representatives
Page 58
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LOOKING over a contract affiliating
WQUA Moline, III., with CBS are
G. La Verne Fiambo (I), general
manager of WQUA, and Dalton Le
Masurier, president of the Moline
Broadcasting Co., owner of the station. WQUA became the exclusive
CBS outlet for Davenport, Rock Island, Moline and East Moline Oct. 15.
seven years he learned his trade
in a number of widely separated
newspaper offices — the New Orleans Item, Knickerbocker Press,
Washington Times, Baltimore Sun
and the San Francisco Call-Bulletin. In 1927 he became advertising
manager of the San Jose (Calif.)
News. He moved to Mr. McClung's
Merced Sun-Star in 1936 as business manager, having by that time
accumulated journeyman ratings
in almost every department of
newspaper work.
In 1940, when Mr. Grant opened
his representative firm with the
four McClung stations (he still
represents the same four stations
today though KYMC Marysville is
now owned by Horace E. Thomas),
secondary markets were to a great
extent ignored by national radio
advertisers. Mr. Grant pioneered
national spot business for the small
markets of the West. He approached the job of selling national
advertisers on the use of his stations as he would approach any
customer with any other commodity he had to sell. He had a market to sell. He presented the advertisers with facts and figures on the
populations
buying them
p"owerthat
in
his
markets. and
He showed
these markets were not being
reached to best advantage and
showed how his radio stations could
do the job.
Simple Philosophy
In Mr. Grant's modest review
of the growth and success of his
firm, it was as simple as that. He's
never used high pressure techniques never
;
been a glad-hander or
back slapper. And he's never been
a joiner. Unlike most businessmen
who see club and civic associations
as a necessary part of their business in securing contacts, Mr.
Grant has never joined anything.
He holds memberships in not a
single club, lodge, social, civic or
fraternal group. He does attend
advertising club luncheons on occasion, when an interesting program is presented, but he is not
an advertising club member.
Outside of working hours he
prefers to spend his time quietly at
home with his family — his wife.

Phyllis Ann, and his son, George
Young Grant. Young George, 16
and a student at Burlingame High
School near San Francisco, is a
son by a former marriage. He
married his present wife in 1947.
He tried ranching as an avocation for awhile, on some farmlan4
in Sonoma County, north of Sail
Francisco, but sold the place a
short while ago. Now he spends
most of his free hours at his home
in Burlingame, listening to good
music, reading and enjoying his
family. He also likes to dance and
ride horses, both of which he does
frequently.
Like everyone else in the radio
and advertising business Mr. Grant
has thought a great deal about television and its possible effects on
advertising expenditures in other
media.
For his
particular
not worried
about
TV; in field
fact,he's
he
welcomes it as an increment to
radio advertising in secondary markets.
What effect television will have
on other media in major markets,
he won't hazard to say. But as
advertisers enter television on an
ever greater scale in the major
markets, he says, they are going to
notice more and more that they are
missing the secondary markets
where there is no television and
won't be any television for some
time to come. To reach these secondary markets they will have to
turn more and more to radio.
It will take constant promotion
and some education to impress advertisers and advertising agencies
with the importance of outlying
areas as they build their new
budgets around a TV campaign.
Mr. Grant says. But he tackled
just such a job of promotion and
education when he first started
representing secondary market stations 10 years ago. And with the
new TV outlook and the possibility
of new business it holds for his
markets, he feels confident that a
little more of the same now will
continue to bring results in ever
increasing quantities.
Frank

Hodek

FUNERAL services for Frank
Hodek, former NBC Hollywood music director who died Nov. 2 following a heart attack were held Nov. 6from Blessed Sacrament Church,
Hollywood. Interment was in Holy
Cross Cemetery. Well known as a
pianist-composer, Mr. Hodek was
at one time conductor of Omaha
Symphony Orchestra. He is surters. vived by his widow and two daughKGST Fresno, Calif., joins Liberty
Broadcasting System as 41st West
Coast affiliate.
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WNBW

Nine years as Washington's favorite radio personality assures you of a large and established audience for BILL
HERSON's new Monday through Friday television show.
HERSON-IN-PERSON (2:00-3:00 p.m. Mon. thru Fri.)
has the same appeal for audience and advertisers that has
made BILL HERSON Washington's number 1 salesman.
It's Live — It's Lively — It's New!!
Live demonstrations or film commercials at $50 each.
For further information contact your nearest -NBC Spot
Sales Office, or the WNBW Sales Department at REpublic
4000.
WNBW
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Initial
COLOR

BATTLE

TO

Showdown

Tomorrow

COURT

THE COLOR television battle moved ahead on multiple fronts last the launching of a series of public ten color receivers installed on the
deinonstrations in New York startf^veek, with the basic legal phases — RCA's suit against FCC approval
street floor of the building. Demonof the CBS color system — headed for at least an initial showdown in
ing at 11 a.m. Tuesday. The showstration programs will originate in
ings— five a day, at 11 a.m., 12 noon
iChicago's Federal District Court tomorrow (Tuesday).
Studio 3, on the 21st floor of the
and 1, 4 and 6 p.m., Monday
In a surprise move Pilot Radio ★
network's headquarters building,
NBC and RCA Victor Distributing
Corp., which is seeking to intervene
through Saturday — will be held at
utilizing a standard black-anddn the suit on the side of RCA,
Corp. as well as RCA, their parent
401 Fifth Ave., with space for sev- white
TV camera converted for
eral hundred viewers. Admittance
corporation [TELECASTING, Nov. 6].
subpenaed color TV correspondMeanwhile, as CBS made plans will be by complimentary tickets, color pick-ups.
ence of Sen. Ed C. Johnson (Dwhich CBS arranged to distribute
iColo.) with FCC and CBS, as part to begin demonstrations of its color
Demonstration programs will infrom four New York hotels, its own
clude a variety of subject matter
of the court proceedings.
system in New York tomorrow —
and for inauguration of a network
selected "to show the scope, appeal
Pilot President Isidore Goldberg
headquarters,
and the demonstration site.
and effectiveness of color TV as a
program service of colorcasts start:|issued a statement saying Sen.
By midafternoon of the first day
ing Nov. 20, unless the court issues
Johnson, chairman of the Senate
broadcast service for the home,"
that tickets were made available,
Interstate and Foreign Commerce
a stay order — there were these
the entire batch for the entire first CBS explained. They will be broadCommittee and an ardent color ad- other color TV developments:
cast under the network's experi^ In a letter pointedly critical
week's showings were spoken for.
vocate, has "evinced far more than
mental license for colorcasting until
of FCC, RCA told the Commission
CBS passed out 12,250 tickets —
a legislative interest in the controNov. 20, effective date of the FCC
it
would
be
unable
to
provide
samcapacity
for
the
week
—
by
midafterversy," and that
"and
authorization for commercial opernoon Thursday, and before the day ation.
its influence
on his
the interest
Commission
ples of its tri-color tubes to CBS
over had been obliged to turn
should be fully disclosed in the pub- "until we have completed our re- was
down several thousand requests,
On that date — barring a stay
search work" (story page 62).
lic interest."
order
from the courts — CBS will
©
In
a
change
of
mind,
John
spokesmen
said.
Sen. Johnson promptly dispatched
Meek Industries announced it is
inaugurate network program servExtended Showings
telegrams to FCC Chairman Wayne
ice of a regular schedule of color
now shipping television sets built
Coy and CBS President Frank
CBS said showings will be conprograms for broadcast in other
to
accommodate
"Add-a-Color"
conStanton saying "I hope that every
cities as well as in New York. The
tinued indefinitely, with programs
verter units to be supplied later
shred of correspondence between
— some broadcast and some sent by network has not announced what
(story page 72).
me and the FCC and the CBS will
(Continued on page 6i)
Columbia's color plans call for closed circuit — to be received on
be made a matter of public record.
I have nothing to hide and I have
nothing to cover up. I am sure that
any correspondence will only go to
show that my sole interest has been
to see that the public is not denied
^° Sponsor
^^^^^
TIME
color television.
NETWORK
DAY daytime
WEEKDAY
network tele- Nelson package. Agency and sponthrough Foote, Cone & Belding,
"In addition," he said, "I believe
sor are currently negotiating with
vision is actively catching on with
New York, 3:30-4 p.m., Mondays
it would be well for Pilot Radio
and Fridays.
CBS and NBC for time.
national sponsors, with at least
Coi'p. to make full disclosures of three major advertisers starting
Another show. It's in the Bag,
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincini meetings, correspondence and una gigantic merchandising program
early in January to join the seven
nati, through Benton & Bowles is
! derstandings between them and
featuring Wynn Elliott as emcee
already sponsoring daytime TV.
sponsoring
First Hundred Years
other TV manufacturers in relation
and the Four J esters with a grocery
Many agencies are recommendon CBS-TV 2:30-2:45 p.m., Monto color television."
ing daytime television to their cli- store backdrop revealing the sponday through Friday.
Pilot Gets Court Order
ents so that they can pre-empt the
sor's products on the shelves, will
Sterling
Drug sponsors Dennis
be launched Thursday, Nov. 16, on James on the
time.
DuMont Network,
Pilot attorneys, Munchin & Smith
Among the national advertisers
the DuMont Network. Program
of New York, obtained a court order
1-1:30 p.m., Monday through Friwill run five half hours weekly,
to take to daytime is Quaker Oats
for the subpenas, which were
Co., Chicago, through its agency,
day, through Dancer-Fitzgerald1:30-2 p.m. To promote the program
served Wednesday on CBS and
New York.
Sherman & Marquette, Chicago,
and the sponsor, more than one mil- Sample,
American
Home Products Corp.,
FCC representatives in Chicago.
which will sponsor Gabby Hayes
lion paper bags carrying the proThey are returnable tomorrow —
and five others are sponsoring the
introducing western films, three
gram and sponsor's names, will be
date of the hearing on the RCA
times weekly on NBC-TV, 5:15- distributed to grocery stores to be participation Kate Smith Show,
suit.
Thursdays, 4:15-4:30 p.m. on
5:30 p.m. Quaker also will continue
given to customers free of charge.
NBC-TV.
The hearing will be conducted by to sponsor its Gabby Hayes Show,
Several large soap and food manufacturers are understood to be
Owens-Corning Fiberglass Corp.,
a three-judge court and will cover
a Martin Stone production, on Sundays 5:10-5:30 p.m. and its Zoo
RCA's request for a temporary inthrough
Fuller, Smith & Ross sponready
to
undei-write
the
program.
junction to stay the scheduled Nov.
Parade, 4:30-5 p.m. Sundays, both
sors
Vanity
Fair, Tuesdays, 4:30General
Foods
Added
20 effectiveness of the FCC color on NBC-TV.
5
p.m.
on
CBS-TV.
order and an FCC counter-motion
General Mills, through BBDO,
Of the nine daytime sponsors alThirteen advertisers are sponfor dismissal of the suit and for New York starts Jan. 2 sponsorready on the air General Foods is
soring Honiemakers Exchange
summary judgment upholding the
ship of its Betty Crocker program
the latest to launch into TV with
Monday
through
Friday, on CBScolor decision, along with Pilot's
Tuesdays and Thursdays, -on CBSits Bei-t Parfcs Show, three times
TV, 4-4:30 p.m.
petition to intervene in the case.
TV.
weekly, 3:30-4 p.m. on NBC-TV,
Such advertisers as Lever Broth- Judge J. Earle Major of the
Another sponsor as yet undisthrough
Young & Rubicam, New
ers, Libby, McNeill & Libby, etc.,
Court of Appeals and District
York.
closed expects to sponsor a television version of Bride and Groom,
Judges Philip Sullivan and Walter
are also understood to be procesOthers are International Latex,
LaBuy have been named to hear
sing program formats for early
three quarter hours weekly. Program is a Masterson, Reddy & sponsoring Ilka Chase, on CBS-TV
the suit, which was brought by
starting dates on daytime video.
Telecasting
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On subject of receiver image rejection capabilities, Mr. Fink urgto;
FCC not to allocate on the basi ;
of either extremely poor or goof
sets since a burden would be im
posed on FCC's allocation on on':
hand and the public on the othe through excessive cost. He be
lieved JTAC would approve stand
ardizing the intermediate f requenc;
of sets in the 40 mc area but per
sonally did not feel this woul(
deter manufacturing progress or
IF.
Mr. Harnett, former Hazeltinfr
chief engineer and now assistant
manager of the GE receiver engineering department, reviewed
technical data presented at recent
NTSC panel meetings on oscillatoi
radiation and image rejection
Similarly, Mr. Bell, Zenith engineer, presented technical data on
sessions dealing with 41 mc IF
proposals and cross and intermodulation problems. Mr. Bell also
offered an outline of basic receiver
data to be considered in VHF and
UHF allocations, submitted by
Zenith.
On Thursday, W. H. C. Higgins,
engineer with Bell Telephone Labs,
military electronics department,
appeared in his own behalf to offer
general allocation views. He has
petitioned FCC to assign a metropolitan UHF channel to LaPorte
and Michigan City, Ind., his native
area. He contended Home News
Pub. Co., New Brunswick, N. J.,
misinterpreted his opposition to
(Continued on page 88)

deMars Challenges Norton
J^LLOCA TIONS
By LARRY CHRISTOPHER Fink, member and ex-chairman of $100 to 1200 as full expense for
making changes in the crystal control.
FCC'S VHF-UHF television allo- the Joint Technical Advisory Committee, and two Radio-Television
cation hearing — the' giant key to Mfrs. Assn. witnesses, Daniel E.
Mr. Fink introduced a report by
eventual lifting of the CommisHarnett of General Electric and the British Broadcasting Corp. on
sion's two-year freeze on new staF. Bell of Zenith Radio Corp.
offset operation which said imtion construction — lumbered into John
Mr. Fink returned to present data
provement was 10 db better than
the home stretch on general issues
operating in absolute synchronism.
last week and appeared headed for requested earlier by Comrs. Sterling and Paul A. Walker.
The BBC report had been subpossible consideration of final speThe
JTAC witness said he surmitted last spring to the Intfernacific eity-by-city allocation bids in
tional Radio Consultative Commitveyed 20 stations listed by FCC
December.
tee whose deliberations included
as holding special temporary auEven though planning to meet
TV standards. He indicated British
thorizations for offset carrier operonly the latter part of this week,
ation and received 18 replies. Of and U. S. experience on offset operFCC hopes to complete all cross
ation is similar.
these he said 17 reported they were
examination on general allocation
employing
offset
while
the
18th
issues. Beginning Nov. 27 the
Receiver Selectivity
stated it was part of an offset
Commission will hear presentation
On the subject of receiver selecin behalf of the reservation of chain but it was not necessary for
it to employ the technique.
tivity as it relates to co-channel
channels for educational purposes.
and adjacent channel interference,
Results of such operation were
This will require one or two weeks
according to present estimates.
termed "generally satisfactory" by Mr. Fink observed there appears
to be no difference in retail pricing
16 stations, Mr. Fink related, while
Then, after arriving at least upof sets which have good selectivity
one
reported
results
were
"unsatison "implied" conclusions respectand those which do not. He infactory" and another had no coming fundamental general policy,
dicated the cost involved is small
ment since it had not been operatFCC last week indicated, the Comcompared to other factors of cost.
ing
long
enough.
mission would get underway on
As for the use of FM for video
None of the stations reporting
reviewing specific allocations. This
carriers,
which now function upon
gave
any
quantitative
data,
he
phase will require about a month,
testified, although 13 said from a the AM principle, Mr. Fink said
it was estimated, which means
experience has shown FM is not
FCC cannot start work on a deci- quality standpoint there was "nosion until after the new year.
ticeable improvement" through in- suitable for public telecasting. He
said the National Television Syscreased coverage or fewer comThere was no estimate on how
tems Committee considered FM for
plaints of interference. One felt
long it will take FCC to arrive
as much as 10 miles was added to this purpose in 1940-41 but tests
at even "implied" conclusions re- coverage, Mr. Fink recalled. Cost and experience have ruled it out
specting such fundamentals as of offset operation was termed
because of multipath effect on picusability of the UHF and basic
ture synchronization.
"reasonable"
by
17
stations,
citing
propagation factors to be considered in determining station
spacing, all of which are critical
to establishing an allocation pattern before specific requests could
FCC Silent on RCA
Refusal
be considered.
TUBE
LOAN
The date on lifting the freeze
therefor falls well into 1951 by FCC KEPT close silence last week fall, and asked RCA to indicate
quest on the ground that you have
for us a 90-day license to
anybody's guess. Informed sources
on RCA's sharply worded refusal when it could make some of the renewed
consider
verydecision
optimistic
to turn over samples of its tri- latest models available to CBS for conduct experimental broadcasts.
since evenmid-'51
after the
on
Every informed person in this industry knows that the experimental
color picture tube to CBS "until tests on the FCC-approved CBS
allocation the Commission has prowe have completed our research
61).
license had nothing whatsoever to
color system (also see story page
mised a reasonable period would
do with
the development of our tricolor tubes.
be allowed for the filing of new
applications before the freeze is
Responding Monday to FCC's
Your action in adopting standards
RCA saw in FCC's request "an
work." of the previous week [Tellifted.
request
for a system of color television
implied threat to revoke our execasting, Nov. 6], RCA President
perimental licenses unless you got which uses spinning disks, instead of
Hearing Highlights
Frank M. Folsom wrote the Coman all-electronic system which reHeld Wednesday afternoon,
mission that "your request . . . from us what you 'requested.' "
quires the use of color tubes, has
cannot be regarded as in the public
Thursday and Friday chiefly before
Mr. Folsom said "we were both
disrupted
and delayed our previinterest or in accordance with the shocked and surprised at your reActing Chairman E. M. Webster,
ously contemplated program for
factory production and commercial
well-established American princiquest, coming only a few weeks
last week's hearing included:
sales of color sets and tri-color tubes.
ples of free competition and fair after your color television deci- In
# Observation that UHF servspite of the handicaps imposed
sion. Already it is evident that
ice area should be substantially
play.
by the FCC upon our program of exgreater than that shown by RCA"If this kind of thing goes on your attempt to force an incomperimental research, we are conpatible color television system on
NBC in report on its Bridgeport
tinuing that work with the objective
in
America,"
Mr.
Folsom
continproject [Telecasting, Oct. 30],
of developing for the public the best
the American public has backued, "the Phillies certainly missed
tri-color tubes that can be made. We
based on interpretation of data by a bet in the last World Series.
are making steady and substantial
FCC's E. W. Allen.
They should have asked the Yanks
Outlines Stand
progress
in this direction.
# Airing of Consulting Engifor Joe DiMaggio."
He said that "of course the
It
is
clear
from our past performfired."
neer Paul A. deMars' attack on
Mr. Folsom told FCC that "until
ance that RCA, as the pioneer in rainterest is of first concern,"
qualifications of Kenneth A. Norwe have completed our research public
and continued:
dio and television, recognizes its reton, National Bureau of Standards
work, we will not be able to make
sponsibility to the public to make
what you ask us to do amounts
radio propagation authority, and
models of our tri-color tubes avail- to But
available the products of its laboraa request that our stockholders
able to others. As soon as we can
indication Mr. deMars no longer
tories
and
factories.
For example, the
bear the heavy cost of color teleproduce tri-color tubes that can
image orthicon,
now
in all telewished to question Mr. Allen's
vision research and transfer the benevision cameras, wasbasic
developed
by
qualifications to head the Ad Hoc
form the basis for commercial defits to a private interest. We understand of course how that company
RCA, and, when the product was
Committee of government and insign and factory , production, we
ready, we made it available to the
dustry experts which has sought
will, as we have previously said, would be benefited by our doing what
ask. In this connection it is to industry. We expect to follow the
to resolve basic engineering probmake such tubes generally avail- you
be recalled that CBS has sworn that it same policy with respect to trilems [Telecasting, Oct. 23].
color tubes . . .
"expects
to receive substantial reveThe brief Wednesday session,
FCC in its request had pointed
nues
of
many
millions
of
dollars"
as
that RCA said last July it
also heard by Comrs. George E. out
Mr. Folsom said "nothing — ^not
able." to have samples of its tube a result of your order adopting its even
our tri-color tube — can remhoped
Sterling and Robert F. Jones, covsystem.
(Continued on page 70)
available for industry study this
ered further testimony by Donald
. . . You seek to justify your rePage 62 • November 13, 1950
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RUMPUS

The Show

That Cleared

Of Premier's

tion picture advertising and producing executive decided that something new should be added to Premier's media schedule.
Late last fall Sidney E. Alexander, Premier's account executive
with Peck Advertising Agency, was
so impressed with the rapid rise in
video
ownership
the firm's
servicesetarea
that he inweighed
the
possibility of adding television to
the advertising program of Francis
H. Leggett & Co.
For Premier, a foremost eastern
food wholesaler for some 80 years,
Mr. Alexander's suggestion that
its advertising was ultra conservaIt took Pi-emier (Francis H. Legtive and needed some "showman1|gett & Co.) a mere three months
ship" may understandably have
%o promote one of its products,
come in the nature of a shock.
llSauce Arturo, to the point of "ex"But it became apparent very
llhaustio'n" — the kind advertisers
quickly that video could not only
kiream about but only sporadically
provide that quality but that, in
Experience in an exhaustively comaddition, it was a practical selling
petitive field. Johnny Olsen's Rummedium,"
Mr. Alexander recalls.
pus Room created a "run" on a
"So we set to work to 'isolate' its
product
which
originally was
several potentialities and to develop
aeemed sufficient to meet
a year's
activities designed to utilize each
demand.
one in our promotional program."
"^^^
This com' pletely naive
Housewives Share
<fi
estimate was
Compliments
with TV
evolved long
before PreTV-minded housewives who
mier had oc- proudly purr at dinnertable comcasion to recpliments on their culinary accomkon with the
plishments and confess "I saw it
demo nstraon
television,"
merely profess the
tive abilities aspiration of sponsor
and agency
of television
alike.
— and before
"We went into television to tell
a former moa product story for Sauce Arturo
Telecasting • BROADCASTING

of
ewers
N televi
/"OME
l\\ VwA
BD
Irn
(TV)
New
York, the DuMont Netjfcvork's flagship station, are
lireturning to classrooms to
|earn attractive new dishes
tnd some new uses for old
stablished food products,
i And in trade circles, Johnny
Olsen's noontime show for Premier
|lFood Products, demonstrating the
intricacies of practiclll home economics, has been stirring an en"rumpus"' as a practical
viable
teelling force.

ROOM

Sauce

the Shelves

Arturo

and decided that the best way to
use the medium was to show the
housewife how she could use it to
prepare many attractive and wholesome dishes," Mr. Alexander exUnderscoring the problem of
plains.
getting the campaign successfully
launched was the recognizable need
for obtaining a program and perthat would for
holdthea women's
audience.sonalityHappily
fair sex
and advertiser, the agency chose
Johnny 01 sen and his Rumpus
Room, an already established feature on DuMont Network, which
had — and still has— an excellent
rating.
It's telecast daily 12:301 p.m. (EST)
Commercials Also
Can Entertain
Realizing that it would take
showmanship
hold Mr.
Olsen's
audience while toPremier
did its
selling, Mr. Alexander evolved his
commercials with elements of entertainment and information. Seeking a cartoon character to drive
home Sauce Arturo's selling points,
Mr. Alexander gave life to "Premier Pete" and put him through a
series of activities, on film, to emphasize qualities of the sauce.
Pete is shown holding a giant,
lighted match under a can of sauce
to stress that it is "complete — just
heat and eat;" on another strip, he
is filmed in a Sherlock Holmes outfit to emphasize Premier's care in
selecting fine-quality vegetables.

Announcer Don Russell reads the
copy to amplify the film presentation.
"Television's unique advantage
is its capacity to demonstrate a
product in use,'' Mr. Alexander
points out. "To us that means
showing women how to use Sauce
Arturo successfully — not only in
spaghetti -but in many other dishes.
. . . We decided to utilize the 'subjective camera' technique . . . let
the camera take the place of the
housewife . . . give her a sense of
actually preparing the day's dish
After devoting a great deal of
care to choice of recipes — they
herself."
must
be "easy-to-fix," economical
and simple to understand — the
Peck agency copywriters prepare
a simple narration, highlighting
each important step and the product's selling points. To add
credibility to the showing, the
demonstrator displays the dish
after it has
been cooked.
Actual hearsals
re-and
the program
itself represent a painstaking project to the minute detail —
from the demonstrator and
annou n c e r
down to the
(Continued on page S5)
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Television's
TOP

Sales
Opportunity
WILMINGTO

N

aefropolitcrn ce
nters
oi 100,000 or
ov5
Sa'es Manage
menf

^l^OJurvey of Buying

The only
Television station in
Delaware — it delivers
you this buying
audience.

If you're on Television —
WDEL-TV
is a must.
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER
Associates
New York
Sam Francisco
. Los Angeles Chicago
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THE television
manufacturing
industry
shipped 845,000r
TV sets to
"^fc
NTS
SHIPME
SET
dealers during
August, according to monthly estimate by counties computed by Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. Shipments for the first eight
months of 1950 totaled 3,952,000 sets.
CountyFigures apply to the entire
industry.
Sets Shipped
State and
low:County-by-county shipments folMonth
Year to Date
MINNESOTA
Sets Shipped
County
State
and
Ramsey
Hennepin
31,124
Month
Year to Date
15,351
ALABAMA
6,515
MISSOURI
3,544
Buchanan
Jefferson
294
776
Jackson
4,065
9,741
ARIZONA
40,731
Madison
Maricopa
18
542
935
St. Louis
HAWAIIAN orchid-strung lei valued
12,953
NEBRASKA
64,527
CALIFORNIA
3,327
791
Douglas
at
$400 was presented to Mrs. Glorio
Alameda
* 15,243
Lancaster
4,738
Contra Costa
887
23,887
Beasley
by Ed McMahon (r), star cf
208
2,950
4,036
Los
Angeles
Orange
262,436
NEW JERSEY
8,482
13,081
WCAU-TV
Philadelphia's %Uici\y tor
Atlantic
262
Sacramento
1,482
Bergen
the Girls, as Coolerator took over
San
Bernardino
1,197
8,709
1,019
Camden
San Diego
20,306
1,224
Essex
23,362
3,821
5,445
sponsorship of Thursday presentation
San Francisco
2,608
13,365
23,798
11,849
Hudson
5,538
254
San
Joaquin
60,406
of the five-weekly show Nov. 3. SponSan Mateo
6,981
'694
34,707
11,423
Mercer
1,760
Middlesex
Santa Clara
1,306
sor was represented in person of
5,441
1,934
Monmouth
Solano
11,048
1,720
12,572
7,808
Morris
489
2,511
Passaic
John
Wear (I), appliance sales manCONNECTICUT
1,737
1,188
2,077
Union
5,816
18,290
Fairfield
ager of Graybar Electric Co., and
20,146
22,359
3,446
Hartford
4,011
6,634
NEW
MEXICO
Fred
Margolf,
Coolerator Co. district
17,044
New Haven
4,407
Bernalillo
Abany
New London
257 ' 307 27,882
6,848
manager. Breakfast club program is
416
1,903
NEW YORK
1,350
DELAWARE
telecast 9:15-10 a.m. Mon.-Fri., over
New Castle
Bronx
878
13,556
11,733
1,886
County
554
3,477
WCAU-TV.
Broome
Kings
DISTRICT OF
' 39
25,465
Chautauqua
5,845
Erie
3,789
COLUMBIA
60,447
Sets Shipped
11,503
56,932
12,588
State and
147,738
Year to Date
FLORIDA
Monroe
34,224
2,998
Dallas
35,978
Nassau
Dade
Month
Galveston
5,889
25,419
3 689
12,236
083
10,365
New
York
157,662
122
848
30,077
5,718
Hillsborough
Niagara
41,561
Harris
9,063
Onondaga
Tarrant
Pinellas
3
9
19,621
14,174
2,144
Orange
Oneida
11,772
24,450
5,094
8,486
UTAH
GEORGIA
812
Salt Lake
2,754
DeKalb
3,823
2,662
Queens
16,840
66,731
4,418
Rensselaer
324,428
304
Weber
21
204
974
579
Richmond
11,807
6 717
Schenectady
9,240
Arlington
VIRGINIA
1,961
ILLINOIS
1,179
King
Westchester
1,168
nft7
65 490
Cook
7,56380
11,269
23,031
^OO, 245
VO/
7,535
Henrico
5,109
Fulton
NORTH
CAROLINA
2,488
Norfolk
427
170
Knox
1,374
Pittsylvania
15,414
6,160
Alamance
Warwick
3
28
Madison
199
631
Cabarrus
593
299
McLean
345
94834
426
2,176
Durham
5,298
1
1
05
AO
WASHINGTON
Forsyth
19
Peoria Island
Rocl<
Clarke
985
947
Gaston
2,439
11
336
3,290
Guilford
842
St.
Clair
Pierce
1,030
137
Tazewell
Mecklenburg
1,018
619
5,657
1,715
Rowan
INDIANA
2,339
814
525
153
WEST VIRGINIA
25
9,019
3,607
1,655
231
Delaware
Cabell
2,705
OHIO
Butler
Kanawha
Lake
662
15,930
1,892
1,225
1,444
2,913
WISCONSIN
' MacBison
Marion
4,112
9,592
Clark
736
Cuyahoga
27 567
91,102
404
2,345
19,686
3,215
Milwaukee
14,013
50,628
Franklin
96,652
158
5,291
IOWA
Hamilton
38,301
Lucas
61,520
Sub-Total
392
730,007
Clinton
15,634
Polk
Montgomery
714
3,443,200
9,605
5,425
21,934
Scioto
114,993
508,800
AREAS
UNLISTED
Pottawattamie
35,674
4,170
195
56
607
Scott
374
Summit
1,361
6,589
845,000
3,952,000
20,390
1,408
236
KANSAS
OKLAHOMA
2,924
4,071
Muskogee
Wyandotte
Oklahoma
Tulsa
1,876
4,294
*GRAND
Adjustedtotal'
to reflect reduction
1,586
KENTUCKY
2,003" of 43,289
968
units
representing
to the
month
of July. correction applicable
750
Campbell
OREGON
6,321
Jefferson
3,750
3,830
Marion
Kenton
18,223
5,421
Multnomah
2,175
7,964
LOUISIANA
Allegheny
PENNSYLVANIA
Orleans
Color Battle to Court
15,889
19,732
Berks
71,970
308
MARYLAND
3,067
Beaver
(Continued from page 61 )
12,169
Baltimore City
Blair
11,534
2,474
56,873
Baltimore
County
1,723
Cambria
cities will have color telecasts at
Montgomery
6,065
20,672
5,803
1,160
that time but it was learned that
5,291
Dauphin
Prince Georges
271
1,428
1,168
Erie
Delaware
1,580
15,559
1,202
6,256
plans are being made for starting
MASSACHUSETTS
4,244
14,222
3,350
709
Fayette
this service either Nov. 20 or
Berkshire
Lackawanna
3,098
96
509
Bristol
Lancaster
shortly thereafter in Philadelphia,
816
16,846
4,004
10,461
Essex
Lebanon
Lehigh
4,712
2,640
450
29,876
Chicago. Boston, Washington and
Baltimoi-e,
Hampden
5,519
Middlesex
2,381
Montgomery
45,855
Norfolk
1,052
2,796
14,724
Northampton
15,409
1,753
3,245
8,276
Details of program content and
144,049
Philadelphia
2,737
Plymouth
Washington
2,450
1,206
Suffolk
the time schedule for the network
5,902
8,555
1,129
20,413
92,729
Worcester
32,157
Westmoreland
5,915
colorcasts were still being worked
3,108
16,170
926
5,577
York
MICHIGAN
8,627
out by CBS TV executives last
Calhoun
RHODE ISLAND
655
1,217
2,035
6,492
Genesee
week.
The volume of color proProvidence 5,432
2,484
538
35,477
726
Ingham
1,094
3,893
4,675
SOUTH CAROLINA
grams fed to the network is exJackson
345
Kalamazoo
pected to reach about 20 hours a
York
175
2,226
Kent
1,282
Shelby
TENNESSEE
week by mid-December, including
5,196
10,272
Macomb
3,024
Muskegon
about two hours of daytime pro456
Davidson 3,690
5,285
1,769
Oakland
1,255
gram ing, ahalf-hour between 6
4,184
262
887
17,031
TEXAS
19,352
Saginaw
Washtenaw
4,454
and
8
p.m.
and another half-hour
1,609
153,413
Bexar
Wayne
4,504
in the 11 p.m. to midnight period.
37,221
12,953
2,001
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In

San

Francisco
Bay

Area

Television:

THE

BIG

NAMES

SHOW

PUT

OF

BUSINESS

MORE

EYES

ON

SPOTS

Where the big shows draw the big audience
—on

KRON -TV— that's where SPOTS

do their best seUing. Yes, your "A" spot
schedules get top attention on San Francisco'^
"Clear Sweep" station ...

(to mention just a few of our
3ig fall shows. ..the company you'll keep!)

SELL MORE

ON CHANNEL S

Represented nationally by FREE & PETERS, INC. . . . New York, Chicago, Detroit, Atlanta, Fort Worth,
Hollywood. KRON -TV offices and studios in the San Francisco Chronicle Building, 5th and Mission Sts., San Francisco

ng
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Toast of the Town, 5^

r

You

can

have

live

in

The Fred Waring Show. 42.3

television

61

markets!

Live programs are what make live television.
It's not half so important hoiv people see a show—
"live" or on television recordiligs (TVR) —
the vi!:al point is what they see. Some advertisers
today are staying out of television because
they're afraid they can't get into enough markets.
Others are accepting inferior programs just because
they are able to get cable time for them.
Neither way is very smart.
Because there's abundant proof a good program
on TVR can do a superb job for an advertiser.
Take the records of four top-rated CBS shows
you see graphed across the page. These ratings were
won in cable cities, where both "live" and TVR
are repiilarly seen. And in each case listed here, the
TYR • r-^adcasts of the shows not only won big
ratiiirs, but actually bigger ratings than the same
shows in cities where they're seen "live"!
LIVE
TVR
56.3
GODFREY & HIS FRIENDS
55.8
26.7
THIS IS SHOW BUSINESS
39.0
58.9
51.3
TOAST OF THE TOWN
18.9
42.3
THE FRED WARING SHOW
To reach the optimum television market . . .
to pro-rate costs to cover as wide an area as possible,
the wise advertiser will take his show wherever
there's a market he wants to hit. He'll do it with
both live and TVR. And the wisest will pick a
CBS show to do it with ... on the record, it's a better
guarantee his show will really go places.

CBS

television

TV
telestatus
It

It's like a four-ring circus —
having the best shows from
all four TV networks — and
even more fun for 228,000
viewers.
No wonder Toledoans ore
climbing aboard at a lively
clip. Sets sales now stand
at . . .

HIGHER percentage of craftsmen
and skilled laborers own television
sets than members of any other occupation group, and more than 11
in every 100 families in the lowest
quarter of the economic strata have
sets in their homes.
This data was reported last week
in Chicago by Samuel G. Barton,
president of Industrial Surveys
Co., independent market research
firm. Figures were based on a survey of the company's National Consumer Panel, nation-wide group of
4,500 representative families distributed according to population
concentration, Mr. Barton said.
Next in line to craftsmen and
skilled laborers when it comes to set
ownership are clerical, sales and
service personnel, and professional
men and women executives. Although 11 of every 100 of the
"poorest families" own sets, only 24
in every 100 of the top quarter income homes have receivers.
Other findings reported were:
TV sets are owned by 17.9% of
all American families. With about
40.3 million families in the U. S.,
this means there are 7,213,700 families owning television sets.
More than half, or 55.3%, of
these sets are in homes of people
living in the Northeastern states;
more than one-fourth, 26.5%, by
families in the North Central section. More than one out of every
three Northeastern families has a
video set, and about one in seven
North Central families.
Almost three out of four families
City

And — as an added attraction, remember WSPD-TV
bonus coverage in Northwestern Ohio and Southern
Michigan.

There's still a spot for you.
Why not climb on, too?
Katz has the story. Get it
today.

TOLEDO/

OHIO

^-Tj^^A FORT INDUSTRY STATIOHl • i
5000 WATTS NBC
^^^^
^5fi^^ THE KATZ
Represented
by INC.
' ^
AGENCY,

WSPD-TV
CHANNEL 13
Nat. Sales Hq* 488 Madison Avenue,
New York 22, ELdorado. ♦
5-2455
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owning a set, or 72.9%, live in cities
of 500,000 population or more; and
four out of 10, or 40.2%, of these
urban families have a set.^
Almost 16% of all U. S. families
whose main providers have a grade
school education or less own sets,
compared with less than 17% who
have a college degree.
About a fourth of all families
having four or five members own
sets, but little more than a tenth
of the one and two-member families own them.
Mr. Barton said his company is
also preparing reports to show the
volume of product and brand purchases by families continuously exposed to television. This data will
be compared with purchases by
non-TV families.
* * *
WOR-TV October Billings
Reach New Peak
OCTOBER billings and contracts
for WOR-TV New York reached a
new peak in the station's history,
according to Robert C. Mayo, sales
director. He said that nighttime
hours were 78% sold out; that
weekly billings had risen 57% and
the number of advertisers doubled
since Aug. 1.
"Eighty-eight percent of our
business is in national spot contracts," Mr. Mayo said. "And there
has been 95% renewal of contracts
since Aug. 1. The other 5% represented seasonal advertisers."
WOR-TV went on the air Oct. 5,
1949.
City

Set Ownership Data
Covered by Survey
(Report 137)

Tele-Que Ratings
Extended to San Francisco
EXTENSION to San Francisco of
the Coffin, Cooper & Clay Inc., TeleQue ratings, currently covering
only the Los Angeles area, was announced last week by Joseph H.
Coffin, president of the television
audience research firm. Expansion
of the service, to start in early December, was taken because of the
increased number of requests for
audience analysis data in San Francisco similar to the firm's Los Angeles service, Mr. Coffin said.
Survey will be taken the first
seven days of each month and cover
all telecasting between 9 a.m. and
midnight. A sample of 500 set
owners in the area will be covered
by personal interview. Results will
be reported at the end of each
month. Separate reports will be issued for San Francisco and Los
Angeles with single ratings available for programs in both cities.
Robert Seelye, field manager for
Coffin, Cooper & Clay, Los Angeles,
will head the new office.
* * *
Benny TV Debut
Gets 76.6% of Audience
DEBUT of Jack Benny on Oct. 28
over CBS-TV registered a rating
of 41.5 and a share of audience of
76.6%, according to a ten-city survey by C. E. Hooper Inc., released
last week.
Opposite the Benny
show, the next highest rating was
8.1 and a share of audience of 14.8.
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Weekly Television Summary —

Number Sets
Outlets On Air
Nun iber Sets
Outlets On Air
Albuquerque
Louisville
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
WTVJ
Ames
5,000
KOB-TV
WMCT
52,399
WOl-TV
Memphis
60,176
21,346
Atlanta
65,000 Milwaukee
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
Miami
Baltimore
40,000
222,186
WAAM,
WBAL-TV,
WMAR-TV
Minn. -St. Paul KSTP-TV,
WTMJ-TV WTCN-TV
160,665
163,400
Binghamton
WNBF-TV
26,090
Nashville
26,500
Birmingham
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
WSM-TV
Bloomington
WTTV
11,000 New Haven
109,700
WNHC-TV
Boston
Orleans
525,130 New
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
WDSU-TVWCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
Buffalo
New
York
WABD,
149,331
WBTV
WBEN-TV
Charlotte
WOR-TV,
WPIX
37,371
Chicago
8,500
Estimate
WATV
Inc. in N.Y. 1,635,000
36,238 Norfolk
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBO
Newark
679,417
Cincinnati
WTAR-TV
178,000
WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV,
WLWT
Oklahoma City WKY-TV
Cleveland
349,319
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
Columbus
95,000 Omaha
54.633
39,960
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
Dallas,
Philadelphia
KMTV,
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Phoenix
WDTV WOW-TV
Ft. Worth
695,000
44,566
Pittsburgh
KRLD-TV,
WFAA-TV,
WBAP-TV
Davenport
KPHO-TV
WOC-TV
82,544 Portland, Ore.
17,400
160,000
Quad Cities include
27,962
Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline 106,000
Providence
Dayton
WHIO-TV, WLWD
WJAR-TV
Detroit
Richmond
WTVR
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV,
WXYZ-TV
WICU
Erie
86,880
330,539 Rochester
978
WHAM-TV
41,350 Rock Island
Ft. Dallas
WorthWHBF-TV
Include
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise.,
E.
Moline
WBAP-TV,
KRLD-TV,
WFAA-TV
Quad
Cities
56,205
Salt
Lake
City
Grand Rapids WIAV-TV
KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
42,534
82,544
Greensboro
27,962
56,211 San Diego
Antonio
WFMY-TV
Houston
30,508
KEYL,
WOAI-TV
KFMB-TV
KPRC-TV
31,500
47,970 San Francisco
WRGB
HuntingtonKGO-TV,
KPIX, KRON-TV
Schenectady
Charleston
32,208
WSAZ-TV
27,500
Albany-Troy
58,000
Indianapolis
WFBM-TV
95,000 Seattle
Jacksonville
106,800
WMBR-TV
KING-TV
20,000
Johnstovtrn
Louis
WJAC-TV
KSD-TV
37,800 St.
99,022
KalamazooWHEN,
WSYR-TV
Toledo
45,570 Syracuse
Battle Creek WKZO-TV
206,500
Tulsa
WSPD-TV
Kansas City
WDAF-TV
WKTV
KOTV
43,200
Utico-Rome
WGAL-TV
Lansing
73,565
57,000
63,743 Washington
71,295
WMAl-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
Lancaster*
WJIM-TV
31,000
Wilmington
Los Angeles
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH,
WDEL-TV
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
43,875
* Lancaster an d contiguous areas.
Stations on Air 107
Sets in
Air 63
Total Markets on 747,867
27,900
188,585
46,749
Editor's Note: Source of set estimates are based on data available from dealers, distributors, TV Circulation committees, electric companie
and
manufacturers.
Since
many
are
compiled
monthly,
some
may
remain
unchanged
in
successive
summaries.
Total
sets
in
all
areas
i
necessarily approximate.
Use 8,732,68"
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WSAZ-TV

West

Virginia's

television

only

station

EXCLUSIVE

delivers

coverage

of

the

rich*

HUNTINGTON-CHARLESTON
market

Now

*THE

27th

Interconnected

MARKET

retail sales makes

in 1949

this the equivalent of the 27th

ranking U. S. Market.
Management
1950.

—$601,425,750

Figures direct from Sales

"Survey of Buying Power"

May

10,

ABC-CBS-DTN-NBC
Represented
THE
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KATZ

Nationally

by

AGENCY

V
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MEDICAL COLOR
CBS-S.K.&F. Labs Renew
CBS and Smith, Kline & French
Laboratories have renewed for
another year their agreement
covering color telecasting of medical demonstrations.
CBS technicians will operate
color
eqtaipment
to telecastat sui'gical
and medical
exhibitions
medical
meetings throughout the country.
CBS also will produce new equipment to replace that which has been
used in the past. A new camera
weighing only 32 pounds is being
developed.
TV COMMERCIALS
Favorable React-ion Seen
MORE than three fourths of television set owners think television
commercials provide more useful
data about products than do radio
commercials, according to a Daniel
Starch & Staff survey.
Of 400 set owners in New York,
Chicago, Philadelphia and Boston
queried in the Starch survey, 79.5%
thought TV commercials. were more
infonnative than radio commercials; 3.3% voted for radio commercials, and the other 17.2%'
thought the informational value of
the two was about the same.
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee takes air at
11:30 a.m. Sun., with reading of comics in Milwaukee Journal.

nothing
under

but

our

DEWEY'S VICTORY STAND
Climaxes Campaign With 18-Hour Radio-TV Event
AN 18-HOUR performance by radio, TV and telephone from the
studios of WOR-TV New York was
the pioneering twist with which
Gov. Thomas E. Dewey climaxed
his
camapign for a third term last
Monday.

smiles

umbrella!

HOLUKD

KALAMAZOO

NOW

- 92,972 SETS

UlLnU-TU
CHANNEL 7 - GRAND
RAPIDS
LIVE - INTERCONNECTED
Represented by John Pearson
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has
been assigned
to the WDT^'
administrative
department.
Adde<
to the promotion and publicity department are Gertrude H. Lieblich,
former UP staff writer, and Morris
M. Siman. Joseph W. Bock of
McKeesport, Pa., has been named
staff artist. New members of
the technical staff are John W.
Berninger, Edward J. Young,
Robert L. Markle, Frederick Wood
and Vito Twaska. Five additions
to the office staff are Mary Jackson,
Helen Krizmanich, Jean Steuber,
Thomas Seger and Ralph Cunningham.

Beginning at 6 a.m., the Governor made 14 appearances before
his departure that midnight.
Eleven of them lasted 15 minutes,
two 30 minutes, and one 45 minutes. Some of them were simulcast
over WMCA New York, and one
over NBC. In addition there were
quarter -hours on state networks
of MBS and ABC, and on WABD
(TV) New York. Gov. Dewey
spent $15,000 for his AM-TV
marathon.
Answers Phones
When off the air, Mr. Dewey answered queries telephoned into him
via one of 50 telephones rigged for
the occasion. Several times he
brought his wife before the cameras to answer queries about the
campaign, and the draft status of
their sons.
Why hadn't the Governor campaigned in "such a human Avay" in
the 1948 presidential campaign?
one woman questioner wanted to
know. Mr. Dewey said that he
had "had to read from prepared

WDTV(TV) ADDS
Names 14 New Staff Members
FOURTEEN staff additions at
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh have been
announced by General Manager
Donald A. Stewart.
Jack Tolen, formerly with Twin
City Television Labs., Minneapolis

Gov. Dewey
* * *
scripts,
or soused
I thought."
WOR-TV
three cameras on
the set, which consisted of desk,
chair, sofa, clock, and sample voting booth. Gov. Dewey used the
voting machine for demonstrations
of how to vote.
Ford Bond directed the telecasts.
Wick Crider, vice president of
BBDO, New York agency which
placed the telecasts, supervised.
A Republican party spokesman
in New York, following the election, said that television results
had been impressive, although he
refused to say what proportion of
the Governor's
vote likely,
was attributable to it.cityVery
he
said, television will replace the
street-corner-rally technique as a
means of meeting the most people
face to face.
He revealed that the telephone
company estimated that six times
as many calls were actually made
as the 50 special operators could
handle, and estimated that about
25,000 calls were either made or
attempted. At peak periods, he
said, about 300 calls were handled
at one time, each call averaging
about 3^2 minutes.
Dr. Tyler Named
DR. I. KEITH TYLER, coordinator of radio activities
at Ohio State U., has been
named chairman of a national
committee representing educational organizations and
institutions interested in presenting testimony before
FCC at its hearing on reallocation of TV frequencies, it
was announced last week.
Dr. Tyler, who also heads
Ohio State U.'s Institute for
Education by Radio, is now
in Washington in connection
with the Nov. 27 hearing on
reservation of educational
TV channels.

PACKAGE FIRM
Marshall Productions Forn^ed
MARSHALL Productions Inc. has
been formed in Chicago by Ed Marshall, former sales manager of
WSRS Cleveland and previously
associated with WJBK Detroit. Mr.
Marshall is president of the firm,
and Mrs. Nancy Mclver, who was
"Nancy Grey" on WTMJ Milwaukee for 18 years, is secretary.
Company will package radio and
television shows, one of which will
be the half -hour radio program,
Nancy Mclver, featuring Mrs. Mclver, a noted commentator on
travel, industry, foods and women's
apparel. Marshall Productions is
located at 105 W. Adams St., Chicago.
Tube Loan
(Continued from page 62)
edy the basic defect" of the CBS
system, which he described as its
incompatibility with present stand- ards. )
"Your decision denied the public
all-electronic
an opportunitycompatible
to have system
the RCAof '
color
broadcasting,"
he
the
Commission. He said RCA told
offered
on July 31 and again on Oct. 4 to
show FCC its improvements in
the color tube, but that the first
offer was ignored and the second
rejected.
"Now after your decision has
been made you write us that you
are 'pleased to note the progress'
we have made," he said.
He said FCC's letter to RCA incorporated "identical language with
that which the promoter of the
incompatible system used in a
previous letter to us making a
similar
"This demand."
promoter of the system
you adopted swore under oath that
they had developed a color tube,"
he asserted. "Later they admitted
that they had failed in their attempt to build one."
NEW all-driven-element antenna announced by Technical Appliance Corp.,
Sherburne. N. Y.
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Eye

Witness

reports

from

a

fiery

furnace!

A new

television development

which

adds to industry's efficiency
No. II in a series outlining
high points in television history
Photograph and painting from the RCA collection
Compact industrial television sys\em — developed at RCA Laboratories — lets industrial
engineers and research scientists see the unseeable in safety.
• Something's wrong in a big blast furnace, and it is too
lot for engineers to approach in safety. But now, with the
(jikldicon camera of an RCA Industrial Television System
Iocused on the flames, the furnace can be studied closely and
Carefully on a television receiver.

One of the great advantages of this system^ other than its
contributions to mdustrial safety— is its ability to save both
time and money. No longer need engineers "shut-domi" machines or processes to observe them. Normal operations can
continue without waste of time, while tlie Vidieon System
gathers information.
Key to the success of the Vidieon System is a tiny television
camera— small enough to hold in one hand— and relatively
inexpensive. The camera's "eye" is the sensitive Vidieon tube
developed by scientists at RCA Laboratories. The only other
equipment needed is the Vidieon camera's suitcase-size portable control cabinet, which operates on ordinary household
electric current, and with amj television receiver— on which
to view the pictures.
Adaptable to many uses, RCA's Vidieon camera could easily
be lowered deep under water to watch divers at then- dangerous work— or stand watch on atomic piles, to keep scientists
and workers secure from radiation. And this RCA Industrial
Television System can also easily be arranged for S-dimension
pictures . . . real as life !

^Here's RCA's Vidieon system at work beside a steaming vat. Note how the
television camera is getting a safe "close-up" of the action.
I Telecasting
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Radio Corporation of America
WORLD LEADER IN RADIO— FIRST IN TELEVISION
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1
i

BETWEEN
COMMERCIALS
BY

• I' II d e r sponsorshij*
of the Longrine-AVittiiauer Watch Co.. KPrX
and KSFO brought
Xorthem Calif orni an s
the first combined televisionradio
- newspaper
coverage of election returns.. The
San Francisco Call Bulletin cooperated with the two stations in making a complete source of political
material available.
Maps, charts, bla<?kboards, and a
unique "thermometer" system especially designed for vote tabulations,
were derised by Sandy SpiUman,
program director, as visual
aids for viewers.
The election coverage, which followed a two week campaign on
KSFO and KPIX, in which citizens
were urged to go to the polls and
vote, proved to be one of the most
outstanding public interest programs
ever attempted in Xorthern California.
• Ben Alexander's "Watch and
Win," seen on KPIX Wednesdays
at 9:00 PM, is proving- to be the
Bay Area's leading telequiz. Each
week, Ben and wife, Lesley, seat
themselves behind a battery of ten
phones and pose questions at the
viewing audience, with correct answers bringing prize returns. Sponsor Acme Beer has even gone so
far as to omit the middle commercial, so that fast-moving pace of
show might continue.
• The KPIX Kitchen promises to
take on a festive air when star.
Fay Stewart, prepares a special
Thanksgiving Party with turkey 'n
trimmings for a group of children
from a local orphanage.
• SEEN AND HEARD: Renowned
author Dean Jennings is now doing
a weekly TV series on KPIX . . .
Roy Whaley has recently returned
to KSFO to air the nitely Dance
Date show for Regal Pale Beer . . .
7.5% of the mail requesting fairy
tales to be dramatized on KPIX's
"Once Upon A Time," is coming
from the 'little people,' who manage
to pen their story favorites in a
most descriptive style.

Represented by The Kali Agency, Iric;

Represented by Wm. G. Rambeau Co.

SAN
I
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PREVIEW screening of Snader Telescriptions, series of 3 to SVi-minute
musical films for video, is conducted in Chicago for agency and trade people
by Louis D. Snader, president of the California firm. L to r: Theodore F. Shaker,
Katz; Mr. Snader; Maurice B. Lipsey, Music Corp. of America; James R. Hoel,
Katz; J. R. Fishburn and Bruce Bryant, Edward Petry & Co.
Thomas
TBA

CLINIC

Of

Named
Dec.

Chairman

8 Meet

EUGENE THOMAS, manager of operations of WOR-TV New York,
has been appointed chairman of the Television Clinic to be conducted
Dec. 8 at New York's Waldorf-Astoria Hotel by Television Broadcasters
Assn. in conjunction with the annual TBA membership meeting. Attendance isexpected to exceed that ^
of over 400 at the last TBA clinic
from the invited speakers, include :
[Telecasting, Feb. 13].
Clinic, to start at 10:30 a.m., will
(1) Prog-ramming, which will embrace such sub-topics as "The Daytime
be based on the theme "Keeping
Television
Audience," "Video Net-work
Pace With Television's Growth"
Problems," "Opportunities in Multiand will include seven topic sesStation and Single-Station Markets,"
sions, to run consecutively in the "Ways
of Reducing Expenses" and
same room (the Starlight Roof) —
"Catering to Local Audiences."
not concurrently in different rooms
(2) Recent developments on television research.
as at previous TBA clinics. The
clinic sessions will run from 10:30
(3) TV sales, comprising discusa.m. to 12:30 p.m. and from 2:30
sions of "Keeping Sales Volume Abreast
to 5:30 p.m., with a two-hour lunchof Expenses" and "The Dilemma of
eon session which will include both
Sponsor
and Agency."
(4) Effects
of the proposed excess
a headline speaker and entertainprofits
tax
on TV broadcasters.
ment.
(5) Negotiations with ASCAP for
Topics to be covered by the clinic
licenses for TV broadsessions, according to present plans per-program
casters.
which are necessarily tentative un(6) TV as an educational tool.
til acceptances have been received
(7) Color television, with a threemember panel discussing the impact of
colorcasting on the broadcaster, viewer
Storage Tube
and performer.
STORAGE tube which he
Membership Session
claims will eliminate flicker
Clinic sessions will be preceded
and lines of present TV reby a TBA membership meeting
ception has been announced
which will receive reports from offiby Philo T. Farnsworth, vice
cers and committee chairmen and
president and director of reelect directors to succeed Dr. Allen
search of Capehart-FarnsB. DuMont, president, DuMont TV
worth Corp. He described it
Network;
Joseph A. McDonald, vice
as the "biggest single develpresident, ABC; Richard A. Borel,
opment in television in the
general manager, WBNS-TV Copast 5 or 10 years." The new
lumbus, Ohio, whose terms expire
"memory tube," which perDec. 8. Three members of the ninemits flashing of completed
member TBA board are elected each
images on the TV screen at
the rate of one every 60th of
year for three-year terms. Officers
for the coming year will be elected
a second, will be available
commercially within a maxiby the new board at its first meetmum of two years, Mr.
Dec. ing,
8. presumably also to be held
Farnsworth stated. The tube
"remembers" the components
of an image until it is comJOHN F. BIDER Publisher Inc. repleted, then flashes it upon
the screen. In existing TV,
leasing Rider's Television Manual
Volume
S,
in firm's TV manual series,
the
picture
is
formed
line
by
line.
and new encyclopedia on CathodeRay Oscilloscopes and Their Uses.

MECK
RECEIVERS ,
To Take Any Type Coiorj
JOHN S. MECK, president of Joh i
Meek Industries, video set makei ,
changed his mind last week about
the CBS color television system and
announced he is shipping sets which
accommodate units for any type c:
color reception. Mr. Meek reported that all Meek sets built sinc::
Nov. 1 have incorporated "special
design and circuit features" to be
used with Meek "Add-a-Color" units
for the CBS system. The sets will
be available "as soon as production
In addition,
sets will be equipped
schedules
permit."
to handle any electronic system of
color TV, which "may later be approved," he said. Prices remain
the same, and color attachments
can be added "at moderate cost."
"Our engineering department has
not had enough time to determine
that the CBS system is practical,
though it may not be the ultimate
in color transmission. We believe
as manufacturers we should let
the public have a chance to decide
what
type dealers
of television
wants."
Meek
and itdistributors
are receiving adapter kits to equip
receivers built by the firm before
Nov. be1, added
so thatwhen
"Add-a-Color"
units
can
desired. These
units will match the TV receiver.
"Add-a-Color" attachments get
their power from the TV set, and
the video signal from the set's tuning and amplifying circuits.
"It is time for the television industry to stop sniping at a constructive eff"ort by CBS to advance
the science," Mr. Meek asserted.
"We may not agree with the technical details of the CBS system or
the method used to publicize it, but
a unified effort to let the public determine its own interest in the CBS
system will be far better for the
industry and for the public. I believe all manufacturers should
make auxiliary color units available. Ialso believe CBS, which has
so much to gain if its method succeeds, should help some of the manufacturers of components absorb
tooling costs on necessary mechanical parts . . ."
CAAB

MEET
Gets Reports on Color
CBS Affiliates Advisory Board, at
its second 1950 meeting last Thursday and Friday in New York,
heard reports from top CBS executives on such provocative subjects as color television and the
FCC proposed rule to limit programs stations
vision
networks.may take from teleThe CAAB saw a demonstration
of color television, conducted by
Adrian Murphy, vice president and
general executive, and Dr. Peter
Goldmark, vice president in charge
of engineering development.
Louis Hausman, vice president
in charge of advertising and sales
promotion, gave a report on the
trade promotion plans that were
announced several weeks ago
[Broadcasting, Oct. 30].
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\EEK FEE RAISE
For PCL Baseball Rights
tlGHER fees for television rights
West Coast baseball games durng the 1951 season were demanded
y officials of the Pacific Coast
baseball) League at a i-ecent conerence in Oakland, Calif.
Television will be banned from
fCL ball parks or greatly retricted in 1951 unless the league
ets adequate compensation for atendance losses, officials announced.
3elegates to the conference were
lold that attendance at league
j^ames in the West Coast's two
lajor television centers, Los An.;;eles and San Francisco, had delined sharply during the past seaAmount of compensation to be
isked for TV rights was not discussed but was tabled for further
;tudy. It was reported that some
,»fficials of the eight-club league
favored a formula similar to that
iidopted by the Pacific Coast (college football) League. Under this
jormula TV rights are sold on a
''ee plus attendance guarantee
jasis.
While television was blamed in
1;ome quarters for the drop in atendance during the past season, a
lumber of prominent critics blamed
;he decline primarily on the heavy
-schedule of games played by the
eague teams. The games were too
lumerous to draw heavy attendance at all contests, these critics
said.
To satisfy this criticism, the
eague directors have drawn up a
172-game schedule for the 1951 season, rather than the 200-game
schedule followed this year.
^MOVIE MONITOR
Firm Uses KTTV Cameras
EFFECTIVE way for television to
help out motion picture production
was employed last week by Lippert
-Productions, Los Angeles, ' when
jthe firm used KTTV (TV) Los
lAngeles facilities to rehearse a film
"The Steel Helmet," being produced
■at
the KTTV lot where Lippert has
studios.
Television cameras were set up
\<on the motion picture sound stage
for rehearsal, with producer and
'director Samuel Fuller, able to
jvvatch on the TV screen how the
I'film will look projected in movie
' theatres.
In this manner much of the projduction costs can be saved by eliminating need for hundreds of
sketches of scenes in action by production designers before cameras
turn, and by making it possible
to do much of the film cutting in
advance. Artistic composition of
the scenes and lighting set construction are among other benefits
resulting from the use of television, according to the film producer.

INDIANS

ON TV

In '51 for Leisy Brewing
IN A MOVE that contradicts the
cry from some quarters that television is hurting major league baseball attendance, the Cleveland Indians have come out solidly for
the visual medium by authorizing
telecasts of all 77 home games of
the club during the 1951 season.
In an announcement last week
from WXEL (TV) Cleveland,
which will carry the games, it was
also indicated that some of the
out-of-town games will also be
telecast although full details of the
season plans have not been completed.
The games will be sponsored by
the Leisy Brewing Co. Bernard
London will do production and direction. The telecasts will not be
simulcast as they were in 1950,
however an announcer for television has not yet been selected.
WDTV

niques".
With Fairchild's exclusive features, you too can
be successful in the new markets for low noise
LP, TV and Theatre film sound track recording.
The FAIRCHILD STUDIO RECORDER with
pitch-variable-while-recording is shown on die
right. No lead screws or gears to change. Continuous pitch change from 80 to over 500 lines
per inch simply by rotating the convenient knob.
This is the famous MARGIN CONTROL which
puts up to 25% more recording time in the same
space — without reducing top recording levels.
70 db dynamic range on disc is now made possible with the Fairchild THERMO-STYLUS and
MARGIN CONTROL— "an unbeatable combination".
Fairchild

Synchronous

Disc

Recorders

Accurate Program Timing — Synchronous
direct to the center gear drive for "shows
on the nose".
Freedom
From Wow — No slippage. No
musical pitch change to make listeners
aware the show
is transcribed
— extremely
important
at 33V3
rpm.
Sound on Film Dubbing — Many of the
motion picture sound tracks you hear
and enjoy are first recorded on Fairchild
Synchronous Disc Recorders.
Microgroove and Standard Pitch recording can be done with any of the
3 Fairchild Disc Recorders: Unit 523 for the finest fixed installation.
Unit 539-K for the small budget studio. Unit 539-G (shown above) for
console
performance
in a portable
case.areFairchild
recorders
for Standard
and microgroove
recording
made in "sync-disc"
3 models, from
$715
(less cutter head and pickup).
WRITE FOR
SERIES DRS
LITERATURE
IT'S
FREE
TODAY

Plans TV

INTRODUCTION of Chlorophyll
deodorant has been so successful
that Lester Amster, president of
the Pearson Pharmacal Co., has
laid plans for an extensive advertising campaign. A sizable television schedule, newspapers and magazines will be used. Harry B. Cohen,
New York, is the agency.

FIVE new "Black-Daylite" TV receiver models added to General Electric's fall line, firm announces.
Telecasting
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MERCURY RECORDS SAYS: "Reeves-Fairchild Thermo-Dynomic Margin Control represents an unbeatable combination...
puts Mercury Records at the top in progressive recording techMr. David Hall, Musical Director of Mercury Classics

STUDIOS

Opening Is Noy. 79
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh has set
Nov. 19 as target date for opening
of new studios in the Chamber of
Commerce Bldg., Donald A. Stewart, general manger, has announced. A heavy schedule of
local shows will be telecast "live"
when the studios are completed.
WDTV is owned and operated by
Allen B. DuMont Labs Inc.
Construction has proceeded at a
brisk rate, although the Pittsbui-gh
newspaper strike slowed down
work on the facilities for about
two weeks, according to Mr.
Stewart. Several local department
stores turned to the DuMont TV
outlet for help when their daily
advertising space was unavailable
in printed media. Station put its
uncompleted studios at stores' disposal and helped advertise and
display their merchandise by TV.
Studios will be 51 ft. by 48 ft.
and were designed by W. T. Myer,
architect for Allen B. DuMont
Labs Inc. They are located on
the second floor of the Chamber of
Commerce Bldg. Station formerly
occupied space in the Clark Bldg.
Studio facilities include two image
orthicon cameras, one iconoscope
film camera for use with two 16mm
film projectors, two microphone
booms and dual video and audio
facilities for rehearsals during air
periods. Station operates on Channel 13 (60-66 mc) with 8.3 kw
aural power and 16.6 kw visual.
Firm

THE LARGEST INDEPENDENT RECORDING STUDIO IN
THE EAST SAYS: "We've been using Fairchild Disc Recorders
exclusively for many successful years. They stand the test of
continuous operation with high quality output. That's the international reputation of the work we turn out — high quality!"
Mr. C. L. Stewart, Business Manager,
Reeves Sound Studios

RECORDING

EQUIPMENT

154TH ST. AND 7TH AVE.

CORPORATIONWHITESTONE, L.I., N.Y.
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Hollywood Expansion
Cited by McConnell
NBC-TV
PROJECT
AN ACCELERATED program to prepare for NBC transcontinental
telecasting from Hollywood upon completion of the coaxial cable, estimated at about January 1952, was announced by Joseph H. McConnell,
NBC president, last Thursday at a news conference when he introduced
John K. West, newly appointed
★ ■
Western Division vice president.
of NBC programs originate from
Hollywood.
Expansion plans include producMr. McConnell said NBC is
tion of motion pictures especially
for television, as well as facilities
making plans for the day when
Hollywood will occupy the same
for live telecasting of Hollywood
shows over the cable.
leading position in TV which it
radio and motion pic- SPONSOR'S
"Studies have already begun to now hastures.inIn programming
Rock of Gibraltar symbol on CBS-TV Prudential Family Playfor TV,
house isdiscussed
determine the types of facilities
by (I to r): Donald Davis, program prod, dir.; S. W. Toole,
and locations for our network teleNBC plans to "work hand in hand
Prudential vice pres.; H. E. Edel, company's radio adv. mgr.; H. L. MeClinton,
pres. of Calkins & Holden, Carlock, MeClinton & Smit|i; H. M. Kennedy,
with the motion picture studios,
vision operations here on the West
dir. of adv.. Prudential.
just
as
we
have
for
so
many
years
Coast, and one of Mr. West's first
in radio." He pointed out many
tasks will be to carry this importhighly successful TV programs are
ant project to a successful conbeing filmed in Hollywood, includclusion," Mr. McConnell said. "He
ing You Bet Your Life starring
will at the same time head up our
Groucho Marx, Fireside Theatre,
expanding radio operations here
Stars Over Hollyivood, The Hank
which now include more program
originations than at any time in McCune Show and Smilin' Ed McConnell.
NBC history." He estimated 60%
Whether NBC will buy existing
Hollywood facilities for its TV
expansion or purchase property
HELPED BY TV
for new construction depends upon
Notre Dame Lauds Gridcast'S
studies now being made, according
to Mr. McConnell. He pointed out
JIM MORAN (left), who speeds
COLUMBUS
Day was marked on
that in order to service the existing
TELECASTS of Notre Dame football games have made millions of coaxial network for television it $400,000 yearly on Chicago tele- Spanish Varieties, language program
vision, and h!al Barkun, account ex- row in its second year on KEYL (TV)
had been necessary to expand in
friends for the university, which
Squ Antonio. Gathered are (I to r):
ecutive at Malcolm-Howard Agency,
ah unprecedented way, to take over
will carry its games on TV again
Mon-jel Leal, show m.c. and mgr. of
watch 22,000 persons pour into Mr.
next season if the National Col- the Center Theatre in New York,
KIWW, San Antonio AM outlet; Psdro
new half-million dollar Courin addition to three other legiti- Moran's
legiate Athletic Assn. approves.
tesy Motors Service Center. Event
de Lille, pres. of XESE-TV, being bwilt
mate houses. He further declared
ct Mctamoros, Mexico; Mort Dank,
This was revealed in Chicago Tueswas alsoCourtesy
tehcastTheatre.
on WGN-TV's
day by Edward Krause, athletic
that in a national emergency teleprod. -dir. of KEYL.
vision would be as vital a means of
director of Notre Dame, as he adcommunication
as any in existence
dressed the Chicago Quarter Back
Club.
and that eventually facilities equal
Notre Dame has been helped also to those at the other end of the
nationwide network would be es"by other than the football phase"
sential to the Hollywood operation.
of telecasting, Mr. Krause said. "In
a 20-minute period before the start
of each televised game both Notre
Dame and the visiting school can
emphasize their educational facili- NEW TV CHAIN
GPL Announces Unit
ties, in which football is only a
small part."
A COMPACT and simplified image
The speaker said the NCAA,
orthicon camera chain was anwhich has stipulated one year as
nounced last week by General Prethe time limit on video commitcision Laboratory Inc., Pleasantments, will probably act on the mat- ville, N. Y. A single GPL chain
ter of telecasting college games at consists of four basic elements, the
IT'S trio
family
homecoming
for GETTSNG togsfher in studios of
its meeting in Dallas in January.
this
at aday
WLWand and
WLWT (TV)
image orthicon camera, camera
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C, after
Mr. Krause said if the NCAA
party during the National Assn. of program featuring Vaughn Monroe
control unit, synchronizing pulse
Food
Chains
convention
in
CincinEiGti.
grants an extension for continued
generator and camera power
ore (standing, I to r): Gaines Kelley,
(I to r): K. T. Murphy, comptelecasting, Notre Dame will tele- The equipment for a chain canunit.
be They aretroller,
stjstion gen. fitgr.; Gomer R. Lesch,
Crosley
Bcstg.
Corp.,
who
met
cast its games again in 1951.
carried in a station wagon, accordWFMY-TV prog, dir.; Mr. Monroe.
his second cousin, NBC Star Dennis
ing to the company.
Day, and Breckenbridge iosies, vice Seated is Ernie Johnson, Mr. Monroe's
The camera itself weighs 75
pres. of Colgate-Palmolive-Peet.
pounds. The camera iris is motor
pianist.
ATLAS FILM CORPORATION
driven and can be controlled not A(I ,KPIX San Francisco highlight is the "cue receiver," worn
Appleby
floor director, for inventor Allan Kees, KPIX assistant byeng.Vernon
dir. Portable,
only from the back of the camera
radio operated set, attached to belt, eliminating headset and extensive wiring,
but also from the camera control
contacts floor director with control booth.
unit. GPL said fast focusing was
ESTABLISHED 1913
possible because of coordinated
turret contr6l. GPL reported it
had been working on design of the
CREATORS and PRODUCERS
new chain for three years.
ef
TELEVISION COMMERCIALS
ACHIEVEMENT .plaque for "outstanding contributions in the field of
public service" has been awarded
WPTZ (TV) Philadelph
the city's
Chamber of Commerceia. byClement
1111 SOOTH BOULEVARD
V.
Conole, executive director, C of C in
Philadelphia, presented award to RolOak Park, lllioois
land V. Tooke, WPTZ assistant general
CHICAGO: AUSTIN 7-B6ZO
manager, on station's Public Invited
program, Nov. 1.
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Trend
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iLIKELIHOOD that motion picture
exhibitors will begin shortly to
seek entrance into the TV broadpasting field on a substantial scale
>vas foreseen last week following
'the Theatre Owners of America's
iponvention in Houston.
In sessions dominated by telejvision, TOA for the first time afIfirmatively recognized the existsnce of broadcast or "home" television as a major entertainment
medium, and recommended that exhibitors interest themselves in it
is well as in theatre television.
The preamble of a television
by the convenfesolution adopted
ion declared:
Motion picture entertainment in
the theatre has been, and always
iwill be, we believe, the finest entertainment available to the public.
The development of televisioi;i services— both theatre and home television— will bring new forms of entertainment and information to the public, and thus advance the public's
appreciation and enjoyment of all
1 entertainment. We feel there is a
definiteandplace
for televisionof in
the
i'•■home
the development
a new
!''
service will
of television
in the benefits
theatre
, which
bring additional
to the public.
Theatre owners should investigate
COOKING SHOW
WTMJ-TV Cites Success
i THANKS to television, Milwaukee
is more conscious of economical
home cooking than ever before.
Credit for this awareness is
claimed by WTMJ-TV Milwaukee
through its What's New in the
Home program with Breta Griem
and Connie Daniell.
WTMJ-TV points out that since
the program was first telecast 18
months ago, its
popularity with
viewers and advertisers alike
has resulted in
expansion of The
Milwaukee Journal station's program ing in
several ways.
Mrs. Griem, a
home economics
Mrs. Griem
consultant for
more
than 30
years, has given up her private
practice to become a fulltime member of the station's staff.
In addition, the Monday-Friday
show has been increased from a
half hour to 45 minutes and a new
one-hour program, Breta Griem's
Kitchen, is being started Saturday
mornings to give youngsters cookPromotion
What'sof
New inginpointers.
the Home
includesof sale
a series of 24 cook books at
grocery stores throughout the Milwaukee area. Released weekly,
along with a cover and binder, the
complete set of books makes up an
encyclopedia of cooking.
BROADCASTING

Finds

these opportunities and participate
in the development of television,
wherever possible.
It is appropriate that exhibitors
recognize the existence and growth
of the new electronics medium and
participate to the fullest extent in
television both for the public and
their own interests.
The resolution held that "expanded use of television broadcasting as an advertising and promotion medium for motion picture
film exhibited in theatres is necessary." It recommended "that the
producer-exhibitor use television
for the promotion and pre-selling
on a national basis of motion pictures, by trailers or any other
method best suited to this purpose.
"It is recognized that television
broadcasting can be of tremendous
aid in stimulating attendance at
the box office. It is recommended
that the industry continue to explore and utilize the various techniques of promotion and showmanship in the medium of television as
they have in the past with newspaper, radio, and other advertising
and public relations media."
The resolution called upon "all
exhibitors" to cooperate fully in
preparation for the hearing FCC
has called to consider the question
of establishing a theatre television
service — a hearing which, it was reported, isnow slated to follow completion of FCC's
current hearings
on broadcast
TV allocations.
Program Development
Commercial theatre TV equipment already permanently installed
in some theatres "has proved to be
absolutely adequate for the regular
presentation of theatre television
to the satisfaction of paying
audiences," the resolution declared.
It recommended that "theatre owners install theatre television equipment in their theatres," to make it
possible "to develop more outstanding theatre television programs."
Adoption of the resolution followed a report of the TOA Television Committee by Chairman
Mitchell Wolf son, part o^vner of
Wometco Theatres, which operates
WTVJ (TV) Miami, and speeches
by other TOA authorities including
Nate Halpern, television consultant; Marcus Cohn of the Washington law firm of Cohn & Marks, TV
counsel, and Stuart L. Bailey of
the Washington engineering firm of
Jansky & Bailey, theatre TV engineering consultant.
Mr. Wolfson — who was elected
chairman of the TOA board of directors— termed television "a natural for the motion picture exhibitor," and described Wometco's
use of WTVJ to promote attendance in its theatres. "The results
have
been most satisfactory," he
declared.
Mr. Wolfson conceded that TV
broadcasting will have a tremendous impact on motion picture
attendance, but insisted that it

• Telecasting

"need not be unfavorable," and
that "the two industries can be
mutually helpful." He noted that
in non-TV areas "the box office is
off just about as much as it is in
television areas," and that the same
is true in non-TV Canada.
"To my mind," he said, "motion
picture exhibitors should use television rather than shy away from
He predicted TV broadcasting
will reach the break-even point by
the end of 1950, with profits for
almost all TV broadcasters in 1951.
Sees Greater Urgency
FCC's approval of a color TV
system, Mr. Wolfson said, makes it
even more urgent that theatre television equipment with high fidelity
it."
color be made commercially available. He said he was confident that
theatre-TV equipment with color
pictures comparable to those of
Technicolor will be available in the
near future.
He described Zenith's Phonevision as "the flying saucer" of the
television industry and predicted it
will fade away.
Mr. Cohn reviewed general television developments within the past
year, and went into detail on FCC's
as yet undecided question of adopting a "uniform policy" toward applicants who have violated anti-

trust,
income tax and other nonradio laws.
He noted that this question has
been expanded to include the question of concentration of control
over the media of mass communications— which would include exhibitors as well as newspapers, etc.
Mr. Cohn expressed confidence,
however, that no hard-and-fast rule
would be adopted by FCC to bar
any particular type of business
from radio and TV operation.
He predicted that color TV will
arrive within five years of the industry's start in that field, whereas
the development of color movies
took 20 years.
Mr. Bailey discussed the technical phases of issues raised by
FCC for the forthcoming theatre
TV hearing, and Mr. Halpern outlined his views on principal questions regarding plans for establishing atheatre television service.

CURRENT issue of Better Homes
s' an article enTinker
&TVGardens
carries
titled "Look Out for the Television
Tinkers," based on shady dealings
of some TV dealers and repairmen.
The article cites several cases that
have been reported to the Better
Business Bureau. It also contains
suggestions by the Better Business
Bureau and the Television Installation Service Assn. for the protection of prospective buyers.

CRT. INCLUDING
• 5"
17 TUBES
0 10 MILLIVOLT
SENSITIVITY
@ 12 MEGACYCLE
BANDWIDTH
® DEFLECTION PLATES
AVAILABLE ON
TERMINAL BOARD
e CONTINUOUSLY
VARIABLE
CALIBRATOR
e SWEEP MAGNIFICATION 5TIMES
SCREEN SIZE
• GOOD TRANSIENT
RESPONSE
• TRIED AND PROVEN
CIRCUITS
• CRT CALIBRATION
GRID
Now!
top quality
scope Acombining
ALL engineer's
the feoturesoscilioof a
laboratory instrument In one conven- lent size,^ light-weight, low cost unit;
TELEVISION EQUIPMENT CORP^
238 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK 7. N. Y.
IN CANADA THE AHEARN & SOPER CO. LTD. OTTAVyA
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FILM SYNDICATE
KTTV Calls Second Meeting
REPRESENTATIVES from 10
television stations are expected to
attend a second meeting to discuss
a television film syndicate, called
for Nov. 20 by Norman Chandler,
president of KTTV (TV) Los
Angeles and Los Angeles Times.
Meeting will be held at the Ambassador West, Chicago.
Although most of those attending represent newspaper-owned
stations, any syndicate formed
would not be restricted to such stations, as was originally planned, it
was reported. First meeting was
held this summer in Hollywood.
'With recent purchase of the former Nassour motion picture lot in
Hollywood KTTV now has facilities for producing film programs.
Those expected to attend the
Nov. 20 meet:
Ben Larson, WPIX New York; Frank
Schreiber, WGN-TV Chicago; Charles
Vanda, WCAU^TV Philadelphia; J.
Leonard Relnsch, WSB-TV Atlanta;
Charles Thlerot, KRON-TV San Francisco; P. A. Sugg, WKY-TV Oklahoma
City; John Runyon, Clyde Rembert,
KRLD-TV Dallas; Richard Borel,
WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio; Robert
Swezey, WDSU-TV New Orleans. Mr.
Chandler
Dunham, manager, will and
attendHarrison
from KTTV.
WSM-TV Joins CBS
WSM-TV Nashville, has become the
61st CBS-TV affiliate, Herbert V.
Akerberg, network vice president
in charge of station relations, announced last week. A new contract
supersedes a temporary arrangement since Oct. 1, whereby the station carried certain of the network's programs, he said. WSMTV is owned and operated by
WSM Inc., Nashville, and is connected by private microwave relay
to Louisville, Ky. Station also is
a DuMont TV Network affiliate.
Bloomington Relay
WTTV (TV) Bloomington, Ind.'s
relay between Cincinnati and
Bloomington is expected to be completed this month, barring bad
weather, the station has reported.
Unique feature of the relay, it was
explained, is that it will pick up
the regular broadcast signals of
Cincinnati TV stations and beam
them to WTTV.
LIBEL

and

SLAIVDER
Invasion of Privacy
Plagiarism-Copyright-Piracy
INSURANCE
For the wise Broadcaster
OUR UNIQUE POLICY
provides adequate protection.
Surprisingly inexpensive
CARRIED NATIONWIDE
For details & quotations
write
Employers
Reinsurance
Corporation
Insurance Exchange Bldg.,
Kansas City, Missouri
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PRACTICAL VIDEO

CUBAN President Carlos Prio inspects television camera before his appearance during dedication of Union Radio Television Havana, Cuba's first TV
station [Telecasting, Oct. 30], Standing behind Senor Prio (second from
right) is Jose Mestre Jr., president of Union Radio Television, inaugural
ceremonies, held Oct. 24, were viewed by the public on receivers set up in
the station's courtyard.

Herbert S. Laufman & Co., Chicago, will release two of firm's
video package shows on film shortly. One features Dr. George Crane,
owner of syndicated newspaper
feature, "The Worry Clinic," while
other stars Golf Professional
Johnny Revolta in series on how to
play golf. This is first film activity of company. . . . Half-hour
television film series Piano by Eye,
starring Frankie Carle teaching
piano by new identification method,
now under production by Jerry
Fairbanks Inc., Hollywood. Series
to total 10 films scheduled for national release this winter. . . .
Romance of the Ages, 15-minute
television film series featuring
Manly P. Hall, head of Philosophical Research Society, Los Angeles,
in little-known stories about historical and legendary figures, under production by Davenport Productions. Series will total 52. Ned
Davenport is producer-director.
Firm has offices at 418 S. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles. Phone:
Crestview 6-2057.
Cate & McGlone, Hollywood, is
producting for United Airlines
series of 12 one-minute TV film
spots, six 20-second and six 10second chainbreaks. Film firm also
producing series of one-minute and
30-second TV film shorts on Hawaii
to promote UA's direct flight to
Hawaii. Agency: N. W. Ayer &
Son, Hollywood. . . . Series of 29
TV films on behalf of March of
Dimes campaign completed by John
Swallow, Hollywood, for distribution to TV stations for use during
March of Dimes drive Jan. 15-31.
Films, shot in 35mm to be reduced
to 16mm, feature such talent as
Cab Calloway, Pinky Lee, Frank

Fontaine, Ray Anthony, Diana
Lynn, Tom Harmon, Robert Stack
and others. . . . Academy Film Productions, Chicago, has just completed TV commercials for Kalamazoo Stove & Furnace Co., through
Fulton-Morrissey Agency; Chicken
Bones candy, Phil Gordon Agency;
Safe-T-Smoker, through Rocklin
Irving; Community Motors, Leo P.
Bott Jr. Agency; spots with Willie
Shore for the Dodge Dealers' of
Chicago, through Ruthrauff &
Ryan, and an animated cartoon for
Rival Dog Food, Charles Silver
Agency.
Jerry Fairbanks Inc., Hollywood,
scenario
and publicity
staff's move
to new offices
at 6000 Sunset
Blvd.
Lenard Kester, artist, joins firm
as art director of animation department; Walter Grady as head lighting technician . . . Paul Phillips,
Fairbanks West Coast sales manager, joins Ray Patin Productions,
Los Angeles as sales manager. . . .
Wallace Stark, mural and portrait
painter, signed by Courneya Productions, Hollywood, as art director for series of 52 TV shorts firm
is doing for Bing Crosby Enterprises, Los Angeles.

Engineers' Guide Issued
PRACTICAL TELEVISION ENGINEERING. By Scott Helt. New York: Murray
Hill Books Inc. (subsidiary of Rinehart 1
& Co.) 708 pp. $7.50.
INTRICACIES of television en-i
gineering are made easily under- |i
standable to the practicing and
prospective TV engineer in this \l
authentic working guide written by |;;
Scott Helt, Research Division, Al- !;
len B. DuMont Labs Inc. and instructor at Columbia U. Equipment, methods and picture transmission phenomena are clearly explained in the book, which also in- r
eludes some 387 illustrations.
Mr. Helt has served as chief engineer of the DuMont Television
Network and also spent 15 years
as engineer of numerous AM and
FM stations, including WALA
Mobile, Ala.; WIRE Indianapolis,
Ind.; WLAP Lexington, Ky.; WIS
Columbia, S. C; WARD (TV) New
York, and W2XMN (FM) Alpine,
N. J. His new book, designed particularly to meet the needs of the
TV broadcast engineer, was five
years ,in preparation, according to
Mr. Helt. The author also is head
instructor in Principles and PracbiaticeU. of Television course at Columagency. . . . Jerry Fairbanks Inc.,
Hollywood, has applied first use
of Multicam system in color photog-^*
raphy with filming of special TV
featurette for Dodge Div., Chrysler
Motor Corp. Most releases of film,
which will introduce next year's
auto models, will be in black-and-f=
white with special color prints to be
distributed to stations scheduling
color telecasts.
Subscription of two first-in-operation television stations in South
America, Tupi Radio in Rio de
Janeiro and Union Radio in Havana, to INS-Telenews daily TV
newsreel sei'vice announced by firm
INS service now extends to 15
foreign countries.
TV

AIDS DEAF
Columnist Writes WSB-TV

TELEVISION is to the deaf what
radio is to the blind in making
available sports, international and
other great events for their enjoyment, according to Morgan Blake,
Atlanta Journal columnist, in an
open letter to John M. Outler Jr.,
general
Atlanta. manager WSB-AM-FM-TV

Mr. Blake pointed out that programs, such as Charade Parade
over WSB-TV, offer the deaf unusual fare. Quiz programs also
open up new vistas for those who
cannot hear, the columnist wrote.
However, Mr. Blake continued,
the deaf would receive enjoyment
"10 times more" if a way could be
found to flash a few words of explanation on TV programs — such
as questions and answers on quiz
programs — to help deaf people's
appreciation.
BROADCASTING
• Telccastinjg

Swank Films, Dayton, Ohio, move
to new quarters at 627 Salem Ave.
Telephone TA. 4192 Kasco Mills
Inc., Toledo, has introduced its
"Melody Mutts," to televiewers
through series of one-minute film
commercials produced by Paul
Hance Productions, New York. The
"Melody Mutts," an all-dog aggregation, consist of a seven piece orchestra, a trio
the
announcer.
Clarkand& "Snooty"
Rickerd Inc.,
Detroit, is the Kasco dog food

TOWN

programs

TALENT

propijon

SHOW

•

•

•
KSTP-TV Minneapolis, amateur
show, 6-6:30 p.m. Sat., sponsored
Djr Stokely-Van Camp Inc. (food
products) ; agency, Gardner Adv.,
3t. Louis. Viewers vote for contestants by sending labels from
sponsor's products, with each label
|:ounting 10 points and post cards
pounting one. Each week label
from special Stokely product will
20unt 25 points. Winner will receive watch as prize and chance
to participate in championship contest held every seventh week for
grand cash award.
jsCHOOL PROGRAMS

•

•

A

WRR Dallas, The T'exas School Of
The Air, series in two volumes
f'Music Is Yours" and "Your Story
|Parade" for elementary and junior
high grades. First program covers
instruments of orchestra and singing voices and is produced and directed by staff members and stuIrients of U. of Texas. Second show
[features dramatized productions of
children stories. Script by Wesley
Davis, U. Houston. Programs
beamed to schoolrooms and audi•jjtoriums.
SEVEN-ELEVEN • • •
KNBC San Francisco sending promotion piece to trade. Red and
white folder shows two dice on
front and is entitled "Where can
you roll 7 or 11 every time?" Inside copy points out that San FranjlCiscotanrates
seventh
in population
metropoliarea and
11th in
for a city in 1950 census.
' SAFETY PROGRAM
• • •
WFIL Philadelphia, What's News.
In cooperation with school and
safety agencies of city, broadcast
beamed to classrooms asked students to observe safety and good
conduct rules. Appeal made by
municipal, law enforcement, school
and traffic authorities. Program is
classified as required listening in
^ schoolrooms.

.

•

•

•

WOL Washington, Jr. Town Meeting of the Air, started Wed., Nov.
8. Features students from all
District of Columbia high schools.

premiums
EXCLUSIVE

BROADCAST

•

WMBG Richmond, Va., broadcast
official observance of opening of
National Pharmacy Week. Occasion
marked opening of 18th century
apothecary shop in Williamsburg,
Va. Special events staff covered
event which was broadcast exclusively in Virginia.
★ *★****★*
ADD MORE RADIOS
ALL stations in Worcester,
Mass., Nov. 8, began promoting radio with spots and
information given on disc
jockey and other chatter programs. Campaign theme is:
"Radios . . . Like Windows
. . . Should Brighten Every
Room in Your Home." Promotion is to run two months
with stations promoting outstanding programs, entertainment and informational services offered by radio. It will
also point out how inexpensive radio sets are and how
helpful radio is.
HOG AUCTION
• • •
WOC-TV Davenport, Iowa, hog
auction, one hour weekly. Show
originates from livestock pavillion
on Mississippi Valley Fairground.
Before auction begins, auctioneer
gives talk with charts explaining
types of hogs that are to be sold
along with prices offered by packers. Viewers can see hog and hear
prices being offered by bidders.
Audience also is offered opportunity
to bid by telephone.
BIRTHDAY CAKES
• • O
CKVL Verdun, Que., sent birthday cakes with candles to advertisers and agency executives in
Montreal and Toronto on station's
fourth anniversary. Cakes were
shipped by air from Montreal to
Toronto, and delivered with lighted
candles by telegraph messengers.

HOWARD J. McCOLLISTER COMPANY
PAUL W. McCOLLISTER, GENERAL MANAGER
Regional Representative
66 ACACIA DRIVE, ATHERTON, CALIF. . DAVENPORT 3-3061
Shows with a Hollywood Heritage * Member N-A-BBROADCASTING

MEETING

• Telecasting

Program
patterned
Town Meeting
of theafter
Air. America's
Students
chosen by speech and debate departments ofvarious schools. Each
broadcast will originate from
school selected. Dr. Hobart Corning,
superintendent of schools for the
District, acted as moderator for
first program.
LATE

SHOW

PROMOTION

UNG

I

)^OHTH

%

WJW Cleveland sending to trade
promotion piece entitled "UP
LATE?" Cover in light and dark
blue with contrasting lettering.
Piece points up six late programs
offered on station. Cover is reproduced from series of car cards
used in greater Cleveland area.
Piece opens in middle displaying
large call letter center inside. Copy
points to coverage claimed by station and urges advertisers to use
these shows to sell late audience.

ISOFT

!

DRINKS

MAILING PIECE
WEAM Arlington, Va., sending
mail piece to advertisers and agencies. On front black letters against
white background declare: "$1,000
If You Know This Man!" with
arrow pointing to inside. Inside is
reprint of Strictly Business column [Broadcasting, Aug. 21],
featuring Don Cooke, of Donald
Cooke Inc. Copy adds that first
new client to WEAM to call Don
Cooke will be given $1,000 in radio
time.
TRUTH FOR TODAY' • • •
WMBI Chicago, Truth for Today,
Sun. 3-4 p.m., sponsored by Moody
Bible Institute, Chicago. Dr. William Culbertson, WMBI president,
regular weekly featured speaker.
Special music and hymns are presented by Institute along with
mixed choral groups formed of students and radio personnel. Guests
include special instrumental and
vocal groups.
COVER GIRL ON WGH
WGH

Newport News, Va., capitalized on appearance of local Norfolk girl on cover of current
Ladies' Home Journal. With almost
perfect timing, Pat Leech, the cover
girl, was interviewed on Conversation Time by Mildred Alexander,
WGH women's director, just as
magazines were hitting newsstands.
Both program and appearance of
magazine were given advance publicity by newspapers and by station. The Journal placed spots on
station which were aired following interview.
EASTERN OFFICE
• • •
ANDREW Corp., Chicago, sending
trade promotion piece announcing
opening of Eastern District office
at 18A Georgian Court, Bergenfield,
N. J. Piece features picture of
District Manager Karl Sterne along
with some background material
about him.

LANG-WORTH
FEATURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
A^clwork ealibre. Programs at. Cocal Station Cost

Sam Molen,
the Midwest's
Number
One Sportscaster,
now
presents the "Morning Sports
weekday
Page of the Air"each
at 8:20
a. m.
morning on
It's the only
KFRM KMBCTeam.
The
morning sports
Kansas City
program in the
area, and is a
Sam Molen capsule summary of late sports results, as well
as commentary on up-coming
sports events of general interest.
In addition, Molen tells a brief
sports
story, of general interest
to everyone.
It's something new in this area,
and already has won a steady
following. Molen scripts his own
shows, and draws on his vast
experience
sports world
for material in
to the
supplement
daily
sports
events
on
this
five-minute
feature. Contact us, or any Free &
Peters "Colonel" for full details.
of Kansas City
KMBC
KFRM
for Rural Kansas
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November 2 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
KCON
Conway,
new AM station. Ark. — License for CP
License Renewal
Request
for EI
license
station: KCHE
Reno, renewal
Okla.;AMWBBL
Richmond, Va.
Modification of CP
KCHC
El
Tex.— ofMod.completion
CP AM
station for Paso,
extension
date.
License for CP
KTIS-FM
Minn. — License for CP Minneapolis,
new FM station.
License for CP new commercial TV
station:
Chicago. KFI-TV Los Angeles; WGN-TV
November 3 Decisions . . .
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Paul A. Walker
WKXY Sarasota, Fla. — Granted distion. missal without prejudice of applicaFCC General Counsel— Granted extension of time to Nov. 15, in which to
file reply
KMA Shenan-of
doah, la.,to topetition
dismissof application
KIOA Des Moines, la.
By Examiner James D. Cunningham
G. A. Richards, Transferor, and
Harry
Klinger,
al, TransfereesOrdered J.that
furtherethearing
in Dockets
9402 et al (For consent to transfer of
control of KMPC Los Angeles, WJR
Detroit, WGAR Cleveland, and for renewals of licenses of same) be continued from Nov. 9, to Nov. 21 Detroit,
Mich.
By Examiner Jack P. Blume
WKNX Saginaw, Mich.; WKMH Jackson, Mich. — Granted petitions to reopencationsrecord
proceeding
re applifor thein purpose
of permitting
applicants to offer current information
as to their financial conditions. FurWash.,therD.hearing
C. to be held 11-6-50 in
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
The Toledo Blade Co., Toledo, Ohio
— Granted motion to amend application
so as to reduce maximum expected operating values for nighttime operation
in direction of CFOS Owen Sound, Ont.,
Canada.
By Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
WICH Norwich, Conn. — Granted leave
to amend application so as to clarify
and supplement engineering data upon
which pending petition to sever and
grant rests.
November 6 Applications . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
License to cover CP new AM station:
KOBK mour,Owatonna,
Minn.; KSEY SeyTex.
KTRB-FM Modesto Calif. — License
for CP new FM station.
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: KRON-FM
San Francisco; KDFC San Francisco;
KSCJ-FM Sioux City, la.; WRCM New
Orleans; WROW-FM Albany, N. Y.;
WEPM-FM Martinsburg, W. Va.; WCAR
Pontiac,
Mich.; WINR Binghampton,
N. Y.

fCC

actions
NOVEMBER

3 TO NOVEMBER

9
cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
Ore.—
CP
FMKUGN-FM
station to Eugene,
change ERP
to Mod.
0.390 kw,
ant. to 57 ft.
License Renewal
WSVS-FM
Va. — Request for
license renewalCrewe,
FM station.
KSDS San Diego,
Calif.—FMMod.
CP
noncommercial
educational
station
to change ERP to 0.380 kw.
WLWD (TV) Dayton, Ohio— Mod. CP
new commercial TV station for extension of completion date to 6-4-51.
APPLICATION RETURNED
Heart of the Black Hills Station, Rapid
City, S.cationD.—
RETURNED
for new
station onNov.
1340 6 kcappli250
w fulltime.
November 7 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
WORK
York, and
Pa.—install
Granted
increase power
new license
trans.
1350 kc 5 kw-D 1 kw-N DA-N.
KSUI Iowa City, la. — Granted license
change in noncommercial educational
FM broadcast station; Ch. 219 (91.7 mc)
3 kw.
WABE Atlanta, Ga. — Granted license
change in noncommercial educational
FM station: Ch. 211 (90.1 mc) 4.8 kw;
300 ft.
Mountcastle Bcstg. Co. Inc., Knoxville, Tenn. — Granted request to cancel
license for remote pickup KA-2970.
WROV-FM
Va.—Ch.Granted
license for new Roanoke,
FM station;
279; (103.7
mc) 285 w, minus 5 feet.
WLEE cense
Richmond,
Va.— Granted
change frequency,
increaselipower,stall change
hours
of
operation,
intrans, andandDA-2
in trans,new location
mountand FMchange
ant.
on #1 tower; 1480 kc 5 kw DA-2, SWBBL.
KTOEcense newMankato,
Minn.1420
— Granted
liAM station;
kc, 1 kw,
DA-N, unl.
WFCBcense newDunkirk,
N. Y.—
liAM station;
1410Granted
kc, 500 w,
DA-2, unl.
la. — Granted
forKCIM
new Carroll,
AM station;
1380 kc, license
1 kw,
DA-2, unl.
San Antonio Television Co. Area, San
Antonio, Tex. — Granted CP for new experimental TV relay; KA-7896.
WAAM license
Inc Area,
Md. —
Granted
for Baltimore,
new experimental
TV relay; KA-7258.
Caprock Bcstg. Co., Lubbock, Tex.—
Granted license for new remote pickups; KKB-979, KA-5729.
WLAG-FM
Ga. 281;
— Granted
license
new FMLaGrange,
station; Ch.
(104.1
mc); 1.3 kw; 120 ft.
WEOL-FM
Ohio—Ch.Granted
license for new Elyria,
FM station;
297; (107.3
mc); 15 kw; 290 ft.
Mid-Hudson Bcstrs. Inc., Poughkeepsie, N. Y. — Granted license for new repickups,College
KA-6132-3.
Iowa moteState
of Agriculture and
Mechanic Arts, Ames, la. — Granted CPs
and licenses for new experimental TV

SERVICE
Greatest professionol recording value on
the marketl Portoble high fidelity recorder and amplifier — os low as $499.50
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Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Sterling 3626

stations KAD-35, KA-7885.
WJBK-TV aux. Detroit— Granted CP
to Install aux. trans, at main trans,
site
of WJBK-TV,
ERP vis. 1.48 kw
and aur.
0.83 kw.
Allen B. DuMont Labs Inc., New
York— Granted CP to change KE2XDR
from temporary frequency assignment
of 520-540 mc. to 700-720 mc. or such
frequencies as may be assigned by
Commission's
Engineer;
vis.
& aur. 5 kw; Chief
change
trans, ERP
location;
condition.
Nebraska Rural Radio Assn., Lexington, Neb.— Granted CP new AM STL
KAC-89
925.5 KRVN
mc; 5 w;
F3 emislon, to bestation:
used with
Lexington,
Nebr.
to WGBR
install Freeport,
new trans.N. Y.— Granted CP
WLIL-FM Lenoir City, Tenn.—
Granted mod. CP to change type trans.
WAJC
Indianapolis,
— Granted
mod.
CP to
change ERP Ind.
from
820 w.
to 700 w. and make changes in ant.
KXEL-FM Waterloo, la. — Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date
to 2-22-51.Syracuse, N. Y.— Granted
WSYR-FM
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 12-1-50.
KAHU license
Waipahu,
Oahu,AM Hawaii
Granted
for new
station;—
920 kc. 1 kw, unl.
WHPMcense newSmithfield,
C— kc,
Granted
liAM station;N. 1270
1 kw, D.
WEPM
Martinsburg,
W.
Va.
—
Granted
license install new vertical ant. and
FM ant. mounted on top.
WABI Bangor, Me. — Granted license
change In automatic frequency control
equipment.
KAFY censeBakersfield,
Calif.— Granted
change in frequency,
increaselipower,andinstall
newtrans,
trans,and
and studio
DADN
change
locations; conditions. 550 kw, 1 kw DA1, WADE
unl. Wadesboro, N. C. — Granted refor voluntary
of licensequestto Robert
Phillip assignment
Lyon and Risden
A. Lyon d/b as R. P. Lyon and Son.
WLWB Dayton, Ohio— Granted mod.
license to change studio location.
WBOK New Orleans, La. — Granted
request for voluntary assignment of
CP to WBOK Inc.
KTEC Oretech Ore.— Granted CP to
replace CP which
authorized
new which
noncommercial educational
station
expired
WSUN 9-4-50.
City of St. Petersburg, Florida,
St. Petersburg, Florida — Granted mod.
CP to movechange
rethe FM type
ant. of
fromtrans,
top and
of AM
northwest tower; conditions.
Following
granted mod.
extension of completion
datesCPsas for
shown:
WSM-TV Nashville, Tenn. to 5-6-51;
WOC-TV Davenport, la. to 1-1-51;
WGTR Paxton, Mass. to 12-1-50; WMBD
Peoria,
to 1-15-51. renewal of licenses
Granted111. following
of remote pickups on a regular basis:
KA-5548 Peoria Best. Co., Peoria, 111.;
KA-7025 Griffith-Buenning Bcstg. Co..
Atchison, Kans.; KA-2312, Calcasieu

DIRECTORY

Bcstg Co.,KQA-829,
Lake Charles,
KA-5230;
Summit La.;
RadioKA-522S,
Corp ,
Akron, Ohio; KA-3472, Radlohio Inc ,
Columbus, Ohio; KGB-402, KA-7117, 711f.,
WHP Inc.,Amer.
Harrisburg,
Portorlcan
Bcstg. Co.Pa.;Inc.,KA-437],
Ponce,
Puerto Rico; KA-4776 Textile Bcstg,
Co., Greenville, S. C; KA-5744 Union
Carolina Bcstg. Co., Union, S. C; KA2768; 2767; 2766, Black Hills Bcstg. Cc.
of
City, Rapid
City,Co.,S. D.;
KA 4139Rapid
Brownsville
Bcstg.
Brownsville, Tex.; KA-3821 Oil Center Bcsctg
Co., Odessa, Tex.; KA-3361. 3857, 385£
3859, 3860, KKB-980, Frontier Bcstg. Co
Waco, Tex.; KA-3889, 3888 Interstat:
Bcstg.
Corp.,
Ogden,
KA-2403,
KAA-632,
Grand
-ForksUtah;
Herald
Inc.,
Grand Forks, N. D.
Granted renewal of licenses on regular basis, subject to change in frequency which may result from pro-,
ceeding in Docket 6651: KA-7875 (formerly WAIN), Peoria Bcstg. Co.
Peoria, Illinois; KA-7876 (formerly
WATB), Indianapolis Bcstg. Inc., In
dianapolis, Ind.; KA-4546, E. E. Krebs
bach, merly
Sidney,
Mont.;FortKA-7877,
WTVT), The
Industry (forCo.
Toledo,
Ohio;
KA-7878 (formerly
WHPA), KA-7879 (formerly WEND)
WHP Inc., Brownsville
Harrisburg, Pa.;
KKA-796
KA-3540,
Bcstg.
Co.
Brownsville, Tex.; KA-7880 (formerly
KREJ), Redwood Bcstg. Co., Eureka
Calif.;
KA-7881
KABH), Radio Station
KTES,(formerly
Inc., Shreveport,
La
Granted
following
renewal
of
censes of remote pickup on regulailibasis:
Inc., Missoula
Mont.; KA-2989,
KA-5646, Mosby's
Commonwealth
Bcstg
Corp., Norfolk, Va.
Extended
following
licenses
of
mote pickups on temporary basis reMarch 1, 1951: KA-6974 Nueces Bcstg
Co.,
Tex.; KA-38&i
TurlockCorpus
Bcstg. Christi,
Corp., Turlock,
Calif.
Extended
following
licenses
temporary basis to March 1, 1951, onsubject
to change
in
frequency
which
may
sult from proceedings in Docket 6651reKA-2130, Modern Bcstg. Co. of Baton
Rouge Inc., Baton Rouge, La.; KA2244,
Lou Poller,AirChester,
Pa.; Inc.
KA3596, McKinney
Enterprises
McKInney,
Tex.;
KKA-861,
McKInne;«
Air Enterprises Inc., McKInney, Tex
Community
Tex.
— Granted Bcstg.
licenseCo.,forCorpus
new Christi
remote
pickup
KA-7264.
Hilliard
Co.,for Scottsbluff,
Neb.—
Granted
license
new remote pickup
KAB-730.
Tacoma School District No. 10, Tacoma, Wash. — Granted license for new
remote
pickup
Cornbelt
Bcstg.KA-5887.
Corp., Lincoln, Neb.
— Granted license for new remote pickCleveland Bcstg. Inc., Cleveland,
Ohioup— KA-7474.
Granted license for new remote
pickups
Land KQB-620,
O'Lakes KA-7280.
Bcstg. Corp., Cambridge, Ohio — Granted license new remote
pickup
KA-7279.
The Altus
Bcstg.
Co., remote
Altus, Okla.—
Granted
license
for new
pickup
KA-5777.
WKBZ-FM
Muskegon,
Mich.—(98.9
Granted license change
FM station;
mc)
Ch. 255, 4.7 kw, 230 ft.
KSIL
Silver
City,
N.
M.
—
Granted
license install new trans.
WGNCcense install
Gastonia,
N. C. — Granted linew trans.
WSOY
Decatur,
111.
— Granted license
install new trans.
Southern Idaho Bcstg. and Television Co., Twin Falls, Ida. — Granted mod.
license to change emission of remote
pickup KA-3499. F3 to A3 and change
equipment.
Lake Bcstg. Co. Inc., Gary, Ind. —
Granted CP new remote pickup KSB678.WJRI Lenoir, N. C. — Granted CP to
install new trans.
St. Petersburg,
Fla.—west
Granted
CPWSUN
to install
aux. trans, near
end
of Sandy Bridge, near St. Petersburg,
to be operated
DA-N;
conditions.on 620 kc 1 Jew, unl.
WCFC
Beckley,
Va. — Granted mod.
CP to change
typeW.trans.
KOKX Keokuk, la.— Granted mod.
CP to change type of trans.; conditions.
KLIX Twin Falls, Ida. — Granted mod.
CP to change type trans.; conditions.
Following granted mod. CPs for
extension of completion dates as shown:
KOB-TV Albuquerque, N. M. to 1-1-51;
K02XRB Detroit to 5-3-51; WIVI St.
5-1-51.
Croix, tion:
Virgin
Islands West
to 2-13-51
condi-to
WVOW Logan,
Virginia
(Continued on page 84)

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
"A reliable
service for
over phone
18 years*'
For immediate
service
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
' iExecutive Offices
j
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
:l
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
1Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
j
Member AFCCE*

.1Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
(1 Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
1
WASHINGTON, D. C.
|P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
i\
KANSAS CITY, MO.

J. KEEL
Ij JOHN
Ij
Warner BIdg., Wash., D. C.
Notional 6513

J Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
^1
1
i

1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublic 7236

REAR

& KENNEDY

1 1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
1
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1

Member AFCCE*

RADIO

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Notl. Press BIdg. 1407 Pocific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

ENGINEERS

A JfS-year background
—Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories
Great Notch, N. J.

There M no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis

RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

P. MAY
Kellogg BIdg.
REpublic 3984

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1728 Wood St.
4742 W. RufFner
Member AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG.
EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

t
[
GUY

C. HUTCHESON

i 1100 W. ABRAM ST.
AR 4-8721
1
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

j Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 Washington 6, D. C.
BROADCASTING

Cf. a. 3ilUr
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 13, OHIO
Telephone — Kingswood 7631

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & i=IELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 Nev/ Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
2915 Red River 2-5055
Austin, Texas

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
1 Le Fevre Lone, Nev/ Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

•Telecasting

Member ^tCCE*
November 13. 1950 •
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, lOc' per word — $1.00 minbnuni • Help Wanted, 20i per word — $2.00 niinimuni
All other classifications 2S4 per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Managerial
General manager for successful 5 kw
outlet located in small town. Fine opportunity for man with good backgroundpicture
and references.
details,
first letter.SendBoxfull929G,
BROADCASTING.
Capable manager to organize productivestatesalesNewforce,
upYork immediately,
major marketlarge
station.
Write full qualifications. Box 936G,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Manager for new daytime, one
kc station in excellent market. Must be
strong in sales
and able
furnish and
A-1
references
regarding
both tocharacter
ability. Salary arrangements will be attractive to top man. Job also available
for complete
GiveCallcomplete
mation in firststaff.
letter.
or writeinforMr.
J. R. Minton, Pyramid Radio Broadcasting fort,
& Television
Co.,
Inc.,
West
FrankIllinois.
Salesmen
Guarantee $100 per week and 15 percent commission over guarantee. Midwest NBC regional in market over
150,000. Send full details. Box 887G,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced. For young aggressive New
England independent. Single station,
good market. Liberal draw against 15%.
Box 977G. BROADCASTING.
Salesman for new 5000 watt fulltime
station. Excellent opportunity for thoroughly experienced time salesman to
build his munity.
own Population
future almost
in booming
doubledcom-in
last ten years. Now crowding 50,000.
Will pay salary plus commission or
straight commission with good drawing
account. Ready to start about 4 weeks.
Write Allan Curnutt, General Manager,
KOOK, Billings, Montana.
Salesman to work territory. $250 month
guarantee against 15%. WGVM, Greenville, Mississippi.
WRAC,
Racine,needs
Wisconsin's
largestman.market,
one good second
salesdraw against
Contact $50Herschell
Lewis.20% commission.
Announcers
Deep south 5000 watt NBC affiliate in
excellent market has an opening for an
experienced staff announcer with opportunities for talent. Send all details,
including disc, photograph, references
and minimum salary requirements,
with initial inquiry. Box 942G, BROADCASTING.
Good opportunity in metropolitan Michigan market for sparkling "man on
street"show,
announcer.
Sendsalary
disc expected
of this
type
resume and
to Box 965G, BROADCASTING.
Announcer wanted by Pennsylvania
network affiliate. Permanent position.
Good pay for capable, experienced DJ.
Some news. Send disc or tape and details to Box 970G, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Three combination announcerengineers with first class ticket, one as
chief engineer. Write, giving full information in first letter, to Jack Haddock, Manager, Station KBYR, Anchorage, Alaska. (Box 1960.)
Topflight staff announcer with stable
background wanted by 50,000 watt CBS
station. Applicants must send complete
audition covering entire repertoire and
letter giving complete radio experience.
Personal data and reference to KWKH,
Shreveport, La.
Immediate opening for all-round announcer. Must be experienced on news
and disc shows. Good opportunity for
the right man at Springfield, Illinois,
largest
radio station. Contact WMAY,'
Reisch Building.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
staff announcer, good commercial man.
permanent position, future for reliable,
experienced person. Send disc, photo,
details. WPIC, WPIC-FM, Sharon, Pa.
Combination man wanted. Excellent
pay offered
for announcer
with license.
reasonably good voice
and first phone
S-^nrl di=c. or telephone Manager,
WUSN, Charleston. S. C.
Technical
Wanted, first phone man immediately.
Combination job includes announcing.
Start $55 per week for 48 hours. Car reCASTING.quired, southwest. Box 968G, BROADWanted, experienced chief engineer and
announcer. Car necessary. Announcing
shift plus
maintenance.
Southwest,
fulltime.
250 watt
station. Gates
equipment.
Growing station. Start $255.00 month,
48 hour week. State complete background first letter. Picture and disc.
Box 969G. BROADCASTING.
Opening available in middlewest station
engineer
with license
controlforroom
experience.
Must and
be good
audio production man. Exceptional opportunity for right man to grow into
combination AM-TV operation. State
salary,
experience,
photo first letter. Reply Box 976G,send
BROADCASTING.
Wanted, nouncer
Combination
- anwith first phone.engineer
Experience
not necessary if good voice. Prefer man
from southwest with station that is
progressive and good working conditions. Salary attractive. Contact Manager, KEYE, Perryton, Texas.
Engineer with announcing capabilities.
Not necessarily experienced. Needed
immediately by CBS affiliate, contact
Jim Duncan at KSIL, Silver City, New
Mexico.
Wanted: Transmitter engineer, 1 kw
daytime station. Car necessary. Advise
salary expected first letter. WDBL.
Springfield, Tennessee.
Opening for engineer-announcer with
first phone ticket. Progressive 1000
watt station, excellent working conditions, good salarv, excentional opportunity. Contact Station WJAT, Swainsboro, Georgia.
Immediate opening for transmitter engineer with first class license. Some
remotes and maintenance. Permanent
position. WNEX, Macon, Georgia.
P roduction-Programming , others
Sharp traffic manager desired by dual
network affiliation 5 kw operation. Experience necessary to keep completely
straight a rather
complicated
traffic Box
department in midwest
location.
930G, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager over 18 years experience net
and independent stations. Box 560G,
BROADCASTING.
Manager, extensive independent and
network experience, young, college
graduate, now heading 1 kw net
affiliate,"groundunexcelled
backand record willrecord;
stand closest
scrutiny, highest industry references.
Heavy on sales and low cost operation.
Solid, radio business man. Excellent
record tions.
of Seeking
employee
and market.
public relachallenging
Box
828G, BROADCASTING,
Management opportunity. Know radio,
no bull. Experience continuous four
states
Program
stations.since
Hold'37.
license.
Age director
33, 2 chil-3
dri^n. Draft status favorable. Minimum $5,000 year. Box 876G, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Nine years
phases Present
will assure
production withallprofit.
employer
knows of this advertisement. Box 933G,
BROADCASTING.
Manager, perie9nce in all
years
local ofand
network Box
exphases
operation.
938G, BROADCASTING.
Successful, experienced manager, age
34, with eleven years all-round experience, desires change. Presently genmanager of of250100,000.
watt Mutual
affiliateeralin market
Will go
to
any part of country. This is opportunity
to get a competent, dependable man
who can assume full responsibility. Excellent references. Box 940G, BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager who gets results.
Employed but desire change. Ten years
radio, ried,
twenty
years
Marover draft
age.advertising.
Prefer average
town, Carolinas or Virginia. Box 944G,
BROADCASTING.
Well known California radio executive
with 12 years experience desire^ change.
Past three years manager successful
AM station. Available on reasonable
notice for management, production or
sales executive position in AM, TV or
allied fields.
only. Best references. BoxCalifornia'
956G, BROADCASTING.
Manager. You can hire sales manager
on percentage basis, no draw, no salary.
Family, includes 3 competent salesmen,
programming,
etc.. included
if necessary. No announcers
or technicians.
Will take over your problems, but make
it fair, rado,
please.
Stanley
Louisville,
Ky. Holmes, 719 ColoSalesmen
Experienced salesman desires larger
market and opportunity to increase
earnings. Married. Will move anywhere
that provides possibilities. Please state
all in first letter. Box 937G, BROADCASTING.
Salesman, program director, announcer,
write copy. Six years radio all departmentsmarried,
except engineering.
$75 minimum,
permanent. Box
948G,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman,
somebackground.
radio selling
experience. Teaching
Salary
and
commission. Box 964G, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Basketball, play-by-play. One of nation's best. S150 weekly. Box 755G,
BROADCASTING.
Draft exempt vet, have experience on
small Chicago AM-FM, some TV.
Strong, friendly
news, travel.
commercials, knowvoice.
board.DJ, Will
Tape and photo on request. Box 762G,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer 3',^ years. Married, 27,
veteran. Experienced: sports, news, DJ.
Preferciatesports.
Upper over
midwest.
shot at station
Vi kw.AppreIndie
or net affiliate. Box 799G, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster. Four selling years playby-play football,
basketball,
baseball.
Can permanently
helphockey,
sports
minded station midwest or east. Box
860G, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, single, 27, veteran. College
and law degrees. Two years radio experience. Salary secondary. Will reply
with discs, information to all inquiries.
Box 865G, BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer with ticket. Presently
employed sports, special events and
program director small indie. Seeking
stable station with organized basebaU
and/or heavy sports programming. West
coast only. Solid references. Details etc.
in letter. Box 867G, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer, veteran, single, 28. Excellent background. Radio school anc
commercial experience. C n handle
anv tvoe nrogrpm n-^orats console
Box 883G, BROADCASTING.
Top sportscaster.
Fiveplay-by-play
years commer-all
cial experience in»
sports Excellent in basketball and
baseball.
station sports
tor. BestFormer
of references.
Box direc923G,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer - copywriter,
presently working in that capacity,
England.
Will desire
accept position
straight in copy
Single, veteran,
New
writing,
announcing,
or
both.
Allavailoffers
considered.
Disc
and
resume
able. Box 928G, BROADCASTING.

u
t
'.\i
■
,£(

Announcer, 1st phone ticket, 26, two t
years experience. University graduate. '
Draft
exempt.
Will travel.
Full details ■
and disc.
Box 932G,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer, 14 months commercial broadcasting experience. First
phone. Married. Draft exempt. Presently
as combination
station manager.
Hard worker.employed
Prefer
work
in Virginia. Reference. Sixty dollars
weekly minimum. Questions answered
Write Box 935G, BROADCASTING.
Basketball, football, baseball, play-byplay news,perience
special
events.
8 years emexwest coast.
Presently
ployed,
desire
change.
For
more
complete sports
air check, tapes
available.
Boxschedule,
941G, BROADCASTING.
Available December 1st. Sport announcer, experienced. Looking for job
with station that has year round sports
coverage. Experienced in all phases of
play-by-play.
hard work
not
a soft touch.Looking
Encloseforsalary.
Disc,
tape and complete details available.
Box 943G, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer. Four years
staff and special events, some sports.
Age 24. married, draft exempt. Presentlv
employed. Box 945G, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
announcer, Straight
employed,shifts,
desire better opportunity.
news, ball.D AllJ,replies
remotes,answered
basketball
and
baseimmediately.
Box 946G. BROADCASTING.
Announcer, DJ. Mature, friendly style,
authoritative news. 3 years program
director. Box 951G, BROADCASTING.
Combination announcer-engineer. Veteran. 26, single. Total experience, 2
years plus
with Desire
indie and
present posinetwork affiliate.
permanent
tionable,
with progressive
station.
Dependconscientious, willing to work.
Tape, photo on request. Box 953G,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, top morning and afternoon
audience. Sells products, married Marine veteran. News, straight announcing, 3 yearsin radio,
drivinginterview
south from
Michigan
two weeks,
en
route. Married. 27. References. Box
957G, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, all night DJ, top newsman,
draft
veteran.
yearsyouexperience. exempt,
a good salary
will 3 give
good
production,
references.
Box 960G,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 3 years experience, references, veteran,
sober, neat,
reliable,Box
draft958G,
exempt
married.
BROADCASTING,
Announcer, newsman, DJ, ad lib and
special events, draft exempt, 3 years
experience. Usual notice. Box 961G,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
heavy DJ. veteran,
Experience, 3years news,
staff announcing,
married. References. Box 959G.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, top news and disc man. 3
years experience, 24, single. Draft exempt, adcialty.
lib and
special events
my speShow business
background.
Good all
night
disc
jockey.
Top
ences. Box 962G, BROADCASTING.referStaff announcer, 24 years old, 2 college
degrees, extensive training, news casting at Radio City. Pleasing voice. Can
write. able.
Veteran.
travel. Disc availBox 966G, Will
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-newscaster, 3 years experience with networks and independents.
Draft exempt, 24, single. References,
usual
ING. notice. Box 963G, BROADCAST-

,
i
^•
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Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
|.nnouncer,
writer.news
Veteran,
not indone
reerves.
Excellent
style, have
Iditing. Thorough knowledge of jazz
ind popular music. Have program ideas
nat are certain pull. Have done radio
Collegebutbackground,
looking
or•riting.
hard work,
with a future.
Box
67G. BROADCASTING.
louble dealing? So are we. Two trained,
xperienced
announcers,
with this
a modrn
radio approach.
Employed
past
ear and half with 1 kw station, one as
hief announcer, now seeking larger
larket
of at Music?
least 100,000.
Deep reso-to
ant voices.
From Gillespie
iounoud! Authoritative news delivery,
il phases of programming. Married
lets. A-1 references, taped audition.
•L;roadcasting.
double deal for any staff! Box 971G,
'omblnation man, strong on sports,
lav-bv-play, fully experienced, hold
rst
class license. Box 972G, BROADASTING.
! kixnouncer: Thoroughly trained in all
ha=es of radio Including the operation
f the console. Sales, DJ. news, sports.
Jrsft exempt, travel anywhere. Box
I 75G. BROADCASTING.
jI lartments.
''wo and half
years experience
all deto program
director.Announcer
Box 980G. BROADCASTING.
knno"T)cer-DJ, 31. Seven years experince. Three and h^lf years with Illinois
egional. Now with southern outlet,
'refer
late night,
all night
5J stint.morning,
Copy, sales,
music librarian,
raffle
exner^o'-'ce.
'Music Box
conscious
utlet PD
desired.
Make offer.
981G,
5ROADCASTING.
^on snortscaster-annonncer. Plav-bv•„lpT pll cx50'*'+^. "F"r'=^li^rit '-ofor'^nf"^*^.
"mployed. Available immediately for
OP hasi'^tban covor-^ee. 2053 Palm
■fcoiirt, Ri-i^er.'sidp. (^alif.
Announcers, writers, all board trained
"i.nd capable. Pathfinder School of Ra'tio.
City, Mo. Phone Harison Kansas
0473.
knnouncer-engineer: 2^2 years experiI nee. 1 vear as program director. Col'•£ge
graduate.
age
i ^0. Have
car. Married,
Available2 children,
immediately.
'refer middlewest or Florida. Best refrences. Acton
Tillery. Shamrock,
"exas. Phone 679-W.
Technical

8 yearslast1stfivetelegraph,
1st broadcast,
phone lii !ense,
years 1 kw
"ookingU. for
something
better, any^\here
S. Box
702G, BROADCAST' NG.
Jngineer, experience includes 5 years
onsulting engineering, highly skilled in
Jirectional
antennaexperience
design and
perormance. Previous
includes
everal years as chief engineer. Draft
•xempt. Box 813G, BROADCASTING.
'""irst
married,
draft
tatus,phone,
presently
on onevet,kw.lowDesires
progressive organization with opporunityBoxto 840G,
learn, BROADCASTmG.
earn. Prefer northtast.
:hief engineer, 17 years experience,
eeks change to progressive station.
Salary secondary to opportunity. Best
eferences.
Box 842G, BROADCASTNG.
:hief engineer, experienced all phases
jroadcasting, construction. Have made
wo installations. Permanent position
;5tablished station. Best references.
■ amily, age 28. Box 870G, BROAD:asting.
Engineer,
years experience
operaion and five
maintenance
of transmitter
ind studio equipment. Want permanent
position. Excellent references. Married,
ne chUd. Box 871G, BROADCASTING.
First phone, age 22, single, have car.
Draft °xpmDt unrl°r present laws,
•^-rmy
powerbroadcast
equipTient. training
Enrolledin inhighCREI
20urs°. 6 months experience. Free to
:ravel.BROADCASTING.
Avp-']ahl° immediately. Box
5300.
Engineer, 2V2 years broadcast experience, graduate leading rariio school,
:rosentlv emnloyed. Box 882G,
FROADi^ASTING.
i nginecr, first phone, experienced, FM
ansmitter and control, have car. Box
^^5G. BROADCASTING.
t xperienced engineer. Constructed and
. orking for 1000 watter. Remotes and
laintenance. Box 922G, BROADCASTINTG.
BROADCASTING
• Tele

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer, 3 years experience. Ham
over tion.
15 No years,
permanent
posicombo. wants
Available
immediately.
Box 934G, BROADCASTING.
Married,
vet, eighteen
experience transmitter,
control months
room, remotes,
recordings. Draft exempt. Prefer New
England. New Jersey, New York. Box
947G, BROADCASTING.
Engineer now
employed; six
years experience in installation,
maintenance
and operation of AM. FM and TV studio
and transmitter equipment. Want perwith progressive
station.manent
Sober;position
excellent
references. Box
950G, BROADCASTING.
Engineer. Experienced studio, phasing
and directional equipment, maintenance
and remotes. Box 952G, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer desires position with
progressive station. Long experience in
all phases of broadcast engineering in-,
eludes multi - element diirectionals.
Ready for TV. Draft proof. References?
The best. Box 954G, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, phone first, comnlete offer
first contact. Box 974G, BROADCASTING.
First class phone license, will accept
job anywhere.
Belmont10, Petei"S,
mond, Staten Island
N. Y. 173 RayProduction-Programming , others
Announcer-program director. Seek
larger ment.
outlet
with roomlocalforN. advanceNow employed
Y. area
station. B.F.A.. Married. All inquiries
answered.
Box
920G,
BROADCASTING.
Program
director,
ful, married,
draft announcer.
exempt. 3^2Youthyears
successful announcer. Box 921G,
BROADCASTING.
Looking for someone with unqualified
recommendation
I've pogot
it, but am as high ofas employers?
can go present
sition. Experienced complete station
operation except engineering. Little
announcing, but do have most popular
hillbilly show in area. Looking for
permanent job with future. Minimum
$70. fer
Married.
southeast. College
Let me graduate.
tell you Premy
story. Box 924G, BROADCASTING.
Program
available
Let's
talk about director,
the future.
Good soon.
production
and ideas. Good background. Married,
State salary offered. Box 927G,
BROADCASTING.
Program director, capable, versatile,
responsible. Background includes extensive special events work. Excellent
record of employment past 9 years. Box
939G, BROADCASTING.
Program director, salesman, announcer,
write copy. Six years radio all departments except engineering. $75 minimum, married, permanent. Box 949G,
BROADCASTING.
Newsman. Mature, experienced, fully
qualified in all phases. Own minitape.
Box 955G. BROADCASTING.
Television
Managerial
Television executive, experienced in
designing, building, staffing and making
stations
run. Box 973G, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
Will sell a number of shares in independent producing station. Located in
small city in the Gulf states area. Can
furnish financial statement to worthwhile interested parties. Write Box
978G, BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
For sa.le, 5 kw composite AM transmitter, Doherty circuit, originally Westem Electric linear, operating, available
January 1. Two 343A, two 212E, four
321A tubes new. Best offer. Box 760G,
BROADCASTING.
Wincharger tower, 280 feet, heavy type
300, guyed.
price and
tact KSTT, For
Davenport,
Iowa.details conFor sale;
one condition,
G.E. dual contact
channelKTRN,
console, excellent
Wichita Falls, Texas.
a s tin 3

For Sale (Cont'd)
Composite tower, 4-leg cross membered
square 205' guyed. Less insulators, $500.
Available
ton, N. C. immediately. WFTC, KinsFor Sale — Truscon tower (172 feet,
lighted); Western Electric transmitter;
sundry 1,000 W parts; available because
we've increased power. Jim Healey,
WOKO, Albany, N. Y.
Make offer FM WE 506B-2 complete,
spares,
transmitter.
New, WILM,
never
uncrated.10 kw
H. Edwin
Kennedy,
Wilmington, Delaware,
For sale — One kw RCA transmitter 833A
finals and modulators. John Pomeroy,
c/o WILS, Lansing, Michigan.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Wanted,
independent
station. Located anywhereor innetwork
eastern half
of United States. Arkansas dividing
line. All information will be held in
strict confidence. Willing to pay up to
three years earning power over past
years. Box 926G, BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
FM frequency modulation monitor. Box
979G, BROADCASTING.
One insulated self supporting tower approximately 150 feet.City,
Address
ager, WDLP, Panama
Florida.ManWanted to buy. Two used remote line
amplifiers. Five microphones. WOPA,
Oak Park. Illinois.
Used RCA 76 or Western Electric 23 or
25 console. Two turntables. Urgent.
Speech-Radio Dept., School of Religion,
Butler University, Indianapolis.
Situations Wanted
Announcers
NEWSCASTER— 2V2 years experience, currently employed 5000
watt CBS affiliate, desires betterment. Journalism university graduate. 27, single, draft exempt.
Box 925G, BROADCASTING.
Technical
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
Available
Electrical engineer, presently employed as
teelinical director NY metropolitan area
AM operation, seeks new connection with
combined AM-TV or AM operation plantlie addition of over
TV. a Outstanding
recordningof performance
period of years,
botli in Ail and TV plant operation. Will
relocate. Box 931G, BKOADCASTING.
Miscellaneous
NOW! CUSTOM JINGLES! Proven
sales results at a cost you can afford. Created by Berg — composer
of some of America's most famous
jingles and top hit songs. Need we
say more? RICHARD
PRODUCTIONS, BOX 2261,STROUT
Hollywood
28, Calif.
Donates Transmitter
COMPLETE TV transmitter unit
has been donated by the CapehartFarnsworth Corp. to Indiana Technical College, Fort Wayne, Fred D.
Wilson, Capehart's president, announced last week. The college's
president, A. T. Keene, said the
equipment would be operated with
an experimental signal in the school
only for use in educational and
training purposes. Mr. Keene added
that the transmitter will enable
the school to equip a greater number of students to enter TV engineering, manufacturing, broadcasting and servicing.

SPEAKER Frank White (center), MBS
president,
time out
the Boston Radio takes
Executives
Clubat luncheon
Nov. 1 in the Hotel Touraine, Boston,
to gat the station viewpoint. Flanking him are Harold E. Fellows (I),
WEEI Boston general manager and
club president, and Linus Travers,
vice president and general manager,
Yankee Network Inc. Mr. White
reviewed network and independent
station operations.
International

First

INTERNATIONAL television
"first" is reported from abroad
where a 1 hour and 50 minute program was telecast from Calais in
France to London, a distance of
about 95 miles. The event, occurring
exactly amarine
century
first subcable wasafter
laidtheacross
the
channel, was marked with exchange of greetings from the
Mayor of Calais to the Mayor of
Dover. It is estimated some halfmillion televiewers in London
watched the historic program.
Transmitted from a tower in the
Calais town hall, signals were received in Dover and microwaved
another 20 miles where a VHF
link carried the waves 18 miles
further to a London location and
thence to Alexandra Palace in the
English capital.
Seminar

Talks

Held

FIRST Annual Regional Television Seminar will be held in Baltimore in mid-February, it was decided by the
mittee.group's
Seminar is Steering
sponsoredComby
WAAM (TV) Baltimore in cooperation with the U. S. Office of
Education, Johns Hopkins U.,
American U. and Temple U. The
first seminar will cover "Career
Opportunities in Television."
Speaker, well known to the industry, is to be selected.
Crosley Grant
EXPERIMENTAL UHF television
station on 529-535 mc was granted
by FCC Nov. 3 under special
temporary authority to Crosley
Broadcasting Corp. for the purpose of testing UHF receiving
equipment. site
To beof located
the
transmitter
WLWT at(TV)
Cincinnati, the UHF station will
use 100 w visual and 50 w aural
power. Only test pattern or monoscope pictures may be aired.
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PHILCO SALES UP

THIS group of WNAX Yankton officials, representatives
entertainers at the stotion's
Agency, andProgram
the KatzImprovement
of
Farmstead
performance includes
(I to r): Bill Dix, Katz, New York; Robert R. Tineher,
vice president and general manager, WNAX; Sam Cowling, ABC Breakfast Club; Don D. Sullivan, WNAX com-

FARMSTEAD

mercial manager;
Fran Allison
("Aunt
Fanny"),
Club; Gene
Emerald,
m.c; Bill
Joyce,
Katz, Breakfast
Chicago;
Patsy Lee, Breakfast Club; Tom Flanagan and Gene Gray,
Katz, Kansas City; Eddie Ballantine and Johnny Desmond,
Breakfast Club.

IMPROVEMENT
WNAX Three- Year Project Has Gala Climax

CLIMAX of WNAX Yankton's
three-year Farmstead Improvement
Program, most ambitious public
service promotion in the station's
history of nearly a quarter of a
century, drew a capacity crowd of
6,000 to the Sioux City Municipal
Auditorium Saturday night, Oct. 28.
Hundreds were turned away from
the hall.
During a widely advertised Midwest Farmer Day, WNAX staged
three events in Sioux City, which
it claims as a primary listening
area and where it maintains studios.
In the afternoon, an estimated
, 2,000 farmers and their families,
from five states, were guests at a
two-hour show at the Municipal
Auditorium, featuring the WNAX
Missouri Valley Barn Dance, which
has had a high program rating in
the region for many years.
In the evening, a banquet for winners in the Farmstead Improvement competition was held at the
Warrior Hotel, with Robert R.
Tineher, vice president and general
manager of WNAX, as toastmaster.
Several national legislators, and
officials of five states and of Sioux
City were at the head table.
At night, the windup event was
highlighted by the award of farm
California
$28,000.00
An ideal 250 watt fulltime facility for a good owner-manager.
Located in one of California's
very attractive and rich small
markets, this property is showing
a nice profit. Operating costs are
very low and business is increasing. Substantial down payment —
balance out over a reasonable
period of time.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF

and home utility prizes worth
$10,000 to this year's state winners
in the Farmstead contest, as well as
to two-year and three-year over-all
regional winners. The program was
embellished with entertainment by
ABC's Breakfast Club performers
— Patsy Lee, Johnny Desmond,
Aunt Fanny (Fran Allison), Sam
Cowling, and Eddie Ballantine — ■
plus a brief recital by the two-time
national champion Sioux Falls
American Legion Chorus.
The WNAX Farmstead Improvement contest, conducted annually
since the summer of 1947 in cooperation with the Agricultural Extension Services of North and South
Dakota, Nebraska, Iowa, and
Minnesota, drew entries from 1,691
farm families in 243 counties of the
five states. The program was designed by WNAX to raise the standard of farm living in the midwest
by promoting actual improvements
to farm homes, yards, and farm
buildings.
The project was terminated with
this year's awards because, in the
opinion of Chris Mack, WNAX
farm service director, "farmers
have so raised their standards in
this region that there is little or no
room for further improvement."
With the Oct. 28 awards, WNAX
Southeast
$95,000.00
An excellent fulltime network
facility covering a rich, growing
southeast area. This station shows
a good consistent profit and business is increasing. Plant and
equipment far above average.
Building appraised at $30,000.00
and will be retained by owner if
desired reducing price to $65,000.00. Several thousand in net
quick assets included.
THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES

BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RAOfO STAVON AND NEWSPAPER BttOKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Harold R. Murphy
James W. Blackburn
Ray V. Hamilton
360 N. MlGh. Ave.
235 Montgomery St.
Washington Bldf.
Exbrook 2-5672
Sterling 4341-2
Randolph 6-45M
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increased to $40,000 the total of
merchandise given to winning contestants over the three-year period.
In addition to state and county
prizes each year, WNAX wound up
the promotion with the two-year
and three-year over-all improvement awards of $2,000 and $3,000
in merchandise, respectively. To determine these regional winners, the
station recently chartered two airplanes and sent a blue-ribbon judging committee to two farms in each
of the five states. One judge was
selected from each state. WNAX
lined up an imposing list of manufacturers who furnished prizes for
the Farmstead Improvement contest in return for promotion during the three-year period.
Speakers at the Saturday night
performance included some of the
nation's best known personalities,
including U.S. Sen. Karl Mundt
and Gov. George Mickleson of South
Dakota, U.S. Representatives Karl
Stefan of Nebraska, Charles
Hoeven of Iowa, Francis Case of
South Dakota, Nebraska's Secretary of Agriculture Rufus M. Howand Mayor Dan J. Conley of
Sioux ard,City.
Mundt Praise
"WNAX is an institution of
which we are very proud," said
Sen. Mundt. "I have seen with my
own eyes the results of this fine
program of encouragement. This is
a great manifestation of the American spirit in action."
Rep. Stefan said: "In the early
days of radio when WNAX was one
of the first on the air, little did I
believe that radio would participate in great programs like this.
I congratulate the station on what
it Gov.
has done."
Mickleson termed the project "one of the most worthwhile in
the history of the Midwest."
Smith Buys Ritter Co.
FRED SMITH, president of Fred
Smith & Co., New York public relations and business consultants,
has purchased Philip Ritter Co.,
50-year-old New York advertising
agency. The firm will be known
as Philip Ritter Co., a division of
Fred Smith Inc. Philip Ritter III,
who was president, will become associated wth the Smith organization.

Increase 76% Over 194<
PHILCO Corp.'s sales in the thir i
quarter of 1950 increased 76% ove
the corresponding period last yeai,
William Balderston, president, announced Nov. 6. Earnings were u j
to $4,256,000 ($2.47 per commo:.
share) compared to last year's 1
third quarter when volume and in- 1
come were down because of costs l|
in starting Philco's new radio and i
television line and earnings were i
$508,000 (24(^ per common share), ii
according to Mr. Balderston. Total >
sales for first nine months this I

year at
were$10,412,000
$229,205,000
with earnings
compared
with:-"i
sales of $150,043,000 with earnings '
at $2,506,000 for the same period j
last year, he said.
According to Mr. Balderston,'^
television output at Philco has con- ,
tinned on the increase with a new
production record established a
fortnight ago. In the future, he,
added, Philco is looking to substi- i
tute materials to make possible
maintenance of quality standards
while filling customer requirements.

BAB FOLDERS
Urge Hotels To Buy Time
BROADCAST Advertising Bureau
has distributed retail information
dustry. on hotels, a $5 billion infolders
The BAB radio folder on hotels
points out that only 19% of the
hotels in the country use radio,
despite conspicuous success of
those that have used broadcasting,
and urges stations to make vigorous solicitations to expand hotel
use of the air.
The television folder says hotel
manager's have recognized "TV as an
"unprecedented opportunity" to
"display their wares."
'WGAY'

Scratched

LATEST tipsheet from Bowie
(Md.) racetrack has scratched
"WGAY."
The two-year-old
bay gelding,
namedMd.,after
WGAY
Silver Spring
by
his part-ovsmer, Announcer
Ben Schwartz, was secreted
away from Barn 19 stall at
3 p.m., Nov. 5, Ernie Tannen, WGAY program director, reported last week. Saddied with suspicion that the
two-time track participant
may have been the victim
of foul play, Maryland authorities investigated. State
police
foundto Lincoln
"WGAY"Downs,
had
been moved
R. I., a case of mistaken
"horsereturned
identity."
"WGAY"
was
late last
week.
WKY Oklahoma City sent custom
built bus-type mobile unit to cover
Kansas City stock show. One show
daily was aired from arena and recordings for use on other broadcasts
were made.
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WTUX
lORSE

RACE

EW FIRE has been built under
e horse race programming issue
the petition of WTUX Wilington, Del., for reconsideration
FCC's decision denying license
iiewal to the station [BroadcastG, Oct. 16, Nov. 6].
The WTUX petition charged
at:
# FCC erred in conclufling the sta■n's owners intended its horse race
ograms to be of aid to illegal gammg.
# "Important new" evidence relatf to the question of intent on the part
the WTUX owners has been disclosed
"deliberately false statements" of
idrew J. Kavanaugh, Wilmington dieter of public safety, before a Senate
mbling investigation committee.
# The Commission ruling constitutes
ogram dictatorship and violates the
■institution as well as FCC's rules and
jle Administrative Procedure Act.
]• Thewere
hearing
other
litions
hiringrecord
horse shows
race shows
J|f an equal or higher degree of value
bookmakers" than WTUX but FCC
justly acted only against WTUX while
newing licenses of certain others.
Prepared by Thomas W. Wilson
id John P. Carr of Dow, Lohnes
Albertson, WTUX counsel, the
jtition said it is "most impornt," in considering the question
■ the intent of owners Gordon K.
aclntosh and Howard R. Robin.n, that FCC "understand the
tuation as it existed in Wilmingn" during the period in question.
(The petition asserted that until May
1(49 the owners of WTUX thought Mr.
sivanaugh "was a part of a local plan
eliminate
the competition" of
TUX "from the local radio picture."
pointed out that as a city official
iir. Kavanaugh should have first come
rectly to WTUX with his complaint
ather than resorting to the seemingly
iderhanded
method" of going first
FCC.
Started in 1947
, WTUX began the 1290 Sports
^j^rade
program, which
acing information,
in the included
fall of
947, the petition noted, but it was
bt until three days after Armtrong Daily Sports Inc. comlenced sponsorship of the proram in October 1948 that Mr.
avanaugh filed his complaint,
rmstrong publishes a daily racJg paper.
The petition said WTUX later

learned of Mr. Kavanaugh's past
differences with Moe Annenberg,
whom he alleged owned Armstrong, and it was this "strong resentment and evident bad feeling"
which "seemed to be the real reason" why Mr. Kavanugh filed his
complaint.
WTUX stated that during this period
WAMS Wilmington, owned by "several IfJcal businessmen," was also
broadcasting
programs
approximatelyhorse
therace
same
form "in
as
WTUX" and Messrs. Macintosh and
Robinson "were extremely puzzled as
to why this complaint had been lodged
against their station only and not also
against
WTUX WAMS."
notified Mr. Kavanaugh of
the WAMS programs, the petition said,
and was told a "similar complaint"
would
lodged
"immediately."
WTUX besaid
that when
this was never
done, it was considered clear conf "suspicion
that Kananaugh
was a toolfirmation oof
local interests
and that
his charges were without foundation."
'Absolutely False'
FCC . was told Mr. Kavanaugh
made four separate accusations in
his complaint, and that only one
was correct — that WTUX was
carrying horse race programming.
WTUX said the hearing proved
"absolutely false" the accustations
that WTUX owners were collecting money from local bookie rooms,
that WTUX explained on the air
how to use the Armstrong publication to place bets and that
WTUX broadcast the statement,
"This will not interfere with the
WTUX said all of these factors
races."
"convinced the station that Kavanaugh was insincere and untrustworthy." In light of this, the petition stated, the WTUX owners did
not believe Mr. Kavanaugh's allegation that a number of horse race
rooms raided during past months
had receivers tuned to WTUX.
If all the allegations had been
correct, ithe petition contended,
this last allegation "would no doubt
have been heeded and as a result,
the station's racing format would
have been altered many months
earlier than it was."
As to FCC's conclusion the
WTUX owners failed to heed Com-

KOKOMO
market

is rich!

Distribution of Listening Homes
among stations . . .
67.0%
Latest Conlan Figures
BUYiNoV
WIOU
tt302,:
RETAIL SALE SALES
FOOD SALES
$181,967,000 ^46,980,000
000^
WIOU
NO. FOOD STORES
PR.U6 SALES
591
$6,539,000
KOKOMO, INDIANA
Columbia Broadcasting System
NO. DRU& STORES
FARM ft
National Rep: Weed & Co.
77
$65,071,000^
tROADCASTING
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FCC

Reconsider
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mission policy on racing programs
as defined in the February 1948
Capital Broadcasting Co. (WWDC
Washington) decision, the petition
claimed WTUX did heed this policy
and considered WTUX programming to be in accord. The petition
said the Capital Broadcasting ruling "is very confusing and except
for the dissenting opinion, seems
to endorse horse racing programs

WANT
TO

E

GOBBL
UP

petition explained WTUX owners
inThegeneral."
belived
this opinion correct because
"scores of stations" throughout the
U. S. continued to broadcast horse
racing programs "in approximately
the same manner" as WTUX. The petition further stated WWDC "was giving
race results on a rapid basis and was
giving most if not all of the details
(with the exception of the Armstrong
ing.
numbers) that WTUX was broadcastThe petition presented a tabulation
of race results allegedly broadcast by
WWDC
on May
16, 1949,
"whichtheformat
is
believed
to be
generally
type
which had been employed by the station for the entire period being questioned" for WTUX. Similarly, a tabulation of information purportedly relating to race programming by WGAY
Silver Spring, Md., a Washington suburban outlet, was presented for the same
date.
The "confusion on the part of the
owners of WTUX as to the meaning"
of the WWDC decision "was further
exaggerated by the fact that horse
racing is illegal under the laws of the
District of Columbia and as found by
the Commission in its WTUX decision,
(Continued on page 8.9)
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Among the 53 metropolitan
areas in its own population

Of Sales

1939-49'

(Dade County) Ranks High

^ Among The Top 20 Official
^ Metropolitan Areas

group
1st in
1st in
1st in

... Miami ranks
retail sales
drug sales
furniture-householdradio sales
3rd in automotive sales
6th in general merchandise
7th in food sales
In addition to the rankings
in this group, Miami stands
exceedingly high among all
metropolitan areas with a
rating of 4th in retail sales; 6th
in furniture-household-radio
sales; 7th in food store sales;
10th in drug sales; 14th in
automotive sales.
For a two-fisted selling
job here, call on WIOD. For
details, see our Rep, George
P. HoUingbery Co.
*SM Estimate

JAMES M. LeGATE, General Manager
5,000 WATTS • 610 KC • NBC
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 78)
For

Decisions Cont'd.:
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Hearing Designated
Charles L. Cain, Grand Prairie, Tex.
— Designated for hearing application
for new station on 1480 kc 500 w D, in
consolidated
with applications of KRMDproceeding
and Lakewood
Bcstg.
Co.,
scheduled
to
be
held
at
Washington
on Nov. 20.

some

interesting

information

on

radio

in

IOWA.

PLEASE
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ISSUE

LIBERTY

IN

LOS ANGELES
WITH

KMPC
THE
"50,000 WATT STATION]
OF THE STARS"
LIBERTY
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
TEXAS
AMERICA'S THIRD LARGEST
NETWORK^
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ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Geo. E. Sterling
Cecil W. Roberts, Kewanee, 111. —
Denied continuance of hearing, presently scheduled for Nov. 15 at Washington, D. C, in proceeding upon application.
KXRN Renton, Washington — Granted
continuance of hearing in proceeding
re application from Nov. 17. to Jan. 17,
1951, at Washington, D. C.
WVOW Logan, West Virginia — Granted continuance of hearing in proceeding upon application to March 1, 1951,
at Washington, D. C.
Tribune Pub. Co., Tacoma, Wash. —
Granted
that inCommission
accept laterequest
appearance
hearing upon
its application et al.
WJMR New Orleans, La. — Granted
extension of time in which to file replies
to exceptions of the initial decision
issued in proceeding re application and
time extended to Nov. 13.
FCC General Counsel — Granted request that transcript of testimony in
proceeding re revocation of CP of
KFMA Davenport, la., and revocation
of license of station WXLT Ely, Minn,
be corrected in various respects.
KSRV Ontario, Ore.— Granted leave
to amend application so as to revise its
directional array, financial and program data.
Robert Hecksher, Ft. Myer, Florida —
Granted request that the Commission
dismiss as moot his petition for reconsideration, and grant without hearing filed on Sept. 29.
FCC General Counsel — Granted extension of time to Nov. 16, in which to
file proposed findings of fact in the
matter of revocation of license Station
KFTM Fort Morgan, Colo.
Dalrad Associates, Memphis, Tex. —
Granted petition
of without
Dalrad Assoc.
requesting dismissal
prejudice
of application
Marshall Formby, Spur, Tex. — Application of Formby is removed from the
hearing docket.
By Examiner J. D. Bond
WFTC Kinston, N. C— Granted in
part motion
for orderre toits take
depositions in proceeding
application.
Granted motion to accept late appearance in proceeding re appliction and
that WELS Kinston, N. C. and statement of appearance filed Oct. 25, is
accepted.
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
WTOD Toledo, Ohio— Granted leave
to amend
application
as toCFOS
reduce nighttime
radiation sotoward
Owen Sound, Ont.. Canada, and make
other minor changes in radiation resulting from change in pattern toward
CFOS.
By Examiner Basil P. Cooper
WRFC Athens, Ga.— Granted leave to
amend application so as to specify new
DA-N with power of 500 w, said proposed ant. being so designed as to
permit WRFC to operate unl. time
without causing interference within
the normally protected contours of any
existing or proposed station; granted
insofar as it requests that application,
as amended, be removed from hearing
docket; dismissed as moot pet. for
recons. and grant without hear.
By Examiner H. B. Hutchison
The Central Ohio Broadcasting Company, Gallon, Ohio — Granted leave to
amend application so as to request frequency 1250 kc, with 1 kw unl. employing DA-DN, in lieu of 560 kc 1 kw D,
and for removal of application, as
amended, from hearing docket.
November 8 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Extension Granted
KMLB Monroe, La. — Granted extension of temporary authority for period
of 15 days from Nov. 5 to operate night
hours with non-directional ant. and
power reduced
500 wandpending
restoration of west totower
submission
of sufficient proof that array is in

proper adjustment
with tosubmission of Forms together
302, power
be
determined by indirect method.
WIOD
Miami, Fla.
— Granted
sion of temporary
authority
for a extenperiod
of four months from Nov. 5 to operate
with power reduced to 1 kw, and nondirectional antenna pending reconstruction of the authorized directional array.
WINZ Hollywood, Fla. — Granted extension of temporary authority for period of 90 days from Nov. 3 to operate
90 ft. vertical temporary ant. with
power
of 1 kw-D,
500 w-N;method.
power to
be determined
by indirect
November 8 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WILK
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.— Mod.power
CP
AM station to change frequency,
etc. for extension of completion date.
License for CP
License for CP new FM station:
KMAR Bakersfield, Calif.; WKBN-FM
Youngstown, FM—
Ohio. 98.5 mc

RWG
ELECTION
Marion Named President
RADIO WRITERS GUILD factioB
alleging pro-Communist leaning
among the Eastern Council mem
bership was in effect voted dowr
by the national RWG membership
in election of officers announce c
last week. Ira Marion, senior ABC
staff writer, was elected nationa;
president and promptly signed the
anti-Communist- affidavit required

November 9 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
WEED Rocky Mount, N. C— License
for
increase power etc. install
DA-2,CP AMto station.
WAAAcense for Winston-Salem,
N. C. — LiCP AM—
new 1080
AM kc
station.

by Others
law. elected to the council frorr
the same slate included Jim Hart
Bob Cenedella, Sam Moore, JacP
Bentkover, David Kogan and JacV
Gerber, representing news writers
Alternates elected were Sig Miller
Addie Richton, George Fass, Ab(
Ginnes and Fred Freed.
Mr. Marion won out ovei
Knowles Entrikin, who representee,
the defeated faction, by about two
to-one in the national vote and bj
173 to 108 in the eastern regior
vote. The election leaves none o:
the dissenting members on the east
ern region council, but the grouj
is reportedly holding together wit!
the intention of continuing its op

WIVY Jacksonville, Fla.— CP AM station to change from 1050 kc, 1 kw-D to
1080 kc, 1 kw-D,
AM— 500
1300 w-N
kc DA-N.

position.

WKPT-FM Kingsport, Tenn.— CP FM
station to change ERP to 4.8 kw, ant.
to minus 89 ft.

KMMO Marshall, Mo.— CP AM station to change from 1300 kc, 500 w-D
to 1300 kc, 1 kw-D.
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: WDAE-FM
Tampa, Fla.; KIRO-FM Seattle, Wash.

NEW ENGLAND UNIT
Names Three Radio Executives
THREE radio executives have been
appointed members of the Committee of New England, the National
Planning Assn. announced Friday.
They are Harold E. Fellows, general manager of WEEI Boston;
Craig Lawrence, general manager
of WCOP Boston, and Paul W.
Morency, vice president of WTIC
Hartford.
The committee holds its first
meeting today (Nov. 13) in Boston
to form its program for analyzing
the effects of government policies
on the full development of New
England's economy.

Holiday

Package

ASSOCIATED Program Service
New York, has provided its subscribers with a special 9-hour-and45-minute holiday package progran
which includes 18 quarter hours
holiday music and stories, a one
hour Christmas Show, three half
hour children's programs, one 15
minute choral program, a half-houi
review of 1950 and two-hour Neu
Years Eve Dance Party.

WCDL

Joins MBS

WCDL Carbondale, Pa., has becomt
an
MBS.ABCThe affiliate
call letters'
of affiliate
WOOL, of an
ir
Columbus, Ohio, were inadvertentlj^
used in a story reporting the affiK
iation of WCDL in the Nov. (.
Broadcasting. WCOL retains its.
ABC affiliation.
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placing video's impact behind two
other products, mayonnaise and
Roquefort cheese dressing.
And now, once again, Premier is
pushing its Sauce Arturo, which it
began promoting last Jan. 2, 1950,
with every indication that it will
continue to do so for some time to
come, for nothing succeeds like success, the sponsor and station say.

Rumpus Room
(Continued from page 85)
jdio prop man — to assure that all
ential steps of the commercial
completed in the allotted minand a half time.
(Vorking on cue, the demonator moves from table to stove
1 back again v?hile the prop asant replaces the dish in prepaion with one showing the finished
>duct.
jSesides finding TV an effective
Sing medium, Premier likewise
3 derived useful applications as
nerchandising aid.
pne of the most productive was
Irecipe contest, which not only
Dvided new basic recipes but
med the eyes of the firm to the
i'satility of its product. Premier,
ting its cue from Madame House|lfe, changed the label on the can
:»m "Excellent Spaghetti Sauce"
!j"Sauce of Many Uses."
jPremier also uses Rumpus Room
jbuild good will with grocers and
Usewives. It has equipped one
its giant demonstration trailers
h DuMont television sets. Trailer
moved each day to a different
ghborhood grocery where Johnny
feen salutes the grocer and induces customers to the program.
Tickets Allocated
rickets are allotted to grocers
.0 have booked Mr. Olsen's
lerant studio through coming
■nths. Upwards of 10,000 ticket
auests are on file.
The choice of Mr. Olsen as Preer's personality man, competing
^j.y with Premier Pete, doubtless
s a fortuitous one and had its
ifpiration largely in the fact that
Is likeable m.c. has won and held
female audiences, not only in
*i-w York, but also in Chicago
Lere he previously presided over
!3C's Ladies Be Seated.
Hr. Olsen is assisted on the polar DuMont show by his able
ife Penny, Announcer Russell,
e demonstrator, and such inaniite objects as pop up from time
time. Mr. Olsen's duties cont of stunts and other audience
Jtrticipation features which inriably transform the studio into
rumpus room.
Premier's campaign for its sauce
Vo(/

Cm
CAU
ON THE

Johnny Olsen (r) with Penny Olsen
and Announcer Don Russell.
* * *
also created somewhat of a rumpus
in wholesaling circles by the manner in which it disappeared from
dealers' shelves. One salesman
wrote the company:
"An account of mine in Bloomburg, N. J., who took six months
time to sell one case of Sauce
Arturo, gave me an order for 10
cases two weeks ago and has called
me for five more cases this week.
He says, 'AH these people down
here watch television. They have
been buying two and three cans at
Within 60 days after Premier
a clip.' " sponsorship of Rumpus
undertook
Room, demand for the sauce within
WABD viewing range became so
heavy that the company had to
restrict its distribution to stores
in this area, according to Mr. Alexander. In one day alone, he noted.
Premier received more orders than
it had recorded in a two-month
period before using television.
Wholesome Effects
The show had some other wholesome effects, too. TV housewives
pressured chain stores so persistently that several groups which
had never handled the product
began stocking up.
Last April Premier beseeched
South Jersey tomato growers to
supply a quota five times the
quantity it had canned last year.
Meeting with no success, and unable to replenish its supply. Premier May 15 switched products,
yaUR

SHOTS

Excess Tax
(Continued from page 21)
including some radio-TV manufacturers, who have common problems
arising from expansion and growth
during the base period.
Two broadcasting firms — Meredith-Syracuse TV Corp. [WHEN
(TV) Syracuse] and May Broadcasting Co. [KMA Shenandoah,
Iowa] — have asked to file statements with the Ways and Means
Committee.
Confusing the tax picture is the
result of the Nov. 7 national elections. A lame duck Congress has
been the legislative body expected
by a harassed Administration to
come up with a workable war profits levy, retroactive Oct. 1 or July
1, What
1950. enthusiasm legislators will
carry with them to Washington on
the entire tax problem, is questionable. A decline in enthusiasm for
settling the issue this year already
had been noticed.
There have been comments, like
that of Sen. Ralph Flanders (RVt.), to the effect that an increase
in corporation taxes would be more
desirable than a war profits levy
[Broadcasting, Nov. 6].
In addition. President Truman is
not on the same ground as he was
prior to the elections in regard to
calling Congress back before the
Nov. 27 date set for a last brief
sitting of the outgoing 81st Congress. The new 82d Congress convenes next January.
To further complicate the tax
picture, recommendations have been
made to abandon the relief provision as contained in the profits law
in effect during World War II. In
its place, some experts advance the
idea of including a mechanical formula that would apply to individual
tax problems of industries — like
radio-TV — which could be considered to be in the "hardship"
category [Closed Circuit, Nov. 6].
'MARK

\o cover the rich dairyland
markets of Wisconsin; the industrial centers of Northern Minlesoto . . . use the Arrowhead Nety/ork. You're interested in sales — and
that's what we deliver!

^OWH ^^l^ N WEAU
ET W^RK
Wise
RapniMntoil nafHrndlf by RA-TEL Rap*., Inc and rafiMMRy by
BUIMEK-JOHNSON, Inc. Mpls.
iROADCASTING
• Telecasting

THAN ANY OF THE 12 STATES
IN THE RICH GROWING
SOUTHEASTERN MARKET
Here in one state is an economy
soundly balanced between agriculture and industry — a market with more people with more
money to spend on their unfulfilled needs than ever before.
44 daily and 156 weekly newspapers, 85 radio stations and 2
television stations blanket this
market of over 4 million people, with money to spend.

Department
of Conservation
and Development.
Raleigh

Mr. Al Capley
Lake-Spiro-Shurman, Inc.
his, Tenn.
Dear Al:
bargain
yuh like ter know jest what a
Tho't y'ud
bought when yuh started
sellin' St. Joseph Asperin on
sir,
Al, Yesyuh
WCHS!
made th' best
F'rins
nnyc e,!
buy
int aWest
Virgin
yuh REG
gits
83,500
VLAR
lisseners
ever" day on
more'n 12,500
W C H S —
per dollar!
Now,
thet
sumthin'ain't, Alf
Jest keep thet
in mind when
Algy
yuh wants ter
else! Yuh
sell sumthin'
buys
th'
best
witen
WCHS yuh
I uses
Yrs.

TRAIL'
Lauded by Educators

NEW JERSEY Education Assn.
used the Mark Trail radio series, a
juvenile adventure program based
on a theme of conservation, as a
model of education by radio at its
annual convention in Atlantic City,
Nov. 9-12.
To demonstrate how education
of children can be aided by commercial radio, a special session to
hear two recordings of the show
was on the conference agenda.
Program is heard three times
weekly on MBS and is sponsored by
the
Mich. Kellogg Co., Battle Creek,

WCHS
Charleston,
November 13, 1950
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POT!

Spot radio has tremendous pulling power when good time buying is coupled with good spot
production. Good spots pull better on a station with more and
better listeners. In the vast and
prosperous El Paso Southwest,
KROD is THE station with the
biggest group of loyal and responsive listeners.
KROD
CBS,
EL PASO
KEY STATION, SOUTHWEST NETWORK
5000
WATTS
600 TOP O* THE DIAL
RODERICK BROADCASTING CORP.
DORRANCE D. RODERICK, President
VAl LAWRENCE, Vice Pres. S Gen. Mgr.
REPRESENTED NATIO|JALLY BY
THE O. L. TAYLOR COMPANY
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Congressional
(Contbnied from page 19)
be torn by internal strife on the
color television question. Rep. Grosser promised to bring up the issue
to his committee when the 81st Congress returns this month. If GOP
sentiment is for a probe, the demands probably will receive more
attention than they would have
been given a few months ago.
Rep. Gharles Wolverton (R-N. J.)
will continue as ranking minority
member on the committee. Speculation has mounted that Rep. Wolverton may be prevailed upon to
press for an inquiry on color. Two
leading TV manufacturing firms,
DuMont and RGA, both opposed
violently to GBS color, have plant
facilities in New Jersey.
In the Senate, most outspoken
critic of FGG's position on color TV
is Sen. Gapehart. He had asked
FGG, prior to its final decision, to
hold back until the 81st Congress
returned. The Indiana Senator is a
former owner of the radio manufacturing firm bearing his name
and is now active in a commercial
phonograph producing firm.
Other demands for a full dress
inquiry may be forthcoming during
1951 Senate and House debate, providing the color TV question still
burns in that year.
The proposed NARBA agreement, a target of clear channel
broadcasters, may be in for a hail
of protests when it is presented to
the Senate for ratification (see
story page 21).
Not to Return
The following Democratic members of the House Commerce group
will not be in the 82d Congress:
Reps. George G. Sadowski, defeated in the Michigan primaries; Andrew J. Biemiller of Wisconsin;
George Howard Wilson of Oklahoma; Neil J. Linehan of Illinois,
and the late Alfred L. Bulwinkle
of North Carolina who died earlier
this year while in office. The Republicans on the committee were
all re-elected, including Rep. Harris
Ellsworth, who has part interest in
KRNR Roseburg, Ore.
Tuesday's elections climaxed the
most extensive radio and television
campaigning by candidates ever
witnessed before in the annals of
American politics. Standout in the
media's use was Gov. Thomas E.
Dewey, who was re-elected in New
York. (See separate stories).
The balloting also brought new
names to the Washington political
scene, many of them long familiar
in radio circles. Among them is
Frank T. Bow, successful in his bid
for the Republican
seat incommenOhio's
District
16. The former
tator at WPAY Portsmouth, Ohio,
has a background of particular interest to government and radio people. He served as counsel for the
House Select Committee to Investigate FCC during the 80th ConMost dramatic Senatorial race
gress.
was in Connecticut where Sen. William D. Benton, advocate of world

radio and champion of the Voice of
America, squeaked by his challenger, Prescott S. Bush, a. CBS stockholder and New York businessman.
Democrat Benton, former partner
of Benton & Bowles, New York,
was re-elected by a narrow margin
of less than a thousand votes.
Formal action by Connecticut
Republicans for ^ recount is expected. If Mr. Bush were to win,
the Senate would find itself in a
48-48 party tie. A U. S. attorney
in the Nutmeg State was quoted
last week as ready to ask help of
the FBI if evidence is found to support allegations of irregularities at
the polls.
Sen. Benton's former agency associate. Gov. Chester Bowles, is
no longer a political partner in the
New England state. Imcumbent
Bowles was defeated by Rep. John
Davis Lodge, a Republican.
Taft Family Holding
Sen. Robei't A. Taft served candidate Joe Ferguson a crushing defeat in the Ohio Senatorial contest.
Republican
Taft's family
holds and
interests in WKRC
Cincinnati
the Times Star, as well as Transit
Radio Inc.
The Taft heavy plurality is seen
as the factor which may spur a bold
bid to capture the Republican nomination for President in 1952. Sen.
Taft took to the air in the Buckeye
State to answer
last-minute
radioPresident
appeal Truman's
to voters
in the final heat of the election
campaign. [Broadcasting, Nov. 6].
An Ohio radio executive was
newly elected to Congress. Frazier
Reams, president of Community
Broadcasting Co., which operates
WTOL-AM-FM Toledo, won the
Ninth District in a three-party
contest. Defeated were Democrat
Thomas H. Burke, the incumbent,
and Republican Joseph A. Raney.
Mr'. Reams, a Toledo attorney who
has been active in Democratic
Party affairs for many years, ran
as an Independent.
Rep. H. R. Gross (R-Iowa) was
returned to Congress. He was formerly a radio news commentator, as
was Rep. Karl Stefan (R-Neb.)-,
re-elected. Rep. Mike Mansfield
(D-Mont.), who heads a special
House Committee to Investigate
Campaign Expenditures, was reelected. His committee was sched-

WWDC'S CHARM
All Candidates Successff

OFFICIALS of WWDC Washinj
ton aren't sure whether it was .
stroke of fate or the station's strcr
5 kw signal, but election returirevealed that all Maryland candl
dates who campaigned over WWD )•
were elected.
i.
Rep. Lansdale G. Sasscer, a Denj:
ocrat running for re-election in tl ii
state's 5th Congressional distric'
made two major political speechtjr
over WWDC and was the onlii
Democratic Congressman to survii !]
the Republican landslide in Mart
land. Same was true of LeRc t
Pumphrey, Democrat of Princf
Georges County, who was elect( \
to Maryland's House of Delegate li
Biggest upset was the victory (i
Republican William R. Hughes, wl t
conducted a "rock 'em, sock 'eir |
campaign over WWDC exclusive! i
with eight quarter-hours. Tl
three candidates said they selectt
WWDC for campaigning purpose
because of the station's coverage <
Southern
Maryland.
Time we
purchased at political time rates.
uled to open hearings on campaig
funds,
includingspending.
candidates' rad:
and television
Also retuiTied was Rep. Richai
W. Hoffman, president of WHF
Inc., licensee of WHFC Cicero, 11
Mr. Hoffman is a Republican i
Illinois' Tenth District. Rep. Alvi
E. O'Konski, president and ownt.
of WLIN Merrill, Wise, was n
elected. He is a Republican i
Wisconsin's Tenth District. Rej'
Clinton D. McKinnon (D-Calif.
reelected, founded KCBQ Sa
Diego in 1946 which he later sole
Back for another term wei
Reps. John Phillips (R-Calif.), fo:
mer part-owner of KPAS Banninj
and Francis Walter (D-Pa.), wh
has often been at odds with FCC.
In California, Rep. Harry I
Sheppard, Democrat, outspoke;
critic of the radio networks an
author of legislation proposiri
their
was was
re-elected
thoughlicensing,
the contest
in douKa'
for
time engaged
after the inpolls
Evensomewhile
hiscloset'
can;
paign, time
Rep.to Sheppard
found
demand of last
FCC wee^
th£-;
1950
OCTOBER

SURVEY

FACTS FOR MADISON
ARE NOW AVAILABLE
r
UJIBH
MADISON
WISCONSIN

AND

WIBA

TOPS

THE

STILL
LIST

FOR THE DETAILS
CALL OUR REPS

NBC
Avery -Knodel, Inc., Representatives
Badger Broadcasting Company
5000 WAHS OK BIO ... ESTABLISHED 19r:
BROADCASTING
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[mend its rules to free network
isors to contract with other stas for rebroadcasts of their proms (see story page 20).
1 a contest for State Governor,
Sard Pyle, vice president and
aram director, KTAR Phoenix,
red an upset in Arizona. In a
saw battle, Mr. Pyle defeated
. Ann Frohmiller, the Demode standard-bearer, when late
irns assure re-election of GOP
ididate who had been given only
outside chance.
James F.
nes, former Secretary of State
minority stockholder of WORD
|)XY (FM) Spartanburg, S. C.,
he new Democratic governor of
kh Carolina. Gordon Persons,
]|mer owner of WSFA MontgomI, Ala., was elected governor of
i|j.bama.
pemocrat D. Worth Clark, part
her of KJBS
San Francisco
ed in his bid for the Senate
n Herman Walker, Republican,
leated him in the Idaho race. Mr.
irk had ousted former Sen. Glen
Taylor in the Democratic priries last August.
significant popular vote on an
biative measure in Oregon dei.ted an attempt to bar the sale
t alcoholic beverages "promoely" advertised within the state.
e proposal, sponsored by the
piperance League of Oregon, was
flight by bi'oadcasters who warned
jishington State radio executives
it if the proposal had succeeded
Oregon, its neighbor Far West
te would be next.
Ill
■
Ailestones of WFHR'
j'wFHR Wisconsin Rapids,
Wis., celebrated its 10th an^jniversary Sunday, Nov. 5,
; with a one-hour program.
Milestones of WFHR, during
which highlights of the decade were reviewed and re^ corded, and congratulatory
messages aired. Among those
commending the station and
its general manager, George
T. Frechette, were Wisconsin's Gov. Rennebohm, NAB
President Justin Miller, NAB
District 9 Director Charles
C. Caley, WMBD Peoria, and
such radio notables as Fulton Lewis jr.. Jack Bailey
and Walter Mason.

Delivering MORE Listeners
at a LOWER COST in the
open mike

'One Big Market'
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
... I have spent the past two
weeks introducing WQUA, the
newest CBS affiliate, to the time
buyers of both Chicago and New
York, and on several occasions I
was told that it was impossible
for WQUA to cover the QuadCities market. ... I found these
timebuyers had their information
from your 1949 Broadcasting map
on the wall of their office. . . .
. . . We make a considerable point
of the fact that the Quad-Cities —
one big market — are as close together as the boroughs of New
York City. . . .
John Grandy
Commercial ManagerWQUA Moline, III.
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I have just returned from a week
in New York . . .
Everywhere we went it seems
we saw the map from your Broadcasting Yearbook either prominently framed or conveniently
handy. Unfortunately for WQUA,
the city of Moline, 111., is improperly
located on your otherwise flawless
map. Several prospects refused to
believe that WQUA, located in
Moline some 20 or 30 miles away
from Rock Island and Davenport,
could possibly do a job in the Quad
Cities. It took an aerial photograph
to convince some of them that
Broadcasting could be wrong . . .
Dalton LeMasurier
General Manager
KDAL Duluth Minn.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Our apologies to Mowillofcorrect
the
locationline. onOur map-maker
the next issue
the map.]
« * *
The
'Early
Bird'
EDITOR,
Broadcasting:
Maybe stories about Al Jolson
memorial shows are a little super-

• Telecasting

es J
Rock adC
Island, III.iti
Moline, III.
[Qu
i
East Moline, III. Davenport, la. i
fluous now, but I've been surprised
by all the to-do about such programs being run mid-morning or
afternoon of Oct. 24. . . . What's
so speedy about that? . . .
First news of Jolson's death was
aired to WPIC listeners on our 7
a.m. newscast, Oct. 24. When his
Early Bird progi-am took to the
air, 8:05 to 9 ... M. C. Joe Prelee
threw out his prepared show and
devoted the entire 55 minutes to
Jolson records.
The Early Bird has since flown
the coop. Joe Prelee enlisted with
the Air Corps yesterday. The city
of Sharon gave him a warm sendoff. His last day here began with
a spectacular half -million-dollar
feed mill fire at 5 a.m. Joe was on
hand with a tape recorder.
Evelyn L. Keller
Publicity Director
WPIC Sharon, Pa.

233,012
(1950 Census)
$246,605,000
RETAIL SALES
1948 U. S. Business Census)

$418,578,000
EFFECTIVE BUYING INCOME

Survey
Buying of <^B^^^^L^^j:
^^^^^"^
*Powe
1950r SM
O'Cf
yl^
^^^^l^
jj^

H
Hurricane

Service

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
In the recent hurricane . . .
WORZ remained on the air on a
24-hour basis . . . WORZ also
made over 300 announcements of
special interest to different groups
such as churches, schools, and various other organizations.
The response to this public service has been phenomenal. . . .
Sammy Roen
Promotion Manager
WORZ Orlando, Fla.
CHRISTMAS PARTY
Hadacol Plans 600 Dec. 23
WHAT may well be one of the
biggest Christmas parties on record is being planned by Sen. Dudley
J. LeBlanc, president of the radiominded LeBlanc Corp. (Hadacol).
The firm is planning to hold parties
in 600 theatres throughout its distribution area on Dec. 23. A live
Santa Claus is slated to be on hand
at each theatre. Admission will
be one Hadacol box top.
Sen. LeBlanc reportedly closed a
deal last Thursday with Fred Jack,
United Artists' southern and western sales manager, for Hopalong
Cassidy features in all theatres.
In addition there will be cartoons,
stars from local radio stations and
gifts for all the children.
The 600 stations which are reportedly used a minimum of four
times daily by Hadacol are to join
in local promotions. Extra spots
will be purchased by the firm and
$5,000 in cash prizes will be given
to stations doing the best merchandising jobs, the LeBlanc Corp.
reports.

Quad-Cities
Station
»| ^ /'*/* l^^l'
BASIC ABC
TV
WATTS
AM'
5000 FME KNODEL,
J iDl
WW
iJi£lt
NAT'L.
REP.
AVERYIF
INC.

Time Buyers, NOTE!
NO
TV
Stations within
Buy
60 miles of
Y0UN6ST0WN,
Ohio's

0.

3rd

Largest Trade Area

WFMJ
The Only ABC
Station Serving
This Market
5000
WATTS
All programs duplicated on
WFMJ-FM
50,000 Watts on 105.1 Meg.
CALL
Headley-Reed Co.,
National Representatives
November 13, 1950
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thority," Mr. deMars contended. )
"If an expert makes a mistakeand is honest enough to admit it,
is he still an expert?" Mr. Plotkin
asked.
That "depends on the number of
times" he does this, Mr. deMars re-

Allocations
(Continued from page 62)
FCC's pj-oposal to allocate community UHF channels to some
cities and not others [Telecasting, Nov. 6].
He wants such channels to be
available equally to communities
on demand basis which would consider important economic and
technical factors. He also urged
that minimum power requirements
be relaxed where good service with
less power is possible so as to
encourage UHF development.
Mr. deMars, only individual to
refuse to endorse Volume I of the
Ad Hoc Committee and one of
several to decline endorsement of
Volume II [Telecasting, Sept.
18], said he appeared "reluctantly"
but felt it his public duty to challenge Mr. Norton's expert qualifications since they concern basic
concepts relied upon by FCC in
deciding television's future. He
indicated no personal animosity
was involved.
Mr. deMars indicated he planned
first to interrogate Mr. Norton on
his practical experience and then
submit evidence concerning the
NBS authority's qualifications, but
upon insistence by FCC's counsel,
Harry Plotkin, his direct questioning of Mr. Norton was delayed
until Friday.
Hits Conclusions
Both Volumes I and II of the Ad
Hoc Committee were based upon
References C and E by Mr. Norton, Mr. deMars asserted. He
claimed certain conclusions in both
of these supporting documents are
"contrary to known fact" and not
all assumptions involved are "technically sound."
The consulting engineer alleged
Mr. Norton has made mistakes befor, which he has "belatedly acknowledged." Questioned by Comr.
Webster, Mr. deMars said he did
not merely differ in opinion with
Mr. Norton but specifically questioned his qualifications as an authority on wave propagation.
The alleged errors of Mr. Norton cited by Mr. deMars included:
• statement in 1944 general allocation proceedings by Mr. Norton that
VHF stations of high power on 80 me

FOR DEPEHDABLE

look

JOHN BLAIR & Co. and Blair-TV Inc., representatives, were feted recently
by WENS and WBNS-TV Columbus with a weekend of entertainment in the
Ohio capital. Chatting after luncheon meeting are (I to r): W. I. Orr, WBNS
sales director; Lindsey Spight, John Blair & Co. vice president, San Francisco;
Paul Ray, John Blair, Chicago; Jack Denninger, Blair-TV, New York; Robert
D. Thomas, WBNS-TV sales director.
in such places as South America and
Australia during times of high sun spot
activity would interfere with TV and
FM stations in the U.S. When asked in
November 1947 during another proceeding by Prof. E. H. Armstrong whether
80 mc was right, he admitted he was
wrong and about 40 mc should have
been specified.
• Again in 1944, testifying in Docket
6651, Mr. Norton said service range
increased with frequency, noise fields
decreasing with frequency. Mr. Norton
termed this "fundamental" in locating
TV and FM in the spectrum. In 1948 he
testified high band stations would have
smaller service areas than low band stations and said abandonment of channels
lower than 88 mc would mean abandoning hopes of providing extensive rural
and suburban TV service.
• Mr. Norton predicted in 1944 that
expected
rangeft. for
antenna at 100
woulda transmitting
be a maximum
in the band between 500 and 1500 mc.
• In 1945 Mr. Norton and Mr. Allen
presented a paper before the Institute
of Radio Engineers, later published
under
said
service Mr.
area Allen's
increasedname,
with which
frequency,
based upon Mr. Norton's calculations.
"Here is a man who has conti^adicted himself," Mr. 'deMars
stated. He explained this "casts
serious doubts" on his qualifications.
Mr. Norton's earlier predictions
were proved wrong, Mr. deMars
said, and the factors which he took
into account in 1948 were known
in 1944 "and many years before
that." He made such "flat state-

SERVICE

to ALLIED

for your station supplies

ALL STATION SUPPLIES
Our great in-stock resources
(largest in the country) and close
contacts with all manufacturers,
guaranteethefastest, most complete equipment supply service
for the BC and TV engineer.

SERVICE EVERYWHERE. Over 600 stations-coast
GET THIS CATALOG
to coast and border to border— look to dependable
Send for ALLIED'S 212-page Buying
ALLIED for their station supplies and accessories.
Guide, listing broadcast equipment
and supplies ready for immediate
PERSONAL EXPERT HANDLING. You get
shipment. Ask to be put on our
"Broadcast Bulletin" mailing list.
exactly wtiat you want — wtien you want it! All
Write to BROADCAST DIVISION
station orders, large or sn>all, get preferred
speedy handling. Our Broadcast Division is headed
ALLIED RADIO
by commercially licensed operators who cooperate
intelligently to keep your static. i running at top 833 W. JACKSON BLVD., CHICAGO 7
efficiency at all times.
Call: HAymarket 1-6800
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ments" up to and beyond 1946, Mr.
deMars told FCC.
Comr. Webster asked at what
point FCC should disqualify the
testimony of an engineer. Mr.
deMars replied, "Just as soon as
it's established that his testimony
has been in error according to the
known facts."
"Do you think he should be disbarred from appearing before this
commission?" Comr. Webster asked
after several attempts to learn Mr.
deMars' "formula" for determining
qualification.
"I think that is so," Mr. deMars
replied as far as Mr. Norton's
qualifications relate to propagation.
At this point Mr. Plotkin asked
Mr. deMars if he ever testified that
stations higher in frequency should
be spaced farther apart. "I have
no such recollection ... I can't believe that I did," Mr. deMars reAsked his view now, he stated
plied. are many factors to be conthere
sidered but every evidence is that
such separation should be "at
least as far" as those of lower frequency.
Mr. Plotkin observed if Mr.
deMars was only attacking the
weight which should be given Norton data he was "wasting time,"
but if he was attacking qua^fications it waswhile
"something
else."
He
indicated
he did not
believe
Mr. deMars should be allowed to
examine Mr. Norton on the witness
stand, he should be given full opportunity to show alleged mistakes
since the dispute has been so
"bruited about."
Comr. Webster noted that, if the
situation was going as far as to involve disbarment, FCC may consider a separate proceeding necessary. Mr. deMars explained his
plea was not for disbarment of the
witness. "I was asked the question
and I answered it," he said.
"You can see what this leads to
when you get into it," Comr. Webster observed.
"I think I have established he is
not qualified as a propagation au-

"If he makes a mistake and is
not honest enough to admit it, is he
plied.
still anquery.
expert?" was Mr. Plotkin's
next
"Until he is exposed," was Mr.
deMars answer.
"I don't think this testimony is
compentent," Mr. Plotkin commented, observing the Ad Hoc Committee
"eminent were
group"
of'
experts andwas an
if mistakes
made
Mr. deMars did not submit positive
values to correct them.
Comr. Webster was curious why
Mr. deMars failed to oppose the
appointment of Mr. Norton to the
Ad Hoc Committee in the first
place. Mr. deMars explained he
has appeared before FCC since
1940 and has showed his disagreement with Mr. Norton.
To Comr. Webster's observation
this did not relate to qualification,
Mr. deMars said he has doubted
Mr. Norton's qualifications since
1945.
"Working with Norton on the Ad
Hoc
how did you feel?"
Comr.Committee,
Webster asked.
deMars orreplied
didn'tmemfeel '
Mr.Mr.Norton
"some heother
bers" were qualified, but since
they were appointed to do a job
they would work as best they could.
Must
"Taking
off Be
my 'Specific'
hat as chairman
and speaking as an engineer,"
Comr. Webster said it was a "very
serious matter" to question the
qualifications of any engineer in
"our profession." He told Mr.
deMars he must be "very specific
here
as tonotwhat
are asdoing."
"I am
clear you
at all
to what
your
purpose is," Comr. Webster
concluded.
Mr. deMars stated he had presented all afl[irmative evidence and
would question Mr. Norton Friday
if he were available.
Mr. nical
Allen,
of FCC's
TechResearchchief
Division
and chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee,
returned to the stand to present
considerable technical detail and
comments on the Ad Hoc reports
and questions raised about the reports. He indicated part of his
further comments answered opposition of Thomas J. Carroll, National
Bureau of Standards physicist who
severely criticised Volume II.
He stated his data on UHF propagation did not differ with that of
Raymond F. Guy, NBC manager
of radio and allocations engineer-

The Nation's
Richest
Local
Retail Sales,
1949,Farm
18% Market
above
the Nation's Average — 1950 — higher.

I I N WISCONSIN
lUf TPTM WATERTOWN,
BROADCTASTING
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ing, who presented the RCA-NBC
He said interBridgeport asreport.
jjIpretation
to service area was
i dilferent, however.
Mr. Allen contended Mr. Guy in
effect included the terrain factor
twice in his results, which reduced
the service area circles more than
they should be.
The Technical Research Division
chief presented several highly technical reports dealing with effects
of antenna height on adjacent channel stations, relation between antenna height and Grade A service
under FCC's proposed rules, a summary of recent VHF tropospheric
{propagation measurements over
' southern and midwestern paths by
George V. Waldo, and a report on
long distance tropospheric propagation in the UHF, 288-700 mc by
Harry Fine and Frank V. Higgins.
E. W. Chapin, chief of FCC's
. Laboratory
Division, submitted
,isimilar technical reports dealing
with the Commission's observation
of NBC's tests on 500 and 850 mc
in 1948, 400 mc troposphere recording test in Maryland, determination
of minimum channel separation for
Isimultaneous interference-free op'eration in the 152-162 mc band in
the same area, interference in this
band from intermodulation products, and tests of TV receiver and
converter for the UHF.
f

Horse Race Issue
(Continued from page 83)
is legal under the laws of Delaware,"
Ithe petition said.
"The lack of truthfulness and
honesty on the part of Andrew J.
Kavanaugh which was first discerned by the owners of WTUX in
jtheir conference with him in Octojber of 1948," the petition coniItended,
"is further
borneimportant
out and
substantiated
by very
developments
which have taken
place since the record in this case
was closed."
WTUX alleged that in hearings
last April before a subcommittee
of the Senate Committee on interstate and foreign commerce
[Broadcasting,
April 24], Mr.
Kavanaugh "knowingly gave false
testimony and made misrepresentations which have either been
■(later retracted or refuted by other
:jwitnesses appearing before this
||committee." The petition alleged
I the testimony dealt with his relattions with WTUX ovsmers as well
as the local telephone company
and other matters.
The petition asserted it is "quite
understandable" Messrs. Macintosh and Robinson did not amend
their programming in the fall of
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
\^ ^ One of the leading and
oldest schools of Radio
Technology In America, offers its
trained Radio and Television techdustry. nicians to the Broadcasting InAddress
Placementinquiries
Directorto
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
A Service of Radio Corporation
of America
360 W. 4th St., New York 14, N. T.
BROADCASTING

MAYBE television should confirm it
but Jack Huston, WCCO Minneapolis announcer, brought this 5 lb.
bass to work one day and regaled
listeners with his catch at Lake
Minnetonka near the Twin City.
Presumably they were unable to determine whether it was a small,
large or loud mouth bass,
1948 because they "did not believe
the allegations made by Mr. KavaCommission."
WTUXnaugh to this
contended
FCC erred in
stating it had submitted a copy of
the Kavanaugh complaint when it
sent the station in October 1948 a
copy of the WWDC opinion. WTUX
said it did not get a copy of the
complaint
"until visited
sometime
when its owners
FCClater"
and
then "only after threatening to see
the Chairman" was a copy supThe WTUX owners were first
plied.
aware of the use being made of the
programs during the actual hearing of the case in May 1949, the
petition indicated the record
showed, when immediate format
changes were made. However,
WTUX actually had inaugurated
a policy of delaying all results from
10 to 15 minutes the previous
March, it stated, in order to comply with the WWDC policy ruling
of the Commission. This change was
suitable to the local police authorities, WTUX asserted, according to
a letter to FCC by Mr. Kavanaugh.
WTUX entered a detailed summary
of the general interest in horse racing
in the Wilmington area and cited a
Robert S. Conlan & Assoc. audience
survey showing
were interest
"strong
indications
of the there
widespread
of the listening public in the 1290
Sports Parade. The petition said the
WTUX owners reasoned that a few
people who might be placing illegal
bets "could not possibly influence this
audience survey which was conducted
by selecting radio listeners at random."
Hits FCC Findings
WTUX held FCC improperly
found imbalance in the station's
programming. The station pointed
out that "news and information
concerning sports other than horse
racing takes three and four times
as much time as the racing news."
"If this is program imbalance,"
WTUX asked, "the same objection
could be raised with respect to the
programs of every radio station in
the United States carrying baseball broadcasts during the baseball
season which extends from May
to
Octoberto such
each stations
year." FCC
Through
renewals
has

found "such baseball programming
does not create program imbal• Telecasting

ance," WTUX said, even when it
is known baseball betting pools
exist.
"By what authority can this Commission dictate to any radio station
that it must carry educational or
women's programs at any particular
time, or that the absence of forum programs or agricultural features result
in a fatal deficiency," WTUX asked.
The
record
indicates
that
WTUX has an"clearly
outstanding
program
record and has devoted inordinately
large amounts of time to all worthwhile causes" in that area, the petition
added.
"It was under no obligation to broadcast farm or agricultural programs unless it found a need for this type of
program and the record reveals no such
need," WTUXsuchstated,
it was
had
abandoned
shows adding
after it
found no interest existed.
WTUX charged that through the
years FCC has renewed the licenses, without exception, of "literally scores" of stations which
have broadcast racing data in varying forms, and to decline renewal
to WTUX constitutes a change in
basic
policy, unjustly applied retroactively.

Metropolitan Growth
(Continued from page 28)
or more.
"All of the counties which more
than doubled in size were in the
south or in the west. In the northeast more than 4 out of 5 counties
and in the west more than 3 out of
5 counties gained population. Of the
217 counties in the northeast, 177,
or 81.6%, had population gains. In
the west, 254 out of 414 counties, or
61.4%, gained during the decade.
In the north central region and in
the south, 43.9 and 47.0%, respectively, of all counties had population increases.
"The fastest growing county in
the United States was Benton County, Washington, which increased by
324.3%. At the other extreme, the
county with the greatest percentage
decline in population was the relatively small Esmeralda County, Nevada, which declined by 61.1%."

The petition alleged the hearing
record showed six other stations
"were broadcasting horse racing
information which was of an equal
or higher degree of value to bookmakers than were the programs of
WTUX." It cited WWBZ Vineland,
N. J.; WAMS Wilmington; WPWA
Chester, Pa.; WITH Baltimore;
WSNJ Bridgeton, N. J., and WANN
Annapolis.
No Action Taken
WTUX stated the record was
closed 17 months ago and FCC
"has taken no action against these
other radio stations and has, in
fact, in several instances renewed
the licenses of these stations.
The petition said FCC has
granted WWBZ an expansion of
facilities to fulltime operation;
granted license renewal to WMEX
Boston "even though that station
broadcast race results in approximately the same detail and format
as WTUX in the past"; and
granted renewal to WWDC "even
though the station has been broadcasting race results in approximately the same way as WTUX
during its previous license period."
WTUX concluded FCC's action
in singling it out was "arbitrary
and capricious and therefore il-

Milk Sales Up
WTMA Charleston, S. C,
sponsor, The West Side
Dairy, reports outstanding
success, in terms of a 30,000
quart weekly increase in milk
sales, by originating promotion stunts to stimulate interest in The Cisco Kid program featured by the dairy.
According to WTMA, a ponynaming contest, theatre presentation of two Cisco Kid
shows, giveaway of whirling
lariats and adornment of station executives and dairy
personnel with colorful Cisco
Kid sombreros contributed to
the overwhelming interest
aroused in the Frederic W.
Ziv package show. WTMA
has already been assured of
a 52 week renewal upon expiration of the present contract.
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS
Inc., Towanda, Pa., developed two
groups of fluorescent powders, now
available in engineering sample quantities, as TV color phosphors.

legal."

d by Gale & Gayles
Another BMI "Pin Up" Hit-Publishe
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Dec. 27258;
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page h)

STATIONS URGED TO LEARN
PROBLEMS OF RETAILERS
BROADCASTERS should study retailer operations and help them solve their problems, Tim
Kilduff, manager of H. S. Pogue Co., Cincinnati department store, told Ohio Assn. of
Broadcasters sales clinic Friday at Columbus
meeting (early story page 38).
Mr. Kilduff said network stations, with good
time sold, offer stores only second-rate periods.
Carl George, WGAR Cleveland, president of
OAB, presided at meetings, based on theme
radio is America's greatest advertising medium. Frank Shaffer, WJER Dover, speaking
on small market operations, said station has
28 news programs sold, along with major
league baseball and other sports. He runs
promotional announcements urging attendance
at these games and uses transcriptions voiced
by individual players.
Ralph Failor, account executive of Fuller,
Smith & Ross, Cleveland, said broadcast medium will endure as long as it justifies its
role. He noted, however, that when he sent
a questionnaire nine out of nine newspapers
replied whereas only nine out of 25 radio stations submitted requested market material.
Mr. Failor suggested announcers do a sales
job instead of reading or acting. His clients
want to buy sales, not time, he said. "Sell your
market, then sell you," he proposed.
Officers of the Ohio association, besides Mr.
George, are Robert Felman, WHBC Canton,
vice president, and Robert Kearns, WLOK
Lima, secretary-treasurer.
Elected to board of directors for one year
were Tom Rogers, WCLT Newark, and Gene
Trace, WBBW Youngstown; for two years,
E. Y. Flanigan, WSPD Toledo, and Joel W.
Stovall, WKRC Cincinnati.
Friday speakers included Robert W. Ferguson, WTRF Bellaire; Leonard E. Nasman,
WFMJ Youngstown; Vernon A. Noke, WHIZ
Zanesville; Mr. Stovall; Maurice B. Mitchell,
of Associated Program Service.
EDUCATORS NAME TAYLOR
GEN. TELFORD TAYLOR, FCC general
counsel from 1940-42, named counsel for
educators in FCC hearing on allocation of educational TV frequencies which opens Nov. 27
(story page 62). Appointment announced Friday by I. Keith Tyler, Ohio State U. director
of radio education and chairman of Joint Committee on Educational Television. Now practicing law in New York, Gen. Taylor was
U.S. chief of counsel for war crimes trials,
1946-49, and has not appeared before FCC for
any commercial interests, Mr. Tyler noted.
HOOPER

PROTEST

C. E. HOOPER, president of C. E. Hooper
Inc., Friday wired Dr. Kenneth H. Baker,
NAB research director and chairman of special test survey committee, noting that when
Mr. Hooper accepted observer instead of member status on committee it was on condition
he would be invited to all committee meetings
and asking why he received no invitation to
Nov. 62 issue.
meeting reported in Broadcasting's
Nov.
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CHICAGO IBEW LOCAL,
4 TV MAKERS IN COLOR

SUIT

CHICAGO'S IBEW Local 1031 (AFL) and five
television firms, including Emerson Radio,
sought permission Friday to intervene on side
of RCA in its suit to upset FCC's approval of
CBS color television system (early story page
61). RCA also filed affidavit charging FCC's
decision forced "inferior" color system on
U. S. "arbitrarily and capriciously," and Chicago's Federal District Court, where preliminai-y arguments in suit will be heard
Tuesday, gave CBS until today (Monday) to
file counter affidavit.
District Judge Philip Sullivan, one of three
judges named to hear suit, said he hoped decision on Tuesday's hearings can be reached
before Nov. 20, when CBS commercial color
standards become effective. He also said court
would rule this week on intervention petitions,
which were filed by following in addition to
earlier one by Pilot Radio Corp.: Wells-Gardner & Co., set manufacturer; Television Installation Assn., composed of 23 Chicago area
service firms; Radio Craftsmen Inc.; Sightmaster Corp., Emerson and IBEW Local 1031.
Television firms claimed CBS system is inferior and charged its adoption would cause
financial hardship to present set owners and
industry.
Early operation of CBS color TV would
create unemployment and retard entire TV
industry, IBEW contended. Attorneys Joseph
M. Jacobs and Alfred Kamin filed on behalf of
local president, N. Frank Darling, who said
more than 18,000 members work in manufacture of TV sets or parts in Chicago and Bloomington.
Union has responsibility to maintain decent
wages and conditions for members and opposes
any "ill-considered program likely to resolve
in
unemployment
and members
earnings would
losses,"
unionto
officials
said. Local
stand
lose estimated $50 million yearly in wages, it
was added. Union move made "to eliminate
confusion in TV and guarantee stability of
FCC's brief answering RCA's charges and
production."
defending
its decision due to be filed over weekend by Assistant General Counsel Max Goldman, who will argue FCC's case.
RCA-IT&T SIGN PACT
BRIG. GEN. DAVID SARNOFF, RCA board
chairman, and Sosthenes Behn, chairman of
International Telephone & Telegraph Corp.,
Friday announced agreements to exchange licenses permitting each company and subsidiaries to manufacture and sell under radio,
television, and electronic inventions owned by
other, including those of color television,
transmitters, radar, cathode-ray and power
tubes. Agreements effective immediately and
extend to Dec. 31, 1954.
POST
EDWIN

PROMOTES

EBEL

W. EBEL promoted to sales and advertising director of Post Cereals Division,
General Foods Corp.; D. B. Caton to assistant
to general manager, and George Hornberger
to director of division's new Industrial Engineering Dept.

gressional opinion last week. Signs were
brighter for dispensation to both radio and TV
licensees for relief from any extraordinary tax
provisions in light of peculiar circumstances,
particularly as to video art.
BALL BROTHERS Co., Muncie, Ind., manufacturer of fruit jars, caps and rubbers, which
has not used radio for several years, is planning television campaign in 1951. Applegate
Adv., Muncie, is agency.
IMMINENT drying up of cobalt supply for
private industry has radio-TV set makers
scurrying for substitutes in speaker portions
of receivers. No cobalt, no magnets, according
to highly placed source.
WITH top-ranking Congressional Democrats
unseated "Tuesday, President Truman is better
able to resolve problem of filling proposed
Civil Defense Administrator post. Sen. Scott
Lucas (D-IU.) and Gov. Chester Bowles mentioned as candidates. Look for appointment
and order creating agency within next fortnight. Administrator will be responsible for
implementing
"master plan." President's communications'
BBDO, New York, preparing annual television
campaign for Hamilton Watch Co. Five-minute films will feature famous Peg & Jim series, starting Nov. 27 in 52 markets for four
weeks.
GODFREY HAWAIIAN SHOW
TO OPEN CBS COLORCASTS
FIRST color television program to appear
on CBS Nov. 20, day FCC has authorized beginning of commercial colorcast, will be special half-hour featuring Arthur Godfrey in
Hawaiian show. On Nov. 20 CBS will telecast
Mr. Godfrey 12-12:30 p.m. and still unselected
program
Rest of from
that 12:30-1
week CBSp.m.will carry two hours
daily of color, 11 a.m.-l p.m. with program not
yet chosen. Colorcasts will be aired on WCBSTV New York and WTOP-TV Washington,
originating in New York and networked via
AT&T coaxial cable to Washington.
NARBA PROGRESS SLOW
"SUBSTANTIAL differences" still persisted
between U.S. and Cuban delegations Friday,
authorities reported, as NARBA conference
continued slowly with task of working out
technical details of proposed new international AM treaty and casting them in language
acceptable to all delegations (see story page
21). Despite several night meetings and
prospect of Saturday and Sunday sessions,
chances of meeting weekend target for completion were considered remote.
SET OUTPUT REMAINS HIGH
RADIO set production continued high pace in
first week of November, according to RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn. estimate for entire industry, with 365,751 receivers produced. They
consisted of 233,546 home, 20,827 portable and
111,378 auto sets. TV receivers also maintained October rate, 218,378 having been produced. This compares with record 219,000
production in mid-October.

STREIBERT, HENNOCK TO TALK
THEODORE C. STREIBERT, MBS board
chairman and president of WOR andof WORFCC,
TV New York, and Frieda Hennock,
will speak before Advertising Women of New
York luncheon' Nov. 15 at Waldorf-Astoria.
Mr. Streibert will discuss "The Listener
Speaks," and Miss Hennock will speak on
"Seeing Is Believing."
• Telecasting
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in Detroit

During the work] series, all 3 Detroit TV stations carried
the televised broadcasts of all 4 games.

Videodex ratings showed that WWJ-TV's
listening audience was GREATER
STATIONS

COMBINED

. . . FAR

THAN

share of the

BOTH

OTHER

greater!

Here is proof indeed that WWJ-TV

is the outstanding

television station in the great Detroit market . . . and countless
advertisers count on its leadership to get BIG business out of
Detroit via WWJ-TV.
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FISH IN
RICHER

WATERS

IN RICHMOND

For a whopping big sales catch, be a par* of the
WMBG

signal which booms out to 245,000 families

with an effective buying income of nearly
$1,100,000,000.
Advertisers are constantly amazed at the appreciation
these families show Havens & Martin stations (AM, FM, and
TV) for their pioneering efforts in bringing Richmond the
finest entertainment radio and television can provide.
By using WMBG, WCOD, WTVR you are assured a larger
share of Richmond's vastly expanded buying power than ever
before in history.
Get the facts today from your nearest Blair man. You'll
be delighted to learn how much you can achieve at
sensible cost.
Havens & Martin Stations are the onfy
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.

Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by
John Blair & Company

MEN

FROM

INVADE

MARS

BUYS

ABC

MARS

RADIO!

Here's proof that for the national advertiser
with national distribution, radio is the
most effective, most efficient national
mass selling medium.

FOR

4

NETWORK

Mars, Inc. — one of the biggest names in candy—
launches a huge, new advertising campaign . . .
of nearly two million dollars . . . socks it all into

RADIO

SHOWS

network radio . . . and places it all on the ABC
Network. Why? Because where else but' in radio
can an advertiser get all these advantages?

/ STOP
PAST EXPERIENCE— Radio has proved itself to Mars,
played a major part in building the Mars business.

THE
MUSIC

WIDE CIRCULATION— Different shows on
different nights give Mars nationwide circulation
— from the largest cities to the smallest towns.
Sunday, 8:30-8:45 P.M.

Monday, 8:00-8:30 P.M.

FLEXIBILITY— Mars can change commercials
from one show to another, can "billboard" one
show through another.

CAff

c
BOB
0
i BARCLAY

^

VOlf

READY-MADE AUDIENCE— Well-estabHshed ABC
shows assure Mars of large, loyal, receptive
family audiences.
PRIME TIME— All the shows are broadcast at top
evening times, give Mars a reservoir of top evening
audiences.

Tuesday, 8:00-8:30 P.M.

ABC

Wednesday, 8:00-8:30 P.M.

American

FREQUENCY— This new multiple show idea gives
continuity, greatly increased impact, imlitnited
merchandising possibilities.

Broadcasting

Company

;Ublished every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington 4, D. C
Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.
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Circuit
Closed
IN RECENT unpublicized talks, top-level
FCC'er spilled views on wide range of policy
issues, casting doubt on ultimate fate of newspaper ownership of stations, forecasting more
stringent network regulations, implying possible breakup of clear channels occupied by
network-owned stations, asserting he's always
been wrong on FM, sticking by guns on CBS
color TV, and expressing personal dissatisfaction with FCC's controversial Pt. Huron decision on political libel, which he thinks
Supreme Court may some day overrule.
CAPSULE ON COLOR: As waterfront observers appraise it, (1) CBS has won great
moral victory and prestige by dint of having
its system adopted; (2) time runs with opponents who have greater opportunity to develop compatible system under Chicago court
stop order; (3) Christmas black-and-white set
rush now destined to break all records; (4)
shortages in base metals might stop any new
system and result in sharp reduction or wiping
out of black-and-white set production, as was
done in World War II when 100% of radio
plant capacity was diverted.
IT'S NO LONGER question whether FCC
Chairman Wayne Coy will resign to go into
private business, but how long he will stay on
beyond expiration of his term June 30. Fighting mad over RCA and over-all manufacturing
industry opposition to FCC color decision
favoring CBS, he's determined to see encounter
through. There have been pressures aplenty: —
one report indicating that President Truman
himself had taken cognizance of it.
WITH J. R. POPPELE, WOR-TV vice president and .technical head, definitely not candidate to succeed himself as president of Television Broadcasters Assn., nominating committee is searching for successor. George B.
Storer, Fort Industry Co. president, and Robert
D. Swezey, WDSU-TV, are mentioned as calibre
sought, but former already has indicated he
won't be available, and no word yet forthcoming from Mr. Swezey. TBA committee
— Paul Raibourn, Paramount-DuMont; E. B.
Loveman, WPTZ-Philco; F. M. Russell, NBC
Washington — will make nominations prior to
Dec. 8 one-day convention in New York.
UNDISCLOSED results of NAB sample
survey shows general support for milliondollar Broadcast Advertising Bureau, but
growing symptoms of chilliness among small
stations observed in many areas may lead to
over-hauling of plans. Feeling noted that job
could be done for fraction of amount and that
whole thing has been oversold to industry.
CARLING'S RED CAP ALE, beginning Jan.
20 will sponsor Florida winter racing season,
Saturday, 4:45-5 p.m. (EST), over 255 MBS
stations. Agency is Benton & Bowles, New
York.
AT LEAST two other concerns understood to
have negotiated unsuccessfully for acquisition
of Jack Gross' KFMB and KFMB-TV San
Diego (see story page ^8). Successful bidder —
(Continued, on page 86)
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ngallocation of
comi
Uphearing
Nov. 20: FCC
on AT&T
time on TV network facilities, FCC HIdqrs.,
Washington.
Nov. 20: Broadcast Audience Measurement Inc.
board meeting, BMB Hdqrs., New York.
Nov. 25-26: National Assn. of Radio Farm Directors, Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
(Other Upcomings on Page 68)
Bulletins
ASCAP Friday notified TV broadcasters., that
blanket licenses signed last fall are now fully
effective, as ASCAP has secured TV licensing
rights from members representing more than
85% of revenue distributed in 1948. Blanket
licenses taken by TV networks and stations
run until Dec. 1, 1953.
LeVALLY AGENCY, Chicago, named to handle national advertising for Kitchen Art Foods
Inc., Chicago. R. V. Newbell is account executive. Spot radio and television used extensively and will probably be bought again,
although 1951 media plans have not been set.
TVA STRIKE ALERT
TVA actors-actresses alerted late Friday to
appear at strike positions at 10 a.m. Saturday
(early story page 22). Union and network
negotiators were scheduled to meet Saturday
morning. If no agreement reached, union was
in position to call quick strike.
BAB RETAIL GUIDE
MAILING chart designed to answer what-whowhen-how questions asked by local retailers
about radio sent to all NAB members as quick
selling guide for station salesmen by Broadcast Advertising Bureau.
NAB-TV
Convention
NAB acted Friday to implement plan to give
TV stations greater autonomy in association,
as voted earlier in week by board of directors
(early board story page 21).
President Justin Miller named five-man
committee to arrange first details of reorganization under which television members will
have own board of directors. Members are
Harold Hough, WBAP-TV Fort Worth, chairman; Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New
Orleans ; William A. Fay, WHAM-TV Rochester; Eugene S. Thomas, WOR-TV New York;
George M. Burbach, KSD-TV St. Louis.
Messrs. Swezey, Fay and Thomas are NAB
directors.
Convention of TV members to be held in
early January to consider committee recommendations bywhich video achieves high degree of autonomy in NAB. Report on convention to be submitted to next board meeting,
scheduled second week in February at site in
Florida.
Resignation of Don Petty, general counsel,
formally announced effective Jan. 1. Board
paid ovation to Mr. Petty after he submitted
report on NAB's Legal Dept. activities.
Committee to be named to study plans to

deadline

y
efl
ss • Bri
Busine
KRUGER
APPOINTS
Kruger
Brewin
Co., Newark, billing $750,000 annually, move
account from Greyer, Newell & Ganger t
Charles Dallas Reach, Newark.
WALKER NAMED # KVER Albuquerqu
names The Walker Co. as national represents
tive.
COMMUNICATION
MEN MEET WITH

INDUSTRY
HARRISON

COMPONENT PARTS suppliers are failin
to deliver supplies for maintenance and som
industries are buying tubes, resistors, etc. a
over-market prices, communications users an
makers complained to NPA Administrate
William H. Harrison at meeting Friday. The;
also called for recognition of industry's "es
sentiality" and priority system just belo-\
military or inclusion with it.
Gen. Harrison, announcing appointment o
Communications Industry Advisory Committee
said he recognized "essentiality" of all com
munications, but warned against hope fo
expansion. He asserted industry must main
tain equitable distribution of supply or NPi
would control normal channels. Hardshi]
cases would be studied, he added, with pos
sibility they may be resolved with prioritr
over defense orders.
Gen. Harrison also met with copper-bras
mills representatives to discuss proposed orde
cutting back copper consumption, to hinge o:
base period of first six months 1950. Pei
centage not set. Official also indicated h
would modify directive to African Metal
Corp., cobalt importer, easing original pre
hibition on consumption (early story page 23)

Slated
redistrict
nation andin
reviseJanuary
formula for boar
representation. By-laws amendment, subjec
to referendum, approved by which unexpire
board terms would be filled by appropriat
voting group instead of by board itself, pre
vided 90 days of term remain. If less tha
90 days, director-elect will fill vacancy.
Another by-laws change would make due
classification retroactive to fiscal instead c
calendar year in which class is changed.
Board approved plan to petition FCC t
amend transcription rule to remove need o
announcements if program is transcribei
within one week of broadcast. Under this pla
station would announce each day that som
of programs are transcribed.
Report on NARBA treaty (see story pag
19) submitted by Neal McNaughten, NAB ex
gineering director. Resolution adopted b
District 5 calling for series of continuitj
writing clinics referred to Broadcast Adve]
tising Bureau. Resolutions adopted by moi
districts, calling for study showing radio
greater impact and circulation, referred 1
BAB.
Judge Miller honored by board on his birtl
day and presented with cake.
BROADCASTING
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KCMO
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Mid-America

is the one and only 50,000 Watt

Station in Greater Kansas
offers coverage

of the metropolitan

areas of Missouri and Kansas
Mid-America.

And

is tailor-made
Ask

City that
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plus rural

programming

for this rich market.
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the

Sensational

lOW-PRICED
That Should Be On

WESTERN
Your Station! ,

THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices:
870 National Press BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022
IN THIS BROADCASTING
NARBA Signed — Ratification Fight Seen
Jordon Reports on Radio-TV's Effect on Gate
NAB Federation Takes Shape
Hamilton Watch Show Slated for 350 Stations....
FCC Approval Sought in Don Lee Station Sales. ...
TVA, AFRA Walkouts Pend
Metal Shortages Increase
Excess Profits Tax Analyzed in Rddio-TV Light
Administration Pushes Excess Profits Tax
NARND Adopts Standards of Practice
NAB 1951 Workshop Convention Set
NAB Expands Station Relations Department
TELECASTING
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WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
SOI TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; J. Frank
Beatty, Rufus Crater, Associate Editors; Fred FitzTyler Nourse,
Hailey, Berlyn,
Assistants gerald,
to theNews Editor;
News Editor.
STAFF:Jo David
Lawrence Christopher, Wilson D. McCarthy, John
Osbon, ArdineUe Williamson. EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS: Estelle Dobschultz, Kathryn Ann Jones, Pat
Kowalczyk, Doris Lord, Jean D. Statz, Keith Trantow; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to the Publisher.
Model Dairy, of Owensboro,

SENSATIONAL PROMOTION
CAMPAIGN
. . . From buttons to guns
— is breaking traffic records!
LOW PRICED!
72 -Hour Western Adventure
Program . . . Available:
1-2-3 times per week. Transcribed for local and regional
sponsorship.
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Kentucky, hired "Cisco Kid" as
a milk-producfs salesman.
Against tough competition — in
three months — their sales
showed a 300% increase!
"Cisco Kid's" merchandising
program pulled over 7,000 requests for Model Dairy in a few
weeks' time! Dealers phoned
. . . demanding Model Dairy
milk! Youngsters crowded the
company's
office for "Cisco
Kid" giveaways.
"Cisco Kid" can do a great
selling job for your sponsor.
Write, wire, or phone for details. It's a TERRIFIC story!

BUSINESS: MAURY LONG, Business Manager; Winfield R. Levi, Assistant Advertising Manager; George
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Hairry Stevens,
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi,
Doris Orme, Judy Martin; B. T. Taishoff, Treasurer;
Irving C. MiUer, Auditor and Office Manager;
Eunice Weston.
CIRCULATION AND READERS' SERVICE:
JOHN P.
COSGROVE, Manager: Elaine Haskell, Grace Motta,
Lillian Oliver, Allen Riley, Warren Sheets.
NEW YORK BUREAU
_^
488 Madison
Ave.,
Zone New
22,
PLaza
5-8355; EDITORIAL:
Edwin H.
James,
York Editor; Florence Small, Agency Editor; Pete
Dickerson,
Assistant
Groff, Martha
Koppel.to New York Editor; Gretchen
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING:
S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director;
Eleanor
R. Manning.
CHICAGO BUREAU
360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1,
CEntral 6-4115; William L. Thompson, Manager; Jane
Pinkerton.
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building, Hollywood
and
HEmpstead
8181; David Glickman. Vine,
West Zone
Coast 28,
Manager;
Ann August.

r
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TORONTO: 417 Harbour Conmiission, ELgin 0775;
James Montagnes.
BROADCASTrNG * Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of the Fifth
Estate.
BroadcastReporter
Advertising
and Broadcast
in 1933.* was acquired in 1932
♦Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1950 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Subscription Price: $7.00 Per Yeor, 25c Per Copy
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SA-40 Single Channel Speech
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JW. ROBINSON Co. (department store chain) appoints West-Mai
^ quis Inc., L. A., to handle advertising for its three Southern Cali
stores with radio and TV being used. Betty Bishop account e)
ecutive.
G. C. MURPHY Co., Washington (variety stores), places TV contra(
with Courtland D. Ferguson Inc. Adv., same city, for test campaign i
Washington. All four local TV stations being used. George D. McGuii
ness account executive.
GEM PACKING Corp., N. Y. (Gem Oil), launches twice-weekly TV pa:
ticipations schedule on daytime programs on three N. Y. stations.
grams and stations: About the House, WCBS-TV; Kitchen Kaper.
WJZ-TV; Your TV Shopper, WABD. Agency: Emil Mogul Co., N. "!
LADY'S CHOICE FOODS, L. A. (Hopalong Cassidy Jams, grocery pro(
ucts), appoints Walter McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills, for radio-TV sp<
campaign planned in 11 western states. First spots get undei-way c
KFRC San Francisco Nov. 27; others start Jan. 1. Account executi^
Jere Bayard.
Fred Christensen shown
with guest
star Marie
son who plays
the Wiltitle
role
in
the
"My
Irma" CBS radio Friend
series
and in the Hal Wallis
productions of "My
Friend Irma" and "My
Friend
Irma Goes West,"
released
Pictures. by Paramount
A luminary of the first magnitude in Memphis
and the Mid-South, it's Fred Christensen, better
known as "Chris."
When he says, "Hiya ladies, this is Chris the
Household
Quizzer
your radios
way," while
thousands of fans
hovercoming
over their
their favorite quizmaster gives the man's slant
on news of particular interest to women, punctuated with household hints and chatter. And
do they stand over a "hot telephone" all day
long hoping to get Chris' cheery call to compete for the giant jackpot of prizes that grows
day by day on the "Household Quizzer" over
WMPSl
So popular has Chris become

that the

"Household Quizzer" beginning at 4:15 P.M.,
is aired for 55 minutes including a network of
12 stations, to the gratification of an ever-increasing listening audience.

SAUL BIRNS STORE, N. Y. (retail outlets for furniture, home appl
ances and TV sets), names Ted Nelson Assoc., N. Y. (broadcasting coi
sultant), to handle its radio and TV advertising. Firm also will act i
liaison advertising coordinator between manufacturers and Birns o
ganization.
•
M. K. GOETZ BREWING Co., St. Joseph and Kansas City, Mo. (Counti
Club beer), names Compton Adv., Chicago, as its advertising agen
effective Jan. 1.
DEPT. OF NATIONAL DEFENSE, Ottawa (recruiting), using dar
five-minute newscasts, and quarter-hour weekly sportscasts on numbi
of Quebec French-language stations for recruiting for Canadian Arnr
and Royal Canadian Air Force. Programs for Royal Canadian Na\
recruiting are planned. Agency: Walsh Adv. Co., Montreal.
DR. BALLARD'S ANIMAL FOOD PRODUCTS Ltd., Toronto (p
foods), using spot announcements on 56 Canadian stations and week
half-hour Hopalong Cassidy program on number of stations. Agencj
Stevenson & Scott Ltd., Toronto.
REXEL PRODUCTS of Canada Ltd., Toronto (Speedfix cellulose tape
starts five-minute programs on number of Canadian major market st;
tions. Agency: Crombie Adv. Co., Toronto.
DEAN ROSS, New York piano home-study courses names Moss Ass0(
N. Y., for TV advertising, including nation-wide participations.
HATS BY LEEDS, New York (mail order house), names Moss Assoi
N. Y., for promotion of sport hats. Spot campaign in key cities planne
JOAN NYOLA Inc., N. Y. (Nailfilm nail coloring), names Dorranc
Waddell, Inc. N. Y. Will use eastern spot radio and participation can
paign to begin Jan. 8.

FOR PARTICIPATION DETAILS
A/etwotk
RADIO REPRESENTATIVES, INC.

-^ccounti • • •

BULOVA WATCH Co. to sponsor first half hour of Frank Sinatra Sho\
over CBS-TV 9-10 p.m. Saturday, beginning Nov. 18, for five \vee\
Agency. Blow Co., N. Y.

WMPS
68
AMERJCAN
Page 10
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Memphis, Tennessee
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■^dpeofaU • • •
CLARENCE R. NORWOOD
Ltd., Montreal.
JOHN WILLIAM

to advertising manager Canada Starch C

WALT, assistant advertising manager Admiral Corjj ^
'
Chicago, named sales promotion manager.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin
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BOLLING
The

following

1950

contracts

with

Esso
Ex-Lax
Ford Motor

American Oil Co.
Anacin
Antamine
Atlantic Refining Co.
Baker's Cocoa
Bond Bread

accounts

have

WNEB
M. G. M. Pictures
National Guard
Xew York Central
Bfortheast Airlines
Nncoa Margarine
Packard Motors
Pertussin
Presto Cake Flour

Co.

Four Way Cold Tablets
G. Washington Coffee
Griffin Polish

Borden's Instant Coffee
Blue Bonnet Margarine

Camel's
Chase & Sanborn
Chase & Sanhorn
Chevrolet
Crisco
Crustquick
DeSoto
Drene

national

COMPANY

Bellman's Mayonnaise
R. O. Oats
Bills Cold Tablets
Ivory Bar Soap
Ivory
Joy Flakes
Ivory Snow
Jelke Margarine
Kellogg

Regular
Instant

Plymouth Motors
R. K. O. Pictures
Resistab
Rival Bog Food
Robert Hall Clothes
Ruppert Beer & Ale
Spic 'n Span
Sofskin
Swansdown
Sun Oil Co.
Tenderleaf Tea

Kriptin
Kool's
Krueger Beer & Ale
Ladies Home Journal
Lilt
Lipton Soup

Boan's Pills
Buff's Mix
Bupont Xjlon
Buz
Eskimo Anti-Freeze

C S. Army
26 Coffee

& Air Force

Lipton Tea

YOr'RE

IN

GOOD

COMPANY

WORCESTER,
Your

Best

Buy

in New

ON

MASSACHUSETTS

England^s

Third

Largest

Market
November 20, 1950
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DE

PACE ASSOC., N. Y., announces its expansion into TV management and packaging. STEPHEN F. KEGAN, formerly witlMCA, N. Y., named TV management director, and will handl?
purchase and production of new TV package shows to be built around
agency's clients.
RAY J. MAUER, writer-director TV department Campbell-Ewald Co.
N.Y., named director TV-radio creative services. TOM HANLON, assisting on film productions, named supervisor commercial integratior
and programming. JUD KINBERG, N.Y. publicity staff, to take charge
of all film production in TV department. NICK MAMULA, N.Y. publicity manager David 0. Selznick Enterprises, to publicity department
ROBERT W. DAY, radio and TV director Lynn Baker Inc., to Alben
Frank-Guenther Law, N. Y., in same capacity.
KEITH A. CULVERHOUSE to copy staff Dorrance-Waddell Inc., N. Y
Was with Fernstrom Paper Mills, Pomona, Calif.

on all accounts

When

you're making

out that schedule

for the

Southwest don't overlook this sales-winning pair of CBS
stations. For availabilities and rates, write, phone or
wire our representatives.
National Representatives
JOHN
Page 12
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&

CO.

formed the partnership of Lillei
Harris & Neal in the spring o
s
s
blast
that
blow
acros
town
icy
the
to
ON
RSI
AN AVE
from the Hudson in winter,
1940. A year later Mr. Harris de
and a desire to be my own boss, in- serted the commercial art field fo
stead of legman for a planning
portraits and James L. Battle, ar
director of Tucker Wayne Agency
board," were the two reasons which
sent Carroll Kalbaugh Liller from
joined the firm. .
In 10 years LN&B has grown t
New York south to Atlanta, Ga.,
one of the largest advertising agen
and the subsequent creation there
cies in the south, with over 30 staf
of Liller, Neal & Battle, advertising
members and billings of more tha:
agency.
Approximately ont
A"blind" employment ad in the $2 million.
Philadelphia Public Ledger which
third of Neal, Liller & Battle's bill
turned out to be a
ings are in The
radioagen
an^
television.
job with N. W. Ayer
cy is very proud a
& Son, Philadelphia,
its claim as the firs
started C. K. (Pete)
Liller along the adagency
sout
to use inTVthe for
vertising road. He
client.
I
was with Ayer in
Philadelpha from
Agency's
firstDa\au
counts
included
1926 to 1929 and
then transferred to
enport Hosiery Mill
the New York office
(HummingChatta
Bir>
Stockings),
as an tive
account
execufrom 1929 to
nooga ; C o 1 o n i a
1937.
Crafts Inc. (needle
tuft
bedspreads an
From Ayer Pete
went to McKee, Alrugs),
Stores and
Inc., Coloni;
a foo
bright & Ivey (now
McKee & Albright)
chain
with
370 storeI|
in the southeast.
as manager of its
1941 the firm bougl
New York office and
PETE
Gottschauld - Hun
account executive on
out the totterin
National Dairy. He
phries Agency, acquiring sever;
stayed a little over a year with that
firm and then moved south.
important accounts including tl
Armour Fertilizer Works, Ingal
In Atlanta shortly after his arIron Works & Shipbuilding Cc
rival, Pete met William Watt Neal,
and The Trust Co. of Georgia.
who had about 10 years' experience
In the fall of 1947 LN&B place
as a writer and account executive
with Atlanta agencies. With an- one-minute TV spots on WLW
other local advertising man and
Cincinnati and WBAL-T
(TV) (Continued
art director, Kenneth Harris, they
on -page 38)
• Telecast in
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FORD-HARSHBARGER, Hollywood, moves to larger offices at 5747 Mel,pose Ave. Telephone, Hempstead 8193.
i\RTHUR R. TIDY, advertising manager Mutual Benefit Health & Accident Assn., Toronto, to account executive Wm. R. Orr Ltd., Toronto,
agency. Was with Harry E. Foster Adv. Ltd., Toronto, as radio director.
liOBERT HINCHMAN Jr., to Young & Rubicam, N. Y., to handle indus' trial and commercial public relations accounts.
jkLICE HAUSMAN, former copy supervisor. Federal Adv. Agency, N. Y.,
;:o copy staff William Esty & Co. Inc., N. Y.
tLEE TODD, spacebuyer, Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff, L. A., to Ted H.
factor, L. A., as assistant media director.
^HOWARD F. BAKER, vice president Baker Adv. Agency, Toronto,
elected president Canadian Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Toronto.
EDWARD T. SULLIVAN, continuity director WCOP Boston, to Arthur
W. Sampson Adv., Boston, as radio-TV director.
THE ZLOWE Co. moves to new offices at 598 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22;
Telephone PLaza 3-1764.
JOHN REED BURN to executive staff John Falkner Arndt & Co., Phila.
ROBERT E. BOUSQUET, advertising manager Lever Bros. Co., N. Y.,
jZO Biow Co., N. Y., as account executive.

Sweeten

MILDRED FLUENT, vice president in charge of Abbott Kimball Co.
Jnc. of California, L. A. office, to Calkins & Holden, Carlock, McClinton
& Smith, L. A., as account executive and director fashion division.

with

ABBOTT KIMBALL, president, Abbott Kimball Co. Inc., New York,
jiamed chainnan of board. STEWART K. WIDDESS, president, J. W.
^Robinson Co., L. A. department store, appointed president Abbott Kim.aall Co. of California, headquartered in L. A.

"BREAKFAST AT THE LENOX"
THE LARGEST AUDIENCE IN BUFFALO
9:15

• Telecasting

. .

with good humor, games and prizes, it'll
sell anything . . . soup, sardines or shampoo.
Sold in 10 minute segments, two, three and
five times weekly. Breakfast at The Lenox is a
low-cost audience show that'll make your
sales curve go up, up, up. Check Petry for
the complete story.

HAS

CASTING

LAUGHS.

Buffalo gals go for Breakfast At The Lenox.
It's Buffalo's largest audience show. Packed

DONALD ARTHUR BLOMQUIST, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles
'Inc., N. Y., to television department William Esty Co. Inc., N. Y.

ii ROAD

Coffee

MdSiUm

■JOHN J. McCLEAN Jr., Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles Inc., N. Y.,
yO McCann-Erickson, N. Y., as account executive.

ENJOYING the punch line on a luncheon story are executives of WJW
-leveland and long-time sponsor. Household Finance Corp. Occasion was
-enewal of HFC Scorecard show on the station. Around the table (I to r):
3. E. Stoltenberg, HFC; Charles Hunter, WJW program director; Don
labriel, Scorecard announcer-producer; G. W. Prentiss and V. R. Mavey of
HFC; Bill O'Neil, president and general manager of WJW; F. R. Smith
ind W. E. Furey Jr., HFC; Dwight Reed, H-R Representatives, Chicago;
WJW National Sales Manager Hal Waddell, and Larry Webb, station
assistant general manager.

Their

to

10

A.M.

WBEN
NBC

BASIC

• BUFFALO
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This unique program availability is a happy thing —
fake it from WRC listeners.
"DIXIE BEAT" can be your
selling force in Washington.
Tailored musically and
script-wise for a loyal
"Dixie Land" audience,
you'll find "The Dixie Beat"
is more than another new
show. It's backed by
strong promotion, and
sound late-evening programming.

FOR an A-1 job of selling, without
mentioning prices or specific merchandise, WWNH Rochester, N. H.,
points to the three-week radio
campaign recently conducted for
one of its clients, The Mother Goose
Shop, local children's wear store.
When the client asked for something different to pronaote its 10th
anniversary, WWNH Production
Chief Howard Martin came up with
the idea for a Young Artists Exhibit based on familiar Mother
Goose nursery rhymes. Backing up
the contest were a weekly 15minute children's show, daily spots,
window displays in the sponsoring
shop and newspaper publicity. Program featured Molly Pace, talentartist, as the Mother Goose Lady
who explained rules of the contest
to young listeners. Children of all
ages and communities were invited
to enter drawings and to visit the
Mother Goose Shop to see their
works on display.
At the close of the contest 583
drawings and paintings were judged
by art teachers of the local high
schools and were displayed at the

of the lueeli
PEOPLE
YEAR

LIVE THE

'ROUND

A 100-MILE

WITHIN

RADIUS

OF

WPIA
Mr. Martin and Miss Pace — the
Mother Goose Lady — examine some
of the drawings submitted in the
Young Artists Exhibit.

IN ADDITION,
BEGINNING

store, drawing thousands of potential customers. Some 30 merchandise awards and ribbons were
awarded to winners. Success of the
art contest and exhibit was so spontaneous and approval so widespread that WWNH and the store
plan to make the event an annual
promotion.

NOW,

YOU

RIGHT
REACH

A

BIG BONUS

AUDIENCE

OF WINTER

VISITORS

IN THE

BUSY

TAMPA-

ST. PETERSBURG
strictly
"Mac" McGarry's
at the mike is a
ing force all its
augmented by
of all the great
Dixieland music.

deft style
new sellown . . .
the disks
names in

ager" of Free & Peters' midwest
radio sales team. During the war,
this one-man gang carried the
F&P ball with such finesse between
Chicago, Milwaukee, Twin Cities,
Detroit, Cleveland, Indianapolis,
Louisville, and Omaha that he
emerged in 1947 as vice president
and Chicago sales manager of the
station representative firm. But
the title didn't go to Mr. Cory's
head. He still takes to the road —
the better to coordinate the work of
his four-man department. He always manages to be in Chicago
"a couple of days each week," however, to read "every letter" involving radio, and to give his salesmen
"my
two-cents worth" of advice.

This Monday through Friday strip can lay down a
solid selling tempo, too . . .
ask WRC or National Spot
Sales.
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
11:30-11:45 PM

IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS

m

.

980 KC

ed by N&C iPOT SALiS
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business

JOHN

CORY

nin-theto wool
e. Still
ers go west
collegeaster
FEW dyedfewer go into business "out
thar" and never return. But John
Cory, a native of Newark who
prepped at Phillips Academy, Andover, broke his Ivy ties once-andfor-all some 27 years ago when he
entered the U. of Wisconsin. And
to complete his western exposure,
he took his first job on La Salle
St., Chicago.
Mr. Cory is the "playing man-

Tall, efficient John Cory, son of
a jewelry manufacturer, broke
into Chicago commerce in 1926
selling securities for the old Union
Trust Co. and later worked for
Eastman Dillon & Co. In 1937, he
organized and became president of
a manufacturing enterprise, which
during World War II was forced to
temporarily suspend operations due
to the shortage of essential materials.
In 1942, Mr. Cory became associated with one of his present
employers, James L. Free, in handl(Continued on page 48)
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SOUTHEASTERN
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|rOU

GET

MIGHT

LION*—

MOUNTAIN

YOU

NEED

THE

FETZER

TO

SIX-FOOT

A

STATIONS

BAG

WESTERN

MICHIGAN!

AM or TV — the Fetzer Stations are now more than
ever the most effective and economical way to reach
the biggest audience in Western

Michigan.

A comparison of 1946 and 1949 BMB figures shows
that since 1946 WKZO-WJEF have increased their
daytime unduplicated audience by 46.7% . . . their
nighttime audience by 52,8% ! In the Grand Rapids

Kalamazoo

and Grand

Rapids — yet cost 20%

less!

(Kalamazoo's population is now 51.5% greater than
in 1940 . . . Grand Rapids' is 27.6% greater.)
WKZO-TV

is Channel

3, basic CBS

(via micro-wave

relay). There are more than 90,000 television receivers within 50 miles of WKZO-TV ... an area em-

area alone, WKZO-WJEF have an unduplicated coverage of more than 60,000 homes. By projecting

bracing five Western Michigan and Northern Indiana
markets with buying income of more than a billion
and a half dollars!

Hoopers you find that WKZO-WJEF get 57% more
city listeners than the next-best two-station choice in

What other facts would you like? Your Avery-Knodel
man has them!

^ /. R. Patterson killed a 276-pound mountain lion at Hillside, Arizona, in March 1917.

WJEF
^AiN
.
AND

GRAND RAPIDS
KENT COUNTY
(CBS)
ALL
FETZER

AVERY-KNODEL,

THREE

OWNED

AND

OPERATED

BiOADCASTING
INC.,

EXCLUSIVE

BY

COMPANY

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

Mew

Era

via

in

Video

REMOTE

This Relay Switching System
what

RCA's Audio

This video relay system removes all switching restrictions from equipment operations. Itimposes no limitation
on equipment installation —
no matter where you set up
your units. It provides unlimited flexibility —
enables you to add facilities as your station
grows, without losing a penny's worth oj your
original equipment investment.
Actual switching in the RCA TS-20A system is done by d-c operated relays located in
the video line itselj! Designed by RCA for this
special service, these relays are controlled by
TELEViStOM

BROADCAST

Relay Systems

does
have

simple d-c lines from any point you choose.
No expensive coaxial line required to and
from control points. No extra cable connectors needed. You can rack-mount the relays
wherever you want them. You can set up your
control positions wherever you like. There
are circuit provisions for sync interlocks and
for tally lights.
The RCA TS-20 System provides complete master or studio facilities for program
monitoring, production talk-back, and
video switching between studio camera, film
camera, remote pick-up and network programs. For example, you can fade or lap

EQU/RMEMT

RAD
to
CORPORATtOM
EMOtMEERIMO RRODUCTS DEPARTMENT.

of AMERICA
CAMDEM,M,J.

In Canado: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal
3 OF

THE

MANY

6UNK

ADD-A-UNIT

SET-UPS

POSSIBLE

WITH:

MIXING AMP.
MIXWG AMP,
BIANK CXASSiS
o o o o o o
CHASSIS
SASiC
!
R£|Ay
PANEL

BLANK

CONSOLE HOUSING
REIAY
POWER SUPPIY
1. Minimum Master Control arrangement. Combines
simple operation with economy. Provides switching of
6 inputs to either of 2 outputs.

POWERRELAYSUPPLY
2. Simple Studio Control layout. Additional facilities include: Preview monitoring and line monitoring, fades,
lap dissolves, and superimposition.

Swifehing

RELAYS!

for TV master
done

or studio control

for aural broadcasting.

.'dissolve between studios. You can set up for
t program previewing and other monitoring
■ functions (up to 5 program monitors availi able). You can combine the TS-20A System
1 with audio switching and presetting, so that the
3 sound switches with the picture automatically!

■ For long-range planning of your TV proi gramming facilities, overlook none of the
1 advantages of this revolutionary new relay
I switching system. Ask your RCA Broadcast
• Sales Engineer about it. Or write Dept. 1 9 KC,
RCA Engineering Products, Camden, N. J.

RCA'S

TS-20A

SYSTEM.

DiSTRfBUTION
BUNK WiSCCHASSIS
O O O O O O
CHASSIS
BASIC REIAY
PAHEIS

AUXIUARY
RELAY PANaS

W?-33S
POWES SWRT
POWES sumY
!«LAY
fOVm SUPPIY
3. A more elaborate master control room set-up than shown
in No. 1. Switches any of 12 inputs to any of 5 outgoing
lines. Includes preview and line monitoring.

1

NORTH

CAROLINA

ISTHESOUTH'S
No.

1

STATE

North Carolina
Rates More Firsts In
Sales Management

AND

Survey

Than Any Other Southern State.
NORTH

More North Carolinians Listen
to WPTF

Than to Any

Other Station
CAROLINA'S

(

★

a/so WPTF-FM

RALEIGH,
National
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NARBA

SIGNED

WITR THE THREAT of a
Ditter Senate ratification fight
ilready hanging over it, a new
;ive-year North American Re'ponal Broadcasting Agreenent was signed by delegates
bf the five participating nadons in Washington last Wedkesday midnight.
In terms the final form of
e new treaty — evolved in a tiring
0-week conference that followed
' -wo unsuccessful negotiation atempts — was
not materially
hanged from the terms tentatively
eached and disclosed as the ses, iion entered its final stages a few
i'eeks ago [Broadcasting, Oct. 30,
^ov. 6, 13].
ji The opposition led by Clear Chani jiel Broadcasting Service, which
laimed the agreement "legitimaiizes" interference which will dam-ge the radio service of areas relyjig on clear - channel stations
Broadcasting, Nov. 13], seemed
ure to provoke a battle when the
treaty comes up for ratification by
he Senate.

D. C, NOVEMBER

Senate

Dr. Jose Gutierrez, head of the
Cuban delegation whose differences
with the U. S. stalemated the original session at Montreal last fall
and could not be resolved in bilateral conferences at Havana early
this year, paid tribute to the
earnestness and good faith of the
U. S. delegation in its prolonged
negotiations.
Basic features of the treaty:
• Cuba is given the right to use
six U.S. 1-A clear channels, as compared to four under the agreement
which expired March 29, 1949. The
six (with Cuban stations to use directional antennas and limit their
signals to not more than 25 microvolts per meter at any point within
800 miles of the U. S. dominant) are:
640, 660, 670, 760, 780 and 830 kc.
• Dominican Republic is moved
from the 1040 kc 1-A clear channel
to a regional frequency, 620 kc.
© Jamaica is given the right to
use 880 and 1180 kc, U. S. 1-A's, with
5 kw but protecting WCBS New York
and WHAM Rochester, dominants on
those channels. Unofficially it was
indicated Jamaica will not use 1180

20, 1950

Ratificotion

N
$7.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY

Fight

kc immediately.
• On 11 channels Cuba is authorized to establish stations which would
be
given
"special
protection"
by
future U. S.
assignments
on those
channels. The channels: 550, 570, 590,
630, 640, 690, 730, 740, 860, 920 and
980 kc.
• The 1030 kc channel, used by
WBZ Boston with 50 kw, is given a
U. S. 1-A classification instead of its
present 1-B listing.
• WQXR New York and KPMC
Bakersfield, Calif., both on 1560 kc,
and KXEL Waterloo, Iowa, on 1540
kc, are given 1-B status.
• An organization similar to the
old North American Regional Broadcasting Engineering Committee is reestablished. Provisions are made looking toward adoption of standards
of Good Engineering Practice for the
North American nations.
• Compulsory arbitration procedures are established.
• The agreement, when ratified,
would be effective for five years, and
continue in effect until a new one
is reached.
• The question of reducing channel widths below 10 kc as a means

Appears

Imminent

of "making" additional channels,
which at one point seemed the conference's only hope of success, is
proposed for further study by the
various countries independently.
• Provision is made for convening
an administrative conference in two
years to study problems which may
then be outstanding.
Summing up, spokesmen separated features
the treaty's
"plus"theandU."mi-S.
nus"
— from
standpoint — as follows:
Cite Stability
On the "plus" side, they said, it
provides stability for the industry
for a five-year term and until a
new treaty has been reached. It
gives the U. S. latitude in shifting
1-A stations and, if necessary, of
increasing the number of stations
on a 1-A channel without losing its
1-A classification and protection. It
gives complete protection to all 1-A
stations except those on which Cuban and Jamaican operations are
specifically provided; eliminates
(Continued on page 20)

CBS, NBC Object
j, CBS and NBC also were known
-dan cites Radio-IV Effect
TE have ■'°'
GA
expresses serious concern over maSEBA
Both studies
been published
BA
BROADCASTS
of LL
major 'S
league
lo be unhappy with the treaty's
'provision for Cuban use of CBSjor league rebroadcasts in minor
baseball games are cutting into by Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.,
,i^\Tied WBBM Chicago's 780 kc minor league gate receipts, but which had no part in preparation.
league cities, where a "major league
:lear channel and NBC-owned
The current findings support the frame of mind" is developing. In
neither major nor minor leagues
.VNBC New York's 660 kc clear.
basic conclusion that television does a brief chapter of comment, titled
are seriously hurt by television.
IVuthorities said ABC, WestingThese findings were developed in not hurt the baseball boxoffice.
"Too Much Can Be Too Much," he
louse Radio Stations and many in- an analysis of 1950 baseball atsaid:
They go even farther by showing
(iependent broadcasters are on rectendance
conducted
by
Jerry
N.
that
in
the
eight
large
baseball
"I sincerely believe that it is
)rd favoring the agreement.
Jordan, U. of Pennsylvania grad- leagues the 29 televised clubs had possible to put too much baseball
The signing came just before
on the air. Even the best things
uate student who last spring coma relatively better attendance recmidnight, at a plenary session
can be overdone. Baseball is now
pleted astudy of sports attendance
ord in 1950 than 35 non-televised
jiinarked by repeated protestations
clubs (see table).
in the last quarter-century [Broadfilling up an important part of the
On the other hand, Mr. Jordan
';|of
mutual
good
will,
respect
and
casting,
May
15-22].
waking hours, primarily out west.
cooperation. The meeting climaxed
In some cases you can hear baseilmost two weeks of day and night
ball games at 11 in the morning
j. sessions, including one which lasted
ATTENDANCE RECORDS OF TELEVISED &
and
go
right on hearing them up
jpntil 5 a.m. Wednesday.
NON-TELEVISED TEAMS
to 11 at night with only short lapji FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde, head
ses. Ibelieve three or four games
I of the U.S. delegation, told the conbroadcasts in one day are too many.
(Leagues %Drawing
More Than 1,000,000 in %1949*)
Gain
or
Loss
Loss
%
Gain
or
Loss
No. Clubs
h'erence
"I cannot
Non-TV Clubs
Need Balance
I ;hat the that
document
we honestly
are about sayto
Televised Clubs
League
in 1950 Televised
sign has fulfilled every desire and
Minus
9%
Minus 19%
7
National
"Some businesslike balance
12%
everj^ hope of my country." But
Minus 14%
8
American
14%
should be put voluntarily into the
Minus 23%
25%
4
American Assn.
'''neither does it fulfill every desire
Minus 26%
allocation of baseball games, esOf the other signatories," he added.
International
24%
1
Plus 51%
Minus 32%
pecially into minor league to'wns.
Minus 13%
Minus 24%
"It is a necessary compromise of Pacific Coast
15%
6
I hope that the majors and minors
the needs of the signatories within
Plus 7%
Southern
11%
1
Minus
15%
can do this when they get together
18%
i :he unfortunately limited broadcast
Texas
Minus 7%
2
Minus 21%
this December. Here, I am sure,
iand available."
None
Eastern
Minus 30%
is the gravest single threat by
30%
Commander C. P. Edwards of *Fla. International
2
22%
I^anada, conference chairman, said
sportscasting
the . .and. game."
*The Western League is not included because of its increase from 6 to 8 teams.
Around bothto major
minor
j(le was confident the agreement will
Florida International did not draw 1,000,000, but was included because it was
(Continued
on
page
32)
the
only
other
league
with
televised
games.
prove "wise and sensible."
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HIGHLIGHTS of the signing of the new NARBA treaty (I to r): Nicolas
Mendoza, one of the leaders of the original NARBA movement, affixes his
signature while Ricardo Sarabasa, first counsellor of the Cuban Embassy,
Dr. Jose Ramon Gutierrez, head of the Cuban NARBA delegation, and Cuban
Director of Radio Jose Sentmanat stand by, with Miss Galia Cope, assistant
to Conference Secretary Jean Millot, holding the document; FCC Comr.
NARBA Signed
(Continued from page 19)
present "unauthorized" operations
on^ome eight U. S. 1-A's, and requires substantially greater protection to the U. S. dominants on
others.
One of the principal advantages,
in the eyes of some observers, is
that it recognizes and establishes
channel classifications internationally, spelling out protection requirements, and at the same time
lays down a legal foundation by
which Cuba may effectively control
her industry and her future assignments.
The treaty, it was pointed out,
governs Cuba more strictly than
her own radio laws do.
Other factors which were considered "plusses": Cuban stations
on U. S. 1-B channels are limited
in number and restricted to relatively low power, with provision
for use of directional antennas if
power is increased.
'Minus' Side
On the "minus" side, observers
noted the concessions for use of six
U. S. 1-A's by Cuba and two by
Jamaica;^ elimination of the 650mile rule where Cuba is concerned
(but providing for border protection to the U. S.); limitations on
freedom of action with respect to
U. S. 1-A's by requiring specified
protection to existing Class 2 stations in Cuba and Canada, in return
for which U. S. Class 2's are similarly protected against movement
of 1-A's in other countries.
Other "minuses": One continental U. S. station, WVCG Coral
Gables, must change frequency
(from 1070 to 1080 kc), and three
in Puerto Rico must also move
(WIBS Santurce from 740 to 730
kc; WNEL San Juan from 860 to
850 kc and WKAQ San Juan from
620 to 770 kc). For the most part,
authorities said, the stations would
not suffer substantial losses in service areas.
Additionally, KPRC Houston on
950 kc must change its directional
array to give Cuba greater protection, while the Cuban station must
install a DA to protect KPRC.
Further, the recognition of several Cuban regional stations v/ith
rights to operate with 10 kw, direcPage 20 • November 20, 1950

tionalized, and the granting of
"special protection" to Cuba from
future U. S. assignments on 11
channels were written down on the
"minus" side of the ledger.
The latter, it was noted, involves
the establishment of Cuban Class
1-C and 1-D stations which would
be assured specific protection from
new assignments and probably will
preclude the licensing of additional
stations on those frequencies in
southeastern U. S. In defense, however, it was argued that station assignments on most of these channels have already approached the
saturation point.
Mexico, which withdrew from the
conference several weeks ago, presumably will be given an opportunity to subscribe to the new
agreement — though even if it
should do so, Mexican officials say
their signature could not be ratified
before 1952. Haiti was not able
to participate in the conference,
but also will be given a chance to
adhere to the treaty.
Signing the document were representatives of the U. S., Cuba,
Canada and the Bahamas-Jamaica.
The head of the Dominican Republic delegation signed in advance
since his United Nations commitments made it impossible for him
to attend the final session.
The U. S. 1-A's which Cuba is
authorized to use were assigned at

Rosel H. Hyde signs as chairman of the U.S. delegation with Capt. John
Cross of the State Dept. standing ready to sign as vice chairman; Kenneth
R. Ingraham signs for Bahamas-Jamaica; and Commander C. P. Edwards,
conference chairman, signs for Canada. Dr. Miguel A. Herrera, first secretary
of the Dominican Republic Embassy in Washington, signed in advance when
conflicting engagements made it impossible for him to attend the final session.
the following specific locations for
use with the powers specified (U. S.
dominants
are shown in parenthes ) :
640 kc (KFI Los Angeles)— CMHQ
Santa Clara, with 15 kw directionalized.
660 kc (WNBC New York)— CMCU
Havana, with 5 kw DA.
670 kc (WMAQ Chicago)— Affiliate
of CMBC Holguin, Ote., with 1 kw DA.
760 kc (WJR Detroit)— CMCD
Havana, with 10 kw DA.
780 kc (WBBM Chicago)— CMHD
Santa Clara, with 5 kw DA.
830 kc (WCCO Minneapolis)—
CMBZ Havana, with 5 kw DA.
Jamaican Use
Jamaican use of U. S. 1-A's
would
be as follows,
withdetermined
"antenna
characteristics
to be
and designed to afford the protection required by this Agreement":
880 kc (WCBS New York)— ZQI
Kingston, with 5 kw.
1180 kc (WHAM Rochester)— New
station at Montego Bay, with 5 kw.
The 11 channels on which Cuba
would be granted special protection
by future U. S. assignments are
composed of four channels to be
used for "1-C" stations and seven
for "1-D" outlets. The 1-C stations would be protected, by future
U. S. stations, to the 10 microvolt
daytime and 25 microvolt nighttime contours at the Cuban border.
The 1-D stations would be pro-

tected by future U. S. oulets to the
25 microvolt daytime and 50 microvolt nighttime contours.
550 kc (regional channel) — CMW
The 1-C stations are as follows:
Havana, with 10 kw directionalized
or 2.5 kw non-directionalized.
640 kc (U. S. 1-A)— To be used by
CMHQ Santa rectionalized.
ClaraThe special
with 15
kw diprotection
would limit KFI, U. S. dominant, to a
2 volts per meter increase in radiation in the direction of Cuba, in case
of an Increase in KFI's power.
690 kc (Canadian clear)— CMBC
Havana, with 50 kw directionalized
860 kc (Canadian clear)- CMBL
Havana, with 25 kw directionalized.
Cuba's 1-D stations are listed as
follows:
570 kc (regional channel) — CMH]
ized.
Santa Clara, with 10 kw directional590 25kckw (regional)—
CMCY Havana
with
DA.
630 25kckw (regional)—
CMQ Havana
with
DA.
730 kc (Mexican clear)— CMC^
Havana, with 10 kw DA.
740 kc (Canadian clear)— CMKJ
Holguin, with 10 kw DA.
920 kc (regional)— CMAQ Pinar de
Rio with 1 kw, non-directionalized
and CMJL Camaguey with 10 kw DA
980 10kckw (regional)—
CMCK Havan? '
with
DA.
HITS

JACKPOT

I

Ryan Signs Two New Member;
NAB's new-member campaign hii
a jackpot during the board of di
rectors meeting last Wednesday
After William B. Ryan, NAB gen
eral manager, had completed hi;
membership report he asked Jaet
Hardesty, NAB station relation;
director, for membership blanks.
Turning to Allen M. Woodall
WDAK Columbus, Ga., District I
director, he suggested Mr. Wood
all's WCOS Columbia, S. C, alsc
join NAB. Mr. Woodall readilj
agreed and promptly signed a mem
bership contract.
Taking the hint, Gilmore N
Nunn, WLAP Lexington, Ky., Dis
trict 7 director, turned to Jame;i
D. Shouse, WLW Cincinnati, anrl
suggested WINS New York, Cros
ley-owned, might like to join. Mr i
Shouse smilingly signed.
The incident shows the importance of being on hand with 2
fountain pen when discussing membership, Mr. Ryan suggested.
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NAB

FEDERATION

':AB is going through first phases
f a federating process by which
.M-FM and television services will
to give TV greatly ine split autonomy.
leased
; Steps to meet the demand of TV
jitations for a service matching
Ike skyrocketing growth of teleVision were taken by the NAB
joard at its Wednesday-Friday
yieeting held last week in Wash,{igton.
,j At the same time the board
Jeeded the reluctance of many AM
,tations to pay dues in support of
Association activity on behalf of
iiFV stations competing for the
pame advertising dollars.
TV members will have their own
/|Oard of directors, which will have
jutonomy on TV matters,
j The action culminated three
iears of reorganizing and unreorianizing. It is designed to make
j|IAB attractive to TV stations and
told all forms of commercial broadlasting within one industry trade
\ ssociation.
j Some form of federating was
levitable, board members felt as
hey heard reports from NAB Genial Manager William B. Ryan and
;ugene S. Thomas, WOR-TV New
TV Comf.'ork, chaii-man of the was
taken
littee. Formal action
a resolully unanimous approval of
liion offered by Robert D. Swezey,
DSU-TV New Orleans.
Other Board Action
„ In a lively three-day meeting
,!ree from the usual long contro.ersies the board also voted to:
Study whole association
9 re.
|itructu
' 9 Hold TV member meeting,
robably in January.
Station Relations
: 9 Expand
lept. (story page 26).
Shift BAB's TV activity to
V # Dept.
# Conduct manpower study in
ffort to have FCC ease operator
(cket rules.
' 0 Hold
joint management-en■iineer
conventions
with workshop
Wmes (story page 26).
^ # Enlarge legislative activity.
I 9 Loan Broadcast Audience
'Jleasurement Inc. up to $5,000.
0 Compile data. on station pubic service activity
% Give FM members added
jiervice.
% Aid Wisconsin stations in
ottery litigation.
' O Approved $345,000 six -month
udget.
Still in a nebulous state, the derails of the TV operation will be
iaken up soon by a five-man comlittee to be named by President
j|ustin Miller. The committee will
iobmit its ideas to the scheduled
lanuary meeting of TV stations.
iJesults of these deliberations will
ie reported to the board at its
,!ext meeting in February.
The board obviously recognized
nat the TV picture at NAB is not
ROADCASTING

TAKES

too healthy, with only 42 of 107 video stations belonging to the association. All 42 ride almost free,
paying $10 monthly dues because
they are adjuncts of AM members.
TV stations not connected with AM
members would pay $125 monthly.
If NAB doesn't do something —
and quick — to meet the video industry's trade association needs,
someone else will, most of the directors felt. They obviously had
in mind Television Broadcasters
Assn., formed early in the decade
by station, manufacturer and other
interests.
At first it was planned to hold
the NAB-TV convention in December but a January date was favored
late in the week to avoid embarrassinginTBA's New
plansYork.
for a Dec. 8
convention
While NAB's format for TV is
being worked out, a new dues
structure will be set up so video
stations can pay their way. At
present TV members pay only a
fraction of 1% of NAB's budget,
but the board was told that many
video stations take in two or mox'e
times as much money as their
AM adjuncts.
With TV's rapid growth, the
board conceded video stations are
entitled to decide their own trade
association destinies but directors

Autonomy

for TV

SHAPE

felt
it should
be done under
NAB's
banner.
No thought
of changing
NAB's name to include television
is entertained at this time, it was
explained.
present NAB's
stations
areAt represented
on theTV board
by
Directors Thomas and Swezey,
two out of 27 directors. The new
plan specifies that TV members
have their own board of directors,
with perhaps seven or nine members. This board would have relative autonomy on TV matters. Top
association policy questions would
be decided by the full NAB board
though perhaps in cooperation with
the TV directors.
Dues Formula
A dues formula will be worked
out by which a percentage of TV
payments will go toward general
overhead, including such services
as legal, administrative, labor relations, research and other functions.
In the course of its three-day discussion the board approved a general inquiry into the whole association structure. No details were disclosed on the nature of this study,
culminating a series of functional
and structural examinations since
the war.
Backers of the new TV plan look
for close cooperation between the

top NAB board and the TV directorate. The plan differs from the
two and three-division structures
of recent years by giving TV much
more autonomy, yet it falls short of
a federation scheme. NAB will have
two boards but only one pj-esident.
"This is not the final answer,"
Mr. Swezey told Broadcasting,
"but it meets the need for immediWhen Broadcast Advertising Buatereauaction."
is separated from NAB next
April, it will drop TV sales promotion functions under the Swezey
plan. Mr. Swezey drafted the BAB
separation project as chairman of
the board's BAB Committee. This
separation was approved by the
board at a special August meeting.
TBA can be expected to scan the
situation carefully at its Dec. 8
session. About a year ago TBA was
talking in terms of a $100,000
budget, with manufacturers contributing big sums, and election of
a top-flight president. Wayne Coy,
FCC chairman, was among those
mentioned for the post.
NAB's structural revamping on
behalf of television eliminates need
for the present TV Committee. This
committee was formed last summer, along with AM and FM
groups, at the suggestion of General Manager Ryan, who instigated
(Continued on page 28)

To
WATCH
SHOW
GROWS
borne by the company. The format
HAMILTON Watch Co., Lancaster,
Pa., has produced a series of of the quarter-hour show presents
quarter-hour programs which will a narrator blending the songs with
poetry. Hamilton Watch has a
be sponsored by local retail jewelers
middle commercial, but the ends
on 350 stations in 46 states, Alaska,
Canada, and Mexico, as a result of are open for local jeweler identification. Local jewelers pay time
sales ability of radio station men
costs.
throughout the country.
Production cost of the program
The i-adio schedule originated at
Dream Time, featuring a vocalist WMC Memphis when a local jewidentified as Lady Hamilton, was
eler, A. Graves & Steuwer, Mem-

350

Outlets

phis, started sponsorship of the
show. It was brought to the attention of Robert Gunder, sales promotion manager for Hamilton
Watch, by Gene Lott of the jewelry shop. Mr. Gunder employed
the Frederic W. Ziv Co. to transcribe 13 programs. Then the
Hamilton Watch salesmen set out
to sell jewelers on sponsoring the
programs locally. They met with
indifferent
signed up. success, only 15 or so
A good watch salesman is not
necessarily a good radio time
salesman, Mr. Gunder reasoned,
and therefore he wrote a letter to
every radio station in the country
telling them about the show and
suggesting that they sell it to
local jewelers.
Results
'Astounding'
Almost
at once
the results were
astounding. The total of stations
edged up to the 100 mark, then 200
and has snowballed finally to 350
stations selling the program. This
means that more than 4,550 quarter hours of radio time haye been
sold.
The radio programs will give
Hamilton Watch Co. a powerful

AT Houston meeting earlier this month for station managers of ABC affiliates
in Texas and Oklahoma (I to r): Robert E. Kintner, ABC president; Fred
Nahas, executive vice president and general manager of KXYZ Houston,
and Ernest Lee Jahncke, ABC vice president for radio.

• Telecasting

adjunct to its "To Peggy" and "To
Jim" five-minute Christmas promotion TV films to be carried in 52
markets [Closed Circuit, Nov. 13].
Hamilton Watch Co. account is
handled by BBDO, New York.
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FCC
DON

LEE

Approval

Sought

SALE

FCC WAS asked last Friday to
approve the record-high $12,320,000
purchase of the Don Lee radio and
television properties by General
Tire & Rubber Co. and parlay sale
of two stations, one AM and the
other TV [Broadcasting, Oct.
30, 23].
Involved in the proposed disposal
of stations by General Tire, which
outbid Hoffman Radio & Television
Corp. and associates for stock conti-olling the Don Lee Broadcasting
System from the Thomas S. Lee
Estate, are KTSL (TV) Los Angeles to CBS and KDB Santa Barbara, Calif., to Lincoln Dellar,
president, Sacramento Broadcasters Inc. (KXOA Sacramento, KXOC
Chico, Calif.) and Valley Broadcasting Co. (KXOB Stockton,
Calif.).
Under terms of the KTSL-CBS
transaction, Columbia would acquire from General Tire, owner of
Yankee Network, Lee Enterprise's
TV equipment valued at $333,764
and would lease space in Don Lee's
Vine St. property for 10 years for
a total rental of $2,655,000 payable
in annual installments.
Facilities Leasing
In addition, it was proposed that
"space and facilities" in the Vine
St. property which General Tire
would acquire, would be leased for
10 years to Lee Enterprises at a
total rental of $2,550,000 in annual
installments.
Also leased to CBS would be the
Mt. Wilson and Mt. Lee TV properties of Don Lee for a period of
20 years at $460,000 total rental.
Certain options for extensions of
the lease and for the purchase of
the Mt. Wilson property are included in the application. CBS
would be given the right to renew
the lease for another 20 years and
would be permitted to buy the Mt.
Wilson property after the first 11

years of the lease at $137,000 with
certain minor conditions.
Actual outlay by General Tire —
estimating the $5 million-plus
which the Lee estate already held
in cash and quick assets, and adding returns from certain other
properties to be liquidated — would
be approximately $6 million. About
half of this would be borne by CBS
through purchase of KTSL equipment and its long-term leasehold
arrangements.
The General Tire bid was made
through the First National Bank
of Akron. The bank was trustee
of the retirement plan for employes of General Tire and certain
other subsidiaries. Under the provisions of the sale, the trustee
would retain ownership of the
studio building and other real estate while transferring all other
radio properties to General Tire
and TV facilities to CBS.
Lee Enterprises' KDB would be
sold to Mr. Dellar for $25,000;
$11,562 to be placed in escrow and
the
ically.remainder to be paid periodMr. Dellar built KXOA in 1945
and a year later constructed and
started operation of KXOB. The

STRIKE

third station in which he has interests, KXOC, was started in
1949. Mr. Dellar, who has been in
radio for 18 years, said that if the
KDB purchase is approved by FCC,
he plans to maintain the station's
present management and staff.
CBS already has announced that
Merle Jones, general manager of
KNX-CBS Hollywood and the
Columbia Pacific Network, would
become general manager of KTSL
when Columbia takes over its operation. The Don Lee Network
and its owned stations are expected
to be under the executive management of Willet H. Brown, now Don
Lee president.
KTTV Ownership
When CBS disposes of its 497.
interest in KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, the Los Angeles Times, 51%
owner, will acquire full ownership.
Some real properties, in addition
to the TV properties on Mt. Wilson
and Mt. Lee purchased by the General Tire trust, are to be made
available to Lee Enterprises on a
lease basis for 10 years at a total
of $930,000, it was revealed.
Also mentioned in the application
is a Lee Enterprises' estimate that

THREATS

POSSIBILITY of a coast-to-coast
strike of live and kinescope television performers continued at
week's end, when George Heller,
national executive secretary of
Television Authority, which represents five performer unions, announced that week-long negotia-

TVA,

through which the Don Lee Nei
work has 25 affiliates in addition t
16 affiliated stations in Californi;
It could not be learned at th
week's end whether General Tii
will sell its Mutual holdings dow
to the total 30%, according to MB
provisions.

AFRA

tions in New York would be suspended over Friday to permit networks and agency officials to review
their position. He said negotiations
would resume on Saturday morning
for reception of "whatever proposals the networks may have to

make."

BOND BIRTHDAY
Marks 20 Years With Show
FORD BOND'S 20th anniversary
as announcer for The Cities Service Band of America, starring Paul
Lavalle, over NBC, Monday, 9:30
p.m. was celebrated last week by
a party in New York and a Ford
Bond birthday celebration on the
program itself Nov. 13. NBC
Board Chairman Niles Trammell
was a special guest on the program.
Mr. Trammell, commenting on
one of the longest sponsor-announcer identifications in broadcasting history, said that "although
the Cities Service program has
changed with the times, one unchanging voice has spoken for the
unchanging standards of Cities
Service."
"Cities Service is proud of Ford
Bond," Mr. Trammell continued,
"and of its 20-year association with
him — and so is NBC."
Page 22 • November 20, 1950

completion of KTSL and expei i,
mental KM2XCV construction h
progressed to the point whe
$7,500 will be needed for completici
of KTSL and $33,000 for the othe
outlet.
Construction of a thirexperimental
station —butKM2XDFhas not been started
would r ;
quire an estimated $13,000 expend:
ture to comply with the constru
tion permit, FCC was told.
Sale of KDB would bring Genera
Tire in conformity with FCC's A3
multiple
"policy"to ofsever
lim
iting the ownership
number acquired
General Tire already owns WNA'
Boston, WONS Hartford, WIC'
Bridgeport and WEAN Providenc
in
group.in After
saletheit Yankee
would retain
the DonKDB'
Le
transactions KH.J-AM-FM Los Ar
geles, KFRC San Francisco an
KGB San Diego.
Purchase of the Lee interests als
gives General Tire another 19% c
the stock of Mutual network i
which it already owns approximate
ly the same amount. It also woul
give
the fii-m control
of Pacifi
Northwest
Broadcasting
Co

AT BIRTHDAY celebration of Ford Bond's 20th anniversary as announcer for
The Cities Service Band of America on NBC are (I to r): Tom De Bow, Cities
Service advertising director; Merlin H. Aylesworth, chairman of the executive
committee, Ellington & Co., Cities Service agency, and one-time NBC president; Mr. Bond; Paul Lavelle, bandmaster of the program, and Jesse T.
Ellington, president, Ellington & Co.

Walkouts

Penc

The parallel threat of strik
against radio networks by Amer
can Federation of Radio Artist
also continued, despite almost coi
tinuous meetings throughout t?
week. Despite reliable reports th£
AFRA was near agreement I
Frank Reel, national executive sei
retary, and network officials woul
not comment on the situation. Ho'w
ever, any settlement in radio pric
to a settlement in television seeme
unlikely, since many AFRA men
bers work in both media. Legall
the two groups are distinct, c
course, and the two negotiatior
are conducted ostensibly withoi
regard to one another.
The parties in both disputes ha%
refused to divulge the details c
the
or coi
firmpast
a week's
report discussions,
that the bigge;
hitch was over wages.
In television, the contracts £
which the negotiators are workin
will be the first of their kind, an
extraordinarily complex and d(
tailed considerations have to t
dealt with. Some relate to prol
lems of production which have m
themselves been solved, while tl
effects of standardization in tl
hiterto unstandardized televisic
industry are not easily estimate
by management and agencies.
TVA negotiators, including M
Heller, represent the America
Federation of Radio Artists, Ame:
ican Guild of Variety Artist
American Guild of Musical Artist
(Continued on page 63)
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mCTAL
SHORTAGES
INCREASE
I
tHE SPECTER of World War II ian set production the "most criti9 Warned that set manufaccal since reconversion from World
Shortages hung ominously over the
turers may be so flooded with miliOectronics horizon last week with
War II — with possible curtailment
tary
orders by next spring or sumif not total cessation of output by
me prospect of imminent drastic
mer that, even if the television
freeze were lifted, they probably
early 1951 — thus dispelling earlier
:iutbacks in radio-TV set production
convictions that cutbacks may not
would be unable to handle requests
nd portents of complete controls
for transmitter equipment.
ver all basic metals by mid-1951.
exceed 35 '^c.
9 Expressed belief that NPA
Component parts and set manuDiscuss Long-Range Plan
<iacturers, staggered earlier in the will not release sufficient amounts
The special RTMA committee,
of
cobalt
to
maintain
present
set
■peek with announcement of a 35 ""r schedules, and that next year the headed by A. D. Plamondon Jr.,
lutback in consumption of alumipresident of Indiana Steelr Products
metal will be totally unobtainable.
!.um, were dealt a further blow that
% Foresaw a return to use of Co., largest consumer of cobalt for
-^reatened to curtail speakers for
alnico magnets in speakers, and
iadio and television receivers and
inferior magnet speakers utilizing
R. E. Laux, president of General
nickel,
also
slated
to
be
curtailed
-fenerally disrupt the entire radioInstruments Corp., will confer with
shortly,
unless
the
ban
on
cobalt
'■bv industry-.
the special Electronics Industry
is relaxed.
I The storm clouds of imminent
Committee
and government author# Set up a special electronics
ihortages blackened perceptiblj'
ities on a long-range plan to asparts mobilization committee to
^st Tuesday as NPA Administrasure that companies hit by material
r William H. Harrison ordered
work with the all-industry elecrestrictions
can maintain operatronics committee, formed last Aue nation's largest cobalt importer,
tion.
African Metals Corp., New York,
gust, and with government officials.
James Secrest, RTMA general
9 Petitioned NPA Administra|o "withhold delivery" of the metal
tor
Harrison
to
release
some
cobalt
manager,
reported that some sup^[•ending a government study of depliers of alnico magnets already
*^nse needs [Closed Circuit, Nov.
for use by alnico magnet prohave curtailed operation, while one
ducers.
13]. The firm reportedly supplies
had
shut down completely for lack
9
Expressed
fear
that
magnet
^'bout 95
of the nation's cobalt
of material.
requirements. Cobalt is used in makers will be "put out of busiThe committee hopes to persuade
ireduction of jet engines for airness" within perhaps six weeks.
planes.
i So critical was the situation that
Material Shortages
^(lembers of Radio-Television Mfrs.
jitssn., holding a three-day board
RTMA
BOARD
MEET
Top Discussion
jieeting in New York, sidetracked
j.early all other issues, including
MATERIAL shortages dominated the board meeting of Radio & Telehat of color TV, to weigh the imvision Mfrs. Assn. held in New York last Tuesday-Thursday, James
Secrest, RTMA general manager, reported at the conclusion of the
iort of the government's action on
'obalt and aluminum, and anticithree-day session.
pated orders on copper and nickel
The present interim period, when
see separate story).
to the idea of an excess profits tax
government
restrictions on matej1 RTMA officials last week:
rial are making it impossible for for military expenses, Mr. Secrest
III % Termed the outlook for civil- manufacturers of radio and TV
but it does object to set~ ' sets as well as all electronic prod- explained,
~
¥
ting a base period which would
ucts to fulfill civilian orders and work undue hardship on this
when military or defense orders
PEFENSE POST
"growth" industry, particularly the
£i
Small Heads Munitions
have not yet materialized, is a television branch which has developed from almost nothing to its
tough one for this industry, Mr.
;t OHN D. SMALL, vice president
Seci-est noted. If the time does present proportions in the period
nd executive assistant to the pres- come when the country needs elec- since the end of World War II. The
ident, Emerson Radio & Phonotronic equipment for military use, proposed tax formula would prac:^.,,Taph Corp., New York, last Thurstically wreck the TV manufacit will need it in a hurry and won't
turers, he declared.
' '_av was sworn in as chairman of be able to get it if in the meantime
the electronic plants have had to
^,he Defense
Dept.'s Munitions
Asks TV Agreement
.;(>oard. He succeeds Hubert Howclose for lack of material, he said.
The RTMA board also laid plans
1".rd, who resigned two months ago.
The component parts manufacI Mr. Small has had varied experiturers are the ones most hard hit for asking the Federal Trade ComJ nee in government circles and in at the moment, Mr. Secrest said,
mission for a trade practices con|he armed forces during both world
ference with the purpose of extendpars. He served on the World War
but the set manufacturers can't
ing the present regulations and
turn out sets without components
agreement for radio sets to cover
\I W^ar Labor Board and later and he estimated that unless some
TV receivers as well. RTMA has
jeaded up the Civilian Production
relief is secured the production of been working on a code for TV
lidministration. While in governradio
and
TV
receivers
will
be
se|;ient he was instrumental in aiding
advertising, which might be inriously curtailed if not completely
industry reconversion immediately
cluded in the agreement, Mr. Sehalted
by
the
first
of
the
year
(see
ollowing the war.
crest reported.
shortages
story
this
page).
i The Emerson executive also had
The whole problem of the proA. D. Plamondon Jr., president,
duction and distribution of FM rejl'xperience as deputy director of the Indiana Steel Products Co., was
ceivers will be studied by another
s 5Lrmy-Na-\'y munitions board, and
n September 1944 was named ex- named chairman of a special elec- special RTMA committee, Mr. Se(cutive officer and chief of staff to
tronic parts mobilization commitcrest said, adding that this comtee, with R. E. Laux, president,
ihe chairman of the War Producmittee will work closely with the
General
Instruments
Corp.,
as
cot}{:ion Board. He served on active
FM broadcasters in this project,
;iuty as a naval aviator in World
chairman, to -work on the problem
probably through the auspices of
|Var I and was recalled to active of shortages.
the NAB. All phases of the sub.uty in the Navy as a commander
Robert C. Sprague, RTMA presiject will be analyzed, he said, indent, and Glen McDaniel, vice presarly dui-ing the last war before
cluding the proposal that all TV
issuming executive positions in
ident of RCA, will represent RTMA
receivers be equipped for FM rein
an
appearance
this
morning
S'V^ashington.
ception. He noted that any conclu(Monday) before the House Ways
Mr. Small's civilian positions
sions as to what can and should be
atfc.ave been with Publicker Inc., Dry- & Means Committee to present the
done to increase FM production will
association's views on the excess
t'lc
Systems
nd Corp.,
later, Maxson
in 1947, Food
with Emerson
profits tax. RTMA does not object depend on the overall production
iadio.
to a fair tax on its members, nor
picture.
ROADCASTING
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Production

Cuts

Seen

government officials to release
enough critical material to industry to keep it afloat during the
interim period while military orders actually are taking shape.
Mr. Secrest noted that nickel can
be used instead of cobalt, but added
that it takes a larger quantity of
an already scarce and expensive
item. He pointed out that the
change in metal would mean redesigning speakers and, in many
cases, cabinets as well.
At the same time Mr. Secrest
foresaw no immediate shutdown
of radio and television plants, but
felt it a matter of speculation as
to how long the present inventory
of speakers would last.
A return to inferior magnet
speakers utilizing nickel is a
virtual necessity if plants are to
avoid shutdowns early next year,
he emphasized.
Grave concern over the materials crisis, which spurred setmakers to beaverish new efforts on
behalf of substitute metals, was
typical of a week which also
brought these developments:
9 Disclosure that NPA has
under preparation similar cutback
orders on nickel and copper, as
well as other vital items.
% Prediction that rigid allocations controls will be imposed on all
materials shortly after July 1, 1951,
beginning of the new fiscal year.
0 Preparation by Defense
Dept. of a supplemental military
funds request for $10 million, including presumably at least $1 billion for electronics orders, which
it hopes to submit to the "lame
duck" Congress before it adjourns.
9 Warning
by Commerce
retary Charles Sawyer
that the Secfull
impact of present controls will be
felt this coming spring.
9 Appointment of John D.
Small, vice president and executive
assistant to the president of Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp-., as
chairman of the Munitions Board,
which sets requirements for the
armed
story) . services (see separate
Cobalt Cut
When confronted with the NPA
directive, African Metals Corp.
promptly notified its customers that
it would be unable to allot any more
cobalt for civilian use.
There was a hint, however, that
Gen. Harrison may be constrained
to ease up on the cobalt cutback in
the electronics industry if it could
be sho'WTi that the curtailment
would result in "severe dislocaIn his directive to African Metals
Corp., Gen. Harrison said he had
been advised that the firm had insufficient supplies to meet essential
civilian needs because of defense
orders, and said NPA is consulting
tion."
with
other government agencies as
to steps "which may be taken to
(Continued on page 68)
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F. CLEVELAND HEDRICK
JR. and A. R. ELLMAN

THE WAYS AND MEANS Committee of the House of Representatives commenced hearings on Nov.
15, under a mandate contained in
the Revenue Act of 1950 to report
out an excess profits tax law during- this session of Congress. Indications are that the new excess
profits tax law will follow the pattern of the World War II law and
that the base period will be the
years 1946-47-48-49.
There is some possibility of the
elimination of 1946 and the use of
the remaining three years as a
basis. However, for our purposes
we are assuming that the base period will consist of the four years
1946-49 inclusive. It is our belief
that these four years are an unfair
base period for the radio and television industry and that special
provisions must be made for the
industry.
General business indices show
that these years have been the
most prosperous that the country
has enjoyed. For comparison purposes we have taken the following
as indicators of business trends:
(1) Corporate profits before taxes,
(2) total gross national production
expenditure, (3) disposition of
personal income, and (4) total
business sales.
The 1946-49 (inclusive) average
on all indices exceeds the previous
high and is approximately 90%
greater than the 1941 average (see
Monthly Averages table).
Following are comparable figures
for the broadcasting industry:
Broadcast
Income*
Before Taxes
(In thousands)
1946
$61,628
1947
55,551
1948
48,807
1949
45,700
AVERAGE
52,921
58%
33,438
1941 Average
% Increase over 1941
Previous High
69,430
*Source
FCC Yearly Financial & Operating
Data
It is to be noted that the average
for the four years is substantially
less than the previous high and
only 58% higher than the 1941
income.
However, these figures by themselves are misleading because they
are industry-wide figures and do
not represent the experience of individual stations. The figures
shown above are the operating results of the following number of
stations in each of the years :
Stations*
YearsNumber ofReporting
1946
1-015
1947
1,453
1948
1.813
1949
2,054
♦Source FCC Annual Financial & Operating
Data
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It Affects

Monthly Averages* (In Billions of Dollars)
Corporate
Natural Disposition
Profits Gross
Prodoction
of Personal
Before
Taxes
Expenditure
Income
1946
23.6
212.6
176.9
1947
31.6
235.7
193.5
1948
34.8
262.4
21 1 .9
1949
27.9
256.7
207.0
AVERAGE
29.5
241.9
197.3
1941 Aver.
17.2
126.4
95.3
% Increase over 1941
71%
91%
107%
Previous High Prior to 1946 25.1
213.7
165.9
*Source — Survey of Current Business
Thus the experience of the average station would be as follows:
1946
1947
1948
1949
AVERAGE
1941 Average
% Decrease since 1941
Previous High (1944)

Average
Profit*
per Station
$60,717
38,232
26,921
22,250
10%
37,028
40,928

$80,266
*Source:
FCC
Annual
Financial
&
Operating
Data.
These figures show a trend condices. trary to the general business inThe factor contributing most to
the decline from an average profit
of $80,266 for 865 stations in 1944
to $22,250 for 2,054 in 1949 is the
large increase in the number of
stations.
The increase in the number of
stations affects the profits of both
old and new stations.
Preliminary figures for 1949
show net profits before taxes as
follows :
% of Aver, per
No. Stations Total
Total Station
821 Pre-War $43,000,000 94.1% $52,375
1233 Post-War
2,700,000 5.9% 2,190
Totals $45,700,000 1 00.0% $22,245
While the same 821 stations
which included 52 new stations
averaged $40,928 per station in
1941, these same 821 stations plus
44 licensed since 1941 averaged
$80,266 in 1944. The decrease in

Business
Sales
26.5
32.8
36.2
36.0
32.9
101%
23.7
16.4

1949 from the 1944 high is $27,891
per station for the pre-war stations. Percentage-wise the decrease is 33% which is a very substantial decrease in face of general
business prosperity during the
years since 1944.
There are several reasons for
the decline in profits suffered by
the pre-war stations. The most
important is the increase in expenses. A comparison of 1944 to
1949 operations of the 865 stations
existing in 1944 and the 821 prewar stations operating in 1949 is
as follows:
%
1944 1949 Increase
Broadcast
Revenues
$224,541
$278,685 24%
Broadcast
Expenses 144,275
226,310 57%
Broadcast Income
before Federal
Income Tax
$80,266
$52,375 33%
Decrease
In the five years, while revenues
increased only 24%, expenses increased 57%. Increase in expenses
is partially due to the inclusion of
FM operations in the reports submitted to the FCC. In 1948, the
operators of joint AM and FM stations filed joint reports including
their FM income and expenses with
their AM operations. It is an accepted fact that FM expenses exceed FM income. FM figures were
not included in 1944 figures.
Even stations founded before

APPLYING intimate knowledge of stations' tax problems, two
authorities in the field present in this article a clear picture of
radio-TV's interest in the proposed excess profits tax. Authors
are A. R. Ellman, president. Broadcasters Statistical Research,
and F. Cleveland Hedrick Jr., tax attorney with the law firm,
Pierson & Ball, Washington, D. C. Mr. Ellman, a student of the
problem since 1936, reviewed for this publication in 1947, the
applicability of the tax relief provision for stations as contained
in the old World War II law [Broadcasting, Jan. 27, 1947]. Mr.
Hedrick, graduate of the U. of Florida's law school, is a member
of the American Bar Assn.'s committee on excess profits taxes
(formed last September) and chairman of the District of Columbia Bar Assn.'s Taxation Committee. He has handled a number
of cases for radio stations which asked relief under the old law.

Radio-n

1941 are having difficult times. TY
number of these stations showiti
losses
lows: increased each year as fo
No.in and
of Stations
Starts
beforelosses
1941
which show
1946
41
1947
72
1948
125
1949
129
This increase is substantial ar
the last year's figure is 16% of tl
stations started before or durir
1941. As for the stations startir
in business after 1945, they are e:
periencing increased difficulties
meeting their expenses.
According to the Annual Final
cial and Operating Data publishs
by the FCC the following are tl
number of stations reportir
losses:
11%
25%
Total Sta.
Reporting
reporting
% ofLosse:
Tol
Losses
Sto. Re1948
1946
Reportri
369
1947
29% I
581
1,015
112
601
1,953
1,813
1949The 2,054
reports also furnish the i;
ception data of the stations whic
lost money during the year. (
the number of stations starfir
32%'
each year, the years in which the;
stations lost money are shown
the table on page 34.
After four years of operation
approximately 30%- of the statioi
licensed in 1946 are still losir
money. After three years of oper
tion approximately 35% of the st
money.
tions licensed in 1947 are still losii
It is apparent that the benefit
two added years operation as e
isted in the relief provisions of tl
former excess profits tax law wou
not be of much benefit to statio
newly licensed within the foi
years of the contemplated ba
period. The stations licensed du
ing these years total 1,152 of t
2,054 stations on the air as of tl
end of 1949. Thus, more than on
half of the radio stations wou
have a difficult time proving
relief case under the terms of tl
old law.
So far, we have concerned ou
selves with AM operations and A
operators who have filed joint A
and FM operating figures. Thei
are FM stations that have no A
licenses. These stations filed fi
ures as follows:
1948
1949
No. ofRevenues
Stations$4,200,000
89 $5,100,C
114
Total
Net Losses 3,100,00 3,500,(
These stations will be forced
use the invested capital method
computing their excess profits t:
credit. For a new industry, the
is no adequate experience for a ba
period of net earnings.
A more urgent need for speci
(Continued on page 3U) -
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Administration
TAX

Pushes

Excess

Levy

BATTLE

\ LAST-DITCH fight by the adITiinistration to push enaction of
'Un excess profits levy on corporaduck" Congress
by a "lame
jions opened
(vas
last week.
The tune was called by President
ITruman in a letter to Chairman
;jRobert L. Doughton (D-N. C), of
|:he House Ways and Means Comi-nittee which on Wednesday began
Its long-heralded hearings on the
■iissue, and by Secretary of the
|lrreasury John W. Snyder, who
Led off the government's profits
taxing request.
1 Secretary Snyder, whose testiInony consumed the first day of the
[learings, was followed by a batl:ery of industiy spokesmen all day
Irhursday. Among them was NAB,
'which got in the first word for the
jtax-harried broadcaster.
Opening day was conducted in
ithe spectator and radio-press
packed caucus room of the Old
feouse Office Bldg. By Thursday,
'the larger Ways and Means Comjmittee room in the New House
jOffice Bldg. was being used.
As the committee settled into the
»|discomfort of the tax question,
■^political tempers were raised a few
■jnotches. Splitting along party lines
and voting en bloc. Democrats overla-uled the minority GOP on the
ijcommittee by placing a time limit
'\on the hearings. According to the
^group's decision, hearings will be
'Squeezed into a one-week period
■iwith each witness permitted 15
iminutes in which to present testi|,imony.
c; President Truman wrote Rep.
^poughton that the profits tax
tishould be retroactive to July 1,
its
0.When Congress wrote in
il95
excess profits levy mandate while
increasing taxes last September, it
•provided for application of the
aprofits tax to the last quarter of
jthe last half of 1950 earnings.
Tax Outlook

75% excess profits tax is computed.
9 Reactivation, with some adjustment, of the Section 722 relief
provision of the World War II
profits law.
Secretary Snyder, in mapping
the administration's viewpoint, rejected proposals from various business groups, including the Committee for Economic Development
(see story page 40), that the -regular corporation tax rate be hiked
as a substitute for the profits levy.
If such procedure were followed,
he noted that the present 45% tax
rate would have to be raised to
about 57 7<- to gain the $4 billion in
revenue needed.
According to the Secretai-y's figures, federal expenses this fiscal
year will be about $45 billion with
revenue falling $2 billion short of
the mark. A retroactive profits
tax would offset the deficit, he said.
NAB was represented by Ralph
W. Hardy, director of government
relations.
Assuring the Congress that
broadcasters are not opposed to
the government's plan to meet the
heavy defense burden with increased taxes, NAB stated the industry was behind the "pay-asyou-go" basis of operation.
However, it took issue with application of an excess profits tax
that would penalize the broadcasting industry.
Concept of the profits levy, the
NAB pointed out, is that it absorb
that part of business profits which
is "in excess of the normal level
of profits for individual business

units." The assumption is, the
NAB continued, that such excess
profits result from emergency or
wartime factors. Therefore, it ^s
essential to set up a fair and legitimate measurement of a normal
level.
But, NAB
mittee:

warned the com-

"The plight of the broadcaster
arises out of the fact that due to
constant technological development
coupled with unusual regulation by
the government, there is, to all
intents and purposes, no 'normal
time,' and, consequently, no 'normal
This period."
situation, the association
profit'
explained, was premised on the
makeup of the industry as seen
from its AM-FM-TV parts.
Cite Background
Pointing to the World War II
freeze on AM applications and the
equally stunting regulation by the
FCC freeze begun in 1948 on applications for TV stations, NAB also
underlined the increased totals of
FM stations after the war as compared to the period prior to 1941.
Pioneering in FM by broadcasters entailed the paying of losses
in its operation out of AM earnings. Thus, the NAB declared,
this period of FM growth couldn't
be considered "normal." The committee was reminded that broadcasters having both AM and FM
as a rule continue them as a common corporate entity.
It was also explained to the
committee by the association that

any base period selected during the
past five years would "manifestly
be
discriminatory"
to broadcasting
AM stations
which
came into the
picture following World War II.
The third thorn pricking the
broadcaster, the NAB said, was
television. TV service was undertaken largely by broadcasters already in the AM business and in
many cases also in FM. In only a
few instances, TV stations were
launched as distinct corporations
without relationship to AM or FM
operations, NAB noted.
During the base period suggested by
the Treasury to your body, it was. not
an uncommon
see televi-in
sion operatorsexperience
together toengaging
friendly
rivalry
matching
experience
to see who could claim the distinction
of
losing money at a greater rate than
others.
The operating losses were staggering
and they were carried either by siphoning off earnings from sound broadcasting or by heavy investments of risk
capital put forward in the faith that
this
new industry could be launched
successfully.
Asserting that these conditions
and factors must be taken into consideration, the NAB deplored the
Treasury viewpoint, as outlined by
Secretary Snyder, that radio and
TV be lumped "with the broad field
of communications." Placing the
industry within the category of
"vast public utilities operating in
this area" would be "completely unrealistic," the NAB declared.
Citing the President's report on
Civil Defense and the labeling of
communications as the "nerve system," the NAB concluded its testimonymittee
by pointing
the inCommust eye out
no that
action
its
recommendations which would "in
any way impair the maintenance
and growth of a strong and efficient
system
. . ."
It was ofnotcommunication.
definite late Thursday
(Continued on page 3i)

Meet
standards Adopted at Chicago
CODE
RND
NA
interpretation
of
the
news
which
SET of standards of practice cov- president. About 200 radio newsering news treatment and selection
makes the U. S. "the best informed
men registered.
Delegates met unofficially
for broadcasting was adopted last
country in the world."
Guests at the speakers table inweek by the National Assn. of Ra- Wednesday to visit Milwaukee at
cluded Alex Drier, NBC Chicago
the invitation of Walter J. Damm,
dio News Directors, meeting
The Chief Executive and his cab- Thursday-Saturday at the Hotel vice president in charge of radio network commentator, and ^ Seyand television for the Journal Co., INS. mour Berkson, general manager of
Sherman, Chicago.
net officer agreed that this tax
which
owns WTMJ-AM-TV. News
Basic
provisions
of
the
standr |would conclude the government's
ards, first to be approved by directors toured the station's Radio
Keller Moderates Panel
W tax-increasing plans for the year
City headquarters.
tjjJand would be considered the first NARND, specify:
Thursday
afternoon sessions were
Bob Considine, International
[| installment in further tax in9 Selection of newscast maconcerned with relations of news
News
Service
war
correspondent
terial on news merit alone.
! jcreases — probably including higher
directors with the armed forces and
who recently returned from Korea
individual income taxes — next year
9 Recognition by news di- and Japan, addressed the first with doctors and hospitals. On the
to keep revenue in balance with
rectors that public interest is the luncheon session Thursday at the former panel, the moderator was
military spending.
primary responsibility.
Bismarck Hotel, sponsored by Cass M. Keller of WRC WashingIn a voluminous presentation to
ton, who appeared with Major Gen.
9 Presentation of news accuSears, Roebuck & Co. He talked of
!.jthe committee. Secretary Snyder
rately, factually, in good taste and his war experiences in the Orient
Floyd Parks, chief of information,
i Iproposed the following:
without bias ; cooperation by writer
S. Afmy; Brig. Gen. Sory Smith,
and later engaged in a long dis- U.
O Placement of a 75% excess
of the U. S. Air Force, and Rear
and newscaster to avoid sensatance
telephone
discussion
with
Admiral R. F. Hickey, chief of inprofits tax on cox'poration profits tionalism.
Frank Scully, author, on the pros
formation for the U. S. Navy.
gain about $4 billion per year.
and
cons
of
the
existence
of
flying
#
Clear
identification
of
comThe rate in World War II was
Russ Van Dyke of KRNT Des
mentary and analytic material in saucers. The conversation was tape
all news broadcasts.
'351/2%.
Mo'ines moderated the session on
recorded and may be broadcast
later.
doctors and hospitals. Panelists in# Use of the best three of the
9 Separation of editorial macluded Dr. George F. Lull, secretary
terial and factual news, with clear
*f'four years 1946-1949 inclusive as
Commended by Condon
the base period for computing the labeling of such editorial matter.
and general manager of the American Medical Assn., and Miss Annie
tax. An alternative would be use
Ed Condon, assistant to the pres# vious
Race,
color orshould
preLaurie Crawford, assistant secreident of Sears, Roebuck & Co., was
tlbf the invested capital plan (a
status ofcreed,
an individual
tary in charge of public relations
Mehoice permitted under the war
one of the luncheon hosts. In welnot be mentioned unless necessary
for the American Nurses Assn.
coming the newsmen, most of whom
spact).
to understanding of a story.
INS was host at a cocktail party
are from the midwest, he comJack Shelley, WHO Des Moines,
C Necessity of cutting baseThursday evening.
d^period earnings by 25% before the presided at proceedings as NARND
mended them for their "palatable"
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WORKSHOP
THE 1951 NAB convention, to be
held April 15-19 at the Stevens
Hotel, Chicago, will be a shirtsleeve woi'kshop session, NAB's
board decided last week in adopting
a report submitted bv Eugene S.
Thomas, of
WOR-TV
"New ConvenYork,
chairman
the board's
tion Committee.
This represents a complete turnabout from the 1949 and 1950 conventions and answers loud complaints from the membership over
the inspirational agendas. These
programs failed to bring many of
the delegates into meetings.
The board voted to hold management and engineering conferences
at the same time.
Instead of the week-long proceedings of the last two years, the
Chicago convention will be held
Sunday to Wednesday, with proceedings to open formally Monday
noon.
A dominant theme in the 1951
convention will be broadcast rates
along with sales developments.
Broadcast Advertising Bureau has
been ordered by the board to conduct astudy showing the industry's
growth as an advertising medium
through expanded coverage and
added impact. The report on aural
broadcasting's progress will be a
high spot of the convention and is
expected to supply answers to advertiser-agency demands for rate
cuts based on TV inroads.
NAB's three media committees —
AM, FM and TV— will schedule
their own participation in the conventions. While the management
and engineering conventions are
separate, some program topics are
likely to attract mixed delegations.
All discussions and talks will be
stenotyped for distribution.
Meeting Sites
The Eighth St. Theatre, which is
connected to the Stevens ballroom,
will not be used in April. Last
spring most delegates scattered to
other.places after luncheon instead
of going to the theatre to hear the
speeches by noted dignitaries. Next
April the meetings will be held in
the Stevens auditoriums, of which
there are a half-dozen.
An Engineering Conference Arrangements Committee will be
named to work with the Convention
Committee in arranging the tech- .
nical agenda. Formerly the programming was handled by the NAB
Engineering Committee but this
body no longer exists under the
present media structure.
Shortening of the exhibit time
meets requests from many associate members, who last year had
to pay for 10-day use of space.
This year the exhibits will open
Sunday or Monday and close
Wednesday.
Formal opening of the convention is slated Monday noon. Some
talk has been heard of scheduling a
well-known entertainer such as
Bob Hope or Groucho Marx for the
opening lunch. Present discussion
Page 26
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CONVENTION
about banquet plans includes a proposal that a leading orchestra play
during the dining period, with the
entertainment program including
two outstanding soloists.
The board approved a plan to
hire a director of exhibits. In the
past this work was done by a staff
director, Arthur C. Stringer, but
he no longer is with the association.
Another idea still in the formative stage would bring one of the
Voice of Democracy winners to the
convention.
The Convention Committee was
authorized to draw up policy on
exhibit space and registration fees,

SUim

and to make preliminary arrangements for convention sites in 195253-54-55. Advance planning is
needed, it was pointed out, because
NAB's convention requires vast exhibit space as well as extensive
room and auditorium facilities.
More TV Time
The 1951 convention may close
Thursday noon, judging by present
discussion. Television is tentatively slated for Wednesday afternoon and Thursday morning. The
half-day assigned TV in past years
will not be enough from now on,
the planners feel.
Bid for the 1952 convention was

The board approved 60 new active members and two associates,
bringing membership to 1,454.
Since last June 33' stations have resigned, 21 have defaulted and eight
have been deleted. The June membership total was 1,451 but it was
explained that additions of members
are double the resignations.
Weak point in the membership
structure is the television segment,
with only 42 TV members all of
which enjoy $10-a-month dues because they are adjuncts of AM
members. With NAB reorganizing
to give TV members a bigger place
in the association, the 65 TV stations not now members will be attracted to membership, NAB officials believe.

Members
the board's
convention besides of
Chairman
Thomas
are
Mr. Wheelahan, Paul W. Morency
of WTIC Hartford, and James D.
Shouse, WLW Cincinnati. Mr.
Morency was added to the committee last week.

NAB

RELATIONS

ENCOURAGING results from
NAB'S first field campaign to bring
in new members led the board last
week to expand its new Station Relations Dept., as recommended by
its membership committee at a
Monday-Tuesday meeting (see main
board story this page.)
Immediate appointment of an assistant to Jack Hardesty, director
of the Station Relations Dept., was
ordered by the board Wednesday
after hearing reports by the committee. General Manager William
B. Ryan and Mr. Hardesty. Committee chairman is Clyde W. Rembert, KRLD Dallas, District 13
director.

submitted to the board by Sam
Fowlkes, chairman of the convention committee of the New Orleans
Chamber of Commerce. He was introduced by Harold Wheelahan,
WSMB New Orleans, NAB District
6 director.
New York, Philadelphia and
other cities are bidding for future
NAB conventions. Atlantic Citjis in with a bid, but it comes from
Chalfonte-Haddon Hall instead of
the municipality. The 1947 conat Atlantic
convention hall vention
still
rankles City's
in the memory
of many broadcasters.

On the other hand NAB is encouraged because a number of
strong stations have joined or returned to membership. Among additions are WAGA Atlanta, KABC
San Antonio, WAVE-AM-TV
Louisville, WKY Oklahoma City
and WINS New York.
One of the first jobs in the NAB
reoi'ganization will be revision of
the dues schedule so TV stations
pay their way for video services as
well as general NAB overhead.
Some changes in the present aural
dues structure will be considered
but they are of a minor nature, it
was indicated.
Dues Scheduled
The board cleared up confusion
on the classification of stations by
income in the dues schedule by specifying use of the figure inserted
by members on Line 17 Schedule 6
of FCC form 324.
TV stations without AM or FM
adjuncts holding NAB membership
will pay $125 a month dues, under
the present scale.
In reviewing the membership situation the board decided not to permit non-members to attend future
NAB district meetings. This device was used as a membershipgetting strategy during the last
three years but many members
have objected to the idea of letting

O^cto^et Sox
Scots
STATUS of broadcast station authorizations and applications
FCC as of October 31 follows:
AM
FM
198
673
Total on the air
128
2,336
2,208
512
711
Licensed (All on air)
Construction permits
16
Conditional grants
2,170
204
Total applications pending
276
6
Requests for new stations
890
Requests to change existing facilities
Deletion of licensed stations in October
255 1 CP
Deletion of construction permits
3 CP
Deletion of conditional grants
* On the air

at
55
109
107
TV52
41924
362

Expands

Unit

non-paying stations get a free ride
at the meetings.
A proposal by the membership
group that resignations from NAB
require 90-day notice was referred
to the By-Laws Committee.
The board rejected a proposal to
give NAB management discretion
in handling hardship cases involving delinquency in dues payment,
it was indicated.
Among membership activities are
the "One Call Club," by which individual members call on non-members and report back to their district directors, and a series of
mail campaigns.
The board approved a plan to
draft a presentation showing just
what each member gets for his
dues. This action followed the successful district meeting presentations showing NAB's operations
via slide film prepared by the Public Aff'airs Dept.
New Stations
Stations received into membership last week follow:
Active Members — WAGA Atlanta:
KABC San Antonio; KAGH Crossett.
Ark.: KAPA Raymond, Wash.; KBMN
Bozeman. Mcnt.; KBMW Breckinridge.
Minn.; KBOE Oskaloosa, Iowa; KCJB
Minot, N. D.; KDZA Pueblo, Col.;
KFMJ
Tulsa;KIUP
KID Durango
Idaho Falls;
KINGTV Seattle;
Col; KMMO
Marshall, Mo.; KMUR Murray, Utah;
KNED McAlester Okla.; KPIX (TV).
San Francisco; KSVC Richfield, Utah:
KVIM New Iberia, La.; KVMA Magnolia,Iowa;
Ark,; KWPC,
KWPC-FM Muscatine,
KXLE Ellensburg.
V/ash.:
WAVE, WAVE-TV Louisville; WRXW
(FM)
Louisville;
WBNS-TV
Columbus.
Ohio; WCDT Winchester, Tenn.; WCFV
Clifton Forge,Wis.;
Va.; WIAM
WDLB, Williamston,
WDLB-FM,
Marshfield,
N. C; WJEH Gallipolis. Ohio: WJVA
South Bend, Ind.; WLOI LaPorte, Ind.;
WMSC Columbia, S. C; WNAC-TV
Boston;
Chicago;
WORTV NewWOAK
York; (FM)
WSAL
Logansport,
Ind.; WSIC, WSIC-FM Statesville, N.
C; WSM-TV
Nashville;
WSSV N.
Petersburg, Va.; WTIK
Durham,
C;
KVRH Salida, Col.; WNDB, WNDB-FM
Daytona Beach, Fla; WMLT Dublin.
Ga.; WDWD Dawson, Ga,; WBHF Cartersville. cheGa,;
ster, N. H.;WMUR,
WCOS WMUR-FM
Columbia, S.ManC;
WKY Oklahoma City; WINS New York;
WHMP Northampton, Mass.; WGBA,
WGBA-FM Columbus. Ga.; WDYK
Cumberland, Md.
Associate Members — Oliver Gramling, Associated Press, news service.
New York;
O'Connor Knoxville,
Survey Co.,Tenn.
(research organization),
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NAB Federation
(Continued from page 21)
the media conception in NAB's
structure.
The board referred to its Membership Committee a TV Committee
recommendation that producers of
TV films and other suppliers and
manufacturers of TV services and
equipment be admitted to associate
membership.
The NAB TV Dept., of which
Charles A. Batson is director, will
absorb the video functions of BAB
next April. Mr. Batson is a former
assistant director of BAB.
Last week's board meeting
touched BAB only lightly. Until
a president is named, BAB plans
will be delayed. As now planned,
the BAB president is expected to
spark the drive to build BAB into
a million-dollar promotion machine
comparable to similar advertising
units in newspaper and magazine
circles.
With TV removed from its duties
starting in April, BAB will serve
purely an AM-FM function though
it is possible BAB and the NAB TV
Dept. will cooperate in noncompetitive activities where economies can
be effected.
All 17 NAB district meetings endorsed the board's plari for separation of BAB from the association and expansion of its activities.
The board approved a $20,000
loan to BAB Inc., successor to BAB,
for organizational expenditures.
Accepts Recominendations
In approving a $345,000 budget
for the Oct. 1-March 31 half-year
the board accepted recommendations of General Manager Ryan and
the Finance Committee, headed by
John F. Meagher, KYSM Mankato,
Minn. The fiscal-year budget submitted to the board last June
totaled $706,000 after Mr. Ryan
had sharply clipped headquarters
exijenditures and tightened up the
whole Washington operation. The
new budget provides funds for
practically every function specified
in June, and permits the expansion
of the Station Relations Dept. ordered by the board.
Expansion also is planned in the
case of NAB government relations
activities, directed by Ralph W.
Hardy. The board wants this activity broadened and strengthened,
with closer contacts maintained
through the state association structure. The board was told Mr. Ryan
may register as a lobbyist.
The board held an informal din12th Year for 'Bee'
C. E. (Bee) ARNEY Jr. was
re-elected NAB secretarytreasurer during the board's
meeting last week. Mr.
Arney is entering his 12th
year in the NAB headquarters post. The secretarytreasurer serves a dual role
at NAB, reporting directly
to the board on some functions and to the president and
general manager on others.
Page 28
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ner meeting Wednesday in honor
of FCC Chairman Coy. Such problems as color television, NARBA,
defense, military use of spectrum
space and operator requirements
were discussed frankly.
At suggestion of Chairman Coy,
NAB will conduct a thorough inquiry into the manpower situation.
The board heeded the view of many
members that FCC Rule 91 C, requiring afirst-class operator to be
on duty at all times, entails hardship. This is especially true in the
case of smaller stations. Rule 91 C
was suspended during World War
II and later reinstated.
Lottery Problem Studied
Participation of NAB in proposed litigation challenging the
Wisconsin lottery law was voted by
the board. NAB General Counsel
Don Petty is cooperating with Wisconsin broadcasters in a preliminary study of the lottery problem
because a recent ruling by the' state
attorney general has stations in a
quandary. Plan of action will be
considered at a Dec. 10 meeting in
Wisconsin, with Mr. Petty joining
broadcasters in the discussion.
Plans of Broadcast Audience
Measurement Inc., successor to
BMB, were reviewed by the NAB
directors. They approved allotment
of not over $5,000 for organizational expenses and re-expressed
confidence in its development as
an industry research organization.
BAM founders and directors were
to meet Sunday and today at BAM
headquarters in New York. They
were to hear a report from Dr.
Kenneth- H. Baker, NAB research
director, who is chairman of a special industry committee conducting
a preliminary inquiry into the
idea of evaluating all forms of audience research and coverage measurement.
The board approved the idea of
an annual dinner in honor of high
Washington officials, to be held
duringings. the November board meetIn submitting the television resolution Mr. Swezey, chairman of
NAB's TV committee, said: "Television has grown so rapidly in the
few years of its commercial existence that it now merits special attention within the association. The
problems of television, those of us
in the field have learned, are related to those in radio but not precisely like them.
Sound Economic Basis
"There is purpose now, as television stations move into the profit
columns, in establishing a sound
economic basis for their continued
membership in NAB and the definition of a procedure which will
give television members necessary
independence and flexibility of
Mr. Thomas, who has been active
action."
in TBA, endorsed Mr. Swezey's proJudge Miller and Mr. Ryan inposal.
terpreted the action as a mandate
to step,vision
up members.
NAB's services to teleIn addition the board accepted
these recommendations of the NAB
TV Committee, which met Aug. 31-

SMiLING in the face of defeat, Gov.
Chester Bowles of Connecticut concedes the gubernatorial election ro
Republican John Davis Lodge, as
Program Director Wallace Dunlap
picks up the statement for WLIZ
Bridgeport listeners. Using all available personnel, WLIZ reports it covered all major candidates on Nov. 7
election night.
Sept. 1 in Washington [Broadcasting, Sept. 4] : Careful consideration by the NAB president and
board oftional
television's
nadefense, with relation
proper tosteps
to be taken "to impress upon those
in authority the importance of television as a medium of intelligence
and information . . ."; selection
from the sports field of an outstanding personality to serve voluntarily as an advisor and consultant
to the industry on television sports
broadcasts; continuance of the sales
promotion activity of the TV Dept.
Swezey Resolution
Recommendation of the TV Committee that producers of TV films
and other suppliers of sei-vices and
equipment be admitted to associate
membership was referred to the
board's Membership Committee.
Text of the Swezey resolution,
as adopted by the board, follows:
The NAB board approves the establishment of a separate TV board of
directors to be elected by NAB-TV
members, to operate within the framework of NAB, but to have complete
autonomous authority to determine its
own dues structure and to formulate its
own policies with respect to all questions relating to -television, such
policies to be administered by the NAB
staff, subject to the cooperation and
unified action of such separate TV
board with the NAB board in all
matters of mutual interest or joint
concern, and to an equitable allocation
of TV dues income to the overhead
operation of NAB, and
That the NAB board recommends an
early convention of its TV members to
determine an appropriate program
of operations, classification of membership, dues structure
and other relevant matters,
and
That a committee of three TV members be appointed by the president to
call the aforesaid meeting of the TV
members at its earliest convenience,
and to report the recommendations of
such convention to the NAB board in
order that the NAB board may take
immediate action to give effect to the
proposed division
of AM and TV board
activities,
and
That the NAB board will recommend
to the membership appropriate amendments to the by-laws to facilitate the
accomplishment of the foregoing purposes.

Similarly the board accepted
most of the recommendations by
its FM Committee, which met Aug.
7 [Broadcasting, Aug. 14]. Ben
Strouse, WWDC-FM Washington,
chairman, presented the committee's report along with Frank U.
Fletcher, WARL-FM Arlington,
Va. They are the two board members for FM.
Resolutions Adopted
The resolutions adopted by the
board recommended:
That Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
be requested
manage-of
ment to furnishthrough
a total NAB
breakdown
sets by monthly periods and, if practical, by states and that any RTMA
release of production figures, whether
they be all-industry estimates or official RTMA set production figures include abreakdown of the number of all
thereof;
types of sets and all combinations
That the NAB Legal Dept. be requested to investigate the problem
interconnecting radio and telephone
circuits for FM networks to determine
whether inequities and injustices exist
and to advise all stations affected as to
appropriate
legal recourse
state
and national
level; at both the
That the FM Committee, concurring
with the AM Committee in recognizing
the inevitable need for increased federal taxes and expressing willingness
as an industry to bear proper share
of such increases, recommends to the
board that every effort be made to
make certain that any inequities or
discriminatory treatment wliich may
result to any group or segment of the
industry are eliminated in any changes
structure;
made in the present federal tax
That the board of directors urges
association management and the board
of Broadcast Audience Measurement
to study requirements of the FM industry for adequate audience research.
'Statements' Authorized
Two other FM Committee resolutions, covering NAB's service
to FM members and a plan to promote FM by use of slogans, were
not adopted by the board. Instead
the board authorized release of the
FM Committee resolutions as
"statements by the committee":
The FM Committee believes that the
progress and economic status of FM
has been materially helped by the co
operation and interest of the NAB
management and others concerned, and
through the direct activities of the FM
Dept., but that we do feel that the FM
Dept. can enlarge its scope and
effectiveness by an increased budge
and we do commend to non-members
their participation in NAB member
ship and encourage the assistance of
present members in such an approach
to secure new FM memberships in the
NAB. (Edward
director
of NAB.) Sellers is FM Dept.
The FM Committee urges that all
AM and TV operators who operate FM
stations,
as well utilize
as individual
FM'
station operators,
all the media
under their control and immediately
join in a campaign to promote FM
by broadcasting and advertising slogans urging the buying public to make
certain that any set purchase — TV as
FM. as radio — is equipped to receive
well
All board members attended the
meeting but John H. DeWitt Jr..
WSM Nashville.
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Variety: ". . . NBC can take a bow for perpetuating
big-time radio. They don't come any bigger than this

i

IVadio!

■

Show

Ben Gross: "NBC aired radio's defiant challenge to
TV in the form of a gargantuan divertissement . . .
emceed by the vibrant Tallulah Bankhead and there

one and it rates Nielsen's best."
John Crosby: "It was in practically every respect
a perfectly wonderful show— witty, tuneful, surprisingly sophisticated and brilliantly put together . . .

were stars, stars and more stars in it": New York
Daily Neivs

one of the fastest and pleasantest ninety minutes in

Jack Gould: ". . . the premiere certainly ought to go
a long way toward reassuring the radio listener that

my memory;" Neiu York Herald Tribune

somebody is thinking of him." Neio York Times

Harriet Van Horne:

ISBC is thinking of advertisers too. The six to six-

"The Big Show was so good I

wish radio had thought of it years ago." New York
World Telegram and Sun

thirty portion of The Big Show can be purchased by
the quarter hour or the half hour ...

...or you can participate in the biggest and newest idea in advertising

Talhdah Bankhead and a few of the rotating
guest stars that appear on "THE BIG SHOW
each Sunday on NBC at 6:00 pm ( est J

VARIETY

MUSIC

DRAMA

With the premiere of "The Big Show" on November 5, Operation Tandem became
more than the hottest idea in advertising — it became a reality. And on that night Anacin
and RCA Victor became its first two sponsors — soon to be joined by Ford Dealers.
TANDEM

is the most inexpensive method of reaching the largest miduplicated weekly

audience in history.
TAISDEM

consists of a group of non-competitive advertisers sponsoring five top

programs on five different nights each week over the full facilities of NBC.
TATSDEM

advertisers will be associated with the greatest galaxy of programs and

entertainers ever put together in one package.
TANDEM

is the only advertising plan ever to be especially designed to reach everybody.

Each show has a different appeal.

VARIETY
MUSIC

. The Big Shoiv . . . Sundays
. . . NBC Symphony

DRAMA

. . . Screen Directors' Playhouse . . . Thursdays

COMEDY
MYSTERY

TANDEM

. . . Mondays

.. . Duffy's Tavern . . . Fridays
. . .The Man Called X . . . Saturdays

is surprisingly low cost. It is estimated that Tandem's five shows will reach

23,000,000 homes each week and deliver 1000 listeners — net audience — for 59^.
Tandem is available to a few more advertisers. For details call Circle 7-8300, Extension
8436 or your nearest NBC representative.

America's No. 1 Advertising Medium
A service of Radio Corporation of America

COMEDY

MYSTERY

KDM

SALES

RESULTS

FORECAST
RES
BNIB FIGU

Says Arthur H. Lund
Radio Director of
Campbell-Mithun, Inc.^
Advertising—

Baseball's Gate
(Continued from i^age 19)
league circles there are rumors
that a radio row will break into
the open at the Dec. 4-14 meetings
of club owners at St. Petersburg,
Fla. Some minor league club owners are understood to be planning
legal action against the majors
unless a satisfactory agreement is
reached, either via private litigation or appeal to the Dept. of
Justice.
Spokesmen for the major leagues
describe the broadcasts as an extremely serious problem. They
claim property right in play-byplay versions of their games under
the old KQV Pittsburgh and other
court decisions, and charge for
broadcast rights. MBS, Liberty
and other networks that feed games
outside major league areas pay
the home clubs for these rights.
But the big leagues concede they
need the minor league structure if
baseball is to survive. They contend the minor leagues have no
legal rights but at the same time
are concerned because many minor
league clubs, being marginal operations, are threatened with extinction and the whole existence
of organized baseball is involved.
RTMA's Stand
In a foreward to Mr. Jordan's
report, RTMA said it does not
necessarily endorse his findings but
publishesthatthethestudy
we
believe
work "because
is the most

our
thorough and most constructive apKDAL is a standout on
proach towards the solving of this
media list, with your m
problem that has been made to
daytime innighttime, 5l7Bc fam
ilies and
The first Jordan study attracted
BWI
in
creases
widespread
interest, according to
ket
lar
rlV
rio
upe
h-S
.theDulut
RTMA.
date." Mr. Jordan is the son of
n
tha
her
hig
n,
e-i
Clarence L. Jordan, executive vice
radio tun
BIVIB
president of N. W. Ayer & Son,
national average. The
Philadelphia.
w
didn't surprise us. We kne
"No one factor alone determines
T
ao
re
|
ga
mn
de
wi
rve
bvthee
the size of attendance at sports
ster
events," Mr. Jordan said in his
influence of our Zinsma
s
new survey, adding that about 15
New
l.
P.W
10
Bread Co.
influences play important roles in
with Bill Kreuger.
contributing to the gate.
In 1950, he said, five major fac• •
tors were involved in a cut of
When we introduced .
we
s,
about
10,810,700 in paid admisroll
"Brown 'n Serve"
sions in organized baseball. Majors
en
cem
oun
used just an ann
were
that
said. off' 13 9f and minors 19%, he
on this program, saying
the
He cited the factors as follows:
they would be available .
Weather
was responsible for about
res
sto
all
in
one-third of the loss in the majors,
following day
and probably as much in the minors.
conAlmost every grocer
Teams with improved performance
p-Su
had a relatively better season regardtacted inthe Duluth
less of the other factors. However, in
Iron
erior area and on the
the majors improved performance on
the
the average shifted to the smaller
Range said he had heard
drawing clubs which contributed to an
overall attendance decrease.
announcement.
Leveling out from the extraordinarily high post-war peaks was a definite
an
factor in the general decline which
, congratulate KDAL on
lowered
attendance in 55 of the 60
.
effective selling job
leagues
operating
at the start of the
season.
Novelty-happy, new TV owners hurt
temporarily but this loss declined as
the season progressed. In eight
leagues which drew more than 1 million paid admissions in 1949, 29 televised clubs had a relatively better attendance record in 1950 than 35 nontelevised clubs.
Too many major league sportscasts,
both radio and TV, were partially
ON 610
responsible for the greater loss in
the minors than in the majors.
In many ways, said Mr. Jordan,
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1950 was a good baseball year aided
by spectacular pennant races. Attendance was fourth highest in
history but sharply down from
postwar peaks of 1947, 1948 and
1949. Extreme opinions either for
or against TV are not justified by
fact, he contended.
Unfavorable weather was an important factor, with Philadelphia
having 88 days of rain out of 166
in the season or 44% more rainy
days than in 1949 and 46% more
than in 1948. The majors' actual
playing dates were cut by 36, a
loss of 3%. Loss to weather alone
could be estimated at 3% or about
a fourth of the total 13% decrease
in total admissions, Mr. Jordan
said. He cited other ways in which
baseball was hurt by the weather
and suggested more rained-out
games be made up during the good
attendance months of June, July
and August.
Mr. Jordan's 1950 analysis confirmed the conclusion in the longrange study that, regardless of
TV, the teams that improved their
performance h^d a much better
attendance record than those which
did not.
The current study shows that
nine major league clubs that televised games and improved or held
their standing played to a small
increase in average attendance during the season. The seven clubs
with lowered performance, including Pittsburgh, which did not televise, and the St. Louis Cardinals

which televised only 11 games, i
a sharp drop in attendance.
Figures from several cities i i
cate the size of the home TV au
ence for games declined right &\,
with attendance in parks, whc
performance was lower. H(
viewing went up along with
tendance in parks when perfor
ance was better. Mr. Jordan
indications are that "the same f;
tors of interest that draw peo)
to the ball park also draw them
their TV sets. Many persons tu
in another program when the te?
isn't drawing well. There does r
appear to be any special advei
effect of TV on a losing team."
Leveling Out
Mr. Jordan places emphasis
the general leveling out that mai
the entertainment world, a tre
that started in 1948 when peo]
began spending less money on z
missions. Sports resisted the tre
surprisingly well but now the lev
ing off is showing its effect a
baseball, being a business, is st
ject to economic laws. Mr. Jord
suggests this has been a contr
uting
factor
tendance
loss.in baseball's 1950
Reminding that 50 out of eve
100 new enterprises started ea
year end as failures in the fii
two years, Mr. Jordan said
baseball clubs have started sir
1947 yet "great consternation
voiced if 10 or 15 of them fold tl^
year.
Any other industry wi

COMING!

I

910 ON
YOUR DIAI

TRIBUNE TOWER
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
Represented Nationally by Burn-Smith
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I such a fine record would be out
the town red."
, painting
Mr. Jordan
said attendance
operation in
ink
red
jlosses and
1950 "were not confined to any one
i area or to any one set of conditions. They were fairly general.
I Out of 60 leagues in operation, 55
i of them showed losses in attend. ance. Only eight of these leagues
I had any television at all. With
such a pattern before us, it is
hard to reach any conclusion other
' than that a leveling out process
]from the postwar peak is in operaItion in baseball."
)| centuated
The Korean
may have this
acthe war
retrenchment
1 season, and the defense program
I and higher taxes may prolong it,
j he said.
i| Some 2 million new TV owners
)| in major league cities hurt attend:I ance to some extent, according to
' Mr. Jordan, but the attendance loss
I per playing date became less as
j the season progressed. Had TV
! been the major factor in attend: ance decline losses would have in»i creased, not decreased, as the sea!(! son progressed, according to Mr.
; Jordan, because new sets were bej ing bought at the rate of over
, "atV 600,000 a month. Actually
tendance picked up relatively as the
season progressed, and so did TV
' ownership," he said.
'!
Compares Losses
J, Combined televised clubs had a
come loss
percentag
jl smallerbined
non-televised
clubsthan
in every
f league, Mr. Jordan found. He
1 noted that Eastern League, with
' no televised teams, , was off more
than any other large league.
Philadelphia Phillies and Baltimore Orioles made the biggest percentage gains in 1950, he found.
Both were televised "and playing
in the first two major markets in
the world ever to have the size of
the TV audience surpass the size
of the radio audience. The reason.
BASEBALL GATE
AP Surveys Radio-TV Effect

AT MICHIGAN Assn. of Broadcasters sessions fortnight ago (I to r): Seated,
Mrs. Les Lindow, WFDF Flint; Mrs. Leonard Versluis, WLAV Grand Rapids;
Mrs. Howard Finch, WJIM Lansing; Mrs. Willis Dunbar, WKZO Kalamazoo;
Mrs. Ed Baughn, WPAG Ann Arbor; Mrs. Jim Riddell, WXYZ Detroit.
Standing, J. S. Stolzoff, Cramer-Krasselt, Milwaukee; Mr. Finch; Mr.
Versluis; Mr. Lindow; Mr. Dunbar; Mr. Baughn; Don DeGroot, WWJ Detroit;
Mr. Riddell.

INFORMAL lobby group at MAB sessions (I to r): Seated, Alice Anderson,
WTTH Port Huron; Mrs. Bill Schroeder, WOOD Grand Rapids; Mrs. F.
Granger Weil, WTTH; Mrs. J. E. Fetzer, Fetzer Bcstg. Co.; Mrs. W. A.
Pomeroy, WILS Lansing.
Standing, Mr. Schroeder; Mr. Fetzer; Mr. Weils;
Mr. Pomeroy.
of course, is performance. It so
happened that the televised teams
had a better performance record on
the whole than the non-televised
teams. Still, with the televised
teams drawing better in every single league, without exception, it
seems rather obvious that TV is
notOf'destroying
the game.'
"
436 minor clubs,
only about
40
had any possible contact with TV
at all (major or minor), Mr. Jordan
said, adding that TV and performance are not as important in the
overall minor picture as in the
majors. Every team was affected
by weather and economic conditions as general factors, he said.
Since minor attendance was off
more than major, TV cannot be
held primarily responsible for the
major league decline, he concluded.
Mr. Jordan called over-emphasis
of the "major league frame of
mind" the biggest danger to baseball from sportscasting, both radio
and TV. All studies show that
major league telecasts hurt attendance at minors located nearby, he
said, but called it a geographical
problem about which little can be
done.
However, when TV cables carry

RADIO and TV draw some of the
blame for decline in minor league
baseball attendance, according to
[ a suiwey of major league farm
systems conducted by the Associated Press.
AP's survey included the following observations by big league operators :
Fred Saigh, St. Louis Cardinals —
Thought radio and TV responsible for
some of decline, particularly at Allentown, Pa., not far from Philadelphia.
Chicago Cubs — Felt TV can create
■ added interest.
Sox — Both
d Re
feltBost
bronoadcBrasavtses huanrt
atdtendance in
I
farm areas but insisted TV was not a
factor.
New York Giants — Blamed TV and
radiots.for Jersey City and Trenton
defici
New York Yankees — Said radio and
TV hurt some.
Art Ehlers, Philadelphia Athletics —
Said rebroadcasts of big league games
hurt minor league attendance "very
'} much."
|1 Said
Billyno Evans,
Indians
—
question Cleveland
that TV and
radio
• are factor in declining attendance.
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games to other cities the problem
begins to multiply, he said. Closing
of many minors during the war and
syndication of sports columns are
factors infiuencing the major league
frame of mind, he declared. Now
some minor league towns are saturated with big league broadcasts,
and telecasts are another step in the
same direction.
"It seems as if this would be
an opportune moment for organized
baseball to sit back and analyze
this trend," Mr. Jordan commented. "It may well be that the
best solution is not to outlaw one
medium and let the others run
rampant, but rather to try to restrict, whenever possible, several of
these contributing forces."
Cites Eflfects
As to TV, Mr. Jordan declared
it does four things to baseball:
Keeps some people out of the ball
part (a temporary phenomenon);
brings more revenue to clubs in
rights fees; seryes as publicity
medium and arouses interest and
creates new fans; creates goodwill
because the public wants and appreciates telecs+s.
Whether TV is good or bad for

Tells Radio Story
ADDED feature of the
Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters meeting was the presentation of a special show
with all talent and production work donated by WJR
Detroit. Progi'am, fed to a
network of Michigan stations, carried the theme of
radio as America's greatest
mass communications medium. To make the show a
100% contribution, WJR
withheld all credits to itself,
even using unlettered mikes.
baseball depends on the balance
achieved among these factors, according to Mr. Jordan. He said:
New fans Every
and goodwill
are' bonus
quantities.
game carried
over
the air is publicity for the ball club.
But it is advertising for which the
sponsor
foots
thesmall
bill.in This
conday.
sideration, while
the early
days of TV, grows in magnitude every
Just as the TV audience is replacing
the radio au-dience in many large
cities, so television is replacing radio
as a publicity medium for sports. Radio has done a great job boosting baseball in the past, but part of its publicity value is now gone. Banning TV
will not regain this lost publicity, but
it will eliminate the only possible way
of replacing it.
The dollar bill that enters the club
owner's wallet from rights fees is
just as good as the dollar bill that
enters through the turnstile. If TV
is banned, the rights fees, obviously,
will cease. Every dollar that is thus
given up ditional
must
be replaced
an adone coming
in theBygate,
or
else it is not a smart business venture.
If TV were banned in all major
league parks, attendance would have to
the
jumpdifference.
by 2 or 3I doubt
millionvery
to" seriously
make up
whether banning television would increase attendance by 3 million next
year. It didn't even stop the loss in
professional football, basketball and
hockey — all of which had poorer records in 1949 than the widely televised
sports of baseball and college football.
Mr. Jordan doubts if big spectacles played only before cameras
would draw a profitable TV audience. Good sporting events attract
millions of viewers — and good
crowds, as well — he finds, citing the
fact there were 350,000 requests
for seats in Philadelphia alone for
the World Series and the advance
sellout of the Notre Dame games.
Mr. Jordan believes TV in most
cases is paying its way as a new
source of revenue to make sports
stronger and more secure financially. He does not believe TV will
either cause or underwrite a crowdless ball park.
Televising a few selected games
is not good policy, according to
Mr. Jordan, because it makes each
telecast
event"
and
draws fansa to"special
sets; will
not bvj^ld
new fans since interest is developed
gradually;
TV's rapidly
novelty ifeffect
will
wear
off more
a large
block of games is televised.
Finally, Mr. Jordan suggests, advertisers must cooperate so that
TV and sports work out a permanent and profitable relationship.
"TV must be used to promote, not
compete with,
warned.
"Good attendance,"
business meanshe '
that T'^'^ should nromote the crowd
at the ball park."
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On Labor Day WORD marked
its tenth year of service to the
people of the thickly populated
Carolina Piedmont.
It was WORD which on Labor
Day, 1940, brought to Spartanburg its first network affiliation
and primary nighttime service.
On hand to take part in the dedication of Spartanburg's FIRST
network and fulltime radio station were such celebrities as
James F. Byrnes, Burnet R. Maybank, Harry Butcher and others.
On that eventful day, WORD
was dedicated to the service of
Spartanburg and its bountiful
trading area. During the past
ten years WORD has lived up to
that responsibility in every way.
word's success is the result of
alert radio and community service to Spartanburg.
WORD entered its second decade of service with a renewed
pledge. This being to make its
full contribution to the city and
to the section it serves, and to
continue to provide its listeners
with the best in radio.

SERVING. IHE HEART
OF THEf Iedmont

l:

ABC
WDXY-FM

• DUPLICATION

SPARTANBURG
•

See HOLLINiiBERY
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Tax Battle
(Continued from page 25)
how many representatives of the
broadcasting industry would be permitted to testify in a compressed
schedule of witnesses. However,
RTMA was slated to present its
testimony today (Monday).
RTMA was expected to take the
position that the best three years
of 1946-49 inclusive as suggested
by Secretary Snyder for a base
period were discriminatory to radio
and TV. The RTMA's tax committee was ready to recommend
that tax experts include at least
the first six months of 1950 in computing a profits base for the industry, as that year — particularly
in television operation — could be
considered the nearest approach to
"normal."
According to Secretary Snyder,
the problem of TV could be handled
under the Section 722 relief provision which embraced the radio
industry during World War II.
Meanwhile, outside the committee room the chorus of corporation
voices protesting the profits levy
proposal swelled. The Conference
of Growth Companies, chairmaned
by Allen B. DuMont, president of
Allen B. DuMont Labs, went on
record in favor of an "emergency
profits tax" (i. e. a flat rate levy on
corporate earnings as advanced by
the CED). Dr. DuMont is schedtee. uled to appear before the commitElect Tait
Another group, the Business
Committee on Emergency Corporate Taxation, electing Robert
C. Tait, president of StrombergCarlson Co., Rochester, N. Y.,
chairman, appeared before the
Congressmen, falling into line in
support
of the across-the-board
hike.
Mr. Tait declared that the proposed excess profits levy would
stifle investment and contribute to
inflation. Assisting Mr. Tait in his
presentation case was Leon Henderson, former OPA Administrator
and now a consultant.
The 81st Congress mandated the
House tax-writing committee to report out an excess profits bill before adjournment. Whether the
lame duck legislators will be able
to pass such a measure through a
non-enthusiastic legislature was
seen as doubtful by a number of
political leaders.
That the Congress will have little
time to act was indicated by President Truman's statement Thursday
that he doesn't intend an early call
for Congress before the scheduled
Nov. 27 return date.
Sen. Robert A. Taft (R-Ohio)
predicted that the outgoing Congress would not be able to enact
the excess profits legislation asked
for by the President and doubted
whether any other major piece of
legislation would be passed.
While signifying support of an
excess profits levy if decided upon
by the Senate Finance Committee,
Sen. Taft added that he thought
the issue should be decided along
with other plans for gaining more
revenues.

Excess Profits
om pageTax
2U)
(Continued fr
operations only. In many cases
provisions in a contemplated excess
holders of TV licenses also operate
profits tax is the television broadcasting industry. 1948 was the
AM stations. Thus they are offsetting their AM profits against
first year in which the FCC reported operating figures for the the TV losses reporting a net figure
for tax purposes. In computing a
industry. During the full year,
only 17 stations were in operation,
base period earnings, their average
although at the end of the year 50 will be accordingly reduced by the
TV losses.
stations were on the air. The operalows: tions for 1948 and 1949 are as folIt would appear that some provision should be made to provide a
1948
T949
4 networks (including 4 networks (in- measure of relief to these stations.
10 owned & operated eluding 13 stats.) This could be in the form of extendstations)
and 40 other
andstations
84 other
stations
ing the two-year push-back rule
of the relief provisions under the
Revenues
$8,700,000 $33,800,000
Expenses
23,600,000 58,100,000
old law or allowing these stations
Net Loss 14,900,000 24,300,000
Loss per Sta. 298,000 250,515
to disregard TV losses in establishThe above figures represent TV
ing a base period of earnings.
58
New Stations Losing
Money in 1946-1949
Number
of
Stations
Number losing Money in:
1946
Started
112
151
1947
1948
1949
1946
35
360
52
34
1948
439
248
155
1947
184
1949
241
88
235
had indicated they would seek to
World Series Cut
cut World Series participants in
ENTIRE $975,000 that major on the radio-TV money [Telecastleague baseball obtained from 1950
ing, Sept. 25] but a fortnight ago
World Series radio and TV rights
Baseball Commissioner A. B.
Chandler said there was no longer
was put into baseball's pension
fund Thursday. Meeting in Cinany disagreement on how the
money should be used.
cinnati, owners of major league
clubs took less than three minutes
to vote disposition of the money
for future payment of pensions
WMBG Richmond, Va., awarded blue
and death benefits for players.
ribbon for going over quota in local
Community Chest drive.
Players representatives originally
The stars of
today and
tomorrow
with the new era in

DR. FRANK BLACK'S MALE CHORUS

Ray Porter, associate conductor and arranger
The new Thesaurua brings you bigger
and better programming packages u"ith
top sponsor-appeal . . . top name artists!
You get comprehensive programming,
promotion, publicity, tie-ins, crossplugs, sound effects ... a steady flow
of current tunes and material . . . network-quality production. Wire or wTite
today for fuU details!

recorded

Radio Corporation of America
RCi^ Victor Division
120 East 23rd Street
New York 10, N. Y.
Chirago • Hollywood
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Follow

the

lead

Business

they're

all

giving

Schenley

of

these

Leaders

to

wish

. . .

friends

the

best!

Harry G. Griffiths, President of the
Pennsylvania Drug Co., says: "I order
Schenley by the case— and my gift buying is through! It's quick and easy!
There's no finer whiskey-gift."

Col. William Schiff, President of Schiff
Terhune & Co., Inc., Insurance Brokers.
says: "I give Schenley because it's a
really fine whiskey . . . and a really fine
answer to my Christmas problems!"

Arthur Martin Karl, President of
Names Unlimited, Inc., Direct Mail
Consultants, says: "Schenley is the answer to all my gift problems. I enjoy
Schenley in my home, too."

Herbert Sondheim, President of
Herbert Sondheim, Inc., Famous Dress
Manufacturers, says : "Everyone appreciated Schenley last year, so I'm giving
it again this Christmas."

Richard E. Booth, Executive of Nowland & Schladermundt, Industrial Designers, says : "A gift of Schenley is the
best way I know to say, 'Thanks for all
you've done for me this past year!'"

Edward Lyman Bill, President of Bill
Bros. Publishing Co., Publishers of Sales
Management, says : "Schenley is an ideal
gift. Every man welcomes a gift of fine
whiskey."
i
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DEFENSE

ALBUQUERQUE
NEW
MEXICO
Leads in Total Retail
Sales Percentage Gains
over all "official" Metropolitan
County Areas in 10 Years
(1939-1949)*
Albuquerque is also tops
in soles increase in Food,
Furniture, Household, and
Radio Stores, and second
in Drug Stores sales increases.
* featured
Nov. 10thSales Management

KVER
Mutual • - Albuquerque

CHECK SRDS FOR RATES
HOOPER RADIO AUDIENCE INDEX
City Zone, Albuquerque, N. M., Spring 1950
SHARE OF RADIO AUDIENCE
TIME
KVER
SUNDAY
SATUtCAr
30.7 Slotion"C"
22.6 10.2
32.1 Slolion"B"
1.00 PM-thiu 10.00
PM
21.3 Slotior>"D16.7
SUNDAY
30.6
30.6
1:00 PM.4:00 PM
MONDAYAM. thru12:00FRIDAY
10:00
Neon 30.9 34.0 23.9 11.5
14.8
MONDAY
7.4
12:00 NoonIhru-3:00FSIOAYPM 23.0 50.0 21.6
MONDAY
fhr.1 FRIDAY
30.6 36.6
9.7
2:00 PM-6:00
PM
M. G. M. Radio Attractions.
Local and National Sports.
Only Albuquerque Station with
morning, afternoon, and evening
Spanish programs.
WM. T. KEMP, President
KEN PALMER, General Manager
KEITH TYE, Station Manager
PAUL KEHLE, Sales Manager

FORJOE
6- CO.
INEW YORK
CHICAGO
ILOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO
ATLANTA
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Fritchey Succeeds Roberts,
Old field to Europe

Roses From WLS
TWO MILLIONTH visitor to
the WLS Chicago National
Bam Dance was welcomed on
the show a fortnight ago and
given 26 roses, representing
the number of years the show
has been on the air. WLS is
believed to be the first station which charged admission
to a radio program. The
National Barn Dance, which

APPOINTMENT of Clayton Fritchey, New Orleans newspaperman, as
public information director for the Dept. of Defense, succeeding Osgood
Roberts, acting information chief, was announced last Tuesday by
Defense Secretary George C. Marshall.
It also was re- *
vealed that Lt.
Col. Barney Old- servists, including radio, newspaper and photographic personnel,
field, public
rela- upon which he can draw before his
tions directorate
office, U. S. Air European assignment.
originates
Chicago's
Force, will be
Until recently Col. Oldfield has
Eighth StreetatTheatre,
has
transferred t o
been maneuvering public relations
been
charging
admission
since
1932.
European headquarters, USAF, personnel of the Air Force in the
Far
East,
from
which
he
returned
sometime in midJanuary. He is in October after three months'
Col. Oldfield
duty. He is a former radio, film and NBC SIGNS FORD
expected to asnewspaper personality, joining the
sume the post of public relations
For 'Operation Tandem'
Army as a regular in 1947 and FORD MOTOR Co. has signed as
officer. Col. Oldfield's orders were
transferring to the Air Force in
issued last week.
1948. During World War II he the third sponsor of "Operation
Mr. Fritchey, a newspaperman
new NBC multi-parserved
in public relations for ?iead- Tandem," ticipation
for over 25 years, has served since
for the same advertisers
quarters
commanded
by
Gen.
Omar
over five nights a week sponsorship.
1944 as editor for the New Orleans
Bradley and Field Marshall MontItem, which is affiliated with
Ford's sponsorship will begin
Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 23, on the
WDSU Broadcasting Services, li- gomery.
censee of WDSU-AM-FM-TV New
first half of Screen Director's PlayOrleans. His appointment signifies
house, 10-11 p.m. and includes
WVMI
Biloxi Moves
that the department's top informaDuffy's
Friday,
9:30-10
p.m.; The Tavern,
Man Called
X, Saturday,
tion post will remain in civilian
hands. Mr. Roberts will remain as
8:30-9 p.m.; 6:30-7 p.m. segment
WVMI Biloxi, Miss., last week an- of
The Big Show, Sunday, and the
nounced completion of its move to
deputy assistant to the new information director.
new studios and offices in the local first half of NBC Symphony, MonBroadwater Beach Hotel. Station,
day, 10 p.m.
Mr. Fritchey, who drew a PulitWhitehall Pharmacal Co. and >
zer Prize honorable mention for which affiliates with Progressive
service in 1937, currently is a di- Broadcasting System Nov. 26, also RCA Victor Division of RCA anrevealed that high fidelity transrector of the National Foreign Polnounced their participation in "Operation Tandem" three weeks ago.
icy Assn. and president of the New
mission equipment and MagnecorJ.
Walter
Thompson Co. is the
Orleans Foreign Policy Assn. He
der tape recorders had been installed in the new studios.
agency for Ford Motor Co.
began his executive newspaper career as managing editor of the
Baltimore Post in 1931. In 1934 he
served with the Cleveland Press.
BARE
Before 1930 he was with the Post
,
NEED
MORE
•A UTTie
as assistant city editor and with
the Pittsburgh Press. He is a native of Bellefontaine, Ohio.
COVERAGE?
Former Assignment
Mr. Roberts has been acting information director of the Defense
Dept. since last February, when he
succeeded William Frye, who began
a European tour of service. Previously Mr. Roberts was public
relations director for the Mayflower
Hotel in Washington.
Aside from retaining control of
the Defense Dept.'s news flow in
civilian hands, the appointment of
Mr. Fritchey also pointed up the
department's present consideration
of overall central policy with respect to information needs. Since
unification went into effect in
March 1949, the department gradually has decentralized its top-level
operation, laying greater emphasis
on functions of individual branches.
Smart advertisers know from experience that KFYR's almostSecretary Marshall's office has
incredible coverage, coupled with intense listener-loyalty,
been giving added consideration to
realignment of the military inforis a combination that can't be beat for moving merchandise
mation structure, which already
from dealers' shelves to farm (and city) homes.
has resulted in stepped-up tempo
of operations on the subordinate
KFYR's policy of building programs
military levels. One of the results
has been the increased radio-TV
especially designed for folks of the
KFYR
activity in each branch, particuUpper Midwest pays off at the cash
larly the U. S. Army [Broadcastregister. Ask any John Blair man to
550 KC 5000 WATTS
ing, Oct. 9].
give
you
the
facts.
NBC AFFILIATE
Col. Oldfield's present duties will
consist of interviewing and check-BISMARCK, N. DAK.
ing potential inductees and reBROADCASTING
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KANSAS
CITY, MISSOURI
Promotion-wise
get a lor, . more
just-air-time
;ou put a show on the air on KCMO.You Yessir
. KCMOthan backs
you up when
^^ith
plentj
of
powerful
promotion.
First
off,
there's
KCMO's
monthlj
newspaper,
the
8-TEN
SIGNAL,
a
program
promoting
journal
that
goes
not
only
listeners . . . but to retailers in this area as well. Retailer s copies have specialto
product merchandising
included!the Indailyaddition
to this, there's a regular
schedule
plugs." sheers
Then
there's
dry
and
country'of "air
newspapers
throughout
Mid-America.advertising
In fact, offor programs
the last 2 inyears,
KCMO recei%ed the ABC "Outslanding Audience Promofioir" Award!
Power
- WIS6sigtialKCMO
and only 50/)00
wait
station.
Our powerful
reaches is(inside
farKansas
and thewideCity's
overcatMid-America,
blanketing
213 farm-and-faaory-rich
counties
measured
'2 m\. contour
area.)
Indicative
of
KCMO's
power
at
810
kilocycles
is
a
phenomenal
mail
pull
from
470
counticj" in 6 home sutes . . , plus mail from 22 other sutes not evtn
tabulated,

station that sponsors the sponsor
Creofer Konsos Ci
f»\ n
• * • in Mid'Amertca

Pr09rOni**WiS6
Like listening.
any sectorKCMO-satisfies
of the countrj'. Mid-tastes
America
has
itsa wide
own range
specificof tastes
radio
...
with
locallyinproduced
shows and a selection of these
programs from
the ABC net. For News, it's Harold Mack, Leon E>ecker and Jim Monroe; for
Sports,
Tony ^X'illiams; for Women's Programs, Anne Hayes; for Agricultural
Reports.
listeners. Jack Jackson. Naturally, KCMO tops the list with Mid-America
Sales-wise
one mdlranon
a
to whether
are getting action ...or isnotmailyourpullprograms
results. Here
are ^- - , . rsome
facts 'nprograms,
figures showing recent results
on KCMO
- > , ^,
HiiTaiiiv Ml-r PARAF^F ...ecordDal show
Stal- _ ^ , -i- ~ ■ . - V

some

Cover f/te llHetropolitan
Areos of Missouri and
Amerita with K^jyiQ
Kansas plus Rural
liHidQieDoesfi- ... i„ Mid - America
ONE
ONE (etspotofoncalltheIcttfrri.
dial
ONE notion
rate cord ONE
Gieater
Kansas Oiy' S 950,550.000
Sc Joseph
97,400.000
Topeka
IM.OOO.OOO

J 199.580,000
23,150.000
32.100.000

785.!>O0.OO0 5127,400.000
403.630.000
1.623.720,000 3''O,270,OOO
55.000.000
S3.3n,790,000
69.110.000
494.860,000
Nebnslu 2,397,500.000
62,860,000
1.2 54.440.000
288,230.000 39,700.000
Oklahoma
1.694.760.000
Arlcaasas 1,045,000,000
223,728,000 34.800.000
TotaltiMtiniez
6 Staici Irom
511,333.210.000
ibirre
mS-tSSO Censumtr52,566,618,000
Ktitels Stttiea, S38S.870.OO0
Sltndtrd Kait ind 3.254,500
D»l*.
KANSAS
CITY

3,945.000
1.953.000
2,624.000
2.352,000
1.297,000
1.923.000
14,094.000

142,753
253,003
220.252
174.405
114,765
208i>57
1,114,135

6, MISSOURI

50,000 WATTS

time

6 o I i c ABCMegacycle!'
for
KCMO-FM-94.9
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buyers

travel

to

get
278 radio stations ran Service-Ads
to supplement and expand their
listings in the monthly 1949 issues
of SEDS Radio and TV Sections.

information
like

Drue Sale* fUdio219.520
Horati Pcpulitioo
M7J70.000
816.700
5.220,000
5.080.000 21.210
24.590 103.000
1 14,200

this
But not when it's at their finger-tips
for ALL buyers of time to see.

An important agency time buyer says, "The markets to be developed for any
account by radio advertising are selected jointly by agency and client. Say vpe start
in Minnesota and the only information we have is from a small station up there.
Then I have to go up there personally and talk with the stations and people to find
out which are good and which are not good for us."
"There's no substitute for such first-hand field surveys, but they take time, cost
money, and only a few buyers of time find it possible to work that way.

make the inforSo it's a boon to buyers when stations like Kansas City's KCMO
mation they need available in SRDS. Market information. Coverage information.
Audience information. Program information.

SRDS

Note to Broadcasters:
In the SPOT RADIO
PROMOTION HANDBOOK buyers of time
describe what they
want to know about
stations. Copies at
$1.00.

When you're comparing stations, check the station Service- Ads as well as the station listings in the Radio Section of SRDS and the market listings in SRDS CONSUMER MARKETS. They may save you much further searching for information
you want.

STANDARD

RATE

&

DATA

SERVICE

The National AufhorHy
• Serving the Media-Buying Function
Walter E. Botthof, Publisher
NEW YORK

jlROADCASTING

333 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, Illinois
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A BIG PIUS

FROM

TAB SPEAKERS
Agenda Set for Dec. Meet]
NOTED
st tion, agency ard!

WIBG

CAR CARDS

Car Cards . . . Big eye-catching posters publicizing WIBG programs — wifh
sponsor credii — appear regularly
throughout the year on street cars
covering the city.

Billboards . . . Over the entire area
of the Philadelphia Market, hardhitting, colorful 24-Sheet Posters promote WIBG features.

Direct Mail . . . Attractive, well-designed broadsides go out regularly
to selected dealer lists, spotlighting a
specific
sponsor'sstore
campaign
and urging aggressive
cooperation.
ON WIBG YOUR CLIENTS GET
A BIG BONUS OF VIGOROUS
SPONSOR-PROMOTION!

WIBG
DIAL

990

10,000 WATTS
PHILADELPHIA'S
MOST POWERFUL
INDEPENDENT
REPRESENTED BY
ADAM
Page 38
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EVIDENTLY the grapplers believe this is open season on sports announcers.
Several weeks ago, Jim Gibbons of WMAL-TV Washington was routed from
the ringside by a wrestler reported to have been incensed by Mr. Gibbons'
remarks. New England's sequel has Arthur Flynn, sportscaster of WLAW
Lawrence, Mass., being heinously assaulted by Wrestler Angeleo Cistoldi (the
obviously infuriated gentleman in trunks) who either didn't like Mr. Flynn's
looks or broadcast. Mr. Flynn, one-time world amateur welterweight titlist.
New England professional middleweight champion, and professional wrestler,
escaped unharmed after valiant police and handlers finally succeeded in
pulling Wrestler Cistoldi away.
'
On

All Accounts

(Continued from -page 12)
Baltimore for its client Brock
Candy Co. Later it produced spots
for Brock and for H. W. Lay & Co.
(potato chips) on WSB-TV Atlanta. In 1949 it produced the Baptist Radio Hour, half-hour Sunday
afternoon program on 120 ABC stations, plus 57 spot stations. Other
clients using radio spots and /or
programs include National NuGrape Co., and the agency is presently testing a half-hour kid quiz
show for Brock on WSM-TV Nashville.
As for choosing the Atlanta location, Pete says it wasn't too difficult
to see even 11 years ago that Atlanta would become the center of
the fast-developing advertising industry in the south. When asked
how the advertising business there
compares with New York, he notes
"one main difference is that the
half-million-dollar-or-over accounts
in our section are few and far between. Our average account is in
the $50,000 class, usually with sectional distribution and sales rather
than national. Of course, if with our
help it can gradually go national,
that's swell — and it sometimes hapBorn in West Virginia
Carroll Kalbaugh Liller was born
May
11, 1903— or 1904— in Keyser,
pens."
W. Va. His mother's family Bible
shows the date as 1903; the county
courthouse records show 1904. In
his teens, Pete says, he used the
1903 date, "but as I grow older I'm
inclined to accept 1904."
Pete worked toward an AB at
the University of Pittsburgh, transferring to the U. of Pennsylvania
in his senior year. He quit a few
months short of a degree to get
married and go to work. He has
one son, Kill, by his first wife, now

deceased. Bill graduated from
Harvard last year and is now working on his PhD in astronomy at the
U. of Michigan. The present Mrs.
Liller — formerly Ruth King — is an
Atlanta girl, "so it looks like I'}n
here to stay," says Pete.
W.

D. LOUGHUN
Pioneer Experimenter Dies
WILLIAM D. LOUGHLIN, 57, one
of the early experimenters in radio,
and board chairman of Boonton
Radio Corp., Boonton, N. J., died
in the Community Medical Group
there Nov. 12, following an illness
of several months.
While a student at St. Joseph's
College, Philadelphia, where he received an A.B. degree in 1912, Mr.
Loughlin designed, built and operated a5 kw wireless station. His
work led to the government granting the college one of the first
"experimental licenses," authorizing wireless telegraphy research
and development under the call
letters 3XJ.
Following work with the U. S.
Naval Laboratory in Philadelphia,
Mr. Loughlin joined Radio Frequency Laboratories at Boonton in
1923 as a radio engineer concerned
with the research and development
in RF circuit and tube design for
radio receivers. He became vice
president and director in 1928 and
president in 1931. After the sale
in 1934 of numerous RFL patents
to RCA, he formed Boonton Radio
Corp. to develop, design, and manufacture precision measuring instruments, such as the Q-meter.
He is survived by his widow,
Mrs. Agnes Quinn Loughlin; a
daughter, Helen L.; a son, Robert
W., and a sister, Mrs. Florence
Stanton of Philadelphia.

government officials will address '
the
of the Te'esseestate
Assn.convention
of Broadcasters
me
ing at the Andrew Jackson Hotel
in Nashville Dec. 6, according to
an agenda released by TAB last ,
week [Broadcasting, Nov. 13]. '
J. H. E. Davis, vice president of
Foote, Cone & Belding, will high- 1
light an afternoon business session with a discussion of "The Outlook for Radio in the Coming Year."
Hugh
Higgins,
acting Bureau,
directorwil]ol
Broadcast
Advertising
show a slide film, "How to Pick a
Winner," at the same meeting. Mr.
Higgins also will address TAB in
a merchandising and promotioD
session that morning.
Other topics set, with F. C.
Sowell, WLAC Nashville, presiding
at sessions, include small markets'
panel (members — T. B. Baker
WKDA Nashville; Cliff Goodman
WETB Johnson City; Frank S.
Proctor, WTJS Jackson; Frank
Armstrong, WDSG Dyersburg; and
R. M. McKay, WKRM Columbia I.;
"A Newcomer's Analysis of Radio,'with Paul Mountcastle, owner
WROL Knoxville, as speaker
"Trials and Tribulations of Fii
Weeks of Viedo Operation," wi
John H. DeWitt, president, WSMAM-TV Nashville. Messrs. Mount
castle and DeWitt will address tht
luncheon party.
Following sessions dealing witl
resolutions and election of officei:
and directors for 1951, the associa
tion will adjourn for cocktails arc
dinner. Featured speakers at tin
TAB dinner will be Hoyt B. Wootei:
WREC of Memphis,
discussing
Voice
America vs.
the Voice"Tlio:
Russia," and Charter Heslep, ra
dio-TV director. Atomic Energj
Commission, on "Radio's Responsibility in the National Defense."
WSMI ON AIR
Is Mid-Illinois' Newest
WSMI Litchfield, 111., owned bj
Mid-Illinois Broadcasting Co. am
operating on 1540 kc with 1
daytime,
is downstate
est
station.
Debut on Illinois'
Nov. 1 new
was
mai'ked by ceremonies attended h)
civic and business leaders. Event
were held at main studios servini
Litchfield-Hillsboro and at Carlin
ville studios on the Blackburn Col
legeDevoting
campus. a share of its program
ming to rural listeners, WSMI ala
is providing daily news from Car
linville as well as programs origi
nating from the college. Key exea
utives include Hayward L. Tal
ley, president; Thomas F. Paytoi
Jr., executive vice president am
director of engineering, and Owe];
Lackey
manager. Jr., Carlinville studios;
PROGRESSIVE Broadcasting Systen
due to start network operations Noi
26, announces it has signed contract
with INS and UP for 24-hour schedul
of news.
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Maxwell Kelch, owner and General Manager of the Nevada Broadcasting Company, at the controls of the new Collins 20V one-kilowatt
AM transmitter. At his left, J. E. Tapp, head of T & T Radio Measurements Company and KENO's Consulting Engineer. Back of Mr. Tapp
is the phasing equipment in matching cabinet.

Maxwell Kelcb

Owners of Collins equipped stations on the way up
usually re-order Collins when they receive a grant to
increase power.
They have had day by day experience with this
soundly engineered equipment, and over the years have
come to recognize its absolute reliability as an important ingredient of success.
Call your nearest Collins representative whenever you
need anything for AM or FM broadcasting. He's a good
man to keep in touch with.

Home of KENO, La's Vegas, Nevada

s

CED

TAX

PROPOSALS

A TEMPORARY 15% defense profits tax on all corporations, plus individual income tax increases and
subsequent boost in excise levies,
would
"less
serve toberaise
as inequitable"
much revenue and
as
proposed excess profits taxes, the
Research and Policy Committee of
the Committee for Economic Development asserted last Wednesday.
The committee, which has opposed excess profits legislation, issued its statement as the House
Ways and Means Committee opened
hearings on the controversial issue
(see separate story this issue). The
policy statement was titled, "Paying for Defense."
The committee, stressing the
need for a "pay-as-you-go" program during the period of adjustment in the tax structure, outlined
its own plan to permit increases in
production while raising additional
revenue and checking inflation.
Corporate and individual tax
boosts urged by the committee
would go into effect Jan. 1, 1951,
while excise tax revision would
take effect later in the year to
meet higher military expenditures
expected in the last half of 1951.
Committee Recommendation
The committee recommended
prompt action to (1) revise the
corporate profits tax so that it
consists of a basic rate of 38%
(18% on profits under $25,000)
plus a defense profits levy at a
flat rate on all coi-porate profits,
and (2) levy an additional "defense" tax on individual income
payments (at a flat percentage
rate on net income in excess of
exemption and the present tax).
The essential difference between
the defense and excess profits tax
proposals, the committee noted, is
that the former "imposes an additional tax on all profits, while the
second imposes a necessarily higher
tax on a part of profits."
The committee's suggested 15%
defense profits rate was based on
expected $62 billion expenditures
(military and non-military) and
corporate profits of $40 billion during 1951. The group feels this

would yield about $3 billion more
than the present profits tax and
leave profits after taxes of $19 billion— "almost exactly the average
profits
after the tax
1947-49."
The committee
alsoof felt
that defense profits legislation would be
much easier to administer since it
"does not involve interminable argument about the 'normality' of
some historical base period." Additional y, it added, the tax would
serve as "less of a handicap to new
and growing business."
The radio-TV industry has evidenced mounting concern over this
latter issue, involving a suggested
base period which may prove to
work a hardship on it unless some
GOVERNOR
PYLE
Polls 99,203 Votes
HOWARD PYLE, vice president
and program director of KTAR
Phoenix, elected Arizona's first Republican governor since 1930, takes
office Jan. 1. He polled 99,203 votes
in the Nov. 7 election, winning by
3,123 over his
Democrat opponent, Mrs. Ana
Frohmiller, state
auditor for more
than 20 years.
Mr. Pyle is 44
years old, married
and the father of
two daughters.
Although he is
taking
leave of
Mr. Pyle
absence from
KTAR for two
years, Mr. Pyle will continue to be
associated with production and
presentation of the annual Grand
Canyon Easter Sunrise Service released over that station, NBC and
to Armed Forces Radio Service.
He co-founded the broadcast 17
years ago.
Mr. Pyle did a series of broadcasts from the United Nations Conference in San Francisco in 1945
and later was accredited to the
Pacific as a war correspondent.
This is his first venture in politics.

News every hour on the hour
Only one newscast now avai
able across the board.
For further information call Devney & Compony, Murray Hill
7-5365,

WMTR
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NOW

1000 WATTS

%TUOiO:
morristown,
N.J.

Opposes

Excess

Levy

relief provision is included.
The extremely high marginal rate
of an excess profits tax "is in direct
conflict with the nation's need for
maximum efficiency in production
at all times, and especially now,"
the committee declared. "The fact
that excess profits legislation was
an incentive to extravagant expenditure for travel and advertising
was a national joke and a national
scandal
during theoflast
Five members
thewar."
Research
and Policy Committee, composed of
34 businessmen and headed by
Meyer Kestnbaum, Hart, Schaffner
& Marx, dissented from the group's
corporate tax recommendations
while opposing excess profits taxes.
They felt a corporate profits tax
is much less anti-inflationary than
other kinds of taxation "because
it reduces savings, retards production and encourages waste and
higher costs." Additional revenue
can be raised "in ways less damaging to the nation, including
higher excise taxes," they added.
To combat inflation, the full committee also proposed a six-step program: (1) clear location of responsibility within government for
formulating a balanced program;
(2) realistic policies with respect
to non-military expenditures of
government in view of expanding
military requirements; (3) a workable plan for achieving more economy in military expenditures; (4)
a program to promote savings; (5)
a policy to limit expansion of
money supply and bank credit; (6)
a tax policy appropriate to the
needs of a defense economy.
Members of the committee include Gardner Cowles, president of
the Cowles stations (KRNT Des
Moines, Iowa; WCOP Boston;
WNAX Yankton, S. D) ; Philip L.
Graham, president and publisher,
Washington Post (WTOP-AM-TVFM Washington) ; Philip D. Reed,
chairman of the board of General
Electric Co.

RCA STOCK AGENTS
Name Midwest Firms
RCA HAS appointed the First
National Bank of Chicago as cotransfer agent, and the City National Bank and Trust as coregistrar for the common and first
preferred stocks, effective March 1,
19.51, in order to accommodate
RCA's midwestern stockholders.
The Corporation Trust Co., acting as transfer agency, and the
Chase National Bank, New York,
and the New York Trust Co., registrars for the preferred and common stocks, respectively, continue
to serve RCA in New York.

FC&B NAMES
Whitney, Delano to New Posh
IN A MOVE to meet the increased
volume of business of the Foote,
Cone & Belding New York office,
Elwood Whitney, vice president
and art director, has been elected
executive vice president, and Frank.
Delano, vice president, has been
appointed executive assistant tc
Mr. Belding, Don Belding, president of the agency, announced last
week.
Mr. Whitney will join with Wil-,
liam E. Berchtold, executive vice*"
president since 1946, in the account management responsibility
of the New York office.
M. P. Franceschi continues as*
vice president and general man-j
ager of the New York office in addition to his duties as president of
Foote,
tional. Cone & Belding Interna-

Mr. Whitney

Mr. Delano

Mr. Franceschi

Mr. Berchtold

LIBEL ACTION
Filed Against 'Red Channels'
LIBEL action against Red Channels publishers, American Business
Consultants Inc., which also pub-:
lishes the weekly newsletter Coun-\
terattack, was filed in the Ne\\
York Supreme Court Nov. 14 bj
Arthur Garfield Hayes as attornej
for Pert Kelton, radio-TV actress
and Ralph Bell, radio actor, whc
are both listed in Red Channels.
The complaint alleges that Miss
Kelton and Mr. Bell were falselj
represented as being "dupes" anc
"fellow travelers."
■

Standard inRate's
STARTING
January,Titles
Standard '
Rate & Data Service will issue its
publications under new covers, eacl
with a title designed to identify i1
instantly with the media listings
it contains. In the broadcasting
field the new titles will be Radio ,
Advertising Rates & Data and Television Advertising Rates & Date ]
Issuance dates will remain the j
same: Radio and television the]
first of each month.

WJR Detroit awarded bronze, "Oscar
of Industry," trophy for having best
annualtry.report
indusAward wasin^broadcasting
made by independent
board of judges for Financial Wo7-ld
magazine.
BROADCASTING
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MAIL DRIVE
Holiday Reminders Being Used
POST OFFICE department is cooperating in a four-program "mail
early"
campaign over Mutual's
Sunday.
Washington Report, 2:45-3 p.m.

|HER SPECIALTY
I
WBNS Airs 'Lady on Spot'
Irt'BNS Columbus' Mrs. Leonard
Stern, better known as Eliza Robots, has been a "lady on a spot"
for the past seven
years
minded andit hasn't
a bit.
In fact, it has
proved a profitable financial circumstance for
both her and the
station.
Since June 15,
1943, Mrs. Stern
has been at
Mrs. Stern
WBNS studios
?ach day at 7 :30 a.m. to broadcast
I one-minute spot announcement
'or the Roberts shoe store. Acbustomed to the usual procedure
;3f transcribed anouncements, many
,'adio listeners are surprised to
earn that the store's spot is, inieed, quite "live." Her familiar
wice is heard every morning be;ween Irwin Johnson's Early Worm
Drogram
and home
Chet Long's
She
returns
at 7:45.newscast.
When Mrs. Stern first undertook
•ler venture, she aired announceKents at noon and 10:15 p.m. on
ro other Columbus stations, supplementing the WBNS routine, a
pattern she followed for three
/ears. The seven-year radio veteran
las never been late or missed the
'spot." An announcer reads her
;opy while she vacations. Mrs.
Stern originally was hired by Store
Dwner Herbert Roberts and given
;he radio name of "Eliza Roberts"
after she had suggested a woman
night present his commercials
more effectively. She is married to
a Columbus attorney.

PREPARING to mail folders to 62,000 telephone subscribers in Nashville
are these WLAC announcers. Setting off the fall promotion campaign are
(I to r): Seated, Audrey Clevenger and Mary Manning; standing. Gene Nobles,
Poul Oliphant, John Richbourg, Bob Larimer, Herman Grizzard, Bill Johnson,
Tim Sanders, Charlie Roberts and Wilson McCartney. The two-color folder
contains photos of 23 CBS stars and WLAC's complete program log.

First of the series was heard
Nov. 5 on the subject "American
Ships Carry
The Mail" and
presented
in cooperation
with was
the
National Federation of American
Shipping, which paid for the time.
Program was on overseas mailing.
Second program, Nov. 19 takes
subject "American Railroads Carry
the Mail" and is sponsored by the
Assn. of American Railroads. It
will be carried by WNYC New York
as well as MBS. Third is on "Airlines Carry the Mail" and is sponsored by privately owned airlines.
All three programs were scripted
by Larry Farmer. The fourth program will cover the operation of
the Post Office Department during
the Christmas mailing rush.

Closes Atlanta Office
EDWARD PETRY & Co. Inc. closed
ts Atlanta office effective Nov. 10,
reassigning the eastern part and
;vestern part of the southeast territory to its New York and St.
iLouis offices, respectively. An execijtive of the firm said the reason
'■-.or closing is that a high percentage of accounts serviced by the At; anta office were as close or closer
:o the New York office. Charles
jrisham, who headed the Atlanta
office of the firm, has not announced
liis future plans.
jNew KGER Building
!3PEN HOUSE dedicating a new
-wo-story building, containing stuiios and office space for KGER
^ong Beach, Calif., on Nov. 4
;Broadcasting, Nov. 6], featured
i three-hour broadcast. Erected at
i cost of about $50,000, the building
las a 3,800-sq.-ft. area. Included
ire two major studios, newsroom,
•ontrol room, general office and
several smaller offices. The 5 kw
station is owned by John Brown
Schools of California Inc., Long
Beach. Dr. John E. Brown is presilent and Galen 0. Gilbert, general
manager.
IBROADCASTING

Youni be Sreen ^/^/^ ^j^^y
if you miss the advertising deadline for
the 1951 YEARBOOK

now in preparation.

Regular rates apply. For preferred positions call any Broadcasting • Telecasting
office.
WASHINGTON
870 National Press Bldg.
MEtropolitan 1022
Maury Long,
Business Manager

• Telecasting

NEW YORK
488 Mad ison Aye.
PLaza 5-8354
S. J. Paul,
Advertising Director

CHICAGO
360 N. Michigan Ave.
CEntral 6-4115
William L. Thompson,
Manager

HOLLYWOOD
Taft Building
HEmpstead 8181
David Glickman
Manager
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AT NAB DISTRICT 5 meeting (I to r): Front row, Keith Kiggins, Edward Petry
& Co.; John Outler, WSB Atlanta; Harold Danforth, WDBO Orlando; Bert
Bank, NYTBC Tuscaloosa. Back row, James Bailey, WAGA Atlanta; Harry
Camp, WQAM Miami; Happy Quarles, WRGA Rome; Maurice B. Mitchell,
Associated Program Service.
Green B. Adair, WGST Atlanta;
Gaines Allen, MCA, New York; James
E. Bailey, WAGA Atlanta; Bert Banks,
WTBC Tuscaloosa, Ala.; Marcus Bartlett, WSB-AM-TV Atlanta; Charles A.
Batson, NAB, Washington; Fred Bell,
The Katz Agency, Atlanta; Jim Biggers Jr., WRBL Columbus, Ga.; J. W.
Blackburn, Blackburn-Hamilton Co.,
Washington; J. Allen Brown, WLOF
Orlando, Fla.; Lee S. BuUis, WULA
Eufaula, Ala.; Harry Camp, WQAM
Miami, Fla.; Sam Carter, World Broadcasting System Inc., Atlanta; L. H.
Christian, WRFC Athens, Ga.; Charles
C. Coleman, Avery-Knodel Inc., Atlanta; Lem Coley, WRFS Alexander

KSWM
JO PLI N, MO.
REACHES 446,600
PERSONS WHO SPENP...
$285.55QOOO ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/

NAB

CAUGHT UNAWARES at NAB District 5 meeting were these Sigma Nu
brothers, with Gov. Herman Talmadge of Georgia (I to r): Edgar Kobak, WTWA
Thomson, Ga.; Jack Fulwiler, J. Walter Thompson Co.; Gov. Talmadge;
Edgar Kobak Jr., WTWA; Allen M. Woodall, WDAK Columbus; W. C. Woodall
Jr. WDWD Dawson.

District 5 Registration, Atlanta, Ga.,
[Broadcasting, Nov. 13]

City, Ala.; Henry Curth, WSB-AM-TV
Atlanta.
Harold P. Danforth. WDBO Orlando,
Fla.; William B, Davies, WBLJ Dalton,
Ga.; R. P. Doherty. NAB, Washington;
W. Wright Esch, WMFJ Daytona Beach,
Fla.; BillB. Estes,
Atlanta;
William
Farrar,WSB-AM-TV
WETA Summerville,
Ga.; Mortimer H. Freeman, attorney,
Atlanta; W. R. Frier, WBHF Cartersville, Ga.;
Fulton,
Atlanta; J. B.John
Fuqua,
WJBFWGST
Augusta
Ga.; L. M. George, WGQC Albany, Ga.
Tom Gilchrist, WTMC Ocala, Fla.
Frank
WSB-AM-TV
Atlanta
Olyn L. Gaither,
Gee, WDWD
Dawson, Ga.;
Bob
Gerson, WSB-AM-TV Atlanta; Henry
A. Gillespie. RCA Thesaurus, Atlanta;
George Gingell, WRBL Columbus, Ga.
Richard N. Hunter, George P. Hollingbery Co., Atlanta; Harry Harkins,
The
Atlanta;
G. P.WBRC
Hamann Katz
and Agency,
Eloise Smith
Hanna,
Birmingham, Ala.; John Hart, WBIR,
Knoxville; Carl Haverlin, BMI, New
York; J. C. Henderson WRLD West
Point, Ga.; J. W. Hicks. WCOS Columbia,ham;S. C;
BirmingW. W. Thad
Hunt,Holt,
WSFAWAPI
Montgomery,
Ala.; Robert L. Irwin, Dow, Lohnes &
Aibertson,
Washington;
John Ga.;
W. Jacobs Jr., WDUN
Gainesville,
Ed.
Johnson, WRBL Columbus, Ga.; Henry
P. Johnston, WSGN Birmingham, Ala.;
F. J. Kelly, WTSP St. Petersburg, Fla.;
Keith Kiggins, Edward Petry & Co.,
New York; Pat King, WRBL Columbus,

Nov. 9-10

Ga.; Joe E. Kingry, WEAR Pensacola,
Fla.; Dorothy
lanta; Wm. T. Kirby,
KnightWSB-AM-TV
Jr., WTOC AtSavanna;
Edgar
Kobak
and
bak Jr.. WTWA Thomson,Edgar
Ga. H. KoJay H. Lamb Jr., WRLD West Point,
Ga.; Maury
Washington; Bert Long,
Lown, Broadcasting,
Associated Program
Service,Carthy,
New
York;
Elizabeth
McWGST Atlanta; James F. Mann,
WLAQ ciated
Rome,
H. R. Mason,
Press, Ga.;
Montgomery,
Ala.;AssoBill
Massie, WDAK Columbus, Ga.; Justin
Miller, NAB, Washington; Maurice B.
Mitchell Associated Program Service,
New York; L. S. Mitchell, WDAE Tampa, bus,
Fla.;Ga.;Louise
Morris, Morris,
WDAK ColumW. Newton
WMLT
Dublin, Ga.; Sam Morton, Associated
Press, Jacksonville, Fla.; Lee Mowry
Jr., WLAQ
Rome, Ga.;
WLAG
LaGrange,
Ga.; Edwin
Gregg Mullinax,
Murphy,
The Katz
Agency,
Atlanta;
Nelson, ASCAP. Atlanta; John David
M. Outler
Jr., WSB-AM-TV Atlanta; Bernice M.
O'Conner, O'Conner Radio Surveys,
Knoxville; Dorsey Owings, BMI, New
York; con,Charles
Pittman,
Ga.; Rex W.
Rand,
RCA, WBML
Atlanta;Ma-B.
W. Randa, WHBS Huntsville, Ala.;
Robert K. Richards, NAB, WashingGa. ton; W. Ray Ringson, WRDW Augusta,
Paul Sanford, WGST Atlanta; Thomas
W. Sewell, WMGY Montgomery, Ala.;
Alex Sherwood, Standard Radio, New
York; David E. Smiley, WDAE Tampa,

Fla .; Hugh M. Smith. WCOV
gomery, Ala.; Jerry Stone, WNDB
Daytona Beach, Fla.; George B. Stover,
WAGA-TV Atlanta; BUI Stubblefield,
Capitol Transcriptions, Atlanta; James
S. Stowers Jr., WGTA Summerville.
Ga.; George R. Swearingen Jr., Weed
& Co., Atlanta; F. W. (Duck) Sweatman
Jr., Tate,
Headley-Reed
Co., Atlanta;
E. Arthur
WALB Albany,
Ga.; Vic
Vickery,
SESAC,
New
York.
A. D. Willard, WGAC Augusta, Ga.;
Allen M. Woodall, WDAK Columbus,
Ga.; Jim Woodrufe Jr., WRBL Columbus, Ga.; W. C. Woodall Jr., WDWD
Dawson, Ga.; Walter M. Windsor,
WGBA Columbus, Ga.; James M. Wade,
Free & Peters Inc., Atlanta; J. Gordon
Young, WRBL Columbus, Ga.; Bill
Young, Lang-Worth, New York.
W//G RENAMED
Heads N. Y. AP Group
GUNNAR WIIG, manager, WHEC
Rochester, was elected to his third
term as president of New York
State Associated Press Broadcasters Assn. at the radio group's
third
annual meeting in Rochester
Nov. 13.
The association also re-elected
Jim Healy, WOKO Albany, to vice
president and named three directors: Tom Brown, WGVA Geneva;
Bernard Buck, WNYC New York,
nectady.
and William Meenam, WGY ScheAppointees for the 1950-51 continuing study committee included:
Kenn ardThorpe,
WRUN Poughkeepsie;
Uticaj RichCrans, WKIP
Gordon Ridenour, WELM Elmira;
Glenn Williams, WAGE Syracuse
and sports, Lowell MacMillan,
WHEC Rochester.
Speaker at the broadcasters dinner was Lawrence E. Walsh, counsel to Gov. Thomas E. Dewey.

The small map above shows
airline milea to nearest metropolitan centers, asourint:
nnduplicated CBS service to
the KSWM audience.
Now in its fifth year of service,
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.

SAG
CBS

in

JO
PLI
N, MO.
Nationally Represented by
William G. Rambeau Co.
Austin A. Harrison, Pres.
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BIRMINGHAM broodcasters at NAB Atlanta meeting (I to r): G. P. Hamann,
WBRC; Thad Holt, WAPI; Eloise Smith Hanna, WBRC; Henry P. Johnston,
WSGN.

Re-elects Reagan

RONALD REAGAN was re-elected
president of Screen Actors Guild
at its annual membership meeting
Nov. 12. Other officers elected were
William Holden, first vice president; Dana Andrews, second vice
president; Paul Harvey, third vice
president; Lee Bowman, recording
secretary; George Chandler, treas-
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G H E S T

FOR

Precision

for

nUagnetic

HIGH-FIDELITY

Tape

Recorder

Professional

Use

The Jury of Award for the 12th
Annual Electrical Manufacturing
Products Design Competition selected Ampex Model 300 as an outstonding achievement in product
development, design and engineering.
We at Ampex were more than
delighted to find our name in the
winning group which included four
other manufacturers receiving similar top-flight awards.
During the past several months
Model 300 has; performance-wise,
just about revolutionized magnetic
tape recording standards throughout the world of entertainment as
well as in scientific research. Write
for Model 300 specifications and
the address of your nearest Ampex
distributor.
fOR fUU DSTAILS Of AWARD read October (!950) Product Design Issue of
Eleclrkal Manufacluting Magatine.
HIGHEST

ACHIEVEMENT

in
INTEGRATED

DESIGN!

MODE

MAGNETIC
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EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTI

CARLOS RAMIREZ
Internationally popular
baritone — MGM, La
Scala, radio, television.

FRANKIE CARLE
"The Golden Touch'
deftly applied to pop donct
tunes and piano solos

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

JACK LAWRENCE
One of America's leading songwriters in an
informal vocal recital.

RAY ANTHONY
Dancing America hails
new star — full-throated ,
melody and a solid beat.

PATTI PAGE
"That Singing Rage, Miss
Patti Page" — song stylist in the modern mode.

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

^ EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

SHEP FIELDS
Rippling Rhythm in a
Tiffany setting — a glorifitation of dance music.

TITO GUIZAR
Colorful interpretations
of his native songs from
South of the Border.

CONNIE HAINES
Songs in the inimitable
Haines' manner. Backed
by Russ Case Orchestra.

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH j

EXCLUSIVcLY LAN6-W0RTH
Aft

11

THE 4 KNIGHTS
Radio's most versatile
Negro group — pops,
spirituals, rock-rhythm.

EVALYN TYNER
"The First Lady of the
Piano" Classics in
jazz and jazz classics.

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

RED NICHOLS
Authentic Dixie interpreted by"Red Nichols
and His Five Pennies."

TONY PASTOR
Tony, with Rosemary
Clooney and a solid band
— music that satisfies.

EUGENIE BAIRD
Paul Whiteman's protege
presented in popular
song hits with D'Artega.

THE AIRLANE TRIO
Hammond, accordion,
guitar — memory runes,
novelties, standard pops.

RUSS CASE
Conductor: The Russ Case
Orchestra. Pop standards in concert dance.

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

LENNY HERMAN
"The Mightiest Little Band
in the Land" — home*
spuns, novelties, pops.

DICK BROWN
Good looks and a way
with a song — romantic
portraits in melody.

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

HENRY JEROME
Sparkfing insfrumenta/s
and vocals tailored for
fileatant listening.

TEDDY POWELL
New sound and conception— the current vogue
in dancing-listening music.

HENRY BUSSE
The O/' Master of muted
horn and shuffle rhythm
leads his greatest band.

BLUE BARRON
Buoyant, rhythmic presentations of"Music of
Yesterday and Today."

CHUCKin the
FOSTER
"Music
Foster
Fashion" is synonymous
with rhythm that pleases.

1

THE RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE
Foy Willing and his singing Riders occupy
the top rung of Western popularity ladder
— motion pictures, radio and television.

JACK SHAINDLIN
Director, The Silver
Strings — Aiarch of Time
and motion pictures.

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

D'ARTEGA
THE EMILE COTE GLEE CLUB
Radio's leading male singing group — 300
songs. Emile Cote also directs The Cavaltade
Chorus, Chapel Choir and t-W Choristers.

ITS

ALLAN JONES
International singing star
of Broadway, Hollywood
and Concert Stage.

TIiXG!

The following announcement
appeared
Broadcasting, October 23,
1950:

in

'Lang-Worth's program serv
ice of NEW 8 '
transcriptions is completed
,
now available at
leading broadcasting stations
,"

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

ALAN DALE
America's favorite
heartthrob among this
season's singing stars.

TONI ARDEN
From cradle to stardom,
"our Toni," a Lang-Worth
exclusive all the way-

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

BROADCASTER

: Loaded with
exclusive star-studded
talent, unique
production aids, sure-fire sale
s "gimmicks"
and outstanding program
scripts ... the
NEW Lang-Worth is a
vital ally to
your Sales Department.
TO THE

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

WORTH

RliPEA

TO THE

Conductor: "Cavalcade of
Music" and Lang-Worth's
Symphony Orchestra.

VAUGHN MONROE
America's No. I dance
band — starred in pictures, radio, television.

AGENCY:

Top stars in

THE GAY BLAZERS
C/ose-hormon/ "bathos ballads" and Gay
Nineties novelties — songs, from Yesterday's Hit
Parade, sung with tears or boisterous gusto.

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

top-rated Network Calibr
e
at Local Station Cost... now Programs
available on brand

NEW

8 '

transcriptions. This
guarantees
hriUiant, uniform rep
roduction
EVERY market.

in

<* *
JUANITA HALL
"Bloody Mary of South
Pacific" — dynamic personality projected in song.

EXCLUSIVELY LAlJir

II
A

WEST

ELTON BRITT
Top favorite with hillbilly fans — morion pictures, radio, television.

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

EXCLUSIVELY LANG-WORTH

DEAN HUDSON
Down South they say
"Dean's music is refresh^
'in' OS a mint jwfepf"

AL TRACE
Toe-tapping rhythm,
rib-tickling melody and
corn — in one package.

ORTH

FEATURE
113

JOHNNY THOMPSON
Romantic baritone — unusuof stylings of pop ballads and standard songs.

57th

PROGRAMS,
STREET,

NEW

YORK

Inc.
19,

N. Y.

,\ktwork Calibre Programs at Cocal St alio it Cost

editorial

Freedom Isn't for Sale
TALK ABOUT freedom of the press, and of
radio, is like beating a dead horse to death.
That's the usual retort of most people in authority, who insist there's no longer any issue
on the First Amendment, and that, like spinach
and taxes, it's here to stay.
But publishers and broadcasters, having
learned harsh lessons, are guided by the maxim
of eternal vigilance as the price of liberty.
They know, moreover, that during an emergency the anti-advertising, grade-labeling and
Government-subsidy crusaders get in their
licks. Portents already are visible in proposals to restrict and tax advertising, and to
outlaw institutional campaigns as proper expense, under the guise of labeling them as
lobbying.
There are almost countless means of striking
at these basic freedoms. The oblique approach
is usually used.
Thinking members of the fourth estate are
mindful of this. Ten days ago at Miami Beach,
the annual convention of Sigma Delta Chi,
pi'ofessional journalistic fraternity, was highlighted by a forum on "Is the Press Living Up
to Its Responsibility?" John S. Knight, the
hard-hitting editor and publisher who moderated the panel, significantly included radio and
TV as "the press." He owns WQAM Miami
and part of WIND Chicago, operated in conjunction with two of his four newspapers.
And he conceded that the broadcast media and
news magazines have had a revolutionary influence on newspapers, competing for dollars
and audience alike.
It was in the ensuing discussion, participated
in by such figures as Fairfax Cone, Foote, Cone
& Belding head, and AAAA chairman, and
Frank Starzel, the articulate general manager
of the Associated Press, that the crux of the
never-ending freedom battle evolved.
"Are news media influenced by their advertiser?" Mr. Knight asked.
From Mr. Cone came an unequivocal "no,"
echoed by other panel members. Advertisers,
said the AAAA head, want "responsible" media,
since an "irresponsible press (or radio) would
allow irresponsible advertising, thus reflecting
on good advertising and so rendering it useless."
Mr. Cone mentioned France and Italy as
countries having no independent press, largely
because there is little or no advertising. He
could have added radio as a more pointed example, and he could have mentioned Great
Britain and other European nations where
Government radio is the rule.
Americans are the best informed people in
the world, the panel agreed. That is so because the American media are free — and supported by advertising. It applies the world
over — ^where there's freedom there's competition and enterprise and economic substance.
Austerity-ridden Britain, which continues to
lead the way in Western Europe, is only halffree; it's radio is state-controlled and noncom ercial. Ifit goes semi-commercial under
a dual system (which is the likely recommendation of a new commission studying the
British Broadcasting Corp.) other western nations would follow. Advertising revenue would
build good programs. These would move goods
and speed Britain's sagging industry.
It would help lead the democratic half -world
toward the full recovery from its economic
ills.
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Radio-Active Congress
RADIO WINDS of hurricane force are blowing about Capitol Hill. The forecast is for the
most radio-active Congress of all time.
The color TV issue, and all that it encompasses, the NARBA snarl, and the emergence
on the Congressional scene of legislators who
know their radio and TV, make a full-dress investigation next session almost a certainty.
There are a dozen legislators, swept into
office in the off-year elections, who are identified with the broadcast media. Others, not radio-con ected, are armed for bear.
It's easy to discern that FCC Chairman
Wayne Coy will be in the center of the Congressional cross-fire. There are plentiful indications that he's in a finish-fight with the
opponents of CBS color now, led by RCA-NBC
and backed up by an almost solid phalanx of
manufacturers. Mr. Coy, however, is a commando at legislative combat. It's now a better
than even bet that he'll seek reappointment
when his present term expires June 30. Heretofore ithad been generally felt he would reject
reappointment arid simply fulfill his commitment of three years ago to complete his term.
But wholly aside from the angry color situation, and the Clear Channel fight against the
NARBA agreement signed last Wednesday,
which would jettison existing protection requirements on some clear channels, there are
other reasons for radio activity on the Hill.
The House, for several years quiescent on
radio legislation, except for the rantings of a
few flannel-mouthed minions, may pick up the
investigatory ball. On the scene there will be
Frank T. Bow, former commentator of WPAY
Portsmouth, Ohio, and a lawyer who served as
the last general counsel of the House Select
Committee to Investigate the FCC. He had
made the FCC regulation of radio a campaign
issue. On one occasion he said:
I think Congress should spell out what controls,
if any, the Commission should have over program
content. There should be legislation to prevent
the further encroachment of government into
competition
with industries.
private broadcasters and other
communications
To which most broadcasters and telecasters
must add a lusty Amen.
On the other side of the FCC aisle may be
William Benton, former ageny executive, erstwhile Assistant Secretary of State, and owner
of Muzak, AMP and the Encyclopaedia Britannica. He apparently has won out over his
Republican opponent, Prescott S. Bush, a CBS
director, but a recount is indicated. Either
way the wind blows, there'll be a new "radio
Senator" from Connecticut.
Among other new radio faces in Congress
will be Frazier Reams, owner of WTOL Toledo,
who serves a first term as an Independent.
Serving a second term will be Rep. H. R. Gross,
the Iowa Republican who won his political
laurels as a militant news commentator.
Others on the House radio roster include the
veteran ex-Nebraska commentator, Rep. Karl
Stefan; Richard W. Hoffman, owner of WHFC
Cicero 111.; Rep. Alvin E. O'Konski, of WLIN
Merrill, Wis., and Rep. Harris Ellsworth, of
KRNR Roseburg, Ore.
There will be a couple of new "radio Governors" too. The surprise election was Howard
Pyle, vice president and program director of
KTAR Phoenix, who won Arizona's gubernatorial election. The venerable former Secretary of State James F. Byrnes, a minority
stockholder of WORD Spartanburg, took the
Governorship of South Carolina in a cake-walk.
Summing
up, it's labor
clear took
that atheshellacking
administra-in
tion and organized
the off-year elections. Radio, it appears, made
a clean sweep. (Moral: If radio can sell politicians to the people, it can, and does, sell
anything).

to:
respects
fP*
JOHNour
PATT
RALPH
PATT

JAMES PATT

ROBERT

PATT

THE
1 family
radio
consists
of four
Patts No.
— John,
RalphinJr.,
James
and Robert.
No other broadcasting family can boast
so many members so highly placed, judging
by a fast scanning of radio genealogy.
Laid end to end, the Four Radio Patts have
served 91 broadcast years.
Should the Patt claims to electronic eminence
be challenged, the family can offer as evidence
the two other members of this illustrious brood
— Fred and Margaret — whose radio careers are
history rather than current fact.
The Patt story is really four stories, four
success stories. Each of the quartet has
established a solid place in the fast-growing
broadcasting industry, and each has moved
continuously forward since the oldest Patt
(John) first faced a carbon mike 28 years ago.
Reading chronologically, the Four Radio
(Continued on page 76)

Static

and

Snour

By AWFREY

QUINCY

IT'S a good thing that the Bible mentions only
seven deadly sins. If the Good Book had pegged
the number at 77, John Crosby would have
filled a whole Life magazine and might have
gotten somewhat monotonous.
In our humble opinion, the Be-Happy-Go-Lucky
series is the best cigarette advertising yet to
hit the air. It reveals a degree of adulthood in
advertising agency thinking comparable to that
attained years ago by the broadcasting audience.
Buddy Sugg has a grand idea for a permanent
memorial to the memory of the late John J.
Gillin. How about a Broadcasting Hall of
Fame, leading off with Johnny?
The installment people always say, "Nothing
down. A year to pay." How would that phrase
go in front of "pay-as-you-look" television.
Maybe that's one "pay" too many but maybe
even one "pay" is too much.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Did you know

that automotive

sales in

Pittsburgh show a 10-year jump of 356% —
more than any other major city except Detroit?

Sure! And you're on the right road in Pittsburgh
when you're on KDKA.

Did you know that food sales in Pittsburgh
have increased 183% since 1939?

Of course! And KDKA programs are steady
fare with the most people in this market!

Did you know that Pittsburgh now buys 200%
more in furniture, household goods, and radios
than it did 10 years ago ?

Certainly! And the more radios sold in
Pittsburgh and in almost 100 surrounding BMB
counties, the better your audience on KDKA.

In every classification, retail sales
PITTSBURGH

in the Pittsburgh market-area keep
going up . . up . . up! And to reach

5 0,000

this market, you'll find KDKA the
outstanding medium. For details,
check KDKA or Free & Peters.
Statistics courtesy
Sales Management
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NBC

WATTS

AFFILIATE

KDKA
WESTINGHOUSE
RADIO
STATIONS
Inc
WBZ
. WBZA
• WOWO
• KEX
• KYW
• KDKA
• WBZ-TV
Nstional Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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FRANK J. SHAKESPEARE Jr. appointed account executive in Nev
York for Radio Sales, CBS. Was account executive WOR-TV New York
JACK CARSON, account executive Lennen & Mitchell, N. Y., namec
salesman in NBC-TV sales department.
front office
J^eUon&U

SEIDLER, manager KVEN Ventura, Calif., to KOCS Ontario, Calif., in same capacity. Was manager KSMA Santa Maria,
Calif. PETER LOMBARDO, new to radio, joins KOCS as salesman-announcer.

WALLY

CHARLES H. COWLING, national sales representative KMPC
wood, named national sales manager. Prior to joining
KMPC in April 1949, Mr. Cowling was sales manager
KOWL Santa Monica, Calif.

Holly-

TED WHYTE, New York attorney, to KCSB San
Bernardino, Calif., as manager, replacing DAVE
ADAMS, resigned.
ALLAN CURNUTT, general manager KRIB Mason
City, Iowa, to KOOK Billings, Mont., in same capacity.

Mr. Cowling

BOB ROWE, advertising salesman Kentville Advertiser, Kentville, N. S.,
to CKSF Cornwall, Ont., sales staif.
JOEL STOVALL, promotion manager Radio Cincinnati Inc. (WKRCAM-FM-TV), appointed sales manager.
ALAN BAUTZER, continuity director WEEU
staff Clements Co. Inc., Phila.

Reading, Pa., to writing

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOC., N. Y., appointed exclusive national representative for KMED Medford, Ore.
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles announces 25% increase in Rate Card No. 5,
for all time segments of over one-minute duration. New rate became
effective Nov. 15.
ROBERT H. SALK, national radio-TV and newspaper representative
for Katz Agency, N. Y., to account executive on sales staff of CBS network sales department.
JOEL HAMMILL, supervisor of program submissions NBC, named manager of new contract administration office of NBC radio program department.
BRUCE ALLOWAY, sales representative All-Canada Radio Facilities,
Toronto, to national sales manager CKXL Calgary. Was with CJCA
Edmonton, and CFAC Calgary.
RICHARD B. HULL, radio-TV director Iowa State College, appointed to
Broadcasters Advisory Council.
CAPT. E. E. ESHLEMAN Jr., formerly with Paul H. Raymer Co., Chicago, appointed radio officer of Third Radio Relay Squadron, which
provides point-to-point radio hookups for Ninth Air Force.

TheVDlce/^/Kansas
WIBW
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I. E. SHOWERMAN, NBC Chicago vice president and general manager
WMAQ-WNBQ (TV), named chairman Volunteer Bond TV committee
for Illinois EUGENE D. HILL, general manager WORZ Orlando, Fla.,
named president Orlando Advertising Club . . . JAMES T. OWNBY,
manager WJXN Jackson, Miss., made member Jackson Sales Executive
Club.
Strictly Business
(Continued from page H)
ing the commercial rights for
Wright Sonovox. The Free & Peters
partner had set up a separate corporation for this activity. The
following year Mr. Free pressed his
new associate into service for F&P.
"I have no desire to return to the
manufacturing field," Mr. Cory
says. "The tempo of station representation and the fine people in this
radio and television business have
proved much to my liking. I have
found my niche. The past seven
years have been the happiest of my
working days."
John Cory's wartime "utility
service" with F&P, during which he
personally contacted most of the
leading agencies and advertisers in
the midwest, serves him well today in his broader executive duties.
Oldest man in point of service
in Free & Peters' Chicago office,
Mr. Cory has been affectionately
dubbed "Grandpa" by some of his
associates. And, although he is
still in his 40's, the monicker rings
true, for one of his three daughters
presented him with a grandchild
a year ago last June.
Attended Wisconsin
His wife, the former Martha
Stevens of Kenilworth, 111., met Mr.
Cory while he was at Phillips and
she was at Abbott Academy in
Andover. The two attended Wisconsin at the same time. Their
children
Martha
Tomberlinareof Mrs.
Glencoe,
111.;"Pat"
Sue
Cory, a kindergarten teacher in
Long Beach, Calif.; and Barbara
"Bobbie," who lives at home and
attends New Trier High School in
Winnetka, on Chicago's North
Shore.
The family resides in nearby
Glencoe where Mr. Cory belongs to
the Skokie Country Club. He also
is a trustee of the Chicago Radio
Management Club and was one of
the charter members of the Chicago
Television Council and the Chicago
Press Club.

clock, with works made of wood.
Mr. Cory is the envy of his
friends after his annual winter
vacations, for he always seems to
have returned from the Fountain
of Youth. Here's his secret: He
withdraws from civilization and
becomes a beachcomber on Florida's
West Coast, walking miles and
miles daily in search of seashore
relics. His collection of shells is
one of the most unusual in the
country.

JACOBS-RADIO
Break Omaha's Chest Tape
RADIO-TV was in the front ranks
when Omaha's new "Man of the
Year," Morris E. Jacobs, president,
Bozell & Jacobs
Advertising, led
the city'smunityComChest
campaign over its
quota inforsixtheyears.
first
time
Employing all
the advertising
know-how of
an
Mr. Jacobs

man, which
included extensive

radio and television
Mr.
use facilities,
of Omaha's
Jacobs planned his campaign in
the same manner as he had mapped
out sales drives in the Omaha market for regular clients. After a
fiery three-week effort, Mr. Jacobs
was able
ceeded byto7%.report the quota exAll Omaha stations cooperated
in helping Mr. Jacobs and his coworkers get the Chest's story across
to local citizens. Prior to the drive's
opening day, KFAB KOIL WOW
and KOWH broadcast Mr. Jacob's
specialworkappeal
a combined
netand KBONon carried
the same
talk later in the day. All stations
used spots, local interviews and
transcribed talks, before and during the campaign. WOW-TV and
KMTV (TV) aided by airing special films, spots, slides and other
featurettes. KOWH carried a campaign keynote address by Jean
Hershold and KFAB broadcast an
interview with the radio-film star.

Mr. Cory's chifef diversion is
collecting antiques. His home is
outfitted throughout with earlyperiod furniture, and he is especially proud of an array of some
50 old shaving mugs, each with an WTMA Charleston, S. C, received
citation for "inestimable benefits"
"occupational scene" glazed thereon
rather than a name. He also rendered in the "I Speak For Democracy" contest, from North Charleston
treasures a 150-year-old Eli Terry Junior Chamber of Commerce.
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Super-Sensitive
with

Performance

i

ANMOON

FIM-AM

Superiority

Again Zenith lengthens its lead over the FMAM field — with new and better versions of the
Zeniths that were already the industry's two
best sellers. With Zenith's unrivaled SuperSensitive FM, they bring in a wealth of entertainment, static-free and real as only genuine

New
Super-Medallion
GenuineSuper-Sensitive Zenith- Armstrong FM plus Zenith Long
Distjmce AM — automatic voliune control — built-in Wavemagnet* and Light-Line Antenna — cabinet of beautiful maroon
plastic with Roman Gold mesh grille and timing indicator.

that

Radios

makes

Sales!

FM can be. Truly . . . radio at its finest!
Their newly designed cabinets are the style
highhghts of the radio year. Of course, both
have Zenith's famous Long Distance AM, big
Zenith-built Alnico speakers and other Zenith
advantages.

New
Super-Triumph
The same Super-Sensitive FM and Long Distance AM as the
Super-MedaUion, plus new broad-range tone control — jewel-like
on/off indicator — maroon plastic cabinet with "Flexo-Grip"
carrying handle — Roman Gold embossed dial.

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION, CHICAGO 39, ILLINOIS
Over 30 Years of "Know-How" in Radionics Exclusively
ALSO MAKERS OF AMERICA'S FINEST HEARING AIDS
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air-casters
DIAZ, • director program op- ALAN MOWBRAY signed by Progressive Broadcasting System for
erations for ABC, also appointed
series titled Musical Stories.
prog-ram director for WJZ New
York, key ABC outlet.
JOAN STEEN, women's editor and
BOB COLBY to KOA Denver as staff continuity writer WOND Pleas^ntannouncer. Was with NBC Los Anville, N. J., resigns. DON ARNOLD,
WOND staffer, to WNAE Warren,
geles, as announcer. VAN HAAPTEN,
announcer, appointed producer in Pa., as morning man.
program department.
JAN MITCHELL, continuity writer
JAY GILES, program director WCNT
WCOP Boston, appointed continuity
Centralia, 111., to staff WSOY De- director.
catur, 1 1.
KEN CASE, sports director KTBS
JACK F. A. FLYNN to production de- Shreveport, La., to WOW-AM-TV
partment WPIX (TV) New York after Omaha as announcer. RAY OLSON,
working as WGN-TV Chicago di- production manager, appointed prorector for a year.
gram manager succeeding LYLE DeMOSS, now assistant general manager
DAVID BROWN, LYNWOOD KING
and JOSEPH SPERY promoted to di- of WOW.
rectors at WNBQ (TV) Chicago. New
BILL MacDONALD, farm director
assistant directors are DAVID WATKFAB Omaha,
ERS and PAUL ROBINSON, with awarded Nebraska
BILL HEALION and DICK WEINCounty Agents
BERG as floor managers. Additions
Assn. Certificate of
to video program staff: ROBERT
Commendation for
MANAML artist, and JAN SCOTT,
"meritorious p u bhead designer.
lic service in the
WILLIAM B. HINES, district sales afield of agriculturmanager Toledo
al education."
Scale Co., to Radio
MINDY
CARSON,
Cincinnati Inc. singer, becomes
(WKRC-AM-FMpermanent member
TV) as promotion
of cast of Perry
manager, replacing Como Show, CBSMr. MacDonald
JOEL STOVALL
TV.
[see Front Of- PROGRESSIVE BROADCASTING
fice].
System, Hollywood, signs ANN
BEN PARK, NBC
DVORAK for five weekly half-hour
Chicago video proshow My Seducer, named to audience-participation
cret Desire.
1950 committee on
MYRNA TORME, sister of Mel
Mr. Hines awards. Commission on Human
Torme,
PATSYThe O'CONNOR
start
new TV and
on show
Gals in the Back
Relation, by Chicago Mayor Martin
Kennelly.
Room on KTSL (TV) Los Angeles
starting mid-December.
GENE WOODSON, maintenance man
and night watchman WTAX SpringJOSE E. FRANCO, former program
field, 111., conducting weekly disc jockey director WPRP Ponce, P. R., attendshow on Saturday night.
ing radio-TV classes at U. of Miami.
MARGARET CAMERON to CKSF
SAMUEL R. IIERRICK, director of
Cornwall, Ont., as librarian.
TV, Pasadena Playhouse, Pasadena,
Calif., to KTTV(TV) Los Angeles, as
BOB HOPKINS, m.c. KNBH(TV) Los director.
Angeles, father of girl, Nov. 7.
DONALD W. RICHARDSON, producED SCOTT, announcer WBBM Chition supervisor WJEF Grand Rapids,
cago, father of girl Wendy Berne.
Mich., father of girl, Monica Dee.
BETTE CHAPEL, singer on NBC-TV's
Garroway-at-Large, and William Rob- BEN LAMONT, announcer - operator
ert Wilkes, Chicago businessman, are
WWWB Jasper, Ala., to KMED Medto be married Nov. 25 in Cincinnati. ford. Ore., in same capacity.
RAY
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DAVE BLUE, disc jockey, WDAS
Philadelphia, to staff WGNR New
Rochelle, N. Y.
MAL HANSEN, farm service director
WOW-AM-TV Omaha, made honorary
Future Farmer of America by Nishna
Chapter of Future Farmers of America, Atlantic, Iowa.
JOHN THOMPSON, promotion director CKEY Toronto, to publicity-promotion director CKXL Calgary.
ANNE HAYES, women's director
KCMO Kansas City, Mo., appointed
regional director Kansas City Chapter
of Fashion Group Inc., N. Y.
ERNEST CUNO, sports announcer
WSYR Syracuse, recovering in City
Hospital from attack of polio.
DAVE FENTRESS, staff announcer
WARK Hagerstown, Md., to WTIK
Durham, N. C, in same capacity.
HOWARD OZMENT, senior announcer
WTMA Charleston, S. C, to traffic department South Carolina State Port
Authority as assistant traffic manager.
BILL CLAYTON, graduate Northwest
Broadcasting School, Portland, Ore.,
appointed
program director KRCO
Pineville, Ore.
SONIA LEON, daughter of MAX M.
LEON, owner WDAS Philadelphia,
starts own singing program on that
station.
CLEMENT FULLER, supervisor of
playreading for NBC and NBC-TV,
resigns to devote fulltime to writing
for TV and theatre.
LORIS MYERS, NBC promotion department, father of boy, Nov. 12.

ELMER DAVIS, ABC commentator,
principal speaker
at society.
Philadelphia's
advertising executive
The Poor
Richard Club, Nov. 14.
HAL RODD, reporter CJOB Winnipeg,
to news editor CJOR Vancouver. Was
with KFBB Great Falls, Mont., and
KNX Hollywood.
JACK LITTLE, Don Lee-KHJ Hollywood chief special events man, to
Armed Forces Radio Service as producer of shows for armed forces overseas.
TOM MOOREHEAD, sports director
WFIL Philadelphia, elected to governing bodies of Prisoners Family
Welfare Assn. and Sandlot Sports
Assn.
ALEX DRIER, NBC commentator,
guest speaker at annual banquet of
Kansas merceCity
Chamberconsecutive
of ComNov. 15(Mo.)
for fourth
KARL SHULTE and CAL HOLM to
year.
permanent
writing WARREN
staff at WTMJ-AMTV Milwaukee.
GRINDE
resigns to complete graduate studies
in Sweden.
FRANCE LAUX, KXOK St. Louis
sportscaster, awarded certificate by
American Legion Jr. Baseball Congress for services rendered to boys
and contribution to baseball program.
NORMAN H. BAUM, graduate American U., Washington, to news staff
WWDC Washington.
BILL MILLER, news reporter WTAX
Springfield, 111., and Stella Stapleton
announce their marriage.
BILL DAVIS, staff announcer WLOW
Norfolk,
Va., appointed sports director.

GE

DEFENSE ROLE
Baker Outlines Plans

A BROAD program to make available its electronics experts for civil
defense planning and calling for
conversion of its former Utica
radio tube plant to production of
radio communications equipment
is being planned by General Electric Co., Dr. W. R. G. Baker, GE
Monday.
vice president, - announced last
Addressing 100 local city and
industrial leaders at Utica, N. Y.,
Dr. Baker visualized emergency
radio communication equipment as
being ready to operate in areas
under heavy enemy attack when
normal radio and telephone facilities are destroyed, and said a
sound, well-planned civilian defense program is an "absolute
The new GE Utica plant should
necessity."
be
in full operation by June 1951,
employing about 425 people, and
manufacture of two-way communications equipment will be moved
gradually from its Electronics Park
plant at Syracuse, Dr. Baker said.
Company is considering a program,
he added, which would (1) interest
communities in civil defense, (2)
offer the knowledge of its experts
to those citizens, and (3) afford a
planning service covering the
fields of communications and air
raid warning.
Dr. Baker, who is general manager of GE's Electronics Park
plant, also quoted from President
Truman's "master plan" for U. S.
Civil Defense, stressing communications as "the nerve system."
Cites CBS

Show

CBS FORUM
TheVFW
People's
form received the
AwardPlat-of
Merit yesterday (Sunday) for its
"signal contribution ... to the
public service." Tribute concluded:
"In directly presenting to the
American public, its impartial and
educative discussions of basic national and international issues of
current importance, this program
performs a meritorious function
in the interest of our nation." The
award was presented on the TV
program which is aired Sunday,
5:30-6 p.m., but was also intended
for the radio version, 12-12:30
p.m., Sunday over CBS.
KXOK St. Louis awarded citation for
weekly discussion series. Wake Up St.
Louis, presented in cooperation with
Junior Chamber of Commerce and
Bar Assn. of St. Louis. Award was
made by St. Louis Junior Chamber of
Commerce.

The Nation's Richest Farm Market
Local Retail Sales, 1949, 18% above
the Nation's Average — 1950— higher.

-WTTN
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CONN,

BATTLE

Republicans Seek Recount
j
!LEGAL fight in Connecticut to unseat Democratic Sen. William D.
jBenton, who was re-elected by a
narrow margin of votes in the
I Nov. 7 election [Broadcasting,
Nov. 13], was set off last Wednesday by Republican charges of "irjregularities" in returns at three
[municipalities.
I The Democrats
countered by
Itelling Connecticut's State Supreme
' Court, which must rule whether
jto order a recount of statewide
election balloting, that the call for
' a recount was a "wholesale fishing
expedition." They asserted Sen.
I Benton was "legally elected" by a
majority of 1,113 votes and that
I it was up to the Senate, itself, to
i decide any question of legality.
! The municipalities selected from
' Republican
169 in the claim
state to
the
thatsupport
the court
should order the recount of tabulations were Derby, Beacon Falls
and East Haven. It was claimed
that voting machines
in three
jwards at Derby were not properly
checked and tested, that 33% of
1 166 absentee ballots received at
East Haven allegedly were rejected
because the name of the city had
; not been inserted. Additional disI crepancies were alleged,
i Political aspects to the case,
under study by the panel, are
weighty as loss of the seat to Sen.
Benton's opponent, Prescott S.
Bush, a CBS stockholder and New
York businessman, would give Republicans an equal, 48-48 split in
the upper chamber. Sen. Benton is
a former partner of Benton &
Bowles, New York, and avid supporter of Voice of America and
world radio.
Canada's
Billings accounted
RADIO
ADVERTISING
for 15-18% of total billing by
Canadian advertising agencies in
1949, according to the Dominion
Bureau of Statistics, Ottawa. Total
agency billings amounted to $86,742,500 in 1949, as compared to
$64,641,200 in 1948. The 74 agencies
reporting to the Dominion Bureau
of Statistics showed net revenue
of $1,948,500 in 1949, as compared
to $1,370,400 in 1948.
Kim IS KLICKIH' KUX IS KUCKm
mmw
Km is mem
klix i

IF TELEPHONES suddenly
ice'a bit of "oui
hty out'Vo
break
with
Mig
oui" residents
of Paterson,
N. J., should remember the
Voice of America needs all
the power it can muster for
its nearby Wayne Twp. transmitter. That's what Voice
technicians told a public protest meeting last Monday.

FUTURE policies and plans for WPAT Paterson, N. J., are plott'ed by this
quartet in the first sales conference held at WPAT's newly-opened New York
offices in the RKO BIdg. Dickens J. Wright (seated), who was appointed WPAT
general manager Aug. 1, confers with his executive staff (I to r): Pat
Sullivan, named Oct. 1 to head the New York offices; Don Kerr, program
director since Aug. 15, and Jack Sloan, appointed general sales manager Nov.
T. The WPAT team represents a combined total of 75 years of commercial
broadcasting experience.

PAYS

OFF
Careful Plans Give KOTA-FM

FM IS a money-maker and is here
to stay, as far as KOTA-AM-FM
Rapid City, S. D., is concerned.
This Black Hills operation took
the air in February 1949. Since
last January it has made enough
money to offset the 1949 losses,
using separate programming that
features sports and music.
While several hundred other FM
stations struggle for community
recognition, KOTA-FM and its 20odd sponsors are enjoying a beautiful relationship.
When KOTA first was bitten by
the FM bug, President-General
Manager Robert J. Dean drove up
and down 22 northern-tier states.
He called on 58 FM stations and
talked to everybody in sight. Out
of this trip came one conclusion —
most of those who duplicate their
AM sister-station programs were
unhappy.

On this premise KOTA spent
$56,000 putting up an FM plant
which is programmed separately.
Mr. Dean called a breakfast for
radio dealers and other merchants
while the plant was being built,
explaining the station would give
wide and consistent day-night
coverage compared to the decreased
night service area of the AM station. In all, Mr. Dean and stag gave
82 talks before clubs, schools and
IS mmw
m% is mmw
m
other groups.
KOTA-FM took the air in FebKiixjs mmw
Kiix is mem
ruary 1949 with a half-dozen
mmw
Kiix IS mmw
mx i clients. Since the area was sports
minded and the AM outlet had little
IS mmw
KLIX IS mmw
m
time available because of network
ASK HOLLINGBERY
commitments. Rapid City businessBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Solid Base

men formed the Quarterback Club
and raised $6,500 to underwrite
local school sports. They posted
club posters in their stores and
held frequent meetings. Membership has risen to 58. Beverage
dealers, too, subsidized ma;jor
league baseball games from Liberty
Broadcasting System.
With radio dealers FM conscious
sales of sets kept increasing until
there were 12,000 in the area. At
this point KOTA started serious
FM time selling. Some of the AM
non-network programs are repeated
on FM. These "folocasts" are sponsored in many cases. The AM audience is told when each program
will be folocast.
The station identifies its AM and
FM operations to the audience by
frequency. The AM station refers
to FM in this manner: "This is
KOTA, listen to our sister station
on 97.4 mc." The FM station announces: "This is KOTA-FM, listen
to our sister station on 1380 kc."
The station uses a combination
rate card, which includes a twoyear calendar for quick reference
in contract negotiations. Salesmen
carry pocket sales aids on the
theory that brief cases tend to
frighten prospects. Engineers and
announcers are rotated each day,
with the combined AM-FM operation requiring only one more engineer and one more announcer than
the AM station originally employed.
In bookkeeping FM pays rent, depreciation and other personnel
costs.

DISASTER NETWORK
Two-State Group Named
FORMATION of a bi-state information emergency committee to
enlist all New York and New Jersey AM-FM broadcasters in a
disaster network for simultaneous
broadcast of atomic attack information has been jointly announced
by civil defense directors of New
York and New Jersey, Col. Lawrence Wilkinson and Leonard
Dreyfuss.
Technical arrangements were
agreed upon at a three-hour closed
meeting a fortnight ago attended
by David Driscoll, news director of
WOR New York; Seymour Siegel,
director of WNYC New York;
Michael R. Hanna, general manager of WHCU Ithaca, N. Y., and
Rural Radio Network; and James
L. Howe of the New Jersey Civil
Defense Communications Committee. William Fay, general manager of WHAM Rochester, was
unable to attend.
^^^Sk
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McCLURE TO M-E
As Radio-TV Product-ion Mgr.
DONALD N. McCLURE, supervisor of television production at
N. W. Ayer & Son, New York,
effective Dec. 1

arts

E. RISPIN WOODWORTH to Commodore Productions Inc., Hollywood,
radio-TV package producer, as account executive and associate producer.

GORDON WALLACE to control room
staff CKSF Cornwall, Ont.

BOSH STACK, Cayton - Klempner,
N. Y., to Walter Kaner Assoc., N. Y.
(publicity), as account executive.
LOUIS M. STUMER, CBS account
executive for MCA, N. Y., named general manager, World Video Inc., N. Y.

GEORGE F. WUNDERLICH named
vice president and general manager
Eitel-McCullough Inc., San Bruno,
Calif, (transmitting and television
picture tubes). HAROLD E. SORG
appointed vice president in charge
of research.
HERBERT N. RIBAND, sales manager
accessory division Philco, appointed
general manager of divison. CLARE
COURTNEY replaces him as sales
manager.

JAMES V. BO-YLE, sales and promotion executive, RKO Radio Pictures,
N. Y., to Jerry Fairbanks Inc., N. Y.,
as television sales representative.
TAYLOR PRODUCTIONS Inc., Hollywood producer of transcribed programs, organized by GORDON VAN
DOVER as president. Offices at 6700
Sunset Blvd. Shows include Tom, Dick
& Harry, quarter-hour musical comedy
in 156 episodes; Chuckwagon Jamboree, Western musical in 131 quarterhour episodes.
STANDARD Program Library, Chicago, releases new disc of 10 tunes
by Red Norvo Trio to subscribing
stations.
JOHN G. TRIFERO appointed New
England district manager for Columbia Records, and WILLIAM F.
O'BOYLE appointed Middle Atlantic
district manager.

"Tecknical •
JOEL MOORE to WTMA Charleston,
S. C, as studio technician, replacing
ROBERT EHRHART, who joins Air
Force.
DAVE JOHNSON to KYOR Blythe,
Calif., as combination man.
JAY DOANE, graduate Northwest
Broadcasting School, Portland, Ore.,
to KRNR Roseburg, Ore., as combination man. BRYCE JOHNSTON, graduate, now combo-man KOOS Coos Bay,
Ore. DANNY BRIDGES, graduate, to
KLBM LaGrange, Ore., as combo-man.
LOUIE L. LEWIS, chief engineer
WOI-AM-FM-TV Ames, Iowa, named
to Video Techniques Committee of the
Institute of Radio Engineers.

7(/^

R. F. (Bus) DOYLE appointed executive vice president and general manager Appliance Mfg. Co., Alliance,
Ohio, (washing machines). Was president-treasurer Alliance Mfg. Co.
(phonograph motors), same city.
BILL FROST appointed southern
Calif, district sales manager PackardBell Television, L. A. (radio-TV manufacturer). TOM TALMADGE replaces
him as assistant sales manager.
DEAN PULSIFER appointed district
sales manager for northern Calif.
HOWARD RIORDAN, vice president
and controller Colonial Radio Corp.
(one-time Sylvania Electric Products
Inc. subsidiary), appointed general
manufacturing manager radio-TV division, Sylvania Electric Products
Inc. BERNARD O. HOLSINGER, advertising-sales promotion manager
Sylvania Radio & Television, named
assistant general sales manager.
HANK RUSSELL, assistant sales manager. United Transformer Co., N. Y.,
named general sales manager. Replaces BEN MILLER, retiring.
RCA VICTOR announces new portable
radio (B-411), smaller in size than
a book. Weighs less than three
pounds with batteries. Case is made
of plastic with all operating controls
external. Has built-in antenna.
WBZ-WBZA Boston-Springfield presented a plaque from New England
division of Esso Standard Oil Co.
commemorating 15 years of broadcasting Esso Reporter over stations.

nt4. BMI
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will
join McCannErickson
Co.,
same city, as
manager of radioTV production.
During his six
year stay with N.
W. Ayer, Mr. McClure has supervised television
Mr. McClure
production for the
Tobacco Co., AmericanAmerican
Telephone and
Telegraph Co., Atlantic Refining
Co., Encyclopaedia Britannica,
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Kellogg Co., Waltham Watch Co. and
many other accounts. Before that
he was with Young & Rubicam and
J. Walter Thompson Co.
In his new position, Mr. McClure
will supervise all matter of radioTV production, under the supervision of Alfred J. Scalpone, vice
president of radio-TV production.
Radio Sedatives
WHILE most advertisers are
exerting every effort to keep
their audiences' attention
throughout the program,
Simon Distributing Corp.,
Washington Motorola distributor, is sponsoring a show
designed expressly to put the
audience to sleep. Mentalist
Robert Friend is featured on
the Sleep Show over WMAL
Washington starting at midnight. The Sleep Show technique is not hypnosis, Mr.
Friend points out, and a
"sedative effect is obtained
only if the directions are followed by a fully cooperative
subject." The feature is
copyrighted by Robert J.
Enders Advertising, Washington.
CAB

Lends

Aid

LEGAL assistance for Montreal
stations is being supplied by Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters, where
programs used by Montreal stations are being used without permission by other organizations for
financial gain. Consultations are
also underway to determine the
legal protection of CAB member
stations against the use of any
Canadian independent station programs by any organization for
direct or indirect financial gain.
This was decided at the recent
meeting of the CAB directors at
Montreal. The CAB board also
passed a resolution endorsing the
stand of the International Chamber
of Commerce in its code of standards of advertising practice and
efforts to raise the standards of
advertising.

PUEBLO

PACT

Stations Agree on Caroh
COOPERATION among competing
Pueblo, Col., radio stations, already an established tradition in
that western city, will be extended
even further with the advent of the
Christmas holiday season.
Because of complaints that carols
are played too far in advance of
Dec. 25, KCSJ, KGHF and KDZA
have reached a mutual agreement
whereby Yuletide songs will not be
played on any station before Dec.
17. The understanding does not
affect popular songs or novelties.
This agreement is another example
of the way in which Pueblo stations cooperate in local enterprises,
according to Maxson I. Bevens,
KDZA manager.
When Cal Farley, founder and
president of Boys Ranch at Amarillo, Tex., visits Pueblo today
(Monday), Mr. Bevens and Robert
Ellis, manager of KGHF, will participate together in producing a
program
be aired "live"
on
KDZAwhich
and will
tape-recorded
for
play-back on KGHF. Both managers will appear on the program.
On a recent occasion, when H.
Roe Bartle of Kansas City delivered the kickoff address for Pueblo's Single Fund Plan, KDZA made
a tape-recording of the meeting and
announced the speech would be
heard on all three stations.
Book on Acoustics
FUNDAMENTALS OF ACOUSTICS. By
Lawrence E. Klnsler and Austin R.
Frey.516 New
York: John. Wiley & Sons
Inc.
pp. $6.00.
INTENDED primarily as a textbook, Fudamentals of Acoustics
also will be found useful by engineers in the broadcast field.
Messrs. Kinsler and Frey, former
teachers and now professors of
physics with the Naval Postgraduate School, have given special attention to the close association that
exists between acoustics and communications engineering. Several
chapters are devoted to microphonesmainderandof the
speakers
rebook while
should theprove
valuable to engineers working with
basic problems of acoustics.
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During the world series, all 3 Detroit TV stations carried
the televised broadcasts of all 4 games.

itest Set Count
By Markets
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Videodex ratings showed that WWJ-TV's share of the
listening audience was GREATER THAN BOTH OTHER
STATIONS COMBINED

. . . FAR greater!

Here is proof indeed that WWJ-TV

is the outstanding

television station in the great Detroit market . . . and countless
advertisers count on its leadership to get BIG business out of
Detroit via WWJ-TV

FIRST IN MICHIGAN
Owned ond Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS
NBC Television Network
National Representatives: THE GEORGE P HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
ASSOCIATE AM-FiM STATION \S V( J

Tested

TV

Programs

at Prices

You

Can

Afford!

r

TRANSCRIBED SHOWS
are regularly telecast by
WSB-TV Atlanta
WBAL-TV Baltimore
WAFM-TV Birmingham
WTTV Bloomington
WNAC-TV Boston
WBKB Chicago
WCPO-TV Cincinnati
WKRC-TV Cincinnati
WXEL Cleveland
WBNS-TV Columbus
WFAA-TV Dallas
WOC-TV Davenport
WHIG-TV Dayton
WXYZ-TV Detroit
KPRC-TV Houston
WFBM-TV Indianapolis
WDAF-TV Kansas City
WGAL-TV Lancaster
KTLA Los Angeles
WAVE-TV Louisville
WMCT Memphis
WTCN-TV Minneapolis
WNHC-TV New Haven
WOR-TV New York
WFIX New York
WTAR-TV Norfolk
WKY-TV Oklahoma City
WOW-TV Omaha
WFIL-TV Philadelphia
WDTV Pittsburgh
WJAR-TV Providence
WTVR Richmond
WHBF-TV Rock Island
KSD-TV St. Louis
KDYL-TV Salt Lake City
KEYL San Antonio
KFMB-TV San Diego
KPIX San Francisco
KING-TV Seattle
WSYR-TV Syracuse
KOTV Tulsa
WTOP-TV Washington

*TIME

FOR

WHIMSICAL

BEANY

PUPPET

ADVENTURE

SERIES

(15 minutes, 5-times-weekly) featuring Beany, a happy-golucky youngster; his pal Cecil, the seasick sea serpent; blustering Uncle-Captain
Horatio Huff'n'puff; Dishonest John, Hop Along Wong, Clov/ny, Hunny Bear and
a host of surprises . . . pirates, creatures from Mars, atomic scientists, even Mr.
Nobody and his family.
AWARDS — "Emmy" for "Best Children's Show, 1949", Academy of TV Arts & Sciences.
"Outstanding Children's Program," 1949 and 1950, from Parent-Teachers
Association, Los Angeles.
POPULARITY POLLS— "Top Children's Show, 1949" in
Program Poll.
"Top Children's Show," 1949 and 1950, in Woodbury College TV surveys.
CITATION— "Best Kid's Show, 1949" by So. Calif. Assn. for Better Radio & Television.
HOOPER — Los Angeles: 20.8 average Teleroting, January thru October, with 50.2%
average share-of-TV-oudience. Highest rated multi-weekly show on West Coast.
VIDEODEX — Los Angeles: 25.1 overage rating, April thru October.
Detroit: 8.6 overage rating, April thru October.
St. Louis: 27.6 October rating,- 23.2 average, April thru October.
Boston: 8.3 October rating; 5.5 average, April thru October.
RESULTS — Los Angeles: Budget Pak's offer of plastic toy "Train of Tomorrow" for 50c
cash and wrapper of 19c or 29c candy pulled 84,000 replies in 10 weeks or a
looker-listener cash outlay of $64,680. In July, Budget Pak's offer of a free
Beany photo exhausted a supply of 200,000 in 48 hours.
New England ice cream sponsor H. P. Hood's offer of two treasure chests of
toys ($250 value) for best hand-colored Beany drawings drew 26,000 entries
within a few weeks.
^^atumcwn/^ Transcribed Programs are available to TV stations or advertisers. Prices
on request. Write, wire or phone for audition prints.

Eastern Sales Office • 1501 Broadway, New York 18
KTLA Studios • 5451 Marathon St., Los Angeles 38, Calif.

^WPtaai^^
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BRyant 9-8700
Hollywood 9-6363
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itional Press Bldg.
ishington 4, D. C.

NOVEMBER

ROUND

ONE:

ji'CC WAS BEATEN last week in
ts fight to block a temporary reItraining order against its adopion of CBS color standards, but
Itill nourished hopes that it could
j.ppeal promptly to the U. S. SuLreme Court to overturn the stay —
if it wishes.
I A three-judge federal court in
Chicago announced Wednesday,
.fter two days of hearings on
JCA's suit against the color decidon, that it would halt the Comlission's color order pending a
;.nal decision on the case.
The next day, over protests of
"CC and CBS, the court issued a
jemporarj'- restraining order, which
13 not appealable. FCC authorities
jlaimed the order, regardless of its
itle, has the effect of an interloctory injunction, and refused to
oneede it cannot be appealed.
They said Friday, however, that
io decision had been reached on
l^hether to undertake an appeal,
♦ne objective in seeking an appealible order, aside from the desire to
ie able to challenge its correctness,
'ould be to put FCC in a position
jp appeal in an effort to expedite
ction in case of long delay by the
Ihicago tribunal in handing down
<s- final decision.
Month or More
j;aing
With a government
orders
threatdrastic cutback
in TV
set
atput in the immediate future, and
ith the court indicating it may
ieed a month or more to reach its
nal decision, the temporary reiiaining order — unless it can be
• rerturned — ^was seen as a serious
Iaiestion-mark hanging over the
' mmediate
prospects of color on
BS standards.
Commercial color operation on
BS standards was to have been
ffective today (Monday).
FCC followed up the order
ith a "public notice," issued
ihursday, noting that the court's
ption "in no way impairs any of
le findings or determinations made
? the Commission."
It said "the only thing the court
as done is to postpone the date
hen regular operation can begin
t accordance with the new color
candards," and that FCC "is condent that once the judicial process
• completed . . . the order of the
ommission will be fully sustained"
for other statements, see page 56) .
■ FCC felt the "judicial process"
|«iecasting
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will "not be too long delayed, since
cases of this sort are given priority
of handling in the court by operation of law."
The court itself give no indication of when a final decision will
be delivered. But Judge J. Earl
Major, chief justice of the U. S.
Court of Appeals in Chicago, who
is presiding judge for the trial,
said it would not be "today, or tomorrow, or in the right near fu"We've got to — and are going to
—ture."
have to have time. We'll make
the decision in the near future if
possible, when we can reasonably
render the best decision possible."
Hearing the case with Judge Major were District Judges Philip L.
Sullivan and Walter J. LaBuy.
Their final decision, regardless of
which way it goes, seems sure to
be carried to the U. S. Supreme
Court. Both sides have said they
will appeal if they lose.
The suit was brought by RCA,
developer of a compatible color system which competed with Columbia's incompatible technique and a
compatible method developed by
Color Television Inc. during FCC's
hearings, and by two subsidiaries,
NBC
Corp. and RCA Victor Distributing

Stay

Stops

CBS

Seven other parties sought to intervene on behalf of RCA: Chicago
Local 1031 of IBEW (AFL); Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp.;
Pilot Radio Corp.; Sightmaster
Corp.; Radio Craftsmen Inc.; WellsGardner Co., and the Television Installation Assn. of Chicago. By
consent, CBS was allowed to intervene on the side of FCC.
Counsel for FCC, CBS, and the
Justice Dept. told the court at
Wednesdaj^'s closing session that
they had nothing more to present
in support of the FCC-Justice Dept.
motion for dismissal of the RCA
complaint and for summary judgupholding RCA
the Commission's
color ment
decision.
counsel said
they were prepared to call witnes es, ifnecessary, before the final
decision is handed down.
Not Convinced
Judge Major said he and his colleagues granted the restraining
order because arguments by the defendants, althoughthe"impressive,"
failed to convince
court that
delay in commercial color operation would be injurious to the public.
"We are not convinced whether
it makes
any television
diff'erence begins
to the Nov.
public if color

Commercial

Color

20 or Dec. thinkable
20,"
said. hand
"It isdown
unthat wehe could
an immediate decision in view of
theThecomplexities
of this
case." from
court allowed
five days
last Wednesday for "interested
parties" to file supplementary affidavits, with an additional five days
for filing replies. This includes a
brief by CBS. Thus complete briefs,
files, affidavits and sundry other
papers until
will next
not be
in the court's
hands
Thursday.
Chief participants in the two-day
argument were John T. Cahill, general counsel for RCA and a partner in the law firm of Cahill, Gordon, Zschry & Reindel, on behalf of
RCA and its subsidiaries; Former
Judge Samuel I. Rosenman, of the
law firm of Rosenman, Goldniark,
Colin & Kaye, counsel for CBS;
and Max Goldman, FCC assistant
general counsel in charge of litigation, on behalf of the Commission.
On the sidelines as the hearing
opened Tuesday were Brig. Gen.
David Sarnoff, RCA board chairman; CBS Central Division Vice
President H. Leslie Atlass, and Dr.
Peter Goldmark, CBS vice president
who developed the CBS color system.
Running account of the two-day
(Continued on page 82)

'Equalizing' Plan
efs ofopp
UE
ANE
MOUNTAIN
briefs K
descended Tl
least
a minimum bri
amount
time ose
OR
today's (Nov. 20) scheduled startTWof
upon FCC last week opposing its from each network.
ing date to Dec. 11.
AT&T asked that the opening of
The National Assn. of Radio Staproposal for a "temporary" rule
governing the amount of program
the investigation be delayed betion Representatives claimed FCC's
time TV stations in one-, t^vo- and
suggestion would impede rather
cause its chief witness. General
three-station markets may take than promote competition and asked
Manager
Charles E. Wampler
the
Commission
to
take
a
broader
from a single network.
Out of more than 40 TV stations,
view and promote rivalry not only of the Long Lines Dept., has been
among networks but between the tied up by the current telephone
networks and other groups who renetworks and other program
strike and has been unable to presponded to FCC's proposal [Broadcasting, Oct. 9], only ABC and
sources — including spot advertising
pare for the hearing. The request
DuMont — whose TV network pro— by removing "such artificial re- was granted Friday.
straints ... as network optiongrams were sho'SATi to have the least
FCC meanwhile scheduled Dustation acceptance in an informal
Mont's formal complaint against
FCC survey — came out in favor of time rights."
the AT&T allocations for hearing
Hearing Seen
such a plan.
simultaneously with its own invesNBC-TV, shown in the survey
tigation of the subject.
While the FCC plan to "equalize"
to be the leader in program acceptcompetition among the TV netIn
its
proposal
to balance TV netance by stations, struck out
works appeared destined for a fullwork competition, FCC suggested
strongly against the proposal, while
dress hearing — unless the preponderance of oppositions results in two possible approaches.
CBS-TV, ranked second to NBC-TV,
One would be an affirmative rule
took no position on the plan to its abandonment — the seemingly
limit the amount of time stations
requiring stations to take at least
related
investigation
of AT&T's
current allocation
of coaxial
cable a minimum amount of time from
may accept from any one network
and radio relay usage am.ong the each network. The other would
but attacked an alternative pro(Continued on page 80)
posal to require stations to take at four networks was postponed from
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Judge
SHARKEY

SUIT

Denies Mof/c
To Dismiss

A MOTION to dismiss the $300,000 suit of Jack Sharkey, ex-heavyweigr
champion, against NBC, Chesebrough Mfg. Co. and Cayton Inc., for tn
alleged unauthorized use on Greatest Fights of the Century over NBC
TV of films of one of Mr. Sharkey's fights, was denied in New York laf
week by Judge John F. McGohey of ^
the U. S. Southern District Court.
cast doing simply what he was fs
mous for doing.
Mr. Sharkey, through his attorneys Spring & Eastman, comBut Judge McGohey held othei
plained that his right of privacy, wise.
Looking at the complaint an
as set forth in a New Yoi-k statute, nothing else, as legal procedure rt
h d been violated and that the
quired, he said there was nothin
value of his name and picture in there
to indicate that the TV pre
his present entertainment and sport gram was merely news, or that M;
activities had been diminished by
Sharkey had "lost or so far rej
use on TV and other media calling
his right of privacy as t '
attention to TV, entitling him to stricted
be without standing to challeng
specific damages.
the unauthorized use of his nan:
The defendants, through their re- and pictures for trade and advei
spective attorneys, Coudert BrothCBS Vice President and General Executive Adrian Murphy (I) and Frank
Lee V. Eastman, of the firm rej
ers and James Smythe for the netStanton, CBS president, explain a few facts at the opening color demonstraresenting the plaintiff, saw the ru
work
and
sponsor,
and
Gordon
Jultion last week in New York. Public interest in color television Is indicated
ing as indicating that Mr. Sharke
ian Jaffe for Cayton, sought to have tising."
by the demand for tickets to the demonstrations which began last Tuesday
did have a right of privacy in thef
the complaint dismissed without
in a midtown showroom on a five-shows-a-day, six-days-a-week basis, CBS further ado by arguing that their circumstances, that telecast of tl
film could have violated that righ
spokesmen said. Although 500 persons can be accommodated at a showing —
and that the showing of old figl
300 seated before the 10 color receivers and 200 standees — the supply of program was only disseminating
news; that, as a public figure, Mr.
tickets for the first week was exhausted within eight hours of the appearance
could constitute a "trad(
Sharkey had waived his right to films
of the first announcement, and the second week's admission ducats also were
rather than "news" use under son
snapped up the day they were ready for distribution, it was reported.
privacy; and that he had been tele- circumstances. Rather than a gei
eral principle of law insulating tel
vision from liability, it becomes
question of fact — of the partic
Most Set Makers Laud
lai-ities of each situation, he said.
REACTION
TO
ORDER
A defense attorney did not b i
lieve so much could be read in
DECISION of the Federal Court in Chicago temporarily restraining the
programs from the color trans- the ruling. He said the princip
missions under the CBS field sestart of color television on a commercial basis (see story, page 55) was
quential system when they are on effect would be to forestall motioi.
generally hailed by the set manufacturers as an important victory.
to dismiss against any future cor
the air.
In the competing camps. Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA's chairman
3. Such receivers can be adapted to plaints of like nature.
of the board, viewed the action as ★
receive the new color transmisa victory for the American people,
vestigation, ithas reached a decision
sions under the CBS field sequenon
the
merits
of
color
television.
We
while CBS President Frank Stantial system in black and white by CARTER NAMED
are
confident,
that,
in
view
of
the
adding an adapter and for someton voiced confidence that the FCC's
what more expense a converter
New WAAM General Manag
approval of CBS color system will voluminous testimony before the FCC
can be added to receive the color
and the many months of consideration
be upheld by the courts.
KENNETH L. CARTER, Bal
transmissions
in
color.
given to the problem, the CommisGen. Sarnoff, expressing his gratsion's approval of the Columbia color 4. Receivers which have adapters or more television and radio exec
television system will be upheld by
converters added after they are
ification, declared further: "I recfive, last week was named gener
the courts.
ognize this is only the first round,
manufactured and sold are likely
manager of WAAM (TV) Bal
The FCC in a statement last
but, in so far as it represents a
to be more expensive when so
more by the st,
adapted or converted and are not
victory for our side, it represents
Thursday declared that news storr""5SifflMkr
tion's
board
likely to operate as satisfactorily
ies, statements and advertisement
a victory for the people of Amerdirectors. He i
as
a
receiver
which
has
the
adaphad confused the public concerning
or color equipment built in at
places
the terfactory.
the status of color television; and
ica."
Mr. Stanton stated:
Kal whoNorman
was el
vated to the pc
that the court's action of last week
The decision today of the Federal
Others Comment
had raised further questions in the
Court in Chicago in issuing a tempoof executive vi
rary restraining order respecting
In addition, the following comminds
of
the
public.
"The
Comcommercial standards for color telemission believes it has an affirmament was forthcoming from set
Mr. Carter
is
native
of Balj
president.
vision will not interfere with Columtive obligation to keep the public manufacturers. Among those conadvised
concerning
the
exact
status
bia's plans forto public
demonstration.
tacted by Telecasting were:
The reaction
color television
from
more. He h'
Benjamin Abrahams, president,
of
color
television",
it
was
conthe press and public alike has been
Mr. Carter
cal radio a
Emerson Radio & Phonograph
so wholeheartedly enthusiastic, that tended.
television for the been
past active
eight yea
Sees Order Sustained
we will continue our demonstrations
in '.
Corp., New York :
at 401 Fifth Ave. as planned.
holding
executive
positions
in be
FCC expressed confidence that
I am very much encouraged by this
We understand that the temporary
fields.
its order approving the CBS color
decision and hope that it will be favorder of the court in Chicago was
system would be fully sustained.
orable to the compatible system, ultiMr. Kal replaces Samuel d
based on the desire to secure more
The Commission declared that the
mately. The decision of the court
liner who has sold his minor
time in which to consider the arguspeaks for itself. It is a restraining
interest in the station to certs
ments presented to the court. We are court had "ordered this postponeorder the
for situation
final decision.
It doesn't
other stockholders not disclosed
ment in order to give it an opporhopeful that a consideration and disalter
materially
except
position of the case on the merits
this time. Mr. Carliner has :
to consider the Commission's
that it looks hopeful that ultimately
can be had without delay, and that reportstunity and
orders, the extensive
signed from board and the office
it
will
be
a
decision
in
public
interest
all parties will cooperate in securing
record made before the Commission,
and that the public will have an op- executive vice president. His ;
a speedy final decision, so that full and the voluminous briefs filed with
tion was taken, the station repoi
portunity to choose between a comenjoyment by the public of this new
patible and incompatible system. The
and improved television will not be the court."
due to the press of Mr. Carline
The FCC went on to cite the im- public and press and industry have
retarded.
other interests. He has been
been
stirred
by
an
unwise
decision
portance of the public knowing the
The FCC has determined that the
by the commission. By Dec. tained, however, as a consulta
CBS system gives a true and life-like following facts about the color sit- made
5th there will be an opportunity for Mr. Carliner owned 14,000 sha
uation :
color, is simple and easy to operate,
of firm's total 63,000 shares.
and is the only practical system of 1. Television receivers of the type people to see the compatible system
In another personnel chan
color television. The FCC had been
heretofore manufactured will con- demonstrated in Washington. Meanwhile, it will take a long time for Armand Grant, WAAM comm
tinue to receive black and white
designated by Congress to set techcolor to be available to the public
cial manager, was named assist;
- nical standards for ali broadcasting's
programs
in accordsince there are so many problems.
ance with transmitted
the present standards.
operations, including television and
general manager
in charge
(Continued 07i page 59)
color television. After thorough in- 2. They will not be able to receive
sales.
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Te-Ve
UHF

ALLOCATIONS

NBC's

Report

Criticized

Thursday because of illness and is velop the necessary tubes to do the
FURTHER CRITICISM of RCANBC's "pessimistic" findings in its expected to be available today.
job as has always been the ease.
On Nov. 27 the Commission plans He did not consider high power to
Bridgeport UHF tests [Telecasting, Oct. 30] was made last week
to commence hearing the affirmabe a "road block" which could not
tive case in behalf of proposals for be overcome.
during the FCC VHF-UHF alloreservation
of
channels
for
educacation proceeding.
Mr. Bingley indicated satisfactional purposes. This is the last of
tory service could be provided in
Allen B. DuMont Labs.' Thomas
the general allocation issues to be many areas with low power at the
T. Goldsmith Jr. told the Comconsidered. Hearing of specific
outset.
mission the Bi'idgeport data basically is valuable, but contended:
The Philco witness was asked
city-by-city allocation bids should
what effect intermixture of UHF
underway in December, FCC
% NBC's analysis "presents the ^et
dai'kest possible side of UHF as a has estimated.
and VHF channels in the same martelevision broadcasting medium and
ket area would have upon the availBingley Called
. . . there is at least one serious
ability of sets which could tune
Frank J. Bingley, in charge of both bands or only either one. He
error in it."
TV research for Philco Corp., who
# The NBC data is not inconsistwill be untestified Philco believes good replied intermixture
avoidable in some areas regardless
ent with FCC's computation of a earlier
service
can
be
obtained
in
the
UHF
21-mile Grade A service radius for
of the allocation plan, hence re[Telecasting, Oct. 23], was the
ceivers will have to be built to tune
200 kw effective radiated power on
600 mc with 500 ft. antenna. It first witness to be cross examined.
both bands anyhow.
He contemplated higher powers
Comr. Jones put numerous quesindicates
"that a service
highly effective
UHF television
with a would be needed to get UHF servtions to Mr. Bingley about various
Grade A service radius of the order
ice comparable to VHF, with satel- proposals for a common intermelite stations possibly being used to
of 20 miles can be provided in the
diate frequency in receivers as refill
in
sharp shadow areas.
lated to optimum allocation potenBridgeport area."
Clarifying earlier statements retials. He was particularly curious
% An "incomplete interpretagarding Philco's survey of the about the 111.75 mc IF suggested
tion" in the NBC report — that at
Bridgeport UHF station of RCAby Dana A. Griffin, Communication
90 '7f of homes actual - measured
Measurements Lab. president, who
field intensity for the average of NBC — in which service was found
to be good although the range was
several studies is below theoretical
advocated
development of a "suvalues by amounts up to 36 decibels, somewhat limited — Mr. Bingley experior" UHF service through nonplained
120
kw
ERP
would
be
compatible UHF standards using a
corresponding to "a difference in
power of 4000 times" — is "very mis- needed to completely cover the "fold-in" allocation technique plus
Bridgeport area with a "good" sig- permanent freeze on issuance of
leading to the Commission."
nal. For comparable coverage of new VHF licenses on present standWitnesses Crossexa mined
Philadelphia he said 1.2 megawatts
ards [Telecasting, Oct. 30].
(1200
kw)
would
be
needed.
Mr.
Bingley explained he did not
Mee.ting last Thursday and Fribelieve the 111.75-mc IF practical
day before Acting Chairman E. M.
Asked if this were "practical"
now because no tubes are available
Webster and Comr. Robert F. Jones, UHF operation, he said such power
may not be available now but if the which will produce sufficient amplithe allocation proceeding was de- UHF
were allocated on such a basis
fication at that frequency. He also
voted to cross examination of witnesses who testified on general is- he presumed the industry would de- saw difficulty in obtaining good
sues earlier [Telecasting, Nov.
13]. Although it had been expected
previously that cross examination
would be completed last week, estimates by Thursday night were the
RO
STATION
licensees SE
will have
session would run well into this TV
ICE might
RVCommission
be LE
forced to reBUC
PU
allocate the license of the least
week.
to
look to their public service
laurels
if
they
want
the
FCC
to
Raymond F. Guy, NBC manager
service minded" station in
renew their licenses when the "public
areas which had reached their staof radio and allocations engineertion limit, to a non-commercial staing, who earlier presented the three-year permit period expires,
tion which would serve the public
Bridgeport data, was not able to according to Frieda B. Hennock,
interest.
FCC Commissioner. In a news conappear for cross examination
ference following her speech before
The necessity for such measures
the Advertising Women's Club of might be averted, however, if the
New York at the Waldorf-Astoria
present hearings before the FCC
in that city Nov. 15, Miss Hennock
on UHF indicate a successful methemphasized that the public must
od to increase the number of TV
be served and served well by each broadcast channels. Miss Hennock
TV station, and reminded the sta- said. She pointed out that if both
tion operators that "the public is UHF and VHF channels could be
effectively utilized in the same city
the actual owner of television."
Miss Hennock has advocated resas proposed by Paul Raibourn,
ervation of 25% of the 2,000 new
Paramount Pictures, a metropolistations yet to be assigned, for
tan area such as New York could
have 20 stations instead of the
the "use of educators for non-profit
present limit of seven.
and non-commercial broadcasting,"
but admitted that "educating the
'Audience Desires Ignored'
educators" to the value of televiMiss Hennock told the Advertission as an outstanding medium is
one of the greatest problems. Hearing Women that "the tendency in
radio, and even more markedly in
ings before the FCC for the educational groups are scheduled to television, has been to ignore the
tastes and desires of the available
AT opening of new offices and stu- start Nov. 27.
audience. Instead what is offered is
dios for WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh in
Stating that the educational
the Chamber of Commerce BIdg. problems created by television are
an appeal to the lowest common
[Telecasting, Nov. 13] James H. "much more serious than anyone
denominator in taste and intelliGreene (r), executive secretary of the realizes," Miss Hennock hinted that
gence." Reempha sizing the great
if public demand for educational
Chamber of Commerce, congratupotentials of television as an edulates Donald A. Stewart, station gen- TV programming became a presscational medium which "can be one
eral manager.
ing problem before the FCC, the of the greatest forces for good in
Telecasting
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Drawn for TELECASTING by John Zeigler
operation in the FM band by sets
using this IF. Problem also was
seen from the second harmonic of
Channel 2 (54-60 mc).
E. W. oratory
Chapin,
of FCC's
LabDivision,chief
observed
the 41.25
mc IF proposed by Radio-Television
Mfrs. Assn. would throw oscillator
radiation out of the TV band into
the area of other services while the
111.75-mc IP puts it into the TV
band. It was indicated the Commission would have to decide which
effect is the more important in setting its allocation policy.
Mr. Bingley stated Philco is still
using 21 mc IF in its sets but plans
(Continued on page 81)

"^--^
<^'->
modern
history,"
Miss
Hennock
cited the increase of almost
600%
in public demand for education over
the
past fourtheyears.
something
public"Education
wants . . is.
and as advertising people you know
that once the need is created, that's
99%
the sale."urged the AdverMissof Hennock
tising
Women that
"while television still has
the fascination
of
newness, let us not dull it with
mediocrity," and told them, "you
can assist in developing this new
medium into a great positive force
for improving the culture, habits
and standards of American life, or
you can allow it to be used only
for the purpose of selling cornflakes or giving away refrigeraTheodore C. Streibert, president
of WOR-AM-TV New York and
chairman of MBS, in his speech,
agreed with Miss Hennock in her
proposal for the setting aside of
tors."
frequencies
for educational, nonprofit
organizations.
He informed his audience that
this winter of 1950-51 will be the
first to see the television broadcasting industry "emerge from loss to
profit" or, in some cases, at least,
realize an equalization in assets and
(Continued on page SO)
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By ELMO I. ELLIS
PRODUCTION MANAGER,
WSB-TV ATLANTA
PRODUCER-DIRECTOR,
'RICH'S IN YOUR HOME'
IT ALL started because of a transit strike earlier this year. Atlanta
was suffering from a walkout of
trolley operators. Downtown businessmen were singing the blues.
And then WSB-TV's general manager, John M. Outler, put in a
call to Joseph Guillozet, director
of sales promotion for Rich's, Atlanta's biggest department store,
which last year grossed more than
$48 million.
What Mr. Outler proposed was
a television shopper's show, with
WSB-TV moving right into Rich's
for an on-the-scene daily presentation.
ASST.

"Look, you folks are on the
spot," said Mr. Outler. "Why not
give television a try? Let us sell
merchandise for you."
"Rich's turned around and put
WSB-TV on the spot with this
challenge: "We'll give it a try but
you've vision
gotcan to
that telesellprove
a massto us
market
at a
unit cost comparable to other advertising media." Such a challenge
was no easy one to meet, since it
entailed developing a whole new
concept of "armchair shopping" on
the part of the television audience.
Moving rapidly, Rich's officials
and our TV production staff held
a couple of conference?, lined up
a semblance of a format and began
telecasting Rich's in Your Home.
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At first the show varied in complexion, reflecting changes in
thought among Rich's executives.
Reports of good sales-returns on
a $1 item resulted in less expensive
merchandise being featured the
following day. Heavy sales on
luxury goods, such as antique furniture or musical instruments,
caused a temporary turn toward
more costly merchandise.
But most important was the fact
that the show did sell — and sell in
quantity — from the very first day.
So what began as a temporary device to meet an emergency has
evolved into a permanent, hourlong daily feature. Prior to this
venture. Rich's had limited its
video activities to occasional spots
and a few institutional Christmas
presentations.
Widespread Publicity
Accorded TV Efforts
Now Richard H. Rich, president
of Rich's, says: "We're in the television business." And the v/hole
world knows it, judging from the
press clippings that flow into the
store's public relations department.
Reports on the show have appeared

in

Your

in papers from Paris to the PhilipRich's in Your Home is plainly
pines.
and simply a "selling" medium. It
does more than advertise. It motivates Georgia shoppers to pick
up their telephones by the hundreds to order dresses and shoes
that they've seen on their TV
screens, and it draws countless
other thousands into the store to
buy what video has brought to
their attention.
Phone Request
Prompts Deluge of Calls
FromHome
the was
beginning.
Your
thrown Rich's
open in
to
the public. Dwight Horton, the
affable m.c. from t?ie store's personnel department, requested phone
calls, "so we'll know what you
want to see." These requests, plus
telephone purchases, promptly
swamped the 12 operators at the
Rich's switchboard. Enthusiastic
viewers wanted to examine infant's dresses at $1.98, and fur
stoles at $1,198.00. In fact, they
wanted to see everything in the
store, and they were willing to buy
what they saw.

One woman phoned to ask for
a second look at some television
sets she had seen displayed on the
air. "Show them again and I'll
buy
one I want," she said.
And the
she did.
A five-minute demonstration of
an electronic attachment that
makes a piano sound like an organ
brought three quick sales at $695
apiece. A brief offering of rayon
slips at $3.95 netted 21 dozen sales.
The manager of the Stueben glass
department showed some of his
wares before the cameras and reported a greater volume of immediate sales than the store ordinarily does in a month. Phone orders for a $5.95 girdle mounted to
142 within three days. Model airplane kits sold out three times
after they were offered on the
show.
Officials of Store
Pleased With Results
Rich's officials do not volunteer
information about sales results.
After all, department store business is a keenly-competitive game,
and other big retail outlets
throughout the nation have sent
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representatives to Atlanta to check
on this video venture. But developments speak for themselves. The
store's television department has
set up an elaborate system for
i checking sales returns, and top exi ecutives unanimously call these
results "highly satisfactory."
Actual Examples of Sales
Pull Via Television
This is readily understandable
when one talks to the heads of
various departments in the store.
A showing of furs quickly sold
three coats, one priced above
$1,000. A video display of men's
$15 ties resulted in five immediate
sales. Results have been equally
good on economy items. An offer
of $1.95 washable houseshoes for
women got 175 phone orders. A
salesman for garden supplies rang
up more than $1,000 in his cash
register following one television
appearance. And after making
an unusual flower arrangement, a
saleswoman from the garden shop
sold her entire stock of vases to
a single flower club in Griffin, Ga.,
40 miles away.
Prank Pallotta, director of visual merchandising, heads the television department at Rich's. Under
him and maintaining supervision
over the show are Julie Daves, director of special events, and her
assistant, Carolyn Kalodkin. Personnel permanently assigned to TV
duties total six. In addition, some
two-dozen sales persons, models
and demonstrators take part on
each day's show.
Thanks to careful planning.
Rich's in Your Home has evolved
as a colorful, good-natured television counterpart of the store itself.
The same courteous, friendly service that customers expect from
Rich's has been carried over into
this show. And special pains have
been taken to maintain dignity
[along with the informality, for
jiithere's great tradition behind
"Rich's, A Southern Institution
Since 1867." Mr. Pallotta and his
staff have also seen to it that a
portion of almost every program
|is devoted to the promotion of
worthwhile community projects.
■Locale of Shows
'Within Store

cruited from various departments
of the store. The problem of molding dozens of amateurs into TV
performers has been a big one,
especially since new faces are
called up for each program. After
some experimentation with allowing store personnel to carry the
show alone, it was decided to allow
professional actresses to open, and
guide along the various acts. The
actress poses as a proxy shopper,
walks into a department, inspects
merchandise, plies the sales person
with intelligent questions, sees that
goods are properly shown to the
camera, and voices a cue line to
end the scene and carry the show
on to the next act.
After several TV appearances,
some Rich's employes have exhibited unusual aptitude as performers, and in such cases, they are
allowed greater freedom in displaying and discussing merchandise. By having a seasoned actor
working in every scene, however,
the show maintains a calmness and
air of professionalism that would
otherwise be lacking. Men, women
and children have served as actors
when needed, but the schedule regularly calls for two women performers, who alternate appearances on the various acts.
Approximately Twelve
Acts Are Shown
The hour-long show is routined
into approximately a dozen acts,
each about five minutes in length.
Fashion shows frequently require
8 to 10 minutes to show a dozen
dresses. In displaying handbags,
the sales person can bring out and
discuss about six samples in a fiveminute period. Similarly, a fiveminute spot can be used to sell five
or six pairs of shoes. Short acts
give the program a fast pace, and
the time seems to pass quickly.
A typical hour might include the
following: Shoes, dresses, lingerie,
small rugs, electric irons, teenagers sportswear, motorboats, bedroom suites, boudoir ensembles,
interview with the mayor, cosmetics and sewing lesson.
Every act takes place on a stage
area, decorated to look like the
proper department of the store.
Many viewers, on visiting Rich's,
have expressed surprise that the
entire show originates in one
place, thinking that it comes from
various floors. Rich's TV staff

'; The program is aired from the
Jfourth-floor bridge at Rich's, a
;glass-enclosed area, 50 by 30 ft.,
.which connects the "Store-For. Homes" and the huge main depart^Iment store across the street. Three
set areas are utilized at either
end of the studio space. These are
Ibacked by 10-ft. fiats. Makeshift
; lights — p r i n c i p a 1 1 y photo-floods
and kleig spots — were used originally but these are being replaced
by adequate permanent fluoresicents. Two studio-type cameras
are used and picture quality is
excellent.
Oliver Healey of the
.'WSB-TV staff has served as techjnical director of the program since
■its inception, handling the lighting
^nd audio arrangements,
j Virtually all of the participants
r:on the show are sales people reTelecasting
• BROADCASTING

lines up the acts a day ahead of
presentation, selecting items to
show and sales people to perform.
Necessary merchandise is then
transported to the TV studio. Only
on rare occasions has the store allowed simultaneous TV and newspaper display of sales items, preferring to let each medium stand
on its own.
One regular
is abecome
women'sa
fashion
show. feature
This has
"must" because results have been
extremely good. The home audience apparently enjoys watching
models parade around in new creations, and best of all, customers
call up to order what they see.
first was
two aired
weeks,from
Rich's
in For
YourtheHome
11
a.m. to 2 p.m., Monday through
Saturday. This proved a burden,
and put tremendous responsibility
on every one connected with the
show, which included some 75 persons from Rich's and approximately a dozen from WSB-TV.
Now, the program is on from 2 to
3 p.m., Monday through Friday,
and Rich's has been able to cut its
personnel approximately in half.
WSB-TV is using a remote crew
of 10.
Although the show is unrehearsed, the entire WSB-TV crew
is on hand an hour before showtime to advise on such details as
arrangements of sets, display of
merchandise, and routining of acts.
Questions constantly arise about
whether a particular bit of scenery, piece of cloth or silverware
will show up properly. And there
is always the job of arranging to
view tiny items, such as watches
and compacts, to the best advantage.
Store Noises in Background
Add Realism to Show
Audio was a headache at the
outset. Noises in the store were
considerable, but it was decided
that such a background of sound
would add to the feeling of reality,
so no effort has been made to
eliminate this factor, only to keep
it at a low level. The noise is still
sufficient to make the use of recorded musical accompaniment for
fashion shows impractical. The
result Avas only one of confusion.
Live music from organ or piano
has been used, however, without
difficulty.
Pick-ups

on

performers have

A CALM and experienced head is
D^eeded for collimg stiofs on the fcosJmoving Rich's in Your Home show —
capably
houdladEllis
by who
Prodycer-Direst'oir
Elmo israel
guides the
hour-long feature into a smooth-flowing production. A veteran writer and
director of many network shows, Mr.
Ellis has served as production mancgsr of WSB-TV since it went on
the air two years ago and has created
dozens of programs for the Atlanta
outlet. Here Mr. Ellis gives the behind-the-camera story of one of WSBTV's prize accounts.

Mooring Mast for TV
STORY of how the Empire
State Bldg. was built strong
enough
hold a 50-ton
towerat
for five to
television
antennas
its peak is explained by Dr.
Orestes H. Caldwell, former
FCC Commissioner, in the
December issue of the Caldwell -Clements publication,
Tele - Tech. Television was
not considered in the early
'20s when the 102-story structure was planned, but there
was talk of a competing skyscraper being planned nearby.
Whereupon, ex-Gov. Al Smith,
head of the Empire State
Bldg., rushed to Washington
and offered his tower as a
mooring mast for Army
dirigibles then at the peak of
their development. Accepting, the stricted
Armynationaldeclared
redefense aarea
thereabouts, forbidding nearby lofty structures. Though
no dirigible was moored to
the great mast, the extrasturdy steelwork eventually
proved a boon for television
tower use.
been accomplished by using stationary boom mikes, desk mikes
and hand mikes. A retractable
boom would be the ideal solution
for proper audio coverage, but
since one is not available, an engineer works steadily with the stationary booms, moving them about
to cover the action.
Acts are often concluded by fading out video, so that audio can
move mikes into position for the
next scene. Where mikes are ready,
dissolves are generally the means
of transition.
Generally, a wide shot is used on
one camera to introduce the scene
in a particular department. A
medium shot on the second camera
brings the scene into closer view.
Then the first camera changes to
a long lens for closeup shots of
merchandise. All of the technical
equipment on the show is necessarily mobile, since cameras, floor
lights and microphones are constantly shifted throughout the hour.
Daily briefing sessions between
Rich's personnel and the WSB-TV
staff have ironed out many problems. As they gain experience,
sales people are learning to show
merchandise correctly for TV and to
act naturally before the cameras.
But the very nature of the show —
its ad lib format and daily changing of all the acts — means that
new audio and video difficulties
will arise.
"We expect to make mistakes
because television is new and we're
new at it. But we're learning,"
says Frank Pallotta.
Anding as best
of all. Georgians
Rich's is earnit learns.
who
have sworn by Rich's for many decades are now showing that same
affection for Rich's television progi-am. So it looks like Atlanta's
biggest department store will be
coming
theirlong
homes
TV for into
a long,
time.via WSBNovember 20, 1950
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Combined Population
DALLAS and TARRANT
COUNTIES . . .
920,500
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TOTAL NUMBER of television
advertisers in September rose to
3,380, a gain of 135 over the number reported for August. The largest increase was among spot advertisers which gained 83 for a September total of 801. There were 55
network advertisers added between
August and September for a total
in the latter month of 126, an alltime high. Local business dropped
slightly to 2,903 advertisers in September.
These figures are reported by the
N. C. Rorabaugh Co. in its Rorabaiigh Report on Television Advertising. Data for the networks
covers the entire month and is reported byStation
the network's
headquarters.
information
covers
94% of the then operating stations
for the week of Sept. 3-9 and is
reported by each individual station.
Bulk of the increase in total network advertisers was reflected in
new business, although a majority
of advertisers who had been off for
the summer returned. In all, there
were 149 active accounts during the
month. (The sponsor of any given
program is considered an "Account." An advertiser who sponsors more than one show is counted
once for each one.) There were 50
new accounts added by the networks
between the two months while an
additional 15 returned from their
summer hiatus.
In number of stations used for
any one show, Frigidaire Div. of
General Motors topped the network

Reports

1.

NUMBER OF ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT GROUPS
Netv/ork
Agriculturo & FarminQ
z
2. Apporc 1^ FootwGor & Access
23
8_
7.3. Automotive, Automotive Equip. & Access.
1
1
1/
4. Beer & Wine
135
3
Spot
5. Builcfing Material, Equip. & Fixtures
1
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
6. Consumer
21
22
76
Service
1
11
Construction
&
Contractors
8.
A
Drugs & Remedies
11.
21
Entertainment
&
Amusements
10.
12. Food & Food Products
236
Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels
7
13.9. Horticulture
1
14. Household Furnishings, Equip. & Supplies
16.
13
79
15. Industrial Materials
1
8
Insurance, Banking & Real Estate
18.
1
4
17. Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
4
18
Office Equipment & Supplies
1
19. Publishing & Media
1
11
20. Radio, TV Sets, Phonographs, Musical
Instruments & Access.
9
12
10
21. Retail Stores & Shops
1
22. Smoking Materials
9
22
23. Soaps, Cleansers & Polishers
5
29
24. Toiletries
Sporting Goods & Toys
4
1
25.
36
26. Transportation, Travel & Resorts
18
27. Miscellaneous
3
14
TOTAL
801
'Excludes two network accounts which appear in both classification 6 and 11.
list with 61. This lineup was used
for the hour-long Star Spangled
Review on Sept. 14. As a regular
advertiser, however, Philco Corp.
placed its TV Playhouse on 60
NBC-TV stations for an hour each
Sunday night. There were 13 accounts active during the month
which used 50 or more stations for
their progi-ams.
The largest spot advertiser in
number of stations used was
O'Cedar Corp. The firm placed
business on 79 reporting stations.
Bulova Watch Co., consistently a
heavy user of TV time, ran a spot

168
Local
4
300
19
19
70
50
on
235
56
95
449
551
1212
7
ISO
64
40180
290
5
9
13
5
59

Total
328
6
199
115761
56
96
247
20
44
16
707
643
78
5213
155
86
43
13
181
311
36
26
59
23
76

2,903
21

schedule on 74 outlets. To introduce its new line of cars, Pontiac
Motor Div. of General Motors
placed business on 73 stations.
There were 10 advertisers which
3,830*
placed business on 40 or more stations. In addition to the above, they
included American Tobacco Co., 50;
Beechnut Packing
126* Co., 46; Benrus
Watch Co., 51; Borden Co., 52;
Brown & Williamson, 64; Philip
Morris & Co., 40; Rival Packing
Co., 40.
The product classification with
the largest number of advertisers
(Continued on page 80)

City
City

in

KRLD-TV's
Effective

Coverage

CBS
for

Area

Station

and
DALLAS
FORT WORTH
tlih id u//iy

AM-FM-TV
(^Itannei 4
is ij-our Leit Luij^
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National Representatives
THE BRANHAM COMPANY
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Weekly Television Sinninary —

November 20, 1950, telecasting survey

Number Sets
Number Sets
Outlets On Air
Outlets On Air
60,250
Louisville
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
WMCT
WTVJ
KOB-TV
5,000 Memphis
WOl-TV
40,000
Miami
60,176
21,346
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
65,000 Milwaukee
176,989
240,476
163,400
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
WTMJ-TV WTCN-TV
26,090 Minn.-St. Paul KSTP-TV,
WNBF-TV
12,600
26,500 Nashville
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
109,700
WSM-TV
WTTV
New Haven
41,053
11,000 New
WNHC-TV
Orleans
252,130
WBZ-TV, WN AC-TV
WDSU-TV
149,331 New York
WABD, WCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
WBEN-TV
WBTV
WOR-TV, WPIX
Estimate
Newark
WATV
Inc. in N. Y. 1,635,000
39,724
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
679,417
178,000 Norfolk
39,960
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
WTAR-TV
54,633
Oklahoma
City
349,319
695,000
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
45,896
WKY-TV
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
95,000 Philadelphia
Omaha
KMTV,
WOW-TV
978
Phoenix
17,400
WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ 160,000
KRID-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
KPHO-TV
Pittsburgh
WDTV
WOC-TV
27,962
82,544 Portland, Ore.
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline 106,000
Providence
WHIO-TV, WLWD
86,880
WJAR-TV
330,539
WTVR
Richmond
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WICU
56,205
42,534
41,350 Rochester
WHAM-TV
Rock
Island
27,962
WHBF-TV
Include
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise.,
E.
Moline
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
31,500
82,5441 Salt Lake
56,21
Quad City
Cities KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
WLAV-TV
WFMY-TV
San
Diego
30,508
Antonio
32,684
58,000
KEYL,
KPRC-TV
50,017
KFMB-TVWOAI-TV
WRGB
116,100
San
Francisco
99,022
KGO-TV,
KPIX,
KRON-TV
Schenectady
27,500
WSAZ-TV
Albany-Troy
WFBM-TV
95,000 Seattle
WMBR-TV
20,000
50,100
37,800 St. Louis
KING-TV
WJAC-TV
206,500
KSD-TV
WKZO-TV
80,923
WHEN, WSYR-TV
45,570 Tulsa
Toledo
WSPD-TV
57,000
WKTV
27,900
Syracuse
WDAF-TV
KOTV
48,150
WGAL-TV
73,565 Utica-Rome
Washington
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WHG
WJIM-TV KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH,
63,743 Wilmington
188,585
KECA-TV,
31,000
46,749
WDEL-TV
KTIA, KTSL, KTTV
796,865
Stations on Air 107
Sets in Use 8,869,374
* Lancaster and contiguous areas. Total Markets on Air 63
Editor's Note: Source of set estimates are based on data available from dealers, distributors, TV Circulation committees, electric companies
and
manufacturers.
Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas is
necessarily
approximate.

Albuquerque
Ames
Atlanta
Baltimore
Binghamton
Birmingham
Bloomington
Boston
Buffalo
Charlotte
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbus
Dallas,
Ft. Worth
Davenport
Quad Cities
Dayton
Detroit
Erie
Ft.Dallas
WorthGrand Rapids
Greensboro
Houston
HuntingtonCharleston
Indianapolis
Jacksonville
Johnstown
KolamazooBattle City
Creek
Kansas
Lansing
Lancaster*
Los Angeles

Telecasting
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HUNTER

McNIMROD

SO COVETED

DUCKS

lAT HE LAID OUT A BREATH-TAKING

THE SAME

NUMBER

WOULD

OF BUCKS

KIND OF PAINS, WHEN

SELECTING HIS LURE,

HAVE SAVED HIM CONSIDERABLE

To

THE

Sell

SHOW

*The

DISCOMFITURE!

Dayton,*

MUIT

GO

ON

WHIO-TV
lush Miami Valley market (136,000

viewers today, and growing fast) is domi-

OR WHAT

IS THE USE OF A MOOSE

ON THE LOOSE

^HEN IT'S PLUMP, JUICY DUCK THAT YOU
MORAL: NOTHING

nated by Dayton's first and leading station—
WHIO-TV. See Pulsef. See the U.S. census.
Or better yet, see National Representative
G. P. Hollingbery Company!

AIM TO SEDUCE?

LURES DAYTON

SALES LIKE DAYTON'S FAVORITE
STATION . . . WHIO-TV

CHANNEL

13

lo-.tv::::
DAYTON,
'clccasting

• BROADCASTING

f Pulse September report shoivs
WHIO-TV had 8 out of top
10 once-a-week shoivs— 6 out
of top 10 multi-weekly shoivs.

OHIO
November 20, 1950
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RTMA
SET REPORT
TELEVISION manufacturers sold 4,880,000 TV sets to dealers in 36
states and the District of Columbia in nine months of 1950, according
to Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. September shipments were estimated
by RTMA at 928,000 sets compared to 845,000 in August. Figures include both RTMA and non-member
Sets Shipped
company sales. (August and eightCountyand
State
Year to Date
month shipments listed in the Nov.
Sept.
Knox
303
730
13 Telecasting.) County-byAAadison
1,45518
county shipments for September
McLean
317
3*884
6,753
Peoria
and nine months follow:
1,202
Rock
Island
Sets Shipped
State and
173
St.
Clair
1,27197
County
4,561
Year to Date
Tazewell
Sept.
1,265
36
6,922
ALABAMA
INDIANA
JefFerson
13,891
393
Delaware
4,150
Lake
191,618
630
3 700
ARIZONA
669
Madison
Maricopa
1,139
4,466
9 247
36 814
Marion
CALIFORNIA
IOWA
Alamedo
30,566
755
363
6,679
938 '5
Clinton
Contra Costa
4,974
Polk
Los Angeles
70,454 I6 332,890
760
Pottawattamie
Orange
16,223
5,785
1,615
Scott
3,142
477
2*276
Sacramento
2,121
1,674
San Bernardino
1,625
11,213
4,549
2,504
KANSAS
San Diego
28,788
5,426
2,394
6 660
San Francisco
30 458
Wyandotte
6,000
KENTUCKY
San Joac|uin
928
San AAateo
Campbell
1,546
4,758
6)987
Jefferson
Santa Clara
24,242
2,167
567
Kenton
Solano
9,975
10,202
6,019
2,238
2,644
LOUISIANA
CONNECTICUT
Orleans
24,753
Fairfield
25,732
MApyi ANn
3,373
5,021
Hartford
20,246
fVIMIVBaltimore
1 LM|ilL/ City
3,202
74 678
New Haven
1 7 805
32,523
4,641
New London
Baltimore
County
155
25)917
1,505
233
Montgomery
DELAWARE
5!245
Prince
Georges
New Castle
1,094
16,649
3,093
1,813
6,385
MASSASHUSETTS
DISTRICT OF
736
Berkshire
COLUMBIA
12,932
73,379
Bristol
20,770
Essex
FLORIDA
4,740
3,924
Dade
37,096
612
13,556
Hampden
3,191
Duval
7,220
2,208
Middlesex
3,408
5,897
57,595
11,740
315
Hillsborough
Norfolk
1,00911
Pinellas
2
19,525
4,116
Plymouth
111,064
2,199
Suffolk
GEORGIA
8,101
18,335
Worcester
930
DeKalb
20,791
5,358
Fulton
468
40,339
4,621
MICHIGAN
8,035
Calhoun
*53,167
ILLINOIS
Genesee
Cook
341,254
2,952
5,250
283
Fulton
Ingham
38
1,357
1,420
6,095

T€ST
CITIES

•
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MISSOURI
Buchanan
Jackson
Madison
St.
Louis
NEBRASKA
Douglas
Lancaster
NEW JERSEY
Atlantic
&6r3on
Camden
H udson
Mefcer
AAi dd lesex
Monmouth
Morris
Passaic
NEWUnionMEXICO
Albany
Bernalillo
NEW YORK
Brooms
C hauta uc]ua
Kirfgs
Monroe
Nassa
u
New York
Onondaga
N lagara
Orange
Oneida
Richmond
Rensse'aer
Schenectady
Westchester
NORTH CAROLINA
A la ma nee
Cabarrus
Durham
Forsyth
Gaston

mARKCT
250,000

(Sales Management
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County
State and
Jackson
Ka la ma zoo
Kentc 0 m b
AAa
/Muskegon
Oakland
Saginaw
Washtenaw
Wayne
MINNESOTA
Ramsey
Hennepin

to

in

Sept. Sets Shipped
Year to Date
2 543
641 4
1381 8
317
1,218
2 884
518
3,546
5
* 11,380
749
19)300
* 1,868
315
2,269
331
1 64,793
1,202
4,835
* 17,852
5,738
332
393
20,324
436
5,710
51,207
174
16)614
3)253
7,998
3,231
3)077
2)674
1,499
4,740
4,845
752
2,688
145)675
714
1)731
33)251
7,219
43)735
6)250
6)1)314
160
13,336
2)r,104
1 60

32,992
21,089
22,879
935
1,108
84,851
14,192
1,227
25 480
16,618
6,652
77)020
42)705
1 4)500
15,803
13)722
23,030
7,315
24,991
142,655
421
31140
5520
197
7143' 646
3)572
180989
36327
2019800
397
30)610
15)108
5,522
178)891
3,900

1,204
2,093
1,715
6,230
109
271
366
102

9,278
8,739
29,261
997
189
1,301

275

1,222
1,817

County
State and
Guilford
Mecklenburg
Rowan
OHIO
Cuyahoga
Frank lin
Lucas
Ham 1 Iton
Montgomery
Scioto
Summit
Muskogee
OKLAHOMA
'574 Oklahoma
Tu Isa
OREGON
Marion
Multnomah
Allegheny
PENNSYLVANIA
Beaver
Blair
Cambria
in
DeDauph
la ware
Lackawanna
Fayette
Lancaster
Lehigh
Lebanon
Artontgomery
Northampton
Philadelphia
Washington
Westmoreland
York
RHODE
ISLAND
Providence
SOUTH
CAROLINA
Shelby
York
TENNESSEE
Davidson
TEXAS
Dallas
Galveston
Harris
Tarrant
UTAH
Salt Lake
Weber
VIRGINIA
Arlington

Sets Shipped
*2Sept.
0,226 Year to Da
662
576
34)1001
77583
250
1 1 6,878
47,017
1,649
11,711
6,940
78,844
2,119
17,324
58,716
609
27 543
43)101
368
7)427
24,787
4,397
975
119
355
8,438
2,117
5,870
2,120
1 6,728
563

88,698
15,261
7,342
1,723
19,471
8,299
15,951
5,131
5,792
798
12,251

3,092
1,277
887
2,043
3,912
289
1,729
529
1,080
1,790
^ 19,130
3,774
2,301 Clark" 10,856
185,636
41,587
4,406
/,o/ J
1,217
10,635
2,008
6,794
41,823
726
7,584
1,092
188
6,346
5,322
23,962
847
7)613
5,368
174
3,563
2,986
1,18695

24,674
1 8,416
1« ann
33,032
24,989
1,022
17,737
12,226
299
7,346

ftm€RiCA

SOQOOOPOPULATION

Test Market

Survey- Nov. 10, 1950)
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Sets Shipped
Year to Dote
Month
14,540
3,271
18,26554
2,85126
313
2,752
12
348
1 1,485
2,466
624
3,329
1,864
5,976
589
2,033
*8,929
59,557
4,232,660
789,460
647,340
138,540
928,000
4,880,000

tate and
tl^County
Henrico
Norfolk
Pittsylvania
Warwick
WASHINGTON
Clarke
King
Pierce
^EST
CabellVIRGINIA
Kanawha
VISCONSIN
Milwaukee
Sub-Total
iREAS UNLISTED
GRAND TOTAL

lOTE: *Reflects
deductions
idjustments
applicable
to priorresulting
months. from

^honevision Delay
ZENITH RADIO CORP. was
granted further delay by
FCC last week of its 90-day
Phonevision tests until Dec.
1. They previously were postponed from Oct. 1. With
Comr. E. M. Webster dissenting-, FCC wrote Zenith:
"Since you now state that
you believe that you will procure the necessary films 'in
the near future', the Commission expects the Phonevision
tests to begin on Dec. 1 . . .
and that requests for further
deferments will not be filed."

TEST

Strike Threats
(Continued from page-22)
Actors Equity Assn., and Chorus
Equity Assn. Company representatives included Joseph Ream of CBS,
Victor T. Norton, and Charles R.
Denny of NBC, Joseph H. McDonald of ABC, Edward McCrossin of
Dumont network, and Jules Seebach of WOR-TV New York.
Ronald Reagan, president of
Screen Actors Guild of Hollywood,
which is currently disputing the
TVA claim to jurisdiction over
television film talent through National Labor Relations Board channels (see story page 66), announced in Hollywood that SAG
members would not cross TVA
picket lines in event of a strike.
However, the strike would not extend to film talent as such, nor
affect the SAG position in the
jurisdictional dispute.
On Wednesday the New York
State Board of Mediation offered
its services in the television-network negotiations and reportedly
was accepted by management, with
the performers remaining silent.
Television Authority published a
set of demands when it was organized last May [Broadcasting,
May 8] which presumably was
presented to the networks at the
first meeting of the two parties on
Sept. 14. However, neither side has
released information indicative of
the course discussions have taken

S. S. FOX (left), president and general manager of KDYL-AM-TV Salt
Lake City, and Easton C. Woolley, newly-named executive vice
president, confer as Mr. Woolley begins his new duties. Mr. Woolley,
formerly director of NBC station relations department, had resigned that
post earlier this fall to return to his
native Salt Lake City and KDYL operations. [Broadcasting, Sept. 18].
Queen City To Sponsor
QUEEN CITY Brewing Co., Cumberland, Md., will sponsor Boston
Blackie, a Frederic W. Ziv Co. package, in 22 markets in Maryland,
Pennsylvania, Virginia and West
Virginia. Station list is currently
being selected.

FCC Considers Request
INDICATION was made by FCC
last week it would consider a request by Atlanta Newspapers Inc.
to operate WCON-TV on Channel
.2 (54-60 mc) for limited propagation test purposes, subject to condition that tone signal and test
pattern only are aired.
The offer was made by the Commission in granting Atlanta Newspapers additional time to complete
construction of WCON-TV until
Feb. 15, 1951, since difficulty has
been found in the antenna installation. Authority to conduct equipment tests was similarly extended.
FCC earlier had asked the newspaper firm to indicate specifically
whether it would retain the Journal's WSB-TV on Channel 8 (180186 mc) or
theit Constitution's
WCON-TV
which
obtained under merger of the papers and stations [Broadcasting, Aug. 21]. It's
signment WSB-TV's
will be relinquished.
expected
Channel 8 as-'
FCC has ruled ANI may not operate the stations simultaneously
and it will not issue a program authorization for WCON-TV except
simultaneously with cessation of
operation of WSB-TV and surrender of its license. The Commission
also ruled against an ANI propagation test proposal which also contemplated use of WSB-TV.

r-

lOBERT P. WAKEMAN, research
ngineer in charge of propagation department, Allen DuMont Labs, spoke
in VHP and UHF wave propagations
It recent meeting of Radio Club of
|V:merica in New York City.
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NEW

MOTOROLA participation in sponsorship of Four Star Revue in NBC-TV is
set by (I to r): Walter Steelner, v. p. of Motorola; Dave Mahoney, account
exec, Ruthrauff & Ryan; Willson Tuttle, v. p. of radio and television at
agency; Pat Weaver (seated), v. p. charge of television for NBC-TV; Barry
Ryan, R&R president.

COST-OF-LIVING DATA
Labor Dept. To Include TV Sef Prices in indice

PRICES of TV sets are being compiled "experimentally" by the Labor
Dept.'s Bureau of Statistics, which
plans to include the data in its
cost-of-living indices in 1951 or
1952, it was learned last week.
The bureau expressed doubt that
the data can be made available in
time for next year's revised consumer price index, but said it is
gathering data from television
manufacturers and retailers which,
when compiled, would list television
set costs for the first time. Radio
set prices have been included in
pastTheyears.
TV phase is part of the Labor Dept.'s three-year program
(1949-51 inclusive) for adjusting
the "interim" purchases made by
moderate income groups, and may
be included in two separate studies
— the wholesale pi'ice index and

W. SOMERSET MAUGHAM (r), British author, concludes pact with Martin
L. Straus II, president and board
chairman of Bymart Inc. (Tintair
home hair coloring product) whereby
Mr. Maugham became host-commentator on Teller of Tales, half-hour
weekly CBS-TV show which started
Oct. 18 [Telecasting, Oet.9]

CO-SPONSORSHIP of U. of Southern
Calif, and UCLA games on KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles is discussed by (I to r)
H. L. Hoffman, pres., Hoffman Corp.;
Gus Culbertson, chairman, Chevrolet
Dealers ad committee; Carl Blumay,
promotion mgr., Walter McCreery
Inc., Hoffman agency; Richard C.
Francis, v. p. -West Coast gen. mgr.,
Campbell-Ewald, Chevrolet agency.

CONTRACT double check is given by
Chef Milani prior to his new KNBH
(TV) Hollywood show. In background
(I to r): Don Norman, KNBH sales
mgr.; Frank Oxarart, Oxarart &
Steffner inc., packager; John R.
Markey, station account executive
GIGANTIC local TV buy of one hour
daily for 13 weeks on WLWT (TV)
Cincinnati made official by (I to r,
clockwise) John T. Murphy, dir. of
television operations for Crosley
Bcstg. Corp.; E. V. Dinerman, pres.,
Dinerman Adv. Agency; Irvin Dworkin,
publicity dir.,
sponsoring department Shillito's,
store; Fred Lazarus

COMPLETING negotiations for F. &
R. Lazarus Co. department store to
sponsor five-a-week half hour merchandising show on WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio, are Robert D. Thomas (I),
sales manager of WBNS-TV, and
William Miller, Lazarus ad mgr.
DUAL contracts for Sunday Theatre
on WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia are made
official by Robert F. Boyce (seated,
i), v. p. and gen. mgr.. Zippy Products Inc., and Louis V. Honsher,
Bendix sales mgr. for Raymond Rosen
& Co. Watching are James A. Aull
(I), Martin Agency; Alexander W.
Dannenbaum,
WPTZ coml.

3d, executive v. p., Shillito's. '^^^

mgr.

'^^F^

KPRC-TV Aids Housewives
SHOPPERS' SHOW
CITY-WIDE bus strike in Houston
has given KPRC-TV there an opportunity toshow its service mettle
by bringing merchandise from Foley's Dept. Store right into the
homes of stranded shoppers — by
means of television.
"If you can't come to Foley's,
Foley's will come to you" — is the
motto used by the store and KPRCTV employes as a result of the bus
strike. Station and store officials
all agree that the job being done
is proving worth while.
The TV presentations consist of
two phases, opening with a fashion
parade. Foley's merchandising
personnel then select items for display in much the same manner as if
customers were actually in the
store. Models who pose as shoppers tour
stages andwhich
examinediff'erent
the merchandise,
cameras pick up everything, right
down to the price tags. Sales and
advertising personnel also take a
hand in the program.
Phone Orders
Viewers telephone Foley's when
they see something they would like
to purchase and the store delivers
purchases
viewers' homes.
Toys have direct
moved toparticularly
well,
with 23 direct sales resulting from
one
train. spot featuring a miniature
TV presentations utilize services
of 50 people, including a dozen
technical crewmen, and one large
studio divided into four smaller
segments. Planning is done by
Miss Ruth Sorrells, Foley advertising manager, and assistants.
Gene Heard of Wilkinson-Schiwetz
and Tips Inc., is producer and announcer. Gene Meyer of KPRCTV directs the production, seen
daily, Monday through Friday,
l:.30-2:30 p. m., Saturday, 1-2 p. m.
and Sunday, 12:30-1:30 p. m.

consumer price listings.
A bureau official stated that ir.
elusion of TV receiver purchaseit
does not necessarily mean that the\»
should be deemed "essential" goods!
The
comprise
all availabh"
data indices
on purchases
of durable
good;
by moderate income families, man;
of whom have bought sets, the:
explained.
The retail or consumer price in
dex, due early next year, will in
elude prices paid by the consume;
in 34 large cities for durable goods
including TV sets if the materia
is compiled by that time. Th«
second index will list manufac
turers'' selling prices at the wholesalers' level. Latter sui-vey is duC; •
about mid-1951.
SUPPORTS VIDEO
Lehman Promises Actior!
FOLLOWING his re-election, Sen^
Herbert H. Lehman
(D-N. Y.p
promised to promote constructive
interests
in television,
in aperson-lettei''^'
sent to Harry
Friedman,
nel director of DuMont TV Network.
He said the great contributior
of television as a communications
medium
"should be further ex-;
panded
through
cooperation
be-r
tween the television
industry, the

government, and consumer."
He .
added: "You may be assured when
I return to the Senate that I shall
work to promote the legitimate jp:
and constructive interests of tele-]i
vision which has brought such newjp;
wonders of education and enter- jj;
tainment to this country."
BASKETBALL RIGHTS
use, UCLA Ask $100,000|
TELEVISION
rights for games
USC and
UCLA
home basketball
for '
this season are being offered to Los
Angeles TV stations by Music Corp.
of America, Los Angeles, which
was signed to represent both colleges. Price being asked for the
combined package is $100,000.
Season gets underway Dec. 1 for
18 weeks with schools having 16
home games each scheduled. Several
are saidof togames,
be interested sponsors
in telecasting
but
names were not available.
PHILCO TV CHANGES
Joffee Elected President

SIDNEY A. JOFFEE, vice president and general manager, Philco
Television Corp., New York, has
been elected president, succeeding
A. H. Stobbe, who has resigned, it
Harley R.
has been
elected •
treasurer
of Wahl
the same
corporation,
succeeding David Cogan, who also
resigned.
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EUROPEAN
TV
State Plans Film Service
STATE DEPT. is setting up a television unit within its International
Broadcasting Division, which operates Voice of America programs,
to furnish TV film material to foreign TV stations, it was revealed
last week.
While personnel has not yet been
set, it was leamed that the unit
will appoint a director to consult
with TV networks and film firms
in this country, and make arrangeiments to distribute documentary,
Iscientific and institutional films
overseas. The unit would work
Ithrough U. S. information and educational officers in foreign coun1tries.
I
TV Material Used
j Both Paris and Rome USIE ofIfices already have contacted overseas TV authorities and supplied
material for television broadcasts.
In Paris, officers supplied photo
sequences dealing with U. S.
housing conditions and prepared
by USIE field personnel. Other
material was offered to French
TV broadcasters, comprising docum e n t a r y and technical films.
The State Dept. also sent technical and informational data on
the American television industry
and its most popular programs to
the Rome office for loanout to the
Vatican TV station, with the latter
assuming any liability for royalties
which may arise.
Robert Ross, assistant chief, program operations branch, IBD, has
been working on the presentations,
and now is trying to enlist the support of U. S. TV broadcasters and
film groups who would be asked to
prepare various types of TV program fare for overseas broadcasters. Similar films also have been
sent to Great Britain and Sao
Paulo and Rio, Brazil.
WARNS SET DEALERS
BBB Cites Misleading Ads
NEW YORK TV set retailers last
week were warned against "confusing, inaccurate and misleading
representations regarding the new
federal excise tax." The New
York Better Business Bureau
pointed out that "reference to a
'10% excise tax' or '10% manufacturer's excise tax' has led many
consumers to believe
that the new
tax is 10% of the retail price," instead of the manufacturer's price.
Don't use "10%" in copy unless this
is made clear, the bureau urged.
The bureau also recommended
. that all the items of cost, including
additional payments of excise tax
or other extras, be published along
with the retail prices. In advertising current TV sets purchased by
retailers before imposition of the
new tax, the bureau said they
should not be described as "tax
free" or having "no excise tax,"
since manufacturers paid an excise
tax before Nov. 1 on parts going
into the sets.

Telecasting

Sees Little

sets. some incentive to make color
turers

Use for CBS System
BECAUSE the more than 8 million TV sets for which American consumers have spent over $3 million cannot receive color telecasts by the
CBS field sequential system- approved by the FCC, "we question whether
there will be any substantial amount of color broadcasting under this
method," Dr. Allen B. DuMont, ★
president, Allen B. DuMont Labs,
said Wednesday at a dinner of the of definition, he stated, but the
Men of Science and Industry at the color wheel presently used in the
CBS system has the disadvantage
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
limiting picture size to 12%
"The use by all broadcasters of of
inches for all practical purposes.
these new color signals would make
He also stressed that the problem
it necessary to rebuild all existing
of
converting black-and-white sets
television receivers," Dr. DuMont
for color reception is not an easy
said. "Therefore, we don't expect
one, particularly as 87% of the
that commercial broadcasting sta- cathode
ray tubes now being made
tions will be particularly interested
have
viewing
screens larger than
in sending out these color signals
12% inches.
on anything but an experimental
Noting that a color receiver
basis, and then at inconvenient
needs full black-and-white recephours and for short periods of time
tion equipment, plus a scanning
only.
obviously, ifaren't
disc, an electric motor to turn the
going Advertisers,
to pay for programs
you
disc, a different cathode ray tube,
are unable to receive them."
and other extra equipment, Dr.
DuMont estimated that a new color
Carried by DTN
Dr. DuMont's address was tele- receiver will cost about twice as
much as a black-and-white set,
cast by the DuMont TV Network,
will also be two to three times
including a demonstration of the and
as
large.
effect of the CBS color system on
standard black-and-white home reLimited Programming
ceivers— a hodgepodge — and a view
of the enormous cabinet that would
Broadcasters starting to telecast
programs in color with the CBS
be required to house a color wheel
large enough to add color to the system must start with no audience, which means they will limit
new 30-inch DuMont viewing tube.
This would require a wheel eight their programming color to the
off hours. Dr. DuMont said, noting
feet in diameter, Dr. DuMont
that this does little for the manustated.
facturer to promote the sale of
Noting that this system would
reduce the 200,000 elements in the color sets and encourage him to
manufacture them. If CBS really
present
TV picture
"a wants to put color over, he said,
tremendous
lesseningto in80,000
picture
it should go into fulltime color
resolution," he concluded :
programming
to give manufac"All in all, we feel that the FCC
has given the industry permission
to broadcast a Model T type of
color video picture, and we don't
believe that many consumers will XMAS CATALOG
be interested at its present stage
Hecht Co. Sets TV Show

With a compatible system this
problem would not arise. Dr. DuMont pointed out, as stations could
immediately go into colorcasting
with the realization that all present
set-owners could get their programs in monochrome while those
who wanted to buy color sets could
receive the same programs in color.
He said that in his opinion the
Commission should have given the
same decision on color this time
as it did at the end of the 1946
hearing, that it is not yet ready
for commercial service.

Dr. DuMont
LIMITED

COLOR

of development."
Dr. DuMont's talk was followed
by demonstrations of DuMont-developed steroscopie television systems for industrial use in controling remote operations and closedcircuit color systems for industrial,
medical and merchandising use.
These demonstrations, which also
were telecast, were conducted by
Dr. Thomas T. Goldsmith Jr., Dumont director of research.
:|< * *
In a speech Thursday at the Radio Executives Club of New York
meeting, Dr. DuMont said TV set
sales have held up fairly well to
date and the defense program that
is coming on most likely will curtail the supply of sets on the market so the effects of FCC's color
decision on manufacturers and the
public probably will not be too
serious.
The task of altering present TV
sets so they can receive CBS color
telecasts in monochrome is difficult
and will cost from $50 to $75 a
set. Dr. DuMont said, adding that
the reduction of picture definition
is so marked that he doubts
whether the public will want their
receivers so modified. The addition of color makes up for the lack
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A CONSPICUOUS convert to television's merchandising potentialities. The Hecht Co., Washington,
plans to back up its Christmas
catalog distribution with something more than mere postage.
Tlie store is counting heavily on
television to stimulate early use of
the 86-page book with a new series
of telecasts, A Xmas Catalog of the
Air, on WTOP-TV Washington.
Program will be aired Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday, 7-7:30 p.m.
until mid-December, demonstrating
the appeal of some 300 odd items.
Main pitch will urge early use of
order blanks, with secondary emphasis on Hecht Co. as Christmas
shopping headquarters.
James Rotto, Hecht's sales and
publicity director, and other store
officials believe this is the first time
a Christmas catalog has been
"broug'ht to life" on television.
Hazel Markel and Ted Lingo will
handle the commercials. Additionally, newspaper advertisements
will call attention to the catalogdistribution. Harwood Martin
Agency, Washington, handles the
store's advertising.

MOVIES ON TV
SAG Will Seek Added Pay
ADDITIONAL compensation for
motion picture actors whose films
are later released for television
use will be sought in the next
Screen Actors Guild contract negotiations with film producers, Ronald Reagan, SAG president, announced at a recent membership
meeting in Hollywood.
Mr. Reagan also stated at the
meeting that while SAG would
fight with all its resources against
the attempt by Television Authority to "invade the motion picture
field," he felt sure that in the
event TVA members decide to
strike against the networks in live
television, no SAG member would
cross a TVA picket line.

Exclusive
Coverage
of the

Rich

HUNTINGTON-CHARLESTON
Market

Rep. Nat. by the Katz Agency
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Made
JOHNSON
LETTERS
CORRESPONDENCE of Sen. Ed ing policies.
In a May 13, 1949, letter to Gen.
C. Johnson (D-Col.) with FCC and
Sarnoff, Sen. Johnson said in part:
CBS with respect to coloi- television
If RCA and Dr. Jollifife were to come
was made public voluntarily last
forward tomorrow and say in effect:
week, following- Pilot Radio Corp.'s Authorize color television; open up
subpena for it the week before
the ultra-highs; we know there will
[Telecasting, Nov. 13].
be improvements but we are just as
Both FCC and CBS protested in- ready as anyone to go ahead and we
clusion of the letters in the court will go ahead; make the standards
record of RCA's suit against the elastic and make clear they are minimal and give science its head. If
Commission's color decision, but
that were RCA's position it would
made copies available. Sen. Johnseem to me that these questions that
son, chairman of the Senate Inter- have
been troubling many regarding
state and Foreign Commerce ComRCA's alleged undue influence in
mittee, who had insisted that "every
Commission's policies would disappear overnight.
shred" be made public, also released copies.
Suggests Condon Study
The correspondence revealed that
The collection of letters — many
an FCC staff memorandum in June
of which were released at the time
1948, submitting patent data to the
by
FCC or Sen. Johnson — included
Commission, contended it was
one in which Sen. Johnson irivited
"highly possible that RCA has been
E. U. Condon, director of the Nadelaying developments in monotional Bureau of Standards, to set
chrome television broadcasting in
the UHF band . . . because of its up the so-called "Condon Committo study the prospects for color
patent position as to color tele- TV tee"
and report to the commerce
committee.
vision." Patents Question
In August 1949 Sen. Johnson
The memorandum, from which
wrote FCC's Acting Chairman Paul
Sen. Johnson quoted in a letter tell- A. Walker that he couldn't undering FCC Chairman Wayne Coy that
stand why former pro-color intera "patents question" should have
ests were now so "very cold." He
been included in the color proceedsaid color TV was "here," and that
ing from the outset, held that RCA
the fact that it would improve was
no reason for FCC to delay.
apparently did not have a "practical" electronic color system.
"The radio manufacturers who
"Therefore," the memorandum
ai'e seeking to slow up the advance
of science, and throw roadblocks in
said,the"ifUHF
RCA band
developed
equipment
for
for monochrome
the way of progress, appear to be
television broadcasting it would
motivated by selfish financial reastand a big chance of losing its
sons," he said.
dominant position as to television
On
Sept.
28, 1949, when FCC's
patents because someone else might
color TV hearings were getting unbring forth the right color sysder way. Sen. Johnson wrote Chairtem." At that time it was thought
man Coy asking that a daily tran"the home of color television is in
script of the proceedings be prothe ultra highs because of the wide
vided the commerce committee.
On Nov. 25, 1949, he thanked
channels
FCC
staff needed,"
memo. according to the Mr. Coy for the daily transcript and
The correspondence disclosed that "commended" FCC for its "dyBrig. Gen. David Sarnoff had writnamic, forward-looking attitude
ten to Sen. Johnson in response to with respect to the adapter invented
some of his statements about TV
patents, enclosing a letter by Dr. by [Edward] Chapin and others."
C. B. Jolliffe, executive vice presi- This, he said, "more or less effecdent in charge of RCA Labs, outlining th€ help RCA had given other
manufacturers in developmental
work and through the RCA licensRADIO and TV STATIONS
Profits Depend on
Efficient Personnel
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Ability and Enthusiasm
Appearance and Personalit/
Integrity and Showmanship
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Commercial Equipment
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Public

tively disposes of the 'compatibilbugaboo."4, 1950, Sen. Johnson
Onity'Aug.
wrote Chairman Coy saying statements made by Gen. Sarnoff and
CBS President Frank Stanton, opposing delay in the color decision,
"prove conclusively once and for all
that the selfish interests conspiring
for delays are not the pioneers who
have fought the hard battle in the
laboratory and expended millions
of dollars to make this amazing
recreational and educational development available now to the Amerpeople."2, the day after issuOn ican
Sept.
ance of FCC's First Report preferring the CBS color system over
those of RCA and Color Television
Inc., Sen. Johnson sent Chairman
Coy "my thanks and commendation
to you personally and all of your
colleagues for a difficult job well
done and for the progress made
thus far."
THEATRE NEWS
TV Test Starts in New York
EXPERIMENT of substituting
television news, shown on specially-installed RCA theatre-size
screens, for newsreels in two New
York motion picture theatres for a
two-week period, was begun last
Monday, according to an announcement by Leslie R. Schwartz, general manager of the Century Theatre chain.
The Camel News Caravan over
NBC-TV, Monday through Friday,
at 7 :45 p.m., is being used to determine the reaction of patrons of the
chain's Queens Theatre, Queens Village, and Marine Theatre, Brooklyn. Arrangements were made by
Mr. Schwartz, Harold H. Newman
and Nathan Halpern of Century;
Stanton Osgood, manager of film
production and theatre television
for NBC, and representatives of
WilliaiTQ Esty Co., agency for
Camel cigarette show's sponsor.

SAG-TVA TIFF
NLRB Hearings Held
NLRB hearings on conflictinfr
claims of Screen Actors Guild and
Television Authority for jurisdiction over actors in television
started last Monday (Nov. 13) in
Los Angeles and go into the. second week today _ (Nov. 20).
Sessions are expected to continue
for several weeks. Daniel J. Harrington is board hearing officer.
Hearings were initiated when
SAG petitioned NLRB for certification as bargaining agent for
actors in films in Southern California however exhibited. TVA,
a new union which represents five
live talent unions intervened in the
case seeking to set itself up as bai gaining representative for all actors in television, either live or
film. Guild's position is that there
should be one union for actors in I
any type of film; TVA stand is
that actors in telecast motion pictures should have a separate union
from those in theatrical pictures.
SAG presented its case in the
first three days of hearings, with
TVA expected to have completed
its presentation by the end of last
week.
Executives Testify
Five motion picture executives
were introduced as witnesses by
the guild, Hal Roach Jr., president,
Television Film Producers Assn.;
Charles Boren, vice president in
charge of labor relations, Assn. of
Motion Picture Producers; Dixie
Fuller, casting director. Apex Pictures; Harry Cohen, president,
Apex; I. E. Chadwick, president.
Independent Motion Picture Producers' Assn.
Mr. Roach testified that often
his studio did not know in what
particular form of exhibition a picture would find its first release
until after the completion of the
Earlier, John Dales Jr., SAG
picture.
executive secretairy, gave the histor and background of the union.
Two witnesses for TVA, John
Brown, radio and TV actor and
Knox Manning, radio announcer,
discussed wide difference in earnings in television film and motion
picture
film.
Also speaking
on behalf of TVA
was Ken Carpenter, chairman of
western section, TVA national
board, who presented background
of the nev/ union. He further reiterated TVA stand that if and
when SAG and SEG want to join
the new union on a co-operative
partnership,
amendments
would
be made proper
to include
them.
Attorneys representing unions
are William Berger for SAG; Robert W. Gilbert, SEG; David
Ziskind, and I. B. Kornblum, TVA.

AT PARTY opening the Videodex office in New York (I to r): Lawrence Ely,
Videodex eastern manager; Oscar Katz, CBS research director; Harper
Carraine, assistant research director, CBS; David Sunbury, Colgate-PalmolivePeet Co., and Allan Jay, president of Videodex.

ASCAP Extends
ASCAP has extended the interim
licenses authorizing the use of its
music to all TV broadcasters pending completion of negotiations for
license terms until Dec. 15.
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F/I/M

BIDS

il^MERICAX Television Society is
laking immediate steps to eliminate
)he confusion between advertising
iigency and film producer which
liurrently hampers the production
iff filmed commercials for video
iise, wasting time at both ends and
iidding to the cost of the commer;ials.
ATS board, meeting last Tueslay, approved a proposal that the
•.ociety contact both agency buyers
)f filmed commercials and the prolucers of such films with the goal
if working out a standardized spe■ification form for use by agencies
^ n asking for bids on films from

DuMONT
PROFIT
Net Up 199% Over 1949
i
A NET profit increase of 199'";-,
;ind sales increase of 77 '"'c, in the
10 weeks ending Oct. 8, 1950, as
compared with the corresponding
reriod of 1949, was reported last
vveek by the Allen B. DuMont Labs
Inc.
Sales dollar volume was $52,273,300, compared with $29,507,000 for
'the same period in 1949, Dr. Allen
■B. DuMont, president, announced.
^Net profit was $5,018,000 after
taxes and all charges including
-aetwork losses, or $2.08 per share
'im 2.360,576 common shares out'?tanding Oct. 8, 1950. This com■pares with 75 cents a share on
2,101,597 common shares outstanding Oct. 8, 1949.
Cash balances in excess of $13
.million and additional credit re. sources of $5 million from a bank
standby agreement are available
to meet "the exigencies of the pres^?nt complicated situation" in the
television industry, Mr. DuMont
■said.
., "Between June 18, 1950, and Oct.
jB, 1950, Dr. DuMont said 1,919
jshares of preferred stock were conjverted into 2,110 shares of Class
iA common stock. On Oct. 8, 1950,
ithere were 132,048 shares of pre;ferred stock outstanding, convertible at the present time into 1.1
ishares of Class A stock for each
3preferred share.
1 "This increase has been accom^plished despite new consumer
"i-redit
restrictions
incorporated
in
Regulation
W of the
Federal Rei5erve Board, despite the FCC
'freeze on the construction of new
'television stations, and in spite of
the confusion resulting from the
U-ecently announced decision on the
■rjuestion
of color television," Dr.
DuMont noted.

ATS

Working

on

producers. Board also authorized
ATS President David Hale Halpern, radio and TV vice president,
Owen & Chappell Inc., to appoint
a committee to carry out this assignment.
Action stemmed from an ATS
forum on "Advertising Agencies
Versus Film Producers — Friend or
Foe?" held Nov. 9 at the New York
Advertising Club. G. D. Gudebrod,
director of film production, N. W.
Ayer & Son, and Ray Lynn, art
director of television, Benton &
Bowles, presented the agency viewpoint and Leslie Rausch, president,
Leslie Rausch Inc., and Joseph
Dunf ord, vice president, Transfilms,
spoke for the film producers. Don
McClure, supervisor of TV production N. W. Ayer & Son, was forum
chairman.
Discussion soon revealed dissatisfaction on the part of agencies with

The ^
DUAL

TELOP

Form

wide variations in bids rendered by
different film producers for the
same job and on the part of film
producers with the agencies' failure
to explain exactly what they want
the completed film to be. Each
side blamed the other for the frequent failure of the finished film
to satisfy the advertiser.
Cites Industrial Films
Asked whether the same problems did not occur in the making of
industrial films and so should not
be laid at television's door, Mr.
Rausch admitted that they did. But
he explained that most commercial
films are two- or three-reel packages costing $20,000 or more, so
that a correction costing 8200
amounts to 1% or less on the
total and so is relatively unimportant. In television, however, a
$200 correction on a one-minute

makes

PROFITS

Rosefield Series
ROSEFIELD Packing Co., Alameda, Calif. (Skippy Peanut Butter), last week signed a five-year
contract with Oxarart & Steffner
Inc., Hollywood television packager,
for a series of half-hour variety
shows starring Art Baker, to be
placed about Dec. 28 on KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles as Skippy Variety Theatre and eventually kinescoped for a full network showing.
Contract calls for 52 half-hours
weekly with options for the next
four years. Agency Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, San Francisco.

GROW

for TV

Stations

PROJECTION

SUPERIMPOSITION,
with NO

Standardized

film costing $1,000 is a 20 item
and therefore very important.
Richard Rawls, regional manager, ABC stations department,
proposed ATS intervention to attempt to secure standardized specification forms, after the discussion
had shown that much of the trouble
in the production of film commercials arose from lack of understanding.

LAP DISSOLVE

or FADE-OUT

KEYSTONING

THE

Tl
GIVES YOU
COST
EASY, LOW
IALS
C
R
TV COMME

The Gray TELOP projects from
FOUR optical openings: photos, art work, transparencies,
strip material or small objects. SOLVED is the problem
of low budget yet visually exciting TV commercials!
News flashes, news photos, temperature and time
announcements, slides for lecture illustration, for station and
sponsor identification ... are efficiently composed for
direct televising or with accompanying sound and
commentary. Packs interest and profit into
every minute of your TV schedule!
THE GRAY TELOP AND ACCESSORIES ARE WIDELY USED BY NETWORKS AND INDEPENDENT TV STATIONS
MULTIPLEXER
Enables operation of pairs of
projectors simultaneously into a
single TV camera or individually
into two TECTS
separate
cameras.
PROAGAINST
CAMERA
CHAIN FAILURE BY QUICK
THROW- OVER TO STANDBY
CHAIN.

TV CAMERA

TURRETS

Enable a single camera to serve
scleral projectors. Depending on
size and optical throw, as
many as eight projectors
can be used. Rotate 360°
on hea\'y
precision
bearings with exact
positioning.
2 models: #556 and #430

Regarding
said:future
"We
estim.ate
that color,
for thehe near
color telecasts ■will be on the air
from only a few stations. Looking
Ask for Gray TV Catalog describing above equipment.
further ahead, the problem of color
development will probably be comInc.
GRAY
R E S E A R C H and Develepmenff Co
plicated by the present lack of
color equipment and the necessities
24 Arbor St., Hartford 1/ Conn.
of an accelerated defense proDMtion
of
rht
GRAY
MANUFACTURING
COMPANY
' Originalors of the Gray Telephone Pay Station and tht Gray AudografA
gram."
pTcIecasting
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Metal Shortages
(Continued from page 23)
alleviate this situation."
''Until further notice . . . pending- completion of our investigation
as to the size and nature of the defense requirements, your company
is hereby directed ... to withhold
delivery of this material from all
purchasers, including those using
defense orders and agencies of the
U. S.," Gen Harrison wrote.
He also asked the firm to advise
NPA of "any cases known to you
where compliance with this directive would result in serious impairment of the defense program,
a severe dislocation of operation
for essential civilian purposes, or
in undue hardship. The cases will
receive our prompt consideration."
The effect of NPA's metals curtailment program on the communications industry and apprisal of
future military needs were to be
discussed last Friday in a meeting
with producers and users of communications equipment. Representatives of Stromberg-Carlson,
RCA Communications Inc., Western Electric Co., American Cable
& Radio Corp., Western Union Telegraph Co., American Telephone &
Telegraph, General Cable Corp.
and other companies were slated to
attend.
Government Representatives
Gen. Harrison and Donald Parris. General Products Division,
NPA, were two of the government
officials scheduled to discuss these
problems with industry officials.
Meanwhile, it was learned that
the government hopes to develop
other sources — French Morocco and
Sweden, among them — for import
of cobalt.
E. K. Jencks, NPA Metals and
Minerals Division, told Broadcasting earlier that the cobalt situation is "extremely serious" and
that the government is taking every
step to insure that essential uses
will not be overlooked. He thought
any order would be directed at the
"more frivolous" uses of cobalt
rather than its application in such
essential industries as electronics.
The U. S. government imported
7,458,000 pounds of cobalt metal in
1949. Magnetic alloys accounted
for the largest single use of cobalt.
Typical application for the magnet
(alnico 5DG) is in the loudspeaker
and magnetic assembly which require high field strength and are
magnetized after final assembly.
NPA's order cutting back civilian
use of aluminum 359!: was announced last Monday by Administrator Harrison. The order provides that manufacturers will be
limited to 65% of the average
amount of aluminum they used
during the first six months of 1950,
thus altering the tentatively suggested base period of 12 months
beginning July 1949 [Broadcasting, Nov. 13]. Industry had urged
the first nine months as a base.
The order becomes effective next
Jan. 1.
Electronics manufacturers will
Page 68
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KFMB

SALE
Kennedys To Buy

PURCHASE of KFMB-AM-FMTV San Diego was announced last
Tuesday by the Charleston (W.
Va.) Broadcasting Co., of which
Mrs. John A. Kennedy is president
and controlling stockholder and
John
man. A. Kennedy is board chairproval,
was bysubject
Jack to
Gross,
The sale,
FCCpresiap-"
dent and sole owner of the Jack
Gross Broadcasting Co., which purchased KFMB in 1943 and opened
KFMB-TV on May 16, 1949. The
two stations are ABC affiliates.
Purchase price was not announced, but is understood to be
in the neighborhood of $925,000,
net.
Principals in the San Diego sale during an inspection of KFMB
Mr. Gross (I) with Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy
be allowed, however, to use 1009f
of their average monthly consumption during that same period "to
provide time for necessary adjustment." The directive applies to
users of aluminum products and
forms and does not limit production
by aluminum
producers
verters to aluminum
forms oror conthe
use in production of other metals
or metal alloys.
Gen. Harrison said the order
"simply distributes available supply to all non-military users in accord with the pattern of use earlier
in the year," and that "defense
needs" deprive non-military users
of aluminum.
The six-weeks lapse between now
and Jan. 1, effective date of the
order, was given to permit electronics and other manufacturers to
revise production schedules and
find substitutes for aluminum now
used in TV condensers, indoor
aerials, etc. [Broadcasting , Oct.
30].
Administrator Harrison told a
news conference that, while the
government hopes to stabilize price
of raw aluminum, it was "probable
that prices for radio and television
sets might increase because of the
cutbacks. Another result, he conceded, would be temporary unemployment in some industries.
Aluminum Situation
He held little hope for sizable
expansion of aluminum production
during the first half of 1951, and
was unable to report any additional
progress on a plan to obtain additional supplies from Canada.
The National Security Resources
Board reported last week, however,
that the U. S. had rejected an offer
of Alcan (Aluminum Co. of Canada) for a shipment of 450,000
pounds of the metal over a threeto-five year program at an estimated cost of $75 million.
The rejection came in the form
of an offer that was "permitted to
lapse" last Oct. 31. Officials said
the company could not guarantee
"immediate" shipments that would
have been of sufficient quantity, and
that the firm wanted to spread the

(TV) are

supplies out over one, two, three
or more years. The rejection presumably was ordered by NSRB
Chairman W. Stuart Symington.
The prediction that mid-1951 may
usher in full-scale controls was
voiced by Manly Fleischman, NPA
general counsel, last Wednesday.
He said this would involve complete allocation of aluminum, copper and other materials, and would
be necessary because of an estimated $50 billion to $60 billion
military budget for fiscal 1951-52.
The defense supplemental, now
being readied by the Pentagon,
would raise appropriations during
the cuiTent fiscal year to about $35
billion. The present expenditures
(regular and supplemental call for
about $2.5 billion for electronics,
with some contracts still to be let,
while the proposed new outlay
would include another $1 billion
for that purpose.
Request to Congress
Defense Dept. hopes to submit
the request to the 81st Congress
when it reconvenes Nov. 27 (next
Monday), it was understood.
NPA Administrator Harrison
met on successive days (Wednesday and Thursday) last week with
aluminum producers and fabricators to discuss provisions of the
NPA order designed to assure supplies for the national defense. The
industry called for careful analysis
of the order and said its advisory
committees would meet periodically
with NPA.
Gen. Harrison explained that
NPA will give the aluminum producing industry all possible assistance in increasing production and
supply.
In other actions NPA also announced (1) rules for reporting on
inventories and consumption of tin;

The Kennedys have long been
prominent in radio, newspaper and
television circles. Their company
owns 48% of WSAZ-AM-TV Huntington, W. Va. Both are now San
Diego residents. Mr. Kennedy is I
former editor and publisher of the f
San Diego Daily Journal.
Mr. Gross will remain with the-fstations as vice president in an ad
visory capacity, he said, maintaining his residence in San Diego. jj:
A new firm, the Kennedy Broad- 1;
casting Co., is to be formed, the
Kennedys announced, to supplant
their Charleston firm, in which the
Kennedys hold in excess of 90%.

that metal, used for plating steel
chassis, in AC power transformers,
and for coils.
Meanwhile, it also was learned
that use of mica and mica substitutes in electronics production also
has been discussed widely in defense circles in recent months.
Sessions have covered mica research, miniature capacitors, etc.
Mica also is used in communications
equipment, though not to as large
a degree as other items. One of
the principal requirements for (Di
mica during World War II was that
involving radio tubes and also capacitors. Mica also is used in parts
for television.

W
1

Nov. 20: FCC hearing on AT&T allocation of time on TV network facilities,
FCC Hdqtrs., Washington.
Nov. 20: Broadcast Audience Measurement Inc. Board meeting, BMB
Hdqtrs., New York..
Nov. 25-26: National Assn. of Radio
Farm
cago. Directors, Stevens Hotel, ChiNov. 27: Congress resumes.
Nov. 30-Dec. 2: Western Assn. of Broad(2) interpretations
of a "practicasting Calgary,
Engineering Convention,
Palcable minimum working:
invenliser Hotel,
Alta.
tory"; (3) an order providing that Dec. 1-2: Florida Assn. of Broadcasters,
zinc producers, fabricators and
Mayflower Hotel, Jacksonville, Fla.
dealers could reject defense orders
Dec. 6: Tennessee Assn of Broadcasters,
Andrew Jackson Hotel, Nashville.
which
take monthly
more thanbusiness;
10 9f to 20(4)
""r
of their
Dec. 7-9: Academy of Radio Artists
(Canada), Royal York Hotel, Toronto.
study of the copper situation, with
Dec.
8: Television Broadcasters Assn^
possibility of complete controls over
meeting, New York.
Telecasting
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Reaction

TV VITASCOPE
Superimposes Backgrounds

(Contiyuied from page 56)
yr instance, there are a lot of ensneering problems to be solved and
lere is the problem of the CBS color
stem ■which can only be short lived,
eanwhile people will be investing
oney in sets which will shortly be
solete.
Richard A. Graver, vice presimt in charge of electronics for
'timiral Corp. :
: We were very happy to see the court
rtke its judicious action in the matter
' the mechanical disc color system
id stay the hand of the FCC until
'e merits of that body's decision
'iuld be properly studied."
Isadore Goldberg, president, Pit Radio, Long Island:
The court got the FCC out of a very
jibarrassing position. It was an untse decision to force CBS color on
<e public. It was a very lucky de"sion too because the decision would
'ive fallen on its face otherwise.
Dw we will have compatible color,
nyway, we wouldn't have had real
lor for a few years. It will be a
reathing spell to protect the indusy. Compatible color should be
ady for the FCC final approval
:ry shortly — anywhere from six to
tne months."
Meek Comment
John Meek, John Meek Indusies:
The Stay order^ focuses attention
I the CBS color system and makes
)'en more important our decision to
luip our present sets for connection
_ith auxiliary units offering any type
color that may be broadcast in the
iture.
' We are certain that black-and-white
levision is here and is growing raply. We provide this reception in
ir sets. At the same time, by procting the customer against any loss
' the value of his set due to color
■;velopments
we are
are giving
hsurance of full
enjoyment
for him
the
ars of life in his set. The buying
:!sponse indicates that this assur"ice — cutting through the confusion
lused by the color issue — is all the
-iblic wants now. Court action, propranda and claims only cloud the isle and hamper the customer's judg' ent. When the confusion clears
.vay, there will be many years of enjiyment in black-and-white television
; well as whatever tidbits of color
roadcasts may be added.
:OLOR INVENTION
Dr. Bramley Has New Device
NEW TV color device has been
vented by a woman mathemajcian in Long Branch, N. J. The
;vice is claimed to allow color
■levision to be produced on any
:ze tube and has had an applicaon approved by the U. S. Patent
ffice.
Dr. Jenny W. Bramley said her
ivention is particularly well suited
)r the CBS color television system.
3 of last week, CBS said it had
D;vice.
information on Dr. Bramley's
Called a secondary electron emison, the process does away with the
ilor wheel, Dr. Bramley says, and
ieds only the addition of one tube
,ir use in black-and-white sets.
clccasting

film
JERRY FAIRBANKS Inc., Hollywood, producing series of special
TV trailers announcing Edgar
Bergen Thanksgiving Day television program. Narrator for trailers
is Van Des Autels. Nat Winecofif
of same firm resigns to become
general manager of Oakhurst Music
Publishing Co., Los Angeles.
David Ettelson & Assoc., Chicago
film producer, currently producing
series of 20- and 60-second spots
for Englewood Electrical Supply
Co., featuring Textron electric
blanket. . . . Series of 26 English
feature length films acquired bv
KTSL(TV) Los Angeles from British & Overseas Film Corp. Films
to be shown on television early
next j^ear. Actors include James
Mason, Gracie Fields and Anna
May Wong.
^ ^ %
Hal Roach Studios Inc., Culver
City, Calif., has completed two
TV feature films for Magnavox for
CBS The Magnavox Theatre. First
film, "The Three Musketeers,"
scheduled for showing Nov. 24; second, "The Battle of Pilgrim Hill,"
Dec. 8. Agency Kenyon & Eckhardt,
New York. Robert Wolfe, vice
president in charge of agency's
Hollywood office, supervised production.
Five Star Productions, Hollywood, producing three one-minute
and two 20-second TV film spots
for Ladies' Choice Foods, Los Angeles (Hopalong Cassidy brand
jams, jellies). Agency Walter McCreery Inc., Los Angeles. . . .
Snader Telescriptions Corp., Los
Angeles, distributing to all TV

'CISCO
KID' 3 New Sponsors
Ziv Lists
TELEVISION version of the Cisco
Kid, a Ziv Television Programs Inc.
package, has been sold to three
local and regional advertisers.
They are Nolde Bros. Baking
Co., on WTVR (TV) Richmond.
Va., and WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va.;
Chestnut Farms Dairy on behalf
of Sealtest Milk, on WNBW (TV)
Washington, and Koontz Dairy, on
WBAL-TV Baltimore. The Cisco
Kid features co-stars Duncan
Renaldo and Leo Carillo. The program is filmed in color but can be
shown in standard black-and-white.
Mars

Renews

MARS Inc., Chicago (candy), has
renewed two quarter hours of
Howdy Doodij on NBC-TV for
52 weeks, through Leo Burnett
Agency, Chicago. Segments are
Monday, 4:45-5 p.m. and Wednesday, 4:30-4:45 p.m. (CST). Network includes 40 cable and eight
non-cable stations.

• BROADCASTING

report

stations in country snecial holiday
package of 12 telescriptions (threeminute musical TV film shorts) for
use at special rate until Jan. 1.
Stations free to run films as frequently as desired at rate of twothirds standard station fee until
that date.
Sa'ka Viertel signed as writer
for Fireside Theatre series being
produced by Bing Crosby Enterprises, Los Angeles, for Procter &
Gamb'e. . . . Charles Michelson
Inc., N. Y., producing new fiveminute TV film series, "Capsule
Mysteries" in ANSCO color to be
released latter part of Nov.
Swift Buys on NBC
SWIFT & Co., Chicago (meat products), will sponsor participations
in the Jack Carter portion of the
Saturday Alight Revieiv on NBCTV for 13 weeks from Dec. 9,
through J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Chicago. Show is aired Sat., 7:308 p.m. (CST).

This

makes
elaboratelens
television
VITASCOPE
system,settings
which'
possible at low cost, was demonstrated in Holly^vood last week by
Independent Producer Sol Lesser,
inventor of the system.
The device is designed to achieve
sharp focus in all planes through
an intricate optical system which
utilizes photographs no larger than
eight by ten inches. Any background or setting reportedly can
be created. Live action can then
be superimposed on the Vitascope
setting which is hooked up to the
lens of the television camera. This
makes it possible for actors to go
through action on a bare stage, in
and out of doors, behind or in front
of sets, with the effect of a large
scale setting being given.
Mr. Lesser acquired patent
rights to his invention in Paris
earlier this year.

'Paradox' Available
A SERIES of five - minute openend television films entitled Paradox, currently running in 14 markets sponsored by Imdrin, is being
made available for local sponsorby Charles Michelfirm
) .ship, distributed
son Inc.,
New York (transcription

book

simplifies
search
market

the

for
facts

The new 1950-1951 Edition
of CONSUMER MARKETS
makes easily accessible all
available basic data that advertising, selling, marketing,
and media executives need for
local market interpretation and
evaluation.
It covers all U.S. states and
counties; all towns and cities
with daily newspapers or radio
stations; all incorporated and
urban areas with populations
of 5,000 or more.
Its reporting procedure within
the cities, counties, and states
provides you with a complete
picture of the economic makeup of any specific market or
enables you to extract any specific market index you want.
Authoritative Current government data is used wherever
available. Where none is available only the findings of completely independent, reliable.
Consumer

markets

882 pagesmarket
of up-facts
to-ciate
and
figures
with market
state- area
county and major
maps, organized for working
convenience.
disinterested organizations or
individuals are reported.
Send today for detailed description of CONSUMER MARKETS' scope and content and
see for yourself why agencies,
national advertisers, market
analysts, media sales and promotion people consider it an
indispensable work-book in
solving media, advertising,
selling, and marketing problems.
Tabulations Available: ALL
CONSUMER
figures are on IBMMARKETS
Punch Cards,
available to users for quick,
accurate tabulation, at low
cost, tioninof data.
any desired
combinaFor information,
write, wire or phone.
A Section of Standard Rate & Onto Service
Walter E. Botthof, Publisher
333 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, 111.
New York " Los Angeles
November 20, 1950
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November 10 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
AM— 1080 kc
VVIVY
Jacksonville,
Fla.—kc CP1 kw
AM Dsta-to
tion to change
from 1050
1080 kc 1 kw-D 500 w-N DA-N.
AM— 1400 kc
KTSW
Emporia,studio
Kan.—location
CP AM from
station to change
Broadview Hotel to edge of city limits
Emporia. Modification of CP
KTYL Mesa, Ariz. — Mod. CP to
change frequency, increase power etc.
for extension of completion date.
KPQ Wenatchee, Wash. — Same.
License for CP
KMBL
Junction,
CP new AM station. Tex. — License for
WWHI Muncie, Ind. — License for CP
noncommercial educational FM station.
Modification of CP
KUTE Glendale, Calif.— Mod. CP new
FM station for extension of completion
date.
TV— 54-60 mc
WSIX Bcstg. Station, Nashville, Tenn.
—New commercial TV application
amended
to request
(54-60
ERP
15.2 kw
vis., 8.5 Ch.
kw 2aur..
ant.mc).
727
ft.,
instead
of
Ch.
5
(76-82
mc)
ERP
17.1 kw. 8.86 aur kw.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 1590 kc
WEEK Tampa, Fla.— CP AM station
to change from 1590 kc 1 kw D to
1590 kc 1 kw-D 500 w-N DA-N.
AM— 550 kc
WPAW Pawtucket, R. I.— CP AM station to change from 1380 kc 500 w D to
550 kc 1 kw-D.
APPLICATION RETURNED
WLAY
Muscle Shoals City, Ala —
RETURNED application for renewal of
license.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
Middle West Bcstg. Co. Inc., St. Paul,
Minn. — DISMISSED application for new
AM station 700 kc 1 kw-D. (Formerly
assigned call letters KYDS.)

PERFORMANCE
lOWek

COST

TOWER
' LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT
H & P lighting equipment, consistently
specified by outstanding radio engineers,
is furnished as standard equipment by
most leading tower manufacturers.
300 MM CODE BEACON
Patented ventilator
dome circulates the air,
assures cooler operation, longer
lamp life. Concave
base with drainage
X port at lowest
point. Glass-toglass color screen
supports virtually
eliminate color
screen breakage.
Neoprene gaskets
throughout. CAA
approved.
OTHER H & P PRODUCTS:
Mercury Flashers • Photo-Electric Controls • Obstruction Lights • Complete
Light Kits for A-2,
A-3, A-4 and A-5
Tovi^ers
PROMPr SERV/CE and DBLIVERY
Immediate Shipment Out of Stock
WRITE OR WIRE FOR CATALOG
HUGHEY & PHILLIPS
TOWER LIGHTING DIVISION
326 N. Lo Cienega Blvd. «
Los Angeles 48, Cfelif.
60 E. 42nd St. New York 17, N. Y.
Page 70
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A
fCC

actions
NOVEMBER

0

mm

10 TO NOVEMBER

16
cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
November 10 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSIONERS WEBSTER,
JONES, STERLING, HENNOCK
Hearing Designated
Stephen H. Kovalan, Wellston, Ohio —
Designated for hearing application for
a new station on 1570 kc 250 w D only,
in consolidated
with Corp.,
applications of Skyproceeding
Way Bcstg.
Columbus,, and Athens Bcstg. Co.,
Athens, Ohio.
Petition Granted
Sky Way Bcstg. Corp., Columbus,
Ohio — Granted petition of Sky Way
Bcstg.
mod.
of Commission's
ordertionofCorp.
Julyfor
designating
and that
of21.Athens
Bcstg. applicaCo. for
consolidated hearing, to delete therepartqualifications
of issue 1 having
encefromto that
legal
of Sky referWay
Bcstg. Corp., and amended issue 1 to
read: "1. Toanddetermine
legal, technical,of
financial
other qualifications
Athens Bcstg. Co.. its officers, directors
and stockholders, and technical, financial and other qualifications of Sky
Way
Corp.. itstoofficers,
directors
and Bcstg.
stockholders,
construct
and
operate proposed stations."
November 14 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Hearing Designated
KLFY Lafayette, La. — Designated for
hearing, in Washington, application to
change facilities from 1390 kc 500 w,
daytime unl.
only, to 1420 kc, 500 w N 1 kw
DA-N.
KCNI Broken Bow Neb. — Designated
for hearing at Washington, application
to change facilities from 1490 kc 250 w,
unl., to 1430 kc 1 kw.
Modification of License
WNAV
— Granted
mod.
license to Annapolis,
increase dayMd.and
night power
from 500 w to 1 kw, and change DA
for night use on 1430 kc.
Hearing Designated
Glacus
Ohio —
Designated G.forMerrill,
hearing Ironton,
at Washington
application for new station on 1230 kc
250 w. unl. and made WCOL Columbus.
Ohio. WCOM Parkersburg, W. Va., and
WLOG Logan, W. Va., parties to
proceeding.
Order Amended
David M. Baltimore WQAN Scranton,
Pa. and Radio Pittston FM & Tele. Co.,
Pittston, Pa. — Amended order of Oct.
6 designating these applications for
hearing, to delete so much of Issue 6
as reads "Scranton-Wilkes Bai're Metropolitan area" and substitute "Scranton metropolitan
area" in
thereof.
KWHK
Hutchinson,
Kan.lieu
— On
own
motion. Commission
amended
orders
of June 1 and June 22 which designated
for hearing application of KWHK to

SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STerling 3626

change facilities from 1190 kc 1 kw D
to 1260 kc 1 kw, unl. time, and install
DA-DN. by deleting all issues promulgated in two
orders and made
substitutingaforesaid
new issues therefor:
KAKE Wichita, Kan., party to proceeding; hearing to be held in Washington.
Request Denied
WFNC Fayetteville, N. C. — Denied
request
for ofreconsideration
sion action
Sept. 6 rejectingCommistrans,
site for operation of station as proposed in application.
Renewal Granted
KSPA Santa Paula, Calif.— On petition, reconsidered and granted without
hearing
cense. application for renewal of liWOND forPleasantville,
N. J.— Granted
license
CP which authorized
new
station on 1400 kc 250 w unl.
Petition Granted
Robert Hecksher, Ft. Myers, Fla. —
By order granted petition to delete all
issues
Commission's
Order
Oct. 25 from
and substitute
therefor
issuesof
relating only to engineering matters,
and made WFTL Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.,
party to proceeding.
Extension Denied
KCHE El Reno, Okla.— Denied request
extension of authority to keep station
KCHE silent for additional 60 days, and
advised licensee unless station is returned to regular operation within 10
days
from
date beof surrendered
Commission'sforletter,
license
should
cancellation.
Hearing Designated
WWSC Glens Falls, N. Y.— Designated
for hearing at Washington application
for extension of completion date under
application to change facilities from
1450 kc 250 w unl. to 1410- kc 1 kw-D.
500 w-N install
change
transmitter
locationnew
and trans,
install DA
for
night use. Extension Denied
KCHC El Paso, Tex.— Denied request
for extension of completion date to
Jan. 28, 1951. for CP as modified, and
gave permittee 20 days in which to
request hearing. Upon receipt of such
request, denial will be set aside and
application designated for hearing.
Authority Extended
Mutual Bcstg. System Inc. — Granted
extension of authority to use studios
and apparatus
for productionto ofcertain
programs to be transmitted
Canadian radio stations for broadcast.
Request Granted
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, HI. —
Granted request to defer to Dec. 1
start of
"Phonevision"
tests
which
had 90-day
been scheduled
to commence
Nov. 1 (previously postponed from Oct.
1). In a letter to Zenith, the Commission stated: "Since
state that
you believe
that youyouwillnowprocure
the

DIRECTORY

necessary films 'in the near future,' ti.
Commission
to begin on expects
Dec. 1 'Phonevision'
and that requete: ■
for further deferments will not
Following granted changes in ex:
ing facilities as shown:
WHBC-FM
Canton, Ohio — Cha
ERP from 25 kw to 15 kw.
WDAE-FM Tampa, Fla.— Change fi
Ch. 289 (105.7 mc) to Ch. 264 (100.7 ,
and ERP from 26 kw to 65 kw
from 420 ft. to 390 ft.
filed."
KFUO-FM Clayton, Mo.— Change Ei
from 58 kw to 5.8 kw; ant. from 600
to WEVD-FM
260 ft.
New York— To chan
ERP from 12.5 kw to 20 kw and ai
from 610 ft. to 340 ft.
BY A BOARD
Extension Granted
Angelesof —completion
Granted moof KMPC
CP for Los
extension
da for period of six mos. from Oct. 1.
Hearing Designated
KDSJ Deadwood, S. D. — Designate'
for change
hearingfacilities
at Washington
to
of KDSJ applicatioi-|from 145
kc
250
w.
unl.
to
1420
1 kw-D,
w-N, and made KUJ kc Walla
Walla50-' "
Wash.,
and
KTOE
Mankato,
Minn
JI
parties to proceeding.
Pratt forBcstg.
Co. at
Pratt,
Kan.— Desig'
nated
hearing
Washington,
ap
plication for new station on 1570 ki
250 w-D and made KVGB Great Bend
Kan. party to proceeding.
WQXI
Buckhead,
Ga.— Designatec. .
for hearing at Washington applicatior
to change hours of operation of WQX
from
D only
fron '
5 kw-D
to to500unl.w-Nchange
night.power
5 kw-D
install
DA-N,
and
make
changes
transmitting equipment on 790 kc. ir i.•BY THE SECRETARY
WOPI-FM
Bristol, Tenn.— Grantee !
license changes FM station; Ch. 24!
(96.9 mc). 18.5 kw; 2.210 ft.
WQXR-FM New York- Granted Clj
to install aux. trans, using GE. BT-3-I )
3 kw. and to specify ERP as 10.6 kw. i
Following
granted mod.
extension of completion
datesCP's
as for
shown
KTYL Mesa,
Ariz, toW. 12-6-50;
WKNA-FM
Beckley,
Va., to cond.
5-10—'
51; WISC-FM Madison, Wis., to 1-8-51
cond.; WDAE-FM Tampa, Fla., to 6-6- i
WREV Reidsville, N. C— Granted license for new AM station; 1220 kc 25(
51.
w.
KFTV Paris, Tex.— Granted license
for new AM station; 1250 kc 500 w*,WREBfor Holyoke,
Mass.— Granted
cense
new AM station
and specif}li-vl.
KBOR
main
studioBrownsville,
location 930 Tex.
kc —500Grantee
w. ' '
license change hours of operation
make mumchanges
in DA (DA-2 and maxito unl.) expected operating value. (Change
Lead Belt Bcstg. Co., Flat River _
Mo. — Granted license for new remott ~
Southwestern
pickup
KA-7752. Bcstrs., Littlefield, Tex
— Granted license for new remote pickHirsch Bcstg. Co., Cape Girardeau
Mis. up— KA-5830.
Granted license for new remote
Paul A.
Brandt, Mt. Pleasant, Mich
pickup
KA-7476.
— Granted mod. license KA-7159 tc
change frequency to 26.11 mc.
Davenport
Co. Inc.,
Iowa
— GrantedBcstg.
CP and
licenseDavenport
for new | "i
STL, KAB-510.
,
K O C YCP Oklahoma
Okla.- ,
Granted
to install newCity,
trans.
Quincy Bcstg. Co., Quincy, HI.— i
Granted
requestpickup
to KA-7006.
cancel CP anc+-,
delete
Philcoremote
Television
Philadelphia,
Pa.— Bcstg.
GrantedCorp.,CPAreatc j
change type station from TV Pickuj ;
to TV location.
STL KGC-S2 and to change?
trans,
Philco Television Bcstg. Corp., Phila- j
delphia, Pa., Area, Philadelphia, Pa.— j
Granted CCP's for new experimentalll
TV relay KGC-93. KA-7914.
KLVC Leadville, Col.— Granted mod f
CP
approval
of ant. and trans, andifij!
mainfor'studio
locations.
Granite State Bcstg. Co. Inc., Clare- j
mont, N. H.— Granted mod CP KA-698J
to delete frequencies 1622. 2058. 2150
2790 kcs of new remote pickup; Grantee
WGNR-FM
to coverNewsame.
license
(Continued
onRochelle,
page 72)N. Y'.— "~

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
".4 reliable
service for
over phone
18 years"
For immediate
service
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.
BROADCASTING

r
T

CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
ecutive Offices
National Press Building
Iffices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
[Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*

lommercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
■JTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

JOHN

J.

KEEL

Warner BIdg., Wash., D. C.
National 6513

RADIO

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press BIdg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Col.
Member AFCCE''

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

ENGINEERS

A 43-year background
— Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Member

P. MAY
Kellogg BIdg.
REpublic 3984

AFCCE *

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublic 7236

REAR

& KENNEDY

il703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1728 Wood St. 4742 W. Ruffner

E . C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.

100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineering Consultant
Xecutive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Xecutive 1230 Washington 6, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV . BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, Hi.
(A Chicago suburb)

I

•

Telecast ini

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
Of. ^. 3UUr
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 13, OHIO
Telephone — Kingswood 7631

lOADCASTING

Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN

1011 Nev/ Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
2915 Red River 2-5055
Austin, Texas

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
1 Le Fevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620
November 20, 1950
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CRITICIZES FCC
OAB Cites WGAR Proceeding
RESOLUTION criticizing FCC for
censor-like procedure in its renewal proceeding against WGAR
Cleveland was adopted Nov. 10 by
the Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters at
its annual fall clinic held at Columbus, Ohio. The association suggested such proceedings may lead
to intimidation by government
agencies of radio station operation.
Most broadcast stations should
raise their rates in view of the
extended audiences radio has
reached during the last five years,
the association was told by Maurice B. Mitchell, vice president of
Associated Program Service [see
OAB stories in Broadcasting,
Nov. 13].
Goes

Commercial

RADIO CEYLON, former South
East Asia Command British information outlet broadcasting as
ZOJ, has been authorized by the
Ceylon government to operate as
a commercial station, effective last
Oct. 1. This move is in line with
the recent commercialization of
other British dominion government
owned stations which have turned
to commercial radio to increase
their revenue. U. S. and Canadian
representative for Radio Ceylon is
Pan American Broadcasting Co.,
New York.

Facts

JOHNNY PESKY, third baseman for
the Boston Red Sox, joins the ronks
of announcers and disc jockeys as
he signs with WBMS Boston. Approving the deal is George Lasker,
WBMS manager, Mr. Pesky will
start his programs as soon as he
returns from visiting his family in
Oregon.

from

M
WE

AW

for TIMEBUYERS

42% FM Ownership. (They listen to FM too!)
More FM homes in primary area than radio homes
in any of 17 states.

What's more, we have sponsors, yes, real honestto-goodness, cash paying advertisers, over a hundred of them. We're not crusaders for FM, we
are in it simply to reach people with an advertiser's message. We're in AM (WOKZ and FM,
Alton, 111.) too, but for a premium (and large)
audience in Ghicagoland, it's FM, WEAW

Chicagolands

Principal FM

WEAW

•
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Station

- 36,000 Powerful Watts

2425 Main Si., Evanston
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that is !

UN

4-4606

Ala. — Granted dismissal with prejud;<
FCC Actions
of application.
FCC General Counsel— Granted f:
tension of time to Nov. 22, to file pri
(Continued from page 70)
posed findings of fact and conclusio]
of law in proceeding re applications
Decisions Cont.:
KDDD Dumas, Tex and New-Tr
Granted mod. CP to make changes in Bsctg., Clovis, N. M.
. (
transmission line of FM station.
By Examiner Jack P. Blume
WTVB-FM Coldwater, Mich.— Granted
KDDD
Dumas,
Tex.— Granted requfr
mod. CP to change type trans.
that transcript of testimony in proeeet
WILK Wilkes-Barre, Pa.— Grafted
ing
upon
application
of Nev
mod. CP for extension of completion
Tex Bcstg., Clovis, N.andM. that
be correcte
date to 1-30-51 Cond.
WBT-FM Charlotte, N. C— Same
m various
respects.
By Examinej
Basil P. Cooper *
KCJB Minot, N. D. — Granted license
Winter Garden Bcstg. Co., Cryst
for new AM station; 910 kc, 1 kw, DA-N
unl.WTMV East St. Louis, m.— Granted
City,
and petition
KUNO of
Corpus
Tex.— Tex.
Granted
WinterChrisi
Ga
license install new trans.
den Bcstg. Co. for leave to amend i
KLZ Denver, Col. — Granted license
application so as to change frequenir ii
to use old main trans, as aux. trans,
requested to 1240 kc 250 w. unl. in li<
at present location of main trans, to of
1400 kc, 250 w, unl. and for remov
operate on 560 kc 5 kw, employing DA
of application, as amended, from hea;
and granted license CP install new
ing docket; dismissed as moot so mu(
as requests
of petitionGranted
ce ■
KROX Crookston, Minn.— Granted li- hearing;
and suppli
petitioncontinuan
cense change frequency, hours of operBest
Communi
of
petition
mental
ty
ation and instaU DA-N 1260 kc 500 w-N,
Co. insofar as petition requests contii
1 kw-D DA-N.
uance of hearing now scheduled iil
WERD
Atlanta,
Ga.
—
Granted
license
Nov. 16, hearing is continued to date fF
install new trans, and change main
be announced after Commission consic
studio location.
whi( ■ -i.
of petition
that part
eration ofreconside
KXOB Stockton, Calif.— Granted mod.
and grant
requests
ration
license to change main studio location.
application without hearing. . ii
WL.WD
Dayton,
Ohio
—
Granted
mod.
CP for extension of completion date
By Examiner J. D. Bond
to 6-4-51.
WFTC Kinston, N. C— Granted leai
KMMJ Grand Island, Neb. — Granted
to amend application so as to sho
CP to install new trans.
transfer of 100 shares of stock fro
WJPG Green Bay, Wis.— Granted CP Suffolk Bcstg. Corp. to Leo Brody ar
G. Dawson, to correct applicatic
to install
aux. trans,
trans,onat 1440
present
loca-w John
tion of main
kc 250
to show this change, and to suppL
ment
application with additional detai
employing
DA-2.
for financing proposed construction
KBIS Bakersfleld,
Calif. — Granted
mod. CP to change type of trans.
By Examiner Leo Resnick
WINR-FM Binghamton, N. Y.—
KRKO Everett, Wash.— Granted coi
Granted mod. CP for extension of comtinuance of hearing in proceeding i
pletion date to 3-4-51.
application and that of KSRV Ontari
Following
granted
mod.
CP's
extenOre.; hearing now scheduled for No
sion of completion dates as shown:
WEPM-FM Martinsburg, W. Va., to 14 is continued for period of 30 da;
and shall commence on Dec. 14, .
2-20-51; KDFC San Francisco, to 6-1-51;
KRON-FM San Francisco, to 6-3-51;
Washington. D. C.
KSCJ-FM Sioux City, la., to 12-30-50;
WKJG Fort Wayne, Ind.— Grant«
extension of time to Nov. 22, to fi
WRCM
New Orleans,
to 5-27-51.
WCAR-FM
Pontiac,La.,Mich.
— Granted
proposed
findingsof petition
of fact and
mod. CP for extension of completion
sions
in matter
of Theconch
Fo
Industry Co. (WSPD) for designatic
date to 6-1-51.
for hearing of appUcation of WKJG.
WSBTcense to use
SoutholdBend,
Ind.—
Granted
limain trans, at present
By Examiner Jack P. Blume
site of main trans, for aux. purposes
only
with
power
of 1 DA.
kw. Granted
Caddo Bcstg. Co., Anadarko, Okla.',»^,
license change daytime
Granted continuance of hearing .'j'f
upon application and th;
KAPAcense Raymond,
Wash.1340
— Granted
new AM station;
kc 250 li-w proceeding
of Lawton-Ft. Sill Bcstg. Co., Lawto:
Okla.;
hearing
continued to Jan. 2
unl.
1951.
WOPAcense newOak
WWJ forDetroit
—
Dismissed
as mootheapi
AM Park,
station;111.—
1490Granted
kc 250 li-w tition
continuance
of further
unl.
ing
in
proceeding
upon
applications
<
WSVA change
Harrisonburg,
— Granted
license
hours to Va.
unl.,
install WKNX Saginaw, Mich, and that i
DA for night use and new trans, and WKMH Jackson, Mich.
changecense trans,
and mod.
to changelocation;
main studio
location.li- November 14 Applications . .
KRKOcenseEverett,
Wash.—
Granted
change frequency, increase liin
ACCEPTED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1590
power and install of new trans, and
DA-N 1380 kc 1 kw DA-N, unl.
WEBK Tampa, Fla.— CP AM static
WKRMcense install
Columbia,
of new Tenn.
trans.— Granted li- to change from 1590 kc 1 kw D to 15!' FI
kc
1 kw-D 500AM—
w-N 1250
DA-N.
WDOKcense forCleveland,
Granted
likc
new AM Ohio—
station;
1260 kc
5 kw unl. DA.
Central
Ohio
Bcstg.
Co.,
Oh.^
— CP AM station 560 kc, 1 Gallon,
kw D direictp,
KGAK Gallup, N. M.— Granted mod.
(Continued on page 79) i
license change main studio location.
WNHC New Haven, Conn.— Granted
CP to change trans, location and make
changes in ant. and ground systems.
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Sterling
Radio Station KRMD, Shreveport, La.
— Granted dismissal without prejudice
of application.
Elizabeth
Evans,
Seaford"
—
Granted
petition
of Elizabeth
EvansDel to
dismiss with prejudice application of
Rollins Bcstg. Inc. and remove from
hearing docket.
Chesapeake Bcstg. Co. Inc., Bradburyof Heights,
continuance
hearingMd.in— Granted
proceeding
upon
application to Jan. 29, 1951, at Washington, D. C.
WOBS Jacksonville, Fla.— Granted
dismissal without prejudice of applicato reinstatement
filingtionof subject
petition
fof leave toupon
amend
pursuant
to
provisions
of
Commission's
Rules and Regulations.
KFTM Fort Morgan, Col. — Granted
request
thatof transcript
in
the matter
revocation ofof hearing
license of
Station KFTM be corrected in various
respects.
Charles H. Chamberlain, Bellefontaine, Ohio — Granted petition for leave
to amend his application so as to make
part of applicatfon certain-letters with
munity.
respect to applicant's standing in comHarold Ritchie McBride, Birmingham,
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

'COMMUTERS

A NUTSHELL
EBR Buffs lo sending unique
liling piece to clients and prosbtive sponsors — walnuts accomtiied by explanatory letter. Ine each nutshell is message quotf satisfied sponsor telling of good
vice given each account.
SBURGH STRIKE
|tt;
bXV (TV) Pittsburgh using dib mail, telephone service and dettment stores to get program
edule to public. Printed schedhs distributed in four largest
ij)i'es in city. Local telephone anicring service provides public with
formation. Station also uses on-B-air promotion.
;^RISTMAS FUND

•

•

•

OR New York begins sixth anal Christmas fund campaign,
loject is to raise money for cloth^, toys and layettes for children
id mothers who will be in hosjlals in New York area during
[ristmas.
ESTOVER ON A PLATTER' •
WaS-AM-FM Springfield, Mass.,
iestover on a Platter, 10:30-11
Ti. Fri. Show m.c, T/Sgt. Eric
iirton, Westover Air Force Base,
lays transcribed music and gives
iws of the base and Air Force.
\ special feature, he interviews
jrne prominent Westover airman
j officer.
SE REPRINT

•

•

•

'wDC
Washington
sending
reint of Drug
Topics, trade
journal
V druggist, to trade. Headline of
5ce says "Pharmacy Quadruples
|les
Through
Radio ofAdvertising"
d copy
gives story
local drug3t who bought time on WWDC.
i.rt telling of radio advertising on
ition is circled in black.
^IMP PROMOTION
• • •
FIL Philadelphia used blimp one
tire week to promote special
ograms heard on station. Airip, equipped with 16-foot-high
liters, flew around Philadelphia
ea at night. Local and network
ograms, along with day and time
ley are aired, were promoted.

regional

programs

promotion

premiums
GERMAN 'GHOST RIDER' • •
WCAU-TV Philadelphia Ghost
Rider cowboy club, with membership of 30,000, has just added new
western member — from western
sector of Berlin, Germany. Letter
was received from Berlin written
in English, from 13-year-old German boy asking to be made member of Ghost Riders group. Where
he heard about club remains mystery to station.
★ ★★★***★
'WANT AD'
WWJ Detroit sending attractive multi-colored booklet to
trade and advertisers. Sixpage promotion piece has
orange cover featuring hand
holding want ad that says:
"Radio station seeks commercial work, either programs or announcement or
both . . .". This is set against
background of want ads. Inside copy continues want ad
theme giving "qualifications"
— facts and figures on WWJ's
age, coverage, market data,
future outlook and decoration
awarded to station, along
with
photographs and illustrations.
*★****★★
MUSIC TESTS
• • •
CKCW

Moncton, N. B., Music Appreciation Course, Tues. 1:45 p.m.
Program beginning third year on
air and has been incorporated for
grade eight students in Moncton
schools by school board. Robert C.
Bayley, supervisor of school music
for city and station, presents lecture and review tests to students
on program. Students are given
printed outline of course by station.
Mid-term and final exams are given
over the radio with each teacher
correcting
papers following broadcasts.

•

•

•

WMAR-TV Baltimore, The Court
of Common Sense, 7 p.nl. Tues.
Safety program beginning 1950
winter series, using actual cases
taken from court records of traffic
violations. Judge Joseph Kolodny,
magistrate, presides over show.
Program began in 1949 and was
awarded Alfred P. Sloan Highway
Award "for exceptional service to
safety." Show is written and directed by Fred Wehr and Jock Patterson, WMAR-TV staff.
KYW PROMOTION
• • •
KYW

Philadelphia sending advertisers folder with rust and black
cover entitled KYW "Adds to Its
Promotion Album." Inside shows
promotion that has been used with
letters, releases and pictures of
events station has taken active part
in promoting. White lettering
against black background declares:
"This constant ACTION builds
audience for your sales message."
BOOKLET
•
•
KARK

Little Rock, Ark., distributing six-page booklet with picture
of city on cover and call letters of
station in white set against red
background. Piece is entitled "The
Big Plus in Little Rock," with word
plus in large red plus sign. Inside
copy gives facts about coverage,
country audience, shopping radius,
audience ratings and cost. Facts
and figures are accompanied with
graphs and maps.
PEOPLE vs. CLUB
• • •
WOAI-TV San Antonio, Tip the
Scales, Fri. 9 p.m. quiz show. Five
contestants are selected from home
viewers to compete against five
members in studio picked from local
civic, business and professional
clubs. Viewers and members are
given question with first to answer
winning $5 and a point for his team.
Home contestants answers are relayed to studio by telephone. Team
with most points at end wins $50
jackpot. Show is staged in courtroom scene with judge presiding.
NBC BROCHURE
• • •
NBC is sending illustrated brochure
to trade spotlighting comedians who
appear on network's TV circuit.
Photographs of 19 funnymen, including Fred Allen, Milton Berle,
Sid Caesar, are headlined: "These
ai-e the gentlemen . . . who get the
laughs . . . that get the audiences
. . . night . . . after night after

y

HOWARD J. McCOLLISTER COMPANY
PAUL W. McCOLLISTER, GENERAL MANAGER
Regional Representative
66 ACACIA DRIVE, ATHERTON, CALIF. • DAVENPORT 3-3061
Shows with a Hollywood Heritage ^
ROADCASTING

1950 SAFETY SERIES

• Telecasting

Member N-A-B-

MAYOR'
night. . S. ." REPORT
• • O
WEEU Reading, Pa., Report to the
City, Sun., featuring Mayor John
F. Davis of Reading. Mayor Davis
gives report on city affairs and on
projects being undertaken by the
administration.

TIME'

•

•

•

WHLI Hempstead, L. I., begins
campaign promoting its earlymorning Commuters Time. Program
gives weather conditions, time
signals, road condition, schedule
changes of transportation lines and
other public services. Station using
poster cards in Long Island railroad cars, public school bulletin
boards, circulars on buses, newspaper advertisements, outdoor ads,
spot announcements and 130,000
pieces of direct mail.
Anyt-hing for a Plug
THERE'S no limit to what a
station will do for free publicity, afact readily admitted
by KXO El Centro, Calif.
When the new Pioneers Memorial Hospital was dedicated in Brawley, Calif., KXO
covered the activities with a
remote broadcast and operated the public address system. During the ceremonies,
it was announced that parents
of the first baby born in the
new hospital would receive
many valuable gifts for the
child and free hospitalization
for the mother. The following day, Mrs. Stan Tetley,
whose husband was on the
scene as a KXO engineer, was
admitted to the hospital and
gave birth to the first child
born in the new building.

Rhymaline
Time, featuring
David Andrews,
pianist emcee
Harry
brated Tune
Chasers, is oneceleof
KMBC-KFRM's
Jenks and
the Heart of America's favorite

morning broadcasts. Heard each
weekday morning from 7:30 to
8:15, Rhymaline
is a musical-comedyTime
program that
pulls
"Team"
more mailfeature.
than any other current
Satisfied sponsors have included, among others, Katz Drug
Company, Land -Sharp Motors,
Jones
Store, and
Pharmaceutical
Corp.Continental
Contact us, or any Free & Peters
"Colonel" for availabilities!
KMBC
of Kansas C'tiy f
KFRM
for k»ta\ Kansas
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only. '
Situations Wanted, lOc' per word — $1.00 viinimum • Help Wanted, 2Q4 per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25? per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
arc sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Capable manager to organize productive sales force, immediately, large upstate New York major market station.
Write fuU qualifications. Box 936G,
BROADCASTING.
Station manager. Must be heavy on
sales. Independent in single station
market of over 50.000. Midwest. Send
complete details including your billing
figures and required guarantee to Box
999G, BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager for successful 250
watt network station in excellent Oliio
market. Salary plus commission or
straigiit commission with good drawing
account. Send complete qualifications,
references,
picture.
Immediate opening. Rsply Box
22H, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman for new 5000 watt fulltime
station. Excellent opportunity for thoroughly experienced time salesman to
build his own future in booming community. Population almost doubled in
last ten years. Now crowding 50,000.
Will pay salary plus commission or
straight commission with good drawing
account. Ready to start about 4 weeks.
Write Allan Curnutt, General Manager,
KOOK. Billings. Montana.
Salesman — Experienced in constructively selling radio. Must be alert and
ethical. To represent leading station,
NBC affiliate, in competitive market.
Send full information; references,
photo, income requirements. KSEI.
Pocatello, Idaho. Alton,
Illinois,market
WOKZ 54.000
AM-FM
single station
pop. Ind.,
city
zone. Must be available for interview
Alton or Chicago. Adequate guarantee.
Write ingscomplete
billand requireddetails
draw including
to WEAW,
Evanston. Illinois.
If you are a top radio time salesman
and want to move into a larger market,
we have an opening for you. We are a
24 hour-a-day music, news and sports
station with the second highest Hooper
rating in an area of 700,000 listeners.
You must have a car and we nay a
livable drawing account against 15^
commission.formationPlease
send complete
and a recent
snapshot in-to
Earl Harper. WNOR. Norfolk. Virginia.
WRAC,
Racine,needs
Wisconsin's
largest market,
one good second
salesman. $50 draw against 20% commission.
Contact Herschell Lewis.
Announcers
Deep south 5000 watt NBC affiliate in
excellent market has an opening for an
experienced portunistaff
announcer
opties for talent.
Send allwith
details,
including disc, photograph, references
and minimum salary requirements,
with
initial inquiry. Box 942G, BROADCASTING^
Announcer wanted by Pennsylvania
network affiliate. Permanent position.
Good pay for capable, experienced DJ.
Some tonews.
or tape and details
Box Send
970G,discBROADCASTING.
Announcer. Must have good voice that
sells, able to handle all type shows.
Position permanent. Living conditions
reasonable. Give all details. Box 7H.
BROADCASTING.
Rare opportunity
experienced announcerforwiththoroughly
mature voice,
friendlytionalsincere
manner
and
excepradio background. $100 basic
salarv plus talent fees. Send disc, full
details and references.
Box IIH,
BROADCASTING.
Combination announcer-engineer, start
$52.00
for Union
40 hours,
to $72.00.
job. ra'iid
State advancement
draft status.
250 watt station in Missouri. Box 16H,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening two combination
announcer-engineers, a. cent on announcing. One position chief engineer.
■Piease
give Exnerience
all details not
in first
letter
with disc.
necessary,
but helpful. WDEC. Americus, Georgia.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted: Three combination announcerengineers with first class ticket, one as
chief engineer. Write, giving full information in first letter, to Jack Haddock,Alaska.
Manager,(Box
Station
age,
1960.)KBYR, AnchorAnnouncer-engineer needed at once.
Emphasis on announcing. Advise draft
status. Mail full particulars, telephone
interview
ville. Iowa. acceptable. KCOG, CenterTopflight staff announcer with stable
background wanted by 50,000 watt CBS
station. Applicants must send complete
audition covering entire repertoire and
letter giving complete radio experience.
Personal data and reference to KWKH.
Shreveport. La.
Announcer with first class ticket. Immediate opening. Emphasis on announcing. WBAT, Marion, Indiana.
Immediatenouncer.opening
for all-round
anMust be experienced
on news
and disc shows. Good opportunity for
the right man at Springfield, Illinois,
largest radio station. Contact WMAY,
Reisch Building.
Wanted: Experienced announcer with a
first class
Carfornecessary.
Excellentticket.
opportunities
the right man.
Send experience, photo, references and
disc immediately. WMNC, Morganton,
N. C.
Staff announcer, good commercial man.
permanent position, future for reliable,
experienced person. Send disc, photo,
details. WPIC, WPIC-FM, Sharon. Pa.
Wanted: Combination announcer-first
phone engineer for Mutual network
stationtion sixin thousand.
Demopolis. Will
Alabama,
populapay fifty
per
week during month trial and sixty per
week if trial satisfactory. Chance to
advance tito
seventy-five.
parculars in first
letter to W.SendM. full
Jordan,
Station WXAL. Demopolis. Alabama.
Technical
Engineer with or without experience.
No announcing. Position permanent.
Box 6H, BROADCASTING.
Engineer desiring to learn announcing
for combination work. Missouri station. Start $42.00 for 40 hours. After
first month, $50.00. Thereafter quick
salary advancement. Union card required. Give draft status. Box 17H,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Chief engineer with top qualifications. Some announcing. 1 kw
directional; network station, all new
GE equipment. Excellent working and
living conditions; send full details and
salary requirements. KMOD, Modesto,
California.
Engineer with announcing capabilities.
Not necessarily exuerienced. Needed
immediately by CBS affiliate, contact
Jim Duncan at KSIL, Silver City,- New
Mexico.
Wanted: Transmitter engineer, 1 kw
daytime station. Car necessary. Advise
salary expected first letter. WDBL,
Springfield, Tennessee.
Engineer,motes,experienced
recording,
resome announcing.
Not afraid
work. WGGA. Gainesville, Georgia.
Opening for engineer-announcer with
first phone ticket. Progressive 1000
watt station, excellent working conditions, good salarv. excpnt'onal onoortunity. Contact Station WJAT, Swainsboro, Georgia.
Combination first class engineer who
can do a good announcing job. Housing
tight. Single man preferred for that
reason. Only car not necessary. Position open now. Salarv in line with
ability. Send full details first letter to
Lester Gould. WJNC, Jacksonville,
North CaroUna.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Fulltime CBS affiliate has opening for
technician both AM and FM. Great
variety of control room operation includingmaster
turntables,
discgear.
recording
pre settape
and and
switch
Experienced man preferred. Pay $1.25
per hour
during
minimum of $1.40
per probation
hour after and
probation
period. Liberal vacation, sick leave
and holiday pav policy. Contact D. A.
Burton,
Indiana. Radio Station WLBC, Muncie.
Production-Programming , others
Wanted, any combination of following:
bookkeeping,nouncing.
script,
firstpreferred
phone, anExperienced
but
not necessary. KCNI. Broken Bow,
Nebraska.
Television
Technical
Licensed operator with commercial
broadcast experience for video control
and film camera position at midwest
television station. Good salary and opportunity for right man. Box 996G,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
TV engineers for midwest station, actual
operating experience desired in all
phases of tenance.
studio
and main-•
Box 24H, operation
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager over 18 years experience net
and independent stations. Box 560G,
BROADCASTING.
Nine years
phases Present
will assure
production withaU profit.
employer
knows of this advertisement. Box 933G,
BROADCASTING.
Well known California radio executive
with 12 years experience desires change.
Past three years manager successful
AM station. Available on reasonable
notice for management, production or
sales executive position in AM. TV or
allied fields.
only. Best references.
Box California
956G, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager-salesman, 33^ married,
aggressive,
also write, announce.
Box 992G, steady,
BROADCASTING.
Sales manager or manager. Twenty
years of constructive radio background.
I defy
anyone
to showthan
a better
or
better
reference
I can record
give.
Seeks job as sales manager of substantialtion.station
manager
of smaller
45 yearsor of
age, married,
willstago
any place. Box 993G, BROADCASTING.
Manager, experienced in sales, programming,
production
with
good maradministrative
background.
Young,
ried,
aggressive
—
ready
for
larger
market.
Would like
association
work affiliate
netting
a profit; with
willingnet-to
CASTING^
pav for capable man. Box IH, BROADNeed flood of new business and more
money in the bank at your station?
From
top to Thorough
bottom. I've
worked of
in all
capacities.
knowledge
all
station operations, also top annormcer.
College background
plus
ten
years
experience. Proven record of two stations pulled out of red. Good reason
for change. Want job with future and
will accept trial period. Available
thirty
days notice to present emoloyer.
CASTING^
Dr?ft exempt. Box 5H, BROADAttention radio station owners. Is your
station losing money? I can make you
profits.
in broadcasting. 25Boxyears
13H. experience
BROADCASTING.
Manager,
single
station,
decadent
market dissatisfied. Will accept any commercial job in metropolitan area that
offers permanency. Not a swivel chair
executive but a firing line salesman
with eighteen vears AM experience.
Box 21H, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Successful commercial manager, p
sently
employed, desires
managf:
position.
mai^ ,
GuaranteedSouthern
results. orBoxwestern
25H, BROA
CASTING.
Manager-sales manager, eleven ye
experience sales and sales managerr. ;
100 watts to 10.000. Currently
manager
and executive
assistant
owner Mutual
affiliate and
one
south's
top
sports
stations
in
five
tion major market. Thirty seven yec=
of age. married, veteran, college ed
cated.
Aggressive,
Qus
fied references
fromcivic-minded.
radio and busir
leaders. Prefer south or southwest v
operation that is not content to las.
sound, practical m.anagement. Intel,
gent anplication and plain hard wo
will help
solve your
problem.
like ti »^
hear
Available
upon I'dBROAXf
thirty
sixtv from
davs you.
notice.
Box 27H,
CASTING.
A good man is hard to find! We hav
one who is leaving for perfectly vali
personal reasons. He has outgrown ol
small operation. A program directc
and station manager, he is thorough!
experienced in every phase of radic
programming, writing, public servic
announcing, special events, personni
management,
sales supervision
nework
coordination.
He has andhelpe
tremendously to bring to life a ver
dead horse. 28. draft-exemut. sobe
a worker him
and on
a family
release
short man.
noticeWe forwoulth
right opportunity. Gentlemen, here
th° man you have been looking fo
Addre=s renlies to: General Manage
Box 32H, BROADCASTING.
Eighth Wonder-of-the-World avaUabX
to
manage vour station. Box 2Ii'> !
BROADCASTING.
Manager. You can hire sales manags
on percentage basis, no draw, no salar;
Family, includes 3 competent salesmei
programming,
etc., included
if nece;
sary. No announcers
or technician
Will
take
over
your
problems,
but
mal^ ■
itrado,
fair, Louisville,
please. Stanley
Ky. Holmes, 719 Cole
Salesmen

I
Salesman,
director,
write
copy.program
Six years
radio announce
all depar j_'.:
ments except engineering. S75 min ^.
mum. married, permanent. Box 948CX7.
BROADCASTING.
t
Salesman-announcer, 4 years dire^f:
sales
exnerience,
go-gettercontrol
with terrif
nersonality.
Knowledge
boari "
Disc, resume
available. Box 201
BROADCASTING.
Announcers

Basketball, play-by-play. One of m'
tion's best. $150 weekly. Box 755C'^
BROADCASTING.
ir
by
-play football,
Sportscaster.
Four basketball,
selling yearshocke;
plaj'"^
baseball.
Can permanently
minded
station
midwest or help
east.spor;*'Btff^
860G, BROADCASTING.
:p

Experienced
announcer
- copywrite
presently working
in that
capacity-~
Single,
veteran,
desire
position
in cop;
Ne ^.■
England. announcing,
Will acceptor straight
writing,
fers considered.
Disc and both.
resume Allavalo:^
able. Box 928G, BROADCASTING
Announcer,
Mature,
friendly
styl ;-.
authoritativeDJ.news.
3 years
proera:
director. Box 951G, BROADCASTINC
Combination man, strong on spon
play-by-play, fully experienced, hcl
first class license. Box 972G, BROAI CASTING.
■;
Top SDortscaster-announcer. Plav-b\
nlav all qpo'-ts. F^ceUont -^^f or=nc°,' !;
too basketball
coverage.
2053 Pallft '
Employed.
Available
immediately
Court. Riverside, Calif.
,
Announcers, writers, all board traine
and capable. Pathfinder School of R:
dio, Kansas City, Mo. Phone Ha
rison 0473.
Announcer,
1st phone
ticket, two
exnerience with
CBS affiliate
and yea'
indc
pendent.
veteran.
Wi
travel. FullDraft
detailsexempt
and disc.
Box 995C
BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster. Exciting play-by-play fi^
topnotch
area. baseball,
Experienced
basketball,sports
football,
boxi: :
and wrestling. University graduat
Favorable draft status. Married. Ve
eran. Authoritative newscasting ar.
announcing of high caliber. Box 31
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Inncuncer, newscaster, 15 years all
bases, seeks permanent position.
)rmer NBC staff. Veteran, 34 years
married, one child. All replies
Lswered. Will go anywhere. Box 12H,
aOADCASTING.
eed experience? 12 years in radio and
Lly 32. All phases of announcing, proamming. Feature sports, play-byay, studio and PA. Professional
'ting,
singing,
MC with
work.family.
Copywriter,
rector.
Veteran
With
kw eastern network affiliate. Desire
ange. Any good ofiFer considered,
bx 14H, BROADCASTING.
Irl disc jockey wants night disc show,
-efer15H,Washington,
D. C. or Baltimore.
Dx
BROADCASTING.
ftnouncer, young man, 30, familiar all
liases control board operation. Will!g
to travel
and settle
in small
comiunity.
Parttime
selling
agreeable.
Lsc and resume available. Box 18H,
tlOADCASTING.
nnouncer, 26, wants experience, draft
tempt, college grad, FM, travel. Box
IH, BROADCASTING.
laff announcer. Single. Veteran. 4
^ars
References and audi3n. experience.
Box 23H, BROADCASTING.
ports announcer, presently employed,
tsires change starting basketball seaiin.
Sponsor
references.
$65. four
Exrience
all major
sports plus
}fars staff. Box 26H, BROADCASTING.
{ports
announcer,
r sports;
would can
like doto staff
startbutat pre$50
-■r week and build up sports depart<;nt in small station with daily "It's
[me
Sports" basketball,
program andiceplay-byay offorfootball,
hockey
id baseball. Disc, photo, experience
Jadly
G. sent. Box 33H, BROADCASTbnouncer. . Graduate of leading radio
hool request.
needs' exprience.
Disc 319andE. photo
r>on
Cecil Muir,
Chigo St., Elgin, Illinois.
lonouncer ZVx years. Married, 27,
^teran. Experienced: sports, news, DJ.
'efer
sports.
Upper over
midwest.
^te shot
at station
V* kw.AppreIndie
]■ net affiliate. Bob Rathe, 434 Semifry, Aurora, Illinois.
: nnouncer, control board. Dynamic,
: iendly, DJ, news, good commercial
liter, fluent Italian, Spanish, vet, 23,
agle. Disc on request. Contact Bob
'.wiUe,
r J. 123 63rd Street, W. New York,
Technical
igineer, experience includes 5 years
. nsulting engineering, highly skilled in
^rectional
antenna experience
design and
perirmance. Previous
includes
'veral
years
as
chief
engineer.
Draft
^;empt. Box 813G, BROADCASTING.
lief engineer, 17 years experience,
"'■eks
lary change
secondaryto toprogressive
opportunity.station,
Best
ferences.
Box
842G,
BROADCASTIG.
agineer,
ZV2 years
broadcast
ice,
graduate
leading
radio experischool,
esently
employed.
Box
882G,
BROADASTING.
'Igineer.
Experienced
phasing
id directional
equipment,studio,
maintenance
;id
remotes.
Box
952G,
BROADCAST.1rG.
laief engineer desires position with
j-ogressive station. Long experience in
°1udes
phases multi
of broadcast
in- elementengineering
directionals.
eady for TV. Draft proof. References?
le best. Box 954G, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Available immediately. Engineer, 1st
phone. Two years college. Five years
experience maintenance, installation
and operation. Xmtrs to 10 kw FM, 5
kw AM,motes,recording,
control,
reetc. One yearmaster
TV repair.
Sober,
excellent references. P. O. Box 5811,
Metro
fornia. Station, Los Angeles 55, CaliFirst class phone license, will accept
job anywhere.
Belmont10, Peters,
mond, Staten Island
N. Y. 173 Ray-

Equipment, etc.
Want 250 watt and 0.5 1 kw AM broadcast transmitters.
information firstForward
letter. complete
Box 997G,
BROADCASTING.

Production-Programming, others
Program director, salesman, announcer,
write copy. Six years radio all departments except engineering. $75 minimum, married, permanent. Box 949G,
BROADCASTING.
Newsman. Mature, experienced, fully
qualified in all phases. Own minitape.
Box 955G, BROADCASTING.
Experienced woman continuity writer
desires job with station in metropolitan
midwest area. College graduate. Box
990G, BROADCASTING.
Solve your budget problems with a program director who can write, announce,
play organ,
bookkeeping.
enced in all do
phases.
Minimum Experisalary
$65. Box 991G, BROADCASTING.
Continuity writer: Fifteen years experienceagencies.
with local,Younetwork
tising
name and
it, adverI can
write it, sales, packed commercials,
comedy, variety and hillbilly shows,
dramatic scripts, documentaries. Prefer
midwest, but will consider any locality.
Box 994G, BROADCASTING.
Producer-director-script writer. 3 years
experience in Hollywood — desires location in Chicago. (Discs-15 min.-30
min. shows available). Disc and refCASTING.erences on request. Box lOH, BROAD-

Salesmen

BJxperienced program director with 6
years announcing, special events. Now
PD in million population market. Can
write, supervise copy and news, create
and produce saleable programs. DJ
show now listed by Variety. 34, family,
draft exempt. Anxious for opportunity
to
do good job. Box 28H, BROADCASTING.
Program director, announcer. 9 years
extensive radio. 4 as PD. Presently
employed in Illinois. Family man, 28.
No
just hard Box
worker.
Size big-time
of stationoperator,
not important.
29H,
BROADCASTING.
Television
Salesmen
Experienced television sales and sale
promotion executive seeks a change.
Desires key spot in station operation.
Best references and plenty on the ball.
Family man and will go anywhere. If
TV sales,
merchandising aresales
yourpromotion
problem or
contact
Box
35H,
ING. BROADCASTING • TELECASTFor Sale
Equipment, etc.
For sale, reasonable one 75 KVA.
115/230, 3 phase, 4 wire auxiliary power
plant fuel gasoline. Natural or Butane
gas. Box 857G, BROADCASTING.
For sale 154 foot Ideco free standing
radio tower. Good condition. Galvanized with lights. Best offer. Box 4H,
BROADCASTING.

■Igineer, phone first, complete offer
-St contact. Box 974G, BROADCASTJG.
agineer, experienced in trans, control
phone. Leading
tech-'idcalremotes.
school.First
Available
immediately.
Idx 998G, BROADCASTING.
^hief engineer. Desire position station
iith future and TV possibilities.
,welve years experience design, con/ruction with powers up to 100 kilojatts. Available immediately. Top
;ferences. Box 9H, BROADCASTING.

For sale;
one condition,
G.E. dual contact
channelKTRN,
console, excellent
Wichita Falls, Texas.
Make offer FM WE 506B-2 complete,
spares, 10 kw transmitter. New, never
uncrated. H. Edwin Kennedy, WILM,
Wilmington, Delaware.
For Sale— Truscon tower (172 feet,
lighted); Western Electric transmitter;
sundry 1,000 w parts; available because
we've
Jim Healey,
WOKO, increased
Albany, N.power.
Y.
Wanted to Buy

echnician, first license, five years
roadcast radio, wide experience asjciated fields, wants transmitter job.
!!. Single. Available quickly. Please
ate requirements. Lewis Sherlock,
rox 51, Plain view, Texas.

Stations
Wanted — Small radio station. Give all
details.
CASTING.Confidential. Box 8H, BROAD-

ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

UHF TV transmitter, audio optional.
Send outline specifications, price and
delivery
CASTING. interval. Box 34H, BROADHelp Wanted

SALESMAN WANTED
Regional network has good opening
for experienced salesman. Should
have car, be able to produce effectively. Station management or
agency background would be helpful.
Give references, details. All replies
confidential. Interview can be arCASTING. ranged. Address Box 30H, BROADFor Sale
Stations
Radio Station, FM,

^^44^^

for sale in major California market
with primary coverage
A.
2300 square miles, 1,331,.^k.
000 population. Priced
at less than installation
^
cost.
Box 873G BROADCASTING.

Wanted to Buy
WANTED
PROGRAM MATERIAL
Regional network in market for
transcribed shows. Write full details before sending platter. Will
also purchase unusual commercial
program suggestions or stunts. Tell
us what you have. Box 31H,
BROADCASTING.

Never Again!
PLACE WAS Salt Lake City.
Case was hearing for Sevier
Valley Broadcasting Co.,
KSVC Richfield, Utah. FCC
Examiner Fanny Neyman
Litvin was conducting the
proceedings -which concerned
an investigation of possible
transfer of control. A spokesman for the station presented
his case, virtually throwing
the station on the mercy of
the FCC, pleading bad advice
by local counsel. Finally he
turned to the examiner with
this
"Madam
Examiner.
This plea:
will never
happen
again.
We've taken steps to see it
won't happen.
We've subscribed to Broadcasting.
We've joined the NAB and
hired Washington counsel."
DIVIDEND of about 171/2 cents per
share from investment income and
46% cents a share from net capital
gains has been declared by directors
of Television-Electi'onics Fund Inc.,
payable to stockholders of record Nov.
16 on Nov. 30. Fund is subsidiary of
Television Shares Management Corp.

KWIN
LABOR CASE
NLRB Examiner Upholds Union
COMPLAINT by IBEW Local 49
that KWIN Ashland, Ore., licensed
to Rogue Valley Broadcasting Co.
Inc., had discriminatorily discharged an engineer-member was
upheld last Tuesday in an intermediate report filed by a National
Labor Relations Board trial examiner.
Protest was filed by the AFL union June 6, 1950, charging that the
station had engaged in unfair labor
practices and, further, had refused
to reinstate Ralph S. Click because of membership in IBEW.
Hearing was held last Aug. 22 with
Frederic B. Parkes, trial examiner,
presiding.
Edward P. Barnett, KWIN general manager, previously advised
FCC he had given Mr. Click an
"unsatisfactory" rating because, he
claimed, the engineer failed to
maintain properly operating equipment for a KWIN man-on-thestreet broadcast, and during a remote broadcast of a local rodeo.
Further, he contended, Mr. Click
was a supervisor and his discharge
did notment Act.violate the Labor-ManageMr. Parkes said in his report that
Mr. Barnett's statement to FCC
ascribing technical failures as the
reason for Mr. Click's unsatisfactory endorsement "had no basis
in fact," and charged he had discharged Mr. Click "because of his
union membership and activities."
He ordered full and immediate reinstatement ofthe engineer.
CANADIAN SHOWS
Two in First 10 Rating
FOR the first time in years, two
Canadian evening network shows
are listed among the first 10 network shows heard in Canada during
October, according to ratings released by Elliott-Haynes Ltd., Toronto. Most popular evening shows
during October in Canada were
Charlie McCarthy rating 28, Amos
'n' Andy 24.9, Our Miss Brooks 24.4,
Radio Theatre 23.6, Twenty Questions 19.3, Mystery Theatre 18.3,
Leslie Bell Singers 16.7 (Canadian
program), Treasure Trail 16.5 (Canadian program), Boston Blackie
16.2, and Jack Smith Show 16.1.
Daytime most popular programs
in October were all of American
origin — Ma Perkins 15.3, Big Sister
13.8, Pepper Young's Family 13.4,
Right to Happiness 13.2, and Road
of Life 12.3. Leading five Frenchlanguage evening shows in October
were Un Homme et Sow Peche 30.8,
Ceux qu'on Aime 27.2, Radio Carabin 25.1, Metropole 24.7, La Course
au Tresor 22.9. Leading daytime
French programs were Rue Principale 26.5, Jeunesse Doree 24.9,
Francine Louvaine 20.3, Tante
Lucie dours
19.7,
19.6. and Les Joyeux TroubaBELL RECORDS, Iior,;!ulu, appoints
Allied Record Mfg. Co., Hollywood,
as exclusive manufacturer of its
10-inch albums of Hawaiian tunes.
November 20, 1950
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Respects
(Continued from page i6)
Patts line up like this:
John — President of G. A. Richards stations (WJR Detroit,
WGAR Cleveland, KMPC Hollywood); in radio since 1922; age,
45.
Ralph Jr. — Detroit manager of
CBS Radio Sales; in radio since
1923; age, 43.
James — Manager of WNBH New
Bedford, Mass.; in radio since
1928; age, 38.
Robert — Advertising and sales
promotion manger, WCBS-AM-TV
New York; in radio since 1936;
age, 36.
Curiously, three of the four —
John, Ralph and James — entered
radio through one of the industry's
most famous front doors — WDAF
Kansas City. Robert, however,
entered broadcasting via CampbellEwald, Detroit.
Assisted Leo Fitzpatrick
When John, eldest of the six Patt
children and the family's radio trail
blazer, was graduated from a
Kansas City high school in 1922 he
got a job as office boy on the
Kansas City Star. At that time
the Star was tinkering with its
new radio station, WDAF, and
the paper's radio editor, Leo Fitzpatrick, was given the chore of
managing the station. As Mr. Fitzpatrick's assistant, John also found
himself doubling in radio columning and station operating functions.
Later the young assistant, anxious to complete his education,
enrolled at Kansas U., in Lawrence,
and promptly became program diKFKU. rector of the university's station,
After completing his college
majors in advertising and journalism, young John Patt tried to convince the Star management that
WDAF could sell its time instead of
giving it away. Failing in this
effort, he started selling Star
space.
Mr. Fitzpatrick meantime had
become station manager of WJR
in Detroit and he brought in John
as assistant manager. When G.
A. Richards looked for newer fields
to conquer and opened a station in
Cleveland, John was sent to man-

age the fledgling operation, when
just 25 years old.
Merging the old WCSO and
WFJC into WGAR, Mr. Patt put
the station on the air Dec. 15, 1930,
as WGAR, basic NBC-Blue outlet.
Observing the 20th anniversary
of the WGAR-Patt combination
this year, the 50-kw station looked
on a hundred-fold increase in
power, five-fold increase in personnel, ten-fold increase in sales and
two-fold increase in operating
hours.
Fitting tribute to John Patt's
success in bringing WGAR to its
present stature was his election
this autumn as president of the
three-station Richards group.
Key to this outstanding career
has been John Patt's active role in
community and industry life. His
list of titles include first president
of the Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters;
first radio president of the Cleveland Ad Club; president of Rotary
Club; president of Cleveland Convention & Visitors Bureau; chairman of the Greater Cleveland War
Chest and Community Fund, to
mention a few.
John married the former Ruth
Richardson while both attended
Kansas U. and worked at KFKU.
They have three daughters, Martha
22, Patricia 18 and Jean 11.
Second to Enter
Second of the Patts to enter
radio, Ralph Jr. followed brother
John by going to work at the Star.
The paper was two deep in Patts
until John left for the university,
whereupon Ralph moved into his
brother's radio job while attending
Kansas City Junior College.
At 16 Ralph was generally conceded to be the nation's
youngest
radio announcer
and he attracted
considerable publicity. When Mr.
Fitzpatrick left for WJR Ralph
took over the famed Nighthawk
Frolic and ran it a year-and-ahalf, signing off at 1 a.m. and reporting at school the same morning
at 8.
For a while Ralph owned 10
shares of Star stock but sold it in
1927 to finance his college education, also at Kansas U. There he
was KFKU's chief announcer.
After a brief business interval he
went to WJR under the Fitzpatrick

Southwestern Ulajor Market
ISasic Network Station
$97,500.00
Money making basic network station located in exceptionally
prosperous southwestern city, pleasant year-round climate, in major
market that showed one of the highest retail sales gains in the United
States during the past ten years. Grossing annually in excess $125,000.00. Net before taxes over §25,000.00 per year. This valuable
property is priced right to sell and is an exceptional buy. Liberal
terms as seller wants to liquidate immediately to engage in development of new larger property. Priced for quick action — §97, 500.00.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Harold R. Murphy
James W. Blackburn
RayMontgomery
V. HamiltonSt.
235
360
N.
MIeh.
Ave.
Washlneton BidsExbrook
2-5672
Randolph 6-4550
Sterling 4341-2
Page 76
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WBUD

Strategy

WBUD
making
serve a
Station

Trenton, N. J., is
the station break
promotional purpose.
is transcribing conversations with Trentonians
and people from nearby communities. Each person introduces himself, his place
of residence and gives the
break. WBUD plans to use
34 of them during a broadcast day. Fred Walker, production manager, estimates
2,280 names will be entered
in a single week. Mr. Walker
is counting on the word to
get around — with more people
keeping tuned to WBUD just
in case it's "my name this

regime, joining brother John again,
and time."
moved from announcer through
continuity, production, library, publicity and finally selling. His sunrise record program was one of
the early disc jockey promotions.
After a decade at WJR Ralph
was named general manager of
WPAY Portsmouth, Ohio, a post he
filled until 1943 when he became a
communications oflficer in the Navy.
He was on the DE-401 when that
escort was struck by aerial torpedos
in the Mediterranean.
The war over, Ralph joined Paul
H. Raymer Co. in Chicago as a
salesman, soon moving to WOOD
Chattanooga, Tenn., to become general manager. In 1949 he moved
back to Detroit as manager of the
Detroit office of CBS Radio Sales,
a post he still holds.
Married in 1939
In 1939 he married Bertha
Champeau, of Detroit. They have
two children, Barbara Jean 7 and
Tommy 5.
James Patt had his electronic
baptism in 1928 while in his junior
year at high school, shagging ball
scores for WDAF announcers. The
shagging was so good that he was
offered a station job, and soon was
announcing, writing and doing general office work.
Two years later he moved over
to KMBC Kansas City and did
about everything in the plant from
sorting fan mail to special events.
As a result of CBS originations he
met Paul White, at that time in
charge of CBS news service, and
was invited to join the network
in 1936 as midwest director of
public affairs and education. For
several years he had been attending night school and he was given
his Law.
LL. B. at Kansas City School
of
First assignment with CBS was
to cover Alf Landon's home on
election day, a bleak spot as the
Presidential returns brought dismal
tidings. He later worked vdth Chicago colleges in the creation of such
network features as Of Men and
Books and Bull Session.
Three years after joining CBS
James was transferred to its Cincinnati-owned station, WKRC, and

stayed when it was sold to tl
Times-Star. He served as sal'i
man, sales promotion director ar
program director. The dra,,
beckoned in 1944 and he was a-j"
signed to the Navy unit of Arine
Forces Radio Service, producir
transcriptions for the fleets ar
later doing writing and productio

discharge
he joined
WNE
NewUponBedford,
Mass.,
Jan. 1,
194it|^
as manager. An FM outlet wjS
added in late 1946 and the staticfC
is
now planning new studios ar^vision.
taking a long-range look at tel-8:
While at WKRC James was marled. They have two childre
Susan 8 and John 5.
Robert's Start

Fourth of the
Patts was
to choose
broadcasting
career
Rober f'
also the third to attend Kansas T '
Graduated in 1935 he went to woi
on the Topeka Daily Capital, selliTi! ■
space. In the summer of 1936 hjpaid brother Ralph a visit
Detroit. Making the agency roundf
he landed a job in the radio depar p
ment of Campbell-Ewald Co., in|t
mersed in the 400-station MusicM
Moments campaign for Chevrolejp

When General Motors had 'P
series ofceased
so did
series
sitdownandstrikes
the Robert^music;^*^''
job. He moved over to Free '*
Peters
as promotion
the representative
first sales
manager, firmj^'
serj

ing
in Chicago
then WMGM)
New Yor>^
He joined
WHN and(now
1939 as sales promotion manager (F
the New York station. f:
Robert entered the Navy in 194 r
becoming communications officer f(|
an LCI group in the Pacific arr;
leaving the service three years latf r
as
lieutenant.
Returning
WHNa he
continued his
sales pr if'
motion work until CBS. signed hi:||!
to replace Jules Dundes at WCB;
New York when Mr. Dundes Wf
named director of advertising arfr
sales for KCBS San Francisco, t
Robert married Lonita France
Bloss, of Chicago, in 1945. The,!,,
have two daughters, Christy, boi.'^Ei
last year, and the second a ne\i
arrival. The family has just a:L
quired a house in suburban Bron:|ir
ville.
Other Brother and Sister
That accounts for the broadcai
careers of the Four Radio Patt
Youngest of the six children, Fre
spent a year (1939) at KCMi
Kansas City after leaving colleg ii
but the radio spark wasn't thei; i
and he became an accountant, ''ai
profession he still loves and follow: --

brooi" '^
wasMargaret,
secretaryonly
to girl
the of
LostheAngel^
manager of RCA Communicatior
during the war and later was r
ceptionist at a recording studi
She abandoned radio for marria:
and housekeeping and is now Mr
Fred Shilzony, of San Francisc
She is the mother of two boys
The Four Radio Patts have spei
nearly a century in radio, the
chosen profession. That's a lot c
Patts, and a lot of radio.
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PICTURE

RAUER FETED
On 20 Years in Radio

'Emotional Medium' — Betzer
BECAUSE pictures are "an emotional medium," when dealing with
pictures
on use
the ofTVemotions
screen,which
"we
should make

'^N GRAUER, NBC's veteran
i-the-scene reporter and anluncer, was honored at a luncheon
5t Wednesday held at "21" in
bw York commemorating his 20th
niversary in radio (and no telesion).
The luncheon was hosted by
iientin Reynolds, war correspondit and author; John Crosby, radio
id television columnist for the
■fw York Herald-Trihune; Tex
tCrary, WNBC New York pesjnality, and Tom Revere, radio
rector of the Blow Co.
jH. V. Kaltenborn, NBC comjjentator, Judge Ferdinand Pecora,
cprmer Secretary of War Robert
litterson, Mr. Reynolds and Mr.
tCrary extolled Mr. Grauer in
,ort speeches.
Jimmy Durante
jtertained.
jAmong those attending the
incheon were: Hubbell Robinson,
(BS vice president; Edmund
([lester, CBS news director; U. S.
imator William Benton of ConIjicticut; John Gunther, author;
Iliott Roosevelt; Maj. William
Verad, British Information Serves; Norman Luker, North Ameri|in director, BBC; Elaine Carring^In, daytime serial writer; Richard
, Derochmont, producer; Fannie
[lUrst, author; Henry Morgan,
jmedian; Charles Sherman, ad■ rtising manager, Doubleday &
p.; Jack Cooper, INS; Trudi Feliu,
|/e; Betty Forsling, Newsweek;
A well as Joseph Allen, vice presi^;nt in charge of public relations,
tistol Myers; and Myron Kirk,
ce president, Kiidner agency.
PESljAMED
Heads Phila. Board
I
'T. COL. EDWARD A. DAVIES,
'rmer vice president and com'ercial manager of Pennsylvania
"loadcasting Co., operator of WIP
ihiladelphia, was elected president
i| the Television Assn. of Philaiilphia at a special meeting of the
Uard of governors early this
onth. He fills the unexpired term
■ James Tabor, formerly telesion director, Foley Advertising
gency, Philadelphia, who is conInuing in the advertising business
•I Portland, Me. Col Davies heads
5 s own firm, Edward A. Davies
'ssoc, television productions.
! Also elected to vacancies on the
iDard were Ruth Weir Miller,
fCAU-TV Philadelphia; Frank
joberts, TV director, Feigenbaum
'igency, and Walter Ericson, TV
'irector, Gray & Rogers, both
Philadelphia.

Why

buy 2 or more..v;
do 1 big sales job

,on "RADIO

BALTIMORE":

VALUE

EMPLOYES at KOIN Portland, Ore., are a happy lot, as evidenced by this
smiling group and by personnel records which show that more than half of
the staff members have been with the station 10 years or longer. New members
of KOIN's "10-20 Club" who were welcomed to the organization with a
banquet late last month are (I to r): Bob Henderson (10), announcer; Bill
Mears (10), production chief; Johnnie Walker (20), music clearance director;
Jack Lombard (20), technician; Luke Roberts (10), educational director, and
Chris Christensen (10), technician. Special half-hour broadcast honoring the
new "10-20 Club" members was aired on KOIN prior to the banquet.

AD

CHALLENGE

Michigan AAAA
Covers at Meeting

THIRD ANNUAL meeting of the Michigan Council of American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies in Detroit last Thursday featured a panel discussion on television advertising. The sessions were held at the Hotel Statler
and had as an over-all theme "Advertising's Challenge Today."
The television .
panel was opened
director of creative services,
by Clarance
Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance
Hatch Jr., execuInc., was moderator. In addition to
tive vice president
of D. P. Brother
Mr. Hatch, panel members included
& Co., Detroit
H. Kenneth Jones, director of reagency, speaking
search, BFS&D; Henry M. Jackson,
on "The New
account representative of J. Walter
Traveling Salesman." His talk Thompson Co., Detroit, and Don C.
was illustrated by Miller, vice president of Kenyon &
Mr. Hatch
sound films of Eckhardt Inc.
current television
A banquet followed the panel
programs.
discussion in the Statler's ballroom.
Blount Slade, vice president and
Speakers at this session included
Frederic R. Gamble, president of
AAAA, on "Your Future in AdCANADA PRODUCTION
vertising," and Fairfax Cone, chairman of the AAAA board and Foote,
Now Supply U. S. Set Makers
Cone & Belding board chairman, on
CANADIAN radio and television
tube manufacturers and resistance
"Copy Is Still Our Number One
manufacturers are now supplying
American TV set manufacturers
with tubes and resistors to meet
the increasing demand. A survey
made by Telecasting in Toronto
of radio manufacturers shows that
Job."
where Canadian manufacturers
formerly imported tubes and parts,
today practically all components
for receivers are made in Canada,
and an increasing production of
tubes is being done in the Toronto
area.
While demands of Canadian set
manufacturers are being filled first,
an increasing demand by American
companies is reaching Canadian
subsidiary manufacturing plants
as well as independent tube and resistor plants in Canada. The various firms would give no figures, but
intimated that the export of tubes
and parts is increasing steadily.

■:E%
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they can arouse," Joseph G. Betzer,
director of film planning for Sarra
Inc., told members of the 1950
Creative Advertising Workshop in
Chicago Nov. 6.
"It's still true we sell by appealing to basic emotions, and pictures
must stem from them," he said.
Mr. Betzer listed a three-point formula for TV commercials which
sell. "They must have an opening
to catch initial interest, by means
of stop motion, animation or human
interest appeal ; ,the center portion
of live action photograph, to sock
home the realism of the product
and a secondary appeal created by
a jingle, song or other device that
the audience can remember."
However, "words are secondary
and pictures all-important in creating selling
messages,"
"Interest
is the
chief jobheof said.
the
creative .people who work in each
selling
message."
Mr. Betzer
termed TV "the greatest unifying force in the home since
the pot-belly
spoketimeto
clinic
members stove."
for the He
second
under sponsorship of the Chicago
Federated Advertising Club and
the Women's Advertising Club.
FJP FUND DRIVE
Radio-TV Committee Named
A DRIVE for $20 million by the
Federation of Jewish Philantrophies on behalf of its 116 affiliated
hospitals, health and social welfare
agencies was announced last week
by Leo Brecher, of Leo Brecher
Theatrical Enterprises, chairman
for 1950.
The broadcasting and television
committee will be headed by Himan
Brown, independent producer, and
Lyman G. Bloomingdale, secretary
of Campaign
cabinet,I. asS. co-chairmen, and includes
Becker,
CBS; Jerry A. Danzig, CBS-TV;
Ben Grauer, NBC; Henry Greenfield, WEVD New York; Bernice
Judis, WNEW New York; Elliott
M. Sanger, WQXR New York, and
Eleanor N. Sanger, WQXR.
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UPHELD
In Bristol-Myers Case
FEDERAL Trade Commission's
order demanding that BristolMyers Co., New York, cease
allegedly false advertising claims
involving its Ipana toothpaste has
been affirmed by the Fourth Circuit
Court of Appeals at Richmond, Va.
Bristol-Myers attorneys took exception to two findings in the FTC
order involving a ban on its "massage" claim and a survey used to
support the claim that dentists
prefer Ipana 2-1 for personal use,
such as set forth in radio and newspaper advertisements.
Questions Witnesses' Testimony
The company charged that witnesses appearing for the government offered opinions without support of scientifically - controlled
tests. Three judges who heard the
appeal ruled, however, that the
government witnesses were well
qualified.
The company also charged that
FTC did not offer evidence to disprove the sample survey, and that
it was under no obligation to prove
the validity of the sample. In turn,
the court held that, while the
sampling techniques may have been
accurate, there was no evidence to
support the survey.

HIT LIQUOR ADS
Church Women Plan Actio
UNITED Council of Chuic

FTC

LISTENERS PAY
Subscribe for WABF (FM) Show
IN A MOVE to eliminate commercial advertising from one of its
most popular programs, WABF
(FM) New York has requested its
listeners to sponsor the New
Friends of Music concert series,
themselves, by subscribing as much
money as they wish.
Total of $4,814.10, or 90% of
the commercial revenue which
would have been received by the
station if the time had been sold
to a sponsor, had been received as
of last week. June Dairy, New
York, sponsored the program last
year.
PHILADELPHIA will install television sets in two hospitals and the
house of correction. Money was appropriated earlier this year by the
city council.
THE

OLD

Women unanimously
resolution
at the biennialadopted
assembl ^
Wednesday in Cincinnati urging iv
local units to "inform radio stitions, networks, sponsors and t\[
FCC of our disapproval of liqu(
advertising over the air."
"Since liquor advertising has iv i
vaded the American home througrj.!
television," the resolution saiu*
"and since
it isbroadcasts
even impossible
listen
to radio
of dealii.'
sports without being bombardc'J
with frequent lurid advertisemen tof liquor, we call on all organiz!

THEY'RE buried alive — but they love it! For two weeks disc jockeys at
WEBR Buffalo, N. Y., asked listeners to send in their social security numbers, with the closest one to a "secret number" winning $100. Response
of 16,000 pieces of mail is proof positive, WEBR says, that people listen
and respond to radio. Submerged are (I to r) Disc jockeys Tap Taplin, Bob
Wells, Jack Eno and Ed Little.
GRAY

BUSINESS CENSUS
Final '48 State Series Set
FINAL state bulletins in the 1948
Census of Business are now being
printed, the Bureau of the Census,
Dept. of Commerce has announced.
The final bulletin in the series is
scheduled for publication by the end
of 1950.
Information covers up to 89 kinds
of retail trade, 70 kinds of wholesale trade and 116 kinds of service
and repair trades. Separate bulleting will be issued for each of the
48 states, the District of Columbia
and the U. S. as a whole. An order
form, "Announcement of 1948 Census of Business — Area Bulletins,"
may be obtained from the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington
25, D. C.
KRON-TV San Francisco has increased programming from 2:15 p.m.
till midnight Monday through Friday
with usual programming on weekends.
SEA-HORSE

SAYS:

Have YOU checked
WVMI— Area?

the

Only WVMI can offer "So
Much For So Little"— May
we tell you more?

BILOXI
MISSISSIPPI
WVMI
Serving the Entire Mississippi Gulf Coast
10C3 WAHS
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RESIGNS

As Truman Special Assistant
RESIGNATION of Gordon Gray,
president of WSJS Winston-Salem,
N. C, as special assistant to the
Chief Executive was formally accepted last Tuesday by President
Truman. Mr. Gray had been serving in that capacity since he resigned as Secretary of the Army to
accept the presidency of the U. of
North Carolina [Broadcasting,
April 17, Feb. 13].
In accepting Mr. Gray's resignation, the President paid high tribute to the radio executive for giving "a generous portion of the best
years
yourespecially
life" to praised
government
service.of He
Mr.
Gray's report on foreign economic
policies, issued within the past
fortnight, to which the former
Secretary of the Army had devoted himself in his capacity as
special assistant. The Chief Executive described it as a "solid
contribution" toward a peaceful
world.
Mr. Gray went to the Defense
Dept. as assistant Army Secretary
in September 1947 and became
acting secretary and later Undersecretary ofthe Army in May 1949.
Shortly afterward he was sworn
in as Secretary of the Army.
New Alaska Sponsors
TWO NATIONAL advertisers have
contracted time on the Alaska
Broadcasting System, operator of
six stations in Alaska. They are
Lincoln-Mercury Division of Ford
Motor Co., through Kenyon & Eckhardt. New York, with an extensive
spot announcement campaign, and
Brewing Corp. of America (Carlings Red Cap Ale), through Benton
& Bowles, New York, for a heavy
spot schedule. Contracts were
placed through Alaska Radio Sales,
New York representative of Alaska
Broadcasting System.

tions to join us in protestir'
against liquor advertising."
Mrs. D. Leigh Colvin, nationiT"
president of the Women's Christie i
Temperance
who attends'
the
assembly Union,
as a "fraternal
deli
gate," told Broadcasting Thur
day in Chicago that the resolutic'
employed
the to
word
"liquor"
general sense,
include
beer. inSI ;|
expressed
there over
is litt'!
advertising the
of belief
hard liquor
tl
air in the U. S. proper, but that !
trend in that direction has bee
noted in Alaska. The WCTU r^:
cently wrote to each of the U
Senators and Representatives pn
testing this trend, she said. jj,
WHEEL OF STARS
WFBL Sets New Promotio

WFBL Syracuse, N. Y., unveile
a new merchandising promotion ir
volving a "Wheel of Stars" at :
cocktail party in New York las
week.
Robert Soule, station vice pres |
dent, who developed and perfectef^o
the idea, explained the mechanic
of the plan, a two-day promotioi!
An adaptation of the "wheel c|j,
fortune," the promotion is dep
signed for use at fairs and othe '
public occasions of at least 10
people. Pictures of 30 stars hearf^f
over WFBL are substituted fon,
numbers. Paddles bearing identic£|
pictures are then sold from thzlgj
booth holding the wheel. Th,|^
player corresponding
whose paddle to bears
picture
the one thb^i
a[
which the wheel stops wins. Prized
are merchandise
of advertiseif
over the station.
BURR TILLSTROM'S Kukla, Fran
Ollie, TV show on NBC-TV fro;
Chicago, being translated into com
form
by Chicago
Ful
page color
cartoons Sun-Times.
will appear unt[
Christmas Eve, tieing in with papei
promotion
sponsorship
Kuklii
Fran
& Ollieandfloat,
that will of
appear
the Christmas parade.
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docket Actions . . .
FINAL DECISIONS
KRMG Tulsa, Okla. — Announced desion to grant application of KRMG
1 change from 740 kc 50 kw day, 10
IV night to 740 kc 50 kw day, 25 kw
ight and make changes in nighttime
(.diation pattern. Decision Nov. 15.
Aberdeen, Miss. — Announced decision
■anting application of Prairie Bcstg.
D.,
for newEstimated
station construction
on 1240 kc, cost
250
fulltime.
8,500. Principals include Ben F. Hilin,
assistant
presi;nt administrative
Mississippi State
College;to Grady
aes,
Z5<^c
Interest
WSSO
StarkviUe,
ablisher StarkviUe News and mayor
Starkville; T. A. Richardson, owner
ichardson Chevrolet Co.; Joe Phillips,
interest
WSSO,
are equal
jrtners.
Decision
Nov. all
15
WJOC Jamestown, N. Y. — Announced
?cision to grant WJOC change from
70 kc,Eng.
1 kw cond.
day toDecision
1340 kc, Nov.
250 w 15.
fullme.
INITIAL DECISION
WKRG Mobile, Ala.; KURV Edinburg,
ex. — Initial decision by Examiner
imes D. Cunningham to grant in-

whose

FCC

roundup
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applicaiiont

Broadcasting
is this?

SUMMARY TO NOVEMBER
te
,S
HoX
Summary
of cO
Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications

16

Total
Cond'l cations In
Class
On Air Licensed
CPs
Grants Pending Hearing
AM Stations
2,224 2,185 167
273
142
FM Stations
671
510 202
1* Appli7
6
TV Stations
107
52
57
363
171
* On the air.
^
* *
crease in nighttime power of WKRG
Sellers Hoyt Houck, Robert D. Houck
from 250 w to 500 w, directional, on and
Walter G. Russell each retain 24%
710 kc and to deny application of interest. Clyde H. Smith retains 10%
KURV Edinburg to operate 1 kw full- interest. KSEL is assigned 1 kw day,
time on 710 kc. KURV presently oper- 500 w night on 950 kc. Granted Nov. 14.
KBYE
Oklahoma
City,inOkla.—
Nov. ates14.with 250 w day on 710 kc. Decision
ed transfer
of control
State GrantBcstg.
FCC Actions
Co., licensee, from James M. Collins to
OPINIONS AND ORDERS
Kenyon
Brown
and
Frank
J.
Lynch
for
(Continued from page 72)
consideration of $30,000. Mr. Brown is
WJVA South Bend, Ind.— By mem33%
owner
and
Mr.
Lynch
is
25.66%
orandum opinionforandreconsideration
order denied petiIpplications Cont.:
owner. KBYE is assigned 1 kw day on
tion of WJVA
and
890 kc. Granted Nov. 14.
;onal AMENDED to request 1250 kc grant of application for license renewal
designated
for
hearing
May
23.
Order
WICY
Malone,in N.North
Y.— Granted
trans|i kw unl. DA -2.
fer of control
County Bcstg.
Nov. 14.
j
Modification of CP
Co. Inc., from
Ralph M.C.andTackley
Beulah for,
E.
Sky
Way
Bcstg.
Co.,
Columbus,
Ohio;
Cardinal
to
Mitchell
WMON Montgomery, W. Va. — Mod.
Athens Bcstg.
Co.,
Athens,
Ohio
—
Memconsideration
of
$20,000.
Mr.
Tackley
P to increase power etc. for extension
orandum opinion and order to grant
held 49.5% interest in station.
petition of Sky Way Bcstg. Corp., to formerly
;■Mod.
completion
The Cardinals held 50%. WICY is asCP newdate.
FM station for extenamend
application
to show
contemon of completion date: WTOC-FM
signed
250
plated
network
affiliation,
rather
than
ed Nov. 14.w fulltime on 1490 kc. Grantavannah, Ga.; WNJR-FM Newark,
non-network; to show changes in proKOCY-AM-FM
Oklahoma City, Okla.
. J.; WEST-EM Easton. Pa.
gramming occurring as result of net- — Granted acquisition
control byin
work affiliation,to and
bring up-to-date
Plaza Court Bcstg. Co.,of licensee,
data referring
personnel
of WVKO
lovember 15 Decisions . . .
M. H. Bonebrake through purchase of
FM station
of
which
Sky
Way
is
li75% stock from John D. Thomas and
censee and staff is proposed to operate
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
four others for consideration of $150,000.
contemplated AM operation; denied
Order Adopted
petition
of
Athens
Bcstg.
Co.
Order
Mr. Bonebrake
been1938.
general
Nov.
10.
ager of station hassince
KOCYman-is
WRIA Caguas,
Adopted WRIA
order
assigned 250 w fulltime on 1340 kc.
WINS New York — By order denied
evoking
license P. ofR. — station
WIMS-AM-FM Michigan City, Ind.—
laguas, 1450 kc, 250 w unl. time, for petition of WINS for reconsideration
Granted transfer of 100% stock in
and grant
without
hearing
of 1180
applililure
to
comply
with
Commission's
cation
to
change
facilities
from
kc
Northern
Bcstrs.
lies and regulations, effective 15 days 1 kw day to 1010 kc 50 kw unlimited,
from O. E.Indiana
Henderson
et alInc.,
to licensee
William
iter service of order upon licensee,
directional
day
and
night;
hearing
to
Udell
and
his
parents
Florence
and
owever if licensee makes written
Alonzo for a consideration of $98,000
inCommission
Washington.
On order
its ownof Jan.
mo^plication for hearing within said 15 be held
tion
amended
plus
or
minus
the
difference
over
or
lys, order of revocation shall stand
5 designating application for hearing to under $30,000 in cash assets on closing
date.
Mr.
William
Udell
is
a
freelance
'ispended
until
conclusion
of
said
change
issues
3,
4,
and
5;
made
WMGM,
earing.
WOV and WBNX all New York parties writer and producer. WIMS is assigned
to proceeding. Order No. 14.
1 kw day on 1420 kc. Granted Nov. 14.
lovember 15 Applications . . .
WLOW in
Norfolk,
Transfer
grant
reported
Nov. Va.—
6 issue
incorrectly
Non-Docket Actions . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
gave facilities of 1 kw daytime on 1410
kc. WLOW is operating now on 1400
AM— 1300 kc
AM GRANTS
kc with 250 w fulltime.
_KMMO
Marshall,
Mo.—
CP
AM
staMemphis, Tex. — Blake Bcstg. Co.,
ton to change from 500 w D to 1300 granted
Deletions . . .
new station 1370 kc, 1 kw day.
: 1 kw D.
Estimated construction cost $20,600.
Principals
include:
John
Blake,
50%
1
Modification of CP
ONE FM authorization reported deleted
owner KPAN Hereford, Tex. and 75%
by FCC last week. Total withdrawals
WEIM Fitchburg, Mass.— Mod. CP
KSNY Snyder, Tex.; Robert to
date since Jan. 1: AM 33; FM 101;
,M station to increase power etc. for owner
Blake, 75% owner West Texas Printing
TV
3.
'•ctension of completion date.
Co., Brownwood Tex. Granted Nov. 14.
License for CP
KVWC-FM Vernon, Tex.— NorthwestScottsboro, Ala. — Scottsboro Bcstg.
Co., granted new station on 1330 kc, 1 nomic.ern Bcstg. Co. License Nov. 14. EcoBKTYL-FM Mesa, Ariz. — License for kw
day. Estimated construction cost
P new FM • station.
§23,436.28.
Mrs. Rose M. Kirby sole
jKUHF Houston, Tex. — License for owner is secretary
for Jackson Co. Soil
*P new noncommercial FM station.
New Applications . . .
Conservation Assn. Granted Nov. 14.
Modification of CP
Bowling
Green,
Ky.
—
J.
Granville
AM APPLICATIONS
Clark granted new station on 1340 kc,
KRON-TV San Francisco— Mod. CP 250
w fulltime. Estimated construction
commercial TV station for extenEnglewood,
Col. —d/b
Grady
and
cost $17,000. Mr. Clark is engaged in R. B. McAlister
as Maples
The McMa
on of completion date to 6-15-51.
general law practice in Russellville,
Agency,
1220
kc,
1
kw
day.
Estimated
Ark. Grant is subject to condition that construction cost $16,400. Applicant is
w permittee will not start program tests licensee KTNM Tucumcari, N. M. Mr.
until WLBJ commences program tests McAlister also is 33i/3% owner KICA
on 1410 kc, and will not be licensed
N. M. FUed Nov. 8.
. SOUTH CAROLINA'S
until that station is licensed on 1410 kc. Clovis,
Jackson, Ohio — Jackson Bcstg. Co.,
r Granted Nov. 14.
1580 kc cost
1 kw
day. Estimated
KGPHin Flagstaff,
Ariz. 1450
— Granted
$15,190.
Principals construcinclude:
switch
facilities from
kc to Roberttion E.
SUPERMARKET'
Jenkins, 50% owner Jenkins
1230 kc, 250 w fulltime. Granted Nov. 14. Concrete Products Co. Inc., 66%%; and
WONWin facilities
Defiance,
Franklin Stiffler, 55% owner
HAS
switch
fromOhio
1280— kcGranted
500 w John
wm ■ ■ rr,
Stiffler
Stores,
55% Dairy
interestCo.andandpresident
Green Valley
25%
day to tional
1280night.kcGranted
500 w fulltime,
40% Oof S. C.'s
Nov. 14. direc- interest Buckeye Mill and Lumber Co.,
KNEBin Scottsbluff
, Neb.970— kcGranted
331,^%. Filed Nov. 6.
switch
facilities from
1 kw
Camden, Ark. — Mid-South Bcstg. Co.,
■GENERAL MERCHANday to 960 kc, 1 kw day, 500 w night 1370
kc, 1 kw day. Applicant Leo
DA-2.
Granted
Nov.
14.
Howard
is manager KDMS El Dorado,
DISE SALES
WRJW
Picayune,
Miss.
—
Granted
Ark.
Nov. 9.Construction cost $16,000. Filed
switch in facilities from 1320 kc 1 kw
day
Norfolk, Va. — Rollins Bcstg. Inc.,
14. to 1320 kc 5 kw day. Granted Nov.
1050 kc 500 w day. Contingent on WVEC
vacating 1050 kc. Resubmitted Nov. 10.
NONCOMMERCIAL EDUCATIONAL
FM GRANT
liiFBC
TRANSFER REQUEST
Lawrence,
Kan.
— U. ofeducational
Kansas grantI GRttH\l\\.\.t,S.t.-^QQQNNMTS
ed new noncommercial
FM
WBYS-AM-FM
111.— Acquisition of control of Canton,
Fulton County
Bcstg.
station
218 (91.5 mc) ERP 35 w.
The News-Piedmonf Station
Granted Chan.
Nov. 14.
Co., licensee, by Harold R. Winsor
through purchase of nine sh. of stock
TRANSFER GRANTS
from Cyril L. Fetterer, reducing Mr.
^NRP
Greenville-AndersonFetterer's holdings from 2i/4% to less
KSELsition ofLubbock,
Tex.
—
Granted
acquinOh
Spartanburg
Markets
control in Lubbock Bcstg. Co., than
1% toand99% increasing
Rtpresented by Avery-Knodsl
licensee,
by
B.
C.
and
Betty
K.
S.
holdings
plus. WBYSMr.is Winsor's
assigned
Garnett for consideration of $20,000.
1560 kc, 250 w day. Filed Nov. 9.
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course, Bro.4DCASTING belongs
everyl3ody connected directly
indirectly with the business
broadcasting and telecasting.

It's the marketplace where sponsors, their agencies, stations, networks and services all meet to do
business.
This copy came to you as a subscriber who wants the latest,
most
—AM complete
FM TV news of all radio

. . . or did

it?

Are you at the leisure of a routeslip . . . reading an out-dated
issue ... or taking chances on a
newsstand copy?

Whatever the reason, there's too
much doing in radio-tv today
that directly affects your job,
your future. You need the news
while it's still news — while you
can turn it into profitable decisions. Here's a $7.00 investment that pays real dividends
every week of the year. Use
this coupon to make it . . .
Broadcasting
. . your

Broadcasting • Telecasting
870 NATIONAL PRESS BLDG.
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Yes, I want my own copy of Broadcasting every week. Please start with
next issue.
□ $7 enclosed

□ please bill

NAME

COMPANY
STREET
ZONE STATE
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Telestatus
(Continued from page 60
was Food & Food Products with
707 (see table). In second place
was Household Furnishings, Equipment and Supplies which had 643
accounts active in the network, spot
and local fields. Automotive, Automotive Equipment & Accessories
was the third classification with
328 active accounts.
On the networks advertisers of
Food & Food Products had 22 different accounts for top honors. In
second place was Confectionary &
Soft Drinks with 15 while the
Household classification was third
with 13 accounts.
The most active product classification in the spot field was Food
& Food Products which had 236
advertisers. Beer & Wine accounts
remained active with 135 advertisers during the month.
Locally the advertisers of Household Equipment, Furnishings &
Supplies headed the list of accounts
with 551. In second place was the
Food classification with 449 accounts.
* * *
KTLA Los Angeles
Sets New Rates
RATE CARD No. 5 went into effect Nov. 15 at KTLA (TV) Los
Angeles, reflecting a 259<: increase
for all time segments over one-half
minute. An hour of Class A time,
including live studio facilities, increased from $750 to $1,000. For
an hour of Class A time including
film facilities, the rate advanced
from $600 to $750. For Class A
spot announcements the rate is now
$175 for one minute, $165 for 20
seconds and $82.50 for 10 seconds.
Benny's Hit
TV in
Debut
Makes
L. A.
A RECORD Los Angeles television audience viewed the first Jack
Benny Show telecast in that city
Nov. 11, according to a special
Coffin, Cooper & Clay Inc. TeleQue telephone survey. Program
received a rating of 45.6, reportedly representing the largest Saturday night audience Los Angeles
television has enjoyed. Total of
1,550 people in the area were called
In 5 clinical surveys,
KFMJ outsells Tulsa
newspaper advertising
3 to 1 in dollar volume,
actual sales. Ask us for
details. KFMJ, the Fred
Jones Station, Tulsa,
Okla. One of America's
top independents. Lav/son Taylor, Mgr. Represented byJack Koste,
Independent Metropolitan Soles.

in a 45 minute period. Results
were made available within an hour
and 45 minutes.
Multi-Market Telepulse
Released for October
MULTI-MARKET Telepulse for
October shows Texaco Star Theatre as the leading once-a-week television program. Howdy Doody
took top honors among multiweekly shows, according to the
report released by The Pulse Inc.
The Multi-Market Telepulse covering network programs in the
period Oct. 1, 2, 3, 11, 12, 13, 14
is as follows:
Rating
Program Average
Oct. Sept.
Texaco Star Theatre 47.2
Phiico Playhouse 36.5 33.3
Toast of the Town
31.1 28.3
Your Show of Shows 28.6 33.1
Talent Scouts
28.2 26.1
Studio One
26.6 23.4
Godfrey
His
Friends
26.5
Fireside Theatre
25.3
26.2
The Goldbergs
23.3 31.8
ComecEy
Hour
Howdy Doody
15.0 14.0
12.7 12.4
Camel News Caravan
11.3 9.6
Kukia, Fran & OIlie
10.6
Perry Como
10.1 9.9
Captain
Video
9.8 8.8
CBS-TV News
Broadway
Open
House
9.2
9.4
9.0
Mohawk Showroom
9.5
*Faye Emerson
Stork Club
9.1
*8.7 — Tue., Thu., Sat.
Public Service Role
(Continued from page 57)
liabilities. The opportunity to improve telecasting with greater
funds available for experimentation and invention will present itself to the industry and will result
in a wider educational and public
service program, he said. Mr. Streibert asserted that "television will
be more profitable than radio ever
was" since the high costs will be
offset by a higher return.
Turning to radio, he insisted that
competition from television will result in better programming and
production in the broadcasting field,
and said that the effects of TV
throughout the nation in five years
can be seen in New York at the
present time. On WOR's Barbara
Welles program, listeners were invited to send in their "gripes" and
constructive ideas on the improvement of radio, he said, and their
answers have proved invaluable to
the station as a test of public
opinion. Better sound volume coordination between music bridges
and dramatic passages; greater variety in program scheduling by the
networks; employment of women
announcers for women's products;
elimination of the "folksy," bad
grammar approach of many programs; increase in classical music
and educational programs were included in the letters of advice received by the station.
Radio, Mr. Streibert said, "will
have to sell its medium more agand take cognizance of
the listenersgressively"demands.
It will have to go out and "work
for billing, develop its own new
talent" and re-sell itself to the public. The problem lies before the
advertisers as well, Mr. Streibert
concluded.
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Network Time
om page 57)
(Continued fr
provide that (except for one fivehour segment per week) stations in
one-station markets may not carry
the programs of any one network
for more than two hours in the 1-6
p.m. and two hours in the 6-11 p.m.
time segments. In two-station markets the limit would be three hours
in each segment; in three-station
markets, four hours in each time
period.
NBC claimed it "has an unquestioned position of leadership — but
not of dominance — in network television," and opposed "any such
rule" because: "(1) it would violate
the responsibility which Congress
has placed upon the stations to select their programs; (2) it would
illegally restrict competition among
networks." NBC's Position
NBC said its "position of leadership is the natural result of the
excellent service which it offers and
the wide public acceptance of its
programs. This position has been
attained by far-sighted planning
and diligent effort in establishing
a television broadcasting sei-vice.
It has been accomplished under the
American tradition of free and unfettered competition."
NBC asserted
that no concept is
more fixed in radio regulation "than
the fundamental principle that the
station operator — the licensee —
must at all times retain the right
to select the programs to be broadcast by the station," and that he
does not operate in the public interest "if he abandons this responsibility."
FCC's proposed protection of
viewer choice of network programs
is incorrect, NBC said, noting that
"the individual viewer in a singlestation market has no choice of
programs. He looks at what the
station in his city happens to be
broadcasting at the moment. . . .
It is absurd, therefore, to say that
the suggested limitation will enlarge or protect the viewer's
Wide acceptance of popular prochoice." grams of other networks was noted
by NBC to show that the ability to
obtain station clearances depends
upon program attraction. NBC

cited ABC's Stop the Music, CBS's !
Arthur Godfrey and His Friends '■
and DuMont's Chevrolet-sponsored '
telecasts of Notre Dame football :
games.
i
"The simple fact is that no net- j
work can attain or maintain a leading position in station clearances
in limited markets unless it de- !
livers a superior program service,"!
NBC concluded.
"The implication [of FCC's proposal]should
appearsdevelop
to be that
all networks
equally
under governmental
that''competition'
is notcontrol
in theandpublic
interest. If such is the case. Congress— not the Commission — ^mustf
"Furthermore, the Commission r
has
no authority to set aside thei
so decree."
antitrust
and by is'rule'
de-'?
ci-ee that laws
competition
not to
in thejf
public interest. Any such actioniwj
must come from Congress." !£t
NBC pointed out that "any vol-ut
untary
agreement
among would
the net-l"works and
stations which
ac-iljO
complish the Commission's objec-bii
tive and relieve against the exist-«E
ing competition would violate thefrt
antitrust laws." The network alsoi

said :
Not long ago, while other networks were urging aflBliates to withholdbuilding of television stations, or tak- !
ing a passive
attitude,
NBC to
wasbringft
en-]3
couraging
the radio
industry
television to the public. While other ],
networks were barely starting, NBC ,
was supplying a full schedule or pro-|.
estab-i^t''
stations
so that for
gramsa service
lish
which could
advertising
support
couldperiod,
be obtained.
out all this
NBC wasThroughurgingkj^'
the building and extension of inter-p
city television connections and plac- Tj.
ing orders for circuits which no other L
network then wanted. . . .
|

Despite the limited number of tele-r^
vision
stations,
and through
the head
start|'P11
which NBC
achieved
its early
promotion of television, each of the^ri:
other networks has developed a com-cid;
mercial
business
and has greatly im-'-jp.\i
proved its
time sales.
Comparing the first nine months], |
of 1949 and 1950, NBC said, they,
percentage of increase in televisional
network time sales of CBS andl,.^
ABC exceeded that of NBC. ABC^,
increased 290%, CBS 283% and|:
(Continued on page 8i)
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UHF

Allocations

(Continued from page 57)
switch to 41.75 mc. Some other
knuf acturers a 1 1' e a d y have
ritched, he said.
lAlbert F. Murray, consulting enpeer retained by Philco to make
l-tain UHF reception tests in
[idgeport and Washington, was
estioned briefly, principally on
^ factors of power and antenna
light for NBC's Bridgeport statn which diifered slightly from
ipse given by NBC in its report,
jb explained he got his data from
fl NBC article in the Institute of
jidio Engineers Proceedings but
i;^ not feel the differences were
^^cient to effect any change in
p measurements.
jDr. Goldsmith, DuMont's director
!]research, was questioned on the
iatter of receiver design as retied to allocation policy. He stated
t-C should consider "practical"
dfeign in sets so as to make the
gt allocation. He noted consid^ble set improvements have been
^ide by many manufacturers to
quire better adjacent channel seitivity. Set sale competition in
nge areas will force further impvements, he indicated.
Adaption Plan
(|rhe DuMont official presented a
y-by-city analysis of the num^l' of existing sets requiring adapiin for conversion to UHF under
4h the DuMont and FCC allocaJn plans. The estimate showed
I of Jan. 1, 1951, 1,147,000 sets
uld require adaption under Dui|)nt's plan while 3,706,000 sets
;ruld require adaption under FCC's
E.n. Data had been requested by
imr. Jones.

ENJOYING a recent Bermuda vacation ore Rodney Erickson (I) of
Young & Rubicam, New York, and
Mr. and Mrs. Gail Smith, of Procter
& Gamble, Cincinnati.

teristics of which, until recently
were entirely unknown, and in fact,
could not even be estimated."
"Actually, however, this is not
the case," the memo stated, outlining two principles which are unfavorable togood UHF service and
two which are favorable. The
memo explained:
As we go up in frequency from 30
mc, we find that two fundamental
physicalice. Like
principles
tendinto nature,
reduce these
servall things
effects vary continuously with no
abrupt changes at any frequency.
The first of these is the wave length
factor. As frequency is increased, we
find that simple receiving antennas
become less eflScient in extracting
energy from a field of a given strength.
This effect can be partially nullified
by more complex receiving antennas
and, of course, by an increase in
effective radiated power.
The second effect is that of diffraction. As frequency is increased, we
find
objects
the earth's shadows
surface
tend that
to cast
more onpronounced
so that the wave is more seriously
attenuated in bending around hills,
buildings, trees, etc. This effect can be
partially overcome through the use of
higher transmitting antennas.
On the plus side of the ledger we
have two principal factors tending
Criticism
of
NBC's
Bridgeport
to improve service with an increase in
jort was contained in a DuMont
frequency. The first of these Tconcerns]
effective reduction in signal strength
jjier-office memorandum titled "Atat a receiving antenna (some distance
kpt at Correlation of the Conflictfrom the transmitter) due to the
destructive interference of the direct
ITestimony Regarding UHF Tel- and
ground reflected wave. For a
sion." It was prepared under Dr.
smooth earth and to a lesser degree
for a rough earth, this destructive
Idsmith's supervision by Robert
interference decreases with increasing
Wakeman, head of the firm's
thereby permitting stronger
)pagation department and an Ad frequency,
fields with equal radiated power at the
high frequencies.
c Committee member who vigorThe second major effect of increassly defended Ad Hoc Volumes I
ing frequency is a reduction in the
3 II on fundamental engineering
quantity and amplitude of man-made
icepts when they were attacked
interference, thereby permitting satissignals to be obtained at the
ELECASTING, Sept. 23, Oct. 23]. receiver factory
with smaller input voltages.
There are, of course, several additional
Two other Wakeman memoranfactors affecting service area as the
frequency is increased. However, I
ms also were offered, one dealing
believe that the four discussed here
;h the adjacent channel problem
are the principal ones.
i the other on choice of a standBecause these effects vary grad1 IF. Dr. Goldsmith stated all
ually with frequency, the memo
ee documents represented his
said, estimates can be made by comjws and those of DuMont.
petent engineers by extrapolation
The report on conflicting UHF
from known effects at lower fretimony noted NBC's report "at
quencies.
|;t glance makes it appear that
"It is therefore extremely disconJHF television service is praccerting to find ourselves faced with
ally impossible" while reports on
the exceedingly pessimistic anal'[F test stations in central Pennyses of the Bridgeport data subvania indicate UHF "can provide
mitted by NBC," the Wakeman
excellent television service eommemo obsei'ved. It continued:
ahle to that of VHF."
Throughout
the report,
the measured field strengths
are continually
Some of the Commissioners may
being compared with smooth earth
theoretical values and emphasis being
thoroughly confused," the Duplaced on the fact that they are far
nt memo stated, and commented
below values predicted by this simple
The factor by which the transippears they "have been led to theory. mitter
have them
to beup inieve that UHF is something encreased in power
orderwould
to bring
to
these theoretical values is also em:ly new and basically different
phasized.
in VHF, the propagation characIt is my opinion that such compari.1
7 OADCASTING
• Telecasting
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sons and
less
sinceratios
if a are
moreentirely
perfectmeaningtheory
could have
utilized,
measurements wouldbeen
perforce
havethebeen
much
closer to theoretical. Actually, we are
interested
solely
in
the
quality
of
vision service obtainable in ultra telehigh
frequencies
and
need
concern
oursoever. selves with no theoretical values whatThe Commission has proposed as
limiting values for UHF broadcasting,
an effective radiated power of 200 kw
with a transmitting antenna height of
500 feet.
Because theatnecessary
ment is unavailable
this time,equipNBC
was required to make its tests with
only 13.9 kw effective radiated power
at a height of only 330 feet above
average terrain. To the best of my
knowledge, no attempt has been made
in any polate
portion
of the field
reportstrengths
to extra-so
the measured
that they would correspond to the
power and height recommended by the
Commission.
The memo contended an error
was
made in NBC's
reportradii
in the
determination
of service
in
accordance with FCC's proposal
which specifies a local field intensity of 65 db above 1 microvolt per
meter is required to override receiver noise at 600 mc.
Noise 'Non-existent'
"Since local noise and interference is essentially non-existent at
this frequency," the memo explained, "this is the value required
for satisfactory service. However,
in the NBC report, a value of 80 db
is used in the determination of
Grade A and Grade B service radii."
Re-computation of the NBC data
was made in the memo using the
different value. It showed in going
from 13.9 kw ERP, NBC's UHF
station power, to FCC's proposed
minimum of 100 kw an improvement of 8.6 db in field strength
would be obtained, while going to
200 kw, FCC's proposed maximum,
the improvement would be 11.6 db.
The following table was presented, adding the several combinations of increased power and
height, to show the field strength
improvement alleged to be expected
over the data as measured by NBC:
100 kw 200 kw
ERP ERP
Transmitting antenna
height 500 ft. 15.1 db 18.1 db
Transmitting antenna
height 1000 ft. 24.6 db 27.6 db
Dr. Goldsmith testified he personally visited the Bridgeport area
last Monday and made limited field
measurements at nine spots of
NBC's current tests to compare
UHF and VHF service, using
KC2XAK, its regular 13.9 kw ERP
signal on 530 mc, and a special 250

IF YOUR

w ERP test transmitter on Channel
4 (66-72 mc).
He said he got UHF pictures
everywhere he got VHF pictures
and in many cases the UHF picture was better. A fairly acceptable UHF picture was obtained from
a hilltop 23 miles away, he said.
Both UHF and VHF pictures suffered in hill shadows in between,
however. Dr. Goldsmith said.
The adjacent channel report recommended adjacent channel allocations be based chiefly on an assumption of a zero db acceptance
ratio for adjacent channel stations,
which will result in average adjacent channel spacing of one-half
that set for co-channel spacing but
with 70 mile minimum. Zero db
acceptance ratio means the adjacent
channel signal equals that of the
desired signal, it was explained.
The other report discussed various IF proposals and indicated
use of 41.25 mc requires image protection from two channels, the 14th
and 15th channels above the desired channel. It explained, however, the carrier images of these
channels lie at points within the
desired channel where the receiver
susceptibility is quite low and consequently the amount of allocation
protection required is minimized.
Dr. Goldsmith was to appear Friday for further questioning. FCC
indicated 17 other witnesses were
tion. to be called for cross examinayet
Lauds

Broadcasters

ROLE taken by broadcasters in
promoting work of the American
Cancer Society was lauded by Walter King, society radio-TV director,
in a letter to Robert K. Richards,
NAB public affairs director. After
citing in
instances
the Mr.
medium's
value
society of
work,
King
said: "It has been deeply gratifying to notesolicitedthe
widespread given
and unaid invariably
by
the broadcasters in presenting this
information to the public. This
service has resulted in lives saved,
and indicates a soundness of thinking which is a prerequisite for the
success of cancer control."
RCA announces 1951 edition of RCA
Reference Book has been shipped to
RCA tube and parts distributors.

AM-TV-FM

STATION

NEEDS

promotional ideas sold to produce cash
revenue of from $200 to $1,000 per week.
Wire, Call or Write
Edgar L. Bill
—
Merle V. Watson
Julian Mantell, Sales Manager
NATIONAL

RADIO

Peoria, Illinois

PERSONALITIES
Phone 6-4607

'J^ We originated sponsored Radio Personalities Picture Albums in
1938, many new program features, and have more sales records
and years of experience in selling for over 300 Radio and Television
Stations from Coast to Coast than any similar organization in America.
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Round One: RCA
(Continued from page 55)
hearing follows:
RCA opened the barrage Tuesday
morning, with Mr. Cahill renewing
RCA's contention that the FCC
order approving the CBS system
"is arbitrary and capricious and
not supported by substantial evidence." In addition, he said, "prohibition and outlawing of the RCA
completely compatible, all - electronic color television system is entirely indefensible."
Pointing out that 35 million current televiewers "will be deprived
3f any service whatsoever from
CBS colorcasts," Mr. Cahill said the
FCC "has distorted the most compelling reason for rejection of the
CBS color system, its incompatibility, into the sole reason for its immediate adoption." The CBS system
he said, "already an anachronism,"
will necessitate viewers spending
$50 for an adapter and $100 for a
converter, plus installation for both.
"To receive the degraded black-andwhite pictures under the mechanical spinning wheel system," owners
of existing sets would have to
spend about $500 million for adapters, plus an estimated $1 billion
for converters, totalling $1% billion, Mr. Cahill asserted.
Sees No Improvements
Contending that work on the
CBS system in the past 10 years
has not "resulted in one fundamental improvement," Mr. Cahill
noted that 12% inches is the largest direct-view picture size which
can be used under CBS color. He
said 999;; of sets now used are
direct-view receivers, and 90% of
sets being sold have picture tubes
16 inches and larger.
He charged the CBS system
"does not permit the highest quality of color service known to the
art; it does not leave room for all
foreseeable improvements, and it
does not permit all receivers to obtain pictures from all transmissions."
FCC has "deliberately split the
television broadcasting service and
deprived the public of continuity of
service and has exceeded its juris-

G
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H

N
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S
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Our List of NATIONAL
ADVERTISERS Looks Like
WHO'S WHO!
THEY want the BEST!
Ask
JOS. WEED & CO.,
350 Madison Ave., New York
About the
Maritimes Busiest Station
5000 WAHS
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diction, contravened the public interest, and acted arbitrarily and
capriciously," he claimed.
Referring to FCC's "contemptuous disregard" for the radio engineering profession, Mr. Cahill protested that an FCC engineer, Edward Chapin, was permitted to
make recommendations on the color
systems after he developed a device
which could be used only with the
CBS method of color telecasting.
Mr. Cahill, pointing out that Mr.
Chapin "took the most active technical role in hearings, and was in
charge of the FCC laboratoHes
where the rival systems were
tested," said FCC in its technical
hearings "rejected all expert opinion except that of Mr. Chapin and
some CBS employes."
"As a result of Chapin's participation, the RCA system did not get
a fair trial — nor did the Color Television Inc. system," he said.
Despite advantages of the RCA
color system, "nothing good whatsoever is said about it in the Commission's reports," Mr. Cahill alleged. RCA's system is compatible,
has a picture "nine times as bright"
as that of CBS ("without the annoying effects of flicker") and offers a picture "with more than
twice
said. as much detail," as CBS, he
"Most flagrant violation of FCC's
statutory duty to conserve the radio
spectrum, "was failure of the reports to mention the fact that the
RCA system "makes far more effective use of the radio spectrum,"
he charged. The attorney noted that
even "the best the Commission can
say about the CBS system is that it
is adequate."
Claiming "irreparable injury" for
RCA and its wholly-owned subsidiaries, NBC and RCA Victor, RCA's
general counsel charged that standardization of the CBS system has
"jettisoned RCA's research and development in its color system, in
which millions have been invested.
The order has also impaired market
acceptance of present television receivers by authorizing this incompatible system and thus creating
confusion in the minds of the
RCAhe Dile
The order,
said,mma'
has resulted
public."
in an "insuperable dilemma" for
RCA: "If RCA manufactures sets
capable of operating on the new
standards, the deficiencies of these
standards will inevitably result in
an irreparable injury to the consumer good will which RCA now
enjoys. On the other hand, if RCA
does not manufacture such receivers, prospective purchasers of RCA
sets will feel that RCA has failed
to maintain sets capable of receiving all transmissions."
Mr. Cahill
said the order forces
NBC to broadcast in color, using
the CBS system, or "run the risk
that the Commission will not renew its licenses to broadcast." Injury to RCA Victor Distributing
was claimed because sets in use
now cannot receive color without
"extensive adaptation" and because
the order has caused a "softening

of the television receiver market."
He charged that FCC Comr.
Robert F. Jones, whom he quoted
as saying the testimony of industry
witnesses against the CBS system
was purposely misleading, is a
"demagogue."
Mr. Cahill, discussing the "unwieldliness" of a set after adaption
and conversion to CBS color, said
RCA color sets are "only slightly"
larger than the black-and-white
receiver and contain "37 and 46
tubes, only 10 more than blackand-white sets."
The RCA attorney concluded that
CBS "should receive an accolade
in 1950 for having progressed below the point at which it was in
1940." He said "CBS is in a happy
position, because it isn't risking
a bit of money. The money will be
from the manufacturers."
Rifkind Testifies
"Nothing" in the entire FCC report justifies "the fact that the
RCA system should not be telecast," said Simon Rifkind, of N. Y.,
attorney for Emerson Radio &
Phonograph Corp. He also presented arguments for several of
the interventors because of the
three-hour limit on arguments for
theCharging
plaintiff's.the FCC order "effects
a business injunction if not a legal
one," Mr. Rifkind said Emerson's
backlog of orders for sets dropped
60% between Oct. 10 and Nov. 9.
He also said he had been told that
since Saturday there has been a
drop of from 50% to 75% in current set sales.
Emerson "has no particular concern with systems of color televisioji, but we are concerned about
marketing an article of commerce,"
he said. As partial evidence to his
claim that the FCC order "has
dealt a sei-ious blow to business,"
he said some New York stock
brokers are advising customers to
sell shares in TV manufacturing
firms and to buy CBS stock.
He reported the public wants
sets 16-inches and larger (Emerson stopped making sets smaller
than 16-inches in January), that
the audience does not want gadgets
attached to a TV set, and that
manufacturers are convinced the
CBS
is "already
Mr. device
Rifkind
told the obsolete."
court a
definition analogous to FCC's
bracket standards proposal would
be a case where a tailor tries to
make an overcoat "to fit both you
andHottest
your small
daughter."
charge
levied against
the Commission came from Harry
K. Smith of Munchin & Smith, New
York, representing Pilot Radio
Corp. Pilot filed the initial suit
against the FCC in New York, but
dropped it to intervene as a coplaintiff in the RCA suit. Mr.
Smith took the stand that FCC
"determined the issues before it
saw the evidence. The cards were
stacked in favor of CBS."
"The FCC knowingly and admittedly disregardedmanufacturers
its own criteria,"
and television
became the "scapegoat." The Commission "changed the rules to fit

the system," he claimed.
Mr. Smith suggested that influ
ence was (D.exerted
by Sen. Ed
Johnson
Col.), chairman
of tm<^
Senate Interstate and Foreigi
Commerce Committee. He said tn
Senator, "who is not a scienti
and an engineer," has "cajole
prodded
and tothreatened"
the FCde
in an effort
get a favorable
cision on CBS tolor. Referring +
the
Mr. voice
Smith of said
"th
voice order,
was the
the FC
but the hands were the hands o

Sen.
Johnson."
Pilot,
which subpenaed corres"
pondence between Sen. Johnson anc S
the FCC and CBS (see separatut
story), late Monday received thfff
following wire from the Senator i'
I am gratified to know of youi+S
purported concern for the public ini'
terest. In due course it is likeljiiei
that those believed to be the con *r,
spirators will be called before a com ij
mittee and given an opportunity tt.L
prove the other allegations containe(T
in your telegram.
No only
one who
has i*\
genuine
concern that
the publli
interest
be
served
will
have
an; —;
difficulty working with Senate Com
mittee on Interstate and Foreign Com n
merce.
committei
in the All
pastactions
and inbythethisfuture
ha%Vj.'^
been and will be governed by thallj
standard alone.
Answers Goldberg

The wire was in answer to sf
telegram sent the Senator Nov. 11^
by Pilot President Isidor Goldberg f
who asked Sen. Johnson "if yoi.l
deem itCommerce
proper as Committee,
chairman of
thif|^
Senate
whicl
r
passes on FCC appointments and.
influences appropriations, to hav(;:
stated 14 months before CBS colo:/
was
far back as
Au.'
gust approved,
1949, afterasvdtnessing
a CB{
color demonstration, that 'color i;
here now.' Was it proper for yoi
to state that FCC reluctance tiF
then
approveandCBS'contrary
color was'
if"
'road-block'
to tbr
laws of progress'? Was it prope:f'
at that time for you to accuse thiFCC of 'reasoning . . . logical it
a Mr.
totalitarian
. . state?'"
Smith .described
the tel^g^
gram
from
Sen. Johnson a,
"threatening."

Wells-Gardner, set manufacture '
producing private label televisioi
sets, lost an order from Westeri,-.
Tire & Auto Co. for 300,000 set^
as a result of the FCC order, At[
torney Rifkind said. The Wells;
Gardner complaint cites a $3 mil ,
lion investment of the company ii
plant, machinery, patents and in j
ventory involved in manufacture: r;
of TV sets and radios.
■n
Sightmaster, for whom Mr. Rif|s:
kind also spoke, is halting set pro^
duction until the color question i
clarified. Speaking on behalf of Raidio Craftsmen, Mr. Rifkind saii |
the manufacturing firm currentl;
manufactures
only 16-inch sets
and that the new color systen
would also put this firm out o
business. On behalf of Televisioi j-p
Installation Assn., composed of 2
Chicago-area TV service firms, a
said installation and servicing o|

adapters and converters "would b P
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UG. GEN. DAVID SARNOFF (I),
airman of the board, RCA, takes
er duties as new chairman of the
>51 American Red Cross Fund Cam'ign. Conferring with Gen. Sarnoff is
:n. George C. Marshall, Red Cross
esident and Secretary of Defense.
;n. Sarnoff will head up the drive
a time when the Red Cross is ineasing its Civil Defense training.
■ mpaign will be conducted next
March 1-31.
ceedingly expensive, and will not
ji-k."
Alfred Kamin, Chicago attorney
presenting the IBEW, Local 1031
^FL), said the decision "will afct the livelihood of thousands of
Drkers." He said "even a slight
sturbance of employment oppornities will result in very subantial and irreparable damage."
r. Kamin reported that of 21,000
embers of the local employed in
licago and nearby Bloomington,
.000 are involved in the manucture of TV sets or parts.
The FCC order "is a witch's
ew," and is favored only by
nscrupulous dealers and manucturers who want to ride on the
3S bandwagon," he concluded.
Answering the charges Wednes.y. Judge Rosenman, CBS counsel,
arged the color television dispute
es not involve color at all. "Color
just a camouflage," he said,
"he
real fight ofisthe
between
the the
set
anufacturers
U. S. and
ople of the U. S."
He asserted that set makers
re determined" not to have color
evision until everyone has bought
ack-and-white sets, now being
educed at the rate of almost
[ ne million monthly."
He said
' e approach of manufacturers is
!Oon't make us retool now. Let's
;-lk about color after we've sold
or 50 million black-and-white
ts."
^To the RCA claim that FCC has
K-en CBS a monopoly, Mr. Rosenan replied "it is no more true
:an that RCA, or anyone else, is
ing to have a monopoly in black-d-white."
Pointing out that most of the
Bcussion on both days was conrned w"ith the fact that RCA was
pable of producing black-andlite pictures on present sets from
L RCA colorcast, Mr. Rosenman
id "the principal thing to be
termined is how to get color."
e and the other defendants mainined the question of incompatility is secondary to the attain,2nt of color, and that the RCA
ROADCASTING
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method "cannot deliver good, acceptable color."get color under the
"You can't
RCA system, assuming it is a system. The only way to get RCA
color is to throw away your present set and buy a new one," he
said.
The irreparable injury which
was charged by all complainants
will be suffered by the public rather
than by them, said the CBS counsel. He suggested to the court
that a major question for it to
decide was "Did the Commission
act arbitrarily and capriciously or
as reasonable human being faced
with the terrible responsibility involving the monthly sale of some
800,000 black-and-white sets?" The
injury
charged. to RCA is "picayune," he
To RCA's charge that TV set
sales have dropped substantially
since issuance of the FCC order,
Mr. Rosenman replied that many
firms which say they will adapt
their sets "are getting double and
triple the orders they had." He
asserted the decline could be attributed to tighter credit rulings,
requiring a higher down payment
and a shorter installment period
with 25% down and 15 months to
complete payments. In addition,
a government excise tax was levied
Nov. 1, and set prices have gone
up in the past few months, he said.
FCC Assistant General Counsel
Max Goldman contended throughout the hearing that the order approving the CBS system is permissive, not mandatory. He charged
that three-foui'ths of the time spent
in argument by RCA and its colleagues concerned matters of
policy, rather than the technical
basis for the order and claimed
damages.
Need Fast Decision
He reminded the court the color
television decision is only part of
overall TV proceedings involving
establishment of UHF regulations,
adequate interference standards
and allocation of more stations.
"We want a color decision fast so
that all the proceedings can be
finished and we can open up telesaid. vision for the entire country," he
Referring to charges of monopoly
for CBS, Attorney Goldman said
they
fallacious."
All were
the "entirely
Commissioners
agreed
on "matters of fact" in the first
report (concluding that the RCA
system was not satisfactory and
that CBS' was), and the two dissenters in the second report were
moved
by
"matters of policy," he
said.
The first question facing the
Commissioners was whether a color
system was satisfactory, Mr.
Goldman said. He asked the court:
"What good is compatibility if the
system isn't good and the pictures
are blurred?" Asserting that RCA
introduced "extraneous" matters
into the court record, he said the
plaintiffs "didn't challenge any of
the findings on the merits of the
two systems, and haven't described
asting
either."

The FCC, empowered to make
regulatory decisions of this kind,
he said, "recognized the difference
between a drawing-board .system
and an adequate work system that
can go into the home. Every and
any delay imposes an additional
burden on the public, and encourages doubt and confusion in the

by Sen. Johnson, Attorney Baecher
said: "It is shocking to hear the
unjust impeachment by inference
and innuendoes of two impoi'tant
government
branches."
The charges,
he said, were made
in the "most irregular and irresponsible manner, and are not
relevant to any issue before the

minds
the public."
In theof FCC
affidavit, Mr. Goldman analyzed and refuted arguments put forth by RCA, NBC and
RCA Victor Distributing Corp. in
contending that irreparable injury
had been effected by the FCC order. C. B. Jolliffe, executive vice
president of RCA Laboratories Division, and Walter A. Buck, operating vice president of RCA Victor
division, charged loss was suffered
by RCA; John H. MacDonald, administrative vice president in
charge of finance for NBC, wrote
on behalf of the network, and Walter M. Norton, president of RCA
Victor Distributing Corp., charged
injury on behalf of that subsidiary.

CBS Statement
CBS released an official statement
in answer to Pilot's subpena for
CBS
court."correspondence with Sen.
Johnson. The notice filed with the
court, pointed out that CBS released the requested correspondence although it was not required
by law to do so, inasmuch as "Pilot
is not a party to the instant proceedings, nor had its motion to intervene been granted at the time
the subpena was issued . . . The
material thus improperly demanded
is utterly irrelevant to any issue
sought to be raised before this

Charges 'Speculative'
Mr. Goldman in all cases contended allegations of injury were
speculative. He said allegations
of RCA Victor Distributing "are
comprised almost entirely of hearsay reports from unspecified perAny loss towill
NBCstem
in audience sons."
or revenue
from
"the public's choice or a competitive disadvantage from other advertising media," he said.
He pointed out that expectations
for the future "cannot constitute
a basis for a showing of presently
threatened irreparable injury," and
that there is no requirement in the
FCC order that a licensee must
broadcast
"The
assumption color
made programs.
by the (NBC)
affidavit that NBC will lose its
television licenses if it fails to
broadcast color programs is sheer
Dr. Jolliffe's affidavit concerned
speculation."
mainly the intervention of FCC
Engineer Chapin in color proceedings. "At no time during pendency
of proceedings did RCA object to
further participation of Mr. Chapin after he introduced in evidence
the device he invented and rights
to which he assigned the government," Mr. Goldman claimed.
He pointed out that the device,
which Dr. Jolliffe said in his complaint was usable only with the
CBS system, was also termed usable in other connections, "including possible use with the RCA dotsequential
system,"
Dr. George
H. Brown of
the RCAby Labs.
The U. S. government entered
the case "with no interest except
that of the public," said John F.
Baecher, special assistant to Attorney General J. Howard McGrath.
With "nothing to advance except
the public interest," he urged the
court that the only "manner to
properly and adequately represent
the public interest is to defend
wholeheartedly and in all respects

CBS released
the letters
information
of this
court "for
and the
the
public," which are entitled to know
"what
court."a reckless and irresponsible
attack has been made on the probity of the democratic process itself," it said.
Move followed a request by Sen.
Johnson regarding the Pilot subpena, for spondence
"every
between shred
me and of. . corre. CBS
to be made a matter of public record. I have nothing to hide and
nothing to cover up. I am sure
that any correspondence will only
go to show that my sole interest
has been to see that the public is
not denied color television."
Merwyn W. Love
MERWYN W. LOVE, 45, radio
and movie character actor and
script writer, died of a heart attack
at Union Terminal, Dallas, Nov.
13. He had been in Dallas to audition with Liberty Broadcasting
System, and when stricken was at
the station to take a train to Joplin,
Mo. He is survived by his widow.

theIn FCC
order." to charges of Pilot
reference
Radio Corp. against the part played
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Network Time
(Continued from page 80)
NBC 238%, the network stated,
asserting that no figures were
available for DuMont.
Some of the questions which
would have to be answered, NBC
said, included:
On what basis would stations be
compensated under any rule which
compels them to accept programs
from
How 'temporary'
could the
the networks?
rule be in view
of the fact
that in FCC's proposed plan for allocation of TV channels 67 cities of
population greater than 75,000 have
fewer than four channels? What affect would the rule have on development of additional competitive networks?
Would it be feasible to develop new
programs or offer sustaining public
service programs under the restraints
imposed by the rule? Would advertisers continue to spend large sums
on programs when the number of
markets they would reach would in
many cases be reduced? Has the situation changed since the Commission's informal study in May of this
year as the result of the increase in
number of interconnected stations
and the additional volume of commercial programs of other networks?
What is the situation in the non-interconnected stations which would
also be affected by the rule? Was
the fact that some advertisers order
only a "short" network, omitting many
of the single-station markets, given
any consideration in the Commission's survey?
NBC brief was filed by John T.
Cahill, Charles F. Detmar, Jr.,
Gustav B. Margraf and Thomas E.
Ervin.
ABC generally favors FCC's proposals until the industry is freed
from "existing artificial restraints"
on free competition.
Sees Competition Being Hit
"There is poor prospect of effecting future competition if one
network is now permitted to achieve
dominance, not through its merit
or skill, but because of the advantages accruing from AM inter-relationships while competitive opportunities for network television
broadcasting are arbitrarily curtained by a shortage of facilities,"
ABC contended.
ABC told FCC it is probable the
"shortage of critical materials may
serve to perpetuate the present
limitation of competitive television opportunities for a longer period than either the Commission or
REBROADCAST
Rule Clarification Proposed
NAB filed with FCC last Monday
its views on proposals to clarify
the Communications Act provisions
covering rebroadcasting. Definition of the term "originating station" is involved, covering an instance where a station desires to rebroadcast network programs of another station with consent of the
network but without consent of the
other station.
NAB contended Sec. 325(a) of
the act, though speaking of "programs," necessarily includes "signal." History of 1927 legislation
is cited.
Page 84
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"AMERICANS are the best informed people in the world." That was the
judgment of this panel of experts at the closing session of the annual convention of Sigma Delta Chi at Miami Beach Nov. 8-11. L to r: Fairfax M.
Cone, chairman of Foote, Cone & Belding; John S. Knight, editor and publisher of Miami Herald (WQAM) and other newspapers; Louis M. Lyons,
curator of the Nieman Foundation; Frank Starzel, general manager of the
Associated Press (see editorial page 46).
the industry can now foresee."
While communication is important, the network said, "the contemplated cut-backs will undoubtedly curtail production of television
transmitting and receiving equipment. . . . These conditions
emphasize the urgency of a Commission policy to assure preservat i 0 n of competitive network
opportunities until the emergency
ABC said:
ABC
did not postpone its television
over."'
is
investments
until the industry had
been stabilized on a profitable basis
but made substantiat investments in
the future of television. In making
these investments ABC confidently
expected that full and complete competitive opportunities would permit
it to compete freely on the merits of
its service.
The network said it "has not
even begun to amortize its suostantial television investments, intended from the start to provide
a sound base for nationwide netoperations."
ABC worksaid
when facilities become
available it "is willing to take its
competitive chances in the market
place of public good-will with full
confidence in its ability to originate
and develop a broad television service for successful nationwide use."
"For reasons unrelated to the
merits of its television service,
ABC finds itself in a competitive
straight jacket due to artificial
limitations inhibiting the availability of adequate local broadcast
and inter-city transmission facilitinuing:ties," the network asserted, conClearly the relative shares of the
television audience in competitive
markets, where at least four stations
are available, establishes that the
competitive positions of other networks in monopoly communities is
basically attributable to denial of fair
opportunity for access to the market, rather than to inferiority of their
program offerings. . . .
There is no mystery either concerning the basic considerations influencing a TV-AM licensee to favor its
AM associate for television network
broadcasts . . . Such a licensee generally anticipates maintaining the
same basic affiliation in the long run
and realizes that eventually it will
be faced with competition from other
TV licensees with different aflSlia-

tions. There is thus an inescapable
tendency to shy from voluntarily accepting programs of other networks
for fear of contributing to the promotion of future competition. . . .
Furthermore, the recent experience
of ABC in oflfering new, expensive
programs in monopoly situations has
been most revealing. In such circumstances its offerings have frequently been rejected with little expression of interest concerning the
program content on the licensee's
Three alternatives open to FCC,
according
to ABC, appear to be:
part.
(1) Adoption
of theproposal
Commission's
graduated
formula
which
successively limits the programs
which may be carried by a single
station in specified time segments.
(2) Promulgation of a rule not limited to specific time segments but requiring each station in affected communities broadcast not more than a
specified percentage of programs
from a single network during a week.
(3) Declaration of policy by FCC that
stations avoid discriminatory practices and maintain balance of competitive opportunities among TV networks, such to be implemented by requirements for reporting conditions
to FCC.
Cites Preference Reasons
ABC, indicating the latter of the
three may be preferable now, said
it would place upon stations the
burden of maintaining free competitive opportunity while still extending to stations the greater flexibility of choice.
In any event, ABC stated it would
oppose tively
anyobligating
requirement
licensees "affirmato clear
a minimum number of hours for

network, but came out against t :
plan which would require static i d
to take at least a minimum nu o
ber of hours from each network i
Its position on a temporary lirn'^
tation on hours from any one n j ^,
work was based on the reasonin j
that two basic policy consideraticr j
are involved — the policy of licen^tj,
freedom to select the programs 1 1
wants, and the policy of encou ,
aging a nationwide, competitiv!
network sei-vice — and that thesl
"are nearly enough in balance iL
justify either the adoption or tH
rejection of such a rule" on a ten v
porary basis.
|CBS made clear, however, thi f
it felt no such rule could be just j
fied
when theis "abnormal
scarcity
of stations
removed, and
th< |^
,
accordingly any such regulation
should be limited "both in scoci
and in time," should be restricted,
to TV "with no possibility of appl ' .
cation in the aural broadcastin
field, and should contain "provi
sions for termination" as the nuni'
ber
of
stations "approachfi
If a ceiling is imposed on networj^,'
normal."
program
hours, CBS continueij
color telecasts accepted from a neViii
work should be clearly excludeji

from
of total
timi'^'
taken the
fromcomputation
that network,
in orde^
broadcasting.
to encourage development of colot';
The network also felt provisiol„
should be made for the acceptancr
of special programs of public in;|£i
portance — UN sessions. World S(pi
ries games, election returns, etc.-^-'
which may exceed the minimuT
time
suggested CBS
in FCC's
proposai
Additionally,
felt any
sucj
rule should be extended to includ#r;
the 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. time segmeii|.
and also the 11 p.m. to midnigh jj

period, along with the 1-6 p.m. an
6-11 p.m. segments encompassed i
FCC's plan.
CBS Analysis
CBS submitted an analysis oi|c<
hours taken from each network h'h
CBS-TV affiliates during the weeni:
of Oct. 8-14, showing that on

weekly
all were taking
IBS' -''
than thebasis
FCC-suggested
maximui,
number of hours from CBS-TV dui*
ing thefour
afternoon
segment,Charlottf^
and a'!,
but
(WBTV
WMBR-TV
Jacksonville, WKZC
TV Kalamazoo, WHEN Syracus(
evening. taking less during tlr
were

On a from
daily 15
basis,
stations mor
wer'
taking
to 9017 minutes
CBS-TV evening programs tha:,
the suggested FCC maximum o:
Sunday,
Oct. 8; 10 exceedet
the maximum on Monday ; 2 o? ft
Tuesday; 6 on Wednesday; 3 off]
Thursday, 3 on Friday, and 4 oi
Saturday. During that week, n
CBS-TV affiliate exceeded the pr( j
posed maximums during the 1p.m.
Thesegment.
CBS brief was filed b
Rosenman, Goldmark, Colin . *
BOB HOPE, comedian, filed a $2.- Kaye, New York counsel.
fe'Los Angeles
'Liin
Sues suit
010,000
Hope damage
DuMont, which submitted an Oci
Thursday against Life Magazine
22-28 analysis of one-station com
and John Crosby, radio columnist, munities showing DuMont pre
charging they libeled him by stat- grams carried less than any othe
network's, urged adoption of pei
ing he stole Fred Allen's jokes.
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each
network."
Brief
was filed by Joseph A.
McDonald, New York, and Paul A.
Porter, Washington counsel.
CBS, second ranking TV network in terms of programs carried
by stations, neither opposed nor
supported the proposal to limit
temporarily the number of hours
that may be taken from any single

nent rather than temporary
litations on time that may be
ben from any one network, butIssed by appropriate allocations
Ithe AT&T cable and relays.
The company charged that "conctual relationships exist coniry to the principles of the preling chain broadcast rules which
delude a fair and equitable use
other networks based on proim value and revenue, and that
h factors under conditions of
(.itation in amount of cable and
mber of stations are responsible
severe restrictions on the es>lishment of national television
liworks on a truly competitive
sis."
buMont claimed "it is impossible
a national network to maintain
services and pay network cable
irges under the present method
allocation and billing unless
re is an approximately equal diion of the hours available for
jwork broadcast in one-station
•as and in two-station areas."
;e" brief continued:
t is suggested that it is essential
t the Commission review the ternary and permanent factors effectcompetition in networif broadting in the television industry in
lanner similar to its investigation
the standard broadcast industry,
I that toward this end it should
imence an investigation on its own
iative requiring the full details
the conditions and relationships
ween aflSliates and networks pre"inary
hearingof and
modation toandpublic
revision
the a chain
adcasting rules as applied to teleon.
Opposes Time Rule
OuMont opposed an affirmative
'uirement that stations devote a
-tain amount of time to each net^rk. It added:
It follows that DuMont is of the
~aion
that the only
workable
to eliminate
monopoly
is a time
neg'e restriction against grant of time
any particular affiliate network in
ess of minimum periods prescribed
Commission order under specified
rumstances.
t is DuMont's comment that a limion to two or three hours for a
jle network within specified segits, without further clarification,
;ht operate to prevent efiicierif utation of the available network
■e on broadcasting affiliates unless
sle allocations are made to prohibit
acency of programs of a single
al hour's duration
of
or
Iw
nertion
h k
suc
manfrac
as to prevent comitive programming,
es tions
"his
reason
of ion
the time
conctualaris
limitaby
on opt
en to two or more networks which,
n coupled with minimum allowe time to one network, would bar
lability ofwor
°tyavai
theks.broadcast fato other net
Vr&T's recent reallocation of
lie time "indicates a still greater
apportionment allocation of stan time to two networks, NBC
3 CBS," the brief charged.
:t said an Oct. 22-28 survey of
TV stations in one-station mar;s showed this breakdown of
ernoon program hours: NBC
'9%;
CBS local
17%; programs
ABC 7.3%;36.9%.
Du.
nt 6.9%;
the 6-11 p.m. segment, the peritages were NBC 47.8%; CBS
OADCASTING

20.2%; ABC 8.9%; DuMont 4.3%;
local programs 18.8%.
The brief was filed by William
A. Roberts, Washington attorney.
NARSR claimed FCC's proposal
would hamper rather than accelerate competition, but charged the
networks are monopolizing station
time and asked FCC to act to give
local and national spot advertising,
syndicated film programs, and local
live programming — "each of which
has an important contribution to
make to the development of TV
sei'vice" — freer competitive access
to station time.
This should be done by "eliminating such artificial restraints
upon free competition as network
option-time rights," NARSR contended.

the company said it is clear that "it
would be unduly optimistic to expect that four television networks
will exist with substantially equality of gross billings."
Actually, Ft. Industry said, "it
may well be that experience will
demonstrate that television cannot
support four national networks."
On behalf of WKY-TV Oklahoma
City, KOB-TV Albuquerque,
WDSU-TV New Orleans and
WCAU-TV Philadelphia, the Washington law firm of Pierson & Ball
filed a brief which said, in part:
Irrespective of any sympathy one
may have for the purposes stated by
the Commission . . . the proposed
rules would be illegal because they
would usurp the statutory right of
the licensee ... to determine, select,
supervise and control program content. Moreover, even if such rules
were within the authority of the Commission, they would defeat the very
purpose which the Commission has
stated as being their objective [because they] would stifle competition
between the networks rather than
foster it. As a necessary corollary
the public would suffer rather than
benefit. . . .
Steinman Claims
In separate but similar briefs
filed by Washington Attorney
George O. Sutton, WDEL-TV Wilmington and WGAL-TV Lancaster,
members of the Steinman group,
claimed "there is no necessity or
need" for the proposed rules, and
that,
regulation
"will
be an further,
attempt such
by the
Commission

way if one or more television networks should be destroyed as a consequence of their inability to compete with other networks. . . .
On behalf of KMTV Omaha and
KING-TV Seattle, the Washington
firm of Haley, McKenna & Wilkinson told FCC that "if the present
'temporary' difficulties are to be
rectified by government intervention, it should be done by the Dept.
of Justice under the federal antitrust and monopoly statutes or by
the FCC under its periodic review
of a licensee's stewardship, and not
by quantitative mathematical formulas proscribing what programs a
licensee
televise."in a brief by
WTVR may
Richmond,

the Washington firm of Fletcher
& Midlen, questioned the advisability of limiting network hours,
"The problem before the Comand flatly opposed a specification
mission is much broader than the
of minimum hours which stations
allocation of time among the four
would be required to take from
networks alone," the brief asserted,
each network.
saying that "free competition" beA brief by Miller & Schroeder,
tween all "rival time claimants and
accompanied by an affidavit by
program sources should be fostered
Vice President and Director Victor
so that the individual stations can
A. Sholis of WHAS-TV Louisville,
choose them on basis of performsaid if FCC adopted rules of the
type
proposed they would become
Hitting at option-time procedpermanent, not temporary, and
ance."
ures,
NARSR
charged
that
"such
while providing economic support
rights, when invoked to place film,
for "weaker networks," would reare particularly unjustified, since
duce rather than increase network
there is no need for 'simultaneous
broadcasting ... by two or more
competition.
Other stations filing oppositions
connected stations' upon which the
included:
justification for option time rests.
Distribution of film in cans, of
WWJ-TV Detroit, in a brief by
Attorney
Maurice R. Barnes accourse, is
a 'network'
operationnot
withineven
the above
statutory
to regulate the business" of licompanied by a letter from Gencensees, "as if they were common
eral Manager Harry Bannister;
definition."
WNBF-TV Binghamton, in comNARSR held that "any measure
The opposition of WMBR-TV
ments by Attorneys Herbert M.
adopted to remedy the competitive
carriers."
Jacksonville; Crosley's WLWT
imbalances resulting from the
Bingham, William A. Porter and
Cincinnati, WLWC Columbus and
Robert M. Booth Jr.; WBTV Charscarcity of stations should, thereWLWD Dayton; WOAI-TV San
fore, take account of the whole
lotte, WSM-TV Nashville, the
Antonio, WKTV Utica, WTMJ-TV
Kansas City Star, KHQ Spokane,
problem, not just the inter-network
Milwaukee,
KOTV
Tulsa;
and
and KFI-TV Los Angeles in a
aspect and, rather than add to the
WAFM - TV Birmingham was
series of briefs by the Washington
artificial restrictions on free comvoiced in similar briefs filed by the law office of Kirkland, Fleming,
petition, should seek to eliminate
Washington law firm of Hogan &
Green, Martin & Ellis; WSAZ-TV
those which already exist."
Hartson.
Huntington, by the firm of Cohn
Representative Data
The law firm of Segal, Smith & & Marks; WHNC-TV New Haven,
Hennessey, filing separate briefs by Fisher, Wayland, Duvall &
It was noted that of the 107
for KSD-TV St. Louis, WMCT
existing TV stations all but one
Southmayd; General Electric Co.
have national representatives or Memphis, WBAP-TV Ft. Worth,
(WRGB Schenectady), by GE Atand WHAM-TV Rochester, claimed
sales offices. Of these 106, 78 are
torney Emil Peters; Philco (WPTZ
FCC's proposal would make TV a Philadelphia), by Weaver & Glasrepresented by independent reprecommon carrier rather than a comsentatives, 23by the networks, and
sie; KRLD-TV Dallas, by Presi5 by their own sales offices. NARSR
petitive service. It would also redent John W. Runyon; KRON-TV
members represent 59.
San Francisco, by President Charles
quire a "recipi'ocal rule," FCC was
told, based on the theory that in Thieriot; KPRC-TV Houston, by
The brief, with a series of analW. Wozencraft, Washingyses and tables, was filed by Fly & markets having more than four Frank
ton counsel.
stations, competition can be preShuebruk, New York law firm.
served only by reqviiring networks
Westinghouse Radio Stations, in
to distribute their programs to una brief by WRS Attorney John W.
af iliated as well as affiliated staSteen, asked FCC to hold up action
tions. This, the briefs claimed,
Requests Rate Cards
on its proposal until after the in- would make common carriers of
RATE
cards covering 1936-40
vestigation of AT&T's cable allo- the networks too.
cation, which it felt will develop
period have been requested from
Briefs filed by Washington atimportant data on the subject, or
stations by Bureau of Intorneys Spearman & Roberson for several ternal
to hold a comprehensive hearing
Revenue. The cards will be
WBEN-TV Buffalo and KSTP-TV
and develop current facts on which
by the bureau's Excess Profits
Minneapolis- St. Paul claimed that used
sound judgment can be based.
Tax Council in reaching a decision
networks, like stations, are not
Fort Industry Co., which operates
on a broadcaster's claim of overentitled to protection from compeWSPD-TV Toledo, WJBK-TV Depayment of tax during the war
tion,
and
also
asserted:
troit and WAGA-TV Atlanta, told
period.
Stations
picked by the bu. . . There is practically nothing
FCC in a brief by its Attorney John
reau
in
compiling
data were dein [FCC's] Notice of Proposed Rule
E. McCoy that higher quality proscribed as similar in operation to
Making
to
indicate
that
the
public
grams and more diversified offerhas anything to do with the the station that is claiming overings have given two networks a interest
proposed rule or rules, nor is it
payment. The council hears relief
position of TV leadership. On the claimed that the public would be claims of taxpayers who feel they
harmed or adversely injured in any
basis of 25 years of AM experience
have overpaid.
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CBS TV COLOR ORDER
HANDED DOWN
BY COURT
TEXT of temporary restraining order issued
by three-judge federal court in Chicago against
FCC's adoption of CBS color TV system
(early story page 55) was released Friday,
with court's findings that public and industry
"will suffer irreparable damage" if FCC order
is not stayed pending final court decision.
Court's findings, after two days of hearing
on suit brought by RCA, NBC, and RCA
Victor decision
Distributing
Corp., said
under FCC's
color
nine million
set owners
would
have to spend "millions of dollars" to "protect
the service which they have been getting";
that adapted receivers would produce monochrome pictures "having less than one-half
the picture detail of the existing black-andwhite service," and that to both adapt and
convert outstanding sets to CBS color would
cost "many more millions."
Court said it "has not had sufficient time
to consider fully the issues raised" in suit,
and that unless FCC order is restrained pending final court decision, plaintiffs and interveners will suffer irreparable damage "by virtue
of the impairment of the market acceptance of
present television receivers and by virtue of
the inability of present television receivers to
receive any broadcasts on the standards adopted
by the [FCC] order without substantial expenditures which may prove to be useless."
Text of court's order :
motion for
an interlocutory
andPlaintiff's
for a temporary
restraining
order from injunction
and after
Nov. 20, 1950. in the event the motion for an interlocutory injunction is not determined by that date,
which motion has been adopted and joined in by
interveners Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp..
Pilot Radio Corp., Wells-Gardner & Co.. Sightmaster
Corp., lation
The Service
Radio
Assn..Craftsmen
and LocalInc..
1031Television
IBEW AFL,Instaland
defendants'
and
interveners
(Columbia
Broadcastingor
System Inc.) motions to dismiss the complaint,
in the alternative for summary judgment, having
come on for hearing before the Court, and the
Court not having had sufficient time to consider
fully the issues raised and the verified complaints
and affidavits filed by the parties, and having determined that irreparable damage will result if the
promulgation, operation and execution of the order
of the FCC adopted Oct. 10, 1950 is not restrained and
suspended pending determination of the motion for
an interlocutory injunction and the aforesaid
motions to dismiss the complaint, or in the alternative for summary judgment, and the Court having
made its findings of fact and conclusions of law to
such effect; it is hereby —
Ordered that the motion for a temporary restraining order, restraining and suspending until further
order of this Court the promulgation, operation and
execution of the order of the FCC adopted Oct. 10,
1950, effective Nov. 20, 1950 be and it hereby is
granted — and it is further —
^
Ordered
the promulgation,
tion of the that
aforesaid
order of Oct.operation,
10, 1950 beexecuand
the same
hereby order
is restrained
ing the further
of this and
Court.suspended pendGRANGE ATTACKS NARBA
RESOLUTION attacking new NARBA treaty
(story page 19) and authorizing fight against
its ratification was adopted unanimously by
National Grange in annual meeting Friday at
Minneapolis.
Grangeto charged
treaty's would
clearchannel concessions
other countries
cause interference to U.S. clear-channel service to farmfamilies.
listeners, called it "gross injustice"
to rural
WILLIAM T. FARICY re-elected president
of Assn. of American Railroads at Friday
meeting of new boa^d, held in New York.
Among other officers re-elected was Robert S.
Henry, public relations vice president.
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'BROADCASTING' AT MEET
RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE of National
Assn. of Radio News Directors, meeting in
Chicago (early story page 25) Friday, approved commendation to Broadcasting, observing 20th year, and its "signal achievement" as recognized by President Truman.
NARND congratulated Broadcasting and expressed gratitude to Sol Taishoff, editor and
publisher, for "enduring confidence in and
support
of audible
journalism."
President
Jack Shelley,
WHO Des Moines,
made urgent appeal that delegates consider
"what to do about inferior position of news
in television." "One of greatest tragedies in
field of public information," he pointed out,
"would be for radio newsmen to let this new
field go by default, and to allow TV station
managers
feel shows
they simply
afford to
bother
with tonews
of their can't
own presented
by professional newsmen."
INDEPENDENTS ASK
TV STATION TAX RELIEF
SPECIAL excess profits tax relief for TV
broadcasters was asked House Ways & Means
Committee Friday afternoon by TV Excess
Profits Tax Committee [Broadcasting, Nov.
13]. John A. Kennedy, WSAZ-TV Huntington,
W.
Va.,was
chairman
of independent
TV stations'
group,
spokesman
(see story page
25).
Relief for TV broadcaster must be written
into law, Mr. Kennedy said, to permit payment
of bank loans and debts to equipment firms,
while allowing future outlay for color TV, increased power and "new gadgets" being developed in business. Period 1946-49, inclusive,
was pioneering and experimental stage; and
FCC estimates five years of anticipated deficit
operation after TV station start, he said.
Also on committee: George B. Storer, The
Fort Industry Co.; Herbert Levy. WAAM (TV)
Baltimore; R. A. Borel, WBNS-TV Columbus,
Ohio; Jack O. Gross, KFMB-TV San Diego.
Comparing probable effect of profits tax on
earnings of 50 largest industrial firms in nation with tax on TV industry, Mr. Kennedy concluded: ". . . Such a [tax] method would practically amount to a fancy WPA for the corporate fat cats of this nation."
HAWAIIAN TAX SUIT
SUIT filed in U. S. District Court for Territory
of Hawaii seeking temporary injunction to
restrain Territorial Tax Collector from collecting 2y2 9f gross receipts tax from stations
operating in Hawaii. Kenneth C. Davis, attorney, filed suit on behalf of J. Elroy McCaw
and John Keating, owners of KPOA Honolulu.
Tax was imposed by Territorial Legislature
in 1945.
NASH AM-FM IN CAPITAL
ONE-YEAR contract for sponsorship of Fulton Lewis Jr., MBS commentator, on AM and
FM signed by Capital Nash Sales Co., Washington. Program to be heard at regular 7
p.m. period on WEAM Arlington, Va., MBS
Washington outlet, and via tape at 8:15 p.m.
on WASH (FM) Washington.

John A. Kennedy — formerly West Virginia sta
tion operator and former owner of now
pended San Diego Jouriml, is San Diego ,
dent. Others reportedly bidding were Meredii
Publishing Co. (WHEN-TV Syracuse); and E i
Lamb, Erie Dispatch publisher and owner c
WICU (TV) Erie and WTVN (TV) Columbuil

ACCORDING TO ONE authoritative repor
there are only 16 TV transmitters in stoc
among manufacturers. Plans for stepping u
production, of course, are in blueprint penc
ing thawing of freeze. Big problem is whethe
shortages in base metals will preclude full seal j
production as originally contemplated. I
CHRISTY CHEMICAL
Co. (carburetor d<i
icing product) understood to be readying isf

week
spot announcement
campaign
mid-December.
Agency is radio
Meissner
& Culveii 'c
Boston.
WHILE
fifth anniversary of clear-chann( i
proceedings is expected to pass without an
formal ceremonies at FCC, portents now poir
to chance of decision next spring.
ARMY AIR FORCES TV hour will be
cast over entire DuMont network 8-8:30
Sundays. Contract expected to be signed
week will probably be for 13-week period.
gram will follow format of radio show and
originate from WAAM (TV) Baltimore.

teh
p.n
thi
Pn
wi

GREAT BRITAIN'S Beveridge Commissioi.
inquiring
future ofdualBBC,
may come u'
with reportintoproposing
broadcasting-teh
casting structure, i.e., government system ui
der BBC and parallel private system derivin '
its support from advertising, following Amer i
can plan. Closer analogy would be Canadia
or Australian systems. Dissatisfaction wit
BBC, so long evident, could bring this resultprobably
with divided commission report, no
due in spring.
STATE DEPT. overseas operations are aboi
to acquire practical broadcasting exper
Howard Chernoff, erstwhile general manage
of West Virginia Network, sails this week wit
Mrs. Chernoff for Europe, to assume one (i
several proffered special assignments undfl
State Dept. auspices. He will initially heaij
quarter in Paris.
[
PRIVACY

SUIT

DELAYED

INVASION
of privacy
brought
againi !'
Ed Sullivan, CBS
and FordsuitMotor
Co., sponsc
of Toast of the Town, by Irene Castle M
Laughlin Enzinger in Chicago's district coui
delayed Friday until Dec. 11, George Arthu
Mrs. Enzinger's attorney, allowed time extei
sion to Arvey, Hodes & Mantynband, Chicag
firm representing CBS, as it sought addition
time to answer complaint. Normal limit ofj
days expires today (Monday).
CBS LEADS TV SPONSORS
TV NETWORKS in October carried 199 e
mercial accounts, gain of 50 from 149 carrii
in September, according to Rorabaugh Rep\
on TV Advertising. Breakdown shows Ci
first with 72, NBC 67, ABC 41, DuMont I
All networks showed gains from Septembi
levels.
TELEVISION Broadcasters Assn. taking ma
poll of membership on board proposal t]|i
number of directors be increased from
to 12 to give board wider geographical repr''
sentation. If approved, three new directo!
will be elected at annual membership meetin
Dec. 8 in New York.
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13,500 damored to visit the simulcast of Ruth Lyons' "Mt>rning Matinee" in Columbus; 20,000 wanted
tickets for the Dayton appearance.
The pictures tell the story of these
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why

the

buy

shell

The meat of the nut is simply this:
In the billion dollar Tri-Cities market, WTRY has the lowest
costs, highest ratings, the largest audience and CBS.
WTRY has the lower cost per M radio
Report (Oct. 1949-Feb. 1950) than
Station A in 17 out of 20 half
Station B in 20 out of 20 half
Station C in 13 out of 20 half
WTRY's ratings (Hooper
higher than
Station A in 15 out
Station B in 19 out
Station C in 14 out

families, based on Hooper
hours
hours
hours

Report Oct. 1949-Feb. 1950) are
of 20 half hours
of 20 half hours
of 20 half hours

Here's the BMB weekly audience in the Tri-City counties of
Albany, Schenectady and Rennssalear :
WTRY
Station A
Station B
Station C

(5kw)
(lOkw)
(5-lkw) - .
(50kw)

110,690
79,510
79,430
116,390

radio
radio
radio
radio

families
families
families
famihes

Take station C's story. Its 50 kw reaches 16 markets, but in 5
of these counties over two-thirds of its 360,700 radio families reside. In these 5 basic counties, WTRY delivers a larger audience,
yet Station C's cost of an announcement is 2^4 times that of
WTRY.

No wonder astute buyers ask themselves if
Station C justifies the added cost. No wonder Headley-Reed is placing more national
business on WTRY than ever before.

ALBANY

• TROY

980 kilocycles
Represented by Headley-Reed Company

Columbia

• SCHENECTADY
CBS

5000 watts

Broadcasting System

jablished every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington 4, D. C.
I
^
Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.
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Circuit
Closed
HEADS WILL roll somewhere on that supercolossal TV-set ad blunder, alleging social
inferiority of children who don't have TV,
according to inside trade talk. There's one
quarter in which little embarrassment is felt
— except for general rebuke to TV entrepreneurs— and that's at Radio-Television Mfrs.
Assn. It had nothing to do with ad preparation, which cleared through joint dealer-manufacturer organization. Moreover, just few days
before ad broke (on radio as well as in print)
RTMA had started project to bring TV under
Federal Trade Commission trade practice codification.
IMPORTANCE OF broadcast media in psychological warfare underlined with return to
Pentagon of Brig. Gen. Robert L. McClure, as
chief of Psychological Warfare Division. He
headed ETO operations during World War II,
and had under his immediate command such
figures as Cols. William S. Paley, CBS board
chairman; Adrian Murphy, now CBS color
TV head, and Samuel R. Rosenbaum, who
commanded Radio Luxembourg and now heads
trusteeship for American Federation of Musicians' relief and welfare fund.
PROPOSED MEETING of telecasters to consider formation of autonomous TV segment
within NAB (NAB-TV) may not be held in
Chicago on proposed early January date because of conflict with national furniture convention. NAB headquarters has suggested to
committee that session could be held in Houston, New Orleans or French Lick, Ind. Other
suggestions: Memphis or Hot Springs, Ark.
HARRIED set makers soon will face another
production spectre — picture ttibe scarcity due
to stainless steel shortage. Used in guns
for TV picture tubes, metal needs chrome and
nickel ingredients.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET CO., Jersey
City, understood to be planning spot announcement campaign, across country, for Veto (a
deodorant), through Sherman & Marquette,
New York.
RCA-NBC brass privately voiced enthusiasm
after sneak preview of latest compatible color
in Washington last Wednesday. Utilizing newest tri-color tube, demonstration staged by RCA
Laboratory engineers for benefit of Board
Chairman David Samoff. Retinue included
Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, laboratory chief; Homer
Engstrom, laboratory vice president; Orrin
Dunlap, RCA public relations vice president,
and F. M. Russell, NBC Washington vice president. Latest equipment slated for public showing in Washington Dec. 5, with live pickup
from NBC's WNBW (TV).
OAKITE PRODUCTS Inc., New York, pioneer
radio sponsor, now working on 1951 budget
that will include much more radio and TV
than in recent years.
LEWIS ALLEN WEiSS, until recently board
chairman of Don Lee Enterprises, in Wash(Continued on page 9U)
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Dec. 1-2: Uja
Florida eam
Assn. of inf
Broadcasters, Mayflower Hotel, Jacksonville, Fla.
Dec. 2-3: Assn. of Women Broadcasters, District
2, Hotel Syracuse, Syracuse, N. Y.
Dec. 8: Television Broadcasters Assn. Clinic, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.
(Other Upcomings on page 28)
Bulletins
NAB invited to appear Dec. 13 before joint
major and minor league baseball meeting at
Pennsylvania Hotel, St. Petersburg, Fla.
Broadcasting and telecasting one of highpriority topics at session (see story page 19).
Robert K. Richards, NAB public affairs director, appeared recently before baseball group
planning Florida session to suggest NAB
present industry viewpoint.
F. W. FITCH Co., St. Louis, switching agencies
effective Jan. 1 from Harry B. Cohen to Gardner Agency, New York.
MODERN SALES Co., New York (treasure
chest of toys) buying spot announcements for
pre-Christmas campaign on about 300 stations
throughout country. Agency, Midland Adv.,
New York.
JAMES PATT JOINS WALL
JAMES M. PATT, manager of WNBH New
Bedford, Mass., effective Dec. 1 joins WALL
Middletown, N. Y., as vice president and general manager, according to John Morgan Davis,
WALL president. He succeeds Paul E. Wagner, resigned. Mr. Wagner will announce plans
following a two-week vacation. Mr. Patt has
been in radio 22 years (see Patt family Respects sketch in Nov. 20 Broadcasting).
ABBOTT F. RIEHLE, former manager of
Blow Co., San Francisco office, and onetime
account executive with Young & Rubicam, has
joined Sherman & Marquette, New York, as
account executive for Veto (Colgate-PalmolivePeet deodorant).

fsO
Brie
ss
Busine
WILDROOT
EXPANDING
• Wildroot
Buffalo, Jan. 7 moves Charley Wild, Priva
Detective from NBC to CBS, Sun., 6-6:30 p.m
on Dec. 22 starts TV version alternate Frida;
on CBS-TV, 9-9:30 p.m., increasing to week
show April 18, Wed., 9-9:30 p.m. Billing .
$800,000 annual involved. Agency, BBDO, Nei
York.
DRUG SERIES MOVES • United Druggis
of America moving Cavalcade of Stars, hou
long variety show, from DuMont Televisi(
Network Fri., 10-11 p.m. to ABC-TV Fri., 1
11 p.m., replacing Pent House Party, sponsort
by Best Foods, which moves to 8:30-9 p.m.
HOLIDAY CAMPAIGN • Save-By-Mail In.
New York advertising mail order offer of t<
circus, sponsoring Monday and Friday broaij
casts
of Modem
Romances
overNov.
ABC,24. 11-11:'
a.m. for
four weeks,
starting

HEADLEY-REED NAMED # Headlev
Reed Inc. appointed representative for WJ^i
Cleveland and WOOL Columbus, Ohio, bot|
ABC affiliates, effective Jan. 1, 1951.
|
QUAKER OATS TV # Quaker Oats C
sponsoring 15-minute segment of Gabby HayA
Show, Mon.-Wed.-Fri., over NBC-TV 39 intej
connected and two non-interconnected station i
5:15-5:30 p.m., starting Dec. 11, for 29 weeki
Agency, Sherman & Marquette, New York. 1
RELIGIOUS SERIES • Voice of Propheei
'Inc. to sponsor Faith of Today, religious pn \
gram, over ABC-TV, Sun., 12:30-1 p.m. begii
ning Dec. 3, for 52 weeks. Program, live fro;
New York, to be telecast from Vitapix prin'
for other ABC-TV affiliates. Agency, Westei
Adv., Los Angeles.
DEVNEY APPOINTED • Devney & C(
New York, appointed representative for WTG
Summerville, Ga., and WJMA Orange, Va. ,
GEN. MOTORS RENEWAL • Gener;
Motors Co., Detroit, renewing sponsorship (
Henry J. Taylor for 52 weeks over 290 AB
stations, Mon., 8:30-8:45 p.m. Agency, Kudn(
Inc., New York.
10

FCC-Defense
Study
STEPS toward establishment of World
War
II type of national defense radio operating controls were seen Friday in FCC announcement
that Commission in cooperation with Dept. of
National Defense and radio industry is "studying the use of radioputin event
of war."
Announcement
licensees
in all radio
services — AM, TV, and FM included — on notice
that national defense-emergency authorizations
will be made ''from time to time" which may
affect them but which for security reasons cannot be made public. In such cases, FCC said,
stations that are directly affected "v;ill be informed as fully as possible consistent with
security regulations."
Authorities said this is designed to implement program to be worked out by defense
agencies and Commission. In last war, it was
recalled, specific grants for new stations or
improved facilities in all services could be
made by FCC only upon certification of need
by defense agencies involved, even after new

Radio's
War
construction
was totally
frozen. Roll
Procedun
also included provision for blackout of certai
stations
during
attackof "alerts."
Study of
war uses
radio includes exper
ments with new radio uses, FCC said. Classifie
grants, authorizing special experimental ope
ations by existing stations, come under Se
2.407 of FCC Rules, which provides that FC
"may authorize the licensee of any radio sti
tion during a period of national emergency )
operate its facilities upon such frequencie
with such power and points of communicatioi
and in such a manner beyond that specific
by the station license as may be requested b
theNoArmy,
Navy,
or Air Force."
agency
comparable
to World War II
Board of War Communications (preceded t
Defense Communications Board) has yet bee
established, but there has been speculatio
that President Truman's Temporary Commun
cations Policy Board may recommend that or
be formed.
BROADCASTING
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WDEL

WILMINGTON
DELAWARE

WDEL-TV
this

way

to

profits

LANCASTER
WGAL

WGAL-TV

WKBO

PENNSYLVANIA' .

LANCASTER
PENNSYLVANiA

HARRiSBURG
PENNSYLVANiA

advertisers! timebuyers! eight important
new business opportunities. Eight ways
to augment your sales staff — effectively,
economically, quickly. Each station has

WORK

YORK
PENNSYLVANIA

an interesting record of sales achievement for both local and national advertisers. Each is outstanding in the
particular market it serves. All are readv

WRAW

READING
PENhJSYLVANIA

to sell your product. Write for information and rates.
Represented by
ROBERT
MEEKER
Associates
NEW YORK LOS ANGELES CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

WEST

EASTON
PENNSYLVANM

STEINMAN STATIONS
Clair R. McCollough
Gen. Mgr.
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Advertisement

From

where

jSy JoQ

Clam
Can

Marsh

Chowder

Be

Dynamite!

If Smiley Roberts happens to be a
friend of yours, like he is mine, and
if you want to keep his friendship,
like I do, don't ever let him hear you
say that good clam chowder can be
made without cream.
In New England, where Smiley
comes from, friendships have been
broken over tomatoes versus cream
in clam chowder. Experts say that
south of Boston the tomato reigns
supreme, but north of Boston
cream — or else!

it's

From where I sit, whether it should
have cream or tomatoes is simply a
matter of taste. This is plain as day
to anyone who doesn't come from clam
chowder country.
What a great world this would be
if we could all see that most prejudices
are matters of taste only. Some like
hot coffee. Some like it iced. Some
people like a temperate glass of beer.
Others prefer ice-cold lemonade. My
grandmother used to say, "Prejudice
that sees only what it pleases, cannot
see very plain." -

Copyright, 1950, United States Brewers Foundation
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IN THIS BROADCASTING
Compromise Seen on Excess Profits Tax
Radio Helps Gate, Liberty, MBS Contend
Johnston Heads BAM
Uniform Political Time Rates Urged
Radio Sparks Gladieux's 600% Business Increase
Cobalt Cut Back 70% by NPA
Broadcasters Advisory Council Named by Miller. .
Cottone Accused Again in Richards Case
News Censorship Issue Aired at NARND Meet. .
AFRA Strike Avoided
Justice Dept. Eyes Legality of Advisory Groups..
PBS Network Start Nov. 26.
Four Indiana Stations to Merge Ownership....
Radio-TV Acquitted in Juvenile Crimes
European Broadcasting — By H. C. Wilder
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In the fall season s first ratings. CBS comes up witti
of the 10 mo<,l ivipdlar pioornins (NRI Sept 19).

t Start, Witt) more of
fit top 10 In the startinc lineup, both day and night,
than any other network.

s
fKI the networks ii^SH
higher than the second'ptace
network ftijfhttitiip hij/hef <i,ivlime

eome

fro]

In

17

out

of

Philadelphia

the

top

20

are

programs

on

WCAU

Represented by Radio Sales
CBS affiliate
The Philadelphia Bulletin Stations

* Pulse of Philadelphia, September-October 1950 (all
programs) gives WCAU

5

. . .

the

TOP

tlie

TOP

of
7

10

of

15
tlie

12
of
17

6

TOP
20

the

TOP

of
. . . and this unparalleled depth of audience is further
shown by the fact that the average rating of WCAU's
TOP
TOP
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35 shows is higher than that of station "B's"
5.

BROADCASTING

• Telecastin

HrOSSLAND Mfg. Co. Inc., Toledo, Ohio (mothproofing products),
1 names Dorrance-Waddell, N. Y., to handle advertising of new
mothproof product to be introduced in 1951. Spot radio will be used.
fiTLEY TEA Co., X. Y., planning to run test spot announcement camiign in Phila. and about five surrounding towns in early January,
pency: Duane Jones Co., N. Y.
K.YA CARAMBA Co. (producer of Caramba, new coifee extract soft
ink) planning spot radio campaign in New York, New Jersey and
her Eastern states. Wider campaign to follow as distribution spreads.
iCKARD-BELL Co., L. A. (radio & TV sets), will sponsor telecast
annual New Year's Day Tournament of Rose Parade, Pasadena,
.lif., on KNBH (TV) Hollywood, KRON-TV San Francisco, KFMB-TV
Diego, in first three-city hookup via microwave of Rose Parade telest. Agency: Elwood J. Robinson, L. A. Prudential Insurance Co. of
merica, through Calkins & Holden, Carlock, McClinton & Smith Inc.,
fverly Hills, Calif., will sponsor telecast of parade on KTTV (TV)
is Angeles and KPIX (TV) San Francisco.
■IaRLON CONFECTIONS Corp., N. Y., names William Warren, Jackn & Delaney, N. Y., to handle its advertising. Television will be used.
tJRRIE'S RETAIL Stores, L. A. (Currie's ice cream, candy, bakery
ods), Dec. 4 starts quarter -hour of Space Patrol five weekly on KECA/ Los Angeles. Contract for 52 weeks. Agency: Lockwood-Shackelrd Adv., L. A.
A. SUTTON Corp., Wichita, Kan. (air circulators and heaters),
.mes Lago and Whitehead Co., same city, to handle advertising and
lomotion of Vomado air circulator and room air conditioner. Radio
A TV will be used. Howard Whitehead is account executive.
bRTHERN California Kaiser-Frazer Dealers Assn. Inc. appoints Brisaer. Wheeler & Staff, S. F., to direct advertising. Radio and TV will
: used along with other media. Hal Grainger and Brad Collins are
count executives.
OME JUICE Co., Chicago (home-delivered blended fruit juices), names
arvin Gordon & Assoc., same city, to handle its advertising.
'HRIFTO Products Co., Petaluma, Calif. (Thrifto Enricher and Thrifto
on-Fat Dry Milk Solids), appoints Ley & Livingston, S. F., to direct
ivertising. San Jose selected for test market. Radio vnll be used.
I
kCELOW-SANFORD CARPET Co., N. Y., effective Dec. 4 starts half'»ur TV series Bigeloiv Theatre, Jerry Fairbanks film show, on 27 TV
Btions. Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
i;

share

audience,

of

the

interest

"DALIANJan.
Swiss
ColonyandWine,
S. F.,be appoints
Honig-Cooper Co., S. F.,
tective
1. Radio
TV will
used.
MERICAN HALVAH PRODUCTS, Brooklyn (Wundei-va candy), names
3ster L. Wolff Adv., N. Y., as agency. Spot radio and TV planned in
<" eastern seaboard cities.
I
feTERS BROS. Shoe Co., Oakland, and San Francisco Real Estate Co.
jpoint Umland & Co., S. F. Both accounts will use TV.

and

sales

in

response

Indianapolis

IRWAY COFFEE, manufactured by Dwight Edwards Co., S. F., apjints Honig-Cooper Co., S. F., to direct advertising. W. C. Day is account
:ecutive. Radio will be used.

AUFMAN & ASSOC., Chicago agency, reserved exclusive packaging
id telecast rights to Snader Teletranscriptions, Holly\\'ood, in 10 major
V markets. Agency plans to package short films for its clients and
so to supply film units, scripts and program formats to markets interred in using local personalities or completely-filmed productions with
It-ins for commercials. Films, each 3% minutes long, are independent
;
(Continued on page 61 )
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FREE & PETERS— Nof/ono/ Reprejen/of/vei
GEORGE J. HIGGINS— Generol Manager
ABC — Indianapolis Affilials
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SPOT
WSB
WBAL
WNAC
WICC
WBEN
WGAR
WFAA

A

FOR

NEED

YOU

DO

PICKETS

MANY

HOW

FENCE?

When it comes to advertising — after you'v%^
measured your problem in terms of budgets,
markets, selling themes — notice how shrewd
scheduling in Spot radio gives you just the
pickets you need, without costly left-overs to
throw on the lumber pile.

Stations like these, of course, are the backbone of any Spot campaign.

MADISON

NEW

YORK
MU

O'ADCASTTNG

CITY

8-0200

• Telecasting

AVE.
22

CBS
CBS
ABC
NBC
NBC
ABC
NBC
NBC
CBS

Des Moines
Detroit
Fresno
Houston
Kansas City
Lincoln
Little Rock
Los Angeles
Louisville
Milwaukee

KSTP
WSM

Mpls.-St. Paul
Nashville
New Orleans
Norfolk
Omaha
Philadelphia
Phoenix, Ariz,
Portland, Ore.
Providence
Richmond
San Antonio
Seattle
Shreveport

WSMB
WTAR
KOIL
WIP
KPHO
KGW
WEAN
WRNL
WOAI
KOMO
KTBS
KGA
WMAS
WAGE
KVOO
WWVA
KFH

TEXAS

488

iFt. Worth/

KSO
WJR
KARM
KPRC
WDAF
KFOR
KARK

THE

MBS
MBS
NBC
CBS
NBC
ABC

Baltimore
Boston
Bridgeport
Buffalo
Cleveland
fOallas 1

KFI
WHAS
WTMJ

Of course you don't know until you've measured the field.

NBC
LIST
NBC

RADIO
Atlanta .

NBC
ABC
MBS
ABC
NBC
MBS
ABC
NBC
NBC
NBC
ABC

Spokane
Springfield
Syracuse
Tulsa
Wheeling

CBS
ABC
CBS
NBC

Wichita

CBS

YANKEE

NETWORK

QUALITY

CHICAGO

NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC

• LOS

NETWORK

ANGELES

DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • DALLAS
SAN FRANCISCO
J

November 27, 1950

#

#

#

agency

LAWRENCE ROBERTS Co., N. Y., and KIESEWETTER, WETTERJ
. & BAKER Inc., N. Y., merge and change name to Kiesewetter Ass
Inc. H. M. KIESEWETTER is president; SAM S. BAKER, HORAr
HAGEDORN, LAWRENCE ROBERTS and RUDOLPH WETTERi ,
are vice presidents.
|

BERENICE E. CONNOR, radio-TV director Gear-Marston Inc., Phila.. !
Buckley Organization, Phila. agency, in same capaci ^

JOHN B. GRAY, Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., to Maxon Ir [
Detroit, as copy chief. He is author of Advertisi ■
Copy-writing, college textbook.
;
m
Miss Connor

jtlet for The Columbia Broadcasting System

ROBERT COWAN, art director Anderson, Davis 1
Platte, N. Y., appointed TV art director.
*
WILLIAM H. GREEN and GEORGE P. MacGREGO,
account executives, elected vice presidents Kenyoii^
Eckhardt, N. Y. Mr. Green with agency since 1943; h'
MacGregor since 1949.

1

on all accounts
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rily onattract
son Ave. ordina
Madi-s
career
A METE
less attention than a
even ORIC
head blanket on Vine St. But not
in the case of David J. Mahoney
Jr., at 27 a vice president of Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., New York. He's
a man Horatio Alger could take a
lesson from.
Going back five years and up 53
floors above Manhattan, finds Mr.
Mahoney, an ex-infantry captain
in the Pacific and of impressive
physical dimensions,
pitching an advertising plan hatched
during the war. To
R&R executives it
was clear that neither the plan nor
their caller had been
tinged by previous
experience. Apparently it also was
clear that they were
confronted with a
new-type phenomenon. So they turned
the plan down, but
hired its author at
$25 mail
per room.
week for
the

were required to commute betwe
New York (his home town, im
dentally) and Philadelphia. T
ducting working, school, and stu.
time, that left about two hours o
of 24 for sleep.
Skeptics to the contrary, neith
Mr. Mahoney nor his schedv
broke down. In due time he w:
graduated with a B.S. in economltand entered Columbia to wo
on a master's degree, but he hfJ
since found so much new work
fill out his day th*
iinished.
Mr. degree
Mahoneyis clu*''
this

room as an assista
erged from the mj*'
account executi^
for
and Spi
lat U
for Rinso
Lifebuoy,

and Virginia Dai
That he has a mo i ifi
est conception
himself is suggest

work only
to which
not
by tf'
committed himsel
but by his explan 2
tion of promotio:
subsequently to fi,
account executi^
With this accomfor Virginia Da
DAVID
and Motorola, ai
plished, Mr. Mahoney's schedule bean R&R vice presidency.
gan to shape up. Indeed it bulged
"I was lucky in the people
disturbingly. He had already returned under the G. I. Bill to the
dealt with," he says. "Anoth
Wharton School of Business in guy
dealing with different peop
Philadelphia, where before the could get nailed to the mast, ai
peace was disturbed he had reached
some have been." As good a re
his junior year by means of a son as any for his "success, if yi
basketball-baseball scholarship and want to call it that," he says,
(Continued on page 60)
waiting tables. Four hours a day
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^

^

M

beat

HAROLD GREIST, assistant account executive Dancer-Fitzgeraldiiple, N. Y., to Richards Co., affiliate of Grolier Society Inc., N. Y.
ORENCE WIENER, formerly on copy staif Mervin & Jesse Levien
|.,N. Y., rejoins agency.
INJAMIN R. McMANUS, director of public relations Long Beach,
J., Board of Trade, to creative staff J. Robert Mendte Inc., Phila. Will
;'|rk on travel accounts.
MORGAN
Ua.

WINANT

NO

elected vice president Weightman Inc., Adv.

}RRY C. LOTUFO, William von Zehle & Co., N. Y., to Fred Gardner
: Inc., N. Y., as production and traffic manager.
VnE small, timebuyer Duane Jones, N. Y. to Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y.,
timebuyer replacing MARY COLLINGS, resigned to be married.
IrL E. knight to Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance, Detroit, pro,^tion staff. OWEN A. BRADY to BSF&D creative staff.
.jlGH GENSKE, chief art director Al Paul Lefton Co., Phila., appointed
vice president.
MILTON WEINBERG Adv. Co., L. A., moves to larger
offices at 3508 Wilshire Blvd.

HTS

LIG

IN

NORMAN F. BEST, account executive on Carnation
Evaporated Milk for Erwin, Wasey & Co., L. A., named
vice president.
TOM MORRIS to Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc. as account ex•Ir. Genske
ecutive in Hollywood office.
I
'iTELLE BUSCALL, Wank & Wank, S. F., to Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli,
F., as production manager.
[iANGES of address: H. JACK WYMAN Adv. moves to 233 Post St.,
F.; HOEFER, DIETRICH & BROWN to new and larger quarters at
£ Sansome St., S. F.; HARVEY MILES & Co. to 190 Ninth St., S. F.;
iVID F. SELVIN to 593 Market St., S. F.
!E WENGER,

^^-

ON

^"i'

NE

Umland & Co., S. F., to E. Sugarman Inc., S. F.

PIERSON MAPES, director radio-TV Hutchins Adv. Co., N. Y., preiting one-man show of his paintings of clowns at New York's Charles
rzansky Galleries.
iUCE BARTON, chairman of board BBDO, N. Y., accepts chairmanT.p of 1951 Heart Fund.

State', oray ^^^^^"^^.Uea^couuUe.tha

tUau the people .n

^^^^^^^

XDRED DUDLEY, timebuyer LeVally Inc., Chicago, to Schoenfeld,
iber & Green, same city, in similar capacity.
)BERT E. McMANUS,
I account executive.

Foster & Kleiser, S. F., to Umland & Co., S. F.,

IHN P. BOURKE, Graybar Electric Co., S. F., to Julian Randolph Adv.,
(F., as manager.
HN E. CRAIN, account executive with Colman Co., S. F., to U. S.
my as captain.
. MADDEN, Platt-Forbes, S. F., named field coordinator. FRANK
DON, same office, named campaign manager.
»BERT VAN NORDEN, Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff, S. F., resigns,
.ture plans not announced.
iRRY BURTON, manager McCann-Erickson Inc., Portland, to BBDO,
.F., as account executive.
i
lANCIS MARTIN Jr., advertising director The Hibernia Bank, S. F.,
Abbott Kimball Co., S. F., as vice president and account executive.
(Continued on page 86)
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RCA

Type BTA'250M
250-Watt AM
Transmitter

OS

on

^

n

lOOO

all-new

second
new

concept in operating efficiency ... a major advancement

in plant economy

'OA

,

Per

Get the complete facts about this revolutionary new
250-watt AM transmitter from your RCA Broadcast
Sales Engineer. Or write Dept. 19KD, RCA Engineering Products, Camden, New Jersey.

BROADCAST

EQUIRM£MT

RADiO
CORPORATiOM
eMGIMEERIMO PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT.
In Canado: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal

of AMERICA
CAMDEM.M.J.

SHREVEPORT HOOPER STATION AUDIENCE INDEX
SHARE OF AUDIENCE, WEEKDAY MORNINGS
DECEMBER '49 - APRIL '50

ITS

KWKH

EASY.

WHEN

YOU

KNOW

how!

and "radio Know-How" are practically synonymous here in our rich tri-state market . . . and the

chart at the right proves it.
The most recent five-month Shreveport Hoopers show
that on Weekday Mornings (8 a.m -12 noon) KWKH
gets a 101.8% greater Share of Audience than the next
station. Even for Total Rated Periods, KWKH's
is 72.4% greater than Station B!
BMB

Study No. 2 reveals that KWKH

share

gets a Daytime

Audience of more than 300,000 families in 87 Louisiana,
Arkansas and Texas counties. 227,701 (or 75.0% ) of
these families are "average daily listeners" to KWKH!
Any way you look at it, KWKH is the outstanding
radio value in our area. Write direct or ask The Branham Company

for all the proof!

KWKH
Texas

50,000

Watts

CBS

SHREVEPORT
f
The Branham Company

%

LOUISIANA
AflcCkllSAS

Representatives
Henry Clay, General Manager

I
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XCESS

WASHINGTON,

PROFITS

By DAVE BERLYN
ilDENCE is on the rise that the
{ministration's
no taxes
quarter"is
nd on excess "give
profits
Hit to give way at the seams.
Dorts persist that members of
t tax-vt^riting- House Ways and
ans Committee, from both sides
the political fence, are considera "compromise" solution.
tVhile details would remain to
iworked out, it is understood the
Ingestion may be in the form of
jioderate war profits tax coupled
!|,h an increase in corporation
|ome taxes. The latter has been
jired by the big guns of U. S.
justry in preference to a high
iifits tax.
!^ committee member, Rep. Wil!• D. Mills (D-Ark.), known to
favoring a "combination tax"
;|"posal when the House group
'|;sadmitted
into the actual
drafting of last
the
to Broadcasting
•dnesday that he was "consider•" such a compromise tax and
t he felt the issue would be
jia'oughly
explored by the com;i;tee.
Radio-TV Case Rests
?he radio-TV spokesmen, after
iching across the broadcaster's
;ef , rested their case last week as
House unit wound up hearings
the profits tax. Committee mems added a prayer that the tax
estion would prove as palatable
their Thanksgiving turkey, when
y began closed door hearings on
profits measure last Friday,
t appeared to observers by midak that Republican dissent in
ii out of committee, which cracd periodically during the
idnesday to Wednesday public
sion, may be the tip-off for the
)posal's 1950 demise if and when
reaches debate by the outgoing
jit Congress.
|rhe "lame duck" legislators bell their legislative version of
|inquo's
Ghostweek
today
(Monday)
er a nine
time-out
for
ction campaigning and rest. The
;ess profits problem already
nds as the No. 1 haunt on the
mda.
fireworks were promised by GOP
•mbers who gave notice they
uld press for a reinterpretation
the 81st Congress so-called
.andate" for its tax committees
report out an "excess profits
The GOP contended Coness should be asking for a tax
tOADCASTING
.1.

TAX

D. C, NOVEMBER

By J. FRANK

Mr. Sprague testifies before House
Ways and ^Means
^ ^ Committee
such industry spokesmen as RTMA
and Dr. Allen B. DuMont, of Allen
B. DuMont Labs, last week. Already heard were NAB and the
TV Excess Profits Tax Committee,
an
independent
group
chairmaned
by TV
Johnstation's
A. Kennedy,
WSAZ-TV Huntington [Broadcasting, Nov. 20].

HllK
BEATTY

NATIONWIDE broadcasting of
major league baseball has helped
the gate of minor league teams and
can perform the same service next
This is the view of the two main
year.
baseball broadcasters, MBS through
its Game of the Day, and Liberty
Broadcasting System.
With this important source of
radio revenue under attack by some
baseball interests as well as some
criticism by Jerry N. Jordan, U.
of Pennsylvania graduate student
who has conducted extensive research on the subject [Broadcasting, Nov. 20], operators of baseball networks are concerned over
prospects
casting. for 1950 baseball broadAttitude of major and minor
league club owners is highly confused,somejudging
by informal
ments
of them
have madecom-to
Broadcasting.
Decision on 1951

• Telecasting

27, 1950

$7.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY

COMPROMISE?

method to gain revenue to meet
interim defense needs, rather than
a strict order for a proposed levy
on profits only.
A party-line stand in the House
committee turned aside suggestions
by GOP members for alternative
tax plans and further consideration of "relief" aspects — the latter of particular interest to broadcasters. The same type of Democratic party whip cracking was
-promised in the Senate Finance
Committee when it holds hearings
on the issue. The Senate group is
expected to avoid duplicating testimony delivered before the House
committee.
If the House members report out
a bill by their Dec. 1 target date,
Finance Chairman Walter F.
George (D-Ga.) is reported to be
considering start of his Senate
group hearings a week from today.
A few members of the House
committee were visibly impressed
with the radio-TV testimony to the
effect its growth as a profit-solvent
industry would be jeopardized if
the profits levy is applied without
regard for the individual problems
of broadcasters and radio-TV set
manufacturers.
This argument was set forth by

RADIO

N

GATE

baseball play-by-play is expected
during the first half of December
when the club owners hold their
annual meetings at St. Petersburg,
Fla.
Pre-meeting signs point toward a
stiff battle by some minor league
interests to suppress major league
broadcasting in minor league territory, with intimation that the Dept.
of Justice may be called in again
if the majors permit MBS, Liberty
and others to feed play-by-play on
a nationwide basis.
Stimulate Interest
Broadcast interests, both network and station, contend the playby-play pickups have stimulated interest everywhere in the national
pasttime. They note that minor
league teams are protected within
a 50-mile radius from broadcasts
while their games are under way.
While MBS, which fed over 350
stations last season, would not
comment officially, it is known that

Reports

Mount

RTMA told the committee some
set manufacturers would be put out
of business if the excess profits tax
is enacted as recommended by
Treasury Secretary John Snyder.
It was explained that the firms'
growth between the years 19461950 has been almost six times that
of other U. S. corporations.
The set manufacturers' group
suggested that such growth industries, as those doing business in
radio and TV, be permitted to exempt at least 62% of their 1950
earnings from the profits levy.
Spokesman for RTMA at the
hearings was Robert C. Sprague,
president, Sprague Electric Co.,
and president of RTMA. Mr.
Sprague gave these arguments:
Industry's Arguments
# The TV industry, which
started commercial production in
industry.
1946, is America's fastest growing
9 Period of 1946-49 was a time
of pioneering and preparation and
thus an unfair base for profits
credit purposes.
# Radio-TV would be taxed
ness.
more severely than any other busi# Electronics production for the
(Continued on page 92)

Liberty^

MBS

Views

the network feels its play-by-play
programs had a beneficial effect on
all baseball.
MBS pickups in nearly every
case were made at the ball parks
while games actually were in progress, the network has pointed out
frequently, though open dates were
filled with recorded pickups made
at night games the previous day.
In some areas the MBS pickups
were fed by tape because of the
geographical problem.
MBS stations and network officials contend the 1950 major
league broadcasts were a success
from the standpoint of the club
owners, listeners, broadcasters and
• the network itself.
Mutual is ready and eager to resume its baseball operation next
year, and several hundred stations
are prepared to perform the ser\'ice
Libei'ty Broadcasting System,
again.(Continued on page 91)
November 27, 1950
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O'SHEA
New
Sales
'
KIDRadio-TV
O Z'lY
X/SC
THE RADIO version of The Cisco
Kid, a Frederic W. Ziv production,
has been sold to five advertisers.
They are Dadson Dairies on
WDBO Orlando, Fla.; Puritan Milk
on KOAM Pittsburgh, Kan.;
Meadowgold Dairy on KWON
Bartlesville, Okla.; Vern-Tex Dairy
on KVWC Vernon, Tex., and Maplehurst Jersey Farms on WISH
Indianapolis, Ind.
TV version of the same show,
packaged by Ziv Television Programs Inc., has been purchased by
Nolde Bros. Baking Co. on
WTVR (TV) Richmond, Va., and
WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va.; Chestnut
Farms Dairy on WNBT (TV)
Washington, and Koontz Dairy,
WBAL-TV Baltimore.
REALIGNMENT in the New York office of Foote, Cone & Belding [Broadcasting, Nov. 20] is discussed by (I to r) M. P. Franceschi, vice president and
general manager of New York office and president of FC&B InternationalWilliam E. Berchtold, executive vice president; Don Belding, FC&B president;
Elwood Whitney, executive vice president who joins Mr. Berchtold in the account management responsibility of the New York office, and Frank Delano,
executive assistant to Mr. Belding.
RTMA
SET

REPORT

Includes

In Monthly

All Makers
Figures

Wray

Is KHJ

Sales Mgr.

LEON WRAY, KHJ Hollywood account executive,
has been named
sales manager of
the station. In
his new capacity
Mr. Wray will be
'f
in charge of KHJ
^
local sales in addition to Don Lee
network business
originating in the
Mr. Wray
n;,
Southern
nia
area. Califor-

TO

CBS

Is V.P., General Executi
DANIEL T. O'SHEA, former pr.
ident of Vanguard Films and <
ecutive director of the Selziji
Studio, Holll
wood, has join
CBS as vice pre
dent and gene)
executive.
Mr. O'Shea m
supervise
business
affairst
both
CBS
CBS-TV pra
gram be
areas,
will
respca
sible
for
all
bu
Mr. O'Shea
ness activiti
concerned with CBS program opei
tions, with headquarters at CI
Hollywood.
A graduate of Harvard Li
School, Mr. O'Shea first entered t
film industry in 1928 with Rad
Keith-Orpheum in New York as
attorney, following which he serv
as ■ RKO's resident attorney
Hollywood.
He then joined Se
nick International Pictures as i.
sistant to the president. He ww
appointed vice president of Selzn
International Pictures in 1939,
two
later0.was
namedProdi
pre'
dent years
of David
Selznick

MONTHLY reports of set production for the entire manufacturing industry will be issued by Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn., replacing estimates
tions Inc. In 1942, Mr. O'Shea w
which heretofore have applied only to RTMA members.
made president of Vanguard
executive director of the Selzni
Decision to extend the monthly figures to include non-member production was reached at the mid-Novem- ★
studio.
ber RTMA committee and board
11
tion's Industry Statistics Commeetings [Broadcasting Nov. 20]. mittee.
ABC REPORT
DRAKE-SWEENEY
Details of the new reports were
In a month-late report on memEstimated $877,000 Loss
worked out last week by RTMA
ber company production, RTMA
Program Suit SetHj
officials.
reported these firms (about 80%
ABC last week reported an esti- OUT-OF-COURT settlement
of industry production) turned out
Monthly reports will include
mated loss of $877,000 for the first $8,500 suit of Kevin Sweeney,
953,942
radio
sets
in
September,
a
breakdowns showing different types
nine months of this year.
five-week work month. Of these
eral sales manager, KFI and
of radio receivers, based on billing
In the first nine months of 1949
101,646 sets were FM or FM-AM..
TV Los Angeles, against Ga\
price, whether AM, AM-FM or
the network reported a loss of Drake, radio philosopher, for
The member companies turned
FM-only, type of cabinet and
out 616,764 TV sets in the month,
$779,000, but after the recovery of paid commissions on sale of
record-playing attachments. TV
$297,000 of federal income taxes
set breakdowns will include size of which 66,283 contained FM-band
Drake ABC
program
was a,
tuning circuits. Breakdown by pic- under carry-back provisions of the nounced last week by Karl
of picture tube, whether recordInternal
Revenue
Code,
the
net
loss
ture-tube
size
shows
529,118
of
the
player is attached and number of
September sets were 16 inches or of the three-quarter period of last Geiser, Mr. Sweeney's attorney.
sets with FM reception. Both radio
over.
year was reduced to $482,000.
Suit charged that Mr. Dra
and TV tables will be broken down
failed to pay full amount on cc
into private brand and factory
tracted 10% of his compensatif si
groups.
For several months RTMA has
from the Kellogg Co. sponsored ni; ^
been compiling weekly TV and
work series that ran 1947-1948.
radio set production estimates for
time of sale Mr. Sweeney was malai
the entire industry. These weekly
ager of the Housewives Protecti
reports will be augmented. They
League
program for Fletcher Wil
will not include detailed breakProductions.
downs by types, however, but will
Suit had been scheduled for trf
indicate number of home sets, portin January in U. S. District Cou:
ables, autos and TV sets made
Los Angeles.
during the week.
Figures are supplied confidentially by factories to Kaskin &
Chandler to Radio Sal(
Sells, Philadelphia auditing firm.
Weekly reports will come out about
MacLEAN CHANDLER,, executf
a week late. Monthly reports are
assistant to William L. Wedd(
to be issued about the 25th of the
vice president in charge of rar
following month. No change is
and television for Leo Burm
planned in the monthly area report
Agency, Chicago, has resigned i
showing television set sales to
fective Jan. 1 to join the sales st
dealers.
of CBS Radio Sales' TV depa:
ment, same city. Mr. Chand!
Expansion of the statistical servhas
been with the agency 11
ice was approved by the RTMA
Set Division Executive Committee
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
years,
has worked
in timebi;'
on recommendation of Frank W.
ing and and
as assistant
to Mr.
Wedd
"Can't you call it something else instead of 'Russian Dressing' — the for the past three years. No ]
Mansfield, Sylvania Electric Products, as chairman of the associaplacement has been named.
sponsor is beginning to complain!"
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First Board
JOHNSTON
I
ijENRY P. JOHNSTON, general
lanager of WSGN Birmingham,
fla., was elected president of
iji'oadcast Audience Measurement
■jic. last week at the first meeting
T the new organization's board of
Ijrectors.
I The board, assembled in New
ijork Nov. 20, elected officers and
ppointed two organizational comjittees to plan the building of the
l;w research bureau.
I Next day, directors of Broadcast
'Measurement Bureau held their
j.st meeting and took only one
ption — instructing BMB officers to
.pgin dissolving the organization.
IThe only other officer elected by
|ie BAM board, in addition to Mr.
ibhnston, was Don Petty, former
bneral counsel of NAB. Mr. Petty
pcomes secretary-treasurer of the
pw organization.
jjThe BAM board also appointed a
[embership and finance committee
insisting of Frank King, presi-

HOUSE NAMED
Will Head Voice Mission
il^MES D. SHOUSE, chairman of
E|ie board of Crosley Broadcasting
orp., and two State Dept. inforIjation division officials last Wed'
nesdaywere
named to head
an overseas field
mission looking
toward improvement of Voice of
America's expanding broadcast operations.
The group,
which will study
the development
Mr. Shouse
of methods for
;.creasing the International Broadisting
Division's
operaons, also
will broadcast
include Merrill

HEADS

Meet

BA

dent and general manager of
WMBR Jacksonville, Fla., chairman; Norman Chandler, president,
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles; Leonard T. Bush, Compton Advei-tising
Inc., New York, and Howard Lane,
Field Enterprises, Chicago.
A research and structure committee also was
appointed,
composed of Clyde
Rembei-t, general
manager of
KRLD-AM-FMTV Dallas, chairman; Melvin
Brorby, Needham
Louis & Brorby,
New York; A. N.
Halverstadt, ProcMr. Johnston
ter & Gamble;
Paul W. Morency,
vice president and general manager, WTIC Hartford, and Hugh M.
Beville Jr., NBC director of plans
and research.
The next meeting of the BAM
board will await preparation of the
two committees' reports.
Attending the meeting last week
were :
Merrill Lindsay, WSOY Decatur, 111.;
J. W. Woodruff Jr., WRBL Columbus,
Ga.; George Burbach, KSD-TV St.

Louis; Joseph Allen, Bristol-Myers
Co.; Richard Grahl, William Esty &
Co.; Ernest Lee Jahncke Jr., ABC
vice president; Robert A. Schmid,
MBS vice president, and Messrs.
Morency, King, Lane, Chandler, Johnston, Brorby, Bush and Beville.
The dissolution of BMB, the
BMB board pointed out at its last
meeting, will not interfere with
the continued servicing of the BMB
Study No. 2. Pending completion
of the wind up of BMB affairs,
requests for servicing can be made
to BMB Headquarters, 270 Park
Ave., New York, as well as to the
statistical Tabulating Co., New
York. The latter company has a
contractual agreement to service
the last BMB study.
Attend Meeting
Present at the last BMB board
meeting were :
Justin Miller, NAB president;
Frederic Gamble, president of American Assn. of Advertising Agencies;
J. Harold Ryan, Fort Industry Co.;
Roger Clipp, WPIL Philadelphia;
Linnea Nelson, J. Walter Thompson
Co.; Albert Dempewolff, Celanese
Corp.; Carlos Franco, Kudner Agency;
Lovifry Crites, General Mills; Joseph
Allen, Bristol-Myers, and Messrs.
Bush and Beville.

RAm
r/Mf
POUTIC
BROADCASTERS
areAL
being urged
"political scientists" as well as
certain candidates for public
by NAB to sell time to political from
office.
candidates at set card rates "for
Rep. Mansfield recalled that leggeneral business" rather than
islation had been introduced in the
charge excessive rates, it was announced simultaneously on Capitol
81st Congress which "would proHill and by NAB last week.
vide for regulation by the Commission (FCC) of political speeches
The House Special Campaign Expenditures Committee made public over the radio. Before determining
Wednesday an exchange of letters
the advisability of holding such a
between Chairman Mike Mansfield
hearing, I feel it would be desirable
to have your views on this general
(D-Mont.) and Justin Miller, NAB
president.
Time Limitation
In his communication to President Miller, Rep. Mansfield said
Meantime, a spokesman said
subject."
suggestions had been made to the limited time before the_ 82nd Congress convenes, marking expiration
group to consider "the alleged policy of certain radio stations and
of
the
committee's life, made it necnewspapers to charge double the
essary to cancel all plans for hearcommercial rate on advertising for
ings on campaign expenditures.
political speeches and political ad- Instead, a comprehensive report,
prepared by the committee staff,
vertisements."
Calling such alleged practices
will be written.
"discrimination against democIt was learned also that the special committee will release in its
racy," Rep. Mansfield said, ". . .
the Congress clearly has power to
a breakdown of all candiprevent such a practice under the report date
expenditures made for the
licensing power which it has dele- various media. The committee is
gated to the FCC. Involved in the
it was issaid,
"more
general subject is, of course, the cognizant,
and more money
beingthatspent
on
much more complex problem of
radio
and
television"
by
political
candidates than ever before.
'free time' for political speeches."
Miller's Views Asked
In his memorandum to broadcasters, Judge Miller pointed out
Asking for Judge Miller's views,
Rep. Mansfield pointed out that the that the Mansfield letter was received on Nov. 15, the first day of a
committee had been urged to "hold
hearings on the sole question of three-day NAB Board of Directors'
political advex-tising and political meeting [Broadcasting, Nov. 20].
As a result, the board adopted a
speeches in radio." A committee
spokesman told Broadcasting that resolution on political broadcast
time charges.
the suggestions had come from

hillips, representing State Dept.'s
3D, and William J. Convery
^an, who will take part for the
7erseas field operation of the de:artment's international informaIjion program.
Represents U. S. Radio
Mr. Shouse, who also is a memW of the executive committee of
vco Mfg. Corp., parent firm of
rosley Broadcasting Corp., will
bpresent the domestic U. S. radio
lidustry, according to the State
ept. He will be on three months'
ave from his broadcast duties.
The group was scheduled to
:ave for Europe Nov. 25 (Saturay), with later visits slated for
le Far East and Latin America,
urvey will study the practicaility of increasing programming
a the field and will evolve recomlendations for means of integratig production of radio programs
1 the field with broadcasts origlating at Voice of America studios
;IBD) in New York headquarters.
ROADCASTING
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BERMUDA-BOUND William S.
Paley, chairman of the board of
CBS, and his wife, the former Barbara Gushing, arrive at Pan American
Airways enroute to Pink Beach,
Tucker's Town, for a vacation.
Burton-Dixie

on ABC

BURTON-DIXIE Corp., Chicago
(bedding), through Turner Advertising, same city, will sponsor Paul
Harvey, Chicago newscaster, on
ABC Sunday, 9:15 to 9:30 p.m.
(CST), from Dec. 3 for 52 weeks.
Products to be advertised are pillows, mattresses, comforters and
other sleep products. Burton-Dixie
sponsors Mr. Harvey locally on
WENR-TV Chicago.

siCoHUras!
Judge Miller said the board
unanimously
agreed
"those
running
for public
officethat
should
not
be charged extra fees or rates in
excess of established station practices." Practice of levying "unusual" charges, it was emphasized,
"will inevitably lead" to a conflict
between the broadcasters and those
who are elected, "pai-ticularly with
members of Congress, who have
legislative control over broadcasting in its many phases."
Noting that his "own view is in
accord with that expressed in this
resolution," Judge Miller told Rep.
Mansfield that the NAB action in
adopting a policy on the matter
should "do much to discourage this
The resolution, as adopted by the
board, follows:
WHEREAS it is the general policy
throughout
practice." the broadcasting industry
to charge the published rate for general business for time sold for political purposes, and
WHEREAS it is reported some
broadcasters have not followed this
policy,
and
WHEREAS
it is the view of the
NAB ticeBoard
of Directors
pracof charging
higher 'that
rates a works
an undue hardship upon public spirited
citizens who stand for election to
public office,
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED
that the National Association of
Broadcasters urges such broadcasters
to reconsider their policy in this regard
and adopt a uniform policy of selling
such time for political purposes at
established card rates for general
business.
November 27, 1950
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600%

be wintery
may ng
E sti
THER
rri
blasts
up this
weekend out Indiana way,
but it's a cinch one Fort
Wayne distributor is basking
in the cheery warmth of a
sales fire that threatens to
reach explosive temperatures.

And it's fire that the Gladieux Heating Co. promptly
attributes to the kindling processes
of radio — especially WOWO Fort
Wayne. So much, so that Stan
Pietzak, manager of the firm which
installs Winkler oil burners, emphatically declares that "if I had
to cut down on my advertising you
can bet your last dollar that radio
on WOWO would be the very last
thing I'd give up!"
And just what are the facts behind this radio success story?
The Gladieux company back in
1948 turned to spot announcements
to promote services which included
oil burneirs for home installation.
These ranged in price from $450
for a conversion unit to about
$1,200 for new installations. As
do many other similar firms, Gladieux used radio in the spring and
summer to stress to listeners the
value of installing or converting
Hi % ^

Sparks

Gladieux

Business

present units before the business
rush of fall and winter impedes
customer service.
Encouraged by returns from a
year's use of these spot announcements, Gladieux changed to a
transcribed quarter-hour, the Allen
Roth Shotv, 1-1:15 p.m., Sunday,
on WOWO, effective May 15, 1949.
And a renewal last spring will
carry the show to at least May 15,
1951.
In addition to promoting new
installations and conversions for
listeners, the program invited dealers in the area to investigate the
Winkler burner of Gladieux and to
participate in the weekly show.
Response Swift
The response was swift.
From a radius of 75 miles of
Fort Wayne, a dozen dealers were
lined up, all of whom get name
mentions on the show. And further, each dealer is strong in his
praise of the excellent returns that
accrue to his own firm from appearance on the Gladieux show.
That's why the list of dealer participants includes an eager line of
distributors cued up from Warsaw,
Harlan, Syracuse, Berne, Wabash,
Garrett, South Whitley, Ligonier,
North Manchester, Montpelier, An-

^ H<
Window display by WOWO shows the Winkler Low Pressure burner,
a number of installations made in the area, and ties in the program.

Increase

gola (all Indiana), Antwerp and
Napoleon (both Ohio).
Commercial theme of the program remains consistent, stressing
present heating costs by the question: "You're paying for a Winkler Low Pressure Oil Burner NOW
— why not have one installed?"
Praise Radio Results
Mr. Pietzak is joined by Ralph
E. Gladieux, owner of the firm, in
accolades for the sensational results from radio promotion. Mr.
Pietzak cites that "over 80% of
the calls we have made in the past
year
to us because
that 'radio
'em.' proves
We know
we sells
ask
the folks when we call how they
learned about Winkler oil burners."
And what are hard, infallible
figures to back up Mr. Pietzak's
statement? The Gladieux manager says this:
"We have actually increased our
business over 600% in the two
years we have been on WOWO.
We were installing about 70 to 80
units a year and were quite proud
of ourselves. The first year we
were on WOWO we increased instal ations to over 300, and this
season our orders show that we
* * *

will make over 500 installations,
For more proof, Gladieux made
quick survey and check on ordei.
"in the mill" for the other dealei
who hadShow.
participated
in the Alle^
Roth
Collectively,
thes!
other dealers will account for ar
other 500 installations this seaso
and,
reiterates,
80% Mr.
of Pietzak
these are
directly "nearl
trac(
able to the advertising program o
In addition, newspaper advertisj
ing in Fort Wayne is used b
Gladieux as well as booth display
atWOWO."
home shows that occur in th
area from time to time. WOW'
cooperated
installing
a dowrtown
studio in
window
display
shov\
ing the Winkler burner and tyin
in with the radio program.
Mr. Pietzak takes note of th;
value of these promotional cam
paigns that go on the year aroun(
but comes back with that reminde
that if he had to cut advertising
"radio and WOWO would be th
lastAndthing
give up!"
why I'dshould
he? $750,00
worth of oil burners sold in on
year radio
as a result
hour
programof aone
weekquarter'
is n
small business in any man's Ian;
guage.

*

*

*

One of the Gladieux dealers, Otto F. Wesling of Garrett, Ind., "sign
up" as a program participant for Mr. Gladieux and Mr. Pietzak (right/

I

thorn in the side of industry as
indicated by complaints laid before
NPA Nov. 17. Communications
manufacturers and users of equipment protested that suppliers are
failing to deliver sufficient parts
to maintain
the nation's communications system.

By nba 0.6.
70%
LT of. theCU
tOBA
'\
.Tother BA
„ , , CK
, .
„. production,
, ..
.
.
fields
(aircraft
lARTIAL
relaxation
temsteel producers last Monday. Various ways of conserving the nickel
rary freeze on use of cobalt etc.) to retain employment.
Curtailment of aluminum (35%)
supply were discussed, with steel
magnet and radio-TV raanufac,urers — • allaying widespread fear and cobalt— and proposed orders on producers agreeing that use of
Industry spokesmen told General Harrison that some of their
!|f industry shutdowns by year's copper and nickel — would serve to scrap nickel and substitution of
paralyze
the
industry
at
its
roots,
other
materials
might
help
alleviate
difficulties are the outgrowth of
i|nd but portending substantial prothey emphasized. Nickel could be the situation.
advance buying by industries of
juction cut-backs by early 1951 —
substituted for cobalt but is invas directed by the National
resistors, tubes and other parts at
Nickel
Also
Scarce
ferior and highly expensive.
production Authority last week
The industry group pointed out above-market nrices. To that end.
NPA's directive, issued "verb[broadcasting, Nov. 20].
that nickel is in short supply but General Harrison said he would
ally" to African Metals Corp., the
I NPA Administrator William H.
organize a Communications Indussuggested that it be allocated voltry Advisory to bring about closer
garrison issued a stopgap order nation's only large cobalt importer,
untarily
by
suppliers
rather
than
provides that commercial or noncooperation with the industry. Probutting back commercial consumpcontrolled by NPA at this time.
defense
orders
shall
be
filled
with
posal was in the planning stage
ton of the metal 70%. The direcNPA noted, in turn, that a large last week.
tive will apply to distribution of delivery of 30% of the average
number
of
defense
orders,
though
The NPA administrator also (1)
bobalt, used in radio-television set monthly quantity used by magnet
unrated, will necessitate use of
during the first six months
ppeakers, which is marked for makers
nickel.
recognized
the "essentiality"
of
communications;
(2) assured the
delivery this month or earlier. A of 1950. Gen. Harrison said he
RTMA members meeting with
kimiliar order will be issued for anticipated a "somewhat increased
supplies would be made
Gen. Harrison last Monday, in industry
available for maintenance; (3)
amount" would be made available
[Pecember.
addition
to
Messrs.
Sprague
and
cautioned against any hopes of exThe announcement followed a for civilian use during December.
Secrest, were:
pansion of communication indusionference between Gen. Harrison
Need Long-Term Plan
A. D. Plamondon Jr., Indiana Steel
tries; (4) urged the industry to
nd members of the new RadioProducts Co., and R. E. Laux, General
"It will be necessary to develop
maintain equitable distribution
elevision Mf rs. Assn. Special
Instruments Corp., co-chairmen of the
some long-term method for conthrough normal channels or NPA
Electronics Parts Mobilization
servation and allocation of this mittee.
special RTMA electronics parts comwould be forced to control the situation.
bommittee, as well as top officials
material,"mediateNPA
"Since and
imOthers included Max Balcom, SylIf RTMA.
needs forstated.
both defense
vania Electric; Hall Stackpole, Stackcivilian uses are pressing, howI RTMA spokesmen said the direcpole Carbon; J. B. Elliot, RCA Victor;
ever,
an
interim
measure
must
be
jive would cut radio-TV receiver
Rudolph J. Teichner
Ben Abrams, Emerson Radio & Phonoadopted to provide minimum supfl-roduction 25% or 40% below
graph;sistance;
HarryJohnEhle,
International
ReFUNERAL
services for Rudolph
L. Sullivan and H. G.
iiresent levels, and felt the situaplies for these needs."
J. Teichner, 51, on leave of absence
The proposed nickel order by Beauregarde, attorneys and members
tion would grow more desperate
as treasurer of NBC, who died Nov.
NPA, which would seriously curtail of RTMA's Joint Electronics Industry
[iter the spring of 1951. They
21 of a heart attack, were held at
Advisory Committee.
its
use
in
the
radio-TV
manufacalnico
of
production
that
jJj|easoned
St. Joseph's Church, Union City,
turing industry (in loudspeakers,
The problem of supplying com,nagnets would be sorely hit and
ponent parts, complicated by the N. J., at 11:30 a.m., Friday, Nov.
jhat any substitutes would not be focus coils and ion traps), was
broached by NPA authorities and metals shortage, has also been a 24.
, quickly effective" and would moreover entail the redesigning of set
jinodels not yet on assembly lines.
Thus, a manufacturer who turnMiller Names
Members
^|:d out, say, 20 different TV models
pay well find it necessary to scale
ADVISORY
COUNCIL
j^is output down to five. Present
{bventories of cobalt producers are
FORMATION of an all-industry
paratory to formal appointment of Roger W. Clipp, WFIL Philadelcarce, spokesmen noted, while de- Broadcasters
phia; I. R. Lounsberry, WGR
Advisory Council,
council membership, was held Oct.
ense orders, though still in the
Buffalo; A. Frank Katzentine,
vested with the task of organizing
2 in New York [Broadcasting,
^ttapping stage, are running at a the industry so it will be imWKAT Miami Beach, Fla.; Mort
ligh level.
Oct. 9]. Broad outline of the organization was drawn up last C. Watters, WCPO-TV Cincinnati;
mediately
available
in
case
of
na1
Other Metals Short
Arthur B. Church, KMBC Kansas
tional need, has been completed by August at a special NAB Board
NAB
President
Justin
Miller
with
City; William A. Fay, WHAM
meeting
[Broadcasting,
Aug.
14].
' The metal scarcities problem —
Station members appointed by Rochester; Gilmore N. Nunn,
encompassing shortages not alone
appointment of 10 station operators.
WLAP Lexington, Ky.; G. Richard
f cobalt but of aluminum, as well
Judge Miller are Clair R. McColLancaster, Pa.; Shafto, WIS Columbia, S. C;
IS copper and nickel — was unfolded
First organization meeting, pre- lough, WGAL
Howard Lane, Field Enterprises,
Gen. Harrison last Monday,
Chicago.
ilobert C. Sprague, Sprague ElecProgress of council activity and
i'ic Co. and RTMA president, and
All-Industry Broadcasters Advisory Council
station membership were reviewed
'ames D. Secrest, RTMA general
at the NAB board meeting Nov.
jnanager, were among industry oficials who called on the NPA ad15-17 [Broadcasting, Nov. 20].
ninistrator.
The council was foi-med at request
of Dr. John R. Steelman, Assistant
The chain reaction of governto President Truman.
nent edicts on materials was outOther members of the council inlined to Gen. Harrison — no cobalt,
clude Robert C. Sprague, president
10 speakers; no speakers, no TVRadio-Television Mfrs. Assn.; Jack
adio sets; no sets and paucity of
R. Poppele, president. Television
lefense orders now, no skilled techBroadcasters Assn.; Richard B.
licians — and complete disruption
Mr. Shafto
Mr. Lounsberry
Hull, president. National Assn. of
if the electronic industry.
Mr. Fay
Mr. McCoUough
Mr. Clipp
Educational Broadcasters; Frank
The manpower picture was
White, president, MBS; Joseph H.
oainted in dark hues, with RTMA
McConnell, president, NBC; Robert
'fficials pointing out that defense
E. Kintner, president, ABC; Frank
•rders have been forthcoming at a
Stanton, president, CBS; Mortimer
nere trickle — not enough to keep
Loewi, director, DuMont TV Network. Designated as alternates are
ndustry rolling along at an operatng pace in view of metal shortages.
Charles R. Denny, NBC executive
vice president, for Mr. McConnell,
The danger confronting the elecand Chris J. Witting, executive as•onics industry is such, they
sistant to
< the director, for Mr.
loted, that technicians and other
Loewi.
Mr. Church
Mr.
Lane
Mr.
Waiters
Mr.
Katzentine
•killed help would soon turn to
Mr. Nunn
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Cottone
RICHARDS

cision based on testimony relating
to KMPC.
The petition noted that the
KMPC hearing consumed total of
88 days and covered approximately 15,000 pages of testimony
in addition to over 700 exhibits
representing more than 100,000
pages. Counsel for the station
owner said some 19,000 WJR
scripts and 13,000 at WGAR have
been prepared for use in evidence
if the hearing proceeds in those
cities. The petition continued:
The expense to the Commission and
to the applicants is so great that as
a matter of fairness to the applicants,
and of consideration for the taxpayers
who ultimately bear the cost to the
Commission, FCC should give careful
consideration to this petitipn and
these motions.
Counsel for Mr. Richards contended that the license renewals
should be issued without further
proceedings, or that the stations'
performance since their last renewals should be the "sole" ques-

RENEWED CHARGES against
FCC General Counsel Benedict P.
Cottone's conduct of the FCC hearing on news policies of G. A. (Dick)
Richards were filed last week by
counsel for the Richards stations,
along with a request that FCC decide the case now, without further
ado.
The petition, filed by Hugh Fulton and Joseph Burns as chief trial
counsel for Mr. Richards, asked
the Commission to decide the case
on the basis of the hearing virtually completed with respect to Mr.
Richards' news policies concerning
his KMPC Los Angeles, before
going into the scheduled hearings
dealing with his policies as they
relate to his WJR Detroit and
WGAR Cleveland.
The hearings resumed in Detroit
last Tuesday before Examiner
James D. Cunningham, to wind up
final details of the proceedings as
they relate to KMPC. The WJR
phase is slated to follow, unless
FCC grants the petition for a de-
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Again

tion. They also asked postponement of the hearing on Mr. Richards'
the sta-is
tions trusteeship
until afterplana for
decision
reached on the KMPC renewal.
They claimed the hearings thus
far show that FCC is attempting
to establish standards for news
presentation and that this should
be done only "after public hearings
where all viewpoints may be presented." Their petition said:
It is unfair that the applicants
are being made a guinea pig for a
test case on issues so broad and so
sweeping that their determination affects the entire industry. As in the
case of network regulation these
issues should be considered ab initio
by the full Commission in a hearing
open to participation by the entire
industry.
The Richards brief charged that
Mr. Cottone, as FCC counsel in
the Los Angeles hearings, showed
an "attitude and conduct" that "exhibited abias and prejudice which
have prevented a fair hearing for
the applicants, and have induced
erroneous rulings v\?hich cannot be
The pleadings charged that Mr.
corrected."
Cottone made a "false statement"
respecting the presence of FCC
witnesses in Los Angeles at the
time the hearings were commenced,
and accused him of "personal vindictiveness toward Mr. Richards."
"The record is full of instances
where Mr. Cottone abused and

- 11
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Accused

RENEWAL

threatened not only applicants'
counsel,
examiner," the
Richards but
brief the
asserted.
It claimed that "if the Commission is to establish standards to
govern the presentation of news
on all radio stations, it should be
done after public hearings where
all viewpoints
may be presented. .. .
"The Commission has no authority to inquire into the character
and private political, social or economic views of any stockholder of
a radio station licensee as a basis
for determining whether to grant
a renewal application. ..."

NARND Awards
t
AWARD for the best news
coverage by a television station went to WHAS-TV
Louisville from the National
Assn. of Radio News Directors at its annual meeting in
Chicago Nov. 18. Radio Station WOW Omaha won the
award for the best news coverage by a radio station.
Harold W. Baker accepted
the award for the station.
Both awards were based on
overall excellence in news
presentation and for a report
on special coverage of one or
_ more major news events
along with coverage of community activities. For special
events, WHAS-TV submitted
to the awards committee its
coverage of a $60,000 fire in
Louisville and films of a "flying saucer." Dick Oberlin,
WHAS-AM-TV news director, accepted the award for
the station at the NARND
banquet. Last year NARND
cited WHAS as the best in
radio news coverage.
BMI CLINIC SET
Choose KNBC for Dec. 1'
THE FIRST Broadcast Music Inc
program directors and librarian
clinic to be held in Northern Cal
ifornia
was announced
wee'
for
Thursday,
Dec. 14, last
at KNB(
San Francisco.
Carl Haverlin, BMI president
will head a group of BMI execu
tives who will appear on the all-da;
program. California broadcaster
and agency representatives will alsi
talk. During the past year 14 sue!
clinics have been held in New York
one each in Hollywood and Chicago
Kaltenborn to Speak
H. V. KALTENBORN, veterai:
news commentator, will divulge off
the-record highlights of his FifU
Fabulous Years of news reportin|f
activities, at the Nov. 30 luncheoii
of the Radio Executives Club, Wal.
dorf -Astoria, New York. Mr
Kaltenborn's latest book under thatitle has just been published. A
five-minute news report by com
mentators from the various net
works will be inaugurated at thi;
meeting, also.

CHAMPION DOODLER at the Nov. 15-17 NAB board meeting was Patt Mc
Donald, WHHM Memphis, director-at-large for small stations. This samph
of his work includes names of all board members.
An informal analysis of Mr. McDonald's masterpiece by one of the industry'!^
leading doodle Interpreters revealed the creator to be a man possessing ex^
ceptional engineering and precisionist attributes. Thematic line is clear!]
depicted, though the central motif might have been further emphasized ii
the interest of clarification.
The creator is revealed to the analyst as a man of vast versatility, will
letter styles running the gamut of current and past vogues. On the othei
hand there appears a tendency toward carelessness that is revealed in th(
misspelling of such names as Willard and Wheelahan, and the failure U,
include initials.
This tendency, however, is frequently noted in doodling because thi
creator's attention is divided between artistic endeavor and exigencies of the
occasion. It may properly be described as an occupational idiosyncrasy.
Runner-up to Mr. McDonald was Doodler John Esau, KTUL Tulsa, whosi
achievements included caricatures of board members and a mule owned b)
Edgar Kobak, WTWA Thomson, Ga.
BROADCASTING
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SOUT 200 radio newsmen converged on Chicago for the annual conference
' the National Assn. of Radio News Directors, which adopted standards of
pctice for news treatment on the air and heard prominent government and
lustry speakers [BroadC4Sting, Nov. 20]. Three-day sessions brought these
:torial highlights at the Hotel Sherman:
LEFT PHOTO — Jack Shelley (r), WHO Des Moines, Iowa, retiring NARND
bsident, chats between panel sessions with (I to r) Francis McCall, NBC vice
^sident in charge of television news and special events; Ed Wallace, WTAM-

WNBK (TV) Cleveland, and Ian Ross MacFarlane, WCBM Baltimore.
CENTER PHOTO — "Offside" conference of newsmen is called by Ben
Chatfield
secretary. (I), new NARND president, and Soren Munkhof, newly-elected
RIGHT PHOTO — Group of radio newsmen in corridor discussion at news
sessions are (I to r): Arthur J. Middleton, WELL Battle Creek, Mich.; Jack
Cogswell, WHFB Benton Harbor, Mich.; Mark Weaver, KLRA Little Rock,
Ark., and Jack Drake, KSWO Lawton, Okla.

Aired
mS

CENSORSHIP

at NARND

Meet

ISSUE

PROLONGED discussion of cen- with the right of free speech and
the fundamental precepts of due
rship of news by government
'-encies highlighted the final con- process of law.
|intion session of the National
Following further discussion,
fesn. of Radio News Directors, news directors voted 18 to 11 for
'eeting Nov. 16-18 at Chicago's the board to take whatever action
it sees fit. Several speakers from
^lerman Hotel [Broadcasting,
the floor noted that endorsement
*ov. 20].
IDiscussion centered around a of the NAB resolution could be
inority resolution, offered by a construed as support for the
Richards side of the FCC litigation,
ree-man resolutions committee,
'ndemning any effort to slant inasmuch as Mr. Richards and his
stations were mentioned by name
!ws and providing "that no agency
in the NAB statement.
' J government should exercise any
Only 29 active members voted
■Trti'ol over the content or presention of news broadcasts, and it on the resolution, although the fifth
incumbent on the radio station convention attracted the largest
exercise with care and integrity turnout of any m.eetings thus far.
About 120 of some 180 registered
i.e right here asserted."
persons were acting news directors
'
Chatfield President
at
stations or representatives of
In the election of officers, Ben networks
in the U. S. and Canada.
jhatfield of WMAZ Macon, Ga., The remainder of the registrants
Jas named NARND president to
agents and public relaJicceed Jack Shelley of WHO Des were press
tions men from governmental
-loines. Mr. Shelley was retained groups and civic agencies.
\i an ex officio board member to
Baker Host-Speaker
rork in an advisory capacity. The
bllowing news directors were
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, vice presiected to the board:
dent of General Electric Co. and
•Jim Borman, WMT Cedar Rapids, general manager of the electronics
department, was host and speaker
'rst vice president, moved up from
2cond vice president; Tom Eaton, at the Saturday luncheon sponsored
/TIC Hartford, second vice presi- by his company. Describing television as a "volatile" industry, he
ent; Sheldon Peterson, KLZ Densaid it "will not sound the death
er, treasurer, and Soren Munkhof,
knell for radio in the foreseeable
/OW Omaha, secretary.
After proposal to adopt the future" in spite of its "tremendous
ssolution was shuffled from table expected growth."
The public will rely for the most
3 floor, the group discussed the
ossibility of endorsing a similar part on radio and the press for
esolution taken by the NAB last comprehensive news coverage for
pring. At that time, NAB ob- a long time to come, he said.
3cted to the FCC action in the Pointing out that 12 million radio
sets are still being sold yearly, Dr.
I. A. Richards case, charging "un- Baker congratulated the radio
ue interference." Robert K.
ichards, director of publicity and newsmen for "an excellent public
service" and said: "You have
'ublic relations for NAB, appeared
efore the newsmen at their request created a radio listening habit that
o outline what prompted the NAB
is almost unshatterable."
aove. He pointed out that the
Declining to discuss color television. Dr. Baker predicted the
-asic principles involved in the
status of the medium in 1955. In
esolution were not the particulars
five years, he said, telecasts will
'f the case but the interference
JROADCASTING
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j

reach 34 million homes, ("more
than 80% of the presently-estimated number of homes"), and
there will be 128 million people in
television areas. Seventy-one percent of all U. S. families will receive programs from two or more
video stations, setting "an unprecedented rate of saturation — greater
by 50 than radio in the like
period of its growth," he said.
Sees Fast Growth
He predicted the present number
of TV stations, 107, will jump to
an additional 416 within five years,
totalling 523, after the freeze goes
off. "Of these, 310 will be in areas
which do not now have television
coverage," Dr. Baker said. He estimated it will cost "just under $1
billion yearly" to provide operating revenue for the 523 stations,
support four networks and give the
public 70 hours of programming
each week on all the stations.
"I believe television can and will
find the required money to support
it," the GE vice president said.
Foreseeing an industry which
provides equipment and methods
for "good, informative and fastmoving telecasts," Dr. Baker said:
"It may be that a few years from
now we will have found a method
of recording video on magnetic
tape. This would not only make
TV cameras as portable as newsreel cameras, but would cut down
the present time factor in use of
film, and give a better picture."
He said "more immediate developments" which can make television better adapted to transmit
news are extra-sensitive camera
tubes, which would eliminate
"much of the need" for brilliant
artificial lighting; a black-andwhite system which gives better
detail, and new electronic devices
which will bring better programming. He reminded newsmen that
scientists and engineers "are al-

ways looking for methods to make
all media more effective."
Although the work of the newsmen will be confined mainly to
radio "for a long time to come," he
said, "perhaps
a newwilltype
of television news director
be created,
one who is master of visual, as
well as verbal, communication of
Clifton Utley, NBC AM-TV commentator in Chicago, reminded
that commentators-news directors
have obligations to the sponsor,
the broadcasting company, the
fact." and themselves. The comaudience
mentator must build an audience
for the sponsor, or products will
not be sold, and the audience has
to be "built as large as is consistent
with the other responsibilities and
with standards of decency," he
said.
The news-reporter owes "a clean
and decent job of news reporting"
to his station, when doing an analysis as well as spot news, Mr. Utley
said. The obligations to one's self
"depend on your whole background." One formula is to have a
basis in political science to which
sho'ttTnanship is added so that the
person dised,and
show can be merchanhe suggested.
The fundamental obligation to
the audience, on spot news and
analysis, he noted, is to inform,
interpret and enlighten. Mr. Utley
believes in "training the listener or
viewer in certain logical processes
of sound political thought" and by
inference to present the basic information, the logic (the information plus an assumption), and the
conclusion. He always attempts
to point out, though, that the
listener or reviewer can accept or
reject the conclusion, providing reis based
on "certain
specific jection
attacks
and evidence
or facts
at fault in the chain of logical
Opinion,
inevitable
in the
reasoning."
(Continued
on page
82) selecNovember 27, 1950
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AFRA

STRIKE

THREAT of a nationwide strike
against the radio networks, independent of the then prospective
television strike (see page 68), by
the American Federation of Radio
Artists was ended Nov. 19, with
announcement of a new two-year
agreement retroactive to Nov. 1
with the networks by A. Frank
Reel, national executive secretary
of AFRA.
A 14.2% blanket wage increase
in the sustaining code, and substantial but varying increases for
staff announcers in New York,
Chicago, Los Angeles, and San
Francisco, were highlights of the
new pact, details of which are still
to be settled.
The networks are understood to
have accepted "abnormal" increases in the sustaining code to
avoid all but one single-category
increase in the commercial code.
It was agreed that the 30-minute
category for actors, which was
raised from $19.80 to $21.30 with
$4 per hour for rehearsal, should
serve as a basis for a blanket increase to be applied in the same
proportion to the rest of the sustaining code. The new rate means
a total of $39.50 for a 30-minute
program with 4% rehearsal hours,
as compared to $34.40 under the
old contract.
Announcer Category
Only one announcer category of
the commercial code was increased.
Rate for a 15-minute program,
five-times-per-week show for 13
weeks was raised from $116.25 to
$133.75, and repeat fee from $57.50
to $65.00. For six times per week,
from $133.50 to $155, and repeat
fee from $65.75 to $75. A cost of
living clause permits reopening of
the contract at a certain level.
Staff announcer increases, which
were negotiated locally, were
broadly estimated at 30% by union
spokesman, although a network
spokesman found this too high. In
New York, Los Angeles, and San
Francisco, the union attained its
goal of standardizing wage rates to
a considerable degree. New agreements provide for those employed
as of Nov. 1 to receive $100 per
week during their first year with
present employers, and $115 per
week thereafter.
In New York, employes also may
choose instead a $10 weekly increase in their existing salaries,
if that proves greater. In Chicago,
the first-year-with-employer rate
is $117, and thereafter $135 per
week, but this includes payment
for the first 12 commercial units
performed by the announcer. In
other cities, announcers receive fees
for such units.
Other provisions include modifications of the "recapture" and "exclusivity" clauses in the old contracts. In Los Angeles and San
Francisco, a time restriction of
one week was placed on "recapturPage 26 • November 27, 1950
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ing" of employees earnings from
other employers. In New York, "recapture" remains on a money basis,
rather than time basis. Provision
for "exclusivity" of employe services was modified in New York to
permit outside employment in connection with open - end transcriptions; and with newsreels and
motion picture shorts not for television use, providing name and
likeness is not used on transcrip-

tions, and normal duties are not
interfered.
The Don Lee studios in Hollywood, from which some MBS programs originate, did not participate
in the general settlement. Negotiations are continuing, according
to a union spokesman, who sees
some likelihood of a strike.
All agreements are subject to
ship.
ratification by the AFRA member-

FULTON LEWIS jr. (seated I) strikes the expected pose as Joseph P. Schaff,
general manager of Capital Garage, Washington, renews the nightly MBS
commentary on WEAM Arlington, Va., plus WASH (FM) Washington for FM
coverage. Looking on are (I to r) Hudson Eldridge, WASH commercial manager; Everett L. Dillard, WASH president; Bruce Alexander, assistant to Mr.
Schaff; Jeff Abel, radio-television director of Henry J. Kaufman & Assoc.,
agency; Howard Stanley, WEAM general and sales manager; Vaughn B. Oale,
Capital sales manager.

ADVISORY
INDUSTRY advisory committees
set up to consult with government
authorities on participation of
broadcasters, manufacturers and
other communications segments
have mushroomed with amazing
rapidity this past yeai* — but are
they legal ?
That's what various government
departments have been asking
themselves and the Dept. of Justice.
Root of the query is whether participation by members of any industry in such committees would
constitute a violation of the antitrust laws.
The Justice Dept. says it could — depending on whether such committees meet certain pre-established
requirements, including the concept that government officials must
hold the upper hand at all times.
Within the past year broadcasters and manufacturers have been
asked to serve as advisory officials
to the Executive Office of the President, the Munitions Board, the
U. S. Army Signal Corps, the National Production Authority and
others.
Already created are such industry groups as the Broadcasters
Advisory Council (see separate
story), the Joint (Munitions BoardNational Security Resources Board)

GROUPS

VOD

ENTRIES

May Reach 1.5 Million Mj
ENTRIES in the fourth ann .
Voice of Democracy contest,
ture of National Radio & Televis
Week, are expected to reach
1,500,000-mark, according to t:
cials of the U, S. Junior Chamo
of Commerce.
The chamber c
sponsors the contest with NAB ai
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
The 1949 contest drew over >
million entries from the 29,0(
high schools in the United State
Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Ric
Transcriptions of state winnei
are arriving at NAB Washingtc

headquarters,
to Oscc" i
Elder, assistant according
to VOD Chairma
Robert K. Richards, NAB publi
affairs director.
The four national winners wi
be picked by a board of judge
comprising
nationally
know i
figures. Winners will be given $50
college scholarships, trips to Wasl j
ington and deliver their addresscj
at Colonial Williamsburg. Va., 1 i
the hall where Patrick Henry utj
tered many of his historic speechei ,
The Washington, D. C, winnei;
selected at a program Nov. 10 o f
WTOP - AM - TV by promineni^
Washington officials, was Ricard*
Romulo, 17, son of the Philippine |
delegate to the United Nations j
Gen. Carlos Romulo. Gen. Romulci
who was scheduled to address th 1
1950 NAB convention, is one of th
world's best-known orators.

LEGAL?

Electronics Industry Advisory Committee, the Signal Corps Advisory
Council, the Communications Industry Advisory Committee to
NPA (see separate story) and still
others.
Ever-prevailing concern generally stems from the ticklish possibility that industry segments may
enter into contracts with one another that would tend to conflict
with anti-trust laws, or that government agencies themselves may
even issue directives which would
have the same effect. NPA authorities themselves have treaded softly
on the question of whether it should
tell electronics manufacturers just
what they may manufacture in
view
of metal scarcities — at present
anjrway.
Justice Stand
The Justice Dept. takes the position that as long as industry advisory committees are carried on
within certain limitations, possibility of violation
would be
mized." But it reserves
the "miniright
to institute civil or criminal actions
in certain cases. This was revealed
in a letter sent to Commerce Secretary Charles W. Sawyer by Peyton
Ford, deputy attorney general,
Justice Dept.

The department prescribes thes
requirements :
(1) There must be statutory au
thority for employment of such com
mittees; (2) agenda for such commit
tees must be initiated and formulatei
by the government; (3) meetings mus
be held under the chairmanship o
fulltime government officials; (4) ful
and complete minutes of meetings mus
be kept; (5) functions of such com
mittees must be purely advisory am
any determinations of action to
taken must be made solely by govern
ment officials.
The department asserted:
"... It should be clear to par
ticipants (however) that the Dept
of Justice retains complete free
dom to institute proceedings, eithei
civil or criminal, or both, in thi
event that any particular plan o:
course of action is used to ac
complish unlawful private ends
Further, (it) retains full freedon
to institute civil actions to enjoii
continuance of any acts or practices
found not to be in the public in
terest and persisted in after noticf
The Justice Dept. explained thii)
while
decision to form such a comto
desist."
mittee rests with the specific de^
partment,
it has received a "numsition.ber of requests" to clarify its po-
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hen a

In Iowa, does the average "tuned-in" radio set have
just one listener, or is it more apt to have two or
three? What's the difference on Saturday and Sunday ... on farms and in the city?
The 1950 Iowa Radio Audience Survey* provides
reliable answers to these questions — answers compiled from diaries kept for 48,701 quarter hours
at the time of listening by 930 scientifically-selected
Iowa homes. It shows that 60% of the time on weekdays, a "set-in-use" has two or more listeners!
Weekend figures are even higher — 71.0% on
Saturday and 79.7% on Sunday!

Get your copy of this invaluable survey, today.
Write direct, or ask Free & Peters.
^ The 1950 Iowa Radio Audience Survey is the thirteenth
annual study of radio listening habits in Iowa. It was conducted by Dr. F. L. Whan of Wichita University and his staff.
It is based on personal interviews with 9,110 Iowa families
and diary records kept by 930 Iowa families — all scientifically selected from Iowa's cities, towns, villages and farms.
It is a "must" for every advertising, sales or marketing man
who is interested in radio in general, and tlie Iowa market in
particidar.

The above table tells the story . . . proves that in
Iowa, the single listener" is the exception rather
than the rule !
When

WItll©

broken down into urban, village and farm

categories, the "sets-in-use" audience varies in some
respects . . . remains constant in others. Complete
details in the Survey itself.
In addition to revealing many such hitherto unknown facts as the above, the 1950 Iowa Radio
Audience Survey contains much additional proof
that Iowa listening is at an all-time high! Also WHO
continues to dominate the great Iowa audience.

+ for
§ow€i PLUS
4>
Oes Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

i

Name Talent Inaugurates
BEGINS
PBS
One factor that threw PBS behind
eastern time zone out of WNJR
PROGRESSIVE BROADCASTING
schedule in the last weeks of arNewark, N. J., with which PBS
SYSTEM was to begin operations
ranging its debut was the telephone
yesterday (Nov. 26) with a special concluded an affiliation agreement
three-hour inaugural program. Its last week. Pacific time zone sta- workers' strike during which AT&T
was unable to make new committions will be fed out of Audioregular 7 a.m.-7 p.m. daily schedule
ments on as large a scale as PBS
Video Studios, Hollywood. As of
was to open today.
wanted. With the strike ended
The number of PBS affiliates that last Friday noon, the origination
PBS was understood to have been
point for the central time zone had
would carry the new network's pro- not been arranged.
assured by AT&T that its orders
grams was uncertain last Friday
would be fully met soon.
A PBS spokesman said Friday
at the time this story went to press.
noon that an affiliation with an
PBS officers are Dr. Miller Mcunwas
he
said
A PBS executive
Clintock, chairman of the board;
able to announce a station count unidentified Chicago station was
Larry Finely, president; Donald
because negotiations were still expected
At least"within
at the hours."
outset, there will Withycomb, executive vice presipending with many stations.
be no PBS feed into the mountain
dent; Robert B. White, vice presiPBS will operate out of three time zone.
dent, central division, and Forest
originating points, New York, Los
Wallace, vice president, Pacific
Transcribed Shows
Angeles and Chicago. The network
Coast division.
programming will mostly
programming will be fed to the bePBS
produced and transcribed in
PBS, in soliciting prospective affiliates, has stressed the uniqueness
Hollywood. The transcribed programming will then be fed to the of its structure. It furnishes dayDAIRY DOLLAR
time program service for a flat fee
network at 7 a.m. -7 p.m. local time
based on the size of the station.
in each of the three time zones. The
Faber Cites Radio's Claim
use of transcriptions eliminates the There is no network option time,
RADIO'S claim on the public re- need for costly telephone lines to and stations may use as much or as
lations dollar on the basis of per- tie the network together coast-tolittle of the PBS programming as
sonalized contact and preference
coast.
they choose.
over other media was outlined to
PBS programs can be sold loThe special inaugural show yespublicity agents for various dairy
terday was to include a large
cally, regionally or on a network
organizations at a convention .of line-up of star talent. Wayne Coy, basis, but it is expected that local
the National Milk Producers Fed- FCC Chairman, was to appear in a sales will predominate.
eration in Minneapolis.
WDOV Dover, Del., has signed as
welcoming talk. Talent was to
Jim Faber, farm director at include Eddie Cantor, Bob Hope,
an affiliate of PBS, it was anKROC Rochester, Minn., supported
nounced by Mildred Carroll, WDOV
Mel Torme, Carmen Miranda, Edgeneral manager. WIL St. Louis
ward Arnold, Spike Jones, Jeanne
the claim for radio by citing surveys and detailing the advantages
Cagney, Frankie Laine, Peggy Lee also has joined PBS, according to
of selecting the time of day best
and many others.
L. A. Benson, president of station.
for a firm's message, setting the
mood of the audience and personalizing the contact between the
Shutick Urges Close Analysis
dairy concern and listeners.
Of Media
POWER FAILS
Hub Stations Work

Fast

A POWER failure in Boston Sunevening, Nov. 19, caused Bosday radio
stations to summon all
ton
their Yankee ingenuity and emergency power supplies. The blackout, caused by a switching error in
the high tension wires, lasted an
hour and plunged Boston and an
estimated 25 surrounding towns
into total darkness.
Reports 'to Broadcasting last
week included:
Kip Culley, WEEI Boston engineer, had to fumble around in the
dark as he tried to locate a patchcord and jack in order to hook up
the battery powered equipment. He
succeeded and WEEI reported an
air time loss of only two minutes.
Quick work by Carmen Ferraro,
WCOP Boston transmitter engineer, kept the ABC outlet on the
air with a lapse of only IV2 minutes. Mr. Ferraro switched the
programming to the transmitter,
which was not affected by the
blackout, and after making a hurried announcement to the effect
that there had been a general
power failure in Boston, he began
playing musical recordings on the
turntable located there. Within 20
minutes, Ron Cochran, WCOP news
director, had joined Ar. Ferraro
at the transmitter to fill in with
news reports.
Page 28
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Nov. 30-Dec. 2: Western Assn. of Broac I
casting Engineering Convention, Pi I
User Hotel, Calgary, Alta.
,|
Dec.
1-2 : Florida
of Broadcasten
Mayflower
Hotel,Assn.
Jacksonville,
Fla. '1ii
Dec. 3: Ontario Regional meeting, Ci <
nadian Assn. of Broadcasters, Roy.' j
York Hotel, Toronto.
Dec. 6: Tennessee Assn of Broadcaster ii
Andrew Jackson Hotel, Nashville. Ij
Dec.
7-9: Academy
Radio Toronti
Artis' 1,
(Canada),
Royal Yorkof Hotel,
Dec.
8: Television
Broadcasters
Assi '
meeting,
Waldorf-Astoria,
New Yorl

D.C. MEDIA WAR
'Peace' Meeting Hel
WASHINGTON, D. C.'s two-decad!
media war, newspapers vs. radi(
appears to be moving toward a
armistice.
Action to end traditional hofj
tility of newspaper interests towai \
radio journalism got under wa 1
Wednesday at a meeting in Wasl
ington of an all-media committe
headed by Bascom N. Timmon
veteran capital newsman.
Full recognition of radio-tel(
vision reporters on an equal basi

with
newspaper would
and press
tion interests
resultassocij'
und€ ;
the project, winding up a battle i
which broadcasters have had t
fight their way into news source
because of the opposition of printe |
media.
Merging of press, radio and per
odical galleries on Capitol Hill ma
eventuate from the project.
The committee was named som

A PLEA for advertisers to apply "more than the superficial research
that is prevalent today in radio" in determining radio and television
plans was made by Edward Shurick, CBS market research counsel, at
weeks
ago by William
F. Arbogas'
the Sales and Advertising Executives Club of Charlotte, N. C, Nov. 17.
AP, chairman
of the Standing
Con i
He said "snap judgement and
mittee
of
Congressional
Corres'throwing overbroad of program inpondents. Mr. Timmons was ur
ice magazines. Woman's Home
vestments which promise long-life Companion, Good Housekeeping,
returns, and then starting all over
able tobecause
call a meeting
at an
earlie'0
date
he was in
Korea
Ladies Home Journal and McCall's
again later by buying back in, will are "even in a more unhealthy posiassignment.
be even more costly in television
tion," he said. The average costWednesday Session
per-thousand
for
advertisement
than in radio today."
The Wednesday meeting, held a :
Careful analysis, he said, will noters in those magazines has risen
the Statler Hotel, was purely esj
show the strong points of all media
68% since 1944, from $2.16 a thousand to $3.62.
ploratory but it indicated willing |
and can lead to sensible appropriations. Some advertisers have de"Examine by more than one yard- ness by printed media, radio, T^ i
serted radio because rating figures
stick your advertising buys in all movies, magazines and photoj '
raphers to work in harmony. Radi
fell ofi', without considering that
media," Mr. Shurick said. "There
and television were represented b ,
is
more
to
the
story
than
mere
big
"a slight decline in a listening ratWilliam R. McAndrew, genert I
city
rating
points.
Radio,
by
being
ing wasn't anything compared to
the steadily decreasing values of in over 95% of the homes of this manager of WRC-WNBW(TV i:
Washington, president of the Radi
country, provides the advertiser
. . Mr.
. magazine
Shurick advertising."
showed a chart ex- with a circulation base that is not Correspondents Assn.
plaining how reader noting of even approached by other forms of
Many of the news-gatherin.
problems in Washington are coir
black-and-white magazine advertisements has steadily declined
advertising."
Radio, he said, continues to promon, it was agreed. This points '
since 1944 — although circulation
to need for a clearing house an i
vide the only "truly economical
means to reach practically all solid-front approach by all legil
cost has risen almost 18% higher
news-gathering agencies
families." Television, "an exciting imate
than the low year of 1946. "You
new medium . . . paying off in ad- Combined influence of the groups
can imagine what happens therevertising returns unheard of in it was suggested, would be helpfu
fore to 'noting cost-per-thoubarring lobbyists and 5-pei
sands,' " he said.
past
media
history," should be an in
centers from news conferences.
Mr. Shurick said that the four
part of an advertiser's
leading weekly magazines, Life, important
Integrating of separate associa
media eff'ort, he noted.
tions, such as Radio Correspond
But money for television should
Look, Collier's and the Saturday
ents Assn., into a single group wa
Evening Post, were "faced by a be "new money," he said. If, however, new money for TV is not discussed.
54% average increase for blackThe Timmons committee, whos
and-white advertisements since
available, "every precaution should
powers are limited to investigation \
1944- — an increase from $1.48 a be taken to see that the advertising
thousand to $2.28.
dollars come from less productive
is to report in January to the Stand I
ing Committee of Correspondents
The four leading women's servBROADCASTING
• T e Ie c a s tin
media."
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PAPERLESS

PinSBURGH
Radio Helps Business Firms and Public

RADIO was cast in a role it likes
best during the Pittsburgh newspaper strike — -it was called upon
by the community to provide news
and other services normally taken
for granted by the public.
That it did its part nobly is borne
out by evidence that has been piling
up since the strike's end. In addition, radio dramatically demonstrated that it can shoulder a great
part of a community's business load
when the only available advertising medium.
The Steel City was on a strict
radio diet for 45 days — the period
when AFL mailers and truck drivers maintained a walkout against
the city's three dailies, shutting
them down from early October to
Nov. 14. All radio outlets KDKA
WCAE KQV WJAS WWSW
WPIT WPGH WKJF (FM) and

New

the city's only TV outlet, WDTV,
revamped schedules in order to
provide more local and national
news coverage and services and
features normally presented by the
newspapers. The keynote was cooperation with the struck press and
its advertisers.
The reconstructed picture of how
radio stuffed the gap shows (1)
department stores buying up all
available commercial time on the
airwaves, (2) cooperation between
the retail firms and the broadcasters, (3) concentration of newscasts, a majority sponsored, and
(4) cooperation between the outlets
and the newspapers.
Pittsburgh's major department
stores entered institutional adverby printing
withlogsStations'
aid — alltisingradio
and — TV
for a
week's period and distributing them

RunAL

WPAY

IS

survey

17-TO-l

A 22-eounty survey of rural listening
habits made by students of North Dakota
Agricultural College shows that WDAY
is a 17-to-l favorite among the wealthy
hayseeds in these 22 counties. In answer to the question "To what radio station does your family listen most?"
78.6% said WDAY; 4.4%, Station B;
and 2.3%, Station CI
The same overwhelming pj-eference for
WDAY holds true in the city too. For

at the rate of between 180,000 and
200,000 per week. An agency study
of the strike period showed radio
and TV information third and fifth
respectively, as the material most
missed by the newspaperless public.
Newscasts were increased by nearly
every one of the stations. As an
example of the type of staffing
necessary, one station, WWSW, increased its newsroom by 11 men
and added local probes, police and
fire beats to the usual radio coverage. Most of the additional help
were experienced news reporters,
temporarily out of a job because of
the strike. In this way, most of
the radio outlets helped the community over the rough spots.
The national elections Nov. 7 fell
into the strike period. Stations
pooled facilities, bearing the cost
of Tri-State Bureau, a local election
service usually maintained by the
local newspapers. Greatest sponsorship of added newscasts was
from department stores.
In addition, daily services performed by newspapers such as the

proves

favorite/

the second year in a row, WDAY got the
Nation's highest Hooperatings, Morning,
Afternoon and Evening, among all NBC
stations in the country for the period
Dec. '49-Apr. '50! WDAY's Share of
Audience was 64.2% in the Morning,
66.5% in the Afternoon and 64.0% in
the Evening — against 21.1%, 13.0% and
15.1% for Station B!
Write direct or ask Free & Peters for all
the fabulous facts, today!

i
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E\C., Exclusive National Representatives

obituary column were aired. WC/
and WWSW aired obits, and coni
strip sequels, the latter service all
being telecast by WDTV.
Weather reports were given
greater detail and received ext '
logs.
attention
in the stations' progrs
All stations cooperated wi
newspapers
by carrying
up-to-tl
minute bulletins
on the
stri
mediators' progress in negotiati
the walkout.
WDTV telecast live shopping a
merchandising programs from v\
finished studios. The station vi
busy
changing its location
studio-building.
Among tobiga mc i
partment store advertisers ust
the outlet was Joseph Horne j
which also sponsored news i
Gimbels.
KDKA.
Also using WDTV vij|
Listening at Peak I
Listening, of course, was at
peak. Record radio tuning w
reported in a Guide Post Resear
(Pittsburgh) survey. A study fore
that 85% of the public received i
formation from radio, 24.9% fro
out-of-town papers, another 23.4
from television and the remaind
split among weeklies, magazin
and the union-printed newspape
KDKA added a daily mime
graphed news sheet, giving out son
10,000 copies every day at tl
largest buildings and restauran
in
the on
city.stations.
The newspapers
spots
Gimbels boug'
spo
sored a reading of comics on tl
Post-Gazette's WWSW.
Automobile firms, introducii
new models at the time of tl
strike, turned to radio. Nash i
creased AM spots and station brej
announcements. Also using rad
spots was Kaiser-Frazer.
The Pennsylvania Public Utiliti'
Commission purchased four on
minute spots to publicize an a:
nouncement of hearings for tl
building
of a new
roadsmall
— a tyij
no
usually confined
to the
of the newspaper.

AWBMEET
District 2 Sits Dec. 2SECOND district of the Assn. <
Women Broadcasters will hold i
annual meeting Dec. 2-3 at tl
Hotel Syracuse, Syracuse, N.
Mrs. Doris Corwith, operatioi
manager, NBC public affairs d
partment and district chairman <
AWB, will preside. Mrs. Rul
Hardeke, WSYR Syracuse, w:
act as hostess.
Saturday morning, Dec. 2, wi
be devoted to panel discussions <
"Who Buys Your Program at
Why" and "Who Sells Your Pr
gram and How." Following tl
panel, William T. Fay, gener
manager, WHAM Rochester ai
NAB District 2 director, will spes
at a luncheon meeting on NAB ax
its relationship with AWB.
"What goes Into Your Progran
will be the topic of the afternoc
panel. Following a breakfast mee
ing, Dec. 3, the AWB members wi
visit the Radio-Television Center i
Syracuse U.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

Lo

a

businessman

with
a

driver's

and

no

license

Cadillac

(This is not a Cosmopolitan contest ad)

Once upon a time there was an lowan* who knew very well
the answer to an old riddle. There was no douht ahout it:
The chick came first with him because he owned a fertile
hatchery. (Everything is fertile in loum. The average Iowa
acre grosses between $4.50 and $5 cash per month. Acre for
acre iVs the best in the U. S.)
Since the going price for chicks is around $150 per M, and
his hatchery hatched chicks by the M's, this lowan had a
lot of eggs in one basket.
There's a Musical Clock on WMT wound by a guy named
**Howdy" Roberts. He got to brooding about the chicks and
hatched a fowl commercial. For chicken-feed ($43.30 per
14-hour on a 52-time basis) he egged on WMT's listeners.
They scrambled to their phones (more farms in Iowa have
telephones them, in any other state ) and ordered 23,000 chicks
after a single ^-hour program.
The lowan bought a new Cadillac.
Ask the Katz Agency man to show you how WMT

puts you

in the driver's seat in Eastern Iowa.
\

5000 WATTS
600 KC
DAY AND NIGHT
BASIC

COLUMBIA

NETWORK

* We've always wanted to run an ad that
said "Name on request^ just to see if anyone would request it. On the other hand, if
nobody did (though why they should ia
arcane) the agency might look bad. Why take
chances? His name is Mr. Vance McCray.

going

give

to

Only a few days ago, Associated
announcement
Normally,

this would

Program

to all of its subscribers

Service sent the following

throughout

have been a confidential memo

be shared with everyone

This memo is a wish coming true. Our wish— and yours.too.

in the whole

for them

alone

that we think the facts
field of broadcasting.

various retail fields and other folks you've always wanted
to have talk to your sales staff, right in your own offices! i

As
broadcasters,
folks these
who
produce
services we've
for us both
wouldlongfindhoped
some that
way the
to plan
services as station operators would plan them. Plan them,
that is, for maximum productivity in terms of audience
and especially in terms of dollars.
Well . . . it's happened. And it couldn't have happened to a
nicer organization than Associated. For several weeks now
we've been traveling the nation, visiting stations, talking
to broadcasters, asking them what they thought a real
broadcasters' library should be.
Here's what they said :
\ , Broadcasters want a library service with a built-in
SALES SERVICE! They want a library that produces income— easily!
2. Broadcasters want a library that offers real program help. They want news about new program
developments. They want program service that cuts
costs and ups ratings. They want to know how to
get the most out of a library. They realize that the
new developments in sales and programming in
radio must come from stations from now on — and
they want all the necessary tools.
3. Station men say they want a good, big, basic, wellbalanced musical library. And they want quality
reproduction, ease of handling— <?«<^ lots of new
releases all the time!
To meet these requirements — based on the actual specifications set by broadcasters— Associated is now planning to
deliver a brand new kind of service to its subscribers. We
think it's going to set a pattern for radio library service
from now on. Here's the pitch:
first — we're going to help you sell. Not just by sending
you bulletins . . . not just by grinding out sales aids. We're
going to work directly with your sales staff— at
your station!
Here's how :
Beginning in January 1951 — and continuing monthly
thereafter— I'm going to put a sales meeting on a transcription and send it to every Associated subscriber station.
Each transcription will cover a different phase of selling
radio advertising. Some will cover fields of retail business
— furniture, ready-to-wear, used cars, banks, etc. Others
will cover techniques of salesmanship, presentation, creative selling, etc. And I've invited guests to accompany me
to your sales meetings via these transcriptions— top men in

the radio industry.

intended

— yet what it reports is of such importance
should

tliem

Ahead of each transcription will come a complete suggested outline for the sales meeting itself— complete even
to assignment forms to use in connection with the meeting
project: forms that will help you find out exaaly how
much business these sales meetings produce for you.
All you will have to do— once each month— is call a sales
meeting. Tell your men we'll be around to talk direaly to
them— bringing a guest or two. And you've solved the
problem of "what-to-say" at a dozen of your 1951 sales
meetings, at least. (Incidentally, we'll be saying jowe things
at
those someone
meetingselsethatwould
you've
to say— but
wished
say always
for you!wanted
)
That's item #1. Here's item #2:
Broadcasters say there's no substitute for talking ishop and
exchanging ideas with other broadcasters in person. We
agree, (and
and we
want to clinics
help. Sothroughout
we're scheduling
a series
of
sales
program)
the nation
during
1951. For Associated subscribers only, of course. These
will be the kind of meetings that everybody's always talked
about but nobody— so far— has ever really held. A full,
jam-packed day of shop talk. Sure, we'll take a few minutes ,
to talk about the APS library— because broadcasters want \
to talk about and learn more about the library as a sales ;
and program tool. But the bulk of each session will be
designed
to bring
you up-to-date
on what's ...new,
different
and
successful
in sales
and programming
in terms
of
what is actually being done in the field.
You'll get your invitation to the conference in your area
just as soon as it's scheduled. And this full day of meaty
business discussion will be a part of your Associated
subscription. There will be no registration fee for Associated subscribers— and non-subscribers won't be invited, of
course.
What else? Lots of things— too many to list here, in fact,
but here are some:
• A new, informative monthly bulletin. Any station
manager or sales or program executive will recognize
what its title means: ^*THE NEEDLE." A roundup of
sales and program ideas as we see them travelling
around from market to market, from station to
station.
• Bigger and even better sales presentations for the
shows in your Associated library. Praaical show promotion kits, too— for use by local sponsors.

dated

Program

151 West 46th Street, New

York

19, N. Y.

HAT

THEY

• A series of "how-to-use" manuals, written for you by
broadcasters and transcription specialists. They'll tell
you how to get the best reproduction, easiest handling and smoothest programming from your library.
• More and more special transcription material— like
Associated's already-famous weather, tinie, DollarDay, Christmas and retail musical lead-ins . . . every
one produced with sales in mind.
Remember— this isn't an invitation to subscribe to
an additional service! You've earned this servic^ by
being an APS subscriber in the first place. It's a franchise
we think our subscribers will want to guard carefully—
a service only a limited few will be able to procure as
time goes on.
Does that mean APS won't taice new subscribers?
Not exaaly. But it is a faa that there's a real shortage—
and an increasing one— of raw materials that go into the
production of transcriptions and records. Vinylite is scarce,
for instance, and certain metals are almost impossible to
obtain. Others have gone underground, into the "gray
market" where prices jump from, let's say, 80 cents a
pound to $8.00. We manufacture all our own transcriptions inour own factory in Kentucky and we're beginning
to face some practical realities. Our costs are soaring. Our
supplies are getting scarcer. Our technique of manufaaure
isn't a mass-production one— the discs you get from us are
literally hand-made, because our quality standards are so
high that we actually average only a dozen discs or so from
each metal stamper.
The solution? Slam prices up, drop quality standards, buy
on the black market. Or else— and this is the way we're
doing /V— put everything you have into serving those with
whom you've dealt all these years and produce new libraries
only when the materials aren't needed for current releases
to subscribers. Just how long we can adhere to this policy
is a moot point, and as a subscriber you should study the
following data carefully:
1 . You are protected against price-increases for
the life of your current contract.
2. We are still permitting current subscribers to
extend their contracts to a maximum of five
( 5 ) years. If you want this additional protection,
however, you should request it at once— certainly
before January 1.
3. We will accept only a limited number of new
subscriptions during the coming year. When we

WANT!

have
them—
and they're
field
staff will
concentrate
on coming
the salesfast!—
and our
program
services described earlier in this letter.
TO SUM UP: This library is going places! In 1951 we
think it will be the most valuable sales and program tool
in the industry— and this in an era in which the initiative
for sales and programming is once again in the hands of
station people. To help you do a better job of selling we'll
provide you with
• transcribed station sales meetings
• regional sales-programming conferences
• regular bulletins on sales and programming
• program sales presentations for local use
• sponsor-promotion kits for our shows
• more of those grand APS scripts and programs
• lots of personal service from our field staff
• manuals to help you get the most from your library
• price and quality protection as long as possible
AND . . . the best basic library In the business.
We
wantforyou
to feel, in '51, that your library can and
will pay
itself!

MAURICE B. MITCHELL
General Manager,
Associated Program Service
Associated Program Service,
can still accept new subscribers
rates. If you are interested in
of them, fill out the coupon

however,
at current
being one
below and

mail it to us right away. You'll receive a
prompt reply with full facts on Associated
Program Service and its reasonable cost
to your station.

MAURICE B. MITCHELL, General Manager
Associated Program Service
151 West 46th Street, New York 19, N. Y.
I am interested in knowing more about Associated Program Service for my
station. Will you air mail the facts to me?
Name

Service
'the library that pays for itself"

.

Title
Station.
Street
City

JZone.

State.

Four
INDIANA
MERGER
MERGER of the licensees of four Indiana radio stations — WISH Indianapolis, WHBU Anderson, WANE Ft. Wayne, and WHOT South Bendwas announced last week by C. Bruce McConnell, chief owner of WHBU,
WANE, and WHOT, and Frank E. McKinney, president of WISH.
The consolidation is subject to .
the customary FCC approval. It
involves the reorganization of 14.01% of the new Universal, and
Frank M. McHale, Indianapolis atUniversal"
Broadcasting
Co., parent
which
torney who owns 10% of WISH,
now
operates
WISH, as the
have 3% of the reorganized
corporation of WHBU, WANE and will
WHOT as well as the licensee of firm.
Mr. McConnell acquired his 43%
WISH.
Mr. McConnell, who acquired a interest in WISH about two weeks
ago from Robert H. Hinckley, ABC
AS'^c interest in WISH a few days
vice president, and Mr. and Mrs.
before the merger was announced,
George Hatch, part owners of
will head the reorganized Universal
KALL Salt Lake City and the Inand own 67.885 "To of its stock. Mr.
ter-Mountain Network, for a reand Mrs. McKinney, who hold 35%
ported $151,000, or about $75,500
of Universal as the licensee of
to the Hatches and a like amount
WISH, will have 10.6% of the company as the owner of all four sta- to Mr. Hinckley.
The merger involves no mdnetary
tions. Earl H. Schmidt, a substantial minority stockholder of consideration, stock in the reorganized Universal being issued
WHBU
and w'hOT,
will have

Stations

Join

Forces

to the stockholders of WHBU,
WANE, and WHOT in return for
their respective stock shares in
those stations. New Universal
stock will be issued, increasing the
company from a $300,000 stock
corporation to one of $1,000,000.
The plan is conditioned not only
on FCC's approval but also on its
classification by the Internal Revenue Bureau as a tax-free reorganization.
Plan TV Service
Messrs. McConnell and McKinney
said in a joint statement that they
plan
to provide
to major
Indiana television
markets sei-vice
at the
earliest practical date, and also to
add other radio stations to give
more complete coverage in Indiana
and bordering states.
It was pointed out that the new
WISH studios, completed a year

ago, include complete televisio
studio facilities.
Messrs. McConnell and McKinne
also noted that the four station
provide service to more than 2 mil
lion Indiana listeners.
Mr. Mc
Connell will direct the operation o
the stations. He said he planne
to retain their present staffs an
local management executives, wit-J
efforts toward program service ini ,
provement the only change contern {'
plated.
All four of the stations are net!
work affiliates. WISH, WHBlj
and WHOT are affiliated with ABC!
while WANE and also WHBU ar i
affiliated with CBS.
Officers of the company followi
reorganization will be Mr. McCo"
nell, president; his son, Robert B
vice president; Mr. Schmidt, seer
tary; and Mr. McKinney, treasure
Mr. McHale and the officers
compose the new board of director
WISH operates on 1310 kc wi
WANE,
are 250 WHB"
w ful
5 kw day and
and WHOT
1 kw night.
time respectively.
outlets on 1240, 1450, and 14"
kc,
Applications submitted to FC
by the law firm of Haley, McKenn
6 Wilkinson, Washington counse
showed the new ownership of Un
versal,
the reorganiz"
tion, willfollowing
be as follows:
C. Bruce McConnell, 67.885%
Mr. and Mrs. McKinney, 10.6%
Earl H.3%;
Schmidt,
Mr. 2%
Mc
Hale,
Owen 14.01%';
G. Bush,
with the remaining 2%% bein^
divided among six other stock
holders.

The BIG PLUS

WBCC
PACT
Joint Sales With Papei
WBCC- AM -FM Bethesda, Md.,
a suburban Washington station, is
now operating under a sales management contract with Bethesda
Newspapers Inc., the newspaper
firm announced last week.
Arthur C. Stringer, who left
NAB last summer after 11 years
with the association, is general
manager of the station. Mr.
Stringer has been a consultant to
Robert J. Smith, president of
Bethesda Newspapers Inc., and
handled the merging of the two
Bethesda newspapers owned bv
Mr. Smith.
Willard D. Egolf, who has directed WBCC since its opening in
1947, remains as president, director
and part owner. Mr. Egolf is now
devoting fulltime to his law practice and other interests.

in Little Rock can be yours ... if you

advertise on —
NBCs

Arkansas

Powerhouse -KARK

Send today for the illustrated brochure that gives the FACTS,
and shows how you can put this PLUS to work for you in the
sales oasis of fast-growing Arkansas. Just write us or ask your
nearest Petry Representative for your copy!

KYMA
National
Representaiive:
EDWARD PETRY
AND CO., INC.
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T. Gen'l
K. BARTON
Mgr.
JULIAN F. HAAS
Cornm'l Mgr.

on Air Dec. 11

NEW 250 w station, KYMA Yuma.
Ariz., expects to start operation?
Dec. 11, on 1400 kc. Owner is Salt
River Valley Broadcasting Co., of
which John L. Hogg is president
Station becomes part of the Arizona Network and as such will be
an affiliate of the Mutual-Don Lee
NetAvork. Stations comprising the
Arizona Network are KOY Phoenix, KTUC Tucson, and KSUN
Bisbee.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

With consistently higher radio ratings than other West Coast cities (including percent
of sets in use) . . and with lower radio rates than most markets of comparable size . .
Portland today shines as one of the nation's best markets for the use of radio as a
basic sales medium!
Portland is the distribution center for most
Market Facts
POPULATION
City
5-county metropolitan area
41-county BMB area of KEX
RETAIL SALES
City
5-county metropolitan area
41-county BMB area of KEX
10-YEAR SALES INCREASES*
Automotive
Furniture, radio
Food
Average of all gains
'Statistics courtesy Sales Management

of Oregon, much
371,011
723,927
1,699,200

ABC

this vast market with KEX. . Oregon's only
50,000-watt station. Compare rates with other
media! Check Free & Peters for details.

$ 632,200,000
774,100,000
1,590,100,000
339%
354%
232%
225%

PORTLAND,
50,000

of Washington. Cover

ORE.

WATTS

AFFILIATE
WESTINGHOUSE

RADIO STATIONS

Inc kyw.kdka.wbz.wbza.wowo.kex'Wbz-tv

National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
SROADCASTING

• Telecasting
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square dancing, the whole family pastime,
gets big boost from the whole family station.

r

11,000

PEOPLE

Stadium

^

to

jam

Chicago

see

our first [UX
ERNJ

WLS, living close to its listeners, saw square dancing grow
in favor in both cities and rural areas. Our mail brought a
stream of requests for callers, square dance music, instructions. Chicago Park District recreation leaders reported on
how rapidly they were having to expand their square dance
teaching staff to meet city-wide demand. Listeners and recreation leaders alike said, "We need a focal point, a way to
get together to keep square dancing the clean, wholesome,
family recreation it is." Answering this expressed need of
our people, we put our showmanship experience of 26
National Barn Dance years, our selling skill and publicizing
power to work with the facilities and knowledge of the
Chicago Park District's nationally known recreation men
and leaders from a score of states and Canada.

The men behind the event: Glenn Snyder, WLS
General Manoger; Walter Roy, Chicago Pork
District Recreation Director; James E. Edwards,
Prairie Former-WLS President; Ernest Lee, Canada's Notional Director of Physicol Fitness.

Left, Mrs. Laurie Guy, 72, and Carol Carpenter,
14, typify age-spread of dancers coming to the
Festival. Center, three sheet poster used throughout Chicago. By the time these were printed,
WLS promotion hod already sold out the $2.50
seats. offRight,
58-person
starts
their Georgia's
special railroad
car. delegation

WLS-FIRST
Page 36
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IN SERVICE,

The skills that made the WLS National Barn Dance an
American institution and a potent advertising medium went
to work . . . organizing the nation with state leaders over
an area 2,500 miles wide by 3,000 miles long . . . contracting
for huge Chicago Stadium . . . planning a rounded, complete
campaign that would not only sell the Festival but also
strengthen square dancing . . . consulting leaders . . . developing rules that would help, not hinder the growth of square
dancing in family, neighborhood and community. We are
tremendously gratified at the way top recreation men, not
only in our own four-state "community" but all over the
nation, accepted our leadership and worked shoulder-toshoulder with us.

ENTERTAINMENT

AND

RESULTS

IN THE

BROADCASTING

CHICAGO

• Telecasting

768 square dancers and callers travel as much as 2,000 miles to
exhibit their skill, costumes and square dance styles in Chicago's
outstanding entertainment event of the year— the first International
Square Dance Festival, October 28, 1950 — planned and staged by
Prairie Farmer -WLS in cooperation with the Chicago Park District.
They
filledwith
the agiant
Stadium's
15,000
square
foot floor
colorful
spectacle
for packed
(tends to see.

JUSTIFY
A FUTURE...

A morning Leaders' Institute drew 450 outstanding square dance folk to see special
demonstrations, hear talks and panels, and
discuss the best interests of their favorite recreation. The afternoon was devoted to rehearsals and get-acquainted dances for the
768 participants.
At night, 11,000 people packed the stadium
(nearly 10,000 paid at an average of $2.00 a
seat) to watch a series of unusual spectacles
. . . exhibitions of square dancing as it is done
in Idaho, Minnesota, Georgia, Indiana, Missouri, Kentucky, Canada and many other regions. A unique specialty combined sets of
blind, deaf, polio-crippled, under-12 and
over-65 dancers. Canada's group of French
Canadians danced to a call in French, following the singing of the Canadian National
Anthem. Our mail now is packed with plaudits from witnesses of the thrilling spectacle.

Nearly every letter received, whether from participant or enthused spectator,
has mentioned "next year's festival'-'. . . and so an experiment in a different type
of public service is already making itself into another WLS tradition.
It is living close to our listeners that enables WLS to feel the pulsebeat of
the people . . . and render the service they want, when they want it. Like the
Christmas Neighbors Club, School Time broadcasts. Family Album, conducted
World's Fair Tours, all-day picnics, famous cornhusking contests, the International Square Dance Festival is filling a need and tying the station ever closer
to the hearts of the multi-million family audience — the listeners who turn to
WLS for service, for entertainment . . . and for advertising they can depend on.
If you seek greater sales influence in Midwest America, place your sales. message
on "their" radio station, whose 50,000 watts of power are multiplied many times
by the close kinship built over a quarter century of knowing what the people
want . . . and giving it to them, whether it is a complete weather forecast
5:55 a.m. or an International Square Dance Festival.

1VIIDWEST
ROADCASTING

•

890 KILOCYCtESrfO, 000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK-REPRtStNTB BY JOHN BIAIR
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Radlo-TV Gets Acquinal
CR/yMfS
JUVENILE
Majority of those who referred
other media such as motion picMAMA'S i-adio or television set is
tures, radio, or TV.
not the electronic ogre that's going to the broadcasting media did not
Mr. Hoover noted that sentiment
to turn her little offspring into a believe they contributed directly
mobster, murderer or thief.
to delinquency. The same held true has been voiced against crime proin the exhaustive opinion rendered
grams on the air because of the
This is the general conclusion
on comic books.
power of suggestion they may hold
that can be drawn from a report
for the immature mind. But, he
on juvenile delinquency now reHoover Appearance
said, this type of irresponsible
leased by the Senate Crime InFBI Director J. Edgar Hoover,
vestigating Committee.
presentation is offset by those programs (or comic books) which
The Senate group solicited let- an authority on youth crime, apters from leaders in the field reconform to "carefully prescribed
peared
as
radio-TV's
champion.
He said it was a lack of moral
standards of good taste and auprinting the comments in a 254page booklet. It will be distributed
responsibility and not the influence
Cited as an example of a radio
of comics, radio or TV that is the thenticity."
to several thousand juvenile authorities, court officials and people
basis of waywardness in youth. program which throws the "proper
in public office.
Child guidance, he said, is the fac- light" on crime because of its
tor which can dissipate crime
Devoted mainly to the influence
portrayal was This Is Your FBI,
which is sponsored by Equitable
of "crime comic books" on delin- tendencies. With such direction,
Mr. Hoover pointed out, the child Life Assurance Society of the U. S.
quency, the report also touches
upon radio and TV as they relate
can set up standards and sift the in cooperation with the FBI on
to lawlessness among youth.
good from the bad in comics and ABC, Thursday 8:30 p.m. The pro-

gramsince
has 1945,
been Mr.
produced
aid
Hooverwithsaid.FBI '
"We feel that the fight again ;
crime cannot be won by literally
sticking our heads in the sand. We
-feel that programs which portray
crime in its proper light and which,
through educational means, awaken
Americans to action have a proper
place
on thetold
radio
television '
Mr. Hoover
the orcommittee.
A North Carolina county public
welfare unit observed that often
crime comic books and crime plays
on the radio give a positive rather
than a negative value.
Reply from a Wisconsin juvenile
probation officer brought out the
public service feature of radio. He
said he has delivered talks on
youth problem.s via the airlanes.
Another probation officer declared that in her experience in
Denver, moving pictures on crime
were most incidental in the increase of delinquency and gang!
activities.
A Minnesota probation authority,
listed factor's in the "production;
of delinquency" in the following!
order; Pool hall, undesirable mov-|
ies, lurid magazines, dramatic
newspaper stories and comic books.
Significantly, this listing placed
an entertainment medium, which is
in competition with some segments
of broadcasting, and two competing advertising media up front as
contributing to delinquency while
radio and television were not mentioned.
'Worst' Influence

ATTENDANCE
WISCONSIN

AT WEAU SPONSORED
PLOWING
CONTEST
and

SOIL CONSERVATION
Attendance at this annual farm event demonstrates powerfullly
the influence of station WEAU on a large portion of Wisconsin's
farm audience. Coverage of the event by daily newspapers of
the region and selection by Billboard Magazine of the promotion
OS second place winner in the Billboard 1949 awards testify to
the station's thorough ond skillful handling of programs and
promotions.
"«A7n A
790 K. C
WATTS

FM94.1 A
EAU CLAIRE, WISCONSIN

60,000 WATTS

NBC- ARROWHEAD NETWORKS
CALL RA-TEL IN NEW YORK OR CHICAGO
BULMER & JOHNSON IN MINNEAPOLIS
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FIELD DAY

I

A New York authority opined
that some delinquents draw from
the "worst" of comic books, movies
and the radio but that it was difficult to pinpoint relationships between wayward
and entertainmentyoungsters
media.
From Kentucky, the director of
the Welfare Dept.'s division of
corrections noted: "Juvenile delinquency isbased on many factors
in the community which have
greater influence than anything
persons read in comic books, hear
on Some
the radio,
or see in saw
the movies."
respondents
in radio
crime drama a threat to the unstable child. A California official
said some evidence existed to show
the greater
a child's
emotional instability,
the "own
greater
his
undesirable reaction to such type
of
and radioadded
programs.'
An reading
Ohio authority
comic
books "are no more harmful" than
radio, movie and television "gangand crime of
programs."
A sternumber
the respondents
pointed to the good influence oi
such radio-TV and comic book-famed heros as Hopalong Cassidyj
who one social worker noted "is
just as great a hero in the slums
as he is among the children whose
families can buy them Hopalong
Refuting the theory that comic,
books or other entertainment media
generally
outfits." are to blame as suggestive f6rces in anti-social behavior, aparole board head recalled
that an article on auto theft rack(Continued on page 40)
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BROADCAST
BUREAU

MEASUREMENT

SURVEYS
KGW's

PROVE
LEADERSHIP

Actual engineering tests have proved that KGW's efficient
620 frequency provides a greater coverage area and
reaches more radio families than any other Portland
radio station regardless of power. 6MB surveys bear
out this fact. KGW is beamed to cover the population
concentration of Oregon's Willamette Valley and Southwestern Washington.
TOTAL BMB FAMILIES
(From 1949 BMB Survey)
DAYTIME
KGW
Station B
Station C
Station D

Oregon's capital city — Salem — is the geographical center of the
populous, economically-prosperous area effectively blanketed by
the COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE o£ KGW. Because of its
lower 620 frequency and "Beamed Broadcasting" KGW is the
only Portland station to completely cover this great Northwest
market. Yearly at Salem, Oregon's State Fair graphically displays
the wealth and growth of the KGW Market Area. An authentic
Tour-Test, made in cooperation with the Oregon State Motor
Association, demonstrates how thoroughly Salem is delivered
through KGW'S COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE.

350,030
337,330
295,470
192,630

NIGHTTIME
KGW
367,370
350,820
307,970
205,440

Station B
Station C
Station D

This cial,
chart,
compiled
from maps
offihalf-milivolt
contour
filed with the FCC in Washington, D.C, or from field intensity
surveys,
tells the story ofCOVERKGW's
COMPREHENSIVE
the nation.
fastest-growing marketAGEin ofthe

PORTLAND,
ON
EPRESENTED
ROADCASTING
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THE

EFFICIENT
NATIONALLY

OREGON
620

BY

FREQUENCY

EDWARD

PETRY
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Juvenile Crimes
(Continued from page 38)
ets printed in the '30s by a leading
national magazine was proved to
be responsible for a wave of auto
thieving. He added: "I suspect the
newspaper handling of much crime
news offers more suggestions to
adolescents than do the comics."
Constructive suggestion that
newspapers, radio and TV "recognize they have a cultural obligation
to perform" was forwarded by a
New Jersey officer.
Two extremes were also represented— one by a comic book publisher and the other by Arthur J.
Freund, chairman, Criminal Law
Section, American Bar Assn., St.
Louis. Mr. Freund charged radio,
TV and the movies as well as
comic books to be the "most powerful educational influences upon the
mental growth of the child, the

movies and comic books is sheer

adolescent and the impressionable."
And according to Mr. Freund, these
entertainment media when combined give a repititious diet of
harmful affect for the young child.
Mr. Freund, appearing on the
opposite end of the delinquency
barometer than that occupied by
Mr. Hoover, pointed up This Is
Your FBI as well as Mr. District
Attorney and Gangbusters as notorious examples of "crime by radio." He included in. his brief,
articles by such critics as Jack
Gould, radio editor of the New
York Times, who took broadcasters
to task last July on the subject of
summer programs dealing with
crime on both radio and television.
The other viewpoint was expressed by the comic book publisher. He quoted an outstanding
social officer from Chicago as saying: "It is my conviction that the
recent furor over radio serials, wild

The Senate crime probe group
nonsense."
originally had planned to hold
hearings on the subject of juvenile
delinquency,
special attention to comic giving
book influences.
As
an alternative, however, the committee decided to compile opinions
from qualified experts in the field.
A committee staff spokesman,
after having digested the material
contained within the pamphlet,
said: "It looks like there isn't a
great deal of influence from radio
and television on juvenile delinquency." Some
85 respondents'
comments were
reprinted
as most
representative of the opinions gathered by the committee's staff.
KVOS Bellingham, Wash., daily halfhour show Dinner Bell Time was
theme of special resolution adopted by
Whatcom County Farm Bureau at
annual convention. Resolution praises
program for services to farmers.

BROTHERHOOD
KIT \
Radio Committee Meet)
BROTHERHOOD WEEK Radi
Committee has met in New York ti
discuss contents of a kit whicl
will be distributed to every radi
station in the country. The kit wil
contain spot announcements, sug j
gestions
local programs
and ; |'
letter fromforPresident
Truman.
Robert E. Kintner, ABC presi
dent and chairman of the commit i
tee, agreed to ask each networl
president to write a letter to his af
filiated stations, urging them to ua
the kit and recording; carry th
network programs conceminj
Brotherhood Week, and originat<
local programs.
Ted Cott, WNBC New York, wai
named chairman of a subcommittei
to prepare suggestions for promotion of Brotherhood Week. Ideas
presented included suggestions fo]
local documentary programs; spoi
announements by mayors ant
other civic figures; special programs to be directed to children;
participation of religious programs
and sports broadcasters; a four-net
work broadcast which would include talks by President Trumai
and Gen. McArthur, and participation of stations which carrj
United Nations programs.
CLEAN ADS
FTC Shows Good Radio Record
RADIO continued its high batting
average in the domain of unobjectionable advertising copy during
October, but television continuities
set aside for further study rose tc
a new level, the Federal Trade
Commission indicated last week.

(ALE
COME

FAST

1
IN THE

RICH

FLINT

MARKET

Sales come fast and easy in Flint
where wages have hit new highs!
Flint folks are in a buying mood . . .
buying more

cars, more

houses,

more everything than they bought
last year. Share the jackpot . . .
buy WFDF*
MICH
FLINT
AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
REPRESENTED
THE

KATZ

•
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and watch your sales chart smile!
^Flint's first station . . . see your Hooper.

AGENCY

Associated with: WOOD
Page 40
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in the rich Flint market

Grand Rapids— WFBM

Indianapolis— WEOA

Evansville

In adioreport
issued by Advertising
FTC's Raand Periodical
Division for last month, radio's
record for objectionable advertisements was a low-ranking 2%, below all but mail order catalogs
and circulars, which had a bare
1%. Of the five categories studied,
more television continuities (7%%)
were set aside as possible "misrepresentations" than any othei
media zines
copy.
Newspapers
drew marks
of 5% and
and maga6%%,
respectively.
The figures: Radio, 729 out of
35,409; television, 153 out of 2,007;
newspapers, 1,149 out of 21,424;
magazines, 699 out of 10,894; mail
order catalogs and circulars, 45 out
of 3,261.
Phil Irwin Fund
FUNDS, contributed in the moneyraising for the Phil Irwin Memorial
Fund, are already large enough
for the purchase of an iron lung,
KGW Portland, Ore., reports. The
station's veteran announcer waa
Portland's 47th victim of polio on
Oct. 10, 28 days after he was
stricken. Iron lung is being purchased by the Multnomah County
Chapter for Infantile Paralysis.
CJNT Quebec
has moved
to new City,
address, 30 Garden
St., Quebec
BROADCASTING
Que.
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Chicago 11
Illinois

50,000 Watts
720
On Your Dial
Eastern Sales Office: 220 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
West Coast Representatives: Keenan and Eickelberg
235 Montgomery St., San Francisco 4 • 2978 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 5
710 Lewis Bldg., 333 SW Oak St., Portland 4

West
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Deadline for Entries
Is Dec. 31

duPONT
AWARDS
STATION entry deadline for the 1950 duPont radio-TV awards is Dec.
31, W. H. Goodman, secretary, Alfred I. duPont Awards Foundation,
Jacksonville, Fla., has reminded.
The foundation this year has been mailing separate announcements
to radio and TV stations, inviting
Third award will be bestowed on
entries. Each, however, emphasizes that both media will be in- a news commentator "in recognicluded in vieing for the three $1,000
tion of distinguished and meritorawards, and that there will not be
ious performance of public service
a separate TV award.
by aggressive, consistently excelAs in the past eight years that
lent and accurate gathering and rethe awards have been made, two
porting of news and the presentation of expert, informed and reliprizes will go to stations "for outable interpretation of news and
standing and meritorious service in
encouraging, fostering, promoting
opinion for the purpose of encourand developing American ideals of
aging initiative, integrity, indefreedom and for loyal and devoted
service."during
service to the nation and to the
Awards pendence
willand public
be presented
the
month
of
March
1951
or as soon
communities served by these stathereafter
as
possible,
Mr.
Goodtions respectively." One award will
man said.
be to a station representing the
Entries must be accompanied by
large station group, the other to
the outlet with power (5 kw and
supporting data. While rules are
under) and coverage range of the not hard-fixed, according to the
smaller station.
foundation, it is requested that

entries be limited to loose-leaf volumes approximately lOxllVa
inches in size, presenting data in
reasonably condensed form and
summarized in the introduction and
conveniently indexed for easy reference. Photographs, descriptive
data and films, if desired, should be
included. Stress is on general overall resume of performance, the
foundation explains.
In futui-e years, Mr. Goodman
said, announcements of the awards
will be combined with the "original
foundation agreement" and "supagreement"Separation
now being
mailed alsoplement
merged.
of
booklets this year serves to emphasize the combining of radio and
television in the awards consideration, he added.
Last year's winners were WNOX
Knoxville, Tenn., and WWJ Detroit with a special TV award to
WPIX(TV) New York and a special program award to ABC and
associates. Morgan Beatty, NBC
won the commentator award.

IRE AWARDS
Presentations Set March

21

ROBERT
electrical
con-'
sultant forB. DOME,
the General
Electric
Co., Syracuse, N. Y., will be
awarded
the Morris Liebmann i
Memorial Prize for 1951 by the
Institute of Radio Engineers for i
his contributions to the inter- i
carrier sound system of TV recep- |
tion, viade-band phase-shift net^ |
works, and simplifying innovations
in FM receiver circuits. Presenta- 1
tion of the award will take place '
at the annual banquet of the IRE
on March 21 at the Waldorf- j
Astoria Hotel, New York.
i
Alan B. Nacnee, assistant pro-i
fessor of electrical engineering ati
the U. of Michigan, will receive the
Browder J. Thompson Prize for
his paper, "An Electronic Differential Analyzer," which appeared
in the November 1949 issue of the
Proceedings of the IRE. Marcel
J. E. Golay, Signal Corps Engineering Labs, Fort Monmouth,
N. J., will receive the Harry Diamond Memorial Award, designated
only for persons in government
service, for his work in the overall Signal Corps research and development program, and particularly for his contribution toward a
reduction in the infra-red-radio
gap.
i
Willis W. Harman, associate i!
professor at the U. of Florida,
Gainesville, Fla., will receive the
Editor's Award which was established for stimulating the use of
good English in technical writing,
for his paper, "Special Relativity
and the Electron" (November 1949 i
issue. Proceedings of the IRE).

WJBK HONORED
Gets Veterans Adm. Awards/

beyond

FIRST Veterans Administration
service awards presented in Michigan this year have been received
by WJBK-AM-FM-TV Detroit. Announcement ofthe honor was made
by Richard E. Jones, vice president and general manager of the
Fort
Industry
Co.'s Detroit operations.
The Certificates of Appreciation
were
"outstanding
servicepresented
to war for
veterans
of the
United States through the media
of radio and television." Specifically cited was the work done recently in raising more than $9,000
to
be
used
in helping
hospitalized war
veterans.Michigan's
The VA
awards follow closely on the heels
of the AMVET Distinguished Service Award, which was also presented to WJBK for these services.

Buffalo

# Your radio advertising dollar buys MORE

a dollar's worth on WGR. You get record-breaking
highs in WGR's prosperous Bufifalo-area audiences
PLUS coverage of scores of important upstate rural
and farm markets. 5000 watts day and night on the
dial's best wavelength does it!

Hormel

than

RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO 3, N.Y.
Buffalo's Columbia Network Station
National Represeatative, Free & Peters.Inc,
Uo J. {"Fitz") Fitzpatrick
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Order

GEORGE A. HORMEL & Co.,
Austin, Minn, (meat packer), has
ordered a 40-station NBC network
for Music With the Hormel Girls
Sunday, 2-2:30 p.m. (CST), for 52
weeks effective Dec. 3, through
BBDO, Minneapolis. Show will be
repeated at 3:30 p.m. (CST) for
West Coast stations.

I. R. {"Ike") Lounsberry
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

|

Only

a

combination
of stations
can

cover

)0d0W • I290KC

Georgia's
first tliree
nfiarkets

THE

TRIO

OFFERS

ADVERTISERS
AT

ONE

LOW

COST:

• Concentrated
coverage
• Merchandising
assistance
• Listener loyalty
built by local
programming
• Dealer
loyalties
— in Georgia's
first tliree
marlcets

THE
IROADCASTING
I1

KATZ
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AGENCY,

Represented, individually and as a group, by
New York • Chicago • San Francisco • Dallas
INC.
Atlanta • Detroit • Kansas City • Los Angeles
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Awards
FARM
SAFETY
SIX AM stations were commended
Safety Council for their activities
and the preceding 12 months at
annual meeting of the National
Chicago's Stevens Hotel. Av^ards
are non-competitive.
Winners and their activities follow: KUOM St. Paul, four special
recorded farm safety shows, distributed to 20 stations in Minnesota, plus special safety activities; KUSD Vermillion, S. D., "for
unique contribution in providing
the dramatic talents of eight staff
members for a series on farm
safety produced by another station," and for sponsorship of a
"highly successful" farm safety
slogan contest, plus "an impressive
and continuous schedule" of farm
safety spots and shows.
WIBX Utica, N. Y., was cited for
devoting an average of 10 minutes
daily, six days weekly, throughout

AM

Cite Six

Stations

yesterday (Sunday) by the National
during Farm Safety Week in 1950
a luncheon in conjunction with the
Assn. of Radio Farm Directors in
★
the year to the general subject, and
for supplying foreign language
jingles on rural safety and persuading clients to relinquish commercial copy for additional safety
messages broadcast daily during
National Farm Safety Week.
WNAX Yankton was commended
for its "outstanding" safety effort
during the week in broadcasting
246 station breaks, 78 live spots,
24 transcribed spots, 36 newscast
items and 10 shows, and for holding a "Railing All Kids" contest.
Effective broadcasts of interviews, with actual farm accident
victims, won the citation for WSJS
Winston-Salem, N. C, which also
distributed material on farm safety

week to 214 rural ministers and
to 24 home and farm agents. WTIC
Hartford, Conn., conducted an "outstanding" farm and home safety
contest, and used a "tremendous
volume
of excellent quality" spots
and shows.
One of the judges was Paul
Visserture of
Dept. NBC Chicago's AgriculPal Renews on MBS
PAL BLADES Inc. (Pal razor
blades) renews Rod and Gun Club,
8-8:55 p.m. Thursday, effective Jan.
4, 1951, on MBS. Advertiser
launched sponsorship of the program for its first plunge into radio.
The show reportedly has been so
successful that the company will
renew for 52 weeks. Agency is Al
Paul Lefton, New York.
WDRC Hartford, Conn., received letter
of commendation from Ira Hecht Jr.,
director of public information for the
Community Chest of Greater Hartford.

KALAMAZOO

MEYERS
NAMED
Becomes WMAQ Sales Mt,
HOWARD B. (Howdee) Meyej
salesman at NBC Chicago Sp
Sales for the past three years, h
been promoted to sales manag
&
network'Mr.
of
s 0Meye
station intheChicago.
AM WMAQ,
replaces Edward Cunningham, w
is being transferred to the rac
division of the NBC Spot Sal
department in Chicago-.
Mr. Meyers previously work
on the news and special even
staff at WGN Chicago. After Ara
service, he was named progra
director of the American Fore
Network in Europe. He joined t
news and special events staff
NBC Chicago in August 1946 ai
a year later was transferred
Spot Sales, his present positio
At the age of 38, he is believed
be the youngest sales manag
WMAQ has had since it was a
quired by NBC.
The Spot Sales staff also is
the process of realignment. Olivi
Morton, who has headed both rad
and television spot since WNB
(TV) took the air almost two yea
ago, will supervise radio only. H
former assistant, Robert Ewin
has been pegged for managersh:
of the television end. Workir
with Mr. Ewing will be Jack Mu
hoUand, of the present staff, ar
two more men, to be added.
Mr. Morton wiU work with M
Cunningham and staff member
George Halleman and Robert Flan
gan, plus one salesman to be hire.
Spot Sales represents six AM sti
tions and eight TV, both grouj
including five 0 & 0 outlets.

INTERWOVEN PLANS
Chrisfmas Spof Driv
INTERWOVEN Stocking Co., Ne'
Brunswick, N. J., has requested if
dealers to cooperate in a radio spc
campaign
timed for Christma
business.
The company is supplying rec
orded one - minute commercial
promoting and including time fo
the
individualDealers
dealer'saretie-in
nouncement.
asked art

iX
IO

BUY!
SOOo
You get a big coverage bonus — and a rich one — with WSBT. In
addition to the half-million people in the eight-county South BendMishawaka trading area, there are a million more people in the
primary ■ area. This extra million spend nearly a billion dollars a
year for retail purchases — in addition to the half-billion spent in
the trading area alone. That's bonus coverage of bomis spending!
WSBT delivers bonus listenership, too. Every CBS show on
WSBT enjoys a Hooper that's higher than the network average.
For bonus coverage, bonus listenership, bonus sales, it's WSBT —
the bonus buy!
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

WSBT
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IS

THE

BONUS

CBS

buy time locally for placement o
the spots.
Last year the company enliste
more than 1,200 dealers in a sini
ilar campaign, although not ena
bracing a Christmas theme, and i
hopes to increase this number wit
the added impetus of the gift sea
son this year.
|0
Protestant

Shows

PROTESTANT Radio Conmiissio:
will present over 100 special radi
and TV broadcasts to originat
from the Constituting Conventioi
of the National Council of Chureh
es of Christ in the U. S. A., ii
Cleveland Nov. 27-Dec. 1, larges
meeting of religious leaders of th'
Protestant Church to be held ii
this country.
BROADCASTING

• Telecastini

i

TO

BEN

LUDY!

Ben Ludy, General Manager
WIBW & WIBW-FM, Topeka
KCKN, Kansas City

. . . long-time General Manager of WIBW

—

a station that points with pride to the number
advertisers who renew WIBW

of

year after year

after year.
As Ben puts it, "Owr most potent success stories are
about our clients who renew the same shows on WIBW
eleven, thirteen, even fifteen consecutive
years without a break."

"By the same token" he adds, "WIBW
was one of the first subscribers to Standard
Radio and we have continued to
renew our Standard service for some
sixteen years. Need I say more?"
Thanks to you, Ben, and to our many
other subscriber friends who, year in and
year out, make Standard the "most sold"
of all transcription libraries!

TRANSCRIPTION
SERVICES, INC.
140 N. LaBrea, Hollywood 360 N. Michigan, Chicago
665 Fifth Ave., New York
November 27, 1950
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denz claims, "were not a few of
those professional radio people who
are now adorning the pages of
REDS

'INVADE'

RADIO
Budenz Writes on Communist

STRIKING again at the "Red penetration" of the radio and television field, the December issue of
The American Legion Magazine
carries an article, "How the Reds
Invaded Radio," by Louis Francis
Budenz, admitted former Communist and one-time managing editor
of the Daily Worker.
Mr. Budenz states that the "Soviet fifth column has as one of its
chief items of business the thorough infiltration of radio and television." He continues: "I can testify
to this because I was part of the
Red campaign, a member of the
Communist commission directing
it." The plan of infiltration reportedly was outlined to Mr.
SOMETHING
SHOULD

EVERY

Inroads

Budenz in the late fall of 1943 by
Alexander
commissar Trachtenberg,
of culture in theMoscow's
United
States. "Today, as I note the names
of artists and writers whom I
knew to be affiliated with the Communist organization and observe
the spots they have on radio programs," Mr. Budenz writes, "I am
aware that the job begun by that
commission got along quite well."
He reportedly left the Communist
party in October 1945.
At the 1943 meeting, Mr. Trachtenberg is quoted as
saying:both"Wein
have a substantial
nucleus,
the radio artists field and in the
Ofiice of War Information. . . ."
Among that "nucleus," Mr. BuSALES

MANAGER

KNOW—

A Station Is Known by the
Audience It KEEPS!
A long time ago, KRNT, Des Moines,
got the audience. A close friendship was established that remains
loyal and unbroken. The Hoopers show
that, and they also show that KRNT
continues to add to its immense
family of listeners.
Any advertiser who insists upon a
successful radio campaign in the
rich, 'ripe and ready CENTRAL IOWA
market MUST call on KRNT to get the
job done.
To substantiate that fact, KRNT has
scores of success stories or — take
a look at the latest C. E. Hooper
Audience Index, Des Moines, city
zone, for May-thru-September,
You'll see —

1950.

KRNT
LEADS
IN EVERY TIME PERIOD !
And . . . THAT'S Something Every
Sales Manager Should Know!

DES

MOINES — THE REGISTER AND TRIBUNE STATION
REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY

The station with the fabulous personalities and the astronomical Hoopers
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RedAfter
Channels."
an allusion to alleged Communist infiltration of the movie
industry, Mr. Budenz refers to a
man, "whose name will undoubtedly
be exposed before long in some
Congressional hearing," who with
another radio writer "worked hard
and successfully to get Communists
into variousRedjobsartists
in theandindustry.*'
Regarding
writers,
Mr. Budenz outlines the "audience
support" which the party reportedly organized to make them a
success. This was a letter writing
campaign, praising the work done
by members of the party and assailing "reactionary commentators
and artists" on the other hand.
Campaign Start
To start this campaign, several
big articles reportedly were written for the Daily Worker by
"Peter Ivy," an unidentified individual whom Mr. Budenz claims
"is at present one of the leading
radio script writers and about the
time he wrote the articles . . . was
attached to the radio division of the
Office of War Information." His
name reportedly now appears in
Red Channels.
After additional discussion of
"audience support" and several alleged party members, both named
and un-named, Mr. Budenz says:
"These peoDle can be known, since
the very fact that they have been
members of so many Communist
fronts is an indication of where
their hearts and sym^pathies lie.
They are on the radio today in
large part as the fruit of the Red
commission." Outlining other alleged activities of the Reds in the
radio field. Mr. Budenz writes of
the place the party is purported to
have had in getting several commentators on the air.
Mr. Budenz also reports that the
Communists "worked out a big
drive to get open Communists
openly on the radio, and to take
advantage of the FCC's ruling that
any political group which was assailed could have time to answer
back." This plan, he reports, "did
succeed in getting a lot of time,
particularly on local stations. . . .
They also frightened many timid
radio stations into practical censorship of any anti- Communist utterances. The mere threat to demand free time for a reply was
enough to shut down all criticism
of Soviet Russia and its agents
Purchase Plan
Another plan reportedly was to
have "certain concealed Reds" purhere."chase stations, but Mr. Budenz says
he left the party in 1945 before
this part of the program could be
fully tested.
Hitting the lack of knowledge
by the American public as to how
concealed Communists act, Mr. Budenzofgives
outline: Communist
"The function
thethis
concealed
on the radio or any other place is
to further that line when possible
— to prevent the passage of antiCommunist legislation by crying

'civil liberties,' to come to the de
fense of other concealed Commun '
ists when they are under attack !
and to present as pleasant a pictur* i
of the Soviet dictatorship as oc- j
casion willtwopermit."
mentioned
former The
FCC writei
Cora :
missioners in his expose.
Mr. Budenz says: "I'd like faj
emphasize that the leaders of thi ,
industry should not be blamed toi i
much for the "Red infiltration o: i
broadcasting.
Indeed, they toi i
were victimized. However, there i;
no denying the fact that many o
them have been lax in trying t< ^
purge their staff's of Commies anc !
Red stooges. . . . When you hea:
any uproar about the 'persecution
of people in radio who have beei
connected with Communist fronts
you can well remember that smoki;
has a habit of being associatec ■
with fire. ..."
i

TUBE OUTPUT
Canada Doubles Last Yeai
CANADIAN RADIO TUBE pro
duction this year has been doubl(
that of last year, according t( j
latest figures available from thd
Dominion
Bureau
of Statistics
Ottawa.
Producti
in the4,217,.
first li
'
on
seven months of 1950 totaled
000 tubes valued at $1,932,000. IiH
the radio
calendar
1949 productior
of
tubesyear
in Canada
totallet '
4,694,000 valued at $2,250,000.
Production has increased so mucl
that a new $350,000 addition is no-s" :
being built at Toronto to the larg |i
est Canadian tube plant, ownec
by Canadian General Electric Co
Ltd. A recent survey taken foi
defense purposes shows that th(
Canadian radio tube industry, foui
plants in all, can be expandec
under present plans to produce 2(
million radio receiving tubes ;
Demand from American se
manufacturers for Canadian radi(
tubes continues, and it is learnet ;
year.
unofficially that one large Cana
dian plant shipped 40% of ifc
production of television picture
tubes to the United States in thi
first half of this year.
Freeman

Named

J. DOUGLAS FREEMAN, of tb
Washington Post advertising staff
has been named commercial man
ager of Metropolitan Network, em
bracing five perimeter stations ii
the Washington, D. C. area, ac
cording to Frank U. Fletchei
WARL Arlington, Va., head of tb
network. Member stations include
besides WARL, WBCC Bethesda
Md.; WGAY Silver Spring, Md.
WFAX Falls Church, Va.; WPIi
Alexandria, Va.
ALLEN B. DuMONT Labs Inc., Clif
ton, N. J., announces new oscillo
graph-record camera that provides oni
minute record of oscillograph image
Camera designed specifically for ap
plication with any five-inch, cathode
ray oscillograph. Camera employ!
Polaroid-Land process for deliverinj
finished prints.
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EMERGENCY

^Le

If^reiti^e Station

HOOPER RADIO

FALL 1950

tLe (^aroiinai

AUDIENCE

GREENSBORO, N. C.

CITY ZONE

SHARE

OF

RADIO

WBIG

index

AUDIENCE

STATION
"B"

STATION
"C"

8:00 A.M.-12:00 N.
Monday thru Friday

38.7

27.9

22.7

12:00 N.-6:00 P.M.
Monday thru Friday

42.3

16.7

19.1

6:00 P.M.-10.:00 P.M.
Sunday thru Saturday

52.4

20.3

16.7

TOTAL AVERAGE TIME PERIODS

44.5

21.6

19.5

WBIG

Gilbert M. Hutchison, President

CBS Affiliate

5000 watts
EST. 1926
represented by Hollingbery
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FM SYSTEM
Joseloff Amplifies Storecast Defense Plon

INTEREST in a plan for an emergency loudspeaker FM radio system in New York City, to supplement aradio-siren network already
established, has been mounting in
various quarters and may serve to
impress upon the public the value
of FM broadcasting, Stanley Joseloff, president of Storecast Corp.
of America, said within the past
fortnight.
If the plan, originally submitted
by his firm last August, is approved
by city defense officials and receives
full cooperation and support the
company is prepared to undertake
the entire organization and administration of the plan at no cost to
the city, Mr. Joseloff explained. He
added, however, that he has no intention of making Storecast stores
a part of the proposal.
Mr. Joseloff said the plan would
not involve "difficulties" with respect to cost
and "unavailability"
of certain
equipment,
or the effects
of new building construction on
efficiency in sound propagation.
Outlining the details of the
Storecast blueprint for an "Emergency FM Sound
System" for
York City
[Broadcasting,
Nov.New
6],
Mr. Joseloff cites three purposes of
the plan: (1) to achieve the "best
and least vulnerable system" for air
raid warning and relief throughout the boroughs, in the "shortest
possible time and at the lowest possible cost to the city": (2) to increase efficiency of civil defense organization byproviding it with an
instantaneous medium for mass
public communication, and (3) to
permit fire and police vehicles to
use siren signals at all times.
Speakers in Buildings
System will be based on supersonically-controlled FM receivers
locked to the frequencies of FM
stations in the New York area.
Speakers- placed inside public buildings, in front of stores (at street
level) and at building entrances
would be activated by the receivers
controlled from a master panel at
a municipal station, WNYC, or its
mobile counterpart, through a network of about 12 FM transmitters
now operating. They also could be
activated from other FM transmitters.
A supersonic pulse from WNYC
would automaticaly connect all FM
stations to that station and carry
its announcements, blocking out all
conventional programming from
other stations. Eventually each
station
couldto "break
away" fromto
the network
issue instructions
its particular area.
Engineers are confident the plan
could work effectively, based on
Storecast's experience with controlled receivers and speakers at
installations involving facilities at
FM stations in number of cities,
Mr. Joseloff said, adding that he
does not suggest use of satellite
speakers or amplifiers.
The Storecast executive said his

organization would make the undertaking on a basis of privatt
subscription for all equipment anc
installations involving private business establishments and institutions. Costs for equipment and instal ations atcity or other government locations would be borne bj
the authorities concerned, he added
Basically, it is a system in which
merchants and other businessmer.
in any block could join in the moderate cost of a receiver, amplifiei
and speaker. Storecast is not engaged in the manufacture or sale oi
equipment and the radio manufacturing industry would generally be
solicited to supply necessary equip-J
ment on the lowest-bid basis. '
Enlist Merchants' Support
Mr. Joseloff expressed hope that
his firm could muster the necessary
organization "reasonably quickly' i
to enlist merchants' support and
pointed out that Storecast already
has trained personnel to provide
the framework for coordinating
supply, trative
engineering
and adminisphases.
As evidence of interest in the
project, Mr. Joseloff cited a story
in the New York W orldu-T elegrwm
and Sun which described the plan
as "the first comprehensive, easily
understood air raid alarm system
that could inform the people in the
streets of approaching danger on
what to do to avoid further casualties in the case of atomic attack."He also noted, with respect to
FM's value, that "it is only because
of FM's ability to accommodate
such wide frequency ranges that we
can even think of supersonic con-'
CIO PROCEEDINGS

trols."Prepares Discs For Radio
RECORDED portions of speeches
and debates at the national CIO
convention, held at the Palmer
House in Chicago Nov. 20-24, were
made available in program form
for use by local radio stations, CIO
Vice President Allan S. Haywood
announced.
Five 15-minute recordings, similar to those made last year, were
sent to union councils from the
UAW-CIO Radio Dept., 411 W.
Milwaukee, Detroit 2, Mich. They^
were airmailed direct from Chicago at $5 per program. Series was
produced
radioWork-i
com-' .
mentator by
for Guy
the Nunn,
CIO Auto
ers. Mr. Haywood has urged stat^ |
and local union councils to secure
time on local stations for the programs.
Compton Adv. Named
THE HUBINGER Co., Koekuk,
Iowa, maker of Quick Elastic
starch, names Compton Advertising,tising,
Chicago,
handle
effectivetoJan.
1. its adver-
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Number
Number
Number
Number

NETWORK BOXSCORE
of commercial programs on four nationwide networks Sept. 30
of commercial programs starting on networks during Oct
of commercial programs dropped from networks during Oct
of commercial programs on four nationwide networks Oct. 31

OCTOBER ADDITIONS
SPONSOR PROGRAM
NETWORK TIME
Longines-Wittnouer Longines ABC Mon.-Thiirs., 10:35-11
Symphonette
p.m.
TheWatch
Miller Co.
Brewing Miller
ABC Wed.,
10-10:30 p.m.
Co.
Life High
Revue
R. Tobacco
J. Reynolds
The
Fat
Man
ABC
Fri.,
8-8:30
p.m.
Co.
American Bird American Radio
MBS Sun., 1-1:15 p.m.
Products Inc. Warblers
Dawn Bible Frank and Ernest MBS Sun., 12:45-1 p.m.
Students Assn.
Genera! Foods Juvenile Jury MBS Sun., 7:30-8 p.m.
Sales Corp.
DeSoto Division,
Grouch Marx, You NBC Wed., 9-9:30 p.m.
Chrysler Bet Your life
Liggett & Myers
Bob Hope
NBC Tues., 9-9:30 p.m.
Lewis Howe
Fanny Brice NBC Tues., 8:30-9 p.m.
Pabst Sales Life of Riley NBC Fri., 10-10:30 p.m.
Fisher
Flouring 7 O'clock
NBC Mon.-Fri.,
Mills
(Pacific News
net.)
a.m. (PST)7-7:15
Tidewater Assoc.
Pacific Coast Conf. NBC Sat. (3 hours)
Oil Co.
Football Games
(P-cifi- net.)
Coca-Cola Co. Morton
CBS Sat., 10:30-11 a.m.
Show Downey
RecMi-Whip Godfrey Digest CBS Sun., 4:30-5 p.m.
Sterling Drug Co.
Sing It Again CBS Sat., 10:30-11 p.m
Bymart Inc. Frank Sinatra CBS Sun, 5-5:15 p.m.
Toni Co.
Arthur Godfrey
CBS Mon.-Fri.,
a.m. 10:15-10:30
R. Tobacco
J. Reynolds
Football
Roundup
CBS
Sat.,
2:30-5:30 p.m.
Co.
Miles Labs.
Pabst Sales Co.
Philip Morris
Lewis Howe

224
18
4
238

AGENCY
Victor H.
Bennett C-o.Assoc.
Mathesson
Wm. Esty Co.
Weston-Bamett
William Gleeson &
Co.
Benton & Bowles
BBDO
Cunningham
& Walsh
Dancer-FitzgeraldSample
Warwick & Legler
Pacific Nat. Adv.
Buchanan & Co.
D'Arcy Adv.
Ruthraufi^ & Ryan
Dancei^FitzgeraldSample
Cecil & Presbrey
Warwick & Legler
Wm. Esty Co.

OCTOBER CANCELLATIONS
Queen for a Day
MBS Mon.-Fri., 2:30-2:45 Wade Agency
Blueof Ribbon
Sport
NBC Sat., 4-4:30 p.m. Warwick & Legler
Kings
p.m. 9:30-10 p.m. Biow Co.
Crime PhotograCBS Thurs.,
pher Concert
Starlight
NBC Tues., 8:30-9 p.m. Dancer-FitzgeraldSample

OCTOBER ONETIMERS
Gillette
World Series MBS Oct.
4-7, Wed.,Sat., Maxon Inc.
Razor Safety
Co.
Thurs.,
12:45 toFri.,concl.
Independent
Citi- Political Speech
NBC Oct. 11, 18, 25 Gray Adv.
zens Committee
Independent
CitiPolitical
Speech
NBC
Oct.p.m.20, 1:30-1:45 BBDO
zens Committee
Oct. 20, 9-9:15 p.m.
Oct. 27, 9-9:30 p.m.
New York State
Political Speech
NBC Oct. 12, 6:15-6:30
Repub.
Commitp.m.
tee
New York State
Political Speech
NBC Oct. 28, 8:30-9 p.m. BBDO
Repub.
Committee
New York State
Political Speech
NBC Oct. 6, 8:30-9 p.m. BBDO
Repub. Committee
New York State
Political Speech
NBC Oct. 30, 10-10:30
Ben Sackheim
Democratic
p.m.
Adv.
Committee
Roosevelt For Political Speech
NBC Oct. 8, 7:30-7:45
Milton Weinberg
Gov. Committee
(Pacific network) p.m.
Adv.
Oct. 19, 6:30-6:45
p.m. (PST)
Statewide Commit- Political Speech
NBC Oct. 13, 20, 27, 7:45- George I. Lynn
tee
(Pacific Network) 8 p.m. (PST) Adv.
tion forof Re-elecGov.
Warren
Democratic Nation- Vice President CBS Oct. 27, 9-9:30 p.m. Biow
al C'-'^m!t*ee Berkley
Dem. National Chairman William
CBS Oct. 31, 10-10:15 Biow
Committee Boyle
p.m.
Independent
CitiSpeech
CBS Mon., 6:15-6:30 p.m. Grey
zens Committee
For Lehman
Dewey &Hanley
Speech
CBS Oct.6:15-6:30
17, 18,p.m.
24, 31, BBDO
NewDemocratic
York State Speech
CBS Oct.6:305, p.m.
12, 26, 6:15- SenAdv.Sackheim
Crmmittee
Oct.10-10:30
24 andp.m.27,
Labor's
CBS Oct. 6, 8-8:30 p.m. Morris Novik
PoliticalL<!ague for Speech
Education

I
iTER OPENS
New Terrell, Tex., Outlet

the station is Fred I. Massengill
Jr. He is publisher of the Terrell
Daily Tribune and president of
the Texas Press Assn.

RINCIPAL address at the dediition of KTER Terrell, Tex., was
slivered by House Speaker Sam
ayburn (D-Tex.). The 250 w
aytime station started operation
;'ov.
Texas served
Secreary of9 on
State1570Benkc.
Shepperd
3 master of ceremonies.
Owner and general manager of

A BRAILLE edition of Hand Book of
Radio Writing by Erik Barnouw is now
available. Handbook was published in
1939 and revised In 1947 at request of
a number of blind radio writers. It
is designed to help writers acquire
knowledge of technical conditions in
radio.

I
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*This medium-sized Southern bakery (name on request) tested
"Cisco Kid" for 90 days ... in a market where distribution
was thin . . . during the summer, when bread sales are lower.
Now In 7th Renewal! Results were so sensational — 14%
sales increase — that this bakery decided to sponsor "Cisco
Kid" in six additional markets! "Cisco's" performance, as o
record-breaking salesman for many products and services, is
ready for your inspection. Write, wire or phone for details. See
the proof — before you commit yourself on any Western!
Sensational "Cisco Kid" Promotion Campaign —
From buttons to guns — is breaking traffic records.
LOW PRICED!
%-Hour Western Adventure
Program . . . Available 1-2-3
times per week. Transcribed
for local and regional
sponsorship.

Here's

the

Sensational

LOW-PRICED
That Should Be On

WESTERN
Your Station!
November 27, 1950
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WGBS,

unusual
around

Miami,

national

promotion

plan.

in the WGBS

''Product-of-the-Week"
in addition,
trained

WGBS Product-of-the-Week counter card is displayed
prominently in leading food and drug stores. Your product
gets extra attention, featured display, at point of sale.

the

hostesses

housewives

spotlighted

To

Called

direct mail to jobbers

participation

100

advertisers

Dollar

South
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from

dealers,

call,
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and
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Florida

sales picture,
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organizai

Miami

to determine

product

Board

area
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Why not chd
Putting
y
man now fo

you need WGBS,
Florida's only
50,000 watt station. WGBS
speaks

sales picture
with

a voice

that

assures

ences and gives advertisers
sales pictures. Add
Ten WGBS hostesses visit housewives to talk about
featured products, distribute samples, make consumer
surveys at point-of-use. Their w/ork is part of Product-ofthe-Week promotion plan.

top audi-

kets

where

are

located

to this the result-

success
getting
plan,

- of - the - Week''

''Product

and

your

F I

healthier
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Each

story: [
Fort

]

gets com-

plete localized promotion
chandising.

and

mer-

the

needs

of

just as WGE
The
that

job

the

is done

pay-off

mium you can't

THE
WGBS merchandising men look after your interests in the
stores they visit. They are available for stock checking,
dealer and customer surveys, as well as display and store
sign work.

so thoroughly

in sales is a preafford

to pass

FORT

up.

grammed
and
your

to

responsi"
product

INDUSTR

WSPD, Toledo, O.
•
WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va.
WLOK, Lima, O. • WAGA, Atlanta, Ga. • WGBS, Miar
WSPD-TV, Toledo, O.
•
WJBK-TV, Detroit, Mich.
National Sales Headquarters: 488 Madison Ave., ?
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WAGA-TV, Atlanta, Ga.
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Fusion Now — Or Never
IN TIMELY fashion — but none too soon — the
NAB board of directors has moved toward
fusion with TV. An autonomous TV operation,
within the NAB structure, is proposed, with a
special convention to be held next January to
formalize the project — if the telecaster votes
are there.
Action came on the eve of the convention of
the Television Broadcasters Assn., scheduled in
New York for Dec. 8. TBA admittedly has
been a stopgap operation these past few years
because it wasn't satisfied that its essential
needs could be handled by an NAB, the board
of which had been dominated by aural broadcasters. The job that TBA has done on a
microscopic budget is one of the wonders of
trade association activity.
The NAB proposal — advanced by AM-TV
Broadcaster Robert D. Swezey, WDSU New
Orleans — would give TV its own board of directors, asort of NAB-TV. Telecasters would
pay their own freight. Only on matters of
broad policy, applicable to all, \^ould the NAB
itself take over. There would be no duplication
of services. Aural broadcasters would not be
called upon to support TV services, what with
TV emerging so handsomely from deficit operation.
This project is the first step toward ultimate
fusion of all mass radio media, and of all
segments of them — broadcasters, manufacturers, sellers and suppliers. That was the
theme of an editorial campaign launched by
this journal last June, and which was generally
a]?i"lauded. Some thought it premature.
The TBA convention will view the NAB-TV
plan with interest, and perhaps a jaundiced
eye. TBA itself is confronted with "expansion
now" or a fade-out. Its membership is not representative of the 107 TV stations or of the
entire TV manufacturing industry. We hope
it will tread water until it can appraise the
results of the January meeting in Chicago
called by NAB President Miller, and to be
presided over by Harold V. Hough, director
of the Fort Worth Star-Telegram radio-TV
operations. If the ingredients are there, TBA
membership should join. If not, TBA must
go its own way.
A successful NAB-TBA merger, under the
"federating" plan, certainly would encourage
other independently-maintained associations
to ponder fusion. The high degree of cooperation now evident between the NAB and the
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. on all matters
of mutual concern could be the augury of
eventual consolidation under a combined "Congress" or "Council," to fight the inexorable
battle of government versus private operation.
The chasm between broadcasters and manufacturers is not great in these arduous days
of pseudo-war, base material shortages, and
color controversy. Within the FCC more emphasis is being placed upon the theory that
because receivers are miniature transmitters,
and actually are causing interference with air
communication (spurious oscillations), the
FCC can license manufacturers. If this thesis
holds, either through FCC fiat or new legislation, fusion will occur as a matter of law.
Page 52
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THERE'S HIGH dudgeon over color TV.
Many folks are up in arms over the advertising line used in the first of a series of TV
dealer ads inferring that children feel socially
inferior without TV. The new NARBA agreement has caused consternation in clear channel
ranks. The educators are making a drive for
TV facilities, reminiscent of their quest for
AM facilities 20 years ago, and FM a decade
back.
All of these developments are exciting and
important. But all are overshadowed by base
metal shortages that could make them innocuous and meaningless.
Color TV, unless all current signs fail, is
destined to lose a race against time and the
material shortages. Manufacturers, at this
writing, will be fortunate if they're able to
turn out 3,000,000 TV receivers in 1951 as
against possibly 8,000,000 sets this year. The
cobalt freeze alone could cut-back production
to almost zero.
The ostracism approach on TV selling was
a stupid blunder. That campaign theme has
been abandoned. It isn't the first time that
advertisers have run out of bounds. Nor the
last. Public opinion changed it.
The last hasn't been heard about NARBA.
There will be a vigorous fight against ratification at the next session, fostered largely by
those who will be hurt — and those are largely
clear channels. This marked the first time in
the 13-year history of NARBA that an agreement was evolved when a treaty no longer
existed. The U. S. delegation contends it did
the best it could with what it had. The U. S.
gave more than many thought it should, particularly from the standpoints of areas and
populations served. The fight on Senate ratification— and the good faith of the signatories
— will tell the story.
The educators' quest for TV is a thrice-told
story that finds its answer in radio lore. Under
the original allocations there were 130 educational AM stations. Since 1928, the number
has dwindled to about a score. The others
went commercial. In FM, a broad portion of
the spectrum sufficient to accommodate literally
hundreds of non-commercial educational stations was set aside less than a decade ago.
Today there are exactly 69, with 18 others authorized and only two applications pending.
So the educators want TV in every major
market ?
When the first shot was fired in Korea last
June, it became evident that "normalcy" was
a relic of the past, despite those who decried
it as a "police action." There's no normalcy
in any phase of the mass-radio media. So jot
down all of these horrendous problems as "academic" as of today.
NOW

COMES the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., through its director of programs, and describes U. S. commercials as "more and more obnoxious."
That being alleged, it's difficult to understand why CBC takes first call on all
U. S. network programs in competition
with privately-owned Canadian stations.
And it's interesting to observe that, for
the first time in years two Canadian evening network programs are listed among
the first 10 network shows. The rest, of
course, were good old U. S. network or
transcribed shows. We would suggest
that if CBC doesn't like U. S. network
programs, that it give the privatelyowned stations right of way, or let Canadians listen to them from across the
border.

our respects to:

WILLIAM

HOWARD

SUMMERVILLE

the human
bean ofSummervil
the silent
le,
that "Slim"
the time string
ABOUT
L movies, was tilting with the onrush of
the "talkies" another "Slim" Summerville, who
bore him no physical resemblance whatever,
was grappling with his first radio station rate
card.
"Slim" II, a stripling of 26, was breaking
in just 25 years ago last Thursday (a day of
Thanksgiving, he avers) on the old KRLD
Dallas. Today William Howard Summerville
is general manager of WWL, the booming
50,000-watter which dispenses CBS programs
from New Orleans, and which boasts a signal
up and down the Mississippi Valley.
The prematurely
gray a "Slim"
Summerville,
although
he looked like
performer
and still
does, elected to enter radio via the sales end.
He had planned a medical career, but during
his pre-med days, answered the call for World
(Continued on page 59)

Static

and

By AWFREY

^now
QUINCY

WHEN the NAB TV members meet in special
convention, it's bound to be a colorful scene.
But their report to the board will be in blackand-white.
When FORD rides TANDEM
wheel or in the back seat?
* * *

will it be at the

An ABC advertisement says "Men From Mars
Invade Way?
Radio." With* candied
missiles from the
Milky
* *
J
Concerning the effect of radio and television on
baseball attendance, last week's BROADCASTING gives an Associated Press run-down of
big league bosses. Included is a quote from
"Billy Evans of the Cleveland Indians." But
we couldn't find anything from Hank Greenberg of the Detroit Tigers.
* * *
That picture of "wrestler" Angeleo Cistoldi
assaulting Sportscaster Arthur Flynn makes us
wonder
Angeleo
using hisOnebest
"holt."
To us, itiflooks
more was
like Position
at Arthur
Murray's.
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NEW

One of the largest users of spot radio newscasts, Shell Oil
and J. Walter Thompson

analyzed the Seattle radio picture

for months before buying Dick Keplinger on KJR,
6:00 to 6:15 p.m., Monday

through Friday,

"Shell's Dinner Edition of the News."

Remember, this is Shell's only newscast
in Western Washington.

SEATTLE

THE W^/-

5000 WATTS AT 950 kc.

FULL

STATIOM

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY AVERY-KNODEL, INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • ATLANTA
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feature

of the lueek

STED
RE'RE
IN
YOU
IF TE

A TOTAL of 23,908 mail votes
poured into WAVE Louisville in
response to the Nov. 3 and 4
finals of the station's Disc Jockey
Contest, sponsored by Oertel Brewing Co.
The two shows featured the eight
contestants who had won previous
weekly competitions and vied for a
"Hollywood Weekend" prize as a
tie-in
promotion with NBC's Double
or Nothing.

GENE

ARCHER

WRC's Gene Archer, to
be exact. Gene's delightful, hour-long mid-day
program features the
Cliff Quartette's individual music, popular records . . . plus Gene
Archer's own brilliant
baritone style.

November 27, 1950

clares, "From Sunrise To Midnight, It's
a Real Pleasure To
'LIS'N TO WISN'...
The

Station With

Stuffed
strictly

with a "Name Performer" in the Nation's
Capital.

•

De-

A

I
SMILE."

Audience loyalty of
"Here's Archer" offers an
immediate association
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.

Mr. Kay up to his ears in votes.

amply supports Gene's
selling story.

IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL —
YOUR BEST BUY IS

SMILES

11 Milwaukee

According to the station, Bob
Kay, program m. c. of WAVE who
conducted the two winners to
Hollywood, was told by Walter
O'Keef e, m. c. of Double or Nothing,
that the WAVE response was the
■largest received by any station for
the "Hollywood* Weekend"
offer.
* *

Participation in this
choice time period (12:30-1:15 PM, Monday
through Friday) promises business in Washington. An impressive list
of current national spots

A few choice availabilities remain, contact WRC
directly or NBC Spot
Sales.

IN

ULMER

RIVES LIDE

of
philos
basic in,
the Frankl
E in
TAK
Benjam
addophy
a disc
jockey format and inject a
generous portion of Western twang,
and the result may well prove
worthy of the confidence in radio
now enjoyed by one of the nation's
largest personal loan companies.
One popular success, the Squeakin' Deacon Show, "opened my eyes
to the real power of radio," says
Ulmer Lide, advertising director for
Seaboard Finance Co., Los Angeles,
who put the show on the air over
KXLA Pasadena, Calif., in October
1946. So fruitful were the results
that Seaboard now spends anywhere from $10,000 to $20,000 a

business

month on its radio advertising.
Despite convictions that the Deacon and his Western disc jockey
program, interspersing music with
home-spun philosophy, were a little
"too homey for the West Coast's
foremost thinkers and celebrities,"
Mr. Lide patiently persevered and
saw his own judgment vindicated.
Seaboard soon went into radio on
an extensive scale, utilizing a mystery program, spot announcements
and, finally, newscasts. The firm
had used radio since 1937 but it
remained for Mr. Lide, who joined
the company in 1943, to reserve a
solid place in the radio firmament
for Seaboard, which also has used
some television.
Ulmer Rives Lide was born in
Evergreen, Ala., on Feb. 2, 1906,
but spent his early childhood in
Rockingham, N. C. At the age of
12, he moved with his family to
Bennettsville, S. C. In high school
the youth established an enviable
scholastic record, serving as presiclasses.dent of both the junior and senior
The Alabaman also was active in
sports, indulging in baseball, basketball and football. As a pigskin
star, he was named all-state tackle.
While attending Purman U., he
found he had to sacrifice all but
freshman football to complete a
four-year course in three years,
graduating Magna Cum Laude with
an AB degree.
Mr. Lide taught English in the
(Continued on page 57)
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SCHWIMMER

front office

AL ALBINGER, general manager WCOL Columbus, Ohio, to KTMS
. Santa Barbara, Calif., in same capacity.
{WELDON CONNIE ALEXANDER, director of news,
: sports and special events KVER Albuquerque, N. M.,
I appointed assistant manager.
IRICHARD C. ARBUCKLE, TV account executive Edi ward Petry & Co., N. Y., to WCAU Philadelphia as
I commercial representative.
I HENRY FLYNN, account executive Radio Sales, CBS,
N. Y., father of girl, Nov. 19.

Mr. Albinger

CAPT. THOMAS B. SAWYER, former president WSSB Durham, N. C,
assigned as public information officer, North Carolina Military District.
PACIFIC REGIONAL NETWORK, 48 California FM relay stations, appoints WILLIAM A. AYRES Co., S. F., as representative.
WGN-TV

CHICAGO issues Rate Card No. 7 which incorporates recommendations of television standardization group, broadcast advertising
committee of NAB. These deal principally with card format, content,
order of presentation and rate table structure. Committee recommendations were followed exactly, according to Sales Manager George W.
Harvey, one. of original committee members.
JERRY JONES, West-Holliday Co., S. F., to Katz Agency Inc., S. F.,
station representative firm.
AL NELSON Jr., A. E. Nelson Co., S. F. agency, to KLX Oakland as
S. F. sales manager. Replaces BILL HUNEFELD, recalled to active
duty with Navy.

CHANGE
Operation Is Split
WALTER SCHWIMMER, president of Radio Features Inc., Chicago package firm, has changed
the name of the company to Walter Schwimmer Productions Inc.,
incorporated in Illinois.
Move follows development of
two video packages, Foto-Test and
the Miss U. S. Television Contest.
The name Radio Features is being
retained, with the firm as a subsidiary of the new parent company.
George Guyan, sales manager, is
vice president of the new corporation, and Dorothy Fell, office manager, is secretary. Mr. Schwimmer is president and treasurer.

Agencies Enfranchised
A TOTAL OF 68 advertising agencies have been enfranchised by the
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters,
it was revealed in a list issued at
CAB headquarters at Ottawa in
mid-November. Included in the
list are the Canadian offices of 13
American and one British agencies.
The American agencies having offices in Canada are Atherton &
Currier, Benton & Bowles, DancerFitzgerald -Sample (Canada) ,
D'Arcy Adv. . Agency, Ellis Adv.
Agency, Erwin Wasey of Canada,
Grant Adv. of Canada, Hutchins
Adv. of Canada, Kenyon & Eckhardt, RuthraufF & Ryan, J. Walter Thompson Co., Young & Rubicam, and Armand S. Weill Co.

Final Spark
CHAIN reaction sparked by
John Gelder Jr., WCHS
Charleston, W. Va., really
put the local Community
Chest drive over the top. The
station manager, local chest
chairman, conducted a oneman, five-hour marathon in
downtown Charleston, urging
listeners to "give a little
more" and asking them to
call a friend. Reaction was
immediate and kept special
operators busy throughout
the drive as Mr. Gelder punctuated his requests with recorded music. At one-o'clock
signofF nearly $3,000 had
been received and pledges
continued to pour in enabling
the Red Feather drive to attain its $238,000 goal. Radio
was credited by city civic
leaders with supplying the
final spark,
William

M. Young

WILLIAM M. YOUNG, 47, member
of NBC music department for over
20 years, died at his home in Bronxville, N. Y., Nov. 11. Mr. Young
joined the music division of NBC in
1930. Funeral services were held
in the Reform Church, Bronxville,
N. Y., Nov. 14. Surviving are his.
widow, one son and two daughters.

i!J^etion&Li • • •
JENNINGS PIERCE, general manager KMED Medford, Ore., named
state radio chairman for Oregon Congress of Parents and Teachers . . .
CHARLES H. COWLING, national sales manager KMPC Hollywood,
leaves this week for three-week sales trip to New York, Chicago, and
major mid-western cities. . . . BILL REA, owner CKNW New Westminster, B. C, named president British Columbia Public Hall Operators.
VIRGIL SHARPE, assistant manager and program directbr KOIL
Omaha, polled second highest amount of votes in field of 12 candidates
for non-political Omaha Board of Education. JULES HERBUVEAUX,
manager television department NBC Chicago, elected president Merchants & Manufacturers Club, Chicago. . . .

Senior Bowl Rights
LIBERTY BROADCASTING SYSTEM has announced the signing of exclusive broadcast rights
to the Senior Bowl football game.
The annual classic will be played in
Mobile, Ala., on Jan. 6. The two
teams — Yankees and Rebels — are
made up of the top players in the
country who have, during the past
season, completed their college
football careers.
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
One
the leading
and
oldestof schools
of Radio
Technology In America, offers its
trained Radio and Television techdustry. nicians, to the Broadcasting InAddresc inquiries to
Placement Hirector
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
A Service of Radio Corporation
of America
3i0 W. 4th St., New York 14. N. T.
BROADCASTING

A

Salesman

Talks

"I dropped in to see the Advertising
of a school that
offers anManager
adult educational
course,
and he was in a pretty good mood.
He's been using WINS — half an
hour nightly — with consistently
good results. WINS is the only
New York station he's used for
three years without a hiatus."

ASCAP OUTLINED
In 'Saturday Evening Post'
ASCAP is termed "one of the
most singular operations in the
land" in the Nov. 25 issue of The
Saturday Evening Post. Robert M.
Yoder wrote the article, titled
"Tin-Pan Alley's Wonderful MoThe story includes an account of
nopoly."
ASCAP's foundation, its struggle
to become accepted by the radio
networks and its influence on the
composers and pei-formers of the
more than 750,000 American compositions it reportedly controls.
The ASCAP system of collecting
and distributing funds also is outlined. Pictures of personalities
prominent in ASCAP and the entertainment world accompany the
article.

• Telecasting

"A letter came in from an agency
about an account of theirs which
tested radio for the first time this
summer, with the 15-minute Art
Scanlon show on WINS across the
board. It said, 'The results have
far exceeded our expectations.
Although the months of June,
July and August are traditionally
the slow months for reupholstery.
Art Scanlon kept our client's sales
at peak month levels. So satisfied
has this client been with WINS
results that we plan to increase
our time on the Art Scanlon show,
to the exclusion of other media.' "
"The other day I talked to a furrier who's used our station for
nine years — the only radio adver-

tising he's done.
stayedhave
on
this station
becauseHe's
his sales
been growing each year — directly
traceable to WINS through tests
he's made on his programs. I always say local advertisers are a
goodue, indication
of a station's
valbecause they either
get results,
or they don't stay on."
Call your WINS representative . . .
see him when he calls. Buy WINS
...it sells.' CROSLEY BROADCASTING CORPORATION, WINS
50 KW, New York.
November 27, 1950
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IN ARIZONA
KTYL-FM Is First Outlet
FIRST FM station in Arizona—
KTYL-FM Phoenix— has begun
broadcasting coincident with its
AM affiliate, KTYL, increasing its
power from 250 w on 1490 kc to 1
kw at 1310 kc. The new combined
operation, representing a $200,000
investment, is housed in a new
KTYL building located two miles
west of Mesa.
Stations' General Manager
Dwight Harkins reported there are
no plans for dual "programming,
with both the AM and FM facility
operated separately. Dick Gilbert,
who broadcasts daily on KTYL 12
noon-3 p.m., will be heard on FM
7-8 p.m., and Mr. Harkins, who is
m. c. on a two-hour AM disc show,
also will conduct an FM program,
it was explained. Other FM programming will follow lines of
"good music" stations by stressing
the classical in musical entertainment. "Talk" programs — ^news, interviews, dramas, serials, etc. — will
be banned, according to Mr. Harkins.
The new KTYL building contains two complete control rooms,
three studios, an announcer's
booth, eight built-in turntables and
permanent installations of special
tape-recording equipment. Downtown Mesa studios, offices and
theatre facilities are being retained.

NSRB

FM

air-casters

proBroadw
LIEBMA
withay scroll
ducer,N,presented
from NBC honoring him for his
contributions to success of its Your
Show of Shows, at special luncheon in
his honor.
MARY DODSON WATKINS rejoins
KGGF Coffeyville, Kan., as traffic
manager. Her duties were handled
by PAT ADAMS who is remaining in
program department.
GLENN STUTZMAN, announcer KCNI
Broken Bow, Neb., recovering from
broken leg.
ROBERT PAYSON, production manager Ford Theatre and Magnavox
Theatre on CBS-TV, father of twin
girls Nov. 16.
KIRBY AYERS appointed director
Grand Slam, sponsored by Continental
Baking Co. on CBS.
BOB CUTT, KSFO San Francisco staff
announcer, father of boy, Jimmy.
JANET KUBICZ named prize and contest supervisor at ABC-AM-TV Chicago. Was with Feature Prizes,
Chicago.
DON LUFTIG, MBS, to WATV (TV)
Newark on directing staff. ELLEN
STERN, promotion and publicity
director KSFO-KPIX (TV) San Francisco, to TV directing staff, and
RUTH GILKYSON, KSFO-KPIX, to
copywriter, WAAT, AM affiliate of
WATV.
JIM GIBBONS, morning man and
sports director WMAL-AM-TV Washington, father of daughter, Nov. 11.
MAX

Ralph Edwards
CBS Star

WVAMilWARD
A
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O

N A

JOHNSTOWN

You're on the INSIDE
with the OUTSIDE audience on WVAM. ONLY
1000-watt fulltime coverage in Aitoona and
Central Pennsylvania.
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TIM KILEY, graduate Northwestern
U., to WMCT (TV) Memphis on production staff.

FIRST

FIRST

Re presented

WILLIAM MILL, staff announcer
WWCO Waterbury, Conn., resigns to
enter Armed Forces. ROY ROMAN,
newcomer to radio, replaces him.
SAl^UEL KAUFMAN, supervisor of
radio publicity, and PHIL DEAN,
press staff writer for NBC, promoted
to editorial director and exploitation
manager, respectively.
CAROL EWING, assistant controller
NBC Western Division, appointed
KNBH (TV) Hollywood controller,
succeeding W. W. BOONE, resigned.
JOE KOGEN, writer, DON MATHERS
and PRINCESS LIVENGSTON, comedians, signed by BILL ANSON for his
TV disc jockey show on KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles.
HANS FELIX BREITBARTH, program
dirtctor and disc jockey KLVL Pasadena, Tex., to KATL Houston as
traffic manager.
ROBERT L. CHAUDOIN, continuity
editor WSIX Nashville, to WMAK
Nashville, as traffic director.
BILL MOSHIER to KGW Portland,
Ore., handling Farm Time with Bill
Moshier. Was with KJE Seattle; has
been vice president and national treasurer of Radio Farm Directors.
FRED LAIGHT, on special broadcast
service staff CKRM Regina, Sask., appointed program manager. Replaces
BILL WALKER, who is now with
CKRC Winnipeg, Man. THOMAS
HILL, CBC Toronto, to CKRM as production supervisor. WILLIAM REES,
traffic department, appointed promotion manager.
ANDY KARSEN to announcing staff
WKTY La Crosse, Wis., replacing
BOB DAY, who resigns to enter
Armed Forces.
BETTY
NESTOR
to WWL New
Orleans, as record librarian.
BILL POLGLASE, staff announcer
WAVE-AM-TV Louisville, to WMAL
Washington, in same capacity.
ARNOLD V. GEHNICH to announcing
staff WCOJ Coatsville, Pa.
PAMELA TABBERER to copy department WCSC Charleston, S. C. She
was journalist in England and has
written articles for newspapers in
this country.

by W
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IS GODFREY

25 or 32?

As a fact, HE'S BOTH!
Godfrey's daytime show
rates a 25.0 Hooper
Godfrey's
Scouts
has a 32.4 Talent
in Johnstown
HOOPERFIRST Godfrey &
WARD
CCd

&

Company

eurd • • •
GEORGE McGOWAN program director KXLY Spokane, Wash., to special
events staff.

POSTS

Symington Names Three
THREE appointments, involving
the posts of information director,
special assistant and special consultant, have been announced by
W. Stuart Symington, chairman of
the National Security Resources
Board,
charged with
the nation's
communications
and other
mobilization planning.
Edward F. Jones, chief correspondent for Life magazine in
Washington, was named special assistant to Mr. Symington, succeeding Stephen P. Leo, who resigns
next month to join Sverdrup &
Parcel, St. Louis consulting engineering firm [Broadcasting, Nov.
6]. Mr. Jones has been granted
leave of absence from Life.
James R. Aswell, information
director of NSRB since August,
has been appointed special consultant to Mr. Symington, succeeding Albert Abrahamson. Mr.
Aswell, on leave from Hill & Knowlton. New York, is a noted contributor to national magazines and
served with the World War II Office of War Information. A former
newspaperman, he also was Washington correspondent for Newsweek
magazine.
Scott sistant
Hershey,
Mr. Aswell's
asthe past three
months, has
been named director of information
for NSRB. Mr. Hershey previously
served with EGA, the Hoover Commission, and with numerous magazines and newspapers, including
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., American Aviation and Newsweek.
Earlier he was on the staif of AP.
REID APPOINTED
NBS Electronics Div. Chief
J. OILMAN REID Jr. will succeed
Dr. R. D. Huntoon as chief of the
National Bureau of Standards'
Electronics Division, it was announced last week. Mr. Reid has
been chief of the Engineering Electronics Section since Jan. 3, 1939,
and is a member of the Institute of
Radio Engineers. He joined NBS
in 1937. The Electronics Division :
was created last July 1.
Simultaneously, appointment of
Joseph P. Spaulding to the staff of
National Bureau of Standards also
was announced. Mr. Spaulding
will
handle research
in the Division,
bureau's
Ordnance
Development
including study of new principles
and components of advanced types
of electronic ordnance devices.
From 1941 to 1950 he helped develop radar
equipment and other ^
electronic
devices.

BEN HOBERMAN, WXYZ-TV Detroit
sales, father of boy, Thomas Henry,
Nov. 11.
BOB CARLIN, morning news editor
WOWO Fort Wayne, Ind., is author
of two short stories appearing in
Dec. issue of True Detective Magazine.
PHILIP LENHART, newscaster
WGAY Silver Spring, Md., to WHKK
Akron, Ohio, in same capacity.
BROADCASTING
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 5i)
Greenville, S. C, high school, for a
year, then joined Western Electric
Co., Kearney, N. J., to handle shop
layout work. His interest soon
turned to management, education,
and personnel problems of the loan
and discount business. He became
acquainted with W. A. Thompson,
founder and chairman of the board
1 of Seaboard Finance Co., and joined
j the firm in March 1943.
t Radio and television, even then,
commanded his interest. As personnel manager in those early
years, during which he trained some
900 employes in about 100 cities,
Mr. Lide preached the principle
that the media could serve as Seaboard's "front door."
"We keep that 'front door' attractive, dignified, and a nice place to
meet us," he told them. "Like the
Squeakin' Deacon, the welcome mat
is rolled out by people the whole
family will enjoy knowing, by people who sincerely mean it when
they say, 'Come in, let us help with
your problem.' "
Sold Several Shows
Inspired by that tenet and radioTV's potentialities, Mr. Lide sold
KXLA on the Squeakin' Deacon
Show. In June 1949 Seaboard decided to try another type program.
Crime Does Not Pay, over KFI Los
Angeles. Subsequently, from time
to time, Mr. Lide in his new capacity as advertising director
bought newscasts on KMPC KFI
KLAC, all Los Angeles, KSFO San
Francisco, KVI Seattle, and other
stations.
Seaboard's
campaign,
launched
on aspot
selected
national
basis, included stations in Phoenix,
Ariz.; Memphis, Tenn., and Atlanta, Ga., as well as those West
Coast outlets in Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Seattle, and Portland,
anchor territory for the firm.
At present Seaboard has a news
broadcast on KSFO and has just
concluded a series of spots on
KNBH (TV) Los Angeles.
Television has not played a prominent role in Seaboard's plans but
only because the firm has not yet
evolved the program which it feels
may meet the firm's needs, Mr.
Lide says. Further radio expenditures will hinge largely on government controls and other factors
which may be reflected in its
budget. "We have always liked the
media and undoubtedly will resort
to expanding it at a time which
seems most opportune," he adds.
Mr. Lide is a member of the
Personnel and Industrial Relations
NANCY Me IVER
(Formerly Nancy Grey on
WTMJ-NBC, Milwaukee)
Travels the World
WHFC
^^chiclgo'^''"
WEHS-FM
2 to 2:30 Monday
thru Saturday
Participations Available
She Entertains
— and Sells — and Sells — and Sells
MARSHALL PRODUCTIONS INC.
40th Floor Bankers BIdg. Chicago 3
Radio
Television
Shows to fit your budget
BROADCASTING

Club of Los Angeles. Aside from
his avid interest in sports as a
spectator, Mr. Lide also enjoys
bi'idge, canasta, and gin rummy, as
well as horseback riding, movies
and reading.

CULTURAL

SHOWS

NBC, Other Networks Cited
CITATION honoring the NBC
Theatre as the program "which
during the past school year has
done most to promote a greater
understanding and appreciation of
our literary heritage, and to raise
idealsawarded
of good to
speech
and writing"
was
the network
last
Saturday (Nov. 25) by the National Council of Teachers of
English in Milwaukee.
Cited for honorable mentions by
the council were "Document A777"
of MBS' Pursuit of Peace series;
NBC's Living 19A9-50 series, and
CBS' We Take Your Word and
Invitation to Learning. Awards
were presented by Leon C. Hood,
council's radio committee chairman, before 2,000 teachers at their
annual convention.
In presenting the award to Margaret Cuthbert, production chief
for NBC Theatre, Mr. Hood mentioned the fact the program is offered as a home-study course in
literature by some universities.
Teachers lauded the series as being
the "most literate, artistic, intelligent literary-dramatic program
on the air."
The council also praised the following programs for their cultural
value: Theatre Guild, Greatest
Story Ever Told, Cavalcade of
America, Metropolitan Opera, Hallmark Playhouse, Author Meets the
Critics, Halls of Ivy, Pulitzer Prize
Playhouse and musical programs
sponsored by Firestone Co. and
Standard Oil of California.
System of awards involves some
7,000 students and teachers who
work on a radio-TV program appreciation project-sponsored by the
council's radio committee.

HANDSHAKE marks Wesf Coast arrival of NBC Executives Joseph H. McConnell (second from I), pres., and John K. West (r), who took over new duties
as v. p. in charge of NBC Western Division [Broadcasting, Oct. 2]. Also in
party (I to r): Manie Sacks, dir. artists relations, RCA and NBC; Mrs.
McConnell; William F. Brooks, v.p. in charge of NBC public relations.

JELL-0
demonstration
at LosbyAngeles'
Hotel Biltmore
is attended
(I to r):
Fred Hawkins, district mgr.. General
Foods Sales Division; George Plass,
adv. mgr., Jelt-0 Products; Lucille
Ball, star of CBS My Favorite Husband, sponsored by General Foods for
Jell-0.

HUMORIST Walter Kiernan (center)
gets off a fast one at luncheon marking start of second year of his One
Man's Opinion for Philip Morris on
ABC. Amused listeners are Mark
Woods (I), vice chairman of ABC
board, and Alfred E. Lyon, chairman
of board, Philip Morris.

Coffee Clincher
IT TOOK 178 cups of coffee
at his expense to convince a
Ventura, Calif.,
restaurant ownerdrive-in
that local
KVEN had a sizable audience for its daily 7:45 a.m.
newscast. Unsuccessful at
trying to sell the newscast to
the restaurant. Station Manager Mort Werner asked the
owner if he would give a free
cup of coffee the following
morning to anyone who arrived after 7 :45 and mentioned the name of the program. The owner agreed;
offer was mentioned on the
newscast the next morning
with a two-fold result: 178
people came by to pick up
free cups of coffee; Mr.
Werner picked up a new
sponsor.

• Telecasting

LEO the Lion in Pittsburgh's Loew's Penn lobby watches Theatre Mgr.
William Elder (lower I) congratulate Bernard Samuels, Air-King TV distributor,
after latter contracted for multiple market purchases of MGM Radio Attractions, MGH Theatre of The Air. Looking on are George Baren Bregge (rear I),
KQV Pittsburgh, and Edward Eaton, account exec, Burk Agency. Show, on
KQV, extended to WBUT Butler Nov. 12, with other additions likely.
THIRD birthday Oct. 26 of WCCC Hartford was marked by special broadcast
attended by (I to r): Mayor Cyril Coleman; Publisher John R. Reitemeyer,
Hartford Courant; Mrs. Arra Sutton Mixter, Hartford Gas Co.; Syd Byrnes,
WCCC station manager; Kerwin Spencer, Society for Savings Bank of Hartford; Bill Savitt, station pres. -co-owner; Max Savitt, WCCC v. p. -co-owner.

CIVIL

allied

arts

RD H. GORDON Jr., former
RICHA
president World Video, N. Y., to
Foley & Brockway, N. Y. (TV
productions), as partner and vice
president in charge of production.
HARVEY BULLOCK and JACK
HOUSTON, writers; RED BELLSON,
producer— m.c, and HARRY BESTRY,
talent agent, to Paul Killiam, N. Y.
TV producer and packager.
WILLIAM
MORRIS
Agency, N. Y.
(packager), announces plans to construct two-story office building in
Beverly Hills, Calif., adjacent to
Beverly Wilshire Hotel, to house its
enlare-ed staiT on West Coast. Building, expected to be ready in late 1951,
will comprise 20,000 square feet, including modern TV, radio, and motion
picture audition rooms.
JOHN RIDGELY, Warner Bros, motion picture star, signed by Charles
Michelson Inc., N. Y., open-end TV
and transcription program sales firm,
for
Mysteries, 260 five-minute
TV Capsule
film shows.
LOU STUMER, CBS account executive
for MCA, named general manager
World Video Inc., N. Y. DICK
LEWINE,
producer
Worldproduction
Video's
Clehrity Time,
appointed
supervisor.
ROBERT F. HOLTZ, consulting radio
engineer of Great Notch, N. J., next
month
will goon toradio
Far East
for year's
assignment
project.
Will
headquarter in Djakarta, Indonesia.
MARGERY LUCE, Jerry Fairbanks
Inc., N. Y., promoted to production
coordinator.
WALTER HANLON, advertising director Ideal Publications, to TV Guide,
N. Y., as director of advertising sales
and promotion, and BARBARA
FROST, publicity department WORTV New York, to TV Guide as women's editor.
WPIX (TV) New York appoints Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, N. Y.,
as agency for trade advertising.
THOMAS D. RISHWORTH, director
Radio House at U. of Texas, addressed Iowa Congress of Parents and
Teachers at Des Moines Sat., Nov. 18.
Subject was "Radio in Health EducaHe is chairman
TV for tion."
National
PTA. of radio and
WKOP Blnghamton, N. Y., appoints
Robert S. Keller Inc., N. Y., as sales
promotion representative.
MARSHALL PRODUCTIONS, Chicago, names BOB KULZ vice presi-
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dent in charge of production and engineering, and JAY ANDRES chief
announcer and production advisor.
Mr. Kulz was with WMAW and
WTMJ Milwaukee. Mr. Andres is
former chief announcer and specialty
announcer at WMAW.

"Tecknical • • •
THREE NBC Chicago television engineers recently became fathers: RAY
BURTHSCHER father of Janis Ray;
ROBERT RAHNEBT, a son, Robert
Paul, and RALPH POMEROY, a son,
James William.
JIM BOYD, engineer CHNO Sudbury,
to engineering staff CHUM Toronto.

• • •
^<^ulpmeM.ntRIGSBEE,
CLIFFORD
L. S. Ayres
& Co. (department stores), Indianapolis, appointed manager radiophonograph-television group of RCA
Service Co. Replaces THOMAS
WHITNEY, appointed operations manager for government service.
WELLS TELEVISION Inc. appointed
as RCA TV Antenaplex specialist in
hotel field, W. W. WATTS, vice president and general manager of RCA
Engineering
Products Dept., has announced.
SIMPSON ELECTRIC Co., Chicago,
leases new plant at 932 Benton St.,
Aurora, 111. This brings total to five
plants producing for company.
HARVEY
LEONARD POKRASS,
president Tele King Corp., and Nicole
Jannine Hirch de Metz announce
their marriage.
SBN Fight Show
ARMED FORCES Radio will carry
the Sports Broadcast Network's
Fight of the Week feature, Monday
10 p.m., to 64 relay stations around
the world, according to WPEN
Philadelphia,
network's
key
station.
WMCAthe New
York, also
part of SBN, has initiated a series
of broadcasts of the fights for all
radio-equipped taxicabs in the city
of New York, it was added.

PERSONS

WHO

SPEND..;

$285,S5QOOOANNUALtY
IN TOTAL RETAIi SALES/
* This map shows airline
miles to nearest metropoliton centers, asnring ondnplicated CBS service to the
KSWM audience.
Now in its fifih year of service,
KSWM is an imtegral part of all
cemmamty affairs and activities.
Austin A. Harrison, President
CBS
in JOPLIN,
MO.
LNationally Represented by WILLIAM G. HAMBEAU CO. ,
Page 58
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DEFENSE

Congress Urged To Act
RECOMMENDATION that Congress take up President Truman's
proposal for aministration
Civil
Adwhen itDefense
reconvenes
Nov. 27 was made Nov. 14 by
Sen. Brien McMahon (D-Conn.). He
urged that the Senate Armed Services Committee start consideration
of a separate bill (S 4162) which
he sponsored last September to set
the wheels of civil defense in motion on a national scale.
The measure was introduced almost coincident with release of
the President's report on "United
States Civil Defense," which
termed communications as the
"nerve system" [Broadcasting,
Sept. 25]. A similar bill (HR
9689), authored by Rep. Carl Durham (D-N. C), was placed before
the House chamber.
Whether Congress would act on
the proposal before adjourning
was not known, but it is believed
that the Chief Executive would
submit the plan in any event. He
also is expected to appoint a fulltime director to head the agency
[Closed Circuit, Nov. 13].
Sen. McMahon, chairman of the
Joint Atomic Energy Committee,
also suggested that Congress look
into the President's plan for dispersal of key government agencies
as part of the decentralization program.
HADACOL

BOOM

To Trsple '51 Talent Budget
SEN. DUDLEY LeBLANC, president of Hadacol, Nov. 16 announced he would triple his 1951
appropriation for live talent and
motion pictures, following a $2
million order response to his preChristmas party promotion [Broadcasting, Nov. 13].
The Christmas parties in more
than 500 theatres will be held in
cooperation with radio stations
carrying Hadacol advertising. Each
party is to include films, live talent
and prizes, with the admission
charge to be one Hadacol box top.
Sen LeBlanc's decision to triple
his 1951 appropriation came after
he had explained his party plan in
a night letter to 3,900 Hadacol
wholesalers and chain stores. Within 48 hours the plant was overworked with nearly" $2 million in
orders that immediately poured in
from recipients of the telegrams, it
was reported.
Sen. LeBlanc also stated that
the Hadacol Caravan for 1951 will
undertake a five-week tour with an
entire railroad train being leased
for the entourage. Plans are for
next year's show to surpass the
1950 version when more than 30
acts that included top flight radio,
movie and stage talent participated
in a three - week good - will tour
that attracted international attention.

FIRST Honorable Mention Certificate
for her entry in the 1950 "Life Line
of America" contest is presented to
Jane Weston, WOWO Fort Wayne,
Ind., by Paul S. Willis, president.
Grocery Mfrs. of America Inc.
Awards are presented each year by
GMA to women broadcasters and
newspaper food editors who best interpret to their audience the line of
essential processes and services on
food, from farm to table. Miss Weston's entry consisted of five Home
Demonstration Agent programs on
WOWO, in which she interpreted the
growth and use of tomatoes.
MICH. AP MEET
Election Coverage Lauded
STEPPED-UP election coverage
resulting from a special fund approved by 22 Associated Press
member stations keynoted discussions at the fall meeting of the
Michigan Assn. of AP Broadcasters meeting at the Hotel Olds in
Lansing, Mich., fortnight ago.
Lester W. Lindow, general manager of WFDF Flint, president of
the AP group, commended the
membership for its foresight and
progiiessive action in voting the
special election pool. Several station executives reportedly praised
the service as the best they had
ever received. Wire was controlled
continually in Detroit on election
night and part of the following day
to meet needs of Michigan AP
members particularly, according
to Howard L. Kany of AP.
British Show

Set

BRITAIN'S 18th National Radio
Show will be held Aug. 28-Sept. 8,
1951, at Earls Court, London, aecording to an announcement by the
Radio Industry Council. The show
will feature British radio, television and electronics equipment of
all kinds, as well as tubes and components. BBC is slated to hold
demonstrations of television from a
fully tionequipped
studio in the exhibihall.
"Independent" as H*@!!
— and almost S.R.O.

WGRD
The People's Station
Grand Rapids, Mich.
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Respects
(Contiyiued from page 52)
7ar I. His friends and associates
ay, however, that he has never
kirsaken his early medical trainj ng, and pursues his sales task
j|.'ith the deft touch of a surgeon
L-ith his scalpel, rather than as a
leddler wielding a meat axe.
Although he regards himself as
native Texan, and a Louisianian
y adoption,
"Slim"3, 1899,
Summerville
Kras
born on June
in the
nodest little town of St. Elmo,
,11. His father, a railroad conduc;or, had two loves. He wanted
jjoward to become a doctor, and he
oved thoroughbred horses, which
iie raised. When "Slim" was still
jn his teens, the family moved to
jDallas, where he attended elel^jnentary school. After a year at
■3oly Trinity in Dallas, Uncle Sam
j!)eckoned. He returned to Trinity,
eaving in 1922.
Joined Curtiss Candy Co.
The first fulltime job for Mr.
feummerville came that year, with
^i;he Curtiss Candy Co. in Chicago,
[t was there he learned the rudinents of selling. Returning home
or a Thanksgiving holiday, he
|:ound that his reputation as an
intrepid salesman had preceded
aim. He joined a Dallas agency.
I There were two stations in Dallas then — WRR, established in
,1920, and WFAA, which began operations in 1922. It was in 1926
;i;hat A. L. (Chillie) Chilton, who
operated the Chilton Advertising
Agency, took over KRLD, and it
5was then that "Slim" Summerville
joined his staff, later to become its
commercial
manager.
His next
sjstint, a half dozen years later, was
■'with WGST Atlanta, serving as
''its general manager. In between, he
had spent a few months managing
Ithe then Chilton stations in Little
iRock— KLRA
and KGHI. [Mr.
Chilton still operates KGHI, along
with KSKY Dallas]. In 1939 Mr.
Summerville was called to WWL
by the faculty of Loyola U. He
carried the station through the
critical wartime years, in the face
of equipment and personnel shortages. Each year the station has

11,000

People

to See

Our

Jam

made strides in public acceptance
as well as in time sales.
Mr. Summerville is on the board
of directors of the International
House, famed New Orleans club,
and is a member of the Metrie
Country Club. He has served as
a member of the CBS Stations Advisory Committee since 1944, representing affiliates in the tier of
six Southern States. He is vice
president of the Louisiana Assn.
of Broadcasters.
Mrs. Summerville is the former
Louise Jones of Dallas. They have
four children — Howard Jr., 26, now
employed at WWL; Mrs. Mary
Ann Dereyna, of New Orleans;
Yvonne, 16, and Nancy 13.
The Summerville family wonders when "Pop" will turn up with
another boat — his favorite hobby,
though he does go in for hunting
when business and family allow.

Howard

H. Esary

HOWARD H. ESARY, 42, vice
president of Allied Advertising
Agencies Inc., Los Angeles, died
Nov. 17 at Burbank Hospital following an operation. Mr. Esary
pioneered in Seattle radio and
later became an account executive
for Don Lee network in Los Angeles. He joined Hearst Radio Inc.
in 1939 as program director of
KEHE (now KECA) Los Angeles
and in 1940 became a vice president of the organization. Two
years later Mr. Esary joined Allied
as an account executive. He is
survived by his widow, Helen; his
mother, and brother James, a
Seattle public relations executive.

P. L Burke
p. L. BURKE, 70, father of Harry
Burke, KFAB Omaha general
manager, died Nov. 11 at Grand
Island, Neb., following a long illness. The elder Mr. Burke was in
business in Central City and Norfolk, Neb., before going to Portland, Ore., 23 years ago. In addition to his son, Harry, survivors
include his widow, a brother and
a sister. Burial was in Grand
Island.

Chicago

Stadium

First

INTERNATIONAL

SfiUARE

DANCE

SEE
DOUBLE PAGE
SPREAD, this issue

FESTIVAL

CHICAGO

7

Clear Channel Home of the National Barn Dance
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REK-O-KUrS
WSAB
MEET
Sessions Held in Seattle
GREATER representation of radio
in advertising and business administration classes in high schools
and colleges was advocated by the
Washington State Assn. of Broadcasters during its meeting Nov.
17-18 at the Edmond Meany Hotel
in Seattle. Association backing
also was given a bill to be presented in the 1951 session of the
Washington Legislature which
would allow stations to cover high
school sports events without exclusivity or payment of fees for
broadcasting.
Rogan Jones, KVOS Bellingham,
who urged creation of a committee to work with educational institutions on the matter of radio,
was named chairman of the committee by WSAB President Fred
F. Chitty, KVAN Vancouver, who
presided at the meeting. Other
members of the committee are: R.
0. Dunning, KHQ Spokane; Goodwin Chase Jr., KXLE Ellensburg;
H. J. Quilliam, KTBI Tacoma; H.
E. Studebaker, KUJ Walla Walla;
Arch Morton, KJR Seattle, and
0. W. Fisher, KOMO Seattle.
Gov. Arthur B. Langlie sent a
personal message of thanks to the
broadcasters through his radio secretary, Charles W. Bryant. State
superintendent of public instruction, Mrs. Pearl A. Wanamaker,
wasWSAB
speaker
Friday's
luncheon.a
alsoat voted
to present
nightly broadcast of the 1951 legislative sessions to keep residents
of the state informed on legislative
action during the 60-day biennial
meeting. Carl Downing, manager
of the association's radio news bureau in the state capitol, will
handle the broadcasts.
The WSAB Legislative Committee is headed by Tom Olsen, past
association president and ownermanager of KGY Olympia. Other
members are J. Elroy McCaw,
KELA Centralia-Chehalis; Mr.
Jones of KVOS; Bruce Bartley,
KBRO Bremerton; Mr. Quilliam
of KTBI, and President Chitty.

CONTINUOUSLY
VARIABLE-SPEED
TURNTABLE
The New and Needed Tool
That Every Broadcast
Engineer, Disc Jockey and
Announcer Dreamed About!

flutt "Wo
from or25 to
Playster atwit
ed w"
anyhouspe
100 R.P.NV.
Simple in design, simple to operate, requires no mamte-

finSpeeds are regulated tbylever.
gertip movement of shif

sble
t
or.60to cyc
a
50nta
attur
useles
pl
- mesYn
rat
Ope
ONL
the
e, freareas of varying voltag
le power 12
quency orwith portabMODEL-CVS
(Illustrated)
Chassis, Motor and
Turntable Assemfrom 6alltorec16
inches.
blyordsPlays
$84.95 net
MODEL-CVS 12P
Pickup.
In portable case with
dual-stylus 16"
$124.95 net
SOUND EFFECTS:
Patented Varikon Drive assures absolutely
true running speeds for highest fidelity reproduction ofall sound effects.
TRANSCRIPTIONS:
Permits speed-up
slow-down
recorded
transcriptions
to fitor into
allotted ofairtime
...
no more cut-off commercials!

Max B. Arbeiter
FUNERAL services for Max B.
Arbeiter, 63, time salesman with
Chicago radio stations for nearly
30 years, who died Nov. 11, were
held Nov. 13 in Chicago. Mr.
Arbeiter sold for WEBH, the old
Edgewater Beach Hotel station,
when it first took the air in Chicago
in the '20s. He later was employed
by Gene T. Dyer on the several stations operated by Mr. Dyer before
FCC's duopoly
ruling
became
fective. At the time
of his
death efhe
was on the sales staff of WSBCWXRT (FM) Chicago. He leaves
his widow, Jennie; a daughter,
Mrs. Nathan Sugar, and a son. Dr.
Herbert Arbeiter.

REHEARSALS:
(A) Excellent check to determine whether
overlong musical
programtimecanbybespeeding
used whenup
squeezed
into allotted
in playback.
(B) For Disc Jockeys, Vocalists, Musicians,
etc., permits singing and playing with any
recording
by matching
the pitch Reproduces
of the record with voice
or instrument.
the
long
sustained
notes
without
warble or
sourness.
SPECIFICATIONS
Speed Changes: Continuously Variable
(a) llOV-60 Cycles, Range: 25 to 100 R.P.M.
(b) llOV-50 Cycles, Range: 20 to 85 R.P.M.
Turntable-12" cast aluminum, hardened and
ground shaft.speed, 4 pole.
Motor-constant
Drive-exclusive Rek-O-Kut VARI-CON* self-seating rim drive. maximum below recording
Noise Levei-30db
level.
Dimensions-16" L., 12" W., 5" below chassis.
Available At Your Regular Paris Disfributor. Literature on Request . . . Write
Direct to REK-O-KUT.

GOV. THOMAS E. DEWEY of New
York praised WWRL New York in a
letter to Eugene Endrey, producerdirector, for its Hungarian language
broadcasts.

REK-O-KUT
CO., Inc.
31-19 Queens Boulevard
Long Island City 1, New York
November 27, 1950
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On All Accounts
(Continued from page H)

Miss Lois Winston
The Biow Co.
New York City
Dear Lois:
onct again why
'Lection
folks
lissensnight
ter proved
WCHS more'n ter all
th' other fourin
stations
C harlest o n ,
West Virginny.
Arr hoys really
do'ne a good
job
frombroadcastin'
th' offices
uv
L E th'S CHART O N
DAILY
MAIL, an'
they
th'
folks give
th'returns
very
latest
an' analyses all
evenin'. Add
thet ter
th'
bang-u
p job
CBS done national y, an'
yuh've
got th'
reason fer
all
them lisseners.
Jest
'nother
ins t a'n c e u v
WCHS locally
an' CBS naional y outdoin' 'em tall!
Thet's mighty
important fer
folks
like you
ter know!
Yrs.
Algy

WCHS
Charleston^
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Drewry Edits New Volume

that he worked with C. B. Cole,
vice president and advertising director of Garrett Co., which produces Virginia Dare wines, and
Ellis Redden, director of advertising and sale promotion of Motorola
Inc.
"Another thing," he continues,
"advertising is different from oldline occupations. Here we have
no assets except office furniture
and ideas. If a new idea comes
along, we have no choice but to
take it— no matter who thought It
up. There's no premium on age.
That's one reason I like it."
Did school help ? "The one thing
I learned from school was that if
you have something to sell, you've
got to sell it through advertising."
How about earlier experience?
"No, the only previous civilian job
I had was as a crane truck driver
for two summers in Navy yards.
You just learn the psychology of
people and business fast in an
agency," he says.
As a full account executive, Mr.
Mahoney gained financial altitude
rapidly. For Virginia Dare he
spends $1 million a year, and for
Motorola, $2 million.
Also, a New York mail order
business he owns in partnership,
called Accessory of the Month, is
developing a career of its own
among feminine magazine readers.

MID-CENTURY

TURY. Edited by AT
Dean THE
John E.MID-CEN-^
Drewry. ,
JOURNALISM
U. of Georgia Press.
SUB-TITLE of Dean Drewr^a *
latest book best explains the contents. It is "Press, Radio, and
Specialized Publications as Seen
Through Institutes at the Henry
W. Grady School of Journalism,
1949-50." The book is composed
of principal addresses delivered at
the Press, Radio and the Industrial
Editors Institutes as well as at
the
Peabody
Radio and Television '
Awards
presentation.
For each of the speeches printed.
CHARLES SALIK, owner of KCBQ San Diego, adds his welcome to the U. S. for
French singer Edith Piaf, whom he had met in Paris while attached to the
Armed Forces Network during World War 11. L to r: Faye Emerson, who arranged the meeting after the Pepsi-Cola show she emcees in New York on
CBS-TV; Mr. Salik; Miss Piaf, and Art Ford, WNEW New York disc jockey.
He doesn't manage it, but writes
new copy each month and keeps an
analytical eye on the mail.
Obviously, Mr. Mahoney is not
exactly resting. For a month he
tried to get the time to buy a new
convertible, and "it happened last
As executive of the Motorola
Friday."
account, Mr. Mahoney keeps a
finger in the commercials of Four
Star Revue over NBC-TV, Wednesday, 8to 9 p.m., and spends a
lot of time maintaining an intimate understanding of the show
itself. Motorola, at present, sponsors the full three-thirds of the
program, but Norge and Pet Milk
will each pick up a third around
Jan. 1.
He also supervises the Virginia
Dare account, which uses spot promotion extensively.
Tennis and squash at the New
York Athletic Club, of which he is
a member, and just recently golf,
have eased the strain a bit. But
not before his stomach presented
him with a bouncing ulcer, the
care and feeding of which, if he
had a wife, would constitute a
family. Although he has accepted
the diet, he has refused to lay
aside his pipe.
Club Affiliations
Mr. Mahoney also belongs to
the New York Advertising Club,
New York Republican Club, and
U. of Pennsylvania Club.
He lives in a bachelor apartment
at Tudor City, overlooking the
United Nations headquarters and
the East River. A product of New
York City public schools and
LaSalle Military Academy on Long
Island, where a basketball-baseball
scholarship helped him through,
Mr. Mahoney likes New York and
what he is doing.
As to his future — Don't think we
haven't got problems," he says
hastily. "That's true of any agency
with large accounts. Competition
is what makes the business so
stimulating and rewarding. But it
keeps you busy, whatever your
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'SURVIVAL'
Programs Promote America
RECOGNIZING the ever growing
danger of Communism in this
country, WPIC-AM-FM Sharon,
Pa., has started a series of programs designed to sell America to
Americans. Under the general title
of Survival, WPIC now devotes
three hours a week to the series
while its FM affiliate carries five
and a half hours weekly.
Programs for all listening
groups are included in the series.
Some are package programs and
others are locally produced, but
all point out the advantages of the
democratic, free-enterprise system.
Local and national advertisers are
sponsoring the programs which
were promoted with an attractive
brochure outlining the basic idea
behind the venture and the programs offered.
Elizabeth D. Dunton
ELIZABETH DAVIDSON DUNTON, mother of A. D. Dunton,
chairman of the board of governors, Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
Ottawa, died Nov. 14 at her home
at Montreal. Funeral was held
Nov. 16.

Dean Drewry, in an editor's preface, develops biographical data
about the author and other interesting information. The Grady
School head also has written a ,
general introduction for the volume. As explained by the editor in his
introduction, the book presents
comments on everyday subjects re- ,
lated to communications media by
authorities, who include leading
editors and radio officials, the editor and publisher of "the leading
trade journal in the field of radio
and television" (BroadcastingTelecasting) , a financial news
daily editor and a spokesman for a ^
camera-making house successful
with its product and advertising.
The volume is similar to Contemporary Journalism, published last
Drewry.
year and also edited by Dean

New

Liberty Programs

TWO new programs are being offered by the Liberty Broadcasting
System to member stations. On
Nov. 16 Ciros From Hollywood
started with Herman Hover as
master of ceremonies. The Sunday^
through Friday program features.,
music and interviews with personalities dining at Ciros restaurant
in Hollywood. The John Ballough
Singers are to be presented each,
week in a quarter-hour program of
choral work. The program will i
originate
Liberty's
Washington
studios andinfeature
Charles
Keaton ,
at the piano and organ.
.

j dh\X^O\. \>dAO\\^X ^lAJdS
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DRIVE
pOND Devotes
Kadio-TV
$33 Million

jpIME and talent devoted by radio
ind television during the past fiscal
jl-ear to savings bond promotion
Jotaled more than $33 million, it
'kras reported last week by Nathan
P. Colwell, chief of radio-TV for
jjrreasury's Savings Bond Division.
;| Addressing the Women's Advertising Club of Des Moines on Tues;^ay, Mr. Colwell pointed out
pfreasury expended a budget of
Si 50,000 in securing this promoion, gaining a return of $220 for
^very dollar spent. He noted the
'outstanding record" of individual
.tations and networks in the coiperative effort to boost bond sales.
I Presently the four national net■vorks donate 28 regular half-hour
urograms weekly to bond promoion, he explained, in addition to
special event features. Allocation
jf special announcements on outstanding commercial programs in
iddition are currently made durng some 26 weeks out of the year,
ae stated.
Industry Record
I
; Treasury's quarter-hour Guest
Star transcriptions, issued since
March 1947, are carried weekly by
2,843 AM and FM stations— "an
ndustry record for penetration,
ipproaching the 93% mark," Mr.
Colwell explained. All programs
.vere requested by the stations and
;80% run the show in Class A time,
-be pointed out.
Three other transcribed bond
shows are presently being aired by
individual stations, he said. These
include a quarter-hour series featuring Eddie Arnold, on 1,350 stations; five-minute series featuring
^novelty instrumental groups, on
1,100 stations, and a four-week
Christmas series, just starting on
1,300 stations. Each of these is
■available for local sponsorship, he
stated, but 60% of the stations are
running them on a public service
j'basis.
Hundreds of stations in addition

are presenting their own bond projgrams and using Treasury an/'nouncement kits and other matetrial, Mr. ColweU related.

New Business
(Continued from page 11 )
units produced for TV. Production cost on initial group of reels will
exceed $1,400,000.
A/atw9xk -Oeeounti • • •
ANDREW JERGENS Co., Cincinnati, renews Louella Parsons JergensWoodbury Journal Jan. 1 to 52 weeks. Sun., 9:15-9:30 p.m., on ABC.
Agency: Robert W. Orr Assoc., N. Y.
MARS Inc. (candy), Chicago, renews 5:45-6 p.m. Monday and 5:30-5:45
p.m. Wednesday Howdy Doody on NBC-TV for 52 weeks through Grant
Advertising, Chicago.
BRISTOL-MYERS Co., N. Y., Dec. 20, renews for 52 weeks Mr. District
Attorney on NBC Wed., 9:30-10 p.m. Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
PEARSON PHARMACAL Co., N. Y. (Ennds chlorophyll deodorant tablets), to sponsor Gabriel Heatter Fridays 7:30-7:45 p.m. on MBS effective
Jan. 5. Agency: Harry B. Cohen Advertising, N. Y.
WASHINGTON Co-operative Farmers' Assn. (packers of Lynden chicken
products), through Pacific National Advertising Agency, Seattle, purchases 15-minute Sunday news program for 52 weeks on Columbia
Pacific Network.

HARRY ROGERS, advertising manager Federal Stores, S. F., named
advertising manager Langendorf United Bakeries, S. F. Succeeds RICHARD ST. JOHN, resigned. ARMAND S. LEVER succeeds Mr. Rogers
at Federal Stores.
W. A. NEWHOFF, vice president Union Oil Co., to Rainier Brewing Co.,
S. F., as executive vice president. Will supervise sales and advertising
in addition to general administrative activities.
JAMES CAMPBELL DOUGLASS, cordinator of radio-TV advertising
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., and MURIEL CAMPBELL, owner Campbell
Productions, N. Y. (TV package firm), were married Nov. 21 in N. Y.

FUMINGO

TAKES

IN a special survey taken for
Flamingo Frozen Orange Juice,
user of an intensive local radio
and outdoor advertising campaign,
an identification of 44% has been
achieved. Radio has been mainly
responsible for the identification, it
was reported.
According to Fact Finders Assn.,
an independent research organization, the survey was conducted in

WHY

People in Kansas and adjoining states
depend on farming for a living. Thafs
why we've programmed to their needs
for 24 years. And ifs why they buy
WIBW-advertised goods.

WIBW
liBROADCASTING

ThEVoice/?/^Kan5as
//7 TOREK
A
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Comdr. McDonald said Zenith is
"continuing to produce at a high
rate, despite difficulties in securing
year.
certain scarce materials and components," but admitted he cannot
"at this time estimate the effect
that restrictions and cutbacks on
strategic materials will have on
production
after Jan.
1." allocates
The company,
which
radio and TV set production to
dealers, is expected to continue
with this
said.to "Preparations are plan,
being hemade
handle a
substantial amount of production
for defense when orders are released by governmental agencies."
Ontario CAB Meet
A ONE-DAY meeting of Ontario
member stations of the Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters is planned
to be held at Toronto at the Royal
York Hotel, Dec. 3, to discuss mutual regional problems, prior to
the annual meeting of the CAB.

TO THE AIR

Sponsor Identification Jumps 144%

REASON

ZENITH
PROFiTS
McDonald Reports on 6 Month
NET PROFITS for Zenith Radio
Corp. and its subsidiaries for the
first six months of the fiscal year
ending Oct. 31 totaled $3,790,990
after federal income tax provision
of $2,973,000, depreciation and reserves. This was reported in Chicago last week by Zenith President
Eugene F. McDonald Jr.
Figure contrasts with $1,066,526
for the same six-month period last

in Two Months

the metropolitan New York area
and shows that the orange concentrate jumped in name recognition
by 144% in two months. Fact
Finders said that "is remarkable
progress for a new product to
make in such a short time." Sixty
days ago a survey made by the
same research firm listed Flamingo's identification at 18%.
Within the past two months
Flamingo has become a participant
on the Eleanor Roosevelt program
on WNBC and the Walter Kiernan
program on WJZ as well as a
series of one-minute spots on
WINS, WOR and WJZ, all New
York.
Thus radio has picked up the
recognition of Flamingo from 18%
to 44%.
Flamingo is marketed by Douglas
Leigh, outdoor display man, who
drew attention to his product late
this summer by two illuminated
blimps, five broadway signs and a
Railway Express poster.
Before the year is out, Mr. Leigh
expects to have a Flamingo cartoon
commercial on television in Philadelphia and then in New York.

868 FT. ABOVE

SEA lEVEl

Here is one o< the rarest
opportunities ever offered to
a broadcasting company —
A broadcasting mast located
atop one of New
tallest
skyscrapers,
in theYork's
geographic
center of the Metropolitan area!
This 100-foot mast is no mere blueprint —
it is olready erected. Steam and electrical
services are available. 24-hour elevator service
throughout the year. And it is possible
to erect a most on this site even higher than
the present 100-foot one!
Combine these outstonding advantages with the
prestige of the internationally known 500 5lh Avenue
address, and you have an opportunity which is not
only tore, but genuinely unique !

N. W. CORNER 42nd STREET
PHONE: PE 6-5300
November 27, 1950
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Tine Job'
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I hope you will pass along . . .
the very sincere appreciation of
both Jerry (Jerry N. Jordon,
"Analysis of 1950 Baseball Attendance," Broadcasting, Nov. 20)
and myself for the splendid article
about his analysis of the baseball
attendance in that issue. It was a
fine job, completely fair, and reported so well that we were both
more than happy with it.
C. L. Jordan
Exec. Vice President
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.
Philadelphia
Tower Credit-line
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
In the Oct. 23 issue of Broadcasting you had a nice story on
page 21 covering the Miami hurricane.
There were two paragraphs devoted to WGBS who "carried on"
before, during, and after the storm.
There was no mention of whose
towers took the full force of the
hurricane . . .
... It may be interesting to
know that WGBS had four towers
— all 277-ft. Stainless, towers. . . .
John F. Guzewicz
Stainless Inc.
North Wales, Pa.
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Time for Trumpets
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I was impressed by your editorial, "Freedom Isn't For Sale,"
[Broadcasting, Nov. 20].
It is, as you suggest, a time for
trumpets. The horse of censorship
and hampering restrictions is far
from dead.
I notice that radio and television
occasionally encounter difficulties,
and so do we. There isn't freedom
so long as any of us — not just "the
press" — are excluded from the full
and equal protection of the First
Amendment. I am so happy to
see you emphasize this point. All
power to you!
Kenneth Clark
Director of Information
Motion Picture Assn. of
America Inc.
Washington, D. C.
❖ * *
Likes Reviews
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
. . . Congratulations on your new
"review" section. One thing I like
particularly is that you give enough
space to fully discuss each program— rather than many paragraph reviews. . . .
Lynn Poole
Director of Public Relations
Johns Hopkins U.
Baltimore
Favors Rate Increase
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
. . . Having spent the last eight
years as general manager-station
manager-salesman with two or
three pretty good stations, I have
always contended that advertising
rates on most stations were too
low, and especially in our southern
towns of from 10,000 to 35,000
population. But, and this is stated
without malice towards any station owner, 99% of them watch
their local newspaper rate too
much, and are too afraid they may
lose an account locally, should they
raise their rates. The great trouble with most stations, they do not
sell radio enough. Newspapers
usually sell themselves In every
issue.
On one 5,000 w station, and one
250 w station that I formerly managed, I raised my rates 15% and
never lost an account, and on Oct.
15, we raised our rates here, and
there has been no appreciable kick
from our local merchants. The
great trouble has been, is, that
during all the war years, and since,
when everything else has been going up, radio stations generally
have kept their same old rates.
Tubes are up more than 100% in
the past five years, and every other
thing that radio stations use, is

up in like proportion. Then too,
75% of the radio stations are
seeing how few personnel they can
operate on, and in that way keep
from raising rates, when in reality,
they should carry a personnel in
keeping with good radio, and
charge enough to make it pay its
way. . . .
N. L. Royster
Commercial Manager
WGBR Goldsboro, N. C.

broadcasting for over 14 years, 1
would never presume to make a
statement of this type about any
phase of agriculture, much le? s
farmstead improvement. There is
always room for improvement in
raising living standards on the
farm. What I did say at the bar
quet and
at thesome
evening's
ment
before
8,000entertair
midwef.t farm folk was that the Farmstead
Improvement Program had been
terminated due to changing economic conditions and that the outlook for the future seemed to indicate emphasis on more efficient ;
and greater farm production. . . .
Chris Mack
Farm Service
WNAX Yankton, S. D.
Is There

'A Real Contribution'
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
It was gratifying to see your
article, "The Show That Cleared
the Shelves of Premiere Sauce
Arturo" [TELECASTING, Nov. 13],
because it indicates how alert your
publication is to effective use of our
medium's peculiar selling technique. Itis a real contribution to the
progress of television, I think, to
be sure of such reportage as
Broadcasting regularly affords.
Chris J. Witting
General Manager
DuMont Television Netivork
Farmstead Program
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
May I . . . thank you for the
splendid coverage Broadcasting
magazine recently gave to Midwest
Farmer Day, staged by WNAX
in the new Sioux City Auditorium
as the finale ... of the three-year
Farmstead Improvement Program
sponsored casting,
byNov. this
13]. station [BroadHowever, where reference was
made to the termination of the
program, I was mistakenly quoted
as giving the following reason:
"Farmers have so raised their
standards in this region that there
is little or no room for further improvement."assure
I
you that having been engaged in agricultural

a Shortage?

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I would like to voice my "twO;
cents worth" in the discussion goon about
the men.
"shortage"
of;
first ingclass
licensed
To the
station managers who think there's
a shortage, I'd like to ask what
salary they are offering? Is it,
enough for a good man to move into^
their town, maintain a decent home
and send their children to school?
Or do they want a $135 a month
man,
those I'veWhat
seen causes
asked for
in the like
classified?
the
shortages? Oil companies and con-,
struction compaines are getting'
good men and keeping them. I work
for
company.
We todon't
have atoutility
hock our
right arm
buy
a roll of solder or a few tubes. When
owners and managers pay enough
for a good man, then trust him to
run their stations properly and
shortage.
efficiently, there won't be any
H. Warren Smith
503 Walsh St.
Austin, Tex.
* * *
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Regarding Mr. William R. Ted-!
rick's letter in the Nov. 6 issue . .
please allow me to point out that
both the NAB resolution involved,
and my previous letter in Opkn
Mike were concerned with the,
availability of licensed technicians

by Hollis
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•'-engineers were not mentioned in
ijither. . . .
I As to my qualifications ... I am
:iot an engineer, but as a techniiian that has held a regular broad::ast license for many years, and
kaving broad contacts with the inlustry, I think I can speak with
,1. . first hand knowledge. . . .
I . . . Perhaps a fair barometer of
jctual conditions is the number of
V Situations Wanted — Technical"
;i.ds appearing in Broadcasting and
kher trade papers, and the numper of regular licensees now working non-radio jobs. The shortages
:!nvisioned by District 11, Mr. Dolerty and Mr. Tedrick are, in my
j;onsidered judgment, purely imaginary. ...
1 The situation is further confused
py the paradoxical stand taken by
District 11. I know personally that
rnany of the managers who voted
Por the restricted operator resoluI :;ion have extremely high and rigid
'supplemental requirements for the
jmployment of regular licensees,
.vhich is pi'obably justifiable in
Aew of the available supply, yet
they ask for the total abolishment
of technical requirements implied
joy restricted license.
jj What is the explanation?
I
Leivis Sherlock
^
Box 51
IIll
Plainview,
* * Tex.
*
IMAB Broadcast

TOR, Broadcasting:
^jEDI
On Nov. 10 and 11 the Michigan
I,
■Assn. of Broadcasters held its secijond annual meeting in Lansing.
'■ One of the features of this meet' ing was a 30-minute, state- wide
: broadcast presented for and in conI nection with the meeting, on Nov.
:ii10, at 9:30 p.m.
The purpose of the broadcast was
Ifto acquaint listeners with what
Michigan radio has contributed to
the entertainment, education, and
ijiculture of the people of Michigan
l|;'for thecast past
30 years.
The broadwas made
available
to all
Michigan stations and was proV duced under the direction of MAB
;director. Worth Kramer, general
Imanager of WJR.
Mr. Kramer
I, and his associates at WJR are to
be congratulated for a very fine
(performance.
, Six weeks were spent working

on the script and in all 40 people
participated in the broadcast, including the Paul Levoy Orchestra,
Don Large and his 16-voice chorus,
Soloists Marion Gillette and Frank
Kendall, Ty Tyson, the Long
Ranger, Harry Heilman and Narrators Franklin Mitchell and Ron
Gamble. . . .
We were very happy that the
broadcast received the enthusiastic
approval of the broadcasters and
listening public and felt that it
would be of interest to other state
associations. . . .
Edward F. Baughn
President
Michigan Assn. of
Broadcasters
WPAG Ann Arbor, Mich.
^ ^ ^
Winners Who Quit
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
You disappointed me! All this
time I've been waiting for a story
on why WFIR Danbury, Conn.,
forfeited their construction permit
for 550 kc last Aug. 24. Whatever
the reason, it surely made monkeys
out of the FCC examiner and the
majority of the Commission who
voted for the Danbury application
a year and a half ago, after deciding against the exclusive bids of
Atlantic Broadcasting Co., Boston,
and WNBH New Bedford. Personally, I would have preferred
WNBH. . . .
. . . Incidentally, the fight of the
Fulton County Bcstg. Co. (the
now deleted WPKM Atlanta)
and WSOC Charlotte for 1550
kc a few years ago is an exact
parallel — while, like the moon and
the stars, the Lubbock hassle still
goes on between KFYO and the
(practically deleted but) proposed operators of KVLU for
790 kc.
It appears that the best interest
of broadcasting would be served if
the FCC adopted a rule whereby
existent stations such as WNBH,
WSOC and KFYO would have
priority rights to channels previously granted their rivals in competing applications, in the event
those permitees subsequently decided to call it a day. . . .
Bill Cunningham
Hollywood, Calif.

Mrs. Broeg proudly shows her
trophy to Wilbur S. Edwards, assistant general manager of WEEI.
FERGUSON
PLANS
Un-American Probe Unit
PROPOSAL that the Senate Judiciary Committee be armed with
power to investigate un-American
activities or that a separate committee be created for that purpose
has been suggested by Sen. Homer
E. Ferguson (R-Mich.).
At the same time, Sen. Ferguson
urged a fresh probe of charges that
the State Dept. has been penetrated
with Communists or Communist
sympathizers. Such an investigation, he explained, could be
launched under provisions of the
new anti-subversive law requiring
registration of Communist groups
and identification of their sponsored radio-TV programs.
Sen. Ferguson suggested that the
Senate Judiciary Immigration subcommittee, which has been studying
Communist infiltration, take over
the job of such inquiries as a regular fulltime job and as a counterpart to the House Un-American
Activities Committee. Both the
House committee and Senate group
have explored testimony citing evidence of Communist infiltration in
the communications industry.

WEEI Director Wins Trophy
TWO-TIMER'
HELOISE PARKER BROEG, director of WEEI Boston's Food Fair
program, has returned to the city
with another silver trophy — a
sterling silver replica of the famous London Bowl — and a smile
of pride. For the second time in
three years, Mrs. Broeg entered
the nationwide competition sponsored by Grocery Mfrs. of America
and emerged with first prize in
the radio division.
Her entry was based on a series
of special broadcasts over WEEI
bringing out scientific research on
food and featuring interviews with
noted authorities. A former oAvner
of three retail bakeries, she is
credited by WEEI with manufacmarket. turing the first biscuit mix on the
For the past 10 years Mrs.
Broeg, ness
whodivision
is active
the busiof thein American
Home Economics Assn. and other
groups,
been "'Mother
Parker"
on
WEEI,has airing
educational
programs on food to a growing audience of women and the general
listening public. She also found
time to edit the sea food section of
Betty and
Crocker's
new the
pictorial
book,
to make
largest cook
pie
— five feet in diameter — ever assembled for the Massachusetts
Agricultural meeting last January,
according
ton station.to reports from the BosTime Buyers, NOTE!
NO
TV
Stations within
Buy
60 miles of
YOUNGSTOWN,

Imdrin

Hearing

HEARING was held in Chicago
last Monday by the Federal Trade
Commission on a complaint involving alleged false advertising
by Rhodes Pharmacal Co., Cleveland, on behalf of its product, Imdrin. The FTC complaint charges
that the firm misrepresented the
therapeutic properties of the medicinal preparation in radio and
other advertisements. Among other
commitments Rhodes sponsors
Gabriel Heatter on MBS Tuesday,
7:30 to 7:45 p.m. Abner Lipscomb
presided as trial examiner, while
JosephmentCallaway
was the governattorney.

Ohio's

0.

3rd

Largest Trade Area

WFMJ
The Only ABC
Station Serving
This Market
5000
WATTS

RCA tion
broadcast
secannounced equipment
completion sales
of a new
250-watt AM transmitter BTA-250M,
planned for greater economy of space
and operation cost. Transmitter will
have smaller size single tuning control, reduction in number and type
of electron tubes, use of screen grid
tubes in all r-f stages and circuit
changes for better fidelity.

All programs duplioatsd on
WFMJ-FM
50,000 Watts
on 105.1 Meg.
CALL
Headley-Reed Co.,
National Representatives
.^^^^^^ r
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MUSK
NfW
U. S. BROADCASTERS and their
copyright attorneys are paying
more than usual attention to Canada these days, following the appearance of a new music licensing
organization, Federation of Authors in Canada. The group has
notified the dominion's copyright
appeal board that after Jan. 1,
1951, the federation will handle the
performing rights to the music of
the French society, SACEM, now
represented in Canada by the Composers, Authors & Publishers
Assn. of Canada (Canadian
ASCAP).
In a tariff filed with the Copyright Appeal Board, government
body which holds hearings each
year to determine the fees to be
paid to the various copyright organizations for the broadcast performances of their musical works,
the Federation of Authors is asking fees aggregating $117,087.54
for 1951 for the SACEM catalog,
which includes the works of Ravel,
Debussy and other leading French
composers. This sum is roughly
40% of the tariff petition filed by
CAPAC, which asks $304,824.30 for
its broadcast rights for the coming
year.
In the United States, where music license fees are not set by a
government agency but are negotiated individually by the broadcasters and the licensing organizations, the combined contracts for
broadcasting ASCAP licensed music, including the SACEM catalog,
currently total some $8 million in

RhymalineTime, featuring emcee
David Andrews, pianist Harry
Jenks and
KMBC-KFRM's
brated Tune
Chasers, is oneceleof
the Heart of America's favorite

=L •

morning broadcasts. Heard each
weekday morning from 7:30 to
8:15, Rhymaline Time is a musical-comedy program that pulls
more mail than any other current
"Team" feature.
Satisfied sponsors have included, among others, Katz Drug
Company, Land-Sharp Motors,
I Jones Store, and Continental
I Pharmaceutical Corp.
I Contactus, or any Free & Peters
^ "Colonel" for availabilities! i
KMBC
of Kansas City
KFRM
for Rural Kansas
Page 64
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PmUM?
fees paid by the broadcasters to
ASCAP each year. This is under
a nine-year agreement which does
not provide for any reductions in
fees as a result of the loss of foreign catalogs.
If SACEM should pull out of
ASCAP and set up its own licensing organization in the United
States and make the same percentage demand as in Canada, U. S.
broadcasters might find themselves
faced with the prospect of paying
somewhat more than $3 million a
year (40% of the approximate $8
million they now pay ASCAP) in
addition to the present ASCAP
fees. Or they might be able to get
a per piece arrangement from the
new licensing company similar to
a per piece license fee offered Canadian broadcasters by the federation.
Not Yet Awarded
Mr. Gerard de la Chappelle,
North American representative of
SACEM, told Broadcasting Nov.
17 that although it is true that
the federation has filed a tariff for
SACEM music rights in Canada,
SACEM has not yet awarded its
Canadian licensing rights to this
organization. A request has been
made, he said, but SACEM management still has the matter under
consideration and has not yet
made a definite decision whether
to switch or to retain CAPAC as
its licensing agent in the dominion.
Asked whether any change is
contemplated in the United States
in 1951, with some organization
other than ASCAP handling
SACEM's performing rights, Mr.
de la Chappelle denied any knowledge that such a move is being
contemplated.
His responses add weight to conjectures made by certain Canadian
broadcasters that what SACEM
really wants is not to break with
CAPAC but a larger percentage of
the organization's revenue and that
No Blasphemy Intended
A WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
listener relayed this story to
Chuck Worcester, station
farm service director: It
seems a small radio station
opened its early morning
program with a transcribed
15-minute program containing a prayer. It was the
custom of the announcer to
start the disc and then dash
out for morning coffee. One
morning, however, he returned to find the phone
madly ringing as indignant
calls began to come in charging the station with blasphemy. It turned out that
the transcription had stuck
and for 10 minutes had been
repeating "for Christ's sake.
Amen."

UiJ^esCHng^
SACEM's dealings with the federation are only part of a campaign to get CAPAC to boost its
payments to SACEM. The situation is similar, they noted, to that
of a decade ago in the United
States, when Warner Bros, withdrew the catalogs of its music publishing companies from ASCAP
after failing to secure a higher
percentage
the society's
for
its music.of Warner
Bros, income
issued
its own licenses to broadcasters
and filed several million dollars
worth of infringement suits against
non-licensed stations and networks
during the first half of 1940, but
in July of that year it made its
peace with ASCAP and resumed
its membership and its licensing
through the society in August,
after seven months of independent

Launching "Howdy" are (I to t
Engineers Bob Natho, Bill Curbo
and Wallace Wilkes (in r baci
ground).

operation.
Sartain Elected
DENIS SARTAIN, news editor,
WWDC-AM-FM Washington, was
re-elected president of the Chesapeake Associated Press Radio
Assn. at the group's annual fall
meeting Nov. 19 in Baltimore.
News editors of 30 stations from
Maryland, District of Columbia
and northern Virginia were represented at the meeting. Also reelected were Matthew Warren,
WEAM Arlington, Va., first vice
president; Max Fullerton, Baltimore AP Radio Bureau chief, secretary. John Alderson, WFBR Baltimore, was elected second vice president.
Education

Meet

SECOND meeting of the Television and Education Clinic will be
held at WBAL - TV Baltimore
studios Dec. 13, the station has announced. Business will begin at
10 a.m. and a lunch will be served.
Meeting is expected to run until
4 p.m. Participants will discuss
the role of television in education,
particularly those developments
which have taken place since the
clinic's first meeting earlier this
year.

KGNCS
BLIMP
Takes to Greener Pasture
EVEN a blimp can get over ii,
flated with its own importance an
take to greener pastures. That
what happened to KGNC An
arillo's "Howdy" blimp— 22 ft. lor
and 600 cu. ft. helium-filled — whi
serving as the welcoming floate
for a meeting of advertising execi
tives in the city. It previous!
had made its promotion debut <
the Tri-State Fair.
Moored to a large sign atop tl
Herring Hotel, the wanderlu;
war-surplus blimp parted compar
from its rope. General Manag<
Tom Krister offered a $25 rewai
for the high riding traveler. A
he put it, "We had the rope b\
theWeather
cow got Bureau
away."
observe]
charted
the air
until
it faded
from sausage's
view whilefliglr
sidents in the area kept the st;
tion's switchboard crowded wit
calls. The blimp — bearing the st;
tion's call letters — finally ran o\
of helium and sagged to a flappin
heap on a ranch 14 nailes northea:
of Amarillo. Owner of the ranc
by coincidence, was Mr. Krister
uncle, R. B. Masterson Jr.

WMFG
HtBBING

WHLB
VIRGiN SA
WEBC
DULUTH

/ BICE LAKE
/ WJMC

s WEAU
EAU CLAIRE

MAD I sol;,
,WISC
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Education series •

•

EDUCATION series will be teleast by WTMJ-TV Milwaukee Satirday, starting Jan 6. Five schools
n area taking part are Marquette
J., U. of Wisconsin Extension Div.,
tfount Mary, Milwaukee State
Teachers and Milwaukee Downer
Colleges. Subjects to be corrective
-peech and hearing procedures,
kcience and chemistry, reading for
ihildren, modern methods of teachng, choral speaking and occupa;ional therapy.
SriGHT CLUB SHOW

•

•

•

jLIBERTY BROADCASTING System has completed arrangements
with Herman D. Hover, owner
3iro's, L. A. night club, for five
weekly half-hour program Giro's
Disc Jockey Show to emanate from
;lub with Mr. Hover as m.c. Pro-am will be released on entire
letwork.

■flANNOUNCING BOOKLET • •
CKNW New Westminster has rej^leased six-page booklet "Principles
and Procedure of Announcing" by
Mrs. Bertha Biggs of CKNW.
IBooklet describes qualifications of
announcer, reading, training and
practice for announcers. It is
available on request and has been
distributed to Canadian stations.
KELIGIOUS

BOOK COVERS

•

PROGRAM

■^i^KNBH (TV) Hollywood, Sunset
\ Service, Sun., 5:30-6 p.m. (PST).
Non-denominational religious servtfiices consisting of choir, organist,
t- guest minister and different wellii: known figure weekly from engfitertainment world who will read
a' favorite passage from Bible. Pro'■i- gram under leadership of Dr. Louis
tj' H. Evans; Rev. Clifton E. Moore,
Ijsupervises.
ROSARY BROADCASTS
• •
KCOR San Antonio, recitation of
rosary, nightly 6:30 p.m. Archbishop Robert E. Lucey and Raoul
A. Cortez, president of station,
have completed plans for broadcasts, which began Oct. 1, to continue over KCOR. Recitation is
broadcast in foreign languages as
well as in English, with cooperation of Catholio Church.

programs

WBBM

BROCHURE

promotion

•

•

WBBM Chicago sending attractive
brochure to trade. Cover is filled
with handwriting and silhouette of
man's head in red circle. Inside is
entitled "Bouquets or Brickbats,"
followed by three pages headed
"They Listen . . . They Respond
. . . and . . . They BUY!" Piece
promotes Paul Gibson's program
with
factscoverage.
and figures on show's
sales and
GLOVE WEEK

•

•

•

WENT

Gloversville, N. Y., in cooperation with local tanneries and
glove factories celebrating National Glove Week broadcast series
of programs describing steps taken
in glove manufacturing. Four tanners sponsored series and BacmoPostman Glove Corp. sponsored 15minute description of completed
product on final show. Nancy
Craig, ABC fashion commentator,
and Nancy Olson, motion picture
actress, were guests on program.
Station also had street interviews
in connection with premiere of Miss
Olson's new picture released during
celebration.
DISC JOCKEY PROMOTION

#

KOWL Santa Monica, Calif.,
sending folding mail piece to advertisers and trade. Cover made
up of reprints from trade magazine. Inside it tells about Joe
Adams, station's popular disc
jockey and points up success of
Mr. Adams, reportedly first Negro
to handle a record show in L. A.
Rate card is attached at bottom
of page.
CHEST FUND
WWOD

Grand Rapids, Mich., collected more than $1,600 for lagging
Community Chest Fund during all
night broadcast. Pledges were
taken by staff members over telephone. Station also invited per-

HOWARD J. McCOLLISTER COMPANY
PAUL W. McCOLLISTER, GENERAL MANAGER
Regional Representative
66 ACACIA DRIVE, ATHERTON, CALIF. • DAVENPORT 3-3061
Shows with a Hollywood Heritage •*• Member N-A-BBROADCASTING

•

• Telecasting

premiums
sonnel from other Grand Rapids
stations to participate and had
guest stars. Station reports allnight show topped 100% quota set
for the drive.
ICONOSCOPE TUBE
• • •
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C, presented first iconoscope tube used in
live telecast, to Greensboro Historical Museum. J. M. Thornton,
museum society president, said
tube will be placed with other television objects and will be on permanent display in Greensboro
First, section of museum.
POT HOLDER
• • •
WIBW Topeka sending brochure
to advertisers with picture of girl
carrying
hot Dishes
dish and. . headed
"To
Handle Hot
. Use This
Handy Pot Holder." Inside has
green pot holder under heading
"To Handle Hot Selling Problems
in KANSAS . . . Hire WIBW."
On back of piece are indorsements
from advertisers on station.
GOOD

COVERAGE

•

•

•

KGO-TV, KPIX (TV), KRON-TV
San Francisco joined forces on
night President Truman made his
major Memorial
policy speech
Bay (birth
city's
War
Operafrom
House

•

•

•

WTOP Washington distributed
textbook covers to school children
in Washington area. Covers note:
"After studying . . . Relax with
WTOP." Under head is list of
programs heard on station asking
students to check off ones they
listen to.
BROCHURE

ON FORMAT

#

#

VICTOR S. SILVER Productions,
Baltimore, publishes brochure describing radio format of its TelePuzl quiz series. Copies may be
obtained by writing company at
6400 Walnut Ave., Baltimore 7.
'Fair' Bargain
-IF KLAC-TV Los Angeles
ever finds itself in need of a
1950 Nash it will be assured
of a fair bargain by a local
car dealer. One day recently
station engineers found on
their parked remote truck a
card left by an over-zealous
dealer who had pretty well
canvassed all parked cars in
the vicinity. Card read:
"Would you be willing to
trade your car for a new
Nash if we can get you $1,950
for it?" Station has only one
problem : The truck, complete
with equipment, is valued at
$100,000.

place of the UN) to bring televiewers athree-hour visual report
of event. All stations cancelled regular evening offerings to carry
show.
HONORS

SYNAGOGUE

#

#

WCSC Charleston, S. C, Church of
the Air, Sun., 10:30-11 a.m., Nov.
19. Honored second oldest synagogue in U. S. Kahal Kadosh Beth
Elohim congregation's bicentennial
celebration originated at station
and was fed to CBS network coast
to coast. Program featured speakers, choir and cantorial solos. Produced by Russel Long, station's
program manager.
TWENTY-FIFTH YEAR • • •

FOOD

!

PRODUCTS

WRVA Richmond sending trade
12-page booklet commemorating
25th year of broadcasting. Cover in
silver with picture of station's
transmitter building and with dates
1925 and 1950 below it. Inside
contains pictures of people in different departments and of historical events in station's history. On
back is picture of proposed future
television building.
MRS. CASEY JONES • • •
WGR Buffalo, 550 Party Line, Billy
Keaton, announcer, interviewed
Mrs. Casey Jones, wife of the railroad hero. Mrs. Jones was in
Buffalo to participate in local department store's bargain train promotion saluting railroads.

LANG-WORTH
FKATIRK PKO(JRAMS, In..
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19. N. Y.
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WHder Reports on Radio-TV,
BROADCASTING
AN
PE
RO
EU
By HARRY C. WILDER
PRESIDENT
EUROPEAN radio still is far behind American broadcasting,
WSYR SYRACUSE, N. Y.
aside from Radio Luxembourg, according to Harry C.
THE degree of government news
Wilder, a pioneer broadcaster and a member of the U. S.
control of European radio stations
force" that inspected facilities on the continent in 1945.
"task
varies in direct ratio to the margin
Just back from a seven-week tour, he found Britain ahead of
of control of the party in power.
other European nations in the television field but was impressed
In France and Italy news is highly
colored, where the government is by the 819-line TV system being developed by France. The tour
none too secure. In Switzerland
included England, France, Italy and Switzerland. The Wilders
there is less slanting of news besailed Sept. 14 on the Queen Mary and returned this month on
cause of the traditional stability
the Queen Elizabeth.
of the Swiss political system. In
England there is more radio censorship than in other peacetime
programming to a great extent, as
chanical handling of television film
years due to the closeness of Labor
in Britain and France is ahead of does Radio Luxembourg, with conparty control of Parliament, but
our system. Italy and Switzerland
sequent high listening acceptance.
British newscasts have been averno television, the latter only
If there are any ills in the
age to excellent. However, in lis- have
tening, Iwas impressed with the because of the mountains which
United States system, they are inwould confine reception to small
treatment of Korean war news,
consequential byany comparison
where United States troops ap- areas and require too many sta- with European government-owned
Mr. WILDER
tions to reach all the population.
radio.
peared to be less active than
There are three official languages
British Empire units.
The French television station
in Switzerland, which is a deter- just redesigned shows indications
ing or even profit-producing.
In dictator countries, of course,
rent. Italy has one FM station
This is not an infringement ci
of alert technical skill. Programs
newscasts and programs are al- but no sets to receive it.
are broadcast from two transmit- their inaliable right of self -govern
most wholly propaganda and unreliable.
ment but simply a business trans
ters at the Eiffel Tower, one with
Weather Reports
441 lineage, feeding the bottom of action to cover an emergenc]
Most European countries conIn just one particular do Euroduct radio stations with limited
the antenna, and the newer trans- period, when we have every reasoi
mitter feeding the top using 819 to expect their cooperation. This
pean radio programs excel ours —
funds. They pay so little for talent
lines, both on VHF frequencies.
practical suggestion was well re
that programs are poor. One of weather reports. Complete weather
ceived but nothing vnll probabl;
for every area in great detail comCurrent
programming
is
25
the top comedians told me he didn't
mands the largest audience of any
be done about it.
hours
a
week.
Half
the
programs
go on the air "because I have to programs. Otherwise European
eat." He is soon to appear in listening is at low ebb, except for with 441 screen are live and half
film (35mm and 16mm). On the
South Africa, where he will be
shortwave sets that can bring in 819 screen each evening a 20- TEACH TEACHERS
"well paid."
distant stations.
WKY Aids Pedagogue
minute live show is followed by
There is no comparison between
By
the
latest
count,
Russia
has
two
hours
of
film.
European radio and the American
erected 75 radio transmitters to jam
The 819 line camera is unique WKY - AM - TV Oklahoma Cit
system — you have to go to Europe
American and British programs,
and effective. It is compact, light- donned cap and gown when th
to fully appreciate the great suparticularly the Voice of Amerweight and contains a Superikon
periority of United States radio
city's first annual Business-Edu
ica. The latter is about 20% ef- tube which has some resemblance
stations.
cation Day brought teachers fror
fective as a result of Russian jam- to the RCA Imageorthicon, but local schools to nearly 200 firmi
One Commercial Station
ming and police orders.
simpler. The construction details for a close look at the inner work
One exception is the only priof this new camera (with three ings of the free enterprise system
The directors of governmentvately run commercial station. Ra- owned stations suffer seriously
Ten educators began their da]
short lenses) reveal unique simdio Luxembourg, with high power
from lack of funds, including no
plicity of design and evident lower at the station by hearing the his
which has many United States
pay at all for radio staffs for cost. France so far has only three tory of the AM-TV operation. Ii
weeks at a time. The BBC in or four of these cameras.
sponsors on the air. Luxembourg's
the afternoon, they were trans
audience is very great. In many
Britain is not included, because of
ported via the WKY bus-typ
Screen Lineage
other countries listeners prefer it the large sums collected in set limobile unit to the AM-TV trans
to nearer government owned stacense fees and advertising revAny international agreement as mitter site six miles north of th
tions.
nues from publications of BBC.
to uniform screen lineage appears business district where they watch
Britain is well ahead of Europe
Obviously, the Canadian system is impossible — British 405, United ed origination of the TV show
States 525 and French 441 and Kitchen Close-Ups.
on television, but France has de- superior to the British since it permits privately owned stations in 819. Each has points in its favor.
Winding up the day, P. A. Sugg
veloped new technological television advances which should be addition to government stations.
The disadvantage of using 819 station manager, discussed radi(
The Canadians use United States
lines in the United States is the and TV profits, losses, taxes, per
copied elsewhere in time. The mewider band required, thus eliminat- sonnel, regulations, programminj
ing over half the VHF stations. and educational services. Th
Once you have seen 819 line pic- teachers formed a committee t
tures, you wonder if we should not consult with station managemen
11,000 People Jam Chicago Stadium
find
ard. some way to adopt this stand- on common problems.
to See Our First
The present 10,000 receivers in NATIONAL Iced Tea Time will b
celebrated from July 13 to 20, th
Paris are for 441 lines. Production
INTERNATIONAL S&UARE DANCE FESTIVAL
is starting on 819, which vdll cost Tea Bureau announced. It will bi
supported by advertising, merchandis
slightly more. In nine years France
ing, and promotion with details to bi
will abandon the 441 line screen.
worked out by the first of the year.
In reporting officially on my conclusions, Iadvised that the United
States withhold full Marshall Plan
or dollar aid to nations which
Why buy 2 or more...
SEE
do 1 big sales job
operate
radio
and
television
staDOUBLE PAGE
tions without advertising revenue.
on
RADIO BALTIMORE
There is no sense in permitting
SPREAD, this issue
CHICAGO 7
impoverished national treasuries
to pour new money into radio
and/or television when these same
[Clear Channel Home of the National Barn Dance
stations could be made self-sustainBROADCASTING
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TVA-Network
TALENT

RATES

By PETE DICKERSON
TELEVISION costs are up again
as the result of new talent rates,
provided under the first networkTelevision Authority contract in
history.
The contract provides rates as
high as $70 per quarter-hour to
$170 an hour for actors, including
rehearsals. Accord was reached
for live and kinescope performances only minutes before a coastto-coast walkout of 25,000 union
members was scheduled to go into
effect. Radio network operations
also were threatened when an estimated 10,000 members of the American Federation of Radio Artists
voted to observe TVA picket lines
(see separate story page 26).
Meanwhile, two new problems
were presented to both radio and
television networks in New York
by the National Assn. of Broadcast Engineers and Technicians
NABET notified the networks that
its members had been ordered not
to work more than 50 hours per
week, eff^ective Nov. 16. A network
spokesman said that nothing in
the NABET contract, which runs
until next Oct. 31, limits the hours
to be worked; and that "considerable embarrassment" may result to
the networks from the ruling.
Wage Increases Asked
NABET also has requested the
networks to reopen its contract and
grant wage increases of $5 to $7.50
in some categories. A network
official said that the companies had
indicated their willingness to discuss NABET proposals, which
would necessarily involve consideration of allied matters such as
when new rates would go into
effect, and how long an extension
of the contract. He said NABET
had not indicated it would discuss
these matters.
Another of the week's developments was announcement of negotiations in New York with the TV
networks by John C. McDowell,
executive secretary of Theatrical
Protective Union No. 1, the stagehands' organization. He said some
800 members employed as technicians, set builders, handlers and
riggers would seek a 10% wage
incerase and a 5% contribution to
the welfare fund.
Substantial gains by TV performers were indicrted by the
salient figures of the complex TVAnetwork
agreement,
details of
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JUMP

TV

Pact

Set

COSTS
J. R. Mandelbaum of the Federal
Mediation and Conciliation Service
renewed talks with Mr. Heller, whc
acquainted them with the NBC
pact. After discussion, in whicF
they are reported to have coiieluded they had no alternative but
to subscribe to the same terms, ai
agreement with Mr. Heller wa;
made.
NBC spokesmen are understood
to have regarded the settlement £
a substantial saving as compare:
with the "final" offer of the net
works jointly, in terms of overal
network operation. Spokesmen fo
other networks, however, said tha
it could not be so regarded in re
spect to their operations; that in
stead it constituted an increase
This was possible because of thi
dissimilarity of network operations
which leads one to be predomi
nantly concerned with the cost o
variety acts, and another with th
cost of dramatic shows.
Union gains in any event ar
substantial.
It was agreed tha
kinescopes of live TV shows migh
be telecast within 60 days there
(Continued on page 76)

which are still being negotiated in
face of a Dec. 1 deadline. Four networks, NBC-TV, CBS-TV, ABCTV, and DuMont— and WOR-TV
New York, which originates one
network program and five unions,
American Federation of Radio
Artists, American Guild of Variety
Artists, American Guild of Music
Artists, Actors Equity Assn. and
Chorus Equity Assn., all represented for bargaining purposes on
live and kinescope shows by Television authority, a trusteeship, were
involved.
Agreement developed from a
crisis that followed more than two
months of negotiation which began
Sept. 14 and continued through a
final week on an almost round-theclock basis. The crisis came after
a meeting of network and advertising agency representatives on Friday, Nov. 17, at which the latter
reportedly opposed any further
concessions.
The following day, network representatives caucused until four
hours past the 10 a.m. meeting
previously scheduled with union
negotiators, with whom they finally

met at 2 p.m. Spokesmen for all
networks but NBC-TV are believed
to have entered the meeting feeling
that they already had offered more
than they should have, and that
further talks would be futile unless
their earlier "final" offer was reconsidered by the union.
NBC officials disagreed, and the
remark is said to have been made
to them that if they reached an
agreement on their own, it would
set a pattern to which the rest
would have to conform. However,
when the other network spokesmen
had presented their views, and
George Heller, TVA national executive secretary, had broken off
negotiations and issued a strike
order effective the next day against
all except NBC, the latter continued to negotiate.
NBC-TVA Negotiate
Throughout the night and early
morning, while strike preparations
were under way, NBC-TVA negotiations went forward until an
agreement was reached. Whereupon the other networks, through
the intervention of Commissioner

SEVEN-SIDE
A SEVEN-SIDED symposium designed to provide answers to the
most pressing problems of TV
broadcasters will be staged Dec. 8
at New York's Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel by Television Broadcasters
Assn. under the chairmanship of
Eugene S. Thomas, manager of
video
York. operations of WOR-TV New
Described by
Mr. Thomas as
"the most informative event of its
kind ever sponsored by the association," the 1950
TBA clinic will
open at 10:30 a.m.
with a programming session.
M. C. Waters,
Mr. Thomas
vice president and
general manager, WCPO-TV Cincinnati, will discuss "Programming
for the Daytime Audience" and
Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver, NBC
vice president in charge of television, will report on "Programming
— Network Problems." Donald
Thornburgh, president and general

^^hJM
SmPOSIUM
This
session
will
include the fir
manager, WCAU-TV Philadelphia,
will tackle the subject of operating
public showing of the Hooperecoi
der, automatic, instantaneous aud
a TV station in a multi-station
ence reporting device developed b
market and Donald Stewart, general and commercial manager,
C. E. Hooper Inc., which will I
demonstrated by C. E. Hoope
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, will detail the problems of operating the president of the research organ
zation.
only TV station in a major market.
G. Bennett Larson, vice president
J. R. Poppele, TBA presiden
will serve as toastmaster at tl
and general manager, WPIX (TV)
luncheon session. TBA is makin
New York, will describe "Steps Toarrangements for a prominei
wards Reducing Expenses — Proluncheon speaker and for entertaii
gramming
and
Otherwise"
which
stations can take to get into the ment. In the afternoon, A.
Ruthven, president of the U,
black, or at least to strike a balance between income and expenses.
Michigan,
will speak on "Possibi
Another aspect of programming,
ities of Educational Television," ii
eluding
a
report on courses no
"Catering to the Local Television
Audience," will be dealt with by being offered by this university
John M. Outler Jr., general manconjunction with WWJ-TV Detroi
whose general manager, Han
ager, WSB-TV Atlanta.
Bannister, will introduce Dr. Rut
Deckinger on Research
ven.
Dwight W. Martin, vice pres
Research, final topic on the morning's agenda, will be covered by E. chairman
(TV)TV Cincinna"
of the
industi
Lawrence Deckinger, research di- dent, WLWT
rector. Blow Co., and president of ASCAP per-program committc
will report on the progress of h
the Radio - Television Research
Council, in a talk on "Recent De- group's negotiations with ASCA
on determining rates and cone
velopments inMeasuring the Tele(Continued on page 77)
vision Audience and Its Response."
Telecasting
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Battle
mOR

COURT

THE COLOR television warfare
ontinued to rage last week in
jrief s and affidavits filed by both
ides in the Chicago federal court
lin RCA's suit against FCC adopion of the CBS color system.
Documents filed with the threeudge court, which issued a temporary restraining order to halt
jffectiveness of the Commission's
;olor decision pending further decision of the court [Telecasting,
N'ov. 20], included the following:
I 9 A reply brief submitted by
FCC Wednesday undertaking to
ipnswer RCA's claims and urging
that the RCA motion for an interlocutory injunction should be
[jenied.
J # A 58-page memorandum filed
ipy CBS Wednesday also opposing
issuance of a temporary injunction, charging that RCA and other
bianufacturers fighting the FCC
iidecision are confusing the issues
^and claiming that delay is costing
[the public "millions of dollars."
Pilot's Contention
1i # An affidavit by Pilot Radio
liCorp.'s President Isidore Goldberg,
'intervening on RCA's side, in supi|port of Pilot's contention that
tChairman Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.)
of the Senate Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee
i:"prodded and cajoled" FCC to
make a fast decision approving
color now.
Dr. George H. Brown, RCA engineer, also made an affidavit' in
'' which he said he was speaking
facetiously when he referred, dur4-1 ing FCC's color hearings, to a
possible use of the so-called "ChaI
pin
adapter"
withwas
the in
RCAanswer
system.to
i\ This
affidavit
an FCC claim designed to offset
RCA's charge that E. W. Chapin,
head of FCC's Laboratory Division, invented a device usable only
; with the CBS system and was still

allowed to participate in FCC's
decision.
John T. Cahill, general counsel
for RCA, referred to the affidavit
during his argument before the
court the preceding week. Court
officials were unable immediately
to single the document out of the
plethora of papers before the
court, but in a copy submitted to
FCC Dr. Brown said he had referred to a "Chapin converter,"
not an adapter:
. . . My reference to the "Chapin
converter" on page 7,599 of the transcript in the color hearings was intended as a facetious remark which
I made only because it was Mr.
Chapin who was questioning me.
The device to which this testimony
related is not the Chapin device or
any variation thereof. The only thing
it has in common with the Chapin
device is that the device to which I
referred reacts automatically to an
incoming signal. That device, unlike
that of Mr. Chapin, has nothing to
do with changing line and frame
frequencies . . .
The affidavit obviously aroused
FCC. Chairman Wayne Coy referred to it during questioning of
an RCA witness in the current
VHF-UHF proceedings, asking at
the end whether he had included
any "facetious" testimony (see
story below).
In its brief, FCC said Dr.
Brown's affidavit "may serve to
induce caution in reliance on the
testimony of RCA's witnesses,"
but that it "does not affect the only
real point in issue, that RCA never
made before the Commission the
objection to continued participation
of Mr. Chapin in the proceedings,
which it now says it made, and
that, in any event, such participation was not improper
any way."
Meanwhile
there werein these
color

UHF

Drawn for Telecasting by John Zeigler

TV developments:
• Patenting of a new color TV
system which produces pictures in
three-dimensional perspectives as
well as in color was reported. The
invention was credited to a Navy
scientist, Thornton W. Chew, with ■
rights assigned to the government.
• CBS, stopped by the court order
from commercial color operations,
continued its experimental colorcasts
in New York, featuring its No. 1
performer, Arthur Godfrey, in one
of its local demonstrations.
• The likelihood of a Senate investigation of industry opposition
to FCC's decision was seen in Sen.
HARRY BANNISTER (r), general
Johnson's telegram, sent the preceding week to Pilot Radio Corp., demanager
of WWJ-AM-FM-TV Detroit,
claring that "in due course it is likely
meets with Dr. Alexander G. Ruthven,
that those believed to be the conspirpresident of U. of Michigan, at the
ators will be called before a committee and given an opportunity to prove
inaugural telecast of WWJ-TV-U. of
the other allegations contained in Michigan "tele-course." Station is
making its facilities available to the
your20]. telegram" [TELECASTING,
Nov.
universty for an experiment in "teachFCC's Brief
FCC's brief claimed that the
RCA suit — in which RCA subsidiaries NBC and RCA Victor Distributing Corp. are co-plaintiffs
with the parent company — relies
on "ex parte affidavits" as well as
the FCC hearing record for its
support.
FCC said an affidavit of C. B.
Jolliffe, executive vice president in
charge of RCA Labs, "is referred
to in plaintiffs' briefs as authority
for all types of contentions, including what the Commission knew
from the record, more than 60
times, while there are less than
half as many references to the
record and actual testimony."
The brief claimed "witnesses
other than CBS and Commission
witnesses testified as to unsatisfactory features of the RCA system," and that the choice was

CONFLICT

RCA-NBC elected last week to submit new exhibits comparing its
Bridgeport UHF results with FCC
predictions [Telecasting, Oct. 30]
rather than permit the Commission
to strike portions of the report on
grounds certain data is "misleadAllen B. DuMont Labs, and
FCC's E. W. Allen Jr. earlier
ing."
criticized
the comparisons involved,
DuMont particularly holding the
RCA-NBC analysis presents the
"darkest possible side of UHF" as
a TV service [Telecasting, Nov.
13, 20].
RCA-NBC, however, indicated
last week it considered its explanation of alleged discrepancies to
be "reasonable" and pointed out it
initially had been careful to cite
the assumptions used in the comparisons in order to prevent misinterpretation.
In this "explanation," FCC noted
RCA-NBC now recommends a com-

"He always did prefer the balcony"
Telecasting
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Increases

TEST

ing by video." non-combetween "a satisfactory
patible system and no color teleIt charged that RCA's "progress
report" on its own compatible
color system "made no claim satisvision."
factory and definable development
with respect to basic unsatisfactory characteristics of the [RCA]
dot-sequential system," and did not
request that the FCC color record
be re-opened.
The brief also contended that
"the [CBS] field-sequential system
adopted by the Commission was
adopted after the fullest exploration of the potentialities of the
systems presented to the Commission, permits the highest quality
of service now known, and permits
of the addition of improvements
(Continued on page 81)

Explained

pletely new and more stringent
definition for grades of service in
both the VHF and UHF in which
FCC's Grade A contour would become RCA's Grade C contour.
Meanwhile,
FCC's hearing
general VHFUHF allocation
today
(Monday), begins consideration of
proposals for the reservation of
channels for noncommercial, educational purposes (see story page
77). The Commission estimates this
phase will conclude by Dec. 8, after
which it will turn to the final phase
of the complex proceeding to hear
city-by-city allocation bids.
Dec. 6 Deadline
Dec. 6 was set as deadline for receipt of the new Bridgeport compai'isons and also for a report from
the Radio-Television Manufacturers Assn. concerning a survey of
members on their plans to incorporate in receivers the 41.25 mc
intermediate
frequency recom-

by RCA-NBC

mended as standard by RTMA for
the VHF.
Last week's hearing, held before
Chairman Wayne Coy and Comrs.
George E. Sterling, E. M. Webster
and Robert F. Jones, was devoted
mostly to cross examination on general allocation issues. Aside from
the dispute between RCA-NBC and
FCC over the Bridgeport comparisons,
clude : highlights of the sessions in# Introduction by RCA of cost
and time estimates for UHF transmitters and antennas as well as
announcement it would produce
VHF-UHF combination sets in addition to VHF-only sets, the former
to cost an estimated $25 more than
comparable models of the VHFonly variety.
# Concern by Chairman Coy
how RCA's proposal also to sell
$50 UHF "converters" for existing
VHF (Continued
sets differed
on from
page its
7i) oppoNovember 27, 1950
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FOOTBAU.
SPECULATION that certain allegedly restrictive practices by professional football clubs involving
sale of territorial radio-TV rights
has caught the probing eye of the
Justice Dept. mounted last week
amid scattered complaints by radio
stations.
There was an indication — but no
official confirmation — that the depai'tment's Anti-Trust Division was
quietly studying the football picture along the same tact it pursued
professional baseball's policies on
broadcasting and telecasting
[Broadcasting, Oct. 31, 1949].
Justice Dept. officials, of course,
declined comment but indicated
they had received complaints which
would provide the basis for an investigation similar to that of organized baseball which culminated
in elimination of certain "causes
and complaints" by broadcasters.
Under that ruling, major league
games now may be broadcast in
minor league territory when the
local club is not playing at home.
During the period it is playing at
home, the local club may object to
a broadcast or telecast of major
league games from a station in its

PAUL PATTERSON
WMAR-TV President Resigns
RESIGNATION of Paul Patterson as president of The A. S. Abell
Co., publisher of the Baltimore
Sunpapers and owner of WMARTV Baltimore, was announced last
week by Harry C. Black, board
chairman.
Accepting the resignation with
regret, the board simultaneously
disclosed that William F. Schmick
Sr., at present executive vice president, had been chosen to succeed
Mr. Patterson as president when
he leaves Jan. 31, 1951.
Mr. Patterson, 72, has been engaged in active newspaper work
for over 50 years. He joined the
Evening Sun in 1911 as managing
editor. On Nov. 11, 1919, he was
elected president of the company.
It was during the latter part of
his successful tenure as president
that he fostered the development
of' WMAR-TV as well as the plan-

Mr. Patterson

Mr. Schmick
ning and erection of the new Sunpapers plant.
Mr. Patterson is to continue as
a member of the board of directors.
The board, in naming Mr.
Schmick as successor, cited his
distinguished success in the direction of the business management of the Sunpapers.
Page 70
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POUCY
home territory. When the local club
telecasts a road game, it also may
object to telecast of a major league
game by a station in its territory.
Local clubs also were shorn of
the power to designate which station or sponsor shall handle the
local broadcast or telecast of games
of "outside" clubs.
The absence of such regulations
governing professional football reportedly has stirred protests in
certain broadcast circles the past
fortnight. Touching off the complaints, it was understood, was a
statement attributed to Bert Bell,
commissioner of the National Football League, in an article in the
Sporting News Nov. 15 issue.
San Francisco Complaint
Mr. Bell said that, as a result
of a complaint filed by a San Francisco station, the league had revised its constitution on the sale
of radio and TV rights.
"We can no longer rule which
areas should be blacked out," the
commissioner was quoted as saying, "that comes under the heading of restraining radio and television. Henceforth, it will be matter
for the individual clubs to work
out. So long as they handle the
situation owner-to-owner, they can
reserve the right to broadcast on
whatever basis they please."
Mr. Bell said the league had decided to take this action following
a conference with officials of the
FCC, and that a San Francisco station had complained to the Commission. The station, he said, had
broadcast a Los Angeles-New York
Yank game at the same time the
San Francisco 49ers were playing at
home. The broadcast, Mr. Bell
quoted the club as saying, violated
MAHLER
TO CBS
As Color TV Consultant
RICHARD J. MAHLER, former
buyer in charge of radio and television development for Sears, Roebuck & Co., has been hired by CBS
as industrial consultant to handle
liaison between the network and
organizations seeking information
about color TV manufacturing and
servicing.
Mr. Mahler, a gi-aduate of Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
is a member of the Institute of
Radio Engineers, the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers
and the Society of Motion Picture
and Television Engineers.
He joined Sears, Roebuck as a
development and consulting engineer in 1944 after nearly 20 years
in the electrical engineering field,
and has since served in several
executive capacities.
In announcing Mr. Mahler's new
appointment, CBS said it had received "hundreds" of requests from
manufacturers and service organizations seeking information on
color TV receiving equipment. In
the future all such requests will be
handled by Mr. Mahler.

Eyed

by Justice

Dept.

its territorial rights.
FCC denied any knowledge late
Wednesday of any such meeting
between Mr. Bell and its officials,
or of his statement that football
broadcasts or telecasts by professional league clubs cannot be barred
from markets with NFL franchises.
One FCC official pointed out, however, that Mr. Bell may have been
guided by prevalent policy governing organized baseball as expressed
by some FCC spokesmen.
The issue arose on another front
last week. It was learned that WOL
Washington had cancelled its plans
for broadcast of the Detroit LionsNew York Yanks Thanksgiving Day
contest because of territorial rights
claimed by the Washington Redskins team. WOL was restrained
from carrying the game under a
ruling
which, prior
to Mr.
Bell'^
announcement,
prohibits
broadcast
or telecast of any other NFL club
by a station in Washington territory at any time.
WOL Position
WOL's position, as outlined by
Station Manager Ed Parsons, is
that restrictions governing rights
to professional football games
should be eliminated to place that
sport's policies on a level with that
of organized baseball.
Mr. Parsons quoted George Marshall, Redskins owner, as explaining that the club had merely abided
its territorial rights and had sold
exclusive rights to the American
Oil Co. for all Redskin games, with
a restraining clause barring broadcasts or telecasts of other games
at any time.
Neither legal counsel for Mr.
Marshall nor representatives of the
Joseph Katz Inc., Baltimore, which
handles American Oil account,
could be reached for comment late
Wednesday.
Under an agreement evolved by
VIDEO'S GROWTH
Jolliffe Speaks in Canada
A LIMIT would be placed on the
future growth and improvement
of color television by the system
recently approved by the FCC, Dr.
C. B. Jolliff'e, executive vice president of RCA, told a capacity audience of the Royal Canadian Institute at Toronto, Nov. 18. With
Canada just starting TV, Dr. Jolliffe said "it is my hope that in the
development of television in this
country, your regulatory and operating organizations will accept
the philosophy which provides potentials for future growth in television, whether in black-and-white
Dr. Jolliffe spoke in Convocation
or
Hallcolor."
of the U. of Toronto. He
explained the various color systems developed in the United States
and demonstrated the all-electronic
RCA system. He gave Canadians a
detailed look into the problems of
color television as well as the use
of TV for industrial, research, educational and medical purposes.

Redskin management this season,
only "road" telecasts of Redskin
games are aired over WMAL-TV
Washington. Home telecasts are
not permitted, though film excerpts
are used and broadcast of all Washington football games are allowed.
The "rub," according to Mr. Parsons, lies in the fact that the Redskins management is in a position
to outlaw broadcasts or telecasts
of all other NFL games not involving the Washington team at
any time on the grounds of exclusive territorial rights it has sold
to advertisers.
Commissioner Bell's announcement, it was felt, would serve to
place the burden on individual club
owners who negotiate the contracts
with sponsors. Whether that would
tend to minimize the anti-trust implications was a matter of speculation.

SNADER FILMS
Kaufman Gets Rights
IN a million dollar deal, Louis J.
Snader, president, Snader Telescriptions Corp., Beverly Hills,
Calif., has negotiated contract
with Reuben R. Kaufman & Assoc.,
Inc. advertising agency, Chicago,
giving agency exclusive representation for Snader Telescriptions in
10 Eastern cities. Contract was
signed last week in Chicago by Mr.
Snader and Reuben R. Kaufman,
president of agency.
Cities to be represented by
agency are New York, Chicago, Detroit, St. Louis, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Philadelphia, Washington,
D. C, Boston, Norfolk, Va. Films
will probably be made available to
one station exclusively in each city.
According to contract terms
agency will pay Snader minimum
of $1,000,000, $50,000 of which was
paid at time of contract signing
and remainder to be paid Dec. 1,
for rental of 960 telescriptions over
period of year.
At present time 177 films, each
three to three and one-half minutes,
have been completed. Remainder
will be filmed at rate of 20 per
week, with possibility of half being
shot in Hollywood, half in New
York. Estimated total cost of the
960 films is $1,400,000.
Snader plans after Dec. 1 to make
films available to other parts of
the country, either through representation as in Kaufman negotiations or through direct sales.
Gives Credit to TV
SEN.-ELECT John Marshall
Butler of Maryland paid high
praise to television as an influential medium during political elections when he apon CBS' version
of
Capitol peared
Cloakroom.
He told
CBS Reporters Griffing Bancroft, Walter Cronkite and
Bill Downs he felt TV was
the "primary factor" in winning his Senatorial race
against Sen. Millard Tydings
in Maryland, because it put
him "across with the people."
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CHANGE

AMERICAN Television Dealers &
^lanufacturers, whose contributors
comprise more than a score of top
;elevision set makers including
RCA Victor and DuMont, last week
switched the theme of its current
i^dvertising campaign after its
Initial newspaper ads and radio
Commercials aroused widespread
'|;riticism.
i In Washington the Federal Trade
"bommission announced Wednesday
;chat it has launched a probe of the
bontroversial "child appeal" advertising designed to promote the
■l^ale of television sets. Numerous
bomplaints from parents and edubators prompted the inquix'y, the
pommission said.
i In letters to Ruthrauff & Ryan
Ivhich handles the campaign, and
to 22 manufacturers of TV sets,
t'TC's Radio and Periodical Adver■tising Division said it is "considerjpig the certain recent advertising
e.|jDf television sets in order to deter;mine the truth or falsity of statebients and representations. . . ." The
nquiry covers advertisements dis(Seminated the past three months,
it was stated.
I The first campaign theme featured a statement by Dr. Angelo
Patri, writer of a syndicated
bolumn on child care, to the effect
that television sets should be
^bought to keep children from feeling inferior.

DRUG
fmm
Signs $1 0,000-Month Pact
;PEOPLES DRUG STORES of
Washington became the biggest
:jadio-television sponsor in that
:iietropolitan market with the pur, chase last week of a $10,000-a^imonth television package on
jWNBW (TV) Washington.
J Six weeks ago the 70-store chain
i,!Dought a $100,000-package of 24
inews broadcasts a day on WWDC
Hvashington [Broadcasting, Sept.
•25]. Both contracts were handled
loy the William D. Murdock Adver?tising Agency.
The new television show will be
'from 1-2 p.m. Monday through
jPriday and will be telecast for the
ifirst time Dec. 4. The program
Iwill use first run feature film with
iJlive demonstration commercials.
Announcement of the new conItract was made by C. R. Sanders,
iadvertising director of Peoples;
William R. McAndrew, WNBW
eneral manager, and Mr. Murdock.
I It has been indicated the drug
firm will further expand its radio
land television advertising in the
Washington area and schedules
lhave been considered for Richmond
land Akron where retail outlets
are operated [Closed Circuit,
Sept. 25]. In addition to the news
broadcasts and the newly signed
television contract, Peoples will
continue its Washington tie-in with
the Cavalcade of Sta7-s on the DuiMont TV Network.
3' Telecasting

Probes

THEME

Criticism of the theme from both
the public and elements in advertising prompted a statement from
Travis Wells, advertising manager
of the American Television Dealers
& Manufacturers. Mr. Wells said:
"Since its start less than 10 days
ago, the television set selling campaign of the American Television
Dealers & Manufacturers has become one of the most widely discussed campaigns of the last 25
years.
"A few of the educators and
authorities quoted in this campaign
were strong in their convictions
that TV was a virtual necessity to
children's morale and social standings. However, the majority of the
authorities contributing their views
on the subject expressed only the
positive side: i.e., the advantages
of television and its beneficial effects on the family life.
Campaign Changed
"It was originally planned to
start this positive facet of the campaign about the third or fourth
advertisement. However, the impact of the first advertisement was
so powerful and the reaction so
vigorous and strong, that the advertising committee and Ruthrauff
& Ryan decided to advance the release date on this positive advertising and consequently the second
advertisement appearing in all
newspapers carries this theme, as
will all radio spots."
The "positive" theme to which
the group switched featured a
testimonial by Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, which, to say the least, was
more temperate than Dr. Patri's.
Mrs. Roosevelt was quoted as saying that television "offers a magnificent opportunity to increase the
education which we make available
to the children of today." She added, however, that parental supervision should be exercised over
children watching TV." It is a parent's duty to see to it that the
children get the best in books and
the best in television entertainment
and education," she was quoted.

The dealers and manufacturers'
$2 million campaign also has used
radio spots featuring a song by
Mindy Carson, "I Want a Television Christmas." No protests
have been reported as to that.
Federal Trade Commission, in
its letter to manufacturers, requested them to furnish specimens
of all broadcast and published advertising matter "placed through
or handled by the advertising
agency . . . for which you were
in any way responsible through
payment of all or any part of the
cost, and which was disseminated
during the past three months in
promoting sales of television sets."
Ruthrauff & Ryan was asked to
supply the names and addresses of
all manufacturers and distributors
of TV receivers who participated
in dissemination of the advertisements. The agency was not identified by name, nor were any manufacturers, in FTC announcement.
Manufacturers contributing to
the joint campaign reportedly include RCA Victor, Allen B. DuMont Labs, Motorola Inc., Admiral
Corp., General Electric Co., Zenith Radio Corp., Emerson Radio &
Phonograph Corp., Westinghouse
Electric Corp., Stromberg-Carlson
Co., Belmont Radio Corp., Capehart-Farnsworth Corp., Pilot Radio
Corp., Hallicrafters Co., Scott
Radio Labs, Magnavox Co., John
Meek Industries, Philco Corp.,
Fada Radio, Sylvania Electric
Products, and others.
A spokesman for RCA said his
company had protested the controversial first advertisement before its publication, but was outvoted by other participants in the
campaign. He added that RCA
approved the second advertisement,
which took a "positive" approach.
S. J. Schwinn, chairman of the
executive committee of Ruthrauff &
Ryan, described the FTC's investigation as "rather a routine thing,"
and denied there had been any
misrepi'esentation that would justify FTC concern.

^^
r'
NETWORK television rateTE
increase,
next
1, was
announced
tf
- Jan.
yp'^
S effective
NBCofficially
lastTV
week byRA
NBC-TV [Broadcasting, Nov. 6].
The new rates will boost the price of an evening half hour to §21,780
from the present $16,000 established in the rate card adopted last July.
George H. Frey, NBC director *
of television network sales, said
over rates currently in force, it
the new rates were justified by was said.
the growth in television circulation.
Rates quote for the evening halfBy next Jan. 1 TV set distribution
hour as well as for all other periods
will have increased 12 times over
in the new Tate cards, which are
that of Jan. 1, 1949, he said. In about to be distributed, cover a
full network of 63 stations, 47 of
the same period the cost-per-thousand TV homes on NBC-TV will them interconnected.
The same number of stations are
have declined from $8.13 to $3.46.
involved in the present rate card,
Mr. Frey said that advertisers
under contract before next Jan. 1 which was adopted last July 1.
The increases in the network
would receivetection. , six months rate prorates mean proportionate increases
The NBC-TV network rate in- in the per-period network revenue
crease amounts to a 32.5% boost to stations.
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Starting to formulate plans for the
television study under the grant
given by Crosley are Mr. Clarke (I)
and Dr. McCoy of Xavier U.
HOMEWORK
STUDY
Crosley Backs TV Survey
TELEVISION'S effect on children's homework will be the subject
of a study to be made under a
$2,500 grant to Xavier U. by
Crosley Broadcasting Corp.
James D. Shouse, Crosley Corp.
board chairman, announced the
grant last Tuesday, observing that
"a medium purported to have such
an adverse impact on children as
has been ascribed to televison, suggests that TV may be also an inherent constructive force." Mr.
Shouse said the purpose of the
grant was "to determine, through
study rather than accusations, how
television affects a student's work."
The relation of parental control
of TV viewing to the homework
problem also will be considered by
Xavier's Walter J. Clarke, assistant professor of education in the
graduate division. Mr. Clarke will
be working under an advisory committee headed by Dr. Raymond McCoy,visiondirector
of the graduate diat Xavier.
Mr. Shouse expressed hope that
"a clearer picture will be available
on the controversial subject of television's effect on young people
when it is used as an award for
application to studies, with parents
assuming their role of responsibility to the habits,
guidance based
of the on
children's
viewing
actual
statistics and study of the probThis is the second fund to be
established by Crosley Corp. for the
study of the relationship between
television and education. A $2,500
fellowship was awarded to the U.
of Cincinnati in February 1949 for
lem."
the study
of how^
could
best
be used
as a television
supplementary
aid to classroom training.

KEYL To ABC-TV
KEYL (TV) San Antonio becomes
the exclusive ABC-TV outlet in
that city effective Dec. 11, bringing
total number of ABC affiliates to
63. Station, owned and operated by
San Antonio Television Co., operates on Channel 5. It also is a DuMont affiliate.
November 27, 1950
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NARND
YESTERDAY

News
telestatus

in
Central

Indiana

WFBM-TV

Yesterday

....

On May 30, 1949 there
were 2500 Sets in WFBMTV's coverage area.
Today
there

K « . •
are

95,000
Sets in use
in WFBM-TV's
coverage area
In planning your TV coverage remember to TAKE
A CLOSE LOOK at the
Central Indiana Market —
COMPLETELY
COVERED by WFBM-TV.
Represented nationally by
The Katz Agency Inc.

WFBM-TV
Channel
6
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Surveys

TELEVISION news has progressed
little, if any, during the past year.
This is the concensus of the television committee of the National
Assn. of Radio News Directors,
which submitted results of a survey conducted among 61 video stations to the membership at the
fifth annual convention in Chicago
Nov. 16-18 (see separate convention story page 25).

directors; (2) cataloging types of
news shows carried on TV and detailing of news shows with the
"greatest viewer interest"; (3)
concern with all phases of TV news,
with concentration on presentation
of news "cheaply, simply and effectively"; and (4) preparation
and distribution to all operating
TV stations
a questionnaire,
the
information
so obtained "with
to be

Byron Heads Committee
Chairman James A. Byron, news
director at WBAP-TV Fort Worth,
and his committee, Jack E. Krueger
of WTMJ Milwaukee and. Jack
Knell of WBTV (TV) Charlotte,
learned that 83% .of the stations
returning the mailed questionnaire
(60% of 105 mailings) plan additional news coverage in the future.
The greatest immediate need in
television news is a more economical processing method for film, followed by a faster means of developing and transmitting film and,
finally, increased know-how, the renoted.too
A "common
was port
that
much of complaint"
the video
news is written to follow pictures,
rather than pictures shown as illustrations for the news.
Stations without exception, want
more local and regional news, the
committee reported. The study is
an outgrowth of TV committee
recommendations made to the
NARND board last spring. The
three-man group suggested at that
time: (1) establishment of an "authentic" working list of TV news

stations sending replies,
newOf orthose
old ideas."
7% have no news department of
any torkind;
10% have
a news direcas a one-man
department;
7%
have no news director, but do have
one or more employes assigned at
least part-time to news; 30% have
no news writers, but those with
writers employ an average of three.
Fifty-one per cent hire no news
film cameramen, but among those
which do the average is 2% men
working at least part-time in news.
Forty per cent of the stations have
no film editors, with the average
1% men with those that do. No
other news personnel was reported
by 72%, with the overall average
5% men assigned to stations with
a news operation.
Fifty-four of the 61 stations replying were combined AM-TV or

used as a basis for future operations of the committee."
Although "the one big fact evident" in the returns was that television news has not progressed
much in the past year, the survey
also showed an "apparent reluctance to experiment with either

Weekly Television Summary-

FM-TV operations, of which 28, j
or 43%, used the same staff to'
produce news on both. Fifty-seven
percent employ separate staffs for j
the TV operations, the report |
showed.
t
National newsreels "of some de-^
scription" are used by 72% of the
stations, but 42% of those carried
are network originations. Number of these reels used weekly
ranges from 1 to 25, with 5 as the
most popular number.
Local News Coverage
Less than half of the stations
answering the questionnaire, 44%.
use local newsreels. Number used
weekly ranges from 1 to 41, wit?
5committee
again the pointed
"most popular."
Tht
out, however
that some shows classed by th(
stations as local newsreels ar(
actually only local news shows witl
film clips. Local reels are run t(
as much as 30 minutes, but five
minute shows or less are preferrec
by most of the stations. Ten anc
15-minute features are chosen next
Seventy-two percent of the loca
reels are comprised of silent filn
with narration and music suppliet
separately. Eighty per cent of th
local reels are produced by th
stations.
Still pictures are telecast fror
1 to 40 times weekly by 60% o
the stations, with 5 weekly th
most preferred. About a half o
the respondents, 48%, use chart
on a "when-needed" basis.
Only(Continued
30 7o of the
stations
on page
80) hav
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Number Se
Number Sets City
Outlets
On Air
Outlets On Air
60,2!
60,i;
WTVJ
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
WMCT
KOB-TV
WOl-TV
40,0(
5,000 Memphis
Louisville
24,487
176,9£
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
Milwaukee
240,476
163,4(
67,800 Minn.-St.
Miami Paul WTMJ-TV
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
12,6(
KSTP-TV,
WTCN-TV
27,154
WNBF-TV
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
27,500 Nashville
WSM-TV
Nev/ Orleans
Haven
109,7(
WTTV
11,000 New
WNHC-TV
580,245
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
WDSU-TVWCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
New
York
WABD,
WBEN-TV
WOR-TV, WPIX
1,720,0{
149,331
41, o:
WBTV
39,724 Newark
WATV
Inc.
N. Y. Estima
679,417
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
Norfolk
WTAR-TV
196,000
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
349,319 Oklahoma City WKY-TV
39,9(
104,000 Philadelphia
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
Omaha
54,6:
KMTV, WOW-TV
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Phoenix
WDTV
PiHsburgh
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
KPHO-TV
82,544
WOC-TV Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline 27,962 Portland, Ore.
9
695,0(
Include
106,000 Providence
17,41
47,4i
WHIO-TV, WLWD
160,01
WJAR-TV
WTVR
27,9
Richmond
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
355,504
WICU
41,350 Rochester
WHAM-TV
Rock
Island
WHBF-TVDavenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline 95,5.
WBAP-TV,
Quad Cities Include
82,544 Salt Lake
WLAV-TV KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
65,400
47,3.
City KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
31,5i
56,21
WFMY-TV
San Antonio KEYL, WOAI-TV
33,1
30,508
51,112
San
Diego
KFMB-TV
58,0
KPRC-TV
San Francisco KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
114,6
WSAZ-TV
Albany-Troy WRGB
116,1
29,000 Schenectady
WFBM-TV
95,000 Seattle KING-TV
WMBR-TV
20,000
50,1
WJAC-TV
Louis KSD-TV
206,5
45,025
45,570 St.
WKZO-TV
Syracuse WHEN,
WSYR-TV
80,9
Toledo
WSPD-TV
57,0
WDAF-TV
Tulsa
KOTV
48,1
73,565
27,9
WGAL-TV
32,500 Utica-Rome WKTV
68,474
WJIM-TV KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH,
Washington WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WHG
188,5
KECA-TV,
Wilmington
WDEL-TV
50,8
KTIA, KTSL, KTTV
796,865
* Lancaster and contiguous areas. Total Markets on Air 63
Stations on Air 107
Sets in Use 9,130,0
Editor's
Note: Source Since
of setmany
estimates
are basedmonthly,
on datasome
aval lable from dealers, distributors, TV Circulation committees, electric compan
and
manufacturers.
are compiled
may
remain
unchanged
in
successive
summaries.
Total
sets in all areas
necessarily approximate.

City
Albuquerque
Ames
Atlanta
Baltimore
Binghamton
Birmingham
Bloomington
Boston
Buffalo
Charlotte
Chicago
Cincinnati
Clevelanci
Columbus
Dallas,
Ft. Worth
Davenport
Quad Cities
Dayton
Detroit
Erie
Ft. Dallas
WorthGrand Rapids
Greensboro
Houston
HuntingtonCharleston
Indianapolis
Jacksonville
Johnstown
KalamazooBattle Creek
Kansas City
Lansing
Lancaster*
Los Angeles
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SUNPAPERS

BALTIMORE

COMPANY

The

Public

THE SUN, BALTIMORE,
600

Dentists
Watch

And

TUESDAY

MARYLAND

Interest

MORNING, NOVEMBER

Students

Televised

The first telecast of actual
dental operations ever viewed
by a dental society was transmitted from an operating room
at the University of Maryland
School of Dentistry last night.
Three operations, each about
one-half hour long, were televised by WMAR-TV, the Sunpapers station.
More than 450 members of
the Baltimore City Dental Society and associates from other
parts of Maryland watched on
eight television receivers in the
Osier Hall of the Medical and
Chirurgical Faculty Building,
1211 Cathedral street.
150 Students Also Watch
In addition, 150 students
watched on receivers in the
dental school at Lombard and
Greene streets.
Dr. Brice M. Dorsey, professor of oral surgery at the
school — the oldest dental school
in the world — called the detail
shown on the screens "overwhelming."
The ridges on his finger nails
were clearly visible during the
first operation in which Dr.
Dorsey extracted six teeth.
When a diamond grinding
disk was used in another operation by Dr. Ernest B. Nuttall,

IN

STATIONS

Operations

professor of fixed partial prosthesis, the "tooth
dust"snow
flying
off the disk
looked like
on
the receivers.
Two Cameras Used
The closed circuit television
experiment, telecast by a sixman WMAR-TV crew using
standard equipment, had been
preceded only by a "run
through" with the dentists
participating.
Two television cameras were
used — one for extreme closeups
and the other for full-view
shots as the dentists showed the
instruments they would use in
performing their operations.
The dentists watched a monitor screen as they worked on
the patients and during the
course of the telecast found that
the image of the back of a
tooth reflected in a dental mirror could be seen on the television receivers.
Fitting Of Dentures
The first operation, by Dr.
Dorsey and Dr. Grayson W.
Gaver, professor of prosthetics,
showed the best method for the
immediate insertion of denmoved.tures after teeth have been reDr. Dorsey began by demonstrating, using a skull and a

MOST

3. MARYLAND

.

.

14, 1950

wall diagram of the nerves to
be reached, the places where
the local anesthetic would be
injected by needle.
The television camera followed the actual injections, the
removal of the six teeth, the
suturing and the fitting in of
the dentures by Dr. Gaver.
Dr. Nuttall's operation was
the preparation of a tooth for
a three-fourths cap to support
a false tooth next to it.
"Air-Abrasive" Drill
The operation, which Dr.
Harold Golton, president of the
society, and
said a called
"an
engineer
sculptorfor
as well
as
a
dentist,"
was
designed
to
show how the skilled dentist
could avoid having any metal
or attachments show in the
mouth of the patient.
Dr. Kenneth V. Randolph,
professor of operative dentistry, was televised using the
experimental
"air replace
- abrasive"
drill which may
the
dentist's bur-drill now used in
filling teeth.
He emphasized that the airabrasive drill was still being
tested and the dentists in Osier
Hall made clear in their comments that they felt the word
"experimental" summed it up.
Throughout the telecast,
questions of viewers were relayed by phone to the operating
room and were answered by the
dentists as they worked on their
patients.
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UHF Conflict
(Continued from page 69)
sition to converters for CBS color.
0 Occasional other references
n Coy to the industry's
by Chairma
color position in relation to TJHF
proposals and technical problems
such as a standardized IF in receivers.
# Specific inquiry by Chairman
Coy of RCA - NBC witnesses
whether they testified "facetiously"
at any point in view of the affidavit by RCA's Dr. G. H. Brown
in the color court case that an
earlier reference by him to the
r had been a "faceChapin adapte
tious remark" (see story page 69).
witnesses stated
BC
RCA-N
Both
they had not testified in such a
manner.
9 Specific inquiry by Chairman
Coy of RCA's vice president and
general attorney, Joseph V. Heffernan, whether he questioned the
qualifications or propriety of any
FCC witnesses in the current proceeding. Mr. Heffernan replied:
"I know of no basis now, Mr. Chairman, to question that."
# Report by Zenith on its study
of the Bridgeport UHF test which
concluded UHF broadcasting with
standards "is entirely feaspresent
ible and works well with standard

nt."
equipme
0 Discussion
by Chairman Coy
with Zenith witness involving assumption retiring VHF by "1960 or
1955" to provide national competitive service solely in UHF.
Lodge Heard
Monday's session opened with
cross examination of William B.
Lodge, vice president in charge of
general engineering for CBS, who
earlier testified CBS' pioneer experience showed UHF can render
"a real public service" [Telecasting, Oct. 30]. He said new data
substantiates CBS' predictions during 1946-47 hearings.
To questioning, Mr. Lodge stated
he thought station owners will
think long before building a UHF
station to compete with a VHF outlet and recommended against intermixing of VHF and UHF channels
in the same area.
Harry Plotkin, FCC counsel, referring to CBS' 1946 UHF color
proposal was curious as to who was
going to build stations in the UHF
at that time. Mr. Lodge explained
VHF was not very far along then,
stating "time is the only difference."
by Mr. Plotkin how s RCA's
Asked rt
Bridgepo
data compare with
studies of UHF elsewhere, Mr.
Lodge said the findings are consistent if the same interpretation
is used. The difference in results,
he said, is due to use of different
definitions and reference values.
Raymond F. Guy, NBC manager
of radio and allocation engineering, although suffering from a flu
attack, appeared for extensive examination on his Bridgeport report. He said when he originally
presented the portion of the report
now disputed "I pointed out that
what I did was explained quite
carefully in order that there would
November 27, 1950
Page 74

be no misinterpretation of the re[Editor's Note: The Oct. 30 BROADCASTING reproduced three of the disin whichof RCA-NBC
sults."puted
pared afigures,
composite
practical comUHF
reception
with
theoretical
as to what service should hecalculations
at 600 mc
for service Grades A, B and C]
Mr. Guy indicated in the first
figure the Grade A service radius
would extend to eight miles (instead of the depicted 11/2 miles)
had he used the Commission's proposed local field intensity value of
65 db above 1 microvolt per meter
held necessary to produce a satisfactory picture.
Rather, he said, "I used 80 db,
as I explained. There can be no
misunderstanding of that."
Technical Explanation
Entering a lengthy, highly technical discussion with Mr. Allen,
chief of FCC's Technical Research
Division, on the basis for his choice
of the 'stricter value, Mr. Guy indicated the higher value is necessary to assure development of fullest picture potentials in the long
run.
Mr. Guy explained in setting up long
have
term standards for television "we which
two sources of noise at present""One is
degrade the received picture.
studio,"
tube isinthethenoise
the
"the picture
other one
that heis said,
prounavoidable
the
receiver,
the
duced
in
noise."
^ .
Because of the improvements in stutubes which are continudioing,picture
Mr. Guy felt this noise source
finally "will cease to be athefactor
and
receiver
left with
we vvill then be receiver
should
noise
felt
He
noise."
the tubes
db "because something
be at least 45
wUl produce therefore
themselves that
if
. . . and
better than
picture you have
you want a noise-free protection
against
noise-free
provide
to
the receiver noise."
"You realize, Mr. Guy, this is
our regoing to add 15 db to allincluding
quired field intensities,
VHF?" Mr. Allen asked.
"Yes, I do," was the reply.
"You are recommending that?"
Mr. Allen queried.
"I am," Mr. Guy stated.
Mr. Allen wanted to know if it
were his recommendation in order
to get Grade C service out to the
distant ranges FCC indicated in
its July 11, 1949 revised allocation
authat
proposal,thorize
stationstheto Commission
increase power
15 db "across the board?"
by "That
doesn't necessarily follow,"
adding, "what
explained,
Guy
Mr.
it might mean
is that you would
change your conception of what the
was."
A service distance
Grade
If requirements
for Grade C
service were upped 15 db, that
would correspond to the field intensity "required for our present
Grade A service," Mr. Allen said,
asking, "Isn't there a 15 db difference between the two?"
"It is in that order of magnitude," Mr. Guy said.
"In effect," Mr. Allen observed,
"you would change your Grade C
contour back to where we now have
a Grade A contour, the same figures would apply approximately?"
"That is right," Mr. Guy responded, noting establishment of
service grades is a very complex
matter. Mr. Allen agreed it is difficult to find some method of analysis upon which everyone agrees.
Mr. Guy commented, "Your proposal contemplates that the grade
of service remain the same but the

percentage of people getting it
changes with distance. That is a
different concept somewhat from
our other types of standards. I am
not sure which is the best. I am
just pointing out my thoughts and
recommendations."
Mr. Plotkin entered a lengthy
examination of the three figures
comparing the Grades A, B and C
of service and noted that while the
80 db value had been used in
computing the inner circle representing actual results, the comparative change in value had not
been applied in computing the two
outer theory circles, which if
applied, would have reduced their
size.
Chairman Coy questioned how the
new value might affect allocation.
Mr. itGuy
answered
he was "not
sure
enters
into allocation
. . .
beyond stating that service will be
provided to a certain distance of
Grade A or B. It does not have anything to do with some other factors
of allocation, I believe. This is
strictly a primary service standard
of the highest type."
Upon summation, Mr. Plotkin
moved the three figures plus several
other related charts be stricken
so misleading."
they "areoffered
because
Mr. Heffernan
to submit
new exhibits "upon the basis which
Mr. Guy has explained here this
morning . . . but I think his exone."that
nation isais reasonable
"I think plait
perfectly clear
he has used two different standards here for comparison, if that is
what you mean by his explanation
being clear,"
Chairman
served. He said
if they Coy
were obto
stand solely on the basis of Mr.
Guy's explanation he would sustain
the motion to strike, but would
entertain "a request from counsel
before 'so ruling, that you can
submit corrections of these figures
to bring them on a comparable

seen as pretty much a two-service
VHF plan.
Mr. Coy asked the witness if he
had given any thought to the builcing of national competive facilities
"all in the UHF, by providing for
a period of time to amortize the '
VHF stations and permit the present VHF operators to have a UHF ';
assignment so that there would be f
a1955
period
the future
1960youror"^
whenin you
would in
have
competitive service in the UHF
where
you have the channels to do |
the job
"
I
Mr. O'Brien
said retiring
he hadn't''
thought
much about
the
VHF channels "on a certain date''
since "that is just outside my ex-"
perience
as anCoyengineer."
Chairman
said he asked the
question since the VHF plan of the '
witness would provide less coverage
"than you could get out of the
UHF, and I think there are certair ,
engineering concepts involved in it
further."
!
The chairman explained the VHI
is split in three sections with the
UHF band still another. But "re^ ■
ceiver design and construction'
problems
would beeventually
simplified in"witl
all the service
th<
UHF."
1
"If we had to start from scratcl'
it possibly would be certainly some
thing to consider to restrict televi
sion to UHF," Mr. O'Brien said
adding, "the major part of th
problem right now seems to be th<;
investment which has already beei
made on the part of the public anc
the broadcasters in VHF. I jus
don't see how to get around it." f
Chairman Coy continued:
Of
course,hasyoubeen
are aaware
of the
fac
that there
certain
amoun
of
notice
that
the
'VHF
was
inadequat
for a nation-wide competitive service
and that the future home might wel
be in the UHF, which was writtei
into the 1945 allocation report of th
Commission. The fact [is] that an
study that we now make shows tha
the IZ channels will not make a na
tion-wide competitive service any wa
we try to cut it . . . nor would it b
better to patchwork it by intermixing
as is implicit in your plan here, or t
work it out on the basis where ther
wUl be a competitive situation in th
UHF that would
broadcasters
alike, beandcomparable
where you tohav,a:^
plenty of channels to build up sue
a nation-wide service. Or the thir
alternative
to go along
lines
of thewould
Allenbe DuMont
proposeth'
here,
for
wide
area
coverage
wif^
the VHF channels, have intermixim
only to a minimum, and move 0
change some VHF assignments to UH
in order to get the maximum whit
area
ments.coverage out of the VHF assigr

Would Supply Data
RCA-NBC indicated it would do
this.
basis."
Paul F. Godley, radio-TV consulting engineer representing
Easton (Pa.) Pub. Co. and the Lehigh Valley Television Inc. of Allentown, Pa., was questioned briefly
that FCC's allocaon his proposal
tion plan be flexible and to allow
use of directional antennas to improve service [Telecasting, Nov.
"Assuming that we were to ad
additional VHF stations betwee
6].
He was followed by Bernard C. 216 and 300 mc and they wei
O'Brien, chief engineer of WHEC
available for allocation," Chairma
Rochester, N. Y., who submitted
Coy said,whatsover
"would there
any ec(
diJ
final drafting of his proposal^ to ference
frombe the
ini- nomic standpoint as to the use e
Commission's
to therevision
adhere
tial allocation
of May 1948
those additional VHF stations s
in which co-channel separation of against the UHF stations from 47
150 miles is specified [Telecasting,
His new material inNov. 6].
"No
difference
whatever," M
O'Brien
replied.
cluded detailed tables and maps on to
890 mc?"
proposed VHF allocation for
his eastern
the
U. S. which he claimed
Noting no VHF sets present]
tune above 216 mc, Chairman Cc
better meets FCC's priorities.
Chairman Coy, complimenting
commented, "But you have heai
Mr. O'Brien for his original work in a lot of conversation about addin
additional VHF channels and fro.
his allocation proceeding debut,
the economic standpoint it is idei
questioned him on VHF - UHF
with adding the UHF chai
policy matters in view of the need tical
nels. ... I think it is a very goe
to provide a national, competitive
point to have made to all the:
system. The O'Brien proposal was
• BROADCASTIN
Telecasting

eople who yell about if we just change it upward as Mr. Guy did
ad more VHF."
"is a matter of individual opinion,"
John F. Bell, Zenith Radio Corp. he said. •
FILM SYNDICATE
Planned by TV Group
pgineer and also RTMA's witness
For allocation purposes FCC's
jii IF and other problems, urged value was considered good also by
fCC to allow industry to standRalph Harmon, Westinghouse en- A THREE-MAN committee was
named by representatives of 12
iidize the IF for allocation purgineering executive, who presented
further cost data on Stratovision.
major television stations Monday
joses but Chairman Coy was conerned about controlling radiation
He estimated $27 as the hourly cost to take steps necessary to form a
of operating a ground TV station, television film production syndicate
[■hich harms reception elsewhere
nd what happens to sets already
including amortization of plan. A which will make available to the
3ld which are offending. Mr. Bell four-hour per day, four-day weekly group network calibre programs
aid nothing could be done about
Stratovision operation, with stand- for national and local spot sale.
jsts already sold but competition
by plane and crew, would cost $800
At a meeting in the Ambassador
"ould force manufacturers to cor- per hour, he said, but much greater
East Hotel, Chicago, Ben Larson
Bct new models.
areas would be served. Walter
of WPIX (TV) New York, P. A.
"You believe in that case there
Evans, Westinghouse Radio Sta- Sugg of WKY-TV Oklahoma City,
Jould be very little concern about
tions president, at the time great and Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV
detail was given FCC on Stratovi-iie product that had already sold?"
New Orleans, were selected to dislhairman Coy asked.
sion and the UHF [Telecasting,
cuss with Pierson & Ball, Wash"That is true. It is difficult to do Nov. 13], had testified he would
ington attorneys, early incorporation of the proposed syndicate and
;inything about it," Mr. Bell re- recommend to his board th^t $5,to
look
after other organizational
,^ied.
000,000 would be needed to comdetails. While most of those in
mence Stratovision operation.
"Wouldn't be characteristic of
jbe position they now have in the
George L. Beers, assistant direc- attendance are associated with
newspaper-owned stations, it was
tor of engineering for the RCA
ialor situation, would it?" the
Victor Division, presented the cost made clear that the group will not
pairman queried.
be restricted to such ownership.
and time data on UHF equipment.
i; "Well, I wouldn't care to comUltimate membership will comprise
lent on the color situation," the In substance he reported:
only one station in each market.
rffcjitness said.
RCA presently can supply 500 w and
5 kw transmitters for Channels 2
Harrison Dunham of KTTV(TV)
'B {' "It is my'comment upon the prin- through 13. A 20 kw amplifier for the Los Angeles, acting as spokesman,
5
kw
transmitter
is
being
developed
if jfple that you have enunciated," and is expected to be available in late said the syndicate will include up
i B^e chairman replied. "Depends
1951. RCA is producing "super turnibon whose ox is being gored."
capable
providing
to 45 stations "before we're
power stile"
gainsantennas
of five
to sevenof depending
He said capitalization
^ 1 To further comment by Chairman
on channel. By end of 1951 antennas through."
if>ioy on the color situation as it providing power gain in order of 12 will be a minimum of $250,000 and
for Channels 7 to 13 are expected to that for every dollar a station conv^^rilates to RTMA's plan for a vol- be available.
tributes, on a proportionate basis,
List price for 5 kw transmitter for
ict'iitary IF standard of 41.25 mc,
Channels 2 to 6 is 883,500; Channels 7 25 cents will be for stock and 75
N'TMA Counsel Edward Wheeler
cents on loan. He introduced a
to 13, to$88,500.
"VHF antennas
ilfiated:
$12,000
27,500 depending
on gain vary
and well-known Hollywood producer of
channel.
New
high
gain
antennas
to
S'-I am not asking you to lean upon cost $40,000. The 20 kw amplifier will low-budget films (name withheld),
nj-at
because
! ould fornot a beprecedent,
a precedent,
even ifthatit " be $65,000. Preliminary estimate on who is expected to be placed in
like that in Bridge^ppre
true,
because
there
has
been no UHF porttransmitter
{\ kw r-f, 14 kw ERP) is $132,000, charge of production in the near
freement on the part of the Standards
future. Films will be comedy,
ammittee of RTMA as to color tele- including antenna.
Development work on new UHF
slon one way or the other. But I
ink if the history of the work of the transmitter has progressed to point western, dramatic, mystery and
over 5 kw power has been
science fiction, but the syndicate
jjandards Committee were reviewed, it where
Duld demonstrate pretty clearly that devoloped in dummy load at 530 mc.
hopes to buy world rights to other
ice the standard is recommended by This obtained with single experimental
to multiple tube ar' ;XMA in this engineering field, it is tube, contrasted
rangement in Bridgeport plant. In 18 productions as well, Mr. Dunham
' '^liversally adopted, not only by memto 24 months 5 kw UHF transmitter is revealed. It was learned that the
(j'l^-rs but by non-members as well.
to be available for commerm Testifying for Zenith on its expected
group is interested in "March of
cial TV. With 20 to 1 gain antenna
also
expected
be ready then, total
^^tridgeport work, Mr. Bell said his costs would beto$225,000.
The Chicago meeting followed
ra';:m concluded from the tests "that
Asked about delivery date on 1 two others at which the film group
HF broadcasting, using present
proposed.
Time."
tT andards, is entirely feasible and kw UHF transmitter, Mr. Beers was
said
normal
production
cycle
would
"'■orks well with standard equip- be involved, nine months to one
it," Mr. Beers replied, "that the
statement must be qualified to the
ai- ent."
year. Chairman Coy was curious
extent
of ending up with a satis^^i' Zenith used its standard receiv- about UHF's "incomnatibility" with
j,j '-s in Bridgeport homes but in- VHF sets and analogy to color.
fied
customer."
"On that
particular point I asfti:;alled UHF channel strips as preMr. Beers indicated in color case
II ously allowed for in the set set owner was deprived of existing
s,ume you are referring here to the
iupianuf acture. Home owner reaction
sei-vice under CBS system but question of color," Chairman Coy
j^tr the most part was "highly would get new service through
interposed,
manufacture "that
color onyou
the wouldn't
field seiit|iivorable" he said. Asked to comUHF without losing VHF program.
quential
standards
adopted
by the
P^Ient on Mr. Guy's report for
DuMont's counsel, Thad H. Commission because you think that
;;CA-NBC he said:
Brown Jr., and FCC's Counsel Plot. Our tests were necessarily much
kin noted RCA earlier had made no would affect your reputation ad?f'ore
limited
than
the
ones
that
were
ported by Mr. Guy, and the nature
indication it would submit the new
the UHF transmission, which is well data but would not object to its
"Frankly, I didn't have color in
versely."
lownimpose
to all aof 90%
us, isfactor
such itthatbecomes
when
niind," the witness replied, indii;' )u
introduction at the late date since
cating he actually had the 45 rpni
lite severe, and I think that, in the FCC wanted all information it record in
mind. Asked if RCA was
ain, accounts for the very smaU
( tective radius that was indicated in could get. Mr. Brown noted RCA
developing
color equipment for
. r. Guy's report.
has never made any FM-only reFCC's new standards, Mr. Beers
il^That is going to mean that when
indicated this was out of his field.
ceivers and its AM-only sets have
= ''ieF transmitters are located, much
longht is going to have to be given outsold its AM-FM combinations
"Do you think that if you did do
iij the proper location of the site and
even in big cities.
such developmental work and put
''retting maximum antenna height and
Mr. Heffernan noted his witness
• forth, and there is a possibility of
it on the market, it would affect the
, ; iving to duplicate channels to cover
made
a
statement
it
is
RCA's
polreputation
the dog adversely?"
: lings
-eas that
cannot
be
covered
otherwise,
the chairmanof asked.
of that sort,
icy to "market anything the cusaiii There are problems there and we
"That gets out of my sphere
tomer will buy" and the RCA
;!COgnize that. In spite of that we
" lel that the UHF will render a useful counsel commented "that is subject
again," the witness replied, "that
■oaiFrvice.
of course, to preserving the repuis in the commercial."
tation of the dog — the dog mark, I
FCC's Mr. Allen concluded the
eiil To query by Mr. Plotkin, Mr.
a-i'iell thought FCC's signal value to should say."
session, extended overtime Tuesday, by presenting new data on 63
O ' Vercome noise is sufficient to give
"If I did make that statement,
mc service radii.
I certainly would want to qualify
63* "very acceptable picture." To
"T^'elccasting
• BROADCASTING

BETWEEN
COMMERCIALS
^

BY

lineup of
l^^^*rC5KPIX's
Still heading
public interest pro^ a n d Missing Perfr-/:^^^ grams is
sons,""Wanted
handled by
Inspectors Ed Comber and
Jack Kane.
KPIX's descriptions
and photographs
of
wanted and missing persons
have directly aided the police
in apprehending numerous
criminals and locating missing
persons, since
the program's
inception
in January,
1949.
The unique telecasts are presented as a public service by
the station in close cooperation
with the Police Department.
"The Hour of Melody." which
now goes into its 10th year on
KSFO, is still proving that fine
music pays off. Recently, a farmer
in the Bay Area, who beds his
cows down every evening with
music from "The Hour of Melody" wrote sponsor, Morris Plan,
that since both he and his cows
were benefiting from the music,
heard nightly on KSFO, he would
open an account with them and
put a^vay
of the income derived frompart
the cows.
The TV success story that
tops 'em all occurred recently
when a local advertiser gave a
sales pitch on the "Del Courtney Show" for 4,000 Xmas
Trees. No sooner had he finished the commercial, when
Paul Verdier of the City of
Paris department store, and
Courtney's next guest, stepped
before the camera and asked
to buy all 4,000. Cost to advertiser .. . $35.00.
IN THE AIR: Acme Beer has
purchased an additional half
hour strip on KPIX, introducing
their new Gold Label Beer. . . .
the show is a dramatic series
featuring classic short stories.
. . . latest report on TV set sales
in the San Francisco Bay Area
is 114,686.

Represented by The Katz Agency, Inc:

Represented by Wm. G. Rombeau Co.
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Talent Rates Jump
(Continued from page 68)

&

O N
PRODUCTI
S E R V I G E S
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■I

ALEXANDER FILM CO.
(producers of short-length
films since 1919)
5,000 TDP-aUALITY COMMERCIALS
LOW-CDBT RENTAL SERVICE
COMPLETE PRODUCTION FACILITIES
FOR ANIMATED AND LIVE ACTION
COMMERCIALS

SARRA,
TELEVIBinN

INC.

CaMMERCIALS

MDTIDN PICTURES
SOUND

SLIDE FILMS

WIRE OR WRITE
NEW YORK - CHICAGO
ATLAS FILM CORPORATION
ESTABLISHED 1913
CREATORS and PRODUCERS
of
TELEVISION COMMERCIALS

1111 SODTH BOULEVARD

TELEFILM, IWC.
COMPLETE FILM PRODUCTION
FOR
TV SPOTS-PROGRAMS
All Production Steps
In One Organization
8039 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.
HOLLYWOOD 9-7205

Oak Park, Illinois
CHICAGO:

AUSTIN 7-BS2D

BRAY STUDIOS, INC.
EXTENSIVE LIBRARY OF
FILMS
(INCLUDING CARTOONS)
Available for Television
SEND FOR CATALOG
729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK, 19
Save Time!
Save Money!
Low Cost
High Powered
FILM COMMERCIALS
"Finest in Film Since 1937"
LABORATORY
FAST 72 NR. SERVICEI
WALNUT 2164
FILM ASSOCIATES, INC.
440 E. Sehantz Ave. Dayton 9, Ohio

ANIMATED AND LIVE ACTION
FILM SPOTS
20-SEC0ND AND 1 MINUTE
823 VICTOR BUILDING
WASHINGTON, D. C.
STERLING 4650

VIDEO VARIETIES CORP.
TELEVISION PROGRAM FILMS
TELEVISION COMMERCIALS
BUSINESS MOVIES
SLIDE FILMS
-FROM SCRIPT TO
FINISHED PRINT
OWNERS AND OPERATORS OF
WEST COAST SOUND STUDIOS
Sia W. 57TH STREET, N. Y. C.
WITH EXPERIENCED MANPOWER
AND COMPLETE FACILITIES
41 E. 50TH ST., NEW YORK
MURRAY HILL B-1162

GRAY— O'REILLY
COMMERCIAL
SPOTS
FOR TELEVISION
480 LEXINGTON AVE.
NEW YORK
PLAZA 3-1531

BROADCASTING -TELECASTING

RKO PATHE, INC.
624 MADISON AVE.
NEW YORK, i,. Y.
PLAZA 9-3600

GUARANTEED PAID CIRCULATION
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FILM & PRDDUCTION
DIRECTORY
IS PRINTED THE
LAST ISSUE DF
EACH MONTH
EXCEEDS 15,000

after to supplement the original
coverage in areas not reached. But
othei-wise, kinescopes are banned
in accordance with restrictions
TVA will formulate, or unless written permission is especially given
by the union.
Whether this restriction on kinescope use will be extended to films
for television use is uncertain.
Jurisdiction over talent appearing
in TV films is currently under dispute. Screen Actors Guild of Hollywood and TVA are fighting it out
through National Labor Relations
Board channels. In the TVA-networks discussions, the subject of
film talent was carefully avoided.
Another union gain was the requirement that talent on sustaining programs be paid 80% of commercial program rates. Commercial
rates were set up by creating nine
major categories of performers:
Actors and soloists, announcers
and dramatized commercials performers, choruses and dancers,
singers, specialty acts, sportscasters, walk-ons and extras, live signature performers, and performers for cut-ins, hitch-hikes, and
cow-catchers. Some of these major
categories • were further broken
down into sub-categories.
Union Demands
Original union demands, issued
last spring, called for all performers to be paid at the same rate of
$70 for shows of 15 minutes or less,
$85 for 16 to 30 minutes, and $115
for 31 to 60 minutes. All rehearsal
time was to be paid for at the rate
of $6 per hour. The division of
performers into categories, and the
inclusion of a certain number of
rehearsal hours in each fee, were
developed in the course of negotiations.
Although details of the settlement have not been officially released, the following are the basic
cially :
wages as made available unoflSActors with more than five lines
will receive for shows of 15 minutes
or less the fee of $70, which includes
5 hours rehearsal time; for 16 to 30
minutes, $125 with 12 hours rehearsal;
and for 31 to 60 minutes; ?170 with
22 hours rehearsal. Actors with less
than five lines will get §50, ^62.50 and
$75 for 15, 30, and 60 minutes, respectively, with four, six and nine
rehearsal hours included. Extra rehearsal rate is $5 per hour.
Announcers and dramatized commercial performers are broken into
sub-categories. Voice only, of more
than 10 lines, will receive $50, $90, and
$125 for 15, 30, and 60 minutes, with
three, four, and six hours of rehearsal.
Voice only, of 10 lines or less, gets
$50, $62.50, and $75 for 15, 30 and 60
minutes, with two, three and four
rehearsal hours. Dramatized commercials performer with more than five
lines will receive $60, $75, and $90 for
15, 30, and 60 minutes with three,
four, and five hours, rehearsal. Extra
rehearsal is $5 per hour. Multiple performance rates are reduced proportionately to their number: Two performances get a single rate times 1%;
three performances a single rate times
2V4, and so on.

Choruses of dancers are scalea
$70,
$100, and
24, an^:ti: .(
rehearsal
hours$125 inwiththe 12,three

brackets, with extra rehearsal at $3.'/
Singers (in contrast to a soloist
per
who hour.
is paid at actor rates) will be pai( |:
according to the following scales, witlji
extra rehearsal at §3.50 per hour:
OFF CAMERA
Rehearsal No. of Perti

Time
15 min.
30min.
60
15
30
60

2 3 Fee
4 5 Per6 Pe''=''
7
(Hrs. Inc.)
2
$47 45 43 41 39 37 .
3
60 58 56 54 52 50 4 p

67 65 63
3
min.
ON CAMERA
min 6
67 65 63
min. 12 76 74 72
min. 22
100 98 96

61
61
70
94

59
59
68
92

57
57
66
90

''
1
5
6
8

Multiple performances: Same a
performers on dramatized commercial\ Specialty acts are scaled accordin
to the number of performers is th
act, with six rehearsal hours include
in each fee if used within two day
one of which is the telecasting da;
One-person acts receive §200, twi^
person receive §275, three-person n
ceive $375, and four-person get $47'
For each person over four, an ai
gets an additional §100. Extra r
hearsal rate is $5 per hour.
Sportscasters are broken down in,
major and minor sports, and fu
sportscasters and assistants or coli
men. In major sports (baseball, foo
ball, and major boxing), the sport
caster receives $200 per event, or
for a week of seven events of t
same sport. His assistant or color m
receives §150 per event, or §350 for
week of seven events of the sar
sport. In minor sports, the sport
caster is scaled at $150 per event,
$350 for a seven-events week
the same sport. His assistant or col
man at §100 per event, or $225 for
seven-event week of the same spo
(An event
is defined buys.)
as what a da
ticket
or admission
Walk-ons and extras will recei
$20, $35, and $45 for 15, 30, and
minutes with three, six and nine
hearsal hours included. Extra
hearsal hours at $3 per hour.
Performers on live signature nu
hers get a $40 fee which incluc
dress rehearsal, with extra rehear
payable at $3 per hour.
Performers on cut-ins, hitch-hik
and cow-catchers get a $50 fee
announcement, but not to exceed
fee payable to an announcer on
whole program. Rehearsal is to
Three
minimum
paid
for hours
at actors'
rates. call is p
vided for all talent except on st
programs if rehearsal is called
mediately before or after the progr:
BIG TEN CHANGE?
Basketball Telecasts
A CONTRADICTION in the 1
Ten's attitude toward the teleca
of sports contests was indica
last week, unless the confere
brings its football policy in 1
with its basketball policy. WTI
TV Milwaukee has announced t
the First Wisconsin Bank of I
waukee will sponsor 10 college 1:
ketball games on the station,
involving at least one member
the Big Ten and seven of thenbe played between two member;
the conference.
The Big Ten has steadfastly
posed telecasting of its memb
football games.

Telecasting
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Educators

Ask

In Petition

F-UHF
CHANNELS
E VHF channel in each metropolitan center and each major educafial center — plus 20% of all UHF channels to be allocated by FCC —
requested exclusively for non-commercial, educational purposes, the
(nmission was told last week by the Joint Committee on Educational
*
evision.
channels for education, and allowing
''CC begins consideration today its development unencumbered by the
onday) of proposals for reser- vagaries
commercial
radio,
lic can beof assured
of the
besttheusepub-of
ion of TV channels for eduits
own
property,
namely,
the radio
tors [Telecasting, Nov. 20; also
spectrum.
There is precedent for this action in
;i general allocation stoi'y page
the Commission's allocation in the FM
iThe request was disclosed by bands. But in the television bands,
where the number of potential stations is extremely limited, we feel
[g.
Telford
; forGen.
JCET
and Taylor,
onetime counFCC
the reservations must be made at the
lieral counsel. JCET represents outset so there will be no contest between commercial television and eduf American Council on Educacational television over specific avail,iri, Assn. for Education by Radio,
able channels.
En. of Land Grant Colleges and
We hope too, to bring about a
diversities, National Assn. of definitive interpretation of educational
programs
and public service programs.
l|ucational Broadcasters, National We do feel,
that even though there
sn. of State Universities, Na- be specific allocations
for educational
"•■fnal Council of Chief State School stations, commercial television will not
be relieved of a responsibility for genII
^! \cers
and the National Education
eral public and community service.
philosophy holds that com! jtn those cities where all of the The basic mercial
radio and television are
!!|F channels are assigned, such granted licenses to the use of the public
[New York and Los Angeles, the domain by accepting and carrying out
of presenting a rea^hnv will recommend to FCC that the responsibility
sonable amount of public service prolicensees "be required to devote gramming.
ifortion of their broadcasting time
The New York state regents also
Ifi non-commercial educational
directed Education Comr. Wilson
gl)grams, in accordance with ar- to communicate with Gov. Thomas
fpgements to be worked out," it E. Dewey and request cooperation
mt\s stated.
an
of other state depai'tments in asking for television facilities for
laidi Welcome Educators Case
health, conservation and other state
activities.
!'^''|Meanwhile,
last week,
the New
:rk State Board
of Regents
di(ijtted Commissioner on Education
or^wis A. Wilson and Department
Seven-Side Symposium
Bol'unsel Charles A. Brind Jr. to
(Continued from page 68)
iajejtify before FCC on the educaI nal TV issue. Seymour N.
tions for the use of ASCAP music
•*^;^gel, president of the National
on individual video programs. John
''jljsn. of Educational Broadcasters
Kennedy, president, WSAZ-TV
'rid director of New York City's A.
Huntington, W. Va., chairman of
jinicipal broadcasting system,
the TBA industry excess profits
,JiN'YC-AM-FM,
expressed
j.rice that FCC vsdll
welcomeconfithe tax committee, will discuss the effects on video broadcasters of an
iri'i-icators' case.
excess profits tax such as that now
|j"In a sense we will be re-arguing
standing
^long
mmercial
radio iscontention
unable to that
live being considered by Congress and
the steps taken by his committee
to its own promises," Mr. Siegel
to present the views of the TV staIted.
tion operators to Congress.
Irving R. Rosenhaus, president
[He explained "television has
'!>ny more educational potentiali- and general manager, WATV (TV)
Newark, will discuss the use of
jis than does straight audio-radio
films in TV programming. A ses[rl'padcasting, thereby emphasizing
sion will be devoted to station time
duty to protect the public insales
and the afternoon will conjirest in the radio spectrum. Furclude with a panel discussion and
jjpr, inasmuch as television exerquestion-and-answer period devoted
{ies the use of two of the five to color television and its impact
nses, it becomes a more perfect
on the broadcaster, the performer
and the viewer.
ptrument of education than does
TBA members will hold their ans^!"aight radio and consequently has
nual meeting in the morning pre'fi'ieater standing. Under the lanceding the clinic sessions, hearing
',age of the Communications Act,
reports,
discussing and voting on
*,|b Commission has the responsiseveral proposed amendments to
-Jity
to
'generally
encourage
the
1 ,Pger and more effective use of the TBA by-laws and electing directors to fill the terms of Dr. Allen
idio in the public interest.' "
B.
DuMont,
president, Allen B. Du;tMr. Siegel stated further:
Mont Labs; Joseph A. McDonald,
BU'Ve feel the experiences of educaABC vice president, and Richard
[j-nal and pujblic service programs,
A. Borel, general manager, WBNScause of commercial radio's unkept
TV Columbus, Ohio, whose terms
jtonUses, makes necessary the assuryiljliernative
pjce of the and
public's
opportunity
for expire at the meeting. New board
selective
program
will meet in the afternoon to elect
Dice in the field of television.
officers for the coming year.
i3y specific allocation of television
BROADCASTING
'[«c lecasting •

m

m

Pulls

in

Bloomington,

it'll

pull

elsewhere
tation WTTV Is located in Bloomington,
diana, the smallest community in the nation
with its own television station. Rates are
^^aturally lower. That's why we suggest
using WTTV as your test station.
're located in an ideal, true test market
e you get balanced audience (rural,
industrial and urban population)
at LOWEST cost.

THE ! SARKES

TARZIAN

WTTS
WTTV

Represented
ROBERT MEEKER
New York • Philadelphia
Los Angeles

STATIONS

BLOOMINGTON
i
INDIANA

Nationally by
ASSOCIATES, INC
• Chicago • San Francisco
(Tracy Moore)
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General

Electric's

Great

Point-By-Point
Characteristic
Tube Cost (1 set)
Power Required (average picture)
Size
Air Cooled
Self Contained
Direct Crystal Control of
Aural Transmitter Frequency
Low Level Modulation
Vestigial Side Band Filter

Page 78
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New

Comparison

Air-Cooled

Shows

TELEVISION

Overwhelming

G. E. TT-IO-A

Manufacturer A

14 kw
$1300
12'5" L

$3300
25 kw
17'4"NoL
84" H
38" D
No
No

84"
34"YesHD
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not Required

No
Required

TRANSMITTER

G-E

Advantages!
Manufacturer C
Manufacturer B

23 kw (approx.)
$1500
17'11" L

25 kw
$1400L
16'7"

78"YesH
36"YesD

83"
40" NoHD
Yes

No

No

Not Required

No
Required

Telecasting
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Requires

Only

14KW

$1,000 ... Completely

Input..

.Cuts

Annual

Self-Contained

Power

Cost Up To

Unit For Channels

2-6.

Lowest Initial Tube Cost, Lowest Operating Cost, and
Lowest Power Consumption In The Industry — these are
the big features of this spectacular General Elearic
transmitter. Two years of research and development at
Electronics Park have produced a product that is now
unsurpassed in the field of television broadcasting.

The figures tell the story. Examine the comparison
chart under the photo at left. Measure these dollarsand-cents advantages against any television transmitter
on the market today. In addition, these new design
features of the General Electric TT-IO-A deserve careful consideration by any broadcaster.

Low Power Modulator using low cost receiver-type tubes
saves you money. The most expensive modulator tube is a
1614 costing only $2.05.

Saves Time — Quick Tube Change. Every stage, including
finals, equipped with plug-in sockets.
Adjustable White Clipper keeps predetermined modulation depth from being exceeded..
Increased Safety. High voltage interlocks and grounding
switches on all cubicles.

Built-in Clamp Circuits eliminate the usual type of low frequency video distortion found in many input signals.
Completely Self-Contained and Air Cooled. This transmitter occupies up to 37% less floor space than competing
makes. Requires no external equipment, such as transformers, blower or water pumps.

Accessible. Vertical chassis, functional layout — walk-in
construction. Tubes, components, adjustments and controls at your fingertips.

"Let your G-E broodcast representative show you the savings you can
realize on this transmitter. Call him at the oKice nearest you."
ATLANTA 3, GEORGIA
KANSAS CITY 6, MISSOURI
106 West Fourteenth Street
187 Spring Street, N. W.
Walnut 9769
Victor 9745
BOSTON 10, MASSACHUSETTS
LOS ANGELES 14, CALIFORNIA
75 Federal Street
530 West Sixth Street
Trinity 3417
Hubbard 2-1800
CHICAGO 54, ILLINOIS
NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK
1122 Merchandise Mart
570 Lexington Avenue
Whitehall 4-3915
Plaza 5-1311
CINCINNATI 2, OHIO
PHILADELPHIA 2, PENNSYLVANIA
215 West Third Street
1405 Locust Street
Parkway 3431
Pennypocker 6,5-9000
DALLAS 2, TEXAS
SAN FRANCISCO
CALIFORNIA
901 Ross Avenue
. 235 Montgomery Street
Prospect 7-4296
Douglas NEW
2-3740YORK
HOUSTON
2, TEXAS
SYRACUSE,
ElectronicsExt.Pork
4604 South Main Street
2-0245
25
Justin 0657
WASHINGTON 5, D.C— 806 Fifteenth Street, N. W.-Executive 3600
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Telestatus
(Continued from page 72)
shows in which the newsman is
pictured, and five to seven minutes
are the favorite time lengths. The
range is from 1 to 21 weekly, with
the average 1% per day. Thirtyfive per cent schedule news by tape
and other devices on test pattern
time, and 1%% reported they use
some kind of news on station
breaks.
Remote news pickups are scheduled by 40% of the stations, exclusive of sports, but the average is
only one every two months. Newsmen direct 19% of these remote
shows.
News directors, almost all of
whom "feel the need for a bigger
operating budget and more manpower," want more local and regional news. One-half of the editors said they would be satisfied
with faster and better still pictures
on a local basis, and the other half
think "still pictures are no more
than a stop-gap and not a very
good one at that."
In summary, Mr. Byron and his
committee agreed that motion pictures are "essential for good television news coverage, but will not
at this time stand alone." They
pointed out the delay of transmitting national and foreign news
films, from a day to a week with an
average delay of two days. Spot
coverage "is essential" to supplement film, the committee reported.

nothing
under

but

our

The "indefinable personality trait
which makes some newscasters successful on TV" has "probably, more
than any other fact, turned many
news directors away from programs built mainly around the
newscaster."
"Television is cruel in its portrayal and merciless in its demands, and a particular type personality isan absolute requirement
for consistently effective results,"
the committee report said.
The committee suggested that a
reason for the loss of potential
revenuetempt tooisinclusive
that many
stationson "atcoverage
one
news show instead of dividing programs into two or more sections
to be sold separately."
Suggests Combination
Suggesting combinations of
writer-editor, cameraman-reporter,
newscaster-writer and newscastercameraman, the threesonie contends "versatility of TV news staff
members is absolutely necessary if
costs are to be kept down." Telenews, "daydifficult
in and todayhandle
out,"
is muchvision more
than radio news, and television
must provide the specialists it
needs because there is now no
source of supply, the committee
said.
An aid in the solution of local
problems is to conduct more experimentation, opening up sustaining
time for use of the news staff. "The
newsman who labors under the impression that the conversion from

smiles

umbrello!

HOIUND

KALAMAZOO

NOW

- 92,972 SETS

UJLHU-TU
CHANNEL 7 - GRAND RAPIDS
LIVE - INTERCONNECTED
Represented by John Pearson
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radio to television is an easy one
will come to grief in most cases,
as personnel requirements are
harder to meet and there is much
need for imagination, forcefulness,
much hard work and some daring,"
reported the committee.
Although more film will be produced faster in the future, "the big
job always will remain on the
shoulders of the local news director
because no network, no film company can provide what is needed
to cover the home front at a cost
which can be handled by the local
advertiser," it said.
Until costs go down, "it will be
difficult to sell management on the
need for providing news coverage,
or expanding present news coverage, but news of some sort is essential for balanced programming
even if it means only an hourly
news capsule. The first step, the
committee pointed out, is to get a
news operation going on a very
moderate cost scale if need be, then
work
expansion."after filing its
The forcommittee,
convention report, recommended to
the board that a survey be made
next year to determine the most
popular local news show in each
market, to be supplemented wdth
a complete break-down of each of
these shows by the news director
in charge.
They pointed out that revenue
from adjacencies also should be
taken into consideration.
October Video Ratings
Released by Nielsen
TOP television program during the
two weeks ended Oct. 7 was Texaco
Star Theatre, according to the
latest ratings of A. C. Nielsen Co.
released last week. Data on total
homes reached and percentage of
homes reached in program station
areas are reported as follows:
HOMES REACHED IN TOTAL U. S.
RANK
PROGRAM
HOMES
(000)
1 Texaco Star Theafre
5,115
2 Blue Ribbon Bouts
3,962
3 Philco TV Playhouse
3,296
4 Fireside Theatre
3,271
5 Colgate Comedy Hour
3,129
6 Arthur Gocifrey (L & M)
3,117
7 Stop Music (Lorillard) 3,005
8 Martin Kane
2,978
9 Arthur Godfrey (Pillsbury) 2,927
10 Your Show of Shows (Snowcrop) 2,901
PERCENT OF TV HOMES REACHED
IN PROGRAM STATION AREAS
RANK
PROGRAM
HOMES
(%)
1 Texaco Star Theatre
64.4
2 Fireside Theatre
54.5
3 Blue Ribbon Bouts
51.0
4 Arthur Godfrey (L & M)
47.2
5 Arthur Godfrey (Pillsbury) 46.0
6 Lone Ranger (General Mills) 44.9
78 Arthur
Lucky Strike
Theatre
42.9
Godfrey
(Toni)
41.9
9 Philco TV Playhouse
41.5
10 Man Against Crime
40.9
Copyright 1950
by
A.
C.
Nielsen
Co.
* * *
Standard TV Plans
ANOTHER radio firm to follow
the trend into television, Standard
Radio Transcriptions, Hollywood,
has taken options on 66 British
feature-length mystery films obtained from various British producers for sale to television stations throughout the country. Films
will be revised for TV use and cut
down to 54 minutes playing time
for hour TV shows. Firm has
obtained first 13 films, with the
rest to follow.

PEPSI SWITCH
Emerson Show to ABC-T
PEPSI COLA will switch its Fa
Emerson show, now a live prodi
tion, from CBS-TV Tuesdays a
Thursdays, 7:4.5-8 p.m. to a film,
program on ABC-TV and some i
dependent stations throughout t.
country effective Dec. 25.
Liggett & Myers will sponf
The Stork Club for its Fatima c:t
arettes in the vacated CBS-T
Tuesday
and Thursday
t im
Agency for Liggett & Myers
Cunningham & Walsh, New Yo:£

Co.,
decided
film the the
progrjj,
Pepsi
Cola,to through
Biij,'
when the ABC network was unaljr
to clear Agency
the desired
number oflinijit
s-p
tions.
is currently
up independent stations throughc (:
the country in addition to ABC-T
Monday, Wednesday and Fridif
7:15-7:30 p.m. Talent cost for if
Emerson
show is said to be abc|'f
$14,000 weekly.
ECONOMIC
STATUt
Madden Addresses TV Ass]

"SOME television stations are '
ready showing black figures, so |
others are approaching the hap
state, but the network is still
the red," according to Edw£
Madden, vice president in chai
of NBC television, who address
the Television Assn. of Philad
phia Nov. 16, on "The Econom
are producing outstandi
of "We
Television."
programs with big name perfor
ers from stage, screen and rad
and some of them are presen
being financed at a loss," he sa
"In addition, we require enormoi „
ly expensive and still expandi
program plant facilities. And ^
a similar vein we have been fim
cing a lot of costly sustaini|a
programs, which, until they <
sold commercially, eat up a lot
revenue against which there is ,
offsetting income."
]
Mr. Madden said "the aver£
cost for one half-hour on NI
TV today is $19,000. This includii
time, talent and product^
charges. In 1955 we estimate
will cost $50,000 per week to :
vertise by TV in the 48 larg
markets
the shown
country."
A film inwas
at the me
ing entitled "There's More T\
Meets the Eye," which showed
variety and extent of facilil
used to manufacture televis
shows to attract large audiences
Duncan

Resigns

WALTER I. DUNCAN, sales m
ager of WPIX(TV) New Y>
since February, resigned last we
He did not announce future pL
nor did WPIX announce any s
cessor, although G. Bennett Lars
vice president and general m
ager of WPIX, said that seve
are being considered and that
matter probably will be settled
the next few weeks.
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Color Count

Commission's reports," it added.
The memorandum pointed out
that "the plaintiffs have conceded
that there is supporting evidence
for each and every significant

Test

(Continued from page 69)
[w foreseeable but not yet perbted."
pThe brief continued:
, It is, in any event, clearly
jurisdiction
the toCommission's
|thin
refuse
adopt standards
for a
or television system which it has
pressly found to be unsatisfactory,
is a startling argument, and one
ver made before, that standards
an unsatisfactory service should
adopted merely because the new
vice will be received on existing
;s in the form of an old service. . . .
[The record shows no demonstration
I satisfactory converters which will
able existing receivers to receive
pA color transmissions in color. To
(rmit the public to buy new color
Ceivers for a system which does
[t perform adequately would be an
nthinkable violation of public injfest. . . .
jln this decision, the Commission
is held fast to the previous de|rmination that for each service,
liether it be AM, FM, black-andjiite television or color television,
at every receiver be able to receive
lery transmission.
: Tri-Color Tube Problem

J. FRANK BEATTY (I), associate editor of Broadcasting, helps Judge
Justin Miller, NAB president, celebrate his birthday with a cake presented during the recent NAB board
meeting which concluded on his birthday, Nov. 17 [Broadcasting, Nov.
20]. Mr. Beotty's
birthday wos the
same day.

closed previously [Telecasting,
Nov. 20].
In one letter to FCC Chairman
Wayne Coy, Sen. Johnson noted
that "any further delay will place
us far behind the rest of the world
ITo RCA claims that Columbia's
in this potentially phenomenal
jU of the RCA tri-color tube
improvement of the television art."
[jiouldtheconfront
CBS system
The letter, dated Aug. 9, 1950,
1th
same the
difficulties
which
ie Commission found for the RCA
asserted that "most certainly the
Commission now has before it all
ailirstem, the Commission asserted
of the basic and scientific facts
:|.at the CBS system "has no regis- which can be presented. . . ."
jlation
camera"
A personal note to Edward
at thatproblems
the RCAat the
system
does
communications adviser to
tve, and that "the tri-color tube Cooper,
the Senate commerce committee,
ijlill not remove these difficulties."
from CBS President Frank Stani On the question of effectiveness
ton on Aug. 5, 1950, was followed
k channel utilization, the Commisby Mr. Cooper's answer three days
inflion said:
later which included this para. . The short answer to plaintiflFs'
graph :
'""Intention is that the RCA system in
How Itdidwentyouintolike
Senator's
liijijueezing more information than the letter?
the the
Congressional
a BS system in the channel space
Record today and we have released
nip! 'ailable, even if this were true, mimeographed copies. ... I wonder
ilcrifices a good color picture. There
: no such thing as effectiveness of what Wayne's reaction is [FCC Chairman Wayne Coy]. I hope he realizes
itannel utilization in the abstract,
that the letter was intended to
he test is the resulting picture. strengthen
his own position.
CA failed this test.
Charges Confusion
FCC concluded:
The memorandum filed vsdth the
. . . The Commission specifically
court by CBS charged that RCA
lj(jj«und that the day-by-day continuing
and other manufacturers opposing
if)l?gravation of the compatibility was
n important reason for adopting the FCC's color TV decision are coneld-sequential system at this time,
fusing the issues, and that "their
he grant by this court of an interrefusal to permit the court to go
locutory injunction will encourage
tjie increased sale of receivers re- to final decision is deliberate."
Plaintiffs "know that when the
isjuiring outside adaptation to receive
case is considered on the merits,
111 BS color transmissions in blacktnd- white.
the most elementary and established principles of law spell faili'i The difference between this cost
L nd the cost of adapting receivers at
ure
for them," CBS said. "But
ei Te factory is the price the American
they do not care because meanwhile the damage to the public will
jiublic
if the
Commission's
llecisionwill
is pay
finally
upheld.
Plaintiffs
Bve absolutely failed not only to be done and plaintiffs will have
gained their ends not because they
'how irreparable legal injury resultare correct in law but because time
ng from the Commission's order, but
iave failed to make any showing that works in their favor."
The memorandum continued that
1 1 hey are likely to succeed upon a
^i' nal determination of this case. As despite the "calculated" confusion,
liTery day passes and the public is the only issue before the court is
c cld more television receivers re|,,,uiring external adaptation and con- whether the FCC order "is reasonable and supported by the conclujiersion, color television is set back . . .
sions and the findings." The court
re^j Pilot President Goldberg's affi- need not concern itself "with the
; llavit related to correspondence of two trunks full of transcript of the
if^en. Johnson with FCC and with record made before the Commission," but "need only refer to the
pBS, some of which had been dis■Telecasting
• BROADCASTING

To show that the "conclusions
finding."
and order of the Commission are
supported by the findings and are
not arbitrary or capricious," CBS
summarized
the FCC's findings
thus
:
Color fidelity of the RCA picture
is not satisfactory, and there appears
no reasonable prospect the defects
can be overcome; texture of the RCA
color picture is not satisfactory and
it is diflScult to see how this defect
can be overcome ; receiving equipment
utilized by the RCA system is exceedingly complex, and there is no
assurance this difficulty can be overcome even if the tricolor tube is
successfully developed; there is no
assurance that satisfactory commercial type station equipment for the
RCA system can be built; the RCA
system is much more susceptible to
certain kinds of interference than
black and white television or CBS
color television; there is not adequate
assurance that RCA color can be
satisfactorily networked, and the
RCA system has not been sufficiently
field tested.
FCC did not ignore the experts
in reaching its conclusions, as
charged by RCA, but on the contrary "on almost every question of
performance characteristics of the
CBS and RCA systems, industry
engineers found CBS superior to
RCA," CBS continued.
The manufacturers
who are

SO

against the FCC action, CBS said,
plan to "flood the market with
black-and-white sets incapable of
receiving CBS signals and thus
place high obstacles before the
new"Incolor
most system."
cases involving administrative rules or even legislation,"
said the
memorandum,
little
difference
whether "itthemakes
rule
or the legislation goes into effect
today or six months from now, but
in this case as the Commission itself found in its reports, one month
means tens of millions of dollars
to the public, and many months
may mean no color at all and a
final decision by mere passage of
time — even if defendants [FCC]
should ultimately prevail in the
In this fact, the memorandum
added, "lies the key to much of
courts."plaintiffs and manufacturers
what
have done. . . . They know if the
order is suspended for long enough,
they have accomplished their objective and they need not be concerned about this court's and the
Supreme Court's decision of the
ultimate issues on the merits."
Every day the FCC order remains suspended, CBS warned, another 30,000 black and white receivers are sold to the public. The
difference in cost between adaptation at the factory and adaptation
after sale thus saddles the public
with the enormous added economic
burden of from $28 million to $43
million per month, CBS claimed.

. . .you Put h On WSYR-TV
and Unrivaled
it shares Promotion
FREE in Program:
WSYR-TV's
11,817 lilies of newspaper advertising
per month — on TV shows alone
Full schedule of courtesy announcements
Frequent publicity stunts and contests
Listings in 10 area newspapers
Listings
of complete
week's schedule
in
both Syracuse
papers
Close association with local <lealers
in TV receiver sales

Promotionally, there's ALWAYS Something Going On of WSYR-TV.
Cash in on if.'
The Only COMPLETE Broadcast
iMstitutiott in Central New York
Headley-Reed, National Representatives
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KOMA
BUYS
Laying TV Color Planfji
PURCHASE by KOMA Oklahoma]

of

City of the tower and land ownec"
by KOCY at 74th and Lincoln thai"
city as a location for a new radi(
and TV building has been announ- 1'
ced by J. J. Bernard, KOMA via]'
president and general manager. )•
While the purchase price waff*
not revealed, it was indicated thathe transaction was one of the lar '
gest in Oklahoma radio history ■
The new facilities will be construct '
ed as soon as FCC approves th^
sale, it was added. Conducting ne *
gotiations for KOMA were Johi'f
T. Griffin, president and James C '
Leake, vice president. Griffin Gro*

TELECASTING
today?
What's the TV ad budget? For
Network? For Spot? Who places
the lousiness? Who foots the
bills? In what markets? What's
the circulation in each market?
How many stations share the
audience?
You'll find these answers, and
many, many other important
TV facts in the December 4
Broadcasting * Telecasting.
This special Television Broadcasters Convention issue will be
out —
. . . next

week

Look for round-up features on
the overall status of television,
barometer reading

on the

"freeze," TV station directory
covering executive personnel,
network affiliate, national representative, transcription library,
news service.
Again it's Broadcasting • Telecasting across the board with
the latest, most complete news
of aU radio— AM, FM, TV.
Make this $7.00 investment that
pays dividends —
. . . every

week.

Broadcasting • Telecasting
870 NATIONAL PRESS BIDG.
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Yes, I want my oton copy of Broadcasting every week. Please start with
next issue.
□ $7 enclosed

□ please bill

NAME
COMPANY
STREET
CITY
Page 82
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Marking purchase, Bryan Mathis (sitting), secretary-treasurer. Griffin
Grocery Co., signs check as (standing I to r) Messrs. Bernard, ^
"
Griffin and Leake look on.
tition
WWCAof isthe"tough,"
News Censorship
much asfor 28%
homes inashave
(Contiyiued from page 25)
television. However, in 11 months
tion, handling and emphasis of of operation, the station has been
news, can be circumscribed by in the black on its news operation.
certain protections. The first, said
Stressing the use of many local
Mr. Utley, is selection of a commennames, he said an audience is built
tator who is basically a newsman,
if local matters are highlighted.
and who will "not falsify news to
WMSC has 50% of its newscasts sold, and expects 75% to
gain a maximum audience." He
should also be "sharp enough in his 85% will be sold by Christmas, said
moral background so he will face
Mr. Seibels.
Wilton Cobb, manager of WMAZ
issues
honestly."
Secondarily, opinion should be
Macon,
Ga., reported 12 of 15 newslabeled as such when there is decasts are sold on his station, and
fact. soundly
"This helps
listener parture
to fromthink
and the
to that news programming represents
15 of the time, 13% of the gi'oss
differentiate between fact and
and 20% of the net. "News has
fiction," Mr. Utley said.
A panel on crime reporting by been a tremendous thing with us,"
Cobb said, reporting news departradio Satui-day afternoon included
ment salaries "comparable to those
Erie Smith of KMBC Kansas City;
level." He sugFred B. Siebert, director of the at the commercial
gested use of women newscasters,
school of journalism and comif "suitable personalities" can be
munication at the U. of Illinois, found.
and Louis B. Nichols, assistant diWire Service Talks
rector of the FBI, Washington.
A
discussion
on wire services was
Mr. Siebert concluded that "we
cannot today assess the effect of participated in by Seymour Berkcrime news on the listener," and
of Oliver
Interthat use of it day . by day must be son, general
national manager
News Service;
guided by experience, intelligence
Gramling, assistant general manand integrity.
ager of the Associated Press; Herbert Moore, board chairman of
He suggested that newsmen work
Transradio Inc.; Charles Ahrens,
locally with judges, who have complete jurisdiction over what goes radio manager. United Press, Chion in their court rooms.
cago, and Jim Borman of WMT
Mr. Nichols, after greeting the Cedar Rapids.
newsmen on behalf of J. Edgar
Lyle Wilson, manager of the UP
Hoover, FBI director, said the Washington bureau, talked of
Washington news Friday morning,
FBI's job is to detect, apprehend
and prevent crime. "The only after which U. S. Steel sponsored
permanent and ;lasting relief is a luncheon with Gen. Hoyt Vandenprevention, in which the newsman
berg, chief of staff of the Air
Forces, as guest speaker.
can help," he said.
That afternoon, newsmen met
Speaking on a panel on the
for a session on radio news in the
profitability of news. Ken Church
of WIBC Indianapolis, said the sta- government, as outlined by Charlie
tion itself is the best promotion
Dillon, head of the radio-TV branch.
medium. Appearing with him were
Dept. of Defense, and William A.
Bill Warrick, WJOB Hammond,
Wood,
actingmedia
chief, branch,
radio-television
and visual
division
Ind.; Gren Seibels, WMSC Columbia, S. C, and Dee Coe, manager,
of public liaison. Dept. of State.
WWCA Gary, Ind.
The buffet supper that evening
was given by Zenith Radio Corp.,
Mr. Coe pointed out that compe-

which
Tulsa <
eery Co.,also
the owns
parentKTUL
organization'Okla., and is acquiring KFPW For*:
Smith, Ark., subject to FCC ap c
proval.
t
Mr. Bernard said that KOMAT
v/hich has an application for black
and-white TV pending, plans t
eventually telecast color accordinj
to CBS standards when FCC give
its approval. A modification of th';
application to that effect is beinglF
prepared
Mr. the
Bernard
revealed,
Influencing
decision
to pla:i ■
color telecasting, according to th\
KOMA management, is the belie
that "color is inevitable" and "fui
ther delay in adopting color" woul
work hardship on the public in cor; :
verting
of future
set;'
KOMA thousands
will vacate
its presen^i
location at the Biltmore Hote
where the station occupies the to
two floors, when the new studio
and offices are completed, he adde(
after which Lowell Thomas broac
cast his 10 p.m. CBS news show.
Cocktail parties were given unde
the auspices of AP, UP and INS o
successive convention days.
The political and economic situs
tion in the Far East was outline
Saturday morning by Russ Brine
manager of the AP bureau in Toky
who was flown from Tokyo espec;
ially for the occasion. In the aftei
noon, Jim Byron of WBAP Fot
Worth, chairman of the NARN:
television committee, presented h

group's report (see Telestati'
The72).research panel, concerne
page
with research needed by a new:
room consisted of Mitchell Chamle;
professor of journalism at the I
of Minnesota, and Ei'le Smith (i
KMBC Kansas City. Charles I
Swanson, Minnesota School (
Journalism, discussed "How Pri' i
fessional Research Fits Newsroo:'ft
Needs,"
which
Ai'thur
Barnes of after
the Iowa
School
of Jou J
nalism talked on how to organi;
research in the average newsroor
Acceptance of, and competitic
with, television was advocated ;
the approach for radio newsmc
by Baskette Mosse, instructor
journalism at Northwestern U., wl
concluded the roster of panels ai
speakers before the final sessio
That evening, at the annu
NARND banquet, Lowell Thom:
appeared as featured speaker.
Telecasting
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IDENTIFICATION
WKY-TV Surveys Viewers in Enid, Okla.

pNSORS of television shows
be identified by TV viewers
a high degree of accuracy, acding to a survey conducted in
id, Okla., by WKY-TV Oklatia City.
In nine out of the 12 programs
id, over 50% of viewers were
to identify the sponsor cortly," according to the WKY-TV
dy. Enid is a town of 35,000
ated 65 miles from Oklahoma
l3^ Each of 94 set-owners in all
ome groups answered 10 questis.
Conducting the interviews in
4 id were P. A. Sugg, WKY-TV
tnager; Scott Donahue, New
rk, of Katz Agency; Lowe
nkle and Howard Neumann, of
ive Runkle Agency, Oklahoma
(fy; Eugene B. Dodson, Jack
user and Ray Scales, WKY-TV
ttJiijmotion and sales staif members.
iViChe survey indicated the WKYtljf signal is "excellent seven days
iweek with normal antenna inllation and without the use of
Is Masters or any other special apatatus." There are about 3,500
liilF sets in Enid and Garfield
in ijunty. Data were gathered Oct.
and 31.
: Sponsor identification of 12
et^KY-TV programs (set owners
erji-ced if they could name the spontflirs) follows:
^'i'^'^riday night wrestling, Falstaflf
iki' cal), 62.7%, Dancer - Fitzgeraldie -nple; Toast of the Town, LincolnKenyon &
_.rcury (CBS), 62.7%,
Ikhardt; Original Amateur Hour,
a?d Golds (NBC), 61.7%, Lennen &
, tchell; Sooner Shindig, Admiral
i t cal), 59.6%, Versatile Varieties,
Tsa-Tile (NBC), 56.3%, Gibraltar
W. Agency; Wednesday wrestling,
pgress (film), 50%, George Knox;
ayride, Hoffman TV (local), 50%,
,, alter General
McCreeryFoods
Inc.; Hopalong
Cas(NBC), 50%,
'*'-ung & Rubicam; Fred Waring, Genn-nl Electric Co. (CBS), 50%, Young
fsRubicam; Perry Coma, Chesterfields
BS), 46.8%, Cunningham & Walsh;
"l U. football. Ford (remote), 28.7%,
Walter Thompson Co.; Singing Pas\Tr, Super Feeds (local), 21.3%, James
[jjj Reese Agency.
J;Number of sets turned on ranged
01
e;

V SETS STYLE
Shade, Tone Appeal Noted

from 30% at 2 p.m. to over 90% at
7 p.m., a steady increase. The
figure leveled off to 9 p.m., dropped
to about 86% at 10 p.m. and then
descended to 45% at signoff, recently extended to 12:30 a.m.,
which matched the 4 p.m. level.
About 10% of the televiewers
have had sets for over a year, 30%
less than three months.
Make of Receivers
Analyzing make of set, the survey showed RCA Victor 34%; Admiral 19.2%; Motorola 9.6%;
General Electric 8.5%; Airline
6.4% ; Philco 4.3% ; Hoffman 3.2% ;
Bendix 3.2%; Emerson 2.1%. Of
the survey group, 69.2% were satisfied with the size of their present
screen. As to size of sets owned,
12.8% were under 12 inches;

Jloatina

30.8% 12-inch; 2.1% 14-inch; 49%
16-inch; 5.3% 19-inch.
Favored programs, in order,
were: Toast of the Town, wrestling, Sooner Shindig, Fred Waring,
Arthur Godfrey, Hopalong Cassidy, Original Amateur Hour, Studio One, sports, Dan Williams
Show, Comedy Hour.
Interviews were conducted in
daylight hour and answers primarily reflect views of housewives.
Canada Sets Increase
PRODUCTION OF TV receivers
in Canada is increasing, with only
reception available in a few border
areas, mainly southern Ontario
and in the Vancouver area. Latest
figures show sales of 4,000 TV receivers in September. Meanwhile,
a new $350,000 plant addition is
being built at Toronto by the Canadian General Electric Co., for
production of TV receiving and
picture tubes.

PLANS are underway by WCAUTV Philadelphia to further expand its telecasting schedule, already boosted to 17 hours per day,
the station has announced.
The 17-hour per day schedule
went into effect Sept. 11. At the
end of the first calendar month following that date, the station reported, WCAU-TV facilities during the period were made use of by
68 local advertisers, 89 clients
through CBS Radio Sales and 57
sponsors via network programming. These totals show each advertiser only once, although a majority appear on the schedule two
or more times per week and committed to long-term contracts, the
station said. In a number of participating programs, availabilities
were completely sold out with only
a few not contracted for in remaining shows, WCAU-TV noted.

lor all TV

Action!

BALANCED"

TV

Cameras

(Pat. Pending)
TRIPOD

This tripod was engineered and designed expressly to meet all video
camera requirements.
Previous concepts of gyro and friction
type design have been discarded to
achieve absolute balance, effortless
operation, super-smooth tilt and pan
action,
dependability, ruggedness and
efficiency.
Below :
3 wheel portable dolly
with balanced TV Tripod mounted.

Complete 360° pan v/ithout ragged or
jerky movement is accomplished with effortless control. It is impossible to get
anything but perfectly smooth pan and
tilt action with the "BALANCED" TV Tripod.
Quick-release pan handle adjustment locks
into position desired by operator with no
"play" between pan handle and tripod
head. Tripod head mechanism is rustproof, completely enclosed, never requires
adjustments, cleaning or lubrication. Builtin spirit level. Telescoping extension pan
handle.

iji-ELEVISION is having its effect
ll women's fashions. Checks are
Ilfic again, thanks to TV. Designers
r:!;plain that with the black-andlite television, on which checked
Jjjid plaid outfits show up to specjfllcular advantage, women demand
iai dress like their TV favorites,
jk When color television takes over,
[(fflshion experts say, women will
influenced more by this medium
i4iian any other single factor. If
I certain color does not telecast
T,3ll, it will be out of the style
Write for further particulars
:iiCture.
[1 According to designers, "manuFRANK C. ZUCKER
fijicturers may be caught with miliums of dollars worth of unsalable
Dthes, because they are in shades
(7flm€Rfl€ouipm€nT^.
ijiat TV can't properly record."
teOADCASTING
• Telecasting
r wi

WCAU-TV PLANS
Further Program Expansion
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!
TV BLACKBOARD
School Shows on WPTZ

THEATRE
TV
Draws Record Gate in Chica

PHILADELPHIA area schools, in
conjunction with WPTZ (TV) that
city, have inaugurated an ambitious
program schedule on television.
The series, a 30-minute "live" television program Operation Blackboard, istelecast five times weekly.
The project is under the supervision of the School Community
Relations Dept. of the Philadelphia
Board of Education, under the
direction of Martha A. Gable. Public, Catholic, private and suburban
schools are cooperating in the venture. WPTZ is making its complete
television facilities and personnel
available and the schools handle
production, casting and other
phases.
The programs, viewed in the
classroom during school hours, also
are of interest to the general
public. While Operation Blackboard is the title of the overall
series, each day's program has
its own subject matter. School
officials report that the incentive to
appear before the cameras has resulted in higher classroom proficiency bythe students.

THEATRE television got its b i
gest Chicago gate Nov. 18 wl
the State-Lake Theatre sold <
2,600 admissions 1% hours be:
game time and turned away eno .
people "to fill the house agai ,
A spokesman, of Balaban & K?
which owns the theatre,
"theatre TV is as good as
attraction, and the attraction
the biggest football game of
season." The game was betw
the U. of Illinois and Ohio St
from lUinois's stadium.
Highest turnout for showings
the two theatres involved,
State-Lake in the Loop and
Tivoli on the South Side, was
ported for the game although cl
circuit telecasts of four previ'
games had been shown in b
theatres. The Tivoli garnered
but
couple
hundred"
admissic
under"a the
3,400
seat capacity

JERROLD Electronics Corp., Phila.,
now producing new antenna distribution outlet box, model ADO-10. Designed primarily for apartment house
installation and can provide any combination of ten 300 or 72 ohm receivers
with television.

Coverage
of the

Rich

HUNTINGTON-CHARLESTON
Market

Rep. Naf. by the Katz Agency
Page 84
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GATHERED around the speakers table at a Detroit Television Round
Table meeting are (I to r): Adrian Murphy, CBS vice president in charge of
television; Dick Jones, WJBK-AM-FM-TV Detroit general manager; Bill
Bryan, president, DTRT; George B. Storer, president of Fort Industry Co., and
Jack Van Volkenburg, CBS vice president in charge of sales. Both Mr.
Murphy and Mr. Van Volkenburg spoke at the DTRT meeting.

CALIFORNIA

TELE-CENSUS
Shows Viewers Will Pay for Movies at Home

CALIFORNIA television families
still consider motion pictures their
"most wanted" entertainment and
are willing to pay to see first run
movies over home receiver sets, but
not on large size theatre screens,
according to a semi-annual TeleCensus of the TV Research Bureau
of Woodbury College, Los Angeles.
Conducted under the supervision
of Prof. Hal Avry, the research
project embraced some 3,000 TV set
owners in the greater Los Angeles
region, fringe areas of Riverside
and San Bernardino, San Francisco-Oakland Bay area and San
Jose. Covering a 25-day period
ending Nov. 2, interviews were
handled by some 500 students from
Woodbury College, Valley College,
Redlands U. and San Jose State
College.
Survey shows 36% of the TV set
owners
coloroneoveror their
receiversdon't
for expect
at least
two
years. Some 80 % said they wanted
color, with 45% in the Los Angeles
area expressing willingness to pay
$100 for an adapter; San Francisco-Oakland region response to
buying adapters was 39%.
It was reported by 64% of the
respondents that some members of
the household listen to radio even
if the TV set is on. However, 59%
of those interviewed in the Los
Angeles area think dramas, mysteries and lighter type plays more
interesting over TV than radio,
with San Francisco region response 69%.
Survey shows almost 80% of
persons contacted would pay from
25<S to more than $1 to see a first
run movie on their home receiver
set. Theatre TV, however, isn't so
popular. Less than 33% expressed
willingness to pay to see TV on
a large theatre screen even though

performance
their home set.wasn't available on
Los Angeles area figures show
68% of those interviewed go to
movies less frequently since acquiring sets, while response to that
question in San Francisco-Oakland
region was 74%. In the overall
picture, the survey shows there is
only a &% drop in viewing time
with those who have had sets more
than a year. With those who have
had sets longer than two years, the
drop is 7%. Of those interviewed,
85% have sets in use seven days
weekly in the Los Angeles area,
with San Francisco-Oakland region
report as 76%.
In the overall survey it is shown
nearly 60% of those interviewed
have changed living habits since
acquiring sets. They do less visiting and more staying home.
Although parents say Time for
Beanie is their youngster's most
popular show, children themselves
declare they prefer Space Patrol.
Milton Berle continues to hold first
place in popularity, according to
the survey, with sports second.
Wrestling continues to find a
high rating, second only to football and above baseball, basketball,
boxing and other sports.
On the question of purchases
made as direct result of TV commercials, 43% in Los Angeles area
had done so, and 44% of those interviewed in San Francisco region.
Some 52% of the Los Angeles responses said they prefer cartoon
type of advertising, with 29% giving product in use preference. San
Francisco response was 56% for
cartoon, with 27% voicing the
product in use advertising.
Although the overall picture
shows little more than 40 % of those
interviewed like their news via TV,
some 21% listen to radio for that
purpose.

the house.
Many
buyers W(
routed from the State-Lake be
office. The
total6,000,
number
of i
missions,
about
far exce<

■
»
i'■

any
weekly total.
ages previous
for the State-Lake
have Av^
bf ^
about 1,500, for the Tivoli, untl
1,000.
Illinois home games are bei i^
shown by the two Chicago hous and U. of Michigan home gan
at the Michigan Theatre in I
troit, owned by the United Deti
circuit. United Paramount Th
tres owns both Balaban & K,
and United Detroit.
\
The B & K spokesman s
sports
promoters
are attracted
the
"limited
audience"
and he : ■
ticipates that hockey, baseb:
boxing and more football vdll
theatre TV attractions in the n(
future.
Industrial TV
APPLICATION

of television ;

the
industrial
field currently
successful
operation
at the is'
Fisher isBody
plant with
in Pittsbur;'
which
equipped
transn
ter, receiver, camera and povj
unit, General Motors Corp., Detr<
has announced. Equipment ^
ables an operator of a scrap ba
unit to view loading procedures
all times, with the camera focui
on the scrap conveyor and ei|
1.5 kw flood lights illuminating i
area at night.
r
Slice of Success
ALL-PURPOSE slicer at $1,.
advertised in a five-minute
film used three times pert
week, once in Class A and
twice in Class C time, over
WDTV
(TV) Pittsburgh
netted the W. R. Feemster
Co., Brooklyn, Mich, (kitchen
tool), $8,735 in its first eightweek
try, according
the '.
station.TV Total
cost of airtotime
for the period was $1,980.
Feemster accepted only cash, !
returning C.O.D. orders with
letters of explanation.
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report
RCA

lUTUAL TELEVISION PROL'CTIONS, Los Angeles, to do
fn series of cases taken from Los
hgeles sheriif's office by special
Irangement with Sheriff Eugene
|. Biscail'uz. Half-hour in length
jm expected to get underway
irly in December. Sig Neufeld,
pe president Mutual, to supervise
oduction. Edward M. Gray, film
resident, in New York setting up
Btribution. George Green will
i[,rect.
i|

i lNS Telenews newsreel now exnds its service to 15 foreign
jluntries with the addition of two
iiw clients in Latin America,
irliUPI Rio de Janeiro, Brazil and
(i|iion Radio in Havana Cuba are
wcomers. . . . Producer's Service
seliilding, offering facilities for proitfiction of films for television and
b (ieatrical release, opened in Hollyood at 7657 Melrose Ave., phone
lalnut 8680.
iStan Myers and George Sawley
j^in Snader Telescriptions, Los
jgeles, as musical director and
ad set decorator, respectively,
itijii^. Myers replaces Phil Moore who
^fill continue to work with film
Jpipany
on consultant basis.
lader recently completed series
five telescriptions featuring
|ge Cavanaugh Trio. Toni Arden,
, I iger, signed to do five three,|i|jinute musical shorts for same
II ihipany.
jiliJohn Bancroft has been added to
snario staff of Chicago office of
ijrra Inc. He will work on crea^n and writing of television and
isiness films. Marvin Bailey has
|.ned Sarra as film editor. Mr.
tiley was a combat photographer
I'ring
War IIFilm
and Lab.
formerly
jjrked World
for Chicago

vision and theatrical showing being
produced by Jerry Fairbanks Inc.,
Hollywood, for Metropolitan Life
Insurance Co. Robert Lawrence,
New York studio manager Jerry
Fairbanks Inc., Hollywood, appointed vice president and head all
eastern production.
* * *
Newcomers to Fairbanks New
York sales staff include: William
H. Groody formerly Sam Jaffe
Agency; Joseph M. Barnett, in
charge of radio and TV National
Concerts and Artists; James V.
Boyle, formerly RKO sales promotion executive; Robert Brilmayer,
head sales, Ted Nemeth studio.
Verne Smith signed by Fairbanks
to narrate series of TV film commercials for Nu-Maid margarine.
George Justin production supervisor named production manager
firm's New York studio.

TUBES...
the

standard

of

comparison

Film Labs Inc., new midwest
video and film studio, has opened
laboratories at 33 S. Market St.,
Chicago. Arden H. Purvis, founder
and former president of Filmex
Inc., heads new firm. Working
with him is Carleton H. Worfolk
Jr., formerly engineering division
RCA. Mr. Worfolk will handle
production and technical development.
TV DIAGNOSIS
Set for Johns Hopkins Show
TELEVISION diagnosis of a patient will be made Dec. 5 by doctors in New York, Chicago and
Baltimore on the Johns Hopkins
Science Review program telecast
Tuesday, 8:30-9 p.m. on DuMont
TV Network and keyed from
WAAM (TV) Baltimore.
Using a newly developed X-ray
fluorscope device, Johns Hopkins
U. will telecast X-rays of the patient. The doctors will witness the
X-ray examination via television
and their diagnoses will be carried on the telecast, according to
Lynn Poole, director and founder
of the TV series. Mr. Poole is
Johns Hopkins U. public relations
director.
The telecast started its fourth
season on WAAM last month. This
is the first season on the network.
Such topics as fear and atomic
energy have been covered. Widest
reaction developed from the fear
program, it was reported.
Johns Hopkins Science Review
has just been officially cited by Chicago public schools as one of five
approved educatonal programs. In
Baltimore all science teachers receive advance notices of programs
and assign them as extra-curricular activity.

SDavid Coplan, Times Television
c, has returned from London
iter arranging for 26 British made
jTstery film features to be revised by Sterling Television Co.
New York.
Saul J. Turell,
fiij'esident of Sterling, says TV sta' ms throughout country will be
iirviced by these features.
-jKen Carpenter, announcer, signed
ido narration on Tubby's Trouble,
llimated color featurette for tele11,
te
er
jlarts TV Building
INSTRUCTION has started on
Ife first television studio bulldog in Canada, at 354 Jarvis St.,
loronto, where Canadian Broad•Isting Corp. is erecting TV studios
•id transmitter building for
jjoronto's first TV station. Buildjlg will be three stories high, meaj,U:-ing 160 by 60 ft., of reinforced
iincrete, and will have two studios,
fices and transmitter rooms.
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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Agency Beat
(Continued from page 15)
THE BERNARD B. SCHNITZER
at 347 Stockton St.

Inc., S. F., moves to larger quarters

GILBERT J. SUPPLE, McCann-Erickson, N. Y., to radio and TV copy
department Lennen & Mitchell, N. Y.
WILLIAM A. BERNS, Kenyon & Eckhardt producer for Mark Trail on
MBS, and Toni Ellis to be married Nov. 29.
ROBERT B. WHITE, McCann-Erickson Inc., S. F., to research department Foote, Cone & Belding, S. F.

MOVE

TO REOPEN KPFA(FM)
Fund-Raising Committee

KPFA (FM) Berkeley, Calif.,
which went oif the air recently
after 15-months of non-commercial,
listener - supported broadcasting,
may soon be back in operation.
A committee of leading Northern
California business and civic people
have organized a fund-raising drive
to take up the station's deficits, increase its power and put it back
in business.
During its brief life the station
was supported by $10 annual subscriptions from listeners and by
other larger donations from interested backers. Pacifica Foundation, the station licensee, had been
declared a non-profit educational
organization by the federal government and all donations to the station were tax exempt.
Still it was unable to meet expenses of operation.
The new drive, in addition to
raising necessary immediate funds
to reopen the station, liopes to enlist at least 4,000 listener-subscribers, which General Manager
Lewis Hill says will be sufficient to
meet current operating expenses.
The station, which specialized in
local dramatic and musical productions, public affairs, children's programs and discussions on educational and sociological subjects,
depended for the most part on
Northern California colleges and
universities and on various cultural
societies for its talent.
In the past its low power reached
only to the communities along the

PROUCT

O'n

tka

dotted

line , .

DISCUSSING plans for Kellogg Co. sponsorship of Commodore Productior
Clyde BeattY Show three times weekly on MBS starting Jan. 1 are ( I to
Walter White Jr., Commodore pres.; William Weddell, Leo Burnett Co., v.
Kellogg agency; Shirley
Thomas,
v.p.;dept.
Wendell Williams, W<"
Coast
mgr., Commodore
Burnett radio

Formed in Calif.

east of San Francisco Bay. If the
current drive succeeds, power is to
be increased so the station can
reach throughout the Bay Area,
from San Jose to Santa Rosa.
With the backing of prominent
citizens, the station reportedly has
been assured of a new 3 kw transmitter promised gratis by a manufacturer— if the fund-raising drive
succeeds.
Defense

Show

Shifts

ABC's Time for Defense, produced
by the Defense Dept. for broadcast
each Tuesday, 8:30-9 p.m., last
week changed its day and time
schedule. Program is now heard
Thursday, 10 p.m. Documentaries
and an on-the-spot recording from
an aircraft carrier were featured
on last week's show. Next week
Elmer Davis, ABC commentator,
will interview Gen. Lawton J. Collins, Chief of Staff, Dept. of the
Army. On Dec. 7, Pearl Harbor
anniversary, Robert Montgomery is
slated to interview Admiral Forrest P. Sherman, Chief of Naval
Operations.
AT A MEETING held last Wednesday the directors of the American
Telephone & Telegraph Co. declared
a quarterly dividend of ?2.25 per
share, payable Monday, Jan. 15, 1951
to its more than 980,000 stockholders.
This is the 119th consecutive quarterly dividend at the $2.25 rate.

YOURSELF, your STAFF, your ClIENTS
from the daily hazard of

LIBEL, SLANDER, INFRINGEMENT OF
COPYRIGHT, INVASION OF PRIVACY
Arising from Editorializing, Speeches, Newscasts, Ad libs. Financial
Comment,
Interviews. Mystery Plots, Gossipy Announcements, Man-on-tlie-street
Hundreds of Broadcasters and Newspapers guard this continuous hazard with our special, tailored-to-the-risk Insurance.
USE CAUTION-LADY LUCK IS A DESERTER !
IT COSTS SO LITTLE TO BE SURE WITH INSURANCE.
For details, write to the Pioneer in this line.
EMPLO¥lEmS ISEirsi'SUKANCE
Insurance Exchange Bldg.
—

COKP®I5ATIOK
Kansas City, Mo.

PACT for new six-times weekly series
on WCBS New York is set by (I to r):
Disc Jockey Stan Shaw; Don Ball,
WCBS program director, and G. Richard Swift, WCBS-AM-TV general
manager.
Series started Nov. 6.

FOUR-FINGER highsign between D
Rogers (r), Mid-Continent Petrole
Corp. adv.-sales prom, mgr., and K
Miller, KVOO Tulsa commentat
signifies firm's fourth-year renev
of three-times weekly news sh

TIEING-IN with Bakers of America
advertising, Louis E. Caster (I), pres.,
Keig-Stevens Baking Co., Rockford,
III. (Colonial Bread), orders 1,000
Colonial Bread jingle spots on WROK
Rockford, from Paul Collin, WROK
acct. exec.

DEAL for airing all Syracuse N'
basketball games on WNDR Syraci
with General Electric Co., Radio
TV Receiver Div. co-sponsorship,
set by (I to r): W. H. Sahloff, (
F. H. Small and J. F. Ackerm^
WNDR; S. M. Fassler, GE.

FOURTH 26-week renewal of weekly
Magic Island on KLZ Denver by
Safeway Stores Inc., Denver (Lucerne
milk), gets okay from Delphine
Schmitt (I), Safeway division adv.
mgr., and Lee Fondren, KLZ national
Sat. morning.show is aired
sales mgr. Children's

SALES strategy for Realite shorten,
commercials on WJJD Detroit Er
Simon Show five times weekly is
viewed by (I to r): Ernie Simon; S
ney Clayton, Sidney Clayton
Assoc., Chicago, Realite agen
Arthur H. Anderson,
manager. Realite sa

CONSULTING

LEY
Ys & BAI
K
S
e
iv
N
ut
ce
A
ec
fi
J
Of
iK
t
National Press Building
Iffices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
I
Ifashington, D. C.
ADoms 2414
i
Member AFCCE*
n).

bmmercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

JOHN

J.

KEEL

Warner Bidg., Wash., D. C.
National 6513

RADIO

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press Bidg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

ENGINEERS

A iS-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Mcintosh & Inglis
710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STeriing 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Notional 7757

RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

P. MAY
Kellogg Bidg.
REpublic 3984

Member

AFCCE*
>ixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublic 7236

i\\ KEAR & KENNEDY
1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

j GUY C. HUTCHESON
1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

\ Radio Engineering Consultant
l^ecwtive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
lEXecuHv* 1230 Washington 6, D. C.
OADCASTING

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1728 Wood St. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 13, OHIO
Telephone — Kingswood 7631

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Read — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

• Telecasting

Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

SILLI/WAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
2915 Red River 2-5055
Austin, Texas

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TEUVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
1 Le Fevre Lone, New Rechelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620
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November 17 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1380 kc
AVPAW Pawtucket, R. I.— CP AM station to change from 1380 kc 500 w D to
550 kc 1 kw D.
License for CP
KENO Las Vegas, Nev. — License for
CP AM station to change frequency.
License for CP new FM station:
WLIL-FM
Lenoir City, Tenn.; WGTR
Paxton, Mass.
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: WFOX-FM
Long Beach,
Creek,
Tex. Calif.; KREL-FM Goose
License Renewal
WSMB-FM
New Orleans, La.— Request for license renewal.
CP to Reinstate
WOL-FM Washington, D. C— CP to
reinstate expired CP.
WMLL instateEvansville,
expired CP. Ind.— CP to reAPPLICATION RETURNED
KVOU Uvalde, Tex. — Returned Nov.
17 application for renewal of license.
November 20 Decisions . . .
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner George E. Sterling
Cecil W. Roberts, Kewanee, 111. —
Granted
request dismissal of application.
By Commissioner E. M. Webster
The Monroe Bcstg. Co., Monroe, Wis.
— Granted request dismissal of application; application was dismissed with
prejudice.
WVOK Birmingham, Ala. — Granted
continuance
of hearingupon application
from Dec.in 4,proceeding
to Feb. 8,
1951, at Washington, D. C.
WELS and WFTC Kinston, N. C—
Granted petition of WELS to dismiss
without prejudice application. On Commission's own motion,
application
WFTC removed
from hearing
docket. of
Scranton Radio Corp., Scranton, Pa. —
Granted continuance of hearing upon
application from Nov. 30 to Jan. 30,
1951, at Washington, D. C.
East Penn Bcstg. Co., Pottstown, Pa.
— Granted request dismissal without
prejudice application.
WEST Easton, Pa. — Granted request
dismissal
without prejudice of application.
Mt. Airy Bestrs. Inc., Mount Airy,
N. C. — Granted continuance of hearing in proceeding upon application from
Nov. 27 to Jan. 12, 1951, at Washington,
D. C.
County Bcstg. Service, Mt. Jackson,
Va. — On Commission's
own Service
motion, was
application of County Bcstg.
removed from the hearing docket.
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
Rural Bcstg. Co. of Ohio, Oak Harbor,
Ohio — Granted
amend appli-in
cation so as to motion
make to
modifications
proposed DA system for day and night
use.
The Midwestern Bcstg. Co., Toledo,
Ohio — Granted motion for leave to
amend application so as to revise engineering showing.

fCG

NOVEMBER

22
cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-Iocal sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant

IF IT IS

17 TO NOVEMBER

Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
WTOD Toledo, Ohio — Granted motion
to amend application so as to specify
new site and so as to revise its entire
engineering
showing necessitated thereby.
Radio
Corp.
Toledo,
Ohio —
Granted leaveof to
amendToledo,
application
so as to specify reduction in rhaximum
expected operating value of proposed
directional array in direction of WHIG
Greensboro, N. C.
By Examiner Leo Resnick
WAGA tinuanAtlanta,
— Granted from
conce of hearing Ga.
re application
Dec.
D. C. 8 to Feb. 8, 1951 in Washington,
KLOK San Jose, Calif. — Granted leave
to amend application by substituting
new Section V which reduces requested
power from 5 kw to 1 kw on 1170 kc
at San Jose, with a directional pattern
nighttime designed to fully protect
KVOO Tulsa, Okla., and KCBQ San
Diego, Calif.
By Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
KWHK Hutchinson,
Kan.—
Granted
continuance
of hearing re
application;
hearing now scheduled to commence
Nov. 27, at Hutchinson, Kan., was continued to a date to be fixed by subseorder.
WICHquentNorwich,
Conn. — Granted continuance hearing in proceeding re application and that of WALE Fall River,
Mass.; hearing continued from Nov. 16
to Dec. 8, at Washington, D. C.
By Examiner H. B. Hutchison
KULP Eltinuance ofCampo,
Granted upon
conhearing Tex.—
in proceeding
application;
hearing
continued
until
further order.
November 20 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1240 kc
Winter Garden Bcstg. Co., Crystal
City, Tex. — CP new AM station 1400
kc 250 w unl. AMENDED to request
1240 kc.
License for CP
License for CP new AM station:
WSMI Litchfield, 111.; KTER Terrell,
Tex.; WBKV West Bend, Wis.
Modification of CP
WFMD-FM Frederick, Md.— Mod. CP
to make changes FM station for ex-

/ias//'

Gates

:

actions

FDR

:

tension of completion date.
Mod.tion forCP
new commercial
staextension
of completionTV date:
WFBM-TV Indianapolis; WHEN (TV)
Syracuse, N. Y.; WFMY-TV Greensboro,
N. C; WLWC Columbus, Ohio.
November 21 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
American Colonial Bcstg. Corp.,
Arecibo, P. R. — Granted mod. of CP
WWA-200 for extension of completion
date
to 1-15-51.
WJOB
WJIZ South Shore Bcstg.
Corp., Hammond,
Ind. of
— -Granted
quishment of control
licensee relincorp.
through transfer of 1000 sh. common
stock from Robert C. Adair to Adair
Charities Inc.
WBOK New Orleans, La. — Granted
mod. CP to change type of trans.
WCAP Lowell, Mass. — Granted mod.
CP to change trans.
KRON-TV San Francisco— Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date
to 6-15-51.
KDIA
Diamond H. Ranch Bestrs.,
Auburn, Calif. — Granted license for
new station; 1490 kc 250 w unl.
WCDL Carbondale, Pa.— Granted assignment from Carbondale Bcstg. Co.
to new corporation of same name.
KGEK Sterling, Col.— Granted license
increase power from 100 w to 250 w
day only on 1230 kc, install new trans,
and new vertical ant., and change
trans.
WDSMcense change
Superior,
Granted
lifacilitiesWis.to — 710
kc 5 kw,
unl. DA-N, install new trans, and DA-N
and change trans, and studio locations.
Midwestern Bcstg. Co., Traverse City,
Mich. — Granted CP and license for new
remote pickup KA-7965.
SiouxS. D.Falls
Best. ' CP
Assn.
Inc., remote
Sioux
Falls,
— Granted
for new
pickup
KA-7964.
F. C. Todd, Gastonia, N. C. — Granted
CP to make changes in existing remote
pickup KA-3844.
Vidalia Bcstg. Co., Vidalia, Ga.—
Granted CP for new remote pickup
KA-7966.
Ashley County
Ark. — Granted CP
KA-7967.
Blanfox Radio
Granted
KA-7968. CP for

Bcstg. Co., Crossett,
new remote pickup
Co., Harlan, Ky. —
new remote pickup

KPQ Wenatchee,
Granted
mod.
for extension Wash.—
of completion
4-51. toCP2-1-51;
date
cond.
WEIM Fitchburg, Mass. — Same to 2The Blue Valley Co., Independence,
Mo. — Granted license for new remote
pickup KA-6919.
The Midwest Bcstg. Co. Inc., Coffeyville, Kan. — Granted license new STL
KAB-95.
Agricultural Bcstg. Co., Chicago —

RADIO
GATES
:
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
TELEPHONE » 522
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director-general, Canadian Broa
casting
Mr. Bus<
nell toldCorp.,
the -Toronto.
Ottawa Advertisii
and Sales Club on Nov. 15 th
some radio advertisers "believe
repetition to the point of redu
dancy. Have they ever consider
how many people they have turn
away from their products by th(
monotonous and obnoxious poun
ing?" he asked.
Mr. Bushnell urged Canadii
advertisers not to pattern the
advertising on that of the Unit
States, stating that the intel
gence of the average radio listen
in Canada is higher than in t
United States. "In the U.S.
[the listener] has been subject
to so many commercials he h
become
to advertise
them,"
stated. impervious
He told the
that when the CBC starts tele'
sion in Canada, it will not be us
as an "electronic billboard."
Granted CP new remote pickup K
7953 and license to cover.
Chanticleer Bcstg. Co., New Brui
wick, N. J. — Granted CPs and licen;
to cover new remote pickups KA-79
7951,
KAKEKEB-809.
Bcstg. Co. Inc., Wichita, K:
— Granted CP and license for new ]
mote
pickupStateKA-7943.
Granite
Bcstg. Co., Manchest
N. H. — Granted CP and license for n^
remote pickup KA-7948.
Inc., Buffalo,
Y. — Grant
CPWEBR
and license
for new N.remote
pick
KED-808.
Following granted CPs new remt
pickups: Kennebec Bcstg. Co., K
7956, Waterville, Me.; Earle C. Antho
Inc., KA-7954-5, Los Angeles; Isla
Bcstg. Co. Honolulu;
KUA-251, KA-7945,
KA-7E (
KA-7947,
Lamar Bcstg
KA-7949, KA-7950, Paris, Tex.; B
Bonnet Bcstg. Corp. KA-7940, F
Worth, Tex.
Orville W. Lyerla, Herrin, 111
Granted CP new remote pickup K
7941.
Ottawa CPBcstg.
Kau'
Granted
for Co.,
new Ottawa,
remote picks
KA-7942.
WHLL Wheeling, W. Va.— Gran
mod.
CP to change type of trar'
conditions.
All Okla. Bcstg. Co., Tulsa, Okla:
Granted CP for new STL KKA-83.
KRIZ newPhoenix,
cense
station; Ariz.
1230 —kcGranted
250 w i.
KCON
Conway,
Ark.
—
Granted
new station; 1230 kc 250 w, unl. lice:
WKLK
Cloquet,
Minn.1450
— Granted
cense
change
freq. from
to 1230
250 w unl.
WCFV new
Clifton
Forge,1230Va.—
license
station;
kc,Gran
250
unl.KBIG Guthrie, Okla. — Granted m
CP forlocations.
approval of ant., trans,
studio
WCAR Pontiac, Mich. — Granted m
CP for extension of completion d
to 6-1-51.

A
SERVICE

BROADCASTING

INTELLIGENT ADS
Bushnell Hits Repetition
CANADIAN radio advertise:
have low
been conception
told that of
theythehave
very
appr '
ciation and intelligence of the ave
age
radio
Voicing
opinion
is E.listener."
L. Bushnell,
progratl

STATION

DIRECTORY

'

'
COMPANY
WASHINGTON, D. C.
TEL METROPOLITAN 0522

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STerling 3626

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPAN
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMEN
"A reliable
service for
oyer phone
IS yean'
For immediate
service
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, M

BROADCASTING

• Tclecasti

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10^ per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20(^ per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25^ per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Managerial
eral manager with experience as
in smaller community. Ambitious
unusual opportunity in metropolimarket. Box 902G, BROADCAST-

1

able manager to organize producupssales
New force,
York immediately,
major marketlarge
station.
';e
full
qualifications.
Box
936G.
liADCASTING.
successfulOhio
250
i■unerclal
; networkmanager
station for
in excellent
ket. Salary plus commission or
tght commission with good drawing
unt. Send complete qualifications,
4rences. picture. Immediate open"* Reply Box 22H, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
sman — Experienced In construcfBlly selling radio. Must be alert and
r ;||cal.
To represent
leading market,
station,
affiliate,
in competitive
d full information; references,
I to, income requirements. KSEI,
■■^teUo,
Idaho.
H? ^
ou are a top radio time salesman
in want to move into a larger market,
.. have an opening for you. We are a
• [ lour-a-day
and Hooper
sports
;on with themusic,
second news
highest
jj;ag in an area of 700,000 listeners.
. , must have a car and we pay a
t ble drawing account against 15%
mission. Please send complete in. aation and a recent snapshot to
""i: Harper, WNOR, Norfolk, Virginia.
rAC, Racine, Wisconsin's second
■jr. est
needs 20%
one commission.
good sales1. $50market,
draw against
j„itaet Herschell Lewis.
~
.
,jy
ited,j
experienced energetic salesi to sell very attractive TV program
■j": children
midwest market.
objectionforto thesupplementing
this
.'^1
WriteInc.,
or call
The
£i stpresent
Rider duties.
Enterprises
Empire
;e Building, 350 Fifth Avenue, NYC,
kawana 4-1571.
HIB;
Kj!
Announcers
■^9
south
5000
watt anNBC
affiliate
ivsllent market has
opening
for anIn
erienced staff announcer with op;unlties for talent. Send all details,
uding disc, photograph, references
minimimi salary requirements,
initial inquiry. Box 942G, BROAD[BTING.

j |l»onncer wanted by Pennsylvania
. .^ivork affiliate. Permanent position.
, I "d pay for capable, experienced DJ.
i«fae
or tape and deS tonews.
Box Send
970G,discBROADCASTING.
■
jt
sdj
iSlKft opportunity for thoroughly exenced armouncer with mature voice,
.y^„ndly sincere manner and excep^•"' ry
al radio talent
background.
fees. Send $100
disc,basic
full
ails plus
and references.
Box
IIH,
7,0ADCASTING.
. , ,iited: Combination engineer - anil:^, Jicer with first class license and an- '•"imcing experience or training, for
manent, well-paid position with AM
ion near Chicago; excellent workfine opportimity. Box
,conditions,
BROADCASTING.
!,tionncer with first phone. Will use
I Imner if voice quality, ability and
srences satisfactory. South-south—— T':tem
-STING.location. Box 46H, BROAD0 nted: Combination engineer (1st
.ifl'ne) announcer, emphasis on an^Nlncing. Network affiliate centrally
ii^llKated between Washington and Richi,ad. Excellent working conditions.
» salary. Experience preferred but
' ilifications
required. toSend
and
Box disc,
60H,photo
BROAD, MJSTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Young staff announcer, accent on ability, not experience. Send disc, picture.
State when available; salary requirements.
appeartelephone
for personalnumber.
interview.MustInclude
Pennsylvania Mutual affiliate. Box
47H, BROADCASTING.
5 kw midwest rural independent wants
stable experienced staff announcerdisc trol
jockey,
music shows,
room operation.
Must news,
be ablecon-to
deliver retail national and mail pull
copy. Permanent, with good starting
salary for right man with financially
solid progressive organization. Character and credit record will be scrutinized. Box 78H, BROADCASTING.
Combo: Real proposition for top man
with voice
experience.
ABC,
Klamathand Falls,
Oregon. KFLWExperienced announcer with first ticket. Engineering ability secondary. Best
small market
operation who
south-is
west. Marrieddaytime
man preferred
now overworked and underfed. We
offer decent working hours, good pay
and employ
sonnel. only
Starting above
salary average
aroiand per$300
monthly with increases accordance
your value to station. Send disc and
details KTFY, Brownfield, Texas.
Immediate opening two combination
announcer-engineers, accent on announcing. One position chief engineer.
Please give all details in first letter
with disc. Experience not necessary,
but helpful. WDEC, Americus, Georgia.
Staff announcer, good commercial man.
permanent position, future for reliable,
experienced person. Send disc, photo,
details, WPIC, WPIC-FM, Sharon, Pa.
Combination announcer and first class
license holder. $60 weekly. Jack Aley,
WWNF, Fayetteville, N. C.
Technical

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, others
Commercial copywriter wanted: Girl or
man to write all commercial copy on
1 kilowatt northern Illinois day timer.
No
other duties. Box 51H, BROADCASTING.
Television
Technical
Licensed operator with commercial
broadcast experience for video control
and film camera position at midwest
television station. Good salary and opportunity for right man. Box 996G,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
TV engineers for midwest station, actual
operating experience desired in all
phases of tenance.
studio
and main-•
Box 24H, operation
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager over 18 years experience net
and independent stations. Box 560G,
BROADCASTING.
Sales manager-salesman, 33, married,
aggressive,
also write, announce.
Box 992G, steady,
BROADCASTING.
Need flood of new business and more
money in the bank at your station?
From
top to Thorough
bottom, I've
worked in
capacities.
knowledge
of all
all
station operations, also top announcer.
College background plus ten years exof tworeason
stations pulledperience.
out Provenof record
red. Good
for change. Want job with future and
will accept trial period. Available
thirty days notice to present employer.
Draft
exempt. Box 5H, BROADCASTING.

Opening for engineer-announcer with
first phone ticket. Progressive 1000
watt station, excellent working conditions, good salarv, excentional opportunity. Contact Station WJAT, Swalnsboro, Georgia.

A good man is hard to find! We have
one who is leaving for perfectly valid
personal reasons. He has outgrown our
small operation. A program director
and station manager, he is thoroughly
experienced in every phase of radio;
programming, writing, public service,
aimouncing, special events, personnel
management,
sales supervision
network coordination.
He has andhelped
tremendously to bring to life a very
dead horse. 28, draft-exempt, sober,
a worker and a family man. We would
release him on short notice for the
right opportunity. Gentlemen, here is
the man you have been looking for.
Address replies to: General Manager,
Box 32H, BROADCASTING.
Outstanding, young, aggressive, civicminded manager who is experienced in
sales, programming and promotion and
has good administrative background.
Box 41H, BROADCASTING .
Assistant manager, program director.
Over 9 years experience, last 3 in NBC
regional, highly competitive market.
Qualified administrator, personnel
man, writer,
production
and news
director. Excellent
references.
Available after January first. Box 63H,
BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager; years of successful past. Want to advance, but fast!
Middlewest
CASTING. only. Box 67H, BROAD-

Fulltime CBS affiliate has opening for
technician both AM and FM. Great
variety of control room operation includingmaster
turntables,
discgear.
recording
pre settape
and and
switch
Experienced man preferred. Pay $1.25
per hour
during
minimum ot $1.40
per probation
hour after and
probation
period. Liberal vacation, sick leave
and holiday pay policy. Contact D. A.
Burton,
Indiana. Radio Station WLBC, Muncie,

Good programming, plus proper service for your
will meanIf consistently highsponsors
weekly billings.
you
need that combination, then it makes
sense to hire a commercially minded
program manager who is prepared to
deliver the goods. Experience includes
work on both local independent stations and local network stations. Salary, plus incentive or bonus arrangement preferred. Box 69H, BROADCASTING.

Wanted: Combination engineer - announcer with first class license and announcing experience or training, for
permanent, well-paid position with AM
station near Chicago; excellent working conditions, fine opportunity. Box
44H, BROADCASTING.
Opening for transmitter engineer with
first class
progressive
midwest AM license,
station; atexcellent
working
conditions,
good
salary,
fine
opportunity. Box 45H, BROADCASTING.
Return to Minnesota? Station now in
its 24th year of operation is offering
a permanent
to a conscientious
man
with a 1stposition
class ticket
who can also
announce. Send complete application
including
disc, personal
references to Radio
Station data
KGDE,and Fergus
Falls, Minnesota.
Engineer,motes,experienced
recording,
resome announcing.
Not afraid
work. WGGA, GainesvUle, Georgia.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Sales manager or manager. Twenty
years of constructive radio background.
1 defy anyone to show a better record
or better reference than I can give.
Seeks job as sales manager of substantialtion.station
manager
of smaller
45 yearsor of
age, married,
wUl stago
any place. Box 993G, BROADCASTING.
Manager-sales manager, percentage
basis, no draw, no salary, includes
three competent salesmen. Programming, promotion and the knowhow to
get the sponsors you have lost, due to
inefficient merchandising. No announcers or technicians. Otherwise can handle
station. Will take over your problems
on fair basis. Replies confidential.
Stanleyville,P.Ky. Holmes, 719 Colorado, LouisFor complete information about experienced manager write Box 81H,
BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman: From way back. Strong on
service. Central states only. Box 66H,
BROADCASTING .
Fulltime
personal representation in
CASTING^
NYC,
one servative
AM draworagainst
TV station.
Concommission.
Lots of hustle. Box 71H, BROADIn 18 months, wrote over $100,000.00
worth of time contracts. Florida indie
and Ky. ABC basic. Left radio for
private business January, 1950. Over
2 years
newspaper
advertising.
College trained,
draft exempt
vet, married,
family, 29. Will travel anywhere to get
a sound selling job where tireless eninitiative pay
dividends..
Excellentergy,references.
Available
immediately.
Write or wire Hank Guzik, Box 623,
Hollywood, Florida.
Announcers
Basketball,
play-by-play.
One of naBROADCASTING.
tion's best. $150 weekly. Box 755G,
Sportscaster. Four selling years playby-play
basketball,
baseball. football,
Can permanently
helphockey,
sports
minded
station midwest or east. Box
860G, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer, 24 years old, 2 college
degrees, extensive training, newscasting at Radio City. Pleasing voice. Can
write. Veteran. Will travel. Disc available. Box 966G, BROADCASTTNG.
Sportscaster. Exciting play-by-play for
topnotch
area. baseball,
Experienced
basketball,sports
football,
boxingin
and wrestling. University graduate.
Favorable draft status. Married. Veteran. Authoritative newscasting and
BROADCASTING.
announcing
of high caliber. Box 3H,
Announcer, newscaster, 15 years all
phases, seeks permanent position.
Former NBC staff. Veteran, 34 years
old,
married,
child. AllBoxreplies
BROADCASTING.
answered.
Will one
go anywhere.
12H,
Staff announcer. Single. Veteran. 4
years
References and audition. experience.
Box 23H, BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer, presently employed,
desires change starting basketball season. Sponsor references. $65. Experience all major sports plus four
years staff. Box 26H, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer, experienced, DJ, commercials. Young, but no draft whatever. Available immediately. Box
40H, BROADCASTING.
Want sports? 5 years sports director
desires alert full-schedule sports station. Insufficient sports at present
post. Class "A" and major league baseball, college, and pro basketball, football, hockey,
Some TV experience. polo
Box 49H,etc.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, disc jockey, 27; specialty
news. Can write, produce, direct.
Three years experience in Hollywood.
Desires
location in Chicago. Disc, picBROADCASTING.
ture, references on request. Box 50H,
Experienced
sportscaster,
probaseball
player,
presentlyformer
employed,
wants job in midwest or west. Marine
vet World War 2. Married, one child.
Good references, sober and no drifter.
Disc and picture available. Salary
minimum
$80 a week. Write to Box
53H. BROADCASTING.
• Announcer-salesman. Radio-stage experience. Permanent position wanted.
Willing settle small to\vn. Knowledge
control board. Box 54H, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Sports, news, sales. Denver University
radio graduate.. 3V2 years newspaper
and radio experience in sports, news
and sales. 27 years old. Draft exempt,
details, disc, picture on request. Best
references.
Box 52H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer-newsman, disc
jockey,ried,sales,
musicpresently
librarian,employed,
28, marno drifter,
draft exempt, prefer midwest, but will
travel. Box 55H, BROADCASTING.
News. Experienced gathering, rewriting, broadcasting. Can also sell. Midwest or southwest. Box 56H, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, others
Solve your budget problems with a program director who can write, announce,
play organ,
bookkeeping.
enced in all do
phases.
Minimum Experisalary
$65. Box 991G, BROADCASTING.
Newsman. Mature, experienced, fully
qualified in all phases. Own minitape.
Box 955G, BROADCASTING.
3V2 years successful announcer, seeks
program directors position with fuU
announcing schedule. Young, married,
draft exempt. Presently musical and
assistant PD. Box 42H, BROADCASTING.

Experienced
announcer-engineer-writer, first phone,
veteran, married, 24.
Disc
available.
Box 57H, BROADCASTING.

Commercial copywriter, experienced
local accounts, seeks position with
progressive station or agency. At presentiousemployed
in another
but anxto re-establish
radiofield,
connections
anywhere in U.S. Salary secondary
to opportunity. Draft exempt veteran:
degree in music and radio. Not afraid
of hard work. Box 65H, BROADCASTING.
Radio-TV team. Young couple. Formerly headed own New York package
firm. Offer to radio or TV station
low-budget tested programs, services,
creative ability. Box 72H, BROADCASTING.

Wanted: Job as sports announcer at
radio station that has lots of sports.
Air disc and qualifications furnished on
request. Box 61H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, single veteran,
24. Non reservist. Fifteen months exsportsreason
programs,perience,
generalDJ. news
staff. and
Excellent
for desiring change. Available usual
notice ences
anywhere.
Tape, shift
best desired
referavailable. Morning
bu not necessary. All replies answered.
Box 70H, BROADCASTING.
I am seeking an announcing position
with a progressive station, one that is
willing to mold a dignified voice (with
staff experience) into a personality.
Box 73H, BROADCASTING.
One of nation's finest western trios,
"not corn,"
and ajobtopin hillbilly
DJ.
Desirous
of station
good market
for personal appearances. All good appearance and character. Available for
personal audition. Jim, 109 S. Kedzie
Ave., Chicago, Illinois, Phone: Van
Buren 6-6284.
Technical
Chief engineer, experienced all phases
broadcasting, construction. Have made
two installations. Permanent position
established station. Best references.
Family,
CASTING.age 28. Box 870G, BROADEngineer. Experienced studio, phasing
and directional equipment, maintenance
and remotes. Box 952G, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer desires position with
progressive station. Long experience in
all phasescludes
of multi-element
broadcast engineering
directional in-s.
Ready for TV. Draft proof. References?
The best. Box 954G, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, phone first, complete offer
first contact. Box 974G, BROADCASTING.
Stations in Oklahoma, Arkansas area:
Competent, ready
experienced
chief home
engineerannouncer
to come
and
settle down
with
progressive
organization. Primary interest engineering,
but no objections announcing. Draft
exempt veteran with dependents. Excellent references. Available by January first on two weeks notice. Box
48H, BROADCASTING.
Engineer,cense. Sixfirst
radiotelephone
yearsclass
experience,
FM, AM,listudio, remotes, transmitter. Married,
mature, Box
draft 59H,
exempt,
no combo, references.
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 3 years experience. Ham 20
years, wants permanent position. No
combo. Car. Draft exempt. Box 64H,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first phone, veteran, experihave car.
Dixie preferred. enced,Box
74H. employed.
BROADCASTING.
Engineer,
years experience
operation and five
maintenance
of transmitter
and studio equipment. Want permanent position. Excellent references.
Married, one child. Box 871G BROADCASTING^
Available immediately. Engineer, 1st
phone. Two years college. Five years
experience maintenance, installation
and operation. Xmtrs to 10 kw FM, 5
kw AM,motes,recording,
control,
reetc. One yearmaster
TV repair.
Sober,
excellent references. P. O. Box 5811,
Metro
fornia. Station, Los Angeles 55, CaliTechnician, first license, five years
broadcast sociated
radio,
wide transmitter
experience job.
asfields, wants
32. Single. Available quickly. Please
state requirements. Lewis Sherlock,
Box 51, Plain view, Texas.
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Newsman, reporter, editor, 2V2 years
experience. Presently employed wire
service. 26 year old married veteran,
B.A., seeks radio spot with future.
Box 76H, BROADCASTING.
Broadcast engineer available for immediate employment. Inexperienced
but willing to learn. Interested in
transmitter.
Upson Howard, Blackville, S. C.

Help Wanted
Announcers
MORNING MAN
Regional net wants topflight morning
showman, disjockey, entertainer, good
voice. Tell all. Replies confidential.
Will arrange interview. References.
Write Box 58H, BROADCASTING.

SOMEWHERE there is a dj personality that should be ready for
a major nouncer
market.
Not just builder.
an anbut an audience
Salary to suit. WOKY, Empire
Building, Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin.
Miscellaneous
TO ALL STATION IVEANAGERS
CTS offers a new, urgently
needed service. Proven network
announcers transcribe spots
either straight or production
for local sponsors at minimum
cost. CTS insures greater radio
sales for station and sponsor.
CTS information and rates upon
request.
Commercial Trans-Service
143 W. 41st St. N. Y. C.

Television
Technical
TV engineer, 3V2 years commercial TV
experience. Knows TV operation from
camera to transmitter, remotes, master
control or studio operation. CREI
graduate. Qualified as TV chief or
supervisor, minimum $100 weekly. Box
79H.
ING. BROADCASTING • TELECASTProduction-Programming, others
Radio production manager desires
change to television position. Age 28.
Nine years
five and
in supervisory experience,
capacity. Musical
little
theatre visionbackground.
Freelance
teleand film. Box 77H. BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
For Sale
Equipment, etc.
3 unused American Plate transformers,
type OISO 230 volts low, 7500Y high 75
KVA cont., 60 Cy. 3 phase. Box 62H,
BROADCASTING.
Make offer FM WE 506B-2 complete,
spares, 10 kw
transmitter.
New, WILM,
never
uncrated.
H. Edwin
Kennedy,
Wilmington, Delaware.
RCA 40C program amplifier, 4 type
41B-RCAmentpre-amps,
filatransformers isolation
included,and$50.00.
Don Hein, WJBK, 500 Temple, Detroit
1, Michigan.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Broadcaster interested in purchasing
station, or controlling interest and
managing. No brokers. Brooks Reed,
611 Taft, Lafayette, Louisiana.
Equipment, etc.
Want 250 watt and 0.5 1 kw AM broadcast transmitters.
information firstForward
letter. complete
Box 997G,
BROADCASTING.
UHF TV transmitter, audio optional.
Send outline specifications, price and
delivery
CASTING. interval. Box 34H, BROADMiscellaneous
Note: New or replacement broadcast
crystals for Western Electric, RCA,
Bliley and other holders; fastest service. Also
and frequency
suringmonitor
service. Eidson
Electronic meaCo.,
Temple, Texas, phone 3901.

Employment Service
Experienced capable combination
announcer-engineer.
Better men for better stations at better pay

BERT
ARNOLD

RADIO PERSONNEL
Clea'^ater, °FIor!da

New GF Shows
GENERAL FOODS (Post Cereal
Division) will sponsor two new
programs from Renfro Valley, Ky.,
on CBS regional network starting Jan. 1 — a Sunday morning
hymnal and religious discussion and
a quarter-hour morning program
daily from the Renfro Valley Country Store. An exclusive talent
contract has been signed with John
Lair, owner and producer of the
package fcr 52 weeks. Benton &
Bowles, New York, is the agency
for General Foods.

GENERAL

WAAB
CHANGES
Will Stress Local Sh^
WAAB Worcester, Mass., rece
bought from General Tire & Rul
Co. by Bruff W. Olin Jr. [BR'i
CASTING, Oct. 23], has annoui
revision of its programming
include more local shows. Partic
attention will be given to covei :
of the Holy Cross basketball gair
which WAAB will originate foi
4 to 16 station network in the n^
future, it was reported.
Mr. Olin, new owner and gene
manager
of WAAB, forme
owned and managed WQUA 2
line, 111. He has appointed Jar
H. McKnight commercial manaj
Mr. McKnight formerly was
WTAG Worcester in a selling
pacity. William R. Sweeney, v,
WAAB for more than a year
news and sports director, has b'
retained as administrative assist
to Mr. Olin. Dorothy Morris, ],
Olin's executive secretary si
and
manager.
1946, traffic
has been
appointed progr'
WAAB had been under the oi
ership of General Tire & Rub
Co., Akron, Ohio, since 1943 wl
the latter purchased the Yan.
Network and its Worcester out'
FEAR THINKING
Sawyer Addresses Ad Grc
ADVERTISING media have b
urged by Secretary of Comme
Charles E. Sawyer to cooperatt
allaying fear thinking in the
tion. Secretary Sawyer expres
his views Nov. 16 at a meet
of the Committee on Advertis
of the U. S. Chamber of Comme
W. Howard Chase, informal
consultant to National Producl
Authority, reviewed impact of
fense mobilization on industry
advertising. Secretary S a w 5
urged advertisers to coordir
their
with the Advertis'
Councilactivity
and NPA.
Radio members of the commit
who attended the session
Roger Clipp, WFIL Philadelp}
Robert T. Mason, WMRN Mar
Ohio; J. Harold Ryan, Fort
dustry Co.,; Harold E. Pello
WEEI Boston; Richard P. Dohe
NAB.

MANAGER

. . . with top-drawer qualifications, ability and case history interested in discnssing immediate or near-future association with equally high-grade
ownership principals or firm. Administrative, sales, advertising
and promotion accomplishments of highest caliber. Unexcelled
efficiency quotient. These qualities along with rigid adherence to sound principles of honesty and integrity teamed with
strong, steady, sane sales drive make this applicant an outstanding potential leader for some high class station that places a
premium on A-1 generalship demands a good product and is
willing to pay the price. Industry-wide references will stand
up under most exhaustive investigation. Present employer
aware of this advertisement. Replies held in strictest confidence. Box 68H, BROADCASTING.
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iad'io Helps Gate
'ontimied from page 19)
last season fed baseball
ated and live to 200 - plus
ns, replied sharply to comn by Mr. Jordan in his latest
!y.
rdon B. McLendon, Liberty
Jent, said Mr. Jordan's perviews on "too much baseball
p air" ^vill be "highly resented
lose of us close to the prob'bking at the matter from the
'jpoint of basic constitutional
Mr. McLendon said, "I am
'^ised that so intelligent a
fe- man would be so unconscionas to distribute a document so
iging to those of us who are
iUg for certain precious free; for radio."
ferring to the Jordan sugges' that "some businesslike balshould be voluntarily put into
lallocation of baseball games,
iially into
minor league
5," Mr. McLendon declared:
|ere Mr. Jordan has actually
a blow at the fundamental
om of the press and radio,
again, he has departed from
rch into personal opinion."
ji". McLendon was "completely
led" that Radio - Television
Assn. "would publish a docuijjso clearly attempting to build
Ssion at the expense of radio,
''i the RTMA ceased to make

''^ to the Jordan observation
' 'as many as three or four major
*^"|ie broadcasts are heard each
***in the West, Mr. McLendon
^
'*'ome had none, many had one,
^^|"s had two. There may have
it'li a few cities in the East with
f k major league broadcasts, and
f ; may have been a few cities
I^h, on rare occasions, had four
P-r league broadcasts, in one
15*'Lame
But atusually
these time
broadcast
s
the same
in the
liw occasions they occurred, if
W occurred. I challenge anyone
imrove that more than three or
iii' cities in the whole United
; i es even occasionally had three
KSur major league broadcasts in
el^iay. It is not true that generor even occasionally, any city

Radio

in the West had baseball broadcasts beginning at 11 in the morning and, with few breaks, continuing right up until 1 o'clock at
night.
"Mr. Jordan is attempting to indicate a general situation by the
use of some isolated example he
may have. I deeply resent his approach to the problem."
Mr. McLendon noted that "a
person can listen to only one game
at Aa time."
realistic approach will show
that baseball was fortunate in 1950,
he said. "People in 1950 simply
didn't spend nearly as many entertainment dollars as they did in 1949
or 1948. My father and I own a
chain of theatres which operate,
like the minor leagues, at night;
our attendance in small towns and
large towns was off far more than
baseball's attendance.
'All Entertainment Off'
"Do you think that maybe major
league baseball broadcasting in the
afternoon did this to us. Nightclub
business was off everywhere. Almost every branch of the entertainment business was hit during a
year when baseball attendance was
also hit. Yet minor league baseball, in its search for a whipping
boy, seems to regard itself as the
sole target of a cruel economic
world.
"Minor league attendance, following the all-time highs of 1948
and 1949, dropped something over
17% in 1950. This has naturally
occasioned much weeping and wailing and gnashing of teeth among
the affected minor league clubowners. Were they alone in their
suffering? The answer is an obvious no when we consider that
major league baseball itself dropped over 15%. Theatre attendance
is down nationally from 20% to
25%). Most of the good nightclubs
have been hit even harder than
that.
"Common sense will dictate the
answer that attendance has dropped in baseball, theatres, nightclubs and other entertainment because of prevailing national economic factors which were at work
to lower entertainment attendance
generally.
"I believe that minor league

!§!tatioii and

Ne^vspaper

Appraisals
Tax, estate and many other personal problems create
the need for an independent appraisal. Extensive experience and a national organization enable BlackburnHamilton Company to make accurate, authoritative appraisals in minimum time.

Appraisals

• IVegotiaiions • Financing

BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADfO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKEHS
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Harold R. Murphy
James W. Blackburn
V. HamiltonSt.
360 N. Mich. Ave.
235RayMontgomery
Washington Bldg.
Randolph 6-4550
Exbrook 2-5672
SterUng 43M-2
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baseball, perhaps as a direct result
of the stimulation of interest in
baseball by Liberty, has suffered
less than other entertainment
Mr. McLendon listed economic
business."
factors which contributed to lessening baseball and other entertainment attendance. These were:
(1) Increasing installment buying after controls were lifted, with
people going on a buying jag.
(2) Thoughts of war diverted
attention from baseball in the late
spring.
(3) Abnormal records of postwar years necessarily leveled off.
(4) Weather in 1950 was the
worst within memory.
(5) Increased entertainment
competition, including television
which
habits. is forming stay-at-home
(6) Sports and entertainment
operators took prosperity for granted, relaxed and figured the public
would "come anyway."
(7) Many clubs are located in
towns which cannot support a
baseball club.
He contended the percentage of
baseball failures is lower than that
of banks.
Liberty's Position
Liberty constantly urged listeners to attend local baseball games,
Mr. McLendon said. "What better
advertising vehicle for a club than
to have somebody talking to his
very patrons a few hours before
they left for the ball park? And
for free. I would certainly like to
own a business where somebody
would, for free, talk about my business for 2V2 hours a day. And a
lot of local baseball clubs occupy
the position, unique in all business,
of being paid for being given publicity— these are the clubs which
sell rights to local stations.
"In spite of this a few shortsighted club-owners look at radio
as though it were an ogre about
to devour them. I would like to
suggest that instead of this continued carping criticism of radio
by a few minor leaguers that we
have more appreciation of the
favors and money that radio gives
baseball.
"I understand that some minor
league baseball clubs criticize the
announcers on the major league
chains for making the major league
games sound more exciting than
they really are.
"These minor league spokesmen
say that we make every play a
thriller and that by comparison
minor league baseball sounds tame.
In the first place, I do not believe
that anyone would want us to picture major league baseball as a
dull game. I hear minor league
baseball announcers all the time
who are more sensational than any
major league announcer."
OLDSMOBILE Dealers of Washington
have purchased Earl Godwin commentaries on WRC Washington, 6:156:30 p.m., Monday through Friday.
Agency is Ernest Johnston, Washington.

Communications

Engineers
Build your Future with RCA
RCA Service Company, a Radio Corporation of America subsidiary, is
offering communications engineers,
experienced in installation and maintenance of broadcast and TV transmit ers, an outstanding opportunity.
We need qualified men to fill Field
Engineering positions as RCA representatives with the military at overseas locations. Work involves installation and maintenance of electronics
equipment,
including
tions transmitters,
radar, communicasonar, loran
and teletype.
Starting salaries are attractive and
are reviewed periodically for increase.
In addition, overseas bonus, living
expenses and full coverage under our
liberal group life, disability and
hospital-surgical insurance programs
are granted. Excellent opportunity
for later association with the large
scale commercial activities of the
company.
Write us today, enclosing a detailed resume of your training and
experience. Qualified applicants will
be interviewed promptly at a convenient location. Address:
Government Employment Section
RCA Service Company, Inc.
Camden, Nev/ Jersey

Need good
Proven experience.
Must have -friendly
cooperative personality. Strictly a
worker. Call, wire,

COMMERCIAL
COPYWRITER.

or write immediately. PERSONAL
INTERVIEW REQUIRED.

KSWM
Joplin, Mo.

New owner has just assumed control
of 5 kw network station in one of
New England's largest markets, and
needs intelligent and experienced help
in sales department. Draw against
good commission offers great opportunity for substantial and permanent
income \\ ith future possibility of becoming sales manager of this important station. Please state full details
of emplo\'ment history, personal sales
records and references. Personal interviews will be arranged with interesting and qualified applicants. Please
write Box 80H, BROADCASTING.
November 27, 1950
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Excess Profits Tax
(Continued from page 19)
rearmament program would be
stilted.
# Impact would be greater on
the smaller than on the larger
radio-TV company.
% General relief recommended
for hardship cases would not offer
practical assistance (because of
lack of "normalcy" upon which to
base average earnings).
% Growth companies should
have an adjustment in their profits
credit to equalize their treatment
under the tax law.
In making his "growth credit"
suggestion, Mr. Sprague offered a
recommendation that a growth
company be one "whose 1950 earnings are at least 50% greater than
its earnings in the year 1949."
Crux was
of Mr.further
Sprague's
argument,
which
substantiated
by Dr. DuMont who testified the
same day, was the need to consider 1950 earnings as well as 194649 earnings in computing a base
period.
Charts TV's Growth
Producing tables which chart the
growth of TV set manufacture in
the U. S. since 1946, Mr. Sprague
revealed the following: In 1946,
6,476 TV sets were produced and
sold at a total sales value of $1,250,000; by 1949 the number of sets
was 3 million and value at $580
million, and estimate for 1950 is
6.5 million sets at $1.1 billion.
These figures show, Mr. Sprague
told the committee, that the number of sets manufactured and sold
this year will double last year's
production and be 1,000 times that
of 1946.
Another chart compared all corporations' net income to that of the
set industry. These figures show,
Mr. Sprague said, that "while
earnings of all corporations increased only about 62% between
1946 and 1950, the earnings of our
industry expanded almost six times
or 600%. The increase in earnings
of all corporations in 1950 over
1949 is 40%, but in our industry it
is almost, 120%."
Taking 38% of the earnings of
all corporations as that percentage
of 1950 subject to an excess profits

WDRC
CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER
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tax (computed from Secretary Snyder's proposal) and applying the
same formula to the set producing
industry, "75% of our industry's
1950 earnings would be subject to
excess profit taxes compared to
38% for corporations generally,"
according to RTMA.
Mr. Sprague's contention that the
smaller company would be hit hardest by an excess profits tax was
supported by a table prepared from
earnings of six representative set
manufacturers. The table follows:
% of 1950 Earnings
Subject to Excess
Profits Taxes
Largest companies
62.8
Company No. 1
76.6
Company No. 2
77.6
Company No. 3
Smallest companies
Company No. 47
79.1
Company No. 48
72.1
Company No. 49
93.3
Mr. Sprague
explained:
tabulation
discloses
that with "The
one
exception, the second smallest company, the amount subject to excess
profits taxes increases as the size
of the company decreases. The
largest member of the group shows
only 62.8% of its 1950 earnings
subject to excess profits taxes as
compared to 93.3% for the smallest
In concluding his testimony, Mr.
member."
Sprague said:
"We understand that your committee has ruled that it will not
consider alternatives to an excess
profits tax, but ... I would like to
state that we believe that any additional revenue needed should be
raised through a temporary increase in the present corporate tax
and that an excess profits tax
should not be enacted."
It has been pointed out that the
World War II excess profits tax
law included a growth company formula in computing an average base
earnings period for corporations.
However, Secretary Snyder suggested the taking of three best
years in the 1946-49 period inclusive, as a base, without provision
for growth companies.
See Discrimination
Radio-TV industry spokesmen
contend that absence of this
growth formula would discriminate
against their companies. But, in
addition, even the inclusion of a
growth formula would not alleviate
their particular problem unless
consideration is made of 1950 earnings.
In attacking the so-called relief
provision under the old tax profits
law, Mr. Sprague gave his company's experience as an example.
He said that the firm applied for
relief amounting to more than $1
million in 1943. He said it was five
years before tax examiners looked
at the company's books and estimated another two years from today before the money would be received. Another claim filed in 1944,
he said, amounting to more than
$2 million has not yet been settled.
He told the committee that the
five years consumed in preparing
data for claims cost Mr. Sprague's
firm about $175,000 for accountants, tax experts and attorney fees.
Rep. Noah M. Mason (R-Ill.), a
member of the committee, paid specific attention to the table which

RADIO CENTER designed to house complete facilities of WWJ-AM-FA>
Detroit will be completed sometime next summer with addition of a two-!
annex to the present building. Work on the foundation already is under
This architect's scale model of the proposed structure shows integratio n
the annex and present building for the Deirolt News' radio-television facili
showed the smallest company paying the largest tax. From the figures shown. Rep. Mason said,
"there is bound to be a high mortality among the smaller companies
in your industry. This committee
has got to make some real allowance for industries
such as these."
Another
Republican,
Rep.
Thomas E. Martin of Iowa drew
attention to RTMA's reference to
the "crippling" aspects of the proposed tax and the effect on production for defense. Mr. Sprague,
in answer to probing by Rep. Martin, told the committee: "The proposed retroactive feature of the
[excess profits] tax is the most
damaging
to our on
industry."
Commenting
the defense
angle. Congressman Martin said:
"One of the greatest bottlenecks we
have in the defense program is the
electronics industry. To me, there
is no industry that is more vital
to defense." He asked Mr. Sprague
for additional data referring to the
defense program to be "given me
personally outside of these procedRep. H. P. Eberharter (D-Pa.)
indicated that every member on the
committee wanted to encourage the
growth
businesses and that a
ings." offormula
workable
which could be
applied was being searched.
Suggest Base Period
Mr. Sprague said that when
RTMA and its tax staff huddled
with Colin F. Stam, chief of staff,
Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, and Treasury tax
experts, they looked over the tax
situation in relation to radio-TV
companies. He said that at that
time it was suggested to the tax experts that the first six months of
1950 earnings be included as a base
period since in that period there
was
war, no defense work, no
scare nobuying.
Industry officials who accompanied Mr. Sprague to the hearing were Tax Committee members
Max F. Balcom, Sylvania Electric
Products Co.; B. L. Graham, Allen
B. DuMont Labs; Raymond C.
Herzog, Emerson; M. G. Paul,
Philco; George R. MacDonald,
Motorola; Glen McDaniel, RCA,
committee chairman. Also Merle
Darling, Tong-Sol Lamp Works;
Dr. ' Allen B. DuMont, DuMont

Labs ; Harry Co.;
A. Ehle,
Resistance
JosephInternati'
B. Ell
RCA; R. E. Laux, General Ins
ment Corp.; A. D. Plamondon
Indiana Steel Products Co.
F. Cleveland Hedrick Jr.,
firm of Pierson & Ball, secre
and special counsel
RTMA's
committee;
Jamesto D.
Sec:
RTMA general manager, and
fred Boni, consulting economist
active atinthe
preparing
were
hearing. RTMA's b
Earlier, Dr. DuMont, speal
in behalf of National Confer^
of Growth Companies that
chairmans, mounted a bliste
attack on the administration's
The Conference represent:
total of 42 radio, TV, chemical
electric
posal. firms. Among them are
following firms, TV set and <
ponent parts manufacturers,
radio-TV users:
Admiral Corp., Allen B. Du]\
Labs Inc., American Home P
ucts Corp., Aerovox Corp., C
ing Glass Works, The Hallicral
Co., Hytron Radio & Electrc
Corp., LeBlanc Corp. (Hada
Olympic Radio & Television ^
Sylvania Electric Products
and Tung-Sol Lamp Works Inc
Similar to RTMA's position
DuMont put the Conference
record in favor of a flat incr
in regular corporate rates as a
stitute for the profits levy. He
agreed
withtheMr.taxSprague's
ment that
should nots
come retroactive.
Challenging the semantics i
Dr. DuMont declared: "You ca
define excess profits because
cannot define normal profits,
might better call the kind of t
tion you are considering a sue
tax, because it penalizes su(
after denying success has rewa:
Continuing,
he said, "Thosepi
favor
these masquerading
sals are politicians seeking to c
public favor and organized 1
representatives seeking to ga

&&^
&
^
4»
&

An expanding nationalb' establish(
New Yorkfield transcription
firm see
several
representative-salesme;
3 requirements
: own automobile, salf
programming selling
and radio
backgroun'.
Transcription
experience
vali
able. Travel
heavy,
income
goo
Please
submit
resume
to
Box
821
BROADCASTING.
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,;rred position . . . because wage
lases will come out of taxes,
ibni the results of recent elec, it is apparent that the heads
[•ganized labor do not always
Be for the rank and file, and . . .
pt carry the labor vote in their
Ibockets. So why sell the econthe people and the nation's
(nding strength down the river
ft fiction which can never bereal?"
buMont said:
fe group of companies for which
liak is representative of a class of
less
industry whichof American
has charSzed and
the development
(gth and standard of living through
' " decades. They are "growth" coms* are those companies whose
pioneering, development or exon have made more than substan■ontributions to the economic and
active strength of our nation, but
jhave not had the opportunity to
adequate profit returns.
i.ecifically, Dr. DuMont sugbd, if an excess profits bill is
ke considered without "more
'|,able" alternatives:
ildentical treatment of new vencapital and retained earnings
iher on income or invested capital
(Elimination of the percentage rejlyon
of base
rg the
tax period
credit. earnings in comIBroadening of relief provisions
respect to abnormal reductions
ilso in income in base period.
Revision of policies in administraiOf special relief provisions,
iji,; Revision and liberalization of sojd growth formula.
i making his suggestions to the
liittee, Dr. DuMont put forS formulas which he said could
Ipplied in making the tax more
l iable and equitable.
l.;tacking the term "excess prof*flax," Dr. DuMont said it was
j'I'erroneous and a false label,
tiih "when considered with . . .
''limpanying emotionally based
,L aganda, impugns the integrity
pj|ie whole American business and
^'Istrial system. It implies that
.<j corporation is profiteering
II war . . .
O)]i
DuMont Example

the 75% credit as recommended
by the Treasury and compares the
total and percentages of earnings
subject to the tax with indicated
earnings for 1950.
Under this formula, the Journal
found DuMont with an average of
$3,328,000 in the base period from
which a 15% credit would amount
to $2,496,000. According to the
chart, the company would, have
$7,504,000 subject to an excess
profits tax or 75% as against anticipated earnings in 1950 of $10
million. Of the three "stable"
firms, one company would not pay
an excess profits tax, a second
would have 38.6% taxable, the
third, 25.8%.
Statements were scheduled to
be filed with the committee at the
weeks' end by three broadcasting
firms. King Broadcasting Co.
[KING-TV Seattle], Meredith
Syracuse TV Corp. [WHEN- (TV)
Syracuse] and May Broadcasting
Co. [KMTV (TV) Omaha].

Capital Risked
The firms point out that capital
was risked in the base period of
1946-49 inclusive by all telecasters. With TV set production being
trimmed and shortages pending
because of defense requirements
and the "freeze" order by FCC still
effecting the companies emphasized
telecasters would have to rely on
present circulation.
Since the theory of "war profits
tax" is to drain off profits during
wartime, they reasoned, such a tax
would be undercutting the telecaster, who in reality wouldn't have
his profits increased because of the
war. In fact, the briefs stated, the
telecaster would have more to lose.
Suggested was special treatment
in any law passed.
To show how telecasters would
be hindered in their ability to recoup losses which occurred in the
so-called base period of earnings
(1946-1949 inclusive), the firms revealed the following:
|:ting his company as an exKING-TV— In 1948, total oper1 le Dr. DuMont said his comation loss, $51,565; 1949, $122,166;
l]f was earning about $2.2 mil- 1950 (to Sept. 30), $10,852. Capital
in the 1946-49 inclusive base investment since purchase in Aug.
od but was now earning in the
1949 of station by King Broadaity of $71/2 million. "Growth
casting Co. (sales price was $375,000
for FM and TV facilities of
^I't stop in 1949," he said. The
]: is still growing and will con- KRSC Seattle) was $67,554.
ie to do so unless a restrictive
ottf
WHEN (TV)— Fiscal year endis imposed, he told the coming June 30, 1949, operation loss,
$198,663; June 30, 1950, $204,000;
jieanwhile, the Wall Street
July through Sept., 1950, $41,329.
ynal printed a table on Nov.
Fixed assets: $617,776.
ishowing the estimated taxes
KMTV (TV)— For 1949 (started
2h companies would have to pay commercial
operation Sept. 1) opthe administration's proeration
loss, $45,269; first nine
'id profits
levy. The chart picked months in 1950,
$62,832.
* *e "stable" companies and two
Roundup of other comments
^ 'i)wth"
including
Dufrom business groups appearing be.t Labscompanies,
as one of
the latter.
fore committee:
P'Ihe table estimates the average
Committee for Economic Devel'lings based on the best three
opment — Urges House committee
jt^s of the base period, computes
not to put Congress in position of
choosing "between excess profits
tax of World War II type and
no taxes." Recommends "sound"
and "adequate" tax approach along
lines outlined by CED's Research
and Policy Committee [Broadcasting, Nov. 20]. These include tern-,
porary 15% defense profits levy,
individual income tax boosts, inTelccastiti!

Prominent

Speakers

Address

NARFD
MEET
Chicago Session
MORE THAN 100 members of the National Assn. of Radio Farm Directors had registered by late Friday for the seventh annual meeting of
the Association which was scheduled to open Saturday at the Hotel
Stevens, Chicago.
Those scheduled to address the der, WCBM Bay City, Mich.
Another group discussion entwo-day meet included Carl Byoir,
titled "RFD— Television in Achead of the New York public relation" was to have been moderated
tions firm by that name; John
by Mai Hansen, WOW Omaha,
Strohm, associate editor of Counwith these panelists: Phil Alampi,
try Gentleman; W. Judd Wyatt,
WJZ New York; Layne Beaty,
director of advertising, M. F. A. WBAP Ft. Worth; C. R. Elder,
Mutual Insurance Co., and William
WOI-TV Ames, Iowa; Jerry SeaBill Blake, superintendent of labor
man, Bert S. Gittins Advertising,
relations. Inland Steel Co. and a Milwaukee,
and Maynard Speece,
famous sports official.
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture TV
Two panel discussions were attracting considerable attention of department.
Other speakers scheduled were
delegates as they began arriving
Harry Burke, KFAB Omaha; Ed
Friday afternoon and evening.
Cashman, president, Doughboy InOne, on "Practical Farm Program
dustries; William Wiseman, WOW
and Policy Problems" was to be Omaha; Maurice B. Mitchell, vice
chairmanned by Homer Martz,
president, Associated Program
KDKA Pittsburgh. Slated to speak
Service, and a group of agency and
on the panel were Emil Bill, advertiser officials, who were to
WMBD Peoria; • Phil Evans,
appear jointly on a discussion of
KMBC Kansas City; Cliff Gray, what
advertisers want from radio
WSPA Spartanburg, S. C; Dix farm directors.
Harper, WIOU Kokomo; Don
This group included Gordon M.
Peach, KOA Denver; Grant Ritter,
Philpott, vice president and direcWCLO Janesville, and Ed Vallentor of advertising, Ralston-Purina
Co.; Otis 0. Mcintosh, director of
c^-ease in excise levies. Research
public relations for Ralston; Mauunit members include Gardner
rey E. Malin, manager of Chow
Cowles, president, Cowles stations advertising, Ralston; J. H. Leach
(KRNT Des Moines, la.; WCOP
and Marshall Smith, Gardner AdBoston; WNAX Yankton, S. D.) ;
vertising, St. Louis.
Social features were to include
Philip L. Graham, president and
a luncheon tendered by the Sears,
publisher, Washington Post
(WTOP-AM-FM-TV Washington);
Roebuck Foundation Saturday, a
Philip D. Reed, chairman of board. reception under auspices of the
General Electric Co.
American Assn. of Nurserymen
U. S. Chamber of Commerce —
Saturday evening, and later a
Suggests cut in non-military gov- buffet supper with the Great Aternment spending by $6 million to
lantic & Pacific Tea Co. as host.
offset needed revenue to finance On Sunday, the Foundation for
defense program. Would increase American Agriculture were to be
excise levies. If excess profits law hosts at breakfast, the National
enacted, recommends one year out Safety Council at luncheon, during
of five, including 1950, be used as
which the council's public interest
base period.
awards for exceptional service to
Congress of Industrial Organiza- farm safety were to be presented
tions— Suggests stiffer excess profseparate story), and an eveits tax, proposing an 85% tax rate (see ning
reception with Armour & Co.
on profits in excess of 75% credit as sponsor. At the annual NARFD
on corporations' average earnings banquet to follow, presentation of
in base period.
service awards was to be inauUnited Electrical, Radio and
Machine Workers of America (exgurated.
pelled from CIO because of alleged Communistic influences) —
Wants $25,000 limit on individual
W
B U T
incomes after taxes, in addition to
Butler, Pa.
excess profits levies.
National Assn. of Mf rs. — Attacks profits proposal, urging instead aregular corporation income
tax increase, or higher excise levies
and possibly higher individual income taxes to put defense spending
program
on "pay-as-you-go"
basis.
Comments
by leading political
figures:
House Speaker Sam Rayburn
(D-Tex.) — Says excess profits tax
bill "should and would" be passed
by "lame duck" session of Congress.
Sen. Ernest W. McFarland (DAriz.), chairman. Senate Commerce
radio subcommittee — Says any
profits tax on communication companies needs to take into consideration special treatment. Adds he is
studying issue.
t^ovember 27, 1950
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from
page U)
ington last
week director.
at behest Whether
of W. Stuari
ington,
NSRB
Mr. '
ington proffered position to Mr. Weiss ,
whether latter would accept could no
ascertained.

EASLEY DENIES CHARGES
OF CLARKSBURG STATION
ROBERT L. EASLEY, consulting- engineer
named fortnight ago in $100,000-daniage suit
filed by WHAR Clarksburg, W. Va. [Broadcasting, Nov. 6], in reply brief Friday told
U. S. District Court for D. C. he never on his
own account entered into any agreement with
WHAR "and is not indebted or obligated in
any way to plaintiff." Suit, filed against R. L.
Easley trading as Dixie Engineering Co., 945
Pennsylvania Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C,
alleged defendant failed to prepare and carry
out application to switch WHAR to regional
assignment according to terms of June 1949
agreement.
Mr. Easley told court he never traded as Dixie
Engineering and to his best knowledge firm was
"properly
organized
entity,
a division
of the
Dixie
Network
Inc., legal
a South
Carolina
corporation,
then
located
at
Columbia,
S.
C."
He
contended
Dixie Engineering never was located in Washington
and he discontinued his parttime employment with
that concern in fall of 1949. He asked court to
dismiss
suit and
withfurther
costs and
defendant
such other
reliefthat
as may
be just"have
and
equitable under all the circumstances."
FLUID LABOR PATTERNS
NOTED IN TV STUDY
TV STATIONS and networks employ about
8,500 persons, according to estimate by Richard
P. Doherty, NAB employe-employer relations
director. Per-station employment average down
from 66 to 57 in year, with short schedules of
new stations and location in smaller cities
as factors in trend.
Stations operating in 1949, when they had
54 employes on average, now have 68, NAB
study shows (one-time artists and agencyproduced shows excluded).
SKIATRON GETS FCC GRANT
WOR-TV New York Friday granted 30 day
special temporary authority by FCC to test
"Subscriber-Vision" system of Skiatron Corp.,
subsidiary of Scophony Corp. of America,
during hours midnight to 10 a.m. but using
only test pattern or pictures of engineers working on and explaining system. Skiatron Subscriber-Vision operates without telephone wire
as does Zenith's Phonevision. It employs
special key cards in both camera and receiver.
FCC imposed same policy conditions as put
on Phonevision test.
TUBE SALES SET RECORD
RADIO receiving tube sales in October set
another alltime record, with 40,105,611 sold
by manufacturers, according to Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. Ten-month total is 304,910,357.
ZIV ENLARGES STAFF
FREDERIC W. ZIV Co. appointed following
three new members to its sales staff last week,
continuing its planned expansion: William S.
Oliver, headquarters in Lincoln, and sales territory in state of Nebraska; Thomas T. Morgan,
commercial sales, sales territory in Iowa; and
Larry Trexler, headquarters in Memphis and
sales territory Central and Western Tennessee
and Northern Mississippi.
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NEW SELLING AIDS
PLANNED BY ASSOCIATED
SERIES of sales aids for subscriber stations
announced by Maurice B. Mitchell, general
manager, Associated Program. Service. On
theory that broadcasters "want a library service with a built-in income" Mr. Mitchell said
APS will send subscribers monthly transcribed "sales meeting" with each covering
different phase of radio selling such as retail,
automotive, banks and others. Techniques of
selling plus guest speakers will be included.
APS also to hold regional sales-programming
conferences for members. Other sales aids
include regular bulletins on sales and programming; program sales presentations for local
use; sponsor-promotion kits; more scripts and
programs; personal service from field staff;
guides for use of library.
NEW AM STATION
GRANTED IN SIDNEY, NEB.
NEW AM station at Sidney, Neb., on 1540 kc
with 250 w daytime granted by FCC Friday
to Sidney Broadcasting Co., equally owned by
William C. Grove, manager-lOTl- owner KFBC
Cheyenne, Wyo., and part owner KCSJ Pueblo,
Col., and KRAL Rawlins, Wyo., and Lewis W.
Grove, Denver branch manager.
Mine &
Smelter Supply Co. WABG Greenwood, Miss.,
granted switch on 960 kc from 1 kw daytime
to 1 kw day, 500 w night directional.
Eight transfers granted by FCC:
Merger WEEB and WSTS Southern Pines, N. C,
through purchase by WEEB owners J. S. Younts
and Grace Lines of WSTS for ?25,000 from Frank
L. Baber. WEEB to be relinquished. Mr. Baber
and Sanford (N. C.) Herald publisher new owners
WWGP-AM-FM Sanford, acquiring for $43,500 from
Anna Louise Gregory (50%) and W. W. and Gerald
C. Primmcluded:(each
25%). Tex.;
OtherWESB
transfer
grants Pa.;
inKPAT Pampa,
Bradford,
WCLD Cleveland, Miss.; WMFT Florence, Ala.;
KSPA Santa
Paula, Calif., and WKID-AM-FM
Urbana,
ni.
WCFL JOINS PROGRESSIVE
PROGRESSIVE Broadcasting System, which
was to begin operations yesterday (earlier
story page 28), late Friday announced affiliation of WCFL Chicago, 50 kw independent,
which will be origination point for PBS programming to Midwest stations. WCFL is
owned by Chicago Federation of Labor.
CHAMBERLAIN

NEWS

CHAMBERLAIN SALES Corp., Des Moines
(hand lotion), sponsoring new commentary
series, Enc Sevareid and the News, on 178
CBS stations, Sun., 5:45-6 p.m. Agency, BBDO,
Chicago.
WALLACH APPOINTED
GEORGE WALLACH, WNBT (TV) New York
producer, appointed director of news and
special events for WNBC-WNBT (TV) New
York to fill position vacated by Jay J. Heitin,
who joined WNBT sales department as account
executive.
TED WEBBE TO WAAT
TED WEBBE, former sales manager of WCTC
New Brunswick, N. J., joining sales staff of
WAAT and WATV (TV) Newark, N. J.

EVEN Voice of America has had difficul
with procurement of equipment to adva
its overseas operations.
Blocked by "E
orders of military establishment in procur
steel for antennas as well as transmitters
its stepped-up operations authorized at
Congress, Assistant Secretary of State
Barrett found he could get action only
appealing to highest echelons. Coordinat
of Secretary of State, and White House tur
that trick and work proceeds as schedulet
HILLS
BROTHERS
Co., San Franci
(coffee), preparing radio spot announcen i
campaign using 45 markets starting Jan
N. W. Ayer & Son, New York, is agei

BECAUSE OP INSISTENT advertising
mand, Goar Mestre's new Havana TV opi -i
tion — CMQ-TV, expects to get underway ] ]
10 on program tests, with formal dedicatioi !
occur early next year. Station, RCA equip]
will be Cuba's second — Union Radio's CMl
TV having begun operation last month.
SARAKA, Bloomfield, N. J., through Ab
Kimball Co., New York, expected to .s
sponsorship of quarter-hour video series
Plus Forum of the Air after first of yea:
major markets. Campaign may also be
tended into radio.
HAT AW AY FABRICS (curtain fabrics)
paring television spot announcement campa
starting Jan. 1 in about 12 markets thro
its agency, Abbott Kimball, New York^
GENERAL MILLS reportedly has boi
alternate Friday 9:30-10 p.m. period on C
TV for as yet unselected program. K:
Reeves, Minneapolis, is agency.
RTMA NAMES FM GROUP
FM POLICY Committee named Friday
Robert C. Sprague, president of Radio-Te
sion Mfrs. Assn. to review problems in
broadcasting and set production and distj
tion. Members are H. C. Bonfig, Zenith E
Corp., chairman; Leonard F. Cramer,
Mont; J. B. Elliott, RCA Victor; Larr;
Hardy, Philco; H. L. Hoffman, Hoffman E
Corp.; Glenn W. Thompson, Arvin; E.
Vogel, GE. Ex officio members are W. I
Baker, GE, RTMA Engineering Dept. dire
and President Sprague.
EDWARD DUDLEY KILLED
EDWARD DUDLEY, 27, national spot ;
department of NBC, New York, killed Nc
in Long Island train disaster, in which 77
lives. He is survived by wife and two chih
Two other NBC members involved but ur
in wreck were: Joe Meyers, NBC manag<
news operations, and Harvey Gannon, W
New York staff.
AFRA-LIBRARY PROBLEMS
SOME possibility of AFRA strike ag;
recording industry seen in difficulties rep<
in present negotiations over limiting us
library services, and increase in comme
rates. Union understood to demand fourlimitation on library service, instead of cu:
26-week limit, with companies offerin;
weeks. Commercial rate increase detail;
available.
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Portable electron microscope, developed by RCA, wddens research in universities, industries, hospit'

me

new

insifvcfor gets

3

fiear^

You've read, in both newspapers and magazines, about the powerful electron microscope.

that a high school student or unskilled laboratory
technician can quickly learn to use it!

Now this amazing "instructor" of scientists and
physicians becomes even more useful— in more
research fields.

Magnifications of 6000 times can be obtained directly in RCA's portable electron microscope — four
times that of ordinary light microscopes — and pho-

Through basic principles uncovered at RCA
Laboratories, RCA engineers have developed a

tography lifts this to 30,000! A new "instructor,"
yes — and one that gets a very hearty welcome.

compact "table model" electron microscope, at a
price which makes it practical for use in an increased number of universities, industries, hospitals, clinics. So simplified is the new instrument

See the latest wonders of radio, television and electronics at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West 49th Street,
N. Y. Admission is free. Radio Corporation of America,
RCA Building, Radio City, New York 20, New York.

we/co/ve

RCA research gives science and industi
better instruments, also develops betb
television instruments for you — RC
Victor's 1951 home television receivers. i
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ALTV

-

note

COST

PER

1000

DELIVERED
BUYERS!

STATIONS
NEW

Here's probably one of the most important
collection of facts that you've ever

BY

Are you getting your money's worth?
Study this table carefully . . .

RADIO

AND

TV

IN METROPOLITAN

YORK

«3.50
'8.84
('A -hour nighttime comparison —October
19S0)

glanced at. It concerns the homes that you
and your clients get into for the dollars 1
^
you spend in New York.

HOMES

6:00-8:00

lO New York
Radio
Stations

All New York
Television
Stations

3.03

5.15

PM

8:00 -10:00 PM

In other words, on a cost-per-1000 basis, New York television station rates are 153% higher than
those for New York's AM stations during the early evening, 6:00 to 8:00 PM, and 70% higher
during the 8:00 to 10:00 PM period. These facts are based on actual listening and viewing.
TV's good, but you need the AM too to thoroughly and
profitably cover the greatest group of markets in
America! That means buying
WOR
—the station that sells more people, more goods,
more often than any other station in the United States.
NOTE: Ask us for a special and very informative study we have just made.
It's called "An Appraisal of Radio Rates in New York."

School

deUs

AND thousands of students in classrooms throughout the
^\Midwest put down their books and pencils and listen
to WLS SCHOOL TIME.
For the past fourteen years WLS

American heritage of freedom and an awareness of individual responsibility toward preserving the American way
of life.

has broadcast this daily

Filling educational needs, as well as religious, business

educational program of in-school listening for the enrich-

and entertainment requirements, has built a kinship between WLS and its vast audience of listeners — a kinship
which has prompted a unique loyalty and acceptance . . .
two good reasons why WLS achieves such outstanding
advertising results.

ment of our country's future citizens. For, in the classrooms
of today are the builders of tomorrow. These students, in a
few short years, will be the bankers and farmers, the scientists and statesmen, the homemakers and business leaders
who will determine the future of our nation. WLS, aware
of this responsibility, has consistantly emphasized the value
of radio in filling this educational need.
Thus, WLS SCHOOL TIME, with its support and
cooperation from local, regional and national educational
leaders, is inspiring in the youth of today a pride in our
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Home-Town

is a continuous study, nriarket by

market, state by state — but not in New

the large, ready-made local audience of Yankee
and Mutual listeners. Every sales message has local

Eng-

land. Inthis six-state area complete coverage is
a one-network buy —

Stations

impact — penetrates the entire trading area in the
way that means sales results for local merchants.

The Yankee Network.

For years these Yankee home-town stations —
have answered the

The Yankee Network is New England's largest
regional network — the only one-package buy

coverage question for hundreds of advertisers.

that gives you complete coverage, with thorough

They do this because in every market they deliver

local coverage of individual markets.

now reaching 29 markets —
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THERE'S better than even chance that agreement among TV networks will develop to avert
FCC's investigation of AT&T allocation of
coaxial cable and microwave relay time, scheduled to start next Monday. Pre-hearing conference today may kick off renewed efforts
toward voluntary pact. FCC reportedly has no
appetite for hearing, called after networks'
failure to agree forced AT&T to make arbitrary time allocations, which DuMont and ABCTV protested. Stratford Smith, assigned as
FCC counsel for case, was in New York last
week querying AT&T and networks in preparation for today's conference.
FIRST peeks into typical broadcast operations
point to healthy 1950 increase in all business
categories except network, with year's total to
be well ahead of $429 million net in 1949. TV
boom,behind.
of course, will leave 1949's $25 million
far
THOUGH nothing definite yet, transit and related FM services seemingly weathered all-day,
all-FM FCC session Friday, one of several to
be held to survey FM problems. Suggestions
that transitcasting, storecasting, etc. be curtailed or banned reportedly received little enthusiasm at Commission level.
LLOYD YODER, veteran general manager of
NBC-owned KOA Denver, slated for appointment as general manager of KNBC San Francisco and northern California operations of
NBC. He'll succeed John Elwood, recently
retired. No successor as yet named at KOA.
TOP CBS executives make no secret of dissatisfaction with date on which network representatives are invited to see RCA color
demonstrations in Washington — Dec. 15, 10
days after demonstrations begin. Adrian Murphy, CBS vice president, telephoned request
to RCA to move date ahead but was told
accommodations unavailable for CBS before
then.
FCC CHAIRMAN Wayne Coy this week will
start month's leave on doctor's orders. Nothing
organically wrong, it's reported. Doctor called
it fatigue. It's presumed Vice Chairman Paul
A. Walker will function as acting head.
STANDARD BRANDS through Compton Adv.,
New York, will use spot announcement campaign in radio and television in eastern and
southern markets starting in spring of 1951
for its instant tea.
EDWIN W. CRAIG, WSM Nashville, chairman of Clear Channel Broadcasting Service,
has called special meeting of 15 member stations in Chicago for today. Meeting will devise
plans for opposition to Senate confirmation of
NARBA treaty, which CCBS contends will endanger rural sei-vice to substantial portion of
nation.
DESPITE worsening of international situation,
there's little talk about reestablishment of Defense Communications Board to coordinate communications policy matters. Evidently situation
is being handled adequately through informal
(Continued on page 118)
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Dec. 6: Tennessee Assn. of Broadcasters, Andrew
Jackson Hotel, Nashville.
Dec. 6-13: Baseball Major and Minor League
meetings. Hotel St. Petersburg, St. Petersburg,
Fla.
Dec. 8: Television Broadcasters Assn. Clinic, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.
Dec. 12-13: School Broadcast Conference, Hotel
Sherman, Chicago.
(Other Upcomings on page 27)
Bulletins
KELLOGG Co. moving Tom Corbett, Space
Cadet from CBS to ABC and picking up sponsorship of MBS Victor Borge Show Jan. 1.
Both shows to be heard Mon., Wed., Fri. Tom
Corbett program moves into 6:30-6:45 p.m.
ABC time slot and Victor Borge Show to appear 5:55-6 p.m. Kenyon & Eckhardt is agency.
EXCESS tax bill approved Friday by House
Ways & Means Committee. House Rules Committee gave bill priority for two days debate,
with vote Tuesday. Radio-Television Mfrs.
Assn. has asked to testify before special Senate
committee slated to open hearings today (Monday). Dr. Allen B. DuMont, chairman of National Conference of Growth Companies, said
Friday House bill is purely partisan.
BALLANTINE EXPANDS
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
p. BALLANTINE & SONS, Newark (Ballantine ale and beer), will sponsor telecasts and
broadcasts of Boston Braves baseball games
during 1951 season.
Telecasts will be divided between WNAC-TV
and WBZ-TV in Boston, while WJAR-TV Providence will carry complete schedule. WNAC
Boston and 29 Yankee Network stations will
carry broadcasts of 1951 schedule.
Jim Britt will head three-man announcing
team for play-by-play radio and television.
Ballantine also will sponsor the New York
Yankees and the Philadelphia Phillies and
Athletics games. J. W. Thompson, New York,
is the agency.
NBC ELECTS MRS. HORTON
MRS DOUGLAS HORTON, former Mildred
McAfee, wartime head of WAVES, elected to
board of directors of NBC Friday. As first
woman member of NBC board, Mrs. Horton
succeeds Edward J. Nally, recently retired
because of age. She was also vice president of
Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America and one-time president of Wellesley College.
MITCHELL NAMED V-P
MAURICE B. MITCHELL, general manager
of Associated Program Service, elected vice
president of Muzak Corp., New York, parent
company. Mr. Mitchell, who joined Associated
in September, continues as general manager.
RALPH G. ALLRUD, former sales manager
for WDEM Providence, R. I., has joined staff
of Blair-TV Inc., New York, as account executive.

Business

Briefl

AGENCY NAMED • Standard Housekeep
New York, national mail order and ii
organization, names William Warren, Jacl
& Delaney, New York, as advertising age
Television will be used.
HOLIDAY SPECIAL • Stanley Home pj
ucts,
to sponsor
Boy's n\
Tf
Choir Westfield,
in special Mass.,
program
of Christmas
over ABC Dec. 10, 5-5:30 p.m. Agency, Chi
W. Hoyt Co., New York.
P&G SIGNS • Procter & Gamble, Cincin
(Dreft and Oxydol), to start sponsorship .
1, three times weekly, of Kate Smith on N
TV.
Agency, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, JI
York.
COSMETIC FIRM PLANS
HEAVY RADIO-TV DRIVE
HAZEL lipstick),
BISHOP will
LIPSTICK,
New York s;'
delible
start participation
sorship of three network television shows
well as heavy spot announcement campaig
both radio and television, effective first v
in January.
Advertiser originally used spot test c
paign in television and is shifting much oi
budget from newspapers into radio and 1
vision. List of network shows in which H
Bishop Lipstick will participate is as folic
Kate Smith Show on NBC-TV, Fri. 4:
p.m., Cavalcade of Bands and Cavalcadi
Stars, both on DuMont TV network.
Spot announcement schedule will include
minute films to be placed on 35 television
tions throughout country. In addition
minute radio announcements will be usee
about 50 stations in non-television marl
Agency, Raymond Spector, New York.
Murray Spitzer, advertising director
Revlon Inc., joins agency as account execv
on Hazel Bishop Lipstick account.
RCA EXPLAINS COLOR
TV INVITATION LIST
RCA DID NOT invite FCC members t(
latest compatible color TV demonstrations
cause color controversy is pending in c(
RCA spokesman said Friday. Statement
in answer to newspaper assertion that ]
"snubbed" Commission by failing to ex
invitation to showings, which start in W
ington Tuesday.

RCA's
when standards
that color
n said
Spokesma
of CBS
adoption
against
been finally decided, FCC will be invite
demonstration that will include all dev
ments and improvements in RCA systen
to that date, and that Chairman Wayne
accordingl
othery. Commissioners have been infoj
and
DRUG STORE RENEWAL
'
DRUG STORE Television Productions
renewed Cavalcade of Stars on 19-sti
DuMont TV network, Fri., 10-11 p.m. f(
weeks with 13-week options, and Cavalca
Bands on 21-station DuMont TV net^
Tues., 9-10 p.m., also for 52 weeks with 13options. New contracts signed Friday bj
ward Kletter, president. Products Adv.- '
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IN THIS BROADCASTING

So what?
There isn't a radio station which can't claim some
sort of first. Maybe first with left-handed defensive
quarterbacks, or first to use diamond - studded
microphones, or what have you.
We sport a few FIRSTS, too . . . profitable ones
for those who take advantage of them.
Such as: a show called "Club 1300". WFBR- built
and produced. FIRST in rating against every kind
of opposition thrown at it for ten years— from network soap operas to giveaways! Another one called
Shoppin' Fun. Another called Every Woman's
Hour. Others like Morning in Maryland, the Bob
Landers Show, Homemakers Harmonies and more
< . . a lot more . . . rate first with advertisers who
want results.
All right up there m the ratings— all with huge followings. All available to advertisers on a participating basis.
Has your curiosity been tickled? Contact a John
Blair man or WFBR direct. You'll be shown very
clearly why, in Baltimore, you need

Radio Flexes Biceps Despite TV
Top Policy Frequency Agency Seen
Showerman Joins F&P as TV Sales Manager
Rescue Officials Loud Radio's Storm Service
New York Weathers Big Wind
In Review — Peter and Mary Show;
Lucky Commercials
AFRA — Transcription Firms Sign Contract
Herbert Heads NBC Radio Sales
'49 AM-TV_ Revenues Hit Peak
Road Opens
NAB-TV
Ballcast
CurbsforSeen
Prompt Decision Asked in Richards Case
Electronics Industry Speeds Production
Little Relief Seen in New Excess Profits Proposal.
Civil Defense Agency Asked
Schneider Defines the Role of RFD
TELECASTING Starts on Page 51
DEPARTMENTS
Agency
Beat
12
Aircasters
50 On All Accounts .... 2412
AUied Arts
103 On Dotted Line
Editorial
46 Open Mike
Our Respects To .11^4(
FCC Actions 106 Programs,
Promotions lO;
FCC
Roundup
Ill
Premiums
Feature of Week
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Interest
U
Front Office
48 Public
Strictly Business ... K
New Business
8 Telerama
9'
Upcoming
27
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MEAT

Cattle

PRICES

are

not

. . • from

all beef

• • • Beef

steer

is not

to

steak

all steak
LBS. PRICE TOTAL
40 95 ^ $38.00
50 85# 42.50

Round
steak
Rib &

80 85^ 68.00
70 75<

52.50

Chuck roast

100 55^

55.00

Hamburger,
stew beef

160 50<

80.00

rump roasts

2.00
^

1000

lbs. Steer

600

lbs. Beef

^

at 42V2i per Ib.

at 26i per ib.
Packer

=

Retailer

pays

pays

540

lbs. Retail

Hi

Cuts

(including shop fats)
Consumer

$26055
For livestock raising to be profitable,
farmer's return must cover maintenance of breeding stock, feed and
labor costs, land use and the grower's
time for the three years it takes to
produce a good-grade steer.

40 5^
540 63 <

pays
$33852

*Value of by-products, such as hides,
fats, hair, animal feeds,5fertilizer,
0*
$2 50
etc., ing,
typically
offsets
packers'
dress-so
handling and
selling
expenses,
that the beef from a steer normally
sells at wholesale for less than the
live animal cost.

Retail markup must cover such costs as rent,
labor, depreciation on equipment and fixtures, etc., as well as shrinkage in weight of
beef carcass when converted into retail cuts.
Prices are averaged. In some stores they
were lower. In some charge-and-deliver
stores or in high-cost areas, they were higher.

Based on market reports of the USDA for good-grade beef steers and good-grade carcass beef, Chicago style cutting, and on
average retail prices for good-grade meat, as reported by the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Chicago, during 1949.
A good look at this chart quickly provides answers to a lot of questions people ask about meat.
For example, it shows why sirloin steak from a 26^-per-pound steer may cost 85^ over the
counter, and why a meat packer can sell beef for less than he paid for the animal "on the hoof."
Efficiency in saving by-products as well as meat — and not economic legerdemain — makes
this possible. It is one of the big reasons why meat moves from farmer — to packer — to store
at a lower service cost than almost any other food.

1! «
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SAFETY RAZOR Corp., Brooklyn, names McCann-Eric
AMERIC
N. Y., for Silver Star Razors and Blades. Account former
son, AN
handled by Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y., will sponsor, effective Dec.
Robert Q. Lewis The Show Goes On on CBS-TV instead of firm's Al
Ascot lighters. Latter product and ASR Foto-disc camera handled
McCann-Erickson.

f

N
f
\ )\
I
NTS
/ 1 ">ME/
/
1NVE51

KERR GLASS Mfg. Co., L. A., appoints McNeill & McCleery Inc., L. .
to handle advertising. Charles R. Creamer is account executive. 1
media plans announced. Firm heavy user of participations spotted!
various markets throughout country coincident with canning seasons]
FIVE STAR MFG. Co., Grande Forkes, Minn. (Freeman Headbolt Engi
Heaters), using transcribed announcements on 20 stations in cold b
coast-to-coast. Campaign started in November and will run through e
of January; will also test TV in two markets. Agency: Barney La^
Inc., Fargo, N. D. Harold Flint is account executive.
ABITIBI POWER & PAPER Co., Toronto (newsprint), starts series
quarter-hour transcribed institutional programs on 23 Ontario statioi
program
Toronto. dealing with The People's Forest. Agency: Albert Jarvis L1

TAKE
FROM

A

TIP
THE

MYSTIC ADHESIVE PRODUCTS Ltd., St. Catherine's Ont. (My
cloth tape), starts musical flashes on number of Canadian static
Agency: James Fisher Co., Toronto.

NATIVES...

THOR CORP., Chicago, in process of developing media plans for li
with its new agency, Henri, Hurst & McDonald, same city, which ti
over account Dec. 1. Radio and TV contemplated. Thor has used co
film spots. MARTIN ZITZ is account executive.

Tfeey

Get

to

l^owWhete

tfie

uesi

Returns

Atlanta's smart businessmen know on a cost per
thousand basis WGST

pays the best return on their

advertising dollar. The ABC lineup, top local ac-

YARDLEY of LONDON Inc., N. Y. (beauty preparations), to spon
Tex and Jinx Mon.-Fri., 6:30-6:55 p.m. on WNBT (TV) New Y
starting Jan. 5.

CANADIAN INDUSTRIAL ALCOHOL Co. Ltd., Montreal (anti-free
starts one-minute spot announcements on number of Canadian stati
Agency: Stevenson & Scott Ltd., Montreal.
BREAKFAST CLUB Coffee, L. A., appoints Davis & Co., L. A.,
handle advertising. Media plans not yet announced.
BEST FOODS (CANADA) Ltd., Hamilton, Ont. (Nucoa margarir
weekly oi'j
five-times
Who's Talking,
starts quiz
Ontario
and show
one British
Columbia five-minutes,
stations. Agency:
F. H. Hayhu
Co., Toronto.
i

ceptance, alert merchandising support means more
local advertisers buy more time on WGST

than

any other Atlanta station. How wise is your Atlanta investment?

A/etw&tk

•^ccounii • • •

CHAMBERLAIN SALES CORP., Des Moines, for its lotion, will sp
sor Eric Severeid and the News on CBS Sun., 6:45-7 p.m. CST fi
Jan. 7 for 52 weeks. Agency: BBDO, Chicago.
J
BURTON DIXIE CORP., Chicago (mattresses), sponsoring commen
program featuring Paul Harvey on ABC Sun., 10:15-10:30 p.m., sta 1
Dec. 3. Agency: Turner Adv., Chicago.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET CO., renews Judy Canova Show, S
10-10:30 p.m. over NBC. Agency: Ted Bates Co., N. Y.

ABC IN ATLANTA
5000 WATTS AT 920 K.C.

Studios and Offices
• ATLANTA. GEORGIA
FORSYTH BUILDING
EPRESENTPD NATIONALLY BY
BY CHARLES
I N THE SOUTHEAST
Page 8
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JOHN BLAIR.
C COLEMAN

WILLIAM WRIGLEY CO.,
p.m. on CBS for 52 weeks,
Agency for Autry
CBS.
for Luigi, Arthur-Meyerhoff

Chicago, renews Gene Autry, Sat., 8 i
and Life With Luigi, Tues. 9-9:30 p.m
show is Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago,
Co., Chicago.

GENERAL MILLS Inc., Minneapolis, to sponsor 15-minute segment
The FBI In Peace and War, over CBS, Thurs. 8-8:30 p.m. beginii
Jan. 4. Procter & Gamble for Lava Soap is co-sponsor. Agency: K
Reeves Adv., Minneapolis.
A. O. SMITH Co., Milwaukee (industrial manufacturer), to sponsor J
portrayal of "Scrooge'' \
Barrymore's
annual broadcast of Lionel
on page 117)
(Continued
BROADCASTING
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CONFEDERATE
MONEY!
WRC's Bill Herson has
just concluded another successful promotion. You
must have heard about
Bill's Confederate money
bidding contest for an RCA
television set. Results, in
a rather specialized promotion, were nontheless TERRIFIC. We're just 5000
watts, but the bids, in
wires,
lettersfrom
and all'phone
calls came
over
America.

GREAT names of history are passing in review in the City of Brotherly Love, and, as WCAU-AMFM-TV claims, they listen and
watch programs aired by the Philadelphia CBS affiliate.
The gimmick is part of WCAU's
three-toned fall promotion campaign, first phase employing teaser
ads in the Philadelphia Bulletin,
the second car cards, and the third
an ad series run twice a week in
the Biilletin.
Promotion runs likes this: "When
he goes home at night, Robert E.
Lee listens to WCAU for the latest
in war news." A note gives the
Philadelphia address of listener
Lee. The take-off on names includes prominent figures of literature, music, the theatre and history,
such as Shakespeare, Caruso, Rudolph Valentino and Marconi. Of
the latter, WCAU says he "discovers the best in radio on WCAU."
Other contributors to the slogans,
which point up "best in music, best
in drama, best in motion pictures,"
are a Joe Miller (watches WCAUTV for the best in comedy) and a

IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS
DOUGLAS

9B0 KC

rMMfarf by NSC SPOT S4I.H
^^^^
Page 10
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CARUSO*for the best
WCAU

Look
The
On

in music

Other
* Ernest Caruso
2860 N. Garnet Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Caruso

strikes notes for WCAU
in 'promotion ad.

^(takes
St; no chances — ■
Steve
Brody
he
listens
to WCAU).
Robert N. Pryor, WCAU's promotion and public relations director, says the eye-catching campaign is evoking wide audience
reaction, with one listener suggesting her six-year-old son's name as
a possible adliner. The name?
Glenn Ford.

business

"Right now by far the most interesting problem," says Mr. Ballin
in looking back over his radio associations, "is what to do about
television in relation to radio. This,
of course, is a problem facing many
longtime network and spot adver-

WRC has a heritage of
results. This is just one
example.

Watts

listens to

strictly

May we add . . . your
money, dollar for dollar,
on WRC will go farther today, in spots or programs
for your product.

%m

when he goes home at nite . .

Side

— and you'll discover
you don't have to
paycover
the Detroit.
High Dollar
to
On
WEXL you hit 99.6%
of Motor City listeners— at a low suburban rate. Plus . . .
\/ WEXL reaches over
1/2 the
of
the
Statepopulation
of Michigan
V First
WEXL isIndependent
Michigan's
Station
(26
years)

Arthur Edson, Washington feature writer for Associated Press, mentioned:
. . . "it may be that Confederate money will go
farther here than it did in
the last days of the Civil
War . . ." (over 100,000
bills of all denominations
were bid).

IRST in WASHINGTON

of the uieek

DAVID

BALLIN

JR.

on
rtis
evern - mind
chan"ging
ans "ope
G ing'
PIN
KEEadve
problems and, above all, "listening to the other guy's story beion" are cornerfore making a decis
stones of philosophy that have
guided the active business career
of Douglas Ballin, radio director
of Whitehall Pharmacal Co., New
York. Added to these convictions
is his "first love" of radio.

If his past performances pose an
accurate indicator, neither Mr.
tisers." nor his enterprising radioBallin
minded firm need be confused.
Whitehall currently sponsors five
network shows and recently signed
with NBC for its Operation Tandem, which also falls within Mr.
Ballin's jurisdiction. Additionally,
the drug company sponsors a program on the CBS Pacific Coast Network and spot schedules on over
300 stations.
Douglas David Ballin Jr. was
born in New York City April 17,
1916. His early education consisted of four years at the Hill
School beginning in 1934 and, later,
attendance at Princeton U., where
he emerged with an AB degree in
political science. At Princeton Mr.
Ballin was active in interclub sports
and in management of the university's Triangle Club.
Upon graduation in 1938, he went
west "to see as much of the country
(Continued on page Ul)
BRO ADC

V WEXL pr ograms
Music - News - Sports
when you want them
Better "look on the other side" for High-Class
Low-Cost Sell ... on

Phone Jordan 4-6523
National
Representatives
HIL F. BEST
DETROIT
MICHIGAN

ASTHNTG

• Telecas

FIRST

. . . IN

IN

KPRC
Lamar

★

RADIO!

TELEVISION!

KPRC-TV

Hotel, Houston

Affiliated with NBC

and TQN

W. p. HOBBY, President • JACK HARRIS, General Manager
Represented Nationally by:
EDWARD RETRY & CO.

JADCASTING

• Telecasting
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agency

Getchell,
J. Sterling
and Y.,president
TARLETON, & partner
JV.
dealingN.wi"
capacity,
in executive
Walsh, N.
to Cunningham
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
ROBERT E. BRETHAUER, to J. Walter Thompson, Chicago, Jan.
as assistant to timebuyer ED FITZGERALD. Mr. Brethauer was AM-T
network account executive at ABC Chicago, handling the Minneapo
area. Other JWT buying additions are ANNA JEAN PRIDMORE, w
returns to the agency, and MARGARET HOTLRA, formerly of t
Shell Oil Co.
STAN SCHENDEL, copy supervisor Federal Adv. Inc., N. Y., to co
department Kudner Agency Inc., same city.
This is my first and best and true and only station,
thought William Quarton as he cast an appreciative
eye along neat rows of high readership ratings. She
is a little heavy with Godfrey, thought Bill, but she
delivers an audience good.
A pair of Cadillacs honked at each other across the
Cedar Rapids street, their radios set at 600. "A lovely
market," mused Bill. He shuffled through program
records, looking for an availability. His secretary
came in, flushed with the burden of the morning mail.
"Shall I open this package which probably contains
orders from our sales representative, the Katz Agency,
first, which is merely exciting, or shall I shuck this
ear of corn sent in by an admiring listener?"
"Let's open the package," said Bill. He reached for
the string, slit it sharp and hard and clean with a
pocket knife which read Souvenir of WMT, Cedar
Rapids. "Iowa is a good place. Daughter, and we
have a capital per capita, and half of the state's income
is industrial and half comes from the fat of the land."
"I am going to give you my portable," the girl answered, "so that when you walk from the car to your
office you can hear the Columbia Broadcasting System's exclusive outlet in Eastern Iowa. Tell me what
the Katz Agency sent, but leave out the rough parts."
She raised a window and the Iowa air, clean as your
grandmother's bobby pin, floated in.
"They have sent us a new time stretcher. Thank G-!
Now we can make room for all this other business."

5000 WATTS
WMT
CEDAR
RAPIDS
BASIC
Page 12
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NETWORK

WILLIAM M. MILLS, McKim Adv. Ltd., Montreal, to manager McGu
Adv. Ltd., Montreal.

on all accounts

televi
and LONG
rector of radio
di, sion
(Ted)
ICK
DER
FREfor
Geyer, Newell & Ganger,
New York, began his professional
career selling tubes and other indispensable radio parts in Boston.
Today, he has himself become an
indispensable part of radio.
A potent force in television besides, Mr. Long brings one of the
most versatile of backgrounds to
his present job as overseer of the
impressive accounts,
N a s hKelvinator

sistant to Harry Butcher as p
gram manager for CBS at WJi
(now WTOP) Washington. In li
he returned to New York to fr
lance, producing such shows as 1
Ripley program and The Hit 1
rade Party. In addition he v
selected to supervise broadcast}
activities for the New York li
World's Fair. In 1940 he sen
as
assistant National
radio
of 1'
Republican
Committee
moveddirector
to
Chicagc^^
One year later

among
as head
join
Lord of& radio.
Thoirf '
In themany
latterothers.
days
1941 he became i
of his job as parts
ministrative exei
salesman he took
five for the Coor T
over the suppleAmerican of
Affairs
mentary
of announcer jobon WLOE
nator
Int'lE:
In 1944 he joii
.Boston, remaining
BBDO New York,
with the station unradio account ex©
til it closed its doors
in bankruptcy.
five and head of 1
television and
He then joined
tion picture divisi* [j
WNAC Boston fullAnd
two years
la
time as announcer
he went
to Ge;
and program superNewell & Ganger
visor. One year later
production manag
he moved to WEAN
later to be nan L
Providence as commercial manager,
assistant director
MR. LONG
radio and televisi
shortly, advancing to
the post of general manager of the and ultimately attaining his pr
station.
ent job in 1949 as head of the
Four years later Mr. Long joined
Besides the Nash-Kelvinator
partment.
CBS in New York as a producer.
count, Mr. Long supervises
He built and produced the Kostaradio and TV advertising for E
lanetz show, produced The Hit Pabassy cigarettes, Continental <
rade for the first year-and-a-half
Krueger beer and Zippo light«
as well as the Flying Red Horse
The Longs, she is the forr
(Continued on page iO)
program.
In 1936, he was named an asBROADCASTING
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GIVES

THEM

LLIAM F. WALSH, Buchanan & Co., N. Y., to Lennen & Mitchell,
y., as account executive.
[swart garner, Hollywood account executive, transfers to televii\i department of agency's N. Y. office sometime next month.
IpK BROOKS, producer CFCF Montreal, to radio department Cock'p, Brovifn & Co., Montreal.
^PH G. TUCHMAN, assistant to general manager KTTV(TV) Los
?eles, to Walter K. McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif., as radio-TV
ictor. Replaces KEN BARTON, resigned to do freelance radio-TV
Suction and announcing.
NJAMIN

GOLDBERG,

AND

THEY

LIKE

IT!

Stuart Bart Agency, N. Y., to Franklin &

jdney Inc., same city, as art director.

THERINE M. NEUMANN, director of home economics department
JBC Kansas City, Mo., to radio-TV department Ketchum, MacLeod &
jive Inc., Pittsburgh. She will be featured on Kay's Kitchen, Mon-Fri.
WDTV(TV) Pittsburgh.

X E. FIRETOG, art director S. R. Leon Co. Inc., N. Y. appointed
president.

{
,iNK E. DUFFY, copywriter Geare-Marston Inc., Phila., to copy
If A. E. Aldridge Assoc. Adv., Phila.

,kNGE of address: BERNARD B. SCHNITZER Inc. moves to 347
"kton St., S. F., BRISACHER, WHEELER & STAFF moves to new
Uing at 1660 Bush St., S. F.
1
JNETH R. McMATH, N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y., to Lennen & Mitchell,
, as account executive.

ilK FORBES, John Irving Shoe Corp., Boston, to The Blow Co.,
'., as copywriter.
F ASSOC., new advertising agency in Wilmington, Del., has been
nized by ALAN
GOFF, former graphic presentation director
. The agency will serve both manufacturing and retail accounts in
|ware and on nation-wide basis. Offices are located at 830 Orange
t, Wilmington.
• • •

WALL JACKSON, vice president in charge Hollywood office J. Walt'hompson Co., in New York for 14 days attending conferences . . .
;L D. KRANZBERG, president Padco Adv. Co., St. Louis, elected
li inal chairman of Affiliated Advertising Agencies Network . . . EDI'jttD J. BRECK, vice president and general manager John H. Breck
^ Springfield, Mass., appointed to board of trustees of American
Trade Council.

jV BORTON, president and general manager Advertising Federation
jtnerica, elected director-at-large of Advertising Council . . . JOHN
i^^lHER LUPTON, president of advertising agency bearing his name,
tnducted as professional member into William H. Johns Chapter,
ji Delta Sigma, the national honorary advertising fraternity.
IaDCASTING
• Telecasting

There's nothing city-slickerish about George Haefner's "Country Fare"
show every weekday on WHAM from 5:30 to 6:30 a.m.
Just down-to-earth facts and chit-chat about running the farm; news
bulletins; crop reports; and lots of good old-time music always as
welcome as ham and eggs to start the day off right.
An hour that's loyally listened to all thru Western New York by the
prosperous farmers in WHAM-land.
Normally "Country Fare" is sold out. It does that good a job for
advertisers. But availabilities do open up from time to time.
If you want to sell to the Western New York farmer, see HOLLINGBERY about WHAM's "Country Fare."
The Stromberg-CarlsoB
Station

Basic NBC — 50.000 watts— clear channel— 1180 kc
December 4, 1950
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LOCAL
IMPORTANT
NETWORK

PRESTIGE

IS

IN PACIFIC
RADIO,

COAST

TOO!

D<
'on Lee's network prestige is "home-town" prestige in 45
important Pacific Coast marketing areas— and in 24 of these markets, Don Lee has the only network radio outlet.
That, above all else, explains why Don Lee is the only network designed for complete local Pacific Coast radio
coverage.
With Don Lee, there is consistently good reception by Pacific Coast listeners because Don Lee— and only Don
Lee— was built to meet the special Pacific Coast reception problems. Great distances between markets, mountain
ranges (5,000 to 14,495 feet high) and low ground conductivity made it advisable to locate network stations
within each of the many vital marketing areas. That's why the best, most economical coverage for the Pacific
Coast is obtained with Don Lee's 45 local network radio outlets.
Only Don Lee offers advertisers all the advantages of local selling, local influence and local prestige. That's
important in selling and it's an exclusive Don Lee network selling advantage.
With Don Lee you get local product acceptance where you want it— to meet your specialized marketing probLEWis ALLEN WEISS, Chairman of the Board • willet h. brown. President • ward d. ingrim, Vice-President in Charge of Sales
1 3 1 3 north vine street, Hollywood 28, California • Represented Nationally by john blair & company

Of 45 Major Pacific Coast
ONLY 10
8
3
have stations
have Don Lee
have Don Lee
of all 4
and 1 other
and 2 other
network stations
networks
network station

Page 14
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BROADCASTING

24
Cities
have Don Lee
and NO other
network station

r

• Telecasti

lems. You buy coverage to fit your distiibution. No waste. You buv only what you need.
Only Don Lee can broadcast your sales message to all the Pacific Coast radio families from a local network
station located where thev live and where they spend their money. It's the most logical, the most economical, the
'Ijest received" coverage you can get for the Pacific Coast.
That's why Don Lee consistently broadcasts more regionally sponsored programs than any other Pacific Coast
network.
Don Lee Stations on Parade: KVOE-SANTA

ANA,

CALIFORNIA

Orange County has a population of over 200,000 and annual retail sales are nearly $200,000,000— and KVOE is
the only radio station within the county. Only via this 24-year-old Don Lee station can you cover this market from
the inside— 'LOCALITY— where the people live and spend their money. The Don Lee network covers the ^\^^OLE
Pacific Coast market with 45 such strategically located stations.

The

Nation^s

DADCASTING

Greatest

• Telecasting

Regional

Network

December 4, 1950
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Nov.al28 cand erci
KFWB Hollj
all comm
time
celled -^voo
for 24-liour marathon to aid Community Chest in closing days of
fund raising campaign. Station and
Southern California Chapter,
AAAA, cooperated in bringing
radio, television, film and recording
artists before microphone to stimulate volunteer solicitors in field to
bring in required quotas. Solicitors
reported via telephone with conversations with talent on broadcast.

Generous Listeners
WITHIN minutes after a plea
was made for donations for a farm
family whose baby had died away
from home, KNOE Monroe, La.,
began receiving pledges from listeners. Irving Zeldman, program
director for the station, had made
the request on Happiness Exchange, when he heard that the
baby had died in New Orleans and
the family could not afford to transport the body home nor provide a

In

San Antonio is donating used fil;
of its daily Telenews progra
along with the script, to the au
visual department of the San
tonio
Independent
School
Distri"!
The films
and scripts
are eomp
and edited by International Ne
Service and International Ne |
Photos. They are to be deliveit
to the school film library in weelj
installments.
I

The

Public
Interest
proper burial. The expenses were
set at $75, but before Mr. Zeldman
could halt the calls the station had
received $110.
Gets Fast Results
A DOCTOR in Cleveland, Ohio,
called WERE that city and asked
that a message be read over the
air, urging anyone with 0 type
blood to call the Huron Road Hospital at once in order to save the
life of a patient who needed 10
pints of blood. WERE put the announcement on immediately and re-

read it several times during its
broadcast of the Cleveland Barons'
hockey game. The doctor called
the station again, some half -hour
after the first appeal was made,
and reported the hospital had been
flooded with calls from listeners
and .had obtained the necessary
blood.
❖ ^ ^
Boost for History Teachers
USE of a daily newsreel covering
world events will be one of the
methods of teaching history in San
Antonio classrooms. WOAI-TV

Cousins Found
WHEN Sam Peskin decided to
to
Cleveland
to join his
the last
Marines
intended
to spend
civil '
hours with his cousins, Alice j
Ruth Peskin. Since he had not }
contact with them for 20 years, j
had forgotten their married nan:
he asked WDOK Cleveland to h
him. He personally aired his stij
over Symphony Sid, afternoon {jj
show. Ten minutes later, a liste:^
phoned in a lead, and within iM
an hour, Mr. Peskin was visit^
with
Mrs. Alice Peskin Warmiijv.
ton.
^
BERGEN

VISIT

KCBQ

Records Eve/

WHEN a five-year-old polio
tient at San Diego County Hospi !
recently asked her parents foi\
photograph of Edgar Bergei
precocious pal, Charlie McCart S
she really sparked a chain of eveij
And Charlie, no woodenhead, r )
to
the occasion.
j
The appeal was passed on j
Kathleen Howell's parents to j
National Foundation for Infan j
Paralysis, whose county chairn
forwarded
the request to
Writer Virginia McPherson. i
appealed, in turn, to Mr. Berg
who consented to make the ti

The BIG PLUS

KCBQ setup
San Diego's
special eve
section
a two-way
pul,j
address system at the hospital
Charlie could chat with the j
through a glass panel in the isc
tion ward.
The Regan tape recording mt
at the airport and hospital
played back that evening on KC](
Listeners heard Charlie quest

in Little Rock can be yours ... if you

advertise on —
NBCs

Arkansas

Powerhouse

the girl about her gifts and chuc'
at his own gags, while a baby"
the
isolation
ward wai'
softlypolio
in the
background.

-KARK

Send today for the illustrated brochure that gives the FACTS,
and shows how you can put this PLUS to work for you in the
sales oasis of fast-growing Arkansas. Just write us or ask your
nearest Petry Representative for your copy!

National

T. Gen'/
K. BARTON
Mgr.

Representative:
EDWARD PETRY
AND CO., INC.
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Qomm'\ Mgr.
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ATt

Charlie
McCarthy — aided,
course, by Mr. Bergen — chats u )
polio victim, Kathleen Howel
BROADCASTING
• Telecast

PLEASE SEND BROADCASTING
1951 YEARBOOK AS MY GIFT
Name

for
In

□

Firm
Address
City

AND
TO—

V IF RENEWAL

Zone

State.

Sign gift card:

$7.00

2
for

$13.00

Nome
Firm
Address

□

V IF RENEWAL

City

Zone

State.

Sign gift card:
□

Nome

V IF RENEWAL

Firm
S
for

Address
City

$19.00

Sign gift card:

for
$25.00

A

YEAR

Firm
Address
City

Zone

$30.00

Sign gift cord:

I

Remember, when you give BROADCASTING * TELECASTING you give
the finest in radio for 52 weeks, plus the big 3V2 lb. 1951 Yearbook.

at Special

Christmas

1 for $7

rates

4 for $25

□

Name
Firm
Address
City

$35.00

7
for
$40.00

8 for $45

Note: Your own subscription may be renewed as part of this order. Simply
list it first, as addressed, and we'll extend the subscription for one year
from its present expiration. Special prices apply to both new and renewal
subscriptions.

V IF RENEWAL

State.

V IF RENEWAL

Zone

State.

Sign gift card:
Name
Firm
Address

□

City

Zone

V IF RENEWAL

State.

Sign gift cord:
□

Name
Firm

...

State.

Sign gift card:

5
for

for
with BROADCASTING * TELECASTING. WhQt better gift than that of business knowledge,
J j.of thought-provoking feature articles and lens-sharp reporting of all radio — AM, FM, TV —
Monday every week. Profitable to give, BROADCASTING'S practical and sensibly priced, toe.
Wind up your Holiday gift-giving quickly and inexpensively by listing your clients, staff members, prospective advertisers, radio friends on handy-order form at right. Each gift announced
iffith a full color Christmas card, hand-signed with your name. Subscriptions start with
51 ■December 25 issue.
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D. C. Shows

Gain

Radio

Flexes
Despite TV
Biceps
RADIO
LISTENING
shows
an
impressive
increase over the
i/^NSWERING advertisers and agencies who have been clampast 12 months for the important Washington market. In the
Dring for a reduction of evening radio rates in New York on
periods before 7 p.m. radio had a bigger audience than it had
i:he presumption that television vie\sdng has severely cut into
fadio listening in that city during the evening hours, the
a year ago in spite of the city's four television stations which,
at the same time, claim a set cir- *
besearch department of WOR New
culation
increase of 175%.
has
over
television
in
the
area
betered by 61.5% of them, Monday
York last week- unveiled an analyWhile the total evening radio authrough Friday. On Saturday,
pis of homes reached by each meyond
metropolitan
New
York,"
and
dience is off slightly, many of the 38.5% of the daytime hours show
3ium which showed radio to have
since no account was taken of talnighttime periods show an
an appreciable edge over TV on
gains in cumulative audience on
ent costs "which bulk so large in network
increase for the year.
comparison of October 1949 and
H cost-per-l,000-homes basis.
TV as contrasted with radio."
Just how healthy radio is may be October 1950. There were 23% of
1 The WOR report also noted that
Avoiding direct cost-per-1,000
vhile New York radio stations are
seen by an analysis of the October the Sunday daytime hours which
comparisons between radio and
1949 and October 1950 reports on had more listeners in 1950 than in
lelivering more listening families
printedlish media
as
"difficult
to
estabbecause of the controversial
the Washington radio audience
1949.
kt less cost than they did 10 years
problems
involved
in
comparing
by the American Research Bureau.
igo, the city's newspapers and naIn the period before noon, Monional magazines in the same period rates and circulation for the difOf the 13 one-hour periods beday through Friday, 83.3% of the
iave instituted rate increases far
tv/een
6
a.m.
and
7
p.m.,
increases
hours made an increase in total
ferent media," the analysis is lim(Continued
on
page
32)
in total audience have been regis- audience between the two years.
■n excess of their circulation gains.
The radio-TV comparison was
This growth in circulation is cred-btained by applying the 15-minute
ited partly to the increased interest
in news broadcasts since the outvening rates of the city's seven
NEW YORK, the world's number one market, and Washington,
"V stations and the 10 radio sta- the white collar capital of the globe, have answers for those
break of the Korean conflict.
ions whose nighttime audiences
see "ear radio" yielding all to "eye radio." New York
Although the Washington stapere measured throughout the who
with seven TV stations and TV circulation approaching the
tions do carry heavy news schedules
peek by The Pulse Inc., against the
before 9 a.m., and the audience
two million mark, has been cited as Exhibit "A" in the capituctual listening and viewing audiflow may be somewhat static, the
nce as obtained by projecting
lation of radio to TV. in the adjacent column, there's verified
total morning audience certainly
proof
that
radio
furnishes
the
biggest
bargain
for
advertisers
*ulse radio and TV ratings for
of any medium extant. Simultaneously, Washington, with its has
•ctober 1950. This comparison
alone. not been "forced" by news
four TV stations, produced reports based on reliable research,
howed, according to the WOR
proving that radio listening between 6 a.m. and 7 p.m. has
Before 4 p.m., 80% of the onenalysis, that, on a cost-per-1,000omes basis:
periods show a gain in total
shown a considerable increase over the last 12-month period. hour (Continued
on page 3U)
"Nighttime radio rates in New
'ork
were
60
lower
than
cornarable television rates in New
!'ork during the early evening
6-8 p.m.) and 41 "^r lower in the
-10 p.m. period as of October."
Cost-Per-Thousand
j Radio delivered 1,000 listening
i^ew York homes for $3.50 in the
1-8 p.m. period, and for $3.03 in the
-10 p.m. period, contrasted with
V costs of $8.84 per 1,000 homes
1 the early evening hours between
and 8 p.m. and $5.15 for the folnving two hours between 8 and 10
.m., WOR stated.
The report also pointed out that
le margin of radio over TV is
jpen more pronounced than these
gures indicate, since the compari3n is based on New York's 173unty
metropolitan
area and
akes no allowance for the "very
zable audience edge that radio

FREQUENCY

CREATION of a permanent toplevel frequency allocations and
communications policy agency
which would draw the broad blueprints for FCC and the Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee moved closer on the governmental horizon last week.
President Truman's Temporary
Communications Policy Board,
which has been considering the
plan for several months [Closed
Circuit, Sept. 11], devoted most
of its 2% -day November meeting
to the subject and heard the overall idea endorsed by FCC Chairman Wayne Coy.
Authorities speculated that the
Also in This Issue
temporary board in its report to
the President, due Feb. 17, will
Agenda, Registration,
recommend that such an agency be
and Special
created within government to work
Features in Connection
at a sub-Presidential level in the
interests of frequency economy and
With TBA Annual Clinic
more efficient communications
See Page 53
policies.
Meanwhile, Sen. E. W. McFarROADCASTING
• Telecasting

USE

Top

land (D-Ariz.), chairman of the
Senate Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Radio Subcommittee,
who may become Senate majority
leader in the next Congress, urged
the temporary board to recommend appointment of "an Assistant Secretary of State for Communications."
McFarland's Views
Sen. McFarland, who had initiated aSenate subcommittee study
similar to the Presidential board's
just
the latter's
made prior
his to
suggestion
in creation,
a letter
sent Friday to Board Chairman
Irvin Stewart, former FCC Commissioner and now president of
the U. of West Virginia. A copy
of Sen. McFarland's letter was
sent to Secretary of State Dean
Acheson.
The seriousness with which Dr.
Stewart's board is pursuing the
idea of a permanent policy agency
was indicated by the fact that representatives ofthe Budget Bureau

Policy Agency

Seen

were called in for conferences following the sessions with FCC
Chairman Coy.
Although final thinking has not
yet crystallized, it was understood
the five-man temporary board feels
that frequency and communications efficiency would be improved
through the operation of an agency
to set broad, overall policies.
It would be the present board's
hope, on the basis of current discussions, that the permanent
agency would function with a minimum of disturbance to the operations of the FCC and the Interdepartment
Radio Advisory Committee (IRAC).
It was conceded, however, that
improvements might result if there
were an overall agency which
■would, for instance, pass upon the
respective frequency requirements
of government and non-government users. IRAC's present operations in this regard have been an
(Continued on page 113)
December 4, 1950
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r&p^uusi^J^BmeL
TO
SHOMRMAN
returned
to
Chicago
as general now represents eight TV stations:
I. E. (Chick) SHOWERMAN, who
WOC-TV Davenport, WBAP-TV
sales manager of the NBC Central
has just resigned as NBC Central
Fort Worth-Dallas, WAVE-TV
Division vice president, ending 22 Division. In August 1947 he was
years with the network (see story made vice president of the division, Louisville, WTVJ (TV) Miami,
page 23), on Dec. 11 will join Free
holding that title until his resig- WTCN-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul,
nation from NBC last week.
WPIX (TV) New York, KSD-TV
& Peters Inc., station representaSt. Louis and KRON-TV San Frantive organization, as television sales
cisco.
As manager of NBC's Chicago
manager. He will spend several
operations Mr. Showernian has diweeks in the Chicago office before
rected the operations of the netmoving to New York after the first
work's TV station there, WNBQ,
Kraft Buys Two
of the year to supervise TV sales from its blue print days to the
representation of all seven F&P of- present, when it is in its second
fices from headquarters there.
year of telecasting as one of the KRAFT FOODS, Chicago, will
sponsor two 15-minute segments of
Joining NBC's Chicago sales staff city's major TV stations.
Queen for a Day Tuesday and
in 1928 when the network first esIn announcing Mr. Showerman's
Thursday beginning Jan. 2 and two
tablished offices in that city, Mr. appointment.
Free & Peters hailed
Showernian remained there until it as another important step in the five-minute Bobby Benson shows
1936, when NBC transferred him
firm's TV development, which be- Tuesday and Thursday on the
to New York as assistant sales
gan nearly four years ago — in Jan- full Mutual network beginning the
manager of its Eastern Division.
uary 1947 — when F&P sold a spot same date. Shows will advertise
He became sales manager of the campaign for KSD-TV St. Louis. caramels, malted milk and Kraft
division in 1940 and in April 1946, A separate TV sales staff was esDinner. J. Walter Thompson, Chiafter a decade in New York, he
tablished in September 1948. F&P
cago is the agency.

^^^-^^^'^^^
S radio networks in October
GROSS TIME sales A
of theL
four E
nationwide
S
E
TIM$16,303,325,
totaled
only 0.7% below the $16,423,385 grossed in the same
month of 1949, according to Publishers Information Bureau.
FIB report shows CBS the only network with a larger gross for this
October as compared to last, an in- ★
crease of 16.0%, while the other f^om the $155,536,283 gross netthree networks all sustained losses work time sales in the same period
in comparison to their grosses in of 1949.
the previous October.
Again, CBS is the only network
For the 10-month period, Jan- to show a gain, up 10.9% over last
uary through October, the 1950 to- year.
tal of $152,025,610 is down 2.2%
Table prepared by PIB follows:
ABC
CBS
MBS
NBC
TOTAL

Oct. 50

Oct. 49

lOMos. 50

10 Mos. 49

$3,165,016
6,674,657
1,534,526
4,929,126

$3,404,683
5,754,037
1,667,482
5,597,183

$29,583,013
57,743,321
13,422,055
51,277,221

$35,279,373
52,055,629
15,377,823
52,823,458

16,303,325

16,423,385

152,025,610 155,536,283

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
'That's not a hula, Bert
Page 20 • December 4, 1950

That's FM oscillator radiation!"

BANKRUPTCY
Papers Filed by Dana Jones
VOLUNTARY bankruptcy papers
were filed last Wednesday in U. S.
District Court, Los Angeles, by
Dana Jones Co., Los Angeles, 25year-old pioneer advertising agency. Agency, which also has offices
in Chicago, is said to be in debt
$100,000 on the West Coast alone.
Among local accounts serviced
were Helms Bakeries, Studebaker
Metropolitan Dealers, and Bullock's
Department Store, all of whom
used radio and television on local
stations.

Mr. SHOWERMAN
REISS

FORMS

New Representative Fin'
0. J. REISS last week announce
the opening of a national repn
sentative office at 904 Maritin
Bldg., New Orleans, La. A vetera
radioman, Mr. Reiss also has serve
agencies in consumer research an.
market analysis in the New 0:^
leans area.
A long-time resident of Ne
Orleans, Mr. Reiss owned ReiE
Coffee Co. from 1934 to 1942. K
also has been Tennessee state mai
ager for Brown-Froman Distillei
and Louisiana manager for Chri:
tian Bros. Wines.
In the radio field, Mr. Reiss hf
been with WHHM and WMPS, hot
Memphis. At present he represem
14 Louisiana and Mississippi st;
tions in the New Orleans marke'

Is Named

General

Manage

PANGBORN
Southland (WOAI-AM-F/i/
APPOINTMENT of Arden X.
sumed tlie presidency of Southlar
Pangborn, business manager of the Industries following the death
Portland Oregonian (KGW), as
his uncle, G. A. C. Halff, last Se
general ma:nager
tember. Mr. Pangborn will repo
directly to Mr. Halff.
of
Southland Inc.,
Industries
One of the West's best kno\
owner and opernewspaper executives and broa
casters, Mr. Pangborn, now
ator of WAOIAM-TV San Anstarted on the Oregonian a quart
tn o0 nu in o,c ewas
anof a century ago. He served su
d last
cessively as a cub sports reporte
week by Hugh A.
general reporter, city editor, exe
utive news editor, managing editc
L. Halff, president and treasand, in 1941 became general ma:
urer. Mr. PangMr. Pangborn
ager of KGW and also of KE
Portland. The latter station wi
born joins the organization, which also includes oil,
subsequently sold, under the du
ranching and real estate properties,
on Jan. 15.
ownership regulations, to Westin;
house.
Mr. Pangborn has been business
manager of the Portland newspaper since 1946, when he succeeded E. Palmer Hoyt, now editor
and publisher of the Denver Post.
For the preceding five years, he
had been general manager of
KGW and was succeeded in that
post entbyhead.H. Quenton Cox, its pres-

He graduated from the U. >
Oregon in 1929. Among his mar
achievements in the newspaper fie
was the winning of the coveted 1
of Missouri's School of Journalis
honor award for 1940.
Mrs. Pangborn is the fornn
Marie Mathison of Portland. Tht
were married in 1932 and have tv
children, Kim and Mary Alice, m
Mr. Halff, president and general
yet in their teens.
manager of WOAI, recently asBROADCASTING
• Telecastin

Rescue

EMERGENCY

UBLIC and civic officials joined
last week in recognition of radio's
life-saving role on behalf of mil■>ions living in the storm-struck
lirea from Illinois to the Atlantic.
I Residents of the nation's most
populous region were guided by ra|io through one of the most serious
Emergencies in history, a service
j.t which broadcasters have long
xperience. With every other meium crippled or impotent, radio
tepped into its familiar disaster
ole and demonstrated that it can
Instantly and effectively contact the
lulk of the population.
The blizzards and gales that
wept the region provided an unexpected disaster drill, a reminder
aat the industry is prepared to
2rve its role as No. 1 information
3urce in case of a national defense
mergency.
Laud Efforts
No possible estimate could be
tade of the number of lives saved
nd the suffering spared millions of
ersons, to say nothing of property
pmage that was avoided, but ev•ywhere mayors, governors. Red
ross officials, civic leaders and
'*'chers paid tribute to radio as an
formation medium with the wid?t circulation, fastest action and
eatest resistance to breakdown
{t time of crisis. Commercial
ihedules were tossed out the winow to clear time for disaster serviit'ie.
In many cases stations were temorarily stunned by blown-down
sff'wers or power failures but alert
affs quickly put emergency transjjitters and power facilities in ac^n. Power failures silenced many
I'Ceivers, but portable and auto

MO's high drifts didn't deter John
Ker, assistant news editor of WHBC
nton. He simply donned snowshoes for the trek to work.
'.OADCASTING

Officials

Laud

Radio's

Role

formances could be, but never will
be written because radio personnel
were too busy with disaster relief
to
bother recoi'ding their individual
contributions.

WINDS of hurricane velocity that whipped through New England levelled
two 380-ft. towers of WPRO Providence. This one was toppled shortly before
10 p.m. Nov. 25.
sets filled much of the gap.
Radio station crews, ignoring
weekend leaves, fought their way
through snow-bound streets and
roads to man transmitters and handle the heavy load of work at studios and offices. They operated in
the finest radio tradition as the
industry became the only contact

home-bound people had with their
communities and the outside
world.
Everyone became a reporter,
from executives to typists, as facts
were gathered by utilizing every
operating means of transportation
or old-fashioned foot-power. A
saga of heroic public service per-

With many newspapers unable
to print, and countless others unable to circulate papers to subscribers, the public relied for several days on radio. Even as late
as Tuesday some cities had only
one medium of intelligence.
Television proved an effective
medium, in areas having stations,
but in some areas where winds
reached unprecedented velocities
the damage to home TV antennas
was serious. Even with antennas
blown down, however, a surprisingly high percentage of sets continued to operate. Built-in antennas and temporary home-made rigs
minimized effects of the storm in
TV areas. When power was off,
however, sets became inoperative.
In some cases reception was
marred by below-normal voltages.
Householders were warned in
some cities to turn off all appliances because of the danger to
(Continued on page 114)
Towers

N.Y.

WEATHERS

NO INTERRUPTION of major
radio and television network programs originating in the New
York area was reported during the
recent storm. WNBC New York,
which transmits from Port Washington, Long Island, where public
service power failed, was off the
air briefly during a local program
Saturday morning (Nov. 25) from
9:05 to 9:20. For the next 181/2
hours, the station operated on
power from an auxiliary generator.
The WCBS transmitter on Columbia Island, oflf New Rochelle, N. Y.,
in Long Island Sound, suffered
minor damage from salt water.
The station had to reduce power
from 50,000 to 5,000 w between
10:39 and 10:56 a.m., and 11:33
a.m. and 12:29 p.m., Saturday.
Major casualties of broadcasting
in the New York area were suffered
on a flat section of the New Jersey
coast which was struck by gale
winds, and inundated by high waters from the Hackensack River
and ocean. Transmitters in this
area included WMGM at Rutherford, WMGM-FM at Cliffside Park,
WINS at Lindhurst, WMCA at
Kearny, WWRL at Secaucus,
WHOM at Ridgefield Park, and
WBNX on the outskirts of Paterson.
Saturday morning at 6:32,
flooded power lines at the WINS
transmitter site put that station
off the air until 10:40 a.m. Then,
after transmitting briefly until
11:07 a.m., the station was off the
air until it resumed at 1:30 p.m.
on a share-basis with WMGM over

• Telecasting

Are

Levelled

WIND

the auxiliary transmitter of WOR
at Cateret, N. J. From then until
sign-on time Tuesday, when its
repaired facilities became available,
WINS used WOR facilities— Saturday from 1:30 to 8 p.m., Sunday
from 7:30 to 1:15, and 5:30 to 8
p.m.; and all day Monday.
Two 400-ft. steel antenna towers
of the WMGM transmitter snapped
off in the face of high-velocity
winds at 3:26 p.m. Saturday, putting the station off the air until
8 p.m., when it resumed over the
WOR auxiliary transmitter. Continuing to use WOR facilities over
Sunday, the station returned to the
air Monday at 6 a.m., operating on
1,000 w over improvised facilities.
Moore Describes Storm
WMCA Transmitter Engineer
Art Moore described the effect of
the storm at its height. Great
waves swept over the marshland
around Kearny, N. J., up to the
tower houses and within six inches
of the transmitter building floor
itself, threatening to wash away
the catwalks carrying the coaxial
cables and carrying away the surface above buried gasoline tanks,
which would then float off.
Meanwhile, he said, the towers
were bending in the wind as if
they were trees. A heavy threeinch door in the transmitter building was twisted and almost blown
away. However, WMCA was able
to maintain continuous operation,
except for 10 minutes of silence
Sunday morning, when it was necessary to switch to auxiliai'y power,
and a generator brush was found

to need cleaning.
Daniel Sloane, an engineer at
the WMCA-FM transmitter located
on the 54th floor of the Chanin
Bldg. in midtown Manhattan, became "seasick" from the swaying
(Continued on page 116)
* * *

POWER failures didn't faze Harold
Behrens (I), engineer of WQXR New
York. Packing 35 pounds of batteryoperated field equipment, he made
his way up 29 floors of the darkened
Whitehall Bldg. for the United Fruit
Co. Vfeather Roundup on the Rural
Radio Network. He earns the handshake of Clarence W. Moore, assistant
director of advertising for Fruit Dispatch Co., aFruit
division
of United
Co.
December 4, 1950
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that allowed them to play to their
strength, i.e. their established
stage characters. Their performances were consequently strong.
Mr. Stroud took over the dominance that should have been Mr.
Hayes' and Miss Swanson dominated all in a comic and curiously
subtle extension of her rococco
screen personality in "Sunset

Program Facts
The Peter and Mary Show, on
NBC-TV.
fee.Sponsor: Borden's Instant CofAgency: Kenyon & Eckhardt;
Account Executive: William
Wright.
Prod. Cost: $9,000
Cast: Peter Lind Hayes, Mary
Healy, Mary Wickes, Claude
Stroud, Gloria Swanson, Hal
LeRoy.
Producer: Alan DuCovny.
Director: Theodore B. Sills.
Music: Norman Leydon.
Sets by Al Ostrand.
Writers: Jack Harvey, Jay
Simmons.

le of style
L peop
ERA
SEVand
taste
collaborated to
put on the new Peter and
Mary Show which started
Thanksgiving Day on NBCTV 8:30-9 p.m., starring Peter Lind Hayes and his wife,
Mary Healy. They succeeded
in proving, while still putting
together an admirable program, that taste and style, commendable qualities in themselves,
are not quite the same as honesty.
The thing that was missing in
Peter and Mary was Hayes and
Healy.
Mr. and Mrs. Hayes actually may
be as amiable and comparatively
normal a couple as their script
suggested. If so, it's a pity. Individually the two are remembered as
vibrant performers who can draw
electricity from a darkened stage.
That, in the professional sense, is
their honest character. That is
the character that did not quite
come off in the first program of
their new comedy series.
Effect On Visitors
Perhaps the fault lay in the
vitiating need for them to be hosts
to the guests in their home, while
at the same time deferring to those
guests. Certainly no fault can be
found with the effect of that tactic
on the visitors themtalves.
Gloria Swanson and Claude
Stroud were deftly led into roles
Page 22
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Boulevard."
Hal Le Roy emerged only slightly less successfully as a guest while
Mary Wickes, as a cook, suffered
somewhat as did the Hayes from
the restrictions of her role, which
is to say that she has been funnier
— or rather that she previously has
had more opportunity to be funnier.
This is not to suggest that the
show be transformed into a series
of vaudeville turns, but rather that
less concession be made to format
at the cost of comedy. Translated
dramatically it may mean simply
that only one of the principals be
sacrificed to the exposition. Logic,
if not chivalry, would indicate that
Miss Healy be called upon to bear
that sacrifice.
Actually, there was some attempt in the first show to lighten
the role of Mr. Hayes as the husband, but the lightness melted into
haplessness, a stereotype better
suited to a post adolescent Henry
Aldrich.
Situation Comedy
It occurs that the fundamental
error may lie in the show's conception— thinking of it as a situation comedy, which it is not; and
not as a comedy of characters,
which it is.
Still there is much evidence that
the talent and ingenuity necessary
to the correction of this misconception is amply present on the
program. Nowhere was that ingenuity and talent better exemplified than in the approach to lines
on this audience-free comedy. The
people in charge have understood
absence of an audience is no excuse
to let down on the dialogue.
They have recognized that the
only way those responses can seem
natural is to have the lines appear
convincingly capable of inspiring
either interest or laughter as the
situation demands. It is a big
thing to know, and a bigger thing
to be able to implement that knowledge. The people on this show
have demonstrated that they have
that knowledge and that ability.
Now they must keep the normally
show-stealing Mr. Hayes from
going straight.
The commercials on the show
were integrated and effective, but
again the suspicion arises that Mr.
Hayes' participation in them in
their present form was at the expense of his original comic character, which, in the last analysis
was what the sponsor bought, even
as he expects his audience to go
on buying
the original Borden's
Instant
Coffee.

Program Facts
Sponsor: American Tobacco Co. (Lucky Strike cigarettes)
Agency: Executive:
BBDO, NewTaxYork.
Account
Cumings.
Cast: Snooky Lanson, Dorothy Collins, others on changing basis.
Commercials used on following shows: Hit Parade on NBC Saturday
8:30-9 P. M. and on NBC-TV Saturday 10:30-11 P. M.; Jack Benny on CBS
Sundays 7-7:30 P.M. and on CBS-TV every eighth week; Robert Montgomery Show alternate Mondays, 9:30-10:30 P. M. on NBC-TV; Roller
Derby,
Tuesday,
10:30 P. M. until close. Spots on 51 television
stations ABC-TV,
and 64 radio
stations.
Cost of One Live Television Commercial for Talent: $2,000.

THE CURRENT crop of Lucky Strike radio and televisic
commercials is as easy on the ears and eyes as the make
of Luckies would have you believe their cigarettes ^
on your throat.
The implication of all the "Be *
Happy,
Lucky"guarantees
jingles isentry
that or eight performers. One eleme
a puff on Goa Lucky
is present in all of them — the pe
formers all seem to have ju
into a world of pure sweetness and
light. Marihuana cannot do as whiffed a Lucky and are hence ha
much, and besides it is illegal.
ing a wonderful time.
To radio and television audiences
A word must be said for Snoo
who have been assaulted by the advertising claims of rival cigarettes,
the
TV commercials.
Mr. "sell"
Lansc
Lanson,
who delivers the
the Lucky commercials must come
recently transplanted out of Nas
as not only a relief but an invi- ville, addresses his audience i
tation. The commercials ought to
"neighbor," "pardnei
sell enough Luckies to choke a to- variously,
or, at more formal momen
bacco auctioneer.
The whole campaign is built
around a jingle composed and arranged by Raymond Scott. The
chorus, written down, does not seem
an example of inspired lyricism,
but when sung by talented voices
accompanied by a tricky instrumental background, it is engaging.
It simply advises listeners to "Be
Happy, Go Lucky, Be Happy, Go
Lucky Strike. Be Happy, Go
Lucky, Go Lucky Strike Today."
Ad Infinitum
Verses to the jingle are quite
another matter. They are almost
numberless, and each time a new
batch of recorded or live spots is
produced, the verses are changed.
Practically everybody at BBDO is
said to be making up new verses.
In no time doggerel will be the accepted conversational style there.
The live television versions of the
commercials take on the dimensions
of a full production, involving
timely themes and as many as six

"friend."
'
"Golly, neighbor," Mr. Lans
says,
you want why,
deep gol
doi
smoking"if satisfaction,
all you got to do is take a rea
deep
off a with
Lucky."
point drag
he inhales
such At
obvictl
relish as to suggest he is eati
cornpone dripping with sorghu
"Why, neighbor, everything y
want in a cigarette is in a Luck;
It is impossible to believe tl
Mr. Lanson is bent on commerc
purposes. He seems rather to
vice.
giving friendly and neighborly ;
Another asset to the comm
cials is Dorothy Collins who sir
prettily of the merits of Lucki
closing usually on the note
buy a carton of Lucky Strike
Miss Collins' appearance is
fresh — and there's no other w4
for it— and winsome that it is e
to assume anything she recc
mends is not only wholesome
probably therapeutic.

INSPECTING group gets close view of FM and TV antenna towers to be
erected atop New York's Empire State BIdg. Official party includes (I to r)
Lester J. Wolf and H. E. Gihring engineers, and W. W. Watts, vice president
in charge, all of RCA's Engineering Products Dept.; C. William Lyons Jr.,
executive vice president, and Gen. Hugh A. Drum, president, both of Empire
State Inc. The group inspects the smaller tower with screens and dipoles for
WJZ-TV and WPIX (TV) New York. Shown at left is antenna tower which
mounts the large type screens and dipole for WCBS-TV and WCBS-FM New
York. The four towers tested in RCA's antenna test yard, Camden, N. J.,
were seen by the visting party prior to shipment for hoisting on the new
mast completed on the Empire building's top.

PA^T
OT broadcasting suffered a
ivy jolt last week when traniption companies were saddled
.;h a two-year AFRA contract
"ling for performer fee increases
sraging 175';Tr.
The present trend in AFRA de'.nds may point to the death'ell of transcribed commercial
,5t announcements for major ad'rtisers, a spokesman for advering agency and transcription inests declared after conclusion of
o months of New York negotia,ns.
^A week of daily conferences and
'tunting threat of strike was
sed when the union and tran-iption interests wound up negoi tions. The contract is subject to
: :-:ification by Chicago and Los
ipigeles unions.
The New York
RA group ratified the contract
^.ursday night.
Contract provisions included a
^anket increase of 100 "^"c in spot
snouncement performer rates; a
sjimparable overall raise propor!)ned to an increase in the cateiry of nine or more library singers
om §18.50 to $50 for a quarter■ur performance with one hour of
jbearsal included, and a cutting
\BC

MEETINGS
Kintner Heads Series

pBERT E. KINTNER, president
ABC, is heading a series of meet\ss with ABC network affiliates in
e south central and southeastern
jates and with network officials.
■Group, which attended the first
jeting, Nov 26, in Birmingham,
a., includes Ernest Lee Jahncke,
|5C vice president for radio;
nies B. Connolly, director of ra|3 stations for ABC, and William
jiie, ABC stations department,
n Yesterday
(Dec.
3) Messrs.
p ntner, Jahncke, Connolly and Al
f^eckman, of the ABC stations deitment, entrained for Pinehurst,
C, for meetings with southstern affiliates.

IROADCASTING

Transcription Firms Grant 175% Raise
of the permitted-use period for a replacement with other types of
commercial transcription from 26 talent.
to 13 weeks. After 13 weeks, furOriginal union demands are understood to have included abolishther use requires payment all over
ment of library service, but this
again. A standard cost-of-living
escalator clause also was included.
was compromised for higher fees.
Representing the industry in neThe contract represents the first
gotiations were:
increase in transcription performer
John Sinn, World Broadcasting Sysrates since 1946, a company spokestem and Frederic W. Ziv Co.; Herb
man said. At that time a four-year
Gordon, World; Milton Blink and
contract was signed, which expired
Alex
Sherwood, Standard Radio TranOct. 31. The company spokesman
scription Services; Walter Rivers,
Capitol Records, Broadcast Division;
predicted a sharp drop in the number of group singers used, and their
Cy Langlois, Lang-Worth Feature

Programs; Bert Woods, RCA Thesaurus; Maurice B. Mitchell, John Andruf and Andrew Wiswell, Associated Program Service; Richard
Schiedker, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies; Larry Rudel, of ABC,
representing commercial transcription
companies and agencies. AFRA negotiators included Ken Groot, Henry
Jaffe and Morton Becker.
Negotiators pointed out that
AFRA representatives appeared to
want commercial transcribing abolished. The union at first demanded
that a transcribed spot announcement be used one week only, after
which the user would pay over and
over for each performance. In
effect the present rate is doubled
for 13 weeks.
Effect of increased production
rates, according to agency spokesmen, will be to drive advertisers
to other media. At present, for
example, an advertiser with $100,000 to spend on spot radio might
use $10,000 for production and
$90,000 for time. But since he
might have to spend $20,000 on
production for the same amount of
advertising, the advertiser will be
driven into other media where production costs are not mounting so
rapidly, it was explained.
Besides threatening the whole
future of transcribed spot radio,
some negotiators indicated AFRA
apparently is interested in setting
up a license requirement by which
subscriber stations would be policied and forced to pay a fee every
time they play a record. Furthermore, the union was believed to
have its eyes on the phonograph
industry where it would like to
prevent use of its records on radio.

To
NBC

NAMES

JOHN K. HERBERT, former
Hearst magazines executive who
joined NBC three months ago as
assistant to the president, last
week became general sales manager
for the NBC radio network.
Harry C. Kopf, NBC veteran
w h o has headed radio network
sales since NBC was split into
three divisions by the Booz, Allen
& Hamilton reorganization, was
reassigned to Chicago to replace
I. E. (Chick) Showerman, another
NBC veteran, as vice president in
charge of the Central Division. Mr.
Showerman resigned from NBC to
become television sales manager
of Free & Peters, station representative (see story page 20).
The appointment of Mr. Herbert,
one of several top executives
brought into NBC during the past
year of reorganization, to the top
radio network sales position had
been anticipated for some time
[Closed Circuit, Nov. 13].
The move depended upon Mr.
Kopf 's moving to Chicago and upon
Mr. Showerman's accepting the
post of general manager of NBC's
owned-and-operated KNBC San
Francisco, to succeed John Elwood,
another NBC veteran, who retired
two months ago. Mr. Showerman
elected to join Free & Peters.

• Telecasting

Head

Radio

Sales

HERBERT
Mr. Herbert, who reportedly will
be elected to a vice presidency, is
the fifth executive to be imported
from outside NBC for high assignment in the past year.
The first was Joseph H. McConnell, former executive vice
president of RCA, NBC's parent
company, who was made NBC
president. Others include:
Edward D. Madden, onetime vice

Mr. KOPF

president and general manager of
the defunct American Newspaper
Advertising Network, now NBC
vice president in charge of television sales and operations.
Victor T. Norton, former president of American Home Foods, now
NBC vice president in charge of
administration.
John K. West, former RCA vice
(Continued on page 117)

Mr. HERBERT
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CLOSING contract for Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co.'s 7 7 p.m. News (stressing
company's war effort and labor needs) on WHK Cleveland are (I to r) Ernest
Molnar of labor relations, and Edward L. Oldham, adv. mgr., both with firm,
and C. M. Hunter, WHK prog. dir.

THIRTEEN-WEEK contract is inked
by Gen. Mgr. V. Nichols (I) of Kane
Furniture Co., New Haven, for new
audience participation show Raising
Kane on WAVZ New Haven, Till :30 p.m., Mon.-Sat. Nicholas
Rabiecki, acct. exec, and Daniel W.
Kops (r), v. p. and gen. mgr. WAVZ,
supply details on quiz.

ASSURING radio habit started last
summer, John J. Sullivan (r), pres.,
Bosworth, Sullivan & Co., Denver
(investment bankers), signs with KLZ
Denver for transcribed Dan Golenpaul
Information Please series. Rev Fox
(I), acct. exec, Arthur G. Rippey &
Co., and Jack Tipton, KLZ salesman,
greet firm's first program venture.

HANDS clasp on 52-week deal call- WTiP Charleston, W. Va., signs Gening for exclusive use of Mercury
eral Electric for Morris Harvey ColLong-Playing Records on WDAS
lege complete basketball schedule of
Philadelphia's Hour of Nocturne.
23 games. L to r: Berton Sonis, WTIP
L to r: Lambert Beeuwkes, gen. mgr.,
gen. mgr.; Bernard N. Weiskircher,
WDAS; Harry Rosen, Philadelphia
Mercury distributor, and Max M. GE adv. mgr.; Bob Bower, sports dir.,
and Mel Burka, sales exec
Leon, station's owner.
CEDRIC FOSTER, Mutual-Yankee Network news commentator, is signed by
Craftsman Insurance Co. in New England radio expansion. L to r: Myron L.
Silton, pres., Silton Bros., agency; Edward P. Goodnow, pres.. Craftsman; Mr.
Foster; Walter B. Hennessy, general agent, and his assistant, Richard
Strickland.

Urges Ban

On Newspaperti
STATION
OWNERS
A PROPOSAL to ban future newspaper ownei ship of broadcast station;
reminiscent of FCC's controversial hearings in the early '40s, was bein
prepared for the legislative mill on Capitol Hill late Thursday undej
the guiding hand of a defeated Ohio Congressman.
The proposal, which Rep. Walter
newspaper being reflected in that c i
B. Huber (D-Ohio) said he planned
such station.
to introduce momentarily, would
prohibit newspapers from acquir(2) to(1)station
of thislicenses
subsection
shallpricm '
apply
granted
ing radio-TV stations in the future
to the date of enactment of this sul '
or aligning under a common ownsection.
ership with any broadcast interest.
Sec. 2— Sec. 307 (d) of the Coir
It would not apply to affiliations
munications Act of 1934 as amende ,
already in existence.
is amended by inserting before tl i
The plan, which would involve
period at the end thereof the folio? i
FCC policies governing transfers,
ing: ". . . except that the provisioi ,
of Sec. 310 (c) (1) shall not app j
original grants and, to a lesser exwith respect to stations license'
tent, renewals, was given little
granted prior to the date of enac
hope of passage this session. But
Rep. Huber made plain that he ment of Sec. 301 (c) (1)."
Rep. Huber said he had bee
wanted "to plant the seed" for
considering
such a bill "for a Ion
future legislation.time" and cited the recent Lorah
In a statement which compliJournal anti-trust case, in whicmented radio as "the only means
the paper was found guilty of
of disseminating unbiased news
strictive" practices, as an exar
reports,"serted
Congressman
as- pie of what he deemed "unfair ta i
that AmericanHuber
freedom
tics'' by newspapers.
would be in "great danger" if
Long History
newspapers "continue to gobble up
FCC
originally
cracked down
radio
Understations."
his measure, he said, pubnewspaper ownership in Mart
lic officials who are attacked po- 1941 under spurring of then FC
litically "can demand equal time in Chairman James L. Fly. Hearinj
the public interest and, if necesdragged on periodically all th
sary, take the matter up with
year, with no decision reached.
1942 the U. S. Supreme Cou
FCC," while they have no similar
recourse to newspaper attacks at served notice on FCC it must
discriminate against newspape
present. Plan Blueprinted
station affiliation. Finally, in 19
the Commission left the way opi
According to the tentative draft
for newspapers to own static:
now in blueprint stage, FCC would
and have their applications consi
be asked or required to turn down
ered on individual merits.
requests for transfers involving
Rep. Huber has served thr
stations which may be negotiated
terms in Congress, taking offi
for purchase by newspapers. Simi3, 1945. He is a native
larly, the Commission would be Jan.
Akron, Ohio, and has served Ax\
requested to disapprove original
grants for new stations sought by ing the 81st Congress on the Hou
Executive Expenditures and V(
newspapers, or renewals when,
erans Affairs Committees.
during the period between enactment of the bill and the request,
the station had been purchased by
FCC BUDGET
the newspaper. Question of con'Limited Tightening' Seni
struction permits had not been resolved in the early draft.
FCC
reported last week that
Details were in the blueprint
stage late Thursday, subject to
substantial changes,
above "limit'
tightening,"
are expected
from
possibility of change in technicalities and wordings. Rep. Huber,
Budget Bureau notification t
whose defeat in Ohio's 14th Conmonths
ago of a appropriation
$50,000 "holdoi
in its $6,625,000
gressional District is being contested, made plain that the spirit the fiscal year beginning h
of the measure would remain unJuly
[Broadcasting
• Teleca
ING, 1Oct.
16].
changed. He expressed doubt that
the plan could be made applicable
The so-called reserve in fun
which was cut back 50%, rep:
to current ownerships "for constisented less than a 1% decrease
tutional reasons."
The broad
and sketchy proposal,
overall funds. The FCC said it
which would amend the Communications Act of 1934 and give FCC
operating on "about what
wide discretionary powers, would
planned" when appropriations
nally
cleared the 81st Congn
add these paragraphs to Sec. 310:
early in the fall.
(c) (1) Station licenses required
hereby shall not (. . . except in cases
Meanwhile, the Commissi
of present owners) be granted to, or which testified at 1951-52 budj
held ionby,of the
any Commission,
person who, incontrols,
the opin-is hearings in October, is prepari
estimates which will be incluc
controlled by, or is under common control with any person who publishes a in President Truman's overall bi
newspaper of general circulation if get request scheduled to be <
livered to the 82d Congress shor
the fact of such control might result
in the editorial policy of such a after it convenes next month.
BROADCASTING
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Final
49
AM-TV
i INAL figures on AM and TV rev, lues and expenses for 1949,
1leaker than earlier FCC estimates
J ad indicated but still showing time
.lies and gross income at record
;eaks, were released by the Comitission last week.
{ Based on reports filed by networks and stations, they placed
ptal AM revenues at $413,784,633
Ua 1.67 gain over 1948 — and put
sV's total revenues at $34,329,956
jmpared to 1948's $8.7 million
pee table below on this page and
'^ble on page 100).
i But the upward spiral of exlenses continued, cutting AM's net
hcome (before federal income
.^xes) to $56,262,915— a 12.21%
■jop
1948 total
$64,-a
51,684from
— andtheleaving
TV of
with
loss.
j25,261,950
^
Figures Changed

earlier
FCC's
son,in turn
compari
By e,
^■stimat
on station
based
k
tes,
had indi|Tid networ estima
iated AM net income (before fedI|ral taxes) would be about $62.6
iltiillion, or only 2.3% below 1948
■IIBroadcasting • Telecasting,
Ji.pril 24]. The earlier figures also
; nder-estimated TV's total loss by
j Imost $1 million.
ili: The final AM report was based
itn data covering the four major
[ifiietworks, three regional networks,
l},oind 2,021 stations (44 less than
ip:jhe April preliminary estimate).
i(i(j''V data covered four networks and

REVENUES
98 stations (one more than in HIT
advertisers,PEAK
$7,275,013; local time
sales, $9,459,608.
April).
Unlike the preliminary report,
The AM report showed four nation-wide and three regional netthe final data did not include spewoi-ks and their 27 owned and
cific figures on FM finances — exoperated stations accounted for
cept that the AM totals included
the FM portions of joint AM-FM
26.12%lionoftotaltherevenues,
industry'swith
$413 1,994
miloperations, whose financial data
other stations accounting for the
could not be accurately segregated.
The 1949-48 TV figures are not remaining 73.88%. Of AM's $56
directly comparable, since the 1948 million net income, 31.06% went
report — which showed $8.7 million to the networks and their owned
revenues, and $23.6 million ex- stations, and 68.94% to the remaining stations.
penses, for a loss of almost $15
The number of AM stations
million — covered only 50 stations
in addition to the networks.
showing losses in 1949 was placed
at 684. Of these, 182 began operaTime Sales High
tions in 1947; 160 in 1948; 130 in
1949; and 129 in 1939 or earlier.
FCC put AM time sales at $425,A tabulation comparing the 1949
357,133 before deduction of commissions paid to agencies, rep- and 1948 financial operations of
1,423 "identical" stations (not inresentatives, etc., which broadcluding 12 network keys) showed
casters normally count as an expense of sale. The commissions
the "average" station's broadcast
revenues dropped 2.18% to $188,548
totaled $50,307,683. The time-sale
in 1949 while its expenses gained
total,
above 1948's, was
divided 2.07%
as follows:
0.4% to $159,510, leaving it with
Network time sales, $134,898,- net income of $29,038, or a 14.29%
decline from the 1948 figure.
325, down 4.36% compared to 1948;
time sales to national and regional
Losses Shown
advertisers, $108,314,507, a gain of
As
a
class,
daytime and part3.39 7f; sales to local advertisers,
time locals suffered the greatest
$182,144,301, a gain of 6.57%.
percentage drop in net income, with
TV time sales, totaling $27,530,133 before deduction of $4,078,727
average income falling 51.97% —
in commissions to agencies, etc., from $5,395 in 1948 to $2,591 in
were broken down as follows:
1949. Part-time regionals were the
only class which, on the average,
Network Costs
showed a gain: The average station
in this class boosted net income
Network time sales, $10,795,512;
from $4,858 to $5,394 (11.03%).
time sales to national and regional

Comparative
Oil
I'Line
lumber

Item

Table

FCC

The tionsaverage
net incomes
for were
stain other classes
in 1949
shown as follows (percentage comthes )parison
: with 1949 shown in parenkw fulltime
18950 (down
6.75%).clear channel — $276,5 to 25 kw fulltime clear channel —
$54,653 (down 9.09%).
5 to 25(dov/n
kw part-time
$17,347
22.87%). clear channel—
14.55%).
Fulltime regionals — $4,981 (down
31.52%).
Fulltime locals — $8,164 (down
Stations not serving as outlets
for nation-wide networks averaged
a 7.63% gain in net income, while
national network affiliates on the
average dropped 16.04%.
Broadcast Expenses
Broadcast expenses of four nation-wide networks, three regional
networks, and 1,889 AM stations
reporting time sales of $25,000 or
more were broken down as follows:
Programming $134,497,120; technical $54,735,268; selling, $48,789,532; general and administrative
$116,860,657; total $354,882,577.
Figures for 132 other stations,
which did not report as much as
$25,000 in time sales and accordingly were not required to supply detailed information, brought
the AM expense total to $357,521,718 for 2,021 stations and the networks. This represents a 4.26%
gain
1948. the AM networks,
FCCoverreported
(Coyitinued on jjage 100)

of Operations for Networks and Stations
1949-1948
Grand Total
Networks
includingand their owned and operated stations
Total
Other owned and
Networks
operated
stations
Percent
Percent
Percent
key stations
^
Percent of
1949
1949
of
of
of
increase
increase
increase
increase
1949
1949
(deccease)
(decrease)
(decrease)
(decrease)
(9)
(8)
Compared
(7)
Compared
Compared
(5)
Compared
(3)
to 1948
to 1948
to(10)
1948
to 1948
(4)
(6)
7
7
7
12
27
2,021

(2)
(1)
Number of networks
Number of stations .
A. Revenues from the sale of time:
1. Network time sales to —
a. Nation-wide networks
$130,766,349
b. Regional networks
3,854,197
c. Miscellaneous networks and stations
2,140,661
Total
136,761,207
Deduct — Payments to foreign stations and elimination of
miscellaneous duplications
1,862,882
Revenues from network time sales
134,898,325
2. Non-network time sales to —
a. National and regional advertisers and sponsors
108,314,507
b. Local advertisers and sponsors
182,144,301
290,458,803
Total
revenues
from
non-network
time
sales.
.
Total revenues from time sales
425,357,133
3. Deduct — Commissions to regularly established agencies,
representatives, brokers and others
50,307,683
Net revenues from time sales
375,049,450
IS B. Revenues from incidental broadcast activities:
Talent
21,998,269
Sundry broadcast revenues
16,736,914
s
38,735,183
Total broadcast revenues
413,784,633
C. Total broadcast expenses of networ1(s and stations .
357,521,718
,S9'll
i|B D. Broadcast income or (loss) before Federal income tax.
56,262,915

(11)
1,994
2,140,661
^2 $46,618,365
664,907
49,423,933
2,885,880
46,538,053

2,836,771
21,192
2,815,579
5,988,845
2,400,462
8,389,307
11,204,886

5.11
(11.29) 18,033,015
24,503,506
6,470.491
(0.17)
(4.92) 112,863,778

10.10
7.51
0.89
(0.79)

3 175,673,810
90,281,492
265,955,302
312,493,355

23,736,716
89,127,062

(3.27)
(0.10)
4.91
(14.03)
(4.34)
(0.87)
(0.37)

26,570,967
285,922,388

(52.18)
(4.36)
3.39
6.57
5.37
2.07

12,044,170
4,070,029
16,114,199
101,658,892

12.76
9.79
11.99
(0.31)

0.03
2.35

* 22,455,642
79,203,250

(3.27)
0.56

1,281,074
9,923,812

(8.90)
(0.89)
(4.52)
1.67
4.26
(12.21)

9,922,775
7,833,601
17,756,376
96,959,626
82,182,972
14,776,654

6.22
(14.75)
(4.18)
(0.34)

708,345
487,921
1,196,266
11,120,078

0.22
(3.32)

1949

(10.85)
(38.85) $84,147,984
3,189,290
(17.23) 87,337,274
(54.25) (1,022,998)
(16.73) 88,360,272

15
$2,359,342
477,429

(3.40)
(21.28)
(4.10)
(2.33)

Other stations

(3.63)
(24.53)
(4.60)

$81,788,642
2,711,861
84,500,503
(1,044,190)
85,544,693

(4.98)
(20.82)
(5.65)
(13.04)

Report

(3.31)
(5.12)

10,631,120
(10.54)
(0.38)
8,321,522
(6.66)
18,952,642
(5.29) 108,079,704

(5.78)
8,422,976
2,697,102 (3.72)

90,605,948
17,473,756

(2.86)

(3.38)

11,367,149
8,415,392
19,782,541
305,704,929
266,915,770
38,789,159

Percent
increase
(decrease)
Compared
to 1948
(12)
of
(7.32)
3.61
(13.04)
(7.45)
(13.02)
(7.08)
2.15
6.80
5.17
3.15
3.18
3.14
(5.77)
(3.18)
(4.69)
5.94
2.60
(15.69)

lUClP''"^ reports filed by the network key stations (i.e., stations originating most of the network programs) do not contain adequate segregations of expenses between station and network
1 (ii'ff *™*'''"*' finon^'o' for networks and their key stations have been combined.
1 l)|Mlncludes some nation-wide, regional and other network time sales reported by licensees of stations with total time sales of less than $25,000.
e j'^'"'* stations
with $20,677,156
time sales for
of less
for thefor year
not requiredto tothereport
this time,
figurecolumn
may include
amounts
for national
regional.
MIlF
amounts
1948 than
and $25,000
$19,648,551
1949 areis applicable
sale ofdetails,
network
3, line some
6, while
the remainder
and and
amounts
shown in columns 7 and II,
!1" line 14, are applicable to amounts reported on line 12, in respective columns.
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EN
rather in two new dresses.
project Nov. 15 when it adopted a
RO
By AD
J. FRANK OP
BEATTY
Stations were asked for their convention ideas in a letter sent out resolution introduced by Robert D.
At
that
time,
also,
Broadcast
INTRODUCING NAB and NABThanksgiving Week by Mr. Ryan
Swezey, WDSU-TV New Orleans.
Advertising Bureau will break loose
TV!
from the main NAB structure and
The plan envisions a separate NAE[Closed Circuit, Nov. 27].
TV board with relative autonomy.
Two separate but related assoResponse to the letter has been
go into business as a separate opciations are expected to emerge in eration.
enthusiastic, it was indicated at This TV board would set up its own
late February when the NAB board
dues structure and suggest an alAnd effective Jan. 1 the Assn. of NAB headquarters. Some 40-odd
location of dues between NAB and
acts on a plan launched at the NoTV stations now belonging to NAB
Women
Broadcasters
will
be
sepvember meeting [Broadcasting •
NAB-TV.
arated from NAB. AWB members
through the memberships of their
Telecasting, Nov. 20]. The plan
A special TV Convention ComAM affiliates are solidly behind the
are
preparing
to
form
their
own
asmittee isworking on the plans and
is part of a long-range streamlining
separation project. The remaining
sociation,
with
possibly
a
sort
of
program approved by the board on
will
report
to the Chicago conven60-plus stations, not now connected
parental working arrangement
tion. Committee members are
recommendation of the NAB-TV
with NAB, are showing interest in
with
NAB
headquarters.
Committee and General Manager
the convention and in the idea of Harold Hough, WBAP-TV Fort
William B. Ryan.
Formative Plans
Worth, chairman; Mr. Swezey; Eua new and autonomous NAB-TV.
A good idea of what NAB-TV
With Television Broadcasters
gene S. Thomas, WOR-TV New
Still in the formative stage is the Assn. scheduled to hold its annual
York; William A. Fay, WHAM!
will look like will be apparent by
nightfall Jan. 19, when the first in- plan to get NAB-TV in operation
clinic Dec. 8 in New York (see sep- Rochester; George M. Burbach
before the winter ends. The board
dustryA^ide TV convention under
KSD-TV St. Louis. Mr. Swezey U
arate story), NAB officials indiNAB auspices is scheduled at the launched this project at its midchairman of the NAB-TV Commitcated
large
numbers
of
video
outNovember meeting. TV stations
Hotel Stevens, Chicago.
tee, which is cooperating with th(
lets belonging to TBA and not NAB
will work out many of the details
By NAB convention time in midare favorablv inclined toward the convention group. In addition hf
at their Chicago convention.
April — assuming the critical war
heads the board's BAB Committe(
new NAB-TV.
handling the separation of BAB.
Industry attitude at that convensituation doesn't prevent the meetNo
Absorption
One of the main jobs facing th(
tion will decide the trade associaing— the industry will see its trade
association in a new dress, or
tion future of video broadcasting.
There is no NAB intention of in- TV committees will be to round ui
terfering with TBA or absorbing
non-NAB stations for the Jan. If
it. Instead NAB feels it is the only convention in Chicago. Right nov
organization that can provide full TV stations pay only a fraction o:
trade association service, with all 1*"^ of total NAB dues. A nev
'CHECK
CAMM
ACK'n FOR
dues schedule will be considered b:
Small
SUCCESS
Businessma
Wins National
the necessary governmental, techniHonor With Radio
cal and other activities.
which television stations, nov
working their way into the profi
WHEN a businessman from a comproblems in the oflSce and home. He
Already the plans for NAB-TV
are starting to take shape. At the column, can pay for the trade asso
munity of 30,000 matches ingenuity
initially became interested in perNAB District 4 convention at Wil- elation service they need.
and resourcefulness with advertissonalized advertising in April 1949
What the TV project amounts ti;
liamsburg, Va., in early November
ing executives of firms in larger when he won division honors at a
is a federating of aural and vide(
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
cities and walks off with a muchsouthern states meeting. Since that
stations. But NAB is steering
Nov. 6], Campbell Arnoux, WTARprized trophy, that qualifies as an time "Check Cammack" has taken
away
from the federation or con
accomplishment in any quarter.
its place as a. household by-word in TV Norfolk, ex-NAB board memgress idea in all its other stream
ber, pointed to the need for a TV
Allen B. (Check) Caramack,
the Burlington area.
association. Mr. Ryan then dis- lining. This is apparent in the di
owner of Cammack Office Supply,
Firm's schedule on WFNS averclosed that he had been working on vorcement of BAB and the Assn
Burlington, N. C, who won such a
ages about 10 spots per day, six
of Women Broadcasters.
the draft of a special TV organizatrophy at the National Stationers
days a week with half on station
tion in the NAB family.
Roughly NAB wants to keep al
Assn. in Chicago last September,
breaks and the remainder on parti(Continued on page 100)
The
NAB
board
approved
the
singles out two explosive words —
cipating programs. Mr. Cammack
"Check Cammack" — with which he uses the moi'ning, noontime (12has saturated the airwaves of 2 p.m.) and early evening (6-8 p.m.)
WFNS Burlington since October
hours to put across his alliterative
1949, and offers his own formula
message.
for sales success — radio spot anTranscribe Spots
nouncements.
Spot announcements now comTo assure perfection, the spots
mand about 80% of Mr. Camare transcribed in advance and entail use of two announcers who
mack's advertising budget, a fact
which prompts him to offer this spiel oflF snappy store items in
slogan to anyone who wishes to in- rapid cadence.
crease his business: "Good radio
"For several years I used as my
advertising will catch up with
advertising medium local newsevery one in the shopping area."
papers, some radio, and printed ads
Receives Trophy
in programs and school annuals, all
The National Stationers Assn.
without favorable results," Mr.
Cammack told John C. Hanner,
evidently thought so, too, because
it gave him the Clegg trophy as general manager of WFNS. "I reduced my newspaper advertising to
the businessman with the most
effective advertising campaign in one or two inch column display
national competition for 1949. The inserts and went to ten spots a
day, six days a week on WFNS.
association is a select, recommended
organization of owners of office
"The results have been amazing.
supply concerns in the U. S.
The 'Check Cammack' theme now
is accepted as a forceful and perIn taking top honors, Mr. Cammack, who is his own advertising
suasive sales stimulant."
The direct results, according to
department, was not merely comMr. Cammack, are reflected in a
peting with small business but with
50% increase of floor traffic over
larger concerns in the trade — many
BROAD smiles in evidence here resulted from effective use of radio odve
a 10-month period, and a 40%
of them chain houses in the nation's
boost in sales for the period Nov. 1 tising by Cammack Office Supply Co., Burlington, N. C, on WFNS Burlint
largest metropolitan areas with
to June 30, end of the last fiscal ton. Congratulating Allen B. (Check) Cammack (r), owner, for winning th
their own advertising departments.
National Stationers Assn. trophy is John C. Hanner, WFNS generol manage
Mr. Cammack's approach to the year. Additionally, the "Check
public through radio advertising
Cammack" theme is sure to greet Trophy is presented annually by the association to the businessman with th
involves a personal appeal that the company's salesmen wharever
most effective advertising campaign. Mr. Cammack maintains heavy sp<
his company be allowed to solve they confront the public.
schedule on WFNS exclusively.
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CASTS
iALL
jfrORM
clouds which threaten a
Sibstantial portion of major league
Vseball broadcast and TV cover■^e during 1951 hung heavily over
lie industry last week as the naipn's major-minor league moguls
L-epared to meet in St. Petersburg,
la., starting this Wednesday.
Firmly resolved to take some aeon to curb broadcasts of major
ague contests as one means of
saving" minor league operations,
at obviously confused as to how
ar to proceed, baseball officialdom
expected to hear the broadcast
idustiy viewpoint direct from
AB.
The radio-TV aspect will comland high priority on the agenda
tapped out by baseball executives
jr the week-long meeting. Robert
^I. Richards, XAB public affairs di'ector, is slated to give the indus•:y slant Dec. 13, last day of the
sssions [Broadcasting • TeleASTIXG, Nov. 27].
The drop in 1950 baseball rehas re^-ived sentigenerally
eipts
lent for
stringent curtailment of
adio broadcasts, and at least a
;iartial ban on baseball telecasts,
i.t stake for broadcasters is an
:stiniated S20 million-plus in adverliser contracts.

Asks Complete Ban
J
, Blanket abolition of all broadasts and telecasts — major and
iiinor — will be asked by the Portslouth Club of the Piedmont League
1 one of a host of amendments
:?hich will be offered at the joint
lajor-minor meeting. The club reortedly has proposed an addition
0 a joint major-minor ruling callig for a complete ban on broadcasts and telecasts of all profesional baseball games, except the
:J1-Star and the World Series conests. This amendment, along with
jther proposals, was shelved at
iieetings of major and minor league
Executive Council held in Cincin1ati last month.
Concern of baseball interests
ver so-called injurious effects of
roadcast coverage was underIICHARDS CITED
By Detroit City Council
)ETROIT's
City
Council has
laced itself on record as favoring
he license renewal of WJR Deroit by adopting a resolution citing
he station's chief owner, G. A.
iichards, and praising the "distinuished service performed in this
ommunity"
by both Mr. Richards
nd the station.

3
Leagues Meet Dec. 6-1
CURB?
any telecast of a game by another
scored recently by the Sporting
Neivs, which presumably reflects club from a station within its 50the philosophy of many high eche- mile territory only at the period
lon executives of baseballdom.
when it (the local club) is telecasting one of its road games.
The publication noted that no
The Justice Dept. originally laid
subject on the agenda is "as important as the necessity of control- down this rule in the "hope" that
ing the growing threat of radio it would "eliminate past restrictive
and television to the attendance of practices and greatly broaden the
opportunity for radio and teletheAnminor
leagues."
vision stations to carry games of
editorial
explained :
(We) recognize that radio has done
major
league clubs in territories
a tremendous job for baseball through
outside
their respective home terbroadcasts of the games of individual
ritories"
clubs. . . . Television and baseball
casting,
Oct. 31,[Broadcasting
1949]. • Telecan prove mutually beneficial through
One of the issues at stake in
a judicious policy of telecasting sethe
forthcoming meeting involves
games. But
the territory
gro-sving saturation lected
of minor
league
by the network broadcasts (in minor terribroadcasts of major league games is
tory) by Liberty Broadcasting
seriously damaging attendance in the System and MBS, which have drawn
lower leagues and threatening some
the protests of National Assn.
of them with extinction. This cannot
George Trautman and
fail to have a harmful effect on the President
Public Relations Director Bob
majors, too — and it may come sooner
than many think.
Finch [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Nov. 6]. Mr. Finch named
The publication also felt that, if
LBS for its widespread recreated
necessary, the Justice Dept. should
be consulted with respect to pos- major league
broadcasts and
Mutual for extensive
coverage
sibility of amending present basethroughout
the
country
as
part
of
ball rules, which now provide that
its Game of the Day.
major or minor league clubs may
object to broadcast or telecast of a
Gordon McLendon, LBS presigame of another club by a station
dent, and Mutual promptly chalwithin its 50-mile territory only
lenged the charges, contending that
during the period the local club is nationwide broadcasts of major
playing a home game. A major or league baseball helped the gate of
minor league also may object to minor league teams.

Dec.
6-10: Hotel,
Big TenChicago.
College Conference,
LaSalle
Dec. 7-9: Academy of Radio Artists
(Canada), Royal York Hotel, Toronto.
Dec. 7-9: Canadian TV Clinic, Royal
York Hotel, Toronto.
Jan.
19: NAB
TV Convention, Hotel
Stevens,
Chicago.
April 11: Brand Names Day 1951, Hotel
Commodore, New York.
April 20-21: ference,
Southwestern
IRE ConSouthern Methodist
U.,
Dallas.
Mr. Trautman reportedly told
executives at the Cincinnati meeting that baseball fans could tune
in a station beyond the 50-mile
radius airing a major league game,
and that fans who tune in afternoon broadcasts permitted under
Justice Dept. rules may be inclined
to pass up a night home team attraction.
Another amendment slated for
airing at the Dec. 6-13 meeting
concerns a proposal by President
William DeWitt of the St. Louis
Browns American League club
which would amend major league
rules to permit broadcasting and
telecasting of road games in twoclub cities "only with the consent
of the other club." The Executive
Council voted to refer his amend(Continued on page 112)

Prompt
COUNSEL for G. A. (Dick) RichRICHARDS'
ards in the hearing on his news
policies last week renewed their
insistence that FCC issue a decision
proinptly, while the examiner conducting the hearing ruled that he
and the Commission — not outside
experts — would pass upon the impartiality of the news carried on
the Richards stations.
Examiner James D. Cunningham's ruling, which barred detailed testimony of Defense Witness E. Z. Dimitman, prompted
Hugh Fulton, chief trial attorney
for Mr. Richards, to request subpenas for FCC Commissiners in an
effort to establish "that they have
no unusual experience that would
enable them to be experts in this

Examiner Cunningham denied
field."Fulton's request, calling it
Mr.
"somewhat fantastic."
Earlier, Examiner Cunningham
similarly ruled against acceptance
of defense testimony by Laurence
Sullivan, a Washington consultant
The resolution was introduced by on public information and research.
In the meantime FCC Comr. E.
^ity Councilman Charles G. Oaklan at an evening session Nov. 28 M. Webster, sitting as motions
^jj.nd was adopted by a vote of 9 to commissioner, on Friday refused
The licenses of Mr. Richards'
to grant the FCC Law Bureau additional time to reply to the pend^hree stations, WJR, KMPC Los
ing Richards petition for an early
ijVngeles and WGAR Cleveland, are
decision in the case without further
ll^iow in hearing before the FCC
hearings [Broadcasting • Tele^fhich
is questioning
Mr. Richards'
lews policies
(see adjoining
story).
casting, Nov. 27]. FCC legal auJiROADCASTING
• Telecastinj

thorities planned to appeal the rulREQUEST
ing to the full Commission early
this week.
The hearings, in which the licenses of Mr. Richards' KMPC Los
Angeles, WJR Detroit and WGAR
Cleveland are at stake, have dealt
thus far with Mr. Richards' news
policies at KMPC. This phase of
the proceeding is . cui-rently nearing completion in Detroit, with
hearings relating to WJR and
WGAR slated to follow. Mr. Richards' petition seeks a decision on
the basis of the KMPC hearing
before going into the other phases.
Seeks Deadline Extension
Deadline for the FCC General
Counsel to reply to the petition
was Nov. 30, but Acting General
Counsel Harry M. Plotkin sought
at least 20 days' additional time
on grounds that FCC personnel
familiar with the case are currently engaged in other duties "of
a very
for
Mr. pressing
Richards nature."
did not Counsel
oppose
the request, but insisted that if it
were granted Examiner Cunningham should be instructed to recess
the Detroit proceedings pending
action on their petition for a
prompt decision.
Examiner Cunningham's ruling
against acceptance of testimony on
partiality or impartiality of newscasts came after Mr. Dimitman,
executive editor of the Neivark

Decision

Asked

Star Ledger, who analyzed newsby Mr.
Richards'
KMPC casts
Los carried
Angeles,
had taken
the
witness stand to testify that in his
opinion the news was not distorted.
Examiner Cunningham did not
challenge testimony designed to
qualify him as an expert, but held
that one of the fundamental issues
of the case is whether Mr. Richards
actually instructed newsmen to
slant news, not "whether the instructions were carried out."
The latter. Examiner Cunningsaid, "is not too material."
He hamsaid:
... I am going to rule now that
I will not permit any expert testimony
by that witness [Mr. Dimitman] or
any other witness as to whether the
news as presented by any of the three
stations was fair and impartial and
not distorted.
I think from such factual matters
as you wish to present, I am fully
capable of determining that, and
similarly the Commission; but I
don't think it is proper for a witness,
disinterested as he may be and as
experienced as he may be in the
newspaper game, to testify to an
opinion in this regard . . .
Mr. Fulton told the examiner
that "I would like it to appear on
the record that you do not yourself
claim any background or experience
in news, other than that of the or(Coyitiyiued on page 10-2)
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SPEEDUP
ELECTRONICS
October and November.
THE ELECTRONICS industry,
dustry over the hump, NPA auHolding out little hope for any
thorities felt that Korean war desorely beset -with material shortincrease
in the copper supply durages and scarcities, set its collecPresident's
announcement velopments,
thatand the
production
must
tive sights on accelerated producing
coming
months,
Administion schedules last week as official be speeded up at a greater tempo
trator William
H. NPA
Harrison
said
in months ahead, served to counter
Washington seethed with reports
the order is designed to fulfill defense needs and assure equitable
of imminent mobilization of all re- criticisms that NPA has been presssources.
ing allocation of basic metals too distribution for civilian needs. General Harrison added:
stringently in recent weeks. If
In a week strongly reminiscent
"As the defense program exof pre-Pearl Harbor days, with talk mobilization comes now, they reasoned, much of the slack will now
pands, and more copper is required
of full-scale controls, revision of
for military purposes, the conservathe draft law and speedup of re- be taken up between government
planning and actual placement of
tion of copper for those functional
armament prepai-ation, the nation's
uses where substitute materials
orders for electronics equipment.
capital bristled at a critical hour
with these developments:
cannot be employed becomes inCopper Situation
creasingly important. A variety
# NSRB Chairman W. Stuart
Manufacturers, on the other
of
uses
may
have to be limited and
hand, were inclined to regard the studies looking
Symington, mobilization coordinato an order to
tor, disclosed that the U. S. econcopper order as not too drastic, and
achieve
this
necessary
conservaomy is shifting from a "light" to a expressed conviction that with the
"dark gray" mobilization, with im- aid of substitutes, on which they
tion
are
underway."
The directive covers all unalloyed
minent possibility of price-wage
are working, the industry will be
controls.
copper and copper-base alloy, inable to keep its head above water.
cluding scrap, brass mill, copper
# President Truman was pre- Copper is used in AC transformers,
wire mill and foundry products and
paring adefense supplemental bill and to plate the steel chassis. Other
applies to all producers and users
to meet the military's demands for uses include wire coils and filter of the products. Producers would
more electronics - communications
chokes. Cadmium is an acceptable
be limited to a 45-day supply,
substitute.
and other equipment, atomic
while inventories of users would
James Secrest, general manager
weapons, and a larger armed
be restricted to 60 days.
forces^
of Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.,
Defense Orders
pointed out, however, that while
% National Production AuthorAt the same time, NPA gave
ity ordered 15% curtailment in the the government may be cutting
civilian consumption of copper for back civilian consumption to only copper manufacturers and fabricators authority to reject defense
January and February, and 20% in 85%, such an allocation would not
orders absorbing more than 5% to
necessarily guarantee a comparMarch; eased limitations on comable proportion of the available
mercial use of cobalt froin 70%
25% of pre-Korean deliveries.
The relaxation of the drain on
supply.
for November to 50% for Decemcivilian consumption of cobalt, used
NPA's order limits non-defense
ber; tabbed nickel for cutback.
production and use of brass mill for magnet speakers in radio-TV
# President Truman asked Con- and
copper wire, in terms of receivers, was announced by NPA
gress to establish a Civil Defense
weight, to 85%. in January and
last Wednesday. Simultaneous with
Agency and authorize appointment
the order, which modified cobalt
of an administrator who would be February of the average quarterly
output and us^ during the first six cutbacks from 70% for November
primarily responsible for communications and other planning (see months of this year. During De- to 50 7f for December, NPA also
cember users may consume up to ordered a 40% decrease in the fulseparate story) .
fillment of military orders, cutting
100% of the average use during
Communications Outlay
It was not known how much the
Chief Executive would seek in additional expenditures for defense,
though some estimates had placed
the figure at about $18 billion. In
any event, electronics-communications were expected to derive a
substantial share — probably 10% —
of the new outlay once Congress
approved. Chairman Clarence
Cannon (D-Mo.) of the House Appropriations Committee said his
group was prepared to grant whatever the President requested.
The revelation that wage-price
controls may be the prelude to allout mobilization came from Sen.
Burnet R. Maybank (D-S. C.) and
Coordinator Symington. Sen. Maybank said he had been informed
the government is giving "active
consideration" to such controls.
Mr. Symington made similar disclosure at a closed meeting of industry and labor leaders, and before the Senate Banking Committee, which is headed by Sen. Maybank.
CITED as "Pennsylvania Ambassador" is William S. Paley (center), chairman
While set-makers and component
of the board, CBS, receiving the award plaque from Robert H. Remmey Jr.
parts manufacturers were weigh(r), president. Northeast Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce, and an accompanying scroll from Thomas E. Willis, executive director of the chamber.
ing the import of the government's
new copper directive ..nd problem
The annual award is given to former residents of the state for "outstanding
achievement in the best traditions of the Commonwealth."
of substitute materials to tide inPage 28
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Henle Takes Action
WHILE speculation ran high
last week regarding a state- i
ment credited to Gen. MacArthur that he would end the
Korean war in time to bring .
the boys home for Christmas,
Ray Henle, editor of Three
Star Extra on NBC, took
positive action. Mr. Henle
cabled Gen. MacArthur asking him to confirm or deny
the statement, and was
promptly
with sent
an
answer fromrewarded
the general,
via the Pentagon, giving a
detailed clarification of the
situation. The MacArthur
communication was read on
Three Star Extra last Wednesday and reportedly was
picked
up
by newspapers.
wire services
and numerous
deliveries hack to 60%.
Commercial users, limited to 30'/
of the average consumed during th<
first six months of 1950, will thu;
be allowed an additional 20% o:
the same base period.
NPA authorities conceded tha
the dual actions designed to lessei
the strain on Alnico magnet manu
facturers, were set forth following
a meeting between General Harri
son and communications users an(
producers last month [Broadcast
iNG • Telecasting, Nov 27, 20]
The administrator promised thei
that communications firms wouh
receive adequate supplies from com
ponent parts firms for maintenanc(
purposes.Cobalt Limitations
The cobalt order provided foi
limitation of inventories, begin
ning last Nov. 30, to a 20-day sup
ply, and explained to African Me
tals Corp., sole importer, how t(
distribute the supply this month
The new distribution measurwill be replaced by a longer tern
program of conservation and alio
cation "as soon as possible," NP/
officials said, noting there is littL
prospect of any increase in imports
Meetings vdth cobalt consuming
industries will be held from tim^
to time for such a purpose, the;
added.
Also in the directive are pro
visions covering outstanding order
for cobalt which, if delivered, wouL
result in quantities exceeding th
20-day limitation. The buyer wouli
be required, in such cases, to notif;
his supplier, and outstanding or
ders will be adjusted to comply witl^
the new inventory order.
Meanwhile, the government tool
steps to assure itself of additiona
supplies of aluminum for defens
needs. Civilian use of the metal al
ready has been curtailed 35% o
average
use for in1950's
first si:
months, effective
January.
The General Services Adminis
tration announced it had complete^
agreement with Aluminum Co. o
America for an additional 120,00
tons per year under a plan to ex
pand the firm's facilities. ALCOi
also is reactivating other plants
A similar agreement was reache
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nth Reynolds Metal Co. and the
jaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp.
I These negotiations would affect
'vilian users only to the extent
ipat it would more easily assure
|ie government of meeting its
Beds. But NPA did ease restric[ons on civilian use for companies
I'fhich would suffer "hardship" by
i|roviding for adjustments if they
) manufactured a new product
began new operations this year,
^) made changes in products reUii'ing more aluminum after the
ase period, and (3) encountered
basonal fluctuations during De3mber greater than the base period
iverage.
^OICE STUDIO
I
Mobile Unit Delivered
A ceremony under the flags of
le nations in Rockefeller Plaza,
.iadio City, New York, RCA devered a streamlined radio studiopi-wheels to the State Departlent's Voice of America.
Equipped with the latest types
f shortwave transmitting and reDrding facilities, the mobile unit
'ill be used on roving assignments
iPr Voice of America broadcasts.
, Foy D. Kohler, chief of the International Broadcasting Division
;lf the State Department, accepted
ihe studio-on-wheels for the Voice
md declared, "This beautiful motor
«hicle, so typical of America itslf, will help us get closer to
^merica and thus the better to
ell our story."
, In response, Meade Brunet, a
(ice president of RCA and maniging director of the RCA Interational Division, said "We are
■.|lad to be the instrument of the
padio industry which has helped
iie Voice of America in its great
j^sk of world enlightenment."
HONOR GILLIN
With Hospital Memorial

. MEMORIAL to the late John J.
rillin Jr. has been presented to
it. Joseph's Hospital in Omaha,
[jijirebr., by the Radio Council of that
iity. At the time of his death last
iummer [Broadcasting • TelelASTiNG, July 24] Mr. Gillin was
^.^[resident and general manager of
ijiVOW Omaha.
iil The memorial consisted of two
yiioor-type blood pressure machines.
i&t. Joseph's Hospital had been one
jjjjlf
Mr. his
Gillin's
favorite
f.-uring
lifetime
as wellcharities
as the
•i' lace of his birth.
1} In making the presentation, the
ojij^adio Council cited the late WOW
K^xecutive for his aid and assistance
the organization during its early
j^liiays. "He was a man of boundless
(jj'ope," said the citation, which was
jtjead at the presentation. "In the
Ihort time alloted for his career,
i^pe hoped to make a significant
[{jsCntribution to his chosen profes())ion. His youth coincided with the
(■[idvent of radio, and before he died,
5.3/till in his vigorous young man3_iiiood, both he and the industry with
itfi'^hich he was associated had
jt»eached maturity by every criter,3n," the citation noted.
iii|ROADCASTING

high cost of campaigning, particviewpolitical
of television's
arrivalularlyon inthe
scene.

RECOGNITION of "Mr. Average Fan," an essential part of the sport's world,
takes place at WTOP Washington on Arch McDonald's show. Speaking of
Sports. Participating are (I to r): John Hayes, WTOP manager; Roger B.
Doulens, Pan American Airways official and known in Washington for years
as the "average" sportsman, and Mr. McDonald. Mr. Doulens, featured
on the program when the World Series was discussed, returned to receive
a silver cigarette case presented by WTOP and Sportscaster McDonald.

NAB

COMMENDED

On Political
Time Issue

REP. MIKE MANSFIELD (D-Mont.) in effect publicly commended NAB
last week for prompt action in rerouting to stations a complaint that
certain broadcasters allegedly overcharged political candidates for broadcast time during the last election campaigns [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Nov. 27].
*
In a statement. Rep. Mansfield,
excess of established card charges.
chairman of the House Special
Coupled with the allegation of
Campaign Expenditures Commitradio
stations overcharging canditee, said:
dates was a committee complaint
"Recently, the committee called
to the attention of the NAB the of newspapers engaging in a similar practice. Rep. Mansfield noted
practice prevalent in many radio
stations of charging for political that the Congressional group also
sent a protest to the National Assn.
speeches double the commercial
rate, or at least considerably in of Publishers and the National
excess of that rate. In other words, Assn. of Editors. "It is hoped that
the same good result will be
the democratic process of conducting free elections cost twice as reached," Rep. Mansfield said.
much as advertising Rye Krispies.
Rep. Mansfield also revealed that
"The committee is pleased to the committee has been compiling
note that the NAB has since sent figures showing expenditures by
a directive to all its member sta- candidates in primaries. Heretotions to desist in this practice if
fore, the tabulation has included
only national
elections. by"The
they have- indulged in it."
mittee was impressed
the comfact
Mansfield Protest
that approximately as much money
A fortnight ago. Rep. Mansfield
is spent by the candidates in the
sent Justin Miller, NAB president,
primaries as in the general elections," he observed. When the figa sharp protest against the alleged
ures are made public. Rep. Manspractice, calling it "discrimination
field said he thought they will prove
against democrary."
Recalling
leg- "stai'tling."
islation that has been
introduced
in Congress providing for FCC regInclude Breakdown
ulation of political broadcasts. Rep.
In
its
report to the 81st ConMansfield had pointed out that Congress,
which voted the special comauthority
to "premittee into existence, the commitventgresssuchhadathe
practice
[of charging
tee is expected to include a breakexcessive rates] under the licensing
all candidate spending in
power which it has delegated to the variousdown ofmedia.
FCC." He asked for Judge Miller's
Meanwhile, a Senate Rules subviews on the subject.
committee on Privileges and ElecSince the Mansfield letter was
tions, a counterpart of the lower
received at the time of a NAB
chamber group, also is compiling
board of directors' meeting, the a similar report on expenditures.
issue was discussed with subsequent
The survey is not expected to be
approval to a resolution dealing
ready, however, before the 82nd
with political broadcast time
charges. The board decided to send Congress takes command.
Sen. Guy Gillette (D-Iowa),
a copy of the resolution, along with
chairman of the subcommittee
pertinent portions of the Mansfield
which is now looking into election
letter and Judge Miller's own
views, to stations urging broadcast"irregularities," has expressed concern in recent months over the
ers not to sell time at rates in

• Telecasting

Appearing
Nov. 26 Sen.
on CBS-TV's
Capitol
Cloakroom,
Gillette
said expenditures, notably for
radio-TV, have gotten so far out
of hand that they "virtually preclude a poor man from running for
political oflfice." He indicated his
group will delve further into the
subject in the new Congress providing he still retains jurisdiction
over the inquiry.
Cites Alternatives
There are two or three alternatives to present regulations which.
Sen. Gillette contends, no longer
adequately
ical realities. govern today's politHe cited the British system of
funneling all expenditures through
a national party committee, thus
corraling funds expended by private
groups on behalf of any candidate.
Another method would be to raise
the maximum $12,500 ceiling imposed on expenses by law.
WALLACE NAMED
To Brand Names Day Group
GEORGE WALLACE, advertising manager of NBC, was one of
11 executives named last Friday
to serve on the committee planning
Brand Names Day-1951. The 1951
event, scheduled for April 11, will
be held at the Hotel Commodore,
New York. It will be the sixth
such all-day conference on brand
and advertising themes sponsored
by Brand Names Foundation.
E. Huber Ulrich, assistant to the
president, Curtis Publishing Co.,
Philadelphia, is the chairman of the
committee. In addition to Mr. Wallace, those named included:
W. S. Brown, vice president, Canada Dry Ginger Ale, New York;
George W. Fotis, sales production
manager, Business Machines & Supplies Division, Remington Rand, New
York; H. James Gediman, regional
manager, Hearst Advertising Service,
New York, who was chairman of last
year's Brand Names Day committee;
E. G. Gerbic, director of merchandising & advertising, Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J.; Edward
A. Gumpert, advertising manager.
National Biscuit Co., New York;
Walter L. Jeffrey, general sales manager, Nash-Kelvinator Corp., Detroit;
Robert L. Lloyd, advertising manager,
The International Nickel Co., New
York; Oliver M. Presbrey, BBDO,
New York; and Louis C. Stengel Jr.,
vice president,
Manhattan Shirt Co.,
New
York.
Seifert Named
WALTER R. SEIFERT, former
manager of station relations for
World Broadcasting System, has
been named service supervisor of
RCA's Thesaurus and Svndicated
Sales.
Bland to WBBM
Post
AL BLAND, program director of
KMOX St. Louis, will begin work
Jan. 1 as program director of
WBBM Chicago, another key CBS
station, CBS Central Division Vice
President H. Leslie Atlass announced Thursday.
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Little Relief
EXCESS

# A 67% "ceiling" would be
imposed on the total tax liability
of any corporation.
# The profits tax would be retroactive to July 1, 1950.
% Minimum credit (or exemption) of $25,000 would be provided.
Points Omitted
The bill — as seen by radio-TV
circles — would not do the following,
as recommended by those who testified before the committee a fortnight ago [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Nov. 27, 20] :
% Give special treatment to
problems of radio-TV, such as expansion and "getting started" years
during the base period.
# Protect the "small" company
in the industry, except to give it a
minimum "credit."
% Recognize the lack of "normalcy" upon which radio-TV can
average earnings.
% Consider 1950 earnings — particularly the first six months of
the year — in computing the base.
% Retain or modify "relief provision" of World War II law. (Committee left out such a provision in
its bill).
In testimony before the House
committee, Robert C. Sprague,
RTMA president, recommended
that a growth company be one
"whose 1950 earnings are at least
509<r greater than its earnings in
the year 1949."
Under the committee's interpretation, a growth company is one
whose sales for the last half of
the base period is 150% over that
of the first half or payroll expenditure is 130% in the last half over
the first half. A growth company,
the committee says, could take the
last year or the last two years of
•

Version

TAX

THE RADIO-TV industry could
find little comfort in the excess
profits tax bill reported out of the
House Ways & Means Committee
late last week.
While in a modified form from
that proposed by President Truman and Treasury Secretary John
Snyder, the measure would give
only token relief to the broadcaster or TV manufacturer.
The measure is already marked
for early debate in the House this
week, while on the Senate side the
Senate Finance Committee is
slated to go into action, gathering
testimony in anticipation of getting
out a bill in the quickest time
possible for consideration in the
upper chamber.
Molded quickly with an eye on
the hour glass as time is running
out for the "lame duck" Congress,
the profits tax measure is not the
same version recommended by the
Administration.
As tentatively approved by the
House committee Thursday, the
bill would do the following:
% The three highest earning
years of 1946-49 inclusive would
be used as the base period. A corporation would
be "credited" with
85% of this
amount.
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the base period as average earnings.
The committee's version would
permit a new corporation coming
into being during the base period,
or a firm which had a change in
type of service (such as addition of
TV to an AM operation in radio),
to come under a special formula.
This formula would credit the coraccording
to an "industry rate ofporation
return
multiplied
by the
sum of the corporation's net worth
and borrowed capital."
If applicable to the broadcasting
industry it would be necessary to
determine an "industry rate of reThe base period "credit" as proturn." posed by the committee differs by
10% vidth that recommended by the
Treasury which had suggested a
75% "credit."
The 67% ceiling means that no
corporation would have to pay
more than that percentage of its
profits in the combined corporation
income tax and excess profits levy.
The maximum corporate income
tax rate is 45%.
By making the tax retroactive to
July, the committee thereby bases
its plans on the entire fiscal year
ending July 1, 1951.

GOP committee members were
voted down in their stand that a
100% credit be used for the base
period. At one point in committee
sessions, it looked like Republican
persistence would win out when
two Democrats swung to the GOP.
The committee said that under
its proposal the government could
expect to reap $3.6 billion, some
$400 million below the President's
request.
Taxing Method
This is the general way the
measure would work if made law:
A corporation with the three best
years' average at $50,000 would be
credited 85% or $42,500. If it
showed 1950 earnings at $100,000,
the excess ($67,000) would be multiplied by 75%, thus giving the
amount taxed. However, that figure when combined with 45% levy
of the normal corporation income
cannot top 67% of its net income.
In other developments: A resolution (H. J. Res. 547), introduced
by Rep. Daniel A. Reed (R-N. Y.),
a committee member, to authorize
consideration of an increase in the
regular corporation income tax
rate in addition to the excess profits
tax [Broadcasting • Telecasting,

Nov. 27] was ruled out of orde:i
by House Speaker Sam Raybun,
(D-Tex.).
Rep. Raybum's
sent
the resolution
hurtling actioi
bael ,
to committee where it was defeatei
in a party vote.
Rep. Robert Doughton, (D-X
C), chairman of the committet
charged the Republicans with seek
ing "to obstruct and delay."
Republican Leader Joseph Mai
tin, of Massachusetts, on the othe •
hand said the majority of GOI]
Policy Committee members was i:
favor of "materially amending" i;
Congress the profits tax proposa
as advocated by the President.
Making the road rockier for th
committee was a warning from th
staff of the Joint Committee o:
Internal Revenue Taxation that th
Administration's excess profits ta;
might be too tough for corpora
tions to digest. The report, pre
pared under the direction of Coli
F. Stam, chief of staff, caused
temporary
many members"reexamination"
on the House cokb
mittee, including the Democrats.
The big test for any excess proi
its proposal, assuming passage i :
the House wit?iin the next few days!
will come in the Senate, accordin
to Capitol authorities. Odds ai
being given that lengthy session
on the measure and certain bitte
debate on the Senate floor may ru
down the clock before Jan. 3 an
the convening of the 81st Congress

te Agenc^^
Separawas
s Thursday,
Asklast
man the
laid before tl
limited authority Tru
to supervise
House chamber by Rep. Carl Dui
nation's communications and other
defense planning.
ham (D-N. C), vice chairman
The "model" plan, prepared by the Joint Atomic Energy Commi
the National Security Resources
tee.While there appeared to be
Board under which civil- defense
now functions and sent to Congi-ess jurisdictional question involve
late Thursday as to what commi
tee would handle the measui^
authorities said Congress wou!
"push" the plan through before
adjourned this year.
The Chief Executive's action, tl
first taken since he issued his r
port on "United States Civil D'
fense" last September, signak
removal of existing roadblocks
defense planning that have precip
tated widespread concern amoi
state and civil defense planners,
also put the civil defense of NSR
on an "operating basis," with e:
pectation of adequate funds to ma ■
shal the nation's communication
transportation, first aid and oth.
resources.
'Dress Rehearsal'
At the same time, it also wt
learned last week that the nation
radio communications system wi
be subjected to a "dress rehear sa
for attack
mont"
with
FCC sometime
and the this
Continent;
Air Command supervising the o]
WHEN the Dallas Advertising League met early last month, representatives
eration.
of Ruthrauff & Ryan took a few moments off for an informal discussion with
Purpose of the test, it wj
one of the agency's clients, Leonard Green (seated, r), president of Dr. Pepper
Co., Dallas. In on the conversation (I to r): Carlyle Emery, vice president ond
learned, is to probe further in1
the problem, on a practical basi
director of R&R, Chicago; Roger Bacon, in charge of R&R's Dallas office, and
W. Von A. Combs, vice president in charge of R&R's Houston office. Mr. of "electronic emissions" — the que;
Emery was a speaker at the Ad League meet.
(Continued on page 102)

AGAINST
a backdrop
of critical
NSE
DEFE
C/^/£
international developments. President Truman last week finally
called on Congress to create an
independent Civil Defense Agency
and authorize appointment of an
administrator with virtually un-
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BRENT

JOE

GUNTS

CROGHAN

Here's a show that really has everything.
There's Brent Gunts ... a fireball m. c, with
that extra knack of putting over commercials. His ace assistant is Joe Croghan . . .
fast, funny and fascinating.

.

IN

There's a real live audience ... the better
to hear your commercials and see your products displayed.
There are TV tie-ups. WBAL is pushing
"Kitchen Karnival" on our own WBAL-TV
with a special program including interviews
with grocers and food dealers.
There's heavy promotion behind this show
. . . including newspaper ads in local papers
in 5 states ... all covered by WBAL's powerful 50,000 watt voice.
There are on-the-air-plugs . . . constantly
12:45
Monday thru
RAD I O

P M
Friday

BALTIMORE

promoting "Kitchen Karnival".
And WBAL's special merchandising department is "all-out" to gain distribution and
stimulate sales for "Kitchen Karnival"
advertisers.
Put all this together . . . you have a "can'tmiss" show.

Nationally
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Petry & Co.
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reaching 20.1% more homes than
a decade ago. New York newspapers concurrently have raised
their rates 43.7% while their circulation increase has been only
17.9%. The leading magazines during the same 10-year period have
had rate increases of 50% against
cii'culation gains of 37%. (Daily
line rates were used for newspapers, black-and-white agate line
rates for magazines in the comparison, with ABC circulation data
for both.)
Rates Compared
The WOR study included a separateradio
analysis
York'swhich
network
and ofTVNewstations
showed radio delivering 1,000 listening homes for $4.07 in the 6-8
p.m. period and for $2.76 in the
8-10 p.m. time segment, against
$9.55 for 1,000 homes for TV between 6 and 8 p.m. and $4.40 between 8 and 10 p.m.
Also included are comparisons
between New York radio and radio
in other TV markets, and between

New York Survey
(Continued from page 19)
ited "to an examination of the
changes that have taken place in
rates and circulation over the past
10 years," measuring New York
stations against major newspapers
and the 10 leading national magazines. Here, WOR found that:
"Despite a 20% gain in homes
reached, nighttime rates charged
by New York radio stations have
actually registered a slight decline
over the past 10 years. On the
other hand, newspaper and magazine rate increases since 1940 have
outstripped circulation gains. In
the case of newspapers, the rate
increase over the past 10 years has
been almost 1% times greater than
the circulation gain."
The supporting data supplied by
WOR show an average quarterhour nighttime rate decrease of
1% based on the average rates for
Sunday-through-Saturday, 6 p.m.
to midnight, while the stations are

New York radio and radio in nonTV markets, for all stations and
for network stations only, showing
New York radio delivering listening families at a lower cost than
any other major market, either
with or without television.
NPA TUBE ORDERS
Go to GE, Raytheon
TWO electronics manufacturers,
General Electric Co., Schenectady,
N. Y., and Raytheon Mfg. Co.,
Newton, Mass., last Thursday were
directed by National Production
Authority to deliver approximately
12,000 electronics tubes for use by
civil air carriers.
The firms were asked to deliver
the tubes to Aeronautical Radio
Inc., Washington, by Jan. 31, 1951
"to avoid the grounding of planes
required in the defense effort."
NPA said the equipment is "necessary" to safe operation of the
carriers under CAA and CAB i-egulations.

JOB-JUMPING
Walter Proposal Would Bar

A "LAME DUCK" measure to bai
the so-called practice of "jobjumping" by government officiak
into private
has by
been Rep
introduced inindusti-y
the House
Francis E. Walter (D-Pa.).
Earlier in the second session o::
the 81st Congress a similar meag
ure was sponsored by Sen. Hug]
Butler (R-Neb.) [Bkoadcasting I|
Telecasting, April 10] and follow 1
the general pattern of a provisioi
of the McFarland FCC procedura
bill (S 1973), passed by the Senat
and held on the shelf in the House
The legislation would affect FC(
Commissioners and other govern
ment officials who have had officiai
dealings with private firms, b; ?
prohibiting them from taking job J
with those same firms for tw \
years
office. after they leave federa
-Commission Hit
While Sen. Butler had specificall
referred to the FCC as an agene
where the practice has been pre?
alent, Rep. Walter did not nam
the Commission. A current situa
tion in the Securities Exchang
Commission where an attorney re
portedly has signified intention t
resign in order to take a job wit
a firm with whom he has had deal
ings as a federal official was cite
by the Congressman as the reaso
for his introducing a bill at thi
time.
The Walter bill (HR 9811) ha
been referi-ed to the House Ji
diciary Committee. Although thei
is little time available for heai
ings, Rep. Walter, a member c
the Judiciary Committee, said h
would press for public session;
The Congressman said he woul
urge the committee to call goverr
ment officials, past and present wh
have
testify.been involved in actual "jot
jumping" or suspected of it, t

WCOL
WCOL-F/W
Columbus,

announces

H-R
New

as
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of

DifiFerences Cited
Both the Walter Bill and tt
Butler proposal, which is pendin
in the Senate Judiciary Commi
tee, differ from the McFarland Bi
in that the latter would prohib
FCC Commissioners, if they ri
sign, from accepting radio emplo;
ment for the remainder of the
terms. (Subsequent revision in t?
revamped McFarland Bill woul
prohibit such participation for or
year after leaving the Commissic
but would not apply to a Commi;
sioner who has served the fu
appointed term.) It also would b;
representation of any intere;
within FCC jurisdiction by bures
heads and their assistants and tl
Commissioners' personal legal a
sistants for one year after leavir
FCC employment. All job-jumpir
limitations under the McFarlai
Bill would have become effecti^
one year after the measure wou
become
[Broadcasting
• Te
ECASTING,lawJuly
31].
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ifsTAPE...ifs

ifs

PRESTO...ifs

PRESTO

PORTABLE

RECORDER

PRESTO

the

PT-900

Combining the features of machines costing hundreds of dollars more,
the PT-900 answers the need for a recorder of ultra-high fidelity in a
completely portable, compactly designed imit. Equipped with separate
amplifiers for recording and monitoring; individual heads for erase,
record, playback; three microphone input; dual speed (15" and
714/sec.). Frecfuency response from 50 to 15,000 cps.

PRESTO

PORTABLE

RECORDER

RC-10/14

This machine is identical to the RC-10/24, except for panel size and
selector control. With a panel 19"xl4", the RC-10/14 is shown mounted
in a durable, leatherette carrying case. Weighing just 68 pounds, this
tape transport mechanism has all the audio quality, speed regulation
and reliability of a fine console type unit, at a cost far below a studio
recorder. Presto amplifier (model 900-A2), as shown with model
PT-900, is recommended.

PRESTO

RACK

MOUNTED

RECORDER

RC-10/24

The nimiber one choice of engineers seeking the finest tape machine
for relay rack mounting. Rugged construction and precision engineering combine to bring almost faultless operation. Push-button control,
three magnetic heads, speeds of 15" and 7^"/sec.; fast-forward and rewind speed of 250"/sec. ; frequency response to 15,000 cps. Accommodates reels up to 10^/^" in diameter. Panel size: 19"x24l/^". Constant
tape tension assured by torque motors. Illustrated with the presto
900-A2 amplifier, recommended for use with this recorder.
AIMERICA'S

MOST

COMPLETE

SELECTION
RECORDING

OF FINE TAPE

RECORDERS

CORPORATION

Paramos, New Jersey
in Canada: Walter P. Downs, ltd.. Dominion Square BIdg., Montreal, Canada
Overseas: M. Simons & Son Company, Ine,, 25 Worren Street, New York, N. Y.

BEST

1
D. C. Shows Gain
(Continued from page 19)

EARNINGS
HIGHER

3S^o
In

Tulsa

!

U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics reports 1949 oil production workers received
$71.47 and refinery workers
$75.31 weekly, while $54.94
was the all - manufacturing
average weekly wage.
There's more money in Tulsa
and the Tulsa Market Area,
because the oil industry's
percentage of total business
is higher in Tulsa than in
any other U. S. city.
There's full coverage of all
this rich market plus bonus
coverage in Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas with
KVOO,
Station. Oklahoma's Greatest
Buy the TOP
Southwestern
Market . . .
Cover It With
ONE Station . . .
KVOO,

In Tulsa!

Ask any Petry representative
for KVOO's superior Hooper
rating and intensive BMB
rating. Or write KVOO.
NBC AFFILIATE
50,000 Watts

I

BLANKETS OKLAHOMA'S
NO. 1 MARKET
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audience, Monday through Friday.
Between 4 and 7 p.m. the radio
audience tapers off from its 1949
total but follows the same general
trend of dropping between 4 and
6 p.m. and then comes up again
strong in the 6-7 p.m. period.
Total cumulative gain of the daytime audience, Monday through
Friday, is found to be approximately 2.1%.
In the evening hours, 7 p.m. to
midnight, the radio picture also is
interesting in the Washington market where television has increased
its circulation by over 175% between October 1949 and October
1950.
Here 16% of the one-hour periods, Monday through Friday,
show an increase in cumulative
audience.
The gains are predonlinantly
after 11 p.m. although all four of
the local TV stations are in operation at least until 11 :30 p.m. Radio
listeners also appear to be staying
up later since the drop in audience
after 11 p.m. is not as sharp in
1950 as it was in 1949. News,
again, may play a part in this
listening picture.
Audiences Increase
Of the Monday through Friday
evening network programs which
appear on the same station at the
same time in 1950 as in 1949, 25.2%
are found to have increased their
listening audiences. This includes
the programs of ABC (WMAL),
CBS (WTOP) and NBC (WRC).
It was necessary to eliminate the
programs of Mutual in this comparison since that network changed
its affiliated station in Washington
between the two report periods.
Comparing the quarter-hour time
segments of these three network
stations shows that between 7-11
p.m., Monday through Friday,
27.8% of the time periods has increased listening audiences. It also
is interesting to note that where
radio programs also appeared on
television, the radio audience in
many cases made a pronounced decline.
From the ever increasing number
of radios being sold, and with many
programs showing greater listening, it would appear that the radio
picture remains healthy. In Washington, the East Coast's third oldest
television market, the entire cumulative radio audience, Monday
through Sunday, 6 a.m.-12 midnight, has dropped only 21.6%.
This is in the face of increased television circulation of over 175% in
number of sets.
For the timebuyer and advertiser it poses a problem. For the
station operator and salesman the
figures reveal that the radio audience is neither a thing of the past
nor a drastically diminishing quantity. The cost-per-thousand circulation is still of vital importance.
For a discussion of this phase of
the
story. problem, see accompanying

Engineer Buys Spots
WEEK Peoria, 111., announced
last week that one of its employes. Studio Engineer Harlan Baird, had become a
sponsor on the station. Larry
Finley, news director at
WEEK,
informed Broadcasting • Telecasting
that Mr.
Baird has purchased a number of spotsshow
on the
station'sto
breakfast
in order
advertise television sets
which he is selling on the
side.
BIG BROTHER WEEK
Radio-TV Asked To Support
RADIO and TV advertisers and
celebrities are being requested to
lend their support in the fight
against juvenile delinquency by the
Big Brothers of America, voluntary
agency in the field of individual
correction and prevention of juvenile delinquency, during the second
7-14.
annual Big Brother Week, Jan.
The public service theme, approved by the advertising council,
will be recommended in the January-February radio bulletin of the
Council. Members of the association which are located in U. S.
cities and in Canada are participating in the observance of the week.

TYflH

CITY

TR

City Seeks To Bar Seme
TRANSIT Radio is continuing t
function in the Twin Cities on
court injunction following adoptio
of a resolution Nov. 15 by th
Minneapolis City Council barrin
TR because, the council allegei
certain advertisements carried c
busses and street cars are obj&
tionable.
Broadcasting Services Inc., loc;
sales organization for TR, fih
suit in Hennepin County Distri.
Court the day after adoption of tl i
resolution, challenging the coui
cil's authority to ban service. Tl
court issued a temporary injuncti(
restraining the city from carryir
out provisions of the resolutio
Minneapolis City Attorney JolBonner interposed a demurrer hoi
ing that the council was with
the law.
Council resolution was adopt(
after members of the Women
Christian Temperance Union ai
other advocates of prohibition a
peared before the body to prote
that Transit Radio carried beer a
vertisements.
Hearings on the case were und'
way last week before Judge Le ,
Paul in District Court.
TR service in the Twin Citii
now comprises 250 vehicles
Twincity Rapid Transit Co., wij
potential of 800. Operations a
over WMIN-FM.

ting
Exci
Most Bay
's
Area
The
Home Economist

9:05 to 9:30 a. m., Mon. thru Sat.
in Home-making'
Adventures

AND KLX-FM
910
TRIBUNE TOWER • OAKLAND, Y
CALIFORNIA
l Surveys Show 151,200 EastRadioK
Listener
bay people listen to KLX daily! KLX leads
all San Francisco and Oakland independents in 11 out of 12 Hooper periods!
(OAKLAND HOOPER, JULY-AUGUST, 1950)
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY BURN-SMITH
BROADCASTING
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Any way you look at it, the 49 counties reached by WOWO's
popular signal make
top ten markets'.

powerful,

one of America's

In food sales, this area is now

equal

to the nation's 6th market. In general
merchandise sales, to the 8th market.

FORT
wowo

In drug sales, to the 7th market. In
furniture and household
8th market!
To

goods, to the

get your share of Midwest

WESTINGHOUSE

NBC
RADIO

WAYNE
AFFILIATE

STATIONS

KYW • KDKA • KEX • WBZ • WBZA • WOWO
sales,

you can't afford to overlook WO WO.
For specific figures on sales results.,

Inc

• WBZ.TV

National Representatives, Free &: Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV,
NBC Spot Sales
*Among the 200 leading cities of the U.S.A.

and on the surprisingly low cost per
thousand listeners., ask the man from
Free &: Peters.
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Educational

Broadcasters

SCHOOL
RADIO
Meet Dec, 12-14
EDUCATIONAL broadcasters from all parts of the country will meet
in Chicago Dec. 12-14 for the 14th annual School Broadcast Conference.
Radio and television, in addition to all other media of mass communication, will be covered from numerous angles by speakers during the
three days at the Hotel Sherman. .
Tuesday, the first day, will open
will appear with a panel on the subwith a morning speech on "The
ject "Statewide Networks Serve
Influence of Mass Media of ComtheBetty
Schools."
munication" byDouglas Schneider,
Ross, assistant director of
director of the mass communications division for UNESCO in public affairs and education at NBC
Paris. After a luncheon given by the Chicago, will outline work of the
Parent-Teacher Assn. on the air,
Rockefeller Foundation and General Education Board, members of after which the annual reception
the group will hear a discussion of for the conference will take place.
In the evening, William Dow Boutthe use of broadcasting techniques
well, editor of the Scholastic Teachas teaching devices, combined with
er, will appear with directors of
a student demonstration. David
low-power FM stations operated by
Heff ernan of Wright Junior College
schools. They will talk of "The
will define "Listening — A CommuRadio Workshop: Operating Our
nication Skill," after which Harold
B. McCarty, director of WHA
Stations."
Madison and executive director of OwnGeorge
Jennings, director of radio and television for the Chicago
the Wisconsin State Radio Council,

Board of Education, will outline
how "Radio Serves a Large Public
School System" at the opening session Wednesday morning. He will
be followed by E. R. Moses Jr., of
Eastern Illinois State College, and
a panel of three, Gertrude Broderick, U. S. Office of Education;
Richard C. Brower, State Dept. of
Education, St. Paul, and Gloria
Chandler of Chandler Productions,
New York.
Radio in Britain
After a talk on why Illnois parents and teachers believe in radio
and television, John Scupham, director of school broadcasts for the
British Broadcasting Corp., will
explain how "Radio Serves the
Schools of Great Britain."
John Crosby, radio and television
editor of the New York HeraldTribune, has been asked to address
the Wednesday luncheon group. At
that time the conference will give
the annual awards in classroom use
of radio, station awards and the

COMPANY

CHICAGO
NEW

iJS

YORK

DETROIT
or.

DALLAS
ATLANTA
CHARLOTTE
ST. LOUIS
MEMPHIS
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES V

^MCT

Florida Compromise
BILL SHEETZ, sports director for WMIE Miami, has
been covering the Miami U.
football games this season,
and Reggie Martin, general
manager of WJHP Jacksonville has been doing the playby-plays for Florida U. When
the two teams met, the announcers compromised. Mr.
Sheetz called the game while
Miami had the ball and Mr.
Martin called while Florida
was on the offensive, for
broadcast of the game on the
Sun Coast Broadcasting Sysoutlets.tem, comprised of 16 Florida
annual award of merit.
Afternoon meetings are sch(uled as follows:
"Indiana U. Serves the Schools i
the State," George Johnson, Indis
U.; executive meeting, Illinois Cour
on Motion Pictures, Radio, Televis
and Publications, Mrs. Donald Co:
president; "Possibilities in Low-Po\
Transmitters for School Use," E.
Waggoner, director, WEPS, opera
by the Elgin public schools; "Te
niques of Tape
R.
Lowdermilk,
U. S. Recording,"
Office of Educati
and E. C. Carrington, Allied Ra
Corp., Chicago; "Taking Stock
Radio-Television Resources," with
parent-teacher work-study group
radio-TV leaders, Elizabeth E. M
shall, state radio and television cht
man,
Illinois Congress of Parents {|
Teachers.
Garrison Talk
In the evening, Garnett Gai
son, director of television for 1
U. of Michigan,
will outline
vision
in Education:
Practice"Tcs
Potentialities." He will cond
'a.
demonstrations
by video worksh
at South Shore and Lake Vi
High Schools, Chicago. The ent
show will be telecast via a clo
circuit.
Thursday will begin organiz
"good radio use" in the school,
outlined by Galeta M. Carr, p:
cipal of Peabody school, Chica
The"Must
day'sa Program
agenda:
Be Labelled E '
cational for Classroom Use?", A.
Moser, Leyden Community E
School, Franklin Park, 111., and a
vision demonstration of Lois and
by Lois Fisher; "Use of Technique
Radio and Television in Parent-Tea
Meetings," Betty Burt, radio-TV c
man, Freeport Council, Illinois
gress of Parents and Teachers.
WLS Chicago will sponsor
luncheon, at which Harold Saff
program director of the sta
and president of the Illinois Br
casters Assn., will introduce J
phine Wetzler, education dire
for WLS. She will explain ho
"Commercial Station Serves
A meeting concerned with ac
ties of the Illinois Broadcas
Assn. will be conducted by Mr.
ford,
after which a television p
cation."
will discuss vdiat they have
watching on video. Final panels
— "Radio Serves the Special Sch
and the Training
Exceptional
Child"
"Teacher
Institutions
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St. Joseph's
Best

Radio

Buy!
*

More

Power
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Listeners

ir More

Sales

The St. Joseph Metropolitan
Area Is Exceeded in Population
Only by St. Louis and
Kansas City

FORJOE & CO.
Nat'L Rep.
1 9 W. 44th St., New York 1 8
^ Schedule KRES Now
at Present Low Rates
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NLRB ORDERS
ElecHonsatWBIG WFMY
TWO issues — communism and the
jurisdictional disposition of cameramen-projectionists atelevision
t
stations— characterized separate election orders handed down by the
National Labor Relations Board
last week. Elections were directed
to determine bargaining representatives for certain employes at
WBIG-AM-FM Philadelphia and
WFMY-FM-TV Greensboro, N. C.
The first case involves Seaboard
Radio Broadcasting Corp., licensee
of the Philadelphia AM-FM facilities, and the American Communications Assn. (Broadcast District
Local No. 1). The union seeks a
bargaining unit of announcers at
the station. Management objected
on the ground they have an intimate relationship in the "formulation, determination and effectuation
of management policies."
Seaboard also protested to NLRB
that ACA has alleged Communist
affiliations which disqualify it from
participating in a board election.
ACA previously had been upseated
from membership in CIO on similar
charges. Station also felt the
union would seek to merge announcers with the technicians' unit.
The labor board, however, cited
its previous ruling that as long as
any petitioner complies with certain sections of the labor act,
NLRB has no cause to "investigate
the authenticity or truth of affidavits filed ... as such investigations are, by the Act, made a function of the Dept. of Justice."
Bargaining Unit
All announcers at WBIG-AMFM, excluding the program director and all other supervisors, constitute an appropriate collective
bargaining unit, the board asserted in ordering the election.
The second case concerns the
Greensboro News Co., licensee of
WFMY-FM-TV, and the National
Assn. of Broadcast Engineers and
Technicians.
Both station management and
NABET agreed that all technical
employes at the television facilities,
excluding program director, chief
engineer, producers and announcers, constitute a bargaining
unit, and also that engineers and
a camera-technician should be included.
Greensboro News Co. felt, however, that the cameraman-projectionist should be excluded. Station
characterized him as a "film editor"
and contended his work is not technical. NABET cited eight TV stations and two network contracts
now existing where the position
was included in the technical group.
The board upheld the union. Partial text of the ruling:
Although the cameraman-projectionist is notgineers,
as highly
as the
considerableskilled
technical
skillen-is
required to perform his job properly.
In the instant case, the cameramanprojectionist performs the work of film
man, cameraman, and projectionist
His work is closely integrated with

ABC AFFILIATES meeting in Chicago recently included (I to r): Les C. Johnsogeneral manager, WHBF-AM-TV Rock Island, III.; Joe Hartenbower, manage
KCMO Kansas City; Walter Koessler, general manager, WROK Rockford, III
George Higgins, general manager, WISH Indianapolis, and Glenn Snydei
general manager, WLS Chicago.
that of the engineers; he enjoys the
same working conditions, and for at
least 2 or 3 hours a day he is under the
supervision of the chief engineer. In
television, the cameraman or projectionist is but one of a group of technically trained employees working as
a cohesive team toward a common goal.
In an earlier case we included a projectionist in a technical unit of broadcasting employees. In view of these
facts, and the fact that thus far cameramen and/or projectionists have generally been included in an overall
technical unit in the television broadcasting industry, we shall include the
employer's cameraman-projectionist in
the appropriate unit.
ELECTRONIC BUYS
Dept. Reports $368 Million
SUM of $368 million was obligated
by the Dept. of Defense for electronics and communications equipment during the July-to-October
1950, period,
vealed Nov. 21.the department reThe total was part of a $8.1 billion outlay for procurement of all
types of major materials and supplies during that period. Communications-electronics ranked
fourth in the obligation list, topped
by aircraft, tank-auto, and ammuntion and guided missiles. Total
obligations covering military pay
and civilian allowance were approximately $12.4 billion.

Speaking
WTTH

ASCAP INCOME
Collins Reviews Histor
PRINCIPAL sources of ASCA
income are radio, TV and othe
mechanical means, rather tha
sales of music, Jules M. Collin
ASCAP sales manager, declare
Tuesday at the weekly luncheon c
the Washington Ad Club.
Reviewing the history of ASCAl
Mr. Collins said the copyrigl
group decided after the consent d(
cree in the early '40's to "se
ASCAP on its merits." Over
score of regional offices were cr<
ated. Recently the society hs
started a publicity campaign amon
its subscribers.
Mr. Collins explained ASCA
is reluctant to talk about its opei
ations and what happens to i1
money. Funds are distributed quai
terly and at the end of the ye;
there isn't a cent in the treasur;
he explained.
Strouse,
WWDC
Washinj-"
ton,Bena club
member,
introduced
M^
Collins. He recalled briefly th
formation of BMI a decade ago

WMBG Richmond, Va., made specii
recording of presentation of aware Jin
at Annual Pedestrian Protectio
Awards luncheon held by Governoi
of Highway Safety. Program ws
presented as public service.
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For news, farm reports and entertainment, people in the "Thumh" listen to
WTTH
ABC Network
1380 on your dial — Represented hj Weed & Co.
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JAMMING
Voice, BBC Getting Through Iron Curtain

,,'OICE of America and BBC broadasts are getting through to listen15 in the Soviet Union and Iron
Lirtain countries despite a conTiitration of Russian jamming
ansmitters, the British Broadasting Corp. has reported.
The progress lies in the increase
)f BBC-Voice transmissions earned simultaneously on some 60
ihortwave frequencies, BBC said
n its 1951 yearbook tracing the
listory of Russian jamming maneuvers back to April 1949.
I "We can claim with some degree
of certainty that listeners in most
parts of the Soviet Union can hear
ithe BBC or the Voice if they take
the trouble to search through the
din of jamming for a clear frequency," Hugh Greene of the BBC
(asserted.
Issue of Soviet jamming tactics
hIso was spotlighted in the United
Nations at Lake Success, N. Y.
The UN Social Committee Nov. 18
condemned the Russian noise blockade for the second time in recent
months and appealed for an end
'jjio the interference.
The committee adopted a resolution claiming that the jamming
constituted a violation of "freedom
.pf information" and a denial of
"'the right of all persons to be
fully informed concerning news,
opinions, and ideas regardless of
rtfrontiers." Resolution embraced
an earlier Chilean proposal passed
Sn Geneva Aug. 9.
While the BBC report cited existSience of 300 Russian jammers, the
fU. S. charged that the Soviet was
WWOL
LABOR
NLRB Orders Election
iSTUDIO
and announcer-techni'iicians should be included along with
tftransmitter engineers at WWOL
.Buffalo, N. Y., in any bargaining
unit represented by the National
Assn. of Broadcast Engineers and
(Technicians, the National Labor
Relations Board ruled in an election order issued last Friday.
I In releasing the election directive, NLRB overruled objections set
forth by Leon Wyszatycki, president of Greater Erie Broadcasting
Co., licensee of WWOL-AM-FM.
He had contended that the unit
i should be limited to transmitter
engineers.
One of the points of disagreeiment over unit placement of employes involved Ted Wyszatycki,
general manager and son of the
WWOL president, who sought to
include him in the bargaining
group. NLRB exempted him "in
accordance with the board's established policy of excluding close
relatives of management from bargaining units." WWOL derives
about $100,000 annually in adver.tising revenue, of which 10% is
received from national advertisers,
, according to NLRB.
BROADCASTING

employing over 1,000 such transmitters to fill the air with Siberian
wolf calls, cries of seagulls, and
roar of airplane engines to black
out Voice programs.
UN debate was heavily flavored
with mutual accusations that official broadcasts were being utilized
to spread lies and slanders for the
purpose of creating dissension.
An appeal to refrain from "unfair broadcasts" was added to the
Chilean draft in combined amendments offered by the Philippines,
Iran, Mexico, Iraq, Indonesia and
Saudi Arabia. The resolution was
adopted by a vote of 39-5.
CANADA
AD MEET
Cite Role in Defense Economy
ADVERTISING in today's defense
economy was theme of the one-day
fall conference of the Assn. of
Canadian Advertisers at the Royal
York Hotel, Toronto, Nov. 27. Clarence B. Goshorn, chairman of
Benton & Bowles, New York, was
luncheon speaker, and emphasized
the need of continued use of advertising in all channels to aid
in the maintenance of our system
and in development of the defense
economy.
Closed sessions of the ACA were
held morning and afternoon under
the chairmanship of Lee Trenholm,
president. He reviewed ACA activities and there were panel sessions
on the future of the ACA and the
future of Canadian business in the
coming year, with leading Canadian economists on the panel.
Mr. Goshorn, after reviewing the
world situation, the growth of advertising in both Canada and the
United States during the war and
postwar years, forecast that "there
will not be as severe cut-backs in
advertising under any conditions
we now see ahead as we faced during the war." He emphasized the
need of leadership by businessmen
through advertising in all media
to preserve our system.
Afternoon sessions were devoted
to the sales manager- and advertising, and agency and advertiser
relations.
New

Orleans

Club

BEVERLY BROWN, WNOE New
Orleans, is president of the newly
formed New Orleans Radio and TV
Club, with membership confined to
those actively engaged in broadcasting in that city. Other officers
are: Ray McGuire, WDSU-TV,
vice president; Betty Nestor, WWL,
secretary; Amelie Batson, WSMB,
treasurer. Board of advisors includes Ken Elliott, WWEZ; Catherine Harriston, WJMR; Ed Prendergast, WJBW; Mike Clark,
WTPS. Carl Cannon, WSMB,
handles public relations of the club.
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He fires customers
at point-blank

with enthusiasm

range

His ammunition is his voice — and when he draws a bead,
big shots become small bores. His "radar" is leg-work,
and his penetrating news analyses bracket an enthusiastic
audience.
As Mr. C. Paul Wanstreet, of U. S. Tire & Supply, Inc.
wrote to Station WHAR, both of Clarksburg, W. Va.:
"We try to choose that type of advertisement which
reaches the most people with the best message at
the smallest cost.
"Since subscribing to your 'Fulton Lewis, Jr.' show,
received comments from both old and new customers,
our customer response has been tremendous. We have
many of whom came in for the first time on hearing
this show. Needless to say, we have been greatly
by the Jr.,
results
..." currently sponsored on
Theimpressed
Fulton Lewis,
program,
more than 300 stations, offers local advertisers a readymade audience at local time cost. Since there are more
than 500 MBS stations, there may be an opening in your
locality. Check your Mutual outlet — or the Co-operative
Program Department, Mutual Broadcasting System,
1440 Broadway, NYC 18 (or Tribune Tower, Chicago 11) .
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IRAN

VOICE
Officials Explain Ban
VOICE of America programs
beamed to Iran were stopped because the U. S. failed to deliver a
number of radio transmitters to
that country and because of "public
opinion,"
propaganda
official
saidanin Iranian
Tehran Nov.
22.
State Dept. spokesmen in Washington had no comment on the
charge involving American transmitters, but said negotiations were
still in progress looking toward
restoration of part of the Voice
programs. The half-hour Iranian
language program was cut to 15
minutes, spokesman said. BBC
and Pakistan broadcasts also were
blacked out.
The Iranian director said it was
"impossible" for Radio Tehran to
make rebroadcasts of Voice programs originating in this country
because of the lack of transmitters.
The official, Bahram Shahrohk,
said the broadcasting policy did not
imply any change in Iranian for-

NATIONAL NIELSEN-RATINGS* TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(TOTAL U. S. AREA, INCLUDING SMALL-TOWN, REGULAR
FARM ANDWEEK
URBAN HOMES— and including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
Rating OCTOBER 15-21, 1950
Current
Current
Ratin'j
Current Previous
Current
Previous
Homes
Program
Rank
Rank
%
Rank
%
Program
Portia Faces Life (NBC)
14
7.4
6
Rank
10
EVENINi
1
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
1 7, ONCE->
18.7
7.3
Challenge of the Yukon (CBS)
15
7
\f .7}
2
2
Jack Benny Show (CBS)
18.1
6
8
Big
Sister
(CBS)
6
My Friend Irma (CBS)
3
When
a
Girl
Marries
(^NBC)
7.2
12
9
14.3
Charlie McCarthy Show (CBS)
4
7.1
9
14.4
S.6
13.0
5
3
13.4
(2.6)
DAY,
SUNDAY
(Average
For
All
Programs)
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts
(CBS)
13.4
Amos 'n' Andy (CBS)
7.2
9
6
1
1
You Bet Your Life (NBC)
13
7
6.6
Shadow (MBS)
2
2
Life with Luigi (CBS)
8
8
Martin Kane, Private Eye (MBS)
12.4
4
3
9
12.3
Fiber McGee and Molly (NBC)
DAY,1 SATURDAY
10
4
12.2
(4.4)
2
Grand Central Station (CBS)
19
8.8
1
2
Walter
Winchell
EVENING, MULTI-WEEKLY
(Average
All Programs) (4.3)
Beulah
(CBS) For (ABC)
(4.3)
9.6
8.3
3
5
Lone Ranger (ABC)
7.7
9.4
Oxydo! Show (CBS)
7.3
Copyright 1950 by A. C. NIELSEN CO.
WEEKDAY (Average For All Programs)
(4.7)
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by applying the "NIELSEN1
3
Our Gal, Sunday (CBS)
8.0
RATING"
to 40,700,000 — the 1950 estimate of Total Unitec
8.0
2
8
Ma Perkins (CBS)
7.8
States
Radio(%)Homes.
3
S
Wendy Warren (CBS)
7.6
4
2
Romance of Helen Trent (CBS)
7.5
(*) Homes reached during all or any part of the program, except foi
5
1
Arthur Godfrey (ligg. & Myers) (CBS) 7.5
homes listening only 1 to 5 minutes.
eign policy, and added that Radio
Tehran will continue to receive a
daily 15-minute United Nations
program. Iran was one of a number of countries which sided in a

Centra/ OA/a's
most
effee/Siire
\

Sa/esmn

bloc against Soviet Union jamming
tactics.
Tehran Radio reportedly had
silenced programs aired Nov. 15 by
both the Voice and BBC under an
order cancelling a number of rebroadcasts of foreign programs.
Tehran Radio is state-owned.
On All Accounts
(Continued from 'page 12)
Evelyn Baird, have been married
since October 1932. They have one
daughter, Phyllis, 17. The family
live in Douglaston, L. I.
Among his hobbies, Mr. Long
lists golf, ham radio operation (an
avocation that dates back to 1917)
and sailing. He is a member of
the American Radio Relay League,
the Douglaston Yacht Club and is
an associate member of the Institute of Radio Engineers.
WCFL

Joins PBS

WCFL Chicago has been named the
midwest outlet of the new Progressive Broadcasting System which
started operations Nov. 26 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Nov. 27].
Deal was set by George Isaac,
general manager of WCFL; Dr.
Miller McClintock, PBS chairman
of the board, and Robert C. White,
vice president of Central Division
of the new network. PBS Chicago offices are headquartered at
WCFL, 666 Lake Shore Drive.

WTVB-FM ON AIR
Carries 15-hour Schedule
WTVB-FM Coldwater, Mich., is
now carrying a 15-hour schedule of
broadcasts as a Class A operation
on 98.3 mc (Channel 252). The new
FM outlet of Twin Valley Broad
casters Inc. took the air fortnight
ago, 11 days after receipt of its
final construction permit. Station
operates 6 a.m. to 9 p.m., programmingair.
separately after WTVB
leaves the
Personnel for FM operation is
the same as that of WTVB, with E
H. Munn Jr., station director; Jacl
Olson, program director, and Ken
neth Gallant, sales director
Manned with RCA equipment, the
station is on interim operation
awaiting
of the
FM*
tower
sooncompletion
after the first
of nexf
year. Joseph Hershey McGillvrs
has been appointed national repre
sentative, according to Mr. Munn.
KWHN
Joins Mutual
KWHN Fort Smith, Ark., licensee
to KWHN Broadcasting Co. Inc.:
a 5kw fulltime outlet on 1320 ke
signed a contract Nov. 22 witl
MBS, according to H. S. Nakdimen
secretary-treasurer of the firm
Mutual programs and commercial;
will be acquired by KWHN fron
the previous affiliate, KFPW, br Jan. 1, Mr. Nakdimen has an
nounced.

My new morning program
"Breakfastime"
WBNS knows how to mix satesnsmship with

im
PLUS

WELD-FM

showmanship.
Thof'sin why
of
187,980 families
centrolit has
Ohiothe. . ear
. Yes,
187,980 WBNS families with income of
$1,387,469,000,
The "know how" of WBNS has made it rtie
top station in the areo and notorolly the first
choice of advertisers who want to do a better
selling job at lower cost.
ASK JOHN BLAIR
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

POWER WBNS 5.000 -WELD 53,000 -CBS -COLUMBUS, OiO
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Strictly Business
(Continued fi-om page 10)
\ possible." Spending several
[onths on the West Coast "and
'^ving a wonderful time," Mr.
j^llin handled publicity work for
number of dance bands, including
'aul Pendarvis and Griff Williams,
hose arduous "one night stands"
lid lack of money, however, sent
im back to New York seeking
teener pastures.
' Still in pursuit of a radio career
|ie had written a senior thesis at
^neeton on "Government Control
I Radio Broadcasting"), Mr. Ballin
fined the NBC page and guide
^paff in November 1938.
'j
Joins Anacin Co.
!In March 1940, torn between
'bpirations for radio and a growUg interest in television, at that
me "still around the corner," Mr.
allin forsook the outer fringe of
le radio scene and joined the adSsrtising department of the Anacin
a©., Jersey City, N. J. His main
:":.kb was handling continuous deLziiled analysis of Anacin sales in
T?lation to media, with particular
-iiiphasis on network radio. Since
7. nacin was a small firm at that
^:me, he got into every phase of
:jiales and advertising.
Jin June 1942, Mr. Ballin entered
;^!ie Navy, serving for a short time
a the IJ. S. S. Vincennes and later
J ith the Naval Code and Signal
;;ab. He left the service as a U. S.
v'. Mr.
R. lieutenant
in November
Ballin then
returned1945.
to
, . nacin, now part of Whitehall, as
ji'oduct manager coordinating all
dvertising activities on Anacin,
i.iills Cold Tablets, and several new
-i-ands. Within a year he headed
^11 product brands.
!-i Heads Radio Department
When Whitehall reorganized its
dvertising department in 1947,
[r. Ballin returned "to my first
ive" as head of the radio departiient. As assistant advertising
:iianager in charge of radio and
(Sjlevision, he took over activities
:"-:?lating to Whitehall's Monday
[Jirough Friday network programs
li-Oiir Gal Sunday, Romance of
Welen Trent, and Mr. Keen on CBS;
aiiist Plain Bill and Front Page

Farrell on NBC, and the Harry
Babbitt Show on CBS Pacific Coast
Network. Whitehall sponsors Tuesday-Thursdaj'
segments of the
latter.
Mr. Ballin is liaison man for all
Whitehall contacts with the networks, stations, station representatives and Air Features, which produces the five national network
programs. He also works closely
with the advertising agencies handling the various Whitehall accounts.
He coordinates all advertising
activities for about half a dozen
brands.
Mr. Ballin has watched with interest and a certain amount of
pride, the sales expansion of
Anacin, in which he has had a
generous participating hand. This
pride is reflected also by Whitehall
in its general appraisal of radio.
"For many years radio has
formed the backbone of the advertising program for Anacin,
Kolynos and our other drug products," he obsei-ves. "This policy
has not changed, in spite of the
fact that we have from time to
time expanded into other media."
'Believes Radio Effective'
He adds significantly: ". . . Our
recent buy of the NBC Tandem
Operation is evidence that we still
believe radio to be the most effective
vehicle for reaching the type of
people who buy our products." On
Nov. 5 Whitehall began sponsorship of a portion of the network's
The Big Show on behalf of Anacin.
Mr. Ballin belongs to the Radio
Executives Club of New York and
the Bell Haven Beach Club. He
married the former Jean Brevard
Crump in 1941. They have two
children, Douglas David 3d, 6, and
Diana Linton, 1. The family makes
their home at Greenwich, Conn.,
where Mr. Ballin raises Boxer
dogs. For other hobbies, he also
brushes up on American history
and takes part in all spectator
sports.
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achieved
in
November,
1949)

For the same period, "Cisco
Kid" outrqted all other
'/2-hoor Westerns by 50%!

PHILCO DIVIDEND
5% Stock To Be Voted

* "Cisco Kid" is aired three times
weekly — Monday, Wednesday
and Friday. It is the highestrated show in its time period on
Wednesday and Friday . . . and

SPECIAL 5% stock dividend payable Jan. 10 to stockholders of record Dec. 22 is expected to be voted
today
board of(Monday)
directors. by Philco Corp.'s

The board has declared a quarterly dividend of 806 per share on
company's common stock — equivalent to 40(5 per share on the number of shares to be outstanding
G H N S
when the 2-1 split becomes effective. Dividend is payable Dec. 15
jHALIFAX
NOVA SCOTIA
to holders of record Dec. 1. Regular quarterly dividend of 93% (J
A CAPITAL Station
per share on the corporation's preferred stock, 334 c series A, payIn A CAPITAL City gets
able Jan. 1 to shareholders of recYou CAPITAL Results!
ord Dec. 15, also has been announced.
Ask
Special dividend, the board said,
JOS. WEED & CO.
taking the form of stock will make
350 Madison Ave., New York
possible the increase of the firm's
working capital to handle the
P.S. We now have our 5000 Wati
"present high level of business efficiently and to conserve funds for
Tronsmitter in operationl
the expansion program that is contemplated for 1951."
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

THE

^^^^^

Hawk"
to "Bobwire
only Write,
is second
on
Monday!
or
SENSATIONAL PROMOTION CAMPAIGN — from
buttons to guns — is breaking traffic records!
This amazingly successful
Vi-hour Western adventure
program is available: 1-2-3
times per week. Transcribed
for
local and regional sponsorship.

of Cisco Kid's
phone for proof sales-producing
record-breaking,
performance.

I
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THE
RfD
THE FARM director is the liaison
between the college, the farmer and
"
t for
industry,
and his strength lies in
e
k
'Sales Management
Survey
1950
r
Ma
his promotion of the sale of all
three elements in the economy. This
was the conclusion advanced by
Sam Schneider of KVOO Tulsa at
the close of the two-day annual convention of the National Assn. of
Radio Farm Directors in Chicago
Nov. 26. Mr. Schneider, commissioned by the group to summarize
proceedings, defined the role of the
radio farm director (RFD) as one
.HEVILLE,N.C4
which aids better production, mar■^^::ifiliiii!i,,(llMilliiiiiiiiiiii;iiiJ:i;lliii
keting and living for the farmer.
His "selling" involves ideas as well
as tangibles.
The various problems confrontIn the Souths
ing the farm men, outlined by
panelists and individual speakers
Nov. 25 and 26 at Chicago's Stevens
No.
1 State
Hotel, can be solved by creation of
NEW OFFICERS of the National Assn. of Radio Farm Directors, elected ii'i
new program ideas, "sale" of farm
Chicago at the annual convention are (I to r): Phil Alampi, WJZ New York
programming to station managepresident; Chris Mack, WNAX Yankton, S. D., vice president and Sar ,
ment, learning the farm audience
size, promoting public relations
Schneider, KVOO Tulsa, secretary-treasurer.
and sales, gathering ideas from
farmers, rendering service on and and 20-year service awards at the
Dean, WLEC Sandusky, Ohio; Pan
Fisher, WMRC Greenville, S. C.
off the air,, merchandising the pro- annual banquet Sunday evening.
No. 1— Among major North
Mai Hansen WOW Omaha; Erni
duct and planning formats which
Carolina cities in Per Capita
Twenty-year recipients included:
KXYL Spokane; Cal Karn
can compete with television, Mr.
Phil Evans, KMBC Kansas City, Jorgenson,
Retail Sales.
stedt, KSTP Minneapolis; Gordo
Schneider reported.
Mo.; Ken Gapen, U. S. Dept. of Agri- Loudon, Louisiana Agricultural Ex
culture; Wallace Kadderly, KGW
"If the RFD serves all these
and Lester Weatherwa?
No. I— Among major North
Portland; Lou Kaiser, Cornell U.; tension
masters
at
once
—
and
he
can
—
he'll
Carolina cities in Per Capita
George Kister, KMMJ Grand Island, KFBI Wichita.
keep
his AMMr.station
in the black,"
Public Interest Awards
Food Sales.
Neb.; Bill McDonald, KFAB Omaha;
concluded
Schneider.
Farm
John Merrifield, WWJ Detroit;
Earlier
that day, six AM station
Everett Mitchell, WMAQ Chicago; Art
directors, as "prestige lobbyists,"
No. 1— Among major North
create a demand for products, and
Page,
WLS
Chicago,
and
Charley
earned
publicservice
interest
awardssafety
"fo
exceptional
to farm
Carolina cities in Per Capita
for ideas, of colleges, farmers and
Stookey, KXOK St. Louis.
during
1950
and
the
preceding
12
Drug Sales.
industry. A "sincere desire" to
Ten-year men receiving awards:
month period from the Nationa
help all three will result in the
Frank Atwood, WTIC Hartford;
Safety Council at a council lunch
No. 1— Among major North
final products of better production,
Layne Beaty, WBAP Fort Worth;
eon. Stations were KUOM SI
marketing and living on the farm,
Carolina cities in Per Capita
Emil Bill, WMBD Peoria; Milton
he
said.
Paul; KUSD Vermillion, S. D
Bliss, WHA Madison, Wis.; Harry
General Merchandise Sales.
WIBX Utica; WNAX Yankton
Campbell,
WBBM
Chicago;
Jim
ChapSchneider Elected
man, WTAM Cleveland; Carl Collin, WSJS Winston-Salem and WTK
SELL this cosmopolitan-metroWKZO Kalamazoo; Ray Heinen, U. S. Hartford [Broadcasting • Tele.
Mr. Schneider, who edited the
Dept. of Agriculture; Amos Kirby, CASTING, Nov. 27]. Certificates wer
politan market with Ashevnie's
NARFD Chats during the past WCAU
Philadelphia; Edd Lemons, presented by Ned Dearborn, presi;
longest established, most-lis- year, has elected secretary-treaOklahoma Extension Service; Glenn
dent of the council, after a welcom
tened-to radio station WWNC.
surer of the group, succeeding
C. Lorang, KHQ Spokane; Chris Mack, by Paul Jones, director of publirlr
Chris Mack of WNAX Yankton,
WNAX Yankton; Ten Mangner,
information. Also seated at th
It's the sure, sales-tested way
S. D. Mr. Mack, newly-elected vice
KMOX St. Louis; Bill Moshier, KJR
to reach this prosperous mountable was Dan Thompsor
president, replaces Phil Alampi of Seattle; Herm Plambeck, WHO Des speakers
council radio and television di
tain empire.
WJZ New York, president for the Moines; Sam Schneider, KVOO Tulsa;
rector.
^
next year. Retiring president is Gus Svi^anson, KFEL Denver; Chuck
The
Sunday
morning
sessior
Worcester,
WMT
Cedar
Rapids;
Earl
to
Roy Battles of WLW Cincinnati.
Britton, KERG Eugene, Ore.; Don concerned with election of officer
During two full days of discussion, farm directors were concerned
with the sale of their shows and
Kiix IS mem
mt is mem
mt ts kiickin,
getting management to allocate
more money to their departments.
KlIX !S
In an effort to increase circulation
of the successes of farm broadcasts,
X IS KLKKIN Kit
mmn\
a committee headed by Larry Haeg
m ti
of WCCO Minneapolis proposed to
the new officers appointment of two
k IS mtm
m
committees for study and action.
Mr. Haeg's committee vetoed the
KUX IS mm
CBS
suggestion that an executive secreIS mom
KM
AFFILIATE
tary be hired, suggesting instead
that the two committees study and
mt ts mm
act on gathering information on
IX
IS
n
farm broadcasting and what has
KLIX IS Kl
been done by radio farm directors
T
T
N'
KI
OWCASROUNA'5 for distribution to agencies, clients
IC
KL
mt \% mmi
kux is mem
mtISis mmw
mmw
and timebuyers. This report is exmm.,
kux is kuckih
pected to be given to the memberm\ is mem
IX ts mtm
KLIX IS Kl
ship at a three-day June meeting in
St. Louis.
HEADLEYREED REPRESENTATIVE
ASK
HOLLINGBERY
Thirty-six RFDs were given 10
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hd committee reports, was fol|wed by discussion of the RFD
id farm program from the comlercial viewpoints of the farm
rector, the station manager, the
[ation promotion director and the
oonsor.
Representing the last were Gorn M. Philpott, vice president and
ector of advertising for the
alston-Purina Co., St. Louis, and
(1 Cashman, president, Doughboy
iJustries, New Richmond, Wis.
r. Philpott appeared with Otis 0.
eintosh, director of public relaons for Ralston; Maurey E. Malin,
anager of Chow advertising for
le company, and Jack Leach, aclunt executive lat Gardner Adversing, St. Louis, which handles the
alston account,

j Mr. Philpott said Ralston "has
j)ught some kind of farm radio"
' all his 31 years with the comny, and pointed out that most
; alston radio money is spent in the
'buth. "It's no coincidence that
le South offers the most profit, is
ie fastest-growing market and
lows our best advertising effort,
r our heavy radio is there," he
Ud.
Buying Problems
He cited major problems in buyg radio as (1) determining the
e of the audience and the hours
fr the programs, (2) getting program availabilities, "as the naonal reps and even station salesen are very badly informed," and
5) getting stations to offer creative programming. "Usually the
''ation makes no attempt to get us
''xe kind of show we want if none
i|
iottavailable
said. at the time," Mr. Phil{Advertisers want two things
om radio farm directors, he said,
first, they want to know that the
■^iFD "has sold his top manageient on farm programs, the farm
idience and on himself." Mr.
'hilpott pointed out that "some
ations apparently broadcast farm
Ijows only to comply with FCC
4gulations regarding public serve broadcasting." "One of the
?st" competitors for television is
e farm broadcaster, especially
iring early morning hours, Mr.
feilpott said. "Top management
'■h most stations" doesn't realize
■"te potentialities of the farm pro-

Doughboy radio . program or programs in your territory sold Doughboy
feed
to anyrespondents
of your customers?"
81% of the
said yes,
19%, no. "We're worried about
the 19%," Mr. Cashman said. Half
of those answering said the greatest sales results come from farm
commentators, 37% said a combination of commentary with hillbilly bands and 13% believed hillbilly bands alone did a better job.
Seventy-eight percent of the ■
dealers "are opposed to spot announcements as against longer
shows at less frequent intervals,"
Mr. Cashman said.
'Maintain Prestige'

PUBLIC INTEREST awards for "exceptionol service to farm safety" went to
six radio stations during the convention of the National Assn. of Radio Farm
Directors in Chicago. Awards were made by Council President Ned Dearborn
(standing r). Station men receiving the certificates (I to r): Standing, Ed
Slazarczyk, WIBX Utica, N. Y.; Ray Wolfe, KUOM St. Paul; Irving Merrill,
KUSD Vermillion, S. D.; seated Frank Atwood, WTIC Hartford; Harvey
Dinkins, WSJS Winston-Salem, and Chris Mack, WNAX Yankton, S. D.
gram and audience, the speaker
charged, adding that "all kinds of
inferior products are thrown as
participations into farm shows
when there's no place else for
Station salesmen "haven't had
them."
to sell for so long they don't know
how," Mr. Philpott said, adding that
none of the radio that Ralston had
ever bought was "sold" to it. "We
sold ourselves," he said.
Responsibility to Sponsor
Secondarily, the client wants the
RFD to recognize his responsibility
to the sponsor to make the program
sell. Mr. Philpott suggested the
RFD "sponsor" the product personally, accepting only clients in
whose products he believes. "And
work with the sponsor closely. Rewrite the commercials if you don't
like the way the agency writes
them, but let the sponsor know
why," he said.
Mr. Cashman, president of
Doughboy Industries, supervises
production in seven divisions which

FAMILY

WIBW

has been a farm station for
almost a quarter - century. We sell
Kansas and adjoining states because
we've served them well. We're one of
the family.

manufacture different products.
Doughboy, a regional account,
spends "less than $1 million a year"
on advertising, 40% of which is for
the feed division. About a third
of the feed money goes to radio, a
half-hour show, several quarterhours and occasional spots.
He outlined some results of a
questionnaire sent to 500 selected
feed salesmen and dealers. In answer to the question: "Has the

Our
they

Calling
on and
the following
RFDs to for
"maintain prestige
the
sponsor's benefit," Mr. Cashman
warned them not to "become Main
Street farmers." He suggested
that farm directors "continually
press management to give time best
suited to the farmer's listening
habits," encourage the spending of
time and money for farm listener
information which helps the sponsor know what kind of an audience
he is buying at various times of the
day, and foster merchandising of
the show and product.
"The trouble with radio salesmen
is they promise you the moon in
merchandising assistance, but once
you've signed a long-term contract,
they are inclined to forget all about
the sponsor," he charged.
The sponsor also wants the farm
(Continued on page lOJ^)

listeners have imagination
more than thot . . .
know

SPONSOR

. . .

IDENTIFICATION

May 15+h, 1950, WPWA started a new program called "PLAY
RADIO"carrying
. . . likeSUNBEAM
Bingo. Playing
wereweeks
made45,000
available
any
grocer
BREAD.blanks
In ten
formsat were
mailed to WPWA from a radius of 40 to 60 miles of Chester, Pa.
We are about to change the forms, that means some 50,000 people
are going to scurry to grocers carrying Sunbeam bread and
YOUR CLIENT, too!
perhaps to
for "PLAY RADIO" forms.
I*
Call us at Chester 4-2554 if you want "IN" on "PLAY RADIO."

DELAWARE COUNTY'S F/RST STATION
1 590 on the dial, F/RST in the hearts of listeners
CHESTER. PENNA.
WIBW
^'^^t'opeTa
'ROAD
CASTING
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sting
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No Opposition?
ORGANIZED education, under the very noses
of the nation's broadcasters and telecasters,
is making a determined bid for a huge chunk
of the limited TV spectrum. So far, those who
were responsible for the development of the
broadcast arts as free enterprises, haven't even
joined issue. Last week there were these developments:
(1) The organized educators, in hearings before the FCC, asked for a VHF
channel in each big city and educational
center, with 20% of the unallocated UHF
to be reserved for education.
(2) A joint Emergency Committee on
Educational Television, headed by the violently anti-commercial crusader. Chancellor Robert M. Hutchins of the U. of Chicago, put on a mail campaign for a $25,000 war-chest to finance the frequency
grab.
(3) Sen. John W. Bricker, (R-0.) introduced aresolution for an FCC study,
looking toward reservation of at least one
frequency in each state for educational
purposes.
All this has happened before in radio. It
occured in 1928, when the original AM reallocation was made. It happened again a decade
ago with FM. But education has always found
it could achieve maximum audience and optimum results by using the allotted sustaining
time of established commercial stations and
networks — which have the audiences, the knowhow and the wherewithal. The past record
speaks for itself.
Comr. Frieda B. Hennock, is quarter-backing
the educational strategy. The FCC proceedings have been virtually ex -parte, since no witnesses have been cross-examined by representatives of the nation's broadcast interests, who
have invested so heavily in the visual medium.
So Comr. Hennock has been making touchdowns in every quarter.
To reach an equitable decision, the FCC
should have all the facts. What about the
past experiences of the educators in radio?
What about their financial ability to engage
in TV ? Has anything been said about the educational programming now being done by TV
stations in collaboration with state institutions,
even at this early stage of TV development?
And has anyone recalled that in 1934-35, the
whole educational-allocations battle was fought
before the FCC, at the behest of Congress, with
the NAB carrying the load, after an exhaustive
survey of radio in education, and which lead
to the formation of the Federal Radio Education Committee?
The logistics or intelligence of commercial
broadcasting, so far, appears to have fallen
down badly.

100%
Isn't Perfect
SOME buyers of radio advertising have developed, no doubt in all sincerity, a rule-ofthumb in estimating the radio audience where
TV is available. They simply deduct lOOTcof the number of TV homes from the number
of radio homes in a market.
With recollections of the Assn. of National
Advertiser's autumn eJort to slash radio rates
still fresh, the need for authentic coverage
and research data becomes more acute.
When agencies and advertisers deduct 100%
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of TV homes from the radio-home count for
a market, broadcasters find themselves in
danger of being mousetrapped. They are
thrown in competition with media that evade
admitting TV has cut down their own audience
by insisting that all of TV's gains have been
made at the expense of radio alone. They
avoid the spectacular rise in radio set sales
— exceeding even those of TV.
The answer must come in the form of statistical proof that will be accepted by the advertisers. The two BMB studies have satisfied
most of those who hurled the charge that
broadcasters are medicine men. Now the latest
BMB figures are becoming obsolescent. Larger
agencies, however, apply their individual factors to bring the data up-to-date. That's why
they're buying more and more national spot.
Fortunately a group of broadcasters is now
working on this very problem, under aegis
of the new Broadcast Audience Measurement
Inc. With Clyde Rembert, KRLD-AM-TV-FM
Dallas, as chairman, a BAM committee is
exploring the history and scope of radio coverage and research.
The answer may lie in an oft - agitated
blanket coverage-research project, supplying
all types of reports under one banner. Or it
may be found in a less costly certification
operation that would inspect and lend its seal
of approval to private research.
The statistical answers are there. It's just
a case of ferretting out.

Talent's HCL
THE FULL effects of the labor agreements
signed a fortnight ago with AFRA and Television Authority cannot be fully assessed at
this time, but there isn't any doubt that the
new contracts will cause radio's production
costs to rise and television's to skyrocket.
The new AFRA contract with the radio networks did make a concession to reality. Except
for one category of announcers, the AFRA
commercial scales remain the same. In consideration of the advertiser clamor against
radio costs, the acceptance by the union of
status quo in its commercial minimum was wise.
AFRA's sustaining program scales, however, were boosted an average of 14.2% in
the new contract. In times of declining profit
margins in network radio, this increase may
be difficult to accommodate.
The new Television Authority contract is
quite a different matter from the AFRA agreement. Estimates by the networks as to how
much the TVA contract will raise production
costs run as high as 100% — assuming that
present programming continues unchanged.
Present programming, of course, will not
remain unchanged. To bring production costs
somewhere within sight networks and sponsors
will have to shorten rehearsal periods, reduce
the size of casts and exert every economy
possible, to the inevitable detriment of production quality.
Take dancing choruses, for example. Shows
with middle-sized budgets could engage choruses of several dancers at fairly low rates
before the TVA contract was made. Now that
chorus members in an hour's show are to get
.$125 each, the number of them to be hired
for any single program is obviously limited.
We recognize the great pressure under
which the networks carried on negotiations in
the face of a rapidly approaching TVA strike,
but we wonder whether they agreed to too
high a price for the first talent contract in
television. The scales set by the TVA agreement are the first. What will they be
next year?

f^' our respects to:

FRANK

j

VIVIAN WEBB

should
standV.forin versatile.
it stands
foi
Webb's name
Frank V.However,
THE
(say it softly, that no one may hear)
Vivian. Mr. Webb, now general manager oi
KFH-AM-FM Wichita, Kan., has come a long
way in the growing radio industry. '■
Back in 1938 he was running KTMS Santa
Barbara, the News-Press station, almost singlehanded. He conducted his own daily Man on
the Street program, putting himself on the air
with the aid of a battery amplifier. After
holding his sidewalk interviews he would return to the studio, write scripts, compile questions and answers for the next day's show,
handle difficult personnel problems, sell time
to Santa Barbara business firms, write continuity for the time he had sold, put the announcements onthe air, and then take his regshift
ular at the studio controls.
The KTMS enterprise taught Mr. Webb th(
(Continued on page 49)
|

Static and. Snow^
By AWFREY QUINCY
ED PETRY asks: "How many pickets do yoi
need for a fence?" If he means a fence aroum
a radio station, why not ask Stan Hubbard?
If weand believed
everything
we read,
we''
hurry
get rid of
our television
set. Ther
we'd read aloud to the kiddies from the bes
books and magazines, take them to the movie
every night, spend each warm afternoon in th
ballpark, take in all the football games, an
have the family at ringside for all the prizt
fights. Nurtured in such a refined atmosphen
OUR children would never grow up to fet
socially inferior!
When Jimmy Shouse goes to work on th
Voice of America, we'll bet that the sopran
influence will be de-emphasized in favor o
much more baritone.
We think that the formation of a Broac
caster's Advisory Council is a great idea, bn
we're curious about something. In our goverr
ment, who takes advice?
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2,100,000
Italian-Americans Live and Buy in
the Greater New York area.

730
ROME

STUDIOS:

FIFTH AVE., NEW

VIA

di PORTA

i

YORK

PINCIANA

19
4

National Representative: John E. Pearson Co.
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ARTHUR McPHILLIPS, assistant sales manager and traffic manager '
'
WJR Detroit, appointed sales service director.
RICHARD HARRIS, WILMA RICHMOND and MITCHELL DAVIS Jr. 1
WNBW(TV) Wash-'-*WRC and
and auditing
accounting
to
as secretary.
to WNBW(TV)
SAWYERdepartments
PATRICIA
ington.

front office

E

'

ID WARD KEMBLE, manager KDB Santa Barbara, Calif., to KFI Los
Angeles sales staif as account executive about Jan. 1. Was account
executive with Don Lee Netw^ork, Hollywood.
BLAYNE BUTCHER, former radio director Newell-Emmett, N. Y., to
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles in executive capacity.

FRANCIS W. TULLY Jr., Washington news correspondent for the Yankee Network, resigns. He will publish a newspaper in Maine.
apBOB DUMM, general manager KNOE Monroe, La., nto
pointed vice president and general manager Sacrame
Broadcasters Inc., (KXOA), Sacramento, Calif. Replaces HERB FERGUSON, who resigned to go mto
business in Fresno.
Mr. Butcher

THOMAS D. SEAY
KFTV Paris, Tex.

HERB BOOTH, manager KROP
KYOR Blythe, Calif.

Jr. appointed station manager

Brawley, Calif., appointed manager

NORMAN THOMAS, continuity department WOTW Nashua, N. H., appointed sales director.
SCHEPP-REINER Co., station representative, moves to larger offices at
16 E. 43d St., New York 17.
CKNW New Westminster, B. C, appoints National Broadcast Sales,
Toronto, to handle representation, effective Jan. 1.
GEORGE GLAVIN, commercial department KING Seattle, to TV sales
BOB KILPATRICK, commercial manager KXA Seattle, to
t. staff.
departmen
KING sales

SOUTHWEST

VIRGINIA S PUUtCeA,

1949 BMB
Daytime
50-100%
19 Counties

BMB Radio
Families

RADIO STATION

Prelim. Reports
1950 U. S. Census

1949
Retail Sales

101,680

517,587

279,752

157,110

814,186

452,784

10-100%
36 Counties

216,220

1,115,996

610,207

1949 BMB
Nigiittime
50-100%
10 Counties

72,050

360,853

25-100%
22 Counties

128,350

654,711

373,006

10-100%
31 Counties

188,540

972,052

538,598

232,657

OMITTED ARE FROM SM IJSO "SURVEY OF BUYING POWER"

♦RETAIL SALES FIGURES,
■
I
■

CBS • 5000 WATTS • 960 KC
0*nrd and Operated by Ihe
nMES WOFLD CORPORATION

J M' [>■

VA. ,/J^>^
ROANOKE.
ffflrllJ
FREE A PETERS. INC.. National Representatives ^^jj^"^
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(FM;

H. BRUCE BAUMEISTER, Wright, Wright, Green & Wright, Beverly
Hills, Calif., law firm, appointed resident counsel KTTV (TV) Lo6i!i
Angeles.
cjb
DON SHIELDS, newsman WAVZ
department.

New Haven, transfers to time sales l|;t

1
LOIS LARSON, S. F. model, to KRON-TV San Francisco accountings,
department.
.h
t|t
WILLIAM J. LOFBACK rejoins WSAM-AM-FM Saginaw as commercial
manager. Was news editor before he left to join wholesale hardware
firm in Michigan.
,;
ROBERT
W. FERGUSON,
station
manager
Bellaire,,"ji
Ohio,
promoted
to executive vice
president
and WTRF-AM-FM
general manager.

TED WEBBE, sales manager WCTC New Brunswick, N. J., to sales sje]
staff WAAT-AM and WATV (TV) Newark.
BILL YONAN to ABC Chicago AM sales staff after working in promotion department. LOVE DRAPER to ABC Chicago network TV sales
staff from John H. Sampson, Chicago agency.
CHARLES FERGUSON, formerly with Utah stations, to KBUC Corona, ,i
Calif., as sales representative.
J^et^onaU

• • •

KEITH G. DARE, TV account executive Headley-Reed, father of girl,
Robin Gail . . . PAUL GODOFSKY, executive vice president and station ,
manager WHLI-AM-FM Hempstead, L. I., father of girl, Barbara Sandra
.girl.
. . TOM
WIS Columbia,
S. C, father
of j'
DonnaDAISLEY,
Gail . . . sales
DICK representative
ROTHLIN, KRON-TV
San Francisco,
father
1 !t
of girl, Christine.
WILLIAM HENRY SENER, head of radio department, U. of Southern
California, L. A., and manager KUSC (FM) Los Angeles, and Frances^;
Josephine Love were married Nov. 27.

1B81

25-100%
27 Counties

■ MBH^B^
■BM I

ROBERT E. WILLIAMS appointed general manager WFML
Washington, Ind. Was with WRSW (FM) Warsaw, Ind.

Harnss

pieati|grspoon

FUNERAL SERVICES were held
Wednesday for James R. Weatherspoon, 69, president of WPTF Radio Co., operator
of
WPTF-AMFM Raleigh, N.
C, at the First
Baptist Church in
Raleigh.
Mr.
Weatherspoon,
who also was director of the Durham Life Insurance Co., died the
afternoon of Nov.
Mr. Weather- 27. He had been
in ill health for
spoon
the past seven years.
A native of Durham County, Mr.
Weatherspoon accompanied the
Durham Life Insurance Co. when
it moved its officers to Raleigh in
1920. At that time he was treasurer and a board member, positions in which he continued until
his death.
Active in Raleigh civic and religious life, Mr. Weatherspoon was
a former president of Raleigh
Chamber of Commerce, the Kiwanis

1950

Club
in that
and He
the was
North'a
Carolina
Statecity
Fair.
deacon in the Raleigh First Baptist
Church.
Surviving are his widow, four
daughters, one sister, two brothers
and six grandchildren. Burial was
at Montlawn.
In
Altoona, Pa.,
ROY F. THOMPSON
and

A prize radio combination in
the rich indastrial market of
Central Pennsylvania.
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
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Respects
(Continued from jmge i6)
^sentials of tJie broadcasting busiess. He put the station on a pay>g basis and maintained it at a
refit-producing efficiency during
lis two years there. A staunch
roponent of self-reliance, he beeves that confidence in one's own
bility, willingness to perform any
)h well, and an open and independnt mind are the essentials for
etting ahead in a fast-changing
orld.
Following his experience at Santa
' arbara, Frank Webb went to Fort
Tajme, Ind., where after two years
e was made assistant sales manger in charge of advertising and
Promotion for six Westinghouse
tations, with headquarters in
hiladelphia. Later he was proloted to sales manager of WestingDuse's KDKA Pittsburgh, where
e remained two years. His next
■:ep upward came when he accepted
le managership of the Famsworth
;roadcasting Division, including
■elevision transmission, frequency
Modulation and standard broadcastig. In this capacity he became
lanager of WGL, one of the two
Testinghouse stations operating in
"ort Wajme.
Success With WGL
Under his direction, WGL manged to show a small margin of
rofit on the first month's operation
1 spite of wartime restrictions and
uilding limitations. He laid out
ew studio plans to include faciliies for AM, FM and TV and built
p an organization of 34 employes.
Mr. Webb's earlier business caeer was almost entirely in the
dvertising field and he is fully
ognizant of the salesman's probsms. His first job in the fall of
928 after leaving Kent State Col;ge, Ohio, was selling monotype
nd linotype service to advertising

("gencies,
and
j rinters for book
the M publishers,
& L Typesetting
ij'o. in Chicago.
■} After two years with this firm,
I e followed the advice of Horace
HJreeley and "went West" to seek
g.is fortune. He took a job with the
Lrizona Republican
Gazette in

WDM
CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

HO.
j -« to Sale*

JROADCASTING

Phoenix in 1930, where he began
as assistant to the national advertising manager. He was given
various promotions on the ad staff
before joining the advertising department of the Santa Barbara
News-Press four and a half years
later. In 1937, he organized the
Santa Barbara Advertising Club
and became its first president.
In 1943, Mr. Webb was one of 12
representatives selected from the
industry to make an NAB presentation to launch a campaign selling
retailers of America on the values
of broadcast advertising. He addressed 12 mass meetings of retailers in the principal cities of
North Carolina, South Carolina
and West Virginia.
In 1944 Frank Webb was made a
member of the NAB Sales Managers Executives Committee and
served as sub-committee member
for the revision of the NAB-AAAA
standard contract for spot broadcasting. As a result of his NAB
activities he worked closely with
Lewis H. Avery, then NAB director of broadcast advertising.
From this association grew Mr.
Avery's proposal that Mr. Webb
open and manage the Los Angeles
office of Avery-Knodel, station representative.
Frank Webb's real interest, however, lay in the direction of active
broadcasting, and in the fall of
1946 he went to Honolulu. He
served as vice president and general manager of KULA Honolulu
until 1948 and then moved to
Wichita in September of that year.
Since his sojourn in the islands,
Mr. Webb has been an expressive
supporter for the Statehood of
Hawaii.

cross-country flight in a Beech
Bonanza. While in Hawaii he indulged his hobby of spearfishing.
He also enjoys knocking around in
old clothes and painting a little for
his own pleasure.
Looking ahead to the expansion
of KFH-AM-FM, Mr. Webb is making plans for a KFH-TV when the
FCC freeze is lifted and the international situation clarified. He is
alert to the potentialities of TV and
is a popular civic club speaker on
TV possibilities for Wichita.
POINTING out details to KFAB Omaha's new women's program director,
Nancy Condon, is the station's program director, L. A. (Jiggs) Miller.
Just appointed to take over duties
formerly held by Mrs. Kay Wilkins,
resigned. Miss Condon has been in
radio for 4V2 years, joining the station's research unit in 1946 and
since serving in various phases of
the station operation.
His interest in the Boy Scouts and
4-H Clubs has led to outstanding
KFH programs for these groups.
Born of American parents in
Mexico City in December 1907, Mr.
Webb is still known as "Pancho"
or "Hank" to his family, to avoid
confusion with his father, Frank
Sr. He is married to the former
Rosalie O'Connor. They have one
son, Michael Stewart, 19 months.
Boyhood days spent in Missouri
have left a little of the Tom Sawyer and Huck Finn adventurousness
in Frank Webb. He has been learning to fly and has already made a

ONTARIO MEETING
May Form Regional Unit
FORMATION of an Ontario regional broadcasters group was to
be main business of the Ontario
regional station meeting at the
Royal York Hotel, Toronto, yesterday (Dec. 3). With Ontario the
only area in Canada which does not
have a regional association, although ithas the most stations, it
was expected that a regional association would be formed and officers elected at the meeting.
The Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters called the meeting, and
William Burgoyne, CKTB St.
Catherines, representing Ontario
small market stations as a CAB
director, was to report on CAB
activities for 1950. Pat Freeman,
CAB sales director, was to outline
his new system of audience surveys. Agenda for the forthcoming
annual CAB meeting at Quebec
also was to be discussed.

Earned Public Service Laurels
His operation of KFH-AM-FM,
owned by the Wichita Eagle, reflects his sense of civic and national
responsibility. In collaboration with
the Wichita Police Dept., the
station has launched a great number of safety campaigns, emphasized during the return-to-school
months in the fall. As a result of
these campaigns, the station has
won various public service awards.
KFH celebrated its 21st anniversary as a CBS affiliate in October.
Mr. Webb is the first president
and one of the originators of the
Kansas Sales Executives Club, now
in its first year, with 150 members
from six representative Kansas
cities. Under Mr. Webb's leadership and with the cooperation of
a group of enlightened and energetic businessmen, the club's aim
is to develop selling into a profession.
In addition to his work with the
Sales Executives Club, Mr. Webb
has just completed a term as vice
president and program chairrnan of
the Wichita Ad Club. He has also
served on the board of directors
of the Sedg^vick County Infantile
Paralysis Foundation, is a member
of the public relations committee
of the Community Chest and is
active with the Wichita and the
Kansas Chambers of Commerce.
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FIRST
the

QUAD

in
CITIES

In Davenport, Rock Island, Moline and East Moline
is the richest concentration of diversified industry between Chicago, Minneapolis, St. Louis and Omaha. The Quad
Cities are the trading center for a prosperous two-state agricultural
area. Retail sales, total buying and per capita income rate higher
than the national average, according to Sales Management.
47 Kw.
5,000
W.
103.7 Mc.
1420 Kc.
WOC-AM
WOC-FM
woe delivers this rich market to NBC Network, national spot
and local advertisers . . . with 70 to 100% BMB penetration in the
two-county Quad City area ... 10 to 100% in adjacent counties.
Channel 5
22.9 Kw. Video • 12.5 Kw. Audio
WOC-TV
On the Quad Cities' iirst TV station NBC Network (non-interconnected), local and film programs reach over 27,900 Quad
Cities' sets . . . hundreds more in a 75 air-mile radius.
Basic NBC Affiliate
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest Sanders, General Manager
DAVENPORT, IOWA
FREE & PETERS, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives
December 4, 1950
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ODNEY (Bud) COULSON, manager KBUC Corona, Calif., to
KFI-AM-TV Los Angeles in promotion and publicity department to
handle press contacts. Replaced RON
MANDERS, assigned to handle station's grocery merchandising activities. BILL GORMAN, formerly in latter position, named members of
station jobs staff.
ROBERT O. EATON, announcer
WLBH Mattoon, 111., to WLWD (TV)
Dayton as producer, writer, director
and announcer. '
GERRY MORRISON to Don McNeill's
TV Club as producer, replacing IVOR
McLAREN, resigned. Was with Wayne
King TV show. ED McKEAN becomes writer for show.
ALLAN JEFFERYS, announcer WFPG
Atlantic City, N. J., to WTOF Washington in same capacity.
KEN ACKERMAN, staff announcer
KCBS San Francisco, father of girl,
Barbara, Nov. 12.
BILL WOLFF, special events and
news editor and announcer WKNK
Muskegon, appointed program director. DEA McCRAE, radio-TV copywriter Young & Rubicam, N. Y., to
station as chief of continuity department and production assistant to Mr.
Wolff.
ROBERTS E. EVANS, program director WSSB Durham, N. C, to WALD
Walterboro, S. C. in same capacity.
FORREST H. (Bob) RESPESS, chief
announcer and promotion director
WHOK Lancaster, Ohio, appointed
program director. BENNY BEE, disc
jockey, appointed music director.
FRED DAVYS, record librarian WJAS
Pittsburgh, father of boy. Bob.

air-casters

PAT BUTTRAM, CBS Gene Autry
Show, hospitalized for almost three
months following injuries suffered in
explosion during filming of scene for
Autry TV film, returns to cast of radio
show.
HENRY SELIB, new to radio, to continuity department WOTW Nashua,
N. H., replacing NORMAN THOMAS
(see Front Office).
LIB COX to continuity staff WIS
Columbia, S. C. Was with NBC New
York.
JACK BENNY, star of own CBS radio
and TV shows, and his wife, MARY
LIVINGSTON, honored Nov. 26 as
"Mr. and Mrs. American Citizen" by
Los Angeles Lodge, B'nai B'rith.
DAVID MacPHAIL appointed assistant controller NBC Western Division.
MICHAEL JOSEPH, staff announcer
and disc jockey WFRO Freemont,
Ohio, to WMAN Mansfield, Ohio in
same capacity.
WILLIAM HERNDON, literary agent,
to CBS Hollywood editing department, replacing HARRY G. STEWART,
resigning to join radio department,
Sam Jaffe, L. A. talent agency.
CLYDE McMillan to wfml (pm)
Washington, Ind., as staff announcer.
Was with WXLW Indianapolis.

The stars of
today and
tomorrow
are
with the new era in
Johnny Desmond

stars on

with Hugo Winterhalter's Orchestra
The n&w Thesaurus brings you bigger
and better programming packages with
top sponsor-appeal . . . top name artists!
You get comprehensive programming,
promotion, publicity, tie-ins, cross plugs, sound effects ... a steady flow
of current tunes and material . . . network-quality production. Wire or write
today for full details!
recorded

"pro

pim
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Radio Corporation of America
RCA Victor Division
120 East 23rd Street
New York 10, N. Y.
Chicago • Hollywood

LEWIS ALLEN, meteoroligist with
Navy Dept., featured in weather report on Top of the News on WTOP-TV
Washington.
CARL B. SKYETTE, public relations
director Rustless Iron and Steel Corp.,
Baltimore, appointed promotion director WBAL-AM-TV Baltimore, replacing FRED S. HEYWOOD, appointed
TV production manager.
FRANK DELLETT, controller, NBC
Western Division, and CAROL EWING, KNBH (TV) Hollywood controller, are in New York for four-day
NBC controllers meeting starting
today (Dec. 4).
ELLEN tatorSWITZER,
commen-on
who conducts women's
Hello Ladies
WAVZ New
awarded "Chester"
award
for Haven,
her outstanding
yeararound
service
to
Community Chest
of that city.
UNCLE HARVE, cowboy entertainer
city.
WGBS Miami, Fla., to WFEC same
DAVE FULMER, KRON-TV San
Francisco producer-announcer-director, father of girl.
DODY SINCLAIR, associate production director WJAR-TV Providence,
R. I., appointed production director.
JESSE L MILLER to announcing staff
WNBW (TV) Washington.
LANSING BAILEY, music director
KRON-FM San Francisco, appointed
program manager.
LEON LEVINE, producer CBS-TV
People's Platform, received plaque
from Veterans of Foreign Wars on
behalf of CBS. Award made for "contributions ofthis program to the public service." MILBANK, KRON-TV San
DOROTHY
Francisco accounting department,
transfers to program department.
PETER BARKER to WDTV (TV)
Pittsburgh as executive producer.
STEVE DUNNE, radio-TV, screen
actor, takes over title role in NBC
Adventures of Sam Spade. Signed to
exclusive TV contract with Don Lee
television.
J. C. RIEKBERG, KNBH (TV) Hollywood kinescope recorder, father of
boy, Nov. 26.
A/eurd • • •
HERB CARROLL, news editor WLBK
DeKalb, 111., leaves for Army duty at
Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo. JANET ELLSWORTH, continuity staff, replaces
him.
JOHN WOODS, WDEV Waterbury,
Vt., to WTAG Worcester, Mass., as
assistant day news director.
BERT CANNINGS, news director
CKWX Vancouver, is in Korea to
cover war for member stations of
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters.
CHET LONG, WBNS Columbus, Ohio,
newscaster, received Treasury Dept.'s
Award of Merit for his work in Independence Bond Drive

APPOINT MARTIN
Heads Ganneft News Bureaj
PAUL MARTIN is the new chief
of bureau of Gannett News Servic ^
Washington, D. C, it was ar nounced last week by Publishe
Frank Gannett. The bureau serve :
six radio outlets of the Gannet:
Group as well as the 21 membei
of the group's newspapers.
A native of Fort Worth, Tex
Mr. Martin has been with Gannett
Washington bureau since 1947. A
a former AP newsman, Mr. Marti i
was one of four men selected froru
the news association's bureaus iii
the nation to go to New York to
help startinto
the the
editorial
AP'
venture
radio end
fieldof when
it set up its subsidiary Press Assi'.
Inc. in 1940. Mr. Martin succeed,
A. Vernon Croop, who was callefi
to Rochester to become managingeditor of the Rochester (N. Y.,
Times-Union.
STRIKERS TUNED
KPRC Gives Official News
A PROLONGED Houston bu
strike called into play the news
services of KPRC Houston which
also inaugurated a unique servicf
for union members. At the sug
gestion
of Pat the
Flaherty,
news director,
outlet
come the official voice for
CIO striking union, it

Daily announcements, tran
scribed by C. C. Stone of the local
ported.
union, keep members informed of
negotiations between their union
and the Houston Transit Co. Mr
Stone, in commending the station
for its cooperation, also congratulated KPRC for doing
"accurate
and consistent
job ofan presenting
both sides of the strike questioi
in a fair and impartial manner.
Mr. Stone added that Local 26C
members of the Transport Workers Union were warned against
unauthorized statements and wer^
asked "to stay tuned to KPRC fo
Th strike,
official
news."which 10 days ago hac
gone into its third week, was being
covered completely by KPRC newsmen, it was noted. Remote broad
casts - from Houston's City Hal
kept tabs on negotiations from tht
Mayor's office and the Fact-Find
ing Committee, while relaying
statements from both labor anc
management. City transportatior
was seriously disrupted by th(
walkout.
CAPITOL Records reports that Holly
wood sales for the first nine month:
of this year have increased $1,163,973
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Newsweekly

9

7
That's the number of hard-selling SPOTV
com>
mercials that went winging their way to the
9

eyes and ears of millions of viewers over these

WSB-TV

twelve TV stations last week.

WBAL-TV
Baltimore
WNAC-TV
Boston

This week the figure will be bigger, the num-

WFAA-TV

.
.
,
....
ber
of, viewers
larger,
the
sales impact ...
heavier.

KPRC-TV
.Houston
KFI-TV
Los Angeles

c . week.
J in
. the
XL selling
II•lobu
Each
sees new records

WHAS-TV
Louisville
KSTP-TV M'pTs-St. Paul

which these TV stations perform for national

WSM-TV

advertisers.

Norfolk
WTAR-TV
KPHO-TV
Phoenix
WOAI-TV
San Antonio
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Atlanta

Dallas

Nashville
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The

Most

Watched

Playhouses

Last March, you'll remember, we introduced
"Hollywood Playhouse" to the Philadelphia
television audience. In a few weeks the program
was the highest rated across-the-board local or
network daytime show in all television. Our
six-for-one advertising plan met with favor
among advertisers and availabilities became
scarcer than halfbacks at Vassar.
Now WPTZ

is schediiling a Saturday edition

of "Hollywood Playhouse".
With "Hollywood Playhouse" being seen on
Saturday, WPTZ can accommodate four more
clients each week. It's the same show, same
time, the same format that made television and
advertising history. The only difference is that
we believe our Satiorday audience will be larger
—if such a thing is possible.

FIRST

IN

in Television

As an added plus we are scheduling a matinee
edition of our famous "Frontier Playhouse"
program, the most popular across-the-board
western feature in all television, immediately
ahead of Saturday's "Hollywood Playhouse"
This tandem scheduKng of television's two most
watched playhouses means increased sales for
participation advertisers in the Philadelphia
market.
Give us a call here at WPTZ — or contact
your nearest NBC Spot Sales Representative —
for full details on this double-barrelled package.
The audience is large, the cost is low. It's the
best buy in Philadelphia television.
Phiico Television Broadcasting Corporation
1800 Architects Building Philadelphia 3, Penna.
Telephone LOcust 4-2244

TELEVISION
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PHILADELPHIA
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ROADBLOCKS
TO
FREEZE
LIFTING
»^
(Chro7iology of Freeze, page 9A) least a month of hearings on spe- for VHF channels will exceed the questions to be decided may give
Rv RTTFim TRATFR
^^^^ allocations.
supply — requiring hearings. an indication of the amount of
o7>
^
.
^'^^
starting
communities where hearings time FCC will need to reach the
TELEVISION
has passed
one date for these sessions, but it prob- hadin been
completed but not decided freeze-lifting point.
"^^i^^ farrier on the long road ably will not be until January or before the freeze was imposed, ad- First, of course, is the usability
toward hftmg of the freeze— FCC s February.
Authorities point out ditional proceedings probably will of the UHF
RCA has challenged
color hearmgs— but is now con- that the Commissioners must first be in order— to bring engineering FCC's
original estimates, and in
fronted by others which may be reach agreement— though not nec- testimony up to date in the light turn has
had its own estimates
equally troublesome and time-con- essarily issue a formal decision im- of revised standards, and perhaps challenged, while Philco and Dusummg and perhaps, like the color mediately— on some of the funda- to survey other changes occurring Mont feel the UHF can be used
decision, also headed for the courts. mental issues of the current "gen- since the pre-freeze hearings. now, at least to a limited extent.
The most formidable roadblock eral" hearing.
Added up, all this would indicate Tied in with this whole
IS the raw materials shortage Co-and adjacent-channel separa- it will be at least 18 to 24 months is the hiiTking evi^^^^^^^ question
^"pX^^^^^^^^^^
efforts.
ILes in
Civihan production
begin com- posed
were beforeon new
cut- among the reasons
-stance forwhich
^u^^t:^^^^^^
%7r^.^T^:l^"Z:
the freeze
the TV
air stations
in any substantial
by FCC Chairman Wayne
backs of the magnitude foreseen and the overall proceedings in the number
even if there is optimum Gov
that TV must ultimatdy
^rr'TfH.^''^^f
t'h freeze,
7ZL
first place must be determined with production, which at this point abandon the VHF and operate in
FCC
s lifting of the
when- some
certainty before any precise
a totally unwarranted as- the UHF onlv
ever it occurs, to the status of an city-by-city allocation can be made seems
sumption.
academic technicality and leave the and subjected to hearing. A new
.
UHF is to be opened now
— and FCC has been on record
Long History
color decision in no better condition. proposed allocation plan may have
Whatever the production situa- to be drawn up, on the basis of The overall TV proceeding actu- since 1945 as holding that the VHF
tion, there appears little likelihood these fundamental decisions, be- ally dates back to June-July 1948, cannot accommodate a competitive
that FCC can even nominally re- fore the allocations hearings can when hearings on a then-proposed nation-wide TV service, so that
new VHF allocation plan raised television must eventually find its
move the freeze— already 26 months start.
questions about the effects of ^^^''^ in the UHF— then a series of
comare
hearings
the
all
if
Even
old— before about mid-1951.
In addition to the color hearings, pleted and all the decisions made tropospheric interference and corol- fundamental questions must be
which were completed last May and by spring 1951, the Commission lary problems. Pending explora- answered. Among these:
"decided" in October, FCC is now long ago assured the industry that tion of these problems and possible Should all 70 UHF channels be
in the home stretch of its sessions there will be a grace period of one revision of engineering standards, opened now, or only a portion (42)
on general TV allocations issues, or two months for filing new appli- FCC on Sept. 30, 1948, ordered the as FCC currently proposes? Should
and hopes to have them finished cations before regular TV licens- current freeze into effect, and the 70 channels currently allocated
subsequently set up the three-way to television in the UHF be curing is resumed.
within a week.
Specific Allocations After the grace period, authori- hearing on color, "general" issues, tailed by giving the 470-500 mc
Then will come — presumably ties consider it inevitable that in and specific allocations.
band (5 channels) to common carafter an interval permitting the most major markets the demand A quick run-down of principal (Continued on pag'e 9Jt)
Commission to make at least in.
formal fundamental decisions — the

the hearing on specific allocations

Maxon Has Big Gain
BILLINGS
TOPS
BBDO registered
year, skyrocketed out of its ob- Cann-Erickson.
FLORENCE SMALL
dtJ^In^soiiI^^rL?ecl"ft'\nav be
to an eminence of $7 niil- the most significant increase of the
the most tedious hearing of the lot. J- WALTER THOMPSON Co., with scurity 1950,
present height
its
gaming
trio,
TV
m
to place third
Applicants' and would be appli television network billings of ap- "on m
in 1949,
status
unlisted
an
after
.
billing
network
including
million,
$10
proximately
chan
VHF
for
preference
cants'
nels presages a bitter allocations cost of time, talent and production. The Kudner Agency held the similar to that of FC&B. William
fight in all the major markets I'anked first again in a special year- fourth spot this year with an ex- ^^'Sty had been tabulated last year
million while McCann-Erickwhere FCC proposes to put UHF ^^'^ Broadcasting «• Telecasting penditure of $6.5 million. Its 1949 at $3spent
$2 million in 1949.
son
channels particularly if UHF and survey, which showed the 15 major figure was $5 million.
Four agencies totalled more than
The most advertising agencies registering Top $5 Million
VHF are intermixed.
^3 imihon but less than $4 million
^ ^ i^iiiiuu
s.
Pnvi^i-nn
estimates envision
ODtimi<?tic estimates
optimistic
at gam
^^^^^
^^^^
^^^^^^
Lennen & Mitchell and Foote, in 1950: Cunningham & Walsh,
tacular advance to place among the Cone & Beldmg rounded out the list $3.5 million; Blow Co., S3.5 milSpecial Features in This top three in billing. Figures all of agencies to register $5 million or lion; Ruthrauff & Ryan, $3 million.
l^^O billings, each, total- and Benton & Bow^les, $3 million.
approximate, are Broadcasting •
TBA Clinic Issue:
that amount. Though Of the four. Blow and R & R were
Pi'ecisely
^i^g
53 Telecasting's estimates, based on
Roadblock to Freeze Lifting
its advance from a unlisted last year.
made
M
&
^
network
video
the
of
analysis
an
53
Billings Analyzed.'
Top Agency
Clinic Agsnda, Registration 54 business handled by each agency. 1^49 total of only $2 million, the Kenyon & Eckhardt spent $2.3
TBA
61 JWT leaped from a January-to- accomplishment of FC&B was even million in 1950, while the William
PIB Figures for Nine Months
Co. and Sherman &
in more impressive. Last year that Weintraub
What Are Best Colors for TV? " 64 December total of $8 million SIO
organization was unhsted m a com- Marquette filled out the roll of
1949 to its present figure of
Toast of Town Promotion— Bv
TV those spending $2 million or more
°5 5^^""^^ ^^^^^^^
66 niillion, while Young & Rubicam
Ed Sullivan
million.
Each totalled
or more.
$i million
$3.5 killings
vdth$8.5a milsecond place
clung
' of ' Television
Revised
and
between $2time
relation
the lead- thisTheyear.
followed
agencies
Three of
to tally
milliontoincrease
and
with Personnel
StationsDirectory
ers in a dead heat with equal out- production costs in 1950 appeared
72 ^^on for 1950.
Other Data
Maxon Inc., cornpletely unrep- lays of S4 million. These included to be heading toward a balance,
Chronology of Video's Freeze . . 94
resented among the leaders last BBDO, William Esty Co., and Mc(Continued on page 91)
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TBA's Television Clinic Program • Waldorf-Astoria, New York • Dec. 8
2:30 — Reorganization meeting of new board of TBA. Palm Room.
Registration of members and guests. Corridor of Starlight Ballroom.
2:45— TBA
CLINIC. 'Eugene C. Thomas presiding.
I. TV TELEVISION
STATION SALES
Annual meeting of Television Broadcasters Assn. Inc. (open only to official
A. Keeping the Sales Volume Ahead of Expenses; Lee B. Wailes, Fotx
representatives of TBA) Palm Room.
Industry Co.
TBA TELEVISION CLINIC. Eugene S. Thomas, manager of video operaB. Why
Food Co.Advertiser Moved Into TV; Russell Glidden Partridge
tions, WOR-TV New York, presiding. Starlight Ballroom.
UnitedOneFruit
I. PROGRAMMING
IL POSSIBILITIES OF EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION: Dr. A. G. Ruthven,
A.
The Daytime
TV Audience;
Watters,
WCPO-TV
president
of Michigan. Harry Bannister, WWJ-TV Detroit, will
B. Network
Problems;
SylvesterM. L.C. (Pat)
Weaver,
NBC. Cincinnati.
introduce ofDr.U.Ruthven.
C. Opportunties
in
Multi-Station
Cities;
Donald
Thornburgh,
WCAU-TV
Philadelphia.
III. WHAT'S
WITH ASCAP
PER-PROGRAM
NEGOTIATIONS;
Dwight HAPPENING
S. Martin, WLWT
(TV) Cincinnati,
chairman,
TV Industry
D. Opportunities
in Single-Station Cities; Donald Stewart, WDTV (TV)
Per-Program Committee
Pittsburgh.
IV. WHAT AN EXCESS PROFITS TAX WOULD MEAN TO TV BROADE. Steps
Toward
Reducing
Expenses;
G.
Bennett
Larson,
WPIX
(TV)
New York.
CASTERS; John A. Kennedy, WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va., chairman; TBA-Industry Excess Profits Tax Committee.
F. Catering to the Local Audience; John M. Outler Jr., WSB-TV Atlanta.
V. FILMS FOR TELEVISION
II. RESEARCH
A. Recent Developments in Measuring the Television Audience and Its
A. Why We Use Films on WATV; Irving R. Rosenhaus, WATV (TV)
Newark.
Response; E. Lawrence
Deckinger, instantaneous
Blow Co.
B. Do
Stations
B.• Demonstration
of new automatic,
audience jneasurement
Pictures
Corp.Want Films Tailored for TV?; Ralph Cohn, Columbia
device by C. E. Hooper, C. E. Hooper Inc.
C.
Role
of
Films
in TVProductions.
Network Programming; George Shupert. ParaIII. QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD
mount Television
(Adjournment at 12:30 p.m. for luncheon.)
VI. COLOR TELEVISION.
Panel discussion— E. K. Jett, WMAR-TV BaltiP.M.
more, representing broadcasters; Jack Barry, program producer, representing producers; Jimmy Jemail, inquiring reporter of New York
1:00— ANNUAL TBA LUNCHEON: J. R. Poppele, TBA president, toastmaster.
News, representing the audience; Fay Emerson, representing talent.
Starlight
Ballroom.
Guest speaker: Ed Wynn — "Television as I See It."
Also
program
of entertainment.
5:30 — Adjournment.

A.M
9:30 —
10:00 —
10:30 —

Advance
Abel, Jeffrey A., Henry J. Kaufman &
Assoc., Washington; Akerberg, H. V.,
CBS, N. Y.; Balaban, Bert, Paramount
TV Productions, N. Y.; Bear, Frank,
DuMont Television, N. Y.; Becker, Harold, Radio & Television News, N. Y.;
Brett, George W., The Katz Agency,
N. Y.; Bryant, Howard, Paramount TV
Productions, N. Y.; Codel, Edward, The
Katz Agency, N. Y.; Cohn, Marcus,
Cohn & Marks, Washington; Cramer,
Leonard F., Allen B. DuMont Lab,
Clifton, N. J.; Crotty, Burke, ABC,
N. Y.; Daly, Arthur J., Peck Adv.,
N. Y.; DuMont, Dr. Allen B., DuMont
Network, N. Y.; Emery, Kay, DuMont
Television, N. Y., Emery, Bob, DuMont
Television, N. Y.
Falk, Edwin A., Gale Bernays, Falk &
Eisner, N. Y.; Fisher, Alexander, ComCorp., deN. Nemours
Y.; Ford,
Carlton mercial
D., E.Radio-Sound
I. DuPont
Co., Wilmington; Freedman, Ellis, Gale,
Bernays, Falk & Eisner, N. Y.; Genock,
Ted, Paramount TV; Goodwin, Bernard,

TBA

Clinic Registration

Paramount TV, N. Y.; Heuser, Curt
and Handy,
WOR-TV
New
York;
Halpern,Seymour
N. L., Fabian
Theatres
Corp., N. Y.; Harvey, Miss Gwen,
WTCN-TV, Minneapolis; Harvey, W. S.,
Harvey & Howe Productions, N. Y.;
Hodgson, Richard, Paramount TV;
Hooper, C. E., C. E. Hooper Inc., N. Y.;
Hynes, Edward G. Jr., Trendex, N. Y.;
Hutton, Robert L. Jr., Edward Petry &
Co. Inc., N. Y.
Jett, E. Robert,
K., WMAR-TV
Jamieson,
DuMont Baltimore;
Network;
Jackson,
Hugh,
N.
Y.
Better
Business
Bureau; Kane, James, CBS,
N. Y.;
Katz,
Eugene and Kearney, Don L., The Katz
Agency, N. Y.; Kellett, Donald S.,
WFIL-TV Philadelphia; Kenkel, Fred
H., C. E. Hooper Inc., N. Y.; Lowman,
Lawrence W., CBS, N. Y.; MacFarland,
F. R., Long Lines Dept., A.T.&T., N.
Y.; Madden, Edward D., NBC, N. Y.;
Mahoney, Mary, Paramount TV, N. Y.;
Maurer, Robert, Henry J. Kaufman &
Assoc., Washington; Marks, Leonard

H., Cohn & Marks, Washington; Morgan, Harold, ABC; Morris, Miss M.,
WOR-TV New York.
Ogle, George L. TV Programs Inc.,
N. Y.; Paskow, Nevin, Paramount TV;
Poppele, J. R., WOR-TV N. Y.; Raibourn,
Paul, Paramount
ParamountTV;TV;Reese,
Rash-E.
baum, Chris,
G., CBS; Richard, A. J., Paramount TV;
Roberts, Edward, Jr., TV Programs
Inc., N.mountY.,
Rockefellow,
ParaTV; Rogers,
Robert Ralph,
B., Trendex,
N.
Y.;
Ross,
Wallace
A.,
Ross
Reports
On Television, N. Y.; Sauer, Miss S.,
Gale, Beftiays, Falk & Eisner, N. Y.;
Schmidt III, Dan, George P. Hollingbery
Co., N. Y.; Schooley, C. E., Long Lines
Dept., AT&T, N. Y.; Shupert, George,
Paramount TV; Smith, Carleton D.,
NBC,
N. Y.; Steck,
Philadelphia;
Storer, Jack,
Geo. WFIL-TV
B. Jr.,
WAGA-TV Atlanta; Stowman, Kenneth,
WFIL-TV
Philadelphia;
Streibert,
dore C, General Teleradio Inc., N.TheoY.;
Strieby, M. E., AT&T Co., N. Y.; Stron-

ach, Alexander, ABC; Stewart, Donald,
WDTV Pittsburgh; Thomas, Eugene S.,
General Teleradio Inc., N. Y.; Wallace,
M. G., Long Lines Dept., AT&T Co.,
N. Y.; Wheeler, Clinton Jr., BBDO Inc.,
N. Y.; cuse,Wilder,
H. C, WSYR-TV
N. T.; Weaver,
Sylvester, SyraNBC;
Wood, Robert, CBS.
BRICKER PLAN
Wants Educational TV Probe
SEN. JOHN W. BRICKER (ROhio) asked Congress last Thursday to direct the FCC to make a
study and investigation of the problem of setting aside TV channels in
each state for "nonprofit educationalinstitutions
programming"
educational
and by
report
its
findings to Congress.
Sen. Bricker's proposal was
made in the form of a joint resolution in the Senate (S. J. Res. 208).
The Senate Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee, of which he
is a member and to which the
resolution was referred, has not
scheduled hearings on the measure
A joint resolution must pass both
the Senate and the House and must
be signed by the President before
it takes effect.
FCC In Hearing

FCC already has begun consideration ofproposals for reservation of channels for noncommercial,
educational purposes as part of its
general VHF-UHF allocation hearing (see story page 55).
It has been pointed out by Capitol Hill observers that the Bricker
resolution would have to be considered in the light of what the
Commission is already doing in the
way of making a "study and investigation." The resolution follows:
Resolved by the Senate and House
of Representatives . . . That the FCC
is authorized and directed to make a
full and complete study and investigation with respect to the problem of
allocating at least one television frequency within each state for use by
educational institutions for the purpose of nonprofit educational programming. The Commission is further directed to report to the Consoon study
as practicable
the resultsgressof assuch
and investigation,
Richard A. Borel George B. Storer Joseph A. McDonald Frank M. Russell
Lawrence W. Lowman
together
with
its
recommendations,
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
if any, for necessary legislation."
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For
EDUCATORS
By LARRY CHRISTOPHER
EDUCATORS struck firm blows on
two fronts last week — Capitol Hill
and FCC — in their eiforts to win
reservation of TV channels for
noncommercial, educational purposes "in the public necessity."
The vigor of their attack, on
battlefields where commercial
broadcasting's defense was conspicuous by its absence, indicated
educators did not intend to be left
out in the shuflFle as they were in
the history of AM.
% Before Congress — Sen. John
W. Bricker (R-Ohio) introduced a
Senate resolution calling for FCC
to investigate reservation of TV
channels for education and to report its findings to Congress (see
story page 54). Under similar
orders in 1935, it was pointed out,
FCC recommended Congress not
put into law a proposal that stations devote specific time to education and nonprofit causes.
Educators' Cause
0 Before FCC — Commercial
broadcasting, the Commission itself and the FCC staff were virtually taken to the woodshed as
Comr. Frieda B. Hennock championed the educators' cause. It was
judgment day for everyone. Judgment day concerning FCC's 1935
AM recommendation and things
promised
hadn'tinvited
transpired.
But even that,
education
itself
into the shed for a few lickings
for not more aggressively pressing
its claims through the years.
Meanwhile, outside the Commission's general TV allocation proceeding which now is considering
whether to reserve TV channels
for education, these developments
occurred:
0 A n emergency education
committee urgently solicited public contributions to build up a
$25,000 war chest to fight the cause

TAKE

UP

TV

Channels

TORCH

MERLIN H. (Deac) AYLESWORTH
(I), first president of NBC and now
radio-TV consultant, shares views on
educational TV with Brig. Gen. Telford Taylor, onetime FCC general
counsel and counsel for the Joint
Committee on Educational Television
at FCC's current allocation proceeding. Mr. Aylesworth, appearing on
his own behalf, favored reservation
of TV channels for education if
they would be effectively used.
before FCC, "to protect one of our
greatest cultural resources from
almost total debasement."
9 National Assembly for the
Advancement of Public Relations,
new noncommercial group, commended Comr. Hennock "for her
stand in opposition to the revolting
stupidity of most present commercial television programs" and
hoped FCC "will give most sympathetic consideration to applications" for TV filed by "labor and
education."
# Comr. Hennock took the educational TV problem to a national
AM audience Tuesday night on
ABC's Town Meeting of the Air
(see story page 56).
The educators' plea for support-

ing funds was contained in a letter
circulated Nov. 21 by the Joint
Emergency Committee on Educational Television and the National
Assn. of Educational Broadcasters.
It was signed by Robert M. Hutchins, U. of Chicago chancellor; R.
G. Gustavson, U. of Nebraska
chancellor, and Homer P. Rainey,
Stephens College president. It
stated:
This emergency committee was
formed in greatest haste to p.rotect the
national interest in securing the allocation of a fair proportion of television
frequencies for educational purposes.
We are confronted by a crisis. The
FCC hascations
called
these of,allo-as
beginninghearings
Nov. 27 oninstead
originally
expected,
some
time
ruary or March 1951. If we do innotFebact
now, television will go the way of radio
and this masnificent educational and
cultural medium will be lost to the
people
irrevocably.
The facts
are set forth in the enclosed
memorandum. We have not a penny
available at this writing. We urge
you to read this memorandum and to
respond as generously and as quickly
as you can, remembering that we have
only a few weeks in which to protect
one of our greatest cultural resources
from almost total debasement. (In a
postscript checks were asked to be
made payable
to W. I. Griffith. NAEB
treasurer.
New York.)^Sth floor. Municipal Bldg.,
JCET Memorandum
The attached memorandum was
under the name of the Joint Committee on Educational Television
and outlined the issue before FCC.
The memo pointed out the "basic
purpose of traditional American
preferential treatment of education
is at stake." It said in part:
It is regrettable that the heads of our
universities must now go hat in hand
to a government agency to plead to
have our cultural values recognized in
the utilization of perhaps the most
potent educational medium of our day.
Over a period of nearly three decades,
the FCC has shown extreme reluctance
to make any decisions contrary to the
immediatemercialinterests
networks. of the large comWe have allowed radio to be deoiled. A large ispart
television spservice
used- ofto the
show present
Grade
B, C and Z moving pictures, with
occasional interludes for commercials.
We do not suggest any unfair restric-

tion of free competition for product
merchandising. We merely insist that
universities and public service agencies
devoted to the physical, mental and
moral well-being of the population have
afacilities.
right to operate their own television
Singly, even the greatest universities
are powerless before the legal onslaught of several billion dollars represented by NBC, CBS, MBS, ABC— the
major disersmanufacturers
and merchanof our business economy.
There
need be no such conflict if all concerned will come to a temperate agreement. There is considerable danger
that themand andcommercial
interests
get the whole
hog. will deLong Witness List
Twenty-one witnesses were presented by the Joint Committee before FCC last week in addition to
a comprehensive summary of the
issue by Brig. Gen. Telford Taylor,
JCET counsel and former FCC
general counsel. The testimony was
heard insioners
part
by all seven
Commiswith Chairman
Wayne
Coy
presiding only Tuesday and Comrs.
Rosel H. Hyde and Paul A. Walker
acting as chairman at other times.
Chairman Coy was absent Monday
to
meet with President
Truman's
Communications
Policy Board
(see
story page 19).
All of the witnesses substantially
supported JCET's earlier announced proposal on channel reservation, namely that one VHF channel be set aside in each metropolitan area and major educational
center; where all VHFs already
are assigned in such an area that
FCC require existing stations to
share an unspecified amount of time
with educators; that approximately
20% of the UHF channels, yet to
be allocated, be reserved for education [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Nov. 27].
The hearing continues this week,
beginning Tuesday, with JCET expected to present another dozen
witnesses plus "eight or ten" visual
presentations.
It's hoped
the hearing will be concluded
this week,
but
(Contiymed on page 96)

Cutting
Pattern
or ten yearsan
hence. editorial
IGNORING, for the nonce,TV's
the possible effect
could be opened, a........
more efficient and competiBefore
a
national
policy for TV is shaped,
tive
service
could
be
provided.
Those
channels
of the war-time economy upon TV's future, the
a
basic
allocations
decision
should be reached.
FCC now is in the throes of shaping the
are assigned to government — mainly the miliWould it be possible to divert to TV another
destiny of the visual radio art for us and our
tary. They have been assigned by a superhalf-dozen or dozen VHF channels now asprogeny.
government board known as the Interdepartsigned to government? If so, would there be
ment
Radio
Advisory
Committee.
The
It is v(>^inding up two years of study and
assignments are made by the President, upon
hearings on allocations. Color was a detour,
sufficient space for a nation-wide competitive
service, without undue interference ?
since color will be accommodated on those chanthe committee's recommendation. The FCC —
nels which are ultimately and finally allocated
except for one vote — has had no voice in those
If that isn't possible, should plans be made
now for use of UHF as the TV haven, with a
allocations. It is a star chamber, rubberfor black-and-white. The basic problem surstamp job.
rounds allocations and the standards that will
gradual transition involved?
be set to govern them.
There's too much involved to risk -further
Presumably
because
of
security,
it
isn't
made
known the extent to which these channels
allocations mistakes. Public and industry are
As always, the underlying problem is the
entitled to the facts. A Communications Policy
actually are used by government, or whether
excruciating shortage of spectrum space. There
are 12 VHF channels, which the FCC repeatBoard was named by the President more than
they're simply "reserved." We're told reliably
that they are being used militarily and that
edly has said are insufficient for competitive
a year ago to study government policy on
nationwide service. And there are the 42 UHF
more of them may be needed.
communications. We assume that within its
channels FCC proposes to open up and which,
There arises the question whether TV ultipurview is the IRAC procedure of allocation
mately will have to move altogether from
J) at this writing, are in suspended animation
by pre-emption.
The board reports early
next
year.
as to value and utility. They are inferior, it
VHF to UHF. FCC Chairman Coy has reis said, to VHF both as to coverage and
War conditions, of course, may retard TV
peatedly posed the question of eventual aseconomy.
signment of TV in a solid UHF band, all in
progress. But the allocations pattern is to be
From the start it has been said that if more
one block. Presumably he has had in mind
cut. Once that's done, it can't be re-cut without
VHF channels, adjacent to the present band,
this move on a long-range basis — perhaps eight
an upheaval in the fastest-moving art extant.
Telecasting
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RCA
COLOR

COURT

A THREE-JUDGE federal district
court in Chicago last week commenced its deliberations on the
RCA suit against FCC's adoption
of CBS color television standards.
The judges began their study
after the last of a series of supplementary briefs and affidavits
had been filed by both sides during
a 10-day filing period allowed when
the court issued its temporary restraining order against the color
decision [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Nov. 20].
Final document was submitted
Tuesday by RCA and its subsidiaries and co-plaintiff's, NBC and
RCA Victor Distributing Corp., in
answer to a brief filed the week
before by the Commission and a
memorandum filed by CBS [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Nov. 27].
There was no further indication
when the court may hand down a
decision. During the Nov. 14-15
hearings Pi-esiding Judge J. Earl
Major made clear that the court
needs time to consider the complex
case and that a final decision would
not come "today, or tomorrow, or
in the right near future."
Pending further action of the
court, the temporary restraining
order halts the effectiveness of the
color decision, which otherwise
would have gone into effect Nov.
20. Seven manufacturers and other
groups have joined sides with RCA
in the suit, while CBS has intervened in behalf of the Commission.
RCA's Final Brief
RCA's final brief, an 80-page
document filed through the Chicago
law firm of Kirkland, Fleming,
Green, Martin & Ellis, charged that
there was "no policy reason" for
FCC's denial of the compatible
RCA color system; that the RCA
color picture was "no reason for
denial"; and that CBS has exhibited "fear of free public choice"
while RCA has "faith in free public choice."
The brief covered these major
points :
(1) A reply to FCC's charge that
RCA is attempting a trial de novo
or a rehash of all the proceedings
which took place before the FCC in
its color hearings, rather than simply
a review of FCC's conclusion; (2)
"A reply to the alleged basic findings,
which are not supported by substantial evidence and do not support
the [FCC] order"; (3) "A reply to
the argument that the public should
be denied compatible color"; (4) "A
reply to the attempt to deny the
clear, irreparable injury that will be
suffered if an interlocutory injunction is not issued."
RCA described the CBS system
as an "unready" one.
It charged FCC's decision conflicts with the report of the Condon Committee on color television
and with the RCA progress reports
on its own system.
Although RCA reportedly wants
to bring witnesses into court to
testify
against
RCA
said this
shouldFCC's
not findings,
be construed
Page 56
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as a trial de novo, but is merely a
means
"compel
the Commission
to
take to
account
of those
facts which
it These
had a duty
to
consider."
facts, RCA said, must be
brought to the court's attention "in
oneRCA
way charged
or another."
the CBS memorandum "is full of fear of the
judicial review," and that "the
Commission's avowed disregard of
pertinent material is by itself
enough to void the order" approving CBS color.
Cite 'Experts'
The brief said "CBS has been
able to find only one independent
expert who made any adverse comment on RCA's color fidelity in
1950," and that he qualified his
statement by saying he believed
the difference was "temporary and
not fundamental."
Donald Fink, identified as an
independent expert and a member
of the Condon Committee, was
reported to have said in April 1950,
after he was shown the tri-color
tube of RCA, that the "complexity"
of the RCA system, to which he
had referred in 1949, "had been
eliminated with introduction of receivers using that tube."
RCA inclaimed,
"thereto
is Further,
no evidence
the record
show that RCA color transmission

Judges

Begin

Study

equipment raised any problem of
complexity in actual operation and
none was cited by the defendants
admitted its system, with
or RCA
by CBS."
its use of a sampling technique, is
"to a very limited extent, susceptible to certain kinds of interference." The brief said there is
nothing other than "a theoretical
objection" on the record, and
pointed out that the RCA system,
contrary to the FCC claim, "can
and has been networked successRegarding FCC's assertion that
insufficient field testing was confully." ducted on the system, RCA contended "the record is replete with
testimony and exhibits with respect to extensive field tests."
Compatibility Problem
RCA said it "held to its goal of
compatibility because compatibility
is of first importance to color itself." RCA believes the problems
of color "are those which should
be
in the laboratory," the
briefsolved
asserted.
Reiterating its protest against
adoption of an incompatible sysCommissiontem,
. . . RCA
hasclaimed
neither "the
the right
nor
the power to deprive the public
am JO s:>SBDpBOjq |bid.i8uiuioo jo

Showings

RCA WILL DEMONSTRATE
its compatible color TV system in approximately two
weeks of showings — largely
to its licensees — starting
Tuesday (Dec. 5). Featuring
improved equipment, including advanced models of the
RCA tri-color picture tube,
the demonstrations will be
held at the NBC studios in
Washington and will consist
of three showings a day.

RCAthesystem."
"real" approval
meaning
of
argumentTheagainst
of thedefendants
RCA system(FCC)
is that nor
"neither
the
CBS
have confidence in the CBS sysCBS wants "sufficient public investment in its inferior, incompatible color television system . . .
to set up a roadblock against the
adoption of superior, compatible,
high definition, all-electronic color
television
tem." system, such as that of
RCA," the brief charged.
"Even if the court does not hold
the (FCC) order invalid in its entirety," RCA suggested, "the court
should . . . hold ... it invalid insofar as it denies the public the
right to receive the RCA color
television system as well as the
CBS system."

ION
AT
EDUCthat
PROPOSAL
advertisers
and
educators form an "overall organization to exert moral control" and
"improve those TV programs already reaching the public," made
by Dr. Ernest Ditcher, business
and advertising consultant for radio and TV sponsors, was met with
adamant disapproval by Frieda B.
Hennock, FCC Commissioner, last
week on ABC's Totvn Hall Meeting
of the Air (9-9:30 p.m. Tuesday).
Subject linder discussion at the
meeting was "Who Should Be Responsible for Education on Tele-

Replying
to Dr. Dichter's
suggesvision."
tion. Miss Hennock
emphasized
that
the "educators don't want crumbs";
that "they want their own TV stations" and they don't want "a good
swift kicking around" by the advertisers.
Miss Hennock left no doubt in
the listeners' minds as to whose
cause she was championing in the
debate. She insisted: "Television
can be put to better use as an electronic blackboard rather than an
electronic billboard bringing roadside advertising messages into the
"I do not think our commercial
broadcasters
ever have accepted, or
home."
ever will accept the fulltime responsibility for educating our listening and viewing public," she
said.
Explaining why comedians are

ate
Hennock, Dichter Deb
ISSUE
so popular, she told the audience
cepts and that most educators insist that their messages be accepted
that the degree of choice today in
radio and television between edu- on their terms. He asserted further
cation and entertainment is negli- that educational methods are concentrated on interesting but useless
gible. But her answer to the question, "Could
requireover
com-a information, rather than "realistic
mercial the
stationsFCC
to turn
techniques of living and insight."
Because educators draw "sharp dinumber of hours to education?"
viding lines between education and
was "Yes, I suppose they could, but
fun"
education
has become an aswe haven't considered that yet."
signment rather than a choice for
Miss Hennock concluded: "Our
educators hold the key to the fu- the public.
Urging the educators and the
ture of America. They are qualified
to determine whether we will be a advertising people to join forces,
Dr. Dichter said: "Education
better informed, better educated
through mass media has to be
society in an expanding democracy,
or whether we will be a nation of brought to people in a format which
household gadgets, $50,000 jack- is psychologically accessible and
pots, and home libraries stacked
comprehensive
them." He
cited
Goldbergs, toHopalong
Cassidy,
with comic books. Making televi- The
and
others
like
them,
as
programs
sion channels available for colleges,
universities, municipalities, and which fulfill some basic needs of
public school systems is putting the their listeners. He said, "it is time
responsibility for education on tele- for the educator to shed his dignity
and arrogance, and for the TV
vision in the hands it belongs . . ." practitioner to rid himself of his
Dichter's Views
fear and his ridicule of the impracDr. Dichter, taking his position
on the side of the commercial
Dr. ticalDichter
long hairs."said it is necessary
broadcasters, challenged "the right for both parties to get together "to
of educators to usurp this title ex- give people the help in adjusting
clusively" and accused them of to the chaos of modern life, which
failing to build up a sizable audiall of us so sorely need." If this
ence" because of four major kinks happens, "they will have made TV
a commercially profitable and culin their professional armour" —
arrogance, autocracy, superficialturally beneficial medium — two
values which have to go together
ity, and isolationism.
He said that education is surin a socially conscious free enterrounded by puritanical duty conTelecasting prise• system."
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For TV

Stations -Television's

First Complete

PROGRAM-TO-

film

for

PROFIT

features

Television

Programming

provides top TV programs
at low cost

• works

PLAN

on film

with stations to sell sponsors

® helps stations build bigger audiences

A

policy

This new NBC

of

profit

to

the

station

• .

. .

TV Film Program Plan is based on the belief that its success is closely tied in

with the success of stations in using its Films. These 12 Points of the Plan tell the whole
story — an important profit story every TV station manager will want to read.
1.
2.

The Plan will include only top quality films— top in subject and story
interest, in direction and production.
These TV Programs-on-Film will be selected as carefully as films on
the NBC TV Network and NBC's own TV stations.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The Programs will pi'ovide stations the widest possible range of programming—cartoons, musicals, situation comedies, personalities.
They will enable stations to appeal to all audience groups— women,
children, men, family units.
The Programs are especially selected for their appeal to sponsors
and their ability to do a selling job for the sponsor.
The Programs will be priced for ready sale by stations— and for profit
to stations.
The Programs, being readily saleable, will help sell station facilities.

Here

are

CRUSADER

two

of the

first fou

RABBIT. Tlie adventures, in car-

toon, of a dauntless Rabbit with a crusading
spirit — and his comrade-in-arms Rags, the
Tiger. In their battling for various zany causes,
they get involved in the most ilarro^ving and
amusing situations.
Ready now are 130 episodes of 4 minutes each.
Each episode ends on a ciiff-Iianging notemaking the program ideal for a 5-minute 5a-week strip. Appeal is principally to children
—but grown-ups can't resist Cmsader Rabbit
Also he will go ci-usading {successfully as always) for his sponsor.

des

the

NBC

TV

SALES

FILM

PROGRAM

CO-OPERATION

FROM

PLAN

NBC

3.

The NBC Film Department will provide stations with hard-hitting sales material tohelp sell the programs— fast. Included will be descriptive, illustrated
folders of the shows — direct mail letters — pictures — publicity — ad mats
—and a Sales Bulletin.

9.

NBC will put the full power of trade paper advertising behind these Programs.

10,

In special instances, NBC will send a sales representative to the station city,
to work with station salesmen in making the sales.

11,

NBC stations will build audiences for its TV Film Programs. Each program
will be provided with its own complete, specially written audience building kit.

1 2,

Each kit will comprise slides, balop prints, ad mats, publicity stories, pictures
and merchandising ideas.

It adds up to this : The NBC

TV Film Program Plan not only delivers the Programs — but

helps actively to sell them and to build audiences for them. It is the first and only Programto-Profit Plan in Television.

T ofTGrifl^S

Mi

JACKSON

for the other two, turn the page

& JILL. Here is situation comedy—

or rather, comedy of errors— at its best. It
presents tke misadventures of '"Television'.^lost Lovable Newly weds" — Jackson Jones
and his pretty wife Jill. Filled with problems,
frustrations, mix-ups, laughs and a happy
ending.
Jill is played by Helen Chapman and Jackson
by Tod Karnes, both of Hollywood— and the
ca.-ting is perfect. Available now are 13 programs carl) a great 30 minute show. Will appeal to any man or woman who was ever married—or single. Some sponsor will snap this
one up.

Illlllllll

and

here

are

the

other

two

programs

I

in the

VARIETY MUSICALES.

now

available

NBC

PLAN

A unique series of 100

musical interludes— running about 3 minutes
each— ranging the entire gamut of musical entertainment. From popular to classical— from
Latin to Hawaiian— from harp and piano duets
to vocals.
Produced in England and featuring unusually
gifted talent, these 100 program spots were
selected from among nearly 1000 subjects and
are tops for tunefulness, showmanship, production and general appeal.
The series may be leased on a yearly basis and
used as desired for maximum
value.

GOING

PLACES

WITH

programming

UNCLE

GEORGE.

Ghost towns of the Golden West — Switzerland
and skiing — Africa of the headhunters — the
Lands of Columbus— Uncle George goes everywhere and takes the kids (and grown-ups)
with him.
Here's a series of 26 programs — 10 minutes
each — built on an adventure-explorer format
which is educational in an entertaining and exciting w^ay. And Uncle George (Hollywood's
Dick Elliott) is just the man to do it.
Produced for the younger audience, this program series will have wider appeal— including
a sponsor.

write, wire or phone

NBC-TV

now—

for full details and

film

prices

department

30 Rockefeller Plaia, New York City
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jfJATIONAL advertisers during the
'first nine months of 1950 purchased
jjnore than $20 million worth of time
iiat gross rates) on three TV net[vorks— ABC, CBS and NBC— according to figures compiled by Publishers Information Bureau.
I Although the freeze on the construction ofnew video stations continued through the year, these expenditures were more than three
times the $6,461,492 spent for network time on all four TV networks
— DuMont figures were reported in
1949 but not this year — during the
jsame period of last year, representi^ng an increase of 221.5%, to be
exact. For September alone, the
1950 month's gross TV network
time sales totaled $3,516,897, up
£25.6% from the $991,262 gross
[for September 1949.
Comparable increases in the use
llof television for advertising purposes occurred in the spot and local
use of this medium, according to
■data collected by N. C. Rorabaugh
Co. from the nation's TV stations.
These compilations do not report
:on the expenditures of advertisers
:for video time but they do show
that the number of advertisers
sponsoring spot video campaigns
increased from 337 in September
1949 to 801 in that month of 1950,
ia gain of 183.2%,.

Local Gains
1
j!
Local video advertisers during
the same year interval increased
from 1,141 to 2,903, a gain of
154.4%. Network TV sponsors
numbered 59 in September 1949 and
126 in the same month of 1950, an
increase of 113.6%;.
How spectacularly TV advertising has grown is shown even more
clearly when the September figures
for this year are contrasted with
those for September 1948, when
there were 21 network advertisers,
119 spot and 236 local users of TV
time. Percentage increases over
the two-year span were 500.0 %c for
network, 573.1%; for spot and
1,130.1 %o for local TV advertisers
(see Table 1).
Ford Motor Co. is the top purchaser of TV network time for the
first nine months of 1950, spending

1

TV ADVERTISERS IN SEPTEMBER 1948, 1949
Reporting
Network
Markets Stations
19
32
43
76
59
Sept. '48
59
100
126
Sept.
'49
21
Sept.
'50 Rorabaugh Report on TV Advertising
* SOURCE:
$1,388,509 (before discounts) for
time, according to Broadcasting •
Telecasting's calculations from
the PIB reports on time expenditures for individual programs. R.
J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. ranked
second with network time purchases
of $1,069,925, only other video network account to top the milliondollar mark for the nine-month
period. Top 10 TV network advertisers for September 1950 and for
the nine-month period, and their
expenditures for time, are shown
in Table 2.
JWT Leads
Leading advertising agency in
standpoint of TV network time purchases for the January-September
period of this year is J. Walter
Thompson Co., which bought $2,327,972 worth of network time at
gross rates for its video clients,
according to Broadcasting • Telecasting's compilation of PIB data.
Three other agencies also showed
expenditures for TV network time
in excess of $1 million during this
nine-month period: Young & Rubicam, with gross time purchases of
$1,649,106; William Esty Co., with
$1,252,085, and Kudner Agency
with $1,051,704. Top 10 video network time users among agencies
are listed in Table 3.
Smoking Materials — cigarettes,
lighters, pipe tobaccos — was the
leading class of product advertised
on the three TV networks during
the first three-quarters of 1950,
with gross time purchases of
$3,794,056. Foods ranked second,
using $3,232,607 worth of video
network time and Automotive Products third, with $2,986,938. Full
product class breakdown, with September 1950 and the nine-month
period of this year compared to
the same month and period of 1949,
is shown in Table 4.

No.
119
Spot
337
801

of Advertisers
AND
1950*
Local
Retail
236
1,141
2,903

Total
376
1,537
3,830

,
TABLE 2
TOP TEN TV NETWORK* ADVERTISERS
IN SEPTEMBER 1950
1. Ford Motor Co
$189,790
2. P. Lorillard Co
147,277
3. National Dairy Products Co. ... 134,232
4. Anchor-Hocking Glass Corp. ... 125,720
5. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co
103,755
6. Phiico Corp
97,043
7. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. ... 96,110
8. RCA
94,094
9. American Tobacco Co
92,758
10. General Foods Corp
91,090

COMMONWEALTH
Currently Serving the
'Nation's Leading TV Stations
Offers the Following
TV

FILM

PACKAGES

MAJOR
PANY
OM
su.h
.io"_;i
CO with C
OGRAMS
FEATURE PR Jimmy
rbara
BaJimmy
STANWYCK
Robert
YOUNG

uUtt
PaDD
AR*O
GO

TOP TEN TV NETWORK* ADVERTISERS
JANUARY-SEPTEMBER 1950
1. Ford Motor Co
$1,388,509
2. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. . . 1,069,925
3. P. Lorillard Co
974,866
4. National Dairy Products Co... 933,847
5. General Motors Corp
651,054
6. Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co... 647,490
7. RCA .
630,015
8. General Foods Corp
597,251
9. Phiico Corp
558,568
10. American Tobacco Co
516,771

DURANTE
Cloudette
DOUGLAS
COLBERT
Raymond
Jack
BENNY
^^^W
SSEY
featuring
ES
MAS
TERN

* ABC, CBS and NBC TV networks, DuMont
not reporting.
SOURCE: Publishers Information Bureau.

KERMIT MAYNARD
^ SMITH BALLEW

TABLE

THE

RANGE

STEWART
M«rU
Melvyn
OBERON

BUSTERS

3

TOP TEN AGENCIES IN TV NETWORK* TIME
PURCHASES DURING JANUARY-SEPTEMBER
1950
1. J. Walter Thompson Co
$2,327,972
2. Young & Rubicam
1,649,106
3. William Esty Co
1,252,085
4. Kudner Agency
1,051,704
5. McCann-Erickson
919,507
6. Lennen & Mitchell
883,018
7. Kenyon & Eckhardt
760,819
8. BBDO
743,692
9. Maxon
718,332
10. Cunningham & Walsh
647,490
* ABC,reporting.
CBS and NBC TV networks, DuMont
not
SOURCE: Publishers Information Bureau.
*

MUSICAL
VARIETIES
l7'/imin each ' featuring
MOREY
%^ AMSTERDAM 4

4-^

/3
CMITOONSJ

TABLE 4

GROSS TV NET WORK TIME SALES FOR SEPTEMBER AND JANUARY-SEPTEMBER 1950*, COMPARED TO 1949 BY PRODUCT
Sept. GROUPS
1949
Jan.-Sept.
Jan.-Sept.
Jan.-Sept.
Sept.
Jan.-Sept.
Sept.
1949
Sept.
1950
1949
1949
1950
Product Group
1950
Product Group
1950
Publishing & Media
152,401
110,267
j Automotive
Apparel
516,244
24,998
$171,579
539,948 Radios, TV sets.
& Access. $107,353
$9,020
386,552 $ 2,986,938
69,988
798,384
Phonographs, Musical
Beer, Wine & Liquor
66,031
108,144
178,582
43,830
Instruments & Access. 317,650
6,326
BIdg. Materials
29,180
1,943,618
1,260,669
Retail Stores &
Confectionery & Soft
Direct
Mail
14,675
15,366
166,007
>i Drinks
866,494
58,188
193,944
19,696
i Consumer Services
Materials 484,223
198,545
32,385
1,346,810
3,794,056
23,795 Smoking
96,600
165,495
31,950
Drugs & Remedies
Soaps, Cleansers &
30,885
598,056
53,400
14,520
Polishes
66,075
Food & Food Products
276,945
639,303
90,184
3,232,607
14,670
Sporting Goocis & Toys 14,670
<?asoline.
787,438
Other
FuelsLubricants & 149,248
31,950
Toiletries & Toilet Goods 348,182
341,797
35,479
9,680
96,600
1,942,395
Horticulture
Miscellaneous 1,080
35,345
100,804
1,140
Household Equip. &
317,850
249,078
1,183,886
iupplies
33,910
342,800 Total
$3,516,897 $20,880,815 $991,262 $6,461,492
, Household Furnishings
228,175
69,350
1,279,551
476,757
Industrial Materials
130,520
42,395
Jewelry
12,223
85,691
1,348
* ABC, CBS and NBC TV network figures, DuMont not reporting.
I OfHce Equip. Stationery
SOURCE: Publishers Information Bureau.
13,230
13,230
I & Writing Supplies
3,040
3,040
Telecasting
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For further
informGtion
and comptef*
list, write to
lommonujEflLTH
B$0
723 Seventh Avenue. New York 19, N.Y.
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Rorabaugh
On

Reports

October

telestatus

THE

TELEVISION advertising in October fell into the swing of fall business with a rush, increasing Yi.l'/r
in total advertisers over September
and hitting new all-time highs in
the number of network, spot and
local users of the medium. There
were 4,509 firms placing TV business during October, according to
the latest Rorabaugh Report on
Television Advertising.
Largest percentage gain was
made in the network field which
had 15S advertisers in October.
This was a gain of 25.4% over
September's 126. Spot gained
12.6% in total advertisers and recorded 902 in October. Locally
there were 3,449 firms placing business, up 18.8% from September.
Network figures in the Rorabaugh reports cover the entire
month and are reported by the
networks' headquarters. Spot and
local figures are furnished by the
various stations and cover the week
Oct. 1-7. There are six stations
which are not included in the spot
and local figures.
From October 1949 the total
number of television advertisers
has increased 138.4%, going from
1,891 to its present 4,509. Network
advertisers over the period gained
107.9% while spot increased 166.1%
and local business jumped 143.6%.
With 158 network advertisers
during October, there were 197
accounts. (The sponsor of any
given program is considered an

LARGEST

TELEVISION
MARKET

. .

DALLAS
FT

WORTH

Combined Population
DALLAS and TARRANT
COUNTIES ...
920,500

NOW

tkere are

I 82,544

I
City

in

KRLD-TV's
Effective

Coverage
CBS
for

Area
Station

DALLAS
and
FORT WORTH
tlih is wlii^

KRLD
AM-FM-TV
C^liunnei 4
li ij^our Ledt Luij
■ he
TIMES HERALa Station
\cttinnal Kepresentatives
THE BRANHAM COMPANY
Page 62
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(Report 140)
apOT^
NUMBER OF ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT GROUPS
Network
LOCQI
1. Agriculture & Farming
2133
10
12
Total
2. Apparel, Footwear & Access.
9
37
210
123
256
3.
Automotive,
Automotive
Equip.
&
Access.
17
18
171
396
431
62
4. Beer & Wine
240
7
65
205
5. Building Material, Equip. & Fixtures
120
3
& Soft Drinks
48
88
66
7.6. Confectionery
Consumer Service
1
12
227
13
8. Construction & Contractors
849
14
14
9. Drugs & Remedies
4
26
61
10. Entertainment & Amusements
62
17
11. Food & Food Products
716
28
259
562
614
79
12. Gasoline,
7
22
77
18
13.
HorticultureLubricants & Other Fuels
1
12
14. Household Furnishings, Equip. & Supplies
18
84
15. Industrial Materials
1
5
31
2
6
16. Insurance, Banking & Real Estate
42173
4
101
17. Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
57
3
21
18. Office Equipment & Supplies
24
43
15
45216
30165
19. Publishing & Media
20. Radios, TV Sets, Phonographs, Musical
44
24
17
Instruments & Access.
10
13
230
30
22
21. Retail Stores & Shops
214
2
9
9
22. Smoking Materiols
7
7
253
23.
Polishes
2
5
38
45185
24. Soaps,
SportingCleansers
Goods & & Toys
25. Toiletries
13
26. Miscellaneous
Transportation, Travel & Resorts
27.
3
2417
902
14
165
TOTAl
75
^Excludes two network accounts which appear in both classification 6 and 11.3,449
35
on Monday and Friday evenings.
"account." An advertiser sponsorThere were 18 accounts which reing more than one show is counted
for each one.) In the number of
portedly bought 50 or more stations
accounts shown CBS-TV took top for their network progi-ams.
honors with 71. NBC-TV had 68,
In the spot field, the largest adABC-TV 39 and DuMont 19.
vertiser in number of stations pur9
In number of stations used,
chased
158*was 0 'Cedar Corp. which4,50
Philco Corp. was shown as the placed its schedule on 79 outlets.
Second place account was Pontiac
largest network advertiser during
Motor Div. of General Motors. The
October. The firm bought 60 NBCfirm had spot business on 74 staTV stations for its hour-long
tions. Bulova Watch Co. had the
Philco TV Playhouse every Sunday
third largest number of stations
night. In second place for number
of stations bought was RCA which
on its .schedule — 72. There were
placed Kukla, Fran & Ollie on 57 15 accounts which reportedly
(Continued on page 90)
NBC-TV stations for a half-hour
City

Weekly Television Summary:

■December 4, 1950, Telecasting Survey

Outlets On Air
Outlets On Air
Sets in Arec
Sets in Area
Louisville
WMCT
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
KOB-TV
5,700
Memphis
60,2S(
26,258
Miami
WOl-TV
60,1 7<
WTVJ
42,50C
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
Milwaukee
M=nn.-St.
Paul
67,800
240,476
WTMJ-TV
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
176,985
163,40(
KSTP-TV,
WTCN-TV
27,500 Nashville
WNBF-TV
12.60(
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
New Haven
WSM-TV
WTTV
58027,154
245 New
11,340
109,70(
WNHC-TV
Orleans
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
4i,os:
WABD.
WDSU-TVWCBS-TV,
149,331 New York
679.417
WBEN-TV
WETV
WOR-TV,
WPIX WJZ-TV, WNBT
1 ,720,00(
43,504
WATV
Inc. in N. Y. Estimate
WEKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
Norfolk
Newark City WTAR-TV
209,000 Oklahoma
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
39,95C
349,319
114,000 Omaha
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
WKY-TV
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
KMTV,
WOW-TV
Philadelphia
WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
695,00(
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
54,63: »
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
27,962
KFHO-TV
WTVR
82,544
WDTV
WOCTV
Davenport
Providence
Ft. Wor-h
17,40C
WJAR-TV
160,00<
Quad Cities Include Davenport, MoMne, Rock Ise., E. Moline 140 000 Richmond
WHIO-TV, WLWD
Dayton
47,36;
95,56C
Rochester
355,504
Detroit
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WH 4M-TV
41 .."ISO Rock Island
WICU
Erie
WHBF-TV
56,20i
Quad
Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline 27,96:
82,544
Salt
Lake
City
Ft.Da'las
ForthKDYL-TV, KSl-TV
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
San
Antonio
48,50'
Grand Rapids W LAV-TV
KEYL, WOAI-TV
30,508 San Diego
Greensboro
KFMB-TV
82,972
31,50(
WPMY-TV
33,65
Francisco
Houston
Schenectady
KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
K PRC-TV
WRGB
52,103 San
Albany-Troy
114,6S(
116,10(
64,0C(
HuntingtonCharleston
29,000 Seattle
WSAZ-TV
Indianapolis
22,000 St. Louis
WFBM-TV
50,1 0(
KING-TV
KSD-TV
Jacksonville
102,000
WMBR-TV
45,025 Toledo
Johnstown
206,50(
Tulsa
WJAC-TV
80,92:
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
Syracuse
57,00(
KolamazooWKTV
WSPD-TV
Battle Creek WKZO-TV
53,589
Utica-Rome
KOTV
Kansas City
WDAF-TV
Washington
27,90(
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
WGAL-TV
Lancaster
Lansing
Wilmington
188,58:
73,565
WJIM-TV
68,474
32,500
WDEL-TV
Los Angeles
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
50,86!
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
796,865
Estimated total Sets i 1 Use 9,155,000
Stations on Air 107
Total Markets on Air 63
Editor's Note: Totals for each market represent estimated sets within televiewing area. Where coverage areas overlap set counts may48,15'be
partially duplicated.
Sourcesareof compiled
set estimates
are some
based may
on data
dea'ers, indistributors,
CirculationTotal
committees,
electric
one
monufacturers.
Since many
monthly,
remainfrom
unchanged
successive TV
summaries.
sets in all
areascompanies
is necessarily
approximote.
Telecasting
• BROADCASTING
Albuquerque
Ames
Atlanta
Baltimore
Binghamton
Birmingham
Bloomington
Bo<;ton
Buffalo
Charlotte
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Cclumbus
Dallas,

-

Based
WSB-TV

at

on

delivers

materially
than

latest

less
any

authentic
a

cost
other

in the

greater
per

measurements,
audience

thousand

television

set-homes

station

South!

Ask your Petry man
to show you the
latest ratings

Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and The Atlanta Constitution
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IF YOU'RE telecasting a five-star
general and the yellow in one of
his decorations shows up as if illuminated by a small electric bulb,
his presence may well cast a humorous reflection on an otherwise
austere occasion to the embarrassment of all.
Not so amusing is the lighted
match which looks like an atomic
explosion on television.
The industry may take heart,
however, in the knowledge that,
while video lighting probably has
not kept pace with other facets of
the burgeoning electronics giant,
the Dept. of Army is conducting
some basic research into these troublesome problems.
The Army's Program Review &
Analysis Division has been looking
into the reproduction of various
colors in black-and-white transmission— the problems, methods
and materials, and personnel requirements and show techniques —
and has come up with a Graphics
Report which throws considerable
light on a "gray" subject.
While the report is designed primarily as a training aid, it may
well have widespread applications
throughout the industry. The report was compiled by Charles de
M. Barnes, civilian chief of the
Presentation Section, with reserve
rank of major, at the request of
the Army's Training Aid Section
G-3. NBC-WNBW (TV) Washington and New York personnel
furnished assistance and data, as
did other groups.
"Television cameras today are
trained on persons, backgrounds
and objects that are colored," the
report notes after dismissing the
early possibility of commercial
color television. "The first problem is to establish what can be expected from the colors of everyday
life when they are submitted to
the camera for telecast. Like photoTraphy, television has a few idiosyncrasies ofits own. ... It should
be understood that all colors do not
reproduce on television in tones of
gray with the same tonal value to
which the eye is accustomed."

graphics experiments
DURING
at Sands Point, Long Island,
N. Y., Mr. Barnes noted that pure
black leaves a "ghost," or a lighter
duplicate of the image alongside,
and recommended that black and
white in their pure form be avoided
in the preparation of graphics for
telecasting. The most satisfactory
tones have been grays, he adds,
advocating what he -alls "controlled gray."
Using black and white water
Page 64
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No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1
2
3
4
5

Gray
Gray
Gray
Gray
Gray

Are

Best

Colors,

TABLE I
(very light)
55 parts white to 3 parts black
(gradually darker)
35
( "
" )
20
( "
" ,)
10
"
6
(very dark)

colors, the report takes five shades
of gray, ranging between "very
light" and "very dark," mixed
from set proportions (see table I).
In further tests, it was noted the
grays appear lighter if surrounded
by black and white. There was no
indication of a "ghost" after any
of the tones.
Transmission of color for monochrome reception — another phase
of the Barnes study — presents
numerous problems, the report
concedes, a's it delves into the relationship of colors to the five basic
grays based on extensive work by
RCA in New York.
Taking six colors — red, orange,
chrome yellow, green, blue and
purple — and tracing the tints in
five steps with use of cold water
paints, the report concludes that
colors have better gray values than
grays achieved from straight black
and white mixtures.
Some specific conclusions drawn:
% Red becomes black when
photographed. On television it
turns a dark gray.
0 Blue generally goes pale or
washes out completely in photography, assuming no filters are
used. When telecast it is as dark
as red in the first step and becomes
gradually lighter until it becomes
a No. 2 gray (two steps from becoming awhite).
9 Chrome yellow evolves as a
No. 3 gray, and follov.'ing steps
blend all the way out into No. 2
grays.
% Green prior to mixing with
white is a No. 5 or very dark gray
and gradually goes through the
scale to a No. 2 gray. Tones
achieved with green are very soft
and "seem much more satisfactory
than just grays mixed from black
and white."
% Purple has "wonderful qual-

ities" of black in the No. 5 gray,
and gives "nice" No. 1 and 2 grays.
The report adds the reservation
that conclusions are subject to
change when these colors are mixed
from pigments put out by different
manufacturers, and diff'erent TV
cameras will have their "corrective" effects, too.
NBC uses a soft olive green
background on many advertising
and announcement cards. "Yellow
can look very brilliant . . . purple
very black and it can be deduced
that better gray effects can be
achieved from colors rather than
straight mixtures of black and
white
grays."of the text also is deA portion
voted to lettering vdth four suggestions put forth. Lettering should
be (1) appropriate to the subject;
(2) goad type; (3) not too small,
too crowded or too open faced; (4)
and complicated background designs should be avoided.

that for
MR. a BARNES
n
telecast of suggests
early America
battles against the British, a "nice
clean Old English would be good,"
while, on the other hand, Gothic
lettering would be better for a telecast on modern weapons.
"Care should be taken to use
nothing but the best lettering on a
card to be telecast," he emphasizes.
"Amateurish lettering is quickly
recognized and seldom achieves its
A title can be reproduced on a
2"
by 2" slide for super imposition
objective."
on a picture or a moving picture
going out over another camera
(table II).
With respect to use of models or
miniatures, RCA recommends that
a ratioanof average
three to screen
four tim"es
than
(12%larger
inch

TABLE II
Art Work Dimensions
work. Small margins will generally
Type
Size
Copy Area
result in possible "shooting over" or,
Flip Cards
.11x14
7 x 91/2 in other words, showing the edge of
the card. Text can be made with a
Display Cards . 20 x30
15 x20
Display Cards . 30 X 40 22x30
hot press or clear ocetate and superM'ch'isal Crawl 7'/2 x 10
6x 8
imposed on appropriate background.
Both are recommended for clean
Note — It is advisable to leave plenty
of space all around the text or art appearance.

Materials

tube) be adhered to "for more effective shots."
The best
size for use of slides on
television is 2" by 2" embracing
33mm inserted between two pieces
of glass which are bound together.
Actual aparture is 23mm by 33mm.
Slides 3%" by 1%" with a usable
space
of 2%" because
by 31/2" they
are "not
satisfactory,
show very
too
much contrast at the reception,"
according to Mr. Barnes.
A section on "mechanical devices" touches on such items as
the drum or crawl, turntable, mechanical books, slotted box, and
flip boards — all usable to display
articles or text.
* * *

that the
feelsation
Army
THE
tion Dept.
applica
of inform
detailed in the report could be extended to cover such subjects as
aircraft identification, air-raid
warden training, security, evacuation of cities, riot duty, first aid,
atomic warfare, radar defense procedures, and defense against chemical and bacteriological warfare.
Of immediate import, the Army
notes that television screens could
be installed in messhalls, recreation
centers, barracks, study rooms and
other quarters.
"Close teamwork and cooperation
must exist between the engineers
responsible for putting (training)
shows on the air and the program
director who plans and directs the
program if any degree of quality
is to be achieved," Mr. Barnes feels.
Meanwhile, the Army is preparing some 35mm film slides which
will serve as division insignia.
They will be distributed to television stations throughout the country. The slides are expected to incorporate some of the improvements over cards used originally
by the service during its 26-week
experimental video version of the
Armed Forces Hour on NBC-TV
earlier this year.
In preparing the report Mr,
Barnes had the assistance of Maj.
Robert Keim, USAF, Defense
Dept.'s Radio-TV branch, and Lt.
Benjamin Greenberg, USN. Contacts were made with NBC New
York's Art Dept. and NBC Washington, as well as with officers of
the Naval Photographic Center, the
Navy's television unit and the
Army Signal Corps.
DON GOOD Inc.,
produces five new
pass (TV high pass
Teletraps and two
(one high and one

Telecasting

S. Pasadena, Calif.,
TV products: T«l»filter), two variable
variable TVI traps
low band).
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ONE

OF A SERIES

FEATURIE

THE

MEN

WHO

MARE

FREE

&

PETERS

TELEVISIOAi

SERVICE

Four years, Cornell University
Two years, Fidelity & Casuahy
Co. of N.Y.
Three years, Phelps Dodge Copper
Products Corp.
Three years, U. S. Navy
Free & Peters (New York Office)
since June, 1946

From

M

to W-

EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL
TELEVISION
REPRESENTATIVES
RoBERT

J. Mclmu!

(Another F&P
After a man has graduated from college
and put in two years doing surveys of large
commercial institutions, then worked up to
assistant sales manager of a great "industrial," then had two years in F & P's
radio sales — after all that, we figured he
ought to make a darned good man for our
television department. And Bob McNamara
has done just that, since 1948. . . .
As a matter of fact, Bob is pretty typical
of all our good men, here in the television

TELEVISION

DAVENPORT
WOC-TV*
(CentralWHO-WOC)
Broadcasting Co. —

Specialist)

FORT WORTH-DALLAS WBAP-TV*
(STAR-TELEGRAM)

end of F&P. Some of us got our earliest
training in radio stations, newspapers and
other media — some of us in networks.
But all of us had successful records even

LOUISVILLE WAVE-TV*
(WAVE, Inc.)
MIAMI
WTVJ
(Wometco Theatres)
MINNEAPOLIS-ST.PAUL WTCN-TV
(DISPATCH-PIONEER PRESS)
WPIX
NEW YORK
(THE NEWS)
ST. LOUIS
KSD-TV*

before joining F & P's TV sales . . . knew
what it takes to do a job for our customers
and ourselves.
That's another reason, we suppose, why
we're continuing to break our records, year
after year, here in this group of pioneer
radio and television station representatives.

(POST-DISPATCH)KRON-TV*
■
SAN FRANCISCO
(THE CHRONICLE)
*Prlmary NBC Affiliates

Peters,

inc

Pioneer Radio and Television Station Representatives Si?2ce 1932
NEW YORK
Telecasting

ATLANTA
CHICAGO
BROADCASTING

DETROIT

FT. WORTH

HOLLYWOOD

SAN FRANCISCO
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BY ED SULLIVAN
Dear Ed:
The family liked your show so much that we bought a new 1950
Mercury. We bought it Saturday at the Eastman Motors in
Greenwich, Conn. Mr. Richards sold it to us. Boy is it neat.
It is Trojan Grey in color. It has everything you advertise in
it. I sure wish I could drive it, but at present I am only nine
and a half. My two sisters drive. One of my sisters, tvho is
a cheerleader, met you one night at the athletic dinner at Port

Buildin

g

'Toa

st

Tlie

11 ill

of

Tow

n'

Audience

THERE'S no worry about competition
among this groisp of executives. Exhibiting pleasure at the consistently
higS rating of Toast of the Town ate
(I to r): Joseph G. Lewis, eastern regional manager, Lincoln-Mercury Div.,
Ford Motor Co.; Frank Stanton, president, CBS; William B. Lewis, vice
president and account supervisor on
Lincoln-Mercury, Kenyon & Eckhardt;
Ed Sullivan, m.c. of show; R. F. G.
Copeland, advertising and sales promotion manager, Lincoln-Mercury
Div.; Dwight Mills, president,
Kenyon & Eckhcrdt.

Chester High. My mother's name used to be Bea Smith and
my uncle Bob both used to go to school with you.
I hojye I can meet you some day.
Your faithful televiewer
(Signed) Kenny Whitham
UU Windsor Rd.
Port Chester, N. Y.
THIS is the kind of letter, although few of them fiom such young
fans, which has made our Lincoln-Mercury Dealers' Toast of the
Town series such a rewarding experience to myself and all connected
★
with the show.
dealers were tough men for an enSome
people
still
don't
seem
to
believe that TV sells products.
tertainer. They wanted results the
From our experience on the show,
next day. Well, when the showthere is no other conclusion to be
rooms began buzzing on Monday
reached. However, and equally
mornings,
the dealers weren't slow
true, a TV program has to be in letting us know their feelings of
delight and appreciation. Dealers
merchandised. That's why my
travel time is piling up with trips aren't tough — they're just realistic.
Some time ago. Bill Lewis of
to Lincoln-Mercury sales areas, appearances in TV cities and promoKenyon & Eckhardt called a meettions wherever promotions make
ing in his office to discuss a new
sense.
series scheduled for a competitive
They told me when I started for network. Since the battle is on at
my current sponsors that auto
present, and everybody in the busi-

I I 11 I 11 I I I I I I I 11
TYPJCAL merchandising methods
'•sed by Ed Srrllivan for Toast of the
Tovn are: LEFT PHOTO: Mr. Sullivan
takes a day off from show business
to personolly rf"n a 1950 Mercury
tfirovg'; the Ford Test Track in Daarborn, Mich. Decked out in arctic
attire, he examines the car in Ford's
55° below zero "icebox." CENTER
PHOTO: With Benson Ford, vice
president of Ford Motor Co. and general managsr of Lincoln-Mercury Div.,
the TV star takes a look at the 1950
Mercury convertible which was the
officialrace
paceatcarIndianapolis.
in this year'sRIGHT
500mi!e
PHOTO: Meeting local dealers is a
main feature of the campaign. Here
Mr. Sullivan emcees the first postwar auto show in Silver Spring, Md.
WithLanehimand
are Singer
Maryland's
Preston
Joby Gov.
Reynolds.
ness seems interested in the outcome, it might be wise to tell you
of the strategy of that meeting.
We felt that the hold of Toast of
the Town on viewers was a strong
and potent one. The burden would
be on the opposition to crack and
hold our audience.
Secondly, we knew our talent
lineup for the fall and winter
months was the strongest any show
might offer. Such names as Gloria
Swanson, Lauritz Melchior, Mar(Continued on page 88)
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Capilol
Cloakroom

Peters Shoe Co.,
M&M Ltd. (Alternatiug)
Super Circus
L (E-M)
Household Finance
Peoples Platform

r Oats
Qualte iayes Show
Tlie Gabby
I

Watch the World
L

Canada Dry
Super Circus
L (E-M)

1

Time is EST.
L is live; F, Film; K, Klnescopic Re
cording; E, Eastern Network; M.
45 Mid
western Network; NI, Nonlrtercon
nected stations.
30

TELECJ^STI
TWOR
Goodyear
Revue
Paul VVhiteman

Cowboy
'n Injuns
F (E-M)

The Hu-qqIps
F (E-M)

Bigolow-Sanford Co.
Bigelow Theatre

Mr. I. Maginalion
I^amont,
Corliss K ("o.

21 o

Lois and
Looie
L (E-M)

Space
Patrol
F (E-M)
Untied Nations

Lucky Pup

NBC
Com ICS
Lois and
Looie
L (E-M)
Luckv Pap
L (E-M)

GabbyOats II'C-P-P
Quaker
Doody
Hayes
L
(E-M)
Show L

Co-op
Howdy
Mars
DoodyInc

CO ^

NBC
Comics

l>0 c

Lois
Looieand
L (E-M)
iiristolMyers
IpanaPud
Lucliv

ABC
Comics

>- (_
9 <ZI'
o
o

Pantiaitdte
Pete
and
Jennifer

Lois and
Looie
L (E-M)
< >iiakPr l^lly
■,lini
i)late
l.ii.ky
IMip

NBC
Com ics

Lois and
Looie
L (E-M)
Sundial
Shoes
Luclty Pup

NBC
Comics

Sfnrk Club

United Nations

Co-op

Kellogg
Howdy
Doody

Howdy
Doody
C-P-P

L (E-M)

L (E-M)

Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)
Cactus Jim
L (E-M)

United Nations

uuakcr uats 11'
MarsDoody
Inc.
|;Gal)by
Hayes
I, (E-M)
Sliow 1^

Intnl.
HowdvSlioe
|).>.kK
1. (IvM) 1

<^afinury-rry
America Inc.
Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)
Cactus
Jim
L (E-M)

Howdy
Doody
C-P-P
I, (E-M)

Oldsmobile F.Pepsi-Cola
Emerson
(o£f 12/23)
CBS-TV
News

W. H. Johnson Candy
Captain
L/F
(E-M)Video
(NI)
Sealtest
Kukla,L Fran
(E-M)& OIlie
C/iih Seven
L (lO-M)
Slark Club

Kellogg Co.
TomCorbetl

Roselield Packing Co.
Captain Video
L/F (E-.M) (NI)
Ford Motor Div.
Kukla, Fran & OIlie
L (E-M)

Slork Club

Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)
Cactus Jim
L (E-M)

W. 11. Johnson Candy
L'F (E-M) (NI)
Captain Video
Sealtest
Kukla,L Fran
(E-M)& OIlie

Space
Patrol
F (E-M)

Wander
()uaker
lowdy(Jo.
Howdy
GabbyOats Welch
DoodyG. J. 1Doody
Hayes
Show L
L (E-M)
I, fE-M)

Kellogg Co.
TomCorbett

Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)
Cactus Jim
L (E-M)

Slork Club
L/F
(E-M)Video
(NI)
Captain
RCA
Kukla,L Fran
(E-M)& OIlie

Van Carap
Little Show
John LConte

Lucky Pup
Review

O

NBC
Saturday
Neivs
F (E-M)

Lionel
Joe
DiMaggio
Show

Film
TBA

Monday-Frlday2:30-2:45 First 100
p.m. Years, Procter &
Gamble
Homemakers Exchange, parfirin.-iting various days:
■n Cooking UtenPrune & Apricot
o .^ssn., Assi
Calif Wnliui Growers
point Inc., Olney

Film
TBA

U
h

Winchell-Show
JerryPaul.Mahoney
Speidel
L

Fin
\

Pontiac
Ail-American Football
F (E-M)
Prudential
Insurance
Prudential
FamilyCj
Alternate We
Court oj (E-M)
Current Issues
Texas Co.
TexacoL Star
(E-M)Tl
Campana
First NightSa
F (E-M)
Toni-Pillsbury (Alt.) |
Arthur (jodfrey and

Oldsmobilf
Liggett &
News
Perry Como
CBS-TV
Myers
The Most
L (E)
Important
People
Mohawk
Motorola I
Mills
News
Four Star Re
Reynolds
F
(E-M)
L
Show Room
L (E-M) ;
Lone Ranger
Admiral & P. L(
American Bakeries (5 sta)
Stop the Mu
General Mills (rest net)
F (E-M)
Carnation-Burns & Allen An
Oldsmobile
Johnson-St'rlight
Theatre
Alternate Weeks
News
F.
Emerson
Pepsi-Cola
CBS-TV
(off 12/2.'!)
Little Show
John Camp's
LConte
Van

Reynolds
F News
(E-M)

DeSol o-Plymouth
You Bet Your Life
F

Ronson
Art Metal
Works
Life With
Linkletter
L (E-M)
General Foods
Oldsmobile
Maxwell Mama
House Coffee
Liggett
&
News
Como
CBS-TV Perry
Myers
TheL (E)
Most
People
Important
Mohawk
Mills
Miles, Quiz
L Kids
Show L Room Reynolds
F News
(E-M)

The Big Top

Hrow ti Shoe Corp.
Peter McCune
Paul
Hank
Smilin' Ed. McConnell
L (Alt. weeks)
NBC Presents Film ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

United Fruit
Co., Wilbur
Suchard
Chocolate
Vanity Fair
Monday and Friday — p.m.
3:30-4
Fashion
Latex Magic, Intematl.
Thursday— p.m.
■( '(n-i
P.pttA- rrnrVte'- r,rnfrrt1 Mill

BcynoI^U
F News
(E-M)

Bendix Home Appliances
Chance L of(E-M)
a Lifetime

Sandv
Dreams
L (E-M)
■<< 1/1
Qi. ^>9 <->

Reynolds
F News
(E-M)

Stork Club

Co-op

Co-op

Mohawk
Mills
Room
Show

ProcterBeulah
& Gamble
F (E-M)

Club Seven
L (E-M)
United Nations

Toast
the 7 '
Konl ofMotor
Lincoln--Merc'
L (E-M)
nhvlhm
liodeo
11 V. I,
h Sun
Clart
Comedy
Hour-Bobby
Alternating
every 4t omed
Palm.-Peet, Colgate C

Th

Cliih Seven
L(E-M)

Club Seven
L (E-M)

Panhandle
Kellogg
11'
DoodyCo.
Pete
and
L (E-M)

lioUyin,:,.!
J'n„,„ r,
Theatre
F (E-M)

Ironrite Corp.
Chrysler Sales
Hollywood Screen Test TreasuryL Men
(E-M)in Action
L (E-M)
I^everVideoBros.Theatre
-Lux
Oldsmobile
Lux
Liggett &
News
Perry
C.omo
CBS-TV
Myers

Kukla,L RCA
Fran & OIlie
(E-M)

Space
Patrol
F (E-M)
United Nations

General
(Jello)
AldrichFoods
Family
L (E-M)

SHOW

Li/Captain
r \rj-i\l Video
) \vii)

Space
Patrol
F (E-M)

ULI ^
OCO
2

Kellogg Co.
Tom Corbell

Small Fry Club
L/F (E-M)
Cactus Jim
L (E-M)

i ).,.!;.•.• .\l(.loi
.Showtime
LI S ~ A
L (E-M)

L (E-M)
■Vraeriran Tobacco
Wra.
Wrigley,
Jr. C...
Gene Autry Show
L (E) This Is Show Business
Our Srrrrt Weapon
(The Truth)
HcgentIt ToCigarettes
Leave
The Girls
L (E-M)
(./ill) i^evcTi
L (E-M)

General Cassidy
P'oods
Hopalong
F

I 00

Sunday — p.m.
■\" '
32 ,'10-3
1

Pe
1 :

Green Giant Co.
Life With
Linkletter
L (E-M)

General
Mills
The Irwins
F (E-M)
Salurdav
News
F.Pepsi-Cola
Emerson
(off 12/23)
Special
Manhattan Soap Co.
One Man's
L (E-M)Family

V

-\merican Dairy .\s3u
Paul Whiteman
TV Teen Club
L (E-M)
A The Anheuser-Bi
Ken Murra :
N.

of BROADCASTING

Soap Boz Theatre
F (E-M)

Marahall Plan
in Action

General Electric Co.
Fred Waring Show

1
icy
J^pton
jtrey s
|>uts
riit siiow
)
dlier Co.

Philip Morris Co.
Horace Heidt

.\dmiral
LightsL Out

i'

H
flyers

i—
i
—

Toes On

M-N- Show
1;)

Arnold
Robt.
Q. 1
Lewis

Double Feature
F (E-.M)

Party
Masiand 1
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
General Foods-Sanka
At Home 1
Studio One
The Goldbergs Co-op
L
\^' resiling
Hocking 1
(From Columbia
T. (V.-\U Park,
rMl N. J.)
Anchor 1
.\merican T obacco Co.
LocalWhoSponsors
(Co-op)
R. Montgomery, Ll cky Strike Theatre
Said
That
.Alternates with Col ;ate-Palmolive-Peet,
L (E-M)
Open LHouseJ1
Musical Come dy Time (L)

Mogan David Wine
Can You
Top This.'
L (E-M)
Electric Auto-Lite
Suspense
Drug Store TV Prod.
Cavalcade of Bands
L (E-.M) (NI)
Procter & Gamble
.\rmstrong Cork Co.
Fireside Theater
Circle Theatre
F
L (E-M)

i

Church
ofPeople's
The Air
Young
Youth
on The
March
Jules Montenier Inc.
Stoppette
What's
My Line

They Stand Accused
L (E-M)
Cougoleum-Nairn
(Nescafe)
Garroway Kt LargeInc.
Takei^eatlt
A 'Chance
.
L (E-M)
L l^b

Hudson Motor Car Co.
Billy Rose
L (E-.M)
II. J. Reynolds
Vaughn .Monroe Show

L

1

H. F. Goodrich Co.
Celebrity Time

Arthur
-\rthiirMurray's
Murray Stiiflius
Sl.ow
L (E-.M) (Si:
Fhilco Uorp.
Philco Television
Playhouse
L (E-.M 1
Pharma-Craft
On Trial
Am. Razor Blade Corp.
The College Howl
L ,K-M)

1

Gospel
Bcst'g Corp.
Old Fashioned
Revival
Hour
F (E M)

.\rnold
Baker's
Life
Begins
at 80
L (E-M)
Block Drug
We Take Your Word
Danger
food Store
1
Programs Corp.
1
Star-Time
1
L (E-.M) (NI)
1
Anchor
1
P. LorUlard
L 11
Hocking
Original Amateur
L Co-opHour
Open Housel
Wrestling
L (E-M)
(To Midnight
Pabst Sales Co.
Interview
Blue Ribbon Bouts
Sports

Jos. E. Schlifz Brewing Corp.
/Football
Pulitzer Prize Playhouse
L (E-M)
] ".E-M)
Foid Motor — Ford Theatre
Magnavox
— Magnavox
(. Cnme
.\lternate
Weeks Theatre*
'.
1 Bond Clothing Stores
Boscoe Karns.
_ Polish
Hands of Mystery
Inside Detective
; '.amera
(NI)
L (E-M) (NI)
L (E-.M) (NI)
American Cig. & Cig.
Bonafide Mills
Big
(alternates
Versatile Varieties
with Story
Emerson
Radio
e
L
l
p
^to
The Clock) I,

Bulova Watch Co.
The Frank Sinatra Show
(off 12/lfi1
Allen B. Du.Mont Labs
Saturday Night at
Madison Square Garden
L (E-M)
Campbell
Soup.
Whitman's,
Swift & &Co.,Mfg.,
Wildroot, Snow Crop, .Minn. Mining
S(JS. Benrus. Crosley
Saturday Night Revue L(E-.M)

IS

UP

I TelePulse reports for Los Angeles
stent increase in the
reveal ofa consi
i
using televdsion
homes
level

} since October, 1949.
TV Homes
Using Television
Noon to Midnight

-\rmour
Stars Over FHollywood

Anchor
L 111
Hocking
(Jpen HousJ

Blatz Brewing Co., Roller Derby T
Seeman1. Bros.
I Cover Times
Square
Florsheim Shoe Co.
1
L (E-.M)
Red Grange Predicts (11:15 to 11:30)1
Nash Motors
Philip .Morris Co.
Truth or Consequences Nash Airflyte Theatre
Boxing
L (E-M) (NI)
Film
U. S. Tobacco
Anchor 11
Hocking
jMartin
LHousaj1
Private Kane,
Eye
TBA
Open
L
L(E-M) 1
Best Foods Inc.
Stud's
Place
Exquisite 1
Penthouse Parly
L (E-M)
Form Bra's 1
L (E-M)
Nash
Sylvania
Beat the Electric
Clock
MortonKelvinator
Downey
Drug
Store T\
Productions
Cavalcade of Stars
L (E-M) (NT)
Boxing
Gillette
L

ANGELES

TELEVIEWING

American
Roller Tobacco
Derby Co.
L (E-M)

Philco Corp.
Don .McNeill TV Club
L (E-.M)
P. Lorillard Co.
Bymart,
Inc.
Embassy
Teller of Tales
The Cigarettes
Web
Co-op
< .unsolidated Cigar Corp. Tidewater Assoc. Oil
Plainclothesman
Famous Jury Trials
Broadway L to(E)Hollywood
L (E-M) (NI)
L (E) (NI)
Bristol-Myfrs
'
Kraft Foods Co. TV Theatre
Break
the Bank
L (E-M)
Packard Motors
Gruen Watch Co.
lilind Date
HoHday Hotel
L (E-M)
L (E-M)
Esso Standard Oil
Lever Bros.-Rinso
Kroger Co.
Big Town
.\lan Young Show
Kaiser-Frazer
Ellery Queen
L (E-.M) (XI)
Ford Dealers of .America
L "(K-Sl
Kay
Kvser)

LOS

October,

1949

19.9

December, 1949
February,
1950

22.9
26.0
29.0

1950

June,
April,

1950
August,

1950

October,

1950

30.5
28.7
31.4

For Information
Chesebrough Anchor 1
Hocking f
Greatest
Fights
F
Open Housa

Roller Derby
(to Conclusion)
Sterling Drug
Carter | Ludens
Co-op
Sing It Again
Sing It .\gain
Wrestling
Ever
Sharp
Carter
Prod. Saturday 1 Chesebrough Mfg. Co.
Saturday
Saturday Night at the
L (E-.M)
at the 1
Night
at the Night
Garden
GardpTi
Garden
Party
Time
1 American
Club
Vimr HitTobacco
Parade Co. -\tRoma
1

other

ASK

THE

New
iCASTiNC
;STINi ^""■■^
:hrr 4. 1950
iiht 1950

Telefacts

THE

PULSE

PULSE,

15 West

and

INC.

46th Street

York

19, N. Y.

THE FRANK SINATRA SHOW
one half-hour still
available ... a new
CBS Package Program
with one of the
outstanding figures
in all show business.

fine
blend
"a
caHsof itsong,
Variety
dance and comedy,
neatty produced,
scripted and staged,^
Sinatra "singing for
maximum payoff."

DIRECTORY

City
Can Letters
EstabUshed

Cbannel
Power

OF

TV

STATIONS
OF THE
(Data corrected to December 1, 1950)

UNITED

STATES

Executive Abbreviations
Name of Ljcensee
Owner o; Pres. p; Exec, vp evp; Gen. Mgr. gm; Sta. Mgr. sm; Coml. Mgr. Transc. LibraryHeadquarters Address Network
cm; Sales Mgr. slm; Prog. Dir. pd; Chief Eng. ce; Prom. Mgr. pmm;
News Service
Telephone Number
Representative Prod. Mgr. pdm; News, Farm, Sports or Women's Dir. nd, fd, sd, wd. Transmitter Make
ALABAMA

IBIRMINGHAM
Ch. 13
WAFM-TV
210-216mc
1949
13.6kw-aur.;
26kw-vis.
Ch. 4
WBRC-TV
66-72inc
1949
7.2kw-aur.;
14.5kw-vls.

Voice of Alabama Inc. ABC
701 Protective Life CBS Sales
Bldg.
Radio
3-8116
Birmingham Bcstg. Co. DuMont
WBRC Bldg.
NBC
54-6731
Raymer

Ed Norton, chmn. of
bd.
Thad Holt, p, treas. &

C.
P. Persons
Jr., pm
cm
Lionel
F. Baxter,
James L. Evans &

Eloise S. Hanna, p
G. P. Hamann, gm

Don
CampbeU,
M. D.D.Smith,
pd cm

Norman S. Hurley,
ce H. Mitchell
Ernest
Jr., bus. m
G. P. Hamann, ce

INS
RCA
INS
DuMont

gm
ARIZONA
PHOENIX
KPHO-TV
1949

Ch. 5
76-82mc
8.7kw-aur.;
17.5kw-vis.

Phoenix Bcstg. Co.
KPHO Bldg.
4-7367

Inc

ABC,
NBC
Petry CBS
DuMont

INS

Gil Lee, cm
John C. Mullins, p
Ronald C. Oxford, m & George L. McClarathon,
ce

DuMont

CALIFORNIA
LOS ANGELES
Ch. 7
KECA-TV
1949
174-180mc
14.7kw-aur.;
29.4kw-vis.
KFI-TV
1948
KLAC-TV
1948
KNBH
1949

KTLA
1942

American
Bcstg. Co.
Inc.
ABC Television Center
Normandy 3-3311

Robert pd
E. Kintner, p
(ABC)Samuels, vp &
Frank
W. K. McDaniel, cm
John I. Edwards pd
Earle C. Anthony, p
George A. Whitney,
Haan J. Tyler, m
(Mrs.)gm Dorothy Schiff,
Donevp.J. gm
Fedderson,

P. G. Caldwell, ce
Ernest Felix, asst
treas. & office m
E. Carlton Winckler,
TV pmm

Edward B. Hvdlinger,
Richard A. Moore,
asst. gm TV opers.
ce
publ.
m

John
Bradley,
cm pd
Kenneth
Higgins,
H. L. Blatterman, &

Curtis N. Mason, coCharles E. Hamilton,
d of pub. ser.
R. engrg.
W. Conner, d of

AP, UP
RCA

NBC

(NBC)H. pMcConnell,
Joseph
p, o N. Strotz, vp
Sidney
gm Div.
Western
Thomas B. McFadden,

Robert Pelgram, press
Robert
Guggenheim
mgr.
Jr., m film opers.

Thesaurus
AP, UP, INS
RCA

Paul Raibourn, p
Klaus Landsberg, gm
Harry
cm
Gordon Maynard,
Wright, prod,
coordinator
Willet
Brown, p
TV H.Glett,
Charles
vp chg.
gm

Donald A. Norman,
slm
Robert V. Brown, pd
Robert W. Clark, ce
Richard R. Eisiminger,
adv. & pmm
Gordon
eng. Minter Sr., dir.
Raymond M. Moore Sr.,
Charles Theodore,
studio oper. sup.
Cecil Barker, exec,
Mark
rel. Finley, d of pub.
Robert
prod. Hoag. shn
Frank G. King, cm
Robert M. PurceU, pd
Joseph Conn, ce

John Silva, remote
oper. sup.
L. dir.
Gerald Miiller, film

Telenews

Al Flanagan, pd
Thornton Chew, ce

Bill Fox, pdm

ABC
ABC Spot
Sales
Petry

Ch. 9
186-192mc
15.7kw-aur.;
31kw-vis.
Ch. 13
210-216mc
16.22kw-aur.;
30.8kw-vis.
Ch. 4
66-72mc
8kw-aur.;
ISkw-'vis.

Earle C. Anthony Inc
141 N. Vermont Ave.
Dunkirk 2-2121

Ch. 5
76-82mc
15kw-aur.;
30kw-vis.

Paramoimt Television
Productions Inc.
5451 Marathon St.
Hudson 2-2301

Raymer
DiiMont
Blair TV

KMTR Radio Corp.
1000 N. Cahuenga Blvd.
Hollywood
Hudson 2-7311
National Bcstg. Co.
1500 N. Vine, Hollywood
Hollywood 9-6161

Katz

KTSL
1931

Ch. 2
54-60mc
11.4kw-aur.;
22.75kw-vls.

Don Lee Bcstg. System
1313 N. Vine St.
Hudson 2-2133

KTTV
1949

Ch. 11
198-204mc
16.6kw-aur.:
31.5kw-vis.

KTTV Inc.
Nassour Studios
5746 Sunset Blvd.
Hudson 2-7111

CBS Sales
Radio

Ch. 8
180-186mc
20.2kw-aur.;
20kw-vis.

Jack Gross Bcstg. Co.
1375 Pacific Blvd.
Main 2114

ABC,
NBC CBS
Branham

5AN DIEGO
KFMB-TV
1949

BAN FRANCISCO
Ch. 7
KGO-TV
1949
174-180mc
13.7kw-aur.;
25.4kw-vis.
KPDC
Ch. 5
1948
76-82mc
15.4kw-aur.;
29.9kw-vis.
Ch. 4
KRON-TV
1949
66-72mc
7.7kw-aur.;
14.5kw-vis.

Norman Chandler, p
Harrison M. Dunham

Jack O. Gross, p & gm
W. O. Edholm, cm
gm

David
E. Lundy,
Fred Henry,
pd gslm
Jack Miller, prom, m

Harold Jury, ce
Don Hine, d prod.
Harry R. Lubcke,
TV research

AP,
GE UP, ms

UP, INS

Acme
UP
AP, INS
RCA

John Urba, pmm
AP
RCA
AP. INS
GE

American Bcstg. Co.
155 Montgomery St.
Exbrook 2-6544

ABC
ABC Spot

TheInc.Associated Bcstrs.
Mark Hopkins Hotel
Exbrook 2-4567
The Chronicle Pub. Co.
901 Mission St.
Garfield 1-1100

CBS, DuMont
Katz
NBC
Free & Peters

Robert E. Kintner,
Gayle
V. Grubb, gm
p (ABC)
Wesley I. Dumm, p
Philip G. Lasky, vp &

Bloyce Wright pd &
Vincent Francis, cm
Maury Baker, adv.
A. E. Evans, ce
pmm & publ. m
Sanford Spillman, pd
CoUn
sis M. Selph, \'p chg.

George Cameron, p
Harold See, d of T\'

Patrick Crafton, pd
Norman Louvau, cm

m
R. A.pmIsberg,
ce

AP, UP, INS
GE

Telenews
AP
RCA

gm
CONNECTICUT
EW HAVEN
Ch. 6
WNHC-TV
1948
82-88mc
.957kw-aur.;
1.82kw-vis.
elecasting

Elm City Bcstg. Corp.
1110 Chapel St.
6-9826

• BROADCASTING

ABC, NBC
CBS & DuMont
Katz

Patrick J. Goode, p
James T. Milne, gm

Vincent Callanan, slm
Aldo De Dominicas,
secy-treas.
December 4, 1950
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Network
cm; Sales Mgr. slm; Prog. Dir. pd; Chief Eng. ce; Prom. Mgr. pmm; News Service
Representative Prod. Mgr. pdm; News, Farm, Sports or Women's Dir. nd, fd, sd, wd. Transmitter IVlake
DELAWARE

WILMINGTON
Ch. 7
WDEL-TV
1949
174-180mc
.341kw-aur.;
.476kw-vis.

WDEL Inc.
10th & King Sts.
7268

NBC, DuMont Clair R. McCollough,
Meeker
Eta. exec.
J. Gorman Walsh, sm
DISTRICT

WASHINGTON
Ch. 7
WMAL-TV
174-180mc
1947
12kw-aur.;
22kw-vis.
WNBW
Ch. 4
66-72mc
1947
10.5kw-aur.;
20.5kw-vis.

OF

J. Robert Gulick,
natl. slm

COLUMBIA

Evening Star Bcstg. Co.
724 14th St. NW
NAtional 5400

ABC
ABC Spot

S. H. Kauffman, p
K. H. Berkeley, vp &

Ben
R. Baylor
Jr., cm
Charles
Kelly pd
Frank Harvey, ce

William Niel, nd
Ruth Crane, wd

National Bcstg. Co.
Trans-Lux Bldg.
REpublic 4000

NBC Spot
NBC

Joseph H. McConnell,
Frank
M. Russell, vp
p (NBC)
(NBC)
Philip Graham, p
John gm
S. Hayes, vp & gm
George
Hartford,pdcm
Edwin Halbert,

William R. McAndrew,
Ralph Burgin, pd
Tom Geoghegan publ.
& pmm mgr.
Clyde
Hunt,Klink
ce Jr.,
Granville
asst. ce

George
H. Sandefer,
controller
AP, UP, INS
Charles de Lozier, slm RCA
Donald Cooper, ce

Allen B. DuMont, p
Walter Compton, gm

Perry P. Walders, cm
Roger M. Coelos, pd
gm

WTOP-TV
1949

Ch. 9
14.2kw-aur.
27.3kw-vis.

WTOP Inc.
Warner Bldg.
Metropolitan 3200

CBS
Radio Sales

WTTG
1945

Ch. 5
76-82mc
10.5kw-aur.
17.5kw-vis.

Allen B. DuMont Labs.
Inc.
12th & E Sts. NW
STerling 5300

DuMont Net
DuMont

L. A. Wilkinson,
engr. in chg. TV
M.opers.
M. Burleson, ce

RCA

AP, UP
TR
RCA
Assoc.
DuMont

FLORIDA
JACKSONVILLE
Ch.
4
WMBR-TV
66-72mc
1949
7.4kw-aur.;
14.8kw-vis.
MIAMI
WTVJ
Ch. 4
66-72mc
1949
2.5kw-aur.;
5kw-vis.

Florida Bcstg. Co.
605
9-4477S. Main St.

ABC, CBS
DuMont
NBC
Avery-Knodel

Frank M. King, p
Glenn Marshall Jr.,
secry.-treas., g & cm

Bernie Adams, pd
E. B. Vordermark,
John
Sener, pdm ce

Wometco Theatres
17 N. W. 3rd St.
82-6671

ABC, CBS
DuMont
NBC
Free & Peters

Mitchell Wolfson, p
Lee Ruwitch, vp & gm
Clyde N. Lucas, pm
Lynn Morrow, pmm,

Arthur L. Gray, pm
Earl W. Lewis, ce
John S. Allen, bus. &
cm

INS
GE

John
CO Shay, prog. -tech.

UP
GE

publ.
GEORGIA
ATLANTA
WAGA-TV
1949
WSB-TV
1948

Ch. 5
76-82mc
9.5kw-aur.;
18kw-vis.
Ch. 8
180-186mc
12.5kw-aur.;
23.8kw-vis.

Fort Industry Co.
1032 W. Peachtree St.
Emerson 2541

CBS, DuMont
Katz

George B. Storer, p
George B. Storer Jr.,

Atlanta Newspapers
Inc.
10 Forsyth St. N.W.
Hemlock 1045

NBC
Petry

James
chmn.M.ofCox
bd. Jr.,
J. Leonard Reinsch,
mgng. d
gm

James E. Bailey, mgng. William Terry, pd
Paul Cram, ce
d
John Collins, cm
John M. Bartlett,
Outler Jr.,
Marcus
pd gm

AP
RCA

Frank Gaither, cm
C. F. Daughtery, ce
RCA

ILLINOIS
CHICAGO
WBKB
1941
WENR-TV
1948
WGN-TV
1948

WNBQ
1949

Ch. 4
66-72mc
7.5kw-aur.;
llkw-vis.
Ch. 7
174-180mc
14kw-aur.;
25kw-vis.
Ch. 9
186-192mc
7.3kw-aur.;
11.2kw-vis.
Ch. 5
76-82mc
11.8kw-aur.
22.8kw-vis.

Balaban & Katz Corp.
190 N. State St.
Randolph 6-8210

CBS
Weed

John H. Mitchell, gm
E.Wm.Jonny
Ryan,Graff,
pm pd

American Bcstg. Co.
20 N. Wacker Dr.
Andover 3-7800

ABC

WGN Inc.
435 N. Michigan Dr.
superior 7-0100

DuMont
Keenan &
Eckelberg

John H. Norton Jr.,
vp in L.chg.Stirton,
Cent. Div.
James
gm
mick, p
Col. Robert R. McCorFrank P. Schreiber,
William A. McGuineas,

National Bcstg. Co.
Merchandise Mart
superior 7-8300

NBC
NBC Spot

ROCK ISLAND
Ch. 4
Rock Island Bcstg. Co.
WHBF-TV
66-72mc
1950
Telco Bldg.
7.6-aur.;
13.6kw-vis.
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ABC, CBS,
DuMont
Avery-Knodel

(NBC)H. pMcConnell
cm
Joseph
I. E. Showerman, vp &
John McPartlin sm
gm
Leslie C. Johnson,
vp-gm Corken, cm
Maurice
gm

Milton D. Friedland,
office mgr.
M. E. Vieracker,
controller
Fred
Killian, pd cm
Roy McLaughlin,
E. C. Horstman, ce
Jay Faraghan, pd
Carl J. Myers, ce
GeorgeBrooks,
Harvey,dir.slmof
Vern
oper.
Edwin S. Mills, exec.
Howard
Luttgens. sta.
engr.
producer

S. C. Quinlan, pmm.
pub. m
William
P. Kusack. ce
Carl Russell, film d

UP
RCA

AP, UP, INS
RCA
Robert Hibbard, asst
dir. of oper.
UP
George
Petterson.
AP.
newsreel
dir.
GE PA,
Arthur Jacobson.
Jules Herbuveaux.
mgr. TV oper.
prod, m

AP. UP, ms
RCA

Forest W. Cooke,

Telecasting
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30,675
AS OF THURSDAY,

OCT. 19, 1950

receivers sold

* SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
SUNDAt MONDfly
TUESDAY

in the greater
San Antonio
area in less
than n
months since
WOAI-TV introduced television in this
rich market.

Vespers
Serenade

This Is Show
Supper ClubCigs.NC
Chesterfield
Business
NBC Lucky
Strikes NC CBS
LC
Telenews
ThisBusiness
Is Show
NBC Lucky Strikes NC Joske's of Texas
Billy
Show
NBC Comedy Hour
HudsonRoseMotors
ABC
NC
Billy
Show
NBC Comedy Hour
HudsonRoseMotors
LS
Comedy Hour
Colgate NC
NBC
NBC Comedy Hour

Dance Time
Dance Time ^

Television
Philco Playhouse
Corp. NC
NBC
Television
Philco Playhouse
Corp. NC
NBC
Television
Philco Playhouse
Corp.
NBC
NC
Television
Philco Playhouse
Corp
NBC
NC

Studio One
Westinghouse
CBS
NC

Top programming, too, on
San Antonio's
FIRST
TELEVISION
STATION

Flash Gordon
Four Star Revu
NBC Motorola
FourMotorola
Star Revue
NBC
N
FourMotorola
Star Revue
NBC
N(
FourMotorola
Star Revue
NBC
N<
Beauty-Beast
10/22
Teller
ofTintair
TalesSP 10/29
CBS
Flash Gordon
10/22
Teller
TalesSF 10/29
CBS ofTintair
SouthwestFootball
Conference
"Game
of the Week'CI
(See Below)
Southwest
Conference Football
Alamo National Bank
FehrGasateria
Bakery
Perry Shankle Co.
CF
Super
Canada Circus
Dry NC 5:40 Cartoon
ABC

Kukia,RCA-Victor
Fran & Ollic
NC
LS NBC
Kukla.RCA-Victor
Fran & Ollie
NC
LS NBC

Westinghouse NC
CBS
Studio One
Westinghouse NC
CBS
Studio One
Westinghouse
CBS
NC

Garroway-at-Large Winters' Wonderland
Congoleum -Nairn NC Wolff & Marx Co. LC
NBC
Fashions InRoomYour
Garroway-at-Large
Congoleum -NairnNC WolffLiving
& Marx Co. LC
NBC
Morton
Downey
What'sStopette
My Line?
Nash-Kelvinator
CBS
NC CBS
NC
Marton Downey
What'sStopette
My Line?
Nash-Kelvinator
NC
CBS
NC CBS
Winchell
&
Mahoney
Showtime
U.S.A.
Speidel Corp. NC
Dodge Motors
ABC
NC NBC
Mahoney
Showtime U.S.A. Winchell
Speidel& Corp.
Dodge Motors NC NBC
ABC
NC
Newsdesk
Bums
St
Allen
10/22
Carnation CompanyNC Weather Sears
Chart LCLS
CBS
BigPallStory
10/29 Broadway
Open House
Mall Cigarettes
NBC
NC NBCAnchor-Hocking
Blatz Beer NC
NBC
Nallonal Co.
Broa(lcastln9
•
ABC
American
Broadccutlnq Co,
•
CBS
Columbia
Broadcaiting Syitem

Broadway
Open Jlouse
NBCAnchor-Hocking
Blatz Beer NC
Broadway
Open House
NBCAnchor-Hocking
Blatz Beer NC
Broadway
Open House
NBCAnchorBlatzHocking
Beer NC
KEY:

WEDNESDAY

Kukla,
Ford Fran
Motor& Co,Ollie
NC
LS NBC
Kukla,
Fran
& Co.Ollie
Tree House
Ford
Motor
NC
LS NBC
Conle's
Littlf>
Show
Chesterfield
Stokeley-Van CampNC CBS
Supper ClubCigs.NC
NBC
Telenews
Telenews
Joske's
of Texas LC Joske's of Texas LC
Milton Products
Berle
fexaco
NBC
NC TV Dude Ranch LS
Milton Products
Berle
Texaco
NBC
NC TV Dude Ranch
Arthur Godfrey
[Vlilton Products
Berle
Texaco
NBC
NC
Arthur Godfrey
Milton Products
Berle
Chesleriield Cigs,LS
Texaco
NBC
NC ^^hesterfield Cigs.
ReC
Wrestling Personalitle:
Mrs
Bohnet's
Bread
Old
Gold"cigarettes
NBC
NC
8:20 Wrestling
Old
Gold
Cigarettes
NBC
NC and Hardware
Wrestling ReC
Amateur Hour Grant's Home
Old Gold CigarettesNC
NBC
Wrestling
Amateur Hour
Grant's
Home
Old Gold CigarettesNC and Hardware
NBC
Wrestling ReC
IBC
Home ReC
Blue Boxing
Ribbon Bouts
BeerCF Grant's
and Hardware
Wrestling
CBS
IBC Boxing
Home
Blue
Ribbon Bouts
BeerCF Grant's
and Hardware ReC
CBS
Roller Derby
(Fights
Balance toof Concl.)
Hour; ABC
NS
BondSports
StreetParade
Tobacco
Roller
Derby
CBS
CF ABC
NS
StarsArmour
Over Hollywood
Roller
Derby
&
Co.
NBC
NC ABC
NS
StarsArmour
Over Hollywood
Roller Derby
NBC & Co. NC ABC
NS
Newsdesk
Newsdesk LS
Sears
LC
Weather Chart LS Weather Chart LS
Broadway
Open House Broadway Open House
NBCAnchor-Hocking
Blatz Beer NC NBCAnchor-Hocking
Blatz Beer NC
Broadway
Open House
Open House
NBCAnchor-Hocking
Blatz Beer NC Broadway
NBCAnchorBlatz Hocking
Beer NC
Broadway
Open
House
Anchor- Open
HockingHouse
Anchor-Hocking Broadway
NBC Blatz Beer NC NBC Blatz Beer NC
Broadway
Open House Broadway Open
HockingHouse
NBCAnchor-Hocking
Blatz Beer NC NBCAnchorBlatz Beer NC
L
—
Local
CS —— Sustaining
Commercial
N— Network
Tree House

THURSDAY

KuklaRCA-Victor
Fran & Oilie
NC
LS NBC
Kukla,RCA-Victor
Fran & Ollie
Tree House
NC
LS NBC
Conte's
Little Camp
ShowLC
Stokeley-Van
Chesterfield
Supper ClubCigs.NC
NBC
NC CBS
Telenews
Telenews
Joske's
of Texas
Joske's
of Texas LC
T-Men In Action
Touchdownand
Motorola
Chrysler Corp. NC
Krisch-Delavan
CF ABC
Touchdown
In Action
Motorola and CF T-Men
Chrysler Corp. NC
Krisch-Delavan
ABC
YouDeSoto
Bet Your
WeGulf TheOil People
Corp.
Corp.LifeNC NBC
NBC
NC
Corp Life We,
YouDeSoto
Bet Your
Gulf TheOil People
Corp.
NBC
NC NBC
NC
Pro Football
Ho manHayride
Radio Corp. NaCIHighlights
Grand Prize Beer CF
Pro Football
HoffmanHayride
Radio Corp. Nat'lHighlights
Grand Prize Beer CF
Tree House

One Man's Soap
FamilyCo.
Manhattan
NBC
NC
One
Man's
Family
Manhattan Soap Co.NC
NBC
Trouble
Father
GeneralwithMills
ABC
NC
Trouble
with
Father
General Mills NC
ABC
Budweiser Beer
CBS
NC
KenBudweiser
Murray Beer
Show
CBS
NC
Budweiser Beer
CBS
NC
KenBudweiser
Murray Beer
Show

McNeill NC
ABC Don Philco
McNeill NC
ABC Don Philco
DonTV McNeill
Club
Best Foods, Inc.
^<^ld Gold Cigarettes^ Penthouse Party ABC Philco NC
Music
Club
McNeill
OldStopGoldtheCigarettes
Best Foods, Inc. NC ABC DonTVPhilco
ABC
NC ABC
NC
Bristol-Myers Co.NC
NBC
Break the BankCo.
Bristol-Myers
NBC
NC
Airtlyte
Theatre
Nash Motors NC
CBS
Airflyte
Theatre
Nash Motors
CBS
NC
Corp.This?
Can Wine
You Top
ABC
NC
Corp.This?
Can Wine
You Top
ABC
NC
Newsdesk LS
Weather Chart LS
Broadway
Open House
Anchor-Hocking
NBC Blatz Beer NC
Broadway
Open House
Anchor-Hocking
NBC Blatz Beer NC
Broadway
Open House
NBCAnchor-Hocking
Blatz Peer NC
Broadway
Open House
Anchor-Hocking
NBC Blatz Beer NC
F— Film
Re — Remote

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY
SF 5:40 Cartoon

FRIDAY

OCT. 22 through
NOV. 4, 1950
SATURDAY

Show of Shows
Snow crop Foods NC
Tip the Scales LS NBC
Show of Shows
Foods
Tip the Scales LS Snowcrop
NBC
NC
Pulitzer Prize
Crosleyof Corp.
Show
Shows
PlayhouseBeer NC NBC
ABC Schlitz
NC
Pulitzer Prize
Show
of
Shows
Crosley
Corp,
PlayhouseBeer NC NBC
NC
ABC Schlitz
Pulitzer Prize
Show
Goes
On
Safety Razor
ABC Schlitz
PlayhouseBeer NC American
CBS Company
NC
Pulitzer Prize
Show
Goes
On
Safety Razor
PlayhouseBeer NC American
ABC Schlitz
CBS Company
NC
Newsdesk LC
Weather Sears
Chart LS
Anchor-Hockins
Broadway
Open Housf
NBC Blatz Beer NC

Martin Kane, Private
Eye
S. TobaccoNC
NBC U.Company
Martin
Kane,
Private
Eye Company
U. S. Tobacco
NBC
NC

Anchor- Open
HockingHous<
Broadway
NBC Blatz Beer NC
Broadway
Open House
Anchor-Hocking
NBC Blatz Beer NC
Broadway
Open Hous<
NBC, AnchorBlatzHocking
Beer NC

Screens Bright
EVERY
Night
Channel

★
OD

i:40 Cartoon SF 5:40 Cartoon SF Cartoon
Railroad ClubSF 10/27
11/3
A. G. Gilbert Co. CF
Sandy
Stronf
Ovaltine NC
ABC

Represented Nationally By
Edward Petry & Company, Inc.
/ VOfilC • CHICAGO • lOS ANGEIES • ST. lOUlS • DAIUS • SAN FRANCISCO • DETROIT • ATLANTA
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DIRECTORY

City
Call Letters Channel
Established Power

OF

TV

STATIONS
OF THE
(Data corrected to December 1, 1950)

UNITED

STATES

Executive Abbreviations
Name of Licensee
Owner o; Pres. p; Exec, vp evp; Gen. Mgr. gm; Sta. Mgr. sm; Coml. Mgr. Transc. Library
Headquarters Address
Network
cm; Sales Mgr. slm; Prog. Dir. pd; Chief Eng. ce; Prom. Mgr. pmm;
News Service
Telephone Number
Representative Prod. Mgr. pdm; News, Farm, Sports or Women's Dir. nd, fd, sd, wd. Transmitter Make
INDIANA

BLOOMINGTON
WTTV
Ch. 10
192-198mc
1949
3.31kw-aur.;
6.38kw-vls.

Sarkes Tarzian Inc.
535 South Walnut St.
2-3366

ABC, CBS
NBC
DuMont

Sarkes & Mary Tarzian, Robert Lemon, cm
Morton L. Weigel, ce
ownersVan Horn, gm
Albert Fiscus, film dir.
Glenn
Robert Petranoff, pd

Lyle Hairich,
prog. asst.

INDIANAPOLIS
Ch.
6
WFBM-TV
82-88mc
1949
18.1kw-aur.;
28.2kw-^'is.

WFBM Inc.
48 Monument Circle
Lincoln 8506

ABC, CBS
Katz
DuMont, NBC

H. M. Bitner,
chief owner
Harry M. Bitner Jr., gm

David F. Milligan

WiUiam F. Kiley, cm
Frank O. Sharp, pd
Harold Holland, ce

DAVENPORT
WOC-TV
1949

AP, ms
RCA

IOWA
AMES
WOI-TV
1950

AP

pmm

Ch. 4
66-72mc
7.5kw-aur.i
13kw-vis.

Iowa State A&M
Service Bldg., ICS Campus, 2500

ABC, CBS,
NBC, DuMont
Weed

Richard B. Hull, gm
Robert C. Mulhall,
oper. m

W. D. Donaldson,
Edward P. Wegener,
prog, m

Louie L. Lewis, ce

Ch. 5
76-82mc
22.9kw-aur.:
13.5kw-vis.

Central Bcstg. Co.
1002 Brady St.
3-3661

NBC
Free & Peters

Col, B. J. Palmer, p
Ernest
Charles Sanders,
Freburg, res.
pd m

D. D. Palmer,
vp & Evans,
treas. exec, vp
Ralph

Wm. D. Wagner, secy
Paul Arvidson, ce
UP
RCA

pdm

KENTUCKY
LOUISVILLE
WAVE-TV
1948
WHAS-TV
1950

Ch. 5
76-82mc
5kw-aur.;
7kw-vis.

WAVE Inc.
334 East Broadway
Wabash 2201

Ch. 9
186-192mc
7.2kw-aur.;
9.6kw-vis.

WHAS Inc.
6th & Broadway
Wabash 2211

ABC, CBS,
NBC
DuMont
Free & Peters
Petry
CBS

George W. Norton Jr.,
P
Nathan
Lord, gm
Ralph Jackson, vp, cm
John Boyle, dir of TV
Barry Bingham, p
Victor A. Sholis, dir.
Neil
HaroldCline,
Fair,sales
pd dir.

Robert
George
Wilbur
prom
Richard

Elverman,
Paterson, pd
Hudson,
ce
m
W. Hughes,

prom, m

Burt Blackwell, dir. of
studio prod.
AP, INS
Dick Jackson, spec. RCA
events div.
Assoc.
Orrin W. Towner,
AP, UP
tech. dir.
GE

LOUISIANA
NEW ORLEANS
Ch. 6
WDSU-TV
82-88mc
1948
15kw-aur.;
31kw-vis.

WDSU Bcstg. Service
520 Royal St.
Tulane 4371

ABC, CBS
DuMont
NBC
Blair TV

Edgar B. Stern,
partner
vp

Edgar B. Stern Jr.,
A. mgng.
Louis ptnr.
Read, cm
Ray Rich, prog. dir.

Ray Liuzza, publ. &
Lindsey
ce
prom. Riddle,
dir.

AP, UP, ENS
RCA

MARYLAND
BALTIMORE
WAAM
1948
WBAL-TV
1948

WMAR-TV
1947

Ch. 13
210-216mc
13.8kw-aur.
26.1kw-vis.
Ch. 11
198-204mc
13kw-aur.;
27kw-vis.

Ch. 2
54-60mc
lOkw-aur.;
17.1kw-vis.

Radio-Television
of Bal- ABC
timore Inc.
DuMont
Harrington,
3725 Maiden Ave.
Mohawk 7600
Righter &
Parsons
Petry
NBC
Hearst Radio Inc.
2610 N. Charles St.
Hopkins 3000

The A. S. AbeU Co.
Baltimore & Charles Sts. CBS
Katz
Mulberry 5670

Ben Cohen, p
Armand
Grant, pd
cm
Norman Kal, evp
Herbert Cahan,
Glenn
Lahman,
acting
Kenneth L. Carter, gm
ce
Charles B. McCabe, p
Tom A. Brooks vp &
Harold C. Burke, vp &
sta. mgr.
Leslie H. Peard Jr., cm
DeLancey Provost, bus.
mgr.Patterson, p
Paul
E. dir.
K. Jett, vp & radio
gm

Tony Farrar, prod. World
dir. George, publ. UP,
mgr.
Harriett
RCA TR

Fred S. Heywood prod,
mgr.
Willis
Freiert, sm
dir. T.K. Wilner,
John
engrg.

Victor F. Campbell,
WiUiam C. Bareham,
ce
Tom White, publ. dir.

Ernest A. Lang, cm
Robert B. Cochrane,

Carlton G. Nopper, ce

Ch. 4
66-72mc
7.07kw-aur.;
15.61kw-vis.

WNAC-TV
1948
Pag» 74
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Ch. 7
174-180mc
13.3kw-aur.;
26.6kw-vis.

Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.
1170 Soldiers Field Rd.
Algonquin 4-5670
The Yankee Network
21 Brookline Ave.
Commonwealth 6-0800

NBC
NBC Spot

Walter Evans, p
Walter E. Benoit, vp
Edwin R. Borroff, gsm
W.sta.C. mgr.
Swartley,

ABC,
Petry CBS
DuMont

Linus Travers, evp, gm Harry Whittimore,
George
W. Steffy, vp
tech. d
TV opers.
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AP
RCA

pm

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON
WBZ-TV
1948

RCA

W. H. Hauser, ce
C. Herbert Masse, sm
W. Gordon Swan pm
W.pdA. Davis, publ. m

John G. Stilli Jr.,
mgr.
prom,
James C. Richdale Jr.,
sis prom.

Telecasting

AP, UP
RCA

• BROADCASTING

A short time by the calendar can be long enough
Blair-TV

to establish leadership. Only two years ago,

began operation as the first and only organization set up for exclusive sales representation ofTV

stations ... a separate corporation entirely removed

from any AM

operation

or function.
The formation of Blair-TV was a radical step based upon our conviction that Television needed
its own exclusive sales organization with trained specialists, and time to study stations^ problems, to make enough advertiser calls, to know stations intimately and to counsel them wisely.
Today the basic principle established by Blair-TV

has been adopted by almost all major com-

ponents ofthe industry.
We

feel that this kind of leadership has contributed in great measure

spot television. And we know

to the rapid growth of

that our different approach to the sale of television time has pro-

duced important results for the stations we represent.
On our second anniversary, we pledge ourselves to a continuation of the sound operating prin-

Irelccasting
i
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DIRECTORY

City
Call Letters
Channel
EstabUsbed Power

DETROIT
WJBK-TV
1949
WWJ-TV
1947

WOW-TV
1949

ABC
ABC Spot

Robert
(ABC)E. Kintner,

Leonard A. Versluis
6 Fountain St. N.E.
Glendale 6-5461

ABC, CBS
NBC
DuMont
Pearson

Leonard A. Versluis,
owner
Hy M. Steed, gm & cm

Ch. 3
60-66mc
8kw-aur.;
16kw-vis.

Fetzer Bcstg. Co.
124 West Michigan Ave.
3-1223

NBC,CBS,
ABC,
DuMont
Knodel
Avery-

John E. Fetzer, p & gm Carl
sup. E. Lee, ce
John W. O'Harrow, gen. Harry E. Travis, prod,
Edward E. McKean, pd
sm

Ch.
6
82-88mc
9.3kw-aur.;
18.7kw-vis.

WJIM Inc.
Bank
Bldg.of Lansing

NBC,
ABC CBS,
H-R

Harold F. Gross, gm
Howard
sm-pd K. Finch,

Ch. 5
76-82mc
8kw-aur.;
16kw-vis.

The Fort Industry Co.
500 Temple Ave.
Temple 3-7900
The Evening News Assn.
615 W. Lafayette
Woodward 2-2000

CBS, DuMont
Katz

Lanny Pike, sr. prod.
Joyce M. Chapman,
prom. mgr.
Melvin G. Wissman,
pm gen. engrg.
E. gen.
J. Love,
m
Jake Albert, prom,
mgr. G. RiddeU, gm
James
Len A. Kamins, slm

Paul O. Frincke, ce
Russell Williams, ce
James Eberle, pm
UP
Douglas Wright, film DuMont
editor
John Pival, TV pdm

Hal Kaufman, pd
Lee G. Stevens, ce
Dane Hoyle, prod. mgr.

UP
RCA
E. L. Tait, comptroller
Willis F. Dunbar, dir.
of publ. affairs

Federal

Roger S. Underhill, cm

MINNESOTA
KSTP Inc.
3415 University Ave.
Prior 2717
Minnesota Bcstg. Corp.
Radio City, Minn.
St. Paul Dispatch Bldg.,
S. P.

Petry
NBC
ABC, CBS
DuMont
Free & Peters

Stanley E. Hubbard,
K. M. Hance, evp
P. gm
F. Van Konynenburg,
vp-gm

Miller C. Robertson, vp
chg. si
R.
N. Ekstrum,
slm
Sherman
K. Headley,
TV oper. m

Joseph C. Cook, sis

pmm

MISSOURI
TheCo. Kansas City Star
31st & Summit St.
Jefferson 3966

NBC
Harrington,
Righter &
Parsons

The Pulitzer Pub. Co.
1111 OUve St.
Main 1111

NBC, ABC, Joseph Pulitzer, p
CBS
George
DuMont
gm M. Burbach,
Free & Peters

Roy A. Roberts, p
Dean Fitzer, mg. d.
radio-TV

E. Manne Bates,
Russo,pdcm
William

J. A. Flaherty, ce

Edward
Harold O.Hamlin,
Grams, cmpd
Edwin Risk, ce

AP
RCA

AP
RCA

NEBRASKA
Ch. 3
60-66mc
8.0kw-aur.;
11.7kw-vis.
Ch. 6
82-B8mc
8.5kw-aur.;
16.2kw-vis.

May
Bcstg. Co.St.
2615 Farnam
Harney 9233
Radio Station WOW Inc.
3509 Farnam St.
Webster 3400

ABC, CBS
Glenn Harris, gm
DuMont Howard O. Peterson,
Avery-Knodel Wayne
cm Beavers, pd
NBC, DuMont Francis P. Matthews, p
Blair TV
Frank P. Fogarty, gm
Joseph Herold, mgr.
of TV
NEW

NEWARK
WATV
1948

STATES

Executive Abbreviations
Name of Licensee
Owner o; Pres. p; Exec, vp evp; Gen. Mgr. gm; Sta. Mgr. sm; Coml. Mgr. Transc. Library
Network
cm; Sales Mgr. slm; Prog. Dir. pd; Chief Eng. ce; Prom. Mgr. pmm;
News Service
Headquarters Address
Telephone Number
Representative Prod. Mgr. pdm; News, Farm, Sports or Women's Dir. nd, fd, sd, wd. Transmitter Make

ABC
1700 Stroh Bldg.
Woodward 3-8321

KANSAS CITY
Ch. 4
WDAF-TV
66-72mc
1949
llkw-aur.;
22kw-vis.

OMAHA
KMTV
1949

UNITED

NBC
Hollingbery

MINNEAPOLIS
KSTP-TV
Ch. 5
1947
76-82mc
17.3kw-aur.;
24.7kw-vis.
Ch. 4
WTCN-TV
66-72mc
1949
9.2kw-aur.;
17.9kw-vis.

ST. LOUIS
KSD-TV
1947

STATIONS
OF THE
(Data corrected to December 1, 1950)

George B. Storer, p
Richard E. Jones, vp,
E. gmHal & Hough,
pd
cm
W. J. Scripps, dir of
radio
Harry Bannister, gm
Willard E. Walbridge,

Ch. 2
54-60mc
7.5kw-aur.;
14.26kw-vis.
Ch. 4
66-72mc
8.5kw-aur.;
17.4kw-vis.

Ch. 7
174-180mc
13.9kw-aur.;
27.9kw-vis.
GRAND RAPIDS
Ch. 7
WLAV-TV
1949
174-180mc
lOkw-aur.;
20kw-vis.

LANSING
WJIM-TV
1950

TV

MICHIGAN

WXYZ-TV
1948

KALAMAZOO
WKZO-TV
1950

OF

Ch. 13
210-216mc
25kw-aur.;
50kw-vis.

Bremer Bcstg. Corp.
1020 Broad St.
Mitchell 2-6400

ALBUQUERQUE
Albuquerque Bcstg. Co.
KOB-TV Ch. 4
Fifth & Silver
1948
66-72mc
2.5kw-aur.;
4411
5kw-vis.
Page 76
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Weed

R.
J.H.Schroeder,
Joemchdsing.
Baker, mgr.ce

J. E. Reich, prod. mgr.

Acme, UP

Lyle
asst. gm
RobertDeMoss,
M. Dooley,
natl. sm

Ray
pd
SorenOlson,
Munkhof,
prod.
mgr.
WiUiam J. Kotera, ce

National
RCA
AP, UP, INS
RCA

George Green, pd
Henry
Dabrowski,
chief L.trans,
oper.

Thomas T. Magee,
chief of studio oper
Frank
Bremer, vp RCA
chg. V.engrg.

George S. Johnson,
mgr. of TV

Dorothy B. Smith, pd

JERSEY

Irving
haus, Robert
p & gm RosenEdmund S. Lermon,
vp chg. nat'l. sales

NEW MEXICO
ABC,
NBC, CBS
DuMont T. M. Pepperday, p &

Telecasting

•

RCA
AP
B-R.jO AD C A5TIN

G

CHANNEL
5

LOS /ANGEL

HOOPER

SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER
TIME

SUNDAY AFTERNOON
12:00 NOON.6:00 P.M.
SATURDAY

DAYTIME

8:00 A,M..6!00 P.M.
EVENING
SUN. THRU SAT.

1950

r£L£V/S/OjV

AUDIENCE
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DIRECTORY

City
Call Letters
Established

Name of Licensee
Chan, or Freq. Headquarters Address
Power
Telephone Number

BINGHAMTON
Ch. 12
WNBF-TV
204-210mc
1949
11.7kw-aur.;
12kw-vis.
BUFFALO
Ch. 4
WBEN-TV
1948
66-72mc
10.2kw-aur.
16.2kw-vis.
NEW YORK
WABD
1944
WCBS-TV
1941
WJZ-TV
1948
WNBT
1939
WOR-TV
1949
WPIX
1948

Ch. 5
76-82mc
9.45kvi'-aur.;
14.25kw-vis.
Ch. 2
54-60mc
lOkw-aur.;
13.7kw-vis.
Ch. 7
174-180mc
15kw-aur.;
30kw-vis.
Ch. 4
66-72mc
7kw-aur.;
7kw-vis.
Ch. 9
186-192mc
llkw-aur.;
9kw-vis.
Ch. 11
198-204mc
9.25kw-aur.;
18.5kw-vis.

ROCHESTER
WHAM-TV
1949

Ch. 6
72-88mc
8.3kvsr-aur.;
16.7kw-vis.
SCHENECTADY
Ch. 4
WRGB
66-72mc
1939
9.125kw-aur.:
18.25kw-vis.
SYRACUSE
WHEN
1948
WSYR-TV
1950

UTICA
WKTV
1949

Ch. 8
180-186mc
7.5kw-aur.;
15kw-vis.
Ch. 5
76-82mc
12.5kw-aur.;
23.8kw-vis.
Ch. 13
210-216mc
6.5kw-aur.:
13kw-vis.

CHARLOTTE
WBTV
1949

Ch. 3
60-66mc
8.2kw-aur.;
16.3kw-vis.

GREENSBORO
Ch.54-60mc
2
WFMY-TV
1949
0.84kw-aur.
1.67kw-vis.

CINCINNATI
WCPO-TV
1949
WKRC-TV
1949
WLWT
1948
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UNITED

STATES

Executive Abbreviations
Owner o; Pres. p; Exec, vp evp; Gen. Mgr. gm; Sta. Mgr. sm; Coml. Mgr. Transc. Library
Network
cm; Sales Mgr. slm; Prog. Dir. pd; Chief Eng. ce; Prom. Mgr. pmm; News Service
Representative Prod. Mgr. pdm; News, Farm, Sports or Women's Dir. nd, fd, sd, wd. Transmitter
NEW YORK
Edward W. May, p
John C. Clark Sr., p
Cecil D. Mastin, gm

Clark Associates Inc.
P. O, Box 48
2-3461

ABC, CBS
DxiMont
NBC
Boiling

WBEN Inc.
Hotel Statler
Mohawk 0930

ABC, CBSNBC
DuMont,
Harrington,
Righter
Parsons &

C. Robert Thompson,
Nicholas J. Malter,

Allen B. DuMont Labs
Inc.
515 Madison Ave.
Murray Hili 8-2600
Columbia Bcstg. System
485 Madison Ave.
Plaza 5-2000
American Bcstg. Co.
Inc.
7 W. 66th St.
Trafalgar
3-7000
NBC
30 Rockefeller Plaza
Circle 7-8300
General Teleradio Inc.
1440 Broadway
Longacre 4-8000
WPIX Inc.
220 E. 42nd St.
Murray Hill 2-1234

DuMont

Mortimer
W. Loewi,
Chris J. Witting,
gm d
Tom
slm
James Gallery,
gmL. Caddigan, pd
Rodney
D.
Chipp,
Frank Stanton, p ed
G. (CBS)
Richard Swift, gm
George E.Dunham,
Robert
Kintner, slmp
(ABC)
Murray B. Grabhorn,
vp of o & o sta.
Joseph H. McConnell,
Tedp (NBC)
Cott, gm

Lesevents
G. Arries,
sp
d
Robert
m
of sta.Jamieson,
rel.

Free & Peters

Theodore C. Streibert,
P
Eugene S. Thomas, m
opers.p
F. ofM. TVFlynn,
G. Bennett Larson, vp
& gm
Walter Duncan, cm

Julius F. Seebach Jr.,
vp of prog.
R. C. Maddux, vp of
sis
Warren Wade, pmm
Thomas E. Howard, ce
John McClay, d of

Stromberg-Carlson
Rochester
Radio CityCo.
culver 7240

ABC, CBS
DuMont
NBC
Hollingbery

William Fay, vp & gm
John W. Kennedy Jr.,

opers.
Charles W. Siverson,
John L. Crosby Jr.,

Truman
Brizee, asst.
slm
Kenneth
J. Gardner,
pdm
ce

prod, d
A. G. Zink, prog. sup.
W. sup.
J. Purcell, ce
R. F. Reid, loc. sis

G. sup.
W. Givens, sis
prom. sup.
E. J. Pudney, prod.

AP,
GE UP

A. G. BeUe Isle, vp &
ce

tJP
GE
GE

Stanley
Edward N.
M. Heslop,
Scala, pdslm

L. L. Rogers, treas. &
sm
Louveer H. Stantz, ce

RCA
UP

CBS
Radio Sales
ABC
ABC Spot
NBC
NBC Spot
Kettell-Carter

slm

cm

General Electric Co.
1 River Rd.
7-2261

NBC
NBC Spot

Meredith
TV Corp.Syracuse
101 Court St.
3-1126

ABC,
DuMontCBS
Katz
NBC
Headley-Reed

E. T. Meredith Jr., p
Paul Adanti, gm
William H. Bell, cm
H. C. WUder, p
E. R. Vadeboncoeur,
vp & gm

ABC, CBS
DuMont
NBC
Cooke

Myron J. Kallet, p
Michael C. Fusco, gm
Deforest T. Layton
Jr., ce

Central N. Y. Bcstg.
Syracuse
Kemper Bldg.
3-7111

George R. Torge, pd
Edward
asst. pdJ. Wegman,

R. S. Peare, vp & m
B. J. Rowan, asst. m
R. B. Hanna Jr., sta. m
R. sta.
Welpott
m Jr., asst.

Richard Doan, pd
Paul F. Wittlig, ce
Robt. G. Patt, pmm
Clarence L. Doty, gm
A. Stronach, pd
Earl B. Salmon, cm
John H. Reber, sld
Ivan Reiner, prog, m

net. tr.Faust, m of
George
Gerald Lyons, pub.
rel. d

INS
DuMont
AP, UP, ms
RCA

WiUiam Trevarthen,
ce

AP, UP, INS
RCA

J. R. Poppele, vp of e
Ardien Rodner, coml.

UP
GE
AP, UP, Acme
RCA
World
RCA
UP

Eugene
Crow,
Ned
pmmce
pd Ryan,
W. R.Rothrum,
Alford Jr.,
Bill
pd cm

UP
Copper
City Rd.
Bcstg. Corp.
Smith Hill
3-0404

Jefferson Standard
Bcstg. Co.
Wilder
3-8833 Bldg.
Greensboro News Co.
212 N. Davie St.
3-8611

NORTH CAROLINA
J. M. Bryan, p
ABC, CBS
DuMont
Charles
H. Crutchfield,
NBC
vp & gm
For joe
Keith S. Byerly, cm

J. T. MacDavitt,
Jack
Fredericks, cm
pd

Edwin Whlttaker,

GE
UP

Larry Walker, asst.
& TVpd
J. gm
Robert
Covington,

M. J. Minor, ce
C. pdm
K. Spicer, bus. m

Gomer R. Lesch, pd
William
pmm E. NeiU, ce

ABC,
CBS NBC
DuMont,
Harrington,
Righter &
Parsons

E.
J. Jeffress,
& co
Gaines
Kelley, p gm
Robert M. Lambe, cm
vp

ABC,
DuMont
Branham

Jack R. Howard, p
M. C. Watters, vp &

John Patrick Smith,
TV slmWeston, pd
Edward

Grant Makinson, ce

CBS
Katz

Hulbert Taft Jr., exec,
U. A. Latham, gm &
James
cm D. ofShouse,
R. chmn.
E. Dunville,bd. p
gm T. Murphy, d of
John
TV opers.

Syd Cornell, coml.
Roderick Mitchell, pd
George A. Wilson, ce
William J. McCluskey,
LinslmMason, pd
Calvin
ce
pdm E.Bopp,
David
Partridge,
g

Joel Storvall, slm
Don Chapin, local slm

Assoc.
UP, INS
RCA
Sterling
Flamingo
DuMont
UP

OHIO
Ch. 7
174-180mc
12kw-aur.;
21kw-vis.
Ch. 11
198-204mc
12.3kw-aur.
24.5kw-vis.
Ch. 4
66.72mc
19.5kw-aur.;
23.5kw-vis.
December 4, 1950

Scripps-Howard
Radio
Inc.
2345 Symmes St.
Capitol 0777
Radio Cincinnati Inc.
Times-Star
Garfield 1331Bldg.
Crosley Bcstg. Corp.
140 W. Ninth St.
Cherry 1822

NBC

slm

UP
OfficialTV Films
Gen.
GE

Bernie C. Barth,
AP
Asst. to Mr. Murphy UP,
GE INS
R. J. Rockwell, vp
RCA
of e
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DIRECTORY

City
Call Letters
Established

CLEVELAND
WEWS
1947
WNBK
1948
WXEL
1949
COLUMBUS
WBNS-TV
1949
WLWC
1949
WTVN
1949
DAYTON
WHIO-TV
1949
WLWD
1949
ITOLEDO
WSPD-TV
1948

STATIONS
OF THE UNITED
STATES
(Data corrected to December 1, 1950)
Executive Abbreviations
Name of Licensee
Owner o; Pres. p; Exec, vp evp; Gen. Mgr. gm; Sta. Mgr. sm; Coml. Mgr.
Network
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cm; Sales Mgr. shn; Prop. Dir. pd; Chief Eng. ce-^ Prom. Mgr. pmm;
Telephone Number
Representative Prod. Mgr. pdm; News, Farm, Sports or Women's Dir. nd, fd, sd, wd.

Ch. 5
76-82mc
8.15kw-aur.;
16.3kw-vis.
Ch. 4
66-72mc
9kw-aur.;
15kw-vis.
Ch. 9
186-192mc
13kw-aur.;
21kw-vis.
Ch. 10
192-198mc
12.15kw-aur.;
24.3kw-vis.
Ch. 3
60-66mc
12.8kw-aur.;
15.2kw-vis.
Ch. 6
82-88mc
3.5kw-aur.;
6.5kw-vis.

OF

TV

OHIO (Cont'd)
ABC
Jack R. Howard, p
CBS
James C. Hanrahan
Branham gm

J. Harrison Hartley,
sta. d E. Pierce, pd
Donald

Empire Coil Co. Inc.
4501
Pleasant
at State
Rd. Valley Rd.
Victory 3-8400

NBC
Joseph H. McConnell,
NBC Spot John
p (NBC)
McCormick, gm
Harold Gallagher, cm
ABC, CBS
Herbert Mayer, p
DuMont
& CO
Katz
Franklin Snyder, gm
Richard C. Wright, cm

Philip L. Worcester,
& prod, mce
S. pm
E. Leonard,
Albert M. Henderson,
pmd & B.publ.
d
Thomas
Friedman,
John
coor.Safer, prod,

WBNS-TV Inc.
33 N. High St.
Fletcher 3538

CBS
Blair TV

Crosley Bcstg. Corp.
3165 Olentangy River Rd.
Jefferson 5441
Picture Waves Inc.
Fletcher 1520

NBC

Scripps-Howard
Radio
Inc.
1816 E. 13th St.
Tower 1-5454
National Bcstg. Co.
815 Superior Ave.
Cherry 1-0942

Ch. 13
210-216mc
12.6kw-aur.;
24.6kw-vis.
Ch. 5
76-82mc
8kw-aur.;
16kw-vis.

Miami
Corp. Valley Bcstg.
45 South Ludlow St.
Adams 2261
Crosley Bcstg. Corp.
4595 S. Dixie Highway
Wahiut 2101

Ch. 13
210-216mc
12.33kw-aur.
25kw-vis.

The Fort Industry Co.
136 Huron St.
Adams 3175

Joseph B. Epperson,
ce
F. E. Weidman, adv. m
Edward Wallace, n &
Albert
spl. e.L.d Odeal, film d
Andrew
Hammerschmidt,L. opers,
sup.
Barbara Synder, publ.
d

ce
Jerome R. Reeves, p
Lester H. Nafzger, td
Richard A. Borel, d
of TV D. Thomas,
& pmd H. Bronson,
Edward
Robert
sLm
sta. d
J. D. Shouse, chmn. of James Leonard, gm
bd.
George Henderson, sld
Tom Gleba, pd
Edward Lamb, p & co Colin Male, pd
John Rossiter, gm
Joe Gill, ce
Roger LaReau, cm

ABC
DuMont
Headley-Reed

Transc. Library
News
Service
Transmitter

UP
DuMont
Thesaurus
RCA,
AP, UP
Acme
UP
GE

AP, Telenews
RCA
L-W
AP
RCA

ABC,
CBS
DuMont
HoUingbery

James M. Cox Jr., p
Robert H. Moody, gm

Harvey R. Young Jr.,
cm

NBC

James D. Shouse,
chmn. of bd.
H. P. Lasker, gm

W.
J. Williamson,
A. Donovan
Faust, cmpd
Howard Lepple, ce

ABC, CBS
DuMont
NBC
Katz

George B. Storer, p
& CO
E. Y. Flanigan, gm
Glenn Jackson, pd

William
low, ce StringfelElaine Phillips, film d
Chris Montross, rem. d

INS

UP

Dorothy Sanders, pm
& pub. m

Crosley
UP
L-W, Thes.
RCA

OKLAHOMA
lOKLAHOMA
WKY-TV
1949
TULSA
KOTV
1949

CITY
Ch. 4
66-72mc
12kw-aur.;
6.1kw-vis.
Ch. 6
82-88mc
8.5kw-aur.;
16.5kw-vis.

WKY Radiophone Co.
Skirvin Tower
3-4306

ABC, CBS
DuMont, NBC
Katz

E. K. Gaylord, p & co
P. A. Sugg, sta. m
Hoyt
asst.Andres, adm.

R.
E. Chapman,
Robert
Olson, pdcm
Gene Dodson, pmm
H. J. Lovell, ce

George E. Cameron Jr.
302 So. Frankfort
2-9233

ABC, CBS
NBC, DuMont

George E. Cameron
Jr., pHelen
& co Alvarez,
Maria

John Hill, cm
James M. Orchard, pd
George Jacobs, ce

Robert Freeland, d of

Don Lick, pd
Michael Csop, ce

Richard Johnson, tm
Al Swinhart, pdm

RCA

pub. rel.

UP, INS
RCA

PENNSYLVANIA
ERIE
WICU
1949
JOHNSTOWN
WJAC-TV
1949
LANCASTER
WGAL-TV
1949

ABC. CBS
DuMont, NBC
Headley-Reed

Edward
Lamb, p
gm
Paul Albracht, treas.
Herbert S. Stewart,

Ch. 12
204-210mc
1.5kw-aur.;
2kw-vis.

Dispatch
3514 State Inc.
St.
4-0174

Ch. 13
210-216mc
3.7kw-aur.;
6.5kw-vis.

WJAC
329 MainInc.St.
9-1965

ABC, CBS
DuMont
NBC
Headley-Reed

Ch. 4
66-72mc
Ikw-erp

WGAL Inc.
8 West Wing St.
5251

ABC,
NBC, CBS,
DuMont Clair
p R. McCollough,
Meeker Harold E. Miller, sm

WCAU Inc.
1622 Chestnut St.
Locust 7-7700

CBS
CBS
Radio Donald
burgh, W.p &Thorngm
Sailes Joseph
Tinney, vp
& asst.L. gm.
Roger W. Clipp, gm
ABC,
Katz DuMont Kenneth W. Stowman,
TV Sim
Henry Rhea, asst. ce
chg. of TV
NBC
Ernest B. Loveman,
NBC Spot Rolland
vp & gm
asst. gmV. Tooke,

I PHILADELPHIA
Ch. 10
WCAU-TV
1948
192-198mc
14kw-aur.;
25kw-vis.
Ch. 6
WFIL-TV
82-88mc
1947
13.5kw-aur.
27kw-vis.
Ch. 3
WPTZ
60-66mc
1941
8kw-aur.;
16kw-vis.

Triangle Pub. Inc.
Widener Bldg.
Evergreen 2-4700
Philco
Corp. Television Bcstg.
1800 Architects Bldg.
Locust 4-2244

gm & cm
W. W. Krebs, p
A. D. Schrott, m

(Continued on page 82)
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Frank Cummins, pd
N. L. Straub, ce

AP
DuMont
AP, Telenews
RCA

J. slm
Robert Gulick, natl.
Charles Vanda, vp &
TV d
John S. deRussy, cm
Robert N. Pryor,
Donald S. Kellett,
publ.
d to grn
adm. asst.
Louis E. Littlejohn, ce
John Steck, m of proj.
& prod.
John
J. Kelly, pmm
&
publ.
m
Alexander
nenbaum W.Jr.,Dancm

Thomas
FreebairnSmith,
opers. dvp &
John
G. Leitch,
d of e
Felix Meyer, m of
Walter
Tillman, d of
films
opers.
Raymond J. Bowley,
E. Preston Stover, m
of prog, opers.
ce

Official FUms,
Assoc.
ArtistsEquities
Film
AP, UP, RCA
AP
RCA
UP
RCA
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''Have had many letters and calls
from our dealers, distributors,
and salesmen on fine quality
of this program... many noting
an increase in sales. Highly
E.J. BRACH
& SONS,
pleased with reports
to date"
Autry sponsors in 15 markets

"Snappy horse opera"

N. Y. TIMES

"Looks like we've got ourselves
a new hero on the television
western front, and a mighty good
one at that!" radio daily

"If you don't believe Westerns
filmed specifically for television
are infinitely superior on video
than those made originally
for theater exhibition, catch the
Gene Autry series on CBS...
very, very good" the film daily
Already the greatest Western star of 'em all in four
major media of entertainment/ Gene Autry \s up and over
in still another! After just tlu'ee months on television,
he's solidly in the saddle rating-wise, with a larrupio" 18.8
national rating for his new TV film series^ . .with
an audience of more than 5.000,000

"Vew angle ...Autry and his
associates have made some longMAGAZINE
needed technical TIME
changes','
''Should make Autry one of TV's
big guns"
billboard

tall and small fry

viewing the shoiv each week!
And he's sittin' pretty with critics and sponsors, too. (For
just a few of the cheers, see right.) .

'Typical Autry entertainment, a
compound of action and good
humor. ..far better than
pictures originally created for

Hit the television trail with Gene and his action-packed

N. Y. DAILY NEWS
showing in theatres"

series of half-hour Western films (the fiTst film series made
expressly for TV by a cowdjoy star) and youll be in
for one of the biggest sales roundups in all advertising.

"One of the hottest film packages
in TV"
TELEVISION MAGAZINE

To corral yoiu* share of customers— as smart advertisers

"Stripped of all unnecessary froufrou and complication...

are already doing in 28 market f— vx^^ ;t 4 fiadio uSales for

straight THE
and MORNING
simple and
clean"
TELEGRAPH

details and availabilities in your ai e .
■*fiod(0, movies, records and persana! app&arance fours
fAUB TV Naiional Raiing Rspori, 0<f, /950

''Autry indicates that he can hold

Radio

Sales

Radio and Television
Stations Representative . . . CBS
RADiO SALES TV PRODVCTIONSs GENE AUTRY SHOW,
STRANGE ADVENTURE, HOLLVWOOD ON THE LINE. BRITISH FEATURES,
VIENNA PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA. WORLD'S IMMORTAL OPERAS

his own on video. He's transplanted his screen personality
to this medium in a manner
that will continue to hold a high
degree of favor" variety

"Wonderful news for TV Western
fans!"
TV GUIDE
"Don't be surprised if it lands
high up on any list of television
ratings. It's a show geared
TODAY'S
audience"
its massADVERTISING
precisely for

DIRECTORY

City
Call Letters
Established

OF

Name of Ldcensee
Chan,Power
or Freq. Headquarters Address
Telephone Number

PITTSBURGH
WDTV
1949

Ch. 3
Allen B. DuMont Labs.
60-66mc Inc.
S.Skw-aiir.; Ch. of Commerce Bldg.
16.6kw-vis. Express 1-1071

PROVIDENCE
Ch. 11
WJAR-TV
1949
198-204mc
15kw-aur.;
30kw-vis.

TV

STATIONS
OF THE
(Data corrected to December^ 1, 1950)
(Continued from page 79)
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Executive Abbreviations
Owner o; Pres. p; Exec, vp evp; Gen. Mgr. gm; Sta. Mgr. sm; Coml. Mgr.
Network
cm; Sales Mgr. slm; Prog. Dir. pd; Chief Eng. ce; Prom. Mgr. pmm;
Representative Prod. Mgr. pdm; News, Farm, Sports or Women's Dir. nd, fd, sd, wd.

PENNSYLVANIA
(Cont'd)
ABC, CBS
Allen B. DuMont, p
Leslie Arries Jr., prog.
DuMont
Donald
A.
Stewart,
gm
oper. m
NBC
Harry Munson, film d
Larry Israel, sld

RHODE
The Outlet Co.
176 Weybosset St.
Gaspee 1-1071

UNITED

ABC, CBS
DuMont, NBC

Raymond Rodgers, ce

Transc. Library
News Service
Transmitter

UP,
mp
DuMont

ISLAND

Mortimer L. Burbank,
chmn.
of bd. gm &
John
J. Boyle,
cm

Thomas C. J. Prior, ce

UP
RCA

TENNESSSEE

MEMPHIS
WMCT
1948
NASHVILLE
WSM-TV
1950

Ch. 4
66-72mc
7.12kw-aur.;
13.6kw-vis.

Memphis Pub. Co.
3d
& Madison Sts.
8-7464

Ch. 4
66-72mc
7.2kw-aur.;
14.4kw-vis.

WSM Inc.
14th & Compton Ave.

ABC, CBS
DuMont, NBC
Branham
Petry

H. W. Slavick, gm
J. C. Eggleston, cm
J. H. DeWitt Jr., p
Irving Waugh, cm

Jack Stapp, pd
W. R. McDaniel,
publ & prom

TEXAS
DALLAS
KRLD-TV
1949
WFAA
1949

Ch. 4
66-72mc
8kw-aur. ;
15.8kw-vis.
Ch. 8
180-186mc
13.5kw-aur.;
27.1kw-vis.

FORT WORTH
Ch. 5
WBAP-TV
1948
76-82mc
8.2kw-aur.;
16.4kw-vis.
HOUSTON
KPRC-TV
1949

Ch. 2
54-60mc
7.5kw-aur.;
15kw-vis.

SAN ANTONIO
KEYL
Ch. 5
1950
76-82mc
9kw-aur.;
17.9kw-vis.
WOAI-TV
Ch. 4
1949
66-72mc
10.8kw-aur.;
21.6kw-vis.

KRLD Radio
Herald
Sq. Corp.
Randolph 6811
Dallas Morning News
1122 Jackson St.
Riverside 9631

Branham
CBS
Petry
ABC,
NBC DuMont

J. W. Runyon, p
C. W. Rembert,
d
W. mgng.
A. Roberts,
cm
E. M. (Ted) Dealey,
Martin B. Campbell,
p & CO
Amon Carter, p
Harold Hough, mgng.
d
George Cranston,
mgng.
gm d
W. P. Hobby, p
Jack Harris, gm

A. J. Putnam, pmm

Ralph W. Nimmons,
natl. cm
Alex
Keese, local
Bert Mitchell,
pd cm
J. R. Collins, ce

Lawrence E. DuPont, UP
UP
nd
&
sp.
events
d
E. Ashley Dawes, pdm DuMont
Carlos Dodd, tsup.

Bob
Gould, cm
pd
Roy Bacus,
Tommy Thompson, pm
Jack Rogers, publ. &

R. C. Stinson,
James
A. Byron,d of e
n ed.

Terry
cm
pnMn Lee,
FYank
Partin, prod, d

Paul Huhndorf, ce

Carter Publications
3900 Barnett St.
Lockwood
Worth) 1981 (Fort
Tremont 7-9757 (Dallas)

ABC, NBC
Free & Peters

The Houston Post
Lamar Hotel
Fairfax 7101

ABC, CBS
Petry
DuMont
NBC

San Antonio TV Co.
Transit Tower Bldg.
Garfield 8151
Southland
Industries
Inc.
1031 Navarro St.
Garfield 4221

ABC, CBS
DuMont
Blair TV

W. D. Rogers Jr., p
Frank Junell, cm

W. B. Robb, pd
William J. Jackson, ce

Petry
ABC.
NBC CBS

Hugh
& gmA. L. Halff. p
Jack Keasler, cm
J. R. Duncan, pd

Dallas Wyant, pmm
Charles L. Jeffers, ce
Dick Perry, prod, m

NORFOLK
WTAR-TV
1950
RICHMOND
WTVR
1948
Page 82

•

AP
RCA

GE
AP

Mort Dank, publ. &
Tom Maloney, film d
Hull
film
m Youngblood,
pm
d Stanley,
Imogene
publ. d

SALT LAKE CITY
Ch. 4
KDYL-TV
66-72mc
1948
2kw-aur.;
4kw-vis.
Ch. 5
KSL-TV
76-82mc
1949
9.2kw-aur.;
18.4kw-vis.

GE

Roy George, pd
J. W. Crocker, asst. m
R. M. Flynn, ce .

Intermountain
Bcstg. & NBC
TV Corp.
Blair TV
5-2991
Tribune-Telegram Bldg.
Radio Service Corp. of ABC, CBS
DuMont
Utah
145
Radio Sales
5-4641Motor Ave,

UP,
Acme
DuMont
Sterling
Ziv, Wilton
Flamingo
AP,Telenews
UP, INS
RCA

UTAH
S. S. Fox, p & gm
Dan Rainger, pdm

John M. Baldwin, vptech.

J. Reuben Clark Jr., p
C. Richard Evans, gm
Frank McLatchy, slm

D. Lennox Murdock, d Vincent E. Clayton,
ce
of TV opers.
Wayne Richards, pd

INS
GE

Campbell
& gm Arnoux, p
John W. New, cm

Winston Hope, pd
John C. Peffer, ce

Std.
AP

Wilbur
& gm M. Havens, p
Walter A. Bowry Jr.,
cm & pmm

J. C. Rianhard, pd
James W. Kyle, ce

VIRGINIA
Ch. 4
66-72mc
12.12kw-aur.
24.24kw-vis.

WTAR Radio Corp.
720 Boush St.
56711

Havens & Martin Inc.
Ch. 6
3301 W. Broad St.
82-88mc
5-8611
6.4kw-aur.;
12.16kw-vis.
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Petry
ABC, CBSNBC
DuMont,
NBC
Blair TV
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L-W
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DuMont
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GPL

Introduces

Designed

First

from

Compactness

TV

Start

and

Ease

Camera

to

of

Finish

Operation

SIMPLIFIED

Compact GPL camera and control unit have been "human engineered" for easy, efficient use. Camera provides uniform focus
adjustment for all lenses; iris is motor-controlled from rear of
camera or from control unit, with lens opening shown on dials
at both locations. Control unit has 6V2" monitor tube.

IMPROVED SYNC GENERATOR
The sync generator, with its power supply,
is a single unit, packaged for field use.
Because binary counting circuits are used,
and pulse width is controlled by delay
lines, it provides circuit reliability better
than present studio equipment. With this
circuitry, all operator adjustments are
eliminated.
• •

TV Camera Chaini * TV Film Chains
TV Fiild and Stwdie Equipment
Thiolr* TV Eqwipmtnl

elecasting
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for

Built with the compact precision which distinguishes
a quality watch from an alarm clock, GPL's new
image orthicon camera chain is smaller, lighter, easier
to use. It is the first camera chain that has been
"human engineered" — designed from motion studies
of cameramen and control personnel. It is the first
with type and location of controls based on minimum
movement and maximum ease and efficiency.
This simplification, together with size and weight
reduction has been accomplished without any sacrifice or
limitation whatever in performance or accessibility. Superior GPL circuit design provides a better picture than normally obtainable with image orthicon equipment. Complete
control is provided for every studio or field requirement.
Logical components have been combined . . . fewer units
make up a chain. A single chain consists of only 4 units; a
triple chain, 12 including switching unit and master monitor. The camera, tvith integral view finder, is only 10%" x
121/2" X 22", weighs 75 lbs. instead of 100-105 lbs. The sync
generator is a single portable unit including its own power
supply. It may be easily removed from its case to go into a
standard relay rack.

t

«

Cham

CONTROL

All controls are at the finger-tips of cameramen and camera
control operators. Focus adjustment of all lenses is uniform;
a given rotation of focus control produces the same shift
in plane of focus for all lenses. The iris is motor-controlled,
either from the rear of the camera or from the camera control unit. Dials on both camera and control unit indicate
the lens opening. Negative feedback is used to stabilize
video frequency response, eliminating an adjustment. Target
and beam are controlled by thumbwheels next to convenient knobs for pedestal and gain.
READILY

ADAPTABLE

GPL Camera Chains completely meet all studio and field
requirements or may be readily adapted to supplement
existing installations. Before you make any camera chain
investment, get all the facts on this new addition to GPL's
outstanding line of TV studio equipment.
Write, Wire or Phone

for Details

General

Precision Laboratory
I N CORPORATED
NEW YORK
PLEASANTVILLE
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DIRECTORY
City
Call Letters
Established

OF

Name of Licensee
Chan, or Freq. Headquarters Address
Power
Telephone Number

TV

STATIONS
OF THE
(Data corrected to December 1, 1950)

UNITED

STATES

Executive Abbreviations
Owner o; Pres. p; Exec, vp evp; Gen. Mgr. gm; Sta. Mgr. sm; Comi. Mgr. Transc. Library
Network
cm; Sales Mgr. slm; Prog. Dir. pd; Chief Eng. ce; Prom. Mgr. pmm; News Service
Representative Prod. Mgr. pdm; News, Farm, Sports or Women's Dir. nd, fd, sd, wd. Transmitter
WASHINGTON

SEATTLE
KING-TV
1948

Ch. 5
7G-82mc
lOkw-aur.;
19kw-vis.

HUNTINGTON
WSAZ-TV
Ch. 5
1949
76-82mc
8.5kw-aur.;
12kw-vis.

KING Bcstg. Co.
Smith Tower
Mutual 1090

WSAZ Inc.
W. Va. Bldg.
39441

Henry B. Owen, p
Hugh Feltis, gm
Bob Priebe, opers. m

ABC,
DuMontCBS
NBC
Blair TV

WEST VIRGINIA
J. H. Long, p
ABC,
DuMont,CBSNBC Marshall Rosene, gm
L. H. Rogers, TV
Katz
sta. m

Al
cm pd
Lee Hunter,
Schulman,
George Freeman, ce

UP
RCA

James H. Ferguson, pd Naseeb S. Tweel,
Leroy Kilpatrick, ce Elizabeth
prod, m Conaty, td

Flamingo
AP
RCA

WISCONSIN
MILWAUKEE
WTMJ-TV
1947

Ch. 3
60-66mc
10.2kw-aur.;
16.1kw-vis.

The Journal Co.
720 E. Capital Dr.
Marquette 8-6000

SURGERY SHOWN
RCA Cooperates on Series
SURGERY instruction is being
demonstrated to members of four
leading Latin American medical
groups, RCA has announced. RCA
is cooperating with E. R. Squibb &
Sons, which started the showings
at the Inter-American Congress of
Surgery in Lima, Peru, fortnight
ago, and held another last week
before the Surgical Society of Bogota, Columbia. Other showings
are scheduled for the Society of
Clinical Study at Havana, Cuba
(Dec. 11-13) and the Dominican
Medical Assn. at Ciudad Trujillo
(Dec. 19-21).
Standard RCA television broadcasting equipment was shipped to
South America for use in the presentations. Equipment includes two
image orthicon cameras, control
apparatus and two microwave relay antennas. Two RCA "life size"
TV projection units, capable of
showing images up to six by eight
feet in size, and 15 RCA Victor
16-inch receivers are being used to
show the demonstrations. Richard
H. Hooper, RCA Victor promotions
manager, heads the production
crew of six technical experts.
New

Videodex

Clients

CECIL & PRESBREY, DancerFitzgerald - Sample, Duane Jones
and Erwin, Wasey Co. have become subscribers to the full videodex service, comprising a national
summary project report of all network programming, both commercial and sustaining, in 63 markets,
and individual reports for 17 markets accounting for over 92% of
all sets in the area served by cableconnected stations. More cities will
be individually reported on beginning next month, according to
Allan V. Jay, president. Jay &
Graham Research Inc., publisher
of Videodex television reports.
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ABC, CBS
NBC, DuMont
Harrington,
Righter &:
Parsons

Walter
& gm J. Damm, vp
L. W. Herzog, asst. gm
R.
G. Wallace,
Winnie, smpmm
Bruce

Philip B. Laesar,
radio-TV eng. m
George Comte, asst. m
George Nicoud, asst.
m

Neale V. Bakke, local
slm
Frank Bignell, tm

AP
RCA

ATAS OFFICERS
Nominate Landsberg as Pres
KLAUS

WHEN WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh opened its new studios Nov. 19, Mayor David
L. Lawrence of Pittsburgh (r) threw the first switch officially opening the
studios. Also present for the ceremonies (I to r): Larry Israel, WDTV sales
director; Raymond W. Rodgers, chief engineer, and Donald A. Stewart, general
manager of the DuMont station.
FILM ORDERS
Richert Heads ATS Committee
GENE RICHERT, account executive and TV manager of G. M.
Basford Co., has been appointed
chairman of the special committee
formed by American Television Society to study the problem of securing standardized specification
forms for use by agencies in ordering film commercials for television
from film producers.
Committee comprising both agency and producer members was
authorized by the ATS board
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Nov. 20] and appointed last week
by David Hale Halpern, ATS president.
Other members in addition to
Chairman Richert are:
Thomas J. Dunford, general production manager, Transfilm Inc.; John

Freese, technical director of TV films
for Young & Rubicam; G. David
Gudebrod, director of film production,
N. W. Ayer & Son; Leslie Roush,
president, Leslie Roush Productions
Inc.
SCHOOL

TV
WICU

LANDSBERG, vice president of Paramount Television
Productions and general manager
of KTLA(TV) Los Angeles, wa;
one of a slate of five nominated a
president of the Academy of Television Arts & Sciences, Los An
geles, at its recent meeting. Others
included Robert V. Brown, pro
gram manager, KNBH(TV);
James T. Vandiveer, manager of
daytime programming, KECA-TV;
Mike Stokey, producer of Pantomime Quiz; Freeman Lusk, moderator of Teleforum program.
Others nominated:
For office of first vice president: H
L. Hoffman, president, Hoffman Radio
& TV Corp., incumbent second vice
president; Frank Wisbar, producer
Bing Crosby Productions; Hal Roacl:
Jr., vice president, Hal Roach Studios;
Don Lauritzen, president, Rockett
Lauritzen (advertising agency). Foi
second vice president: Robert V
Brown; Harlan Thompson, productioi
supervisor, CBS-TV. Secretary: Bettj
Mears, Jon Slott, Dick Lane, Doria
Balli. Treasurer: Fred Henry, assistant general manager, KLAC-TV;
Robert Guggenheim, KNBH film direc-j;
tor;
MarkKTSLFinley,
director,
(TV). public relationsMexico

Sets Plans

FORMAL approval of a plan
whereby classroom instruction and
other school programs are telecast over WICU (TV) Erie, Pa.,
has been approved by the local
school board. The daily programs
started fortnight ago, according
to Dr. Frank Miller, assistant
superintendent of schools and head
of Erie's Television Advisory Committee.
Initial programs will demonstrate to the public teaching methods, types and contents of courses.

City Workshop

ADVANCED training in television
and radio broadcasting will be
given in Mexico City by Columbia
College, Chicago, at the request ot
Mexico's National Assn. of Broadcasters, Columbia President Norman Alexandroff said last week.
Two Mexican trainees of the school.
Guillermo Camarena and Roberto
Espinoza, will teach the courses
under a workshop system. Forty
enrollees were selected by Mexican
broadcasters, and will be instructed
in all phases of radio and television.
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Magnetic
recording

CUTS

TV
ERASEABLE,
master

RE-USABLE

film

magnetic recordings are ideal for re-

cording extra "safety" copies of movie sound tracks. If the final
sound track is satisfactory, the magnetic safety copy

can be erased and re-used again and again. This eliminates the
waste involved in using an optical film sound track.

COSTS!

9

*«
Remtot
Sound fil

HIGH FIDELITY is maintained through repeated dubbings and re-recordings. The final sound track
retains all the fresh, clear brilliance of the original
recording. No expensive retakes because of scratchy,
objectionable audio sections. And immediate playback means the director can check sound while the
cast is still assembled!

LIP SYNCHRONIZATION is accurately controlled by
recording on sprocketed "SCOTCH" Brand Sound
Recording Film. This results in perfect synchronization from beginning to end because the sprocket
holes in magnetic film can be perfectly synchronized
with sprocket holes in motion picture film.

FULL DETAILS of how n;acn.... : o_
...n help
you produce better films at lower cost are yours
for the asking. Just drop us a card and we will have
a representative call and e.xplain how magnetic
recording fits in with your present plans and equipment. Address Dept. B-T120, Minnesota Mining fie
Mfg. Co., St. Paul 6, Minn.

Made in U. S. A. by MINNESOTA MINING & MFG. CO., St. Paul 6, Minn., also makers of "Scotch" Brand Pressure-Sensitive Tapes, "Underseal" Rubberized Coating,
"Scotchlite" Reflective Sheeting, "Safety-Walk" Non-Slip Surfacing, "3M" Abrasives, "3M" Adhesives. ^
*
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COLOR RESEARCH
Lubcke Reviews Don Lee Work
DON LEE research on color television has mainly restricted itself
to the "non-controversial" aspects
of the subject, Harry R. Lubcke, director, TV research and colbrvision for the network, told students
of Los Angeles City College last
Wednesday. Mr. Lubcke spoke
on "The General Aspects of Color
Television."
"Because accomplishments of color television on existing channel
band widths constitute a near miracle scientifically," Mr. Lubcke
said, "disagreement on the method
of such an accomplishment can be
readily understood. In our colorvision research we have been exploring those avenues which will
be traveled regardless of the exact method utilized for the color
process."
Among the non-controversial
projects worked on by the network
research staff has been the single
direct-view television cathode ray
tube.
ALLUDES

COLOR

Syracuse U.'s New Disc
BLACK - AND - WHITE television
became color TV when Syracuse
U.'s TV center put into play in midNovember its newly-developed disc
attached to regular sets. According
to Don Lyon, TV program director,
the black-and-white "color" was
not "a gag" but "an experiment in
optical illusion, and approximately
half of the Central New York viewers who saw our Exposition program also saw color."
The show featured artists' interpretations ofclassical and modern music, which, according to the
TV center, proved ideal for the first
public showing of its experiment.
TV personnel at the center have
been working on the color illusion
disc since last summer. The color
producer is a disc on which various
black-and-white designs are rotated
at controlled rates of speed.
Changes in design and speed had
come up with various colors during
several spot visual tests. Prior to
the public demonstration, experiments were on closed circuit in the
studio.
Exposition's audience had not
been briefed to expect color, it was
explained, but letters were received
at the campus center following the
telecast, describing what colors
were detected. Not all persons saw
the same color, blue seen most
frequently and also yellow and
green were prominent. Idea of
getting color from black-and-white
was conceived last summer by
Arthur F. Weld, production director
at the center. He has been working on the project with Howard R.
Sharrott, a student at the university's College of Applied Science
and engineer on the campus FM
station staff, to find right combinations and speeds. Experiments are
being continued in a+^tempts to
eventually find commercial application for the disc discovery, it was
reported.
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WHEN one agency official appears
on a show placed by another agency,
that's news. But this occasion also
marked the TV debut of Lou Maxon
(r), advertising executive. Checking
cues with Mr. Maxon for his appearance on WXYZ-TV Detroit's A
Day With Kay is Fred A. Epps, president of Rex Advertising Co., which
places the show for Chateau Wines
Corp. Mr. Maxon's recipe for tomato
cocktail drew 304 requests from listeners. Show was conducted by Bud
Lanker, Detroit Free Press columnist,
for Kay Savage, food editor.

'VISION' FOR JAPAN
Sen. Mundt

FIRST step in projecting "Vision
of America" as a U. S. government
TV counterpart of Voice of America may be a "mission to Japan
to make a detailed study" of what
type of video service can be provided there.
The revelation is contained in a
nationally circulated Sunday news
feature authored by Sen. Karl E.
Mundt (R-S. D.), a strong advocate
of such a plan. Referring to appearances on Capitol Hill by such
leaders as Gen. Dwight Eisenhower, Gen. George Marshall, John
Foster Dulles and Bernard Baruch,
all who testified for expansion of
the U. S. information program
[Broadcasting, July 10], Sen.
Mundt wrote:
"State Dept. leaders have been
most impressed with preliminary
investigation of this TV idea, and
David Sarnoff, head of RCA, has
joined with other industrial leaders
to advance the proposal." Gen.
Sarnoff, who often has predicted
TV globe girdling, also appeared
before Congress in support of the
project.
Pinpointing the battle of ideas
to two fronts — behind the Iron
Curtain and to countries lying
within its shadow — Sen. Mundt
said the Voice still is the only
effective weapon in combatting
Russian propaganda in Communist
areas. But on the other side of the
curtain, he said, "there is a wideopen field for television" as a "medium of truth and education ..."
According to engineers who have
worked with the idea, Sen. Mundt
revealed, Germany or Japan would
be the most logical place to begin.
A complete TV set up to "effectively
blanket Japan from tip to tip"
would cost $4,600,000, the equivalent cost of two B-36 bombers,
he said. Programs originating in

TV-ELECTRONICS
Assets Up to $5,560,000
NET ASSETS of Television-Electronics Fund Inc., subsidiary of
Television Shares Management
Corp., Chicago, increased to $5,560,000 on Oct. 31 from $2,781,000 a
year earlier, according to the annual shareholders report. Realized
and unrealized appreciation totaled
$947,579, contrasted with $111,000
a year ago.
President Chester D. Tripp told
shareholders total output of the
electronics industry in 1951 at factory values will be "considerably
above" that of 1950, despite curtailment of commercial production.
He estimated military production
of electronic equipment in the next
12 months at about $1% billion.
The increase in total output "will
help maintain profits at relatively
favorable levels despite increased
taxes," he said.

Indicates TV Study Planned
each country, using both film and
live actors, local talent speaking
local dialects and programs geared
to interests and needs of the people,
are envisioned by the Senator.
Also disclosed in Sen. Mundt's
thinking is the probable use of
relay stations 60 to 70 miles apart
thus eliminating coaxiable cable
expense. He estimated 22 relay stations would be needed to cover the
country with each station costing
about $180,000 for a total cost of
$3,960,000. Other figures: $300,000
for engineering and supervision;
$350,000 for equipment of a central
studio, and $300,000 per year for
operation.
Sen. Mundt also pointed up the
fact that each relay point would
contain an FM radio transmitter,
thus permitting broadcast of local
news and educational programs in
addition to entertainment and
music for each local community.
A similar relay set up in Turkey
or Indonesia would require about
the same cost as for Japan, he said.
Method of reducing cost and eliminating the TV receiver situation
would be placement of large
screens, 6-ft. square, in schools,
churches, local government buildings or in open air, he said.
Derby Negotiations
DERBY FOODS, Chicago, was
still dickering with NBC and ABC
last week via Needham, Louis &
Brorby, same city, for a network
TV show aimed at a children's audience, for Peter Pan peanut butter. Plans were indefinite as to
which of several packages would
be accepted, or the frequency with
which the show would be telecast.
Peter Pan formerly sponsored a
half -hour of Super Circus on ABCTV, and spots in 20 some markets.

Weather Vane Antenna
WITCHES, increasingly popular since the entrance of
"Beulah Witch" on Kukla,
Fran & Ollie (NBC-TV), will
now ride high above television homes. The broomstick,
modernized in untraditional
form, is a weather vane, supporting an in-line television
antenna. The innovation
comes from Zenith Radio
Corp., whose president,
Comdr. Eugene F. McDonald
Jr., wearied of unsightly TV
antennas above homes. The
Hollywood vane, which retails at $39.95, was developed
to be a point of interest,
rather than a decor detractor, to houses. The device is
a combination weather vane
and antenna, with the latter
operating on both high and
low TV bands.
INDEX DISPUTE
Nielsen, Hooper Arbitrating
THREE-MAN arbitration board is
being organized to settle the business dispute betwen the A. C. Nielsen Co. and C. E. Hooper Inc. regarding the entry of Hooper into
12 cities with a TV popularity index. The move, reportedly in violation of agreements reached between the two market research
firms when Hooper services were
sold to Nielsen last March, will be
arbitrated by three industry representatives.
Board will be comprised of two
persons, one each selected by
Hooper and Nielsen outside their
own organizations, and a third to
be selected by the first two. Inasmuch as the problem is termed one
of "business and the radio industry" rather than of "research,"
the men probably will be picked
from the radio field, a Nielsen
spokesman said.
Arrangements between the two
companies are "proceeding quite
amicably," the spokesman said, and
will probably be settled "in the
same way." The arbitration board
is attempting to organize and meet
before the first of the year, but
discussion may be postponed because of holiday activity. The Nielsen executive pointed out that the
"question is not a legal one."
Big Ten Meet
TELEVISION is slated as a major
topic for discussion at the annual
winter meeting of the Big Ten college conference in Chicago Dec. 610 at the LaSalle Hotel. An expected 80 persons from the schools,
including athletic directors, ticket
managers, publicity chiefs and
coaches, will be on hand to hear
the report of the conference television committee, a paper on the
effects of TV on attendance, results of the Big Ten move to authorize its games for theatre television and post-game showings,
and
entire problem of TV in
moviethehouses.
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MINIATURE
7-PIN

and

9-PIN...

TUBE
and

SOCKETS
SUBMINIATURES

Now MYCALEX offers both 7-pin and 9-pin miniature
tube sockets . . . with superior low loss insulating properties, at prices that offer ceramic quality for the cost
of phenolics.
MYCALEX miniature tube sockets are injection
mounded with precision that affords uniformity
and extremely close tolerances. MYCALEX insulation has high dielectric strength, very low
dielectric loss, high arc resistance and great dimensional stability.
Produced in two grades: MYCALEX 410 conforms to Grade L4 specifications, having a loss
factor of only .015 at 1 MC. It is priced comparably with mica filled phenolics.
MYCALEX 410X is for applications where
low cost of parts is vital. It has a loss factor
only one-fourth that of "everyday" quality
insulating materials, and a cost no greater.
Prices gladly quoted on your specific requirements. Samples and data sheets by return
mail. Our engineers will cooperate in solving
your problems of design and cost.

Mycalex Tube Socket Corporation
"Under Exclusive License of Mycalex Corporation of America'
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.

MYCALEX

CORP.
OF
■
'"

AMERICA^
^^^^^

"Owners of MYCALEX' Patents"
Executive Offices: 30 Rockefeller IPIaza. New York 20, H. Y.
Plant mi General Offices: SMtm, H. ,i.
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Building
(Continued
fromToas
paget'66)
g-aret Truman, Pat O'Brien, Mimi
Benzell, Rudy Vallee, Tony & Sally
De Marco, Reginald Gardiner,
Sarah Churchill, Leonard Warren,
Anna Maria Alberghetti, Bert
Lahr, Carol Bruce, Frankie Laine,
Nanette Fabray, Billy Eckstine,
James Barton are dynamite at the
boxofRce.
Thirdly, we had a smoothly
working team, with Mario Lewis,
Johnny Wray, Allen Ducovny and
all the rest, accustomed to turningout shows without the troubles
which beset any new series.
Fourthly, our dealers were told
that the competition was going to
be heavy, but that we were confident of our success. They went
along. The factory helped out with
extra promotion and talent budgets.
Promotionwise^ the agency and
CBS worked out continuing projects which bulwarked the national
promotion effort.

Another major help to our efforts
has been the consistent support of
the stations. Each one of them
rallied round the flag with its
best efforts. It's fair to say that
the strength of our show rests, to
a large extent, upon the efforts of
local stations and their promotion
men.
Rating Improves
All in all, there were no concessions on the part of Toast of the
Town. We had our audience and
we intended building it — not losing
it to another show. While it is
still early terestingatto note
this that
writing,
inour it's
rating
has gone up during the first month
of our serious competition. As a
matter of fact, our fourth rating,
based upon a Trendex 10 city
survey, was considerably higher
than the opposition.
Vve do not underrate the stars
who are now bucking Toast ,of the
Town. But it was our feeling that
a strong program
content, con-

sistent promotion, and much sweat
would hold the CBS fort against
any comers.
We'll stand on the record!
PHONEVISION
Test Delayed 'Several Days'
THREE-MONTH Chicago test of
Phonevision, Zenith's dollar-in-theslot system of TV, was delayed
"several days" from the FCC approved Dec. 1 starting date "pending final selection of feature motion pictures to be used." This
was reported by Ted Leitzel, in
charge of public relations for
Zenith, on Friday.
He said final selection of films,
which will total 90 or one a day in
all, is being made now by Zenith
representatives in New York.
Beginning of the Phonevision
test
is made ofpossible
"decision
of several
the filmby producing
companies to provide films for the
experiment," Mr. Leitzel said.

SEE Why Audio Engineers Switch to this

Put the

"655"

thru the

Studio -Test

SLIM-TRIM
TV

DYNAMIC

Test it for lows!
Test it for highs!
Test it for fidelity!
Test it for voice!
Test it for music!
Test it for versatility!
Test it for ruggedness!
Test it for "non-pop"!
Test it for convenience!
Test it indoors, outdoors!

MICROPHONES • SPEAKERS
PHONO PICKUPS • TV BOOSTERS
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MOVIE ADS
'Boxoffice' Surveys TV Usf
USE of television by motion pic
ture exhibitors is reported in th<
Nov. 25 issue of Boxoffice whiclj
says "the high cost of telecasting
time and the tieup of preferrecj
time by national accounts has ti
date limited video as an advertising
channel for motion picture the-|
A survey was conducted by Box^
office following suggestions madcj
at a recent convention of the Theati-es."atre Owners of America in Houstoi
that exhibitors use television foi
advertising. In addition to tha
cost factor, it also is pointed ou|
that "techniques of presentatior
had not been developed satisfac]

torily."
HUBBEIL
BOOK
Covers Programs, Productior
TELEVISION PROGRAMMING & PRO\
DUCTION. (Second Edition.) By RichJ
ard Hubbell. New York: Rinehart
Co. Inc. 240pp. $3.25 college, $4.50 trade|
IN THIS revised and enlarged edi
tion of his book, Mr. Hubbell's pur
pose is "(1) to analyze and definthe nature of- television; (2) t(.
formulate basic theory for its de 3j
velopment as an art form; (3) t
demonstrate practical technique
for program production; (4) ti
show how television programs ar

created
and produced."
Illustrated
with more than 8'
photographs, Televisioji Program
ming & Production is a compre
hensive survey of the whole fiiel
of television, examining it fro
both the artistic and scientific an
gles. The art of television is com
pared to the art of the motion pic
ture, the theatre, and so-callec
"blind radio." The science of tele|
vision is discussed in several chapj
ters dealing with the televisioi.
camera, camera mobility, camera,
techniques, picture composition
editing, video effects and lighting f

VEHICLE VIDEO
The only Microphone with all these Features I
Slim-Trim Design • Dynamic Performance • Response
40-15,000 c.p.s. ± 2.5db • Individually Laboratory
Calibrated • Power Rating -53 • Pop-Proof Head;
built-in Blast Filter stops wind and breath blasts •
Exclusive Acoustalloy Diaphragm vyithstands severest
service Omnidirectional; requires no closely associated auxiliary equipment • Changeable Low Impedance • Removable Swivel • Vz" or %"-27 thread
mounting • Cannon XL-3 Connector • All parts precision ground • 20 ft. broadcast type cable. Write
today for further facts! Model 655. Price. . . .$200
Send for Catalog No. 710

402 CARROLL STREET • BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN
Export: 13 Easf 40th St. New York 16, N. Y., U. S.A. Cables: Arlab

ICC Plans Bat
THE INTERSTATE Commercl
Commerce Commission is of th(
opinion that a truck driver can
operate his vehicle and look a ,
television at the same time. T<j
point up its position, the ICC har
proposed rule making that woulq
prohibit the location of a videe
screen in the driver's compartmentf
unless placed in back of the op
erator's seat.
The proposal was made last weel
in a lengthy revision recommendec
by the ICC on highway safety
Rules are scheduled to go irit(
effect early next year if comment i
to be heard through Dec. 29, 1;
favorable. All vehicles under th'
jurisdiction
of theby commissici'l
making.
would be affected
the rul
Telecasting
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MUSIC

HALL

THE

VARIETIES

NATION'S

MOST

ENTERTAINING

STARS!

TV
HERE FOR EXAMPLE ARE

FILM

MUSICALS!

SOME OF THE THOUSANDS
OF DOLLARS WORTH OF
STARS YOU CAN GIVE

MUSIC

HALL

VARIETIES

ARE

TELECAST

TO

5

YOUR AUDIENCE WITH
MUSIC HALL VARIETIES:

TODAY

SPIKE JONES
0

2

NATION'S

MUSIC

• Make

OF

TV

HALL

THE

KITTY KALLEN
CONNIE HAINES
MEL TORME

AUDIENCES.

VARIETIES

VINCENT LOPEZ
TONY PASTOR
GALE STORM
MAURICE ROCCO

. . .

HENNY

GERTRUDE NIESEN
LOUIS ARMSTRONG

an ideal participation program.

JERRY BERGEN
CLIFF EDWARDS

• Can be programmed into telecasts of
from 5 minutes to an hour.
• Feature

name

appreciated
• Give TV

artists known

TED FIO RITO
ALAN LADD

and

CHARLIE
GENE

by millions.

audiences

KRUPPA

LOUIS JORDAN
LUBA MALINA
LAWRENCE WELK
EATON BOYS

of filmdom.

YVONNE

• Offer variety that entertains the
entire family.

CAB

AAARILYN MAXWELL
NORO MORALES

Ik

TELEVISION,

45TH STREET, N. Y. 19, N. Y.

A COMPLETE

TELEVISION

FILM

DE CARLO

CALLOWAY

MABEL

25 WEST

SPIVAK

MILLS BROTHERS
KING SISTERS

elaborate

production numbers — staged and
directed by outstanding producers

OFFICIAL

YOUNGMAN

—

LU 2-1700

SERVICE

SPORTS . . . PARADE OF EVENTS . . . TRAVEL . . .
FEATURES . . . CARTOONS . . . MUSIC

.

SCOTT

INC

Telestatus
(Continued from page 62)
bought schedules on 40 or more
stations.
Advertisers of Food & Food
Products were the most active
users of TV time during October
in terms of number of accounts
(see table). In all there were a
total of 849 accounts active in this
classification during the month.
There were reportedly 716 firms
which used TV to promote the sale
of Household Furnishings, Equipment & Supplies. Automotive, Automotive Equipment & Accessories
were backed by 431 different advertisers in October.
Food & Food Products lead the
users of network time in the number of active accounts with 28. In
the Household classification there
were 18 active sponsors, while Automotive and Confectionery & Soft
Drinks were tied for third place
in the network category with 17
accounts each.
Locally, Household Furnishings,
Equipment & Supplies were the
most active users of the medium
with 614 accounts. There were 516
firms which promoted Food & Food
Products through TV on the local
level.
American Research
Gives November Report
MILTON BERLE'S Texaco Star
Theatre was seen in an estimated

5.5 million homes during the first
week in November, according to
the latest report from the American Research Bureau released last
week. The program attained a rating of 60.3. Top 10 progi-ams by
rating and rank were reported in
the ARB TV-Nationals for the
week Nov. 1-7 as follows:
RANKING BY POPULARITY RATING
43.6
1 . Star Theatre
60.3
41 .8
2. Firei;ide Theatre
3. Phiico TV Playhouse
4. Godfrey's Talent Scouts
38.8
5. Your Show of Shows
40.5
6. Toast of the Town
37.5
7. Comedy Hour (Cantor)
8. The Lone Ranger
37.1
36.4
9.
36.0
Cassidy
10. Hopalong
34.4
Four Star Revue (Durante)
1. RANKING BY HOMES REACHED
(Add 000)
Star Theatre
2.5. Phiico TV Playhouse
5,500
3. Your Show of Shows
4. Comedy Hour (Cantor)
3,625
Toast of the Town
3,340
6. Fireside Theatre
3,145
7. Stop the Music
3,100
8. Godfrey's Talent Scouts
2,960
9. Kraft TV Theatre
2,825
10. Four Star Revue (Durante)
2,792
2,800
2,780
TV News Covered
By Two Colleges
STATUS of television news has
been reported in current publications of two different state universities. Professor Harry Heath Jr.,
of Iowa State College, reports in
the fall issue of the Journalism
Quarterly that "once television is
firmly established and a moneymaking member of the mass communications family, it's reasonably
certain that remote pickups, welledited newsreels and a limited num-

• 17 TUBES INCLUDING
5" CRT.
• 10 MILLIVOLT
SENSITIVITY

MODEL

• 12 MEGACYCLE
BANDWIDTH
• DEFLECTION PLATES
AVAILABLE ON
TERMINAL BOARD
• CONTINUOUSLY
VARIABLE
CALIBRATOR
IP MA5GN
SWEETION
• FICA
S
TIME
SCREEN SIZE

'

• GOOD TRANSIENT
RESPONSE
• TRIED AND PROVEN
CIRCUITS
• CRT CALIBRATION
GRID
COMPLE
WITH LO
CAPACITY
LIST
WRITE FOR DATA SHEET B

Nowl Ascopetopcombining
quality
ALL engineer's
the featuresoscilloof a
laboratory V instrument in one convenient size, light* weight, low cost unit^

^ TELEVISION EQUIPMENT CORP.
238 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK 7, N. Y,
IN CANADA THE AHEARN &. SOPER CO, LTD, OTTAWA
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FTC Studies Specimens,
RTMA Plans Rules
SET ADS PROBE
SPECIMENS of broadcast and published advertisements circulated b>
American Television Dealers and Manufacturers as part of the so-callec
"child appeal" campaign began pouring into Federal Trade Commission';
Radio and Periodical Advertising Division last week in compliance witl'
the commission's request [Broad- which has handled the campaign
casting • Telecasting, Nov. 27].
FTC authorities felt there woulc
The advertisements, which
prompted FTC to initiate a probe be no early decision on its probt
until the division has had sufRcieni
into the "truth or falsity of statetime to study the advertising mat
ments and representations" after ter, which covers a three month;
numerous complaints, came in from
manufacturers and Ruthrauff & period. Once it has completed it:
inquiry, two courses will be open t(
Ryan Inc., New York, the agency
the commission, authorities pointec
out.
,
ber of stills will make up virtually
If FTC officially sustains the pro
the entire video news fare." Mo- tests, it will either (1) evolve e
tion picture news will largely supstipulation agreement for compli
plant still pictures on television
newscasts within the next five ances by American Television Deal
ers and Manufacturers and thf
years, according to Professor Edward C. Lambert of the U. of Mis- agency or (2) issue a formal com
souri School of Journalism. His
charging "false or mislead
views were based on statements of plaint
ing'" advertising and invite com
61 television station executives and ments from the group and agency
were published in a bulletin re- In the latter eventuality, hearings
may be held if requested by th<
leased by the university. Professor Heath's views were based on respondents.
correspondence with TV news edThe first campaign theme in
itors, visits to various stations and eluded a statement to the effect tha'
his own experience in news work
TV is a virtual necessity to chiV.
at WOI-TV Ames, Iowa.
dren's morale and social standings
The second advertisement, however
featured a "positive" theme, play
'Star Theatre' Heads
ing
upon television's educationa
benefits.
New York Nielsen List
The $2 million advertising cam
IN the New York area the most
popular TV program during the paign comprises both published adi<
and radio spots, and drew suppor
four weeks ended Nov. 11 was
Texaco Star Theatre, according to of more than a score of top TV se'
a report last week by A. C. Nielsen
makers.
'
Co. The top 10 evening, once-aDismissal Possible
week programs
were reported as
follows
:
In view of the fact that the dealers-manufacturers group modifiec
NIELSEN
TV-RATING+
its original advertisement after
RANK PROGRAM
(000)
widespread criticism, authorities
H0ME5 HOMES
%
thought it likely that, even if FTC
5.1. Texaco Star Theatre
60.3
Phiico Playhouse
38.7
646 did find the advertising objection-^
Toast of the Town
37.8
631 able, the case would be dismissec
4. Godfrey's Talent Scouts
37.7
630
1,007
576
621 with a routine "stipulation agree
37.2
Colgate
Comedy
Hour
618
6.2. Man Against Crime
37.0
It also was pointed out thai
of
Shows
7.3. Your Show
34.5
(Snowcrop)
561 ment."
the original advertisement was £
8. Firesic^ Theatre
34.4
574
513 one-time venture, not a "running":
Show of Shows
9. Your (Participating)
series involving the same controver
10. Mama
33.6
sial theme, and that the question
CO.
NIELSEN
Copyright 1950 by A. C.
able matter had been eliminated
30.7
Meanwhile, a special Tradf
Practice Conference Committee tc
DuMONT ACCOUNTS
handle a proposed drafting of rules
which would expand radio standList New Sponsor, Renewals
ards to the television industry has
ONE NEW national advertiser and been named by Robert C. Sprague,
four network account renewals
president of Radio-Television Mfrs
were announced by DuMont TV
Assn. [Closed Circuit, Nov. 27]
Network last week. Eversharp Inc.
of the committee
(Schick Razors) is sponsoring the wasAppointment
authorized by the RTMA board
10:15-10:30 p.m. segment of Saturat its mid-November meeting or
recommendation of the Set Division
day Night at Madison Square Garden from Nov. 18 through March
Executive Committee. FTC wiL'
31. Agency is Blow Co., New York.
be asked to authorize applicatior
Renewals: Food Store Programs
of rules governing claims for radio
Corp., sponsoring Star Time, Tuesday,
receivers to the television industry
10-11 p.m. for 13 weeks effective Dec. Radio rules were promulgated Jum
5, through Franklin Bruck; Bond
Clothing Stores, sponsoring Hands of 22, 1939.
Mystery, Friday, 9-9:30 p.m., effective
Committee members are BenDec. 8, through Grey Adv.; Consolijamin Abrams, Emerson Radio <S
dated Cigar Corp., sponsoring The Phonograph Corp., chairman; H
Plainclothesman, Wednesday, 9:30-10
C. Bonfig, Zenith Radio Corp.; J
p.m., for 26 weeks, through Erwin
Wasey & Co.; Tidewater Assoc. Oil Co., B. Elliott, RCA Victor; Paul V
Galvin, Motorola Inc.; Larry F.
sponsoring Broadway to Hollywood,
Wednesday, 10-10:30 p.m., from Dec. 6- Hardy, Phiico Corp.; Robert C.
to Dec 27, through Lennen & Mitchell.
Tait, Stromberg-Carlson Co.
Telecasting
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JWT Tops Billings
(Continued from page 53)
"ith none of the wild disproporpns that characterized some of
earlier years in television,
jowever, the new TVA agreements
|id impending music negotiations
jnd to invalidate this year's trend
iR any secure guide to the future.
';0f
its $10
J. Walter
hompson
spentmillion,
approximately
$5
|illion' on production costs for the
Allowing shows: Ballantine's In^irnational Boxing Glub, Believe
! or Not, part of Kukla, Fran &
''llie, Kay Kyser's College of Mu\cal Knowledge, Actor's Studio,
ront Page, Super Circus, Auction\ire, Kraft Television Theatre,
kiturday Night Review and Lux
■^ideo Theatre.
'IY & R expended $4.5 million out
its $8 million total for produc'pn
Family, Show,
Bert
arks on:Show,Aldrich
Fred Waring
■fie Goldbergs, Holiday Hotel,
-opalo7ig Casisdy, Talent Scouts,
^^e, the People, Paul Whiteman
oodyear Revue, Silver Theatre,
'^•jlitzer Prize Playhouse.
: Maxon Inc. paid out approxi'ately $4.5 million for production
;tt of its overall figure of its $7
iillion. The agency network shows
•elude: Hank McCune Show, Show
Shows, Gillette's sporting events
eluding boxing, World Series and
':e baseball games, Homemakers
^'change and DuMont Star Time.
\
Kudner Allocations
Kudner Agency allotted S3. 5 milm of its $6.5 million for produc3n costs on the following shows:
jurtin Kane, Texaco Star Theatre,
fOp the Music and Lights Out.
1 Lennen & Mitchell spent approximately $2 million for production of
'i overall $5 million for the foli*ving shows: Stop the Music, Cav\cade of Bands, Old Golds Ama,;!(?• Hour, and Colgate Theatre.
.'iFoote, Cone & Belding outlayed
^proximately $3.5 million of its
2 million for production costs for
^e following shows: The Clock,
pok Your Best, The Bob Hope
kow, Comedy Hour (in part),
ppalong Cassidy, Arthur Godfrey
His Friends (part), Stars Over
'jllywood, Toni Twin Time.
BBDO production costs during
:;50 were estimated at about $2.3
pillion of its $4 million billing for
-e following shows: The Robert
nntgomery Show, The Hit Parade,
.lis Is Show Business, Sam Levinm Show, Groucho Marx, You Bet
]mr Life, Betty Crocker Show,
■lebrity Time, Circle Theatre,
ck Benny Program, Roller Derby
art), Homemakers Exchange,
.turday Night Revue (part),
hn Daly News, Show of Shows
a part) .
William Esty designated an estiated $1.8 million for production
5ts of its S4 million for the
-owing shows : Camel News Cardan, Man Against Crime, Ed
^Vnn Show, Super Circus (in
i-t) , The Colgate Theatre,
-ughn Monroe
Show.
jMcCann-Erickson expended an
j:imated $2 million of its $4 miljslecasting

•

lion in production for the following: Garroway at Large, The Show
Goes On, Studio One, T-Men in
Action, Homemakers Exchange,
The Wayne King Show, football
games for Standard Oil Co. of New
Jersey.
Production Cost
Cunningham & Walsh spent approximately $1.7 million on production of its $3.5 million for the following: Chesterfield Supper Club,
Arthur Godfrey & His Friends.
Blow Co. allotted $1.7 million of
its $3.5 million for production on
the following shows: Faye Emerson Show, Horace Heidt, Truth or
Consequences, Candid Camera,
Herb Shriner, Sports Interview,
Saturday Night Review.
Ruthrauff & Ryan devoted $1.9
million for production costs of its
$3 million for the following shows:
Roller Derby, World Series, Showtime USA, Zoo Parade, Big Town,
College Bowl, Four Star Revue,
Gene Autry, Party Time.

The ^

TELOP

DUAL

Benton & Bowles spent approximately SI. 5 in production of its $3
million for the following shows:
Life Begins at 80, I Remember
Mama, Penthouse Party, Robert Q.
Lewis Show, Faye Emerson Show,
This Is Show Business, Show of
Shows.
Kenyon & Eckhardt, laid out an
estimated $1.2 million for production out of its $2.3 million billings
for the following shows : Ford Theatre, Ed Sullivan's Toast of the
Town, Peter and Mary Show, and
Magnavox Theatre.
Weintraub Budget
William Weintraub spent an estimated $1 million of its $2 million
budget in production for the following shows : Broadway Open
House, Ellery Queen, and / Cover
Times Square.
Sherman & Marquette similarly
spent approximately $1 million of
its $2 million budget for its Gabby
Hayes Show, Colgate Comedy Hour
and Howdy Doody.

makes

PROFITS

CANADA CLINIC
U.S. Officials on Agenda
AMERICAN TV and radio personalities will take part in the first
Canadian television clinic, to be
held at the Royal York Hotel,
Toronto, Dec. 7-9.
Among those slated to speak or
lead discussions are:
Maurice B. Mitchell, Associated Program Services; Charles Holden and
Murray Grabhorn, ABC; James L.
Caddigan, DuMont TV Network; Herbert J. Taylor, DuMont Labs; Ernest
Walling, NBC TV Network; C. E.
Hooper, C. E. Hooper Inc.; Paul Raibourn. Paramount Television Productions; Gilbert Seldes; Lynn Poole,
John Hopkins U.; Rudy Bretz, CBS
TV; Calvin Kukl, J. Walter Thompson
Co.; Thomas A. Wright Jr., BBDO;
Wells Barnett, Blair Television;
George Gill, Kliegl Bros. Latest in
TV production equipment and receivers will also be on view.
SPUN glass one-inch sheet Kcousti>
cal treatment to line walls of studio
installed by WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh.

GROW

for TV

Stations

PROJECTION

SUPERIMPOSITION,
with NO

LAP DISSOLVE

or FADE-OUT
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TV COM

The Gray TELOP projects from
FOUR optical openings: photos, art work, transparencies,
strip material or small objects. SOLVED is the problem
of low budget yet visually exciting TV commercials!
News flashes, news photos, temperature and time
announcements, slides for lecture illustration, for station and
sponsor identification . . . are efficiently composed for
direct televising or with accompanying sound and
commentary. Packs interest and profit into
every minute of your TV schedule/
THE GRAY TELOP AND ACCESSORIES ARE WIDELY USED BY NETWORKS AND INDEPENDENT TV STATIONS
MULTIPLEXER

TV CAMERA

TURRETS

Enables operation of pairs of
Enable a single camera to serve
several projectors. Depending on
projectors simultaneously into a
single TV camera or individually
size and optical throw, as
into two TECTS
separate
cameras.
PROmany as eight projectors
AGAINST CAMERA
can be used. Rotate 360°
CHAIN FAILURE BY QUICK
on heavy
precision
bearTHROW- OVER TO STANDBY
ings with exact
2 models:
#556positioning.
and #430
CHAIN.
Ask for Gray TV Catalog describing above equipment.
GRAY

RE

SEARCH.

ndDevel.pn. ent Co., Inc
24 Arbor St., Hartford 1, Conn.
Division of The GRAY MANUFACJUMNG COMPANY ' Originators of the Gray Te/«phone Pay Station and the Gray Audograph
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MARION RID DICK PRODUCTION, 706 Elgin Ave., Houston,
Tex., has released for television
16mm film in black-and-white or
color titled "Little Girl Who Did
Not Believe in Santa Claus." Film
was produced with The Modelettes,
a group of teenagers and children
trained under Modelette Visualized
System.
Imperial World Films, Chicago,
has released series of five-minute
open-end films featuring Raymond
Massey. Series of 65 3% -minute
films show Mr. Massey reading
from Bible and commenting on how
excerpts effect his philosophy of
life. Russ Davis, Chicago TV announcer and commentator, is president of Imperial and handled production and direction. Nationally
known freelance writer, Morton
Wishengrad, scripted series.
Harry Zimmerman, musical director for several Don Lee network
shows, named
musical director

Jloatina

Snader Telescriptions Corp., Beverly Hills, Calif. He retains his
post at Don Lee. . . . Sarra Inc.,
Chicago, has completed film commercials for following network TV
shows: Armour & Co., Stars Over
Hollywood, NBC-TV; Best Foods
(Rit and Shinola) Penthouse Party,
ABC-TV; Hudson Motor Co., Billy
Rose Shoiv, NBC-TV; Nash Motors,
Airflyte Theatre, CBS-TV; Pure
Oil Co., Who Said
NBC-TV.
* * That?,
*
Jack Gibney, freelance television
producer and consultant, is in Chicago working on continuing series
for Canadian Ace Brewing Co. and
Rival Dog Food.
He has made

more than dozen animated spots
for Rival in past year, through
Charles A. Silver agency. Mr.
Gibney is also producer-director of
International Wrestling Films, series of hour-long, open-end shows
featuring
wrestling
from Chicago's
International
Amphitheatre.
His
offices are at 104 S. Michigan Ave.
Frank McDonald named to direct
"The Joyful Hour" hour-long
Christmas program being produced
by Jerry Fairbanks Productions,
Hollywood, for Family Theatre.
Film scheduled for showing Christmas Day on major TV networks
and independents. Rev. Patrick
Peyton, CSC founder of MBS Fam-

for oH

Action!

TV

TV

(Pat. Pending)
TRIPOD

operation, super-smooth tilt and pan
action, dependability, ruggedness and
efficiency.
Below :
3 wheel portable dolly
with balanced TV Tripod mounted.

Write for further particulars
FRANK ZUCKER
(7flm€Rfl
€ouipm€nT
leOOBRORDUJflM
\ n€UUS0RKCIT9
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INS-Telenews is offering half
hour year-end film review to it
TV stations and advertisers on a:exclusive basis in each markel
Price is based on sets in use i
each TV city, and program alread
has been purchased in Los Angele
San Francisco, Detroit, Omah;
and San Antonio.

Cameras

This tripod was engineered and designed expressly to meet all video
camera requirements.
Previous concepts of gyro and friction
type design have been discarded to
achieve absolute balance, effortless

Quick-release pan handle adjustment locks
into position desired by operator with no
"play" between pan handle and tripod
head. Tripod head mechanism is rustproof, completely enclosed, never requires
adjustments, cleaning or lubrication. Builtin spirit level. Telescoping extension pan
handle.

Dawson & Jackson, Chicago pack
age program producer, filming
"television prevues" of its vide(
shows. Initial presentation film:
begun last week with dramatic se
quences from "Shock," half-hou;.
long.
mystery
starring James Dennisonr
Presentation films are 10-minute

PUPILS

BALANCED"

Complete 360° pan without ragged or
jerky movement is accomplished with effortless control. It is impossible to get
anything but perfectly smooth pan and
tilt action with the "BALANCED" TV Tripod.

ily Theatre program, will produc(|
film. Same group produced EasttB
film, "The Triumphant Hour." ij
Sterling Television Co. Inc., Nev
York, acquires exclusive rights t(
TV distribution of 36 top adveri
ture and sports films, all in botl
color and black-and-white, fron
Hawley-Lord Inc. Deal adds t<
library of color film being built b;
Sterling to meet market for com
mercial color TV. Firm presently
has more than 150 titles in color.

AND

TV

Educators Ask 'Wise' Us
LOUISVILLE educators apparentl
diff"er as to any "bad" effects tel
vision may have on school pupil
but many feel intelligent use offer]
a challenge to harassed parents, a
cording to comments compiled
fortnight ago by the Louisvil
Courier-Journal (WHAS-TV) .
The- issue was taken up at a re
cent Parent-Teacher meeting whici
heard complaints that pupils (ll
fall asleep at their desks, (2) hav
rings under their eyes, and (3
get low marks. Some principal
pointed out that bedtime for manil
students has been moved up
about midnight, and that respons 1
bility rests wholly with parents
reactions from principal"
andTypical
teachers:
Television is an excellent thing \
the home, but it has to be used rigV
. . . We went through the same thin
when radio was new ... It was a Ion'
time
beforeearlier
children's
scheduled
in theprograms
day . . . weii
The children gleam a lot of info;
mation from television ... I have see^
no bad results so far ...
Television is one of the things thi
would enrich a child's life . . . It's ■
great challenge to parents to pla
wise use ...
I haven't heard a serious complaii:
about television ... A number of pa:
ents think it keeps the children &
nice and quiet . . .
My students are not suffering fro;
lack of sleep, or red eyes, or ha
standing on end — certainly some (
the programs are that kind.
No teachers have complained . .
but I'm having trouble myself . .
working on my thesis ... I find tel<
vision taking more of my time tha
it should . . .
AUTOMATIC line-voltage regulate
for steadier TV pictures offered b
Claroatat Mfg. Co., Dover, N. H. Tyi
models available: TV- A, 300w, TV-1

Telecasting
376w.
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'50 Network
9CT.

Sales Triple

GROSS

Same Month in '49
;iHREE TV networks in October 1950 reported gross time sales of
13,374,548, well over three times the gross of $1,825,262 reported by
l^ui- TV networks for the same month of 1949, according to totals
ijmpiled by Publishers Information Bureau from individual program
ihie costs supplied to them by
★
•
1950, compared with $8,320,608 last
■pC,
CBS,
NBC.
DuMont
reported
: 1949 but not this year.
. Combined gross time sales of the year.
Individual network figures for
K' netwoi'ks for the first 10 -months
the month and year to date for
■ the year were $27,262,238 in 1949 and 1950 are:
Network Television
Oct. 50 Oct. 49
$1,190,409 % 217,199
2,186,748 590,626
*
80,143
2,997,391 937,294

BC
OS
uMont
EC
TOTAL

6,374,548 1,825,262

10 Mos. 50
S 4,076,223
8,355,470
14,830,545

10 Mos. 49
$ 957,994
2,200,344
724,340
4,437,930

27,262,238 8,320,608

N'ot available
was vice president and director of
public aff'airs in charge of fact and
opinion presentation for both TV
and radio until his resignation last
Jan. 1.
This year, Mr. Taylor spent five
months in Italy serving for one
month as counsellor to the American delegation at the UNESCO
general conference in Florence. He
is a member of the U. S. National
Commission for. UNESCO.
COVER MAN
'Time' Features Stanton

TAYLOR
AYLOR TO NBC
Is TV Network Executive
.VIDSON TAYLOR, former CBS
e president and most recently
cial consultant to the State
pt., will join NBC Jan. 1 as gen.1 production executive for the
network.
Supervision of NBC-TV public
airs presentations will be among
- Taylor's immediate duties, with
incis C. McCall, director of TV
vs and special events, reporting
Mr. Taylor.
Lt the present time, Mr. Taylor
finishing a three-months State
pt. assignment as coordinator of
\" projects in international comnications. His previous radio
terience extends from 1929 when
started as an announcer for
IAS Louisville. Going to New
:"k in 1933, he worked in news
I handled the Philharmonic
adcasts under Toscanini.
during World War II, he was
rf of radio for the Psychological
i-fare Division, SHAEF, and
ir chief of film, theater and
sic control for the U. S. occupied
e of Germany.
From 1945-47
Taylor was vice president and
.52tor of programs at CBS, and
lecasting

CURRENT issue of Time (Dec. 4)
devotes its cover and Radio & Television section to Frank Stanton,
CBS president, and the color television battle. To review the history
of Dr. Stanton and color TV the
section was expanded to 11 columns
and includes several pictures and
a diagram of CBS' color system.
Pointing out that in the 30's RCA
could have had Dr. Stanton and
Dr. Peter Goldmark, CBS color
engineer, "for a total investment
of $100 a week," the article states
that Dr. Stanton last month turned
down an offer from RCA in which
he could "name his own price."
Time says "CBS color is good —
in some ways better than Technicolor," but quickly points out that
"a poor TV show, of course — tasteless comedy, tired drama or stale
vaudeville — cannot be freshened by
all the hues in the spectrum."
In addition to its praise of Dr.
Stanton and CBS color. Time lauds
Dr. Goldmark and his work in the
research field. Just when color TV
will come is not predicted, except
by Dr. Stanton who admits his
vision is clouded by the many "ifs"
of the current situation, "but color
of some sort is certainly on its
way."
AUSTIN Co., Cleveland, Ohio, contractors, to construct new Westinghou»e
TV plant in Raritan Township, outside Metuchen, N. 1. Construction
cost placed at $1.5 million.
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Low-cost

TV

J high-quality

Picture

Monitor

—with
Here is a professional IZVi-inch
picture monitor you can set up any
place in your station — control rooms
— announcers' booths — clients' viewing rooms — of&ces. It is completely
self-contained with power supply. It
is readily adaptable for portable service. Picture quality meets the requirements of the most critical direaor.
In the TM-2B, 6-Mc bandwidth
permits use of closed-circuit signals
— such as the signal from a control
room. High-impedance video input
makes it possible to terminate the
signal in the monitor — or to "loop"

a

dozen

uses

the signal through several monitors.
Vertical scanning can be switched
for "mirror viewing." Removable
controls make it easy to operate the
unit "remote-control" (from a program console, for example).
A special version of the TM-2B . . .
using a 10-inch picture tube ... is
available for rack-mounting, or as a
monitor in a program console.
One of the handiest video units a
station can own. Order yours from
your RCA TV Equipment Representative. Or from Dept. 19LA, RCA Engineering Products, Camden, N. J.

TELBVISIOM BROADCAST eQUIRMBMT
RADIO
CORPORATtOM
of AMERICA
ENGIMECRIMG PRODUCTS DBPARTMBMT. CAMDEN, M.J.
In Canada: RCA VICTOR Compony limited, Montreol
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Roadblocks
(Continued from page 53)
rier operations, as px-oposed by
AT&T? Should the engineering
standards for VHF and UHF be
the same, or different? Should
^^^F and UHF channels be intermixed in the same communities ?
Linked with these are other
questions, some of them equally
or even more controversial.
One which is as likely as any
other to draw industry fire — and
might easily wind up in a court
test of FCC's authority, if the Commission attempts to exercise it —
involves adoption, or non-adoption,
of mandatory standards for protection against oscillator radiation
interference.
FCC must decide, of course, how
its allocation plan will treat oscillator interference. If the plan is
devised so that the interference will
fall in places where there are no
assignments which would be affected, officials noted, then the
number of potential stations is
thereby reduced. On the other
hand, if the goal is to get maximum
number of assignments, authorities
feel that manufacturers must take
steps to suppress oscillator radiations in their sets.
In the latter event, there appear
to be two courses open. One is to
let the manufacturers solve the
problem voluntarily, which they
insist is the proper course in any
event. The other is for FCC to
prescribe, by rule-making, certain
maximum values of permissible
radiation by receivers; and perhaps also set a standard intermediate frequency (RTMA has
suggested 41.25 mc as a voluntary
standard).
Ready to Fight
Industry leaders are sure to oppose any attempt by FCC to impose such standards mandatorily, on
grounds that FCC has no authority
over manufacturers. Observers are
convinced they would carry this opposition into the courts, if necessary.
FCC authorities, however, claim
this opposition fails to recognize
that the Commission already has
taken steps in one field — diathermy, industrial heating, etc. —
which affects manufacturers. They
point out that FCC's diathei'my
rules assign frequencies for diathermy, set limits on spurious
radiations and provide that machines must operate within those
limits or be licensed. As a practical matter, no such licenses have
ever been issued (for machines exceeding the maximum limitations).
The FCC laboratories issue certificates of type approval covering
machines made to specifications
conforming with the diathermy
standards.
FCC staff executives feel the
Commission clearly has the same
authority with respect to radiations from TV sets — that is, that
FCC can prescribe lii lits for oscillator radiations and require licensing of sets which do not conform.
FCC currently has pending a
Pace 94
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From May 6, 1948
To Nov. 27, 1950
May 6, 1948: Broadcast and non-broadcast sharing
of TV channels abolished; Channel 1 deleted; new allocation plan (VHF) proposed.
June-July 1948: Hearing on new allocation plan,
raising questions as to tropospheric interference and
related problems.
Aug. 27, 1948: Because of these questions, FCC
schedules FCC-industry conference to consider desirability of revising engineering standards.
Sept. 13-14, 1948: FCC-industry conference, slating
technical sessions for November-December looking
towai'd revision of standards.
Sept. 20-23, 1948: UHF hearing.
Sept. 30, 1948: VHF freeze announced.
Nov. 30-Dec. 3, 1948: FCC-industry engineering conference; Ad Hoc Committee is appointed to study VHF
propagation factors.
May 26, 1949: Preliminary plans for far-reaching
VHF-UHF hearing announced, with color among subjects to be considered.
July 11, 1949: FCC announces formal proposals for
the hearing, including VHF-UHF allocation plan envisioning use of 42 UHF channels along with present
12 VHF channels.
Sept. 26, 1949: First phase of hearing, dealing with
color, gets under way.
Nov. 22, 1949: Color sessions recess; field-test notice
issued by FCC.
Feb. 20, 1950: Color hearing resumes.
May 26, 1950: Color hearing ends.

July 11, 1950: FCC begins deliberations on colci
case, the participants having submitted final summa-|
tions July 10; also on July 11 the so-called CondoE i:
Committee submits its color TV report to the Senate jt
Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee. 1

Sept. 1, 1950: FCC issues its "First Report" on color I
favoring CBS system but advancing plan for manu-'
facture of "bracket sets" as means of delaying fina
decision to permit further studies.
\
Sept. 29, 1950: Manufacturers say they cannot mee<l
FCC's deadline for manufacture of bracket sets. jOct. 10, 1950: FCC issues "Second Report," adopt i'
ing CBS color standards effective Nov. 20.

Oct. 16, 1950: Hearings commence on second phasi^'
of overall TV proceedings — "general issues," includ ■
ing VHF, UHF, Stratovision and other question: '
except specific city-by-city channel allocations. |
Oct. 17, 1959: RCA and two subsidiaries, NBC amf
RCA
Victor
Distributing
suit against colo^'-r
decision
in federal
district Corp.,
court file
in Chicago.

two day^'
court, after
Chicago
Theseven
16, 1950:
, serviceme;
manufacturers
in which
hearings
of Nov.
and others took RCA's side, grants temporary restrain
ing order delaying effectiveness of color standard .
t;
pending further decision of the court.
Nov. 27, 1950: Hearing on reservation of channel L
for noncommercial educational TV stations, last poif.
tion ofindications
"general"that
phase
of be
hearing,
gets byunder
amid
it will
completed
Dec. wa;''
8.

proposal, covering oscillator and
other incidental radiations, which
suggests 15 microvolts per meter
at 100 feet as the maximum permissible value. Discussions with
industry representatives have been
in progress for some time. By comparison with this proposal, FCC
officials said, some sets provide
radiations of about 50 microvolts
at 100 feet on Channels 2-6, and
150 microvolts on Channels 7-13,
but they point out that this is a
marked improvement over earlier
sets.
As a corollary to the oscillator
radiation problem, the Commission
must also decide whether to devise
its allocations table in a manner
that will take care of image interference and other spurious receiver
responses, or, as the alternative,
look for improved set designing
by the manufacturers to remedy
these problems.
Other basic issues which the
Commission must decide include,
in connection with engineering
standards, the question of whether
changes in mileage separations between CO- and adjacent-channel stations should affect existing stations
as well as future assignments.
Few Changes

by DuMont would go even further,
changing five existing stations to
other VHF channels and moving
some 25 existing outlets into the
UHF.
In any event it is felt that any
major reshuffling of existing assignments would inevitably be
taken to court, which presumably
would tie up the entire allocation
plan until the litigation is com-

FCC's present allocation proposal would require only three existing stations to change frequency,
and in those cases only as a means
of accommodating nearby Canadian
allocations.
There have been some proposals
for reshuft'ling other VHF assignments, however, on grounds that
better coverage would result even
though the changes would require
substantial outlays by the stations
involved — estimated in some quarters at about $30,000 per station.
The comprehensive, long-range
UHF-VHF allocation plan proposed

managerecutiveand
directorexof
American
Television
Productions
I n c, subsidiary
of American Television Inc., Chicago.
Stokes
is
nowMr.handling
ries. American
two production seTelevision
duction hasProbeen

Other questions which FCC must
pleted.
answer:
What use should be made of
directional transmitting antennas,
and of offset-carrier or synchronized operations ? Should channels be
reserved for non-commercial educational stations, and, if so, to
what extent; also, should the
reservation apply to VHF channels
as well as UHF? Should Stratovision and /or Poly casting be authorized, and, if so, under what conditions and regulations?
Stokes to American

TV

HAROLD STOKES, formerly program director of the ABC Central
Division, has been named general

■
1%
M.
*^
^^^^^
^^H^IwHl
Mr. Stokes

set up as a "service organization
for
said. all TV problems," Mr. Stokes

L, A, CONTRACTS
Three Await NLRB Decisioi^^

TWO more Los Angeles televisio:; ■
stations, KFI-TV and KTTV, las'h
week joined KLAC-TV in balkinU
at contracts covering local peif.
formers until the union is certifie{s
as the bargaining agent.
f
Stations have advised TVA thap
they have no objection to the uniotit
representing their employes but i i '
order
avoid
jurisdictionji."
disputesto at
theirfuture
stations
by havin f _
more than one union representativ i :
they will wait until NLRB certjifies the official bargaining agen tNLRB hearings which began lasji;;
month are scheduled to resume tij\
day Fedderson,
(Monday) manager
in Los ofAngeleij,
Don
KLACij
TV, had notified TVA the wee:k
Meantime,of TVA
continued neg(|"
his stand.
previously
tiations with the four other loc(\TV stations KTLA, sole indepenc;:
ent in the group, and three ne
work outlets, KNBH (NBC^
KECA-TV
(ABC),
and KTS
(Don Lee). No decisions had bee
reached at press time.

Special Section
IN A special Sunday TV sectic i
yesterday
(Sunday) Baltimoi^
Siinpapers, owner of WMAR-T
that city, featured special articl<
on color from FCC Chairma
Wayne Coy and the networks. 1
a statistical study carried in m
special section, it was reported ij|
Baltimore has two television se
for every three telephones, one <
the highest averages in the nati( _
:
'ffs
TRANSMITTER
used
by
WPTZ
(T'
Philadelphia from 1941-48 given
Philco Corp.
to Cornell U.'s school |
electrical
eng^ineering.
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Are Ra„fie<i
CONTRACTS
NETWORK
faction with scales and rehearsal
Postponement was necessitated
TELEVISION Authority memberhours. Some of the criticism reship in New York, Chicago, and to allow for agency letters of comLos Angeles last week ratified the
pliance to be received. The conportedly following
subsided, with changes
announce-in
ment of the
tract, which is described as an
contract for wages and working
interim contract until some 58 the Nov. 19 agreement: Chorus
conditions of live and kinescope
points relating mostly to working
singers,
camera"
or
performers hired by networks and conditions are negotiated, repreoff, are towhether
receive "on
$45, $60
and $75
for
15,
.30
and
60
minutes
Avith
4,
sents
everything
agreed
upon
to
agencies agi^eed upon Nov. 19
tively.
6, and 10 rehearsal hours, respecdate. Later a final contract, em[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
bodying all points, will be issued.
Nov. 27], including slight changes
Chorus dancers are to be paid
The
New
York membership ratisubsequently negotiated. The conby a vote of 4 to 1, after a fouraccordingto the following scale :
tract will become effective Dec. 8, hour fied meeting
in which dance and
Rehearsal
rather than Dec. 1 as previously
choral group members are underTime
Hours Fee Per Performer
stood to have expressed dissatis2 3 4 5 6 7 8
planned.
15 min. 12 S 82 80 78 76 74 72 70
16 to 30 24 S112 110 108 106 104 102 100
31 to 60 40 S137 135 133 131 129 127 125
Management
Rehearsal Fees
Studies
CHICAGO
DEMANDS
Extra rehearsal hours: $3.50 per
CHICAGO members of Television Authority submitted their wage de- hour. Included rehearsal hours
mands to management of the city's four video stations last Monday, and
must berbeof consecutive
within the following
WGN-TV called an exploratory meeting with agency men and program
days, one numday
packagers Wednesday afternoon.
of which is the day of broadcast:
An estimated 2,500 TVA mem15-niinute program within three
bers in Chicago, representing all director, Ruthrauflf & Ryan, and
days; 30-minute program within
Larry
Kurtze,
head
of
Service
Unmember unions, submitted their
limited, package firm.
fivein days
; 60-minute program withsix days.
demands through Ray Jones, exIf local negotiations break down,
Omitted from Broadcasting •
ecutive seci'etary for TVA's CenTVA contracts are cantral Division, and Jack Irving, as- network cellable
Telecasting's
report in the Nov.
within
10
days.
Hardest
sistant secretary. The wage scale
among the Chicago stations if 27 issue was the following:
amounts to about 80% of the net- hit
this local scale is adopted as final
Dramatized commercials perwoi-k demands, which were negoti- would be WGN-TV and WBKB.
formers and announcers with five
ated a fortnight ago [Broadcastlines or less are to receive $50,
Partial
demands
follow:
ing • Telecasting, Nov. 27].
Performers speaking more than five 862.50, and $75 for 15, 30, and 60
The Monday meeting with manminutes with 4, 6, and 9 hours relines
will receive $56 for 15 minutes
agement of WGN-TV (Chicago
hearsal included.
or less, $100 for 16 to 30 minutes, and
Tribune), WNBQ (NBC) WENR$136 for 31 to 60 minutes, with 5, 12
iier a clear cut division of juris- TV (ABC) and WBKB (Balaban
and 22 hours of rehearsal.
'ion between live TV shows and & Katz) was concerned only with
MOBIL TV UNIT
Announcers and performers on draI vision motion pictures, or a fees for freelance performers. A
matized
commercials,
speaking
voice
lengthy
list
of
working
conditions
tited partnership in a small porover more than 10 lines, would get
||iof the TV film field known as was proposed Thursday afternoon,
$40 for 15 minutes or less, $72 for
with
job
security
elements
remainige or "grey" area,
ing to be negotiated in the future.
16 to 30 minutes, and $100 for 31 to
'he TVA proposal was said by
wage proposals are
60 minutes. Respective rates for 10
guild to be almost identical theTentative
same for commercial and sus- lines or less are $40, $50 and $60.
a the proposal rejected by SAG
Chorus dancers (soloists get pertaining programs. TVA memberr a year ago but with broader
ship in Chicago includes about 550
formers scale), with fees listed per
lands asked that, in addition to
of the American Federaperformer if two or more are used,
A retaining 100% control over members
tion of Radio Artists, 1,000 in
live TV shows, SAG would re- American Guild of Variety Artists are $56 each for 15 minutes or less,
$80, 16 to 30 minutes and $100, 31 to
uish to TVA 50% control over
and 500 in Actors Equity.
60 minutes, with 12, 24 and 40 hours
motion pictures.
For Sale; Reasonable
of rehearsal, in that order. Extra reWednesday Session
I TVA Representatives
hearsal is $2.80 an hour.
Attention TV Stations:
Management told TVA Monday
Representing TVA at the meetA quartet, singing on camera, gets
it
would
call
a
meeting
of
agency
Here's your chance to
were Mr. Heller, in Hollywood
$50.40 each for 15 minutes or less,
buy an ACF-Brill bus,
conferences last week. Ken Car- and package firm personnel to out- $57.60, 16 to 30 minutes and $76.80,
completely equipped for
line the union's wage demands. An 31 to 60 minutes.
ter, chairman of TVA Western
use as a mobil TV unit,
Ition, Knox Manning and I. B. estimated 200 persons gathered in
The
specialty
act
clause
provides
WGN-TV's Studio 1 Wednesday
at a reasonable price.
for $160 for one performer, $240 for
•nblum, TVA attorney,
afternoon to hear Manager Frank
Unit adapted from 1946
two and $300 for three and $380 for
-uild says it has asked NLRB
and Attorney Dave Par- four, with $80 for each additional
peed up as much as possible the Schreiber
32-passenger, air-condison outline specifies of the demands
Rates include six hours
tioned, cross-country
•ing of NLRB elections in order
Inasmuch as it has been practice performer.
h motion picture actors them- for agency persons to sit in on of rehearsal day of performance.
bus. Roof platform
es may once again register
A Class A sportscaster on football,
reached by trap door.
r desire for the guild to con- AFRA and TVA network negotiabaseball or a major boxing event playExcellent tires and metions
as
observers,
the
group
aple as their representative. The
by-play would get $160 per event or
chanical condition.
pointed
a
seven-man
committee,
d further stated its desire to
$440 per week of seven events of the
Driven less than 25,000
representing
AAAA
agencies,
nonDerate with TVA but insists AAAA agencies and package firms, same sport. His assistant would get
miles since completed in
$100 per event or $280 per week of
new union must "stop trying to to appear at all subsequent TVAseven events of the same sport. The
management negotiation meetings.
April,
1948, by
WLWide the motion picture field."
Television.
Have
two
weekly fee is for one sport only, and
pproximately 15 witnesses had Committee members:
other
mobil
units
so
this
an
event
is
defined
as
what
a
daily
Jack Scott, president of Schwimmer
eared on behalf of SAG and
ticket of admission buys.
& Scott Agency, Walter Schwimmer,
one is no longer needed.
;it 10 for TVA during two president of the production firm bearWalk-ons and extras would earn
No technical equipment
ing his name; Art Holland, owner of $16 for 15 minutes or less, $28 for 16
:ks of NLRB hearings. With
included. Call or write
Malcolm-Howard Agency; J. Hugh E. to 31 minutes and $36 for 31 to 60
e of the hearings both unions
J. R. McDonald, WLW,
Davis, executive vice president of minutes.
'e approximately two weeks to Foote, Cone & Belding; Walter
Cincinnati 2, Ohio. Phone
a brief with the board for sub- Rubens, president of the agency of
No kinescope recordings are perCHerry 1822.
mitted under terms of the proposals.
that name; Norman Heyne, television
sion to NLRB in Washington.
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^G-TVA
Settlement Again Fades
KINDLED hopes for an early
tlement of the Screen Actors
lid-Television Authority jurisfional dispute over actors in teleon films faded again last week
en the SAG board of directors
:Bcted another TVA proposal for
[lenient of the dispute. TVA
iresentatives met Wednesday
li the SAG board at the request
TVA which sought to discuss
dement of the problem,
another important development
. the dispute occurred Tuesday
sn TVA announced it had comced testimony in NLRB hearings
tch were to resume today (Dec.
after a week's recess, to enable
irge Heller, TVA national exec?e secretary, to appear on behalf
chat union. Unexpected decision
Jowed the TVA request made the
;k before to Daniel Harrington,
RB hearing officer, for a time
ension to allow presentation of
>ortant -witnesses, principally
Heller. Postponement had been
nted until today.
SAG Position
-pokesman for SAG said the
?3t TVA proposition "amazed"
guild board because rather than
?mpting to find a reasonable
is for settlement of the dispute,
eportedly retrogressed from pre:as and
"peace"
both
>A.
SAG. proposals
These by
visioned

TVA

WHEN Bert Parks Show debuted on NBC-TV under General Foods sponsorship, occasion was marked by GF executives (I to r) C. H. Gager, operations
v.p.; C. G. Mortimer, marketing v. p.; Bert Parks, star of show; H. M. Chapin,
director of adv., and NBC Board Chairman Niles Trammell.

MARKING
debut ofLouisville
Stewart'sare Showcase on WHAS-TV
Ethel
Nagel,
Stewart's
fashion
director,
and Sam Gifford, show m.c. Team
demonstrates store's merchandise during program.

ON BEHALF of WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia, Rolland Tooke (I), asst.
gen. mgr., receives Philadelphia C.
of C. achievement plaque from Clement Conole, executive director, local
C. of C.

AT New York Radio Executives Club [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Nov. 6] (I
to r) Peter Goldmark, CBS v.p.; Robert Saudek, ABC v.p. and REC president;
Goar Mestre, pres., CMQ Havana, and Adrian Murphy, CBS v.p.
EDMUND H. ROGERS, Gray & Rogers, Philadelphia, marks birthday and 20th
anniversary with agency by tuning in birthday greetings on triple-threat TV
set composed of agency staffers (I to r) Anne Beckwith, Dorothy Bradford and
Eleanore O'DonnelL

Educators Take Up Torch
(Continued from page 55)
reau of Health Education, A/
no participant is making any promise. This is the last phase of the ican Medical Assn.
Comr. McGrath said he app<
Commission's exhaustive general
allocation proceeding (see TV
"to encourage the safeguardiri_
the access of education to b)
chronology page 94 and summary
casting opportunities in the te
page
Most53).of the witnesses emphasized
sion field." He cited historical
cedent for channel reservation
they held no complaint for the way
in which commercial radio has co- outlined in detailed TV's un;
role for education.
operated inthe presentation of educational programs and many held
Further historical precedent
detailed by Mr. Farley who ;
high praise for commercial station
cooperation in specific instances.
urged no definite cut-off date
The consensus appeared to be fixed to any reservation.
Dr. Hoyer cited excellent coo]
that commercial broadcasters cannot be held responsible for doing ation of Philadelphia TV stati
education's role since they are in WPTZ, WFIL-TV and WCAUbusiness to make money; education
but indicated education will n(
needs its own fulltime facilities to its own exclusive facilities as cc
reach all audiences at all hours
mercial needs mount.
because education is a continuous
Miss Hester outlined AMA's wi
in the field, citing $300,000 wo;
process
and radio
must cannot
be "regular";
educational
compete
of free radio time is given annua
with commercial radio on the basis
for
the organization's health p
of popularity polls and should not
be compelled to; channels for eduOn Tuesday, Richard B. H'
chairman of the Television Ad
cational purposes must be "con- grams.
served" or spt aside in the same
sory Committe for NAEB and m;
manner our forefathers set aside
ager of WOI-TV Ames, Iowa
land for schools knowing full well
only educational TV outlet r
such land might not be used effecoperating and owned by Iowa St
tively for generations but recognizCollege, related details of NAE
the basic "public necessity" for five-hour weekly tape network of
such ingaction.
educational stations and other m
ters.
Education's Plight
In pressing for good educatio
Many explained education itself
was equally to blame for its plight, facilities he explained it's "axior
tic in radio broadcasting — and
but pointed out educators are very
slow to adopt new innovations since inference in television — that an
ences listen" for three reasons,
they depend on public funds and
have to work long and hard to se- this order: (1) Strength of sigr
loudness, ability to get a static
cure appropriate legislation and
financial support.
(2) frequency of program
cigarette advertisers prove) ; <
Throughout the hearing the high
finally the program itself.
value of TV as an ideal education
medium was acclaimed. TV was
Wallen Suggestion
seen putting the blackboard right
William J. Wallen, chancellor
in the home, extending the walls of
U. of New York State, sugges.
school and university to include
hundreds of thousands of those of a state educational TV authoi'J
all ages who could not afford in be set up to sub-allocate and adnif
ister TV channels for educati;
money or time — or who through
physical handicap are prevented,
Concerned
with in
adult
from attending formal classes.
TV's
potentials
thiseducation
field, he s)a'
Comr. Hennock viewed TV as the he is recommending legislative r
greatest educational innovation
tion on setting up a state netwoi
since the invention of the printing
He engaged in considerable c
cussion with Chairman Coy on p
JCET presented detailed exhibits
icy regarding
handlingthe of
on
TV channel allocations and as- troversy
on the stations,
witnC'
press.
signment in the major cities and
indicating he would prefer all fa
be presented fairly.
;
educational centers. Gen. Taylor
explained that of the 168 standard
Seymour N. Siegel, director
metropolitan areas there are 61 in radio communications for N
which no VHF channels are allo- York City and its Munici;
cated and 19 others in which only
Broadcasting System, includ:
one channel each is allocated. This
WNYC-AM-FM, appeared at dir
tion of Mayor Vincent R. Impel
leaves only 88 areas where educators now can practically seek reteri
to emphasize
the city's need :
educational
TV facilities.
servations, itwas pointed out. BeClarence Graham, president
sides the metropolitan areas there
the American Library Assn. and
exist 46 smaller communities rerector of the Louisville (Ky.) F
garded as major educational centers
where channels also should be rePublic Library, related backgroi
of WFPL (FM) Louisville, op
served, FCC was told.
ated by the library. All culti
Testifying
at
Monday's
session
were: Comr. Earl J. McGrath, U. S. groups there cooperate on WFI
he said.
Office of Education; Belmont FarHerbert B. Gooden, assistant p
ley, director of press-radio relations. National Education Assn.;
fessor of social studies and cha
Dr. Louis P. Hoyer, superintendent,
man of the Montclair State Tea
Philadelphia public schools; Harers College committee on televis
in education, Montclair, N.
riet Hester, radio coordinator. BuTelecasting
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people who make the discovery of the
benefits and advantages available to
(Viewed TV's impact on teacher
!aining.
them mentwill
the invest-In
for thewillingly
necessarymake
equipment.
Harold A. Voss, chief psycholoour mail
there
are
countless
testimonials and statements to the effect
that
st of the Navy Special Devices
'We
bought
our
FM
receiver
solely
for
anch of the Office of Naval ^e- the purpose of hearing the programs
from the state FM stations.' "
]arch at Port Washington, Long
.;-land, appearing in his own behalf,
Mr. McCarty related that in the
;lated service experiments with
1934 hearings, on the Congressional
proposal that specific portions of
v'' as teaching aid. He said a surAM broadcast time be set aside by
;y showed 38% of time TV was
law for nonprofit and educational
und superior to formal in-class
•struction, 50
of the time there
purposes, the Wisconsin educational representative cited the need
IS no apparent difference and
for
conservation of radio resources
i 9v- of the time TV was found infor educational purposes in the
rior. He showed several kinesame manner park areas and other
jape films of training programs
natural resources have been set
led on New York TV stations.
aside. He said he was renewing
jMost of Wednesday was devoted
the 1934 request.
McB.
Harold
by
y
1 testimon
Comr. Hennock instructed the
■|irty, in educational radio for 21
lars and since 1931 director of
witness
to read
portions of
1935 report
to Congress
in FCC's
which
Wisconsin's
educational outlet
FCC recommended no channels be
HA Madison, the State Radio
'luncil and the Wisconsin School
set aside. She indicated she immethe Air.
diately wanted 100,000 reprints "to
:iHe said the U. of Wisconsin's
remind us not to do it again."
The Commission report among
Tiheduled progi'am service dates
other things proposed a national
Dm early 1919, saying "That
tjmes as a surprise to many peo- conference and committee of FCCh who normally accept Novemindustry education on the subject,
^ir 1920 as the starting of broadplus cooperation with the U. S.
Cominissioner of Education and
bting."
other
established agencies to assist
1919 Programming
in building programs. The conference was not held, the witness
jiMr. McCarty related the reguMy scheduled programs in early
stated.
'
t!i9 began with market reports,
While the witness was reading
lather forecasts and bulletins on
from the report Comr. Hennock
lad conditions.
'Mr. McCarty outlined in great detail suddenly interjected the sharp comment, "Don't hang your head, Mr.
p full Wisconsin radio educational his•y and current work which includes
ijstate-wide
network
of
six
powerful
-B stations on the air 16 hours daily. Plotkin."
FCC's counsel replied, "I was not
in the Commission at the time.
'70
stationsareas
are ininplanning
stage
: flUmore
in white
the extreme
Madam Commissioner, I am not
rthwest and southwest, he said.
;iting high FM
set ownership
-oughout the state, Mr. McCarty said hanging my head."
"I know, but you are our preslilitant loyalty" to FM was expressed
listeners
when the
state'sceased
most
ent counsel," she said.
iwerful
commercial
FM station
erations.
Asks About Interest 'Lag'
♦Ir. McCarty related his 1950-51
^get 8170,000
for WHAwithoperations
After the witness finished readtiated
operationipproxof all
ing the report. Acting Chairman
f^ •: FM
the outlets
year, orcosting
a totalanother
package$95,000
cost
Hyde asked if interest in the sub, 5265,000. For the next two years he
d S'30.000 has been earmarked for
sequently established Federal Radio Education Committee had not
expanded
total
operation
and
includIr 5154,000
stations. for building the two new
"lagged in all camps."
'er capita cost of operating the full
"I should say that interest has
hvork, providing
hours
imming
annually, 5,000
will be
only of10<Jpro-to lagged particularly on the part of
^payers, Mr. McCarty said, less than
the Commission," Mr. McCarty
i tax on a gallon of gas.
said. "I am reluctant to make that
fie testified observers are coming
•m all over the U.S. and the world
statem.ent, but the Commission's
study the Wisconsin operation.
participation in the deliberations
of the Federal Radio Education
'"What do you do to stimulate
Committee has been purely nomle sale of FM sets?" Comr. Heninal and frequently we have had
ick asked Mr. McCarty. "Do -yoTi
meetings without representation
jiucate the public to buy them?
i)w do you get them to listen to from the Commission."
"I do recall that different mem■ur FM stations and get the sets?"
bers of the Commission, particu"First of all," the witness relarly [ex-Comr. Clifford J.] Dunied, "we try to present a distinctook a very active interest in it,
I'e FM program service, which
J the one and the main way of and I may say I have not been
aware of any considerable interest
omoting the sale of FM receivers,
id which because it has been
by educators in the committee during the time I have been a member
■sent in so many areas of the
untry explains why there is such
of
the
observed.Commission," Comr. Hyde
low percentage of FM receivers."
I think it is true because it
■"I was on the Town ivleeting of was"No,
recognized early that the come Air last night," Comr. Hennock
mittee was probably one of those
served, "and I was told the pubdevices so neatly set up for the
■ doesn't want good progi-amming
purpose of gaining time, which
id is not interested in education"
provides a nice opportunity for
ee story page 56) .
pleasant consideration around the
The public doesn't know what it
table," the witness stated.
nts until it has had an opportunity
sample a variety of offerings, I am
"And Mr. McCarty, instead of
;"e," the witness replied. "Our ex- getting
radio frequencies for stand["ience in Wisconsin teaches us that
jelccasting
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ard broadcasting allotted to you by
the FCC when you wanted them
and the Congress wanted you to
have them, you got a committee set
up, isnockthat
asked. correct?" Comr. Hen"Yes," the witness replied, "and
the committee has existed at the
sufference of the NAB, which has
financed the activity of the committee for the past few years. It
is a very untenable arrangement."
Comr. Webster asked, "Then you
don't think the then Commission
in 1935 deliberately made an error,
but that maybe their foresight was
not as good as it should have
"I think I would say it politely
this way: That the Commission as
a result of the hearings in 1934 did
not
take the courageous stand
been?"
which the testimony indicated was
necessary for solving the problem,"
Mr. McCarty answered.
Feels Responsibility
He added: "May I say in behalf
of the Commission that it is probably true that the presentation,
the appearances were not impressive; that the educators, the nonprofit representatives were not
here in sufficient numbers to constitute an overwhelming weight.
But you
of course,
have
to beknow,
reminded,
that and
yourdon't
job
as custodians of the public facilities
goes beyond the job of evaluating
and weighing the present testi"You mean that if there was no
testimony here on behalf of the
educators it ought to be our duty
mony."
as public servants to preserve these
airways that belong to the people
in the public interest regardless of
whether one educator appeared
here
in these
Hennock
stated. hearings?" Comr.
"Yes," the witness replied, "I
think you have responsibility as
custodians to take the long-range
statesman-like attitude in the allocation of a public trust and not impose upon us in education the restrictions and restrains which you.
might
temptedproceeded
to do." to read
Comr.feelHennock
into the record and comment upon
portions of the 1935 report of the
Commission. She noted the letter
of E. 0. Sykes, then Commission
chairman, transmitting to the president ofcerning
thethe proposal
Senate thethatreport
"conCongress,
by statute, allocate fixed percentages of radio broadcasting facilities to particular types or times of
nonprofit radio programs."
"This had gone pretty far evidently in standard broadcasting,"
she observed. "It was pretty repulsive even to Congress. They wanted
awhat
definite
Now let's
we law
said passed.
about that.
This seeis
our report back to the Congress
with regard to their wanting this
new law on the books:
Under existing law the FCC is
charged with the responsibility of licensing stations if the public interest,
convenience and necessity will be
served thereby and effecting an equal
allocation of facilities to the zones and
a fair and equitable allocation of facilities to the states according to population. As a means of studying the proBroadcast
Division,heldby public
directionposalofthethe
Commission,

hearings from October 1-20 and from
November 7-12, 1934. Notices of the
hearings,
in all, ofwere
mailed
directly to 1,535
all parties
record
at the
Commission, partments,
to 21commissions
administrations,
deand newspaper
offices of
the government and wide
publicity was given the matter so that
everytheonehearings.
interested might be informed
of
One hundred thirty-five witnesses
testified at the hearings and approximately 14,000 pages of testimony were
presented sifor
the Commission's
conderation in addition
to several thousand
pages
of
exhibits.
The broadcasting industry, including
the licensees of broadcast stations and
the manufacturers of radio equipment
expressed opposition to the propopsal.
Much of the testimony presented to
the Commission by the industry was
directed to the purpose of showing the
service rendered by broadcasters to
particular
or times of non-profit
activities .types
. . Representatives
of the
NAB presented statistics from 269 stations
representing
77%
of
the
so-called
commercial radio stations. The total
investment of these stations as reported
is $25,041,327.
The from
totalthecost
of operating the stations
period
from
Jan. 1, 1934, to June 30, 1934, was
512,833,302. ... It is clearly established
by thelem that
Commission's
of the probno allocationstudy
of facilities
for
special services could be effected by
the authorizing of new stations to make
up the proportion of facilities proposed
to be allocated to special services.
"And so forth and so on. And
then I come down to the recommendation ofthis Commission with
regard tocontinued,
passing areading:
law," Comr.
Hennock
respectfully
at [FCC]
this time
no fixedrecommends
percentagesthatof
radio broadcast facilities be allocated
by statute to particular types or times
of non-profit
to per-or
sons identifiedradio
with programs
particular ortypes
times of non-profit activities.
Comr. Hennock then cited the
reasons given by the report :
There is no need for a change in the
existing law to accomplish the helpful
purposes of the proposal.
On (Continued
this she oncommented:
page 98) "In
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Educators Take Up Torch
(Continued from page 97)
need, both modated;ofand which
should tobe find
accomother words, here it is. We have
I was trying
out
the section in the law. We don't whether you in your own mind could
state at what point each is accommoneed
any more
from inyou."
the beyond
one-station
She cited
anotherlaws
reason
the level youdated, andareI gather
satisfied,at but
that
report :
point your thinking isn't clarified."
Flexibility in the provisions of the
"Mr. Plotkin, are you putting
law is essential to regulation if growth
words in this witness' mouth?"
and development in the art of broadcasting isfortothe
be best
encouraged
Comr. Hennock interrupted. "Are
ulated
interestandof regthe
you testifying? Or is that a quespublic as a whole.
tion? Idon't want you to answer
She continued, "And this is another reason that we didn't do this that, Mr. McCarty. I just want a
for educators, and I underline this. ruling on that. Is that a question?
These reasons appear here daily in That there is a need for commercial and that there is a need for
this
Thereveryare auditorium:"
insufficient broadcast facileducational? Is that a question?
ities available in the present development ofbroadcast
the art services
to provide
for specialKindly
put it in
ized
consistent
with
Mr. Plotkin
saidquestion
h© had form."
asked a
a fair and equitable distribution of question and Comr. Hennock asked
facilities and services throughout the
country.
the reporter to read back the quesNo feasible plan for a definite allotion, commenting to the vdtness:
cation of broadcast facilities to nonBy the way, perhaps you would like
profit organizations has been presented.
to leave it up to the Commission to
"Again the educators are get- determine what educational needs are.
Perhaps we should look into this whole
ting the blame," she concluded.
and make our own survey and
Conir. Hyde observed the report thing
see whether these stations for educators
shouldn't come before these commercial
in no way had cut off education's
interests.
opportunity to apply for AM facilPerhaps that is our job and not yours
ities in any way. He noted the as a witness, who steps in here for a
few
hours to testify. You are no expert
number of stations on the air has at this
point on where these television
doubled since that time and stated
channels should be placed from an
engineering
and an educational viewFCC does not determine any propoint, without having those studies
ceeding on the basis of pressure
made by this very Commission.
but rather on the basis of the hearQuestion Re-read
ing record as done in the recent
The question was re-read and
color TV case, supported by the
Comr. Hyde observed it would seem
Communications and Administrative Procedure Acts. He said, FCC
a question existed "on which the
makes careful finding of fact in Commission might ask for the viewits rulings.
the witness."
Comr.point ofHennock
stated further:
Comr. Hyde further observed
"I
don't
know
what
you mean by
that radio frequencies are not exaccommodation of commercial inactly like other natural resources
terests and accommodation of edusuch as coal in that use of radio
cational interests and a national
frequencies does not exhaust them.
Since stations are licensed for only television service from each one of
three years the opportunity is al- those viewpoints, and I think an allways open to education, he said. inclusive question of that kind, inferring a preference and an acComr. Hyde indicated he was not
commodation for either one, or
debating the issue but merely
whether it be on a parity, by this
wanted to complete the record.
witness, who has taken the trouble
as an educator to come in here in
'Must Not Compete'
Mr. McCarty emphasized, howa general way to support all eduever, that education never will win
cation and the public getting education for 150 million people — I think
popularity polls and "must not be
it is an imposition on this witness
made
to compete"
with commercial
interests
on this basis.
and every other educational witComr. Hennock's principal conShe continued:
cern over the educator's plight occurred Wednesday as Mr. Plotkin
You
haven't had that engineering
study
ness." made, have you, Mr. McCarty,
cross examined Mr. McCarty to gain and
you don't have it at your disposal
views considered necessary to help do
you?community
You don't know
given
shouldwhether
have any
one
FCC make its decision.
commercial and one educational or on
Mr. Plotkin asked the witness a shared-time basis, commercial part
time and educational part time, in any
what should be done if there were
community . . . and for you to be put
in the position of making these answers
only one VHF station in a com- by
our counsel is unfair.
munity. Mr. McCarty indicated the
You haven't had the evidence in this
commercial interest should be re- record
to justify that kind of testior any other educational
quired to share the facility with witness.mony by. you
. . There was an engineering
the educators.
survey made by this Commission, and
this proposed allocation plan was made
Where there were only two VHF
from a commercial and not from an
viewpoint. That proposed
stations, Mr. Plotkin asked, "Do educational
in this notice of proposed
you think there ought to be shar- allocation
rule-making
is purely on a commercial
ing on both of those or should one basis, and I charged
that repeatedly in
executive
session
bringing it
be assigned exclusively for educa- now into the open,andandI am
I defy you to
tional and the other assigned ex- show how any educator or any commercial interests can talk about what
clusively for commercial?"
this country needs from an educational
viewpoint
without the same kind of
"Frankly, I have not arrived at
engineering survey that our staff
an answer which is satisfactory to an
has made for the commercial interests,
and I am not going to have these
myself
in that case," the witness
witnesses put in this position without
said.
showing this on the public record.
Mr. Plotkin continued:
Chairman, is it the purpose
You recognize in response to the first of "Mr.
the Commission that I not ask
question, the way you said where there
is only one there should be sharing,
these educational vdtnesses any
that there is a legitimate commercial
need as well as a legitimate educational
questions?" Mr. Plotkin asked. "If
Page 98 • December 4, 1950
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THIS is a reprint of a cartoon sent to RCA referring to RCA Preside
Frank M. Folsom's answer to FCC last month [Telecasting, Noy. 13] on t
request it supply CBS with samples of its tri-color picture tube. Mr. Fois(
had said in part: "If this kind of thing goes on in America, the Phill
certainly missed a bet in the last World Series. They should have ask
the Yanks for Joe DiMaggio." RCA is unable to identify the artist otK
than "Mr. Schady."
so, I will bow to the ruling of the
"You can ask the questions, but
Commission."
I don't think you should ask loaded
questions," Comr. Hennock interjected, "and if they are loaded, I
want to call the attention of the
Commission and of the public to
"Mr. Chairman, I have been a
that fact."
member
of the Commission staff for
II years and my conduct during
that time will speak for itself," Mr.
Plotkin said. "If the Commission
doesn't desire me to ask questions
of these witnesses, I am an employe
of the Commission and will of
course bow to its ruling. Otherwise,
I don't think I should be treated
have a question here which
this"Weway."
we can consult each other on before
we proceed," Comr. Hyde said, recessing the proceeding for a brief
period while the Commission members present went into conference.
Upon resumption, Comr. Hyde
said the Commission counsel
"should examine the witnesses as
usual for the purpose of developing a satisfactory record. By a
satisfactory record I mean one on
which we get full information,
whether it favors or whether it
tends to oppose the petition that is
before the Commission. The Commission will expect Commission
counsel to perform his usual func-

along those asked
lines."if he shoi:
Mr.tion Plotkin
restate
his query.
"I would like to register my d:
sent," Comr. Hennock said,
would like to state that a satisf?
tory record should be made, and.
is the duty of counsel to bring c
evidence according to the rules
evidence. These questions are tot
asked without any assumptions
evidence in the record, which b
never been produced, vdthout edence that has been establisl:
with
regard
necessity."
Asking
Mr. toPlotkin
to be speci
in his questions, she continued:
Furthermore, we of the Commiss:
have never
an of
engineering
stumade
for the had
benefit
these educat
in their interest. We have not thouf
of this allocation plan in terms of 1
interests
public
and educatii
and
it is ofourtheduty
as much
to get
an allocation plan for those educat
and their needs as it is to show wl
the commercial interests are of t
country and work on their plan w<
in and week out, a year and a half a
two
and done
not five
minuteseducat
of t
work years;
has been
for these
by our engineering staff and by y<
very record.
legal staff; and I want that
the
Instructed by Chairman Hyde
proceed, Mr. Plotkin said, "J
Chairman, I don't think it is
propriate for me to challenge i
statement of any Commissioner
"I think it is," Comr. Henn(
retorted. "You can challenge :
statement, and I want it right <
in the open right here. I have s;
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here and I have said it to you
ight in my room, and I have said
in Commission meetings. Let's
ave it out."
Acting Chairman Hyde said:
I believe that I should make this
atement for the record; that such
I location plans as have been made
drawn up
satisfy
engi1i^-e
jeringbeenprinciples
withto the
objective
i' providing service to the public gen•ally. I we
believe
a matter to
of
rmciple
have that
not asundertaken
rovide coverage, to inject into these
iigineering studies the requirements
I ii: particular classes of stations. I
; {dnk that is the general approach to it.
I "By 'particular classes of sta, jons' you mean educational, nonjDmmercial, and the commercial
I Rations?" Comr. Hennock asked.
I [There are just two classes I am
1 oncerned with."
! "The point I wanted to make was
nat the allocation plan that was
|rawn up to give scope and direcfon to the hearing was not deigned particularly for commercial
nations nor for education," Comr.
I'ydeservice
explained,
"but regard
rather for
to profde
having
the
igineering factors involved."
"I am very sorry," Comr. Henpck stated, "but Mr. Plotkin said,
^es, when we get all through, I
[ill try to get my staff to do some
tork on an educational plan' —
!hen we get all through — not stating when. He said that right in
|.y office. You [to Mr. Plotkin]
i,|iid that, and don't deny it."
41 "This is being extremely unfair,"
|!r. Plotkin said, "and . . ."
. "... I am repeating what you
kid," Comr. Hennock broke in.
^^'.t
unfair
these peo,e istojust
comeas in
hereforwithout
the
I'j^'roper engineering done for their
liil.terests by our staff as for you to
^Ppk questions that couldn't be anll|l|vered without that type of study
staff."
|r
1 our Answer Difficult

population in that area, the amount of
money spent by those communities for
education, and the necessity for the use
of the cheapest form of mass education,
which is television, and all these other
studies that must be here before you
can answer that question; and unless
the surveys are put into this record
on a specific-city basis and unless you
include in these questions a locality
and allminethese
conditions
which station
deterwhere that
educational
belongs that you are not entitled to
answer because it cannot be correct;
and I think I am going to move to
strike every answer that has been
made by an educator to these very
questions you have been asking right
from this record. They are not based
on
any evidence we can accept as a
Commission.
"Mr. Chairman, I believe Miss
Hennock
did not
hear my question,"
Mr. Plotkin
stated.
"I am hearing your questions,
and I have been hearing them here
since Monday, and I am tired of
hearing
them," Comr. Hennock
said.
Plotkin's Views
After further argument Mr. Plotchairman,that"I ifamI
forcedkin said
to tothetheconclusion
persist in the line of questioning
which I think necessary for this
record, the hearing will be unduly
prolonged ; and in view of that fact,
I had better desist."
"It is about time you were forced
to that conclusion," Comr. Hennock said. "I want to point out
that this is the general portion of
these hearings, and you aren't supposed to go into specific-city requirements, and you
allowin
these educators
timewouldn't
to come
here and prepare and insisted on
not giving them an adjournment,
and you made them start on November 27. You didn't give them
a chance to get these surveys on
their ovra, which they need to answer these questions intelligently
and"Ithonestly."
was the Commission which
fixed the date," Comr. Hyde observed.
"And it was you [addressing Mr.
Plotkin] who
wanted it, too," Comr.
Hennock
added.
"Mr. Chairman," Comr. Webster
interposed, "the majority [of Commissioners present] a few minutes
ago ruled. And I suggest that we
proceed in accordance with that
ruling and permit the general counsel to continue with his question-

i;ijThe witness said he understood
j *e question but believed it "would
ihs presumptuous for me to try to
tiswer it with a mathematical difjlsion of the total facilities availcfijDle. As indicated, this would seem
i'l be a matter dependent upon the
jS^rcumstances."
Mr. Plotkin asked Mr. McCarty
he agreed his views on policy
ould "certainly be helpful to the
tj)(ommission in making up its mind
"The hearing will proceed,"
. ,11 the policy determination the
Comr. Hyde ruled. "Mr. Plotkin,
jfommission must make?"
ing."will continue with your exyou
amination. It is understood that
{|j "I believe our experience would
Ilifer a guide," he replied.
Miss Hennock has an objection,
i'\ "We would be derelict if we
which of course will be given furMidn't ask the benefit of your exther consideration in connection
prience, wouldn't we?" Mr. Plot- with the Commission's study of the
^n continued.
record. I think on that basis we
"I believe we have an experience
|!. the information on which should
can proceed with the hearing."
"I reserve my right to press my
B made available generally."
objection
with regard to each in"Now another recommendation of
dividual question if the questions
'bur Joint Committee is that only
are unfavorable," Comr. Hennock
Jne VHF station in each commusaid, "and I am not taking a blanket
)tty be assigned exclusively for eduitional purposes; is that your unruling, Mr. Chairman."
"Well, it is understood that an
srstanding?" Mr. Plotkin asked
objection may be raised at any
■le witness.
Comr. Hennock stated:
time," Mr. Hyde said.
Comr. Hyde cordially welcomed
fl object to any answer to that until
engineering survey has been made
Merlin H. (Deac) Aylesworth, first
show what these communities are,
here they are, from the viewpoint of president of NBC and now radioTV consultant, who appeared on his
ucators and educational institutions,
le condition of education in that vi- own behalf to support general reslity, with a view toward illiteracy,
ervation of TV channels for edu|ie necessity of education by the
elecasting
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cation on condition a united showing be made that the channels
would be used effectively. Comr.
Hennock indicated she was "impressed" to see one of commercial
background appear in the interest
of education.
Mr. Aylesworth reviewed program fundamentals learned early
at NBC in both commercial and
educational fields, stating it was
hard in those days to get educators
interested in radio. He outlined
programs, committees and other
efforts in the field.
The former NBC executive saw
possibilities of wealthy persons
endowing educational TV stations
like university buildings. He emphasized programs must be made
so good people will want to see
them and felt cooperation could
be worked out with commercial
interests.
Mark C. Schinnerer, superintendent of Cleveland public schools, detailed educational TV needs and
potentials in that area and reviewed
successes of WBOE, the board of
education's outlet.
Edward T. Schofield, president
of Educational Film Library Assn.
and assistant supervisor, department of libraries, visual aids and
radio, Newark board of education,
related future expanded effectiveness of film libraries through TV.
Bevis Appearance
On Thursday, Howard L. Bevis,
Ohio State U. president, appeared
in behalf of the Assn. of Land
Grant Colleges and the National
Assn. of State Universities to support the JCET position. He said
a survey of 72 institutions was
made to learn which planned immediate entry into TV station operation. Of 49 replies he said 15
planned station establishment now
or in the near future while another
31 do with the next 30 years —
a "realistic" reflection of the slowness with which educational innovations are accepted and put into
practice.
To questioning, Mr. Bevis indicated education had ample warning of the educational TV issue
since it was announced July 11,
1949, but Comr. Hennock noted only
a month's notice was given as to the
exact starting date of the hearing.
Others appearing Thursday to
support the JCET proposal included: Constance Warren, National Education Committee of
American Assn. of University
Women; Grace Rawlings, principal of Liberty School, Baltimore,
representing the Dept. of Elementary School Principals, NEA;
Maurice G. Blair, associate superintendent, Los Angeles city schools;
M. R. Traube, dean. School of Education, Pennsylvania State College,
representing American Assn. of
Colleges for Teacher Education;
Pearl A. Wanamaker, Washington
state superintendent of public instruction and president of National
Council of Chief State School Officers; George E. Watson, superintendent of public instruction, Wisconsin; John J. Desmond Jr.,
Massachusetts commissioner.

CLASS

PROJECT
DuMont Co-sponsoring

TO DETERMINE how television
may best be used to supplement
classroom instructions in formal
education is the primary purpose of
a project undertaken jointly by
Allen B. DuMont Labs and the
Montclair State Teachers College,
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Closed circuit transmission of
TV programs to high schools near
the college will be used to find practical answers to such questions as
what school subjects are best suited
for TV treatment, how television
can be used to improve teaching,
and how a college TV center can
supplement routine studies in high
school classes. If preliminary tests
indicate the need for expanding
the experiment to schools farther
from the college than can be
easily reached with a closed circuit
connection, DuMont will ask the
FCC for permission to use its experimental UHF transmitter in
these tests.
H. E. Taylor Jr., manager of the
DuMont TV transmitter division,
is representing the company in the
experiment. Dr. Herbert B. Gooden, assistant professor of social
studies, heads a central committee
handling the college's part of the
program. Three sub-committees
of this central committee are establishing aTV workshop, monitoring current TV programs to see
which should be included in the
project and compiling a list of
available TV material. Edward C.
Rasp Jr., director of the college's Audio Aids Lab, has been
named coordinator of the program
and is now making an overall
study of operations at WABD
(TV) New York, key station of
the DuMont TV Network.
Pet Milk on NBC-TV
PET MILK Sales Coi-p., St. Louis,
will sponsor Four Star Revue on
NBC-TV Wednesday, 8-9 p.m., beginning Jan. 17. Agency is Gardner Advertising, St. Louis. Pet
Milk will be one of three sponsors
of the show, participating on a
rotating basis. Motorola, which is
currently a sponsor, is the second,
and the third is as yet unannounced.

INTENSIVE
PROFESSIONAL
SRT-TV
COURSES
inTELEVISION
BROADCASTIN«
Instruction
by top-rankin{
als under actual
broadcast professionconditions
Complete TV Station Equipnairt
Co-Edueatiomil • Day or Evealiv
Approved for Vetoram
Send for irtt pro%p»d<Ji
"Careers in Television"
SRY
(School of Radio Teshiti^vtl
TELEVISION STUDIOS
>Uwtea'< Oldeti Bnu^tteHog Sdbef
3UWMl57StrMt, N*wYMfct9.N.Y.
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'49 Revenues
(Continued from page 25)
their keys, and 2,005 other AM
stations have an original investment of $230,587,035 in tangible
broadcast property. Depreciated
cost was shown as $150,074,292. In
television, oi'iginal investment in
tangible broadcast propei'ty was
reported at $55,875,583, with depreciated cost placed at $44,941,469.
Loewi Appointed
COMR. MORTIMER W. LOEWI,
director of the DuMont TV Network, has been appointed chairman
of the National Television Committee for Brotherhood Week. The
TV Committee has been originated
for the first time this year to enlist
all personnel in the Brotherhood
drive.
CHURCH

SERIES

WTMJ-TV

Outlines Plans

SERIES of public service religious
telecasts from different churches
in the area is being prepared by
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee. Station
technicians are testing church facilities as TV origination points
for the programs, slated to get
underway Dec. 24 with a special
midnight mass from St. Roberts
Roman Catholic Church.
Full details as to format of each
program will be discussed with officials of individual churches, according to Bruce Wallace, manager of
public service broadcasts and promotion for WTMJ-TV. Each program will consist of a typical
church service and run an hour or
more beginning generally at 9:30
a.m. Series will be telecast through
Feb. 11, according to present plans.
Order of appearance throughout
the series was determined by number of members of each denomination, covering such churches as the
Missouri Synod, Jewish, Lutheran,
Methodist, . Evangelical, Pi-esbyterian and Episcopal.
Te-Ve •
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TV

Broadcast

Financial Data,
4 networks and
their 13 owned
85 other
andstations
operated
Item
Revenues from netvirork time soles
^stations
1 ,7.3.3, 1 ^1 J
4>0,00X/i377
Revenue from sole of time to notional &
regional advertisers and sponsors ....
4,309,419
2,965,594
Revenues from sole of time to local advertisers and sponsors
2,295,468
13,406,672
7,164,140
Total revenues from time sales
14,123,461
Commissions
paid to revenues:
representatives, etc.
1,805,394
2,273,333
Incidental broadcast
Revenues from sole of talent, etc
4,490,492
1,521,237
Furnishing material or service
547,983
2,005,437
916,943
Other incidental revenues
1,396,458
Total broadcast revenues
15,435,916
18,894,040
28,956,011
Total broadcast expenses
30,635,895
Total broadcast loss
(13,520,095)
(11,741,855)
Investment in tangible broadcast property:
19,084,764
Original cost
36,790,819
Depreciation to date
4,350,273
Depreciated cost
30,206,978
6,583,841
14,734,491
1 One station was an experimental station operating commercially
Road

1949
Industry
Total
7,275,013
9,459,608
27,530,133
4,078,727
6,011,729
3,401,895
1,464,926
34,329,956
59,591,906
(25,261,950)
55,875,583
10,934,114
44,941,469

for NAB-TV
from page 26)
specialized activities of ( Continued
interest to Miss Doolittle has directed operaspecial member classes entirely, or
tions at NAB headquarters with a
almost entirely, outside the associavery small budget. Given their
tion. It plans to retain only the NAB divorce, AWB members beservices of interest to all members
lieve they can start a membership
so that these members will not be and set up a new feminine trade
association with greatly broadened
required to pay part of their dues
to support activities in which they scope.
have no direct interest.
NAB will cooperate by providing
NAB-TV probably will start out office space and departmental servwith its own officers and board, but
ices while the project is getting
NAB President Justin Miller and
under way. When AWB designates
General Manager Ryan will exean acting director, headquarters
cute the policies and directives of will be at the NAB offices. NAB
the NAB-TV board.
will turn over $3,000 in budget
The NAB and NAB-TV boards
money to AWB. This covers dues
may meet at the same time, and
at the same place, though this is payments and other funds. The
projecteral has
one of the problems to be worked
months.been in the works sevout by the committees and the JanBoard to Act
uary convention.
With creation of an NAB-TV
Next steps in separating Broadcast Advertising Bureau from NAB
board the NAB by-laws would be
amended to delete the two TV di- will be taken when the board's
BAB Committee meets. No definite
rectors-at-large (Messrs. Swezey
meeting date has been announced.
and Thomas). NAB's staff would
be available to NAB-TV and would
Some NAB members have suggested the BAB project be modified
provide government and public relations, engineering, labor, re- to keep down costs.
search, legal and similar services.
At first backers of BAB separaBette Doolittle, AWB executive
tion spoke in terms of a million-dolsecretary, will become assistant to
lar advertising project. A recent
Charles A. Batson, director of the
survey showed that if all NAB
NAB-TV Dept. Presumably the
members wanted BAB and 30% of
their dues went to the agency in its
department personnel would provide the framework for the NABfirst year of separation, it would
TV staff.
be necessary to enroll perhaps 700
non-NAB members to finance a
NAB's Position
$500,000 BAB.
NAB board members and headquarters officials are convinced TV
As part of normal NAB operstations need a free, competitive
ation NAB Secretary-Treasurer
C. E. Arney Jr. last week mailed
operation. They believe NAB-TV
will provide the answer. The first certification forms to NAB members in preparation for coming
year of operation, assuming NABTV is launched early next year, will board nominations and elections.
Stations will list on these forms the
be one of trial and error. The
video association will be free to names of those eligible for nomination. After nominating ballots
spend money as it sees fit and probably will be in a position to do have been mailed, the authorized
much of the basic promotion work
NAB delegate of each station will
the new industry desires.
cast the station's vote or votes.
Members of AWB's District 2 The nominating lists will be sent
learned of the AWB separation
plan Saturday when Mr. Fay ad- out Jan. 10, with the election process to be completed March 1.
dressed the Syracuse convention.
AWB members have contended for
Thirteen board vacancies are to
some time they have been the Or- be filled. They include the posts
phan Annie of the NAB, getting
now occupied by these directors:
pushed around more and more
District 1, Paul W. Morency, WTIC
through the years.
General Chairman of AWB is Hartford; District 3, George D.
Katherine Fox, WLW Cincinnati.
Coleman, WGBI Scranton, Pa.; Dis-

trict 5, Allen M. Woodall, WL.
Columbus, Ga.; District 7, Gilrii
N. Nunn, WLAP Lexington, K
District 9, Charles C. Caley, WM:
Peoria, 111.; District 11, John
Meagher, KYSM Mankato, Mi)i
District 13, Mr. Rembert; Disti
15, Glenn Shaw, KLX Oakland
Cox Named
District 17 last August elec
H Quenton Cox, KGW Portlfc
Ore., to fill the post to be vace
in April by Harry R. Spence, KX
Aberdeen, Wash., who was ir'
gible to run for another two-\'
term
because
had sei-vedten
maximum
of twoheconsecutive
Five directors-at-large will
elected.
The posts involved
now occupied by the following
rectors who are serving one-y^
terms: John H. DeWitt Jr., WI
Nashville, for large stations; Jc
Esau, KTUL Tulsa, for medium s
tions: Edgar Kobak, WTWA The
son, Ga., for small stations; I
Strouse, WWDC-FM Washingt
for FM stations; Mr. Thorn
WOR-TV New York, for TV s
tions.
NAB President Miller last
designated Ralph W. Hardy, dir,
tor of government relations, as s
retary of Broadcasters Advise
Council,
representing
the four ma'
networks,
Radio-Television
Mf
Assn., National Assn. of Edui
tional Broadcasters and TBA. 1
committee advises with the gove;
ment on national defense matter
ADVISORY
UNIT
Ethridge Resigns P(
RESIGNATION of Mark Ethrid
publisher of the Louisville Couri
Journal and Louisville Tin
(WHAS-AM-TV), as chairman
the U. S. Advisory Commission
Information was accepted by Pr
ident Truman Nov. 25. Mr. E
ridge attributed his resignation
"ill health."
The publisher was appointed
head the advisory group in Augi
1948.
The five-man commissi-^
which also includes NAB Preside
Justin Miller, was established
1948 by Congress to study U.
information and educational p
gram overseas and to make set
annual recommendations to C(
gress on its findings. It has c(
cerned itself largely with proble
relating to Voice of America.
Mr. Ethridge's resignation w
reluctantly accepted by the Pr.
ident, who praised his work at 1
helm of the advisory group. Na
of his successor was not reveal
Other members of the group, as
from Judge Miller, are Philip
Reed, chairman of the board, G(
eral Electric Co.; Erwin D. Cf
ham, editor, ChHstian Scie>
Monitor; and Mark May, direc
of Yale U.'s Institute of Hum
Relations.
NEW all-inclusive antenna book,
and Other
Receiving
Ant en
(Theory and Practice), by Arnold
Bailey, announced by John F. Ri
Publisher Inc., N. Y.
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'DEALER'

POLL

Godfrey Takes 3 Firsts
CBS' ARTHUR GODFREY won
three first place awards in the 21st
annual radio poll conducted by the
Cleveland Plain Dealer, it was announced last week. Out of 13 categories for which readers cast votes,
Mr. Godfrey won in the "favorite
program," "favorite entertainer,"
and "best variety show" classes.
In the other categories, Lowell
Thomas, CBS, was chosen "best
network news program" while
WTAM Cleveland's Bill Tomkins
was selected for the "best local
news program." Suspense, on CBS,
was chosen
"bestHour,
mystery
while
Firestone
NBC,show,"
was
selected
"bestTheatre,
musical CBS,
program."
Lux
Radio
was

NBC vice president in charge of TV, who spoke on "The
Economics of Television;" standing, Dick Strome, of
Dick Strome Television; James M. Toney, director of
public relations, RCA Victor; Col. Edward Davies, TAP
president and head of agency bearing his name; Al
Bersohn, RCA Victor publicity; H. V. Anderson, NBC-TV
account executive; John Gilligan, vice president in charge
of advertising, Phiico Corp.

'IAD table at the Nov. 16 meeting of the Philadelphia
i'evision Assn. [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Nov. 27]
|ds this group enjoying festivities. They are (I to r):
'iited, Allan Trippe, president, Adrian Bauer Advertis,; Ernest B. Loveman, vice president and general manfcr, WPTZ (TV); Ethyl Foster, Theatre Arts Institute;
'|5. Billie Farren, Neal D. ivey Agency; Edward Madden,
arlson Sworn

In

-IPUBLICAN Frank Carlson, for■X Kansas Governor, was formally
iDm in as a U. S. Senator last
j-dnesday. Elected last NovemI- to a Senate term which expires
|tt year, the Kansan has been
'mtioned as a possible GOP addiii to the Senate Interstate &
[reign Commerce Committee in
82d Congress [Broadcasting •
[ILECASTING, NoV. 13].
:iirade Rating
SPECIAL C. E. Hooper rating reported that half of New
'York City's TV homes and
'.gO^'c of the TV sets tuned in
•from 10-11:55 a.m. were
rtuned to WJZ-TV for Macy's
IThanksgiving
Day parade
•Itelecast, Thursday, Nov. 23
3(10-11:55 a.m.). Hour-andihalf show received an overall
rating of 38.7 ^/c but the last
half hour averaged 46.4%
rating, indicating that 850,900 TV homes were viewing
the telecast.

SOUTHERN

IF you're going into television in
Southern California you are better off commercial-wise than in
other sections regardless of
whether you plan to assume the
mantle of sponsor, agency representative or
plain novice.
That's what
Hilly Sanders,
vice president of
radio and television for Dan B.
Miner Co., Los
Angeles, declared
Miss Sanders
at a recent gathering of members
of the Southern California alumni
chapter of Alpha Delta Sigma, national professional advertising
fraternity. Also on hand were
leading industrialists and undergraduate advertising students.
Miss Sanders referred to the
mass appeal of television which ofCancels

Two

Shows

For

Lack of Class A Time

UDNER
]E INCREASING
;a cancellation of
ional advertisers,
e segment of the

scarcity of good Class A television time has resulted
plans by Kudner Agency in behalf of two of its
suggesting a dilemma that may soon be faced by a
industry,

^"he
had inarranged
to put
lil B.agency
DeMille
an hour-long,
:rnate week, television extravmza for Goodyear Rubber Co.,
was unable to clear station time
>ugh any of the networks it
ght. Thus the entire deal has
en through.
Goodyear meanle will continue sponsorship of
Paul Whiteman Revue on ABClecasting

CALIF.'S
Cited by SPONSOR
Hilly Sanders ADVANTAGES
of Dan B. Miner Co.

TV through Young & Rubicam.
Another Kudner advertiser,
Buick Co., had had an option for
one-hour weekly on CBS-TV for a
program to start in January. Network in, this case too, it was understood, was unable to clear Class A
station time and as a result the
option has been discontinued.

• BROADCASTING

fers a great opportunity to manufacturers by lowering their cost
per sale
more
dium today. than any other meSpeaking of television commercials, she declared that the more
action there was, the better, and
the closer the commercial is integrated with the program, the better.
Other portions of Miss Sanders'
address included a prediction that
profitless days of video would soon
be over; the assertion that, unlike
radio where the agent or producer must start with an idea, in
video he must begin with a budget;
the claim that motion picture knowhow in Los Angeles gave the Los
Angeles advertiser better camera
work on his show.
In conclusion. Miss Sanders declared that the best way to control
a television show outside your own
market is to put everything on film.
"If the film is to be cut into a
program, cut it yourself. Leave
nothing to be done at the station
except project the film, whenever
possible."
Stark-Layton
Plans
WILBUR STARK-Jerry Layton
Inc., New York radio and TV packager, has announced the principals
have started individual business
activities in the same field, while
continuing, their joint enterprise,
Mr. Stark will be located at 510
Madison Ave. and Mr. Layton at
551 Fifth Ave.

judged "best dramatic program."
Guy Lombardo, MBS, was chosen
"best orchestra."
The Ohio Story on WTAM was
picked as "favorite Cleveland program" and Bill Randle of WERE
Cleveland won the title of "best
disc jockey." Jimmy Dudley, also
WERE, was judged "best sports
announcer." Fairy Tale Theatre, a
local children's show on WGAR,
was
juvenile
program"
over chosen
several "best
network
contenders.
The Plain Dealer stated that Mr.
Godfrey won by substantial margins in 3 of the 13 categories. Jack
Benny, CBS, trailed him in the
"favorite program" category, followed by Bing Crosby, CBS, and
Lux Radio Theatre, latter two tied
for third. In the "favorite entertainer" class, Mr. Godfrey was followed by Bob Hope, NBC, second,
and Jack Benny, third. Mr. Benny
followed Mr. Godfrey in the "variety show" balloting, while Bing
Crosby was third in that category.
LONG-CBS SUIT
Hearing Set for Dec. 15
W. E. LONG advertising agency
and CBS
Chicago'sbycounter-suits
will
be reviewed
Master in
Chancery Gerard Conner in an allday hearing in Chicago Dec. 15.
CBS originally sued the agency
for $1 million, charging W. E. Long
Co. used talent under exclusive
contract to the network and its
Chicago station, WBBM.
Long, in a counter-suit, seeks $2
million from CBS, $1 million in
actual damages and $1 million as
punitive damages because of alleged "libelous statements" made
by CBS in court. The hearing
slated for Nov. 13 was postponed.
Last court session was Nov. 6.
.•••/or file finest
in professional tape
retarding equipment

HOLIYWOOD

38, CAIIFORNIA
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Richards
(Continued from page 27)

denied a motion — recently renewed
— which was based on them [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Oct. 23,
30].

dinary citizen's, and that neither
does the Commission nor any members of the Commission."
FCC General Counsel Benedict
P. Cottone objected to Mr. Fulton's
statement, labelling it "arrogant"
and "presumptious and insulting."
Examiner Cunningham sustained
the objection.
Mr. Fulton then — "for the benefit
of a court which should have to review it"— inquired as to "the experience, if any, with which you
approach the position of saying
that you do not feel that you need
the assistance of any expert."
Mr. Cottone again objected, and
Mr. Cunningham again sustained
the objection. Mr. Fulton continued :
Well, I have here a request for
subpenas for the members of the FCC
for the purpose of establishing, if the
subpenas are granted, that they have
no unusual experience that would
enable them to be experts in this
field, so that it may be clear in any
subsequent proceedings that we are
dealing with decisions of people who
claim no unusual experience in the
field of news.
Request Denied
Examiner Cunningham, denying
the request, noted that FCC "itself
is the body set up by Congress to
determine this proceeding ultimately. . . . They shall make the
final determination, and certainly a
request of this kind, that they appear and testify as to their qualifications, issomewhat irregular and,
I think,
. . issues
."
In his improper.
review of the
of the
case. Examiner Cunningham said
the
points
—
aside "important"
from whether
Mr. include
Richards

Under questioning by Mr. Cottone last week, Mrs. Emily Timmons, Los Angeles manager of
Radio Reports, testified that Mr.
Richards' legal counsel knew of the
existence of her firm's KMPC records before the hearing started,
that all of the transcriptions were
furnished to FCC, and that those
which were not wanted were resurfaced as a matter of normal
company policy.

ordered news slanting — the question of whether his stations "performed adisservice rather than a
service to the public" even if it
did direct his employes to "handle
the news in such a manner as to
further promote his private political, social and economic views and
his own personal interests."
At a later point Examiner Cunningham said:
The Commission !s not concerned
in this proceeding or in any other
proceeding that I know of as to
whether the newscasts over any particular station are fair and objective.
That, of course, rests with the broadcaster himself.
Mr. Fulton contended this meant
there was "no necessity" for the
hearing.
Much of last week's hearing was
occupied by FCC cross-examination
of representatives of Radio Reports
Inc., which made checking records
and notes on KMPC newscasts over
a period of years. Counsel for Mr.
Richards have charged that these
records were "suppressed" by FCC,
but Examiner Cunningham struck
the charges from the record and
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Civil Defense
(Continued from page 30)
tion of so-called "radio silence"
and homing devices.
The President's blueprint for a
Civil Defense Agency was referred
to the House Armed Services Committee, which planned to start
hearings today (Monday). Two
similar bills to implement civil defense— one (S 4162) sponsored by
Sen. Brien McMahon (D-Conn.),
chairman of the Atomic Energy
Committee, and the other (H 9689),
introduced by Rep. Durham — were
referred to the Senate and House
Armed Services Committee last
September but no action was taken.
Under Mr. Truman's plan, the
administrator would be responsible
only to the President and would
exercise authority for civil defense
planning over all other agencies
or departments, including the Dept.
of Defense and Atomic Energy
Commission, and have priority on
all federal expenditures if necessity
demands.
Communications Plan
The administrator, who would
be salaried at $17,500 per year,
would have the responsibility of
assuring an adequate communications network and warning systems
in the civil defense master plan, of
which communications has been
termed the "nerve system" [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Sept. 25].
Additionally, the civil defense
measure would authorize (1) any
state to negotiate mutual aid pacts
with Mexico, Canada, Cuba or European possessions with the approval of the civil defense administrator and the Secretary of State;
(2) the Secretary of State to enter
into defense agreements with any
other country; (3) the administrator to allocate funds to state
groups for defense activities, with
the states putting up 50% of the
sums.
State and civic leaders have complained that the government had
not taken firm action with respect
to resolving question of how much
it would bear in civil defense planning. would
Under thebe President's
the funds
doled out onplan,
the
basis of the number of critical targets (now listed by NSRB at 140)
and people within any one state.
The administrator would be required to see that state groups
meet certain specifications on civil
defense activities, thus giving him
complete authority of each state
program.

The agency would coordinate
communications activities of FCC,
Dept. of Defense, and radio-TV
and other communications networks. Also suggested is the creation
and
of "secondary"
channels ofdirection
communication
between
federal, state, regional or local
civil defense centers, as well as
establishment of communications
centers.
While there was no immediate
estimate as to how much the agency
project would cost, it is believed
the amount would run into the
hundreds of millions of dollars.
The Budget Bureau reportedly has
approved the sum requested by the
President to set up the new agency.
There is speculation that Mr.
Truman will wait until January
before appointing an administrator, who would be subject to Senate
confif'mation. Most of the personnel
now working in the NSRB civil,
defense office, including Robert
Burton, who heads communications,
would shift to the new agency.
Other personnel would be added,
too, to put it on a fully operative
basis.
Mr. Burton has been preparing
a technical manual as a followiip
to the security board's suggestions
on use of communications, and said
it is almost complete, lacking only
necessary details to be specified
after the "new-line" agency is set
up.
The manual will be similar to
that issued during World War II,
delving into the cost of equipment,
number of personnel and other
factors, he said.
Mr. Burton also has been conferring with military authorities
on the use of frequencies civil defense operation will require. Encompassed in the discussion are
frequencies currently being used
by amateur operators. Mr. Burton
has been asked to furnish the
exact frequency needs for civil
defense [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Oct. 30]. Other talks involve a portion of FCC's proposed
1750-1800 kc disaster network band
for civil defense use.
No details were available as to
time and place of the proposed
communications "dress rehearsal"
test, which was described by some
government officials as "highly

WCKY

UNIT
Has New Transmit
EXPRESSING
his faith in
future of radio broadcasting, L.
Wilson, president and general ra
ager
of WC1 a
Cincinnati,
week dedicatei
new 50 kw tra
mitter for t
station. The
transmitter i
will be retai
so the station
maintain its
hour-a-day set
ule at full po
with a minin
Mr. Wilson
of interruptio;
At the dedication ceremony 1>
27,
Mr. Wilson
"This i
transmitter
is ansaid:expression
WCKY's continued confidence
radio broadcasting in America,
the station's extended effort
bring its listeners the best in
tertainment
and programmii
WCKY is an independent opera
and has remained under the S!
management
and operation
more than two decades.
This new GE unit is the s
transmitter to be used by the
tion, according to Charles H. 1
miller, station manager and c
engineer. When the outlet sta:
in 1929 it had 5 kw. Power
creased to 10 kw in 1936 and
kw in 1939. Two years agi
10 kw transmitter was installe(
emergency and auxiliary eq
ment.

IRE CONFERENCE
Southwestern Meet April 20
DALLAS-FORT WORTH Sec
of the Institute of Radio Engin
has announced the next Southw
ern IRE Conference will be
April 20-21, 1951, at Soutt
Methodist U., Dallas.
The conference is to be sponsi
jointly by the student branch
IRE at SMU and the Dallas-1
Worth section. Highlights of
conference are to be a keynote'
dress by a well-known author
papers presented by men of pn
nence in the industry; an Im
trial Exposition, displaying
latest in electronic and radio c
ponents
and equipment; a "Te:
style"
events. banquet, and other spf

Richard McLaughlin
FCC and the Continental Air
classified."
Command are seeking to determine
FUNERAL
services were condu
if certain stations can remain on
Friday
in
Chicago
for Richard
the air without lending themselves
Laughlin,
24,
sportscaster
as "homing devices" for enemy air- writer at WFRP Savannah,
craft.
He was found dead in his r
FCC has put licensees on notice Nov. 25 beside a burning gas hei
that national-defense authorizaand is believed to have died <
tions will be made periodically
result of a diabetic coma con
which may affect them but which
cannot be divulged for security
cated by a loss of oxygen abso:
reasons. The Commission said sta- by the heater. He previously
tions directly affected would be with WEAW(FM) Evanston,
notified "as fully as possible con- and was a writer on the news i
at ABC Chicago.
sistent with security regulations."
BROADCASTING
• Telecast

allied

arts

if" AURIC E UNGER, president
I I Charles Maish Co., Cincinnati,
^ appointed manager West Coast
Iterations Frederic TV. Ziv Co., X. Y.
id Cincinnati. Will take over under
%e manager and manage entire firm
»d its associated companies, Ziv Tel'ision Programs, World BroadcastSystem and Cisco pictures, on
lest Coast.
-%3IES BERG, composer "Statue In
sjTidicated
;ide Bay,'"
custom signed
jinglestobywrite
Richard
Strout
reductions Inc., Hollywood.
. RISPEX WOODWORTH. radio-TV
rector Addison Lewis & Assoc.,
anneapolis, to Commodore Producijns & Artists Inc., L. A., to work
incipally with firm's transcribed
',11
ydeinclude
Beatty sales
Show.and Additional
promotion. duties
'.IFFORD M. RIGSBEE appointed
anager radio-phonograph-television
oup ECA Service Co. Replaces
^OiLAS WHITXEY, who becomes
erations manager for government
rrvice
•jvision. in company's government
:-IFFORD E. OGDEN, sales manager
i oadcast division Capitol Records
1^., Hollyn-ood, appointed general
anager.
:OTT RADIO Labs., Chicago, distriiting new monthly publication for
>alers'
salesarticles
personnel,
Scott Notes.
contains
ar.d illustrations
selling methods, product features,
cective sales approaches and other
!aterial.
jB. HANS W. G. SALIXGER, rearch physicist Capehart-Farnsworth
'•rp.. Fort Wayne, Ind., awarded de-'88 of fellow in Institute of Radio
»»gineers. Presentation to be made
banquet during annual IRE conwntion in Xew York March 19. De,^e awarded "for his original conibutions in the theoretical approach
" electron optics and to filter the-

^ecknical • • •
' MER S. appointed
HALL, field
and studio
-pervisor,
assistant
chief

engineer WMAL-AM-FM-TV Washington. WILLIAM FOWLER, engineering staff, will replace him.
JACK E. STRUTHERS, operator-announcer and record librarian WDXE
Elkins, W. Va., will join Air Force in
civilian capacity for overseas assignment.

WILLLA^M E. RUDER appointed manager metallurgy and ceramics division
General Electric Research Laboratory. Dr. JOHN HERBERT HOLLOMON appointed assistant manager.
FREDERICK J. WILLARD, general
sales manager Philco International
Corp., Phila.. appointed vice president-sales. Will handle all sales
abroad of Philco International products. F. LEROY SHER>LAN', manager
foreign operations, appointed • vice
president foreign operations. Will
handle assembly and manufacture of
products in other countries.
RCA TL*BE DEPT. announces new edition of Service Parts Directory for
RCA Victor TV receivers. Eightypage directory- gives diagrams and
lists of RCA TV receiver parts.
MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS Inc., Long
Island City, X. Y., announces standard line magnetic amplifiers, saturable reactors, special transformers and
other related devices for applications
in servomechanism, computers, regulators and recorders. Also staff will
render services on designs of special
custom built units. Further information may be obtained by writing company's engineering department at
11-34 44th Drive, Long Island City 1,
X. Y.
IXTERVIEWS with employes of a
large paper mill are being aired four
times weekly on CKFS Cornwall as
part of public relations campaign of
Howard Smith Paper Hills, Cornwall.
Program is entitled CKSF Goes Calling.

SOMETHiNG
NEW

IN
CINCINNATI

See Pages

44&45

ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE

This Issue
24 HOURS

A DAY

Getting closeup look at Stokely's foods are (I to rj Mrs. S. L. Brown of
Order of Eastern Star; Don Valentine, shoiv's m.c; Paul Cohuell, national sales manager, Stokely-Van Camp Inc.; Ralph XT'. Ximmons, national sales manager, WFAA-AM-TV.

Aids Charity While Promoting Sponsor
PEOMOTIXG public service as
well as a program's advertiser is
a good way to win friends and keep
them. With this in mind, WFAA
Dallas successfully launched and
climaxed a pre-Thanksgiving Day
campaign in the Texas metropolis.
Some -30 women's organizations
were special guests on the 12:30
p.m. Monday - Friday half - hour
studio participation show. Laugh
u-ith the Ladies, Nov. 1-21. The
Thanksgiving note was added by
daily giving two clubs a free case
of Stokely's Finest Foods. Stokely
sponsors the program. The canned
foods were used by the women for
charity and other public service
purposes. An extra case went to
the club with the best turnout.
Station reports the idea was
fruitful, as seen bj- a resulting
50 - c increase in audience attendance at WFAA's Santa Fe Penthouse studios. Additionally, six
women's clubs sought to be scheduled but had to be turned down
because of limited time, Harry
Koenigsberg, WFAA publicity director, reported.
Average club member attendance
per show ranged from 50 to 100,
WFAA says, with a diversified
turnout including such groups as
Girl Scouts, the Hadassah chapter.
Dallas Sunshine Club, Pythian Sis-

ters. Gold Star Mothers, Pilot Club,
Women's Chamber of Commerce.
Club department of the Dallas
Morniiig Xc:c?. WFAA's newspaper affiliate, helped to line up
the various women's organizations.

Ad Council Drive
WCKY
CmCIMNATI
50.000

WATTS

{OADCASTING

OF

SELLING

• Telecasting

POWER

ADVERTISING COUNCIL started
radio-TV campaign Nov. 27 to explain new social security regulations for domestics to U. S. housewives at request of Social Security
Administration.
December 4, 1950
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. Role of RFD
(Continued from page US)
director to represent only products
"ace high from both a quality and
functional standpoint" and to deal
with the farmer as a purchasing
agent rather than as "an ordinary
customer,"
Cashman
said. editor
"And
we
want to Mr.
be sure
the farm
understands our distributive setup.
He should know how the product is
made, what makes it good, how it
can be best used and how it gets to
the ultimate buyer."
Reminding his audience that
"you are not working for the BBC,"
Mr. Cashman said: "You will be on
the air only so long as it pays off
for the sponsor unless station management wants to put you back in
that cloistered-non-commercial atmosphere. But no one wants to be
a holy cow. All of us want to be
big milkers.
'Intelligent Handling'
"No sponsor, regardless of how
big, can spend a buck on radio unless he gets a buck ten back. We
must weight the pail by getting the
facts, and we can be sure the sponsor's pail is full of repeat business
through careful, intelligent, smart
handling of his product and his
program," he concluded.
Sunday's agenda also included a
panel on "Farm Radio Works Because It Serves and Sells." Mr.
Haeg of WCCO Minneapolis, moderator, talked with four farm directors: Mr. Evans, KMBC; Dix Harper, WIOU Kokomo; Bill Macdonald, KFAB Omaha, and Dallas
McGinnis, KXEL Waterloo, Iowa.
Station promotion as practiced at

RhymalineTime, featuring emcee
David Andrews, pianist Harry
Jenks and
KMBC-KFRM's
brated Tune
Chasers, is oneceleof
the Heart of America's favorite

morning broadcasts. Heard each
weekday morning from 7:30 to
8:15, Rhymaline Time is a musical-comedy program that pulls
more mail than any other current
"Team" feature.
Satisfied sponsors have included, among others, Katz Drug
Company, Land-Sharp Motors,
Jones Store, and Continental
Pharmaceutical Corp.
Contact us, or any Free & Peters
k "Colonel" for availabilities!
KMBC
o\ Kansas Cify
KFRM
for Rural Kansas
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WOW Omaha was outlined by Bill
Wiseman, promotion manager.
Harry Burke, general manager of
KFAB amaha, described the RFD
as "a valuable asset." He said the
radio farm director "is worthy of
more than passing interest to management," and is "especially valuable" in three fields. These include
(1) the imparting of information to
the farmer, in weather, news and
service reports; (2) serving on
shows other than farm programs,
and advising on commercial
copy; (3) assisting the sales department in strategy meetings before a sales campaign starts, and
talking with clients.
Business Session
In addition, the RFD has a public
relations value outside the station,
developing consumer acceptance of
the station's products, its shows,
he said. The RFD has a "responsibility for his personal conduct and
public behavior, to his station and
the audience." Extra-curricular
activities are also on the agenda of
any capable farm broadcaster, and
radio farm directors have to "be
in
up to your eyebrows,"
Mr. farming
Burke stated.
Saturday morning was given over
to reports of committees and a
general NARFD business session,
after which the Sears, Roebuck
Foundation entertained at luncheon.
E. J. Condon, director of the
foundation, commended the group
as "the most influential in the
country." He stated that agriculture's progress over the past 25
years has been equal to that of the
previous 500 years, and credited
farm radio with much of the
achievement. Chief speaker at the
luncheon was John L. Strohm, associate editor of Country Gentleman, who answered the question
"How Far Will Russia Go?" with
colored motion pictures showing
the "primitive" state of Soviet
agricultural equipment.
"Russia is not prepared for a full
scale war. Its farm implements,
for example, are. almost primitive
as compared with those of 20th
Century Amei'ica," he declared.
Mr. Strohm sees Japan as a "bright
spot in our picture, whether we be
at war or at peace." He urged a
"firm American policy to deter Russian aggression."
Delivers News
At the Saturday afternoon session, W. Judd Wyatt, director of
advertising for the Missouri Farmer's Assn. Mutual Insurance Co.,
described the RFD as "the rural
newspaper editor of the air, who
each day delivers over the farm
radio the kind of material the
farmer likes to find in his mailbox
when he gets his rural paper."
"The wise sponsor of a farm program looks upon the RFD much the
same as he looks upon the editor of
a rural newspaper," he said. "The
editor carries the sponsor's ads
along with ads for his competitor.
He can't expect the editor to show
him favors that can't be shown
other advertisers. The editor of
the rural paper must make his
paper interesting
or people
won't
advertise.
His paper
must reflect

himself. It must be full of stories
about people. News is just the
same old things happening to
different
people."warned the RFDs
Mr. Wyatt
against selling out to one sponsor,
noting "in that case you will lose
much of your value to your listeners — becoming a radio house
organ."
He the
saidRFD
the tosmart
tiser wants
know advermore
than he himself does about the
people in the area covered, as well
as the types of farming and problems peculiar to the area. He
asked that the RFD call attention
of the sponsor to "anything out of
line with respect to his locality or
After praising Mr. Wyatt as
its
"onepeople."
who could tell some of the
agency men on Madison Avenue a
thing
about vice
advertising,"
Mauriceor B.two
Mitchell,
president
of Associated Program Sei-vice, declared that "dollar for dollar and
pound for pound there is more potential impact in farm advertising
by radio and television than by any
other medium."
'Reach More Farmers'
"Your specialized local farm
service programs reach far more
farm listeners than the elaborate
campaigns that some advertisers
and agencies contrive to sweep
across the country," he told the
RFDs. "You give the listener a
human voice with a personal recommendation— not a lot of announcements transcribed in some far
Mr. Mitchell predicted that the
away
place."
initiative
in radio will return to
"those who had it in the first place
— the local station men." He observed that no national advertising
campaign can survive if local dealers and regional field representatives are against it. "All advertising is local," he concluded.
Carl Byoir, head of the New York
public relations firm by that name,
was guest speaker at the Saturday
supper sponsored by the Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co. He told
the RFDs they "render a great
service in a much too modest way."
He hailed their "unusual opportunity — greater than that of any
other single group — to maintain the
highest standard of living ever
created," but urged them to put

profit and politics behind if 1 1
are to preserve the American .s;,
tem.
"You are a combined voice \'-:\
can render a great service,"
said. "The time is past when y
may ask what you can get fr:
your government. You must a
what you can do to serve yo
country, which has only one chan
in two of survival."
Separate Radio-TV Panels
One of the most interesting fe
tures of the two-day convent!
was the assembling of separs
radio and television panels, whc
members went into details abo
their local activities. A fine cro;
section of the RFD's AM operati
was presented by these delegate
Emil Bill, WMBD Peoria; P
Evans, KMBC Kansas City; Cliflf Gr.
WSPA Spartanburg, S. C; Dix Harp
WIOU Kokomo, Ind.; Don PeaKOA Denver; Grant Ritter, WCj
Janesville, Wis.; Ed Vallend
WBCM Bay City, Mich., and Han
J. Schmitz, St. Joseph, Mo.
Serving on the TV panel wf
Phil Alampi, WJZ New Yoi
Layne Beaty, WBAP Fort Worl
and C. R. Elder, WOI-TV Am.
Iowa. In addition, Jerry Seam
of the Bert Gittins Advertisi
Agency, Milwaukee, and Mayna
Speece of the U. S. Dept. of Ag
culture TV Division, spoke brief
The latter told of the USDA i
search project on television whi
is undei-way and promised that fir
ings will be published by n€
spring. Mr. Alampi recommend
that RFDs contemplating TV pi
grams insist on Class A time as
terest in farm video is as gr(
among city viewers as in ruv
areas.
Homer Martz, KDKA Pittsburj^
moderated the radio forum, a;
Mai Hansen, WOW Omaha, t
television discussions.
WQXR New York has issued new xicard with three minor changes: Sij
12 noon-6 p.m. classified as B tir
now listed under Class C with C ti)
including 8 a.m.-6 p.m. and after
p.m.; additional discount given on sj
announcements totaling 300-600
more a year; 20% discount on i
tablished symphonic and operatic sh.
during Class C time.
THE 0?ILY STATION
■ v- s f . V £^ f> [ s i- R e 3 i y sec
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EST WE FORGET'
• • •
TMJ Milwaukee, Lest We Fort, Sun., 1-1:30 p.m. started Dec.
First quarter hour of program
devoted to transcribed dramati.tions of human rights problem,
icond 15-minute period is disssion of problem from local viewint. New series is handled by
-'TMJ Democratic Education Adjsory Board and broadcast as pubU. service show. Eleven local orjjinizations make up board.
Iene autry show • • •
,PS RADIO SALES sending tear
feet to trade on new Gene Autry
'jm series. It is headed "Back in
'|e saddle again!" Along outside
I page, made to look like film
bip, are reviews from newspapers,
agazines and trade publications.
■||»py
of Gene
Autry
i hisunder
horse picture
gives data
on series.
|LLBOARDS
• •
fWL New Orleans placed
3juncements of 48 shows on
'^rd
in prominent
of
llboard
promotion section
highlights
ins programs, by using
'i leads — Wonderful,
'tetening! Signs give
to be heard and

•
anbillcity,
sta-

call letters
Wonderful,
frequency,
time.

ftlGHT RED PROMOTION #
San Francisco sending
'light red promotion piece to media
li'ectors and advertising managers.
'*''ont all red with white sheet of
Iper attached by paper clip and
|,ndwriting saying: "Here's the
|y, in facts
S. F.!"
is letter
\nng
on Inside
San Francisco
jirket with main points underled in red.
IGH PRICED BREAD
# #
|iVL Greenville, Tex., cooperating
■th Greenville Kiwanis Club, sold
If of bread for $105.00. Bread
is auctioned off on radio for
^ 'arity work being done by Kii^nis Club.

1

.

piBDiiums

COVERS INSPECTION
# #
WJR Detroit covered annual inspection of Naval Air Station at
Crosse He, Mich. Station's mobile
unit taped interviews with officers
in charge of Naval Air Reserve
inspecting base. Dale Mclntyre,
of WJR's special events staff,
handled interviews and coverage.
Broadcast tied-in with radio-TV
promotion relating to Naval and
Marine Air Reserve program.
*
*
★
*
*
* *
HOLEY BLANKET . . .
WJW Cleveland sending
clever mailing piece to advertisers, preceding calls by
salesmen. Front of piece is
made to resemble blanket
with three cigarette burns in
it, and is headed "The Blanket's Full of Holes . . Inside points out that there is
no more "blanket regional
coverage"of by
large
stationsin
because
small
stations
small towns catering to local
audience. It goes on to say:
"Today, for maximum impact
and penetration, you have to
buy your markets one at a
time . . . remember WJW."
On back is memo sheet with
name of prospective buyer,
along with message.
***★★★*
NEW CANADIAN SHOW • •
CJBC Toronto, Press Conference,
aired Mon., and keyed to CBC
Dominion network. Half -hour news
commentary show interviews leading Canadian radio and newspaper
personalities in Great Britain and
Canada each week. Foreign correspondents outside Canada will
be interviewed at various times
during winter.
SCHOOL NOTICES
® • •
WCCO Minneapolis will broadcast
school closing notices for 17th con-

^

secutive year. Station will use five
morning shows for broadcasts during winter months. In January
last year station broadcast announcements for 163 schools in
three hours during morning programs. Station also has mailed
out notices to 275 schools announcing service along with requests
for names of persons authorized
to phone or telegraph information
of school closings to WCCO. .
KOREAN FIGHTING
• • •
WTVR (TV) Richmond, Matinee
Newsreel, Nov. 8. Interviewed
Army sergeant who had just returned from Korean fighting. Sgt.
James M. Brink, who is on tour
for Second Army, described his
personal combat experiences during fighting. It was his first interview since reaching Richmond area.
CITIZENSHIP FEATURE

#

%

WFIL AM-TV Philadelphia, What
America Means To Me, started
Nov. 23, five-minute series broadcasts three times weekly. Program
has distinguished men and women
telling what America means to
them. Recordings from radio and
films from telecasts will be made
and distributed to schools and colleges for use in teaching good
citizenship.

BRIGHT PROMOTION

•

•

pp, respectively.
MR. SMITH'S three books are
written primarily for those who
will work before the microphone,
as the radio actor and announcer.
In Beginning Radio Production, he
gives a general introduction to radio broadcasting before going into
a detailed discussion of the different
types of announcing and the duties
of each. He also discusses the
problems of the radio actor as related to the production of radio
plays. Chapters on sound effects
and
production integration are included.
Radio Scripts for Practice and
Broadcast is described as a workbook to accompany the first book.
It includes 16 radio plays and readings which the student of radio
acting or production may use for
practice in mastering the basic
techniques of the form. As its
title implies. Microphone Technique
for Radio Actors is an examination
of the various techniques a radio
actor should use to convey the correct impression or emotion.

•

WTRF-AM-FM Bellaire, Ohio,
sending promotion piece to advertisers and trade. Cover of gold and
green on white background headed :
". . . sure, FM has laid an egg!
... A Golden Egg!" Inside has
facts and figures on coverage and
selling by station. Also has small
reproductions of letters from FM
radio distributors and sponsors
praising FM radio in area.
LEAVE CARDS
• • •
WWDC Washington distributing
1951 edition annual and sick leave
record cards for government employes. Carl Berger, conductor of
Government News, designed card
to help government workers keep
track of their leave. He has asked
those writing in for card to enclose
donation for March of Dimes campaign. Card was first published in
1946 and reportedly has had requests from as far distant as
Okinawa and Berlin. Back of cards
has pictures of three station entertainers.
DIRECT

PRODUCTION
AIDS
Smith Writes Three Books
BEGINNING RADIO PRODUCTION;
RADIO SCRIPTS FOR PRACTICE AND
BROADCAST; MICROPHONE TECHNIQUE FOR RADIO ACTORS. By Melvin R. White.
The and
North-54
western Press.Minneapolis:
208 pp, 208pp:

BOB DIXON, of WCBS-TV New York
Chuck Wagon, made honorary lieutenant of Union City, N. J., police department.

BEER

^

HIT

KSPO Spokane sending promotion
piece to advertisers. Black, yellow
and white cover has picture of
bomb being aimed through bomb
sight at city and is headed: "Let's
suppose YOU'RE a bombadier with
just one bomb to score a direct
HOWARD J. McCOLllSTIR comp.;
hit . . . in the heart of a BILLION
;^ 1
PAUL W. McCOlLISTER, GENERAL MANAGE
R
j DOLLAR MARKET. . . ." Inside
Regional Representative
gives facts on stations coverage
and
population increase along with
ib^^^^S^
^^"^"^TON, CALtF. . DAVENPORT 3-3061 1
statements from satisfied advertisers. On back is huge heart
Shows with a. Hollywood
Heri
-^-^tage ★ Member N-A'Bshowing station coverage in yellow.
.
■
II.
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LANG-WORTH
FEATURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19. N. Y.
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CIVIL DEFENSE
U. S., Canada Officials Meet
CIVIL defense officials of the
United States and Canada met in
Washington Nov. 22 to discuss
interchange of information and
plans involving standardization
of communications equipment and
other topics, and proposed creation
of a planning group to study the
mutual problems of both countries.
Representing the U. S. were
James J. Wadsworth, acting chairman of National Secui'ity Resources Board's Civil Defense
Office; Col. Barnet Beers, assistant
for civil defense liaison, Office of
the Secretary of Defense, and officials of the State Dept., NSRB
and other groups.
Conferees urged a planning
group to study coordination of rnutual aid, organization of personnel
and procedures and communications blueprints envisioned in President Truman's master plan for
GETS

IMPACT
Publisher Cites Radio

IMPACT of radio has been felt by
Abingdon-Cokesbury Press in a
very effective promotion for its
book, Poems With Power and unsolicited, promotion, at that, the
firm reports.
. It seems that Dudley McCaskill,
m.c. of the early morning MerryGo-Round on WSB Atl-anta, Ga.,
was looking for a "snapper" two
years ago — something with continuity and human interest to wind
up his daily show of news and
music. While mulling over the
problem, he ran across Poems With
Power, compiled by James Mudge,
and the next day he used one of
the verses to close his program.
Response was favorable and Mr.
McCaskill continued reading one
verse each day from the book until
he had finished it. He is now about
half way through the book for the
second time around, and the publisher reports that sales of Poems
With Power have maintained a high
level in the Atlanta area since the
feature began.

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wosh. 5, D. C.
STerling 3626

CLARENCE R. JACOBS
Studio Consultants
Planning - Design - Acoustics
Box 69 -Princeton, Illinois - Tel. No. 4200
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U. S. Civil Defense comprising
communications and other facets
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Sept. 25].
Meanwhile, the American Municipal Assn., which meets in Washington this week, Dec. 3-6, to review defense efforts outlined in the
Truman document, released a report on civil defense efforts of city
governments. It said that most of
the organizations were "still on
paper" and criticized the government for failing to supply detailed
information on the program.
Chief concern voiced by city
groups evolves around how much
financial support the federal government will tender. The President's plan calls for financial aid
by government but urges states to
map out individual budgets. The
issue is not expected to be resolved
until the Chief Executive and Congress take concrete action.

Truman Sets Appointments
PROVISION has been made by
President Truman for the appointment of so-called "dollar-ayear''' men to government jobs in
connection with the defense production program if they possess
"outstanding experience and abilThe President felt, however, operations should be carried out as
far as possible by fulltime, salaried
ity."
employes.
Department heads would
have to file with the federal register the non-salaried employe's
name, government job, and his private employer.
The Chief Executive laid down
these policies to guide officials:
(1) Appointments should be limited
to those of an advisory or consultative
capacity, with operations maintained
by fulltime, salaried help when possible.
(2) Appointments to positions other
than those may be made when the
requirements are such as to require
outstanding experience and ability
not obtainable on a fulltime, salaried
basis.
(3) The department or agency shall
take steps to avoid, to as great an
extent as possible, any conflict between the government duties and the
private interests of such personnel.

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
".4 reliable
service for
over phone
18 years"
For imme-diate
service
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.
VACANCY
YOUR FIRM'S NAME in this "vacancy"
will be seen by 15,500 readers — station owners and managers, chief engineers and technicians — applicants
for AM, FM, Television and facsimile
facilties.

m
fCC

0

actions

NOVEMBER 21 TO NOVEMBER 28
eond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-efifective radiated power
N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hou
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transft
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of n
station and transfer applications.
November 21 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
License for CP new AM station;
WGRY Gary, Ind.; KFAL Fulton, Mo.
WFMD Frederick, Md.— License for
CP to increase power etc.
Modification of CP
Mod. CP AM station to increase
power etc. for extension of completion
date: KLX Oakland, Calif.; WPRA
Mayaguez, P. R.
WORX Madison, Ind.— Mod. CP new
FM station to change studio location,
3ntWFMY
hci§^htrGreensboro,
etc
N. C— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.License for CP
WGBA-FM Columbus, Ga. — License
for CP to make changes in FM station.
November 22 Applications . . .
License for CP
License for CP AM station to increase
power, Ariz.;
changeWGTC
frequency
etc. : N.
KTYL
Mesa,
Greenville,
C;
KBPS Portland, Ore.; WHLL Wheeling, W. Va. for CP new AM station:
License
KBMX
Coalinga.
Ridder, La.;
WOKO Calif.;
Albany, KDLA
N. Y. DeNovember 24 Decisions . . .
BY A BOARD
Hearing Designated
Carl natedH.for hearing
Meyer, application
Ottawa, Dl. —forDesignew
station on 1430 kc 500 w, to be held in
Washington Jan. 23, 1951, and made
WROK Rockford, 111., WIL St. Louis,
Mo., tiesand
WOC Davenport, Iowa, parto proceeding.
Modification of CP
WEIM Fitchburg, Mass. — Granted application for mod. CP which authorized
change in facilities, to install new
trans.,stallchange
trans,cond.
location and inDA-DN; eng.
Application Amended
KID Idaho Falls — Granted leave to
amend application to enlarge issues in
remand order of Aug. 9 and amendment
concerning coverage, interference and
compliance with Standards, was accludecepted,issuesand amended
on those said
points.order to inExtension Granted
KOB Albuquerque,
N. kcM. —25Granted
extension
of SSA on 770
kw, 50
kw-LS, unl., for period ending March
1, 1951, contingent upon final decision
of hearing on application for regular
license of KOB on 770 kc.

November 27 Applications .
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
License for CP
KBOE
Oskaloosa, la.— RETURN
Nov. 27 application for license to co\
CP new AM station.
Assignment of License
KHBR Hillsboro, Tex.— RETURN:
application
assignment
of liceia
from.
R. W. for
Calvert,
W. N. Furey
Ross Bohannon, partnership d/b as t
County
Co. to corp. of sa:
name andBcstg.
partners.
November 28 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
WEED Rocky Mount, N. C— Gran1
mod. CP to change type trans, coi
Granted license for CP change f:
quency increase in power and inst
new trans,
DA-2
unl. and DA-2 cond. 1390 kc 1 1
Wm. C. Forrest, Greenfield Twp., W
•— Granted CP and license for new I
STLKGAL
KSB-85
Lebanon, Ore. — Granted mc
CP forlocations.
approval ant. and trans, a
studio
WHLA Madison, Wis. — Granted mi
CP to change
type trans,
of nonco
mercial
educational
FM station.
WLWC Columbus, Ohio— Gran1
mod. CP for extension of completi
date to 6-16-51.
WPRA — Mayaguez, P.R. — Same to
18-51.
27-51.
KRFM Fresno, Calif.— Same to
Winston - Salem, N. C
WTOB license
Granted
change frequer
hours
of
increase pow
install DA ■1,operation,
change trans, location a.
(Continued on page 111 )
Good

Deed

QUICK action by the State
Dept. through its Voice of
America may have helped to
save the life of an eightyear-old Austrian girl suffering from leukemia. An
appeal from a Vienna hos- _
pital through Austrian Radio
for two newly - discovered
drugs was transmitted by
the Voice over its two-way
radio communications to Walter Reed Hospital, Washington. An adequate quantity of
the drugs was shipped by

November 24 Applications . . .
License for CP
KFGR Forest Grove, Ore. — License
for CP new AM station.
plane to Vienna.
AM— 1600 kc
WKNK
Muskegon, Mich. — CP AM
station
from 1600 kc 5 kw-D
1 kw-N toto change
5 kw unl.
Modification of CP
WRBL-FM Columbus, Ga.— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date. Minneapolis, Minn. — Same.
KSTP-FM
WJZ-FM New York— Same.
License for CP
WXRC Buffalo, N. Y.— License for CP
new FM station.
BROADCASTING
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CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Ixecutive Offices
National Press Building
)ffices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Vashington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

lommercial Radio Equip. Co.
Bverett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
MERNATIONAL BLDG.
DI. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

ENGINEERS

RADIO

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press BIdg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

A iS-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

504-514 Munsey Bidg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bidg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Notional 7757

Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
IMUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

710 14fh St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Member

P. MAY
Kellogg Bidg.
REpublie 3984

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

Member AFCCE*

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublie 7236

AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
alias, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
728 Wood St. 4742 W. RufTner
Member AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Celten & Fess, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublie 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

(5f. 11 3iiUr
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 13, OHIO
Telephone — Kingswood 7631

WALTER F. KEAN
[iiM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, HI.
(A Chicago suburb)
lOADCASTING

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hompihire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
2915 Red River 2-5055
Austin, Texas

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
I Le Fevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

• Telecasting

JOHN

CREUTZ

KEAR

& KENNEDY

1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

Member AFCCE*

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 18U M STREET, N. W.
iXecutive 1230 Washingten 6, D. C.

Philip Merrjrman & Associates
* 114 State Street
* Bridgeport 3, Conn.
* Bridgeport 5-4144
RADIO CONSULTANTS
December 4, 1950
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10(f per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20(^ per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 2S<i per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Salesmen
Representative firm offers established
Ctiicago salesman or staff excellent
midwest opportunity selling radio stations, commission basis. Might consider investment or partnership arrangement later to qualified man or
organization. Our men know of this
ad.
ING.Write fully. Box 91H, BROADCASTExperienced time salesman for local
accounts. Want permanent man, who
will have chance at commercial managership. Good salary, plus incentive.
Texas
ABC station. Box llOH, BROADCASTING.
New
independent.
Good England
market 1000
wantswatt
solid
salesman.
Substantial draw against 15% and
bonus. Box lllH, BROADCASTING.
Salesman needed to handle expanding
business. Must know small market
operation and prefer a man with four
years radio sales experience. Car essential. Sales well backed by announcing
and programming. KNCM. Moberly,
Missouri.
Salesman — Experienced in constructively selling radio. Must be alert and
ethical. To represent leading station.
NBC affiliate, in competitive market.
Send full information; references,
photo, income
Pocatello,
Idaho. requirements. KSEI,
Announcers
Wanted : Combination engineer - announcer with first class license and announcing experience or training, for
permanent, well-paid position with AM
station near Chicago; excellent workconditions, fine opportunity. Box
43H, ingBROADCASTING.
Announcer with first phone. Will use
beginner if voice quality, ability and
references satisfactory. South-southCASTING.western location. Box 46H, BROADFarm director-announcer. Immediately.
Salary between $70 and $90 weekly,
depending on man. Send disc, photo,
salary
CASTING.required. Box 94H, BROADWanted, mature, experienced, forceful
announcer, strong on sports, news,
interviews, commercials. Write full
details
and expected salary. Box 98H,
BROADCASTING.
Combination staff and sports announcer
in New York State, 3-5 years experience in play-by-play baseball; some
basketball and football experience helpful. Send qualifications, references,
disc,
and salary expected. Box
109H, photo
BROADCASTING.
NBC affiliate in eastern major market
wants staff announcer for AM and TV.
Salary plus commercial fees. Send details, photo and news reading, audition
disc to Box 146H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with ticket. One year experience announcing. $225 start, raise
in
six months.
Athens,
Texas. J. B. McNutt, KBUD,
Announcer with ticket, 250 w daytime
indie, Texas Panhandle, $60, divide time
with chief. Exp)erience immaterial.
Want cheerful, honest fellow who can
share credit or blame impersonally
with co-workers. Open January 1 or
sooner. Send disc, photo. Albert
Cooper, KEVA, Shamrock, Texas.
Combo: Real proposition for top man
with voice and experience. KFLWABC, Klamath Falls, Oregon.
Looking for a comfortable small town
setup? Need announcer-engineer at
once. Salary $65.00 to start. Phone or
wire KLMR, Lamar, Colorado, now.
Urgent!

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced aimouncer with first ticket. Engineering ability secondary. Best
small market
operation who
south-is
west. Marrieddaytime
man preferred
now overworked and underfed. We
offer decent working hours, good pay
and employ
sonnel. only
Starting above
salary average
around per$300
monthly with increases accordance
your value to station. Send disc and
details KTFY, Brownfield, Texas.
Wanted: Experienced announcer with
first class ticket. Good pay for right
man. Mutual affiliate. Send complete
story, photo and disc immediately to
Radio Station KXEO, Mexico, Missouri.
Immediate opening two combination
announcer-engineers,
on announcing. One position accent
chief engineer.
Please give all details in first letter
with disc. Experience not necessary,
but helpful. WDEC, Americus, Georgia.
Announcer: Minimum three years experience. Prefer man with public relations and heavy voice. Must be mature
and responsible.
Should
production experience and
knowhavemusic
and
news. State starting salary desired.
This is a permanent job with a top,
professional,
successful
watt in midwest.
Send daytime
disc andkiloall
details to Art Hanstrom, Program Director, WFRL, Freeport, Illinois.
Announcer-engineer needed at once.
Engineerphasis onwith
1st classGood
license.
Emannouncing.
working
conditions with opportunity for advancement in Virginia station. Send
complete information at once to WKLV,
Blackstone, Virginia.
Wanted: Experienced announcer with a
first class
Excellentticket.
opportunitiesCarfor necessary.
the right man.
Send experience, photo, references and
disc C.immediately. WMNC, Morganton,
N.
Staff annoHncer, good commercial man.
permanent position, future for reliable,
experienced person. Send disc, photo,
details, WPIC, WPIC-FM, Sharon. Pa.
Technical
Men with at least 8 years combined
electrician
and radiocustom
experience
install and maintain
built toaudio
devices. Must want to travel throughout any area in the United States
continually. Excellent salary plus expenses. Transportation provided. Must
have automobile drivers license. Send
personal snapshot
with record
experiences and references.
Box of764D,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Combination engineer - announcer with first class license and announcing experience or training, for
permanent, well-paid position with AM
station near Chicago; excellent working conditions, fine opportunity. Box
44H, BROADCASTING.
Opening for transmitter engineer with
first class license, at progressive midwest AM station; excellent working
conditions,
goodBROADCASTING.
salary, fine opportunity. Box 45H,
First phone. Permanent, Car necessary. References. WCAV, Norfolk,
Virginia.
Wanted, one first class operator for
WFNC, Fayetteville, North Carolina.
Mail
letter of experience, education and
references.
Opening for engineer-announcer with
first phone ticket. Progressive 1000
watt station, excellent working conditions, good salary, excentional opportunity. Contact Station WJAT, Swalnsboro, Georgia.
Engineer-announcer urgently needed.
Experience not necessary if willing to
work and learn. Contact Irwin Trowbridge, WVMC, Mt. Carmel, Illinois.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Production-Programming , others
Continuity writer with at least one
year commercial radio copy experience
wanted at network affiliate, city of
100,000 in midwest. Reply, giving experience, references, salary expected
and
copy samples, to Box 90H, BROADCASTING.
One woman
one photo,
experiencedcopywriter
announcer. Sendanddisc,
particulars first letter. Box 116H,
BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager over 18 years experience net
and independent stations. Box 560G,
BROADCASTING.
Good programming, plus proper service for your sponsors wiU mean consistently high weekly billings. If you
need that combination, then it makes
sense to hire a commercially minded
program manager who is prepared to
deliver the goods. Experience includes
work on both local independent stations and local network stations. Salary, plus incentive or bonus arrangement preferred. Box 69H, BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager, well experienced,
ING.
seeks change. Box lOOH, BROADCASTEngineer, 10 years broadcasting. 2V2
years chief. Any make AM or FM up
to 10,000 w want position that will permit learning business side of broadcasting. Box 128H, BROADCASTING.
Manager. Thoroughly capable to take
full responsibility of your station.
Character: Energetic salesman. Box
131H, BROADCASTING.
Capable, successful commercial manager with extensive and complete background in newspaper (10 years) and
radio (3ment.
years)
wants
general active
manage-in
Would like
to remain
regional and national sales and personally direct local selling activities. Experiencedthorough
business background,
concientious and
selling, knows
production and performance. Musical
hobby. Wishes to settle down with
family (2 children), purchase a home
and sink roots into a community of
under 50,000, Moderate sustaining salary
and percentage with opportunity for
substantial stock acquisition. Address
replies to Box 147H, BROADCASTING.
Station manager. Experience includes
management,
sales,small
programming.
Hard
worker. Prefer
station midwest
town
under
100,000.
Box
148H,
BROADCASTING.
Manager, experienced all phases radio
broadcasting, definitely sales minded.
Box 132H, BROADCASTING.
Manager-sales manager, percentage
basis, no draw, no salary, includes
three competent salesmen. Programming, promotion and the knowhow to
get the sponsors you have lost, due to
inefficient
merchandising.
ers or technicians.
OtherwiseNo canannounchandle
station. Will take over your problems
on fair basis. Replies confidential.
Stanleyville,P.Ky. Holmes, 719 Colorado, LouisSalesmen
Good salesman wants good job. Box
99H, BROADCASTING.
Productive salesman. Short on sales
experience. Long on announcing and
programming. Also hold first phone
ticket. Box 127H, BROADCASTING.
Salesman,
opportunity
ment with small
station. and
East,advanceSalary
plus. Box 139H, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcers
Basketball, play-by-play. One of i
tion's
best. $150 weekly. Box 75tf
BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer, 24 years old, 2 collt
degrees, extensive training all pha
announcing, newscasting, at Rao
City. Pleasing
voice.DiscCanavailable.
write. VB
eran.
Will travel.
966G, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster. Exciting play-by-play ;
topnotch sports area. Experienced
basketball, football, baseball, boxi:
and wrestling. University gradual
Favorable draft status. Married. V-:
eran. Authoritative newscasting a,
announcing of high caliber. Box 3
BROADCASTING.
Want sports? 5 years sports direct
desires alert full-schedule sports st
tion. Insufficient sports at prese
post.
Class "A"andandpromajor
league basball, college,
basketball,
fod
ball,
hockey,
Some TV e^
perience.
Box polo
49H,etc.
BROADCASTIN
Sports, news, sales. Denver Universi
radio graduate.. 3V2 years newspap
and radio experience in sports, ne\
and sales. 27 years old. Draft exemj
Details, disc, picture on request. Be
references.
Box 52H, BROADCAS'
ING.
News. Experienced gathering, rewri
ing,
Mi
west broadcasting.
or southwest. Can
Box also
56H,sell.
BROAl
CASTING.
Wanted:
Job that
as sports
announcer
radio station
has lots
of spor* "
Air disc and qualifications furnished (
request. Box 61H, BROADCASTIN'
Experienced woman commentator d
sires advancement. Prefers southwe;
Sell, service accounts, write comme
cials; handle interviews; remotes ai
style commentary. Have daily ho
participation show. Theatre experienc
Interested TV. Copy, disc, picture ava
able. Box 93H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, colored, excellent voic^
have promotional ideas, disc on r
quest. Box 95H, BROADCASTING.
If you need news in factual style, \
trust this ad will gain a trial: E
east is what
we have
in mind. Bit'
perience,
college,
both combined;
96H, BROADCASTING.
News, sports and special events cor
mentator,
8 years experience.
Vetera
married. Presently
employed large
NE
station. College education. Expei
ence play-by-play major college foe
ball,
baseballvariety
and profe
sional professional
basketball, emcee,
show
all-round top caliber man with pub
relations experience. Prefer AM ai.
TV. Top references available. Januac
1st. Box 97H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, first phone ticket, vet, i
SV2 years staff, news, sports and 1
experience. Mostly evening shift, Pref
programming and production to enj
neering. Programming and copy bac
ground
like to Box
enlarge103 ■
same. and
Disc,would
references.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer: Due to the st
tion which I own becoming unioniz
I have two non-union combination m
desiring permanent positions whom
highly recommend. They are expej
enced men and will work at a nomir
price either together or individual!
References will be furnished by the m
and myself. Box 105H, BROADCAS
ING.
Intelligent, experienced announcer cv
rently employed by independent
program
continuity
writer, a
nouncer, director,
et al; desires
opportunity
do straight, effective commercials, ne\
classics, special events, pops, wi
metropolitan affiliate. Available Jan
ary 1, 1951. Box 112H, BROADCAS
ING.
Announcer, six years commercial rad
Married; desire permanent opportun:
with good station, friendly communi
Box 114H, BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer desires change. Fo
years pro baseball, five years footbc
also news, DJ, etc., 6 years experien(
4F,
What's
quest.
Writeyouror offer?
wire. Disc
Box on1181
BROADCASTING.
!
Announcer, college graduate, draft e
empt, desires more experience, v
travel. Box 123H, BROADCASTINC

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
lody likes me but the listeners. I
sent good music (records) on a
vn-to-earth basis but without loss
[dignity
I increase
and
4stige. and
Available
anyaudience
time after
■kuary First on 3 or 4 weeks notice to
fsent employer. Box 119H, BROAD'fSTING.
impetent, experienced, licensed, draft
tmpt, healthy, congenial combination
^fc. presently employed, looking for
fter paying job with well established
iltion in pleasant community. Above
iprage announcer, excellent ad lib,
I air salesman, expert newsman. Not
ferested in substituting climate or
'kppy
workingMakeconditions
for
f. No familv"
split shifts.
offer. Box
iU, BROADCASTING.
O-TV news, writing, reporting,
experience,
one year.
^ti^scasting
125H, BROADCASTING.
„ittOuncer-engineer. First
cing exphone ling _experience
announci
10 yeMs
I^e.126H,"
BROADCASTING.
lio-TV team. Men, early twenties,
draft worries. Successful radio, TV,
latre experience. Disc shows, special
^ntsshows,
commentary,
musical proven
talent, low
writebudget
own
;erial. Box 133H, BROADCASTING.
Derienced announcer. Employed,
ft exempt.
News, DJ, sports. Box
BROADCASTING.
ouncer, experienced. Board operabaseball, basketball. Now emiyed. Box 136H, BROADCASTING.
[jTViouncer, employed, draft exempt,
i ;5erienced programming, continuity,
itvs. DJ, travel. Box 137H, BROADI'STING.
iji'fiouncer,
veteran, all
single,
draft Will
exIV pt. experienced
phases.
' I'el, prefer middlewest, details, etc.
" ■; 138H, BROADCASTING.
: nouncer.
in both indedent and Experienced
network stations.
Box
^H, BROADCASTING.
'i'iaoimcer,
experience,DJ,27 news,
years
T;, veteran. 3 years
Experienced;
Irts, interviews.
Prefer midwest.
|;lc 140H, BROADCASTING.
engineer now, but would like to do
,i,ire. I Announcing,
sales or Box
promotion.
too ambitious?
143H,
^DADCASTING.
J^houncer-engineer.
iSi/ears experience all Now
phases employed.
technical
'y,. announcing. Active "ham", no
^'■^■ie
school boy.
and
- 'endable.
Good Married,
reason forsober
desiring
K- nge. Prefer southeast. Box 144H,
' 3ADCASTING.
-Touncer: 3^2 years experience as
'^^gram director and staff. Available
; nediately. Lou Emerson, 1222-A Oak
-r' Kansas City, Missouri.
Technical

■^J Tineer, experience includes 5 years
^ '' actional
suiting engineering.
Highly and
skilledper-in
antennaexperience
design
fiance. Previous
includes
eral years as chief engineer. Draft
-mpt. Box 813G, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
phasing
:i ineer.
directional
equipment,studio,
maintenance
: remotes. Box 952G, BROADCASTi ;? engineer desires position with
ii essive station. Long experience in
.: :o .biases of broadcast engineering indes multi - element directionals.
dy for TV. Draft proof. References?
fi best. Box 954G, BROADCASTING.
iiineer, phone first, complete offer
t||: contact. Box 974G, BROADCAST-

radiotelephone
iijTj'ineer,
;se. Six fiirst
yearsclass
experience,
FM, AM,lii Sio, remotes, transmitter. Married,
-f-:upe, draft exempt, no combo, referjcl es. Box 59H. BROADCASTING.
in
meer,^
licensed. Three years experi'
s
transmitter
operation,
mainten^e. Studio controls,
remotes,
tapes,
tfii, will travel. Box 92H, BROADk^^TING.
■'ijrerlenced
engineer-ancer with combination
first phone license
wishes
as transmitter
operator
inemployed
or near
^"I ite
community.
Presently
mbination man. Available on two
ks notice. Will travel anywhere,
floater. Box 102H, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Chief engineer: Due to the station
which I own becoming unionized I have
a non-union, draft exempt, chief desiring permanent position whom I
highly recommend. He is experienced
and will work at a nominal price.
References will be furnished by the
man
and myself. Box 104H, BROADCASTING.
First class phone, draft exempt, college
graduate wants broadcast position.
Box 117H, BROADCASTING.
Technician, 1st license, IVi years experience transmitter, control board,
turntable, remotes, tape record. Box
121H, BROADCASTING.
1st phone, perience,
age willing
27,tomarried,
extravel. desires
Box 122H,
BROADCASTING.
First class phone license. No broadcast
experience.
to learn broadcasting. BoxAnxious
124H, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer-announcer, plenty of experience, reliable, hard worker. Draft
exempt homa,
veteran
Arkansas with
area dependents.
only. Box Okla145H,
BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, others
Newsman. Mature, experienced, fully
qualified in all phases. Own minitape.
Box 955G, BROADCASTING.
Commercial copywriter, experienced
local accounts, seeks position with
progressive station or agency. At presentiousemployed
in another
but anxto re-establish
radiofield,
connections
anywhere in U.S. Salary secondary
to opportunity. Draft exempt veteran;
degree in music and radio. Not afraid
of hard work. Box 65H, BROADCASTING.
Newsman, reporter, editor, 2Vz years
experience. Presently employed wire
service. 26 year old married veteran,
B.A., seeks radio spot with future.
Box 76H, BROADCASTING.
Topnotch copy, 8 months experience;
19 age. Traffic, console, too. Box
107H, BROADCASTING.
Program director. Ten years all phases
of radio. As disc jockey I hold high
Hooper in large city. Presently employed. Will travel anywhere. Married, draft exempt. Box 108H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced program director, extensive background.
copy, sales, production,
announcing
Married; permanent.
Box 113H, BROADCASTING.
Sports director 1 kw station desires
position with future. 5 years experience, play-by-play
sports.
experience.
2 years all
college
radio.SalesIf
definitely interested I want to talk with
you
personally. Box 129H, BROADCASTING.
I'm in no hurry! Just looking ahead!
News director regional network seeking newscaster-editorship.
Top writerannoimcer.
Permanent. Seven
years
experience, age 31, married. IDraft
proof veteran. All offers considered.
Box 130H, BROADCASTING.
Program director. Experienced all
phases small
Coordinationstation
and detail operation.
my specialty.
Prefer position requiring httle announcing. Excellent
references.
able immediately.
Minimum
salaryAvail$60.
Sam McClaughry, 8521 S. Loomis Blvd.,
Chicago, Illinois. TRiangle 4-1459.

For Sale

For Sale

Stations
Will sell 250 w indie daytime station
serving handle
rural
market
Texas $10,000
Panfor $30,000
cash.in Made
last year, less than $5,000 this year due
to
personnel
difficulties
owner's
ignorance
of knowledge,
radio.
I am time
aand
newspaperman without
or health
necessarytress.to Would
operate
No financial
diswant it.buyer
to assume
immediate charge under lease contract,
payments to apply on purchase price.
Details furriished if you show financial
ability. No brokers, please! Box lOlH,
BROADCASTING.

Equipment etc.

For sale, basic network affiliate in major southwest market. Profitable operation in exceptionally good city. Pleasant year-round climate, cool in summer; warm in winter. Annual gross
$150,000. Priced to sell as owner needs
to liquidate to engage in development
of new, larger property. Priced to sell
at $100,000. Half cash; balance in long
term
ING. notes. Box 115H, BROADCASTEquipment, etc.
3 unused American Plate transformers,
type OISO 230 volts low, 7500Y high 75
KVA
cont., 60 Cy. 3 phase. Box 62H,
BROADCASTING.
1 Webster Electric
reproducer,
excellent ekotape
condition.recorder$250.00.
1 same as above, fair condition, needs
work,
$225.00.
1
Soundmirror
model
BK401, excellent condition. $200.00.
Box 106H, BROADCASTING.
Hard to ment,
getG.E.,broadcast,
Western television
Electric, equipGates,
Collins, used two years, like new.
Write for descriptive list and prices.
Box 149H, BROADCASTING.
Make offer FM WE 506B-2 complete,
spares,
kw Edwin
transmitter.
New, WILM,
never
uncrated.10 H.
Kennedy,
Wilmington, Delaware.
Have several used guyed Wincharger
towers will sell erected. Tower Construction Co., 107 Fourth St., Sioux
City, Iowa. Phone 5-6761.
Wanted to Buy
Equipment, etc.
UHF TV transmitter, audio optional.
Send outline specifications, price and
delivery interval. Box 34H, BROADCASTING.
FM 1 or 3 kw transmitter. Price must
be right.
FM mod-freq monitors.
Box
141H, Also
BROADCASTING.
Tower, self-supporting, 360 to 600 feet.
Box 142H, BROADCASTING.

Television

Desirelins,good
used REL, ColRCA or condition,
GE 3 kw transmitter,
GE
or Hewlett-Packard mod-freq monitor,
4 section Collins sidemount FM antenna. How much 1% inch 51 ohm
coax do you munications
have Products).
(Andrew
ComQuoteor lowest
price first letter for quick cash sale.
Box 150H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Two turntables, type 70D or
equivalent. Must be in good condition.
KICD, Spencer, Iowa.
200 ft. tower, 1 kw transmitter, monitors, turntables and console. State condition, price, terms. Contact Dick
Biddle,
Alabama. 104 Circlewood, Tuscaloosa,

Technical

Miscellaneous

TV engineer, SVz years commercial TV
experience. Knows TV operation from
camera to transmitter, remotes, master
control or studio operation. CREI
graduate. Qualified as TV chief or
supervisor, minimum $100 weekly. Box
79H,
ING. BROADCASTING • TELECASTProduction-Programming, others
Radio production manager desires
change to television position. Age 28.
Nine years
five and
in supervisory experience,
capacity. Musical
little
theatre background. Freelance television andCASTIfilm.
Box
77H,
BROADNG • TELECASTING.

TO ALL STATION MANAGERS
CTS offers a new, urgently
needed service. Proven network
announcers transcribe spots
either straight or production
for local sponsors at minimum
cost. CTS insures greater radio
sales for station and sponsor.
CTS information and rates upon
request.
Commercial Trans-Service
143 W. 41st St.
N. Y. C.

For sale — Complete Gates 1 kw installation excellent condition. Wincharger
tower, A-3 lighting. 1000 record library.
Office furniture. Philco air conditioner.
Now operating. Three years old. Selling pencil sharpeners to transmitter.
Best offer. Wire for inventory list.
WEEB, Southern Pines, North Carolina.
de FOREST

BOOK

Autobiography Published
FATHER OF RADIO, The Autobioof Lee deCo. Forest.
Wilcox &graphy Follett
502 pp. Chicago:
$5.00.
INVENTOR of the electron tube
and many other vital communications devices, Dr. Lee de Forest is
one of radio's outstanding pioneers.
In the introduction to his book,
Dr. de Forest recalls "the thrill of
significant achievement which possessed me on that sunny afternoon
in early October 1906" when he
set out to test his new "grid Audion" vacuum tube. The test was
successful and Dr. de Forest was
able to receive wireless messages
over greater distances than had
been possible before. But, he says:
"I little realized that I held in my
hand the long-sought Aladdin's
lamp
new tells
world."
Dr. ofde our
Forest
of his early
struggles and achievements, his
rivalry with Marconi, his invention and development of basic instruments of radio broadcasting
and his hotly contested legal battles over the validity of his many
radio patents.
The book also enumerates the
many electronic "firsts" which also
are claimed as de Forest "firsts,"
such as the "first transmission of
wireless overland; the first radio
broadcast; the first broadcast of
grand opera; the first broadcast
from an airplane in flight; the first
theatrical presentation of soundon-film
others. motion pictures" and many
DEFENSE LOANS
Forms Now Available
FORMS for private firms who desire to apply for direct government
loans under terms of the 1950
Defense Production Act are now
available at various government
departments and agencies, the National Security Resources Board
has announced. They may be obtained from the Depts. of Commerce, Agriculture or Interior, or
NSRB.
NSRB Chairman Stuart Symington said the funds must be used
for expansion of capacity, development of technological processes or
production of essential materials.
Funds will be granted only in cases
where speedy delivery or production
is indicated, or where loans are
unavailable from private financial
sources. Merit of applications will
be judged on basis of project's
feasibility, absence of more economical means for obtaining the
scarce material of service, and
availability of factors of production, it was stated.

R. D. HEINL
Radio Letter Operator Dies
ROBERT D. HEINL, 70, for 26
years operator of the Heinl News
Service radio letter, died suddenly
Nov. 26. He was stricken with a
coronai-y seizure while dining out
with Mrs. Heinl.
In journalism for four decades,
Mr. Heinl worked for the New
York City News Assn. in 1905
after graduation from Rose Polytechnic Institute at his native
Terre Haute, Ind. A year later he
joined the New York Sun. After
four years with the Sun he moved
to Washington, D. C, as Leslie's
Weekly correspondent.
Other journalism activities included an associate editorship of
Nation's Business; service with the
Emergency Fleet Corp. in World
War I; two years with National
Geographic magazine. In 1924 he
started his radio news service and
at the same time was radio editor
of the Washington Post for 12
years.
Mr. Heinl was a member of the
White House Correspondents Assn.,
National Press Club, Overseas
Writers Club. Surviving are Mrs.
Heinl and a son, Lt. Col. Robert D.
Heinl Jr., USMC. Funeral services
were held Wednesday with interment in Oak Hill Cemetery near
Washington.
Radio-TV Handbook
RADIO-TV AND ELECTRONICS
HANDBOOK. By F. L. Brittin. Chicago:
Popular Mechanics Press. 160 pp. $2.50
A "NON-TECHNICAL" guide for
the home owner of radio, TV sets
or other electronic devices, this
book is profusely illustrated and
authored in the Popular Mechanics
style by the magazine's F. L.
Brittin, radio-TV and electronics
editor, and senior member of the
Institute of Radio Engineers. Book
gives detailed drawings, diagrams
and action photographs. Also included are glossaries of commonly
used radio parts, radio-TV terms,
schematic symbols for circuit diagrams, color codes and other pertinent information for the electronics-minded amateur or for the
professional at home.
Midwest
$55,000.00
Ideal combined network operation located in a single station market. Long established,
this property is showing good
profits on a gross in excess of
$5000.00 monthly with very low
operating costs. Liberal financing arranged.

JUDY DODSON, KFH
returns with Edward F.
won his race for county
night as guests of KFH

Wichita account executive, discusses election night
Arn (I), governor-elect of Kansas, and Tom Seed, who
attorney. Over 500 people reportedly spent election
and its sponsor of the returns, Wheeler-Kelly-Hagny
Trust Co.

Civilian Bids Now Accepted
CIVILIAN applications for membership in the Military Amateur
Radio System (MARS), operated
under joint Army-Air Force policy,
are now being accepted, the Dept.
of Defense announced Nov. 25.
Members must be aged 21 and hold
an FCC amateur radio station license.
Simultaneously, the Army Dept.
announced plans for expansion of
MARS to provide information and
technical advice in fields of radio
and electronics communications.
MARS also hopes to (1) provide
an instantly mobilized and flexible
communication service for military-civilian use at community
level; (2) organize and operate
emergency activities relating to
civil defense; (3) provide training
facilities for individuals interested
in communication and other electronic fields and inducements to
affiliate themselves with MARS.

Florida
$100,000.00
Important interest in top network station located in one of
Florida's best and larger markets. This is a solid investment
in which purchaser can be either
active or inactive.

CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NBWSPAPBK BROKEKS
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Harold R. Murphy
James W. Blackburn
V. HamiltonSt.
235RayMontgomery
360 N. Mich. Ave.
Washington Bldg.
Exbrook
2-5672
Randolph 6-4550
Sterling 4341-2
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Compares Prices
LOW PRICE of Canadian
radio advertising, based on
a competitive
"circulation"
basis
with Canadian
newspapers, was understood to
have been shown in charts
prepared by Pat Freeman,
sales director of Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters, at a
closed meeting of the board
of governors of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. in Ottawa Nov. 21. CAB for some
months has been making a
detailed prototype study
showing daily radio listening
on a comparative basis with
daily readership of newspapers. The study is expected
to be enlarged to cover all
Canada.
CBC ACTIONS
Set Facilities Changes
CJEM Edmundston, N. B., was
recommended for an increase in
power and change of frequency,
from 250 w to 1 kw, and from 1230
kc to 1380 kc, at the November 21
meeting of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. board of governors
at Ottawa. CKFI Fort Frances,
Ont., also was recommended to
change from 250 w on 1340 kc to 1
kw day and 500 w night on 800 kc,
with omni-directional antenna.
Other actions:
CKX Brandon was given approval for
a 1 kw emergency transmitter license.
CJRT-FM Toronto, an educational FM
station, is moving from Channel 202,
88.3 mc, to Channel 216, 91.1 mc, to
alleviate interference at Toronto of
reception of WHAM-TV Rochester,
N. Y. A number of share transfers
also were approved. CJAV Port Alberni washave
denied'
a share
transfer
which
would
given
control
to CKNW
New Westminster. J. Reg. Beattie,
formerly of CKOK Penticton, was
denied
a license
Cranbrook,
B.C. for a 250 w station at

DEFENSE PLANS
Senate Group Assails Agenci'
FOUR government agencies — ;
of which touch on some facet
defense planning involving t
communications-electronics indi
try — were roundly assailed foi
night ago by the Senate Arm
Services Preparedness Subcomm
tee.
In an interim report of its i
quiry into the nation's defense pi
gram, the subcommittee charg
that two agencies in particular
the Munitions Board, which det(
mines military electronics a
other needs, and the General Sei
ices Administration — h ad bet
complacency.
guilty
of "costly blunders" a
The Commerce Dept. and U.
Air Force also were cited in a i
port reviewing the subcommitte
inquiry into the government's sv
plus disposal program and the r
tional rubber situation. The rep(
was issued by Sen. Lyndon
Johnson (D-Tex.), chairman of t
subcommittee, whose wife, Claud
is president of Texas Broadca
ing Corp., licensee of KTBC Av
tin, Tex.
The group
it "is not Boa
at
satisfied
thatsaidMunitions
policy (on surplus) is yet sat
factory," and urged that the boa
should adopt a policy of diss
proving further disposals of indi
trial facilities capable of prodV
tion items needed now for t
preparedness effort. The Co
merce Dept., whose NPA is charg
with allocation of basic metals li
cobalt, aluminum, copper, etc.
used in electronics production
was scored for placing limitatio
on use of rubber and then nuUiJ
ing the order through "exen^
Charges Blume
I
FURTHER charges were ma
tions." FCC Examiner Jack
against
Blume fortnight ago by Gretna
Lower Coast Radio & Broadcasti
Co., loser in an initial decisi
issued by Mr. Blume. The init
decision favored WJMR New C
leans' application to switch fr(
990 kc with 250 w, daytime on!
to 1450 kc with 250 w fulltime, a
would
Gretna
& Lo'w
Coast's deny
mutually
exclusive
app,
cation. FCC authorities said •
was the first instance they coi
recall in which the loser of an i
itial decision personally attack
the examiner who made it. T
FCC General Counsel has pendi
a motion to strike portions of t
earlier charges on grounds th
they are "sham and scandalous."
.'...for file iinesl
in professional tapj
retording

HOLLYWOOD
BROADCASTING

equipmen
HOFFMAN
38, CALIFORNI
• Telecastii

FCC Actions
(Continued from page 106)
llecisions Cont.:
ke changes in ground system and
:tall new trans.: 1380 kc 1 kw unl.
iVDEL Wilmington, Del. — Granted liise change DA-2 and mount FM and
"■ange
ant.trans.
on top of AM towers and
|.\
AKE
Greenville,
S. C.1490
— Granted
bse new AM station;
kc, 250 li-w
J.
;.VEAU Eau Claire, Wis.— Granted CP
1 install new automatic frequency
■ntrol equipment; cond.
■tPPC Pasadena, Calif. — Granted mod.
'11-5-51.
for extension of completion date
»VFMD-FM
Frederick, Md. — Same to
-51.
■sioux Falls Best. Assn. Inc., Sioux
;lls, S. D. — Granted license for new
note pickup KA-7964.
rt'ERC
Erie, Pa. increase
— Grantedin power,
license
ange —frequency,
it all new trans and DA-2 and change
ms. location; 1260 kc 5 kw DA-2, unl.
i^latte VaUey Bcstg. Corp., Scottsuff. Neb. — Granted CP and license
new remote pickup KA-2479.
:^amellia Bcstg. Co., Lafayette, La. —
anted CP new remote pickup KAFannin County Bcstg. Co., Bonham,
ix. — Granted CP new remote pickup
K.-7978.
ACTION ON MOTIONS
"8y Commissioner George E. Sterling
"^JAN
Co., ofBaton
Rouge,
La.ex-—
'3tions
anted Bcstg.
extension
time
to file
to
the initial
decision
issued
proceeding upon application and that
Air Waves Inc., Baton Rouge, La.;
le extended to Dec. 22.
Philip R. Hurlbut and Valley Bcstg.
., Farmington, N. M. — Granted leave
amend application of Hurlbut so as
specify frequency 1340 kc in lieu of
sOn from
kc, to12change
hoursand oftooperato ISVa the
hours
show
up-to-date
balance
,n, as amended, was sheet;
removedapplicafrom
aring docket; Application of Valley
oadcasting Co. (BP-7773. Docket 9789)
■^noved from hearing docket.
KFXD Nampa, Ida.— Granted leave
jamend
ek for application
year 1950, totoshow
showcomposite
revised
-angements
istruction; toforshowfinancing
current proposed
estimate
cost of construction and revised
imate of personnel.
VCLI Corning, N. Y.— Granted leave
amend application to show change
ant. efficiency and to submit field
ensity measurements, and for reval of application, as amended, from
aring docket.
Tribune Pub. Co., Tacoma, Wash. —
anted request of Nov. 16, to dismiss
tion to advance scheduled hearing
:e, filed on Oct. 20, in proceeding
3n application — et al.; Motion To Adice Scheduled Hearing date filed on
,20 is dismissed.
-tf Commissioner George E. Sterling
^lEPO El Paso, Tex.— Granted conuance of hearing re application;
aring scheduled for Dec. 1, at Washton, D. C. is continued indefinitely.
By Examiner J. D. Bond
^'MMB
Fla. FCC
1 CounselMelbourne,
— Granted joint
petitionGen-to
iinge place and order of hearing in
"ceeding upon application of Mel-

IF YOUR

fCC

roundup

New Grants, Transfers. Changes, Applicationp

SUMMARY TO NOVEMBER
jSoX ^COtQ
Summary of Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications
Class
AM Stations
FM Stations
TV Stations
* On the air.

Total
On Air
107
671
2,230

168
CPs
•

20257

Cond'I cations In
Grants Pending Hearing
1396
1* 366
7
AppU269
171

Docket Actions . . .
INITIAL DECISIONS
KGBS
HarUngton,
Tex. — Announced
initial decision
by Hearing
Examiner
J. D. Bond to grant application of
KGBS to change facilities from 1240
kc, 250 directional.
w fuUtime toDecision
850 kc, Nov.
5 kw 21.
fulltime,
WWST
Wooster,
Ohio
—
Announced
initial decision by Hearing Examiner
Hugh B. Hutchison to grant application
of WWST to jncrease power from 500
w day to 1 kw day on 960 kc. Subject
to stationplaintssatisfying
all reasonable
comwhich may arise
due to blanket
interference from proposed operation
of WWST. Decision Nov. 21.

Non-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
Sidney, Neb. — Sidney Bcstg. Co., new
station on 1540 kc, 250 w day. Estimated
construction cost $10,650. Principals
include: William C. Grove, general
manager and 16% owner KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo., 11% interest KCSJ Pueblo,
Col., 25% KRAL Rawlins, Wyo., and
application pending for new station at
Denver, Col., 50%; Lewis W. Grove,
manager Denver branch of Mine and
Smelter holder,
Supply
Co. andNov.
minor
50%. Granted
24. stockWABG
Greenwood,
Miss.
—
switch in facilities from 960 kc 1 Granted
kw day

bourne Bcstg. Corp. (WMMB); hearing
to commence at Washington, D. C. on
Dec. 6, upon those specified issues
which relate to engineering matters.
By Examiner Leo Resnick
KRKO Everett, Wash, and KSRV Ontario, Ore. — Granted petition of KRKO
to amend application by limiting radiation from KRKO towards KSRV OnOre. and forfrom
removal
of application,tario,as amended
hearing
docket;
Application KSRV removed from hearing docket.
WKJG Fort Wayne, Inc. — Granted request that time within which to file
proposed
findings of upon
fact and
conclu-of
sions in proceeding
petition
WSPD for designation for hearing of
application of WKJG be extended for
an indefinite period from presently
scheduled date of Nov. 22, 1950.
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
FCC General Counsel — Granted extension of time to file proposed findings
of fact in proceeding upon applications
of WJBK Detroit, Mich.; time extended
to Jan. 15, 1951.
Lakewood Bcstg. Co., Dallas, Tex. —
Granted
to amend
their proposed
application so asleave
to rotate
slightly
DA so asferencetowith avoid
possibility
of
XEZM Zamora, Mex.interand
to bring non-technical portions of the
application up to date.
By Examiner Basil P. Cooper
WISE Asheville, N. C— Granted continuance of hearing in proceeding upon
application
from Dec. 18, to March 19,
1951.

tension of time to Dec. 4, in which to
file exceptions to initial decision issued
in proceeding upon applications of
Crescent Bay Bcstg. Co., Santa Monica,
Calif.
WOW Omaha, Neb. — Granted continuance of hearing in proceeding upon
application and that of Pueblo, Col.
from Dec. 11, 1950, to Feb. 13, 1951, at
Washington, D. C.
By Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Francis J. Matrangola, Wildwood,
New Jersey — Granted petition requesting leave to amend his application
so as to show reduction in power requested, from 250 w to 100 w and selection of a definite trans site. Granted
petition for an indefinite continuance
of hearing in proceeding, now scheduled
for Dec. 1, in Washington, D. C. upon
his application.

By Commissioner George E. Sterling
FCC General Counsel — Granted ex-

AM-TV-FM

STATION

NEEDS

promotional ideas sold to produce cas+i
revenue of from $200 to $1,000 per week.
Wire, Call or Write
Edgar L. Bill
—
Merle V. Watson
Julian Mantell, Sales Manager
NATIONAL
RADIO
PERSONALITIES
Peoria, Illinois
Phone 6-4607
We originated sponsored Radio Personalities Picture Albums in
1938, many new program features, and have more sales records
and years of experience in selling for over 300 Radio and Television
Stations from Coast to Coast thari any similar organization in America.
jt OADCASTING
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510
52
2^190
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By Examiner Jack P. Blume
KXLA Pacific Coast Bcstg. Co., Pasadena, California — Granted in part petition for a continuance of hearing in
proceeding upon its application from
Dec. 11, to March 12, 1951; hearing continued to Jan. 15. 1951. Prior to Jan.
15, 1951, Pacific Coast Bcstg. Co. may
file another petition herein requesting
a further continuance of hearing to
Feb. 15, 1951, provided that said petition contains an affirmative showing
that work on power line of Southern
California Edison Co. has been completed and that applicant has undertaken engineering studies to determine
effect,
if
of said power line upon
KXLA ant.any,array.
November 28 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
KGGF Coffeyville, Kan.— Mod. CP
AM station to increase power, install
DA-DN
etc. for extension of completion
date.
WSAY Rochester, N. Y.— Same.
WTIL Mayaguez, P. R.— Mod. CP new
AM station for extension of completion
date.
License for CP
License for CP new FM station:
KFSA-FM Fort Smith, Ark.: WTMAZFM
N. C.Macon, Ga.; WFNS-FM Burlington,
KPHO-TV Phoenix, Ariz.— License
for CP new commercial TV station
and change studio location.
Modification of CP
WWJ-TV Detroit— Mod. CP to new
commercial TV station to change ERP
from 17.1 kw aur. to 8.55 kw aur. and
make ant. changes.

to 960 24.1 kw day, 500 w night. Granted
Nov.
TRANSFER GRANTS
WESB Bradford, Pa. — Granted assignment of license from Bradford Publications Inc. for $30,600 to Radio Station
WESB, partnership of: Thomas R.
Bromeley, announcer WRFD Worthington, Ohio
and Co.,
one-third
ford Printing
33^1% owner
owner; BradMary
Satterwhite, one-third owner Emery
Travel Service, 16%%; Charlotte E.
Anderson one-third owner News Leader
Pub. Co., Carbondale, Pa., 16%%; Joyce
L. Edwards, Emery office manager
WESBGranted
is assigned
w16%%.
fulltime.
Nov. 1490
24. kc, 250
WMFT Florence, Ala. — Granted transof negative
in Tri-City
Best. ferCo.,
licensee, control
from Emma
Murray
Bush to
Emma
E.
Arland
suant to settlement of estateBush,
of F.pur-L.
Bush, deceased. No monetary considerassigned Nov.
250 w24. fulltime on ation.
1240WMFTkc.is Granted
WKID-AM-FM Urbana, 111.— Granted
assignment of license from University
City Bcstg. Corp., licensee, to James M.
Strand, trustee in bankruptcy. Stations
authorized to remain silent additional
45 days from
pending
filingtoand
transfer
trustee
newaction
parties.to
WKID is assigned 250 w day, on 1580
kc. Granted Nov. 24.
KPATment ofPampa,
CP for Tex—
Radio Granted
Station assignKICA,
permittee, to J. C. Daniels for consideration of $5,000.cury-Lincoln
Mr. dealer,Daniels
is
Pampa, MerTex.
KPAT is assigned 250 w fulltime on
1230 kc. Granted Nov. 24.
KSPA Santa
Paula, Calif.—
assignment
of license
from Granted
Ventura
County Radio Center Inc., licensee, to
Santa Paula Bcstrs. Inc. for a consideration of $27,207. Principals in
Santa Paula include: C. Harvey Haas,
transmitter supervisor KFSG (AM) and
KKLA-FM Los Angeles, Echo Park
Evangelistic Assn., president 33i/<t%;
James C. and Donald W. Kemp, copartntractors,
ers in Kemp
Bros. Benjamin
General Con-C.
each 16%%;
Brown, radio engineer KFSG, 33%%.
KSPA
250 w 24.fuUtime on
1400 kc. is assigned
Granted Nov.
WCLD Cleveland, Miss. — Granted authority to Cy N. Bahakel to transfer
(Continued on page 112)

KSWM
JO PL I N, MO.
REACHES 446,600
PERSONS WHO SPEND...
$285,550,000 ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES.'

The small map above showi
airline miles to neareit met
ropolitan center*.
nKnurm-to
ondaplicated
CBS service
the KSWM audience.
Now in its fifth year of service,
KSV7M is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.

C B S In
JO
PLI
N, MO.
Nationally Represented hy
William G. Rambeau Co.
Austin A. Harrison, Pres.
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Baseball

Curbs?

(Continued from page 27)
ment to the forthcoming meeting
without recommendation.
The suggestion, involving such
cities as Philadelphia, Boston, New
York, Chicago and St. Louis, would,
if enacted, prohibit, for example,
broadcasts of St. Louis Cards' road
games in St. Louis while the
Browns are playing at home. Under
present rules, each club has authority to grant broadcasts or telecasts of home or road games by
stations within the home clubs'
territory. It does forbid without
consent, however, broadcasts of
road games by stations outside
home territory and within home
area of another club while the other
club is playing a home game.
For broadcasts of games, the
FCC Roundup
(Continued from page 111)
Decision Cont.:
control of Cleveland Bcstg. Co. Inc..
to C. W. Capps, Melvin C. Lee and
Lowry Tims for $4,158.61 for 51% of
stock. WCLD is assigned 1490 kc, 250
w fuUtime.
Granted Nov. 24.
WSTS Southern Pines, N. C. — Granted
assignment of license from Sandhills
Bcstg. Corp.,
licensee,
munity Bcstrs.
Inc. J.to S.Sandhill
Younts Comand
Grace Lines WEEB owners buy from
Frank L. Baber for consideration of
$25,000. WEEB to be relinquished for
cancellation. WSTS is assigned 990 kc,
1 kw day. Granted Nov. 24.
WWGP-AM-FM Sanford, N. C—
Granted assignment of license of Lee
Bcstg. Corp. to Sandhills Bcstg. Corp.
for consideration of $43,531. Frank L.
Baber (see transfer above) and Sanford
(N. C.) Herald new owners. WWGP
is
assigned
Nov.
24. 1050 kc, 1 kw day. Granted
New Applications . . .
TV APPLICATIONS
Montgomery, Ala. — M ontgomery
Bcstg.kw Co.vis.,Inc.,
(82-88ant.mc)270ERPft.
32.3
16.1Ch.kw 6 aur,
above average terrain. Estimated conenue firststruction
yearcost: $200,000,
(combinedestimated
TV and revAM
operation)
$360,000.
Applicant
is licensee WFSA AM outlet Montgomery.
Filed Nov. 28.
Sacramento, Calif. — KCRA Inc., Ch.
6 (82-88 mc) ERP 25.9 kw vis., 12.9 kw
aur., ant. 365 ft. above average terrain.
Estimated construction cost: $189,026.
Applicant
licensee
Sacramento. is Filed
Nov.KCRA-AM-FM
28.
El Paso, Tex. — Roderick Bcstg. Corp.,
Ch. kw4 (66-72
mc)928ERP
11.4 kw
vis.,
5.7
aur., ant.
ft. above
average
terrain. Estimated construction cost:
$278,561. Estimated revenue: $96,000.
Dorrance Roderick owned KSIL Silver
City, N. M. until October this year. He
is 54% owner KOSA Odessa, Tex.
Filed Nov. 28.

FOR DEPENDABLE

look

Browns are said to control only
certain territories due to a specific
American League ruling, while the
National League permits individual
clubs to air their games in various
parts of the country. Consequently,
a report that Liberty Broadcasting
System has taken option on 72
home and road Browns' games in
1951 and 1952, with Falstaff Brewing Corp. as sponsor, was said to
hinge on whether the Browns could
obtain permission from the A. L.
radio department to expand their
area.
A stringent plan is suggested
by Robert G. Venn, general manager of WMIE Miami, Fla., and
was passed on to Mr. Finch for
discussion at the meeting this week.
Under Mr. Venn's plan, characterized as "ruinous" by some industry authorities and singled out
in Sporting News, "no broadcast
of major league games, live or reconstructed, would be allowed to
be transmitted across state lines,"
thus limiting broadcasts to state
networks and then only on a "reconstructed" basis without benefit
of sound effects. His proposal also
suggests a "de^nite pattern of
promotion of minor league games in
each state" by the announcer
handling recreated broadcasts of
major league contests.
Minors' Demands
Minor league owners are expected to demand wholesale curbs
on broadcast coverage. Among
those groups actively opposing
major league rebroadcasts in minor
league territory are such circuits
as the Western Assn., the GeorgiaAlabama League, the National
Assn. and the Pacific Coast League.
The West Coast group, it has
been reported, has decided not to
take up the television issue at this
time and has relegated the matter
to individual club owners.
Major League magnates appear
divided on the video controversy.
Fred Saigh, president of the N. L.
Cards, expressed hope TV would
be barred in 1951 on the grounds
"the competition it provides is terrific." On the other hand, Cleveland President Ellis Ryan has announced that all 77 Indian home
games will be telecast next year.
He attributed an attendance decrease to inclement weather. The

SERVICE

to ALLIED

for your station

supplies

ALL STATION SUPPLIES
Our great in-stock resources
(largest in the country) and close
contacts with all manufacturers,
guaranteethefastest, most complete equipment supply service
for the BC and TV engineer.

SERVICE EVERYWHERE. Over 600 stations-coast
GET THIS CATALOG
to coast and border to border— look to dependable
Send for ALLIED'S 212-page Buying
ALLIED for their station supplies and accessories.
Guide, listing broadcast equipment
and supplies ready for immediate
PERSONAL EXPERT HANDLING. You get
shipment. Ask to be put on our
"Broadcast Bulletin" mailing list.
exactly wtiat you want— when you want it! All
station orders, large or small, get preferred
Write to BROADCAST DIVISION
speedy handling. Our Broadcast Division is headed
ALLIED RADIO
by commercially licensed operators who cooperate
intelligently to keep your station running at top 833 W. JACKSON BLVD., CHICAGO 7
efficiency at all times.
Call: HAymarket 1-6800
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WHLI CRUSADE
Seeks L. I. Train Changes
COLLISION of two Long Island
Railroad commuter trains at the
height of the Thanksgiving Eve
rush hour, which took 78 lives and
injured more than 300 persons,
launched WHLI Hempstead, Long
Island, N. Y., on what appeared
last week to be a telling editorial
campaign to have the bankrupt
railroad reorganized.
Beginning the night of the accident, the station has kept up a
series of daily editorials interspersed with spot announcements.
The editorials:
(1) Called upon listeners to telegraph Congressman Leonard W.
Hall and urge legislation to require
the railroad to install automatic
safety devices, and the following
day Mr. Hall announced he would
ask for a Congressional investigation of the accident, a WHLI
spokesman said.
(2) Called for the ousting of
the two trustees of the bankrupt
railroad, and subsequently both the
Nassau County executive, J. Russel
Sprague, and Gov. Thomas E.
Dewey made similar demands.
(3) Urged creation of a long
Island Railroad Authority by New
York State, patterned after the
Port of New York Authority. Gov.
Dewey appointed
mission to considera three-man
what shouldcombe
done.

SPINGARN
POST
Senate Hearing Date S
NOMINATION of Stephen J. Spi
garn to serve
a member offor ':
Federal
Trade asCommission
term expiring in 1953 will be hes
by the full Senate Interstate
Foreign Commerce Committee Di
13, it was announced last week,
is currently serving on the coi
mission under an interim appoirj
ment
[Broadcasting
• Teleca^
ING, Oct.
30].
In government service since 19-^ !
Mr. Spingarn was nominated
President Truman for the pr
Sept. 22. The New York Democr
and fifth member of the FTC w
appointed to fill out the unexpir
term of the late Comr. Ewen
Davis. Previously, Comr. Spinga
served as President Truman's a
ministrative assistant, a positi '
concerned
with legislative acti
ities.
At the same time, the Sena
Armed Services Committee i
ported favorably the nominati
of John D. Small, vice preside
and- executive assistant to the prt
ident, Emerson Radio & Phor
graph Corp., New York, to
chairman of the Munitions Boa
Nov.
20].
[Broadcasting
• Telecasti>
Mr. Small succeeds Hubert Hoi
ard, who resigned two months a|
Also a recess appointee, Mr. Sm:
was sworn in as chairman of t
Defense Dept.'s unit Nov. 16.

remove the adverse effect of te
Boston Braves already have de- vision in its entirety.
cided to cut night home game tele"The more inconvenient it is f
casts from 39 to 14.
a person to get to a place of amu:
Clark Griffith, president of the ment, the more congested the tr£
Washington Nationals, reports he fic and the less adequate the pai
will boost sponsor rights from
ing facilities and the less favoral
$100,000 to $200,000 next season
the weather, the more they are i
on grounds telecasts keep fans clined to stay at home and wat
away from the park. Mr. Griffith
(all)
he reasoned.
also blames radio broadcasts for
Thetelevision,"
Redleg president
felt th
hurting minor league attendance.
night telecasts reflected a mc
Detroit has modified its video pol- "adverse" effect on attendance th
did daytime contests. He indicat
icy, too.
Television
also has had an effect that the management may deci
on 1950 receipts of the Cincinnati
to prohibit telecasts of 24 or
night games in 1951, though
Reds, according to President Warren Giles, but he places TV well
policy had been set.
Meanwhile, there were repoi
down the list of "causes." The
that Baseball Commissioner A,
team's poor showing and unfavorable weather predictions were cited
(Happy) Chandler has received
as main reasons.
bid of $5 million for televisi
"Discontinuance of telecasting
rights to World Series gam.es fro
would not remove the adverse ef- 1951 through 1955. Mr. Chandl
recently was tendered a new sev€
fect of television in its entirety,"
Mr.
told its
stockholders.
contract by club owners
can Giles
eliminate
effect on "We
our year
Gillette Safety Razor Co. ps
attendance only to the extent that $800,000 for television and $175,C
telecasting of our games has af- for radio rights to the 1950 f,
fected our home attendance."
classic — a large portion of whi;
Contending that set owners are
was channeled to the baseball pla
not going to stray away from their
ers' pension fund. In so doing t
screens for lack of baseball, Mr.
clubs abandoned earlier suggesti
Giles asserted:
that front-running clubs in bo
"The economics involved in the
pennant races share in the bona:
purchase of television sets on a
time-playment plan reduces the
JOE
ADAMS
amusement dollar in many family
REACHES ALL
budgets. Owners of sets are not
going to turn off their television
NEGROES
programs merely because baseball
IN LOS ANGELES
games are not being shown. Therefor, a discontinuance of telecastIV
W L
WATTS
5000 CHANNEL
I CLEAR
^ lAf
ly W
ing of our home games would not
LOS ANGELES - SANTA MONICA, 'CALI
BROADCASTING
• Telecastii

Frequency Plan
(Continued from page 19)
tremely sore point for private
lustry, which feels the military
ijparticular has been allowed to
ilurp far more spectrum space
n it uses or requires,
he temporary board has conned itself primarily with telemunications problems, steering
kar of broadcasting and telecaste questions. Observers felt, howler, that any permanent high-level
ency's assignment must inevit|ly deal with broad policy mattsaffecting allocations for these
ss communications media.
IPresent thinking, it was underod, inclines toward a memberp of three persons for the pernent agency.
r. Stewart's board, which met
nday through early Wednesday
ternoon, in the meantime aniinced it has engaged the New
'iikrk management engineering
%a of Ford, Bacon & Davis to
like a survey of the economics
the communications industry,
e firm's report is due in January.
To assist in the drafting of the
ard's report to President Trum, two "writing specialists" have
sn engaged: Chai-les Schwarz,
mer information director of the
'"iitional Security Resources Board,
Id Frederick Fassett, of Carnegie
titution.
Board Members
fljAppointed last February, the
[Piporary board is composed of
. Stewart, chairman; Dr. Lee A.
iiBridge, president of California
,|3titute of Technology; David H.
0rien, retired vice president of
it||aybar Electric Co. and wartime
fector of distribution for the
]-my Signal Corps; William L.
>eritt, head of the electrical engitj.iering department of the U. of
i'ciinois, who also served on the
[jimdon Committee on color telelion; and Dr. James R. Killian
L president of Massachusetts
stitute of Technology [BroadISTING • Telecasting, Feb. 27].
iThe board's assignments include
iJbpparation of recommendations on :
si !)(a) Policies for tlie most effective
nle of radio frequencies by govern■ntal and non-governmental users
)d alternative administrative arbgements in the federal governpnt for the sound effectuation of
jjch policies;
iKb) Policies with respect to interlitional radio and wire communicah'jlms ;
IsiIKc) The relationship of government
tt.
NCY McIVER
RAVELS THE WORIB
(Formerly Nancy Grey
on WTMJ— NBC)
HFC Chicago
2:30 Men.WEHS-FM
thru Sat.
She entertains — and
sells — and sells
Participations
Available
ARSHALL PRODUCTIONS INCORPORATED
40th Floor Bankers BIdg., Chicago 3
'Radio — Shows to fit your budget — TV
ijlROADC ASTING
i

communications to non-government
communications, and
(d) Such related policy matters as
the board may determine.
Next board meeting is scheduled for Dec. 14-15.
Authorities felt the appointment
of an Assistant Secretary of State
for Communications, as proposed
by Sen. McFarland, would have a
particularly beneficial effect in international radio and communications negotiations — such as the
recent NARBA conferences — by
making available a top-rankingofficial whose entire energies would
be devoted to this technical, highly
specialized field.
'Fulltime Attention'
Sen. McFarland's letter to Dr.
Stewart said in part:
I feel sure that your studies and
investigation of our communications
problems must have convinced you
that communications is big enough
and important enough to have the
fuUtime attention of an experienced
and thoroughly competent individual
with authority enough to deal with
his field at the very highest levels.
So long as we adopt the precept
of State Dept. leadership and control
on all matters involving relations
with other countries, we must
strengthen the Department's leadership and control by making possible
for it to give communications the
time, attention, and competence that
communications deserves and at the
same time see to it that whoever
heads this division has both the authority and the expert knowledge to
perform his job fully in the public
interest and in the interest of this
country.
In expressing this viewpoint I believe Iam echoing the sentiments of
many of my colleagues who are familiar with the problem as well as the
viewpoint
of other competent authorities.
Some time ago I had the opportunity to briefly mention this matter
to our Secretary of State, and I am
hopeful that it may well have his
sympahetic support.
In sending Secretary Acheson a
copy of the letter, Sen. McFarland
emphasized:
"More than eight years of close
experience with our domestic and
international communications problems convinces me that one of the
things that ought to be done and
which can be done with relative
ease is for the State Dept. to give
to communications the attention it
deserves by the appointment of an
Assistant Secretary whose responsibility would be solely that of
communications and whose competence and devotion to the public
interest would be acknowledged."
WJW, WCOLName
H-R
IN the Nov. 27 issue of Broadcasting • Telecasting, Headley-Reed
Inc. was erroneously identified as
having been appointed national
sales representative for WJW
Cleveland and WCOL Columbus,
Ohio. The firm appointed by the
stations is H-R Representatives
Inc.
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Hit TV Ads
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
An AP story dated Nov. 19
states: "Television dealers have
decided to abandon in future advertisements the theme that children feel socially inferior without
a television set in their homes."
Just for the record, the transcribed announcements using this
copy were discussed by WLS Program Director Harold Safford and
General Manager Glenn Snyder the
first week they were received — and
all announcements using the "child
inferiority" copy were banned from
WLS, although this meant a substantial reduction in the advertising scheduled. . . .
John C. Drake
Direction of Promotion
WLS Chicago
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Some of us were discussing the
recent television advertising at the
Advertising Committee meeting of
the Chamber of Commerce of the
United States. . . .
I . . . think that a great disservice was rendered to all advertising, to say nothing of radio and
television advertising.
Certainly, we in the business
should have enough sense to use
good taste and intelligence.
R. T. Mason
General Manager
WMRN Marion, Ohio

and are left out of television-conversation at school . . .
. . . There are several instances
where — because of this advertising
— homes now have TV, but the
children in those homes who now
"are mentally improved" do not
have sufficient clothing. ... I have
nothing against TV as compared
to other entertainment media, however, my children shall receive a
TV set when they are capable of
separating the wheat from the
chaff. . . .
Les Boret
Program Director
WRMN Elgin, III.
Defends Baseballcasts
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I fail to see how Jerry N. Jordon's report on "Baseball Attendance" can be taken as anything
but a slam at the radio industry's
desire to give the American public
what they wish to hear. . . .
... Gordon McLendon's rebuttal
in your Nov. 27 issue answers Mr.
Jordon . . . ably ...
Baseball interest was whipped
to fever pitch in this town by both
MBS and LBS broadcasts last

EDITOR, Broadcasting:

year
. . . is America's national
Baseball
game, but I doubt if one in ten
Americans understand it. What
better way could there be for them
to learn to understand it than
throughW.radio?
J. Page
General Manager
WABZ Albemarle, N. C.

. . . The peak of disgusting "gimmicks" is now being used by
American Television Dealers the&
Manufacturers . . .
The public is now being told that
no home is complete without television reception; no child can be
properly educated without its intellectual influence; children feel
hurt if there is no TV at home,

Goes Injured
DEE COE, general manager of
WWCA Gary, Ind., and Mrs. Coe
are confined to St. Elizabeth's Hospital in Lafayette, Ind., as a result
of an automobile accident Thanksgiving Day near Lafayette. The
Coes' three children, also passengers in the car, were uninjured.
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Operation Emergency
(Continued from page 21)
equipment as power supply deteriorated. Maternity cases were
taken to hospitals and milk was
sent to babies as radio spread word
of hardship cases. Stranded motorists were helped and civic employes
directed through radio-station
clearing houses. Employes were
told not to attempt to report for
work. Church and school officials
kept the public informed on their
plans.
Only a skeleton story can be narrated of the services performed by
over a thousand AM, FM and TV
stations. Following are some of the
accounts received by Broadcasting • Telecasting:
Hit by winds of huri-icane force,
sections of New England suffered
severely but people and public officials alike were kept informed by
radio.
WPRO Towers Down
WPRO Providence lost two 380ft. towers the night of Nov. 25 but
a rugged emergency antenna was
operating five hours later. This
tower had been erected after the
1944 hurricane and WPRO said it
adequately covered its principal
markets.
WTIC and WDRC Hartford,
along with other stations, went into
emergency service. WTIC was off
the air momentarily several times
as the result of power failure.
WDRC's emergency lines to police
headquarters were used by the
chief of police. Due to noise and
rain, an inside service room was
converted into a studio and engineers doubled in mopping water
blown into the control room.
Flood waters surrounded the
building in which WMNB North
Adams, Mass., is located but the
station was able to perform emergency service without interruption.
WICC Bridgeport lost only a few
minutes of air time before its
emergency generator was put in
operation. Floyd Jones, transmitter engineer, was marooned on an
island when a bridge was washed
out. Island residents were evacuated from homes and ordered to
the transmitter house via radio.
Power failures threw WNAB and
WLIZ off the air for a time.

WLIZ, a daytimer, secured FCC
permission to operate overtime,
and its General Manager Philip
Merryman, Commercial Manager
Manning Slater, and other executives as well as newsmen worked
continuously for 19 hours without
sleep or food. The station, itself
off the air for a short time due to
a feeder line failure, cancelled all
commercial programs during the
emergency in order to relay bulletins and other weather programs,
including remotes.
WNAB's staff stayed until the
transmitter became flooded Saturday afternoon, and were back on
the job when repairs were completed and the Bridgeport station
resumed broadcasting Sunday afternoon.
WELI New Haven handled public service programming during
the emergency, with utilities providing data on fallen lines. The
Red Cross was directed tb 10 men
stranded on a dock and rescued
them. Thousands listened via auto
radios when power lines were down.
WELI went off the air two minutes
as result of a shortage on the
cable but staff people crowded into
the transmitter and used a dozen
employes'
carsfromto studios
maintain
shuttle service
wherea
programs were taped. After four
days operations returned to normal.
WAVZ New Haven was kept on
the air despite hurricane winds and
flood-water seepage into the transmitter building. The daytime outlet stayed on the air Saturday to
midnight, bringing many tape-recorded stories from flooded areas.
WWCO Waterbury, Conn., managed to stay on the air as WBRY
and WATR were crippled temporarily. At one time the floor of
the control room was covered with
water driven through the walls by
the wind.
Towers of WOSC Fulton, N. Y.,
withstood high-velocity winds and
lost only two hours while a power
line was being replaced. In Stamford, Conn., WSTC-AM-FM lost
only 45 seconds air time during
switch to auxiliary power. WNLK
Norwalk went out of service. Roofing contractors bought up every
available spot on WSTC-AM-FM.
WWNY-FM Watertown, N. Y.,
lost its pylon connection and went
off the air Saturday morning.
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WTTM Trenton, N. J., used a
set oflons ofauto'
batteries
40 galgasoline
to stayand
on the
air,
cooperating with state and local police. Batteries were used to operate
tape recorder, turntable and one
light bulb. WTTM and WCTC New
Brunswick fed each other direct
reports via emergency lines and received reports from WJLK Asbury
Park, on the Jersey coast. WTTM
lost about 30 minutes air time during the 18-hour emergency.
WCTC used a 3kw generator, acquired recently as part of its civil
defense program, to stay on the
air. Flood waters were within 18
inches of the base of the transmitter shack but equipment was set on
concrete stands 5 feet above known
high-water level and was not damaged.
WKDN Camden, N. J., remained
on the air after dark Saturday
when WCAM, city-owned station,
went off the air, and ceased operation only when state police said
the situation was under control.
WFPG Atlantic City and other
New Jersey outlets joined in the
disaster service. WFPG abandoned
all regular program service. Manager Fred Weber put the mayor
and other officials on the air.
Philadelphia radio and TV stations took the emergency in stride.
WFIL-AM-TV warned residents to
call the fire bureau direct instead
of using alarms since over half of
the alarm boxes were out of order.
WIP ran into power failure and
then its auxiliary antenna was
ripped loose. WIP-FM remained
in operation but several hours of
AM time were lost.
Philadelphia Story
WCAU-TV Philadelphia interstorm
service and rupted
used programs
films with
to show
damage.
WIBG used auxiliary transmitter
and generator but the FM station
went off the air. KYW and WPEN
handled large volumes of emerWDEL-AMgency programming.
TV Wilmington,
Del., escaped
with
little damage other than a shorted
lightning arrestor when a tower
was twisted.
WTUX Wilmington, with 15
inches of water in the transmitter
house, was off the air until Tuesday morning. A new transmitter
was flown from Waltham, Mass.,

STAYING ON AIR overtime, WV.
Waferbury, Conn., presented
letins during
a special Sto
Yfeather Serenade. At mike is
nouncer Gene Valentino, while
Logan (I) and
Bob copy.
Crager com^
teletype
30-year history. Joseph E. Baud
general manager, supervised
emergency service.
Buffalo was not hit as hard
the area to the south, but Hamili
Ont., had the worst storm on i
ord. WKBW Buffalo broadcas
tribute to CHML Hamilton for
work during the crisis. CH
raised $12,000 in one night for
lief purposes.
All eight Cleveland stations w
on emergency basis starting
morning of Nov. 25. Even as i
as last Thursday the area was
fering from storm paralysis,
announcers could reach WJW S
urday morning so two engint
and Jerry Roberts, chief engine
got three anouncers on the air
picking their voices off the t
phone.
relayed teletype
to
the They
announcers.
Finally n'I
gram Director Charles V. Hur
made it to the station on foot f
was joined later by others.
Dick Hatton, announcer, '
Wally Scholz, engineer, set up'
amateur network in the Clevela
Canton-Akron area.
Cleveland's three TV slatior
WNBK,
WXEL, WEWS—
aural broadcasters
in the joi
pu
service work. WSRS personnel
swered over 40,000 calls thro
Tuesday
went atsleep'
for more and
than many
24 hours
a ti
WSRS was non-commercial foi
hours. It received credit for t

by InRaytheon.
Western Pennsylvania the
greatest damage came from a record blizzard that paralyzed Pittsburgh and surrounding areas. Daily
papers were unable to circulate in
Pittsburgh. They had just resumed publication following a 47day strike. KVQ, KDKA, WCAE,
WJAS and WWSW threw out reguGeneral
larbersprogramming.
staffdespite
memreached the Loyal
stations
Manager with
record ofoutstandin;
sales an(
lack of transportation. A KVQ
administration
Over
decade expe
broadcast sent volunteer firemen to
rience in majb
south ewestern am
the rescue of 17 Boy Scouts strandwestern markete
ed on a camping trip.
Thorough
ground
ing in newspape
WJAS staff members able to
techniques and sta
reach the station made the Hotel
tion management
William Penn their home but some
Excellent
reference
and
sterling
repu
tation in industo
employes were stranded in the
suburbs.
Willing to acquir
For KDKA it was the fifth major
part ownership
Box 151H, Broadcasting.
snow storm in the pioneer station's
BROADCASTING
• Telccasti

; a life besides giving the usual
il ulance information and simi■ activities.
I )w gas pressure created an
I I gency, with stations persuad;■ the public to keep down con1 r.ption to a minimum. Cleveland
tions received reports from
ny surrounding cities, and even
vect report from Miami. WSRS
e said it carried 15,000 emerV messages in a 48-hour peV'GAR Cleveland had 10 emyes on hand Saturday, with anler 10 making it to the station
rday.
Georgie Price, enterner, Abbey Albert and members
the Albert band helped man
lAR telephones.
The Statler
Ijtel fed WGAR employes in its
(Iploye cafeteria. Newspapers
[bid not publish Saturday and
[prated on a limited basis Sun-

"f^XEL (TV) carried over 20
i brs of public service program'I'hg, though handicapped by locai jn of studios and transmitter 10
' les from downtown Cleveland.
I^i'iadio and television won editorial
udits from the Cleveland Plain
j^ler (WHK-AM-FM Cleveland)
"a magnificent job in keeping
public informed on the details
the crisis and in maintaining
ci ystem of communications which
liibatly facilitated the brutal task
3 digging out of the blizzard,
't-g people living in the areas parI ilzed by this unprecedented storm
!li;l forever be grateful to the men
f i|l women of radio and television."
WCUE Receives Praise
WCVFi Akron, day timer, operjtd fulltime until the crisis was
pr. It received thousands of letjjs praising the service, includ^1 messages from other stations
1^3 a local newspaper.
aitji^'^HBC
Canton went
on the the
air
jiiy
six minutes
late despite
ii:»wbound streets and highways,
lir.ternity cases and other emerRicy items were handled as public
n; vice took precedence. By Saturevening nine persons were on
1 py at the station. John Baker,
j tistant news editor, used snow!p|(»es to get to work. Marilyn Surw, secretary, drove in on a trac1.
QilN^earby farmers supplied baskets
5^, food to the marooned WHBC
jt'^nsmitter crew. The WHBC
»] (now Party," as it was called,
tdjs still in full operation as late
Tuesday.
f-jjfVhen 27 inches of snow blankHelp Fight Tb

Buy
Christmas Sealf
OADCASTING
0.

eted Youngstown, the Ohio city had
only radio to keep it informed as
the only newspaper suspended publication for three days. Warren
P. Williamson Jr., WKBN president, trudged out to the transmitter Saturday morning to put the
station on the air. Bernard Wilkins, chief engineer, walked three
miles through hip-high snow to the
downtown studios. Hugh Schaffer,
western band fiddler, served as sole
announcer and signed on the station. Engineer Ralph Sherman
walked 11 miles in four hours,
bringing along a bag of clothing
and sandwiches. Manager Dutch
Bowden hitched a ride downtown in
a funeral coach.
Reporters on WFMJ
The YoungstowJi Vindicator, unable to circulate three days, put its
reporters and correspondents on the
affiliated WFMJ with a radio newspaper. Bud Mansell, managing
editor, and George Kelly, his assistant, supervised the program.
WSTV Steubenville, Ohio, operated continuously through the
crisis with a skeleton crew. Ruston
Marshall, news editor, arranged
137 minutes of beep-recorded
phone interviews, including one
from Midway, Pa., where 21 persons were stranded in a coal mine.
Engineer Warren Hallam was at
the transmitter 28 hours without
relief.
Cincinnati stations were on the
job. They broadcast appeals to use
gas sparingly. Arrival of Santa
Claus at the airport, which
WCPO-TV had planned to carry
Sunday morning, was deferred because of the storm.
WCHS Charleston, W. Va. cancelled commercial shows and participating announcements when
necessary in keeping listeners ininformed. The station carried many
special weather and emergency information programs on the first
day, followed with 11 on Sunday,
and continued the same general procedure on Monday and Tuesday
while Charleston was still digging
out.
WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va.,
with a 120-mile relay from Cincinnati, fed the Penn-Cornell football
game by using an emergency receiver 90 miles from the pickup
point. Jackson Dougherty lost his
car in a 10-foot drift and had to
walk five miles against the storm.
Gerald Frazier injured his leg
walking through the snow Saturday
night. Jack Jiruska, studio supervisor, started for Portsmouth in a
Jeep and four-wheel chains. En
route he rescued a marooned ambulance containing an expectant
mother. He led the way to the
hospital, beating the stork a scant
two minutes. Then he managed to
repair a hilltop relay.
Monday a farmer's bulldozer
opened 12 miles of road in eight
hours so Mr. Jiruska and . Gerald
Cunningham could reach their
posts. The Jiruska Jeep was converted into a relief vehicle for foodless families marooned in the snow.
The staff performed heroically in
guiding the TV station through its
first emergency.

• Telecasting

rescue headquarters were carried.
General Manager Harris Lipez estimated that over 10,000 messages
were relayed through the station,
virtually the only means of communication left in the town. Radioequipped rescue boats, with sets
tuned to WBPZ, were dispatched to
pick
zens. up numerous . stranded citi-

IMPROVISED blizzard clothing was
the order of the day at WKBN
Youngstown. Arriving at work are
(I to r): Engineer Ralph Sherman;
Ellamae Casteel, women's editor; J.
L. (Dutch) Bowden, station manager.
An alert engineer at WWDC
Washington was credited with saving Bethesda, Md., residents vast
sums in damage to electrical equipment. Jean McPherson, engineer,
received a phone call from a friend
who remarked that he had measured voltage and found it down to
30 volts. A blast at the Bethesda
substation had caused the low voltage, with danger that appliances
would be set on fire. Dennis Sartain, news editor, urged Bethesda
residents to turn off all motors.
The announcements were repeated
until voltage was restored. Announcements were also carried on
transit by WWDC-FM.
TV service in the Carolinas was
disrupted when a transformer froze
at WBTV (TV) Charlotte, keeping the station off the air most of
day.
Sunday.
Service was restored Mon-

In the face of rising water, station operations were moved to the
transmitter on the evening of Nov.
25. Power and telephone service
later failed at the studios but were
maintained throughout the emergency at the transmitter. Rescue
operations were made more difficult
when high winds later struck thearea, but WBPZ was able to remain on the air.
California Coverage
California stations were receiving praise for their service in
fiooded areas. KUBA Marysville
covered the flood with an airplane
piloted by C. V. Ullom, part owner
of the station. Mr. Ullom related
information back to the station.
KUBA covered rescue of 8,000
evacuees from stricken areas. Appeals for clothing brought large
quantities of help. Roger R. Hunt,
manager, and Wyn Pope handled
the broadcasts from the sheriff's
office, aided by Mr. Ullom's plane
messages.
The tower of WALD Walterboro,
S. C, was felled when a tree hit
a guy wire. The station was back
on the air in 2% hours with temporary rig. Reports of coverage
were good. Work was started at
once on a new tower.
To the Rescue

WBPZ on 45 Hours
In Lock Haven, Pa., WBPZ
turned its facilities to emergency
sei-vice starting at 4 p.m. Nov. 25
in the face of flood waters which
struck the Central Pennsylvania
area. The station operated for 45
hours without a break and Thursday was still relaying emergency
messages. Dispatches from the Red
Cross, city and state police and

le/iex lii- BMI

NAB'S station relations director. Jack Hardesty, was a
minor victim of the Western
New York blizzard. Driving
from Buffalo to Jamestown
on
field trip,
car a wound
up Mr.
in Hardesty's
a roadside
snow drift. He phoned the
nearest town and persuaded
the fire department to extricate his car. Then with Cleveland as a target, he decided
police officials stationed at
road blocks weren't interested
in the immediate status of
NAB's membership drive.
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N. Y. Weathers Wind
(Continued from page 21)
of the building, it is reported.
WMCA vice president and program director, Leon Goldstein, set
out Saturday afternoon to find his
son, who had gone camping with
a Scout Troop in the Alpine woods
above the Palisades in New Jersey.
That evening, while Mr. Goldstein
with a forest ranger was finding
and helping from the woods everyone but his son, the boy turned up
safe at home. Whereupon the station, frustrated by the rule against
direct communicaton, repeatedly
broadcast news of the return of the
scout in an unsuccessful attempt
to recall its program director.
WWRL went off the air at 11:25
a.m. Saturday, when power failed
at the transmitter site, but it was
able to resume a half hour later,
at 11:58 a.m., from its old 250 w
transmitter located in Woodside,
N. J., after wiring for and receiving permission from the FCC. Monday morning the station resumed
its normal 5 kw operation.
Shifts to Auxiliary
WHOM shifted to power from
auxiliary generators at 2:39 p.m.
Saturday, following public service
power failure at its Ridgefield,
N. J., transmitter site. Normal
service was restored Sunday at
11:30 a.m.
WBNX, transmitting from the
outskirts of Paterson, N. J., reported intermittent public service
power failure Saturday morning
culminating later that afternoon
in complete failure which left the
station off the air until 12:15 p.m.
Monday. Its towers, the shortest
in the vicinity, were undamaged.
Stations reporting as unafffected
by the storm included WNYC, New
York's municipally-owned station;
WQXR, WABD (TV), WEVD
(FM), WFDR (FM) and WGHF
(FM).
After leaving the air Saturday
morning, WPAT Paterson, N. J.,
resumed at 6 a.m. Sunday and
operated on a 24-hour basis. A
mobile diesel generator was set up
after the transmitter plant and
towers had been damaged. The
FM tower crashed. WPAT broadcast public service messages all
THE

OLD

through the emergency, with full
power available.
WHLI Hempstead, Long Island,
operated three days on its auxiliary
power, providing both AM and FM
service.
As the storm reached New York,
broadcasters throughout the area
made it bulletin news, along with
the warnings issued by public authorities and the announcement
Saturday
afternoon
the Mayor's
Civil
Defense
Alert, ofautomatically
making WNYC the center for
emergency communications. Members of the Civil Defense Committee, under chairman Arthur W.
Wallander, met in session at the
City Hall.
Both NBC-TV and CBS-TV sent
out cameramen to bring scenes of
the damage the storm was wreaking in the metropolitan area to
their viewers. From the balcony
of the NBC offices at 106th St. in
Manhattan, Bob Wilson supplemented the cameras picturing the
scene on George Washington Bridge
and the Hudson River below, together with films of the Esso fire
at Linden, N. J.
Ben Grauer, speaking to NBC
listeners from a taxicab going up
Broadway and around Columbus
Circle, described what the wind and
rain were doing to the city's plate
glass and pedestrians.
WCBC

VIEW
Related to FCC

LETTER was sent FCC last week
by WCBC Anderson, Ind., explaining it has been put at a "competitive disadvantage" respecting future television plans by local publicity on the merger of the licensee
of WHBU Anderson with those of
WISH Indianapolis, WHOT South
Bend and WANE Ft. Wayne
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Nov. 27]. The letter stated:
We feel the Commission should be
advised or our position that the implications regarding the television plans
of WHBU in the enclosed newspaper
article were not in the public interest,
since no application has been made
by
any group
for the lone TV channel
allocated
to Anderson.
This not only puts us at a competitive
disadvantage, but prejudices our position in the plans.
public mind on any future
television
SEA-HORSE

SAYS:

BILOXI
MISSISSIPPI
WVMI
Serving the Entire Mississippi Gulf Coast
1000 WAHS
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WDGY
NEWSMEN
Hit Stride in Twin Cities
"WHAT NEXT?" is the question
being asked by residents of Minneapolis-St. Paul following the expanded news operations of WDGY
of the Twin Cities. It all started
when Harry Peck took over managership of the station and turned
two of his newsmen, John Leslie
and Jim McGovern, out on the town
with tape recorders.
First break came when the recorders were taken into an investigation of the local transit situation.
Testimony was edited, transition
narrative inserted and when the
programs went on the air, comment
from listeners was termed highly
gratifying. Messrs. Leslie and McGovern hit the jackpot again when
they taped an interview with a
former Ku Klux Klan official, reportedly wanted in Indiana. After
airing the program on WDGY, the
tape was dubbed off and sent to
Indiana stations.
Mr. Leslie is now program director and Mr. McGovern news
director but they are both bending
every effort to cover all the Twin
Cities' news for WDGY listeners.

VOICE BLDG.
GSA To Buy N. Y. Structure
FOLLOWING on the heels of State
Dept. clearance, officials of the
General Services Administration
last Wednesday entered into negotiations for purchase of a 20-story
office building in New York City
to house Voice of America and
other information headquarters
personnel.
GSA is completing arrangements
for a $3 million building at 15-19
E. 26th St. in New York under
funds provided by Congress this
past session. The $3 million outlay was set aside for purchase and.
remodeling of new building facilities. State Dept. cleared the project Nov. 22.
While negotiations were underway for the new structure, the
Voice also hoped to expand overseas operation to reach every radio
receiver behind the Iron Curtain
within the next two years. Edward
W. Barrett, Assistant Secretary of
State for Public Affairs, told the
Export Managers' Club in Washington last Wednesday that the
Voice hopes to mushroom into a
worldwide network far beyond operation of the 38 transmitters now
functioning.

VIKING NETWORii
New Oregon Hookup Sta
A NEW
regional network,
Viking Network, last week
nounced it had begun operati,
on a five-station hookup in Oreg
Key station of the new networ <
KPFM (FM) Portland. Affilia;
now carrying network progra i
are KMCM
McMinnville, KL
Prineville, KASH
Eugene jj
KRUL Corvallis. Several new £
liates will be announced later t
month, network officials report.
is S.technical
of Viking,
M. Goard,director
manager
of KPF'
charge of expanding the chai
direct feeds.
Tom Hotchkiss
manager of network operations j
Alvin C. Yantiss is progr ■
director.
Stations within effective rang€
KPFM are fed programs by ]
link. Those outside the FM rai
are provided sustaining and cc
mercial programs by tape, w
plans for an extended FM re

Proceedings of the Oregon Fa
system. Federation were aired
Bureau
farmers unable to attend its ncentury convention last month
the Viking Network, which pla:
tape-recorded highlights. Co-sp
sors of the hour-long program N
19 were the First National Bank
Portland
and the
OFBF. times
Progiwas released
at various
the day on different stations of
Viking Network.
The bureau, which plans to 1
a similar program each year on
network, said that the broadca
covered every area where it ]
membership.
The Viking Network produ
and released the program and ' f(
corded some 9,600 feet of tape fr
which excerpts were selected.
In addition to Viking mem
stations, supplemental cover;
was given by KIHR Hood Ri\
KGON Oregon City, KFLW K
math Falls, KBKR Baker, KLl
La Grande and KSRV Ontario.
SHORTWAVE broadcasts in Finr
start over CBC shortwave transmitt
at Sackville, N. B., to Finland earlj
December. Half -hour programs ^ be beamed weekly in both Finnish . .,
Swedish.

The Voice, operated by the department's International Broadcasting Division, also announced
it has made available its seven
West Coast transmitters to the
UN so its debates can be carried
to China and other Asiatic countries. Transmitting facilities to
Honolulu also are being used by
the UN.
COVIDEO Inc. (manufacturer coinoperated TV sets) starts full production of 14-inch set which had first
showing last spring.
BROADCASTING
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HEDIT CURBS
Joint Probe Group Named
jJOIXT Senate-House Committee
Its organized last Thursday to
ik into complaints gro^^'ing out
new credit regulations imposed
' the Federal Reserve Board on
lirchase of radio-TV sets, automoJes and real estate.
Ben. Burnet R. Maybank (D, C), chairman of the Senate
inking Committee, was named to
pd the 10-man group, with Rep.
iul D. Brown (D-Ga.) as vice
firman. Initial hearings, slated
get underway this Wednesday
Id Thursday, will look into proits dealing -with the automotive
(i real estate fields.
!rhe committee also viiW take up
ler phases of Regulations W and
itouching on the entire scope of
tdit controls, including install'mt restrictions on radio and tele|ion appliances. All groups who
Bh to appear during the hearings
1 have opportunity to present
•iv case. Sen. Maybank added.
C^Tiile installment curbs on re.>-er purchases has provoked
d protests
dealers
among
1'3esprea
od
, it was
understo
li retailers
.jjut there would be no concerted
■•^nd by the set manufacturing in.'■■.try. Radio-Television Mfrs.
^.Bn. had no plans Wednesday to
. .jiear before the committee.
n pointed out that the
Spokesme
Ijstion
of credit curbs is really
j .demic since the industry now
I es substantial curtailment of
,g,ic metals, thus further reducing
iply that already falls far short

"^ivilian demands.
till'

"aig in N. Y.
''^ SUPERVISE Procter & Gam,'s growing activities in televi'■'fi production in Xew York, W.
(Bill) Craig of Procter & Gam^ Productions Inc., Cincinnati,
?l make his headquarters in New
■irk for a number of months. He
^jll
at 22 E.
40th
j-j occupy
P&G isoffices
sponsoring
Musical
mmedy Time on NBC and The
ttj-st Hundred Years on CBS, both
jjwhich will be Mr. Craig's chief
"(fupations.
J.
K V O X
Moorhead, Minn.

NBW PT63-A
Unit Construction permits portable or rock
mount operation. 3 separate heods to
monitor from the tape ! Prevents record
ing errors 1 New 3 head unit olso available to convert present PT6 Magnecorder.
WRITE
INC.
360 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago 1, 111.
-OADCASTING

New Business
(Continued from page 8)
Dickens' "Chi'istmas Carol" over MBS, 4-4:30 p.m., Dec. 24. Agency :
Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc., Chicago.
HUDSON MOTOR CAR Co., Detroit, renews The Billy Rose Show
over ABC-TV, 9-9:30 p.m. Tues. Agency: Brooke, Smith, French &
Dorrance Inc., Detroit.
WASHINGTON COOPERATIVE Assn., Seattle (Lynden Chicken), Dec.
17 starts Chet Huntley news analysis broadcasts on 10 Columbia Pacific
Network stations in California, Washington and Oregon, Sun. 5:30-5:45
p.m. PST, for 52 weeks. Agency: Pacific National Advertising, Seattle.
VOICE OF PROPHECY Inc., Washington, D. C, sponsoring Faith for
Today, Sun. 12:30-1 p.m. on ABC-TV, started Dec. 3. Agency: Western
Adv. Agency Inc., L. A.
PABST SALES Co., Chicago (Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer), to sponsor t^vo
telecasts of 10th annual All-Star Bowling Tournament, Chicago Coliseum,
over ABC-TV Dec. 14, 11:30-12 p.m. Agency: Warwick & Legler, N. Y.
Corp.,
WALTER S. SHELDON appointed advertising manager Cory
Chicago. Was with Hotpoint merchandising staff, same city.
JEFF WILLIAMSON, sales supervisor Hunt Foods Inc., FuUerton,
Calif., fornia
named
assistant district sales manager of firm's Southern Calisales division.
NBC Names Herbert
(Continued from page 23)
president and director of public
relations, now NBC vice president
in charge of the Western Division.
In anticipation of the reorganization and the separation of NBC
into three operating divisions —
radio, television and owned-andoperated stations — Sylvester L.
(Pat) Weaver Jr. was hired last
year from Young & Rubicam, where
he had been vice president in
charge of radio and television, to
be NBC vice president in charge
of TV.
There is still one top level NBC
job that remains unfilled with a
permanent occupant. The top operating executive position for the
radio network is now occupied on
an acting basis by Charles R.
Denny, who is also executive vice
president.
Mr. Showerman is the fourth
NBC veteran executive to quit the
network during the reorganizational period. In addition to him
and Mr. Elwood, Sidney N. Strotz
resigned as vice president in
charge of the Western Division,
and Easton C. Woolley resigned as
director of radio station relations.
Mr. Herbert joined NBC last
Sept. 5 after sei-ving Hearst Magazines Inc. for 12 years, recently
as vice president and general advertising manager. Before his
Hearst service he was with Esquire
magazine and before that was with
Socony Vacuum Oil Corp. and was
a cotton broker with the firm of
Jones, Gardner & Beal.
Mr. Kopf joined NBC on the
Chicago sales staff in 1931. Before
that he served tsvo years on the
advertising staff of the Literary
Digest and previously was in advertising sales for the Hearst organization in Chicago.

• Telecasting

MYSTERY ADS
KVOO Promotes Late Show
KVOO Tulsa, Okla., has made use
of a "mystery" newspaper promotion campaign to announce the sale
of
its
hour Sleepwalker's
Se?-enade late
to Fred
Jones Ford, same
city. The ads ran in a series for
four days.
Four small newspaper ads, mentioning neither the program, station nor sponsor, were inserted for
three days. On the fourth day, a
half page ad was carried in the
Tulsa Daily World, explaining the
preceding ads and naming the station and sponsor.
The smaller ads consisted of
cartoon-style drawings of sleepwalkers with only "Saturday Midnight— till 2:30 a.m. (and every
night!)"
printed
the same
bottom. On the
fourthacross
day, the
ads appeared with an additional
reference to the half page ad.
KVOO announced that Fred Jones
Ford was the first to buy the late
hour listening time.

ANTI-RED

BILL

Congress Probe Proposed
A RESOLUTION calling for a
probe of the administration, operation and enforcement of the antisubversive law, requiring Communist action groups to identify sponsorship of radio-TV broadcast
and printed material was throwTi
into the Congressional hopper last
Thursday by a bi-partisan group
of six Senators.
The resolution, sponsored by
three Republicans and three Democrats of the Senate Judiciary Committee, would empower that committee to launch an inquiry into
the new Communist bill, as well as
alleged subversive activities in and
out of government departments. It
also would examine laws relating
to espionage, sabotage, security and
"protection of internal security of
theThe
United
States."
proposal
is subject to approval of the Senate Rules Committee and the full Senate membership. Heading the list of six
Senatorial co-sponsors is Chairman
Pat McCarran (D-Nev.) of the
Judiciary committee, co-author of
the McCa rran - Mundt - Ferguson
control law which Congress passed
over forePresident
it recessed. Truman's veto beThere also was sentiment for repeal of the anti-subversive bill,
with Rep. Adolph Sabath (D-IU.)
drafting legislation which he promised to introduce momentarily.
Meanwhile the Subversive Activities Board, charged with the responsibility ofdetermining whether
any organization is a Communist
front or action group, has announced its rules of procedure for
hearings it plans to conduct on the
Communist issue. The new law requires the Justice Dept. to ask the
board to compel Communist organizations to register if they fail to
comply with the law. Appointees
have not been confirmed by the
Senate, with Republicans threatening to press for thorough hearings.
All are serving under recess appointments.
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LUBBOCK BROADCASTING
FAVORED IN FCC ACTION
LESSER concentration of control of mass
communication media was cited Friday in initial
decision by FCC Hearing Examiner Basil P.
Cooper as reason for preferring grant of new
AM station at Lubbock, Tex., on 790 kc with
5 kw day, 1- kw night directional, to Lubbock
County Broadcasting Co. and to deny bid of
KFYO Lubbock to switch from 250 w on 1340
kc to 5 kw on 790 kc, directional night. KFYO
proposal also was found to not conform to
FCC's standards on amount of interference it
would receive.
Lubbock County Broadcasting is owned 43%
by C. C. Woodson, 50 7o owner KNOW Austin,
Tex., and KCHE El Reno, Okla; 43% by
Wendell Mayes, 40% owner KNOW and 25%
owner KBWD Brownwood, Tex.; 12.5% by G.
H. Nelson, attorney. Mr. Woodson has extensive Texas newspaper interests but not at
Liibbock. KFYO is identified with Lubbock
publishing interests as well as publishing and
radio interests elsewhere in Texas.
ABC NEW YORK STAFF
DIVIDES SPOT ACTIVITY
ABC New York spot sales staflF split into radio
and television divisions Friday, with Ralph E.
Dennis as manager of ABC television spot
sales and Earl B. Salmon as manager of ABC
radio spot sales.
Reporting to Mr. Dennis will be H. B. Day,
Guy Capper, W. L. Lirby, C. E. Maxwell, T. H.
Black and John Fenster. Under Mr. Salmon
will be H. C. Watson, George Dietrich, T. H.
Walworth Jr., John Donaldson Jr., Edward
Page, Michael A. Renault and Warren Jennings.
FRANK F. CROOK
FRANK F. CROOK, 48, majority owner WFCI
Pawtucket, R. I., was reported fatally injured
early Friday morning in auto accident near
North Attleboro, Mass. FCC records show he
was secretary-treasurer, director and owner
of 49 of total 70 shares in Pawtucket Broadcasting Co., WFCI licensee, and at one time
was tentatively associated with Rhode Island
group of broadcasters and businessmen which
acquired WNEW New York early this year
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 6]. Mr.
Crook also was business associate of Attorney
General J. Howard McGrath.
CASPER, WYO., TV PETITION
NEW TV station at Casper, Wyo., on Channel
8 (180-186 mc) with ERP of 2.48 kw visual
and 1.24 kw aural requested by Bill M. Tomberlin, oil investor, in bid filed Friday with
FCC. Estimated construction cost was given
as $163,000; first year operating cost $85,000;
revenue $70,000.
ABERDEEN STATION SOLD
SALE OF KBKW Aberdeen, Wash., by Ben K.
Weatherwax for $47,885 to Archie Taft Jr.,
assistant manager KOL Seattle and 49%
owner KRKO Everett, reported in application
filed Friday at FCC. KBKW assigned 250 w
on 1450 kc.
Page 118
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DECLINE IN PRODUCTION
OF RADIO, TV SETS NOTED
TOTAL INDUSTRY production of radio and
TV sets fell off" week of Nov. 17 compared to
two previous weeks, according to Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. industry estimate. Nov. 17
figure of 512,694 compares with 555,234 week
of Nov. 10 and 584,129 week of Nov. 3.
Breakdown of Nov. 17 figure shows 189,623
radios, 14,637 portables, 107,070 auto, or 311,330
radio sets. TV output totaled 201,364 for
week, exceeding previous week total of 184,133
but below Nov. 3 TV total of 218,378 sets.
TV set makers bought 5,934,391 TV picture
tubes in first 10 months of 1950, according to
RTMA. October sales totaled 848,387 picture
tubes valued at $23,513,590 compared to 764,913 tubes valued at $20,423,353 in September.
Trend to large-type tubes continued, with tubes
16 inches and larger representing 92% of
month's sales. Rectangular tubes comprised
58% of sales.
EMANUEL SACKS ELECTED
STAFF V-P OF RCA
EMANUEL (Manie) SACKS, who joined RCA
last February as director of artists relations
for RCA Victor Division after serving 10 years
with Columbia Records Inc., latterly in charge
of artists and repertoire, Friday elected staff
vice president of RCA.
Other actions of RCA board at Friday meeting included election of Ernest B. Gorin, RCA
treasurer, as director of RCA Communications
Inc. and declaration by board of regular dividend of 50 cents per share and extra dividend
of 25 cents per share on RCA common stock,
payable Dec. 26 to stockholders of record at
close of business Dec. 8.
Board also declared dividend of 87% cents
per share on RCA first preferred stock for
period Oct. 1-Dec. 31, payable Jan. 2 to stockholders of record at close of business Dec. 21.
LEGISLATORS

SEE COLOR

DURING three-day New York visit, 12 members of House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee were shown NBC and CBS
television operations, including CBS color television demonstration, by top executives of respective networks. Party included Reps. Lindley Beckworth (D-Tex.) ; Dwight L. Rogers
(D-Fla.) ; Eugene J. Keogh (D-N. Y.) ; Arthur
G. Klein (D-N. Y.) ; John A. McGuire (DConn.); Neil J. Lineham (D-Ill.) ; Charles A.
Wolverton (R-N. J.); Joseph P. O'Hara (RMinn.) ; James I. Dolliver (R-Iowa) ; John W.
Heselton (R-Mass.) ; Hugh D. Scott Jr. (RPa.) ; John B. Bennett (R-Mich.), and Elton J.
Layton, clerk of the committee.
JOINS CECIL & PRESBREY
ROBERT MAYER, former account executive of
McCann-Erickson, New York, named to executive staff of Cecil & Presbrey, New York.
O. A. SAUNDERS,
ager of Nestle Co.,
and account executive
son & Mather, New

former advertising manappointed vice president
for Hewitt, Ogilvy, BenYork.

liaison with Pentagon and National Product) o
Authority. NPA officials regularly are coi
suiting FCC on material aspects. It's expectei
however, that if all-out war comes, high-levi
board will be promptly resurrected, foUowin
World War II pattern.
THAT "important radio executive" who's b(
hind campaign to combat teaching of "co
lectivism" in our school system through pre;
ent-day textbooks is William B. Dolpj
executive vice president of WMT Cedar Rapid
Iowa, and part owner of several other station
His project, publicized both by Fulton Lewis j
and Ray Henle, editor-in-chief of NBC's Thrti
Star Extra, contemplates regular network pr(
gram to further crusade.
FATE of annual equipment exposition at NA
convention in April hinges on war develo]
ments, but present plans are on business-a:
usual basis. Remotely possible, of course,
shift to war conference format for conventio:
or even cancellation altogether.
TOPP CHEWING GUM (Frank Buck bubb
gum) starting on Dec. 11 two-week campaig
in 15 radio markets through Cecil & Presbre;
New York.
PROCTER & GAMBLE understood to \
switching product sponsorship on its Oxydi
Show, five times weekly on CBS, from Oxydi
and Dreft to Tide. Changeover would enta
billing moving from Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sampl
New York, to Benton & Bowles, New York.
TO PROMOTE winter cruises,
Star Lines through its agency,
brey. New York, preparing spot
campaign to start mid-December
jor cities, for six weeks.

Cunard Whi
Cecil & Pre;
announcemei
in seven mi

BASEBALL CONFERENCE
NAB and Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. ofl
cials met Friday at NAB headquarters with (
L. Jordan, executive vice president of N. \
Ayer & Son, Philadelphia, and his son, Jen
Jordan, who conducted extensive research inl
effect of TV and radio on sports attendanc
NAB to appear before baseball club owners i
Florida meeting (early story page 27). Jen
Jordan to be in St. Petersburg during meeting
Attending Friday meeting were William ]
Ryan, Robert K. Richards, Charles A. Batsc
and Kenneth H. Baker, of NAB; Hugh Higgin
Broadcast Advertising Bureau; James I
Secrest and John Koepf, RTMA; Frank I
Fletcher, attorney and member of NAB boar
FRED ALLEN LEAVING TV
FRED ALLEN will leave television, probabl
for rest of season, after his performance Sui
day, Dec. 17, because of ill health. Length (
vacation indefinite, probability being he will r(
turn in fall with new half-hour TV forma
Mr. Allen's departure leaves hole in stars lini
up on Sunday night comedy hour, which 1:
shares on rotating basis with Eddie Canto
Martin & Lewis and Bobby Clark, who in tur
rotates with Bob Hope.
PET MAY

SHIFT

TO TV

PET MILK expected to spend perhaps $60,0(:
for sponsorship of Four Star Revue on NB(
TV for every show each third week. Wed.,
to 10 p.m. (CT) after taking money fro
black-and-white budget at Gardner Adv., S
Louis. Show sponsorship begins Jan. 17. •
BROADCASTING
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THE

and

KANSAS

CITY

MARKET

Only The KMBC-KFRM
Team^
Covers It Effectively
and

Economically!
Dayfime half-millivolf confours shown in black.

Conlan's 1950 coincidental survey of 146,000 calls in
the Kansas City Primary Trade Territory reveals The
KMBC-KFRM Team in the lead by a v/ide margin over
all other broadcasters.
In addition, the September-October Hooper report for
Metropolitan Kansas City shov/s KMBC in first place in

morning, afternoon and nighttime periods!
The KMBC-KFRM Team provides advertisers with
complete, effective and economical coverage of Kansas
City's Primary Trade area — without waste circulation.
For full information on your best buy in the Heart of
America, coll KMBC-KFRM, or any Free & Peters "Colonel."

Tern

TV

takes

more

giant

strides

Ground has been broken for WWJ-TV's
beautiful new television studio building,
adjoining present WWJ studios. Scheduled for completion in the spring, the
combined

buildings will give Detroit a

great Radio Center.
The facilities housed in this new building
will be in keeping with the importance of

upward

in Detroit

television as a selling medium

. . .

in the Detroit

market and WWJ-TV's position as the
Number One television station.
Because WWJ-TV

is 2 years ahead, and

always 2 steps ahead, Detroiters tune to
WWJ-TV
WWJ-TV

first just as advertisers turn to
first for results.

FIRST IN MICHIGAN
Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS
NBC Television Netu-ork
National Represencaiiies: THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
ASSOCIATE AM-FM STATION WWJ
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WHAS-TV

Afternoon

Programs

especially
Participating

for

Sponsors

"THE
is aformat
television
disc
jockeyBUD
programABBOTT
. . . casual andSHOW"
unorthodox in
...
built around the "personality" of Bud Abbott. As top platter
spinner in this area (Radio Best, 1949), Abbott was a wellknownson his "character"
beforeLouisville
his television
one start.
reashow was a even
hit with
viewersshow
from. . .the

"GOOD
LIVING" features the popular husband
and wife team of Marian and Sam Gifford in their living room
and in the completely modern WHAS-TV kitchen. Marian
supplies the culinary know-how; Sam provides the lighter
moments, dipping like Dagwood into the stew, fumbling awkwardly with the piping hot sauce pans.

"T-BAR-V RANCH' , the most popular small fry
show on the Louisville video range, guarantees to keep the
youngsters out of mischief for 55 minutes (a welcome "relaxation" for Mother). Singing cowboy Randy Atcher and "Cactus", his ranch cook, provide singing, adventure and fun with
the children. A rip-roaring serial is included in the period.

is

t0

4 W

llour{inteT(M'5eliinj!

Serving

a market

of more

65,000

television

homes

WHAS-TV

than

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY AND CO.

ASSOCIATED WITH THE

COURIER-JOURNAL & LOUISVILLE TIMES

jished every Monday, 53rd
issue as(Year
Bookclass
Number)
February
Broadcasting
Publications,
Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Entered
second
matter published
March 14,in 1933,
at Postby Office
at Washington,
D. C, Inc.,
under870actNational
of MarchPress
3, 1879.
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IF AND WHEN Television Broadcasters Assn.
decides to toss its lot into proposed new NABTV, it's certainty TBA high command will insist upon retention of Will Baltin, secretarytreasurer, as staff executive in new NAB
structure.
YEAR'S output of TV sets will pass 7 million
mark, well ahead of most optimistic forecasts,
despite materials shortages at yearend. And
belittlers of broadcasting's appeal may be surprised when 1950 output of radios reaches
13,750,000, abo'ut 25% ahead of 1949.
WHEN NEW CONGRESS convenes next
month it's likely both houses will have new
Communications Subcommittee chairmen. In
Senate, third-term Democrat Warren Magnuson seems slated to head Interstate & Foreign Commerce subcommittee as successor to
Sen. Ernest McFarland, Ariz., who is odds-on
bet for majority leader. In House, Rep.
Dwight Rogers, Fla., in line to succeed Rep.
Sadowski, Mich.
BUICK CARS through Kudner Agency, New
York, planning large intensified spot announcement campaign for four days in January to
promote new 1951 cars. In addition company
planning one-time, hour-long television show
if talent and station time can be cleared.
NEITHER CBS nor ABC plans to rejoin NAB,
from which they resigned early this year, but
both will support Broadcast Advertising Bureau.
NOTRE DAME athletic officials reportedly
looking with favor on proposal of WBIK (FM)
Chicago, owned by Balaban & Katz and affiliated with WBKB (TV), to broadcast 1951
football schedule for sale and pickup by other
FM stations throughout country. Talks are
continuing.
PLANS OF FCC Chairman Wayne Coy to take
month's leave on doctor's orders, because of
fatigue, were postponed last week. He had
contemplated going to Arizona, but personal
considerations caused him to defer his plans —
probably until Christmas holiday season.
HOLLYWOOD CANDY Co., Centralia, 111.,
trying to talk CBS-TV into breaking its hourlong Saturday morning package. The Big Top,
into .30-minute segments, with Hollywood picking up first half. Network previously considered selling show as single unit only.
Agency, Ruthrauff & Ryan, St. Louis.
RECURRING rumor that plan has been devised to "freeze" or "solidify" ionosphere for
ultra-high signals only draws scoffing denials
in high sources, with reminder some preliminary research had been done along this line
early in 40's.
POND'S EXTRACT Co., New York (Angel
Face foundation cormetics), planning to sponsor Lili Palmer in interview type program
(Continued on page 102)
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Upcoming
Dec. 12-13: School Broadcast Conference, Hotel
Sherman, Chicago.
Dec. 21: Educators' Television Clinic, WBAL-TV
Studios, Baltimore.
Jan.Chicago.
19: NAB-TV Convention, Hotel Stevens,
(Other Upcomings on page 77)
Bulletins
RKO-RADIO PICTURES through its agency,
Foote, Cone & Belding, New York, currently
planning two-week spot announcement camfor its weeks
latest in
filmDecember.
"Vendetta" in 25 cities
for lastpaigntwo
SET PRODUCTION
REACHES HIGH FIGURE
ALL-INDUSTRY production of radio sets for
11 -months of 1950 totaled 12,785,917 receivers,
according to preliminary estimate by RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn. November production
of radios totaled 1,304,094 sets, drop from the
1,413,563 sets produced in October.
RTMA's 11-month breakdown for the entire
industry follows:
Home Auto Portable
Television
Radios
Radios Radios
Jan
424,000
581,000
329,000 69,000
Feb
536,000
505,000
379,000 120,000
March
643,000
587,000
389,000 114,000
April
432,000
526,000
273,000 143,000
May
557,000
796,000
291,000 351,000
June
522,000
710,000
567,000 262,000
July
330,315
391,170
234,025 97,323
Aug
702,287
754,232
320,960 128,255
Sept. (5 weeks) 813,851
817,157
831,837
356,388 129,070
Oct
942,245
385,171
86,147
Nov
752,005
815,635
427,753 60,706
11 Mos. Total. . 6,529,615 7,440,119 3,785,297 1,560,501
FORD SPONSORS GAME
FORD DEALERS of Georgia sponsored
Georgia-Texas A&M football game in Washington, D. C, on 34-station hookup of Georgia
Sports Network, largest hookup for any single
event in state. Agency was J. Walter Thompson Co., Atlanta. George Theeringer, WRBL
Columbus, Ga., handled play-by-play. Game
backed by American Legion for charitable
cause.
PRESIDENT NAMES SHORT
JOSEPH H. SHORT Jr., Washington correspondent of Baltimore Sun, named White
House press-radio secretary succeeding late
Charles G. Ross (see story page 26). He
takes office Dec. 18.
REEDER PROMOTED
JOHN F. REEDER, vice president, has been
appointed chairman of planning board of
William H. Weintraub & Co., New York. Robert A. Purdon, copy chief, named vice president in charge of copy.
AGENCY NAMES BUNDGUS
JULES BUNDGUS, former director of radio
and TV for Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford,
New York, appointed supervisor of radio and
TV programs for Sherman & Marquette, New
York.

Briefl

DISC CAMPAIGN • Re-Clean Co., Det
buying Ziv transcribed Guy Lomhardo Sho
about 70 markets on spot basis, direct. J
schedules are for 26 weeks.
WELCH SEGMENT
# Welch Grape J
Co., Westfield, N. Y., sponsoring 5 :30-5 :45
Friday segement of Howdy Doody Show
NBC-TV.
Agency, Doherty, Clifford & SI
field. New York.
SWIFT PARTICIPATIONS • Swift &
Chicago (meat) buys participation in »
Carter Show on NBC-TV Saturday N
Revue.
Agency, J. Walter Thompson
Chicago.
PHILCO RENEWAL • Philco Corp., Pi
delphia, Dec. 20 renews sponsorship of
McNeill's TV Club on ABC-TV, Wed., !
p.m. Agency, Hutchins Adv., Philadelphi;
TBA-NAB TO CONFER
ON MERGER PROSPECTS
SPECIAL board committee of Televi;,
Broadcasters Assn. expected to confer \
NAB representatives in near future on ]
posal to merge TBA into projected NABJack R. Poppele, WOR-TV New York, ele
TBA president for seventh term Friday (e:
story page 72) , said TBA directors are anx
to assure TV trade association autonomy
best interests of industry (see NAB-TV s'^
page
TBA104).
re-elected three retiring directors
Friday session for three-year terms. They v
Dr. Allen B. DuMont, Allen B. DuMont La
Joseph A. McDonald, ABC; Richard A. Be
WBNS-TV
Columbus,
Ohio. year
TBAErnest
boardLi '
elected as officers
for coming
man, WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia, vice pi
dent; Will Baltin, secretary-treasurer,
eighth term; Paul Raibourn, Paramount T
vision Productions, assistant secretary-tr^
WSAI-AM-FM CINCINNATI
SOLD TO FORT INDUSTRY
SALE of WSAI-AM-FM Cincinnati to I
Industry Co. by Marshall Field Enterpr
for $225,000, plus net quick assets, was
nounced Friday, subject to customary E
Sale of Cincinnati outlet, 5-kw ABC affil
approval.
on
1360 kc, would reduce Marshall Field
radio interests to three stations: WJJD (
cago, KOIN Portland, KJR Seattle. Ft.
dustry now has seven AMs.
WSAI was acquired by Field Enterprise;
1944 from Crosley Corp. for $550,000, sale
suiting from FCC's "duopoly" ban, which
quired Crosley to divest itself of WSAI
WLW Cincinnati. WSAI-FM was launche(
1948 and operates on Channel 274 (102.7 n
Ft. Industry, headed by George B. Sto
contemplates no changes in WSAI person
spokesmen said. Robert M. Sampson is £
eral manager. Sale was announced joii
by Ft. Industry and Field Enterprises,
plications for FCC approval being prepared
Washington firm of Dow, Lohnes & Albert;
BROADCASTING
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«LD-TV

FOR

DALLAS

RETAILERS

HOME

FOLKS

Here's
and

a Roster

Local

Regularly
MAJOR

DEPARTMENT

STORES

Sanger Bros. : 30 minntes daily.
W. A. Green Co. : 30 minutes.
2 programs weekly
Titche-Goettingrer: football games and
3 15-mlnute shows per week.
WOMEN'S STORES
Swartz Department Stores: 2 15-minnte shows per week.
Gotham Millinery
MEN'S STORES
Jas. K. Wilson Co.
E. M. Kahn & Co.
Reynolds-Penland
Bell Clothing
Kinsbury
Men's Wear
Cland Dobard

DL

of Dallas

Advertisers
and

Plus,

Market

In

More

using

KRLD-TV

FOOD STORES AND CAFES
Cabells
7-11 Food Stores
AVyatt
Stores
Mexico Food
City Cafe

fo.

TV

United

Oriental
Laundry
Bell
Cleaning
and LaundryDallas Laundry Ass'n,
JEWELERS
Linz Jewelists
COSMETIC-BEAUTY
Henri's Beauty Shop SHOPS
Herbold Cosmetic Bar
SPORTS
Dale's Toyland
Cullum & Boren

Luna's
Factory
Youngblood's
El ChicoTortillas
Res. & Foods
Burleson Honey
Frozen-Rite Foods
Fritos Co.
Oak Cliflf Baking Co.
Party
Pi-Do Punch

FINANCIAL
First National Bank
Dallas National Bank
Kepublic National Bank
Farm & Home Bldg. Loan
RADIO AND TELEVISION
Joseph Sartor, Jr.
Inman Radio
Radio City Distrib. Co.
Porter Burgess Co.
BEVERAGES
Dr. Pepper Company
Grand Prize Beer

Station

Retailers

PROFITABLY!

AUTOMOBILE
BaJisten-HaU (Ford)
Sewell Motors (liucoln and Mercury)
Johnson Bros., Chevrolet
Davis Nash Co.
Lone Star Olds-Cadillac
Van Winkle (Olds-Pontiac)
Boedeker-Vemer
Grand Buick Co. (Dodge-Plymouth)

CBS

85,000

KNOW

GENERAL
Interstate Theatres
Dallas Power & Light
National Van Lines
Barrett Distributors
Graham
Patricia Brown
Stevens Shoes
Studio
Perma-Stone
Stewart Office Supply
Wilktns Luggage
Padgett Bros., Luggage
Grove HlU Cemetery
Hillcrest Memorial
Restland Memorial

HOUSEHOLD FURN.-BLDG.
Hart Furniture Co.
Pakes Furniture Co.
Highland Furniture Co.
Contemporary House
Texas Lawn Sprinkler
Contour Chairs
Taylor Bedding
Hotpoint
Sales
Mason Awning
Matthew's Eng. Co. (Air-Con.)

DALLAS

Receiving
States

and

Sets
of

FT.

Than

WORTH

Any

Comparable

Other
Size.

Owners and
Operators of

50,000 WATTS
FULL TIME

Channel

4

ALSO HAS 78 OF THE NATION'S
LARGEST NATIONAL ADVERTISERS
The TIMES HERALD

The BRANHAM
lohn W.

Runyan. President

OADCASTING
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Station

COMPANY— Exchshe Representatives
Clyde W. Rembert, Man.
December 11, 1950

•

Dir.
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THE NEWSWEEKLY
Published Weekly
Executive, Editorial,
870

OF RADIO AND TELEVISIOr
by Broadcasting Publications. In'
Advertising and Circulation Offices
National Press BIdg.

Washington 4, D. C.
IN THIS BROADCASTING

Telephone ME 102'.

Heslep Outlines Radio's Defense Role
CBS Sets 'Bullet Campaign' with Auto Firms
WBAL Renewal Proposed
Many Accounts Increase Network Billings
d-CON Builds a Better Mousetrap
Minor Leagues Chart Baseball Broadcast Action..
War Spurs Action on Excess Profits Tax
Lush Radio Days Ending — Davis
Large Defense Orders Seen
$32 Million Earmarked for Civilian Defense
Radio Further Praised in Storm Service
Richards Case Moves to Detroit
Studio Location Rules Set by FCC
TELECASTING Starts on Page 71
DEPARTMENTS
New Business
Agency Beat
Aircasters
5612
Allied Arts
62 On All Accounts ....
Editorial
48 Our
Open Respects
Miketo ...
FCC Actions
87 Programs,
Promotions,
Premiums
FCC Roundup
96
Feature of Week .... 16 Radiorama
Front Office 50 Strictly Business ...
Milestones
64 Upcoming

1
1
2
2
2
2
2
22.
2i
2<
3(
3(

K
1'
4!1'
81
5!
1<
T

WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
SOI TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher j
EDITORIAL: AHT KING, Managing Editor; J. Franh
Beatty. Riifus Crater. Associate Editors; Fred FitzTVler Nourse,
HaUey, Berlyn
Assistants gerald,
to theNews Editor;
News Editor.
STAFF:Jo David
Lawrence Christopher, Ardinelle Duncan, Wilson D
McCarthy, John Osbon. EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS
Estelle Dobschultz, Kathryn Ann Jones, Pat Kowalczyk, Doris Lord, Allen Riley, Jean D. Statz, Keitl
Trantow; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to the Publisher
BUSINESS: MAURY LONG, Business Manager; Winfield R. Levi, Assistant Advertising Manager; Georg«
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stev«is
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi
Doris Orme, Judy Martin; B. T. TaishofI, Treasurer,
Irving Weston.
C. Miller, Auditor and Office Manager,
Eunice

MASTER
BREAD!
*|CONLON, APRIL, 1949)
"Since 1946, Cisco Kid has proved to be one of America's
greatest salesmen" . . . says Dick Koenig, Manager of Master Bakers.
SENSATIONAL PROMOTION
CAMPAIGN
. . From buttons to guns
— is breaking traffic recordsl
LOW PRICED!
Vz-Hour Western Adventure
Program . . . Available:
1-2-3 times per week. Transcribed for local and regional
sponsorship.

"Cisco" is amazingly successful at sparking sales
crews — enthusing dealers —
building great kid (and adult)
audiences — zooming sales —
boosting profits! Write, wire
or phone for proof of "Cisco
Kid's" sensational businessjilding performance!

CIRCULATION AND READERS' SERVICE:
JOHN P
COSGROVE, Manager; Jonah Gitlitz; Elaine Haskell
Grace Motta, Lillian Oliver, Warren Sheets.
CTEaSm
488 Madison Ave., Zone 22,
PLaza 5-8355; EDITORIAL: Edwin H. James, Neu
York Editor: Florence Small, Agency Editor; Pete
Dickerson,
Assistant
Groff, Martha
Koppel.to New York Editor; Gretchen
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING:
S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director i
Eleanor R. Manning.
LCAGO BUREAU^
360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1,
CEntral
Pinkerton.6-4115; William L. Thompson, Manager; Jane
fIbltyWOOD BUREAU
Xaft Building Hollywood
and Vine,
HEmpstead
8181; David Glickman.
West Zone
Coast 28,
Manager;
Ann August.
TORONTO:
417 Harbour Commission, ELgin 0775;
Tames Montagnes.

Here's

the

Sensational

LOW-PRICED
That Should. Be On

rnlllllllllllilllll I
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WESTERN
Your Station!

Broadcasttng * Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting • —Publications
Inc., using
title:
Broadcasttng
The News Magazine
of the
the Fifth
Estate.
Broadcast
Advertising
•
was
acquired
in
1932
and Broadcast Reporter in 1933.
•Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1950 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
llllllllUllllllll:

Subscription Price: $7.00 Per Yeor, 25c Per Copy
BROADCASTING
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PULSE

WHLI

Long

Has

CONFIRMS

More

Island's

Major

Daytime

Than

Network

Stations

All

5

Leading

Independent

Local Programming

Listeners

3

Market

New

York

. . . More

New

in

York

Stations

Establishes

Put

City

Than

City

Together-

Domination!

Data Source:
PULSE, November 1950
Monday Through Friday,
7 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
Hempstead Town

Represented
lOADCASTING
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by RAM
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•

with

GORDON

MtLENDON

&

JERRY

• •

DOGGETT

Look on the opposite page for the most exciting basketball schedules
you have ever seen.
Brought to you by LBS, the same network that brings you:

• RAYMOND

SWING —

well-known

commentator

• TED HUSING— Foofbaf/
• ELOISE McELHONE —
• OMAR

GARRISON —
• ARTHUR

* UPTON CLOSE—
• BOB KELLY —

Hollywood
McARTHUR —

New
Gossip

York

Woman's

program

Washington

Newscaster

Well-known commentator
Eastern affairs
Sportscaster

program

and

of the LBS West

authority

Coast Game

on

Far

of the wei

• JIMMIE JEFFERIES — MC of Liberty Minstrels
— and many other well-known radio personalities

BASKETBALL
All Times
Dec. n

9:00 PM

SCHEDULE
are

Standard

Minnesota vs. Oklahoma at Norman, Okla.

Jan. 25

Kentucky vs. Xavier at Cincinnati, Oliio

Jan. 26

Bradley vs. Purdue at Peoria, Illinois
Florida vs. Kentucky at Lexington, Ky.

Jan. 27

Dec. 12

8:00 PM

Dec. 13

9:25 PM

Dec. 14

9:00 PM

Dec. 15

9:00 PM

Dec. 16

9:00 PM

Tulane vs. 01' Mississippi at Oxford, Mississippi
Kentucky vs. Kansas at Lexington, Ky.

2:30 PM

Harvard vs. Navy at Annapolis, Marylond

Dec. 18

9:00 PM

Notre Dame vs. Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa

Jan. 31 .
Feb. 1
Feb. 2

Dec. 19

9:25 PM

Bradley vs. UCLA at Peoria, Illinois

Feb. 3

Dec. 20

9:10 PM

Northwestern vs. Rice at Houston, Texas

Dec. 21
Dec. 22
Dec. 23
Dec. 26
Dec. 27

9:25 PM
8:30 PM
10:00 PM
8:30 PM
9:00 PM
9:25 PM

9:00 PM
9:00 PM
9:00 PM

Oklahoma A&M vs. Bradley at Peoria, III.
Kentucky vs. Vanderbilt at Nashville, Tenn.
Navy vs. American U. at Annapolis, Maryland
Kentucky vs. Tulane at New Orleans, La.
Notre Dame vs. Butler, Indianapolis, ind.
Kentucky vs. LSU at Baton Rouge, La.
Baltimore at Philadelphia (Professional)
Kentucky vs. Mississippi State at Starkville, Miss.
Kentucky vs. Mississippi at Memphis, Tenn.
Navy vs. Pittsburgh, Annapolis, Maryland
Oklahoma A&M vs. Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas

LSU vs. Texas at San Antonio, Texas

Feb. 7
Feb. 8

8:45 PM
9:00 PM

Tri Cities at Washington (Professional)
Oklahoma A&M vs. Oklahoma ot Stillwater

Feb. 9

9:00 PM

Kentucky vs. Georgia Tech at Lexington, Ky.

Feb. 10

Bradley vs. St. Louis at St. Louis, Missouri

Feb. 12
Feb. 13

9:00 PM
9:00 PM
9:00 PM

Feb. 14
Feb. 15

9:00 PM
9:00 PM

Oklahoma A&M vs. Tulsa, Stillwater, Okla.
Boston at Syracuse (Professional)

Feb. 16

9:00 PM
9:00 PM

Notre Dame vs. DePaul, South Bend, Ind.
Kentucky vs. Tennessee, at Lexington, Ky.

9:00 PM

Notre Dame vs. Michigan State at South Bend, Ind.
Bradley vs. St. Louis, Peoria, Illinois
Oklahoma A&M vs. Houston at Houston

Feb. 6

Son Antonio Tourney Finals
Syracuse at Boston (Professional)

Dec. 29
Dec. 30

9:00 PM

SMU vs. Texas Tech at Dallas, Texas
Notre Dame vs. Northwestern at Evanston, Illinois

Jon. 1

9:00 PM
9:10 PM

Jan. 2

9:00 PM

Bradley vs. Harvard at Peoria, Illinois

Jan. 3
Jan. 4
Jan. 5

9:00 PM

Rice vs. Georgia Tech at Houston, Texas
St. Louis vs. Notre Dame at St. Louis, Mo.

9:00 PM

Bradley vs. Detroit at Detroit, Michigan

9:00 PM

Jan. 6
Jan. 8
Jan. 9
Jan. 10
Jan. 11
Jan. 12
Jan. 13
Jan. 15
Jan. 16
Jon. 17
Jan. 18
Jon. 19
Jan. 20
Jan. 22
Jan. 23

9:00
9:00
9:00
9:15
9:00
9:00

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
2:30

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

Kentucky vs. Auburn, Lexington, Kentucky
SMU vs. Baylor at Waco, Texas
Kentucky vs. DePaul at Lexington, Ky.
Loyola vs. Notre Dame, South Bend, Ind.
Rochester at Baltimore (Professional)
Oklahoma A&M vs. Tulsa, at Tulsa, Okla.
SMU vs. Texas at Austin, Texas
Alabama vs. Kentucky at Lexington, Ky.
Kentucky vs. Notre Dame, Lexington, Ky.
SMU vs. Texas A&M at Dallas, Texas
Oklahoma A&M vs. St. Louis at Stillwater

LIBERTY

9:00 PM
9:00 PM

Time

Bradley vs. Centenary at Peoria, Illinois
SMU vs. Alabama at San Antonio, Texas

9:00 PM

9:00 PM

9:00 PM

2:30 PM

Dec. 28

, 8:00 PM
8:00 PM
9:00 PM

Jan. 29
Jan. 30

9:00 PM
9:00 PM
2:30 PM

LBS

Feb. 5

Bradley vs. Indiana at Peoria, Illinois
SMU vs. North Texas at Dallas, Texas

Jan. 24

Feb. 17
Feb. 19
Feb. 20
Feb. 21

Tri Cities at Boston, Mass. (Professional)
Navy vs. Catholic University
Kentucky vs. Tennessee at Knoxville, Tenn.
Kentucky vs. Georgia Tech, Athens, Go.
Kentucky vs. Oklahoma City University
at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Notre Dame vs. Michigan State at Lansing, Michigan

9:00 PM
9:00 PM

9:00 PM
9:00 PM

AMERICA'S

THIRD

Houston vs. Bradley at Houston, Texas

Bradley vs. Wichita at Peoria, Illinois
Notre Dome vs. St. Louis, South Bend, Ind.

Feb. 22
Feb. 23

9:00 PM
9:00 PM

Washington at Philadelphia (Professional)
TCU vs. SMU at Dallas, Texas

Feb. 24

9:00 PM

Kentucky vs. Vanderbilt at Lexington, Ky.

Feb. 26

9:00 PM

Oklahoma A&M vs. Bradley at Stillwater

Feb. 27
Feb. 28

8:30 PM
8:45 PM

Mar. 1
Mar. 2

8:30 PM
8:30 PM

Notre Dame vs. Pennsylvania at Philadelphia
Syracuse at Washington (Professional)
Southeastern Conference Tourney at Louisville, Ky.
Southeastern Conference Tourney at Louisville, Ky.

Mar. 3

8:30 PM

Southeastern Conference Tourney at Louisville, Ky.

2:30 PM

Army vs. Navy, Annapolis, Maryland
Oklahoma A&M vs. Detroit at Detroit, Mich.
New York at Philadelphia (Professional)

Mar. 5

8:00 PM
•9:00 PMPM
9:00

Mar. 6
Mar. 7

9:00 PM

Mar. 8
Mar. 10

Oklahoma A&M vs. Houston, Stillwater, Okla.
Rochester at Syracuse (Professional)

9:00 PM

Oklahoma A&M vs. Kansas, Stillwater, Okla.

BROADCASTING
D A L L A 5,

1

Eastern

FOR

SYSTEM

T E X A S

LARGEST

NETWORK

First

in

fHeTlation!

neiii business

1*^^

NORTHEAST
AIRLINES, Boston, appoints John C. Dowd ]
Boston, and Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone Inc., New York and Wa
ington, as agencies effective Jan. 1. Company now conduct
heavy spot campaign in New England.
CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden N. J., today (Monday)
repeat Walter O'Keefe Double or Nothing on five Don
Fri., 1:30-2 p.m. PST. Stations: KHJ Los Angeles,
Cisco, KGB San Diego, KPOJ Portland, Ore., KVR
52 weeks. Agency: Ward Wheelock Co., Hollywood.

starts transcri
Lee stations M(
KFRC San Fr
Seattle. Contr:

WILDROOT Co., Buffalo, N. Y. to sponsor Charlie Wilde, Private 1
over six stations of Alaska Broadcasting System — KFQD Anchors,
KINY Juneau, KFRB Fairbanks, KTKN Ketchikan, KIBH Seward
KIFW Sitka, beginning Jan. 7. Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
HUNT FOODS Inc., Fullerton Calif., will sponsor 15-minute segm «
across board of hour-long Kate Smith Show starting Jan. 1 on appi'
mately 49 NBC-TV stations. Total includes about 39 inter-connec
stations and 10 non-interconnected outlets. Hunt will sponsor 4:4
p.m. (PST) portion of show which runs 4:15-5:15 p.m. (PST). Contr
to run for 52 weeks. Agency:
Young & Rubicam, Hollywood.
THE 27th National Flower & Garden Show, Baltimore (March
April 7), appoints Kal, Ehrlich & Merrick, Washington, to direct ad^
tising. Radio and TV will be used.
MISSISSIPPI Valley Grain & Feed Co., Muscatine, Iowa (Kent Feec
appoints
Co., CedarRobert
Rapids,
dii-ect account
advertising.
radio
will W.be D.
usedLyon
in midwest.
H. to
Schubert
executS i
BUSCH'S KREDIT JEWELERS, N. Y. and Chicago, using extens
TV spot campaign in those cities. Agency: Wasser, Kay & Phill
Pittsburgh.
ALL AMERICAN AIRWAYS Inc., scheduled feeder airline, nai
Buchanan & Co., N. Y., to handle its advertising and promotion effect
Jan. 1. Spot radio will be used.

WDSU-TV is very much "in
the swim" when it comes to
television ... in fact we're way
out front. Under-water telecasts (the first in the nation)
take place regularly from our
custom-built studio pool.*
* IAdvertising
Designed andAgency.]
builf by Fitzgerald
For spots ... or for entire programs
. . . WDSU-TV's creative stafF can
capture the rich New Orleans market of over 150,000 TV viewers.

CHEMICALS Inc., Oakland (Vano products), through Sidney Garfi
& Assoc., S. F., extends advei-tising to Pacific Northwest and South
California. Radio and TV will be used.

BEAUTY INDUSTRIES Ltd., Hamilton (children's wear), starts s !0
announcements and five-minute programs from three to five tii
weekly on nine Canadian stations. Agency: Metropolitan Broadc
Sales, Toronto.
A/etwotk

-^ccountd • • •

LeBLANC CORP., Lafayette, La. (Hadacol), will sponsor HoUyuExtravaganza Jan. 12, 9-9:30 EST on full Mutual network. Agen
Majectis Adv., Houston.
TONI Co., Chicago, Dec. 25 begins 10 a.m. (EST) segment of Art.
Godfrey Show, Mon.-Fri. on CBS. Company also will sponsor half-h
Arthur Godfrey & His Frie7ids, 8 p.m. (EST) CBS-TV, on altern
of
Wednesdays.
NORGE, Div. of Borg Warner Corp. signs
Star Revue, NBC-TV, Wed. 9-10 p.m. CST.
show from Dec. 27 through July 11. Agency:
cago. Other advertisers are Motorola and Pet

• Write, wire
or swim to your
JOHN BLAIR Man!

as third sponsor of
Norge takes every th
J. Walter Thompson, C
Milk.

MENNEN CO., Newark (shaving, baby care products), Jan. 1 renews
52 weeks Mon., Wed., Fri. Frank Goss News on full Columbia Pacific K
work, 7:30-7:45 a.m. PST. Agency: Duane Jones Co., N. Y.
GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER Co. renews Paul Whiteman Revue o
ABC-TV, Sun., 7-7:30 p.m. Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
GOSPEL BROADCASTING Assn., L. A., currently sponsoring <
Fashioned Revival Hour on coast-to-coast ABC network and apprc
mately 275 spot stations throughout country, extends program to th
(Continued on page 97)
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Its

...you

impossible...

cant

cover

California

without

s Bonansa

on-the-spot

Beeline

radio

Never underestimate the size of the Beeline. It takes in all
of inland California plus the Reno corner of Nevada. It
has more people than Los Angeles . . . more buying power
than Detroit . . . higher total retail sales than Philadelphia.*
And never ove?'estimate the selling -power of outside
radio. Beeliners, remember, are independent inlanders.
They seldom listen to outside stations because they naturally
prefer their own, on-the-spot stations.
Those are the five BEELINE stations — each located
right in a major Beeline city. Together, they blanket
the entire market. And you choose best availabilities on
each station without line costs or clearance problems.
Combination rates.

Q

'SalesCopyrighted
Management's
Survey1950
KFBK
Sacramento (ABC)
50,000 watts 1530 kc.
tOADCASTING
L

Here's what you should know about
KMJ
Fresno
Reaches 327,690 radio families in its 16-county 1 Vi-billion-dollor
orbit. BMB home-county total weekly audience is 93% daytime,
95% at night — with home-city Hooper fwie« as high as next closest
station for Mon. thru Fri. 12 Noon - 6 PM period. (And Fresno,
according to Sales Management's new test market survey, ranks
Ut in the West, 2nd in the entire country among cities of the 75,000
to 150,000 population group!)

Mcdiatchy
Broadcasting
Company
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
•
PAUL H. RAYMER CO., National Representative
KW6
KERN
KOH
Stockton
(ABC)
Bokersfield (CBS)
Reno (NBC)
Fresno (NBC)
KMJ
250
watts
1230 kc.
1000 watts 1410 kc.
5000 watts 580 kc.
5000 watts, day; 1000 watts, night
630 kc.

• Telecasting
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Requests Reprints
EDITOR:
This is a request to reprint and
distribute to our customers the article entitled "Set Manufacturer's
Replies to FCC Proposal for Production of 'Bracket Sets' " published in . . . Broadcasting •
Telecasting. We feel that it will
help our customers to better understand the confused "color" picture as it stands today.
Louis Oxlander
Shirley Electronic Mfg. Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Knight Praises
EDITOR:
. . . You are producing a wonderful magazine and I am reading
it with renewed interest. . . .
John S. Knight
Editor and Publisher
Chicago Daily News
Chicago

before the public.
Herold M. Harter
National Secretary
The National Exchang i
Club
Toledo, Ohio.

open mike

Defends Radio-TV
EDITOR:
As national secretary of the National Exchange Club, which with
the 1,200 local Exchange Clubs of
the United States sponsors National Crime Prevention Week each
year, I want to side with J. Edgar
Hoover and others who refute the
charges that radio and television
programs contribute to juvenile
crime [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Nov. 27]. It is my opinion
that, by and large, the shows dealing with crime help in the effort to
prevent lawlessness.
Too many people look for simple

WNAX

^9
solutions to the crime problem. . . .
In the final analysis, it is the public, aroused to the menace of crime,
which must demand needed reforms
and progress in all phases of life,
thereby eradicating the manifold
causes of crime.
It was for the purpose of alerting the American people to the
need for year-round efforts to
eliminate lawlessness that National
Crime Prevention Week was initiated by the National Exchange
Club. I am happy to acknowledge
the contributions which radio and
television shows dealing with crime
are making along this line by keeping the problem of crime constantly

SELLS

BECAUSE

TELLS

Within the boundaries of Minnesota, the
Dakotas, Nebraska and Iowa lies a 267 BMB-

HHORi

IT

MORE

439 (88%) of the 500 quarter-hours studied.
This is more than ten times the number of

county area known as Big Aggie Land. It's
a major market with an after-taxes buying
income of $3.9-billion — greater than San
Francisco, Philadelphia or Washington, D. C.
Retail sales in this richest of all agricultural

'wins' granted the second station. Listeners

areas run to $2.9-billion — greater than Los
Angeles, Detroit or St. Louis.

TELLS 'EM! That's why WNAX has a Ust
of sales success stories as long as your arm.

A diary study conducted this year by Audience Surveys, Inc., reaffirms WNAX leadership. Fifty -two stations received mention in
the study. But WNAX received top rating in

like WNAX

best 89% of all daytime quarter-

hours ... 84% of all evening quarter-hours.
You gotta tell 'em to sell 'em . . . and WNAX

Most likely there is one for your type of
product of service. Your nearest Katz man
will show you how WNAX

alone can sell

for you in Big Aggie Land. Call him today.

Class Use Cited
EDITOR:
. "HowBusiness
the Buyers'
Markc
Can. . Mean
for Broadcas
ing" . . . will be put ... to vei
good use in our radio advertisin
classes. . . .
Leo Martin
Department of Radio
U.
of Alabama
University,
Ala.
European
EDITOR:

Outlets

... I read with great intere
the article by Harry C. Wilder i
your Nov. 27 issue. . . .
However,
one might get tr
erroneous impression that there
but one commercial broadcastiri
station in Europe. ...
Besides Radio Luxembourj
which commands all the respe(
that Mr. Wilder pays it, there
also Radio Monte-Carlo, located :
Monaco, which transmits wit
150,000 w power on standard wa%
and simultaneously broadcasts pr(
grams over two 25,000 w shortwa\
transmitters.
Radio Andorra, located in tl:
Pyrenees, is a third commercii
outlet transmitting only on shor
wave. . . .
Italy has two commercial ne
works, the Red and the Blue, eac
of which consists of a goodly nun
ber of stations in the most impo:
tant cities of the country. . . .
Portugal is another country thi
now has commercial broadcastinj
Its neighbor, Spain, has more con
mercial radio stations than yo
could shake a stick at.
Just across the bay is Radio Ii
ternational of Tangier, rightful]
not in Europe, but which neverthi
less throws a very strong signi
into
Europe.the southern portions (
Austria has three networks whic
permit commercial broadcastini
and Germany is slated to folic
suit shortly over certain of its sti
tions on a limited basis.
Even behind the Iron Curtai
there is commercialism, notably i
Hungary where we were authorize
at one time to obtain business fc
the government outlets. . . .
In most cases we act as the U.I
office or representative for the var
ous outlets mentioned above. . .
Eugene Bemald
Vice President
Pan American Broadcastin
New
Co. York

WNAX-570
YANKTON
SIOUX CITY
570 Kc - 5,000 Watts
AFFILIATED WITH A.B.C.
REPRESENTED BY KATZ
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'Impressive' Series
EDITOR:
. . . Your "Business of Broadcas
ing" radio success stories as pr
(Continued on page 62)
BROADCASTING
• Tclecastin

The Capitol Custom Library service makes it
possible for us to hoard transcriptions.
Makes it possible for you to save
program dollars by paying only for the library
portion you need — we keep the rest.
Makes it possible for you to save space by
eliminating unused transcriptions and cabinets.
Makes it possible for you to save transportation
costs on hbrary transcriptions you don't want.
Yet you receive:
A generous, selected transcribed music library
that expands and rotates.
You know your requirements better than anybody.
Since you select your original Capitol Custom
Library — and all additions and exchanges,
it meets your requirements as well or better
than a hbrary of double the quantity.

Write

or wire . . .

CAPITOL RECORDS, Inc.
BROADCAST DIVISION
Sunset and Vine
Hollywood 28, Calif.
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WASHINGTON,

RADIO

iDIO must alert itself to the cri.1 role the medium will occupy
|:he nation's defense — a role that
i' make it the No. 1 means of
Renting panic and saving civi1 lives.
"his warning was given by CharHeslep, chief of the Radiosvision Branch, Public InformaL, Atomic Energy Commission,
the Dec. 6 meeting of the Tensee Broadcasters Assn. at Nashe (see separate story page 24).
Heslep was chief radio censor
ing World War II under Byron
ie, director, and J. Harold Ryan,
stant director, Office of Cen;hip.
i'hile
are preparing
t this they
responsibility,
he added,to
adcasters should diligently :
— Insist with all possible force
voluntary, civilian censorship
perhaps their most vital defense
Demand their share if govaient or private industry decide
se paid advertising in connecwith defense matters,
adio must respond instantly in
enting panic, or allaying panic
; comes, Mr. Heslep said. He
ce as a radio newsman and
utive rather than as a member
ne AEC staff.
Suggested Measures
he of the best ways of meeting
problem is to give the public
suring words from a familiar
3, according to Mr. Heslep. He
''ested such defense measures
laintaining a financially strong
dcast station; checking plant

j
Mr. HESLEP
1)ADCASTING
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DEFENSE

equipment; providing standby power; building strong staff of trained
newsmen; protecting plants from
possible sabotage; solidifying radio
organizations.
The address provided a roundup
of facts from government and private agencies on the part broadcasting and television will take as
the international horizon darkens.
Subject was "Radio's Role in DeOne of the most effective ways
fense."
of preventing panic "is to hear
reassuring words from a familiar
voice," Mr. Heslep said. "The
response is as primitive as that
of a baby or frightened child whose
fears are banished by the comfort-
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ALERT
ing voice of its mother.
"Here is a suggestion that you
can evaluate perhaps better than
its your
author.
Useto the
on
station
fight'personalities'
panic. Use
the people — the popular newscaster,
the disc jockey, the women who
give daily with the recipes and the
participating commercials, your
musicians — all the voices that are
familiar to large segments of your
listeners.
"Be Prepared"
"Have all these familiar voices
on your station read carefully the
civil defense and Red Cross literature and each one build a standby
program around it. Seek advice

"Ten ^tliii JQulei j^ot ^toadcaitetA
1. Keep your station strong — Plow profits into defense
2. Keep on the air — Plan for physical emergencies
3. Plan to fight panic — Lives can he saved if bombs fall
4. Build a strong newsroom — Your greatest duty is to inform
5. Be security conscious — Don't be duped by a foe B-U-T
6. Preserve your freedoms — Keej) censorship sensible
7. Protect j^our plant — Radio is a saboteur's target
8. Face manpower shortages — The armed forces have first call
9. Enlist for civil defense — Plan for mutual aid
10. Work harder, plan harder, and keep calm.

N
$7.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY

Heslep

Outlines

Role

from "your local civil defense people
in planning the shows. Record
these programs, have the entire
station personnel hear them privately, and be sure and keep the
platters where anyone can get at
them.
"When the emergency comes,
don't use the platters if you can
get one or two of these familiar
voices live on your mike. But if
a bomb is dropped late at night
or at 6:20 a.m., even the platters
might go a long way to quiet dovsTi
a terrified community.
"There will be gaps in the onrush
of news bulletins. Official instructions from civil defense authorities
may not come instantly. A sample
program might open with :
The emergency for which we have
planned has come. Until accurate
news and official instructions from
your civil defense leaders reaches us,
suppose we just talk over a few fundamental things we learned in our civil
defense training.
News Burden
"A tremendous burden rests on
your newsroom and the announcers
who read the news. I asked the
National Security Resources Board
what message I should bring to
you. (Confinued
James Aswell,
specialH)assiston page

aign'to
Camppromises
shortHet
term policy
utilize
the new technique,
starting
setsthe -Bu
CBS
By FLORENCE SP
SMALL
RS
ONSO
some
time in December with its two
give new vitality to its sustaining
AUTO
THE "bullet campaign" is emerweek schedule through its agency,
schedule, instantly reducing the
ging as the newest trend in radio
N.
W.
Ayer
&
Son,
New
York.
The
financial
burden of these "investnetwork selling, with CBS offering
ment" programs, and promising
programs that Plymouth is exits sustaining shows to automotive
pected to sponsor are Dollar A ideally to make each of them "self
clients for their seasonal advertising.
Minute, Tuesday, 10-10:30 p.m.;
sustaining" rather than sustaining.
Precedent for the new principle
Harold Perry Show, Wednesday,
Three automobile companies are
was established within the past
9-9:30
p.m.;
The
Line
Up,
Thursunderstood to have contracted for
10-10:30 p.m., and part of year by Ford and General Mills,
this target approach to selling. Songs day,
For Sale, 8-9 p.m. Friday.
though oncentrateda basis.somewhat less conChrysler, Pontiac and Plymouth
Pontiac Plans
have each negotiated to sponsor
Last January the Ford Motor Co.
four half-hour network shows on
Early in January, Pontiac Motor
bought eight CBS sustaining proCBS over a two-week period to
coincide with the introduction of Div. of General Motors is sched- tainers grams
12 month
of Mutual's
susfor andthe
of January.
uled to sponsor a somewhat simitheir 1951 models.
lar list of radio network shows.
This marked the first time, with
Automotive executives hail this
the exception of the use of special
Specific programs are currently
new approach by radio as offering
events, that an auto firm had
being
decided
upon.
Agency
is
Macthe most economical concentrated
Manus, John & Adams, Detroit.
boughtworkregularly
netuse for their advertising dollar.
shows withoutscheduled
tieing itself
Chrysler, through McCann-ErickEstimated cost of the two-week
son. New York, early in February
up to a long contract. The Ford
bullet campaign is §180,000 for is slated to sponsor the same four schedule was said to cost the comeach advertiser.
programs derwritethat
Plymouth will un$500,000.plan originated with
in December.
The panyFord
Plymouth Div. of Chrysler Mo(Continued on page 96)
From the network point of view.
tors is expected to be the first to
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VALLEE NAMED
CCBS ACTION
Takes Steps to Defeat NARBA
CLEAR CHANNEL Broadcasting
Service in a meeting in Chicago
last Monday went formally on record authorizing its representatives
to "take all proper steps" to defeat ratification of the new NARBA
treaty [Closed Circuit, Dec. 4].
The action came as FCC and
State Dept. authorities were nearing completion of preparations to
submit the new North American
AM treaty to the Senate for approval. It is slated for submission
officials thought it unbut
shortly,
likely to get action before the new
Congress convenes in January.
CCBS, which opened its attack on
the agreement several weeks ago
when its terms were reached
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Nov. 20,that 13], charged in its resolution the treaty:
im. . . threatens interference toareas
portant rural populations and
in the U.S. and blocks improvement
of radio service to those areas, as well
as threatens deterioration of service
elsewhere in this country, and —
and unrea. . . due to unjustinsfiable
sonable concessio made to other
countries, the agreement constitutes
a vital naa deplorable surrender ,of avenue
s of
tional resource, namely
ns to the general pubcommun
.
. . icatio
Uc
Under customary procedure, the
Senate will refer the treaty to the
Foreign Relations Committee for a
report before bringing it up for a
vote.
Hough Presides
In the absence of CCBS Chairman Edwin Craig of WSM Nashville, Harold Hough of WBAP Ft.
Worth, treasurer, presided over the
Chicago meeting. The following
ntatives attended in addireprese
tion to Mr. Hough:
Donald Thornburgh and Jack Leitch,
WCAU Philadelphia; Howard Summerville and J. D. Bloom, WWL New
Orleans; John H. DeWitt Jr., WSM;
G. F. Leydorf, WJR Detroit; William
Fay and Kenneth Gardner, WHAM
Rochester; Victor Sholis and Orrin
Towner, WHAS Louisville; Col. B. J.
Palmer and Paul Loyet, WHO Des
Moines; Hugh A. L. HalEf and Charles
Jeffers, WOAI San Antonio; Dwight
Martin, WLW Cincinnati; Glenn Snyder, Harold Safford and Thomas L.
WLS Chicago; Frank P. SchreiRowe,
ber and Carl Meyers, WGN Chicago;
Ward Quaal, CCBS director, and Louis
G. Caldwell and Keith Masters, counsel.
Because of conflicting company
meetings at home WSB Atlanta,
KFI Los Angeles, and WFAA
Dallas were unable to send representatives.
Carnation Renewal Set
CARNATION Co., Los Angeles,
has renewed sponsorship of Contented Hour for weeks over
CBS, Sunday, 10-10:30 p.m., effective Jan. 7. Agency is Erwin,
Wasey & Co., Los Angeles.
Page 20
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Enders V,P. in Hollywo:

Mr. ANDERSON

Mr. CAIRNS

JOSEPH SMITH

HARVEY SMITH
New

ANDERSON

& CAIRNS

Agency

Forms

RUDY VALLEE, veteran she
man, has been named vice presid*
in charge of the Hollywood off
of Robert J. Enders Advertisii
Inc., President Robert J. Endt j
announced last week. John
Swallow, well known in West Coa
radio-TV and agency circles, w
appointed
general manager of t
branch.
The Enders Hollywood office
located at 6611 Santa Moni
Blvd. The agency announced th
Mr. Vallee will be in charge of t
development of radio and TV ca
paigns for agency clients.
T |
agency also has offices in Bosti
Philadelphia, Nashville, Oklahoi
City, Pittsburgh and Washingtc
D. C, and plans to open tha
more offices within the month
"key markets."

ANDERSON, DAVIS & PLATTE Inc. and John A. Cairns & Co., both of
New York, will merge Jan. 1 and will be known as Anderson & Cairns.
Firm will be located at 488 Madison Ave.
The board of directors will be composed of T. H. Anderson Jr., John
A. Cairns, James C. Cumming,
— — —
Abraham Fisher, John N. Jackson,
Karl Knipe, Harvey H. Smith,
WESTINGHOUSE JUNKET
Joseph H. Smith, Harold H. ThurlNearly 100 Broadcasters Flown to Bermut
by and Lewis G. Van Akin.
Officers of the new agency will be
Mr. Anderson, chairman of the
board; Mr. Cairns, president; Joseph Smith, executive vice president; Mr. Cumming, Mr. Jackson,
Mr. Knipe, Mr. Thurlby and Mr.
Van Akin, corporate vice presidents; Mr. Fisher, treasurer, and
George De Sola, secretary.
Canadian Head
In addition to heading the creative department of the new agency,
Harvey Smith also will serve as
president of Anderson, Cairns &
Smith Ltd., Canadian subsidiary.
Victor Seydel will be director of
television and radio.
Among the radio and television
clients that the new firm will handle are C. H. Masland & Sons, Root
Motors, Rolls Razor, Alderney
Dairy, J. Middleton Tobacco,
Friendly Shoes and National Home
Furniture Show.

WESTINGHOUSE Radio Stations
Inc., flew nearly 100 broadcasting
and agency executives to Bermuda
for week-end in commemoration of
the 30th anniversary of KDKA
Pittsburgh's beginning commercial
broadcasting. KDKA was the first
commercially licensed station. Walter Evans, president of Westinghouse Radio Stations; Walter E.
Benoit, vice president, and Edwin
R. Borroff, general sales manager,
headed the party which left New
York aboard two airliners last Saturday morning and was scheduled
to return Sunday night (Dec. 10).
Wayne Coy, FCC chairman, was to
make principal address during
Bermuda celebration. Members of
party
were:C. Barton, Federal AdverFrancis
tising. New York; Joseph E. Baudino,
KDKA: Lewis F. Bonham, Mennen
Co., Newark; Philip G. Bowman,
Young & Rubicam, Chicago; Francis

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
. . Our next contestant's hobby is 'Apiculture' .... Whatever that is!"

X. Brady, McCann-Erickson, Chicag
Vera Brennen, Duane Jones Co., N
York; William W. Bryan, Free
Peters, Detroit; Frank Burke, Ra
Daily; Hale N. Byers, BBDO, Mini
apolis; Eldon Campbell, Westir
house Radio Stations, New Yoi
Howard M. Chapin, General FoO'
New York; J. B. Conley, KEX Po
land; John A. Cory, Free & Pete
Chicago; Frank Coulter Jr., You
& Rubicam, New York; John Crandc
Sherman & Marquette, New Yoi
Lowrey H. Crites, General Mil
Minneapolis.
Jane Daly,
Earle C.Ludgin
Chicago;
William
Dekker,& IVCCann-Erickson, New York; Rob
G. Duffield, WOWO Fort Wayr
Mary Dunlavey, Harry B. Coh
Advertising, New York; E. G. Eisf
menger, Leo Burnett Co., Chicag
Mildred Fulton, Biow Co., New Yoi
Carl GeorgiR. Jr.,
P. Brother
& C"
Detroit;
E. D.Gifford,
Oldsmob
Div. of General Motors, Lansir
Patrick H. Gorman, Philip Morris.
Co., New York; Richard C. Gra
William Esty Co., New York; Robr
M. Gray, Esso Standard Oil Co., N:
York; Lloyd Griffin, Free & Pete;
Chicago; Horace Hagedorn, Kie^
wetter Assoc., New York; Kathryn
Hardig, Ralph H. Jones Co., Cine
nati; Paul Holder, McCann-Ericks'
Detroit; Ruth Jones, Benton :
Bowles, New York.
J. S. Keck, Henri, Hurst & ?
Donald, Chicago; Nicholas Kees6'
Lennen & Mitchell, New York; KKennelly, Olian Advertising Co., C
cago; Lucy Kerwin, Kenyon & E
hardt. New York; Wilfred S. King^
M.
Mathes, New York;
John Edj
Kb'
McCann-Erickson,
Chicago;
Kobak, business consultant, N
York; John E. Kucera, Biow Co., N
York; Genevieve Lemper, Foote, C(
& Belding, Chicago; C. Herb
Masse, WBZ-TV Boston; James
McConnell, NBC; John McCorl
Maxon Inc., New York; Thomas
McDermott, N. W. Ayer & Son, N
York; Newman F. McEvoy, Cunni
ham & Walsh, New York; George !
Givern, Grant Advertising, Chicai
Jane McKendry, Needham, Louis
Brorby, Chicago; C. M. Meehan, W
Boston; Paul E. Mills, WOWO F
(Continued on page 95)
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In 4-2 Vote
Wbal

renewal

jft.CTING in one of its older and
Inore incendiary cases, FCC prooosed by a 4-2 vote last week to
'•enew WBAL Baltimore's license
and deny the application of Comiientator-Columnists Drew Pearson
and Robert
S. Allen seeking
• iVBAL's 50-kw, 1-B clear-channel
facilities.
; The Commission thus broke a 3-3
ittalemate which for months had
;ied up action on the four-year-old
pase [Closed Circuit, Feb. 6]. The
;'.eventh Commissioner, Robert F.
■^ones, whose FCC nomination was
, "ought by Mr. Pearson, did not parI'icipate in the decision.
decision, unmade final the
[fessIf successfully
appealed, would
vrite "finis" to one of FCC's original "Blue Book" cases. The Comnission's 1946 statement of "Pubic Service Responsibility of Broadlast Licensees," commonly known
Is the Blue Book, scored WBAL
lOr alleged over-commercialism and
Vas credited with inspiring, at
east partially, the rival PearsonUlen application.
Representatives
of Cohn &
-larks, Washington
counsel for
^ublic Service Radio Corp., the
i 'earson-Allen applicant company,
j aid they would file exceptions and
1 .sk for oral argument as provided
*n FCC rules. WBAL, a Hearst
fladio station, is represented by
fhe Washington law firm of Dempcy & Koplovitz.
The Commission majority was
Paul A.
, ,omposed of Comrs.
ivalker (who at one point reportHtdly had favored the Pearson4 Jlen application, leaving voting at
stalemate). Rosel H. Hyde (who
^'■Dnducted the lengthy hearings in
947-48) ; George E. Sterling, and
Frieda B. Hennock.

[|

Gov, Webster Dissent
i Chairman Wayne Coy and Comr.
r±j\ M. Webster issued strongly
iiiorded dissents.
The majority based its decision
Mnmarily on two factors: (1) Its
,reference for continuing "the esblished and desirable service now
irnished by WBAL" as against
he risks attendant on the execuDn" of the proposed programming
the rival applicant, and (2) prefence of the "existing and known
aff of WBAL with its proved
lility to provide a service meeting
e needs of the area," as com-ired to the unproven ability of
rival's proposed and mostly unntified personnel.
^The majority pointed out that
BAL had made strides toward
'tter program balance between
e 1943-45 period, when it was
ted as more than 85 ''f commeral, and the time of the hearing,
Qen the figure *had dropped to
'^c. Quality of agricultural proems has improved, commercial
ligious programs have been disntinued, new non-entertainment
,cgrams have been started, a prolam supervisory council has been
'ROADCASTING

proposed

in operation since 1946, and a public service councellor has been employed since 1947, the majority
continued.
They conceded that "the substantial improvement in the programming" may have been influenced by the Blue Book, by FCC's
designating the renewal application for hearing, or by the filing of
the competing application. But, the
decision continued:
. . . We do find on the basis of its
recent programs that WBAL has made
a practical demonstration of its ability to render a well-rounded program
presentation covering substantiallj'
the major needs of its service area,
and of its ability and bona fide intention to improve upon such service
bj- the judicious use of its trained
personnel and by availing itself of
machinery established by it to encourage and develop balanced programming. The continuation of existing
programs, and the further development and improvement of such programming as proposed by the applicant would appear to be in the public
interest . . .
Although we find that the proposed
programs of both applicants are
meritorious and would be satisfactory,

we must nectionprefer
thisactual
conon the WBAL
basis ofin its
performance during 1947, and the
probability of the continuation and
improvement of its program structure.
Chairman Coy in his dissent
cited prior FCC decisions to support his claim that "the operation
of an existing station does not
automatically weigh the balance in
favor of the existing station," but
instead "may, and frequently does,
have exactly the opposite result."
Program Proposal
He noted that the majority adjudged the Pearson-Allen program
proposal as having "merit and
desirability." Against this, he said,
"even the majority concedes
[WBAL's program record] was not
at all well-balanced or satisfactory
until after the application for renewal of license was designated
forHehearing."
continued:
To me . . . the conclusion from this
record is inescapable that this improvement [of WBAL programming]
was not generated out of the li-

censee's awareness of its responsibility as a broadcast licensee but was
the result of the issuance in April
1946 of the Commission's Report
"Public Service Responsibility of
Broadcast Licensees" and the filing
of the competitive application in September 1946.
Hence I do not see how the majority
is able to place the reliance it does
on WBAL's willingness and ability to
carry out its program proposals when
it is remembered that the decision
granting the application of WBAL
also removes — by denying the application of Public Service Radio Corp. —
one of the principal incentives to
WBAL's recent improvements.
He also cited WBAL's affiliation
with other stations and newspapers
through its ownership by Hearst
Radio.
"The Commission is committed to
the principle that unless there are
over-riding considerations, preference should be given to a non-newspaper, non-multiple-owner applicant as against an applicant which
publishes a newspaper or has other
broadcast stations, in order to encourage the greater diversification
of control of the media of mass
information," he said. None of
these "over-riding considerations"
existed in the WBAL case, he declared.
Chairman
Coy on
saidpage
he was
(Continued
99) "not

Many Accounts Increase
BILLINGS
NEIWORK
MANY important advertisers in- expenditures were $670,411 in 1950 with $3,531,794 in amount of gross
time purchased, followed by the
creased their gross radio network
and $630,242 for September 1949.
Toiletries & Toilet Goods manufacbillings during the month of Sep- Miles Labs placed third with purchases
of
$663,611,
compared
to
turers who spent $2,016,358 during
tember 1950, as compared to 1949's
purchases, according to figures last year's total of $463,148. Fourth
the month of September. Although
place fell to General Mills who
compiled by Publishers Informathese groups showed a slight detion Bureau and released to bought $579,294 worth of gross
crease in billing (see Table I),'50 the
radio time in 1950 and $504,333 in third and fourth categories,
Broadcasting • Telecasting.
Drugs
1949. Sterling Drug Co. this year
With gross billings for Septem& Remedies and Soaps & Cleaners
placed
fifth
by
spending
$556,868,
ber 1950 totaling $13,931,561, there
added to their 1949 expenditures,
although its last year total of $644,- with totals of $1,863,209 and $1,was only §150,560 difference from
872 gained second place at that 663,922, respectively.
the same period 1949 figure of time.
$14,092,021, and over half of the
Top 10 Change'49
Within the food group, Genei-al
advertising categories had in'49
the other network sponcreased their gross purchases this
(The only advertiser
not to ap- Foods sorsledin September
by spending
'50 pear in this year's top 10 billing $636,468. Procter & Gamble domiis American
Tobacco Co. which was
year.
Procter & Gamble, radio's leading
nated the toilet goods manufacadvertiser, spent $1,604,046 in'50 Sep- replaced by American Home Prodturers with expenditures of $405,ucts
Co.
with
billing
of
$397,525.)
tember, while last year its figure
The Food & Food Producers led 581. Top purchaser in the Drugs &
(Continued on page 99)
ran 10
to was
$1,825,232.
the
all other categories in September
top
General'Second
Foods in
whose

TABLE I
GROSS AM NETWORK TIME SAIES FOR SEPT. AND JAN.-SEPT. 1950 COMPARED TO 1949
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
. Sept.
Sept.
Product Group
172,3
Product Group
'50
Jan.10
Jan.Industrial
Materials 172,662
Agriculture &
1,555,344
1,602,341
Jan.2
Insurance
236,304
Farming S 97,159 $ 782,425
Jan.89,79
2,154,701
2,898,531
S 97,796 S 851,785 Jewelery, Optical
2
Apparel,
Footwear
285,012
981,653
956,322
& Aces.
Goods
!>,
Cameras
75,022
2,898,531
164,747
96,040
1,035,730
Automotive, Auto.
Office Equip., Writing
116,808
979,188
325,003
Supplies & Stationery 87,579
114,790
Equip.
&
Acces.
1,026,970 Political
1,051,597
3,916,558
2,198
Aviation,
Aviation
26,606
651,137
Access. & Equip.
74,071
Publishing & Media 16,134
610,737
123,473
Beer, Wine & Liquor 179,915
788,348 Radios, TV Sets, Phono1,909,464
BIdg. Materials
976,091
993,920
679,430
731,545
& Access.graphs, Musical instr,
102,406
Equip. & Fixtures
100,137
27,928
38,472
Confectionery
&
Retail Stores
65,627
414,811
Soft Drinks
17,057,568
1,777,239
17,211,249
Smoking
Materials
1,
310,950
4,940,021
539,752
4,901,264
188,623
188,434
Consumer Services
1,390,068
Cleansers & 1, 1,350 15,205,700 1,467,269 14,589,061
1,414,994 Soaps,
Polishes
Drugs & Remedies
1,705,159 15,346,259
1,863,209 18,145,038
Entertainment
&
29,614
62,774
663,922
Sporting
Amusements
Toiletries Goods,
& Toilet Toys . .'966,876
5,340
Good
2,
Food & Food
18,730,623
2,124,220
21,805,726
5,619
5,619
5,340 32,858,860
016,358
Products
Travel
3,531,794 33,168,753
3,585,999
Gas & Oil
652,011 71,820 855,248
4,355,874 Transportation,
377,175
469,255
3,895,407
&
Resorts
105,696
Horticulture
3,834,654 241,084 2,101,411
94,077 Miscellaneous
Household Equip.
2,109
66,228
& Supplies
246,956
320,861
5,226,686
2,459,985
Total
771,308
513,931,561 5135,722,285 514,092,021 5139,111,454
375,435
Household Furnishings 48,191
38,196
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, a ChiIN THREE MONTHS
cago manufacturer ox rodent eliminator has accomplished what others in his
field have tried to do for 30
years.
And there is no mystery behind the success of 31-yearold Lee Ratner, who has glamorized and created a nationwide demand for the new rodent
control compound — d-CON (for decontaminate). It's the old story of
one man's faith in radio.
Last Sept. 5, shortly after he had
been authorized by the U. of Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation to market an anti-rodent preparation produced from the foundation's exclusive "warfarin" formula, Mr. Ratner invested $1,000 in
a one-week mail order test campaign over WIBW Topeka and
WLW Cincinnati. A quarter-hour
was purchased daily across-theboard.

Daily Strips Bought
On Additional Stations
So spontaneous was the demand
for d-CON from listeners in surrounding farm areas that, following the week's test, Mr. Ratner
purchased three strips daily on
WIBW and WLW. Within a fortnight, record-breaking mail orders
justified the addition of such stations as WLS
Chicago, WRVA

a

...

And

tkeuseUoft

Used

Richmond, WWVA Wheeling and mail order radio. Such products
WCKY Cincinnati.
as stainless steel tableware sets,
Last week, 425 stations from
pocket adding machines and glowcoast-to-coast were carrying d-CON
in-the-dark gardenias, manufacshows at a cost to the sponsor of
tured by his United Enterprises
more than $30,000 weekly. This is Inc., parent organization of d-CON
Co. Inc.,from
have radio
attracted
millionsMr.of
well over 75% of d-CON's overall ' orders
listeners.
advertising appropriation.
Mr. Ratner's horizon is not lim- Ratner founded United Enterprises
in 1940.
ited to a mail order operation, however. Recently McKesson & Rob- d-CON Experiment Held
bins became a distributor and other
In Middleton, Wis.
equally large companies are interested.
Aiding d-CON's rapid advance
a 15-day experiment conducted
"We followed the pattern of oth- was
last
month in Middleton, Wis.,
er successful exploitations by using
where rats and mice had been out
mail order at the outset," he told of control for several years. At
Broadcasting • Telecasting. "Our
ultimate goal is to have d-CON
Mr. Ratner's expense, bait stations
available in grain and feed, drug, were set out Nov. 4 throughout
Middleton township. Members of
seed, lumber, hardware and grocery
stores througout the country. Co- the city's rodent control committee,
operative advertising will be a the local boy scout troop and other
logical development. But we will civic organizations cooperated. By
always be enthusiastic about mail Nov. 19 there were no longer any
order advertising because we are signs of rats in the entire area
convinced that, in addition to and there has been no indication of
launching our product on a national a return of the menace. However,
scale, it will also build retail sales the d-CON company has recommended to Middleton residents, as
across the country."
well as to all of its customers, that
Although a young man, Mr. Ratthey set out fresh bait periodically
ner has had a long experience with
OPERATION MIDDLETON was launched with a broadcast (left photo) over
WKOW Madison, Wis., by (I to r) Mr. Ratner, Roy Gumtow, WKOW farm
director; Clarke Richards, rodent control expert of U. of Wisconsin; and Ray
Kubista, secretary of the Middleton rodent control committee.
Boy Scout cooperation (right photo) is typified by these scouts sorting bags
of d-CON, prior to general distribution throughout the community.

Radio

to Sell It

to insure against rodent infesta
tion.
Less than $.3 buys a 4-ounce ca
of de-CON, a light green powdei
which, when mixed with grain o
ground meat makes six pounds o
bait— enough to clear an averag
sizerodents.
farm, home
or business
of
The mixture
acts plac'
as
blood anti-coagulant on rodent
that take cumulative dosages. I
is relatively safe for farm and dc
mestic animals because the chance
of their taking cumulative dosage
is slight, particularly when th
bait used is not appetizing to sue
animals.
Advertising Not Confined
To Farm Shows Alone
In addition to broadcasting th
fact that d-CON is made from
formula developed at one of the ns
tion's leading universities, Mr. Ral
ner has dozens of recommendation
from such agencies as the U. ^
Public Health Service and the U. ^
Fish and Wildlife Service, as we
as county agents in the 48 state
Letters from hundreds of custc
mers, who for years spent upward,
of $20 monthly for rodent contro.
also
handy. give
While
farm come
shows inlogically
the radi'
proi
uct its biggest boost (Mr. Ratne
tendered a reception to NARFl
members during their recent Ch
cago convention), other program;
many in the evening, are sponsorei

py d-CON. Examples are WBBM
phicago's hour-long Saturday Night
\Party; half -hour periods of the
jW^LS
Dance
and theChicago
KMOX Xational
St. LouisBarn
Saturday

\Xight Party; quarter-hour periods
|»f WSM Nashville's Grand Old
ijlOpry, WIBW Topeka's Saturday
■Xight Party, and the Old Dominion
\Barn Dance at WRVA Richmond
land WBT Charlotte.
I The d-CON agency is Marfree
Advertising Corp., New York,
headed by Harry A. Friedenberg,
i-^^-ho has been active in radio representation for 11 years. However,
Slarfree's Chicago vice president,
l29-year-old Alvin Eicoff, is account
executive and works closely with
iMr. Ratner. A former commercial
manager of KXLO Lewistown,
iJIont., Mr. Eicoff later was associated witti Mr. Friedenberg's station representative firm in New
York. He started on the d-CON
(account with one assistant and now
ihas 10.
iGarland Heads

'Sales Organization
j'l
Heading
sales
organi-S.
:;zation
is Viced-CON's
President
Jerome
IGarland, formerly vice president
xof the Symphonette Corp., Chicago.
v'rHe is setting up a permanent retail
resales organization and export di::vision. Mr. Garland reports that
ibone of the most interesting orders
brought to his attention since his
recent association with the company was a $5,200 requisition for
d-CON from an Indian reservation.
Joe I. Abrams, previously director
-^of public relations of the quarter'Piaster Food & Container Institute,
■''-Chicago, is in charge of public re^"'lations for d-CON.
" The rise of Lee Leonard Ratner
jin
Chicagoindustrial
is one of success
the city'sstories.
most
/kmazing

SPEECH ASSN.

TOP executives of d-CON Co. and its agency, Marfree Advertising (I to r):
Jerome S. Garland, d-CON vice president in charge of sales; Joseph Abrams,
director of public relations of company; Lee Ratner, d-CON president; Alvin
Eicoff, vice president of Marfree.

BASEBALL

A COURSE to "regulate" major
league baseball network broadcasts,
with the aim of curbing "saturation" of smaller league circuit
areas, was charted by minor league
officials meeting last week for their
annual convention in St. Petersburg, Fla.
The National Association, representing some 57 minor leagues,
promised
to lay
baseball's
radioTV problem
before
major league
officials, scheduled to convene this
week.
In so doing, George Trautman,
minor leagues president, asserted
^'As a school boy, he worked part■'''cime in his father's produce busi- that the "matter must be settled by
the major league clubs individ^ae'ss on Chicago's West Side, and
ually," not the league as a whole,
■...hards
jalso distributed
chance
to stores, merchandise
civic organizations
and without recourse to the Justice
.and churches.
After graduating
Dept. [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec. 4].
^'j^rom Marshall High School in 1937,
^e
entered
Northwestern U's
"The Dept. of Justice will not
':(3chool of Commerce where he studinterfere as long as there is no coled accounting.
He organized
lusion," Mr. Trautman stated at
'^I'United Enterprises while still in the meetings.
He revealed that he
college.
had conferred fortnight ago wnth
! Late last summer, Mr. Ratner
Attorney General J. Howard Mcfourd men to help him get the Grath and "was cordially reIliire
|d-CON project started. The comceived." He declined to disclose
pany now has 60 employes. It any more details.
|?laims to sell more rodent killer
Three-Point Program
In one week than any other manu.pacturer in the field sells in one
The National Association president last Thursday outlined a threepoint program for presentation to
the combined American and NaNews Show Debuts
tional League meeting this week.
NAB also will be officially repreULL-HOUR news documentary
sented by General Manager Wil'\ith narration by Edward R. Murliam Ryan, it was revealed. Rob•ow, A Report To the Nation, will
ert K. Richards, NAB public afnake its debut over CBS Friday,
fairs director, sat in as an observer
Dec. 15, 9-10 p.m. Produced by last week.
"Ir. Murrow and Fred Friendly,
The proposal calls on the major
^BS public affairs writer and pro- leagues to (1) individually curtail
laeer, the program's format conbroadcasts of their games by networks which fan out into minor
ists of an over-all summary and
ommentary covering important
league territory; (2) limit their
lews of the week.
television broadcast to "home" ter5ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Broadcast

Radio Speakers Slated
MANY MEMBERS of the radio
and TV industries will be featured
speakers at the Mid-Century Conference of the Speech Assn. of
America, which will be held at the
Hotels Commodore and Roosevelt,
New York, Dec. 27-30.
Among those participating in
sectional discussions are: Joseph
H. Ream, executive vice president
of CBS; Ernest de la Ossa, director
of personnel, NBC; Worthington
C. Miner, manager of television
program development, CBS ; T. R.
Shearer, vice president, A. C. Nielsen Co. ; Tom Slater, vice president,
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York;
Ernest Ricca, freelance director
and past president of Radio and
Television Directors Guild, New
York; John Crosby, radio editor,
New York Herald Tribune; Jack
Gould, New York Times; Harriet
Van Horn, radio editor, Neiv York
World Telegram, and Robert Lewis
Shayon, radio producer.

'Regulations^

Chg rted

ritory;
and (3)
the
conduct
of better
stations"supervise"
carrying
baseball broadcasts.
Stations may be asked to vitalize
promotion of their major league
home teams, with a view to encouraging fans to attend the contests rather than listen to ballcasts, as a token gesture for being
permitted to air them.
An amendment to ban outright
all baseball broadcasts and telecasts, save World Series and All
Star games, was offered by Frank
Lawrence, head of the Portsmouth
Club of the Piedmont League, but
was beaten down in floor discussion
as too "drastic" a step.
Few TV Protests

ously to MBS' Game of the Day
broadcasts from different major
league parks since they do not saturate minor territory like other
network broadcasts. The minors
claimed
a 19 Vc attendance dip in
1950.

Opposition to telecasts was almost negligible
last week's
meeting,
it was during
understood,
aside
from a scattering of protests.
Mr. Trautman said he had
threshed out the subject in discussions with Baseball Commissioner
A. B. (Happy) Chandler and the
major-minor league committees.
Consensus of the group, he said, is
that "fundamentally the solution
rests with individual major league
clubs." Mr. Trautman added there
is "evidence of a sympathetic attitude by the big league representa-

In his annual report to the National Association, Mr. Trautman
warned that "both the majors and
the minors are at the crossroads."
Acknowledging that other factors
— poor weather conditions, fewer
recreational
dollars and the interDay."
national situation — were involved
in the decline of box office receipts,
he asserted:
"Unrestrained broadcast and telecast of major league games from
stations located in minor league
territory has contributed much
more to the decline of attendance
than all other factors combined.
More than 2,000 stations located
from coast to coast engaged in
1950 in broadcasting major league

The NA prexy pointed out that,
last season, all major league clubs
tives."
but
the St. Louis Browns had their
own "networks," and noted that the
Browns have completed negotiations for 1951 coverage of their
gam.es by the Liberty Broadcasting
System.
Alluding to complaints that network broadcasts have adversely
affected minor league — and to a
lesser degree, major circuit — attendance, Mr. Trautman said the
minor leagues do not object vigor-

Both MBS and LBS have stoutly
contended that nationwide network
coverage helps rather than hinders
minor league gates [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Nov. 6, 27].
"The major clubs' networks, for
the most part, are in our own territory," Mr. Trautman said. "Some
of our towns are exposed to them
11 hours a day. That is not necessarily true of the Game of the

Meanwhile, Sporting News regames. ported that many radio-TV commitments for 1951 contain clauses
permitting modification of the contracts dependent on the course
finally taken by the major league
clubs and any action which conceivably may be taken by the
Justice Dept.
December 11, 1950
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EXCESS

TAX

MILITARY reverses abroad and
an accompanying speedup in the
defense program last week signaled
a quickening- Congressional pulse
on excess pi'ofits. Stirred into action, the outgoing 81st Congress
swiftly :
% Passed an excess profits tax
bill in the House.
^ Concluded hearings in the
Senate Friday after a week's session by the Finance Committee,
which scheduled closed meetings
over the weekend.
% Rejected in the House a GOP
"substitute" tax bill.
Radio-TV spokesmen, while supporting the need of increased revenue for defense, stuck by their
guns in attacks on certain provisions of the House bill (HR 9827)
which they claimed were inadequate
to assure a continued and healthy
industry growth.
Broadcasters' arguments, along
with briefs of industry manufacturers, again were presented to
Congress during the week [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Nov. 27,
20]. Radio Television Mfrs. Assn.,
Television Broadcasters Assn., TV
Excess Profits Tax Committee, the
National Conference of Growth
Companies and Philco Corp. reiterated arguments which had been
presented to the House Ways &
Means Committee a fortnight ago.
NAB, which also had appeared before the House group, filed a statement with the Senate finance unit.
Bill Outlined
Briefly the bill would (1) credit
a firm with 85% of its three best
years of the 1946-49 period, (2)
limit the excess profits tax plus the
normal corporation income levy total to 67%, (3) make the tax retroactive to July 1, 1950, and (4) exempt corporations with earnings
less than $25,000. Also included
are provisions designed to aid
growth companies [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Dec. 4].
Reaction to the sudden turn of
events in Korea threw new spark
in the administration's tax drive.
Treasury Secretary John Snyder,
addressing the Senate members
Monday, warned of more and
higher taxes to come. He pointed
out the deficit estimate of $2 million for this fiscal year, which was
made last November, "may prove
too low" and said prospects for
fiscal 1950 and the years following
were even more serious.
Lawmakers in Washington reflected this mood. The prevailing
response to renewed eff^ort on the
defense line, permeated Congressional chambers and was partly responsible for the swelled ranks of
"yeas" which pushed through the
bill in the House after only a twoday debate. Earlier the Representatives lined up against a Republican move to send the bill back to
committee for softening amendments. The Republicans had proPage 24
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War

Spurs

The

Action

Today
TV Market

(Chart Presented to Senate
Finance Committee)
Each family symbol denotes 5 million families.

il0

00

credit (which. Dr. DuMont told th
committee, is pretty well handle
in the House bill), (2) 100% credi
in base period net income, (3
broadening of relief to prohibi
pioneering, developing or researc
expenditures from reducing tlr
base, (4) revision of administrt
tive procedure in granting specie
relief to hardship cases, and (5
liberalization of the growth foi
mula.
Dr. DuMont said the conferent
of companies urged an emergenc
profits tax (flat rate levy on co)
porate income) or amendment c
the House bill in order to retai
incentives to growth and expansio
"so that we may keep Americ
Growth Problem

^

MM

nfl nfi nil Wl

^

nffi nl||

THE HAVES (at left)
Ten million families own TV sets and
20 million families, or 46% of all
families in the United States, are
within range of TV broadcasting.

THE HAVE MOTS (at right)
Thirty-three million families do not
own TV sets and 23 million families
in the United States are outside the
present range of TV broadcasting.

posed a moderate pi'ofits tax on corporations' earnings above a predetermined normal average with an
increase from 45 to 50% on regular
corporate income and surtaxes.
Key members of the Senate committee, however, predicted that
while an excess profits tax is certain to be reported to the upper
chamber for debate, the bill would
undergo a number of amendments.
A tentative timetable as seen by
Capitol Hill observers sets future
action on the tax as : (1) Reporting
of a bill by the Senate committee
probably sometime this week, (2)
Senate debate which may slow procedure temporarily, (3) joint
House-Senate conference on the
two versions submitted by each
chamber, and (4) a completed bill

sent to both houses by Dec. 29-30.
On Tuesday, Dr. Allen B. DuMont, president of Allen B. DuMont Labs and chairman of the
National Conference of Growth
Companies, and William Balderston, president of Philco Corp.,
testified
mittee. before the Senate ComDr. DuMont reiterated his contentions which he had presented on
the House side. Calling the gi-owth
companies the "dynamic segment"
— those companies "whose growing
and expanding productivity are
adding to the strength of our nation," Dr. DuMont presented recommendations for amendments to
the bill.
They included (1) consideration
of new capital in computing the

G
RN
THE
YEAR TU
1951 will
be aIN
turning
'51
point for broadcasters, a year in
which they will find the lush days
disappearing in favor of lower-cost
programs and facilities which will
pay off for advertisers, according
to J. H. E. Davis, vice president
of Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago.
Addressing the Tennessee Assn.
of Broadcasters meeting in Nashville last Wednesday Mr. Davis
warned that while 1951 "will be a
fine year for radio," it will be "the
year when the dollars will start
swinging more and more to tele-

LusH
POINT
— ^maybe it will shrivel a little, but
Celebrating its second birthday,
the TAB met at the Andrew
not
die." Hotel, in Nashville, with
Jackson
President F. C. Sowell, WLAC
Nashville, presiding. Mr. Sowell
reviewed the year's activities, including the successful effort to
bring deletion of a rule forbidding
liquor advertising in newspapers as
an infringement of free speech.
He said harmonious relations had
been woi-ked out with newspapers.
John H. DeWitt, president of
WSM and WSM-TV Nashville,
spoke on trials of a new video station, saying costs were 10 to 1 over
radio. It cost $9,000 just to paint
a TV tower, he said. He recommended all TV personnel be pretrained via dry runs long before the

"Sure, television may be Mr.
vision."
Big," Mr. Davis concluded, "but
profitable radio can be here to stay.
I do not think radio is going to die

"The worst single feature of th
strong."
bill as applied to growth companit
is that which attempts to distil
guish between normal and excee
profits," Dr. DuMont told the con
mittee. "In doing so, it assume
that no growth company woul
have continued to grow in 195
except
for the upwar."
He pointed
to the committe,
that DuMont had been earmarkin
about 10% of its product to th
armed forces prior to last July an
that about the same amount wa,
prevailing now. A heavy increas
is expected in defense work by Di,
Mont in January or February, Dj
DuMont told the Senators.
Mr. Balderston launched into hi
committee appearance by immed
ately putting Philco on record a
not "believing" in the profits pre
posal. But, he said, if such legisls
tion is deemed necessary then h.
wished to suggest means for it;
imposition.
Sen. Tom Connally (D-Tex.
asked the Philco head whether h
wanted the profits tax dehy
drated." Mr. Balderston said tha
was
position
although agains
"with
out toohismuch
discrimination
(Continued on page 98)

Days End, tab rok
station goes on the air. Income i
better than expected, he saic
Nashville TV sales have been hui
by the FCC color decision, he ex
Hoyt B. Wooten, WREC Mem
plained.
phis, spoke on the Voice of Amei
ica, criticizing some operations.
Hugh M. P. Higgins, acting di
rector of Broadcast Advertisin;
Bureau, presented the BAB slid
film, "How to Pick a Winner." H
offered figures which conteste
some of Mr. Davis' statement
about radio's loss of circulation.
Charter Heslep, chief of the Ra
dio-Television Branch, A t o m i
Energy Commission, discussed ra
dio's responsibility
in the19).nationa
defense
(see story page
Frank S. Proctor, WTJS, wa
(Continued on page 95)
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Seen
Large Defense Orders
CONTROLS
\[TAL
METAL CUTBACKS ORDERED BY NPA
IlARM over shortages of cobalt,
(As of Dee. 11, 1950) *
|)pper and other basic electronics
25%
20%
35%
iaterials, and confusion over how
Metal
15%
70%
Marchuch the government should cui-- Aluminum
Dec.
'50
Jan.
'5
7
50%
None
Nov.
'50
15%
None
Feb.T '57
lil commercial use of strategic
JuneT '51
T
35%
None
etals were evident on Capitol Hill Cobalt
35%
20% t
None
Copper
st week as Congress weighed the Nickel
35% t
None
None
20%
'Iresident's new $17 billion-plus de- Steel
20%
20%
5% -15%
5% -15%
5% -15%
5% -15%
ifense supplemental request.
5% -15%
None
None
' There also was evidence that bil- Zincoducts**
ons of dollars in new military *Pr
apply to average use during base period January through June 1950.
ntracts would be released soon to T—— Cutbacks
Undetermined as yet.
ectronics - communications and t— March only — other months undetermined.
her manufacturers, thus speeding ** — Average during base period January-July 1950. Covers miscellaneous products.
) the tempo of current defense
■oduction and allaying some in- ics equipment would serve to allay the military, has been proceeding
istry concern over possible in- industry fears that the lag in mili- on the premise that stringent curtailments must be made now (see
istry disruption.
tary orders and sag in civilian table).
President Truman
asked for business (because of metal short6.8 billion in additional funds for
Latest metals to be trimmed for
ages) would cause general unemcivilian use are nickel and zinc
e Defense Dept. this current
ployment in communications and
[seal year. He specified that about
electronics pursuits.
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
I billion would be used for major
With advent of price controls, Dec. 4, Nov. 27].
Steel also commanded the NPA
ilitary procurement, and to ex- prices for civilian materials would
spotlight in a meeting Tuesday
jlind facilities for production.
probably
be
frozen
to
retard
inOn the basis of allotments set
flation in defense production costs, between members of the Steel
iide in previous defense outlays, some authorities felt.
Products Advisory Committee and
iectronics appeared earmarked for
While the Senate Armed Servgovernment officials.
Steel Cutbacks
ices subcommittee was weighf^tween $900 million and $1 bilbn — or roughly 10% — according
ing the stockpiling issue, a House
Steel towers and other equipment
Appropriations subcommittee held uses for electronics would be se^^1 military authorities.
Emphasizing that his request, closed executive sessions with deriously curtailed under tentative
f |.bmitted Dec. 1 to Congress, is
fense authorities on the new sup- arrangements concluded last week.
plemental request.
iiot a war budget," the Chief
NPA officials cited the increasing
Ifcecutive said the appropriations
In the face of growing internadefense requirements in emphasizill "permit us to go ahead at once
tional tension, there was speculaing the need for expanded steel
tion that cutbacks in civilian production, conservation measures
I increase rapidly the rate of proliction of planes, tanks, and other production had only begun. Sen.
"and use of less steel for non-dejSlitary equipment.
Lester C. Hunt (D-Wyo.), chairfense purposes.
man
of
the
stockpiling
group,
ifl'. . . If the situation improves, we
Officials at Radio - Television
n level off . . . the rate of produc- warned industry leaders:
Mfrs. Assn. pointed out, however,
Ittn of military goods as may be
"Business as usual is out the that manufacturers do not use as
Ifllpropriate. In any case, we must window and it doesn't make a damn
much steel in electronics equipment
|.prepared to endure a long period bit of difference whose business it and components as other strategic
is. Our necks are all in the same
materials. Steel is used chiefly in
j tension."
towers and transmitters.
I
President's Plea
Sen. Hunt said his group is
With the current freeze on teleIThe President told Congress that
noose."
vision stations, they felt, any sub"alarmed" at the sparse supply of
he gravity of the world situation
stantial curtailments would not
:iquires that these funds be made
copper, cobalt, rubber and manganese.
He
added
the
situation
greatlyvision
affect
production of teleailable with the utmost speed."
transmitters,
A Senate Armed Services Stock- would prevail until the military decided definitely on its needs.
RTMA said, however, it has reling subcommittee heard testiThe National Production Authorceived complaints of shoi'tages from
bny, in closed session, from W.
ity, responsible for allocation of suppliers of stainless steel, which
luart Symington, chairman, Nais used in the manufacture of
raal Security Resources Board, metals as between defense and noncathode ray tubes for television.
defense uses on the basis of Mud others, on the government's
nitions Board recommendations for They stressed that, until the gov'ogram on the stockpiling of
etals used in electronics output.
House Armed Services subcomttee held similar hearings.
Earlier, Mr. Symington predicted
at the impact of civilian controls
9ould be felt by consumers around
pril 1, 1951. He told Congress he
|t that full-scale price controls
e not necessary now and said
jiesent curbs should be given more
iie to do the job.
sjBut at the same time, the Senate
■ nking & Currency Committee
proved the nomination of Michael
; Di Salle, former mayor of
i'ledo, Ohio, to be director of price
abilization under Alan Valentine,
onomic Stabilization Adminisator. Both were confirmed.
;The appointments were regarded
I many authorities as indicative
SERVING as hosts at a cocktail party given by Westinghouse, dedicating its
: imminent controls, probably by new Washington offices, are Walter Evans (I), president of Westinghouse
Radio Stations Inc., and Mrs. Evans, who chat with FCC Chairman Wayne
rly 1951. In any event, a new
sh of defense orders for electronCoy. Reception was held at the Carlton Hotel in Washington Dec. 1.
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ernment actually evolved a set of
percentages for different steel
product uses, it would be difficult
to appraise the effects of steel cuts.
Officials gave no hint as to the
size of the cut (limitations on miscellaneous steel products now vary
from 5% to 15%) or when the cutbacks would be ordered. NPA said,
however, that a number of advisory
committees would be named to assist in planning and developing
future regulations and controls.
Present controls are working "satisfactorily," NPA added.
NPA cut back commercial consumption of "primary" nickel to
65% of the average quarterly use
during the first six months of 1950,
with the order to take effect over
the first quarter of 1951. Use of
nickel for maintenance, repair and
operating supplies would not be
affected.
In issuing the order Dec. 2, NPA
stressed the importance of achieving "maximum conservation of
nickel" and said studies are underway at NPA "looking toward specific conservation measures."
The directive also provides that
inventories of primary nickel (electrolytic, ingots, pig, rolled and cast
anodes, etc.) in the hands of users
are limited to a 30-day supply, "or
a practicable minimum working inventory, whichever is less."
At the same time, NPA also relaxed its limitations on commercial
use of aluminum which it had
tabbed last month for a 35% paring effective next Jan. 1. In an
amended order, the production authority specified 20% and 25%
drops for January and February,
and the full 35% for the next four
months of 1951. Originally it had
ordered 35% decreases over the
entire six months [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Nov. 20].
Metal Restrictions
In previous directives NPA cut
back copper consumption to 85%
for January and February, and
80% for March, and eased limitations on commercial use of cobalt
which now call for a supply of 30%
for November and of 50% for
December CASTING,
[BROADCASTING
• TELEDec. 4].
NPA has also trimmed nondefense production and use of zinc,
also vital in electronics equipment,
to 80% of the base period, with a
Jan. 1 effective date.
NPA has stressed throughout
that in any case where it may be
deemed that a hardship is worked
on certain industries through curtailment of any metal, it would
weigh possibility of "adjustments
or exceptions." A united front by
electronics manufacturers in meetings with NPA Administrator William H. Harrison was credited
largely with laying the groundwork for easing of cutback in
cobalt and aluminum.
Meanwhile, John D. Small, chairman of the Munitions Board, has
asked the Army, Navy and Air
Force
watch order
for "any
abuses"
of
the to
defense
priority
system which would cause "unwarranted disruption in the flow of
materials to essential uses."
December 11, 1950 • Page 25

Earmark
CD

THE "missing link" in national
security — an expansive civil defense program calling for an independent agency and a $32 million
outlay for communications "nerve
system" equipment — took shape on
Capitol Hill last week.
On the heels of President Truman's executive order creating a
Federal Civil Defense Administration, legislators trained their collective sites on a $3.1 billion program which would
ommendations
of the implement
late Russellrec-'
J.
Hopley, progenitor of the President's "master plan," to govern
future emergency communications
and other operations.
The Congressional spotlight focused on extensive hearings, on
similar measures, held last week
by three legislative groups.
The two key committees holding
jurisdiction on four separate proposals— House and Senate Armed
Services subcommittees — had not
completed hearings late Thursday.
In an atmosphere charged with
the old issue of government vs.
state responsibility, Administration leaders of the "lame duck" 81st
Congress promised to give the President's proposal top "emergency"
priority.
The administration settled on a
54% -46 9c ratio, with government
bearing the greater share.
Earlier, President Truman had
set up a Federal Civil Defense Administration under the Office of
Emergency Management within the
Executive Office of the President,
and had appointed Millard F. Caldwell Jr., former Governor of Florida, as administrator.
The action took the present civil
defense structure out of the National Security Resources Board,
which serves as coordinating
agency, and placed it on an operating basis. Congressional approval
would give it full legislative status.
A system of communications and
communications control centers designed to convey warnings of enemy
1885

Charles

CHARLES
G. ROSS, 65, pressradio secretary to President Truman and White House contact for
broadcasting and
television newsmen, died Wednesday at his desk.
He had just given
reporters data on
the conference of
President Truman
and Prime Minister Attlee, of
Great Britain.
As newsmen
Mr. Ross
left the office Mr.
Ross prepared to repeat the statement for an NBC recording. Myrtle
Bergheim, his secretary, called the
President's physician who pronounced him dead at 5:50 p.m.
Page 26

$32 Million
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attacks was outlined last week before the Senate and House Armed
Services subcommittees and the
Joint Atomic Energy Committee by
James J. Wadsworth, former acting
civil defense head and now deputy
administrator.
Estimating the cost at about $32
million, Mr. Wadsworth said the
plan would be extended over a
three-year period.
Once Congress has approved
funds, he said, the administration
will begin negotiating contracts for
communications equipment. He
was unable to say when procurement may get underway, however.
To that end, the office will ask Congress for about $88 million for
funds to cover cost up to June 30,
1951.
Mr. Wadsworth testified Monday
before the Joint Atomic Energy
Committee, which indicated it
wanted to hear the complete civil
defense blueprint, though it had no
jurisdiction on that legislation; on

AGAINST

Tuesday before the House Armed
Services Committee, holding hearings on bills (HR 9841 HR 9798)
sponsored by Reps. Melvin Price
(D-Ill.) and Carl T. Durham (DN. C.) ; and on Wednesday before
the Senate Armed Services Committee, considering legislation (S
4219 S 4217) introduced by Sens.
Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.) and
Brien McMahon (D-Conn.).
Four Proposals
The four proposals, almost identical in content, are designed to authorize acivil defense program and
agency, with an administrator to
be salaried at $17,500 annually
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Dec. 4]. Mr. Caldwell was sworn
in Wednesday but still must be confirmed by the Senate.
The master civil defense plan
calls on the federal government to
finance about 547^ — or $1,670,000,000— of the estimated $3.1 billion.
Outlining the plan to legislators,
Mr. Wadsworth stressed the im-

THE

NEW outbreak of blizzards and
winds of gale force struck the Midwest and other areas late last week,
broadening the scope of radio's role
as an emergency means of communication and aid to public welfare.
Additional incidents of outstanding aid by broadcasters during
the Thanksgiving weekend storm
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Dec. 4] continued to come in as
stations returned to normal operation. The record snowfall and
heavy winds gave the nation a preview of what radio can do when
other communication fails.
Perhaps a half-million TV antennas in the Philadelphia area
were damaged by the storm, according to Paul Forte, executive
secretary of Television Contractors
Assn. He said cost of repairs would
1950 I
(5. Hoss
Cause of death was a coronary
occlusion. He had suffered other
attacks but they had been less
severe.
President Truman appointed Mi-.
Ross press-radio secretary shortly
after assuming office in 1945. The
two were old friends.
Surviving- Mr. Ross are his
widow; two sons, Dr. John B. Ross,
Washington, and Walter W. Ross,
St. Louis; five grandchildren and
five sisters.
Stephen T. Early, former pressradio secretary to President Roose•velt, who retired recently as
Deputy Secretary of Defense,
agreed to serve temporarily in the
White House post until a successor
is named. Mr. Early is vice president of Pullman Inc.

SIORM

run many thousands of dollars.
After the big wind had died
down in New England WTIC Hartford carried a program titled
Windstorm and Your Insurance
Policy. Listeners were advised
what steps to take in making claims
for storm damage.
WOV New York was one of the
stations in that city which suffered
from the Thanksgiving weekend
storm. When the wind blew 85
feet off the main tower. Chief Engineer Emile Hill got the station
back on the air in an hour-and-ahalf. Later a power failure
knocked WOV off the air until
Monday morning.
WIBX Utica, N. Y., fell back on
its new emergency power plant and
continued to serve through the
emergency as other local outlets
were inoperative due to a power
breakdown. WMGW Meadville,
Pa., carried over 1,000 public service announcements. MeMn A.
Blair, managing secretary of the
Meadville Chamber of Commerce,
wrote WMGW Manager Robert
Trace that "this is one instance of
the highly valuable service that intelligent management of radio can
perform to the public, and brings
out in bold relief the value of such
a station to the community."
WCUO (FM) Cleveland returned
to the air Nov. 26 at 2 p. m. after
technicians had walked as far as
15 miles through drifts. Public
service programming was aired 35
hours without a break. Manager
R. M. Wallace wrenched his back
while
his car.shoveling snow away from

portance of an air-raid warr
program now being operated ainterim measure by the DelV;
Dept. through the Continental J
Command.
The Continental Air Commt
has been cooperating with F(
through the Defense Dept., on te:
involving "electronics emissioi
(radio silence)
the use Certs
of ■
air-raid
warningandsystem.
techniques, touching on use of cod
or sub-audible frequencies, are i
der study by both agencies in px
suit of a system which would c\
tail the "homing" effect of ra(
signals.
Mr. Wadsworth singled out t
President's plan for "United Stai
Civil Defense," which recogni2
communications as the "nerve
tem" of defense, as one result
the "intensive planning" by Am(
ican authorities [Broadcasting
Telecasting, Sept. 25].
The Civil Defense Administi
tion also will finance equipment i
communications system in Wa.=
ington, D. C. The District budj
already sets aside about $100,0
for communications equipment.
Controversy arose during t
(Continued on page 80)

Radio

Praised

Furthi

Over 3,000 requests were recei^
for assistance. President Jo
Cherpack Jr. and General Mana.^
Gene Trace operated the mob
unit.
At Piqua, Ohio, WPTW bk
keted its area with public serv
messages. Branch studio manage
in Troy, Greenville and Sidn
braved snowdrifts to man their i
mote studios and provide picku
In all, 8,237 announcements we
carried during the three-day peric
WRFD Worthington, Oh
stayed on the air right throu
the emergency, bringing direct ]
ports from highway patrol a
other officials.
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, E
Mont outlet, operated without Ic
of time through the cooperation
a crew of 20 staff members w
were able to reach the static
Peter Barker, executive produc
supervised operations.
Residents of Huntington, W. V
were offered free digging-out a
towing service by Hez Ward Bui
Agency, cooperating with WSA
When a party of WJPA Was
ington, Pa., announcers and enj
neers en route to Buffalo to covei
BuflFalo-W&J basketball game 1
came stalled in the storm, th
sent a distress signal to WBE
Buffalo. WBEN set up the bros
cast for the Washington crew a
the broadcast went through.
All stations at Altoona, P
were off the air for a while as i<
laden wires snapped. WFI
rigged gasoline generators and f
a while was the only means of co;
munication in the area. Jack Si
WBBW Youngstown, Ohio, threw
der, WFBG manager, fed a co:
mentary to NBC. WRTA, WJS
out its commercial schedule and
and WVAM returned to the i
was on the air 75 consecutive hours.
starting Sunday afternoon.
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GREATER

^^Sets-In-ITse'^
to

PERCENTAGE

THAN

Figures

Determine

OF SETS-IN-USE iN iOWA

YOU

Must

True

HOMES

Total Quarter-Hours, Sets-ln-Use ....

AUDIENCE

Be

THINK!

Multiplied

Audience!

HEARD BY DIFFERENT NUMBERS
WEEKDAY
SATURDAY
38,760

OF PEOPLE
SUNDAY

4,035

5,906
20.3%

Proportion of Total Listening Time
When

a Set-ln-Use was Heard By:
One person
Two persons
.
Three persons
Four persons
Five persons ...............
Six persons
More than six persons ........

In Iowa, does the average "tuned-in" radio set have
just, one listener, or is it more apt to have two or
three? What's the difference on Saturday and Sunday . . . on farms and in the city?

.^^.^ii^i^i

:
35.0
20.5
12.3

1

"
m

Get your copy of this invaluable survey, today.
Write direct, or ask Free & Peters,

The 1950 Iowa Radio Audience Survey* provides
reliable answers to these questions — answers compiled from diaries kept for 48,701 quarter hours
at the time of listening by 930 scientifically-selected
Iowa homes. It shows that 60% of the time on week-

^ The 1950 Iowa Radio Audience Survey is the thirteenth
annual study of radio listening habits in Iowa. It was conducted byDr. F. L. Whan of Wichita University and his staff.
It is based on personal interviews with 9,110 Iowa families
and diary records kept by 930 Iowa families — all scientifically selected from Iowa's cities, towns, villages and farms.
It is a "must" for every advertising, sales or marketing man
who is interested in radio in general, and the Iowa market in

days, a "set-in-use" has two or more listeners!
Weekend figures are even higher — 71.0% on
Saturday and 79.7% on Sunday!

particular. -

The above table tells the story . . . proves that in
Iowa, the single listener" is the exception rather
than the rule I
When

broken down into urban, village and farm

categories, the "sets-in-use" audience varies in some
respects . . . remains constant in others. Complete
details in the Survey itself.
In addition to revealing many such hitherto unknown facts as the above, the 1950 Iowa Radio
Audience Survey contains much additional proof
that Iowa listening is at an all-time high! Also WHO
continues to dominate the great Iowa audience.

+/or
Iowa
PLUS
+
Oes Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

ON

KANSAS

CITY

,A.nybody with good eyes can give you all the standard
market statistics you want, and more, for all the markets listed
at the right. But Old Colonel F&P

has a lot of vital infor-

mation that doesn't appear in the data books — facts about the
area's listening habits, buying habits, merchandising opportunities. Even though much of this material is not "statistical",
it is highly valuable and useful. If you want it, say when!

FT
REE

&

P
Jr

ETERS,

INC,

Pioneer Radio and Television Station Representatives
Since 1932
NEW
ATLANTA

DETROIT

YORK

FT. WORTH

CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD

SAN

FRANCISCO

UORFOLK

EAST.

.

.

.

OR

HONOLULU

SOUTHEAST
WBZ-WBZA

Boston-Springfield
Buffalo

NBC
CBS

WMCA
KYW

New York

IND.

Philadelphia

NBC

50,000

KDKA

Pittsburgh

NBC

50,000

WFBL

Syracuse

CBS

5,000

wcsc

Charleston, S. C.

CBS

5,000

WIS

Columbia, S. C.

NBC

5,000

WGH
WPTF
WDBJ

Norfolk

ABC

5,000

Raleigh
Roanoke

NBC
CBS

50,000
5,000

WHO
woe

Des Moines

NBC

50,000

Davenport

NBC

5,000

WDSM

Duluth-Superior

ABC

5,000

WDAY

Fargo

NBC

5,000

WOWO

Fort Wayne

NBC

10,000

WISH

Indianapolis

ABC

5,000

KMBC-KFRM
WAVE

Kansas City

CBS

5,000

Louisville

NBC

5,000

WTCN
KFAB

Minneapolis-St. Paul
Omaha

ABC
CBS

5,000
50,000

WMBD

Peoria

CBS

5,000

KSD

St. Louis

NBC

5,000

KFDM

Beaumont

ABC

5,000

KRIS

Corpus Christi

NBC

1,000

WBAP
KXYZ

Ft. Worth-Dallas

NBC-ABC

Houston .

ABC

5,000

KTSA

San Antonio

CBS

5,000

KOB

Albuquerque

NBC

KDSH

Boise

CBS

5,000

KVOD

Denver

ABC

5,000

WGR

MIDWEST,

50,000
5,000
5,000

SOUTHWEST

MOUNTAIN

AND

50,000

WEST

,KGMB-KHBC
KEX
KIRO

50,000

Honolulu-Hilo

CBS

Portland, Ore.

ABC

50,000

5,000

Seattle

CBS

50,000

Richards
WJR

•

Now

in Detroit

HEARINGS

SECOND PHASE of FCC's hearings on the news policies of G. A.
(Dick) Richards — testimony relating to his WJR Detroit — opened
last week in Detroit, while FCC
in Washington faced a lengthening
series of petitions and counter-petitions from both sides.
The basic pending motion was a
Nov. 20 request by counsel for Mr.
Richards seeking a decision based
on the hearing's "first phase" —
dealing with Mr. Richards' KMPC
Los Angeles — before proceeding
with the Detroit session and a later
one scheduled for Cleveland, where
Mr. Richards owns WGAR [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Nov. 27].
A series of related petitions are
now on file, including an FCC Law
Bureau request for more time in
which to reply to the Nov. 20 motion; a reply by Richards' counsel
in which they contend that if the
Law Bureau is granted additional
time then the WJR hearings should
be recessed until the Nov. 20 motion is passed upon; and finally,
last Tuesday, a Law Bureau appeal
to the full Commission to reverse
a motion commissioner's denial of
its plea for additional time.
Another appeal to the full Commission was filed Monday — by attorneys for Mr. Richards, seeking
reversal of Hearing Examiner
denial of
James D. Cunningham's
their oral motion for a recess of
the hearing pending action of their
Nov. 20 primary request.
First witnesses in the WJR
phase of the proceeding, which
opened Tuesday, were employes
and former employes of the station.
Support Claim
Newscasters Joseph Hainline and
John Denman supported the station's claim that its newscasts have
been fair and impartial. Both
claimed their original statements
disto the FCC staff had been was
torted. Mr. Denman said he
"indignant because I think the
[FCC] investigators put words into
"
mouth.
myFCC
counsel introduced a memo
ascribed to Mr. Richards which
said: "Not going to tolerate any
New Dealers especially anyone like
who has access to a mike."
Moorereference,
The
it was said, was to
Duncan Moore, former WJR announcer.
P. M. Thomas, former WJR officer, said that "often Mr. Richards
and I would disagree and when I
would show him the FCC regulations concerning the disagreement
he would concede the point. Any
number of times Mr. Richards remarked to me, 'I don't care what I
say or what I do, I don't want you
fellows to violate the regulations.' "
Guy Nunn, former WJR newsman now appearing on WDET-FM
Detroit and CKLW Windsor-Detroit, testified he was discharged
Page 30

Case

aminer Cunningham on Monda
resei"ved ruling on a request th
all testimony already taken v
respect to KMPC newscasts f ) '
1942-47 be stricken from the j •
ord.
This motion had been rene v
by
counsel
for Mr.
Richards
basis
of their
charges
that on
bet ■

December 11, 1950

from WJR following a series of
clashes with George W. Gushing,
now vice president in charge of advertising and public affairs, over
items included in or omitted from
his newscasts.
Ted Grace, former WJR newscaster, said he resigned following
a protest by Mr. Richards that he
was using too many items on the
illness of President Truman's
mother.
He said the only instruction he
received on news treatment came
from Mr. Gushing and that this
suggested he compare John L.
Lewis with "Hitler, Stalin and
Mussolini." Mr. Grace said he
first thought it was a joke, but replied: "Joking or not, I am unable
to do it. Call Richards and tell him
Mr. Grace identified a 1946 staff
notice asserting that "it is the policy of the WJR newscasts to present the news, not personal opinions," and pointing out that in
so."
news on political candidates every
effort should be made to cover both
sides.

Jack White, WJR news editor,
said
he had had
four"
conversations
with"three
Mr. or
Richards
and that the station owner had
"suggested that I read editorials
from certain newspapers." He said,
however, that he had never received
instructions to slant news against
the Roosevelts or other individuals
or groups.

evidence had been available — tia.
scriptions and checking notes mac
by Radio Reports — but was "suj
pressed" by FCC counsel. Exair
iner Cunningham said he woul
rule on the motion in deciding tl
entire KMPC case.
The examiner also denied a hk
tion to strike from the record cei
tain memos and letters sent by M.
Richards to Leo Fitzpatrick, fo;
mer WJR general manager, no
board chairman of WGR Buffs
but granted another defense moti
to strike the testimony of Robe]
P. Anderson, former KMPC new
caster during a two-week period
which he substituted for anoti:
newsman.
A defense motion f
a subpena to compel General Coi
sel Benedict P. Cottone to prodi
additional documents relating
Radio Reports was denied with th^
observation that "if FCC counse
will state he has no more records

'No Recollection'
Mr. Gushing, on the stand Thursday, said he had no recollection of
incidents to which Messrs. Nunn
and Grace referred. He said Mr.
Nunn's discharge was attributable
to his slanting of news — that he
did not follow wire news copy despite orders to do so. Mr. Gushing
said he received no orders to present Mr. Richards' personal views
on the air.
Robert Rowley, former newscaster, denied he had ever been
ordered to slant newscasts.
In passing upon a series of motions made by defense counsel, Ex-

that is sufficient."

STUDIO

LOCATIONS

FINAL RULES on main studio locations of AM and FM stations —
somewhat relaxed from earlier proposals— were announced by FCC
last week to become effective Jan.
18. In substance the new rules:
O Require non-network stations
to originate the majority of program time from studios in the
city or area in which they are licensed.
% ■ Require network stations to
originate two thirds of their nonnetwork programs or a majority
of all their programs, whichever is
smaller, from their main studio.
9 Permit under certain conditions the location of the main studio at the transmitter site even
though it may be outside the city
which the station is licensed to
sei-ve.
Q Permit stations to locate
main studios in more than one city
provided proper showing is made
of necessity and that all such cities
meet the requirements of FCC's

FCC

Announces

rules and standards as to coverage
etc.
The Commission also stated it
would entertain petitions for temrequirementsporary
of theexemption
new from
rules the
where
such
petitions show that by reason of
long continued operation compliance with the rules by Jan. 18
would be impossible or impose undue hardship. In any event, however, FCC said it would not grant
exemptions for more than one year
from Jan. 18.
The proposed rules were announced in late February 1948 and
oral argument was held before the
Commission in October of that
Telecast[Broadcasting
year ing,
March 1, Oct. 21,• 1948]. At
the argument, WHOM Jersey City,
which for years has successfully
sought switch to New York, explained its unique situation. The
foreign language outlet contended
it had been acquired and granted
power increases on promises of

New

Rulej

service to the entire metropolita
New York area and the rules woul
preclude living up to such repr
sentations unless waiver wer
FCC's final decision explaine
granted.
two objections had been made
the proposed rules on ground the )
would
limitpoint
a licensee's
freedom
select the
of program
origift f!

nation. It was argued, FCC sai(|
that such limitations are contrar
to
the Commission
station
is expected topolicy
providethatser\"
ice to all of the people within it
service area and not simply to
portion of those persons, and i
violation of Sec. 326 of the Con
munications Act . . . since t
'regulate a licensee as to where :
must originate programs woul
have the same practical effect a
to regulate the program content i
advance of its actual broadcast.'
The remaining comments, FC
related, had no objection to basi
purposes of the proposal but calle
attention to certain hardships an
inequities which might result.
The decision explained that und(
the terms of Sec. 307 (b) of tl:
A/oi^QtnlfQt Sox
ScotQ
Act relating to equitable distribi
tion of facilities large portions c
STATUS of broadcast station authorizations and applications at
FCC as of November 30 follows:
the U. S. have "reception service
which is reasonably satisfactoi
109
Total authorized
'o^2
AM
107
677
.519
FM
but
there are many communitie
TV
Total
on (All
the air
2,226
708
Licensed
on air)
"some of considerable size," whic
55
157
Construction permits
still do not have adequate outlel
Conditional grants
450
150
for local self-expression, or rathe
Total applications pending
924
37052
7
24
23
Requests
for change
new stations
'
279
have inadequate "transmissio
Requests
existing
252
1
Deletion ofto licensed
stations infacilities
November
2
Deletion of construction permits
1
"It is the location of the stu^
Deletion of conditional grants
rather than the transmitter wh
* On the air
(Continued on page 97)
service."
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FM

TV

RCA-5592, i/sed in
50-kw f-M transmitters

RCA-8021, used in
5-kw TV Irammitters

l/ir/ue
The

three

tubes

8eyo^^Pr/ce

illustrated are striking examples of

RCA's pioneering in modern tube development . . . the
kind of engineering leadership that adds value beyond price
to the RCA tubes you buy.
The RCA-8D21 employs advanced principles of screening, cooling, and electron optics as revolutionary as
television itself. The RCA-5 592, with its "metal header"
construction, requires no neutralization in grounded-grid
circuits. The high-power tube RCA- 5 6" 1 successfully emplovs a thoriated-tungsten filament that draws 60% less
filament power than similar mngsten-filament types. This
tube is establishing exceptional records of life performance.

THE FOUNTAINHEAD

RAD

to

ELECTRON
OADCASTING

• Telecasting

RCA-5671, has thoriated-tungsten filament,
used in 50-kiv AM transmitters

RCA's unparalleled research facilities, engineering background, and manufacturing experience contribute to the
quality, dependability, and operating economy of every
RCA tube you buy. This unusual combination of research,
engineering, and manufacturing leadership explains why
RCA tubes are accepted as the Standard of Comparison
in broadcasting.
The complete line of RCA tubes is available from your
local RCA tube distributor, or direct from RCA.

The world's most modern tube plant.
RCA, LANCASTER,
OF MODERN

CORPORATtOM
TUBES

TUBE DEVELOPMENT

of

PA.
IS RCA

AMERtCA
HARRISON,

N.J.

December 11, 1950
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the opening of
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SEND

BROADCASTING

YEARBOOK

AS

MY

Zone

City

$7.00

□

□ V IF RENEWAL

Zone

City

$19.00

Sign gift card:

4
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Address

for
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$25.00

for
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Zone
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□
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Zone

Christmas

1 for $7

State.
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Address
today to:

BROADCASTING 'TELECASTING
NATIONAL PRESS BLDG., WASHINGTON 4, 0. C.
□ $

enclosed

rates

4 for $25

. . .
8 for $45

Note: Your own subscription may be renewed gs part of this order. Simply
list it first, OS addressed, and we'll extend the subscription for one year
from
its present expiration. Special prices apply to both new and renewal
subscriptions.

Sign gift card:

I M P O R T A N T— M ail

YEAR

Remember, when you give BROADCASTING • TELECASTING you give
the finest in radio for 52 weeks, plus the big 3V2 lb. 1951 Yearbook.
at- Special

Zone

A

State.

□ V IF RENEWAL

City

WEEKS

. . . with BROADCASTING * TELECASTING. What beHer gift than that of business knowledge,
of thought-provoking feature articles and lens-sharp reporting of all radio — AM, FM, TV —
AAonday every week. Profitable to give, BROADCASTING'S practical and sensibly priced, too.
Wind up your Holiday gift-giving quickly and inexpensively by listing your clients, staff members, prospective advertisers, radio friends on handy-order form at right. Each gift announced
with a full color Christmas card, hand-signed with your name. Subscriptions start with
December 25 issue.
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$40.00
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On All Accounts
(Continued from page 12)
er. He continued his journalon the Wabash paper, but his
-a-curricular duties mainly rered around his running the camI food concession and handling
Ibe of neckties and party favors,
t husky Tom would have much
k'erred to play football and
jketball, but a broken leg during
jfreshman year ended his athlerareer.
[.fter three years at Wabash,
^re Tom was a member of Phi
kima Delta and was "involved
Icampus
:k for thepolitics,"
Emerson heB. went
Knightto
j Indianapolis, making surveys
i newspapers.
Later he was a
tsman for the Stafford EngravCo., same city, and production
iiager for Lynch & Wilson
^ncy, Kokomo.
Excursions into
dealer help and planograph
jiting fields preceded his inva-L of broadcasting as manager of
l|GM Albuquerque in 1929. Dur?the '30s he was sales manager
IWJDX Jackson, Miss., and the
Ijnesota Radio Network, Minneiis, before gaining the "distinc'' of being the only radio direcNOR

KATZ

Named 'Man of the Year'
ILTIMORE Advertising Club's
'c award committee has named
j^ph Katz, head of the advertisr
ing agency bearinq: his name,
"M an of the
Year" for 1950.
The selection of
Mr. Katz marks
the first time in
20 years that the
award has honored an advertising man.
Basis for the
selection of Mr.
Katz often called
; dean of Baltimore advertising
ii," is his distinguished career
jhe advertising business and his
dnued record for aiding "good
.ses," the awards committee
ed. The committee of judges in|led Chairman Louis E. Shecter,
rLouis E. Shecter Advertising
jsncy, Baltimore; William E.
:.Bon, vice chairman, and former
itimore Mayor Howard W.
jtison.
.3 trainmaster of the agency he
labeled as a sort of "Union
:ion for projects of all kinds,"
Katz has been enlisted by city
lers to aid civic projects such
lark loan, recreation fund, slum
ranee drive, fight to obtain dogs
medical research, cancer cam?n, the celebrated "business is
d!" promotion, victory loans
ing World War II, United
ish Appeal and many others.
the Advertising Council and
'&sury Dept.'s Victory Loan
;es during the war, Mr. Katz
luced transcribed radio props.
iOADCASTING

tor Montgomery Ward ever had.
He "wrote, produced, transcribed,
and shipped" Ward's Neighbor Jim
program, which was carried on 85
stations across the country.
Tom's 10-year stretch with
WNAX in Sioux City began Jan.
1, 1940. Before he resigned to
start his own agency, he "didn't
sleep well for three months worrying about opening my shop — then
missed a lot of sleep for three more
months after I got started, worry-,
ing over whether our work would
be good enough to keep our clients
— but we haven't lost any clients
yet, so now I am beginning to sleep
well," he says.
A '52-Weeks' Philosophy
Tom Lathrop believes in radio
"by the year — 52 weeks."
"Thirteen is an unlucky number
and 26 is the name of a dice game,"
he says. "The station with a high
turnover of clients has the situation
reversed — it should build for clients
a fast turnover of merchandise."
He has never sold "spot announcements" as such. He sees
them as "adjacencies."
Tom says his great success with
mail order radio at WNAX — "a
great station, made great by
Cowles procedure and methods —
actually put him in the agency
business.
He likes to tell about his wedding
day, to the former Patricia Dalton,
who was a John Powers model in
New York when he pursued her:
"Patricia had breakfast in Chicago the morning of Oct. 22, 1938,
we were married in Jackson, Miss.,
at 4 p.m., arrested in Hattiesburg
at 6 p.m. on fictitious charges by a
client (Chicago & Southern) because I wouldn't pay $64 overweight baggage charges not incurred by my bride on her way
south, and we got sick on too much
flounder in Biloxi at 9 p.m. — it was
quite a day."
Tommy, Larry & Mike
The Lathrops have three sons,
Tommy, 11; Larry, 8; and Mike, 4,
the two youngest of whom "were
named Elizabeth before they were
born." Mrs. Lathrop is a Cub
Scout den mother and feels that
every time she has the Cubs at her
home, on Country Club Boulevard
in Sioux City, it is a "supreme test
for the structural qualities of the
Tom is a 32d degi-ee Mason, behouse."
longs to Abu-Bekr Shrine, the
Sioux City Club, and the Sioux
City Country Club.
Wins
ROY

CHOSE

THE

MAGh4ECORDER
For every purpose . . .
every purse!

PT6 SERIES
Most
widely
pro■fessional
tape used
recorder
in the world.

PT63 SERIES
Three heads to erase,
record,
the tape.and monitorfrom

OF

FIRST

RADIO

CHOICE

ENGINEERS

HIGH FIDELITY, LOW COST
Only Magnecord offers you such high
fidelity at such low cost. Magnecorder
frequency response: 50 -1 5 kc ± 2 db.
Signal-noise ratio: 50 db. Harmonic distortion less than 2%. Meets N. A. B.
standards. More radio engineers use
Magnecorders than all professional tape
recorders combinedl
GREATEST FLEXIBILITY
Mount a Magnecorder in a rack or console cabinet for delayed studio or network shows. Slip it into its really portable
cases for remotes. Add to your Magnecord equipment as you need it — combine
Magnecorders to suit every purpose.
MORE FEATURES
Your Magnecorder, new or old, now
can have 3 heads (separate erase, record,
and playback) to permit monitoring from
tape. Three speeds (15" — ZVj" — 3%"
— up to an hour on a 7" reel) available
on both PT6 and PT63 equipment. Dual
track heads also available if desired.

Verdict

LAPLANTE former Philadelphia radio announcer won a
$15,000 verdict in U. S. District
Court on the ground that he suffered humiliation and loss of
dignity through the advertising
methods of an Upper Darby women's clothing store. Mr. Laplante,
now employed by ABC in New
York, said the firm used his name
without permission in sending
potential customers credit slips to
apply to purchases.
• Tel, casting

PT7 SERIES
sole for only
A complete
con$950.00.
and f I exi standing
bi OutI features
ity.
Models
for
portable or rack
able. also availmount

Write for NEW

CATALOG

MAGNECORD, INC., Dept. B-1 2
360 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, III.
Send me latest catalog of Magnecord Equipment.
NoCompany
Address
City.

Zone
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RADIO VEHICLES
Defense Value Stressed
IMPORTANCE of radio-equipped
vehicles in the civil defense effort
was outlined last week in a special
meeting attended by officials of
KCMO-FM Kansas City, Mo.,
Transit Radio outlet, and the Kansas City Public Service Co. Station and company have a working
arrangement.
Civil defense authorities, who
would broadcast over KCMO's FM
facilities, were shown how radioequipped busses could be dispatched to any part of the city for
vital transportation work. Approximately 300 vehicles of the
Public Service Co. have been
equipped with FM receivers and
additional units are being installed
each week, according to KCMO,
which estimates that as many as
35,000 people could be reached
with bulletins during any peak
hour in the event of an emergency.

Folksy Footnote
SHOWING the hand of a
New England culturist, "a
proud mother" from Cambridge, Mass., has taken to
task the WCOP Boston
"management," the station
reports. The irate writer disparages the use of the term
"folks"
by
radio
to describe the
radioannouncers
audience.
She's agin it because (1) the
dictionary shows only "folk"
— and even that indicates
"people," stamping the word
as a colloquialism ; (2) during
World War II "communistically inclined men" used the
word to apply to "boys from
the countryside to create a
camaraderie. . ." Craig Lawrence, WCOP general manager, wonders "how Yankton,
Shenandoah and Clay Center
would answer this one."

1897

fofjn

mHion

FUNERAL services were held last
Tuesday for John Wilson New, 53,
general sales manager for WTARAM-TV Norfolk, Va., who died
Dec. 3 following
a two-months illness. Death was
attributed to complications resulting from a heart
condition.
Mr. New had
served on the
WTAR staff for
17 years and had
lived in Norfolk
Mr. New
for 32 years. He
was past president of the Virginia
Assn. of Broadcasters and was active in Norfolk in many civic
efforts, including the Community
Chest and American Red Cross.

ileto

1950

Born in Portsmouth, Va.,
Sept. 30, 1897, Mr. New was
son of the late William L. t
Bettie Borum New, of that c
He married the former Doro
Adams, who -survives him al'
v/ith one daughter, Dorothy.
Mr. New was named presid
of the Virginia Assn. of Bro^
casters
in August
serone
term.
Prior to1948
his and
service
WTAR, which began in 1933,
was an employe of Dunn & Br
street, marketing statistics firn;
The WTAR executive also wa
member of the board of stewai
of the Ghent Methodist Church a
a past president of the Lions CI
and the Advertising Club. He a
belonged to the Virginia Yacht a
Country Club and Norfolk Loo
No. 38, BPOE, and for many ye;
served as interlocutor in the E
Club minstrel shows.

MARKET
NEW

ORLEANS

JOLSON MEDAL
Truman Awards to Wid

PICTURE

PRESIDENT
8 a. m. to
12 noon
WNOE

SHARE OF AUDIENCE
1 2 noon to
Open Vi Hr.
Daytime Rates
6 p. m.

21.1

23.7

STATION

A

20.8

15.7

84.00

STATION

B

20.2

11.1

36.00

STATION

C

12.4

16.2

36.00
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Afternoon

New

—
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Buy
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Only
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$13.00
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(360 Time

Daily Mail
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A.

and
—

Lowest
—

—

50,000

Tale.
Watts

Lever Switch

Cost

5,000

NOE

Honor
"Jazz
Singer."
singer to
diedtheOct.
23 in
San Pr "
Cisco from a heart attack upon
turn from his battleground t
Oct.
30].
[Broadcasting
• Telecasti

Rate)

Tells The

Powsr

Daily Operation

JAMES

5,000

WNOE

360 N. Michigan Aye., Chicago
NATIONAL DA TCI REPRESENTATIVES
Fronklin 2-7979
IIH-ILL

WNOE

5,000

Now!

50,000

Each

50,000
50,000

Survey

1

awarded the Medal of Merit to ■
late Al Jolson, famed radio-mot
picture-stage entertainer, for se
ices performed in Korea. The pi
entation was made last Wedn
day at the Pentagon in Washi;
ton, D. C, by Defense Secret.
George C. Marshall, to Mr. Jolso
adopted son, Asa Jolson. i
The Defense Dept. noted t]
Mr. Jolson "gave of his talent
tiringly and unceasingly for t
strenuous weeks to entertain troi
in Korea and Japan" shortly
fore his death. The trip, the
partment said, was made at
entertainer's personal expense
was the case in similar journ
during World War I and II.
In Congress, Rep. Louis B. E
ler (D-N.Y.) has introduced
bill (HR 9766) which would per;
the President to award post
mously the Congressional Medal

Power
Watts

Morning

Conlan

WNOE

Spots On

Greatest
24

Orleans

TRUMAN

Night
"^^^ Lexington Ave., N. Y. C
Murray Hill 4-2549

STATION—

MBS

LEVER Bros, will switch prod
sponsorship of the Arthur Godf
Show, 10-10:15 a.m. on CBS, fi
Spry to Rinso. Effective Dec.
the time of Lever segment of
show will be changed when 11 i
stations will be added. The i
time will be the 10:15-30 a.m. j
tion of the 1%-hour show ove
total of 175 CBS stations. Ri
rauff & Ryan, New York, is
agency.

BROADCASTING
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I GATES

CHAIN REACTION
Building

better

IN QUALIT

equipment

through a

chain of high quality over-size components isthe reason why more broadcasters buy Gates. In the Gates BC-IF
air-conditioned transmitter, look at this
chain of quality: (1) huge blower changes
cabinet air four times each minute;
(2) thirteen meters; (3) and (5)
fully cased transformers with lots
of iron and copper; (4) tubes time
proven for long life, and (6) triple
relay protection. Gates is modern
equipment — the standard of comparison— quality and price-wise.
Buy Gates and you buy 1950 designs plus 1950 quality and it
costs no more,
THE GATES

RADIO

COMPANY,

Quincy, Illinois, U.S.A.

'i

BCIF AIR-CONDITIONED 1950 DESIGN 1 kw A. M-

RO AD CAS TING
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Is General
YODER
Tops

in

Tops in Birmingham among all
ANOmen's programs on all stations! That's what Hooper and
Pulse'' both reveal about "Moments with Mimi," WAPI's
sparkling daily women's show
starring Mimi Dennis.

town,
Town house^vives, who listen to
"Moments

with ^ilimi" more

than to any other women's show,
have more to spend than ever
before, too, because Birmingham is booming with business
and industrial activity.

s
hat'
That's at
double-barreled reason
— highest women's-program
rating plus bustling market —
wliy "Moments with Mimi" is
Birmingham's most effective
buy for advertisers who want to
reach housewives.

"Mimi"

"Mimi"— Birmingham's authority for news of fashions, beauty
care, cooking and homemaking
—is available on a participating
basis. For details and choice
one-minute availabilities, just
call us or Radio Sales.
•Huoper: May-Sepl. 1950
Pulse: Sepl.-Ocl. 1950

WAPI
"The Voice of Ahbama"
CBS in Birmingham
Represented by Radio Sales
Page 38
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TO

KNBC

Replaces

Manager,
Elwood

ANNOUNCEMENT of Lloyd E. Yoder's transfer from general manager
of KOA Denver to be general manager of KNBC San Francisco
[Closed Circuit, Dec. 4] was made by NBC last week.
Mr. Yoder, who has served NBC for 23 years, returns to the city
where he started with the network. ^
He joined NBC as manager of the
Western Division press department
'AMOS 'N' ANDY'
in San Francisco in 1927, later was
Rexall Sets Sponsorship
e-eneral manager of KPO and KGO
San Francisco, when the network
NEGOTIATIONS were completed
still owned the Red and Blue netlast Monday for the Rexall Drug
works.
Co. Amos 'n' Andy contract calling
Mr. Yoder succeeds John W.
for sponsorship of the CBS comedy
Elwood, another NBC veteran, who
show by the drug company starting:
retired as KNBC general manager
Jan. 7 for 23 wseks [Broadcasting
effective last Oct. 15. His appoint• Telecasting. Nov. 13, 6]. Proment is effective Jan. 1.
gram will continue to be heard at
Mr. Yoder became general manpresent time, Sunday, 7:30-8 p.m.
YODER
ager of KOA in 1939 after man(EST). Last broadcast under the
a<?ing the two San Francisco propcurrent sponsor. Lever Bros., is
Dec. 31.
erties for two years. He served
Critics Awards
in the Navy during World War II
According to tenms of the conwith the rank of lieutenant comtract, Rexall has been given first SECOND annual Author Meets th(
mander.
Critics Awards for the work of out
refusal rights on the show for the
standing
American writers, of thi
Forows Kopf Transfer
fall season. No provisions are included for television rights to the best work of fiction of the year an'
The shift of Mr. Yoder to San
the best work on non-fiction, wil
comedy team,
according
to agency,
an ex- be
Francisco is the second replaceannounced on Author Meets th<
ecutive
of
the
Rexall
ment for management of an NBC
Critics, Jan. 28 on A.BC, Martii
BBDO,
Los
Angeles.
owned-and-operated station within
The drug company wound up its Stone, producer, has revealei
a fortnight. Harry C. Kopf, a
The awards consist of two iit
week before, was transferred from
sponsorship of NBC Richard Diational
literary prizes to the author
mond,
Private
Detective
Dec.
C.
vice president in charge of radio
Approximately 126 critics througl
network sales to be vice president
As yet it has no plans for a summer show to follow the last ^??!os out the country participated in th'
in charge of the Central Division,
selection of the winning authors.
'n' Andy broadcast June 10.
a position including management
of WMAQ Chicago, to succeed I. E.
(Chic) Showerman [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Dec. 4]. Mr. Showerman left the network to join TAPE RECORDING EXPANDS
Free & Peters as chief of television.
Survey Finds 95% of Stations Covered Have Equipmert
A third station management apTAPE RECORDING equipment is recording were voiced by 88 0
pointment,now
created by
leaving KOA,
mustMr.beYoder's
made.
the engineers who replied.
now owned by 959c of the stations
At week's end no KOA manager
Commenting on the increased us
responding to a BBDO questionhad been selected.
naire, and sound recording tape of tape recording equipment in th
radio industry, R. J. Gavin, sale
may eventually be used for commanager
for Scotch brand soun
mercials, open-end shows and tranGRANGE
ATTACK
recording tape at Minnesota Min
scription libraries. These facts
were found in a survey of 1,125
ing & Mfg. Co., said: "This doesn'
Calls NARBA 'Injustice'
mean
FIRST mention in Congress of the station engineers, 56'^7c of those
tions that
will tomorrow
all switch theto radio
tape sta'
fo
contacted,
and
reported
by
Minnenew NARBA pact signed in Notheir
commercials
and
open-enr
sota Mining & Mfg. Co.
vember was a blistering attack on
shows and transcription librarie;
Stations with tape equipment
But it does indicate that more tha: |
the agreement by the National
average 2% units per outlet. Of
Grange. The resolution, adopted
the stations
unanimously by the Grange at its those which do not have tape equip- three-fourths
ready have the ofequipment
to do ali1j';
ment,
86
reportedly
plan
to
acand
that
most
of
the
rest
of ther|
annual meeting Nov. 17 in Minquire such equipment. Open-end
neapolis [Broadcasting • Teleto get the equipment. That i 'i
casting, Nov. 20], was entered in shows on tape reportedly could be plan
itself is significant, we believe." J
the Dec. 1 Congressional Record by handled by 90 '^1- of the stations —
using two playback units and leader
Sen. Irving Ives (R-N. Y.).
and timing tape. Commercials
ELECT CONDON
Labeling the treaty "a gross in- could be handled on the same
justice to the rural families of
Heads Okla. AP Radiomei
equipment at 80'"/ of the stations
the U. S.," the Grange resolution
GLENN CONDON, KRMG Tuls
and 78 ''r said they could use a mucharged
clear-channel
sic library on the same basis.
news editor, was elected presiden
concessionstheto treaty's
other countries
would
of the Oklahoma AP Broadcaster
Recommended Speed
cause interference to U. S. clearchannel service to farm listeners.
Speed of 7V2 inches-per-second at the organization's Novembe
The resolution, which instructs
at Oklahoma
Bilt
for a tape library service was rec- meeting
more Hotel,
it has been City's
announced
the Grange's Washington office to
ommended
by
79
'~f
of
the
station
Principal speaker at the meet
oppose Senate ratification of the engineers reporting. Direct tape-totreaty, pointed out that it would
air broadcasts were the practice at ing, Oliver Gramling, assistant gen
"preclude at least on a number of 549'r of the stations while 44t"c eral manager of the AP, discusse
clear-channels the only means of said they sometimes put tape re- "History of AP Radio to Date.
corded material on a disc before Stuart Harrell, head of Oklahom
improving rural radio coverage,
broadcasting.
namely through use of adequate
U.'s school of journalism, an
Among the various uses reported nounced the university is publish
power on clear-channel stations. . ."
ing a pronunciation glossary c
The new five-year North Amerfor tape recording equipment were
the following: Delayed broadcasts,
ican Regional Broadcasting AgreeOklahoma state place-names at thf
ment must be ratified by the
suggestion of Mr. Condon. M. E
97%; remote pickup, 95 ''7; show Bonebrake,
Senate before it can become part
KOCY Oklahoma Cit
building,
559^;
sound
effects,
28''f
;
of the U. S. policy.
auditions, 289'c. Economies of tape manager, presided.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastinl

HERE'S

A

SHOW

WITH

APPEAL

U

R0

$$

%Pe

r

Club

risteners demanded this show. Al Ross does such
a splendid job on his morning show . . . that he's

RADIO

BALTIMORE

become a "must" on every time-buyers list. He has a
unique way of selling with dubbed-in voices of
famous radio personalities . . . that really "wows em".
We get request after request for more and more of
Al . . . So we planned the Al Ross Supper Club. Put
W6AL

Al to work for you . . . he'll do a great sales job.

Maryland's

Only 50,000 Watt Station

«
Nationally
'.OADCASTING

• Telecasting

Represented

by

Edward

Pe try

and

Co.
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%'L
ONTARIOADA
and English-language
stations
formed
Central
. the
o^Z
ALof Quebec
REGION
CAN
Canada Broadcasters Assn. at Toronto on Dec. 3 at a one-day meeting
at the Royal York Hotel [BROADCASTING • Telecasting, Dec. 4]. About
40 broadcasting station personnel attended the session.
Ralph Snelgrove, CKBB Barrie,
was elected president; Lyman
Ltd., Toronto. Withdrawal by the
Potts, CKOC Hamilton, vice presi- French music society of its request
for a separate copyright tariff,
dent, and Tom Quigley, CFCF Montreal, secretary-treasurer. Mr. which had recently been requested
Snelgrove is a past chairman of the of the Canadian Copyright Appeal
board of the Canadian Assn. of Board, was reported. Mr. Moon
Broadcasters. Both Messrs. Potts urged Canadian stations to promote
and Quigley are production men on BMI Canadian tunes, which the
their stations, reportedly the first stations, as owners of BMI Cantime that men not owners or manada Ltd., own. Discussion on vaagers of stations have been elected
rious aspects of the copyright situation was lengthy.
to office of Canadian regional associations.
A report on CAB activities since
A report was given on the Ca- the annual meeting last February
nadian copyright situation by J. T. at Niagara Falls was made by WilAllard, CAB general manager, and
liam Burgoyne, CKTB St. Catherines, asmall stations directors of
Harold Moon, assistant Canadian
general manager of BMI Canada,
the CAB. He stated that CAB di-

ShcuLd

Know
A

—

Station

Is Known

Audience

by

the

It KEEPS!

A long time ago KRNT, DES MOINES, got
the audience. A close friendship was established that remains loyal and unbroken. The
Hoopers show that, and they also show that
KRNT continues to add to its immense family
of listeners.
Any advertiser who insists upon a successful
radio campaign in the rich, ripe and ready
CENTRAL
IOWA market MUST call on
KRNT

to get the job done.

To substantiate that fact, KRNT has scores of
success stores or — take a look at the C. E.
Hooper Audience Index, Des Moines, city zone,
for May-thru-September, 1950. You'll see —
KRNT
IN

EVERY

Chud . . . JJwdtA

DES

LEADS
TIME

PERIOD!

So.

MOINES —♦the REGISTER AND TRIBUNE STATION
REPRESENTED BY THE KAtZ AGENCY

TJie tfation ■with the fabulous personalities and the astronomical Hoopers
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rectors have under consideration a
Canadian version of the sales film
"Lightning That Talks." A report
on the preparations and appearances before the Royal Commission on Arts, Letters and Sciences
at Ottawa, was made, and stations
were urged to keep the subject of
their operations before the public
and business groups in the interest of free enterprise in radio
broadcasting.
Mr. Burgoyne stated that as a
result of meetings with Quebec
French-language stations, a sales
office with French-speaking staff
will be added to the CAB sales director's staff at Toronto. While
only about half the 25 French-language stations now belong to the
CAB, the move for a French sales
staff at Toronto is expected to
bring the remaining French-language station into the CAB.
Gillin Award Plans
The John J. Gillin Jr. Memorial
award was reported on by both Mr.
Burgoyne and Bill Cranston, CKOC
Hamilton, chairman of the committee. The first award is to be
made to a Canadian station for its
public service activities in 1950 at
the February CAB meeting at Quebec, with a plaque to be hung at
the winning station for the year,
and a clock-barometer to be presented to each winning station as
a permanent award.
Also reported by Mr. Burgoyne
were CAB participation at
NARBA, CAB public relations,
wired radio developments at Montreal, civil defense developments,
and safety measures for transmitter engineers.
Afternoon session of the meeting
included election of three directors
from the newly formed CCBA to
the 1951 CAB board. Those elected
to represent the Ontario and Quebec English-language were Harry
Sedgwick, CFRB Toronto; Murray
Brown, CFPL London, and Mr.
Burgoyne.
Most of afternoon session was
devoted to a showing of the newly
developed radio versus newspaper
circulation figures of Pat Freeman,
CAB sales director. With charts,
he showed how Bureau of Broadcast Measurement's latest survey
figures showed radio stations far
ahead in circulation over daily
newspapers, week-end papers and
magazines, for which Audit Bureau
of Circulation figures were used.
Detailed charts were shown for
each
areas. province and also for regional

KSIL

Lights Way

QUICK action by KSIL Silver City, N. M., was credited
with averting an airplane
crash there last week. Pilot
Wesley Hammond of Claypool, Ariz., tried to turn on
his lights v/hile flying over
Silver City and found them
out or order. He buzzed the
city and surrounding territory to attract attention.
Jim Duncan, program director at KSIL, noticed the
plane flying dangerously close
to the KSIL tower and
phoned the sheriff's
office for
information.
The sheriff
requested KSIL to send out appeals for private cars to
proceed to the nearest airstrip at Hurley, N. M., more
than 15 miles away, to provide emergency lighting for
the landing. KSIL interrupted its CBS program three
times with the appeal, and
approximately 1,500 autos responded.
pointed out to the Central Canadiai
broadcasters that generally Cana
dian stations had an inferiority
complex as far as rates for theii
services were concerned, compar
ing their circulation with news
papers in their areas. He urgec
gradual eliminating of bulk buyin|
discounts, re-examination of tini<
classifications, frequency discounts
and then pei'haps upping rates t(
compensate for present low rate;
in comparison to circulation.
He reported that the CBC boarc
of governors at a recent informa
showing of these same charts hac
been duly impressed at the lev
rates charged by stations.
Mr. Sedgwick wound up the dis
cussion
following
Mr. that
Freeman'i
presentation
by saying
if Ca
nadian stations were to chargi
more they should also put mori
money into public service program:
and activities.
A vote of thanks to Mr. Sedgwicl
for his many years of guidanci
and work for the Canadian broad
casting industry was given bi
members. Attending were:
Jim Allard, CAB Ottawa: Gordoi
Archibald, CHOV Pembroke: Jacl
Beardall, CFOC Chatham; S. Brownlee
Toronto; Bill Bennett, All-Canada Ra
dio Facilities, Toronto; Murray Brown
CFPL London; Ruth Beattie, CAI
Toronto; William Burgoyne, CKTB St
Catherines; Keith Chase, CFPL Lon
don;
Al Collins,CKOC
CKLBHamilton;
Oshawa;Arthu
Wi!
liam Cranston.

Dupont,
CJADTimmins;
Montreal Pat
;_JackFreeman
Da-vid
son, CKGB
CAB Toronto: Waldo Holden. CFRI
Toronto; Foster Hewitt, CKFH Toronto
A.
M. Haig,
CJBQBillBelleville;
Lec
CHUM
Toronto;
Mitchell Bob
and Ros
McCreath, AJl-Canada Radio Facilities
Toronto.
L. Metcalf, CJOY Guelph; Ken Mars
den, CFRB Toronto; James Montagnes
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
Toronto; Harold Moon, BMI Canacl
Ltd., Toronto; Lyman Potts, CKC(
Hamilton: Tom Quigley, CFCF Mont
real; Ken Soble, CHML Hamilton; Lei
Smith, CKFH Toronto; Horace Stovin
H. Stovin & Co., Toronto; Bill Stovin
CJBQ Belleville; Harry Sedgwick
CFRB Toronto; Leigh Stubbs, CHTB
Toronto; William Slatter, CJOY Guelph
Ralph
CKBB Barrie; Ltd.
Jacl
Slatter,Snelgrove,
Radio Representatives
Toronto; Doug Trowles, CFPL London
C. Wingrove,
Catherines
Bill
Valentine, CKTB
CFRB St.Toronto;
ani
Lloyd Westmoreland, CKOC Hamilton
BROADCASTING
• Telecastinj

Rates Compared
The first of a new series of
charts, a by-product of Mr. Freeman's circulation estimates, was
one showing BBM figures and
hourly rates for Canadian stations,
in comparison with Broadcast
Measurement Bureau figures and
hourly rates of a few representative U. S. stations. American stations charged about 100 <yr. higher
rates than Canadian stations in
same "radio circulation" groups,
it was reported.
From these charts, Mr. Freeman

HONEST

ANSWERS

to

Akron^s

"fouled-up^^

In less than a year, WCUE — Akron's only
independent station — has made the network
outlets in the Rubber City sit up and take
notice. Such notice, in fact, that even audience
surveys have, apparently, to be "Hypoed" to
keep the facts of radio listenership from
being known.
With all due respect to audience surveys,
we believe you are entitled to honest answers
to the following questions before you can
evaluate the current Akron Survey.

No. WCUE has withdrawn its support because we do not believe the survey, under
present conditions, can accurately measure
the listening preferences of Akron area
residents.
DOESN'T THE SURVEY ACCURATELY MEASURE LISTENERSHIP?

We believe high pressure telephone promotions now being conducted by two of
the network outlets in Akron, awarding
prizes up to $1000.00, will make accurate
measurement impossible. Especially since
winning a prize is dependent on the listener
referring to the station's call letters when
called.

Akron

• Telecasting

DID THIS SURVEY

GET STARTED?

Not long ago, WCUE and other Akron stations asked an audience survey firm to make
an October-through-April survey in the area.
As soon as arrangements were completed,
these 2 network outlets started their high
pressure telephone promotions. WCUE
spotted the joker and immediately withdrew
its support. But the network affiliates had
the survey continued.

^

WCUE hopes they will be available soon.
After the hypodermic effect of the promotions
wears off, WCUE will be happy to join in an
area-wide survey, which, we believe, will
accurately measure listenership.
WHY ARE SOME STATIONS AFRAID
OF AN UNBIASED SURVEY?
We don't know. But the fact that they
apparently are, is pretty good evidence
that WCUE has become a major factor
in the Akron market. ... a factor they
wish you didn't know. . .but a factor which
everybody in Akron knows gets the most
results for the most advertisers.

Ohio 's only

Independent

DADC ASTING

HOW

survey:

WHEN WILL ACCURATE AUDIENCE
SURVEY FIGURES BE AVAILABLE?

ARE ALL STATIONS IN AKRON
SUBSCRIBING TO THE SURVEY?

WHY

listening

Station

SEE YOUR

FORJOE MAN

FOR DETAILS
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SERVICE ROLI
Stressed by Mickelson
A STRONG commercial television
industry will be able to provide invaluable service in the troublesome
days ahead just as radio developed
commercially, Sig Mickelson, CBS
public affairs director, told the
Washington Ad Club Dec. 5. Industry, agencies and TV must cooperate in bringing information
and interpretation to the nation, he
said.
Commercialism is no index of
TV's contribution to the public, he
said, pointing to flaws in arguments
of those who criticize advertising
support. TV is a popular target,
especially for people who don't own
sets, he said.
Cites Costs, Restrictions
Costs are fantastic, Mr. Mickelson declared, with income to networks restricted by the number of
one-station markets and programs
really can't
hookups
because
of thereach
lack oflarge
stations.
No
private industry ever had so heavy
a burden of government regulation,
he contended.
CBS will bring out a new public
service show Jan. 7, titled The
Facts We Face, he said. The program will interpret specific facts
in the whole national crisis, informing the public on the need for sacrifice. Government leaders will explain what they are trying to do.
Mr. Mickelson prefaced his talk

TAPE DEBATE
NBC Phone Recording PI
WITH the help of long distai
telephone service and two tape
corders, NBC broadcast a deb:
Saturday, Nov. 25, between E
Considine, syndicated newspaj
columnist, and- Frank Scully, autl
of a controversial book on flyi
saucers.
Mr. Considine was in Chics
attending the convention of >
tional Assn. of Radio News Dir

CONGRATULATING the hostess of the Ann Sterling Show for her 4,000th
cojissciitivs broadcast on KJR Seattle OFe these station executives (I to r):
Standing, Roland Bradley, program director; Maitland Jordan, national sales
managsr; J. Archie Morton, station manager; seated, Charles Herring, announcer; Miss Sterling, and Carl Person, writer of the show. Guests on the
program recounted background of the show and outlined the manner in
which it is put together.
with a gloomy look at the nation's
present state, quoting a Washington official who was said to have
predicted the chances are 50-50 that
within a few years America's youth
will be enslaved. He is an expresident of National Assn. of Radio News Directors.

PHILCO SALES
Defense Gets Bigger Part
PHILCO Corp. has $60 million in
defense orders, and sales of all
products for 1950 will reach $335
million "and might go to $345 milThese predictions have been made
by William Balderston, Philco president, who sees 1951 shaping up
something
like this : The first quarlion."
ter will be "pretty satisfactory"
for the company, the second quarter
will be devoted mostly to conversion while the third and fourth
quarters will receive the benefits
of an increased rate of government
billings.

Without a penny of added cost to the advertiser, WSYR's radio shows get the full
promotion treatment:
18,073 lines of newspaper advertising each month
Full schedule of courtesy announcements
Lots of direct mail
Frequent contests and other publicity stunts
Merchandising counsel and service
You want your program
S4»-you put it on WSYll

to be heard, don^t you?

ACl/S£
AM
• fM
• TV
The Only COMPLETE Broadcast Inititution
in Central New York
Affiliate • Headley-Reed, National Representatives
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Philco has declared a quarterly
dividend of 80<* per share on common stock and stockholders have
approved a 2-1 split of company
stock and also an ownership plan
providing options and reservation
of shares for key personnel
4].
[Broadcasting •Telecasting, Dec.
Cont-ent-ed Cows
CONTENTED cows apparently are more than just an
empty phrase in Cologne,
Minn., and one reason may be
the farm program aired by
WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Larry Haeg, WCCO farm director, received a letter from
Clifford Johnson who complained his cows were restless
and "reluctant" at milking
time. He wrote: "... I
didn't know what had come
over them until . . . you came
back on the air. The cows
lifted their ears and started
chewing their cud and the
milk just drooled out. So as
a farm program I think
yours is tops."

tors,
Mr. Scully
wastime
at 1'.
home and
in Hollywood
at the
recordings were made. The deb;
was particularly timelj' becai
Mr. Considine had recently writi
a series of articles based on int
views with high Air Force offici
who reportedly refuted the Scu
views on flying saucers.
The two men held their deb;
by telephone while tape recor(
microphones at each end picl
up the conversation. The tape
corders were not hooked up to 1
telephone circuit. After the deba
both tapes were flown to New Yc
and dubbed together. NBC Ne
and Special Events Manager
Meyers said the scheme provic j
higher quality reproduction th';
the usual method of "telephc-|beeper recording."
The idea J
ends
and
dubbing
the
using the tape recorderstapes
at bc'i|
gether for the broadcast was si )
gested by John Cooper, INS rai i
director, after the original plan '
having Mr. Scully fly to Chica j
for a face-to-face debate was vet( •
by his doctors.

WLEX LABOR CASE
IExaminer Sustains Uni
COMPLAINT by IBEW (AF
Local 1224 that Central Kentuc
Broadcasting Co. Inc., licensee
WLEX Lexington, Ky., had (
gaged in certain "unfair lal
practices" was sustained in an
termediate report released by i
National Labor Relations Boa'
Lloyd Buchanan, NLRB tij
2. that 1~
examiner,
recommended
examiner Dec.
station "cease and desist from '|
terrogating employes" with respij
to their union activities, and re t
state four technician-engineeri (;
staffmen who, he said, were d '
missed without good cause.
WLEX denied the allegations
to "unfair labor practices," a
asserted the men were dischars
because they were incapable of pi ,
forming
the prescribed duti |
Complaint was filed Aug. 28 a 1
hearing was held in Lexington 0 j
17-20. Station has 20 working da
from date of order to reply to t
recommended order.
WNYC New York and Seymour
Siege], director of station, have bf
cited by New York Tuberculosis a
Health Assn. and New York Acadei
of Medicine, for 15 years of continu
broadcasting of health informatior
citizens of New York, through
gram, Good Health To You, Yi
10:30 a.m.
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You
with

get

IOWA

far

the

more

CBS

Four

And it'll cost you less.

If you're interested in economical coverage
of four of Iowa's richest markets — you'll find it pays to put
your sales story on the four CBS hometown stations
in these cities . . . KSO Des Moines, WMT
KGLO

Cedar Rapids,

Mason City and KSCJ Sioux City.

For within the home counties of these stations,
their combined BMB

weekly audience is 29% greater

than the audience of any other single station.
Yet their combined cost for spot announcements is less!
What's more, the CBS Four command

an average

"inside" share of audience of 46.2 — 250% greater than
that of any other single station.

There are at least two reasons for this overwhelming
preference: the intense loyalty which listeners
have for their own hometown stations . . .
and the solid schedule of CBS stars and favorite local
personalities programmed hy the CBS Four throughout
the week.

To sell your product in the important

metropolitan centers of Iowa, get in touch with the four
stations listed below, or their national representatives.
You'll find you get more with the CBS Four . . .

KSO

WMT

Des Moines
Represented by
Petry

Cedar Rapids
Represented by
Katz

lOADCASTING
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KGLO
Mason City
Represented by
Weed

All sources on request
KSCJ
Sioux City
Represented
HoUingbery by
December 11, 1950
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A 15 COUNTY MARKET
With Over
12,521,000'^ DRUG SALES
* Sales Management 1950
Survey of Buying Power

MORE

VALUE

FOR

YOUR

ADVERTISING
DOLLAR

AM-FM
NSTON-SALEM
Represented by:
NBC Affiliate
HEADLEY-REED CO.
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Radio Alert

(Continued from •page 19)
ant to Chairman Stuart Symington,
picked out the nev/smen. Here is
his message.
Enormous responsibility falls upon
the radio newsman in such a crisis as
now confronts the United States. He
is the main link between the government and the people. The degree of
success of the government's efforts to
make this nation secure depends upon
the awareness of the people. Whether
that support is forthcoming depends
upon how well the public understands
what is being done on its behalf.
The radio newsman should be especially esteemed in time of national
danger. . . . The awareness and understandings he engenders in his listeners
will enable them to take steps to ward
off danger that threaten. . . .
How and what the governments —
and this includes federal, state, county
and municipal — are doing in this direction is the business of the people who
are governed. Newsmen can fulfill no
more important function than to convey to the public the truth about the
need for action and about the progress
of this gigantic effort."
Description of Network
Mr. Heslep described in some detail the operation of the New YorkNew Jersey emergency network,
actually three networks linked as
a unit to disseminate information.
Stations will maintain monitors for
specified transmitters, the assumption being that telephone lines will
be out of commission. Test transmissions are planned.
Careful planning and programming of public service campaigns
will be necessary, according to Mr.
Heslep, who proposed some could
be set up to invite institutional
sponsors. He predicted acute shortages will bring drives to conserve
scarce materials, recruit labor and
otherwise aid the defense effort.
Then he warned : "If either the
government or private industry decides that paid advertising is
needed to put across a particular
program, be sure radio gets its just
allotment of funds." He said the
Advertising Council has not yet
had many government requests for
help, but anticipates they may come
in deluges.

over allocation of Recruiting Service
funds between the various media, the
NAB and the Broadcast Advertising
Bureau expressed official satisfaction
with the radio advertising policies and
said
share.that radio was receiving its fair
The radio industry can be assured of
getting a fair share of recruiting
money. The majority of the funds expended in radio will be for the purchase of time. The six local Army
headquarters have been advised to
devote 50% of their funds for purchase of radio time.
As to censorship, Mr. Heslep
said : "If war comes, some kind of
censorship will be needed. With
pardonable pride and prejudice
perhaps, I urge broadcasters to
insist on voluntary censorship of
domestic broadcasting, supervised
by a civilian agency reporting direct to the President and staffed
with top men drawn right from the
editorial rooms and wire services
of the nation's
press newsrooms
and from the
network
and station
of
American radio and television."
Cites Book
He cited the book Weapon of
Silence by Ted Koop, CBS Washington news and public affairs director and ex-Office of Censorship
official, as one which finds skepticism and cynicism in some circles
over the "magnificent job of voluntary censorship turned in by press
and radio in the last war."
Suggesting the armed services
didn't have manpower to set up a

workable field censorship in th
Korean war, Mr. Heslep contende
that "on the broader plane tl
protection of freedom of expressio
is perhaps your most vital role i
theThe
defense
wholeeffort."
defense problem ca
be broken down into two broa
categories, he declared — preparec
ness and participation. Under pn
paredness he - listed station n
sources, physical plant, newsroon
manpower shortages, plant protei
tion, security obligations and mi
tual aid through good organizi
tions. The salesman is one of tl
keys "to how good a job your sti
tion is going to do in the servic
of your country," he said, advocaing "hard, aggressive selling 1
increase the gross revenue."
Urges Checking
Nobody will make a lot of mone
running a TV or radio station
this emergency, he reminded in no
ing that the tax bill now befo
Congress "is only the first." Thu
he added, "the time seller is
the front line in the defense effort
Mr. Heslep referred to the rece
storms as dramatizing the urgen
of checking up on towers, tube sui
ply, secondary and auxilia
sources of power. "The storm eii
ergency was a good preview c
things
that might
said. b
Provision
likely come,"
will be hemade
National Production Authority ffi,
production and distribution c
maintenance parts, Mr. Heslep sai
(Continued on page UQ)

STAY
ON

TOP

With

KFSD

5000 Watts - More "Air" Power For More
Sales Power Reaching More Buying Power in

^11 Diego, California

Uses Example
As an example of a sponsored
campaign he recalled a statement
made to the Alabama Broadcasters
Assn. by Stanley Field, chief, Radio
Production Section, of the RadioTelevision Branch, Dept. of Defense. Mr. Field had told the
Alabama group :
Recognizing that radio is a major
advertising medium especially adapted
for recruiting service needs because of
its flexibility, the Recruiting Service
has — in addition to its public service
material — engaged in paid time activities.
Between May 15 and Aug. 15 of this
year, the Recruiting Service spent
$300,000 with over 1,500 radio stations
across the country in three different
campaigns. This fall, the Recruiting
Service again purchased the Saturday
football broadcasts over ABC for the
U. S. Air Force Procurement program.
Recently, when some discussion arose

NBC

The Of/Ly 5000 watt Day and Night
Station in San Dieao . . . Dial 600

Represented Nationally by PAUL Vt. KAYA ST
.BOSTON • CHICAGO • DETROIT •, LOS ANGELES • NEW YORK * SAN FRANCISCO
BROADCASTING
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KGW
WHICH

THE
GIVES

ONLY

THE

COMPREHENSIVE

STATION

ADVERTISER

COVERAGE
t
the

ORBGOHl

BROADCAST
BUREAU

MEASUREMENT

SURVEYS

PROVE

KGW's

LEADERSHIP

Actual engineering tests have proved that KGW's efficient
620 frequency provides a greater coverage area and
reaches more radio families than any other Portland
radio station regardless of power. 6MB surveys bear
out this fact. KGW is beamed to cover the population
concentration of Oregon's Willamette Valley and Southwestern Washington.
TOTAL

BMB

(From
""oritlan1949

FAMILIES
BMB

Survey)
DAYTIME

KGW
^ 000 -qm.
^HHj^HHBHIl^^^^^

,

SI Ht^,|

--able building sites

UW8U
of the steady gro

blanketed

by ^ .^^..y of.KGWs

NIGHTTIME
KGW

IVancouver

lov^

350,030
337,330
295,470
192,630

KGW
Station
B
Station C
Station D

\\

367,370
350,820
307,970
205,440

Station B
Station C
Station D

Vancouver s_histor j^,^ delivery of this
KGW.
AGE of
S?SS1VE COVER

This cial,
chart,
compiled
from maps
offihalf-milivolt
contour
filed with the FCC in Washington, D.C., or from field intensity
surveys, tells the story of KGWs
COMPREHENSIVE COVERthe nation.
fastest-growing marketAGEin ofthe

Eugene i

PORTLAND,
ON
EPRESENTED
BROADCASTING
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THE

EFFICIENT
NATIONALLY

OREGO
620

BY

FREQUENCY

EDWARD

PETRY
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WAZL'S

ORIENTATION
Joins With Advertiser in Two-Day Event

for
SENSATIONAL
MARTHA'S

RESULTS

CUPBOARD"

Speakers table includes (I to r) Mr. Evans of U. S. Steel; Mr. Diehm
(standing); Mr. Clem of NBC; Mr. Luce of J. Walter Thompson;
Chauncey Davis, executive secretary, and Allan Holman, president,
Hazleton Chamber of Commerce.
(featuring Martha Bohlsen)
with the
Hard -Selling, 4 -Way
wow
FEATURE

FOODS

Merchandising

Plan

Now Available To Advertisers Of
Acceptable, Non-Competing Products Sold in
FOOD STORES
• Minimum Contract . . .
2 Participations Per Week For
13 weeks.
• Rate Per Participation: $46.75
(5% off for 4 or 5, 10% off
for 6 Participations per week.)

DOH'T DELAY
Get Full Information Now
RADIO

WOW
SALES
Insurance BIdg., Omaha
Telephone WEbster 3400
Frank P. Fogarty, Gen'l. Mgr.
Lyie DeMoss, Ass't. Gen'l. Mgr.
or
ANY JOHN BLAIR OFFICE
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THE THREE A's of good business,
as fashioned by WAZL Hazleton,
Pa. — anything, anytime and anywhere— were served to its advertisers, the proven and the potential,
in between a round-robin of feast
and festivities.
WAZL's message of what national advei-tisers do on radio to
help the local sponsor was pointed
up during a series of breakfasts
and luncheons this fall. Particular
emphasis was placed on the local
effects of national shows. As an
affiliate of both NBC and MBS,
WAZL cited shows broadcast nationally by those networks.
In a tie-in, guests were given an
insight into the radio public relations job successfully aired by national firms. Programs given attention included the United States
Steel Hour, the Bell Telephone
Hour and the Railroad Hour, all
carried by WAZL.
Poster Display
Poster displays "on location"
carried the theme along by thumbnailing all current national and
local advertisers represented on the
station's program schedule. Old
sponsors,
suchof as
Bright's Pa.,
Department Store
Lansford,
and
Jere Woodring Hardware of Hazleton, were given extra space.
The two-day project got off to a
start with a breakfast for Hazleton
merchants at Genetti's Ballroom.
Ham and eggs were followed by an
"on the scene" broadcast of a local
program, distribution of gifts to
every guest, and showing of the industry's documentary film, "Lightning That Sells." Vic Diehm,
WAZL general manager, rounded
up radio's story and introduced
visiting dignitaries.
Those attending included: Robert
Evans, assistant director of public
relations, U. S. Steel; Clyde Clem,
NBC promotion; James Luce, J.
Walter Thompson; Phil O'Neill and
Bill Kelly, Crolly Advertising;

Pauline Lacey, Pauline Lacey Advertising; R.H. Levy Jr., Kingston
Cake Co.; Earl Wise Jr., secretarytreasurer, and Percy Wilson, advertising manager. Wise Potato
Chip Co., and Edward Bachman,
Lynn-Fieldhouse Advertising.
Cocktails and luncheon were
served to advertising merchants of
WLTR Bloomsburg, Pa., at the
city's Magee Museum. Mr. Diehm
has been acting as consulting adviser to the station, which was
served with the WAZL triple A
venture. WAZL executives report
"Lightning" struck thrice there to
spark new accounts for WLTR that
afternoon.
Luncheon
At noon the next day, the WAZL
traveling promotion group gathered
at thefordOld
Clubbenefit
in Lans-of
for a Company's
luncheon for
WAZL's Lansford, Coaldale, Tamaqua, Mauch Chunk and Leighton
advertisers. The documentary film
was shown once again, followed by
a tour of Bright's store.
WAZL reports the food good, the
film friends, old and new, were
refreshing and the results satisfying in its two-day goodwill promotion.
Truman-Attlee
RECOGNIZING the great
role of electronics and other
production in mobilization.
President Truman and Prime
Minister Clement Attlee of
Great Britain in a joint statement last Wednesday both
called attention to the problem of raw material shortages in discussions on defense
eflforts. The two high officials
agreed
"vigorous
efforts
should that
be made
to increase
production and to assure the
most effective use of the limited supplies
referred
to rawavailable."
materials They
and
finished goods for defense.

Sound Radio Alert
(Continued from page UU )
on basis of a statement by James
D. Secrest, general manager of
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
Importance of capable staffing
in the newsroom was emphasized
by Mr. Heslep. He said a labor
shortage may show up in the technical end of broadcasting, proposof "womanpower."
quoteding useChairman
Wayne Coy, He
of
the FCC, as saying:
During World War II, when the
shortage of qualified operators became
acute, the Commission temporarily,
and as emergency measure, relaxed its
requirements concerning classes of
operators for broadcasting stations.
This relaxation was terminated about
the middle of 1946.
In the present situation, the Commis ion iskeeping itself informed with
regard to the availability of qualified
operators and will work in close cooperation with other federal agencies
and defense authorities.
The FCC will, of course, take any
steps that seem advisable to maintain
American broadcasting as an efficient
instrument in the preparedness proRobert K. Richards, NAB public
affairs
gram. director, suggested to Mr.
Heslep that management schedule
a series of "know your station"
clinics.
Munitions Board ideas on plant
protection were recited by Mr.
Heslep, who stressed the need for
"security consciousness." He quoted
an editorial from BROADCASTING •
Telecasting calling for vigilance,
wisdom and caution on the part of
radio and TV.
Such agencies as NAB, Television
Broadcasters Assn., National Assn.
of Radio News Editors, Assn. of
Radio News Analysts and other
professional groups, including state
associations, should strengthen for
mutual aid and protection, he said.
He reminded that the Broadcasters
Advisory Council, under NAB
President Justin Miller, is ready
for service and the Advertising
Council is serving as a "peacetime
OWI" in screening for agencies
and network all requests for media
assistance.
MONROE
ELECTED
Heads Mo. AP Radiomen
JIM MONROE, news director of
KCMO Kansas City, was elected
chairman of the Missouri Assn. of
Associated Press Broadcasters at
the annual meeting in Jefferson
City, Mo., Nov. 26. He succeeds
Bruce Barrington, KXOK St. Louis. to
Sam Burk, director of KIRX Kirksville, was elected vice chairman.
Speakers at the meeting included Oliver Gramling, assistant
general manager of Associated
Press; J. R. Lloyd, head of Kansas
City District forecast center of
Weather Bureau; and Merrill Chilcote, managing editor of the St.
Joseph News-Press and chairman
of the Missouri Associated Press.
Committees of the association
presented reports on general news
service, regional news report,
sports, markets and weather to the
representatives of 14 AP member
stations attending the meeting.
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editorial

Color-Blindness
LAST WEEK RCA demonstrated the improvements it has made in its compatible, all-electronic color television system during the past
six months. They were, w^e think, significant.
Absent from the demonstrations was FCC,
storm center of the whole current color controversy. RCA, understandably, did not formally
invite the Commission because of the pendency
of its litigation against adoption of the incompatible CBS system, but said it would do
so when the litigation is over.
"Without attempting to compare the merits
of the RCA system as it now stands and the
CBS system as approved by FCC, we would
like to suggest, respectfully, that the Commission should see the advances which RCA
has made. It should see them as soon as possible. Whether seeing them would in any way
affect the decision which has already been
made, we do not know.
The fact remains that a part of FCC's duty
is to keep itself abreast of the arts it regulates. No technicality, in our mind, should
deter the performance of that duty. We think
the Commission itself will agree that any time
it spends in looking at RCA's developments
will be time spent constructively.

Fantasy in Wartime
IF BY SOME magic, Marconi or Conrad should
return to this moral, bewildered world and behold what is transpiring in the arts they
created, they might well wonder whether it
was worth it all.
On Capitol Hill, they would see a lame duck
Congressman, perhaps embittered because he
lost his seat, plumping for a ban on newspaper
ownership of stations — that is, future ownership. And they would find that this issue,
settled nearly a decade ago by the Supreme
Court, still retains support among many in
public life, who apparently have forgotten
the precepts and teachings of the Founding
Fathers.
And at the FCC, they would find a lady
Commissioner battling with Amazonian fury
for the reservation of scarce TV facilities for
a hastily organized group of educators who
evidently
know what they would do
with
them wouldn't
if allocated.
These happen to be just a pair of the issues
that long ago were settled by Congress and
by the courts. On the one hand, Ohio Congressman Huber wants to make of newspaper owners
second-class citizens by denying any new authorizations to anyone connected with the
medium. It's the equivalent of saying that no
men with blond hair henceforth shall be permitted to enter law or medicine, or drive an
automobile.
And on the other hand, Comr. Hennock
reaches emotional heights in protesting any
one who will even question the right of the
schools to preempt at least one VHF channel
in each metropolitan area, one in each educational center (whatever that is) and 25% of
the unallocated UHF spectrum. Instead of
Page 48
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following established procedures whereby all
comers compete on equal footing, she would
make of all save the educators second-class
citizens. She would hold facilities for perhaps
30 years to accommodate the anticipated desires of the pedagogical men who aren't there.
It was just 30 years ago that radio was born.
Madam Commissioner, who has demonstrated
in her two years on the FCC that she is an
able lawyer, seems to us to have gone off the
deep end in her zeal to do a job for the educators. It is her cause celebre. A reading of
the record, and of her colloquies with FCC
Counsel Harry M. Plotkin, displays unrestrained emotions reminiscent of the days
when James Lawrence Fly ran the FCC. For
the first time in the 11 years that Mr. Plotkin
has been an FCC lawyer, we find ourselves
(perhaps reluctantly) in agreement with him.
He simply sought the right to interrogate witnesses for the organized educators. Miss
Hennock repeatedly stopped him short, charging that questions were "loaded."
A war is on. It involves an all-encompassing battle of ideologies. Doesn't it seem futile
to indulge in such nonsense as a ban on new
newspaper ownership, or "reservation" of
channels 30 years hence — years that may see a
revolution in our world economy and perhaps
several in our mass radio communications?

AFRA

Sings

High

ANYONE who pays the bills for transcribed
library services or for transcribed programs
and announcements is entitled to holler "ouch"
when he hears the terms of the new AFRAtranscription contract negotiated a fortnight
ago.
The contract boosts talent fees for AFRA
singers on library records by about 100%.
It raises the fees for AFRA performers on
transcribed programs and commercial spots by
about the same amount. But the period over
which any such program or commercial can be
used, without additional payment of talent fees,
is reduced from the former 26 weeks to 13.
For every 13-weeks period beyond the original
13 weeks that such a program or commercial
is used, the talent must be paid an amount
equal to the original fee.
Suppose a sponsor wants to run a particular
commercial for 26 weeks. He pays an original
talent fee 100% bigger than he used to
pay. At the end of the first 13 weeks he pays
the fee again. Such a case represents a 400%'
increase over the former AFRA contract.
Plainly, the long-time use of any one transcribed commercial will virtually disappear.
The new contract will force other economies.
One will be a reduction in the number of performers per transcription. Another, which is
all too possible, could be a reduction in the
number of stations bought by a spot advertiser.
The new contract did not impose any limitation on the period in which library service
productions can be used. But the 100% fee
increase, by itself, may be enough to unsettle
further what has been a somewhat unstable
business recently.
Many library services have operated on thin
profit margins. Any increase in their basic
costs such as the AFRA pay raise is bound
to complicate an already difficult situation.
Because AFRA had not had an increase in
minimum transcription fees for more than four
years, before the agreement of two weeks ago,
it was inevitable that some raise would come
about. An increase of 100%-, however, is out
of line with comparable rises in other labor
prices in that period.

jf - our respects to:

AUSTIN ALLEN

HARRISON

AUSTIN ALLEN HARRISON'S castles
/% in the air are no longer the nebulous
-L .M. dreams he once had, but have taker
substance in the antenna and transmitter towei
of KSWM Joplin, Mo. Now in his 31st year
he has been president for five years of his,
own company, Air Time Inc.
Mr. Harrison got his start in radio as
transmitter technician in 1938-39. He worke
as an engineer in a number of stations in
eluding KORN Fremont, KGNF North Platte
and KFAB-KFOR Lincoln, Neb., and WMBE
Peoria, 111., and for NBC in Chicago. His
ambition was to own his own radio station.
To realize his ambition, Austin Harrisor
saw that he needed a specialized education anc
more groundwork in his chosen field. A married man with children and holding a fulltimt
job, he nevertheless crammed every hour h(
could with further study. He studied at home
(Continued on page 58)

Static

&

Snow

By AWFREY

QUINCY

NOW THE Voice of America says that th<
Russians are using Siberian wolf calls foi
jamming. Could it be that the Iron Curtail
is penetrated by Faye Emerson on TV?
* * *
When Johnny Gillin was alive, he would sen(
his many friends fine Nebraska corn - fe«
turkeys for Xmas. With the Navy influeno
now prevailing at WOW, we're speculatinj
this year as to whether it's a sea-gull or aif
albatross, or, is there such a thing as an am
phibious turkey?
* * *
The Bridgeport report indicates that UHl
spelled backwards is merely a phonetic be
ginning of PHOOIE.
* * *
We get a chuckle out of the Canadian bureau
crat who regards our broadcasting as being s
obnoxious. The planned economy lads sho^
no remorse over a television-less Dominio i
which has so much appetite for television thai
all along its southern fringes thousands c
American receivers are getting what servic
they can from American stations, sometime
hundreds of miles away.
BROADCASTING
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Would

You

Repeat

That^

Please?

"I said, the Dallas-Fort Worth market shows a tremendous

growth

since 1940. To be exact, a 50.1* percent gain."
"In only ten years?"
"That's right. And
to America's

your buying power is astounding. In relation

19 major

markets

ranging

1,000,000 in population, the Dallas-Fort Worth
retail sales, $1,464*

from

500,000

to

area is FIRST

in

per capita!"

"Thank you! . . . Well, there it is. We have the facilities, the massmedia for reaching our booming market. You have the product.
Put the two together and the result is SALES!"
♦Standard Rate & Data — 1950-51 Consumer Markets

t
wtaa-820

I
wtaa-s7o

NBC, TQN— 50,000 watts

ABC, TQN— 5,000 watts

wiaa-tv
CHANNEL EIGHT--44BC, ABC and DuMONT

Martin B. Campbell, Genera\ Manager
Radio and Television Services of THE

DALLAS

Edward Petry and Company Inc.
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 16)
cleaner salesman. Subsequently he
held several retail sales managerial jobs, including management of
a Firestone Rubber Co. store in
Toledo.
In 1935 the Allen Chemical Co.
of Toledo decided upon a statewide
campaign in Michigan over WXYZ
Detroit and the Michigan network
on behalf of its drug products. It
employed Mr. Beeson to work with
station officials on it. Following
the campaign, WXYZ offered him
a place in its merchandising department, where he set up wholesale and retail distribution for
drugs, groceries, and hardware
throughout the state.
He was restless, however, and
anxious for wider experience in
radio. So when WTOL Toledo went
on the air early in 1937, he persuaded the manager, Mike Kent, to
permit him to create, write and
sell programs on a freelance basis.
In 1938 Mr. Kent resigned and
Mr. Beeson was appointed to succeed him. Although the station
continued to progress under Mr.
Beeson's management, his restlessness returned. Finally in 1939 he
moved to New York and the offices
of Joseph Hershey McGillvra, a
pioneer radio station representative operating in Chicago and New
York. In 1941 Mr. Beeson joined
Headley-Reed as a senior salesman.
Came the war, and from 1943 to

1945, he served with the infantry
and combat military police in England and on the continent, returning to Headley-Reed in November
1945. Last February when the
firm expanded, its owner, Frank
Miller, appointed him vice president to head up the AM division.
Mrs. Beeson is the former Jacquelynn Wake of Toledo. They
were married in June 1946, and
have a two-year-old daughter,
Lydia Anne.
Although one of the original
members of the Radio Executives
Club of New York, Mr. Beeson
doesn't find much time for club
life. His hobbies are golf and
photography, the latter including
operation of a completely equipped
dark room in his home at Ardsley,
Westchester County, New York.
Radio Faith
Looking ahead, he is convinced
that television never will, replace
radio — not, he says, as long as people continue to enjoy exercising
imagination. However, as TV
grows up, the emphasis in radio
will shift more to good music and
news, he believes.
Except for a brief stint of semipro football in Toledo, and his
Army experience, Mr. Beeson has
lived advertising almost from the
day he was born.. It's in his blood,
he feels. "Radio and sales haven't
supplanted it," he says. "They've
just diverted it." With his father
in advertising, he wanted to prove
to himself that he could make it on
his own — and he did!

front

office

WARREN JENNINGS, Eastern sales manager- Crosley Broadcas
ing Corp., N. Y., to Radio Spot Sales Div., ABC, as account exec
five. BERNARD MUSNICK succeeds him in Crosley post.
ERVIN F. LYKE elected president and general manag
WVET Rochester, N. Y. He has been serving as genei,
manager for past six months.
PARKMAN R. FEEZOR appointed station director a
commercial manager KWHN Fort Smith, Ark. W
with WCAV Norfolk.
Mr. Lyke

WILLIAM J. BLACK appointed national sales servi
representative WTOP Inc., Washington.

HOMER GRIFFITH, Western Division station relations manager, Pi
gressive Broadcasting System, with headquarters in Hollywood, nam
manager Spot Sales Western Division in addition to
other position. Prior to joining new network he was
commercial manager KAFY Bakersfield, Calif., and for
several years before that head of own radio representative firm.
MIKE WATSON, KLAC Hollywood sales staff, resigns
to join State Department Information Division, Athens,
Greece.

Mr. Griffith

ROBERT L. BROCKMAN to local sales staff ABC Chicago after workii
as salesman for William G. Rambeau, representative, same city. W
sales manager and station director WIL St. Louis.

The stars of
today and
tomorrow
. . with the new era in

O. R. (Jim) BELLAMY to sales staff WKRC-TV Cincinnati. Was ge
eral manager WWSO Springfield, Ohio, and WPGH Pittsburgh, and al
account executive for Frederic W. Ziv Co.
JACK JENNINGS, ABC Hollywood audience promoti
staff, to Don Lee Hollywood as account executive.

Mr. Bellamy
The new Thesaurus brings you bigger
and better programming packages with
top sponsor-appeal . . . top name artists!
You get comprehensive programming,
promotion, publicity, tie-ins, crossplugs, sound effects ... a steady flow
of current tunes and material . . . network-quality production. Wire or write
today for full details!

Radio Corporation of America
•gif\/~id^'Wif \ £\f\
KQS. Victor Division
Vj.\Jvl
J^^tM^

S\v^
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120 East 23rd Street
Chicago . Hollywood

ALFRED N. GREENBERG, faculty member City C<
lege of New York, appointed director of sales promoti |
WSGN Birmingham, Ala.

^
J^etlonaU • • •
CRAIG LAWRENCE, executive vice president Cowles Broadcastii
Corp. and general manager WCOP Boston, reappointed director f
March of Dimes campaign this year . . . BILL EBERLE, sales repi
sentive WHIZ Zanesville, Ohio, father of girl . . . CLIFF WINGROV
manager CKTB St. Catherines, to president Advertising and Sales CI'
of St. Catherines.
WALLY JORGENSON, local sales manager WBT-AM-FM and WBl
(TV) Charlotte, N. C, father of boy, Peter James. . . . SENATOR ^
RUPERT DAVIES, president CKWS Kingston, Ont., and publish
Kingston Whig-Standard, and Margaret McAdoo, his private secretai
were married Nov. 30. . . . FRED C. MALTZ, account executive KF
Twin Falls, Ida., father of girl JUDITH WALLER, director of puK
affairs and education NBC, Chicago, attended White House Conferen
on Children and Youth, Washington, Dec. 3-7.
j
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MOT

A BRAWL,

DEAHMy
AHOCCASm!
ITS
THIS

HEW

BRA'S

FIRST

WE'RE
BtRTHDAYAND
HA^IN& SOI^ETHlhiG OF
A WHOOP'DB-DOO!

Champagne or not, whooping it up with THESAURUS is everyday
common sense for saleswise broadcasters, because THESAURUS
productions put sponsors in the big time at affordable cost.
Not only put 'em there, but hold 'em there— with the showmanship
and big names that pile up the listening.
One year ago, THESAURUS promised something new and different
in ready-to-air programs. Subscribers tell us the results are
even better than promised!

. . . A PROGRAMMING

The^'nenf

PLEDGE

era"

in

FULFILLED!

A

broadcaster's

best

friend...

iJ

THIS
EXClTINe
THBSAURUS
US

YEAR!S
'NEW

ERA"

HAS

BUSINESS

A

IN

BRPUGHT
With

B"'

CAPITAL'^

ook
at THESAURUS' record! 10 great new shows ... 25 new top
name artists — and all this in one action-packed year.
Yes, THESAURUS productions are complete commercial programming packages, designed with you and your sponsors
in mind . . . v/ritten, produced and transcribed by people who
know radio and its specific needs. THESAURUS shows are
fully scripted. They have the themes, voice-tracks, tie-ins,
cross-plugs
listenership. — everything it takes to win sponsorship and build
THESAURUS provides you with plenty of selling ammunition
too:
SPONSOR-SELLING BROCHURES AND
MERCHANDISING PLANS
AUDIENCE-BUILDING PROMOTION KITS
SALES-CLINCHING AUDITION DISCS
Plus . .
hit tunes before they're hits
inspiring mood music
special holiday programs
time & weather jingles
commercial jingles
many production "extras'

IS
^

"new

era"

one

old!
year

ind-Wrought
r A NEW city job has been
proposed in Passaic, N. J. —
that of television antenna
inspector. Commissioner
Julius J. Cinamon said he
thought an inspector of television antenna installations
was needed to safeguard the
public. He based his premise
on the number of antennas
which fell in the recent wind
storm. The city commission
has taken the proposal under
advisement.
Feature of Week
(Continued from page 16)
isome three years ago was initiated
with Mr. Oberlin as the guiding
force. He has only one radio show
but it has become a breakfast
tradition for Kentuckiana listeners.
Labeled Oberlin's Observations, the
■:30 a.m. program is just that,
wdth the WHAS news director edlitorializing on local issues. He
iwrites and delivers the show.
Mr. French is the top special
events man on the staff. With the
station since 1943, he appears on
two newscasts and conducts an
afternoon man-on-the-street show.
Mr. Clark, newscaster who also
doubles as chief announcer, has
aeen in radio 16 years, the last six
at WHAS.
Mr. Hackes, a recent addition to
:he staff, handles 6:30 a.m. and
^:30 a.m. news programs.
Just as WHAS was one of the few
stations to have a direct line into
Convention Hall, Philadelphia, durng the Republican and Democratic
conventions in 1948, so too did its
TV affiliate score an enviable first
with what it claims is the only local
newsreel in Louisville.
News Coverage
Of the 10 members now on its
combined news staff (seven radio,
:hree TV), one scours local sources
-or news and another, a fulltime
cameraman, covers a beat filming
stories for the video newscasts.
The AM reporter and cameraman
coordinate their work, getting the
oenefit of each other's findings. A
ab technician processes film for
showing the same day it is taken.
Several photographers on the
'ourier Journal and Times also
serve as freelance cameramen. TV
lewscasts are coordinated by Jerry
jammon, formerly in the radio
lewsroom.
WHAS-TV covered a $60,000
3laze last August from atop the
'ourier - Journal building, with
;hree cameramen at the scene takng film closeups. Another time a
lews cameraman got 50 feet of
ilm of a "flying saucer." Telenews
lought the film.
At the end of each week the best
ilm stories are edited and correated for a film roundup of local
lews. The 15-minute show, called
jHory of the Week, is telecast each
,5unday at 10 p.m.

MANPOWER
IS!
Senate Hearings This Week
BLUEPRINT for mobilization of
the nation's manpower, with special
emphasis on its relation to electronics and other key industries,
last week was being studied by government authorities preparatory to
an
inquiry
committee. set by a Senate subDefense agencies have been asked
to submit recommendations based
on their various needs in the light
of the worsening international situation. A Senate Armed Services
mobilization subcommittee has
slated hearings to start this week,
with the goal of making best possible use of manpower for the
armed services and to provide for
"essential needs" of civilians.
NAB through its district meetings already has evinced concern
over threatened manpower restrictions, claiming that the emergency
has begun to take its toll of executive and staff personnel [Broadcasting •Telecasting, Sept. 25].
Radio - Television Mfrs. Assn.,
speaking for the manufacturing
phase, has advised the National
Production Authority that the current lag on issuance of defense orders, coupled with civilian cutbacks
of goods, may seriously disrupt employment oftechnical personnel unless the slack is taken up soon.
Study of All Phases
The subcommittee, headed by Sen.
Lyndon Johnson (D-Tex.), is expected to broach all facets of the
manpower problem, including use
of women in industry jobs. This
possibility was mentioned by Charter Heslep, radio - TV director.
Atomic Energy Commission, in a
speech last week before the Tennessee Broadcasters Assn. (see
separate story page 22).
Sen. Johnson has asked for recommendations from the Dept. of
Defense, Federal Security Agency,
Selective Service and Labor Dept.,
along with a tentative program
"materially revised in the light of
events the past 10 days."
Sen. Johnson asserted: "We are
at war and we must mobilize militarily and economically as rapidly
and efficiently as we can."
The Senate subcommittee, he
added, also wants to probe the extent to which the Defense Dept. has
progressed in converting funds into
actual orders for electronics and
other equipment (see separate
story). Speedup of the procurement program is indicated, he
added.
Whether the draft would be revised upward to strengthen the numerical force of the armed services
was not indicated, though President Truman has urged its expansion.
At the same time. Labor Secretary Maurice Tobin last week met
with various industry officials to
discuss a possible defense-worker
training program which would assure enough trained workers for
defense production.

FOLLOWING talk at Southern Calif. Broadcasters Assn. luncheon, Carl
Tester (I), v. p., gen. mgr., Philip J. Meany Co., Los Angsles agency, answers
a few questions for (I to r) John Hansen, ABC Hollywood; Harry Engel,
KVEN Ventura, and Peter Lombardo, KOCS Ontario, Calif.

INTRODUCING new Blue Bonnet Ds
Luxe White Margarine with help of
stations in State of Washington is
Benson Inge of Ted Bates & Co.,
shown with local lovelies, Bernice
Nadeau (I) and Karlyn Abele.

CHATTING before CBS broadcast on
topic (I"Will
There
Be Enough
are
to r)
Donald
Lourie, Food?"
pres.,
Quaker Oats Co.; Helen Sioussat,
CBS dir. of talks, and Paul Willis,
pres.. Grocery Mfrs. of America.

WORKING on sales approach for The B' ddy Rogers Show at WiP P.Hiladelphia
are (I to r) Lee Neal, Ben Gimbel Jr., WIP pres. and gen. mgr.; Clyde Spitzner. Buddy Rogers, Gordon Gray, WIP v. p. and dir. of sales; Nat Rudick of
Gainsborough Assoc., producer of show; Perry Bascon, Dave Yanow and
Jack Dash.
AT Dallas Advertising League luncheon promoting world premier of Warner
Bros.' "Dallas" were (I to r) Francis Barr, Interstate Theatres; George Utiey,
WFAA Dallas; George Bannan, Warner Bros.; Miss Gerry Hill, Interstate;
Ira DeJernett, head own Dallas agency; Col. E. L. Priesack, British vice
consul; Tom McHale, Ad League pres,; Marshall Cloyd, Ad League second
v. p.; Ernest Lovan, Tracy-Locke Co. and Ad League dir.; Harry Owens,
Gandy-Owens Agency, Dallas.

MARGARET McBRIDE,
personality, voted outstanding woman of year by
Associated Press poll and outstanding Scotswoman in America by Saint
Andrews Society.
DANA CLARK, promotion manager
Masterson, Reddy & Nelson Inc.,
Hollywood (radio-TV packager), to
ABC Hollywood as manager of guest
relations for both radio and TV. He
replaces SYD STEVENS, resigned.
Prior to joining package agency, Mr.
Clark was assistant to manager at
WPOR Portland, Me.
HARRY BABBITT, singer-m.c. KTLA
(TV) Los Angeles Bandstand Revue
and Hollywood Opportunity, signed to
exclusive TV contract by KLAUS
LANDSBERG, vice president, Paramount Television Productions and
manager KTLA.
FRED GADETTE, freelancer, to KPIX
(TV) San Francisco production staff.
DOROTHY HOOKER, KGO-TV San
Francisco production staif, announces
engagement to ALDEN (Bill) NYE,
McCann-Erickson, S. F.
BILL HOLLENBECK, KGO-TV San
Francisco producer-director in charge
of remote telecasts, father of girl,
Sherry.
PETE ALLEN, KSUB Cedar City,
Utah, to WCKY Cincinnati as announcer-disc jockey. FRANK TAYLOR, WFTM Maysville, Ky., to handle
WCKY early morning show. NORMA
SCHRICHTE, continuity writer, and
Gayle Shearer announce marriage.
CHARLEY BRIGHT, disc jockey WOL
Washington, father of boy, Charles
A. 3rd.
FRAYNE W. JOHNSON, WTSA Battleboro, Vt., to announcing staff
WSPB Sarasota, Fla.
MARY

BILL BURGH, producer, CBS '
Autry Show father of boy. CYi-a
William.

ABC

air-casters
DICK TRUE, floor director and assistant producer KSTP-TV Minneapolis,
to Army. TRACY LOUNSBURY,
Twin City Television School, to KSTPTV production staff.
ANN DUDLEY, secretary for press information and public service KCBS
San Francisco, and CLINTON JONES,
account executive KROW Oakland,
announce marriage.
EUGENE H. KING, program manager
WCOP Boston, elected president of
Ohio State U. Alumni of New England.
PEGGY PATTERSON, continuity
writer WNOR Norfolk, appointed traffic director. PHIL WILSON, announcer WDYK Cumberland, Md., to
write and announce new WNOR show.
ELSIE S. MOODY, continuity writer
WRVA Richmond, to WNOR.
KAY WILKINS,
women's
program Mfg.
director KFAB Omaha,
to Perfex
Co., Shenandoah, Iowa, assisting home
service department director.
CLIFF ROBERTS, chief announcer
WHA Madison, Wis., to WDSU New
Orleans announcing staff.
KURT WEBSTER, disc jockey WET
Charlotte, N. C, father of boy, Larry
Kyle Patrick.
VIRGIL STONE to announcing and
sports staff KPTS Texarkana, replacing DAVE CHAPMAN, resigned. Was
with KENT Shreveport and KCMC
Texarkana.

is an operator's dream.
This 2 12 A speech input forconsole
auditioning or rehearsing or
Facilities are provided
cueing, and broadcasting simultaneously from any combination of two studios, an announce booth, a control room
microphone, two turntables, and any two of nine remote
lines.
Two program amplifiers are included, making it possible
to feed two independent programs at once or, by operating
the line reversal switch, providing an emergency amplifier
for normal use.
Write, wire or telephone your nearest Collins representative for complete information about the 2 12 A or any other
type of speech equipment in the broad Collins line.
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
1 1 W. 42nd St.
NEW YORK '8
1330 N. Industrial Blvd.
DALLAS 2
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DAYTONA BEACH

PETER HANLEY, RCA Victor recording artist, becomes permanent member of Whirligig Show on WPTZ (TV)
Philadelphia. He replaces CHARLIE
DOBSON, who has gone into military
service.
POLLY JENKINS, veteran entertainer, to WQAM Miami, Fla. Was with
V/LS National Barn Dance.
WALTER CONWAY, KCBS San Francisco director of sales promotion,
resigns. No successor named.
NORMAN GINSBURG, promotion department MBS, to advertising and
sales promotion department DuMont
TV Network.
JAMES BROKAW, staff announcer
WCOP Boston, and Lilian Lee Brown
were married Dec. 2.
HILLARD E D E L L, producer-announcer WNYC New York, father of
boy, Lawrence Edward.
JAYNE BURNS, Ransohoffs, S. F.
(importer of women's apparel), to
KPIX (TV) San Francisco promotion
department.
ILVA EDELEN, continuity editor
WBBZ Ponca City, Okla., to KRMG
Tulsa as continuity writer. BOB
ANTHONY to announcing staff. He
has been with various stations in Missouri and Illinois.
BOB COVINGTON, promotion manager WBT-AM-FM and WBTV (TV)
Charlotte, N. C, and Patricia Cansler
were married Dec. 1.
WILLIAM NESBIT, WERE Cleveland,
to announcing staff KDKA Pittsburgh,
replacing BOB WHITE, who takes announcing post at WWJ Detroit.
TOM CLARK, staff announcer WTNS
Coshocton, Ohio, to WHIZ Zanesville,
Ohio, in same capacity.
FRED OGINZ, WMAS Springfield,
Mass., to WSVS-AM-FM Crewe, Va.,
in continuity department. GEORGE
PHILLIPS, staff announcer, appointed
musical director.
HAROLD JACKSON, disc jockey, to
WOL Washington.
NAT LINDEN, radio-TV writer, to
Progressive Broadcasting System as
chief of production.
JOHN LESLIE, news director WDGY
Minneapolis,
appointed
program,
director. GERALD
S. COHEN
appointed
promotion manager.
ROBERT J. WADE, manager, NBCTV staging services division, is author
of article on "Television Backgrounds"
that is only piece on TV included in
Theatre Artsanthology, compilation of
top articles published in theatre arts
magazine during its 26 years. Mr.
Wade wrote his essay in 1944.
VIC RUGH, KFBI Wichita, Kan., appointed sports director.
SAM SCOTT, student Columbia Institute, Phila., to announcing staff
V/DOV Dover, Del. Was with announcing staff WIBG Philadelphia.
ROLLO HUNTER, assistant program
director ABC Hollywood, appointed
broadcasting chairman Arthritis and
Rheumatism Foundation starting December drive for funds in Southern
California.

JIM McGOWERN, news writer WDG
Minneapolis, appointed news chief.
TUBBY WALTHALL, sports direct
WSVS-AM-FM Crewe, Va., returns
duties after two-week illness followir
operation.
NAT ASCH, WMGM New York spor
staff, father of boy, Mathias Barak.
BRIAN SWARBRICK and GORDO
McCLAIN, news editors CBL Toront
to Canadian Army United Natioi
force, Mr. Swarbrick as a sergear
and Mr. McClain as captain sign
master in Army communication centi
at Toronto. Both are former Ca
adian Press members.
FRENCH MUSIC
Tariff Request Withdraw
THE FEDERATION of Autho:
in Canada, representing the Frenc
music society, SACEM, has witl
drawn its request for a separa
tariff on its music played in Cai
Nov. [Broadcasting
27].
ada
• Telecastin
The federation had filed a tari
with the Canadian Copyright A)
peal Board,
Ottawa,
for Composer
a separa'
tariff
from that
of the
Authors and Publishers Assn. <
Canada (CAP AC), the equivalei
in Canada of ASCAP, with whic
the French society was affiliate'
The the
separate
askedwhich
for 40'r
of
CAPACtarifftariff,
quested $304,824 for its mus
broadcast rights in 1951.
Withdrawal of the request of tY
French group was by letter to tl
Canadian Copyright Appeal Boari
While no official reasons are givei
various industry officials felt
was in part due to the fact ths
Canadian broadcasters, and espi
cialiy the French-language broai
casters, had intimated they niig}
try to do without the French cats
logue if a separate fee wei
charged. It is felt in the Canadia
broadcasting industry that a
tempts by other national music s(
cieties mav be made in the futur'
Poole Sells KSMA
A
-PRICED at $27,500, KSMA Sant|
Maria, Calif., has been sold by Joh !
H. Poole to James Hagerman, mar
aging editor, Santa Maria Times
and John I. Groom, assistant sta
tion manager. Sale is subject t
FCC approval. KSMA, operatin,
with 250 w fulltime on 1240 kc, i
a Liberty Broadcasting System ai
filiate. Mr. Poole also owns KAL
Pasadena and operates KM2XAI
Long
experimental
tion onBeach,
ultra high
frequency.TV sta

WOMEN'S ADVERTISING Club o
Canada recently conducted survey i
Canada's Atlantic coast provinces t
ask housewives what they dislike
about radio. Over 1,000 women w
questioned, and singing commerci
were listed as most disliked item v
radio program fare.
BROADCASTING
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RAILROADS
AND
OF

THE
THE

DEFENSE
NATION

.HE

FORWARD

EDGE

of American

Defense is the combat force on land and sea, and
in the air.
Back of that force are the organized military
services which provide arms, munitions and supplies to the fighting men.
Back of these services stands the productive
power of the most richly productive economy the
world has ever seen.
Basic in that economy is the American railroad,
standing ready to move anything, in any quantity,
for anybody, in any season of the year, in any part
of the continent — and to do it with unequalled
economy in manpower, fuel and materials, and
money.

Association
American

of

Railroads
Washington, D. C.
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Respects
(Continued from page 48)
Advertisement

From

where
Joe

Sure

You

"Blind

Haven't

Marsh

A

Spot"?

As I was driving down Main Street
last Saturday afternoon, another car
pulled out right in front of me. It
turned out to be Buck Blake. He
wasn't going fast. It was just that he
had something or someone else on his
mind at that particular moment.
Buck's really one of the nicest fellows I've ever known. But, sometimes
he gets to day-dreaming on the road.
He sort of gets a "blind spot" to
what's going on about him!
Now, lots of normally considerate
folks have their ''blind spots.'' It could
be anything from day-dreaming while
driving a car to humming out loud
at the movies.
From

where I sit, it's mighty important to be on guard against your

own "blind spots." The other feUow
has a right to his "share of the road,"
too — whether it's having a taste for
a temperate glass of sparkling beer
or a desire to listen to some classical
music if he wants to.

Copyright, 1950, United States Brewers Foundation
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I sit

taking extension courses from various universities, later enrolling in
the U. of Nebraska while working
at radio stations in Lincoln.
Young Harrison did not obtain
a degree, but he did earn recognition as a competent engineer. During the early part of World War
II he taught as an instructor at
the Illinois Institute of Technology,
and later he assisted in specialized
radar work for the armed services
at the Radiation Lab of Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
With the cessation of hostilities
and the lifting of the FCC freeze
on applications, Austin Harrison
and his wife liquidated everything
they had, car, house equity, furniture— everything but the clothes
on their backs and their dreams —
and in October of 1945 filed their
application for a new station at
Joplin, Mo.
In February 1946 a construction
permit was granted and building
began immediately on the station.
In July of 1946 KSWM took the
air bringing competitive radio to
the Joplin district for the first time.
"I thought," said Mr. Harrison,
"that I had experienced some
pretty tough times; the next couple
of years were really the toughest."
Cites Support
In spite of mistakes the station
has flourished and "with the help
of the great people of Joplin," Mr.
Harrison says, "I have been able
to provide a better and better service. We will never forget the
wonderful few who encouraged us
by placing advertising with us right
from
the start
and stayed hewith
And most
particularly,
citesus."a
Joplin baker who is always the
first to jump to the support of a
new endeavor and do many times
his share.
One of the station's most successful campaigns was conducted
a few month's ago, according to Mr.
Harrison, when a local clothing
manufacturer, who had built up
quite a large national distribution
for his product but was lacking in
prestige in his own district, decided
to advertise. An analysis of the
problem brought forth the idea of
selling the town first on what the
manufacturer contributed to the
welfare of his own community in
number of people employed, etc.
The entire story was made up in
small parts and then worked into
several special production announcements, with sound effects of
a very effective nature. The whole
campaign was then worked out on
a blanket spot announcement basis.
In a few weeks everyone in the
area was talking about the manufacturer, knew all about the product and was asking for it in the
local stores. The job was a complete success and KSWM expects
the firm to be a year-round advertiser, Mr. Harrison said.
Too much the idealist and not
commercially minded enough at
first, Austin Harrison says: "I have
learned beyond a shadow of a doubt

that as a radio station opei ;
you can be appreciated and
spected for doing community
ice, etc., but you still must jjj
in dollars and cents that you c
really help sell merchandise a
be effective as a selling instrum*
in order to have the genuine respi
and admiration of your felli
The station- which promotes a
townsmen."
stimulates the sale of goods a
services is contributing to t
healthy life and well-being of t
community, Mr. Harrison ave
When a station is able to do tl
and also provide entertainme:
news
and education, that is the "e
he says.
result
of my interest in radii
A Civic Leader
Mr. Harrison has taken a leadi;
role in the civic affairs of Jopl
He is president of the Joplin Lio
Club, president of the Salvati
Army Advisory Board and has be
elected member of the six-memb
Board of Education. He is al
member of the board of trustees
the . Freeman Hospital. He is i
terested in public affairs and speci
service broadcasts and covers pu
lie events all over Missouri ai
often in various other parts of t
United States.
Austin Allen Harrison was bo:
in Carthage, Mo., Aug. 14, 191
and was reared and educated
that town, which no doubt accoun
for establishing his business
that state. The Harrisons ha'
six children, ranging in age fro
2 years to 11. Home movies (1
has plenty of subject material
swimming and reading historic
literature constitute Mr. HarrisoB
hobbies.

CKCW AIDS FUND
Some 125 Orphans Benef
COMMERCIAL radio's sellin
power was called upon by the Navi
radio station at Moncton, N. B., 1
put over a fund raising campaig
for benefit of local orphanages, L
M. O. Jones, RCN, commandin
officers of the station, reports. j
When CKCW Moncton was ai|
proached with a plea for publicitf
to help sell at least 1,000 apple piff
at 40^ each to raise funds to prcj
vide a Christmas party for locil
orphaned children, Lt. Jones saj
the result was overwhelming. I
"For two days preceding the sal |
the
air was filledregarding
with 'plugs'
an |
announcements
the sal
. . . when the great day came fe^
people in Moncton were not awar
of the occasion which the radi
had 'dubbed' Apple Pie Day," L(
Jones reports. As a result of th
promotion, two hours after the pie
were on sale, every one baked — .
total of 1,104 — was sold, with th
demand unrelenting during the res
of the day. Result was the enrich
ing of the fund by $400 — enoug)
for 125 orphans to know a happie
notes.
Christmas, the Canadian office
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This cake, symbolizing our twenty years of progress and service, results from a
careful adherence to a time-tested recipe. In a like manner, our success as a radio
station is the result of combining the proper ingredients in our operating philosophy.
We have always believed that in this democratic world, free speech is a most
cherished right. We have always kept our mike a free-speech mike.
We believe that our programming must be in the public interest. And this has
won for us many coveted awards. The significance of these awards reflects not only
the merit of our programs, but our constant long-range planning in your interest.
We believe that the years ahead are filled with opportunity. If we did not
believe this, we would not believe in America . . . because, in America, there
is no limit to accomplishment.
So . . . we're starting our twenty-first year . . . eager and confident ... a part of
America's greatest advertising medium . . . and still "In Service of Home and Nation",
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Stars

Shine

GROCERS like this one pitch in to put
over WFBL's "star" project. Picture
of Arthur Godfrey tops a display of
various products the CBS radio personality advertises on his programs.
Displays such as these appear in
^
55 different
in
the supermarkets
city.

So

IN

Bnghtly

WFBL's

PROMOTION

FOR THE SPONSORS'

ghtSBLshineSyrbri
THE lyST
acuse,
in AR
WF
N. Y.'s celestial promotion that promises to put radio
and its rated personalities up
nt in the station's coverage
froa.
are
WFBL's "star" project, developed and perfected by Robert G. Soule, the station's vice
president, is built around the pointof-sale display which features a
photograph of a WFBL-CBS radio
personality. Attached is a promotion of a product with the legend,
"We recommend WFBL advertised
products." A star shines out with:
"Today's WFBL special."
This three-way promotion, set up
in local supermarket food store
windows and rotated to permit each
store to show every picture used,
has the objectives of stimulating
listener interest, catching attention
of grocery store sales representatives and ultimately increasing direct sales of products advertised
over the station.
A total of 65 pictures are used
to service 55 supermarkets which
are cooperating. The latter are
selected for willingness to participate and for their location — to assure coverage of all parts of the
city and suburbs. Total estimated
annual sales volume of the markets
is more than $201/2 million, or 38%
of total food sales in the area.
Listener interest is boosted by a
series of 11 contests, one held each
week. Starting Oct. 23, announcements, each mentioning one of the
stores, were put on the air. They
are broadcast Monday through
Saturday at 7:15 a.m. and Monday
through Friday at 5 p.m. Kicking
oif with a few bars of "East Side,
West Side" the announcements tell
listeners that "all around town"
ONE of WFBL's merchandising exhibits is explained by Vice President
Robert Soule (pointing) to (I to r):
Richard Grahl, William Esty Co. advertising agency; C. 0. Victor, Lever
Brothers; John M. Murphy, C. F.
Mueller Co.; Thomas W. McDermott,
N. W. Ayer & Son, and Jones Scovern. Free Peters, station representative. WFBL displayed its exhibits for
advertisers and agencies during a twoday showing last month at the
Park Lane Hotel, New York. ^

their favorite radio stars' pictures
can be seen in 55 leading supermarkets.
First person to name the picture
shown in any one of the five stores
announced is awarded an assortment of WFBL advertised products.
To put the edge on competition,
each store is urged to present the
best display, with a prize going to
the store owner or manager including the most appealing tie-ins. Advance notice is given the local sales
representative of the product in

order that he may help out with
the merchandising.
According to WFBL, the advertisers' sales forces have hopped enthusiastically into the project.
Comments range from "something
new and different" to "one of the
most tangible pieces of advertising
cooperation" and "outstanding and
unusual merchandising." WFBL
feels it has hit upon something in
its star-studded pi-omotion.
Dovetailing into this successful
merchandising is another promotion

.

.

DRI\

PR0DUC1

and public service project develoj
by WFBL. Again the keynote
the radio star. It is used to b
organizations raise funds for •
(Continued on page 66) {
*

* *

FORTUNE spinner is this WFBL-<
"Wheel of Stars." While promot
products advertised on the stati
the booth also is responsible for 1
lection of funds for needy or- .
ganizations in the community. |

InxUhen.

MaiienfLiece

^n^ulcan

IK'S,
1

Cax^lHeeAd^ixf.

UNIFORM
GUYED

Skill

CROSS-SECTION
RADIO

TOWER

HERE again is another example of Truscon leadership in antenna
design— another example of skill gained by nearly a half-century
of experience in the fabrication of structural steel products.
Truscon Type "G-W" Radio Towers are of particular interest to the buyer
who is desirous of obtaining the utmost in antenna quality and strength
at a cost representing only a nominal premium above the cost of secondary
types of construction. These guyed towers are available in shop-welded
unit lengths for tower heights up to 528 feet, and include these features:
TRIANGULAR— because this design resists distortion with greater efficiency
than any other form and is so recognized by the engineering profession.
UNIFORM IN CROSS SECTION - because
radio engineers proclaim this feature a
distinct asset in broadcasting.
STRONG — because these towers and all
component parts are designed to resist
a minimum wind load of 30 pounds per
square
foot which is accepted as a design
Typical central p!er
arrangement for adequate for most geographical areas
not subject to frequent cyclone visitation.
non-insulated tower.
Other arrangements _The Type "G-W" guyed tower can be
adapted to a number of services. When
are possible to meet
base and guy insulated, it is an ideal
specific conditions.
antenna tower. It can also simultaneously
support one or more cables or co-axial
transmission lines having 3 Vs" aggregate
diameter and one or more whip-type
UHF antennas or a side -mounted FM
antenna, with some applications requiring nominal height reduction.

Base insulated
central pier showing "Mast -Base"
or "Pivot"
type
base insulator
with $park-Gap.

Although the Type "G-W" tower is rated
to resist 30 pound per square foot minimum wind pressure, under certain
conditions, such as an AM radiator not
supporting superstructure for other
services, it may be capable of safely
resisting 40 or more pounds per square
foot of wind pressure.
When non- insulated, the Type "G-W"
tower is suitable for a number of services, such as an FM or UHF Antenna
Support for Railroads; Public Utilities;
Industry; Municipal, County, and State
Police; and Communications Networks.

FREE
CATALOG
Write for illustrated literature
giving complete description,
mechanical details, installation
photos, and other important
information on the new

TRUSCONfm
SELF-SUPPORTING
AND UNIFORM T/l lAICDC
i
CROSS SECTION GUYED # UWWCnJi
TRUSCON COPPER MESH GROUND SCREEN

Truscon "G-W" Guyed
Radio Towers.
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TRUSCON
STEEL COMPANY
YOUNGSTOWN
1, OHIO
Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation

M T. STUBBLEFIELD,
WILLIAcript
ion division Capitol
trans
Records Inc., appointed account
executive in station relations department Associated Program Service, N.
Y. Formerly was general manager
KBKI Alice and KCLW Hamilton,
Tex.
STERLING FILMS Inc., N. Y., and
Sterling Televisian Co. Inc., N. Y., appoint Gross-Evans Assoc. Inc., N. Y.,
as advertising, publicity and public
relations agency.
BILL RICHMAN, independent radioTV producer, to Music Corp. of America, N. Y., in charge of daytime television activities.
MILDRED FENTON, radio producer
and head of Mildred Fenton Productions Inc., N. Y., and William E.
Goetze, partner in Elliott, Goetze &
Boone Adv., S. F., were to be married yesterday (Sunday).
PHILIP KORNBLUM, RKO Radio Pictures, appointed chief accountant
Jerry Fairbanks Inc., N. Y.
SESAC Inc., N. Y., has prepared special Christmas programs and new
Christmas records for its subscribers
including a 15-minute production.
Star of Bethlehem; children's program.
Mister Muggins Rabbit; recordings by
Calder Choir, Crusaders Quartet,
Choir Girl Trio and Trinity Choir of
St. Paul's Chapel, N. Y.
MARILYN T. COSTELLO, service supervisor RCA's Thesaurus, N. Y., and
HENRY A. GILLESPIE, Southeastern
sales representative for RCA Recorded
Program Services, married Nov. 26.
ROBERT NELSON, KGO San Francisco, to KRON-TV San Francisco as
transmitter engineer.
SAMUEL ELFERT, program director
WLIB New York, appointed head of

Openfrom
Mike
(Continued
page H)

allied

newly-formed radio and TV department Israel Office of Information,
N. Y.
JON KLEMEK, independent TV producer and director, to JCK Television
Productions, N. Y., as executive director of program department. STAN
TIEN, JCK sales promotion manager,
given added assignment of general
press representative.
DAWSON & JACKSON, radio and TV
program packager and consultant
opens new offices in Suit E 517 at 612
N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, telephone
Michigan 2-5231. Partners are
STUART V. DAWSON and LOWELL
E. JACKSON. Other personnel: Script
supervisor, HERBERT FUTRAN;
"Tack director, WILLIAM WALmusical
KER; set designer and construction
chief, KEN OLSON, and head of staging and direction, DAVID DURTSON.
echniCG'L • • •
GORDON LARSON appointed chief
studio engineer for The Viking Network, Portland, Ore.
STAFFORD E. DAVIS appointed chief
engineer KFTV Paris, Tex.
THOMAS McFADDIN appointed chief
engineer KTFS Texarkana, Tex., re-

RADIO

TIME

(QUEBEC)
RADIO

SALES

LIMITED

STATION

REPRESENTATIVES

Take

pleasure

in announcing

the opening of new offices at
1231 St. Catherine Street, West
Montreal
Marquette

4864

^JJ Complete services for the radio advertiser II
r
and advertising agency
1^

JAMES A. TAPP
President
Local and national representatives for CJAD, Montreal.
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placing ORVILLE JOHNSON, resigned.
JACK BARKLEY, operator CBL Toronto, on active service with United
Nations force of Canadian Army. He
is veteran of World War II and has
been with CBC since 1942.
GEORGE SIMPSON, KNBC San Francisco, to KRON-TV San Francisco as
studio cameraman.

• •
nt • assistant
^(^ulpme
FRED
A. LYMAN,
national
sales manager, Allen B. DuMont Labs,
appointed director of sales training
for receiver sales division.
H. ALLEN WHITE, Geophysical Instrument Development Labs, Magnolia
Petroleum Co., Dallas, appointed sales
service engineer for Radio Tube Div.,
Sylvania Electric Products, N. Y.
WARREN FREUBEL. purchasing
agent for Majestic Radio & Television,
division of Wilcox-Gay Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y., appointed purchasing director of organization. CALVIN L.
FOX, N. Y. publicist, appointed public relations consultant to Majestic
Radio & Television Co.
POL A RAD ELECTRONICS Corp.,
Brooklyn, N. Y., announces new regulated power supply model PT-112.
Unit is designed to provide high current drain at precisely regulated
voltages to meet need of TV industry.
HEWLETT-PACKARD Co., Palo Alto,
Calif., announces new signal generator model 618-A for microwave or
super high frequencies.
INDUSTRIAL DEVICES Inc., Edgewater, N. J. (electrical testing devices), announces new testing device
No. 400-PT that allows voltage measurement to be made across load without usual "breaking in" on line.
TECHNICAL APPLIANCE Corp.,
Sherburn, N. Y. (AM-FM-TV antenna
systems), announces guy anchor No.
867 that allows free rotation of mast
after guy wires are attached. It is
made of heavy guage steel and provides strength necessary for high installation.
ALTEC LANSING Corp., N. Y.,
awarded "Electrical Manufacturing"
product design award for 1950 for new
miniature condenser microphone.
RADCLIFFE L. ROMEYN, vice president of sales Philco International
Corp., appointed vice president and
executive assistant to president.
SIMPSON ELECTRIC Co., Chicago,
issuing small illustrated folders on six
of its instruments. Folders may be
had by writing company at 5200 W.
Kinzie St., Chicago 44, 111. Attention,
Mel Buehring, sales manager.
PAUL WICKMAN, accounting and
sales sections. Electronic Dept. General
Electrrc, appointed district representative GE's Tube Div., with headquarters in Boston.
CIVIL defense - conscious Seattleites
may secure
list ofofinstructions on whatthree-page
to do in event
atomic
air attack,League,
by writing
Protective
KIRO Housewives'
Seattle.

sented in each week's issue o
Broadcasting • Telecasting . .
help us to sell new accounts. W
find these stories, when used on
"Radio Is Ready to Build for Yoi
Too" pitch, very impressive. . . .
Lloyd D. Loers
Local Sales Manager
WTAD-AM-FM Quincy, II
* * *
'An Old Friend'
EDITOR:
A bouquet of roses to you fo
. . . sending me a duplicate cop
of the Broadcasting • Telecasi
ING Yearbook.
To have been without one, eve
for a matter of days, was much lik
having been deprived of my arm
and legs. The Broadcasting • Tei
ecasting Yearbook is much like a
old friend whose true value is ur
appreciated until one is shorn c
tion.presence. Again with apprecis
his
Frank Wilbur
Station Manager
KAFY Bakersfield, Calif.
* * *
EDITOR:
More on 'Shortage'
In regard to statement in Ope:
Mike of Nov. 6, concerning th
shortage of operators with firs
class tickets — May I say "r
In classified ads of Nov. 13, a
one prospective employer wants ;
wonder."
a chief engineer who vnll take a
announcing shift, and who mus
necessarily have a car. All thii
and if you break it down to a 4(
hour week (which someone's tol
me, is recognized as the standar
work week in the U.S.A.)
amounts to |1.13 per hour. E<
markable!!? ...
|
I
D. W. Siegel
Stonington, Conn.
P.S. Yes, I have a first clas
ticket and as they used to tell m
in the Army, it's no crime to gripi
WIBG

Elections

ELECTIONS to determine the bal
gaining representatives for certai
employes at WIBG-AM-FM Phih
delphia have been ordered by tb
National Labor Relations Boar(
Due to a typographical error al
pearing in the original order ri
leased by NLRB Broadcasting
Telecasting Dec. 4 incorrect]
identified the station as WBIG
AM-FM, which is located i
Greensboro, N. C. Latter statioi
not connected with the Philadelphi
operation, reports no labor dis
putes, noting a reference in th
same story to WFMY-FM-r
Greensboro, N. C., which also wa
directed to hold elections.
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l^ot actually, of course. . but the gains in official population registered by the 1950 Census in the BMB areas
of Westinghouse stations exceed the present population
of the cit)' of Los Angeles!
Healthy increases were noted in all Westinghouse
territories . . in New England, in the Middle Atlantic,
in the Pittsburgh market-area, in the Midwest, and
in the Pacific Northwest. Here's the score,
station by station and territory by territory.
But it isn't numbers alone that make these stations such
a good buy. It's listener-loyalty, nurtured by good local
programming and augmented by popular network

Population in BMB
1940

Counties
Increase

1950

WBZ Boston
(with WBZA
Springfield)

5,717,110

6,254,693

537,583

KYW Philadelphia

5,776,572

6,295,308

518,736

KDKA Pittsburgh

7,145,584

7,442,223

296,639

WOWO

1,723,055

1,918,324

1,215,895

1,699,200

21,578,216

23,609,748

Fort Wayne

KEX Portland

shows. If you're looking for consistent, dependable
sales support in the areas listed here, put Westinghouse
stations at the top of your list. Free & Peters has details.

WESTINGHOUSE

TOTAL

RADIO

195,269
483,305
2,031,532

STATIONS

Inc

KDKA • KYW
• KEX • WBZ • WBZA
- WOWO
• WBZ-TV
National Representatives. Free & Peters, except tor WBZ-TV, for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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DEVELOP ALLOYS
To Meet Shortage — Nisbet
AMERICAN industry will be better able to meet critical metal
shortages in future emergencies
than it was during World War II
through development of certain alloys, a General Electric Corp. official told a joint meeting of the
American Institute of Electrical
Engineers and Berkshire Society
of Metals last week.
James D. Nisbet, head of the
Metallurgical Materials and Process Division of the General Electric
Research Labs, Schenectady, N. Y.,
stated that "we should be able to
alter the composition of alloys in
such a way that strategic materials
are, in a large degree, eliminated."
Titanium alloys may replace steel
in many applications because of
certain advantages, Mr. Nisbet
said. Though production of the
metal is now limited, improved
processes for obtaining it have recently been developed, he added.
KMNS Sale
JOHN R. RIDER and Morden R.
Buck have purchased KMNS San
Luis Obispo, Calif., from Marc H.
Spinelli for $21,500 subject to FCC
sanction. Deal also includes accounts receivable and cash on
hand. KMNS operates with 250 w
fulltime on 1340 kc. Sale was
negotiated by Blackburn-Hamilton
Co., radio station and newspaper
brokers.

To New ABC West Coast Pos ■
NED HULLINGER,
director o !
publicity, ABC Western Divisior
last week was named manager o i
station relations for the network'
Western Division, effective imme
diately. He replaces Francis Con ■
rad, who was recently named di^
rector of ABC Western Divisior
and
manager
of the
network's Lo: |
|
Angeles
affiliate,
KECA.

With ABC for the past five year,"^ j
Mr. Hullinger started as publicit;, ;j
writer from where he advances j
successively to assistant promotior
manager, and publicity and audi
ence promotion manager before
reaching his most recent post.

IRVIN WAGNER
I
Advertising Consultant Die; j
FUNERAL services were con I
ducted Thursday in Chicago fo3 |
Irvin J. Wagner, 51, advertising ij
consultant and former vice presi ;
dent of Olian Ad- i
A DECADE in radio was observed- last Friday by Anne D. Minahon, "Lady of
Fantasy" for WLAW Lawrence, Mass. Surrounded by 1 3 boys and girls, she
conducts Story Telling Time, produced in cooperation with the Lawrence public
library and originating in that institution each Saturday morning.

► Ralph Mathewson, engineer;
Frances McLaughlin, secretary,
and E. B. Rideout, announcer, recently celebrated their 25th year
with WEEI Boston. Mr. Mathewson threw the switch that put
WEEI on the air in 1924.
► WSAZ Huntington, W. Va.,
celebrated its 27th anniversary of
Time Buyers, NOTE!
broadcasting recently.
► Mary Lee Taylor, NBC personality, celebrated her 17th anniversary on the air Nov. 4.
:
TV
\ NO
► CKVL Verdun, Que., marked
Stations within
its fourth year of broadcasting
Nov. 10.
I
60 miles of
|
► Bishop Duane G. Hunt has begun his 24th year on KSL Salt Lake
City, on The Catholic Point of
\ YOUNGSTOWN, 0.
View, a new series.
► Don Wattrick, WXYZ Detroit,
sports director, was presented a
Ohio's 3rd
new car by Chevrolet dealers of DeLargest Buy
Trade Area
troit commemorating his second
year
of
covering sports events for
them.
► Lyn Murray, musical director
CBS Hallmark Playhouse, celebrated his 25th year in radio.
i:WFMJi
► WSTV-AM-FM Steubenville,
Ohio, celebrated 10th year of
The Only ABC
broadcasting Nov. 4.
►
Weekly audience participation
I
Station Serving |
show Coffey Call on WHAS Louisville celebrated its second anniverThis Market
j
sary Nov. 3.
► Tom Chase, announcer WOW
Omaha starting his 21st year of
5 00
0
\ broadcasting for the station.
All programs duplicated on
► Powers Gouraud, WCAU Philadelphia Old Night Owl, celebrated
WFMJ-FM
20th year with the station.
50,000 Watts on 105.1 Meg.
► Barbara Steiner, WBUD Trenton, N. J., celebrated her 20th year
WATTS
in radio.
j
CALL
I; ► Ten O'clock News, weekly news
?
Headley-Reed Co., I| show sponsored by Meyer's Bakery,
I
National Representatives (| Little Rock, Ark., and heard over
—
^1 KARK, is starting its 11th year
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under the same sponsor.
>■ Marion Sheppard, head of music
clearance at CBS-WBBM Chicago,
begins her 19th year with the station. She is the senior woman
employe.
>■ Jerry Ellis, manager of Chicago
office of Columbia Transcriptions,
began his 24th year in radio Nov.
11.
►KLAC-TV Hollj'wood's Cliffie
Stone's Home Town Jamboree this
month celebrates its first year on
the air. Gold's Department Store,
Los Angeles, sponsors the program.
►Jean Yarborough, director of the
ABC-TV Beulah series, last month
celebrated 24 years in show business.
PHILADELPHIA Club of Advertising
Women will sponsor free introductory
course for young women considering
careers in field of advertising, in 17week lecture course to begin Jan. 8.
Will be open to high school graduates.

The

$ $ $

»

s

Angele

while on !

Mr. Wagner

For the past;
several years. ■
Mr. Wag-as 1;
ner operated his year,
own business
an advertising consultant in Chi- i
cago specializing
in radio
vision. From 1944
until and
1949telehe .

was an Olian vice president, work-i|
ing mainly in radio although he[jres
he
3 as t He;'
had general executive duties.
also established
himself as a suc-'j
a
cessful commercial
copywriter, au-!
thoring many jingles.
His most '
recent jingle was for Pabst Blue;
Ribbon beer, one of the main ac-j
counts on which he worked as con- ii
sultant. Friends in the industry i
are sending checks to the Chicago
Radio Management Club, in care
of President Arthur
by Harre, manager of WJJD Chicago, for the establishment ofa memorial fund.
Surviving are his widow. Belle;
and a son, Kurt.
;

points to

^^^^sv^i^rT^^^;^^

5th in Nation in Corn Acreage — 12th in Nation in Cattle
"KITCHEN KATE" speaks the language of Central
Nebraska's housewives.
Her solid market can be
YOUR MARKET
from
9:00 A.M. — 9:30 A.M. — Monday through Saturday
KITCHEN KATE listeners are from the
fabulous Farm and Ranch area, served only
250Watts-KCNI Broken Bow, Nebraska-1490
Keeping

Central

Nebraska
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NEWS

PUBLIC

UTILITIES TAKING

AND

MORE

VIEWS

OF

COAL

COAL.

The latest official figures from Government sources reveal a marked increase in
recent months in the consumption of bituminous coal by the electric power
companies. This upward curve in coal is not matched by either natural gas or oil.
It is clear that coal is getting a bigger share of the utilities' total fuel purchases.
In September, 1950, the last month for which figures are available, the utilities'
use of coal was 7,456,000 tons. This was a 17.6% increase over September, 1949.

UTILIZING

COAL'S

ENERGY- WITHOUT

MINING.

A United States Bureau of Mines official has announced that the ability to put
unmined coal to work has been effectively demonstrated. In Gorgas, Alabama,
coal has been gasified by controlled burning underground. The gases produced
were piped to the surface at 1200° F., with enough power to operate an electricity-producing gaturbine.
s
Someday, coal that's impractical to mine may become an important source of power.

ANOTHER

HISTORY-MAKING

SAFETY

RECORD!

The latest figures from the Bureau of Mines reveal further marked progress in
the drive of the bituminous coal industry to reduce accidents. Fatal accidents
are down 13%, and the over-all safety record for the first nine months of the year
tops last year's record by 3%, a record which was the best in history.
COMPETITION

— KEY

TO PROGRESS!

The Keystone Coal Mine Directory shows that approximately 8,000 independent
producers mine the coal used in this country. Thousands of these are small
producers, and competition within the industry has never been keener. Free
competition has helped to make the coal industry ready and able to meet any
demands of either peace or war.

BITUMINOUS

COAL

INSTITUTE

A Department of National Coal Association
Southern Building, Washington, D. C.
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Stars Shine

JUSTICE SHIFT I
Nominate Baldridge to Clain
HOLMES BALDRIDGE, chief
the General Litigation Section
the
Dept.'s Anti-trust
Di\ i
sion Justice
and formerly
an FCC atto

(Continued from page 60)
pleted coffers or for the benefit of
some civic endeavor.
The idea is an adaptation of the
wheel of fortune that is the mark
of every carnival and fair. Known
as the" WFBLof Wheel
of people
Stars,
photographs
30 radio
heard regularly are used in place
of numbers. Matching each picture
on the wheel are 30 paddles with a
corresponding picture of each star.
Under each photograph is the program's name, sponsor's name and
time broadcast. The entire display
is in booth form and can be set up
in 15 minutes.
When an outside group calls upon station aid for funds, the Wheel
of Stars begins spinning. Proceeds
go to the organization or fund.
Prizes awarded consist of products
advertised.
Townshend

Named

FRANK W. TOWNSHEND, former vice president of McCannErickson, Detroit, has been appointed vice president of CampbellEwald Co., Detroit. Mr. Townshend
will assist H. G. Little, executive
vice president, and E. E. Richman,
general manager, in account supervision activities, including Chevrolet. He is vice chairman of the
Michigan Council of the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies.

For

some
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Ray Buys Half Interest
ACQUISITION of half interest in
WBOK Inc., permittee for New
Orleans' newest station, by Stanley W. Ray Jr., co-manager and
minority stockholder
WRCMof WJMR(FM)
New Orleans, was
reported to FCC
last week for its
At the same
approval.
time a voting
trust agreement
friving
WJMR's
Mr. Ray
George A.
Mayoral— new mana9"er, formerly co-manager with
Mr. Ray — the right to vote 50
of that station's stock for a period
of five years also was reported to
the Commission. This followed
Mr. Ray's disDosition of his 12%
interest in WJMR and his resignation as co-manager and board member, in accordance with FCC's
duopoly rules.
Mr. Ray purchased 50 9f interest
in WBOK, 1-kw daytimer which is
slated to go on the air early next
year, from sole owner Jules J.
Paglin, New Orleans businessman
and civic leader. Purchase price
is to be one-half of Mr. Paglin's
investment in the station to date,
which is estimated unofficially at
about $45,000 or 850,000 and would
make Mr. Ray's outlay about
$25,000.
Mr. Ray's 12 9r interest in
WJMR was sold to the licensee
company. Supreme Broadcasting
Co., as treasury stock and then resold to Mr. Mayoral. This brought
Mr. Mayoral's WJMR stock interest up to 24 9f . In addition, majority owners William and Ramon
Cortada propose to transfer voting
rights to 26% of their stock to Mr.
Mayoral for a period of five years.
At WBOK, whose studios and
transmitter building are now under construction, Mr. Ray will be
vice president and have charge of
the station, its personnel and policies.
Messrs. Ray and Mayoral joined
in the development of WRCM,
which was established in 1946, and
later, following the issuance of an
AM license in 1947, in the development of WJMR.
WJMR is a daytimer operating
on 990 kc with 250 w. WBOK is
authorized to operate daytime on
800 kc with 1 kw.
The FCC applications were filed
by Washington Attorneys Robert
M. Booth Jr. on behalf of WJMR
and D. F. Prince on behalf of
WBOK.

FiG'JR!NG prominently in KSL-AMTV Salt Lake City's sales expansion
program are these executives: Eugene
Halliday (I), newly appointed sales
manager of the TV operation, and
Frank McLatchy, general sales manoger of both radio and TV, who emphasizes apoint Appointment
in the station's
sales lineup.
of new
Mr.
Halliday by General Manager C.
Richard Evans was announced in conjunction with a planned stress on TV
sales. Mr. Halliday formerly was assistant sales manager for AM and TV.
RADIO'S PLACE
Need in TV Home Shown
THE POSITIVE place of radio in
the home becomes more pronounced
as the length of television ownership increases. Finding times and
programs which are more favorable
to radio listening has made TV
owners more aware that there is
a definite need in the home for a
radio.
These are among the findings
reported by Advertest Research
following a comparative study of
video set owners in the New YorkNew Jersey TV area. First survey
was made in May 1949 and 95.3%
of the original sample was recontacted in November 1950.
Once the amount of listeningviewing time was set, little appreciable change was found over the
18-month period. The pattern
changed slightly, however, with a
trend found toward earlier radio
hours and later television hours.
Children reportedly have decreased both listening and televiewing, with
a shai'p
decrease. Inthe
the latter
age groups
between
15 and 44 both listening and viewing have increased, Advertest
found.

ney, has been nominated by FvA
ident Truman
to be Assista |
Attorney General in charge of tl.j
Claims Division.
1
The nomination, subject to a i.
proval by the Senate and nci,
awaiting action by the SenaT
Judiciary Committee, was matf
simultaneously with announceme i
that
AssistantMorison
Attorney
H. Graham
wasGener*^
beirt
shifted from head of the Clair £
Division to head of the Anti-truf
Division, a post which had becjj
vacant since the resignation
Herbert A. Bergson on Sept. 30
Mr. Baldridge was a principi
attorney with FCC from Nov. f
1935, to Dec. 1, 1937, and join^f
the Justice Dept. in 1948. He h.\
been one of the Anti-trust Di^4
sion's
trial attorneys
th'"
time. top
Attorney
General J.since
Howao
McGrath called his record "ou
standing."
He isOkla.
48, and a nati"*
of Connersville,
Three Cakes, One Party
WDRC Hartford, Conn., and
Founder President Franklin
M. Doolittle were congratulated last week for three
special anniversaries. Dec. 5
marked WDRC's 20th year
in Hartford and its
year with CBS, while 20th
Dec.
10 was the
station's CBS
28th
birthday
anniversary.
President Frank Stanton,
Chairman of the Board William S. Paley, and Vice President Herbert V. Akerberg
sent congratulatory telegrams to the station, recalling the happiness
of thewith
network's association
WDRC and praising the station for its public service
efforts. WDRC moved from
New Haven to Hartford in
1930.
CKSM, new 1 kw station on 1220
at Shawinigan Falls, Que., is now u
der construction, and CKDM, new 2i j
w station on 1230 kc at Dauphin, Mai I
is soon to go on air.

I
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INNOUNCING

THE

5/10

ontinental Electronics Manufacturing
ompany of Dallas, Texas, well-known
anufacturer of high-power and highjequency broadcast transmitters for for^n and overseas service, now offers the
pmestic broadcasting field an outstanding new 5/10 kw transmitter. Distribted by Graybar Electric Company, this

NEW

KW

AM

TRANSMITTER

amplifier incorporates equipment for
matching the transmitter output to

There are other features you'll like, too.
Features such as : forced-air ventilation

sharply tuned loads encountered in directional arrays.

of all components; use of vacuum-type
capacitors in output stage to provide

NEW! . . . Completely self - contained
(exclusive of the automatic voltage regulatorNo
). external transformers, chokes,
or blowers are required. Installation is

;^w equipment incorporates many features never before available in AM trans-

greatly simplified.

liiptters.

NEW! . . . "Transview" cabinet design
and vertical chassis construction en-

EW! . . . Improved high-efficiency amjjifier in output stage. For the first time
I. any commercial transmitter, this

hance this transmitter's appearance and
provide an unobstructed view of the
functional equipment.

maximum

stability of tuning; use of DC-

operated relays to give a hum-free operation of control system; easy conversion
from 5 to 10 kw operation by simple output tube change.
Your near-by Graybar Broadcast
Equipment Representative will be glad
to give you all the facts about Continental transmitters. Or, if you prefer,
send for a completely descriptive bulletin on this new Graybar-distributed
equipment.
Graybar has everything you need in
broadcast equipment . . . PLUS everything for wiring, ventilating, signaling,
and lighting for your entire station and
grounds! Whatever your requirements
— to get the most suitable items conveniently, call your nearest Graybar
Broadcast Equipment Representative.
Graybar Electric Company, Inc., Executive oiiices: Graybar Building, New
York 1 7, New York.

-. .-•^'sa^.-.-. - .

502

Disfribufor of Western Electric products

Manufactured By . . .
iaybar Brings You Broadcasting's Best . . .
(1) Altec Lansing
iplifiers (1,22)
(2) Ampex
+enna Equipment (22) >
(3) Blaw-Knox
enuators (8)
(4)
Bryant
(5) Communication
Products
binets (15)
(6) Continental Electronics
nsoles (22)
(7) Crouse-Hinds
jdspeakers and Accessories (1,22,24)
(8) Daven
:rqphones. Stands and Accessories (1,13,14,16,22,24) (10)
(9) General
Foirchild Cable
!>nitors (12)
(11) General Electric
corders and Accessories (2,9,19,21)
(12) General Radio
(13) Hubbell
ieech Input Equipment (22)
(14) Hugh Lyons
St Equipment (1,8,12,23)
(15) Karp Metal
wers (Vertical Radiators) (3)
(16) Machlett
(17) Meletron
er Lighting Equipment (7,11)
(18) National Electric Products
ansmission Line and Accessories (5)
(19) Presto
pnsmitters, AM and FM (6,22)
(20) Triangle
(21) Webster Electric
Ibes (11,16,22)
(22) Western Electric
rntables. Reproducers, and Accessories (9,19,22)
(23)
iring Supplies and Devices (4,10,11,13,18,20,24)
(24) Weston
Whitney Blake
OADCASTING
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There ore Graybar offices in over 100 principal cities. These
are the District Graybar Broadcast Equipment Representatives in
19 Key Cities.
ATLANTA
DETROIT
E. W. Stone, Cypress 1751
P. L. Gundy, Temple 1-5500
BOSTON
HOUSTON
J.CHICAGO
P. Lynch, Kenmore 6-4567 R. T. Asbury, Atwood 8-4571
JACKSONVILLE
E. H. Taylor, Canal 6-4100
W. C. Winfree, Jacksonville 6-7611
CINCINNATI
KANSAS CITY, MO.
W. H. Honsher, Main 0600
R. B. Uhrig, Baltimore 1644
CLEVELAND
LOS ANGELES
W. S. Rockwell, Cherry 1-1360 R. B. Thompson, Angelus 3-7283
DALLAS
MINNEAPOLIS
C. C. Ross, Randolph 6454
W. G. Pree, Geneva 1621

NEW YORK
F. C. Sweeney, Watkins 4-3000
PHILADELPHIA
G. I. Jones, Walnut 2-5405
PITTSBURGH
R. F. Grossett, Allegheny 1-4100
RICHMOND
E. C. Toms, Richmond 7-3491
SAN FRANCISCO
K. G. Morrison, Market 1-5131
SEATTLE
D.
Craig, Mutual 0123
ST. I.LOUIS
J. P. Lenkerd, Newstead 4700
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""
l^
'"
S channel
PROMPT ACTION ObyNtheC
FCC
in A
the R
clear
case,
before
the
LE
TION
AC
the
Senate
ratifies the NARBA treaty, was urged by the Florida Assn.
of Broadcasters in a resolution adopted at its convention in Jacksonville,
Dec. 1-2. The resolution called for the action so that the "advancement
in broadcasting service to the peo
fulfillment of the right to have a
pie of Florida" will not be "unnecfree press. The two freedoms are
essarily delayed." meeting at the interdependent. Our two freedoms
The association,
Mayflovs^er Hotel, heard a report by should remain secure so long as
radio and press unite in their efDorsey Owings of Broadcast Music
forts to keep the people fully and
Inc. concerning the successful operation of clinics for program direc- accurately informed."
Dr. J. Hillis Miller, president of
tors and managers which enabled
the U. of Florida, described Florida
them "to improve their programming and render better listening
as "the great American home," because "so many people move here
service." A resolution was passed
expressing the association's desire from other parts of the country."
to sponsor similar clinics in Florida
Radio had been important in speedwith the help of training film and
ing the state's progress. Dr. Miller
supplementary speakers from BMI.
said. "Radio plays a large part in
Universities in Florida will be building up the state — an important
and tremendously responsible part
asked to join with FAB in supplying facilities for such clinics with — in shaping the fast-developing,
the understanding that students of broad economy and well being of
their radio classes will be invited
Florida." He continued: "The unito participate.
versity has excellent clinical faciliGramling Speaks
ties for training people important
to
the
radio
field and we need you
Oliver Gramling, head of the AP
radio division in New York and to tell us what you need."
Maj. Garland Powell, president
at one time a resident of Tallahassee, spoke to the FAB on the of WRUF Gainesville, called on
freedom of radio and press, stress- the industry to "rid itself of any
ing the great difference between
pink-tinted person connected with
Russian and American ideals of it." He asked FAB to take the
such freedom.
lead in ousting Communists or fellow travelers "wherever they may
"The right to broadcast is the
fulfillment of the right to speak," be found." Major Powell added
he said. "The right to print is the that he knew of no station in Florida which "harbors any Communist
or anyone of pinkish tendencies."
State Dept. Thanks
The association also adopted a
resolution expressing its gratitude
to the State Dept. for sending
O
N
Captain John S. Cross of that deT
'
AIN
partment to the meeting for a
discussion of the pending NARBA
EASY
treaty. Another resolution requested FCC to modify its requirement that a thermocouple type
ammeter be installed in the antenna
IN'
circuit as per its Setcion 1.702,
PICK
Section 13 B (3) (b). Frequent
electrical storms have often destroyed the ammeters, causing unnecessary expense to the stations
.)l
y
K
(
involved, the resolution said. The
BERRY
effect of the modification suggested
Even if you ^"'S^you^^^^C
would be to permit the stations to
. .•
use a "portable or plug-in thermojust too small
have
sweet,
but it s ju
^ ^ .^.encouple antenna ammeter which
g
^^
would
result
in no irreparable inU^
ru
yf
aU
re
ta
an
If.ouw
^7 prosmarket, bene
jury and would be in the public
tucky
Lomsnd
your Btory »«,ru
In
interest, convenience and neces„erou9 counties f^ . ,y,ecause
U'B^i^^'^^ySe Retail TraIn adjourning, the meeting expressed its thanks to the city of
sity."
Jacksonville
and the radio stations
of Jacksonville and Jacksonville
Beach which acted as hosts to the
State!
^»«erve us —
convention.
that
eed
y, Saints Pj^^f^
Anywa
■ Jt vou really eou .
rries , he
WIP Philadelphia has arranged to
TaV
ucky?the "be
ntE^s
Ke
supply Weather Bureau in Philadelphia
area with regular morning temperareadingsin from
station's
terturelocated
Bellmawr,
NewtransmitJersey.
Readings will be taken between 7:15
and 7:30 a.m. Monday-Saturday, and
will be incorporated in weather analysis broadcast direct from Weather
Bureau on WIP's Start the Day Right
program.
December 11, 1950
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GROUNDWORK for a proposed Canadian branch of the National Assn.
Radio Station Representatives was laid at a recent meeting in Toronto, 1
tended by Russell Woodward, Free & Peters, New York, executive vice pn
ident of NARSR. Discussing plans at a luncheon session are (I to r): Seatc
Stu McKay, assistant general manager, All-Canada Radio Facilities Lt
Norm Brown, manager. Radio Sales Ltd.; Mr. Woodward; William Wright a
James L. Alexander, who head firms bearing their respective names; (star
ing) Horace N. Stovin and Andy McDermott, Horace N. Stovin & Co.; a
John Tegale, time sales division, All-Canada Radio Facilities.

IS GREAT

POLSKIE

RADIO!
Bulletin Outlines Polish Radio Fea

MORE and more fisher clubs and
homes are being provided with
radio sets that enable the fishers
to listen regularly to daily fisher
communications and inform them
in what place successful fishing
took place in the last hours, what
kind of fishes were fished, from
whereers must
approach
fish-banks.
Fishnot look
for fish banks
but are able to swim directly to
places foreknown in advance because of radio in Szczecin which
operates independently of meteorological news.
And
that
—
Five yearsain't
agoalltook
place the
first broadcast of chamber music
second violin quartet of Borodin,
Russian composer, executed by the
ensemble of Polskie Radio.
What's more —
The State Enterprise of Radiophication of the country is organizing new radio junction stations,
repair workshops, installs local receiving arrangements, and magnetophones during solemnities. And
great changes are foreseen in
operation of networks that are to
give the listeners a clear receive.
And then, too —
On 22 July the broadcasting station in Cracow was solemnly put
on the air, built according to the
projects of Polish specialists based
on the newest experiences of the
Soviet radiotechnics. On 23 July —
day
of Poland's
liberation
— the
new shortwave
station
in Warsaw

Radio, in field of countryside broa
casts
and radiophication of t|
country.
Da!

MOBILIZE MEDIA
Golden Urges Propaganda Ui
A PLEA for mobilization of rad
television and all other informati
media into a "propaganda agen
of power and effectiveness ne\
before seen in this world" was ma
on Capitol Hill last Wednesday
Rep. James S. Golden (R-Ky.).
Asserting that the U. S. shoi
devote its "entire national ecc
omy" for all-out preparation i
total war, Rep. Golden said in
statement inserted in the Dec.

Congressional
Record
should enlist the
best that
talent "[
America from all walks of life a
from both major parties" to spre j
truth throughout the world. He al |
mentioned the Voice of America
an instrument of propaganda.
SALES of Scott Radio Labs, Chica
were 14 times greater in October th
during same month last year, Pre
dent John S. Mack has announc
Net profit of $44,050.11 this Octol
compared
with $15,026.01 in Oct(^
1949.

NRAVELS
C Y THEMcWOR1.B
IV E

was solemnly put on air and as
the aim of the new transmitter of

on(Formerly
WTMJ— Nancy
NBC) (
WHFC 2-2:30
ChicagoMon.WEHSthru ! |j

great power is to serve foreign listeners in foreign languages the new
station has been called "BroadcastStation attainment
of Peace." of Polskie
Is inggreat
Radio, according to monthly bulletin of Publication Office of Polskie

Participatio [
— and sell 1
She Usentertains—
MARSHALL
PRODUCTIONS
40th Floor
Bankers BIdg.,INCORW>BAT
Chicago 3
Radio — Shows to flt your budgetAvaila^'f
— TV
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Did you ever hear a fussy gent in a restaurant tell the v^aiter what
brands of gin and vermouth to use, their exact proportions to a cubic centimeter,
the number of revolutions per minute on the stirring process and the Fahrenheit
temperature of the glass to serve the masterpiece in?
What does he get?
"One martini, Joe."
The same thing goes for radio ratings - How silly can you get?
Pulse, Nielsen, Condon, Trendex, Videodex - who's right?

Hooper,

If baseball were run by radio people, you'd never get a winner. Some
would claim victory because they got more runs, some because they made more hits,
some because they had more runners on base, more strikeouts or more something else.
Don't think we're not confused.
Each week some agency
asks for each one of the known radio surveys.
We can't buy them
been using Nielsen.
Why?
Because Nielsen is an area study and
the competition of TV as a strictly city study will do.
Is that
Who knows?

or advertiser
all so we have
does not overweight
a good reason?

But there's one thing you can't kiss off,
WON has for years carried more
spot advertising than any other major Chicago station.
We still do.
And we've
had some mighty fine customers for a long time; people like Colgate, P & G, Lever
Brothers, General Foods, Standard Brands, Ward Baking, Borden, Sinclair, and a long
list of other companies whose annual profit and loss statement doesn't look like
they've been throwing that green stuff out the window.
Then, too, we've got a bunch of retailers with us — cold-blooded guys
who keep one eye on the old cash register.
They keep coming back for more so I
guess WjN pays off.
After all, WGN has been in business for 26 years - that's longer than any
rating service.
And all through those 26 years we've been selling the same thing —
effective radio advertising.
It's a funny thing.
As advertisers or agencies, you are selling brand
name merchandise.
So are we - a brand name radio station in business a long time
and still doing OK by advertisers and listeners alike.
But what's
"Another

our "rating?

martini,

waiter,

and this time not so much vermouth."
Sincerely,
WGN, Inc.
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CBC

A RADIO

DEFICIT

Largest in Hist'ory
A DEFICIT of $243,747 was reported in 14th annual report of
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., for
fiscal year ending; March 31, 1950,
in a report released at Ottawa on
Dec. 2. This includes an allowance
for obsolescence and depreciation
of $211,149. CBC reported increased revenues in the fiscal year,
but increased costs due to high
price levels, addition of Newfoundland to the system and preliminary
television expenses were given as
reasons for the largest deficit in its
history.
Income from annual listener license fees and from transmitter
license fees of privately-owned
broadcasting stations amounted to
$5,481,488, from commercial broadcasting $2,366,400, and from miscellaneous sources $149,726 for a
total of $7,997,616. Major expenditures were: For programs $4,231,152, for engineering 81,678,660, for wire lines $1,094,540, for
administration $417,512, for press
and information $227,734, for the
commercial department $200,241,
for television promotional work
$55,571, and interest on loans $94,802, for a total of $8,030,214.
64 Page Report
The report, contained in a 64page booklet, dealt in detail with
CBC programs, with all commercially sponsored programs marked.
Of all network programs carried,
81.4';>- were non-commercial, 18.6%
were commercial. Of all network
shows 82.9% were shown as beingoriginated by CBC, 15% from U. S.
and BBC, and 2.1%. from privatelyowned stations. CBC network programs were about evenly divided
between musical and spoken programs.
The report states there was an
increase of about I'^r in commercial
revenue in the year, due to addition of Newfoundland stations to
CBC system. About 65 7f of commercial network programs originated in Canada, the remainder
were piped in from the United
States.
In the foreword to the report,
A. D. Dunton, chairman of CBC

JKS
O P L WM
I N , MO.

PRAYER

TIME

Girl's Suggestion Starts Wide Reaction
This is the story of the little 13year-old Hyattsville, Md., girl who
decided to drop President Truman
a postcard suggesting that radio
stations take time each day to
offer up a prayer for the boys in
Korea.
It sounds like a fairy tale right
out of Grimm, but it really happened.
Linda Keller made the suggestion early last September and had
almost forgotten about it. She was
board of governors, pointed to the
investigation of broadcasting by
the Royal Commission on National
Development in the Arts, Letters
and Sciences, headed by Hon. Vincent Massey. As a result of this
study, the CBC "has not emb?.rk9d
on many badly needed improvements and extensions of its services," Mr. Dunton states. "On the
other hand, it has not thought,
pending decision on its future revenue position, it should reduce staff
and services which would be difficult and costly to bring back later.
It has thought that in the public
interest it should maintain existing services and standards and
carry out commitments made."
More than half the report is devoted to a detailed analysis of the
programming of the year. In connection with technical developments, the report states that CBR
Vancouver, will be operating on
10 kw power this year, that CBM
Montreal will increase power to 50
kw (station is now on air with this
increased power), that CBE Windsor will be ready this year with 10
kw (now operating). Some technical development details regarding
CBC shortwave international service for the Canadian government's
Dept. of External Afi^airs was also
reported, as were details on the
various language programs now being aired from the Sackville, N. B.,
transmitters daily.
Regarding television, the report
dealt with plans of the Toronto
and Montreal stations and studios
and development of staff and programs for operation in fall of 1951.

0*
PERSONS SWHO446.60
SPEND...
REACHE
$285,550,000 ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAI L SALES/
' This map shows airline
miles to nearest metropoliIon centers, asuring undnplicated CBS service to the
KSWM audience.
Now in its fifth year of service,
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.

KSWM

Austin A. Harrison, President

CBS
in JO
PLI
[Nationally Represented by WILLIAM
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surprised recently, however, with
a letter from Rear Admiral S. W.
Salisbury, chaplain's board, U. S.
Navy, informing her the Chief Executive had approved the idea and
suggested it be circulated among
radio stations.
Ernie Tannen, enterprising program director of WCjAY Silver
Spring, Md., arranged to have
little Linda appear on his Hecht
Co. Community Reporter Nov. 18.
At his suggestion Linda penned
a short prayer, which the station
recorded. Mr. Tannen then passed
the story on to the Washington
Post and Evening Star, who gave
it the Sunday feature treatment.
Story Spreads
AP picked up the piece Nov.
20 and fed it to newspapers
throughout the country, and the
New York Daily Mirror also gave
it a good play.
Shortly afterward, Linda was
asked to apvear on NBC's We, the
People (radio Thursday, television
Friday). The Armed Forces Radio
Network contacted Mr. Tannen for
the 20-second recordings for use
on Radio Tokyo and Radio Pusan.
And other organizations, including
National Prayers for Peace, also
called Mr. Tannen.
Putting the plan into action,
WRC and WWDC Washington reported to Broadcasting • Telecasting that a period at 12 noon
each day has been set aside for the
Voice of America also asked for
prayer.
the recorded interview, hoping to
reap a propaganda harvest. They
felt that Linda's suggestion and
subsequent chain of events illustrate, possibly better than anything else would, the meaning of
democracy in action in the United
States.
SALE
Barry Buys Cassill's Control
SALE of Harold W. (Dutch) Cassill's controlling interest in WEOK
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., to Vice President Arthur J. Barry Jr. for $40.000 has been announced, subject to
the customary FCC approval.
The transfer involves approximately 51%. stock interest, which
will increase Mr. Barry's total holdings to about 60%. Mr. Cassill retains less than l'"r and will remain
on the board of directors.
Mr. Barry, a former vice president of Free & Peters, joined
WEOK (1390 kc, 1 kw, day) last
June 15 as vice president and station manager. Upon FCC approval
of the transfer, he will become
president and general manager.
He said no changes in program
policies or personnel are planned.
WEOK was founded by Mr. Cassill
and associates in 1949.
PACIFIC REGIONAL Network is airing frost warnings three times nightly,
seven days a week.

Little Linda lends hope and solace
to American fighting men overseas
on WGAY
Mr. Tannen's
programMd.ovei
Silver Spring,
AMA CAMPAIGN
Report 35,362 Support Spots
SUPPORTING spot announcements
in the recent American Medical
Assn. saturation campaign totalec
35,362, Leone Baxter, general man
ager of the national education cam
paign of the AMA, announced at
joint session of the AMA House o:
Delegates and the thii'd annual con
ference of the campaign in Cleve
land Thursday. This total, she
added, renresents about 1,400 of
1,600 stations participating, with
200 still to report.
Of the total advertising budgel
of $1,110,000 for the campaign
$300,000 was spent on radio
through Russel M. Seeds Agency,
Chicago. Supporting advertiser;
in radio, television, magazines
direct mail, posters and billboards
spent $487,624, Miss Baxter said
She and Clem Whitaker, compris
ing the Chicago firm of Whitakei
& Baxter, handled the campaigi
and directed its publicity.
PROFITS TAX
Dr. DuMont on NBC Forui
DR. ALLEN B. DuMONT, presi
dent of Allen B. DuMont Labs, anc
Sen. Joseph C. O'Mahoney (D
Wyo.), were scheduled to discusi
the issue of excess profits taxes or
Theodore Granik's radio-TV Amer
ican Forum of the Air yesterdaj
on NBC (also see excess profit
hearing this issue).
Program was scheduled for tele
cast 2:30 p.m. and rebroadcast ovei
radio at
10:30 p.m.
Sen.Congres
O'Ma
honey
is chairman
of the
sional Joint Economic Committe(
and a sponsor of the excess profiti
tax proposal in the Senate. Dr
DuMont has appeared before botl
House and Senate committees a:
chairman of the National Confer
ence of Growth Companies, whicl
opposes the profits measure.
IN SPOKANE, Wash., by order .0
Superintendent of Schools John Sha^
radios are to be kept on constantly i:
school principals' offices, so that of
ficials may be warned immediately i:
case of enemy attack. Plan is fo
police to notify radio stations in even
of attack.
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Newsweekly
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The

ISSUE:

Mulls
roblemsJ

Johns

Hopkins

"A thoroughly worthwhile and encouraging example of educational television,
about whicli so much has been heard
and so little done. ... In thirty minutes
it bridges with a great deal of effectiveness the gap that separates the layman
from the researchers and scientists in
the laboratory. . . . 'Science in Review'
last night had the most needed attraction of good education: It was interest—JACK

GOULD,

New York Times

ing.*'
Daytime |
"... I have found myself engrossed
by a program over DuMont, on Tuesdays

Count
rkets
78

from eight-thirty to nine, called 'The
Johns Hopkins Science Review.' Each
week, one or more eminent scientists
from the faculty of Johns Hopkins demonstrate some phase of scientific inquiry
and, in doing so, impart a whale of a lot
of information and prove that, in the
right hands, television is a tremendously
impressive educational medium."
—PHILIP HAMBURGER
The New Yorker

Science

Review

"The Johns Hopkins show isn't new — this is,
in fact, its fourth season on the air — but it is new
as a DuMont network feature . . . every Tuesday
night at 8:30. . . . DuMont has something here
which makes television look good.
"The program was conceived
by Lynn Poole, public relations director of Johns Hopkins University. . . . He saw
:
the potentialities of television
early, however, and nothing
stopped him until he made a
reality of his program designed to give laymen an understandable view of all
phases of modern science. . . .
Among the things he has
shown his . . . audiences are,
taken at random, the sight of
a human heart beating, seen
through a flouroscope ; a view
of the earth as it looks from
70 miles in the air, and a microscopic look at the organisms living in impure water.
"These and the other things
about life today wliich Mr.
Poole and the Baltimore
scientists have demonstrated
bave made this program something in which Johns Hopkins, and now DuMont, can
take a great deal of pride."
—HARRY MacARTHUR
The Sunday Star,
Washington, D. C.
"Poole and Hopkins scientists are tailoring
their show strictly for people who don't mind
missing mugging Miltie. 'There is a strong feeling advances
among ourhave
faculty,'
Poole,in 'that
scientific
been says
so rapid
the past
20

0AI-TV5
84
Another example
of outstanding
public service
programming from...

e V I s I

years that
are confused.
know
how people
these advances
apply toThey
them,don't
or
what they mean.' To show what they mean,
Poole uses a bag of tricks and props, from jars
of Puffed Wheat ( to demonstrate how electrons
act) , to a line of cocked mousetraps (to demonstrate achain reaction ) . . . . By last week, they
were receiving fan letters at the rate of 875 a
week . . . enough to suggest that there is a TV
audience for something besides— TniE
comics."
Magazine
62 STATIONS
THE NATION'S WINDOW

ON THE WORLD

515 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
Phone: MUrray Hill 8-2600
Copyright 1950, Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc.

National Press Bldg.
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telecasters for this period pend:
over the philosophy that should
that under the per-program license
TELEVISION'S
most pressing
VIDE
O'S
GRO
the conclusion of our negotiatiorj
govern the setting of rates. ASCAP
noWIN
paymentsG
shall bePAIN
made to S
problems, from sales to color,
eduASCAP out of revenue derived
Five "basic principles of comn
cation, research, ASCAP, films and
is of the opinion that music is relatively more valuable on television
from non-ASCAP programs, no
excess profits taxes were analyzed,
sense
business
wh
have enabled
Fortpractices"
Industry Co.
discussed and debated Friday be- matter how short the duration of than on radio. Your committee's
operate
its
three
TV
stations
fore an audience of several hun- the program. This position is based
feeling is the exact opposite. . . ." itably were reported by Leepr
dred telecasters gathered in the on the conviction that once the door
Optimistic Note
Wailes, Fort Industry vice pre
is opened to taxing non-ASCAP
Starlight Ballroom of New York's
Noting that the alternative to dent in charge of operations,
Waldorf-Astoria, for the annual
revenue, even though presently lim- reaching a satisfactory agreement
Television Clinic of Television
ited to that derived from adjacent
his talk on "Keeping Sales Volu
by negotiations is a court action,
Broadcasters Assn.
spots, it will be only a matter of which
Ahead of Expenses" which oper
neither ASCAP nor the TV
the afternoon TBA clinic sessio
time till per-program licensing as committee desires, Mr. Martin conWith Eugene S. Thomas, manawe know it will disappear and the
ger of TV operations, WOR-TV
cluded on a note of optimism over
rule, he said,
is to "
sistThethefirst
temptation
to overexte
New York, presiding as clinic gains derived from the struggle in the chances of the two committees
with
regard
to
original
investmt
1940
will
be
in
large
measure
lost
chairman, the morning session covresolving their differences. "That
to the broadcasting and telecasting
in physical facilities, such as s
ered programming and research.
we can agree," he said, "is evi- dios, offices and technical equ
Sales, education, ASCAP negotiadenced
by
the
fact
that
we
did
industry."
ment." Plans for a "gorgeous n
Lack of agreement on a base has
tions, the excess profits tax, films
home" for WSPD-TV Toledo w(
made it impossible to agree on agree upon an interim license which
and color made up the afternoon
I believe is eminently fair and
rates, Mr. Martin said, adding that
regretfully scrapped in favor
agenda.
(Continued on page 82)
equitable
both to ASCAP and the
there is also a "fundamental clash
At the intervening luncheon,
with TBA President J. R. Poppele
as toastmaster, Ed Wynn reported
on television as viewed by the performer, with old timers recalling
that he had also addressed the TBA
Called for by Poppe
fOR nalize TB
dealers A
if TV sets failed to and such other activities as TB.
T
luncheon session six years ago.
PPOR
SU
J.
R. POPPELE,
completing
his
function satisfactorily (neither bill
Dwight W. Martin, vice presi- sixth term as president of Teleclose cooperation
with UNof aonsa '
matters,
its preparation
vision Broadcasters Assn., made a passed) .
dent, WLWT(TV) Cincinnati, and
Also, TBA cooperation with the pie rate card for TV stations, a
plea for stronger industry support
chairman of the TV Per-Program
the like.
Licenses Committee, recalled that for TBA in his annual address, de- Better Business Bureau to end
servicing abuses; recommendations
a meeting of all telecasters held in
He reviewed TV's growth duri
livered at the membership meetinghis tenure as president, from so
of the TBA Engineering CommitWashington in September 1949, appreceding last Friday's Television
tee on proposed FCC rules for the 8,500 sets and a handful of s
proved the terms of the proposed
Clinic in New York (see stoi-y this construction, marking and lighting
ASCAP blanket fee but rejected
(for which
tions, to today's
close the
to public
10 mill'I
of antennas; TBA's leadership in receivers
the per-program proposal and ap- page).
"TBA's fine record of accomplishappearances before the Commisspent some $3 billion), 107 static
ments since it was founded in 1944
pointed the per-program committee
sion at the VHF-UHF allocation
in 63 markets (representing an j
to continue discussions with
should commend itself to all broadhearings; its formation of a comvestment of nearly $57 millioi
ASCAP. He reported that despite
casters who are not now affiliated
mittee on excess profits taxes which
and network cables and rek
earnest efforts on both sides "we
with the association," he stated.
stretching for more than 2,(,
have been unable as yet to reach
appeared
before
the
House
com"TBA's greatest asset has been its
mittee to make a plea for special miles. Mr. Poppele emphasized tl
a satisfactory formula for an
ability to speak without qualifica- consideration of TV broadcasters;
tion for television broadcasters
this growth has all occuri-ed in oiagreement."
six years.
Explains ASCAP Rates
only. Since it has been so vocal —
Amazing Growth
and has done its job so well, deRates of payment for ASCAP
"Probably the most amazing fi^
spite financial limitations — it demusic, Mr. Martin explained, are
serves the unqualified support of
ture of this amazing growth,"
computed as a percentage of some
said, "is the fact that TV 1
base figure — in blanket licenses, the the industry."
Reviews Activities
gross revenue derived from local
grownof various
and begun
to road
prosper
spite
pitfalls,
bloc,',
time sales, after certain deductions,
Reviewing TBA activities since
and other impediments that hj
derived from programs on which
its last meeting, Mr. Poppele cited
stood in the way of its full ix
ASCAP music is used. Main stumits opposition to limitations placed
bling block in the TV negotiations,
turity."
that freeze
the -wa^,
of theseCommenting
obstacles, the
by common carrier services on inbeen ASCAP's innew station construction, may t
t
e
r
c
o
n
e
c
t
i
o
n
o
f
TV
relays
by
prihe stated,sistencehas
that spot announcements
vate companies, a stand upheld by
this year, Mr. Poppele noted tl
close to programs containing
"we have now moved from one
the FCC; TBA opposition to the
ASCAP music receive an audience
rious situation to another — I re: ,
FCC rule prohibiting accompanysolely by virtue of these adjacent
to the present turmoil that has j
ing test patterns with music; its
and accordingly, "the opposition to the 10% excise tax
programsderived
gulfed the world.
revenue
from such anounce"We can be thankful that te
ments should be included in the on receivers; the formation of a
vision
is now a national servic}ie
committee for public service probase."
he
concluded,
"since this gn
The television committee, Mr.
gramming; opposition to bills inmeans of communication can
troduced in the Massachusetts LegMartin declared, hi.3 rejected all
much to assist the government
islature to bar the use of women
its mobilization of manpower
such proposals by ASCAP and "has
Mr.
POPPELE
consistently adhered to the position
in beverage commercials and to pemeet any crisis that might aris
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lOLOR

flREWORKS

RUNNING BATTLE broke out
an aftermath to RCA's color
' demonstration last week (story
Rj:S page) , with FCC Chairman
Ipyne Coy firing from one side
lljd RCA
and the Washington
" i'ily News from the other.
'[The
Daily News — whose
Lp (Scripps-Howard)
likeownerRCA

j identified with multiple-station
|CC licensees — touched off the fire|rks Wednesday with an editorial
fed "Gorgeous Telecolor." The
torial said RCA's demonstration
'''ide FCC's position on incompatje CBS color "either dishonest
charged that FCC
j silly,"an and
RCA invitation to look
^used
its improvements "several
nths ago."
^Chairman Coy came back with
{statement the same day claimj the Daily News sought to "im,7 dishonesty on the part of the
immission," and asserting that
I they had any evidence to supji-t such a charge or inference, it
('up to them tor come forth with
or to foreve hold their own
[jphonest tongues in making such
I iferences."
tme said RCA never requested
|yC to reopen the color TV hearg record to consider improve■[■pts in the RCA system, and also
ed an Aug. 2 letter from Brig,
n. David Sarnoff, RCA board
feirman, asserting that RCA and
3C "have not and do not favor
,y delay in the establishment, by
^ FCC, of commercial standards
I: color television."
i
Coy's Comment
"It is perfectly clear that they
|CA] want a decision on the
*i;ord of the ease which closed on
,ay 26, 1950, if they could win
= decision," Chairman Coy said,
ut when they saw that they
i not win the decision, they sudnly reversed themselves and set
a public clamor that the Comssion had refused to look at the
provements
in their system
lich they reported on July 31,
^50."
He said "the efforts of the RCA
make the public believe that the
Immission refused to consider
Iprovements in its system before
aching a decision in the color
Revision case is an untruth — an
'truth which is known to the
icers of the RCA as is evidenced
the progress report of July 31,
50 and Gen. Sarnoff's letter of
ig. 2, 1950."
"I make this statement," he said,
,ecause this lie about the Com.ssion refusing to look at imovements in the RCA system is
out to become big enough to be
lieved."
He said the Commission "cant". and will not close its eyes to
y new developments in the radio
Id," and cited procedures set up
FCC's Oct. 10 report adopting
: CBS system, under which the
nmission said it would consider
lecasting

new developments and improvements. "You may be sure that the
Commission will follow the procedures outlined there in connection with the improvements in the
RCA system or in any other system or in any new color television
system
which is developed," he
said.
Gen. Sarnoff on Wednesday night
issued a statement declaring that
in submitting its July 31 progress
report RCA had told the Commis ion :
If members of the Commission or
its staff are interested in obtaining
further information on the work referred to in this Progress Report I
will be glad to furnish it or arrange

'News'

Editorial

Draws

visits for them to see the work and
discuss the results with RCA engine rs. .. .
Gen. Sarnoff said he thought
"this quotation suffices to show that
the Commission was requested in
advance of its first report of Sept.
1st to view the progress which had
been made by RCA and which was
reported to the Commission on
July 31." RCA received no reply
from the July 31 letter, he noted.
He said that "Mr. Coy cannot
fairly use my letter [of Aug. 2]
as an excuse for the Commission's
failure to comply with the request
contained in our letter of July 31,
1950, to the Commission enclosing
copies of our progress report."

THE NEW and the old of RCA color television sets are shown in this picture.
The latest model receiver is shown at left; an early model, of the type demonstrated to FCC in October 1949, is pictured at right. The new model,
demonstrated publicly last week, employs the new RCA tri-color picture tube
with some 600,000 phosphor dots on its picture screen. Where the old color
set used more than TOO tubes ond three kinescopes, the latest version uses 43
including the tri-color kinescope.

Fire

From

His Aug. 2 letter, he pointed
out, "was written for the purpose
of denying items which had appeared in the trade press that
manufacturers, including the RCA,
were in favor of delay in the adoption of commercial standards for
color television. We were not then
nor are we now in favor of such
delay," he said.
Gen. Sarnoff said his reference
to "commercial standards" was defined in his testimony during the
hearings, when he specified "three
basic requirements for standards":
(1) That color TV operate within a
6-mc channel; (2) that color pictures, regardless of the system employed, should not be inferior to
present black-and-white; (3) compatibility.
'Requirements Ignored'
"In thereafter adopting standards for an incompatible degraded
system of color television," he continued, "it is obvious that the
Commission totally ignored the
basic requirements 2 and 3 of my
recommendations for commercial
The Daily News answered Chairstandards."
man Coy's Wednesday statement
the next day with another editorial, entitled "The Tube Blew," reiterating that "FCC's position, in
the light of RCA's demonstartion,
was either dishonest or silly."
"If Mr. Coy wants to take un
the softer impeachment," the editorial continued, "we'll report his
remarks as accurately as we can,
and discuss them, we hope, with
at least as much relaxed and balanced objectivity and graceful good
humor as characteristically adorns
his public utterances in this
To Mr. Coy's denial that FCC
(Continued on page 79 )
shindy."

In Latest
RCA

which
week.

improvement in performance of the RCA color television system was acclaimed by
observers witnessing the
demonstrations of the compatible, dot-sequential technique,
opened in Washington last

Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA
board chairman, pointed out at a
kickoff showing for newsmen on
Tuesday that the
performance
factors with which

Gen. Sarnoff

Showing

IMPROVES

NOTABLE
most
latest

Coy

FCC's color decision found fault
— flicker, color
fidelity, picture
quality, misregistration, adjustment difficulties
— have been corrected.
"We're still

hoping that reason and justice will triumph," Gen.
• BROADCASTING

COLOR
Sarnoff declared, asserting that
FCC will be invited to a demonstration when RCA's current court test
of FCC approval of the CBS system is completed.
He said the Commission would
be invited to one of the current
demonstrations, which may last
about two weeks, if the Chicago
federal court considering the color
suit should hand down its decision
in the meantime — regardless of the
nature of the decision. While the
suit is pending, he explained, RCA
had not thought it proper to invite the Commission formally but
would welcome its attendance.
'No Personal Feud'
Gen. Sarnoff emphasized that
there is "no personal feud" between
RCA and FCC.
Regardless of the outcome of the
court case, he said, RCA hopes
FCC after seeing the latest developments will at least approve

the RCA system along with Columbia's so that the public may decide
which it prefers. He felt the RCA
system's advantages of compatibility and unlimited picture size
justify this course even if FCC
does not feel the RCA system is
superior in performance — and he
refused
better. to concede RCA's is not
Asked whether it would be feasible to have two systems, he answered affirmatively, noting that
there are two aural systems — AM
and FM.
To the observation that the
world situation and civilian materials shortages make the color
question
seem that
"academic,"
Gen.
Sarnoff replied
many things
seem academic but it is necessary
to "go on in our daily jobs." Cutbacks in black-and-white produche said, seem "inevitable."
The tion,demonstration
equipment in(Continued on page 76)
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Urges Advertisers
E"^er Now, BBDO
TV
[)/(YTl^E
household schedules for TV, while
"TO ALL intents and purposes, the of the general population as TV
12.8% had realigned their chores
oppoi'tunity to purchase good night- becomes more and more of a mass
to accommodate daytime viewing.
time periods on TV is almost a medium. Studies made by Psychological Corp. in _ May 1949 and
thing of the past and the adverWomen's Shows
tiser hoping to enter television now,
again in May 1950 show the followWomen's service shows occupy
or vi^ho has products of interest to
ing distribution :
the largest segment of daytime
the woman and houseAvife audience,
May 1949 May 1950 telecasting, BBDO found by breakhad better start looking at Daytime
A urban
(top 10^;
of
ing down the New York telecasts
households)
21.5% 11.5%
TV while it is still here to look at." B (next 30%) 33.8%, 34.4%
for the first week of August (93^/4
C
(next
40%)
34.4%
39.3%
That statement is quoted from
hours), with these results: 28.4%.
19.3
D (lowest 20%)
10.3% 14.8%,
Daytime Television, A BBDO TV
%
of
time
Women's
Service
Type
Program
As
to
viewing
habits
of
daytime
Report as of Fall 1950, 64-page
15.3
Variety
Public
Service *
Film
TV watchers, BBDO cites a survey
booklet published by the agency
which embellished the factual
made last June in the New York13.7
7.2
analysis of daytime television with
New Jersey area by Advertest Re- Interview
News
Sports
5.4
search, showing that of the daytime
numerous charts, graphs and
2.2
tables.
viewers 4.3% first turned their sets Miscellaneous
6.4
*
UN
Security
Council
Telecasts
on
before
10
a.m.,
14.9%
between
Starting with a definition that
Commercials can be handled
2.1
limits daytime TV to the hours be- 10 a.m. and noon, 31.9% between
flexibly in the daytime than
noon arid 3 p.m. and 48.9 7f after more
Quiz
fore 5 p.m. when the "children's
at night on TV, BBDO points out,
3 p.m. This study also showed that
hour" begins, BBDO reports that
from spring to fall the number of 85.1% of the sets were turned on noting that the advertiser is allowed twice as much time for comstations doing some daytime tele- for specific programs and only
mercials for the same length procasting increased from 75 to 89. 14.9% to view whatever might be
available and that 87.2% of the
gram as he is at night. There
Thirty now start video program
viewers had not rearranged their
are more opportunities for live
service in the morning, compared
to 17 that had morning programs
on the air in the spring. There
are 59 TV stations which begin
FCC
their operating day in the afternoon, compared to 58 as of spring.
In May, 9 a.m. was the earliest
time any station began telecasting;
FCC's educational television hearmencement of "two or three" adBID
'S
ditional days in which JCET is to
ing settled CAT
down last ION
week to what
in October, BBDO found one staEDU
tion on the air before 7 a.m.
was considered a quiet passing
conclude its elaborate presentation
parade of spokesmen from many
with further direct evidence showProgress Report
fields, all of whom endorsed the bid
ing how education plans to make
Total station hours of daytime
of
the Joint Committee on Educaeff'ective use of TV channels if they
video programming, the agency
tional Television for reservation
are reserved as well as how such
reports, rose from 2,269 in the
of both VHF and UHF channels.
stations would be financed. Several
spring to 3,114 this fall, an increase
details
remaining from other
JCET's request had been introof 37.29'f. Network TV daytime
duced a fortnight ago at initial
phases of the general allocation
programming is also on the upsessions considered not so quiet as pi'oceeding also would be concluded
grade, with three video networks
Comr. Frieda B. Hennock expressed
at that time.
expanding daytime operations and
JCET Report
only ABC remaining out of this intense concern over education's
field.
plight and admittedly "flew oflr the
JCET specifically has asked for
[Broadcasting
• Telereservation of one VHF channel in
bee. 4].
As daytime TV programming in- handle" casting,
creases, so does the TV share of
each metropolitan area and in each
The majority of the educational
total U.S. daytime broadcast aumajor educational center; sharing
phase of the
Commission's
general
dience, BBDO states, citing afterof facilities in those areas where
proceeding
was expected
noon audience figures compiled by allocation
to
be
completed
last
Friday.
FCC
all VHF channels already are asA. C. Nielsen Co. which show the
signed or only one VHF channel
has designated Jan. 15 for comTV share of total broadcast audience between 2 and 5 p.m. rising
from 6.4% in January to 11.1% in
July.
Women comprise the larger part
(67%) of the Monday-Friday
afternoon TV audience (noon-5
p.m.) when programs are designed
predominantly for them, according
to an analysis of the New York
daytime TV audience made in August by American Research Bureau
and quoted by BBDO. Saturday
afternoon baseball telecasts brought
men into the majority position
among viewers (52% to women's
27%). Children take over in the
5-6 p.m. period on weekdays (72%)
and on Sunday morning (50%)
when programming is aimed at
them. Men predominate again
AMERICAN Television Productions Inc., Chicago, opened new offices and
during the Sunday afternoon ballgame time (56%) and in the late
television studios at a cocktail party for agency radio and television personnel. Among those attending (I to r): Phil Stewart, radio and television
Sunday afternoon (5-6:30 p.m.)
the audience is divided just about
director, Roche, Williams & Cleary; Harold Stokes, executive director, ATP;
evenly (32% men, 29% women and
Clair Callihan, television executive, Leo Burnett; U. S. Sanabria, president
39% children).
of American Television Inc., and Owen Smith, account executive, Leo BurEconomically, TV homes are benett. Mr. Sanabria is autographing
Sanabriaa recent
songs. Dick Jurgens' recording of two
coming increasingly representative
Page 74
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Mondoj Ihfough Ftiinj tl2-6 PM)
JULY 49
JULY ^0
JAN '50
JULY
JULY fO49
JiN ■50^0
JAN
JULY ^0
JULY "49

■■IBB^H^HH^H 22 5
CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES

JAN '50
JULY
JULY '49'50
juur '49
JAN 'SO
JULY '!a
JAN '49'50
JULY
JULY
'50
Overall
audience changes in ch
time televiewing are charted
six cities.
commercials and more chance
integrate these into the prograr
content, often with the show's p
sonality delivering the commerci
as part of the program.

Hears

Endorsemen

has been allocated, and reservati
of about 20% of all UHF chann
to be allocated.
In general the sessions last we^
held Tuesday through Friday 1
fore Acting Chairman Paul
Walker and Comrs. Hennock, Ro
H. Hyde, E. M. Webster a
George E. Sterling, heard cont
tions that:
O Educators in certain are
could use a fulltime facility >
fectively now and could finance
Others would soon follow suit.
9 Once channels are stak
out — a definite "goal" establish
— it will be easy to get financ
support,
especially
an fortu
.endo
ment
nature
from of
large
sources.
9 Certain vital educatior
functions in TV, which requi
long-term fixed programming in ;
time periods, cannot be handled
commercial stations because of n<
ural conflict with commercial i
terests as proven in AM histoi
Educators, however, acknowled
and consider legitimate such coi
mercial needs, with some spokf
men criticizing "excesses." j
9 Even though fulltime educ
tional TV stations should be a
thorized, commercial static
would continue to have the sar
obligations as now to present bi
anced programming "in the publ

% TV can, and must be, t
"strong
interest."right arm" of education
a threatening global trial of deni
cratic philosophy — a test of ide(
ogies in which "human fissioi
becomes of greater importance
the survival of our culture thJ
atomic fission.
The educational TV cause r
(Continued on page 100)
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New RCA Theatre Television System projects 15x20 foot pictures of television programs.

Giant

size

Television

"shot
• You've seen television. Now you'll see it in its finest
form— giant projection of special events, transmitted
only to theatres on private wires or radio beams to
make movie-going better than ever!
Success of the system comes from
RCA kinescope, and something new
lenses. The kinescope, developed at RCA
is in principle the same as the one on

a remarkable
in projection
Laboratories,
which you see

regular telecasts. But it is smaZZ— only a few inches in
diameter— and produces images of high brilliance.
These are magnified to 15x20 feet by a "Schmidt-type"
lens system like those used in the finest astronomical
telescopes.
lecasting

• BROADCASTING

from
a
Barrel!"
Because of its size and shape, the new projector is referred toby engineers as the "barrel." It's already going
into theatres, where you'll be seeing giant television
—shot from a barrel.
*
*
*
See the latest wonders of radio, television, and electronics atRCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West 49th St., N. Y.
Admission is free. Radio Corporation of America,
Radio City, New York.

Radio Corporation of America
WORLD LEADER IN RADIO— FIRST IN TELEVISION
December 11, 1950
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RCA Improves Color
(Continued from page 73)
eluded color sets, a converter, and
a "slave set" powered by a regular
black-and-white receiver. To show
the
compatibility,
and system's
monochrome
receivers color
were
set up side by side.
Utilizing the improved RCA tricolor tube, which now employs 600,000 phosphor dots as compared to
351,000 in last April's demonstration, the tests revealed none of the
"changing" of colors which was
apparent at the earlier showing.
Flesh tones were greatly improved, though witnesses sometimes observed a reddish cast.
Particularly bright colored objects
— especially reds — sometimes had
a tendency to "bloom," reflecting
their color on the contiguous edges
of less brightly hued objects.
Baskets of fruits and vegetables,
on the other hand, seemed to most
observers to appear in natural
color without these efi^ects, which
generally were more apparent in
distance shots than in closeups.
Merchandise Displays
Soap boxes, cofi'ee cans, and
other displays of merchandise also
showed up particularly well, in the
opinion of most observers.
RCA officials said the reddish
cast (sometimes greenish) which
was seen occasionally could be solved by work on "tube balance," and
pointed out that the "blooming"

nothing
under

but

our

eff'ect also occurs in nature. Halo
effects which at times were discerned around images were attributed to faulty camera registration.
Brightness was measured by an
independent engineer at the opening showing as 10 to 15 footlamberts on the point of a performer's
white collar. Brightness in the
range of 20 to 25 footlamberts was
reported at a later showing.
As at the April demonstrations,
observers were also impressed by
the quality of the black-and-white
picture which the colorcasts prosets. duced on standard black-and-white
New Phosphors Used
Improvements in color quality
were attributed in large measure to
the development and use of new
red and blue phosphors and the
elimination of an optical filter
which was employed before the
new red phosphor was developed.
Officials said RCA also has made
use of developments of the Hazeltine Corp., of which RCA is a
licensee.
Manufacturers attending a Tuesday afternoon showing — the demonstrations are largely for RCA
licensees — appeared highly enthusiastic about what they had seen.
"You can sell that." one declared.
"That's the way to do it."
Others praised the "commercial"
quality of performance.
Gen. Sarnoff refused to be drawn
out, however, by an observer who

smiles

umbrella!

HOLUND

KALAMAZOO

NOW

- 92,972 SETS

uiinu-TU
CHANNEL 7 - GRAND RAPIDS
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SARNOFF
MEDAL
SMPTE Creates New Award
SOCIETY of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers last week announced the establishment of the
David Sarnoff Gold Medal, to be
awarded annually for an outstanding contribution to television engineering.
Frank M. Folsom, president of
RCA, proposed the award for the
corporation, to be named for Brig.
Gen. Sarnoff, chairman of the board
of RCA. In addition to the medal,
a bronze replica and citation will
be included in the award, recipient
of which will be chosen by a special
committee composed of a chairman
and four members who are fellows
or
honorary members of the
Society.
Purpose of the award is "to
recognize recent technical contributions to the art of television and
to encourage the development of
new techniques, new methods and
new equipment which hold promise
for the continued improvement of
television."
wanted to know, "What do we
manufacturers
do?"
The board chairman
made clear
that RCA intends to continue work
on its system and is willing to
produce competitively with any
other system.
By comparison with the more
than 100 -tube, three -kinescope
model which RCA demonstrated in
October 1949, the current color set
contains 43 tubes including the
single three-color picture tube.
The picture tubes were ISVz inches,
and officials pointed out that larger
sizes are even easier to produce.
They said the total number of
tubes may also be reduced.
Washington Facilities
All of the programs originated
at RCA-NBC's WNBW Washington studios 2^/4 miles away from
the demonstration scene in the
WRC - NBC studios. The morning
program was telecast by RCA's
experimental
WNBW's
Channel 4, KG2XDE
while theon afternoon
showing was sent to the WRC control room by cable and broadcast
experimentally on Channel 3.
"We do not pretend that RCA
color is perfect, any more than
black-and-white television has attained perfection," said Dr. C. B.
JoUiffe, executive vice president in
charge of RCA Labs, "but scientific
research will continue to effect improvements inboth color transmission and reception.
"The great virtue of this allelectronic system is that it offers
opportunity for continuing improvements. Itdoes not have the
limitations inherent in incompatible

ment by pointing out that it w
take
one
to two years
quantity production
for to
any get
sy.s i '
— even assuming optimum proc
tion conditions — so that no sys'
is ready in the sense that c
mercial color broadcasts will
available tomorrow or next w^
From the standpoint of est
lishing commercial standards,
ready.
emphasized, the RCA system
Pictures received on the c<
converter and "slave set" w
generally considered somewhat
ferior to those produced by
regular color sets, though
difference was not regarded
substantial.
Converter Problem
Both Gen. Sarnoff and
Jolliffe obsei-ved that in the pres
state of thecanartbe noexpected
converter's
formance
to excp
15% of the quality of a recei
especially built for color and t:
this degree can be attained only
a compatible system. Dr. Joll
said least"
he felt
"at
thatRCA's
good. converter v
Dr. Jolliffe declined to estim
the
"anything,"
the future
present cost
worldof conditions,
said he thought the RCA set
quantity production could be m;
to sell as cheaply as a CBS tv
receiver.
Eight improvements in the R';
system were noted: Improved co
fidelity, improved picture texti;
simpler circuits in receivers,
creased picture brightness, incre;,
in color dots on tri-color tube fr
351,000 to 600,000, higher defi
tion of color pictures, new red £
blue phosphors, and improved co
operations in the studio arising <
of refined circuitry.
Dr. Jolliffe said he was confidott
that further improvements wov f
be made, with better as well
larger pictures resulting.
Dr. E. W. Engstrom, vice pre
dent in charge of research, Rff
Labs, opened the demonstratior
appearing
on the —colorcast
master
of ceremonies
by empl '
sizing that the showing was
signedcapabilities
primarily of
to the
demonstrf®
the
syste
rather than to entertain.

Termed noted
'Evolution'
Gen. Sarnoff
that the de)
onstration was not a "revolutia|tf'
but an "evolution" in fulfillment
RCA's promises and statements. t|j
One newsman said he felt t
court considering the color sf"?
■ ail
"ought to see this." The RCA bos
chairman, obviously pleased
served: "You think so? Well, y
might
tell the
court." asked whetl
Another
newsman
RCA intended to use the demc
stration in any way in connecti
with the court case. Gen. Sarn
said there were no plans to do
"in any shape, manner, or form.
NBC officials on hand to witncl?,
the opening demonstrations
eluded Board Chairman Nil
Trammell, President Joseph H. IV;
Connell, and Executive Vice Pre
dent Charles R. Denny.

Asked by newsmen whether the
RCA
system is ready for comsystems."
mercial use, Dr. Jolliffe said he
didn't think any system is — but
that RCA's is more ready than the
CBS system.
Gen. Sarnoff amplified the stateTelecasting
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URIST ADS
Canada May Place in U.S.
[ERICAN TV station operators
look to the Canadian governnt for a slice of the Canadian
rist advertising- in 1951, accordto Leo Dolan, director of the
ladian Government Travel Buo'j^t an Ottawa three-day annual
Isting in late November of fed1 and provincial tourist bureau
cials, Mr. Dolan stated he was
isidering use of paid advertising
U. S. TV stations to attract
lerican tourists to Canada. Adtising would be largely in the
;ure of films, a number of which
now carried free by TV stais.
kir. Dolan urged provincial
^ernments to also look into using
in the U. S. to attract tourists,
lowing the successful use of the
dium by the State of New York
that purpose. In 1950 Canan tourist bureaus and Transnada Airlines spent $2.1 million
tladvertising for tourist business,
stly in publications in the U. S.

OVIE LOS!
Skouras Blames Video
ILEVISION is to blame for the
k of 10 to 15% of the movie
fiendance in television areas,
Brles Skouras, president, Na#nal Theatre chain, told members
ijthe Hollywood Foreign Correindents Assn. at a meeting early
's month.
Expressing surprising frankness
! a subject most theatre owners
e loath to discuss, Mr. Skouras,
lose chain represents 500 thei-es, stated "our business has been
Iji't badly in areas of television
ifoilijteption. Our New York business
■fe been very bad; our Chicago
siness has been very bad, and our
jsiness in Southern California has
m very bad." In these and other
\^ areas business has been off 10
15%, he said, whereas in nonT areas it is off only 2 to 4%.
;nce "we know where to put the
ime," he concluded.
'Television is here to stay," Mr.
ouras declared. "We may as
ill realize it." On this note he
id that he hoped motion picture
Sioducers would "wake up to the
2t" that television could be used
publicize pictures in the same
ly that radio, also at first feared
motion picture producers as
mpetition, helped sell stars and
ms.

n. 19: NAB TV Convention, Hotel
Stevens, Chicago.
In. 23: Academy of Television Arts
md Sciences annual dinner, Ambaslj';ador
Angeles.
•rU 11:Hotel,
Brand LosNames
Day 1951, Hotel
\:ommodore. New York.
•iTil 15-19: NAB Convention, Hotel
?tevens, Chicago.
]Til
20-21: Southern
Southwestern
IRE Conerence.
Methodist
U.,
!3allas.
lelecasting

EDUCATION
PLAN
Weaver Describes Project
A PLAN to preempt an hour of
evening time per week from advertisers for presentation of educational and public service programs
was described last week by Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver, NBC vice
president in charge of television.
Mr. Weaver, who hopes to have
his ambitious educational-cultural
project going full steam by the fall
of 1951, spoke at a session of the
Public Relations Society of Ameratre. ica Dec. 3 at NBC's Center TheAs currently conceived, the plan
would entail presentation of such
programs as operas sung in English, the NBC symphony and other
serious music, classical dramas
and specially produced reports and
commentaries.
Mr. Weaver hopes that advertisers whose periods are preempted
for the educational-cultural purposes will sponsor the public service substitutes for their commercial shows, but if such cooperation
is not forthcoming, the network
will try to get other organizations
to underwrite the time costs vnth
NBC-TV paying program costs.
"We want to present the issues
of our tftnes . . . with enough
showmanship so that most of the
people will watch the shows," Mr.
Weaver said. "We in advertising
know how to get visibility for
ideas and acceptance for ideas.
We can and will get acceptance
of the idea that important issues
and people of our time should be
watched on television."
Mr. Weaver has named his project "Operation Frontal Lobes."
Other NBC executives who addressed the Dec. 3 session of the
public relations group were:
Edward D. Madden, vice president
in charge of television sales and operations; William F. Brooks, vice president in charge of public relations;
Francis C. McCall, director of television news and special events; Ernest
Walling, program manager for television; Richard Smith, makeup supervisor.
WAGE

BOOST

TV Stagehands Get 8V2%
AN 8% percent wage boost for regular weekly stagehands at ABCTV, CBS-TV, NBC-TV, DuMont
Television Network, WOR-TV New
York and WPIX (TV) New York,
along with other wage and working
condition adjustments were agreed
upon by representatives of the
companies and the Theatrical Protective Union, Local 1, of the International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employes in New York last
week.
Other provisions of the two-year
contract, retroactive to last Sept. 1,
included the creation of a new wage
category of shop "head" to receive
$5 per week in addition to the general increase, and provision for a
3% increase for extra daily stagehands.

• BROADCASTING

Completes
meets

daily

300

quota

TV

sets —

(at a cost

of ^4.70)

Delicate coils were needed by Midwest manufacturer to complete
300 TV sets . , . and Massachusetts supplier was 920 miles distant!
Air Express assured delivery by 8 o'clock next morning, so manufacturer ordered 500 men to report for work. Shipment arrived 7:20 A.M.
— production roUed! Shipping cost for 17-lb. carton only $4.70! Manufacturer uses Air Express regularly to keep business in high gear.

$4.70 — and special pick-up and
delivery included! Low Air Express
rates cover door-to-door service.
More convenient — easy to use. Just
phone for pick-up! (Many low commodity rates. Investigate.)

Air Express goes on all flights of
Scheduled Airlines. Shipments move
— speeds up to 5 miles a minute!
Experienced handling. Phone Air
Express Division, Railway Express
Agency, for action.

Air Express gives you all these advantages:
World's fastest transportation method.
Special door-to-door service at no extra cost.
One-carrier responsibility all the way.
1150 cities served direct by air; air-rail to 22,000 ofif-airline points.
Experienced Air Express has handled over 25 million shipments.

Rotes Include pick-up and delivery deer
to door in all principal towns and cities
A service of
Railway Express Agency and the
SCHEDULED AIRLINES of the U.S.
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Weed
ReportT|
On
Daytime
telestatus
(Report 141)

It's like a four-ring circus —
having the best shows from
all four TV networks — and
even more fun for 240,000
viewers.
No wonder Toledoans are
climbing aboard at a lively
clip. Sets sales now stand
at . . .

OVER 235 hours a week are being
devoted regularly to daytime television in the New York City area,
according to an analysis of New
York program logs by the television
department of Weed & Co., New
York, national radio and TV representative firm.
The report excludes special
events such as football games and
UN telecasts, and points out that
the format of the shows are in the
majority, simple and require a
small amount of rehearsal.
The analysis shows that the halfhour period is the most popular
with 205 programs of the 435 reguarly scheduled shows in that time
period. The quarter-hour segment
is next with 114, followed by the
full-hour with 59 ; five-minute news
shows with 28; 75-90 minutes with
12; 45-minute with 11; and 3-hour
show on six days a week.
Film offerings lead all other programs with 80 featured throughout
the week; children's programs are
presented 60 times weekly. News
programs total 58; disc jockey programs, 36; cooking shows, 33; quiz
and audience participation, 31 ; variety, 30; shopping programs, 28;
interviews and forums, 26; homemaking shows, 23 ; educational programs, 12 ; sports, 8 ; religious, 6 ;
and fashion and beauty hints, 4
times weekly.
More than 757' of the programs
are scheduled Monday through Friday, weekly.

City

And — as an added attraction, remember WSPD-TV
bonus coverage in Northwestern Ohio and Southern
Michigan.

There's still a spot for you.
Why not climb on, too?
Katz has the story. Get it
today.

WSPD
TOLEDO, OHIO
FORT INDUSTRY STATION
5000 WATTS • NBC
Represented by
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

WSPD-TV
CHANNEL 13
Na». Soles Hq'488 Madison Avenue,
New York 22, ELdorodo 5-2455 •
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Tele-Que Reports
On November Programs
MOST popular TV show in Los Angeles during November was Hopalong Cassidy, according to the latest
Tele-Que ratings released by Coffin,
Cooper & Clay, Los Angeles. The
next four shows were reported as:
Spade Cooley Time, Sunday movies.
Triple Theatre and Harry Owens.
Ratings cover the week Nov. 1-7
and are based on 791 viewing
diaries.
* :f:
Videodex Survey
Released for November
JAY & GRAHAM Organization,
Chicago, released last week the
Videodex national report, covering
62 markets, showing the top 10
shows in the percentage and number of television homes. Period covered is Nov. 1-7.
Program No. Cities % TV Homes
Texaco Star Theatre (60) 54.4
President Truman
(44)
46.1
Phiico TVScouts
Playhouse (57)
39.5
Talent
(20)
37.9
Toast of Town (40)
36.0
35.9
Comedy Hour (58)
Show of Shows (56)
35.8
8. Robert Montgomer;/ (30)
9. Fireside Theatre (29)
35.7
10. Kraft TV Theatre (41)
34.5
Progrom No. Cities No. TV(000)
Homes
1. Texaco Star Theatre (60)
4,458
2. President Truman
(44)
3,109
3. Phiico TV Playhouse (57)
3,074
4. Comedy Hour (58)
2,856
5. Show of Shows
(56)
2,795
6. Toast of Town (40)
2,671

7.
8.
9.
10.

No.
Program
Kraft TV Theatre
Four Star Revue
Fireside Theatre
Original Amat. Hour

I

Cities No. TV(OOOj
Hor
(41)
(46)
(29)
(55)

2,56!
2,51:
2,45
2,23;

Canadian Set Total
Nears 30,000
SALES OF television receivers
Canada in October totalled 4,26
according to a report of the Radf
Mfrs. Assn. of Canada. The Oct
ber sales are valued at $1,798,62
including taxes. This brings to
total of 27,680 television receive
sold in Canada with a combin'
value of $11,380,958. About ha^;
the sets sold are in the Winds'
area, opposite Detroit, and about
third are in the Toronto-Hamilt(
area, within range of WBEN-T
Buffalo.
'Star Theatre' Heads
Latest Nielsen Report

NATIONAL
television
ra'
ings
releasedNielsen
last week
showi
Texaco Star Theatre as the top pr
gram for the two weeks ended Oc
21. In terms of the number c
homes reached and the percent <
TV homes reached the top pr,
grams were reported as follows :
HOMES REACHED IN TOTAl U. S.
HOIT
Ronk Program
(00 iiiiei
1 Texaco Star Theatre
4,9
2 Colgate Comedy Hour
3,2
3 Phiico TV Playhouse
3,1
4 Martin Kane, Private Eye
3,0
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64,4,
45,C
Weekly Television SummaryCity
Outlets
On
Air
Sets in60,2Ai kei
Sets in Area
Outlets On Air
Louisville WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
Albuquerque
Ames
5,700 Memphis WMCT
KOB-TV
176,9
26,258
WTVJ
67,800 Miami
WOl-TV
Atlanta
41,0
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
Milwaukee WTMJ-TV
240,476
Baltimore
WAAM,
WBAL-TV,
WMAR-TV
Minn.-St.
Paul
KSTP-TV,
WTCN-TV
188,
Binghamton
109,7lit
WSM-TV
27,500
WNBF-TV WBRC-TV
27,154 Nashville
Birmingham
WAFM-TV,
12,6!
New Haven WNHC-TV
Bloomington
WTTV
11,340
580,245 New Orleans WDSU-TV
Boston
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
1,720,0
Buffalo
54,6
WOR-TV,WCBS-TV,
WPIX WJZ-TV, WNBT
49,5
149,331 New York WABD,
WBEN-TV
WBTV
Charlotte
Chicago
Newark WATV
Inc.
in
N.
Y.
Estimc
679,417
695,C I
WEKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
Norfolk WTAR-TV
43,504 Oklahoma
Cincinnati
209,000
WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV,
WLWT
WKY-TV
Cleveland
349,319
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
114,000 OmahaCity KMTV,
WOW-TV
Columbus
Dallas,
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
Philadelphia WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Phoenix
KPHO-TV
KRLD-TV,
Ft. Worth
WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
82,544 Pittsburgh WDTV
47,3
Davenport
WOC-TV
32,199 Providence
180,C :
Quad Cities WHIO-TV,
Include Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise.,
E.
Moline
Richmond WJAR-TV
WTVR
140,000
WLWD
Dayton
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
Detroit
Rochester WHAM-TV
34.VH
355,504 Rock
Erie
WICU
44,5' I
Island WHBF-TV
42,576
33,9
17,^' '
F!.Dallas
WorthSalt Quad
Lake City
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
KSL-TV Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline 67,0
Cities KDYL-TV,
Include Davenport,
Diego
82,544 San
Grand Rapids WLAV-TV
KEYL, WOAI-TV
San
Antonio
82,972
Greensboro
KFMB-TV
WFMY-TV
35,901 Schenectady
KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
Houston
San Francisco WRGB
52,828
KPRC-TV
50,1
Albany-Troy
HuntingtonCharleston
30,000 Seattle
WSAZ-TV
102,000
Indianapolis
116,1
to
WFBM-TV
KING-TV
KSD-TV
22,000 St. Louis
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
206,5
48,1
45,025 Toledo
Johnstown
61,1'
WJAC-TV
WHEN, WSYR-TV
50,8
80,?
KOTV
WSPD-TV
Syracuse
53,589 Tulsa
60,C
Kalamazoo30,:
Battle City
Creek WKZO-TV
WKTV
Kansas
Utica-Rome
95,5 '
205,6
WDAF-TV
73,565
Washington
Lancaster
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
32,500 Wilmington
68,474
Lansing
WGAL-TV
WDEL-TV
WJIM-TV
Los Angeles
KECA-TV,
KTLA, KTSL,KFl-TV,
KTTV KLAC-TV, KNBH
796,865
Estimated Total Sets in Use 9,239,00
Total Markets on Air 63
Stations on Air 107
Editor's
Totals for
each ofmarket
represent are
estimated
sets data
withinfromteleviewing
coverage areas
overlapelectric
set counts
mav ci I
partially Note:
duplicated.
Sources
set estimates
based on
dealers, area. Where
TV Circulation
committees,
companies
manufacturers. Since many are compiled
monthly, some may remain unchanged indistributors,
successive summaries. Total sets in all
areas is necessar 114,
approximate
Telecasting
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(Continued from page 78)
Homes
kk Program
(000)
Stop Music (lorlllard)
2,952
Arthur Godfrey
2,930
Toast of the Town
2,832
Fireside Theotre
2,772
Show of Shows (Participating) . . 2,732
Show of Shows (Snowcrop) 2,706
% TV HOMES REACHED IN
PROGRAM STATION AREAS
Homes
Jk Program
(%)
Texaco Star Theatre
63.6
Fireside Theatre
47.5
Colgate Comedy Hour
44.5
lights Out
42.3
Phiico TV Playhouse
41.3
I ^ucky Strike Theatre
41.1
Show of Shows (Participating). 41.0
Mama
40.9
lone Ranger (General Mills) 40.8
V, Man Against Crime
40.1
f |>Pyn9ht 1950 by A. C. NIELSEN COMPANY
-

JOHNSON

Telestatus

Chairman Coy came back
a look."
promptly with a letter to Daily
News Editor John T. O'Rourke.
On the suggestion of "sneaking
in for a look," Mr. Coy replied that
"it is not necessary for us to do
that. On Oct. 10, as I have stated
before, the Commission prescribed
the way in which we would take a
look at any improvements or any
new color television system. It will
be done openly and above board
and pursuant to the requirements

Looks at Freeze, Color TV
VIEWS on the freeze and color TV
were given by Sen. Ed C. Johnson
(D-Col.), chairman of the Senate
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee, in a radio interview
with Hugh B. Terry, general manager of KLZ Denver, Dec. 2.
On KLZ's Let's Talk It Over program, Sen. Johnson said he had
hopes that the FCC freeze on TV
applications will end by April of
1951 "or no later than July 1" that
year. He estimated that the end
of March 1952 was the earliest
Denver could be expected to have
television.
In regard to color television, Sen.
Johnson told the radio audience
that "CBS has a system which is
farther advanced than any other
system." He praised color for
"dimension, depth and shading,"
and praised KLZ for amending its
TV application to include color
plans [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Oct. 30]. Asked whether the
color issue could be prolonged indefinitely inthe courts. Sen. Johnson replied in the negative, saying
he didn't think "the courts would
block the development of science
and deny the best television to the
people on any kind of injunction."

denied again that RCA had
of Helaw."
requested a reopening of the color
record before the issuance of FCC's
Sept. 1 First Report on color. As
to the July 31 letter accompanying
the RCA Progress Report, he said:
. . . the point has not been emphasized that the Commission and its
staff" could not take a look at the
improvements and in any way consider what they saw in connection
with the color television decision because what they would see when they
looked would not be a part of the
record in the proceedings which had
been closed on May 26, 1950. The requirements of the law are that evidence to be considered must be submitted on the record and those testition. fying are subject to cross-examinaIn the instance we are discussing
(the RCA letter of July 31, 1950)
there was no request for the reopening of the record and it is clear that
unless the record was reopened for
the
purpose andtheits"look"
which
the
Commission
staff were
invited
to have would have been outside the
record and intended only for the purpose of inffuencing a decision with
evidence outside the record. And
more than that, to repeat, we were
urged by Gen. Sarnoff himself to have
no
case.delay in reaching a decision in the
. . . The Commission had to decide
the case on the basis of the record,
but in making its decision on the
record evidence before it, it provided
a proper procedure for taking a
"look" at the improvements in any
system, including RCA's, and any improvements in any other color television systems or any newly proposed color television systems. . . .
Meanwhile Mr. Coy released a
copy of another letter — this one to
W. F. Kennedy, president of the
Ott-Heiskell Co. of Wheeling, W.
Va., who had inquired whether it
was true FCC asked RCA to turn
over models of its tri-color tube to

CBS. If true, Mr. Kennedy wrote,
the procedure is "unthinkable" and
"very unfair, not to say unethical."
In reply Mr. Coy cited RCA witnesses' testimony that the tri-color
tube could be used on the CBS sys-,
tern, and quoted Gen. Sarnoff as
testifying that, if the CBS system
were adopted, RCA "would make
and sell tubes, including our tricolor kinescopes, and parts, to anyone," and that FCC "is fully entitled to whatever information we
have on this tube, to whatever demonstrations we can make, and that
we are only happy to do so."
The letter also pointed out that
RCA, with its Progress Report of
July 31, said "it is hoped that the
supply of tubes will be suc'-^ that
samples can be made available to
the industry in the fall for their ■
own study and development work."
Mr. Coy said he felt that "in
light of these representations proffered by RCA's top officials" the
Commission "had a sound basis for
its desire to view a demonstration
of the tri-color tube on the CBS
system, and for its expectation that
RCA was prepared to cooperate in
effecting such a test.
"In fact," he said, "on Oct. 13,
1949, Dr. Charles W. Geer, holder
of a patent on a tri-color tube,
testified that he had received a letter from Dr. Jolliffe [C. B. Jolliffe,
executive vice president in charge
of RCA Labs] asking if Dr. Geer
had available a tri-color tube which
could be used in connection with
the RCA color system."
The FCC request to RCA to turn
over to CBS models of its tri-color
tube has been refused by RCA "until we have completed our research
work" ing,[Broadcasting
• TelecastNov. 6, 13].

Mr. Terry (I) queries Sen. Johnson
during KLZ broadcast ^
ers, I'd suggest you pull your hats
down over your eyes and sneak in for

Color Fireworks
(Continued from page 73)

'I'ifused" to look at RCA improveiits, the newspaper cited RCA's
, jy 31 letter and Progress Report
,j^ quoted from RCA's Sept. 28
^ijition, which said refusal to conpr the findings of the Condon
ninittee and the Progress Report
las to turn its back on evidence
Ipn the Commission had an obli'ion to look."
, inswering
Mr. the
Coy'sCommission
reference
this lie about

'^l^using to look at improvements
thesaid:
RCA system," the Daily
ws
can't poll all of our readers
(Ut Mr. Coy's three-lettered word,
1 we certainly agree with Mr. Coy
t in view of the unrefuted docuits we have just quoted from,
iements that FCC doesn't want to
ic&s at improvements in the RCA
i,%'.eva. certainly are likely to be be-

(tjinally, the whole world, including
Coy, knows that dishonesty does
,1, mean specifically getting gold out
1 little black bag in a little green
se on K St., in Harding Adminision style.
here is intellectual honesty, and
^llectual dishonesty, too.
Ajii
Washington 'Helpers'
ashington is full of well-to-do
5 who know legally how to help a
nd. There are lads who, as GovTient officials, accept compromises
later turn up in law firms of outwhich got the settlement. There
lads who, as officials, approve
ll;ernment loans and then turn up
' veil-paid executives of the enter;|l'es
the money.
There now
are
;T/ingwhich
New get Deal
crusaders
*,J,)rivate practice, selling their ento bureaucracy's private offices,
re is the official interpretation,
h, ethical as all hell, hides beI the letter of the law to help a
nd.
hether or not Mr. Coy and the
or of this newspaper indulge in
jring "you're another" campaign
not add or subtract from cynical
ulation if FCC refuses to conr this latest television devolpment
ts merits, and instead persists in
ing to a decison which, except for
war crisis that keeps color sets
1 being produced in mass quanti?"0uld cost television owners and
ers literally hundreds of millions
oUars.
Viyway, as Fred Othman said in
Icolumn yesterday, "Commissionecasting
• BROADCASTING

the only TV station that
can sell your products
to this prosperous TV
audience
the only tv station located in
this large thriving Pennsylvania
market — Lancaster, York, Lebanon, Reading, Harrisburg and
adjacent areas. In addition to
its ability to do a profitable
selling job for you, WGAL-TV
is ideal for market tests . . . the
area is compact, its industry
diversified, economy stabilized,
rates are reasonable. With top
sho\\s from four networks; NBC,
ABC, CBS and DuMont and
good local programming, ^ GALTV assures you a consistently
high
and growing
audience. It's
important
to investigate.
Represented by
ROBERT

MEEKER

Chicago Associates
San Francisco
Los Angeles
New York

o O

NBC
TV-Aff .llATI
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CD Communications
(Continued from page 26)
week when the American Municipal
Assn., meeting in Washington, proposed to Congress that a civil defense department be set up within
the defense establishment. The association, which has been sharply
critical of civil planning on the
government level, reasoned that a
civil defense secretary within the
Dept. of Defense thus would have
equal status with officials of the
three major armed services.
The civil defense administrator
could become "an absolute dictator" with great confiscatory powers, under the measure as it now
stands. Rep. Carl Vinson (D-Ga.),
chairman of the House Armed
Service Committee, declared last
Thursday. Sen. Eugene Millikin
(R-Col.) termed the legislation as
"too controversial."
Mr. Wadsworth, upon questioning by the House subcommittee,
agreed that the bill could be clarified, attaching strings to certain
of the administrator's powers of
authority.
Current legislation on Capitol
Hill authorized the administrator
to:
O Prepare comprehensive national plans and programs for civil
defense, including plant protection
not provided by other agencies.
% Request reports on state
plans and operations.
A Review civil defense activi-

Exclusive
Coverage
of the

Rich

HUNTINGTON-CHARLESTON
Market

Rep. Nat. by the Katz Agency
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ties of other government departments and agencies, including the
Dept. of Defense.
9 Make apropriate provision
for "necessary" civil defense communications and warning systems.
% Study measures designed to
develop equipment or facilities to
meet or prepare for enemy attacks.
^ Disseminate civil defense information by all means and extries. change such data with other counO Assist and encourage the
states to negotiate interstate civil
defense pacts.
0 Arrange for training programs for instruction of local defense officials.

maintain, consti-uct
or ®
leaseProcure,
in "real and personal property," including communications
equipment and buildings to meet
enemy attacks with right of taking
over "immediate possession."
9 Make financial contributions
to the states for civil defense purposes, including — but not limited
to — procurement and construction
of equipment and facilities.
Other provisions: (1) Congress
would give its consent to interstate
pacts for civil defense providing
for interchange of equipment. (2)
The Secretary of State, after con-

sultation with, the administrator,
could enter into agreements with
foreign countries. (3) States would
organize
unteers. defense corps from volMost of the provisions of the
Atomic Age Civil Defense bills also
were contained in the President's
executive order removing civil defense from NSRB and operating
it as an agency while Congress debates the bills. Heading communications is Robert Burton, formerly
of the State Dept. He plans to add
additional personnel to his staff in
the months ahead.

Union Bills N. Y. Outlets
MUS/C 'LEAK'
ALLEGING "leakage of music"
over WABD(TV) New York and
WPIX(TV) New York during recent telecasts of a rodeo and horse
show in Madison Square Garden
at which a live band played, Local
802 of the American Federation of
Musicians last week billed the stations for $20,000 in musicians' fees.
Neither of the stations would
comment on the matter. But they
are understood to have put $20,000
in escrow with Local 802, pending
an appeal to the AFM executive
board.

GATE GUARANTEE
Admiral to Pay Rams $180,0i
ADMIRAL
Corp. and Southei,
California distributor Herbert
Horn Inc. Los Angeles, will p
$180,000 on its guaranteed gate :
tendance to telecast eight Los A
geles Rams pro football games ov
KNBH (TV) Hollywood this pj-fr
season.
NBC loss will be abo
$60,000 being written off as
tion exploitation and promotion, i
charges were made for time, pic
ups and production crews, NIi
loss would have been $125,000. ^
NBC-KNBH
(TV) was giv,first refusal on possible play:
game for title in Los Angeles Cc
seum Dec. 17, but wasn't interest
in paying $75,000 flat fee or $16,
000 gate guarantee.

'
s
ZIV
SalePrograms
Ziv TELEVISION
announced five additional sales i
its Cisco Kid film production , .j
Mission
over KING-"^
Seattle; Macaroni,
Huber Baking
Co., o\
WDEL-TV
Wilmington, I>t
Stroehman
Brothers
Baking C,'
over
WNBF-TV
Binghamton,
Y.; General Ice Cream Co. a,
Gioia Macaroni, over WHEN (T,^^
Syracuse,
Columbus, N.
Ohio.Y., and WBNS-'^,,

m
°ted by bi^ ^ i:
SE'
'ADVER
TVor simultaneous
shows. EfF
The declineECT
was attributed
LIVE
telecasting
what would be done to "make ijth
of college football games has an primarily to the loss when a Big the slack" financially if live
is okayed and attendance dro.
"adverse" effect on attendance, the Ten team played against a school
Regarding the last point, possii
television committee of the Big outside the conference area which
answers could be a levying of
Ten conference reported Thursday
permitted live telecasts. Secondary
reason was the telecasting of non
pensive sports rights charges
in Chicago. The three-man comsponsors to pay, subsidy by 1 i
mittee was careful, however, to Big Ten games in Big Ten areas,
when "undesirable" end-zone seats
qualify it, adding that the constatethelegislature
or a readjustiriiof
school budget.
remained unsold.
was based
submittedclusionto
them on
and "evidence"
that the
The committee pointed out, for
The problem was described iij
effect was "adverse in varying de- example, that the Iowa-Southern
"one of exploration pending ■ :
California game at California
NCAA convention." The Big Tui:
The lengthy report was presented
drew
a crowd of 45,167. The "only would probably call a special Jin
to athletic directors of Western
uary meeting after decisions
comparable figure" to contrast
grees."
Conference
schools Thursdaj'', the with this was the 90,910 paid ad- TV policy at the convention. <h
second of a five-day meeting at the
missions to the Iowa-UCLA game
The full report of the televis
LaSalle Hotel. The TV committee
in 1947, which was not telecast,
committee was not and is not
includes Douglas R. Mills, H. 0. the committee said. Data which it pected to be released.
Crisler and Ted Payseur, athletic
considered was reported by other
Robert H.
secreta
directors of the U. of Illinois, U. of conferences, independent schools,
treasurer
of O'Brien,
United Paramoi|[
Michigan and Northwestern U., professional football and baseball
Theatres, reported to the grc
respectively.
associations and other sports en- on the progress of Big Ten foot!
terprises. Although the Big Ten
telecasts in three movie theat
Their report, described as "voluminous," was slated for discussion
group or committee ■wall make no this fall, the Tivoli and State Lf
at a joint meeting of athletic di- specific recommendations, it is ex- in Chicago and the Michigan
rectors and faculty representatives
Detroit.
pected they will also get the thinkFriday. It was divided into four
ing of the college presidents.
In Chicago, where admission v
classifications :
Follow NCAA Policy
$1.20 at both theatres, the St!
Lake attracted 11,708 paid adn,
(1) A TVreview
the Big Ten's
existing
policy of(permitting
only
In any event, a Big Ten spokessions on the six Saturdays gar, 1;
man said the group will abide by were telecast. The total attends^
delayed telecasts) and the reasons
for its adoption, (2) a review of any video policies set by the Na- for the same Saturdays last y>
the effects of live or simultaneous
tional Collegiate Athletic Assn.
was 7,272. The Tivoli sold se
uary. it meets in Dallas in JanTV on sports attendance, with
when
to 7,952 this year, while a yi
"particular" reference to football
the total was only 1,709.
Problems still confronting the ago
in recent months, (3) consideration
Detroit, U. of Michigan gar
conference
on
TV
centered
Friday
of the present TV policy relative
on whether the ban against live brought 7,359 persons into the't
to the second point, and (4) consideration of possible TV policy television should be continued and, atre. There were only 3,694 1
for 1951, "with emphasis again on if so, what effects live telecasting
Mr. O'Brien described the expy
football.
of other conference games would
Conference attendance in 1950
have in the Big Ten area; the re- iment with the Big Ten as an "o
sults if an OK to theatre television
standing success," and said resi
dropped about 3% from the allyear.
"fulfilled every expectation."- ,
time high of 1949, the report and a negation of live were given;
Telecasting
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COUNCIL

£

ADVERTISING Council's
television allocation plan,
fth goes into effect Dec. 17, ally has been accepted by 23
rtisers as well as the four TV
lll^orks, Lee H. Bristol, presitlL Bristol-Myers Co., and vice
ti-man of the council's board,
Monday.
He added that he
I'tcts
the tototal
!rtisers
reachof atparticipating
least 75 in

" next few weeks as the plan
!■ underway.
i'ke TV plan is modeled on the
fip allocation plan which has
Pated so successfully for more
t eight years through the
adfast support and cooperation
jnost of the nation's national
i 0 advertisers, the radio netKs and a number of regional
■f>rtisers," Mr. Bristol ex.led. The plan is extremely
d in scope, he noted, pointing
^';that during this year alone
iJij advertisers, agencies and
'rf-orks shared time with more
1 : 60 private and government
Ticies, scheduled radio support
,(9 top-priority public service
■'■paigns
and causes.
gave additional
to 34 other
Scheduling Procedure

pjjchanics of the plan are simT A schedule of programs parTating in the plan is kept at
council and sponsors are noti'! three or four weeks in ad|e that on a certain date a
mage for a particular camifn should be included in the
i ram's telecast. No "canned"
i ages are used; instead the
Icil sends fact sheets regardnf.he campaign to the advertiser
■ basis for his message, but the
ij ng and the decision as to
I; form it should take on the
"jhare left entirely up to him.
jj|n radio, weekly TV programs
;i be asked to carry a public
ce message once every six
jrtjs; five-a-week programs once
[ 17 three weeks.

PROJKl

Allocation

Set

Dec.

17

A campaign to reduce holiday
traffic accidents by urging drivers
to be particularly careful is the
first council TV project, Mr. Bristol said, commenting that this
peacetime project was scheduled
before the Chinese Reds invaded
Korea. vision However,
added,of "teleis a flexible he
medium
mass

ard Oil Co. of Indiana, and Texas
Co.
In addition, the council's public
service messages will be telecast
on such sustaining TV shows as
Ransom Sherman Show, Who Said
That? Garry Moore Shoiv, Big Top,
Club Seven, etc.

communication and the cooperating advertisers and networks stand
ready to take on any emergency
campaign which our national leaders deem necessary for defense.
In other words, this schedule is
subject to change on short notice.
This new weapon is now ready
and we will respond quickly and
spiritedly to marching orders."
Networks Approve
Niles Trammell, board chairman
of NBC, and Mark Woods, vice
chairman of the ABC board, members of the council board's radio
and TV committee, attended the
news meeting at which the TV
allocation plan was announced
and added their endorsement of the
plan to that of Mr. Bristol, pledging the full cooperation of their
networks. Mr. Bristol read messages from Frank Stanton, CBS
president, and Chris Witting, manager of the DuMont TV Network,
assuring the council of complete
cooperation from these networks
as well.
TV sponsors already agreeing
to participate in the TV allocation plan include : American Tobacco Co., Borden Co., BristolMyers Co., Electric Auto-Lite Co.,
Esso Standard Oil Co., Firestone
Tire & Rubber Co., Ford Motor
Co., General Electric Co., General
Foods Corp., General Mills, Gillette
Safety Razor Co., Household Finance Corp., S. C. Johnson & Son,
Kraft Foods Co., Liggett & Myers
Tobacco Co., Thomas J. Lipton
Inc., Miles Labs Inc., Philip Morris & Co., Procter & Gamble Co.,
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Joseph
E. Schlitz Brewing Corp., Stand-

CUBAN
TV PLANS
New Station at Santa Clara
UNION Radio Television S. A.
Havana, operator of Cuba's only
TV station, CMUR-TV Havana,
which made its debut Oct. 24, is
planning a second TV station at
Santa Clara, to be programmed
from Havana via a radio relay
circuit spanning the 200 miles between the two Cuban cities, Irving
Later, New York representative of
the company, told Broadcasting •
Telecasting last week. His organization hopes to have its second
video station in operation early
in 1951 and now is negotiating
with RCA, which built CMUR-TV,
to erect the relay connections as
well as the new station.
CMUR-TV, Mr. Later reported,
has just signed Procter & Gamble
Co. to sponsor Musical Circus, 56 p.m., Mon.-Fri., and Crosley Div.
of Avco to sponsor a half-hour
morning domestic science video
program, also across-the-board.
Both contracts were placed through
the Havana branches of the companies, he said.
Union Radio S. A., AM affiliate
of Union Radio Television, operator of a 14-station Cuban network, will increase its scope to 16
stations in January by erecting
new 250 w stations at Matanzas
City and Pinar Del Rio City, Mr.
Later said. Three other stations
of the network have been granted
power increases: Santa Clara from
1 kw to 5 kw, Sagua La Grande
from 250 w to 1 kw and Cienfuegos
from 250 w to 1 kw.

Set

tor Dec,

18

ELAYED
,RT of allocation
FCC's investigation
ii.T&T
of TV coaxialof
'* our
and networks
radio relay
among
wastime
postponed
ii^sday until Dec. 18, to permit
S ^ er network-telephone com12 ' conferences looking to a possettlement [Closed Circuit,
f 4].
e week's delay in the hearing,
1 had been slated to start to(Dec. 11), was authorized
gh the granting of a petition
by
the chief
FCC's
Com-of
Carrier
Bureauof on
behalf
rv networks — NBC, CBS,
■ and DuMont — and the AT&T.
',the networks reach a satisfy voluntary agreement on
casting

the allocation of usage of the intercity TV facilities, the hearing
would be called off. If not, it would
open next Monday as scheduled. A
partial agreement would limit the
scope of the investigation by that
much and might also delay the start
of the hearing.
Want Quiet Settlement
Commission authorities obviously
prefer to have the question settled
amicably by the networks themselves. The investigation was ordered after the networks' failure
to agree on a time allocation for
the current quarter forced AT&T
to make an arbitrary apportionment, whose terms brought protests from both DuMont and ABC

• BROADCASTING

[Broadcasting
•
Oct.
23].

Telecasting,

Last week's round of networkAT&T conferences got under way
Monday afternoon immediately following a pre-trial meeting to discuss hearing procedures.
FCC Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison, assigned to preside over the
hearing, and Stratford Smith, FCC
counsel, made clear in the pre-trial
conference that FCC would encourage further negotiations looking
toward a "constructive solution"
and would lend the facilities of its
staff
sired. in such negotiations if deThe petition for a one-week delay
(Continued on page 101)

BETWEEN
COMMERCIALS
BY ;
KAY
MULVIHILL
Sandy Spillman,
KPIX program
director and special
events chief, headed
the camera crew in bringing
viewers on-the-spot coverage
of
Northern
flood
areas. California's recent
In a KPIX Navion, Spillman
and his men covered the flood
disasters from the air and
ground, wading through rising
waters to interview flood victims.
KPIX's flood coverage
marked another exclusive for
the pioneer station, which
earlier this year brought viewers a first hand report from the
war front, when Spillman covered the Korean combat area
for KPIX viewers.
SPORTS AIRINGS
Basketball season is now underway in the San Francisco Bay
Area, with KSFO airing twentyfive of the inter-collegiate games
for Tidewater Associated Oil.
Sportscaster Jack Shaw handles
the mike.
Also on the sports lineup
for KSFO airing, are the S.F.
Seals' Baseball Games sponsored by Regal Amber Brewing
Co., for the third consecutive
year. Don Klein will bring the
play-by-play
account the
to baseball fans throughout
1951
Pacific Coast League season.
SCREENINGS: Via micro relay
from Los Angeles. KPIX will
transmit the Rose Bowl Game —
gridiron classic of the West —
on New Year's Day. . . .the game
will follow a colorful three hour
telecast of the Tournament of
Roses Parade. ... a new series
on Channel
5 is Saturday's
"Kiddies' Matinee",
which includes
two hours of programming especially designed for the "little
people". ... sentation,
a special
prehighlighting film
top news
events of the year, will also be
featured on KPIX, Jan. 1.

Represented by The Katz Agency, Inc.

Represented by Wm. G. Rambeau Co.
SAN
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Video's Growing Pains
(Continued from page 72)
revamping the studios and offices
of WSPD-AM, he said, -reporting
that the "resulting elimination of
burdensome overhead charges has
materially contributed to our financial health."
"Keep the staff of your station
low in numbers but high in quality," was Mr. Wailes' rule number
two. He noted that executives, announcers and many other station
employes can effectively combine
TV with AM duties and reported
that his company has found it
"very advantaeeous to handle both
AM and TV with one sales staff."
A number of advertisers, he said,
have gone into TV while retaining
their AM schedules, which "would
not have been true in many cases
had we used separate sales staffs."
"Constantly study the costs of
and make subyour programming
stitutions where savings can be
made without sacrificing quality,"
he urged. He said his company, by
using staff talent almost exclusively and by wise film buying, has
made its local programming produce profits instead of losses.
His fourth rule, "pursue a fair
but aggressive policy with rest)ect
to your rate card," he explained by
noting that, compared to radio stations, TV stations are costly to buy
and to operate, and that television
as an advertising medium "is effective to a 'degree never before
even approached." "These two
facts make an aggressive rate policy not only imperative but thoroughly justifiable," he stated.
Finally. Mr. Wailes warned TV
station operators to "avoid impulsive or ill-considered expansion of
your daily hours of operation. Expand only as you are able to afford
Film Problems
it."
Telecasters were asked point
blank whether they want films
made specially for TV and if so
on what basis, by Ralph M. Cohn,
manager of Screen Gems Television
Dept. of Columbia Pictures Corp.
Early this year, Mr. Cohn reported,
his company made some sample
TV films and showed them to 25
stations from Boston to San Diego,
getting from 22 stations an enthusiastic response both as to film
content and price. But when Columbia tried to get written commitments, the TV broadcasters all
shied away, he said.
To guide film producers in their
video thinking, Mr. Cohn asked the
TV broadcasters for answers to
five specific questions :
"First, do you want film pro• •••/or fhe finest
in professional tape
recording equipment

HOLLYWOOD
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grams produced especially for TV?
Second, if you do, will you commit
yourself to buy a program you like
on the basis of a sample? Third,
will you sign a conditional contract, knowing that a producer
must have a certain minimum number before he can go into production? Fourth, should we ignore you
completely and go directly to the
local advertiser or his agency?
Fifth, when we ask you for advice
as to the value of the program and
its desirability, can we depend on
what you tell us?
"If you want this solved so that
you won't be dependent on the networks for your programming,
where you sell time at a fraction
of your card rate, or on the necessarily low-cost locally-produced live
show, then help us to help you,"
Mr. Cohn
urged.
"If one
you ofdon't,
then
we must
follow
two
courses — either make films for national advertisers where we have
but one sale to make and one customer to please, or abandon the
field altogether.
Need Decision
"Possibly I am premature in assuming that the time is ripe for
producing TV film to be sold directly at the local level," he concluded. "Possibly we need to wait
until the freeze is lifted and this
becomes a country with 400 TV
stations and 25 million sets. If so,
then tell us this and we'll wait.
Just don't be apathetic and uncommunicative. We can't take
Discussing the role of film in TV
network
that." programming, George T.
Shupert, vice president. Paramount
Television Productions, reported
that some 6,500 hours of programming will be film-recorded by the
four TV networks this year, mostly
off the tube — 850 hours for DuMont, 1,750 for CBS, 1,900 hours
for ABC and 2,000 hours for NBC.
A large percentage of these recorded programs are not produced
solely for non-interconnected stations, he noted, with CBS, for example, reporting approximately
759^ of its film goes to cable-connected stations unable to clear
time to carry the shows live.
In addition to these kinescope
recordings, the networks carry "a
fair number of programs filmed
expressly for television," Mr. Shupert said, noting that General
Mills spends $13,000 per film for
the Betty Crocker Show, $15,000
for The Irwins and another $15,000
for the Lone Ranger; Procter &
Gamble's Fireside Theatre costs
that company $14,500 per film, and
other films range from $3,000 for
Party Time in Chib Roma to
$22,500 for Magnavox Theatre.
Asked a year ago by several TV
stations for film transcriptions of
top-rated programs on the Paramount station, KTLA (TV) Los
Angeles, Paramount is now supplying filmed programs to 42 stations in 40 markets on a network
basis, Mr. Shupert said.
"I see no reason why television
must follow the network pattern
established by radio," Mr. Shupert

concluded. "Certainly radio and
television have much in common,
but just as certainly all factors are
not parallel. The initial costs of
equipment, installation and operation are far greater in TV. Local
stations are finding it difficult to
operate on the small return they
receive from the networks. The
problem of inadequate cable facilities to serve all the networks may
continue with us for some time
under wartime materials restrictions. Multi-network affiliations
and time zone differences really
complicate the TV picture. Perhaps I am prejudiced, but film
appears to me to supply ninetenths of the answers to our TV
programming troubles."
Speaking on the topic "Steps Toward Larson,
Reducing vice
Expenses,"
G. Bennett
president
and
general manager, WPIX (TV)
New York, pointed out that as an
independent TV station in the
highly competitive New York
market. WPIX has from the outset had to "learn to cut corners
in production costs so that even the
most modest-budget advertiser can
afford to get into television advertising." Describing
some he
of WPIX's
most successful
efforts,
said:
"Our policy is to adopt acrossthe-board features that run for
an extended period of time. This
technique has eliminated expensive
investments in space, scenery, stage
hands and money that we can't
afford to spend for a lot of miscellaneous talent. We take what
we have to spend and do as good
a job as we can by stretching it.
We can't afford to put on extravaganzas like the 2i/2-hour Show of
Shows but we are very much in
favor of 'block' programming, filling large periods of time and holding the audience.
Economies Necessary
"We never provide more than
two cameras for a show unless the
client is willing to absorb the extra
cost. We seldom can afford to buy
a first-run movie. We simply tell
the customer that if a person
hasn't seen the picture it's still
first-run to him. There are a lot
of
haven't
firstpeople
- run who
movies
from seen
the many
1930s
and 1940s and with a couple of
million sets in the New York area
we still have a large potential

WPIX

OFFERS

Facilities to Education Be
WPIX (TV) New York, which
spring made its facilities avail
to the mayor of that city fc
weekly TV report to the pe(
has now offered its facilities to.
New York City Board of Ed
tion.
Offer was announced Friday
G. Bennett Larson, vice presi
and general manager of the .
York News TV station, at the i
elusion of a talk at the TBA 7
vision
Clinic (see
at New
dorf- Astoria
story York's
page 72\.
Mr. Larson pointed out thatfalready heavy exrienses of mu
pal government would make it
tually
for station.
New Yoi'^'
operateimpossible
its own TV
"Because of our concern, we
going to take this opportunitJp
publicly announce that WPIijr
anxious to further this educatii

program
as ofavailable
now makifji!'
time
and and
facilities
tdji;
New York City Board of Edp
tion for the development of a 5
ular educational program sci
ule," he said. "I hope they ae
this offer and in working with 1!
we hope they'll be able to r
enough use of our time and ff
ties to accomplish their aims.i'Ji

you do and damned if you d
you
can't manager,
win," Donald
A. Ste-v;(
general
WDTV
Pittsburgh, told the TBA c
"Three thousand people bit
WDTV for carrying the ope
of the Metropolitan Opera; o1
loved it. Thousands pleaded f:
us to carry Studio One on Mo;
nights; yet newspapers, telepf
and letters pleaded with us to
tinue wrestling. We try to p.jrf
most of the people most of
time and what more can you .
Although WDTV is ownee I;
Allen B. DuMont Labs it doed;
confine its network program it:
those of the DuMont TV Net\. isie
6;
Mr. Stewart said, but main
an
almostnetwork
perfect time
division
of •■
of total
to each
network. The same policy of g
everyone an equal break issjij

lowed locally, which means "^i
Noting that TV stations are
ing the tight rope" in a city
Pittsburgh, where business is ,
audience."unless they operate with
"licked"
minimum expenses and personnel,
and competition high, he said'
WDTV Experience
Mr. Larson declared : "We've got
In less than two years of o te
to think about buying wholesale —
films, talent and so forth — and at tion, WDTV has, in addition t
the same time insure the security
network programs, had 574 d
ent advertisers on the station .
of our employes and our investors.
In the past we've been in long- over 90 script programs, Mr. S
term planning; there have been
art said, adding that another
ord was set when the W
too many 'todays' and not enough
'tomorrows.' Extra rehearsals, exstudios of were
opened program
-with ^
tra cameras and extra personnel
hours
live studio
are all items that bulge the budget.
under contract. He recalled
And here's a tip you need if you
the big joke of the last TBA .
need to hire somebody on Monday,
was that the Pittsburgh st tdon't hire him until two weeks
didn't even have a camera an {■from Monday — until you're certain
ported
that it
five,be 'p
for in what
we now
thinkhasmay
"In a one-station market, any
rilege in TV where evea
you need him !"
move you, make you're damned if boasts of big losses — out of pi
Telecasting
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1 we think is sensible and
t even come under the heading
od business."
^xander G. Ruthven, president
\t Michigan, reviewed the unity's weekly hour on WWJ-TV
bit, launched this fall as a coijitive venture of school and staand reported that "registraj^n the tw^o courses in the proji passed 600 in the first month,
1 many thousands viewing and
|iing to the programs who do
jiegister.
s|o professional people in teleand radio, 600 may not
( a large number, but to those
( in education it is gratifying,"
7 aid, noting that half of the
^»n's colleges have fewer than
iftudents; that the TV program
getting started and, "periHy
)i more significant still, that
;|e pay a few dollars and keep
>uch weekly with the univeri
V/iie anticipate that the number
grow rapidly," Dr. Ruthven
tW "Our telecourse in photoJjny, to be started in January,
it'idy has an advance registration
excess of 100 — a measure of
ijifs to come." Noting that the
k|<^rsities have much to offer
liiUsion, he urged the commercial
Citation operators to "be just as
iji! to seek programs in our colli i;and universities as on Broadi.iot in Hollywood."
-■' Warning on Research
coaming telecasters not to sell
eiiiselves short in research, as
W> broadcasters have, E. L.
(linger, research director, Blow
M and president, Radio-Televiptfe Research Council, declared
0"!t the
history teaches
radiolesson
measurements
is that
if did not go far enough to
pHi; radio fully and thus to save
ti, now that radio needs all inmeasurements most."
taking the family as the
ling
unit, radio unwisely
le 9'ed out-of-home listening, lisg on second and third sets and
iitiike, he said, noting that such
!tj|iing might well take up "quite
rt of the gap which TV is
owing into the measured radio
iciibnce. Wouldn't
that be a
Sirful weapon for your radio
man to have in his hand while
competing with your TV salesityi (or someone else's TV sales{) ?" he asked.
TV research, "let's get the
ie audience," Mr. Deckinger
d. "Command us, the rerhers, to develop a best way to
■ure individual listening with
h researchers in general will
.tisfied. Don't let anybody tell
it's impossible. Tell them
I'^e
learned
a lesson
the
lience
of radio.
You from
demand
the TV audience measurement
le set out to find the ways that
'give you your money's worth."
, E. Hooper, president, C. E.
|ier Inc., final speaker at the
ing session, described his new
per Brand Ratings" service,
effectiveness of advertising
urement which not only tells
T c casting

the advertiser where he stands in
each market in relation to each
competitor but also reports separately on the use of merchandise in
TV homes versus non-TV homes.
This continuous survey was
launched experimentally in May,
Mr. Hooper said, and results are
now being reported quai'terly for
nine cities which possess varying
characteristics of TV and radio
service. The service can be expanded to the 100 largest U. S.
cities and applied to each of the
20 to 25 categories of merchandise
which currently account for most
national and sectional advertising,
he said.
He stressed the speed of reporting, with fall records, for example,
collected in October and November,
to be reported to subscribers before the end of the year.
Programming Speakers
M. C. Watters, vice president,
WCPO-TV Cincinnati, spoke on
daytime programming; Sylvester
L. (Pat) Weaver, NBC vice president, discussed network program
problems; Donald Thornburgh,
president, WCAU-TV Philadelphia,
spoke on programming in multistation cities, and John M. Outler
Jr., general manager, WSB-TV
Atlanta, reported on catering to
the local audience, during the program session.
Russell Glidden Partridge of
United Fruit Co. told how and why
his company got into television.
Irving R. Rosenhaus, president,
WATV (TV) Newark, reported on
his station's use of films as program material. John A. Kennedy,
WSAZ-TV Huntington W. Va.,
chairman of the Television Tax
Committee, reported on the explorations ofthe committee into the
probable effects of the proposed
excess profits tax on TV broadcasters and what the committee has
done about them.
The one-day clinic concluded with
a panel discussion of the impact of
color TV — on the broadcasters,
represented by E. K. Jett, vice
president, WMAR-TV Baltimore;
on the program producers, represented by Jack Barry; on the
entertainers, represented by Faye
Emerson, and on the public, represented by Jimmy Jemail, inquiring reporter of the Neiv York
Neivs.
GUNZENDORFER
Named by Film Producer
WILTON GUNZENDORFER, for
the past year commercial manager
of KYA San Francisco, has been
appointed to head the television
production division of General
Service Studios, Hollywood, independent film producer.
Before he joined KYA, Mr. Gunzendorfer managed KROW Oakland
for five years. He also has been
manager of KSFO San Francisco
and general manager of KSRO
Santa Rosa, Calif. Before entering
the station field, he was an executive in the Thomas S. Lee Artists
Bureau, San Francisco and Hollywood.
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TELEVISION trailer packages for
five new films ready for release
have been completed by Paramount
Pictures. Each package includes
four commercials, two one-minute
and two 20-second spots. Spots differ from theatre trailers in that
they combine "proved elements" of
radio spot announcements with visual presentation. Pictures being
promoted include "Union Station,"
"Tripoli," "Let's Dance," "The
Goldbergs,"
"Mr. Music."
Sarra Inc.,andChicago,
completing
series of six one-minute spots for
Wilson Snorting Goods Co., to be
used on telecast of National Professional League championship grid
game this month. Series show such
stars as Babe Didrickson and
Johnny Lujack in major sports

EDUCATIONAL
TV
Galvin Urges Channels
MOTOROLA President Paul V. Galvin spoke out in favor of FCC assignment ofvideo channels for educational use last week. Noting that
TV has been used "successfully" in
Philadelphia, Baltimore and at Iowa
State College, Mr. Galvin said "television can be the greatest teacher
of all time and effective in every
educational field."
The issue now "is to establish the
principle of the right of education
to a place in the future expansion
of
television
the country's prime
medium
of ascommunication.
The
radio-television spectrum provides
mankind with untold possibilities
for its own advancement. For the
sake of the national welfare and
for future generations, an equitable
share of this spectrum should go to
President Galvin described TV as
education."
necessary to education. "Our
schools are overcrowded, our methods largely old-fashioned, and, for
both children and adults, TV may
prove to be the cheapest and most
effective way to educate the most
Because full-scale use of video
in education is "many years away,"
the Motorola president emphasized
people."
that
this should be the stage of
planning and establishing of principles. Inasmuch as $7 billion
yearly in public and private funds
is 'oeing spent on education, "it is
conceivable that a portion of this
money be spent on teaching by television," Mr. Galvin said.
"Since the public interest is so
deeply involved in the educational
potentialities of television, I feel
confident that ways and means can
be worked out to serve the educational needs of our country on both
VHF and potential UHF channels
without unduly limiting the commercial broadcasters," he concluded.

events. Agency: Ewell & Thurber,
Chicago. Harry W. Lange, production manager of Sarra, has been
reappointed to executive committee
of Woods Products Section of National Safety Council. Mr. Lange
has
justNational
completed
Sarra's
film for
Safety
Council.70th
Series of 13 quarter-hour signoff
programs, Victoria, completed by
Wilkins-Gooden Productions, Hollywood. Programs feature Victoria
Faust, singer and own accompanist.
. . . Williams Productions, Los Angeles, set up for national distribution of films for television. Principals are Rene Williams, motion
picture producer, president, and
Walter A. Klinger, national sales
distribution manager. Officials are
at 9169 Sunset Blvd. Phone Crestview 1-5165. Firm has on hand 26
feature length English films obducers. tained from various British pro^ % *
KTTV(TV) Los Angeles has
purchased exclusive rights to nine
feature motion pictures and taken
option on four additional ones in
recent deal with Atlantic Television
Corp., New York.
MOBIL

TV

UNIT

For Sale; Reasonable
Attention TV Stations:
Here's your chance to
buy an ACF-Brill bus,
completely equipped for
use as a mobil TV unit,
at a reasonable price.
Unit adapted from 1946
32 -passenger, air-conditioned, cross-country
bus. Roof platform
reached by trap door.
Excellent tires and mechanical condition.
Driven less than 25,000
miles since completed in
April,
1948, by
WLWTelevision.
Have
two
other mobil units so this
one is no longer needed.
No technical equipment
included. Gall or write
J. R. McDonald, WLW,
Cincinnati 2, Ohio. Phone
GHerry 1822.
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week's schedule to 20 hours.
May, seven days a week operat
began. Today the station is ori
air about 45 hours a week with ;
telecasts, kinescopes and some t

WOAI-TV
operates
on Chanri-'
(66-72
mc) with
10.8 kw
aural i
21.6On kwits visual
power.
way to becoming of Vjstaff.
A fortnight
WOAI-TV
bolsteredago,
its Arder!
execu '
Portland
(KGW),of I'
I
Pangborn, Oregonian
business manager
appointed general manager |
Southland Industries Inc., ovr
and
AM
TV operator
operations. of WOAI's
He becomes
tively
engaged
in WOAI-TV's'^
for
leadership
15. i^
radiovideo
experience
has Jan.
included
and KEX
in Portland.
eral
managership
of both K'
Hugh Halff, following the dd^
of his uncle, G. A. C. Halff
September,
the presided'
of
Southland assumed
Industries.
The lei
of the TV outlet has followed i
sistently the pattern set by '
late oilman and stations' foun

WOAI-TV
VIEWERSs in WOAI-TV San
Antonio' coverage area are
getting cake with their television today (Monday). A lone
candle adorning the cake, which is
superimposed on the facade of the
Alamo — the background picture
used with the station's identifying
call letters — tells the story of
WOAI-TV's first anniversary on
the air.
That story burns brightly in the
land where the Alamo lingers as the
symbol of the individual in his fight
for freedom.
Exactly one year ago, the citizens
of San Antonio and the larger area
sel'ved by the station, greeted the
new medium with typical enthusiasm. It was reflected in set sales,
which up to then had totaled
1,539. Periodic surveys made by
WOAI-TV with local dealers show
sales have jumped an average of
647 per week. It's estimated that
today the number of sets sold approximates 35,000.
Growth in the 12-month period
that the station has been bringing
the outside world into the viewer's
living room can be traced in the
changing rate card. WOAI-TV's
first rate card was based on a $200

Lights Its First-Year

For Service
hourly charge. By July 15, 1950,
rates were increased 25 "^i-. By
Rate Card No. 4, effective Jan. 1,
1951, rates will be upped 50^7 over
the initial time charge, the hourly
rate for Class A becoming $300,
Class B $225 and Class C $150.
WOAI-TV looks to operation in the
black beginning with this change
in rates.
Halff Plots Service
For 730,694-Person Market
With a total population in the
station's service area of 730,694,
the launching of the new TV center
was plotted carefully by Hugh A.
L. Halff, president and general
manager, and his key personnel.
Introduction of TV in the area was
set off by a concerted drive to educate the public on the subject and
to assist distributors and dealers in
meeting public demands.
A pre-debut meeting was held
June 21, 1949, with Mr. Halff presenting the plans to the distributors and dealers. Emphasis was
placed on the dual responsibility

of the station and set salesmen in
successfully introducing the medium.
At the same time, J. R. Duncan,,
the station's program director who
has a wide TV background, started
a series of weekly broadcasts over
the AM sister, WOAI. Named
Television and You, the series got
underway Sept. 11 and continued
until T-day. Later, the show
transferred to television and was
retitled Report on Television. An
informal feature which discussed
ways and means of getting best set
performance and which gave TV
program prevues, the show proved
its interest among viewers. A
flurry of mail protested its discontinuance when it temporarily
went off the air to make way for a
congested schedule.
That schedule has been continually stepped up. During the first
week of regularly scheduled programming, WOAI-TV was on the
air about 18 hours, Monday-Friday.
The following week Sunday programming was added, raising the
whose pledge was expressed in

Cam

to San Antonio
these words delivered to viewer:
Hugh
Halff when
the stat|R
". . . :We assure you that we
opened
do our utmost, not only to mak
prove so to you people who h
already purchased your recei
but to make it a must for thousa

andThethousands
"utmost" ofis others."
what every s^if
member from top level down
been called upon to deliver,
brief, the pledge has come to m
insistence on a high quality of f\i
gramming
kinescope. whether it is live
Experienced Staff
f
Guides Operations
In addition to Messrs. Htt,
Pangborn and Duncan, the aggir._
sive directors of WOAI-TV opej,
Charlesare:
L. Jeffers;
Commenb
tions
Technical
Direci"".
Manager
Jack Keasler;
Dick Wy£
Pei},'
head
of production;
Dallas
promotion manager, and III
Youngblood, film manager. ^.
An essential part of its opq' '

Mr. HALFF
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. is the station's desire to proe local talent and programming.
t[|h Mr. Duncan and Mr. Perry
k long hours interviewing and
itioning home-town aspirants,
early
first week's
six as
livethestudio
shows schedwere
finated. Five of them have
f'ed on as popular favorites,
y are The Tree House, for chil1 and featuring a ventriloquist;
ice Time, a musical show; Win' Wonderland, starring a pianTelenews, headlining News;er Austin Williams; TV Dude
ich, lending a Western twang to
;ical variety. The news prom is sponsored by Joske's of
as; the pianist show by Wolff
larx Co. Other shows have had
:s available for purchase,
ive programs added later and
piving audience plaudits are
hions in Your Living Room,
hsored by Wolff & Marx; HojfHayride, musical variety,
i^man Radio Corp., the sponsor;
the Scales, courtroom-set quiz
W by South Texas Appliance
jp. for Admiral; Armchair Holi'f travelogue with narration for
t'askum Utensil Co.; Vespers
id Sunday; Serenade, scoring a
ilist team; The Question Mark,
\g a drawing board for quiz,
I Trophy Room, sparked by Ed
^lan, WOAI-TV sports director.
estling Matches
( Weekly Feature
/restling matches are shown
■y week in an hour-long telesponsoredStore.
by Grant's
Home in-&
dware
Featured
jjiews by Mr. Hyman between
■ ches are sponsored by Mrs.
net's bread.
\ its first week of programming,
network shows were delivered
:he screens via kinescope reing. Now, viewers have a
nji of 44 network shows. WOAIis affiliated with ABC, CBS and
ji the field of public service and
:ial events, WOAI-TV has hit
;tride in giving impetus to the
ressed desire of its late owner,
t outstanding of its public inst shows, according to the sta, was Cancer Show, which ran
'inuous for five hours on May
and climaxed a fund-raising
fl'paign
Bexar County
sion offor
the the
American
Cancer

formation Office at nearby Kelly
Air Force Base.
Key idea-makers at the station —
such as Dallas Wyant — have contributed to WOAI-TV's pace setting. An example is TV Dude
Ranch, a show which claims to have
the only duly registered branding
iron of its own, depicting a twined
T and V that is the program's

prized prop. Also created by Mr.
Wyant is the script for The San
Antonio Story, a 16mm film presenting which
excerpts from
the station's
productions
are available
for
sale. Prints have been sent to
offices of Edward Petry & Co. Inc.,
national representative, for showing to national advertisers.
While observing its first birth-

day, WOAI-TV is distributing a
special anniversary program schedule in a four-page leaflet illustrated
profusely in nouncements
two telecast
colors.
since And
Nov. an28
to the effect that viewers could send
in a request on a penny postcard
drew a heavy volume of mail, the
demonstrative proof which station
and advertiser recognize.

BANK SERVKES^siiiis!-^
SHOWING
Boston, at the fall meeting of "when national sponsors reach the
BANK advertisers can "do someconclusion that TV circulation is
California Bankers Assn. in Los
thing in television never before
Angeles,
which
was
slated
to
be
large
enough to warrant their
possible in any medium" — they can
held last Saturday.
major or total investment. . .that
illustrate and demonstrate banking
Mr. Barry urged bankers not to
services and advantages — because
has not come
yet."budget radio
to high
be misled as local advertisers by dayReferring
of the "unique and revolutionary
power of the medium and its depth the thesis that radio is "not shows only, Mr. Barry said less
dying,"
cited which
the case
the expensive programs will be deof And
penetration."
ShawmutandBank
hasof used
veloped, with emphasis on local
while "radio as we have
radio heavily for 10 years and origination and cooperatives and
known it will supplement television
under certain conditions, in the had to face up to the challenge of participating features. Meanwhile
television in Boston.
Shawmut, he added, has decided to
majority of instances, television
cut back on radio "at some future
"Eighty-five million standard
will
supplant
radio."
These convictions were held by radio sets as 'opposed to nine mil- date," now making use of standard
lion television sets in America is radio time pei'iods during the dayJohn J. Barry, vice president of
the National Shawmut Bank of a potent argument to present to
time hours "against the day listenthe network advertiser with naing habits radically changed."
tional distribution," Mr. Barry conStressing
radio's strength
in cer-of
tain time segments
as in types
ceded. "But when 600,000 of those
FILM CENSOR
news and other programs, Mr.
television sets are in my backyard
and the total number of radio
Barry advised bank advertisers to
Pa. Case Appealed to SCOTUS
re-examine their radio schedules
families or homes in my neighborQUESTION of state censorship of
hood is 840,000, that ratio of now as "a matter of self-presermotion picture film used on tele- roughly ten-to-one in favor of
vation" and if they enter television,
standard radio becomes a ratio of to obtain good time franchises now.
vision, twice ruled invalid in separate court actions, has been ap- roughly four-to-one. . .Up to 75%
Mr. Barry noted that use of radio
pealed to the U. S. Supreme Court
of the radio audience. . .can be and television has resulted in an
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
assumed to be viewing television
increase in use of Shawmut servMarch 20].
ices since June 1948, and pointed
out that the firm has not used a
every evening."
A W7-it of certiorari has been
Contending
that
Shawmut
"pracfiled by the Pennsylvania State
newspaper advertisement in 2V2
lost" its nighttime radio
Board of Censors, which had its audience tically
over 2% years and that years. A large volume of business
censorship order contested in the the Boston story will be repeated
— "running into millions of dollars"
courts by a group of five TV sta- ultimately on a national scale, the and stemming from financing of
bank executive cited the effects of over 10 9f of TV sets bought on
tions—WDTV Pittsburgh (DuMont), WPTZ Philadelphia
the "revolution taking place in the time in the Boston area — can be
(Philco), WFIL-TV Philadelphia,
attributed "in large part" to use
parlors of America." He mentioned
WCAU - TV Philadelphia, and
of television alone, he asserted.
newspaper reading, automobile
WGAL-TV Lancaster.
riding,
movies,
dining
out,
books
The high court must now pass
and other recreations.
Norge Adds Revue
judgment on the case. If it grants
Shawmut in TV
the writ, oral argument will be
NORGE
division of Borg-Warner
scheduled. If it refuses to consider
Pointing out that Shawmut en- Corp., Chicago, will sponsor every
visioned
its
large
investment
in
the question, the case will be
third program of Four Star Revue,
radio threatened with liquidation
stricken from the docket.
Wednesdays, 9-10 p.m. over NBCin lieu of the video challenge, Mr.
TV from Dec. 27 through July 11.
Involved is the right of the PennBarry
noted
that
the
bank
made
its
Agency
is J. Walter Thompson Co.,
sylvania board to regulate motion
TV debut in Boston in June 1948
Chicago. Pet Milk Sales Corp., and
picture film used on TV. The Third
at
a
time
when
only
2,500
TV
sets
Motorola are the other sponsors.
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals.
were in homes. Today, he observed,
Philadelphia, unanimously upheld
estimated 600,000 rethe telecasters' assertion that the there areceivers inan
the Boston area.
censorship regulation was unlawful
Mr. Barry said he felt that beATLAS FILM CORPORATION
because of Congress' power gained
cause of the fascination of teleby enacting the Communications
Act and establishing the FCC, and
vision he could get "more audience
from a $175 talent charge in
thus
regulating
interstate
commuESTABLISHED 1913
nications.
Boston" than a radio network could
with a $60,000 talent budget.
The appeals ruling had supported
a Federal District Court decision
"On the basis of present participation by banks in television, it is
CREATORS and PRODUCERS
by Judge William H. Kirkpatrick
more than a year ago that the reg- apparent that a great many banks
are not going to wait as they did
ulation of the Pennsylvania cenin radio. In pretty nearly every
TELEVISION COMMERCIALS
sorship board, requiring all TV
stations in the state to submit films market where television is in operation banks are either in or heading
of
for clearnace before airing, was invalid. In the appeals court, a panel in," Mr. Barry observed, adding
1111 SOOTH BOULEVARD
of three judges placed television in that those with radio experience
the same category as radio, noting are taking the lead.
Oak Park, Illinois
The Shawmut executive said his
that Congress intended that the
bank
has
concluded
that
radio
FCC have sole jurisdiction over the
CHtBAQO:
field.
AUSTIN 7-8620
would suffer a program collapse

Sfjety. It was estimated 35 % of
ributions received resulted dilly from this telecast.
pecial events included the first
ihwest International Trade
' held in San Antonio last
th; first annual Armed Forces
yround show at Randolph Air
:e Base last May; championrodeo at first annual San
Driio Livestock Exposition and
:ast of Texas Open Golf
rnament (a simulcast) last
ruary; Battle of Flowers Pa:, baseball and boxing.
ir. Youngblood has obtained
'5 made by Air Force photog»ers of major news events ocing in the area for showing
the station. Arrangements
made through the Public Inecasting
• BROADCASTING
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and
the

now—

magic
for

Camera Signal

the

link

closed

circuit

tv

Standard TV Receiver

The Dumiiter

dumitter

Actually a miniature closed-circuit television transmitter.
Takes signal directly from any standard camera chain, modulates acarrier frequency of either Channel 2 or 3, and feeds
via cable directly through the antenna posts of standard TV
receivers. Receivers operate exactly as though tuned to a telecast on that Channel.
Performance superior to other forms of transmission. Audio
and video reception absolutely free from outside interference.
Truly, the MAGIC LINK for closed-circuit television.
Ideal for use in industrial television applications, for field
demonstrations of TV receivers, for studio use, for sales
meetings, and countless other uses. Does away with expensive,
bulky equipment and circuitry modification of receivers.

Feeds up to 125 standard TV receivers.
Distributes signals on standard TV Channel 2 or
3 via cable through regular antenna posts of
receivers. No modification of receivers necessary.
Receivers may be switched to regular telecast
reception at any time.
Feeds receivers both video and audio through single
coaxial cable up to several thousand feet.
No terminal equalization necessary as attenuation
is only at carrier frequency.
Uses signal from any standard camera chain without
interim equipment.
Completely stable — requires no operator.
Light, compact, completely stable.
No license required.

MDNr
U
oB.
ALLEN
DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC.
Television Transmitter Division, Clifton, N.J.
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kember 29 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Renewals Granted
illowing
FM stations
granted
real of licenses
of period
ending
1. 1951: WABB-FM Mobile, Ala.;
IL-FM Richmond, Va.; WVCV
ry VaUey, N. Y.; WWPB-FM
mi, Fla.; KGLO-FM Mason City.
L: KMUS-FM Muskogee, Okla.;
LC Anderson,
C; WGBI-FM
titon,
Pa.; WLWA S. Cincinnati,
Ohio,
[llowing FM stations granted reals for period ending Dec. 1.
; WVCN Deruyter, N. Y.; KIXLballas; WFBG-FM Altoona; WFMU
ffordsville, Ind.; WITH-FM Balti'p.
WMSA-FM
N. Y.;
iT-FM
Paterson,Watertown,
N. J.; WTAX-FM
Kgfield,
111.;
WRUF-FM
Gaines1 Fla.
Mowing granted renewal of licenses
I period ending Dec. 1, 1953:
fF Wetherfield,
aeapolis,
Minn. N. Y.; KTIS-FM
llowing stations granted renewal
icenses for regular period: WCOC
jdian. Miss.; WNAG Grenada, Miss.;
B Los Angeles; KUGN Eugene,
WXGI Richmond, Va.; KVOB
andria, La.; KPHO Phoenix Ariz.;
iH Newnan, Ga.; WDTXN GainesGa.; KMNS San Luis Obispo,
I.; KTFS Texarkana, Tex.; WNDB
iona Beach; KUNO Corpus Christi;
lB Detroit; KENO Las Vegas, Nev.;
W-FM Plainaeld, N. J.; WLEY
ill Elmwood Park, lU.; WHCC
liiesville, N. C; KARK Little Rock,
lenses
for following
stations
exfed on temp,
basis to March
1, 1951:
j.M-FM
Fresno,
Calif.;
KOKX-FM
tuk, Iowa; WAFB FM Baton Rouge;
IR-FM Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.;
K-FM Ashtabula, Ohio; WLTV-FM
iidence; WSAI - FM Cincinnati;
tC-FM Elkhart, Ind.; KGO-FM San
Cisco; WMAQ-FM Chicago; WTAMI Cleveland; WDET-FM Detroit;
ii'G-FM Ft. Wayne; WSMB-FM New
l^ns; WEAW Evanston, lU.; WRJN1 Racine, Wis.; WRLD-FM West
i, Ga.; WOL-FM Washington, D.
;VKID-FM Urbana, 111.
tenses of following stations were
>er extended on temporary basis to
fh 1, 1951: KALA Sitka, Alaska;
rN Glendive, Mont.; KREO Indio,
,.;
KOKO, Alaska,
La Junta,
Colo.;Decatur,
KBYR
korage,
WGLS
IKTXC Big Spring, Tex.; WILAIWoodstock,
WTAR-FM
NorVa.; WAJL 111.;
(FM)
Flint, Mich.;
ipK-FM McKeesport, Pa.; WDUNGrainesville, Ga.; KREI-FM Farm>n. Mo.; KRUN Ballinger, Tex.;
IN-FM Alpine, N. J.; WNDR-FM
puse, N. Y.; KPIX-TV and KA1' San Francisco; KVEC San Luis
.po, CaUf.; WATL-FM Atlanta;
DC-FM
(formerly
WOL),
WashingD. C; WOXF
Oxford,
N. C;
WINX
lington, D. C; KFDW Helena,
t.; WNEL Santurce, P. R.; WRJN
ae. Wis.
sstinghouse Radio Stations Inc.,
stations: KDKA-FM Pittsburgh;
r-FM Philadelphia; WBZ-FM BosWBZA-FM Springfield, Mass.;
VO-FM Ft. Wayne, Ind., and exp.
station KA-4858, Boston,
neral Electric Co's TV station
^B, andWGYexp. & TVaux.,
stations
KA-2106,
J107,
Schenectady,
dev. station KE2XCV, Syracuse, N.
en B. DuMont Labs. Inc., TV staWABD New York, and exp. TV
5ns KCA-61, KE2XDR, KA-3431,
3432 and KE2XON, all New York;
?433,
KA-3434, Passaic,
area, Washington,
:.; KE2XDQ,
N. J., and
11448, Pittsburgh.
ilaban & Katz Corp., TV station
:B-TV Chicago; exp. TV stations
3428,
ramountKA-3429,
Tele. Chicago,
Productions Inc.,
TV stations KA-3436 KM2XBB,
1841 and KA-4842. all Los Angeles.
Inc.. AM station KNBC San FranKOA Denver; WMAQ Chicago;
iC New York: WRC Washington,
FM stations WNBC-FM New
C;
!T &WRC-FM
aux. New Washington,
York; WNBW D. (TV)
lington, D. C; exp. TV stations
(832, area, Los Angeles; KA-4833,
1834, area, Washington, D. C;
il835, area, Chicago; KA-4836, KA-
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to be held on Dec. 7, is continued inuntil furthersetting
order date
of Comhearing. missiondefinitely,
or Examiner
for

fCC

actions

Aim
NOVEMBER

29 TO DECEMBER

7
cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-eflfective radiated power
N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier yis.-yisual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant

Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
4837, KA-4838, area. New York, N. Y.; commercial TV station to reinstate CP
which authorized station to operate on
KA-4839, KA-4840, area, Cleveland;
Ch. 10
(192-198
kc) ERP
30 kw average
vis. 15
KA-2104, area, New York, N. Y.; KAkw
aur.,
ant. 470
ft. above
3372, area, Los Angeles; developmental
terrain.
stations KE2XCQ and KE2XCW. New
York. N. Y.
ABC Inc., AM stations WENR ChiDecember 1 Applications . . .
cago; KGO San Francisco, WJZ & aux.
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
New York; TV station WENR-TV ChiLicense for CP
cago; exp. TV stations KA-4180, KA4440, area, Los Angeles; KA-4441, area,
Dearborn, Mich. — License
San Francisco; KA-4442, KA-4443, area, forWKMH-FM
CP new FM
Chicago;N. KA-4444,
KA-4445, area New
FM—station.
102.7 mc
York,
Y.
KOKX-FM Keokuk, la.— CP FM staWXYZ Inc., TV station WXYZ-TV
tion to change ant. to 361 ft. above
Detroit; exp. TV stations, KA-4865,
average terrain.
KA-3136, area Detroit, Mich.
Modification of CP
November 29 Applications . . .
WLAV-TV
Rapids,
Mod. CP new Grand
commercial
TV Mich.—
station
ACCEPTED FOB FILING
for
extension of completion date to
6-15-51.
License for CP
newKASM
AM Albany,
station. Minn. — License for CP
December 4 Decisions . . .
AM— 1050 kc
BY COMMISSION EN BLANC
KWSO Wasco, Calif.— CP AM station
Oral Arguments Scheduled
to change from 1050 kc 250 w D to 1050
kc 1 kw D.
Kenyon Brown and George E.
Cameron
Jr. Tulsa, Okla. — Designated
Modification of CP
oral argument before Commission
Mod. CP new FM station for exten- for
on Dec. 18, exceptions and petition
sion of completion date: KVLC-FM
directedleased April
against
initial
decision
Little Rock, Ark.; WJEF-FM Grand
10 looking
toward
grant re-of
Rapids, Mich.; WBEN-FM Buffalo. N. application by Cameron for new staY.; WSNS Sanford, N. C; WWGP-FM
tion on 1340 kc 250 w unl., and denial
Sanford, N. C; WPAR-FM Parkersof application by Brown for like
burg, W. Va.
facilities.
WBIB NEW HAVEN, Conn.— Mod. CP
Commission scheduled oral argunew FM station to change ERP from
for Dec. 19 commencing at 10
20 kw to 7.67 kw, ant. from 500 ft. to a.m., inmentsfollowing
proceedings:
81 ft.
Hamtramck Radio Corp. and Atlas
License for CP
Bcstg.
Co.
Hamtramck,
License for CP new FM station:
decision released July 5. Mich. — Initial
Surety Bcstg. Co., Charlotte, N. C,
WSYR-FM Syracuse, N. Y.; WIBG-FM
Philadelphia.
and WRRF Washington, N. C— Initial
decision released Sept. 1.
KTLA Los Angeles — License for CP
new commercial TV station.
Mid-Island Radio, Inc., and Patchogue
Broadcasting Co., Patchogue, N. Y. —
TENDERED FOR FILING
Initial
decision released July 18.
AM— 550 kc
Suffolk Broadcasting Corp. Patchogue,
N.
Y.
—
Initial decision released July 3.
WLIN Merrill, Wis.— CP to replace
expired CP to change frequency, hours
ACTION ON MOTIONS
of operation etc.
By Commissioner E. M. Webster
FCC General Counsel — Denied reNovember 30 Decisions . . .
quest of time from Nov. 30 to Dec. 20,
ACTION ON MOTIONS
in which to file opposition to pleading
entitled
"Motions and Petition Under
By Commissioner George E. Sterling
Twin City Radio Dispatch Inc. St. Rules 1.386 and 1.389 and for other
relief"Stars,
filed Inc.;
by KMPC
Paul, miss
Minn.
— Granted
request
WJR The
The Station
Goodwillof
application
for mod.
license.to dis- the
Station, Inc.; The WGAR Broadcasting
WDEL-TV Wilmington, Del.— Granted
leave to intervene and participate fully Company, and G. A. Richards.
By Commissioner George E. Sterling
in proceeding re allocation of usage of
intercity video transmission facilities.
KFMA Davenport, la. — Granted petiTheatre Owners of America Twenrequesting
60-day
extension
tieth Century-Fox Film Corporation and time intionwhich
to file
Proposed
Findingsof
National Theatres Corp. — Granted leave of Fact and Conclusions of Law in the
to intervene and participate in proceed- matter of Revocation of License of Staings re allocation of usage of intercity
tion WXLT, Ely, Minn, and Revocation
video transmission facilities, participa- of Permit of KFMA, Davenport, la.;
tion to be limited to issue number (9) time was extended to Dec. 30.
of Commission's order of Oct. 18.
By Examiner Jack P. Blume
WKBZ Muskegon, Mich. — Granted
November 30 Applications . . . continuance
of hearing in proceeding
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
re application; hearing now scheduled
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new FM station for extenKALG Sold
sion of completion date: KONO-FM
San Antonio; WLIN-FM Merrill, Wis.
KALG Alamogordo, N. M., 250 w
License Renewal
fulltime outlet on 1230 kc, has been
WRLD-FM
Lanett,
Ala.—
Request
for
license renewal FM station.
sold for $28,000 to Wayne Phelps,
License for CP
vice president and general manager
Stockton,
of the station, by Louis M. Neale
forKGDM-FM
CP new FM
station. Calif.— License
TENDERED FOR FILING
Jr. and Norman Lassetter. TransAM— 550 kc
fer is subject to FCC approval.
WJDX Jackson, Miss. — CP AM sta- Sale was handled by Blackburntion to change from 1300 kc 5 kw-D 1 Hamilton Co., radio station and
kw-N to 550 kc kw-D 1 kw-N DA-2.
WAGE-TV Syracuse, N. Y.— CP new
newspaper brokers.
• Telecastim

By Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Radio
Reading
Reading, inPa.proceeding
— Granted
continuance
of hearing
re application; hearing continued from
Dec. 4, to Feb. 12, 1951, at Washington,
D. C.
By Examiner H. B. Hutchison
KBMY
Billings,
Mont.— Granted
tion insofar
as it requests
authoritypetito
amend application so as to specify a
new trans. Dismissed petition insofar
as it requests grant of application as
amended.
December 4 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
WCFC
Beckley,
CP new AM station.W. Va.— License for
WERSnoncommercial
Boston, Mass. —educational
License for FM
CP
new
station.
December 5 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Issues Deleted
WMMB Melbourne, Fla. — On petition, deleted issues 1 and 2 in order
of Sept. 13, designating application for
change of facilities for hearing.
Request Denied
WKBS Oyster Bay, N. Y.— Denied request to grant at once application for
increase in power from 250 w day to
250 w until IV2 hours after sunrise,
1 kw until IV2 hours before sunset, 250
w until sunset, operating on 1520 kc;
retained application in pending file
until final determination in daytime
skywave proceeding.
Application Granted
WICH Norwich, Conn. — By order removed from hearing docket and
granted application to install new vertical ant. and change trans, site; sub(Continued on -page 90)
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NEWSPAPER SPREAD
# •
KOA Denver received large spread
in Denver Post last month in conjunction with price of turkeys at
Thanksgiving time. Piece started
on first page, along with picture of
Announcer Starr Yelland dressed
as pilgrim inspecting fowl at local
turkey farm. Story and pictures
were continued in picture section
telling of his taped program that
was broadcast Monday before holiday.
CRIME INVESTIGATION
• •
WIOD Miami, Fla., newsmen made
special recordings when ex-deputy
sheriff of Miami testified on alleged
illicit operations of sheriff's office
before Senate Crime Investigating
Committee in Washington. Taped
program was relayed on direct line
by WRC Washington to WIOD,
where Dade County listeners heard
broadcast that night. News broadcasts and exclusive interview with
witness were also made through
WRC facilities.
VIOLET BOOKLET
• • •
KSD St. Louis sending brightly
colored booklet to trade and advertisers. Cover is headed "KSD
St. Louis Presents," with lettering
set in white spot against violet
shade backgi'ound of people at banquet facing speakers table. Inside give facts and data on coverage, market, programs, news
shows, advertisers and "firsts"
claimed by station. Also has pictures, maps and charts.

LANG-WORTH
FEATURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST., NEV YORK 19, N. '{}
fretwork Calibre Program at Coeal StalioH C'ai
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MAIL FROM KOREA
programs

promotion

PROMOTION FOLDER
# #
WWL New Orleans sending to
timebuyers eight-page, green-andgrey promotion folder illustrating
with facts and figures that "Sales
Don't Stop at the City Limits —
and Neither Does WWL" and emphasizing amount of territory covered by station outside New Orleans. Booklet, prepared by Katz
Agency, includes BMB maps and
summary data for daytime and
nighttime areas.
*******
JUNIOR NEWS
KNBC San Francisco, World
News, Junior Edition, Tues.Thurs., Donald Duck Frozen
Orange Juice; agency: W. B.
Garthwaite, S. F. News
especially slanted for junior
-high school set, program carries no crime stories, but
uses current news and interesting facts of world discussed by Jim Garthwaite
and Bill Greer, KNBC news
editors.
*******
WESTINGHOUSE MOVES # #
Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.
sending brochure to trade announcing new headquarters office in
Washington, D. C. White piece has
gold Westinghouse seal on cover.
Inside is drawing of Washington
Monument in center fold, with
people in long line carrying objects moving into city at left. On
right is announcement of new
offices.
FOLDING PIECE
• • •
CBS Radio Sales sending folding
mail piece to trade and advertisers.
Piece is headed "Looking at it
their
. . .,"their
withheads
drawing
of
three way
men with
in blue
television screen. Inside is done
in blue, with men looking at TV
set, saying, "What do they see in
Tchaikovsky?" Copy tells about
Tchaikovsky show available and
how it sells from viewers viewMORNING PROGRAM • • •
point.
WNBQ(TV) Chicago, film variety show Mon.-Fri., 11:30 a.m.,
stai'ted Dec. 4. Half-hour show
with Norman Ross, m.c, who
shows short musical comedy movies along with chatter and occasional guests celebrities.
SALES MEETING • • •
WEEI Boston recently held sales
meeting in its Studio A for Borden
Co. following broadcast of Beantown Varieties, 8:30-9:30 a.m., in
which Borden Co. has participating
spots. Those attending were served
light breakfast between broadcast
and meeting. Studio was decorated
with several different displays of
Borden material and various package products.

premiums
CIRCUS SHOW

•

•

•

J. H. SUTTNER Productions, Oconomowoc. Wis., That Circus Man,
five-minute package film to be released first of year. Film features
"tales of a trouper, tall but true,
told by that circus man, Al Priddy."
Billboard of circus animal or performer featured is animate in
actual action movies as he tells
story. Booklets of favorite Priddy
stories will be available as premiums.
TV FIRE COVERAGE • • •
WDTV Pittsburgh had on-the-spot
coverage of fire in Bell Telephone
Co. building across street from
new studios. Station reports that
this was first on-the-spot TV
coverage of a fire in Pittsburgh.
Station used open segments in
programming and set up cameras
in windows of second floor offices,
shooting scene in street below. Topranking members of fire department and police force also were
interviewed.
WEATHER REPORT
• • •
KSTP-TV Minneapolis, Hawf's
Weather Report, Mon.-Fri., 10:1510:20 p.m. Show uses cartoons illustrating weather predictions. P.
J. (Hawf) Hoff Strom, m.c, uses
weather map as basis for drawing comical picture to explain
weather.
STARTS OWN SHOW • • •
WSTV Steubenville, Ohio, The
Song Service, Sun., 8-8:30 a.m.
features Negro spirituals and other
music requests along with church
news and announcements. Mrs.
Lillian Hampton started show last
February, getting sponsors herself,
after requesting information on
how to start program from Joseph
M. Troesch, assistant general manager of station. Popularity of show
necessitated change of time from
midnight to present time, station
reports.

•

Q

WCEN Mt. Pleasant, Mich., Ko
Mail Bag, Sat., 10:15 a.m.
gram using letters sent to relai i
and friends from men fightin
Korea.
Listeners are asket
send in excerpts or letters to ;
tion. Most interesting are scree I
and read on show.
f
WOMEN GRAPPLERS • #
CROSLEY Broadcasting Corp
stations (WLWD Dayton, WL
Columbus,
WLWT Cincinn;
women's
wrestling
started Dec.
9, 10:30 tournan;'!
p.m. TI
first time sports championship
be decided in TV studio, static?
ports.
Tournament open to
women over 18 years old, ^
single elimination for purse
$2,000 to winner. Show origin
in studios of WLWD and fei
WLWC and WLWT. Winner
wrestle Mildred Burke, chamj
for title.
BUS CARD PROMOTION
# |
WGNR New Rochelle, N. Y., k
started extensive bus card prcH
tion campaign in 100 lower wH
Chester County buses. Cards proB
listeners to stay tuned to 1 '
WGNR "The Voice of w!
Chester."
FULL PAGE AD
•

• '!

WPIX (TV) New York ran |
page advertisement in New Ij
Times Dec. 1. Page had two-jB
banner headline announcing M
tion's plans for telecasting wii
program
from Madison Sqi
Garden. Pictures of events tc
televised along with personali
stars and salesmen were featu
Copy advertisers
gave details who
of program
with
are sponal
ing
shows.GLASS
HOUR

•

#

RCA THESAURUS has sen1
clients lucite paperweight ^
miniature hour-glass built int ,
and carrying legend: "Thesai
HORSEFEATHERS
• •
Sells Time."
KLX Oakland, Calif., sending
vertisers form letter with w
feather attached. Letter is heac
(Continued on page 9U) >

HOWARD J. McCOUISTER
PAUL W. McCOLLISTER, GENERAL MANAGER
Regional Representative
66 ACACIA DRIVE, ATHERTON, CALIF.. DAVENPORT 3-3061

Shows with a Hollywood heritage * Member N-A-BBROADCASTING
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Follow

the

lead

Business

they're

all

giving

Schenley

of

these

Leaders...

to

wish

friends

the

best!

Harry G. Griffiths, President of the
Pennsylvania Drug Co., says: "I order
Schenley by the case — and my gift buying is through! It's quick and easy!
There's no finer whiskey-gift."

Col. William Schiff, President of Schiff
Terhune & Co., Inc., Insurance Brokers,

Arthur Martin Karl, President of
Names Unlimited, Inc., Direct Mail

says: "I give Schenley because it's a
really fine whiskey . . . and a really fine

Consultants,
says:gift"Schenley
answer to all my
problems.is Itheenjoy

answer to my Christmas problems!"

Schenley in my home, too."

Herbert Sondheim, President of
' { Herbert Sondheim, Inc., Famous Dress
' Manufacturers, says: "Everyone appreciated Schenley last year, so I'm giving
it again this Christmas."

Richard E. Booth, Executive of Nowland & Schladermundt, Industrial Designers, says: "A gift of Schenley is the
best way I know to say, 'Thanks for all
you've done for me this past year!'"

Edward Lyman Bill, President of Bill
Bros. Publishing Co., Publishers of Sales
Management, says: "Schenley is an ideal
gift. Every man welcomes a gift of fine
whiskey."

LENDED WHISKEY 86 PROOF. 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS. SCHENLEY DISTRIBUTORS, INC., N. Y.
ADCASTING
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 87)
Decisions Cont. :
ject to acceptance of any interference
received from WALE Fall River, Mass.
Placed in File
WGAR
Bcstg.
Ohio —
Placed in pending Co.,
file Cleveland,
to await outcome
of proceedings
Richards
application for newin Class
B FMcase,
station.
Action Set Aside
KLIF Trinity Bcstg. Corp., Oak Cliff,
Texas — On petition Commission set
aside action of Secretary taken June
13 placing
file KLIF
cation for in
CP pending
to increase
power applifrom
1 kw D to 5 kw D on 1190 kc; removed
application
from pending
turned to processing
line. file and reBY THE SECRETARY
WLAP Lexington, Ky. — Granted license change frequency, increase in
power, install new trans, and DA-2;
change trans, location; 630 kc 5 kw-D,
1 kw-N DA-2, unl.
W K B N - F M Youngstown, Ohio —
Granted license for new FM station;
Ch. 255 (98.9 mc), 18.5 kw. 520 ft.
KNAL Victoria, Tex. — Granted request for assignment of CP and license
from
partnership
new corporation —
Victoria
Bcstg. Co.to Inc.
LubbockCP Bcstg.
Co., Lubbock
Tex. —
Granted
and license
for new remote
pickup KKE-429, KA-7944.
Following
granted mod.
extension of completion
datesCP'sas for
shown
KIRO-FM Seattle, Wash, to 5-13-51
WWGP-FM Sanford, N. C, to 3-21-51
WJEF-FM Grand Rapids, Mich., to 6
27-51— condition; WPAR-FM Parkers
burg, W. Va., to 5-12-51; KVLC-FM
Little Rock, Ark., to 3-12-51; WTOC-FM
Savannah, Ga., to 6-18-51; WFMY
Greensboro, N. C, to 3-5-51; WJZ-FM
New York, N. Y., to 6-16-51; WRBL-FM
Colimibus, Ga., to 2-1-51; WSNS Sanford, N. C, to 5-28-51; WFMY -TV
Greensboro, N. C, to 3-5-51; WROWFM Albany, N. Y., to 5-25-51; WESTFM Easton, Pa., to 6-15-51; WFBM-TV
Indianapolis, Ind., to 6-30-51; KLX
Oakland, Calif., to 5-13-51 — conditions;
WTIL
Mayaguez, P. R., to 12-28-50—
condition.
KTRB-FM Modesto, Calif.— Granted
license for new FM station — Ch. 281
(104.1 mc), 4.7 kw, 260 ft.
WERC-FM Erie, Pa. — Granted license
new FM station— Ch. 260 (99.9 mc), 9.7
kw, 400 ft.
Columbus Bcstg. Co., Columbus, Ga.
—Granted mod CP KIB-41 for extension of completion
to 2-1-51.
Granted
following date
renewal
of licenses
of remote pickups on regular basis subject to change in frequency which
may result from the proceedings in
Docket 6651:
KA-6512; KA-6513, Warner Bros.
Bcstg.College
Corp., ofHollywood,
KA2879
the Pacific,Calif.;
Stockton,
Calif.
Extended following licenses of remote
pickups on a temporary basis to March
1, 1951, subject to change in frequency
which may result from the proceedings
in Docket
6651; KA-4552,
KA-4553,
KMPC
The Station
of the Stars,
Inc.,
Los Angeles; KA-7152, KA-7153, KA7155, KA-7156, KPIK Inc., San Fran-

Cisco; KA-4605, WJR, The Goodwill
Station, Inc., Detroit; KA-3416, Albuquerque Bcstg. Co., Albuquerque,
N. M.; KA-4620. General Electric Co.,
Schenectady,
KA-3407, Ohio;
The
WGAR Bcstg. N.Co.,Y.;Cleveland,
KA-6975, Mario Acosta, Mayaguez,
P. R.; KA-3625, Station WNEL Corp.,
San Juan, P. R.; KA-7264, Community
Bcstg. Co., Corpus Christi, Tex.
Extended the following licenses of
remote pickups on temporary basis to
March 1, 1951, subject to condition that
this action is without prejudice to any
action Commission may take with respect to any pending applications for
renewal of licenses of broadcast stations licensed to grantee. Frequency
assignment subject to change resulting
from proceedings in Docket No. 6651:
KA-4647 American Bcstg. Co. Inc., San
Francisco; KA-4665, 4663, American
Bcstg. Co., Inc., Chicago; KA-4637,
4633, American Bcstg. Inc., New York;
KA-4823, 4824. 5130, 5131, KMA-676,
National Bcstg. Co. Inc., Hollywood;
KA-4822, 5071, 5072, KMA-675, National
Bcstg. Co. Inc., San Francisco; KA4675, KA-5073, National Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
Denver, tional
Co.;Bcstg.KA-5004,
6515, NaCo. Inc.,6514,
Washington;
KA-4673, 4999, 5000, National Bcstg. Co.
Inc., Chicago; KA-4669, 4670, 5001, 5002,
KEA-650, National Bcstg. Co. Inc., New
York.
Granted following renewal of licenses
of remote pickups: KA-6286 Macon
Bcstg.
Co., Macon,Inc.;Ga.;DeRuyter,
KA-2708, N.Rural
Radio Network
Y.,
KA-3220, Rural Radio Network, Inc.,
BristolCorning
Center, Leader
N. Y., KA-5284,
KEA874,
Inc., Corning.
N. Y.; KA-3618, 5606, KAA-994, WDAY
Inc., Fargo, N. D.
Extended following licenses of remote
pickups on temporary basis to March
1, 1951: KA-7154, KPIX Inc., San FranKA-7065,Co.,
2775,Cleveland,
KQA-795, Ohio;
The
WGAR cisco;
Bcstg.
KA-4608 , 2313, 4606, 4607, KQA-755,
WJR, The Goodwill Station Inc., DeMich.; KA-4621,
4622, 4623,N.Generaltroit,Electric
Co., Schenectady,
Y.;
KA-5552 KSA-945, Racine Bcstg. Corp.,
Racine, Wis.
Extended following license of remote
pickups on temporary basis to March
1, 1951,
to theshall
express
condition thatsubject
this action
be without
prejudice to any action the Commission
may take with respect to outstanding
authorizations or applications of the
grantee in the light of the decision of
the Supreme Court in United States v.
Paramount Pictures, Inc. et als. 334
U.S.
Labs 131:
Inc., KA-4039,
New York.Allen B. DuMont
Extended following licenses of remote
pickups on temporary basis to March
1, 1951, subject to condition that this
action is without prejudice to any
action Commission may take with respect to any pending applications for
renewals of licenses of broadcast stations licensed to grantee: KA-4642,
KA-4643, American Bcstg. Co. Inc., San
Francisco; KA-4657, American Bcstg.
Co. Inc., Chicago;
4653, York;
4654,
American
Bcstg. Co.KA-4648,
Inc., New
KA-4815, 4816, 4821, 5189, 5190, 5191,
5192, National Bcstg. Co. Inc., Hollywood, Calif.; KA-4814. 4818. 5148, 5149,
5150, 5163, National Bcstg. Co. Inc., San
Francisco; KA-4683, 4685, 4686, 5193,
5194, 5195, 5196, National Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
Denver; KA-5714, 5175, 5176, 5177, 5469,
5470,
5472, Washington,
KGA-844, National
Bcstg. 5471,
Co. Inc.,
D. C;
KA-4676, 4680, 5145, 5146, 5147, 5162,
KSA-720, National Bcstg. Co. Inc., Chicago; 5172,
KA-4687,National
4690, 4691,
5170, 5171,
Bcstg.4693,
Co. 5169,
Inc.,
New York.
Granted following renewal of licenses
of remote pickups on regular basis,
subject to change In frequency which
may result from proceedings in Docket
No. 6651: KA-4238 Rural Radio NetInc., DeRuyter,
WDAY work,Inc.,
Fargo, N.N.D. Y.; KA-6481,
Granted following renewal of licenses
of Johnston
STL stations
regular
basis: KIA32
Bcstg.on Co.,
Bessemer,
Ala.;
KIB-70, Durham Radio Corp., Durham,
N.
Co. C;
Inc.,KIB-80,
Hickory,Catawba
N. C. Valley Bcstg.
Extended following license of STL
on temp, basis to March 1, 1951, subject

SERVICE
mW PT63'A
Unit Construction permits portable or rack
mount operotion. 3 separate heads to
monitor from the tape I Prevents record
ing errors I New 3 head unit also ovoilobie to convert present PT6 Magnecorder.
WRITE
360 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago 1, III.
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BACK IN 1930 these gentlemen launched the BC Remedy Co. in radio,
a 20-year celebration they gathered at a special luncheon at the Car<._
Country Club in Raleigh, along with members of their staffs. They are (I t
Knox Massey, Harvey Massengale Co., Durham, N. C. agency; C. T. Cou
president of the BC Remedy Co., and R. H. Mason, general manager of Y
Raleigh. Station presented a pair of sterling candlesticks to Mr. Cou._
to condition that this action is without
prejudice
to any
action
Commission
may take with
respect
to any
pending
applications for renewals of licenses of
broadcast stations licensed to grantee:
KQB-47, National Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Atlanta,
Tex.900— Granted
forKALT
new AM
station;
kc, 1 kw, license
D
KFRUcense install
Columbia,
Mo.
Granted
linew trans,— and
vertical
ant.
and
change
trans,
and
studio
locations.
Central New York Bcstg. Corp., Syracuse, N. Y. — Granted request to cancel
license and delete remote pickup KA3035.
Grand new
Forks,
CPKILO
to install
trans.N. D. — Granted
WWSW Pittsburgh, Pa.— Granted CP
install new trans, at present location
of main trans, on 970 kc, 1 kw unl.
DA-2 for aux. purposes only.
WMTE Manistee, Mich. — Granted
mod.
CP for toapproval
of ant.
trans, location
change type
trans. and
KFAL Fulton, Mo. — Granted mod.
CP to change main studio location.
KWJJcense Portland,
Ore.- Granted
change in daytime
DA pattern.liWSMI Litchfield, 111.— Granted license
new AM station; 1540 kc 1 kw D.
WMFD-FM
N. Chan.
C—
Granted
license Wilmington,
new FM station;
242 (96.3 mc), 11 kw, 340 ft.
W CA L - F M Northfleld, Minn.—
Granted license new FM station; Chan.
239 (95.7 mc), 49 kw, 340 ft.
KFGQ-FM
Boone,
la. — Granted
license new FM
station;
Chan. 257
(99.3 mc), 310 w, 200 ft.
KSMU-FM
Dallas, Tex— Granted
cense new noncommercial
educationalliFM station; (89.3 mc) 10 w.
KUHFcense newHouston,
Tex. — Granted
noncommercial
educationalliFM station; Chan. 217 (91.3 mc), 9.6 kw,
250 ft.
WFIUnewBloomington,
— Granted
license
noncommercialInd.educational
FM station; Chan. 215 (90.9 mc), 33
kw, 300 ft.
WAJC Indianapolis, Ind. — Granted
license tional
forFM broadcast
new noncommercial
educastation; 91.9
mc,
Chan. 220, 700 watts, 50 ft.
WMON Montgomery,
Va. — Granted
mod.
for ext. of W.comp.
date to
5-28-51;CPconditions.
WMBL
Moorehead City, N. C—

DIRECTORY

Granted with
authority
through
operate
reduced
powerDec.per 1t,Wi
installation of damaged compoiiiun
and resumption of normal operatiT
WCBS-TV New York— Granted \
CP authorizing change in trans. I
tion; change in ERP from vis. 13.7
aur. to10.0install
kw tonewvis.antenna
and aur.
6.5 j'
also
system
transmitters; ant. 1,290 ft.
December 5 Applications .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING 'Hi
AM— 1600 kc
WKNK Muskegon, Mich.— CP AM
tion to change from 1600 kc 5 k
1 kw-N to 1600 kc 5 kw unl.
CP to Replace CP
WLIN Merrill, Wis.— CP to rej,
expired CP to change frequency, petc. and install DA-N.
License Renewal
Request
license renewal
tion:
KGRHfor Fayetteville,
Ark.;AMK
(Continued on page 96)
'Baptism

Calif.,
studiosLong
underwenKjusij
NEW KGER
Beac?'^'
their own "baptism by firCj
recently when a mailbag
cuddled too close to an elec
trie heater in one of the sta
tion's month-old studios, bursj—
in flames and caused a fir
in the new building. Tota
extent of damage was ap
proximately
$1,000, witmajor damage being done b;
smoke and soot. There als'
was a matter of about
letters in the ill-fated mail
bag. Station moved into it
new studios Nov. 4 [Broad
CASTING •Telecasting, NovlWti
20]. Building housing studio
was erected at a cost of abou
$50,000.

Custotn-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STerling 3626

by Fire'

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
"A reliable
service for
over phone
18 years"
For immediate
service
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.
BROADCASTING

CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
lutive Offices
National Press Building
^ and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
{hington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*

mmercial Radio Equip. Co.
Veretf L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
SRNATIONAL BLDG.
DI. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
». BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

RADIO

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press BIdg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

ENGINEER

A A8-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLEH
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey BIdg.— Sterling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Notional 7757

Member AFCCE*

Mill

proven, Lohnes & Culver
|NSEY building DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
'I

Mcintosh & Inglis
710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Member

P. MAY
Kellogg BIdg.
REpublic 3984

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1820 Jefferson Place, N. W.
Washington 6, 0. C.
REpublic 7236

I'

AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
^t,Wood
Texas
Seattle,
Wash.
St. 4742
W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*

\. EARL CULLUM, JR.
NSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

al
^NSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
as I 4125 Monroe Street
^^jj
TOLEDO 13, OHIO
(Telephone — Kingswood 7631
i i' ■
2'dO ( Jl

WALTER F. KEAN
TV BROADCAST AUOCATION,
=CC & FIELD ENGINEERING
verside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, Ifl.
(A Chicago suburb)
ADCASTING

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Fest, inc.
927 ISth St., N. W. REpubUc 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
2915 Red River 2-5055
Austin, Texas

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
1 Le Fevre Lane, New Rechelle, N. Y.
New Rechelle 6-1620

• Telecastin,

KEAR

& KENNEDY

1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

Member AFCCE*

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

GEORGE

P. ADAIR

Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 Wcahingtea 6, D. C

Member
AFCCE*
December 11, 1950

•
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted. \Q4 per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20^ per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25(f per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Bkoadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Salesmen
Experienced time salesman for local
accounts. Want permanent man, who
will have chance at commercial managership. Good salary, plus incentive.
Texas
ABC station. Box llOH, BROADCASTING.
New England independent needs a
salesman
with imagination,
perseverance and drive.
A good salesman
can
earn
a
good
weeks
pay.
Box
163H,
BROADCASTING .
Salesman: 1000 watt, Pennsylvania independent. Small market. Will pay
$75 to start. Have block of accounts
to new man. No world beaters. Just
good radio man willing to work and
interested in earning more. Box 171H,
BROADCASTING.
Progressive local station, good east
coast sive
community
15,000,
aggressalesman with
car.wants
Permanent,
salary and commission. Please give
full details first letter and picture, if
possible. Box 192H, BROADCASTING.
Salesman. Top station, sound market,
5 kw going net. Must be alert radio
salesman. Box 197H, BROADCASTING.
Topnotch salesman. If you would like
a small western town and can sell aggressively and smoothly to small town
people
men, maybe we and
can still
use meet
you.agency
Interested
in a
married man willing to settle here and
organize his time and efforts to do a
real selling and servicing job. If you
have additional abilities such as first
class ticket, sports announcing experience, etc., they would be of value.
Send us complete details about yourself and we'll
tell you
about our
opening.
Position
openmoreimmediately.
Contact KRPL, Moscow, Idaho.
Salesman — Experienced in constructively selling radio. Must be alert and
ethical. To represent leading station,
NBC affiliate, in competitive market.
Send full information; references,
photo,
Pocatello,income
Idaho. requirements. KSEI,
One of our salesmen has moved on to
an agency. If you are ready to move
into a tough metropolitan market in
one of America's better indies — WGAY
— write or phone immediately. Draw
against commission. Experience and
car necessary. General Manager,
WGAY, Silver Spring, Md.
Wanted,
experienced
man to sell
to the TV energetic
stations insalesthe
midwest area very attractive TV program for children. No objection to
supplementing this with present duties.
Write or call The Ghost Rider Enterprises Inc., Empire State Building, 350
Fifth Avenue, N. Y. C, LA 4-1571.
Announcers
Wanted, mature, experienced, forceful
announcer, strong on sports, news,
interviews, commercials. Write full
details and expected salary. Box 98H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, Ohio station. Must have
experience news, special events, commerical plus console operation. Excellent opportunity for right man. Box
164H, BROADCASTING.
Morning personality by midwest 5 kw
station. Capable handling western
shows and building strong morning audience. Rush disc or tape, full details,
salary requiremrnts. Box 169H
BROADCASTING.
Eastern network station needs versatile
disc jockey-special events man. Must
be tops. Box 174H, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted: Hard hitting able negro disc
jockey, wild, frantic, strictly hep style,
jive talk, bouncy lingo, mass appeal,
promotion conscious. Ability to sell
self on air and in person important.
Ad-lib ability to punch commercial
necessary. Neat appearance, educated
background, ability to work smoothly
in south important. Pay based on
ability, guarantee, talent, commission,
plus bonus. New 1000 watt station in
major uarysouthern
1st. Give market
complete starting
details Janfirst
letter and include picture. Send no
audition disc. Box 167H, BROADCASTING.
Combination
r-engineer
wanted.
Accentannounce
on announcing.
$50.00
for 48 hour week, raise in 3 months
plus bonus for good man. ABC outlet
in Florida, resort town of 30.000. Send
disc or ence
tape
plus full details,
and references.
Box experi186H,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Announcer-engineer for sunny
south Texas station. Top salary for
top announcing
Rush Box
qualifications and voice voice.
audition.
187H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer with first class license
wanted immediately by fuUtime station
in college town.
announcing. Salary, Emphasis
disc, firstonletter.
KAYS, Hays, Kansas.
KNPT, Newport, Oregon, needs two
good combination men immediately
due to increase of power to 1000 watts.
We can use one or two good announcers
with first class tickets. Interested in
married men with accent on top announcing. Opportunity to work into
programming
Good western
Contact KRPL,job.Moscow.
Idaho, town.
give
complete details, including picture, audition, salary expected and references.
Opportunity for first phone-announcer
who doesn't want a fortune over night.
Open salary
guaranteed.
experience preferred.
Mutual Basic
affiliate,
250
watts. Phone 650 or 1021, KSVP, Artesia. New Mexico. A future.
5000 watt Mutual affiliate needs good
announcer for news. Record shows and
straight announcing shift. Pay starts
at $50.00 weekly with increases to right
man as he proves himself. Want man
for midwest area, bottle chasers and
floaters need not apply. Send letter of
application and disc to Ray Beals,
KVGB, Great Bend, Kansas, indicating
experience, age, marital status. Enclose
picture.
Immediate opening two combination
announcer-engineers, accent on announcing. One position chief engineer.
Please give aU details in first letter
with disc. Experience not necessary,
but helpful. WDEC, Americus, Georgia.
Wanted: Announcer with first class license for permanent, well paid position.
Send disc and full details to WGNI,
Wilmington, N. C.
Wanted: Two experienced announcers
immediately. Send disc and all details
first letter. If no experience, do not
apply. WHNC, Henderson, N. C, phone
736.
Staff announcer, sound commercial
man, newscaster. Send disc, details
to WKBH, La Crosse, Wisconsin.
Staff announcer, good commercial man.
permanent position, future for reliable,
experienced person. Send disc, photo,
details. WPIC. WPIC-FM. Sharon. Pa.
Announcer-engineer for fuUtime Mutual affiliate. Send full information
immediately. WPNF, Brevard, N. C.
Technical
Wanted, one first class operator for
WFNC, Fayetteville, North Carolina.
Mail
letter of experience, education and
references.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Men with at least 8 years combined
electrician
and radiocustom
experience
install and maintain
built toaudio
devices. Must want to travel throughout any area in the United States
continually. Excellent salary plus expenses. Transportation
have automobile
driversprovided.
license. Must
Send
personal
snapshot
with
record
of
experiences and references. Box 764D,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Chief engineer for prominent
New England regional. Must be hard
working, full of pride in technical
perfection and capable of maintaining
RCA 5DX 5 kw transmitter and maintaining somewhatandelaborate
audio equipment
making studio
whatever
changes therein may be required
from time to time. Please state full
details regarding experience, references
and expected starting pay first letter
to Box 166H, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter studio operator (no announcing) first phone license to operate
tape-disc
recorders,
ABCMBS affiliate.
Start turntables.
$180 per month.
Box 196H , BROADCASTING.
Engineer with announcing capabilities,
not necessarily experienced, needed
immediately
by KSIL,
CBS affiliate.
Contact
Jim
Duncan at
Silver City,
New
Mexico.
Engineer-announcer urgently needed.
Experience not necessary if willing to
work and learn. Contact Irwin Trowbridge, WVMC. Mt. Carmel, lUinois.
First
classstation,
engineer-announcer.
Mutual45
affiliate
eastern Montana,
hour week. Good working conditions,
permanent
position. Write or wire
tana^
Post Office Box 1015, Miles City, MonProduction-Programming, others
Continuity writer with at least one
year commercial radio copy experience
wanted at network affiliate, city of
100,000 in midwest. Reply, giving experience, references, salary expected
CASTING^
and copy samples, to Box 90H, BROADOne woman
one photo,
experiencedcopywriter
announcer. Sendand disc,
particulars DCAS
first letter.
Box. 116H,
BROA
TING
High Hooper, progressive station with
heavy commercial schedule, seeks program director-traffic manager experienced in Mutual
affiliate.
announcing. No sports.
PresentSome
program
director returning to university latter
part of January. Position open now
or can wait until January 15th. Starting salary $60.00. If satisfactory, $75
within two months. Possible to advance to sales director or assistant
manager
few months.
Womanof
would be within
considered.
Knowledge
Spanish helpful but not essential.
Owner constructing
two additional
stations. Write full details,
draft status
and call letters of Mutual station in
which experience obtained. Do not
phone or turnable
sendmaterial.
audition
reKeith orTye,other
KVER,
Box 1388, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Television
Technical
Experienced TV broadcasting technicians for Pennsylvania television station. Those with several years experience in larger AM broadcasting stations
will be given consideration in lieu of
actual TV experience. Best references
required by long established company
with
liberal personnel policies. Box
ING.
165H, BROADCASTING • TELECASTSituations Wanted
Managerial
Assistant manager, program director.
Over 9 years experience, last 3 in NBC
regional,
highly competitive
Qualified administrator,
personnelmarket.
man,
writer,
production
and
news director.
Excellent references. Available
after
January first. Box 63H, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Commercial manager, well experiem
ING. change. Box lOOH, BROADO
seeks

Manager with thorough background,
all phases of radio available. ,
miracle worker, but hard, sober 1 1
ness administrator able to operate i
ciently and profitably. Strong on s ,
promotion and programming, dir
necessitated through pending st;.|.
sale to new owner who will be his .t
manager. Young, married, reliiiBox 175H, BROADCASTING. .i
Sales university
and featuregraduate,
promotions,
42, f\'
ried,
20 years
|
perience newspaper and radio s 1
Guaranteed producer. Good rerr
Box 195H, BROADCASTING.
,
;l(
Success
success! Ninesales,
sue ^'
ful
yearsbreeds
of management,
gramming. Manager-sales manager ■
impressive
get-and-keepEastsales
Excellent references.
only.rei 31212H, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen

Good salesman wants good job, il
99H, BROADCASTING.
Salesman
who hascommercial
been through!:^
mill
as salesman,
mar;i
and manager, is ready to settle c _
as an A-1 salesman for an A-1 stal ,
Married, 45 years old, top refere^
fully
in majorexperienced.
market of oneExcellent
million asrt

178H,in BROADCASTING
as
market of 20,000. for
Writefu: '
details.
Salesman-continuity writing, 6 ^
experience
sales promotion,
many i^'^
ucts.
Experienced
in all phases
%
mercial
copy, exempt.
writing 2andyears
contir
Single, draft
coJj.j|
Box 200H, BROADCASTING.
Announcers

Basketball,
tion's
best. play-by-play.
$150 weekly. One
Box oli si
BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster. Exciting play-by-pla
topnotch sports area. Experienct
basketball, football, baseball, biiiii
and wrestling.
University grad:_
Favorable
draft status. newscasting
Married. (i '
eran.
Authoritative
announcing of high caliber. Bo>
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
announcer,
single
vetT'
24.
Non reservist.
Fifteen
month
perience. DJ, news and sports
grams,
generalchange.
stafi'. Excellent
for
desiring
Available r'
notice anywhere.
Tape, best i|
ences available. Morning shift dc
but not necessary. All replies answ
Box 70H, BROADCASTING. iz

Announcer, colored, excellent ■'; l!',
have promotional ideas, disc os-^iquest. Box 95H, BROADCASTING^^
News, sports and special events
mentator, 8 years experience. Ve
married. P>resently employed large
station.
College education.
ence play-by-play
major collegeE:ball, professional baseball and p ^
sional basketball, emcee, variety s jj
all-round top caliber man with ] :
relations experience. Prefer AMi»
TV.
available. Ja '
1st. Top
Box references
97H, BROADCASTING
Announcer, first phone ticket, v( t
3V2 years staff, news, sports anfi
experience. Mostly evening shift. I i S
programming
and production
neering. Programming
and copyto
ground
and
would
like
enlar
same. Disc, references.to Box
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, six years commercial
Married; desire permanent oppor
with good station, friendly comm
Box 114H, BROADCASTING.
AM engineer now, but would like
more. I Announcing,
sales or Box
proir"
Am
too ambitious?
BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer: Independent an
work experience. Mature voice
pleasing,
selling popular
delivery.
Exi
news. Classical,
music,
ence participation, ad-lib and inte
ability. Ambitious and prod
minded. Top references. Ve
age TV27,operation
car. Desires
permaner
or
in eastern
met;
tan market with opportunity f(
vancement. Available January
Please include all details. Recent
tape and complete background
request. All inquiries answered pi
ly. Box 162H, BROADCASTING

itaations Wanted (Cont'd)
ienced newscaster, available in
,rj'.
Ined in Excellent
locating inbackground.
east. Box 168H,
lDCASTING.
bove average background, current
B. sports, classical music. Drafel
German,
Spanish lanfis. ability.
Good voice,
personality.
Box
BROADCASTING.
^iincer
board station.
experience
now
ived onv^ith
network
Veteran,
ars old. Want work in midwest,
^ears radio school. High starting
■ unimportant.
Sincere! AmbiBox 172H, BROADCASTING.
idable, sober, first class announcer
ienced exempt
all phases.
Ten years
radraft
disabled
veteran,
ed, family on way. Consider
pm or central California. Sixtyr'eek
minimum to start. Box 173H,
.DCASTTNG.
-ght
available.
Best
snces newscaster
in the industry.
Network
Bo kw experience. Thoroughly
Ienced news editor with dignified
respect-commanding delivery.
:ng position with larger station in
n
WING.market. Box 190H, BROAD^ination woman (announcer-copy•) seeking progressive job opporSix-year background. Box
BROADCASTING.

''"ae
interest
at your
n. create
I am asome
colored
femme
disc
'f.
experience.
Yes,
Bell Two
as wellyears
as have
proven ability
II controls. Full of ideas, can
shows and give news. Maybe
!. iust what you need. Can be
t)le after April 1st. Box 194H,
_-DCASTING.
incer, 4 years experience, also
-tjisition
imming.or proffram
Interesteddirector.
in announcBox
I BROADCASTING.
_Hncer-salesman. 2Vp, years exneri. I announcing, strong on sports. 6
^i' . experience
promotion.
Draft exempt.sales
2 years
college.
.'•;!01H, BROADCASTING.
league baseball announcer seek; ay-by-plav basketball and other
<ai Box 203H, BROADCASTING.
_ incer wants experience. Draft
A.yt, college grad. New England
Ijred. Box 204H, BROADCASTING.
ible immediately, announcer, 2
experience.
Chief announcer
. kw deep
indie,mature
past I'avoice,
years.married,
Young.
,.ile,
wl;hild. vet. For taped audition
Sf' Box 205H, BROADCASTING.
incer-newsman, 7 years all phases,
itly employed, draft exempt vetfamily man. 30 years old. Will
;C-i-iivwhere.
Box 207H, BROADu-CNG..
Godfrey, Murrow or Block, but
"petent staff announcer he=ivy on
L'=rcials with four ve=>rs exneri- Draft exempt. Box 209H, BROAD:\ NG.
, ars announcing, 2 years oresent
as Drogram-production director
(fecial events for 1000 w northj; ai indie. BS, MS in Radio. AssistSGpidio
instructor
university.
Deep
nt voice,
network
presentation.
a< play-by-play, including 2 years
3j s football. Vet, 27, good appearB-P Sense of humor, can write.
',„■ [NG.
um $70. Box 210H, BROADsi! lie young couple with 1st phones,
enced in combo ooeration, traffic
uitv, etc. Box 211H, BROADlNG.
■-(jTtiot
-for -me boy,
Chicago
^incer,hurray
experienced.
College
edu. news, emcee, drama, etc. Netaffiliate 5,000 watt and up. Avail■VfUiow. Excellent references. Box
:5 1 BROADCASTING.
ienced announcer. Larger maromparable salary. Please, no
ater towns. Box 214H, BROADXNG.
news editor, sportscaster, special
director. Leaving CBS affiliate
five years. Employers among
rices. Age 33, married. Available
Vfrcember interview. Leaving top
!itter. Interested in equally good
station
opportunity
adHave with,
fed network
sportsto and
features. Can build and hold
; following.
Available January
i Not in reserve. Bob Delaney,
,.,lathan Hale, West Palm Beach,

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Technical
Engineer, experience includes 5 years
consulting engineering, highly skilled in
directional formance.
antenna
design and
perPrevious experience
includes
several years as chief engineer. Draft
exempt. Box 813G, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, 17 years experience.
Seeks change to progressive station.
Salary secondary to opportunitv. Best
references.
Box 842G, BROADCASTING.
Bn^ineer. Experienced studio, phasing
and directional equipment, maintenance
and remotes. Box 952G, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, phone first, comolete offer
first
ING. contact. Box 974G, BROADCASTEngineer,cense. Sixfirst
radiotelephone
yearsclass
experience,
FM, AM,listudio, remotes, transmitter. Married,
mature, ences.
draftBox 59H,
exempt,
no combo, referBROADCASTING.
Chief engineer-announcer,
plenty ofDraft
experience, reliable, hard worker.
exempt homa.
veteran
Arkansas with
area dependents.
only. Box Okla145H,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer with ability and experience to handle the toughest broadcast problems-operation, maintenance,
construction, any size or type operation.
Let
tell you. Undraftable. myBoxreferences
179H, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced television film director,
desires
from independent localchange
stationin toTV,network
television
station. Livewire, good references,
willing toinre-locate,
Got TV
problems
films, or single.
in TV broadcast
operations, CASTING
contact
Box
176H,
BROAD• TELECASTING.
Hard sires
worker
and good
Man" despot in your
TV or"Idea
AM operation.
Six years stage and radio: Production,
directing, writing and announcing.
Graduate top TV school. Please write:
John Austin. 2854 46 St., Long Island
City, New York.
Managerial
Buy experience in television. Check
this background for your organization.
10 years in AM and TV, includes sales,
sales promotion, public relations and
merchandising, with previous programming and copy experience. Good
speaker. Know TV organization and
operation. Desire commercial manager
setup of
TVinterested
station orin AM
tion. Also
AM combinaplanning
TV.
Box 177H, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
For Sale

Engineer, 3 years experience. Active
ham 20 tion.years.
WantsHave
permanent
posiNo combo.
car. Available
immediately.
Box
191H,
BROADCASTING.

Stations
For sale, basic network affiliate in major southwest market. Profitable operation in exceptionally good city. Pleasant year-round climate, cool in summer; warm in winter. Annual gross
$150,000. Priced to sell as owner needs
to liquidate to engage in development
of new, larger property. Priced to sell
at $100,000. Half cash; balance in long
ING.
term notes. Box 115H, BROADCAST-

Four years of broadcast engineering
work, four
teaching
radio notransmitter and years
receivers,
no draft,
reserve, no National Guard. Married,
car, willing to travel, write for referArkansas.ence. 806 S. Jackson, El Dorado,

All or part of 500 watt daytime station
in New England. Only station in city
of 40,000. Write all details in renly.
Strict confidence assured. Write Box
161H, BROADCASTING.

Production-Programming , others
Newsman. Mature, experienced, fully
qualified in all phases. Own minitape.
Box 9.55G. BROADCASTING.
Experienced program director, extensive copy, sales, production, announcing background. Married; permanent.
Box 113H. BROADCASTING.
Attention university town stations.
Program director seeks same or similar
position. Experienced, trained, employed, successful, sales conscious. Age
25. Can supervise any or all phases of
station
noeration.
Box 180H, BROADCASTING.
Two vets, draft exempt, with a total
of eight years experience, desires a
Dosition with reliable station. Both
have held executive positions and experienced in all phases of commercial
radio. Also one year training in television producing and directing. Box
183H. BROADCASTING.
Showmanship! If you need it, nine
years background in theatre-radio work
is your answer. Want PD in tough
market.
your BROADCASTING.
promises or don't
answer. Keep
Box 185H,
Continuity writer-trafQc manager, currently employed as program director,
but prefer continuity and traffic.
Eight years exp.erience including announcer-operator and music librarian.
Salary reauirement reasonable. Would
prefer to locate in deep south. Available two weeks notice to present emplover. Reply Box 189H, BROADCASTING^
Program
able soon.director-announcer.
Am now assistant at Availlarge
net station. Will go anywhere. Married. Box 199H, BROADCASTING.
Radio producer/director. 2 years experience at top New York independent.
Box 20?H, BROADCASTING.
Program director. Experienced all
phases small
Coordinationstation
and detail operation.my specialty.
Prefer position requiring little announcing. Excellent
references.
able immediately.
Minimum
salaryAvail$60.
Sam McClaughry, 8521 S. Loomis Blvd.,
Chicago, Illinois. TRiangle 4-1459.
Television
Production-Programming, others
Radio producer
desires
experience. 10 years
radiotelevision
experience.
Background
in music
and Little Thea-•
ter. Box 216H,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.

Wanted to Buy (Cont'd)
FM 1 or 3 kw transmitter. Price must
be
FM mod-freq monitors.
Box right.
141H, Also
BROADCASTING.
Tower,142H,
self-supporting.
360 to 600 feet.
Box
BROADCASTING.
Want 1 kw AM transmitter and a complete/or sections of Wincharger tower
type 101. Box 181H, BROADCASTING.
Obsolete 1 kilowatt broadcast or communications telephone transmitter.
Particularly interested in WE linear
amplifier type 71A utilizing 279A or
similar finals. Box 182H, BROADCASTING.
Equipment wanted. 1000 watt station.
Must be bargain. No hurry. Box 208H,
BROADCASTING.
Will pay cash for WX2C RCA field
meter. Get in touch with KSTT,
Davenport, Iowa.
Wanted: Standard audio rack, state
price and condition. Fred Chassey,
WKDN, 4,2881
Camden
N. J.Mt. Ephraim Avenue,
200 ft. tower, 1 kw transmitter, monitors, turntables and console. State condition, price, terms. Contact Dick
Biddle,
Alabama. 104 Circlewood, Tuscaloosa,
Help Wanted
Salesmen

PBS
America's newest

Equipment, etc.
3 unused American Plate transformers,
type OISO 230 volts low, 7500Y high 75
KVA cont., 60 Cy. 3 phase. Box 62H,
BROADCASTING.

and fastest growing network
requires the services of fifteen
additional men thoroughly experienced in station relations
and sales.

250 ing
wattsouthwestern
independent
station Box
in growcommunity.
184H,
BROADCASTING.

Phone: Judson 6-5529 for
appointment. Write or wire
Officeton Suite
565 Park
Hotel, New
York SheraCity.

Have spare GE 3 kw FM transmitter
and freq-mcd
monitor,
new condition, together
with almost
some coax,
GE
FM antenna fittings. Not giveaway,
but inggood
buy
for
broadcaster
intendto reinstate FM operations, or for
new
FM station. Box 215H, BROADCASTING.
Presto 6N and 6C recording turntables,
2 extra feed screws, 160B equalizer,
85A amplifier. Russ Thrun, c/o WHLS,
Port Huron, Michigan.
GE 250tric 25FM
transmitter,
Western 1Elecconsole,
FM monitor,
GE
donut, sacrifice. Merger of WJLK and
WCAP makes this equipment available.
WJLK, Asbury Park, N. J.
Studio-transmitter link. R.E.L. model
694 with 15 watts modulated RF output,
in excellent condition. Used less than
4,000
Suitablehours
for by
eitherdeleted
FM orFMAM.station.
Cost
$6,785. Price $4,785 cash plus shipping
costs. James A. Hardman, 27 Bank
Street, North Adams, Massachusetts.
Have several used guyed Wincharger
towers will sell erected. Tower Construction Co., 107 Fourth St., Sioux
City, Iowa. Phone 5-6761.
Wanted to Buy
Equipment, etc.
UHF TV transmitter, audio optional.
Send outline specifications, price and
delivery interval. Box 34H, BROADCASTING.
Desirelins,good
used REL, ColRCA or condition,
GE 3 kw transmitter,
GE
or Hewlett-Packard mod-freq monitor,
4 sectiontenna.Collins
sidemount
FM
anHow much inch 51 ohm
coax do you munications
have Products)^
(Andrew
ComQuoteor lowest
price first letter for quick cash sale.
Box 150H, BROADCASTING.

PROGRESSIVE
BROADCASTII^G
SYSTEM
Situations Wanted
Salesmen
TEXAS REPRESENTATIVE
Have downtown metropolitan offices with
low overhead. Interested representing
radio, television or allied business in
southwest territory. Experienced in sales
programs
and management.
Know orentire
trade territory
thoroughly. Full
part
time
salary
and
/or
commission.
Box 160H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Staff or sports
ANNOUNCER
.desired
at
larger operation. 4 years experience includes sales and programming. College. Write
Married.
and references.
now Discto
Box 206H, BROADCASTING
Miscellaneous
CU/TOM
JINGLE/
; w i t h p T o V e ri sales results
RICHARD /TROUT
; PRODUCTIONS, Box 2261, Hollywood

Programs

Promotion

STRONG

Premiums

(Continued from page 88)
"This is a Horsefeather. . . ." Copy
points out feather is for use when
other stations send reader data on
costs per 1,000 listeners. It goes
on to point out that KLX costs are
lower and their drawing power
stronger, supporting statement
with Hooper ratings. End of letter
asks reader to get in touch with
station for more information.
PROGRAM

FANS

•

•

•

WTOP-TV Washington, Cowboy
Playhouse, 5:15-6:15 p.m., Mon.Sat. Viewers who would like to
see their pictures on TV are asked
to write station. Names are picked
from different addresses in metropolitan area. Each child is given
five penny post cards to send
friends telling when their picture
will appear on program and asking them to see it. They also
receive five copies of photos used.
Promotion designed to make program "most talked about in Washington."
• • •
RELIGIOUS QUIZ
WCAU-TV Philadelphia, Gwess or
Know, started Dec. 3, Sun., 2-2:30
p.m., religious quiz program. Children between ages of 12 and 14 participate, trying to answer questions
dealing with Bible, church history,
hymns and Bible geography. Show
is presented as public service program in cooperation with Radio
and Television Committee of Philadelphia Council of Churches and
American Bible Society.

'LADIES SHOW'

• • •
WSYR-TV Syracuse, N. Y., Ladies
Day, started Dec. 4, Mon.-Fri.,
2:30-3 p.m. Program features
Joan Holland as m.c, chosen from
over 100 women applicants interviewed during planning for show.
Program deals with topics of interest to women such as fashions,
beauty hints, child care and home
demonstrations. Mrs. Holland formerly was a beauty consultant for
Lever Bros.

CAPTIVE

AUDIENCE

#

WIND Chicago has been asked to
send its weekly program schedule
to librarian at government penitentiary in Terre Haute, Ind. Librarian reported station is listened
to regularly, and that schedule Mali
be used in compiling weekly program of radio broadcasts to be
aired on prison's central communications system.

NEW

TV AD

•

•

ROUNDTABLE

•

•

December 11, 1950

•

WSVS Crewe, Va., Sun., Dec. 3,
presented roundtable discussion of
National Council of Churches of
Christ in United States of America. Half-hour broadcast followed
conclusion of organization convention in Cleveland. Three clergymen and one layman from local
churches participated. Progi-am
closed with prayer for success of
council.

CHRISTMAS

PARADE

•

•

•

WBKB (TV) Chicago featured
hour-long telecast of Santa Clause
Parade along State St., Nov. 18,
9:30-10:30 a.m. Local florist who
sponsored show distributed 1,600
flowers and plants to watching
crowd. Camera on 11th floor of
WBKB building and one on street
covered event. Station used two
commercial films of institutional
type at beginning and end of telecast. Station reports that by noon
sponsor received 1,000 calls from
viewers, mostly congratulatory.

BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RAD/O STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
Harold R. Murphy Ray V. Hamilton
Washington Bldg. 360 N. Mich. Ave. 235 Montgomery St.
Exbrook 2-5672
Sterling 4341-2
Randolph 6-4550
•

•

BUTLER Floor Co., Butler, Pa.,
placing television set in lobby of
local theatre for advertising. Ads
are projected in color on the upper
portion of two-screen console, lower
part being used for regular telecasting. These ads show new
scenes every 15 seconds, total time
for each advertiser being three
minutes. Details for campaign
were handled by Video Advertising,
N. Y.

Controlling Interest in Profitable
Central California Network Regional
$65,000.00
Money making-network regional in single station market removed from metroservice area The
of today's
tomorrow's
in rich
productivepolitanmarket.
service radio
area isand
heavily
populatedtelevision
with more
than growing
200,000
residents according to the 1950 Census. This station has been on the air for a
few years and got immediate acceptance from both the listeners and the timebuyers and has made money from the very outset. RCA equipped and located
on valuable real estate which the station owns. Between 60% and 70% of the
station available for $65,000.00. Properties of this value and price move quickly.
We would suggest that you act immediately.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
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RADIO

•

•

•

WTAG Worcester, Mass., received
credit from local merchants for
helping city lead New England in
retail sales gained. In story that
appeared in Worcester Evening
Gazette, merchants credit rise to
local sponsorship of Talent Shop,
weekly feature and tag identifications daily beamed to out-oftown listeners.
TEAR SHEET
• • •
KYW Philadelphia sending tear
sheet to trade and advertisers of
column
by Ruth which
Welles,runstation's
women director,
is 49
weekly newspapers. Sheet on
front tells of her listening audience
and why advertiser should participate on show. Attached also
are letters from women she has interviewed on her program, expressing their thanks.
WELCH SPONSORS
• • •
WCFM (FM) Washington, Big
Sister, Dec. 4 began broadcasting
under sponsorship of Welch Grape
Juice Co., Sheila Goldstein, 16year-old m.c. reads stories and
poems and sends birthday greetings
for young audience. Show has been
on station for 18 months.
GERMAN-AMERICAN

SHOW

•

WCCC Hartford, Conn., GermanAmerican Hour, Sun. Show features choral groups and vocal solo
recordings and is emceed by John
Brubaker. He works in cooperation with Hartford Saengerbund
Club in making eventful announcements concerning German-American social. Folk music of German
and Austrian ages is featured.
FOOTBALL

COVERAGE

#

•

•

•

WPTR Albany, N. Y., Ski Scoops,
Fri., 5:45 p.m. show, starting third
year features George Miller, station's sports director. Program covers all winter sports, snow reports,
resort information and winter
sports news and interviews.
BEAUTY

SHOW

•

•

•

WTTG (TV) Washington, Time
Out For Beauty, 10:15 a.m. daily.
Show devoted to beauty exercises
and facts about beauty, with demonstrations. Aletha Agee, "Miss
DuMont Television," is program
m.c with two assistants doing demonstrations.
KRSC

FORTY-FIVE U. S. and Cana(
stations will carry a series of I
quarter-hour
Jewish educatii
programs
during the holic
starting this week. The series,
duced for District 6 of B'nai B'l
America's oldest and largest Jev
service organization, is describe
"an experiment in public ser
to provide spiritual and educati
sustenance to Jews in small to.
and to acquaint non-Jews
present-day interpretations of
lical Jewish Holy Days." Her
Kraus, former public relation.':
rector of WMOR
(FM) Chic
handled production.
The holiday
series include:
Hanukkah
Holiday,
Speak Up
Brotherhood, A Purim Proll
and Out of the House of Bond
Stations which will broadcast ,
series follow:
Illinois — WGIL Galesburg, w¥Decatur,
WCVS,
WTAX, Wl^
Springfield, WCAR
WLPO Pontiac,
East WJPD'
St. 'LiV'
Michigan—
peming, WBCM Bay City, WMIQ ■
Mountain, WDBC Escanaba, Wl^
Saginaw, WDMJ
Marquette, Wj
Alpena, WIBM Jackson, WKNK i
kegon, WSOO Sault Ste. Marie;
nesota— KAUS Austin, KDAL Du^l^
KATE Albert Lea, WMFG Hibl
Iowa— KSTT Davenport, KSMN
son City, KWAT Watertown, K
Dubuque, KWCR Cedar Rapids, Efii^
Des
Moines, KXIC
KVFD Fort
Muscatine,
Iowa Dodge,
City, K 1"'. "
Mason City, KROS Clinton, KVf«
Waterloo,
KFJB KCOM
Marshalltown,
Council BluflFs,
Sioux E'<
North Dakota— KVOX Fargo, Kl
KCJR
Wisconsin
— W
Stevens Minot;
Point, WSAU
Wausau;
ada — CHAB Moose Jaw, Sask.;
Winnepeg,
Alta.; CKX Man.;
Brandon,CVCA
Man. Edmoftii

#

WTVR (TV) Richmond, Dec. 2,
telecast exclusive coverage of local
high school football game. Station
claims it was "first" to telecast
high school football in state of Virginia. Cameras were set atop press
box for maximum coverage of
contest.

SKI SHOW

JEWISH SERIES
Set- for Holiday Air

Joins PBS

KRSC Seattle has joined Progressive Broadcasting System as an
affiliate.

MICH. MEETING
Baughn Named MAB Presi<
EDWARD F. BAUGHN, vice Z
ident Arbor,
and general
Ann
Mich., manager,
was electedW)L'
i
ident of the Michigan Assrl.
Broadcasters during the gr< !J
annual meeting in Lansing [Bf) Iri
CASTING • Telecasting, Nov
He succeeds Stanley Pratt, W
Sault Ste. Marie, for a one^
term.
Named to the MAB board
rectors were Lester Lindow, W
Flint; James Riddell, WXYZ
troit; Leonard Versluis, W|,fc«/
Grand Detroit.
Rapids, and
DeG'fWWJ
Mr. Don
Lindow
elected vice president and Mr.j ^
dell secretary-treasurer. |,
TO ALL STATION MANAGI
CTS offers a new, urge
needed service.
Proven netv"
announcers
transcribe
sp.
either straight or produc
for local sponsors at minin
cost. CTS insures greater n
sales for station and spor
CTS information and rates t
Commercial
Trans-Senj *
request.
143
W. 41st St. N. Y

BROADCASTING

• Telecas

Westinghouse
I (Continued from page 20)
|.'ne; Martin J. Murphy, Young &
jicam, New York; John C. Naylor
j Gardner Advertising, St. Louis;
James Neale, Dancer-Fitzgerald,ple. New York; Linnea Nelson,
jWalter Thompson, New York;
is J. Nelson, Wade Advertising,
pago; J. H. North, Aubrey, Moore
I'allace, Chicago; Arthur Pardoll,
|ivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles,
^ York; H. Preston Peters, Free
Jleters, New York; Curt Peterson,
,;tchalk
& Pratt, New York;
'^'Irles H. Philips, NBC; Elizabeth
lell, Geyer, Newell & Ganger, New
h Robert H. Prigmore, KEX
!Itlland.
liilj R. Rawlins, KYW Philadelphia;
ioirwood J. Reekie, MacManus, John
|\dams, Detroit; R. G. Rettig,
|fcehall Pharmacal Co., New York;
prt M. Reuschle, McCann-ErickNew York; Marion Reuter, Young
:ubicam, Chicago; Ray H. Rey|S, Rogers & Smith Advertising,
ijago; Harold R. Rorke, J. Walter
npson
Co., Chicago; George
n. Variety;
Elenore Scanlon,
0, New York; Stanley Schloeder,
rauff & Ryan, New York; Regina
riebel, Duane Jones, New York;
jfer Scott, BBDO, New York;
Scovern, Free & Peters, New
Lillian Selb, Foote, Cone &
ing, New York; Jayne Shannon,
alter Thompson, New York; Holly
[Ijjjely, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago;
k Silvernail, BBDO, New York;
ter C. Slaybaugh, Morse InterJ^nal, New York; F. M. Sloan,
Apnghouse Electric Corp., Suni, Pa.; W. C. Swartley, WBZ-AM4 Boston;
Sol Taishoff, BroadjUifNG • Telecasting, Washington;
Irt H. Teter, KYW Philadelphia;
k A. Thomas, Street & Finney,
K|li York;
William
T. Tieman,
n & Currier, New York;
ige D. Tons, KDKA Pittsburgh;
jjieth Torgerson, Knox Reeves
|irtising, Minneapolis,
jelyn Vanderploeg, Schwimmer &
X, Chicago;
Frances Velthuys,
]t, Robinson & Frank, Chicago;
ard Whitley, Badger & Browning
brsey, New York; Charles Wilds,
Si^l . Ayer & Son, New York; Richard
on, Westinghouse Radio Stations
Washington; Russell Woodward,
& Peters, New York.

'51 Turning Point
'}\\(edContinued
page 2k)
president.from Other
officers
ed were Mr. Wooten, vice presCm
CAU
ON TME

ident; Frank Armstrong, WDSG
Dyersburg, secretary - treasurer.
A. D. Smith Jr., WCDT Winchester; Mr. Sowell, and Earl W.
Winger, WDOD Chattanogga, were
elected directors.
Resolutions were adopted opposing FCC allocation of specific TV
channels to educational institutions
or other specific groups,, thanking
the Nashville Tennessean and Banner for coverage of the meeting;
voicing
appreciation
of speakers'
contributions
and entertainment
provided by WSM.
T. B. Baker, WKDA Nashville,
moderated a small market stations
panel. Members were Cliff Goodman, WETB Johnson City; Frank
S. Proctor, WTJS Jackson; Frank
Armstrong, WDSG Dyersburg; R.
M. McKay Jr., WKRM Columbia.
Members of the convention committee were Paul Oliphant, WLAC,
chairman; Jim McKinney, WKDA;
Clarence Waggoner, WMAK; Tom
Stewart, WSIX; Van Irwin,
WNAH; Bill McDaniel, WSM, all
of Nashville.
In his talk, titled "The Outlook
for Radio in 1951," Mr. Davis said
1951 "will begin the end of great
profits in radio — but not the end of
profitable radio. . . . Profitable radio can go on for a long time — perhaps forever — despite the competition of that precocious child of
electronics — television. But 1951
means the beginning of the end of
a gusher of profits for radio broadcasters."
Mr. Davis figures 1951 will bring
an adjustment in network rates and
in station rates in TV cities and
"even a loss in total hours sold in
cities not directly affected by teleAdvertisers will put pressure on
vision."
broadcasters in TV cities to cut
rates, according to Mr. Davis, since
"the actual circulation will no longer be there." With network affiliates becoming more competitive
for local and spot sales, independents will have to work harder, he
predicted, offering figures on loss
in network time sales as evidence.
Broadcasters will have to get cooperation from talent, he said,
though more talent will be used in
TV than in radio. He felt the TVA
demands "have hurt the broadenYO(/R

SH&TS

cover the rich dairyland
irkets of Wisconsin; the in

"Ttstrial centers of Northern Minota . . . use the Arrowhead Netrk. You're interested in sales — and
'"jt's what we deliver!

^UtU^2U wet tAKE
Rapresented natiMolly by RA-TEL Rispt., Inc. and rcflienoily by
BULMER-JOHNSON, Inc. Mpls.
:al !• ADC ASTING
• Telecasting

Architect's drawing of new building to be occupied by Continental.
CONTINENTAL
To Move to New Building
J. 0. WELDON,
president
of ConElectronics
Mfg.
Co.,
tinental
Dallas, has announced the company
will move
into new quarters
about Jan. 1. The
new building is
located Buckner
at 42124220
Blvd., Dallas.
Continental manufacturers broadMr. Witty
cast transmitters
and custom engineered electronic equipment.
The company also announced the
recent appointment of W. M. Witty
to the administrative staff of Continental Electronics as general
manager. Mr. Witty was with RCA
for 20 years.
Continental currently is manu-

facturing a production of type 315
5 kw and 10 kw AM transmitters,
being sold by the Graybar Electric
Co.
ARE

YOU

INTERESTED
IN THE
DES

MOINES
AND
IOWA

MARKET

ing of television and, worse than
that for them, I think they have
hurt themselves
a group."
vertisers will cutas the
size of AdTV
casts.
THEN
By making
of facilities
attractive to thecost
advertiser,
as well
as cost of a program, radio can survive, according to Mr. Davis.
FC&B is exploring for a client
a plan to have a top-notch radio
show at small talent cost, he told
the TAB delegates.
"The idea is simply this. The
show should be rehearsed and done
for television. Immediately afterwards, the same cast, with the same
basic script, with necessary
changes, would be taped for radio.
The radio show would be put on
the network at some designated
time, or perhaps on just whatever
individual stations might be de-

sired."
FOR SOUTHERNERS

TO

BE SURE
SEE THE

KRNT
AD
OF

ON

PAGE

THIS

40

ISSUE

Ever
Som
eth
y ing
READ-

ONLY!

Station manager's job open in
networl< affiliate in a leading southern market. City is over 30,000;
county about 100,000. Good starting salary plus commissions. Give
full details first letter. Enclose
snapshot.
Box 217H, BROADCASTING

Sales
Manager
Should
Know!
December 11, 1950
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Docket Actions . . .
FINAL, DECISION
WBAT Marion, Ind.; Kokomo Pioneer
Bcstrs., and Chronicle Pub. Co. Inc.,
both Kokomo, Ind. — Announced final
decision to grant application of WBAT
Marion to change from 1600 kc 500 w
day to 1400 kc, 250 w fulltime; and to
deny applications of Kokomo Pioneer
Bcstrs., Kokomo and Chronicle Pub.
Co. applications for new stations on
1400 kc,cision250
Dec. 6.w fulltime, Kokomo. DeWKAP Allentown; WSCR Scranton,
both Pa. — Announced final decision to
grant application of WKAP to change
from 1580 kc, 1 kw day to 1320 kc 1 kw
fulltime, directional night; and to grant
application of WSCR Scranton to
change from 1000 kc, 1 kw day to 1320
kc 1 kw day, 500 w night, directional
night. tions.
BothDecision
grants
.to condiDec. subject
7.
INITIAL DECISION
Lubbock County Bcstg. Co.; KFYO
FCC Actions
(Continued from page 90)
Applications Cont.:
Alamosa, Col.; WSPB Sarasota, Fla.;
WANE Fort Wayne, Ind.; WPAD Paducah, Ky.; KFAM St. Cloud, Minn.;
KDSJ Deadwood, S. D.
Modification of CP
KPOO San Francisco, Calif. — Mod.
CP AM station for extension of completion date.
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date: WAFM Birmingham, Ala.; WHO-FM Des Moines;
KSCJ-FM Sioux City, la.; WKAP Allentown,
Pa.; WFBC-FM Greenville,
S. C.
License for CP
Detroit^License for CP
newWJLB-FM
FM station.
License Renewal
Request for license renewal commercial TV station: WJBK-TV Detroit;
WOAI-TV San Antonio, Tex.
APPLICATION RETUIINED
WAOV Vincennes, Ind.— RETURNED
application
for license renewal AM
station.
••• • *•• ••• 1•V»*}
• • (J

k,!*•«••
•••••
L* t*• • •• ••
I• • •
(***
1*•'
I* •

SOI

PRODUCT:
*^
YjationJ ^w^*
AGENCY:

l?oU

VJ. On

CAMPAIGN:
_y4nnou-ncementi
OLK?
BUYING NORF
RU
ADD WLOW TH
N!
A FORiOE MA

UJL4»U1
M O R F O L K
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fCC

Auto Sponsor
(Continued from page 19)
the Detroit office of J. Wal
Thompson Co. and CBS.
General Mills followed For
lead last summer when it took o'

roundup

New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applicationf
SUMMARY

TO DECEMBER

7

Summary of Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications
Pending
cations
137
Hearing
276
114
Grants
Class
OnTotal
Air Licensed CPs156
AM stations
2,227
150
6
Cond'l
525
FM Stations
677
2,190
In
57
171
52
TV Stations
107
Appli* On the air.
373
both Lubbock, Tex. — Announced initial
decision by hearing examiner Basil P.
Cooper to grant application of Lubbock
County Bcstg. Co. new station on 790
kc 5 kw day, 1 kw night, directional
night and to deny application of KFYO
to change from 1340 kc 250 w fulltime
to 790 kc 1 kw fulltime, directional
night. Decision Dec. 1.
KSET El Paso, Tex. — Announced initialbethdecision
by hearing
examiner
ElizaC. Smith
to grant
application
KSET El Paso renewal of license and
consent to assignment of license from
Sunland Bcstg. Co. (KSET) to Rio
Grande Bcstg. Co. KSET operates on
1340 kc, 250 w fulltime. Decision Dec. 5.
PROPOSED DECISION
WBAL Baltimore, Md. — Announced
proposed decision to grant application
of Hearst Radio Inc., (WBAL) renewal
of license on 1090 kc, 50 kw fulltime,
directional night; and to deny application of Public Service Radio Corp., new
station6. on same facilities. Decision
Dec.
OPINIONS AND ORDERS
Home News Pub. Co., New Brunswick, N. J. — By memorandum opinion
and order denied petition for reconsideration and rehearing of Commisdenying
Homeon
News sion's
Pub.decision
Co.,of CPJunefor27 new
station
1230 kc, 250 w. Order Dec. 5.
WCAR Pontiac, Mich.; UAW-CIO
Bcstg.
By memorandum
opinionCorp.,
and Detroit
order —denied
petition of
UAW-CIO Bcstg. Corp., for rehearing
of
Commission's
decision authority
of July to
26
giving
WCAR Pontiac
move to Detroit on 1130 kc 50 kw day,
10 kw night, directional, and denying
application
newnight,
station on 1130 ofkc UAW-CIO
5 kw day, for
2.5 kw
directional, Detroit. Order Dec. 5.
KSOK Arkansas
— By denied
memorandum opinionCity,
and Kan.
order
petition of KSOK for reconsideration
of Commission's action July 26, denying
previous petition for reconsideration
and grant
withouthours
hearing
of applica-to
tion to increase
of operation
unlimited using 100 w night: granted
request for clarification of July 26 orhearingWashington.
designated to
commence
Jan. 5.der;1951
Order
Dec. 5.
U. of Wisconsin, Madison; Manitowoc
Bcstg. Co., orandum
Manitowoc,
— By denied
memopinion and Wis.
order
petition of U. of Wis. for reconsideration
Commission's
action ofdirected
Jan. against
26 granting
Manitowoc
Bcstg. Co., new station on 980 kc 500 w
daytime at Manitowoc. Order Dec. 5.
WWJ Detroit, WICA Ashtabula, Ohio
— By memorandum opinion and order
denied petitions of WWJ and WICA
for reopening
review of examiner's
action Oct. 31,
in
record in proceeding
on
applications WKNX Saginaw, Mich, and
WKMH Jackson, Mich., and denied
request of WWJ for oral argument on
its petition and supplemental petition
for review. Order Dec. 5.
WJBK Detroit; WILS Lansing, Mich.
—dismissed
By memorandum
and order
petition of opinion
WJBK requesting
Commission to reconsider Aug. 2 action
to grant without hearing application
of WILS authority to transmit programs
prodviced in its studios to CKLW
Windsor, Ont. Order Dec. 5.
Deletions . . .
ONE FM authorization reported deleted
by FCC last week. Total deletions
since Jan. 1: AM 33; FM 102; TV 3.
Deletions
and reason for withdrawal
follow:
WBRO (FM) Exhibition
Brooklyn, Co.
N. Inc.
Y.— Ebbets-McKeever
CP
Dec. 5. Forfeiture.
New Applications . . .
AM APPLICATIONS
St. Charles, 111. — Greater Illinois
Bcstg. Co., 1560 kc, 500 w day. Estimated

construction
$11,655.of Greater
nois Bcstg. iscost
licensee
Class A IlliFM
station WEXI St. Charles. Filed Nov.
Ionia, Mich. — Ionia Bcstg. Co., 1430
30.
kc, 1 kw day. Estimated construction
cost $13,950.
Equalfield
partners
are: Gates
Kenneth Neubrecht,
engineer
Radio Co., Quincy, lU. and Monroe
MacPherson, owner of Ionia Chick
Hatchery.
Filed Nov. 30.
Freeport, Tex. — Brazosport Bcstg.
Co., 1490 kc, 250 w unl. Estimated
construction cost $9,825. Partners are:
Kelly
66%% interest
in lawKOSF
firm
of BellBell,
& Reavley,
and owner
Nacogdoches, managing partner 75%;
J. C. Stallings, station manager KOSF,
25%.Nashua,
Filed N.Nov.H. — 30.City Bcstg. Corp.,
1*
1340 kc, 250 w unl. (Contingent on
WEIM Fitchburg, Mass., change in
facilities). Estimated construction cost
$12,215. Principals include: Judge Bolec
DeGasis,
interestin inlawDeGasis
ance Co.,%engaged
practiceInsurand
Judge oir Municipal Court, president
36%; ator
JayWFGME. Fitchburg,
Serwin, announcer-operv. p. and treas.
36%; Carter S. Knight, commercial
manager WEIM, 28%. Filed Dec. 1.
Oakkc,Ridge,
— Air Mart
Corp.,
1450
250 wTenn.
unlimited.
Estimated
construction cost $10,225. Principals
in corp. include: Harry C. Weaver,
Commercial manager WATO Oak Ridge,
president
Frankowns
H. Corbett
who with 28%
Mr. plus;
Weaver
WGAP
Maryville, Tenn.; Harry J. Daly, attorney, 1 sh.;
Owen and
J. McReynolds,
designer engineer
sales
engineer
Gates
Radio
Co.,
vice
president
28%.
Filed Nov. 17.
Lansing,
Booth 1470
Radiokc,& 1TelevisionMich.
Stations —Inc.,
kw
daytime. Estimated construction cost
$22,126.
Applicant
is
licensee
WJLB
Detroit, WBBC Flint, and WSGW
Saginaw.
Filed Nov. 24.
Vero Beach, Fla. — Hurricane Bcstg.
Service, mated
1450construction
kc, 250 cost
w fulltime.
Esti$9,500. 16%%,
Principals include
Claude C. Tillman,
owner Siesta Autel, Fort Pierce, Fla.,
50% and Robert E. Wasdon owner
33i/i%
WELSVa. Kinston,
N. C.24.and
WLOW each
Norfolk,
Filed Nov.
Aberdeen, S. D. — Aberdeen Best.
Service, 1220 kc, 250 w day. Estimated
construction cost $11,655. Sole owner
Delbert
T. Hunt isFiled
ownerNov.Del's
Inn (restaurant).
27. Drive
Searcy Ark. — White County Bcstg.
Co., 1300 kc,
kw day.William
Estimated
construction cost1 $15,600.
R. Smith,
individual applicant is general man-

foi
a summerof period.
to
sponsorship
65 shows The
on N'
price that General Mills paid
the schedule, including time a
production, was reported to
$700,000. All the programs used
the GM campaign were nightti
shows and were broadcast Iff.
periods that became available
other sponsors took summer hi.
uses.
Radio-TV Deal
Coincidentally General Mills 1
week figured in another netwc-jre.
sales innovation when it parti
pated with CBS in a special radja:
television tie-in deal. The adv
tiser assumed a quarter-hour sp
sorship of the half-hour ra;
network show, FBI in Peace oi
War, along with a half hour, alfe
nate weeks, on CBS-TV Frid,
for an as yet untitled TV she
The radio program which has b(
sponsored by P & G for the wh
half hour will now be retained
the latter company for 15 minut
Starting date on the televis,
show still is undetermined.
ager KBTA Batesville, Ark. Filed Nfiai
22.
RapidHills
City,Station
S. D.— (resubmitted)
The Heart of 1$e
Black
kc, 250 w fulltime. Estimated constrif
tion
cost and
$17,500. Principals
John,
Daniels. inclilm
Appfr«i
cant is Eli
licensee Harry
KDSJ Deadwood,
S
Filed Nov. 22.
TV APPLICATIONS
Casper, Wyo. — Bill M. Tomberlin,
8 (180-186 mc), ERP 2.48 kw vis.,
kw
antennaEstimated
— 93.5 ft. construct^
above a'
age aur.,
terrain.
cost $163,027.70, first year operat
cost
$85,000, estimated
Mr. Tomberlin
is an oil revenue
investor.$70.iFi
Dec. 1.
Jacksonville, Fla. — The Metrop
Co., Ch. 6 (82-88 mc), ERP 26.2 kw y
13.8 kw aur., antenna 328 ft. ab(
average terrain. Estimated constr
tion cost $245,870, estimated operat
cost first year $100,000, no estiin
for first year revenue. Applicant
licensee
Jacksonvilli
Filed Dec.WJHP-AM-FM
4.
Evansville, Ind. — South Central Be
Corp., Ch. 3 (60-66 mc) ERP 15.4
vis., 7.7 kw aur., antenna 437 ft. abi
average terrain. Estimated construct
cost $137,700, first year operating c
$60,000, estimated revenue $50,000.
plicant is Filed
licensee
Evansville.
Dec. 4.WIKY-AM-

'
KOKOMO
the
ch!^^
is riHomes
Distribution
rket of Listening
ma
among stations . . .
Latest Conlan Figures . . .
WIOU . . . 67.0%

DRUG
FARM 5AL£S
ft
$6,539,000
$65,071,000^

KOKOMO, INDIANA
Columbia Broadcasting System
National Rep: Weed & Co." '
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Studio Location
(Continued from page 30)

of particular significance in
nection with transmission serv" the decision stated. "A stafi often provides service to areas
a considerable distance from its
nsmitter but a station cannot
ve as a medium for local self:t)ression unless it provides a
isonably accessible studio for
origination of local programs."
It is apparent that Sec. 307(b)
i the Commission's efforts to
)ly it may be largely frustrated
after a station is licensed for
purpose of providing both reition and transmission service
a particular community, it reVes its main studio to a distant
tnt and originates all or subifitially all of its programs in
pity or town other than that
P i]ich it was licensed to serve," the
is|ision continued. "Such action on
part of the station may subl''l|ntially cut away the basis of
ici Commission's decision authorizthe establishment of the sta\ 1."
he decision continued:
requirement that a station mainstudios and originate a substantial
portion of its programs in the city
th it is licensed to serve could hardconsidered an unreasonable bur^ since
it would
simply
requirewhich
the
ion
to carry
out the
proposal
^nade to the Commission when it
d for its license. Nor can we agree
the proposed rule would so severeimit
station's programming
as to
ce it a impossible
for it to provide
jirams of interest to its service area
lljiisrally.
of 49%
prowsorigination
at points distant
from ofits its
location
(lid ordinarily be more than adeteproperly.
to permitTheit toproposed
perform rule
this would
funcconstitute
censorship
radioof proins
in violation
of Sec.of 326
the
iiijimunications Act. The rule would
ri jrequire a radio station to broadcast
II ins
{ ot but
to broadcast
any particular
would simply
assure thatproon
over-all basis its programs would
rC the public interest and particu7 proposed
the area to
which
serve.the station originisl jHowever,"
the Commission
J led, "certain modifications of the
il5posed rule do appear to be
issary in order to prevent disj ijiination and hardship in un1 cases." Thus FCC explained
revisions respecting network
ions, transmitter site studios,
[J«tiple-city studios and the ex;ing of synchronous amplifier

transmitters from the program
origination requirements.
FCC amended Sees. 3.30 and 3.31
of its AM rules as follows (FM
changes are substantially the
same) :
Section 3.30—
(a) Except as provided in subsection
(b) below, each standard broadcast
station will be licensed to serve pri-

marily a particular city, town, or other
politicalcified subdivision
will and
be spein the stationwhich
license
the
station will be considered to be located in such place. Unless licensed
as a synchronous amplifier transmitter, each station shall maintain a studio,
which will be known as the main studio, in the place where the station is
located provided that the main studio
may be located at the transmitter site
whether or not the transmitter site is
in the place where the station is lo-

New Business
(Continued from page 10)
foreign outlets on year's contract — Radio Luxembourg; Voice of China,
Taipei, Formosa; Lobito Angola, Portuguese West Africa. Agency: R.
H. Alber Co., L. A.
BROWN SHOE Co., St. Louis, which sponsors Smilin' Ed McConnell
And His Buster Brown Gang on NBC-TV alternate Saturdays 5:30-6
p.m. CST, buys same time slot every other week for Say It With Action,
starring Maggi McNellis and Bud Collier, starting Jan. 6 for Naturalizer
Shoe. Order calls for 18 cable and 3 non-cable stations. Agency: Leo
Burnett, Chicago.
WHITEHALL PHARMACAL Co., N. Y., (Anacin) Jan. 2 renews Tues.
and Thurs. Harry Babbitt Show, on 14 Columbia Pacific Network stations, 7:45-8 a.m. (PST), for 13 weeks. Agency: Duane Jones Co., N. Y.
LEVER BROS. Ltd., Toronto (Surf), on Nov. 27 replaced till Sept. 30,
Let's Start An Argument with Arthur Godfrey on 31 Trans-Canada network stations, 4:30-4:45 p.m. Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
PHILCO Corp., Phila., renews Don McNeill TV Club, Wed., 9-10 p.m.,
EST, over ABC-TV from Chicago. Agency: Hutchins Adv. Co., Phila.
WHITEHALL PHARMACAL (Canada) Ltd., Toronto (Anacin), on Jan. 1
replaces to June 8, What's Your Beef? with Front Page Farrell on 21
Trans-Canada network stations, Mon.-Fri. 11:30-11:45 a.m. Agency:
Young & Rubicam, Toronto.
PACKARD MOTOR Co., Detroit, renews Holiday Hotel, 9:30-10 p.m.,
Thurs., over ABC-TV.
Agency: Young & Rubicam Inc., N. Y.
■^({jaeople
JOHN PALEY, assistant advertising director Eastern-Columbia Department Stores, Los Angeles, to Herbert H. Horn Inc., Southern California
distributor for Admiral Corp. (radio, TV sets, refrigerators, ranges) as
advertising manager.
ROLAND A. CASEY, with Arnold Bakers, N. Y., for past four years,
appointed general sales manager of company and vice president of
Arnold Bread Sales Corp. Position as head of sales for Arnold Bread
Sales Corp. will be taken by LEROY A. RICE, former sales manager of
Borck & Stevens, Connecticut bakers.
Grosser in Hospital
CHAIRMAN Robert Crosser (DOhio), of the House Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee, had
a catarrhal operation on his left
eye last Wednesday at the Bethesda
(Md.) Naval Hospital. His condition Thursday was reported satisfactory and the Congressman is
expected to be back at his desk in
about two weeks.
^

Represenfed
individuatly and as a group by
SCAfZ AGEMCY, IMC.
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cated. A majority (computed on the
basis of duration and not number) of a
station's affiliated
programswith
or in
the case %of ofa
station
a network
such station's non-network programs,
whichever is smaller, shall originate
from the main studio or from other
studios or remote points situated in the
place where the station is located.
(b) Stations will be licensed to serve
more than one city, town, or otherpolitical subdivision only where a satisfactory showing is made that each
such place meets all the requirements
of the Rules and Standards of Good
Engineering Practice with respect to
the location of main studios; that the
station can
originate
a substantial and
number ofwilllocal
live programs
from each such place; and that the requirements as to origination of programs contained in subsection (a)
above would place an unreasonable
burden on the station if it were licensed to serve only one city, town, or
other political
A station
licensed
to servesub-division.
more than one
place
shall be considered to be located in
and shall maintain main studios in
each such place. With respect to such
station the requirements as to origination of(a)programs
in subsection
above shallcontained
be satisfied
by the
origination of programs from any or all
of the main studios or from other studios and remote points situated in any
or all of the places in which the main
studios are located.
Section
3.31 — of a standard broadcast
The
licensee
station shall not move its main studio
outside the borders of the borough or
city, state,
district,it territory,
possession in which
is located, orunless
such move is to the location of the
station's transmitter, without first making written
application
to move,
the Commission for authority
to so
and
securing written permission for such
removal. The licensee shall promptly
notify the Commission of any other
change in location of the main studio.
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ACCOUNTANT

Three years experience in
or Television broadcasting
ational accounting. Age 30
years. Salary to $5,200 per
^

Radio
operto 40
year.

Box 21 8H, BROADCASTING

That's why YOUR spots are on
the Southwest's favorite station.
Your agency can produce the
best aired
transcriptions,
if they're
not
to a large,butresponsive
audience — your spots can't
PULL. KROD has the most listeners over the El Paso Southwest
most of the time, night and day.
That's why spots on KROD have
pulling power.
KROD
CBS,
EL PASO
KEY STATION, SOUTHWEST NETWORK
5000
WATTS
600 TOP O' THE DIAL
RODIRICK BROADCASTING CORP.
DORRANCE D. RODERICK, Presidtnt
VAL LAWRENCE, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
THE O. L. TAYLOR COMPANY
December 11, 1950
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Excess Tax Speedup
(Continued from page 2U)
growth companies, such as Phileo."
Philco's
position,
theAccording
House billtowould
discriminate
against the TV industry as a whole
unless some provision were included to take care of growth companies. Mr. Balderston said:
"As I understand the philosophy
of the excess profits tax, it is to
tax only those profits which have
been generated as a result of„the
defense program. Actually, the
television business has been hampered in the year 1950 by the defense program through serious
shortages of material."
Pointed out by Mr. Balderston
in his statement:
^ On basis of estimated 1950
profits, all industries would pay an
estimated excess profits tax on
about 30% of estimated earnings as
against an estimated 66% by the
TV industry and an estimated 58%
by Philco.
# Relief suggested by the
House bill (permitting average of
1948-49 or 1949 alone as earnings
credit) would not afford relief to
Philco because of adverse earnings
during 1949.
• The year 1950 is the first
normal year of operations for the
TV industry and the "only fair and
equitable treatment" of the industry must take into account this
year's earnings.
Mr. Balderston told the committee that Philco already plans an
expansion program over the next
18 months "in excess of 12 million"
because of commitments in electronic production for defense. Additional investments will have to be
made, he said, if other defense

RhymalineTime.featuring emcee
David Andrews, pianist Harry
Jenks and
KMBC-KFRM's
brated Tune
Chasers, is oneceleof
the Heart of America's favorite

morning broadcasts. Heard each
weekday morning from 7:30 to
8:15, Rhymaline Time is a musical-comedy program that pulls
more mail than any other current
"Team" feature.
Satisfied sponsors have included, among others, Katz Drug
Company, Land -Sharp Motors,
Jones Store, and Continental
Pharmaceutical Corp.
Contact us, or any Free & Peters
k""Colonel" for availabilities!
KMBC
o\ Kansas City
KFRM
for Rural Kansas
Page 98
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projects, now under consideration
by Philco, are undertaken.
"If a large proportion of our
earnings are siphoned off" through
a discriminatory excess profits tax,
it may greatly hamper our expansion program for the defense effort," he said.
The question of advertising expenditures by corporations came
up during the querying of Treasury Secretary Snyder on Monday.
Secretary Snyder said the Bureau
of Internal Revenue should be able
to segregate "reasonable from unreasonable deductions" more effectively in corporations' disallowance
for tax purposes because of past
experience in the last war. He also
suggested Congress write such a
provision into law.
Sen. Robert A. Taft (R-Ohio)
asked the Secretary: "What is reasonable and unreasonable advertising,
who
can tell?"would
Secretary
Snyder said discretion
have to
be
used, depending for example
whether a company "suddenly
starts advertising" and doubles its
space and type of advertising.
Secretary Snyder reminded the
Senator that the government was
not trying to tell the businessman
how he could advertise since it was
generally agreed that "advertising
must be maintained." Sen. Eugene
D. Millikin (R-Col.) added that if
a firm loses its market (because of
war production, etc.) it was all the
"more reason to keep the company
before the public."
Robert C. Sprague, RTMA president, testified Wednesday. During
his delivery. Sen. Taft warned
against excess profits tax provisions which would limit production
when greater output is needed to
combat inflation. His statement
came after Mr. Sprague called the
special provisions inserted in the
bill still unfair to growth industries.
Sen. Taft suggested the growth
formula should be based on production rather than on earnings. He
said he couldn't see why the
growth
into the formula
future andshouldn't
not stop runat
1950.
Mr. Sprague warned the committee the House bill, if made law,
would impose an unfair burden on
the radio-TV industry as compared
to business generally. He also spoke
out against the hindrance, he said
it would impose, on electronics
equipment production.
"■The provisions of the House
bill which purportedly relieve growing businesses are grossly inadequate and unfair to our industry,"
Mr. Sprague said. An adjustment
benefit taking in the first six
months of 1950 should be included,
he said, in computing a base period
to bring up the average earnings
of the radio-TV manufacturer. He
also proposed that in addition to
the 85% credit of the best three
years, as set forth by the House,
a proviso be included specifying
that credit not be less than 78% of
aChairman
growth company's
1950 RTMA
earnings.to
George asked
offer this recommendation in statutory form for study.
The RTMA president estimated

that in the years 1939-49, the industry spent an estimated $100 million out of capital for research and
development of television.
Referring to defense production,
Mr. Sprague said 5-10% of radioTV output was going to the armed
forces. Prior to the increased defense preparation, the average was
less than 5%, close to 3-4%, he
said. "To date the principal growth
in our industry occurred in the first
six months of 1950, and was in no
way attributable to the Korean
War," Mr. Sprague noted.
Hits 'Growth Formula'
The- so-called "growth formula,"
the RTMA spokesman emphasized,
was "a snare and delusion."
Where only 22% of 1950 earnings
of all corporations would be subject to the tax, he said, the levy
would hit 56% of industry members' 1950 earnings, i. e. those
eligible under the growth formula.
For those who couldn't qualify as
growth, the tax would apply to
65% of their earnings. Even if all
members qualified, Mr. Sprague
went on, there still would be 59%
of the industry's indicated earnings
subject to the tax.
Later in the day, John A. Kennedy, owner of WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va., and chairman of the
TBA tax committee, laid forth the
independent telecasters case. "Our
only plea," he said, "is that Congress recognize our predicament
and tax us at a rate no higher
than the tax it places on all corAs of Dec.
porations .. 31,
." 1949, Mr. Kennedy
declared, a "staggering" proportion of capital invested by 97 stations was lost in 15.48 months of
commercial operation. That loss,
he said, was 42.5% or $25.1 million
of the aggregate investment. He
told the committee this loss could
not be included in any relief provisions contemplated because 88%
of TV operations was intermixed
with AM and FM operations.
The TV stations, he said, only
began to get in the black in late
summer or early fall of this year.
Mr. Kennedy asked the Congress to
defer the tax to "net income from
television broadcasting" until the
business develops to a point where
the law "will be fair, practical, and

TV in the bill.
New York's Congressman Wall
A. Lynch, a Democratic member
the committee, outlined four pc
visions of the bill, which he sj
would not "hurt" the TV indusi;
"to the extent that they anti
pate." These provisions, accordi
to Rep. Lynch, are briefly:
(1) Alternative growth crec
permitting corporations, which c
be judged as growth firms, to i
1949 earnings or the average ,
1948-49 earnings, whichever
higher, as their excess prol
credit in place of the ordinary b^. j
three years.
Rep. Lynch said of this provisi(^i
The value of the television sets s<
in 1946 and 1947, in terms of mj
ufacturers' sales prices, were h
than 1% of the value of the s
sold in 1949 and the value of s
sold in 1948 was only 40% of t
value of those sold in 1949. A;
result, allowing television cq
panies which have grown to
1949 earnings will be of very ci
siderable value to the televis;
(2) Permission for corporati(.
industry."
to increase average earnings ere'
at a of12%the rate
return
for o'.,
half
new of
equity
capital
a
retained earnings put into the bi;
ness in 1948 and for all of such
vestments in 1949. (The TV
dustry,
necess;1{
increased heits noted,
capital "of
during

and(3)1949").
Permission to increase ■I^
cess profits credit by 12% of n'»'
equity
and retained
ea'^
ings
putcapital
intois a made
business
Allowance
for after
new 19«i
b I55i
rowed capital at a rate equal
133% of the interest payments
such capital, he explained.
Rep. Lynch
"the t<
vision
industrynotedhasthatalready
creased its capital in 1950 and (
be
its capi''^
stillexpected
further to. .increase
. (meaning)
t\

(it) willprofits
receivetaxlarger
excess
creditsandas larj
th,;,-"
additional investments are mad ,
(4) Carry forward of los
from the base period to the exc
profits tax years. "For those m
have had losses, such as televis
broadcasters," Rep. Lynch sa
"this will prevent the impositiij
of any excess profits taxes u|i_,
these losses have been offset."

Unless some tax relief is afforded
the
small TV station operator, Mr.
equitable."
Kennedy warned that the control
LIBEL
an
of smaller stations "will eventually
pass to the people who own the
SLANDE
most expensive and the presently
Invasion of Privacy
most influential media of mass
Plagiarism-Copyright-Piracy
communications," such as large
INSURANCE
For the wise Broadcaster
newspaper holdings or "wealthy inOUR UNIQUE POLICY
The issue of discrimination
dustrialists."
provides adequate protection.
against the television industry
Surprisingly inexpensive
entered House debate which opened
CARRIED NATIONWIDE
Dec. 4. Rep. John W. Heselton
For details & quotations
write
(R-Mass.), referring to the testimony of Mr. Sprague before the
Employers
House Ways & Means Committee
Reinsarance
last month in which the RTMA
head pointed up 1949-50 as the
Corporation
Insurance
Exchange Bldg^
growth period of most TV manufacturers [Broadcasting • TeleKansas City, Missouri
casting, Nov. 27], asked his colleagues what protection was given
BROADCASTING
• Telecast!

Network Billings
(Continued from page 21)
ledies category was Miles Labs
Septem$663,301& duringspent Procter
\1950.
Gamble ranked
\ in the Soaps & Cleansers prod; group, purchasing $1,051,078
jth of time, while Philip Morris
bed the tobacco manufacturers
li purchases of $376,143 (see
ile III).
Ilthough the gross radio network
ings for the nine-month period
uary-September 1950 showed a
decline, many individual cateies increased in total time purges. Among the product groups
'bh evidenced increases were the
^pmotive manufacturers, whose
!|» January - September billing
>ed last year's by $2,889,588
'ble I) ; Drugs & Remedies,
''± added $2,798,779 to last
■'s January- September billing;
J? Wine & Liquor, which inijeased $1,121,116 and the MisWeous group, $1,733,243.
'^oduct
group 1950
leaders
for Janu'iSeptember
period,
were
Id & Food Products, $33,168,753;
i^tries & Toilet Goods, $18,730,!' and Drugs & Remedies, $18,;038, which ranked one, two and
le respectively.
TABLE II
TEN RADIO NETWORK ADVERTISERS
, FOR SEPTEMBER 1950 and 1949
1
Rank Order
1950 in 1949 1949
I&
rocter
lamble
$1,604,^546 1 $1 ,325,232
ileneral Foods
670,411 3
630,242
les
463,138
■ labs
■ ■
663,301 78
504,333
579,294
^^leneral
Mills
H ' ^erling
644,872
"rug
Co
556,868 2
tl ampbell
.oo Co
462,242 4
549,209
v4r Bros
452,115 5
540,789
merican
,i ome Products. 397,525
362,463
/lilip Morris . 376,143 9
352,943
ggett & Myers 336,051 10

jipert M. Pierce
^tERT M. PIERCE, 18, son of
^ jMorris Pierce, president of
pK Cleveland, was killed in an
12 'Imobile accident Dec. 3 near
jtpelier, Ohio. Mr. Pierce was
EWadent at Bowling Green State
/here he was majoring in pre■'•neering.
He was graduated
! year from Lakewood High
'I'ol, Cleveland.

WDRC
INNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

MO.

Cl-Pf-

TEST
* According to So'®'
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Agriculture & Farming....
Apparel, Footwear & Ace.
Automotive, Auto. Equip.
& Supplies
Aviation, Aviation Equip.
& Supplies
Beer, Wine & Liquor
BIdg. Mat., Equip. & Fix. . .
Confectionery, Soft Drinks
Consumer Services
Drugs
& Remedies.
. . . .. ..
Entertainment
& Amuse.
Food & Food Products
Gasoline, Lubricants &
Other Fuels
Horticulture
Household Equip, Supplies
Household Furnishings

TABLE
TOP RADIO NETWORK ADVERTISERS IN
Allis Chalmers Mfg. Co
$ 41,498
Brown Shoe Co
41,498
Electric Auto-Lite Co
76,302
Pobst Brewing Co
Johns-Manville Corp
Wm. H. Wrigley Jr. Co
Electric Co. Adv. Program
Miles Labs
Shipstad & Johnson
General Foods
Standard Oil of Indiana
Phiico Corp
...
Armstrong Cork Co

WBAL Renewal
(Continued from page 21 )
unmindful of the fact that the
Commission should not, lightly disturb extensive investments which
are made in broadcast properties."
"On the other hand," he said,
"licensees should not be permitted
to utilize their investment in broadcast facilities as a reason for retaining their facilities when they
have not utilized those facilities in
rendering a real public service to
their community."
He said "this is the scheme of
things provided for by Congress"
and "insures stability to the operator who performs a real service to
the community and furnishes the
stimulus of competition to such licensees to make sure that it faithfully discharges his obligation to
operate in the public interest."
In the same vein, Comr. Webster held that granting licenses on
the basis of improvements and
promises which have been
"wrested" fi'om an existing station
having an unsatisfactory service
record is "tantamount to the granting of proprietary rights in radio
frequencies in violation of the Act."
The only exception he made was in
cases
involving
conditions
which "the
I domost
not unusual
believe
exist here."
Webster's Views
Comr. Webster also drew a distinction between a case involving
only a renewal application and one
in which both a renewal application and a competing application
for the facilties are involved.
Where only a renewal is involved, he said, denial would result
in loss of service to the public — a
factor which he thought the Commission should weigh against the
station's past operations and its
promises of improvement. On the
oilier hand, he continued, where
there is a qualified applicant seeking an unsatisfactory
facilities,
denial of the station's
renewal
would in no sense constitute "a
sanction or penalty as such."
The majority made clear throughout its decision that comparison
of competing applicants when one
is an existing station must differ
from comparisons when both are
newcomers. In the former case,
the decision said, consideration
must include not only the factors
which are normally studied, but
also the service which is being
rendered by the existing station.
On this basis, the majority felt
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54,261
100,137
159,981
68,427
663,301
5,619
636,468
106,582
130,341
44,525

III
EACH PRODUCT GROUP IN
Industrial Materials
Insurance
Jewelry,
Optical Goods &
Cameras
Office Equip., Writing Supplies & Stationery & Acc.
Political
Publishing & Media
Radios, TV Sets, PhonoMusical Instruments graphs,
& Acc
Retail & Direct Mail
Smoking Materials
Soaps, Polishes, Cleansers. .
Sporting
Toys. .. .. ..
Toiletries Goods
& Toilet & Goods.
Transportation,
Travel
& Resorts
Miscellaneous

that weal's record effectively
counter-balanced its ownership's
absence from day-to-day management of the station, the greater
degree of local ownership and
ownership diversification reflected
in the rival application, the greater
extent to which Public Service
stockholders have personally taken
part in local civic activities, the
larger number of armed service
veterans among them, and the fact
of WBAL's ownership identification with other media (WISNAM-PM Milwaukee and WCAEAM-FM Pittsburgh as well as
WBAL-TV and the Baltimore
News Post and Sunday American
among other newspapers).
Misrepresentation Charges
To" the competing applicants'
charges and counter-charges accusing each other of making misrepresentations to the Commission, the
majority expressed belief that
"such errors as did occur are due
primarily to inadvertence, misunderstandings, ordiff^erences in definitions of technical terminology."
In
any they
event,
extent
did FCC
occur,said,
both "to
of the
the
applicants
are
.to
censured,"
with
neither one to be either disqualified
or preferred as a result,
WBAL operates on 1090 kc with
50 kw, directionalized at night.
Messrs. Pearson and Allen, seeking the identical facilities, applied
in the name of Public Service Radio Corp., a new company which
they control with stock and sul>
scriptions for 35.5% interest each.
Mr. Allen is president and Mr.
Pearson treasurer and a vice president.
Based on then-prevailing prices,
their original construction cost
estimate was placed at about $281,000 aside from miscellaneous fees,
incidental construction costs, and
organization expenses.
In addition to Messrs. Pearson
and Allen, there are 13 stockholders including Joseph P. Healy,
Baltimore banker and civic leader,
who is chairman of the board of
directors, and other prominent
business and professional people in
the Baltimore area.
PLAYS
ALL SPEEDS 78. 45. 33 RPM
ALL SIZES
7-nV2 inch
ALL KINDS OFBECOKDS
High Fidelity — Low Priced
from $24.95-SG4.5fl
Catalog
Upon Request
AUDIO-MASTER
341 Madison Ave.. N.Y. IT.Js'.T.

SEPT. 1950
U. S. Steel
$108,210
Prudential Life
111,615
Longines-Wittnouer
75,022
Hall Bros. Inc
70,932
Douglas for Sen. Committee . . . 1,056
Christian Science Monitor
9,184
RCA
Dr. Hiss Shoes, Inc
Philip Morris
Procter & Gamble
Procter & Gamble
Assn. of American Railroads
American Federation of Labor

WOV

50,085
1,350
376,143
1,051,078
405,581
66,228
113,964

GIVEAWAY
Employes Vie for Trips

EMPLOYES at WOV New York
are taking part in a giveaway program which will net the winner a
four-week, expense-paid trip to
Italy. Climax of the project will
take mas
place
at thethree
station's
Christparty when
winners
will
be named. Other two prizes are a
two-week trip to South America
and the West Indies and a sevenday trip to Nassau and Bermuda.
During the eight weeks before
Christmas each employe draws a
number
the kept
"Lucky
Running from
totals are
and atPot."
the
climax each employe will get to
draw three additional numbers.
Three people with the highest totals will get the prizes, valued at
over $4,000 by Ralph N. Weil, WOV
general manager. In addition to
the all-expense-paid trips, winners
will get time off with pay to enjoy
their prizes.
Bob Eagan
Foote, Cone, and Bclding
Chicago, 111,
Dear Bob:
Hit's a plumb sight- how folks is
West Charleston,
I 'irginny,
aspendin' money here in
th' home tozini
uv W C H S !
Thet shore orta
be good news
fer
folks'cause
like
you
what's
got
ll'CHS,
programs
on
with this here
more ui' these
statio'ii reachiii'
spenders then
effen y ' u d a
u ^ed four
all stath'
other
thet
tionsmeans
in town fer
—
business
Vessir,
Bob,
yer clients.
best th'
buy inbest
one
tiz'
iurned
markets
WCHS
is thet
th'
in
Rrm-cmbcr
vc^'tth'timeworld!
yuh
'al'~
re (7 H 'bout
f .< s oit m-tcre
„ ,. f ,■Algv
c ,„ ^ /
'''(•»! time
(I favor!
Y'^dio
— an'
V,.h-ll Yrs.
he doin'

WCHS
Charleston,
December 11, 1950
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Education's Bid
(Ccnthmed from page 7 A)
ceived a firm boost on Wednesday
from Sen. Leverett Saltonstall (RMass.), Sen. Clinton Anderson CDAriz.), Rep. John M. Vorys (ROhio) and Sen.-elect Mike Monroney (D-Okla.) as well as from
George Meany, secretary-treasurer
of the American Federation of
Labor. The latter was particularly
critical of current commercial TV
programming.
James Marshall, New York City
commissioner of education, leading
off Tuesday's session, related New
York's experience in educational
radio and outlined plans and needs
for the future, stating even one
VHF channel might not be sufficient for the area's millions.
New York Activities
His testimony was filled in by
James F. Macandrew, Board of Education broadcasting director supervising WNYE (FM) there, who
detailed the city's 12-year history in
the field and its present extensive
work.
Mr. Macandrew said TV expansion plans were in "suspended animation" because talks with three
networks to date have resulted in
no programs. He noted commercial competition has forced educational TV shows off the air, citing
65 programs were aired between
1945 and 1947 but only five have
been carried since then.
Similar story of conflict with
commercial interests was recited by
Morris Shaeffer, supervisor of the
Bureau of Adult Education, New
York State Dept. of Education, Albany. He told of an adult educational project for the state in cooperation with NBC in which the
bureau invested some $12,000. He
said 2,000 adults originally enrolled in the program, currently
titled Living 1950, which was the
total number that could be handled
by the bureau.
Mr. Shaeffer testified that in the
2% years the half -hour weekly program has been aired it has occupied seven different live time periods besides various delayed handling on certain New York state
affiliates. He said the bureau
dropped its association with the
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TV proposals; James McPher;;
director and executive secretarx'
division
audio-visual
National ofEducation
Assn.instruct'

ON HAND for dedication of the new 50 kw transmitter of WCKY Cincinnati in Crescent Springs, Ky., are (I to r): Charles Beard, General Electric field
engineer; John Wall, GE sales representative; Norman Ponte, WCKY transmitter engineer; George Hanna, transmitter engineer, and Charles Topmiller,
WCKY manager and chief engineer. [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec. 4].
show in June of this year.
Mr. Shaeffer concluded education
cannot build programs and audiences except on equal terms with
commercial programs. He saw the
remedy to the conflict by putting
education on its own facilities.
Ira Jarrell, Atlanta, Ga., superintendent of schools, testified local
educational experience has been
that of getting the left-overs in
time from commercial stations.
She stated local funds already are
available for TV and indicated educators there are ready to go in the
new medium.
Others testifying Tuesday included: Dr. David Rue, director of
the Medical Film Institute, New
York, appearing for the Assn. of
Medical Colleges in the U. S. and
Canada; Arthur Moehlman, professor of history and philosophy of
education, State U. of Iowa who
outlined basic communication concepts and cited TV's use to avert
"human fission"; Floyd Brooker,
chief of visual aids section, U. S.
Office of Education; Vaughn Seidel,
Alameda County (Calif.) superindent of schools; Christine Gigson,
Harvard U.
Asks Reservations
On Wednesday, Sen. Saltonstall,
former Massachusetts governor, related his interest in educational TV
as well as that of his friend, Ralph
Lowell, head of Lowell Institute.
The Senator considered that good

sense, good business and American
tradition called for reservation.
Chairman Walker commented to
Sen. Anderson that he was not concerned about the advisability of
educational TV, but rather about
the use of the channels by educators. He mentioned "tremendous
pressures" face the Commission to
put those channels into use should
they go idle. Sen. Anderson did
not -believe the facilities would go
unused by education and further
saw adequate financial support
once the reservation was made and
a goal established.
AFL's Mr. Meany told the Commission "radio and television have
made some contribution to establishing a common basis of understanding" among people but the
history
of
the
past has
25 not
yearsplayed
"has
shown that radio
the great role educationally that
wasHe expected
of it."
saw even
greater expectations for TV and said AFL believes
"this new and powerful medium
should not be handed over entirely
to the advertising industry for exploitation as a sales medium. The
Government owes a greater obligation to the American people."
Others
clude : appearing Wednesday inPaul Durrie, director of adult
education, Des Moines public school
system; John M. Cory, executive
secretary, American Library Assn. ;
John Hannah, president of Michigan State College, which has operated WKAR East Lansing since
1922 and which has pending bid
for TV; William H. Sener, U. of
Southern California, who outlined
plans for fulltime educational TV
in Los Angeles and indicated a
channel could be employed now.
Park Livingston, Chicago attorney and U. of Illinois trustee, who
outlined the university's experience in AM with WILL Urbana,
operating since 1922, and FM with
WIUC there, as well as active interest in TV; Carl H. Menzer, director of U. of Iowa stations WSUI
and KSUI (FM) Iowa City, who
related broadcast experience of
the school since 1919 and outlined
TV plans; James Miles, manager
of Purdue U's WBAA West Lafayette, Ind., who related specific

Novik's Views
On Thursday, Morris S. No\|
public service radio consultant
AFL, International Ladies Gj
ment Workers Union (AFL)
United Automobile Workers (Cl'.j
urged maximum and prompt re-slf
vation for education.
He si
gested sponsorship of such stati
should be by broadly representai
committees or under joint a
pices of several educational in
tutions, formation of suitable a'
sory boards, and encouragement
affirmative role in political edu
tion on broad basis. He also ir
cated he didn't feel the JCET p
posal went far enough and tha
separation reservation might a
be made for non-profit operati'
on quasi-commercial basis, such
by labor unions.
Richard B. Hull, manager

Iowa
State
College's WOIAmes, who appeared earlier
National Assn. of Educatio,
Broadcasters, presented detailss
the WOI-TV operation, first cdv
tion-owned TV outlet. WOI-'
now programs
about 60 hoj.
weekly, he indicated, includ
selected commercial shows from
four networks. These are be
carried for the duration of J
freeze, it was explained, as a
vice to the area.
dM
Comr. Hennock Concerned
Comr. Hennock said she 1
difficulty understanding why W ih
TV wasn't programming edr
tional shows 16 hours or 8 houii tb
day instead of what she
sidered only 2% hours weel,^it
Mr. Hull explained there were nr,
than 2V2 hours of educational
tures weekly since the station < Q
ried among other things cert
network shows of high educatic rea
value. But Comr. Hennock obser
any commercial station does
same.
She said she was concerned
FCC should allow education to
commercial stations even to
with and wanted to find out
educators were superior or
quired special consideration, it?:
amazes me you're not strictly (
cational,"
Comr. Hennock told >
witness.
Mr. Hull
explained
WOI-T^
different
in that
it carefully
selt:,
and often rejects, commercial
ferings in order to present
most rounded schedule.
Others appearing Thursday :f
Robert L. Shayon, radio
,,,,tor the iine„
in professional ^opa^
retording

HOLLYWOOD

BROADCASTING

equipnteiXM

38, CALIFORI
• TelecastJi^j

sion critic for the Christian
ce Monitor and Saturday Reof Literature, who appeared
lis o%vTi behalf and who preid wide participation by proonal radio people once chanare reserved; Dr. Bernardine
nidt, founder and director, SpelEducation Clinic and Teachers
ifege, Columbus, Miss., devoted
ijjducation of various handicap
jlps; Kermit Eby, associate pro:or of social sciences, U. of
(ago;
Toepelman, Charles
AmeriCouncilW. onC. Education;

House
HUBER

BILL

On

Committee
Newspaper

Bars Action
Ownership

REP. WALTER B. HUBER (D-Ohio) last Wednesday dropped into the
Congressional hopper his stringent bill to ban future newspaper ownership of radio-TV stations, but a House committee abruptly closed the
door on any possibility of action. ^
The finished bill, conforming almost wholly to the form detailed
JOHN aUARLES
in a preliminary draft [BroadWRGA President Dies
casting • Telecasting, Dec. 4],

TV licensees would come next, with
final presentations by theatre TV
interests, whose participation is
limited to the question of classifying customers for network TV facilities— that is, a network classification, one for stations, one for
theatre TV, etc.
W. A. Roberts, Washington counsel for DuMont, noted that the investigation could not be completed
by Jan. 1, when a new time allocation plan is due, and called for
"emergency action" to block a possibly "disastrous" result.
He said any action FCC might
take to assure "peace" while the
case is in progress would be appreciated, but FCC counsel made
clear the Commission is not inclined to take interim action even
if it has authority to do so.
Network Representatives
Representatives of t^.e networks
at the Monday sessions included
Mr. Roberts and Thad H. Brown
for DuMont; Gustav B. Margraf,
NBC vice president and general
attorney; Adrian Murphy, CBS
vice president and general executive, and Richard Salant, of counsel for CBS; and Joseph A. McDonald, vice president, secretary
and general attorney of ABC.
AT&T representatives included S.
Whitney Landon, general attorney,
Long Lines Dept., and Porter R.
Chandler, of counsel.
Counsel for Crosley's WLWT
Cincinnati, WLWC Columbus and
WLWD Dayton said they planned
to present testimony if the hearing is held, but other individual
licensees and the theatre TV interests on hand for the pre-trial
conference said they had no such
plans unless developments warrant.
TV stations represented included
WNBF-TV Binghamton; KSD-TV
St. Louis; the Crosley stations;
WICU Erie; WBTV Charlotte;
WTMJ - TV Milwaukee; WMCT
Memphis; WTVN Columbus;
WHAM-TV Rochester; WBZ-TV
Boston; WSM-TV Nashville;
WGAL-TV Lancaster and WDELTV Wilmington. Among theatre
groups, 20th Century-Fox Film
Corp. and National Theatres Corp.
were represented.

II-

i'

provides that FCC would be re- JOHN WARNER QUARLES, 70,
quired to deny licenses or disappresident of WRGA Rome, Ga.,
prove transfers involving persons
died Dec. 4 following a two-year
ils^ell, chairman of education deillness. He assumed control of the
ijjment, American
Museum of "directly or indirectly controlling,
or controlled by," newspaper in- station in 1933 and built it from
mpral History, New York.
terests. Certain minor changes in a 100 w parttime outlet to a 5 kw
4'artha Gable, director of TV
detail were made in the measure
fulltime Mutual affiliate.
-jation, Philadelphia board of (HR 9865), which would not apply
Mr. Quarles was born in Rome
to current ownership.
■jation, who
recounted
excellent
and spent his entire life there.
!|llerative
program
project
with
Chairman George Sadowski (D- In addition to his station, he was
j local TV stations, WPTZ,
Mich.) of the House Interstate
the founder and operator of
[L-TV and WCAU-TV; RichtitC. Berg, director of music edu- Commerce Communications sub- Quarles & Son Grocery, organized
Eagle Stove Works and was a
\n, Springfield, Mass. ; Robert
committee said he is "not disposed"
to take up the bill this session, be- founder and director of the Na[er, National Farmers Union.
cause of the lack of time and its
tional City Bank.
controversial nature.
Surviving: are his widow and one
ST ANNUAL award for "outstandson, J. H. (Happy) Quarles,
The subcommittee chairman, who,
ervice in the field of delinquency
WRGA general manager.
like
Rep.
Huber,
will
not
return
■•"mtion" was awarded KFI Los
next January is currently the final
i\\es for weekly Sunday program
authority on communications legise Is Your Problem, by Federation
A T" 0 T LI
jpmmunity Coordinating Councils.
lation in the House committee. A I &T Heoring
Continued
(
from page 81 )
was filed following the succeeding
conference, after which the netClariHes Handling
ACQ 9 PI TADQ
work-AT&T negotiations resumed
of Applications
.nOu L bLLnnO
in New York and continued
throughout the week. First indicaMOVED last week to clarify its policy of withholding action, pendtions were that progress was being
decision in the daytime-skywave case, on "all pending applications
ih seek daytime or limited time operation of U. S. 1-A or 1-B fre- made toward an amicable settlement. FCC representatives did not
cies."
sit in on the New York sessions.
nighttime hours," FCC said.
^|ethe
policy
in effect
It was reported unofficially that
May has
1947been
initiation
of
To incorporate its policy into its
' daytime-skywave proceeding,
rules, FCC adopted the following the negotiators recognized the ex1!h is linked with the long- footnote, effective immediately, to
istence of a problem — one of the
most fundamental involving the
ing clear-channel case.
Rules Sec. 1.371 dealing with "ac- question of whether one TV net^C said the policy has not been
ceptance of applications":
work affiliate, through its acceptted to applications for new fullPending conclusion of the proceedance or rejection of a specific proClass 2 assignments, and made
ing in Docket No. 8333 [daytime skygram, can impose its choice upon
:' that it need not be applied to wave case] action will be withheld on other stations
which happen to be
all
of
the
following
types
of
appli* Ijications for changes in facili- cations:
located farther down the same leg
* oy
fulltime
as!d to
one of stations
the clearalready
channels,
(a) Applications whether by exist- of the relay facilities.
ing stations or applicants for new
It was agreed at the pre-hearing
je reason, FCC
explained : stations
proposing new daytime or conference that, if no agreement is
fulltime stations are required
limited-time assignments on any of
tght to give other stations "a the frequencies specified in Sec. 3.25 reached, AT&T will present its case
first at the hearing. Then, followbr degree of protection than
(a) and (b) ;
ing presentation of FCC data,
reasonably be expected to be
(b) Applications from existing day- would come DuMont and ABC, foltime or limited time stations pres;;red by the Commission's decilowed by CBS and NBC. Individual
in the pending daytime-skyently assigned to a frequency specified in Sec. 3.25(a) and (b) proposing
case. "Therefore such assignthe power of that ass may readily be conformed to an increasesignment orina change
of the antenna
rules and regulations and
pattern resulting in an increase in
lards as may be adopted [in radiation towards any Class 1 stations; and
daytime-skywave proceeding]
7C/4ot lil BMI
lodifying them to require the
(c) Applications from existing daytime or limited time stations presluring some or all of the dayby Porgie
ently assigned to a frequency specihours of the antenna and
Another BMI "Pin Vp" Hit-Published
fied in Sec. 3.25(a) and (b) proposing
specified for use during a change in that assignment involving
a substantial change in transmitter
YOU'RE ALL I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS
location.
by & Andrews SistersRCA INSTITUTES, INC.
On Records: Bing Crosne—
The frequencies "specified in Sec.
Mer. 5177; Johnny
Lai
k
Fran
9;
2465
Dec.
One of the leading and
3.25(a) and (b)" are the following:
Gallagheroldest schools of Radio
Sec. 3.25 (a)— 640, 650, 660, 670,
Desmond-MGM 10524; Frank— Col. 38635,
[chnolOKT In America, offers Its
lter
erha
Wint
o
700,
720,
750,
760,
770,
780,
820,
830,
Dana 2026; Hug
lilned Radio and Television techlans
840, 870, 880, 890. 1020, 1040, 1100,
y l^S* ; Seger Elhsitnr. to the Broadcasting InJanette Davis-Harmon
n— Coral 60115.
1120, 1160, 1180, 1200, and 1210 kc.
ydo
AddreM inquiries to
Gra
BuUet 1011; Joe
Placement Director
Sec. 3.25 (b)— 680, 710, 810, 850,
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
s— Standard.
940, 1000, 1030, 1060, 1070, 1080, 1090,
On Transcription: Anita Elli
Service ofof America
Radio Corporation
1110, 1130, 1140, 1170, 1190, 1500,
» W. 4th St., New York 14, N. T.
1510, 1520, 1530, 1550, and 1560 kc.
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U)

...at

UAW-CIO REHEARING PLEA
DENIED IN WCAR CASE
ORDER denying UAW-CIO Broadcasting
Corp. of Michigan's petition for rehearing on
FCC approval of WCAR Pontiac's move to
Detroit [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug.
7, Sept. 4] was issued by FCC Friday.
UAW-CIO applicant had not challenged
FCC's denial of its own application for 1130
kc in same proceeding, but contended grant to
WCAR (which also included power boost from
1 kw daytime to 50 kw day and 10 kw night
on 1130 kc) would "adversely affect" UAWCIO plans to re-file its own application. FCC
rejected this contention.
EDUCATORS CONCLUDE
TV ALLOCATION CASE
EDUCATORS for time being concluded their
case Friday for reservation of TV channels
in VHF and UHF (see early story page 74)
while Allen B. DuMont Labs.' Thomas T.
Goldsmith Jr. submitted "illustrative" allocation plan for educational stations in upper part
of UHF which was termed "compatible" with
DuMont's overall VHF-UHF commercial allocation proposal [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Oct. 23, 30]. Education to complete case
Jan. 15.
Witnesses endorsing reservation proposal inclufled:
Sen. Owen Brewster (R-Me.); Mrs. John E. Hayes,
Parents and TeachCongress
president
ers; Keith National
Heimbaugh,
directorof of information, U. S.
Dept. of Agriculture; Dr. M. C. Wilson, USDA; Mrs.
Charles Weeks, president Radio and Television
Council of Greater Cleveland; Kenneth Bartlett,
of radioCollege and professor
dean of University Stuart
Chicago
U. of
Haydon,
U.;
Syracuse
TV,
National
to
consultant
administrative
consultant and
Assn. of Educational Broadcasters, who prepared
and identified exhibits on groups comprising Joint
Committee on Educational Television which coordinated education's case before FCC.
EASTERN SCHOLASTIC GROUP
DEFERS ACTION ON TV
POSTPONEMENT of action on proposed restriction of telecasting of sports by Eastern
College Athletic Conference, pending National
Collegiate Athletic Assn. convention in Dallas
Jan. 12-13, decided Friday in New York by
ECAC Television Committee. Although still
of opinion that "live telecasting of sports
events presents threat to institution of intercollegiate athletics," committee said "independent action by regional groups should be
held in abeyance pending NCAA convention,"
at which NCAA TV committee will report results of year's study and survey by National
Opinion Research Center, jointly sponsored by
NCAA and TV networks.
NEW UHF DATA FILED
NEW CHARTS on comparison of UHF television experience with theory and FCC predictions submitted by RCA-NBC to FCC to
supplement earlier data challenged by Commission in RCA-NBC Bridgeport report
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, Nov. 27, Oct.
30]. Radii of service Grades A, B and C
extend further in new comparisons than in
earlier ones which FCC alleged were computed
on different standards and proposed to strike
unless new figures -v ere submitted. RCA-NBC
however contended initial charts showed only
what they purported to show and limitation
of assumptions used hdd been explained.
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FORT INDUSTRY EMPLOYES
ENTER LOYALTY PROGRAM
EMPLOYE loyalty and identification program
for Fort Industry Co. stations and its newspaper. The Florida Sun, Miami Beach, started
Dec. 7, Pearl Harbor Day, in ceremonies at
each Fort Industry location.
Cards bearing fingerprint and physical description data were issued each employe.
George B. Storer, president, in transcribed
message played at each meeting, cautioned
against admitting to transmitter plants and
other areas not designated for public use anyone without proper identification. Describing
the worsening international situation, Mr.
Storer said, "It is time for all of us to stand
counted."
and be
employe
was given opportunity i,o sign
up Each
voluntarily loyalty oath which, in essence,
disavows any connection with an organization
directly or indirectly affiliated with or controlled by Communist party.
Fort Industry stations include WSPD,
WSPD-FM, WSPD-TV Toledo; WWVA,
WWVA-FM Wheeling, W. Va.; WMMN Fairmount, W. Va.; WLOK, WLOK-FM Lima, 0.;
WAGA, WAGA-FM, WAGA-TV Atlanta;
WGBS, WGBS-FM Miami; WJBK, WJBKFM, WJBK-TV Detroit.
NAB COMPLETES PLANS
FOR TV CONVENTION
ALL TELEVISION stations of every category,
whether NAB members or not, invited to organization meeting of new NAB-TV [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec. 4], to be held
Jan. 19 at Stevens Hotel, Chicago. In letter
to all video stations Harold Hough, WBAP-TV
Fort Worth, chairman of special convention
committee, said meeting is designed to get
everybody's views in setting up organization
dealing exclusively with TV and its growth.
NAB has done much for TV and will do more,
he wrote. Interlocking arrangement viath NAB
to be considered, with associations serving
entire broadcast and TV industry. NAB departmental services would be available to
NAB-TV on economical basis.
NAB-RTMA MEETING SOUGHT
ON FM SET SHORTAGE
SUGGESTION that NAB and Radio-Television
Mfrs. Assn. FM policy groups hold early session on problem of meeting public demand for
FM sets was made Friday by Ben Strouse,
WWDC Washington, NAB FM director and
chairman of NAB's FM Committee. RTMA
named FM Policy Committee last month.
FM stations long plagued by lack of receivers, Mr. Strouse noted. He said NAB's
FM members were "reassured" by RTMA's
action in naming policy group and pointed to
need of placing promotional steam behind FM
set business.
WBET, WINX JOIN PBS
WBET Brockton, Mass., signed affiliation contract with Progressive Broadcasting System,
according to joint statement issued last week.
Station is owned and operated by Enterprise
Publishing Co. WINX Washington is PBS
affiliate in nation's capital.

,

similar to Faye Emerson or Wendy Bar!
format starting Jan. 4 on WCBS-TV New Yo
Thursday, 6:45-7 p.m. Advertiser will pr
ably expand on network soon. J. Wal
Thompson Co., New York, is agency.
ARMAND S. WEILL Co., Buffalo (fertilize
buying two to three quarter-hour farm p
grams in about seven radio markets start
Jan. 8 for 10 to 12 weeks for Mathie:
Chemical Co.

KELLOGG Co., through its agency, Kenyor
Eckhardt, New York, which recently purcha
Victor Borge Show on MBS three times weel \
planning to sponsor in addition half -hour t<
vision show. Network and program still un; |
McCANN-ERICKSON,

New York, understt

to
be looking
for account.
television show for its 1':
tional
Biscuit Co.
GROWING number of abandoned AM appli
tions traced to FCC tightening of engineer
considerations, making it tougher to get C
Factors are growing shortage of chann
even for daytimers, and difficulty of find
acceptable sites.
STAR' CRITICIZES FCC
FOR COLOR CONFUSION
DISPUTE between FCC Chairman Wayne (
and
Washington
Dailystory
Newspage
over73)FCC's
TV decision
(early
contincc
Friday, while Washington Evening S
(WMAL-AM-FM-TV) called upon FCC
"reconsider its precipitate action" authoriz
CBS color.
Star said editorially that demonstrationf
RCA's improved compatible color technl(
provided "convincing proof that the FC
October decision on color television was p
mature." Editorial continued:
FCC can blame nobody but itself for the u
confusion which has developed . . . Although I
had promised to demonstrate an improved ci
tube within a short space of time, the FCC
refused to wait. . . . The improved RCA d
tube and circuits apparently place electronic ci
on a parity with mechanical color as far as qua
goes, while eliminating spinning color discs
adapters for black-and-white reception. And
addition, large-size pictures are possible.
Need for reconsideration of color TV decis
Star said "should be obvious to any membei
the Commission who makes the effort to
tend one of the current RCA demonstratioi
Daily Thursday
News printed
Chairman
Coy's Lett
let
released
afternoon,
in Friday
to Editor column, appending Editor's N
challenging Mr. Coy's conception of "admiss;
evidence." Answering Mr. Coy's argum
that FCC could not have looked at and c
sidered improvements reported by RCA
July 31, because they were not on hear
record. News said:
Suppose FCC were judge in a murder casej
stead of in a controversy involving the posS
unnecessary expenditure of hundreds of milli
of citizens' dollars. What would you thinly
such a judge who would not reopen to const
reported new evidence because it might alt<
verdict, which is, of course, exactly what
evidence is submitted for? Or who refuse!
reopen because the new witnesss would havi
be cross-examined, or the record reopened?
SWEENEY LEAVES ABC
MICHAEL SWEENEY, spot sales departm
ABC, Friday announced his resignation f
network, effective immediately.
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of WOR's power. There's
no reason why the results
couldn't have been yours
He came in on the 10: 10. Philadelphia local,

lied Radio, TV|
id by Truman
>age 25

I
Ktock

you He
know.
was a tall man and rather blunt about
the whole thing.
He said, "Look, I must sell my stock of
these within a month or less." We looked and
saw the product. It was good.

fi

■Radio's
Page 28

ns on Page 51

leel

One of our brain-boys— oddly enough, we
have a few scattered around — planned the
programs the man should use. (That sounds
simple, but it took WOR more than a quartercentury to (a) Determine the method; (b)
find the brain-boys and (c) learn how to fuse
everything to get the kind of programming
that produces results like the following. )
In a little less than 4 weeks, our man who
came in on the 10: 10 had this to report . . .

WOR
Annual!]
ients weekly

tiser or his ogency h«n-

reoppe-r-

We said, "Sorry, but, of course, we can't
guarantee to sell it."
He said, "I've heard some wonderful
things about WOR and I'm willing to try.
Let'sWego."
did.

ELECASTING

o,ed on the

For every dollar of his $1,600 spent with
WOR, he received $8.00.
Four brief WOR announcements pulled
1 ,500 answers. Two WOR Sunday broadcasts
pulled 6,500 answers. One— one, mind you—
WOR news broadcast pulled 4,400 answers.
That, if we're not too feeble top-side, is
good going. That we think is very economical,
fast and profitable selling. May we do the
same for you?
our address is—

that power-full station
at 1440 Broadway, in New

P. S. This advertisement is based on a sponsor-approved WOR

York

case history.

2050
WILL
FOR

BE A

BIG YEAR

PIONEERS

Every year is big for pioneers.
But even in a miraculous age, some years are
bigger than others.
Among the biggest years was 1 948, when a handful of
men put a handful of television stations on the air. The
cost was staggering, so was the effort. But the vision
was clear.
The South's first television station was WTVR,
which went on the air March 31,1 948. Four years earlier
(on March 8, 1 944) Wilbur M. Havens, president of
Havens & Martin, Inc., had filed formal application
for the station with the FCC.
WTVR's record of firsts is impressive. So ore its
sister stations, WMBG (AM) and WCOD (FM). Pacing the field
is not only the mark of these stations — but a big tip
to timebuyers.
Your Blair or NBC soles contact will tell you more.

Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by
John Blair & Company

11

out

of

every

Philadelphia

100

families

(imStoKYW

Talk about fulling power! When
we counted our mail received this

Philadelphia

year to date, we found that the
total from Philadelphia alone
amounted to 11 percent of the
BMB

radio families in the county.

Other counties, too, scored amaz-

50,000
NBC

WATTS

AFFILIATE

ing response-records . . proof of the
consistent listenership that every
advertiser seeks. To reach more
families-per-dollar in the rich Philadelphia market-area, use 50,000watt KYW! Availabilities? Check
KYW or Free & Peters.

WESTINGHOUSE
RADIO
STATIONS
Inc
WBZ
.WBZA
• KDKA
.WOWO
• KEX • KYW .WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales

shed every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington 4, D. C.
Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post OfiSce at Washington. D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.
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Circuit
Closed
SPECULATION placing CBS Board Chairman
William S. Paley in some top radio-TV emergency post, following his conference last
Wednesday with President Truman and NSRB
Chairman W. Stuart Symington, can be dismissed on unimpeachable authority. Col.
Paley served overseas in Psychological Warfare in World War II.

miinng
Up
Jan. 10: NBC
AM co
Affiliotes
TV markets. New
York.
Jan. 11-12: Canadian Broadcasting Corp. Board
of Governors, Montreal.
(Other Upcomings on page 37)

ALLIED RADIO, Chicago, reports that within
past two weeks more than 40 stations have
ordered tubes for entire new year 1951 in
anticipation of shortages. Most stations request quarterly shipments.

GERBER feABY FOODS, through Federal
Agency, New York, placing spot announcement
daytime test starting Jan. 15 for 13 weeks on
WIRE Indianapolis. If successful, campaign
will be expanded.

PLANS UNDERWAY for formation of advertising agency to be kuovra as Emerson Foote
Inc., New York, effective in early spring, by
Emerson Foote, former president of Foote,
Con? & B elding.

PRESIDENT ON RADIO, TV
CITES NATIONAL EMERGENCY
PRESIDENT TRUMAN called on nation Friday night to get behind defense effort and
said would declare state of national emergency
Saturday.
Speaking on all radio and TV networks at
10:30 p.m.. President reviewed current national
and international problems. He told of need
for control of critical materials and told nation
Charles E. Wilson, president of General Electric Co., would head new Office of Defense
Mobilization.
With criticism directed at government procedure in Washington, President turned to
radio and TV to acquaint public with problem.
Within year rate of electronics production
for defense will multiply 4% times, President
said. Price controls will be started at once on
some materials and products, he declared, with
wage stabilization in those fields. Fair standards for prices and wages will be announced
in other cases, he said, with violations speeding up imposition of mandatory controls.

CURRENT THINKING of FCC on by-product
FM services: Radio should be used only where
wire lines can't; i.e., Transit Radio appears
okay, provided licenses do not surrender responsibility totransit companies by programming exclusively for transit audience. But
services which supply only restaurants, hotels,
or homes via "beep" would be out, since wire
lines could be used. Added thought: If full
utilization isn't made of FM allocations, FCC
might consider assignment to TV or other
services suffering excruciating facility shortages.
TOP CBS executive is authority for statement
that two of biggest bulk buyers now on that
network have demanded reductions of 10 to
13% on AM network on ground that commitments as of Feb. 1 have been made in writing
by another network for that ratio of reduction.
Unless assurances are given, it was reported,
certain programs would be moved due to lower
rates and desirable adjacencies.
NBC, which provoked pandemonium with its
thrust for rate reductions on AM stations in
TV markets, paradoxically, has taken leadership in increasing its TV network rates. With
new 13%% (15%) increase scheduled for Jan.
1, total TV rate boosts, based on "circulation"
increases will have reached 80% for year.
DODGE DIVISION of Chrysler Corp. planning big spot announcement campaign starting
Jan. 1 using minutes and chain breaks in about
600 markets. Contracts are for three and
four weeks. Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York,
is agency.
JUST BEFORE FCC's Asst. General Counsel
Harry Plotkin left for Florida vacation until
Jan. 3, he commented that he's not concerned
about FCC's color problem since it has become
"moot" anyway because of war situation.
BEHIND

scenes planning under way for expanded Broadcast Advertising Bureau operation, with good chance NAB's BAB committee
(Continued on page 82)
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Bulletins

KGW PORTLAND SOLD
TO NEWHOUSE INTERESTS
APPLICATION will shortly be filed for transfer of KGW Portland, Ore., to ownership of
Sam I. Newhouse interests, for $350,000. Mr.
Newhouse last week, in separate transaction,
purchased Portland Oregonian, heretofore
owner of KGW, for $5,250,000.
Cash transaction, handled through Smith
Davis, newspaper and radio investment firm,
gives Mr. Newhouse his second radio property.
He owns WSYR-AM-FM-TV Syracuse. KGW
is an NBC affiliate, managed by H Quentin
Cox. Last week FCC approved transfer of
KGW from Oregonian to Pioneer Broadcasters
Inc., paving way for separate transaction.
Mr. Newhouse's extensive publishing interests include Newark Star-Ledger, Long Island
Daily Press, Long Island Star Journal, Harrisburg Patriot News, Syracuse Her aid- Journal
and Post-Standard and Staten Island Advance.
He also has an interest in Jersey City Journal.
Oregonian was established 100 years ago.
KGW, operating on 620 kc with 5 kw, was
established in 1922 — one of pioneer stations on
West Coast. It is represented by Edward
Petry & Co.

ef
ss • Bri
ineBUYS
Bus
TWO
TINTAIR
Bymart Inc.,
tair) to sponsor new dramatic series, S
days, 11:30-12 noon over CBS, beginning
20. Firm renews Somerset Maugham Th
Wednesdays, 9-9:30 p.m. through April 1
CBS-TV. Agency, Cecil & Presbrey, New \
OLDSMOBILE PURCHASE # Oldsm
Division, General Motors Corp., sponst
Sam Levenson on CBS-TV, beginning S:
day, Jan. 27, 7-7:30 p.m. Agency, D
Brothers Inc., New York,
COLGATE EXPANDS • Colgate-Palme
Peet Co. expanding five- weekly CBS Strii
Rich program from 38 stations to 180 stat
after Jan. 1, 1951.
Agency, William
Co., New York.
COMMUNICATIONS
BOARD
PLANS MOVE FORWARD
PLANS for creation of permanent topfrequency allocations and communica
policy agency in government — "National
communications Policy Board" — were repc
considerably advanced Friday.
:
President Truman's Temporary Commul
tions Policy Board, which is expected to rei
mend formation of such a board in its r€
to President in February [Broadcastin
Telecasting, Dec. 4], devoted most of Tl
day-Friday meeting to working out del
will continue at next meeting, Jan
Temporary . board is headed by Dr.
Stewart, former FCC Commissioner, now p
dent of U. of West Virginia.
SENATE FINANCE GROUP
REVISES TAX BILL
RADIO-TV industry expected to gain
relief in Senate Finance Committee versic
House-passed excess profits tax measure
9827) announced Friday. Senate group bi
ened relief provisions, including one foi
called "growth" companies.
Under Finance committee's tenatively
proved bill, a growth corporation woul
able to substitute for ordinary average «
ings credit (period of 1946-49 inclusive),
average earnings in one-half of 1949 and
of 1950. Various radio-TV spokesmen—
as Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn., Allei
DuMontsome
Labs,
NAB—pi
urged
suchTBA's
changetaxin unit
any and
proposed
tax law.
WNAX, KRNT TO JOIN
CBS EFFECTIVE JUNE 15
WNAX Yankton, S. D., and KRNT
Moines, Iowa, both ABC affiliates, joining
network, effective June 15
WNAX operating with 5 kw day and i
on 570 kc is owned and operated by C(
Broadcasting Co., with Robert N. Tic
general manager. KRNT, also Cowles sts
operates with 5 kw on 1350 kc day and l
Robert Dillon is vice president and ge
manager
Stations being replaced by CBS are KSC
Moines and KSCJ Sioux City, Iowa,
affiliation announced for these stations.
BROADCASTING
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Mid-America

for On-tlie-Spot

Ms

Farm

to KCMO

Marliet

Reports

Gospel in the rich Mid-America farm area are the daily broadcasts, direct
from the Kansas City Livestock Exchange, by Bruce Davies, KCMO's
ace Farm Market Reporter, and Associate Agriculture Dirertor.
t-

es
eVo

Oti

• ONE Station
• ONE Rate Card
• ONE Spot on the dial
• ONE Set of call letters

Monday through Saturday, Bruce Davies is on the air . . . with his
Market Summary at 6:45 AM, Livestock Markets at 12:40 PM, and Grain
and Produce Markets at 12 :50 PM. These market reports plus farm news
and analysis by Jack Jackson, KCMO's Agriculture Direaor, make
the first radio farm service in Mid-America.
Active in the Future Farmers of America and the 4-H, Bruce Davies
judges many livestock contests and speaks the language of the farmer as he
daily works with them from his vantage point in the stockyards.
Bruce Davies' reports are now available. Ask the Katz man
for details or call, write or wire KCMO.

50,000
810

KC.

WATTS
10,000

Daytime

WATTS

Night

nCnfff
KANSAS
CITY 6, MISSOURI
Basic ABC
for Mid-America
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THE

THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVisFoN
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
23
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices:
23
870 Notional Press BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022

SENSATIONAL

LOW-PRICED

IK THIS BROADCASTING
WESTERN
THAT
ON

SHOULD

YOUR

NBC Rate Cut Plan Stalls
1951 Radio Budgets Up
Truman Assures Radio, TV to Remain Free
Baseball Ban Threat Subsides
Pictorial Review of Shangri-io
Radio-TV Civil Defense Role Crystallizes
N. J. Emergency Network Sets Pattern
Livestock Market Institute — a feature
WJR Hearing Continues in Detroit
Radio and TV Parts impasse
Nine Stations Cited for School Broadcasts
Christmas Promotion and Programming High
ASCAP License Forms fo Be Out Soon
Youth Meet Asks TV Reservations
Dunlap Traces Radio-TV History in 'Almanac'
Voluntary Security Censorship Urged
TELECASTING Starts on Page 51
DEPARTMENTS
Agency
Beat
10 New Business
Aircasters
67
Allied Arts
68 On All Accounts
Mike
Editorial
44 Open
Our Respects
to
FCC Actions
70 Programs,
Promotions,
FCC Roundup
80
Premiums
Feature of Week
18 Strictly
Business
Front Office
46 Upcoming

BE
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25
28
27
25
27
26
32
34
57
30
62
30

60
8114
10
20
44
73
18
37

WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS

i^-''^ achieved
position;^'*
A' (fourth
Novemljer,
1949) ^
fof ffie same period, "Cisco
Kid'* outrated ali other
'A -hour Westerns by 50% I

* "Cisco Kid" is aired three Hmes
weekly — Monday, Wednesday
and Friday. It is the highest*
rated show in its time period on
Wednesday and Friday . . . and
SENSATIONAL PROMO*
TION CAMPAIGN — from
buttons to guns— is breaking trafRc records I
This amazingly successful
'/i-hour Western adventure
program is available: 1-2-3
times per week. Transcribed
for local and regional spontorship.

irniiiiiiiiiiiiMi •*»^' rx^r.
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SOL TAtSHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; J. Frank
Beatty, Rufus Crater, Associate Editort: Fred ntigerald,to News
Tyler Nouree,
Halley, Berlya.
AmMants
the Editor;
News Editor.
STAFF:Jo David
Lawrence Christopher, Ardinelle Duncan, Wilson D.
McCarthy, John Osbon. EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS:
Estelle Dobschultz, Kathryn Ann Jones, Pat Kowalczyk, Doris Lord, Allen Riley, Jean D. Statz, Keith
Trantow; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to the Publisher.
BUSINESS: MAXXRY LONG, Business Manager; Wlnfield R. Levi, Assistant Advertising Manager; George
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stevens,
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor S<^adi,
Doris Orme, Judy Martin; B. T. Talshoff. Treasurer;
Irving C. Miller, Auditor and Office Manager;
Eunice Weston.
CIRCULATION AND READERS' SERVICE:
JOHN P.
COSGROVE, Manager; Jonah Gitlitz, Elaine Haskell,
Grace Motta, Lillian Oliver, Warren Sheets.
NEW YORK BUREAU.
^
488 Madison
Ave.,
Zone New
22,
PLaza 5-S35S; EDITORIAL:
Edwin H.
James,
York Editor: Florence Small, Agency Editor; Pete
Dickerson,
Assistant
Groff, Martha
Koppel.to New York Editor; Gretchen

is second only to "Bob Hawk"
on Monday! Write, wire or

Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING:
S. J. PAUL, Adwertistnff Director;
Eleanor R. Maiming.
CHICAGO BUREAU
360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1,
CEnfrol
Pinkerton.6-4115; William L. Thomi>son, Manager; Jane

phone for proof of Cisco Kid's
record-breaking, sales-producing
performance.

HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building, Hollywood
and
HEmpstead
8181; David Glickman. Vine,
West Zone
Coast 28.
Manager;
Ann August.
TORONTO: 417 Harbour Commission, ELgin 0775;
James Montagnes.
BROADCAsrrNG • Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of the Fifth
Estate.
BroadcastReporter
Advertising
and Broadcast
in 1933.• was acquired in 1932
♦Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1850 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
imilllllllllillT;

Subscription Price: $7.00 Per Yeor, 25c Per Copy
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4 Centering adjustment for h-f cone

5 Centering adjustment for l-f cona

6 Sturdy die-cast aluminum frame

7 Shallow cone fo.r smooth responsi
and greater angle of distribution!
8 H-f and l-f cones coaxially-moun'
mechanically independent
9

H-f cone. Diaphragm diameter
only15.000
2Va". cvcles
Wide-angle distributic
to

11

Massive 15" l-f cone. Bass respo
35 to 2000 cycles at all volume le;

12

Cone rim treated to minimize e
reflections for smoother response

13 Offset mount eliminates front ca
— insures smooth response

The

Famous

LC-1A

Speaker

Among the great achievements of the RCA
Princeton Laboratories is the development
of the most advanced speaker in the world
— the RCA Duo-Cone, Type LC-IA.
Expressly designed to give sound its true
translation, this professional speaker is
matched by no other high-quality sound
reproducer.
Unique duo-cone design (originated by
Dr. H. F. Olson of RCA Princeton Labs)
provides a smooth response from 50 to
15,000 cycles — with no resonant peaks,
harmonics, or transient distortion. Full
power is radiated over 120-degrees at 15,000
cycles— makes it possible to enjoy highfidelity sound any place in the room!
Smooth crossover response around 2000
cycles eliminates all undesirable interference between the high-frequenc}^ unit and
the low-frequency unit. Controllable ""rolloff" at 5 and 10 kc.when used with the
MI-11707 filter. . . restricts the h-f distortion
and surface noises present in many recordings.
Today, more than 3000 of these speakers
are serving in station control rooms, listening rooms, auditioning booths, lobbies,

mmmm
New Waii-Ceiiing Housing for LC-IA
fdeal for sound reitrforcement in con- executive offices. Port provided for
trol rooms, audhioning booths, hoH- increasing boss response. Finished
ways, toikback positions, elevators,
in hormonizing 2-tone umfaer gray.

If s Easy to mount
Tile Wall-Ceiling Housirig can be
for woit
long and
or short
"throws"
—mounted
makes the
ceiling
ct part
of the acoustical system.

The LC-IA
Monitoring Speaker,
rith Console cabinet ond
MI-11707 filter
The finest reproducer in the bositiess.
Available in a choice of 2-tone
umber groy or viralnut finish.

clients' offices, and private homes.
For more information, mail the coupon.

Department 19-LC,
RCA Engineering Products
Camden, N. J.
Send me price and information on

AUDIO BROADCAST BOUIRMEMT
RADIO
CORRORATiOM
af AMERICA
CMOIMEeRIMO PRODUCTS DEPARTMCNT. CAMDEM. M.J.
In Canada: RCA VICTOK Csmpony limited, Mentroal

□ LC-IA Speaker Mechanism, MI-1 1411
□ LC-5A Wall-Ceiling Cabinet, MI-1 1406
□ LC-IA Speaker with Console Cabinet,
MI-11411/11401
Name
Stadon or firm
Address
Gty.
State.

ERBERT S. FOX supervising the creative art on several account?
H Cunningham & Walsh N. Y. appointed vice president. \
JOHN M. KEAVEY

appointed account executive G. M. Basford Co., N. V

ROBERTA THEOBALD, Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff, S. F., transferrej
to L. A. office. She will be in charge of buying radio and TV time. j

JAMES P. DANAHER to Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance, Detroi |
■
in traffic department.
E. MORGAN WINANT appointed vice president Weightman A^i
Agency., Phila.
HAROLD ROLL Agency, Omaha, changes name to Anderson & Roi
JOHN V. ANDERSON becomes partner.

on all accounts

!{

n Bauer
ident of AdriaP,
one
new , presALAN R. TRIP
of Philadelphia's outstanding
advertising agencies, should contribute to a highly successful future for the agency as a result of
his diversified experience.
Alan's interest in the advertising
field was awakened at a very early
age through his father, who was
also in the advertising business.
At 16 Alan wrote his first adver— on ladies' girdles, in
which tising
he copyadmits
knowledge of the
product was not
very evident.
He had entered
New York U. at the
age of 15, and from
there went on to
Northwestern U.
where he was graddistinction asuated
thewithyoungest
member of his class.
vertising.
He majored in ad-

When

you're making

out that schedule

for the

Southwest don't overlook this sales-winning pair of CBS
stations. For availabilities and rates, write, phone or
wir^ our representatives.
National Representatives
JOHN
Page 10
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CO.

became associated with Adri
Bauer in an executive capacity.
The Adrian Bauer agency is oi
of the oldest in Philadelphia, ar
employs a staff of 20. Mr. Baue
who is chairman of the board,
celebrating his 25th year in tl
advertising business.
Outstanding accounts of Adriiifj.
Bauer
the Middle
Atlantic
sion ofareGeneral
Electric
Co., Di-s
Ph
adelphia Dairy, Albert M. Gree
field & Co. Real E
tate, and Good
Plenty
Candy.accouijc
The latter
was expanded
100% television a
vertising in 2
used are Lucky Pi^
on
CBS,
Westeai
Progran'J'years.
Film
Theatre,

spot
Theannouncement
agency bu
the Penn footb; ):S<
games on televisi
in conjunction wi
After graduation
its advertising cai
Alan worked for the
paign forAutoma
Genei
Chicago Daily News
Electric
doing market reBlankets.
The Adrian Bau<
search. This he conALAN
siders as his most
Alan Tripp partnr
useful experience,
ship, besides being a success!
because he learned about sales, and,
advertising team, also can co
he says: "A good advertising man
tribute quite a bit of useful talei
Alan, whose hobby is writiif
hasHeto know
later sales."
became advertising
songs, has composed a number
manager for the Pilot Radio Corp.
the agency's commercial jingl
and then moved to New York to while
Mr. Bauer, who is talenti
as an artist, designs the company
write copy for Samuel Krivit Advertising Agency. A year later he Christmas cards.
joined RCA as trade publication
Alan's other hobbies are amate'i
editor and director of intra-plant photography and golf. He is vi
sound.
president of the Philadelphia Tel
vision Assn. and a member of H,:
After four years in the Army,
as an officer in the Signal Corps, Poor Richard Club. He is 33 yea
and Army information service, old, married and has two ch
dren, Jeffrey, 7 and Barbara, 5
Alan returned to Philadelphia and
BROADCASTING
• Telecastij

beat

LaWEENCE DUNHAM, Hoefer, Dieterich & Brown, S. F., named pro(Uction manager to succeed DAVID SCOTT, who joins U. S. Army as
japtam.
^^LLIAM C. LYDAN, account executive McCann-Erickson, N. Y., to
^oote, Cone & Belding, S. F., in same capacity, effective Jan. 1.
t. W. SCARLETT, Russell T. Kelley Ltd., Toronto, to senior account exicutive Grant Adv. of Canada Ltd., Toronto.
JHANGE of addresses: Bristol Advertising Service and Essex Advertis\ig Service both move to 130 Montgomery St., S. F. Brisacher, Wheeler
: Staff to new building at 1660 Bush St., S. F.; telephone, Prospect 6-2600.
lenyon & Eckhardt to 620 Market, S. F.
t.RT-COPY Adv., Newark, announces opening of new offices at 104 E.
40th St., N. Y. MARY ELIZABETH LANPHER, account executive, will be in charge. New office will specialize in fashion and consumer accounts, using radio
and other media.

iJiss Lanpher

DAVID PRESSMAN, director and producer, succeeds
MARC DANIELS, who resigns to move to Hollywood
to direct motion picture, as producer-director of Nash
Airfiyte Theatre on CBS-TV for Geyer, Newell &
Ganger, N. Y. ALEX MARCH, GN&G assistant producer of Philco Playhouse, named script editor of show.

Five mornings a week the call goes out for Breakfast
at the Lenox. And audience ratings prove it's mighty
popular fore with the ladies in BufFalo and Western
New York. It's a good-humored audience participation
show, originating in the beautiful Sepia Room of the
Hotel Lenox. So if you want a
lively show to sell your prodcheck with Retry
detailsucts,on Breakfast
at the for
Lenox.
Sold in 10 minute segments,
two, three or five times weekly.
And the low cost will surprise

R. (Al) BOCHROCH, account executive Joseph Katz Co., N. Y., moves
similar capacity to C. J. La Roche Co., N. Y., Jan. 1.
OYD SHERWOOD, Foote, Cone & Belding, L. A., transfers to S. F.
■fice of agency as business manager.
G. V. EVANS appointed representative of Harry E. Foster Adv. Ltd.,
Dronto, in western Canada, with offices in Winnipeg.
)i 3ICHARD ST. JOHN, Langendorf United Bakeries Inc., S. F., to Guild,
ascom & Bonfigli, S. F., as assistant to WALTER GUILD.
IL BABBITT, WCAU Philadelphia, to J. M. Korn & Co., Phila., as radiodirector. MILTON J. FELDMAN, Korn chief copywriter, named dictor of plans and copy.
ONROE G. GORDEN, Goldsmith Brothers, N. Y., and NAT WATERbifc^N, Waterson & Fried, N. Y., to John Mather Lupton Co., N. Y., in copy
iljipartment and production manager, respectively.

ilUnilliii-

9iS IS IOa^

AROLD A. McINTYRE, media department Schenley Industries Inc.,
Y., to Kudner Agency, N. Y., as member of media department.
ILSON, HAIGHT & WELCH Inc., Hartford and N. Y., elects LAW3NCE C. HUMASON, president Humason Mfg. Co., Forestville, as
rector; R. CHANNING BARLOW, account executive, as vice president,
d KATHERINE SHEEHAN, media supervisor, as assistant production
Jinager. ELEANOR O'BRIEN becomes media supervisor.
•HN W. FOX, Eastern manager Western Associated Farm Papers, to
M. Basford Co., New York.
iifiJOMAS R. SANTACROCE, Blow Co., N. Y. appointed vice president
charge of merchandising for agency.
:D0LPH MONTGELAS, former president Buchanan & Co., N. Y. to
d Bates & Co., N. Y., to serve on Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. account.
•MPTON ADV. Inc., N. Y. announces appointment of three new mem- 1
ts to radio and TV copy dept. They are HOWARD DOYLE, Benton &
.^vles, FRANCES FRADIN, Hutchins Agency, and GERALD SIMON
jmble TV Productions.
|:OADCASTING
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So. .to reach the most

on the Coast, tell your sales story on. .

*NRI, Pacific distribution of minutes listened,
January through September 1950.
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Columbia
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Pacific

. . . the IDEA Network

ADVERTISERS KNOW
KGNC'S
VALUE OF USING THIS MEDIUM
THEIR
THE

SALES

MESSAGES

THE
neu) business

FOR

AS SHOWN

BY

FACT THAT

PHILLIPS

PETKOLEIIM

RECENTLY

COMPLETED...

RID-X
OF TEXAS,
Kilgore,to Tex.
appoints
Morrowf
Wolf-McCann,
Longview
handle(Rodenticide),"
advertising for
Warfarin
com- '
pound. Spot radio being used. Expanded schedule on early-morning
and late-night show considered for 1951.

mUM

REED PRODUCTS, St. Louis (Corbex), sponsoring 26-week test spot
campaign on three stations in Midwest. Agency: Dorrance-Waddell Inc.,
N. Y.
THOMAS A. STEEVES Ltd., Vancouver (Little Dipper cake mixes),11
starts spot announcements and Sunday programs on number of Britisk
Columbia stations. Agency: James Lovick & Co., Vancouver.

GIPPS BREWING Corp., Peoria, 111., appoints Arbingast, Brecht & Assoc
Adv., Peoria, to handle advertising.
j
RAINIER BREWING Co., S. F., appoints Brisacher, Wheeler & Stafl
S. F., to handle advertising.
PERSONAL PRODUCTS Corp., Milltown, N. J., names Compton Adv
N. Y., to handle advertising of "Yes" tissues, effective Jan. 1.
ST. LAWRENCE FLOUR MILLS Co. Ltd., Montreal (Regal Flour]
starts network and transcribed English and French-language program i
on Quebec and Newfoundland stations. Agency: F. H. Hayhurst Co
'
Montreal.
BLACKSTONE WASHING MACHINE Corp., Jamestown, N. Y., renew
ing Blackstone, Magic Detective series, quarter-hour transcribed pre
gram produced by Charles Michelson Inc., N. Y., for scheduling by Ioce
dealers, beginning Jan. 1. Program aired in 1949 by Blackstone, but du
to factory strike, campaign was discontinued until production was r(
cently resumed.
REGAL AMBER Brewing Co., S. F. (Regal Pale), starts weekly IE
minute sports newsreel. Top Views in Sports, on KNBH (TV) HoUj
wood. Contract for 26 weeks. Agency: Abbott Kimball Co. of Calif
L. A.

£V£RY
AT

SEARS ROEBUCK & Co., L. A., Jan. 1 start five-minute Fleetwood Lav
ton newscasts three times weekly on KTSL (TV) Los Angeles. Contrac
Same firm recently started five weekly half-hour children'
for 13 weeks.
program Sears Platter Pals on KFWB Hollywood. Agency
record
Mayes Co., L. A.

WEEKDAY

12:30

P.M.

SINCE
JULY

I

193 S

WE ARE PROUD TO HAVE BEEN
SELECTED
BY THE PHILLIPS
PETROLEUM
COMPANY
FOR
THIS 15 YEARS OF CONTINUOUS
SERVICE TO THE PUBLIC.
AMARILLO
NBC
OUTLET

• • •
ALBERTeopL.LaWALTERS,
director of personnel Hunt Foods, transferr(
from Hayward, Calif., general offices to Fullerton general offices whei
|
he will supervise department of industrial relations.

S

PHIL WICKSTROM, advertising manager in charge of RCA advertisir
for Leo J. Meyberg Co., S. F. (radio supplies), joins U. S. Navy i
lieutenant.

KGNC
7 10
YOUR
Page 14
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FIRMEST GRIP ON THE FABULOUS
•

A/etv^otk -Recounts • • •
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Cto., Boston, to sponsor 11th annual Blu(
Gray bowl game classic from Cramton Bowl, Montgomery, Ala., ove
MBS, Sat., Dec. 30, 2.45 p.m. Agency: Maxon Inc., N. Y. Compan;
also will sponsor live telecasts of Orange Bowl Game, 1:45 p.m. ove |
WTVJ (TV) Miami and Rose Bowl Game 4:45 p.m. over KTTV (TVj
Los Angeles, KPIX (TV) San Francisco and KFMB-TV San DiegC' j
New Year's Day. Highlights of games probably will be presented ove
CBS-TV network, several days later.
PEARSON PHARMACAL Co. (Ennds chlorophyll tablets) starts spor
sorship Jan. 5 of Gabriel Heatter news series, 7:30-7:45 p.m., on 40
Mutual stations. Agency: Harry B. Cohen Adv. Co., N. Y.

December 18, 1950

GREAT

PLAINS

ROBERT J. KEITH director of advertising and public relations Pillsbui
Mills Inc Minneapolis appointed vice president. PAUL S. GEROT vi^
president and Dr. SAMUEL N. STEVENS president Grinnell Collej
and personnel consultant were appointed to board of directors. EDMUN
P. PILLSBURY was also appointed vice president.
BROADCASTING
• TelecastinO

CINCINNATI
... is the best, the most economical way of delivering your sales
message to Greater Cincinnati, as is proved by this latest Hooper Report.
What delivers the nation's fifteenth largest metropolitan area to WKRC
advertisers? It's a balanced blend of top locally produced programs and the best
from CBS. Of course that makes sales-sense to you (as it does to so
many!), so contact WKRC or your Katz man.
RADIO CINCINNATI, INC.— Hotel Alms, Cincinnati 6, Ohio
HOOPER RADIO AUDIENCE INDEX
50,000-wott
Independent
Station

TIME
MON. THRU FRI.
8:00 A.M.- 12:00 Noon
MON. THRU FRI.
1 2:00 Noon-6:00 P.M.
SUN. THRU SAT EVE.
6:00 P.M. 10.30 P.M

250-watt
Network
Station

9.7

23.0

7.6

20.6

10.2

13.5

WKRC

Network
5,000-watt
Station

250-watt

0.8

10.9

*

3.3

10.0

2.6

(CBS)

50,000-watt
Network
Station

1,000-watt
Station
Daytime

33.1

21.8
26.3

27.7
34.1

29.8

Station
Daytime

1 1.2

*No listeners found in sample
Coor. t950, C- E- Hooper, Inc.
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Most

of

them

are

oul

You may be focusing on less than half of

you get the biggest weekly audience every-

your Northwest market. For if you've got

where you go— inside Minneapolis-St. Paul
and outside. (Even in the home counties of

your eyes on TV, you're overlooking the
almost half a million radio families in
wcco

territory who are completely out of

the range of television. In fact, there are
three and a half times more wcco

radio

the 16 next-largest cities of this area— some
as far as 195 miles from the Twin Cities—
wcco gathers a much larger audience than
the hometown station in 12 out of the 16 !)

families outside the TV service area than

It simply means that the best way to

there are TV set-owners inside.*
But . . . use wcco and you reach all of

capture the most customers and sales in

113 Northwest

counties where 894,600

your entire Northwest market is to make
yourself heard on . . .

radio families spend more than three billion a year in retail sales!' What's more,

WCCO
"Good Neighbor to the entire Northwest"
Minneapolis-St. Paul . . . 50,000 watts
Represented by Radio Sales

feature

(One at a time or any combination)

Bill Herson
Conducts "Your Timekeeper" from
6:00-9:30 AM Monday thru Saturday.
A consistent, hard-hitting salesman.
Top-drawer listening and selling
power for years.

MOST DIRECT way to boost radio
listening is to increase the number of sets in homes. That's the
theory behind WIP Philadelphia's
latest campaign to help build the
AM audience in the Quaker City.
The WIP drive coincides with
the Christmas season, with the
theme stressing purchase of small
radio sets at the $14-25 retail
price range for gifts. As conceived
by Murray Arnold, WIP program
director, the campaign caters to
the oft-repeated assertion that
many work-hours are put in by
both householder and housewife in
rooms other than the living room.
And as Mr. Arnold puts it, more
AM listening in the area means
more hours spent listening to WIP.
To back up its drive, the Philadelphia outlet is highlighting the
small radio gift idea in its mailings to sponsors and to all set
manufacturers. It is suggested by
WIP that the firms join in the
campaign.
On the local level, Gimbel's Department Store is cooperating by
displaying small radio sets with
promotion pointing up the same

of the lueeh

MORE
THAN

Economy-size radio set drive is
display.
highlighted by amas Gimbel's
Christcopy line scored on WIP's sustainingturesspots.
also uses
of bestGimbel's
known radio
talent picon
the station who have been plugging
the gift theme.
Philco's distribution headquarters in Philadelphia asked the station for additional material on the
gift-plan for use at its regular
sales meetings, according to WIP.

strictly
Nancy Osgood
Outstanding women's director on the
air in the nation's capital. Nancy's
daily mid-morning audience and sponsor loyalty means "sales power" for
your product.

Charley Batters
Conducts "Batters' Platters" a new and
novel participation program heard
nightly from 7:30-7:55 PM, Monday
thru Friday. Choice time and choice
programming.

GERALD

N. GUNST

r
, manage
N. GUNST
GERA
o office
ofLD
the Chicag
of the
Katz Agency, radio and television station representative firm,
is following the fast pace of TV
with the same enthusiasm and interest with which he watched the
development of radio. He has been
able to achieve a perspective on
both media after close scrutiny of
AM and TV history in his 21 years
of continued association with Katz.
Mr. Gunst joined the firm's New
York office in 1919, taking a job
Page 18
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THETAMPAST. PETERSBURG
METROPOLITAN
HAS

AREA

PEOPLE TODAY
IN 1940.

IS
THETAMPAST. PETERSBURG
METROPOLITAN

ARE^^

2 lid
IN POPULATION

IN

FLORIDA.
AND THE TAMPAST. PETERSBURG
METROPOLITAN ARE/j
RANKS

business

which George Katz had offered him
before World War I. Because of
the imminence of war, and retailing
and merchandising duties in his
father's store in Corpus Christi,
Tex., young Gerald postponed his
exodus to New York. He entered
the Army and went to the First
Officer's Training Camp in Leon
Springs, Tex., where he became a
member of the 90th division, comprised of men from the Southwest.
He remained with this group
from its inception to its dispersal
after the war. On duty with the
unit in France, he was machinegunned during the Argonne battle,
hospitalized and then assigned to
occupation duty. On his return, he
"vacationed" for a few months and
then joined Katz. In 1920 he was
sent to Atlanta to open a branch
office. He was subsequently transferred back to New York and then
to Chicago.
During the first few years of Mr.
Gunst's tenure, Katz sold only
newspaper space. In the late 1920s,
as radio's potential was being realized as well as recognized, the
company took on several stations,
one of the first being WKY Oklahoma City, still a client.
By the mid-'30s, Katz was in the
radio business "substantially," and
(Continued on page UO)

WILL

GIVE

EFFECTIVE

YOU
COVERAGE

OF THIS BIG,GROWIN<
YEAR 'ROUND
FLORIDA

MARKET.

'Jcuttfia, 'Jiiifidc Stai^ut^

NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVI
JOHN BLAIR
Cr CO.
SOUTHEASTESN
REPRESINTATfVE
HARRY E CUMMINGS
JACKSONVILLE. FLORIDA
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Human Rights Concert
EDITOR:
I should like to . . . express our
appreciation to all those who made
possible our second annual concert
commemorating the adoption of the
Universal Declaration of Human
Rights which took place at the
Metropolitan Opera on Sunday
night [Dec. 10].
The Human Rights Concert,
which is well on the way of becoming an annual affair, is in fact a
broadcast, not a concert in the ordinai-y sense of the word. It owes its
existence and its success to the
fact that the radio systems of member states throughout the world
have demonstrated their willingness to devote large blocks of valuable time to marking this important
anniversary, and to the fact that
artists of the greatest distinction
have shown themselves more than
willing to contribute a program
worthy of a vast worldwide audience.
The success of this year's con-

Tribute to Yoder

open mike

cert is indeed a further evidence
of the support which the United
Nations continues to receive from
the radio industry throughout the
world. This year's concert was a
resounding success, and the list
of those who contributed to it
is a long and distinguished one reflecting the truly international
character of great music and great
musicians — the New York Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra with
Dr. Fritz Busch and Sir Ernest
MacMillan conducting, the Schola
Cantorum of New York, Miss Marian Anderson, Mr. Claudio Arrau,
Mr. John Brownlee, Miss Judith
Anderson and Mr. Charles Boyer.
We are indebted to the American
Federation of Musicians, the Amer-

ican Federation of Radio Artists,
the Theatrical Protective Union
and other organizations whose contributions made this impressive
concert possible. The broadcast
this year was carried by CBS and
WNYC New York.
A concert of this scope and quality is, in itself, a striking reaffirmation of faith in the Declaration
of Human Rights and will, I feel
sure, make a significant contribution to the development of greater
understanding of the purposes and
importance of this great document.
B. Cohen
Assistant Secretary General
for Public Information
United Nations
New York

SOUTH HAVEN
KALAMAZOO

LIMA
iCOKOMO

A
• INDIANAPOLrS
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THAT'S
SOOo

Special Events
News,
■
Mana
. r,
Denverge
KOA
Day].
[Copy of Editorial enclosed by Ml
A GOOD FRIEND GOES
When Lloyd Yoder picks up his be
longings and leaves for San Francisc <
to take on a new job for NBC, Denvt
and sorry.
the Rocky Mountain Empire wi
be

Mr. Yoder has been a fine civ: j
leader, an outstanding radio static
director, and in his spare time or
whale of a football official.
San Francisco will be lucky to g<
him back, and we are sad to see hii
go, though Denver knows the chang
is a good one for Mr. Yoder.
Our friend's accomplishments hav
been discussed in the news columns o
this newspaper. There is no need trecount them here. It is better to thin '
a little bit of the spirit of the mai |
the
calmness and fairness of Lloy i
friends.
Yoder that has brought him so man |

On behalf of the Televisio
Broadcasters Assn., I would like 1
thank you sincerely for the splei
did support you have given o\
organization during the past, arS
particularly for the great help yc ,
Clinic.
rendered
during our last TB I

7T. WAViMf.

SELLS
A
MARKET
The South Bend-Mishawaka trading area, always a rich and responsive market, is UP. This is the heart of the primaiy area that
WSBT saturates — with Hstener ratings above network averages.
The primaiy area is up in population from 1,577,900 to 1,798,000.
Up in retail sales from $1,435,547,000 to $1,597,850,000 ... In
this important sales area, WSBT is the best loved voice — and the
ONLY voice that covers the entire market. For bonus coverage,
bonus listenership, bonus sales, it's WSBT — the bonus buy!
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

Bill Day
Cisco [Broadcasting
• Telecast
ING, Dec. 11]. . . .

It is true that Denver will be soJ
rier for losing him. We can hope the
he will think of us fondly once in
while, as we will think of him.
* * *
Lauds TBA Support
EDITOR:

M J C H !G A N

WSBT

EDITOR:
I am . . . enclosing a tear sheet
from the editorial sheet of the Denver Post for Wednesday, Dec. 6.
You will note there is a wonder,
ful editorial
transfer
to regarding
KNBC in Mr.
San Yoder'i
Frai>

UP
CBS

The work which has been so irl
portant to television needed tl j
periodical support you have giv(
it. I am personally grateful, als
for the help I received from y(
during J.myR. administration.
Poppele
President
Television Bcstrs.
Assn.
INew York
* * *
Public Service Shows
80
EDITOR:
. . . The little symbolic guy re
resentative of the feature "In Ti
Public Interest" is especial
fine . . .
It is nice to see this departme
dressed up like your other princip
departments. It seems to me th
the public service broadcasts
radio and TV stations, broad
speaking,
— orsignificant
at least shoB
be — ^their are
most
chs
acteristic in the pattern of Amt
ican life. . . .
John F. Clagett
ClagettOffices
& Schilz
Law
Washington

BROADCASTING
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'G-E transmitting tubes have it! So . . . Mr. Manufacturer .. . specify General ElectriC/ to design
max dependability into your radio equipment!
Here are tubes better-built by G.E. for better performance! Each
has that something extra in design, in manufacture, which means real
dependability when the chips are down and your equipment is working peak-load and full-time.
GL-5686 . . . It's a new nine-pin miniature that does the work of a
6AQ5 or 6AR5 — does it consistently, because every tube ^^ts 50 hours'
service at the factory under Class A conditions, with frequent samples
also being selected for full life tests. You can bank on the GL-5686!
GL-807 . . . The G-E grid construction is substantial and strong —
will stand up under punishment. Moreover, special G-E development
work in metals and other substances gives this tube premium quality
from cap-terminal through to base-pins.
GL-8 1 3 . . .
ground-plane
down sharply
precision G-E
in its class.

Superior G-E internal shielding, in the form of a large
barrier, gives ample protection against feedback — cuts
on the need to neutralize. Improved design joins with
manufacture to offer you the leading beam power tube

Why not ensure your new transmitter's performance by choosing
these and other G-E tubes your customers can count on, day-in and
day-out.-* Just write for data sheets that give all ratings, in all classes
of service. Or better, ask for the help of expert G-E tube engineers,
who will be glad to consult with you personally on applications.
Address ElectroiiicsDepartmeut, General ElectricCo., Schenectady 5, N. Y.
TYPICAL OPERATION, CLASS C TELEGRAPHY
eL-813
GL-807
GL-5686
250
V
600 V
Plate voltage
180 moV
40 mo
2,000
100 ma
Plate current
0.2
w
0.15
w
1.9 V/
40
w
Driving power (approx)
275 w
6.5 w
Pov/er output (approx)
100 w
25 w
7.5 w
Max plate dissipation
60 mc
160 mc
Freq. at max ratings
30 mc

GENERAL

aOADCASTING
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GL-807

GL-813

ELECTRIC
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NBC

RATE

CUT

STALLS
bilization, they said, probably
By ED JAMES
would
seriously
reduce production
i SUDDEN and vigorous attempt by NBC to force its radio
of television receivers.
ffiliates in television markets to reduce their evening time
One of the fundamental elements
ates — a move which, if successful, would unquestionably de- in the formula used by NBC to
ress the entire radio rate structure — was at least temporarily
figure the radio rate reductions was
tailed last week by the objections of a majority of the af- the estimate that there would be
liates.
14,500,000 television sets in use by
The network had asked some 50 radio station affiliates to
Oct. 1, 1951.
of
television
sets NBC's
in use estimate
as of last
jgree to reductions ranging as high as 257c in their evening
Nov. 1 (its latest current figure)
'me rates effective Jan. 1. After ★
would have to cut their rates on a was 9,169,300.
week of persuasion, NBC was
oliged to postpone its hopes. Last similar pattern almost immediThe estimated increase of 5,330,ately. After that, they forecast, it 700 sets between last month and
hursday, seven days after it benext October was regarded by
an its campaign by personal vis- would be only a matter of time
is and telephone calls to affiliates, until independent radio stations in many as an improbable goal in
TV markets would be obliged to view of the inevitable drains of a
' BC altered its tactics and invited
war economy.
lie affected stations to meet in downgrade themselves accordingly
in order to maintain about the
ew York Jan. 10 for a discussion
same rate ratios that exist today.
'Unfortunate Timing'
the rate question.
The general opinion among opAt the time the network abanOpponents of the NBC pi^oposal,
med its whirlwind campaign, 11 including many of the NBC affiliponents of NBC's plan was that a
ates who objected to the plan, ar- radio rate reduction now would be
ations were reported to have at
a matter of unfortunate timing.
that its basic assumption —
last tentatively agreed to accept that gued
television will continue to The acceleration of a national
le reductions. Four of them, not
grow and so continue to cut into mobilization would not only arrest
maturally, were whoUy-ownedgrowth of television but would
id-operated NBC stations in tele- radio listening — was very apt to be the
also enlarge the radio audience.
proved incorrect. The defense mosion markets (the fifth ownedid-operated NBC radio station is
Denver, where no television
dsts).
The seven affiliates that were
iderstood to have expressed some
illingness to cut rates as re'51 RADIO
BUDGETS
lested were WBAP Fort Worth,
velopments interfere, their budgets
TOTAL radio expenditures of maGY Schenectady, WMC Memjor national advertisers will be in- will be revised.
lis, WSM Nashville, WSMB New
Included in the list of sponsors
creased next year, offsetting widedeans, WSOC Charlotte, N. C,
spread claims that sponsors might
who currently are planning to inabandon the medium in favor of
crease or at least stand pat on radio
||id WWJ Detroit.
I
TV Affiliates Benefit
TV, according to first checkups of and in many cases TV expenditures
sponsors' 1951 budgets.
are such major companies as Gen'Five of these stations— WBAP,
eral Mills, Procter & Gamble Co.,
An
extremely
small
number
of
'GY, WMC, WSM and WWJ—
Esso Standard Oil Co., RCA-Vic■e AM sisters of television sta- advertisers will cut radio expendons which are affiliated with
itures next year and this group
tor, Borden, American Home Products Corp., Arthur Murray School
comprises only a slight percentage
BC-TV and which, like all NBCof Dancing, Falstaff Brewing
of national advertising funds,
V affiliates, will benefit from an
judging by responses to BroadCorp., Coca-Cola, Brown & Wil'erage S5% increase in television
liamson Tobacco Corp., F. W. Fitch
-tes Jan. 1. One of them, WSM
casting • Telecasting inquiries.
Co.,
Assn. of American Railroads
lashville, is situated in a market
Scanning of advertiser plans for and Benrus
Watch Co.
here TV has just arrived, and
1951 indicates that nearly every
•nee the amount of reduction in company whose plans are well unNew Money for TV
der way will remain with the
SM's radio rates asked by NBC
Few
companies that plan to inas slight.
broadcast medium despite organcrease TV expenditures expect to
ized efforts to beat down radio
take the money avay from radio
NBC's rate cut plan — ^which the
but several cases are noted where
twork was expected to pursue
rates
because
of
TV's
impact.
Their comments reflect confidence
the TV budget will be increased by
th greatest determination — ^was
in the medium that broadcasters
ewed by rival networks and other
a greater percentage than the
claim has for many years and will broadcast allocation, according to
oadcasters with utmost gravity.
continue to provide the biggest
Some of the most powerful leadresponses to a Broadcasting •
value per dollar spent.
Telecasting request for 1951
3 of the industry made no secret
their belief that a rate reduction
plans. There are a number of cases
In many cases, advertising execwhere radio remains stationary as
utives qualify their observations
■ NBC would force similar reduces by all AM broadcasters in with comments on the darkening
TV expenditures increase.
levision areas.
Samuel C. Gale, vice president
international horizon. They indicate that if materials shortages,
They believed that if NBC sucand advertising director of Geneded in its plan, other networks
eral Mills, who believes 1951
rationing and other emergency deROADCASTING
• Telecasting

10 Meet

Called

PLAN

they felt. Listening, in time of
emergency, would be bound to increase.
The essence of the opposition
argument was that although radio
rate cuts might be inevitable, this
was not the moment to invoke
them.
Sponsor Reluctance
In arguing on behalf of its proposal, NBC was understood to have
told affiliates that it had an unprecedented volume of unsold time
on its hands and was finding it increasingly difficult to interest sponsors in big network campaigns.
This sponsor reluctance was attributed by the network to a general feeling among advertisers that
radio rates were too high. NBC
also was said to have told affiliates
that it preferred to undertake a
straight reduction in card rates
rather than to engage in some of
the kinds of "package" selling that
it asserted other networks had recently resorted to. Some of the
(Continued on page 36)

lo Cuts

for TV

should be a good year for foods,
plans "some increase in over-all
radio
and &TVGamble
budgets."
Procter
Co., operating
on a July 1-June 30 fiscal year
basis, anticipates no radical change
in current rate of spending for
radio and television during the
first six months of 1951.
Coca-Cola Plans
Coca-Cola Co. hasn't formally
drafted its budget but figures radio
and TV expenditures will be about
the same as in 1950.
Walgreen Drug Co., according to
Orville G. Gile, advertising manager, again will spend about $600,000 on radio and add perhaps
$100,000 to the $50,000 TV budget
in the 1950 schedule.
Harvey M. Bond, advertising director of Benrus Watch Co., indicated its radio-TV budget will be
up 30% over 1950. The sponsor
plans to spend $500,000 on radio
spots and $750,000 on TV spots.
With network budgets of $750,000
the company will reach the $2 million mai-k in radio-TV time purchases. This increased expenditure
reflects
a steady onincrease
in busi(Continued
page 24)
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'51 Radio Budgets Up
(Continued from page 23)
ness which Benrus expects to continue in 1951.
Bristol-Myers Co. will raise its
radio and TV expenditures 26%
over 1950, according to Joseph M.
Allen, vice president and advertising manager.
RCA-Victor Division has planned
a strong advertising sales promotion campaign for the first quarter,
according to Rollie Coffin, director
of advertising. Radio and TV will
be up 25% over last year.
William M. Stedman, advertising director of American Home
Products Corp., said the company
is not planning any cutback on radio or TV, but is concerned about
the unsettled international situation and its effect on business.
Esso Plans Increase
Esso Standard Oil Co. radio and
TV expenditures, as now planned,
will considerably exceed those of
1950 and previous years, a spokesman indicated.
Stuart Peabody, assistant vice
president of The Borden Co., said
"radio expenditures will be up
slightly and TV up materially."
The 210 Arthur Murray Studios
will spend about $1 million in radio
and $2 million in television, according to Arthur Murray, president.
The Toni Co., spectacular exploiter of radio in bringing its
permanent wave products into a
dominant place, will continue to
make the product "America's No. 1
advertised cosmetic," according to
Don P. Nathanson, director of advertising. Half the budget will go
into daytime radio, 10% into television. Radio will be at the same
level but TV will be doubled over
1950.
Radio and TV budgets of Falstaff Brewing Co. will each be up
50% next year, according to Karl
K. Vollmer, advertising director.
Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Co., completing the biggest year in
its history, looks for continuing
gains in 1951 which in turn will
mean larger advertising appropriations. The bulk of the money will
continue in radio and TV, according to J. W. Burgard, advertising
manager. "So far because of constantly increasing sales we have
been able to get into spot television
on Kool, Raleigh and Viceroy not
only without curtailing our radio
budget but in fact with a slight
expansion of our radio budget at
the same time," Mr. Burgard said.
'Railroad Hour' Plans
Assn. of American Railroads
plans to continue its famed Railroad Hour on NBC, with 1951 expenditure estimated at $1,315,000
as against $1,150,000 in 1950, according to H. F. McLaury, advertising manager.
F. W. Fitch Co. radio and TV
budgets will be larger than last
year, said Robert J. Piggott, advertising manager.
Emerson Radio & Phonograph
Corp. expects to spend the same
Page 24
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NATIONAL

Cites Radio's Cooperatii
ACCEPTANCE of the Natior
Guard's transcribed radio series
1,689 stations thus far as a pub
service feature was cited last v e

amount on radio and TV next year,
said Benjamin Abrams, president.
One national proprietary sponsor, preferring to be un-named, will
increase its radio budget by $100,000 in 1950 but has no TV plans.

ELECT

MEEKER

Succeeds Avery in NARSR
ROBERT D. C. MEEKER, president, Robert Meeker Assoc., was
elected president of the National
Assn. of Radio Station Representatives for 1951 at
a NARSR meeting last Wednesday in New York.
He succeeds
Lewis H. Avery,
president, AveryKnodel Inc., who
headed NARSR
during 1950.
Other NARSR
Mr. Meeker officers for the
new year are :
Max Everett, Everett - McKinney
Inc., vice president; Eugene S.
Katz, Katz Agency, secretary; Joseph L. Timlin, Branham Co., reelected treasurer.
Russell Woodward, Free &
Peters, was elected a director for a
three-year term. Mr. Avery, as
retiring president, automatically
became a board member for a oneyear term, and Joseph J. Weed,
Weed & Co., continues on the threeman board for the second year of
his two-year term, to which he was
elected a year ago.
Group did not accept the resignation of Edward Petry & Co., tendered by the company's president,
Edward Petry, as this company's
dues are paid through 1950 and as
NARSR is hopeful that Mr. Petry
may be persuaded to change his
mind and remain a member.

GUARD

COUNTING the catch are these two
fishermen who tested their skill on
the Homosossa River in Florida: F.
J. Kelley (I), vice president and general manager, WTSP St. Petersburg,
and Frank White, president of MBS.
BUICK

DRIVE
To Spend $150,000
BUICK motor division of General
Motors Corp., will spend approximately $150,000 in a short term
schedule to introduce its new 1951

car, using the "saturation plan"
on ABC, "Operation Tandem" on
NBC, and a spot announcement
campaign in radio daytime [Closed
Circuit, Dec. 11].
The saturation plan on ABC
starts January 14 to 20 and covers
six evening radio programs. They
are Stop the Music, Sunday, 8-8:30
p.m. segment; Metropolitan Opera
Auditions of The Air, Tuesday,
8:30-9 p.m.; Screen Guild Players,
Thursday, 8-9 p.m., with program
commitments for Monday, Jan. 15,
9:30-10 p.m.; Wednesday, Jan. 17,
8:30-9 p.m., and Saturday, Jan.
20, 8-8:30 p.m. to be announced at
a later date.
Buick will sponsor NBC Operation Tandem from Jan. 17 to 20
with programs not yet committed.
The spot campaign will be on
daytime radio in the same week.
Kudner Agency, Inc., New York,
is the agency.

by two topwhoNational
Bure' i
officials,
praised Guard
the radio
dusti-y's patriotism in the pre.sc'
international crisis.
I
Maj. Gen. Ernest L. Smith, ch||
of the NGB
information ofii
lauded stations for making the
minute Mindy Carson-Bill St(
show "probably the most success
show of its type in the history'
the guard."
As evidence of
popularity, he mentioned numer^
letters from program managers}
stations throughout the countrjl
Satisfaction with radio's role £
was expressed by Maj. Gen. R
mond H. Fleming, NGB actchief, who stated that stations
making "a very definite contri'
tion to the strengthening of
country's national defense." Tli
stations, he added, have shown
"excellent response" in support
the guard's recruiting campaigi
Additional outlets are negot
ing
the will
program,
a 39--WJ
seriesforwhich
run through
1951. Many NG units in s<
2,000 communities are making
of the show in successfully ca\
ing out the campaign.
The guard recently conclude:
$38,000 paid campaign of spot
nouncements over more than 1
stations during the month of
vember, and plans to launcl
spring drive calling for a sim
radio outlay in 1951 [Broadcasi
• Telecasting, Oct. 16].
guard allocated over $50,000
spot
campaigns in September
November.
NGB officials said last week
radio network coverage is nov
greatest in the history of g
recruiting drives, with ra^
budget share at an all-time 1
In addition to the Carson-S
show, MBS' Guy Lombardo has been airing guard annoi;
ments since Oct. 28. Anothi,the Don Estes program on >
which started with 59 station?
has gradually expanded covei
NAB BOARD
Winter Meeting Plans
NAB board of directors will J
its winter meeting Jan. 31-Ff
in Bellaire, Fla., the associ;
announced last week. It will
first board meeting of 1951,
the last prior to the schedulec ridustry convention slated in Chi r.
in mid-April.

"Yeah our radio's on

Such problems as the futui
Boadcast Advertising Bureau
creation of an autonomous NAl
for video stations will be take
by the board. Budget plans
the fiscal year starting April J
be considered. The board ses
will
held in the Bellevuemore be
Hotel.

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
. we're listening to police calls!"
BROADCASTING
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• Telecasin*

1 BROADCAST industry members conferred with President Tr-<man at White
',jGilmore
House Thursday.
right: G. Richard
Shafto,
WIS Columbia,
S. C;
N. Nunn, Left
WLAPto Lexington,
Ky.; Ralph
W. Hardy,
NAB, Broadcast
IAdvisory Council secretary; Mort C. Watters, WCPO-TV Cincinnati; Clair R.
McCollough, WGAL Lancaster, Pa.; Chris Witting, DuMont TV Network; Frank
White, MBS; Howard Lane, Field Enterprises; Seymour N. Siegel, National

Assn. of Educational Broadcasters; Jock R. Poppele, WOR New York, Television Broadcasters Assn.; Arthur B. Church, KMBC Kansas City; Robert
Hinckley, ABC; Justin Miller, NAB; I. R. Lounsberry, WGR Buffalo; Frank M.
Russell, NBC; Earl Gammons, CBS; Roger W. Clipp, WFIL Philadelphia;
Robert C. Sprague, Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.; William Fay, WHAM
Rochester; A. Frank Katzentine, WKAT Miami Beach, Fla.

Truman
taO

IS

Broadcasters

Freedom

READY

THE broadcasting industry faces
|a critical world situation with defiBiite assurance from President TruIman that radio and TV stations
'jare not to be seized under the gov'jernment's
emergency
powers. of a
I On the eve
of declaration
jmational emergency highest government officials, commenting fa'(vorably on the broadcasting indusIp'y's
cooperation
IWorld voluntary
War II, promised
that ina
similar course will be followed in
|the present crisis,
i These reassuring comments were
(expressed to the Broadcast Adiirasory Council in a whirlwind
^Washington tour last Thursday.
)[ They were supported by promise
that censorship restrictions will be
jimposed only in case of critical
pmergency and by official recogniifcion of the predominant role radio
lllvill take in maintaining national
jnorale.
kiI On top of all this, broadcasters
lijvere told they must take a leading
' oart in keeping the public incrmed by means of dispassionate
reporting of the news.
;
Future Conclaves
This all-day heart-to-heart exhange of views and discussion of
ommon problems by the highest
ivil and military officials coninced Washington leaders they
hould hold more meetings in the
uture.
President Truman's vote of conidence in the ability of broadcastrs to inform the nation came just
wo months after his expression of
aith in a free American radio, on
qual footing with the press. This
pinion had been given by Mr. Trulan in a letter sent to BroadcastNG • Telecasting last Oct. 11
'hen he congratulated the publicaion on its 20th year of service.
iROADCASTING

Assures

In the October letter he had described radio and television as the
media that constitute "audible
journalism," and had urged continsupport of "free,
radio uedinstitutions
in the competitive
established
American tradition."
The advisory council, policy-making group directing the radio-television defense effort meeting for
the first time, conferred with highest military and civil echelons of
diplomatic, military and production
agencies. They ran the gamut of
top-level government officials who
gave them the plain facts now facing the nation and lauded their
voluntary efforts to bring the public into the defense program.
At the end of the day the council
members voted to meet immediately
after the first of the year. At that
time they will discuss specific plans

BASEBALL

to achieve objectives thus far outlined by the government. More sessions will be held with other key
federal agencies, including FCC
and Civil Defense Administration.
Truman's Mood
The President was in a "courageous mood" during his conference
with council members, Justin Miller, NAB president, declared afterward, providing considerable background information on the world
situation. Judge Miller is chairman
of the all-industry group. In emphasizing the gravity of the situation, the President was said to
have told council members the U. S.
will not go out of Korea unless it
is pushed out.
Mr. Truman gave the council an
insight into his Friday night radiotelevision speech and the prospect
that a national emergency is nec-

COVERAGE

BROADCASTERS and advertisers were prepared last week to wrap up
the loose ends of pending radio-TV contract negotiations for baseball
coverage as the threat of restrictions on major league broadcasts subsided at the annual convention of the national sport.
*
No action was taken on the "ex- the
dismissal of A. B. (Happy)
plosive" radio-TV issue, which
came to the fore largely on the Chandler.
The minor leagues, mindful that
basis of complaints lodged by minor
many radio-TV pacts already had
league clubs. Major league network
broadcasts, they protested, had been been set, were hopeful that restricprimarily responsible for their at- 1952. tions may be levied at least by
tendance slump in 1950 [BroadMBS was advised that its Game
casting • Telecasting, Dec. 11].
of
the Day, originated this year
Though George Trautman, president of the National Assn. of from major league parks throughout the two circuits, could continue
Minor Leagues, appeared armed
with a three-point program de- in 1951 unless other "developments"
signed to curb baseball coverage,
take place, presumably those concerning the international situation.
the issue never got on the agenda- —
No official action was reported
officially at least — in the wake of

• Telecasting

essary. He was described as pleased
with encouraging news about the
improvement of morale in France
during the last year.
Judge Miller's comments on the
President's own problems were
picked up by press associations and
widely circulated. The NAB president said the President explained,
during a frank exchange of comments with broadcasters, that he
sometimes finds it difficult to realize that he is two persons — the
President and a human being.
Sometimes he has trouble with
"that other fellow, the human being," the President was quoted as
saying. The comment was tied by
newsmen into sharply worded letters sent by Mr. Truman in the
last fortnight.
Members of the council expressed
(Continued on page 50)

Ban

Threat

Subsides

with respect to coverage by Liberty Broadcasting System.
In abandoning the minor league
proposals, the two major league
circuits delegated authority for
broadcast coverage to individual
clubs, who could restrict or limit
radio-TV as they deem necessary.
Trautman Support
In so doing, the leagues backed
up the contention of Mr. Trautman
that the matter rested chiefly in the
laps of the major leagues, not the
Justice Dept., with whose officials
he had conferred.
The Wednesdaj^
majors held winding
a joint meetinglast
up the
(Continued on page 47)
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OFF for Bermuda are the
two plane loads (for list
Shangri-lites see page 2
Dec. 11 Broadcasting
• Tel i
casting).

LOWREY
H. CRITES (I), Gene f
Mills, Minneapolis; PAA Represen ft
tive Rosamond Lotito, and Ken T it
gerson, Knox Reeves, Minneapol
before take-off.

PAT GORMAN, advertising manager
of Philip Morris, showed up at the
airport equipped for any thing,
except a cigarette hangover.

THIRTIETH anniversary of radio, exemplified by KDKA Pittsburgh, which started commercial broadcasting on Nov. 2,
1920, was observed on foreign soil — Bermuda — Dec. 8-10 with
the assistance of nearly 100 U. S. advertising executives.
Members of the two-plane load mission to "Shangri-La," which
represented estimated placement of $400 million in radio and
TV time, were the guests of Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.,
at the Elbow Beach Surf Club on the British island, just four
hours from New York.
A graphic review, high-lighting "Operation Shangri-La,"
which was a mystery holiday until the planes landed, is presented herewith.

DISCONSOLATE Jane Daly of Ea
Ludgin, Chicago, who missed P.
chartered planes,
flight, arriving ahead
but wentof onspecial
regu '
AT 20-minute business session dur i
48 hours in Shangri-La, with gr< >
facing the Atlantic to hear >
President Walter C. Evans (r), ho r
guest FFC Chairman Woyne Coy ,
Westinghouse Consultant Ed Kob r
M and "thank you" response fr t
^
Curt Peterson, Marschalk I
Pratt, New York. Each guest ' s
presented unique gold key souve ,
enscribed "Operation Shargri- ,
1950," and at Saturday evening ception at Government House, k s
were presented to His Excellency < i
Lady Hood.

Radio-TV
CIVIL

Role

Crystallizes

DEFENSE

in the
role crystalCATIONS
COMMUNI
||
on ' effort
• nation's
mobilizati
j ized further last week on a number
I of fronts as Congress continued
;!hearings on the Administration's
iip.l billion civil defense program.
'I Both the Senate and House
■ Armed Services Committees were
jlmoving into the last stages of sesji sions held on President Truman's
!' proposal to give his newly-setup
Federal Civil Defense Administra; tion legislative teeth.
There were indications that the
i\two committees would report out a
\ set of bills early this week, and
promise that the 81st Congress
' would approve legislation, with
minor amendments, before it adjourns. An outlay of $32 million is
sought for communications, the
"nerve system of civil defense," to
Iunplement the program over a
three-year period [Broadcasting
Telecasting, Dec. 11].
Other developments last week
included :
# Completion of a test dealing
with "radio silence."
9 Revelation by the Administration that it plans "soon" to ask
$83 million from Congress to sustain civil defense operations for
the current fiscal year ending June
30, 1951.
% Issuance of a "check list" by
the Federal Civil Defense Administration toguide cities on communications and other planning.
# Deferment by a House Apaipropriations subcommittee of a re'quest for an additional $337,500
for the District of Columbia defense establishment.
■
Buy Radio Units
The $83 million outlay, when
isubmitted by the President and a^Tproved by Congress, will clear the
way for communications equipment
IIfor state and city defense organizations. Equipment will consist of
mobile and portable units, fixed
station equipment and transmitters,
(and air raid sirens. Contract
Negotiations for the material are
being held up pending the Chief
iExecutive's request.
Civil defense operations have
been maintained up until now
through a special $1.2 million allocation out of the President's emergency fund, it was revealed during
hearings on the civil defense program.
The check list for city planning
groups calls attention to the government's United States Civil Def fense, a manual detailing government, state, city and local community participation in the nation's
defense and blueprinting the "sentinel" role of radio and television
in the event of an emergency
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Sept. 25].
The government
asks city
?ioups whether they have:
ica9 Appoint
ator?a capable commun
coordined
icions

|«RO ADC ASTING

9 Set up a volunteer committee to
study communications problems and
recruit experienced personnel?
9 Fully organized for the Federal,
State and local communications of
warnings and alerts ?
% Compiled a completed roster of
amateur radio operators and their
equipment ?
0 Made resource studies of communications equipment and facilities
and tealternate
communications sysms ?
% Provided for their use in case
of emergency?
0 Provided for the use and control
of both of the aforementioned communications, systems, facilities, etc.?
Other facets covered in the guide
include provision for control centers, mobile support, transportation, air raid warning systems, etc.
D. C. Situation
The District of Columbia request
for more funds was abandoned until the 82d Congress takes over.
The District now operates on a
$100,000 budget, and had sought
additional outlays for radio equipment, uniforms and training pamphlets. Civil defense officials
stressed that at present the District has no air raid warning system and is forced to rely largely
on "existing radio facilities" to
alert the populace.
Meanwhile the Council of State
Governments disclosed in Chicago
last Monday that all 48 states have

mmma
EMERGENCY radio network, designed to alert people of vulnerable
New Jersey to an emergency,
passed its first test last week and
set a pattern for other states.
New Jersey's ability to cope with
an emergency is vastly increased.
Gov. Alfred E. Driscoll said as the
hookup organized voluntarily by
broadcasters performed smoothly
in its initial functioning. The
broadcasters have financed the facilities, which soon will be tied into
a two-state network now being set
up in New York.
Using FM transmitters. New
Jersey stations that had been alerted without warning went promptly
into action. Leonard Dreyfuss,
State Defense Director, pointed out
the stations are connected by FM
rather than by wire lines which
might be put out of service in an
emergency.
Based on early reports of monitors, all residents of New Jersey
with the exception of the Atlantic
City area could have heard the
Tuesday broadcast by Gov. Driscoll. Stations were alerted at 1:05
p.m. for a 2 p.m. broadcast. Regular programs, commercial and sustaining, were thrown off the air
during the program in which Gov.
Driscoll and Mr. Dreyfuss discussed the setup.

• Telecasting

created civil defense organizations
which could operate tomorrow in
the event of attack. Twenty-nine
cities have mutual aid pacts, and
11 others are included in regional
defense plans.
New York and New Jersey have
joined their defenses for mutual
story).
aid and assistance (see separate
It also was disclosed last week
the FCC and the Continental Air
Command had completed its "dress
rehearsal" tests relating to the
problem of radio silence or "electronic emissions." Air raid warning systems would play a vital
role, in connection with primary
and secondary radio networks, in
warning civilians of imminent attack. Technique of using subaudible or coded frequencies to
warn local civil defense officials of
impending raids is part of the
emergency plan. No details were
available on the test.
James J. Wadsworth, deputy administrator for the Civil Defense
Administration, stressed the importance of the air raid warning
system now being operated by the
air command when he appeared
fortnight ago before Congressional
committees. He emphasized that
"even a few minutes of advance
warning, plus a well-organized and
well-trained civil defense organization, would cut our casualties in

network
Speaking over the combined facilities of the 18 stations in the
hookup, Gov. Driscoll said "one of
the most important links in our
civil defense communications system is established as a reality."
He pointed out that the state is a
critical target for attack, particularly the industrial areas and
transportation arteries forming the
gateway between New York and
Pennsylvania.
"We can get a message to the
people of New Jersey through this
network in a matter of minutes,"
Mr. Dreyfuss said. "The stations to
which
you ago
are that
tuned wedidn't
one hour
wouldknow
be
broadcasting now; the whole operation is entirely unrehearsed.
24-Hour Readiness
"These radio stations are standing by 24 should
hours we
a day
network,
needtotojoin'
use the
it.
It's important for you listeners at
home to make radio a part of your
own plans for civil defense. Remember that the radio in your
home is the fastest, most direct
means of securing accurate information in case of any disaster. By
means of broadcasts over this network we can tell you what, where,
when, and how to help. Learn what
to do when the air raid alarm
sounds. Cooperate with your local

EXPERIMENTAL model of new highspeed, long-distance facsimile system, developed by RCA Labs, in
Princeton, N. J. has been installed
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory to
provide complete reference library to
outlying research laboratories. Roger
Olden, RCA research engineer, prepares the system for operation. New
system
provides
reader-transmitter
which will
scan flat
surfaced copy
such as book pages, and enlarges
small type material by any ratio up
to 4 to 1. Ordinary telephone line
transmits the signal which is reproduced by the recorder at a speed of
15 lineor inches or 120 sg. lines per
minute in black and white print.
an atomic raid by at least 50%.
The civil defense deputy told the
Armed Services subcommittees,
headed by Sen. Estes Kefauver
(D-Tenn.) in the Senate and Rep.
Carl Durham (D-N. C.) in the
House, that the office plans to release two manuals this month, deal(Continued on page 38)

NJ.

Sets

Pattern

and area civil defense organizations. Your safety will depend on
Concluding the program, Gov.
Driscoll said:
"I would like to commend and
congratulate New Jersey's independently-owned radio stations for
their cooperation in banding together to make this network project an accomplished fact.
"And to our listeners, thank you
for your attention. As we have
said, the radio in your home is an
important way for you to find out
what is going on. During an alert
and afterward, keep your set tuned
in. If you have
it." a spare set, or if
your set is easily portable, take it
into your basement or shelter if
you must take cover. If your electric power fails and you are not
in an area where you must take
shelter, remember that automobile
radios function too. In an emergency, tune your radio to the station to which you are now listening. As a member of the New Jersey Network, it will be operating
L. Howe, WCTC New
to James
serve you."
Brunswick, advisor to the New Jersey network, said the first test
broadcast had demonstrated the
(Continued on page 37)
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express them for use by the two
western outlets the following- morning, thus eliminating line charges
but preserving
the St.
"on-the-spot"
flavor
of the South
Paul market. Each receives a diff'erent proAdditionally, the institute suj)plies 55 radio stations throughoul
gram.
the upper midwest with a specia
mimeographed -weekend summarj
of the market, designed for broad
cast on Saturdays. Many station;
have successfully sold local adver
tisers on sponsoring the summary
More than 185 nev/spapers in si;
states receive the report.
Carlson, Pendergast
Direct Broadcasts
The program is ably handled b;
Bob Carlson, director of the Live
stock Market Institute, and E<
Pendergast, assistant directoi
They have operated the show fror
the institute's own studios, whic.
overlook the sprawling stockyards
since the organization was founde
on March 1, 1947.
Personnel of member stations-.Jim Boysen at WTCN and Cli:
Rian and Henry Hook, KGLO get,
eral manager, promote the prograi^
at the station level. Support also i
AMONG seasoned livestock men
/\ who know best, the commercial radio venture of the
Livestock Market Institute of South
St. Paul, Minn., launched three
years ago as a brand new type of
market reporting, rates as a distinct favorite.
Thousands of upper midwest
farmers, thirsting for a vivid account of trade in the daily milliondollar market that reflects the
"bread basket of the Great Northwest" and understandably unsatiated with government and other
reports, have been tuning in the

LIVESTOCK Market- Institute went
all out in enrolling Disc Jockey Jim
Boysen of WTCN Minneapolis-St.
Paul in its honorary "Grand Order Of
The Golden Bull." Occasion was Mr.
Boysen's birthday. In addition to the
usual hand-lettered certificate and
stockyards cane, Mr Boysen was
presented with a live baby pig, held
by Alice Kavanagh, WTCN record
librarian.
Page 28
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Blazes

Trail
unique "Livestock Market NetThe object of this interest is a
program
work." called Farm and Home
Topic Time, aired Monday through
Friday, 12:45-1 p.m., on a fivestation network of local, "home
town" stations, selected in preference to one large, blanket-coverage
outlet.
The institute, comprising 74
firms doing business in South St.
Paul, reports that its members —
commission firms, which sell livestock on the market, and dealer
firms and order buyers, who do the
buying — h a v e traced increased
business and improved customer
relations directly to the program.
Since 1947 Farm and Home Topic
Time has emerged with one of the
largest noon-time rural audiences
in the entire region.
Above all, it has given livestock
men a diff'erent outlook on advertising and a new understanding of
the power of radio at the rural
level.
The institute provides one central source, covering the market
completely every day and reporting
the news at a convenient time for
rural listeners. Commercial announcements aswell as public service spots are included on the show.
The network program has more
than paid for itself, and is con-

New

Via

Cattle

Airways

tinuing to expand its outlets. Of
the institute's current $50,000 annual advertising budget, $23,000
is spent for radio time alone, not
including cost of tape, line and
other items. The $23,000 figure
almost
approximates
institute's
total budget
of earlierthedays.
The program commenced initially March 17, 1947 on a hookup comprising major network affiliates
WTCN (ABC) Minneapolis-St.
Paul, KWLM (ABC) Willmar,
Minn., and KGLO (CBS) Mason
City, Iowa. It was rebroadeast
later in the day by KMHL (MBS)
Marshall, Minn. Within a few
months the institute added KMHL
to its "live" network and the station has continued to carry the
program regularly. KSUM Fairmont, Minn., was the next addition,
being replaced in mid-1950 by
KTOE (ABC) Mankato, Minn.
Program Expanded
To Dakota Outlets
In recent expansions two western
stations— KSDN Aberdeen, S. D.
and KFYR Bismarck, N. D.— were
added, each receiving special taperecorded reports covering the trade
at South St. Paul and also conspecial information
of interest taining
to listeners
in that region.
The network records the special
programs each afternoon and air-

"live" statioi:
three otherKWLM
giventheby network—
in
KMH
and KTOE — all owned by Han,
Linder.
Working closely with Mr. Car
son, former Minneapolis newsp.'
perman
and St.
U. Paul,
S. Agricultui-e
ofiicial in
is ArnoldDef:i
Niemeyer & Assoc., St. Paul a
vertising agency, a young orga^
zation only a year older than ti

IN ONE of its many special appei
ances. Farm and Home Topic Tii
goes to the Minnesota State Fair
a broadcast from the Livestock Pa\
lion.
Minnesota Gov. Luther

Youngdahl (center) is interviewed '
Ed Pendergast (I) and Bob CarLs. .
• Telecastii
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I
nstitute itself.
Mr. Niemeyer, an ex-Navy pubic relations man and former asdstant promotion director of the
?f. Paul Dispatch and Pioneer
'jess, is contact official on the
iccount. Copy and production are
landled by Leo M. Fremont, whose
)ackgTOund includes copy and pronotion posts with radio stations
n Minnesota, Iowa, Colorado, and
tfBS' Chicago offices.
The agency prepares all commer;ials for Farm and Home Topic
rime, handles research for special
iranscribed broadcasts carried on
jlays the market is closed, works
llosely with stations in directing
li continuing promotion and publicity operation, and prepares a
Monthly calendar of events to
jvhich Messrs. Carlson and Penderrast refer for timely information.
' The two energetic institute directors combine two major features
|n every program — a complete, acon the day's trade
report trends
uratecurrent
<,nd
at South St.
;'aul, which may take any of seviral forms and include a variety
-if subjects.
1 Latest market information is
fathered each day in the stockards by talking to commission
jien, dealer firm and order buyer
epresentatives, and to shippers,
::iving a broad cross-section of
rading. Trade wires and other
ontacts keep Messrs. Carlson and
'endergast abreast of trade all
>ver the nation. Farm and market
,rends in every state, in meat
tenters, in big cities are continualy watched and factually reported
ivith accent on livestock prices.
I'hus listeners — all of whom delend upon livestock for a large
oortion of their income — are accurately apprised of developments.
Broadcasting from their own
•'tudios, Messrs. Carlson and Penlergast set a live, brisk and always
■lowTi-to-earth pace, with program
ormat geared to the entire family.
),rhey often play host to as many
is a hundred visitors a day.

HEADLEY-REED Co. played host at a cocktail party for
radio and TV timebuyers and executives Dec. 6 in its
New York offices. The guests were veterans of the Jackson Hole, Wyo., trout-fishing trips held for the past two
summers by WEEK Peoria and KRMG Tulsa. Present
were (I to r): Front Row, John Sutphen, Tom O'Rourke,
William Riple, WTRY Troy, N. Y.; Ray Simms, Edwin,
Wasey; Fred Stoutland, Frank Silvernail, BBDO; Ted

Kelly, McCann-Erickson; Bob Eastman, John Blair Co.;
Don Quinn, Ruthrauff & Ryan; Frank Daniel, Lennen &
Mitchell; Back Row, Frank Miller Jr., Sterling Beeson,
Headley-Reed, New York; Tom McDermott, N. W. Ayer;
Lou Faust, Biow Co.; Chet Slaybaugh, Morse International;
Gordon Johnson, Charles Hochkiss, Dancer-FitzgeraldSample; Bob Jones, KRMG Tulsa; Walter Bowe, Benton
& Bowles.

been featured for the past three
years. Others include the Minnesota State Fair, North Iowa Fair
and numerous county events. These
appearances have done much to
build the program's extensive following in small towns and rural
areas.
To further cement the close bond
of friendship with listeners, Christmas cards are sent each year to
studio visitors. Messrs. Carlson
and Pendergast, in turn, receive
several hundred.

and disposed is hereby and forever
enrolled in this distinguished order
according to the ancient and honorable traditions which encompass
complete microphonic fright and a
known faculty for expressing statements of udder and absolute insignificance. Be it known to all
men that the above-named shall
hereinafter be termed radioactive
for the Livestock Market Institute
of South St. Paul, and with due
dignity and respect be identified
as
, such title having been fittingly transcribed in

y ted'
EachpsFrida
'Salu
Grou

theEach
Greatrecipient
Book." receives some special title, such as "Sir Lambs Tongue," "Sir High Bidder," "Sir
Goodfellow," etc., and his name and
the date of presentation are recorded in what is called the "Great
Book," kept in the institute's offices.
Promotion and publicity of Farm
and Home Topic Time starts with
the listener's first visit to the South
St. Paul studios. On display are
large placards with photos of program guests, personal appearances,
etc. Each visitor receives a folder
with a complete list of stations
and their frequencies.

Each Friday is "salute day" on
the program. Messrs. Carlson and
Pendergast spend from five to seven
minutes saluting the history, current agricultural and livestock production of each week's honor
county. Pre-salute news releases
are sent to every newspaper in the
county, as well as to the county
agent, civic and commerce associations, etc. The salutes involve
considerable research and have
done much to knit a closer relation|Names Make Friends'
|s Policy
ship between the market, the in! The
institute,
strongly constitute and the farmers and feeders
and their communities throughout
rinced that "names makes friends,"
ndheres to a policy calling for the area.
ention of as many names of studio
From time to time special guests
isitors as possible. Sales are al- make their appearance on the proways reported to include the name
gram. These have included some
and home town of the visiting
of
the
country's
best-known livearmer and that of the trucker who
stock and agricultural experts, as
lauled the livestock to market,
well as educators, 4-H youngsters,
farmers, feeders, trucker and civic
i' Local events and public service
figures, including Secretary of
•ampaigns also are promoted and
lublicized on Farm and Home Topic
Agriculture Charles A. Brannan
Time. Farm and home safety is and Minnesota's Governor Luther
continually emphasized
and the W. Youngdahl.
U. S. Treasui'y recently cited the
As a method of thanking program guests and to cite others who
program for its "outstanding volunteer service to community and na- have contributed their time or eftion in the promotion and sale of
fort to the institute, Messrs. Carlton and Pendergast devised a
S. Savings Bonds."
The program takes to the road
unique "Grand Order of the Golden
hroughout the year, broadcasting
Bull" award. The recipient relirect from various events. As a
ceives an impressive, hand-lettered
esult, it has won star billing in certificate, complete with embossed
nany localities. One example is gold seal, ready for framing. The
he famous "Kaffe Fest" at Will- certificate reads:
Tiar, Minn., where the program has
"[Name]
being duly qualified
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Informal Publicity
Effective
Each of the institute members
carries on informal publicity which
is highly effective. Representatives
of the commission and dealer firms
and the order buyers spend much
time "in the field" talking to farmers and feeders. They never miss
the chance to tell about the program and to name the nearest station on which it can be heard.
Institute members also include
special inserts in their mail, calling attention to the program. The
institute directors recently transcribed a serieswhich
of "personalized"
announcements
three of the
stations carry several times weekly.
Other stations carry live announcements to promote the program.
The institute may expand still
further in two directions — in the
number of stations on the Livestock

Market Network and with use of
television. Ultimate entry into
video will depend upon expansion
of television reception in the rural
areas, according to Mr. Fremont,
copy and production director. A
basic TV formula for coverage of
the market news already has been
devised,
he told Broadcasting •
Telecasting.
The feeling among institute members now, however, is that radio
amply fills all needs in selling both
the market and members' services.
In lieu of this fact, Messrs. Carlson and Pendergast probably will
keep looking for methods and techuniques of making the program
even more successful in the years
ahead until TV materializes.
WGAR
MILESTONE
Observes 20th Radio Year
STORY OF WGAR Cleveland's 20
years in radio was aired last Friday as a long
feature
of the program
station's
two-hour
anniversary
edition. First portion of the show,
8-9 p.m., called 20 Candles, reviewed the history of WGAR from
its inception.
A special message from General
Manager Carl E. George concluded
the first-hour recap of WGAR
milestones. The second hour of
the program pointed up local talent.
Memory Medley, 10-10:30 p.m.;
and a radio panorama of CBS personalities, WJR Salute, 10:30-11
In addition to the special broadcasts on WGAR, established by G.
A. Richards, chairman of the board,
and also chief owner WJR Detroit
p.m.
and KMPC Los Angeles, a statement was issued by John F. Patt,
president
the three
Richards'
outlets. Mr.of Patt,
who with
Elmer
Krause, secretary-treasurer, and
Donald McCollister, transmitter
supervisor, is an "original employe" of the station, lauded radio
as "a major force in American
life." He dedicated WGAR to continued and "greater service."
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RIMAConfers

Walker's Term
WAIVER of retirement fo)
FCC Commissioner Paul A.
Walker has been asked of
President Truman by Chairman Wayne Coy. Comr.
Walker will be 70 next Jan.
11. This is the retirement age
for government officials.
Comr. Walker was first
nominated to the FCC July
11, 1934, as one of the original
Commissioners, and renominated in 1940 and 1946. He
has served as vice chairman
for nearly a decade. His
present term expires in 1953.

IMPASSE
PARTS
RADIO
MAKERS of the parts and tubes
would enable them to maintain op- its urgency and the threat of loss
eration and thus retain skilled and of plant capacity at a critical time,
that go into radios, TV receivers
and other electronics equipment ap- pai'tly skilled workers to meet the might require at least six weeks,
proached an impasse last week as transition from non-defense to mili- NPA conceded.
they faced shortages of the key
tary production. NPA officials
Industry spokesmen suggested
NPA endeavor to speed up the
metals that might partially close
stressed that it would aid manufacturers in all conservation measures
or completely shut down important
processing of company appeals
segments of the industry.
to enable them to carry on produc- from limitation orders covering use
tion and thus help retain their of raw materials. To accomplish
Should they lose their raw materials, manufacturers would be skilled personnel.
this, they suggested, NPA could
Aside from its uses for magnets
forced to lay off countless thousands
permit individual applicants to use
contained in radio and television
of employes. Most of these skilled
the percentage of material sought
and partly skilled workers would
speakers, cobalt also is utilized in in their appeals pending the delay
quickly get other jobs and the manradar equipment, telephone re- in reaching a decision.
ceivers and magnetic separators.
ufacturing industry would lose a
While Washington officials tried
RTMA's Electronic Parts Mobili- to solve the dilemma of holding the
heavy share of its productive caon stockpiling where the natioi
zation
Committee
conferred
Tuespacity, according to officials of
defense would not be impaired.
electronic
industry's
capacity
toRadio-Television Mfrs. Assn. who
day with John G. Daley, director of
The RTMA committee urg
gether for the expected flood of
conferred last week with National
the NPA Electronics Products Dimember companies facing mater
military
orders,
manufacturers
conProduction Authority.
vision, and Donald S. Parris, his
shortages to expedite steps to cc
tinued to turn out civilian receivers
chief deputy.
serve scarce metals and devel
Magnet and loud speaker manuin
large
quantities.
In
the
first
facturers conferred last Thursday
December week 342,534 radios and substitutes where this can be doi
Ready To Make Cuts
with NPA officials, who apprised
Typical of the labor problem w
198,031 TV sets were produced, acManufacturers are quite agreethem of the critical cobalt shortage
the situation at one of the maj
cording to an RTMA estimate covable to necessary cuts in production
and the prospect of an allocation
plants where union rules requ:
of civilian electronics products, they
ering both member and non-memplan by February.
that layoffs be based on seniori
ber companies.
told
NPA.
Many
of
them
said
they
Of major importance was the
A company official said this brea
Bins
were
getting
low,
however,
could stay in business on such a
revelation by NPA that speaker
up production units and requii
curtailed basis, but pointed out that and in few cases were companies
and magnet manufacturers could
re-grouping and training bef(
expect no relief next year with re- curtailed production will cut into operating with 60- to 90-day availorderly production can be resum
ability of necessary materials. The
spect to the supply of cobalt. In- industry capacity when military time lag
Then, when the military ord*
between materials and
dustry representatives were flatly orders start moving in quantity.
come,
the company indicated it v
supplies
and
the
production
line
told that civilian consumption for
Heading RTMA's committee at itself was fast narrowing. This lag be difficult to move into high g€
the
Tuesday
conference
were
A.
D.
radio-TV speakers during January
is the key element in keeping lines because laid-ofF employes will
and subsequent months would re- Plamondon Jr., Indiana Steel Prodin other jobs and the labor sup^
ucts Co., and R. E. Laux, General
operating, with consequent effici- will
be short.
turn to the November level of 30 ""r,
ency
and
economy.
Instrument Corp., co-chairmen.
or possibly 35^^. December's nonThough
manufacturers kn
RTMA urged NPA to do everyOne of the headaches facing parts
defense usage was cut back to 50'^ t
that vast quantities of electro:
thing
possible
to
make
available
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
makers, they indicated, was NPA's
orders are on paper, only trick
the raw materials used in electronic
Dec. 11], to ease the strain on in- lack of staff and procedure. An
(Continued on page 79 )
appeal from an NPA order, despite manufacture and ease restrictions
dustry.
The reason, NPA officials said, is
that the overall demand for cobalt
far exceeds the supply. To that end,
the agency said it is studying an
allocation plan based on the essentiality of end product uses.
w^
™»
rules.
He said,
in part:
o«
LEO FITZPATRICK, chairmanA
of R
Gas an "ex- c
Manufacturers, noting the essenIN
characterized
himself
E
H
R
J
Wboard of WGR Buffalo and forthe
Mr. Examiner, I knew that I \
tiality of the radio-TV industry,
tremely reluctant" one — emphadealing with a peculiar type of
sized that no ill feelings resulted
already so labeled by the Commer general manager of WJR Defrom his leaving WJR and said his individual who was very strong in i
merce Dept. under which NPA optroit, told an FCC examiner heardecision to leave was motivated by campaigns that he would enter i:
erates, promised to plan their uses
ing news-slant charges against
and full of dynamic energy, and
G. A. (Dick) Richards last week
accordingly, though they hastened
a "clashing of temperaments"
the
many and numerous requests ti
rather
than
by
any
specific
act.
to point out that there are few
that he "never consciously put out
He described the scene as fol- I received, many of them w
acceptable substitutes for cobalt.
anything on the air in violation of lows:
ignored.
FCC rules" during his tenure at the
Military Needs Greater
In reply to some of his reqnei
Richards-owned Detroit station.
Well, I was just called down to Mr.
naturally, I wrote him letters wh
NPA officials, in turn, emphaRichards'
office
and
he
just
said,
His testimony came as the secmight be called letters of appea
"Fitz, I don't think this can go much
sized that military or "DO" orders
ment or letters inferring that
ond phase of FCC's hearing on Mr.
have commanded far more than
were carrying out a lot of his sugg
Richard's
news
policies
entered
its
was deemed necessary, and that the
second week in Detroit. The first
Then I said, "Well, I don't either."
actually
didn't
said, "The best thing to do is for tions
industry already has drawn on supI was which
trying we
to keep
a placidity,
phase — which lasted 88 days — dealt Ilonger."
plies during November-December
me "Well,"
to let you
buy
me
out."
possible,
in
the
organization.
with news policies at Mr. Richhe said, "I think that is
originally tabbed for stockpile and
Does that explain my position?
ards' KMPC Los Angeles.
true," and he said, "Where do we go
military priority.
Examiner Cunningham press
A third phase, dealing with Mr.
from
here?"
And
I
said,
"We'll
go
Industry representatives were
down to the Recess Club and have a for testimony on "particular ty]
Richards'
WGAR
Cleveland,
also
is
told by Interior Dept. and other
drink, which we did. There were no
slated, but FCC now is considering
[of programs] which you wc
government representatives that a defense motion to decide the case
heated arguments
and no angry dis- not
cus ions at all.
report" to Mr. Richards. I
there is little hope of increasing the on the basis of the KMPC record
Fitzpatrick replied:
cobalt supply before 1952.
before going into the WJR and
Letters Identified
The magnet manufacturers
I [tried] to keep a complete :
WGAR phases [Broadcasting •
equal balance, knowing the rules |p
pointed out that they are now proMr. Fitzpatrick identified a numTelecasting, Dec. 11, Nov. 27].
ber of letters and memos from and
the FCC and having been schooled i
ducing smaller magnets and taking
What Defense Attorney Hugh
other measures to conserve the
to Mr. Richards, which FCC counthem for 25 years. I felt that I kr •
Fulton estimated to be a parade
sel felt bolstered their contention
what was in. the public interest, c ■
material. Makers of loud-speakers
venience, and necessity, and whe
felt they could convert some of their of "over 150" witnesses for Mr. that Mr. Richards was prejudiced
had an equal balance of both si »
Richards also got under way last against certain racial and religious
production to electro - magnetic
of a controversial subject, I ma ■
types of speakers, which would re- week. The list included Michigan
tained thit, despite Mr. Richards r
fecrst'-vv f^^. Vvci I^^. Al'^^''' groups.
quire, not cobalt or nickel, but large
Fi^^nr-irick rm"li"=ized fli-^t "nyone else, while I was in comms I
Jr. and other political, civic, .ind as JTr.
of
the situation.
quantities of scarce copper.
general manager of WJR he disbusiness leaders.
The manpower issue also arose
of conflicted
Mr. Richards'
However, he, being away in C. •
Mr. Fitzpatrick, put on the stand suggestionsregarded
if many
they
with
as both industry groups pleaded
(Continued on page 80)
for sufficient supply of cobalt that as an FCC witness — though he his own understanding of FCC
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M-B
SoldM-F
to New
Groi
Nine stations Cited WDSU-A
BROADCASTS
SCHOOL
SEVEN radio and two television
and educational telecasting was
SALE of WDSU-AM-FM-TV N.I
special interest sought by educational broadcasters.
drawn at the Wednesday awards
Orleans for $1,185,000 to a n ;
stations wei-e cited by the School
Broadcast Conference in its annual
luncheon by Sylvester L. (Pat)
NBC, as a public service, slides group including Edgar B. Stern j
Weaver Jr., NBC vice president in operatic vignettes unobtrusively
"Utilization of Radio Competition"
and General Manager Robert |
at the awards luncheon Wednesinto the Show of Shows, rather
charge of TV, who outlined "How
Swezey has been reported in tra; j
day, the second of the three-day
than telecasting an entire opera.
Television Accepts Your Chalfer
papers filed with FCC for i
The
general
program
policy
is
to
lenge." Although the approach of
14th annualHotel.
conference in Chicago's
Sherman
NBC to TV is mainly as a net- divide into program categories the proval. Edgar B. Stern Sr., w
worked advertising medium, TV is type of shows which all of the peoThe conference, by vote of the
with Edgar Jr. has been opera
National Advisory Committee, also considered on a social basis also,
ple like some of the time, he said.
of the properties, is retiring frj
Mr. Weaver said.
conferred its annual award of merit
"We admit it's suear coating and
radio.
I
Difference Contrasted
on Mrs. Elizabeth E. Marshall, aspopularizing,
it's school,
a basic theme
in the mass but
media
and I
The Sterns, doing business
sistant radio director for the ChiHe contrasted the difference beWDSU Broadcasting Service,
cago public schools, state radio
tween educational and commercial
belong to that school."
chairman for the Illinois Congress
He
described
television
as
a
melicensees of the stations. Edj,
as that between a naof Parents & Teachers, and an telecasting
tional
weekly
magazine
and
the
dium
of
reality,
"not
basically
an
active member of the Assn. of
Sr., 90% owner, "no longer desi .
group magazine. Airing a art form." "It's not a story telling to
Women Broadcasters and the special
actively engage in the busin i
entertainment
device,
as
are
show which reaches a small audiwith the additional burdens pla
Broadcast Conference. The presmovies," he said.
ence "affects our own basic interentation was made "for meritorous
ests adversely and those of the
"It is not our job to appeal to upon him by reason of his s( \
service to educational radio."
industry and the public as well.
interests of special groups," he absence and is thus willing to
An estimated 1,200 persons from
said. However, NBC has come up
Better programming is available
pose of his interest," the Comr ,
all parts of the country interested
with its new "Operation Frontal
sion was told. Edgar Jr. is
only
if
the
operation
is
profitable."
The difference between beamed
in educational broadcasting atLobes," a scheme which by the end tioned in Washington on ac
tended the conference Dec. 12-14
of
1951
is
slated
to
have
an
hour
and mass programming is the same
to hear panelists and individuals
as that between handicraft work
of public service programming in Army duty.
discuss the overall subject of radio
Class A time each week, offering
and mass production, Mr. Weaver
WDSU, established in 1924
and television as related to educa"the best" music, drama and
said.
"The
marriage
is
not
one
assigned 5 kw fulltime on 1280
tion.
which I would recommend, and we
"three-dimensional" reporting prodirectional, as an ABC ou'
Stations cited for their educadon't intend to go into it in any
[Broadcasting • TelecastWDSU-FM is a Class B staing, grams
Dec. 11].
tional and public service broadwhile WDSU-TV, established
basic way on NBC." He allowed
casting were:
Mr. Weaver was introduced by 1948, is assigned Channel 6 (81
for "exceptions," however.
WBBM (CBS) Chicago for The
mc) 31with
Video gets a "rock bottom vitalGeorge Jennings, conference direc- of
kw. effective radiated po
Quiet Answer, written and produced by
ity" from the spotting of shows so
tor and director of radio and telePerry Wolff to report "the status of people know they are available, Mr.
vision for the Chicago public
Interest Given
Weaver said. As in radio, elements
human relations in Chicago."
schools.
of culture and education can be
WLS Chicago, WLS Schooltime, aired
Proposed assignee is WI
Thursday afternoon, in a panel Broadcasting
daily, Monday through Friday, as a inserted in shows "of a more popuCorp., a Delav
(Contimied
on
page
79)
service to midwest elementary school
corporation, in which $1,000 wi
lar type," thus developing the
classrooms.
of $10 par Edgar
stock hasJr.,
been67%;
issue
follows:
WMAQ-AM-FM (NBC) Chicago,
Destinatioir Freedom, a public service
Swezey, 20%; A. Louis Reed, c
show presenting in dramatic documercial manager, 10%, and Le
,
Part
y
Onl
rnentary form "contributions of the
i*^
f'of
"
^^
E. Kabacoff, executive assistan
AOrC^'''
Negro to development of democratic
mlMPDr
Experts Predict
INunLAaLO
traditions as part of the pageant of
the Sterns, 3%. An additi
A GREATER take for Uncle Sam of radio-TV profits loomed last week
American history and the American
$100,000 worth of stock is tc
issued in the same proportion,
as more-taxes-to-come reports were bandied about in Washington circles.
way of life." Written by Richard
was
informed.
Durham and produced by Homer Heck
The
excess
profits
tax
—
or
"super
levy"
—
is
to
be
only
one
part
of
and John Keown.
a new and fatter tax program, it was emphasized in governmental
Consideration for the transfi
quarters.
Expected after Jan. 1 .
'Zoo Parade' Listed
$1,185,000 as adjusted by addi
are
proposals
for
an
upping
of
to or diminution from the
WNBQ (TV), NBC O & O station
to the proposed 75% tax. Howrates on "normal" corporation and
in Chicago, and R. Marlin Perkins,
ever, should the Senators raise the value of assets of the licensee f
individual income. Mounting in- credit base then it would probably
director of the Lincoln Park Zoo therenership between Sept. 30 and
for Zoo Parade.
flationary pressures coupled with
31. Terms are $100,000 casl
also increase the normal corporaincreased
demands
on
U.
S.
ecoWOC-TV Davenport, Iowa, series of
tion levy to the 50% level, thus time of transfer; assumption
Education Week programs under the
nomy by the war buildup assured
beating
the administration to the assignee of all liabilities, but
an administration call within a
direction of Mary Louise Marshall,
to exceed $925,400; furnishinj
matter of weeks.
punchING,[BRDADC.A.STING
• TELECASThead of women's activities.
Nov. 27].
five-year 2% note by assignee [
KCMO Kansas City, Mo., A Report
Under the tax law passed by
balance.
Edgar Sr. is provif
In
any
event,
the
mood
in
the
■ curriculum
Card to You,and"interpreting
school
Congress earlier this year, the regeducational thefacilities
funds needed by assignees to I
Nation's Capital was for greater
ular
corporate
rate
was
hiked
to
to the community, to the end that the
for greater revenue. Presi- quire their holdings, on five-|
42% for 1950. It is reported that taxes dent
public may become better acquainted
Truman had asked Congress
2%% basis.
administration leadership will ask to raise
with their schools and eduactional
$4 billion. However,
Balance sheet for WDSU Bi\
that the rate be raised as high as the Housesomemeasure
(HR
9827)
is
casting
Service as of Sept. 30 1 1
problems."
50%
in
1951.
WFRL and WFJS (FM) Freeport,
geared to a figure some $600 mil- total assets, liabilities and ca
Meanwhile,
the
Senate
Finance
lion short of the revenue mark.
111., special citation in recognition "of
Committee approached the last lap
of $1,185,344.67. Assets incl
their joint leadership and cooperation
Developing industries, such as goodwill entry of $519,168.28. >
in its consideration of the Housein promoting the development of an
passed excess profits levy. It is television, have protested that the payable were given as $8521
extensive series of educational proHouse bill would penalize them if with total liabilities $925,40
grams for in-school and home listenspeculated that the committee may
their highest average earnings in Partners' capital was giver j
ing their community."
change
the
House
profits
tax
verKLON (FM) Long Beach, Calif.,
the 1946-49 period are taken as a $500,000 with deficit of $240,05
sion by boosting the earnings credit
owned and operated by Long Beach
from 85 to 100%. This credit is base without inclusion of the first leaving total capital of $259,94 [
Public Schools, "for the brilliant acsix months of 1950 when the earnobtained by averaging the three
complishment inits programming and
The Sterns
acquired
WDSUFM-TV
in 1948
for $675,000
ings were greatest and more
best profit years during 1946-49
utilization, achieved in its short span
inclusive.
"normal." The latter period also Fred Weber (22.5%), H. G.
of two years on the air . . ."
According to Finance Chairman
A special citation also went to the
was pre-Korea and thus not ap(37.5%) and E. A. Step I
Sa.n Francisco Examiner, for broadcast
Walter F. George (D-Ga.), the
plicable to the "intent" of the (40%). Edgar Sr. in additicj
of Schoolcast, on KYA and KALW
House measure would mean that profits levy
which, the industries
WDSU has held extensive bus [
(FM), now aired for the 10th year.
an "excess" 15% of so-called
interests in cotton, timber and <|
fields.
say, is designed to skim off warThe contrast between commercial
"normal" profits would be subject
swollen profits.
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WOR's

BUDDY

ROGERS

Heard weekdays on a station that attracts millions of
listeners every day in 14 states, from Maine to North Carolina. Known to and loved by millions
throughout the United States. This great personality is for sale at very low cost. Wire, write or call
WOR

program department, 1440 Broadway, New York City- LOngacre 4-8000.

Promotion,

CHRISTMAS

A NEW high in Christmas conciousness on the part of radio-TV
promotion and programming
seems guaranteed for the 1950
holiday season.
In addition to plans by the netv>-orks for special Christmas programs, individual stations are
marking the Christmas season with
effective promotion ideas and localinterest shows with a Christmas
slant. Among those reporting their
promotion plans to BROADCASTING
• Telecasting are the following:
WOR-TV New York reports that
all TV programs are giving complete support to the annual WOR
Children's Christmas Fund which
provides toys and clothing for all
children in the 19 city hospitals
maintaining children's wards. Layettes for all babies born during
Christmas Week in these hospitals
and in 49 voluntary hospitals maintaining maternity wards will also
be distributed.
Associated Program Service,
New York, announces a readymade "program gimmick" for its
subscribers — a disc carrying special
Christmas greetings and general
holiday good wishes from 15 of the
firms' stars, including Evelyn
Knight, Mindy Carson, Dick Jurgens, Kay Armen and others.
Sale of Christmas Seals is being
given a boost by cowboy disc jockey
"Pigfoot Pete" at WOKO Albany,
N. Y. Listeners who buy seals
from the local Tuberculosis Assn.
through his "Jamboree" program
are awarded gifts such as Christmas records, photographs of cowboy movie stars and comic books
featuring Roy Rogers and Gene
Autry.
WPIC-AM-FM Sharon, Pa., is
a "Letters to Santa Claus"
holding
contest for adults in the area, instead of the youngsters. The best
letters to Santa from a man and a
woman over 21 will win FM radios.
WPIC uses the letters on a weekly
Santa Claus, Senior Division program and plans to announce the
winners on Dec. 23.
In Philadelphia, WIBG held its
THE

OLD

Harry J. Lazarus & Co., Chica:(
advertising agency, announced
successful
Canada." pre-Christmas stunt c
veloped for its client, Walkal

FRAN ALLISON and Burr Tillstrom stop in front of a Dayton Co. (department store) window in Minneapolis to watch one of the animated displays of
Mr. Tillstrom's characters set up by the store for Christmas promotion.
"Kuklapolitan" troupe of NBC-TV's Kukia, Fran & OIlie, gave a personal
appearance show at the store on Nov. 25.
annual Zella Drake Harper Christmas party for dependent children,
with Mrs. Harper officiating on a
half -hour broadcast. Children from
several orphanages and settlements,
more than 1,000 altogether, packed
the State Theatre for several hours
of Christmas fun. Each received
gifts donated by listeners to Mrs.
Harper's two daily shows.
Washington Activity
Washington, D. C, stations have
set up collection booths for several
causes around the capital's downtown business area, featuring music
for Christmas shoppers and occasional live broadcasts marking the
progress of different drives. WMAL
has its well-stocked "Country
Store" collecting thousands of cans
of food tunate
for citizens.
Washington's
less forWRC is operating
a "Doll House" where generous
Washingtonians can donate dolls
and toys for needy children in the
capital area. WOL's booth is collecting everything from hard cash
to toys, food and clothing for the
SEA-HORSE

SAYS:
"Offers So

Much For So Little".
Now affiliated with Progressive
Broadcasting System.
May We

Hear From You?

BILOXI
MISSISSIPPI

WVMI
Scrrina th* Entfra InDaalaBippI Gulf Coast
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at High

on Thanksgiving Day. Nearly 4,(j(
kids and parents were on hand
see the well-stuffed old gentleman
widely publicized arrival by priva
plane. Part of the promotion
eluded a two-way radio convers
tion between Newscaster Bill Kru
ger and Santa the night befoi
with Santa agreeing to me
KDAL's plane "somewhere

No Other Medium

INIwAm

Programming

STImicTciEj

city's underprivileged children.
WWDC is accepting cash contributions at its booth for the Blue
Plains Old Peoples Home.
In Culpeper, Va., a Voice of
America float was assembled for
the city's annual Christmas parade
on Dec. 8 by WCVA that city in
cooperation with the State Dept.
and MBS. Culpeper High School
students helped with the float,
theme of which was to encourage
local youngsters and adults to
write letters to Gabriel Heatter's
"Voices of America." WCVA's
broadcast of the event was recorded
for re-broadcast by the Voice of
America.
Personal Appearance
Dayton Co., Minneapolis department store, RCA Victor, and
KSTP-TV Minneapolis - St. Paul
sponsored a personal appearance at
the store of NBC's famed Kukla,
Fran & OUie troupe who regularly
appear on KSTP-TV via kinescope.
After only one TV spot announcement of the appearance, all tickets for the four performances were
gone. The personal appearance of
the famous TV characters and
their creator Burr Tillstrom on
Nov. 25 started off the Dayton
Co.'s Christmas promotion with a
bang.
To tie
in with
"in windows
person"
show,
twelve
largethestore
on the street have been set up to
tell about "Christmas with the
Kuklapolitans." A different animated scene in each window features the puppets going about their
activities on Christmas Day. An
estimated 200,000 shoppers stop to
watch the familiar TV gang every
week, it is reported.
KDAL Duluth, Minn., held a
Santa Claus-comespre-Christmas
to-Duluth
party at a local airport

Mfg. Co., life-size
Chicago, walking
maker of
"BetT
Walker"
dolls.
cameramen joined those from oth
news sources in recording a stirri
parade by 12 of the 21-inch hi
dolls down Chicago's State
Agency reported that over $1 nr
lion worth of publicity space h
been captured in the nation's ne\
papersshopping
during days.
the vital pre-Chri
mas
WJR Detroit is providing ent
tainment for the annual Christfit
party at Children's Hospital in tl
city. A two-hour program for
children,
including
to th
th'
confined in
bed as visits
well as
who can watch the show in
auditorium, is planned for Dec.
Special Programs
On the special-programs frc
in addition to the network sch
ules, the follovdng stations
formed Broadcasting • Teleca
ING of their plans:
WOR New York will broadc
the fourth consecutive annual J
ful Hour, transcribed program,
Christmas Day, 8-8:55 p.m., i
turing more than a score of "v
known
entertainment
personal!'
in a musical
and dramatic
in1
pretation of the Biblical Christi
story. Cast includes Ann Bl:
Jeanne Grain, Ruth Hussey, M
Donald Carey and Pat O'Br i.
Program will be aired on WOI r
cooperation
with the Family Ros
Assn.
Interviews of local boys
girls
visiting
are being
held "Santa's
daily for Worksh
15 mini
on WENT Gloversville-Johnsto
N. Y. The workshop is locatei
the Johnstown YMCA builc
where scores of old toys, don?
in a "Toys for Joys" campaign
cently, are being repaired for
fortunate children.
Seasonal interviews with >:
and religious leaders are carrie
WTIC Hartford for its mor
Radio Bazaar from Dec. 11 to
19. The history and traditior
the holiday season for all relig
are emphasized in the intervi
In Philadelphia, WIP is bi
casting programs
of Christ iS
music, plays and stories daily ntil Dec. 25 when' the station
Ch King George's
carry (Continued
on annual
page 50)
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This is my first and best and true and only station,
thought William Quarton as he cast an appreciative
eye along neat rows of high readership ratings. She
is a little heavy with Godfrey, thought Bill, but she
delivers an audience good.
A pair of Cadillacs honked at each other across the
Cedar Rapids street, their radios set at 600. "A lovely
market," mused Bill. He shuffled through program
records, looking for an availability. His secretary
came in, flushed with the burden of the morning mail.
"Shall I open this package which probably contains
orders from our sales representative, the Katz Agency,
first, which is merely exciting, or shall I shuck this
ear of corn sent in by an admiring listener?"
"Let's open the package," said Bill. He reached for
the string, slit it sharp and hard and clean with a
pocket knife which read Souvenir of WMT, Cedar
Rapids.
"Iowa is a good place. Daughter, and we
have a capital per capita, and half of the state's income
is industrial and half comes from the fat of the land."
"I am going to give you my portable," the girl answered, "so that when you walk from the car to your
office you can hear the Columbia Broadcasting System's exclusive outlet in Eastern Iowa. Tell me what
the Katz Agency sent, but leave out the rough parts."
She raised a window and the Iowa air, clean as your
grandmother's bobby pin, floated in.
"They have sent us a new time stretcher. Thank G--!
Now we can make room for all this other business."

5000 WATTS
Day & Night
600 KC

BASIC
ROAD

CASTING
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NBC

Rate Cut Plan

(Continued from page 23)
"special package" deals made
lately, NBC told the station, added
up to total prices far below card
rates.
The pattern of the NBC rate reduction proposal was not unlike
that of the bombshell report issued
last summer by the radio and television group of the Assn. of National Advertisers, although in
many localities NBC proposed less
drastic reductions than the ANA
demanded.
Overall, however, the NBC reductions averaged out not too far
below the average reduction proposed by the ANA. According to
competent sources, the average of
the reductions in the 50 cities asked
by NBC was between 11% and
12%. The average reduction sought
by ANA in its list of 53 cities was
14.9%.
The maximum amount of reduction asked by NBC was 25%. ANA
had demanded 25% or more (up to
55%) in 20 cities.
The formula applied by NBC to
determine the percentage of decrease in radio rates used BMB
statistics whereas the ANA used
Hooper and Nielsen figures.
For each of the affected stations
NBC estimated the number of television families that would exist in
its area on Oct. 1, 1951. That figure was multiplied by the radio
station's BMB percentage of total
radio homes, a figure arrived at
by dividing the total radio homes
by
radio station's total evening
BMBthe audience.
(Example: If the total radio
homes in a station's area were
500,000, and the station's total evening BMB audience were 350,000,
the station's BMB percentage of
total radio homes would be 70%.
(Assuming
NBC's
estimate
of
television
homes
in the
area on
Oct. 1, 1951, was 50,000, that figure
would be reduced by the 70% to
35,000. The theory of reducing
total television homes by the BMB
percentage is that some television
sets must be presumed to have been
installed in radio homes that did
not listen to the radio station before getting television and hence
those TV homes should not be
counted as a loss to the radio station's audience.)
'Residual Listening'
The NBC formula further reduced the television impact figure
by subtracting another 25% for
"residual listening" — i.e., listening
to radio in television homes. (In
the case of the hypothetical station
above, the 35,000 "TV families in
the BMB audience" would be further reduced by 25% to 26,250, the
"number of TV families used as a
base" for computing radio rate reduction.")
To figure the percentage of radio
rate reduction, NBC divided the
station's total evening BMB radio
audience into the "number of TV
families used as a base." (In the
hypothetical case, 350,000 divided
Page 36
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into 26,250 to arrive at 7.5%.
Assume the station's evening hour
rate is $500, NBC would reduce it
by 7.5% to $462.50.)
In many markets the NBC formula produced reduction percentages higher than 25%, but the network established an arbitrary limit
of 25%, apparently on the theory
that such an amount would be the
most it could ask of stations and
also that probably it was enough
to satisfy advertisers.
NBC executives, most of whom
were pressed into service in the
campaign to sell the plan to affiliates, were understood to have told
the stations that it was urgent that
rates be reduced no later than
Jan. 1. They reportedly pointed
out that the season in which new
business traditionally is signed is
fall and winter and that winter
was already here — without much
new business having been brought
into the shop.
The proposed rate adjustments
would apply to the 6-11 p.m. period.
No adjustment in daytime rates
was suggested — although in some
quarters there has been talk that
daytime radio, which as yet has not
been appreciably affected by TV,
could well be priced higher.
Cite Economic Trend
The opponents who argued that
the time was not ripe for rate cuts
pointed out that a reduction in
radio prices would be completely
contrary to present economic
trends.
General price indices are still
rising, they said. Furthermore, excess profits taxes seem certain and
soon, but until tax legislation is
passed it is impossible to forecast
its effects.
Granting that radio has suffered
loss of audience in television markets, the opponents to NBC's plan
said that radio's competitive position with respect to other media
was sound. Newspapers and magazines within the past year have
raised rates sharply, without corresponding increases in circulation.
Further, they said, with the possibility of paper shortages, advertisers might well be forced in the
future to use radio when unable
to buy as much advertising space
as they desire.
Another, and more telling, argument that some of the affiliates
used was, that although the network business volume was off this
year, their individual business was
up. Some reported they are enjoying the best commercial years of
their history because of the increased volume of local and spot
advertising.
As long as they were selling
more time than they ever had before, it was felt they would be difficult to persuade that this was the
time to cut their prices.
It was obvious that many of them
indeed had proved to be more obdurate than NBC originally had
anticipated. In setting the meeting
at which it hoped to re-cover the
situation on Jan. 10, NBC had left
itself time to muster all its re-

NAMES
MAYORAL
WRCM-WJMR V.P. Gen. Mgr.
SUPREME Broadcasting Co. Inc.,
New Orleans, announced last week
that Dr. George A. Mayoral will
assume the duties of vice president
and general manager of the company's two New Orleans stations,
WRCM(FM) and WJMR. Leon
Sarpy was appointed secretary of
the board of directors, and Henry
J. (Duke)mercialThiele
manager. was named comDr. Mayoral has been active in
radio for many years, starting in

Mr. Mayoral

Mr. Sarpy

1934 with WSMB New Orleans,
moving on to WLW Cincinnati, and
from there to NBC in New York
where he was active in the psychological warfare radio campaign
before World War II. During the
war. Dr. Mayoral was engaged in
war production work for RCA and
NBC as subcontractor for the U. S.
Navy in the production of electronic equipment.
Mr. Sarpy is a prominent New
Orleans attorney and civic leader,
a stockholder in the Supreme
Broadcasting Co. and president of
the New Orleans Bar Assn. For
many viseryears
he has been legal adto the company.
Mr. Thiele has been employed
with WJMR since the station went
on the air. His civic activities includes work with the American
Legion, of which he is district vicecommander.
sources of persuasion.
Throughout the tumultuous
week, NBC executives refused to
discuss any details of their proposal publicly. Plainly they believed at the outset that the process
of soliciting station agreement
would be so swift that the rate cut
could be announced to the industry
as an accomplished fact before
news of the undertaking leaked out.
When secrecy obviously was lost,
the network issued a terse announcement that it was asking stations located in "cities where television is available" to "participate
in a reduction in nighttime radio
network rates to be effective Jan.
Last Thursday NBC issued another announcement even more
1, 1951."
terse
than the first: "Owners and
operators of radio stations affiliated with NBC in cities where television is available were invited
today by NBC to attend a meeting
in New York Jan. 10 to discuss
nighttime radio rates in those mar-

that the NBC wire, a short on!
invited the stations to the joi
meeting because the network f(
that in light of discussions NE
executives had had with statio
earlier in the week, it was "d
sirable"
to talk over the questi i
more
fully.
The exact number of stations
which NBC addressed its rate i.
duction proposal could not
learned. There was disagreemej
over the number even among t
cautious officials of NBC, but 1
best guess was 50.
They were all cities that wr
included in the ANA report. Psumably three of the cities listed)
the ANA report — which includet
total of 53 — were not found to j;
tify a rate decrease under the N!
formula, although at the time t
story went to press the identity
those cities could not be learn
The ANA list of stations
which it demanded radio rate
ductions follows:
WIRE Indianapolis, WS,
Charlotte, WSMB New Orlea
WOOD Grand Rapids, WSB
lanta, WHO Des Moines, WKi
Rochester,
Dallas WJj
- F.
Worth,
WMCWFAA
Memphis,
Johnstown, WOAI San Antci,
KOMO Seattle, KNBC San Fr
Cisco, KVOO Tulsa, KYW Ph.
delphia, WSPD Toledo, WB,
Birmingham, KTAR Phoen
WSM Nashville, WOC Davenp^
KOB Albuquerque, WBZ Bos1^
KSFD San Diego, WJAX Jacks
ville, KFI Los Angeles, W(
Omaha, WMAQ Chicago, KP
Houston, WGY Schenectt
WMBG Richmond, WTAR ^
folk, WDEL Wilmington, Wt
Miami, WBEN Buffalo, KSD
Louis, WSYR Syracuse, WD
Kansas City, WBAL Baltim
WRC Washington, WGAL Lam
ter, WERC Erie, WINR Bingh
ton, WNBC New York, WWJ
troit, WTAM Cleveland, KD
Pittsburgh, KSTP Minneapolis,
Paul, WLW Cincinnati, Wl,
Milwaukee, WAVE Louis vii
Providence, WKY 0WJAR City,
homa
KDYL Salt Lake (5
HOUSING CENSUS
1950 Data Being Proce&

RESULTS of the 1950 U. S. Cei*
of Housing are being processed'
will be made available in publis"
form as soon as they have 1'
tabulated and assembled, ace'
Frank
ing to
t toR.theWilson,
tion
assistan
Directorinfoi^
of
Census.
Detailed figures will cover stf
ard metropolitan areas, state
nomic areas, and other geogral
cal regions. They cover dwel
general charac
facilities,
units, and
istics
all types of analy

reports.
In addition the bureau will Iextensive figures on agricull
livestock and acr'from and
ranging
to
equipment
facilities.
Broadcasters desiring the ce as
informatior on
data may
their
natureobtain
and availabilitj by
Although no official amplificawriting Mr. Wilson at the Bu au
tion was available, it was learned
of the Census, Washington 25, 1 C.
• Telccastig
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Emergency Network
(Continued from page 27)

jfficiency of the broadcasters' volintary operation. The project was
leveloped by the New Jersey Assn.
if Broadcasters, without using any
)utside funds. None of the stations
nvolved are large financial entiles. Each carries its share of the
est burden as a public service.
In charge of the project are President Carl Mark, WTTM Trenton,
! !)f the state association, and network committeemen, Jerome McCarthy, WTOA Trenton; Roland
I Trenchard, WAAT Newark; Paul
I Alger, WSNJ Bridgeton. Plans for
i;he network were submitted to the
state Office of Civil Defense last
iluly and accepted in October by
I ijov. Driscoll, Mr. Dreyfuss and
i;he New Jersey Communications
■ iDommission.
The 18 AM and FM stations are
led through
FM
facilities of
1 |»\'TOA, WAAT and WSNJ.
I Cooperating with the network
ure Lloyd Mannamon, president of
the American Radio League; Capt.
''Tack Murnana, communications ofjsicer, New Jersey State Police;
' i?aul Krause, responsible for the
\ network's line communications, and
' foe Keating, MBS assistant comj-mercial supervisor, who is Mr.
Howe's deputy.
Only the Governor and Civil De.|"ense Director are authorized to
^,ilert the network. Alerts are transi^Qiitted to all stations by the state
' eletype hookup, operated jointly
)y state and local police. Each staion is aflSliated with a state or
ocal police headquarters. Broadasts originate from the office of
he Civilian Defense Director in
r.he first phase of operation. Equiptinent is installed in the State
^jHouse Annex, Trenton.
Auxiliary Power
Each station has rules, and tran;'icribed cue announcements cover
TVery contingency. Stations are
getting auxiliary generators, and
■ lalf of the network members aleady have these power supplies
nstalled.
I I Where possible stations are to be
' lotified at least one hour in adiHrance of an alert. During this peL'iod all relaying stations will
nonitor the originating unit connuously.
Listeners will be ad, ised of approaching broadcasts by
, leans of cue announcements. After
mergency programs, five minutes
I transcribed music will precede
repeat. The second program is
esigned to bring all information
, a listeners tuning-in late.
Identical formats are followed
y all stations during the alert
1 eriod until an all-clear is given.
i;. New York State officials watched
' he New Jersey test closely. Gen.
ucius D. Clay, New York State
ivil Defense Director, has been in
iose touch with Michael R. Hanna,
V^HCU Ithaca, and Dave Driscoll,
iVOR New York, in development
If a two-state network.
Such a
joint project would bring exchange
Jf emergency
information and
uickly alert citizens of two key
fROADCASTING

industrial and agricultural states.
In the New Jersey network, an
announcement for listeners is
broadcast every five minutes in the
half-hour before activation. A station announcement is carried 45
seconds before the network goes
into operation, with fill music while
stations receive instructions. At 30
seconds, a standby announcement
is carried, followed by beeps every
five seconds. Then the network cue
announcement is broadcast, bringing in the program from the Governor's office.
After the program the station
gives an announcement, five minutes of music, and then the repeat
program. A cue line dissolves the
network and five seconds later normal programming is resumed. A
cue announcement can keep the
network on an alert basis.
DUE to spreading international war
situation, WDRC Hartford has increased its morning news schedule including straight half-hour news show
at 7 a.m.

POWER
INCREASES
Farm Group Backs Clears
POWER INCREASES for clear
channel station as means of improving their rural service were
advocated by the American Farm
Bureau Federation in a resolution
adopted last Thursday at the annual meeting in Dallas.
Wtihout mentioning the new
NARBA treaty, the Federation
also went on record opposing any
reduction in the number of clear
channel stations or interference
with the extension of their service
— whether by "international treaty
or The
otherwise."
Clear Channel Broadcasting Service and the National
Grange are already on record opposing the new NARBA on grounds
that concessions to Cuba and other
countries would impair clear-channel service in this country. They
have declared plans to fight ratification of the treaty when it comes
up for approval by the Senate.
The Farm Bureau Federation's
resolution noted the increasing im-

When rich Kansas soil starts to wash
away, our farmers get busy. They use
their most powerful machinery to stop
the action. And while they're at it, they
use this same machinery to build their
soil for even greater productivity.

portance of news and information,
and said many rural persons depend on clear-channel outlets for
news, weather reports and agricultural information.

Dec. 27-30: Mid Centuary Conference
of the Speech Assn. of America,
HotelsYork.
Commodore and Roosevelt,
New
Jan.
19:
NAB
TV Convention, Hotel
Stevens, Chicago.
Jan. 23: Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences
annual
dinner. Ambassador Hotel, Los
Angeles.
Jan. 26-27: South Carolina Broadcasters
Assn., Columbia, S. C.
Jan.
Fla. 31-Feb. 2: NAB Board Meeting,
Bellevue-Biltmore Hotel, Bellaire,
Feb. 16-17: First Annual Regional Telemore. vision Seminar, WAAM (TV) BaltiApril 11: Brand Names Day 1951, Hotel
Commodore, New York.
April
15-19:Chicago.
NAB Convention, Hotel
Stevens,
April 20-21: ference,
Southwestern
IRE ConSouthern Methodist
U.,
Dallas.

When sales of your product show signs
of "washing away", use WIBW to stop
the trend and to build future sales. You'll
get fast, powerful action because WIBW
is the top listening choice of the top
-the prosperous farm
spenders of Kansasfamilies.

r,
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WIBW
Serving and Selling

CIRCLE"
THE MAGIC
Rep.: Capper Publications, inc. • BEN LUDY, Gen. Mgr. 'WIBW * KCKN
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Civil Defense

GE'S

(Continued from page 27)
ing with fire effects of bombing attacks and health services. A third,
designed to spell out previous communications recommendations for
state and local defense directors,
also is under preparation.
In addition, Mr. Wadsworth said,
the office has sent out maps indicating critical target areas, mutual
aid and mobile support systems for
each state, have been sent to governors of states and territories.
He also disclosed a number of
states which have appropriated
amounts for civil defense purposes.
They are New York ($600,000),
California ($475,000), Massachusetts ($150,000), Connecticut
($75,000), Louisiana ($50,000),
Minnesota (850,000), Colorado
($20,000) and North Dakota
($10,000).
Pointing out that the potential
scope of disaster is far greater than
it was during World War II, Mr.
Wadsworth said the present plan
requires substantial financial outlays by state and local governments. Cost of local personnel and
administration by states and committees would run about $200 million the next three years, he estimated.
Would Share Costs
The federal government proposes
to share with states and communities the cost of procuring such
heavy equipment as necessary for
communications services — probably
at a cost of about $100 million to
each. The goveniment also would
provide regional stockpiles of critically needed materials.
Civil Defense communications
planning is now directed by Robert
Burton. The agency plans to expand personnel — 200 by next June
and a maximum of 3,000 by 1954 —
and move to larger quarters. Negotiations are underway to move
the organization from the Rochambeau Bldg. to the Cafritz Bldg.,
1625 "I" St., in Washington by
next February.
Millard F. Caldwell Jr., newlyappointed administrator who still
must be confirmed by the Senate

kglo
1300 KC. 5.000 WoHs CBS
MASON CITY. IOWA
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WILSON
Accepts Production Post

CHARLES E. WILSON, president
of General Electric Co., last Thursday agreed to serve as new chairman of a proposed government production allocation board, mapped
out by President Truman as one
of a new group of independent
agencies slated to take shape as
part tion
of the
government's
streamlining
program.mobilizaMr. Wilson's appointment was
disclosed as the President prepared to outline need for emergency
controls over radio and television
networks Friday, 10:30 p.m.
Mr. Wilson met Thursday with
General Electric's board of directors and discussed his appointment. He reportedly was Mr. Truman's own choice for the post.
Absorb NPA
The new production board, which
would allocate scarce materials between the military and non-defense
uses, would absorb the nucleus of
the National Production Authority,
now functioning within the Dept.
of Commerce, and related functions
now apportioned among other government agencies.
Also blueprinted is an overall
war mobilization organization,
which would absorb or expand the
role now assumed by National Security Resources Board, as well as
a Defense Manpower Office, now
within the Labor Dept., which supervises use of the nations manpower resources.
when it approves civil defense legislation, isa former Congressman,
having served in the House from
1933 to 1941, the latter term as
head of the Appropriations Committee. He returned to law practice
after his Congressional hitch, and
sei-ved as Governor of Florida from
1945 to 1949. During 1946-47 he
was chairman of the National Governors Conference and also president of the Council of State Governments.

15th year of SERVICE to 69.740 rural-urban
homes, with farm income $535,703,000; total
retail sales $493,004,000. A Lee Station —
represented by Weed & Company.
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DEME PLAN
Submits Defense Program
A 10-POINT program for setting
into motion wheels of civil defense
communications operation has been
offered to the Federal Civil Defense
Administration by John Deme,
president and general manager,
WICH Norwich, Conn.
In a proposal submitted to Millard F. Caldwell Jr., newly-appointed Civil Defense Administrator, Mr. Deme called on the govei-nment to act with "lightning
speed" in putting machinery into
action for a sound civilian defense
program.
"All of us have been waiting anxiously for the government to take
cognizance of the gravity of the
situation," Mr. Deme stated. ". . .
If our people can be warned of an
impending air attack (in advance)
it will save thousands of lives . . .
Communications will play an important part in the functions of
civilian defense."
Battery Sets
Some of the suggestions advanced
by Mr. Deme, including provision
for interconnection of stations and
for battery-operated radio sets in
homes of civilians, are known to be
under study by the National Security Resources Board, whose
communications specialists have
been gathering statistical data.
Mr. Deme, whose three-pronged
plan comprises communications,
hospital and water supply aspects,
urged :
A. Radio Stations:
(a) All radio stations, both network
and independent, to be interconnected
for issuance of general orders from
the civilian defense administrator.
All daytime stations to be given
blanket authority to operate fulltime
should we be attacked. Also, in the
event that land wires should be destroyed, all stations to be equipped
with relay receivers for both AM and
FM so that the central key stations
could relay such programs.
(b) All stations to be equipped
with independent electric power
plants for 24 hour operation.
(c) All stations be required to install auxiliary antenna systems in the
event the antenna is destroyed.
(Large radio towers become an easy
target.)
(d) All stations to maintain an
armed guard under the direction of
the civilian defense administrator.
(e) All radio transmitting plants
to be fenced in, in accordance with
the civilian defense administrator's
specification.
(f) Each sizable city to have a
secret radio station in the event that
the only station in the area should
be bombed out.
B. Radio Receivers:
(a) A radio receiver of simplified
design that can be operated by batteries continuously (independent of
electricity) for 30 dajs or more without replacement of batteries. This
radio to be made available to all civilians at fractional cost, and the civilian defense administrator to make it
mandatory for every family in the
United States to be equipped with
such a receiver.

WLOK threesome plot station cc
erage for alert. L to r: A^ei
Editor Lyle Lee, Station Manag
J. Robert Kems and Program I
rector Dick Roll.
MOCK
WLOK

ATTACK
Joins in CD Exerci

MOCK bomb attack for civil
fense exercises was covered Nov. '
in Allen County, Ohio, by WLC
Lima which carried remotes fr<key headquarters and other em(
gency locations. The simulated
tack was given realism by plar
whichexercise.
flew over the area as part'
the
WLOK played its part by pit
ing up remotes from the Civil I'
fense Headquarters, the Lima Or
nance Depot and from the "Que
Mary," the identification given:
trailer equipped with its own pow
supply
and shortwave
Tl'
trailer, furnished
by the radio.
Lima Ti[
Co., was used as a communicatic'
headquarters
in the simulated d'
aster area.
Long distance telephone ta]'
recordings effectively covered t'
civil defense activities in the
outlying towns of Allen County, t
station reports.
Remote FM
NONCOMMERCIAL educatioi
FM stations of 10 w power or Ir
effective in January may be
erated by remote control acco:
ing to rules revisions made final
FCC last week [Broadcasting
Telecasting, Oct. 9]. Posting
operator's license and use of mo<
lation monitor at authorized po
of remote operation is required.
mx fs mem
mx is mc
mcKM Km IS mem
m.

IS KLICKIN'
mmw
Km is klickin
IX IS mmw
mx is
\mW KLIX IS mcKM
mmw
KLix IS mcmw
ASK HOLLINGBERY
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STRENGTH
I Highest in History — Sellers
j'THE FM industry has reached the
[Strongest point in its history, acicording to an analysis by Edward
iL. Sellers, NAB FM Dept. director.
As of Dec. 1 there were 519 licensed
jiFM stations out of 677 on the air,
'|anew record, he said,
■j Continued growth of FM hinges
,jOTi two points, according to^Mr.
ISellers. He listed them as the
bamber of FM stations on the air
hich adequately serve the public
land the number of FM receivers
'used by the public.
I Many FM stations do not give
'adequate service and coverage,
ice they operate on CPs designed
help FM get started by renderi J- a token service, he said. These
rial run" operations do not adej. ately cover all of the principal
riles proposed to be served nor do
chey properly reach adjacent rural
areas, he explained.
FM's Growth
,jj Growth of FM broadcasting can
jmost accurately be judged from
ffully-licensed FM stations, accordjing to Mr. Sellers. Of the 319 FM
jstations that went off the air be"Ween
Jan.or 1,fewer
1949, than
and Dec.
only 66,
22%,1, 1950,
were
fully licensed. He noted an upswing
in the number of stations that have
oecome fully licensed. The 519 licensed FM stations comprise 77.8"%
.jt those operating, highest in FM's
history.
"These
discredit thefacts
rumorsalone
and amply
unfounded
statements that the deletions suf[fered by FM during the ensuing
jyear have drastically cut FM's
ichances of survival," Mr. Sellers
jstated. [See Broadcasting • TeleiCASTiNG, Oct. 9 for economic anal(ysis of FM industry.]

fieri- Hs-hifu/ C^r^-s
Artist's conception of Mr. Cole's
"The Thing."
TREYNOR
TO NAB
As Assistant to Hardesty
WILLIAM K. TREYNOR, account
executive at WTOP-TV Washington, has been appointed assistant
station relations director of NAB,
serving under John F. Hardesty,
director. He will assume the new
post Dec. 26. The station relations
department was set up last summer
under NAB board directive.
Mr. Treynor entered radio in
1939 at V/OL Washington, serving
until 1942 when he enlisted in the
Marine Corps. During the war he
was a combat pilot with a night
fighter unit and saw action in the
Marshall Islands, Saipan, Guam
and Okinawa. He was awarded the
Distinguished Flying Cross, Navy
Citation, Presidential Citation and
three battle stars. After the war
he rejoined WOL as assistant sales
manager, joining WOIC (TV) in
1948 as' director of sales service
and research. A year later he became account executive and remained with the station when it
was sold to WTOP.
RCA Victor Division has inducted 106
employes who have served quartercentury with firm into RCA Victor 25Year Club.

3ln respectful memorp of our belobeb pregibent.

Robert

^tall

Conlan

Cole-WBT Theme Scores
THE THING'
AS MORE than a promotion stunt,
Grady Cole of WBT Charlotte,
N. C, program fame, launched a
venture dealing with the "hateful
curse" which clouds international
relations. It scored an immediate
local success, according to Charles
H. Crutchfield, WBT vice president
and general manager.
Theme stressed by Mr. Cole was
his search for "The Thing." Items
carried in the Charlotte News during the campaign included teaser
features
as Mr.
fishing
a box outsuch
of the
riverCole's
(opened
by
Mr. Cole to find what only he could
identify
as "The
Thing")
face
to face
encounter
with and
Jacka
O'Brien, bearded wrestler appearing locally and who indignantly
denied
that with
he wasthethat
"Thing."
Coincident
search,
Mr.
Cole conducted a contest over WBT,
inviting listeners to send in guesses
as to "The Thing's" identify.
Prizes were trips to any city served
by Southern Airways.
Winners were named Dec. 2 and
"The Thing," as visualized by a
News cartoonist, was printed in the
newspaper. As identified by Mr.
Cole "that hateful curse" can be
conceived as "hatred at its most
insidious worst." Artist's conception of "The Thing," which is pictured above, may be picked up by
an editorial cartoon syndicate, it
was reported by WBT management.
FREEDOM VOICES
Truman Gets NBC Recording
RECORDING of "Voices of Freedom," a compilation of the actual
voices of leading Americans during
the past 50 years, was presented to
President Truman Dec. 4 by William R. McAndrew, general manager of WRC-AM-FM and WNBW
(TV) Washington, and president
of the Radio Correspondents Assn.
The recording, which was played
for the first time Dec. 4 over
NBC at 11:30 p.m., includes statements by such personalities as
Thomas A. Edison, Will Rogers.
Franklin D. Roosevelt and Mr. Truman himself. Compilation was prepared by Robert McCormick, NBC
Washington news commentator,
and Sol Panitz, who accompanied
Mr. McAndrew to the White House
for the presentation.

totjo passet) atoap ©ecemfaer 12, 1950
BAB
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Presentation

BROADCAST Advertising Bureau
has compiled a complete report on
the men's wear industry, for use
by its radio and TV member stations in promoting new advertising
business. Survey, titled "Big Business With a Bigger Potential," also
includes a radio-TV presentation
for the retail stores, with program
ideas, the "Do's and Dont's" of advertising and analysis of time and
production costs.

Forced

to

Us

Move

r

Says Louis A. McGregor
McGregor & Soderstrom—
KDAL was a major force in
making us move. Twelve

our^
tedcestaroun
of ann
s ago
le we
yearedu
sch
ments onKDAL, two weeks
before we opened our
store. We've been on KDAL
daily since.

McGregor & Soderstrom
grew with KDAL. However,
it was when you went to
our growth
5,000wattsthat mov
ing to
necessitated
larger quarters. Our ever
busi
out oftiocity
growingmen
ns fromness and
out of town customers told
us about your increased
coverage long before BMB
reported it.
Now in our beautiful new
store, McGregor & Soderstrom-KDAL's oldest
rtiser-is
continuous adve
sure it will continue to
grow along with you.
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WIS. GIVEAWAYS
WBA Studies Legal Brief
LEGAL BRIEF on giveaway shows
prepared by Don Petty, counsel for
NAB, and Edwin Wilkie, attorney
for the Wisconsin Broadcasters
Assn., was presented to WBA members for the first time Dec. 10 at a
special meeting at the Plankinton
Hotel, Milwaukee. The brief includes the attorneys' interpretations of Wisconsin's anti-lottery
laws as applied to radio and television giveaway programs.
President Ben Laird, general
manager of WDUZ Green Bay,
said the association will consider
the facts in each case that "may
arise" before deciding whether the
association should "participate in
the action, financially or otherwise." Members authorized the
executive committee to "do all
things necessary to protect member stations during this crucial
The entire question of giveaways
period."
broadcast in the state was discussed, including the recent opinion
of Attorney General Thomas Fairchild, who cited specific shows as
"lotteries" in violation of state
laws.
WNYC New York, municipally-owned
station, was commended for its "outpublic service"passed
duringbyrecent
storm, instanding
resolution
New
York City Board of Estimate.

Strictly Business
(Continued from page 18)

^^^

^^^

CLARENCE B. GOSHORN, 57,
chairman of the board of directors
of Benton & Bowles, New York,
and one of the leading figures in
his profession, drowned Dec. 10, at
Bimini Island, the Bahamas, while
on a yachting trip with Mrs. Goshorn and friends. He had been
attending the National Coffee Assn.
Convention in Boca Raton, Fla.
Mr. Goshorn was born in Saugatuck, Mich., and educated in schools
in that state. He was graduated
from the U. of Michigan in 1915,
where he had prepared himself for
a teaching career, and where for
two years he taught history and
rhetoric.
During World War I Mr. Goshorn served in the Army as a
second lieutenant and instructor at
various officer training schools in
the United States.
After his discharge in 1918 he
joined the staff of Curtis Publishing Co. in Philadelphia, remaining
for 12 years as manager of the
subscription agency division.
In 1929 Mr. Goshorn entered the
advertising field with Erwin, Wasey
Inc., where he was an account executive and plans organizer. When
Arthur Kudner, then president of
Erwin, Wasey, left to set up his
own agency, Mr. Goshorn joined

had acquired about 25 station;
1940.
The firm now repres ;
15
TV
stations
and 36 AM out <
^^^
^Mr.
^^^ Gunst, head of the Chi'
^^^since 1940, had seen the
office
expand ^^from 5 to 12 nlen, and
entire force from 8 to 23.
first TV specialist was hiret
January 1949, and since then
video salesmen have been ad
Early this year, the operation
divided into three departments,
for
medium sold — radio,
and each
newspapers.

^^^

Mr. GOSHORN
Kudner as account executive and
supervisor.
In 1937 Mr. Goshorn joined Benton & Bowles as vice president and
account executive. In 1942 he became president of the agency and
in 1950 he was elected chairman
of the board of directors.
In 1949 he was elected chairman
of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, one of the top
honors in advertising. At his death
he was serving as chairman of the
advisory committee of the organization. He was also a member of
the Advertising Advisory Committee to the Secretary of Commerce.
Henry M. Shaw
FUNERAL services were held last
Wednesday for Henry M. Shaw,
80, inventor of a radio vacuum
tube base and founder of Shaw Insulator Co., Irvington, N. J. He
died at his home in St. Petersburg,
Fla., Dec. 10. Mr. Shaw, who had
retired in 1940, was noted in the
field of radio engineering, having
designed
one of the
radio stations.
In country's
1921 he first
was
commissioned by the Chinese Republic to design and build a practical field radio receiver and transmitter, and a year later founded
his own company. Mr. Shaw is
survived by his widow, Marian; a
son and daughter; one sister, and
five brothers.
Wilbur

BISMARCK,
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N. DAK.

Mr. Gunst coordinates work
all three units and supervises
tivity in each. Pointing out 1:
television did not "come into
own" in Chicago until the p
year, Mr. Gunst said the differe
between the growth of radio e
TV is "merely one of degree." Tr .
fic in spot buying of video is '
a very fast
pace,"
business
a year
ago. compared
Despite Tv
popularity, however, AM spot 1
not suffered. "The Chicago of
was never more active AM si
wise than this fall," he said.
Gunst is preparing for "the i
mentum in the direction of grea •
growth in TV" when more marl
open, and has requisitioned m
office space which will be occup i
by The
spring.
Katz executive spends m
of his time in Chicago, where
and his wife (the former Ir
Bloch of New York) live at
Ambassador West Hotel. TI
visit Charlevoix, Mich., during
summer, and occasionally get
Texas, which he considers his ho
although he was born in Portia
Ore., and lived during his childh'
in San Francisco. He attended
U. of Texas,
took " i
vanced
courseswherein hetennis

Thompson to Justice
CHARLES E. THOMPSON, of
Washington
radio law firm
sports."
Baker & Thompson, has joined
Dept. of Justice, assigned to
Legislation and Rules Division. :
former partner, Philip M. Bat
will continue to maintain offices
1411 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.

WDRC
I CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

Small

FUNERAL SERVICES for Wilbur Small, 40, station relations
representative for the Western Division, Progressive Broadcasting
System, who died Dec. 9 following
a heart attack in San Jose, Calif.,
were held Dec. 12 from Kiefer &
Eyerick Mortuary, Glendale, Calif.
Interment was at Forest Lawn,
Glendale. He is survived by his
widow, Doris. Prior to joining
the new network Mr. Small had
been with KWIK Burbank, Calif.
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lARFD REPORTS
ssociate Memberships Urged
PROPOSAL that the National
Assn. of Radio Farm Directors
i|stablish associate memberships for
Hhose persons not eligible for regu^r application but who work in
jields closely related to farm broadlasting has been recommended by
ihe NARFD 1950 Awards Commit|ee for adoption by the association
iiext year.
I At the same time the committee
arged provision for (1) honorary
memberships in NARFD and (2)
istablishment of special awards to
)tFDs "for outstanding contribuions to agriculture and to the delelopment and prestige of farm
ladio broadcasting."
These and other suggestions were
jet forth in annual reports submit■ed by the awards and a number of
ither NARFD groups whose present memberships expire in January.
li^ARFD held its annual two-day
lonvention in Chicago last month
Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
fOec. 4]. NARFD President-elect
hil Alampi, WJZ New York, will
k ippoint new committees next
t-iionth.
t Persons nominated for associate
ic'iemberships would be carefully
ic<)nsidered by both the Awards and
he Executive Committees before
t: ny action is taken, under the f ori; aer group's proposal.
z A maximum of two honorary
I iiemberships would be granted to
f "small and select group" each
i fear, with candidates to be rei:iewed initially by the Awards
£ Jommittee. Special awards would
K e given for such activities as foreign and domestic tours, farm safei y promotion, community improve* lent programs, soil conservation
and other activities. Chairman of
he 1950 committee was Lowell
Vatts, KLZ Denver.
NARFD's 1950 Television Comlittee, acting on the premise that
nany RFDs will be confronted in
he future with TV problems, also
mitted an annual report (see
■ y page 66).

ROBERT S. CONLAN, 54, president of Robert S. Conlan & Assoc.
Inc., Kansas City, Mo., and pioneer
in the field of radio-TV audience
research, died last Tuesday at his
desk in the company offices. A coronary occlusion was the cause of
death.
Mr. Conlan founded the research
firm in 1938, operating it as sole
owner until 1944 when he was
joined by John L. Guyant, vice
president of the company. In 1945
the organization incorporated and
steadily increased its national
standing.
Not active in the firm's business
for the past year and a half, Mr.
Conlan had restricted his duties to

an advisory capacity since he suffered a heart attack in 1949.
Mr. Conlan is survived by his
widow; his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
David Conlan; a daughter, Mrs.
Frank Melton; a sister. Miss Mary
Conlan, and a brother, David Conlan. Vice President Guyant announced that no changes were contemplated inthe firm's business or
personnel policies.
ADVISORY
UNITS
Congressmen Ask NSRB Data
A CONGRESSIONAL subcommittee has called on the National
Security Resources Board to furnish a list of business advisory
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12 noon
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12 noon to
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Daytime Rates
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Watts
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84.00
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36.00
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36.00

5,000
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Leads
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Afternoon

:\UTO RADIOS
Alabama Cities Show 60%
1 lORE than 60% of the cars in
hree Alabama cities — Birmingam, Montgomery, and Tuscaloosa
j-are equipped with radios, accordng to a survey conducted by Dr.
ienneth Harwood of the U. of
Uabama's
Of thoseradio
cars department.
with radios in

committees serving key government agencies with a view to their
"impact upon the concentration
of economic power during the limited mobilization period."
The request was made by Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.), chairman of
the House Judiciary Monopoly
Power subcommittee, in a letter
to NSRB Chairman W. Stuart
Symington seeking membership
lists and affiliations of each member. Involved are advisory groups
serving NSRB, Munitions Board,
National Production Authority,
and the Dept. of Commerce.
Names of members of the Broadcasters Advisory Council, the Joint
Electronics Industry Advisory
Committee, the Communications
Industry Advisory Committee and
probably the Signal Corps Advisory
Council are among those Mr. Symington is expected to submit.
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Tale.

50,000

•'orking order, 42.7% were tuned
Greatest Coverge, Lowest Cost
tt during 3 and 4 p.m. on Saturay afternoon. Of those tuned in,
24 Hour Daily Operation — 5,000 Night
9% identified a particular proTarn and 60% identified a partic360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago |>4ATI0NAL
lar station.
Interviews for the survey were
KA - I CL
Murray Hill 4-2549 Y. C.
Franklin 2-7979
Ave N
lade while automobiles halted for
RA TFI REPRESENTATIVES ^^0 Lexington
raffic signals. A total of 1,088
ars were checked. An average of
.1 persons occupied each car. Dr.
larwood said the results compared
|,|avorably with the New York metWNOE —THE
JAMES
A. NOE
STATION— MBS
opolitan area, where 22.9% of the
ars are reportedly radio-equipped. ^^^^^^^
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Here are America's leading advertising agencies... the sales-co
agencies who have placed spot radio and spot television schedu f
year on the nation's major stations represented by nbc spot
AM TV
^
1^
1^
\^
1^
\^
1^
^
^

1^
]^
1/^
]^

1/^
1^
\^

1^
1^

^
1^

^
]^

J/* Agency Service Corporation
Aitkin-Kyneti Company
1^ Alley & Richards
Allied Advertising Agency, Inc.
Anderson, Davis & Platte
Associated Advertising Agency
\^ Atchinson, R. B., Advertising
1^ Atherton & Currier, Inc.
Atherton Advertising Agency
1^ AWL, Inc.
1^ Ayer, N. W., & Son, Inc.
Badger, Browning & Hersey, Inc.
]^ Baker, Jim, Associates
Baker, Lynn, Inc.
Baldwin, Bowers & Strachan, Inc.
Barlow Advertising Agency
^^ Barnes-Chase Company
Bates, Ted, & Company
1^ Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc.
1^ Bauer, Adrian, Advertising Agency
Bauerle, T. R., Advertising Agency
\^ Beaumont & Hohman, Inc.
\^ Bennett, Walther & Menadier, Inc.
Bennett, Victor A., & Company
]^ Benlon & Bowles, Inc.
Berger, Alfred Paul, Company
Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce
\^ Biow Company
Bothwell, W. Earl, Inc.
1^ Botsford, Constantine & Gardner
Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff, Inc.
J*** Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance, Inc.
Brooks Advertising Agency
it^ Brother, D. P., & Company, Inc.
Browne, Burton, Advertising
Bruck, Franklin, Advertising Corporation
V"* Buchanan & Company, Inc.
Buchanan-Thomas Advertising Company
Buchen Company
Burnett, Leo, & Company, Inc.
\^ Byer & Boivman Advertising Agency
1^ Calkins & Holden, Carlock,
McClinton & Smith, Inc.
]^ Campbell-Ewald, Inc.
\^ Campbell-Mithun, Inc.
Canaday, Swell & Thurber
1^ Copies Company
Casler, Hempstead & Han ford. Inc.
\^ Cay ton. Inc.
I** Cecil & Presbrey, Inc.
^^ Chambers & Wiswell, Inc.

AM TV
I/* Chesley & Clifford
l> Christiansen Advertising Agency
Clark & Rickerd, Inc.
\^ Clements Company, Inc.
I/' 1/^ Cohen, Harry B., Advertising Company, Inc.
I/' 1/^ Compton Advertising, Inc.
Comstock, Duffes & Company
\^
Cowan & Dengler, Inc.
Crctmer-Krasselt Company
1/^
Crook Advertising Agency
1/^
Croot, Samuel, Company, Inc.
k>' Crossley, J. T.
Cunningham & Walsh, Inc.
I/*
1^
1^

)^

1/^ 1^
1^
1/^
1/^

Dancer-Fitzgerald & Sample, Inc.
U Arcy Advertising Company, Inc.
De Munn & McGuiness, Inc.
Doherty, Clifford & Schen field. Inc.
Donahue & Coe, Inc.
Doner, W. B., & Company
Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone, Inc.
Doyle, Dane, Bernbach, Inc.
Duane Jones Company, Inc.
Durstine, Roy S., Inc.

Egar, Margaret
Elby, Adam F., & Associates
ii^ ]^ Ellington & Company, Inc.
\^ Erwin, Wasey & Co., Inc.
1^
Esty, William, Company, Inc.
)^
Fairfax, H. W ., Advertising Agency, Inc.
1/^ i> Federal Advertising Agency
t^ F eigenbaum, Harry, Advertising Agency
Fellows Advertising Agency
j> Felt, Geo. G., & Co.
\^
Fitzgerald Advertising Agency
\^ Foote, Cone & Belding
1^ Foster & Davies, Inc.
1^ Frankel, Jones Company
Frankenstein, Edwin L.
1^ French & Preston, Inc.
Frost, Harry M., Company
J/* Fuller & Smith & Ross, Inc.
\^ Gardner Advertising Company
J-** Garfield, Sidney, & Associates
\^
Gelles Advertising Agency, Inc.
Geyer, Newell & Ganger, Inc.
1^
Gilman, Louis P.
1^ Gregory & House, Inc.
\^ \^ Glasser-Gailey, Inc.
Gleason Advertising Agency
J/* Global Advertising Agency

TVBG
NEW YORK

AM TV
1^
1/^
1^
^<'
i>
I/*
J/*
1^
1^
1^

Goodkind, Joice & Morgan, Inc.
Gordon, Phil, Agency, Inc.
Gotham Advertising Co., Inc.
Grant Advertising, Inc.
Grant, Will, Advertising Agency
Gray & Rogers, Inc.
Greenthal, Monroe, Company, Inc.
Grey Advertising Agency, Inc.
Grider, H., Advertising, Inc.
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli
Gumbinner,
Lawrence
Advertising
Agency C,

1^

Hackett, H. M., Company, Inc.
Hamilton Advertising Agency, Inc.
10* 1^ Hartman, George H., Company
1^
Harrington-Richards, Inc.
1^
Harris, &R. Company
T., Advertising
Heintz

\^

]^ Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Inc.
Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mathers,
Hickerson, J. M.
Hicks, Lawrence Boles, Inc.
Hill, W. S., Company

1^
\^
\^

Hillman, David S., Inc.
Hilton, Peter, Inc.
Hilton & Riggio, Inc.
Hirshon-Gar field Inc.
1^ Honig-Cooper Company
Howard, E. J., Company

t^
\^

Hoyt, Charles W., Company
Huber, Hoge & Sons
^]^ Hutchins
Humphrey,Advertising
H. B.
Company, Im

1^ Ideas Advertising
Ivey, Neal D., Company
1^
Ingalls-Miniter Company
1^ Jackson & Company
1^
Jarman & Skaggs
\^
Jewell, Ralph, Advertising
]^
Jones, Ralph H., Company
t** //* Jordan Company
Kahn, Robert, & Associates
]/» 1^ Kastor, H. W ., & Sons
\^
Katz, Joseph, Company
1/^ 1^ Kelly, Nason, Inc.
Kent, Tracy & Company, Inc.
1^ Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc.
Ketchum,
& Grove,
w*
KiesewetterMacLeod
Associates,
Inc. Inc.'

Spot
CLEVELAND
CHICAGO

Kimball, Abbott, Company, Inc.

Sale
SAN FRAN
HOLLYWOOD

Foremost

iVgencies

The experience of these 297 agencies has proved that the fifteen radio and television stations on NBC SPOT sales' list are essential to their clients' advertising success. Advertising's
foremost agencies know America's foremost stations are represented by nbc spot sales.
AM TV

AM TV

AM TV
1^ Klein, Philip, Advertising, Inc.
Knox-Reeves, Inc.
Kossman, L., Advertising
1^ ]^ Kudner Agency, Inc.
Lamb & Keen, Inc.
1^
Landau, A. B., Inc.
Lang, Fisher & Stashower, Inc.
Lavenson Bureau of Advertising
1^ Leech Advertising Company
1^
Leigh, Douglas, Inc.
Lennen & Mitchell, Inc.
\^ Leon, 5. K., Company, Inc.
Le Quatte, H. B., Inc.
\^ \^ Le VeUy, Inc.
1^ Levin & Associates
^ \^ Lewin, A. W ., Company
Lewis & Gilman, Inc.
^
Lindsay Advertising Agency, Inc.
^
Lockwood-Shackelford Advertising
^ Logan, Dudley L., Advertising
1^
Long Advertising Service
Long, W. E., and Company
1^ Lovick, James, & Company, Ltd.
Ludgin, Earle, & Company
1^
Lynn-Fieldhouse Advertising
^
Lyon, S. Duane
1^

1^ Mac Farland-Aveyard & Co.
1^ 1/^ Mac Manus, John & Adams, Inc.
j ^
Mann, Conklin Corporation
Marketers, Inc.
]
\ 1^
Marchalk & Pratt Company
I]
Martin Advertising Agency
1^
Massengale, Harvey, Company, Inc.
\^
Math.es, J. M., Inc.
^
Maxon, Inc.
Mayers Company
\^
McCann-Erickson, Inc.
McCreery, Quick & McElroy, Inc.
McKee & Albright, Inc.
McNeill & McCleery, Inc.
Meerw.ans, Inc.
Meldrum & Fewsmith, Inc.
Meyerhojf, Arthur, & Company
l/* Miller, C. L., Inc.
\^ Miner, Dan B., Company
Mogge-Privett, Inc.
J/* Moore & Hamm, Inc.
1^
Morey, Humm & Johnstone, Inc.
Morgan, Raymond R., Company
I/*
Morse International, Inc.
Moser & Cotins, Inc.

representing:
WNBC-WNBT, New York
WMAQ-WNBQ, Chicago
WTAM-WNBK, Cleveland
WRC-WNBW, Washington

Murphy, Carroll Dean, Inc.
Murray, John F., Agency, Inc.
Muench, C. Wendel, & Company

1^

1^

1^

1^ Nahser, Frank C, Inc.
)^ Needham & Grohmann, Inc.
\^ Needham, Louis & Brorby, Inc.
Neff-Rogow, Inc.
Nelson, George R., Inc.
1^ Newby & Peron, Inc.
t** Norman, Kelso, Advertising
O^Brien & Dorrance, Inc.
O'Kane, W. H., Advertising Agency
O'Leary, Jerome, Advertising Agency
1^ Olian Advertising Agency, Inc.
Orr, Robert W., Associates, Inc.
Owen & Chappell, Inc.

Pacific Advertising Staff
Pacific National Advertising Agency
\^ Paris & Peart
Peck Advertising Agency, Inc.
li^
Pedlar & Ryan, Inc.
Perrett Company
Perrin-Paus Company
Pershall, J. R., Company
1^ Philbin, Brandon & Sargent
Piedmont Advertising Agency
^
Pinsker, Casper, Company
\^
Piatt & Forbes, Inc.
Potts, Calkins & Holden, Inc.
Praeger & Company
It^
Powarad Company
Presba, Fellers & Presba, Inc.
1^ (/* Price, Robinson & Frank, Inc.

\^
1/^

1^

Queen, John W.

]^

Ramsey, L. W., Company
Reincke, Meyer & Finn, Inc.
Reinhardt, Emil, Advertising Agency
Rhoades & Davis
Richards, Fletcher D., Inc.
Roberts, Lawrence, Inc.
Robinson, Elwood J., & Co.
Roche, Williams & Cleary, Inc.
Rockett-Lauritzen Advertising
Rogers & Smith Advertising Agency
Rosenberg, Arthur, Company, Inc.
Rossi, H. C.
Rumrill, Charles L., & Company, Inc.
Ruthrauff & Ryan, l^r.

1^
\^
]^

I/*
\^

]^
\^

1^
1^
1^

KNBH, Hollywood
KNBC, San Francisco
WPTZ, Philadelphia
WBZ-TV, Boston
WGY-WRGB, Schenectady-Albany-Troy

1^
\^
\^
\^

]^
\^
^

1^
1^
)^

\^

Sackheim, Maxwell & Co., Inc.
Sampson, John H., Company
Sawyer, Ross, Advertising
Scheck Advertising Agency, Inc.

I/*

1^
1^
1^
1^

1/^
1^
\^
^
1^

\^
\^
1^

1^
1^
)^
1^
V

Schlaifer, Charles & Co., Inc.
Schwimmer & Scott, Inc.
Seberhagin, Inc.
Seeds, Russell M., Company
Shaw, John W., Advertising, Inc.
Sherman & Marquette
Shore, Michael, Advertising
Silver, Charles, & Sons
Simons-Michelson Company
Smalley, Levitt & Smith, Inc.
Smith & Bull Advertising
Spector, Raymond, Company, Inc.
Stebbins, Barton A., Inc.
Stebbins, Hal, Inc.
Stevens, J. G., Inc.
Stockton-W est-Burkhart, Inc.
Storm Advertising Agency, Inc.
Stuart, Charles R., Advertising
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, In6\
Swaney, Morris F., Inc.
Tarcher, J. D., & Company, Inc.
Tatham-Laird, Inc.
Thompson, J. Walter, Company
Thwing
& Altman Agency
Turner Advertising

Van der Linde, Victor, Company
1^ Van Sant, Dugdale & Company
Wade Advertising Agency
\^ Walker & Downing
Wank & Wank Advertising
Ward Wheelock Company
Warwick & Legler, Inc.
Waters, Norman D., & Associates, Ine,
1^ Wearstler Advertising, Inc.
Weill, Armand S., & Company
i> Weintraub, William H., & Company
^^ Weiss & Geller, Inc.
Wesley
Western Associates
Advertising Agency
Wheeler, Kight & Gainey, Inc.
Wilder, Almon Brooks, Inc.
Wilhelm-Laughlin-Wilson & Associates
1^ Wolfer-Douglass-Bennington
)^ Yardis Advertising Co.
Young & Rubicam, Inc.
Zimmer-Keller Inc.

editorial

^

Sit Tight
NBC LAST WEEK made a momentous decision— to carry the ball on night-time "rate adjustments" to compensate for penetration of
TV in the some 50 affected markets. Before
the week was out it changed its mind to the
extent of postponing the projected Jan. 1 effective date by calling a meeting of AM affiliates in TV markets for Jan. 10.
"Adjustments", of course, mean reductions
in rates. NBC's proposal pegged them at from
2 to 25% in evening rates, or an over-all 10%
reduction for its AM network.
The hiatus, which came as suddenly as did
NBC blitz campaign to sign up stations, gives
both networks and stations an opportunity to
recover their composure and approach the most
fundamental of all of radio's economic problems with equanimity. There's no doubt that
other network practices as to package rates
were partially responsible for NBC's move.
It comes in radio's 30th year, when radio
offers greater circulation at lower cost, than
any of the other mass media. It comes when
magazines and newspapers are entering their
second, third or fourth rounds of rate increases, with nary a mention of TV "penetration" of their own readership or circulation.
And it comes in a period of unquestioned
inflation, during an undeclared war, and a
state of national emergency. Paper rationing
is imminent (which already has meant rationing of some newspaper space). It's a coin
toss whether any new TV stations go into
operation, freeze or no freeze. Costs are
skyrocketing.
We can't conceive of worse timing for consideration ofany rate adjustment — except up.
It's because radio has been underpriced for the
last ten years that this would seem the expedient move.
It's true that NBC has unsold network time.
So do the other networks. It may be because
the Assn. of National Advertisers six months
ago served notice that it would press for
adjustments in TV markets, and that some
of its members quietly have put on a network
buyer's strike, except where concessions have
been made. It's true that NBC has made no
such concessions.
It may be, moreover, that radio hasn't sold
itself or sold hard enough.
We have no doubt that certain large advertisers are sweating out the networks. But
are they ignoring spot radio? Are local advertisers boycotting radio, even in TV markets ?
The reverse is true. The increase in each for
1950 over the preceding year will be a minimum of 10%.
Proof of the Bluff
We have the evidence that proves to a large
extent there's a grandiose bluff involved. We
are now making our 1951 Business Survey, to
be published in our Dec. 25 issue. The responses from top accounts, despite uncertainties in these troubled times, generally predict
increased radio and TV appropriations, with
TV getting the bigger boosts. Very few (as
you can read on page 23) indicate curtailment of AM or TV budgets.
The chain reaction on an NBC cut, no matter how slight, would undermine all radio.
NBC began considering the "adjustments"
months ago — before Korea, it obviously could
not have taken into account that which later
developed, placing us on a virtual war footing.
Any break in the rate structure on NBC
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inevitably would be reflected in corresponding
cuts on other networks if they want to stay
in business. Manifestly, it would invade national spot and local rates. It could lead to
network-jumping. It might spell the demise
of lesser network groups.
It would mean that radio would become
"distress merchandise" — because competitive
media have been successful in diverting the
advertiser fire toward radio as the only
medium affected by TV.
Many NBC stations, at this writing, are
insisting they won't capitulate in these times
of good business, sky-rocketing costs, and a
devaluated dollar. If adjustments downward
ever become desirable, it will be only because
people quit listening, or because radio fails to
do the job of promoting itself. The assignment of the revitalized Broadcast Advertising
Bureau is to do that very job.
A Matter of Principle
Advertisers aren't going to ignore radio if
radio sells goods economically.
It's a matter of principle as well as of dollars.
A half of 1% cut is objectionable. If the line
fails to hold, recovery will come slowly, if
ever. There's not even the suggestion that
daytime rates be increased, in ratio to increased circulation, even though many stations
(some
of
them network-ovpned) have done so
locally.
Clear thinking is needed. Certainly NBC
can afford to sweat out the next few months
as well as, or better than, their competitors.
Certainly all networks should refrain from
off -rate-card deals if the line is to be held.
We say, with all the emphasis we can
muster:
Sit tight.
One

That

Worked

THE TELEVISION networks, the FCC, and
the AT&T must be commended for the service
they have rendered to the healthy growth of
television as well as to themselves in their handling of the inter-network dispute over allocations of coaxial cable and radio relay time.
Thanks to their patient cooperation, FCC's
projected investigation of the vexatious timeallocation question has been postponed and perhaps averted. Details remain to be worked out,
and a "test run" may be necessary before anyone can say whether the agreement finally
reached among the networks will provide a
permanent or a temporary solution. But, as
we suggested a month ago when hope of agreement had been abandoned, the revival of negotiations already has proved "worth the try."
It also cuts a pattern for amicable, out-ofcourt settlement of FCC-industry problems
which the Commission should adopt more often.
The fact that FCC had no appetite for its investigation— as evidenced by its abstention till
continuing network disagreement forced its
hand — does not detract from the spirit in
which it approached the question.
Chairman Wayne Coy intervened personally,
and Attorney Stratford Smith, assigned to the
"investigation," worked untiringly to promote
accord. At the FCC, they paid high tribute to
the yeoman work of ABC's Joe McDonald, who
did a Herculean job of research and who marshalled the contending forces toward amicable
solution.
The attitude of the negotiators, and the
Commission's, reflects an approach which seeks
solutions without public controversy and, in the
process, adds to the Commission's stature and
dignity. It is particularly wholesome and welcome after the inflammatory outpouring which
has marked — and marred — the color TV to-do.

ff - our respects to:

HEMAN

LESLIE HOFFMAN

dura pass
ld forgame,
downfie
Heman
football
school
racing
WHILE ing a high
Leslie Hoffman lost a shoe. Completely
oblivious of this shortcoming, he caught the
pigskin and dashed 60 yards to score.
As the president of Hoffman Radio Corp.,
Los Angeles manufacturer of radio and TV
receiver sets, Mr. Hoffman this past summer performed an equally dramatic feat in
football. He convinced Pacific Coast Conference college and university anti-TV minded
officials that his firm should sponsor live telecasts of 30 conference football games in San
Diego, Los Angeles, San Francisco and Seattle,
His proposal was to financially back up a
guaranteed attendance if televising thesf
games hurt box office gate. Prospective total
attendance figures were established for eact
game. Mr. Hoffman agreed to make up tht
difference should attendance drop below th(
(Continued on page 7i.)

Static

and

Snow

By AWFREY QUINCY
A gentleman named Smith suggests that whaf
he would like to see is President Truman anc
contest.
Chairman Coy engaging in a letter-writinj
* * »
Asked why he didn't make that fabulous
Shangri-La mission, John W. Steen, head
quarters counsel for Westinghouse Radio Sta
tions, pensively commented they were fearfu
someone
barrister, might get in trouble sliding do>vn ;
* * *

NOAV that Happy Chandler has been axei
from baseball, some smart dealer ought to sel
the ex-commissioner on the idea of buying ;
batch of television sets and giving t'.em to hi
friends for Xmas.
Who took out the crystal ball from Baltimore!
Or is the Maryland metropolis out of bound
for "predictions of things to come"?
A WGN Chicago advertisement, referring t
the ratings mess, asks, "How silly can yo
get?" Then it proceeds to answer its own ques
tion by attempting to adduce seriously as per
tinent evidence the fact that WGN has alway
sold a lot of goods for its advertisers. Doe
that
make any
NTELDEX
lads?difference to the HOOPULCO
BROADCASTING
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HUGH

B. LaRUE, sales manager KHON Honolulu, T. H., appointee]
sales manager Aloha Network. He will be in char{c<i
of network and national sales.
DAVE MOORE, public relations director WBBM Chi
cago, to AM sales staff KSTP Minneapolis-St. Paul,

front office

LAN JOHNSTONE, ABC network sales representative in S. F. named
FRANCIS,
' sales manager KGO-AM San Francisco. VINCENT
former KGO-AM-TV sales manager, continues as KGOTV sales manager. TV-AM commercial traffic departments split with GLADYS FERGUSON in charge
of TV and MARGARET TIMMER heading AM Department.
JOHN D'AIUTOLO, ABC network sales, to sales staff
WCBS New York as account executive.

HOWARD CAINE, radio director Vickers & Benson
Ltd., Toronto, to manager CKFH Toronto, new 250 w
station on 1400 kc which goes on air early in 1951.
Toronto representative CHML Toronto, to CKFH comLEN SMITH,
mercial manager.

Mr. Johnstone

M. HOWARD named to board of governors Canadian Broadn of Mrs. T. W.
casting Corp., Ottawa, to fill vacancy left by resignatio
SUTHERLAND, now manager CHUB Nanaimo, B. C.
RONALD

CARLO F. ZEZZA, WOR New York account executive, to sales staff
Boiling Co., N. Y., national representative.
GUS DAHNS

to WPTR

FRED THRASHER,
executive.

Albany sales department as account executive.

U. of Richmond, to WXGI

Richmond as account

JERRY ROSS, ABC Western Division publicity department, appointed
of publicity replacing NED HULLINGER [Broadcasting •
director
Telecasting, Dec. 11].

irS

Mr. LaRue

ROBERT SULLIVAN, sales presentation departmeni
ABC, to advertising and sales promotion departmen
DuMont Television Network.

PHILIP COHEN, sales department WHOM New York, to staff of special
retail sales department WJZ New York, newly established sale
ized
section.
TRENT MOORE appointed president WGSV Guntersville, Ala. EU
WARD Z. CARRELL appointed general and commercial manager.
l^eti&naU

• o •

HECHT S. LACKEY, general manager WSON Henderson, Ky.,' con;
of Governor of Kentucky. . . . DOUGLAS R'
missioned Colonel on staff
BRADHAM, manager WTMA Charleston, S. C, father of boy. .
KENNETH L. CARTER, general manager WAAM(TV) Baltimore, ai"
pointed to board of directors of National Conference of Christians an
Jews. . . . REGGIE MARTIN, general manager WJHP Jacksonville, Ph*
father of boy, Edward Kurt. . . . BILL YON AN, ABC Chicago rad:]
salesman, and Marlene Heider were married Dec. 1. . . . ROGER V
CLIPP, general manager WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia, named 1951 carfpaign director Philadelphia Chapter National Foundation for Infanti^
ar'
New York,
president
STREIBERT,
of Bett*
. THEODORE
directors
board ofWOR
Paralysis. of. . board
member of
MBS, elected
chairman
BBI
on
Business Bureau New York. He is first radio-TV representative
board. . . . CHARLES H. CRUTCHFIELD, general manager WBT-Al'
FM and WBTV (TV) Charlotte. N. C, elected president of ChariotBetter Business Bureau and also named to board of directors. . . . E. J'
(Ted) HILL, executive vice president WTAG Worcester, Mass., is co'
valescing at Hahnemann Hospital, Worcester, from recent chest conditio-

UNANIMOUS...

WBTM

WBT reaches a market bigger by far than 10 years ago1,246,420,000 retail safes dollars last year!*
*So?es Monogemenf CMay WSQ-l^iO figures for W&T's 50.(00%
dayftm^ listening area, (949)

WBT delivers the biggest share of audience
in the Carolinas —
better than 60% in Charlotte!*
*Hooper (most recent Charloffe Sfafion listening Index)
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Baseball Coverage
(Continued from page 25)
convention at St. Petersburg, Fla.
Present during the week-long sessions, which the minor circuits
launched Dec. 6, were Jerry Jordan,
U. of Pennsylvania student, who
has made studies of radio-TV effects on baseball attendance. He
conferred unofficially with Messrs.
Trautman and Chandler, and William Ryan, NAB general manager,
who appeared for the Wednesday
session.
The abandonment of any action
on radio-TV cleared the way for
American League baseball clubs to
complete negotiations for radio
rights to 1951 games. None of the
clubs had signed any pacts prior to
the convention, according to AL
. President William Harridge.
The junior circuit already had
gone ahead, prior to the St. Petersburg conclave, with television conitracts on the ground that TV had
nothing to do with a 1,600,000 drop
in attendance.
"Our owners didn't blame it on
television. They blamed it on bad
weather. Until television definitely
is proved to be hurting attendance
our owners will go along with it,"
Mr. Harridge was quoted as saying.
Mr. Trautman, who is a candidate for baseball's high commissionership to be vacated by Mr.
Chandler and who strongly supIports the minors' stand on major
league radio coverage, had urged
ithe majors to individually curtail

their broadcast coverage fanning
out into minor league territory,
limit TV broadcasts to "home" territory, and better "supervise" conduct of stations carrying baseball
broadcasts, with a view to promoting actual attendance at the ball
parks.
FCC ORDER REVIEW
Senate Group Would Cut Time
THE SENATE Judiciary Committee last week cleared HR 5487 with
amendments. The bill would provide that the review of FCC orders,
now heard by panels of three
judges in the district courts, would
go direct to the circuit courts of
appeal for action by a three-judge
panel.
According to the committee, the
proposed revision, already passed
by the House, would cut waste of
judicial "time and energy" since it
would eliminate the rehearing of
the case in court after it already
had been deliberated by the FCC.
In addition, the Judiciary group
said, the U. S. Supreme Court, to
which a case can be referred as a
matter of "right" under current
procedure, would be relieved of the
burden of reviewing all such cases
directed its way because the proposed revision would make high
court review discretionary upon
certiorari as in the review of other
cases from circuit courts of ap-

STRIKE

AVERTED

Don Lee, AFRA

DON LEE, last network holdout
against American Federation of
Radio Artists demands for staff
announcer increases, last Tuesday
came to agreement with the union
over its announcers at KHJ Los
Angeles and KFRC San Francisco,
just in time to avert a threatened
strike.
National and local union boards
already had voted for a strike
which was to take effect that day
at both stations.
New wage scales, same as those
reached recently for staff announcers with the other networks
in Los Angeles, San Francisco and
New York [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Nov. 27], are basic |100
weekly for the first year of employment; $115 thereafter, retroactive to Nov. 1 when last contract
expired. Scales are based on eighthour day, 40-hour week. Don Lee
announcers had been receiving
basic $86 weekly salary.
Union had earlier rejected the
network's compromise offer of $95
for new announcers and $105 after
the first year for KHJ and $92.50
and $100 for KFRC.
Only local station yet to reach
agreement with the union is KFI,
with whom negotiations are continuing.

peals.

|)iggest

in

the

Agree

BASEBALL

POST

Johnson Isn't Batting
SEN. ED C. JOHNSON (D-Col.),
chairman of the Senate Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee,
last week was caught up in the
whirlwind of speculation which
followed the "ouster" of A. B.
czar
(see story
page 25).
(Happy)
Chandler
as baseball's
Asked by Capitol Hill reporters
if there was anything in a report
that Sen. Johnson, non-salaried
president of the Western League
in the minors, was being considered
for the baseball post, the Coloradan
answered : "It [the report] won't
amount to much. I'm for Happy
Chandler and wouldn't even consider it under these circumstances.
I'm stunned by what has happened.
There was nothing in the wind
down there [St. Petersburg] and
I thought Chandler was riding
high,
and handsome."
Sen.wide
Johnson,
who heads the
Senate committee concerned with
radio legislation, has been Western
League president four years. Baseball Commissioner Chandler, who
also is president of Bluegrass
Broadcasting Co. (WVLK Versailles, Ky.) and a former U. S.
Senator, is under a seven year contract which expires in 1952. His
salary is estimated to be about
$65,000
per year.
Johnson's
Senate term
expires Sen.
in 1955.

Carolinas!

And . . . WBT has the biggest and best array of
local live talent in all Southeastern radio!*
WBT is the Carolinas' biggest single
advertising medium—
reaching 512,380 families every week!*
*8MB (50-100% dayfimB Usfening area, 1949)

|BRO ADC ASTING

• Telecasting

■*Asfc us, for example, abouf Grady Cole,
Arthur Smifh and His Crackerjacks, Fred K'lrby,
Kurt Webster, The Johnson Family, Lee Kirby,
Claude Casey and the "Briarhoppers."

tryWBT

for size!
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Mister PLUS, in your hands, can put a stamp of approval for your brand on
millions of minds in hundreds of markets— minds and markets which are largely
inaccessible to any other advertising medium.
He alone is there ... because there is Home Town America. 11.000,000 families
strong, a thriving fourth of the whole U.S. which lives and listens within
close reach of a Mutual 'solo' station.
To serve these markets— from within— Mutual provides 325 stations, each one
speaking in the neighborly tones of the only network voice in town.

And this voice gets ^earc/— longer and oftener than all out-of-town voices combined.'^
Coupled with bigger-city coverage by Mister PLUS, this Home Town domination
can make a vital profit-difference in your sales efforts for '51.
Mutual

Broadcasting

+5S% of all Home Town tune-in is to MBS by day; 53%
by night. Next best network 13% by day,
28% by night. And TV tune-in is less than Vi of 1%!
Source: Half a million interviews by Crossley.

System

Radio Is Ready
(Continued from page 25)
themselves as pleased with the
President's observations on radio's
vvartime role. Mr. Truman said
there was no question in his mind
of seizing broadcasting or television stations under emergency
powers and he reminded that this
had not been necessary in the last
war.
The President indicated he was
well satisfied with industry defense
measures, including formation of
the advisory council. This body was
set up by the industry at White
House suggestion, the format having been approved by the NAB
board at a special meeting held in
August.
Mr. Truman, in urging broadcasters and telecasters to use their
facilities wisely in maintaining
high morale of the American people, reasserted that the people
would buckle down to any task
asked of them by their government
if they are given the facts. He
lauded the speed with which broadcasters had organized themselves
on behalf of the common cause.
In all the conferences Judge Miller made it clear that the industry
is organized to make all its facilities "instantly available" to the
government in an emergency. The
advisory council represents stations, networks, NAB members and
non-members alike, educators and
electronics manufacturers.
At the Dept. of State Secretary
Dean Acheson met the advisory
council at 10:15 a.m. He reviewed

the current world situation and
called on radio and television executives to support with all their
ability and their facilities this nation's efforts on behalf of world
Mr. Acheson spoke easily and inpeace.
formal y, incontrast to the austere
attitude generally associated with
his public and private appearances.
At times he used salty language to
emphasize his ijoints. He did not
underestimate severity of the international situation but stressed
need for calm determination on the
part of the public. He asked broadcasters to relate the world situation to listeners and viewers in
truthful, unbiased manner.
After his unexpectedly long participation,
Acheson's
aides met with
theSecretary
council
for a
half-hour. They asked the council
to consider at the earliest possible
time all practical means of setting
up closer liaison with State Dept.
activities. Judge Miller assured officials that renewed efforts would
be made by broadcasters to present
local, national and world facts to
the American people.
Among those who took part in
the State Dept. conference were
Francis H. Russell, director of public affairs; Mi-s. Margaret R. T.
Carter, chief. Division of Public
Liaison, Office of Public Affairs;
Lincoln White, deputy, special assistant for press relations ; Michael
McDermott, special assistant for
press relations; William A. Wood,
acting chief. Radio, Television &
Visual Media Branch, Division of
Public Liaison.
Following the noon conference

The stars of
today and
tomorrow
are
II

. . . with the new era in

Allen Roth,
his chorus, strings, and orchestra
The new Thesaurus brings you bigger
and better programming packages with
top sponsor-appeal . . . top name artists!
You get comprehensive programming,
promotion, publicity, tie-ins, crossplugs, sound effects ... a steady flow
of current tunes and material . . . network-quality production. Wire or write
today for full details!

recorded

"pro|

ram
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Radio Corporation of America
RCA Victor Division
120 East 23rd Street
New York 10, N. Y.
Ctiicago • Hollywood

with President Truman the council
went to the Pentagon where Clayton Fritchey, newly appointed director of the Office of Public Information, Dept. of Defense, was host.
Others in Attendance
Other Defense Dept. representatives attended the luncheon, including information and communications officers as well as civil defense and intelligence delegates.
Secretary of Defense George C.
Marshall addressed the broadcast
group for 15 minutes, saying that
one of the greatest military problems facing the country is maintenance of morale on the home
front and among armed forces.
Work of broadcasters and telecasters on the morale front will be
invaluable to the nation and the
fighting forces overseas, he declared. Material and men cannot
win a war without high morale, he
added.
Gen. Marshall in effect gave
broadcasters a vote of confidence,
recalling
the industry's World War
II
contributions.
Three briefing officers talked to
the council and films showing the
Korean retreat were shown. It was
agreed to hold later meetings as
soon as possible to bring broadcasters up-to-date on the military
situation. The subject of censorship
was covered (see story page 81). It
was stressed that radio and TV
will be No. 1 morale builders. Examples of leaks in vital information were cited by briefing officers.
After the Pentagon conference
Judge Miller told newsmen fff the
council's purposes and noted that
its formation had been requested
by Dr. John R. Steelman, Assistant
to the President. He said it is a
voluntary mobilization of America's broadcast facilities — radio, TV
and manufacturing — to lend united
aid to the nation in its period of
crisis.
From the Pentagon the council
moved to the Dept. of Commerce
for a conference with Secretary
Sawyer and William H. Harrison,
National Production Administrator. An experienced broadcaster
(WLW Cincinnati) Secretary Sawyer asked continuing contact with
the council to work out any problems that arise.
Problem Touched Lightly
Mr. Harrison said, when questioned, that NPA hasn't yet been
able to dig very deep into the problem of allocating essential materials. The Commerce conference
lasted more than an hour.
Broadcasters were told the production authority was awaiting
military decisions and could not
make definite plans in many cases.
They said that if there's no material, manufacturers can't get it. Allotments will be tapered, where
possible, to provide time to develop
substitutes but many people will
be
hurt by allocations and restricttions.
The Broadcast Advisory Council
was formed under NAB Ijoard auspices last summer, to be representative of the entire industry,
following
Mr. time
Steelman's
suggestion. At that
Mr. Steelman

asked NAB's board to tell bro; <
casters how much the governnv i ,
appreciated the "magnificent, v >
untary
by stations
and mA
works toeffort"
halt stampede
buying.
termed it a demonstration of wt ;
the medium
could do to aid -Y
national
welfare.
At a dinner meeting held in Ne
York Oct. 2 the broad outline <,
organization was agreed upon h'
representatives of NAB, networt!
and stations. Some intramural di I
ferences were worked out and con'
plete council personnel was ai
nounced last month [Broadcas
iNG • Telecasting, Nov. 27].
(See list of council members
photo of White House meeting.)
KERO Interest Sold
PAUL R. BARTLETT, owner
KERO Bakerfield, Calif., has so
10% interest in the station f
$7,500 to Station Manager Ge;
De Young, according to transf
bid filed with FCC. Mr. De Youi
has
1946. been with the station sin
Christmas
(Continued from page SU)
mas message from London at 12 :
WCAU-TV same city presen
Happy Holiday on Saturday ar
Sunday through December, fe
turing
Santa Philadelphia
Claus' intervie^v
with hopeful
youn
sters
p.m. as well as Christmas sonj
and stories.
WJR is scheduled to origina
a 30-minute program of Poli;
Christmas carols for CBS on Dc
23. Carols will be sung by tl
Scola Cantorum of Saints Cyi
and Methodius Seminary on
network at 2:30 p.m., with a d
layed broadcast over WJR at 3 p.;
K S T P - T V Minneapolis a
nounces slanting of many reguli
shows for the holiday season. Betl
nice Hulin, What's Cookin' hostes
features a special holiday dish ea<
day on her food demonstratic
show, with a special Christm;
party scheduled for Dec. 22. Ma
jorie
You — Ladi
show isMcCrady's
emphasizingForChristmas
de
orations and fashions during D
cember. In addition, a daily chi
dren's show, presided over
Jimmy Valentine,
featui-e
minute
stories by will
Santa
Claustw
a toy setting.
KALB-AM-FM Alexandria, U
has made special arrangements
broadcast continuous programs
Christmas music daily to four ce:
tral locations in Alexandria ar
neighboring Pineville. Loud spea
ers have been placed atop city hal
of both cities and in two shoppii
centers.
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retail outlets

in four key states —

New

York,

New

Jersey, Connecticut, and Pennsylvania
estimated million dollar a year retail
drug business
in less than 1 month
at an amazingly

low cost

Further details of Thiopent's revolutionary new approach
to drug distribution ore available upon request.

watv

TELEVISION CENTER, NEWARK
REPRESENTED BY WEED AND COMPANY

1, N. J

AS this ad was written our new morning program,
l\ "3 TO GET READY" was just four days old.
Frankly,
public's
amazing:
than 1,000theletters
haveresponse
poured has
intobeen
WPTZ
in theMore
first
72 hours.
"3 TQ GET READY" is being seen on WPTZ every
morning, Monday through Friday, from 7:30 to 9:00
o'clock. It features Ernie Kovacs, probably the best television personality on the Philadelphia air today. Kovacs
is a little hard to describe. He's hilarious, he's serious,
he's viewers
quick ...
kids himself, but never his audience.
The
lovehehim.
Each morning on "3 TO GET READY" Kovacs spins
the latest platters, announces the time every five minutes,
posts the latest temperature and weather reports, brings

FIRST

IN

the news every half-hour and holds a ninety minute
kid-fest with his fans. As an added feature a sweep second
clock is continuously super-imposed in the lower left
hand corner of the picture.
We are offering "3 TO GET READY" on a participation basis, five sponsors to the half-hour segment. It's
being
a first
time tosold
pickonyour
time.come, first serve basis. So now's the
Give us a call here at WPTZ, or see your NBC Spot
Sales Representative, for the full story on "3 TO GET
READY". It's your best means of reaching the large
Philadelphia television market for minimum cost.
Phiico Television Broadcasting Corporation
7*^00 Architects Building Philadelphia 3, Penna.
Telephone LOcust 4-2244

TELEVISION

IN

PHILADELPHIA

TV-AFFIUATE

WPTZ
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Hearing Postponed, Possibly Indefinitely
ALLOCATIONS
ity on one-half of that 25% by
trust questions, it was emphasized
I FCC'S INVESTIGATION of the for each network to have fulltime
having the program accepted by as that the plan does not prevent any
access to one circuit — into four
j AT&T allocation of coaxial cable
few as one station on each leg in network from attempting to sell all
] and radio relay time among the TV
approximately equal "Circuit
the Circuit Group. To retain its the time it possibly can on all cirI networks appeared averted last
cuits, in hopes of winning priorities
priority on the other half, it must
It also sets up a complex system
Groups."
Iweek after the networks reached
have the program accepted by a away from its rivals.
of priorities to assure that each
I an agreement on "principles and
leg.
There is no allocatton problem,
network will have first call on 25%
plurality of the stations on each
procedures" to resolve their conof
the
time
on
the
circuits.
Roughof
course, in areas where four inI fiicting time needs.
If a network fails to place the
ly, it would work thus:
tercity circuits are available — one
! Though FCC had not officially
Three months before the beginprogram on enough stations, in ac- for each network. Currently, 23
; studied the agreement, it was
cordance with this system, it loses markets are interconnected by four
ning of a quarter, each network
I thought the investigation, schedwill notify the telephone company
priority on the circuit or circuits channels.
' uled to start today (Dec. 18), would
involved. The time reverts to AT&T
In dividing the other facilities
I be held up at least until the end of as to its anticipated needs for that
and is reallocated to another net- into Circuit Groups, authorities
I 1951 to permit an appraisal of the quarter.
said, the networks attempted to
work— the one which does have
Within two weeks, AT&T will
i plan i]\ actual operation. The probe
issue a schedule breaking each day program acceptances from a plural- make the groups as nearly equal
might then be reactivated, dropped,
of the broadcast week into time
ity of the stations on the circuit.
as possible from a dollar standj or retained in status quo, dependpoint, based on the rate cards of
In event of a tie, the time goes to
periods and designating the order
!l ing on the plan's success.
the network which has had fewer
in which the networks will exercise
the stations involved. As new cir1 The possibility of an "indefinite
cuits are put into operation, they
their choice of Circuit Groups for hours on the circuit.
' postponement" was broached by E.
will
be
added to the Circuit Groups
each time period — each network bePriority Procedure
' Stratford Smith, FCC attorney aswhich appear at the time to have
ing entitled to one Circuit Group
i signed to the case, and Jack Werthe lowest dollar values.
for each time period.
To recapture a "lost" priority,
: ner, chief of the Common Carrier
the network which lost it must obThe
networks
will
make
known
The networks' negotiations were
: Bureau, in a post-agreement petitain program acceptances from at attended in part by representatives
their choices 45 days before the
I tion filed Wednesday and granted
least 50% of the stations or marof the FCC and the AT&T. AlThursday by Examiner Hugh B. beginning of the quarter. Three
kets on the circuit.
though the plan which was evloved
i Hutchison, who had been desig- weeks before the quarter starts,
was credited to contributions by
In support of the agreement,
they must tell AT&T what stations
' nated to preside over the hearing.
have accepted their program.
observers pointed out that it as- representatives of all the networks
sures that each network will have and of the Commission and telePostponed to Jan. 15
In each 7-11 p.m. and 3-7 p.m.
period,
each
network
will
have
an opportunity to get distribution
As requested by the petition, Exphone company, Joseph A. Mcfacilities for its programs, and yet
Donald, ABC vice president, secre! aminer Hutchison granted a post- priority on 25% of the time on each
tary and general attorney, was
will require the network to rely on
in the Circuit Group which
' ponement of the hearing date to circuit
it has chosen. But there is a its own salesmanship and program
singled out for his research work
Jan. 15 so the Commission can
and general leadership in the atconsider indefinite postponement,
quality
to
secure
acceptances
enproviso :
tempt to reach accord.
abling it to make good on the opand also to permit individual TV
To retain that priority, the network must have stations to take portunity.
When
it initiated
its investigalicensees to express their views.
(Continued
on page
61)
To forestall any possible antiits program. It can keep its priorFCC authorities refused to speculate on the agreement's possible
effect on the companion proceeding
in which the Commission proposed
BAB Issues Local Sales Pitch
to limit the amount of time that
FACTS
Of
VIDEO
TV stations in one-, two, and threeTelevision is big, the pitch goes
station markets might take from
THE FACTS of television, national
pages, cutouts, half-sheets, flaps
a single network. The degree of and local, have been compiled by and similar devices.
on to explain, "so big that surveys
After the viewer has been told can't keep up with its growth." The
success under the time-allocation
Broadcast Advertising Bureau in
agreement presumably might bear
9,700,000 sets-in-operation figure of
a desktop presentation designed for that newspapers and magazines are
heavily upon the disposition of the
limited by cold type and motionless
Dec. 1, 1950, is cited along with the
local sales use by NAB members.
companion case, observers felt.
illustrations, with warmth of per- 107 stations serving 63 markets in
"Before Their Very Eyes,"
The agreement culminated a theTitled
34 states and including over half
sonalized selling absent, the claim
presentation was prepared by
week of conferences among the
the nation's families within a 40Hugh
M.
P.
Higgins,
BAB
director.
is
made
that
"radio
gets
closer"
networks after their failure to
because of its personal, direct ap- mile range of one or more stations.
It
wraps
up
in
an
easily
handled
agree .last fall forced AT&T to package the basic claims on behalf
Furthermore, it is shown TV
proach with warmth and persuasiveness of the human voice.
make arbitrary allocations which
reached an average of three out of
of TV as a sales weapon.
DuMont and ABC protested, leadThat's fine, but now comes the four families in each TV market
Presentation Makeup
word-of-mouth salesmanship of raas of last October, and the medium
ing to FCC's initiation of its probe.
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy atdio plus the face-to-face, over-theStaring at the viewer of the .pres"is
growing faster every day." Set
tended one of the final conferences.
counter salesmanship of television,
entation as he first looks at a transproduction in 1950 was estimated
the
presentation
continues,
adding
parent
overlay
is
a
family
of
six,
at
over
6 million up to Dec. 1.
I Allocations for the present quarMore important than bigness, it
creating a vivid audience illusion.
' ter, perhaps with some adjustthat with TV "you cptl now sell
ments, will continue for the first When the cover is flipped, the docuis stated, is the attention-getting
before their very eyes."
quarter of 1951, with quarterly
ment goes right to work with the
TV's real magic, it is explained,
power of TV, described as ahead of
allocations under the new agreeall other media. Sets-in-use data
is this: "It puts the businessman
statement that "Any businessman
ment to start with the three-month
are shown, with average family
— (you, for example) — knows that right into people's living rooms
where
he
can
talk
about,
display,
the best way to sell a customer is
viewing of 4.6 hours per day. TeleIjperiod beginning April 1.
explain, and sell his product by
' The agreement divides AT&T's
vision is described as a "family
face-to-face."
matter, the perfect setting not only
The sales statements are vividly
means of face-to-face salesmanship
intercity TV facilities — that is,
(Conti)iited
on page 60)
1 those where there are not enough
emphasized by use of multi-colored
in the home."
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DON LEE SALE
Some Aspects Questioned

DISCUSSING the Unk & Andy show, presented by Bry's Department Store on
WMCT (TV) Memphis, are (I to r) Bill Brarzll, WMCT local sales manager;
Henry Judson, Bry's advertising manager; Jean Perry, local producer on the
show who holds a figure of Andy to be used in commercials, and Tony
Benonder, Air Press Advertising Agency, which handles the account. The
program is released through United Artists Television.
Favorable

Comments

On Showings
RCA COLORCASTS
SECOND week of RCA color TV demonstrations at the NBC Washington
studios -brought favorable comments from most industry executives who
witnessed the latest version of its compatible, dot-sequential system
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec. 11].
Newsmen who saw the early *
demonstrations starting Dec. 5 felt that of Robert D. Swezey, WDSUTV New Orleans, who said the
that the pictures were greatly impicture was acceptable though he
proved in the second week. Many
wondered if color fidelity might be
station, manufacturer, legal and
improved. C. M. Jansky, of the
other industry leaders thought
RCA's color is about ready for the firm of Jansky & Bailey, said RCA
public or for a competitive showhad made "remarkable improvedown with CBS.
ment." Stuart L. Bailey, of the
same consulting firm, agreed it is
At a Tuesday afternoon demon"much better." William L. Foss,
stration some signs of blue-green
reflections were visible on the foreconsultant, said it "looks good, the
head of Dr. E. W. Engstrom, RCA
best RCA color I've seen."
CBS executives were scheduled
vice president of research, as he
to witness the RCA demonstration
appeared on the colorcast as m.c.
He wore a light, tan coat in conFriday, last scheduled day of showtrast to a dark coat at the opening
ings. RCA officials indicated the
demonstration. This dark coat had
FCC had not been officially repbeen blamed for reflections. An
resented at any of the showings as
orange-colored flower in his lapel far as they knew.
was sharp whereas it bloomed on
the receiver observed a week before.
Both color and black-and-white
pictures appeared sharper than
TOAST' SUIT Settlement Seen
Out-of-Court
was the case at early showings.
CHICAGO
attorneys for Irene
The black-and-white pictures drew
Castle McLaughlin Enzinger, who
many comments because of the unusually rich tones characteristic of is suing Ed Sullivan, CBS and Ford
Motor Co. for $250,000, expect an
RCA's compatible system.
out-of-court settlement this week
Picture Seemed Sharper
"if the amount is large enough."
The color carousel, rotating
Mr. Sullivan's attorney, Leroy R.
from time to time, appeared
Krein of Arvey, Hodes & Mantynsharper and was marked by even
band, Chicago, filed a motion for
tones across the picture in condismissal in Chicago Circuit Court
trast to marked highlights in the Dec. 8. This is still pending and
picture center in first showings.
arguments will be heard after a
A baked ham was not well colored,
hearing date has been set if no outperhaps due to lighting or the ham
of-court agreement is made.
itself.
Mrs. Enzinger, Chicago socialite
and former dancing star, charges
Boxes of Duz, Tide, Maxwell
House coffee and other household
that Mr. Sullivan used on Toast of
the Town without permission some
items appeared brilliant and quite
sharp, promising an effective ve- clips from a 1912 movie in which
hicle for color adver*^isers. Reds,
she appeared with her former husband and dancing partner, Vernon
in general, were a little on the
henna side.
Castle. She charges invasion of
Typical of station reaction was
privacy.
P^ge 54 • December 18, 1950

CERTAIN ASPECTS of the $12,320,000 sale of Don Lee radio and
TV properties in part to General
Tire and Rubber Co. [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Nov. 20] were
questioned last week by Edwin W.
Pauley's Television California in a
petition to FCC for return of TV
Channel 2 to the San Francisco
comparative proceeding.
The Pauley group contended
Channel 2 has never been finally
authorized to Don Lee by FCC, citing the Court of Appeals' ruling
which dismissed as premature its
complaint that FCC illegally set
aside Channel 2 for Don Lee pendingtions
outcome
the [Broadcasting
network's starenewalofcase
• Telecasting, April 3]. On this
basis. Television California indicated Don Lee cannot transfer its
"application" for Channel 2 in San
Francisco to General Tire since
such
ing. would violate the Commission's rules and constitute traffickTelevision California asked in
the event FCC approved the Don
Lee transfers that the Commission
include "an express caveat in such
consent stating that the approval
thus given includes no 'grandfather' or other rights" in Channel 2
at San Francisco and that FCC
order Channel 2 returned to the
comparative proceeding "from
which
was settlement
removed" by
FCCDonin
1948 to itawait
of the
Lee network case.
Mutual Ownership
One phase of the complex Don
Lee sale questioned by Television
California was resulting change in
ownership of Mutual. General
Tire's Yankee Network owns 19%
of Mutual and so does Don Lee
Network, the petition noted, which
would mean General Tire would
become 38% owner of MBS. MBS
bylaws, however, specify that no
single entity can hold more than
25% of its stock without approval
by other stockholders and no provision has been presented FCC to
correct this, the petition stated.
Similarly, Television California
noted General Tire and CBS, which
would acquire Don Lee's KTSL
(TV) Los Angeles, are to pay
$5,200,000 over 10 years to the
First National Bank of Akron as
rental for certain Don Lee building
property which cost postwar only
$2,100,000 to construct. The bank is
acquiring the Don Lee assets and
reselling the broadcast operations.
The petition noted that until FCC
"obtains full information regarding
this 'deal,' one can rightly speculate how much trafficking in construction permits and applications
is involved in this leasehold device."
GENERAL PRECISION Laboratory
Inc., Pleasantville, N. Y., has announced new TV recorder with electronic instead of mechanical controls.
Company says pictures produced by
new unit are comparable in quality to
live telecasts.

TV

COSTS
NAB

Survey Issue

AVERAGE operating cost of T
stations, exclusive of networks, wj 1
$564,000 per station in 1949, a!
cording
analysis
by ofRichard
Doherty, toNAB
director
employ ]':
employer relations, and the NA I
Research Dept., headed by Dr. Ke '
neth H. Baker.
Payrolls comprised the large
single item, nearly 50% of toti
expenses, it was shown. Depreei;
tion and amortization absorbed
average of 16%.
Of stations on the air 12 montl
in 1949, technical expenses cor
prised 29% of expenses, progran
357c, selling 6% and genera
administrative, 30%. A great
altered pattern is anticipated wh(
1950 data are compiled.

CBS

COLOR
Acclaimed in Phil
WHILE a federal court in Chica;
pondered its decision in the RC
suit against FCC's approval of CI
color TV, and with RCA contin
ing its Washington demonstratio
of improvements in the RCA col
system (see adjacent story), CI
last
Thursday
showings
of the extended
CBS color pub'
tec
nique to Philadelphia.
CBS spokesmen said the first i
action to the Philadelphia demo
strations was "terrific," like th
of "the more than 100,000 Nc
Yorkers who have already seen t
CBS color
demonstrations"
in pro
ress
in New
York since Nov.
They claimed public clam
forced them to open the doors to
"advance preview" almost six hou
before the first scheduled put
showing, and that more than 2,0il
downtown Christmas shoppers w
nessed the premature demonstr
tion.
The Philadelphia showings, a
ranged in conjunction with WCA
TV there and slated to attain
Monday -through -Saturday stat
beginning last Friday, were ma
via coaxial cable transmissioi
Representatives of the Philadelph
Bulletin, the Daily News, and oth
publications and civic and busine
organizations were credited wi
enthusiastic
reports on the openii
showing.
Addition of other cities to t
demonstration schedule is plann
for the near future by CBS-T
authorities said.
Coy Talks on Color
FCC CHAIRMAN Wayne Coy ga
an off-the-record talk last Tuesds
evening on color TV at a dinn
meeting of the Washington, D. (
chapter of the American Socie
for Public Administration. He r
viewed generally the developmer
leading up to and following t
Commission's recent highly co
troversial decision favoring tl
CBS system and discussed the a
ministrative
aspects and probler
involved.
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Moderator Maggie McNellis se
^
off a display of the STponsot
* * product.
*
^
thirds contain questions for use (
the program.
Girls Answer Queries
Sent by Listeners
Leave It to' the Girls featur
a panel of glamorous and succes
ful women who answer queri
sent in by followers of the pi
gram. One man guest appears
each show in an effort to defe:
the male point of view.
The show is packaged and own
by Martha Rountree, owner a
producer of Meet the Press. Amo:j
the girls who have appeared
the show are Faye Emerson, II
Chase, Constance Bennett, Mad
Evans, and scores more of simil
eminence, besides of course t
three regulars, Dorothy Kilgallf
Eloise McElhone and Florer.
Pi-ichett, and Maggie McNellis, t
somewhat immoderate moderat
For the past five years Regei
have been serviced by Brool
Smith, French & Dorrance, N
York, advertising agency. Thaj
Ridgway, vice president, is 1

to the Girls. That
LEAVE Itisel
y what Regent
is prec
Cigarettes has done, and the
girls have left the firm 52% richer
in sales in New York City with a
SOVc enrichment throughout the
rest of the country.
For those who may have spent
the past 10 months on a Pacific
atoll, it may bear mentioning that
Leave It to the G'rls is a television show, seen each Sunday on
NBC-TV. Though actually it is
not so much seen as heard.
The quintet of women to whom
things are left are probably the
most vocal group of entertainers
since the Hall Room Boys left
vaudeville presumably to campaign for Warren Harding.
And what the girls are vocal
about is boys — or men, as the case
may be. Like the preacher and
sin in the Calvin Coolidge story,
they are against them. And if they
haven't succeeded completely in
selling their point of view, they
certainly have been successful in
selling cigarettes for Frank N.
Riggio, a man.

REGENTS

cigarette on the market and have
it sell against the accepted and
older brands unless an unusual
factor could be added. So with
characteristic thoroughness, he
added several unusual factors. He
manufactured the cigarette in the
oval shape — to produce slower
burning — and marketed it in a
crush-proof box, advertising it as
a premium cigarette at popular
At first he placed his advertisprice.
ing in newspaper and magazines,
with limited results. In February
1950 he turned to television and
Leave It to the Girls.
Originally the company sponsored only the New York outlet of
the show.
Sales increased over

15% by the end of the first month.
The advertiser then extended the
show to Philadelphia, Wilmington,
Baltimore and Syracuse. By July
of this year the sales of the cigarettes had registered the aforementioned gain of 52% in New York
and more than 30% nationally.
In August Regents expanded the
program to full network coverage.
Mail Pull Figures
Point to Appeal
Further validation of the appeal
of the show is revealed by its mail
pull figures. Unsolicitedly, onethird of these letters praise the
show, the quality of commercials
and the performances of the individual girls. The other two-

account executive.
The agency writes and crea
the integrated commercials on
show maintaining three writers
its staff to create the three-min
advertisements on the progr;
The commercials are composed
character specifically for e
member of the panel.
The lone regular male mem
of the show is Announcer
Warren who, in his expert
supremely natural delivery of
commercials, inadvertently ta
some of the sting out of the g
androphobia.
Here is a man
viously worthy of the most
criminating woman — the one
smokes Regents, that is.

Riggio Bucks 'Big Five'
With N ew Methods
But, in extenuation, it should be
made clear that Mr. Riggio, 46, is
no ordinary man.
Eldest son of
Vincent Riggio, chairman of the
board of the
American Tobacco Co., Frank
Riggio resigned
from that company in 1938 to
buck the "Big
Five" with a new
cigarette and new
msichandising
methods.
Mr. Ridgway
Mr . Riggio
realized that it
was virtually impossible to place a
December 18, 1950
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Regent's sales team of glamorous experts holds court.
Telecasting
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License
iSCAP

Forms

To

Be

Out

Soon

RATES

SCAP Thursday notified TV
■oadcasters that it expects shortly
I'lhave a per-program license form
ady for their acceptance. ASCAP
,id this form will be sent them
gather with the blanket license
•afted a year ago and that they
ien will have 30 days in which to
; rpt one form or the other; to
liate individual contracts with
SCAP for the video use of some
(• all of its music; to get along
jthout any ASCAP tunes, or to
the courts to determine what
i;e fee should be.
'The letter, written by Otto A.
larbach, ASCAP president, folwing the monthly ASCAP board
ieeting, does not divulge the terms
■ the per-program
license but
ilUCATION BY TV

WWJ-TV Showing Slated
3LLEGE education by television
-the U. of Michigan's Television
-,our aired by WWJ-TV Detroit
tch Sunday from 1 to 2 p.m. —
las slated for showing yesterday
Sunday) before a select audience
I industry, Congressional and
ICC officials in Washington, D. C.
liHarry Bannister, general manker, WWJ-TV, the Detroit News
ijation, described the program as
the first step along the road leadIg to a complete college education
television."
Station arranged
: show the program in the Adamselamilton Room of the Wardman
ark Hotel by means of leased
'"iaxial cable facilities.
Those invited to attend the showg included FCC Chairman Wayne
)y and other Commission memrs; Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (Dand members of the Senate
iterstate & Foreign Commerce
J ammittee, of which he is chairan, as well as representatives on
e House Interstate & Foreign
inmerce Committee; NAB Presint Justin Miller and General
anager William Ryan; key inrmation branch officials of the
efense Dept. and other governent agencies.

states that this license "will bear a
reasonable relationship to the
blanket license justifiable by applicable business
factors."
The present
interim
license form
was extended from Dec. 15 to 30
days after the telecaster has received the license forms from
ASCAP. Within that period the
station operator must decide
whether or not he wants to continue to use the society's music on
his TV station. If he does, Mr.
Harbach explains, he has the following options for paying for this
music:
(A) Signing a per-program form
and paying on that basis and furnishing the requisite logs, music lists and
reports for the entire term (i.e., from
the effective date of the interim license agreement to the expiration of
such per program license agreement) ;
(B) Signing a per-program form,
paying and reporting at blanket rates
up until the signing of the form and

thereafter at per-program rates;
(C) Signing a per-program form,
paying and reportir.g at blanket rates
up and until such dates prior to the
dates of such signing as the station
may have adequate logs, music lists
and reports, and thereafter, at perprogram rates ;
(D) Signing and paying on the
basis of the blanket license for the
entire term.
If the telecaster decides not to
sign either license form, the letter
states, "the temporary license will
terminate at the end of such 30day period and within 40 days
thereafter you should adjust your
interim payments with us on whichever of the following bases you
may choose:
"(A) Standard Blanket TV rate;
"(B) Rate named in the per-program TV license forms to be sent to
you;"(C) The reasonable value of the
license."
Advertisers

CANADA

VIDEO

Show

Interest

At First TV Clinic

INCREASING interest by Canadian advertisers in television was shown
at the First Canadian Television Clinic held at Toronto Dec. 7-9. Executives from business firms not now using radio, and advertising agencies
with few radio accounts, featured attendance at the meet, held under
the auspices of the Academy of
of 10 hours a week of the leisure
Radio Arts, Toronto. Attendance
time of the average person. He
at clinics averaged close to 100 and
luncheons addressed by leaders in stated that Canadians would seize
U.S. television were attended by on TV as avidly as has the public
in the United States. The pursome 200 persons.
chase of TV sets in Canada is
All phases of television were dis- already proving this, he pointed
cussed at the clinic, with American
out. "(jolor TV is frozen, but blacktelevision specialists as the speakand-white TV is hotter than a
ers. They told Canadians what
pistol,"
he said.
had developed in the United States,
Maurice B. Mitchell, vice pressome of the difficulties encountered,
ident and general manager of Aswhat was expected to develop and
sociated Program Services, New
what pitfalls Canadian advertisers,
York, told the group how TV as
telecasters, performers and engi- an advertising medium is changing
neers could expect.
the buying habits and shopping
The clinic opened with the first trends of a large section of the
demonstration of theatre television
American public. He pointed out
in Canada. Those attending the in detail the advantages of TV over
clinic were telecast as they entered
other media, but he felt that radio
the Imperial Theatre, largest Ca- would not suffer as a result. When
nadian movie house. A tour of the the ultra high frequencies are
operating booths followed to show
opened there will be room for 900
the technical aspects of theatre
TV stations in the U.S., he said.
television from a mobile pick-up
Other Articles on Tobacco
TV Effect on Radio
unit.
Manufacturing in BROADChairman Lorne Greene, wellC. E. Hooper, president, C. E.
known Canadian newscaster, and
ICASTING • TELECASTING
Hooper
Inc., New York, told Cadirector of the Academy of Radio
nadians of the effect of TV on radio
listenin?? in the last two years.
Ai'ts, in an introductory address
stated that already close to 200,000
Calvin Kuhl, vice president of J.
icky Strike scores with jingles — In Canadians are affected by TV even
Walter Thompson Co., New York,
pReview, Dec. 4, 7950.
though as yet there is no TV sta- gave Canadian performers somejtbacco radio budgets up for 1950tion in Canada. With close to 30,000
thing to think about when he told
151 campaign — A survey, Sept. 78, sets in the international border
them some of the difficulties en|17950.
area of southern Ontario, Canadcountered in television production.
ians ave beginning to change their
The second day of the clinic was
1 le Big Story proves radio-TV success
I for Pall Mall — A feature, July 3, living habits ~nd buying habits to devoted to detailed data for TV
fit the TV ag he said.
specialists. Murray Grabhorn, vice
j 7950.
Paul
Raibi president of president of ABC, New York, dealt
lar smoking survey by WOR — A
with the social and economic effects
Paramount Tei on Productions,
featurette, March 6, 7950.
New
York,
at
che
opening
day
of
television. Rudy Bretz, TV contima sales rise with Basil Rathbone
sultant. New York, dealt with pracshow — A featurette, Aug. 29, luncheon reviewed TV progress,
explaining how TV is changing
tical pitfalls of telecasting at the
1949.
living habits and taking an average
luncheon and stated that experielc casting
• BROADCASTING

AS GUEST speaker at a luncheon
meeting of the Advertising Club of
the Columbus (Ohio) Chamber of
Commerce, Clarence Hatch Jr.
(center), executive vice president,
D. P. Brother & Co., Detroit agency,
stressed the use of television commercials in planning promotion campaigns. Here Mr. Hatch checks a TV
film commercial with Ad Clubbers
James Leonard (I), general manager,
WLWC(TV) Columbus, and Jerome
R. Reeves, program and promotion
director, WBNS-TV Columbus.
mentation could be expected from
the smaller stations.
Planning of television commercials was discussed by Thomas A.
Wright Jr., BBDO, New York.
Mr. Wright showed how an
agency should go about setting up
a TV department, and Mr. Bretz
dealt with films for television. The
role of the director and writer in
TV was explained by Ernest Walling, program director of NBC-TV.
William O'Brien of Allen B. DuMont Labs, New York, explained
developments in industrial TV.
Station operations and various
engineering aspects were dealt with
in a panel session featuring Alphonse Ouimet, Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Montreal, chairman;
George Gill, Kliegl Bros., New
York; and Harry Prevey, Canadian General Electric, Toronto.
The last day of the clinic dealt
with programming, education, commercial production costs, technical
aspects of studio production and a
forecast of TV development in
Canada. Among the speakers were
James L. Caddigan, DuMont TV
Network, New York; Lynn Poole,
Johns Hopkins U., Baltimore;
Charles Holden, ABC - TV, New
York; Wells Barnett Jr., Blair
TV, New York.
'Gone With the Wind'
WSB-TV Atlanta observed
the 10th anniversary of the
movie version of the late
Margaret
Mitchell's
With the Wind,
which hadGone
its
world premiere in Miss
Mitchell's native Atlanta,
with a 15-minute movie review and memorial program
last Friday. Mayor William
Hartsfield, who shot most of
the review film a decade ago,
slso appeared in person on
Friday's program.
December 18, 19^0
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Influence
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^DALLAS

LARGEST

TELEVISION
MARKET

. .

DALLAS
FT- WORTH
Combined Population
DALLAS and TARRANT
COUNTIES ...
920,500

NOW

tJiere

are

USE of TV advertised products is
substantially higher in homes viewing the sponsor's message than in
non-viewing homes. This influence
of TV as a selling medium is vividly
demonstrated in a presentation prepared for the Spot the Sponsor program on the basis of data compiled
in the New York TV area by Advertest Research.
It was reported by Thomas-Varney Inc., the program's packager,
that 29.8% more "verified viewers"
had specific brands advertised on
the program in their kitchen than
non-viewers. Up to 26.7% of the
"verified viewers" remembered buying and using the product for the
first time within four months before
the survey was made. Use of the
products advertised on the program
was found to be 16.4% higher
among viewing families than nonviewing families.
Spot the Sponsor was telecast in
four one-minute segments, five
times a week. In all, nine different
products were used each week. Program was basically a memory game
with six products shown during the
first telecast each day. One product was omitted during each of the
three subsequent daily telecasts and
viewers were called to identify the
missing product. Winners received
cash prizes.
In the area it was found that
24.8% of the TV families were
"verified viewers," those who not
only claimed to be viewers but also
could identify without aid one or
more products advertised. Among

the brands advertised, product
identification ran to as high as
78.7% among viewers. The same
product was shown to be in the
kitchens of 34.3% of the viewers,
43.5% higher than among nonviewers. On the average, viewers
were able to identify 2.4 products
advertised on Spot the Sponsor.
Although the presentation points
out that other advertising forces
were at work, it was found that
"one out of every 10 families having the product in their homes reported buying and using it for the
first time within the past four
months" — the period since the program started.
WHAS-TV, WWJ-TV
Set New Rate Structures
TWO television stations have announced new rate structures effective Jan. 1. At WHAS-TV Louisville the hourly rate increases from
$300 to $400. WWJ-TV Detroit will
up its basic hourly rate from $800
to $1,100.
Spots jumt) from $50 to $65 at
WHAS-TV when Rate Card No. 3
goes into effect. Minute participations will be available at $55 in
Class B time and $40 in Class C
time.
For spots of one-minute or less
in Class A time (6-11 p.m. daily;
3-1 p.m. Sunday) at WWJ-TV the
rate will become $200. An hour of
Class B time (9 a.m. -6 p.m.) will
start at $660 while spots are set at
$132. WWJ-TV also announces that

of Ac
in Surv

(Report 142)
the station is stabilizing rate c
protection for a one-year per
The new rate card is number i
for the station.
* * *
Truman Tops
Multi-Market

Telepuls

PRESIDENT
TRUMAN'S
tion speech Nov.
4 had pre-€'
a t
vision rating of 47.8, accordinj
the latest Multi-Market Telepi
released last week by The P
Inc. His combined rating on
four TV networks topped Mi
Berle's rating for the week by n
than one point. Among the mi
weekly shows, Howdy-Doody
Rating
reported
as having
the hig'1
rating. Full
Multi-Market
pulse was reported as follows
47.8
Once-A-Week Shows
Program
Av
Nov.
30.8
PresidentStarTruman
46.5
Texaco
Theatre
Toast of the Town
Phiico TV Playhouse
Your Show of Shows
Four Star Revue (Durante) 30.5
Fireside Theatre
29.4
Comedy Hour (E. Cantor) 26.7
29.1
25.1
28.4 Rating
Stop TheOneMusic
24.7
Studio
Multi-Weekly Shows
Howdy Doody
Camel News Caravan
Kukia, Fran & OIlie
Perry
CBS-TVComo
News
Faye Emerson * (Tues., Thur.)
Captain
The
LittleVideo
Show
Mohawk Showroom
Small Fry Club
Broadway
House
* 9.8 — Open
Tues, Thur,
Sat.

Program Av
Nov.
15.1
13.9
11.9
11.0
10.6
10.4
10.2
9.7
9.7
8.4
8.4
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AM-FM-TV
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Weekly Television SummaryCity
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area City
Outlets On Air
Sets in
Albuquerque KOB-TV
5,700 Louisville WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
Ames
WOl-TV
26,258 Miami
Memphis WTVJ
WMCT
Atlanta WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
67,800
11
Baltimore WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
240,476 Milwaukee WTMJ-TV
II
Binghamton WNBF-TV
27,154 Minn.-St. Paul KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
Birmingham WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
27,500 Nashville WSM-TV
Bloomington WTTV
11,340 New Haven WNHC-TV
Boston WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
580,245 New
WDSU-TV
Buffalo WBEN-TV
160,180 New Orleans
York WABD, WCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
Charlotte WETV
43,504
WOR-TV, WPIX
1,8:
inc. in N. Y. Est
Chicago WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
737,407 Newark WATV
Cincinnati WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WIWT
209,000 Norfolk WTAR-TV
Cleveland WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
372,213 Oklahoma City WKY-TV
Columbus WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
114,000 Omaha
Dallas,
WOW-TV
Philadelphia KMTV,
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
7
Ft. Worth KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
91,877 Phoenix KPHO-TV
Davenport
WOC-TV
32,199
Pittsburgh
WDTV
1:
Quad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline
Providence
WJAR-TV
WHiO-TV, WLWD
Richmond
WTVR
Dayton
140,000
Detroit
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
Rochester WHAM-TV
376,706 Rock
WICU
Erie
Island
Quad
Cities WHBF-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
42,576
rs.Dallas
WorthSalt
Lake
City
KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
Grand Rapids W LAV-TV
San Antonio KEYL, WOAI-TV
91,877
Greensboro
97,166
WFMY-TV
35,901 San Diego
Houston
Francisco KFMB-TV
KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
1
KPRC-TV
53,751
Schenectady
1
Albany-Troy WRGB
HuntingtonCharleston
WSAZ-TV
Indianapolis
30,000
WFBM-TV
KING-TV
102,000 Seattle
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
St. Louis KSD-TV
WJAC-TV
22,000
Johnstown
Syracuse WHEN, WSYR-TV
54,472
KalamazooWSPD-TV
Battle City
Creek WKZO-TV
53,589 Toledo
Tulsa
KOTV
Kansas
WDAF-TV
83,450
Utica-Rome
WKTV
Lancaster
WGAL-TV
68,474 Washington WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WHO
Lansing
WJIM-TV
32,500 Wilmington WDEL-TV
Lot Angeles
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
KTLA,
KTSL,
KTTV
831,232
Estimated Total Sett in Use 9,7
Total Markets en Air 63
Stations en Air 107
area. Where coverage arest overlap tet counts
Editor's Note: Totals for each market represent estimated sett within te leviewing
partially duplicated. Sources of set estimates are based on data from dealers, distributors, TV Circulation committees, electric companii
manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain un changed in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas it nace
approximate.
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BUT, SAD TO RELATE, IN SELECTING HER LURE,
THE LASS'S TECHNIQUE

To Woo

THE

SHOW

PROVED

EXTREMELY UNSURE.

Dayton*

Dollars

MUSI

60

ON

WHIO-TV
* If your heart's set on the Dayton market
(and why not, with its wealth in both
income and TV sets?) come woo it the
right way. Dayton, and the surrounding
Miami Valley, offers a total of 142,000 TV
sets (yesterday's figure!) dominated^ by
WHIO-TV, the area's first and leading
station. Let our National Representative
G. P. Hollingbery Company give you facts,
AND WHAT GOOD'S A LOUSE WHO JUST WANTS TO PLAY HOUSE
J.

figures, and A. M. availabilities.

WHEN A GAL'S GOT HER HEART REALLY SET ON A SPOUSE?

MORAL: Woo your Dayton market
through Dayton's first and
favorite station — WHIO-TV.

'elecasting

• BROADCASTING

fPw/se
October
shows
WHIO-TV
had report
13 of top
20
televised shows!
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Youth conference Urges
CHANNELS
RESERVi
RESERVATION by the FCC of tion in Panel 22 was Elliot Birn- word was the first channel of teachbaum, of the Syracuse (N. Y.)
ing and that today radio, recordTV channels for non - commercial
educational stations was advocated
ings, TV and other mass media are
Commission
for
Children's
Entertainment.
placing emphasis on the spoken
in a resolution adopted by the Midcentury White House Conference
The censorship spectre arose on word.
on Children and Youth, held at another occasion when a speaker
Dr. Birnbaum said a Syracuse
Washington a fortnight ago.
survey shows the average child
suggested regulating radio and TV
Action followed adoption of a channels was like regulating navi- spends four hours daily looking at
gation on rivers. Mr. Hardy came
TV, often more time than they
similar resolution by a communications panel despite a minority re- back quickly with a prediction that spend in classrooms.
port submitted by Ralph W. Hardy,
"if the time comes when we channel
Robert Saudek, ABC vice presiall river navigation and avenues
NAB government affairs director,
dent in charge of public communispeaking for opponents of the idea. of speech through one source, or
cation, told a panel on "Mass MeThe full conference also adopted
when a government agency decides
dia of Communication — Their Use
what ideas and entertainment shall
a resolution calling on the TV
Misuse" that radio and TV "are
be permitted the people, then the and
industry and educational, health
like a new and most exciting liUnited
States
will
have
entered
a
and social agencies "to accept the
brary at home" for those who take
whole new era of thinking on free- the trouble
to know what is good
great social responsibility" created
by the unprecedented growth of
on the air and to guide their childom of speech."
television and its potential as a
dren to it.
Urges Professional Help
medium for mass education.
"If you parents, pediatricians,
When the communications panel
The panel recommended professional help and advice for all edu- psychologists and teachers are suf(No. 22) adopted a resolution recficiently conscious of the content
cational organizations using mass
ommending the stand of education
of the public service programs on
groups seeking TV channels, as media and urged the TV industry
well as favorable action on a re- to set up an agency to develop and radio and television," he said, "then
quest of the Joint Committee on extend daily programs meeting the you are letting radio and television
intellectual and emotional needs of contribute to the development of
Educational Television, Mr. Hardy
contended in his minority report
your children.
the country's children and youth.
"If, on the other hand, any one
Dr. Lyman Bryson of Columbia
that the joint committee's request
of you is so myopic that all you
"raised very serious questions in- U., who has led many CBS forum
volving the principle of compulsion
discussions, was chairman of the see on the screen or hear on the
loud speaker is trash, then you are
and censorship" on the part of the panel, titled "Mass Media of ComFCC in cities having only one
munication as Channels for Influ- the kind of negligent and lazy truschannel. He contended it advocated
tees of your children who must also
Personality Development."
entrance by the FCC into the field When encing
Anne Usher, of Better be allowing them to eat candy when
there is milk in the house; read
of program content.
Homes & Gardens magazine, comdime novels when there is the Book
Author of the education resolumented American parents should
control the TV viewing of their of Knowledge in the house . . ."
Defending the printed word
children. Dr. Bryson said: "The
only noise that one does not hear against "such relative neophytes in
MOBIL TV UNIT
in the living room today is the the field of communications as radio
sound of the parental foot going and television," Otis Wiese, editor
and publisher of McCall's magaDr. David Mace, of Madison,
zine, said : "Like his fellow newsN.down."
J., and London, said parents
paper editor, but unlike the direcshould listen to the radio with their
tors of the other media — movies,
children so the children can profit radio and television — the magazine
through discussion and guidance.
editor's activities are not subject
Dr. Bryson noted that the spoken
to review or censorship and his license to operate is not under threat
of revocation by any established
Facts of Video
For Sale; Reasonable
Dr. Bryson, also leader of this
(Continued from page 53)
Attention TV Stations:
panel,
thatbe "every
agency."
tionwarned
demands to
judged instituby its
for individual but group selling."
Here's your chance to
best
—
the
press,
the
radio, even
Ways
of
taking
advantage
of
buy an AGF-Brill bus,
this concentrated attention are list- the family, the church, the school."
completely equipped for
Dean Bruce E. Mahan, of the
ed, including film, signs and voice,
use as a mobil TV unit,
State U. of Iowa Extension Divipuppets
or
animation,
eye-to-eye
at a reasonable price.
sion, said, "we will all admit there
(salesman right before the camera).
are bad movies, radio, television
Unit adapted from 1946
and comics, but the good so far
32-passenger, air-condiTV really sells, it is claimed, and
outweighs the bad that we need
tioned, cross-country
the Hofstra College data are cited.
only
accentuate the positive and
bus. Roof platform
Case histories are reviewed in capsule form. Blank space is provided
reached by trap door.
eliminate the negative."
for local TV data.
Excellent tires and mechanical condition.
As to TV's cost, it is explained
on the basis of Hofstra data that
Driven less than 25,000
Sealtest on CBS-TV
TV advertisers average $19 in exmiles since completed in
NATIONAL Dairy (Sealtest prodtra sales per $1 spent on the meucts) will sponsor Big To}} on
April, 1948, by WLWdium. Number of advertisers has
Television. Have two
CBS-TV starting Jan. 27, Satm-increased from 680 in 1948 to an
other mobil units so this
day, 12 noon to 1 p.m. Show feaestimated 5,000 and TV advertistures Jack Stirling as m.c. and
one is no longer needed.
ing from an estimated $8.7 million
originates in Camden, N. J.,
No technical equipment
to
$75 million.
ll'/c in through WCAU-TV Philadelphia.
number
of local Increase
retailers isof recalled.
included. Gall or write
Advertiser will sponsor the hourJ. R. McDonild, WLW,
Dollar for dollar, BAB explains,
Icng program in addition to its
Cincinnati 2, Ohio. Phone
TV pays off better (and faster) for Kukla, Fran & Ollie show on NBCTV. N. W. Ayer & Son, New
local advertisers than any other
GHerry 1822.
York, is the agency.
medium.
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ERIE DISPUTE
Charges Attacks on Wl
CHARGE that the Erie Times
carried
"continuing
televisionon and
WICU attacks'
(TV) E
Pa., has been hurled by the i
Dispatch, a rival newspaper j
iated with the station.
In an editorial the Disp^
charged that the Times and its )
lishers, John and George M
"are opposed to television and
Erie Dispatch family is 100",
favor" of the medium, and
denied "technical difficulties" forced it to suspend operation
a single day since it went on
airThe
March
15, 1949."quoted a Ti
newspaper
columnist who Nov. 15 recouv
a report that "TV service men
busy installing larger roof
aerials so TV set owners can b
in Buffalo and Cleveland static
The columnist also had repor
according to the Dispatch, thr
phone call to the station by a;
porter brought the reply that
are off the air today — techif
difficulties." The Dispatch i;
tified
the columnist.
Jay Jame.'
John Mead
Jr.
WICU Ownership
WICU is licensed to the
patch Inc., affiliate organizatio
the Erie Dispatch, which is ;
lished
by theEdward
RecordLamb
Publis'
Co. of Erie.
is f'
ident of the licensee firm anc
owner of WICU, as well as
WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio,
WTOD-WTRT (FM) Toledo, C
(204-210 operates
WICU
on Channel ;
mc).
Mead
in anGeorg'
app
John areJ. principals
Mead Jr. and
tion filed with the FCC on be,
of the Erie Television Corp..
Channel 3 (60-66 mc) in Erie, ij
would hold 25% interest in.,
licensee firm under terms set f
in the application filed Oct.1950, according to FCC. Offii,
of Community 'Service Broadc
ing Co.,
of WIKK50%,I
would
holdlicensee
the remaining
The Dispatch editorial also •
exception to a portion of the
James column which reported '
"slips of paper handed out at !
dom about town" urged viei
"not pleased with the WICU te
sion program or quality of tr
mission" to call the station '■
let them know," according tO'
Dispatch.
■
The newspaper said WICU '
gramming "is well-rounded
geared to the entertainment anc
lightenment of the entire fam
and is so well chosen that "it,
presented nearly every one of
top Hooper-rated TV shows
since it took the air."
the Dispatch
on,Thehasstation,
an obligation
to pre■>
"a balanced television menu ar
program for the largest posi

audience, during the largest s'
of the broadcast day."
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0MB
DEFENSE
KPRC-TV Informs Residents
KPRC-TV Houston, Tex., has taken
jp the defense cudgel by showing
Ij-esidents what would happen if an
I atomic bomb were dropped on the
\ pity. According to the station, its
Dec. 9 half-hour television show
I iramatizing civil defense has made
i li marked eflFect on residents who
Eave complimented the city on its
roduction.
' i Use of TV for mass training in
' Idefense against atomic warfare
[was the joint project of KPRC ofIficials and the city of Houston. The
(first show was successful and the
j iitation is scheduling further pro|(^i-ams which concentrate on speciI' fic phases of the city's defense
1;blueprint, the station said. Mayor
I Oscar Holcombe, along with key
;ity officials, personally conducted
:he program.
To obtain wide audience viewing,
:he Mayor asked TV set owners to
.nvite friends and neighbors withnit sets to see the Houston exposiion of the atomic defense plan.
Stores which sell TV sets were
jsked to keep their doors open late
hat Saturday night. An estimated
125,000 residents viewed the production.

lEW RTDG PLAN
I
Locals To Bargain Jointly
k NEW PLAN for unionizing, with
possible wide percussions, was anlounced last week by Radio &
Television Directors Guild in New
York, concurrent with establishnent of new RTDG locals in Philadelphia and Detroit. The latter will
Dargain on behalf of Radio Writers
juild, National Television Commitee of the Authors League, and
Jnited Scenic Artists in those
;ities, as well as for themselves.
] Adapted for localities in which
jnemberships are too small to sus||;ain the expense of local organiKation by one union alone, the new
IScheme is expected to avoid jurispictional disputes and simplify bargaining as well as result in econojjgies for the parent bodies.
Although not immediately concerned, the American Federation of
I Radio Artists is supporting the
; Man and may be expected to paricipate as soon as an occasion
) uises. The plan itself was worked
}, )ut by the National Assn. of
Broadcast Unions & Guilds, of
hich Oliver W. Nicoll is national
hairman. RTDG board member,
finest Ricca, was active with Newnan Burnett, national executive dii-ector of RTDG, in organizing the
Philadelphia and Detroit locals.
, Officers elected in Philadelphia
tvere Edmund Rogers, president;
fohn Hirst, vice president; Hal
Wathews, secretary-treasurer. Protein officers elected in Detroit were
Shields Dierkes, president; Rubin
^Veiss, vice president; Joseph
Schneiders, secretary; Robert Si(nons, treasurer.
First negotiations will be with
IVFIL Philadelphia. No date has
loeen set.
jrelecasting

SWG STRIKE VOTE
TV Terms One of Major Issues
FAILURE to reach agreement over
television terms is one of the major
causes which last week culminated
in a vote by Screen Writers Guild
members to strike against major
motion picture studios. The almost unanimous vote affecting
1,165 screen writers, 656 of whom
are active members, followed breakdown of long negotiations with the
producers over a new contract on
the question of TV terms, separation of rights and minimum wages.
On the television question, the
guild objected to the long period
of time producers would allow to
elapse before television terms could
be negotiated. Producers had offered to negotiate on all questions
relating to TV one year and eight
months after signing the present
contract. Then if no agreement
were reached after seven months,
either party could give a six-months
notice of abrogation. SWG considered this "dangerous."
Guild also had demanded, and
was refused, a clause in the contract to the effect that, if the studios granted any TV terms to any
other union before their own contract was signed, the terms would
be applicable to SWG as well.
Producers also refused to grant
the guild's request for separation
of rights clause for several categories including radio and television. Such rights are now
granted on unproduced or unpublished original stories purchased by
a studio with a contract which includes employment of a writer to
do a screen play or revision. Contract involving purchase of the
story contains a clause in which
each right is separately stated and
paid for by a specific amount.
Studios offered to extend this
clause to dramatic and publication
rights, but balked at extending it
to radio and television rights.
A 60-day intent to strike was
expected to be filed late last week.
According to Karl Tunberg, SWG
president, the strike, if not averted
in that period by mediation or
further negotiation, could take the
form of one-day strikes, those
against individual studios or an
industry-wide strike demonstration.
Radio Writers Guild and Dramatists Guild have pledged their
support to the strike. Further
support was expected by other
groups comprising the easternheadquartered Authors League including eastern rSWG, Television
Guild and Authors Guild.
Wilkes to WBAL-TV
WBAL-TV Baltimore last week appointed Arnold Wilkes, an educator, to the post of program manager. Mr. Wilkes has been an instructor in speech and drama at
Middlebury College, Middlebury,
Vt., and has been TV director for
WRGB (TV) Schenectady, N. Y.,
as well as WSYR-TV Syracuse.

• BROADCASTING

TV

EDUCATION
WBAL-TV Holds Clinic

SECOND Educators Television
Clinic, held last Wednesday by
WBAL-TV Baltimore, featured a
demonstration of two-way television as applied to teaching. By using a "horizontal wipe" technique
which has been newly developed by
the station, viewers were able to
see both the teacher and pupils although the teacher was in the
WBAL-TV studios while the pupils
were in a class several miles away.
In addition to the 75 educators
gathered for the clinic, sixth grade
geography classes in 21 Baltimore
schools received the telecast.
Dr. Franklin Dunham, chief of
the division of radio and television
education, U. S. Office of Education, Washington, was the principal speaker. The all-day session
was under the chairmanship of Dr.
J. Carey Taylor, Baltimore assistant superintendent of public
schools. Eleanora B. Kane, radio
and TV specialist of the Baltimore
board of education, prepared the
material for the teaching demonstration.

Tvi

REJECTS

L.A. Offer 'Unacceptable'
TERMING them "completely unacceptable and impractical," Television Authority last week rejected counter-proposals for minimum wages and conditions for performers on Los Angeles television
programs offered by five local TV
stations (KTSL KNBH KTLA
KECA-TV KLAC-TV) with whom
it had been negotiating.
KLAC-TV, which had earlier refused to negotiate with the union
until TVA received NLRB certification [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec. 4], reversed the decision somewhat and has agreed to
negotiate,
subject to later certification of TVA.
Basic objection to the stations'
proposals was the calling for payment on an hourly basis, whereas
TVA asks for payment by programs
plus rehearsal fees [Broadcasting
® Telecasting, Nov. 6].
Station proposals, said to be
from 64% to 75% of minimum
motion picture scales for performances at major and independent
motion picture studios, call for :
Freelance (weekly) stipend of
$110.25; four-week staff performer,
$104.74; 13-week staff performer,
$99.23. Incidental performers would
receive $50; beginners $45.
Rates for day players would be
$15.45 for two hours; $22.05, four
hours; $36.75, eight hours. Extras
would receive $10.11.
TVA is asking $75 for one-hour
program; $50, half -hour program; $35,
15 minutes. All plus rehearsal fees.
Latter fees would be $6 an hour with
minimum of five hours rehearsal required for hour program; three hours
for half-hour; hour for 15 minutes.
Both groups meet again tomorrow (Tuesday) for further talks.

Cable Allocations
(Continued from page 53)
tion last October, FCC pointed out
that the current quarterly allocation of usage of 19 intercity TV
channels gives NBC-TV 160 out of
399 possible hours of usage per
week in the "preferred" 8-11 p.m.
time segment; CBS-TV, 114 hours;
ABC-TV 49, and DuMont TV 36,
with the remaining 40 open for
further assignment [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Oct. 23].
New Plan Described
In their petition for another postponement of the hearing date last
week, Messrs. Smith and Werner
described the new plan as sn
"agreement among the networks
upon certain principles and procedures to be followed by them in
resolving their conflicting requirements for intercity video transmission service."
They said
representatives of each
network had indicated that postponement of the hearing "for an
indefinite period" was desirable "to
permit opportunity to study the
usage of intercity video transmission resulting from the abovementioned agreement . . ." Counsel
for individual licensees and other
participants in the proceeding, they
said, offered no objection to a delay
while the possibility of indefinite
postponement is under study.

Exclusive
Coverage
of the

Rich

HUNTINGTON-CHARLESTON
Market
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ALMANAC
RADIO-TV
RADIO AND TELEVISION ALMANAC.
Tesla, Alexanderson, Sir Robert
By Orrin E. Dunlap Jr., New York:
Watson-Watt and other pioneers
Harper & Bros., Jan. 3, 1951. About
200 pp. Illustrated. $4.
in both radio and TV has prepared
IN 1910, on Jan. 30, readers of the the author uniquely for the writing of the Almanac, his 12th book
Kansas City Times were presented
in the field.
this headline: "Television on the
The Almanac, with eight chapters, also offers annexes on past
Way."
In the story, a report on exand
present
officials of FCC, NAB,
periments in France by M. George
TBA, RTMA and IRE.
RigTioux and M. Fournier, they
read a more provocative quotation
Chapter 1 relates the "Dawn of
of the Frenchmen, who asserted:
Electricity" from the observation
of
the electrical properties of
"We hope soon to transmit the
amber
in 640 B. C. by a Greek,
colors as well."
Thales of Miletus, to conception of
Thus one intriguing facet of the
development of radio and TV is the Morse code in 1843 by Samuel
F. B. Morse and Alfred N. Vail.
chronicled in Orrin E. Dunlap Jr.'s
Succeeding chapters detail disnewest work. Radio and Television
coveries that led to wireless, the
Almanac. Similarly, all facets of
Marconi era, radio during World
the art are historically highlighted
in the book, called by its author a War I, opening of the broadcasting
"record of facts and dates that tell era, radio-TV advances of the '30s,
the story of progress step by step, radio-TV in World War II and
linked with the names of the men
postwar radio-TV.
To illustrate the thoroughness of
who blazed the trails."
Retracing these trails with the the volume, despite its brief, outline treatment, here is further exauthor — meeting the people who
ample of the wealth of TV backpioneered them, catching a glimpse
ground alone which awaits the
of each event in its setting — should
reader.
loose a flood of vibrant subject
The Almanac, relates that as
ideas upon any human interest
early as 1842 the English physicist,
storyteller and stir the imaginaAlexander Bain, identified as the
tion of broadcaster and layman
alike.
"father of facsimile," TV's nearest
Wide Radio Background
relative, "conceived the basic principles of transmitting pictures by
Mr. Dunlap, now RCA vice electricity,
thereby solving the
president in charge of advertising
in its broadest aspects."
and publicity, has observed first- problem
In 1875 John Kerr of Scotland
hand many of the historic developdiscovered the polarizing property
ments which he relates. Beginning
as a wireless amateur in 1912, he of a solution of nitrobenzene when
was an operator with the Marconi
subjected to high voltage, the volume notes, with the resulting Kerr
Wireless Telegraph Co. of Amercell later becoming a vital part of
ica by 1917 and during World War
early large screen TV projectors
I was a U. S. Navy radio operator.
using a mechanical scanning
From 1922 to 1940 Mr. Dunlap was
radio editor of the New York
system.
Three years later Sir William
Times, joining RCA in the latter
Crookes, English scientist, is reyear.
lated as demonstrating the first
The author began his compilacathode rays, while in 1884 the
tion of historic background in 1922
German Paul Nipkow invented the
when he joined the Times, and
TV scanning disc. By 1890 C.
since then has kept the diary upFrancis Jenkins had begun his
to-date for his own use, "registersearch for new appliances needed
ing names and dates before they
for success of the Nipkow invenwere dimmed or lost with the passtion, the Almanac notes.
ing years." His personal contact
with Marconi, de Forest, Zworykin,
Another German, Karl Ferdinand
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Braun, in 1897 constructed the
first cathode-ray oscilloscope "capable of scanning with an electron
beam," the Almanac cites, while in
1907 Boris Rosing of Russia and
A. A. Campbell-Swinton of England "separately and simultaneously published methods of electrical image reproduction using
electromagnetic means of scanning." The same year Arthur
Korn sent a picture of French
President Fallieres by wire from
Berlin to Paris in 12 minutes.
In June 1908, Campbell-Swinton
wrote Nature magazine a letter
titled "Distant Electric Vision,"
Mr. Dunlap
which effect,
"suggested that therelates,
photoelectric
discovered in 1873, was the key to
electric
vision."
By 1925,
the book recalls, John
L. Baird was demonstrating radio
"shadowgraphs" in London while
in the U.S. Mr. Jenkins was demonstrating "mechanical television apparatus using a rotating scanning
disk" between Anacostia Naval
Air Station and his laboratory in
Washington. From this time on,
developments occurred fast in TV,
including
tions show.color, the Almanac citaIn 1928 Dr. V. K. Zworykin was
granted a patent which related
"principally
color television,"
the
Almanacto explains.
It was
filed in 1925. Also in 1928 Bell
Telephone Labs, demonstrated color
TV in its laboratory in a wire
hookup. Experimental TV broadcasts accelerated through the '30s,
even including trans-Atlantic monochrome pickups, Mr. Dunlap
notes.
1940 Color TV
On Feb. 6, 1940, he recalls, RCA
demonstrated closed circuit color
TV to FCC, produced by "electronic
and optical means" and using "no
mechanical or rotary parts."
Three cameras and three kinescopes were employed, he relates,
with
pictures of 120 fields, 441 lines
resulting.
On Aug. 29 of that year, Mr.
Dunlap's book records, CBS announced "television in color by
means of a mechanical method,
developed by Peter Goldmark."
In 1941,
"television
pictures
in on
colorFeb.
were20,first
put on
the air by NBC" from the Empire
State Bldg., the volume relates,
using a 6-mc "sequential mechanical system" of 441 lines, 120 fields
and 60 frames. On May 1 of that
year RCA-NBC "made successful
tests with first projection-type
color television receiver using
mechanical
As Worldmethods."
War II drew to a
climax in mid-1944 tri-color tube
patents were applied for by Prof.
Charles W. Greer and Dr. Alfred
N. Goldsmith, the latter also arranging "for a patent on a color
television system using one or
three guns and a tricolor target on
which vertical strips of red, green

and blue phosphors are scanr
horizontally with circular or ellij!
cal scanning beams to produce
tricolor image." This patent v
issued Nov. 18, 1947, and assigr
to RCA, Mr. Dunlap writes. j
A "continuation in part" of ■
1944 application was filed by l!
Goldsmith July 19, 1947, seekij
patent on a "3-gun color televis '
system using a 'masked-targ;
color kinescope and dot - 1
screen," Mr. Dunlap states.
In similar detail he reviews
full
postwar
development
chrome
and color
TV up ofto moSe
1, 1950. He outlines the ba
ground of the 1946-47 color he^
ing, in which FCC denied CI
petition for commercial color-ca
ing on its wideband system, £
the 1949-50 proceeding, in wh
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, Ri
chairman of the board, testify
before FCC on May 3, 1950, "sta,
color television had advanced te:
nically to the point that justil
setting of standards on a regU'
commercial basis; he recomment;
standards be based on the
all - electronic, completely cc
patible system operating on tha
historic aspect of rac
mc Another
bandwidth."
TV treated as vividly by
Almanac includes Gen. Sarno.
memorandums in 1915-1916, wl
assistant traffic manager of M
coni Wireless Telegraph Co. ■
America,
proposing future
a "radio
mx
box"
and outlining
possit
ties of public broadcasting.
Similarly, the Almanac rels
the principles of radar were c
cussed in 1900 by Nikola Tc
while in 1902 the first patent
FM was applied for by Cornel
D. Ehret of the U. S.
These brief citations serve
show the wealth of historic de',
to be found in the Abnanac, "1
log of radio milestones," as ,
author
"a inventions,
compendium p
'firsts' instates,
wireless,
ents, industrial progress, ci,
mercial applications, and 'firsts^
broadcasting, radiophoto, facsiir,
television and radar as well as
dio's important record in the .
World Wars."
Allocations
THIRTY day notice will be
given by FCC concerning,
commencement of the city-by-,
city
allocation
portion of the,
Its
overall
TV proceeding,
Commission
announced
lasf'
week.
FCC also
reported thaf
should any revision in specific allocations be required
as a result of evidence adduced in earlier phases of the
hearing, due notice of anj
proposed revisions will be
given and all parties will
have opportunity to submit
comments. FCC fortnigh
ago completed the major pari;
of the educational TV phas(
of the case, with remaindei
11].be heard Jan. 15 [Broad
to
CASTING • Telecasting, Dec

VIDEO
llEA COMPLAINT

,|j Charges TV Ad 'Untrue'
lifuRTHEE criticism of the "child
television inadvertising
I ijppeal"
ifaign launched
Novembercamby
i imerican Television Dealers and
; Manufacturers was leveled by the
I tational Educational Assn. in a
i lomplaint filed with the Federal
I j'rade Commission last Tuesday.
' NEA charged that the published
I Advertisement of Nov. 15 is a "disI jiBct departure from the high eth' ^al standards to which most adverrs
subscribe
today"
quescd the
statement
that and
educators
iiee "regarding salutary effects
: television" on children.
The association referred to a
:^ rion of the first spread in which
e educators and authorities ex-:ed convictions that TV is a
; :ual necessity to the children's
ale and social standings. The
r of succeeding ads was modito accentuate "positive" as- of set ownership,
eanwhile FTC, which has been
acting an inquiry into the
"h or falsity" of published and
dcast advertisements, revealed
: week it has received all data
^quested from Ruthrauff & Ryan
ic. agency handling the contronsial campaign, and individual
anufacturers. The probe has been
itiated by the commission's Radio
id Periodical Advertising Divion, which asked set-makers and
le agency to furnish "specimens"
: all TV ad copy the past three
onths [Broadcasting • TeleiSTiNG, Dec. 4, Nov. 27].

File FTC Complaint
In filing its complaint with FTC,
hich is expected to issue a stipu1 jtion-agi-eement for compliance by
fie group and agency, NEA asr^ed that its executive committee
board of trustees had taken
.liar action.
The association
:\:ins a membership of about half
n.illion teachers.

"Both the implications and the
Ti'guage of the advertisement . . .
e misleading," Willard E. Givens,
EA executive secretary, said in
- trouncing
the complaint.
"The
:ement made
that educators

■

'
,
.
.

re regarding salutary effects of
.evision is untrue."
Hr. Givens declared that some
shows at present are "harmless
ritainment" and even "educative
ature," and felt television can
should be made a "remarkable
: ument of education," because
r.nploys long-proved technics of
. al education now used in thounds of classrooms.
But, he contended, educators as
whole are "far from approving
any of today's television shows"
id many, in fact, fear peiTnanent
innful effects on children. The
itements in the Nov. 15 ad are
leaningless," and the implica'Ds and language are "harmful
th to television and education,"
. added.
ilecasting

film

AVON PICTURES, new television
film production firm has been
formed in England by Sol Lesser,
producer, and Douglas Fairbanks
Jr., film actor. Firm to produce
28-minute film versions of Shakespearian plays. Rights to "Julius
Caesar" and "Antony and Cleopatra" have been acquired.
The Vitascope, French lens system will be used by Mr. Lesser.
System combines use of still photographs of sets and backgrounds
with live action on bare stage. Mr.
Lesser believes use of lens will
effect great economies both for live
and filmed television.
Richard Oswald, veteran motion
picture producer, has formed new
firm in Hollywood, Richard Oswald
Productions. Studios are located at
7133 Sunset Blvd., phone Gladstone 6777. Firm has completed
first in series of 13 half-hour dramatic shows based on incidents in
lives of famous people. First film
titled "Meyerling," others to include Lord Nelson, Theodore Roosevelt, Beethoven, Wagner, and Nicholas of Russia. Series expected to
be completed by March 1951, cost
per film is said to run approximately $15,000.
^ ^ ^
Sterling Films Inc., New York,
has announced sale of "Merry
Christmas," Vienna boys choir film,
to 53 TV markets. . . . Same firm
providing CMQ Cuba with 1,000
TV films during 1951. . . . Alexander Film Co., Colorado Springs,
Col., has completed 52 spots for
five accounts. Thirteen were for
Apex Electrical Mfg. Co., Cleveland, agency Meldrum & Fewsmith
Inc., same city; 13 for Philco Corp.,
Philadelphia, agency Julian G. Pollock Co., Philadelphia, and 13 for
Seiberling Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio,
agency Meldrum & Fewsmith Inc.
Canadian film interests and Ontario government have instigated
production of filmed television programs for international distribution. U. S. television technicians
are being brought to Ontario to
train Canadians for key positions.
Studio site has not yet been announced but it is expected to be in
Toronto area. Principals in enterprise include Doherty theatrical interests of Toronto and George A.
Hirliman, New York.
Swank Films, Dayton, Ohio, announces move to new quarters at
627 Salem Ave., phone TA 4192.
. . . John Sutherland Productions,
Los Angeles, doing series of 14
two-minute live-action films for
Ford Motor Co. (Lincoln-Mercury)
for CBS-TV Toast of the Town.
Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc.,
New Yoi'k. Firm also doing 16 live
action films for Armour Packing
Co. Included are seven two-minute
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For Magazines' Ad Dollar
MAGAZINES are more aware of
television as a competing medium
for the advertising dollar than ever
before, an independent survey reveals.

report

The U. S. Chamber of Commerce's Committee on Advertising
has released results of its survey
of national magazine advertising
managers. Reriresentatives of some
46 publications were queried. Of
that number, 50*;^ answered. Emphasis was placed on measurement
of the effect on national publications by TV, which is "competing
for the national advertising dol-

films on behalf of firm's meat
products; five 30 second films each
for Dial soap and Dash (dog food).
George Gordon directs. Agency:
Foote, Cone & Balding, Chicago.
Fairchild Engine & Airplane
Corp., Hagerstown, Md., believed
to be first aircraft manufacturer
to establish TV news release system within its public relation department. Idea was first promoted
in Washington and Baltimore areas
where film was offered TV stations
with no strings attached. Recently
Fairchild C-119 Packets were seen
by televiewers on Camel News
Caravan, Telenews and American
Forum of the Air as a "trailer"
showing paratroopers bailing out
of the twin tailed planes.
Ziv Television Programs Inc. announces its specially TV-filmed
Cisco Kid sold on syndicated basis
to local and regional advertisers is
being telecast over 33 stations.
Film was first made available
Sept. 5.

At least 40% of the replies found
TV taking some slice of business,
particularly in new accounts. Balance of the respondents reported
little effect. The period studied
was 1950 in comparison to 1949.
The committee reported speciallar."
ized publications, such as business
news magazines, appeared to be
immune from TV competition. One
correspondent said TV as a growing advertising medium is competing for the same advertising dollar
and therefore there is bound to be
some effect. Another observed
that "as television became a more
important mass medium for information and entertainment, magazines will be forced to adapt themselves to more selective audiences."

ASSN. OF Documentary & Television
Film Cameramen (ADTFC) announces its affiliation with National
Assn. of Broadcast Engineers & Technicians (NABET) with offices at 48
W 48th St., New York.
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fills the needs of national advertisers, advertising agencies, market
analysts, media sales and promotion managers for accurate, up-todate, detailed market facts on every
state, county and city of 5,000 and
over in the United States.

One agency partner says : "We turn
exclusively to CONSUMER MARKETS, because it has the SRDS statistical assembly know-how developed to a remarkable degree of acNote to publishers, radio and TV
station
curacy." managers: Review a copy
of the current 1950-1951 Edition of
CONSUMER MARKETS and see
for yourself why it will pay you to
arrange now for a Service-Ad to
represent your medium near your
market's listing in the forthcoming 1951-1952 Edition. Your prospects use CONSUMER MARKETS
when they're comparing markets.
Consumer markets

8 8 2 pages of accurate,
up-to-date market figures
with state-county and
major market area maps,
organized for greatest
working convenience.
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INTERMISSION time at the TBA Clinic found the following TV-broadcasters
seated together (I to r): Seated, Allen B. DuMont, Allen B. DuMont Labs;
Eugene Thomas, WOR-TV New York; John Kennedy, WSAZ-TV Huntington,
W. Va.; standing, Gaihes Kelley, WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C; Lawrence
Lowman, CBS; Dan Schmidt ill, George P. Hollingbery Inc., New York; Paul
Raibourn, Paramount Television Productions, New York.

AMONG TBA members meeting at the Television Clinic (I to r): Seated, Cl
(Ted) Taylor, O. L. Taylor Co., New York; Harry C. Wilder, WSYR-TV S i
cuse; John Murphy, WLWT (TV) Cincinnati; standing, John Fetzer, WK
TV Kalamazoo; E. K. Jett, WMAR-TV Baltimore; Mort Watters, WCPO
Cincinnati. Mr. Waters was a featured speaker (see opposite page).
*
*
*
TBA

STRESS

LOCAL

STAR performer of the TBA Television Clinic, held Dec. 8 at New
York's Waldorf-Astoria, was John
M. Outler Jr., general manager,
WSB-TV Atlanta, whose comically
cogent remarks contained more
humor than the highly-heralded
luncheon talk of Ed Wynn and
more sense than many of the more
soberly presented papers.
Mr. Outler "stopped the show"
for the TBA audience. Excerpts
from his talk, titled "Catering to
the Local Audience," follow:
"After batting around for now
nearly three years in this fascinating labyrinth of a nev^r phase of
mass communications, trying to find
the northern passage to India, I've
come to at least one definite opinion. All television stations and all
television markets are peculiar
unto themselves, and the average
of problems to be found in any one
of them is always above the average . . .
"From the very beginning of our
operation, we have programmed on
a seven-day-a-week basis and at
this present moment are pumping
out decibels (or whatever they are)
some 92 hours each calendar week,
with better than 20% of that done
as live, studio-produced, honest-togoodness local programs — home
raised and hand spanked.
"In these two short and exciting
years of our existence, set population in the area served by WSBTV has grown from a comparative
PIAYS
ALL SPEEDS 78. 45. 33 EPM
ALL SIZES
7-171^ inch
ALL KINDS OFKECOEDS
High Fidelity— Low Priced
from $21.95-504.511
Catalog
Upon Request
AUDIO-MASTER
;41 Madison Ave.. N.Y. 17.y. Y.
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nothing to the very comfortable
total of better than 80,000 homes.
And if we don't run into too many
set production woes in the near
future, we'll be able to do some
more boasting the next time we
meet. . . .

jov to a signal coming from a
Quonset Hut in Split Lip, S. C.
And of fine significance, there's a
definite civic pride which arises in
the community when a television
station gets
there.
It's like
getting
a newbornpublic
hospital,
or

"Crisis piled on top of crisis —
And do you know, there's a very
interesting observation right there.
As far as I know, not one of those
crises was ever completely solved.
Before we could get one worked
out, another would be looking right
down our throat. So, we'd just let
the first one lay there in the floor
and rot until it got super-imposed. . .
Audience Facts
"There's one fact that stands out
clearly in the mists of our television morning — an amazing fact
that is stunning in its stark simplicity. The audience is composed
of people, ordinary people, folks
who have debts and dyspepsia,
modern gals not afraid to be seen
in a Bikini bathing suit and cautious old men who wear both belt
and suspenders, rich folks and poor
folks, families who rather like to
gather in the living room every
now and then and just enjoy being
together. . . .
"They are the same people who
have been, and still are, in our
radio audience. And strangely
enough, they haven't changed a
great deal. They've got the same
tastes and preferences, the same
^-redilections and prejudices, the
same phobias and inhibitions. And
in a most unreasonable manner,
they insist on exercising these emotions. . . .
"All television audiences are local
audiences, whether they are tuned
to the plush palaces of Manhattan

a new university, or any community asset for the benefit of all the
people. It's front page stuff for
the newspapers and if the newspaper happens to be the licensee,
mister, it's a reporter's paradise.
"The electronic peculiarities of
the television signal warrant further the local aspect of the audience. The engineers tell us that
the thing won't bend, it doesn't
reflect,
and with
that itdistance
ain't onlike
speaking terms
we
know a radio signal. Even the
folks who sell you the transmitter
will tell you that it's limited to
local, and even the magic of the coaccidental cable
unabashed
reality.doesn't alter that
Local Formula
"And it has always seemed to me
that when you combine the two
elements of local audience and local
transmission you ought to get a
spark. And you do. The catalyst
in the formula is, however, local
programming — sure enough local
programming — not western hossopera or the threadbare by-products
of a money-hungry movie producer
(though the Lord knows how we
would have survived vsdthout 'em)
but local programs with lights and
cameras and action and foils who
amount to something within your
own,
city's
walls. true that any well"It's
entirely
run station has got to have a backlog of network programming to
make the wheels go round. It's
mighty comfortable to have a generous sprinkling of top network

efforts in your schedules and
long as you are operating on
blond side of the ledger these
work shows don't have to be in
top
And itwho
doesn't
make
much 10.difference
the sponso
"But the interest of the audii
in network programs is an im
sonal matter. The loyalty of
audience is a program loyalty
not a loyalty to the station w
carries the show, or to the netv
which originates the effort. PI
believe me, this is by no m(
putting the whammy on netv
shows, or the evil eye on
which comes from the flesh-pot
Gomorrah On-The-Hudson.
point I'm driving home is that
only way to tie a local audi
into a local television statioi
with live, local programs,
have you any doubts about it, I
point to a locally produced prog
in Atlanta, Rich's In Your H
which enjoys a modest 80% tur
5 days a week.
Cites Dangers
"That television operation
tent to be a repeater station
satellite for two, three or four
works, with a little film thro%\
to chink up the cracks in
schedule,
is living
under
of
Damocles
and like
the the
man s'
for breakfast just raised the
dow and chewed on a foggy n
ing. And if you want proof of
opinion, just study the set po]
tion figures in those markets se
by stations who do not have a
slant in their programming, or
are indifferent towards its
velopment in their mad scuri
reach the fiscal break-even p
It's pretty plain.
"After all, the only way to i
money in television is to pr
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ttough circulation to justify rates,
nd those rates have got to be
' gli enough to meet expenses and
impetitive conditions and still
ave a little for the brave pioneer
ho put up the original dough.
|nd the only way to get that ciriilation is through program appeal
,| your own folks— to the folks who
'lee on your Main Street and not
i Broadway, the local folks whose
ijies and dislikes should be known
I the station operator like the
.pes in his hand — through proram appeal to the people in your
:nunity who begin by regarding
television station as a local
|,jset and want to keep on doing so
'-if the station will help.
\nd it's tough to maintain very
n local aspect if the entire
eck's schedule is flavored of New
cik and Hollywood.
"I grant you that this whole atrude smacks of provincialism but,
■ ; I see it, it's just simple eeo), )mics and plain pragmatism. The
. aim that local live programs —
I une in studios — produced by peoI'le— utilizing cameras and sets —
at all of these things cost money
immediately countered ^^^th the
ad fact that the eventual pros'i rity of the station is in direct
•-\tio to its recognition of the local
iture of its audience — and how
uch and how well that audience
catered to.
"The television station which
aws its audience and programs
that audience — the TV station
hich is part of the community
hieh gives it being — which does
■mething of its own recognition
be a part of that community —
the TV station which will survive
e economic blasts which will come
hen the audience finally gets the
ivilege of full and free selection."

TV

TV BROADCASTERS assembled after a speech at TBA Clinic, Dec. 8, WaldorfAstoria, N. Y. (I to r): Paul H. Raymer, Paul H. Raymer Co., N. Y.; John M.
Outler Jr., WSB-TV Atlanta; Marshall Rosene, WSAZ-TV Huntington; Dwight
W. Martin, WLWT (TV) Cincinnati; standing, Don Campbell, WBRC-TV
Birmingham; Walter Haase, WDRC Hartford; Otto Brandt, ABC, N. Y.;
Reynold Kraft, Paul H. Raymer Co.
WCPO-TV

OPERATIONS
Watters Reports on Progress for TBA Clinic

WHEN WCPO-TV Cincinnati went
on the air in July 1949 "it seemed
apparent that the income from the
few nighttime announcement availabilities and network income would
never
TV outgetof WCPOthe red,
let alone provide
aWatters,
profit," general
M. C.
manager of the
station, told the
Television Clinic
of Television
B r 0 a d c a sters
Assn., held Dec. 8
in New York.
Mr. Watters
So, Mr. Watters
reported, his station from its inception started its telecasting day at
WRRELL
FORMS
noon and signed off at 11 p.m. seven
New Production Firm
days a week, although the other
URRELL PRODUCTIONS Inc., two TV stations in Cincinnati operated only from late afternoon to
;-v- Hollj^'ood firm to engage in
eduction of both live and ani- 9:30 or 10 p.m. and one was on
only six days a week. When in Oca:ed pictures for TV and comtober 1949 WCPO-TV became inei'cial uses, has been organized
tercon ected itpushed its starting
: filed incorporation papers with
lornia Secretary of State in time back to 10:30 a.m., running
-iramento.
continuous programming until
Firm will be headquartered in 12:30 or 1 a.m.
lie Walt Disney Studios, 2400 W.
"We kept those hours all last
ilameda Ave., Burbank, Calif, winter and spring and finally, in
August of this year, our sign-on
i^feorge Hurrell, New York photogtime became 6 a. m. seven days
spher, is president and manager,
ith Roy 0. Disney vice president
a week, with sign-off time after
midnight or 1 a.m. Saturday signPaul Pease, secretary treaoff is 2:15 a.m., Mr. Watters said.
- ;r. Gunther R. Lessing is gena. counsel.
Noting that with such a schedule
Messrs. Disney, Pease and Les"it was and is especially important
ng are also officials of Walt Dis- that our daytime programming be
of such calibre that it would make
2y Productions Inc. Along with
ieorge and Phyllis B. Hurrell, they set owners use their sets and to
induce further sales of TV sets in
•SO make up the board of directors
■ the new organization which is the market," Mr. Watters quoted a
ipitalized for 10,000 shares of $10 Videodex survey made in Cincinar value. No public issue of stock
nati in September showing the folplanned, it was said.
lowing percentage of TV homes
Mr. Hurrell, currently in New
with sets tuned to at least one prooris., wiU close his studio in that
gram during the five weekdays :
6:30 and prior to 9 a.m
27.4%
'ty, returning to Hollywood late
35.2
lis month. He will continue still 6:30 and prior to 11 a.m
6:30
and
prior
to
1
p.m
44.4
aotographic work along with his 6:30 and prior to 3 p.m
52.6
3w activities.
6:30 and prior to 5:30 p.m
64.8
elecasting
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"It might be of interest to point
out that, with the exception of the
one feature film WCPO-TV has at
8:15 a.m., all daytime progi-ams are
live and are run back-to-back in
one studio," Mr. Watters said, adding: "Our policy of news every
hour comes in handy. We use these
valuable two minutes to move scenery, cameras and lights to set up
for the next show." WCPO-TV is
now
second
studioformal
"for
betterbuilding
handlinga of
our more
nighttime local shows," he said.
typical
day's schedule looks
likeA this,
he reported:
6-7 a.m. Morning
Merry-GoRound (hillbilly)
7- 7:30
7:30-8
8- 8:10
8:10-8:15
8:15-9:30
9:30-10:30

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.

Kids' Show
Santa Claus
News
Morning Exercises
Morning Movie
Coffee Club (audience
participation)
10:30-11 a.m. Bill
(half -hour
disc Dawes
jockey show)
11 a.m.-noon Al(local
Lewis'
Drug show)
Store
variety
Noon-12:15 p.m. Man on the Street
12:15-1 p.m. Mid-Day
Merry-GoRound (hillbilly)
1-2 p.m. Kitchen Show

IF YOUR

CAN

INFORM

Landsberg Cites CD Role
TELEVISION is the only medium
that can quickly educate the American people on how to protect themselves and how to give first-aid
treatment to the wounded in event
of an atom bomb attack, Klaus
Landsberg, vice president. Paramount Television Productions Inc.,
and general manager of KTLA
(TV) Los Angeles, told members
of the Public Health Assn. of
Southern California at a meeting
Dec. 8.
Placing the full responsibility
of such education on the shoulders
of such organizations as the health
association, Mr. Landsberg urged
it to use television without delay
in showing the people how they can
protect themselves.
Response to a recent experimental telecast carried by KTLA
from the Naval Reserve Training
Station, Hawthorne, showing treatment of simulated wounds from an
atom bomb attack showed beyond
a doubt, Mr. Landsberg said, the
"tremendous concern and feeling
of insecurity of our population and
its resulting desire to learn from
the"We,
people
who know."
in televisio
n," he said, are
"ready, willing and anxious to
deliver to you an audience of 3
million people in Los Angeles
alone ; the responsibility to use television without delay and to show
the people how to protect themselves falls squarely on the shoulders of organizations such as yours
. . . there is no time to hesitate."
PROGRAM KFI-TV University, aired
on KFI-TV Los Angeles, endorsed by
10th District, California Congress of
Parents and Teachers as program suitable for all age groups. The 25-minute
program, produced in cooperation with
U. of Southern California, is telecast
five weekly.
2- 3 p.m.
3- 5 p.m.
5- 6 p.m.
6- 7 p.m.

AM-TV-FM

Meet the
(audienceladies
participation)
Paul Dixon's Music
Shop (two-hour
disc
jockey
show)
Six Gun Playhouse
(Western movie)
Six
Gun Theatre
(Western
movie)

STATION

NEEDS

promotional ideos sold to produce cash
revenue of from $200 to $1,000 per week.
Wire, Coll or Write
Edgar L. Bill
NATIONAL

Merle V. Watson
Julian Mantell, Sales Manager

RADIO

PERSONALITIES

Peoria, Illinois
Phone 6-4607
■JL- We originated sponsored Radio Personalities Picture Albums in
1938, many new program features, and have more sales records
and years of experience in selling for over 300 Radio and Television
Stations from Coast to Coast than any similar organization in Americo.
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FARM VIDEO
NARFD Group Gives Aids
RADIO farm directors have a
"place in television because set
sales in rural homes have been
strong in those areas where TV is
available," according to the National Assn. of Radio Farm Directors 1950 Television Committee.
In an annual report, the outgoing
1950 group, headed by Mai Hansen,
WOW-TV Omaha, prepared a number of suggestions to guide future
committees to be named by NARFD
President-elect Phil Alampi, WJZ
New York, when he takes office in
January (see stoi-y, page 41).
The committee, acting on the
premise that many RFDs will be
confronted with TV problems, recommended that future committees
(1) provide success stories of farm
TV shows for stations contemplating such programs; (2) urge the
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture and
other agencies to orient their own
specialists on "video's "pitfalls";
(3) provide a list of successful TV
shows produced by farm departments, outlining techniques, subject
matter and other data, and suggest
that RFDs maintain close contact
with USDA for research services.
Major Problems
TV problems'
as seen by
theMajor
Television
Committee:
1. Time demands on TV are amazingly heavy for a young industry. RFDs
may find that educational programming
will be forced Into a back seat because
of the entertainment schedule. Therefore, RFDs will be forced in most
instances, to sell their own organization
on the idea that the TV audience is
interested in agriculture as a business,
atheway
on
dailyoflifelifeof on
the farming's
consumer. effect
Listener
interest in food, marketing, and gardening is intense and this factor should
be brought to the attention of the
station management.
2. The current extension of TV schedules to include more daylight hours,
with a trend toward the noon hour will
provide acasting,greater
outletoneforoffarm
and provide
the telebest
possible listening periods for rural
people.
greatest
may
comeRFD's
at this
hour.opportunity
However,
RFDs must attempt to influence TV
administrative personnel in the need
for Class A time general audience
shows in the evening. This means, too,
that RFDs must produce TV programs
that can compete with entertainment
features. RFDs, therefore, have the
problemship at oftheir
mustering
all thein showmancommand
selecting,
arranging, and producing shows.
3. A low budget for local programming may hinder the assistance that
RFDs fore,
needshortcuts
in building
shows.should
There-be
in production
outlined.
4. Specialists provided by extension
services, colleges, and universities,
know their subject but are often uninformed or lack the imagination necessary to use the demonstration technique properly. TV steps up the need
for specialists with a flare for showlet in TV. manship. They will find a greater out5. Farm TV shows with an educational purpose often have a tendency
to get lost
a maze ofwhich
detail.canSimplicity is ain keynote
be
....for file finest
in professional tape
recording equipment

HOLLYWOOD
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stressed
individuals
who can influence TVbyplanning
by specialists.
6. There is a lack of understanding
among that
specialists
as to(models,
tyn^ ofsize
orop-of
erties
work best
charts, color caa/iges, a,, a siiaes or
movies). A standard list of such needs
might assist folks new to the field.
Educational institutions, extension and
government services should provide
some me;-.ns for traiiV-rg specialists in
TV
and gathering of "tools"
for techniques
TV presentat.oii.
7. RFDsstantly be on
going
TV for
should
contna into
lookout
potential
commercial sponsorship as an aid to
the coiiuiiercial Oeparu.»eai of the station.
8. RFDs have, on occasions, found it
important to be able to use both still
and movie cam.eras to build television
shows and therefore, a workshop for
further instructions on camera techniques should be constituted.
AT AS

ELECTION

Stokey Slated as President
MIKE STOKEY, television producer, is slated as the new president of Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences, Los Angeles [Broadcasting © Telecasting,' Dec. 4],
following the withdrawal of the
other three nominees.
Klaus Landsberg, vice president.
Paramount Television Productions
and general manager, KTLA (TV)
Los Angeles, and James Vandiveer,
manager daytime programming,
KECA-TV Los Angeles, both declined the nomination on basis of
an agreement previously made that
station managers would not hold
the office of president. Freeman
Lust, moderator of a local TV program, withdrew, pleading "lack of
Also declining nominations for
the
latter reason were H. L. Hofftime."
man, president, Hoffman Radio
Corp., now second vice president of
the group, for the office of first vice
president; and Dick Lane, T^'
actor, for secretary. Election results will be announced at the academy meeting tomorrow (Tuesday).
Included on ballots which have
been mailed to members are nominations for awards in 14 different
categories. They include:
Cultural, special events, technical
or scientific, sports, public service,
educational show, children's show,
variety, dramatic news programs,
games and audience participation,
best TV actor, TV actress, outstanding personality of the year.
Two nominations may be made
for each program category with
the 15 shows receiving most nominations to be submitted to category
committees for judgment. In the
first five and last three categories,
appearances must have been made
before Dec. 1, 1950; in other categories shows must have appeared
on TV in Los Angeles for at least
seven weeks prior to that date.
Chairman of the awards committee is Don Lauritzen, president.
Rocket- Lauritzen Advertising
Agency. Joseph Coffin, president.
Coffin, Cooper & Clay Inc., TV audience research group, is vice chairman. Awards will be announced
and presented at the annual academy dinner Jan. 23 at Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles.
RCA has shipped third RCA-built TV
station for operations in Havana to
Telenews Co., Alonso, S. A. Station
plans to begin operation in early 1951.

O^n

tAe doited

line

DISCUSSING plans for Pet Milk co-sponsorship of NBC's Four Star Revue
(I to r): Bea Adams, exec. v. p., Gardner Agency; Elmer Marshautz, age
pres.; George Frey, NBC-TV dir. of sales; Henry Whiteside, Pet Milk accc
executive; Joe Hibbard, sponsor v. p. and adv. dir.; Edward Madden, l<
V. p., Roland Martini (standing), Gordner head in N. Y.; and Jules Mi!
pres. Pet Milk.

OPENING
new in"ranch
room"City,
at
W. T. Grantof Co.
Salt Lake
prompts KDYL-TV m. e., Emerson
Smith, to put on guns for interview
with Peter Sando (center), mgr. of
restaurants for Grant, and Robert
Shurtleff, Salt Lake City store mgr.
Store bought hour-long telecast from
its new dining facility.

MONTHLY package at cost of $
000 and calling for daily fea
film, 1-2 p.m., on WNBW W
ington
of Clo'[
Sanders, gets
adv. signature
dir. of Peoples
Stores of Washington. Seated
is William McAndrew, WNBW
mgr. Standing, Charles deLozier
WNBW, Wm. Murdock, Murdock J

NASH Coffee Co. sponsorship of
Amateur Chef on KSTP-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul is made official by (I
to r): Miller C. Robertson, sponsor
vice president in charge of sales;
Lester J. Clark (standing), Nash representative, and Joe MacGaran, account executive, Erwin,Wasey, agency.

CONTRACT for Santa's Work:
series on WFMY-TV Greensboro, '
C, is reviewed by (seated, I ti
T. G. Overstreet, vice pres. and i
of Ellis Stone & Co. departni
store, and Bruce Crawford, public
dir. Standing are Robert M. Lai'
(I), and Virgil Evans, WFMY-TV.

DRAWING up final contracts for telecasting of annual Pasadena Tournan-j
of
New Witt,
Year'sL.A.Daymgr..
via Los
Angeles-San
are Roses
(I to parade
r): Harryon W.
Calkins
& Holden,Francisco
Carlock,microvjj
McCI
ton & Smith; Harrison M. Dunham, manager, KTTV Los Angeles; Harr^
Yolk (seated), v. p. in chg. western operations. Prudential Insurance
Edward office.
F. Baumer,
dir. adv.
sales will
promotion
and telecasts
public relations,
Wes/*
Home
Prudential.
KPIX(TV)
carry the
in San Franci

BERNARD H. KAMENSKE, WCOP
Boston night news desk, to WORL
Boston as news and sports director.
WILLIAM COLLINS, Boston Herald,
to news rewrite desk.
GENE KELLY, sportscaster WPEN
Phila., father of girl, Sally Ruth.
MATT GUOKAS, sports director, elected president of Basketball Writers
Assoc. of Fhila.

air-casters

OHNNY CLARKE, freelance disc
jockey, appointed chairman radio
publicity committee by New York
'jtate Commission for Blind, for anijual Christmas sale in N. Y.
iloHN J. TENGE Jr., D'Arcy Co., St.
Louis, to KXYZ Houston, Tex., as
' Iromotion manager.
Hy FRIEDMAN, assistant photo editor
'FC. N. Y., father of boy, Richard
rd, Dec. 6.
.L,BERT ANDERSON, research manI |ger ABC Central Division, father
I [f girl, Dec. 1.
lOHN EISENHAUER to WGCB Red
yon. Pa., as announcer: JOE TUTKA
jp announcing staff KCOH Houston,
lex.; HARRY ATKINS
to WDKD
I'lingstree, S. C, as announcer; JOHN
|l \VILK to WTRI Armed Forces Ra10 Service, U.S. Naval Activities,
'temphis.
i.AY McLEIXDON appointed program
drector WGSV Gunterville, Ala.
T McGUINNESS, news and sports
ector WATL-AM-FM Atlanta, Ga.,
>|) WJNO West Palm Beach, Fla.
HN MORRIS appointed junior
l^koducer WLWT (TV) Cincinnati.
■ I'D SUNKEL, WDAN Danville, Va.,
cer."iVXGI Richmond as assistant prod' "ACK FARMER, WATL Atlanta, Ga.,
' WIBB Macon, Ga., as staff anouncer.
ED JONES, disc jockey KNUZ Housin, Tex., father of girl, June Eleanor.
EAVMAN MARSH, auditor NBC-TV
i1 'ashington,
ordered to active duty
ith Marine Corps.

■iOGER STEVENS to WPTR Albany
Is staff announcer. ERNIE DAVIS,
"AGE Syracuse, to WPTR announcig staff. MICHAEL DANYLA Jr.,
lies staff, appointed continuity di,;ctor, replacing BETH LEE, resigns
11 freelance.
Id VIEHMAN, producer WCCO Min= nolis-St. Paul, father of boy,
in Dennis.

WEVD
117-119 W 46 SL
jBIRYGREENFIELD.Mg. Director N.Y.19
KOADCASTING

BOB ROTH, WOL Washington, to
WTOP Washington as staff announcer.
ED PENDLETON, promotion manager
WMAZ Macon, Ga., father of girl,
Catherine Louise.
MILLARD HANSEN, announcer WJOL
Joliet, 111., to WDWS Champaign in
same capacity.
FRITZ BLOCKL director-writer and
one-time drama critic, signed as producer of Progressive Broadcasting System
Charlotte Rogers' Movietown transcriljed
News show.
HARRIET LORD to WPEN Phila. as
m.c. of program interviewing outstanding officials. Was with WFPG and
WMID both Atlantic City, N. J.
FRED FOY, WXYZ Detroit announcer,
father of girl.
JACQUELINE SHARPE and GEORGE
ADAMS to promotion department
WBT-AM-FM and WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C.
JIM MITCHELL, announcer-producer
WSLS Roanoke, Va., to WDVA Danville, Va., as announcer, replacing
HAROLD STEVENS, resigned.
EDDY ROGERS, musical director
KOA Denver, will have his poem
"Grande Lake" published by Emil
Ascher Inc., N. Y., in January.
BILL MALONE to announcing staff
WMAL-AM-FM-TV Washington. Was
with WAVE-AM-TV Louisville.
JACK STANLEY, announcer WCCO
Minneapolis-St. Paul, to Progressive
Broadcasting System, Hollywood, as
staff announcer.
PAUL BARON, program director
WOKO Albany, resigns. Future plans
not announced.
BOB SEITZER, KFAB Omaha, to
promotion department KMTV (TV)
Omaha.
ROBERT GUGGENHEIM, KNBH(TV)
Hollywood television film supervisor,
and Jean O'Donnell were married
Dec. 1.
CAMBRIDGE School of Radio Broadcasting, N. Y., announces placement
of
following
MURRAY'
BREISBLATT graduates:
to announcing
staff
WHED Washington, N. C; SEYMOUR
MILLER to WCTC New Brunswick,
N. J., as announcer; FRANK PIRAINO to teletranscription department DuMont Television Network;
A/awi • • •
WILLIAM D. NIETFELD, director of
news KFRC San Francisco, to KCBS
San Francisco in same capacity.
GLENN CONDON, news editor KRMG
Tulsa, elected president of Tulsa
Press Club.
ROBERT FULLER, CBS press information staff, father of boy, Alexander
Scott.
ART LEAVITT and FRANK McGEE
to WKY Oklahoma City as newscasters. Mr. Leavitt was with KDAC Fort
Bragg, Calif., and KREO Palm
Springs, Calif. Mr. McGee was with
KGFF Shawnee, Okla., and KITO San
Bernardino, Calif.

• Telecasting

ELECT &IMBEL
Heads Philadelphia Group
BENEDICT GIMBEL Jr., president, WIP Philadelphia, has been
elected president of Philadelphia
Broadcasters Assn., which he cofounded with Gordon Gray, WIP
vice president. Other officers named
are Max M. Leon, owner of WDAS
Philadelphia, treasurer, and Patrick J. Stanton, owner of WJMJ
Philadelphia, secretary.
The association, made up of station executives in the area, plans
to set up a mutually-operated office as a clearing house for advertising agency acceptance, exchange
of credit information, clearance and
allocation of public service announcements and programs, acceptability of program material,
and exchange of personnel data.
STU WAYNE of WPEN Philadelphia
gave a Big Tiny Tot fire engine party
for 1,000 children. A new fire engine
from Brooklawn, N. J., came to WPEN
to take the children for a ride.

AGENCIES
MERGE
Yambert Heads New Firm
FOUR Los Angeles advertising
agencies have merged into a single
organization known as Yambert,
Prochnow, McHugh & Macauley
Inc. with headat 220
N. Canon quarters
Drive,
Beverly Hills,
starting Jan. 1.
Ralphbert,
F. head
Yam-of
Ralph Yambert
Organization, has
been named
dent of thepresinew
Mr. Yambert

corporation. Raynow and Phil D. McHughmond E.areProchvice
presidents. J. Stanley Macauley is
secretary - treasurer. The latter
three headed their own agencies
until the merger took place. Along
with Mr. Yambert they have been
active in Southern California advei'tising for several years.
Merger was a long-rl'^nned move
to bring together the four agencies
whose advertising specialties will
give the new firm "the broadest
possible range of services to California advertisers," it was said.
Mr. McHugh will continue to specialize in radio and television.
WMBG Richmond received awar ' from
Virginia chapter of American Cancer
Society for distinguished service in
1950. Local chapter praised cancer control program broadcast by station.

Reach

N DM

PLUS!

.

The DETROIT Area's Greater Buy!
— at the lowest rate, of any major
station in this region!
CKLW

with 50,000 watt power is hitting an audience of 17,000,000 people in a 5 state region.
This mighty power, coupled with the LOWEST
RATE OF ANY MAJOR STATION IN THIS
REGION means that you get more for every
dollar you spend in this area when you use
CKLW — plan your Fall schedule on CKLW now!
Adam National
J. Young,Rep.
Jr., Inc.
e
J. E. Campeau
President
o
Guardian Building;
Detroit 26
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RCA VICTOR Record Dept. sales,
merchandising and promotion
executives will move headquarters from Camden to N. Y. Move reportedly being made to bring top department heads in closer contact with
s
activitie of artists and repertoire
functions located in N. Y. Those affected are LAWRENCE W. KENAGA,
general sales and merchandise manager; DAVID J. FINN, advertising and
sales promotion manager; ROBERT
M. MACRAE, merchandise manager;
EDWARD O. WELKER, sales planning manager, and EDWARD DODELIN, field sales supervisor GEORGE
R. MAREK, assistant to general manager, appointed to newly created post
of director of artists and repertoire.
KATHLEEN DONAHUE,
bune reporter, appointed
rector in charge of writing
H. Miller public relations

Chicago Trieditorial distaff Arthur
office, N. Y.

E-C-O-RADIO PRODUCTIONS, N. Y.,
announces new 15-minute package program Newsstand Roundup. Program
made up of highlights from current
magazines and will be sold on yearly
subscription basis.
C. P. MacGREGOR, Hollywood transcribed library service, announces six
new stations have signed as subscribers: KATO Reno, Nev.; KENM Portales, N. M.; KLCB Libby, Mont.;
KFDR Grand Coulee, Wash.; KDLA
De Ridder, La.; WKBS Oyster Bay,
L. I., N. Y. Four subscribing stations
also signed for two additional programs: KFRE Fresno, Calif., and
WBBM Chicago for Obsession, mystery
show; woe Davenport, Iowa, and
WONW Defiance, Ohio, for Hollywood
Theatre of Stars.

allied

arts

ARNOLD MICHAELIS, production
supervisor Music Corp. of America,
named executive producer for World
Video Inc., N. Y.
COFFIN, COOPER & CLAY, L. A.
operator of Tele-Que Audience Analysis, to open offices in S. F. in
January. ROBERT T. SEELYE, from
L. A. office, will be in charge.
CHARLES MICHELSON INC., N. Y.,
radio transcription firm, has sold transcribed Christmas jingles to following
sponsors: Washington Shirt Co. over
WIND Chicago; Dick's Furniture over
WLAD
Danbury,
Joseph's Men
& Boys Wear
over Conn.;
KSIG Crowley,
La.;
and Dunlap's Dry Goods over KWB
Stockton, Calif.
WORLD BROADCASTING SYSTEM,
N. Y., sends Christmas bonus
package containing five special feature films for the holiday season.
Included among these are: The Angel
With the Cold Nose, featuring Margaret O'Brien; 15 Christmas songs by
The Jesters; The Christmas Shopping
Bag, a music and continuity program;
and musical lists for musical programming during Christmas.
COLUMBIA RECORDS Inc., N. Y., has
prepared special half -hour radio scripts

for its local distributors to be used in
promotion
recordings. of its "Parades Festival"

HARRY
nt • • • assistant
pmeMcCULLOUGH,
^(jjUlE.
to general sales
manager Crosley
Div. of Avco Mfg.
Corp., Cincinnati,
appointed manager
of radio
andsection.
television sales
JACK

M. WILLIAMS, special assislations
tant to public
redirector
RCA Victor Home
Instrument Dept.,
Mr. McCnllough

appointed vertising
sales manager.
adROBERT H. PASCHALL, sales manager Reelest marketing and promotion
Universal Electronics Sales Corp.,
Phila., appointed vice president in
charge of sales.
JOHN P. BOKSENBOM, treasurer and
controller RCA Service Co., appointed
vice president in charge of consumer
products service division.
TRANSVISION Inc., New Rochelle,
X. Y., announces introduction of 1951
TV consoles, combination consoles and
table models.
GEORGE W. WALKER, industrial designer and stylist in Detroit, retained
by Admiral Corp. for designing TV
cabinets.
RCA announces new television antennaplex system, SX-8B, designed and
tuned for specified local television
channels. The multiple outlet TV antenna system has already been installed in several large cities.
U. S. ELECTRONICS Corp., L. A.,
moves to new quarters at 2038 Broadway, Santa Monica, Calif.
RCA ENGINEERING PRODUCTS
DEPT. releasing new 12-page booklet
which provides information on new
table model electron microscope.
BARBER-COLMAN Co., Rockford, 111.,
now producing reversible motor which
can be used as single-phase shaded pole
induction motor; single-phase capacitor motor, or two phase motor. Motors
r

9:05 to 9:30
Adventures

a. m., Mon. thru
Sat.
in Home-making"

SOUTH CAROLINA'S
SUPERMARKET
HAS
w m m m n
40%

^^1^
^V
n
KlAND IKLX-FM
TRIBUNE TOWER • OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

910
on your

Radio Listener Surveys Show 151,200 Eastbay people listen to KLX daily! KLX leads
all San Francisco and Oakland independents in 11 out of 12 Hooper periods!
(OAKLAND HOOPER, JULY-AUGUST, 1950)
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY BURN. SMITH
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Oof S. C.'s
GENERAL MERCHAN
DISE SALES

The News-Piedmont Sfafion
"Db ForSpartanburg
Markets
'ynp
Greenville-AndersonRtpretenled b/ Avery-Knodel

available with power ratings up horsepower for continuous-duty
ice.
THE DAVEN Co., Newark, N. J
nounces availability of two new a
uator units. RF attenuation netv
model 650, has flat frequency resf
from DC to 225 mc and can be
as all-purpose laboratory and tes
strument. Carrier frequency c(
attenuator. Model 795, is applicab
extremely accurate measurements
DC to 200 kc. Further inform
may be obtained by writing con:
at 191 Central Ave., Newark 4,
"Technical • • •
TED OCZYPOK, studio engineer T^
Pittsburgh,
returns to work afte:
ness.
RUSH SAWYER, chief eng
WDVA Danville, Va., father of g;,
JACK WHITESIDE, chief engine,
charge of electronic developn
Simpson Electric Co., Chicago, %
on five month lecture tour for se
men throughout countrj-.
BOB DARE Jr. to WPTR Alban
studio engineer.
WELCH HUCKABY appointed
engineer WGSV Guntersville, A
SENATE CONTROi
GOP Bids for More V
JOCKEYING for Senate cc;
in the 82d Congress which conv
Jan. 3 began last week as an a:
math of the GOP election vict
last November and the subsec
slimming of the Democratic
jority in the Senate to two
makers.
First Republican bid for )
voice in Senate affairs was a
posal to increase the size of
mittees in the upper chamber,
giving new Senators a better
portunity to be placed on key
mittee assignments. Democ.
leadership, however, after a p
conference, turned down the re
mendation.
The GOP would change
Congressional Reorganization
which provides for 13-man con
tees, except on the Senate Aj
priations Committee which h
membership of 21. The act
imposes a limit of two major
mittee posts to each Senator.
S. C. Assn. Meet
SOUTH CAROLINA Broadca
Assn. will hold its annual con
tion Jan. 26-27 in Columbia, !
Guest speakers and enterta:
are being selected for the mee
which SCBA President Dan (
land, WCRS Greenwood, hopes
be "the best of our several n

Advertising

PAYS

in a DAY
ings."

—

on

WORE
"The People's Statio '
Grand Rapids, Micl
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BLAW-KNOX

builds

ANOTHER

RINGSIDE

SEAT

to

the

Events

of

the

World

For its ultra-modern station in
the heart of down-town Lomsville, WHAS engineers specified
a Blaw-Knox Heavy Duty Type
H-40 Tower 526 ft. high to support safely its 10,000 lb., 12 bay
high gain TV antenna.
Telecasting top-flight national
and regional programs, WHAS
will open up a new market for
TV sets and provide ringside
seats for appreciative thousands
in the populous and progressive
Louisville area.
BLAW-KNOX
DIVISION
OF BLAW-KNOX COMPANY
2077 Farmers Bank BIdg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Il

BLAW-KNOX

ROADCASTING

• Telecasting
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December 7 Applications , . .
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
AM— 1170 kc
KLOK San Jose, Calif.— CP AM station to change from 1170 kc 5 kw D
to 1170 kc 5 kw unl. DA-N. AMENDED
to request 5 kw-D 1 kw-N DA-N.
AM— 1230 kc
Francis J. Matrangola, WiMwood,
N. J.— CP new AM station 1230 kc 250
w unl. AMENDED to request 100 w unl.
AM— 1340 kc
PhilliD R. Hurlbut. Farmington, N. M.
—CP new AM station 1240 kc, 250 w
unl. AMENDED to request 1340 kc 250
w unl.
License Renewal
Request
for
license renewal
station: WNAB Bridgeport,
Conn.:AMWCVS
Springfield, III.; WGUY Bangor, Me.;
WCJU trice,
Columbia,
KWBE Ohio;
BeaNeb.; WLECMiss.;
Sandusky,
KLBM LaGrande, Ore.; KSRV Ontario,
Ore.; WPAM Pottsville, Pa.; KCLX
Colfax, Wash.; WPAR Parkersburg, W.
Va.; WDLB Marshfield, Wis.; KWRL
Riverton, Wyo.
Jacksonville,
111. — Request
forWLDS-FM
license renewal
FM station.
WGKV-FM
Charleston,
W. Va.—
Same.
License for CP
License for CP new FM station;
WOPA-FM Oak Park, 111.; WOOK-FM
Silver Spring, Md.
Modification of CP
WJZ-TVmercialNew
York—forMod.
CP com-of
TV station
extension
completion date to 6-30-51.
License Renewal
Request for license renewal commercial TV station : WNBF-TV Binghamton,
N. Y.; WBEN-TV Buffalo; KOTV Tulsa,
Okla.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 1320 kc
WMSC Columbia, S. C— CP AM station to change from 1320 kc 1 kw D
to 1320 kc 1 kw unl. DA-N.
AM— 580 kc
WKSR
Pulaski,
Tenn.—
CP wAMD station
to change from 730
kc 250
to 580
kc 1 kw-D 500 w-N DA-2.
APPLICATION RETURNED
License Renewal
ApplicationTURNED:for KBUNlicense
renewalMinn.;
REBemidjii,
WHAW Weston. W. Va.
December 8 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Authority Extended
WAAT tensionNewark,
— Granted
exof auth. for N.30 J.days
from Dec.
7 to operate with power of 5 kw-D 500
w-N using center tower of array and
with power determined by indirect

»
fCC

Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
method, pending repairs, etc.
WMGM New York — Granted extension of authority to operate with power
reduced to 5 kw using aux. trans, for
period of 90 days from Dec. 8 pending
restoration
authorized
and submission of new
proof
ofarray
performance,
new resistance
measurements
and
forms 302.
Authority
extended
concurrent with period to operate with
temporary flattop ant. or temporary 190
ft. vertical radiator after latter installed;method.
power to be determined by indirect
WNEW New York— Granted extension of authority three weeks from Dec.
7 to operate
with WJZ
5 kw aux.
and trans,
nondirectional
ant. using
and
temporary 167 ft, ant. pending repairs
and receipt of application for new
trans, and receipt of sufficient proof of
directional justment;
array
in proper adpower tobeing
be determined
by
indirect method.
WPRO Providence, R. I.— Granted extension of authority for 120 days from
Dec. top6ant.toandooerate
power with
of 5 temporary
kw D 1 kwflatN,
pending :estoration of DA submission
of new proof of performance and new
ant. resistance
Forms
302; power measurements
to be determinedwith
by
indirect method.
WOV New York — Granted extension
of authority for period of 30 days with
nondirectional ant. using south tower
of array and power reduced to 1 kw,
pending restoration of north tower and
submission
of new proof
of performance, new resistance
measurements
and
Forms 302; power to be determined by
indirect method.
WBRY of
Waterbury,
Grantedof
extension
authority Conn.—
for a period

MS//'
FDR

BROADCASTING
'
GATES
RADIO
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
TELEPHONE -522

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STerling 3626
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actions

DECEMBER 7 TO DECEMBER 13
cond. -conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modiGcation
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant

yGat^s
IF IT IS

9

:

A

STATION

60 days from Dec. 6 to operate with
temporary flattop ant. 300 ft. in length
and 60 feet in height and with power
reduced to 1 kw, pending restoration
of authorized array and submission of
new proof
of performance,
new resistance measurements
and Forms
302;
power
method. to be determined by indirect
Modification of CP
KOOK
Billings,
mod.
CP to make changeMont.—
in DA Granted
by changing
type of towers and top loading towers.
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Edward M. Webster
WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa. — Granted
leave to intervene and participate fully
in proceeding re allocation of usage of
intercity video transmission facilities.
By Examiner H. B. Hutchison on Dec. 7:
Chief, continued
Common hearing
Carrier from
BureauDec.—
Granted
11, to Dec. 18, at Washington, D. C. in
proceeding re allocation of usage of
intercity video transmission facilities.
By Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Chief, Common Carrier Bureau —
Granted indefinite continuance of hearing, now scheduled to commence Dec.
11 in Washington, D. C, in proceeding
re applications of Globe Wireless Ltd.
for CP's
to to
authorize
the move
of cer-of
tain trans,
transmitting
stations
Press Wireless Inc.
WALE Fall River, Mass. — Ordered
that record in proceeding for renewal
of license of WALE be closed.
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
KID Idaho Falls, Ida. — Granted leave
to amend application so as to correct
a discrepancy in site coordinates shown
on figures
5, 10 2and
11 and indicated site2,on3, figure
of engineering
statement submitted with amendment
filed on mission
Oct.on Nov.
4, and
24. accepted by ComDecember ] 1 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
W M B Rlicense
- T V for
Jacksonville,
Fla.—
Granted
new commercial
TV
station;
Chan.
4
(66-72
mc),
14.8
kw
vis. aur. 7.4; 440 ft.
WEIR Weirton W. Va.— Granted license for new AM station and specify
main
location; 1430 kc 1 kw
DA-2 studio
unl.

Following
granted mod.
tension
of completion
datesCP'sas fcsi
WLOK-FM
Ohio,N, to
cond.; WSAY Lima,
Rochester.
Y., to151; WPAR Parkersburg, W. Va., .
12-51; KGGF Coffeyville, Kan., to
51; 7-1-51;
cond.; WFBC-FM
to
WLIN-FM Greenville,
Merrill, Wi
5-18-51; cond.; WKAP-FM Aller
Pa., to 5-21-51; WHO-FM Des M)
to KGW
4-1-51. Portland, Oregon— Grant*
quest for voluntary assignment
cense from
Pub. C
Pioneer
BcstersOregonian
Inc.
KOL
Seattle,
Wash.—
Granted
1:
install new trans.
WHBI Newark, N. J.— Granted 1:
install of aux. trans, at present s
(Continued on page 72)

'

COMPANY
'
WASHINGTON, 0. C:
TEL METROPOLITAN 0522

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
"A reliable
service for
over phone
Ifi years"
For immediate
service
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.

WGCB Red Lion, Pa.— Grante(
cense new AM station; 1440 kc 1 k
WTSL Hanover, N. H.— Grante
cense new AM station; 1400 kc 2
unl.
WFNS Burlington, N. C— GranU
cense decrease height of vertical
ant. and mount FM ant. on side.
WLRD,Fla. —KA-2965,
Beach,
Granted KA-6678-9
request for \'
tary assignment of licenses from
nership
of
three
to
two
Rob
relinquishing his interest— Leo
in assig
Mercantile Bcstg. Co.
WCMN Arecibo, P. R.— Grante(
to install aux. trans, at present
of main trans, on 1280 kc 250 w.
KIUP Durango, Col. — Granted
CP to change main studio locj
conditions.
WCBS-FM
New York— Grqnte
cense change FM station; Chan. :
(101.1 mc) 2.8 kw; 870 ft.
KNX-FM Hollywood, Calif.— Gr,.
license
for 93.1
new mc,FM 59broadcast
Chan. 226,
kw; 2,800 st;f,
KTYL-FM Mesa, Ariz. — Grante
cense new FM station; Chan.
(104.7
mc), V.50 Shepard,
kw, 140 ft.Denton, T,
Harwell
Granted CP & license for new r«i
BoulderKA-3764.
Radio KBOL Inc., Boi
pickup
Col. — Granted CP & license for.
remote
pickup
Jose Bechara KA-8043.
Jr., Mayaguez, P.I
Granted CP & license for new re
pickup
Booth KA-8044.
Radio & Television St£
Inc., Flint, Mich.— Granted CP
remote pickup KA-8045.
Ohio Valley on the Air Inc.,
polls, Ohio — Granted CP for ne\
mote
pickup Sioux
KA-8042.
KSCJ-FM
City, Iowa— Gr
mod. CP for extension of comp!
date to 3-1-51; condition.
Angel license
Ramos,remote
San pickup
Juan, KA
P. •
Granted
Earle C. Anthony,
Los Angj
Granted
licenses remote pickups'
7954.
All Oklahoma Bcstg. Co., Tul<!a,
—Granted license STL KKA-83.
WMAS-AM-FM Springfield, 1
WLLH-AM-FM Lowell. Mass.— Gr
request transfer of control of lie
corporations from Ethel A. Moffa
ceased. Testamentary Executrix
Estate of Albert S. Moffat, deceaf
Louise F. Chanev. Administratr
the Estate of Albert S. Moffat, dec<
Miss.—900Granted
forKFAL
new Fulton,
AM station;
kc. 250li
WCSI Columbus, Ind.— Grante
cense
new Bcstg.
AM station;
kc 250'
Illinois
Co., 1010
Decatur,
Granted mod. license to change e
ment. KA-5575.
WEBR Inc., Buffalo, N. Y.— Gr
CPAgricultural
& license forBcstg.
STL KEB-70.
Co., Chic
Granted CP & license new t»
pickup
Delta KA-8041.
Bcstg. Co., Escanaba, D/f
Granted CP & license for new ri
Earl W. Fessler, Madison,
Granted KQB-8''2.
CP new remote pickup
pickup
Oneiia Bc«^t<r. Co., Rhinelander
8036.
— Granted CP's for new remote p
KSB-702, KA-8035.
Nueces Bcstg. Co., Corpus C
Tex. — Granted CP for new remote,
upColorado
KKE-488.Bcstg. Co. Inc., Pueblc
— Granted CP's to make changes i(
isting
KA-6153
change remote
power pickups
from 3 to
30 w
change equipment to composite,
KUBC Montrose, Col. — Granted
CP to change type trans, (condit
KRES
St.change
Joseph,typeMo.trans,
— Gi(t
tions)
. to
mod.
CP

Greotest professionol recording value on
the marketl Portoble high fidelity recorder and amplifier — as tow as $499.50
WRITE
INC.
360 N. Michigan Ave,
^ChicogoJI, III. ^/
BROADCASTING

• Telecast(

CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
^ecutive Offices
National Press Building
Pffices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
jWasliingten, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
fveratt L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
-^TERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
^
WASHINGTON, D. C.
0. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

RADIO

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Nctl. Press BIdg. 1 407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE*

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRKT 1215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

ENGINEERS

A 4S-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montcloir, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLEH
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE*

RUSSELL
1421 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Member

P. MAY
Kellogg BIdg.
REpublic 3984

Dixie B. McKey & Assoc.
1120 Jefferson PIcm*, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
REpublic 7236

AFCCB*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut At*.
'alias, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
^1728 Wood St. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colten & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1 HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
I
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

<5f. H 3iti^
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 13, OHIO
Telephone — Kingswood 7631

WALTER F. KEAN
SAM-TV BROADCAST AUOCATJON,
I FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
|| Riverside Read — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chico5« suburb)
|*OADCASTING

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
2915 Red River 2-5055
Austin, Texas

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

KEAR

& KENNEDY

1703 K ST., N. W. STERLmG 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

Member AFCCE*

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineering Consultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 Washington b, D. C

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
I le Fevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

• Telecasting
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 70)
Decisions Cont. :
main trans, on 1280 kc 1 kw, 2.5 kw
S-WOV.
Minnesota Bcstg. Corp., Area, Minneapolis-St.
Paul,
Granted
CP
& license for
newMinn.—
television
pickup
KA-8055.
WAWZ tension
Zarephath,
J.— Granted
for 30 days N. from
Dec. 7 ex-to
operate non-directional with remaining
188 ft. ant. and power of 1 kw-D, 500
w-N. pending restoration of damaged
array.
indirect Power
method. to be determined by
Radio Electronic Television School —
FM
Division,
Detroit, Mich.of— Granted
license
for reinstatement
CP for
new Experimental TV KQ2XBB.
Crosley CPBcstg.
Cincinnati —
Granted
for Corp.,
new Experimental
Television KQ2XBH.
WHEN Syracuse, N. Y.— Granted mod.
of CP for extension of completion
date to 6-12-51.
December 11 Apptaeations . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
AM— 550 kc
WJDX Jackson, Miss.— CP AM station to change from 1300 kc 5 kw-D
1 kw-N to 550 kc 5 kw-D 1 kw-N DA-2.
License for CP
License for CP new AM station:
WHMP Northampton, Mass.; WTIL
Mayaguez, P. R.: KJEF Jennings, La.;
KUKI Ukiah, Calif.; KGPH Flagstaff,
Ariz.
for
CPWEIM
AM Fitchburg,
station to Mass.—
change License
frequency,
install DA etc.
License Renewal
. Request
for
renewal
station: WPOR license
Portland,
Me.; AMWMRA
Myrtle Beach, S. C; KENA Mena, Ark.;
KVEN ton, Ventura,
Calif.;Tallahassee,
WOL WashingD. C; WTNT
Fla.;
WVOP Vidalia, Ga.; WTBO Cumberland, Md.; WMAS Springfield, Mass.;
WMIQ Iron Mountain, Mich., WHLS
Port Huron; WROB West Point, Miss.;
WMBH Joplin, Miss.; KBRL McCook,
Neb.; WMOH Hamilton, Ohio; KSIW
Woodward. Okla.; WUSN Charleston.
S. C; KDNT Denton, Tex.; WLPM
Suffolk, Va.; KBKW Aberdeen, Wash.;
WRCO Richland, Wis.
KVMEcenseMerced,
Request for lirenewal FMCalif.—
station.
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion date; WHMA-FM
Anniston, Ala.; WACE-FM Chicopee,
Mass.; WAYS-FM Charlotte, N. C;
WLPM-FM Suffolk, Va.; KSJW Alhambra, Calif.; WRGA-FM Rome, Ga.
WWPF-FM Palatka, Fla.— Mod. CP
new FM station to change ERP from
420 w to 975 w, ant. to 80 ft.
WLAP-FM Lexington, Ky.— Mod. CP
FM station to change ERP from 2.95
kw to 3.46 kw.
CP to Replace CP
WMMI Meridian, Miss. — CP to replace
expiredtionalCP
for noncommercial educaFM station.
License Renewal
Request
for license
commercial TV station;
WTVR renewal
Richmond,
Va.;
WHIO-TV
Dayton,
Ohio;
WOW-TV
Omaha,
Neb.;
WAAM Baltimore;

WDSU-TV New Orleans.
APPLICATION RETURNED
License for CP
KIUP censeDurango,
RETURNED
for CP AM Col.—
station
to changelifrequency, power etc.
December 12 Decisions . . .
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner E. M. Webster
FCC General
tension of time Counsel
to Jan.— Granted
10, 1951, ex-in
which to file exceptions to initial decision issued in proceeding upon application of Harbenito Bcstg. Co.
(KGBS), Harlingen, Tex.
FCC General Counsel — Dismissed as
moot ancepetition
Dec. 4,scheduled
for continuof hearingfiled
presently
for
Dec. 6, to Dec. 22, in proceeding upon
applications of Radio Services Co.
(WJPR), Greenville, Miss, and that of
Magic City Bcstg. Co., (WEDR), Fairfield,General
Ala..
FCC tion
Counsel — ofGranted
petifor an extension
time from
Dec. 4 to Dec. 19, in which to file
exceptions to initial decision issued in
proceeding upon applications of James
Cullen Looney (KURV), Edinburg, Tex.
and that of Giddens & Rester (WKRG),
Mobile, Ala.
WPRT Prestonburg, Ky. — Granted
petition requesting dismissal without
prejudice of application for extension
of completion date. Dismissed as moot
petition for waiver of Section 1.363 of
the Commission's Rules and Regulations.
The Jackson Bcstg. Co., Jackson, Ohio
— Granted
, dismissal without petition
prejudicerequesting
of application.
Athens Bcstg. Co., Athens, Ohio —
— Granted petition requesting dismissal
without prejudice of application.
William M. Bunker, Tacoma, Wash.
— Granted petition requesting dismissal
without prejudice of application.
Rollins Bcstg. Inc., Georgetown, Del.
—forGranted
to dismiss
removalrequest
from the
hearing petition
docket
and immediate grant filed on Nov. 14,
in proceeding
upon
application;
tion of 11/14/50 dismissed as moot.petiKLFY Lafayette, La. — Granted petition insofar as it requests leave to
amend application so as to make minor
changes tationinof ant.
spacing,
phasing,
orien-of
towers;
thatandpart
petition which requests reconsideration
and full
grant
without hearing
is referred
to
Commission
for action.
Buttrey
Best.
Inc.,
Billings,
Mont. —
Granted petition requesting dismissal
without prejudice of application.
By Examiner J. D. Bond
KWOC Poplar Bluff, Miss.— Granted
motion for continuance of hearing now
scheduled for Dec. 19 in proceeding re
application and that of Lee Bcstg. Inc.
(WTAD),tinued to date
Quincy,
conto be111.;
fixedhearing
by further
order herein.
W M M B Melbourne, Fla. — Granted
leave to amend application so as to
show cant
present
holdings ininamendapplicorporationstock
as specified
ment accompanying the petition.
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
WTOD
Ohio—so Granted
leave
to amend Toledo,
application
as to correct
a typographical error in description in
sketch of ant. towers, and to supply
information concerning vertical sections toward two stations with accompanying dataand
and theoretical
clearer designations
of tolerance
values of
radiation upon nighttime horizontal
radiation pattern.
WWSC Glens Falls, N. Y.— Granted

motion for continuance of hearing
from Dec. 15, to Feb. 12, 1951, in proceeding upon application.
By Examiner Leo Resnick
KOPR
Butte,to Mont.—
tion for leave
amend Granted
applicationpetiby
reducing maximum expected operating
value of radiation proposed toward
WIBW Topeka from 200 mv/m to 165
mv/m.
December 12 AppEications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
KWBB Wichita, Kan.— Mod. CP new
AM
date. station for extension of completion
License Renewal
Request
renewal
AM Fla.;
station: for
WMFJ license
Daytona
Beach,
WMVG fayette,
Milledgeville,
Ga.;
WASK
Ind.; KWCR Cedar Rapids, Lala.;
KWCJ Natchitoches, La.; KORE Eugene, Ore.; WDAD Indiana, Pa.; WRIA
Caguas, P. R.; WCCP Savannah, Ga.;
WCTC New Brunswick, N. J.
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new FM station for extension of completion
WAZL-FM
Hazleton,
Pa.; KSRTdate:
Beverly
Hills,
Calif.; WJHL-FM Johnson City, Tenn.
License Renewal
Request
license WICU
renewalErie,
commercial TV for
station;
Pa.;
WNHC-TV New Haven; WTCN-TV
Minneapolis; W P T Z Philadelphia;
WFIL-TV Philadelphia; WDEL-TV Wilmington, Del.; WGAL-TV
Lancaster,
Pa.; WKY-TV
Oklahoma,
Okla.;
WMAR-TV Baltimore; WSB-TV Atlanta, Ga.; WCBS-TV New York;
WKTV Utica, N. Y.; WMAL-TV Washington; WSPD-TV Toledo, Ohio;
WBAL-TV Baltimore, Md.; WTMJ-TV
Milwaukee, Wis.; WDAF-TV Kansas
City, Mo.; KING-TV Seattle; WMCT
Memphis, Tenn.; WJAR-TV Providence,
R. I.; KSD-TV St. Louis; WCPO-TV
Cincinnati; WEWS Cleveland; WCAUTV Philadelphia; WJAC-TV Johnstown,
Pa.; WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va.;
WTOP-TV Washington.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 950 kc
KDSX Denison, Tex. — CP AM station
to change from 1220 kc 1 kw D to 950
kc 500 k unl. DA-2.
December 13 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1320
WMSC Columbia, S. C— CP AM station to change from 1320 kc 1 kw-D
500 w-N to 1320 kc 1 kw unl. directional.
Modification of CP
WENE Endicott, N. Y.— Mod. CP AM
station to increase power, change frequency etc. for extension of completion
date.
License Renewal
Request
for
licenseOak,
renewal
station: WNER Live
Fla.;AMWHFC
Cicero, 111.; WHTC Holland, Mich.
KWPMcott, N. Y.;
WestWHDL
Plains,Clean,
Mo.; N.WENE
EndiY.; WKAL
Rome, Ga.; WGET Gettysburg, Pa.;
WMAJ State College, Pa.; WCRS
Greenwood, S. C; WLAR Athens,
Tenn.; WAGC Chattanooga, Tenn.;
KMHT Marshall, Tex.; WREL Lexing(Conthmed on page 80)

POLICY
WEW

CHANGE

To Log 'Good Mu!

WEW St. Louis, first station
take the air in the Missouri
tropolis, will mark 1951, its -3
year, by shifting its programrn
to "continuous good music," G
eral Manager Daniel P. O'Con
announced Thursday. "In keep
with the cultural and educatic
attainments of St. Louis U., ow
of WEW, it has been decided t
the station should offer the
Louis community a programrn
O'Connor not
said.now available,"
service
"After much study and inve
gation of other good-music stati
the managem_ent has decided to \
gram only the finest in music
Improved news coverage, and p
lie service or educational progr.
suitable to the higher standard
programs,"
he said.
will take effect
Jan.The1. changec
will offer
St. Louis
ersWEW
a monthly
program
guidelis',
o,^
subscription basis. The guide
list the protjrams for each day
will give a listing by time and
of each major work programr,
and an index. Ten thousand gu
have been mailed to listeners, al
with letters explaining WE
policy shift and reasons for
change. Every advertising agein the country also has been ri
fied.
WEW's present general mans'
has
been in charge
St. L'
U. operation
since oflastthefall,
w
Nicholas Pagliara resigned to
come national sales manager^
WIL St. Louis. Alan Thompso
in charge of production at Wl
and Glenn Manley is commeu
manager. Charles M. Rogersi
director.
news Mr.
and
Rogers Both
have Mr.
M.A.O'Cor'
degi
from Catholic U., Washington,
both have been teachers.

winner
OberlinInd.,
Award,
been na'\
has annual
WWCA ofGary,
entation of Lake County Medical?,
ciety to organization making outst.
ing contribution to public health
v/elfare in area. Award was baset
program station ran last spring,
titled Drama — M.D.

MAGAZINE DATA
BAB Distrabuf'es Figures

S^£gjyATTs OMAHA
Page 72
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"COUNTY by County Comparison
of Magazine Circulation," 7%pound volume of separate circulation figures of six magazines by
county, is being sent by Broadcastting Advertising Bureau to all
members.
Purpose of these figures is to
enable station owners to draw up
comparisons between their own
coverage and that of the national
magazines, and to demonstrate to
local representatives of national
advertisers the advantage of using
spot radio in that area. Book is
available to agencies for $7.50 with
additional copies at the same price
for all member stations.

In 5 clinical surveys,
KFMJ outsells Tulsa
advertising
3newspaper
to 1 in dollar
volume,
actual sales. Ask us for
details. KFMJ, the Fred
Jones Station, Tulsa,
Okla. One of America's
top
son independents.
Taylor, Mgr. LawRepresented byJack Koste,
Independent
tan Sales. Metropoli-

BROADCASTING

• Telecast

LATTER PALS'
• • •
PWB Hollywood, Sears' Platter
fc, Mon.-Fri., 4:30-5 p.m. (PST).
kc jockey show for children, fearing playing of children's records.
;|3cial features, such as playing
'mystery tunes for guessing by
Idren's audiences, and "Platter
1 Club" which they can join by
;plying at any Sears store. Victor
li Columbia records co-sponsor
»w with Sears, L. A.
JTDOOR SHOW
% % %
VIBG Richmond, Va., Wildlife
gram being presented for out)i sportsman in cooperation with
jmmission of Game and Inland
liberies of Virginia. Show gives
lest up-to-date news on hunting
-p fishing, interviews with najnal and local outstanding sportsin and question and answer pe|d. with questions sent to station
, listeners and answers by mem• of State Game Commission.
lA BROCHURE
® ® ®
A Exhibition Hall sending bro['ire to trade containing pictures
facilities for meetings. Piece
eribes halls and studios, avail'e for lectures, meetings or films,
tliure also tells of equipment
d in theatres and studios. Back
er gives list of companies and
anizations that have used faciliS.

JiMAN RIGHTS SHOW
• 9
j^YC New York Dec. 10 broad(t anniversary of adoption of
Sversal Declaration of Human
rrhts by United Nations General
;embly.
Program was simuleously broadcast to Latin Amerand around the world by UN
io and Voice of America. Show,
; ich originated from Metropolitan
?ra House, featured New York
lharmonic Symphony Orchestra,
J s. Franklin D. Roosevelt, chairtrXi of the Human Rights Comtission, and stars of stage and
' een.
by
S and Show
CBC was
Dec. rebroadcast
16.

:WS BLACKOUT
O # #
5VP Beaver Falls, Pa., used
, que and expensive method of
: \'s coverage when fire destroyed
ireletype rooms of Bell Telene Co. in Pittsburgh. Station
ned broadcast line between
Sioom and temporary newsroom

proirams

promotion
premiums

set up in United Press office space.
Staff man stationed there broadcast
news from makeshift newsroom
during day. Station reports that
other stations in area were only
able to broadcast news headlines.
^
^
-5^ ^
* *
HUMAN AUCTION
KFXJ Grand Junction, Col.,
auctioned oflF 30 prominent
business and professional
men of Grand Junction for
service to listeners with proceeds going to community
chest. During two-hour talent show, men were put on
block with auctioneer describing their qualifications.
Offers of $5 to $35 were bid
by telephone for their services to wash dishes, shine
shoes, clean bird cages and
many other tasks. During
show, mobile unit visited several bidders' homes and gave
direct reports to radio audience.
* *
^ ★
GOVERNOR REPORTS
• %
KECA-TV Los Angeles, Re-port to
the People, Dec. 11, 10:30-10.45
p.m., PST, Gov. Earl Warren gives
monthly report to state. Series
based on radio version of Report
currently heard on ABC Pacific
Network Tues. 9:45-10 p.m. Governor in both series discusses current topics of general state interest.
Program originates from KECATV studios. Frank LaTourette,
ABC Western Division director of
news and special events, supei'vises
telecasts; Bill Zeck directs and
Hank Weaver acts as announcer.
UNADDRESSED MAIL • •
WAJR Morgantown, W. Va., can
proudly point up to advertisers
station's popularity and coverage
by showing unaddressed post card
station received from another town
with station of it's own. Postcard
was forwarded to WAJR because

of reference to local high school
group asking for request tune.
TAX QUESTION @ 9 •
WNBK (TV) Cleveland, Income
Tax, Dec. 11-15, 12:45-1 p.m. Edward Wallace, station's ne-ws director, and Harry X. Robinson, assistant field deputy of Dept. of Internal
Revenue, conducted question and
answer series on income tax set
up. Viewers were asked to submit
question either by mail or tele-

APRON RESPONSE % % %
phone.
KSTP-TV Minneapolis, What's
Cookin', Mon., 12:45-1:15 p.m.,
Tues.-Fri., 1-1 :30 p.m. Sponsored
by Kuehn-Pearson Brokerage Co.
and Winston-Newell Co. Show received 2,000 replies from one-time
offer of free plastic apron. Bernice
Hulin is hostess.
APPROVED SCHOOL SHOW ®
WCPO-TV Cincinnati, Hi-Time,
Sat., 11-11:30 a.m., Chevrolet Dealers of greater Cincinnati. Agency:
Sive & Rosenfield, same city. Show
features Paul Dixon, station's disc
jockey, and is based entirely on
school talent and activities. One
school each week is honored, with
cheerleaders, entertainers and
athletes participating in show.
Program also points out safe driving with contest on reactions to
driving situations by students. Station announces that Board of Education has given full sanction to
show.
ANNUAL PARADE # • •
WMGW

Meadville, Pa., representative was named Meadville Halloween Queen from field of 12
contestants representing business
firms in city. Gala celebration was
topped with show in front of court
house and annual parade with
Queen riding in new convertible
along with her court. Girls in
court wore sweaters with letters
on them making up call letters of
station.
FULL OF FACTS
9 9 9
WKBN Youngstown, Ohio, sending
brochure to trade giving many
facts about station. Inside is
headed "There's no radio confusion
in
We'reis outside
TV Youngstown!
influence. . .. .. .AM
bigger
than ever!" It goes on to give list
of shows that top city from all
stations. On back is coverage maps
and Hooper station audience index.

HOWARD J. McCOLLISTiR
PAUL W. McCOUISTER, GENERAL MANAGER
Regional Representative
66 ACACIA DRIVE, ATHERTON, CALIF. • DAVENPORT 3-3061
Shows with a Hollywood Heritage ^ Member N'A-Br 4:
OADCASTING
Kb

* Telecasting

NEWS BULLETINS 9 9®
KWCR Cedar Rapids, Iowa, has
added 11 scheduled three-minute
news periods to its programming.
News bulletins deal only with international news in condensed form.
Programs were added due to intense interest in world situation,
station said.

L\.\G

WORTH

PROGRAMS,
113FEATURE
W. 57th ST.,
NEW YORK ig.Inc.
N. Y.'
,^ Network t^alibrc Programs at Cocal Station Cost

The Happy Kitchen, one of the
Midwest's oldest and best liked
women's programs, is conducted
by This
Nancy 9:15
Goode.
a. m. week-day
feature has
been almost
on the air
for
15
handled
by
years.
The
program is deftly
Nancy
Goode,
hdmemaker,
Nancy Goode
mother and
active clubwoman. Her recipes,
food and household hints are of
KMBC-KFRM
great interest
listeners.
Nancyto also
conducts a
weekly
audience.demonstration before an
Fleischmann's Yeast and K. C.
Power & Light are current sponsors, but additional participations
are now available!
Promotion and merchandising
aids are also a part of the participation. Contact us, or any Free &
1^ Peters "Colonel" for details! ^
of Kansas Cif)r
KMBC
KFRM
for Rural Kansas
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Respects
(Continued from page U^)
figure set by officials.
Then to top it, he got Chevrolet
Dealers of Southern California to
co-sponsor telecasting of 11 home
games played in Los Angeles by
the U. of Southern California and
UCLA, over KTTV (TV) Hollywood.
This deal for college football
makes Hoffman Radio Corp. one
of the biggest buyers of TV time in
the nation, it is said. The firm
also sponsors two and thrse programs weekly on TV stations in
each of a dozen different West
Coast and Southwest markets, with
expansion a continual thing. Les
Hoffman is perhaps the only TV
manufacturer in the nation who
has used the radio-TV media almost
exclusively to advertise his product. Hoffman Radio Corp. is also
a user of spot radio in cooperative tie-ins with set dealers in
various areas.
The Hoffman story began in Chicago on Dec. 23, 1905. Four months
later his father died, and shortly
after that the Hoffman family
moved to Jackson, Mich.
There were no silver spoons in
the Hoffman household. Before
entering high school young Hoffman held down as many as three
jobs at one time. Even today he
works best under heavy pressure.
Despite a busy work sc?iedule, he
found time to participate in sports.

ABC

CO^AP^.%,LLE

LOUIS

IN

BALANCED

PROGRAMING

for better listening...
more listeners
WK^iO
Louisville, Ky.
JOE
EATON, MGR.
Represented Nationally by
JOHN
BLAIR. & CO.
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He played end on the Jackson
High School football team and
guard on the basketball quintet.
When he entered his junior year,
his brother enrolled at Albion College at nearby Albion, Mich. In
order to "bunk" with him, Mr.
Hoffman transferred to Albion
High School, a red hot rival of
Jackson High, where he continued
his football activities, winning AllState prep honors for two consecutive years. As an end, he led
the team in scoring both years.
Mr. Hoffman today tips the scale
at an even 200 pounds. When he
paces the floor in a conference
room, it is still easy to detect the
football player in his erect carriage and bouncy walk.
Enters College
After working a year following
high school graduation Mr. Hoffman entered Albion College as a
freshman in 1924. He was elected
president of his class at that time.
College curriculum was exceptionally rugged, with philosophy
his major. He minored in political
science. In addition he held down
several jobs to keep himself in
board and room. As a student he
progressively or jointly was janitor and clerk in a jewelry store,
YMCA gym instructor, laborer
with street repair department,
punch press operator and inspector
at a manufacturing plant, clerk in
a department store and paint contractor. And he claims to have
put all that experience gained to
good use over the years.
Because of his heavy college
schedule, young Hoffman was
forced to give up basketball, but
he played three years of football
as end. When he broke a leg, that
ended his football career. He subsequently coached the freshman
football team as a senior and refereed high school games.
Despite multitudious activities,
Mr. Hoffman found time to serve
as president of his class, the student body, inter-fraternity council
and fraternity — Alpha Tau Omega.
He was also a member of the
athletic board of control.
Upon graduating in 1928 with
a B. A., he went job hunting again
and joined Sparks- Withington
factory at Jackson on a temporary
basis. Four months later he was
night superintendent in charge of
1,500 persons. But the sports urge
was still with him, and he joined
Reynolds Spring Co. chiefly because it was pioneering night lighting of baseball and football fields.
Stays in California
Mr. Hoffman visited Southern
California in 1929 for the first
time as delegate to the national
convention of his college fraternity. He decided to stay and became a life guard, for a time. It
was the only job then available.
Then came a period of stocks
and bonds selling, and a fling in the
advertising department of a Los
Angeles department store. In 1930
he joined Firestone Tire & Rubber
Co.
At that time Firestone was es-

tablishing retail auto supply stores
on the Pacific Coast. Mr. Hoffman
was soon given the task of introducing and merchandising all new
products. He was sent to Portland, Ore., in 1936 to revive a
Firestone store that was bogged
down. When he turned loss into
profit within six months, his work
was quickly noticed.
Returns to L. A.
Next he went to work for an
appliance distributing company in
Portland on an incentive contract
and made the mistake of doubling
his quota the first year. His superiors decided young Hoffman was
making too much money under that
system. They suggested a cut, so
he returned to Los Angeles.
He then went into business as a
manufacturer's representative and
pioneered fluorescent lighting in
Southern California. The Los Angeles territory was then 60 cycles.
The new fluorescent lighting needed
50 cycles. He overcame this barrier by convincing a local firm to
build necessary transformers.
Within a year the transformer
company was doing 10 times its
former volume and the fluorescent
lighting systems were selling like
hotcakes.
Les Hoffman was on his way
financially.
It was in December 1941 that
he acquired Mission Bell Radio
Co., then manufacturing radio sets
in a building hardly larger than
the average sized neighborhood
auto repair garage. Following
some re-organizing, when Mr. HoflFman opened for business he had
a tiny plant and just three employes who did nothing but repair
old Mission Bell sets. But being
a man of vision and action, he
established an ambitious program
for his newly acquired company.
With the war raging in Europe,
the U. S. government was looking
for companies to handle war production work and Mr. Hoffman
went to Washington to see about
it. He came back home with a
contract in pocket. Soon he was
increasing his plant space, hiring
people by the scores and manufacturing electronic equipment for the
armed forces.
Expansions
He soon absorbed MitchellHughes Co., manufacturer of custom-built radios. More government
contracts followed. In just two
years Mr. Hoffman became the
largest contractor of Navy electrical equipment in the West.
The fast growing company
changed its name to Hoffman Radio Corp. The factory was honored
with an Army-Navy "E" production pennant.
With war's end, Mr. Hoffman
tooled his plant to manufacture
radios, tionsphonograph-radio
combinaand home recorders.
Four
years ago, with television becoming increasingly important, Mr.
Hoffman called his corps of assistants, and together they developed
the Hoffman Easy Vision TV receiver set.

With his wife, the former El
Stevely, whom he married Maj
1941, and their 6V2 year old dai
ter, Jane Leslie, Mr. Hoff
maintains residence in Pasad
Calif. He also has a summer h 1
on Lido Island at Balboa, Cah:
An avid sports fan, he sel ,
misses a football game and
maintains enthusiastic interes
basketball.
Mr. Hoffman is a member of
Jonathan Club, San Gabriel C
try Club, Balboa Bay Yacht (i
and Los Angeles Chamber of (i
merce, and also is vice presi 1
andtheSciences
on R .',
of
Academyandof serves
Television
& Television Mfrs. Assn. boar
directors.

WOV FACILITIES
Opens New Rome Stu
WOV New York was schedule
move its Rome operations to
and enlarged studios in the lit
city about Dec. 15, to accommo
the
ica.
and expanded
the many production
visitors fromacti'v
A.
The new quarters, which ar
cated at Via di Porta Pinciar
include two large studios, ceicontrol room, reception room
flees and artists' lounge.
An inaugural cocktail party,
planned by the station for A
ican and Italian governme
radio, press and film represi
tives last Friday.

Northwestern Alumn
NORTHWESTERN
U. has
nounced it is compiling a direc
of alumni working in radic
and allied fields. The unive.
hopes to complete work on th
rectory before January andj
quests that all alumni in the
repoi't their present positionsaddresses to Donley F. Fedde:.
chairman. Centennial Commitl
Radio and Television, NorthA|
ern U., Evanston, 111.

C H N S
HALIFAX
NOVA SC:
THE
SIGNBOARD
IN THE
SELLING

I

POWER
OF

MARITIME province'
JOS. WEED
ASK & CO.
350 Madison Ave., New ^
He Has the Reasons Wh i
5000 watts-now

BROADCASTING
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NIELSEN-RATINGS*
RADIO
(TOTAL U. S.NATIONAL
AREA, INCLUDING SMALL-TOWN,
FARM AND URBAN HOMES—TOP
and including
TELEPHONEPROGRAMS
and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
EXTRA-WEEK OCT. 29 - NOV. 4, 1950
Rating
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
Rating
Current
Current
Homes
Previous
Current
Previous
Homes
' iirent
Rank
Program
%
Rank Rank
Program
%
jflnk
2
9
36
Horace Heidt (CBS)
13.1
Jack
Benny
(CBS)
20.1
1
2
Lux
Radio
Theatre
(CBS)
19.4
10
10
Walter
Winchell
(ABC)
13.0
4
3
Charlie
McCarthy
(CBS)
16.0
6
4
Amos Chameleon
'n' Andy (CBS)
15.6
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by applying the "NIELSEN5
32
Mr.
(CBS)
14.4
RATING"
to 40,700,000— the 1950 estimate of Total United
6
States
Radio(%)
Homes.
You Bet Your Life (NBC)
14.3
187
7
Mr.
Keen
(CBS)
14.2
(*)
Homes
reached
or any part of the program, except for
16
E
homes listening onlyduring
1 to 5allminutes.
Red Skelton (CBS)
13.5
Copyright 1950 by A. ;. NIELSEN COMPANY
iATE

REVISION

f/JR, WGAR Announce Hikes
jATE increases effective Jan. 1
kve been announced by WJR
ietroit and WGAR Cleveland, both
L A. Richards' stations.
jWJR's increase vs^as confined to
jie-minute and chainbreak anBuncements with the one-minute
Ues being raised to 18% of the
!imrly rate, or $180 for Class A
l-ne, and the chainbreak rates
\-ing raised to 15% of the hourly
.,te, or $150 for Class A time.
ij'JR
also announced
the would
Class
-J
daytime
program that
rate
ligin at 8 a.m. rather than 8:30
jm., effective Jan. 1.
'WGAR's increases affected its
tytime rates which went up 20%
(Ir the period 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. and
||% for the morning period 7 a.m.
9 a.m. WGAR also announced
|;|50% boost in rates for 11:15

■^Sn.
to midnight.
r! Worth
Kramer, vice president
jiid general manager of WJR, said
j:iat "the new WJR rates are ap\ lopriate for the excellent audience
) ceptance within the wide coverage
the Goodvdll Station, and
oftion
ea
ij
keep pace with the cost
p! addi
J today's radio operation. These
iw rates," Mr. Kramer continued,
al
ide ctaddi
proveffe
onlywill
' all
e but
more
a tion
venunot
uitable ratio between program
tes and announcement rates."
John B. Garfield, sales manager
1" WGAR, said "principal reans" for rate revisions were "subantial increases in population in
e WGAR area, dominance of
GAR's daytime programming and
." He
nessadve
busient
doing curr
costcedof that
j lenoun
ers
rtisalso
on
11 enjoy one year protecti from
w increases provided their sponrship on WGAR is continuous, as
««ovided in Rate Card 15.
WIO ARTISTS GUIDE, directory
iitaining listing of over 300 AFRA
•^ors, announcers, singers and
.indmen, has been released by Los
iigeles local, American Federation of
kdio Artists.
....for the finest
in professional tape
retarding equipment
iSTANCILlOUYWOOD

38, CALIFORNIA

IJOADCASTING

'Challenge of '50s'
CHEVROLET Dealers will
sponsor a one-hour program
on both radio and television
featuring radio reporters
from all over the world in a
discussion of "The Challenge
of the '50s — Years of Crises,"
on CBS, Sunday, Dec. 31,
3:30-4:30 p.m. and on CBSTV, Jan. 1, 1:30-2:30 p.m.
Ten reporters headed by Edward R. Murrow will take
part. They are Howard K.
Smith, Bill Costello, David
Schoenbrun, Richard C. Hottelet, Winston Burdett, Ned
Calmer, Eric Sevareid,
Charles Collingwood, and
Larry Lesueur. Campbell
Ewald Co., New York, is the
agency.
CANADA TOP TEN
One Dominion Show Listed
ONE CANADIAN program made
the first 10 most popular programs
in Canada in November, according to national ratings released by
Elliott-Haynes Ltd., Toronto, Dec.
9. First 10 evening programs for
November were Charlie McCarthy,
rating 31.7, Amos 'n' Andy 29.2,
Radio Theatre 28.8, Our Miss
Brooks 27.2, Twenty Questions
20.8, Mystery Theatre 19.7, Your
Host (Canadian program) 19.3,
Suspense 18.8, Boston Blackie 17.9,
and Guy Lomhardo 17.9.
Daytime programs in November
were led by Ma Perkins 16.5, Big
Sister 16.1, Pepper Young's Family 14.5, Right to Happiness 13.9,
and Road of Life 12.3. Frenchlanguage evening programs were
led by Radio Carabin 28.9, Un
Homme et Son Peche 25.7, Metropole 25.6, Ceux Qu'On Aime 24.5,
and Les Amateurs 23.4. Daytime
French leading programs were
Jeunesse Doree 25.6, Rue Principale 25.2, Grande Soeur 22.7, A
VEnseigne des Fins Gourmets 22.5,
and Maman Jeanne 22.3.

TOBACCO NETWORK
Fletcher Elected President
FLOYD FLETCHER, chief owner
and general manager of WTIK
Durham, N. C, has been re-elected
president of the Tobacco Network,
comprising eight
stations in eastern North Caro1 i n a. Effective
date of his new
term was Dec. 1,
beginning of the
network's current
fiscal year.
Other officers
named
Hartw e 1 1 were
Campbell,
Mr. Fletcher
general manager,
WGTC Greenville, as vice president, and Ray D. Williams, WHIT
New Bern, as secretary-treasurer.
Mel Warner, general manager of
WCEC Rocky Mount, and Vic Dawson, general manager, WFNC
Fayetteville, were elected to the
board of directors of the network.

WFMA
(FM) Joins CBS
WFMA (FM) Rocky Mount, N. C,
became a CBS network affiliate
Dec. 10, according to an announcement by Josh L. Horne, president,
of the Rocky Mount Telegram.
This is the second FM affiliation
with a major network, MBS having
signed WASH (FM) Washington
a few weeks ago. "Many of you
will hear them for the first time,"
WFMA said in a Telegram advertisement extolling CBS artists.
"This recognition of WFMA by the
nation's outstanding network
marks the trend over the nation to
turn to the superior (FM) radio."

Council

4

4

{)ris!tmag — to all
from the ?CmSS!

4
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Drive

THE ADVERTISING COUNCIL,
New York, is preparing a new version of its economic education campaign to stimulate the defense effort with radio-TV allocations to
be announced within 30 days.

• Telecasting

WILSON HONORED
GE Head Gets Navy Award
CHARLES E. WILSON, president
of General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y., has been honored with
the Distinguished Public Service
Award by Secretary of the Navy
Francis P. Matthews. The award,
extended Dec. 5 in recognition
of Mr. Wilson's work in World
War II as chairman of the Production Executive Committee, is the
highest the Navy can bestow upon
a civilian.
Accompanying the award was the
following citation:
Under his enlightened leadership,
tireless and efficient preformance of
duty and extraordinary understanding
of engineering,
production, production
manufacmarketing
facilitiesturingofand this
country the
were raised to
their highest degree of efficiency.
This unprecedented rise in American
productive power was due in great
measure to the many associations
grouped under and coordinated by the
Production Executive Committee of
which Mr. Wilson was the guiding spirit. He has focused world-wide attention on fective
American
an efinstrumentproduction
of nationalas defense
and has contributed substantially toward an understanding between govand industry, of the
requirements ernment
and responsibilities
of each.

errp

7^
Ad

DEDICATE
KASM
New Minn. Rural Outlet
SOME 24 communities in the coverage area participated in the dedication of KASM Albany, Minn.,
Dec. 10, according to Urban J.
Keppers, general manager of the
new 500 w daytimer on 1150 kc.
Operated by Stearns County
Broadcasting Co., the new station •
highlighted the communities by devoting 15 minutes airtinis to e^ch.
The station is completely contained
in a modern 30' x 40' building 1%
miles from Albany. Progrpmming
is specially designed for the rural
areas of central Minnesota. Activities of farmers in the area, such
as the 4-H Club, high school events
and other local features are being
stressed, Mr. Keppers s-^id. UPRay
News and Lang- Worth Transcription Library are among the services used by the station.
Executives include Mr. Kenpers;
Clyde Weivoda, chief engineer;
Ron Schaffer, announcer -program
director; Sally Hanauska, conycontinuity-women's news;
Schnelly, sales manager.

ANACONDA BUTTE
KGVO-KflnQ
5 KW DAY AND NITE
250 KW
MISSOULA
o n T A
NOr ONf, BUT SEVfN AiAJOR INDUSTRliS
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10(* per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 2Qi per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 2Si per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Salesmen
Experienced time salesman for local
accounts. Want permanent man, who
will have chance at commercial managership. Good salary, plus incentive.
Texas
ABC station. Box llOH, BROADCASTING^
Progressive local station, good east
coast sive
community
15,000,
aggressalesman with
car.wants
Permanent,
salary and commission. Please give
full details first letter and picture, if
possible. Box 192H, BROADCASTING.
Salesman. Top station, sound market,
5 kw going net. Must be alert radio
salesman. Box 197H, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Leading independent in major sive,
eastern
one more
aggresalert,city
hardneeds
hitting
and reliable
salesmanstantial
to drawing
complete
its
staff.
Subaccount against liberal
commission. The man we want may
be working now for a newspaper or
station. He must be able to handle
local agencies and retailers. He must
be the kind of man who can sell and
get re-orders.
We're
interested
neither
lazy loafers
nor high
pressurein
flim-flam artists,
but
only
in
a hard-of
working, competent man capable
creating and selling ideas and keeping
them sold. Box 241H, BROADCASTING^
Sales job with possibility for commercialance.
manager
after proof
of performSmall market,
accent
on local
sales. Announcing experience essential. Salary plus commission. Married
man preferred.
Airmail Texas.
full particulars. KFRD, Rosenberg,
Topnotch salesman. If you would like
a small western town and can sell aggressively and smoothly to small town
people
men. maybe we and
can still
use meet
you.agency
Interested
in a
married man willing to settle here and
organize his time and efforts to do a
real selling and servicing job. If you
have additional abilities such as first
class ticket, sports announcing experience, etc., they would be of value.
Send us complete details about yourself
and we'll
tell you
about our
opening.
Position
openmoreimmediately.
Contact KRPL, Moscow, Idaho.
We have an opening for an aggressive,
experienced, radio salesman. Our station is growing fast and is the best
radio buy in the Tidewater area. You
must have a car and be a hard worker.
We pay 15% commission against a
livableplete
drawing
Send cominformation,account.
or telephone.
Earl
Harper, WNOR, Norfolk, Virginia.
I needing salesman
at once for
good,
clean, hardregional
workMinneapolis
independent, 14 months old, growing
fast. Excellent opportunity right man.
Future. Bill Stewart, WPBC, Minneapolis.
Announcers
Wanted, mature, experienced, forceful
announcer, strong on sports, news, interviews, commercials. Write full details and expected salary. Box 98H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, Ohio station. Must have
experience news, special events, commerical plus console operation. Excellent opportunity for right man. Box
164H, BROADCASTING.
Combination announce r-engineer
wanted. Accent on announcing. $50.00
for 48 hour week, raise in 3 months
plus bonus for good man. ABC outlet
in Florida, resort town of 30,000. Send
disc or ence
tape
plus full details,
and references.
Box experi186H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Straight staff. No sports.
Minimum three ye?rs experience. Long
established midwest local; single station market. No east or west coast applications. Send complete resume plus
expected salary first letter. Box 233H,
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced sports and staff announcer.
Send qualifications, references and
disc or tape. Midwest. Box 238H,
BROADCASTING.
At once, 2 single, experienced anMail disc, photo,
tions. Onenouncers.
experienced,
localqualificamarket
salesman for one station New England
city. Good opportunity for hustlers.
Box 247H, BROADCASTING.
We can use one or two good announcers
with first class tickets. Interested in
married men with accent on top announcing. Opportunity to work into
programming job. Good vvestern town.
Contact KRPL, Moscow, Idaho, give
complete details, including picture, audition, salary expected and references.
5000 watt Mutual affiliate needs good
announcer for news. Record shows and
straight announcing shift. Pay starts
at $50.00 weekly with increases to right
man as he proves himself. Want man
for midwest area, bottle chasers and
floaters need not apply. Send letter of
application and disc .to Ray Beals,
KVGB, Great Bend. Kansas, indicating
experience, age, marital status. Enclose
picture.
Need two good announcers with first
class ticket.
Good pay Paid
withvacation.
opportunity for advancement.
Top small market Mutual station. Excellent working conditions. Send complete story including audition. KXEO,
Mexico, Missouri.
Announcer: Some experience preferred
but potentialities for development more
important. Good voice and knowledge
of sports. Send full details to Program
Director, WCOJ, Coatesville, Pennsylvania.
Combination announcer-engineer needed immediately. Would consider training good prospect. WKAY, Glasgow,
Kentucky.
Staff announcer, sound commercial
man, newscaster. Send disc, details
to WKBH, La Crosse, Wisconsin.
Immediate opening for an announcer
with first class ticket. Starting salary
$80 weekly. Talent for all remotes.
Contact WMNC, Morganton, N. C.
Staff announcer, good commercial man,
permanent position, future for reliable,
experienced person. Send disc, photo,
details. WPIC, WPIC-FM, Sharon, Pa.
Announcer-engineer
Mutual affiliate. Send for
fullfulltime
information
immediately. WPNF, Brevard, N. C.
Immediate opening for experienced
announcer with first phone license.
Wire tal
WVFC,
Somerset,
Pa. stating
toexperience
and phone
number
where you can be contacted.
Announcer, experienced on news and
all-round announcing, network station,
references,
photo. Write Box 584, Danville, Illinois.
Technical
Men with at least 8 years combined
electrician
and radiocustom
experience
install and maintain
built toaudio
devices. Must want to travel throughout any area in the United States
continually. Excellent salary plus expenses. Transportation provided. Must
have automobile drivers license. Send
personal snapshot
with record
experiences and references.
Box of764D,
BROADCASTING.
Transmitter studio operator (no announcing) first phone license to operate
tape-disc
recorders,
ABCMBS affiliate.
Start turntables.
$180 per month.
Box 196H, BROADCASTING.
Combination engineer - announcer
wanted to be chief on 250 watter, plus
announcing work. Must have four
years experience in both announcing
and engineering
must have excellent announcingandqualifications.
Box
239H, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Chief engineer. Progressive five kw
midwest directional with TV future.
Send full details, education, experience.
Box 261H, BROADCASTING.
Engineer with announcing capabilities,
not necessarily experienced, needed
immediately
by KSIL,
CBS affiliate.
Contact
Jim
Duncan at
Silver City,
New
Mexico.
Engineer. Immediately. Experienced
AM, FM. Car necessary. Fifty dollars,
forty hours
mington, N. C.per week. WMFD, WilEngineer, first class, experienced transmitter,
recording
and photo.
maintenance, nocontrol,
combo,
references,
Write Box 584, Danville, Illinois.
First
classstation,
engineer-announcer.
Mutual45
affiliate
eastern Montana,
hour week. Good working conditions,
permanent position. Write or wire
tana.
Post Office Box 1015, Miles City, MonProduction-Programming, others
One woman
one photo,
experiencedcopywriter
announcer. Sendanddisc,
particulars first letter. Box 116H,
BROADCASTING.
Programmandirector,
ad-lib,
specialof
events
for onlygood
station
in city
50,000. Excellent opportunity for man
with ideas and ability. Write at once,
giving information on qualifications,
draft status and salary requirements.
Box 246H, BROADCASTING.
Television
Salesmen
Transcription salesman desired to sell
syndicated TV shows. Eastern territory,
against commis-•
sion. Boxmoderate
243H.draw
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Salesman — Now contacting TV stations
in all areas other than metropolitan
New York.
to supplementing thisNowithobjections
other duties.
One
of America's most successful juvenile
TV
program
developments
is
available
for other markets. Sensational success
story. Can be part of any western film
strip in need of hypo. Cost negligible.
Box 252H, BROADCASTING, or call
Lackawanna 4-1571.
Announcers
TV station,
area, interested
announcer andOhio
TV personality.
Personal
interview necessary. Excellent opportunity. Replies confidential. Send all
pertinent data and photo. Box 232H,
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Production-Programming, others
Wanted: Commercial TV writer for
large midwest
agency. Prefer
enced visual ad-writer
with atexperileast
1 year agency work in TV. Box 258H,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager with thorough background in
all phases of radio available. No
miracle worker, but hard, sober business administrator able to operate efficiently and profitably. Strong on sales,
promotion and programming. Change
necessitated through pending station
sale to new owner who will be his own
manager. Young, married, reliable.
Box 175H, BROADCASTING.
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland!
Manager-sales manager available January 1. Strong
sales promotion,
station
relations. on
Energetic,
hard worker.
Box 225H, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'c
Can you use the services of a rn.
creative, hard working, commer
minded radio man, v/ith all-roun
perience as an announcer, pro
production and continuity manage
side of the big city, plus a tho
background in show business an
vertising. This man can proda i
more than one sense of the word. I
sires opportunity with radio stati
agency in or near New York Citv. {
226H,
BROADCASTING.
Manager
with $5000.00 to invest 'd !i
ING.
change
because
station
sale. T' i,
years radio, tenof in
managemen
sales.
Strong
on
sales.
Can oj 1
at minimum. Box 245H, BROADC

Manager. A seasoned executive j
a background of 25 years bottom [
radio experience, strong on efl |
management, sales and prograii
desires to contact station ownet
needs a man he can trust, depend i
and most important, keep or pi !
station on a paying basis. No m
status. Prefer Florida or Gulf
Box 262H, BROADCASTING.
Twenty years of constructive
background. I defy anyone to si i
better record or better reference
I can give. Seeks job as mana{ ,
sales manager of substantial
45 years of age, married, will g :
place. Box 264H. BROADCAST!
Married, Marine veteran, 29, one
wants managership of station ei
sizing sports. Excellent refer
College education, ample experie
radio. Besides doing play-b:y
have done selling, news and anr
give
right job.
ing. fulltime
Serious, toambitious
and Capa
will"
maintaining a harmonious, but ef
BROADCASTING.
staff.
Not in reserves. Box
Salesmen
Good salesman wants good job
99H, BROADCASTING.
Salesman, experienced all phases .
dio. Ten years background with!
and
markets.BoxBest
radio small
references.
269H,agenc;
BF:
CASTING.
Announcers
Basketball, play-by-play. One
tion's
best. $150 weekly. Box;
BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster. Exciting
play-by-pitopnotch
area. baseball,
Experien
basketball,sports
football,
and wrestling. University gr£
Favorable draft status. Married,
eran. Authoritative newscastin
announcing of high caliber. B(
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, colored, excellent
have promotional ideas, disc
quest. Box 95H, BROADCASTINCj
Vet, above average background,
events, ability.
sports, classical
matical
German, music,
Spanis;
guages.
Good
voice,
170H, BROADCASTING.personality^
Announcer, 4 years experience
programming.
Interesteddirector
in an*
ing
or program
198H,position
BROADCASTING.
Not a Godfrey, Murrow or Bloc
a competent staff
commercials
with announcer
four years he:,
ence.
Draft
exempt.
Box 209H, Bli
CASTING.
Am not hurray-for-me boy,
announcer, experienced. CoUeg
cation,
news, 5,000
emcee,wattdrama,
work affiliate
and up.etcJ
able now. Excellent references
213H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer. Large:
ket comparable salary. Plea;
CASTING.
jerkwater towns. Box 214H, B'.
Baseball man. Available now or
Experienced
all sports-staff. Bo:
BROADCASTING.
Sports, news interview, hillbill,
cialist. College degree in radi
Desire permanent position. IV
veteran, three years experience
car. Box 228H, BROADCASTIN
Announcer: Ten years exp€
Good commercial man and tops i
experience.
Available
Februa
sonality
shows.
Wide net
and '■
Minimum
CASTING. $100.00. Box 229H, B,

-

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Kperienced announcer, have worked
large markets. Married veteran,
•aft exempt. Interested in position
ith
stationBoxthat248H,
appreciates
clean proiction.
BROADCASTING.
ii!iouncer: Age 25, veteran (non rerve), married, one child. 4 years
vperience, 2 years metropolitan area,
(xcel in commercials. Sports, disc
lows. Announcer, MC, also write,
refer east coast from Washington,
. C. north. Will forward desired inirmation. Box 240H, BROADCASTiJG.
'nnonncer. Experience? Got it! Availijility? I sleep in the terminal!
jalent?status?
(Blush)I did!
Travel?
E.W.I
iarital
MilitaryN.S.status?
I have! Need me? Write me! Box
j4H, BROADCASTING.
IKperienced
spetalty
news, versatile
deejay. announcer,
Knows board.
l.xty-dollar minimum with future.
bx 249H, BROADCASTING.
i!86,000.12 is what this disc jockey with
|-st
ticketbutandunder
ten proper
years experilice class
is worth,
condipns will work for slightly less. What
iindition are you in? Box 250H,
'ROADCASTING.
nnouncer-newscaster,
year Armed
jrces Radio Service,onework
board.
I ^5t, college grad, will settle. Disc
I'ailable.
Prefer
100
radius
New
York.
3X 253H, BROADCASTING.
mailable immediately, announcer
ombo man). Thorough experience
intinuity writing, religious and Clascal programs. College grad. Age 30.
: ill travel. Write for disc, resume.
; )X 254H, BROADCASTING.
i iMiouncer: Desires experience in far
I ;st location, college grad, draft exi. ipt. Box 256H, BROADCASTING.
' B.C.,
mbination,
phonebackand
single,announcer
classical— 1st
music
ound, resume, disc, vet. Box 257H,
lOADCASTING.
i indy City announcer seeks hot stan to defrost in. 26, two years exnence.
north of Box
38th 263H.
parel need Station
not answer.
1 lOADCASTING.
ijinouncer, college graduate. AFRS
llSld commercial experience. Looking
I,i' progressive station with well
-I imded
23,
:eran. programming.
Can write copy.Married,
Interested
sales. Write Box 265H, BROADI STING.
nouncer-newscaster,
3V2 years
exience in all phases radio.
Mature,
- ;p, friendly voice that sells. Strong
II news, classics, interviews, special
; mts, straight commercials. Operate
: ird and remote experience. 2 years
i lege,
neat Cullman,
appearance.
dredge,4-F,
WKUL,
Alabama.Jay
'i- ^a", young married veteran. No
' erve..
background.
Recent
d of topCollege
broadcasting
school, desires
louncing job anywhere in Texas.
me #1a line,
I'll Avenue,
come see N.you.
Bob
SI iprdon,
Hawaii
E., Apt.
. Washington, D. C.
iaouncer-engineer. Available immeitely. First class phone license with
j!
experience
all year
Chicagoannouncing
station. Married,
veteran,in
i/ears old with favorable draft status,
-ling to consider locating anywhere
^ J. S. Contact Bud Hutter, c/o Radio
titute of Chicago, 165 N. Michigan
enue, Chicago 1, Illinois. Telephone
idover 3-6767.
Technical
Tineer, experience includes 5 years
.suiting engineering, highly skilled in
actional antenna design and permance. Previous experience includes
eral years as chief engineer. Draft
mpt. Box 813G, BROADCASTING.
ef engineer, 17 years experience..
change to progressive station.
!ry secondary to opportunity. Best
rences. Box 842G, BROADCASTnneer. Experienced studio, phasing
directional equipment, maintenance
S.remotes. Box 952G, BROADCASTV ineer, phone first, complete offer
c contact. Box 974G, BBOADCASTilneer,
radiotelephone
lise. sixfirst
yearsclass
experience,
FM, AM,
Uo, remotes, transmitter. Married,
;ure, draft exempt, no combo, refer^s. Box 59H, BROADCASTING.
«f engineer with ability and exience to handle the toughest broad; problems-operation, maintenance,
istruction, any size or type operation..
1 my references tell you. Undraftfe. Box 179H, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer-announcer. 1st phone, single,
veteran, draft exempt, two years exCASTING. perience. No car. Box 231H, BROADDraft exempt chief. Experienced 250
w up. Two years chief of Western
Electric 50 kw. Plenty of DA knowhow.
One year NBC television training. Age
30, married,
two children.
Top references. Box 234H,
BROADCASTING.
Available
Fifteenth:
enced January
engineer desires
positionExperiwith
progressive station in deep south or
southwest..
Box 237H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced engineer. Willing to train
as combination. No announcing experience. Box 260H, BROADCASTING.
First phone, ham, complete station experience. Presently employed but seeking employment with a progressing
station having opportunities for my
future. Box 267H, BROADCASTING.
Fully tionqualified
engineer
posistaff engineer
large seeking
station, chief
engineer small station. Experience:
Graduateeering specialized
broadcast
engincourse CREI; staff,
546 kilowatt
ERP FM, 5 kilowatt AM, 5 kilowatt
TV: chief, two two-fifty watters, installed last. Announcer. Family, twentyfive. Car. Available immediately. LesBryan, General Delivery, Booneville,terMississippi.
Technician, first license, five years
broadcast sociated
radio,
wide transmitter
experience job.
asfields, wants
32, single. Available quickly. Please
state requirements. Lewis Sherlock,
Box 51, Plainview, Texas.
Production-Programming, others
Attention university town stations.
Program director seeks same or similar
position.ployed,Experienced,
trained, Age
emsuccessful, sales conscious.
25. Can supervise any or all phases of
station
operation. Box 180H, BROADCASTING.
Showmanship! If you need it, nine
years
theatre-radio
work
is
yourbackground
answer. inWant
PD in tough
market.
Keep
your
promises
or
don't
answer. Box 185H, BROADCASTING.
Continuity writer-traffic manager, currently employed as program director,
but prefer continuity and traffic.
Eight years experience including announcer-operator and music librarian.
Salary requirement reasonable. Would
prefer to locate in deep south. Available two weeks notice to present emCASTING. ployer. Reply Box 189H, BROADProgram director-announcer. Experienced all phases programming production. Draft exempt. Box 255H, BROADCASTING..
Lady with two years experience in net
and independent programming, traffic,
continuity and promotion desires position in progressive southern station.
Available January 10th. Personal inCASTING.terview preferred. Box 259H, BROAD25 year old vet, no reserve, good draft
status. Stillperience.single
withall8 phases
years ex-of
Can handle
radio production with accent on special
events. Can sell, handle sports and
have had success with disc shows.
No floater. Am employed but would
like to settle. Good references, sober,
dependable,
experienced
programming and willing
to work.in Box
268H,
BROADCASTING.
Draft exempt! Program director-announcer. 2V2 years experience. Presently employed. All-round staff, playby-play, operates board, sales background.commercial
Personable character,
resonant, sincere
voice. Present
employer medbest
reference.
Start
imiately at $60.00. For disc and photo,
write C.V.S.,
709
N.
Garnett
St.,
Henderson, N. C. Phone 522J after 3 p.m.,
E.S.T. All offers considered.
Television
Technical
TV engineer: Married, draft exempt
veteran. 2Vz years experience in and
presentlyceiver
employed
relaboratory. by
B.S.leading
DegreeTV plus
graduate RCA Institutes and first class
phone license. Desire TV broadcast
position in south or southwest. Box
236H,
ING. BROADCASTING • TELECAST-

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Salesmen
Switching from AM to TV immediately.
Have a long story to tell you. Box
242H, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Production-Programming, others
Experienced television film director,
desires
from independent localchange
stationin toTV,network
television
station. Livewire, good references,
willing to re-locate, single. Got TV
problems in films, or in TV broadcast
operations, CASTING
contact
Box 176H, BROAD• TELECASTING.
Radio producer
desires
experience. 10 years
radiotelevision
experience.
Background
in
music
and
Little
TheaTELECASTING.
tre. Box 216H, BROADCASTING •
Los Angeles TV director just returned
from European filming trip. Seeking
TV production
position.
Age 28. Ex-of
cellent references.
Background
theatre, radio,
film.
Specialist
imaginative treatment of department instore
shows. Will consider creative opportunity in any9 area.
Box 266H, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
TV production. Desires position in TV
films with
station 5oryears:
agency.
Experience: Announcer,
commercial
photographer, 2 years: masters degree
visual education. Married, 32. Bill Felton, 519 Garfield, Appleton, Wisconsin.
For Sale
Stations
Will sell profitable 5000 watt daytime
station in metropolitan midwest market
of over one million. Downtown ground
floor studios ideal for TV, if desired.
Latest RCA equipment. Building and
station can be had for appraised value.
Box 251H, BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
Hard to get broadcast, television equipment, G.E., Western Electric, Gates,
Collins, used two years, like new.
Write for descriptive list and prices.
Box 149H, BROADCASTING.
916-A General Radio frequency bridge
for sale used by consulting engineer.
Good condition. $300. Box 235H.
BROADCASTING.
For sale from Ohio storage, one or two
new 250 foot self supporting towers
with insulators. Ideal for TV or AM.
Available west coast storage, complete
lighting equipment for two towers and
80,000 feet #8 ground wire. All at less
than market prices. Contact KROW,
Oakland, California.
Lingo type
175' guyed
antenna A21,
lighting
available
about February
1951, sold standing WICH, Norwich,
Conn.
GE 250tric 25FM
transmitter.
Western 1Elecconsole,
FM monitor,
GE
donut, sacrifice. Merger of WJLK and
WCAP makes this equipment available.
WJLK, Asbury Park, N. J.
tape recorder
PT 6-JA with
3Magnecord
channel mixer
and microphone.
New
condition. H. Evans, 392 Rhoads Ave..
Columbus 9, Ohio.
Studio-transmitter link. R.E.L. model
694 with 15 watts modulated RF output,
in excellent condition. Used less than
4,000 hours by deleted FM station.
Suitable for either FM or AM. Cost
$6,785. Price $4,785 cash plus shipping
costs. James A. Hardman, 27 Bank
Street, North Adams, Massachusetts.
Have several used guyed Wincharger
towers will sell erected. Tower Construction Co., 107 Fourth St., Sioux
City, Iowa. Phone 5-6761.
Wanted to Buy
Equipment, etc.
Equipment wanted. 1000 watt station.
Must be bargain. No hurry. Box 208H,
BROADCASTING.
Self supporting tower, 200-300 feet.
Box 230H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: cluding
Equipment
250 watter
intransmitter, for
monitors,
console,
Midland,
antenna. Texas.
Kelly Bell, Crawford Hotel,
Want to buy good, used, 250, 500 and
1000 watts transmitters. Guarantee
Radio
Supply Co., Laredo, Texas,
Phone 3101.

WINS PICKETS
Observed by N. Y. Mayor
DESPITE a $.3,000 loss for time
contracted for over WINS New
York during the recent election
campaign, New York Mayor Vincent R. Impellitteri refused to cross
the American Federation of Musicians' picket lines at the station,
according to a monthly publication
of the union.
In a telegram dated Oct. 31, replying to a query by the union of
each mayoralty candidate as to his
position, Mayor Impellitteri is reported as saying in part: ". . . Under no circumstances will I or anyone representing me violate your
picket line. We have cancelled 12
spots and all scheduled programs
on that station until your strike is
won, despite $3,000 loss for time
contracted
The unionandhaspaid
beenfor."
at odds with
WINS for almost a year over the
station's refusal to maintain a
staff orchestra. Although no strike
has been in progress, the station
was
placed
on Local 802's unfair
list and
picketed.
He'p Wanted
Managerial
FOR SOUTHERNERS

ONLY!

Stcilion manager's job open in
neSwork afRliate in a leading southern market. City is over 30,000;
county about 100,000. Good starting salary plus commissions. Give
full details first letter. Enclose
snapshot.
Box 217H, BROADCASTING
Employment Service
Experienced salesmen with high reputation for sales aA-ailable to you
now. Contact Wm. J. Brown, Radio
& TV Campaigns, 703 N. Downing
Street, Piqua, Ohio, for regional sales.
Turn your availabilities into cash.
School

SRT-Radio
AMEWM'S OLDEST BROADCASTINI SCNOOL
Intensive full or part lime
COURSES
ANNOUNCING • ACTiN6
SCRIPT WRITING • ADVERTISING
Outstanding faeuliy •f
Network Professional*
Co-Educational • Day or Evening
Small Classes
Approved
Veterans
Writ* furforProspattut
School of Radio Technique
MO lldg., Kodlo aty, Niw Yerk 30. N. Y.
22t Swth Wobosh Avi., aica|0 4, INiMit

CONTROL

NEED?

Sawyer, McGrath Give Views
TWO diverging views on the necessity of controls were set forth by
Commerce Secretary Charles Sawyer and Attorney General J. Howard McGrath of the Justice Dept.
fortnight ago amid renewed demands for accelerated mobilization.
Secretary Sawyer held out the
possibility that the government
may have to impose complete controls over all strategic metals by
next spring, thus restricting allocation of materials to manufacturers on a priority basis. Copper,
nickel, aluminum and steel, already
cut back by the National Production Authority for civilian consumption, would be the first materials to be wholly controlled, he
said.
Attorney General McGrath called
on the government, however, to
impose as few controls as are necessary in the interest of "our competitive system." Such a system of
regulation, he said, is "undesirable over the long run." He urged
the government to alleviate material shortages by increasing production rather than controls.
The Justice Dept. official also
recommended that (1) any price
controls imposed be "flexible," (2)
government should watch for voluntary agreements among producers, (3) contracts for defense
items be spread among small business, (4) policy-making power of
business advisory committees be
limited by government so as not to
encourage monopoly, though they
perform a "valuable service"
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Nov. 27].
RADIO and television shows now are
being
in for
WGN remodeling
Chicago's
Studio originated
lA, closed
since February. Stage is 45 feet
square and an 8-by-9-foot electric
elevator has been installed at rear
and center of stage for lowering
and lifting of equipment. Studio
seats 400 persons. Twelve new studios
are now in operation, and two more
are expected to be added.

Eastern

NAME ROBINSON
Becomes PBS Executive
B. B. ROBINSON, West Coast executive, has been appointed vice
president in charge of finance of
Progressive Broadcasting System
by the network's board of directors,
according to Larry Finley, PBS
president. Mr. Robinson's headquarters are at the PBS executive offices, 8983 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood,
Calif.
Mr. Robinson is vice president of
John Sutherland Productions Inc.,
(TV films), Los Angeles; president
of Motion Picture Enterprises,
Beverly Hills; president of Highland Oil Co., Beverly Hills, and
holds office in other nationally
known firms, Mr. Finley pointed
out. PBS, which made its debut as
a new network Nov. 26-27 with 209
U. S. stations, claims the addition
of 33 more outlets to its roster.

KFAR KENI SIGN
Six New Sponsors Added
FIVE NEW sponsors have been
signed by Midnight Sun Broadcasting Co. (KFAR Fail-banks and
KENI Anchorage, Alaska) during
the past three months.
These include:
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
The Dennis Day Show, through Tedfor Bates
Inc.;
Liggett & Myers for The Bob Hope
Show, through Cunningham & Walsh;
Wildroot Co., for Charley Wilde Private
Eye,
through Attorney,
BBDO; Bristol-Myers,
for
Mr. District
through Young
& Rubicam;
Brown
&
Williamson
Tobacco Co., for People Are Funny,
through Russel M. Seeds Inc.;
All of the programs are NBC
shows although KFAR-KENI are
affiliated with NBC, ABC and Mutual. Programs are delayed and
transcribed for rebroadcast in
Seattle.

CFOR Orillia opened its new studios
and 1 kw transmitter last month, with
Ontario Premier Leslie Frost officiating. Reception was held by Gordon E.
Smith, station owner, following inauguration of new transmitter, which
marked an increase in power from
250 w.

Daal

Market

Opportunity
$60,000.00
One of the most attractive and unusual double market opportunities in the
east. This is an independent facility that is the only station for two excellent
cities with total population in e.\cess of 35,000, having retail sales of more than
thirty million.
Station is very well equipped, owns a desirable transmitter site and building
—forhasonestudio
in each Financing
city. Thisarranged.
is a "made-to-order" opportunity
or twoinstallations
good operators.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
KAUO 5TAVON MD NEWSPAKK BROKEKS
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
WABHINGTON, D. C.
Harold B. Murphy
James W. Bla'-kbiirn
V. HamiltonSt.
235RayMontgomery
360 N. Mich. Atc.
Washington Bids.
Exbrook 2-5672
Sterllnc 4341-2
Randolph 6-4550
Page 78
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WLIB INJUNCTIO!
Granted Against ACA Actj
A PRELIMINARY injunci
against
American alleged
Communica'
Assn. activities,
by ^V |

it's "old stuff" to Aci'or Lionel Barrymore but an event for the 1950 sponsor of his traditional Christmas Eve
broadcast of Charles Dickens'
"Christmas Carol." Mr. Barrymore
reads a passage from the script while
H .L. Bilsborough (r) of A. O. Smith
Corp., maker of Permaglas water
heaters, looks on approvingly. Firm
will sponsor the 1950 edition of the
program on 527 MBS stations, Dec.
24, 4 p.m. EST, and also supply
dealers with promotional material,
including local radio spot announcement copy. Company claims it is the
first time such a product-maker has
supported a dealer campaign with a
nationwide network program. Mr.
Barrymore18th
will time
play on
"Scrooge"
radio. for the
WPIK

KWRN
Sales Are Reported

SALE ofinHoward
B. Hayes' 32.4%
interest
WPIK Alexandria,
Va.,
for $22,275 to co-founder Carl L.
Lindberg, also 32.4% owner and
who would gain controlling interest, was reported by the metropolitan Washington station fortnight ago in transfer papers filed
at FCC.
Meanwhile,
sale Reno,
also was
nounced of KWRN
Nev., anby
Reno Newspapers Inc. for §27,500
to Kenyon Brown, part owner and
president of KWFT Wichita Falls,
Tex.
In the WPIK transaction, FCC
was told Mr. Hayes has resigned as
manager of the station and plans to
accept employment outside the city.
WPIK is assigned 1 kw daytime on
730 kc. Other stockholders are:
Barton Philips and Elliott F. Hoffman, 10.4% each; C. C. Carlin Jr.,
11.2%; John A. K. Donovan, 3.2%.
Messrs. Hayes and Lindberg established WPIK in 1945. They
previously had been with WTOP
Washington.
KWRN is assigned 250 w fulltime on 1490 kc. Reno Newspapers,
publisher of Reno Gazette and State
Journal, is part of the Speidel
chain of papers which also operates KDON Salinas, Calif.; WKIP
Poughkeepsie, and WGNY Newburgh, N. Y., Mr. Brown also is
stockholder in KELP El Paso,
Tex.; KGLC Miami, Okla., and
KBYE Oklahoma City. The KWRN
sale was handled by BlackburnHamilton Co., radio station and
newspaper brokers.

New York to constitute "econ i
coercion" of station adven:i )
was granted by New York Sup |
Court Justice Denis O'Leary ;
halan, Dec. 1 in New York. ,
Charging the union, which ;
expelled
by thedistributing
CIO as pro-<j
munist, with
le[
and handbills charging unfaii j
to labor outside its retail ai ;
tisers' stores, the station al j
that such activities consti i
"picketing," the end result of v i
was a "secondary boycott" i
hibited by law. On these gro
a preliminary injunction i
ACA began its activities, ac
granted.
ing to station officials, two
before expiration of the old,
tract on May 1, because the st
refused to consider carrying o
clause, providing for its hirii
a specified number of engii.
from the old contract to nej.
tions for a new one. At the
the officialsof said,
violation
the the
Lea clause
Act, ■^^s
quently declared unconstitut
Although the union was offer
overall wage increase and a i
shop, they said, it refused to^
trate the matter unless arbitij
was limited to two issues, r.
than formulation of a whole,
tract.
A union spokesman charge
station with endeavoring to
the old contract, which he sai
built up over the years, and to
everything negotiated anew,
denied that the distribution c
ters and handbills was "picke;
and claimed that the statioi
broken off arbitration.
MORE

FM

SETS

;

Springfield Survey Si
FM'S POPULARITY is ining in the Springfield, Mass.according
survey
com'
a fortnight toagoa by
the Sprii
area FM stations, including W
FM, WSPR-FM, WSPL
WMAS-FM Springfield
WHYN-FM Holyoke.
FM set ownership increat
29% in the Springfield area, ;
includes Hampden, Ham]and Franklin Counties in J
chusetts, as well as part of
necticut. This represents £.
crease of 9% over the survey*
a year ago.
When the first FM set i

was
in February
ershipmade
amounted
to only194";
5?
the fall of 1948 the figuri
increased to 12%, and by last
at this time FM set own
amounted to 20%. The figuJ
portedly indicate that FM sd
increasingly popular in thi.
lying areas where static and
ference are more prevalent
AM band.
• Teleca;
BROADCASTING

HVHOM Move
MOVE of WHOM Jersey City
to New York City, for years
a controversial issue before
FCC, was granted by the
Commission last week upon
petition by WHOM
to relocate its main studios. FCC's
action, in which Comrs. Paul
A. Walker and E. M. Webster dissented, follows new
i relaxed rules on main studio
I locations announced a fortI night ago which allow such a
! change under exceptional conI ditions
[Broadcasting •
; Telecasting,
Dec. 11].
j WHOM for many years has
operated chiefly as a foreignlanguage outlet serving the
metropolitan New York area.
iRadio Parts Impasse
I (Continued from page SO)
Ire coming out of the military,
Ihe delay at the military level is
raced to higher-up sources and
■icse in turn can't act until topolicy government
officers and
»encies make their decisions.
An example of the problems
itced in using substitutes is that
•"magnet manufacturers. If cobalt
eliminated from an alnico type
■ magnet, then the size of the
Bgnet must be quadrupled and
"eatly increased quantities of
■ ckel are required. The makers
speakers might shift to electrotagnetic types, but these in turn
i.Buld use large quantities of
' iarce copper and besides there are
w plants with winding machinery
ailable since the dominance of
(>rmanent-magnet types,
f 'Representing
RTMA atbesides
the Tuesiv NPA conference,
the
-chairmen, were Robert C. Sprale, RTMA president; James D.
!crest, RTMA general manager;
;. G. Zender, Lenz Electric Mfg.
0., RTMA Parts Division chairan; Matt Little, Quam-Nichols
0., chairman of RTMA Speaker
ection; L. G. Taggart and Arthur
Milk, of the RTMA Tube Divion; H. G. Beauregard, secretary
the Joint Electronics Industry
remittee, and Robert G. Klabin,
' eral Instrument Corp.
nong those who attended the
^akers-magnet manufacturers
Bsions were:
Mr. Plamondon; W. F. Dumke and
Jjyd Vanfeld, Zenith Radio Corp.; W.
Bahle, RCA Victor Div., RCA; Hugo
. mdberg and John A. Proctor Jr.,
Ixford Electric Corp.; Jack Willson,
lectro-Voice Inc.; Thomas White, Jenn Mfg. Co. and RoUa Co.; Robert Tait
David Rogers, Stromberg-Carlson;
rt Arnold, Arnold Engineering
p.;
L. Hubbard, General Electric
oductsE. Co.
Nancy
McIver
TRAVELS THE WORLD
(Formeilj' Xancy Grey
on WTIIJ— XBC)
WHFCcucagoWEHS-FH
2-2:30 Mon. thru Sat.
She entertains — and
sells — and sells
Participations
Available
ARSHALL PRODUCTIONS INCORPORATED
40th Floor Bankers BIdg., Chicago 3
^ Radio — Shows to fit your budget — TV

RO ADC A STING

RAW MATERIALS
NPA Issues New Directives
AGAINST

the backdrop of the international emergency, portending
a lessening of the time lag between
appropriation of funds and the actual placement of orders for electronics equipment, the government
last week issued new directives
governing the use of strategic materials.
The National Production Authority took steps to prevent a complete
shutoff of cadmium supplies for
non-defense uses. Producers and
prime distributors were asked to
fill up to 50% of all military orders for the metal.
Cadmium, used widely for electroplating other metals, has been
described as a popular and satisfactory substitute for copper in
plating steel for radio set chassis.
NPA already has signaled cutbacks in copper of 15% for January and February, and 20% in
March and in other metals, including cobalt [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec. 11].
At the same time government
officials said that both NPA and
the Cadmium Industry Advisory
Committee had agreed that an order should be developed establishing inventory controls and specifying usages of cadmium.
Rubber Cutback
NPA also ordered (1) provision
for continuous flow of copper scrap
"into normal channels of distribution," and (2) cutbacks in civilian
rubber consumption of 50% during
January and February from the
November level, with present supply to be supplemented by use of
ssmthetic rubber.
The order on copper scrap, defined as copper or copper-base alloy
materials, by-products of industrial
fabrication, applies to brass mill
scrap as well.
The growing metals shortage
and the concomitant prospect of
forced laj'oifs of skilled workers in
industry has evoked the concern of
manufacturers, who last week
placed their problems before NPA
authorities in two different meetings (see story page 30).
Meanwhile, government agencies
and the board of governors of the
Federal Reserve System warned
last week that "despite all efforts
to expand output of critical materials, the supply-demand gap may
be expected to widen as defense
production picks up speed," and the
"full be
impact
of supplyin deficiencies"
will
manifested
the civilian
economy.
While the government has ordered curtailment in civilian use
of various metals, a joint report
of agencies and the Federal Reserveof materials
System noted, has
the "consumption
increased
substantially" since the first half
of 1950, the period used as a base
for metal cutbacks. The report
also pointed to the increased market prices governing use of these
metals.

• Telecasting

School Broadcasts
(Continued from page 32)
entitled "We've Been Watching
Television," David Robinson, vice
president of Price, Robinson &
Frank, explored the advertiser's and
agency man's viewpoint to the medium. Noting that "television and
radio are directly in collision," Mr.
Robinson described television surveys as "incomplete and not in
agreement." Although the potential of the medium "is the most
powerful ever to be opened up to
the advertiser," television "has a
long, long way to go in learning
to use its greatness effectively."
WLS Chicago was host at Thursday's luncheon, during which the
regular Schooltime program was
broadcast direct from the hotel.
After the show, Josephine Wetzler,
WLS education director, urged educational broadcasters to program
about "things in the pupil's daily
life, rather than abstract things."
She suggested : "You should create
a desire in the pupil to learn, to
find out about a particular thing,
just as a salesman creates a desire
forJ.hisR. product."
Livesay, secretary of the
Illinois Broadcasters Assn., and
president of WLBH Mattoon and
WHOW Clinton, 111., spoke about
the cooperation given school systems by Illinois stations.
ers:Other panel groups and speakThe influence of mass media of communication inthe world today, Douglas
H. Schneider, director, department of
mass communication, United Nations
Educational, Scientific & Cultural Organization, Paris, introduced by Judith
Waller, director of public affairs and
education, NBC Chicago, with Kenneth G. Bartlett, director. Radio &
Television Center, Syracuse U.; Frances Ferrell, research staff, Chicago
public schools; Robert B. Hudson, director of broadcasting, U. of Illinois;
John Scupham, head of school broadcasting, British Broadcasting Corp.; I.
Keith Tyler, coordinator of radio, Ohio
State U.
The operation of the Wisconsin
state-wide FM network, Harold B.
McCarty; executive director, Wisconsin
State Radio Council, and director,
WHA Madison, U. of Wisconsin station, with Eugene Foster, Empire
State School of the Air, Syracuse; Jim
Miles, manager, WBAA Purdue U.,

Lafayette, Ind.; Seymour Siegel, director, WNYC New York and president.
National
casters. Assn. of Educational BroadThe British Broadcasting Corp.
serves the schools of Great Britain,
Mr. Scupham.
Through radio, universities serve
the people of their states, George
Johnson, director, radio educational
programs, Indiana U., with Waldo
Abbot, director, WUOM U. of Michigan, Ann Arbor; John Henderson,
education director, WBAA Purdue U.;
Mr. Hudson; Richard Hull, director,
WOI-AM-FM-TV, Iowa State College
at Ames; Carl Menzer, director, WSUI,
U. of Iowa station, Iowa City; M.
McCabe Day, director, WVSH Huntington, Ind.; Marvin Oakes, program
director, WNAS New Albany, Ind.;
Esther Olson, Peabody School, Chicago,
and Mary Xurafes, audio-visual director, Emerson School, Gary, Ind.
Television in education, practice and
potentialities, Garnet Garrison, television director, U. of Michigan, presiding, with Lynn J. Poole, director of
public relations and producer of Johns
Hopkins Science Review for Johns
Hopkins U., Baltimore.
LINE CHARGES
Coast Firms Queried
INQUIRY into reasonableness of
increased AM and FM line charges
by certain independent West Coast
common carriers was ordered by
FCC last week.
On its own motion, the Commission suspended until March 20 revised tariff schedules of the West
Coast Telephone Co. and Pacific
Telephone & Telegraph Co., which
would have become effective Dec.
20, and set the matter for hearing
Jan. 22 to determine the "lawfulness" and "reasonableness" of the
new tariffs.
Among the issues involved, FCC
indicated, is a proposed increase of
program and network switching
charges from 25^ to $2.50 per
switch. Another is a proposed line
equalization charge of $15 for installation and a $2.75 monthly "recurring charge." The usual Bell
System fee for the same service
elsewhere is $15 for the "complete
job," it was explained. In other
respects the general charges of the
independents compare favorably
with those in the Bell System elsewhere, FCC noted.

BEGIN the New Year right by
getting your share of the prosperous and growing Jackson
market ... by spotting your sales
message on WJDX, "the Voice of
Mississippi".

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
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WJR
STOCK OPTSONS
Voted Sarnoft and Folsom
BRIG. GEN. DAVID SARNOFF,
RCA chairman of the board, and
Frank M. Folsom, RCA president,
have been granted restricted stock
options for $100,000 and $50,000,
respectively. Value was $17.75 per
share, purchasable on or before
Nov. 3, 1955, it was reported.
RCA board of directors, it is understood, also awarded Mr. Folsom
an amended contract protecting
him from salary reductions. The
contract also allows for increases
to be awarded him any year prior
to March 1.
Mr. Folsom's contract, which was
extended to Dec. 31, 1954, was originally drawn for the period Jan. 1,
1948, to Dec. 31, 1953. An increase
of $25,000 last June brought Mr.
Folsom's annual salary up to $165,000.
Recalled to Service
CAPT. ROBERT H. ALFORD,
FCC broadcast attorney and U. S.
Army reservist, was recalled to
active duty effective Dec. 16 with
the Judge Advocate General Office.
He had celebrated his fifth anniversary with FCC on Dec. 7. Capt.
Alford originally had entered the
Army in 1941, serving in the
ground forces in the Italian campaign. He joined FCC after release from service in 1945.
FCC Actions
(Continued from page 72)
Applications Cont.:
ton, Va.; KOPO Tucson, Ariz.; KVMV
Twin Falls, Ida.; WFPG Atlantic City,
N. J.; KFIZ Fond du Lac, Wis.
Modification of CP
Mod. CP FM station for extension
of completion date: KEFM Inglewood.
Calif.; WAVZ-FM New Haven, Conn.
License for CP
WFMB
Mayodan,
CP new FM station. N. C. — License for
FM— 90.9 MC
WBUR mercial
Boston,
Mass.FM
— CPstation
noncom-to
educational
change ERP to 27.2 kw.
License Renewal
Request
for
licenseWFAA-TV
renewal commercial TV station:
Dallas,
Tex.; WBAP-TV Fort Worth, Tex.;
KPRC-TV Houston, Tex.; WTVN Columbus, Ohio; WKRC-TV Cincinnati,
Ohio; WAFM-TV Birmingham, Ala.

fCC roundup
Wf
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applicationt

SUMMARY TO DECEMBER
cOtQ
jS
^(>X
Summary
of Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications
Class
AM stations
FM stations
TV stations
* On the air.

Cond'I
canonsHearing
In
OnXotal
Air Licensed
CPs
Grants Pending
2,231 2,194 121
261
135
677 527
154
1* AppU150
6
107
53
56
374
171

Docket Actions . . .
FINAL DECISION
WRAP Allentown, Pa., WSCR Scranton — Announced decision to grant application of WRAP to change from 1580
kc 1 kw day to 1320 kc 1 kw fuUtlme,
directional
and granted
tion of WSCRnight;
to change
from applica1000 kc,
1 kw day to 1320 kc 1 kw day, 500 w
night.
Grants
subject
to
engineering
conditions. Decision Dec. 7.
Falls County Public Service, Marlin,
Tex. — Announced decision to grant application of Falls
new station
on County
1010 kc,Public
250 wService
day.
Partnership includes W. L. Pennington
and Virgil H. Gage. Mr. Gage is a
radio information specialist employed
in Waco, Tex. at the Veterans AdminMr. Pennington
is an engineer with istration.
Texas
State Highway.
Cost
of construction of station is estimated
at $16,000. Decision Dec. 8.
Telectronics
Inc.* toWaycross,
Ga. — Announced decision
grant application
of Telectronics Inc., new station on
570 kc, 1 tronics
kw Inc.,day.
Principals
Telecinclude:
Mrs. inVirginia
Price Bowen, president 99%%; Virginia
Bowen Holm, vice president, V/5% and
Miss Thelma V. Franklin, secretary
Ws%- Estimated construction cost of
proposed
Dec. 8. station is $29,930.10. Decision
INITIAL DECISION
RENE Belen, N. M. — Issued initial
decision by Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
to deny application of Belen Bcstg.
Corp. tion(RENE)
to cover
permit on license
1230 kc,
250 w construcfulltime.
See story this issue. Decision Dec. 8.
Non-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
Paris, 111. — Paris Bcstg. Co., 1440 kc,
500 w day. Estimated construction cost
$13,000.gusonPrincipals
AdlaiCorp.,
FerJr., salesmaninclude:
Electrolux
presidenttenant
45.546%;
LeAUen
French,
lieuUSAF, vice president 15.182%;
Herman Slutzky, owner Century Motor
Sales, Sam Slutsky Co., broom corn
brokerage; G. F. Patterson, manager
Paris Hospital 5.06%; Marjorie V. Ferand Holland
Roche, goods.
salesman guson,
H. V..05% Winn
Co., sporting
Granted Dec. 14.
Georgetown, Del. — Rollins Bcstg. Inc.,
900 kc, 1 poration
kw day.
Principals
in corinclude: John
W. Rollins,
Lewes, Del. auto dealer, president
29%%; Ratherine E. Rollins, treasurer
4%; Orville Wayne Rollins, vice presTHE ONLY S TATI O N
THAT ACTUALLY CELiaRS
COmPREHENSlUE
CQUERHGE

In the Nation*s
Fastest Growing
W/^m^^mm

m
fWmtmW
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NBC
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ident 331/4%; Jack C. Gardner, secty.
%%; Rollins Motor Co., Princess Anne,
Md., 33i/i%. Granted Dec. 14.
Matewan, W. Va. — Three States Bcstg.
Co., 1360 kc, 1 kw day. Estimated
construction cost $18,791.02. Principals
include: Fred A. Staples, pastor Striker
Bible Church, president and general
manager sistant
25%;
L. Morningstar,
asdirectorFred
Highland
Evangel Inc.,
Biggs, Ry., vice president 25%: Joseph
P. Kckering, owner 25% stock in
wholesale
plumbing
heating
business, treasurer
25%; and
Donna
M. Bjork,
25%. Granted Dec. 14.
Fort Valley, Ga.— Peach Belt Bcstg.
Co., 1150 kc,struction1 costkw$15,950.
day. Estimated
Principalscon-in
Peach Belt include: Ed Stevens, 20.6%
interest in Stevens Industries Inc., president and 50% owner WDWD Dawson,
Ga., president and 40% owner WGRA
Cairo, liamGa.,
president
WilC. Woodall,
50% 26%%;
owner and
WDWD,
33i/i% WGRA, secretary 26%%. Granted
Dec. 14.
Sparta, Wis. — Victor J. Tedesco, 990
kc, 250 wstructionfulltime.
cost $15,728. Estimated
Mr. Tedescocon-is
station manager WSHB Stillwater,
Minn., has 15% interest WRLR Cloquet,
Minn.; 25% S. St. Paul Bcstg, applicant
for
new Minn.
station Granted
and 10% Dec.
interest
tonna,
14. OwaMt. Jackson, Va.— County Bcstg.
Service,mated
1230construction
kc, 250 cost
w fulltime.
Esti$11,000. Frank
Fletcher
individual
applicant
is
coowner14. WARL Arlington, Va. Granted
Dec.
Carrollton, Ala. — Pickens County
Bcstg.
Co., 590 cost
kc, 1$25,329.51.
kw day. Estimated
construction
Roth E.
Hook, owner of chain of theatres in
Alabama and William E. Farrar, manager Pickens Theatre, Reform, Ala. and
Gordo Theatre,
ners. Granted Gordo,
Dec. 14.are equal partLake Wales, Fla.— Imperial Polk
Bcstg. mated
Corp.,
1280 kccost1 $26,900.
kw day.Sarkes
Esticonstruction
Tarzian Inc. holds 49% stock interest in
Imperial Polk Bcstg. Sarkes Tarzian
is licensee WTTS and WTTV (TV) AM
and TV stations Bloomington, Ind.
Granted Dec. 14.
East Rainelle, W. Va. — Greenbrier
Bcstg.
1450 kc, 250
w fulltime.
EstimatedCo.,construction
cost $16,400.
Sam
W. Caudill is individual applicant, he
is 50% owner Swiss Coal Co., mining
operation. Granted Dec. 14.
WMNB in North
Adams,
switch
facilities
from Mass.
1230 —kcGranted
100 w
fulltime
to
1230
kc
250
w fulltime.
Granted Dec. 14.
WCEN in Mt.
Pleasant,
Granted
switch
facilities
from Mich.
1150 —kc,
1 kw
day to 1130 kc 1 kw day, 500 w night,
directional night. Granted Dec. 14.
New Applications . . .
TV APPLICATION
Chattanooga, Tenn.— WDOD Bcstg.
Corp.,
TV kwstation
Chan. 3 new
(60-66commercial
mc) ERP 27.7
vis.,
13.9 kw aur., antenna height above
average censee
terrain
1,055.
Applicant
is
liAM station WDOD that city.
Estimated construction cost $280,240,
estimated revenue first year $175,000.
Filed Dec. 12.
TRANSFER REQUEST
WJMR (AM) and WRMC (FM) New
Orleans — Acquisition of negative control by George A. Mayoral, New Orleans, owner of 24 of total 100 sh outstanding, through acquisition of 26
additional shares under voting trust
agreement with William and Ramon
Cortada,
Ponce, each
P. R.,
each owner
of
37
sh. Latter
transfer
13 sh to
Mr. Mayoral under trust arrangement.
No money involved. WJMR assigned
250 w day on 990 kc. Filed Dec. 12.

Hearing

(Continued from page 30 j
fornia, and being what I term a ,
man, I tried to placate him and tr !
to keep him buoyed up by the i j
pression that we were doing many |
the things he requested, because 1
had very little opportunity to ch<
up on them.
Mr. Fitzpatrick testified unc
questioning
as long as he ■«
"in charge," that,
the Democratic
part |
representation on WJR broaden
was as fair as the Republic

He said he turned his cor I
spondence files over to FCC invt
tigators
party's. on advice of counsel, knr |
ing they could be subpenaed if
refused.
The correspondence between ?
and Mr. Richards, he said, v
available through him only becai
of Mr. Richards' insistence tl
"anything pertaming to me .
should be immediately remo'
from the premises" of WJR.
"I wanted
to clear
said,
"for fear
there that
wouldup,"'
b(
wrong impression that there ^
any rancor or any vindictivenon my part, which does not ex
and it has been for no reasonthat kind that the files have b
retained for some or other p
No hearing session was h
Monday, to give counsel for ;
Richards time to examine the
pages of letters in the Fitzpati
files in preparation for his cr<
examination.
Fitzpatrick Questioned
Under defense questioning on
subject
pose."of awards which WJR
won, Mr. Fitzpatrick said the i
tion owner was a "victim of a qu
ailment we called plaque-happ
he Counsel
loved getting
for Mr. awards."
Richards ofFe
40 boxes containing some 19, i
radio scripts for the 1946-1950
riod as evidence of the fairness
impartiality of WJR newsca
Examiner Cunningham refused
accept them as evidence, reitei
ing that the basic issue of the c
is
whether
news-slant
issued,
rather
than theorders
contentw'
what was actually broadcast. 1
Meanwhile, Mr. Richards pla
the support of all three of his \
tions behind the program of
fense Secretary George E., W
shall, pledging in a wire to 0
Marshall "the facilities of [Wj
WGAR, and KMPC] to help infc,
our people of the problems
dangers we face." The stations
lowed up the
off'er with may
sim.
telegrams
to governors,
and local civilian defense offiCr
in the states
the three 50
on where
^
stations are located.
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To Speed House Action
V MOVE is underfoot to give backround on proposed radio legislaion to the House Interstate &
'oreign Commerce Committee's full
lembership, in order to speed up
ction. Affected would be the radio
ijubcommittee procedure, a competent source on Capitol Hill re,|ealed last week.
I It is understood that a new meth]d may be employed in holding
jearings. Under the contemplated
irocedure, all radio matters would
|hannel through the Congressman
i jesignated as chairman of the rajko subcommittee, presumably Rep.
jilwight L. Rogers (D-Fla.) who
, ('as acting head when Rep. George
[adowski (D-Mich.) was ill during
Ine second session of the 81st Conjtess. Also being considered is the
iililting in at all hearings of the full
|)mmittee.
J Reasons for the change, now bejiig weighed by Chairman Robert
j'rosser
are three-fold,
is seen (D-Ohio)
by a spokesman,
the
jjlignment would speed action be\jfiuse in the past (1) the prolonged
llness of Acting Chairman Sadowti put a crimp into consideration
\: radio legislation by his subcomittee, (2) few members were
.^miliar with such technical and
jbecialized matters as communicajjons,
whenit the
full more
coml.ittee and
was (3)
present
assured
(tan three or four members sitting,
k had often been the situation.
WB- NAB SPLIT
First Step Voted
teST steps toward formation of
1 independent Assn. of Women
|{roadcasters, separate from NAB,
ere to be taken Saturday at a
eeting of a steering group at
BC headquarters in New York.
!Katherine Fox, WLW Cincinnati,
ijIWB general chairman, called the
|ec. 16 meeting. Doris Corwith,
ijBC, was to be chairman of the
|eeting in charge of the steering
[Immittee. Bette Doolittle, AWB
iting secretary, was to attend.

>SEPH NICHOLAS WEBER, 84,
ten called the father of the Amertn Federation of Musicians, died
a heart attack at his home in
verly Hills, Calif., last Tuesday.
Vr. Weber had been president of
musicians' union for forty years
len he retired from the post in

WE
feo ADCASTING

CENSORSHIP
AMID imminent declaration of a
national emergency, broadcasters
last week were asked to continue
the exercise of "voluntary restraint" on vital security data.
The censorship issue was projected anew in meetings involving
the Broadcast Advisory Council
(see separate story), the Dept. of
Defense, and the nation's Chief
Executive, as well as in Korean
war developments.
The industry was assured that,
while censorship plans are under
constant study by the government,
there is no immediate prospect of
security controls or creation of an
Office of Censorship — unless the international situation results in fullscale war.
Gen. George C. Marshall, meeting
with the Broadcast Advisory
Council at the Pentagon last Thursday, declared that imposition of
rigid controls now would only lead
to criticism, and felt that voluntary
restrictions by the industry itself
would suffice at present.
Vital Data Warning
Broadcasters were importuned to
remember that release of vital data,
in the exercise of free speech, would
serve the enemy pui-pose as well as
foreign spy rings. He asked them
to use their own good judgment and
lauded the industry for the effectiveness of self-imposed censorship
during World War II.
The censorship question did not
arise specifically when the group
met with the Chief Executive last
Thursday, but the President asserted that he anticipated no controls beyond voluntary restraints
exercised in the last war.
Top-level officials at the National
Security Resources Board, presently the key mobilization coordinating agency, confirmed that no
plan for censorship' is afoot now.
Declaration of a national emergency may serve to lay the groundwork for accelerated planning insofar as the international crisis deteriorates, they explained.
It was felt that all-out censor-

1940. He was a native of Philadelphia and had been a clarinetist
in the symphony orchestra there
before going into union work.
He is survived by his widow, Mrs.
Gisela Weber. Funeral services
were to be held last Friday in
Beverly Hills. Scheduled to attend
were AFM President James C. Petrillo and the union executive board,
who planned to fly from Chicago in
order to act as honorary pallbearers.
Mr, Weber was instrumental in
keeping
musicians' unions
union united
after twothe antecedent
were
merged. Upon his retirement in
1940, he was named technical advisor to the AFM for a life term,
and Mr. Petrillo was named as his
successor.
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Urge
ISSUE
ship would be imposed only under a
formal declaration of war. Officials
pointed out that censorship implies control of the mail and cables
as well as radio and press, and the
communications of foreign agents.
In the event an Office of Censorship is set up, similar to that
headed by Byron Price during
World War II, experienced radio
and newspapermen will be called
upon to serve. Some veterans already have been sounded out as
part of the government's advance
planning.
A proposal for censorship in the
Korean theatre was turned down
last week, but correspondents were
issued a new four-point directive
designed to tighten security data
relating to troop movements.
Gen. Douglas MacArthur's headquarters reiterated previous contentions that censorship should not
be leveled in Korea unless it is
imposed in Washington and at
other world capitals. Disclosures of
vital information could be equally
as great from those points, officers
pointed out.
The question arose when Lt. Gen.
Horace Robertson, commander-inchief of British occupation forces,
called on the United Nations to invoke formal censorship "to shield
troop movements from a powerful
new enemy." He said radio stations and newspapers had carried

Voluntary

Restraint

details of troop dispositions.
' Invocation of censorship, on that
basis by the United States thus
may be affected by what action
the UN may take, some authorities
believe.
The four new security rules, released by Col. M. P. Echols, Gen.
MacArthur's information officer,
asked correspondents to withhold
information
on (1)
activities or moves
in planned
progress,
(2)
movements with respect to boundaries or positions or undefended
lines, (3) effectiveness of specific
aims in enemy or UN material, and
(4) activities
friendly
troops. or locations of
Col. Echols outlined these points
to radio, newspaper and wire service correspondents. He said they
would not be regulatory or would
not involve recrimination if accidentally violated.
Meanwhile, the Washington Post
has aimed an editorial broadside
at the tendency of some officials
"to blame the press and radio for
publishing
information" helpful to
the Communists.
"The criticism is directed at the
wrong source," the Post asserted.
"For newspapers and radio stations
were among the first to call for
some sort of guidance to protect
them against precisely this sort of

thing."
when
You're
comparing
radio
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...make sure to check their Service-Ads
as well as their listings in SRDS
"When I'm using Standard Rate,"
reports a Time Buyer, "I'm looking
for certain things. I'm not reading.
But, if I see an ad v^^hich gives station coverage or other useful facts
not in the listing, I make a point
to check it."
Have you noticed, too, how Service-Ads in the Radio Section of
SRDS, and in Consumer Markets,
help — especially when you're
working fast? Service-Ads like
WIBW's shown here?

1
ill r^..
Service - Ads like this in the
monthly Radio Section of SRDS
and in Consumer Markets help
time buyers buy.

Such Service-Ads supplement and expand media listings in
SRDS Radio Section and market listings in Consumer Markets
with information that helps you decide which stations and
which markets you want.

STANDARD RATE & DATA StRVIC$, It
Tho Hatwiat Avlhonty Ssrvmp tha M«<iio Bvying fvnctioa
Wnlter t, BoMhol, PubUsher
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EFFORT TO DELAY ACTION
ON DON LEE CASE CHARGED
GENERAL Tire & Rubber Co. Friday filed
reply to Television Califoi-nia's petition seeking return of TV Channel 2 to San Francisco's
comparative hearing (see early story page 54)
with General Tire charging delaying tactics
were indicated in apparent effort to gain nev/
opportunity for Edwin W. Pauley "syndicate"
to bid on Don Lee properties.
General Tire told FCC that Television California has no standing in $12,320,000 transfer
proceeding [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Nov. 20] ; question of ultimate disposition of
Don Lee's San Francisco Channel 2 bid is
irrelevant to disposition of transfer applications and is premature; petition is "wholly
friviolous" and interposed solely "for purpose of delay."
CBS COLOR IN CHICAGO
WBBM-CBS Chicago plans to begin colorcasting Wednesday, starting with five sets and
expanding to seven with five shows daily for
public audiences in Studio 10, although date
has been postponed several times. Shows,
fed on cable from New York, will be aired
in four quarter-hours and one from 11:3012:25.
LOS ANGELES HEADS TV
TV MANUFACTURERS shipped 5,661,000
receivers to dealers in 86 states and D. C.
during first 10 months of year, according to
all-industry report by Radio-Television Mfrs.
Assn. October shipments totaled 781,000 sets,
compared to 928,000 in September. Los Angeles led in TV receipts with 44,653 sets
shipped into city in October compared to 44,075
in Cook County (Chicago), 111.
DREW PEARSON ATTACKED
ABC COMMENTATOR Drew Pearson denounced Friday in Senate by Sen. Joseph R.
McCarthy (R-Wis.), who called on public to
boycott stores handling products of his sponsor,
Adam Hat Co. Sen. McCarthy urged newspapers buying his column, as well as radio
stations, to see that his voice is stilled.
HOLIDAY SPECIAL
MUTUAL BENEFIT Health & Accident Assn.
sponsoring one-time Christmas Day broadcast, Mutual Calling, 2-3 p.m. on MBS. Program to feature two-way conversation between
troops evacuated from Korea to Tokyo and
their parents, with Bill Slater as commentator.
REYNOLDS BUYS DRAMA
R. J. REYNOLDS (Camel cigarettes) will
sponsor Richard Diamond featuring Dick
Powell effective Jan. 5 on ABC Fridays, 8-8:30
p.m. through William Esty & Co., New York.
SWANS DOWN
ON 22
SWANS DOWN DIVISION, General Foods, to
sponsor Golden Gate Quartet Sings, new openend 15-minute misic series produced by
Transcriptions Sales Inc., New York, three
times weekly over 22 Southern stations.
Agency is Young & Rubicam, New York.
Page 82
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CBS CHALLENGES RCA
TO ASK FCC COLOR ACTION
CBS OFFICIALS saw RCA's improved color
TV system Friday for first time and promptly
challenged company to ask FCC "formally"
for further consideration "if RCA believes that
its system has been sufficiently improved to
warrant
adoption." Prank Stanton, who headed
CBS President
CBS contingent, issued statement shortly after
demonstration saying network officials did not
think it appropriate to comment on shovsdng
in view of RCA's pending suit seeking to upset
FCC approval of CBS system. He continued:
The FCC Report explicitly provides for consideration of new or improved systems. If RCA
believes that its system has been sufficiently improved to warrant adoption, it can ask formally
for further consideration. If in fact the RCA
system proves by this procedure that it is so
improved as to qualify for further consideration,
various claims and observations which have thus
far been reported can be dealt with in an orderly
manner and through witnesses under oath and
subject to cross-examination.
Demonstration followed pattern employed
throughout two-week series of showings held
in Washington [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Dec. 11; also see story page 54]. CBS representatives watched intently, gave no indication of their reactions, asked no questions.
An RCA-NBC spokesman said he felt flesh
tones during performance were somewhat below level achieved at other demonstrations
during two-week series.
Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, executive vice president
in charge of RCA Labs., was in charge, with
Dr. E. W. Engstrom, vice president in charge
of research, RCA Labs., introducing program
from studios. NBC group was headed by
President Joseph H. McConnell.
CBS representatives: President Stanton;
Adrian Murphy, vice president and general
executive; Vice Presidents Earl H. Gammons
(in charge of Washington office), William B.
Lodge (general engineering), and Peter Goldmark (engineering and research development,
and inventor of CBS color system) ; Richard
Salant, attorney; John Martin, assistant to
Dr. Goldmark; J. J. Reeves, of research staff;
Michael Foster, assistant director of press
information.
COLOR RULING EXPECTED
SOURCES close to RCA attorneys in Chicago
late Friday were expecting imminent notification from Federal District Court there that
three judges considering RCA color television
suit against FCC and government would be
decided early this week. Earlier in week
judges conferred on merits of case and indicated they planned to arrive at final decision
"as soon as possible." CBS attorneys in Chicago said they had "no idea" when final
judgment would be forthcoming.
MARTIN URGES CAUTION
DWIGHT W. MARTIN, chairman, Television
Per Program Committee, Friday notified TV
stations not to be alarmed by ASCAP letter
but to sit tight until Jan. 19 telecasters meeting in Chicago at which time per program
license offered by ASCAP will be considered
and discussed (early story page 57).

will name president around first of year.
ONE SIDE result of materials shortage n
be bluish cast in new TV picture tubes becai
of scarcity of chemicals used to attain bla
white effect.
FALLACY of campaign for reservation
facilities for educational stations in any fi
is underscored in action last week of W'
known university. It politely rejected prol
of complete FM transmitting facilities beca'
it said prospects of continued decline in
rollments and income during next few ye
made it impossible to take on any kind of r
radio activity in predictable future.
JOT THIS DOWN as a certainty: If Senaj
Ernest McFarland (D-Ariz.) assumes Sen
majority leadership in next session, now
garded
continue to serve
chairmanas oflikely,
Senatehe'll
Communications
subc(
mittee. Reports that he would relinquish f
if he garnered leadership, were based on
roneous assumption that he would not conti:
committee membership.
WWJ-TV, which pioneered classroom edi
tion by TV, has been besieged with requi
for complete information on its format
TV stations and educators. Requests for
vice increased measureably after U. of M
igan President Ruthven had expounded on
day series at TEA convention in New Y
ALL-INDUSTRY radio-TV set production
ures of Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. slate
include breakdown on receivers with FM c
ing, starting in January.
NAB, TBA DISCUSSION
COVERS MERGER PROPOSAL
PROPOSED merging of Television Broadc
ers Assn. into NAB moving forward follov
first joint discussion Thursday night in 1
York. Committees representing two grc
discussed idea of single organization to f
tion autonomously under NAB aegis.
Meeting
was reported
as "satisfactory'
though
discussion
was general
and no spe
decisions were made.
NAB was represented by Robert D. Swe
WDSU-TV New Orleans, chairman; Wil:
Fay, WHAM-TV Rochester, N. Y.; Euj
Thomas, WOR-TV New York. TBA gi
with Paul Raibourn, Paramount Telev
Productions, chairman, also included Lawr:
W. Lovsnnan, CBS; Joseph A. McDonald, k\
George B. Storer, Fort Industry stations ;
Poppele, WOR-TV New York, TBA presi
KATE SMITH NOW SELLOUT
PROCTER & GAMBLE and Hunt Food;
sponsor Kate Smith Hour, 4-4:15 p.m., I
day-Friday, and 4:45-5 p.m., Monday-Fri(
respectively over NBC-TV effective Jai;
is Dancer-"
& Gamble
Agency for Procter
gerald-Sample;
for Hunt,
Young
& Rubi:
Program now sold out with total of 12 s]
BOWLING MEET ON TV
BRUNSWICK-BLAKE - COLLENDER
(bowling and billiard equipment) joining F
Sales Co. in sponsorship of two telecas
10th annual All-Star Bowling Tou7-na
over ABC-TV, Dec. 14, 11:30-12 midnight
Dec. 17, 11-11:30 p.m.
RIGOROUS search by Oslo, Norway, p
for Lyford Moore, ABC Berlin news chiel
disappeared in Norwegian capital Dec. 10
fruitless as of Friday. Mr. Moore, 40
appeared while in Oslo with Army missio
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Conlan's 1950 coincidental survey of 146,000 calls in
the Kansas City Primary Trade Territory reveals The
KMBC-KFRM Team in the lead by a wide margin over
all other broadcasters.
In addition, the September-October Hooper report for
Metropolitan Kansas City shows KMBC in first place in

morning, afternoon and nighttime periods!
The KMBC-KFRM Team provides advertisers with
complete, effective and economical coverage of Kansas
City's Primary Trade area — without waste circulation.
For full information on your best buy in the Heart of
America, coll KMBC-KFRM, or any Free & Peters "Colonel."
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We aren't suggesting that WSM is Santa Claus. But once you
experience the tremendous sales influence which this unique
station delivers, you may suspect some close connection with
that same red coated gentleman. And there is one close
parallel. WSM's power, programming experience, and personnel, like Santa's pack, is virtually inexhaustible. Where else
in a single radio station can you find talent in sufficient quantity
and of sufficient quality to turn out 17 network shows weekly in
addition to regular station business?
Want

to hear how

curve upward?

the WSM

touch can turn your sagging sales

Just contact Irving Waugh

or any Petry Man.

CLEAR CHANNEL
50,000 WATTS
IRVING WAUGH
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a le of the reasons why radio is so productive in
Iowa is that listening is more than leisure-time
entertainment. Our people live with radio. The
1950 Iowa Radio Audience Survey reveals that
except for Sundays, less than half of all Iowa home
listening takes place in the living room! Here
are all the figures:
Weekdays
Proportion of Listening
Done With —
45.3%
Living Room Set
12.7
Dining Room Set
20.0
Kitchen Set
Bed Room Set
3.1
"Move About" or
18.9
"Other"

Saturdays Snndays
48.9%

55.1%

11.9
19.4
4.2

9.4
18.1
5.5

15.6

11.9

The net result of all this is that the average Iowa

ints weekly

radio home listens a total of 13.95 '^listener
hours," weekdays . . . 15.59 "listener hours,**
Saturdays . . . and 13.52 "listener hours," Sundays!
WHO

share of Iowa hstening, thus continues to be one
of America's great radio buys. Write for all the
facts today, including your free copy of the 1950
Iowa Radio Audience Survey.
DAILY USE OF SETS LOCATED IN DIFFERENT ROOMS
(Percentages based on number of sets located in type of room named)
ALL DIARY FAMILjES

TYPICAL WEEKDAY
Percentage of Sets Used
at Some Time during Day

75.5%
95.0%

If located in Living Room

Extra sets help explain this "all-over-the-house"
listening; 48.8% of Iowa's radio-equipped homes
now have two or more sets! The chart in the next
column (from the 1950 survey) shows that these
extra sets get intensive Ustenership.

annually

DINING Move ABOUT
HOOM
18.9%

continues to get far and away the greatest

If located in Bed Room

.

91.5%

If "Moved About" or "Other"

*far
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Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
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WHAS

happened

The

market

tradition

since

last

Marcl

is BIGGBR!

. . . yes, 200% bigger! When WHAS-TV went on the
air last March, Louisville TV homes totaled 25,000. The
count right now is more than 75,000.

The

programming

is B£TT£R!

WHAS-TV brought to Louisville a new high level of
local programming . . . including such important
WHAS-TV shows as T-Bar-V Ranch, Sportraits, Square
Dance, High- Varieties, Guest Book, Walton Calling and
The Herbie Koch Show. To these add the fine CBS
shows off the cable and you see why Louisville viewers
look first to WHAS-TV for television entertainment.

The

scheiult

is lOHGtR!

With the arrival of the coaxial cable in Louisville,
WHAS-TV doubled its operating time. Starting in the
early afternoon, 7 days a week, WHAS-TV now offers
an outstanding lineup of local shows with a real Kentuckiana flavor . . . plus the all-star array of CBS-TV
programs. Check with your Petty man now for availabilities inlocal participations and network adjacencies.
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Serving

a market

75,000

television

of more

than

homes
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SLIDE-RULE specialist can't believe his own
digits as computation points to 1950 national
radio spot increase "out of this world," perhaps up 15% to $130 million.
THERE'S LITTLE likelihood that CBS will
take on affiliates of other networks because
of the current rate reduction furore. Few
years ago there were reports of imminent
"station raids" because of migration of top
NBC programs to CBS. They didn't materialize. CBS attitude is that such shifts can only
lead to strife on other fronts.
"VICTORY" model TV sets to start appearing
as metal gets scarce, with manufacturers taking off fancy trim, panels and nameplates.
Sharp cuts being made internally, including
built-in antennas, with U. S. officials and setmakers cooperating to keep electronic industry
active and conserve metal.
APPOINTMENT by Joseph H. Short of
straight-line newsmen to his White House
Press secretariat does not mean that he is not
cognizant of importance of radio-TV. New
Presidential secretary feels there's no present
need for expert in broadcast media since radioTV newsmen always have cooperated admirably
on any special problems. He intends to rely
upon such voluntary assistance from both network and radio-TV "specials" covering White
House-Washington affairs.
SAMPLE COLOR TV cable rates reported
filed with FCC by AT&T pending submission
of official color tariff. It's understood rates
may be in about this range: Cable rates unchanged, but with extra station connection
charge of $450 for CBS color in addition to
regular monochrome charge of $500; special
use basis to add $250 plus $10 per hour to
monochrome charge of $200 plus $10 per hour.
FOLLOWING DISCLOSURE of proposed
legislation for control of "electromagnetic
waves," relating to possible silencing of radioTV operations in event of imminent air attack,
both FCC and military authorities were surfeited with plans and projects to accomplish
desired result with minimum disturbance of
operations. Plans for duplicating AM assignments to distort signals and confuse possible
air invaders using radio beams for "homing"
have been conveyed both orally and in writing.
TEMPERATURES which rose with announcement that United Paramount Theatres was
negotiating $45 million loan — on theory that
oft-reported efforts to buy ABC were near
fruition — plummeted with later disclosure last
week that money is earmarked for refinancing
program. Latest reports indicate both Paramount Theatres and Paramount Productions
(both created in divorcement move following
Supreme Court anti-trust decision) have shown
interest in ABC, but that no deal is on horizon.
IT'S STILL in negotiating stage but chances
are NAB, RTMA and baseball leaders will
hold conference in January to work out common problems.
Page 4
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Ufac&min^
Jan. 9: Provisional NBC Affiliates meeting,
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Jan. 10: NBC AM Affiliates in TV markets,
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Jan. 11-12: Canadian Broadcasting Corp. Board
of Governors, Montreal.
(Other Upcomings on page 85)
Bulletins
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET (Cashmere
Bouquet soap) through Sherman & Marquette,
New York, starting one-rpinute daytime radio
spot announcement campaign Jan. 2 in 60
markets. Contracts for 52 weeks.
LITIGANTS PLEASED
WITH COLOR DECISION
ALL SIDES found favorable aspects Friday
in three-judge federal court's 2-to-l decision
which dismissed RCA's complaint against FCC
adoption of CBS color TV system but banned
commercial operation pending decision by U.S.
Supreme Court (story page 61).
FCC and CBS showed more elation, but RCA
maintained that "by staying the execution of
the [FCC decision] until it has been subjected
to further review by the U.S. Supreme Court,
the court has clearly indicated its awareness
of the great public interest at stake."
RCA reiterated that "an incompatible system actually is an 'unready' system" whose
"tremendous cost" should not be "saddled" on
public. "We will, of course, appeal the decision,
confident that the Supreme Court will recognize that the public should not be denied compatible color television," RCA said, adding that
in meantime it will continue work on its compatible, all-electronic color technique.
CBS President Frank Stanton called decision
"a great victory" which "completely" sustained
FCC's "adoption of the CBS system as the
best and most practical means of bringing color
television to the public." He said "there is no
question in our minds that the Supreme Court
will also uphold the Commission order, if RCA
insists on carrying its case further. In any
event, we are now assured that the matter will
finally be disposed of within a few months."
FCC, with FCC Comr. Frieda B. Hennock
absent and not participating, issued statement
saying it is "highly gratified" and that decision "clearly settles the question of whether
or not the Commission exceeded its authority
and acted capriciously . . ." FCC also called
it "a great victory," and voiced confidence
Supreme Court will dissolve temporary restraining order and uphold dismissal of RCA's
complaint, "thus ending the controversy."
LUCKY STRIKE, CBS DICKER
LUCKY STRIKE through BBDO, New York,
negotiating with CBS-TV for possible transfer
of its television version of Hit Parade currently on NBC-TV.
ANTENNA SITE rule changes made final by
FCC Friday. They call for regional aeronautical
hearings on site objections and involve other
modifications substantially as proposed [Broadcasting •Telecasting, May 29].

Business
Brief
I
SUGAR
SPOTS • National
Sugar Refini
Co. (Jack Frost) to start spot announcemi
campaign Jan. 15 using radio and televis
Agency, Young & Rubicam, New York.
CAVALIER SERIES • R. J. Reynolds
bacco Co., for Cavalier cigarettes, to spoi
2:15-2:30 Mon., Wed., Fri. segment of Ga
Moore Show on CBS-TV
starting Jan.
Agency, William Esty & Co., New York.
NO TAX 'CRACKDOWN';
COMPROMISE
BILL SET
NO INSTRUCTIONS as yet to Internal
venue Bureau agents to "crackdown" on "
necessary" or "extraordinary'' expenses s
as institutional advertising by corporal
because of promised higher tax rates, un(
stood Friday. But because of high tax per
agents expected to watch carefully for spluii
in deductible expenses in profit-loss ledj
with enforcement possibly "slightly" tigl
than in World War II. Treasury tax expi
report few violations during last war.
Compromise corporation tax bill to ri
$3.3 billion, higher than either Senate or He
versions, adopted by conferees Friday,
carries 2% increase in corporate income ta/
on earnings over $25,000 and total levy of 7
on excess profits. Final action awaits Hq
vote after holidays.
ADAM

HAT

DROPS

PEARSON

ADAM itHAT
New York, Drew
annour'
Friday
wouldSTORES,
cease sponsoring
P(
son in February but not because of Sen. Jos,
McCarthy (R-Wis.). Sponsor ascribed ae
to cessation of Sept. 2, 1949-Feb. 15,
contract, with revised media plans envisio
many months ago. ABC confirmed Adam
dropping Pearson. Mr. Pearson commen
"The Adam Hat people are very fine peop
Adam
York. agency is William H. Weintraub, 1
KTBS INTEREST SOLD
SALE of one-quarter interest in Kl
Shreveport, La., by Allen D. Morris for $75,5
to three other stockholders reported in trans
bid filed Friday at FCC. Mr. Morris
understood to be selling his interest in WH
Memphis to same group, with papers repo;
in preparation.
KTBS stockholders Gee
D. Wray Sr., E. Newton Wray and Prew
E. Furlow, each 25% owner, would each
come one-third owner after Commission
proval to transfer. KTBS assigned 10
day, 5 kw night on 710 kc directional.
WAIVER FOR COMR. WALKEI
PRESIDENT TRUMAN signed executive o:
waiving retirement of Comr. Paul A. Wal
FCC reported Friday. His teiTn expires
1953.
AFM LOCALS TO MEET
REPRESENTATIVES of American Fed
tion of Musicians locals in New York, Chic;
and Los Angeles will meet this week in
cago to discuss demands to be made w
negotiations with radio and TV networks bi
early in January. President James C. Pet
will attend.
BROADCASTING
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This increased power assures far wider coverage,
more listeners, a more profitable return from your
advertising investment on WORK.

For, in the

thriving York, mid-Pennsylvania market— listeners
have buying power. Widely diversified sources of
income from both industry and agriculture, and
tremendous accumulated wealth make this one of
America's important markets. Blanket this entire
sales-active section by presenting your advertising
message
/!

on more-powerful

WORK— the station

with a record of over eighteen years of successful selling.

Represented by.ROBERT
YORK,

Chicago
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KID'S
CISCO
PHOTO!

Rarely has radio seen such a super-salesman as
"Cisco Kid"! Within 9 days after the first announcement, 1,000 boys and girls brought their
parents to the Western Clothing Department (on
Frankenberger's third floor) . . . just to obtain
"Cisco Kid's" photo. Says WKNA: "No need to
tell you how pleased our sponsor is!"
With many special "Cisco Kid" gimmick-promotions available — from buttons to guns — "Cisco"
is one of America's hottest traffic-building programs. Write, wire or phone for details.
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MARYLAND and Virginia Milk Producers' Assn. beginning 24-week
campaign using radio spots. Program designed to acquaint consumer with association and part it plays in milk production.
Agency:
Henry J. Kaufman & Assoc., Washington. R. C. O'Donnell is
account executive.
NATURAL HEALTH PRODUCTS Co., Sarasota, Fla. (Marvlizer, liquifying machine), appoints Houck & Co. of Florida Inc., Miami, to direct
national advertising. Company now using 15-minute TV films in five
markets in East and South.
A/eiu/otk -^ccounii • • •
KAISER-FRAZER DEALERS renew Adventures of Ellery Queen on
DuMont TV Network Thurs., 9-9:30 p.m. for 13 weeks effective Dec. 14.
Agency: William H. Weintraub Inc., N. Y.
LEVER BROS. (Thomas J. Lipton Division) renews Arthur Godfrey
Talent Scouts, on CBS and CBS-TV, 8:30-9 p.m., effective Jan. 1 for
52 weeks. Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
SCHENLEY INDUSTRIES Inc. (Cook's champagne, Dubonnet wine)
Dec. 18 started Andy and Delia Russell on ABC-TV, Monday-Friday,
7-7:05 p.m. Agency: Blow Co., N. Y.
KRAFT FOODS CO., Chicago, renews Kraft Television Theatre on 35
NBC-TV interconnected and five non-interconnected stations, Wednesday, 9-10 p.m., effective Jan. 3 for 52 weeks. Agency: J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y.
WANDER CO., Chicago (Ovaltine), renews 5:45-6 p.m. Friday segment
of Howdy Doody Show on 35 NBC-TV interconnected and three nonI! interconnected stations, 26 weeks. Agency: Grant Adv., N. Y.
I NATURALIZER DIV. of Brown Shoe Co., St. Louis, sponsors Say It
With Acting on 18 NBC-TV interconnected and three non-interconnected
1 stations, alternate Saturdays, 6:30-7 p.m., beginning Jan. 6. Agency:
Chicago.
ett Co.,
n
r
u
B
o
e
L
I
M & M Ltd., Newark, N. J. (candy), renewing 5:30-6 p.m. segment of
Super Circus over ABC-TV (5-6 p.m. Sun.), for 13 weeks, effective
Jan. 13. Agency: William Esty Co., N. Y.
R-BUSCH
r
ANHEUSE
Inc. (Budweise beer) renews Ken Murray Show
,
V
T
.
.
on CBS
Sat. 8-9 p.m Jan 6 for 52 weeks. Agency: D'Arcy Adv.,
Y.
jjN.
I HILL'S BROS. COFFEE, Inc. Jan 1 starts five participations weekly on
I half -hour Jack Kirkwood show on full Don Lee Network (45 stations).
Contract, 52 weeks. Agency N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y.
YAMI YOGURT PRODUCTS Inc. L. A. (milk specialties) Dec. 18
Istarted sponsorship of three quarter hours weekly Fulton Lewis jr. news
pnalysis on seven Don Lee stations, Mon., Wed., Fri., 4-4:15 p.m. (PST).
jContraet 13 weeks. Agency: Hal Stebbins, Inc., L. A.
I
\-^djfxeopU • • •
fjAMES LEE COCHRUN, executive vice president Seiberling Rubber Co.,
jAkron, Ohio, to retire Dec. 31. He will devote fulltime to Cochrun Inidustries Inc., which will act as export agent for several small Ohio
jcompanies.
)i
jjAMES C. HILDRETH, Safeway Stores Inc., S. F., named sales manager
iPacific Brewing & Malting Co., S. F., effective Jan. 1.

fMICHAEL J. JACKSON advertising and sales promotion Kelvinator
jdivision of Nash Kelvinator Sale Corp., Detroit, to Eastern advertising
istaff Good Housekeeping, New York. GEOFFERY A. COOK advertising director appliance division of Deepfreeze Co., Chicago appointed to
iWestem advertising staff.
! 'IBRO ADC ASTING

• Telecasting

WISH

INDIANAPOLIS' ABC AFF.ILIATE
FREE & PETERS, National Representatives
GEORGE J. HIGGJNS, General Manager

#

#

#
agency

H

ERBERT S. FOX, service executive Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y., ap
pointed vice president in charge of creative production for Texas
Co. and AT&T accounts at agency.

ROBERT L. REDD, radio director Erwin, Wasey & Co., L. A., named!
vice president in charge of radio and TV.
DONALD B. ARMSTRONG Jr., director of research and member oi\
advisory committee on advertising plans McCann-Erickson, N. Y., appointed vice president.
GEORGE LEROY elected vice president New York division of Al Paul;
Lefton Co.
E. WILHELM, radio and TV timebuyer Maxon Inc., N. Y., is in Unior)
Hospital, Bronx, with fractured skull suffered in auto accident.

1

on all accounts
outlets
firm's 11 western state
This at the age of 24.
From that job he was appropriated by the merchandising depart-'
ment in Chicago where he became
assistant to W. H. Nortin, theri
vice president in charge of merchandising. There, Mr. Johnsor
learned to merchandise everything

o,
to a at Schmo
formerHER
wonder-boy
a mailGODFAT
order chain, Gordon Johnson,
now vice president at DancerFitzgerald-Sample, New York, has
the sort of background that seems
to have gone out of fashion since
the death of Horatio Alger.
Mr. Johnson's intimacy with the
Al Capp creation relates to his from cotton thread to tractors. Ir'
sponsorship of the contest to find addition, his department handlec
a name for the accommodating
the store's advertising. '
little creature that was all things
Mr. Johnson joined Dancer-Fitzgerald-S ample i i;
to all men, and a
Chicago in 1944, as
promotional bonanza
an assistant account
to Procter & Gamble.
executive. He helpec
But for many
service
Procter <B
years prior to that,
Gamble's Oxydol ano
Mr. Johnson had
been associated with
Spic & Span prodan enterprise fully
ucts. One year latei
as American as the
the agency appointee
Schmoo and quite as
him a full executivt
versatile in its way:
on the Dreft account!
Soon afterward hd
Montgomery Ward.
was named a vic(
In 1933, during the
depression years, the
president.
he moved In
to 194{i
th (
younguate Cornell
gradgot his first job
agency's
Newhe Yorl
with Montgomery
office where
con
Ward selling applitinues to supervisi
all
of the Dreft ad.
vertising.
in the firm's
Cedar ances
Rapids
store.
Mr. JOHNSON
He didjob
suchofan selling
eff'ecDreft, one of th'
tive
largest selling deter
radios, refrigerators and stoves
that he was soon named head of gents for dishwashing, sponsor;
Beulah, five times weekly on CBS
the appliance department in the Lorenzo Jones, five times weekly oi
company's
after, Dubuque
and rapidly,store.
he Theremoved
NBC; Beulah, on ABC-TV, an<
Kate Smith, three times weekly oi
through Ward's Duluth, Des
Moines and St. Paul appliance de- NBC-TV.
partments, eventually to assume
The Johnson's, she is the forme
charge of appliances for all of the
(Continued on page 62)
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beat

ALBERT EVANS-ADV., Fort Worth, Tex., changes name to Evans &
Assoc. There have been no changes in ownership and there will be no
changes in policies, firm announces.
LUCIE CRIPPS, James Thomas Chirug Co., N. Y., to head new plansservice department of agency, to cover traffic, statistical, ts^ping and
filing for media, radio and research.
MARIE J. CALLAHAN, radio-TV director Rogers & Smith, Dallas, to
Watts, Payne Adv. Inc., same city. Will specialize in radio-TV.
FRANK H. NEWTON, copy director McCann-Erickson, Chicago, to Leo
Burnett Agency, same city, on copy staff, with JOSEPH H. HOFFMAN,
formerly McCann-Erickson. Other additions to copy department: CARLTON ZUCKER, from Carson, Pirie, Scott & Co., Chicago department
store where he was advertising manager; RICHARD E. JOERGER and
ROBERT J. MURRAY, from Aubrey, Moore & Wallace, Chicago and
MICHAEL W. R. MEYER. DAVID W. DOLE, in radio 18 years, named
supervisor in broadcasting department. Was with C. E. Hooper and
Henri, Hurst & McDonald Agency, Chicago.
BURLINGTON BREWING Co., Burlington, Wis., (Van Merritt beer),
names Kaufman and Assoc., Chicago, as merchandising and advertising
consultant.
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MARION HARPER Jr., president McCann-Erickson Inc., N. Y., appointed
publicity chairman of Salvation Army's 1951 Appeal in Greater New York.
A. W. HOBLER, chairman of executive committee Benton & Bowles,
N. Y., appointed chairman board of directors, succeeding the late
CLARENCE B. GOSHORN who drowned a fortnight ago [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Dec. 18].
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JOHN S. COERNE, vice president and account executive on Carnation
Co. account, Erwin Wasey & Co., L. A., to Walter McCreery Inc., Beverly
Hills, Calif, as executive vice president. Duties will be mainly administrative, inaddition to being associated with agency's creative functions.
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GEORGE H. GIESE, vice president and director international division,
and PAUL HOLDER, vice president and manager Detroit office McCannErickson, N. Y., elected directors of agency.
THE EDWARDS

AGENCY, L. A., moving to 435 S. La Cienega Blvd.

JOAN HARTLEY, McCann-Erickson Inc., S. F., to Lockwood-Shackelford, S. F., as copy writer.
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JEAN WHERLAND, Harrington-Richards, S. F., to Rhoades & Davis,
S. F., as radio timebuyer.
MacALAN GARDNER and RUTH BROWN WARD, Lockwood-Shackelford, S. F., to Buchanan & Co., S. F., as account executives.

real entertainment, Jo

NEDS. Army.
BURNS,Future
Alportplans
& O'Rourke,
S. F., returns from year's duty with
U.
not announced.

^^rect.

NOBLE-DURY & Assoc. Inc., Nashville, elected to American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies.
Gift to Needy

Children

STAFFERS at Olian Advertising, Chicago, decided to cancel their
I regular office party for friends, clients and employes this Christmas
and use money and energy for those needing holiday cheer much
more. Agency people contributed money, bought presents, candy,
ice cream and cake and visited the Norwegian Lutheran Children's
Home in Chicago. Their "office" party, complete with decorations
and a Christmas tree, was held there.
!
■
—
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SPOT
WSB
WBAL
WNAC
WICC
WBEN
WGAR
WFAA
KSO
WJR
KARM
KPRC
WDAF
KFOR
KARK
KFI
WHAS
WTMJ

o
friends
to

all

to

read

and
for

a

in

our

many

radio,

who

may

this,

KSTP
WSM
WSMB
WTAR
KOIL
WIP
KPHO
KGW

and

chance

our

sincere

warm

good

wishes

joyous

holiday

WEAN
WRNL
WOAI
KOMO
KTBS
KGA
WMAS
WAGE
KVOO
WWVA
KFH

season.

THE
TEXAS
REPRESENTED

I

BY

U U«f X I
J.
• LOS ANGELES

piiiy
NEW

YORK

DETROIT

• CHICAGO

• ST. LOUIS • SAN
DALLAS

M

FRANCISCO

y.

RADIO

LIST

Atlanta
Baltimore
Boston
Bridgeport
Buffalo
Cleveland
(Dallas )
I Ft. Worth)
Des Moines
Detroit
Fresno
Houston
Kansas City
Lincoln
Little Rock
Los Angeles
Louisville
Milwaukee

NBC
NBC
MBS
MBS
NBC
CBS
NBC
ABC
CBS
CBS
ABC

Mpls.-St. Paul
Nashville
New Orleans
Norfolk
Omaha
Philadelphia
Phoenix, Ariz.
Portland, Ore.
Providence
Richmond
San Antonio
Seattle
Shreveport

NBC
NBC
ABC
NBC
NBC
CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
ABC
MBS
ABC
NBC
MBS

Spokane
Springfield
Tulsa
Syracuse
Wheeling

ABC
NBC
NBC
NBC
ABC
CBS
ABC
NBC
CBS

Wichita

CBS

YANKEE
QUALITY

NETWORK
NETWORK

feature

9

RELAXED

Yes, and easy listening, too
— heard nightly Monday
through Friday at 7:00 on
WRC. In just a few short
weeks, "BATTERS' PLATTERS" has grown to the
listening stature of an early
evening stand-by.
Charlie Batters' casual style
has a long-lasting way
with habit audience, based
on good music and offhand comment — spiced but
balanced.
This regular half-hour, in
peak time has a few participations open, certainly
worth your planning for
STRONG coverage in the
ever-growing Washington
market. Batters' style isn't
studied . . . it's designed
for hard selling. His growing list of sponsors is our
best recommendation.
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
7:00 PM

IN THE
^
YOURNATION'S
BEST BUYCAPITAL
IS iC
iRST in Washington!

SfiQO Wattl

980 KC

tfp G rn cd by NSC SPOT SAlCS
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'TWAS the night before Christmas, just two years ago, as an
oysterman and a blacksmith and
a doctor, and some 200 others,
jammed into a little church by the
side of the road.
It happened in
Hollywood —
Hollywood, Md.
And when it was
over, skeptical
organ builders
were
"convinced"
and the
radio
audience were
Mr. Lewis
never to forget
the broadcast.
A $35,000 home-built pipe organ
and 30 youthful choristers, who
assembled it, under the direction
of Fulton Lewis jr., had vindicated
"long hours of work, discouragement, tears and grinding deter-

Mr. Lewis, titled "The Modern Pied

IF YOU'RE
interested:

Mr. Lewis had helped dedicate
the sanctuary in a newly-built
Methodist Church just outside HolPiper." lywood on his 1947 Christmas Eve
broadcast. As a last-minute idea,
he had gathered together a small
group of kids for a junior choir,
Mr. LeSourd recounts. Subsequently they had asked him to
serve as choirmaster.
The MBS commentator later conducted the youths on a 60-mile trip
to Washington, D. C. for special
singing instruction during the
course of which they heard a pipe
organ in operation.
"None of us ever heard anything
as beautiful as that pipe organ today," one of the youths told Mr.
Lewis,
for and
the buy
group.
decided speaking
to chip in
one "We
for
our church. How do we go about

IN

mination."
That description was given in an
article by Len LeSourd, associate
editor of Guideposts Associates
Inc., which publishes Guideposts, a
non-profit, inspirational monthly
(15^ per copy, $1.50 per year), at
Pawlings, N. Y. Dedicated as "A
Practical Guide to Successful Living," the December 1950 issue features a story by Mr. LeSourd on

The youngsters looked stunned
when Mr. Lewis estimated that
even a small one would cost about
$25,000. "If you want a pipe organ
bad enough, you'll have to go out
and build one yourselves," he
added.
An unusual sight took place on
(Continued
on page 82)
it?"

9 ^^"^

strictly

aden,Falls
Maddof
G. director
WHEN Lillianvertising
City Brewing Co., Louisville, was elected president of the
ancompany last Octodber, she
nounced she woul continue to
handle advertising.
This was good news to 50 radio
and television stations that currently are carrying Falls City
shows, for Miss Madden has been
increasingly "sold" on the newer
media. It is possible that more stations will be added to the Falls City
schedule, for on assuming the presidency Miss Madden predicted
greater emphasis on all forms of
advertising than ever before in the
company's history. She explained
that she would continue as advertising director because "advertising and merchandising are among
the more important and fascinating
phases of the brewing business."
Working hand-in-hand with her
on Falls City's advertising campaigns is George L. Prater, president of Prater Advertising, St.
Louis, company agency.
Lillian Madden has lived close

business

1951...

Iou4I

Find

That,

In Milwaukee, WISN Will
Continue To Give
You More
eriS For

ListenLess

Money

Than

Any

Other

Network

Station.
I
I

I
iay We Wish
You And Yours A
Year

Filled

With

Real

Success

And

True

Happiness.

ouUl Like Doing
Business with WISN.

Miss MADDEN
* * *
to the brewing industry most of her
life. Her grandfather, the late
Clement Fangman, sold beer in his
grocery-saloon at 10th and Walnut
Sts., Louisville, when she was a
C Continued on page 51 )
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KGW
WHICH

THE
GIVES

ONLY

THE

COMPREHENSIVE

STATION

ADVERTISER

COVERAGE

in

the

ORBGOHJMARKiTi

BROADCAST
BUREAU

MEASUREMENT

SURVEYS

PROVE

KGW's

LEADERSHIP

Actual engineering tests have proved that KGW's efficient
620 frequency provides a greater coverage area and
reaches more radio families than any other Portland
radio station regardless of power. BMB surveys bear
out this fact. KGW is beamed to cover the population
concentration of Oregon's Willamette Valley and Southwestern Washington.
TOTAL
(From

BMB
1949

FAMILIES
BMB

Survey)
DAYTIME

Agriculturally speaking, Oregon's Willamette Valley is one of the most
fertile areas in the world. A diversity of crops, unsurpassed growing
conditions and ease of marketing combine to push the Northwest's farm
income soaring to 44°b above the nation's 1944-1949 average. In the midst
of this wealth lies Silverton, Oregon, completely under the dominance of
KGW's COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE. This was proved by a recent
Tour-Test, held with the cooperation of the Oregon State Motor Association, and witnessed by Ernest Ekman, president of the Silverton Lions
Club, shown posing before a Silverton lumber mill. Silverton . . . and the
rest of the rich, growing Northwest ... is yours through the COMPRE
HENSIVE COVERAGE of KGW.

350,030

KGW
Station B
Station C
Station D

337,330
295,470
192,630

NIGHTTIME
357,370
350,820
307,970
205,440

KGW
Station B
Station C
Station D

; half-milivolt
chart, compiled
from maps
officontour
with
the
FCC
in
WashingD-C, or from field intensity
MPREHENSIVE
eys. tells the story ofCOVERKGW's
E inof the
the nation.
fastest-growing mar-

PORTLAND,
ON
REPRESENTED
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

THE

EFFICIENT
NATIONALLY

OREGO
620

BY

FREQUENCY

EDWARD

PETRY
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1
38.4%

ITS

EASY.

WHEN

YOIJ

KNOW

how!

28.2%
16.4%

SHREVEPORT
Weekday

SHARE OF AUDIENCE

Afternoons Dec. '49 -Apr. '50

KWKH is the outstanding radio buy in the rich tri-state
market around Shreveport. Hoopers and BMB figures
prove it.
The pie chart above shows KWKH's

Hooper Weekday

Afternoon superiority in Shreveport. KWKH's Share
of Audience is 36.2% greater than the next station.
On Weekday Mornings it's 101.8%
Weekday Evenings, 81.5% greater!
But KWKH

greater —

on

with 50,000 watts goes on and on and on,

beyond Shreveport. KWKH

pulls a Daytime BMB

audience of 303,230 families in 87 Louisiana, Arkansas

KWKH DAYTIME
BMB COUNTIES
Study No. 2— Spring, 1949 '

and Texas counties. 227,701 of these families are
"average daily listeners."
Yes, KWKH's Know-How
send you all the proof.

really pays off. Let us
KWKH

SHREVEPORT

50,000

Watts

CBS

The Branham

Company

,
[LOUISIANA]

Representatives
Henry Clay, General Manager

I
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War
951:

A

RECORD

N
$7.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY

Clouds

Temper

Optimism

YEA

JEW records will be set by the
culation in1950, a trend that hasn't
kroadcasting-television industry in received much recognition.
An
obvious
adjustment period is
1951, judging by the overwhelming
anticipated during 1951 during the
iews of leading executives.
Both aural and visual segments
early mobilization months but this
hysteria is expected to simmer as
f the industry will enjoy better —
nuch better — business next year, the nation's economy moves along
in the transition process.
pdustry spokesmen insist in the anlual Broadcasting • Telecasting
High production of both radio
earend forecast.
and TV sets added to the audiences
New highs in nearly every type of the two media but this steep upf business are expected, but in
ward trend is due for a leveling
iractically all cases they insert a once the manufacturing industry
starts turning out war items in
>ig— UNLESS!
The qualification, of course,
quantity.
enters around the possibility that
In a nutshell, views of industry
.11 hell could brealc loose if the segments follow:
J. S. and Russia started substitutADVERTISERS— Radio budgets
ng atom bombs and guided missiles
to be increased by 57 '^/c of radio
or peninsular skirmishes and diplo- users, with a third expecting to
Inatic forensics.
maintain 1950 level (compared to
Assuming the normal type of re- 45% year ago) ; 70% of TV advertisers plan to increase budgets,
jirming now conceived in official
circles, advertisers, agencies, broad- with rest planning no cutback.
tasters, telecasters and other in- Very few plan to divert funds from
iustry executives look back to radio into TV. (See page 23).
IVorld War II for precedents. They
AGENCIES — Radio's upswing
ecall the anxiety of advertisers to to continue in 1951, with TV
teep trade names alive despite
spending increasing; 57% expect
■ihortages and the extensive use of radio budgets to go up, 22% same,
edia due to excess profit taxes.
16%c decline; 82% to increase TV
budgets, 18 %c to stay same. (See
Network Question
19).
With network radio sales pro- page
STATIONS— Radio time sales
viding the only shadowy element in
will rise, say three-fourths of stahe overall picture, executives betions; increase to range from 5%?
;eve the industry will operate in
healthy state and join the mobiliiiation effort well-equipped to serve
he nation in a dark hour.
Almost startling in the roundup
if industry opinion is the frequency AGENCIES
If one statement — a belief that raBRISK billings in radio and tele:io in general is not suffering from
vision against a backdrop of good
''V. The first flush of derogation
igainst radio, based on charges that business conditions in 1951 are inleople quit listening once they get
dicated byadvertising agencies surelevision, has been dissipated to
veyed by Broadcasting • Telesurprising extent. This anti-radio
casting at the year's end. Executives feel the upswing in radio
peling had been stirred by buyers
lager to whittle rates down and by spending during 1950 should continue unabated in 1951, subject to
ompeting media.
Rising operating costs are fore- a spotty variance due to defense
een by most station officials, par- conditions.
A marked number of respondtially offsetting expected revenue
ains.
ents, some 57 '^r, expect radio budgets to climb higher than in 1950.
General business will be good
ext year in most branches of Another 22% find their allotments
to radio toeing the line set during
jommerce and industry, aside from
he obvious scarcities that will the current year. A 16 %e slice of
agency opinion looks to some cutjevelop with conversion to a war
backs, most of the reductions only
ionomy. Here, again, the lessons
slight.
tf recent World War II are recalled.
The unaccounted for 5% is the
Many FM operators who sell time
segment which is "up-in-the-air"
a large percentage don't) are hope- because of the unsettled interna,al. Anomaly of the FM picture
tional scene. These agencies, for
1; the 2 million growth in set cir- the most part, are pegging plans
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

to 15 %c ; local and national spot
headed upward, operators feel, but
national
prospects
considerednetwork
so bright
as onlyaren't
22 %c
predict increases. (See page 26).
TV STATIONS— Continuation of
amazing upward sweep expected
by practically all TV outlets;
many have worked their way out
of the red; FCC's artificial freeze
keeping down competition ; time
sales expected to rise from 15%c
to
63).50 %f, or even more. (See page
TRADE ASSOCIATIONS— NAB
and Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
cooperating to support national
mobilization. Broadcast Advisory
Council in close contact with government officials; it represents several segments of industry. (See
pages 24 and 32).
RESEARCH — Although TV is
cutting into radio audience in TV
cities, radio is definitely established medium which will continue
to sell goods. (See page 37).
NETWORKS— Three of four radio networks had declines in 1950,
with possibility of rate reductions
considered under pressure from
some sponsors and agencies; expected business activity may lead
to improved billings. (See page 32.)
TV NETWORKS— Having almost quadrupled time sales in

Radio

Budgets

on an almost week-to-week basis.
Breakdown of projected television spending makes the broadcasting baby's coming of age obvious.
Forecast for '51 is a budget increase by 82% of those surveyed. A
noticeable percentage of 18 are
keeping
expenditures
near
1950's
level. Apparently
this is
explained
by the expressed uncertainty over
war conditions which seem destined
to thicken the freeze of TV stations and skeletonize the production
lines of TV Set manufacturers.
Time Scarce
Agency spokesmen at key market areas, such as New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles, point to
scanty availabilities in nighttime
television and a scramble for daytime video openings.
The majority of agency people,
in the Midwest as well as on both
coasts, base their predictions of a

1950, video networks bothered by
shortage of station outlets. (See
page
FCC60).
— Chairman Wayne Coy, recalling broadcasting's record in
World War II, promised every possible aid to industry participation
in
defense
and noted
TV's role.
first
chance
to serve
a defense
(See page 20).
PROGRAM FIRMS — Despite
prospect of materials shortages and
rising operating costs, half of proand transcription firms ex24). pectgrambusiness
to increase. (See page
LABOR — Uncertainties to bring
severe problems to both labor and
management as controls increase
and supply of labor dwindles. (See
page 37).
FILM PRODUCERS— This fastgrowing young industry may enjoy
spectacular
development in 1951
62).
though
costs are rising. (See page
Yearend statements for REGIONAL NETWORKS, STATION
REPRESENTATIVES, FM STATIONS, ASSN. OF FEDERAL
COMMUNICATIONS CONSULTING -ENGINEERS will appear in
Jan.
1,
1951, issue of Broadcasting
• Telecasting.
[Aljjhabetical index of industry
executives quoted is on page 22.1

to Increase,

57%

Say

surge in AM buying on the critical
role radio will play in a time of
crisis, such as the present national
emergency. Consensus is that radio
is the cheapest buy available for
the advertiser to reach the greatest
mass market.
Typical comments from agency
spokesmen, on an area basis:
NEW

YORK

James E. Hanna, vice president
in charge of radio and television in
New York for N. W. Ayer, puts a
finger on "increased use of spots by
our advertisers for both radio and
television." Spot in radio, he says,
will exceed network placement in
volume. TV network probably will
remain constant "despite the accelerated use of spots" in the medium.
More radio clients and more
(Continued on page U2)
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the President's power in this )ei
gard to other "electro-magnetij
radiations" ranging from 10 kc ti
100,000 mc — including diatherm^
industrial heating, etc. — as well a
make it applicable
"not only durin
hostilities
or a proclaimed
emei

Truman Seeks 'Control'
RADIO-TV
SIGNALS
during tional
all times
of
strained
internathe control power not to the PresiFAR-REACHING plans to empowrelationships. Our Committee
dent but to the Secretary of Deer the President to "control" radio will examine this whole matter very
fense, and would have taken the
and television broadcasting along
carefully."
The Dept. of Defense has asked
gency, but also during time o
form of an "order" rather than
with other "electro-magnetic radistrained international relationship,
NAB
for
a
conference
on
the
prolegislation.
ations" during times of war, naWhen FCC authorities were in- when a surprise attack on the U. {
posed legislation.
tional emergency, or even "strained
FCC, whose Chairman Wayne Coy
formed of the plan — late in Nointernational relationships" were
was awaiting call for secret ConTo some extent, authorities sai(
submitted to Congress last week
vember— they secured conferences
is
gressional testimony on the sub- with military authorities which
AM,a possibility.'"
FM and TV signals could a
by the Dept. of Defense.
ject, also was said to be clearly
Although conclusive action at the
be
used
by an enemy for "homing
resialted
in
a
tentative
"ordei""
putting the control in the hands of the aircraft or guided missile to th
current "lame duck" session of skeptical of certain provisions in
area
of
specific targets.
President, presumably on the theCongress seemed unlikely, the De- the proposed legislation — particularly that which would give the
ory that he would consult the FCC
If the proposed legislation wei
fense Dept. asked for prompt enPresident "control" in times of and other government agencies as enacted, authorities appeared cor
actment and its proposals aroused
"strained international relationwell as military officials before fident that FCC would have a ham
immediate reaction from the radiotaking action under the plan.
TV industry.
ships" in addition to times of war
in its application. For instancy
or proclaimed emergency.
The FCC authorities apparently
they said, the Commission pre
Purpose of the plan, not introThe consensus of industry au- did not know that steps would be sumably would be represented o
duced as legislation but submitted
thorities was that the military taken almost immediately to get any board responsible for makin,
to key Capitol Hill committees as
"control" recommendations to th
"control" legislation.
recommended bills, is to lay the must be supreme in time of actual
Extensive Power
crisis but that its power must be
President. And as in World Wa
groundwork for silencing or "disclearly defined and not allowed to
II, it was noted, FCC personm
The
proposed
bill
as
now
advotorting" radio signals which an
extend to all situations — short of
enemy could use to guide bombers
cated by the Defense Dept. is an probably would man any intei
crisis — which may develop.
extension of Sec. 606(c) of the ceptor command boards, or simila
or missiles to U. S. targets.
Civilian Defense authorities also Communications Act, which gives
In the Senate the Armed Servgroups, which might be establishe'
were
understood to be displeased
to the President in times of pro- to act on cue from military author:
ices Committee, to which the proclaimed
emergency
the
power
to
with
the
plan,
since
radio
and
teleposed legislation was submitted,
ties to flash "silence" signals an'
vision have been described as the silence or take over, or to suspend
was reported late Thursday to have
all-clear notices to key stations. '
or amend the rules applicable to,
"nerve system" of civil defense
agreed to refer the whole question
The and
proposed
Defense
prt'
(see separate story).
submitted
to Bill,
Congres
to the Interstate & Foreign Comexisting radio communications fa- pared
cilities.
The original Defense Dept. move,
merce Committee, which handles
(Continued on page 66) i
it was learned, would have given
The proposed law would extend
radio legislation.
In the House Armed Services
Committee, which also received
copies of the suggested bill, Chairman Carl Vinson (D-Ga.) was
Grim Keynote for '51
COY
quoted as saying that action prob- WAYNE
ably would await assembly of the
as to how they could best serve, t
By
WAYNE
COY
will take every necessary step with
new Congress in January.
flash them news from the battle
Chairman, Federal Communications
Commission
equal alacrity to facilitate the parfronts,
to rally them for Selectiv
ticipation of the industry in the
Johnson's Views
Service, for rationing, for Wa
"OUR homes, our nation, all the strengthening of our defenses.
Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.),
things we believe in are in great
We need to take a number of Bonds, for blood banks, conserva
chairman of the Senate Commerce
tion, food production, salvage, an
highly
important steps as quickly
Committee, is known to be dubious
many other measures, consisted o
These
words
by
President
Truas
possible
in
1951
to
build
up
danger."
about giving the military carie
man state the grim keynote for American broadcasting to its 918 AM stations, 48 FM station
blanche of the kind proposed, barand a half dozen TV station;
American broadcasting for 1951. maximum potential as a weapon
ring a positive showing that it is
New problems and of defense and — if necessary — as a Today, we have more than 2,20
essential to the nation's welfare.
AM stations, 700 FM stations, an
weapon of war.
and readjust107 TV stations.
Commenting on the plan. Sen.
On the day of Pearl Harbor,
ments confront
Johnson said :
the broadcaster as America's broadcasting facilities
Especially timely in this perio
to alert the people to their danger,
of danger is the successful conr
he faces the new
"I am greatly
those
aspects
of thisconcerned
proposed about
legislation
(Continued on page 72)
to inform them instantaneously
that are rightly worrying the broadyear butriding
theconcern
over-of
c
a
s
t
e
r
s
—
namely
the
extension
of
control powers beyond Section 606 of the
all of us will be
Communications Act of 1934, as
amended, the possible delegation of this
the national security.
broad ment
control
power
to
some
Governagency or the military, and the
request that this power be available
The national
not only in actual hostilities or in
Mr. Coy
periods of proclaimed emergencies but
emergency, the
President has
said, "will require us to make a lot
Thank You . . .
of changes in our ordinary ways
AP, UP, INS and Transradio,
of doing things." Just how broadfor carrying over your wires
casters may be called upon to rethe digest of the Dec. 18 isshape their plans to gear into the
sue of Broadcastng • Teledefense effort has not yet been
casting, to help us over the
delineated. It is a foregone conhump caused by the railroad
clusion, however, that broadcasters
strike emergency. While the
will have many responsibilities in
strike ended Saturday, Dec.
the campaign to put the nation on
16, the mail backlog and the
a preparedness footing.
Christmas jam indicated late
In the last war, broadcastingdeliveries of all second-class
achieved a shining reputation for
mail. Consequently, the Dec.
its service on the homefront. In
18 issue was air-freighted to
any crisis that may threaten in the
central points. That the wire
future, I know that broadcasters
news summary served a usewill again be found able and eager
ful purpose is evidenced by
to marshall all their resources to
the many telegrams and letprotect "our homes, our nation, all
ters commending ''he news
Drawn for Broadcasting
Telecasting by Sid Hi:
the things we believe in."
associations and this publicaBroadcasters may be assured
'Could we borrow Rudolph for a couple hours
tion.
. . oi(r tower light
that the Commission for its part
has burned out!"
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Session
^ffmotes seek preliminary
NCLAVE
O
C
TE
RA
C
final agenda has not been
ANB
PROVISIONAL meeting of not the concern of Congress. It those
who had declined NBC's in- the
drawn.
was understood, consequently, that vitation.
the 48 NBC radio affiliates
Presumably the principal burden
Sen. Johnson does not plan to take
The provisional committee conthat have been asked to cut
of persuasion will fall to Charles
sisted
of
Clair
McCollough,
Steinany
action.
rates by the network will be
man stations, who is chairman of R. Denny, NBC executive vice
NBC invited a total of 53 radio
held in advance of the Jan. 10
president and acting chief of the
the NBC Stations Planning & Adstations in television markets —
conference called by NBC
radio network. Niles Trammell,
visory Committee; Tom A. Brooks,
those that would take evening rate
to discuss rate reductions,
NBC chairman of the board, who is
Hearst Radio (WBAL Baltimore);
reductions ranging as high as 25%
B. Wailes, Fort Industry
Broadcasting • Telecasting
vastly respected by the affiliates,
under the NBC proposal — to the Lee
(WSPD Toledo); P. A. Sugg,
also is expected to make an address.
Jan. 10 meeting. Five of the staJ learned last week.
WKY
Oklahoma
City;
William
Whatever form the program
tions were NBC owned-and-operI A committee composed of ated outlets
and hence would be Fay, WHAM Rochester, and Natakes, it is certain that NBC will
i some of the most influential NBC
than Lord, WAVE Louisville.
bring its most persuasive resources
represented.
f affiliates telegraphed others among
into play in an eflfort to convince
None of the stations represented
? the 48 that had been invited to
the affiliates that rate cuts are
Accept Invitation
on the provisional committee was
i| New York by the iiet\York Jan, 10
needed immediately.
among
the
six
that
reportedly
^ suggesting that all the affiliates
As of last Thursday about 25 of
the 48 other stations had accepted
In opening its campaign to re■ hold a private meeting Jan. 9, preagreed to NBC's proposal at the
duce rates, NBC endeavored to get
time it was made.
liminary to the NBC conference
the
invitation,
an
NBC
spokesman
said.
station acceptance before Jan. 1.
; the next day.
Meeting Set
The Jan. 10 meeting was called
An unknown number, however,
' The committee said it believed
when it became obvious that a
The
NBC
meeting
is
to
begin
at
had
declined.
Some
had
not
been
I that all the NBC affiliates to which
. the network had proposed rate re- heard from.
majority of the affiliates was op10 a.m. Jan. 10 at New York's
posed to immediate rate cuts.
j ductions should stand up and be
It was thought probable that Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. The pro[ counted on as fundamental an is- the receipt of the wire from the
visional committee wants the afThe NBC proposal called for
> sue as this. They urged the sta- provisional affiliate committee,
filiates to meet at the Waldorf for evening radio rate reductions in
' tions not to boycott the NBC
dinner
the night before and a 53 television markets, of percentall affiliates to attend both
I meeting, as some had intended to urging
business
session following dinner.
the
Jan.
9
conference
confined
to
ages ranging from very little to
' do.
as much as 25%. The average of
affiliates
and
the
Jan.
10
meeting
Top
NBC
executives
are
exThe purpose of the committee in
pected to address the stations at the proposed reductions in the teleseeking to arrange a Jan. 9 sta- sponsored by NBC, would change
vision markets would be about 12%.
j tion-only conference was to at- the minds of most if not all of the NBC-sponsored conference, but
tempt a solidification of affiliate
^1 opinion in advance of what un(j doubtedly will be a vigorous effort
<jby the network to persuade them
, to accept the rate cut plan.
Show
Aug.
works
with Let
theter
vasts economic
on
SED
PO
OP
Johnson Queried
AS
LATE
August,
the
j
S
Dr. Stanton,
in his Aug. 23 reCB
power at their command could
, as last
Kk
1: In Washington, meanwhile, a heads of the two largest entities in
force a rate reduction on all affilply, said that CBS had not acceded
iates and make them like it. It
to requests of advertisers and
seems to me that a warning sign
Jj number of objectors contacted the radio — Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff
should
be posted
that will
high-handed
office of Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D- and Dr. Frank Stanton — were vig- agencies for AM rate adjustments.
economic
practices
not be
tolerated.
orously opposed to rate reductions
His
network's
growth,
he
concludInSenate
the
of
chairman
I Col.),
ed,
has
been
possible
only
because
in radio because of TV penetra"In the final
analysis,
it's the inii terstate & Foreign Commerce Comdependent
broadcaster throughout
of income from aural broadcasting.
tion, it was learned authoritatively
the
United
States
that
is
the backf\ mittee, it was disclosed last week,
last week.
bone of the broadcasting business.
Sen. Johnson's letter, and the rep They complained the projected
I
just
don't
believe
he
should
be
sponses
of
Gen.
Sarnoff
and
Dr.
This came to light in exchanges
pushed
the
ANA.around by the networks or
Stanton, follow in full text:
jJ;NBC attempt to cut AM rates
of
correspondence
between
Chair' would jeopardize the entire in"As stated above, this is passed
man Edwin C. Johnson of the Senon to you
in theI have
strictest
confi-to
i dustry rate structure and asked
Johnson Letter
dence. However,
reason
ate Interstate Commerce Commitbelieve that economic sanctions
» the senator to extend his "influDuring the past few weeks I
tee, and the two executives, reprewould be pendent
forthcoming
on anyhasindehave received a number of letters
broadcaster who
the
; ence" to discourage such practices.
senting NBC and CBS respectively.
from
broadcasters
of
which
the
However, a committee spokestemerity to boldly speak out."
Of course, the problem raised by
following is typical:
Sen. Johnson had written them
man emphasized that the issue apthis proposed reduction in AM
parently was an industry one and
"This communication is being
Aug. 17 after receiving "a number
broadcast advertising rate under
sent to dence
youon ain subject
the strictest
confiof letters from broadcasters" in
concerning
our American system of broadcastwhich
I
feel
sure
you
will
want
to
essence contending that "economic
be
apprised. ofAs the
you radio
are aware,
the
ing is not properly one for either
chaos" would result from summary
Lounsberry Denies
dislocation
industry,
the government regulatory agency
AM rate reductions. Although the
caused
by
the
impact
of
television,
REPORTS that CBS sevor for this committee. Government
has been nothing short of cataColorado Senator personally destrophic. As one who has been in
eral months ago broached the
could step in only if it should declined to release the correspondence
the radio broadcasting business for
velop that the facts would prove
. . . years, I can candidly say that
prospect of radio rate reor comment upon it, the interest he
the present situation is producing
ductions at a meeting of its
that
there
was a conspiracy (withhas manifested in the welfare of
nothing short of the most highin the legal meaning of that term)
Affiliates Advisory Board
the radio and TV pursuits has
handed dogmatic actions on the
part of the networks toward their
between the networks and the adprompted broadcasters throughout
were strongly denied last
aflfiliates that I have ever witnessed.
vertisers to reduce AM broadcast
the
country
to
approach
him
with
"The present pending matter
week by I. R. (Ike) Lounswherein the Assn. of National Adadvertising
rates in return for an
their
problems.
A
prolific
corre.
vertisers
is
exerting
tremendous
berry, WGR Buffalo, chairpressure on the networks to reduce
spondent, the Colorado Senator is
agreement to raise television adverman of the affiliates board.
the
rates
of
standard
radio
stations
both comprehensive and prompt in
tising rates. Under such a conshould receive the utmost consid"At no time at any of our
following through.
eration. As you know, the ANA
tingency— and there is no evidence
Columbia Affiliates Advishas asked the networks to reduce
or even an allegation that is takingGen. Sarnoff, who as chairman
rates in every city where television
ory Board meetings has
place — it would be a matter for
stations have gone in. They have
of the board of RCA, heads the polmade this request in spite of the
CBS proposed to us a rate
Justice
Dept.
icy
direction
of
NBC,
wrote
Sen.
ti-trust action.investigation and anfact that in many parts of the counreduction due to television
there isn'thasthebeen
slightest
evidencein
Johnson that the "facts do not justhattry there
a decline
However, in view of our close inor any other reason," he
radio listening. As a result of this
tify a reduction
network rates."
Under
normal in
circumstances,
he
said. "We have discussed
terest in the welfare of the Amerpressure, many affiliated AM stations are apprehensive that the netat our meetings the proposed
ican independent broadcaster and
works will summarily reduce rates
said, a "rate increase for network
plan suggested by ANA but
without
even consulting the affiliradio would have been clearly jusin the progress and health of the
ates.
tified by . . . larger circulation
the tenor of the meetings was
broadcasting and television indus"If such a move should be made,
it could bring economic chaos in
alone, to say nothing of the in(Co)itinued on page 85)
to ridicule the idea in full."
the broadcasting industry. The netcrease in operating costs."
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Abel, Jeffrey A., Henry J. Kaufman Adv. 43
Abrams, Benjainin, Emerson Corp
40
Allen, Joseph AA., Bristol-Myers
23
American Federation of Musicians 36
Index to Yearend Statements by Industry Executives
Ashbacker, Grant F., WKBZ
56
Baker, Robert A., Frederick E. Baker &
Assoc
45
Balthrope, Charles W., KITE
56
Belding, Don, Foote, Cone & Belding .... 42 Gordon, James E., WNOE
57 Lyons, Dave, Cecil & Presbrey
42
Bell, Edgar T., KTOK
56 Gosman, Paul A., Socony-Vacuum Oil . . 40 Mackay,
Stuart, All-Canada Radio Facili- ties 5
Bell & Howell Co
41 Grabhorn, Murray B., ABC
63
Benton, Sen. William
30 Gray, Gordon, WIP
26 Mann, Monty, Glenn Adv
44
Boggs, Norman, WMCA
56 Grubb, Gayle V., KGO
56
57 Mason, Richard H., WPTF
Boice, Hugh, WEMP
57 Hackathorn, K. K., WHK
58 Mayers, Henry, The Mayers Co
44
Bond, Harvey M., Benrus Watch Co
40 Hanna, James E., N. W. Ayer & Son.... 19 McConnell, Joseph H., NBC
74
Bosustow, Stephen, United Productions of
Marion Jr., McCann-Erickson ... 42 McCreery, Walter, Walter McCreery Inc. . . 44
America
62 Harper,
McDonald,
E.
L.,
RuthraufF
&
Ryan
45
Harrington,
Thomas
J.,
Ted
Bates
&
Co...
42
Boucheron, Pierre, WGL
56
E. K., KCMO
56 McDonald, Joseph A., ABC
35
Bowman, Phil, Young & Rubicam
43 Hartenbower,
Newman
F., Cunningham &
Hartshorne, Whitney, Erwin, Wasey & Co. 44 McEvoy,
Broadhead, Daken K., Allied Record Mfg.
Walsh
42
Harvey, Edward B., Geare-Marston Inc... 42
Co
53 Hayes,
McForland,
Sen.
E.
W
30
John
S.,
WTOP-TV
63
Brown, Audrey, James Lovick & Co
45 Heinecke, Paul, SESAC
53 McHugh, Philip L., Tracy-Locke Inc
44
Bull, Frank, Smith & Bull Adv
44
George, AFRA
35 McLaury, H. F., Assn. of American Rail- roads 23
Burke, Charles G., KFGF
57 Heller,
Henry,
S.
J.
Jr.,
Trans
World
Airlines....
23
Burgard, bacco
J. W., Brown & Williamson
McQuil!in, Wis, Cockfield-Brown Ltd
45
J. P., Botsford, Constontine &
Co To- 23 Heverly,
41
Gardner
45 Menlholatum Co
Burnett, Newman H., RTDG
35
24
24 Mercer, James, RCA Thesaurus
Burow, Robert J., WDAN
56 Higgins, H. M. P., BAB
Caldwell, Spence, S.W. Caldwell ltd. .55 Higgins, J. M., WTHI
56 Michaels, Bill, KABC
56
Caley, Charles C, WMBD Peoria
26
Milbourne, L. Waters, WCAO
26
Robert M., Hixson & Jorgensen
Cantor, Soils S., Solis S. Cantor Adv
42 Hixson,
Inc
44 Miller, George R., Richfield Oil Corp 40
Caperton, A. H., Dr. Pepper Co
40 Hoag, Robert B., KTSl (TV)
83
Justin, NAB
23
Corrier, Vernon G., Esso Standard Oil. 40 Hobbs, Harry, Dancei^Fitzgerald-Sample. . 43 Miller,
Neville, Federal Communications
Cassill, H. W., WEOK
58 Hoeck, Gerald A., Wallace Mackay Co.... 45 Miller
Bar
Assn
26
Catozella,Ken,V. WIBC
A., O'Sullivan Rubber Corp. 4056 Hoffman, Phil, KOB
57 Mintz, Seymour, Admiral Corp
23
Church,
Anne E., Beaumont & Hohman
Mitchell,
Maurice
B.,
APS..
24
Clark, Harold S., D. L. Clark Co
40 Hohman,
Inc
45 Mosby, A. J., KGVO
57
CofFin, R. H., RCA-Victor
23 Hook,
H.
B.,
KGLO
57
Arthur, Arthur Murray School .... 40
Cohen, Harry B., Harry B. Cohen Adv
42
C. E., C. E. Hooper Inc
37 Murray,
Murray,
James,
KQV
56
Colby, Carol P., Arthur Meyerhoff Co.... 43 Hooper,
Baker Adv
45 Nothanson, Don P., Toni Co
Coleman, George D., WGBl
58 Horler, Jack,
Barron, WRVA
26 National Assn. of Broadcast Engineers & 40
Cox, H. Quenfon, KGW
26 Howard,
Rex, KFXJ
57
Technicians
36
Coy, Wayne, FCC
20 Howell, John
J., WNEB
58 Neally, W. W., BBDO
Cranston, George, WBAP
58 Hurley,
44
Hull,
Richard
B.,
WOl-TV
83
Crisier, R. C, Transit Radio, Inc
4T Hutchinson, Charles F., Chambers & Wiswell 42 Newens, William, KOIL
56
Nielsen, A. C, A. C. Nielsen Co
37
Cross, Red, WMAZ
26 Hyett, Harry S., WEAU
Damm, Walter J., WTMJ
57 International Alliance of Theatrical Stage 56 North, J. H., Aubrey, Moore & Wallace 42
Danforth, Harold P., WDBO
56
Ogden, ClifFord E, Capitol Records Inc.... 53
Employes
36 Opfinger,
Daniel, Harben, WSAV
56 International
MBS
Brotherhood of Electrical
Pabst SalesAdolph,
Co
4135
Delaney, J. J., Sinclair Refining Co
40
Workers
36
De La Ossa, Ernest, NBC
35 Jadassohn, K. A., SESAC
Parent,
Edward,
John
C.
Dowd
43
53 Pork, Daniel C, WIRE
Denny, Charles E., WERC
57
J. Frank, WDNC
57 Parks, Stephen, International Latex Corp. 5741
Diehm, Victor C, WAZL
56 Jarman,
Al, KOY
57 Patt. John F., G. A. Richards stations. . . 58
Drake, Dale, WRR
58 Johnson,
Johnson, Sen. Ed C. . .
30 Pavia, Katherine, Pavia Agency
44
Dumm,
Wesley
I.,
KPIX-KSFO
63
26 Paxfon. E. J., WKYB
Eastman Kodak Co
41 Johnston, Henry P., WSGN
57
Jones,
George
R.,
C.
P.
MacGregor
53
Ehrlich, Alvin Q., Kal, Ehrlich & Merrick Adv. 43
Stuart, The Borden Co
23
Llew, Foote, Cone & Belding 45 Peabody,
Esau, John, KTUL
57 Jones,
Pearson,
Harry
S.,
Harry
S.
Pearson
&
R.
E.
56
Factor, Ted H., Ted H. Factor
44 Jordan, Roy P., WOBJ
Morgan Adv
45
B. A., Mayfoir Transcription Co.... 53 Peterson,
Fairbanks, Jerry, Jerry Fairbanks Inc 62 Joslin,
Ray N.,
Kemp,
William
T.,
KVER
58 Petrillo, James
C, Stokely-Von
AFM Camp Inc. 23
35
Fantle, S., KEIO
57
Feinstein, John, Schutter Candy Co
40 Kennedy, Charles A., Teleways Radio Pro- ductions 53 Phillips, Gifford. TEEVEE Co
62
Feltis, Hugh M., KING
26 Kesner, Robert T., Coca-Cola Co
Piqgott,
Robert
J.,
F.
W.
Fitch
Co
40
40 Pill, Howard E., WSFA
58
Ferguson, Courtland D., Courtland D. Fer56 Pitluk, Jack N., Pitluk Adv
44
guson
Adv
43 King, Cy, WEBR
41
Fetzer, John E., WKZO
57 King, Gerald, Standard Radio Transcrip- tion 53 Planters Nut & Chocolate Co
Fitzsimonds, F. E., KFYR
57
Frederick N., Buchanan & Co. . - 44
32 Polanqrin,
Flaherty, Eugene T., KSJC
57 Kintner, Robert E., ABC
Powell, Bob, Powell Adv
43
42 Proctor & Gamble..
23
Flint, Frank, McKim Adv
45 Kirk, Myron P., Kudner Agency
Edward,
United
Cigar-Whelan
Francis, Richard C, Campbell-Ewald Co... 44 Kletter,
Pryor,
Arthur.
BBDO
42
Stores .
41 Quarton, William B., WMT
Frazier, Claude, WAGA
58 Klimon,
56
M.. Gruen Watch Co. ... 40 Rad'o & Television Directors Guild
36
Friedman, Harry, DuMont
35 Krelstein,Bernard
H.
R.,
WMPS
57
Radio
Writers
Guild
35
Fry, Paul R., KBON
56
Gale, Samuel C, General Mills
23 Langlois, C. O., Lang-Worth
53 Reel, A. Frank, TVA
35
57 Reichenbach, Bob, Cheshire & Assoc 53
Gamble, Frederic R., AAAA
32 lanphier, C. J., WFOX
63 Reynolds, Robert O., KMPC
Gardner, W. F., Allied Adv
44 Lasker, H. P., WLWD
26
56 Rivers, John M., WCSC
58
Geehan, Jerry, KMO
57 Lawrence, Craig, WCOP
57 Robertson, R. C, Colgote-Palmolive-Peet
Gentling, G. David, KROC
57 LeGate, James M., WIOD
57
Co
23
Gilbert, Janet A., Harold Cabot & Co 42 lindovi!, Lester W., WFDF
40 Robinson, William P., Robinson Recordings 55
Gilday, Frank, Cecil & Presbrey
42 Lipton, Thomas J., Inc
57 Rogers, Rep. Dwight L
Gile, Orville G., Walgreen Drug Co
41 Locke, C. B., KFDM
30
41 Rogers, Edmund H., Gray & Rogers 42
Gluck, E. J., WSOC
56 Lockheed Aircraft Corp
41
60 Roma Wine Co
Goldman, Simon R., WJTN
56 Loewi, Comdr. M. W., DuMont
Lounsberry,
I.
R.,
WGR
56
Goodman, Harry S., Harry S., Goodman
Rorke, Hal, J. Walter Thompson
43
Radio & TV Productions
24 Ludy, Ben, WIBW
58 Rosen, Charles, W. B. Doner Inc
43

1
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EADIO's executives and those of the allied
fields — the advertisers, agencies, and station
representatives — offer good tidings for the
New Year at a time of world crisis when good
tidings are all too rare.
Responding to Broadcasting • Telecasting's annual yearend surveys (see stories this
issue), they show confidence in the face of
domestic and international uncertainties, and
predict increased expenditures for both radio
and television time in 1951.
Results of the surveys are significant for
another reason, too. For they serve further to
allay fears which were becoming widespread
to the effect that advertisers may be giving up
on radio in favor of TV.
The advertisers' survey, for instance, shows
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Rosene, Marshall, WSAZ
57
Roslow, Sydney, The Pulse Inc
37
Rouleau, Greg, WEDC
58
Runyon, Jock, BlOW Co
44
Ryan, J. Harold, Fort Industries 26
Ryan,
Lewis Edwin, Lewis Edwin Ryan 43
Adv
Samish,
42
Sanders, Adrian,
Ernest C,Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
WOC
58
Sanders, Hilly, Dan B. Miner Co
44
SarnofF, Brig. Gen. David, RCA
60
Schlesinger, Paul, Tatham-Laird Inc
43
Schroeder, Willard, WOOD
58
Seller, James W., American Research Bu- reau 37
Sellers, James E., Sellers Co
55
Shafto, G. Richard, WIS
56
Shea, Edmund J., James T. Chirurg Co.... 42
Sheaffer, W. A., Pen Co
41
Sholis, Victor A
26
Sill, Jerome, WMIL
56
Sinn, John, World Broadcasting System.. 24
Smith, Calvin J., KFAC
2t
Smith, Frank R., WBVP
5i
Smith, Hugh D., Petri Wine Co
4C
Smith, Hugh M., WCOV
56
Smith, Joe I. Jr., WJLS
57
Snader, Louis D., Snader Transcriptions
Corp
62
Spaulding Co., A. G
41
Squibb,
E.
R.
&
Sons
4133
Stanton, Frank, CBS
StaufFer, Don, SSC&B
42
Stebbins,
Barton A., Barton A. Stebbins 44
Adv
Stedmon,
M., American Home 23
Products William
Corp
Stewart,
Phil, Roche, William & Cleary 43
Inc
Storz, Todd, KOWH
57
Streiberf, Theodore C, WOR-TV
63
Tannenbaum, S. A., Weightmon Inc
42
Television Authority
^. 36
Temple, Robert, Raymond R. Morgan Co... 44
Terry, Hugh B., KIZ
56
Tester, Carl K., Philip J. Meany Co
44
Thomas, Chet, KXOK
56
Thomas, J. A., Telefilm Inc
62
Thompson, C. Robert, WBEN
26
Thompson, James L., J. Walter Thompson
Co
44
Tincher, Robert R., WNAX
56
Trustman, Jack, Rex. Adv
43
Tucker, Frank T., B. F. Goodrich Co
40
Tuttle, W. M., RuthraufF & Ryan
42
Ullman, Richard, Richard Ullman Inc 53
Venn, Bob, WMIE
57
Voeller, Will H., Universal Recorders 53
Vollmer, Karl K., FalstafF Brewing Co.... 40
WagstafF, Walter, KIDO
57
Watters, M. C, WCPO
57
Way, William B., KVOO
26
Weaver, Bill, KlIF
57
Webb, Frank V., KFH
57
Weddell, William, Leo Burnett Agency . . 43
Welpott, R. W., WGY-WRGB
58
Westergaard, R. B.,WNOX
56
Western Auto Supply Co
41
White, Frank, MBS
33
White King Soap Co
40
White, Ted M., Beaumont & Hohman . . 45
White, Walter Jr., Commodore Productions
& Artists Inc
53
Whitmire, Eevo, WFBC
57
Wilder, H. C, WSYR
56
Wiley, John J., Kenyon & Eckhardt 45
Williams, Hal, Dominion Broadcasting Co. 55
Williamson Candy Co
41
Witt, HarryAllen
W., M.,
Calkins
& Holden 4456
Woodall,
WDAK
Yambert,
Ralph, Yambert, Prochnow,
McHugh & Macauley Inc
44
Young,
Marvin, RuthraufF & Ryan
Ziv
Co
2444

hwsponsors
No
that theby
percentage
of rt
respondent
with plans to increase their radio budgets next
year is greater now than it was 12 months
ago. Television, being a new medium as well
as a potent one, understandably is attracting
increases from an even greater percentage.
But it is reassuring to radio that in only an
extremely few instances did advertisers say
they're expanding in TV at radio's expense.
Though keenly aware of the unforeseeable
impacts of a wartime or semi-wartime economy
and in many cases reluctant to forecast general business prospects — and apt to qualify
their predictions — those who ventured unconditional opinions were inclined to be optimistic.
It is the consensus that increases are in
store for both local and national spot business
but that network sales may drop or at best do

EDITORIAL

well to maintain the 1950 level.
A predominant number of radio broadcasters in TV markets contend they aren't hurt by
the new medium and many claim TV is pricing
itself out of the local market and thereby developing new appreciation of radio.
In any case, a general increase in gross
revenues appears to be in the cards — but with
a rise also in operating expenses, so that again
management is offered a challenge to operate
at highest possible efficiency while rendering
top service.
Despite dismal world conditions, there is
ample reason to face the future with confidence that wise management can handle problems as they develop, and perhaps vdth a
reasonable profit in the best American tradition.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

ADVERTISERS
FACING a New Year of farreaching uncertainties and many
unknowns, major national advertisers in substantial numbers are
planning to increase their expenditures in both radio and television
in 1951.
This was indicated last week in
final tabulations of a Broadcasting • Telecasting survey. Confirming the trends outlined by
early returns [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Dec. 18], the final
results showed:
# Approximately
the
respondent
radio users57.2'"(
whose of1951
plans are well under way expect
to increase their radio appropriations next year, while 33.3 9f expect their 1951 radio spending to
maintain the 1950 level.
Approximately
''r ofplans
the
] TV % users
who outlined70.4their
are scheduling TV budget increases, with the rest (29.6'~'f)
planning to continue at the rate
of this year's allocations.
Further quieting AM fears that
sponsors may abandon radio for
TV, the survey showed a low number expanding in television at the
expense of AM. In the survey
group 9.5 9p indicated reduced
radio budgets for one or more
reasons, and in most cases it was
indicated the reduction would be
I relatively slight.
Expansions Planned
On the other hand, the percentage of companies planning radio
increases was greater this year
than a year ago — 57.2C'f as against
459/ then. In television, with the
number of sponsors vastly increased during the past 12 months,
the percentage contemplating larger TV schedules now is somewhat
less than a year ago — 70.4% compared to then — but again
none is planning a cutback.
Uncertainties arising out of the
I international situation — war posI sibilities, shortages, government
, controls, etc. — left many advertisers reluctant to hazard a forecast on business prospects.
Most pessimistic was a spokesI man who said the situation is
such that he could nost safely prej diet "even future existence for
1951." But most officials who uni dertook to appraise the outlook
! qualified their words with a reference to unsettled world condi! tions.
Many major companies have
not yet drawn up their 1951 advertising budgets. Others, for
policy reasons, were unable to provide details.
Highlights of the returns:
For Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.,
Media Director R. C. Robertson
pointed out that "it is a matter
of record . . . that we have renewed for the first quarter of 1951
all of our AM
network radio
BROADCASTING

^
shows and our two network television shows."
"Further," he added, "we will
continue to use AM radio spots
extensively and, in addition, we
will expand our use of TV spots
somewhat. We believe that all of
this says that we expect business
to continue good, at least during
the first quarter of 1951."
A 26^c increase in 1951 radioTV expenditures was forecast for
Bristol-Myers Co. by Joseph M.
Allen, vice president.
"Barring government restrictions on materials or an all-out
war," he said, "indications point
to excellent business prospects and
a very good year."

Mr. Allen
Mr. Peabody
The Borden Co. plans to increase
its radio expenditure "slightly"
and its TV outlay "materially," according to Stuart Peabody, assistant vice president. He felt
it impossible to estimate the company's 1951 business prospects,
"except that they will conform to
general level of the economy."
Procter & Gamble, which sets up
its budgets on a fiscal year basis,
was unable to forecast expenditures beyond June 30, but spokesmen anticipated "no radical change

NATIONAL

ASSN.

Budgets in 1951
57.2% to Boost AM
in the current rate of spending for
S. J. Henry Jr., assistant advertisradio and television during the
ing director.
Mr. Henry said TWA plans to
first six months of 1951."
Stokely - Van Camp, Inc., In- broaden its use of radio on a national basis. During 1950 it used
dianapolis, plans "a big step-up"
spot announcements to reach major
for its "Honor Brand" TV, with
61% of its budget allocated to the markets on 45 stations in 18 cities,
visual medium, Advertising and
in addition to foreign-language
Sales Prom.otion Manager Ray N. broadcasts on about 50 stations in
25 cities. In television TWA has
Peterson reported. He regarded
business volume prospects for used spots in top markets and plans
to broaden this effort in 1951. Pres1951 as "bright" at this time, "depending entirely on government
ent plans call for a series of fiveminute travelogue programs stressrestrictions."
ing TWA's service to London,
General Mills Outlook
Rome and other European
General Mills expects 1951 to be Paris,
points,
as well as U. S. vacation
areas.
a good year for foods and plans
"some increase in overall radio
The Assn. of American Railroads
and TV budgets" for the year, acplans to increase its outlay for its
cording to Samuel C. Gale, vice Railroad
Hour network radio show
tising.
president and director of adverby approximately $165,000 in 1951,
bringing the total expenditure to
Brown & Williamson Tobacco
about $1,315,000, Advertising ManCo., anticipates increased sales
ager H. F. McLaury said. Plans do
and a larger advertising budget in not now
include television.
1951 and expects that "the bulk
Mr. McLaury said railroads
of our advertising will continue to
"must anticipate both heavy volbe in radio and television," Adverume of traffic and heavy responsitising Manager J. W. Burgard
bilities in 1951 owing to the accelsaid.
erating demands of national deThus far, he said, "constantly
fense, and they have taken steps
increasing sales" have enabled
B&W to use spot television for to meet these demands — first, fully
its Kool, Raleigh and Viceroy
andAmerican
without delay."
Home Products
cigarettes while also making "a
Corp.'s William M. Stedman, dislight expansion" of the radio
rector of advertising, felt it will
budget. B&W "is completing the be impossible to estimate business
prospects for the coming year, but
biggest year in its history" and
looks for "continuing gains
said the company at the present
through
said.
Trans 1951,"
World heAirlines,
for the time is not planning to cut back
appropriation for either radio
or TV.
past three years one of the first its
and most consistent airline users
of radio media, will increase its radio and television advertising in
1951 by about 150'~r-, according to
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'57 Will Be Critical Year, But
Broadcasters Are Prepared for Role
By JUSTIN MILLER
President, National Assn. of Broadcasters
Chairman, Broadcast Advisory Council
THE TREND of international events
is indicative that 1951 will be a
critical year for radio and television.
With the nation already in the process
of converting its economy to a basis
of wartime preparedness, grave problems loom on the horizon.
However, America's broadcasters
are patriotically alert and, through
the Broadcast Advisory Council, have
offered their services to the country.
In a recent meeting — prelude to future gatherings with leading government officials — the President and
other top defense executives accepted
the medium's offer, and assured
broadcasters that their's is a vital
industry with definite services to perform.
The broadcasters are prepared to

• Telecasting

make their contribution toward the
preservation
of the American way of
life.

Mr. Stedman

Mr. Mintz

Admiral Corp. spent almost $2
million in television this year and
plans a similar budget in 1951, Advertising Director Seymour Mintz
said. Total advertising outlay approximated $18 million in 1950, he
said, but could make no definite
estimate for 1951 because of unsettled world conditions, "advertising
expenditure being entirely continon production
possible." will
He gentthought
TV production
be down but that "overall business
prospects considering both television production and rearmament
work will be high volume," though
"profits will suffer because of conversion costs when
required."
RCA -Victor
Division
regards
1951 business prospects as uncertain, but expects to spend 25%
more for radio and TV than it did
this year, according to R. H. Coffin,
director of advertising. The com(Continued on page 40)
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i
See
PROGRAM

FIRMS

(Also see page 62 for yearend forecasts of film program producers.)
FACED

with the prospect of materials shortages in an emergency
economy and a sharp hike in operating expenses, transcription and
program packaging firms are, nevertheless, confident they will show
percentage revenue gains during
1951.
The consensus of most executives replying to a Broadcasting •
Telecasting questionnaire is that
revenue will more than offset the
anticipated rise in operational costs
at individual firms, notwithstanding a new AFRA contract calling
for increases in performer fees
averaging 175% [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Dec. 11].
Transcription and program
firms, the majority of them optimistic over their own prospects for
greater revenue, appear about
evenly divided as to radio's outlook.
About half (45V( ) tabbed 1951 as
a "bigger" year; another 45 9r foi'esaw no great change; and the remaining 10% felt radio's revenue
level would drop off from 1950.
Many transcribers painted a dark
outlook for national network business, with about 63% contending
revenue would drop. The remainder
saw no change during 1951. None
felt networks would show any
gains because of spot radio's growing prominence in the industry.
Total of 80% felt that national
spot would jump next year, with
none predicting any decrease. Conclusions on local billings were less
emphatic, with slightly over 50%
forecasting revenue boosts and the
remainder divided between "small-er" and "unchanged."
Spot Increase Seen
Estimates for increases in national spot ranged from 10% to
15% ; for decreases in national network, from 5% to 20% ; and for
boosts in local billings, from 9%
to 15%.
Reasons given for renewed activity on the spot level included: Expansion of smaller firms because
of war economy; addition by small
stations of program libraries; expansion by transcription and production firms of their services;
trend to spot, partly because of
TV's impact on network radio; and
extensive use of tape for broadcast
duplication.
Predictions on individual company revenue boosts varied from
5% to .35%, with 10% and 15%
figures most commonly quoted. One
producer was optimistic enough to
anticipate an increase in his business from 100% to 300%. On the
other hand, two companies felt they
would suffer revenue cutbacks of
25% and 30%.
Operating expense hikes ranged
in estimates from 5% to 25%, with
5% and 10% increases the most
frequently quoted. No executive
ventured the bold prediction that
December 25, 1950
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operating costs would drop.
Business in general, according to
about 65% of the respondents, will
be on the upswing, with the remaining executives about evenly divided as to whether business will
slow up or remain approximately
the same in 1951.
Business forecasts by regions
are as follows:
NEW

Revenue

Gains

Offsetting

Cost

m

YORK

Most of the program and transcription firms plan to expand their
1951 production schedules, judging
from yearend statements received
by Broadcasting • Telecasting.
John Sinn, president of World
Broadcasting System, reports that
World, now affiliated with 796 stations, plans to include more new
talent, programming material and
sales help. Firm will siphon off an
additional 32% of its budget for
production in 1951. Stations themselves have reported, according to
Mr. Sinn, the "highest sales record
in their history on World programs
and features." He adds:
"With certain materials becoming critically short, there is some
question as to how many new
sponsors can be supplied with the
library facilities in the coming year,
since the available material may

only be sufficient to service present
Mr. Sinn, speaking also as excustomers."
ecutive vice president for the
Frederic W. Ziv Co., reported a
22% increase in sale of syndicated
transcriptions
over last year's
total.
"This increase was accounted for
by a growing interest in radio from
many national advertisers who
formerly used only netwoi'k radio,
going into the spot radio field.
Indications are that business will
remain at this level, or go even
higher, at least for the first six
months of 1951. In anticipation of
this, the Ziv Co. has planned the
heaviest production schedule ever
for
stated.the coming year," Mr. Sinn

Mr. Mercer
Mr. Sinn
James Mercer, manager of RCA
Recorded Program Services (RCA
Thesaurus), reports that the operation "confidently enters 1951
Higgins Sees Bigger Role

BAB
For Radio
By HUGH M. P. HIGGINS
Director, Broadcast Adv. Bureau

in '51

IN 1951, more than ever before in its 30-year history, commercial radio
will fulfill its reason for being. It again will be for 150 million Americans the greatest (and in some cases the only) means of mass communication. Hour after hour in every day of the new year it will report
the news of the moment, promptly
and accurately from every corner
into the resolute unity that 1776
envisioned and 1951 demands.
of the world.
It will be the
In 1951 commercial radio will
continue on the ascendency. In
preferred pur1951, when manufacturers have to
veyor of this news
hold their own in brand preference
and the dium
only
methat the positions; when retailers have to
disseminate pertinent customer
rigors of logistics
cannot silence. It information to keep stores estabwill be, as always,
lished as headquarters for certain
types of merchandise more new and
the primary mass
more old advertisers will turn to
informational meradio to register these impressions.
dium giving free
I look for a still greater emergence
Mr. Higgins
and full discussion to all importof local, spot and network broadant issues of the day, providing a
casting advertisers into expanded
flexible channel of expression for use of the broadcast medium. There
our national leaders, responsible
is every indication that competing
groups, and constructive points of media will be faced with problems
view. It will be a defender of our
of scarcity. This is truly unforfreedom, a champion of our way of
tunate, but radio's records in a
life. In 1951, commercial radio
similar period some years ago
wears the mantle of democracy. It proved beyond any doubt that its
is an immediate means of national
economy, adaptability, flexibility,
enlightenment, and so of national
and effectiveness are inherent
preparedness. By it we can gird characteristics that recommend it
ourselves for the duties, the danfor a still greater role in 1951.
gers, the rigors that lie ahead.
Commercial radio, after its greatThrough it, the heterogeneous
est year, welcomes 1951 with eagermasses of America can be molded
ness and confidence."

with a projected sales increase
about
over this advertiser
year," bas'a
on
the 30%
"tremendous
ceptance"
accorded
the Thesauru
"New Era"
in_ commercial
pi
gramming through a library sei
ice. The past year was the "biggest
and best" in its history, he states
"Further developments and innovations in Thesaurus programming and promotion scheduled foi
introduction during the coming
year . . . can only mean greatei
growth mentand
station we
endorseof thewider
directions
have
taken," Mr. Mercer asserted.
Maurice B. Mitchell, vice president and general manager. Associated Program Service, expects a
sharp increase in 1951 due chieflj
to a revival of local programming
However, he also predicts increased
operational
25-20 Mr,
because of newexpenses
AFRA by
contracts.
Mitchell observes:
"I don't think there is any question but that 1951 will once again be
radio's biggest year, from the station point of view. In fact, I think
1950 has definitely laid the ghost,
created by those who thought television . . . was going to spell the
doom of the greatest advertising
force that civilization has ever
Mitchell Forecast
Mr. Mitchell, former BAB head,
sees a continued upswing of retail
known." coupled with national spot
billings
advertiser expansion in station
time purchases.
He cites newsprint
"but the shortages
basic factor will continue
to be the growing
recognition of the
fact that radio
can produce more
results, reach
Mr. Mitchell
people, im-^
deliver more genuinemore
advertising
pact per dollar, than any other
medium available to local businessHarry S. Goodman, president,
Harry S. Goodman, Radio and Tele
vision Productions, believes that
network
programming
continue radio
to become
less and "will
less
attractive to the affiliate," thus
improving
the position of the
men."
transcription
companies that have
good man
programs
explained: to offer. Mr. Good"We find that the AM stations
in metropolitan areas are fast putting in transcribed shows to replace network sustainers, because
they can get an income on a transcription in Class A time and sell
it to local merchants and make
100% of the income instead oi
splitting it with the networks. We
found that we have sold a good
many packages of block programming to stations of this kind that
in turn sell out one-minute spots
(Continued on page 53)
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76% see
OUTLOOK
STATION
partment store, automotive, food, 15%; 2% for a rise of 20% and
THE business of broadcasting
(AM) will continue to expand in drug, industrial, institutional, beer, 1% for a rise of 25%. Seven percent mentioned no specific figure.
1951, in the opinion of 76% of general, all types, soap, farm, farm
station executives contacted by implements, soft drinks, services,
Sixty-nine percent of broadcasters expect general business
Broadcasting • Telecasting.
soft goods, oil, wine, feed, amusements.
throughout the nation to increase,
Replies of 149 officials representmostly around 10%, with 24%
Judging by the questionnaire
ing a cross section of the broadcast industry to a questionnaire on replies, broadcasters in television anticipating no change in business
cities are not suffering from the and 7% looking for a decline.
1951 prospects show that only 1%
Here are excerpts from typical
look for a decline in broadcast
video competition in a good many
comments of station executives:
revenues next year. Twenty-three
cases. Only 17% of the 79 reC. Robert Thompson, station
percent figure 1951 income will be
spondent stations located in TV
about the same as 1950 revenues.
areas admitted they had thus far manager of WBEN-AM-FM-TV
Most of those commenting on
been hurt. Few mentioned any Buffalo, believes TV will make inroads in local and national spot as
particular amount of injury, though
1951 prospects point out that eonone said 15% and another 20%.
version to a complete wartime
well as network business and "can
only see a bright picture for TV
economy or disastrous developSeventy-seven percent of those
ments on the international front
replying said TV has not affected providing economic conditions will
could upset all predictions. Their
their business, though a number
H Quenton Cox, general manobservations are tempered by added "not yet." Six percent said
ager of KGW Portland, Ore., is
qualifications of this sort.
TV actually has helped AM sales.
Of the 76% who expect radio
"cautiously
optimistic" with upFM Prospects
ward local radio business likely to
permit."
business to increase in 1951, 8%
continue
as
large
institutions swing
As to FM, only a fourth of
look for a gain of 5% ; 26% for a
into
war
production
and turn to
the
stations
replied
to
the
question
gain of 10%; 10% for a gain of
about business in that medium. Of network billings.
15%; 3% for a gain of 20%; 3%
these 81% said they expected no
for a gain of 25%. Another 25%
made no attempt to estimate the change, but in a large number of
extent of the increase. One sta- cases these stations duplicate AM
programs and do not charge for
tion manager is counting on a 50%
FM time. Twelve percent expect
gain in AM revenue.
Peering into the possibilities for an increase in FM business next
local advertising, 80% expect an
year, with half of operating transit and/or storecasting.
increase, 3% expect a loss for the
year and 17% expect local to stay
There's no question about the
about the same.
prospects of operating costs heading upward, judging by the quesGains Expected
Mr. Cox
Mr. Sholis
tionnaire replies. Ninety-five perVictor A. Sholis, vice president
Of the 80%' expecting local busicent of those replying expect costs
ness to go up, 16% look for a gain to go up, 4% expect no change and
of WHAS Louisville, asked: "Have
of 5%; 30% for a gain of 10%;
1% anticipate a decline in costs.
you atocrystal
ball?"
looks
for
7% for a gain of 15%; 7% for a
local
hold up,
withHespot
rising
Of the 95% expecting costs to
gain of 20%; 4% for a gain of rise, 1% look for a rise of 2% in and network easing. "Radio pros25%; 16% made no definite esti- costs; 7% for a rise of 5%; 71%.
pects for first quarter of '51 are
mate. Two persons expect local to for a rise of 10%; 6% for a rise of
good, and this also applies to TV."
go up 50% and another figures on
a 30% increase.
Especially hopeful are those who
No 'Drastic Effects Seen
look into the future of national
In Mobilization Plans
spot, with 82% anticipating a FCBA
bigger year, 3% expecting a drop
and 16% expecting no change.
By NEVILLE MILLER
Of the 82% counting on an inPresident, Federal Communications Bar Assn.
crease in national spot, 19% look
THE YEAR 1950 has been an exciting year due mainly to the rapid
for a gain up to 5%, 23% for a development
and growth of television. Were it not for the uncertainty
gain of 10%, 12% for a gain of due to the international
situation, we could safely predict that the year
15%, 4% for a gain of 20%, 2%
1951
would
be
a
year
of
even greater activity and growth.
for a gain of 25%, 3% for a gain
The TV allocation proceedings
of 30%., 1% for a gain of 45% and
should be completed during the in case of an emergency or to meet
war needs. Therefore the progress
1% for a gain of 50%, with 17%
first half of 1951, followed by the
mentioning no specific increase.
of the mobilization program will
filing
of
an
unprecedented
number
The picture is not nearly so
not affect normal operations as
bright in the national network
applications.
Theof tempo
at the drastically as it will affect normal
field, with only 22% expecting
operations of many other indusCommission prob- tries.
business to go up in 1951 whereas
ably
will
be
rem32% expect it to drop and 46%
In the past year television raised
iniscent of the
figure there will be no change.
many novel legal questions paryears
1945
and
ticularly inthe relatively new field
Of the 22% forecasting an upward trend in national network
of "right of privacy." Undoubtedly
-flH '46, unless the
sales, 7% look for a gain of 5%;
mobilization pro- legal problems will continue to
8% for a gain of 10%; 2% for a I^B. .^jg^H gram, which un- multiply with the development of
television.
gain of 20%; 1% for a gain of Hjjj^
y will
doubtedl
large
deflUl make
25% and 4% no particular amount.
From any angle you view it, the
mands for manMr. Miller
Of the 32% expecting a drop in
year 1951 will be a year of activity
and
power
equipnetwork sales, 9% look for a loss
with new problems in every field.
ment, produces another "freeze."
of 5%, 9% for a loss of 10%, 2%
I am confident the broadcasting inng industry differs
casti
The
broad
for a loss of 15%, 2% for a loss of
dustry will meet and solve the
ries
from
many
other
indust
in
that
20%, 10% no particular amount.
problems
with the same ability, inm
the great syste of mass commu
Principal sources of increased
genuity and resourcefulness with
nication which it provides needs no
revenue, by type of sponsor, were
which it has solved its problems in
listed in this order: Retail and de- revamping to be available for use the past.
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Increasl

Red Cross, commercial manag
of WMAZ Macon, Ga., in the mi
die of Georgia's "arsenal arej
anticipates "plenty" of busine
with
taxes. little profit because of heaJ. Harold Ryan, vice presider
treasurer. Fort Industry Co., e
pects a shortage of civilian goo(
TV will flourish in its early peri
and while the number of outlets
"artificially limited," he said, wi
radio "very good for those who
after it."

Mr. Ryan
Mr. Caley
Charles C. Caley, vice preside
and general manager of WMI
Peoria, 111., said total mobilizati
likely will aid AM radio becau
"of restrictions on other media a
immediate
slow-downbusiness
of TV."
Barron Howard,
ma
ager of WRVA Richmond, Vs
"We will sell time in 1951 just
we always have — because w€
Henry P. Johnston, managing <
work at it."
rector of WSGN Birmingham: "I
though transient business f(
radio may decrease, an aggressi
station should be able to captu
the more permanent and far-sigl
ed advertisers, and thereby show
Hugh increase."
M. Feltis, manager
general
KING Seattle: "The advertisii
industry conducted itself very ere
itably in World War II and all
that experience will be needed
Gordon Gray, vice president
WIP
Philadelphia, said that
business, despite controls, continu
in 1951 as in the last quarter
1950 the station "would show
considerable
1951."
L. Waters increase."
Milbourne, executi
vice president of WCAO Baltimoi
expects AM business "to be at lea
as good as it was in 1950. The oi
look for the first few months
1951 is better than was the ea
Robert O. Reynolds, vice pre;
adent
year and
ago." general manager
KMPC Los Angeles, sees "a resu
gence of local advertisers to A
caused by rising rates of TV ai
Calvin
J. Smith, president ai
other
media."
general manager of KFAC L
Angeles,
predicts
hold
its own
until "AM
towardradio
the wei
of the year when TV will cut
sharply. TV will not take the bu£i
ness but will pile up a damagiij
majority
hours."
William ofB.listener
Way, vice
preside!
of KVOO
Tulsa:
"The
communic
(Continued on page 56)
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Cfirisitmas!

Ci^ECK

Common

a

real

Heritage

meaning

for

. . .1950

the halls with boughs of holly, fill the

<9£y air with joyous song — Christmas, 1950!
A Holy day as well as a holiday, its celebration
at times reverent, at times gay, Christmas

has

a two-fold significance —

the

commemorating

birth of peace, and celebrating the seasonal customs of many people. The ordinaty festivity of
a usual Christmas

season takes on added

glow

with the happy reunions of family and friends.
Music has always been the most natural expression of the true Yuletide spirit. Hymns and
carols have

been

handed

down

through

the

years until it becomes impossible to imagine
Christmas without them.
Our heritage of song gives everyone the means
to share and spread the brotherhood
ship of Christmas.

and fellow-

BMI sincerely extends the greetings and best
wishes of the holiday season to everyone.
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s^^-im,
SHIP
CENS
REA
KO
saidOR
he had apprised Secretary
of domestic data, it was emphaIN
A surprise
move borne of reluctance but nurtured in military
Marshall that the association rep- sized.
Need for representation by all
resents the four major networks
desperation, Gen. Douglas Macand numerous independent stations, news media and for coordination
Arthur's headquarters last Wedand requested that it be included
among radio-TV, newspapers and
nesday imposed complete censorin future planning involving all magazines was stressed during the
ship on the flow of information
media.
session.
from combat radio and newspaper
Mr. McAndrew explained that it
The conference was another step
reporters at the Korean front.
At the same time there were in- probably was an "oversight" and in a series of meetings involving
dications that the Defense Dept.
participation by broadcasters, the
based on the department's premise
that NAB, which attended, rep- ASNE contingent, and top governhad sharpened its vigilance over
resents the entire broadcasting inment officials. The question was
the broadcast and publication of
dustry. He pointed out that ABC
explored last August by those
vital production data with a view
and CBS are not NAB members,
to tighter domestic curbs.
groups in talks with W. Stuart
and that the correspondents' group
There also was mounting specuSymington, chairman of the National Security Resources Board.
lation, amid tensening international
represents "working radio - TV
Radio
and newspaper groups
newsmen from all over the nation."
developments, that the government
The whole scope of relation be- pledged support of voluntary conis dusting off blueprints for retween military censorship and dovival of a war information office
trols on the basis pursued during
mestic security curbs was explored
World
War II
•
and, possibly, an office of censorTelecasting,
Aug.[Broadcasting
21, 14].
by members of the committee, who
ship, though no confirmation was
lunched
with
Secretary
Marshall
forthcoming.
Echols Issues Memo
These prospects were held out, in last Monday. Aggravation of the
The Korean censorship took the
military situation will necessarily
any event, following renewed closed
form of a memorandum from Gen.
circuit discussions last Monday be- lead to greater vigilance over use
tween Defense Secretary George
C. Marshall and industry repreOffers Time To
sentatives of all media, including
Government
NAB [Broadcasting • TelecastPBS DEFENSE
PLAN
ing, Dec. 18].
It was understood that the in- PROGRESSIVE Broadcasting System, which began operations in November as a nationwide network supplying programs to its affiliated
dustry group was appraised of the
stations on a 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. daily basis, last week ordered its program
need for more stringent voluntary
curbs on the use of data dealing
lines kept open until 11 p.m. and offered those evening hours to the
with production of vital equipment
government for any messages or through
*
the special operations of —the—
and other aspects. The subject of programs which PBS can take to Progressive
Broadcasting System.
its
member
stations
in
support
of
possible radio-TV silence, described
This offer is made exclusively to offidefense and emergency activities.
as a form of "technical censorcial or quasi-official agencies connected with the defense effort and
ship," also was aired during the
Inspired
by
President
Truman's
meeting with Secretary Marshall
broadcast of Dec. 15 proclaiming
is, or course, without any cost.
the existence of a state of national
(see separate story).
Please wire me your probable needs
emergency. Miller McClintock, PBS
and designate the public relations
MacArthur Gets Views
board chairman, on Monday sent
officer of your agency with whom we
It further was reported that the a letter to some 60 government de- should make detailed arrangements.
committee, which met informally
partments and agencies including
"We hope and expect that this
on its own Monday, had approved
the Army, Air Force, Dept. of offer will be promptly accepted,"
and sent to Gen. MacArthur a State, Office of War Mobilization,
Mr. McClintock told Broadcasting
• Telecasting. He said that
Civilian Defense, Price Stabilizamemorandum touching on censortion Authority, etc. The first letter PBS would urge each government
ship and security. Comments were
not disclosed, but, in any event, the wag addressed to Charles E. Wil- group to prepare its material for
imposition of security curbs in the
son, director of the Office of De- broadcasting in finished program
fense Mobilization.
military theatre followed almost
form, to insure these emergency
within 48 hours.
messages reaching the public exPBS' Letter
Attending the closed session were
actly as the agency intended. He
added that he visualized the more
Text of the letter:
President Justin Miller, Public Affairs Director Robert K. Richards
The Progressive Broadcasting Sys- active agencies during the emerand Government Relations Director
tem, the fifth national radio network,
gency period producing series of
Ralph Hardy, all of NAB; B. M.
has a special national emergency
half-hour programs for broadcast
service to offer to your agency and once,
McKelway, Washington Evening
week. twice or even oftener each
to others directly connected with deStar, (WMAL-AM-TV-FM Washfense and mobilization activities.
ington), and Jack Lockhart,
So far as possible, he said, all
We are a national daytime network
Scripps-Howard, representing the
of the government programs will
and our regular programs are transAmerican Society of Newspaper
be channeled into the same time
mitted daily from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. period each evening of the week,
Editors; Lyle Wilson, UP; Robert
McLean and Frank Starzell, AP;
Beginning
Truman's
so that PBS listeners can become
declaration with
of the President
national emergency,
Cranston Williams, American
to tuning in for emerMr. Larry Finley, our president, or- accustomed
gency information at the same
Newspaper Publishers Assn.; Bardered our lines kept open seven days
time each night. The ideal time
ry Farris and William K. Hutchina week until 11 p.m. each day.
son, INS; and representatives of
These four additional hours of would be 8 to 9 p. m., he said, after
the information branches of the program lines each day, that is from
dinner, when the whole family can
Air Force, Army and Navy, in- 7 p.m. to 11 p.m., are for the specific be reached as a group.
cluding Maj. Gen. Floyd L. Parks,
and exclusive purpose of providing
To facilitate the delivery of
an opportunity for you and other these messages to the American
chief of the Arniy Public Relations
defense leaders to have a regular and public, the eastern and midwestern
Offioe.
instant channel for emergency broadFailure of the Defense Secrelinks of PBS are being permanently
casts or for messages to local groups
connected into a single network,
tary's Office to request participaconnected
with
your
specific
activities.
tion of the Radio Correspondents
Mr. McClintock said. Programs
This
unique
emergency
communicaAssn. aroused mild protests from
will be tape recorded in Chicago
tions system is made possible through
that group. William McAndrew,
flown to the network's West
the world's greatest line system — the and
Coast headquarters for broadcast
American Telephone & Telegraph Co. there.
WRC-AM-FM and WNBW (TV)
Washington, association president,
and its affiliated companies — and
P?gc 28
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MacArthur 's public relations of-jj
ficer. Col. M. P. Echols, which re-|
quested that dispatches of radici
and newspaper correspondents btn
"screened and cleared" by authori-U
ties before being sent out to homt
offices. No penalties were set foi
violations.
Last Wednesday the Army announced ithad clamped a blackou<
on release of information dealing
with troop movements along tht
Alaskan seacoast.
While the Far Eastern censorship move caught even the prospective censors by surprise, it was
felt that correspondents generally
hailed the action as long-awaitec
and much needed. Many reportedlj
had requested formal censorship
not only to provide real securitj'
but to equalize breaks on importan!
stories. This was understood U
men.
have been true of many radio newsPentagon information officers
also expressed belief that the ac
tion was generally welcomed by th<
majority of correspondents. In th(
face of opposition from Gen. Mac
Arthur, some Defense Dept. of
ficials had openly espoused cen
sorship on grounds that the Ko
rean
Theatre
was a that
"war similai
zone'
and had
contended
curbs need not be imposed at othei
news centers in the world, or tha'
it was not necessarily a matter foi
United Nations action.
NARND

Complaint

Source of radio newsmen's con
cern — and the basis of a complain
filed by the National Assn. of Ra
dio News Directors last summerwas the banning of two news serv
ice men from the war zone oi
grounds they had violated security
at a time when newsmen wen
asked to exercise their own judg
ment in the absence of set rule;
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting
July
24].
The MacArthur memorandun
provides that all "press stories, ra
dio broadcasts, (etc.) . . . whos
origin is in Japan, will be sub
mitted to the press advisory di
vision for clearance before trans
mission." The Tokyo Press Advis
ory Division was established re
cently
in response
newsmen'
complaints
that theyto had
no re
sponsible source to check on st
curity matters.
It was pointed out that news tele
graphed by radio is monitored b
the Communists and that, one
broadcast or published in the U. J
and elsewhere, it is available t
Soviet agents.
Newsmen had been operating o
a voluntary basis since the Korea:
war began June 25. Col. Echols re
cently issued four security direc
tives which have served as in
formed guides for correspondent
until the announcement of censoi
ship controls.
KSPO

To LBS

KSPO Spokane, Wash., has joine
the Liberty Broadcasting Syster
as a fulltime affiliate.
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Radio

Bills Hinge

on War

Status

CONGRESS
RADIO-TV industry must prepare
in 1951 for a continued operation
in a prolonged period of world unsettlement and upheaval; what the
industry has done in the immediate
past only can be measured as prologue to what will come.
That is the consensus on Capitol
Hill by legislators who are close to
the radio-communications' role in
the current feverish war-or-defense
buildup. According to the best radio-informed among national lawmakers, future radio legislation in
the 82d Congress hinges entirely
on the critical international scene.
Already a series of government
steps affecting communications,
some of them requiring Congressional rubber-stamping, are underway (see separate stories this
issue).
If the defense effort rolls ahead
at the present pace, authorities
point up, emphasis will grow
stronger on the part communications can play militarily, politically
(such as Voice of America and other
propaganda uses), and defensively
(such as in civil defense).
Nevertheless, there are still a
number of isues which may appear in the new Congress that convenes Jan. 3, having a direct bearing on the industry. In general
they are revenue, agency reorganization, "policing" of air waves,
color television, the negotiated
North American Regional Broadcast Agreement, TV allocations in
the VHF-UHF, and appropriations.
Any one of these could well burst
forth with radio-active sparks.
Radio's Role
Theme of the responsibility that
radio must assume in the days
ahead is graphically sounded by
Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.), chairman of the Senate Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee (see
statement this page). In his evaluation of radio's future, the Senator said:
"There is no use blinking at the
plain facts before us; we stand on
the brink of political unheavals
which may well affect all progress."
Looking at the effect of war
preparation on the industry, Sen.
Johnson opines, "the industry is
going to have to pull in its belt and
do its job under existing conditions." In assessing the broadcaster's function, the Senator
cited "Ten Crisis Rules for Broadcasters" [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec. 11], laying emphasis
on rule four — build a better newsroom by realizing "your greatest
duty is to inform."
Stressing the informational function broadcasters can perform in
times of emergency, the Senator
observes "the broadcasting industry must be careful not only to
adhere to but actually espouse the
free, untrammeled American way."
Another
informed spokesman,
Page 30
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Sen. Ernest W. McFarland (De raAriz.), the Senate Commerc
dio subcommittee
chairman and contender for the
post of Senate
Majority Leader
in the new Congress, was questioned by Broadcasting • Telecasting, for his
views on the inoutlook. to
According
Sen. McFarland ^ustry
Sen. McFarland "the year ahead —
very probably the years immediately ahead — are fraught with the
gravest responsibilities for American communications — both broadcasting and common carrier."
Pointing up the importance of
communications at time of domestic
or international difficulty, the
Senator said even more duties face
the broadcaster, namely "to keep
the people promptly and fully informed." A democracy. Sen. McFarland said, "is made up of many

groups of minorities and their viewpoints must not be ignored nor
thrust aside in the stress and hysteria of the moment."
The Arizona Democrat voiced
regret
that "we
before
now evolved
an have
overallnotnational
communications policy so that we
might have entered this twilight
zone of readiness-for-war with
financially strong and well integrated common carrier communications enterprises."
Cites Policy Board
Referring to the temporary Communications Policy Board, set up
by President Truman to study the
problem of such a communications
policy, Sen. McFarland said it was
a step in the right direction and
that "all of us look forward to the
submission next February of sound,
well-conceived long range policies
which we may be able to implement
promptly
the national
interest."
It is his inopinion.
Sen. McFarland
went on, that the U. S. has failed
to recognize fully the "vital role of
Serious Effects on Radio

JOHNSON

By War

Plans Cited

By SEN. EDWIN C. JOHNSON
Chairman, Senate Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee
WHILE the long-range picture gives us every reason to anticipate that
the next quarter-century will bring scientific changes and developments
of a miracle-like nature in communications, intervening events of the
past few months cast an ominous shadow over everything. There is no
use blinking at the plain facts
before us; we stand on the brink
even more appropriate. This approach really needs emphasis in
of political upheavals which may
well affect all the light of comments made not
so long ago by a certain network
progress.
executive who reportedly told his
The broadcastaffiliates that their duty was to
ing industry will influence the masses ideologically,
be seriously af"no matter how important the
fected by the current war-preparaspeaker
mayofbe unwise
for the policy
minority."
This sort
has
tion activity. The
military demand
bi'ought certain broadcasters into
for certain stra- hot water in past years; this type
tegic materials
undemocratic blindSen. Johnson
coupled with the of shortsighted
ness has resulted in crackdowns
direct demand
which will be made on the elec- and "bluebooks" by regulatory
tronic manufacturing industry
agencies.
makes certain that broadcasting
No industry of a non-war nature
and television receivers will be in has a more important task to perform in times of trouble than the
short supply; that new transmitting stations may not be conbroadcasting industry. The restructed. The industry is going to
quirements ofvoluntary or imposed
have to pull in its belt and do its censorship notwithstanding, the
job under existing conditions.
broadcasting industry must be careIn periods of abnormal military
ful not only to adhere to but actuactivity those responsible for our
ally espouse the free, untrammeled
communications, and particularly
American way. It must be rememthe broadcast licensees, have an
bered that the broadcasting busiimportant function to perform. The
ness is basically the business of
"Ten Crisis Rules for Broadcasters"
providing information and the
which appeared in the Dec. 11 issue
greater the crisis the more the
of Broadcasting • Telecasting
people in this democracy, or in any
are proof of this. These rules make
real democracy, will need instant
and full information on whatever
sense, and particularly does rule
is occurring so that they may exerfour. If it had said "Your greatest
cise sound judgment and make wise
duty is to inform— co7npletely and
decisions.
without bias or slant," it might be

communications" both in peacetime and in the national defense.
That an "awakening" may be in
the offering is indicated in the
Senator's concluding reference to
his proposal that an Assistant
Secretary for Communications be
set up in the State Dept.
From the House side of the
Capitol, Rep. Dwight L. Rogers
(D-Fla.), a ranking member of the
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee and probable chairman
of its radio subcommittee in the
82d Congress, also underscored the
world situation.
Commenting that all U. S. resources must be pledged to win the
struggle against those "who seek
to destroy our freedom," Rep.
Rogers reminded "the radio spectrum is an important resource
which can and must be put to best
use in
He said
was
his this
hopestruggle."
the Commerce
groupit
"will give prompt and careful consideration toany measure that will
enable the many users of the radio
spectrum, including particularly
the broadcasters, to make the
greatest possible contribution to
our side in this conflict."
The sphere of radio transmission
in the "present world tension" was
viewed by Sen. William Benton
(D-Conn.), a vociferous supporter
of
Voice
of America, who
told Broadcasting • Telecasting: "If it is at
all possible to
gauge
temper
of this theCongress,
I would venture
Sen. Benton

to say it is favorably disposed to
re-examining Voice of America
facilities with a view to expanding
them in the light of the Korean
Radio, he reflected, will continue
to
a "major strategic
role in
theplay
communication
of truth
to
crisis." behind the iron curtain as
peoples
well as those this side of it," urging
U. S. leaders to call on the radio
industry for its "increased support
and technical advice in this special
area of communication." Noting
that the State Dept. has informed
him
that top touch
Voice with
officials
"are
in constant
industry
representatives," Sen. Benton said
"radio has a large and important
stake in the protection of our freedoms. It is heartening to note the
industry's concern and coopera-

Fly, Beekman Wed
JAMES L. FLY, FCC chairman in
1939-44, and Mrs. Phyllis Beekman, formerly of Chicago, were
married last Wednesday in New
tion.'"
York. Now practicing law in New
York, Mr. Fly also has served the
government as head of Tennessee
Valley Authority's legal department and as special assistant to
the
Attorney-General
in anti-trust
cases.
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Mr. McCONNELL

NETWORKS
ONE BIG question confronting radio networks at the close of 1950
is whether, or how long, time rates
■can be kept from collapsing.
With three of the four major
radio networks having suflFered
sharp declines in gross billings during 1950 and with one of them —
NBC — having already proposed
rate cuts in television markets, network executives are wondering if
present rates have any chance to
stand up through 1951.
A secondary question : If rates
were cut, would enough advertisers
buy network radio to overcome the
rate decreases and keep total billings up to profitable levels? NBC
plainly thought that would be the
■case. The reluctance of other networks to embark on rate cuts at
this moment was indicative that
they were not so sure.
At year's end ABC, MBS and
NBC will add up gross billings less
than those of 1949. CBS, the only
major network to increase its gi-oss
time sales, will record billings at
least $7.5 million bigger than last
year.
Network Income
According to estimates, based
■on Broadcasting • Telecasting's
own projections of Publishers Information Bureau figures (which
are complete only through October
1950), total gross billings for 1950
"by
comparative
PIB networks
figures for (with
1949) will
be:
1950
1949
ABC
§35,500,000 $42,342,854
CBS
71,000,000 63,403,583
MBS
16,200,000 18,040,596
NBC
61,500,000 64,013,296
The total billings of all four networks in 1950, $184,200,000 by
Broadcasting • Telecasting's
■estimate, will be some $3.6 million
below the $187,800,329 total for
1949.
A major hope for the maintenance, and perhaps im.provement,
of radio network billings in 1951
stemmed from the belief that the
nation's progress toward a war
Page 32 • December 25, 1950

Mr. STANTON

Rates
economy would produce added advertising funds.
As Frank White, MBS President, put it: "The industi-ies of our
country will need, perhaps more
than ever, to continue communicating with the people of the country
during 1951. It seems to me, therefore, that whether Detroit, for example, is selling cars to today's
buyers or brand-identity to tomorrow's prospects, the real, practical
need for this medium (radio) will
continue to be as real and as practical as ever in 1951."
Robert E. Kintner, ABC President, said radio was "getting its
second
Radio, he
said, for
"is
still the wind."
most effective
medium
delivering the biggest audience for
theButadvertiser's
no network dollar."
chief could make
specific forecasts about the shape
that 1951 would take. Radio business, like all other businesses,
would be profoundly affected by the
international crisis.
Some network executives pointed

TRADE

Biggest

out that an excess profits tax might
encourage advertising expenditures, but nobody knew how much
money a company would be able to
write off for advertising without
suffering tax penalties.
The imponderables of the war
crisis and its effect on the economy
were troublesome in themselves,
but the immediate headache of all
networks was the rate question.
Rate Cut Problem
Executives of other networks
made no secret of their belief that
if NBC cut rates in television markets— either by persuading its affiliates to downgrade themselves or
by absorbing the reductions itself
— it would be only a matter of time
wise.
until they would have to do likeYear-end statements of the four
network presidents follow:
Robert E. Kintner, president,
ABC:
"Radio, still way out in front in
circulation and billings over its

A5SNS.

TODAY'S WORLD CRISIS blueprints the role ahead for industry
trade associations during the coming year. That is the unanimous
assertion of spokesmen for the
Assn. of National Advertisers,
American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, Advertising Federation
of America and the Advertising
Council. A strict obligation to
pool industry effort in full support of the government and toward a better-educated democracy is stressed by these groups.
Another association, Radio-Television Manufacturers Assn., takes
cognizance of the world situation
in its yearend forecast, stating
that its members are ready to
adapt themselves to the days ahead
insofar as production and conservation of scarce materials are
concerned.

Pose

A

the public
service." Mr. Gamble
declared:
"The best reassurance, in time
Gamble
of stress, is to
know that strength is on your
side. Surely advertising and broadcasting can take confidence in their
strength,
in these days of national
need.
"Advertising has been used by

Question

for '51

young brother — Television, is getting its second wind.
"Looking over the advertising
picture as a whole, it seems apparent that more and more advertisers
are turning to radio to do their
mass audience selling and that, as
in the past, they will concentrate
on the medium for this job while
using other media, including television, for specialized sales efforts.
"Indicative of this, at least so
far as ABC is concerned, are the
recent sales in prime evening radio
time to Mars Inc., a leading candy
manufacturer, and the purchase of
ABC's 'Saturation Plan' by the
Buick
Motors Motor
Corp. Division of General
"Mars Inc. contracted with ABC
for the largest nighttime program
sale of the year, effective Jan. 1,
1951, when this Chicago candy
manufacturer will begin sponsoring four different ABC radio programs engrossing one and threequarter evening broadcast hours
each week. Under the ABC 'Satura-

World

Frederic R. Gamble, president,
American
Assn. of Advertising
Agencies,
calling
attention to
"these days of national need,"
pointed
to his
association's
com- :
mon aim in 1951
"To see that advertising and
broadcasting continue strong in

Mr.
WHITE
***

Crisis Sets

Pattern

American industry during the past
year on an unprecedented scale.
There is growing recognition of
the fundamental role of advertising in maintaining a strong American economy — the last hope of the
healthy.
world — and helping to keep it
"Radio is continuing to score its
gains — there is now an amazing
total of more than 41 million radio
homes in the U.S., stations have
doubled since World War II, listening remains high, and national
spot radio is still growing in
volume.
"Television is continuing to move
ahead, even though there may be
some delays in a mobilized econmedium.omy, to become a great mass
"Our common aim, in 1951, must
(Continued on page 72)
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tion Plan,' Buick will sponsor six
prime evening radio programs totalling three and a half broadcast
hours during the third week of
January 1951.
"The case for radio and television in advertising gets stronger
with every passing year.
"Looking first at radio we find
that it is still the most effective
medium for delivering the biggest
audience for the advertiser's dollar.
Ninety-five percent of the nation's
42,843,800 families are radio families. Radio sponsorship has been
increasing steadily, even against
the competition of television and
other media, and radio gross billings have swelled from $374,086,686
in 1947 to $428,990,000 at the end
of 1949.
"During 1950 production of radio sets — home, automobile, portable— approximated 12,800,000 and
current surveys indicate a production of some 4,000,000 sets during
the coming year. Certainly this
adds up to a picture of a healthy,
flourishing industry.
"There is, of course, no gainsaying that television has been the
'glamour boy' of the advertising
world during the past year and
that the effect of its impact is just
beginning to be realized. We at
ABC are quite cognizant of this.
At the beginning of this year we
had eight television advertisers. As
this is written, ABC has 43 commercial television accounts — a
SOO'/f increase. Our television network comprises 64 stations. ABC's

gross television billings are running at the rate of $21,500,000 a
"With some 9,845,300 sets inyear.
stalled, television now reaches
nearly 24'7( of the nation's families. Estimates are that seven million more television sets will be
produced next year. So that, even
with foreseeable cutbacks, the number of TV sets in use during 1951
will be almost double that prevailing during the past year. With the
greatly expanded audience thus
available, there is no doubt that
television will achieve great strides
in its every phase — programming,
production, advertising impact.
Audience Overlap
"The increasing overlap of the
radio and television audience calls
for the most stringent attention on
the part of the broadcaster and
the advertiser for the best utilization of both media.
"With the uncertainties surrounding the world situation and
its constantly changing effect on
the domestic economy no clear-cut
prediction can be made concerning
the future for the industry as a
whole.
"However, this much is certain.
The close of 1950 finds ABC looking back on a year in which much
has been accomplished in both radio and television and the advent
of 1951 with its many questions
and problems looming ahead finds
the company's radio and television
networks geared to shoulder their

full responsibilities and by the
same token, to shoulder the needs
of local and national advertisers
for reaching mass audiences on an
intimate
Frank basis."
Stanton, president, CBS :
"The past few anxious months
have once again served to demonstrate the continuing vitality and
importance of radio.
"Once again the people turn to
radio as their swiftest and best
source of information about the
things that most matter to them.
It is reassuring to us in broadcasting, as I am sure it must be
to our government, to know that
radio's power, authority and vigor
are undiminished; that today it
stands fully prepared to serve the
country to its utmost. And now
television has assumed a like stature in many of our communities
and is equipped to aid in bringing
our people a clear and vivid picture of their times.
"We at CBS view the future
with the same hopes and the same
anxious fears all Americans feel
today. But we are confident that
the network was never in a better
position to serve the needs of the
people; to provide them with the
fullest, swiftest and most trustworthy news and information; to
lighten their burdens with the best
of entertainment.
"During the past 12 months,
CBS has extended the service of
its radio and television networks.
Columbia has extended the scope
of its listening to the highest point

in its history by the introduction
of successful new personalities and
programs in all areas of programming. And it has won substantial
recognition from industry which
has expressed its confidence in
CBS by sponsoring more program
time than
ever before in the network's history.
"With this abundant testimony
to the strength of the network in
both radio and television, we at
CBS face the new year with the
firm confidence that never in our
history have we been in a stronger
or more vigorous position to accept the challenge ahead — and to
perfoi-m the services radio and television are uniquely designed to
White Confident
accomplish."
Frank White, president, MBS:
"It may seem unusual at this
time to speak of confidence and
optimism. But I would like to voice
a little of both — with enough supporting evidence to assure you that
there is no PoUyanna blood in my
system. Or for that matter in
Mutual's either.
"Today, staring this particular
new year in the face, it seems at
first glance that all we can count
on from 1951 is the unpredictable.
Nobody outside the Kremlin can
know (Continued
the aggressor's
plans, 7U)
or read
on page
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applications never were intended a
a unilateral proposal on behalf of Ml
Richards, but were made and offereij
in the belief that they were what th
Commission desired and would mee
the approval of the Commission. Evei,
though the original purpose has bee:
defeated we will negotiate for th
appointment of trustees when, bu
only when, we are informed that tha
is what the Commission demands an'
that an acceptance of proposals mad
by the Commission would constitnt I
a complete and final settlement of a)
the
ings. questions involved in these hear;
Mr. Fulton called Examine
Cunningham's attention to the re
cent elevation of John Patt to th
presidency of all three Richard
stations. Lauding Mr. Patt'
ability and record, he said he "hai
been given full authority to se
that the splendid work of the thre
stations is carried on in every fiel

0., wee
PROBE
CHARDS
RI
a
statement to Examiner Cunprotest by FCC Attorney Frederick
FCC'S PROTRACTED hearing on
the news policies of G. A. (Dick)
Ford, who asserted he had no eviningham in Monday's session of
Richards ended last Thursday, with
dence based on the telegrams and
the hearing, held in Detroit. He
counsel for Mr. Richards meanfollowed
up
with a formal petition
branded the charges as "slander."
while seeking withdrawal of his
Discussing the trusteeship pro- to FCC to dismiss the trusteeship
posal, Mr. Fulton said the station
plan to set up a trusteeship for his
applications
"without
prejudice"three stations.
a condition which
seemed
likely —to
owner
agreedhe towastheinformed
plan "only
. . . because
and
draw the opposition of General
Hugh Fulton, chief trial counhe believed that it was desired by Counsel Cottone.
sel for the station owner, anthe Commission and would be apnounced the dropping of the proThe proposed trustees as origproved and would result in preposal to name trustees for the
inally named were Dr. John A.
venting the necessity for proRichards stations — KMPC Los
Hannah, president of Michigan
tracted and enormously expensive
State College; Harry J. Klingler,
Angeles, WJR Detroit and WGAR
hearings.
Cleveland — and said the idea would
president of Pontiac Motors, and
L. P. Fisher, vice president of
"This purpose has now been
be reactivated only upon FCC demand.
Fisher & Co. and a director of
completely defeated by the insistence of the Commission upon proGeneral Motors. Mr. Fulton disBefore a parade of defense witceedings with these hearings at a
closed in September that there had
nesses brought the hearing to
direct and indirect cost to the sta- been some re-thinking with rean end, he also announced plans
spect to the makeup of the group
and in and
strictregulations
conformance applicabl
with a'i
tions and the government of sevrules
for establishment of local advi[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
eral
million
dollars,"
Mr.
Fulton
sory councils to help WGAR, WJR,
continued.
Sept. 251.
and KMPC, respectively, in their
It was on the joint recommenda
Mr. Fulton said "the past record
public service activities.
tion of Messrs. Richards and Pati
Hearing Slated
and
magnificent
achievement
of
thereto."
Examiner James D. Cunningham
The trusteeship proposal has the three stations under the ownhe said,forthat
were setof i;'.
motion
the plans
establishment
closed the hearing record over proership and management of Mr.
been slated for hearing upon conlocal
advisory
board
to
assist eac.
Richards
is
the
best
evidence
of
tests from both sides that a "cleanclusion of the hearing on Mr.
station on public service questions
up" session was needed to go into
the
continued
progress
and
fine
Richards' news policies. Mr. Fullegal questions. The hearing which
ton quoted FCC General Counsel
public service which may be exEach board will consist of fiv'
had been tentatively slated for Benedict
P. Cottone as saying that,
pected from the stations if he to seven men — "men skilled in Is
Cleveland was held unnecessary.
even if the plan were pursued or should continue as principal stock- bor, in management, in educatioi'
Examiner Cunningham has indi- modified, appointment of trustees
holder without the appointment
in religion,
and in
cated his initial decision in the would be no safeguard against
fense"
— to advise
the civilian
local Richdt'
case may be handed down in about
announcing plans to with- ards station on "matters of polio
"having to deal again with the of Intrustees."
six months.
same contentions raised in these
draw the trustee proposal, Mr.
said.
in the above fields," Mr. Fulto'
Final witnesses were John Patt, hearings on every major applicaFulton said :
president of the Richards stations,
... I am authorized and instructed
tion which [may be filed by] staCites Civil Defense
and Carl George, vice president
also to state on the record that in the
tions,
or
any
of
them."
He said "Mr. Richards attache
event that the Commission itself
and general manager of WGAR.
"I havecertainrepeatedly
sought
to asthe nature and
extent
of should conclude that it wants a particular significance to the ques
Mr. Patt said that "perhaps the
trusteeship and shall propose and de- tion of civilian defense and rec
any objections which the FCC may
safest policy is to avoid any confine the kind of trusteeship which it
troversial issue, but we have tried
have or its staff may have with
insists upon and with which it will be ommends that there be named t
to make the maximum use of free
respect to the proposed trustees
satisfied, I am ready at any time to each board on outstanding ma
speech and present views that we
or the proposed trust instrument,
meet with the Commission or its rep- experienced in the problems c.
and . . . have been denied any bill
resentatives and to negotiate with civilian defense and selected afte
didn't agree with at all."
consultation with the appropriat
respect thereto.
He quoted Mr. Richards as sayof He
particulars,"
Mr.
Fulton
said.
made his announcement in
In
other
words,
the
trustee
transfer
national, state, and local publi
ing that "business leaders are
stupid. They don't use available
media to tell the story of free enThe week meanwhile saw t
CBS Asks All Employes
terprise. They are letting irresteady stream of Detroit an
officials."
sponsible union leaders get away
Michigan political, business, ir
LOYALTY
OATH
To Sign Statement
with wild accusations against busidustry, labor and civic leader
ness leaders. Urge business to be
A LOYALTY statement like that required of civil service employes by testifying in behalf of WJR t
more bold and not hide in ivory
the federal government was asked of all CBS employes in a memorandum
bring the hearing to the point c
towers."
released last week from Joseph H. Ream, executive vice president.
completion.
Questioned on future policies for
Citing the critical role of broadcasting in the national emergency
The hearing, resulting froi
the three stations, Mr. Patt said proclaimed by the President, Mr.
charges that Mr. Richards ir
been
a
member
of
a
Fascist
organizaReam said that it was important
structed newscasters to slant new
"we're going to continue to have
tion?
not only to protect against sabotage
a policy of good broadcasting."
3. Are you now, or have you ever according to his own political, s(
cial and economic beliefs, was hel
The week's witnesses also in- and violence, but to see that the been, a member of any organization,
association, movement, group or comcluded Michigan Gov. G. Mennen
"full confidence of our listeners and
for 88 days in Los Angeles befoi
b
i
n
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
persons
which
advocates
the
Williams who conducts the Meet
overthrow of our Constitutional form moving to Detroit in early Di
viewers is unimpaired." Measures
for physical security already had
Your Governor program on WJR,
cember.
of government, or of any organization,
and Detroit Mayor Albert E. Cobo,
association, movement, groups or combeen taken, he continued, and emfor the station owne
ation of persons which has adopted hadCounsel
who said he had never heard the
ployes were now being asked to a policy binadvocating
asked FCC, among oth€
or
approving
the
station accused of unfairness.
make simple signed statements, the
commission of acts of force or violence things,
to instruct Examine
In another in the long series of contents of which would remain
to deny
other
persons their
rights
un- Cunningham to issue a decisio
constitution
of the
United
confidential unless demanded by a Statesder orthe of
flareups between opposing counsel
seeking to alter the form based on the Los Angeles phas
that have marked the case, Mr. govei-nmental security agency. The
of government ofmeans?
the United States by before proceeding with the Detrd
unconstitutional
Fulton charged FCC had violated
sessions.
But with this petitio
"unique
nature"
of
broadcasting
federal statutes in the seizure of
Of the other major networks,
still not acted upon, they aske
made
it
"most
important,"
both
telegraphic correspondence.
only NBC has taken similar ac- last week to be permitted to witl
for the good of the country and
He made the charge in offering
tion. Since 1944, NBC has re- draw this request, but left in ei >
CBS, that there be "no question
quired its new employes to answer
Ernest C. Bowen, supei'intendent
feet their alternative requests th£
of the Detroit Western Union
concerning loyalty to our country"
FCC reconsider and grant the r« .
the question: "Are you a member
of
any
employe,
he
said.
office, as a witness who, he said,
of the Communist Party?" So far newal applications of the Rid,
Questions asked were as follows : as Broadcasting • Telecasting
was prepared to testify that FCC
ards stations or that it decide thl ,
1. Are you now, or have you ever could ascertain, none of the re- issue on the basis of the station: ,^
Investigator Charles Hubert gave
orders to segregate all telegrams to been, a member of the Communist
maining major networks was conperformance since their last reg T
Party, USA, or any other Communist
and from WJR and Mr. Richards.
templating any like action, at least ular renewals [Broadcasting
organization?
The testimony was ruled out on
Telecasting, Nov. 27].
.2. Axe you now, or have you ever for the present.
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LABOR

War

Crisis

Dominates

Outlook

tails cf this year's contract, which
was arrived at on the eve of a
scheduled strike and reportedly is
contingent upon settlement of items
which remained open. Minimums
are believed to be $140 for editors,
and $130 for senior continuity
writers and senior news writers.

UNCERTAINTIES produced by not available, major network figures
work officials anticipate new prothe national emergency dominate
posals early in January.
probably are representative.
the 1951 outlook of labor in radio
NBC will have 15 out of 40 raSpeaking
before intheHouston
AFM's last
53d
convention
dio contracts, CBS 23 out of 77, and annual
and television. Experience of the
ABC (AM & TV) 19 out of 56 radio spring. President James C. Petrillo
last war is not heavily relied upon.
Despite these and other reand TV contracts. NBC-TV will
Union leaders such as George
described televinegotiations, three major labor
areas of the industry presumably
Heller and A. Frank Reel, national
have 9 out of 20 contracts, CBS-TV
sion as the "only
3 out of 11, and DuMcnt none out
executive secretaries of American
been peaceably resolved.
hope" ciansfor
out of musiradio have
of 4.
Even with living costs spurting,
Federation of Radio Artists
employment
(as
Outstanding among contracts to
(AFRA), and Television Authority
a result, he said, the new contracts in live and kinebe re-negotiated are those of the
(TVA), respectively, after ticking
scope television, radio, and tranAmerican Federation of Musicians
of the Taft-Hartoff possibilities like price-wage
scription represent substantial
ley and Lea
which
expire
Jan.
31.
These
instabilization and upsurging radio
Acts). So it will gains by performers. Sufficient, in
clude contracts of Local 802 in New
employment which followed the York. Interest will focus parany event, when combined with
probably be the higher
taxes, swelling employment
battle of the year.
last war's excess profits tax, pause
ticularly upon TV film rates for
figures, and costlier equipment, to
Radio
Writers
musicians,
a
contentious
area
dealt
reflectively as if to ask, "What
Mr. Petrillo
produce a momentary wave of pesGuild's one-year
with in the old contract by a special
then?"
simism among management.
contract with the
Or the management side, it is clause allowing individual negotiaThe new TV code, embodying
networks
expires
Oct.
31,
1951,
and
tions. For the past eight months,
much the same. Network negotiascales higher than were generally
it too may be expected to show
AFM has been selling a formula
tors such as Joseph A. McDonald
anticipated
and restricting re-use
persistence
in
its
demands.
There
which
the
networks
and
industry
of ABC, Ernest De La Ossa of
(Continued on page 36)
has been no official release of deNBC, Adolph Opfinger of MBS, and generally have refused to buy. NetHarry Friedman of DuMont, find
defense considerations clouding the
prospect of what otherwise might
be a relatively peaceful year. Possible technician shortage and unspectacular trends like the dying
off of skilled scene painters are
superimposed on concern over the
longtime effect of the new wage
scales in live and kinescope television, in radio, and in transcription.
RESOIVEDI
Apart from whatever comes out
of Washington in 1951, labor people will be busy.
Campaign for Independents
Having negotiated the first television code in history, TVA will go
after independent stations across
the country. AFRA, with 24-plus
stations added to its rolls last year,
will continue its organizing efforts.
A fresh campaign by Radio and
Television Directors Guild to penetrate freelance directors, agency
staff directors (AM and TV), and
transcription directors, as well as
independent TV stations has been
set in motion, according to Newman H. Burnett, national executive
director.
With establishment of new RTDG
locals in Philadelphia and Detroit
in the past month, a new type of
unionizing plan which may spread
With wages 32% above the nawidely was launched. Directed at
localities with memberships too
tional average, Flint folks are
small to sustain diverse union
locals, it calls for one union organibuying, building and banking way
zing there to bargain for members
of other unions as well as its own.
ahead of any previous year. Be sure
Thus, in Detroit and Philadelphia,
RTDG will represent Radio Writers _ _ ■
«
YOUR products are available in
Guild, National Television Commit- F L I N T
MICH
tee of Authors League of America,
, ^ AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY . ^
and United Scenic Artists. AFRA
FLINT! Be sure YOUR sales story
is understood to approve of the
REPRESENTED BY
idea and is expected to participate
when the occasion arises.
is told over Flint's first station! Buy
THE
KATZ
AGENCY
As the 1951 crop of contract re* in the rich Flint market!
negotiations come up, rising living
costs and the newly-agreed rates of
networks and transcription com* See your latest Hooper
panies suggest the likelihood of
further wage increases. Although
overall industry figures on the
Associated with: WOOD Grand Rapids— WFBM Indianapolis— WEOA Evansville
number of such re-negotiations are
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin
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Labor

K-NUZ of Houston opens its
new studios this month at
spacious "Radio Ranch,"
corner of Caroline and
Eiodgett, in Houston. . . .
What's "RADIO RANCH?"
BeEieve it or not . . .
SOMETHINO

in Radio Entertainment
will feature an outdoor
"Corral" for public square
dancing and other events,
complete in and outdoor
facilities for audience participation, and the last
word in equipment, including two Master Control
Rooms with a glass wall
facing the outdoor stage.
All signs point to a highly
favorable audience reaction. What else could one
expect in the face of the
big western welcome extended to one and all? . .
"Radio Ranch" will be a
boon to K-NUZ advertisers.
Top Hooperatings promise
to rise even higher — and
that means greater value
. . . bigger dollar sales.
Now, as in the past, K-NUZ
is Houston's best dollar buy.
Why not call your FORJOE
representative ... or DAVE
MORRIS, General Manager,
at CE-8801, for full details?, . r-
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(Continued, from -page 35)
of kinescopes, was agreed upon in
November [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Nov. 27]. On its heels,
the networks agreed to a radio code
which provided a 14.2% blanket increase in sustaining rates, but
avoided all except a nominal increase in commercial rates. The
transcription code, which came
next, and represented an average
increase in performer fees of 175%,
drove the third peg in the new industry wage structure.
Effects of the new rates were not
apparent immediately, although it
was generally predicted by management that fewer TV and transcription performers would be employed as a result. Economy measure necessitated, it was said, would
include the paring of employes not
directly benefitting from the higher
scales.ported"Rising
employment
refor the third
straight year
by the networks supported the idea.
Particularly in television, where
employment has expanded phenomenal y, itwas prophesied that
a new eye and a sharp knife would
be applied.
Union-by-union highlights for
1951:
American Federation of Musicians: Nationally some variation of
the formula promoted during the
past eight months for TV film
rates probably will be pressed in
negotiations with the networks and
industry. Formula is understood
to include pay scales comparable
to those current for phonograph
records, plus payment, into the
union's unemployment fund of 5%
of either evening time charges by
each station (15 and 30-minute TV
films), or of gross income from
films (3 y2 -minute musicals).
Local 802's Position
Also, AFM demands the banning
of music dubbed from other records or films. The New York Local
802, something of a pace-setter, has
not released its independent demands, but the unemployment picture among musicians makes drastic proposals in January meetings
with the network likely. Reportedly
nothing less than abolishment of
recorded music over the networks
between 8 p.m. and midnight will
be demanded. Although Mr. Petrillo
is not expected to press 802's demands to the hilt, knowing the fullscale opposition of management,
probably he will insist on some
substantial restriction of network
use of recorded music.
Local 802 membership is understood to have voted other demands,
including a classifying system for
determining minimum instrumentation on each show, program budget
allocations "fair" to musicians, and
recognition of a sliding wage scale.
Also, employment of stafi" musicians
on. an annual, basis; paid vacations;
health insurance; severance pay;
and contract termination notice of
eight weeks and new wage scales
reflecting higher living costs and

income taxes, and rehearsal time
allowance.
Radio and Television Directors
Guild: Last February, a contract
was agreed upon with NBC, CBS,
ABC, and WOR-AM-TV, New York
stretching from Jan. 1, 1950, to
June 1, 1952. Included were weekly
minimums of $145 for directors and
$100 for associate directors, with
provision for re-opening wages of
assistant TV directors on Nov. 30,
1951. Directors of commercial
shows in radio only (TV left to
negotiation individually) are to
receive 80% of prevailing freelance rates.
National Assn. of Broadcast
Engineers & Technicians: ABC and
NBC contract expires Oct. 31, 1951,
at which time wage increases undoubtedly are to be demanded.
NABET engaged in two jurisdictional disputes this year with International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employes. One, over lighting engineers at NBC, was settled
by an NLRB election which left
the parties as they were. Another,
over projectionists at ABC, after
a New York hearing, is awaiting
an NLRB decision in Washington.
In a national referendum last January, NABET membership voted
overwhelmingly to remain independent, despite offers of affiliation
by other labor organizations.
Renegotiations in Offing
International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers: Contract with
CBS, its biggest, comes up for renegotiation in May and involves
about 500 technicians. Of IBEW's
five contracts, two others also come
up — with WOR in March for
wages, and with WPIX(TV) New
York in the spring also, for contract renewal.
International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes: Two new
radio - television industry locals
(Local 764, Theatrical Wardrobe
Attendants, and Local 798, MakeUp Artists and Hair Stylists) announced contracts with NBC, ABC,
and CBS last week. Included are
"substantial pay increases and
overtime after 40 hours per week
for wardrobe and make-up people."
Negotiations are in progress with
DuMont, and others are planned
for MBS and WPIX(TV). lATSE
Local 1 in New York reached an
agreement last month with TV networks which reportedly involved
wage increases of about 8% for
regular stagehands, and 3% for
irregulars, plus $5 weekly on top
of the general increase for a new
classification of "head stage hand"
in network theatres. Working conditions were still being negotiated
as the year closed, and contract
terms
cially. had not been released offiRichard F. Walsh, lATSE international president, in his biennial
report released this year, reported
that locals now exist in New York,
Philadelphia, Washington, Pittsburgh, Syracuse, and Los Angeles.
He said that television will continue to receive major attention, as
it has for the past two years.

lATSE would become stronger, h
predicted, as television more an
more originated and was exhibits
in the theatres.
Television Authority: Since en
powered last year by the board c
Associated Actors and Artistes '
America, against the vote of Scre'v
Actors Guild (a minority and di
senting member of this group <•
American Federation of Labor oi
ganizations) , a jurisdictional dispute between TVA and SAG ha
been in progress. Both TVA am,
SAG began by filing petitions in
New York and Los Angeles with
the National
Labor Relations
Board, each desiring to be certified
as bargaining agent for all TV film
talent.
Before NLRB
Despite alternating exchanges of
gruff words and peace offers, and
TVA's recently successful negotiations for talent on live and kinescope television (an area in which
SAG has not challenged TVA jurisdiction), the dispute seems destined to be settled through necessarily drawn-out processes of the
NLRB. Transcripts of an NLRB
hearing in Los Angeles, relating to
TV film talent in Southern California, are in Washington for an
NLRB decision, while a similar
hearing relating to TV film talent
in the East probably will be held
in New York next month.
Labor in radio and television
during 1950 has won gains even
beyond rising living costs; established precedents such as kinescope
re-use restriction, and abbreviated
further the period of use without
repayment scriptions.
of Newcommercial
wage levels tranmay
themselves prove something of a
precedent, particularly in television
where they form a starting point
for future bargaining.
Taken in conjunction with a prospective agreement between performers and TV film producers,
and AFM and the industry, this
year's developments and those of
1951 could change the economic
terrain on which the industry rests.
SCRIPT CONTEST
AER Announces '51 Plan
RADIO and television scripts will
be accepted for the fourth annual
script contest to be supervised by
the Assn. for Education by Radio
and sponsored by a number of participating organizations. Purpose
of the contest, to be held in the
spring of 1951, is to encourage good
script-writing and to call attention
to promising writers, with cash
awards totaling over $1,000.
The 1951 list of sponsors includes
WJJD Chicago, School Broadcast
Conference, Audio Devices and
World Book Encyclopedia, with
others to be added. Opening date
for entries will be announced as
soon as Sherman P. Lawton, U. of
Oklahoma, completes solicitation of
scholarships among manufacturers
and radio
Last
year's
contest
drew stations.
entries from
44 states.
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Predict More
RESEARCH

Listeners

For Both Radio-TV

tained rather than suff^ering severe
American Research Bureau,
through Mr. Seller, reports that
losses."
"according to most researchcations,indinothing
but increased TV
viewing is in
sight for the
coming year. Of
course, the novelty effect of the
riedium is beginning to wear
off, but any loss
due to this cause
Mr. Seller
is more than offset by the constantly improving programs and
attractive new day time schedules. The decline in average
number of viewers per set should
continue as more and more families purchase sets of their own and
no longer do their watching at
friends' homes. Also, cases of two
or more TV sets in the same home

AN INCREASE in both the radio and television audience during 1951
is seen by representatives of the radio-television research field who
responded to queries from Broadcasting • Telecasting. Refinement
of techniques and a greater reliance on sound research practices also are
*
envisioned.
C. E. Hooper, president of C. E. were subtracted from other nonradio activities.
Hooper Inc., New York, makes
a television home
this prediction: "Look for
continued use of is "Furthermore,
a radio home, and in most cases
radio at present
this home has several radio sets.
levels both in and
Multiple set usage of both radio
out of TV areas
and TV simultaneously is not an
uncommon event. Thus, both media
but with spectacular demonstramay claim the same home, but not
tions of its more
the same person. Audience characteristics for both radio and teleeconomical
use."
This same line
vision are valuable adjuncts to
of thinking also
is reported by present measurements. These charreveal difl^ering patterns
James W. Seller, for the twoacteristics
media. Developments
C. E. Hooper
director of the such as these have resulted in raAmerican R e dio audiences being favorably mainsearch Bureau, Washington, who
says "radio looks attractive for
1951. The vastly increased interest in late news reports and in
new programming techniques
seems destined to add even more
0iS
IS
WDAY
to the already impressive costper-listener story this medium has
always had."
AS
POPULAR
Advertising is going to be called
upon to work harder as selling becomes more difficult, A. C. Nielsen,
president of A. C. Nielsen Co.,
!
CLAU5
New York, feels.
5AHTA
When competit i 0 n becomes
keener for consumer dollars,
Mr. Nielsen says
"research is generally called into
the game to make
certain that advertising 0d 1lars are most efMr. Nielsen
fectively and efficiently used. This has been icreasingly the situations in 1950 and
will, I believe, continue in 1951."
In the television field, Mr.
Hooper sees "a continuing expansion of TV's encroachment on all
other leisure time activities, both
daytime and evening, in TV areas
BMB, Hooper and independent surveys all show that
but with no extension of those
W
DAY is the pet of almost everybody in the Red River
areas — in short, no resolving of
the dilemma which brought about
Valley — one of the nation's top income groups:
the freeze."
Dr. Sydney Roslow, director of
(1) For the second consecutive year WDAY got the
The Pulse Inc., also feels that radio
listening will be maintained favorhighest Hooperatings among all NBC stations in
ably in 1951. He
the nation!
says "some
enthusiasts believe
that television
(2) According to a 22-county survey made by students
has dealt severe
of North Dakota Agricultural College, WDAY is
blows to radio's
audience. It is enpreferred by 78.6% of all families interviewed
tirely wrong to
—
the next best station by only 4.4%!
hold an attitude
that television's
audience gains
necessarily mean
Dr. Roslow
radio's loss in
audience. Pulse measurements show
that radio audiences are lower as
television's audiences climb, but,
television's audience has also resulted from new viewers who were
not subtracted from radio — they
BROADCASTI N G • T^lU c

(3) BMB Study No. 2 credits WDAY with a Daytime
Audience of 201,550 families — 77.7% of whom
are average daily listeners!
Get all the facts today about fabulous WDAY.
us or Free & Peters!
as ti n g

Write

are becoming much more frequent."
Greater reliance on sound research is seen by all concerned.
Mr. Hooper feels that the coming
year will see the "emergence of reports which evaluate the productiveness of both radio and TV
comparatively market by market.
By the year's end expect report?
of audience size integrated witi
consumer use in demonstrab]'
'cause' and 'effect' relationships.'"
Speaking of the advances which
may be expected in the coming
year, Mr. Nielsen reports that
"perhaps the greatest progress
can be looked for in the interpretation and analysis of research data
in order that they may be used to
full advantage in these days when
research has such an important
job to perform."
ADMIRAL . Corp., Chicago, will hold
its mid-winter distributor convention
in Chicago Jan. 4-6 at Drake Hotel.

FARGO. N. D.
NBC - 970 KILOCYCLES
5000 WATTS
Free & Peters, k
Esduiiwe National P«pTO*tiuiJ*«
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CHiaSTMAS
TODAY

¥
RADIO
REPRESENTATIVES
INC.
EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1, 1951
AS

THEIR

SALES

ORGANIZATION
IN

THE

NATIONAL
FIELD

radio-TV's intensive promotion and programming for the
1950 holiday season becomes a
memory for the ranks of busy
planners, advertisers, and entertainers v^rho made it possible.
Christmas promotion stunts
were outstanding in freshness and
originality. Both networks and
individual stations worked hard to
make holiday programming more
memorable than ever for listeners
and viewers.
Among stations reporting their
Christmas promotion plans [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dee. 18]
were the following:
KYW Philadelphia utilized specially recorded presentations of
Phil Harris's novelty tune "The
Thing," in cooperation with the
Salvation Army's drive for toys,
games, and dolls for needy children. Special announcements urged
listeners to contribute "things" for
the Army to distribute to less fortunate youngsters in the Philadelphia area.
WTVJ (TV) Miami put its promotion power to work for 45 Royal
Netherlands Air Force cadets who
had been invited to spend the holidays in Miami by one of their
buddies at Randolph Field. When
the buddy's mother was informed
she would have 45 men to put up,
she called on WTVJ for help.
Ralph Renick's nightly news program took over from there and
received immediate offers of free
rooms from local hotels and residents. Last reports indicated there
would be plenty of parties and
luncheon engagements for the
cadets who are in training at
Randolph Field under terms of the
North Atlantic Mutual Defense
Assistance Program.
Hadacol Parties

10,000
Watts

Philadelphia's
Most
Powerful
Independent
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In Norfolk and Newport News,
Va., Hadacol Christmas parties
climaxed a month-long promotion
campaign by the well - known
"dietary supplement"
and WLOW
Norfolk.
Promotion included
use
of 50 billboards in the area, hundreds of lines of newspaper advertising, and the "heavest schedule of advertising WLOW has ever
scheduled for any one client in its
four years of operation" — 24 spot
anouncements, two half-hours, one
quarter-hour every day. The
Christmas parties were held in five
theatres in Norfolk and Newport
News. One Hadacol box top was
the admission ticket. Nearly 6000
children were entertained by
WLOW personalities and given
presents ranging from bicycles to
dolls and skates.
WISL Shamokin, Pa., did a personal bit of promotion for a little
girl who was afraid to walk. Having recently recovered from injuries incurred in an automobile
accident, five-year-old Joyce Minor
of that city was still in a local
hospital because she was afraid to

Ideas

turn her head or walk. Joyce's
father followed a doctor's advice
that a radio be placed at her bedside to develop her interest. Then
he contacted General Manager
Charles Petrie of WISL and arranged a broadcast that included
instructions from Santa, urging
Joyce to try to walk. An hour
after the broadcast, the child had
taken her first steps since the accident and by the next day was
insisting that she be allowed to
walk around the corridors so that
she would be able to go home for
Christmas.
Stars from many of WLWD
(TV) Dayton shows appeared at
the annual Christmas party sponsored for children by the South
Dayton
Business
Men's
Assn. to
in
that section
Dec. 20.
Scheduled
appear were Neal Burris of TV
Rangers, Neal Van Ells from Dollar Derby Auction and Hank Stohl
with 8-year-old Sherry Karns from
The Girl Next Door.
Akron Show
Shara-Christmas, WAKR Akron's annual Christmas charity
show lasting for six hours, was
held Saturday, Dec. 16 from 8 p.m.
through 3 a.m. Sunday. Sponsored this year by WAKR and
the Akron Beacon Journal, SharaChristmas raised more than $16,000 for the needy, including more
than 5,000 children who benefited directly through gifts of food,
clothing and toys. Participants on
the program this year included
Secretary of Commerce Sawyer,
Sen. John W. Bricker, Congressman Walter B. Huber, Congressman-elect William H. Ayers, the
mayors of Akron, Barberton and
Cuyahoga Falls; city councilmen,
network stars Paul Whiteman,
Ted Malone, Ted Mack, George V.
Denny Jr.; ABC President Robert
Kintner; local business, industrial
and labor leaders and others.
Kalamazoo, Mich., was considerably enlivened during the Christman season by the news that Barbara Donahue and Chuck Lambert,
stars of Yuletide Shopper program
on WGFG Kalamazoo, would be
among the downtown crowds one
evening, giving out silver dollars
to everyone who correctly identified them. Several pedestrian jams
were caused when the two were
spotted, and at one street corner
the pair were imprisoned by a
crowd for 25 minutes. WGFG announced that all available time for
the Yuletide Shopper programs
was sold out as a result of the excitement and enthusiasm aroused
by the stunt.
KGAL Lebanon, Ore., which
started broadcasting Dec. 5, announced aChristmas success story
after only five days of operation.
A Junior Chamber of Commerce
Santa Claus campaign, promoted
only through
KGAL,
drewLebanon
thousands of visitors
to the

Succeed

over 90 business men in the are
to sign up for advertising wit .
the station.
KIMO Independence, Mo., a
nounced that it had devoted or
entire day of broadcasting to th;
Salvation Army Christmas Fund.
This is the fourth consecutive year
that KIMO has raised money for
the Army's local branch by playing listeners' record requests for
a pledge of $1 or more.
From the desks of the program
directors and planners came many
fine programs, aimed at bringing
out the significance of the holiday
season as well as entertaining the
Christmas - conscious radio - TV
audience.
Following are some of the many
reports Broadcasting • Telecasting received from individual
stations on their Christmas programming plans:
WHEN (TV) Syracuse, N. Y.,
presented six special 10-minute
telecasts of Christmas carols sung ,
by choral groups of central New
York churches during the two
weeks before Christmas. The
programs were aired at 6:20 p. m.
and included choirs of First Methodist Church,
St. Vincent
DePaul's
Church,
Danforth
Church,
Most
Holy Rosary Choir, First English
Lutheran Church, St. John the
Baptist Church. The Candlelight
Carol series was sponsored on
WHEN by Will & Baumer Candle
Co. of Syracuse.
WPTR Programming
More than 25 hours of special
Christmas programs were scheduled by WPTR Albany, N. Y., for
the week preceding Christmas and
Christmas Day. Shows included
a remote pickup of a Children's
Christmas Party given by General Aniline Co. in near-by Rensselaer, and a one-half hour program direct from Santa Claus
village at Saratoga Spa, N. Y. In
addition to a nightly program of
Christmas carols and organ music
from the lobby of the Ten Eyek;
Hotel, WPTR broadcast a twohour presentation
of Handel's
"Messiah"
from Cathedral
of Immaculate Conception, Albany. A
midnight Mass was broadcast on
Christmas Eve from the Diocesan
Cathedral, and a special two-hour
program was scheduled for Christ- r
mas Day,
featuring all of the station's personalities.
In Ithaca, N. Y., two network
programs originated during the
week before Christmas. On Dec.
20 the Ithaca College choir presented a 25-minute concert over
CBS at 4:30 p.m., with WHCU
Ithaca originating the program.
Later in the day, an expanded concert was presented for the Rural
Radio
(FM) Network with WHCUFM originating.

All AM, FM, and TV stations in
New York state received a special
Holiday Safety Packet prepared
by the New York State Dept. of
city area and helped to persuade
Commerce in cooperation with the
BROADCASTING
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state Safety Division. The packet
[Contains one feature script on
re-proofing Christmas trees and
8 spot announcements on 14 (liferent safety subjects. Prepared
specially for women broadcasters,
klisc jockeys, farm and sports editors, the spots cover both the
Christmas and New Year holidays.
WBZ-TV Boston presented a
telecast of the Lions Club Special
^Christmas Party from the Hotel
IKenmore Dec. 20 at 1 p. m. Guests
lat the party, arranged for benefit
lof underprivileged boys, included
(Mayor John B. Hynes of Boston,
;ljudge John J. Connelly of Boston
Juvenile Court, and Red Sox
Catcher Birdie Tebbetts. WBZTV also telecast a Christmas program from the Chelsea Naval Hosjpital on Saturday Dec. 23.
I
Changes Name
fcj Strictly For The GItIs, regular
][WCAU-TV breakfast-club pro^gram, changed its name to Strictly
Tor The Staff for its Dec. 22 show.
Every radio and television personality on the staff of WCAU and
WCAU-TV was scheduled to appear to wish the audience a
'Merry Christmas."
Two Christmas concerts by the
^Prisoners'
were
jproadcast byWelfare
KYW Assn.
Philadelphia
pec. 9 and 16. The programs feajtured Christmas music by inmates
,pf Holmesburg Prison and Eastern
ftate Penitentiary and included a
ramatic sketch outlining the work
of the Prisoners' Family Welfare
i|A.ssn.
WMAL Washington originated
uhe annual ABC network feature
''International Children's Christmas Broadcast," Friday Dec. 22
jjErom 5:30 to 6 p. m. Program
ifeatured children of foreign dip-.omats from every part of the
;.Torld. Paula Pace, 8-year-old
.daughter of Secretary of the Army
.?rank'
United Pace
States.Jr., rej)r€sented the
Church Telecast
WTOP-TV Washington telecast
;he Christmas Eve Vigil of Christas and Holy Communion from the
ashington Cathedral, originating
:he impressive service, which had
lever before been presented on
:elevision, for the entire CBS-TV
letwork. Rt. Rev. Angus Dunn,
iD.D., Bishop of Washington, celei^orated the services of Holy ComHtnunion.
Bill Shadel, veteran
*VTOP-CBS
newsman, described
sthe candle-light service for the
|':elevision audience.
: Also in Washington, WWDC
proadcast the Christmas Eve Mass
h'rom the Church of the ImmacuRlate Conception with Felix Grant
mandling the announcing assignrtient. A special one-hour Christjinas service was presented by
IWWDC on Christmas Day under
I he auspices of the Washington
federation of Churches and origjmating from the National City
!^hristian Church.
Washington's Liberty Broadpasting System outlet, WOL, originated a radio adaptation of
SROADCASTING

Dicken's Christmas Carol on Sunday Dec. 24 for the network. The
play was presented by the American U. Radio & Telvision Guild
and lasted for 45 minutes.
WASH (FM), Washington independent, originated a program
of Mexican Christmas folk songs
for MBS and the Continental FM
networks Dec. 22 at 8:30 p. m.
The carols were sung by the Orfeon Infantil Mexicano, Mexico
City's a cappella boy's choir, under
the direction of Rogelio Zarzosa y
Alarcon. Program included interviews with Latin American children residing in the District.
WGAY Silver Spring, Md., presented A Radio Greeting Card Dec.
24 at 9 a. m., a program which
gave suburban Maryland residents
a chance to hear personal greetings
from the area's leading citizens.
WGAY also presented a four-hour
Christmas Festival Christmas Day,
featuring transcribed entertainment.
Carol Program
In Indianapolis, WIRE's Wally
Nehrling emceed five days of
Christmas Carol broadcasts from
the steps of the World War Memorial there. Each of the local
high schools sent its choral group
for one of the 10-minute concerts.
WBBM Chicago originated the
annual CBS network show. Around
The Christmas Tree on Christmas
Eve, featuring singers Billy Leach
and Frank Smith's orchestra. Network time was 10:15 to 10:30
p.m. CST. WBBM carried the
show a quarter-hour later. Sunday morning Dec. 24, WBBM presented Rev. Harold E. Bosley, pastor of the First Methodist Church
of Evanston, 111., over CBS's regular Church Of The Air program.
WDSU and WDSU-TV St. Louis
simulcast the St. Louis Cathedral
Midnight Mass on Christmas Eve.
The broadcast was fed to the entire ABC network, while the telecast was seen by New Orleans
televiewers.
For the 15th consecutive Christmas Eve, KMOX St. Louis broadcast the Midnight Mass from the
Catholic Church in Ste. Genevieve,
Mo., reputed to be the oldest
permanent white settlement west
of the Mississippi.
Union Electric Show
KSD St. Louis presented "Joe
Forchee's Prayer Tree," story of
a Missouri miracle, on its The
Land We Live In show, sponsored
by Union Electric Co., St. Louis.
Program was scheduled for Thursday Dec. 21 at 9 p. m.
There was only one radio Santa
Claus in Macon, Ga. this year. He
was Alfred K. Story, an employee
of the Georgia State Employment
Service. First heard as Santa
back in 1936 on WMAZ Macon,
Mr. Story proved so popular that
his annual Santa Claus broadcasts
have been fed to other Macon stations as they went on the air. This
year all four Macon stations carried Mr. Story's programs, sponsored at card rates by the Retail
(Continued on page 50)
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Yonr

Neighbors

Know

You

Best!

WORD takes pride in serving its
neighbors — 142 of them in November.
These local business concerns
know the radio station that serves
the community, has the listeners
and comes up with the idea that delivers the advertising punch necessary to attract and sell customers.
Here are a few of the Spartanburg firms from every channel of
business which year in and year out
use the facilities of WORD:
The Aug. W.
Smith THEATER
Co. Department Store
— MGM
Wright-Scruggs
Montgomery

Shoe
TalkingCompany — Baukhage
&Carolina
Crawford
FarmerHardware Co. —

Coca-Cola

Bottling Company — Tex Beneke
Show
White Dot Grocery Stores — White Dot Time
Cudd and Coan,andInc.,
Al Willis
the Insurance
News
Community
Cash Stores — Ellie Herrick,
Home Maker
■■
Smith Drug Store News
Sterling Wright and the
Spartanburg Lumber
& Millwork Co. —
Weather Picture
Whitlock Drugs — Meet Me at Whitlock's
Cecil's, Builders of Spartanburg
— The Carolina News
Hammond-Brown-Jennings Furniture Co.
Sports at Breakfast
Band and White, Printers — Local News
South Carolina Mills — Dr. Kildare
Duke Power Company — Music of Manhattan
Balentine Packing Co. — Cisco Kid
Greenewald's Store Edition
for Men — Headline
Rollins Paint Company — Mr. Whozit
Kosch and Dollars
Gray, & Jewelers
— Diamonds,
Doughnuts
Floyd's Mortuary — John Charles Thomas
Spartanburg Textile Mills — Choir Time
These and many more local cor«cerns buy WORD.
If you are a national time buyer
and want results in Spartanburg
and the Piedmont — Call Hollingbery.

Advertiser
(Continued from page 23)
pany has planned a strong advertising sales promotion program for
the first quarter.

Mr. Abrams
Mr. Coffin
Emerson Radio & Phonograph
Corp.'s 1951 radio and TV appropriations are expected to be about
the same as in 1950, President Benjamin Abrams reported. He preferred to offer no prediction on
1951's business prospects, bfecause
of the "uncertainty of conditions."
Arthur Murray, president of the
Arthur Murray School of Dancing,
said 210 Arthur Murray studios will
spend about $1 million in radio and
$2 million in television in 1951.
Businessbecause
prospects,
said, "look
better
of thehe opportunity
to use television."
No Predictions
Without venturing to predict
business prospects, a spokesman
for White King Soap Co. said the
company's 1951 radio and TV expenditures will be the same as
those this year.
B. F. Goodrich Co. plans a "materially" increased TV budget for
1951, according to Advertising Director Frank T. Tucker, who pointed out the company has already
renewed its TV Celebrity Time network show for the first quarter.
No radio use is currently planned.
Mr. Tucker felt that "until America's man-made rubber plants come
into full production in 1951 there
will be some restriction in the use
of crude rubber for civilian uses,"
but that "if the American people
confine their purchases to their
own immediate actual needs we believe we shall have no difficulty in
supplying all essential civilian and
military requirements for rubber
products
Presidentin 1951."
V. A.

SERVINC

HEART

OF theIedmont
ABC
WDXY-FM • DUPLICATION
Walter J. Brown, President
SPARTANBURG
•

See HOLLINGBERY
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Catozella of

Call Denied
BECKLEY Newspapers Corp.,
permittee of new AM station
on 730 kc with 250 w day
at Beckley, W. Va., and licensee of four-year-old WCFC
(FM), has been denied use
of the call WCFC-AM for the
standard outlet by FCC on
grounds the Commission
rules limit AM calls to four
letters. Firm wanted to retain WCFC for its FM outlet
because of large audience and
seniority. In other instances
FCC has allowed switch of a
four-letter call from FM to
cover a newly acquired AM
outlet, with the FM call then
becoming WXXX-FM.

O'Sullivan Rubber Corp., Winchester, Va., said his company has allocated $20,000 for radio in 1951 but
as yet has made no plans for TV.
Among the oil companies, Esso
Standard Oil Co. was reported by
Vernon G. Carrier, assistant advertising and sales promotion manager, as radio
planning
"considerably"
increased
and TV
budgets.
Socony- Vacuum Oil Co. Inc.'s Advertising Manager Paul A. Gosman
said no "major" radio-TV expenditures are presently contemplated,
due to the clouded international and
domestic horizons.
Sinclair Refining Co.'s 1951 radio-television contracts "will compare about evenly with 1950 budgets," Advertising Manager J. J.
Delaney reported. He said the company will make heavier expenditures in radio than in TV.
Pointing out that final decisions
will depend on world conditions.
Merchandising Manager George R.
Miller said Richfield Oil Corp. currently is planning to continue radio expenditures in 1951 on the
1950 level, and to increase television allocations.

Mr. Miller

Mr. Caperton

Automobile manufacturers were
extremely reluctant to forecast
business prospects, and their advertising plans were particularly
uncertain in the wake of the government's price rollback order.
Chevrolet Dealers and Chrysler's
Dodge Division cancelled radio-TV
plans following the price-cut order,
while Chrysler and its Plymouth
Division appeared undecided and
Ford and General Motors' Buick
Division were understood to be proceeding with their planned schedules (see story page 52). Elsewhere it was reported — before the
government's rollback order — that
GM's Oldsmobile division was
scheduling a 100% increase in TV.
Dr. Pepper Co. was not in a
position to offer definite estimates,
except to say that "TV and radio,
of course, will be part of our 1951
program," according to Advertising Manager A. H. Caperton.
President Harold S. Clark of
the D. L. Clark Co. emphasized the
uncertainity of general conditions,
but
noted "a
very bar
healthy
in Clark
candy
salesincrease"
in 1950
and
paid tribute
to the stations
firm's use
of "over
40 television
on
a one-minute telecast three to five
times
week." inHethesaidright
"we type
are
a greatperbeliever
of advertising, and it has demonstrated its effect for us during

serted. He said the company ig-j
"quite confident of a considerable
increase in volume" of business i:
1951, although existing uncertai
conditions make long-range fore-i
casts difficult.
Coca-Cola Co.'s radio-TV plans;
though not yet formalized, are expected to approximate those of
this year, according to Robert T.
Kesner, assistant to the advertising director.
Petri Wine Co.'s Hugh D. Smith:
advertising manager, noted that,
the business outlook depends on
the international situation, "whichi
apparently
defiesbudget
crystal-balling.''
He said Petri's
now in the] i
planning stage, is expected to be
larger in 1951, with TV getting
a "considerable investment" and
radio a somewhat smaller expenditure.
Falstaff Brewing Corp. feels,
business prospects for 1951 are
"entirely dependent on extent of
shortages created by rearmament,'
but plans a 50% increase in bottf
radio and TV budgets, accordingto Karl K. Vollmer, acting advertising manager.
Thomas J. Lipton Inc. was un-j
derstood to be planning no significant changes in its present radic
and television lineups.
Gruen Watch Co. finds TV "our
best advertising medium" and acplans to by
increase
visioncordingly
expenditures
50%, telesaid
Bernard M. Kliman, advertising,
director. He said some of the in-,
crease would come from radio, the
rest from magazines.
Benrus Watch Co. plans a 30%
bocst in radio-TV appropriations,
bringing the total to $2 million,
Advertising Director Harvey M.
Bond asserted. The budget was,
broken down thus: Network $750,'
000; radio spots $500,000; T
spots $750,000. He expected steady
increases in Benrus business tc
continue in 1951.
The Toni Co. expects further
expansion of the home permanent
wave market and plans to continue
to spend 50% of its advertising
budget in daytime radio whiL
doubling its TV outlay to abou
10% of the total, according ta
Don P. Nathanson, director of ad
vertising. He said Toni intends
to "continue to be America's No
1 advertised cosmetic."

Mr. Nathanson

Mr. Piggott

F. W. Fitch Co. considers business prospects "excellent" and will
increase both radio and TV budgets if material shortages do not
prohibit. Advertising Manager
Robert J. Piggott reported.
Officials of a national proprietary advertiser asked to remain
unidentified but said they expected
to boost radio expenditures by

1950
over 1949."
Schutter
Candy Co., radio user,
probably will increase its advertising outlays though plans at
present are flexible, John Feinstein, advertising manager, asBROADCASTING
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$100,000 but have no definite plans
yet for TV use. They looked forward to an increase in business in
1951, though perhaps affected by
packaging material shortages.
Walgreen Drug Co. plans to
devote about $600,000 to radio and
around $150,000 to television — a
$100,000 increase for television
with no change from the 1950
radio outlay, according to Orville
G. Gile, director of advertising.
On behalf of United CigarWhelan Stores, Edward Kletter of
Product Advertising Corp. reported that "we will spend in behalf of
Whelan next year approximately
8350,000 for television" as compared with about $200,000 in 1950.
For International Latex Corp.,
Stephen P. Parks, publicity director, noted that the company is just
initiating its television budget. He
said 1951 business prospects are
"excellent, providing the world
situation does not affect raw materials."
Among companies which reported their advertising plans still
uncertain were Pabst Sales Co.,
Roma Wine Co., Eastman Kodak
Co., A. G. Spalding & Bros. Inc.,
Planters Nut & Chocolate Co., and
Williamson Candy Co.
Those which said their present
planning does not contemplate
active use of radio and television
during 1951 included E. R. Squibb
& Sons, Western Auto Supply Co.,
Bell & Howell Co., Mentholatum
Co., Lockheed Aircraft Corp., and
W. A. Sheaffer Pen Co.

TRANSIT

Bigger Gains

RADIO

In '57
By R. C. CRISLER
President, Transit Radio Inc.
STEADY progress in 1950 by this music-as-you-ride radio medium forecasts bigger gains in 1951.
With 19 markets in operation by year-end plus six more imminent,
which should be signed within the next few months, the national advertiser will have wider scope in using
Transit Radio to meet individual
Transit Radio commences 1951
as a recognized factor in civilian
market problems as well as broadening the base of its general usage
defense, and if wartime economy
in national advertising.
places restrictions on other media.
National business on Transit RaTransit's growth should be greatly
dio by the end of 1950 was ap- accelerated.
Under any kind of conditions, the
proximately double that at the
beginning. Much of this was of an essential characteristics remain:
Its audience increases with the use
experimental or testing nature,
with advertisers and agencies using of public transit, it is not subject to
changing entertainment tastes and
only one or a few markets. Successful outcome of these tests re- the cost remains admittedly cheap
sulted in expanded use and in- to advertisers facing increased excreased billing, and this trend is
penditures elsewhere.
We expect 1951 to be a good year.
expected to continue in 1951.

Campbell Named
VICTOR CAMPBELL, program
director of WBAL-TV Baltimore,
has been appointed assistant business manager for WBAL-AM-TV,
it was announced last week. Mr.
Campbell, creator of Howdy Doody,
and several other children's shows
for TV, joined station in 1949.
Arnold Wilkes, of WSYR-TV Syracuse, will replace him as TV program manager. The station also
announced addition to its staff of
Kent M. Redgrave, WMID Atlantic
City, N. J., as writer-producer.
ALEXANDER (Buddy) GAVITT Jr.,
16-year-old high school boy who conducts regular J^-H Club of the Air on
WERT Westerly, R. I., awarded first
place in national 4-H community relation contest for boys. He received trip
to
National
scholarship. 4-H Congress and $300

WJOC EXPANDS
!
Names Kane Sales Executive
WJOC Jamestown, N. Y., has announced that Harold P. Kane, former advertising executive with
W J T N Jamestown, has been
named vice president in charge of
sales for WJOC.
Announcement
was made by
Harry E. Layman, president of
Air Waves Inc.,

LO length
Thanks to
theFbest
FAwave
,N BU

on the dial, WGR's

western New York's prosperous
markets with radio's biggest dollar's
worth in this area. BIGGER COVERAGE
with top-rated programs . . .
Columbia and local . . . makes

of
. r
OCo
Mr. Kane aWJ
r t
At the same
(ope
time, Mr. Layman announced other
additions to the staff: J. Ralph
Carlson, special events and news
announcer; William M. Winn, chief
announcer for WJOC; and Frances
om, advertising copj'Avriter. All
Balc
are former associates of WJTN.
Having recently received FCC ap' provalcasttoschego
dule, onWJOaC f ulwiltllimedo brsooad-as
soon as its 150-ft. antenna is completely installed, Mr. Layman said.
WFIL Philadelphia executives and
staffers recently were typed for atomic
warfare blood-tags. Tests were made
during broadcast to enlighten listeners
in requirements and arrangements for
,getting blood types in case of emer1 gency.
|bRO ADC
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5000 watts reaches

WGR

COLUMBIA

NETWORK

the best buy in Buffalo.

RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO 3, N. Y.
National Representative, Free & Peters, Inc.
Leo I. ("Yhz") Titzpatrkk
I. R. ("Ike") Lounsberry
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Agencies
(Continued from page 19)
business booked on more stations is
the current picture painted for
Harry B. Cohen Advertising, by
President Harry B. Cohen. TV also
is an important factor in 1951
plans, he adds. The agency is buying heavily in both network and
spot for Grove Labs., Chattanooga
Medicine Co., Pearson Pharmacal
Co. and others.
The national emergency is not
holding back Aubrey, Moore & Wallace billings. Its radio-TV director,
J. H. North, comments: "We are
already placing more month-tomonth business due to the emergency than we were before World
II."
War
Increased spending on daytime
TV is envisioned by a number of
spokesmen such as Adrian Samish,
vice president.
Dancer- Fitzgerald-Sample, who
sees daytime televisions as extensive as radio by
the end of 1951.
Also expressing a
similar opinion is
Ray Vir Den,
president of Lennen & Mitchell,
Mr. Vir Den
who sees daytime
radio continuing to "hold its own."
Substantial increases in both radio and television is the 1951 outlook for Foote, Cone & Belding,
according to President Don Belding.
Recalling that radio-TV volume in

1950 was higher than the preceding
year at the agency, Mr. Belding
reserves predictions on general
business conditions because they
would be as "precarious as guessing which way a flea will jump."

Mr. Belding

Mr. Stauffer

Surprise in radio operations at
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles
is the Surpassing of last year's
budget, according to Don Stauffer,
vice president and partner. But no
surprise is TV's rapid gain in 1950,
Mr. Stauffer says. As to 1951,, however, Mr. Stauffer would want to
know "the advance thinking of
Mao, Malik, Stalin and the FCC"
before he could make a "nifty preNormal rise in expenditures is
diction."
the word from Arthur Pryor, vice
president in charge of radio and
television at BBDO, New York.
Dave Lyons, vice president in
charge of radio and TV, Cecil &
Presbrey, says the agency plans to
do more in radio in the coming year
than in 1950 by about 20%.
Frank Gilday, C&P TV director, believes there will be a greater
I

HOW'S

OUR

Mrs. America — 1950-51
Betty Eileen McCallister

SHAPE?

Representing WARD
in National Finals

selectivity among TV program
sponsors. C & P, he says, plans
greater '51 expenditures for video
with major efforts on programs
coupled with i "substantial increase
in the use of TV spots."
A "major resurgence" of radio is
forecast by Marion Harper Jr.,
president, McCann-Erickson, since
the medium is not only "flexible"
but "appropriately immediate." Mr.
Harper thinks only an all-out war
could dampen the "accelerated
growth of television." He looks for
daytime TV to approximate the
rapid growth in 1950 of nighttime
TV.
Myron P. Kirk, vice president
and executive director of radio and
TV, Kudner Agency, says 1951
prospects
at the
agency
"areradio
for
increased use
of both
TV and
for our clients." TV is bound to
make great strides, he opines, while
"in radio we certainly have not
reached our fullest accomplish"Marriage of ingenuity and discipline" to aid TV's development
and curtail the trend toward costly
productions
is prophesized by W. M.
ment."
Tuttle, vice president in charge of
radio and television, Ruthrauff &
Ryan. Radio, "still an advertising
giant . . . still wears its Seven
League Boots," Mr. Tuttle says.
Another agency executive, Newman F. McEvoy, vice president of
Cunningham & Walsh, underscores
need for "ingenious programming
and production ideas" to cut high
costs in TV. He notes the "startling
development" in television of
greatly increased competition, program vs. program.
Across-the-board opinion is given
by Thomas J. Harrington, partner
and radio-TV director, Ted Bates &
Co. He finds "advertisers and agencies on the horns of a broadcasting
dilemma — should they continue the
surge into television, or should they
hold onto their franchise spots in
AM radio and sit tight for the expected TV freeze?"
Continuing
that the first three
months should give an answer, Mr.
Harrington observes if industry
goes
into defense
"the
day offull-scale
the 20 million
TV receivers
may indeed be far off and the
scramble to return to radio will be

wage
war or not, the country is going on^
a war basis which means no unemployment and a high
scale," he says.
Sensible trend to "more gunsj
and less butter" in the nation is
noted by Edmund H. Rogers, radio
rector of Gray &
and
television
Rogers,
and di-'
he.
reflects that despite various
ernment govcontrols
on production and,
c 0 n s u m p t ioni
"business p r o spects are bright
adds "radio
continues to regain
for 1951."
He'
its position as one of the most
powerful tools ever devised to reach
a mass audience quickly . . . and
with forceful impact. In conjunction with other media, therefore,
it holds its proper importance in
the planning of any soundly reacampaign."
S. A.soned
Tannenbaum,
president of
Weightman Inc., expects business
to be. better in 1951 and his firm
accordingly is spending more in
radio and in television. Edward,
B. Harvey, director of radio and
television, Geare-Marston Inc., discloses more money going to AM^
with an increase of more than
100% to sister TV.
Mr. Rogers

BOSTON
expansion
radioEngand'
TVContinued
is the word
from inNew
land's hub city. Boston agencies
predict increases down the line, not
one agency expects a radio or TV
cutback and only one spokesman
feels radio spending will stay at
the 1950 level. Allotments to na
tional spot for both media take
preference in Boston over allocations to network.
"Radio and television picture for
1951 looks very good this moment,
but with the world situation as it
is, it's practically an impossibillts
to forecast even tomorrow'?
trends," is the comment from Janet
A. Gilbert, radio-TV director ol
Harold Cabot & Co.

a rout, not a retreat."
PHILADELPHIA

WE'RE IN GREAT

SHAPE AT WARD!

HOOPER— FIRST— MORNING* AFTERNOON*EVENING
WARD is your very best radio buy in Western
Pennsylvania's Industrial Rich 2nd Largest
Market of nearly 300,000

WARDiWVAM
JOHNSTOWN
Represented by Weed
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Radio waves in Philadelphia,
while war troubled, will carry an
increased amount of advertising,
agency sampling in the Quaker
City indicates. Manifold increases
in television allotments are exVarying rises of 50-100% in TV
pected.
buying chases
over
last year's
time purare reported
by responding
agencies. Radio billings are expected to go up although not as
spectacularly as television.
General business prospects are
good for 1951, Solis S. Cantor,
president of the agency bearing his
name, informs Broadcasting •
Telecasting.
"Whether there is

Mr. Shea

Miss
Week-to-week planning
of current world conditions
cast by Edmund J. Shea,
of radio and TV, James

Gilbert
becaust
is fore
directo:
Thoma;

Chirurg Co.,
feels "as
th
moment,
the who
prospects
lookof ver;
good for next year, in fact mucl
better than a year ago at thi

Other opinions vary with Charle
F. Hutchinson, vice president
Chambers and Wiswell, predictin;
general business will be good ani
belief
time."that "chances are still good
BROADCASTING
• Telecastim

of "no all out war with Russia,"
and Edward Parent, executive vice
president of John C. Dowd, which
plans an increase in radio and TV,
flatly labeling business prospects as
"gloomy."
WASHINGTON
Washington, D. C, executives
eye a hand-in-hand advance in radio-TV expenditures for the coming year. Conditions are most optimistic for radio. This view is emphasized particularly by Jeffrey
A. Abel, radio and
television director, Henry J.
Kaufman & Assoc., who says the
lack of TV availabilities in the
Nation's Capital
will help the radio scene. Mr.
Abel looks to a
15-20% increase in both radio-TV
budgets.
Courtland D. Ferguson, head of
Courtland D. Ferguson Inc., reports TV exceeding radio in the
1951 budget but with expeditures
for both media outrunning the 1950
allotments.
Basing his opinions on the World
War II experience, Lewis Edwin
Ryan, owner of the agency bearing
his name, believes radio and television will assume a sharpening
importance as the means for community expression. His agency
plans a minimum "slight increase"
in 1951 radio-TV budgets over the
preceding year.
Alvin Q. Ehrlich, vice president
in charge of radio and television,
Kal, Ehrlich & Merrick Advertisers, says his agency is setting its
sights on a 25% boost of both
media. He sees greater radio-TV
spending mainly because of newspaper rationing. A good portion
of radio will go to daytime programming, he says.
■^^^^K

CHICAGO

"merchandising medium with television as an adjunct — and a spectacular one," according to Mrs.
Carol Perel Colby, timebuyer. Spot
buying in afternoon TV will be the
coming practice in 1951 because of
the shortage of nighttime TV spots,
she says. "We have found that the
buying of integrated commercials
in the afternoon pays nationally,
regionally
concludes. and locally," Mrs. Colby
An apparent greater radio-TV
volume in 1951 is prologued by Phil
Bowman, radio-television director
of Young & Rubicam, Chicago.
Most of the agency's TV money in
the coming year will go to spot
placement, he says, with the newlycontracted TVA wage increases
having little effect.
To Hal Rorke, radio-TV director
of J. Walter Thompson's Chicago
office, radio has become the "value"
medium with TV becoming the "excitement medium." He says "radio
is an extremely good value, and
this is true nationally, regionally
and locally. Purchases in radio are
now being made on a value basis
rather than on a glamour basis."
Paul Schlesinger, timebuyer of
Tatham-Laird Inc., anticipates substantial increases in TV billing
with both AM-TV spot down from
last year which, he adds, is now
studying effect of TV on all advertising including radio.
Radio-TV Director Phil Stewart
of Roche, Williams & Cleary Inc.
calls for a buckling down and belttightening in the advertising field
in view of providing a greater service. TV, he says, is near adulthood.
Increase in the number of advertisers in 1951 is forecast by Harry
Hobbs, media director at DancerFitzgerald-Sample. Chief reason,
he thinks will be such government
measures as an excess profits tax.
DETROIT
Radio should have good traveling
in the Auto City. Reporting agencies see spot and regional placement increasing in the year to
come, particularly if TV bookings
are solid and a newsprint shortage
develops.
Charles Rosen, executive vice
president, W. B. Doner Inc., says
the Detroit market looks "especially good." There will be full employment, he adds, and people will
have plenty of money to spend.
According to Bob Powell, president of Powell Advertising, "as
specialists in radio and TV, we are
expecting several accounts to go
into TV, but some others will get
better results from a radio schedule." His firm plans an increase in
its radio budget and a varied rise
of 15-25% in TV.
Another Detroit agency executive. Jack Trustman, vice president
of Rex Advertising, which is expecting to boost radio by 10-15%
while keeping TV spending on the
same level as 1950, says radio spot
will increase. "Think TV is rapidly
pricing out of local market, except
on a package deal with participations. Many present local TV ad(Continued on page UU)

Radio-TV's pulse is rapid in the
Midwest's media - active city.
Agency executives agree that 1951
in Chicago will be a year of good
business and crowded advertising
ledgers.
"We expect to spend more than
ever on radio and television, and
will probably be billing no less
than $1 million a month on radio
and /or television by the end of January. We now have 20 different
television and radio network shows
out of the agency headquarters in
Chicago," states William Weddell,
< manager of radio and television,
I Leo Burnett Agency.
Mr. Weddell cites a renewed ra° dio popularity during the emergency because of its flexibility. "It
adapts better to fluctuations in
contracts program changes, conditions and rules," he says. And Mr.
Weddell observes, "television is and
will be terriflc . . . because it has
proved itself. . . ."
Radio is Arthur Meyerhoff Co.'s
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

TUBE DEPARTMENT
RADIO

CORPORATION
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Agencies
(Continued frovi page IfS)
vertisers will return to radio and
other media."
SOUTHWEST
Plunge into television in Texas
markets is headlong. Radio is more
than holding its own, with some
agencies etching an average 25 "^r
increase in 1951 plans. Majority
expect to boost TV allocations 100200% with only one respondent
limiting an increase to 209c. A
lone cutback in radio by half is
attributed directly to loss of a
network account.
Business will hold up quite well
and possibly show an improvement, Monty Mann, vice president
and manager, Glenn Advertising,
Dallas, and an active leader in advertising associations, observes. He
expects increases in placement to
come from "war baby advertisers
as they did before."

Mr. Pitluk

Mr. Mann

More radio billings are planned
by Tracy-Locke Inc., Dallas, and
Pitluk Advertising Co., San Antonio. Jack N. Pitluk, partner of
the latter firm, which is boosting
its radio allotment by 259c, finds
radio and general business prospects "better" for 1951. Philip L.
McHugh, director of radio and TV
for Tracy-Locke, comments his
agency "is looking forward to its
biggest year. New business was up
about 209c in the last quarter of
1950 and present indications are
for that trend to continue. Radio
and TV will be on the increase with
TV up at least 100 9'c in the coming year."
LOS ANGELES
Despite war jitters, agencies on
the West Coast are lifting sights
to higher radio and TV levels.
Forecast for 1951 is an appreciable
increase in radio spending and a
rapid climb of TV budgets.
A rise in radio billings is expected by 40% of the respondents
who plan an average 22% increase
in their broadcast budgets. Another 40% see an AM outlay to
correspond to last year's spending.
Only a fifth of agency spokesmen
plan an average 16% cutback in
1951 radio budgets. A slight edge
is given to spot placement although network radio in the Los
Angeles market also will be heavy.
Some 26% of respondents also
plan to spend more in media other
than radio.
The feeling is unanimous that
1951 will be the year when TV
Page 44
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spending by agencies will reach a
new peak. All agency officials estimate expenditures for the visual
medium will fatten. Average increase planned is 62.8% with individual agency estimates ranging
from 20-2009'c. Some of the big
spenders in TV also expect to
boost radio ledgers as much as
307c.
National spot will receive most
TV increases with an average 60 9'c
of money pegged. However, one
agency plans an 85% allocation to
TV network advertising.
Predictions on the eve of a new
year hedge on the war situation.
Frederick N. Polangrin, vice president in charge of Buchanan & Co. s
Los Angeles office, urges "constant
re-evaluation of advertising plans"
with the advertising pattern contingent upon wartime measures affecting the nation's economy.
This faith in radio as an effective
salesman is voiced by other agencies. Among officials supporting
the broadcasting medium are Jack
Runyon, manager of The Blow Co.,
who finds radio "not out of the
advertising picture . . . every day
will see more and more good buys
in radio;" Robert Temple, executive vice president, Raymond R.
Morgan Co., whose firm is increasing radio spot for "purpose of
making sales . . . never before have
we harnessed the advertisers' sales
departments and their radio together to such an extent as in '51."

Mr. Hixson

I\Ir. Temple

Other comments come from Robert M. Hixson, president, Hixson
bewho bedoesn't
enor Inc.,
& Jorgens
decreased
TV will
lieve "radio
in any way . . ."; Hilly Sanders,
vice president, Dan B. Miner Co.,
whose business "has been constantly on the upgrade in both radio
and TV," and which anticipates
majority of clients maintaining
present radio schedules during
1951 "as well as increasing advertising budgets to make room for
television"; Marvin Young, radio
and television director, Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., who says "it should
be a very good year" because additional advertising, may be needed
for certain firms in an economy
tailored to defense and a shift
to radio may follow the "growing
shortage of good TV time in Los
Stressing
radio-TV's importance
"
Angeles.
in
light of world conditions are
the following agency spokesmen:
Walter McCreery, president, Walter McCreery Inc. — "Obviously
even rigid controls will still make
it possible to advertise brand
names via radio and television, but

the size of such budgets cannot be
foreseen."

Philip J. Meany Co., who conclude?
that prospects look "good" fci ,
radio,
erally. TV and for advertising genBelieving
radio to"isreach
still the
the mass
most
efficient
medium

Mr. Young

Mr. McCreery

Richard C. Francis, Pacific Coast
vice president of Campbell-Ewald
Co., prefaces comments with the
view that a sellers' market in many
lines controlled by the government
will re-emerge. Advertising, he
feels, again must take up its key
role of selling ideas, maintaining
morale and providing service to
the country as it did nobly in the
last war.
Many clients of Barton A. Stebbins Adv. suggest commitments be
kept flexible, according to Barton
A. Stebbins, president of the firm.
Costs of radio should be reduced
to include TV in "important markets." Ingenuity will be tasked in
agency blueprinting that could call
for elimination of costly AM productions or consolidation of video
with radio shows, he predicts.
Greater reliance on broadcast
media is seen by Ralph Yambert,
president, Yambert, Prochnow, McHugh & Macauley Inc., who points
to tighter newsprint supply and
rising newspaper rates. Mr. Yambert, as well as other spokesmen,
expects channeling of additional
monies to such advertising media
as radio because of higher taxes on
swelling profits of advertisers. His
firm plans to handle a 30% increase in radio spending.
James L. Thompson, manager of
J. Walter
Thompson
Los Angeles office,
thinks a Co.'s
war economy
will have little adverse effect on
advertising since advertisers must
protect markets as they did in the
last war "to the tune of millions
of dollars." Similar view is expressed by Carl K. Tester, vice
president and general manager.
Claims Scoop
WMID Atlantic, N. J.,
claims it got scoop in announcing the sale of the
Press-Union Publishing Co.
and its radio station, WBAB,
to R. L. Adams, Bethlehem,
Pa., publisher, Thursday,
Dec. 14. WMID reports it
issued a special news bulletin at 7:14 p.m., announcing that the newspaper and
station had been sold two
hours earlier. S'witchboard
was swamped with calls requesting information about
the sale, WMID said. A
little after 10:30 p.m.
WBAB officially confirmed
the sale and the Associated
Press, which services the
newspaper, released the story
at 11:04 p.m.

market,"
Whitney
Hartshorne,
gen-'
eral media
director
of Erwin
Wasey & Co., predicts an increase
in the value of radio during 1951
His firm
plansand
"a a20%75%riseboost
in it;ii
radio
budget
its TV outlay.
W. F. Gardner, president, Alliec
Advertising Agencies — Warn;
against
"throwing
up hands"
the
advertising
industry
in the faci
of the national emergency. "If . .
advertising has helped the counti'^
grow strong, then surely now a:
never before we have a chance t(
Factor, owner of agenc;
be Ted
moreH. useful."
bearing his name — Believes radi(
may
feel the "brunt
because i.
of television
whichof loss"
he labels
"good salesman" when busines:
conditions are doubtful.
Frank Bull, partner. Smith 4;
Bull . Advertising — Predicts ;
"marked increase in advertisini'
budgets" premised on booming
business if world unrest calms, am
on release of corporation funds fo
advertising
if all-out war material
izes.

Mr. Neallv

Miss Sanders i

W. W. Neally, BBDO vice pres
ident in Los Angeles — Sees radic
TV delivering "messages more ef
fectively to more people at a lowe
cost" at a time when even unde
wartime conditions the U. S. ca
expect a good business year.
Henry Mayers, president, Th
Mayers Co. — Says the "wave tc
ward TV will continue" and en
phasizes the agency's developmer
of a "TV agency network" of inde
pendent level affiliates. Anothc
TV enthusiast, Harry W. Wit
Pacific Coast manager of Calkir
warns that AM's bi
& Holden,
1951
problem is the issue of A! f
rates and cites NBC's attempt
apply cuts in certain market are
SAN

FRANCISCO

Confidence in increased radi
budgets
from nearly
50'
of leadingcomes
San Francisco
agencit
as 33^3'
rises asof high
Some plan
two thirds
agencies
expt c
who
to channel more money into telt
vision with a third standing
on 1950 TV expenditures. Most ^
the Golden Gate radio budget ir
creases will go to netw^ork spc
as compared to regular networ
time. The difference is not a
sharp in television allotments.
Katherine Pavia, manager c
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Pavia Agency, points up the general feeling with "radio and general business should be excellent
in 1951." Llew Jones, media director, Foote, Cone & Belding,
warns that radio may be destined
to become "a smaller and more
specialized medium as television
competition continues to increase,"
but he concludes "we also feel that
new program ideas and new sales
policies may make for extraordinarily good advertising opportunities in radio."
News importance of both radio
and TV at this time is emphasized
by E. L. McDonald, account executive, Ruthrauff & Ryan, who reflects "generally speaking, business
outlook is bright in most directions." John J. Wiley, San Francisco manager of Kenyon & Eckhardt, seeing total mobilization by
the beginning of 1951 holds back
on predictions. His office expects
budget lines for both media to hold
fast.
Beaumont & Hohman Inc. plans
additional outlays in radio and
TV, according to Anne E. Hohman,
of the agency.
NORTHWEST
More radio is marked for the
Northwest in 1951 with TV receiving a 100% vote of confidence.
Comments range from "what's
your resei've status?" asked by
Gerald A. Hoeck, partner and
radio director, Wallace Mackay
Co., who says the firm's expansion
in TV won't be at the expense of
radio but "may dip into newspaper
budget," to a strong belief by Ted
M. White, manager of the Beaumont & Hohman Seattle office, that
radio "should continue strong in
the Pacific Northwest."
"I feel reasonably certain that,
come peace or war, radio and TV

RADIO will never be driven from the
' advertising spectrum by TV, but those
who fail to properly evaluate AM on
a qualitative basis, rather than a
quantitative, are "whistling in the
dark."
These opinions
expressed
to cnembers
of the were
Boston
Radio
Executive Club, at the December
meeting, by Arthur Pryor Jr., vice
president end director of radio-TV,
BBDO, New York. Chatting after
the meeting are (I to r): Mr. Pryor;
John Wright, radio director, BBDO,
Boston, and Harold E. Fellows, general manager, WEEI Boston, and club
president.
BROADCASTING

will play an increasingly important
role in our economy," according to
J. P. Heverly, radio and TV director of Botsford, Constantine &
Gardner, who is supported by Frederick E. Baker & Assoc. 's partner,
Robert A. Baker, saying "we believe prospects are particularly
bright for radio for the immediate
future" as well as for TV. Mr.
Baker's firm, which is projecting
a 509c increase in radio budgeting
over that of last year, handled the
substantial advertising account of
United Voters for School, College
and Institution Bonds, a statewide
promotion in the last election.
Harry S. Pearson, owner of
Harry S. Pearson & R. E. Morgan
Advertising, reports several clients
not only using radio but "planning
increased schedules." The agency,
which only now is beginning to develop TV in the area, expects to
outlay more for the medium in the
coming year.

Advertisement
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CANADA
Up in Canada, radio is set for
an overall increase in budgets. In
TV, where placement is possible on
U. S. stations, a rise in billings
also is indicated.
Frank Flint, radio-TV director
of McKim Adv. Ltd., Toronto,
feels radio will go ahead in the
area as will TV where placement
is on U. S. stations. Audrey
Brown, timebuyer of James Lovick
& Co., Toronto, also predicts a
bigger volume in 1951.
Another agency spokesman. Jack
Horler, radio director of Baker
Advertising in Toronto, says the
future "looks perfectly okay for
radio until June"
but that the prospects for the fall
season are uncertain. His agency
plans a 5% boost
in radio spending.
Wis McQuillin,
radio director,
Cockfield - B r o w n
Co. Ltd., sees an
advertising cut to
Mr. McQuillin
last temporarily
should shortages occur. Nevertheless, C-B is earmarking 10-15%
more funds to radio and an increase in TV film spots for U. S.
station use.
Atomic Booklet
EVERY home in the United States
would receive a free copy of the
National Security Resources
Board's booklet, Survival Under
Atomic Attack, under joint resolutions now pending in two Congressional committees. The proposals
were introduced in the Senate by
Sen. Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.)
and in the lower chamber by Rep.
Hugh B. Mitchell (D-Wash.) and
referred to respective Administration committees. The resolutions
(SJ Res 210 and HJ Res 549)
call for distribution of the document by NSRB to every home. The
booklet details the need of radio receivers, including battery sets, and
touches on TV's role [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Nov. 6].
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Squint Miller, who's working as a
telephone lineman, was telling me
about some birds that got into a fight
with his company.
Seems a couple of woodpeckers set
up housekeeping in a telephone pole.
Nobody minded them living there, but
they kept pecking at the wires— causing one short circuit after another.
Finally, the telephone people— who
had nothing personal against the birds
—just stopped up the hole where they
lived. But they kept coming back. At
last, the company

donated that pole to

the woodpeckers and set up a brandnew one for their own use!
From where I sit, we'd all be better
off if we were as tolerant with our own
kind as that telephone outfit was with
the woodpeckers.
Let's consider the other fellow's
point of view— whether it's his right to
Hve where he wants, or to enjoy a
friendly glass of temperate beer or ale
when and if he pleases.

Copyright, 1950, United States Brewers Foundation
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ALWAYS
WHEN

GOOD

k« J OWS Business? It's good
" 9 with us; has been for 20
years. And it's good with the
radio and TV enterprises represented by this Honor Roll of advertising agencies. With acumen,
and the knowledge derived from
facts,
these
agencies selected
Broadcasting • Telecasting
in 1950 to carry the messages of their
clients to the decision-makers — all
valued and regular subscribers to
Broadcasting

FAIR

• Telecasting.

It's the infallible equation that produces the results: Editorial integrity,
plus leadership that brings the paid
readership.

WEATHER
SELLING

FELLOWS

Abbott-Kimball & Co.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Acme Adv. Agency
Dallas, Texas
Advertising Associates, Inc.
Dallas, Texas
Advertising Engineers Corp.
Tulsa, Okla.
Advertising, Inc.
Richmond, Va.
Advertising, Inc.
Charleston, W. Va.
Albert Frank-Guenther Low Inc.
New York City
Allen & Reynolds, Adv.
Omaha, Nebr.
Allied Adv. Agency
Los Angeles, Calif.
Arbingast, Becht & Associates
Peoria, III.
Atlantic Advertising Agency
Newark, N. J.
Atlas Adv. Agency
Sioux City, Iowa
Axelbond & Brown
Cleveland, Ohio
Axelsen Advertising Agency
Salt Lake City, Utah
Ayer, N. W. & Son, Inc.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Aylin Adv. Agency
Houston, Texas
Azarel Adv. Agency
Baltimore, Md.
Baker, Jim Associates, Inc.
Milwaukee, Wise.
Baldwin, Bowers & Strachan,
Inc., Buffalo, N. Y.
Barratta Wardell Agency
Worcester, Mass.
Barnes-Chase Company
San Diego, Cal.
Bartz, Rudolph, Advertising Co
Peoria, III.
Basford, G. M. Co.
New York City
Bass & Company
New York City
Bass, Louis Company, The
Los Angeles, Calif.
Batten, Barton, Durstine, Osborn
New York City, Minneapolis
Beaumont & Hohman, Inc.
Kansas City, Mo.
Benton & Bowles, Inc.
New York City
Benson, Vickers, Ltd.
Montreal, Quebec, Canada
Bennett Adv., Inc.
High Point, N. C.
Berger,
AlfredCityPaul, Inc.
New York
Bergman-Jarrett
New York City Co.
Bernstein, Bo & Co., Inc.
Providence, R. I.
Blow, The Co.,
New York City
Black, Fred Adv. Agency
Reading, Penna.
Blumberg, Frank L. Adv.
Baltimore, Md.
Boone, Robt. W. Adv.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Boynton, Stanley, Agency
Detroit, Mich.
Bowman & Block, Inc.
Buffalo, N. Y.

GET

TOGETHER

Box, Steven A. Adv.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Bozell & Jacobs, Inc.
Indianapolis, Ind. & Chicago,
Bridge, Harry P. Co.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Brodsky, Geo., Adv.
Chicago, III.
Brooks, S. M. Adv.
Little Rock, Ark
Browne, Burton Adv.
Chicago, III.
Brown, E. H. Adv.
Chicago, III.
Buchanan & Co.
New York City
Bull Adv. Agency
Indianapolis, Ind.
Burke Dowling Adams, Inc.
Montclair, N. J.
Burnett, Leo., Co.
Chicago, III.
Cabot, Harold & Company, Inc.
Boston, Mass.
Cahn-Miller Inc.
Baltimore, Md.
Calkins & Holden Advertising
Los Angeles, Cal.
Campbell-Ewald Co.
Detroit, Mich.
Carlock-McClinton & Smith, Inc.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Cosier, Hempstead & Hanford,
Rochester, N. Y.
Cary,
H. Inc. Iowa
Des R.Moines,
Chesman, Nelson Co.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Clark, Adrian E., Jr.
Long Island City, N. Y.
Clarke, Robert E. & Assoc.
Miami,
Cline
Adv.Fla.Agency
Boise, Idaho
Cohan, Arnold Corp.
New York City
Cohen, Miller Advertising
Washington, D. C.
Cole, L. C, Co.
San Francisco, Cal.
Cole, Marsh & Associates, Inc.
Omaha, Nebr.
Collins, Cusick, Schwerke & Wild
San Antonio, Tex.
Comstock, Duffes & Company
Buffalo, N. Y.
Conti Adv.
Ridgewood, N. J.
Copp,
New Wm.
York C.City& Assoc.
Conroy, Thomas F. Inc.
San Antonio, Texas
Cox & Tanz Adv.
Philadelphia, Penna.
Craig, John Gilbert Adv.
Wilmington, Dela.
Cramer-Krasselt Co.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Critchfield & Co.
Chicago, III.
Crolly Adv. Agency
Wilkes-Barre, Penna.
Crook Advertising Agency
Dallas, Texas
D'Arnoll & Company
Hollywood, Cal.
Dayton,
JohnsonWis.& Hacker Adv.
Milwaukee,

. . .

Denhard, Pfeiffer & Wells, Inc.
New York City
Denman, William I. Inc.
Detroit, Mich.
Deutsch
& Shea,
New York
City Inc.
Dinerman & Company, Inc.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Dixie Advertisers, Inc.
Jackson, Miss.Agency
Doe-Anderson
Louisville, Ky.
Donahue
& Coe
New York
City
Doner, W. B., Co.
Detroit, Mich.
Dorronce-Waddell,
New York City Inc.
Dowd,
& Johnstone
New Redfield
York City
Durstine,
Roy City
S., Inc.
New York
Ebersold, Fred H., Adv.
Chicago, III.
Elliott, Daly & Schnitzer
Oakland, Calif.
Erwin,
& Co.
New Wasey
York City
Esmond,
Lawrence
New York
City Adv. Corp.
Evans, Albert Adv.
Ft. Worth, Texas
Evans, David W. Adv. Agency
Salt Lake City, Utah
Fitzgerald Adv. Agency
New Orleans, La.
Flack Adv. Agency
Syracuse,
Y.
Foote,
Cone N.
& Belding
Chicago & New York City
Ford, Frank Adv.
Hollywood 38, Calif.
Ford, Marshall, Adv. Agency
Sacramento, Calif.
Foster & Davies, Inc.
Cleveland, Ohio
French
Preston,
New &York
City Inc.
Frost, Harry M. Co.
Boston, Mass.
Fuller & Smith & Ross, Inc.
Cleveland & New York City
Gerst, Sylvester & Walsh
Cleveland, Ohio
Getschal
& Richard,
New York
City Inc.
Gibbons Adv. Agency, Inc.
Tulsa, Okla.
Gillham Adv. Agency
Salt Lake City, Utah
Gold,
J., Co.City
New H.York
Goerl,
New Stephen
York CityAssociates
Goodman,
New YorkHarry
City S. Agency
Goodman-Firestone Adv.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Goodwin, The Co.
Houston, Texas
Gordon, Phil, Agency
Chicago, III.
Gotham Adv. Co.
New York City
Gottschaldt, Morris & Slack, Inc.
Miami, Fla.
Graves & Associates
Minneapolis, Minn.

I
logers
Iphia, Pa.
inley H., Adv. Agency
I, N. Y.
■fouse Advertising, Inc.
nd, Ohio
iwkins & Allen, Inc.
I, Texas
cCarthy Adv. Agency
Flo.
anley S. & Assoc.
, Va.
^rt. Advertising
polis, Minn.
Adv. Agency
ig, W. Va.
*A. H. Company
flfork City
frnond. Adv.
1 ond, Va.
I Herman
I on-Salem, N. C.
IHer, Edward Adv. Co.
Cork City
1 Adv. Agcy, Inc.
|0, III.
I Ray, & Associates
B, Nebr.
^n-Richards Agency
geles, Cal.
I, Whitney & Hurst
leles, Calif.
T. Adv. Agency
ike City, Utah
iway Co.
■ter, N. Y.
, George H., Co.
«o. III.
b Kassengale Co.
I -n, N. C.
\ Adv. Agency
i i, New York
I 1, J. M., Inc.
» fork City
i nrd Adv.
i Herque, N. Mex.
t fiowlton. Inc.
> 'ork City
i ;Provandie, Inc.
j , Mass.
t Company of Florida.
» Fla.
% arles W. Co.
» 'ork City
t ,dv. Co.
oines, Iowa
Adv. Co.
elphia. Pa.
mpany
• Hills, Cal.
& Schapanski
Flo.
idv. Co.
Ohio
ankel Company Adv.
D, III.
ilph H. Co.
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THERE'S an ominous rumble behind the clear
ringing of Christmas bells this year, as there
was on another Christmas now nine years
past. Again people are saying "Merry Christmas" with a catch in their throat.
This is the 30th Christmas for American
broadcasting, and thus not the first in which
it has been called upon to amplify the sounds
of world distress in the holiday of peace.
Many of those whose faith and purpose built
this nation's free radio are now names on the
honor roll, graven memories to hundreds who
lived and worked with them. Frank Conrad,
Chuck Meyers, Joe Maland, John Shepard,
Johnny Gillin and how many others?
Is there a package under the Christmas tree
for them this year?
Radio remains, by virtue of the struggle of
these and others like them, the last great voice
of freedom in the world today. Its carol this
Christmas season should be as always a song
of a free people. Its purpose, more surely
taken in the disturbing days ahead : Sensitivity
and courage and clarity in counselling and
informing millions of Americans.
With a steady hand, then, and thoughtful
courage, radio again may do its part in bringing the spirit of Christmas to this land and all
lands and all peoples for all time.
That's a Christmas package, isn't it? It will
be taken up by loving hands and perhaps, such
is the magic of this season, you may find it
replaced beneath the tree in the Yuletides yet
to come.

Radio-TV 'Silence'
DEMAND of the Defense Dept. for authority
to silence radio and TV in event of air attack,
of itself should cause little alarm. The concern should be with the precise language of
the enabling act, to guard against arbitrary
or unnecessary moves by the military.
It's no secret that invading craft can "home"
on broadcast frequencies — visual or aural.
Engineers, however, attest that it's perhaps
easier to locate targets by riding the interference-free aeronautical beams direct to strategic locations. Every important area has a
nearby airport. Most radio and all television
channels are shared by multiple station operation, rendering long-range "homing" difficult.
In this tortured era of jet propulsion and
guided missiles, the broadcast station is simply
one of many means of range-finding for air
attack. Even atmospherics, or the variations
in temperature over targets, can be employed.
There's a contradiction in the Defense
Dept.'s demand, for civil defense planning contemplates the use of radio and TV as the
"nerve system" on the home front.
In a national emergency, the military is
supreme. It should have available to it the
machinery and the authority to prevent invasion and to defend the homeland. President
Truman, within the last fortnight, has reassured broadcasters that the government has
no thought of commandeering radio and TV;
the exemplary service of radio in the last war
dispelled any such notion. It will be recalled
that during World Wa^ II, the then military
organization had sought authority similar to
that now proposed — which, indeed, would not
be limited to time of war or proclaimed emerPage 48 • December 25, 1950

gency, but would apply also during periods of
"strained international relationships."
It is encouraging to see Congressional leaders and FCC approaching the proposal with
caution, in full knowledge that broadcasters
can be counted unon to react properly, as history demonstrates.
We do not contend that certain emergency
powers should not be conveyed to the military.
Our premise is that there should be no blank
check and that the authorizing legislation be
spelled out so that the very objective of maximum home-front protection and security will
not be invalidated by ill-contrived or hasty
authorization.
Wanted:

• our respects to:

Salesmen

HYSTERIA caused by the mid-year thrusts
of the Assn. of National Advertisers for AM
nighttime rate cuts had just about evaporated
when NBC, within the last fortnight, brought
the cauldron to the boiling point again with its
announced
intention
"adjusting"
downward on some
50 AMof stations
in TVrates
markets.
The change was to have been effective Jan. 1,
but the loud protests brought a quick shift,
with a "talk it over" meeting of the involved
stations now called for Jan. 10 in New York.
The fallacy of NBC's reasoning appears to
us to become more evident with each passing
day. A war is on. Everything comes higher.
Multiple increases during the past year in
newspaper and magazine rates for the acknowledged purpose of offsetting increased overhead, makes all radio — including network — the
most economical buy in advei'tising. Tune-in
is up and will continue up, because radio is
the top spot news medium.
TV is too well entrenched to become a
casualty of the emergency, but, by the same
token, it isn't destined to expand materially
either in the number of stations (107) or market areas (63) for the foreseeable future. Set
production is destined to decline. If conditions
worsen, there will be problems of tube and
parts replacements — and of set servicing.
If proof be needed of advertiser acceptance
of radio, even in TV markets, one has but to
peruse the complete 1951 business survey which
appears in this issue. Here money talks; not
shrill voices of buyers seeking bargains.
Radio's worst failing has been the program
rating. Advertisers have been weaned on the
"Top Ten" or the "First Fifteen." Most agencies have used this easy selling device — the
least common denominator approach.
The upshot has been that even the networks
are sheepisn in attempting to sell against a
Jack Benny or a Lux Theatre. Suppose a
Benny does have an 18? What about the
other 82% potential, or any part of it?
The fact is that radio has sold itself short
— networks in particular. And the agencies
and advertisers — fed a consistent diet of ratings— have bought only "preferred positions."
They haven't been sold on the vast potential
that can be tapped opposite the best of the
top-rated programs, if the vehicle is right.
When advertisers (and their agencies) buy
publications, they usually consider the media
in this order: (1) circulation; (2) cost per
thousand; (3) editorial content; (4) calibre
and prestige of management; (5) the Starch
Report, or some commensurate rating service;
(6) promotion.
In network radio it's a one-two punch:
(1) ratings; (2) program competition.
But radio sells markets, not ratings. Instead
of putting all chips on such glib slogans
as the "Top Ten" or the "First Fifteen," the
networks should sell a potential circulation
of 95% of 150 million hardy American souls.
There's nothing wrong with the radio picture that good salesmanship can't cure.

JOSEPH LUTHER

SMITH JR.

ALTHOUGH
Smith laugh-book.
completely All
ignored himH.in Allen
his latest
About Smiths, Joseph Luther Smith Jr.
of Beckley, W. Va., has had no trouble earning recognition and respect from the people
of his state and his profession.
Mr. Smith is a radio man in the truest sense
of the word. Service to the citizens of West
Virginia has been his constant aim.
In radio, Mr. Smith was a pioneer in his own
home town of Beckley. He was vigorously opposed by the local newspapers when he conceived plans for the city's first radio station
in 1938. But his faith in radio's ultimate value
to the community did not waver, and his own
company, Joe L. Smith Jr., Inc., put WJLS
(Continued on page 50)
Static

and

Snow

By AWFREY QUINCY
SENATOR McCarthy and Drew Pearson are
alley-catting again, beating each other over the
head with well-worn cliches. In the middle is
Adam Hat, which any day now might tell Mr.
McCarthy to go whistle in his own hat.
Hutchins resigns his college job to join Ford
Foundation. It's a break for radio which the
erudite Bob abhors. Wonder whether his past
record reveals an anti Tin-Lizzie fixation.
Gradually the facts of life dawn on us. Johnny
Outler says he fired a high-priced producer for
cutting
out paper
dolls, and
thought that
all producers
had towe've
learn always
paper
doll cutting before graduating to a stop watch.
* * * *
At that, cutting paper dolls sounds like more
fun than cutting nighttime rates. "Boy, get
that large paper-doll scissors for good Marse
Joe McConnell."
Now, television studios are being built to
sustain six elephants. There was a time when
our television studios held lots of elephants,
plus numerous giraffes, zebras, snakes, etc.,
all pink and green and indigo. Every day,
before
we'd Then,
chase them
out,day,
but not
they'd
always sign-on,
come back.
one fine
so
long ago, they miraculously disappeared.
* * *
There's more merit than appears at first glance
in the suggestion that 25% of all television
channels be set aside for education. Who
knows, with all that education available, maybe
future isgenerations
might understand just how
much
25%.
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Respects
(Continued from page iS)
Beckley into operation March 5,
1939.
The station proved a boon to residents and advertisers of the surrounding southern West Virginia
coal mining country. Its success
encouraged John B. Reynolds of
Wheeling to approach Mr. Smith on
the possibility of starting a station
in Wheeling.
Seeing an opportunity for service,
and perhaps even at that time envisioning a state-wide network,
Mr. Smith joined Mr. Reynolds in
forming Community Broadcasting
Inc., and WKWK Wheeling came
into being in May 1941.
Then the war and several years
of service as a lieutenant colonel
in the European 12th Army Group
intervened. But Mr. Smith was
able to keep in touch with radio
through his brother, Hulett C.
Smith, who looked after the radio
interests while he was overseas.
During the last days of the war,
the two decided to file for a construction permit in the capital of
the state, Charleston, and thus
create a triangular network capable of serving over half of West
Virginia's population.
The third station, WKNA
Charleston, broadcast for the first
time in January 1946. By this time
Mr. Smith was back in civilian
clothes. He immediately banded the
three stations together into the
Personality Network. Advertisers
were then able to reach a large
audience at reasonable cost, and
listeners were able to enjoy special
broadcasts of news and sports from
many parts of the state.
Installs FM Service
Mr. Smith did not stop here. He
decided that the interests of the
audience would be better served if
FM were available too — so an FM
affiliate was constructed for each
of the three stations.
As well as providing static-free
broadcasts for those listeners with
FM sets, the set-up makes it possible for the three stations to link
together at a moment's notice by
using the FM signal.
In the operations of the Personality Network, each station's main
objective is service to its immediate community, but the three are
frequently joined together for special broadcasts.
The first Smith station, WJLS,
is ably managed by Mrs. Virginia
Cooper, who started with the station at its very beginnings and assumed the managerial responsibilities during the war.
Mr. Smith's civic life has been
as active as his business career. A
leader in the Beckley Junior Chamber of Commerce, he has served as
vice president of the state organization. He also has served on the
board of governors of the Beckley
Rotary Club.
In 1948 and 1949 he headed the
Beckley Community Chest drive.
He is a member of the board of
governors of the local Elks lodge
and a Sigma Nu alumnus. The
Page 50
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Christmas
(Continued from page 39)
Merchants' Bureau of the Macon
Chamber of Commerce as a business builder. WMAZ also reports
has Santa
nine
children that
of "Santa"
his own Stoi-y
to play
for.
WAZF

Yazoo City, Miss., presented remote interviews with
Santa Claus from the local Firestone Store. Santa is located in
the station's studio, his voice being carried to a loud spaker in
the store where a remote micro-

COMMEMORATIVE placard Is given the Northern Trust Co., Chicago, sponsor of The Northerners for 20 years, by Frank Schreiber, general manager of
WGN Chicago, at the 1,000th broadcast. Present at the presentation (I to
r): Solomon A. Smith, president. Northern Trust; Solomon B. Smith, executive
vice president, Northern Trust; Mr. Schreiber; Edward B. Smith, executive vice
president. Northern Trust, and Chicago Mayor Martin H. Kennelly.
West Virginia Chamber of Commerce last year selected him as one
of the five outstanding young men
in the state. He remains active in
the Army's reserve program.
Another of Mr. Smith's civic interests is active work in the Appalachian Council of the Boy Scouts
of America. Although he headed
the council recently and directed
initiation of a five year building
program, local businessmen in
Beckley chuckle when they remember their early scouting days.
He was a "good scout" all right,
and attained the rank of Life Scout,
but he never won a merit badge in
cooking. The day he was to prepare the meal for a camping trip
and qualify for his badge, young
Smith looked at the pile of ears of
corn waiting to be shucked and decided he would save a lot of trouble
by preparing a sack of rice instead.
When the hungry scouts returned
to their meagre rice feast, a near
riot is said to have ensued, and
Mr. Smith was out one merit badge.
Engineering Flair
During his younger days, Joe
Smith was mechanically inclined,
and spent much of his spare time
"tinkering with gadgets," an interest that led naturally to the field
of radio engineering.
Born Aug. 8, 1915, in Beckley, he
graduated from Woodrow Wilson
High there in 1931, matriculated at
Virginia Military Institute, then
returned to get his B.A. from West
Virginia U. in 1935.
While at the latter school, he had
occasion to join the honorary fraternity "Fi Bater Kappar" which
originated at West Virginia U.
Joe Smith's first business experience after graduating was a job as
teller in the Beckley National
Bank. He is a director of that bank
today. A year after taking the
bank job, Mr. Smith became interested in the Telerad Co., a radio
sales and service organization in
Beckley. Soon thereafter, he began

formulating plans for construction
of WJLS.
Mr. Smith's present business connections include Community Broadcasting Inc., Wheeling (WKWKAM-FM) of which he is president
and director; Joe L. Smith Jr. Inc.,
Beckley (WJLS-AM-FM, WKNAAM-FM), president; Beckley National Bank, director and stockholder; Home Insurance Agency,
Beckley, director and stockholder;
First Beckley Corp., Beckley, vice
president and stockholder; South
Beckley Land Co., Beckley, stockholder ;Biggs - Johnston - Withrow
Inc., Beckley, stockholder; and
director of investment securities
for Beckley, W. Va.
He is single and makes his home
with his parents in Beckley.
Mr. Smith has had a tradition of
community service in his family
for many years. Joe L. Smith Sr.
also is a native of West Virginia,
born and raised in the "Panhandle
State." Serving his district as
Congressman for 18 years, Mr.
Smith Sr. was chairman of the
state's Democratic Executive Committee and is now active in many
corporations in his area, including
that of his son, Joe L. Smith Jr.
Inc.

phone picks up the children's request and the announcer's voice,
as well as Santa's replies.
A special Christmas concert was
presented by KSTP-TV Minneapolis on Friday Dec. 22 featuring
the Choraliers, nationally famous
group consisting of 40 boys and
girls who have received national
recognition for their singing accomplishments.
KNBC Program
KNBC San Francisco presented
a special Christmas Memorial
program Dec. 16 from Santa Rosa,
home of Luther Burbank. The
traditional ceremony, featuring
a narrative
Burbank'sSingers
life, mu-of
sic by the ofMadrigal
Santa Rosa Junior College, and a
description of the lighting of the
giant Cedar of Lebanon under
which Burbank is buried, was fed
to the NBC Pacific Coast Network.
KGO-TV San Francisco moved
its cameras into the city's St.
Mary's Cathedral on Christmas
Eve to present the church's annual midnight Mass to the televiewing
audience.
A special
Balowstar lens, necessary to meet
lighting requirements, was flown
from New York for the telecast.
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AWARDS COMMITTEE
Announced by Aschbach
CREATION of the "Mighty Monarch of the Air" television awards
committee, to judge monthly the
outstanding contributor to TV programming, has been announced by j
Leonard Aschbach, president of
Majestic Television and Radio
Corp., New York.
Members of the committee, originated by Mr. Aschbach, include: Harry
Hershfield, humorist; Irving Caesar,
composer; Aaron Katz, president of
Official Films, New York; Sigmund
Spaeth, writer; Loel Schenker, producer; Nat Kahn, associate editor,
Variety; Sol Paul, Broadcasting •
Telecasting; Marvin Kersch, Radio
Daily; Leo Shull, Show Business; Bob
Gillham, director of TV Films, Music
Corp. of America.
Committee will base its award of
the citation, "Mighty Monarch of
the Air," on a poll of TV critics and
editors throughout the country.
Taking into account both local and
network programming, first award
will be made in January 1951, to
newscaster "who has developed the
freshest, newest and most informative technique in presenting news

HulettandC.business
Smith, associate,
Mr. Smith's
brother
also
is active in many corporations and
civic groups. At present he is
president of the West Virginia
Junior Chamber of Commerce and
chairman of the state's Aeronautic
Commission.
Joseph L. Smith Jr. at 35 is a
vigorous and conscientious businessman and not in any sense an
"absentee owner." He is active
general manager for his entire
organization and carefully supervises its policies and operations.
Applications for TV stations in
Charleston and Beckley are now
on file, and there is no reason to
doubt that the citizens of the area
will have public-spirited, community-conscious television with
Joe Smith Jr. at the helm.
via television." • Telecasting
BROADCASTING

DEME CD PLAN
Urges Conn. Organization
PROPOSAL that Connecticut
broadcasters unite and form an
association to discuss civil defense
and other mutual problems has
been set in motion by John Deme,
president and general manager of
WICH Norwich, Conn.
Mr. Deme, who submitted a 10point communications program to
the Federal Civil Defense Administration earlier this month, has
urged broadcasters to "make every
effort to convince your listeners
that we must get a strong civilian
defense program into operation
before it is too late." He asked
them to press the issues for a good
program.
"Many of us have gone through
World War II, and are acquainted
with the emergency that arises,"
Mr. Deme noted. "However, should
another war come . . . attack by the
enemy on our Connecticut cities is
entirely possible. Civilian defense should be the most important
theme of such an association."
Early Meetings Asked
Mr. Deme suggested that plans
be formulated "for an early meeting" and asked interested parties
to contact him. He also urged
support of "quick action" on the
Administration plan (S 4217),
sponsored by Sen. Brien McMahon
(D-Conn.), the "most important
bill before the Senate."
The WICH executive's CD plan
calls for interconnection of stations, provision for auxiliary power
and antenna systems, and availability of battery-operated radio sets
to civilians, as well as secret
monitor stations in larger cities
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Dec. 18].
KGAL LEBANON
New Oregon Liberty Outlet
KGAL Lebanon, Ore., took to the
air Dec. 5, 59 days after the construction permit was granted by
the FCC. Station operates with 1
kw fulltime on 930 kc. KGAL is
affiliated with the Liberty Broadcasting System.
President of the new Oregon outlet is W. Gordon Allen, formerly
associated in executive capacities
with KYAK Yakima, Wash.;
KSLM Salem, Ore.; and WGEZ
Beloit, Wis. Chief engineer is Ed
McElroy, formerly with KOCO
Salem, Ore. Madeline Allen, formerly with KIT Yakima, KIRO
Seattle and other stations, is program director.
WAKE

To CBS

WAKE Greenville, S. C, joins CBS
Jan. 1 as the network's 195th radio affiliate. WAKE operates with
250 w on 1490 kc and is owned by
Piedmont Broadcasting Co. James
Ayres is general manager.
BROADCASTING
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OBERT A. STREET appointed network and national spot radio account executive ABC Western Division. L. B. (Bill) LARIMER appointed network and national spot TV account executive.

ROBERT SMITH, commercial department WSAZ Huntington, W. Va.,
to active service with Armed Forces as public relations officer.
DOUGLAS D. KAHLE appointed general manager KCSJ Pueblo, Col.,
replacing DALE SCOTT, resigned. Mr. Kahle is owner
KOKO LaJunta, Col., and has been with several stations in Colorado.
C. PAUL SPIDELL appointed commercial manager
KRCT Baytown, Tex. Was with KAKC Tulsa.
FELIX ADAMS Jr., program director WVIM Vicksburg. Miss., to WGGH Marion, 111., as commercial
manager.
WILLARD L. DOUGHERTY, account executive WSRS
Cleveland, appointed assistant sales manager.

Mr. Kahle

CJCH Halifax appoints Radio Times Sales, Quebec, as representative in
Montreal.
DOROTHY E. ALEY, Universal Match Co., to WIP Philadelphia sales
department.
LEE F. O'CONNELL Co., station representative, moves from Los Angeles
to
111 N. LaCienega Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif. Telephone Crestview
5-2022.
PAUL MULVIHILL, Toronto, starts representative firm under his own
name at Room 300, 21 King St. East, Toronto. Will represent CJCH
Halifax, at Toronto. Was with National Broadcast Sales and J. L. Alexander, both Toronto representative firms.
COHN & MARKS, Washington law firm, moved last week to new offices
in new Cafritz Bldg., 1625 I St., N.W.
^
WIBG Philadelphia appoints Radio Representatives Inc., N. Y., as national
sales representative -effective Jan. 1.
TERRANCE A. HAYWARD,
to Katz Agency, L. A.

KTSL-TV Los Angeles and CBS Hollywood,

HOWARD L. GOSSAGE, Richard Meltzer Adv. Agency, S. F., to KCBS
San Francisco as sales promotion manager.
l^eitionali • • •
VICTOR A. SHOLIS, vice president and director WHAS-AM-FM-TV,
cited by Kentucky Div., American Cancer Society, for his interest in
fight against cancer, mentioning specifically WHAS documentary Time
and Her Life. . . . NORMAN H. SLOANE, ABC Western Division program operations manager, named assistant to RICHARD A. MOORE,
director of network's Western Division TV operations. NORMA OLSEN,
assistant program operations manager, succeeds Mr. Sloane as program
operations manager.
ROYAL HOWARD, president KIKI Honolulu, appointed director of
communications staff Disaster Relief Agency for Hawaii . . . WILLIAM
WYLIE, ABC station relations department, received commission as aide
de camp, with grade of colonel, to Gov. Lawrence W. Wetherby of
Kentucky . . . ROGER RICE, national advertising manager KING Seattle,
elected president of Advertising and Sales Club of Seattle for 1951.
Has been first vice president . . . WESLEY I. DUMM, president KSFOKPIX (TV) San Francisco, and Mrs. Dumm, vacationing in Hawaii, return to California Jan. 15.
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school girl. Her father, the late
Michael Joseph Madden, was operating the same establishment when
Falls City was founded in 1905.
"Miss Lillian," as she is known
to the company's 380 employes,
joined Falls City in October 1915,
and has been there ever since.
A third-generation Kentuckian,
Miss Madden attended Ursuline
Academy and business school in
Louisville. Later she took special
courses at the U. of Louisville and
St. Helena's College. When, 35
years ago, she became secretary to
the late Ben Schrader, then secretary-treasurer of Falls City, she
was the company's first woman
employe.
Miss Madden advanced to bookkeeper in various departments,
general bookkeeper, then secretary
to the president. In June 1929 she
was elected assistant secretarytreasurer, and six years later she
became a member of the company's
board of directors. In August 1936
she was elected secretary-treasurer,
a position she relinquished on her
recent election to the presidency.
Her appointment as advertising director came in March 1943.
Production Accelerated
There were only 50 employes at
Falls City when Miss Madden went
to work there. She remembers
when the brewery produced only
20,000 barrels of beer annually. (In
1950, production was more than
700,000 barrels.)
A native of Louisville, Miss Madden is known as one of the most
astute business women in the city.
She is a member of the Louisville
Women's Credit Assn. In the
brewing industry, she holds memberships on the board of directors
of both the LouisviHe Brewers' and
the
Statea prominent
Brewers'
Assns.,Kentucky
and has played
part tion
in project
the U.S.
Brewers' beer
Foundato establish
as a
family refreshment and a beverage
of moderation.
Miss Madden has a reputation
for Irish wit and profound religious
faith. At a recent dinner of Falls
City officials, their families, and
friends, who gathered to celebrate
her election to the presidency,
"Miss Lillian" was called on to
make a speech. Instead, she led the
group in prayer.
WBIW
Goes Mutual
WIBW Bedford, Ind., has announced itwill join MBS on Jan. 1.
Station operates on 1340 kc with
250 w and has been on the air since
Oct. 17, 1948. Owned by Radio Bedford Inc., WBIW's president is
William C. Smith Jr.; commercial
manager is Louis Gaines; supervisor of operations is James D.
Baker. Other executive personnel
include Harold B. Rothrock, vice
president, and Carl Finger, chief
engineer.
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show on WPEN Philadelphia for
Crosley Products, nightly, 6:. 30 p.m.
Account handled by Weightman
Agency, Phila.

AUTO ACCOUNTS
2 Cancel as Price Cuts Set
AT LEAST two automotive advertisers have cancelled 1951 radio
and television advertising plans as
the result of the government's price
roll back order, and the possibility of cut-backs in car production.
Other advertisers such as Plymouth and Chrysler are undecided about the continuation of
their "bullet selling" plan on CBS,
whereby they were to sponsor
eight half-hour sustaining shows
for a two-week period. N. W.
Ayer & Son handles Plymouth and
Chrysler is serviced by McCannErickson.
Two advertisers, Ford Motor
Co., and Buick Motor Division of
General Motors Corp., are understood to be going ahead with their
radio and television plans. Ford
has a schedule on more than 800
stations, while Buick will spend
approximately $150,000 in a shortterm schedule Jan. 14 to 20 using
ABC, NBC and a spot announcement campaign in radio daytime.
Dodge Division of Chrysler Corp.
has cancelled effective immediately its projected giant spot announcement campaign startingJan. 14, in about 600 markets,
through Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
York.
Chevrolet Dealers, through its
agency, Campbell-Ewald Co., New
York, will eliminate effective Jan.
16 its sponsorship of the latter
half of the Madison Square
Garden events on WPIX (TV) New
York, and Favious Jury Trials on
DuMont TV Network.
On All Accounts
(Continued from page 12)
Jan Munks, have been married for
the past 16 ¥2 years. They have
one son Billy, 9 years old. The
family lives in Manhattan, New
York.
Mr. Johnson's favorite hobby,
aside from golf, is sailing model
boats with his son in Central Park
and at Candlewood Lake where
the family spends its summers.
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air-casters

and
TVN,star,
SON,ERSO
EMERHEND
Y CH
FASKIT
orchestra leader and star WNBC New
York early morning show, announce
marriage.
KEITH SAMPLES, graduate Northwest Broadcasting School, Portland,
Ore., to KASH Eugene, Ore., as announcer-operator. CARL KARPSTEIN,
also graduate, to KFRG Forest Grove,
Ore., as announcer-operator.
GENE DAVIS and BEN SWORTS now
conducting WGAY-1050 Sports Circus,
Mon.-Sat., 1 p.m. on WGAY Silver
Spring, Md. Mr. Davis was with
WCUE Akron as sports director!
JERRY LEIGHTON, announcer
WSAZ-AM-TV Huntington, W. Va.,
father of girl, Leslie.
JOHN CORRIGAN, disc jockey KXOK
St. Louis, father of boy, Michael
Anthony.
VAL LINDER, announcer-producer
KEX Portland, Ore., appointed continuity acceptance director. Replaces
HAL BRATSBERG, resigns to take
position with KING-TV Seattle.
PEGGY MURDOCH replaces PATTI
MALLOY on A Guy, A Gal & A Song,
Mon.-Fri., 11:15-11:30 a.m. on WIND
Chicago. RAY WHEAT, announcer
WJIM Lansing, Mich., to WIND in
same capacity, replacing JACK
CAREY,
who joins PBS Staff in Chicago,
HOWIE LEONARD, staff announcerdisc jockey WALE Fall River, Mass.,
appointed chief anouncer.
ARNOLD WILKES, TV director
WSYR-TV Syracuse, N. Y., to WBALTV Baltimore as program director.
JAMES E. HOPKINS, new to radio,
to WTIC Hartford, Conn., in continuity department.
CLIFF ST. JAMES to WTMA Charleston, S. C, as announcer and disc
jockey.
OSCAR TREADWELL, disc jockey
WDAS Philadelphia, elected president
of Sunday concert featuring popular
name bands appearing at local night
spot.
LINUS J. ALLAIN, French commenta-

tor WHOB Gardner, Mass., selected
to receive L'ordre Acadenique Honneur et Merite by La Societe du Bon
Parler de Francais, Montreal, Quebec,
Canada. Award will be made next
month.
HARVEY KIRK, announcer CKBB
Barrie, Ont., to announcing staff
CKXL Calgary. BUD COLLENS, announcer CHAT Medicine Hat, to
CKXL announcing staff.
ROY NEAL, TV personality WPTZ
(TV) Philadelphia, presented Red
Feather award in appreciation of generous publicity given on station in
recent funds drive.
IVOR McLAREN, producer Don McTV Club, to production staff
ABC-TV Neill'sChicago.
NANCY McIVER, WHFC-WEHS (FM)
Chicago commentator, in California
to record "color" at Rose Bowl game
and parade and opening of Santa
Anita race track. Will be in Washington, D. C, later in January for
series of interviews with Congressional leaders and government officials, and also invited to record
several embassy parties and other
Capital social events.
BOSH PRITCHARD, star halfback for
Philadelphia Eagles, now has own

CENSUS

KEN MOORE, news department
KXOK St. Louis, father of girl,
Dianne Noel.
CHESAPEAKE
AP
RADIO Assn.
publishing and distributing Radio
Newswriting Guide, written and comby DENNIS
SARTAIN,Mr.news
editorpiledWWDC
Washington.
Sartain
is also president of association.
CHUCK DULANE, announcer - disc
jockey WGAY Silver Spring, Md., apdirector. pointed news and • special events
JAMES S. ALDERMAN, news editor
WRR Dallas, resigns to join management of local restaurant firm.
CARROLL HANSEN, sports director
KCBS San Francisco, selected to
handle color commentary during CBS
Rose Bowl coverage New Years Day.
TOM EATON, news director WTIC
Hartford, Conn., appointed chairman
of public information committee of
Hartford Civilian Defense Organization.
ONE HUNDRED and six employes of
RCA, who in 1950 completed quarter
century of service with company, have
been inducted into RCA Victor 25
Year Club, making a total of 1,062
employes who have become members
since club was organized in 1948.

Cities Over 100,000 Listed
For
City South and West

OF THE 106 cities with population of over 100,000 in the 1950 census,
31 are located in the South, the Census Bureau announced last week.
In 1900 only five southern cities were in this population classification.
Eight cities in that region entered the list for the first time and1940one,
El Paso, returned in 1950 after
1950
having dropped out in the 1940
census.
Fresno
Population Population
Curbank
In the West there are 15 cities
90,618
Stockton
71,660
34,337
78,318
Santa
Monica
60,685
with over 100,000 population, a
AlamecJa
71,259
gain of three from the 1940 total.
54,714
53,500
63,561
52,162
San City
Bernardino
56,910
Of western cities with over 50,62,792
43,646
Alhambra
63,425
000 population, eight were added
43,688
51,284
36,256
Pueb'o Gate
South
in the 1950 census to bring the
Ogden
total to 29 for the area.
The 31 southern 50,684
cities with 1950
38,935
of over 100,000 were
The number of places of 25,- population
26,945
shown as follows:
000 or more population has risen
to 477, an increase of 65 from
Increase
1940. Most of the places which
Baltimore
1950
Over
1900
Washington
940,205
431,248
802,178
have entered this population class594,321
Houston
523,460
ification are in the South and
549,688
New Orleans
Dallas
567,257
West,
432,927
280,153
City the Census Bureau reports.
San
Antonio
406,81 1
353,490
390,289
The 29 cities of the West with
Memphis
394,012
367,359
291,692
Louisville
1950 population of over 50,000
Atlanta
327,090
Birmingham
were reported as follows:
162,623
298,720
Fort Worth
1940
237,218
277,047
1950
Miami
City
246,983
260,305
245,302
Population Population Oklahoma
242,450
Richmond
250,359
Los Angeles
1,957,692
229,906
San
Francisco
634,536
Jacksonville
1,504,277
760,753
Seattle
203,404
462,440
232,413
144,856
368,302 Tulsa
Norfolk
Denver
412,856
188,601
322,412 Charlotte
Oakland
Nashville
380,576
174,975
141,977
Portland,
180,586
302,163
173,359
179,196
San Diego Ore.
371,011
305,394
133,219
203,341
Austin
Chattanooga
321,485
131,964
244,072
Long
Beach City
Salt Lake
164,271
130,333
149,934 El Paso
115,128
130,003
181,718
122,001 Mobile
160,484
92,494
109,706
Tocoma
100,179
Shreveport
109,408
Tampa
Berkeley
127,151
Spokane
142,975
Sacramento
105,958 Knoxville
114,097
125,506
135,761
124,183
Baton Rouge
Phoenix
U3,2^7
124,073
105,442
109,493
Wilmington
65,414
123 957
Pasadena
88,682
104,087
85,547
Richmond, Calif.
81,864 Savannah
119,689
^c<^
0S3
91,546
99,218
108,234
Albuquerque
23,642
112,688
35,449
Montgomery
Glendale
Corpus
Christi
105,098
97,012
95,398
82,582 Little Rock
San Jose
33,399
95,044
101,387
103,350
109.?''7
68,457
65,445
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Program Firms
(Continued from "page 24)
locally. That applies to stations
that are in metropolitan areas
where they have TV station competition."
As to TV, Mr. Goodman thought
transcription firms would have a
"tough time" getting availabilities
in one-station towns for oneminute spots, because of the television freeze. "We're spending a
lot of money on films . . . and plan
to continue," he said.
Mr. Goodman felt that advertising will be good in general unless
the government levies restrictions.
C. 0. Langlois, president, LangWorth Feature Productions anticipates a marked 30% boost in
revenue during 1951, with local
stations using more transcriptions.
Operating expenses will drop about
10%, he feels. Using a survey as
a basis, he declared:
". . . Due to the inroads of television, radio stations everywhere
realize they must develop local
commercial programs to offset the
advertising income that will be
lost to television. Station operators are unanimous in the thought
that local shows of a quality to
attract substantial advertisers and
agencies can be produced only
through the facilities of a specialized transcribed program service.
Phonograph records, satisfactory
for local participation programs,
have been ruled wholly inadequate
to satisfy the specifications of important advertisers who demand
a local program that cannot be
duplicated in content by anyone
within easy reach of a microphone
and a fistful of phonograph records . . ."
SESAC Expectations
K. A. Jadassohn, general manager, SESAC Inc., expects any
sales increase to derive from "building of new business establishments
such as hotels and theatres."
Though freeze on construction may
have "some effect" on operational
expenses, he feels SESAC's revenue may remain about the same.
The company plans to expand its
repertoire and transcribed library
service, "barring the interruption
of a national or world emergency."
Paul Heinecke, SESAC president,
stated that "without such a crisis,
we expect a banner radio and business year."

Mr. Ullman

Mr. Goodman

A 100% increase in business revenue of Richard Ullman Inc. is
foreseen by Richard Ullman, president, primarily on the strength of
four programs which the firm sells.
BROADCASTING

He also sees a 25% rise in operating expenses. Mr. Ullman states:
". . . Barring an all-out war,
syndicated radio programs will increase in usage by advertisers material y in 1951. . . . Television will
take large appropriations which
will affect network advertising. . . .
There are still a great many important non-TV markets which
must be covered by national and
regional advertisers. The syndicated radio program answers this
need without duplicating TV markets."

HOLLYWOOD

George R. Jones, general sales
manager, C. P. MacGregor, believes actual business for his company will increase about 12% on
the theory that local advertisers
in TV areas will want to reach the
AM audience. Some advertisers,
he points out, formerly devoted
the entire budget to radio and now
are splitting between the two
media.
"The only way we can maintain
a good radio listening audience is
by still giving them good high
quality programs, which is the
prime factor of good transcription
shows. In other areas where television has not reached markets, the
local advertiser wants to be represented inhis area and good radio
programs featuring name personalities have helped him associate his
company with well-known and
proven talent," he states.
Capitol's Outlook
"Radio broadcasting has certainly never in the past been on
its toes as it is today," comments
Clifford E. Ogden, general manager, Capitol Records Inc. (Broadcast Division). While Mr. Ogden
foresees no great change in radio's
revenue or in general business conditions, he predicts about a 20%
jump in Capitol's revenue, partly
on the premise that operational
tially.
expenses will not increase substan". . . Higher taxes and certain
shortages compensate in more liberal advertising expenditures by
corporations and luxury item advertising," he points out. "In other
words, while some present advertiser classifications may retrench,
conditions will bring activity by
others to offset the loss."
Gerald King, president. Standard Radio Transcription Services
Inc., thinks the outlook for AMFM broadcasting in 1951 is "very
encouraging," with less uncertainty
over the impact of television. Stations have set to work to "do a
good job of selling and promoting
broadcast advertising," he feels,
adding:
"Program library services generally have had to absorb rather
sharp increases in costs of materials, with no similar rise in
rates, so we will have to work a
little harder and garner a few
more customers to try to offset our
increased expenses. Count on us
to be cheerful and optimistic for a
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Television1951."
and tape duplication
productive
should provide a 30% -35% hike in
the revenue of Universal Recorders,
according to Will H. Voeller, firm's
president, who believes the defense
effort will slow down TV and give
AM radio a new lift. He states:
"In the recording industry,
future developments will depend on
the extent of restrictions placed on
aluminum, copper, and vinylite —
essential items in the manufacture
of records. Vinylite cutbacks
would affect the production of LP
records. As a result, tape duplication for broadcast and domestic
use might develop much faster
than is now anticipated."

Mr.
Reichenbach

Mr. Voeller

Bob Reichenbach, general manager, Cheshire & Assoc., notes that,
while Cheshire is a new firm in the
transcription field, 80% of its
gross sales come from markets
having strong TV competition. He
prophesies a 5% to 15% rise in
revenue for the company.
"Possibly a strong competitive
prod from TV sparks the AM stations into more furious action,"
Mr. Reichenbach observes. "Unquestionably certain accounts found
TV too costly and have already returned to radio. Whatever the
reason, (our firm) has enjoyed a
prosperous
Next year initial
should year."
repeat 1950 as
one of "record" volume for custom
transcriptions, in the opinion of
Daken K. Broadhead, president of
Allied Record Mfg. Co. Noting that
Allied has stepped up its pressing
by some 5,000 discs a week, Mr.
Broadhead contends that radio's
"strong competitive reaction" to
the TV surge has brought "refinements" in national and local programming depending heavily on
custom transcriptions.
"Notable examples are the steady

expansion of transcribed spots, increasing use by national advertisers of local ET shows and local
ET cut-ins, increased foreign shipments by U. S. program packagers,
and the fast-growing quality and
range of transcribed library programs," he points out.
Shortages of steel and other
materials during 1951 will materially affect the appliance and
automotive industries to such a
degree that radio will suffer in
smaller markets through loss of
co-op advertising, B. A. Joslin, executive vice president, Mayfair
Transcription Co., believes. He
predicts losses almost across the
board — for radio and business in
general, local billings, national network andledger.
on his One
company's
own
revenue
exception:
National spot should rise, by as
much as 20%.
"My opinion is that, should the
Korean situation continue, radio
will be off from 25% to 40% in
1951," Mr. Joslin asserts.
A status quo for radio and business prospects does not deter Walter White Jr., president. Commodore Productions & Artists Inc.,
from predicting a flat 50% jump
in Commodore's 1951 income. He
adds:
"As unfortunate as the paradox
seems, business will be better if
our country is involved in war.
That is not an opinion or a prediction, but a statement of facts:
as I've observed them."
A 10% increase in the transcription business — and a 15% hike
in national spot and in its own
revenue — was forecast by Teleways
Radio Productions Inc. Charles A.
Kennedy, president, said any increase would be largely because
of the national spot picture, which,
however, could be complicated to
some extent by merchandise shortages of the local advertisers. He
states:
"As a result he may delay use of
transcriptions. However, I believethe increased use of transcriptions,
by national advertisers will mora
than offset the decrease. . . ."
EAST,

SOUTHWEST

Charles W. French, president
(Continued on page 55)
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930 KC, 1,000 WO-tts CBS
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ILLINOIS
A Lee Station

Our Silver Anniversary Year of Service — to 88,210
rural-urban homes in the tri-state area of III., Mo.
and Iowa, with farm income $315,669,000; retail
sales- $417,326,000. Represented by Weed & Company.
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OFFERS

Facilities To State Dept.
WKBW Buffalo, 50-kw ABC affiliate, last Monday offered to lend its
facilities to the State Dept. for rebroadcast of certain Voice of
America programs which may be
deemed "suitable" for domestic U.
S. consumption.
The station, in a letter to the
Secretary of State, offered time
"on a regularly recurrent basis, in
any period deemed suitable" for a
digest of Voice and other programs
which would serve to implement
American foreign policy and familiarize WKBW listeners with the
government's objectives.
The offer was made by Dr. Clinton H. Churchill, president of
WKBW Inc., who said he had instructed the station's program department to contact the Voice of
America in order to accomplish the
plan if State Dept. found it "agreeable." Mr. Churchill pointed to a
WKBW coverage area of nearly
two million listeners, and added
there is "considerable interest in
the State Dept.'s activities regarding Iron Curtain countries."
Copies of the letter also were
sent Reps. Chester C. Gorski and
Anthony F. Tauriello (D-N. Y.),
both of whom represent Buffalo in
the House of Representatives.
EXEMPT RADIO
From Assets Sale Measure
FCC APPROVED transactions involving sale of a radio station's
physical assets are specifically exempted in an anti-monopoly bill
which Congress passed and sent
to the White House last week.
The measure (HR 2734) would
tighten loopholes in the Clayton
Anti-trust Act by prohibiting corporations from acquiring other corporation assets when such action is
judged to lessen competition. The
bill exempts government agencies
which have the authority to pass
on sales of one corporation to
another within their jurisdiction.
CANADIAN Admiral Corp. declared
initial stock dividend of 15 cents a
share, payable Dec. 29 to stockholders
of record Dec. 15.

IBW
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ES MICHELSON Inc., N. Y.
CHARL
(transcription firm), signed 6
new accounts, and announced
42% increase of new and renewal contracts over last year's same period.
New stations include: WCTC New
Brunswick, N. J.; WFPG Atlantic
City, N. J.; KCRG Cedar Rapids,
Iowa; KSYL Alexandria, La.; KWRE
Warrenton, Mo., and KSET El Paso,
Tex.
PAUL WHITE, head Paul White
Productions, N. Y., and vice president
National TV Film Council, elected
vice president in charge of motion
pictures Prockter Productions Inc.,
N. Y. (radio and TV producer).
SELVAGE & LEE, Washington (public relations), moves to new offices at
1625 I St. Telephone, Republic 4040.
GRAHAM S. MASON and JOHN C.
BELFIELD appointed vice presidents
Lewis & Oilman Inc., Philadelphia
(public relations).
C. E. HOOPER INC., N. Y., announces
signing of Maxon Inc., Leo Burnett
Co., William Esty & Co. and Foote,
Cone & Belding as subscribers to
"expanded Hooperatings service."
HAROLD P. SEE, director of TV
KRON-TV San Francisco, elected
president local chapter Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences. Other
officers elected: Vice President,
HOWARD McGILL, Zack Radio; second vice president, EVANGELINE
BAKER, KGO-TV; treasurer, LOU
SIMON, sales manager KPIX-TV;
secretary to Academy, MELBA FORD,
KRON-TV.

^(^uijanteni • • •
JACK M. WILLIAMS, special assistant to director of public relations,
named advertising and sales promotion manager RCA Victor Home Instrument Dept.
GEORGE R. MAREK appointed director of artists and repertoire for
RCA Record Dept.

//7 TOREK^^"A
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JOHN P. BOKSENBOM elected vice
president RCA Service Co. in charge
of Consumer Products Service Division. DONALD H. KUNSMAN elected
treasurer and controller RCA Service
Co.
-0. O. SCHREIBER appointed assistant
to president of Philco Corp. Has
been with Philco for 17 years, was
assistant secretary.
AMPLIFIER Corp. of America, N. Y.,
announces addition of Magneribbon
premium sound recording tape to its
line of high fidelity magnetic tape
recorders and accessories.
HENRY A. VAUGHN, superintendent
of specialty and standard instruments manufacturing divisions General Electric Co., appointed manager
meter and instrument division at
Lynn, Mass. He replaces HERBERT
L. ROSS, appointed manager of GE
river works same city.
FRANK H. URIELL, Chicago tax attorney, appointed vice president and
general
Chicago. counsel for Admiral Corp.,
RALPH J. ROBERTS resigns as vice
president Muzak Corp., N. Y. to join
Pioneer Suspender Co., Darby, Pa., as
assistant to president.
SOL PREDIGER, vice president in
charge of purchasing Garod-Majestic
Corp.,
Y., to Tele-King Corp., N. Y.,
in
sameN. capacity.
PRECISION APPARATUS Co. Inc.,
Elmhurst, Long Island, N. Y., announces new cathode ray tube tester,
model CR-30. Instrument will test all
TV picture tubes, scope tubes and
industrial CR tubes, including special
tests for all tube elements. Model
can test tubes without removing them
from sets or cartons.
FREDERICK W. BRIGHT, in charge
of visual aids Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., N. Y., appointed assistant
sales manager Transfilm Inc., N. Y.
W. E. HENGES, assistant to president Graybar Electric Co., N. Y., appointed vice president.
"Tacknical •

ABC HOLLYWOOD
Leasing Additional Space
CONSOLIDATION of all ABC
Hollywood and KECA Hollywood
radio operations will be effected in i
nine months with long-term leasing by the network of additional
space at 1539 N. Vine St. from
S & P Co., Los Angeles. Announcement was made by Frank Samuels,
vice
president
manager
in charge
of and
ABC general
Western
Divi- '
sion. Amount was not disclosed.
The network is now leasing three
auditorium type studios at the site
and acquires 58,000 square feet,
according to terms of the contract,
to be made into office and studio
space for radio broadcasting facilities in Hollywood. Estimated
$175,000 will be spent on building
improvements and $150,000 in
equipment. Construction is start- !
ing immediately and will involve
development of 20,000 square feet
for three general studios, three announcer studios, one remote studio,
one emergency studio, and office
quarters for network radio executives and their staffs.
Improvements also include construction of a full mazzanine floor
plus completely redesigned and improved front exterior and modern
master control. Property will have
200 front footage.
ABC radio personnel, now quartered in the network's Television
Center, at KECA studios, Highland
Ave. and in the NBC building, will
move to the new location upon completion of the project. ABC West
Coast television headquarters remain at the TV Center, Prospect
and Talmadge Sts.
Philip G. Caldwell, ABC Western Division engineering director,
supervises overall construction improvement.
CBS RENEWALS
Three Sponsors Sign 70 Shows
TOTAL of 10 CBS programs have
been
Lever Richfield
Bros., Procter &renewed
Gamble,by and
Oil "
Corp. clude : (New York).

Renewals in-

Lever: Lux Radio Theatre, Monday, 9-10 p.m., and My Friend Irma,
BILL ROBINSON, WIP Philadelphia
Monday, 10-10:30 p.m., effective
Jan. 1. J. Walter Thompson Co.,
sound engineer, now making sound
films for TV.
New York, and Foote, Cone &
Belding, New York, are agencies,
FRANK CANDELARIO to WTMA
respectively.
Charleston, S. C, as studio technician.
Procter & Gamble Co.: Six Monday-Friday, daytime serials, RoseFTC Dismisses
mary, 11:45 a.m. -12 noon, through
FEDERAL Trade Commission last Benton & Bowles; Big Sister, 1week closed "without prejudice" a 1:15 p.m., through Compton Adv.,
long-standing complaint against New York; Ma Perkins, 1:15-1:30
Procter & Gamble Co.'s alleged p.m., through Dancer-Fitzgerald"deceptive advertising" of its Sample, New York; Young Dr.
liquid dentifrice, Teel. P&G,
Malone, 1:30-1:45 p.m.; The Guidwhich discontinued in 1946 most
ing Light, 1 :45-2 p.m., and Brighter
of the advertising challenged by Day, 2:45-3 p.m., all through Compton.
FTC, and which stopped all adRichfield Oil Corp.: Two CBS
vertising of the product a year
ago, told the commission it had no newscasts, Lan~y Lesueur and the
intention of using the challenged News, Saturday, 6:45-7 p.m., and
advertising in promoting the den- Charles Collingwood and the News,
tifrice or any similar preparaSunday, 12:45-1 p.m., through
tion.
Morey, Humm & Johstone.
BROADCASTING
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Program Firms
(Continued from page 53)
and chief engineer, Trans-Radio
Recordings, Boston, sees a 25%
jump in his company's business
revenue from tape and Microgroove
recordings. The national crisis, he
feels, probably will keep TV's billings to "current figures or below"
and "prevent much drop in present network radio billings." National spot and local billings should
show a "slight increase," he
thinks.
Most business will be down 10%
but the transcription and radio
business will be down 259c, according to William P. Robinson, president of Robinson Recording, Philadelphia. He also expects a 25%
hike in operational expenses.
In Dallas, Tex., James E. Sellers,
manager and partner in Sellers
Co., points out that the much-debated excess profits tax levy
coupled with inflation could incline many companies to spend on
advertising. He sums it up this
way: "War industries will increase
their business, others will show a
decline. I don't think department
stores or the automobile industry,
for example, will do as much next
year. Scare buying is fairly well
over. Controls will also slow down
some fields."

proportionate to the general business increase, he adds.
Stuart Mackay, assistant general
manager, program division of AllCanada Radio Facilities, looks for
a "bigger" revenue year for radio
and for his firm, partly because of
demands for package programs on
the regional and national basis.
Next year should be "good" judging from the "experience of World
War II," he adds.
BBC

bargain unless the union had already complied, at the time it
sought to bargain, with the filing
requirements
of the Taft-Hartley
Act.

Plans Color Tests

EXPERIMENTAL color TV tests
are to be started by British Broadcasting Corp. according to Sir William Haley, director general of
state-controlled monopoly. Color
contracts are to be placed with
three firms. Equipment orders may
reach $2 million. Government plans
to complete five high-power relay
stations by 1954.

BONNETED Ken Ovenden, WEEI Bosfon announcer, grows up as a member
of the station's Fifteen-Year Club.
Inducting him is Harold E. Fellows,
WEEI
at the club's
seventh
annual manager,
dinner meeting.
Mr. Ovenden
is the 19th club member. He came
to the station in 1935, taking time
out to serve with a civilian defense
unit during World War 11.

Broadcasters Weigh Effects
PflMTDni
DCn
scows, NLRB Actions
IILU UUIllllULo/
SPECULATION is mounting that the Communist Party and its
"front" organizations may seize upon the new Supreme Court decision
as a legal means for refusing to register under the subversive-control
act, and thus escape that provision of the newly-enacted bill which
would require them to identify ■*•
speculation that legality of the act
sponsorship of radio and television broadcasts.
may yet confront the courts, has
In a unanimous decision Dec.
TORONTO, ONT.
indicated it may re-examine the
legislation next year and possibly
11 the court held that any witrevise it.
ness
appearing
before
a
grand
Canadian firms look for "genBroadcasters, more securityjury may decline to answer ques1 erally favorable" business developminded than ever in view of the inj ments, with stress on tightening of
tions relating to Communist affiliacritical materials and possibly
tions on the ground of possible selfternational crisis, also are weighincrimination. The decision would
more advertising if excess profits
ing
the
potential
eff'ects of a Nataxes are levied.
not apply to alleged invasion of
tional Labor Relations Board ruling, that failure of a union to file
Hal Williams, president, Do- free speech and made no specific
non-Communist affidavits does not,
to Congressional com'jminion Broadcasting Co., feels that reference
mittees.
scarcity of materials may force
at the time of negotiations, excuse
Communist Party officers already
the employer from bargaining with
jthe industry to use glass for 16the union.
' inch recordings and looks for have steadfastly refused to register
under the McCarran bill, now law,
In its majority opinion, NLRB
smaller firms to expand. Radio's
for which the 81st Congress created
upheld an earlier Court of Appeals
I outlook is likely to remain una Subversive Activities Control
decision which stated: "We do not
i changed from this year's, he adds.
\; Spence Caldwell, president of Board headed by Seth Richardson.
think an employer may take the
matter into his own hands and re|S. W. Caldwell Ltd., thinks busiSponsorship Mention
. ness will generally remain the
fuse to bargain with a union beWhile FCC rules and regulations
cause its officers have not filed . . .
1 same, but anticipates that "fairly
specifically require mention of It is thus the board which refuses
I new business" will mushroom the sponsorship of all radio and telecompany's 1951 revenue by anyits processes to the non-complying
vision programs, authorities note
^vhere from 100% to 300%. Any
there
is
no
provision
which
would
union,
not the employer."
boost in operating costs will be
The board ruling overruled a
force organizations to identify
1949 finding which provided that
themselves as "front" or "action"
an employer had no obligation to
groups of the Communist Party, or
as "subversive" organizations so
labeled by the Justice Dept. but not
yet determined by law.
C
R
WD
The problem of determining what
organizations fall within this category has been delegated to the
newly-created board, whose nominations must still be confirmed by
the Senate. The board will act on
the recommendations of the Justice
Dept., which already has published
a list of subversive organizations,
including the Peoples Radio Foundation Inc., applicant for an FM
station grant in 1945.
The board has set up machinery
preparatory to holding hearings on
the Communist issue, with a view
to determining what organizations
may be regarded as subversive.
And the 82d Congress, mindful of
ecasting

The recent majority decision was
held by NLRB Chairman Paul
M. Herzog and Members John M.
Houston and Paul L. Styles. A
minority report, filed by James
J. Reynolds Jr. and Abe Murdock
declared that a union's right to
exclusive recognition is a "privilege" granted by Congress, which
"effectively and completely extinguished the privilege" with respect
to any union whose officers have
not filed non-Communist affidavits.
In a recent labor case involving
a broadcaster, the labor board disal owed aprotest by Seaboard Radio Broadcasting Corp., licensee of
WIBG-AM-FM Philadelphia, that
the American Communications
Assn. Local 1 had alleged Communist affiliates which would disqualify it from participating in a
board election. "The authenticity
or truth of affidavits" is properly
the function of the Justice Dept.,
the board
asserted Dec.
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
11, 4].
ACA previously was dislodged from
the CIO on the Communist issue.
Resolution Approved
Meanwhile, the Senate Judiciary
Committee
approved
a resolution which has
would
authorize
it to
"make a continuing study of the
administration, operation and enforcement" of the 1950 Internal
Security
Act
—
so-called
ran subversive the
control
bill. McCarThe resolution (S Res 366), sponsored by Sen. James 0. Eastland
(D-Miss.), supported by Sen. Pat
McCarran (D-Nev.) and five other
Senate members and reported by
Sen. McCarran, singled out "the
agents and dupes of the world Communist conspiracy . . . engaged in
activities (including the origination
and dissemination of propaganda)
designed and intended to bring such
protective laws into disrepute or
disfavor and to hamper or prevent
eifective administration and enSen. McCarran
plans to hold
forcement. .. ."
hearings on the Communist issue
sometime early next year after the
82d Congress
convenes.Nov.The30 resolution was introduced
and
reported without amendment Dec.
11.
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Stations
(Continued from page 26)
tions business in all its forms must
survive and we must have profits
in some manner to give the government to service the enormous debt
we are going to have."
Edgar T. Bell, general manager
of KTOK Oklahoma City, said most
of the station's increase has come
from new business, with 109c from
old accounts increasing. "We are
bullish on AM but are getting set
to file for TV. We will go color
at the start."
Hugh B. Terry, general manager
of KLZ Denver, expects institutional advertising to appear if an
excess profits tax is applied, offsetting drops in autos, appliances,
housing and other items affected
by credit restrictions and scarcity.
National spot and local should
gain, he said, but AM network
likely will not increase. "Sales will
be tougher, advertising more necessary," he observed.
Richard H. Mason, general manager of WPTF Raleigh, N. C, looks
for "an extremely active year" and
finds military installations "an increasingly important business factor" in Eastern North Carolina.
AM Holding Up
Norman Boggs, executive vice
president and general manager of
WMCA New York, says spot AM
is holding up particularly well despite the first flush of hysteria over
TV. He said 1951 should find "AM
listening on independent stations
constantly increasing to new
heights" and cost-per-thousand listeners going even lower.
James Murray, station manager
of KQV Pittsburgh, said a war
would have little effect on radio in
that industrial city.
Harold P. Danforth, president
and general manager of WDBOAM-FM Orlando, Fla., said the
area's populatiSh has been rising
for a decade and promises to attract more people due to the war
scare and growth of small industries.
Craig Lawrence, executive vice
president of WCOP Boston, pre-

diets better local and national spot
business will continue throughout
1951. Radio is the best summer
medium in New England, he reminded, because of resort and
tourist industries.
I. R. Lounsberry, president of
WGR Buffalo, predicts increases
"for good AM stations" despite
TV's dollar and audience competition.

Mr. Shafto

G. Richard Shafto, general manager of WIS-AM-FM Coltimbia,
S. C, looks for a good radio and
business year in that area, aided
by a projected H-bomb plant and
other defense activity.
Pierre Boucheron, general manager of WGL Fort Wayne, Ind.,
feels radio "should be good during
1951" whether the U. S. enters an
all-out war economy or simply rearms.
Allen M. Woodall, president of
WDAK Columbus, Ga., looking
back on a record year, expects 1951
to be "bigger and better." Military
activity is high in the area.
William B. Quarton. general
manager of WMT Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, contends "inflation and defense spending are bound to put
dollar volume above 1949-50."
Hugh M. Smith, general manager
of WCOV Montgomery, Ala., expects more all-time business records in Central Alabama due to
military activity, high meat prices
and possible newsprint shortage.
Cy King, general manager of
WEBR Buffalo, said: "At this moment local and national spot prospects appear
Robert
J. good."
Burow, manager of
WDAN Danville, 111., expects employment to hold steady or perhaps
increase but notes that rationingmight hurt business "a little." He
looks for at least a lO'r increase
in station business over 1950.

WMFG
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Ray P. Jordan, manager of
WDBJ
believes
"the
constantRoanoke,
growth Va.,
of the
Roanoke
market will be continued." Industrial and farm prospects are
"good,"
creasing. with defense activity inGrant F. Ashbacker, WKBZ
Muskegon, Mich., finds industrial
employment increasing so "business looks good" in 1951.
Jerome Sill, general manager of
WMIL Milwaukee, expects taxes to
open new sources of advertising.
As a result of TV, he said, buyers
of Class A time on network stations, program or spot, are now
shopping for daytime on independents. Retail and industrial activity
is "extremely high," he said.
Transit Profitable
Paul R. Fry, vice president of
KBON-AM-FM Omaha, said local
and national spot are at a record
level and transit is becoming profitable. He added: "This successful
two-station TV market should show
no decline in general radio activity
as radio, TV and transit all promote the industry together."
Bill Michaels, station manager of
KABC San Antonio, a military center, finds retail sales rising but reminds that San Antonians, like the
rest of the country, are concerned
primarily with the international
situation and only secondarily with
the effect on business.
H. C. Wilder, president of WSYR
Syracuse, anticipates higher factory employment and wages in case
of a war economy, offsetting declines in hai-d goods, autos and
building. Spending will be shifted
to luxury items, however, and entertainment enterprises will do better, he believes, with TV and AM
advertising continuing "good."

Mr. Thomas

Mr. Wilder

Chet Thomas, general manager
of KXOK-AM-FM St. Louis, said
advertisers are now agreeing that
radio is the only truly national
medium though TV has, and will
continue, to make great strides.
"FM is showing signs of life for
home listeners," he said, "and tranyear will be 1951."
E.sit radio's
K. Hartenbower,
general
KanKCMO-AM-FM
of
manager
indication"
"every
sees
sas
City,
that business will continue to improve. Agriculture and livestock
will continue at a high peak.
E. J. Gluck, president of WSOC
Charlotte, N. C., figures national
spot and local sales will be good,
with sales and promotion plans
"directed towards aggressive sellCharles
Balthrope, manager
ing on all W.
fronts."
of KITE San Antonio, said "it will
happen
again,"
in recalling
transfusion
advertising
received the
in
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the last war, with high prices ant
tax developments.
William Newens, vice presiden
of KOIL Omaha, believes an exces:
profits tax will stimulate radio buy
ing though there will be shortage:
during an adjustm.ent period. This
in turn, would bring a transitioi
from selling to institutional copy
"resulting in rather heavy sched
Simon R. Goldman, vice pre.si
dent and manager of WJTN-AM
FM Jamestown, N. Y., predictec
retailers will use more radio to in
crease volume and keep costs down
Local industrial firms and nationa
spot advertisers are showing
ules." interest in radio, he added;
greater
R. B. Westergaard, WN05^
Knoxville, Tenn., notes increased
activity in Tennessee Valley Au
thority and Oak Ridge projects. Ir
case of industrial conversion to wa:
production he predicts "adveitisinj
from certain categories could de^
crease with others taking up th(
Harry S. Hyett, manager o
WEAU Eau Claire, Wis., antici
pates "a conservative increase ii
both
local and national spot," witl
slack."
several inquiries from farm ac
counts.
Anticipate Business Increase
Ken Church, vice president anc
general manager of WIBC Indian
apolis, said a local Chamber 0
Commerce survey showed leadin?
firms anticipate a 6.7% business
increase in 1951.
Robert R. Tincher, vice presiden!
of WNAX Yankton, S. D., expect;,
food and drug expansion whil<:
durable goods advertising budgets
decline. Production controls wilr
permit
"very little increase in T^
sets-in-use"
during 1951, he sug.
gested, whereas newsprint short
ages
radio. will bring more income to AlV
Victor C. Diehm, managing partj
ner of WAZL Hazleton, Pa., fean
1 ising operational costs as business
lises. Local stores and such re:
gional establishments as bakeriej
and breweries are buying mor^
time, he said.
J. M. Higgins, manager of WTH§
Terre Haute, Ind., looking at
30% increase over 1949 after fou
years on the air, expects an addi
tional gain in 1951 "sufficient t
air more public service needs
Business runs along at a stead,
pace in Terre Haute, he said.
Harben Daniel, president anU
general manager of WSAV Savarl
nah,
radio "aswill
Ameige j
ica's Ga.,
No. contended
1 mass medium
Nancy
McIver
TRAVELS THE WORLD
(Formerly Nancy Grey
1,11 WTM,T— NBC)
WHFC Chicago WEHS-FH
2-2:30 Mon. thru Sat
— anii —sellsand
Sliesellsentertains
Participations
Aiailahle
MARSHALL PRODUCTIONS INC8RP0RATEC
40th Floor Bankers BIdg., Chicago 3
Radio — Shows to fit your budget — TV
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more than its share of the increased advertising revenues in the
ahead."
year
Al Johnson, manager of KOY
Phoenix, finds prospects for new
highs in holiday retail sales and
eixpects dollar volume of retail
sales and general business to be
higher in 1951.
Marshall Rosene, general manager of WSAZ-AM-TV Huntington, W. Va., believes local and
national spot for both radio and
TV will continue to increase during the defense preparation period,
« provided there is no serious upset
jfin the coal industry.
Charles G. Burke, general manlager of KFGO Fargo, N. D., said:
'With early TV experimenting nov/
i over in many markets, there is a
fnoticeable return to the sanity of
broadcasting." He predicts "in1creased broadcast activity."
! J. Frank Jarman, vice president
;ind general manager of WDNCAM-FM Durham, N. C. contends
merchants and dealers "will have
Ito use more advertising to get
I sales back to the normal level." He
sees prospects of a banner year
Ifor radio.
E. J. Paxton Jr., manager of
WKYB Paducah, Ky.,. said: "Outlook here for all types of business
is for such a volume it will be
difficult to cope with."
Higher Radio Budget
Lester W. Lindow, general man;|ager of WFDF Flint, Mich., anticipates higher radio budgets due to
newsprint shortage and the tax
situation. He feels 1951 "should
be a very good year for both the
jfe-adio business and business in genT eral."
H. B. Hook, manager of KGLO
ij Mason City, Iowa, said banks,
Jbrick and tile, and feed coinpanies
,'jare planning increased use of radio,
with garages and implement com< panies getting set to promote serv5 ,ce departments when new units
Decome scarce. Food, jewelry, and
3ther retailers will buy more time,
i though "it all depends on how good
ita selling job we do."
■ James M. LeGate, general manager of WIOD
Miami, suggests
"radio competition is probably one
of the toughest in the nation and
can get no worse." He feels the TV
isituation probably won't change

WIND SPEED?
WIND DIRECTION?
TEMPERATURE?
NOW YOU CAN I
GIVE ACCURATE,
UP-TO-THE-MINUTE i
LOCAL WEATHER NEWS!
Cabinet with constant- reading dials sets right on |
your
desk. WINDWindVELOCITY
in lead- j
ing Universal
Tunnel for calibrated
extreme accuracy(Self.generating.) WIND DIRECTION built to
aircraft standards. OUTSIDE AIR TEMPERATURE reads — iO to +120 Fahrenheit. All instruments and transmitters highest quality aircraft
type with Gold-Palladium and Silver contactsPlugs in 110 AC. Brochure on {OA.SO
request. Complete as illustrated. O^r
AmCRAFT COMPONENTS, INC.
ISeO Woodlind Av Benton Harbor, Michitan.-.
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because of war-time restrictions.
"We hope to keep our operation
flexible enough to meet changing
conditions," he said.
Frank V. Webb, general manager of KFH-AM-FM Wichita, expects "business to continue to advance and broadcast advertising
revenues for Wichita to show a
substantial gain for 1951, assuming the world situation doesn't fall
Walter J. Damm, vice president
and
general manager of radio,
apart."
WTMJ Milwaukee: "Milwaukee because of its varied industries which
are largely devoted to heavy machinery and allied products will
not feel any negative reactions as
a result of the war crisis until long
after other communities.
WTMJ expects some curtailment
of nighttime sales but expects to
see morning and
afternoon b u s iness
Johnincrease."
Esau, vice
president and
general manager
of KTUL Tulsa,
*
, ^ '■
said "1951 should
be bigger and
better so long as
we sell radio — the
meMr. Esau greatestdium ofmass
all — and
believe
it."
H. R.in Krelstein,
vice president
of WMPS Memphis, looks at prospects of price and wage controls,
raw material shortages and higher
taxes as big question marks affecting general business.
Joe L. Smith Jr., president of
WJLS Beckley, W. Va., said a war
boom will aid the bituminous area,
with radio billings reflecting such
a boom. "Personally, we prefer
less business," he commented.
Jerry Geehan, manager of KMO
Tacoma, Wash., expects a banner
year as the Northwest continues
to expand, with 1951 to exceed the
record gross of 1950.
1951 Keeps Pace
Gayle V. Grubb, general manager of KGO San Francisco, finds
every indication that 1951 will
keep pace with the increased net
in 1950. "We are beginning to do
the selling job we should long ago
have done," he said.
John E. Fetzer, president of
WKZO-AM-TV Kalamazoo, Mich.,
said : "We are profoundly impressed with the ability of television to make advertisers AM conscious. It is our feeling that TV
may yet prove to be the greatest
advance salesman for radio yet
devised."
M. C. Watters, vice president of
WCPO-AM-FM-TV Cincinnati, expects expansion of morning and
afternoon TV, with TV billing conupward. even
"Radio
TV
markets tinuing
will suffer
morein than
it did in 1950 with the invasion of
TV into radio's last stronghold,
morning time," he said. "In non-TV
markets radio may expect a good
S. Fantle Jr., president of KELO
Sioux Falls, S. D., said any inyear."crease in business would come from
competitive fields such as chain
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stores, clothing and appliance
shops, along with automotive and
farm machinery lines. Mr. Fantle
added: "It does not seem possible,
at least at this time, that we will
ever return to normalcy at least
within the foreseeable future."
James E. Gordon, president of
WNOE New Orleans, said, "radio's
position will improve and it will
again render the greatest service
Venn, general manager of
to Bob
the public."
WMIE Miami, figures 1951 will
be a banner year as radio is "gradually convincing newspaper advertisers of the lower cost advantages of the medium. TV here has
so far developed new revenue."
F. E. Fitzsimonds, vice president
of KFYR Bismarck, N. D., suggests the high tempo of the national economy should be reflected
in this farm area with spending
dependent on crop conditions.
Eugene T. Flaherty, manager of
KSJ Sioux City, Iowa, said livestock population is largest in history and grain production was
better than expected so business
generally should be good.
Rex Howell, president of KFXJ
Grand Junction, Col., recalled that
broadcasting "assumed its full
stature as an industry of great
importance during World War II."
He said defense preparations will
stimulate industrial development in
the Rocky Mountains.
Will Enjoy Increase
G. David Gentling, general manager of KROC Rochester, Minnsaid that "because Rochester is
mainly a service town I expect
business to enjoy an increase ap
Todd Storz, vice president and
to 15%."manager of KOWH Omaha,
general
thinks both radio and general business prospects are "extremely
favorable." Radio listening is up
because of the war crisis, he said,
"ultimately attracting more advertisers and larger expenditures."
Walter Wagstaff, general manager of KIDO Boise, Idaho, predicts
high business levels because of demand for lumber and pulp, farm
products, metals, wool and livestock. Value of the dollar has increased in terms of radio circulation cost, he said.
Charles E. Denny, general manager of WERC Erie, Pa., says new
customers, anxious to get their
names before the public, will replace clients lost by shortages.
Bevo Whitmire, manager of
WFBC Greenville, S. C, figures
excess profits taxes will bring more
business to the industry. As to
FM,C. heB. said:
"Oh,general
brother!"manager
Locke,
of KFDM Beaumont, Tex., thinks
network business will show some
improvement with perhaps little
change in local and national spot.
Phil Hoffman, manager of KOB
Albuquerque, is confident radio
"will more than hold its own in
1951, with population and general
activity constantly increasing in
the Southwest." He looks for a
259f increase in national billings.
A. J. Mosby, president and manager of KGVO Missoula, Mont.,

concedes a clamp down on manufacturing civilian goods and change
to a war economy "will hit us hard
in 1951" but suggests "a possible
recovery in 1952." He predicts a
drop in 1951 for the first time in
KGVO's history.
C. J. Lanphier, president and
general manager of WFOX Milwaukee, predicts "a bigger year for
AM if the AM operator carefully
watches the changing times and
points his sales activities accordingly. TV will not be a competitive
factor for either local or national
business in Milwaukee as there will
probably be a constant SRO sign
on the only TV outlet."
Confusion May Hurt Radio
Bill Weaver, station manager of
KLIF Dallas, fears present Korean
confusion will hurt radio but a
full-fledged war would bring an
increase, especially if newsprint
is short.
Daniel C. Park, general sales
manager of WIRE Indianapolis, expects another good year though
automotive and appliance lines may
be affected. "Television has not
hurt AM in this market as yet," he
said, "and in some cases has helped
make some advertisers more radio
Hughconscious."
Boice, general manager of
(AM)
WEMP Milwaukee, said the station's sales volume hit an all time
high one year after return to nonnetwork operation, in competition
with four new licensees. Increasing
national spot is in sight, he said,
(Conthmecl on page 58)
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Stations
(Continued from page 57) ■
though automotive, appliance and
TV set accounts may drop.
Dale Drake, managing director
of WRR Dallas, looks for a surge
near the end of the tax year on the
basis of an excess profits levy. Otherwise acontinuing inflation would
raise revenues as well as operating
costs.
R. W. Welpott, assistant stations
manager, WGY-WRGB (TV)
Schenectady, N. Y., said business
prospects
for 1951 area.
are "excellent"
in that industrial
Personal
income is up with multi-shift operations and longer working hours.
"Prudent advertisers will take advantage of this increased market
potential and expand their adverhe said.tising and publicity accordingly,"
Ben Ludy, general manager of
WIBW Topeka: "Looks bigger
than ever."
William T. Kemp, president and
general manager of KVER Albuquerque, said newsprint shortage
and taxes will encourage many
newspaper advertisers and nonadvertisers to turn to radio. "Our
faith in the future of radio in general and in the West in particular
is shown by our application for a
new standard broadcast station at
Cheyenne, Wyo.," he declared.
Patt Statement
John F. Patt, president of the
G. A. Richards stations : "The stepup in war production will be accompanied by a comparatively
small decrease in consumer goods
production, in my opinion. Radio
should benefit from higher taxes,
from war manufacturers wanting
to keep their trade names alive,
from newsprint shortages, and
from generally fair retail business."
John M. Rivers, president of
WCSC Charleston, S. C, estimates
radio will be good, particularly at
the local level and national spot is
steady and headed upward. "The
weak spot is network sales and
here we have men who should be
thinking big things becoming prisoners of their own environment,"
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he said. "They look at television
and think everybody else only looks
at television. . . . This temporary
'blind spot' will begin to disappear
when logic and reason once more
assert themselves in the proper appraisal of network radio."
John J. Hurley, general manager
of WNEB Worcester, Mass., said
payrolls are up, reflected in better
local business, but government controls and return to a seller's market will change this situation.
Pill's Views
Howard E. Pill, president and
general manager of WSFA MontAla., comments
on "the
ridiculous gomery,
numbers
of stations
in
practically all markets," with the
increasing
income
"cut thinner."
He said local
merchants
have to
see so many radio salesmen that
some are placing their business
with newspapers, usually under
single ownership, because they only
have to talk to one salesman.
Claude Frazier, sales director of
WAGA Atlanta, said the station
expects to continue increasing its
volume, particularly at the retail
level, by a more thorough presentation of radio and its stature as an
advertising medium. Recent newspaper merger in Atlanta places
radio in a stronger position, he
contends.
K. K. Hackathorn, general manager of WHK Cleveland, is optimistic but concerned over the war
crisis. Plants are at full capacity,
he said, which is reflected in good
retail business.
George D. Coleman, general manager of WGBI Scranton, Pa., predicted radio in Northeastern Pennsylvania would hold the high level
of 1950. Competition for audience

HADACOL'S

will increase, he said, as programming techniques improve.
H. W. Cassill, president and general manager of WEOK Poughkeepsie, N. Y., said radio "has only
scratched the surface of the business available to it." He advocated
constructive radio selling instead
of selling on "alleged demerits of
other
stations."
Frank
R. Smith, president of
WBVP Beaver Falls, Pa., said limited retail operation may affect
radio business and advised stations
to adjust operations to meet the
situation in the local communities.
Greg Rouleau, manager of
WEDC Duluth, Minn., said development of the area's resources will
be to the advantage of radio and
general business conditions.
George Cranston, manager of
WRAP Fort Worth, expects local,
national spot and network to increase.
Willard Schroeder, general manager of WOOD Grand Rapids,
Mich., expects
the for
localall"sellers
market
to continue
goods
and services." He indicated the current business pace indicates "radio
will continue to compete successfully with newspapers, billboard
Ernest
Sanders, manager of
space
and C.TV."
WOC-AM-FM-TV Davenport,
Iowa,
declaredactivity
1951 "looks
good"
as
industrial
increases.
FCC

Change

STATE-Local Government and
Amateur Division of FCC's newly
established Safety and Special Radio Services Bureau has been
changed to Public Safety and Amateur Division, it was announced
last week by the Commission.

GROWTH
Sen. LeBlanc Cites 'Tremendous' Radio Role

"TREMENDOUS" growth of Hadacol, a dietary supplement, can be
traced largely to use of radio as
a basic selling medium. State Sen.
Dudley J. LeBlanc said Dec. 14 at
at testimonial dinner given in his
honor at Lafayette, La.
"If it had not been for advertising, Hadacol would not have attained the success it has in such a
short period of time," Sen. LeBlanc
said, noting that his corporation
assets had increased to $7 million
in 2V2 years.
"Radio has done a tremendous
job for me in that respect," he told
James Gordon, WNOE New Orleans, in a statewide radio network
carrying the event.
Net profit of his LeBlanc Corp.
this year will be approximately $6
million on a $20 million gross, the
Senator said. He hopes to gross
between $75 million and $80 million next year if he can obtain
enough materials, and expand his
payroll from 800 to 1,500 by spring.
Sen. LeBlanc added that he had
purchased $500,000 worth of toys
for Christmas parties to be con-

Sen. LeBlanc (I) tells Mr. Gordon
and a statewide radio audience how
use of spot radio for Hadacol
helped build a near $20 million
gross for LeBlanc Corp. during
1950.
ducted by over 570 stations in
theatres
throughout
the product's
market area.
He j?eceived
a $1,500
solid gold plaque at the dinner,
given by public, business and civic
leaders throughout the state.

SMILES indicate satisfoction o
Worth Kramer (r), WJR Detroit vie
president and general manager, an
Boaz Siegel,
AFRA
local, assecretary
they put of
theirDetroit'
signj
tures to thea first
WJR-AFRA
contrae
fortnight ago.
ROSE

BOWL
CBS Warns on Right
SHARP REMINDER to Los Ar
geles area theatre exhibitors tha
CBS holds exclusive rights to th|A
radio and television broadcast
the annual New Year's Day Pasa
dena Rose Bowl football game wa
given recently in letter sent b
Howard S. Meighan, CBS vie
president and chief executive office
on the West Coast.
The letter, similar to those ser
in the past by the network befoi
the event, read in part:
By agreement dated Sept. 28, 194i
between ourselves, the Pacific Coas
Intercollegiate Athletic Conferenc
and the Pasadena Tournament
Roses Assn., we were granted the es
elusive radio and television rights fo
the Rose Bowl Game to be playe
Jan. 1, 1951. Under this agreemen
we are not permitted to authorize
grant permission to anyone to us
the television broadcast of the gam
in any theatre (auditorium) or oth«
establishment for a commercial puj
pose or where an admission
charged. The right to make any sue
use of the television broadcast ca
be granted only by agreement wit
the three parties to the contract
Sept. 28, 1949, and it is not the pres
ent plan to make such a grant.
Mr. Meighan's letter stated ths
"legal proceedings" would be us€
against any individual or fin
who attempted such exhibition.
WTIC Hartford recently received le
ter of appreciation from Suffiel(
Conn., board of Police Commissionej
for work in locating persons sough
by police. Letter cited case of bo;
seriously injured and station ccj
operation in locating injured youth
parents.
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
One of the leading and
oldest schools of Radio
Technologry in America, offers its
trained Radio and Television techdustry. nicians to the Broadcasting InAddress inquiries to
Placement Director
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
A Service of Radio Corporation
of America
350 W. 4th St.,
New York 14, N. T.
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Television's Outloolt
For 1951
imences on Poge 60

pcago Court Decision
On Color
Poge 67

1st Set Cou.
''By Markets
Poge 64

Credit shrewd casting in bring"Ellery Queen
" into
TV
being. ing
Richard
Hart in
the title
role, is alert and forceful, extracting all the suspense qualities
out of the initial script. Du Mont,
rushing to the front with provocative programming may have a winner here.
TELEVISION DAILY
Too often in those TV crime dramas
these days, the producers are content to
allow a name star to carry too much of
the acting burden. An exception last Thurshowever,
"Ellery
(Du Mont), dayinnight,
which
RichardwasHart
and Queen"
Florenz
Ames are the weekly regulars. Outstanding among the support were Joan
Westmore and Richard Purday.
VARIETY
The most notable feature of this show
is that Ellery Queen is played by Richard
Hart. Just recently Mr. Hart left a role
^,
in " The Happy Time ", a current
Broadway play to do the television series. His ability as an
actor on the stage and in the
movies has not failed him in
television.
NEW YORK TIMES

—adapted

from the

best-selling detective fict ion
of all time
mi

AP¥i!4

are now

making

PUIS

exciting

mystery fare for millions
of television fans.
Sponsored by:
KAISER-FRAZER

EVERY THURSDAY

at 9:00 P.M.
on the
62 STATIONS
THE NATION'S WINDOW ON THE WORLD
515 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK 22, N. Y.
PHONE: MURRAY HILL 8-2600
Copyright 1950, Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc.
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Gross

Jumps

to $45 Million;

Time

Scarce

NETWORKS
NETWORK TELEVISION grew so
rapidly in 1950 that it almost burst
out of its pants.
From a gross volume of $12 million in 1949, the four TV networks
jumped to an estimated gross S45
million in 1950. But network tele-vision, like a stripling who grows
faster than Dad can buy clothes,
needed bigger britches desperately
at The
year's
end. was that there were
trouble
not enough stations to go around.
The biggest problem an advertiser
had in buying a television campaign (aside from finding the
money to pay for it) was in getting availabilities.
The biggest problem a network
had was persuading stations to
scuttle another network's shows in
order to clear time for whatever
program the first network was
selling.
The scarcity of outlets led to a
iDitter inter-network row over the
allocation of AT&T network facilities. Two networks, ABC and
DuMont, wanted the facilities spilt
even-steven among all four. CBS
and NBC held out for a system
which gave them the big shares, on
the grounds they had more sponsors than the other two and thus
their affiliates wanted to take more
programs from them than from
ABC or DuMont.
Compromise Formula
The wrangle finally was settled,
at least temporarily, by a complicated compromise formula that
gave ABC and DuMont more
nearly equal first call on the cable,
and at year's end the four networks were starting operations that
way [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec. 181.
The compromise settlement on
the use of AT&T facilities was at
best a temporary solution, however. Until the FCC opened for
television station business again,
the lack of enough outlets to go
around would continue to plague
network television.
Despite the freeze on TV stations, which had been in force for
more than two years, television
grew big and lusty in 1950. With
107 stations on the air in 67 cities,
the four networks increased their
gross billings enormously.
According to Broadcasting •
Telecasting projections of Publishers Information Bureau figures
(which are complete only through
October, 1950), the gross billings
Page 60
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for the entire year, network by
network (and comparative PIB
figures for 1949) were:
1950
1949
ABC
$6,750,000 $1,391,991
CBS
12,750,000 3,446,893
DuMont
4,500,000* 6,500,104
955,525
NBC
21,000,000
Total
45,000,000 12,294,513
* DuMont 1950 total is DuMont's own estimate.
The phenomenal growth of television is even more remarkably
shown in a comparison with total
gross billings of all television networks in 1948. A scant two years
ago all four networks billed total
of about $800,000.
Except for the artifical limitations imposed by the FCC, 1950
was a year of uninhibited TV
growth. But television executives
feared that 1951 would bring even
more severe limitations than the
FCC freeze.
Television seemed almost sure to
suffer from the diversion of materials and production facilities to
defense purposes. Production of
television receivers was bound to
be reduced.
As of year's end, there were
nearly 10 million TV sets in use in
the 67 cities where television is
available. NBC estimated there
would be more than 14 million sets
out by next October — but that was
barring serious cutbacks in production.
It was plain that unless the war

SARNOff
TELEVISION in performance and
growth during 1950 reached proportions that qualify it for major
service in helping to speed the defense mobilization efforts of this
nation. Brig. Gen.
David Sarnoff,
chairman of the
board of RCA,
declared in a
year - end
state-in
ment issued
New York today.
"At this time
of national emergency, America is
Gen. Sarnoff
particularly
fortunate in that
since the end of World War II television has been developed to the
extent that 40 million Americans
now comprise the television audience," said Gen. Sarnoff. "This is

crisis unexpectedly evaporated and
the nation's defense effort slackened, the growth of TV circulation
would be arrested in 1951.
From the way things were going,
it looked doubtful that FCC would
reopen its doors for television station applications. With defensecreated shortages in sight, the pace
of television expansion in 1951
seems destined to slow down.
In a year-end statement, Comdr.
Mortimer W. Loewi, director of the
DuMont Television Network, the
only network exclusively devoted to
TV, said (for statements by other
network presidents, see page 32) :
"The DuMont Television Network, like the industry generally,
hails 1950 as video's banner year.
Our billings,
erally, attainedlike
newtelecasters'
peaks ; our genlist
of sponsors doubled and our affiliates grew till our
programs
werein
seen regularly
every section of
the"With
country.
network
business alone up
350% over 1949,
to reach $4.5 million, our gross
billings,workon
netand local
Mr. Loewi
stations combined, during the year soared 1859'f
above last year's totals, and the
Sees

Major

of tremendous importance to the
country since it provides a new
medium
radio's unity
vast
audience toin supplement
achieving fullest
of purpose.
President's Audience
"When President Truman declared the existence of the national
emergency, he was viewed by one
of the largest audiences ever to see
and hear a President of the United
States at a single time. His audience surpassed in numbers the
total
1850. population of the country in

network's national advertisers rose
from 14 to 26.
"The network's expanded sponsor list helped to strengthen programming for both daytime and
evening telecasts in 1950. Fiftyeight programs were being aired
weekly by the end of November,
compared with 56 in November
1949. Thirty-six and a half hours
a week were served to network affiliates and 64 hours to WABD (TV)
New York and the network combined.
"DuMont scored on program- •■
ming, too. It secured the telecasting
rights to all Notre Dame home
football games for the second successive year and serviced them to
46 stations covering 44 cities. This
was the largest number of cities
ever linked to air a program offered by a single sponsor (National '
Chevrolet Dealers). Eighty-three
percent of all U. S. telesets were
within range of transmitters offering these broadcasts.
"Other memorable programs included the pickup of critical sessions of the United Nations when
statesmen at Lake Success debated
the problems of the Red Chinese in
Korea. The exclusive telecast of
Secretarynificant
of State
Acheson's
November speech
on sigthe
Korean crisis also evoked widespread praise.
"The year also saw accelerated
(Continued on page 68)

Defense

Role

for TV

new and vital factor in the interest
and welfare of this nation."
Gen. Sarnoff asserted that as the
year ends there are approximately'
10 million television sets in the
United States and 107 television^
stations. He said that 1950 brought^
to fruition years of television research, engineering and planning,
with the result that "the signpost
on the road of progress is marked
television — in both black-and-white
The year 1950 was the biggest
and color."
in the history of RCA, with television accounting for approximatedeincome,
gross He
ly 75%claredofGen.the
Sarnoff.
reported

"The great effectiveness of television for service in training air
raid wardens, for Red Cross work
and direct appeals, for the spreading of visual information into the that profits and dividends to stockholders were larger than ever be-home, as well as the other classifi(Continued on page 69)
cations pertaining to defense, is a
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

Approves Color Order, Bars Commercialism
FCC
LDS
UPHO
COURT
turers would rush into the business
same record have arrived at a difPilot Radio Corp.'s charges that
L DECISION upholding FCC's apeither
of
manufacturing adapters and
roval of the CBS color television
Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.), chairman of the Senate Interstate &
The ferent
courtconclusion."
did not agree with converters for existing sets or manurvstem but prohibiting commercial
facturing sets with built-in adapters
Foreign Commerce Committee, put RCA that it could receive testimony
peration pending a ruling by the
and converters while this controversy
from RCA as part of the trial:
undue pressure on FCC to adopt
is pending. And to maintain that the
". S. Supreme Court was handed
the CBS system. Subpenas for
"We reiterate that under well- public in any considerable number
own Friday by a three-judge fedestablished principles our function
correspondence between Sen. Johnlal court in Chicago.
would purchase adapters and converson and the FCC and CBS were
ters, assuming they were available,
is to hear and determine the quesThe court dismissed the comunder the existing state of doubt and
tions before us solely on the reclaint in which RCA, NBC and
quashed.
uncertainty,
is to cast a reflection
On this score the majority noted
?.CA Victor Distributing Corp.
ord made before the Commission."
on the intelligence of people.
that no participant in the suit
In the majority's view, two
sought to upset FCC's color deciTo FCC's contention that the
courses were open: (1) Dismiss the
sion. But it also continued its temcharged that FCC was "influenced,
color decision should not be stayed
cajoled or coerced by Sen. Johnson
porary restraining order against
complaint,
(2) the
set case
asideback
FCC's
decision andorsend
for because delay will encourage furcommercial use of CBS color until
or anybody else." Nor was there
further
consideration
in
view
of
ther sales of unadapted black-andyext April 1 or such time as the any other charge or "even an in- recent developments.
white sets, the court replied:
timation"
that
FCC
did
not
act
in
Supreme Court dissolves the reThis argument is based on the asgood faith, the decision added.
"A pursuance of the latter
^Istraint.
sumption that the Supreme Court
Condon Report
course," the opinion Said, "assumwill sustain the validity of the order.
I The action, on a 2-to-l vote, a
ing
we
have
such
authority,
of
The majority also said it had no
ilittle more than five weeks after
It ignores a contrary possibility.
which there may be doubt, would
authority to consider the so-called
Certainly this court is possessed of
[the argument, was widely interno such omnipotence, and we doubt
result in the prolongajpreted as a serious blow — if not a Condon Committee's color TV re- inevitably
if the Commission is.
tion of the controversy which
port
to
the
Senate
commerce
comjfenockout blow- — against color TV
Even if the order was in effect the
mittee, although "no doubt this badly needs the finality of decision
jlor the duration of the present
owners of existing receivers could
report
refutes
numerous
of
the
which
can
be
made
only
by
the
Su*mergency.
not within the next several months
The majority decision itself said findings made by the Commission
preme Court.
obtain the equipment which would
"In other words, the interests of enable them to receive the authorized
and gives a far more favorable ap!one reason for extending the reall, we think will be better served
praisement ofthe RCA system than
broadcasts. But assume that they
straining order was the growing
with this controversy on its way up could and did so. Where would the
that attributed to it by the Com.phortage of electronics materials
rather than back from whence it public find itself in the event the
•and manpower.
order was held invalid by the SuNor
did
the
court
give
weight
to
mission."
! "It is a matter of common knowlpreme Court?
The
majority
recognized
apparRCA's
protest
that
E.
W.
Chapin,
edge that the situation . . . becomes
ent "inconsistency" in its decision
knore acute with each passing day, head of the FCC laboratories, in- comes."
The
majority
feltmatter
that "the
lic interest
in this
has pubbeen
to dismiss the complaint and yet
vented an automatic adapter usefend the prospects are that it will
magnified
far
beyond
its
true
ful with the CBS system and was
stay the operation of CBS color.
re far worse before it is better,"
allowed
nevertheless
to
continue
Conversion
Cost
Cited
perspective."
Any
merit
which
ithe majority said.
exists in the contention that manuparticipation in the case. The
But, the court reasoned, there
"It is hardly conceivable that
facturers stand to gain financially
are now no sets outstanding which
opinion said:
,ieither the Commission or the
It appears to us that the interest
by
delay
in
the production of color
are
capable
of
receiving
CBS
color
■jgovernment would under such cir- of the witness if it had any relein either color or black-and-white,
Kumstances desire, much less insist,
sets,
the
decision
held, "is comvancy went to the weight or credit
and to convert the estimated 9
pletely overshadowed by what aphat the order in controversy be to be given
his testimony, and that
pears to be evident, that is, that the
million existing black-and-white
ade effective."
this was a matter for the determinacontest is mainly between two
sets to receive color in color would
Both sides are free to appeal the
tion of the Commission. In any
great broadcasting systems for a
ecision to the Supreme Court —
event, it furnishes no basis for in- cost $1% billion. Further, the court
position of advantage in this
said,
manufacturers
would
need
OA on the dismissal of its comvalidating the Commission's order.
six to eight months to get adapters
rapidly developing field of teleEmphasizing the limited scope
jtolaint, and FCC on the extension of
of its authority in reviewing ad- and converters on the market. The
^fche temporary restraining order.
The opinion said that "perhaps
continued:
Appeal Seen Certain
ministrative agencies' actions, the opinion
the most substantial attack made
So it seems reasonable to conclude
I The certainty that an appeal
judges quoted from several Su- that if the [FCC] order was now in
upon the Commission's order is the
preme Court opinions, including one
Ns-ould be taken, regardless of the
vision."
adoption of standards which call
would be no broadcastecision, raised questions in the which said the judgment of such effect,ingthere
for an incompatible system which,
under the proposed standards
an agency, "if based on substantial
udges' minds as to "why we should
for many months, for the simple reaas admitted by all the parties inevidence of record, and if within
evote the time and energy which
son that there would be no sets cacluding the defendants and CBS, is
pable
of
receiving
such
programs.
statutory
and
Constitutional
limi;he importance of the case merits,"
less desirable than a compatible
or they felt that the Chicago
tations, iscontrolling even though
And it does not square with com(Continued on page 66)
the reviewing court might on the
mon sense to think that manufacbase "is little more than a practice
^]feession where the parties prepare
End test their ammunition for the
big battle ahead."
nson Cites Senate Work
Circuit Judge J. Earle Major
iftTote the majority opinion for
.himself and District Judge Philip
ALTHOUGH the war situation may
mented that black-and-white TV
compatibility in the RCA system,
tSullivan.
preclude introduction of any color he "wouldn't say whether it was
\ District Judge Walter LaBuy
is still the "bread and butter" and
system for the foreseeable future,
that RCA probably had not asked
jjdissented, labelling FCC's color deStuart L. Bailey, of Jansky & for a re-hearing because it did not
Chairman Edwin C. Johnson of the
acceptable."
jcision
"precipitous"
and
arbitrary,
Senate Interstate and Foreign
and holding that its enforcement
Bailey, Washington consulting en- want to delay the allocation proshould be restrained.
Commerce Committee believes that
gineers, and last past president of
ceedings and a final decision.
the
Institute
of Radio Engineers,
"There is ample basis for the his committee's activity in TV reThey
agreed
also that there
likewise stressed the improvement
conclusion that the scientists laborsulted in "speeding up the timemade
in
the
RCA
system,
but
added
might
be
"plenty
of
time" in which
ing in the laboratories of the intable several years."
Participating in a forum on color that from his observations he felt to appraise the whole matter, in
dustry may soon resolve the probview of cut-backs in production ocTV conducted by the District of that RCA "could not meet the FCC
lem of compatibility," Judge LaBuy
casioned by the national emerColumbia
Bar
Assn.
over
WWDC
said. "In view of the admittedly
requirements" as to minimum crigency. Sen. Johnson commented
teria even with its present system.
tfluid state of the art, it is difficult
Washington Dec. 17, Sen. Johnson
that
some
of his own constituents
The improvement in color fidelity,
to understand why the Commission
said he was pleased with the vast
were
very
anxious to have the
refused to hear additional evidence
improvement made in the RCA color however, he said, was marked.
proceedings closed, looking toward
Both Sen. Johnson and Mr. Bailey
and chose instead a course of action,
system, based on the most recent
demonstrations. He said he felt agreed that color is only a part operation of stations in Denver
rising its own words, based on
and the Colorado area.
that
the color was "not quite as of the TV proceedings and that
'speculation and hope rather than
Sen. Johnson made mention of
RCA,
of
course,
is
interested
in
the
on demonstrations.' "
good asthere
the CBS
picture"
but that
(Continued on page 72)
; The court refused to consider
while
is the
advantage
of entire project. Mr. Bailey comiTelecasting
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Educational

fllM

PRODUCIRS

FILM PRODUCERS, that mushrooming segment of a giant infant television industry, envision
1951 as another year in which uninterrupted business could increase
anywhere from 10% to 300%.
However, on the other side of the
ledger, some firms surveyed by
Broadcasting • Telecasting,
point to those two factors :
(1) Operational costs seem destined to swing upwards.
(2) A worsening of the world
crisis could complicate the outlook for these firms.
Jerry Fairbanks, president, Jerry Fairbanks, Inc., Hollywood, believes that the television film industry which has heretofore
played only a minor role in the
tremendous new medium development, is slated to make great
strides in 1951. Film is finally
being recognized as the "one sure
way of achieving professional perfection in video advertising and in
program presentation," he said.
"A doubling of today's output is
indicated and we'll not be greatly
surprised if we are producing a
year from now triple the present
product," he continued. Because
of higher wages and material costs,
Mr. Fairbanks, anticipated a slight
increase in operational costs. As
for general business for 1951, Mr.
Fairbanks estimated it will be
about the same as for 1950.
Sees Business Growth
Stephen Bosustow, president,
United Productions of America,
Burbank, Calif., declared television
is more likely to show an increase
in revenue than radio. The latter
will decrease about 10%, he estimates. He anticipates an increase
in revenue for his firm of about
25%, through sale of films for the
Army and Navy for educational
and training purposes as well as
for entertainment. "The war in
Korea, accompanied by the general demand for greater defense
effort, will stimulate general business activity," according to Mr.
Bosustow.
"Of course, we, like a lot of other
people, believe that television is
the big thing for 1951," said J. A.
Thomas, president of Telefilm,
Inc., Hollywood. "We do not expect a landslide, but we do expect
a healthy growth over 1950," he
continued. However, the gathering war clouds and what effect
they will have on the nation's economy, make predictions too risky,
he said. Mr. Thomas does anticipate an increase in radio over
1950 with about a 25%- increase in
his own business and an increase in
operating expenses of about 15%.
"General business prospects for
1951 will be excellent, exceeded
only by the prospects for TV in that
yeai\" This is the optimistic
viewpoint expressed by Louis D.
Snader, Snader Telescriptions
Corp., Beverly Hills, Calif. Mr.
Snader sees increased revenue for
Page 62
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television amounting to 90%,
with radio falling off about 10%.
Mr. Snader estimates an increase
of 150% in operating expenses for
the coming year. "Television will
prove, with the extension of
markets and the passing of time,
to be the cheapest possible method
of sales promotion . . . 1951 will
be a big, big year for television,"
is Mr. Snader's forecast.
Gifford Phillips, president of the
TEEVEE Co., Hollywood, in response to Broadcasting • Telecasting queries said :
"The big question in the radioTV picture this year is, of course,
the development of the present war
crises. If the crisis worsens, or
if war comes there will be general
levelling off of the rapid rise in
business revenue and television
development,
because television

in 1951

NAB's petition to participate in the further educational TV hearing Jan. 15
was granted by FCC last
week. NAB told the Commission it was taken by
surprise by some of the
testimony presented during
the earlier hearing relating
to reservation of VHF as
well as the UHF channels
specified in FCC's proposal \
since the educators had not
mentioned this in their
comments filed last August.
Similar position was taken

programs are very complicated and
very expensive to develop, and
production and allotment of scarce
materials will prevent further expansion of the existing television
market which could defray these
expenses. The AM radio field will
receivea development
quite a 'shot in
arm'start
by
such
andthewill
rising
in the last war."
Mr. rapidly,
Phillipsasanticipates
about
a 50% increase in revenue over
last
business
for answer
TEEVEEto
Co. year's
He feels
that the
better programming for television is the use of film — "a good
film program can far surpass the
most elaborate live program." He
expects his increase in revenue to
stem from the national sponsor
turning to Hollywood for better
programs. Mr. Phillips, like others
(Continued on page 73)

respecting
educators'
request for sharing
of existing VHF channels in those
areas where all VHF facilities already have been assignedDec.
[Broadcasting
Telecasting,
11, 4]. •

Color
TANTON

TV

Off er to Admira

DENIES

FLAT denial that CBS ever offered its color television system to Admiral
Radio Corp. "at any time" was issued in Chicago early last week by
CBS President Frank Stanton as Admiral President Ross Siragusa
planned to make that assertion before the Investment Analysts Club
there. Mr. Stanton, who received
full speech, as planned, charging
an advance copy of Mr. Siragusa's
speech before it was given on Wednesday that Mr. Stanton in
Wednesday, issued the following
May 1949 asked in a phone constatement Tuesday:
versation: "Why don't you with
After reading the advance handout
some other manufacturers bail us
on Siragusa's talk, I phoned him to
out of this color development?"
say that I have never made Admiral
such an offer. He contended that
He said he rejected the "offer"
because he "didn't believe in it (the
during the spring of 1949, I had made
an offer to him personally. I advised
system)". "I hope the final decision
Siragusa that I was in Europe at the will be left to the public," he said.
time he said I made the offer. MoreAfter the speech, the manufacover, Ihad no conversation, meeting,
turing executive answered quesor correspondence with Siragusa on
tions from the floor at the lunchany subject during 1949, and I have
eon meeting. Reporters queried
never made any offer to Siragusa on
him on the portion of his statecolor television at any time. Accordment in which he said Mr. Stanton
ingly, if Siragusa makes a statement
"offered to sell Admiral its color
about my offer as in the publicity
handout, it is false.
system, lock, stock and barrel, for
Mr. Siragusa went ahead with his
$3 million."

In May 1949, Mr. Siragusa sair
he and "three or four other manu
facturers," one of whom reportedl
was Motorola, were concerned ove
the closed circuit color TV medica:
demonstrations
for sho'w
ing
in Atlantic planned
City. Because
th
manufacturers did not want a put
lie "uproar" about color just a'
black-and-white was getting unde'
way, they telephoned William £
Paley, CBS board chairman, to re
quest that the demonstrations b
dropped.
Mr. Siragusa said Mr. Paley re
ferred him to Mr. Stanton. Mi
Siragusa, at that time a CBS-TAsponsor, said Mr. Stanton offered
the CBS color system for $3 mil«
lion, "the amount spent in 10 year'
Exchange of Calls
of research."
Mr. Siragusa returned Mr. Stan'
ton's call of Monday, telling hiiil
he was still going to mention th
"offer" in his speech and askinjl
if it would be more desirable i
Mr. Paley's name were mentionci
instead
ter
said ofno,Mr.he Stanton's.
reported. The lat
In the remainder of his speechi
the
president
"Th
long Admiral
term outlook
for TV said
is sound
but the immediate future uncei'tain
The industry will have a poore
year in 1951 than in the recort
He estimated Admiral's 195(
sales
at 1950."
approximately $230 mil
year of
lion, TV accounting for $173 mil
lion.
"More than 25%" of the tele
vision industry will be in defensi
work in the immediate future, Mr
Siragusa said. He anticipates ai
industry production maximum o:
5 million units because of shortages
of materials.
"Volume
high'
but
conversion
costs will
willbe mak<

GUESTS at CBS color television demonstration in Philadelphia a fortnight
ago [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec. 18) include (I to r): Neal D. Ivey,
president, Neal D. Ivey Adv.; David R. Albright, vice president and treasurer of McKee & Albright Inc.; Louis Hausman, CBS vice president in charge
profits suffer," he said. He pre
of advertising and sales promotion; Roy McKee, president, McKee & Albright dieted
a 95% TV saturation withir
Inc., and Edmund H. Rogers, partner in Gray & Rogers Agency.
five to 10 years.
T e 1e c a
iting • BROADCASTING

m
OUTLOOK
STATION
ident and manager of ABC O&O
\iMlT) mounting speculation that
stations (WJZ-TV New York,
llhe "freeze" on new television staiion applications will continue — - WXYZ-TV Detroit, WENR-TV
Chicago, KGO-TV San Francisco
r at least that the question is now
and KECA-TV Los Angeles), is
convinced that business is bound
I[academic" in the light of internajlonal developments — executives of to be "stimulating" after the pattern of World War II.
TV outlets
100-plus
nation's they
i^e
re confident
will reap
a rich
"Unemployment
will continue to
arvest of additional revenue durdecrease, which will maintain buyjig 1951.
ing power at an all-time high not■! Almost unanimously, the 107 staincrease in taxes," he
Bons look for continuation of a feels. Revenuewithstanding
boosts will be retrend which, for the first time this
flected more in the television indusiear, pushed many of them over
in general business contry
than
he "break-even" level into black
ditions, he indicates, singling out
food, drug, automotive and retail
pk operation.
While competition isn't likely to store advertisers.
ncrease in individual station marMr. Grabhorn sees an approxiets because of the freeze, video
mate 50% jump in TV revenue,
iperators are not unmindful of with 609c and 25% rises in the
lard goods shortages occasioned by local and national spot fields, ren emergency economy or of mountspectively, which would more than
lag operational expenses.
offset a possible 25% increase In
Despite these factors they feel operational expenses.
John S. Hayes, vice president of
;iat (1) general and radio business
WTOP-TV Washington, concedes
*ill be good; (2) national spot and
ational network, as well as local that while "business is always betfillings, will show appreciable
ter in Washington" — a WTOP rafains; (3) operating costs will rise,
dio-TV advertising b y w o r d — it
jrobably as much as 10% or 15%.
would be impossible to appraise
;| Most of the new business, they radio and general business prosr,|eel, will derive from food, drug,
nation's capital withfor the careful
Automotive, retail store, petroleum.
outpectstaking
note of the
Dap and other accounts, with util- international situation. He thinks
des possibly coming into the TV
business will be "better than better," however.
licture on a larger scale. The exfetence of available daytime TV
"With the continuing growth of
in and around
the government
also was cited by some
jponsorship
Executives as a cause for optimism,
vith daytime programs beginning
D come into their own. Increased
ty rate scales also were mentioned.
Big Increases Seen
Estimates on TV revenue boosts
.langed from 15% to 50%, with
ufossibility that the industry might
jiven enjoy increases up to 70% or
'00%. Operating expense hikes
jrobably will hover around the 157c
inark, according to executives replypg to questionnaires sent out by
jtROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
I Eosy prospects were held out for
national netwoi-k and spot, and loal revenue. TV station executives
lelt national spot's expected prosperity would not arise at the ex■ense of network billings. Latter
iiay rise anywhere from 20 %c to
iiO%, according to comments sup■jllied by the station operators.
Liberal revenue boosts also were
inticipated from local accounts,
i Typical of the comments received
Jy Broadcasting • Telecasting:
. Murray B. Grabhorn, vice pres-

iMr. Grabhorn
'elecasting
i

Mr. Hayes

Rapid

TV

Rise

Washington, every indication is for
a larger and growing population
with an attendant increase in the
purchasing power during 1951,"
Mr. Hayes states. "It can be exthat considerably
retail busines . . pected,
. willtherefore,
increase
. . . with an accompanying increase
in concentration on the Washington
market on the part of national
clients
well."is hopeful for inMr. as
Hayes
creases in network daytime sponsorship on TV.

Mr. Streibert

Mr. Lasker

A bigger revenue year for video,
with local and national spot billings on the upbeat, also is forecast
by Theodore C. Streibert, president
of WOR-TV New York, who envisions a "war economy with controls." He predicts that the new
excess profits tax will, among
other things, stimulate advertising
in general.
ic teleOne of the more optimist
vision executives, H. P. Lasker,

NPA Urged
ly PARIS
COLOR
A RADIO-TV appliance industry
copper and aluminum for television
advisory group last Wednesday
equipment (see separate story),
authorities felt that the advisory
called on the National Production
to "postpone consideragroup's recommendations were
Authority
tion" of all orders which permit merely "academic" now. NPA has
end products or component parts
issued no limitations on end prodto be used in color TV equipment.
ucts.
A three-point resolution was
When broached on the television
adopted by the Radio, Television
question — parts shortages for
black-and-white and for color
and Household Appliance Wholesale Industry Advisory Committee
decision
equipment in lieu of FCC's
and submitted to NPA Administhe CBS system — Gen.
trator William H. Harrison for his favoring
Harrison previously told electronic
consideration.
producers that the problem must
Stressing the shortages of criti- be resolved by the industry and
cal materials and skilled electronic
the FCC, and not by NPA
engineers, the committee in effect
• Telecasting,
[Broadcasting
Oct.
30].
sought fulfilment of equipment
needs for black-and-white TV and
OflFer Recommendations
postponement of color equipment
"until such time as materials and
ce committ
applian
The sented
s atpre-a
ndationee
its recomme
components shall be in safe, ade- meeting held last Wednesday by
quate supply to meet the require- the NPA's Office of Civilian Rements of the present emergency."
quirements, which is expected to
Gen. Harrison reportedly had not
offer its own suggestions once Gen.
studied the resolution as of ThursHarrison has studied the resolution.
day, but close associates indicated
The group offered the proposal
he probably would not take immediate action. They felt that the as "one way" of alleviating the
NPA administrator would be in- acute shortage of materials and
clined to table it on the grounds
and thus save exthat color television is not in the skilled personnel
isting metals and personnel for
domain of the NPA.
civilian production of tubes and
On the other hand, amid a re- other TV equipment and for military uses.
port that NPA is preparing limitations on all end products using
The wholesalers group reminded

• BROADCASTING

To

Continue

in '51

general manager of WLWD (TV)
Dayton, Ohio, is forecasting a
100% hike in TV revenue during
1951, with upwards of 20% rises
in local, and national and network
spot business. Department stores
and food concerns will help make
this possible, he believes.
"With the entire economy working at top-speed business should be
he adds. of
1951,"appraisal
throughout
good
A more
conservative
TV's 1951 prospects is voiced by
Wesley I. Dumm, president, KPIX
and KSFO San Francisco.
(TV)own
His
estimate of increase in
KPIX's operating expenses (25%o)
may be reflected in a prediction
placing the rise in TV revenue at
15% for the industry as a whole.
Mr. Dumm feels that institutional
firms, such as utilities and banks,
may come in heavily to augment
increased billings from department
stores and food and clothing retailers.
Mr. Dumm states: "Business in
the San Francisco area is being
predicted in an optimistic vein for
1951 and prospects continue to be
excellent. ... As under former
similar circumstances, employment
steadily increases in this area . . .
due to industrial changes from
peacetime prosperity to meet the
emergency requirements. A steady
flow of population from other states
continues in anticipation of such
(Continued on page 83)

To Postpone Orders
NPA officials that cobalt, used for
alnico magnets in radio-TV speakers, already has been cut to
50% for December, and felt that
monochrome TV should be permitted to use the available supply
of cobalt and other metals without
diversion of any material to color
television.
Technical "know-how" and tubes
and otherneled parts
could usage,
well be chanto defense
they
stressed.
In its resolution the industry
committee felt that "under these
emergency conditions" there is "no
likelihood whatever for the usage of electronic
equipment by the
public forceptionthe
reof color
television
broadA
"Am
casting." Color
^^^^
least double the
>M^^| receivers would
^hB require use "of at
.^^
BB^
Mr. Simon
used in ordinary
tubesas"
black and white numbe
sets, rasofwell
the development of new types of
tubes and other components, the

group
explaH.ined.
James
Simon, president of
Simon Distributing Corp., local
(Continued on page 66)
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Reasons For Set Buyinc
Studied in Survey

YESTERDAY
telestatus
and

(Report 143)

TODAY
in
Central

Indiana

WFBM-TV

Yesterday

....

On May 30, 1949 there
were 2500 Sets in WFBMTV's coverage area.

Today

....

there

are

102,000

that the younger age group place
GOOD programs rank as the numa higher value on the fact that
ber one reason why people who
"television is cheaper than going
don't own TV sets are considering
out" than do their elders. This
purchase of one, according to a suryounger
segment, particularly famvey completed last month for Elecilies with children under 15 years
tric League of Los Angeles Inc.,
The consumer study made by of age, also attach more meanFacts Consolidated, research firm,
ing to the fact that "TV keeps the
in cooperation with Hixson & Jor* * *
family together."
genson Inc., advertising agency
servicing the ELLA account, inKING-TV Seattle
cluded interviews with approxiSets New Rates
mately 500 non-set owners in about
KING-TV Seattle will put Rate
12 major areas of greater Los
Card No. 7 into effect on the first
Angeles.
It showed that 31% of inter- of the year, raising the basic hourly
viewees would purchase a receiver
rate to $400. One minute announceset because of the good programs
ments in Class A time (6:59-10:31
now appearing on TV screens. In- p.m., Mon.-Fri.; 12:59-10:31, Sat.,
Sun., holidays) will become $70.
expensive entertainment at home
In class B time (5:59-6:59 p.m.,
and family considerations closely
Mon.-Fri.; 10:31-11:01 p.m., daily)
followed programming as primary
the new hourly rate on a one time
arguments carrying most weight
basis is set at $300 and minute
with the non-set owning public.
It revealed (1) 25% of those spots at $50. For Class C time the
interviewed felt TV is good for basic rate is $200 an hour and $35
for spots of one minute or less.
shut-ins; (2) 24%. thought TV
^ ^ %
keeps the family together; (3) 24%
believe video is good for children.
KPRC-TV Houston
Other considerations were an exSurveys Viewers
pectancy that credit controls would
IN the Houston television market,
become stiff er and that prices would
serviced by KPRC-TV, 65.5% of
rise. One portion of the survey
the set owners view TV every night
revealed that most of the non-set
of the week. This was among the
owners did not know prices of TV
receivers had dropped in the past facts gathered by the station in a
survey to determine set owners
year. Nearly 75% of those interviewed either thought prices were
program wants in the area.
Jack Harris, KPRC-TV general
higher, the same or didn't know if manager,
reports that TV owners
any change had taken place.
want more
straight
dramatic
Further
breakdowns revealed
City

shows, mystery dramas, westerr
dramas, full length feature films
and educational features. Ovei
1,500 set owners responded.
It also was found that TV is
viewed for three hours or more £
night in 97.4% of the homes. View
ing of six hours or more per nigh'
was reported in 39.3% of the cases
TV set-owning families stay a
home more, 89% of the respondent:
said. The reading of evening news
papers is done less now by 32 '7,
while 53% of those responding sai<
they read magazines less. A de
crease in radio listening was re
ported by 91%.
* * *
Sponsor Identification
Surveyed by Trendex
STATISTICS on sponsor identifi
cation on network TV program
are being included in the Decembe
Trendex television report, Trende;
Inc., New York, has announced.
Programs with the highest spon
sor identification index durinj
October-November, the months in
eluded in the December report
were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

.Program Corract Wrong Knov
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts
94.7
0.0 5.3
T. J. Lipton Co.
Toast
of Town 90.3
0.8 8.9
Lincoln-Mercury
Kraft
TV
Theatre
87.2
0.7 12.1
Kraft Food Co.
LuxLever
Video8ros.Theatre
86.5
2.0 ll.S
StarTexasTheatre
86.4
2.1 ll.S
Co.

Sets in use
in WFBM-TV's
coverage area
In planning your TV coverage remember to TAKE
A CLOSE LOOK at the
Central Indiana Market —
COMPLETELY
COVERED by WFBM-TV.
Represented nationally by
The Katz Agency Inc.

WFBM-TV

Channel
6

"JImL
Page 64
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Weekly Television SummaryOutlets On Air
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area Louisville
Sets in Are
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
KOB-TV
5,700
Albuquerque
WTVJ
Ames
WMCT
WOl-TV
30,198 Memphis
65,75
Atlonta
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
67,800 Miami
Milwaukee
Baltimore
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
252,226 Minn.-St. Paul WTMJ-TV
64,42
45,00
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
189,50
WNBF-TV
27,154 Nashville
Binghamton
WSM-TV
16,72
Birmingham
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
27,500 New Haven
114,70
188,10
WTTV
12,200 New Orleans
Bloomington
WNHC-TV
Boston
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
609,388 New York
43,59
WABD,
WJZ-TV, WNBT
Buffalo
WDSU-TVWCBS-TV,
WBEN-TV
160,180 Newark
WOR-TV,
WPIX
WBTV
43,504
WATV
inc. in N. Y. Estimate
Charlotte
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
737,407 Norfolk
Chicago
1,875,00
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WIWT
223,000 Oklahoma City WTAR-TV
Cincinnati
WKY-TV
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
372,213 Omaha
Cleveland
53,58
WBNS-TV,
WLWC,
WTVN
122,000
KMTV,
WOW-TV
WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Columbus
Dallas,
Philadelphia
44,54
725,00
Phoenix
KPHO-TV
Pittsburgh
KRID-TV,
WFAA-TV,
WBAP-TV
91,877
61,74
Ft. Worth
32,199
WDTV
Providence
WOC-TV
Davenport
22,90
100,33
WTVR
180,00
WJAR-TV
Quad Cities WHIO-TV,
Include Davenport,
WIWD Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline 146,000 Richmond
Rochester
51,71
Dayton
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WICU
376,706 Rock Island
Detroit
WHAM-TV
Erie
Quad
Cities
WHBF-TV
42,576 Salt Lake City Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E Moline
WBAP-TV, KRlD-TV, WFAA-TV
F!.Dallas
Worth61,11
San Diego
Antonio
KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
91,877 San
97,166
Grand Rapids WLAV-TV
KEYL,
WOAI-TV
WFMY-TV
Greensboro
35,901 Son
Francisco KGO-TV,
Schenectady
KFMEt-TV KPiX, KRON-TV
55,054
Houston
32,
KPRC-TV
33,95i 9
Huntington30,000
WRGB
125,00
69,50
Charleston
Albany-Troy
127,06
WSAI-TV
35,85
102,000
Indianapolis
WFBM-TV
KING-TV
Jacksonville
Seattle
22,000
KSD-TV
WMBR-TV
54,472 St. Louis
55,60
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
WHEN, WSYR-TV
Toledo
KalamazooKOTV
Bottle Creek WKZO-TV
221,50
Tulsa
Syracuse
95,860
WSPD-TV
Kansas City
WKTV
Utica-Rome
WDAF-TV
83,450
Lancaster
Lansing
WGAL-TV
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
71,951
Washington
32,500 Wilmington
WJIM-TV KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
KECA-TV,
Los Angeles
WDEL-TV
48,15
205,83
831,232
30,20
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
88,11
Total Markets on Air 63
Stations on Air 107
Estimated Total Sets in Use 9,822,00
53,46
Editor's Note: Totals for each market represent estimated sets within televiewing area Where
— coverage areas overlap set counts may b
60,C-0
aw
companies
electric
committees,
Circulation
TV
distributors,
dealers,
from
data
on
partially duplicated. Sources of set estimates are based
manufacturers. Since many ore compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas is nececsarii
approximate.
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uumnR
THE
THE

A. S. AtEll

Not
—but

COMPANY

the
WMAR-TV

SUNPAPERS

STATIONS
BALTIMORE

^

Board
cameramen

There's something bright and new doing all the time.
Jvist added for your viewing pleasure are:
ic "Dinner at the Sheraton Belvedere" (pictured
above) Fashions on Parade, notabilities on view . . .
Wednesday 7:00 P.M.
* Saturday Afternoon Sports Series featuring Army
and Navy basketball and special sports events . . .
Saturdays 2:15 P.M.
if The First 100 Years, television's first adult daytime
serial drama starring Jimmy Lydon . . . Monday thru

of
dressed

3. MAtYLANO

Directors

for an evening

show

Friday 2:30 P.M.
ir Marvin Ellin's " Block Party", a new and interesting
studio quiz with giveaway prizes for hundreds . . .
Thursday's 1:00 P.M.
it Luncheon With the Ladies. Brent Gunts in a madcap whirl of talent and games . . . Wednesday's 1 :00 P.M.
WMAR wishes to take this opportunity to extend
Christmas Greetings and best wishes for the New
Year to all its many friends.

WMAR-TV
CHANNEL

2

REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
• SAN FRANCISCO
NEW YORK
CITY
DETROIT i KANSAS
• DALLAS
CHICAGO
ATLANTA
•
LOS ANGELES
TELEVISION
Telecasting

AFFILIATE
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THE

COLUMBIA
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Color TV Parts
(Contbiued from page 63)
wholesaler of electrical products,
is vice chairman of the advisory
group. He was also named as
civilian chairman of a task group
to formulate policies of the committee.
Mr. Simon heads a company
which handles such products as
Motorola television and radio, General Electric traffic appliances,
Hotpoint items, and other lines.
Group plans to hold its next meeting in Chicago Jan. 9.
The task force will make recommendations to NPA on problems
relating to (1) equitable distribution of scarce appliances; (2)
provision for furnishing appliances to "disaster" areas; (3)
^'immediate stop" on production of
color TV equipment.
The committee expressed concern over possibility that manufacturers might tend to concentrate
future output in high-priced lines,
thus eliminating low-cost appliances. Electrical manufacturers
are already simplifying designs
and developing substitute materials, as well as cutting down on
use of scarce copper and aluminum, NPA said. Text of committee's resolution:
WHEREAS, the President has declared a national emergency for the
purpose of mobilizing production and
manpower as a major objective in the
defense effort, and, WHEREAS electronic devices constitute critical and

nothing
under

but

our

vital component parts in most military equipment calling for the utmost
efforts and time of expert electronic
engineers, whereby design and production development becomes a prime
essential immediately for the early
commencement of the manufacturer
of military electronic devices, and.
WHEREAS, such expert scientific
and engineering manpower is already
in scarce supply, together with adequate laboratory facilities, testing,
equipment and personnel, and
WHEREAS the facilities of the
electronic manufacturing industry
will be required at a rapidly increasing rate to fulfill the urgent need of
production for the maintaining of
balanced output with military equipment, using such electronic devices,
it is recommended that since there
is, under these emergency conditions
no likelihood whatever for the usage
of electronic equipment by the public
for the reception of color television
broadcasting, and since components
and vital raw materials, both of present types and others that will have
to be developed, are in serious short
supply and, further, since color television receivers will require the use
of at least double the number of
tubes than used in ordinary blackand-white television sets, as well as
probable development of new types
of tubes and other components calling for the absorption of seriouslj^
vital raw materials, that all consideration of production of components or
devices intended for the receiving
equipment to be used for color television reception be postponed until
such time as materials and components shall be in safe, adequate supply to meet the requirements of the
present emergency.

smiles

umbrella!

Court Upholds FCC
(Continued from page 61)
The opinion also held:
While the findings of the Commission are severely criticized, it is not
system." in the main that they are
contended
not supported by substantial evidence. It is pertinently pointed out,
however, that a number of critical
findings are based upon evidence
which was taken in the earlier stage
of the proceeding which is not representative of the situation as it existed at the time the findings were
adopted.
Admittedly, much progress was
made during the latter portion of the
hearings, and, as claimed, after the
hearings closed, in the development
of a compatible system of color television. Particularly was such progress made by RCA, and as we view
the situation the most plausible contention made by plaintiffs is that the
Commission abused its discretion in
refusing to extend the effective date
of its order so that it might further
consider the situation, and particularly the improvement which it is
claimed had been made by RCA and
others.
On the merits of the case, however
. . . much of plaintiff's argument —
in fact a major portion of it — is predicated upon matters outside the
record made before the Commission,
and without going into too much
detail we think it relevant to refer
to some of such matters.
W^hile many affidavits oflfered by
the plaintiffs as well as the intervening plaintiffs are proper, no doubt,
to show damage in support of their
asserted right to an injunction, many
of tTiem go far beyond this purpose
and contain a recitation of alleged
facts directly in conflict with the
findings made by the Commission.
Typical of such affidavits is that
of Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, executive vice
president in charge of the RCA Labs.
His affidavit, in addition to showing
damages which will be sustained by
RCA as a result of the order, goes
extensively into the alleged merits
of the RCA system, the alleged demerits of the CBS system, and the
alleged errors committed by the
Commission. . . . And much of plaintiff's argument is predicated upon
matters brought before the court in
this fashion.
In our view, such asserted facts
are not properly before the court.
A consideration of such matters
would in affect amount to a trial de
novo, which we are without power
to grant. Thus, much of plaintiff's
argument, predicated upon such immaterial matter, appealing as it is,
must be discarded.
Both the majority and Judge LaBuy cited Comr. George E. SterTWA

HOLUKD

KALAMAZOO

NOW

- 92,972 SETS

UlliiU-TU
CHANNEL 7 - GRAND RAPIDS
LIVE - INTERCONNECTED
Represented by John Pearson
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SIGNS

Sei-s NBC Series Contract
FIRST major airline to adopt network radio as a primary medium
is Trans World Airline, which will
sponsor the new Gary Grant comedy series Mr. Blandings on NBC.
Series will start Jan. 21, 5:30-6
Series is based on novel, Mr.
Blandings Builds His Dream
House. It is understood the TWA
p.m.
series carries a half-million dollar
budget. Mrs. Grant (Betsy Drake)
will take part. Agency is BBDO,
New York.

ling's dissent from FCC's final
decision, in which he noted manufacturers' problems of production,
procurement, and manpower as
well as fast-breaking developments
in the TV field. Judge LaBuy also
quoted from Comr. Frieda B. Hennock's dissent in which she proposed to defer final decision until
June 30, 1951.
He pointed out that RCA asked
FCC on Oct. 4 to review RCA's
progress before issuing a final decision, and noted that FCC replied
that delay ''would not be conducive
to the orderly and expeditious dispatch
theJudge
Commission's
business."of But,
LaBuy argued,
"the Commission recognized and
the record before the Commission is
replete with evidence that rapid
strides are being made toward the
perfection of a fully compatible
He continued:
... If . hope
system.
. ." and speculation may
lawfullj- be substituted for evidence
as a foundation for an important part
of its decision, it was an abuse of
discretion not to have indulged this
speculation and hope in the public
interest.
The Commission chose a speedy determination on an issue of great
public interest in preference to the
more patient consideration which the
magnitude of the question warranted.
To prohibit the broadcast of color in
completely compatible systems,
whether it is RCA or any other fully
compatible system, is a bar to competition between compatible and incompatible color and is unreasonable
and arbitrary.
It is my opinion
precipitous
action the
in Commission's
entering the
order, the impact of which will require owners of televiaiion sets to
install equipment at a cost of many
hundreds of millions of dollars, and
its refusal to hear additional evidence
clearly indicates an abuse of discretion and constituted action which
was arbitrary and capricious.
Radio-TV Signals
(Continued from page 20)
by Marx Leva, Office of the Secretary of Defense, would impose a
maximum $10,000 fine or five years
imprisonment on any individual
who "knowingly" uses transmitting devices in violation of U. S.
security. A $50,000 fine could be
levied on coi-porations found guilty.
The bill, which would amend the
U. S. Code to impose such penalties,
also would empower the President
to compensate the owners of equipment which transmit "electromagnetic radiation" or radio waves.
If the owner were unwilling to
settle for an amount set by the
President, he would be paid 759c
of the sum and be entitled to sue
the government in the Court of
Claims, or in a district court, within three years after the amount of
compensation had been determined.
The Defense Dept., in submitting
the draft, said that the bill had
been coordinated among departments and boards in accordance
with procedures proscribed by the
Secretary of Defense.
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Networks
f Continued from page 60)
activitytions and
in the
DuMont's
relanumber station
of affiliated
stations increased from 50 to 62.
Added to the web were WOI-TV
Ames, Iowa; WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich.; WDAF-TV Kansas
City. Mo.: WJIM-TV Lansing,
Mich.; WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va.;
WOW-TV Omaha, Neb.; WJARTV Providence, R. I.; WKTV (TV)
TJtica, N. Y.; WSM-TV Nashville,
Tenn.: WTTV (TV) Bloomineton,
Ind.; KEYL-TV San Antonio, Tex.,
and WHBF-TV Rock Island, 111.
"Forty-six affiliates are now connected by coaxial cable or micro■wave relay. Sixteen affiliates, serving 17 cities, are non-interconnected
and are serviced by DuMont Teletranscriptions.
"The Teletranscription department, incidentally, played an increasingly important role in net"work operations during 1950, especially in those areas served by noninterconnected stations. The department processed and recorded
1,035 programs on film, representing 11,750 showings over DuMontaffiliated outlets. Utilizing 15 to 20
million feet of film, it completed
Tnore film than the entire annual
feature film output of Hollywood's
major studios combined. These
films were re-telecast weekly by
DuMont affiliates in as many as 45
cities.
Pioneering Tradition
"During 1950 DuMont maintained its tradition of pioneering.
The debut of its closed circuit telecasting system, for example,
marked a new use for the medium.
Both press and industrial leaders
hailed it as an important new business tool. The system permits a
corporation to hold national sales,
stockholders or other business
meetings without participants having to journey to one central meeting place. Television carries the
entire proceedings to local gatherings in cities hundreds of miles
apart, all in complete privacy.
"In cooperation with Baltimore
affiliate WAAM, the network during the winter made its facilities
available for the first televised
medical consultation in history.
This was conducted as a part of
our weekly program, Johns Hopkins Science Review. It presented
surgeons, each in a diflFerent city,
■who, utilizing television, examined
a patient under X-ray and compared ideas on his problems while
viewers in six cities looked on the
X-rays
and followed the physician's
discussion.
"All these elements of progress
leave telecasters optimistic at this
year's end, but alert to the many
critical problems that they face.
Some of these problems are peculiar to the industry, some arise
from the national emergency.
"Twenty-three million families
and a good 40% of the geographical area of the United States are
outside the present range of TV
broadcasting. In spite of that fact,
Page 68
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SPONSORSHIP details for Ford Time on KRON-TV San Francisco are worked
out by (I to r) Alvino Rey, star of the show; Jack Hasty, TV supervisor of
J. Walter Thompson Co., San Francisco; Earle C. Dahlem, president. Ford
Dealers Advertising Assn. Inc., Richmond district, San Francisco, and Victor Armstrong, Ford account executive at J. Walter Thompson.
we have reached the end of station
construction with only 107 transmitters in 64 cities on the air — yet
the FCC-imposed freeze, now 26
months old, continues and the date
of its lifting is as uncertain today
as it was a year ago. But the FCC
itself, distracted for more than a
year by the color controversy, now
has taken time out to ponder proposals of a hastily-organized committee of educators. Meanwhile, its
urgently needed decision as to
where television will find space in
the spectrum, subjected to a new
delay, is stymied and, meanwhile,
more than 300 would-be station
builders are denied the opportunity
to serve their communities. It is
doubtful if any new stations will
go on the air during 1951 ; and it
would be a rash man, indeed, who
would predict when any of the 100
metropolitan areas now without TV
will have a chance to enjoy it —
what with war demands for raw
material probably precluding construction.
Cites Set Sales
"Ten million families now own
television sets (as compared to
3,950,000 a year ago) and during
1950 they bought them at a rate
that made our industry the most
dynamic in our economy. From
September to November they kept
manufacturers turning out receivers at the rate of 200,000 a month.
Then a series of moves by various
federal government agencies fell
upon manufacturers — and receiver
sales dropped more than 50%.
"First, the FCC authorized a
non-compatible color system, and
the action caused thousands to fear
that sets they might buy now would
be obsolete within a few months.
Soon thereafter. Congress imposed
a 10% federal excise tax on receivers and the Federal Reserve
Board, as part of its program to
check inflation, further limited
sales by requiring a 25% down
payment on set purchases and by
reducing the financing period to
15 months.

"In this manner our expansion
has been brought to a stop and the
rapid growth of TV circulation
checked. And at the moment an
excess profits tax is on its way
through Congress.
"If it becomes law with retroactive provisions now proposed, its
enactment will wipe out entirely
the financial gains that the industry made this year, because the
levy will render it impossible for
telecasters — networks and station
owners alike — to retrieve from
future profits the investments that
they made during the last three
or four years to get video started.
"Grave as these problems are,
perhaps
muchin that
we
can
do there
about isn't
them
a war
economy.

"The more acute inquire despairingly— and properly, too, I think—
Is this all that we can expect of
such a promising medium ?
"More important, major advertising agency executives and thei)
sponsors are proving by word and
deed the danger that lies in this
extravaganza psychology; are offering all the proof that we telecasters should need that it could
easily lead to disaster. Agency
men note that they can buy a
coast-to-coast AM radio network 1
of 160 stations for the price of a
60 city TV hookup, and they warn
that the medium is being priced
right out of reach of their clients.
Manufacturers who are footing the
medium's bills at the same time
are asking 'Can't we get our sales
messages to the public at a lesser
cost?' and their answer is written
into cancellation after cancellation.
Yet TV costs are still rising — all
across the board, and rates with
them.
Educational Potential
"Television, we telecasters must?
realize, is more than high-rated,;
high-priced comedians. It is up to
us to make it 'the window of the
world' that we call it, the great;,
instrument for education and encan become. lightenment that we recognize it'
"In DuMont this year we have
demonstrated that education can be
interesting as well as informative.
Educatorscite
andourshowmen
alike re-'
peatedly
weekly program,
Johns Hopkins Science Review, as
an indication of what can be done
in this field. So, too, our use of
critical United Nations sessions as
'live,' integrated parts of daily
news shows illustrates how television can be utilized to give im-'
mediacy and urgency to significant
events.

"Through 1951, we must do more
Other Problems
of this kind of useful program"But there is another set of problems that we can do something
ming. I do wenotshall
meanforego
to suggest'
at all that
enterabout — because they are mostly
tainment but I am sure that during
industry-spawned.
the next 12 months we must pro"In 1949 I spoke at Ohio State
gram not alone so that we cans
U.'s Institute for Education by demonstrate the capacity of our
Radio. I observed that even then medium to be more than a parlorj
signs were appearing which indi- movie but so that we can sell com-j
cated a certain looseness in think- petitively, too, so that we can meet;
ing in television programming
the tremendous rate cuts that radio^
j
which, if followed, could easily lead is about to make.
to almost certain economic disaster.
Particularly I called attention to
Chance to Serve
'
the fact that television was being
"In addition, during 1951, teleregarded too much as an entervision will have its first opportainment medium; was expected,
further, to begin at the same high great national
tunity to serveemergency,
this country
in a'
perhaps
level as Broadway and Hollywood
even a war. President Truman'
had i-eached after many decades
of development. As radio strug- and the heads of all governmental'
gled into existence the public ac- departments recently made clear" 'f
cepted the $25 a week Jack Bennys
would call
upon it to' *
carry they
a substantial
burden.
and Bob Hopes — but now at the that
turn of a dial it can see the top
"I am sure that telecasters, ris"names" of show business, night
ing to the opportunity to utilize
after night, week after week, in
its gifts of sight and sound, will
extravaganzas that cost $50,000;
quickly demonstrate television to
$70,000; $100,000 — more than it be
the greatest communication
cost to mount an elaborate Broadmedium since the printing press
way production 10 years ago.
"With what result?
and one of the most effective
"Viewers generally are sated and weapons in the arsenal of deunimpressed.
Telecasting
mocracy." BROADCASTING

Sarnoff
(Continued from page 60)
fore and employment increased
substantially.
"Vision and planning, plus confidence in the service that television could render, enabled RCA to
maintain leadership in television,"
continued Gen. Sarnoff. "No other
organization has contributed as
much to the creation or more to the
advancement of the new science
and art as a service to the American people and an important tool
for industry."
Regarding dividends to RCA
stockholders, he reported that, with
payment of those declared, the
total disbursed by RCA during
1950 amounts to $23,938,800, consisting of $3,152,800 on the preferred stock, and $20,786,000 on
the common stock.
Gen. Sarnoff listed major
achievements in 1950, as follows:
Development of the RCA tricolor television picture tube, an
essential element of any practical
color television system.
Improvement and simplification
of the RCA compatible all-electronic color television system.
Extension of television network
rogram service to Florida and
westward to Nebraska.
Development
by RCA laborajtories of the electronic analogue
||computer, which shows great promise in contributing to the nation's
;|air power by speeding up the design of guided missiles and airplanes.
The enthusiastic public acceptance of the RCA-Victor "45" Victrola phonographs, high - quality
vinyl plastic disks, and the quick:st record changer ever devised ;
Iso extension of RCA Victor's
ecord catalog to include improved
*ong playing 33% RPM wide tonal
range recordings.

^1 Empire State Project
^ Erection of 200-ft. multiple antenna designed by RCA, atop the
Empire State Bldg., New York,
enabling five television stations to
operate simultaneously from one
location. It simplifies the directive
setting of home antennas, thereby
improving reception in the metropolitan area.
Describing the expansion of
manufacturing facilities in 1950,
^en. Sarnoff said:
Construction of two new RCA
jmanufacturing plants at Marion,
Ind., was begun in October 1950,
Jone for the production of luminesicent powder for phosphors used in
television picture tubes. This plant,
jin addition to a similar unit at
Lancaster, Pa., will augment the
■production requirements of phosphors for RCA needs and those of
jfthe industry.
]' "The other factory at Marion,
Svill produce components for receiving tubes to aid production in
RCA plants at Cincinnati and Indianapolis. Both the new Marion
Telecasting

plants are scheduled to be completed in the summer of 1951.
"During the year a modern plant
was purchased at Harrison, N. J.,
providing additional space for developmental work and expanded
production of television tubes.
"In September
a plant
chased at Cincinnati
and waswillpurbe
devoted to the production of miniature receiving tubes for radio and
television and help to alleviate the
industry's shortage of such tubes.
It is scheduled to begin operations
in the middle of 1951."
Color television in 1950 "was a
revelation and a provocation," declared Gen. Sarnoff. "As a rainbow
arches across the sky after a storm,
so television in color broke through
one of the greatest tempests of controversy and conflicting opinions.
"As creator and leading proponent of a compatible all-electronic
color television system, RCA fought
to assure its development and approval over the outmoded incompatible mechanical scanning apparatus.
"The FCC closed its public hearings in May, and in October adopted an incompatible system as the
standard for commercial color television despite the fact that eminent
scientists and virtually all of the
radio-television industry warned
against such a move. The Commission set Nov. 20 as the date when
commercial operations were to beChicago Court Case
gin."Acting in the public interest,
RCA carried the case to court and
on Nov. 16 the United States District Court in Chicago issued a
temporary restraining order which
deferred the establishment of commercial color television until further order of the court. RCA maintained that the outlawing of its
compatible electronic system was
indefensible and contrary to the
public interest. It pointed out that
the FCC order was arbitrary and
capricious and unsupported by substantial evidence; that it would
bring irreparable injury to the
television industry and to the pubGen. Sarnoff recalled that eight
major improvements in the development of the RCA compatible
lic." television system were feacolor
tured in a series of progress demonstrations in December before
leaders of the radio-television industry and representatives of the
press in Washington. He said the
improvements were widely acclaimed.
Discussing progress of radio
broadcasting, he said that with
more than 2,000 broadcasting stations serving 85 million radio sets,
radio continues as a powerful industrial and social force, possessing a nation-wide and world-wide
range that television has yet to
achieve.
"New discoveries in electronics
have been applied to radio as well
as to television," he pointed out.
"Radio sets for home and automobile have been improved and made
more attractive through increased
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efficiency, styling and compactness.
There are portable radios today no
bigger than the average book, and
amazing in performance. They
weigh less than four pounds and,
in their stylish plastic cases, they
have provided a new upswing for
those instruments known as 'perradios." declared that RCA,
Gen. sonal'
Sarnoff
"founded upon the bedrock of science and upon service to the nation
and its people, continually plans
for the future." He said that in all
of its operations the corporation is
mindful of its responsibility to
stockholders and employes, to the
public and to industry.
Describing RCA Laboratories at
Princeton, N. J., as one of the
world's greatest centers of research
in radio, television and electronics,
he commented: "From there have
come many of the major advances
in the art, including the latest triumph— the tri-color television tube.
Such research gives solidarity to
RCA's
Gen. future
Sarnoffgrowth."
said that because
of the uncertainties of the international situation and the great importance of having America fully
prepared for any emergency, the
radio and television industry, like
other industries, is faced in 1951
with restrictions on normal expansion. He concluded:
"RCA has pledged to the President of the United States its fullest cooperation in the national effort to resist aggression and to
help preserve world peace. RCA is
'at the ready' with all of its resources, facilities and manpower to
do its part in helping the nation
to emerge from the crisis into a
new era of peace and prosperity."
D. C. BASKETBALL
Gunther Buys on WMAL-TV
GUNTHER Brewing Co., Baltimore, Md., has concluded negotiations with WMAL-TV Washington
for video coverage of a portion of
the remaining home contests of the
Washington Caps basketball games.
The contract covers rights to telecasts of the second half of Caps'
Wednesday home games. Gunthers
reportedly turned down a similar
arrangement for Saturday night
The Caps, who reportedly have
games.
been losing about $3,000 per week
and who are marooned in last place
in the NBA's eastern division, had
prohibited basketball telecasts last
year after permitting them in 1948.
It was reported unofficially that
club management, embarking on a
long-range policy of making Washington basketball-conscious, had
decided to reinstate television as a
first step.

BETWEEN
COMMERCIALS
BY
MULVIH.LLJ

K P I X, San
Francisco's Pioneer
Television
Station,
celebrates its second
anniversary this
week. Tlie two years since
KPIX introduced TV to the
Bay Area have moved as rapidly in pace as in progress.
Under the able
guidance of
Northern California's first men
of television — Wesley I. Dumm
and Philip G. Lasky, they have
been two years of continual
expansion and improvement in
facilities, personnel, operating
techniques and programming.
Two years in which television
has been developed from a
magic word to an integral part
of When
the community's
life.the air in
KPIX took to
December, 1948. there were 3500
sets in the Bay Area. Programming ran six days a week, with
17 hours of telecasting.
Today, KPIX has a 7-dayweek schedule, sending out 65
hours of programming to over
120,000 television homes.
These notable increases have
meant an impressive list of television firsts and programming
events for KPIX. The pioneer
station's contributions to San
Francisco television were recognized within the industry last
year, when KPIX received the
Academy of TV Arts and
Sciences top award for outstanding station achievement.
KPIX's ever-increasing hours
of programming include the
top offerings of the CBS and
Dumont networks, in addition
to approximately 30 hours a
week of local productions.
Sports also rate high, and include the recent tjC football
games and the forthcoming
Rose Bowl game and parade
via micro wave.
Currently heading the list of
public interest campaigns is the
"TV Sets For Vets" drive, fostered by Philip Lasky.
And, KPIX looks forward to
its third year, with a sense of
pride and achievement for the
past, and even greater expectations for the future.

KPIX
Represented by The Kati Agency. Inc

Chesebrough Sponsors
CHESEBROUGH Mfg. Co.,
(Vaseline Hair Tonic) will sponsor a quarter-hour segment of the
Kate Smith Show, starting Jan. 8
on NBC-TV for 52 weeks. The
quarter hour will be on Monday,
4:30-45 p.m. Agency is McCannErickson, New York.

560

KSFO

Represented by Wm. G Rombeau Co.
^ SAN FR/meisco 1
L
J
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CANT

BE

built;

they said... but

General

Electric

Built

It!

WHAS-TV
Louisville/
Kentucky

mm
UP —THE ANTENNA THAT COULDN'T BE
BUILT. When others gave up, General Electric solved the
most difficult high-gain TV antenna problem ever undertaken bya manufacturer. Two developments here are noteworthy. First, a special feed design saved several thousands
of dollars for the broadcaster. Instead of the usual two, this
antenna requires only one transmission line to feed it, a

simplification achieved by designing and building a special
slot diplexer, first of its kind to be used in high channel
operation. Second, G-E engineers were able to maintain desired antenna characteristics by compensating for increased
pole diameter through the lower portion of the antenna.
At Louisville the WHAS-TV antenna is driven by a G-E
5 kw high channel transmitter.

Spectacular 12-Ba/ Superturnstile for WHAS-TV is first ever made for
Television Broadcasting — gain measured from input better than 12.5
UNIQUE

SLOT

DIPLEXER

PERMITS

RIVAL manufacturers said it couldn't be done— that nobody
- could build a 12 -bay antenna of superturnstile design and
make it work. Why not? Because the required mast diameter
would be so large it would affect the antenna characteristics.
General Electric television engineers didn't think so. They
accepted the challenge, took the problem back to Electronics
Park, put to work the immense research, engineering, and manu-

SINGLE

LINE ANTENNA

FEED!

facturing facilities of this great plant... and delivered the complete antenna to Louisville four months later!
Building TV station equipment is a precision job. If your
station plans present difficult problems of design, engineering,
or construction, put G.E. on your team. Offices in all principal
cities. General Electric Company, Commercial Equipment Division, Electronics Park, Syracuse, New York.

LARGEST LOW BAND
HIGH GAIN ANTENNA!
At KRLD-TV, Dallas, Texas,
this 10,000 pound, heavyduty antenna provides an effective gain of 6.2. It is designed and built to withstand
a 50-pound wind loading,
equal to a 150-miIe-an-hour
gale. Inset shows batwings
of heavy-walled tubing.

WIND LOADING 60 POUNDS ! Rising 1050 feet above the Hudson River, the WOR-TV tower at North Bergen, N. J. is the highest structure in the state. General Electric FM and TV antennas,
mounted together on a special mast, can resist a wind velocity of
165 mph. WOR-TV is also equipped with General Electric FM
and TV transmitters and a custom built control console.
■■■for VHF commercial operation

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

Trade Assns.
(Continued from page 32)
be to see that advertising and
broadcasting continue strong in the
public service.
"This will demand, it seems to
me, a constant mindfulness of longrange needs, without short-sighted
opportunitism ; a constant effort
toward mutual understanding, not
excessive self-interest; toward reasonable cooperation, not greedy
self -advancement."
Paul B. West, president, Assn.
of National Advertisers Inc.:
"No one can positively foresee
what lies ahead — whether we will
have war or peace, or, as we have
now, somethiftg
in between. Fortunately, however, the radio
and television industries, along
with other advertising media,
the agencies and
advertisers, are
ready
to do whatMr. West
ever needs doing.
Through The
Advertising Council and the experience gained during the last war,
we can put the skills, facilities and
techniques of our vast American
communications system to work
quickly and effectively.
"Our ability to make sure our
country knows what is required
of each of us so that we can act
intelligently and on a united basis
is one of our greatest individual
and collective assets."
Elon G. Borton, president. Advertising Federation of America:
"1951 will offer unusual opportunity to advertising people. The
public is confused and fearful,
management is doubtful and undecided.
"Courageous counsel by us on
fundamentals — the need for high
production, for maintenance of a
vigorous business economy along
with adequate defense activity, and
for intelligent cooperation of the
public in war activities — is needed.
We can influence management, advise the public about both products and war needs, and keep our
economy and business thinking on
a sane level.
"The amount that will be spent
in 1951 for advertising is not the
most important question before us.
Our real problem is how our industry can best serve the country
in this troublesome period."
Robert C. Sprague, president,
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn., and
....for file finest
in professional tape
retarding equipment

HOLLYWOOD
Page 72
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president, Sprague Electric Co.:
"The radio-television manufacturing industry added 13,750,000 radios to the broadcasters'
markets in 1950.
In the television
field the industry's greatest
development occurred, with 7,250,000 TV receivers produced
or more than
twice the 1949
output.
Total billings
Mr. Sprague
for the radio and
TV sets produced during the year
exceeded $1.5 billion, a rise of more
than gov; over .1949 and almost
double that of 1948,
"While 6Vei'>8hadowed by tek'
visiQft, production and gales of
"radios should have be^ri fettcoiiraging to both AM and FM broadcasters. The industry's output of
about 13,750,000 radios of all
types approximately equalled its
greatest prewar record, reached
in 1941 before the commercial
manufacture of television sets had
begun.
"The industry's 1950 record
made the greatest year of peacetime production, sales and expansion in its history. At the
peak of the fall boom, the industry was producing television receivers at an annual rate of
10 million sets and radios at the
rate of 17 million units.
"The entire output of the radiotelevision industry, when military
production, transmitting and communications equipment, and replacement parts are included, exceeded $2 billion by a good margin, at manufacturers prices, with
retail values totalling more than
$3 billion.
"No one at this time can predict with accuracy what the
civilian production of the radiotelevision industry will be during
the next 12 months, or perhaps
even during the next three months.
The radio-industry has frequently
demonstrated its ability to adapt
itself to rapidly changing circumstances, and I am confident it will
do so now if given half a chance.
Conservation measures and substitutions of less scarce materials
for those in shortest supply will,
no doubt, keep civilian production
going at a higher rate than might
seem possible on the basis of materials available."
T. S. Repplier, president, The
Advertising Council:
"When America faced war mobilization in 1941, one of the first
things advertising people did was
to pool
theirand
radio time
talent and share
it regularly with
war information
campaigns.
In
war and peace,
radio support
given to public
interest campaigns has been
big and generous
Mr. Repplier
and effective, in

terms of circulation, dollar-value
and results.
"The Council sees these facts
illustrated every day. We are
proud of the Radio Allocation
Plan and depend upon it heavily.
"Now, as we face war mobilization in 1951, practically the same
American business companies have
again come forward and pooled
their valuable time and talent in
television to share with government and private agencies to help
solve national problems and to
further any information projects
that may be needed.
"The directors of the Council
well know, and the government
knows that, this time, radio — in all
its phases — is ready."
Wayne

Coy

(Continued from page 20)
elusion of the North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement.
Here is a practical demonstration
of neighborliness and mutual helpfulness in this region of the globe.
Experience has shown that we can
only build global goodwill block by
block. In the NARBA we are setting a most important block in the
structure of our immediate international relationships. There is
some opposition to this agreement
in this country, but anyone who
goes to the trouble to get the facts
instead of the propaganda will understand quickly why it is beneficial
to the industry as a whole as well
as to the American public.
Retain Protection
The new NARBA, which runs for
five years, gives practically all
stations the same protection they
had before. It will result in a
significant improvement in rural
service over what existed since the
expiration of the old NARBA and
the Modus Vivendi and over what
we could reasonably expect in the
absence of an agreement. While
in some ways it is not quite as
satisfactory as the 1937 agreement
or the Modus Vivendi, anyone at
all familiar with the negotiations
knows that we could hardly have
expected to maintain that status
quo. The NARBA is now up for
ratification in the various signatory
nations.
The current emergency offers TV
its first opportunity to win its
spurs in a defense role. Its unique
capabilities to show, to teach and
to demonstrate and to bring the
actualities of our danger into our
livingrooms should make it one of
our most powerful mediums in
mobilizing our democracy.
Much remains to complete the
blueprints for our improved and
expanded TV system. The statutory court in Chicago which issued
a temporary order restraining the
Commission's color TV decision has
announced that it will issue its
ruling on the petition for a permanent injunction at an early date.
Commission decisions yet to be
made include those on the use of
the UHF band, on non-commercial
educational broadcasting and on

Color Progress
(Continued from page 61 )
the "bad public relations that exis
between the FCC and the RCA.'
He pointed out that the Commis
sion has its "hands tied" in viev
of the pending litigation in Chicagc
restraining the FCC from making
the Columbia standards effective
He said the FCC might reopen tht
proceedings on its own motion, bu
he doubted whether that could bi
done until after the litigatioi
is ended. He pointed out that a;
far as he knew, RCA had neve:^
1
requested a re-hearing.
Declaring that he was "muc^
impressed with the new RCA pic
ture," Sen. Johnson said that a;
the original demonstration, an en
gineering
commented
"i
stinks." "I advisor
didn't know
that colo:
smelled bad," the Senator asserted.
"RCA has made this tremendou;j
progress because it has been unde:
the whip of CBS," Sen. Johnsoij
asserted. "For once they've beei.
forced to do something else beside.,
One aofi-umpus."
the big questions aboUj
create
RCA color, the Senator asserted;
is thenofactor
of cost.
that
testimony
had Hebeendeclarei'
giver
to that end.
Other participants in the forur
were Irving Panzer, Washingto;
attorney, moderator; Henry G
Fisher, Washington attorney wh
directs the Pike & Fisher Report
on Radio Law.
specific allocations.
The pro and con arguments ad
vanced to make AM broadcastinj
more effective in the clear channe
case confront the Commission for <•
decision in 1951. The lottery cas'
will be argued before a federa
court. It may even reach the Su
preme Court. The decision of i
federal court in Pennsylvania tha
a state cannot censor films on tele?
vision is being appealed to th'

The more
productive utilizatio:Supreme
Coui-t.
of our FM facilities will engagl
the Commission's attention in 195Ji
Here is a broadcasting medium ifl
which the nation has invested man;'
millions of dollars in nearly 70
Stations and 7,000,000 sets capaW
of receiving FM. Eighty percert
of the operating stations are no^
licensed. The development of FJ'
on a realistic basis within ani
limitations that the emergeno
may impose will add to our coir,
munications lesources.
than eve^t
moreshoulder
willThebe coming
a time year
to fight
shoulder against the threats of ag
gression. We will need the utmo&
goodwill, tolerance and understand
ing of each other's problems t
present a united front to enemie!
beyond our gates.
i know that I voice a commo j
sentiment when I say that th
gravity of the hour lends new an j
deeper meaning to the greeting |
we exchange at this time of th
year. It is in this spirit that
give the broadcasters of Americ
for a Merry Chrisi
my best
mas
and awish
Happy New Year.
• BROADCASTIN
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Film Producers
(Continued from page 62)
in the industry, expects an increase
in operating expenses of about
10^ .
Hal Roach Jr., president of Hal
Roach Studios Inc., said the outlook for television films for 1951
is extremely encouraging. According to Mr. Roach, the production of TV film in Hollywood
increased 300 9(r in 1950 and expectations for 1951 are even
greater.
Mr. Roach anticipates a 20<;/f
increase in his own business and
a like increase for business in general, with his own operating expenses increasing about 59(.
A 35% increase in operational
expenses due to high TV film
costs was forecast by Charles
Michelson, president Charles Michelson Inc., but he expressed belief at the same time that his
company's revenue also would rise
because of the growth of TV film
shows and the growth of stations
using film. He looks to service
firms, like banks and insurance

Emammsain
Fl LM
&

companies, to continue advertising
on the same scale.
Robert P. Newman, president of
Telepix Corp., expects that 1951
will be the first year local sponsors' budgets will include a considerable, rather than a token allowance for the already proved
merits of TV advertising. The
growing
will force "choosiness"
the advertiserofto viewers
switch
to filmed programs, where attention to pacing, transitions and
camera scope can be given, according to Mr. Newman.
Harry Wayne McMahan, ownerexecutive producer of Five Star
Productions, said "Five Star has
sold one radio property, is selling
another to concentrate almost entirely on TV spots." Mr. McMahan optimistically looks for a
100% increase in his own business, with the overall picture for
TV advertising bigger and better than ever before. "Early in
October we were sold out for 1950
and now are booked 60 days ahead
into 1951," he said.
ASCAP
Delays
Mailing

MUSIC

LICENSES

NEW per program TV licenses which ASCAP in its letter of Dec. 14 to
telecasters said would be ready "shortly" [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Dec. 18] were not forthcoming last week and probably will not be sent
out until after the holidays, according to an ASCAP spokesman.
Meanwhile, the announcement
as
government's
that the society was going to issue
whichtheASCAP
signed lastconsent
March decree
stated
its own terms for the use of its that no royalty need be paid on programs
which
contained
no
ASCAP
music on TV on a per program
music.
ASCAP flatly refused this request
basis, breaking off negotiations
and stated that it would not negotiate
with a TV broadcasters committee
a flat rate with our committee but
would instead announce a rate without
after a year of discussions have
discussion
our industry
commitfailed to produce an agreement,
tee, and thatwith
it would
discuss with
our
had evoked no reaction from the committee only a formula which would
include
charges
on
adjacent
spot
anTV station operators. Apparently
nouncements. Faced with this firm
the telecasters were following the statement of position, we could do no
more than continue our meetings
advice of Dwight W. Martin, chairthrough Dec. 14 with a discussion of
details of a compromise which the inman of the TV per program comdustry committee might be in a position to submit to the industry for apmittee, to "keep an open mind on
proval with recommendations of
the problem" but to take no action
acceptance.
until after the Jan. 18 special meetAfter canvassing our committee yesing of TV broadcasters at the tersday morning, we informed ASCAP
that our committee could not possibly
Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
recommend the terms which had been
unless ASCAP would concede
Mr. Martin's letter, sent to all discussed
certain points which the industry comTV stations Dec. 15, day after Otto
mittee felt were reasonable. ASCAP
declined our suggestions and announced
A. Harbach, ASCAP president, had
it
was
goingwould
to send
out itthewith
above
written the telecasters concerning
letter and
follow
an
unnegotiated
form
of
per
program
liASCAP's decision to end negotiacense.
We
want
to
say
further
that
tions by issuing licenses according
there was no bitterness in our discusto its own ideas, read as follows:
sions and that there has been no breakdown in the negotiations at least
By this time you have received
insofar
as our industry committee is
ASCAP's
letter licensees.
of Dec. 14.Do 1950,
addressed form
to interim
not concerned. We shall continue to function
whenever the occasion presents
be alarmed by it or by anything you
itself.
may read in the press. As the last exOn Jan. 19. 1951, there is scheduled
tension of the interim licenses, under
at the Hotel Stevens in Chicago a
which telecasters have been paying
fees to ASCAP for use of music since meeting of telecasters to discuss the
Jan. 1, 1949. was to Dec. 15, 1950, it was
newly proposed autonomous Television
necessaryextension
for ASCAP
to time.
give you a Board of Directors of NAB. Already
further
at this
over 60 stations have agreed to attend.
We therefore propose to hold a meeting
Instead of giving you the customary
at the same place during the evening
extension to a stated fixed date, ASCAP
tias extended the interim license to a of Jan. 18 to discuss fully all phases
of
this matter and we suggest that
date 30 days after the receipt by you
of a per program form of license which
you try to make your plans accordingly.
It intends to prepare and send to you
A'ithin the next few days. This turn
By that time you will doubtless have
of events grew out of meetings of our
received
and license
studied andASCAP's
form of
committee with an ASCAP committee
per
program
the discussions
m Dec. 12 and 13 which we shall ex- should
assist
each
person
present
in
plain briefly here.
On Dec.
deciding
whether
to accept
ASCAP's
12 we again urged ASCAP
unilateral
per
program
terms,
or
reo negotiate with us a flat percentage
sume negotiations, or sign a blanket
oyalty rate on programs, including license, or take the matter to the courts.
In the meantime, we urge you to keep
ipot announcpments, containing ASCAP
iiusic without any charge on spot anan open
on the you
problem.
exlouncements or other types of programs
pect to mind
be writing
furtherWe prior
^jontainlng no ASCAP music inasmuch
'o Jan. 18 as developments occur.
It elecasting
• BROADCASTING

PRODUCTI
O N
SERVICES
jwrwwwwwi
nmi
ALEXANDER FILM CO.
(producers of short-length
films since 1919)
S.aOD TDP-OUALITY COMMERCIALS
LDW-CDST RENTAL SERVICE
COMPLETE PRODUCTION FACILITIES
FOR ANIMATED AND LIVE ACTION
COMMERCIALS
WIRE OR WRITE
COLORADO SPRINGS

SARRA,
TELEVISION

INC.

CDMMERCIALB

MOTION PICTURES
SOUND SLIDE FILMS

NEW YORK - CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD
ATLAS FILM CORPORATION
ESTABLISHED 1913
CREATORS and PRODUCERS
TELEVISION COMMERCIALS
of

TELEFILM, INC.
COMPLETE FILM
FOR PRODUCTION
TV SPOTS-PROGRAMS
All Production Steps
In One Organization
6039 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.
HOLLYWOOD 9-720S

1111 SOUTH BOULEVARD
Oak Park, Illinois
CHICAGO:

AUSTIN 7-B620

BRAY STUDIOS, INC.
EXTENSIVE LIBRARY OF
FILMS
(INCLUDING CARTOONS)
Available for Television
SEND FOR CATALOG
729 SEVENTH AVE.. NEW YORK, 19

GRAY— O'REILLY
COMMERCIAL
SPOTS
FOR TELEVISION
480 LEXINGTON AVE.
PLAZA 3.1S31

AVE.

NEW YORK. N. Y.
PLAZA 9-3S00

VIDEO VARIETIES CORP.
TELEVISION PROGRAM FILMS
TELEVISION COMMERCIALS
BUSINESS MOVIES
SLIDE FILMS
-FROM SCRIPT TO
FINISHED PRINT
OWNERS AND DPERATDRB DF
WEST COAST SOUND STUDIOS
filO W. S7TH STREET, N. Y. C.
WITH EXPERIENCED MANPOWER
AND COMPLETE FACILITIES
41 E. 50TH ST., NEW YORK
MURRAY HILL B-1162

RKO PATHE, INC.
624 MADISON

TELESCRIPTIONS
ANIMATED AND LIVE ACTION
FILM SPOTS
20-SEC0ND AND 1 MINUTE
823 VICTOR BUILDING
WASHINGTON, 4650
D. C.
STERLING

BROADCASTING -TELECASTING
FILM & PRDDUCTIDN
DIRECTORY
IS PRINTED THE
LAST ISSUE DF
EACH MONTH
GUARANTEED PAID CIRCULATION
EXCEEDS 15,000
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Network
(Continued from page 33)
his time-table. And not even inside
Washington can anyone know how
much and how long it will take to
counteract those plans.
"But we in the network broadcasting business should wipe the
panic off our lenses and take a
square look at that unpredictability.
The industries of our country will
need, perhaps more than ever, to
continue communicating with the
people of the country during 1951.
"The corollary to that fact is
another equally important fact:
Nobody has yet devised a better
mass communications method than
this network broadcasting business.
It seems to me, therefore, that
whether Detroit, for example, is
selling cars to today's buyers or
brand-identity to tomorrow's prospects— the real, practical need for
this medium will continue to be as
real and as practical as ever in
1951.
Network Problem
"This quite obviously puts it up
to each of the major networks to
meet that need with the most effective 'facilities' it can muster. I
put quotation marks around 'facilities' because I mean it to include
not only the watts and kilocycles
and towers that we in this industry
talk about so much — but also the
brain power that really makes radio tick.
"On the physical side, I am more
convinced than ever that the wattand-kilocycle setup of Mutual offers
its users, today, telling advantages
which are available literally nowhere else. Count them: 540 stations placed throughout the 48
states — and 325 of them, in 45
states, each serving its own market
as the only network voice in town.
This of course spells flexibility
which can't be had elsewhere — at a
time it was probably never needed
more. It provides unmatched impact at the community level,
throughout a full fourth of the
U. S. And it also gives a sponsor
his sturdiest anchor — to windward
available anywhere in these times
of TV's fastest growth.
"On the brain-power side, the
careful studies which we have made
of the sales and programming

PROTECT

strategies of network radio over
the past 18 months are beginning to
pay dividends for our advertisers.
And in 1951, I believe that our new
methods of approach can help solve
many of the problems which the
medium has never really solved
before.
"So when I speak of confidence
and optimism, I really base my
reasoned hopes for the year ahead
on the new approach which our
clients are taking to network radio
through their imaginative and realistic re-evaluation of what radio
canJoseph
do bothH. today
and tomorrow."
McConnell,
president,
NBC:
"In a world of change the radio
and television industry is at home.
Growth and constant innovation
are the nature of our industry.
Indeed, a world of change of development and expansion, creates
the climate in which our versatile
industry thrives. These are' the
very elements which give us stability. Thoughtful men are rightfully
concerned for the future, but we
would fail to understand the basic
characteristics of our own business
if we did not look ahead to 1951
with confidence.
"Of course 1951 will be a year
of growth for radio and television.
To my mind, it is a question only
of velocity, of the rate of growth.

SU/r
fl
UB
APPEAL
to the U. S. Supreme
Court may develop out of an appellate decision which held last
week that the Communications Act
does not prohibit radio stations
from censoring political broadcasts
by persons who are not candidates.
The decision was handed down
in Philadelphia Thursday in the
case of Felix v. Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc. by the U. S.
Court of Appeals, Third Circuit
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
March 20]. It reversed a district
court decision which had dismissed
three $50,000 libel suits filed
against Philadelphia stations.
Attorneys familiar with libel law
indicated the latest decision still
leaves broadcasters in a precarious
position in connection with political

YOURSELF, your STAFF, your CLIENTS
from the daily hazard of

LIBEL, SLANDER, INFRINGEMENT OF
COPYRIGHT, INVASION OF PRIVACY
Arising from Editorializing, Speeches, Newscasts, Ad libs. Financial
Comment,
Interviews. Mystery Plots, Gossipy Announcements, Man-on-the-street
Hundreds of Broadcasters and Newspapers guard this continuous hazard with our special, tallored-to-the-rlsk Insurance.
USE CAUTION-LADY LUCK IS A DESERTER !
IT COSTS SO LITTLE TO BE SURE WITH INSURANCE.
For details, write to the Pioneer in this line.
EMPLOYERS HEINSIIRANCE CORPORATION
Insurance Exchange Bldg.
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Kansas City, Mo.

The nation's defense needs, beyond
question, will be our No. 1 priority. Production facilities may be
required for military purposes. The
field of scientific research will also
give precedence to defense needs.
In whatever degree these requirements may develop, they will not
affect the quality of programming
of either radio or television.
"Television, in a few swift
months in 1950, expanded from its
bare infancy to a truly first-rank
medium for advertising and entertainment. This was a momentous
development. But as we look ahead
we ought steadily to remember that
in 1950 we recaptured our selfconfidence, and then the advertiser's confidence in radio as the
great medium of high circulation
and low cost. There were some hard
lessons learned in both radio and
television. These — what we have
learned — are our assurance that
we will continue to progress
through 1951 in the face of all the
imponderables.
"At the end of this year, television covered areas in which live
90 million people. Advertisers,
through experience, demonstrated
increased appreciation for its pulling power. Picture quality, programming and production were all
immensely improved. There was
no question that television had

Appeal
SCOTUS
broadcasts. In efi'ect, the decision
upholds the case of Weiss v. Los
Angeles Broadcasting Co., a circuit court decision holding that
Section 315 of the law does not
operate until there are two or more
legally qualified candidates for the
same office and a station has allowed one candidate to use the
facilities with another candidate
seeking equal opportunity.
Still in effect is the FCC's Port
Huron Broadcasting Co. case, in
which the Commission held that
once a station decides to carry a
broadcast by one candidate in an
election, and examines the script,
it cannot change its mind and decline or censor any broadcast by a
candidate for the same office even
though a submitted script is
deemed defamatory.
The FCC has never stated a positive opinion as to whether broadcasts on behalf of candidates by
others than candidates themselves
are governed by Section 315.
In the district court decision
$50,000 libel suits filed against
KYW (Westinghouse), WCAU and
WFIL Philadelphia, charging libelous remarks in political broadcasts
because of purported implications
of Communistic leanings, the court
had
upheldThethestations
FCC's Port
Huronin effect
doctrine.
had
contended they are not permitted
to censor political speeches.
Judge Albert Maris, in last
week's consolidated opinion, reversed this district court ruling
with Judges Gerald A. McLaughlin
and Austin Staley concurring.
The appellate decision held in

come of age as a truly national
advertising medium. Should the
government rescind its freeze on
new stations, television will be extended to new areas in 1951. Additional stations and receivers will
mean more hours of broadcasting,
better programs.
"Besides finding ways to meet
television's drain on creative talent,
at NBC we have "pioneered in finding ways for smaller advertisers
to join in major shows previously
only available to high budget
sponsors. This should provide a
wider economic base for television
and make it available to more
sponsors in the coming year.
"Public response to NBC's Sunday night Big value
Show ofbrought
entertainment
radio tothea 1
fresh summit. And 'Operation Tandem' proved that new techniques
can sell radio on a basis which is
healthy for both the network and
the advertiser, and yet bring the
cost of radio advertising to a new
low.
"We face the new year with the
greatest mass communication medium in America — radio and its vig- ^
orous and intense new partner,
television. We plan for peace and ,
stand ready for any emergency.
Radio and television have only the
future ahead — and it cannot be
other than great."

in Phila. Case

Seen

We are unable to assent to the conclusion thus reached by the district
court for the reason that we do not
part:
think that Section 315 of the Communications Act of 1934 may be given
the construction which the district
court has here placed on it.
On the contrary, the language of
the section itself and its legislative
history compel the conclusion that
the section applies only to the use of
a broadcasting
by a not
candidate
personally
and station
that it does
apply *
to the use of such station by other )
persons speaking in the interest or ;
support
a candidate.
We findof that
this very question of
including supporters of candidates
within the purview of that section has ^
been specifically considered and rejected by the Congress, which has
made tionitis intended
perfectlytoclear
applythat
onlytheto secthe
personal use of broadcasting facilities by the candidates themselves.
It follows that the section did not
prohibit the defendants from censoring Meade's speeches. The defendants are, therefore, not entitled to
assert the defense that they were not
liable because the speeches could not
have been censored without violating
Section 315 and that accordingly they
were not at fault in permitting the
speeches to be broadcast.

buy 2 or more...
do 1 big sales job
'RADIO BALTIMORE'
Contact
EDWARD
RETRY CO.
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THREE-YEAR

primitisn

CORRECT

SPEECH

®

®

®

WTIC Hartford's Bob Steele, who
conducts morning show, was cited
by state supreme court judge for
correct pronunciation. It came
about when two lawyers were
arguing a case before Connecticut
Supreme Court each using the
word "status" differently. Both attorneys asked judge for ruling on
correct pronunciation of word.
Justice replied, "Let's ask Bob
Steele."
STORY OF PRAISE
• • •
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, DuMont
outlet, sending reprint from New
York Times to trade. Story praises
DuMont Network's telecast of
speech by Secretary of State
Acheson. Story by Jack Gould discusses why other networks did not
telecast speech and cites one network for not broadcasting speech
at the time it was delivered. Mr.
Gould congratulates Dr. DuMont
and network, "that did its job."
CONTEST AWARD
• • •
WGN Chicago, Share the Wealth,
Mon.-Fri., 3:30-3:45 p.m. CST, KroIger Foods Co., Chicago, awarded
' $10,000
to local
Mrs.
Ruth Mills,
winner,housewife.
was presented
Iher winnings by L. R. Musselman,
I merchandise manager of Kroger
Co. At presentation, 10,000 $1
bills were hung on a Christmas
Itree that was given to her.
CHEMICAL AWARD
• • •
KEYL San Antonio interviewed
leading officials of Southwest Regional Division of American Chemical Society on nightly news telecast. Bob Whitten, station newsman, also interviewed Dr. Rodger
J. Williams of U. of Texas and
winner of anual award given by
ACS. Station reports it scored
clean beat on local newspapers and
radio stations with announcement
of award winner.

^mgipawiw'

I

iiBmiums

EMERGENCY

WARNINGS

WCDL

Carbondale, Pa., has installed amplifier and microphone
equipment in Carbondale Police
Headquarters so police officials can
give emergency warnings to audience along with regular weather
reports during newscasts. Each
broadcast is concluded with reminder to motorist to be careful
while driving, particularly during
winter months.
WLS 'FAMILY ALBUM'
WLS Chicago's "Family Album," 48-page hard-cover
brochure with pictures and
stories of staff members at
station, is being released for
21st consecutive year. Pages
of pictures show entertainment stars and operating personnel in their homes and on
duty. Since 1930, when first
album was published, listeners have bought average of
40,000 albums yearly at 50c
each. This year, because of
advance orders, printing was
increase to 45,000. Management of WLS believes practice one of station's "most
effective audience-promotion
efforts." It has always been
self-liquidating.
*********
GETS 20,000 RESPONSES • ®
NBC received more than 20,000 requests for free booklet on selection
and preparation of meats which was
offered once on one-time telecast
of International Livestock Exposition in Chicago Dec. 6 under sponsorship of Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
Offer, made by sponsor and National Livestock & Meat Board, was
spotted during meat demonstration
in hour-long telecast of final judging of grand champion steer. Show
was telecast from Chicago on 44
NBC stations.

p>

HOWARD J. McCOLUSTER COMPANY
PAUL W. McCOLLISTER, GENERAL MANAGER
Regional iJepres&ntatiVe
66 ACACIA PI?|VE, ATHERTON, CALIf . . DAVEJaPORT 3-306
Shows with a HoUywood
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CALENDAR

®

WAYS Charlotte, N. C, and WCOG
Greensboro sending three-year calendar to agency time buyers. Twocolor plastic card gives date from
1950 to 1953. One side is year 1951
flanked by 1950 and 1952 and on
the other side is the year 1952
flanked by 1951 and 1953. Top of
card gives call letters of both stations, printed in red on black background.
STEALS

SHOW

•

•

•

WXGI Richmond, Va., had only radio entertainer appearing in annual
Tobacco Festival. Antonio, station's
morning personality man, rode on
one of floats during parade through
city. Station reports that Antonio's
appearance and float stole show.
FINNISH SHOW
• • •
WEAT Lake Worth, Fla., The Halls
of Finland, 12:30-1 p.m.. Sun. Program catering to large Finnish
audience during winter months
broadcasting music and commentary in both English and Finnish.
Commercials used are also broadcast in both languages.
SEEING DOUBLE
• • •
WDTV(TV)
Wilken's
Amateur
Hour,Pittsburgh,
6-7 p.m., Sun.
Cast
of Dec. 17 show consisted of twins
and triplets who performed before
audience made up of twins and
triplets. Show had been on the
radio 12 years prior to TV debut.
Jack Logan, acted as master of
ceremonies for 11 acts in special
pre-holiday show.
GOOD GUEST

RELATIONS

McNEILL'S 'YEARBOOK' # •
DON McNEILL's Breakfast Club,
daily on ABC, announces publication of its 1950 Yearbook, priced
at $1 and sent postpaid to listeners.
Book contains photographs of Mr.
McNeill and his family on their
recent trip to Europe as well as
pictures of show's cast. Two sections of 64-page, spiral bound book
are
devoted
to "Memory
Time"
and "Sam's Almanac"
selections.
This year Breakfast Club Yearbook
v/ill be sent to approximately 100,000 listeners.
FREEDOM SPOTS ® ® ®

WNBT (TV) New York Dec. 17
started public service spot campaign with theme "Freedom Is
Everybody's Job." Lincoln's Gettysburg address, "Star Spangled
Banner" and Tom Paine's The
American Crisis among original
American documents reproduced on
film for saturation campaign. Clarity and legibility of papers reproduced on TV effected by blowing
and
up
screen. reshaping them for TV
EXPLOSION PICTURES ® •
WCPO-TV Cincinnati telecast action pictures of American Waterproofing Co. explosion in that city
few hours after it happened Dec. 9.
Sidney Barger, chief cameraman
for station, got movies of exploding
building, then rushed them to laboratory for developing. Explosion
occurred at 10 a.m. and WCPO-TV
had five-minute film presentation
ready by 2:30 p.m.

®

WGH Newport News, Va., taking
snapshots of visiting celebrities
and local citizens who take part in
station programs. Pictures are
taken in studio with station personality taking part in broadcast.
Printed pictures are mounted in
black folder with silver WGH seal
on cover and hand written greeting in white on inside. Folders are
sent to guests to promote good
guest relations. Station reports
that almost all recipients of folders have written friendly thankyou notes to station.
GIANT POSTCARD
• • •
KLRA Little Rock, Ark., sending
giant post cards to trade and advertisers. Postcard headed "What's
Happening
at KLRA?"
large tells
red
letters on front.
On back,in copy
of station change in management,
programming and promotion and
also gives, lists of correct mailing
addresses of department heads.
NBC ANNOUNCEMENT • •
NBC sending booklet to trade announcing new series "The People
Act" on its Living 1950 show.
Piece done in red, white and blue,
lists subjects being used. Programs,
13 in all, are dedicated to different cities and towns throughout
country that have acted together
to solve some economic or social
problem.

LANG-WORTH
FEATURE PKOGRAMS, |p<-.
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December 14 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 580 kc
WKSR Pulaski, Tenn.— CP AM station to change from 730 kc 250 w D to
580 kc 1 kw-D 500 w-N DA-2.
Modification of CP
WKYB
Paducah, etc.Ky.—
CP of
to
change frequency
for Mod.
extension
completion date.
License for CP
KVOL-FM Lafayette, La. — Licens3
for CP to change FM station.
WLAV-FM
Grand for
Rapids,
Mich.—of
Mod.
CP FM station
extension
completion date.
Madison,
Wis.—ERP
Mod. from
CP
newWISC-FM
FM station
to change
52
kw
to
1.08
kw
and
change
ant.
to
104 ft.
December 15 Decisions . . .
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Paul A. Walker
WMAW Milwaukee, Wis. — Pursuant
to Section 1.701 of the Rules and Regulations granted
the ten-day
limitation
of waiver
Section of1.854(e)
and
granted motion as supplemented for
correction of transcript of oral argument of September 15, 1950 in proceeding upon its application.
By Commissioner E. M. Webster
KVOL Lafayette, La.— On the Commission's own10,
motion
hearing for Jan.
1951, scheduled
in Washington,
D. C. re application of KVOL.
FCCtion General
Counsel —ofGranted
for an extension
time topetifile
exceptions
in
proceeding
upon
application of Wooster Republican Printing
Co. WWST
tended to Jan.Wooster,
11, 1951. Ohio; time exBy Examiner H. B. Hutchison
Chief CommonCarrier
Bureau —of
Granted
motion for
continuance
hearing from Dec. 18, to Jan. 15, 1951,
at Washington, D. C. in proceeding re
allocation of usage of intercity video
transmission facilities.
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
Charles L. Cain, Grand Prairie, Tex.
— Granted leave to amend his application so as to change the type of trans.
By Examiner Leo Resnick
WOOK Silver
Spring,from
Md. —Dec.
Granted
continuance
of hearing
18 to
April 18, 1951, in Washington, D. C, in
proceeding upon application of WOOK.
By Examiner Jack P. Blume
Charles H. Chamberlain, Bellefontalne,tionOhio
— On hearing
Commission's
own mocontinued
this proceeding
from Dec. 18 to Dec. 19 at Washington,
D. C.
By Examiner Basil P. Cooper
WCEMtition Cambridge,
— Granted
for continuanceMd. of
hearing pe-in
proceeding upon application from Dec.
14, to Jan, 29, 1951, at Washington,
D. C.
December 18 Decisions . . .
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner E. M. Webster
WQAN tinuaScranton,
Pa. — Granted
connce of hearing presently
scheduled
for Jan. 2, 1951, to Jan. 22, 1951, at
Washington, D. C. in proceeding upon
application.
KLIK Escondido,
tension of time toCalif.
Jan.— Granted
15, 1951, ex-in
which to file reply to exceptions to
initial decision issued in proceeding
upon application.
KGAR Garden City, Kan.— Granted
leave to amend application to specify
nighttime operation 500 w power, em-

fCC

DECEMBER

19
cond. -conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-efifective radiated power
N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grmits authorizing neiv stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.

December 18 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License Renewal
Request
for
renewal
station: WHMA license
Anniston,
Ala.; AMKAMD
Camden, Ark.; WFUN Huntsville, Ala.;
KMYC Marvsville, Calif.; KYOU Greeley, Col.; WWPB Miami. Fla.; WBHF
Cartersville, Ga.; WKEU Griffin, Ga.;
WATZ Alpena, Mich.; KATE Albert
Lea, Minn.; WTOK Meridian, Miss.;
KIRX Kirksville, Mo.; KXLQ Bozeman.
Mont.; KXLL Missoula, Mont.; WKXL
Concord, N. H.; KSVP Artesia, N. M.;
WKIP Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; WHKP
Henderson, N. C; WBUY Lexington,
N. C; KGFF Shawnee. Okla.; KFLW
Klamath Falls, Ore.; KRIC Beaumont,
Tex.; KCTI Gonzales. Tex.; KNEU
Provo, Utah; WMVA Martinsville, W.
Va.; KONP Port Angeles, Wash.
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14 TO DECEMBER

ploying DA, and show revised financial
and program data, and application as
amended, is retained on hearing docket.
H. C. Young
Nashville,
Tenn. —
Granted
leave to Jr.,
amend
his application
to change name of applicant from individual to corp. — Nashville Bcstg. Co.
Inc., and to show new information on
legal and poration
financial
qualifications of corand stockholders.
KMPC Los Angeles, Calif. — Dismissed
as moot petition requesting extension
of time to complete CP until aft? r final
decision
been Co.,
madePatchogue,
\^ D'^cke^ N.94^'^.
Benlee has
Bcstg.
Y.
— Dismissed as moot petition of i->.pril
15, 1949,
review
by Commission, en requesting
banc, of April
8, action
of the
motions commissioner denying petition
filed March 28, 1949, seeking dismissal
of petitioner's application without prejudice, and, on Commission's own moudice. tion, dismissing application with prejUnited Radio Communications, San
Diego, Calif. — Granted leave to amend
application so as to change type of
equipment for base station trans.
By Examiner J. D. Bond
Midwest Bcstg. Corp., Montevideo,
Minn. — cationGranted
leave to
amend power
appliso as to specify
operating
of 100 w instead of 250 w dismissed as
moot that part of petition which seeks
to quash Commission order of April 21
making Times Pub. Co. KFAM party
to proceedings;
application,
amended, is removed from
hearing asdocket.

: • Gates
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COMPANY
'
WASHINGTON, D. C.
TEL METROPOLITAN 0522

AM— 950 kc
KDSX Denison, Tex. — CP AM station
to change from 1220 kc 1 kw-D to 950
kc 500 w unl. AM—
DA-2.1340 kc
WEXL
Royal of
Oak,licensee
Mich.—corp.,
Acquisition of control
by
Jacob B. Sparks through purchase of
560 sh. common stock from George B.
Hartrick and Bernice B. Hartrick
AMENDED
to change from 500 sh. to
220
sh.
License for CP
forWMOX-FM
CP new FMMeridian,
station. Miss. — License
Modification of License
KCMOcense FM station
Kansas toCity,
changeMo.—
fromMod.
54 kwlito 55.8 kw.
License Renewal
WMVA-FM
Martinsville,
Va.— Request
for license renewal
FM station.
December 19 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
WMOD Moundsville, W. Va.— Granted
license new AM station; 1470 kc 1 kw
D.
WNOE New Orleans, La.— Granted
license change frequency, power, install new trans, and DA-2 and change
trans, location; 1060 kc 5 kw-N 50 kw-D,
DA-2.
WBKV West Bend, Wis.— Granted
license for new AM station; 1470 kc 500
w D.
KTER Terrell, Tex.— Granted license
for new station; 1570 kc, 250 watts,
daytime.
WCCMcense install
Lawrence,
Mass. — Granted linew trans.
KIKI Honolulu, T. H.— Granted conto voluntary assignment of CP to
KIKI sentLtd.
KFIR North Bend, Ore.- Granted
mod. CP for approval of ant. trans,
and studio locations, and for change
of trans.
KPLT Paris, Tex.— Granted mod. license to change main studio location
to south of city limits.
WSUI Iowa City, la.— Granted authority to reduce operating hours from
unl. to minimum of 6Vi hours daily
from Dec. 18 thru Jan. 1, 1951, in order
to observe Christmas and New 'Year
vacation,
WKYB Paducah, Ky.— Granted mod,
CP 3-15-51;
for extension
to
cond. of completion date
KBPS Portland, Ore.— Granted hcense change hours of operation, inin power,changes
install innew
ant. system andcrease make
transmitting
equipment; 1450 kc 250 w SH.
WPIK Alexandria, Va. — Granted consent to voluntary acquisition of control
of licensee corporation by Carl L. Lindberg thru purchase of 81 shares of
common stock from Howard B. Hayes,
for a consideration of 522,275.
New Orleans — Granted CP for new
STL KKB-52.
Ida Murray,
Martha
Murray,
Executrixes of the Estate
of James
J. Murray,
Lewisburg, Tenn. — Granted mod. CP
KA-5776 for extension of completion
date
to 3-9-51.
WHLA
Madison, Wis. — Granted mod.
CP to change commercial
operating
noneducationalpower
FM ofstation
from 5 kw to 7.5 kw; on freq. (90.3 mc)
Ch. 212; ERP 29 kw; 840 ft. ant.
K X O Amod.
- F Mlicense
Sacramento,
Granted
to change Calif.—
studio
location of FM station.
KMAR Bakersfield, Calif.— Granted
mod. CP to make changes in ant.
Asheboro Bcstg. Co., Asheboro, N. C.
— Granted
to replacea expired
permit whichCPauthorized
new remote
pickup KA-6096 which expired 11-17-50.
KSRT Los Angeles, Calif .—Granted

mod. CP for extension of completio
date
to 3-12-51. Hazleton, Pa.— Grant
WAZL-FM
mod. CP for extension of complet e
date
to 7-12-51.
KNEW
Spokane, Wash.— Granted coi
sent to assignment of license to Inlarj
WPLH Bcstg.
Huntington,
Va.— Grant<
cancellation
of Co.
standardW. station
licen '
Empire
for aux. trans.
;
WJZ-TV New York— Granted moCP for extension of completion da
to WARA
6-30-51. Attleboro, Mass. — Granted I
cense 1320
AM kc,
station;
studio loc' i
tion;
1 kwspecify
DA-2.
WCKY Cincinnati
—unl.
Granted
licen;|
James A. main
Noe, trans.
New Orleans, La. i
install
GrantednewCP's
for new remote pickuil'ij
KKD-392,
KA-8059.
The A. S. Abell Co., Baltimore, M
— Granted CP and license for neremote pickup KA-8060.
WASL
Annapolis, acquisition
Md. — Granted
coj'
sent
to voluntary
of neg
five control of corp. by Robert :
Blalock thru purchase of 70 shares
common
from Harry
Layma'Lj
WJBO stock
and WBRL
Baton E.Rouge,
— Granted consent to involuntary tran
fer of control of licensee corp. fro
Leora D. Manship, deceased, to Charl
P, Manship, Jr. and Douglas L. Mai(
ship,
co-executors
of the estate of Leo:
D. Manship,
deceased.
KVLH Pauls VaUey, Okla.— Granttj
consent to voluntary assignment
license from partnership composed
4 partners to new partnership compost,
ners
in assignor,
one whom
new are
partne
of 5 partners,
of
Evert
E. Hill four
purchased
8 percentpar'
partnership for a consideration
The Fort Industry Co., Detroit, Mic.
— Granted CP to change from T
pickup KQB-96 to TV STL and chani
$6,000.
trans.
I
Haven & CPMartin,
Inc., Richmond,
— Granted
to change
type of staticV >,
from
KID transmitter
-35 to TV loc
SI! ,
station TVand pickup
to change
tion.
I
KAGH Crossett, Ark. — Granted mo
CP forstudio
approval
of ant.condition.
and trans, ai
main
location;
WMMI Meridian, Miss. — Granted C
to
replace CPFM forstation.
new noncommerci
educational
Following granted extensions of cor
pletion dates as shown:
KPOO
SanGrandFrancisco,
6-21-5 .
WLAV-TV
Rapids, toMich.,
7-15-51; WHMA-FM Anniston, Ala.,
2-1-51; WACE-FM Chicopee, Mass.,
7-1-51; WRGA-FM Rome, Ga,, to
15-51.
WCBM
Baltimore,
Granted
cense
change
frequencyMd.—
increase
powe 'i
install new trans, and DA and chan,trans, location; 680 kc, 10 kw-D, 5 kwDA-2. Correction Issued by FCC
Dec. 14 Decisions, grant of new st
tion
J. Tedesco,
Sparta,
shouldto Victor
have shown
daytime
only,Wi-'i: :
stead of unlimited on 990 kc, 250 w.
December 19 Applications . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
CP to Replace Expired CP
KOKX Keokuk, la.— CP AM static
to replace expired CP to increa
power, change frequency etc. ai
change trans, location.
License for CP
KGAL
Lebanon,
CP new AM station. Ore. — License f
License for Renewal
Request
license Shoals
renewalCity,
AM AIjsttion:
WLAYfor Muscle
KSAN San Francisco; WBSR Pensacol
Fla.; WGPC Albany, Ga.; WIBM Jac
son, Mich.; KOBE Las Cruces, N. ft,
KWRO Coquille, Ore.; WJPA Washin j
ton, Pa.;Uvalde,
WILK Tex.;
Wilkes-Barre,
KVOU
WFTR FroP:Royal,
Va.;
WNVA
Norton,
W. V;
WWNR Beckley, W. Va.
WCAE-FM Pittsburgh, Pa. — Requf
for license renewal FM station.
Modification of CP
Mod. CP new FM station for exte
sion of completion date: KOA-FM De
ver,
KOMA-FM
Oklahoma
Okla.;Col.;
WJMC-FM
Rice Lake,
Wis. Cil
Mod.extension
CP new commercial
TV staticfor
of completion
dat
WATV Newark, N. J. to 7-9-51; KO:
(Continued on page 83)
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CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
fverett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

RADIO

McNARY & WRATHALL
RADIO ENGINEERS
906 Natl. Press BIdg. 1407 Pacific Ave.
Washington 4, D.C.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Member AFCCE *

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

Mcintosh & Inglis

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE'

ENGINEERS

A 43-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.

GEORGE

Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave. RE. 6646
Washington, D. C.
2915 Red River 2-5055
Austin, Texas

CHAMBERS & GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Member

P. MAY
Kellogg BIdg.
REpublic 3984

Member AFCCE'

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
820 13th St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

1 Le Fevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620
• Telecasting

Member AFCCE *

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

& KENNEDY

Member AFCCE'

GUY

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
1728 Wood St. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE'

1703 K ST., N. W. STERLING 7932
WASHINGTON, D. C.

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

ADLER ENGINEERING CO.
TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FACILITIES
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

BROADCASTING

KEAR

Member AFCCE'

JOHN

501-514 Munsey BIdg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

AFCCE'

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE'

C. DAVIS

C. HUTCHESON

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 44721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

Of. X RADIO
:3in^,ENGINEER
CONSULTING
4125 Monroe Street
TOLEDO 13, OHIO
Telephone — Kingswood 7631

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Radio Engineering CoTisultant
Executive 5851 1833 M STREET, N. W.
Executive 1230 Washington 6, D. C

WALTER F. KEAN
AAA-TV BROADCAST AUOCATION,
FCC & HELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Rood — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, 111.
(A Chicago suburb)

Member
AFCCE*
December 25, 1950
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RTMA

Reports 5,66L000

For TO-Month

Period

County
9TaTe ana
0REG9N
Marion
Multnomah
Allegheny
PENNSYLVANIA
Berks
Beaver
Blair
Cambria
Dauphin
Delaware
Erie

County
Month
6

Sets snippea
Year to Date
2
105,171
17,944
8,953
10,176
2,1S7
6,073
21,503
17,779
99?
6,552
13,651
12,035
3,944
21,499
207,C58
8,497
12,927
8,014
7,820
46,551

Sets Shipped
Month
Year to
-20
19,77i
37,104
4,072
163
30,197
3,973
19,945
1,125
5,203
14,55E
2,21297
394
2,732
116
16,166
1,399
8,745
21,511
323
62
1,626
735
3,246
418
3,537
13,815
3,747
2,334
6,810
834
564
2,597
67
4,892,389
659,729
763,611
7,621
,178
AREASSub-Total
UNLISTEE
5,661,000
GRAND TOTA
State and
Bexar
TEXAS
Dallas
Galveston
Harris
Tarrant
UTAH
Salt Lake
Weber
King
VIRGINIA
Arlington
Henrico
Norfolk
Pittsylvania
Warwick
WASHINGTON
Clarke
Pierce
WEST VIRGINIA
Cabell
Kanawha
WISCONSIN
Milwaukee

i
f

MANUFACTURERS of television receivers shipped 5,661,000 sets to
16,473
dealers in 36 states and District of Columbia during the first 10 months
2,633
464
of 1950, according to Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. Figures cover both
1,621
'302 and
RTMA member and non-member companies. Figures for October
942
1,077
10 months follow:
2,033
State
Sets Shipped
StaJe and
Sets Shipped
Countyand
760
Fayette
1,828
Lackawanna
Year to Da!
Month
County
Year to Date
Month
Lancaster
Lebanon
1 ARAM A
Lehigh
MA LMDMIVIM
IOWA
1,400
201
17 716
Clinton
3 825
318
Montgomery
Polk
MK 1 £w tMM
1,073
170
6
041
Northampton
1,229
Pottawattamie
521
DCOpQ
1 575
2,642
7,369
2,369
TAIN\0IPn!?MIA
Philadelphia
1,584
Scott
Washington
35 944
5,828
A lamsdo
5 378
22,222
KANSAS
1,124
1,279
1114
Contra Costa
Westmoreland
York
44653
1,220
1 'lS4
Wyandotte
377176^038
543
Los An^slcs
8,203
2,292
_
236
i\cr>i
lu^ix
I
407
1,515
Ora
RHODE
ISLAND
5 301
Campbell
Providence
22'G79
405
Sa c ran men to
650
5 543
C95
JefFerson
125
29 337
12 733
San Bsmardino
SOUTH
York CAROLINA 4,728
Kenton
i
4 002
32 790
10,504
San D1630
Shelby
5'?0
1LwU
Oil I3IMINM
Id AM A
71 173
37 631
San F ra n c i s c o
TENNESSEE
Davidson
374
23 114
San
Joac|uin
Orleans
10,930
3 361
8679
851
1 '930
San Mat60
692
MARYLAND
Sonfa Claro
Bahimore City
1
1
905
2,484
73,395
504
3
148
Solano
Baltimore
County
NOTE:
Figures
for
the
month
reflect
adjustments
resulting from corrections of year to de23,755
31,086
1,283
4,081
^rtKlklC^TI^I IT
5,169
Montgomery
figures
asreporting
previously
reported forby themembers
and the inclusion of year to date figures for 0|
30 638
raimeia
member
in
October
first
time.
4
956
Prince
Georges
7,769
1,384
23 821
narTTora
1,960
147
' 19MASSACHUSETTS
63 575
990
39 513
New Haven
Berkshire
140
New
London
1 645
5,315
net
575
Bristol
23,952
L/CLMA\A/ADP
VV MKC
18 939
3,182
40,901
New Castle
Essex
2 290
Hampden
4,397
3,805
63,158
Middlesex
rrsi LUfVlO
iiM&i IMA
9 882
989
83 261
21.236
Norfolk
5,563
711
2 972
1,711
16 528
Dade
Plymouth
Suffolk
8,812
127,520
7 gQ5
1 908
16,456
Worcester
1
66
1175
Hi lisborou9n
407
Pinellas
8
MICHIGAN
Calhoun
GEORGIA
DeKalb
Genesee
3,359
497
5,855
Fulton
994
6,791
45,412
1,541
5,073
Ingham
ILLINOIS
7,089
► A. R. Moler, chief engineer for
Jackson
7 292
878
Kalamazoo
Cook
398
211
385,329
44,075
KMBC-KFRM Kansas City, celeFulton
Kent
115
934
254
Knox
Macomb
16,154
brated 30 years of service with the
2,336
2.923
Madison
764
6,702
Muskegon
818
7,517
company last month.
332
15
McLean
Oakland
405
21,871
597
142
527
Peoria
► Tw^enty-fifth anniversary was
Saginaw
1,344
2,571
Rock Island
5.432
1,729
Washtenaw
1,091
5,652
200,000
celebrated by KWKH Shreveport,
St. Clair
Wayne
35,207
1,063
7,985
207
Tazewell
34
MINNcbU 1 A
INDIANA
La., recently. "Anniversary SouHennepin
Ramsey
414
Delaware
40, 1 56
7,164
2,032
venir" pamphlet was sent to lisLake
24,852
24,151
3,763
teners.
4,521
MISSOURI
Madison
4,782
898
643
Buchanan
Marion
► Father James K. Fox of Old St.
1,751
42,961
6,147
Jackson
1 1 OA
27,813
Patrick Church, Pittsburgh, has
4,934
Madison
101,081
ZO 1
16,230
observed
25 years of continuous
KICDDACI/A
NcDKAbKA
CBS
_
541
1 0 701
All th' Guys at Branham
broadcasting over WJAS that city.
Douglas
4,599
All th' Guys at
Lancaster
► Corey Thomson, m.c. of CFCF
1 ,768
All arrFellers:
Agency Fr'en's
NEW JERSEY
Dear
Montreal's Uncle Troy program,
Atlantic
1,034
Bergen
29,399
7,686
marked 5,000 broadcasts for the
MERRY CHRIS'MUS AN' HAPPY
Camden
3,919
18,194
1,576
NOO YEAR TUH Y'ALLJ HIT'S
same sponsor last month. Show
Essex
89,705
12,685
SHORE BIN NICE AWORKIN'
48,992
WSAM Saginaw, Mich., observ'
Hudson
has been sponsored by Troy LaunMercer
WITH YUH HERE
DURIN' AT
1950!IVCHS
BUT TH'
1,000th broadcast of its 11 p.i
FELLERS
IS
16,321
6,287
dries
of
Montreal
for
19
years.
Middlesex
1,821
919
AGONNA MAKE 1951 TH' BIGGEST
Monmouth
18,459
newscast
the same
sponsc'
15,485
► Lee Kelton Orchestra has
2,656
YEAR UV ALL! I'LL TELL YUH
William C.under
Wiechmann
Co., Sagino
1,763
Morris
Pcssaic
ALL 'BOUT HIT NEXT YEAR!
8,234
started
its
seventh
year
as
staff
27,800
Union
department store. Checking prom^
4,770
28,827
band for WJAS Pittsburgh.
NEW MEXICO
3,836
tion copy are
(I to store;
r): William
Bernali llo
► Wes Izzard broadcast his 6,666th
co-owner
of the
OscarKesseHuf
3,628
NFW
YftRk
973
1^ CAVVIbany
1
WSAM
newscaster
who
aired
the fir
consecutive
news
program
on
16.772
Bronx
KGNC Amarillo, Tex., Dec. 1 for newscast as well as the anniversa
2,351
39 337
Broome
Phillips
66 petroleum products.
program, and William Wiechman
8,197
Chautaucjua
7,009
1,489
Erie
president of the William C. Wiec
81,915
433
► WBLJ Dalton, Ga., marked 10th
10,269
mann Co.
208,963
4,005
27,974
anniversary
last
month.
Monroe
50,319
Nassau
44,356
7,122
* * *
8,029
237,487
New York
► WWDC-AM-FM Washington's
and
twenty
Birmingham floris|
36,090
11,770
Carl
Berger
has
completed
13
years
Niagara
Onondaga
started sponsorship of the she
35,995
1,970
as
conductor
of
government
em5,385
Orange
Oneida
17,419
672
Dec. 17.
2,311
93,729
ployes'
program. Your GovQueens
14,838
ernmentnews
and Mine.
► WLAW Lawrence, Masj
6,194
Rensselaer
15,857
Richmond
marked its 13th anniversary tl:
► Bill Kitay marked the fourth
1,957
Schenectady
667
9,945
9,593
Westchester
birthday
of
his
story
telling
and
month.
854
33,310
► WRVA Richmond, Va., recentl
NORTH CAROLINA 4,049
philosophical
program
over
WBRC
Alamance
commemorated its 25th year.
Birmingham, Ala.
One hundred
1,281
Cabarrus
284
320
131
Durham
168
1,469
463
Forsyth
1,685
Gaston
560
Guilford
300
2,1 17
Mecklenburg
933
SERVICE
DIRECTORY
258
5,116
3,561
Rowan
OHIO
543
1,033
Butler
12,254
Clark
Cuyahoga
137,209
7,724
784
20,331
COMMERCIAL RADIO
54,343
Franklin
Hamilton
7,326
Custom-Built Equipment
87,432
Lucas
8,588
MONITORING COMPANY
31,888
Montgomery
U. S. RECORDING CO.
48,825
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT!
4,345
1.234
259
Scioto
5,724
W C H S
"A reliable
service for
over phone
18 yeart"
Summit
For immediate
service
1121
Vermont
Ave.,
Wash.
5,
D.
C.
29,504
4,717
OKLAHOMA
Muskogee
JACKSON
5302
453
98
STerling 3626
Charleston, W. Va,
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.f«i
Oklahoma
Tulsa
9,750
1,312
7,464
1,594
BROADCASTING
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lEVOKES WTNJ
FCC Cites Control Transfer
SARGING WTNJ Trenton, N. J.,
as i-everted to practices conjmned in an earlier license re:wal proceeding and alleging that
introl has been transferred withI it approval, FCC last week or>red revocation of the station's
3ense effective Jan. 10.
The action against the 22-year
d station is subject to hearing, if
iquested by Jan. 5. WTNJ is lii§nsed to WOAX Inc. and is asgned 250 w daytime on 1300 kc.
FCC's order contended that Er"unauassumed
has of
C. Olsen
ng
orized
control
the licensee
ithout the prior consent of the
ommission" in violation of the
ommunications Act. FCC said it
arned this through independent
vestigation and in part from in»rmation contained in a pending
•ansfer application in v^^hich Mr.
Isen would become trustee for
i^TNJ's principal stockholders.
The application seeks transfer
f control through switch of 65
lares from Charles E. Loew, 78
ears old, and Julie V. Loew, 81
ears, to Mr. Olsen as trustee
Broadcasting • Telecasting,
ug. 14]. The application said
[r. and Mrs. Loew wish continsous and careful supervision over
heir affairs and operation of
jlV^TNJ and
at the same
are
Jesirous
of conserving
theirtime
health.
FCC Charge
Ilired
FCCandcharged
Mr. Olsen
"has
fired personnel,
obtained
pntrol over the bank account or
Accounts of the licensee, assumed
ull sunervision over the day-to-day
peration of the station and comlete dominion over the formulaton of over-all station policy."
The Commission further conended that "despite the statelents by the Commission in its
ecision renewing the license of . . .
VTNJ, the licensee and its agents
lave reverted to the type of pracices condemned by the Commission
n that decision and that, in addiion, Charles E. and Julie V. Loew
lave abdicated all responsibility in
onnection with the operation and
ontrol of the station in complete
lerogation of their responsibilities

FOR DEPENDABLE

look

as the controlling stockholders of a
broadcast licensee and have done
so in such fashion as to warrant
the conclusion that their violations
of the Communications Act have
been
nature." that in May
Thewilful
orderin related
1948 FCC renewed WTNJ's license,
finding in the decision that Franklyn J. Wolff, vice president, general manager and treasurer, "who
had been delegated full responsibility for the operation of that station, had engaged in conduct which
cast grave doubt upon his ability
to administer satisfactorily a license under the Communications
Act." Renewal was granted, however, the order recited, with warning against reversion to alleged
practices considered inappropriate
by FCC.
The Commission's order also related aspects of the 1949 hearing on
WTNJ's bid for change in facilities,
contending
Wolff's testimony
under crossMr.
examination
did not
support certain claims made in exhibits on public service programs
and other matters.
SERVICE DEALS
Clemente Asks Official Probe
CRACKDOWN on dealers who allegedly "victimize purchasers or
owners of television sets" by means
of "false, fraudulent or deceitful
prepaid" TV service contracts has
been urged by Rep. L. G. Clemente
(D-N. Y.).
Charging that such activities
have reached "proportions beyond
the abilities of local authorities,
agencies or organizations to control or remedy," Rep. Clemente introduced aresolution (H Res 881)
in the House Dec. 13 which
would request the Attorney General and the Postmaster General to
explore the matter and recommend
remedial action.
Rep. Clemente said the activity
on the part of certain dealers "is
not only harmful to . . . victims but
also tends to hamper and harm
ethical businessmen and to reflect
discredit on the entire television
industry . . ." The Congressman
said there should be some form of
supervision or regulation, such as
licensing of dealers, to assure redress by TV set owners.

SERVICE

to ALLIED

for your station supplids

ALL STATION SUPPLIES
Our great in-stock resources
(largestin thecountry)andclose
contacts with all manufacturers,
guarantee thefastest, most complete equipment supply service
for the BC and TV engineer.

SERVICE EVERYWHERE. Over 600 stations-coast
GET THIS CATALOG
10 coast and border to border— look to dependable
Send
ALLIED'S
212-page
Buying
ALLIED for their station supplies and accessories.
Guide,forlisting
broadcast
equipment
and
supplies
ready
for
immediate
PERSONAL EXPERT HANDLING. You get
shipment. Ask to be put on our
"Broadcast Bulletin*' mailing list.
exactly what you want— when you want it! All
iStation orders, large or small, get preferred
Write (o BROADCAST DIVISION
jspeedy handling. Our Broadcast Division is headed
ALLIED RADIO
by commercially licensed operators who cooperate
ititelligently to keep your station running at top 833 W. JACKSON BLVD., CHICAGO 7
efficiency at all times.
Call: HAymarket 1-6800
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

WINDOW

DRESSING

WKRC Applies Local Touch fo Promoi-ion
DEPARTMENT store clients of
WKRC-AM-FM-TV Cincinnati are
reaping rewards, thanks to local
level cooperation between the two
facilities, according to Frederic
Gregg, the station's promotion director.
The "mutually beneficial" approach has been used successfully
with McAlpin's, one of the city's
leading department stores, which
needed a traffic builder for its cafeteria on Monday evenings. WKRCTV came up with a 15-minute interview type program, starring
Frazier Thomas, its popular m.c.
Officials at McAlpin's, at Robert
Ascomb Inc., agency handling the
store's radio and television accounts, and at WKRC-TV consulted
and decided to film the show on
Monday but telecast it the following Sunday. Called Express to Five
(the restaurant is on the 5th
floor) , the show received Mr.
Gregg's "point-of-sale" touch.
All windows at McAlpin's were
dressed with the Express to Five
theme, which also was taken up
in the store's and WKRC's newspaper advertising. The two-way
promotion clicked. R. Nelson Shaw,
president-general manager of McAlpin's, isquotedour: "Express
to Five
has overflowed
dining room
on
three consecutive Mondays. The
response and acclaim is more than
we Another
expected."
store, Bond's, also joined
in the double promotion approach.
Sponsoring two newscasts daily on
the station's AM facility. Bond's
agreed to Mr. Gregg's suggestion
of having a simulated newsroom
set up in its window at a strategic
downtown corner. News broadcasts
were made daily every hour from
noon to 6 p.m. to passerbys, keeping them informed of the latest
world news.
Bond's theme was "late news
on WKRC — late fashion news at
Bond's." The newscasts had commercials, with live models showing
their wares as Roy Gilligan, station's newscaster, read copy. The

Senate Confirms to FTC
SENATE last Thursday confirmed
Stephen J. Spingarn as member of
the Federal Trade Commission for
a term to expire in 1953. His nomination had been reported favorably
by the Senate Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee, and was the
subject of a one-day committee
hearing Dec. 13 during which no
opposition was expressed.
The Senate, meanwhile, also has
confirmed Holmes Baldridge, chief
of the General Litigation Section of
the Justice Dept.'s Anti-trust Division and formerly an FCC attorney, who was nominated by President Truman [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Dec. 11] to become
Assistant Attorney General in
charge of the Claims Division.

WKRC-TV's display points up
show in McAlpin's
^ ^ *window.
store's manager, Don Jacob, estimated the newscasts stopped some
150,000 people in a week.
The local level touch is applied
for the national advertiser as well.
American Flyer trains has sponsored a15-minute weekly show for
the Christmas season on the TV
station. Five of Cincinnati's major
department stores were contacted
to handle a WKRC-TV display in
their windows.
Mr. Gregg's display ideas spread
to the inside of the store, adding
a double impact for the advertiser
and the station. The promotion director's plans call for eventual
arrangements with nearly every
big window holder in the city to
promote not only the advertiser but
also the stations themselves.

The Happy Kitchen, one of the
Midwest's oldest and best liked
women's programs, is conducted
by This
Nancy 9:15
Goode.
a. m. week-day
feature has
been on the air
for almost 15
handled
by
gram is deftly
years.
The
proNancy
Goode,
homemaker,

Nancy Goode
mother and
active clubwoman. Her recipes,
food and household hints are of
KMBC-KFRM
great interest
listeners.
Nancyto also
conducts a
weekly
demonstration
before an
audience.

Fleischmann's Yeast and K. C.
Power & Light are current sponsors, but additional participations
are now available!
Promotion and merchandising
aids are also a part of the participation. Contact us, or any Free &
kPeters "Colonel" for details ! ^
~o\ Kansas City
B C
KM
KFRM
for Rural Kansas
December 25, 1950
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 104 per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20^ per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25^ per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. S12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press BIdg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Bkoadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Commercial
manager
for successful
network station in excellent
Iowa market.
Salary plus commission. Send complete qualifications, references, picture.
Immediate
opening. Reply Box 303H,
BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Topnotch salesman. If you would like
a small western
town andto can
aggressively and smoothly
smallselltown
people
and
still
meet
agency
men,
maybe we can use you. Interested in a
married man willing to settle here and
organize his time and efforts to do a
real selling and servicing job. If you
have additional abilities such as first
class ticket, sports announcing experience, etc., they would be of value.
Send us complete details about yourself and we'll
tell you
about our
opening.
Position
openmoreimmediately.
Contact KRPL, Moscow, Idaho.
Salesman: Experienced announcer-producer with sales knowhow. Car required. $75.00 guarantee, commissions.
WIBU. Poynette, Wisconsin.
We have an opening for an aggressive,
experienced, radio salesman. Our station is growing fast and is the best
radio buy in the Tidewater area. You
must have a car and be a hard worker.
We pay 15% commission against a
livable drawing account. Send complete information, or telephone. Earl
Harper, WNOR, Norfolk, Virginia.
I need at once good, clean, hard working salesman for Minneapolis regional
independent, 14 months old, growing
fast. Excellent opportunity right man.
Future. BiU Stewart, WPBC, Minneapolis.
Announcers
Wanted, mature, experienced, forceful
announcer, strong on sports, news, interviews, commercials. Writ? full details and expected salary. Box 98H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced sports and staff announcer.
Send qualifications, references and
disc or tape. Midwest. Box 238H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer: Beginner if good voice and
willing to work. Send full information.
Box 285H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Reliable, experienced. Some
control
ooportunity
at centralwork.
New Immediate
York network
affiliate.
Upstater preferred. Good starting salary plus increases over two-year
spread. Some talent opportunities. Must
have pleasing voice and personality.
Capable of handling news and shows.
Congenial working and living conditions. Live audition preferred but disc
will do. Character and work references required. Give details in first
letter. Box 290H, BROADCASTING.
We can use one or two good announcers
with first class tickets. Interested in
married men with accent on top announcing. Opportunity to work into
programming nob. Good western town.
Contact KRPL, Moscow, Idaho, give
complete details, including picture, audition, salary expected and references.
Need two good announcers with first
class ticket.
Good pay Paid
withvacation.
opportunity for advancement.
Top small market Mutual station. Excellent working conditions. Send comincluding audition. KXEO,
Mexico,plete storv
Missouri.
Announcer-engineer
Mutual affiliate. Send for
fullfulltime
information
immediately. WPNF, Brevard, N. C.
Need two good announcing voices.
Must be experienced. Good money
to right men. Wire or call Mr. Daviddiana. son, Manager, WRAY, Princeton, In-

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted: Hard hitting able negro disc
jockey, wild, frantic, strictly hep style,
jive talk, bouncy lingo, mass appeal,
promotion conscious. Ability to sell
self on air and in person important.
Ad-lib ability to punch commercial
necessary. Neat appearance, educated
background, ability to work smoothly
in south important. Pay based on
ability, guarantee, talent, commission,
plus bonus. New 1000 watt station in
New Orleans starting January 15. Give
complete details first letter and include
picture. Send audition disc. WBOK,
505 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.
Immediate nouncer.
opening
one staff with
anAnd, one forannouncer
first phone. Will train if short on exbut goodplease.
potentials.
Full men
details firstperience
letter
Replacing
going in service. WRCS, Ahoskie, N. C.
Wanted: Announcer immediately. Send
disc, photo, salary required. WVOT,
Wilson, N. C.
Technical
Men with at least 8 years combined
electrician
and radiocustom
experience
install and maintain
built toaudio
devices. Must want to travel throughout any area in the United States
continually. Excellent salary plus expenses. Transportation
have automobile
driversprovided.
license. Must
Send
personal snapshot
with
record
experiences and references. Box of764D,
BROADCASTING.
Combination
- announcer
wanted
to be engineer
chief on 250 watter,
plus
announcing work. Must have four
years experience in both announcing
and engineering
must have excellent announcingandqualifications.
Box
239H, BROADCASTING.
We have openings for two first phone
operators. Experience preferred. Give
full details first letter. Box 296H,
BROADCASTING.
Small market network affiliate interested in application from first class
licensed non union engineer capable
running turntables and studio controls.
No applications from outside New England wanted. Salarv S75. forty-hour
week. Box 297H, BROADCASTING.
Engineer wanted 5000 watt station,
south Atlantic coast, must have automobile.
replies confidential. BoxSalary
302H,open,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: First class engineer-announcer
for combination
job atperKCOW,
Alliance, Nebraska. $52.00
week. Send
audition.
Engineer with announcing capabilities,
not necessarily experienced, needed
immediately
by KSIL,
CBS affiliate.
Contact
Jim
Duncan at
Silver City,
New
Mexico.
1st class phone transmitter operator.
Experience not necessary. Write,
WAND, Canton, Ohio.
Engineers, prefer men experienced 5
kw
job responsiopen to
hprd transmitter.
worker who Chief's
can accept
bility.
Should
know
directional
antenna array. State full data in full
confidence. Howard Stanley, WEAM,
Arlington, Virginia.
Network affiliate needs combination
engineer-announcer.
full WJNC,
details
first letter, Lester L.Send
Gould,
Jacksonville, North Carolina.
WTOC, Savannah, Georgia has opening
for engineer. If interested write Reeve
Owen, Chief Engineer, giving data on
background, references and photograph.
First class engineer-announcer. Mutual
affiliate station, eastern Montana, 45
hour week. Good working conditions,
permanent position. Write or wire
Post
tana. Office Box 1015, Miles City, Mon-

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted: Two transmitter operators for
250 watt CBS affiliate. Start at $40.00
per week, time and half overtime, paid
vacations, insurance benefits. Write
Box 730, Indiana, Pa.
Production-Programming, others
Program
ad-lib,
specialof
events mandirector,
for onlygood
station
in city
50,000.ideas
Excellent
opportunity
man
with
and ability.
Write for
at once,
giving information on qualifications,
draft status and salary requirements.
Box 246H, BROADCASTING.
Program
name yourdirector-engineer-announcer,
salary if you have good
selling voice, first phone and want a
chance at programming in top rural
market in south, efficient but congenial
operation, excellent living. Rush disc,
background details; WKUL, Cullman,
Alabama.
Television
Technical
Experienced
TV broadcasting
technician for midwestern
television station.
Experienced
AM
engineers
will
be
considered in lieu of actual TV experience.
Box
309H,
BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING.
Situations Wanted
ATLC graduates now employed in leading positions in radio and television
broadcasting field. Alumni employment list furnished upon request. More
men with 15 months profound training
and experience available. American
Television Laboratories of California,
5606 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
Managerial
Can you use the services of a mature,
creative, hard working, commercially
minded radio
man,announcer,
with all-round
experience as an
program,
production
and
continuity
manager
outside of the big city, plus a thorough
background vertising.
in Thisshow
and ad-in
man business
can produce
more than one sense of the word. Desires opportunity with radio station or
agency in or near New York City. Box
226H, BROADCASTING.
Manager with $5000.00 to invest desires
change because of station sale. Twenty
years radio, ten in management and
sales. Strong on sales. Can operate
ING.
at minimum. Box 245H, BROADCASTTwenty years of constructive radio
background. I defy anyone to show a
better record or better reference than
I can give. Seeks job as manager or
sales manager of substantial station.
43 vears of age. married, will so any
place. Box 264H, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman experienced large and small
markets. Network and independent.
Currently employed major market.
Saleable program ideas. Box 300H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Basketball, play-by-play. One of naBROADCASTING.
tion's best. $150 weekly. Box 755G,
Sportscaster. Exciting play-by-play for
topnotch
area. baseball,
Experienced
basketball,sports
football,
boxingin
and wrestling. University graduate.
Favorable draft status. Married. Veteran. Authoritative newscastlng and
announcing of high caliber. Box 3H.
BROADCASTING.
Mp,„ccaster. pi'.^ years, including 2 years
5000 watt CBS affiliate. Journalism
university graduate. Draft exempt.
Box 293H, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Baseball man. Available now or spriri)
Experienced all sports-staff. Box 227 F
BROADCASTING.
Windy
armouncer
hot sts,
tion to City
defrost
in. 26, seeks
two years
ex,
perience. Station north of 38th pai,
aUel
need not answer. Box 2631BROADCASTING.
Girl announcer, first class ticket. Looi<
ing for job with money. Box 2811
BROADCASTING.
Early bird, bass voice. 5 years. $55 mir
imum.
Available now. Box 288K
BROADCASTING.
Morning man, thoroughly experience
in all phases of radio and televisio
broadcasting, plenty of lively chatte;
humor and friends, would like a jo,
with a live station in Pennsylvani;
New York, New Jersey or Connecticu
Write Box 299H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, no accent except on new!
music.
veteran.
where. Draft
Some exempt
experience,
disc. Any"
Bo
305H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, control board operato;
married, draft exempt, 6 months ex*
perience,
community.
Ref
ferences, will
disc settle
available.
Box 306fi
BROADCASTING.
Announcer. 14 months exoerience inde I
pendent
7 months
in networkstation.
affiliate.
Young, experienc
ambitiou:
Now employed. News, DJ, remote:
general staff. Draft exempt. Prefe
midwest, cons'der good offer anywhere
Box 307H, BROADCASTING.
Draft exempt college grad, wants star
as announcer, will travel. Box 312F
BROADCASTING.
'
Experienced, versatile announcer. Staj
announcing, newswriting and newscastj
ing. play-by-play
baseball,
classicjl
music
to hillbilly, special
events,
dra
matics. Know control board. Colleg
graduate. Now employed, seek ad
vance.
Ray Tenn.
Moore, 107 W. Unaka, Johr
son City.
Announcer, two years experience, dral
exempt.Kansas
Harold
1222-A Oa
Street,
City,Oyler,
Missouri.
Experienced
announcer-engineer.
As
28
(1st class license).
Desires emplorv
ment in northeastern U.S. Contac
Bob Peters. 8 Upland Road, Brooklin
46. Mass., Beacon 2-1855.
Technical
Engineer, experience includes 5 year
consulting engineering, highly skilled i
directional antenna design and per
formance. Previous experience includa
several years as chief engineer. Dral,
exempt. Box 813G, BROADCASTING
Chief engineer, 17 years experiencr*Seeks
change
to toprogressive
statior^
Salary
secondary
opportunity.
Bet ij•
references.
Box 842G,
BROADCAST
ING.
Engineer. Experienced studio, nhasin
and directional equioment. maintenanci
and
ING. remotes. Box 952G, BROADCASTEngineer, phone first, c^molete oflfe
ING.
first contact. Box 974G, BROADCAST, ~
First phone, ham, complete station ex
perience. Presently employed but seeK
station
having opportunities
for m:
ing
employment
a progressin'
future.
Box 267H,with
BROADCASTING
Engineer experienced on console, tapf
recorders, Veteran.
remotes, Box
etc. 286H,
Available
mediately.
BROADim
CASTING.
Chief engineer, good announcer. Tei
vears experience, construction, S85 min:
imum. Box 289H, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, presently emnloyec
experienced in all phases, looking io^'.
tough
job with
statioi
which expects
too progressive
flight performanc
from its engineering department. Bo:
292H, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, G.I., first class phone. Ex
tensive radio-television training. Seek
ine small AM station employment. Bo:
301H, BROADCASTING,
First phone, veteran, worked 1 kw
opportunity
to learn, east coast. Bo:
308H,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd')
ngineer, 1st phone, one year experiDce xmitter,
control
room Box
and313H,
relates. References,
veteran.
IROADCASTING.
echnician,
1st license,
years turn
exjrlence. trans.,
controlIV4board,
ibles, remotes, tape recorder. Box
IH, BROADCASTING.
igineer, 1st phone, no experience,
arried, young,
ambitious, prefer
• luthern great plains region, available
January.
Waldene
Meyer, Gaylord,
ansas.
echnician, first license, five years
^oadcast
radio,wants
wide transmitter
experience job.
asiciated fields,
1, single. Available quickly. Please
ate requirements. Lewis Sherloclc,
ox 51, Plainview, Texas.
Production-Programming, others
E year old vet, no reserve, good draft
jlatus.
withall8 phases
years ex-of
lerience.StillCansingle
handle
adio production with accent on special
vents. Can sell, handle sports and
ave had success with disc shows.
floater. Am employed but would
ike to settle. Good references, sober,
ependable,
experienced
programing and willing
to work.in Box
268H,
5ROADCASTING.
opywriter, young lady, twelve months
. xtensive experience with network
foliate and agency. Congenial, hard
.orker, capable of snappy, readable
. ommercial copy that sells. Now seekig position with progressive station
' Li New England. Excellent references.
^ Box 295H, BROADCASTING.
wocal news, wire re-write, special
\ ents. Three years experience 250 w.
.; hots
Presently
net news
past employed.
year. Want Six
to join
news
taff on larger station. B. J., A. B.,
eteran, 27, married, references. Box
.4H. BROADCASTING.
stablished
radio-television
producer
ishes to recommend
former associate.
;xperienced in all phases of production,
ith
excellent background
in announcg, continuity
writing, directing,
etc.
daptable
for
any
size
station
operalon. Young, draft exempt, university
laduate. Salary open. Top references.
, .vailable January first. Box 310H,
SROADCASTING.
Television

Managerial
oung radio station manager desires
to learn
*.Opportunity
ion.
announcing
fromtelevision
bottom.BoxproducNo294H,
TV
xperience;
28, married.
SROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
\Announcers

For Sale (Cont'd)
One RCA 69C distortion analyzer used
very little and in excellent condition.
Real bargain
at $250.00. WMVA, Martinsville, Virginia.
1200 feet on reel brand new recording
tape at a bargain price of $2.00. Each,
each individually packed. Quantity
users write for discount price list. Send
cash, or money order for as many
tapes as you want. Syrena Recording
Company, 33 Parker Ave., Passaic,
N. J. Prescott 7-7013. Hurry, stock of
5000 is going fast.
Have several used guyed Wincharger
towers will sell erected. Tower Construction Co., 107 Fourth St., Sioux
City, Iowa. Phone 5-6761.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Experienced manager considering pursmall market
fulltime preferably
local stationchaseor half
of regional,
south. References. Box 283H, BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
Equipment wanted. 1000 watt station.
Must be bargain. No hurry. Box 208H,
BROADCASTING.
FM 250 or 1 kw transmitter with monitors,needed.
radiators.
supporting lowest
structure
AllNoinformation,
cash
price
air
mail.
Box
287H,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Recording equipment, state
condition and price. Quote lowest
price first letter. G. Monaco, WRAC,
Racine, Wisconsin.
Wanted: cluding
Equipment
250 watter
intransmitter, for
monitors,
console,
antenna. Kelly Bell, Crawford Hotel,
Midland, Texas.
Miscellaneous
Attention investors: Would you be interested in promoting a gadget to fit
every TV set in America? Box 291H,
BROADCASTING.
Note: New or replacement broadcast
crystals for Western Electric, RCA,
Bliley and other holders; fastest service. Also
and frequency
uringmonitor
service. Eidson
ElectronicmeasCo.,
Temple, Texas, phone 3901.
Help Wanted

elevlsion
wanted
by experiJfi iced
radioposition
announcer
trained
in all
i aases of TV, graduate of a New York
Announcers
ilevision
school
and
seven
years
exsrience in radio. Photo, disc, details
request,
upon
ew
intervi
l
persona
Krite
Box 298H, BROADCASTING •
ULECASTING.
MAJOR MIDWEST MARKET
h
^.Production-Programming , others
is ripe for top-grade disk jockey —
entertainer. Progressive AM-TV nethos Angeles TV director just returned
work affiliate promises unlimited future
ijrom European filming trip. Seeking
IfV
production
position.
Age
28.
Exto
reliable,
promotion-minded personMlent references. Background of
ality with proven record of sales sucjheatre, radio, film. Specialist in imcess.
Preference
given to man who can
"Einative treatment of department store
combine live vocal or instrumental talpows. Will consider creative opporjunity
in any• TELECASTING.
area. Box 266H, BROADent with platter patter. Send disc or
[ASTING
tape with photo and details to
For Sale
BOX 280H, BROADCASTING
Equipment, etc.
16-A General Radio frequency bridge
3Dr sale used by consulting engineer,
Television
food condition.
$300.
Box 235H,
SROADCASTING.
I vailable immediately!
Brand new
Announcers
nl'ederal
studio Includes
console 105A
and cueing
power
lipply 124A.
special
pcilities and amplifier. Special price!
[fox 284H, BROADCASTING.
TV EMCEE
or sale from Ohio storage, one or two
.ew 250 foot self supporting towers
Live-wire Master of Ceremonies
pth insulators.
Idealstorage,
for TV complete
or AM.
for TV audience participation
Ivailable
west coast
show wanted by midwest station.
Jghting
equipment
for
two
towers
and
0,000 feet #8 ground wire. All at less
Real opportunity. Send backaan market prices. Contact KROW,
ground, picture and disc to Box
j)akland, California.
282H, BROADCASTING • TELESates dynamote three channel remote
CASTING.
implifier, complete with carrying case.
I^ike new. $150. WKAM, Warsaw, Ind.
isROADCASTING
• Telecasting

For Sale
Equipment etc.
For Sa^e— Complete Gates 1 kw installation excellent condition. Wincharger
tower, A-3 lighting. 1000 record library.
Office furniture. Philco air conditioner.
Now operating. Three years old. Selling pencil sharpeners to transmitter.
Best offer. Wire for inventory list.
WEEB, Southern Pines, North Carolina.
WGAY

PETITION
Seeks Night Operation

WGAY

Silver Spring, Md., metropolitan Washington daytimer on
1050 kc with 1 kw, has petitioned FCC for night operation
with 500 w. WGAY cited Mexico's
failure to participate in the new
North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement and expiration
of the U. S.-Mexican "gentlemen's
agreement" giving that country
fulltime use of 1050 kc.
The station explained Silver
Spring is now the second largest
concentration of population in
Maryland and requires a fulltime
local outlet since neighboring
Washington stations do not fill this
need. WGAY petitioned the Commission to amend Sec. 3.25(a) of
its rules to permit the operation.
WGAY noted WMGM New York
already is using 1050 kc fulltime
with 50 kw power and its proposed nighttime operation would
not interfere with WMGM.
"At present there is no treaty in
force or in effect with Mexico regarding use of radio frequencies,"
WGAY said, "and petitioner believes that the public interest would
now be served by an amendment of
the official policy of the U. S. with
regard to the gentlemen's agreeIn May 1949 WGAY filed a similar petition which FCC dismissed
last July "in view of pendency of
ment."
negotiations"
for a new NARBA
"with several signatories, including Mexico." WGAY noted in its
petition that Mexico is not in the
new agreement.
RADIO IN CRISIS
Coleson Cites Ad Council Use
RADIO is the first medium of Advertising Council public service
efforts because it is quick and flexible and because it permits saturation impressions, Robert C. Coleson, Pacific Coast representative of
the Ad Council, told the Seattle
Advertising and Sales Club fortnight ago.
With the national organization
gearing for war emergency proMr. Coleson
that innet-a
workgrams,radio
can be noted
utilized
crisis on an hour's notice, and is
therefore the first point of contact
for quick action. Although the Advertising Council's program allocation schedule calls for weekly network sponsored shows to use a
public service plug once every six
weeks, some are doing so every
week, because of the public relations value, he said.

WTNB

CASE

Johnston Appeal Dismissed
JOHNSTON Broadcasting Co.'s
second appeal against FCC action
in the highly contested WTNB Birmingham, Ala., case has been dismissed by the U. S. Court of Appeals for D. C. as premature since
FCC has not yet taken final action
on the Johnston bid [Broai>castING • Telecasting, Oct. 2, March
6, Jan. 30].
Johnston Broadcasting, licensee
of WJLD Bessemer, Ala., and losing applicant for a new outlet at
Birmingham on 850 kc, had contended FCC erred in permitting
Thomas N. Beach, original WTNB
licensee, to correct by amendment
the defective verification of his application to switch WTNB from
250 w on 1490 kc to 1 kw night,
5 kw day on 850 kc. It was the
final grant of this bid which Johnston appealed in 1949 and which
the court remanded to FCC for
further proceeding.
Johnston also contended FCC
acted illegally to accept the Beach
amendment when he is no longer
a party to the proceeding and attacked FCC's conclusion that Pilot
Broadcasting Corp., new WTNB
licensee, could file a substitute
amendment to show it as applicant
for the change in dispute. Since
this matter is still pending further
hearing before the Commission, the
court indicated it does not have
jurisdiction at this time.
Pilot Broadcasting is owned 51%
by Mr. Beach and 49% by Roy
Hofheinz, Texas broadcaster. Johnston contended before the court
that Pilot is a "stranger" to the
case. FCC, however, argued Pilot
is the legally authorized successor
to the original applicant.
WHIZ

COVERS FIRE
Nickel Goes Long Way

LONGEST nickel phone call probably ever made around Zanesville,
Ohio, was conducted the night of
Dec. 9 when WHIZ Zanesville
broadcast on the spot reports from
the worst fire in the city's history.
The fire burned for several hours
in the dovratown business district
with equipment being sent from as
far away as Columbus to fight the
blaze. WHIZ had reporters at the
scene within five minutes after arrival of the first fire-fighting apparatus.
Before remote broadcasting
equipment arrived at the fire, telephone stationed
reports from at the
personnel,
a paystation's
phone
across the street, were tape recorded at the station and immediately
broadcast, interrupting Dennis Daif
Show, Grand Ole Opry and other
NBC programs scheduled. Even
after remote reports became available, the station continued using
the tape recorded
telephone
mentaries, keeping the
phone comopen
from 9:50 p.m. Saturday to 3 a.m.
Sunday morning.
December 25, 1950
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NATIONAL NIELSEN-RATINGS* TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(TOTAL U. S. AREA, INCLUDING SMALL-TOWN, FARM AND URBAN HOMES — and including TELEPHONE and NON-TELEPHONE HOMES)
REGULAR WEEK NOV. 5-11, 1950
Rating
Rating
Current
Current
Current Previous
Current Previous
Homes
Rank
%
Rank
%
Programs
Rank
Rank
Programs
Homes
14
6
AHhur Godfrey (Nabisco) (CBS) .
EVENING ONCE-A-WEEK (Average For All Programs)
7.5
7
1
1
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
(8.7)
Cha'lenqeGodfrey
of the (Gold
Yukon Seal)
(CBS)(CBS)
....
18.9
108
Arthur
7.4
22
20.8
2
2
Jack Benny Show (CBS)
DAY,
7.7
10
7.3
9
17.6
Big
(CBS)
3
6
Amos
Andy (CBS)
ArthurSister
Godfrey
(Toni) (CBS)
11
4
4
Charlie 'n'McCarthy
Show (CBS)
16.8
For All Programs)
(3.1)
5
12
Fibber McGee and Molly (NBC)
13.8
1 SUNDAY1 (AverageTrue
14.8
ShadowDetective
(MBS) Mysteries (MBS)
6
5
Godf-ey's
Ta'ent (CBS)
Scoots (CBS)
13.6
7.8
7.1
2
2
7
11
Mr.
Chameleon
Martin Kane, Private Eye (MBS)
6.7
3
3
8
39
Our Miss Brooks (CBS)
13.4
9.0
DAY, SATURDAY (Average For All Programs)
(5.2)
9
3
My Friend Irma (CBS)
13.2
13.3
1
Armstrong Theatre (CBS)
10
22
Red S!telton (CBS)
10.2
3
Stars 0"er Hollywood (CBS)
EVENING,
MULTI-WEEKLY
(Average
For
All
Programs)
(5.0)
2
Grand Central Station (CBS)
9.5
7.9
1
1
Beulah (CBS)
2
3
Oxydol Show (CBS)
Copyright
1950
by
A.
C.
NIELSEN
CO.
8.2
8.7
3 (Average
6
Thomas (CBS)
(5.2)
WEEKDAY
ForLowe'l
All Programs)
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by aoplying the "NIELSEN1
3
Arthur Godfrey (Ligg. & Myers) (CBS)
RATING"
to 40,700,000— the 1950 estimate of Total United
9.2
8.2
States Radio(%)Homes.
2
1
Romance of Helen Trent (CBS)
9.5
3
6
Ma Perkins (CBS)
4
7
Wendy Warren and the News (CBS) . .
(*) home
Homes listening
reached only
during1 toall5 orminutes.
any part of the program, except
8.0
for
7.8
5
2
Our Gal, Sunday (CBS)
8.0
RADIO

INSTITUTE

Georgia Group To Meet
FEATURING subjects of practical interest to Georgia broadcasters and radio students, the Georgia
Radio Institute will hold its sixth
annual session in the Henry W.
Grady School of Journalism, U. of
Georgia, Athens, April 5-7, 1951.
The Radio Institute is sponsored
jointly by the Grady School and
the Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters.
Date for the session was announced
by "Red" Cross of WMAZ Macon,
chairman of the Institute Committee, and Dean John E. Drewry of
the Grady School, following a meeting between the committee and the
GAB in Macon.
Ray Ringson, WRDW Augusta,
GAB president, announced that the
Institute Committee, in addition to
Mr. Cross, would include former
Gov. Ed Rivers, WGOV Valdosta;
L. H. Christian. WRFC Athens;
A. D. (Jess) Willard, WGAC Augusta; and Billy Woodall, WDWD
Dawson.
Two advisory committees also
have been formed. One of these is
made up of radio instructors from
those Georgia colleges offering
broadcasting majors to their students. It consists of Worth McDougald and A. Mell Lunceford
Jr., Grady School, U. of Ga. ; Raymond B. Nixon and Bradford Ans-

Radio

Station

ley, Emory U.; and Miss Joyce
Miller and Mrs. Anne Griffin, Wesleyan College.
The other advisory committee is
composed of former Institute chairmen, among whom are Wilton Cobb,
WMAZ Macon: Dwight Bruce,
WTOC Savannah; Marcus Bartlett, WSB Atlanta; Allen M,
Woodall, WDAK Columbus; and
Lewis Doster, WGAU Athens.
Proposed subjects for the Institute meeting include religious
broadcasting, news, television,
sales, advertising, promotion, policy, and women in broadcasting.
J. C. Cites WJR
WITH the presentation of a resolution citing WJR Detroit for outstanding public service the Detroit
Junior Board of Commerce urged
the FCC to grant the G. A. (Dick)
Richards' station a license renewal.
The presentation, approved by the
executive committee, was made by
Carl Z. Millen, president of the
Jaycees, to Worth Kramer, vice
president and general manager of
WJR, at the December luncheon
meeting of the organization. The
resolution pointed out that Mr.
Richards has been a leader in the
community. Copies of the resolution are- being sent to the FCC and
to President Truman.

and

Newspaper

Appraisals
Tax, estate and many other personal problems create
the need for an independent appraisal. Extensive experience and a national organization enable BlackburnHamilton Company to make accurate, authoritative appraisals in minimum time.
Appraisals

• IVegotiations • Financing

BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKEKS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
Harold R. Murphy Ray V. Hamilton
360 N. Mich. Ave.
235 Montgomery St.
Washington Bldg.
Exhrook 2-5672
Randolph 6-4550
SterUnc 4341-2
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GUYANT
NAMED
To Head Conlan & Assoc.
JOHN GUYANT, a vice president
of Robert S. Conlan & Assoc., Inc.,
Kansas City, Mo., last Tuesday was
elected president of the radio and
television research firm, succeeding Robert S. Conlan, founder,
who died Dec. 12. [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Dec. 18].
At an emergency session of directors, Gladys G. Conlan also
was named secretary-treasurer to
succeed Mr. Guyant. Erwin
Stern will remain as director of
sales and public relations.
Expressing appreciation for
sympathy messages received from
clients, who confirmed continued
support of company policies, Mr.
Guyant pledged that no changes
of any kind were contemplated in
the near future.
Mr. Guyant, originally a partner with Mr. Conlan, became vice
president when the business was
incorporated in 1946. He has
been actively managing the company since Mr. Conlan suffered a
heart attack two years ago.
ities' Role
PANEL discussion on the role of
the nation's utilities in the event
of enemy attack will highlight the
winter meeting of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers,
slated for the Statler Hotel, New
York, Jan. 22-26. The discussions
will delve into the "operation of
power, communication, and transportation utilities under military
attack," with the country's leading
engineers and scientists scheduled to attend. Sessions will be
sponsored by communications and
other institute committees. Functions of utilities will be aired in
an all-day panel meeting Jan. 23,
according
H. H. Henline, instituteto
secretary.

Feature of Week
(Continued from page 16)
May 17, 1948. A truck hove intc
sight along a Maryland highwayt
piled high with an assortment olT
pipes. Mr. Lewis pulled up th«i
truck in front of the Communitj'f
church and some 700 pipes wer(
quickly disgorged, Mr. LeSourd re J
lates. "Kids swarmed in from everj
direction, armed with brushesi
buckets of water and glass wax
. . . The youngsters bathed anc
polished pipes, handling delicat«j
parts with a tenderness reserves
forThe
a precious
projectpossession."
then was trans'
ferred to the Lewis basement i.oi
sandpapering
of pipes,
cutting o"
leather
diaphragms
for pneumatiel
and twisting of wires around con
tact pins. The total of 15,000 need
ed electrical connections seemec
staggering, Mr. LeSourd narratesj
At that time, according to Mn
LeSourd, Joe Whitefield, a Wash]
ington lawyer, stepped into the plci
ture and he and Mr. Lewis "voicet
over 1,000 pipes, separating thea
into various ranks, testing their;
again and again for just the righ"
In November the process of mov;
ing the parts from the Lewis base|
ment to the church began. It wa::
soon
discovered that that part o:
sound."
the
church would have to be re
designed before the organ woul(
fit. Walls were knocked down, choij!
pews were respaced.
Final Adjustments
On Dec. 23, the organ, now in
stalled, needed endless adjust
ments, Mr. LeSourd recounts. Mr
Lewis worked far into the nigh
and all the next day with the orgai,
tuner. But on Christmas Eve, Mr
Lewis took his place at the orgai
and nodded to Mervill Dean, loca
merchant stationed inside the orgai'
loft to manipulate the swell shade.'
that regulate the sounds. At 7 p.ni
the New York radio technician
nodded to Choirmaster Lewis.
That was the picture on Dec. 24
1948, asfloated
the strains
of "Adeste
Fi
delis"
majestically
througl
the
church down
and the
choirsmall
marched
the junio'
aisl
garbed in maroon and white gowns'
big black collars and white windso
ties. Recalling the nostalgia of th
broadcast Mr. LeSourd wrote:
"Tonight their singing wa
reaching out across the countr;
victoriously because this was musi,
with love and heart and soul. An<
parents looked upon their young
sters with new respect. Tha
Christmas Eve a little bit of heave::
itself crept into the church by th
side of the road."
CBC

Meeting

JANUARY meeting of the boar
of governors of Canadian Broad
casting Corp. will be held at Mon
treal, Jan. 11 and 12. Agenda fo
PERRY WOLFF, writer for WBBM
the meeting has not been an
Chicago, received award from Mayor
Martin H. Kennelly for his work in nounced, but main public busines
human relation by writing The Quiet is expected to be on application
Answer. Program dealt with minority
for new AM stations and shar
transfers of a number of stations
groups of area.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastinj

FCC

Actions

(Continued from page 76)
pplications Cont.:
V Albuquerque. N. M. to 4-1-51:
rPIX New York to 7-8-51; WHAM-TV
ochester, N. Y. to 8-4-51.
License for CP
Boston, Mass.
— License for
PWNAC-TV
new commercial
TV station.
December 20 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Heaxtng Designated
KTBI Tacoma, Wash.— Designated for
earing application to change facilities
KTBI from 810 kc 1 kw-D to 850
: 500 w-N, 1 kw-D, change trans,
cation and install DA-N, in a conlUdated proceeding with application
■ KOA
CP toDenver,
replaceandvertical
ant.
stationforKOA
to mount
\^ ant. on AM tower; said hearing to
! held
in Washington
on Feb.
14, 1951,
!' id
ordered
that all party
respondents
id party intervenors to proceeding on
"( iplication
of KOA toshall
be partiesof
ily with reference
application

WLCK
CampbeUsville, Ky.; Clarkontgomery Bestg. Co. Inc., Winfester,
Ky.
petition of hearing
WLCK de-at
gnated for— On
consolidated
■ ashington
Feb. 19, 1951,Bcstg.
applicaClarkon-Montgomery
]3 on
c, of
for
station on of1450WLCK
kc 250 Co.
withnewapplication
forw
od. CP to specify trans, site, studio
:e and ant. system filed to satisfy
ndition of original grant for new
ation on 1450 kc 250 w unl.; made
MOH
eding. Hamilton, Ohio, party to proKIWW Good Neighbor Bcstg. Co. Inc..
-jfen Antonio, Tex.; Winter Garden
' cstg.
Co.,hearing
Crystalin City,
Tex. — Desigited for
consolidated
proj leding to be held in Washington on
' ;b. 19, 1951, application of KIWW to
l| lange facilities from 1570 kc 250 w.
ifnited time to 1240 kc. 250 w. unl.,
th application of Winter Garden for
w station on 1240 kc 250 w unl. made
ORA Bryan, Tex., party to proceedAction Set Aside
IkchC El Paso. Tex.— By order set
I ide Commission action of Nov. 14.
:nying application for extension of
impletion date from Nov. 28, 1950 to
in. 28, 1951, to complete construction
r new station on 860 kc 500 w-D, auorized by, and designated for hearg in Washington on Jan. 22. 1951 said
(plication for extension of completion
Ite.
Application Granted
KSD St. Louis. Mo. — On petition rensidered, removed from hearing doc!t, and granted application, as
(iiended. for CP to permit use of old
ans. for aux. purposes with 5 kw-D,
kw-N.
Modification of CP
WBUD Trenton, N. J.— Granted mod
to make technical changes to reduce
terference to WFBM Indianapolis: enrieering
conditions
include
provision
guard asainst
mutuallv
obiectionable
diation
problems
with
WTTM
Tren, N. J.
THT Houston, Tex.— Granted mod.
to make changes in DA, subject to
ndition bethatinstalled
properlyin designed
phaseas
I onitor
trans, room
If sans of continuously and correctly
jdicating amplitude and nhase of cur■Ants in several elements" of DA svsr-

fCC

roundup

Neyf Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

f

SUMMARY TO DECEMBER
^COtff
Sox
Summary of Authorizations, Stations On the Air, Applications
CUu
AM stations
FM stations
TV stations
* On the air.

Om Air
107
676
2,230
*

526
2,196
53
*

Docket Actions . . .
FINAL DECISIONS
WMAW Milwaukee — Adopted final
decision application for license to cover
CP and afforded applicant not more
than 90 days to wind up affairs. See
story this issue. Decision Dec. 20.
KEYY Pocatello, Ida.— Adopted final
decision granting license renewal.
Story this issue. Decision Dec. 20.
KWTO Springfield, Mo.— Adopted
final decision to grant power increase
from 5 kw day, 1 kw night to 5 kw
fulltimeating onwith
antenna,
oper560 directional
kc. Decision
Dec. 20.
INITIAL DECISION
Lakeland Bcstg. Corp., and John R.
Tomek,tial Wausau,
— Announced
decision by Wis.
examiner
Basil iniP.
Cooper to grant application of Lakeland
Bcstg. Corp., for new station on 1230 kc,
250 w fulltime at Wausau and to deny
application of John R. Tomek for same
facilities. Decision Dec. 15.
ORDERS
KOB Albuquerque,
N. M. —of Bytime
orderto
granted
furtlier extension
and including Feb. 1, 1951, in which to
modify contract with New Mexico
College of Agriculture and Mechanics
Arts, to comply with rules pertaining
to reservation
of time
tion. Order Dec.
20. upon sale of staWTNJ Trenton, N. J. — Adopted an
order looking to revoking license of
WTNJ effective
Jan. 10,application
1951. If on
licensee makes written
or before Jan. 5 order will stand
suspended until conclusion of hearing.
Application for transfer of control from
Charles E. and Julie V. Leow to Erling
C. Olsen, trustee, placed in pending
file. See story this issue. Order Dec. 20.
Non-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
Columbia, Ky. — Tricounty Radio
Bcstg. Corp.,
1270 kc,cost1 kw
day. PrinEstimated construction
§15,827.
cipals in corporation include: Owen
Guy restaurant,
Wooten, Wooten's
Recreation
Hall
and
11% plus;
Shiley Clayton Bybee, owner Bybee's grocery
store, 11%
plus; thereallarelocal
twenty-eight
minor
residents.
Grantedstockholders,
Dec. 20.
Walnut Ridge, Ark. — Southern Baptist College, 1320 kc, 1 kw day. Estimated construction cost $9,300. Applicant is a non-profit incorporated
educational
institution.
include: president
of thePrincipals
board Fred
Carter, engaged in banking, cotton
ginning and farming; H. E. Williams,
president Southern Baptist College and
Ben
Lincoln,
Granted
Dec. 20.teacher, secretary.
TWO AM and two FM authorizations
reported deleted last week by FCC.
Total withdrawals to date since Jan. 1:
Am 35; FM 104; TV 3.
WOPTInc.Scriba,
Times
License N.Dec.Y—12.PalladiumRequest
of licensee.
WEEB Southern Pines, N. C. — SandDec. hill
12. Community Bcstrs. Inc. License
WOPT-FM
Scriba, Dec.
N.Y .—PalladiumTimes
Inc. License
12.
KOCY-FM
Oklahoma City, Okla —

December 20 Applicai-ions
-A^CCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
KVOL Lafayette, La.— License for CP
iDM station to change frequency, injrease power etc.
AM— 730 kc
KWRE Warrenton, Mo.— CP AM staDn to change from 730 kc 250 w D
1 730 kc 500 w D.
AM— 920 kc
IKJSK
Columbus,
bn to change fromNeb.—
900 CP
kc 1AMkw staD,
i(0 w N to 920 kc 1 kw unl.
Modification of CP
. KOOS Coos Bay, Ore.— Mod. CP
[lange frequency, increase power etc. 111.: KCBC-FM Des Moines; KTSA-FM
San Antonio, Tex.
ir extension of completion date.
WWJ-TV Detroit — Mod. CP commer;
License Renewal
cial TV station for extension of comI Request for license renewal AM stapletion date to 3-1-51.
Dn: WKLA Ludington, Mich.; KBMW
TENDERED FOR FILING
reckenridge, Minn.; KSGM St. Geneeve, Mo.; WCRK Morristown, Tenn.
AM— 1420 kc
Modification of CP
KTOE Mankato, Minn.— CP AM station to change from 1420 kc 1 kw unl.
I Mod. CP FM station for extension of
pmpletion date; WRBI Blue Island, to 1420 kc 5 kw unl. DA-N.
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

CPs153
123
56
*

21

Ormmts Peadlne Rearuic
1* 258
150 1356
374
171

Plaza Court Bcstg. Co. CP Dec. 11.
Lack of interest in FM in area.
TRANSFER GRANTS
WBYS-AM-FM Canton, HI.— Granted
acquisition of control of Fulton County
Bcstg. Co., licensee, by Harold R. Winsor through purchase of 9 sh. of stock
from CyrU L. Fetterer, reducing Mr.
Fetterer's holdings from 2^4% to less
than 1%, thereby increasing Mr. Winsor's tionholdings
to 99%is plus.
is S900. WBYS
assignedConsidera1560 kc,
250 w day. Granted Dec. 14.
WCBA of Corning,
Y.— Granted
transfer
control in N.
Wellsboro
Corning
Bcstg.
Advertisers
Inc.,
from Lawrence A. Woodin to licensee
Paul I.
Carpenter for consideration of $45,000.
Mr. Woodin retires to devote his time
to his penter
theatre
enterprises.
Mr. owner
Carprior to transfer
was 50%
WCBA. WCBA is assigned 1 kw day
on 1350 kc. Granted Oct. 14.
KLWN Lawrence, Kan. — Granted ast of CP from
Loula Mae
rison,signmenexecutrix
of estate
of L.Har-C.
Harrison tr/as Lawrence Bcstg. Co.,
for $3,000 to Lawrence Bcstrs. Inc., new
firm. Lawrence Bcstrs. Inc., includes:
Edwin rence
A. Outlook,
Abels,president,
owner-publisher
Law-P.
15.15%; A.
(Duke) D'Ambra,
commercial
photographer, vice president, 18.18%; Arden
Booth, former general manager KDAN
Oroville, Calif., and program director
WREN Topeka, Kan., general managersecretary,
9.09%;
Skie Jr.,director
treasurer, 3.03%;
H. John
M. Booth,
15.15%. There
are
seven
minor
stockholders. KLWN is assigned 500 w day
on 1320 kc. Granted Oct. 14.
KVAS mentAstoria,
of licenseOre.of— Granted
Clatsop assignVideo
Bcstrs., to new partnership of same
name with change in partners and partnership interests. Leroy E. Parsons,
80% owner sells 29% to Elmer W.
Littlehales and James W. Spencer for
$6,955. posesRichard
Denbo,to 20%
of his interest
otherowner
three disfor
$3,750.
Mr.
Spencer
is
a
salesmanannouncerduction
andmanager.
Mr. KVAS
Littlehales
is
prois assigned
250 w day on 1050 kc. Granted Dec. 19.
KFPW-AM-FM
Fortof Smith,
Granted
assignment
license Ark.—
from
Southwestern Hotel Co., licensee, to
Tulsa Bcstg. Co., for consideration of
$50,000. Transfer effective Dec. 31.
Tulsa Bcstg. Co., is licensee KTUL
Tulsa. Okla. KFPW is assigned 1400
kc, 250 w fulltime. Granted Dec. 20.
WEVE Eveleth,
Minn.of— Ridson
Granted Inc.,
assignment of license
licensee, to Carl Bloomquist for consideration of $30,000. Mr. Bloomquist
is general manager of the station.
WEVE Granted
is assigned
time.
Dec.134020. kc, 250 w fullKGON Oregon City, Ore. — Granted
acquisition of negative control in
Clackamas Bcstrs. Inc., licensee, by
John A. Fitzgibbon and wife and Irwin
S. Adams and wife through purchase
of 331/3% interest of E. Roy Jarman for
$11,560.
KGONkc. isGranted
assigned Dec.
250 14.
w fuUtime on 1230
WKID-AM-FM Urbana, 111.— Granted
assignment of license from James M.
Strand, trustee in bankruptcy to Kemper-Fabert Inc. Assets of station were
purchased at auction sale from trustee
for $9,700. Granted Dec. 14.
WXNJ transfer
(FM) of
Plainfield,
J.—
Granted
control inN.WXNJ
Inc., licensee from Stavid Engineering
Inc., Harold O. Bishop, W. T. Wright
and George B. Morgan to Buel Inc.,
Lucien M. Merle, Marie B. Merle, W.
Frank Howard, E. M. Schirrippa and
Salvador Diana for $3,999. WXNJ is
assigned
Dec. 14. Chan. 280 (103.9 mc). Granted

New Applications . . .
TV APPLICATIONS
Wichita, Kan. — E. V. Yingling, Virgil
S. Browne Jr., Willis L. Hartman and
Nestor
R. Co.,
Weigand
as mc),
Sunflower
Television
Ch. 3d/b
(60-66
ERP
16.3 kwDec.vis.,21. 8.15 kw aur., 455 ft. ant.
FUed
Cheyenne, Wyo.— Bill Tomherlin, Ch.
11 (198-204 mc), ERP 2.49 kw vis.,
1.245 kw aur., 318.6 ft. ant.; estimated
cost of construction $163,000, first year
operating cost $85,000, revenue $70,000.
Applicant is oil investor, has TV bid
pending at Casper, Wyo. Filed Dec. 21.
TV Statian Outlook
(Continued from page 63)
needs and industry in California
generally is absorbing- this supply.
Material shortage and credit control will have the effect of giving
strength to the production of the
essentials and, in any event, conditions reflect a steady business
gain for San Francisco and its environs for the coming year."

Mr. Hoag

Mr. Dumm

Robert B. Hoag, sales manager,
KTSL (TV) Hollywood, looks for
a substantial revenue year for television— possibly a 30% increase —
but feels that "in view of present
labor negotiations it is not possible
at this time to estimate the percentage of increased operational
Anticipating greater TV activity
from dry goods, food, petroleum
expenses."
and
soap firms, especially in the
national network and national spot
fields, Mr. Hoag expresses belief
that "radio and television both
should enjoy a very healthy increase in billing in the Southern
California
The slant area."
of one college TV station operator is given by Richard
B. Hull, radio-TV director of the
[owa State College outlet, WOI-TV
Ames, Iowa, who foresees a duplication of the 1941-42 pattern in
broadcasting and in general business. He terms prospects "good"
for Iowa, an agriculture area primarily and manufacturing center
secondarily.
"TV stations will do even better
(than bigger, well-managed AM
stations) but the 'freeze' situation
— and the prospect of a merely
nominal 'freeze-lifting' in view of
war emergency — make clear - cut
predictions
difficult," Mr. Hull believes.
....for file finest
in professional tape
retarding eqvipment

HOLLYWOOD
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also would command 25% of fix
composition resistors.
Current production of receivii
tubes is running at the annual ra
of about 400 million while ann
output of resistors currently a}
proximates lH billion, NPA ol
cials noted.
Meanwhile, the U. S. producti<^
effort was moving ahead on t
government level, with the appoir
ment of Charles E. Wilson, form,

NPA Blueprints Cuts
USE
METALS
LIMIT
They gave no
FLAT limitations on the use of electronics orders for war use. Gen.
nouncement wasother
made details.
followingAn-a
Harrison
had
assured
the
communicopper,
als—
materi
ic
strateg
three
cations-electronics fields they would meeting of NPA officials with the
aluminum and steel— in certain
receive
all
available
materials to Radio, Television and Household
were
s
auxiliary electronic product
Wholesale Advisory
at
least
sustain
maintenance
func- Appliance
Committee (see separate story)
blueprinted by the government last tions.
facing
s
cturer
manufa
week, with
Meanwhile, NPA also ordered a during which radio-TV and other
further curtailment of civilian set
209'f
cut in the civilian use of tin shortages were discussed.
production after Jan. 1.
of General
Electric C"i
Another order, governing dis- president
spearheading
the revitalized
during
next February and March.
It was learned that the National
tribution of certain electrical comarmament
program.
Mr. Wils'
Conservation
orders
on
that
maing
prepar
is
rity
Autho
Production
was sworn in last Thursday
terial also will be issued shortly,
ponents for defense and the na"conservation" or control orders
director of the Office of Defenj
officials announced, adding that the
tion's communications system, was
which would outlaw use of these
issued by NPA last Tuesday. The
Mobilization and then announc'
supply
is
not
sufficient
to
last
in
items
c
specifi
such
in
scarce metals
1951.
the appointment of Gen. Luci,
directive
seeks
to
equalize
the
disand
nae
anten
TV
as indoor-outdoor
tribution of defense orders among
Clay, New York civil defense chi(
Officially NPA last week said
aerial.s, steel towers, and possibly
and Sidney Weinberg, former vi
electric
component
and parts manuothers
only that the "growing needs for facturers.
chairman of the old War Prodi:
other
and
steel
aluminum,
copper,
tied
classi
a
tion Board, as special assistants.
NPA has drawn up
Each
manufacturer
would
be
revital
materials
will
affect
the
As mobilization director, IV.
quired to divert for defense up to
list of about 350 items on which it manufacture" of radio and tele509c
of
all
electronic
tubes
(if
it
will crack down by prohibiting use
headed agency,
the Woi*
vision sets, and other household ap- is the sole producer). Ceiling of Wilson,
War II who
production
w
of the materials after a specified
date.
,
, pliances.
25
9^
on
tubes
(not
including
power
have
responsibility
for
coordin^
Officials conceded that an order
It was understood, however, that affecting the use of copper in the tubes) for military use was set ing activities dealing with produ'
apply
not
d
woul
s
the limitation
when produced by two or more
tion, allocation, selective servii
manufacture of household appli- companies.
Military requirements
to radio and television receivers to
manpower,
wage stabilization, e,
ances is "now being prepared."
the component parts, such as tubes
are
which
tors,
resis
condensers and
contained in the final end products.
Radio-TV's Role Outline
It was felt that, inasmuch as
rs
DEhENSE
IL
civilian output of radio-TV towe
CIV
fallen
to control radio beams in any
and transmitters already has order
gency situations came on the het
s,
nse
defe
of
r
of the announcement by CD A
favo
AMID sentiment for fast passage
in
crisis, not limited solely to formal
off
manu
their
ministrator
Millard Caldwell s«
declaration of war.
g
limitations governin
of President Truman's Civil Defacture would be largely academic.
ting
a
basic
code of public
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RCA, CBS
(Continued from page 21)
ry generally, I am interested in
Hir reactions to the complaints
":ade by these broadcasters.
When you can find the time, I
onld appreciate your frank com.nents on the problem.
With warm personal regards.

arnoff Reply
Thank you for your letter of
ug. 17 in which you quote from
letter you have received from a
roadcaster on the subject of the
[forts of the Assn. of National Adertisers to obtain a reduction in
)und broadcasting network rates.
1 July, ANA advised NBC that it
ad prepared a study on the subject
t network radio rates and invited
TBC to attend a meeting on July
S to discuss the study. Representtives of other networks were also
ivited. Naturally, NBC declined
) attend a meeting at which rates
ould be discussed with its cometitors. The other networks took
18 same position and the meeting
J as not held. On July 28, the ANA
;nt to NBC a copy of the study
hich was to have been the subject
I discussion at the meeting. I
!el sure you have received a copy
om the broadcasters who have
ritten you, since I understand the
udy was Avidely circulated to
roadcasters.
The facts do not justify a reducon in network rates. An adverser today is paying the same netork radio rates he paid in 1940,
Ithough the number of radio famies has increased from 28 million
40 million, and the number of
its from 45 million to 86 million,
nder normal circumstances a rate
icrease for network radio would
,ve been clearly justified by this
.rger circulation alone, to say
)thing of the increase in operatig costs. During this same period,
Ivertising rates in competitive
edia have gone up steadily. Withi the past month, for example,
ite increases have been announced
f many leading national maga-

ec.
Mid Centuary
of 27-30:
the Speech
Assn. ofConference
America,
Hotels Commodore and Roosevelt,
New York.
in. 19: NAB TV Convention, Hotel
Stevens, Chicago.
m. 23: Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences annual dinner, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles,
m. 26-27: South Carolina Broadcasters
Assn., Columbia, S. C.
an. 31-Feb. 2: NAB Board Meeting,
Bellevue-Biltmore
Hotel, Bellaire,
Fla.
leb. 16-17: First Annual Regional Telemore. vision Seminar, WAAM (TV) Baltiipril 11: Brand Names Day 1951, Hotel
; Commodore, New York,
fpril
15-19:Chicago.
NAB Convention, Hotel
Stevens,
.pril 20-21: Southwestern HIE Conference, Southern Methodist U..
Dallas.
jiRO ADC
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zines including the Saturday Evening Post, the Ladies Home Journal
and Time. Network radio today is
the lowest in cost of all national
advertising media and no reduction
is called for.
Television rates, on the other
hand, have been substantially increased during the last two years
as the number of sets has grown.
While many television stations are
in or nearly in the black, the television networks are still operating
at substantial losses because it is
the network, not the station, that
pays most of the enormous new
costs of television program production. These include greatly increased amounts for studios, special studio equipment, facilities for
scenery and stage properties and
inter-city connections. Television
rates will have to be increased
further if television network broadcasting isto operate on a sound and
profitable basis.
As you know from the discussions we have had since you assumed the Chairmanship of the
Committee, I feel deeply that this
is a public interest question of the
greatest importance. The indispensable role which television is
destined to play in public education
and morale and civilian defense
activities in the stressful times
ahead, is a newly recognized factor which should cause all of us to
give serious thought to this problem. That is one reason I suggested a National Radio Highway
which would reduce inter-connection charges in my letter of July
26 to Sen. McFarland, a copy of
which I sent you. There may be
other ways in which the government can help, such as providing
means for a sharing of the cost of
public service network programs.
I do not mean to imply that the
independent broadcaster is less important than the networks. Indeed, I agree with your correspondent that he is the backbone of
the broadcasting business. Any
solution of broadcasting problems
which did not fulfill his needs would
be no solution at all.
I am grateful for this opportunity you have given me to comment on the subject covered by
your letter. As always, it is a
pleasure and privilege to explore
with you these questions which are
of such importance to every citizen.
With cordial personal regards.
Stanton Reply
In response to your letter of Aug.
17 regarding rumors of proposed
reductions in AM broadcast advertising rates, I want to report that
insofar as CBS is concerned, there
is nothing to such rumors.
Over the course of many months,
we have been approached by a
number of advertisers and advertising agencies requesting AM rate
adjustments and the reason given
in each instance has been the inroads of television. We have not
acceded to any of these requests.
In July, the Radio & Television
Committee of the Assn. of National
Advertisers formulated a report on

• Telecasting

Richards

Named

ROBERT K. Richards, director of
public aff'airs for the NAB, has
been appointed NAB stafi" sentative
repreon the
Broadcast Advisory Council by
Justin Miller,
president of NAB
and BAC chairman. Next meetthe councilingisofslated
for
shortly after
Jan. 1. Mr.
Richards and
Ralph W. Hardy,

Mr. Richards
NAB government relations director, will formulate plans for the
meeting. The council held its
first meeting in Washington Dec.
14, when the 19 members met with
President Truman and other government leaders to discuss radioTV's role in the nation's economy
and the preparedness program
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
Dec.
18].
the effect of television on AM listening habits and requested meetings with the nationwide networks
to discuss the situation as it affected the values of AM advertising.
(Copies of the ANA report and the
letter inviting CBS to participate
in a meeting with the ANA committee are enclosed.)
We declined to attend the meeting and no meeting was held.
As I am sure you are aware, CBS
is almost entirely dependent upon
its revenues from AM broadcasting as our television operations are
still substantially in the red and
our income from the manufacture
of phonograph records is not significant to our overall picture. It
would be foolhardy for us to do
anything which might jeopardize
or diminish the value of aural
broadcasting.
Our record indicates our determination to enhance and preserve
AM broadcasting as the widest and
most effective mass circulation advertising medium known to date.
For example:
(1) We have invested very heavily in AM programs, both in the
acquisition of outstanding popular
personalities such as Jack Benny,
and in the far more numerous radio
programs developed by CBS itself.
This policy stems from our belief
in the future of radio. CBS has
invested more money in the development of programs than any other
network. We have not pulled in
our horns or sold AM short.
(2) May 12 this year we held a
clinic in New York City attended
by the managers of our AM affiliates located in cities which had
television stations for the express
purpose of outlining program, sales
and promotion technique which
would enable those stations to compete most effectively with television in their own markets. I am
enclosing a copy of the agenda of
that meeting. It was the unanimous
opinion of all who attended that it
was one of the most effective meet-

ings we had ever held.
Item 4 on this agenda, "What
CBS is Doing to Sell Radio," featured a presentation, "Radio's Extra Profit Margin." A copy is enclosed. Fifteen hundred copies of
this were made available to our
affiliates, their sales representatives, or network advertisers and
their agencies.
(3) entsWethe values
have analyzed
for cliof AM network
broadcasting and have kept our affiliated stations informed. An example is the enclosed copy of a
letter dated May 23, 1950, which I
sent to all our affiliates and which
enclosed an analysis made for an
advertiser on May 12.
From this you will see that our
program ratings are up. The number of families reached is up and
CBS enjoys the lowest cost per
thousand of any network and the
greatest margin of economy over
any printed medium.
(4) The result of our continuing
all-out belief in aural broadcasting
and the steps which we are constantly taking in order to enhance
its values have, as you might expect, resulted in favorable circulation and sales pictures for us.
Every month for the past 18
months, Columbia's nationwide AM
audiences — averaged for day and
night — have run 20% ahead of the
second network. These ratings are
based on the Nielsen Radio Index,
the only nationwide measurement
service subscribed to by all four
networks. CBS' AM network is enjoying an increase of sales over
1949 of approximately 7% and it
is the only AM network which is
showing an increase over last year.
I would be happy to give you
any additional information which
youI would
may desire.
like to emphasize that
Columbia's growth and position of
leadership has been possible only
because of income from aural
broadcasting. Without the income
which flows from doing an outstanding job in that area, we would
not have been able, for example, to
make the efforts we have to bring
color television to the public. We,
at least, cannot afford to operate
AM at a loss.
AF EQUIPMENT
$600 Million Earmarked
NEARLY $600 million worth of
electronics, communications and
other major procurement equipment was earmarked for the U. S.
Air Force last week in a supplemental defense funds bill reported
out by the Senate Appropriations
Committee for action by the upper
chamber.
The committee approved a sum
of $583,900,000 for that equipment,
as well as over $2 billion covering
electronics-communications equipment and detection - warning systems for aircraft and related procurement. The group also set
aside $470,000 for "operation,
maintenance and improvement" of
the Army munication
Dept.'s
System. Alaska ComDecember 25, 1950
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RENEWAL

PROCEDURE

CHANGES in license renewal procedure were proposed by FCC last
week to simplify paperwork and
administration for stations and the
Commission itself. In principle,
FCC would:
# Require filing of license renewal applications for all stations
(AM, FM, TV) 90 days prior to
expiration of the license sought to
be renewed, in lieu of the present
60-day provision.
9 Determine expiration dates
on a geographical basis so that
licenses of stations in a contiguous
area would expire at the same
time, eliminating much duplication
where ownership of FM or TV outlets is involved along with AM.
the initial license pe0 Extend
riod of FM stations up to three
years instead of the present oneyear provision.
TV licenses presently are for one
year only and FCC indicated no
change is contemplated at the
present.
AM and FM stations are divided
into 18 groups of contiguous states,
according to the proposal, while
TV stations are divided into six
groups of states.
Deadline for comments on the
new rules was set for Feb. 15 with
replies due March 1.
Expiration dates for all three
services presently expire on a
schedule determined by assigned
frequency. Under a system based
on geographical location the work
load would be more evenly distributed through the year, the Commission explained.
Many AM Affiliates
FCC's notice stated about 85%
of all FM stations are owned and
operated by licensees which also
own AM stations while many of
the TV licensees also are AM and
FM operators. The notice explained
that since all inquiries directed to
the qualifications of a licensee are
equally applicable to AM, FM or
TV, "the proposal would eliminate
unnecessary duplication resulting
from the existing procedure of considering these applications at different times."
"The proposed plan would also
facilitate the consideration of common problems sometimes presented
by stations located in contiguous
areas," the Commission said.
Additional advantages to the industry by simultaneous filings of
applications, FCC said, would be
that yearly equipment performance
measurements which must be made
during the four-month period preceding the date of filing applications for renewal of licenses could
be made simultaneously for a licensee's AM and FM facilities.
Similarly, program data would be
filed at the same time and, since a
licensee is required to file with the
renewal application a balance sheet
dated within 90 days of the execution of the renewal application.
Page 86
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only one balance sheet would have
to be prepared by the licensee, FCC
noted.
The proposed new rules and expiration schedules, based on assumption of Feb. 1, 1951, adoption
(further revision would be made
for different base date), follow:
Proposed Rules
1. Sec.is proposed
1.320(a) oftothebe Commission's
Rules
amended as
follows
:
(a) Unless otherwise directed by the
Commission,
eachof application
renewal of license
a broadcast for
station
shall be filed at least 90 days prior to
the expiration date of the license
sought cation
to forberenewal
renewed;
and each
of license
of aapplinon
broadcast station shall be filed at least
60
dayslicense
prior sought
to the to
expiration
date
of *the
be renewed.
No application for renewal of license
of a broadcast
station
be considered unless there
is on will
file with
the
Commission the information currently
required
by Sees.
1.341 and
to 1.344,
reference to which
by date
file number
shall be included in the application.
2. Sec. 3.220(a) of the Commission's
Rules
follows:is proposed to be amended as
(a) Unless otherwise directed by the
Commission,
applicationstation
for renewal of an each
FM broadcast
license shall be filed at least 90 days
prior to the expiration date of the
license sought to be renewed (Form
FCC No.newal of303).
for relicenseNoof application
an FM broadcast
station will be considered unless there
is on file with the Commission, the
information currently required by Sees.
1.341-1.344 of this chapter, reference to
which by date and file number shall
be included in the application.
3. Sec. as
3.620(a)
amended
follows:is proposed to be
(a) Unless otherwise directed by the
Commission,
each application
renewal of a television
station for
license
shall be filed at least 90 days prior to
the expiration date of the license
sought to be renewed (Form FCC No.
303). No application for renewal of
license of a television broadcast station
will be considered unless there is on
filed with the Commission the informacurrently
required
by Sees.
1.3411.344 tion
of this
section,
reference
to which
by date cludedand
file
number
shall
be
inin the application.
4. Sec.
3.34(a) of tothebe Commission's
Rules
is proposed
amended as
follows:
(a) Allcensesstandard
broadcast
will be issued
for station
a normallilicense period of three years. Licenses
will be issued to expire at the hour of
3 a.m., EST in accordance with the
following schedule! and at three-year
intervals thereafter : i
5. Sec.
3.218(a) ofto the
Commission's
Rules
is proposed
be amended
and
Sec.
3.218(b) is projKJsed to be deleted
as follows:
(a) All FM broadcast station licenses
will beriod ofissued
for a normal
license
three years.
Licenses
will pebe
issued to expire at the hour of 3 a.m.,
EST in accordance with the following
schedule! and at three-year intervals
thereafter: '
6. Sec.
3.618 of tothebe Commission's
Rules
is: proposed
amended as
follows
All television broadcast station licenses will be issued for a normal
license
period toof expire
one year.
will be issued
at the Licenses
hour of
3 A.M., EST in accordance with the
following
schedule* : =and at one year
intervals thereafter
t See Schedule A.
t See Schedule B.
of licenses
for^ Renewals
the period
specifiedwillin bethegranted
rule;
Provided, However, that if as a result
of the transition from the present
schedule to the proposed schedule the
period for which a license is renewed
is 6 months or less the licensee may
within 30 days of the expiration date of
such renewed license file, in lieu of
renewal application (FCC Form 303),
a written application under oath for
the next renewal of license which shall
consist of (1) a request that its license
be renewed and (2) a statement that no
substantial changes have been made
in its operations or In its plans for

Simplification

Propose

Number of AM t
future operations since its last renewal
Broadcast Autho
application; or if changes have been
i
made or proposed a statement specifying such changes. Upon review of Month Year
AM
FM
35.
Utah
18
such statement the Commission may
3
Expiration Date**
36.
Mex. 53
25
grant a renewal of license for the ful
0 1
37. N.
Ida.
22
period provided for in the rule; or if
3
the Commission requires additional in
formation it may require the filing of
113
7
Aug. 1953 38. Calif.
renewal application (FCC Form 303).
58
143
Oct. 1953 39.
40. Wash.
Oregon
7
- Renewals of licenses will be granted
43 tions*8
for the period specified in the rule;
0
10
40(a). Alaska
Provided, However, that if as a result
I
0
12
40(b). Hawaii
of the transition from the present
schedule to the proposed schedule the
118 15
Dec. 1953 41.
period for which a license is renewed
42. Conn.
Maine
27 11
is 4 months or less the licensee may
16 282
43. Mass.
51
within 30 days of the expiration date
44.
N.
Hamp.
12
4
of such renewed license file, in lieu of
45. R. I.
11 5
renewal application (FCC Form 303),
46. Vt.
9
0
a written application under oath for
the next renewal of license which shall
126 50
Feb. 1954 47. N. J.
20 13
consist of (1) a request that its hcense
be renewed and (2) a statement that
48. N. Y.
95 56
no substantial changes have been made
115 69
in its operations or in its plans for future operations since its last renewal
Total 2295B i 740 SCHEDULE
application; or if changes have been
TV STATIONS
made or proposed a statement specifyNumber of TV Broi
ing such changes. Upon review of such
statement the Commission may grant a Expiration Date4. Ky.
cast Authorizatio
renewal of license for the full period
Pa.
April 1951 1.2.
Dela.
1
provided for in the rule; or if the Com3. Tenn.
7
mission requires additional information
2
Month Year**
2
it may require the filing of renewal
5. Ind.
application (FCC Form 303).
2
6. Tex.
6
* The 60-day requirement does not
7. Md.
20
apply to amateurs.
June
3
8. Va.
4
SCHEDULE A
9. W.
Va.
7(a).
D.
C.
2
AM and FM Stations
1
12.
Wyo.
10. Mich.
Ohio
Number of AM & FM
11.
12
6
Broadcast
AuthorizaAM
63
0
13. Nev.
0
14. Ariz.
Del.
Total
Month 1951
Yea r
66
1
15. Utah
Pa.
FM
408
16.
N.
Mex.
2
Expiration Date**
1
5
3
17.
Ida.
1
2.
Apri
111
174
0
20
57
5.
116
182
58
1951
13.
N.
C.
June
August
22 tions*
18
3{a).3. Md.
Va.
D. C.
19. S. C.
2
7
8
0
20. II!.
4. W. Va.
5
21.
Wis.
53
1
22. Calif.
Aug.
124
18515
32
1951
53
C. 93
19
6. N.
4215
13577 October
23. Fla.
188
7. S. C.
42
11
3
0
23(a). Virgin
P. R. Is.
23(b).
24.
Iowa
Fla.
61
Oct.
1120
25.
Miss.
21
96
1951 8(a).8. P. R.
26. Wash.
2
135
25
0
1
27. Ore.
0
3
8(b). V. Is. 1033
0
27(a). Alaska
0
21
124
Dec.
75
0
10. Ala.
27(b). Hawaii
1951 9.
25
71
14
8
Ga.
76
22
98
58
29. Ala.
Ga.
48 Decembe r 28.
2
43
147
36
183
3
Ark.
Feb. 1952
La.
30.
Minn.
2
31.
N. Dak.
Dak.
11.
34
7
4185
0
32.
S.
12.
42
16
70
33. Mont.
0
13. Miss.
5
34. Colo.
0
0
119
147
Tenn.
15.
Ky.
1952 14.
57
13
35. Conn.
43
12
April
190
36.
43. Maine
Mass.
16. Ind.
45
20
44. N. Hamp.
28
17. Ohio
145
45
70
45. Vt.
R. I.
46.
June 1952
55
114
18
18. Mich.
63
25
88
65
19. III.
Aug.
64
20.
132
202
48. Ark.
La.
1952 47.
Wis.
1952
74
46
120
0
20
69
49. Miss.
19373 Feb.
45
1301
51.
Okla.
50. Kans.
0
22.
1952 21.
2
52. N.
Neb.J.
53.
Iowa
52
72
2
129
55
Miss.
13866
51
15
1
Oct.
54. N. Y.
103
35
25. Minn.
Dec.
23.
10
59 NOTE: Foregoing schedules dates 19are bo!
24. N. Dak.
0
14 on assumption of final adoption of propo:
1952 26.
S. Dak. 14
1
rules on or before Feb. 1, 1951. In ev
Mont.
25
0
25 proposed
rules are
adoptedaccordin;
after tl
27. Colo.
35
38 date schedules
4914
willfinally
be revised
103
137
14
1953
15115 ^ 2,118 Licenses
177 Licenses
CPs.
28. Kans.
6
Feb.
39
45 - 493
Okla.
Neb.
46
56
247 CPs.
30.
22
3
25
29.
1071013
19
126 * Broadcast authorizations (as of June
Tex.
1953
212
31.
183
1950) set forth to show application
June
0
13
April 1953 32.
Wyo.
proposed
33. Ariz.
1
11 ** All licensesrule.expire on first day of mo
34. Nev.
25
290
specified.
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TV

takes

more

giant

strides

Ground has been broken for WWJ-TV's
beautiful new television studio building,
adjoining present WWJ studios. Scheduled for completion in the spring, the
combined buildings will give Detroit a
great Radio Center.

upward

in Detroit

television as a selling medium

. . .

in the Detroit

market and WWJ-TV's position as the
Number One television station.
Because WWJ-TV

is 2 years ahead, and

always 2 steps ahead, Detroiters tune to

The facilities housed in this new building

WWJ-TV

first just as advertisers turn to

will be in keeping with the importance of

WWJ-TV

first for results.

FIRST IN MICHIGAN
Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS
NBC Television Netimrk
National Representaiives: THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
ASSOCIATE AM-FM STATION WWJ

New RCA Theatre Television System projects 15 x 20 foot pictures of television prograr

You've seen television. Now you'll see it in
its iinest form— giant projections of special
events, transmitted onlij to theatres on private
wires or radio beams to make movie-going
better than ever!
Success of the system comes from
RCA kinescope, and something new
lenses. The kinescope, developed at
tories, isin principle the same as the

a remarkable
in projection
RCA Laboraone on which

you see regular telecasts. But it is ^maZZ— only a
few inches in diameter— and produces images of

high brilliance. These are magnified to 15x20 feet
by a lens system like those used in fine astronomical telescopes.
Because of its size and shape, the new projector
is referred to by engineers as the "barrel." It's already
going into theatres, where you'll be seeing giant
television — shot from a barrel.
*
*
*
See the latest wonders of radio, television and electronics atRCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West 49th Street,
N. Y. Admission is free. Radio Corporation of America,
RCA Ruilding, Radio City, New York 20, New York.

The same research which de^'elopt
RCA's new theatre television syste
also gives you big, brilliant pictures c
1951 RCA Victor home receivers.
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